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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., adj adjective.

abbr abbreviation.

abl ablative.

aoo accusative.

accom acoommodated.acoom-

modation.

act. active.

adv adverb.

AF. Anglo-French.

agri. agriculture.

AL Anglo-Latin.

alg. algebra.

Amer American.

anat. anatomy.

anc ancient.

antiq. antiquity.

aor. aorist.

appar. apparently.

Ar. Arabic.

arch architecture,

archeeol archaeology.

arith arithmetic.

art. article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.

astrol astrology.

astron astronomy.

attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.

Bav Bavarian.

Eeng. Bengali.

biol biology.

Bohem Bohemian.

bot botany.

Braz Brazilian.

Bret. Breton.

bryol bryology.

Bulg Bulgarian.

carp. carpentry.

Cat. Catalan.

Cath Catholic.

caus. causative.

ceram ceramics.

of. 1. confer, compare.

ch church.

Chal Chaldee.

chem chemical, chemistry.

Chin Chinese.

chron chronology.

colloq. colloquial,colloquially.

com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp composition, com-

pound.

compar. comparative.

conch conchology.

conj conjunction.

contr. . : contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn Cornish.

craniol craniology.

craniom craniometry.

crystal crystallography.

D. Dutch.

Dan Danish.

dat dative.

det definite, definition.

deriv. derivative, derivation.

dial dialect, dialectal.

difl. different.

dim diminutive.

distrib distributive,

dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.

B East.

E English (liSMoZZj/meaJi-

ingmodern English).

eccl., eooles ecclesiastical.

econ economy.

e. g L. exemnpU gratia, for

example.

Egypt. Egyptian.

B. Ind East Indian,

elect. electricity.

embryol embryology.

Eng. English.

engm engineering.

entom entomology.

Epis Episcopal.

equiv. equivalent.

esp especially.

Eth Ethiopio.

ethnog. ethnography.

ethnol ethnology.

etym etymology.

Eur. European.

exclam exclamation.

f., fem feminine.

F French (nsually tneari-

ing modem French).

Flem Flemish.

fort. fortification.

freq frequentative.

Fries Friesic.

fut future.

G. Geimsin(immttymean-

ing New High Ger-

man).

Gael Gaelic.

galv. galvanism.

gen genitive.

geog. geography.

geol geology.

geom geometry.

Goth Gothic (Mcesogothic).

6r. Greek.

gram grammar.

gun gunnery.

Heb Hebrew.

her. heraldry.

herpet. herpetology.

Hind Hindustani.

hist. history,

horol horology.

hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.

hydraul hydraulics.

hydros hydrostatics.

Icel Icelandic (imtaUi/

tneaning Old Ic^
iaiidACjOtherwiseeaU-

ed Old Norse).

ichth ichthyology.

i. e Jj. id est, that is.

impers impersonal.

impf. imperfect.

impv. imperative.

improp improperly.

Ind Indian.

ind indicative.

Indo-Eur. Indo-European.

indef indefinite.

inf. infinitive.

instr. instrumental.

inter] interjection.

intr., intrans. ..intransitive.

Ir Irish.

irreg. irregular, irregularly.

It Italian.

Jap. Japanese.

L. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin).

Lett. Lettish.

LG Low German.

lichenol lichenology.

lit. literal, literally,

lit literature.

Lith Lithuanian.

lithog lithography,

lithol. lithology.

LL Late Latin.

m., masc masculine,

M. Middle.

mach machinery.

mammal mammalogy, «

manuf. manufacturing.

math mathematics.

MD Middle Dutch.

ME Middle English {other-

wise called Old Eng-

lish).

mech mechanics, mechani-

cal.

med medicine.

mensur. mensuration.

metal metallurgy.

metaph metaphysics.

meteor. meteorology.

Mex Mexican.

MGr. Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.

MHG. Middle High German.

mllit military.

mineral mineralogy.

ML Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin,

MLG Middle Low German,

mod modern.

mycol mycology.

myth mythology.

n noun.

n., neut neuter,

N, New.

N. North.

N. Amer. North America.

nat natural.

naut nautical. .

nav. navigation.

NGr. New Greek, modem
Greek.

NHG. New High German
{uimaUy simply G.,

German).

NL. New Latin, modern
Latin.

nom nominative.

Norm Norman.
north northern.

Norw. Norwegian.

numis numismatics.

O Old.

obs obsolete.

obstet obstetrics.

OBulg. Old Bulgarian (fitlier-

wise called Church

Slavonic, Old Slavic,

Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.

OD Old Dutch.

ODan Old Danish.

odontog odontography,

odontol odontology.

OF. Old French.

OFlem Old Flemish.

OGael Old Gaelic.

OHG. Old High German.

Olr Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL Old Latin.

OLG Old Low German.

ONorth Old Northumbrian.

OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.

ornith ornithology.

OS Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.

osteol osteology.

OSw Old Swedish.

OTeut Old Teutonic.

p. a. participial adjective.

paleon paleontology.

part. participle.

pass passive.

pathol pathology.

perf perfect.

Pers Persian.

pers person.

persp perspective.

Peruv Peruvian,

petrog petrography,

Pg Portuguese.

phar pharmacy.

Phen Phenician.

philol philology.

philos phUoBophy.

phonog phonography.

photog photography.

phren phrenology.

phys physical.

physiol physiology.

pi., plur pluraL

poet. poetical.

polit political.

Pol Polish.

poss possessive.

pp past participle.

ppr. present participle.

Pr. Provengal (usiwlly

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).

pref prefix.

prep preposition.

pres present.

pret. preterit.

priv. privative.

prob probably, probable.

pron pronoun.

pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.

pros. prosody.

Prot. Protestant.

prov. provincial.

psychol psychology.

q. V. L. quod (or pi. giMp)

vide, which see.

refl reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.

repr. representing.

rhet rhetoric.

Eom Boman.
Kom. Eomanic, Bomance

(languages).

Ituss BuBsian.

S South.

S. Amer, South American.

sc. .
.' L. scilicet, understand,

supply.

Sc Scotch.

Scand Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture,

sculp sculpture,

Serv. Servian,

sing singular.

Skt. Sanskrit.

Slav. Slavic, Slavonic,

Sp Spanish.

subj subjunctive.

superl superlative.

snrg surgery.

surv. surveying.

Sw. Swedish.

syn synonymy.

Syr. Syriac.

technol technology,

teleg. telegraphy.

teratol teratology.

term termination,

Teut Teutonic.

theat theatrical.

theol theology.

therap therapeutics.

toxicol toxicology.

tr., trans transitive.

trigon trigonometry.

Turk. Turkish.

typog. typography.

ult, ultimate, ultimately.

V. verb.

var variant.

vet. veterinary.

V. i intransitive verb.

V. t> transitive verb.

W "Welsh.

Wall Walloon.

Wallach Wallaohian.

W. Ind West Indian.

zofigeog zoogeography.

2001 zoology.

zoBt. zoBtomy,



KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang,

a as in fate, mane, dale,

a as in far, father, guard.

a as in fall, talk, naught,

a as in ask, fast, ant.

a as in fare, hair, bear.

e as in met, pen, bless,

e as in mete, meet, meat,

6 as in her, fern, heard.

i as in pin, it, biscuit,

i as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.

6 as in note, poke, floor,

o as in move, spoon, room.

6 as in nor, song, off.

as in tub, sou, blood.

as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp. ix, x).

as in pull, book, could.

German ii, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.

ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates its abbreviation and lighten-

ing, without absolute loss of its distinctive qual-

ity. See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

a as in prelate, courage, captain.

e as in ablegate, episcopal.

o as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.

u as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates that, even in the mouths of

the best speakers, its sound is variable to, and

in ordinary utterance actually becomes, the

short «-sound (of but, pun, etc.). See Preface,

p. xi. Thus:

a as in errant, republican,

e as in prudent, difference.

i as in charity, density.

o as in valor, actor, idiot.

a as in Persia, peninsula.

e as in the book.

u as in nature, feature.

A mark (^^) under the consonants t, d, s, s in-

dicates that they in like manner are variable to

ch,j, sh, zh. Thus:

t as in nature, adventure.

d as in arduous, education.

g as in pressure.

z as in seizure.

th as in thin.

TH as in then.

ch as in German aeh, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mouill^) 1.

' denotes a primary, " a secondary accent. (A

secondary accent is not marked if at its regular

interval of two syllables from the primary, or

from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read/row; i. e., derived from.

> read whence ; i. e., from which is derived.

+ read and; i. e., compounded with, or with suflix.

= read cognate with; i. e,, etymologieally parallel with.

y read root.

* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoretically assumed,

or asserted but unverified, form.

t read obsolete.

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS.

A superior figure placed after a title-word in-

dicates that the word so marked is distinct

etymologieally from other words, following or

preceding it, spelled in the same manner and

marked with different numbers. Thus :

backi (bak), n. The posterior part, etc.

backi (bak), a. Lying or being behind, etc.

back! (bak), v. To furnish with a back, etc.

back^ (bak), adv. Behind, etc.

backet (bak), n. The earlier form of bat^.

back^ (bak), n. A large fiat-bottomed boat,

etc.

Various abbreviations have been used in the

credits to the quotations, as " No." for number,

"st." for stOMza, "p." ior page, "1." for line,

IF for paragraph, " fol." tov folio. The method

used in indicating the subdivisions of books

will be understood by reference to the follow-

ing plan

:

Section only 4 5.

Chapter only xiv.

Canto only xiv.

Book only iii-

Book and chapter

Part and chapter

Book and line

Book and page V iii. 10.

Act and scene

Chapter and verse

No. and page

Volume and page II. 34.

Volume and chapter IV. iv.

Part, book, and chapter II. iv. 12.

Part, canto, and stanza II. iv. 12.

Chapter and section or IT vii. § or IT 3.

Volume, part, and section or IT . . I. i. § or H 6.

Book, chapter, and section or IT . . I. i. 5 or IT 6.

Different grammatical phases of the same
word are grouped under one head, and distin-

guished by the Roman numerals I., II., III.,

etc. This applies to transitive and intransi-

tive uses of the same verb, to adjectives used

also as nouns, to nouns used also as adjectives,

to adverbs used also as prepositions or con-

junctions, etc.

The capitalizing and italicizing of certain or

all of the words in a synonym-list indicates

that the words so distinguished are discrimi-

nated in the text immediately following, or

under the title referred to.

The figures by which the synonym-lists are

sometimes divided indicate the senses or defi-

nitions with which they are connected.

The title-words begin with a small (lower-

case) letter, or with a capital, according to

usage. When usage differs, in this matter,

with the different senses of a word, the abbre-

viations [cap.] for "capital" and [?. c] for

"lower-case" are used to indicate this varia-

tion.

The difference observed in regard to the

capitalizing of the second element in zoologi-

cal and botanical terms is in accordance with

the existing usage in the two sciences. Thus,

in zoology, in a scientific name consisting of

two words the second of which is derived from

a proper name, only the first would be capi-

talized. But a name of similar derivation in

botany would have the second element also

capitalized.

The names of zoological and botanical classes,

orders, families, genera, etc., have been uni-

formly italicized, in accordance with the pres-

ent usage of scientific writers.



1. The eigMli letter and
sixth consonant in the Eng-
lish alphabet. The written
character comeB, like A, B, etc. (see

A), from the Phenlcian, through
the Greek and Latin ; and it had
the same place in the Phenioian
and Latin alphabets as in the
English, though made seventh in
order in the Greek by the later

omission of the P-sign. The com-
parative scheme of the letter-forms is as follows

:

B B H
Eejrptian.

Hieroglyphic. Hieratic.
Piieni-
cian.

Early
Greek and Latin.

speaking. In the pronouns he, him, her, when unacoent- the ocean, = AS. *heafor *hcef, in an earlyKent-
ed, as they usually are after another word, the h is al-

jgj^ g^ggg y^^j, j^ „]_ /jg^ft, (once), the sea, =
most universally omitted in colloquial speech, an omis- (-.m P „ h^f—\in.a hnf tlio ooo ia TiniF spp
sion long recognized in the common speUing of the related VHnes.lieJ ==MlM.IMf, tne sea, ? tr. nm, sea,

neuter pronoun hit, now always written and pronounced bay, gulf, = MHO-, nap, neut., «O0e, I., tne sea,

it, and in the colloljuial plural hem, now written 'em. a bay ; allied to AS. hcefene, E. haven : see ha-
The h forms a number of digraphs, or compound charac- ^g -i ^ deep-sea fishing-ground. [Shetland.]
ters, some of them of great importance and frequency. ^„„Vv>«»+ r-hsfhR+\ « £ -h^ot nooTI fr^i- Haot,
The origin of this practice goes hack to the earliest Greek naai-DOat (hat bot), n. A boat used tor aeep-

period,when the so-called aspirates were real aspirates

—

sea fishing. [Shetland.]
that is, mutes with an audible bit of flatus expelled after haaf-fishing (haffish"ing), n. Deep-sea fishing
them : Ich nearly as in backhouse, th as in boat-hook, ph as f i J^ ^

tnnlr ei-p rShntlsi.Tnl 1
in haphazard. The sounds wfere at first so written in lor Ung, COQ, tusK, etc. L»;ieiiaiia.j

Greek, with an h after each mute ; later, simple charao- Jiaa£, n. Same as naKe".

ters were devised to take the place of these combinations, haar (har), n. [Also har, harr, haw; CI. Be.
But in Greek words carried into Italy the spelling with fi^r, hore, hare, cold, chill, moist.] A fog; a

The sound belonging to the character in Phenician was
that of a rough guttural spirant, nearly like the ch in

German, or in Scotch loeh (marked in this dictionary fth).

In the Greek alphabet it had at first the kindred but
weaker value of our h; and with this value it passed
over to Italy, and so continued there ; but in Greece it

came later to be used as a long e (down to that time long
and short e had been written alike E), the A-sound being
indicated by a half ff, namely h afterward reduced to >-

and ', which last then retained the ft-value, or that of the
" rough breathing," so called, now usually printed '. Our
A-sound is called the "aspiration," as being a near ap-

proach to pure unmodified breathing, an audible emission

of breath before a vowel or semivowel, made, in every
case, in the same position of the mouth-organs as that re-

quired by the following sound. That is, the h of ha is

made in the mouth-position of a, the utterance in the
combination changing only from unintonated to intonat-

ed breath ; that of lie is made in the mouth-position of

ee ; and so with ho, and so on. Thus, the h before each
different vowel represents a different product, and h sig-

nifies a sort of common surd to all the vowels as sonants

;

and, being dependent always for its special characterupon
the following sound, it is very suitably written by the
Greeks with a subordinate sign prefixed to the voweL In
English the aspiration occurs before all the vowels, and
also before the semivowelsw and i/, as in whit (that is, hwit)

and hue (that is, hyu), though in these cases some authori-

ties hold that the w- and y-sounds themselves are not ut-

tered, but only the A-sound, this being what it would be if

the semivowel were really pronounced. This view may in

partdependupon an actual difference ofpronunciation,but
is more probably an error of apprehension and analysis

;

certainly, in our ordinary utterance, whit is to hoo-it pre-

cisely as ™« is to oo-it. In older English our A-sound was
pronounced also before r and I, as in AS. hring, B. Hng,
AS. hrim, B. rijnea, AS. hrof, B. roof, AS. hlaf, E. lo(tf, AS.

Mid, B. iwf, AS. hZiehhoM, E. laugh, etc. ; In other languages

it is found also before m and n. The English h in the Teu-

tonic part of thelanguage comes from an original surd gut-

tural, a k, which first became a guttural spirant (= cA in

German, or in Scotch loch), and was then further weakened
to a mere aspiration. The spirantbecomes mere aspiration

when its production ceases to be accompanied with a con-

striction at the top of the throat, causing a rough frica-

tive sound, and so giving a specific character to the utter-

ance. A guttural mute was changed to a spirant also in

the interior of many of our words, and was formerly writ-

ten with h: thus, AS. niht, E, night; but it has long been

lost in pronunciation, after being written with gk instead

of h (the g never pronounced). The aspiration, indeed, be-

ing the weakest and least positive of alphabetic sounds, *
especially liable to become silent. The Latin Initial h was
totally silent in the vernacular forms which emerged as

Old French and Italian, and in the earliest Old French, as

still in ItaUan, it does not appear in writing. The earliest

Old French words, therefore, having original Latin A, were

transferred into Middle English without A, as aUt, able,

eir, onest, onor, onur, oure, ure, etc., through similar Old

liench forms from Latin habitus, habilia, heres, honestus,

honorj hora, etc. In later Old Trench and Middle English

the pedantic habit of imitating the spelling of the origi-

nal latin, if known, led to the general restoration of ft In

these words, a restoration completed in modern Prenoh,

though the h has remained always unpronounced m
French, and, in the oldest and most familiar words, in

Jlngllsh. The ft now appears In the modem forms of all

the above words, and others (except able and arbar^, the

restored forms hable, harbor^, having died out), namely,

unpronounced in heir, honest, honor, hour, etc., and pro-

nounced (by conformity to later words) in haWt, heretic,

etc., while in some, as herb, humble, etc., the pronuncia-

tion wavers between the earlier unaapirated form and the

later aspiratedform. The confusion existing in such cases

led to some variation in the speUing of words originally

and properly beginning with a vowel, the A, though not

pronounced, being often en-oneously inserted in writing,

as in habandon, habound, habundamie, etc., for abandon,

abound, abundance, etc. A similar confusion extended to

words of Anglo-Saxon orother Teutonic origin, the A being

dropped sometimes where it should appear, and, more

ottea, inserted where it should not appear, as hape for

ape, his for is, etc. This confusion oharactemes the pres-

ent pronunciation of the London cockney. The habitual

omission of A is, however, quite common even in educated

speech In certain positions, and even where usually uttered

ifis apt to be lost after a final consonant in rapiu and easy

168*

Awaskeptup: tbaB, chorus, theatruni,philosophus; then,

in the change of these aspirates to spirants, unitary values
were won by the digraphs ; and the use of th, especially

with spirant value (thin, that), was widely extended to the
Teutonic part of our language. The digraph sh comes
by alteration of the & of sA: to a spirant, audits fusion with
the sibilant, making a more palatal sibilant. The origin

of our gh (always either silent or pronounced as /), by

chill easterly wind accompanied by light fog.

[Scotch.]
On locking towards St. Andrews from Leith walk I per-

ceived a dense cloudiness all along the horizon : this I

have no doubt was your easterly haar at the very time that

we were in brilliant sunshine and were oppressed with
^.. ^ _,_ __ ^_ ,„ . heat. Hanna, Chalmers, III. 85.

graphic" change' from earlier A, has been stated above'. t,___j,-_, „ a„p, hnrdim
(See also under (?.) Finally, rA is found In Greek words, as Jaaraim, «. See /jarmm.

-c- i„,-,i
rhetoric, and represents an r with preceding aspiration, as naarKieS (har Jies), n. [(j., <. haar, = J!i. nan^,

in AS. hring (whence it should properly be written hr, as -I- fcjes, gravel, pyrites, dim. Iciesel, flint, flmt-
Aw for wA); but the aspiration Is always lost in our utter- gtone, pebble, = AS. cedsel, gravel, E. chesil,
ance. For the name of the letter, see oitcA. -^ 1 fia-maaa Timr-nimt/ii
3. AS a medieval numeral,200, and withadash ^-^l^^^^^et steS.
over it, thus, H, 200,000.-3. As a symbol: haave-net, m. See halve-net.
(a) In German UMisical nomenplature, the key. tone, or

j^ ^^^ ^j^^^
r^ ^^ assumed from hab-W-

note elsewhere calle_d B-that is, B natural.
_ (6) In ana- "»"/ v ;, J- _ „!,„„„„

(c) In chem., the symbol of A venture ; a chance.nab, q. v.]

Take heed, for 1 speak not by hobs and by nabs.
Dfiddleton, Spanish Gypsy, liL 2.

_ lie mech., the total energy.

Kydrogen.

4. As an abbreviation: (a) Hour.
force-tha.tia, tha horizontal coraponent of the earffi's ^ ^^ ,^y^s ^ rjjj;_ jMbhe: see have.'\ A vari-
magnetic attraction, (c) His or ifer, as in H. M. S., Mis *"•"'„ ,-'' .,}- . ^ . .. . j j. i i,

(HTr) Majesty's ship or service ; H.R. H.,His(Her)Eoyal ant of home. It exists in the phrase-words hab-nab.

Highness, (d) In a ship's log-book A. indicates hail, (e) hah-or-nab, and also independently as a negro corruption

In orchestral scores andarrangements H. indicates Aoraa. ofAajie.
» i i-

hai (hii), iwterj. [Also hah; D. G. Sw. Dan. hab. In 200«., the regular abbreviation of fta6«-

F. Sp. Pg. It., etc., Aa, L. Tia, a natural utter- to*, 1.
. „,,.,'. .fi-

ance, the same as ah (a. v.) with aspiration ; Habassmt (ha-bas'm), a. [A var. otAhassme,
• •" ' - " -'- -J" i^-- Abyssine, obs. forms equiv. to Abysstman.]

Same as Abyssinian.

Among these [the peoples of the Eastern and South-East
Churches] the Eusse and the Eabassin Emperors are the

greatest. Howell, Letters, IL 9.

its significance depends on the mode of utter-

ance. Repeated, ha ha, hor-ha, AS. D. Sw.
OPries., etc., ha ha, li. ha ha, Gr. a a. Hind.

ha ha, etc., it usually indicates laughter. Cf

.

haw^.'] 1. An exclamation denoting surprise,

wonder, joy, or other sudden emotion, as bus- habbet, I'.t. A Middle English form of have.

picion, ki/also interrogation. Repeated,"M .'

^^yy^tl^^^-^/^jh^J'J^^^^
ha ! it expresses either intensified surprise, etc,

or laughter.
Interjections? Why, then, some be of laughing, as

ha 1 ha I he

!

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

Have you eyes?

Could you on this fair mountain leave to feed.

And batten on this moor ? Ha ! have you eyes?
Shak., Hamlet, Hi. 4.

Who's that? ha!
Some gentle hand, I hope, to bring me comfort.

Fleteher (<md another), Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

Hah ! how the Laurel, great Apollo's Tree,

And all the Cavern shakes 1

Prior, Second Hymn of Callimachus.

2. An involuntary sound marking hesitation

in speech, uttered slowly and obscurely, and

otherwise represented by er or wr.

hai (ha), m. [_<.ha\interj.'\ 1. An expression

of wonder, surprise, or admiration.— 2. An ex-

pression of hesitancy in speech.

The shrug, the hum, or ha. Shak., W. T., ii. 1.

hai (ha), V. i. [< ha\ mterj.: cf. haw^,y.1 To
make the sound ha, expressing hesitation.

The right hon. gentleman ... is somewhat prone to

he prosy. He hums and has, and harks back to matters

he has already discussed.

T. W. Higginson, Eng. Statesmen, p. 252.

ha2 (ha), n. Same as ha-ha^, haw-haw^.

ha,^ (ha, ha), pron. A dialectal variant of heK

ha*, na 1 (M), n. A Scotch form of hall.

He followed me for seven year
Frae hour out and frae ha'.

Old song. (Jamieson.)

has, lia'2. A contraction of have. [CoUoq. or

dial.]

For me, sister ! ha' you found out a wife for me ? ha'

you? pray speak, ha' you ? Brmne, Northern Lass.

And I may have my will, lie neither ha' poore schoUer

nor Bouldier about the court. Day, He of Gulls (1633).

haaf, haflf, haf 2 (haf, haf), n. [< leel. haf= Sw.

haf= Norw. Dan. hav, the sea, esp. the high sea,
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ftaper«»," falter, hesitate, = Gr. hapern, dial, hap-

peln = Sw. happla, stutter, hesitate, freq., the

simple form being seen in Dan. happe, stutter.]

To stutter; stammer.
habber (hab'6r), ». [< habber, «.] A stutter;

"a stammer. [Scotch.]

habberjonti «• An obsolete form of haubergeon.

hab. corp. A21 abbreviation of habeas corpus.

habeas corpus (ha^bf-as kdr'pus). [So called

from the mandatory "words in the writ (in

Latin), habeas corpus . , 'have the body'
(of such a one: sc.brought into court): habeas,

2d pers. sing. subj. (with impv. force) of habere,

have; corpus, body: see habit, have, and corpus,

corpse.'} In law, a writ issued by a judge or

court, requiring the body of a person to be
brought before the judge or into the court;

specifically, such a writ (entitled in full habeas

corpus subjiciendum) requiring the body of a
person restrained of liberty to be brought be-

fore the judge or into court, that the lawfulness

of the restraint may be investigated and deter-
^

mined. The right to freedom from restraint without
j

regular legal process,which had always existed atcommon
law, was affhmed by Magna Charta ; but arbitrary impris- ,

onment was practised by despotic kings and compliant

courts till the latter part of the reign of Charles I., and
still occasionally till the passage of the Habeas Corpus

Act (which see, below) in that of Charles II. The right to

the writ in special cases can still be suspended by legisla-

tive authority, both in Great Britain and in the United
States, in a time of war or great public danger.

The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be
suspended, unless when. In cases of rebellion or invasion,

the public safety may require it.

Constitution of U. 5., Art. i, § 9.

It was considered a duty to authorize the Commanding-
General, in proper cases, according to his discretion, to

suspend the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus, or, in

other words, to arrest and detain, without resort to the

ordinary processes and forms of law, such individuals as

he might deem dangerous to the public safety.

Lincoln, In Raymond, p. 1*3.



habeas corpus

Habeas Corpus Act, an English statute of 1679 (31 Car.
II. , 0. 2) regulating the issue and retui'n of writs of habeas
corpus and proceedings thereon, the right to which had
been previously conceded by the Petition of Eight (3 Car.
I., c. 1) and the statute of 1640 (16 Oar. I., c. 10). There,
are also statutes of the United States and of the several
State^ generally modeled upon the British act, securing
the like remedy and regulating its exercise.—Habeas
corpus ad testiflcandum, a writ used to bring a pris-
oner into court to testify as a witness.

habeck (ha'bek), n. 1. An implement used in
dressing clotli. E. H. Knight.— 2. In her., the
conventional representation of this implement.
It is a two-pronged instrument, and appears,
when used as a bearing, in a form nearly like

the brace > in printing.

Fringed Orchid tjjabenariajimbriata').
a, flower.

habena (ha-be'na), ». ;
pi. habencB (-ne). [L.,

a thong, strap, rein, etc., a strip of diseased
flesh, < habere, hold, have: see habit, have.'\

1. In anat., a filament in the brain which runs
from the conarium forward on the optic thal-
amus on either side, forming the peduncle of
the pineal body. Also called habenula.— 2. In
surg., a form of bandage designed to keep the
sides of a wound together.
habenar (ha-be'uar), a. [< habena + -arS.] In
anat, pertaining to the habena.
Habenaria (hab-e-na'ri-a), n. [NL. (WiUde-
now, 1805), < L.
habena, athong,
strap, rein: see
fto6e»a.] A
large genus of
terrestrial tu-
berous - rooted
orchidaceous
plants, embra-
cing about 400
species, wide-
ly distributed
throughout the
temperate and
warmer regions
of both hemi-
spheres. It is

distinguishedfrom
the nearest related
genera by its ses-

sile polymorphous
petals, which are
not longer than the
sepals. It belongs
to the tribe Ophry-
deoe of the natural
order Orchideoe,

and consists of
leafy herbs with
racemose or spiked
flowers. Eighteen
species are found in the northeastern United States, in-

cluding the beautiful fringed orchids, of which R.fimhri-
ata is the most showy.

habendum (ha-ben'dum), m.
;
pi. habenda (-da).

[So called from beginning, in L. form, with Ha-

bendum et tenendum, 'to have and to hold': ha-

bendum, ace. ger. of habere, have, hold, possess:

see habit, have.'] In law, that clause of a deed
(commencing with the words " to have and to

hold") which was devised and originally used
to define and determine the estate or interest

granted by the deed, it still has that effect if the
granting part of the deed fails to do this, but it is not now
allowed eSect so far as it may be repugnant to the grant-

ing part.

babenryt, «• A barbican ; a comer turret.

habenula (ha-ben'ii-la), n.
;
pi. habenulce (-le).

[L., a small strip of' diseased flesh which is cut

out from the body, lit. a little strap, dim. of

habena, a strap: see habena.'] In anat., same
as habena, 1 Habenula perforata, the termination

of the spiral lamina of the cochlea.

habenular (ha-ben'u-lar), a. [< habenula +
-arS.] In anat., pertaining to the habenula or

habena : as, the habenular ganglion.

haberdash (hab'er-dash), V. i. [Formed from
the noun haberdasher.] To deal or traffic in

small or petty wares. [Rare.]

What mean dull souls, in this high measure.
To haberdash

In earth's base wares, whose greatest treasure

Is dross and trash?
Quarles, Emblems, ii. 6.

haberdasht (hab'6r-dash), n. [< 'haberdash, v."]

Peddlers' merchandise
;
petty wares. Nares.

They turne out ther trashe,

And shew ther haberdashe,
Ther pylde pedlarye.

PwpysticaU Exhortation.

haberdasher (hab'er-dash-fer), n. [Early mod.
E. also habberdasher, haberdassher ; < ME. hab-

erdassher, Jiaberdasshere, habirdasshere, habur-

dassher, haburdaissher, foimd only in the pas-

sage quoted from Chaucer, and once, early in
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the 14th century, in 'a Latin document
;
per-

haps, through an unrecorded AE. form, with
formative -er (E. -er^, denoting an agent), < AE.
hapertas, a sort of stuff, mentioned once in a
legal document, and the supposed source of the
collective term, AF. haberdashrie (> E. haber-

dashery), mentioned along with wool, wadmal,
mercery, canvas, felt, fur, etc., as subject to

duty (Liber Albus, ed. Riley, pp. 225, 231). The
origin of AF. hapertas is imknown ; Skeat and
others connect it with Icel. hapurtaslc, defined
as '

' scruta frivola " ((ludmundus AndresBj 1683

;

Haldorsen, 1814), i. e. trumpery, riffraff, sup-

posed by Skeat to have meant orig. ' peddlers'

wares, or the contents of a peddler's bag,' <

Icel. haprtask, hafrtask, a haversack, < hafr,

oats (see haver^), + task, a j)Ouoh, pocket, =
G. tasche, a pouch, pocket, scrip ; cf . haversack.

But Cleasby, who does not give hapurtask at

all, indicates that the Icel. haprtask, 'hafrtask,

haversack, is quite recent, his only reference

being a collection of mod. poems published in

1852. The ME. word is more prob. of LG. ori-

gin.] 1. A dealer in small wares ; specifically,

a dealer in small articles of dress and in rib-

bons, trimmings, thread, pins, needles, etc.

An haberdasshere [var. haberdassher, etc.] and a carpenter,

A webbe, a deyere, and a tapicer.

And they were clothed alle in oo (one] lyvere.

Of a solempne and a gret fraternite.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 361.

Because these cunning men are like haberdashers of

small wares, it is not amiss to set forth their shop.
Bacon, Essays.

There was a haberdasher's wife of small wit near him,
that railed upon me. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 3.

To match this saint there was another.
As busy and perverse a brother.
An haberdasher of small wares
In politics and state afiairs.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. iL 423.

2t. A dealer in hats ; a hatter.

The haberdasher heapeth wealth by hattes.

Gascoigne, Fruits of War, st. 64.

Haberdasher, a hatter, or seller of hats; also a dealer

in small wares. Phillips, 1706.

3. A schoolmaster. [North. Eng.]
haberdashery (hab'6r-dash-er-i), «. ;

pi. 'haber-

dasheries (-iz). [< ME. (AF.) haberdashrie; <

haberdasher + -y^.] 1. The goods and wares
sold by a haberdasher ; the business of a haber-
dasher.

They [the trader and the mechanic] usually appear no
less absurd, and succeed no less unhappily, in writing
verses, or composing orations, than the student would
appear in making a shoe, or retailing, cheese and haber-
dashery. V. Knox, Essays, Iv.

2. A haberdasher's shop. [Rare.]

A walking haberdashery
Of feathers, lace, and fur. '

Scott, Bridal of Triermain, il.

haberdash-waret, ». Haberdashery.
He set vp his shop with haberdash wmre.
As one that would be a thriuing man.

The Wife La/pped in Morel's Skin, 1. 596.

haberdepoiset, n. An obsolete form of avoi/r-

d'wpois.

haberdinet (hab'6r-den or -din), n. [< OF. ha-
bordean; also labordean (Cotgrave), MD. abber-
daen, slabberdaen, D. abberdaan, also labber-

daan, LCJ. labherdan, > G-. labberdan, laberdan;
origin obscure.] The common cod; especially,
the dried salt cod.

The spotted God whereof Haberdijw is made.
Cotgrave.

1 would . . . headlong hurl myself into that abyss of
waves, ere I would touch the skin of such rough haier-
dine. Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iv. 3.

And warn him not to cast his wanton eyne
On grosser bacon or salt haberdine.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. iv. SI.

habere facias possessionem (ha^-be're fa'shi-

as po-ses-i-6'nem). [So called from beginning,
in L. form, with these words, Ut. 'cause (such
a one) to have possession': L. habere, to have;
facias, 2d pers. sing. subj. (with impv. force)
ot facere, make, cause; possessionem, aeo. of
possessio(n-), possession.] In law, a writ for
the execution of a judgment in an action to re-
cover lands, directing the sheriff to put the suc-
cessful party in possession.

habergeont, haberjount, n. See haubergeon.

haberjectt, n. A kind of cloth made in very
early times in England, said to be a cloth of a
mixed color, and also to have been worn chiefly

by monks. Draper^ Diet.

And one breadth of dyed cloth, russets, saihaierjects

:

that is to say, two yards within the lists.

Quoted in English Gilds (K E. T. S.), p. 364.

habilitator

Habia (ha'bi-a), n. [NL., also AUa; of S.

Amer. origin.] 1. In m-nith.: (a) A genus of

tanagrine birds : same as Saltator. Cuvier, 1817.

(6) A genus of fringiUine bli-ds. Sabia ludo-

viciana is the rose-breasted grosbeak. Reichen-

bacli, 1850. Also called Zamelodia.—2. [«. c]

A bird of the genus Saltator, a group of South

American tanagrine birds of partly greenish

colors, with large beak, short rounded wings,

and longer rounded tail.

habilable (hab'i-la-bl), a. [< E. habiller, clothe

(see habiliment), + -able.2 Capable of being

clothed. [Rare.]

The whole habitable and haUlaUe globe.
_

Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, i. 5.

habilatory (hab'i-la-to-ri), a. [< P. habiller,

clothe (see 'habilvment), + -at-ory.] Pertaining

or relating to habiliments or clothing. [Rare. ]

The arcana of habilatory art. Bulwer, Pelham, Ixxix.

For indeed is not the dandy oulottic, habilatory, bylaw
of existence : a cloth-animal ? „

Carlyle, French Eev., III. vu. 2.

habile (hab'U), a. [< OP. habile, P. haUle =
Pr. habil, abilh= Sp. Pg. habil = It. abile, < L.

habilis, suitable, fit, proper, apt, "expert, < ha-

bere, have, hold, etc. : see able\ hable, a doublet

of habile.] Able; apt; skilful; handy. [Rare.]

Habile and ready to every good work.
Walker, Lady Warwick (1678), p. 119.

It seems paradoxical that so habile a speaker, so keen
and ready a wit, should do so little damage among his op-

ponents. Harper's Mag., LXV. 174.

habiliment (ha-bil'i-ment), n. [Formerly also'

abiliment (and' by apheresis biliment, q. v.); <

ME. habilymeni, < OF. habillement (ML. habili-

mentum, iiabilamentvm), < habiller, dress, clothe,

< habile, able, ready, fit: see haUle.] 1. A gar-

ment; clothing: usually in the plural: as, the
'habiliments of war ; fashionable habiliments.

He unawares the fairest Una found,

Strannge lady, in so straunge habiXiment,

Teaching the Satyres. Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 30.

She [Lot's wife] laments
To lose her lewels and Tiabillim^nts.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

[He] came down to breakfast dressed in the habUimetits-

of the preceding day. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 41.

2t. A border, as of gold, pearls, etc., in ancient
dress. Halliwell. See biliment.

habilimented (ha-bU'i-men-ted), a. Having
habiliments; clot"hed.

I there a chimney-sweepers wife have scene,

Habilimented like the diamond queene.
John Taylor, Works (1630).

habilitate (ha-bil'i-tat), v.; pret. and pp. habili-

tated, ppr. habilitating. [Formerly also abili-

tate, q. V. ; < ML. habilitatus, pp. of habilitare

(> It. abiUtare = Sp. Pg. habilitar = Pr. habili-

tar, abilitar = OF. habiliter, habileter, P. habili-

ter), make suitable or fit, qualify, < habilis, suit-

able, fit, apt, able: see habile, hability.] I.
trans. If. -To qualify; entitle. Bacon.— 2. In
parts of the United States acquired from Mexi-
co, to furnish with means to work a mine.

II. intrans. To acquire certain necessary
qualifications, as foran office; specifically (from
German habiliti/ren), to qualify as teacher in a
German university.

Having habilitated in 1839 at Kiel, he [Otto Jahn] in 1842
became professor-extraordinary of archseology and philol-
ogy at Greifswald. Eneyc. Brit., XIIL 643.

He [Lassalle] meant to habUitate as a privat decentwhen
he returned. iJoe, Contemporary Socialism, p. 67.

habilitatet (ha-bil'i-tat), a. [< ML. habilitatus,

pp.: see the verb.] Qualified; entitled.

Divers persons . . . were attainted, and thereby not le-
gall, nor habilitate to serue in Parliament.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 12.

habilitation (ha-bil-i-ta'shou), n. [< ML. ha-
bilitatio(n-), qualification, i' habilitare, qualify:
see ha'bilitate.] It. Qualification.

It importeth most that a nation do profess arms as their
principal honour, study, and occupation; for the things
which we have formerly spoken of are but habilitations
towards arms ; and what is habiltiation without intention
and act? Bacon, True Greatness of Kingdoms and

[Estates (ed. 1887).

2. In the western mining districts of the United
States, the supplying of money or other prop-
erty by a capitalist to the owner or proprietor
of a mine, for its development or working,

habilitator (ha-bU'i-ta-tor), n. [= Sp. habili-
tador, a qualifier, one wHb makes fit or able ; <
ML. habilitator, < habilitare, qualify: see ha'bili-
tate.] In the western mining districts of the
United States, one who advances money or
property for working a mine, under contract
with its proprietors. See habilitation.



hability

iabilityt (M-lDil'i-ti), n. [< ME. haUUte, < OF.
habilite (another form of abilite, ablete, etc., >
ME. abilite, ablete : see ability) = P. habilite =
Pr. habilitat = Sp. habilidad = Pg. habilidade
= It. abilitd,, ability, < L. habilita(,t-)s (ML. also
fliMKia(i-)s), fitness, ability, < habilis, apt, fit,

' able: see aole^.'] An obsolete form, of ability.

Shee perfourmed the same . . . according to the haM-
ity of her present lortune.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, iii. 40.

Speach is not natnrEill to man sauing for his onely Tut-

baiUe to speake, and that he is by lunde apt to vtter all

his conceits with sounds and voyces.
Puttenhmn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 119.

What are your present clerk's haMities?
How is he qualified?

B. Jamon, Staple of News, 1. 2.

labit (hab'it), TO. [< ME. habit, obit, < OF. ha-
bit, P. habit = Pr. habit, obit= Sp. hdbito = Pg.
habito = It. abito, habit, < L. habitvs, condition,
state, appearance, dress, attire, < habere, pp.
/»«&»*«««, have, hold, keep : see have. Prom the
L. habere come also iilt. B. habit, v., cohabit, in-

habit, habitable, habitant, etc., habitacle, bittacle,

binnacle, exhibit, inhibit,prohibit, debit, debt, dtie^,

duty, debenture, dever, devoir, endeavor, habile,

hable, able\ etc., debile, habiUty, ability, debility,

«tc., habiliment, dishabille, prebend, provender,
€te., aver^, amerage^.eita.'} 1. Ausual or charac-
teristic state or condition; natural condition, at-

titude, appearance, or development; customary
mode of being. Speoifloally—(a) A characteristic or
partiaular physical state or condition : as, a full, lax, or
costive hoMt of body ; a man of spare habit. (6) In zool.

and hot., the general aspect and mode of growth of au
animal or a plant; the habitual attitude or posture in
which an animal or a plant lives or grows : as, an erect
habit ; a trailing, twining, or recumbent haMt. (o) In crys-

tal., the usual aspect of the crystals of a species as deter-
mined by the relative development of certain planes : as,

the crystals of barite have often a tabular hoMt.

2. A usual or customary mode of action
;
par-

ticularly, a mode of action soestablishedby use
as to be entirely natural, involuntary, instinc-

tive, unconscious, uncontrollable, etc.: used
especially of the action,whether physical, men-
tal, or moral, of living beings, but also, by ex-
tension, of that of inanimate things; hence,
in general, custom; usage; also, a natural or
more generally an acquired proclivity, dispo-
sition, or tendency to act in a certain way.

How use doth breed a habit in a man 1

5fta*., T. G. ofV., V. 4.

Allowing his conclusion that virtues and vices consist

in hahit, he ought so much the more to have taught the
manner of superinducing that habit.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Power or ability in man of doing any thing, when It has
been acquired by frequent doing the same thing, ... we
name habit. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xait 10.

Habit . . . comprehends a disposition and something
supervening on a disposition. The disposition, which at

first was a feebler tendency, becomes, in the end, by cus-

tom— that is, by a frequent repetition of exerted energy

—

a stronger tendency. Disposition is the rude original,

habit is the perfect consummation.
Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xlii.

By a habit we mean a fixed disposition to do a tiling,

and a facility in doing it^ the result of numerous repeti-

tions of the action. J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 102.

After a sufiicient number of repetitions ... an act be-
comes a habit, i. e., is performed automatically, or with-
out the intervention of effort, and frequently without con-
sciousness. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 231.

Sf. In logic, a character which can be separated
from its subject,without the destruction of the
latter.

BaMt is sometimes taken for whatever form may be
separated from the subject, as when opposed to privation.

Burgersdiams, tr. by a Oentl^man, I. vi. 4.

4. External dress; particularly, the costume or

dress regularly worn, or appropriate for a par-

ticular occasion, use, or vocation.

Vndir an olde pore abyte regneth ofte

Grete vurtew, thogh it mostre [show] poorely.

Booke of Precedence (B. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 105.

Costly thy haUt as thy purse can buy.
But not express'd in fancy ; rich, not gaudy.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

In the armory are kept many antiq habits, as those of

Chinese Kings. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1644.

We went up and saw the Duke dress himself, and in his

night habitt he is a very plain man.
Pepys, Diary, April 20, 1661.

5. A costume worn by women when riding on
horseback ; a riding-habit. This, until a recent date

{perhaps 1870), had a very long full skirt of cloth which it

was customary to pin or otherwise fasten below the feet of

the wearer when mounted. The habit used at present is

much shorter, and close-fitting. The edge or hem of the

skirt is sometimes loaded.

Nor can pronounce upon it

If one should ask me whether
The habit, hat, and feather,

Or the fi'ock and gypsy bonnet
Be the neater and completer.

Tennysmi, Maud, xx. 1.
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Great habit, great and angelic habit, in the ffr. Ch.:
(a) The dress of the highest grade of professed monks
(caloyers) advanced from the little habit. It consists of the
frock or himatiou, gown or pallium, cowl or hat, scapular,
zone, and sandals. (6) The grade marked by this dress.
Entering this grade involves almost entire seclusion from
earthly things, and constant devotion to religious exer-
cises. Most Oriental monks do not assume the great habit
except at the approach of death, the greater number being
vowed to the little habit only.—Habit and repute, (o)
In law, known course of life ; that condition of notoriety, or
degree of common cognizance of one's usual habit or prac-
tice, which the law recognizes as relevant to the proba-
bility of a particular act, or the significance or gravity of
it. Thus, for some purposes, a marriage may be proved by
habit and repute, (b) In Scotland, general report: as by
habit and repute a thief.—Little habit, in the Gr. Ch. :

(a) The dress of the intermediate or ordinary grade of
monks. It consists of the frock or himation, the zone or
girdle, the hat, the gown or pallium, the sandals, and the
mandyas or mantle. (6) The grade marked by this dress,
laiose who wish to enter this grade have first to pass
through the rhasophoria or novitiate. See great habit.—
To break of a habit. See break. = Syn. 2. Usage, Prac-
tice, etc. See custom.

habit (hab'it), v. [< ME. habiten, < OP. habiter,

P. habiter = Pr. Sp. Pg. habitar = It. abitare, <

L. habitare, intr., dwell, abide, keep, freq. of
habere, have, hold, keep : see have, andcf. habit,

n., on which the verb in some senses directly
depends. Cf . inhabit.'] I.t intrans. To dwell

;

abide; reside.

So eveiy spirit, as it is most pure.
And hath in it the more of heavenly light.
So it the fairer bodie doth procure
To habit in. Spenser, In Honour of Beautie, 1. 130.

II. trans. If. To dwell in ; inhabit.

In many places were nyghtyngales,
Alpes, fynches, and wodewales,
That in her swete song deliten,
In thilke places as they habiten.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 660.

Happely you may come to the oitie Siberia, or to some
other towne or place habitedvpon or neere the border of it.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 435.

2t. To fix by custom; accustom; habituate.

O y' are a shrewd one ; and so habited
In taking heed ; thou knowst not what it is

To be unwary. Chapman, Odyssey, v.

3. To dress; clothe; array.

I saw part of the ceremony of an audience of the grand
vizier, and was habited in the caftan.

Pocoche, Description of the East, II. 11. 132.

They habited themselves like those rural deities, and
imitated them in their rustiok dances. Dryden.

The primary end of being habited seems to have been
protection. , Harris, Philosophical Arrangements, xiv.

.habitabiUty (hab'''i-ta-biri-ti), n. [= p. habi-

tabilit6; as habitable + -4ty: see -bility.'] Hab-
itableness.

An admirable provision this is for the perpetuity of the
globe, and to continue the state' and habitabUity thereof
throughout all ages. Derham, Astro-Theology, vL 2.

habitable (hab'i-ta-bl), a. [< ME. habitable, <
OP. habitable, P. Habitable = Pr. Sp. habitable
= Pg. habitavel = It. abitabile, < L. habitabiUs,
habitable, < habitare, dwell : see habit, v:] Ca-
pable of being inhabited or dwelt in; sxdted
to serve as an abode for human beings : as, a
habitable house; the habitable world.

I would through all the regions habitable
Search thee, and, having found thee, with my sword
Drive thee about the world.

Beau, and PL, King and No King, i. 1.

'Tls said the sound of a Messiah's birth
Is gone through all the habitable earth.

Dryden, Keligio Laici, 1. 175.

habitableness (hab'i-ta-bl-nes), to. The state of

being habitable ; capacity of being inhabited.

habitably (hab'i-ta-bli), adv. In a habitable
manner; so as to be habitable.

habitaclef (hab'i-ta-kl), TO. [< ME. habitacle,

habytakyll, < OF. habitacle, P. habitacle = Pr.

habitacle, abitacle = Sp. habitdculo = Pg. habi-

taeulo = It. abitacolo, < L. habitaculum, a dweU-
ing-place, < habitare, dwell: see habit, v. Cf.

habitaeule, and also the abbr. forms bittacle, bin-

nacle.'] 1. A dwelling-place; a habitation.

But yet all that do vysyte that holy habytakyll.

Joseph of Arimathie(E. E. T. S.), p. 44.

Volucrumdomus, the habitacle of birds. Norden, 1593.

Fortune hath set his happy habitacle

Among the ancient hills, near mountain streams,

And lakes pellucid. Southey.

2. A recess, alcove, or niche.

In eche of the pynacles
Weren sondry habitacles.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1194.

habitaculef, n. [< L. habitaculum, a dwelling-

place: see habitacle.] Same as habitacle, 1.

And thys Citee of Oandi was sum tyme the habitaeule and
lordshippe of the Kyng Mynos. '

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 20.

habitancet (hab'i-tans), n. [< habit + -ance.]

Dwelling; abode; residence.

habitual

What art thou, man (if man at all thou art).

That here in desert hast thine habitaunce ?

Spenser, V. Q., II. viL 7.

habitancy (hab'i-tan-si), TO. Inhabitanee.
habitant (hab'i-tari't), n. [< P. habitant = Sp.
Pg. habitante = It. abitante (ppr. of P. habiter,

etc.), < L. habitan(t-)s, ppr. of habitare, dwell:
see habit, v., and cf. inhabitant, inhabit.] 1.

A dweller ; a resident ; an inhabitant.

The habitants did professe the law of the Gentiles.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 324,

Those argent fields more likely habitants.
Translated saints, or middle spirits, hold.
Betwixt the angelical and human Icind.

Milton, P. L., iii. 430.

Oh Love ! no habitant of earth thou art.

Byron, Ohilde Harold, iv. 121.

No longer now the winged habitants
That in the woods their sweet lives sing away
Flee from the form of man. Shelley, Queen Mab, viii.

Specifically—2. [P. pron. a-be-toh' ; P. pi. for-

merly habitans.] A native of CJanada of French
descent, especially of the farming or peasant
class.

At Lake Megantic, General Arnold met an emissary
whom he had sent in advance to ascertain the feelings of
the habitans, or French yeomanry.

Irving, Washington, II. 96.

The Lower Town market-places, with their caleches and
long-bodied French carts, are filled with the Tiabitants

twice a week. Ha/rper's Mag., LXXVI. 368.

habitat (hab'i-tat). [< L. habitat, 'it dwells'
or 'it lives,' 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. of habi-
tare, dwell: see habit, v.] 1. It lives or dwells:
a Latin word beginning (in New Latin) that
part of the description of an animal or a plant
which mentions its locality: as, habitat in Ame-
rica septentrionali (it lives or grows in North
America). Such statements are usually ab-
breviated, as Hab. Am. Sept.— 3. re. In nat. hist.,

the area or region where an animal or a plant
naturally lives or grows; by extension, place
of abode in general; habitation. The complete
habitat of a species is its geographical range. Applied,
as it commonly is, to an individual or a specimen, it is

generally distinguished in botany from the statimi, which
refers to the physical conditions surrounding the plant,
such as soil, exposure, and elevation. See stoMrni.

The members of that [human] stock, spreading into dif-

ferent habitats, fall under different sets of conditions.
H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 338.

Things are good for nothing out of their natural habitat.
Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 8.

Of course a poet must represent his age and habitat.
Stedman, Poets of America, p. 4.

He [Huxley] describesliving creaturesby structure. The
Mosaic writer describes them by habitat.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 618.

habitation (hab-i-ta'shon), re. [< OP. habita-
tion, P. habitation = Pif. Sp. habitadon = Pg.
habitagao = It. abitazione, < L. habitatio{n-), a
dwelling, < habitare, dwell: see habit, v.] 1.

The act of inhabiting, or the state of being in-

habited; occupancy.
For want of habitation and repair,
Dissolve to heaps of ruins. Sir J. Denha/m.

For their shipping is of two sorts, one for saile, another
for habitation also. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 437.

It [arson] is an offence against that right of habitation
which is acquired by the law of nature as well as by the
laws of society. Blackstone, Com., IV. xvi.

2. Place of abode ; a settled dwelling ; a place
or structure constituting an abode, as of men
or animals.

It was so thikke of busshes and of thomes and breres
that noon wolde haue wende [thought] that ther hadde be
[been] eny habitadon. Merlin ^. E. T. S.), iii. 517.

As imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name. Shak., M. N. D., v. 1.

=Syn. 2. Domicile, quarters.

habitatorf (hab'i-ta-tor), n. [= P. habitateur
= Pr. habitaire, habitddor = Sp. Pg. habitador
= It. abitatore, < L. habitator, < habitare, dwell

:

nee habit, v.] A dweller; an inhabitant.

The longest day in Cancer is longer unto us then that
in Capricorn unto the Southern habitator.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 10.

habit-cloth (hab'it-kl6th), n. A light broad-
cloth especially adapted for women's riding-

habits, but often used forother outer garments.
habit-maker (hab'it-ma''''k6r), n. One who
makes habits; specifically, a maker of women's
riding-habits.

habit-shirt (hab'it-shert), TO. A garment of

muslin or similar material worn by women on
the neck and shoulders, under the dress, usu-
ally having some resemblance to the collar,

shirt-bosom, etc., worn by men.
habitual (ha-bit'u-al), a. [< P. habituel = Pr.

Sp. Pg. habitual = It. abituale, < ML. habitualis



habitual

(pertaining to a habit or dress), < L. habitus,
huhit: see habit, n. Ct habituate.] 1. Formed
or acquired hy, or resvdting from, habit, fre-
quent use, or custom.

'Tis given out that you are great schoUers, and are skild
in the habituall arts, and Itnow their coherences.

Marmion, Fine Companion (1633).

Proverbs are habitital to a Nation.
SOdm, Table-Talk, p. 100.

A luibUijud action has in its uniform undeviating char-
acter, as well as in its want ot a distinctly conscious ele-
ments a quasi-mechanical character, and bo resembles re-
flex and instinctive actious. Hence, . . . habitual actions
are often said to be performed "instinctively" or auto-
matically. Ji Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 616.

S. According to or constituting a habit; exist-
ing as a habit or a fixed condition ; customary

;

usual; regular: as, the habitual practice of sin;
the habitual exercise of forbearance; habitual
good or ill health.

Because opinions which are gotten by education, and in
length of time are made habitual, cannotbe tfU^en away by
force, and upon the sudden ; they must therefore be taken
away also by time and education.

Hobbes, De Corpore Politico, ii. 10.

The fiabitual scowl of her brow was, undeniably, too
fierce, at this moment^ to pass itself oif on the innocent
score of near-sightedness. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

Deepen the fiabitual mood
Of my existence. Lowell, Fancy's Caauistry.

In Scotland, during early times, cattle-raids were habit-
vol causes ot inter-tribal fights.

H. Spencer, Prin. ot Socio!., | 448.

What we call a habitual feeling is one which is habitu-
ally or customarily called forth in a calm form by a per-
manent object of the environment^ so as to diffuse itself
over large tracts ot lite in a smooth current.

J. Sully, Outlines ot Psychol., p. 490.

3. Formedby repeated impressions; rendered
permanent by continued causes : as, a habitual
color of the skin.—HaDitual cognition. See habit-
ual knowledge, under lenowledge.— Habitual criminal,
knowledge, etc. See the nouns.— Habitual logic. See
the extract.

By Objective or Speculative IiOgic is meant that comple-
ment of doctrines of which the science of Logic is made
up ; by Subjective or Habitual Logic is meant the specula-
tive knowledge of these doctrines which any individual
(as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle) may possess, and the prac-
tical dexterity with which he is able to apply them.

Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on Logic, iii.

=Syn. Usual, Customa/ry, Habitual; accustomed, wont-
ed, regidar, ordinary, evenr-day. As habit goes beyond
custom in its regularity, so habitual goes beyond usual or
custoTnary. Indeed, habitual would now hardly be used
where it was not meant that the habit was uniform and
unbroken or firmly fixed as an element of character : as,

habitual indolence. The other words lead up to this

:

usual, that which occurs much more often than not ; cus-
tomary, that which occurs in the largerpart ot all the cases.

See custom.

. I suppose the red Indian lived here in his usual discom-
fort, and was as restless as his successors, the summer
boarders. C. D. Warner, In the "Wilderness, vii.

In 1772 Dean Nowell was appointed to preach the cus-

tomary sermon before the House on the anniversary of
the Ilestoration. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iiL

In the past experiences of the race, smiles and gentle
tones in those around have been habitual accompanmients
of pleasurable feelings.

U. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 620.

habitually (ha-bit'u-al-i), adv. In a habitual
manner ; by irequent practice or use ; as a
habit.

Bad habits must undermine good, and often repeated
acts make us habitually evil.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 80.

A very large proportion of the population of St. Eusta-
tius were habituMy engaged in supplying the Americans
with munitions ot war. Lechy, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

habitualness (ha-bit'u-al-nes), n. The state

or character of being fiabitual.

But true perfection . . . consists, as has been shown,
in these three things : in the uprightness, the universality,

and hjdMtuaXness of our obedience.
Clarice, Works, II. cxliv.

habituaryf (ha-bit'u-a-ri), a. [< L. habitus

(habitu-), habit, + -ary.' Cf. habitual.'] Habit-
ual. Davies.

Too well he knew how diflBcult a thing it was to invert

the course of Nature, especially being confirm'd by con-

tinuance of practice, and made haWtuary by custom.
B. Fannant (l). Hist. Edward II., p. 3.

habituate (ha-bit'u-at), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. ha-

bituated, ppr." habituating. [< Xjli.habituatus,

pp. of habituare (> It. aUtuare = Pr. Sp. Pg.

habituar = P. habituer), bring into a condition

or habit (of body), < L. habitus, condition, hab-

it: see habit, ».] 1. To accustom; make fa-

miliar by habit or customary experience.

A mind long habituated to a certain set of objects in-

sensibly becomes fond of seeing them.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxiii.

The action was more frank and fearless than any I was
habituated to indulge in ; somehow it pleased her.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, iv.

2t. To settle as an inhabitant in a place.
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Many nobles and gentlemen . . . left their families Aa-

bituated in these countries.
Sir W. Temple, Int. to Hist. England, ii. B84. (Latham.)

=Syn. 1. To inure, harden, familiarize (with).

habituatet (ha-bit'u-at), a. [< L. habituatus, pp.:
see the verb.] Inveterate by custom; formed
by habit; habitual.

So, for all his temporary forbearance, upon some either
policy or necessity, the habituate sinner hath not yet given
over his habit. BammAmd, Works, IV. 679.

The pope's encroachments upon the state of England
had been an old sore, and by its eld almost habituate.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183S), IL 100.

habituation (ha-bit-u-a'shon), ». [= P. habit-

uation = Sp. habiiwicion = It. abituazione, <

LL. as if *habituaUo(n-), < habituare, habituate

:

see habituate.] The act of habituating, or the
state of being habituated.

Every one of us would have felt, sixty years ago, that
the general tone and colouring of a style was stiff, bookish,
pedantic, which, from the habituation of our organs, we
now feel to be natural and witliin the privilege of learned
art. JDe Quincey, Style, i.

Habituation to pain has limits; and on the other hand
our healthy sensations lose freshness and get feeble.

F. H. Bradley, Mind, XIIL 9.

habitude (hab'i-tid), ». [< P. habitude = Sp.
habitud = Pg. habitude = It. abitudine, < L. ha-
bitude, condition, appearance, < habitus, pp. of

ftflsftere, have, hold, keep : &eehabit,n.] 1. Cus-
tomary manner or mode of living, feeling, or

acting; habit.
What virtuous act

Can take effect on them, that have no power
01 equal habitude to apprehend it?

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

Brought by long Habitude from bad to worse.
Must hear the frequent Oath, the direful Curse.

Prior, Henry and Emma.
Hill-worship was a habitude of the Syrian nations.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 212.

2. Relation; respect; state with regard to
something else. [Bare.]

In all the habitudes of life

The friend, the mistress, and the wile. Surift.

3t. Association; intercourse; familiarity.

Your knowledge of greatness and habitude in courts.
Dryden, Marriage k-la-Mode, Ded.

habitu6 (ha-bit-ii-a'; P. pron. a-be-tii-a'), n.

[P., prop. pp. of habituer, accustom: see habit-

uate.] A habitual frequenter of anyplace, espe-
cially one of amusement, recreation, and the
like: as, an habitue of the billiard-room.

The habltuls of the clubs and of West End social circles.

R. J. Hinton, Eng. Ead. Leaders, p. 33.

habituret (hab'i-tiir), n. [< habit + -ure.] Hab-
itude.

Without much do or far-fetched kabiture. Marston.

habitus (hab'i-tus), w. [li.: see habit.] 1. In
med., characteristic state or condition; consti-
tutional habit.

The disposition to the disease— the consumptive hab-
itus. Science, VII. 87.

2. In nat. hist., the general appearance or like-

ness of an animal or a plant, irrespective of its

structure; facies.

hablet, a. [< ME. hable, able: see able^ and
habile.] An obsolete form of able^.

For an a(n)ore fatte is hable
Sex strike to sowe, and lesse is aboundable
In mene lande.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 207.

So long as breath and hable puissaunc*
Did native corage unto him supply.
His pace he freshly forward did advaunce.

Spenser, F. Q., IIL vii. 3.

hablenesst, '» An obsolete form of ableness.

I cannot of my selfe promesse any hablenes to take suche
a prouince in hande. J. Udall, On Luke, Pref

.

habnabt (hab'nab), adv. [Also hab-or-nab; a
riming phrase : hab (AS. habban), var. of have ;
nab, eontr. of ne hab (AS. nabban), not have.
Also hobnob, q. v.] Whether or no; anyway;
at haphazard.
Thus PhilautuB determined, hab nab, to sende his let-

ters. Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 354.

Then looks 'em o'er to understand 'em.
Although set down habnab at random.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. iii. 987.

hab-or-nabt, adv. Same as habnab.

The citizens, in their rage imagining that every post in
the churche had bin one of their souldyers, shot habbe or
nabbe, at random.

Stanihurst, in Holinshed's Chron. (Ireland, F. 2, col. 2).

Habrocoma (ha-brok'o-ma,), n. [NL., < Gr.
djipdc, graceful, delicate, + Kd/iri, hair.] A ge-
nus of hystricomorphio rodents, of the family
Octodontidce, peculiar to South America, differ-

ing from most members of this family in hav-
ing the fore feet four-toed. The ears are large and
rounded, and the pelage is extremely soft and fine like

hack

Habrocoma btnnettt.

chinchilla, whence the name. H. bennetti and H. cuvieri

are two Chilian habrocomes, somewhat resembling rats.

Also written Abrocoma. Waterhouse, 1837.

habrocome (hab'ro-kom), n. An animal of the

genus Habrocoma. Also abrocome.

habromania (hab-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Appdg, graceful, delicate, pretty, + uavia, mad-
ness.] Inpathol., insanity in which the delu-

sions are of a gay character. Dunglison.

habroneme (hab'ro-nem)^ a. [< Gr. i^pig, del-

icate, + vvpia, a thread, < velv, spin.] In min-

eral., having the form of fine threads.

Habrothrix (hab'ro-thriks), n. [NL., < Gr.

app6q, graceful, delicate, 4- dpl^, hair.]
_
A ge-

nus of South American sigmodont murine ro-

dents, of arvicoline form and general aspect,

with ungrooved upper incisors and soft pelage,

whence the name. .Also Abrothrix. Water-

house, 1837.-

haburdepayst, n. An obsolete form of avoir-

dujpois.

haburjont, n. An obsolete form of haubergeon.

Habzelia (hab-ze'li-a), n. [NL., < habeeli,

native Ethiopian name.] A genus of anona-
ceous plants, founded by Alphonse de CandoUe
in 1832, who included in it species now referred

to Xylopia, and restricted by Hooker and Thom-
son in 1872 to two Malayan species without
known economic importance. See Xylopia.

haccheif, »• -A- Middle English form of hatcli^.

hacche^i v. A Middle English form of hatch^.

hachel (hach'el), n. [Cf. Sc. hash'^, a sloven.]

A sloven; a person ditily dressed. [Scotch.]

A gipsey's character, a hachel's slovenliness, and a wast-
er's want are three things as far beyond a remedy as a-

blackamoor's face, a club foot, or a short temper.
Salt, Sir Andrew Wylie, II. 149.

hachure (F. pron. ha-shiir'), n. [P., < hacher,

hack: see hack^, hash'^, hatch^.] SsLToae as hatch-
ing.

In most maps ... an attempt is made to show some-
thing of the general features of the ground. ... If the-

ground is steep, the lines, or haohures, are drawn thick
and close together, so that the hilly spots become dark ;.

if the ground is tolerably level, the lines are thinner and
farther apart. Huxley, Physiography, p. 12.

hachure (P. pron. ha-shiir'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

hachwred, ppr. hachuring. [< hachure, n.] To
cover with hatchings.
hacienda (as-i-en'da), n. [Sp., landed prop-
erty, lands, estate, OSp. facienda, employment,
estate, < L. facienda, things to be done, neut.
pi. of fadendus, to be done, ger. of facere, do

:

see fact.] An estate ; a manufacturing, min-
ing, stock-raising, or other establishment in the
country; an isolated farm or farm-house. Also
aaMedifazenda. [Spanish-American.]
Within the territory of the republic there are more-

than 6700 haciendas (landed estates) and 13,800 farms-
(ranches), and not a few other locations of immense ex-
tent. L, Ha/milton, Mex. Handbook^p. IS.

hacki (hak), V. [< ME. hacTcen, hahken, < AS.
*haccidn (only in comp. to-hacoian = ME. tohak-
ken = OPries. tohahia) = D. haklcen = MLG.
hake = MHG. haclcen, G. haeken = Sw. hakka,
hack, chop, = Dan. hakke, hack, hoe ; a secon-
dary form (also dial, hag), prob. of the verb-
which appears in AS. hedwan = Icel. hoggva =
Sw. hugga, etc., cut, hew: see hew^. To the-
same root belong feoei and hay^. Prom MHG.
G. haeken, hack, comes P. hacher, hack, etc.,

> E. hatch^ and (later) hash^ : see hatch^ and
hash'^.] I, trans. 1 . To make irregular outs in
or uj)on ; mangle by repeated strokes of a out-
ting instrument; cut or notch at random.

And leet comaunde anon to hakke and hewe
The okes olde, and leye hem on a rewe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2007.

I hacked him in pieces sma'.
For her sake that died tor me.

Fair Helen qf Kircormel (Child's Ballads, II. 212)..

Yet was his helmet hacked and hewed.
His acton pierced and tore.

Scott, Eve of Saint John.
Those [grindstones] used for removing metal or taking

the skin from metal or similar work, where the object is
to remove the metal as quickly as possible, are what i*
termed hacked : that is, they have indentations out In-
them with a tool similar to a carpenter's adze.

Joshua Rose, Practical Machinist, p. 848.



hack
2. To dress off the more prominent parts of
(stone) with a hack-hammer.— 3. To chap;
frost-Mte, as the hands. [Prov. Eng.]—4. To
kick; as one player another in foot-ball ; bruise
by kicking.— 5. To break up, as clods of earth
after plowing. [Prov. Eng.]

II. mfy-ans. 1. To chop: out: as, to keep
hacJcmg away at a log.— 3. To hop on one leg.
[Prov. Eng.]—3. To toil; work laboriously;
strive to attain something.

For ich couthe gelle
Bothe dregges and dral and drawe at one hole
Tblcke ale and thynne ale and that Is my kynde,
And nat to hacke after holynesse. ,^

Piers Plovmum (C), xxii. 403.

4. To stammer; stutter. AIbo hacker. [Prov.
Eng.] — 5. To emit short sharp sounds in
coughing; cough slightly and frequentlj^ be
affected by a short, "broken, dry cough. Com-
pare /saw&s.— 6. To chatter with cold. [Prov.
Eng.]
hacki (hak), n, [< late MB. hale, a pick or hoe

;

= D. hak, at hoe, chop, also heel (> Gr. hacke, a
hoe, mattock, hatchet, also heel), = Dan. hak,
notch, liakke, pickax, mattock, = Sw. hak,
notch ; from the verb.] 1. A out; a notch.

Look you what hacks are on his helmet

!

SAosft., T. and C, 1. 2.

Sick unco' hacks, and deadly whacks,
I never saw the like.

Battle of Tranent-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 173).

2. A cut in a tree to indicate a particular
spot, or a series of cuts made in a number of
trees as a guide through woods ; a blazed line.

[U.S.]
Curt and I went into the woods to cut a hack as a guide

in hunting. Forest and Stream, XXVIII. 179.

8. In foot-ball, a kick on the shin; also, a bruise
produced by kicking.

Those who had them to show, puUed up their trousers
and showed the hacks they had received in the good cause
[a foot-ball scrimmage].

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eughy, i. 6.

4. A stroke on one's own account ; turn at doing
something: as, every one feels obliged to take
a feacfc at it. [Colloq.]— 5. A blunt ax; a cut-

ting-tool for notching or hacking trees to bleed
them, as in gathering the sap of the maple.

—

6. A pick; a pickax; a mattock; a spade; a
hack-iron. [Prov. Eng.]

In different districts it [the pick] is called either a man-
drel, pike, slitter, mattock, or hack.

Morgans, Mining Tools, p. 72.

7t. The lights, liver, and heart of a boar or
swine. Solme,1688. (SalliweU.)— Sf. Broken
or hesitating speech.

He speaks . . . with so many hacks and hesitations.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of fiodliness, p. 270.

hack^ (hak), n. [Also dial, heck; the unassibi-

lated form of hateh\ q. v.] 1 . A grated frame.
Specifically—(«) A grated door ; a hatch. (6) A frame of

wooden bars in the tail-race of a mUl. (c) A rack for feed-

ing cattle, (d) A frame for drying, fish or cheese, (e) A
place for drymg bricks before they are burned. (J) Arow
of molded bricks laid out to dry.

Usually they [bricks] are backed about eight courses
high on the edge, and the hacks kept separate, to allow
circulation of air. C. T. Dams, Bricks and Tiles, p. 126.

2. In/aZcow?'^, partial liberty. See the extract.

Hook.—The state of partial liberty in which young
hawks must always be kept at first— loose to fly about
where they like, but punctually fed early in the morning
and again in the day, to keep them from seeking food for

themselves as long as possible. Eneyc. Brit., IX. 7.

hack2(hak),«. #. [<feacft2,».] To place (bricks)

in rows to dry before burning.

Pressed bricks are seldom hacked on edge In the sheds,

but are laid flatwise. C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 221.

hacks (hak), n. [Var. of hag^, ult. of haw^, q. v.]

A haw ; a hedge. [Prov. Eng.]

hack* (hak), re. and a. [Abbr. of hackney, q. v. ]

1. n. 1. A horse kept for hire ; hence, ahorse

adapted for general service, such as that re-

quired of horses kept for hire, especially for

driving and riding.

He was riding on a haick they ca'd Souple Sam, ... a

blood-bay beast very HI o' the spavin.
Scott, Guy Mannering, xi.

Under the term hack may be ranked cover hack, park

hack, cob, pony, and . . . saddle horses of all kinds save

hunters and racers. Encyc. Brit., XII. 190.

2. A carriage kept for hire ; a hackney-coach.

I was the other day driving iaahack thro' Gerard street.

Spectator, No. 610.

•'We must have a carriage," he added with tardy wis-

dom, hailing an empty Aac*. ,„ J-. T «
Bowells, Their Weddmg Journey, li.

3. A drudge; one who is overworked; espe-

cially, a literaiydrudge ; a person hired to write

according to direction or demand.
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We are the natural guardians of Mackintosh's literary
fame ; will that not be in some degree tainted and exposed
to ridicule, if his history is finished by a regular Pater-
noster hack I Sydney Smith, To John Allen.

The last survivor of the genuine race of Grub Street
hacks. MacauXay, Boswell's Johnson.

4t. A procTiress ; a prostitute.

II. a. Hired; mercenary; muchused orworn,
like a hired horse; hackneyed : as, a hack writer.

Hack preachers employed in the service of defaulters
and absentees. Wakefield, Memoirs.
Dryden, like Lessing, was a hack writer, and was proud,

as an honest man has a right to be, of being able to get
bis bread by bis brains.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 71.

hack^ (hak), V. [< hack^, ».] I. intrans. 1. To
ride on the road ; ride with an ordinary horse
or pace : opposed to cross-cownl/ry riding, caval-
ry riding, etc.

Hitherto, only road or park riding has been considered,
and, with wise people, hacking (except hacking to cover,
or in the performance of a journey against time) means
progressing at a strictly moderate pace.

Eneyc. Brit., XII. 196.

2. To drive in a hack. [CoUoq.]
Are we more content to depend on street cars and walk-

ing, with the occasional alternative of hacking at sixtimes
the money? Philadelphia Times, May 8, 1879.

Sf. To be common or vulgar ; turn prostitute

;

have to do with prostitutes. Shak.
II, trans. To let out for hire : as, to hack a

horse.

hack^f (hak), re. [Abbr. of hackbut.2 Same as
hackbut.

hackamore (hak'a-mor), re. [Origin obscure.]
A form of halter with a nose-piece that can be
tightened, so that it may serve instead of the
head-piece of a bridle. [U. 8.]

hack-barrow (hak'bar/'o), re. A large wheel-
barrow used to carry green bricks from brick-
making machines to the drying-sheds.

hackberry (hak'ber'^i), n.
;
pi. hackberries (-iz).

[An alteration of hagierry, the bird-cherry : see
hagberry.'] 1. Same as hagberry. Also called

bird-cherry.—2. An American tree, Celtis occi-

dentalis, natural order VrUcacem, allied to the
elm. It ranges from Canada to Florida and west to Texas,
but is most typical and abundant in the Mississippi valley.

It has a number of well-marked forms, some of which were

hacking

Rom. forms were extremely various, the orig,
form and meaning not being commonly known:
the E. form nearest the ong. is hackbush; all

ult. of lid. or HGr. origin: OPlem. haeckbm/se =
MD. haeckbusse, D. haakbus = MLG. hakebusse,
hakelbusse = MHGr. hakenbuchse, (J. hakenbiichse
= ODan. hagebosse = Sw. 7jafcfli%ssa, ahachbut,
lit. a ' hook-gun,' so called because fired &om
a forked rest, or because of the curved form of
the stock: < MD. haecke, D. haak = MLG. hake
= G. haken = E. hake^, a hook, + MD. bmse,
buise, D. biisse, bus = MLG. busse = G. bilchse,

a gun, a box, etc. ; the elements are thus ult.

hake^ and box^ = bush^, the same as the ter-
minal element of blunderbuss, q. v.] Same as
hargitebus.

Cross-bow and long-bow, hand-gun and ?mck-but, fal-

conet and saker, he can shoot with them all.

Scott, Monastery, xviii.

hackbuteerf (hak-bu-ter'), n. [< hackbut +
-eer.2 A harquebusier.

He lighted the mat6h of his bandolier, <

And woefully scorched the hackbuteer.
Scott, L. of L. M., ill. 21.

hackbuttert, re. [< OP. hacquebutier, harguebut-
tier, < haoquebute, etc., hackbut: see hackbut,
and ef. harquebusier.^ A harquebusier.

And his Sonne sir William Winter that now is, and sun-
drie other capteins, hauing vnder their charge two hun-
dred hackbutters. Holinshed, Hist. Scotland, an. 1544.

hacked (hakt), p. a. In her., indented with the
indents embowed : said of the edge of any bear-
ing. An edge backed is represented as if chopped with
a hatchet, the small pieces between the indents curled
upward as if by the force of the blow.

hackee (hak'e), ». [Imitative of the animal's
cry.] The common chipmunk or ground-squir-
rel of the United States, Tamias striatus. See
cut under chipmunk.
hackenaiet, «. An obsolete form of hackney.
Chaucer.

hacker^ (hak'er), n. A tool used for making in-

cisions in trees as channels for the passage of
the sap ; a hack. [U. S.]

hacker2(hak'6r),i;.». [Freq. of Mcfci, «;.] Same
as hack^, 4. [Prov. Eng.]
hackery (hak'er-i), n.

;
pi. hackeries (-iz). [An-

glo-Ind., < Hind, chhakra, a cart.] 1. In Ben-
gal, a rude two-wheeled cart drawn by oxen,

Hackbeny {Celtis occidentalism.

I and 2, branches with male and female flowers ; 3, branch with
fruit; 0, flower; 6, stamen; c, fruit; e^, fruit cut longfitudinally ; e,

embryo.

.

formerly regarded as distinct species, but they are found
to be connected by intermediate ones. That of western
Texas, however, is regarded as a variety (reticulata). The
hackberry sometimes becomes a large tree 4 or 5 feet in
diameter and 80 or 100 feet high. The wood is white and
soft, but heavy, coarse-grained, and not durable; it is

used in the manufacture of cheap furniture, but chiefly as
fence-timber. The fruit is an edible drupe, of sweetish
taste and light-red color, the size of a bird-cherry. Also
called nettle-tree, hoop-ash, false elm, beaverwood, many-
berry, and sugarherry.

hackD0lt(hak'b61t),re. [Seehagden.'i Thegreat-
er shearwater, Puffinus major. [Scilly islands.]

hackbushf, re. A form of hackbut. SalliweU.

hackbut (hak'but), re. [Also hacguebut,hague-
but, hagbut, also hackbush, hagbush; < OF.

aquebute, hachebute, etc., also hacquebuche,
haquebuche, etc. (> E. hackbush), also harque-
butte, arquebouste, harquebuse, arqu^buse (> E.
harquebus, arquebuse (= Sp. Pg. arcabuz = It.

arcobugio, arcobusio, simulating arco, bow,= E.
arcl, arch\ + hugio, busio, a hole, hollow) : the

Hackery.

used by the natives for the transport of goods,
etc.— 2. In western India and Ceylon, a light
covered yehicle drawn by small oxen, for the
transportation of passengers.
hacket (hak'et), n. [Var. of hatchet, after

hack^.l A hatchet. E. II. Knight.
hack-file (hak'fil), re. Alocksmiths' slitting-file.

hack-hammer (hak'ham"'er), re. An adz-like
tool for hacking and truing grindstones.

The lap is chiefly resorted to for removing those slight
distortions occasioned in hardening, that are beyond the
correction of the hack-ham/awe.

O. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 71.

hackia (hak'i-a), n. [Native name.] A valu-
able tree, Ixora triflorum, growing in British
Guiana. It attains a height of 30 to 60 feet, squaring
16 to 18 inches in diameter. From the great hardness of
the wood, it has received the name of lignwm-viioe. It is

used in making cogs and shafts, and also for furniture.
See Ixora.

hackinf, «. [Appar. for hacking, < hack\ re., 7,

+ -ing^.'i A pudding made in the maw of a
sheep or hog. It was formerly a standard dish
at Christmas. Halliwell.

The hackin must be boiled by day break, or else two
young men must take the maiden by the arms, and run
her round the market place. Aubrey MSS,

hacking^ (hak'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hack^, ».]

1. The operation of working over the faces of
rough or worn grindstones with a hack-ham-
mer ; also, a similartreatment of the faces ofpol-

ishing-wheels with a sharp tool of a like kind.

By the equal application of the tools, the face of the
stonemaybe kept tolerably flatwith but little recourse toi

turning or hacking. O. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 23.

2. In masonry, the separation of a course of

stones into two smaller courses, when there are

not enough large stones to form a single course.
— 3. In gem-cutting, the cuts and grooves made
in the metal laps by holding the cutting edge
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of a steel blade against them while in motion,
for the purpose of providing receptacles or
pockets for the powders used in cutting and
polishing gems.
hacking! (hak'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of ftacfci, v. i., 5.]
Short and interrupted: as, a. hacking cough.
Also ImcTcy.

He took himself to be no mean doctor, who, being guilty
of no Greek, and being demanded why it was called an
nective fever; because, saith he, of an hecUng cough
which ever attendeth this disease.

Fuller, Holy State, i. 2.

hacking^ (hak'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hack^, ».]
In brick-making, piling bricks for drying.

The necessary handlings required in stacking, or, as it
is technically called, hacking, damage the bricks by chip-
ping off the corners and bending the same.

C. T. Dams, Bricks and Tiles, p. 128.

hacking-seat (hak'ing-set) , n. In liorsemanship,
a seat proper for hack-riding, as opposed to
cross-country or hard riding. Encyc. Brit., Xn.

hack-iron (hak'i"em), n. 1. A miners' pick;
a hack. E. H. Knight.— 2. A chisel used in
cutting nails. It has a check or stop to regu-
late the length of the nail.

hackle^ (hak'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. hackled,
ppr. hackling. [Also in var. form haggW^, q. v.

;

= D. hakkelen, hack, mangle, stammer; freq.
of Aacfei, «.] To hack roughly; haggle. See
haggle^.

hackle^ (hak'l), n. [< MB. haJcel (found only
in comp. meshakele, < AS. mwssehacele = Dan.
messehagel = Sw. messhake, a priest's cope, and
mysthakel, a cloak or covering of mist), < AS.
hacele, hacla= OFries. hexil (for *hekil) = OHG.
hachul, MHG. hachel = Icel. hokull, a priest's

cope; ef. hekla, a cowled or hooded frock, =
Ooth. hakuls, a cloak.] A conical covering of
straw or hay, such as is used to thatch a bee-
Mve. [Prov. Eng.]
liackle^ (hak'l), n. [Also assibilated hatchel;
laterforms (simulating ftacfcl, hatch^i) otheckle,
assibilated (obs.) hetchel: see heckle.'] 1. A
comb for dressing flax : same as heckle, 1.—2.
Any flimsy substance unspun, as raw silk.— 3.

One of the long slender feathers from the neck
or saddle of the domestic cock, much used by
anglers for making artificial flies. They are dis-

tinguished as neck-hackles and saddle-hackles, according
to their situation ; the former are stouter and stronger
than the latter. Many different colors are found, as black,
white, gray, red, dun, ginger (light yellowish-red), ginger-
barred, furnace (red and black), etc. Hackles for flies are

also dyed of an^ desired color. By extension the term is

applied to the similar feathers of other birds, especially

when used for the same purpose. Sometimes csXlea shiner.

The red hackle of a capon, over all, will kill, and, if the
weather be right, make very good sport.

J. Walton, (Complete Angler, IL 7.

4. An artificial fly made without wings to rep-

resent a caterpillar or other larva, or the larva-

like body of a winged fly; apalmer.— 5. Inher.,

same as iray^, 2 (6).

hackle^ (hak'l), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. hackled,

ppr. hackling. [Also assibilated hatchel; later

forms of heckle: see heckle, v. and m.] 1. To
comb, as flax or hemp: same as heckle.— 2. To
tear asunder.

It was so hackled that it seemed to be much blemished.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 35.

The other divisions of the kingdom, being hackled and
torn to pieces, . . . cannot^ for some time at least, confed-

erate against her. Burke, Kev. in France.

hackle-bar (hak'1-bar), n. One of the spikes

in a hackle which comb out the flbers of flax.

hackled (hak'ld;, a. [< hackle^ + -ed^.] Hav-
ing hacMes : specifically applied to the Nieo-

bar pigeon, Caleenas nicoharica.

hacHe-feather (hak'l-feTH^'er), n. A hackle.

hackle-fly (hak'l-fli), n. An arfifieial fly made
with hackles, like a palmer, but also provided

with wings, and sometimes with a tail. See

hackler (h'ak'ler), n. [< hackle^ + -erl; same
ashatcheleranA. heckler.'] One who hackles ; a
flax-dresser ; a heckler or hateheler.

hacklet, haglet (hak'-, hag'let), n. [Appar.

connected with hag'^, 5, or hagden, q. v., the

greater shearwater; local names of obscure ori-

gin.] A kind of sea-bird, probably the shear-

water. See hagden.

Below them from the Gull-rock rose a thousand birds,

and flUed the air with sound ; the choughs cackled, the

hacklets wailed, the great blackbacks laughed querulous

defiance at the intruders. Eingeley, Westward Ho, xxxiL

hackling (hak'ling), n. [Verbal n. of hackle^, v.]

1. 'in flax-manuf., the process of removing from

the flax everythingwMchwould be detrimental
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in spinning, and of making the fibers smooth,
parallel, and of equal length. The combs used are
of zinc or steel, and are of varying degrees of fineness, the
process beginning with a coarse comb and ending with a
fine one. Also cidled combing.

2. Hackles coUeetively, as material for making
artificial flies.

hackling-machine (hak'ling-ma^shen'), n. A
machine consisting of a pair of horizontal
rollers set with brushes and hackles, and used
in hackling and cleaning raw flax.

hacklog (hak'log), n. [< hack^ + log.] A
chopping-bloek. [Rare.]

A kind of editorial hacklog on which ... to chop straw.
Carlyle, Sterling, L 3.

hackly (hak'li), a. [<hackle^+ -xj'^.] 1. dough;
broken as if hacked; mangled by chopping or
cutting.— 3. Inrajnera?., having fiiae, short, and
sharp points on the surface : as, a 'hackly frac-

ture.

hackman (hak'man), «. ;
pi. liackmen (-men).

The driver or keeper of a hack or public car-

riage. [U. S.]

In the hotel a placard warned them to have nothing to
do with the miscreant haclemen on the streets, but always
to order their carriages at the ofilce,

Howells, Their Wedding Journey, vL

hackmatack (hak'ma-tak), n. [Amer. Ind.]

The American larch, Larix Americana : called
tamarack in the northwestern lumber-regions.
See larch. Sometimes hackmetack.
hackney (hak'ni), n. and a. [Now often abbr.
hack (see haoki); < ME. hakeney, hakkeney,
haknay, hakenay, < AP. hakenai, hakeney, OF.
haquenee, hacquenee, haoquenetj,and hacquenart,
P. haquenee (nearly obs.) = Sp. Pg. hacanea,
Pg. also acanea, OSp. OPg. facanea = It. ac-

chinea, now abbr. chinea (ML. hakeneius, hake-
netus), cf. MD. hackeneye, D. hakkenei, an am-
bling horse. Cf. OP. haque (also dim. haquet) =
Sp. haca, OSp. OPg. faca, a nag, possibly abbr.
from the preceding longer forms (cf . E. hack*,
abbr from hackney); but the origin and connec-
tions of the words are obscure. The Rom. forms
suggest a Teut. origin, and may come (through
OP.) from MD. The MD. hackeneye is ex-
plained by Gesner (in KiUan) from MD. hacken,
hakken, chop, the alternate lifting and drop-
ping of the horse's feet in ambling, with the
accompanying sound, being compared to the
alternating movement of a pair of chopping-
knives in chopping cabbage or the like. Skeat,
overlooking this explanation, suggests the same
hakken in a possible sense 'jolt.' The term.
-neye is not clear.] I. w. 1. A horse kept for
riding or driving ; a pad; a nag.

Furth he rideth vppon his hakeney,
Vppon the Eeuerys side to hirlogging.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 1249.

The knyghtis and squiers are well horsed, and the pom-
mon people and other, on litell hakeneys and geldyngis.

JBemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. xviiL

He announced . . . the day he should arrive at Still-

bro', desiring his hackney to be sent to the "George " for
his accommodation. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxx.

2. Specifically, a breed of horses which com-
bines thoroughbred blood with that of the
English shire horse or cart-horse and also
that of the native Irish horse.— 3. A horse kept
for hire ; a horse much used ; a hack.
Ac hakeneyes hadde thei none bote hakeneyes to byre

;

Thenne gan Gyle borwe hors at meny grete maistres.
Piers Plovrman (C), ill 176.

4. A coach or other carriage kept for hire.

Also called hackney-coach.
1 would more respect a Generalwithout attendance in a

hackney, that has oblig'd a nation with a peace, than him
who rides at the head of an army in trinmph, and plunges
it into an expensive war. Gentieman Instrviked, p. 195.

5t. A person accustomed to drudgery ; a person
ready to be hired for any dni(%ery or dirty
work ; a hireling.

Public hackneys in the schooling trade

;

Who feed a pupil's intellect with store
Of syntax, truly, but with little more.

Cowper, Tirocinium, L 621.

6t. A prostitute.

She was so notoriously lewd that she was called an
hackney. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Seformation, I., App.

7. A payment in hire or as in hire. [Kare.]
The kingdom of Naples, at an earlyperiod of its history,

became feudatory to the See of Bome, and, in acknowledg-
ment thereof has annually paid a hackney to the Pope in
Bome. Jeferscn, Correspondence, IL 347.

H. a. Let out, employed, or done for hire

;

drudging ; mercenary.
So the nextdaye, Tewysday, that was Candelmassedaye,

after masses erly done, we toke onr sayd hakiiey horses and
rode toVyncencia. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 78,

Slightly train'd up in a kind of hypocritical and hackny
cours of literature to get their living by.

Milton, Church-Govemment, ii.. Coo,

haddie

Ton are a generous author ; I a hackney scribbler.

Pope, To Dr. ParnelL

Here comes Bob,

And I must serve some hacktuiy job. „ _ .

Lliyyd, Hanbnry's Horse to Kev. Mr. Scot.

He endeavored to get employment as a Aa«A;»i«tf writer,

to copy for the stationers and lawyers about the Temple.
Franklin, Antobiog., p. 73.

hackney (hak'ni), v. t. [< hackney, n.] 1. To
wear, weary, or exhaust by frequent or exces-

sive use, as a horse ; hence, to render worn,

trite, stale, etc., as by repetition.

Had I so lavish of my presence been.

So eommoD-hackney'd in the eyes of men, . . .

Opinion, that did help me to the crown.

Had Btm kept loyal to possession.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., lit 2.

Both men and horses and leather being hackneyed, jad-

ed, and worn out upon the errand of somecontentionBand

obstinate bishop. UarveU, Works, IIL 127.

His [Mr. James Quin's] jokes may be called the standing

jests of the town ; but those who have hackneyed some of

them, and murdered others, have scarce ever entered into

the most cursory part of hie life and character.

I4fe of Quin (r^rint 1887), p. 7.

2. To ride or drive as a hackney. [Bare.]

€ralen'8 adoptive sons, who by a beaten way
Their judgments hackney on, the fault on sickn^ lay.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber'B Eng. Gamer, L 564).

hackney-coach (hak'ni-koch), n. Same as hack-

ney, 3.

Up before day, and Cocke and I took a haclmey-coach

appointed with four horses to take us up, and so carried

us over London bridge. Pepys, Diary, IL 329.

hackney-coachman (hak'ni-k6ch*man),'». A
man who drives a hackney-coach.
hackneyed (hak'nid), p. a. Trite ; common-
place ; threadbare : as, a hackneyed subject.

In the broad, beaten turnpike-road
Of hackney'd panegyric ode.

No modem poet dares to ride
Without Apollo by bis side.

Churchia, The Ghost, iL

I always held that hackneyed maxim of Pope ... as

very unworthy a man of genius. Goldsmith, Vicar, iv.

hackneyman (hak'ni-man), n.
;
pi. hackneymen

(-men). [< ME. liackneyman, hakeneyman.] A
man who lets horses and carriages for hire.

Hikke the hakeneyman and Hughe the nedeler, . . .

Dawe the dykere and a dozeine other.
Piers Plovmtan (E), v. 320.

hacksterf (hak'ster), n. [< hack^ + -ster.] A
bully; a ruffian.

Happy times, when Braves and Hacksters, the onely
contented members of his Crovemment, were thought the
fittest and the faithfullest to defend his Person.

MUton, Eikonofclastes, lit

hack-trap (hak'trap), n. A kind of weir for

taking fish, formed of slender stakes driven in
the bed of the river in the form of the letter T,

adopted by the early settlers of America from
the Indians, and still employed in southern
rivers for the capture of shad.
hack-watch (hak'woeh), n. Naut., a watch
with a second-hand, used in taking observa-
tions to obviate the necessity of constantly
moving the chronometer. The watch is compared
with the chronometerimmediately before and after every
observation. Also called ^'oIi-wateA.

hacky (hak'i), a. [< haek^-, 5, + -^i.] Same as
hacking^. [Colloq.]

Take time by the forelock ere that rasping hacky cough
of yours carries you where so many consamptives have
preceded you. Science, No. 296^ p. lii

hacquebntef, n. See hackbut and harquebus.
hacqneton, n. Another form of aeton.
hadi (had) . Preterit and past participle of have,
and as an auxiliary making pluperfect tense-
phrases.
had^ (had), V. t. A variant of hand for hoW-.
[Scotch.]

They flang him in.
And put a ^rf on his breast bane^
To had young Hunting down.
Young Bunting (Child's Ballads^ IIL 297).

hadbotef ,
n. [Only as a historical term in ref-

erence to AS. law, repr. AS. hadbot, < had,
order, degree, priestly dignity (see -hood), +
bot, recompense, boot: see 6oo<i, ftofci.] In
Anglo-Saxon law, compensation made for vio-
lence or an afiront offered to a priest.
hadden^t. -An obsolete preterit plural of have.
hadden2 (had'n). [Sc., var. hauden, hodden.]
A dialectal form of holden, past participle of
hold^.

hadder(had'er),n. A dialectal form of *eatft«r.
haddie (had'i), n. [Sc., a dim. equiv. to
haddock.] A haddock. See finnan-haddot3c.
[Scotch.]

Weel, Honkbams, they're braw csQler haddies.
Scott, Antiquary, ^tt<t
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The haddock . . , is also cured by smoking In the

"Scotch method." . . . Wnnan Aaddies are manufactured
In enormous quantities in Portland and Boston.

Stamd. Nat. Hist, III. 271.

hadding, haddin (had'ing, -in), n. [Also writ-
ten hadaen, haudin; Scotch, forms of E. holding,

q. v.] A holding ; a possession ; a place of resi-

dence; means of support. [Scotch.]

We . . . are beginning to feel ourselves at home in our
new hadding. Carlyle, in Froude, II. 73.

haddo (had'6), n. [Amer. Ind.] The hump-
back salmon, Oneorhynchus gorbuseha. [Ore-
gon, U. S.]

haddock (had'ok), n. [< ME. haddok, kaddoke,
origin nnJtaown. The Gael, adag, locally also

attac, and prob. OF. hadot, hadon (ML. hadox,
a kind of salt flsh), are of ME. origin.] A well-
known fish, Melanogrammus mglefims, of the cod
family, Gadidw, formerly called Qadiis or Mor-
rlma asglefinus. itresembles the cod, but has a smaller
mouth, a slenderer form, ablack lateral line, a spot on each

Haddock ^Melanogrammus afflefinus). ( From Report of U. S.

Fish Commission, i884')

side just behind the pectoral fin, and more pointed or
angular fins than the cod, especially the first dorsal. It
breeds in immense numbers in the North Atlantic, and is

a very important food-fish. The flesh resembles that of
the cod, but is firmer and drier. The fishing-grounds are
In general the same as those of the cod, but less exten-
sive. The usual weight of the haddock is about 4 pounds,
but specimens weighing 17 pounds have been known.

—

Golden baddock, the John Dory. Day. [Arran, Scot-
land.]— Jerusalem haddock, the opah, or king of the
herrings.—Norway or Norwegian haddock, Sebmtes
marinus. Se&bergylt. (See aim Jimian-huddock.)

haddocker (had'qk-er), n. A person or a ves-
sel employed in fishing for haddock.
haddocK-tea (had'ok-te')) n. A thin chowder
made of haddock. "[New Eng.]
hade (had), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. haded, ppr. had-

ing, [A contracted var. of heald, heeld, slope,
etc. : see heeld, v.'] In mining, to underlay or
incline from a vertical position.

hade (had), n. [A contracted var. of heald, heeld,

slope, etc. : see heeld, n.'\ If. Aslope; the de-
scent of a hill.

And on the lower leas, as on the higher hades.
The dainty clover grows, of grass the only silk.

Drayton, Folyolbion, xiii. 400.

2. In minmg, the inclination of a vein from a
vertical position ; the complement of the dip

:

. synonymous with underlay. Also hading.

Owing partly to its low hade, and partly to subsequent
folding, the outcrop of this thrust-plane resembles that
of an ordinary overlying formation cut into a sinuous line

by denudation. Amer.Jpur. So,., 3d ser., XXIX. 63.

Hadena (ha-de'na), n. " [NL., so called in allu-

sion to their nocturnal habits; < Gr."AiiJ)?f, the
nether world. Hades, + -ena.] The typical ge-
nus of Sadenidce, having the antennse simple,
the hind tibise with long spurs, and wings of

moderate breadth, it is a wide-spread genus of more
than lOOspecies. Thelarva of thecommon and destructive
S. devastatrix of the United States is known as the glassy
cutworm. Schrank, 1802.

HadenidSB (ha-den'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Hadena
+ 4dcB.'\ A family of noctuid moths, named
from the genus Hadena. These moths are related
to the Orthosiidce, but have the palpi better developed.
There are about 30 genera. The larvae are cutworms,
usually of bright colors. The family was founded by
Guen^e in 1862. Also Hadenides, Hadenidi.

Hadenoecus (had-e-ne'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.
"AiStiq, the nether world, + IvotKog, dwelling in, <

h, = E. »l, + oiKOf, a house.] A genus of cave-

Cave-cricket iHadentxcus caixmarum).

eriekets, of the family Locustidce, containing
species which are blind, colorless, and wingless,

with very long legs and antennae, and which in-

habit eaves, as H. ca/oernarwm of NorthAmerica
or H. palpatio of Europe. S. H. Scudder, 1862.

Hades (ha'dez), n. [Spelled Ades by Milton
(P. L., ii. 964); < Gr. "A«% (?(%), also, and ear-
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Uer, XM^f, Doric '&i6ag, also nom. 'A'if, implied
in gen. "MSoq; in Homer only as a personal
name. Hades or Pluto, the god of the nether
world; later local, the nether world, often
merely eqtiiv. to the grave; usually derived
from d- priv. + ISuv, see (= L. videre, see, =
AS. mtan, know: see vision, wit), as if lit. 'the
unseen

'
; but the earliest use and the later form

(with the initial aspirate) are against this.]

1. In Gr. myth.: (a) The lord of the lower
world, a brother of Zeus, and the husband of
Persephone CProserpine) . He reigned in a splendid
palace, and, besiaes his function of governing the shades
of the departed, he was the giver to mortals of all trea-
sures derived from the earth. In art he was represented in
a form kindred to that of Zeus and that of Poseidon, and
bearing the staff or scepter of authority, usually in company
with Persephone. As the god of wealth, he was also called
by the Greeks Pluto; and he is the same as the Boman Dis,
Orcus, or Tartarus. (6) The invisible lower or sub-
terraneanworld in which dwelt the spirits of all

the dead ; the world of shades ; the abode of the
departed. The souls in Hades were believed to carry
on there a counterpart of their material existence, those
of the righteous without discomfort, amid the pale, sweet
blooms of asphodel or even in pleasure, in the Elysian
Fields, and those of the wicked amid various torments.
The lower world was surrounded by fiery and pestilen-
tial rivers, and the solitary approach was guarded by the
monstrousthree-headed dogCerberustopreventtheshades
from escaping to the upper world.

And she went down to Hades, and the gates
That stand forever barred.

Bryant, Odyssey, xi. 340.

In Hades, Achilles thinks of vengeance, and rejoices in
the account of his son's success in battle, and the slaugh-
ter of his enemies. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 107.

2. In the Greek New Testament and in the
revisedjEnglish version, the state or abode of
the dead indefinitely: often taken as equiva-
lent to purgatory, the intermediate state of the
dead, or to hell. See hell.

And I also say unto thee that thou art Peter, and upon
this rook I will build my church ; and the gates of Bodes
shall not prevail against it. Mat. xvi. 18 (revised version).

Where the word hades is used to signify the place of
either the righteous or the wicked, some qualifying lan-
guage or circumstances, as in the case of sheol, indicate
which part or state of hades is meant.

Bibliotheea Sacra, XLV. 634.

3. [i.e.] The infernal regions ; hell. [CoUoq.
or humorous.]—4. In zool. : (a) A genus of
lepidopterous insects. Westwood, 1851. (6) A
genus of coleopterous insects. Thomson, 1860.

hading (ha'ding), n. [Verbal n. of hade, «.]
In mining, same as hade, 2.

Hadith (had'ith), n. [Ar. hadith, a saying,
legend, tradition.] In Mohammedan theol., the
body of traditions relating to Mohammed, now
forming a supplement to the Koran, under the
name of the Sunna (which see), originally it was
not lawful to commit them to writing, but the danger that
they might be lost or corrupted led to the recording of
them.
had I wist (had' i wist'). [< ME. hadde Iwist;
a phrase used also as a noun. Bee wist.'] Had I
known: a phrase indicating regret for some-
thing done in ignorance of circumstances now
known; hence, as a noun, a lost opportunity;
a vain regret.

Quod course of klnde, "What helpith, y wende,
ThI wissching And thin hadde^-wist ?

"

Hyrrms to Virgin, etc. (B. E. T. S.), p. 73.

Beware of had-I-wyst, whose fine bringes care and smart.
Paradise of Dayntie Devises, sig. A 3.

A thing overbought hath evermore repentance . . . and
had I wist attending upon it.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviii. 5.

Most miserable man, whom wicked fate
Hath brought to Court, to sue for had ywist
That few have found, and manie one hath mist I

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 893.

badj, hajj (haj), n. [Ar. ha;p, a pilgrimage, <

hapa, set out, go on a pilgrimage.] The pil-

grimage to Mecca which every free Mohamme-
dan is bound to make, as a religious duty, if

possible at least once in his life, in the twelfth
month of the Mohammedan year.
The word Hajj is explained by Moslem divines to mean

"Kasd," or aspiration, and to express man's sentiment that
he is but a wayfarer on earth wending towards another
and a nobler world. £. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 401.

hadji, hajji (haj'e), n. [Ar. (and Pers.) hdjji,

common form of h^, a pilgrim, < hajja, go on a
pilgrimage: seehadj.] A Mussulman who has
performed his hadj, or pilgrimage to Mecca, and
who afterward bears the designation as a title

of honor : as, Hadji Khalfa. The title is also given
to a Greek or an Armenian who has visited theholy sepul-
cher at Jerusalem. Also spelled hadjee.

The title of Hadji indicates that the bearer has made the
pilgrimage to Mecca.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 209, note.

During my stay great throngs of hadjis poured into the
town, arriving by the Teheran road. CfDonovan, Merv, x.

Heemaria

HadrosauridSB (had-ro-s^'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Hadrosaurus + -idte.]' A family of ornithopod
dinosaurian reptiles with teeth iu several rows,
forming, with use, a tessellated grinding-sur-
face.

Hadrosaurus (had-ro-s^'rus), n, [NL., < Gr.
dSpdg, thick, stout, bulky,+ aavpog, a Uzard.] A
genus of dinosaurian reptiles, typical of the

Skeleton ofHadrosaurtts/buiki.
(Drawn from specimen in Academy of Natural Sciences, Pliiladel-

phia, witli coiTections according to latest discoveries. ]

family Hadrosauridce. The original species of
these gigantic iguanodons was H. foulki, from
HaddonSeld in New Jersey. J. Leidy, 1856.

hadst (hadst). Second person singular of had,
preterit of have, contracted from haddest.
hae (ha), V. A Scotch form of have.

haecceity (hek-se'i-ti), n. [< ML. hceeeeita{t-)s,

'thisness,' < L. Jicec, fem. of Wc, this: see hie
jacet. This word was formed by Duns Scotus
about 1300, and was based, as he explained,
upon the fem. pronoun because the abstract
quality 'thisness' is fem. as being expressed,
in L., like other abstract qualities, by a noun
with the fem. suffix -ta{t-)s. At a later date the
form hicceita{t-)s, < L. hie, m., and the corrup-
tion eoceita(t-)s arose, but they never obtained
much recognition.] That element of existence
which confers individuality upon a nature, ac-
cording to the Scotists, so that it is in a partiou-
larplace ata particular time ; hereness andnew-
ness. According to the Aristotelian view, matter is the
germ of substance and receives forms in its development.
But the scholastic doctors considered that the forms were
first pure, and then became contracted in some way to in-

dividuality. It was early suggested that this was effected
by the uniting of the form to matter. But then it was re-

plied that matter is mere being, the most general of all ele-

ments. Hence, some supposed that forms were in them-
selves individual ; others that they were individuated by
quantity. Scotus maintained that a material substance is

made individual, not by its own formal nature, by its quan-
tity, or by its matter, but only by a distinct mode of being,
like that which distinguishes a living reality from an
idea. This is what he meant by a "positive determining
entity," where entity must be distinguished from ens.

Duns Scotus . . . placed the Principle of Individuation
in "a certain positive determining entity" which his
school called Hoeccffity, or thisness.

Whewell, Hist. Induct. Sciences, iv. 4.

A quiddity with no hcecceity. Mind, X. 34.

haekaro, n. [The native name in New Zea-
land.] An evergreen tree, Fittosporum umbel-
latvmi, growing in New Zealand, and cultivated
for ornament in the Australian colonies and also

in England. It attains aheight of 30 or 40 feet. It has
coriaceous, obovate, bright-green leaves, dull-red flowers
in umbels, and a woody capsular fruit of the size of a
small hazelnut.

hsem-, hsema-, haemato-, hsemo-. See hem-,
hemato-. [The naturalized English words containing this
element, and many words of New Latin form (especially
medical terms), are preferably spelled with e.]

Hsemanthus (he-man 'thus), n. [NL., < Gr.
al/ia, blood, + avdog, a flower.] A genus of
monoeotyledonous bulbous plants, belonging
to the natural order Amaryllidece, tribe Ama-
ryllecB, and embracing about 30 species, 5 of

which are natives of tropical Africa, and the
remainder of southern Africa, it is chiefly dis-

tinguished from nearly related genera by its 1-2-celled
ovary, by the short tube and narrow lobes of the perianth,
and by its numerous, often colored, involucral bracts.

The corolla of some of the species is of a fine red color,

whence the name, and also its English equivalent, hlood-

plant or blood-lily. The best-known species, H. cocci-

neus, is called the Cape tulip. It is a very showy plant,

and its bulbs have diuretic and its fresh leaves antiseptic

properties. The juice of the bulbs of H. toxicarius and
some other species possesses poisonous properties.

Hsemaria (hf-ma'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aiiia,

blood, + -aria.] A small genus of orchida-
ceous plants, namedby Lindley in 1840, belong-
ing to the tribe Neottiece, embracing only 4
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known species, natives of China, Cochin-China,
and the Malay peninsula, it is specially character-
ized by its free sepals and by the concave claw at the base
of the labellum. One species, H. discolor, from southern
China, is cultivated in gardens as a foliage-plant, the leaves
being ample, and crimson underneath.
Hsemataria (hem-a-ta'ri-a), n. pi [NL., < Gr.
aiiia{T-), blood, + -aria.']

" The so-called blood-
animals; those intestinal animals which have
blood and a eoeloma, as an evolutionary series

:

contrasted with Anemaria. JSaeckel.

hsematinum (he-mat'i-num), re. [L. (so. vi-
trum, glass), neut. of hcematinus, < Gr. ai/ia,nvo(,

of blood, bloody, < aiim{T-), blood.] An ancient
red glass used for mosaics, ornamental vases,
etc., found in abundance in the ruins of Pom-
peii. It contains no tin and no coloring mat-
ter except cuprie oxid.

HeematoDrancllia (hem"a-to-brang'ld-a), n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. al/ia(T-), bloodi, -f- Ppdyxia, ^Is.] A
subclass or grade of Arachnida, composed of
three orders, Trilobita, Ewrypterina, and Xipho-
sura, or triloljites, eurypterines, and king-crabs

:

same as Merostomata. E. B. Larikester, 1881.

hsematobranchiate, a. See hematobranehiate.

HsematOCOCCUS (hem"a-to-kok'us), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Q(|Ua(r-), blood, +"k6kkoc, a berry.] A for-

mer genus of algBB, the species of which are
now referred to Gkeocapsa and related genera.
They grow on moist rooks, on the walls of
caverns, and in dark places.

Heematocrya (hem'a-to-kri'a), ». ^jZ. [NL.,
< Gr. ai/ia(T-), bloo3, + /cpiof, cold.] Cold-
blooded vertebrates collectively considered, as
fish, amphibians, and reptiles ; a binary subdi-
vision of Yertebrata: opposed to Mwmatofher-
ma. M. Owen.
hsematocryal, a. See hematoeryal.
haematologia (hem"a-to-16'ji-a), n. [NL. : see
hematology.] Sa,m.e"a,s'hematology.

HsBinatopllilina(hem-a-tof-i-li'na),«.^Z. [NL.,
< Gr. al/ia{T-), blood, -f-'^Uof, loviiig.] A group
of bats, consisting of the two genera Desmodus
and Diphylla, which have a pair of enormous
sharp-pointed upper incisors. In Demwdus the
cardiac division of the stomach is enormously dilated,

being longer than the whole body of the animal, lying
coiled up in the abdomen, and serving as a reservoir for
the fresh blood with which this veritable vampire gorges
itself. The blood-sucking habit is more marked in these
bats than in any other Chiroptera. See the generic words.

Haematopis (he-mat'o-pis), n. [NL., prob. for

*£[(ematopsis, i Gr. al'/ia, blood, + iipig, appear-
ance. Cf . Hcemopsis.] A genus of geometrid
moths, founded by Hiibner (1816), having slen-
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Unknown, and like esteem'd, and the dull swain
Treads on it daily with his clouted shoon;
And yet more med'cinal is it than that moly
That Hermes once to wise Ulysses gave;

He call'd it hcemony, and gave it me,
And bade me keep it as of sovran use
'Gainst all enchantments, mildew blast, or damp.
Or ghastly furies' apparition. Milton, Comus, 1. 638.

["Prickles" is supposed to allude to Christ's crown of

thorns, and "bright golden flower" to the fruits of salva-

tion.]

Hsemopsis (hf-mop'sis), n. [Nil., < Gr. ai/ja,

blood, -1- dijii^, appearance.] A genus of leeches,

containing the horse-leech, H. sanguisorba.

heemoptoe (hf-mop'to-e), n. [NL., an improp.
formation: see hemoptysis.'] Same as liemop-

Hamatopis grataria.

a, larva ; b, pupa ; c, e^g^s ; d, imago.
(All natural size.

)

der palpi, plumose antennae, the fore wings nar-
row and much pointed, and a deep ocherous
color, with pink extradiscal spots. S. grataria
is found from Maine to Texas, feeding in the
larval state on plants of the genus Polygonum.
Hsematopodidae (hem'''a-to-pod'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Swmatopus (-pod-'j + -idee.] A fam-
ily of wading birds related to the plovers ; the
oyster-catchers. They have three toes, and a bill of
remarkable shape, somewhat like a woodpecker's. The
bill is much longer than the head, contracted, compressed
and beveled, and truncated at the end. There is but one
genus, Hcematopits. The family sometimes includes the
turnstones (Strepsitas), when the oyster-catchers proper
are termed Hcematopodinw. Also Hcematopidce.

Hsematopodinse (hem''''a-to-po-di'ne), n. pi.

[NL., iSmmatopus (-pod-) + -inw.] The oys-

ter-catchers as a subfamily of Scematopodidce
or of Charadriidce. Also called Hmmatopince.

HsematopilS (hf-mat'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. a\-

fia(T-), blood, -t- JToic = E. jfoot.] The typical

genus of BcematopodidcB : so called from the
red color of the legs. B. ostrilegus is the common
oyster-catcher of Europe ; 3. palliatuB is that of North
America. There are others, some of which are partly

white, like the two named, while the rest are of somber
blackish or fuliginous hues all over, as H. ater. See oys-

ter-catcher, and cut in next column.

haematorn (hem'a-tdrn), n. [< NL. Hcemator-
nis.] Blyth's name for a hawk of the genus
Scematornis (Vigors), the bacha, Falco bacha.

Hsematornis (hem-a-t6r'nis), n. [BTL., < Gr.

al/M{T-), blood, + o'pvic, a bird.] 1. A genus

American Oyster-catcher i^Hamatoptispathaitts).

of birds of prey, containing such Indian hawks
as the bacha and cheela. N. A. 'Vigors, Proo.
Zool. Soc, 1831, p. 170.— 2. A genus of turdoid
passerine birds, the bulbuls : same as Pyenonq-
ttis. TV. Swainson, 1831.

Haematostapliis (hem-a-tos'ta-fis), n. [NL.
(Hooker, 1860), < Gr. diuaij-), 'blood, -1- arcujiic,

a dried grape, a raisin.] The name ^ven by
Sir J. D. Hooker in 1860 to a monotypic genus
of tropical African plants belonging to the nat-
ural order Anaoardiacece, tribe Spondiece, and
characterized by the possession of 3 unequal
imbricate petals and 6 stamens in the flower,

an oblong drupe, and pinnate leaves. The spe-
cies, H*. Sarteri, is a small tree with twisted branches and
small white flowers in elongated axillary panicles. The
fruit is red, edible, has an acid flavor, and is called blood-
plum. The tree inhabits the banks of the Niger river.

Hsematotherma (hem'''a-to-th6r'ma), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. al/za(T-), blood," + dspiidg', warm.]
Warm-blooded animals, as mammals and birds,
collectively considered : one of two divisions of
Vertebrata : opposed to Hcematocrya. B. Owen.

hsematotlierinal, a. See hematothermal.
Hsematoxylon (hem-a-tok'si-lon), n. [NL.,
< Gr. a'iim(j-), blood, + ^ji'Xov, wood.] A genus
of plants described by Linnseus in 1753, belong-
ing to the natural order Leguminosce, suborder,
CcesalpiniecB, of which only one species, H. Cam-
pechianum, the logwood-tree, is known; it is a
native of Central America and the West Indies,
and is important as furnishing the logwood of
commerce. Botanically the genus is characterized by
its flattened lanceolate pod, splitting through the middle
of each valve into two false valves. See logwood.

Haematozoa (hem''''a-t9-z6'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
alfm(T-), blood, + (Ciov, an animal.] A general
name of the minute mitosoa or internal para-
sites which are found in blood, as the Distoma
hcematobium or Bilharzia haimobia, and the Hexa-
thyridium venarum ovPolystoma sanguicola. The
term has no elassificatory significance.

liaeiuatozoan, hsematozoic. See hematozoan,
hematogoic.

Haemodipsa (hem-o-dip'sa), n. [NL., < Gr. aifia,

blood, + Siipa, thirst.] A genus of land-leeches.
B. eeylonica is an example. See landAeech.
Haemodoraceae (hem''''o-do-ra'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Bcmiodorum + -ac'ece.] A natural order of
monoootyledonous petaloid plants, established
by Robert Brown in 1810, related to the JBro-
msUaceee and Iridece, and embracing 27 known
genera and about 120 species, inhabiting south-
western Australia, southern Africa, central and
eastern Asia, and North and South America.
'I'he name, as well as the name bloodroot by which some
of these plants are imown, is derived from the red color
yielded by the roots of some of the species.

Haemodorum (hem-o-do'rum), n. [NL., < Gr.
ai|Uo, blood, H- Sapovj gift.] The typical genus
of the natural order Bcemodoraeece, founded by
J. E. Smith in 1798, consisting of 17 species,
all natives of Australia. They are erect glabrous
herbs with equitant leaves, and cymes or heads of small
flowers. The fibrous roots are often thickened into tubers.
The inflorescence is always glabrous, the ovary nearly free,
its cells containing two ovules, and the seeds are peltate.

haemony (hem'o-ni), n. [Used only in the pas-
sage cited, appar. in reference to Gr. aifii)vw^,

blood-red, < alfimi, bloody, < alfta, blood ; or to
Gr. al/iuv for daifUM,^ SaijjjMv, knowing, skilful (in
allusion to its 'divine effect')- Coleridge fan-
cies here a compound of Gr. miia, blood, and
olvoq, wine; alluding to the blood of Jesus
Christ.] A supposed miraculous plant, de-
scribed in Milton's "Comus."

A certain shepherd lad . . .

Would . . . show me simples of a thousand names,
Telling their strange and vigorous faculties.
Amongst the rest a small unsightly root.
But of divine effect, he cuU'd me out;
The leaf was darkish, and had prickles on it.

But in another country, as he said.

Bore a bright golden flower, but not in this soil;

haemorrhagia (hem-o-ra'ji-a), n. [L.: see ftew-

orrhage.] 1. In paihol., same as hemorrhage.
— 2. icap.] [NL.] A genus of clear-winged

moths, of the family Sesiidm, containing such
as the North American B. gracilis. Grote and
Bobinson, 1865.

Eaeinulon (he-mii'lon), n. [NL., < Gr. ai/io,

blood, -I- oiAoV, in pi. oi>;^, the gums.] A ge-

nus of seisenoid fishes, the type of the family
Bcemulonidm, having the lips blood-red near
the corners of the mouth, whence the name.
The species are known as grunts, grunters, pig-

fish, and redmouths. See cut under grunt.

Hasmulonidae (hem-u-lon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Bcemulon + -idee.] A family of acanthoptery-
gian fishes, named from the genus Bwmulon.
Numerous species are found in tropical and warm seas

:

those of Hc^mulon are conflned to the American waters,

while Pristipoma has an extensive range. Also called
PristipoTnidoe.

Haeser's formula. Same as formula of Chris-

tison (which see, under /orrawte).

haet, nait (hat), n. [Also written hate, haid,

a whit, a bit, used, as in the quotation, with
qualifying deil, devU, as a vigorous negative.]
The least thing; an iota; a whit. [Scotch.]

They loiter, lounging, lank, an' lazy

;

Tho' deil haet ails them, yet uneasy.
Burns, The Twa Dogs, L 205.

hafIf. An obsolete preterit of heave. Chaucer.

haf2, half, n. See haaf.
haffet, hafat (haf'et, -it), ». [So., also half-

fet, contr. of *half-head, ult. < AS. healf-hedfod,
the fore part of the head, the sinciput. Cf.

forehead (contr. pron. for'ed).] 1. The side

of the head ; in the plural, the temples.

His bonnet rev'rently is laid aside,
His lyart haffeta wearing thin and bare.

Burns, Cottar's Saturday Night.

2. Among workmen, the fixed part of a lid or
cover, to which the movable part is hinged.

haffle (haf'1), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. haffied, ppr.

haffiing. [Perhaps of imitative origin. Gi.ha\
v., haw'', v., hesitate, and cf. faffie, maffle.] To
waver or shuffle in speaking; prevaricate.
[Prov. Eng.]

hafflin (haf'lin), n. and a. See halfling^.
Hafiz (ha'fiz), n. [Pers. hdfle, < .Ar. hdfiz, 1m-
fuz, a guard, one who keeps (in memory) ; ap-
plied technically to one who knows the whole
Koran by heart, <Ar. hafaza, keep, retain, hafz,
memory.] A title or appellative of a Moham-
medan who knows the whole of the Koran by
heart.

The Dervish Falladeen, whose preflx of Baja means
" one who has committed the Koran to memory."

J. Grant.

haflini (haf'lin), n. and a. See halfling'i-

.

haflin^, haflins (haf'lin, -linz), adv. See half-
ling^.

haftl (haft), n. [(1) < ME. haft, heft, < AS.
hceft^, a handle, = D. heft, hecht = MLG. heohte
= OHG. hefti, MHG. hefte, G. heft, a handle,
hilt, portion of a book, = Icel. hepU (for hefti),
a handle, = Dan. hefte = Sw. hafte, handle,
hilt, portion of a book. (2) Cf. AS. hceft^, m.,
a bond, fetter, captivity, bondage, = OHG.
haft, m., n., MHG. liaft, m., a bond, fetter, G.
haft, m., a hold, clasp, rivet, brace; also OHG.
haft, hafta, MHG. G. haft, f., imprisonment (cf.
D. hechtenis), = MLG. heohte, hefte= OS. hafta,
captivity, = Icel. hapt, haft, n., a bond, a chain.
(3) Both AS. hmffi; n., a handle, and AS. haft^,
m., a bond, etc., with their cognates, are from
an orig. pp. which appears in AS. fe«B/*3, as a
noun, a captive, a slave, = OS. haft, a., seized,
captive, =OHG. MHG. haft, a., captive,= Icel.
haftr, m., hafta, f ., a captive, prisoner, = Goth.
hafts, a., joined together, = L. cactus, seized,
taken; orig. pp. of AS. hebban, E. heave, etc.,
lift, =L. capere, take, seize (the orig. mean-
ing): see capable, captive, etc. Less prob. from
the root of have, q. v. Cf . heff^-, heft% etc ] A



haft

iiandle ; specifically, the handle of a cutting or
thrusting instrument, as a knife, sword, or dag-
ger; a hilt.

But yet ne fond I nought the hoift
\rhiche might unto the blade accorde.

Oower, Conf. Amant., Iv.

Dail Doorm
Struck with a knife's ha/t hard against the board.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Loose in the haftti not quite honest. WrigM'a Political
Songs, p. 339.

hafti (hWt), V. t. [= 08. hef^an, fetter, bind,
= D. hechten, fasten, attach, = MLGr. hechten,

heften, attach, arrest, = OHG-. lieftan, MHG-. G-.

heften, fasten, attach, = Icel. hepta, hefta, bind,
fetter, refl. restrain oneself, forbear, = Dan.
hefte, Sw. hdfta, bind, stitch, arrest, = Goth.
haftjan, fasten, attach, refl. cling, stick, force
oneself in upon: from the noun.] 1. To set
in a haft ; furnish with a handle.

Tools and instruments consisted of polished flints of va-
Tious shapes, and of teeth and bones of animals, hoifted in
different ways according to the uses for which they were
intended. Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 638.

S. To drive up to the haft or hilt, as a knife or
dirk.

This mye blade in thye body should bee with speedines
hafted. Stanihurst, Gonceites, p. 143.

3. To fix or settle firmly; plant. [Scotch.]

1 hae heard him say that the root of the matter was
mair deeply ha^ftad in that wild muirland parish than in
the Ganongate of Edinburgh.

5coit, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxxiz.

It shows how well hafted is the Royal .Society's claim,
that a president should acquire the notion that it is ac-
knowledged and acted upon by the other Societies.

De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 20.

!haft2 (haft), n. [Prob. connected with haff^,

as a 'fixed' place of abode. Cf. fea/ti, «., 3.] A
place of abode; dwelling; lodging. [Scotch.]

" Her bairn," she said, "was her bairn, and she came to
fetch her out of ill hotft and waur guiding."

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

hafterl (haf'ter), n. [< liaff^, v., + -eyi.] In
cutlery, a workman who forms and fixes the
hafts or handles of knives.

hafter^t (haf'tfer), n. [Appar. < *haft, v. (found
elsewhere only in hafUng), + -er.] Awrangler;
a eaviler; a debater. Mollybcmd, Diet., 1593.

(SalUwell.)

baftingt; «• [Verbal n.oi*haft in liafter^, q. v. ]
Wrangling; debate.

Whan was there more haftyng and craftyng to scrape
money together? «/". £7daK, On Ephesians, Prol.

With these pernitious words iterated continually unto
him, he grew enkindled, and (without any farther ha/ting
or holding off) . . . delivered up all that was demaunded.

Holland, tr. of Ammianns, p. 275.

haft-pipe (haft'pip), ». A handle in which the
tang of a small tool is temporaj-Uy fixed for con-
venience in grinding the tool.

Tiie handle is called a haftpipe, and is commonly a

short piece of hazel-rod.
O. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 426.

hagi (hag), n. [Early mod. E. also hagg; < ME.
hagge, hegge, a shortened form (by dropping
the supposed termination) of AS. hcegtes, hcegtis,

also hcegtesse (in early glosses spelled haehtis,

haehtisse), pi. hcegtesse, a witch, a fury (glossing

li.furia, striga, Erinys, Pythonissa, lisvphone,-pl.

hcegtesse, glossing L. Fwrice, Eumenides, Parece),

= MD. haghetisse, a witch (cf. MD. haeghdisse,

heghdisse, D. haagdis, hagedis, a lizard, an ac-

com. to the word for 'witch' of MD. eggedisse

= AS. athexe, B. asTc"^, asTcer^, q. v.), = OHG.
hagaeussa, hagzissa, hagzw, also hazissa, hdzus

(glossing L. furia, striga, Mumenis, Erynis),

MHG. hecse (also hacke), (5. hexe (> D. hehs =
Dan. hex = Sw. hexa), a hag; a compound of

uncertain formation.] If. A witch; a sorcer-

ess; an enchantress; very rarely, a male witch;

wizard; magician.

But you [powerful herbs] can force the fiercest Ani-

mals, . . .

Yea, fairest Planets (if Antiqnitie

Haue not bely'd the Haas's of Thessalie).
, ,„ , . „

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, i. 3.

And that old hag [Silenus] that with a staff his staggering

limbs doth stay. Golding, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., iv.

How now, you secret, black, and midnight hags?
Shale, Macbeth, iv. 1.

2. A repulsive, vicious, or malicious oldwoman.
No, you unnatural hags,

I will have such revenges on you both I

Shale, Lear, 11. 4.

The hag. . . scowled at the fair Jewess with the malig-

nant envy [with] which old age and ugliness, when united

with evil conditions, are apt to look upon youth and

beauty. *"** Ivanhoe, xxiv.

3. A cyclostomous or marsipobranchiate fish,

Myxine glutinosa, or glutinous hag, related to
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the lamprey,
type of the
family Myxi-
nidce and sub-
order Hype-
rotreta. See
these teohni-

Hag, or Slime-eel {Myxine giuiinosa).

oal words. The hag resembles an eel in some respects,
is a foot or more long, has a cirrous sucking mouth, a strong
palatal tooth, pouched gills, and is parasitic. Also hag-
Jish, slime-eel,

4. A white mist; phosphoric light; an appear-
ance of light or fire on horses' manes or men's
hair. [Prov. Eng.]
Haggs, says Blount, are said to be made of Sweat, or

some other Vapour issuing out of the Head; a not un-
usual Sight among us when we ride by Night in the Sum-
mer-time : They are extinguished like Ilames by shaking

,
the Horses' Manes. But I believe rather it is only a Va-
pour reflecting Light, but fat and sturdy, compacted about
the Manes of Horses or Men's Hair.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 371, note.

hagif (hag), «. *. [< Tjapi, «.] To vex; harass;
torment.

That makes them in the dark see visions.
And hag themselves with apparitions.

5. Butler, Hudibras.

hag2 (hag), n. [A dial, form of haw^ (< AS.
haga), ha/y^ (AS. hege), or hedge (AS. *heeg ?)

:

see haw'>; hay^, hedge. Cf. D. haag, a hedge

;

Or. hag, a haw, inclosure, fence, hedge, cop-
pice, wood, etc. (see under haw^). The sense
of 'a wood' runs into that of hag^, «., 2, a
part of a wood to be felled.] A small wood or
wooded inclosure. SaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hagS, hagg (hag), v.

;
pret. and pp. hagged, ppr.

liagging. [< ]\iE. haggen, Ya.v. of hacken, hack:
see haclc^. Cf. freq. haggle^ for hackle'^.'] I.

trans. To cut; hack; chop; hew: sameasMcfci.
[They] hurlit thurgh the hard nraile, Tiagget the lere.

And deliuert the lede lawse of hor hondes,
Horsit hym in hast thurgh help of his brether.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10023.

II. intrans. To haggle or dispute. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng. in both senses.]
hagS (hag), ». [^(.hagSjV. Cf . Tsacfcl, ».] 1. A
stroke with an ax or a inife ; a uptch; a cut ; a
hack. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]—2. A certain
part of awood intended to be cut. [Prov. Eng.]
In Warwickshire the rods which mark the boundary of

a fall of timber are called hagg-stalfs ; and the separate
portions so divided are called each man's hagg.

N. and Q., 7th sen. III. 197.

3. One cutting or felling of a certain quantity
of wood; also, the wood so out. [Scotch.]—4.
Branches lopped off for firewood ; brushwood.
[Scotch.]— 5. A quagmire or pit in mossy
ground; any broken ground in a bog. [North.
Eng. and Scotch.]

This said, he led me over holts and hags.
Through thorns and bushes scant my legs I drew.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, viii. 41.

Owre mony a weary hag he limpit.
And aye the tither shot he thump^t.

Bums, Tarn ^mson's Elegy.

Hag, tag, and ragt [a riming phrase in which hag has no
definite meaning], a rabble; rag, tag, and bobtail.

Than was all the rable of the shippe, Tiag, tag, and rag,
called to the reckeninge.
Bp. Bale, The Vocacion (Harl. Misc., TI. 459). (Davies.)

hag*t, n. [Saidto mean 'bachelor, fellow, man'
in this passage, but prob. the same as hag^.
It cannot be connected with AS. hcegsteald, a
bachelor.] A bachelor; a fellow; a man.

For thou can not but brag,
Lyke a Scottyshe hag.

Skelton, Howe the Douty Duke of Albany, etc., 1. 295.

hag^t, n. A kind of boat. See the quotation.
The brokers of these coals are called crimps, . . . and

the ships that bring them. Cats, and Hags or Hag-boats,
Fly-boats, and the like.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 144.

hag^ (hag), n. A bird: same as hagden.

hagadah, nagadic, etc. See haggadah, hagga-
dic, eta.

hagardf, a. and n. See haggard^.
hagberry, hegberry (hag'-, heg'ber'-'i), n.

;
pi.

hagberries, hegierries (-iz). [Also haekberry,

heckberry; appar. of Seand. origin, < Dan. hceg-

gebcer, or hieggebcertrcB (hagberry-tree), = Sw.
hdgghdr, or simply hagg = leel. heggr, the hag-
berry, bird-cherry. The Icel. heggr agrees in
form with AS. *hecg, ME. hegge, E. hedge: see
hedge, hag^, and berryi.2 A species of cherry,

Prunus padtts or P. avium. Also called bird-

cherry. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

hagboatf (hag'bot), ». Same as hag^.

hagb'usht (hag'bush), n. Same as hackbut,

hagbutt, ^. Same as hackbut.

hagbuttert, n. Same as hackbutter.

hagdel (hag'del), n. Same as hagden.

haggadistic

hagden, hagdon (hag'den, -don), n. [Also hag.
down, hagdel, also hacklet, ha'ckbolt; origin ob-
scure : cf . hcig\ n., 3.] The greater shearwater,
Puffinus inajor. This sea-bu-d ranges widely in Atlan-
tic waters, and abounds on the North Atlantic coasts of
America and Europe. It belongs to the petrel family, and
to that section of Procellariidce in which the beak is com-
paratively long and slender, with short, low nasal tubes,
and a hook at the end. It is 18 or 20 inches long, and 40

Harden, or Greater Shearwater {Pitffinus tnajor)

to 45 inches in extent of wings. The adult is dark-brown
above and mostly white below. Hagdens sometimes gath-
er in fiocks of thousands, flying low over the water and
skimming the crests of the waves with marvelous ease
without visible motion of the long thin pinions. They
breed on coasts in holes in the ground and lay one white
egg. Several related shearwaters are known by the same
name. See Puj^nus. Also hag. [Local, New Eng.]

Known to sailors and fishermen as hagd&ns.
Coues, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1861, p. 242.

Black hagden, the sooty shearwater, Puffinus fvligino-
sus.

hagdown (hag'doun), n. Same as hagden.
[Isle of Man.]

hagedash (haj'dash), n. [Native name.] An
African ibis, Ibis hagedash: made by Bona-
parte (1855) a generic name in the form Hage-

Hagenia (ha-je'ni-a), n. [NL. (Willdenow,
1797), so named after K. Gottfried E.agen.'\ A
monotypic genus of trees growing in Abyssinia.
H. Abyssinica, the only species, now known as Brayera
anthelmirUica, is a tall tree belonging to the natural order
Eosacece, tribe Poteriece, distinguished by its polygamous
panlcled flowers, the male with 20 stamens. The flowers
and unripe fruit were found by Dr. Brayer to have anthel-
mintic properties, and they are still used to remove tape-
worms. The dried flowers, as well as the whole plant^. go
by the native name of cu^so or kousso.

hagester, ». See hagister.

hag-finderf (hag'fln''''der), n. A witch-finder.

George. If we should come to see her, cry So ho ! once.
Aiken. That I do promise, or I am no good hag-Jinder,

B. Jortson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

hagfish (hag'fish), n. Same as hag''-, 3.

hagg, V. See hag^.

haggadah, hagadah (ha-ga'da), «.; pi. hagga-
doth, hagadoth (-doth). [< Heb. haggadah, <
hagad, say, tell.] 1. A legend, anecdote, or
saying in the Talmud illustrative of the law.

—

2. {cap.'] A free exposition and illustration of
the Hebrew Scriptures ; one of the two classes
of rabbinical Biblical interpretation forming
the Midrash.

This Haggadah or Agadah varies considerably both In
nature and form. In its nature it sometimes humours,
at other times threatens ; it alternately promises and ad-
monishes, persuades and rebukes, encourages and deters.
In the end it always consoles, and throughout it instructs
and elevates. In form it is legendary, historical, exegetic,
didactic, theosophic, epigrammatic ; but throughout it is
ethical. Encyc. Brit., XVL 285.

Also written haggada, agada, agadah.
haggadic, hagadic (ha-gad'ik), a. [< haggadah,
hagadah, + -ic] (3f or pertaining to the Hag-
gadah; characterized by free interpretation
and exposition: opposed to halachic, or legal.

Also agadic.

Like the Jews, too, the Samaritans had a haggada; in-
deed, the Arabic books they still possess under the name
of chronicles are almost entirely haggadic fable, with very
little admixture of true tradition. Encyc. Brit, XXL 245.

Several entire treatises of an Agadic nature.
Encyc. Brit, XVL 286.

haggadical(ha-gad'i-kal), a. Same as haggadic.
haggadist, hagadist (ha-ga'dist), n. [< hag-
gadah, hagadah, + -ist.'\ A writer of hagga-
doth ; one of the authors or disciples of the Hag-
gadah. Also agadist.

The agadists make much of the devotion of the indi-

vidual ant to the welfare of the whole colony as a salient
point of formic chai'acter. Pop. Sd. Mo., XXV. 280.

haggadistic, hagadistic (hag-a-dis'tik), a. [<.

haggadist, hagadist, + -ic.'] Of or pertaining
to a haggadist or his method of interpreting
Scripture; unrestrained by legal or strictly

orthodox canons. Also agadistic.

According to the agadistic view, the primitive man as
well as the ape lived only on vegetable food.

Pop. Sd. Mo., XXI. 660.



Iiaggadistic

_
Manifestly he [Mohammed] had relatione with Jews at

this penod, and was under their influence; and from
them, of coarse, it was that the material of his Old Testa-
ment and HaggadisHc narratives was derived.

Eneyc Brit., XVL 660.

haggadoth, n. Plural of haggada.
haggard^ (hag'ard), a. and n. [Formerly also
haggarf, hagard; < OF. liagard, wild, strange,
froward, contrary, cross, unsociable (Jaulcon haggishly (hag'ish-U), adv. In a haggish man-
hagard, a wild falcon), lit. 'of the wood,' with iier.

suflfix -ard, < MHG. hag. G-. hag, a hedge, also iaggistert, n. See liagist&r.

a coppice, a wood (= AS. haga, E. Jiaw^), + taggle^ (hag'l), v.
;
pret. and pp. haggled, ppr,

F. sufax.] I. a. 1. Wild; intractable: said of haggling. [Var. of hackle\ freq. of haclc^, as
han^ for Iw^lcXi sar hnnlrlpX. hack^, hag^."]

2. A sheep's head and pluck minced,
in both senses.]

haggish (hag'ish), a. [< hag^ + -m/j1.] Per-
taining to or resembling a hag ; old and repul-
sive.

On us hoth did haggish age steal on,
And wore us out of act. Shak., All's Well, i. 2.

a hawk or falcon,
For haggard hawkes mislike an emptie hand.

Oascoigiie, Memoires.
As hagard hauke, presuming to contend
With hardy fowle above his hable might.

Spenser, F. Q., I. jd. 19.

A cast of haggard falcons, by me mann'd.
Eyeing the prey at first, appear as if
They did turn tail. Massinger, Guardian, i. 1.

Hence—2t. Untamed; lawless; wanton; prof-
ligate.

If I do prove her haggard,

'

Though that her jesses were my dear heart-strings,
I'd whistle her off, and let her down the wind.
To prey at fortune. Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

Thus I teach my haggard and unreclaimed reason to
atoop to the lure of faith. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici.

11. n. 1. A hawk; specifically, ia. falconry,
a wild hawk caught when iu its adult plumage.

I know, her spirits are asjcoy and wild
As haggards of the rock. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1.

What are we to expect but to prove haggards and settle
upon carrion, even while we aim our flight at public jus-
tice? Goldsmith, Phanor.

St. [By confusion with feag'i, Mg'g'ed.] A hag;
an ugly old woman; also, a wanton.

Is this your perch, you haggard? fly to the stews,

2680 hag-ridden

[Scotch hagiolatry (ha-ji-ol'a-tri), ». [< Gr. ayioi, sa.

cred, LGr. a saint, +' ^rpela, worship.] The
worship of saints. In the Roman Catholic Church
it is distinguished from the latria, or supreme worship
due to Qod alone. See dtilia.

As to the actual state of hagiolatry in modern Europe,

it is obvious on a broad view that it is declining among

'

the educated classes. E. B. Tylar, Prim. Culture, II. Ill,

hagiologic (ha'ji-o-loj'ik), a. [< hagiology +
-jc] Of or pertaining to hagiology; contained
in hagiologies.

Reginald, one of the most credulous of hagiologio writ-

ers. Jlock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 289, note.

A collection of hagiologic matei'ial such as was read in
monastic oratories on saints' days,

Amer. Jour. PhUol., VII. 218.

hagiological (ha'ji-o-loj'i-kal), a. Same as ha-
giologio.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 6. hagiologist (ha-ii-ol'6-iist), n. [< hagiology +
lik^aLSmS bJ.dTe?^"'

**""^' ''°''=''^''-
.iit.:i One who writes or treats of the lives of

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 68. the saints.

They abused him to his face, and with their knives would If we read the accounts of the ?iagiologists, all Is done
cut and haggle his gown. Wood, Fasti, I. by Dunstan, and we see nothing of Eadgar.
„ ™ i rT. -c^ T J-S. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 806.
2. To tease; worry. [Prov. Eng.] , . , „ . .. ,,. ... r , „ . ,

II. intrant. To bargain in a petty and tedious hagiology (.ha-ji-ol'o-ji),«. [<Gr. oy*of, sacred,

manner; higgle; stick at small matters; cavil. LGr- a ^amt, + -^yla, < Uyuv, speak: se&
' ^^ '

'

-ology.J 1. That branch of hteratuie which
treats of the lives and legends of the saints;,

the list and legends of the saints, and, by ex-
tension, of popular heroes.
To write a hagiology of the Eastern Church would be a

stupendous undertakmg.
J, M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 759.

The seventh century, which, together with the eighth,
forms the darkest period of the dark ages, is famous in

the hagiology, as having produced more saints than any

hdg^ for lidclc^: see hackle^, hack\ hag^.'j I,

trans, 1. To hack roughly; cut or chop in an
unskilful manner; mangle in cutting.

Suffolk first died : and York, all haggled over.
Comes to him, where In gore he lay msteep'd.

They never make two words upor; the Price, all they
hagle about is the Day of Payment.

Vaiibrugh, Confederacy, i.

He has hundreds of tubs full of dollars in his vaults,
and haggles with me about a poor thousand louis.

Ma^aulay, Frederic the Great.

It is not for men of rank like us to haggle and chaffer
about rewards. De Quincey, Essenes, ii.

haggle^ (hag'l), n. [< haggle^, v."] A haggling
or chaffering. Fallows.

haggle^ (hag'l), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. haggled, ppr.

haggling. [< ME. hagelen, etc., hail: see hail^,

I).] To hail. Bailey, 1731. [Prov. Eng.]

Beneath the gloomy covert of an yew.
In a dark grot, the baleful haggard lay,
Breathing black vengeance, and infecting day.

Garth.

haggard^ (hag'ard), a. [A corruption of hog-
ged, q. v., by confusion with the formerly more
common word haggard^ q. v.] 1. Wild-look-
ing, as from prolonged suffering, terror, or
want ; careworn

;
gaunt ; wildly staring.

Those . . . whose haggard eyes
Flash desperation. Cowper, Task, i. 601.

2. Desperately wild; reckless: with reference
to an act. [Rare.]

Our success takes from all what it gives to one. 'Tis a
haggard, malignant, careworn running for luck.

Emerson, Success.

=Syil. 1. Gfim, Grisly, etc. (see ghastly); lean, worn,
wasted (especially in countenance).

Webster, White DeviL haggler (hag'16r), n. [Formerly also hagler; <
haggle^ + -eri.] 1. One who haggles or chaf-
fers ; one who cavils and makes diffioidty.

All this huckstering and haggling, upon what the hag-
glers and hucksterers themselves know is certain to be hagiOSCOpO (ha'ji-o-skop), n,
done, . . . must . . . tend to diminish confidence in the - - .• _ J

governing classes, if not to induce new misgivings as to
their good faith, Gladstone, Gleanings, 1. 1S2.

2t. In London, a middleman in the vegetable-
markets ; a huckster or forestaller of green pro-
duce.

Dorsers are peds, or panniers, carried on the backs of
horses, on which haglers use to ride and carry their com-
modities. Fuller, Worthies, Dorsetshire.

3. A bungler. [Prov. Eng.]
hag-gull (hag'gul), n. The hagden.
hagiarchy (ha'ji-ar-ki), n. [< Gr. ayiog, sacred,
holy, devoted to the gods (cf. Skt. Vyc0! make
offering or sacrifice), + apxeiv, rule.]

other centmy, except that of the martyrs.
Leaky, Europ. Morals, II. 263.

In the hagiology of each nation, the law-giver was in
each case some man of eloquent tongue, whose sympathy
brought him face to face with the extremes of society.

Emerson, Clubs.

2. A history or description of the sacred writ-
ings.

_
'" '_"

_

" '. ), M. [< Gr. ayioQ, sa-
cred, + mo7f«v, 'view.] " In medieval arch., an
opening in a wall, screen, or barrier of a church,
to afford a view of the chief altar to worshipers
in the chapels or side aisles; a squint. See
squint.

Through the reredos into a little sacristy, from which
the prior or his deputy could see through three hagio-
scopes into the chapel,

bitAbbeys and Churches (ed. BonneyX p. 262.

hagioscopic (ha^ji-o-skop'ik), a. [< hagioscope
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to a hagioscope or
squint; resembling or serving the purpose of a
ha^oscope: as, a hagioscopic opening.
hagiosemantron (ha'''ji-o-se-man'tron), n. [<
Gr. ayiog, sacred, + a^/javrp'ov, a signal, a bell

:

see semantron.'] See semantron.

haggard^(hag'ard), n. [Se. also haggart; prob. or sace'Tdotal governmentf government by the
of Scand. origin, as if < hag^ = hay^ = yard^ = priests or clergy. Soiithey.
haw^ + gardi, garthi.-] A stack-yard. [Eng.] hagiocracy (ha-ji-ok'ra-si), n. [< Gr. ayiog, hagiosideron (ha"ii"6 si de'ronV n- nl haai.When the bam was full, any one might thrash in the sacred, -I- -/tpaWa, < /cparav, govern.] Govern- giderai-m) [<Gt aytoe sa.BTeA-i-'m&7om nlAhaggard. Bowell, Letters, ii. u. ment by priests; sacerdotal dominion or su- *'"^">T?^- .L^.J^r. aytoc, sacrea, -I- (7it))?pov,(7i(),

A hurricane . . . which strips our roofs, and smashes premacy ; a hierarchy,
our windows, and sweeps away our haggards, becomes, haffioffranh fha'ii-6-ffraf1 n f'< TJ, TTnmn.
in the light of this theory, a beneficent influence. ^Si^E,^. }^I^ nJ,Mm'j^T,^'-i Vi, i ^.fP°

Cairrees, Pol. Econ., II. iv. § 3.
grapha,Tpi.: see Bagiographa.^ A holy writing.

haggardly (hag'ard-H), adv. In a haggard or
^^/iographa (ha-ji-og'ra-fa), n. pi. [LL., <

careworn manner ^^- oy^o^"; ^leut. pi., < aytog, sacred, -1- ypa-earewom manner.
^^^^^ y^Tite.-] The Greek name of the last (He-
iDi'ew Eetubim or writings) of the three Jewish
divisions of the Old Testament, differently reck-
oned, but usually comprising the Psalms, Pro-
verbs, Job, " ' "

. . _ - _

How haggardly so e're she looks at home.
Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vt

haggardness (hag'ard-nes), n. The quality or
state of being haggard, careworn, or gaunt.
haggart^t (hag'art), a. and n. Same as hag-
gardK
haggart^ (hag'art), n. See haggard^.

hagged (hag'ed), a. [< hag'^ + -ed^, Ut. 'made
to look like a hag'; or pp. of hag^, v., bewitch,
torment, harass.] Lean; gaunt; haggard. [Ar-

chaic and rare.]

. - H- -r--- ' -•'
' • -—•r~;°l^'l-

poQ, iron.] In the Crr. Ch., an iron semantron;
a large curved bar of iron struck instead of a
bell to summon worshipers to church, in Moham-
medan countries bells are not allowed except in certain
places by special favor ; semantra of wood or iron are
used instead. Also written, improperly, haghiosideron.
The iron semantra, called also haghiosidera, ... are

usually iron half-hoops, which yield a sound not unlike
that of a gong. They are occasionally found of brass.

J. M, Neale, Eastern Church, i. 217.

dial.Dan^lS Ziriah Ruth Es"
hagisterf, haggistert (hag'is-t6r), ». [E.

ther, Chronicles,
Eeclesiastes

The Psalter, to say nothing of other portions of the Ha-
giographa. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 114,

hagiographal (ha-ji-og'ra-fal), a. [< Hagiogra-
pha + -ai.] Pertaining to or denoting the Ha-
giographa.

mag-

A hagged carrion of a wolf and a jolly sort of dog with i,° ^~~a-n\,a-r /'hs Ai ^™'-„ f!,^\ «, r/ j.~ •

)0d fiesh upons back fell into company. haglOgraphOr (ha-Jl-Og ra-f6r), n. [< hagiogro-good fiesh upon's back fell into compi ,

Sir R. L'Estra/nge, Fables.

The ghostly prudes with hagged face.
Gray, A Long Story.

. Bleakly the blinding snow beats in thy hagged face.

Southey.

haggis, haggess (hag'is, -es), n. [Also written
haggles; < ME. hagges, haggas, hagas, hageys,

also hdkkys, hakeys, an altered form (revert-

ing to E. haek^ or hagS, cut, chop) of OF. ha-

chis, F. liachis, minced meat, >E. hash, which is

thus a doublet of haggis: see hash^, m.] 1. A
dish made of a sheep's heart, lungs, and liver,

minced with suet, onions, oatmeal, salt, and
pepper, and boiled in a bag, usually the stom-
ach of a sheep.

Auld Scotland wants nae skinking ware
That jaups [splashes] in luggies [bowls]

;

But, if ye wish her gratefu' pray'r,

Gie her a haggis I Burns, To a Haggis.

The eating of a haggister or pie helpeth one bewitched.
M. Scot, Discovery of Witchcraft, p. 82.

Words which, in northern and midland English at leaaly
have long been obsolete, such as . . . hagister, a magpie.

The Academy, Oct. 8, 1888, p. 216.

haglert, n. An obsolete form of haggler.
haglet, n. See hacklet.

, _ + -eri.] One of the writers of the Hagi- hag-moth (hag'mdth), n.
ographa; a writer of sacred books; a writer of Phohetron pithecium,
lives of the saints. , , ,

A bombycid moth.

Popular tradition handed down a very different Impres-
sion of Eadgar from that given by the monastic Iiagiogra-
phers. J. £. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 807.

hagiographic (ha"Ji-o-graf'ik), a. [< hagiog-
raphy + -ic] Pertaining to hagiography; re-
lating to theHagiographa, or to sacred writings.

So far as the Hagiographa is concerned, this celebrated
code is not lost; and almost the whole of its Hagiographic
readings would be available for the settlement of dis-
puted points in the Massoretic text.

The Academy, Nov. 17, 1888, p. 321.

hagiography (ha-ji-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. ayco^,

sacred, LGr. a saint, + -yprnjiia, < ypdfeiv, write

:

see Hagiographa.'] Sacred writing or litera-
ture; saered writings collectively; a collection
of lives of the saints.

whose larvahas curious
hirsute appendages like
locks of disheveledhair.
These are fieshy hooks cov-
ered with feathery brown
hairs, among which are long-
er black stinging hairs. This
larva feeds on a great variety
of trees and plants, and trans-
forms to a puna within a
tough spherical cocoon, to
which the molted fleshy ap-
pendages are attached. The

Larva of Hasr.raoth (PHoietrm
fithecium), natural size.

moth is purplish-brown grained with ooheroUB, with sable
hind wings and abdomen.

hag-ridden (hag ' rid ^n), a. l. Ridden by
hags or witches, as a horse.—2. Afflicted wilii
nightmare. Cfe«iV«e.—3. Entangled; involved,
[Prov. Eng.l



hag-seed

hag-seedf (hag'sed), n. The offspring of a hag

:

applied by Snakspere in "The Tempest" to
Caliban, son of the witch Sycorax.

Hag-aeed, hence

!

Fetch us in fuel; and be quick, thou wert best,
To answer other business. Shak., Tempest, i 2.

hagshipt (hag'ship), n, [< hag'i- + -ship.'] The
condition of a hag or witch: used in the quo-
tation as a title.

What's this? Oh, 'tis the charm her hagship gave me.
Middleton, The Witch.

hag-staff (hag'st&l), n. The staff or rod by
wnioh the divisions or portions are marked in
a wood assigned for felfing. See hag^, 3.

hag's-tooth (hagz'tSth), n. Naut., a part of a .

matting, pointing, etc., which is interwoven
with the rest in an irregular manner so as to
break the general uniformity of the work.
hag-taper (hag'ta'''p6r), n. [Also hedge-taper,

and, corruptly, Mg-taper, high-taper, formerly
hyggis-taper ; <. hag^ or hedge + taper: so called

because in former times a spike of the plant
dipped in tallow was used as a taper.] The
great mullen, Verbascum Thapsvs. See mul-
len.

hag-tracks (hag'traks), n., pi. Fairy rings.

[Prov. Bug.]
haguebutti n. Same as hackhut.

hagweed (hag'wed), n. [< hag^ + weed^: so
called in allusion to the popular superstition

that hags or witches rode through the air on
broomsticks.] The common broom, CyOsus
seoparius.

For awful coveys of terrible things, . . .

On hagweed broom-sticlcB, and leathern wings,
Are hovering round the Hut I Hood, The Forge.

hag-worm (hag'wferm), n. A viper or snake of

any kind. [Prov. Eng.]
hah (ha), interj. Another spelling of ha^.

ha-ha^ (ha'ha'), interj. [Reduplication of ha^,

q. v.] An imitation of the sound of laughter.

See haK
ha-ha^ (ha-ha'), ». [Origin uncertain: see quo-
tation.] A fence formedby a foss or ditch, sunk
between slopes and not perceived till approach-
ed; a sunk fence. Also written aha, haw-haw.

The destruction of walls for boundaries, and the inven-
tion of fosses, an attempt then deemed so astonishing, that
the common people called them Ha ! Ha's ! to express
their surprise at finding a sudden and unperceived check
to their walk. Walpole, Modern Gardening.

Hahnemanniaii (ha-ne-man'i-an), a. [< Sali-
nemann (see def.) -I- -»«».] Kelating to S. C.

P. Hahnemann (1755-1843), the founder of the
homeopathic system of medicine. Also writ-

ten Hahnemanian.
haidingerite (hi'ding-6r-it), n. [After the Aus-
trian mineralogistWilhelmvonBaidfeper (1795-
1871).] 1 . Hydrous arseniate of oaloiumj a rare
mineral occurring in minute crystals which are
white and transparent, with a vitreous luster.— 2. Same as berthierite, a sulphid of antimony
and iron,

Haidinger's brushes. See brush.

Haiduk, Hayduk (hi'duk), n. [Also Hayduck,
Seyduo; = D. heiduh = Gr. heidudk = Dan. Sw.

• heiduTc = F. heiduque, < Hung, hajduk, lit. dro-

vers, pi . of hajdu, a drover. ] 1 . Formerly, one of

a class of mercenary foot-soldiers in Hungary of

Magyar stock, distinguished for their gallantry

in the field. For their fidelity to the Protestant cause
throughout the religious insurrectionary war they were
rewarded by Prince Bocskai in 1605 with the privileges of

nobility, andwith a territorial possession called the Haiduk
district, whichwas enlarged asHaidukcounty in 1876. The
Hungarian light infantry were called Haiduks in the eigh-

teenth century, from a regiment constituted tor a time by
these people. Compare chcuBeur, 3.

2. [cop. or I. c] In Hungary, Austria, Ger-

many, etc., an attendant in a judicial court, or

in a palace or mansion, when dressed in the
Hungarian semi-military costume.

I was once one of the handsomest men In Europe, and
would defy any heydue of the court to measure a chest or

a leg with me. Thackeray, Barry lyndon, xi.

haiet, n. 1. A Middle English form of hay^.—
2. [OF., = B. hay^.1 In her., a bearing repre-

senting a weir or dam made of osier or the like,

wattled on upright stakes, three or more stakes

being visible. It is always in fesse.

haifert, n. An obsolete form of heifer.

haihcwf, «. A form of heighaw.

haik^, V. and n. See feafce*.

haik2 (Mk), n. [Repr. At. haih, < hayyik, weave.]

A piece of stuff used as an outer garment by the

peoples of the Levant, especially by the desert

tobes of Arabs. Its most familiar form is an oblong
' piece of loosely woven woolen cloth, in stripes of two or

three colors. Also spelled haiek, hyke.

Fig.

Forms of Hail.

. hailstone which fell at Bonn in

__ . diameter i^inches, weight 300 grains;
b, c, sections of ainerently shaped hailstones
which fell on the same occasion, showing the
radiating nucleus and concentric layers. Fig.
s. a, section of hailstone with minute pyra-
mids on its surface ; l>, c, d, e, fragments of
same when burst asunder.

2681

The halks are often made of hand-woven wool, very thick
and warm, others of silk, while the poorer classes wear a
few yards of thin white cotton stuff.

Harper's Hag., LXXVI. 668.

haili (hal), n. [< MB. hayle, hagel, < AS. hce-

gel, hcegl, hagol, hagal = D. hagel = LG. hagel
= OHG. hagal, MHG. G. hagel = Icel. hagl
= Sw. Dan. hagel, hail. Cf . Gr. k&xX^^, Kdxf^a^,

a pebble, gravel ; cf . hailstone.] Pellets of ice
falling in showers. These pellets, called haOetones,
frequently consist of a kernel of hard snow in the center,
surrounded by al- .

ternate concen- „ ^^t'Tw Fig. i.

trie layers of ice

and snow ; in
other cases they
havearadial struc-
ture. Theyassume
various shapes,
most commonly
spheroidal, but
some are pyrami-
dal, others fiat,

and others ine^u-
larly oval. In size
they are usually
from a tenth to a
quarter of an inch
In diameter, but
masses measuring
from12tol5 inches
in circumference
and weighing over
half a pound are
of occasional oc-
currence. The fall

of hail occurs
chiefly in spring and summer, and most commonly pre-
cedes or accompanies a thunder-storm. The time of its

continuance is always short, generally only a few minutes.
The length of time requisite for the accretion of the larger
hailstones is now believed to be obtained by the contin-

ued retention and repeated elevation in the atmosphere
of a pellet, initially small, which is several times drawn
into a current of moist air having a rapid ascensional and
gyratory motion ; in this way it is carried through succes-
sive regions of rain and snow. In a ship's log-book, ab-
breviated h.

Instead of strength of reason, he answers with a multi-

tude of words, thinking . . . that he may use hail when
he hath no thunder.

Bp. Wilkins, Discovery of New "World, i. 9.

The island-valley of Avilion;
Where falls not Mil, or rain, or any snow,
Nor ever wind blows loudly.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

The origin of Jutil is still obscure, but it is probably
formed by an intensely cold current of air passing into a
region of warm moist air, and reducing the temperature
of the whole below the freezing-point.

HvMey, Physiography, p. 65.

In a hail-storm the ascending currents are so strong, and
reach so high up into the upper strata of the atmosphere,
that the rain-drops are carried up into the cold regions
above, and into the central part within the isobaric and
isothermic surface of the freezing-point, where they are
frozen into hail. W. Ferret, Treatise on the Winds.

hail^ (bal), V. [E. dial, also haggle (see haggle^)

;

< ME. hailen, < AS. hagalian = D. hagelen = G.
hageln = Icel. hagla, hegla — Sw. hagla = Dan.
hagle, hail; from the noun.] I, intrans. To
pour down hail.

I wept and I wayled.
The teares down hayled.
But nothing it auailed.

Skelton, Philip Sparow.

My people shall dwell in a peaceable habitation, . . .

when it shall hail, coming down on the forest.

Isa. xzxii. 18, 19.

II, trans. To pour down or put forth like hail;
emit in rapid succession.

For, ere Demetrius look'd on Hermia's eyne.
He hail'd down oaths, that he was only mine.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 1.

But Walter kail'd a score of names upon her.
Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

hail^, a. See hale^.

haiP (hal), interj. [A particular use of hail^,

a., = hale^, a., after Icel. heill in similar use, as
Meill, Magnus! hail, Magnus! horn heill, wel-
come ('come hale')! far heill, farewell ('go
hale')! sit heill ('sit hale')! etc.; so in AS., hal
bed thu, or hal wes thu, hail! lit. 'be thou
whole' (see wassail). The Icel. heill, B. hail^,

hale^ = AS. hal, B. whole. The interj. hail is

thus an abbreviated sentence expressing a
wish, 'be whole,' i. e., be in good health', and
equiv. to L. salve, plural salvete, or ave, plu-
ral avete (see salve* and ave).] Be whole ; be
safe ; be happy: a term of salutation now used
without thought of its literal meaning, and
merely as an exclamatory expression of well-
wishing: used absolutely, or followed by a
noun with to.

And they began to salute him, EdUe Kynge of ye Jewes.
Bible of 1561, Mark 3cv. 18.

HaU to the Chief who in triumph advances

!

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 19.

HaU to thee, blithe spirit. Shelley, To a Skylark.

hailsome

[Used in the following passage as a quasi-noun '.

The angel HaU
Bestow'd; the.holy salutation used
Long after to blest Maiy, second Eve.

MUton, P. L., V. 886.]

All hall ! a more emphatic form of haUK
Csesar, all hail I Shak., J. C, ii. 2

AllhaU the power of Jesus' name 1

Let angels prostrate fall

!

E. Perronet, Coronation Hymn.
Hail Mary. See Ave Maria, under ave.

halF (hal), v. [< MB. hailen, heylen, heglen,
salute, greet, < hail, heil, as a salutation: see
hail^, interj. Cf. equiv. hailse, halse^.] I. trans.

1. To salute; welcome; address.

When we had haUed each other, and had spoken those
common words that be customably spoke at the first meet-

*

ing and acquaintance of strangers, we went thence to my
house. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Kobinson), Prol., p. 30.

They hail'd him father to a line of kings.
Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

I The man that hails you Tom or Jack.
Cowper, Friendship, 1. 169.

Such Jiail the end of their existence as a port of refuge.
Lamb, New Year's Eve.

2. To call to, as a person, or, by metonymy, a
place, house, ship, etc., at a distance ; cry out
to in order to attract attention.

Merham, intending to know what they were, hailed
them. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 62.

The market boat is on the stream.
And voices haU it from the brinlc

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxi.

The huge Earl Doorm, . . . like one that hails a ship.

Cried out with a big voice. Tennyson, Geraint.

Ere the anchor had come home, a shout
Bang from the strand, as though the ship were haUed.

WUlia/m Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 6.

II. intrans. To offer or exchange greeting or
tidings ; report or declare one's self.

They [the ships] came all together, with friendly salu-
tations and gratulations one to an other: which they
terme by the name of Hayling: a ceremonie done sol-

emnly, and in verie good order, with sound of Trumpets
and noyse of cheereful voyces. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 609.

To hall for a trip, to state the quantity ofthe catch dur-
ing a fishing-voyage : as, to haUfor a trip of 50,000 pounds
of halibut. [Colloq.]—To hall from, to come or profess
to come from ; belong to, as one's birthplace or residence

:

used specifically and originally of a ship with reference to
the port at which she is registered, or from which she sets
out on a voyage.

My companion hailsfrom Little Athens.
L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 16.

hail^ (hal), re. [<.hail?,v.] A salutation; greet-
ing; call; summons; challenge of attention.

His cheer sounded more like a view-hallo than a haU.
Scott, St. Kenan's Well, xxi.

To pass the hail, on a man-of-war, to call out the sta-

tion, as the men on lookout at night are required to do
every half-hour, when the bell is struck, in order that the
ofQcer of the watch may know that the lookouts are vigi-

lant—Within hajl, within call ; witliin reach of tlie

sound of the voice.

hail-fellcw (hal'fel''''6), n. [A compound word
taken from the obs. phrase hail, fellow ! So the
fuller expression, "hail, fellow! well met!" is

sometimes used as a descriptive adjective,

as, "He was hail-fellow-well-met with every-
body."] An intimate companion; a pleasant
or genial companion.
Where diddest thou leame that, . . . being suffered to

be familiar, thou shouldest waxe haile fellowe?
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 371.

Now man, that erst kaUe-fellow was with beast,
Woxe on to weene himseU a god at least.

Bp. Hall, Satires, lit 1.

At hail-fellowf , veiy intimate ; on familiar terms.

The master and servant are at hailfellow.
J. Goodman, Winter Evening's Conferences.

hailset, v. t. [< MB. hailsen, haylsen, < Icel.

heilsa = Sw. helsa = Dan. hilse, greet (= AS.
hdlsian, ME. halsen, greet: see halse^, of which
hailse is thus a doublet), < Icel. heill, etc., =
AS. ImI, whole, hale : see hail^, hale^, and cf

.

hail^, V. Cf. hails, v. t., and halse^.] To greet

;

salute.

And therewith I turned me to Uaphaell. and when we
had hailsed the one the other, etc.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson), Prol.

He haUsc§ me with mikel pride.
Als Tyod on ay Mounday (Child's Ballads, I. 274).

hailshotf (hal'shot), n. pi. Small shot which
scatter like hailstones in firing; grape-shot.

For our admiral] . . . had prouided all our muskets
with liaileshot, which did so ganle both the Indians and
the Poitugals that they made them presently retreat.

Hakluyt's Voyages, IIL 711.

You should, by the same rule, control his bullet, in a
line, except it were haUshot, and spread.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4.

hailsome (hal'sum), a. A dialectal (Scotch)

variant of wholesome.



liailstone

hailstone (hal'ston), n. [< ME. hailstone^ hayle-
stone, hawelston (AS. *hwgelstdn, not foimd) =
D. hagelsteen = MHU. G. hagelstein = Icel. hagU
stemn = Sw. ODan. hagelsten (of. G. Sw. Dan.
Mgelkorn); < ^ai/i + storee.] A single pellet
of hail. Seehain. ^ ^

When there fell anyhaile or raine . . , the haUestones
wee gathered vp. HaMuyi's Voyages, IL il 163.

I wUl rain upon him . . . great hailstones. Are, and
bnmatone. Ezek. xxxviiL 22.

hail-storm (lial'stdrm), n. A storm of hail.
iiaily(ha'li),a. l<kail^ + -yi,] Consisting of
haU; full of hail.

Bat with a thicker night black Auster shrouds
;^e heavens, and drives on heaps the rolling clouds,
Trom whose dark womb a rattling tempest pours,
Which the cold North congeals to haily showers.

Pope, tr. of Statiua's Thebaid, L

hain (han), V. [Also written hane; < ME.
^haynen, < Icel. hegna, hedge, fence, protect,
keep, = Sw. hdgma = Dan. hegne, fence, in-
close, < Icel. hagi = Sw. Iiage = Dan. Jmve =
AS. haga = E. kaw^.a place hedged in: see
haw^, hay'-^, Jiedge.^ I, trans. 1+. To hedge or
fence in; inclose; in particular, of grass, to
inclose or preserve for mowing or pasture.

I have four-and-twenty milk-white cows,
All calved in a. day

;

You'll have them, and as much havned grass
As they all on can gae.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 267).

2. To save; spare; refrain from using or
spending. [Scotch.]

Auld Coila, now, may fldge fu' fain.
She's gotten- poets o' her ain,
Chiels wha their chaunters winna hain.

Burns, To William Simpson.

H. intrans. To be thrifty and saving; be
economical or parsimonious. [Scotch.]

Poor is that mind, ay discontent,
Which cannot use what God has lent, . . .

Which gars him pitifully hane. Ramsay.

hainf (han), n. [< ME. haine, hayne = Sw.
Jicegn = Dan. hegrij a hedge, inclosure; from
the verb : see hairij v.] An inclosure ; a park.

Grete hertes in the haynes,
Faire bares in the playnes.

MS. Lincoln, A- i. 17, t 130. {HaUiwell.)

hainch, v. t. A dialectal variant of haunch,
hainousf, a. An obsolete spelling of heinous.

hain't, haint. A contraction of have not or has
not. See ha^nH.

hair^ (har), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also haire,

hayre, heave, lieere, here ; < ME. here, heer. her, <
AS. hwr = OS. hdr =r OFries. her = D. haar =
MLG. hdr = OHG. MHG. hdr, G. haar = Icel.

hdr = Sw. hdr = Dan. haar, hair ; not in Goth.,
where tagl (= E. taiU) and skuft mean *hair.'

Root unlmown ; not connected with L. ccesaries,

a head of hair. Hair in defs. 5 and 6 was orig.

a different form, derived from the preceding,
namely, ME. luiire, hayre^ heyre, < AS. h&re (=
OHG. hdra, harra (> F. Jmire) = Icel. hcera), f.,

haircloth, \ hcer, hair,] I, «, 1. One of the nu-
merous fine filaments which more or less com-
pletely cover the skin of most mammals, and
constitute the characteristic coat of this class
of animals ; any capillary outgrowth from the
skin. Hairs are e:dTavascalar, non-nervous, epidermal,
or exoskeletal structures he-
longing to the same category
as nails, scales, feathers, and
other homy or cuticular
outgrowths, being chiefly

Section of Skin, shovring' the
roots of two hairs. (Highly mag-
nified.)

a, caticle ; *, deeper parts of
skin ; c, a hair ; d, an arrector
pili muscle ; e, sebaceous glands.

distinguished by their sim
plicity, and their extreme
slendemesa in proportion to
their length, which may
reach several feet. A hair
consists ofan oater or cuticu-
lar layer of cells, extremely
variablein the details of their
arrangement, generally im-
bricated and with their free
edges presenting away from the skin. These constitute
the hair-cuticle or cortex, upon the nature of which largely
depends the capability of being woven or felted of some
kinds of hair, as wooL Inside the cuticle is a tubular
shaft of longitudinal flber^ resulting from fibrillation of
cells, which may contain a core of grannlar cell^ thepUh
or rneduUa of the hair. Air finds its way into the inter-

stices of the pith. Many hairs are (^aite cylindrical, or
have hut slightly reniform cross-section ; such are apt to
be long, slender, and straight^ and possess the least felt-

ing properties, especially if their cuticular cells be also

smooth. Curly, kinky, or woolly hairs, as of the negro's
head or a man's beard, owe this character ciiiefly to the
fact that they are flattened in different planes in succes-
sive parts of their length. Hairs of extreme length and
fineness grow upon the head of women ; others are of mi-
croscopic size, retaining, however, the same structural
character. Hairs of great comparative thickn ess and stiff-

ness are called bristles, as those on the back of swine, the
whiskers of a cat, etc. When still stouter and sharp-

pointed, bristles become S2nne8, as of the bedgehc^; one

A Hair in its Hair-sac,
highly magnified.

a, shaft of hair above
the skin ; d, cortical sub-
stance of the shaft, the
medulla not being visi-

ble ; c, newest jwrtion of
hair, growing on the pa-
pilla (i); a, cuticle of
hair; e, cavity of hair-
sac ; f, epidermis (and
root-sheaths t of the hair-
sac, corresponding to that
of the integument (w);
^, division between der-
mis and epidermis ; A,
dermis of hair-sac, corre-
sponding to that of the in-
tegument (/I ; k, mouths
of sebaceous glands; n,
homy epidermis of in-
tegumenL
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extremely short, broad, blantv flattened spine becomes a
scale, as on a pangolin; and a hair which tends to branch
out in a certain manner becomes a featf^r. (See fea-

ther.) An ordinary hair is divided
into the root, which is inserted
into the skin; the stem or shaft;
and the pmnt, which is the part
into which the pith does not ex-
tend. The root is planted in a
little pit or follicle formed by an
inversion of the skin, the hair-fol-

licle; this follicle has a dermic
and an epidermic layer, and some
of the latter which adheres when
a hair is plucked out by the root
is called the root-sheath. The root
is commonly enl^ged or bulbous,
constituting the hair-bulb. As-
sociated with the hair-follicle may
be one or more sebaceous glands
whose secretion keeps the hair
glossy, and tiny muscles (arrectores
pili) are sometimes attached to the
sheath of the root, whose action
may cause the hair to bristle or
"stand on end." (See horripila-
tion.) Hair is sometimes colorless,

but oftenest heavUy pigmented,
giving animals their natural col-

ors, in which various shades of
black, brown, and gray, with flax-

en or yellow, are the commonest,
the purer reds, bines, and greens
being comparatively rare. In all

species of mammals. Including
man, the hair attains a definite

length on certain areas of the
body; if cut off, it grows agaui.
Most mammals have at least two
sets of hairs : one comparatively
long, stout, and straight, coming
to the sn^ace and overlying a
finer, shorter, and more curly set,

among the roots of which latter a
still finer coating of hairs may be
found. The aggregate of the hairs
is the pelage, corresponding to the
plumage of a bird ; a copious pel-
age of fine hairs is 2. fur, as of the
fur-seal, otter, beaver, etc. ; the fur

peeoliar to animals of the sheep kind is called a fleece. In
most animals the hairs have a definite period of growth,
maturity, and decay, which results in the periodic^ shed-
ding of the coat. Hair is a specially ciiticnlar structure,
and hence mostly
confined to the ex-
terior of the body;
but since epider-
mis becomes in-
sensibly modified
into the epitheli-

um of mucous
membrane, so
hairs may be found
growing inside any
of the natural
openings of the
body, as the ears,

nostnle^ month,
and various cutaneous poaches of different animals. Like
other homy stmctore^ hairs are often a secondary sex-
ual character, either appearing on certain parts of the
body coincidently with the maturity of the sexual func-
tion (see "puheriy), or growing in a certain way in one sex
and not in the other, as the human beard, the mane of the
lion, etc. Though hairs are in themselves non-nervous,
certain hairs on some animals constitute feelers or tactile
organs of great delicacy; such are known as tactile hairs.

Gray hairs are here and there upon him, yet he knoweth
not. Hos. viL 9.

From every Tiaire of bold Bobins head
The blood ran trickling down.

Robin Hood and the Stramger (Child's Ballads, V. 407).

He could distinguish and divide
A luiir 'twixt south and south-west side.

S. BuOer, Hudibras, I. L 68.

2. The aggregate of the hairs which grow on
any mammal ; hairs collectively or in the mass

;

in the widest sense, a dermal coat or covering
either of hair (specifically so called), wool, or
fur; pelage; in common nse, the natural cap-
illary covering of a person's head : formerly
sometimes in the plural.

Tho redde he me how Sampson loste his heres
Slepyng^ his lemman kitte it with hir scherea

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tal^ L 721.

His naturall haire, which was exceedingly thicke and
curled, was so prettily elevated in height, that it served
him always instead of a hat Coryat, Crudities, L 70.

In troth, thy hair is of an excellent colour since I saw
:t. those bright tresses, like to threads of gold

!

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, iii 4.

3. On animals, with the exception ofmost mam-
mals, a filament ; any fine capillary or hair-Uke
outgrowth from the body or any part of it, but
especially its surface ; one of the objects which
compose the hairiness, pubescence, or pilosity
of an animal, or such objects collectively: used
in both the singular and the plural: as, the
hair or hairs of a caterpillar, that which clothes
or those which clothe a lobster's gills, etc. jiost
members of the animal kingdom have hair or hairs of some
kind, resembling the peculiar covering of mammals more
or less nearly in appearance or function, or both , and con-
sequently taking the same name, though the structural
character of thrae appendages may be entirely different.

1 m\
A B CD
Hairs of Various Animals, magiufied.

j4, Indian bat ; B, mouse ; C, sable ; D,

Vegetable Hairs.

I, stellate hair of I>raba aipina;
s.pluricellular hair of EritruMum
7/Ulcsutn; 3, simple (unicellular)

hair of Valeriana capitata. (All

highly magnified.)

hair

4. In hot., an expansion of the epidermiB, con-

sisting of a single cell or of a row or number
of cells. Hairs assume
a variety of forms, even
tlie simpleoruDicellular
ones being often branch-
ed, variously curved, or
stellate. Cotton-fibers

are hairs consisting of

elongated single cells.

Compound hairs may
startfrom a single cell or

a group of cells, and may
have their derivative

cells arranged in many
ways. According to
form, hairsmay be called
capitate, davatey v/nci-

nate, harted, peltate,

etc. alley are often
glandular and viscid at
the extremity. Most
hairs orbranches of hairs
in plants are more or less

conic^

5t. Haircloth; a gar-
ment of haircloth, especially a hair shirt used
for penance.

She . . . under hir robe of gold, that sat ful fayre,

Hadde next her flesshe yclad hir in an lieyre.

'

Chaticer, Second Nun s Tale, L 133.

6. A cloth, mat, or other fabric of hair used
for various purposes in the trades, as in the
extraction of oils, manufacture of soap from
coeoanut-oil, etc.

Each bag [woolen bags containing oil-seed meal] is fur-

ther placed within hairg, thick mats of horse-hair bound
with leather. Eneyc. Brit., XVII. 742.

7t. Particular natural set or directionj course

;

order; drift; grain; character; quality.

The quality and hair of our attempt
Brooks no division. Shak., 1 Ben. IV., iv. 1.

A lady of my hair cannot want pitying.
Fletcher (and another'!), Nice Valour, L L

8. In mech., a locking spring or other safety
contrivance in the lock of a rifle or pistol,

whichmaybe releasedby a very slight pressure
on a hair-trigger.— 9. One of the polyps, as
sertularians and others, which grow on oyster-
shells. See graybeard, 3, and redbeard African
liatr, the fiber of the leaves of the small palm of south-
ern Europe and northern Africa, Cha/mcertrpa hwmUii.—
Againstthe hairf, contrary to the natural set of a thing

;

against the grain.

Notwithstanding, I will go againgt the haire in all
things, so I may please thee in anie thing.

lyyly, Euphnes and his England, sig. Aa I.

He is melancholy without cause, and merry againtt the
hair! Shak., T. and C, L 2.

A hair of the dog that Mt one, the same thing that
caused the malady or trouble used as a remedy or means
of relief ; specifically, spirits drunk in the morning after
a debauch, for the purpose of steadying the nerves : in
allnsion to the popular superstition that a hair of the dog
that has bitten one will cure the bite.

Such heartsick woe.
By an immoderate dmnkennesse procurde.
Must by a haire of the same dog be curde.

Time's Whittle (E. E. T. 8.% L 1860.

Elsley need not be blamed for pitying her [Italy] ; only
lor holding with most of onr poets a vague notion that
her woes were to be cured by a hair of the dog who bit her.

Kinggley, Two Years Ago, x.

Auditory hairs. See otafifiw^.—Berenice's hair. See
Coma Serenicea, under <»mo2.—Bulb of a hair. See

'

*«S>-—Buttoned lialrs, in entam., long stoat hain or
setae with a knob or button at one end. Also called
knMed Aair«.— Camel's hair. See cants;.—Glandular
UailS. See glandvlar.— Gray liairs, figuratively old
age: as, to respect one's gray Aair<.—Knobbed balTB.Same as Imttoned hairs.—gai to tnm a hair, not to
show any sign of being rufBed, disordered, or discom-

A pint of port? Man alive ! we can take two bottlesL
and never turn a hair. W. Bemnt, Fifty Years Ago, p. 66.

Not VOrth a hair, of no value ; contemptible.— Of a
balrt, exactly alike.

For the pedlar and the tinker, they are two notable
knaves, both of a haire.
Greene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier (HarL Misc., V. 417).

UDaviet.)

Stinging bair, one of the coiled filaments which spring
out of the cnidae or nematocysts of Jellyfish and other
ccelenterates ; a cnidocil ; the nrticating filament or net-
tling thread of a thread-cell. See cut under cnida.—
Tacnle hair, a hairwhich subserves any special sense of
touch, as those of the whiskers of a cat Such hairs are
t^hnically called pili tactile*. See vibrism.— The turn
ofa hair, a close chance ; a narrow escape.

Colonel Capadose said that it was the turn of a hair that
they bad n't buried him alive. Tlie Century, XXXVLIZ!.
To a hair, to a nicety ; with the utmost exactness or
precision.

I know my advocate to a hair, and what
Will fetch him from his prayers, if he nse any.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 2.

To comb one'shair thewrongway, to vex or anger one,
especially by speech ; addressone Irritatingly. [Colloa 1

—

To split hairs, to be unduly nice in making distincdona.
Compare havr-^itter, hair-iplitting.



hair

II. a. Made of or stuffed with hair: as, hair
jewelry; a hair mattress. [The earlier adjec-
tive, hairen, is now obsolete.]— Hair broom, a
broom made of bristles tecbnically called hair.—Hair
glove, a glove made of rough haircloth for rubbing the
skin while bathing.— Hair line, a line made ol hair;
now, specifically, a fishing-line of horsehair. lines made
of hair, especially clotheslines, were common in the mid-
dle ages and down to the seventeenth century.—Hair
pendd, a fine brush or pencil made of hair, used in
painting, etc. Hair pencils are made of very fine hair,
as of the camel, squirrel, marten, badger, polecat, etc.,

mounted in a quill when of small size.— Hair Shirt, a
shirt made of haircloth, used especially for penance. See
haircloth.

When no prelate's lawn with hair-shirt lined
Is half so incoherent as my mind.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. L 165.

hair^ (liar), v. i. [< /lafri, «.] To produce or
grow hair. [CoUoq.]—To hair up, to support a
growth of polyps, algals, etc., as oysters.

hair^t, v. t. Another spelling of Imre^.

hairbell (har'bel), n. An erroneous spelling
of harebell. [This spelling, taken as hairl + belli, has
been preferred by Lindley, Prior, and others, as being de-
scriptive of the filiform stalk and bell-shaped flowers of
the plant.]

hair-bird (har'bferd), n. Same as chip-bird.

[U. S.]

hair-bracket (har'brak"et), n. In sMp-bmld-
ing, a molding which in many vessels comes
in at the back of the figurehead or runs aft
from it.

The middle and small rails had their lower ends for-
ward resting on the hmr bracket (or continuation of the
curve of the cheekX and their after ends simply butted
against the side. Thearle, Naval Arch., § 232.

hairbrained (har' brand), a. An erroneous
spelling of harebrained.

hairbranch-tree (har'branch-tre), n. A South
African shrub, IHchocladus crinitus, of the order
Samamelidce. The staminate flowers have long, iiuear-
spatolate petals with revolute margins, whence perhaps
the name. See Trichocladus.

hairbreadth (har'bredth), ». and a. I. n. The
diameter or breadth of a hair ; an infinitesimal
space or distance. Among the Jews a hairbreadth
was reckoned the 48th part of an inch ; in Burma it is

3 ^Q of an inch, Ilow generally written hair'a-breadth.

You ]est ; but proud Cynisca makes me sad

;

Nay ; I'm within a hair-breadth raving mad.
Fawkes, tr. of Idylls of Theocritus, xiv.

He answered his description to a havr-breadth in every-
thing. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, 1. 10.

II. a. Of the breadth of a hair; extremely
narrow.
Of hair-breadth 'scapes i' the imminent deadly breach

;

Of being taken by the insolent foe
And sold to slavery. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

A love story, filled as usual with hmr-breadth escapes,
jealous quarrels, and questions of honor, runs through
nearly every one of these dramas.

Tickrwr, Span. Lit., II. 232.

hair-brush (har'brush), n. A brush for dress-
ing and smoothing the hair.

hair-bulb (har'bulb), n. The root of a hair
when bulbous, as it usually is.

haircap-moss (har'kap-mds), n. Moss of the
genus Polytriehum, especially P. juniperinum,
having the calyptra covered with fine hairs. It

is said to have diuretic properties.

hair-cell (har'sel), re. 1. See ceK.— 2. Thetri-
chocyst of an infusorian, corresponding to the
thread-cell or nematocyst of a coelenterate.

hair-clam (har'klam), ». An ark-shell; one of

the various species of Arddce. Also called hair-

quag and blood-quag.

haircloth (har'Mdth), n. Stuff or cloth made
wholly or partly of hair, especially of the hair
of the horse or of the camel. The smooth glossy
haircloth formerly much used for covering chairs, sofas,

etc., has the weft of the long hairs of horses' tails and the
warp usually of linen yarn. Coarser haircloth is made
for various purposes (in some countries for garments) of

the shorter hairs of the horse and of various other animals,
twisted together and used for both warp and weft. The
sackcloth of the Bible was of this character. Shirts of

such haircloth, rough and prickly, were formerly often

worn next the skin by ascetics and penitents. See hairi,

n., 5, 6.

hair-compasses (har'kum'''pas-ez), n. pi. See
compass.
haircup-flower (har'kup-flou"er), n. In Aus-
tralia, a myrtaceous plant, Calythrix tetragona,

the calyx of which is provided with 10 awl-
shaped, elongated bristles.

hair-dividers (har'di-vi'''derz), n.pl. Hair-com-
passes. See compass.

hair-dress (har'dres), n. A head-dress; the

manner of arranging the hair. [Eare.]

The Angakut of Cumberland Sound wear at certain parts

the hairdrees used by southern tribes.

Amer. Aiiiiqitarian, X. 41.

hair-dresser (har'dres"er), n. One who dresses

or cuts hair ; a barber.
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hair-dye (har'di), n. A preparation for alter-
ing the color Of the hair.

haired (hard), j?. a. [< ME. hered; < Aairi +
-ed2.] Having hair: commonly used in com-
position: as, \ong-havred, yeWo-sv-haired, dark-
haired, etc.

He was . . . couert as a capuU ; all the corse ouer,
flro the bed to the hele, herit full thicke.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5631.

hair-eel (har'el), n. Same as hairworm.
hairent (har'en), a. [< ME. heeren, < AS. hwr-
en (= MHG. liceren, (J. Mren), of hair, < hcer,

hair, -I- -e»2.] Hairy; made of hair.

It must needs be to his sublimed and clarified spirit
more punitive and afflictive than his hairen, shirt and his
ascetic diet was to his body.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1826), I. 84.

haireve, «. See hairif.

hair-feather (har'feTH'''6r), n. See feather.
hair-follicle (har'fol"i-kl), n. A tubular de-
pression of the skin from the bottom of which a
hair grows, it consists of a dermic and an epidermic
coat. The latter is next to the root of the hair, to which
it commonly adheres when the hair is plucked, and may
easily be seen with the naked eye. It is directly con-
tinuous both with the cuticular surface of the skin and
with the root of the hair itself. The dermic coat is

similarly continuons with the corium or true skin, but
distinct from the hair, and may often be separated into
three recognizable layers ; a basement membrane next to
the cuticular layer of the follicle, a middle muscular or
at least contractile layer, and a third layer of connective
tissue. Associated with the follicles are the nutrient
blood-vessels, nerves, sebaceous glands, and special mus-
cles. A hair-follicle is also called a root-sheath, a name
sometimes restricted to its epidermic layer. See cut
under hairl.

hair-gland (har'gland), n. 1 . One of the minute
sebaceous glands of the root of a hair, whose
secretion serves to keep it glossy. See cut
under hair.— 3. In hot., a viscid, secreting, or
odoriferous gland at the tip of a hair. In
Droseracece, for example, the hair-glands are
viscid or watery, whence the name sun-dew,
from their resemblance to drops of dew.
hair-grass (har'gras), n. One of several species
of grass bearing small flowers on slender, hair-

like branches, especially Deschampsia (Aira)
ccBspiiosa, D. (A.) flexuosa, and Agrostis scabra.

hairif (har'if), n. [Also written hairif, hariff,

heiriff, haireve, and haritch, and variously ac-

com. kadrup, hairough, etc., prop. Jia/yrif, <
MB. hayryf, harife, hariffe, etc., < AS. hegerife,

appar. < hege, a hedge (E. hay'^, q. v.), + *rif
(BttmuUer—not verified) = leel. rifr, abun-
dant, rife : see rife.l The common goose-grass
or bedstraw, Galium Aparine, a plant belonging
to the natural order Bubiacem, and closely re-

lated to the madder. See Galium, 2, and goose-
grass.

hairiff, n. See hairif.

hairiness (har'i-nes), n. The state of being
hairy ; the state of abounding in hair or being
covered with it.

A character which, like hairiness, exists throughout the
whole of the mammalia.

A. R. Wallaoe, Nat. Select., p. 348.

hair-knob (har'nob), n. The bulbous lower
end of the root of a hair.

hair-la,ce (har'las), n. [Early mod. E. also
herelace.'] A fillet for tying up the hair of the
head.

Let me be whipt to death with ladies' hair-laces.

Middleton, Family of Love, L 2.

A woman's hair-lace or fillet.

hairless (har'les), a. [< hair'^ + -less."] Desti-
tute of hair ; bald : as, hairless scalps.

hair-lichen (har'li"ken), n. In med., lichen
pilaris, a variety of Hchenous rash, in which the
small tubercles are limited to the roots of the
hairs of the skin, and scale off after ten days.
hair-line (har'lln), n. 1. A very slender line

made in writing or drawing ; a hair-stroke.— 2.
In printing, a very thin line on a type ; also, a
style of type consisting entirely of thin lines.

hairlip (har'lip), n. Ail erroneous spelling of
harelip.

hair-mealf, ». [ME. hermele; < hair^ + meaP,
a portion.] The thickness of a hair; a hair's-

breadth.

Whan the shadwe of the pyn entreth anything within
the cercle of thi plate an her mele.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. § 38.

hair-needlet (har'ne"dl), «. [ME. not found;
AS. *hmrncBdl, "calamistrum" (Lye), < hmr,
hair, + ncedl, needle.] A hair-pin.

hair-net (har'net), n. A net worn bywomen to
confine the hair. Compare cauX^, 1 (a), crespine.

hair-oil (har'oil), n. Oil for dressing the hair,

generally perfumed.

hairtail

hair-picker (har'pik'er), n. A machine for
cleaning hair and preparing it for use, as in
upholstery.

hair-pin (har'pin), n. A pin used to support
braids or plaits of hair, or to maintain the head-
dress, of whatever description, in its proper
place. The simplest kind is made of wire bent in the
form of the letter U, but hair-pins are made also of ivory,
bone, tortoise-shell, wood, and metal, and in various
shapes, often with ornamental heads or tops.

hair-powder (har'pou'''der), n. A scented
white powder used to sprinkle upon the hair of
the head, in very general use in hair-dressing
in the eighteenth century. An English law re-
quired it to be made exclusively of starch, but
flour was sometimes used.
hair-pyrites (har'pi-ri"tez), n. Native sulphid
of nickel occurring in capillary filaments, of a
yellow-gray color. Also caUed haarJcies and
millerite.

hair-g,uag (har'kwog), n. Same as hair-Qlam.
[Ehode Island, U. S.]

hair-sac (har'sak), n. Same as hair-sheath.

hair-salt (har'sUlt), n. [= G. haar-salz; so
called by Werner.] Same as epsomite and alu-
nogen.

hair's-breadth (harz'bredth), n. The breadth
of a hair, taken as the type of an indefinitely
minute space or line, literal or figurative. See
hairbreadth.

The people has a right to be governed not only well, but
as well as possible, and owes no thanks to its servants the
governors for stopping a hair's-breadth short of this point.

Brougham.
It is precisely this audacity of self-reliance, I suspect,

which goes far toward making the sublime, and which,
falling by a hair's-breadth short thereof, makes the ridicu-
lous. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 301.

hair-seal (har'sel), n. An eared seal of the
subfamily Triohophocinm : so called in distinc-
tion tTom. fwr-seal.

hair-shaped (hSr'shapt), a. In bot., finely fili-

form or hair-like : often applied to the fine ram-
ifications of the inflorescence of grasses.

hair-sheath (har'sheth), n. The foUiele in
which the root of a hair grows and is sheathed

;

a hair-follicle or root-sheath. Also called liair-

sac. See cut under hair.

The softening or destruction of the hair-sheaths, either
by lime or by putrefaction.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 369.

hair-space (har'spas), n. The thinnest space
used by printers.

hair-splitter (har'splifer), n. One given to
hair-splitting or making sophistical distinc-
tions in reasoning.

It is not the cavilling hair-splitter, but, on the contrary,
the single-eyed servant Of truth, that is most likely to
insist upon the limitation of expressions too wide or too
vague. De Quineey, Autobiog. Sketches, p. 61.

hair-splitting (har'spUfing), n. and a. I. n.

The act or practice of making sophistical or
over-nice distinctions in reasoning. Medieval
writers were especially given to this method of escaping
inconvenient consequences of their principles. The word
is not properly applicable to the drawing of sound distinc-
tions, however minute or difficult of apprehension they
may be.

Hair-splitting is a consecrated term to decrywhatmight
with more justice be termed "a tendency towards math-
ematical exactitude in reasoning." Mind, XIII. 390.

II. a. Making sophistical or over-nice dis-

tinctions in reasoning; also, made by such
reasoning.
In the eulogy on Story he [Charles Sumner] speaks of

... the ancient huir-splitting technicalities of special
pleading. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 6.

hair-spring (har'spring), n. In watch-making,
the fine hair-like spring coiled up within the
balance-wheel and imparting motion to it.

hairst (harst), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

harvest.

Ae hairst afore the Shlrra-muir. Burns, Halloween.

hair-star (har'star), ». A feather-star; a living

crinoid of the family Comatulidce.

hairsterf (har'ster), n. [ME. hayrester; < hair^

-i- -ster.'] A maker of hair garments ; a worker
in hair. York Plays, Int., p. xxv.

hairstreak (har'strek), n. One of the small

dark butterflies of the genus Thecla ; a theclan

:

so called from the minute hair-like appendages
of the hind wings. The green hairstreak is T.

rubi ; the black, T.pruni ; there aremany others.

hair-stroke (har'strok), n. 1 . A fine up-stroke

in penmanship.— 2. In printing, the fine line

at the top or bottom of a letter ; a serif ; a hair-

line.

hairtail (har'tal), «. Any fish of the family

Trichiuridw, as Trichiurus lepturus, remarkable
for the attenuation of its tail as well as for its
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silvery body, whence it is also called silvery
hairtail. The species inhabit tropical and sub-
tropical seas ; tiiat above named is most com-
mon in the Atlantic.

Iiair-trigger (har'trig^er), n. In a fireann, a
secondary trigger controlling a safety locking
device which secures the chief trigger, by which
the piece is fired. The hair-trigger is so adjusted as to
be actuated by a very light pressure, and sets free a spring
mechanism called the hair^ which strikes the tumbler-
catch and throws the sear out of a notch in the tumbler.

Hair-triggers are now but very seldom made, and are
considered very old-fashioned.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 244.

hairtrigger-flower (har'trig-er-flon'er), n. An
Australian plant of the genus Stylidium, espe-
cially S. graminifoUum, in which the column of
stamens possesses a singular kind of irritabil-

ity, causing it when touched to spring instant-
ly from one side to the other of the ooroUa-
tiibe.

hair-work (har'werk), n. Work done or some-
thing made with hair, specifically human hair.
This material is or has been used for many kinds of work,
generally intended for ornament, as fine netting (compare
poijit-tresse), brooches, necldaces, watch-guards, purses,
flowers, etc. ; and it has also been worked into the form of
pictures, usually smalL
hair-worker (har' wer'ker), n. One who makes
hair-work.
hairworm (har'werm), n. A nematoid thread-
worm of the genus Gordius or family Gordiidw
in a broad sense : so called from its fineness.

Also called hair-eel. See cut under Gordius.

There were hair-worms fabled to springfrom horse-hair,

in black lines writhing on the surface.

S. Judd, Margaret^ L 4.

hairy (har'i), a. [<feajri-l--yi.] 1. Overgrown
with hair ; covered or abounding with hair, in
botany a plant is said to be hairy when the hairs are sim-
ple (not branched), and separately distingnisliable. (See
Aoiri, 4.) Specifically used in entomology to describe a
surface densely covered with ^ort and ra^er stiS hairs

:

distinguished from pilose, vUlose, pubescent, etc.

Esau my brother is a hairy man. Gen. xxviL 11.

2. Consisting of hair or of something like hair

;

having the character or appearance of hair: as,

the hairy covering of an animal ; the hairy fila-

ments of a plant.
Storms have shed

From vines the hairy honours of their head.
Dryden.

3. Having or oharacterized by something re-

sembling hair.
When my sword.

Advanced thus, to my enemies appear'd
A hairy comet, threatening death and ruin
To such as durst behold it

!

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, L 1.

H£dry ouliit. See oubit.

hairybait (h^r'i-bat), ». The lurg-worm or

white-rag worm, NepMhys emca.

hairycrown (har'i-lioun), n. The red-breast-

ed merganser, Mergus serrator. J. T. Sharpless,

1833. [Chesapeake Bay, U. S.]

hairyhead (har'i-hed), n. The hooded mer-
ganser, Lophodytes cucullatus. G. Trumbull,

1888. [Southern IT. S.]

haitt, haytt, interf. [ME., < OF. hait, hayt, heit,

etc., plesisure, joy, eagerness, ardor, as used in

the phrase de hait, a hait, a grant hait, with
eagerness or ardor, quickly.] A word of en-
couragement or command to a draft-animal to

urge h^m forward.

Hait Brok, hayt Scot ; what spare ye for the stones?
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 2A&,

With a liait, with a ree, with a wo, with a gee

!

Old harvest song.

haith (hath), JKtejj. Faith! by my faith! See
faith, inter}. [Scotch.]

Haitft, lad, ye littleken about it Burn«, The Twa Dogs.

haiver, «. »• See haver^.

haivers, «• P?- See havers^.

hajilij (haj'i-lij)> "• [African.] The bito-tree.

Balanites ^gyptiaea, belonging to the natural

order SimaruhecB, tribe Picramniece, and inhab-

iting northern Africa and southern and west-

em Asia. The fruit is a fleshy edible drupe with a pen-

tagonal stone that yields a valuable ofl called zachun. In
Africa there is a proverb that a bito-tree has the same

value as a nulch-cow. It is a thorny shrub or small tree

of forbidding aspect, and inhabits dry barren places.

haij, hajji. See Jtadj, Ttadji.

hakei (Eak), n. [< ME. *halce (not found), <

AS. Jiaca, also hwca, lit. a hook, but found only

in the sense of 'bolt' or 'bar' (in glosses), =
D. haak, a hook, = OHG. hdko (for Viachel),

MHG. hake, hdken, G. hake, hdken, a hook, =
IceL haU= Sw. Xorw. hake= Dan. hage, a hook

(cf. deriv. Icel. haka = Sw. haka = Dan. hage,

the chin) ; connected with AS. hoe, E. hook, and
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the ult. source of hake^, hakeS, hatch''-, etc. : see

hook, hake^, etc.] 1. A hook; specifically, a
pot-hook.

On went the boilers, till the hake
Had much ado to bear 'em.

Bloomjield, The Horkey.

2. A kind of weapon ; a pike.

Fall to aray, pike and halfe hake,

flay now the men, the time has come.
T. E. (1656i quoted in Maitland's Keformation, p. 159.

3. pi. The draft-irons of a plow. Grose.

[Prov. Eng. in all uses.]

hake2(hak),». [Also feaafc; < ME. Aafce("fysehe,

squilla," Prompt. Parv.), a short form (perhaps

due to Scand. influence ; cf . Norw. hake-fisk, a

fish with a hooked under jaw, esp. of salmon
and trout, lit. 'hook-fish'; Norw. liake, hook) of

E. dial, haked : see haked.^ 1 . A gadoid fish of

the ta,Tail.jMerlitciid<B, Merlucius smiridns or vul-

garis, related to and resembling a cod, found on
the Atlantic coasts of Europe, it has a short tri-

angular first dorsal fin, elongated sinuated seconddorsal
and anal fins, and complete ventnds. It is voracious in

habits and little esteemed for the table. The name is ex-

tended to other species of the genus, as M. bilinearis, the

silver hake of New England, and M. productus, the mer-
luccio of California. See Merlucius.

2. A gadoid fish of the genus Phyds, common
along the Atlantic coast of North America, as

P. chuss, P. tenuis, and P. regius, recognized
by the reduction of the ventral fins to two or

three filamentous rays. These correspond to the
English P. blennioides, ttie hake's-dame or forkbeard.

They are allknown as codlings, and some are called squir-

rel-hakes. '

They are generally Imown as hakes, the true hake (Mer-
lucius) being called silver-hake or whiting.

Stand. Sal. Hist., IIL 273.

3. A gadoid fish of New Zealand, LoteUa rhaei-

nus, which has flattened ventrals of 6 rays, and
a short anterior and long graduated second dor-

sal and anal fins.—Hake's-dame, the forkbeard. See
def. 2, above. [Local, Eng. (Cornish).]—Silver hake,
the American hake, Afer2turtt£«oi2t7tearu, corresponding to

Silver Hake, or New Eoglaod Wbiting {Merlucius bUinearis).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1S84-}

the European Jf.»miru2u«. Also called u'Aitin^,Jirew .Sn^-
land whiting, and Old England hake.—Sow or sow-belfy
hake, an old female liake.—Sqnixrel-hake, one of two
gadoid fishes of the genus Phycis, P. chuss and P. tenuis,
found on the North Atlantic coast of North America.

hake^ (hak), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. haked, ppr. hak-

ing. [< hake^, ».] To fish for hake ; engage
in the hake-fishery : as, a haking vessel, voyage,
or crew.
hake^ (hak), n. [Also heck, hack, nnassibUated
(Scand.) forms of hateW-, q. v.] 1. Aframe for
holding cheeses. [Scotch.]— 2. A rack for
horses or cattle to feed at. [Scotch.]— 3. A
drying-shed in a tile-making establishment.
hake^, haik^ (hak), v.

;
pret. and pp. haked,

haiked, ppr. haking, haiking. [Originuncertain

;

cf. D. haken, long, hanker.] I. intrans. To go
aboutidly or dra^ingly; loiter about. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

n.t trans. 1. To drag along idly.— 2. To
carry off by force ; kidnap.

TheyTl haik ye up, and settle ye bye.
Till on your wedding d^.

Katharine Jaiyfarie (Child's Ballads, IV. 33).

hake^, haik^ (hak), n. [< 'hake^, haiV^, «.] 1.

A lazy person who strolls about in search of
whathecanpiekup, instead of working. [Ob-
solete or Scotch.]

Howe some synge Lsetabundus
At euery ale st^e
With, welcome hake and make

!

Skelian, ColynCloutci 1. 252.

2. A forward, tattling woman. [Scotch.]

Hakea (ha'ke-a), n. [NL.(Schrader), named af-
ter Baron tioSce, a German patron of science.]
A large Australian genus of plants, belonging
to the follicular section of the Proteaceoe, toibe
GreviUeece, and distinguished from Grevillea by
its axillary inflorescence and samaroid seeds.
T^he species, nearly 100 in number, are all evergreen shrubs
or small trees with alternate, coriaceous, variously lobed,
often spiny leaves. They are ornamental in cultivation,
and several have acquired special names : for example, H.
ulicina is called native furze ; H. laurina, cushion-flower

;

H. aeicularis lissosperma, native j>ear; and S. fiexUis,
twine-bush. The genus is found lu the fossil state in a
number of Tertiary beds in Europe.

Hakeaese (ha-ke-e'e), n. pi. [XL., erroneously
for *Hakeece, <' Hakea + -«e.'] A snbtribe of

halberd

plants established by Endlieher in 1836, belong-

ing to the natural order Proteacece, tribe Gre-

mUeem, and characterized by a 1- to 4-ovuled

ovary and a 1- to 4r8eeded fruit. It embr^es
the important genera Gremllea,Makea,a.Txa.Bow-

pala, besides several less important ones.

haked (ha'ked), n. [Also hakot, etc.; < ME.
*haked (> ML. hakedus), < AS. hacod, haced,

hwcid (glossing L. luoius, also mugil), a pike, =
OS. haeud = MD. heket = OHG. hachit, hechit,

MHG. hechet, fiecht, G. hecht, a -pike; so named
in allusion to the hooked under jaw, < AS. Mca
(orig. ' a hook,' but not found in this sense), a

bolt or bar : see hake^.1 The pike, a fish. See
hake'i. [Prov. Eng.]

hakeneyti »• -^ obsolete form of hackney.

Chaucer.

hakemt, »*• -^ obsolete variant of acorn.

hakesdame (haks'dam), n. Same as haMs-
dame (which see, under hake^).

hake's-tooth (haks'teth), n. A tooth-shell of

the family Dentaliidce. [Loeal, Eng.]

haketont, »• A Mid.dle English form of acton.

And next his sherte an haketoun.

And over that an habergeon
For percinge of hifl herte.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 149.

hakim (ha-kem'), n. [In def. 1, Ar. (a.nd Pers.

)

hakim, a sage, wise man, doctor, particularly a

physician ; in def. 2, Ar. hakim, a governor: cf

.

Aoi7», authority, feoMnia, government; alKAr.
hakama, judge, govern.] 1. A wise or learned

man; specifically, a physician.

From Barbary to Hindostan—from the setting to the

rising sun—it is notorious that no travelling character

is so certainly a safe one as that of hakim or ^ysician.
De Qutncej/, Eraenes, liL

2. In Mohammedan countries, a governor, as

of a province.

hakka (hak'a), n. [Chinese (in Cantonese pro-

nunciation)," < keh, stranger, + kia, family.]

Literally, an immigrant ; one of a hardy class

of Chinese dwelling in several localities in

southern China, notably in the province of

Kwang-tung (Canton), the descendants of im-
migrants from the northern parts of the coun-
try in the middle ages, and the object of much
hostility on the part of the native oipunU part
of the population.

hakot, n. A dialectal form of haked. Skinner,

1671; Ainsworth.
halachab,halakah(ha-lak'^),«.; pX.halaclioth,

halakoth (-6th). [Heb. haWchah, 'the rule by
which to go,' < halakh, go.] A traditional law
deduced from the Bible ; a law or rule regarding
a matter or case on wriieh there is no direct

enactment in the Mosaic law, derived by analo-

gy from this law, and included in the Mishna as
• a binding precept.
halachic, halakic (ha-lak'lk), a. [< hdlaehah,
halakah, + 4e.'] Of, pertaining to, or of the
nature of halachoth; based on a study of the
law of Moses; legal, as opposed to homiletic:
as, halachic exegesis. See haggadie.
halachoth, halakoth, n. Plural of hdlaehah,
halakah.

Haladroma (ha-lad'ro-ma), n. Same as Hor
lodroma.
haladrome (hal'a-drom), n. Same as halo-
drome.
halakah, halakic. See hdlaehah, halachic.
halation (ha-la'shon), «. [Irreg. < hdlo +
^iMon.'} liiphotog., the effect of excess of light,
or of adventitious reflected light, on some part
of a negative, as when an interior view includes
a window the li^t-rays from which produce a
fog which spreads over the neighboring parts
of the picture, or when light is reflected from
the back of the plate.
Halation, or reflection from the back of the plate, was

first disposed of by covering it with asphaltnin.
The American. IX. 199.

halberd (hal'bferd), n. [Also halbard, haXbert,
hoWard; < OP. halebarde, P. hallebarde='Pi. Sp.
Pg. alabarda=lt. alabarda, Idbarda (ef.D. ftefle-

baard = Sw. haUebard = Dan. heUebard), a hal-
berd, < MHG. helmbarte, for *haXmbarte (cf.

later hdlenbarte, ItaUepart, JiaUipart), G. helle-
barte, a halberd; generally understood as 'an
ax with which to split a helmet' (MHG. G. heim
= AS. Itelm, E. helm^), but prop, an ax with a
(long) handle, < MHG. halm, helm, G. helm, a
helve, handle (= AS. h^lma, E. helm\ a tiller),

+ MHG. barte (OHG. parta), G. barte, a broad-
ax, = OS. barda = Icel. bardha, a kind of ax,
connected with OHG. MHG. 6. hart = AS.
beard, E. beard, q. v., = Icel. bardh, brim, verge,
beak of a ship, fin of a fish, etc., = L. barba.
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beard (whence E. iari\ hook, etc.): see helm^
and beard. Cf. leel. skeggja, a kind of hal-
berd, < skegg, beard (see shag) ; Gr. yiwg, the
edge of an ax, also
applied to a fishing-

hook, fork, eta.j lit.

chin, = E. chin.'] 1

.

A broad blade with
sharp edges ending,
in a sharp point,
mounted on a han-
dle from 5 to 7 feet

long: aweapon com-
mon in the middle
ages and later, it
wa8 especially ia uae dur-
ing the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries, and
was made in extraordi-
nary forms, particularly
during the later years of
its use, having points in
different directions, and
various edges, curved or
straight. Decorated hal-
berds with the blades
richly engraved were
used in the sixteenth and
^„„„ 4. *i. „„„*.,„- „„T.„ ^, German Halberd, early 17th cen-
aeventeenth centuriesby niry' (From "L'Art poni Tous.")
palace-guards. Compare B, Halberd, rsth century. (From
halberdieT, ViolleHe-Duc's "Diet, du Mobilier

Armed and furnished
with HalberdSi Maces, Battle-axes, Chaines, and these
Canes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 410.

The Eing gave him an excellent silver sword and hcd-
lert. Jt. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 391).

With four sergeants about his chair, bearing kalberd3f
as a guard of honor. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, iii

2. A projection on the fore part of a horseshoe,
designed to relieve the foot in oases of lame-
ness.

halberd-headed (harberd-hed'ed), a. Same
as hastate.

halberdier (hal-b6r-der'), ». [Also halbardier,

holba/rdier ; < OF. halebardier (F. hallebardier

= Sp. alabardero= Pg. alabardewo = It. alabar-
diere), < halebarde, halberd: see hatberd.] 1.

A soldier armed with a halberd. During the later
middle ages the halberd was especially the arm of the
foot-soldiers. Compare guisarme.

Should the axe-strol^e fail, then the skilful haJbardier
repairs his mishap with a prompt thrust of the piked head.

J. BevMt, Ancient Armour, I. 323.

2. A soldier of the body-guard of a sovereign
or a high official, or a member of certain civic
guards attending magistrates and keeping or-

der in towns. The halberd was commonly borne by
such attendants rather as an official badge than for actual
service. ,

The guard of those Emperours were English haibfriiera.
BaMuyVa Voyagei, II. 17.

It was only on a third attempt I could get there, for
twice the Papal haUyerdwrs thrilst me back.

QrevUle, Memoirs, April 4, 1830.

halberdman, halberdsman (hal'berd-, hal'-
b6rdz-man), n.

;
pi. halberdmen, halberdsmen

(-men). ' Same as halberdier.

Pikemen as well as halberdsinin carried rapiers.
Motley, United ^Netherlands, III. 96.

halberd-shaped (hal'berd-shapt), a. Same as

hastate.

halberd-weed (hal'berd-wed), ». A suffrutes-

cent composite herb, Nev/roUma lobata, of the
West Indies, with alternate serrate leaves (the

lower three-lobed), and yeUow rayless flower-

heacis in terminal corymbose panicles. See
Neurolcena.

halbert (hal'bfert), n. See halberd.

halce (hals), n. [Appar. an artificial name, and
perhapstaken (badly spelled) from Gr. aAf, salt,

brine : see salt^.] A salt liquor made" of the

entrails of fish, pickle, brine, etc. Crabb.

halcht, i>. t. [ME. halchen, var. of halsen, em-
brace : see halse^.] To embrace

;
join.

He hym thonkked throly, & ayther halched other.

Sir Oavmym and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), i. 939.

Salcyoides (hal-si-oi'dez), n. pi. [NL., < HaU
cy{on) + -aides.'} In Blyth's system of classifi-

cation (1849), a division of his Syndaotyli; a

group including the kingfishers, the rollers and
bee-eaters, the jacamars and todies, and the

motmots or sawbills. These families of birds

were arranged in three superfamilies, Cylindri-

rostres, AnguUrostres, and SerratUvstres.

lialcyon (hal'si-pn), n. and a. [< L. halcyon,

prop, alcyon, < &r. aXKvin>, a kingfisher ; also

improp. written ahiviw, from the false notion

that it is compounded of ak^, the sea, + kvuv,

ppr. otKieiv, kueZv, conceive—a popular etymolo-

gy that prob. originated the fable mentioned
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in the first definition. The same base, with
different term., appears in L. alcedo, a king-
fisher.] I, n. 1. An old and poetical name of
the kingfisher. This bird was fabled to lay its eggs in
nests that floated on the sea about the time of the winter
solstice, and to have the power of charming the winds and
waves during the period of incubation, so that the weather
was then calm.

And wars have that respect for his repose
As winds for haieyom, when they breed at sea.

Dryden, Death of Cromwell, 1. 144.

The htdeyonea are of great name and much marked.
The very seas, and they that saile thereupon, know well
when they sit and breed. Holland, tr. of Pliny, x. 32.

2. 'bxornith.: (a) A kingfisher of the subfamily
HalcyordncB or Daoeloninm, and especially of
the genus Halcyon: as, the white-headed hal-

cyon, Halcyon semicwrulea. (6) [cap.'] [NL.]
The typical genus of kingfishers of the sub-
family HalcyonincB.—Sf. Halcyon days (see
below); calm; quietude. Da/vies.

The man would have nothing but halcyon, and be re-
miss and saucy of course.

Richardaon, Clarissa Harlowe, II. 4.

II. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or coimectedwith
the halcyon or kingfisher.

Eenege, affirm, and turn their halcyon beaks
With every gale and vary of their masters.

Shak., Lear, iL 2.

2. Belonging to halcyon days (see below);
calm; quiet; peaceful; undisturbed; happy.

Thy happier Clime is Free, . . .

And Plenty knows, and Days of Halcyon Kest.
Congreve, Pindaric Odes, i.

Halcyon days, (.a) Anciently, days of fine and calm
weather about the winter solstice, when the halcyon was
believed to brood ; especially, the seven days before and
as many after the winter solstice.

They [halcyons] lay and sit about mid-winterwhen dales
be shortest ; and the time whiles they are broodie is called
the halcyon daies : for during that season the sea is calm
and navigable, especially in the coast of Sicilie.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, x. 32.

Hence— (6) Days of peace and tranquillity.

Expect Saint Martin's summer, halcyon days,
Since I have entered into these wars,

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, L 2.

Those halcyon days, that golden age is gone.
Quarles, Emblems, i. 5.

halcyonarian (haKsi-o-na'ri-an), a. and n. See
alcyonarian.

Halcyone (hal-si'o-ne), n. Same as Alcyone, 2.

Halcyonella (haFsi-o-nel'a) , m. Same as Aleyo-
nella.

halcyoneum (haKsi-o-ne'um), ». [< L. hal-

cyoneum, alcyoneum, sea-foam, < Gr. a2,Kv6veu)v,

a zoophyte, so calledfrom a fancied likeness to a
kingfisher's nest, < aXavav, a kingfisher: see
haloyon.] The nest of the kingfisher, as the
subject of various classic myths.
Halcyoniacese (hal"si-on-i-a'se-e), n. pi. Same
as Alcyoniacece.

halcyoniant (hal-si-6'ni-an), a. [< L. haley-

onius, alcyonius, also haleyoneus, alcyoneus, <

haloyon, alcyon, the kingfisher: see halcyon.]

Halcyon; calm.

No haXcyonian times, wherein a man can hold himself
secure. Burton, Anat, of Mel,, p. 171.

Those peaceful and halcyonia/n days, which the church
enjoyed for many years. J. Mede, On Churches, p. 62.

halcyonic (hal-si-on'ik), a. Same as alcyonic.

Halcyonidse (hal-si-on'i-de), ». pi. [NL., <

Halcyon + -ddce.] In ormifh., same as Alcedi-

Halcyonidiidse, Halcyonidiuiu, etc. See Al-
cyonidMdce, etc.

Halcyonlnae (hal"si-6-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Halcyon + -»»<b.] A'subtajmilj ot Alcedinidm,
taking name from the genus Halcyon, and con-
tainingthe insectivorousandreptilivorous king-
fishers, as distinguished from the Alcedinince,

which are piscivorous : synonymous with Hace-

halcyonine (hal'si-6-nin), a. Of or pertaining
to that division of kingfishers typified by the
genus Halcyon : opposed to alcedinine.

halcyonite (hal'si-o-nit), n. Same as alcyonite.

Halcyoilium (hal-'si-6'ni-um), n. [NL.: see

Alcyonium.] Same as Alcyonium.
halcyonoid (hal'si-o-noid), n. Same as alcyo-

Halcyonoida (hal'si-o-noi'da), n. pi. [NL., <

Halcyon + -oida.] Same a,s Aloyonaria.

hald (hftld), V. and n. An obsolete or dialectal

(Scotch) form of hold^.

Now thou's tum'd out, foi* a' thy trouble,

But [without] house or hald.
Bums, To a Mouse.

Haldanite (hai'da-nit), n. [< Haldane (see def.)

+ -ite2,] A follower of the brothers James

halec

and Eobert Haldane, wealthy laymen, who in
the early part of the nineteenth century found-
ed independent religious societies in various
parts of Scotland. The Haldanites did not constitute
a formal sect, and their churches idtimately became con-
nected with different denominations.

faaldent. An obsolete variant of holden, past
participle of hold^.

halei (hal), V.
;
pret. and pp. haled, ppr. haling.

[< ME. halen, halien, rarely haulen (whence the
now usual form haul, q. v.), hale, haul, drag;
partly < AS. *haUan, *holian (found only once, in
pp. pi. geholode), get, acquire; andpartly ofOLG.
or Soand. origin, perhaps through OF. *lialer, in
Roquefort haller, drag a boat by a r()pe, mod.
F. haler, hale, haul, = Sp. halar = Pg. alar,
hale, haul, < OS. halian, bring, fetch, = OFries.
halia, fetch, = D. halen, fetch, draw, pull, =
OHG. halm, holon, MHG. haln, holn, summon,
fetch, G. holen, fetch, naut. haul, = Sw. hala =
Dan. hale, haul, = L. calare, summon, = Gr.
m7i£lv, summon, call: see calends, calendar.]
1, trans. 1. To drag; draw; pull; move by drag-
ging. [In common use till the eighteenth cen-
tury, but now obsolescent except in literary
use, the form haul having taken its place.]

A ship, that is shot on the shire wawes,
Shuld drowne in the depe, & it drye stode,
Halyt iuto havyn, harlit with ropes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2968.

The plebeians have got your fellow-tribune.
And AaZg him up and down. Shak., Cot., v. 4.

And many times, vpon occasion of the Kings displeasure,
they are haled thence and scourged.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 360.

They haled us to the Princess where she sat
High in the hall. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. To vex; trouble; worry; "pull and haul."
[Prov. Eng.]— 3. To get by solicitation or im-
portunity. [Prov. Eng.]_To hale the howline.
See bowline.

Il.t intrans. To go or come by means of
drawing, pushing, or pressing

;
push or press

on; move on; proceed.

Here at talaphon he toke leue, & tumyt to ship.
And halet to the hegh se in a bond while.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 6397.

HaZe on apace, I beseech you, and merrily hoist up your
sails. J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 69.

Who on this Gulf would safely venture fain.

Must not too-boldly hale into the Main.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 1.

hale^ (hal), «. [<fea/el, v.] If. A violent pull;
a haul; the act of dragging forcibly.— 3. A
rake with long teeth for raking; pebbles from
brooks. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. An instrument for
hanging a pot over a fire. [Prov. Eng.]
hale^ (hal), a. [Also (esp. in sense 2yhail; <
ME. heil, heyl, in good health, sound, < Icel. heill,

whole, healthy, sound, = Sw. Dan. hel, whole,
entire, = AS. hal, ME. hoi, hool, hole, E. whole,

of which hale^ is thus only a later (Scand.)
form: see whole. Deriv. hails, q. v. Cf. heaP-
and health, related words of AS. origin.] 1.

Sound; entire; healthy; robust; not impaired
in health : as, hale of body.

His stomach too begins to fail

;

Last year we thought him strong and hale;
But now he's quite another thing.

Swift, Death of Dr. Swift.

The good wife, buxom and bonny yef>

Jokes the hale grandsire.
Browning, King and Book, I. 65.

2. Whole; entire; unbroken; without a break
or other impairment. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

For-thi whene thou prayes or thynkes one Godd thi de-
sire to Godd es marc hale, mare feruent, and mare gastely
than whene thou duse other dedis.

Eampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

This clan are here mentioned as notbeing hail, or whole,
because they were outlawed or broken men.

Quoted in Child's Ballads, VI. 131, note 3.

hale^t, n. [< ME. hale, usually and prop, hele:

see heaU, n., of which 'hale is a mere variant.]

Safety; welfare: same as 7ieaZi.

Eftsoones, all heedlesse of his dearest hale,

Full greedily into the heard he thrust,

Spenser, Astrophel, 1. 103.

haleS (hal), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. haled, ppr. hal-

ing. [A dial. var. of heel^.] To pour out.

haie*t, »• [Origin obscure.] A tent; a pavilion;

a temporary shelter. Palsgrave, 1530; Elyot,

1559.

And to avoyde the flixe, and suche dangerous diseases

as doth many times chaunce to souldiours by reason of

lying upon the ground and uncovered, lykewyse to horses

for lack of halee.

Letter of I. B. (1572), in Cens. Lit., VII. 240.

hale^t, « Apseudo-arcjiaicformof ftofei. Spen-

ser.

halec (ha'lek), n. Same as al-ec.



Flowers and Fruit of Halesia tetraptera.
a, flower cut longitudinally.

halecine

halecine (hal'e-sin), a. [< halec + -ijiei.] Per-
taining to the shad.
halecoid (hal'e-koid), n. [< NL. halecoides, <
halec + -oides, -oid.'] A fish of the family Clvr
peidw; a olupeid. L. Agassiz; J. Richardson.
Halecoides (hal-e-kol'dez), n. pi. [NL., < fta-
lec + -oides.^ A group of fishes. Agassiz, 1843.
HalecomorpM (haPe-ko-mdr'fi), n. pi. [NL.,
< halec + &r. /iop^, forin.] An order of living
ganoid fishes, representedby the family^»»m(J(8.
Together with the Ginglyrmdi, the HalecomorpM corre-
spond to an order Holontei. Cyeloganoidei is a synonym.
£. D. Cope, 1870.

halecomorphous (hal*e-ko-m6r'fus), a. [<
HalecomorpM + -ovs.l HaVing the characters
of the HalecomorpM.

balecret, n. See hallecret.

baleness (hal'nes), n. The state of being hale

;

healthiness; soundness.
halert (ha'ler), n. One who pulls or hauls; a
hauler.

Halesia (ha-le'si-a), n. [Named after Stephen
Hales (1677-1761), a distinguished botanist.]
The generic name of the snowdrop- or silverbell-
tree of the southernUnited States, belonging to
the natural or-
der Styracece,

distinguished
from Styrax
and Symplocos
chiefly by its

winged fruit.
According to Ben-
tham and Hooker,
the east Asiatic
genus Pterostyrax
should be united
with Halesia ; but
Gray did not ac-
cept this view.
The plants are
handsome shrubs
or small trees,

with white bell-

shaped flowers on
slender pedun-
cles, appearing be-
fore the leaves,
and usually borne
on drooping or
more or less hori-
zontal branches, forming arches or rows of bells along the
under side, and thus giving to the whole plant a beautiful
appearance. Two of the three species, H, diptera and H.
parvijtora, are natives of the Gulf States and Georgia.
The remaining and best-known species, H. tetraptera, ex-

tends as far north as West Virginia and southern Illi-

nois, doing well in the parks of Washington.

Halesiaceee (ha-le-si-a'sf-e), n.pl. [NL., < -Ha-

lesia + -acem.'i A name given by Don in 1828
to a natural order of plants, consisting of Ha-
lesia only, now included in the Styracece.

Halesieae (ha-le-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Halesia
+ -ecB.I The name proposed by Endlicher in
1836 for a division of his order Ebenacea, em-
bracing the genus Halesia only.

halesome (hal'sum), a. A dialectal (Scotch)

variant of wholesome.

The JuUesome parritch, chief o' Scotia's food.

Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night.

halewort (hal 'wert) ,n. [Sc. , appar. a corruption
of hale (hail] worth, the whole value or amount:
see hale^, whole, and worth.^ The whole.

1 wish ye be nae the deU's bairns, the haiew&rt o' ye.
Hogg, Brownie, IL 26.

hale-yardf, n. An erroneous form of ale^ard.

half (haf), a. and n. [I. a. < ME. half, < AS.
healf = OS. half = OPries. Jialf = D. half =
MLG. half = OHG. halb, MHG. halp, ft. halb

= leel. hdlfr = Sw. half = Dan. lialv = Goth.

halbs, adj., half; used also, in the numeral
sense, as a noun. 11. n. < ME. half, < AS. healf,

£., side, part, = 08. halbha (cf. D. helft) = MLG.
halve, half = OHG. halba, G. halbe (of. equiv.

hdlfte), side, part, behalf, = Icel. halfa, t, side,

part, region, quarter, = Goth, halba, t., side,

part. In the numeral sense, < ME. half, < AS.
healf, n. , half, being the adj. used alone in neut.,

or agreeing witt a noun expressed or under-

stood.] I. a. Being one of two equal parts;

consisting of a moiety: as, a half shaxe in an
enterprise ; a half tioket in a lottery.

He is the ftoZ/part of a blessed man.
Left to be finished by such a she.

Shak., K. John, it 2.

At lialf cock. See cocfci.— Half cadence, half close.

See cadence.—BaM calf, fen-training, etc. See the

nouns —Halfone, in golf, a handicap of a stroke deducted

every second hole.—To go Off at half cock. See cockl.

n. »• ;
pl- hah-es (havz), formerly only halfs.

1. A side; a part. [Obsolete or colloq.]

Therwith the night-spel seyde he anonrightes

On the four halves of the hous ahoute.

Chaucer, MUler's lale, 1. 295.

2686
And he seid to her, what wolt thou ? Sche seith to him,

sey, that these tweyne my sones sit oon at thi right ha^,
and oon at thi lift haif in thi kyngdome.

Wyclif, Mat. xx. 21 (Orf.).

2t. Part; behalf; account; sake.

If to his soor ther may be founden salve.

It shal not lakke, certeyn, on myn halve.

Chaueer, Troilus, iv. 946.

3. One of two equal parts of anything that is

divisible, or that may be regarded as ^visible

;

a moiety: usually not followed by of unless
preceded by a qualifying word: as, half the
miseries or pleasures of Ufe; 7ja{/'a pound; half
an orange ; the half, one half, or the other half

of an orange.

Thei hasted hem so faste oute of the contrey that thei

hadde not with hem the half of her tbinges.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii 250.

And the haJfe, whiche was the parte of them thatwent
out to warre, was iii. hundred thousande.

Bible of 1551, Num. xxxi. 36.

Thou hast the one half ofmy heart. Shak. , W. T., L 2.

Joseph S. Sir, I beg you will do me the honour to sit

down— I entreat you, sir !
—

Sir Oliver. Dear su', there's no occasion— [aside] too
civil by haift Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 1.

4. Among schoolboys in England, a session;

the term between vacations : a contraction of

half.^ear. Sometimes there are three "halves"
in the year.

light come, light go ; they wouldn't have been com-
fortable with money in their pockets in the middle of the

haif. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 9.

It . . . has completely stopped the boats for this half
Sir G. C. Lewis, Letters, p. 3.

5. In foot-ball, a half-back. See back\n., 12.

C, '90, will probably play haif till W. comes out. He
runs remarkably fast and dodges well, but is far too light

for a strong half-back.
New York Evening Post, Oct. 31, 1887.

Better haJf, a wife. [Colloq.]

My deare, my better halfe (sayed bee), I find I now must
leaue thee. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

By halves, incompletely ; imperfectly.

God's None of these faint idle Artisans
Wbo at the best abandon their designes.

Working ^| haZfe.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 4.

In being eloquent it is not sufficient, if Imay so express
it, to feel by halves. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 7.

Halfan eye. See eye^.—In Iialf, into halves : as, to break
a thing in half.—To Ciy halves, to demand half or a
share of something found by another.

And he who sees you stoop to th' ground
Cries halves 1 to eveiything you've found

Savage, Horace to Scseva, p. 32.

You cannot cry halves to anything that he finds.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

To go halves. See go.—To have half a mind. See
mind.—to the halves, to the extent of one hall

Perturbations, that purge to the halves, tire nature, and
molest the body to no purpose. Burton, Anat. of MeL, iL 2.

To the halves still survives among us, though apparently
^obsolete in England. It means either to let or to hire a
'piece of land, receiving half the profit in money or in kind
(partibus locare). I mention it because in a note by some
English editor, to which I have lost my reference, I have
seen it wrongly explained. Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

halft (haf), V. t. [< half, n. Usually halve, q. v.]

To divide into halves ; halve; hence, loosely, to
separate into parts of any relative size.

Not tro[u]bled, mangled, and halfed,hnt sounde, whole,
full, and hable to do their office.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 39.

For that cause, and lest the often halfing of ages should
trouble the faithlesse, saith Master Broughton, they faine
Cainan, betwixt Arphaxad and Selah.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 41.

half (ta,t), adv. [< ME. halfe; < half, a.] In an
equal part or degree ; by half; hence, in part;
to some extent : much used in composition, and
often indefinite: as, half-haked; ^Zf-dead;
Aa?f-educated; half-staxvei.

Ful longe lay the sege and lytel wronghte.
So that they were halfe ydel, as hem thoughte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1697.

There is neither city nor towne
That likes them halfe so well.

PoHn Hood and his Huntes.men (Child's Ballads, V. 435).

Half inwardly, half audibly she spoke.
Tennyson, Geraint.

The world was only Iwlf discovered.
Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 11.

halfa, halfa-graSB (hal'fa, -gras), n. Same as
alfa.

The increasing exportation of halfa-grass from theprov-
ince of Oran. Science, VlT 318.

half-and-half (haf'and-haf'), n. A mixture of
malt liquors; in England, especially, a mix-
ture of porter and ale ; in some parts of the
United States, old and new ale mixed.
Various sorts of beer were brewed, and customers who

conid not aSord to drink all old beer now called for a mix-

half-boz

tnre of liquors, using half-aMrhalf, or some other pro-

portion of the various sorts of beer sold.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 66.

half-ape (haf'ap), n. A lemur, one of the Pro-

simiw. . ,„
half-back (haf'bak), n. See back\ n., 12.

half-baked (haf'bakt), a. Not thoroughly

baked; hence, in colloquial use, raw; inexpe-

rienced; silly; immature; ill-digested.

He must scheme forsooth, this half-baked Scotch cake

!

Scott, St. Eanan's Well, xxxi.

He treated his cousin as a sort of harmless lunatic, and,

as they say in Devon, half-baked.
Eingsley, Westward Ho, uu

In thistax lies the science of redistribution, and the tru&

rejection of all spurious or half-baked economics, like so-

cialism and conmiunism. N. A. Hev., OXTJTT. 56.

half-baptize (haf'bap-Hz'), v. t. 1. To baptize-

privately or without fuU rites, as a child in

danger of death.

"And now about business," said the beadle, taking out

a leathern pocket-book : "the child that was half-baptvied-

Oliver Twist is nine years old to-day." „ , , ..

Duskens, Oliver Twist, u.

3. To make partially Christian; convert half-

way. [Rare.]
Insh keme^

Enfflans hall-clothed, half-human, half-baptaed.
Southey, Joan of Arc, IL

halfbeak (haf'bek), n. A fish of the family^

Exocwtidte and genus Hemirhamphus, having-

the lower jaw developed into a long ensiform.

Halfbeak ^.Hemirhamphus unifascuttus).

weapon, while the upper jaw is normally short f

a hemirhamphine ; a halfbill. Numerous spe-
cies are found in tropical and subtropical seas.

half-belt (haf'belt), n. In her., a bearing rep-

resenting a small part of a belt, always in-

cluding the buckle: it is generally blazoned
" a half-belt and buckle."

half-bent (haf 'bent), n. The half-cock of a
firelock. E. H. Knight.

There is a half-bent in the tumbler that prevents the
hammer being accidentally pushed down on to the ex-

ploding-pins. W. W. Greener, The Gnu, p. 259.

halfbill (haf'bil), n. 1. A book-name of the
birds of the genus Hemignathus : so called be-
cause the under mandible is little more than
half as long as the upper.—2. A fish of the
genus Hemirhamphus; a hemirhamphine ; a.

halfbeak. See HemirhampMnw.
half-binding (haf'bin'^ding), n. See binding.

half-blood (haf'blud), n. and a. 1. n. 1. The
relation between persons bom of the same fa-
ther or mother, but not of the same father and.
mother: as, a brother or sister of the half-blood.

If one brother of the half blood die, the admlnistratioa
ought to be committed to the other brother of the hi^
blood. Bacon, Maxims of the Law, xL

Whether a sister by the half-Mood shall inherit before-
a brother's daughter by the whole-blood? Locke.

2. One of two or more persons so related.

—

3. One bom of a male and female of different
breeds or races ; a half-breed.
H. a. 1. Having descent from one of the

same parents as another, but not from both.— 3. Belonging by blood half to one breed or
race, and half to another.
half-blooded (haf'blud'ed), a. Of mixed blood
or breed; half-bred; specifically, coming from
parents of superior and inferior stock: as, a
half-blooded horse or sheep. See blooded.

Alb. The let-alone lies not in your good-wilL
Edm. Nor in thine, lord.
Alb. Half-blooded fellow, yes. Shak., Lear, v. 3.

half-bloom (haf'blSm), n. A round mass of
iron as it comes out of the finery.
half-board (haf'bord), n. Naut., an evolution
of a sailing vessel performed -without bracing
or altering the sails, by which distance to
windward is gained without going about on
the other tack, the helmbeingput up before the
vessel quite loses her headway, so that the sails
are filled again on the same tack as before.
A ship, by a series of Ttaif-ioards, might work up m a

crowded harbor to a position not otherwise attainable.
Luce, Seamanship, p. 523.

half-boarder (haf'bor'd^r), n. A day-boarder
at a school, or one who takes dinner only.
half-boot (haf'bat), n. Same as boot^, 2.

half-bonnd (haf'bound), a. Bound in half-bind-
ing : as, a half-bound book.
hau-box (liaf'boks), «. In mach., a box that is
open at one side.



half-box

The support H is provided with two half-boxes.
C. T. Davis, Leatiier, p. 479.

half-bred (Mfbred), a. 1. Of mixed breed;
mongrel: as, a half-bred dog, horse, etc.— 2.
Imperfectly acquainted with the rules of good
breeding.
half-breed (haf'bred), re. and a. I, re. 1. One
who is half-blooded ; one descended from pa-
rents or ancestors of different races : specifical-

ly applied to persons descended from certain
races of different physical characteristics, as
the offspring of American Indians and whites.
In this expression persons with any perceptible trace of
Indian blood, whether mixed with white or with negro
stock, are popularly included. JV A. Walker.

2. In U. S. potiUcs, a member of a faction in
the Republican party in the State of New
York, in 1881 and the years immediately fol-

lowing, which opposed the portion of the party
in that State which had control of the party
organization: so called in derision, as being
but half Republican, by the members of the
opposite faction or "stalwarts."

The Half-Breed is a Republican who is dissatisfied with
the . . .'Machine and acts against it.

The Nation, June 16, 1881, p. 416.

II. a. Half-blood.

half-brilliant (haf'bril"yant), n. and a. I. re.

A single-cut brilliant. See hrilUant, re., 1.

II. a. Having the shape of a single-cut bril-

liant.

half-brother (hafbrusH'-'fer), re. [< ME. half-

brother = G. halbbruder = loel. halfbrodhir =i

Dan. hal/obroder = Sw. halfbroder, halfbror;
< half + brother.'] A brother by one parent
only.

half-capt (haf'kap), re. A slight or only half-

civil salute with the cap ; hence, any imperfect
act of civility.

With certain half-caps, and cold-moving nods,
They froze me into silence. Shah., T. of A., ii. 2.

half-caponiere (haf'kap-6-ner')j re. Same as
demi-caponiere.

half-caste (haf'kast),re. anda. I. re. 1. A per-
son of mixed European and Asiatic parentage

;

especially, in India, a person bom of a native
mother and a Portuguese or French father.

See Eurasian.

An invalid sergeant . . . came, attended by his wife, a
very pretty young hay-easte.

Bp. Heoer, Journey through Upper Provinces of India,
[I. 298.

2. By extension, any half-breed
I
especially, one

born of a European parent and a native parent
of different race in the country of the latter.

Othello is black ; the very tragedy lies there : . . . the
whole pathos, and extenuation of his doubts of Desdemo-
na, depend on this blackness. Fechter makes him a half-
caste, G. H. Lewes, Actors and the Art of Acting.

Much as we admired the Maori race, we were even more
struck by the half-caste. The Century, XXVII. 919.

II. a. Bom of mixed European and Asiatic
or other native parentage.

They [the Mahratta Infantry] are commanded by haXf-
east people, of Portuguese and French extraction.

Dirom, Campaign in India, p. 11.

And there is the half-caste child, the lisping chee-chee,
or Eurasian. J. W. Paimer, The New and the Old, p. 340.

half-cent (haf'senf), re. A copper coin of the
United States, of the value of yj^f of a doUar,

and weighing 94 grains, current from 1793 to

1857.

half-cheek (haf'chek), n. A face in profile ; a
side-face. [Rare.]

St. George's half-cheek in a brooch. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

half-chess (haf'ches), re. In a military bridge,

a short chess or platform-board,

half-clammedt (haf'klamd), a. Half-starved.

Lions' half-clammed entrails roar for food.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida.

half-cock (haf'kok), n. The position of the

cock or hammer of a. gun when it is elevated

only half-way and retained by the first notch.
Soft i*(iplc^

half-cock (haf'kok'), V. t. To cock the ham-
mer of, as a gun, so that it rests at the first

notch.
half-communion (haf 'ko-mu'nyon), re. The
use of but one element' in the communion

;

communion in one kind. The term is applied to

the practice of the Roman Catholic Church, in which the
celebrant receives the communion in both kinds, but ad-

ministers only the wafer to the people. The doctrine of

that churcl: is that Christ is received whole and entire

under either kind— that is, under the form of bread alone

or wine aloi^e; and the restriction placed upon the people

in communion is for the avoidance of sacrilege.

half-compasst, adv. With the body half en-

veloped.

1. An English sil-
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When you came first, did you not walk the town
In a long cloak, half-compass ?

Fletcher (wnd another). Noble Gentleman, v. 1.

half-crown (haf'kroun'), n.

ver coin of half the
value of the crown
—that is, 2s. 6d. It

has been current
since the time of Ed-
ward VI.

I ranged too high : what
draws me down

Into the common day?
Is it the weight of that

half-crown
Which I shall have to
pay?

Tennyson, Will Water-
[proof.

2. A gold coin worth
2s. Sd. , formerly cur-
rent in England, and
first issued by Henry
VIII.

half-curlew (haf-
k6r"lii), re. 1. The
whimbrel, or jack-
curlew of Exirope,

[Norfolk, Eng.]— 2.
The European bar-
tailed godwit, Li-
mOSa la-pponica. C.

silver Half.crow„'ofOu==nA„„e.
SwatnSOn, [NOrtolk, 1704 ; British Museum. (Sizeoftlie

Eng.] original.)

hal^dealf, re. [ME. halfdele = Dan. halvdel;

< half + deal^. Ct. hdlfendeal.'] A half part;
half.

For where was euere ony criaten kynge that 30 euere
knewe,

That helde swiche an household be the halfdelle
As Eichard in this rewme ? liiehard the Redeless, iv. 2.

half-deck (haf'dek), re. 1. See deck, 2.-2.
The slipper-limpet, Crepidula fornicata, or a
related species, the shell being likened to a
half-decked vessel. [Local, U. S.]

half-dime (haf'dim'), «. A silver coin of the
United States, of the value of 5 cents. In 1866
it was replaced in coinage by a five-cent piece
of copper and nickel, popularly called a nickel.

half-distance (haf'dis'''tans), n. In milit. tac-

tics, one half the prescribed regular interval or

space between the divisions of troops in a col-

umn, or between the ranks in a line.

half-dollar (haf'dol'ar), re. A silver coin of the
United States-, of the value of 50 cents.

half-eagle (haf'e'gl), re. A gold coin of the
United States, of the value of |5, or about
£1 Os. 6id. English.

halfenf (ha'fn), a. [Appar. < half + -en^, but
due to halfen- in hayfendeal, q. v.] Half: used
by Spenser in the phrase halfen eye to mean
half-sight (that is, one eye).

So perfect in that art was Paridell,
That he Malbeccoes halfen eye did wyle.
His haifen eye he wiled wondrous well,

And Hellenors both eyes did eke beguyle.
Spenser, P. Q., III. x. 5.

halfendealt, »• [< ME. halfen dele, halvendel,

halfne del, etc., the half part, being an inflected

form (ace. or weak dat., etc.) of half, a., with
del, deal, part : see half and deaU, and cf . half-

deal.] Thehalf part; half.

Therfore maken thei here God of an Ox the on part,

and the other halfondelle of a Man : because that man is

the most noble creature in Erthe.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 165.

In hony thenne up boile hem lesse & more
Til it be halvendel that was before.

PaXladius, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 205.

halfendealt, adv. [< ME. halfendel, etc. ; <

halfendeal, n.] By half; haK.
They . . . halvendel her holynesse leye aside
As for the time. Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale,,l. 615.

The humid night was farforth spent.
And hevenly lampes were halfendeale ybrent.

Spenser, F. Q., IIL ix. 53.

halfer (ha'fer), re. 1. One who receives, pos-
sesses, or pays a half; one who does, has, etc.,

only half of something. [Obsolete or rare.]

Sure it would be more pleasing unto God, and com-
mendable with men, if yourselves and such halfers in
opinion, . . . for your private ends, would openly avow
what covertly you conceale.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Caesar, ii. 5.

Halfers are they that paye their predial Tythes half to
one of the foresaide Church and half to the other every
yeare, but resort one yeare to Wath Church and the next
yeare following to Mexborough Church personally, and
paye personal tythes and do personal Duties one yeare to

one church and the next yeare following to the other.

Quoted in N. and Q., 6th ser., XL 366.

half-heartedness

2. A male fallow-deer gelded.— 3. pi. An ex-
clamation among children which entitles the
utterer to half of anything found by his com.
panion.

It the finder previously says, " No halfers, flndee keepee,
loosee seekee," he is entitled to keep the thing.

Halliwcll.

half-face (haf'fas), a. and re. I. a. Showing
only half of the face: as, a half-face picture.

II. II. 1. In milit. tactics, a turning of the
face 45° to the right or left, used in making
oblique marches to the right or left.— 2. A
raised floor or platform. JSalliwell. [Eng.]
half-faced (haf'fast), a. 1. Thin-faced; hence,
meager; thin; imperfect.

With all other odd ends of your half-faced English.
Nasne, Pierce Penilesse.

But out upon this half-fac'd fellowship

!

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3.

This same half-faced fellow. Shadow, . . . presents no
mark to the enemy ; the foeman may with as great aim
level at the edge of a penknife. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., lit 2.

2. Showing half the face; also, stamped with
a profile, as a coin.

George Pyeboard? honest George? why cam'st thou in
ia(/-/ac'(i, muffled so? Puritan, iii. 6. {Narea.)

You half-fac'd groat 1 you thick-cheek'd chittyface

!

Robert Earl of Huntington.

Half-faced camp, among frontiersmen, a camp or shel-
ter left open on the south side. [Southern and western
U.S.]

Sleeping in half-faced camps, where the heavy air of
the rank woods was in their .lungs all night, or in the
fouler atmosphere of overcrowded cabins, they [Illinois

pioneers] were especially subject to miasmatic fevers.

The Century, XXXIIL 379.

half-facet (haffas'^et), re. In gem-cutting, one
of the eight skill-facets or of the eight cross-
facets on a brilliant. See brilliant, re., 1.

half-falconet (haf'faKko-net), re. A small can-
non. See falconet, 3.

half-farthing (haffar'smng), re. An English
colonial copper coin of haS the value of the
farthing, issued
for circulation
in Ceylon dur-
ing the reigns
of George Iv.,
William IV.,

and Victoria.
It has not been
coined since
1856.

half-feather (haf'feTH''''er), re.

half-fish (haf'fish), re. A five-year-old salmon,
Willughby. [Local, Eng.]

half-floor (haf'flor), re. Bee floor.

half-fou (haf'fo), re. [Sc, < half+fou, a bushel,
lit. full, =E./m«J1.] A half-bushel. [Scotch.]

I brought a haZf-fou o' gude red goud
Out o'er the sea wi' me.

Sir Patrick Spens (Chad's Ballads, III. 154).

half-godt, re. [ME. half-god = D. halfgod = G-.

halbgott = Dan. halvgud = Sw. halfgud.] A
demigod.

On satury and fawny more and lesse.

That halve-goddes ben of wildernesse.
, Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1545.

half-guinea (haf'gin'i), re. An English gold
coin of the value of 10s. Qd., no longer in cir-

culation.

half-hatchet (haf'hacMet), re. A hatchet hav-
ing a bit projecting only on the side toward
the hand, the other side being straight ; a shin-

gling hatchet.

half-header (hafhed^er), re. In bricklaying, a
brick either cut longitudinally into two equal
parts, or so cut and again liansversely into
four, used to close the work at the end of a
course. See closer^.

half-hearted (haf'har'''ted), a. 1. Having or
showing little generosity; illiberal; ungener-
ous ; unkind. B. Jonson.— 2. Having or show-
ing little eagerness, enthusiasm, or determina-
tion; not earnest; lukewarm: as, half-hearted

partizanship ; a half-hearted apologist.

half-heartedly (haf'har'ted-li), adv. Without
enthusiasm or eagerness ; indifferently.

Very little consideration sufficed to show that the old
rules were only made for men who were expected to carry

them out half-heartedly.
Bury and Hillier, Cycling, p. 213.

half-heartedness (hafhar'^ted-nes), II. The
character of being half-hearted; want of ear-

nestness; lukewarmness.

I discover nothing but mean and miserable things, con-

ceit and a pretence of solid work without any real founda-
tion ; half-heartedness in everything.

Quarterly Rev., CXLVI. 77.

Obverse. Reverse.

Half-farthing of George IV., Britisti Mu-
seum. (Size of tlie original.)



half-hitch

half-hitch (hal'hieli), n. 1. A hitch formed
by passing the end of a rope round its stand-
ing part and bringing it up through the bight.
See hitch.— 2. In pUlow-laoe making, the loop
by means of which the thread is tightened upon
the bobbin. Also called rolling-hitch.

Tialf-holiday (haf'hol'i-da), ». Half of a day
given up to recreation ; a day on which work
is carried on only during half or a part of the
usual working-houis.
What a poor half-holyday is Methusalem's nine hun-

dred years to eternity

!

Donne, SermonBj vii.

lialf-hose (haf 'hoz), n. pi. Short stockings;
socks.

ialf-hoUT (haf'our'), n. A period of thirty
minutes.

Jialf-hourly (haf'our'li), a. Occurring at in-
tervals of half an hour, or lasting half an hour.

half-kirtle (haf'ker'''tl), n. A garment worn
by women in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. [Itseems impossible to decide what garment
was known as the half-kirtle and what as the full kutle or
kirtle : all definitions are mere conjecture.]

You filthy, famished correctionet : if you be not swinged,
I'll forswear hcUf-kirtke. Shah., 2 Hen. IV., v. 4.

ialf-length (haf'length), a. Of half the full
or ordinary length; showing only the upper
part of the body, as a portrait.

lialf-line (haf'lln), n. 1. In entom., a line or
mark extending half-way across a surface, as
of the wing.— 2. A share of one half the catch
of a fishing-line. [A fishermen's term.]— Basal
half-line. See hasal.

!halflingi (haf'ling), n. and a. [So. also hafling,

halflin, haflin, hafflin; < half+ -ling^.'] I. n. 1.

A halfpenny; the half of an old silver penny.
"Not a shekel, not a silver penny, not a kafiing, so help

me the God of Abraham !

" said the Jew. Scott, Ivanhoe, v.

2. A half-grown person; a stripling.

Wages of a man servant,. . . £10;. . .otahalflin,. . .£5.
Statist. Ace. <if Scotland, xii. 304.

S. A half-witted person.

II. a. Half-grown ; not fully grown.
A man cam' jingling to our door, that night the young

Laird was bom, and my mother sent me, that was a hafflin
Gallant^ to shew the stranger the gate to the Place.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xi.

lalfling^, halflings (hafling, -Uugz), adv. [Sc.
also halflin, halflins, haflins, hailing; < ME. half-
linges; < half + -ling^, -lings.'] Partly; in part;
half.

Jenny hafflins is afraid to speak.
Sums, Cottar's Saturday Night

]ialf-lop (haf'lop), n. A fanciers' name for a
rabbit with one ear lopped.

In some half-lops the ear that hangs down is broader
and longer than the upright ear.

Darmin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 112.

lialf-markt (haf 'mark'), n. An old English
money of account, of the value of 6s. 8d., or
half the value of the mark, which was a sum of

13s. id. The half-mark was never a coin.

^half-marrow (hafmar'^o), ». 1. In coal-min-

ing, a butty or partner. Gresley. [North. Eng.]— 2. A husband or a wife. [Scotch.]

^half-mask (haf'mask), re. A mask made to
cover the upper part of the face, and used for

disguise, as at masquerades, and also for pro-
tection from the sun's rays, by ladies in the
eighteenth century, it may be supposed that the
lower part of the face was covered at pleasure by the
muffler. Compare Tnask and loup.

!half-niast (hafmasf), n. The position of a
flag lowered half-way down from the head of

the staff or from the gaff-end, as a mark of re-

spect for the dead or as a signal of distress

:

generally used with at.

^half-mast (haf'mast), V. t. [< half-mast, ».]

To place (a flag) at half-mast.

lialf-measure (haf'mezh"ur), n. An imperfect
plan of operation ; a measure, plan, effort, etc.,

inadequate to attain the end desired.

We feel how vain is the dream of £hose who think that
this or that half-measure has solved it.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 380.

He is for no half-measures in grief.

A. Dobson, Int. to Steele, p. xlvL

]ialf-inerloil (haf'm6r''lon), n. In fort., one
of the merlons at the two extremities of a bat-

tlemented parapet.

lialf-inoon (haf'mon'), n. [= G. halhnipnd =
Dan. halvmaane = Sw. half-^dne.] 1. The
moon at the quarters, when half its disk ap-

pears illuminated.— 2. Something in the shape
of a half-moon, or, loosely, of a crescent.

See how this river comes me cranking in.

And cuts me, from the best of all my land,

A huge half-TMxm, a monstroqs cantle out.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iiL 1.
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3. In fort., an outwork composed of two faces
forming a salient angle whose gorge is in the
form of a crescent or a half-moon.— 4. In min-
ing, a scaffold in a shaft, having a plan of nearly
the shape of a half-moon. Such a construction is

of a temporary character, and intended to afford a place

where the men may stand while making repairs in the
shaft. [Eng.]— Half-moon china, a name given to

Caughley porcelain, in allusion to its mark, a crescent.—
Ha£'-moon knife, a akin-dressers' tool having a crescent-

shaped blade and two bandies.

half-mountillg (haf'moun"ting), n. The un-
derclothing and minor articles of dress belong-
ing to a nulitary outfit of the eighteenth cen-

tury.

A black stock and roller, which, together with the shirty

shoes and stockings, is called the half-mounting.
arose, Military Antiq., I. 322.

half-mourning (haf'mor'ning), n. 1 . A mourn-
ing-costume less somberthanfnilordeepmourn-
ing.— 2. A butterfly, Papilio galatea, having
yellowish wings spotted with black and white.

halfness (haf'nes), re. [< half + -ness.] The
character of being a halt or an incomplete
state of something; the state of not being a
whole or of being partial ; incompleteness ; im-
perfection.

The essence of all jokes, of all comedy, seems to be an
honest or well-intended halfness; a non-performance of
what is pretended to be performed, at the same time that
one is giving loud pledges of performance.

Brnerson, letters and Social Aims, p. 139.

As soon as there is any departure from simplicity, and
attempt at halfness, or good for me that is not good for
him, my neighbour feels the wrong.

Emerson, Compensation.

half-netted (haf'nef'ed), a. In lot., having
only the outer layers reticulated: said of a
plant or any part of it, as the roots of Gladio-
lus communis.

half-note (haf'not), n. In musical notation, a
note equivalent to one half of a whole i p
note ; a Tninim (as shown in figure) . =" '

half-pace (haf'pas), re. In arch., same a,a foot-
pace, 3.

Against the wall, in the middle of the Mlf-paee, is a
chair placed for him. Bacon, New Atlantis.

half-pay (haf'pa'), re. and a. I. re. Half the
amount of wages or salary ; reduced pay (sel-

dom literally half of the full pay) ; a reduced
allowance paid to an officer when not in actual
service, or after retirement at the end of a pre-
scribed term.

II. a. Eeceiving or entitled to half-pay: as,

a half-pay officer.

halfpence, n. Plural of halfpenny.
halQienny (haf'pen"i, commonly ha'pe-ni), re.

and a. [< ME. halfpeny, halpeny, < AS" *healf-
penig (in liealfpenig-wurth), < healf, half, -f-

penig, penny.] I. re.; pi. halfpence, halfpen-
nies (hM'pens, -pen^iz, or ha'pens, »pe-niz). 1

.

half-sovereign

half-port (haf'port), n. Naut., one of the two
parts (called upper and lower half-ports) mto
which is divided a shutter having a semicircu-

lar hole to,fit round a gun, and serving to close

a port in a ship.

half-price (haf 'pris'), n. and a. I. n. Half the

ordinary price, or half of some established rate

;

specifically, in England, a reduced charge for

admission to a place of amusement when part

of the entertainment is over.

A man o' th' town dines late, but soon enough . . .

1" ensure a side-box station at half-price.
Cowper, Task, ii 624.

II. a. Costing half the usual sum.

They amuse themselves with theatrical converse, aris-

ing out of their last half-price visit to the Victoria gallery.

Dickene, Sketches, Scenes, iL

half-price (haf'pris'), adv. [Abbr. of at half-

price.'] At half the ordinary price.

half-principal (haf'prin"8i-pal), re. In carp.,

a roof-member or rafter that does not reach

to the ridge-pole, but is supported at the top

by a purlin.

half-rater (hafra'^'t^r), n. A small yacht of

less than the unit of rating (one ton). [Eng.]

half-read (haf'red), a. Superficially informed

by reading. Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 409.

half-relief (haf're-lef*), re. In sculp., relief

midway between high relief and low relief;

mezzo-rilievo ; demi-relief

.

haU'-rest (haf'rest), re. A rest equivalent to a
half-note ; a minim-rest, —-

—

.

half-round (haf'round'), re. and a. I. re. 1. A
hemisphere.

In her forehead's fair half-round.
Love sits in open triumph crown'd. Prior.

Obverse. Reverse.

Halfpenny of Charles II., British Museum. (Size of the original.)

A coin of the value of half a penny, current in
the British islands ; the value of such coin. The
halfpenny was first issued in the reign of Edward L, and
was of silver. In the reign of Charles II. copper was used.
Since 1860 it lias been of bronze.

2. A small fragment. [Only in Shakspere's
use.]

She tore the letter into a thousand halfpence.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 8.

To have one's hand on one's haU^ennyt, to be atten-
tive to any particular object. Nares.

Ri. Dromio, looke heere, now is my hand on my halfe-
peny.

Half. Thou liest, thou hast not a farthing to lay thy
hands on, I am none of thine. Lyly, Mother Bombie, iL 1.

H. a. Of the price or value of half a penny;
hence, cheap ; mean ; worthless.

half-pike (haf'pik), n. 1. A spear-headed wea-
pon vrith a shaft about half the length of that
of the ordinary pike. One form of this weapon, also
called spontoon, was formerly carried by infantry officers

;

another form, called hoarding-pike, is used in the navy in
repelling boarders.

2. Military exercise with the half-pike.

Well, ile trie one course with thee at the halfe pike, and
then goe ; come, draw thy pike. H. Chettle, Hoffman.

2. In arch., a molding whose profile is a semi-
circle. It may be either a bead or a torus.

n. a. Semicircular or semicylindrioal: as, a
half-^ound file, etc.

The building was a spacious theatre
Half-^uund, on two main pfllars vaulted high.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1606.

Half-round XAt, spSlde, etc. See the nouns.

half-royal (hafroi'^al), re. In the paper trade,

a kind of millboard, or pasteboard of which
there are two sizes : small, 20J by 13 inches,
and large, 21 by 14 inches.

half-saved (haf'savd), a. Half-witted. [Prov.
Eng. and New Eng.]
He [William Dove] was what is called half-saved. Some

of his faculties were more than ordinarily acute, but the
power of self-conduct was entirely wanting in him.

Southey, The Doctor, x.

half-seas-over (haf'sez-6'v6r). If. Well on the
way

;
pretty far advanced.

I am half-seas-o'er to death

:

And since I must die once, I would be loth
To make a double work of what's half-flnisb'd.

Dryden.

2. Pretty far gone in drink ; half drunk ; tipsy.

"Holla, Dick Admiral," cried Neptune, who was pretty
far gone in liquor, . . . "I'm going home." "I thought
thou wert there all along, being ^eady ha^-seas-ooer,"
said Cary. "Ay, right, Upsee-Dutch."

Kingsley, Westward Ho, iL

half-shell (haf'shel'), re. One shell of a bivalve:
as, oysters served on the half-shell (that is, with
the upper shell removed, and the oyster served
raw on the lower one).

half-shift (hiif'shift), re. See shift.

half-shott (haf'shot), n. A bullet of smaller
caliber than that of the musket or harquebus;
hence, a light firearm carrying such a bullet.
See demi-hag.

half-sighted (haf 'si* ted), a. Seeing imper-
fectly ; having weak discernment.
The officers of the king's household had need be provi-

dent, both for his honour and thrift ; they must look both
ways, else they are but half-sighted. Bacon.

half-sister (haf'sis-'tfer), re. [< ME. halfsuster
= G. halbschwester= Dan. httlvsoster= Sw. half-
syster; < half+ sister.] A sister by one parent
onW.

half-snipe (haf'snip), re. The European jack-
snipe or lesser snipe, Scolojiax or lAmnocryptes
gallinula, the greater snipe being called double-
snipe.

half-sole (haf'sol'), n. That part of the sole
of a boot or shoe which extends forward from
the shank of the sole to the toe.
half-sole (haf'sol), v. t. [< half-sole, «.] To
repair by putting on a new half-sole: as, to
half-sole a shoe.

half-sovereign (haf'sov^'e-ran), re. A British
gold coinworth 10 shillings, and weighing about
61.6372 grains troy. See sovereign.



half-spade

half-spade (haf'spad), n. In her., a bearing
representing a sliarp-pointed spade from which
one wing of the blade has been out away. The
blazon should state to which side the remaining part of
the blade is turned. Thus, it the spade is palewise, it is

blazoned "the side of the spade to the sinister or dexter."

half-spear (haf'sper), «. In her., a, spear with
a short or truncated handle, used as a bearing.

half-step (haf'step), n. In music, a semitone.
See semitone, step, and tone.

half-stitch (haf'stieh), n. A loose and open
mesh used in pillow-lace making, with which a
pattern is outlined and also a simple kind of
filling is put in.

half-stop (haf'stop), n. See stop.

half-strainedt (haf'strand), a. Half-bred; im-
perfect.

1 find I'm but a Jmlf-strained villain yet,

But mungril-mischievous ; for my blood boil'd

To view this brutal act. Dryden.

half-stuff (haf 'stuf), n. Any material half

formed in the process of manufacture ; specifi-

cally, a partly prepared pulp in paper-making.
' half-suit (haf'sUt), n. The body-armor of the

seventeenth century. It consisted exclusively of
breastplate, backpiece, articulated ^pauli^res, and articu-

lated tassets, all other iron armor having been abandoned,
with the exception of an open helmet.

half-sword (haf'sord), n. Half a sword's
length—To be at half-sword, to be at close quarters
in a fight with swords.

I am a rogue if I were not at Jia^-sw&rd with a dozen of
them two hours together, Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

I was four several times at half-sword with him.
Twice stood his partisan. Fletcher, Eonduca, v. 2.

halft, n. and v. An erroneous form of haft^.

half-tangent (haf'tan"jent), n. The tangent of

the half-arc. [An improper expression, used
in chartography.]

half-terete (hafte-ret"), a. In bat., semicy-
lindrical : an epitliet applied to a long narrow
body, flat on one side and convex on the other.

half-thought (haf'th§,t'), n. A superficial opin-
ion. Shaftesbury.

half-throw (haf'thro), n. Half the stroke or

movement, as of a valve or a piston. Also
called half-trmiel.

half-tide (haf'tid), «. and a. I. n. Half the
duration of a siugle tide ; the state of the tide

when it is half-way between ebb and flood.

II. a. Half covered by the tide ; washed by
the waves: as, wet as a half-tide rock: also

applied to a low-built vessel over which waves
are likelyto break Half-tide dock, weir, etc. See
the nouns.

half-timber (haf'tim'^bSr), n. In ship-huilding,

one of the timbers in the cant-bodies which
correspond to the lower futtocks in the square
body.

half-timbered (haf'tim"b6rd), a. Having the
foundations and principal supports of stout

timber, but with aU the interstices of the front

of the building filled in with plaster : applied

to houses built in a decorative style extensively
used inEurope in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.

half-timer (haf'H'mfer), n. One who works or
is engaged in doing something only half the
usual or allotted time ; specifically, in Great
Britain, a pupil in an elementary school who
is entitled to partial exemption from atten-
dance while engaged in some proper employ-
ment.

half-tint (haf'tint), n. An intermediate color;

a middle tint ; in painting, a color that is inter-

mediate between the extreme lights and strong
shades of a picture. Also half-tone.

half-title (haf'tl"tl), n. The short title oi. a
book at the head of the first page of the text

;

also, the title of any subdivision of a book that
immediately precedes that subdivision, when
printed on a full page and in one line.

half-tone (haf'ton), n. 1. Same as half-tint.—
2. See semitone.— 3. A picture printed from a
plate produced by the half-tone process (which
see),or the plate itself

—

Half-tone process,a photo-
typographic method in which, in the process of photo-
graphing the object, a screen of netting, or a ruled glass,

is interposed between the lens and the sensitized plate.

From the negative thus made, a positive image is produced
upon a prepared metal plate and etched into relief by
acids. The screen is designed to give to the etching a
texture similar to that produced by the engraver. A com-
mon, but in large manner remediable, effect of its use is

an undue softening of both lights and shadows with loss

of distinctness.

half-tongue (haf'tung), n. [In Law L. jurata

de medietate lingux, a half-tongue jury.] In

law, a jury of which one half are aliens, al-

lowed to an alien who is tried on a criminal
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charge. Such juries have been abolished in
England, but are still allowed in some of the
United States.

half-trap (haf'trap), n. A sinking bend in a
sewer-pipe, in the form of half of the letter S.

half-travel (haf'trav"el), n. Same as half-
throw.

half-truth (haf 'troth), n. A proposition or
statement only partly true, or which conveys
only part of the truth. Mrs. Browning.

half-virtue (haf'v6r"tu), n. A virtue modified
by considerations of prudence or convention-
ality.

And those half-virtues which the world calls best.
Ldwell, Comm. Ode.

half-way (haf'wa'), adv. In the middle; at half
the distance.

Meets destiny half-way, nor shrinks at death.
Granville, Imit, of Chorus in Seneca's Thyetus, ii.

To meet half-way. See meet.

half-way (haf'wa), a. Midway; equidistant
from the extremes Half-way covenant, house,
etc. See the nouns.

half-'Wit (hafwit'), n. Aweak-mindedoridiotio
person ; also, a dolt ; a blockhead.

Half-wits are fleas, so little and so light.

We scarce could know they live, but that they bite.

Dryden.

half-'Witted (hafwit'^ed), a. Weak inintelleet

;

idiotic; silly; foolish.

Jack had passed for a poor, well-meaning, half-witted,
crack-brained fellow; people were strangely surprised to
find him in such a roguery. Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull.

half-wordt, ™. [_ME. halfeword.'] A speech con-
veying an insinuation rather than a direct as-

sertion ; a hint.
She wolde not fonde

To holde no wyght in balaunce
By halfe-worde, ne by countenaunce.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1022.

half-yard (hafyard'), n. Half of a yard; spe-
cifically, an old ale-measure, one half of the
ale-yard.

half-yarn (hafyam), n. Slub which is spun
into yarn.

half-year (haf'yer' ), n. A period of six months

;

one half of a calendar year; also, half of a
school year, whatever its length.

The Doctornow talking of holiday doings, and then of the
prospects of the half-year, what chance there was for the
Ealliol scholarship, etc.

T. Bughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, ii 1.

half-yearly (haf'yer'''li), a. Happening twice
in a year; semi-annual.

half-yearly (haf'yer'U), adv. Twice in a year;
semi-annually.

halif , a. A Middle English form of holy.

Haliaetus (hal-i-a'e-tus), n. [NL. (L. haliosetos),

< 6r. aXiasTog, poet. d/l«z(ETof, the 'sea-eagle,'

prob. the osprey, < akg, the sea, -I- aerdQ, akrSg,

eagle.] Agenus of i^aico»d(8, containing eagles
withbare tarsi; the earns, sea-eagles, orfishing-

eagles. The best-known species are the white-tailed
sea-eagle of Europe, H. albicilla, and the white-headed or
bald eagle of North America, H. leucocephalus. (See cut
under eagle.) A species of wide distribution in Europe and
Asia is H. leuearyphuis. The largest and handsomest of all

is the Eamchatkan or pelagic eagle, H. pelagvyus, with 14
tail-feathers instead of the usual 12. (See Tkalassoaetus.)
The African representative is H. vocifer. The Indian, Pon-
dicherry, or brahminy eagle, formerly H. pondiceriamt^ is

now called Ualiastur indus.

haliard, ». See halyard.

halibut, holibut (hol'i-but), n. [The second
form is etymologically better (cf. holiday);

formerly hallibut; < ME. *halybutte (= D. heil-

bot= Gr. heilighutt, heilbuU, heilbutte), a halibut,

lit. 'holy (i. e., holiday) plaice,' < ME. haly, E.
holy, + butte, a flounder, plaice: see holy and
6a*2. Cf. Sw. helgefiundra = Dan. helleflynder,

a halibut, lit. 'holy flounder'; so named, it is

thought, from being eaten particularly on holi-

days (holy days). The sense seems to have
been lost, and the forms have suffered corrup-

tion,] A fish of the genus Mippoglossns, H.
vulgaris, and the largest species of the flatfish

family or Pleuronectidce. This flsh has a compressed

halidom
body, one side being colored, the other white, and both
eyes on the same side of the head. It grows to a great
size, sometimes weighing from 300 to 400 pounds. It
forms an article of food, and some parts of the body are
fat, tender, and delicious. The name is also given to
various other species of Pleuronectidce, such as HHnhardt-
ius hippoglossoides, known as the Greenland halibut, and
Paraliehthys californicus, known in California as the
Monterey halibut and bastard halibut— Circus halibut,
the common halibut when accidentally variegated with
black and white, [Local, New Eng, ]—George's halibut,
the common halibut taken on George's Banks,— Grana
Bank halibut, the common halibut taken on the Grand
Banks.

halibut-broom (hol'i-but-brSm), n. A dis-
gorger for halibut, made of oak, with one end
flattened and sharpened.
halibut-slime (hol'i-but-sUm), n. A kind of
sea-anemone found on halibut: so called by
fishermen, who mistake it for a secretion of
the fish.

halibutter, holibutter (hol'i-but-er), w. A
vessel engaged in the halibut-fishery on the off-

shore banks; a halibut-catcher. These vessels
are clipper-built and schooner-rigged.

Halichoerus (hal-i-ke'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. oAf,

the sea, -1- xo^oCj hog.] A genus of seals, of
the family Phoddce, the type of which is the
gray seal, M. gryphus, having the dental formu-
la as in Fhoca, but the facial region of the skull
large in comparison with the cranial. Nilsson,
1820.

Halichondria (hal-i-kon'dri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
o/lf, the sea, -I- x^^^poc, cartilage.] A genus of
monactinelline sponges, containing the forms
known as crumb-of-bread sponge {S. panicea)
and mermaid's-glove {S. oculata).

Halichondriidse (haPi-kon-dri'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. a?ic, the sea, -I- x^^poi, gristle, carti-

lage.] A group of sponges, Spongidw or Porife-
raj exemplified by the genus Halichondria, con-
taining many common marine forms which in-
crust stones, timbers, and seaweeds below the
tide-mark, and sometimes shootup into branch-
ing tufts or tubes. They have no commercial
value. Also Halichondrice.

halichondroid (hal-i-kon'droid), a. and n. [<
Halichondria -i- -oid.'\ I. a. Resembling a
sponge of the gemia Halichondria ; belonging to
the Halichondriidce.

A very common Halichondroid sponge of this group
(Pharetrospongia strahani, Soil.). Srwyc. Biit., XXII. 427.

II. n. A sponge of the family JaZJcfeojidmdfls.

Halicore (ha-Uk'o-re), n. [NL., < Gr. a^g, the
sea, -I- niprj, maid.] 1. The typical genus of
the family Halicoridw. The male has a pair of large
straight tusks in the upper jaw (these being rudimentary
and not exserted in the female), directed forward ana
downward, growing from persistent pulps, enameled, and
with beveled ends. There are 5 or molars in each up-
per and lower half-jaw, which are not all in position at
once, the first falling before the last is cut. The skull
has a long rostrum bent down at right angles with the
cranial axis, and the front of the lower jaw is likewise de-
curved. There are 7 cervical, 18 or 19 dorsal, and 30 suc-
ceeding vertebrae ; the tail is emarginate in the middle
line, with pointed lateral lobes ; there are no nails on the
fore limbs ; and the caecum is simple. The genus contains
the several species of dugong. Dugungus is a synonym.
See cuts under dugong and heart.

2. [Z. c] A species of JHaKcore; a dugong.
Halicoridse (hal-i-kor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Halii-

core + -idw.^ The family of sirenians of which
the halicore or dugong is the type. J. E. Gray,
1825.

Halictus (ha-lik'tus), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804).]
A large, wide-spread, and important genus of
small solitary bees, of the family Andrenidce,

Halibut f^Hippaglossus vulgaris').

(From ReiJOrt of U. S. Fish Coiiimission, :

Halictus JlaTjipes. (Cross shows natural size.)

containing numerous species, the pregnant fe-

males of which hibernate. H, parallelus is a
common American species.

halidamet, «. An improper form of halidom.

Come, we must not again disagree ; but, by my hali-

dwme, I think one troubadour roundel worth all that
Petrarch ever wrote. Bvlwer, Hienzi, p. 163.

halidomt, halidomet (hal'i-dum, -dom), n. [Ar-

chaic, pronounced prop., in first element, as in



halidom

holiday, hoUbutorhaUbut; earlymod. B. alsohal-
Iklome (and sometimes, erroneously, holidame,
supposed to refer to the Virgin Mary) ; < ME.
halidom, halydom, haligdom, noliness, sanctity,
a sanctuary, sacred relic, < AS. haligdom, holi-
ness, sanctity, a sanctuary, sacred thing or
relic (=D. Imligdom = OHG. heiligtuom, MHG.
Iteileciuom, Gr. heiligtum, a sanctuary, sacred
thing or relic, = Icel. helgidomr, a sanctuary,
holy relic, = Dan. JielUgdom = Sw. helgedom, a
sanctuary), < hdlig, holy, + -dom, E. -dom.] 1.
Holiness; sanctity; sacred honor; also, some-
thing regarded as sacred, as a relic : formerly
much used in solemn oaths or adjurations.

It was ordeyned ferst be Peres of Weston, and be alle
the that han be sithyn, that alle these Comenauntz a-for-
said sshuUe ben holden ferme and stable : and ther-to
harn thel sworon on the halidom.

English Cfilda (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

" Now sure, and by my halliciome " (quoth he),
" Ye a great master are in your degree."

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 545.

Bap. Ifow, by my hqlida/me, here comes Katharina 1

Kath. What is your will, sir, that you send for me?
Shak., T. of the S., v. 2.

2. A sanctuary.— 3. Lands held of a religious
foundation.

The men of the Balidome, as it was called, of St. Mary's.
Seott, Monastery, ii.

halieutics (hal-i-ii'tiks), n. [< L. halieutica
(the title of a poem on fishing, hy Ovid), < Gr.
a^ievTiKd (the title of a poem by Oppian), neut.
pi. (of. aXievTiidi^ sc. texvtj, the art of fishing,
tern, sing.) of afiiemiiidq, of or for fishing (cf.

a\iEVT^Q, and akiev^, a fisher), < dXieveiv, fish, be
a fisher, < aX;, the sea.] A treatise on fishes,

or on the art of fishing: as, the Halieutics of
Oppian.
Halifax law or ing.uest. See law^.

Haliidae (ha^li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Balia +
-4dcB.^ A family of gastropods, generally re-
ferred to the order Toxoglossa, represented by
the genus Halia. The shell is so much like that of
Achatina that it was long regarded as a terrestrial form,
A single living species is known, inhabiting deep water
about the Spanish coast, especially near Cadiz. It also
occurs in the Tertiary formation of Italy.

Halimassti »i- -^ obsolete form of Hallow-
mas.
Halimeda (hal-i-me'da), n. [NL. (Lamoureux,
1812), appar. irreg. < Gr. aX^, the sea, -t- iii/diov,

some plant.] A genus of calcareous green-
spored marine algte, of the order Siphonew of
some authors. The fronds are jointed, and resemble
cacti. The best-known species is H, Opuntia, found in
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans and the Mediterranean
sea. Lindley made this genus the type of the tribe Hali-
medidoe. Sometimes written Haly-meda.

HalimedesB (hal-i-me'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (De-
eaisne, 1842), < Halimeda + -ea.'] A group of

algse, of the family -YematorfeetB, consisting of

the two genera Halimeda and Vdotea.

Halimedldae (hal-i-med'i-de), re. pi. [NL., <

Halimeda + idee.'] In Lindley's system of bo-
tanical classification, a tribe of the Conferva-
eeoB having the frond polysiphonous, made up
of tubes which are continuous or jointed, and
more or less densely branched. Sometimes
written Halymsdidos. See Halimeda.
halimotet, »• Same as hallmote.

Halimus (hal'i-mus) , n. [NL. (WaUroth, 1822),

< Gr. aXi/wg, of the sea, marine, < a^, the

sea.] 1. A genus of maritime plants, of the
natural order Chenopodiaeem, now reduced to

a, seation of AMplex.— 2. [i.e.] Atriplex Hali-

mus, a-well-known plant of the south European
coasts.

haliograplier (hal-i-og'ra-fer), n. [< haliog-

raphy + -er-i.] One who writes about the sea.

Bailey, 1727.

haliograpliy (hal-i-og'ra-fi), n. [Better "halig-

raphy, < Gr. alg (in comp. usually dXi-), the sea,

-f- -ypaipla, < ypafew, write.] A description of

the sea. See thalassograpJiy. Bailey, 1731.

Haliomma (hal-i-om'a), n. [NL., < Gr. d'/.i,

the sea, + bij-im, eye.]' The typical genus of

Haliommatidce. It is refeiTed by some to the

Sphceridce.

Haliommatidae (har'i-o-mat'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Haliomma{t-) + -idee.'] A family of radiola-

rians, named from the genus Haliomma.
Haliotidae (hal-i-ot'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ha-
liotis + 4dm.~\ A family of gastropods, typi-

fied by the genus Baliotis, containing the sea-

ears, ear-shells, abalones, or ormers. The ani-

mal has a short muzzle and subulate tentacles, two bran-

chial plumes, and a margin developing a posterior (oval)

fold or siphon which occupies the slit or perforation in the

shell. The shell is ear-shaped and flatly spiral, with the ap-

erture Edmost coextensive with the shell and limited only

Longitudinal Section of
Haliphysema, an extant
Gastrsea-form.

The eg?-cells (rt are enlarg-
ed epithelial cells of the en-
doderm (^, and lie freely in

the primitive intestinal cavity
(f^); m, mouth-opening; k,
exodenn, incrusted below
with grains of sand, above
with sponge-spicules. (From
Haeckel's
Man.")

Evolution of
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by the flattened columellar area ; the back near the outer
margin is perforated by a row of holes. See abalone.

Haliotis (hal-i-6'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. dTig, the
sea, -I- oil («T-) = E. eoj-i.] The typical genus
of the family Haliottdce; the ear-shells: so
called from the excessive width of the aperture
and the flatness of the small spire, which give
it an ear-like or saucer-
shaped figure. They are
mostly tropical or subtropical,
and have commercial value as
ornaments and as furnishing a
mother-of-pearl used in inlay-
ing, etc. The animal is used
for food. See abalone.

lialiotoid(hal-i-6'toid), a.

[< Haliotis + -oid.2 Like
an ear-shell; resembling
or pertaining to the Hali-
oUdte.

Haliphysema (hal'i-fi-
se'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
aAf, the sea, -I- (jAar/^a,

that which is blown up,
a bubble, a half-formed
shell, etc., < (pvadv, blow
up, inflate.] A genus of
so-called sponges of ex-
tremely simple structure,
resembling a gastrula.
The animal is spindle-shaped,
and the body consists of two
single layers of cells, an endo-
derm and an ectoderm inclos-
ing a central cavity with a
mouth at one end, the other
end being fixed to some object.
The outer layer of cells is coa-
lescenf^ and includes foreign
substances, as grains of sand.
It is one of two genera of chalk-
sponges constituting an order
Physemaria of the class Calci-

spongicB. It is really a foraminiferous type, and not a
sponge at all.

Haliplana (ha-Up'la-na), re. [NL., < Gr. aXf,

the sea, -I- 7r?Avog, wandering: see planet.] A
genus of sea-swallows, of the subfamily Sterni-

nce; the sooty terns. H. fuliginosa is the common
sooty tern or egg-bird of the TJnited States. The genus
is often merged in Sterna. J. Wagler, 1832.

haliplid (hal'i-plid), n. A beetle of the family
Haliplidm.

Haliplidae (ha-lip'li-de), re. pi. [NL., < Hali-
plus + -idee.] A family of hydradephagous
beetles. The metastemum has an antecoxal piece sepa-
rated by a well-marked suture reaching from one side to
the other and extending in a triangular process between
the hind coxse ; the antennae are lO-jointed ; the hind coxa)
are fixed ; and large plates almost entirely conceal the ab-
domen. They are minute oval and very- convex water-
beetles, of a yellow color spotted with black. They are
often united with the DyliscUae. Kirby, 1&37.

Haliplus (hal'i-plus), re. [NL., < Gr. d/lOT/Wf,

contr. of dXiirTiooc, sailing on the sea, also cov-
ered with water, < aXf, ttie sea, -I- nXelv, sail.]

The typical genus of Haliplidm. H. fasciatus
is an example. Latreille.

Haliscoleina (hal-i-sko-le-i'na), re. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. a/If, the sea, + CKi&^/f (cKtAriK.-), a worm,
esp. the earthworm.] In Gegenbaur's system
of classification, a group of marine chsetopo-
dous worms, represented by such genera as Fo-
lyophthalmus and Capitella : distinguished from
the earthworms, or Scoleina.

Halistemma (hal-i-stem'a), «. [NL., < Gr. d/lf,

the sea, + are/ifm, a fillet', crown.] The typi-
cal genus of Halistemmatidcs, having a spirally
coiled saccule, a single terminal filament, and
no involucre. Huxley, 1859.

Halistemmatidae (hal"i-ste-mat'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Halistemma(t-) + -idoe.] A family of
physophorous hydrozoans, of the class Sipho-
nophora, typified by the genus Halistemma.
haute (hal'it), re. [< Gr. dAf, salt, + -ite^.] In
mineral., native rock-salt.

halitheriid (hal-i-the'ri-id), re. A fossil sire-

nian, one of the Halitheriidce.

Halitlieriidse (hal'i-thf-ii'i-de), «. pi. [NL.,
< Halitherium + -idee.] ' A family of fossil sire-

nians from the Miocene and early Pliocene,
typified by the genus Halitherium, representing
a generalized type of sirenians. They had large
tusk-like upper incisors, as in lialicove, and an ossified

femur articulated with the pelvis, l^emains of individuals
of the family have been found In many places in Europe,
and several genera have been separated from Halitheri-
um, which formerly included all the extinct sirenians.

Halitherium (hal-i-the'ri-um), re. [NL. (Kaup),
< Gr. d/lf, the sea, + &riplov, a beast.] A genus
of extinct Sirenia from the Miocene, the type
of the family Halitlteriidce. it appears to have pos-
sessed distinct though small hind limbs, no trace of which
has been found in any of the existing sirenians. Also
spelled HalytJiermm.

hall

halituous (ha-li{'u-us), a. [< L. Jialitus (halitu-),

breath: see halitiis.] If. Like breath; vapor,

ous.

Part of it, being cast upon a live coal, did by its blue and

halituous flame discover itself to be of the nature of that

5alt_ Boyle, Works, I. 363.

2. In pathol., moist as if from being breathed

upon: said of the skin when covered with a

slight moisture.

halltus (hal'i-tus), re. [L., < halare, breathe

:

see inhale, exhale^.] In physiol., the breath;

also, the vapor exhaled in the cavities of a liv-

ing and warm body, so long as the blood is

warm Halltus of the blood (sanguinis'), the odorous

vapor exhaled by newly drawn blood.

halkt, re. [Early mod. E. also halke, haulke; <

ME. Iialke, a comer, recess, < AS. healc, healoc, a
hollow. Cf . AS. heal, a comer ; hole, holoe, a

hollow: see hoik. The relations of these forms

to one another, and to AS. holli, hollow, are not

clear: see hollow^.] A nook, corner, recess,

or hiding-place.

Inne he com unto a privy halke.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1780.

Bead. Where hast thou dwelt, good Geffrey, al this,

while,
Unknowne to vs, saue only by thy bookes?
Chau. In haulks, and heme, God wot, and in exile,

Where none vouchsaft to yeeld me words or lookes.

Speght, The Eeader to Geffrey Chaucer (1598).

halket (hal'ket), re. [Origin obscure.] Th&
large gray seal, Halichoerus gryphus.

hair(hai), n. [Earlymod. E. also halle; < ME.
halle, haule, < AS. heall, heal = 08. Jialla = D.
MLG. halle = OHG. halla, MHG. halle (G. halle,

revived aftef E. )= Icel. holl (often spelled han,

without umlaut) = Sw. hall = Dan. hal (cf . OP.
hale, F. halle= It. alia, < MHG.), a hall, applied,

in early use to any large room, with closed or
open sides; prob. lit. 'a cover' or place of shel-

ter, from the root of AS. helah, ME. JieUn, E.

heal^, cover: see heal^, conceal.] 1. A build-

ing, or a large room or compartment in a build-

ing, devoted to some public or common use: in.

various special applications. See below.

Whan he was at London, a haule he did vp wright.
First thouht & founden, for cbambre was it right.

Robert <tf Brunne, p. 88.

Then ye souldiers of the debite toke Jesus vnto the
comon hall and gathered vnto bym all the companye.

Bible 0/ 1651, Mat. xxvii. 27.

Specifically— (a) In medieval palaces and castles, the maia
room, often the only living-room. Besides the hall, in very
early times, even in the greatest bouses, there were on^
a few sleeping-rooms, and not always these. In such a.

hall the lord and his family, retainers, servants, and vis-

itors were all accommodated, and all public and house*
hold affairs were cai-ried on. Later rooms more retired,

were added, but throughout the feudal period the hall
remained the common center of activity. Westminster
Hall in London was originally a part of the royal palace,
where all the common life of the royal court waa conducted
and the king dispensed justice. This great room continued
to be the principal seat of justice in England till 1820.

Fnl sooty was hire hour and eek hire halle.
Chaucer, linn's Priest's Tale, 1. 12.

The great [Westminster] Hall waa built by William Ru-
fus, or possibly rebuilt ; a room of that description being^
too necessary an appendai;e to a palace ever to have been
neglected. Pennanl, London, p. 114.

Hence— (6) In Great Britain: (1) A manor-house; the pro-
prietor's residence on a large landed estate : also to some
extent an American use, especially in the South.

Kate, the prettiest Kate in Christendom,
Kate of Kate HaU. Shak., T. of the S., il 1.

So pass I hostel, hall, and grange.
By bridge and ford, by park and pale.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

(2) The public or common room of a manor-house, serving-
as a general meeting- and reception-room, and in which,
justices' oourtswere formerly held. (3) A mercantile build-
ing or room for the sale of particular articles or goods on
account of their owners or producers ; a place of sale or of
business for a trade or gild: as, a hardware haU; Gold-
smiths Hall or Stationers' Hall in London.
To Loriners' [Bit-makers'] HaU, by Mooregate, a hM I

never heard of before. Peyys, Diary, III. 443.

As regards silver-plate, the Hall in London refuses to
stamp any poorer alloy. Eneyc. Brit., XXIL 71.

(c) An edifice in which courts of justice are held or legal
archives are preserved: as, Westminster Hall; the Hall
of liecords in New York.

1 Gent. Whither away so fast?
2 Gent. . . . Even to the hall, to hear what shaU become

Of the great duke of Buckingham.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iL 1.

(d) A room or building devoted to public business or en-
tertainment, or to meetings of public or corporate bodies

:

as, a town hall ; an association hall; a. mnsic-hall. (e) The
main building of a college, and in some instances, as at
Oxford and Cambridge in England, the specific name of
a college. The number of colleges called haUs (a t«rni
which, as well as hmim, was ori^nally applied to the resi-
dence of the college scholars) m these universities once
considra^ble, is now small and diminishing.
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In colleges and halls. In ancient days, . , .

There dwelt a sage oall'd Discipline.
Cowpar, Task, ii. 699.

Halls, or places of licensed residence for students, also
began to be establisbed [In the thirteenth century],

Encye. Brit, XXIII. 837.

(/) In English colleges : (1) The large room in which the
students dine in common. Hence— (2) The students'
dinner.

Hall lasts about three quarters of an hour. Two Schol-
ars conclude the performances by reading a long Latin
grace. C. A. BriMcd, English University, p. 37.

HaXl is at five o'clock. Macmillan's MagaziTie.

(g) In American colleges : (1) A room or building appro-
priated to them eetings of a literary or other society ; also,

the society itself.

These [Oio and Whig Halls in the College of New Jer-
sey] were the prototypes, and are the most vigorous sur-
vivals, of what, for nearly a century, were the most flour-
ishing and numerous of student societies— the twin lit-

erary societies, or halts, generally secret, and always in-
tense in mutual rivalry, which have been institutions at
every leading college in the land.

The Century, XXXVI. 761.

(2) One of the buildings in which students sleep ; a dormi-
tory.

3. An entranoeway or passageway in a house
leading to or communicating with its different
parts.

Anne ran up the path toward the front door, and entered
the dark hall. C. F. Woolsan, Anne, i.

A hall I a hall I an exclamation formerly used at masks
or other entertainments in order to make room in a crowd
for an exhibition or a dance, or to call people together for
any ceremony or spectacle, or to summon servants : equiva-
lent to a ring! a ring! as now used.

A hall, a hall ! whist, still be mum,
For now with silver song they come.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, ii. 1.

A haU! a hall! who's withoutj there? [Enter two or
three with cushions.] Come on ;

y' are proper grooms,
are ye not? . . , Their honours are upon coming, and the
room not ready. Chapman, Widow's Tears.

The Monarch lightly turned away.
And to his nobles loud did call—
Lords, to the dance— a hall I a hall I

Scott, Marmion, v. 17.

Apothecaries' HaU. See apothecary.— Ba.chelor'B or
Ijachelor hall, an establishment presided over by a man
(especially an unmarried man) or by men only.

The dishes having been set upon the table by a slip-

shod old woman, they were left to enjoy it [dinner] after
their own manner. "Bachelor's Hall, you know, cousin,"
said Mr. Jonas. Dickens, Martin Chuz^ewit, xi.

Divinity hall. Seedimmij/.—HallofEblls. SeeEblis.— Liberty hall, a place where every one can do as he
likes.

Gentlemen, pray be under no restraint in this house

;

this is Liberty-Hall, gentlemen ; you may do just as you
please here. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

hallabaloo (hal''''a-ba-16'), n. Same as hullabaloo.
hallage (ha'Iaj),"^, [= F. hallage; < hall +
-age.2 In Great Britain, the toll paid for goods
or merchandise vended in a mercantile hall.

hallan (hal'an), », [Also liallen, hallon, halland;
origin uncertain

;
perhaps orig. applied to the

stone at the threshold; cf. Sw. hall, a flat

stone, Goth, hallux, a rook,] A partition be-
tween the door of a cottage and the fireplace,

serving to shelter the inner part of the house
from the cold air when the door is opened.
[North. Eng. and Scotch.]

He lifted the latch without ceremony, and . ^ . found
himself behind the hallan or partition.

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xii.

hallansbaker (hal'an-sha'^kfer), n. A beggar
who stands shivering at the hallan, waiting for

alms ; a beggarly knave ; a low fellow, [Scotch.]

Tho' I were a laird of tensoore acres,

Nodding to jouks of hallanshakers. Ramsay.

hall-Bible (hWbi'bl), n. A large Bible used
for family worship, and kept in the hall or prin-

cipal apartment of the house. [Scotch.]

The sire turns o'er, wi' patriarchal grace.

The big ha'-bible, ance his father's pride.

Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night.

hall-dayt, n. A court-day. Naves.

Anhallday; acourtday: adayof pleading, as in terme
time at Westminster hall, &e. Nomendator (1586),

hallecret, halecret (hal'e-kret), n. [OF. halle-

cret, halecret, halcret, aleeret, allecret, alacret,

alcret = Bret, halacred (Eoquefort) ; of uncer-
tain origin.] A corselet, or a partial suit of

armor, in use toward the end of the sixteenth

century, it is defined by Cotgrave as "a corselet." Ac-
cording to Meyfick(approved by Burgess and Cosson, Arch.
Jour.. XXXVIL), the hallecret was a halt-suit of light

plate-armor worn alike by footmen and horsemen, fur-

nished with long tassets. According to Demmin, it was a
gorget with ^pauli^res attached.

Hall effect. See effect.

halleflinta (hel-e-flin'ta), n. [Sw,, < hall, dial,

hall (= Dan. helle, a boulder, also a slope, de-

clivity, = Norw. hallf a boulder, esp, a small
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boulder, as a cobblestone, = Icel, haUr, a stone,
boulder, also a slope, declivity, = Goth, hallus,

a rock), + jUnta, etc, = E, jUnt.'] A very fine-
grained variety of gneiss, generally free from
mica : a Swedish term, it is sometimes banded and
sometimes porphyritic. It resembles many rooks else-
where called eurite SLiidfei»lte.

The general aspect of this rook recalls to my mind those
hallejiintas of Treffgam and Itoche Castle.

Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, XLIV. 228.

hS,lleflintoid (hel-e-flin'toid), a. [< halleflinta
+ -oid.'\ Of or resembling halleflinta.

The great liallejlintoid mass which . . . forms the west-
em slopes of Brynian Bangor.

Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, XLIV. 279.

hallel (hal'el), n. [Heb., praise.] In Jewish
ritual, the hymn of praise, beginning in the
original with the word halleluiah, 'Praise ye
the Lord,' and consisting of Psalms cxiii. to
cxviii. inclusive, chanted in the temple while
the Passover lambs were being slain, and also
at the Passover supper. This hallel or song of praise,
called the Egyptian hallel because the slaying of the Pass-
over lambs was first commanded in Egypt, was also chant-
ed at the sacrifice on the first day of tile Passover, after
the morning sacrifice on the feast of Pentecost, on the
eight days of the feast of Tabernacles, and on the eight
days of the feast of the Dedication. Another, called the
great hallel, consisting of Psalm cxxxvi., or according to
some of Psalm cxxxv. 4 to the end of Psalm cxxxvi., was
chanted by those who wished a fifth cup at the Passover
feast, and also on occasions of great joy.

halleluiah, hallelujah (hal-e-15'ya), interj.

[Also alleluia; < LL. liallelujah, alleluiah, after
Gr. aXkrp^via, repr, Heb, halelujah, praise ye Je-
hovah, < halelu, praise ye (< halal, shine, which
in one 'voice' (stem) means 'praise'), + Jah, a
short form of <7e7jo»aft; see Jehovah. The^'ori
represents the consonant yodh, equiv. to the E.
consonant y; so in other words of Heb. origin,

as proper names, where, however, j has con-
formed in sound to the assibilated}' of L. or P.
origin, as Jehovah, Jesus, Joseph, Jordan, etc.]

1 . Praise ye the Lord : a word used in songs of
praise or pious rejoicing, or in solemn ascrip-

tions of thanksgiving to God. It is also used as a
noun. It occurs in the English Bible only in Rev. xix. 1, 3,

4, 6, and then in the Greek form, as alleluia. This is the
form employed in liturgical usage. It is found In litur-

gies and ofiices from very early times. Its most promi-
nent liturgical use is that after the epistle and before the
gospel in both the Eastern and Western churches. (See
gradual and jubilation.) In the Mozarabic rite it follows
the gospel. (See Lauda.) There are probably traces of
an original, perhaps .Tewish, use of halleluiah before and
after psalms. 'The Greek Church has a triple "Alleluia" at
the end of the cherubic hymn. In the day-hours of the
same church it is said after the gloria at the end of stases
or portions of psalms. In theWestern Church it succeeds
the gloria after the versicies at the beginning of the sev-
eral hours. In Western usage alleluia is not said from
Septuagesima to Easter eve.

I heard a great voice of much people in heaven, saying.
Alleluia; Salvation, and glory, and honour, and power,
unto the Lord our God. Rev. xix. 1.

Angels peep round to view this mystick thing.
And Halleluiah round, all Halleluiah sing.

Cowley, Davideis, ii.

And the empyrean rung with Halleluiahs.
Milton, P. L., vii. 634.

2. Specifically, a musical composition wholly
or principally based upon the word halleluiah

:

as, the Halleluiah (chorus) in Handel's "Mes-
siah" or in Beethoven's "Mount of Olives."

—

Common haUeluiah meter. Same as common long me-
ter (which see, under eom/inon).

halleluiah, hallelujah (hal-e-lo'ya), n. 1.

See halleluiah) interj.— 3. In b'ot., same as alle-

luia, 2.

halleluiatic, hallelujatic (hal"e-lo-yat'ik), a.

[< LL, hallelujattcus (so. psalmus), containing
halleluiahs, < halleluiah, hallelvjah, q. v.] Of or
pertaining to the halleluiah. Also alleluiatic.—
Halleluiatic sequence, the hymn beginning with the
words, "The strain upraise of joy and praise,"

hallen (hal'en), n. See hallan.

Halleria (ha-le'ri-a,), n. [NL,, named in honor
of Albrecht von Mailer (1708-77), a German
botanist and physiologist.] A genus of shrubs,

of the natural order Scrophulariacem, having
opposite leaves, a cup-shaped calyx, short-lobed
red corolla, esserted stamens, and an indehis-
cent berry-like fruit, it embraces 8 species, natives
of South Africa, Madagascar, and Abyssinia. One of
these, H. lueida, of the Cape of Good Hope, is known as
the white olive or African fly-honeysuckle. It is an ever-
green shrub, 12 to 14 feet in height and 6 to 8 Inches in

. diameter. The wood is fine-grained, hard, and tough, and
is used for wagon-tongues, planes, screws, joiners' benches,
etc.

Halleriacese (ha-le-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Link, 1829), < Halleria + -acem.'] A division

of the Scrophulariacem or figwort family of

plants, embracing the genus Halleria only.

Halleriese (hal-e-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL, (Don,

1838), < Hatleria '+ -ece,'] Same as Halleriacem.

hallo

hall-house (h41'hous), n. A manor-house ; the
habitation of a landed proprietor.

There were mair fules in the laird's ha'-house than Davie
GeUatley. Scott, Waverley, x.

hallian, n. See hallion.

halliard, n. See halyard.
hallidomet, ». Same as halidom. Spenser.
hallier^t, «• [< hall + -ier.] A imiversity stu-
dent belonging to a hall.

The students also that remaine in them are called hos-
telers or halliers. Holinshed, Descrip. of Eng., iii.

hallier2 (hal'i-er), n. [For *halier, < hale^,
haul, + 4er^. Cf. holer, hauler. "] 1. One who
hales or hauls, as for hire. [Prov. Eng.]— 2.
A kind of net for catching birds.
hallingif (hft'ling), n. [< hall + -fegfi,] A suit
of hangings, tapestry, or the like, for a hall.

Where the sayd thre kynges sat crowned all.

The best hallynge hanged as reason was.
Whereon were wrought the ix orders angelicaL

Bradshaw, tr. of Life of St. Werburgh.

hailing^ (ha'ling), n. [Norw,] 1, A Norwe-
gian country-dance in triple rhythm,—2. Mu-
sic for such a dance,

hallion, hallian (hal'yon, -ian), n. [Formerly
also halh/nge. Origin unknown.] 1. A clown;
a rogue ; a worthless, idle fellow.

They took their departure, shabby hallions, by a side
passage. Carlyle, in Eroude.

2. An overbearing, quarrelsome, and vulgar
woman. Jamieson.
hall-mark (hai'mark), ». 1. In England, an
official stamp put upon articles made of gold
and silver as an evidence of genuineness: so
called from Goldsmiths' Hall in London, the

,

seat of the Goldsmiths' Company, by whom the

'

stamping is legally regulated, it consists of va-
rious marks placed close together, as follows: (1) the
mark indicating the standard, as, for silver of the new
standard, a figure of Britannia and a lion's head erased

;

(2) the mark of the assay-town, as a crown for Shefiield
or an anchor for Birmingham ; (3) a mark denoting that
the duty has been paid ; (4) the date-mark, consisting of a
letter of the alphabet for each year, in series of differing
style or design

; (5) the maker's mark, usually two or more
initial letters

; (6) the workman's mark, which is not al-

ways present.

Hence— 2. Any mark of genuineness, good
quality, or respectability.

And this is the hall-mark of all true science, that it de-
stroys by fulfilling. Nineteenth Century, XIX. 209.

Landor, however, would not admit into his pages any
word or phrase which lacked the hallmark of the best
writers. The Literary Era, II. 165.

hall-mark (hal'mark), V. t. [< hall-marlc, ».]

To assay and stamp, as with the official mark
of the Goldsmiths' Company.

Inasmuch as all articles of gold and silver made in Lon-
don have to be assayed and stamped at Goldsmiths' Hall,
the assay-marks have come to be called "hall-marks.'
The term has become so popular that a facetious writer
in the Quarterly Review, April, 1888 (p. 281), speaks of the
Council of Trent as ^'hall-marking" the Vulgate.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VL 167.

Guaranteeing of quality by inspection has been shown,
in the hall-marking of silver, to be superfluous, while the
silver trade has been decreased by it.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 57.

hallmotet, «, [ME, law-term, < hall + mote,
ME. form of AS. gemot, E. moot, a meeting.]
In England, a court held in a justice's hall ; a
court-leet : now called a court-baron.

The manor of Colne comprises the township of Colne,
the forest of Trawden, and the township of Eoulridge

;

and for this tract two halmote or leet courts are held on
behalf of the lord, the duke of Buccleuch, yearly.

Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 27.

He was a fellow of infinite humour, and performed his
duties to his lord and the halmot jury as if to the manner
born. Quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 4.

hallo (ha-16'), interj. [In early mod. E. also

written hallow, halow, alow, and even a lo; ME.
halow; in mod. B. also hello, hullo, and halloo,

q. V. Such forms, being mere syllables to call

attention, are freely varied for sonorous effect

;

hallo, hello, halloo, may be regarded as the mod.
representatives of the common AS. ed la or

edld, used similarly to call attention, whether
loudly from afar, like hallo, hello, halloo, or

quietly from near by, like hello colloquially, or

like mod. ah, oh, well, and similar preliminary
syllables. AS. ed represents E. ah or oh, and
Id is E. lo. These forms, in hunting use, are

represented by OF. lialle, an interjection of

cheering or setting on of a dog, mod. F. haler,

set (dogs upon one), encourage with shouts.

So G. hallo, halloh, perhaps after the E. The
form hallow, as a noun or verb, with accent on
the iirst syllable, is a var. of holloie, hollo, holla,

now scarcely used as an interj,, and is in so
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far difEerent from hallo, hello : see hoUa, hol-
low^, etc. Cf. liallabaloo, hullabaloo, etc., F.
halali, a hunting-cry, etc.] An exclamation
nsed to call attention: same as hello, hullo, now
more common colloquially, and as halloo, whieli
differs more in pronunciation and use. See
hello and halloo.

hallot, V. t. [< ME. halowen; cf. OP. halloer,
also holler, halloo in pursuit, incite -with cries;
from the interj.: see hallo, interj., and cf. halloo,
V.

, hollo, hoUovfl, ».] To call or shout to ; incite
"with cries.

halloo (ha-lo'), interj. [A sonorous variant of
haUo, suited to a prolonged cry intended to be
heard at a distance.] An exclamation used to
call the attention of a person at a distance, or
in hunting to incite the dogs.

PiUieock sat on pillicock hill ;-^
Halloo, halloo, loo, loo

!

Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

Some popular chief.
More noisy than the rest, but cries halloo,
And, in a trice, the bellowing herd come out.

3)ryd£n.
Halloo, my fancie, hdUoo !

Stay, stay at home with me

;

I can thee no longer follow.
For thou hast betrayed me
And bewrayed me

!

It is too much for thee.
W. Cletaiid (T), Halloo, my Fancie.

halloo (ha-lo'), V. [< halloo, interj. Cf. haUo,
hollo, hoUow^.j I. intrans. To cry out; call
with a loud voice ; shout ; cry, as after dogs.
Country folks hallooed and hooted after me. Sidney.

I knocked at various doors, and hallooed loudly, until a
sleepy fanner made his appearance.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 394.

II. trans. 1. To call or shout to; incite or
chase with shouts and cries of "Halloo!"
Old John halloos his hounds again. Prior, Alma, ii.

If I fly, Marcius,
Halloo me like a hare. Shtdc., Cor., L 8.

2. To cry aloud; utter with shouts.

Halloo [var. holla} your name to the reverberate hUls,
And make the babbling gossip of the air

Cry ovt, Olivia

!

Shak., T. If., I 5.

halloo (ha-16' or hal'o), n. A call, cry, or shout
Tittered to attract attention, or as a signal, as
in hunting to urge on the dogs.

When as they find their speed avails them nought^
Upon the toils run headlong without ^ear.

With noise of hounds, and halloog as distraught.
DrayUm, Barons' Wars, ii

List, list ; 1 hear
Some far-off Tialloo break the silent air.

Milton, Comns, L 481.

Hallopoda (ha-lop'6-da), n. pi. [KL., neut. pi.

of-HaTtopusasanad].: see HaUopus.l Aprimary
division or suborder of dinosaurian reptiles,

instituted for the family HaUopodida. 0. C.

Marsh, 1882.

Hallopodlds (hal-o-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

HaXlopus {-pod-) + -icUb.'] A family of dinosau-
rian reptiles with ampMccelous vertebrae, the
feet digitigrade and ungniculate, the fore limbs
very small, the hind feet tridactyl, with greatly
elongated metatarsals and the calcaneummuch
produced backward.
Hallopus (hal'o-pus), n. [NIi., for *aUopus,
< Gr. a'/jjoQ, other, + novg (-oS-) = E. foot;
appar. in allusion to the difference in the
feet.] The typical genus of the family Hallo-
podidoe.

hallotype (hal'o-tip), n. Same as heUenotype.

hallowMlial'o),' n. [< ME. haloice, haloghe, ha-
loe, haletoe, halge, halwe, a saint, < AS. hdliga,

Jidlga, a saint, def. form of hdlig, holy (so saint,

orig. adj. sanctus, holy) : similarly in other Teut.
tongues: see holy. Ct. haUow^, t).] A saint;
a holy person ; an apostle : now hardly used
except historically, or as in HaUowe^en, HaUmo-
mas, AlUhaUows, etc.

Now God, quod he, and alle his halwes biygbte.
So wl^y on my sonle as have mercy.

Chaucer, llan of Law's Tale, 1. 962.

By God and by liis kalweg twelve.
Chaveer, Death of Blanche, L 831.

It was as he put his spear in rest, and pricked his steed
forward to the charge, that England's knight asked his
Saviour's forgiveness, and begged St. Mary and all hallows
to pray for hjm. Bock, Church of our Fathers, m. i. 226.

Men said openly that Christ slept and His haUowg.
E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 189.

hallow^ (hal'o), r. t. [< ME. halowen, h^lewen,

halwen, halgen, halgien, < AS. hdJginn (= OS.
helagon = D. heiligen = OHG. heilagdn, MHG.
Gr. heiligen = Icel. Sw. helga = Dan. hellige),

make holy, consecrate, < halig, holy: see lioly.']

To mark or set apart as holy; consecrate to

holy or religious use; keep sacred; regard or
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treat as holy ; reverence ; adore ; hold in solemn
honor.

On Saynt Stenen day he did halow that kirke.
Robert of Brunne, p. 64.

In ye begynnyng it is ordeynede yat euery brother and
sister of tms fiat^nitee shnllen halwen euermore ye day
of seint George. English OUds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 17.

When therefore we sanctify or halloa churches, that
which we do is only to testify that we make them places
of public resort, tlmt we invest God himself with them,
that we sever them &om common uses.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 12.

Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name.
ilat. vi. 9.

Have thou the honour first thy Lord to greet.
And join thy voice unto the angel quire.
From out his secret altar touch'd with hallow'd fire.

Milton, Nativity, L 28.

Great men hallow a whole people, and lift np all who
live in their time. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, WL

The sole men we shall prize in the after-tim^
Your very armour hallow'd, and your statues
Sear'd, sung to. Tennyson, Princess, v.

Hallowed heU. See blessed beU, under bell^^. =SyiL Dedi-
cate, Consecrate, etc. See devote.

hallow^t, inter}., v., and n. See haUo and hollo.

Hallow-oayf (hal'o-da), ». All Saints' day.

This night is Hallowe'en, Janet,

llie mom is HaUoviday.
The Young TanHane (Child's Ballads, L 120X

Hallowe'en, Hallow-eve (hal-o-en', -«v'), n.

[Also written HaUoween; short for AUhallow-
^en, etc., All-hallows' even: see All-hallows,

AU-hallown, All-haUon, etc. Of. HaUowmas.']
The evening of October 31st, as the eve or vigil

of All-hallows or All Saint^ day. Hallowe'en is

an occasion of certain popular superstitions and obser-
vances in many Christian countries, fairies, witches, and
imps of all kinds being supposed to be then especially
active. In Scotland, as related in Bums's " Halloween,"
the evening is frequently celebrated bymeetings of young
people of both sexes, when various mystical or playful
ceremonies are periormed with the view of revealing fu-

ture husbands or wives. The form HaUow-evei^ is rare.

"This night is hallow-eve," he said,

"And to-morrow is hallow-day."
Sir Boland (Child's Ballads^ L 224).

Some merry, friendly country folks
Together did convene.

To bum their nits, and pon their stocks,
An' hand their Hallotoeen. Bums, Hsdloween.

Hallow-fair (hal'6-far), n. [< hallow^, n. (with
ref. to HaUow-eve, AU-haUoies), -(- fair^.) A
market held in November. [Scotch.]
Hallowmas, Hallowmass (hal'o -mas), n.

[Short for All-hallows' mass, AS. ealra hdlgena
mtBsse-dceg, all saints' mass-day. Cf. Hallow-
een, AH-JmUows, etc.] The feast of All Saints

;

All Saints' day, namely, the 1st of November.
I beseech you, look into master Froth here, sir ; a man

of fourscore pound a-year ; whose father died at Hallow-
mas. Was 't not at Hallowmas, master Froth ?

Shak., iL for if., iL 1.

Hallow-tide (hal'6-fid), n. [Short for ATOmI-
low-tide, ME. alle halowene tid: see AUItallow-
tide."] Same as AlThallow-tide.

halloysite (ha-loi'zit), n. [Named after J. B.
J. d'Omalius d'Malloy (1783-1875), a Belgian
geologist.] A clay-like, earthy mineral with
waxy or dull luster, white or slightly colored,
and having a eonehoidal fracture. It is a hy-
drous silicate of aluminium.
hallncal (hal'u-kal), a. [< hallux (halluc-) -i-

-al.'i Of or pertaining to the hallux: as, ftat.

lucal muscles ; the hallucal or accessory meta-
tarsal of a bird.

halltices, «. Plural of hallux.

hallnciliate (ha-lu'si-nat), r. ; pret. and pp. hal-
lucinated, ppr. halhuAnaling. [< L. haUuciTiatns,

aUudnatus, better aludnatus, pp. of hdUucinari,
aUucinari, better alucinari, wander in mind,
dream, talk idly, prate.] I.f intrans. To blun-
der.

The very consideration of human infirmity is not suffi-

cient to excuse such teachera of others, who haUucinate
or prevaricate in this.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), XL 122.

Adorning richly, for the poet's sake.
Some poor haUiteinating scribe's mistake.

Byrom, Epistle to a Friend.

n. trans. To affect -with hallucination.

But my subject C, although he could easily be TiaUuci-
nated in any desired way, seemed always very drowsy and
slow of response during his trance.

Amer. See. Psych. Besearch, L 24s, note.

The haUueinated person not only imagined such and
such a thing, but imagined that he saw such and such a
tiling. E. Gumey, Eng. Soc. P^ych. Beseaich, IIL 155.

hallucina'tion (ha-lu-si-na'shon), n. [=.F.
hallucination= Sp. alucinacion =Pg. aHueinaeSo
= It. dHueinazione, < L. 1iallucinatio(n-), alluci-
natio(n-), better aZu««at»o(n-), < alucinari, wan-
der in mind, dream, talk idly: see hallucinate.']

halmalille

1. An unfounded notion; beUef in an un-

reality ; a baseless or distorted conception.

This must have been the haUueination of the transcriber,

who probably mistook the dash of the I for a T. Adduon.

2. In pathol. asid psychol., the apparent percep-

tion of some external thing to which no real

object corresponds. The mistaking of a bush for a

bear in the dark is not hallucination, but only illusion;

but the hearing of a voice when no sensible acoustic vibra-

tions strike the ear is a very common hallucination. Hal-

lucination may be of sight only, or of hearing only, or of

both together. It may be consistent with perfect sanity

and the absence of any false belief, and may even become

an object of observation and study to the person affected.

For it vision be abolished, it is called cacitas, or blind-

ness; if depraved, and receive its objects erroneously,

hallucination. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., lil. 18.

Illusion and hallueinationshade one into the othermuch
too gradually for us to draw any sharp line of demarca-

tion between them. J. Sully, Illusions, p. IIL

Hallucinations of the senses are first distinguishedfrom
other hallucination ly the fact that they do not neces-

sarily imply any false belief.

E. Gumey, Eng. Soc. Psych. Besearch, in. 151.

During the operation my chamber was filled with hu-

man figures of all Idnds. This hallucination continued
unlntermptedly till half after fonr, at which time diges-

tion commence. Nieolai, tr., in Nicholson's JoumaL

=Syn. Delusion, Illunon ^aeedelumon) ; phantasm.

haUucmator (ha-lu'si-na-tor), n. [< IAj. hal-

lueinator, aliicinator, < alucinari: see halluci-

nate.] One who acts under hallucination; a
blunderer. North BriUsk Eev. [Eare.]

hallncmatory (ha-lu'si-na-to-ri), a. [< halluci-

nate + -ory.] Partaking' of or producing hal-

lucination.

Hallucinatory portraits are seen on blank cards, or on
cards already photographed with entirely different faces.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 49S.

A prism placed before the more normal eye doubles the
hallucinatory image, and makes one of the images under-
go a deviation in conformity to the laws of optics.

Mind, IX. 414.

halluf (hal'uf), «. [Abyssinian.] .^Hian's wart-
hog, Phacocheerus celiani. Also called Abyssin-
ian phacochoere, Ethiopian wild boar, and haraja.

See wart-hog.

hallux (hal'uks), «
. ; pi. halluces (-u-sez). [NL.,

altered from LL. hallex, or rather allex, the
great toe, found earlier in fig. sense, L. allex,

'thumbling,' a term of contempt for a little

man.] The innermost of the five digits which
normally compose the hind foot of air-breath-
ing vertebrates; in man, the great toe. See
cut under foot, it is the correlative of pollex, the
corresponding digit of the hand. In ornithology it is the
digit of the fewest joints, when there are fonr digits : in
birds with three toes in front and one behind it is the
hind one ; in birds with four digits, all in front, it is the
inner one; in birds with four digits, two behind and two
before;, it is the inner hind one, except in the trogons,
where it is the outer hind one ; in nearly all biitls with
three or two digits it is wanting. See cut under birdX.

But the hind toe, or hallux, . . . requires special notice,
as it is important in classification. The insertion of this
digit varies, from the very bottom of the tarsus (metatar-
sus) ... to some distance op the bone.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 128.

hallway (hal'wa), n. An entrance-hall or a
passage between rooms in a dwelling or other
building.
halm, hanlmi (h&m), n. [Early mod. E. also
haum, hawme; < ME. halm, < AS. healm, the
stem or stalk of grass, grain, etc., straw (cf.
healm-stredw, straw, stubble), = OS. halm = D.
MLG. halm = OHG. halm, MHG. halm, halme,
G. halm= IceL hdlmr, stem, stalk, straw, = Sw.
Dan. halm, straw, = L. culmus, a stalk (> E.
euln^, q.v.),= Gr./caAa/ior (>L- caZamu*, areed:
see calamus), aa'/Aiiri, a stalk of com, = Skt.
kalamas, a reed, = OBnlg. slama, a stalk; allied
to L. culmen, the highest point (> ult. E. culmi-
nate, etc.), columen, top, summit, columna, a
pillar (>E. column, colonnade, colonel, etc.), from
the root of cellere, raise, pp. celsus, high, in
comp. exeellere, raise, be eminent, > E. excel,

q. v.] 1. The stem or stalk of grain of any
kind, and of jyeas, beans, hops, etc.
A fog ... of rushes, and flood-wood, and wild-celery

haulm, and dead crow's-foot
R. D. Blackmore, Loma Doonc^ x.

2. Straw ; the dry stalks of com, etc., in gen-
eral.—3. In England, especially, a kind of
grass, Ammophila arundinacea or Psamma are-
naria. Also called maram, matweed, and stare.
See Ammophila.
halmalille (hal'ma-m), «. [E. Ind.] A val-
uable tree, Berrya'amomiUa, abundant in Cey-
lon, and also widely dispersed throughout trop-
ical Asia and Australia, it is the only species of
the genus, and belongs to the natural order TUiacea,
being allied to the linden-tree. The wood is much usel
in boat-building, as it is believed to resist the attack of
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marine wonns, and alaOi by a certain oleaginous proper-
ty, to preserve the Iron from corrosion. It is exported
from Ceylon to Madras, and used in building the Masula
boats adapted to the heavy surf of that coast. Its light
wood Is there known as TrincoTtiali^uiood, It is also used
la Ceylon in house-building, etc.

Halmaturidae (hal-ma-tu'ri-de) , n. pi. [NL. , <
Halmaturus + -idee."]

" A family of kangaroos,
taking name from, the genus Salmaturus. See
Maoropodidce. Bonaparte, 1831.

halmaturous (hal-ma-tu'rus), a. [< NL. Hal-
maturus, q. v.] Leaping with tiie assistance of
the tail : an epithet of the kangaroos.
Halmaturus (hal-ma-tu'rusl n. fNL., < Gr.
aX/Mij-), a spring, leap (s aXTteaoai, spring,
leap), + obpa, tail.] A genus of kangaroos, of

the family Maoropodidce, comprising the ordi-

/Mr'"''*'' "^- '^m'-'^^'
Brush-kangaroo, or Black Whallabee {halmaturus ualabatus).

nary brush-kangaroos, whallabees, or pademe-
lons, which have a naked mufB.e. Most of the
species of the family belong to this genus, and are of
moderate or small size. Such are H. antilopinus, H. ben^
netti, H. thetidis, and others. The range of the genus in-

cludes Tasmania and Mew Guinea as well aa Australia.
It was founded by niiger in 1811.

halmotet, n. See hallmote.

halo (ha'16), n. [In ME. hale; = P. halo = Sp.
halo, halon = Pg. haldo = It. alone, < L. halos,

gen. and aec. halo (= Ar. helah = Hind, halah,

a halo), < Qt. a?MQ, gen. and aoo. o/U), Epic dXai/,

a threshing-floor (on which the oxen trod out
a circular path), hence the round disk of the
sun or moon, later a halo around them, < alelv,

grind.] 1 . A luminous circle, either white or
colored, seen round the sun or moon, and com-
monly of 22° or of 46° radius, the definite radii

depending on the definite angles of ice-crystals.
Sometimes one of these only is seen, and sometimes both
appear at the same time. Halos are due to the refraction
of light as it passes through minute ice-needles in the at-

mosphere. They are frequently accompanied by super-
numerary circles, parhelia or mock suns, paraselenee or
mock moons, and variously arranged white bands, crosses,

or arcs. All of these phenomena are the result of the re-

fraction, reflection, and diffraction of light when it falls

upon crystals of ice suspended in the atmosphere. Halos
and their attendantphenomena are more frequent in win-
ter than in summer, and are more commonly observed in
the arctic regions than in warmer climates.

Haios must notbe confounded with coronce— those con-
centric rings which encircle the sun or moon when seen
through a mist or cloud. Halos, as we have seen, are red
inside, coronEe are red outside. The size of the coronse
depends on the size of the drops of water in a mist or
cloud, being smaller as the drops are larger. They are due
to diffraction, and can only be explained by the help of the
undulatory theory. TaU, Light, p. 133.

2. A circle of light, as the nimbus surrounding
the head of a saint. See nimbus.—3. A brown-
ish circle round the nipple: an areola.—4.

[NL.] PI. halones (hal'o-nez). In ornith., cer-

tain chiefly concentric rings of color in the yolk

of an egg: an optical appearance due to the
deposition of the yolk in successive layers or

strata.-—5. Figuratively, an ideal glow or glory

investing an object as viewed through the me-
dium of feeling or sentiment.

The past always comes to us with a halo. '
'

S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 423.

halo (ha'16), V. [< halo, ».] I. intrans. To form
a halo. [Rare.]

His gray hairs

Curled life-like to the Are
That haloed round his saintly brow.

Sovthey, Thalaba, iz.

II, trans. To surround with a halo.

The fact that a man is not yet haloed with the light

that comes only when, in death or in hoary age, he re-

calls to us the past, need not debar him from full recog-

nition. Stedman, Vict. Foets, p. 410.

Halobates (ha-lob'a-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. aAf

(in comp. a?u- and a/lo-), the sea, + pArr/g, one
that treads, < ^aiveiv, go, walk, tread.] A genus
of heteropterous insects, of the family -STepidos.-

so called because the species are found on the
surface of the sea. These bugs are truly pelagic.

They are properly tropical and subtropical, but occur in

great numbers on the tracts of sargassum, by which they
are carried far north and south. Straggling specimens
have been found as far north as Korth Carolina. Esch-
acholtz.

Halochloa (ha-lok'lo-a), n. [NL., < Gr. alg, the

sea, + x^ti verdure'.]" A genus of algss estab-

2693

lished by Kiitzing in 1843, the type of his fam-
ily Halochloce. it is characterized by fronds articulated
at the base and provided with distinct leaves, solitary pet-
ioled conceptacle& the angiocarps located in the periph-
eral portion, and distinct petioled aerocysts crowned with
leaflets. lindley reduced this genus to a section of Sar-
gassum.

HalochloSB (ha-lok'lo-e), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
Saloehloa.2 A family of algse established by
Kiitzing in 1843, coming under his tribe Angio-
8permece,of the class Isocarpece, and having the
genus Malochloa as the type. It is now em-
braced in the Fucacece.

Halodroma (ha-lod'_ro-ma), n. [NL., equiv. to
*3alidromus, < Gr. aXidpo'/wc, running over the
sea, < aAf, the sea, + 6pa/j,elv, run.] The typical
genus of petrels of the subfamily HalodromiruE.
Pelecanoides is a synonym of prior date. Illiger,

1811. Also written Maladroma.
halodrome (hal'o-drom), «. A bird of the ge-
nus Halodroma. ' Also written haladrome.
Halodrominae (ha-lod-ro-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Halodroma + mce.'} An aberrant subfamily
of ProcellarUdce, having short wings and tail as
in diving_ birds, tridactyl feet, the nasal tubes
vertical instead of horizontal, and a rudimen-
tary gular pouch. Halodroma is the typical and only
genus. The species are found in southern seas, and resem-
ble auks rather than petrels. The subfamily is also known
as the family Pelecaruadido!.

halogen (hal'o-jen), n. [= F. halogdne, < Gr.
liXf, salt, + -yevj/c, producing: see -gen.^ In
chem., an element that forms a compound of a
saline nature by its direct union with a metal.
The halogens are chlorin, iodine, bromine, and fiuorin, to
which cyanogen may be added as a compound halogen.

halogenia (hal-o-je'ni-a), n. [NL. : see halo-
gen.] Same as halogen.

halogenous (ha-loj'e-nus), a. [As halogen +
-OMS.] Having the nature of halogens

;
gener-

ating saline compounds.
halography (ha-log'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. aAf, salt, +
-ypafia, < ypa^sw, write.] A description of salts.

Thomas.
haloid (ha'loid), a. and n. [< Gr. alg, salt, +
clSo(, form.] I. a. In chem., like sea-salt : ap-
plied to all those compounds which consist of
a metal directly united to chlorin, bromine,
iodine, cyanogen, or fluorin. They are distin-
guished by the name of haloid salts because in
constitution they are all similar to sea-salt.

There is a class of bodies, the haloid ethers, which
stand in nearly the same relation to the corresponding
hydrogen compoimds as benzoenitrite to hydrocyanic acid.

E. Frankland, Exper. in Chemistry, p. 36.

II. n. A haloid salt.

Also spelled haloide.

halomancy (hal'o-man-si), n. [< Gr. oA?, salt,

-I- fiavTEia, divination: see mantis.'] Divination
in some manner by means of salt. Also writ-
ten, less properly, alomaney.
halones, n. Pluial of halo, 4.

Halonia (ha-16'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ahssoia,

a threshing-floor, < oXuf. See hato.] A name
given by Lindley and Hutton to a fossil found
in the coal-measures, in regard to the nature
and affinities of which there has been much
discussion. It is now known to be a fruiting

branch of Lepidophloios (which see).

halophilous (ha-lof'i-lus), a. [< Gr. olg, salt,

+ ^iXog, loving.] In hot., preferring or habit-
ually growing in soil impregnated with salt, or
various salts, as maritime plants.

halophyte (hal'o-fit), n. [< Gr. oXq, salt,+ ^6v,
a plant.] The saltwort, a plant, such as those
of the genera Salicornia, Salsola, and Suceda,
inhabiting salt marshes and sea-coasts. The
ash after burning contains barilla and other

halse

40 species of plants, chiefljr Australasian, a few
occuning in India and China, and one on the
island of Juan Fernandez. The genus is botanlcally
characterized by the possession of 4 petals, 8 stamens, a.
1- to 4'Celled ovary with from 2 to 4 ovules in each cell,
and plumose stigmas. The plants are chiefly low terres-
trial herbs with small leaves, and bear inconspicuous axil-
lary flowers which are sometimes unisexual, the pistillate
(female) flowers in such cases being generally apetalous.
Two Australian species, B. alata and if. tetragyna, are
cultivated under the name of seaberry.

halosaurian (hal-o-sS,'ri-an), n. [As Halosau-
nis + .4an.'] An extinct marine saurian, as an
iehthyosatir or a plesiosaur.

The Halosaurians, with their best known genera, Ich-
thyosaurus and Fleslosaurus, are entirely peculiar f>o the
secondary period. Claus, Zoology (trans.), p. 177.

Halosauridse (hal-6-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Halosaurus + dd(B.'] A family of teleooepha-
lous fishes having the body entirely covered by
cycloid scales, the margin of the upper jaw
formed by the intermaxillaries mesially and by
the maxillaries laterally, the opercular appara-
tus incomplete, the gill-openings wide, and the
ovaries closed. They are of an elongated form, with a
tapering pointed tail, no caudal fln, no adipose fin, a small
short dorsal fln, a very long anal fln, and a scaly head with-
out barbels.

Halosaurus (hal-o-s&'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. aXf,

the sea, + aavpoqja, lizard.] The typical genus-

Haloragacese (hal"6-ra-ga'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Haloragis + -acece.']

' An order of plants es-

tablished by Lindley in 1846, including the Ha-
loragew as now defined and also the genus
Trapa.

Haloragese (hal-o-ra'jf-e), n. pi. [NL., < Halo-
ragis + -ecB."] A natural order of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants, characterized by small,
often incomplete 2- to 4-merous flowers, in-

ferior 1- to 4-celled ovary, with as many dis-

tinct styles, solitary pendulous ovules, and
fleshy albumen. They consist largely of aquatic herbs,
the genera Hippuris, Myriophyllu-m, Proserpinaca, and
CaUitriche being represented in North America. The or-

der was originally established by Robert Brown, in 1814,

as a series of the Qnagrariaeeoe. The term is also written
by different authors Haloragaoece, HaloragioMee, and Ha-

Haloragis (hal-6-ra'jis), n. [NL. , irreg. < Gr. oXf,

the sea, + /iiif, a berry.] The typical genus of

the natural order Halorageoe, founded by John
and George Forster in 1776, consisting of about

Halosaurus ntacrochir.

of HalosauridcB. H. maorochir is a deep-sea,
Atlantic species about 2 feet long. Johnson,
1863.

haloscope (hal'o-skop), n. [< Gr. aXaQ, a halo,
+ aKoire~iv, view'.] An instrument invented by
M. Beauvaiswhich exhibits the phenomena con-
nected with halos, parhelia, and the like.

halotrichite (ha-lot'ri-kit), «. [< Gr. a/ic, salt,

-i- 6pi^ (rpi%-), hair, + -ite^.] 1. An iron alum
found in silky fibrous aggregations.—2. Same
as alunogen.

haloxylin (ha-lok'si-Un), n. [< Gr. oAf, salt,

-I- ^vTimi, wood, + -in^.] A mixture of yellow
ptussiate of potassa, niter, and charcoal, used
as an explosive.

halpt, halpet. Obsolete preterits of help.

halpaceti n. See hautepace.

halseif (hais), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) hcmse; <
ME. hals, < AS. heals = OS. hals = OFries. hals
= D. hals = OHG. MHG. G. hals = Icel. hals =
Sw. Dan. hals = Goth, hals, the neck, = L. col-

lum (orig. *colsum), the neck (> tilt. E. collar,

accoll, accolade, etc.)
;
perhaps ult. connected;

with L. celsus, p. a., high, prominent, excellere,

be eminent, etc.: see excel, cuhrfi, halm, etc.

Ct.halse^.] The neck; the throat.

Thy litel children hanging by the huls.

Chaucer, Prol. to Man of Law's Tale, L 73-

Scho bare a home abowte hir halse ;

And vnder hir belte full many a flone.

Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 99).

Hyt stekyth in my hals, I may not gete hyt done.
Le Bone Florence, 1. 1474.

halseH (Mis), v. t. [Early mod. E. also haulse,

dial. (Sc.) hawse, hose; < ME. halsen, also halch-

en (cf . B. dial. haUh), < AS. *halsian, *healsian

(notfound) (=OS. Ul^an=OHG. halson, MHG.
G. halsen = Icel. featea), embrace, < heals, the
neck: see halse^, n. Partly confused with
halse^, q. v.] To fall upon me neck of; em-
brace.

The kynge . . . ran hym a-gein with armes spred a-brode,
andhym haXsed and seide he was the man in all the worlds
that was moste to hym welcome.

Merlim, (E. E. T. S.), L 74.

Instead of strokes, each other kissed glad,

And lovely havlst, from feare of treason free.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 49.

While thee, my derling childe, myne onelyioye, my part-
ing blls.

Thus haulsing here I hold, er tidings myne eares may
wound. , Phaer, .^Ineid, viii.

halse^t (hais), n. [Now usually written hawse ;

a particular use of halse\ the neck, but in this

use of Scand. origin ; < Icel. hals, the neck, part
of the forecastle or bow of a ship or boat, the
front sheet of a sail, the tack of a sail, the end
of a rope, etc., = Sw. Dan. hals, the neck, tack,

etc. : see halse^, and ef . halse^ and halser, haw-
ser.] An obsolete form of hawse^.

halse^t (h&ls), V. t. [In another form hailse, of
Scand. origin (see hailse) ; < ME. halsen, hal-

sien, beseech, adjure, < AS. hdlsian, beseech.
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,

adjure, exorcise, = OHG. heilisdn, MHa. heil-
sen, predict (by omens), < Icel. heilsa = Sw.
helsa = Dan. hilse, greet, liail; with verb-for-
mative s (as in AS. bletsian, ONorth. lloedsia,
E. hless, q. v., likewise of religious origin), <
AS. hdl (= OHG. heil = Icel. heiU, etc.), whole,
hale, safe : see haiV^, haW^, whole. Hence hal-
sen, halseny, hazeney, hazon, etc.] 1 . To greet

;

salute; hail.— 2. To beseech; adjure.
Thia yonge chilu to conjure he bigan,
And seyde, dere child, I halie thee.
In vertu of the holy Trinitee,
Tel me what is thy canse for to synge.

Chaucer, Frioress's Tale, L 193.

He halsed hit thorow goddes mygte
That the fende he putte to flygte.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fomivall), p. 85.

lialse*t,«. t. [Earlymod.E.,alsowritten^wse;
see Aatcse^.] Same as hawse^.

lialse-bonet(hals'b6n),». [_8e.halshane; ihalseT-
+ bone^.] The neck-bone.

She pu'd the broom flower on Hive-hill,
And Btrew'd ou's white hdls bajie.

The Broamfidd HUl (ChUd's Ballads, L 132).

iLalsemanl-, n. An executioner. SalUwell.
The halsman's sword. Cleaveland Revived (1660), p. 75.

lialsen (h&l'sen), V. [Also halson, halzen; also
hazon; a dial. var. or more orig. form of halse^,

q. v.] I. trans. To predict; promise. Wright.
[Prov. Eng.]

II, intrans. To promise; bode; bid (fair or
ill). [Prov. Eng.]

This ill halsening homy name [CiomwaUl hath (as Cor-
nuto in Italy) opened a gap to the scoffes of many.

B. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, p. 1 b,

lialseny(harsen-i),«.; pl.halsenies(-iz). [Also
hazeney, v. ; < halsen, «.] 1. A prediction (of
evil).— 2. Guess; conjecture. [Prov. Eng. in
both senses.]

halsert, n. See hawser.
halsiert, n. [< halse^ + -ierl.] Same as holster.

An halsicr, or he which haleth and draweth a ship or
barge alongst the river by a rope : alsohe that draweth up
burthens and packes into the ship. No7nenclator(1586).

Iialster (hal'ster), n. [Cf. lMlsier.'\ One who
draws a barge along a river by a rope. [Prov.
Eng.]

lialtl (halt), a. [Early mod. E. also hault; <
ME. halt, rarely holt, < AS. healt, ONorth. halt
= OS. OPries. LG. halt = OHG. MHG. halz =
Icel. lialtr, also Imlltr = Sw. Dan. halt = Goth.
halts, lame. Connection with L. claudus, lame,
is not probable.] Lame; not able to walk with-
out limping.

Whom I made blynde, halt, or mesele.
With his word he gaf hem hele.

Cursor Uundi, L 17989.

Bring in hither the poor, and the maimed, and the halt,

and the blind. Luke ziv. 21.

Yet thousands stOI desire to journey on.
Though haXt, and weary of the path they tread.

Cowper, Task, i 47L

Iialt^ (halt), V. i. [Early mod. E. also hault; <
ME. halten, < AS. healtian (= North Pries, halte

= MD. D. houtten = OLG. halton, MHG. halzen
= IceL haltra (for *halta), also refl. heltask =
Sw. halta = Dan. halte, limp, halt; ef. OHG.
gihelzan, make lame), < healt, halt, lame : see
haW^, a.] 1. To limp; move with a limping
gait.

The king would have given unto him Judith, the widowe
of Earle Waltheofus, but shee refused him because tliat he
halted on the one legge. Stow.

Scarce half made up.
And that so lamely and unfashionable,
That dogs bark at me as I halt by them.

Shale, Rich. IIL, L 1.

The traveler now, stooping, felt his foot and leg, as if

trying whether they were sound ; apparently sometliing
:alled them, for he halted to the stile whence I had just

risen, and sat down. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, ziL

2. To stand in doubt; hesitate; linger; delay.

How long halt ye between two opinions? 1 KL xviii 21.

Their religion halteth betwixt diners religions of the
Turkes, Persians, and Christians of the lacobite and Nes-
torian Sects. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 348.

Haue you perceiued my liberalitie or goodnesse, to-

wardes you, to halt, to faynt, or to be slacken at any tyme,
-orin any thyng?

Udall, Flowers for Latin Speaking, foL 24.

3. To be lame, faulty, or defective, as in con-

nection of ideas, or in measure or versification

:

as, a halting metaphor; a halting sonnet.

The lady shall say her mind freely, or the blank verse

shall halt for 't. ShaK Hamlet, iL 2.

Spenser himself affects the obsolete,

Aid Sidn^s verse halls ill on Soman feet.

Pope, Imit^ of Horace, IL L 98.

ialti (halt), n. [< halt\ v.'] 1. The act of

limping; lameness; a defect in gait.— 2. A
disease in sheep.
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In cold stiff Boils the bleaters oft complain
Of gouty ails, by shepherds term'd the halt.

Dyer, Fleece, i.

halt^ (h4ft), n. [Pirst in 17th century, also alt

(Milton), < OF. halte or halt, stop, stay, = It.

alto, stop, stay, in the phrase fare alto = P.
faire halte, stop, stay, make a stand; cf. D.
halte or halt, houden, Ht. hold, halt, < G. halt,

halt, lit. hold, impv. of halten = E. holcP-: see
hol(P-, ».] A stop ; a suspension of progress in
walking, riding, or going in any manner, and
especially in marching.

To descry the distant foe.

Where lodged, or whither fled ; or If for flght,

In motion or in halt. Xilton, P. h., vt 532.

Among them rose a cry
As if to greet the king ; they made a TuUt.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

A halt was called at Oxford, with the advance seventeen
miles south of there.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 432.

Iialt2 (halt), V. [= F. halter, halt; from the
noun.] I, intrans. To stop in walking or going;
cease to advance ; stop for a longer or shorter
time on a march, as a body of troops.

At length prudence and reason cry Halt I

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 54.

When we halted at that other well.

And I was faint to swooning.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

II. trans. To bring to a stand; cause to cease
marching: as, the general halted his troops.

halt^t. A Middle English contraction of hald-
eth, equivalent to holdeth, third person singular
of the present indicative of holdX. .

halteri (hai'ter), «. [< ME. halter; < half^,

v., + -erl.] One who halts or limps ; hence,
one who hesitates as in doubt.

Those halters between two religions think they can do
their homage to the true God and to the false.

Z>. Stokes, Twelve Minor Prophets (1659), p. 412.

halter^ (hai'ter), n. [< ME. halter, helter, helfter,

< AS. hwlfter, healfter, hwlftre (= ]MD. halfter,

halchter, D. halfter, halster = MLG. halter, LG.
Iwlfter, helchter, halter = OHG. halftra, MHG.
helfter, G. halfter, a halter), < *half-, a base ap-
pearing also, with umlaut, in AS. hielf, helf, E.
helve, a handle, and in AS. helma (for orig. *helf-
ma, *helbma), E. helm^, a handle, tiller (see
helve and helm^), + suffix -<er.] 1 . A rope, cord,
or strap having at one end a noose or a head-
stall, for leading or confining a horse or other
animal.

He took a cowt [colt] halter frae his hose , . .

And tied it to iiis gray mare's tale.

Lochmaben Harper (Child's Ballads, 'VI. 8).

2. A rope specially intended for hanging male-
factors ; a hangman's noose.

Pitie it is that he priseth a halter so deare, else would
he rid the world of a burthen, and himselfe of his worth-
lesse life. Purchas, Pilgrimage^ p. 325.

Thou musty justice.

Buy an honourable halter, and hang thyself

!

Fletcher amd Shirley, Night-Walker, iiL 3.

halter^ (hAl'ter), v. t. [< halter^, m.] To put
a halter on; catch, hold, or make fast -with or
as if with a halter : as, to halter a horse.

I liave savage cause

;

And to proclaim it civilly, were like
A haltered neck, which does the hangman thank
For being yare about him. Shale., A. and C, iiL IL
'What pretty gins thou hast to halter woodcocks 1

Fletcher, Wit without Money, Iv. 2.

halter^ (barter), ». ; ^1. halteres (hal-te'rez).

[< L. halter, < Gr. a?irrip, usually in pi. aXr^pe^,

weights held in the hands
to give an impetus in
leaping, leaping-weights,
< aAi^oBai, leap, = L. sa-
lire, leap: see salienf]

In entom., one of the pois-
ers or balancers of in-

sects : usually in the plu-

ral.

FliM nm^ be easily recog- Portk».ofanAsii,dFiy|d.ow-
nized by their havmg bat a em- ing a, a, Haltein.
gle pa£r of wings, the hinder
pair being aborted, and existing in a rudimentary state
under the name of halter.

A. S. Packard, Study of Insects, p. 35&

Halterataf (hal-tf-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL., nent. pi.

ot halteratus : see halterate.'i The order of in-
sects now called IHjptera. Scopoli, 1763.

halterate (hal'tf-rat), a. [< NL. halteratus, <
L. halter, a halt«r: see halterS.'\ Ha-ving hal-
teres, as a dipterous insect; specifically, per-
taining to the Halterata.

halter-break (hal'ter-brak), V. t. To accustom
to the use of a halter; break or train by means
of a halter, as a colt.

halve

Always halterlrreak colts to go beside their ™°*J?^„„.
Jew Tori SemUoeekly Tribune, Dee. 24, 1886.

halteres, n. Plural of halter^

Halteria (hal-te'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. halter, <

Gr. d?iT^p, a leaping-weight : see halter"'.] Ihe

typical genus of Halterndm, having the peri-

stome spirally involute, the mouth eccentric,

and a girdle of supplementary springing-hairs.

They are very minute, but may be recognized by their

elobose form and slow rocking or lagging motions, IntCT-

rupted at times by quick skipping. They are found only

in fresh water. B. grandinella is an example.

Halteriidse (hal-te-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.^ < Hal
teria + ^dcB.] A family of free-s-wimming ani-

malcules, typified by the genus Halteria.

Halterina (hal-te-ri'na), n. pi. [NL., < Halteria

+ irufi.'] A family o'i ciUate infusorians, rep-

resented by the genera Halteria and StromU-

diwm. Claparide and Laehmann, 1858-60.

Halteripterat (hal-te-rip'te-ra), n.pl. [NL., <

L. halter, Gr. oat^p, a leaping-weight, + wrepiv,

•wing.] The order of insects now called Hip-

tera. Clairville, 1798.

halteripterousf, a. \_Bee Balteriptera.\ Hav-
ing halteres, as a dipterous insect ; specifically,

pertaining to the Halteriptera.

haltermant (hUl'ter-man), n. A hangman.

It is an ill wind that blows no man to good, for halter-

men and ballet-makers were not better set a-worke this

many a day. Bundle ofNew Wit (1638).

haltersackf (h41't6r-sak), n. One who is fit

for the gallows ; a hangdog; a gaUows-bird.

A knavish lad, a slie wag, a haltersack. Florio, p. 81.

I would hang him up by the heels, and flay him, and
salt him, whoreson halter.sack.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, L 4.

Ealtica (hal'ti-ka), n. [NL., < Gr. aATiK6g, leap-

ing, < ak2£a8at, leap : see halterS."] A genus of

fiea-beetles, referred to the Oirysomelidce or

Galerucidw, or made type of a
fSkTmlyHalticidce. The turnip-flea or j
tumip-fly, S. nemoram, destructive at
times to tnmip-crops, is an example.
Another species, H. consohrina, attacks
cabbage. The cucumber flea-beetle, H.
cueunieris, is one of the commonest in cucumber Flea-
the United States. Also written Altica. beetle iffatti.

See also cut under flea^eetle. ca cucumeris).

Halticidae (hal-tis'i-de), n. pi. ii*^*,™"
^'°-

[NL., < Haltica + -ida.] A fam-
ily of saltatorial eoleopters or jumping beetles,

typified by the genus -ffaZfica; the flea-beetles.
They have thickened Und femora, fitted for leaping are
of small size and often bright-colored, and are espedally
injurious to cruciferous plants. Also written Ealtieides,
HalticUes.

Halticoptera^ (hal-ti-kop'te-ra), n. [NL., fem.
sing., CGr. akrutdg, leaping, + Trrepdv, wing.]
A genus of chalcid hymenopters, of the sub-
family Pteromalinw, of which the European H.
aterrima is the sole species. Spinola, 1811.

Halticoptera^ (hal-ti-kop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
neut.pl.: seeHalticoptera^.'i A series of genera
in Chaleididoe proposed by Haliday in 1840.
[Not in use.]

Halticoridse (hal-ti-kor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Halticoris + -idee.'] A family of jumping bugs,
or saltatorial heteropt«rous insects, typified by
the genus Halticoris, and belonging to the su-
perfamU^ Capsina. Douglas and Scott, 1865.
Halticoris (hal-tik'o-ris), m. [NL. (Douglas
and Scott, 1865), eontr. of *Halticocoris, < Gr.
aXriKdq, leaping (see Haltica), + Kdpif, bug.] A
genus of true bugs, typical of the family flaf-
ticorifUe, comprising a few European species,
as H. pallicornis.

haltingly (hai'ting-li), adv. In a halting man-
ner; with limping; hesitatingly; slowly.
halvaner, halvanner (hal'van-^r), n. [North.
E., < halvan-s + -eri.] A riuner who dresses
or washes halvan-ore. See halvans.
halvan-ore (hal'van-or), n. See halvans.
halvans (hal'vanz), n.pl. [North. E., perhaps
for *halfens (ef. halfendeal), < half, q. v.] In
mining, the refuse ore, or that from which the
best part has been selected. Halvans may be sub-
jected to further culling ; and, when this is done, the ore
thus obtained is called halvan-ore. In general, the word is

a synonym of attlei. [Not much used In the United
States.]

halve (hav), V. t.
; pret. and pp. halted, ppr.

halving. [< ME. hdlven, halfen (=MHG. hdlben,
helben, G. halben); < half, a.] 1. To divide
into two parts, especially two equal parts or
halves.

But halve your men In equal parts.
Battle of PhUiphaugh (Child's Ballads, YIL 134>

We can no more halm things, and get the sensual good
by itself than we can get an Inside that shall have no out-
side, or a light without a shadow.

Emerson, CompenaatiOD.
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Halving.

To join, as two pieces of timber, by cutting It embraces the SphacelariecB, LaminariecB, and
a.y one half or an equal portion in depth of SporoclmidetB.

J Halyserideae (haFi-sf-rid'f-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Halyseris (-ridr) + -ew.']

' Endlieher's name
(1843) for the Sah/serece.

Halyseris (ha-lis'e-ris), n. [NL., appar. irreg.
< Gt. aAf, the sea, + aepig, endive, ehioory.] A
genus of marine algse, named by Targioni, but
first described by Agardh in 1817, belonging to
the natural order Victyotea, and type of the
suborder Salyserece. The frond is flat, dichotomous,
and membranaceous, with a median nerve. The spores
are nalced, and united in sori longitudinally arranged
along each side of the costa. About a dozen species are
known, inhabiting the warmer seas. A fossil form has
been found in the Oolite of Yorkshire, which has been re-
ferred to this genus (H. erecta).

Halyserites (haFi-se-n'tez), n. [HL., < Haly-
seris + -ites,^ A genus of fossil algse named by
Sternberg in 1838 and emended by Sohimper
in 1869, having the slender fronds many times
dichotomously divided, the branches being pro-
vided with a thick costa acuminate at the apex.
They occur chiefly in the Devonian and in the Upper Cre-
taceous of Europe, but also sparingly in the intermediate
strata.

Halysidota (hal"i-si-d6'ta), n. [Nli., < Grr. &v-
mdardg, wrought in chaii. fashion, < alvaiQ, a
chain.] A genus of American arctiid moths.
S. caryce is the common hickory tussock-moth
of North America. Ongmallj Halesidota. Hiib-
ner, 1816.

Halysites (hal-i-si'tez), n. [NL. (Fischer), < Gr.
ahjdig, a chain.] The typical genus of chain-
corals of the family HalysiUdm : same as Ca-
tenipora.

S
away one half or an equal portion
each, so as to let them
into each other. This is

done to produce either a lap-
joint, a dovetail, a scarf, or a
notched joint or common
halving. The ufjper figure
represents the simple lap-
joint, and the lower one the
common halving.

lialvet, a. and n. An ob-
solete variant of half.
Chaucer.

halved (havd), a. In
hot., with one half, or nearly so, of a nominally
bilateral organ wanting, as in the leaves of
some begonias; dimidiate.

halve-net, haave-net (h^v'net), n. [< loel.

hdfr, a kind of net for herring-fishing, + E.
net\ ».] A standing net placed within water-
mark to prevent the fishes from returning with
the tide. [Scotch.]

halves (havz), n. Plural of half.

halving-belt (ha'ving-sbelt), n. A belt crossed
between two pulleys to make them revolve in
opposite directions.

halwet, n. and v. A Middle English form of
hallow'^.

haly (ha'li), a. An obsolete (Middle English)
or dialectal (Scotch) form of holy.

halyard, halliard (hal'yard), n. [Also writ-
ten haliard, haulyarcl; commonly regarded as <
hale^ + ^ardi," because they hale or draw the
yards into their places" (Skeat), but more prob-
ably a perversion, accommodated to this notion
(or to lanyard, laniard, q. v.), of an earlier hal- HalysitldSB (hal-i-sit'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Haly-
lier or *haUer, equiv. to haier or hauler, < hale^ + ^*«* + -«d<B.] A family of paleozoic tabulate
-ieri. Mallier does occur in other senses: see corals, taking name from the genus Salysites;

halMer^.'] Naut., a rope or purchase used to *lif chain-corals.

hoist or lower yards or sails on their respective Halysitinse (hal"i-si-ti'ne), n.pl. [NL.,< Haly-
masts or stays. All yards have halyards except «**»« + -mm.^ A subfamily of chain-corals, re-

the lower yards and lower topsail-yards. ferred to Famositidx. Edwards andMavme, 1849.

D...1,™ 4.t li V j*...ijix ,-,. Halytherium, ra. &&& JSalitherium.
Each mast has onlytwo shrouds of twisted rattan, wluoh T,„'i /l""^~! r/ tv/tt? 7,„™™„ j.„™™„ / a q

axe often both shifted to the weather-side ; and the hal- Ham^ (ham), n. [< MB. hamme, homme, < AS.
hamm = D. ham = MLG. ham, hamme = OHG.
hamma, MHG. hamme, G. diajl. hamme, the ham,
= Icel. horn, the ham or haunch of a horse, =
Sw. dial, ham, the hind part of the knee

;
prob.

lit. the 'crook' or 'bend' of the leg (ef. OP. P.

hamartite

Heterorhaphidm, typified by the genus Hama-
cantha, having megascleres as oxea or styli, and
mieroscleres as dianoistrse.

hamadryad (ham'a-dn-ad), n. ; pi. hamadry-
ads, /m»iadryades(-adz,ham-a-dri'a-dez). [< L.
hamadryas, pi. hamadryades,< Gi.'afiaSpvdc, pi.
d/iadpvaiec (also adpvdc, pi. adpvddsg), < afia, toge-
ther with (= E. same, q. v.) (or a- copulative),
+ Spvg, a tree, esp. the oak-tree, = E. tree : see
dryad.2 1. ,In Gr. myth., a wood-nymph be-
lieved to live and die with the tree to which
she was attached.

They were called Dryades and Bamadryades, because
they begin to live with oakes, and perish together.

Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii., notes.

The common opinion concerning the nymphs whom the
ancients called hamadryads is more to the honour of trees
than anything yet mentioned. It was thought that the'
fate of these nymphs' had so near a dependence on some
trees, more especially oaks, that they lived and died to-
gether. Spectator, No. 589.

Iam not sure that the tree was a gainer when the hama-
dryad flitted and left it nothing but ship-timber.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 166.

2. In entom. : (a) A dryad or wood-nymph, a
butterfly of the old genus Hamadryas. (6) pi.
A group of lepidopterous insects.— 3. In her-
pet., a large, hooded,venomous Indian serpent,
Naja hamadryas orHamadryas elaps, now Ophio-
phagus elaps. It is related to the cobra.—4.
In mammal., a large Abyssinian baboon, Cyno-
cephalus hamadryad, 'with long mane and whis-
kers and tufted tail. Also called hehe.

Hamadryas (ha-mad'ri-as),m. [NL.: seeftama-
dryad.'] 1. A genus of lepidopterous insects.
Hiibner, 1816.— 2. A genus of venomous ser-
pents, of the ianrCLjElapidcB. See Ophiophagus.
J. E. Gray, 1840.—3. A genus of moUusks.

—

4. \l. c] The specific name of a baboon, Cyno-

yard, when the yard is up, serves instead of a third shroud,
r Anson, 'Voyages, it 10.

Crc^OOt-lialyaTds, lines running through a block on a
stay, used for tightening the backbone of an awning.

—

Peak-halyards, the ropes or tackles by which the outer
end of a gaff is hoisted.— Signal-halyarda, light lines
running through sheaves at the gaS-ends or mastheads,
used for hoisting flags.

My attention was now directed by one of the men to the
""Waldershare," who was trying to signal us by means of
a lantern made fast to the peak signal halyards and run
up and down. W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, iii.

Throat-halyard, the rope or purchase by which the end
of a gaS nearest the mast is hoisted.

halyard-rack (hal'yard-rak), n. Naut., a wood-
en framework in which the running part of any
halyard is kept coiled, so that it may always be
clear for running.
Halsnneda, Halsrmedidse. See Halimeda, Hali-
medidcB.

Halymenia (hal-i-me'ni-a), n. [Nil. (Agardh,
1842), appar. irreg. < Gr! o/lf, the sea, + /i^v,

month, or moon.] A genus of marine algse be-
longing to the natural order Cryptonemece, tribe
Gastrocarpece, characterized by the cylindra-
eeous or compressed, gelatinous, membrana-
ceous fronds, which are dichotomous, pinnate,
or variously branched, and by the simple cor-
tical layer formed of small oblong cells, its me-
dullary portion being formed of large cells and
internal articulated branching filaments. The
species are natives of the warmer seas.

Halymeniese (haFi-me-ni'f-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Halymenia + -ece.'] One of the families of algse

established by Kiitzing in 1843, coming under
his order Periblasiece of the class Heteroearpece.

Halymenites (hal'-'i-me-ni'tez), n. [NL., <
Halymenia + Ates.'] A genus of fossil algse,

so named by Sternberg in 1838 from its sup-
posed aflSnity with Halymenia. As emended by
Schimper in 1869, it embraces forms with coriaceous or
membranaceous, flattened or terete and fistulous fronds,

and tubercled or punctiform sporangia immersed in the
lamina of the frond. These forms are found in the Cre-

jambe = Sp. Pg. It. gamba, ML. gamba, leg (see
gamb, jamb), ult. of Celtic origin) ; cf. W. Ir.

Gael, cam, crooked, L. camur, crooked ; L. ca-
mera, camara, < Gr. Kafiapa, a vault, chamber,
etc. : see cam^, camera, camber^, chamier, etc.]

1 . The back of the thigh ; the thigh as a whole

;

in the plural, the gluteal region ; the buttocks.

They [old men] have a plentiful lack of wit, together
with most weak hams. Shak., Hamle^ ii. 2.

Hark ye, pupil;
Go as I taught you, hang more upon your hams,
And put your knees out bent.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, ii. 4.

At the caia's those who attended the consul kneeled on
the sopha, resting behind on their hams, which is a very
humble posture.

Poeocke, Description of the East, II. i. 102.

2. In anat., specifically, the back of the knee

;

the lozenge-shaped area behind the knee,
bounded by the hamstrings and heads of the
calf-musoles, technically called the popliteal
space.—3. The thigh of an animal slaughtered
for food; particularly, the thigh of a hog salted
and cured or dried in smoke.

Thy truffles, Perigord! thy hams, Bayonnel
Pojpe, Dunoiad, iv. 658.

ham^ (ham), re. If. An obsolete (Middle Eng-
lish and Anglo-Saxon) form of home^.— 2. In
historical use, with reference to the Anglo-
Saxon period, a village or town ; more specifi-

cally, a manor or private estate with a commu-
nity of serfs upon it : much used in compound
local names, as in Birmingham, Nottingham.

Their homes, indeed, must have been scantily sprinkled
over the wild and half-reclaimed country ; but scant as
they were, these "hams" and "tons " told as plainly as in
other districts the tale of English colonization.

J. S. Green, Making of Eng., p. 70.

hamal (ham'al), n. [Turk, hammdl, < Ar. ham-
mdl, a porter, carrier, < hamala, carry, bear.]
A porter in Constantinople. Two hamals carry im-
mense weights between them, suspended from poles sup-
ported on their shoulders.

Hamamelacese (ham''''a-me-la'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hamamelis + -acece.'\ See Hxtmam^lidece.

Hamameleae (ham-a-me'le-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Hamamelis + -ece.'] In the classification of
De Candolle, Gray, and others, a tribe or subor-
der of plants, of the natural orderHamameUdece,
embracing the genera Hamamelis, Fothergilla,
etc., and distinguished from the Balsamifluai,
to which lAquidambar belongs, by their one-
ovuled cells and more apparent fioral envelops.

Hamamelidacese (ham-a-me-U-da'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Hamamelis (-U£-) + -aeece.y Same as
HamameUdece. Lindley, 1846.

Hamamelidese (ham'"a-me-lid'e-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hamamelis (-Ud-) +"-ece'.'\ A natural order of
dicotyledonous polypetalous or sometimes apet-
alous trees or shrubs, chiefly characterized by
the inferior or half-inferior ovary and the soli-

tary ovnle pendent from the apex of the cell,

embracing about 30 species belonging to half
as many small genera, of which Hamamelis (the
wych-hazel) and lAquidambar (the sweet-gum)
are the most important. Proposed by Eobert
Bro'vm in 1818. Also Hamamelacece and Hama-

taceous and Tertiary formations of Europe and America, ham^ (ham), re. [< ME. ham, hamme (in comp.
being specially abundant in the passage-beds between
these two systems of rocks. H. major is a large branch-
ing species with_ cylindrical, hollow warty fronds, very

ndai "

names), < AS. ham (hamm-), an inclosure, fold,

dwelling, chiefly in comp., in local names, in

which it became confused -with ham^, similarly

used (see ham^, 2). Ct.hem^,hemble.'] A stinted
common pasture for cows. Grose. [Prov.Eng.]

abundant in the Upper Cretaceous of the Kooky Mountain
region, and called by the settlers petrified corn-cobs.

halymotef, n. Same as hdllmote.

Halysereae (hal-i-se're-e), n.pl. [NL., < Haly- hama (ha"'ma), re. Same as ama.
seris + -e«B.] In Lindley's system of classiflca- Hamacantha (ham-a-kan'tha), re. [NL., < Gr.

tion of plants, a suborder of the Fucacece, hav- a/xa, together, -I- duavda, thorn.] The typical

ing the fronds polysiphonous, barked, jointed, genus of Hamacanthince. J. E. Gray.
or continuous, and the vesicles scattered over Hamacanthinae (ham"a-kan-thi'ne), re. pi.

the surface of the frond or collected into heaps. [NL., < Hamacantha + ince.'] A subfamily of
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Hamamelis (ham-a-me'Hs), re. [NL., < Gr. afia-

firpik, a tree "with fruit like the pear, a kind of
medlar or service-tree, < aim, together with, -h

p.rj'Kov, apple or other tree-fruit.] The typical
genus of the natural orderHamameUdece, found-
ed by Linnseus in 1753, embracing 2 species
of shrubs or small trees, and distinguished
from related' genera by the 4-parted flowers,
deeply lobed calyx, blunt anthers, and decidu-
ous leaves. One of the species is the vpych-hazel of
North America ; the other is a native of Japan. The flowers
are polygamous, the staminate (male) ones having elon-
gated, linear petals, which expand in autumn after the
leaves have fallen. The leaves are large, crenate, and un-
equal at the base. The fruit is a dry, woody capsule. See
wych-hazel.

hamarthritis (ham-ar-thii'tis), «. [NL., < Gr.
diiapdplng, gout in all the joints at once, < dfia,

together, + apdplrtg, gout: see arthritis.'] In
pathol., arthritis, or more specifically gout, in

all the joints. >

hamartialogy(ha-mar-ti-al'6-ji), re. [< Gr.
dfiapTia, error, sin, -I- -Tioyia, < \tyuv, speak: see

-ology.'] 1. That part of theology which treats

of the origin, nature, operations, and effects

of sin ; the doctrine of sin : a subdi'vision of

anthropology.— 2. A treatise or dissertation

on sin.

hamartite (ham'ar-tit), re. See /«ocente.



hamate
hamate (ha'mat), a. [< L. hamatus, furnished
with a hook, hooked, < hamus, a hook.] 1.
Hooked; entangled. [Rare.]
To explain cohesion by hamate atoms is accounted igno-

tam per ignotlus. Berkeley, Siris, § 227.

2. Ineool., hooked; uneinate: same as hamvy
tote. [Eare.]—3. In lot., curved like a hook;
hooked at the tip: said of hairs, spines, etc.
namated (ha'ma-ted), a. Hooked, or set with
hooks. [Eare.]
Nothing less than a violent heat can disentangle these

creatures from their hmnated station ol life.

Swift, Mechanical Operations of the Spirit.

ham-beetle (ham'be"'tl), n. A beetle, Corynetes
(or Necrohia) rufipes, the larva of which often
does great damage to cured hams in the United
States. More fully called red-legged ham-beetle.

Red-legged Ham-beetle ( Corynetes rufipes).

_
a, larva (line shows natural size) ; b, pupa (line shows natural

size) ; e, cocoon ; d, beetle, enlarged ; e, beetle, natural size : f, leg
of larva; g, mandible : A, labium ; i, maxilla; J, antenna of larva.

. i./.e, h, i,J, enlarged.)

Two other beetles, the bacon-beetle, Silpha ammeana,
and the larder-beetle, Dermestes lardarius, ^so occasion-
ally injurehams, and thename maybe also applied to them.
But both the latter chiefly affect tainted or spoiled hams,
while the true ham-beetle attacks well-cured hams. See
also cut under taean-beetle.

hamble (ham'bl), v.
;

pret. and pp. humbled,
ppr. hambling. [Also dial, hammel, hamel;
< ME. hamelen, mutilate, < AS. hamelian (only
once), mutilate (= OFries. homelia (also in ver-
bal n. homelenga, hamelinga, hemelenga, hemi-
tinge, mutilation, as of the beard) = OHG. h^am-
almt, MHGr. hameln, mutilate, maim, G. ham-
meln, hdmmeln, geld (lambs), = leel. hamla =
ODan. hamle, mutilate, maim), < *hamol (found
in only one passage, in def. form as noun, homo-
la, Iwmela, used to designate a person with his
head shaved (as a mark of disgrace) ; cf. OSe.
Iwmyll, hommel, mod. hummel, hummle, having
no horns (of a cow), humloch, a poUed cow,
also a person whose head has been shaved
or hair cut: see further under humble^, v. t.,

which is ult. a doublet of hamble) = D. hamel,
wether, = MLG. hamel, castrated wether, =
OHG. hamal, mutilated, cut oS (> OHG. hamal,
n., a (castrated) wether, MHG. ham^l, a wether,
also a precipitous height, a cliff, also a stick
(cut off), G. Jiammel, a wether, mutton, > Sw.
hammel = ODan. hammel, a wether). Cf. OHG.
ham (hamm-), mutilated, crippled, lame, para-
lytic, MHG. hamen, G. hammen, maim, curtail,

and also OFries. hemma, hamma, hinder, ob-
struct (a limb), MHG. hamen, hemmen, G. hem-
men, Dan. hemme, Sw. hamma, stop, hinder,-
check: senses near that of the ult. allied E.
hamper : see hamper^, liern^, v.'] I. trans. If.

To mutilate ; hamstring ; cut away.
Algate a foot is lunneled of thy sorwe.

Chaucer, Troilus, iL 964.

To harn/mel, or ham-string, to cut the ham, to hough.
E. PhiUipa, 1706.

2. To cut out the balls of the feet of (dogs),

so as to render them unfit for hunting.
TT

,
intrans. To walklame; limp: in this sense

usually hammel, hammle. [Prov. Eng.]
Hambletonian (ham-bl-to'ni-an), n. [Prom
Black Hambleton, a race-course in Yorkshire,
England.] The name of a breed of American
trotting-horses descended from Hambletonian
(foaled in 1849), and more remotely from Mes-
senger, an English thoroughbred.
hambroline (ham'bro-lin), n. Naut., a sort of

small Une used for seizings.

Hamburg (ham'b6rg), n. 1. .An excellent black

variety of the Vitis vinifera or European grape,

indigenous in Tyrol, where it is called Trol-

linger or TiroUnger, and perhaps the favorite

grape throughout the world for hothouse culti-

vation . The berries are oblong, and of a peculiarly deli-

cate and refreshing flavor. Commonly called black Ham-
burg. The mugcattHamburg is a variety diflering but
little from the other.

2. A variety of the domestic hen, of smaR size,

with rose comb and blue legs, and the plumage
of the male in general similar to that of the

female. There are black Hamborgs, and gold- and sil-

ver- (yellow- and white-) spangled and penciled Hamburgs,
the spanglingorpencUingbeingblack on a yellow orwhite
ground. They are among the prettiest of fowls, and are

exceedingly prolific layers, though the eggs are smaU.
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The Hamburghs, erroneously so called from a name

given them in the classiflcatiou adopted at the early Bir-
mingham shows, are chiefly breeds of English origin.

Encyc. Brit., XTT
,
648.

hamel (ham), n. [< ME. hame, hom^, < AS.
Mma, homu, a cover, skin, = 08. ham^= OFries.
homa, hama, a cover, = D. haam, ahame (def. 2),
=MLG. ham= OHG. hamo, MHG. hame, ham, G.
hamen= Icel. hamr= Dan. ham= Goth. *hama,
a cover, covering ("> ga-lMmon, cover). In sense
2 the word is perhaps of D. origin.] If. A cov-
ering; a skin; a membrane.

Of he caste his dragonns harm.
King Aiisaunder (ed. Skeat), 1. 391.

Hame, thyn skynne of an eye or other lyke, membra-
nula. Prompt. Pan., p. 416.

2. One of two ourved pieces of wood or metal
in the harness of a draft-horse, to which the
traces are fastened, and which lie upon the
collar or have pads attached to them fitting the
horse's neck. See cut under harness.—Bame-
straps or hame-strings, the straps or strings which
bind together the endsra the hames. See cut under har-
ness.

hame^ (ham), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
of halmX.
hame^ (ham), n. A Scotch form of home^.
hamel (ham'el), V. See hamble.
hamelett, ». See hamlet^.

Hamelia (ha-me'li-a), ». [NL., named after
the French botanist Du Hamel (Duhamel-Du-
monceau, 1700-82).] A genus of tropical or
subtropical American shrubs, founded by Jac-
quin in 1763, belonging to the natural order
BubiacecE, and type of the tribe Hamelieee, hav-
ing a 5-lobed calyx, 5-ribbed corolla with sta-
mens inserted at the base of its tube, a fusiform
stigma, and the flowers arranged in scorpioid
cymes. The genus embraces 6 or 8 species, several of
which, especially H. pa&ns, have handsome flowers, and
are in cultivation as stove-plants. H. ventricosa, a native
of Jamaica, is there called Spanish ehn.

Hameliacese (ha-me-U-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
Richard, 1834), < Hamelia'+ -aeece.2 A group
of genera of rubiaceous plants, of which Ha-
melia is the type, equal to the tribe Hamelieee
of De Candolle.
Hamelidse (ha-mel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hame-
lia + -idee."] In Lindley's system, a suborder of
CinchonacecB, having the genus Hamelia as the
type, and substantially the same as the tribe
Hamelieee of De Candolle.

Hamelieae (ham-f-li'f-e), n. pi. [NL. , < Hamelia
+ -e(B.] A tribe'of plants, of the natural order
SubiacecB, established by Bentham and Hooker
in 1783, having the eoroUa-lobes imbricate or
twisted in the bud, the ovary 2- to many-celled,
with many ovules in each cell, and a fleshy or
coriaceous, many-seeded, beny-like fruit, it em-
braces 6 genera, aU but one of which are natives of trop-
icalAmerica ; one, Bertiera, is alsofound in tropicalAfrica,
and one, Gauldia, is confined to the Hawaiian islands.

hamely (ham'li), a. A Scotch form of homely.
hamert, n. An obsolete form of hammer^.
hamesucken (ham'suk-n), n. [Sc, < AS. ham-
socn, an attack on a man's house, also the fine
therefor (= Icel. heimsokn; cf. OFries. ham-,
hemseJcenge, hemselcninge, an attack on one's
house, MLG. heimsoke, an attack on one's house,
heimsokinge, visit, attack, Dan. hjemsogelse, Sw.
hemsokande, hemsokelse, hemsokning, visitation,
infliction, MHG. heimesuoehe, heimsuoche, G.
heimsuchung, visitation, punishment, MLG.
lieimsoJcen, visit, attack a house, MHG. neimesuo-
chen, heimsuoehen, G. heimsuchen, visit, punish,
Dan. Memsoge = Sw. hemsoka, visit upon, in-
fest), (.ham, home, -I- soen, a seeking: see home^
and sohen.'] In Scots law, the offense of felo-
niously beating or assaulting a person in his
own house or dwelling-place. Also homesocken.
hamfatter (ham 'father), n. A term of con-
tempt for an actor of a low grade, as a negro
minstrel. Said to be derived from an old-style
negro song called "The Ham-fat Man."
hami, n. Plural of hamus.
hamiform (ham'i-f6rm), a. [< L. hamus, a
hook, + forma, shape.] Hamate or hamulate
in form ; unciform ; uncinate.

Hamiglossa (ham-i-glos'a), n. pi. PSTL., < L.
hamus, a hook, + Gr. yXacaa, tongue.] A group
of proboscis-bearing gastropods with the radu-
lar teeth in three 16ngitu(iinal rows, of which the
central row is fixed, while the lateral rows are
changeable. It includes such families as the
Muricidw and Buccinidm, or the whelks and the
like.

hamiglossate (ham-i-glos'at), a. Pertaining to
or having the characters of the Hamiglossa.
Hamilton group. See groups.

hamlet

Hamiltonia (ham-il-to'ni-a), n. [NL., named
after F. Buchanan (1762-1829), who took in his

later years the name of Hamilton, author of va-

rious works, some relating to India.] A genus

of shrubs, founded by Roxburgh in 1814, be-

longing to the natural order Bubiacece, tribe

Pederiece, distinguished by the 5-celled ovary,

5-parted style, and reticulate seed-coat, and
embracing 3 or 4 species, natives of India,

China, and the Indian archipelago. They have
showy flowers with long tubular corollas, arranged in ter-

minal panicles. Two of the species, H. euaveolena and H.
scabra, have fragrant white flowers, and are well known to

florists. _
Hamiltoniail (ham-il-to'ni-an), a. and n. I. a.

1. Pertaining to James Hamilton (1769-1831),

and especiafly to a system of teaching lan-

guages which he advocated, and which was
based upon the two principles that language is

to be presented to the scholar as a living or-

ganism, and that its laws are to be learned by
observation and not by rules.—2. Pertaining

to Sir William Hamilton (1788-1856), an influ-

ential philosopher and logician of the Scottish

school.

The general principle of the Hamiltonian logic.

S. Adam.son, Encyc. Brit, XTV. 799.

3. Pertaining to Sir William Rowan HamEton
(1805-65), an Irish mathematician.—4. Per-
taining to or holding the political doctrines of

Alexander Hamilton (1757-1804), an American
statesman, who was one of the leaders of the
Pe(ieralist party and the flrst Secretary of the
Treasury.

Laying entirely aside the general proposition that the
HamiUtonian Federalists considered a national debt as in

itself a desirable institution, and conceding that the Fed-
eraUstswould themselves have ultimatelyreduced or dis-

charged it, there still remains the fact that the Federal-

ists made the debt a subordinate Mr. Gallatin made it a
paramount^ consideration in polincs.

H, Adamis, Ghillalan, p. 174.

Hamiltonian equation. See emuiUcm.^ iTa.Tniitn-.

nlan fmu^ons. ^&function.—Hamiltonian opera-
tor. See operator.

n. n. A follower of any one of the persons
named above. See I.

Hamiltonism (ham'il-ton-izm), n. [< Hamilton
(see def.) -f- -iam.l The philosophy of SirWil-
liam Hamilton.

This is Kantism, but it is not HamHtoni^m..
J. S. MUX, Examination of Hamilton, iii-

hamirostrate (ham-i-ros'trat), a. [< L. ham us,

a hook, + rostrum, a beak.] Having a hooke(i
beak; uneirostrate.

Hamite^ (ham 'it), n. [< Ham (see def.) + -ite^.']

1. A descendant of Ham, one of the sons of
Noah according to the account in Genesis; a
member of one of the races supposed to have
been derived from the four sons of Ham (Gen.
X.); specifically, one of a race speaking a so-
caUed Hamitic language. See Hamitic.— 2.
Popularly, an African ; a negro.
Whilst the Caucasian doubts the humanity of the Earn-

ite, the latter repays the compliment in kind.
H. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 207-

hamite^ (ha'mit), re. [< L. hamus, a hook, +
-ite2.] A fossil cephalopod of the genus Hami-
tes.

Hamltes (ha-mi'tez), n. [NL. (Parkinson, 1811),
< L. hamus, a hook, -I- -ites.] A genus of fossil
eephalopods, related to Ammonites, having the
shell hooked or bent upon itself in separate
courses, not in spiral whorls. There are numer-
ous species, chiefly from the Chalk.
Hamitic (ha-mit'ik), a. [< Hamite^ + .4e.^ Of
or pertaining to Ham, one of the sons of Noah
(Gen. X.), or to any of the races considered to
be his descendants. The Hamitic tongues are a class
of African languages, comprising the andent Egyptian of
the hieroglyphs and the later E^tian or Coptic, and the
non-Semitic languages of Abyssinia and the regions fur-
ther south, including the Galla and the Libyan or Berber,
to which some authorities add the Hottentot. They are
believed by many to have more or less distant aflbiitles
with the Semitic family,

Hamitidse (ha-mit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hami-
tes + -td(B.] A family of fossil eephalopods,
typified by the genus Hamites, generally re-
ferred to the family Ammonitidte.
hamkint (ham'kin), re. [Appar. < ham^ + dim.
-kin.'i A pudding made upon the bone of a
shoulder of mutton, all the flesh being first

taken off. HaUiweU. [Prov. Eng.]
hamleti (ham'let), n. [< ME. hamlet, hamelet, a.

handet, < OF. .AP. hamlet, hamelet, m. (also ham-
lette, f.), dim., with -et, of OF. hamel, F. hameau
(ML. hameUum), a village, dim., with -el, of
*ftara,<OFries. Mm,NorthPrie8.feawOT,ahome,
dwelling, AS. ham, E. home, village : see home^
and ftam2.] A small village; a little cluster



hamlet

of houses in tlie country; especially, in Eng-
land, a village wittout a cturcli, wMch there-

fore for its ecolesiastical service belongs to the
parish represented by another village. Com-
pare parish. The word h^ no tecbnical use in the
trnitecT States, except as the legal designation of a few
villages In Michigan and Ohio.

Sometimes with secure delight
The upland ha/mlets wUl invite.

maton, !'Allegro, 1. 92.

Each in his narrow cell forever laid.

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.
Gray, Elegy.

To several of these towns there are small appendages be-

longing called haniletSf which are taken notice of in the
statute ol Exeter, BlacJatonet Com., Int., § 4.

=Syn. See toum.

hamlet^ (ham'let), ». [Origin not ascertained.]
A flsh of the family Serramdw, Epinephelm stri-

atus, also called Nassau grouper, common in the
West Indies and along the Florida coast. It is

chestnut-brown or slate-eolored, with vermilion
lips and throat.

hamletedt (ham'let-ed), a. [< liamlefl + -ed^.']

Established in or accustomed to a hamlet or

a country life. [Bare.]

He is properly and pitledly to he counted alone that is

illiterate, and unactively lives hamleted in some untravel-

led village of the duller country.
Felthmn, Hesolves, iL 49.

hanunam, InimmuinCham'amjhum'um),*}. [<

Ar. hammdm, a hot bath, < Jiammim, heat water
for a bath.] An establishment for bathing in

the Oriental manner with sweating and manip-
ulation ; a Turkish or other Oriental bath.

I . . . got a late hackney chariot and drove to the H«7B-
Ttiums in Covent Garden.

Dickens, Great Expectations, xlv.

Sometimes . . . we induce him to accompany us to the
Hammam,, where he [Shaykh Mohammed] insists upon
paying the smallest sum, quarrelling with everything and
everybody. R. F. Burton^ El-Medinah, p. 70.

hammel, hammle (ham'l), v. i. Dialectal forms
of hamble.
hammer! (ham'fer), «. [< ME. hamer, homer, <

AS. hamor, hamer, homer= OS. hamw= OPries.
homer, hamer = D. hamer = MLG. hamer =
OHGr. hamar, MHG. hamer, Gr. hammer = Icel.

hamarr = 8w. hammare = Dan. hammer, a ham-
mer. The Icel. hamarr means also a crag, rook,

suggesting a connection with OBulg. Icameni,

Euss. kamene, a stone, these and the Teut. forms
having (in this view) suffered a transposition
of the first two consonants

:

ef. Lith. aJcmii (akmen-) =
Lett, ahnins, a stone, = Or.

oKfiov, an anvil, thunder-
bolt,t Skt. acman, a stone,

thunderbolt. The first ham-
mers were of stone.] 1.

An instrument consisting

of a solid head, usually of

metal, but sometimes of

wood or of stone, set cross-

wise to the handle, used for beating metals,

driving nails or spikes, dressing or breaking
stones, etc. ; hence, a machine in which a heavy

Riveting.hammer.

a, face ; t, poll ; c, eye

;

(/, peen ; e, helve.
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a padded end or knob, held in the hand, with which the
strings of the dulcimer and other similar instruments are
struck. (cC) In the pianoforte, that part of the mechanism
or "action that is thrown against the strings by the key
or digital. It consists of a slender, elastic wooden shank,
and a wooden head thickly covered with felt. Bach key
has its own hammer, which strikes against the one, two,
three, or four strings belonging to that particular key.

(«) That part of the look of a firearm which falls with a
sharp blow and causes the discharge of the piece. In the
flint-look the piece of flint was secured in the front of
the hammer and struck sharply against the steel cover-
ing of the pan, displacing it and throwing sparks into the
priming in the pan. In the percussion-lock the blow of
the hammer explodes the percussion-cap. Ordinarily the
hammer can he flxed at h£Qf-cock, at which point the pull
of the trigger does not move it, and at full-cock, when the
movement of the trigger will release it. The form of the
hammer and themode of its action in exploding the charge
differ greatly in different kinds of guns. See reboundmg
lock (under iocftl), and cut under gun. (/) A gavel used
by auctioneers. See to bring to th& hwmrM.r, below.

Oft as the price-deciding hammer falls.

He notes it in his book. Cowper, Task, vi. 291.

(g) A door-knocker. [Rare.]

Then nightly Enocklngs at your Door will cease.

Whose noiseless Hammer, then, may rust in Peace.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

(ft) In anat., the malleus. (») The head of a sphyrnid or
hammer-headed shark.

The eyes on the sides of the "hammer "
; mouth crescent-

shaped, under the ^^ham/msr."
Jordan and Gilbert, Bull. TJ. S. Nat. Mus., No. 16,

[1883, p. 25.

3. Figuratively, an aggressive and destructive

foe : as, a hammer of heretics (Latin malleus

a, Blocking-hammer; *, Headof a Peen-hararaer: c, Bricklayers*
Hammer.

block of metal is used for such a purpose. See
steam-hammer, tilt-hammer, trip-hammer. The
head of the hammer is made in various forms, according

to the use to which it is to be put. Hammers of stone are

found among the remains of antiquity, and are still in use

among barbarous races. The hammer has also been used

as a weapon of attack in war. See mMrtel-de-/er.

The hamyr bothe stern and grete,
• That drofte the naylys throw hand and fote.

Lord, be myn socowr in alle myn lyfle.

Holy Rood (E. B. T. S.), p. 185.

Is not my word like as a Are ? saith the Lord ; and like

a hammer that breaketh the rook in pieces? .Ter. xxlii. 29.

Gold itself will be sometimes so eager (as artists call it)

that it will as little endure the hammer as glass itself.

Locke, Human Understanding, iii. 6.

2. Something which resembles the common
hammer in form, action, or use. (a) The piece in

a clock which strikes upon the bell to indicate the hour

;

the striker. (6) In a bell, an independent wooden or me-

tallic lever by which it is sounded : distinguished from

a tangm, which is attached to the bell, and is usually oper-

ated by swinging the bell itself, though a tongue is some-

times used as a hammer, (c) A small wooden mallet with

That renowned polar of truth, and hammer of heresies,

St Augustine. HakemU, Apology.

Atmospherichammer. See atrtwspheric.— Cat's-head
hammer. Same as bully-head.— Ceremonial hammer,
in a/reh(eol., a small stone object resembling the head of a
hammer or hatchet, one- or two-edged, and drilled with a
line hole, apparently intended to be hung about the person
as an amulet. It is especially common in North America,
but amber beads resembling it in form are found in north-
em Europe. Compare ceremonial hatchet, under hatchet.

—Dead-Stroke hammer. See drop-press.— Dental
hammer or plunger, an apparatus used in filling teeth
with gold, consisting of a plugging instrument fitted to a
loose sleeve canning a spring and a tapping device. When
the instrument is pressed against the filling of the teeth,

the sleeve dr tool-stock moves back till a detent is passed,
when the sleeve is released and under the influence of a
spring strikes a blow upon the plugger. Also called auto-
matic mallet.—Double hammer, a forging device for
operating upon a bloom or puddlers' ball, striking it on
opposite sides simultaneously. Farrow.—Electric ham-
mer, an electrical apparatus for working a rock-drill.

It is constructed on the principle of the dental hammer.
—Enlarglng-hammer, the hammer used by a gold-beat-
er. It weighs 14 or 15 pounds, and is shaped like a trun-
cated hexagonal pyramid, with a slightly convex face.

—

Fairyhammer. See/airj/.—Hammerand tongs, with
great noise, vigor, or violence; violently; vigorously.
[CoUoq.]

Mr. Malone . . . dashed out of a doorway close by^ and
before they had time to form line of battle, fell upon them
hammer and tonga. H. Kingsley, Uavenshoe, Ix.

Horseman's hammer. Same as martel-de-fer.—Lu-
cerne hammer, a name given to the war-hammer or
marteau d'armes when fitted with a long handle for the
use of foot-soldiers: so called because a favorite wea-
pon with Swiss mercenaries from Lucerne.— Millstone
hammer. Same as mill-pick.—UTasmyth hammer, a
steam-hammer used in forging large masses of metal,
especially iron, and having its head attached to the pis-

ton-rod of the steam-engine by which it is worked.

—

Patent hammer, in stone-dressing, a hammer having
knife-like ridges on its face, numbering 6, 8, or 10 to the
inch.—Thor'S hammer, (a) In Norse myth., the ham-
mer of the god Thor, by the wielding or throwing of which
thunder and lightning were supposed to be caused. (i>)

Same as fylfot, (c) A pendent ornament, usually of silver,

found among relics of the prehistoric iron age in the north
of Europe. It has somewhat the shape of a mallet, and is

undoubtedly intended to represent a hammer as weapon
or utensil.—To bring or come to the hammer, to sell

or be sold at auction : from the use by auctioneers of a
gavel or small hammer to indicate by a rap the sale of an
article to the highest bidder, called knocking it down.

Old Sir Kobert's pride,
His books— the more the pity, so I said

—

Cam£ to the hammer here in March.
Tennyson, Audley Court.

Veneerlng-hammer, a flat square of hard wood or iron
with a handle projecting at right angles. (See also taji-

in^-hawjmer, water-hammer^

hammer! (ham'er), V. [< ME. hameren, homer-
en = D. hameren = MH(t. hemeren, G. hammern
= Dan. /ia?»re= Sw. hamra, hammer; from the
noun.] I. trans. 1. To beat or drive with or

as if with a hammer; pound; beat: as, to ham-
mer iron or steel ; to hammer one with the fist.

HamTner into their noddles who waswho
And what was what.

Broiuning, King and Book, I. 151.

Jael, as Altdorfer has shown her in his romantic print,

neatly ha/rmnering the nail into the head of the sprawling,

snoring Sisera. Contempora/ry Jtev., LI. 6i3.

A clever blacksmith can heat a large nail red-hot by sim-

ply harmnervng it upon his anvil.

W. L. Carpemter, Energy in Nature, p. 32.

hammer-beam

2. To fasten with a hammer by nailing or oth-
erwise ; construct by the use of the hammer.
He was hammered to the gibbet.

Hervey, Meditations, 1. 138.

Here upon the flat

All that long mom the lists were hammer'd up.
Tennyson, Princess, v.

3. To form or forge with a hammer ; shape by
beating : often with out.

They, with unwearied pains and diligence, hammered out
his bolts. Bacon, Political Fables, vi.

Some harfimer helmets for the flghting fleld. Dryden.

4. Towork upon in the mind; contrive by intel-

lectual labor; excogitate: usually with oMi; as,

to hammer out a scheme.
Hee, sommoning a parlee, hammered out such a strong

Oration in praise of Ease, that they all strucke vp their

Drums. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 32.

Thy wicked head never at rest, but hammering
And hatching hellish things.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, iii. 1.

Who was hammierviig out a penny dialogue. Jeffr&y.

Hammered gold, hammered-up gold, thin gold-plates

or gold-foil hammered into relief, intended to be sewed
upon emtaroideiy. See heatenwork, under beaten.-^Ham-
mered money, coins produced from a die by striking it

with a hammer : distinguished from milled money, or coins
produced by a mill or coining-press. See coining-press.

What had become of me if Virgil had taxed me with an-

other Book? I had certainly been reduced to pay thepub-
lick in hammered money, for want of milled : that is, in

the same old words which I had used before.
Dryden, Epic Poetry.

Hammeredwork, metal-work, especially in iron, doneby
hand, the metal being heated and the tools being hammers
and anvils of different kinds, with punches, etc.

II. intrans. 1. To strike something repeat-
edly with or as if with a hammer.

We wound
About the cliffs, the copses, out and in,

Hamrmerimg and clinking, chattering stony names.
Tennyson, Princess, iii.

2. To work industriously or persistently; be
very busy; labor in contrivance: as, to be feam-

mervng away at an invention.

Nor need'st thou much importune me to that
Whereon this month I have been hammering.

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 3.

I forced a way
Thro' solid opposition, crabb'd and gnarl'd.

Better to clear prime forests ...
Than hammer at this reverend gentlewoman.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

3. To be working or in agitation; keep up an
excited action or state of feeling.

Vengeance is in my heart, death in my hand,
Blood and revenge are hanmiering in my head,

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3.

What new design
Is hammering in his head now?

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 1.

hammer^ (ham'er), v. i. [Appar. a var. of ham-
mel, hamble, perhaps associated with stammer.']

To stammer. [Obsolete or provincial.]

If in thy tale thou hammering stand, or coughing twixt
thy words.

It doth betoken a liers smell, that's all that it affords.

Babees Book (E, E. T. S.), p. 294.

hammer^t (ham'6r), n. [Not found in mod. B.
or ME. except in the oomp. yellowhammer, and
Eerhaps in the passage given below, where,
owever, the word, if not indeed a slang use

of hammer^, may be an abbreviation of yellow-

hammer, and not the genuine simple form ; <

AS. amere, amore= MLO. amere= OHG. amero,
MHO. amer, Gr. ammer, also dim. MHO. amerinc,

dmerinc, O. emmering, ammering, also 0. emmer-
ling, dmmerling, hdmmerling, etc. (see Emberi-
2a), a bunting, yellowhammer; prob. connected
with Gr. amsel, D. amsel, > E. amzel = AS. osls,

E. ouzel: see ameel, ouzel, Emberiza, yellow-

hammer.'], A yellowhammer or bunting. As
used in the following passage the meaning of

the word is uncertain. See etymology.

Slight I euer tooke thee to be a hammer of the right
feather, but I durst have layed my life no man could euer
have . . . cramd such a gudgeon as this downe the throate

of thee. Chapman, Mens. D'Olive, iv.

hammerable (ham'6r-a-bl), a. \i.hammer'^ +
-able.'] Capable of being hammered or shaped
by a hammer ; malleable. Sherwood.

hammer-ax (ham'er-aks), n. A tool consist-

ing of a hammer and an ax combined on one
handle.
hammer-heam (ham'er-bem), n. A short beam
attached to the foot of a principal rafter in a
roof, in place of a tie-beam. Hammer-beams are

used in pairs, and project from the wall, extending less

than half-way across the apartment. The hammer-beam
is generally supported by a rib resting upon a corbel be-

low, and in its turn forms the support of another rib which
constitutes, with that springingfrom the opposite hammer-
beam, an arch. Although occupying the place of a tie in
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the roofing. It does not act as a tie ; it is essentially a ha.mvnur-'htauif'.A fliam'6r-hed*ed), a. Having
iBTer, as is shown in the figure. Here the inner end of

Hammer-beam Roof, Westminster Hall, London.

j4, Af Hammer-beams.

thehammer-h^m,/ receivestheweightoftheupperpart hammer-mark (ham'er-mark), n.
of the roof, which is balanced by the pressure of the prm- ^.r~t,„™Cj^t „ „ ,-„*„«„„™
cipal at its outer end. by a hammer, as in forgmg.

.

hammer-blow (ham'6r-bl6), n. The blow of a hammer-nail (ham'er-nal), n. The pm secTir-

hammer, or a blow re?emblmg that of a ham- mg the cock to the plate of a ftmt-look. it

mer, as the impact of an unbalanced wheel. ^ frequently caUed the lock-mail. Farrow, Mil.

The so-called hammer-blow in locomotiTes is the ir- u.^JP' __j.__ /i,„„'a, „;=,«A,^ «.

regularity of the pressure exerted between the wheel and hammer-Oyster (ham er-ois'tfir), n.

rail, which arises from the verticaUy-nnbalanced action of hammer-shell.
the counter-weightsplaced in the wheel to neutralize the hammer-pick (ham'er-pik), n. A tool having
horizontal action of the pistonand other mo™^^^^ hammer-faoe at one end of the head and a

Jour. Franklvti Inst.. U X X 1 1 1 . 42. ...-,.,.,-, ,, _. t_ i .pointed pick at the other; a pick-hammer.

hamper

if 'hanging mat'), < Sp. hamaea, a harunock;

of West Indian origin. Colnmbus, m the nar-

rative of his first voyage, says : "A great many
Indians in canoes came to the ship to^yfor
the purpose of bartering their cotton, andhama-

cas or nets in which they sleep."] 1. A kind

of hanging bed. Hammocks used at sea, eroeciallyon

men-ol-war,lremadeof canvas, and haveanamberof cords

at each eni called elueg, which are brought together and

secured to in iron ring, which is hung on a hook attached

to the deck-beams. Those used in the tropical parts ot

America and in summer in the north are nsoaUy formed

of a network of Panama grass or small cords.

I . . . conducted them into one of the houses, where we

did presently hang up our iasmnwcfci." Vampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

Mrs. Trunnion was out of humourwhen die found her-

self under the necessity of being confinedwith her qrouse

in a hammock. SmMlUtt, Peregnne Pickle, rx.

O mother, praying God wiU save

Thy sailor—while thy head is bow^d.

His heavy-shotted Aojjwnoci-shrond

Drops in his vast and wandering grave.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, vl

2. In entom., the hammock-like sack or ease

carried by the larvae of certain tineid moths, as

(Ecophora harrisiella, henee called case-bearers.

If he [P. Huber] took a caterpiUflr which had completed

its hammock up to, say, the sixth stage of cons^cHoiL
and put it into a ham/mock completed up only to the third

stage, the caterpillar simply reperformed the fourth, fifth,

and sixth stages of construction.
Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 206.

To lash a lianunock (naut.), to roll a hammock up
smoothly and pass a lashing roundit—To sling a liam-

mock (naut.\ to fasten in the clues of a hammock and
" for

carried in the French army by the subalterns in charge of 'haynmnolk^ (ham'ok), n. See hummock.
the flag under the first empire (18M-U). Farrmc, MiL iia,inmock-batten"(ham'ok-bat"n), «. A cleat
^'"V"- _.. „ , or strip of wood used to"extend the ends of a

hammock and keep it spread out.

hammock-cloth (ham'ok-kldth), n. Naut.

a head like that of a hammer. SpecificallyappUedin
zoology (a) to the hammerhead, hammer-fish, or balance-

fish ; (6) to an African fruit-bat, Hypsignathtis mmistrosus.

hammering (ham'er-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

hamm^r^, «.] In silversmithing, a dented ap-

pearance on silverware, each dent being made
by successive carefully directed blows of the

hammer. The dents are also sometimes gouged out
with a tool or pressed in by means of a rolL This mode of

decoration is of Japanese origin,

hammerman (ham'er-man), n.; pi. hammer-
men (-men). A mechanic whose work involves

theuse of the hammer, as ablacksmith,weapon-
smith or armorer, goldsmith, etc.

The smythe contorted the moulder, and the iron smyth
the hammerman. Bible of 1561, Isa. xli. 7.

A hard-handed and stifli ignorance worthy a trowel or a
hammfterman. B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, ii. 1.

Visible Ploughmen and Hammermen there have been,

ever from Cain and Tubalcain downwards.
Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, p. 118.

A mark left

Same as

Aooverforthe
j^^jjjj^gj..^j^g(jja^j^,^r.pjk)^„_ Along-shafted
weapon resembling the war-hammer. It was get it ready for use.

hammer-cap (ham'er-kap), n.

cook of a gun.
hammer-catcher (ham'er-kacMer), n. In pi-

anoforte-making, the padded shoulder which
catches the hammer on its return after strik-

ing the string. hammer-SCale (ham'er-skal), n. Same asforge-

hammer-ciottl (ham'er-M&th), n. [The earU- scale. ,„...,
est form, hamer-cloth, is quoted from the time hammer-sedge (ham'er-sej), n. A common Bu-

of Queen Mary; said to be "so caUed from the ropean sedge, Carea;Ajrto.
. ^. ,

old practice of carrying a hammer, nails, etc., hammer-shell (ham'er-shel), n. Abivalvemol-

pocket hid by this eloth'J (Webster). Insk of the pearl-oyster family, Amculidm, and
j^^^g^^l^gg (jj,

called from thefrom
shape of the shell.

There are several
species, of Orien-
tal seas, the best-
known being Mal-
leus vulgaris. Al-
so called hammer-
oyster.

hammer-tail (ham'er-tal), n. In elockujork,

Others think the orig. form was *hamper-cloth.

Skeat takes hammer- to be a corruption or an
E. adaptation of the D. word hemel, canopy, a
tester, covering, quoting "den hemel van een
koetse, the seeling [ceiling] of a coach" (Hex-
am), "the testem of a coach" (Sewel) : see

under heaven.'\ The cloth which covers the

driver's seat in some kinds of carriage, usually

falling in plaits on all four sides. See cut un-

der coach. -

Hamer-clothes, with our arms and badges of our colours, hammer-StOne
and all other things apperteininge unto the same wagon, (nam er-ston;, n.

Quoted in ArcluBologia, XVL 91. See flaking-ham-

hammer-dressed (ham'er-drest), a. Dressed
or prepared with a hammer: especially applied

to a building-stone which has been dressedwith
a pointed hammer or pick.

hammerer (ham'er-er), n. 1. One who works
with a hammer.
The till was for many years looked upon as a deposit

destitute of all traces of life, and only a few hammerers
continned, Micawber-like, to hope for something turning

up. GeSde, Ice Age, p. 198.

2. The three-wattled bell-bird of Costa Eioa,

Chasmorhynchus tricaruneulattis.

hammer-fish (ham'er-fish), n. The hammer-
head, or hammer-headed shark. Also called

ialanee-fish.

hammer-harden (ham'er-har'dn), v. t. To
harden, as a metal, by hammering it while

cold.

hammerhead (ham'6r-hed)i n. 1. A shark of

the family Sphyrnidw or Zygcenidw : so called hammerwort (ha,m^r-wert>

from the great lateral expansion of the head, '-"""' "»..> T,«neh„r<,. < h

Hammer-shell {Malleus vulgaris).

a

canvas tarpaulin covering the hammocks when
in the nettings to protect them from the wea-

ther.

^ am'ok-kl5z), ». pi. An ar-

rangement of small lines at each end of a ham-
mock by which it is suspended.
hammock-nettings (ham'ok-nefingz), n. pi.

Xiong troughs or boxes constructed on top of

the bulwarks of the spar-deck in a man-of-war,
in which the hammocks are stowed daring the

daytime. In former times the hammocks were
stowed, when not in use, in rope nettings,

whence the name.
hammock-rack (ham'ok-rak), n. Same as ham-
mock^nettings.

hamose, hamons (ha'mos, -mns), a, [< I^. ha-

mus, a hook.] In hot., same as hamate, 3.

a Hampden's case. See case ofship-money,jmAst

projection extending from the arbor of the rod ^^y'-""'?*?/' ,-,m 7

or lever that supports the hammer, onwhich the hamper^ (ham per), v. t. [< ME. hamperen,

pins or teeth of a wheel in the striking meoha- i""^ (rare), hamper, oppress ; originuncerpms

Hammerhead I^Sphyma zygana).

There are 3 genera and 5 species, inhabiting most seas.

The common species is Spkyrna zygoma, better known as

Zygoma malleus, a cosmopolitan species which attains a

length of from 12 to 15 feet Those with the head less ham-

mer-like belong to the genus Smiceps, and are commonly

called shovelheads.

2. A eatostomine fish, Hypentelium nigricans,

having a peculiarly shaped head, which is flat

above and transversely concave between the

eyes, while the snout is abruptly turned down.
It abounds in the fresh waters of the United States, from

Sev York to Eansas and Alabama. It sometimes attains

a length of two feet. Other names are hogsucker, stone-

roller, and erawl-a.-botto7n.

3. The umber or shadow-bird, Scopus umbretta.

nism act, as it revolves, to raise the hammer.
There are three cross bars, . . . which are atHized also

for carrying cocks for "leading off," for ha^nmer-tails,
winding pinions, etc.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 185.

hammer-tongs (ham'er-tSngz), n. pi. Tongs
having jaws terminating in pins, used in han-
dling objects inwhich holeshavebeen punched,
such as the heads of hammers and hatchets.

hammerwise (ham'er-wiz), adv. [< hammer^ +
-xcise.'] As it with a hammer.
One of them saucily snatched off her shoe, and cracked

them [almonds] hammerwise with the heel.
Howells, Their Wedding Journey, p. 282.

re. [Ct. AS. }iam-

orvoyrt, black hellebore, < hamor, hammer, -l-

wyrt, wort.] The plant peUitory, Parietaria.

hammer-wrought (ham'er-rat), a. Worked
into shape by means of a hammer, as iron: said
of armor and the like, and also of decorative
wTought-iron work.
hammite (ham'it), n. Same as ammite.
hammle, v. i. A dialectal form of hamhle.

hammock^ (ham'ok), n. [Formerly hamack
(Sir T. Herbert) or,"as Sp., hamaea= F. hamac,
It. amaca, Pg. maea, OD. hammak, later accom.
hangmak, hangmat, G. hangmatte, hdngmatte (as

Sailor's Hammock.

_ ham-
origuTuncertain

;

supposed by Skeat to stand for *hameren (the

p excrescent), another form of ME. hamelen,
mutilate, E. hamble (where 6 is excrescent);
but excrescent j> would hardly occur in such a
position; the reg. form would be 'harnbren (cf.

ME. haniber, var. of hamer, hammer; E. nmn-
ber, etc.), which could hardly change to ham-
pren; and the senses are too unlike to be im-
mediately connected. A remoter connection,
however, may exist ; cf . hamble, which is con-
nected, through OHGr. ham (hamm-), mutilated,
crippled, lame, paralytic, with MHG. hemmen,
G. hemmen, stop, hinder, cheek. With hamble,
cf. North. E. hamel, walk lame, Sc. hammle,
walk in an ungainly manner, so as to be con-
stantly in danger of stumbling, Se. hamp, halt
in walking, stutter, read with difficulty, hamp,
n., a halt in walking, stuttering; E. diaL ham-
mer, stammer. Cf . also Sc. hobble, stutter, speak
or act confusedly ; OD. haperen, stutter, hesi-
tate, p. haperen, falter, hesitate.] 1. To im-
pede in motion or progress; render motion or

progress difficult to; shackle; entangle; re-

strain by force.

Glad Abram, ijien, to God gives thanks and praise,
Vnbindes bis Son, and in ms room he laies
A Lamb (there strangely hampered by tiie headX
Sylvester, tr. ot Du Bartas's Weeks^, iL, The liithera.

Hem. If he resist down with him, have no mer^.
First Boor. I warrant you, well hamper lUm.

Fletcher, Be^^ Baab, iiL 1.

Am I over-reach'd? If there be law. 111 hamper ye.
Beau, and PI., Scornful Lady, iiL 2.

When two substances have different molecular veloci-
ties at tiieir common surface of mutual contact the mole-
cules hamper one another, and energy is lost ; this energy
takes the form of the energy of electrical displacement

A. Dataell, Physics, p. 548.



hamper
Hence— 2. To impede in anyway; embarrass;
encumber; restrain; perplex.

In lesse than an houre, he bo hampred their Insolencies,
they brought them his two men.

Quoted to Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 171.

Homered by restrictions, barred against
By set tonns, blinded by forced eecresies.

BrovmiTtg^ In a Balcony.

Those regnlatlons by which the French manofactnrers
were Aam^red during the last century . . . had no small
share in producing the great revolution.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 320.

3. To derange or put out of working order, as
a piece of mechanism. [Bare.]

I hampered thp lock of the libranr door.
14fe qf a Lover, yL 264.

4. To beat. [Prov. Eng.]
hamper^ (ham'pSr), n. [< hamper^, v.'] If. A
fetter or some instrument that shackles.

Shacklockes, hampers, gyves, and chatos.
W. Srowtie, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

2. Naut., things collectively, which, though
necessary to the equipment of a ship, are in
the way at certain times: as, to stow away the
top hamper.
hamper^(ham'p6r), n. [Formerly also hampire;
< ME. hamper, contr. of hanaper, ME. hany-
pere, the form hanaper continuing in use until
recently as a term of office : see hanaper."] 1.

A kind of basket or wiokerwork receptacle,
generally of considerable size, chiefly used as
a packing-case.
You shall receive by this Carrier a great Wicker Bam-

jier, with . . . three Barrels of Bologna Olives, with some
other Spanish Commodities. Howell, Letters, I. v. 15.

We found a ham.pvre of mlUons sent to me also.

Pepya, Diary, Sept. 27, 1661.

2. A two-bushel basket for oysters. [New
York, U. 8.]— 3. A measure for fish holding
about a bushel. [Virginia, U, S.]—4. Same
as hanap&r, 4.

hamper^ (ham'p6r), V. t. [< ME. hamperen;
< hcmper^, ».] 1. To put into a hamper: as,

to hamper goods.

& pyled that precious place & pakked those godes . . .

Wyth alle the vrnmentes of that hous, he ha/mppred to-

geder. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1284.

2. To load with hampers.
One ass will carry at least three thousand such books,

and 1 am persuaded you would be able to carry as many
yourself, if you were well hampered.

N, BaUey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 325.

hampiref, n. See hamper^.
Hampton Court Conference. See conference.

hamshackle (ham'shak-l), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

hamshackled, ppr. hamshacTcUng. [Usually ex-
plained as ham^ + shackle, but it is the fore
leg that is shackled, and the fore leg is not and
has not a ham. Cf. equiv. hapshackle, hop-
shaeMe, hobshackle.'] To shackle, as a horse or
a cow, by a rope or strap attached to the head
and to one of the legs, to prevent it from run-
ning away or wandering too far; hence, to

curb; restrain.

hamster (ham'ster), n. [= D. Dan. Sw. ham-
ster, < G-. hamster, MHQ-. hamster, hamester (ML.
hamester), hamster, < OHGr. hamastro, found
only in the sense of 'weevil,' = OS. hamstra,
weevil ; an isolated word, prob. borrowed.] 1.

A murine or myomorphic rodent quadruped, of

the family -MMridfls and subfamily CriceUnce, and
of one of the genera Cricetus, Cricetomys, and
Saccostomus. They are furnished with cheek-pouches,
which are the principal distinctive character of the group
in comparison with other Muridoe. The common hamster.

Common Hamster {
CHcetttsfrumentarius).

Cricetus frumentaHua, inhabits parts of Europe and Asia.

It is a stout little animal about 10 inches long,with a short

hairy taiL It is variegated to color (black on the under
parts), burrows deeply in the ground, stores its galleries

with grain, and hibernates durtog the colder months. It

Is very prolific, and readily breeds in confinement. The
fur is poor, short, and coarse, but is sometipies used for

the lining of cloaks. The other genera above named are

African.

2. Some other pouched rodent, as of the genus
Oeorm/s, more or less resembUng a hamster.

—

Geor^a hamster, Eafinesque's name of the gopher of

the southern United States, Oeomys tuza.
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hamstring (ham'string), n. 1. In human anat.,
the tendon of a muscle which bounds the ham,
or space behind the knee on either side above
the middle of the popliteal space. The outer hamu
string is single, and is the tendon of the biceps muscle

;

there are three inner hamstrings, the tendons of the semi-
tendinosus, semimembranosus, and gracilis muscles, with
which a fourth, that of the sartorius, may be reckoned.
These muscles flex the leg upon the thigh, and, with the
exception of the sartorius and gracilis, extend the thigh
upon the trunk.

2. In ordinary language, the great tendon or
sinew at the back of the so-called knee or hook
of the hind leg of a quadruped, it is the tendo Achil-
lis, or tendon of the gastrocnemius muscle, corresponding
to that at the back of the human ankle, and extends the
foot or pes upon the leg or cms. See cut under horse.

hamstring (ham'string), V. t.; pret. and pp.
hamstrung or hamstringed, ppr. hamstringing.
[< hamstring, ».] 1. To cut the hamstrings of,

and thus lame or disable.
With this instrument they ride at a beast, and surround

him, when the hunter that comes behind him hamstrings
him. Anson, Toyages, L 6.

He defended himself despfrately, and would have cut
his way throughthem, had they not hamstringed his horse.

Maoaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

2. In whaling, to cut the muscle or tendons of
the small of the whale, so as to render the flukes
useless and make the animal helpless. It is

done with the fluke-spade when a boat is hauled
up alongside a running whale. j
hamular (ham'ii-lar), a. [< L. hdmuPus +
-ar^.'] Same as hamulate.
hamulate (ham'u-lat), a. [< L. hamulus +
-ate^.] 1. In anat. and zool., hooked; unci-
nate : as, the hamulate process of the sphenoid
bone. See cut under craniofacial.— 2. In 6o*.,

having a little hook at the tip ; covered with
little hooks. Also hamulose, hamulous.
hamule (ham'ul), n. [< L. hamulus, q. v.] Same
as hamulus, 1.

hamuli, n. Plural of hamulus, 1.

hamulose, hamulous (ham'u-los, -lus), a. [<
hamule + -ose,-ous.'] In6o«., same as hamulate, 2.

hamulus (ham'u-lus), n. [L., dim. of hamus, a
hook.] 1. PI. 'hammll (-li). A little hook or
hooklet. Specifically—(a) In anat., a hook-like process
of a bone. The ha/mulus laerymalis is the hook-like pro-
cess at the lower end of the vertical ridge of the lacrymal
bone, which helps to bound the upper orifice of the lacry-
mal canal. The hamulus pterygoideus is the hook-like
process of the pterygoid portion of the sphenoid bone,
over which runs the tendon of the tensor palatl muscle.
(See cut under craniofacial.) The hamulus lanmnx spi-

ralis is the hook-like process in which the osseous spiral
lamina ends at the apex of the cochlea. (i>) In tot., ap-
plied specifically by some authors to the rudimentary axis
of the spikelets in the genus Xlndnia, which is exserted
from the apex of the utricle, and produced into a long awn
that is recurved or hooked at the tip, this being the char-
acter which cliiefly distinguishes that genus from Carex,
and especially from Scheenoxiphium, which last has the
awn without the hook. See Uncinia. (c) In omith., the
hooklet of a feather; a hooked barbicel ; the hooked fringe
of a barbule. {d) In ent&m., one of the minute hooks,
forming a row on the anterior margin of the lower wing,
found in hymenopterous insects. They can be applied to
the hinder margin of the anterior wing, thus binding the
two together, and forming a continuous surface during
flight. Also called spinula. (e) In obstet, a Jiook for ex-
tracting the fetus ; a crotchet. Also called hamule.
2. [cap.'] [NL.] In zool., a genus of moUusks.
Morton, 1834.

hamus (ha'mus), n.
;
pi. hami (-mi). [L.] A

hook ; a hamulus. Speciflcally, in entom., a small
hooked process or loop on the lower side of each anterior
wing, near the base, found in many Lepidoptera. A bris-
tle called the tendo, on the lower wing, passes through
this loop, and aids in keeping the wings together during
flight. The hamus, though not the tendo, is said to be
peculiar to male insects, and it is found only in strong-
flying species.

hant. An old present indicative plural and in-

finitive of have, contracted from haven. Chaucer.
Hanafite (han'a-fit), n. [Ar. Sanafvyah, < Abu
Manifah: see ilef.] A member of the oldest
and most important of the four orthodox sects
of Sunnite Mohammedans, founded by Abu
Hanifah of Kufah (about A. d. 700-770), a puri-
tan in doctrine and the author of a system of

jurisprudence. .Also Sanifite.
He was a Sunnite, probably according to the Hanafite

rite. Uncyc. Brit., XVII. 237.

hanapt (han'ap), n. [ME., < OP. hanap, hanep,
henap, henep, hennap, enap, chenap, etc., = Pr.
enap = It. a^appo, nappo (ML, hanapus), a
drinking-cup, < OHQ-. hnapf, MHGr. Gr. napf=
MLGr. nap = D. nap = AS. hncepp, a cup, bowl,
basin.] 1. A large diinking-goblet, especial-

ly the vessel from which the chief guest at an
entertainment or the presiding dignitary was
served.

'

Handled mugs of silver and wood (hanaps), curtains,

cloths, and other things necessary for a tavern.

Eiley, London Memorisls, quoted in N. and Q.,
[7th ser., I. 467.

hand
Hence— 2. A vessel of precious material, as sil-

ver or silver gilt, fitted with a cover, from which
the taster drank a little wine taken from the
hanap.— 3. In the fifteenth century, a measure,
especially tor wine, ale, and the Uke. It is for-
bidden, on the ground that it is not a fixed mea-
sure, by a regulation of Henry IV.
hanaper (han'a-p6r), n. [< ME. hanypere, <
OP. hanapier, "hanaper, hanepier, hannepier,
henepier, chanapier, etc. (ML. AL. hanaperium),
a ease for a hanap or drinking-cup, or for other
vessels, also the skull, also a helmet or casque,
also in AF. and AL. use a ease for documents,
etc., < hanap, hanep, etc., a drinking-cup : see
hanap. Hence, later, by contraction and as-
similation, hamper^, q. v.] If. Same as ham-
per^, 1. Holland.— 2t. Same as hanap, 1.— 3.
A receptacle for documents or valuable arti-

Hanaper.

cles, formerly used in England. It was often
made of wiokerwork, and sometimes covered
with leather.—4. [pap.] An office (in full, the
Hanaper Office) of the English Court of Chan-
cery, from which various writs were formerly
sent out. So called because all writs regarding the pub-
lic were once kept in a hanaper (m handperio), and those
concerning the cro^rn in a little sack or bag. Also called
ffojBper.—.Clerk of the Hanaper. See clerk.

Hanbalite (han'bal-it), n. [< Manbal (see
def.) -f -ite^.] A member of the last of the
four orthodox sects of the Sunnite Mohamme-
dans, founded by the imam Ahmad Ibn Han-
bal of Bagdad (A. D. 780-855). The Hanbal-
ites were fanatical, and are supposed to be
now chiefly represented by the Wahhabees of
Arabia.
hanceH, '». t. [< ME. hancen, haunsen, raise, in-

crease: see enhance.] To raise; elevate; in-

crease; enhance.

Thou heigtest holichurche to haunsen hire strengthe.
Joseph qf Arimathie (B. E. T. S.), p. 8.

hance^ (hans), n. [Also written hanse, early
mod. E. also haunce, haunse; var. hanch, haunch,
q. v.] 1. In arch., same as hamtch, 6: by older
writers more especially applied (a) to the low-
er part, above the springing, of three- and four-
centered arches

; (6) to a small arch bywhich a
straight lintel is sometimes imited to its jamb
or impost.— 2. pi. Naut., falls of the fife-rails

placed on balusters on the poop and quarter-
deck down to the gangway.

hance^t, n. See Imnse.

hanch (hanch), n. In arch., same as haunch, 6.

hanchet (han'ehet), n. In her., a bugle-horn
used as a bearing.

hanchinol (han'ehi-nol), n. [Mex.] A shrub-
by Mexican plant, Nesrna salicifolia, belonging
to the natural ovdevLythrariece, having lanceo-
late, often temate leaves, and solitary yellow
flowers. It is said to be sudorific, diuretic, and
antisyphilitic. See Nesaa. Also written han-

Hancomia (han-k6r'ni-a), n. [NL. (Gomes,
1812).] A genus of Brazilian shrubs, belong-
ing to the natural order Apooynacece, tribe Ca-
rissece, having the stamens included below the
apex of the corolla-tube, opposite leaves, and
few-flowered terminal cymes, it consists of a sin-

gle species, H. speciosa, with drooping branches, small, ob-

long, pointed leaves, and milky juice. The fruit is about
as large as a plum, and is said to be delicious when thor-

oughly ripe. It is called by the Brazilians Tnangava or
mangaba. The Juice, when exposed to the air, hardens
into a kind of caoutchouc.

hand (hand), n. [< ME. hand, hond, < AS. hand,

hond = OS. OPries. D. hand = MLGr. hant, LG.
hand = OHG. MHG. hant, G. hand = Icel.

hond, hand = Sw. hand = Dan. haand = Goth.
handus, hand. Eoot im^certain ; usually asso-

ciated with Goth. *hinthan (pret. *}i,anth, ppr.
*hunthans), take, only in comp. fra-hinthan and
us-hinthan, take captive, AS. hentan, ge-hentan,

take, seize, huntian, himt; cf. hent, hint\ hunt,

and see hend, which is a derivative of hand.

Cf. finger, in a (supposed) similar relation to

fang, take, seize.] 1. The end of the arm or

fore limb from the wrist outward, consisting



hand
of the palm, fingers, and thumb, and fitted
for grasping objects. The perfect development o£
the hand is found only
in man ; but other
animals, as monkeys,
mice, squiiTels, opos-
sums, and other mam-
mals, possess prehen-
sile paws, or hands in
a broad sense of the
word. In man the
lore limb is entirely
withdrawn from the
offices of support and
locomotion, at least
in adult lite, and is

devoted to the func-
tion of prehension,
for which it is per-
fectly adapted by the
mobility of all the
digits, as well as by
their respective dif-

ference in total
length and in the
length of their joints,
and especially by the
great freedom of the
thumb, which can be
perfectly apposed to
the fingers collec

Bones of Right Human Hand, palmar
surface, being the third segment of the
fore limb, divided into carpus, metacar-
pus, and phalanges.

tivelv nrta anv nnp of , "' s<:aphoidi /, semilunar; c, cuuei-Hveiy or to any one OI f<„„,; t, pisiform; t, trapezium; H, tia-
them. Another mapor- pezoid; m, magnum; M, unciform : these
tant point in the per- bemg the carpal bones, in two series,

fection of a hand is its pnJ^mal and distal : j« , to »i5, the first

ranahilitvnfi'OinTiletB '2 ""^ '"'"' """^Mtpals, constitutmgcapaomiy 01 compiere a,^ metacarpus; Pi to P^, the 14 pha-
pronation and supma- langes.

tion, a movement of
rotation following the motion of the radius about the ulna,
by which the palm may be brought uppermost, when the
.liand is supine, or turned downward, when the hand is

prone. None of the pronator or supinator muscles actually
reach the hand, which simply carries out the movement
of the radius. In the human hand there are 27 bones,
namely, 8 carpals or wrist-bones proper, 5 metacarpals,
and 14 phalanges, 3 to each of the foar fingers and 2 to the
thumb. The muscles which actuate the hand are numer-
ous : they consist of several carpal extensors and flexors

;

several "long" common and special extensors and flexors
of the digits, those of the thumb being most numerous
and highly specialized ; and certain "short " muscles con-
fined to the palm, as those of the base of the thumb. (See
cut under Ttiuscle.) In most mammals which have hands
in this sense the structure and composition of parts are
similar, the anatomical differences being slight in com-
parison with the degrees of physiological adaptation to
prehension, or functional efficiency.

In his haTid he baar a myghty bowe.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 108.

The fyngres fourmen a ful hcmde to purtreye or peynten
£eruynge and compassynge as crafte of the fyngres.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 169.

In colour like the fingers of a ha/nd
Before a burning taper. Tennj/^on, Holy GraiL

The Gorilla's hand is clumsier, heavier, and has a thumb
somewhat shorter in proportion than that of man; but
no one has ever doubted its being a true hand,

Huxley, Man's Place in Nature, p. 108.

2. In anat, technically, the terminal segment
of the fore limb of any vertebrate above fishes,

consisting of three divisions, the carpus, meta-
carpus, and phalanges; the manus: the cor-

relative of 'the pes of the hind limb. In this

sense theterm hand isused irrespective ofmodi-
fications in structure or function. See manus,
and eut under pinion.— 3. The end of any limb
which grasps, holds, or clings, as the hind foot
of a monkey, a bat, an opossum, etc. Specifi-

cally— (a) In falconry, the foot of a hawk. (6) In the
manage, a horse's fore foot, (c) In enUmi., the tarsus of

the anterior leg : a term used by old writers, and corre-

sponding to the Tnanus of Kirby. (d) In crustaceans, the
chelate claw, or chela, technically called manus. See cut
under chela.

4. A measure of four inches; a palm: used
chiefly in measuring the height of horses : as,

a horse 14 7jan(Zs high.— 5. Side; part; direc-

tion, to either right or left: used both literally

and figuratively: as, on the one Imnd or the
other.

He with a graceful pride.

While his rider every hwnd survey'd,
Spnmg loose.

Drydert, Conquest of Granada, i. 1.

The ambassador walked on foot, with two country Chris-

tians on one haTid, and GentU his French servant on the

other. Bruce, Source of the KUe, II. 608.

6. The mode of using the hand; touch; hence,

skill in doing something with the hands, as eon-

trolling a horse by drawing upon the bit with

the reins.

Many wiU fish for the Gudgeon by hand, with a running
line upon the ground, without a cork, as a Trout is fished

lor : and it is an excellent way. If you have a gentle rod,

and as gentle a hand. I. Walton, Complete Angler, n. 171.

A friend of mine has a very fine hand on the violin.

Addison.

Her hair was cut and dressed by the best ?iand, her
clothes put on with care.

* Jane Austen, Xorthanger Abbey, L

The hand lor crust which is denied to many cooks and

cannot be learned. Encyc. Bnt., XXL 197.
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A jockey must therefore, more than any other civilian

rider, have a hand for all sorts of horses, and in the case

of two or three year olds a very good han^ it must be.

Encyc. Brit, XII. 199.

Biding with very severe bits, the cow-boy has necessarily
averylightftiTOd. W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 35.

7. Performance; handiwork; workmanship.
Bessus, the king has made a fair hand on 't ; he has ended

the wars at a blow. Beau, and Ft., King andNo King, i. 1.

Arboreta and flowers

Imborder'd on each bank, the hand of Eve.
Miltm, P. li., ix. 438.

8. Manner of acting or performance ; mode of

action.

As her majesty hath received great profit, so may she,

by a moderate hand, from time to time reap the like.

Bacon.

9. Agency; part in performing or executing;

active cooperation in doing something.

The word of the Lord, which he spake by the hand of

his servant Ahijah the prophet. 1 Ki. xiv. 18.

Speak all good you can devise of Csesar, . . .

Else shall you not have any hand at all

About his funeral., Shak., J. C, ilL 1.

It costs you no effort, while you are about it, to have a

hjind in a dozen different reigns.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 191.

01 his [Dunstan's] political work indeed we know little,

but we can hardly mistake his hand in the solemn proclar

mation which announced the king's crowning at Kingston.
J. S. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 275.

10. Pos^ssion; power; rule;' control; au-
thority: commonly in the plural.

This Contree and Loud of Jerusalem hathe ben in many
dyverse Naciounes Handes. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 74.

Sacraments serve as the moral instruments of God, . . .

the use whereof is in our han^is, the effect in his.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

The theatre, in proper hands, might certainly be made
the school of morality ; but now, I am sorry to say it, peo-
ple seem to go there principally lor their entertainment 1

Sheridan, The Critic, L 1.

No difference existed, or indeed could exist, between
the position of the various classes of persona under the
Hand of a House Father.

W. E. Mearn, Aryan Household, p. 91.

H. In card-playing: (a) The cards held by a
single player.

I must complain the cards are ill shuffled till I have a
good luind. Svrift, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

An Ace of Hearts steps forth ; the King unseen
Lurk'd in her hand. Pope, R. of the L., ill. 96.

I have a difficult hand to play in this affair.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

(6) A single round at a game, in which all the
cards dealt at one time are J)layed.

The odd trick at the conclusion of a hand. '^ Dickens.

A saint in heaven would grieve to see such hand
Cut up by one who wiU not understand.

Crabbe, The Borough,

(c) One of the players. In whist the eldest hand or
elder hand is the player sitting next the dealer in the or-

der in which the cards are dealt ; the second hand is the
one playing next after the leader in any trick ; the third
Aand is the one after him ; and thefourth hand is the last
of all. {d) A game at cards.— 12. In her., the
representation of a human hand, usuallycouped
at the wrist. The blazon always specifies dexter or
sinister, appaum^e or reversed. Compare badge of Ulster,
under badge\ and see cut under appaumee.
13. Somethingresembling the handin shape or
appearance, as in having five or more divisions
(fingers), or in use, as in pointing, etc. Specifi-

cally

—

(a) A palmate form of ginger. See the quotation.

Ginger is known in commerce in two distinct forms,
termed respectively coated and uncoated ginger, as having
or wanting the epidermis. For the firsts the pieces, which
are called "races " or hands, from their irregular palmate
form, are washed and simply dried in the sun.

Eru^c. Brit., X. 603.

(b) One of the groups, formed of one or two rows of the
Iruit arranged athwart the main stem of the bunch, into
which a bunch of bananas or plantains naturally divides.
A hand may contain from 8 to 20 separate Iruits.

From the top and center of the plant [banana] the fruit
appears, and consists of a stock on which are from lour
to twelve clusters called hands.

U. S. Cons. Rep., Xo. Ixv. (1886), p. 216.

(c) A bundle or head of tobacco-leaves tied together, with-
out being stripped from the stem.

Hands or small bundles of from six to twelve leaves [of
tobacco]. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 425.

(d) Five things sold together, as five oranges or five her-
rings, (e) A figure like a hand used on sign-posts, etc., to
indicate direction, or in print (as fl^) to eaJl attention to a
particular sentence or paragraph ; an index. (/) An in-
dex of a clock, watch, or dial of any kiud, pointing out its

divisions ; a pointer : as, the hour- and mlnute-Aand« of a
clock.

Half-way up the stairs it stands,
And points and beckons with its hands
From its case of massive oak.

f Longfellow, Old Clock on the Stairs.

14. One who is engaged in some particular
manual employment, a.s in a factory or on a
ship; a workman or workwoman.

hand
In going round the island I saw only two iron mines

which are not now worked, because in Cyprus they want

hands to cultivate the ground.
.. „ , ^

Pococke, Description of the East, XL 1. 229.

I am sure that he is the lastman in England who would
desire that the working men in England should continue

to remain in reality what they are in name— the mere
hands of workshops, without having their beads lull of

trained intelligence to guide their work.
Nineteenth Century, XXXV. 333.

15. A person as acting in any way or doing

any specified thing: as, a good hand at a bar-

gain; all hands gave assistance.

At Parma the theatre is esteemed the finest in the world

;

and in Palazzo del Giardino are fine paintings by many
great hands. Pococke, Description ol the East, IL ii. 209.

The whole design
And enterprise is lost by it : all hands quit It

Upon his lail. B. Jomon, Catiline^ UL 1.

By aU hands I have been informed that he was every

way the finest gentleman in the world.
Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

16. Style of penmanship; handwriting; chi-

rography.
Here is the indictment ol the good lord Hastings

;

Which in a set ha/nd fairly is engross'd.
Shak., Bich. XXI., iiL 6.

The envelope contained a sheet ol elegant, little, hot-

pressed paper, well covered with a lady'slair, flowing hand.
Jane Austem,, Pride and Prejudice, p. 100.

17t. A sign-manual; a signature.

Awt. The ballad is very pitilul. ...
Dor. Is it true too, think you?
Aut. Five justices' hands at it. Shak., W. 1., Iv. 3.

They sent their agents up and down the country to get
handa to this petition.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, IL 358.

18t. Terms; conditions; rate; price.

Time is the measure of business, as money is of wares

:

and business is bought at a dear lurndwhere there is smm
dispatch. Bacon, Dispatch (ed. 1887).

They [farmers at the Cape ol Good Hope] have not an
opportunity of buying things at the best ?iand, but mast
buy of those that live at the Harbour.

Dampier, Voyages, L 535.

19. A round of applause: as, he did not get a
liand to-night. [Theatrical cant.]—20. Pledge
of marriage made by or for a woman; betrothal
or bestowment in marriage.
Jerome. But, Louisa, are you really married to this mod-

est gentleman?
Louisa. Sir, in obedience to your commands, I gave him

my ha/nd within this hour. Sheridan, The Dnenna, iiL 7.

At the Burgundian court Siegfried wins the hand of
Kriemhild. Eneyc. Brit., XVXL 476.

21. In some uses, a handle. See handle.— 22.
A shoulder of pork. [Eng.]

Flitches of bacon and hands (i. e., shoulders of cured
por]£, the, legs or hams being sold, as letching a better
price) abounded. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

23. In Anglo-Saxon hist., protection conferred
by one in power or by the general community.
Every man ol the lolk lay in "the lolk's hand"; and,

wTong-doer as he might be, it was only when the hand was
opened, and its protection withdrawn, that the lolk could
suffer him to be maimed or slain.

J. M. Green, Conq. ol Eng., p. 22.

[Hand is much used in composition, in reference to some-
thing made or done or to be managed or worked by hand, as
hand-barrow, Aand-bell, hand-loora, hand-Bsw, etc., or to
that which is at hand, as handmaii, etc.]—A eool hand,
a person not easily abashed or daunted ; one who performs
some difficult or audacious action coolly and deliberately.
—Aff hands. See aff.—A heavy hand, severity or op-
pression.—A helping hand, ready and cheerful assis-
tance or cooperation.

Captain Heath, to encourage his Men to their labour,
kept his watch as constantly as any Man, tho' sickly him-
self, and lent an helping Ha/nd on all occasions.

Hampier, Voyages, L 626w

A high hand. See high.—A light hand, gentleness;
moderation.—All liamds. Seea22.—Asideliandt,aaide-
handt, at or to one side.

In to the feld he goth among them all.
And founde hym ther aside hand of the prese.
And furth with aU told hym the hoole processe.

Generydes (E. E. T. 8.X L 2825.

A slack hand, idleness ; carelessness.—A strict hand,
severe discipline ; rigorous government.—At or in any
handt, on any account; at any rate; at all events; by any
means ; at all hazards.

O, for the love of laughter, hinder not the humour of his
design: let him fetch off his drum in any hand.

Shak., All's Well, iii 6.

Hear for yonr health then, but, at any hand.
Before you judge, vouchsafe to understand.

B. Jomon, New Inn, ProL

At first hand, from the producer, or new ; directly from
the source: as, goods were bought at first ha7id.—i.t
hand, (a) within reach; near by; present.

Signior, the gallants and ladies are at liand.
B. Junson, Cynthia's Bevels, v. 2.

(6) Near in time ; not distant.

The day ol Christ is at hand. 2 Thes. ii 2.

The Westerly Monsoon was at hand, which would oblige
us to shelter somewhere in a short time.

Dampier, Voyages, L 306.



hand
Jlt no bandt, by no means ; not on any account.

Corb. Give it rae again.
Mo8. At no hand; pardon me. B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

With simplicity admire and accept the mystery ; but at
no hand by pride, ignorance, intereat> or vanity, wrest it

to ignoble uses. Jer, Taylor, Woi:thy Communicant.

Many of the roomes above had the chimnies in ye angles
and comers, 3 mode now introduc'd by his Ma^.v -wch j do
at no hand approve of. JSvelyn, Diary, July 22, 1670.

At second hand, not directly from the source or first

owner ; not in the first place, or by or from the first ; by
transmission; not primarily ; not originally: as, a report
received at second hand. The at is sometimes omitted

:

as, a book obtained second hand.

In imitation of preachers at second ha/nd, I shall tran-
scribe from Bruyfere a piece of raillery. Tatler.

At the hand or hands of, from the action or agency
of ; as a duty or obligation of.

Your blood of your lives will I require ; at the hand of
every beast will I require it, and at the hand of man.

Gen. ix. 5.

Let it therefore be required . . , at the ha/nds of the
•clergy, to be in meanness of estate like the apostles.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Baronet's hand. See baronet— Behind the handt, be-
liiudhand.

Our master to accompts
Hath just occasion found

;

And I am caught behind the ha/nd
Above two hundred pound.

George Barnwell (Child's Ballads, VIII. 220).

Black Hand. See black.— Blood-red hand. See badge
of Ulst&r, under badgei.—BlooAy hand. See bloody,—
By hand, by the use of the haaos, or of something held
in the hand, as opposed to any other means, natural or
xirtiflcial : as, to make something by hand instead of by
machinery ; to rear a child by hand-

My Bister, Mrs. Joe Gargery, was more than twenty years
older than I, and had established a great reputation with
herself and the neighbours because she had brought me
up by hand. Dickens, Great Expectations, ii.

By the strong hand, by force.

They said they would take the bride again.
By the strong hand, if they may.
Katharine Janfarie (Child's Ballads, IV, 32).

-Glean hands. See c^ean.— Elder hand, eldest hand.
See def. 11 (c).—First hand. See;2rsei.—For one's own
handt, on one's own account ; for one's self ; without re-

gard to others.

"I fought/or my own ha/nd" said the smith, sullenly.
Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxxiv.

For each
But sought to rule/or his own self and hand.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

Tromhand to hand,from one person to another.—From
hand to mouth, by consumifag at once whatever one
^ets ; without forethought or economy ; in general, with
attention to or provision for immediate wants only.

Some seldome eate or drinke, and some not at all;
others, hutfrom hand to mouth.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 307.

TuU hand, in poker. See/wH, n., 3.—Give me your
hands, support me with your applause ; clap your hands
in approval.

So, good night unto you all.

Give me your hands, if we be friends,
And Kobin shall restore amends.

Shah., M. N. D., v. 2, EpiL

<rUidonian hand. See GwidonzaTi.— Hand and glove,
hand in glove, veiy intimate or familiar.

Men . . . prate and preach about what others prove.
As if the world and they were hand and glove.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 173.

Hand and thight. See the extract.

Intimately, however, daughters appear to have become
entitled to inherit all if there were no sons. . . . The
land thus given to a daughter was called "an inheritance

of hand and thigh." It appears that women could in-

herit such land afterwards as well as men.
W. K. SvXlivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. clxxii.

Hand in and outt, an old game prohibited by a statute

of Edward IV.—Hand in hand, with hands mutually
clasped ; hence, in union ; conjointly ; unitedly.

Thou Shalt go hand in hand with me, and share
As well in ray ability as love.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii. 3.

Great Acts and great Eloquence most commonly go hand
in hand. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

Hand of glory. [Tr. F. main de gloire, a charm made
trom the root of mandrake, also from a hand, a perver-

sion of mandragore, in earlier forms mandegloire, mandre-
.glolre, mandragora, mandrake : see mandrake. The man-
drake figures in many superstitions.] A charm ort^isman
supposed to open locks and reveal hidden treasure. It con-

sisted of the hand of a corpse, usually of an executed mur-
derer, prepared in a certain way, and sometimes holding a

candle of especial magical composition.

De hand of glory ... is hand cut off from a dead man,
as have been hanged for murther, and dried very nice in

de sbmoke of juniper wood. Scott, Antiquary, xvii.

Hand over hand, hand over fist, by passing the hands
alternately one before or above the other : as, to climb hand
over hand; also, rapidly: as, to come up with a chase at

sea hand over hand.

The sky was all heavy with passing clouds from the ho-

rizon to the zenith, and what looked to be a heavy squall

was coming up hand over fist along with the wind.

W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, xi.

Sand over head, negligently; rashly; without seeing

what one does. [Rare,]
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Hemp is said to be dressed hand over head when the
coarse is not separated from the fine. HalUwell.

Hand running. See Aa7it/-rwn7imi;.—Hands off! keep
off; forbear; refrain from blows or touching.

Hand off, rude ranger ! B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

Hands off! thou tithe-fat plunderer ! play
No trick of priestcraft here I Whittier, Elliott.

Hand to hand, in close contact, as in fighting with
swords ; in close combat.

But up, and arm thee, young Musgrave,
We'll try it han' to han'.

Lord Barnaby (Child's Ballads, II, 310).

Harmonic hand. Same as Guidonia/a hand (which see,
under Guidonian).—Heavy on or in hand, difficult to
manage: an expression properlybelonging to the manfege.

Poor Bella, how heavy on hand she will find him.
Lawrence, Guy Livingston.

Heel of the hand. See heen.—Rot at handt. Same
as heavy on hand (which see, above).

But hollow men, like horses hot at hand.
Make gallant show and promise of their mettle.

Shak., J. C, iv. 2.

Imposition of hands. Same as laying on of hands.-In
hand, (a) In the hand ; hence, in immediate or actual
possession.

A Byrd is better in thy hande
Then in Wood two or three.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 91.

It is counted uncivil to visit in this Country without an
offeringm hamd. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 26.

Most Men are unwilling to trust God too long upon his
bare Word; they would have something in hand,&ud. the
remainder hereafter. Stillvngfleet, Sermons, II. viL

(&) In the state of preparation or execution ; under ex-
amination, attention, etc.

What wol ye do whil that it is in honde ?

Chaucei^, Heeve's Tale, 1. 115.

Master Page, will you go with ub? we have sport in
hand. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1.

He never considered his education as finished; he had
always some object in hand to investigate.

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, vi.

Large hand. See small hand.—L3t.yiae on of hands,
the act of placing the hands on the head of another in
order to confer and as a sign of conferring a spiritual
benefit, gift, power, or authority, as in ordaining to some
ministerial office, or in confirmation, in New Testament,
times in the healing of the sick, and from very early times
in exorcisms, the admission of catechumens, visitation of
the sick, reconciling schismatics and heretics, etc.

Neglect not the gift that is in thee, which was given
thee by prophecy, with the laying on of the hands of the
presbytery. 1 Tim. iv. 14.

Light in hand, easy to manage.—Neax handt, nigh
handt, nearly ; about.

In one hundred and sixty years there was near hand
fifty popes. J. Bradford, Works (Paiker Soc, 1853), II. 274.

ffayne wold I wete if he were here nye hande.
Generydcs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2273.

Of all handst, in any event.

We cannot cross the cause why we are born;
Therefore, of all hands must we be forsworn.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3.

Off one's hands, done ; ended; out of the way, as a task, a
responsibility, etc.— Of his hands, (at) As to his hands— that is, as to his manual dexterity and military skUl:
as, a tall man of his hands ; a proper fellow of his ha-nds.

Omer . . . oft-tymea openly writis
Of that buerne in thi boke, as beat of his hondes.
Or wegh that is worshipfull, <fc wight of his dedis.

Destritction of Troy (El. E. T. S.), L 10313.

He is as tall a man of his hands as any is between this
and this head ; he hath fought with a warrener.

Shak., M. W. of W., i. 4.

(&) Accustomed to use the hands, especially in boxing or
fighting.

A man of his handes with hastynesse
Should at no tyme be fylde.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

Being a man of his hands, . . . [Bill] can't help stop-
ping to look on for a bit and see Tom Brown, their pet
craftsman, fight a round.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Hugby, ii. 5.

On aU hands, (a) On all sides ; in every direction.

The Britaine lost fifteen e men . . . besides divers were
hurt, the rest went to worke on all hands.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 6.

(&) By every one.

The subject of aerostation is admitted on all hands to
be one of extreme difficulty. Encyc. Brit., IX. 308.

On hand, (a) Present ; ready ; available ; in immediate
presence or possession ; subject to disposal: as, he was on
hand at an early hour ; he has a supply of goods on hand;
to have spare time on hand. (6) Under consideration ; in
intention ; on foot.

Fader, what harm es the on hand,
That thou es in thi bed llgand.
And wharto hastou cald vs heder?

Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

On or upon one's hands, under one's care, management,
or responsibility; as a burden or responsibility.

Jupiter had a farm . , . upon his hands.
Sir B. L'Estrange.

His wife came upon my hands.
Fielding, Joseph Andrews, II. iii.

On the mending hand, improving, especially in health

;

convalescent ; recovering.

Our wounded men, some die still, and some on the mend-
ing hand.
W. Bradford, in App. to New England's Memorial, p. 435.

hand
Mr. Harley still continues on the mending hand.

Sivtft, Journal to Stella, xvii.

Out of hand, (a) At once; directly; without delay or
hesitation.

pay me now, Lord Wearie

;

Come, pay me out o' hand.
Lamkin (Child's BaUads, III. 95).

Gather we our forces out of hand.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

And what do I care for Jane, let her speak of vou well or
iU;

But marry me out of hand: we two shall be happy still.

Tennyson, The Grandmother.
(&) Off one's hands ; done ; ended.

Were these inward wars once out of hand.
We would, dear lords, unto the Holy Land.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Pat hand, in poker, a satisfactory hand, so that the player
does not desire to draw.

—

Red hand, in her., originally
the arms of the province of Ulster, but granted to the
baronets of Great Britain and Ireland as their distinguish-
ing badge on their institution in 1611. It consists of a sin-
ister hand, open, erect, couped at the wrist, gules, gener-
ally borne upon a small escutcheon of pretense, argent.

—

Right hand, the most efficient help or resource.

Good mistress, leave your grief, and see your danger.
And let that wise and noble gentleman
With whom you are be your right hand in all things.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. C

Mr. Robert Cushman . . . was as their right hand with
their friends the adventurers, and for divers years had
done and agitated all their business with them.

if. Mm-ton, New England's Memorial, p. 127.

Right hand of fellowship. See fellowship.— SmaH
hand, the handwriting used in ordinary correspondency
as distinguished from text or large hand.—To bear a
hand, to hear in handt. See beari, v. t—To hind or
tie hand and foot, to bind or fetter both the hands and
the feet; bind or clog completely; hinder in every way.

He thought of the dreadful nature of his existence,
bound hand and foot to a dead woman, and tormented by
a demon in her shape. Dickens, Hard Times, xii.

Ancient wrong binds the nation hand and foot, and its

outcome must be awaited as we await the gathering of
tempests—powerless to avert, and trembling over the
steady approach. The Century, XXXV. 793.

To change hand. See to change a horse, under change.
—To change hands, to change sides; especially, to
change owners.—To clap hands. See clap^.—To come
to hand, to be received ; come within one's reach.

—

To
cross one*s hand. See cros«i.—To force one's hand.
See forced—To get handt, to gain infiuence.

, Flattery, the dang'rous nurse of vice.
Got hand upon his youth. Daniel.

To give one's hand, to offer one's hand to be grasped, as
in greeting.

She gdve him her hand frankly, and wished him a good
journey. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 22,

To have a hand In, to be concerned in ; have a part or
concern in doing.

I do find evidently that there is some one scrivener in
this town that has a great hand in writing of challenges,
for they are all of a cut, and six of 'em in a hand.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iiL 2.

Tohave inhand, (a) To have in one's power or control.

(6) To be occupied with.

—

To have one's hajid in. (a)
To be engaged or embarked in a matter or project.

But He love on,
* Since I begun,

To th' purpose, now my hand is in.

J, Cotgrave, Wits Interpreter (1671), p. 107.

(b) To be in practice or skilled in any matter : as, he will
do it well as soon as his hand is in.—To have one's hand
on one's halfpennyt. See halfpenny.—to have one's
hand out, to be awkward or out of practice at anything

:

as, it is so long since I have done it that my hand is out.

—To have one's hands full, to be fully occupied ; have
a great deal to do.

About this time the testy little governor of the New
Netherlands appears to have had his hands full, and with
one annoyance and the other to have been kept continu-
ally on the bounce. Irmng, Knickerbocker, p. 250.

To have on (or upon) hand, to have to do with ; be oc-
cupied with or engaged in.

—

To have the higher handt,
to have the advantage, superiority, or control.

He . . . made grete slaughter of his peple, . . . that he
myghte liaue the hier honde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 124.

To have (or get) the upper hand, to have or get control
or precedence.

I have seen fools and fighters chain'd together.
And the fighters had the upper hand, and whipp'd first.

Beau, and FL, Little French Lawyer, L 1.

When the Greeks got the upper hand, it is said they
treated them with great rigour.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 177-

To hold hands togethert, to be united. Nares.

Curtesie and charitie doe commonly hold hands toge-

ther ; for though an enemie have beene malicious, yet by
a curteous man hee shall be remitted upon the least sub-
mission. Etch Cabinet (1616).

To hold hand Witht, to hold one's own with ; vie with

;

equal.
She in beauty, education, blood,

Holds hand with any princess of the world.
Shak.,'K.. John.ii. 2.

To hold in hand, (a) To keep control of. (&) To keep
in a state of uncertainty ; toy with ; keep in expectation

;

amuse with the view of gaining some advantage.

Holden hym in honde
She nolde noght, ne make hirselven bonde
In love. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1222.

fie ! to receive favours, return falsehoods,

And hold a lady in hand. Beau, and Fl.



hand
Torpid one's hand or bands, to stop doing something

;

refram from proceeding, especially in a course inimical
or injimous to another or others.

They fought untU they both did sweat,

I,
iphe cried, "Pedlar, pray Jwldyom hand."

Bold Pedlar and Sobin Rood (ChUd's Ballads, V. 260).

To bold up one's bands, to raise one's hands in token of
submission or non-resistance ; hence, to yield ; give in.

I yield vnto you this noble victorie, and hold vp my
handee. Traberon, Answere to a Privie Papiste, sig. B, iiL

To hold up the hands of, to aid or encourage the efforts
of

; sustain
; brace up : from the staying of Moses's hands

by Aaron and Hur (Ex. xvit 12).-TO lay hands on. (o)
io touch or take with the hand or hands for any puroose

:

especially, to seize.

He leyde honde on the horse, and ledde it to Bretell be
the reyne, that ther-of hadde grete nede.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 158.

But we flnde not that euer he leyde honde on eny man
for to do harme. Merlin (B. B. T. S.), ili 406.

If we know him to be a thief, shall we not toy hands on"™ ' Shak. , Much Ado, iii. 3.

(*) To bless, heal, ordain, etc., by the imposition of hands.
—To lend a hand, to give aid ; especially, to join in per-
forming some manual labor.

Hee is the young Students ioy and expectation, and the
most accepted guest, to whom they lend a willing haTid
to discharge him of his burthen.

£p, Barle, Micro-cosmographie, A Carryer.

We have not to buUd a new house on a sand patch of
our own reclaiming, but to lend a hand to the workmen
upon a public edifice. Mind, XLI. 78.

To live by one's bands, to live by manual labor; toil
for bread with one's hands.

They liv'd by their Aattrfg, without any lands.
Babin Hood and Maid MarUm (Child's Ballads, V. 375).

To make a handt, to profit
;
gain an advantage.

The French king, supposing to make hia hand by those
rude ravages in England,broke off his treaty of peace, and
proclaimed hostilify. Sir J. Haywaird.

To one's hand, in readiness ; already prepared ; ready to
be received.

His Plots were generally modell'd, and his Characters
ready drawn to his hand,

Con^eve,Waj of the World, Ded.

There are yet divers considerable papers and pieces
which I want,. . . that so I may notbe impos'd onby such
memoires and transactions of state as I find to my hand.

Evelyn, To Lord Clifford.

The work is made to hia hands. Locke.

To pour water on the hands, in Scrip., to serve or min-
ister to.

One of the king of Israel's servants answered and said.
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der one's hand, with the proper writing or signature hand-bill (iand'bil), n. [< hand + hill'^.'] 1.
of the name: chiefly used at the end of a legal instru- Aq instrument for pruning trees.— 3. A chop-
ment, as a deed or contract: as, done ««(i«r my femd and .„ !„„„„+ . „ T,iii li^ot
seal, or our hands and seals.—Upon one's hands. See pmg-implement ,

a DUl-noOK.
on, one's hands.—Vntbin one's hajid, in pUmoftyrte- or handbill (hand'bil), n. [< hand + btllP.] A bill

orgarirplaying, within the technical or manual skill of the or loose printed paper or sheet circulated for

\Fl^A'f\,„^A\ r/ I. .1 rm, 1.5 -u the purpose of making some public announee-
nand (hand), V. [< hand, n. The older verbs

jjjgutfrom the noun hand are hend^ and handle.'] I. handbinderst n. pi. Fetters. Nares.

S: ^^' °" *''^°''^* ^^ '"'^''' °* *^' ™s or hLlMnders. No

She hands the coffee and butter and honey and biscuit, handbook (hand'buk), n. [Recent (and not <

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 69. AS. handr-boc, a manual, service-DOOK;, in imi-

tation of Gr. handbueh = T>. handboeh = Dan,

Nomendator.

2. To lead, guide, or help with the hand; con-
duct: as, to hand a lady to a carriage.

Angels did hamd her up, who next God dwelL Donne.

3. To manage with the hand or hands; ma-
nipulate; handle.

I bless my chain ; I hand my oar.
Nor think on all I left on shoar.

Prior, Lady's Looking-Glass.

4t. To seize ; lay hands on.

Let him that makes but trifles of his eyes
First hand me ; on my own accord, I'll off.

Shak., W. T., ii. 3.

5. Naut, to furl, as a sail.

His men going up upon the main yard to haTid in the

haandbog = Sw. handbok.] A small book or

treatise, properly such as may easily be held in

the hand; specifically, a manual or compen-
dium, or a guide-book for travelers: as, hand-
books of science ; a handbook of Italy.

The famous treatise "De Regimlne Principum "
; a book

which, owing to the great reputation of its author, and
the definiteness of the principles which it enunciates, be-

came a handbook of the relations of Church and State iiv

the middle ages.
Stvbhs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 178.

hand-borrow (hand'bor"©), n. In law, a sure-

ty ; a manual pledge ; one of the.frank-pledges-

inferior to the head-borough. Cowel. >

sail, the main tie brake, and the yard falling down shook hand-boW (hand'bo), n. A bow held in the
off five men into the sea.

Winthrop, Hist New England, IL 180.

6t. To pledge by the hand ; handfast.
If any two be but once hmnded in the church, and have

tasted in any sort the nuptial bed Milton, Divorce.

To hajld down, to transmit from the higher to the lower,
in space or time.

You will be handed down to posterity, like Petrarch's
Laura, or Waller's Sacharissa.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Il.t intrans. 1, To go hand in hand; coop-
erate.

Let but my power and means h^md with my will.

Massinger, Benegado, iv. 1.

3. Naut., to ship as one of a crew; be or be-
come a hand before the mast.
hand-azt, '>• [<.ME.]iandax,handaxe.2 A bat-
tle-ax.

Or any other wepne here,
Handax, sythe, gisarm or spere.

HaveUk, I. 2549.

SfL'^'i?luMh!°°°''''''^''''''''"'=''^°"1^'t''lT hand-bag.(haiid'bag), n Abagfor small arti

To put forth one's hand against, in Scrip., to use vio-
lence against ; kill.

Though I should receive a thousand shekels of silver in
mine hand, yet would I uoiput forth mine hand against
the king's son. 2 Sam. xvlii. 12.

To put one's band to. (a) in Scrip., to meddle with

;

hence, to steal.

Then the master of the honse shall be brought unto the
judges, to see whetherhehavejm£ his hand unto his neigh-
bour's goods. Ex. xxit 8,

(6) To assist with ; lend a hand to.

Mrs. Catherine always ^wttinp' her hand to ihe principal
piece of the dinner. Thackeray, Catherine, ii.

To put the last or finishing hand to, to complete

;

perfect ; make the last corrections or ^ve the final polish
to.—To set hand to fistt, to do anything heartily or con-
tinuously. Dames.

His landlord did once persuade him to drink his ague
away ; and thereupon, going to the ale-house an hour or
two before it was come, they set hand to fist, and drunk
veiy desperatly. Hfe ofA. Wood, March 4, 1652.

To set the hand to, to engage in ; undertake.

That the Lord thy God may bless thee in all thou settest

thine hand to. Deut. xxiii. 20.

To EhaJce hands, to clasp the right band mutually, as a
greeting or in token of friendship, agreement, or recon-
ciliation.— To show one's hand, to expose one's purpose
or intention ; make Iniown or betray one's resources, or
the like : from exposure of a hand at cards to an adyer-
sary.—To strike bands, (a) To conclude an agreement;
engage with another, as in a contract or an enterprise:
from the customary mutual clasping of hands on such
occasions : often followed by upon or with : as, to strike

hands upon a bargain ; to strike hands with one's former
enemies.

cles, carried in the hand in traveling or shop-
ping.

Small enough to carry in a ha/nd-bag.
The Engineer, LXY. 235.

hand-baggage (hand'bag'aj), n. Baggage car-
ried in the hand.

The three mariners, who insisted upon carrying all the
hand-baggage, brought up the rear.

The Century, XXXV. 622.

hand-ball (hand'bftl), n. [< ME. handballs; <
hand + balP-.J 1. The sport of throwing and
catching a ball: the common game of ball be-
fore the use of bats.

The most ancient amusement of this kind [field-games] -

is distinguished with us by the name of hamd-ball, and is, hand-CannOn (hand'kan'on), n.
if Homer may be accredited, coeval at least with the de- firearm of the
stmction of Troy. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 158.

hand ; a longbow, as distinguished from a cross-

bow. See cut under bovrman.

Their sonldiers also mustbe furnished with strong liand-
bowes & cros-bowes. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 62.

hand-brace (hand'bras), n. See hrace^, n., 14.

handbreadth (hand'bredth), n. A space equal
to the breadth of the hand; a palm: a unit of
length in many metrical systems; especially,

in books of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies, one fourth of a philosophical foot, equal
to about 2.45 English inches. Also called
hand^s-breadth.

And thou shalt make unto it aborder of an hand breadth
round about. Ex. xxv. 25.

The Eastern people determined their Tiand-breadth by
the breadth of barleycorns, six making a digit, and twen-
ty-four a hand's breadth. Arbuthnot.

handbredet, ra._ [MB. handehrede, handibreede,

< AS. hanabried (= OPries. handbrede, lumd-
brede = D. handbreedte = Dan. haandbred; el.

Gr. adj. hanMreit), < hand, hand, -I- brcedu,

breadth: see 6read2, m.] A handbreadth.
Of goth the skyn an handebrede abonte.

Chaucer, Miner's TsUe, L 623.

hand-bridge (hand'brij), n. A small bridge
with a hand-raU.
A little rude TuiTidbridffe led over the hurrying, chatter-

ing stream. It. Broughton, Cometh up as a flower, vi.

hand-bnckler (hand'biik*16r), n. A small shield
held in the left hand to parry blows or thrusts
of an adversary's sword, in use especially dur-
ing the second half of the sixteenth century.
These bucklers were sometimes of irregular shapes trape-
zoidal or the like, but commonly round ; they were fre-
quently of a diameter not exceeding nine inches. Com-
psrerondacTie and glove-shield.

l.Aportable

For Belithus, a Bitnalist of those Times tells us. That
it was customary in some Churches, for the Bishops and
Arch-Bishops themselves to play with the inferior Clergy,
even at Hand-baU ; and this also, as Durandus witnesseth,
even on Easter-Day it self.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 250.

2. A game in which a small ball is batted or
struck by one of two players with his hand
against a wall, and, on rebounding, is struck
in like manner by the other. This continues
untU one player fails to strike and return the
ball on the fly or first bound.— 3. A bulb or
hollow punctured ball of india-rubber designed hand-car (hand'
to be compressed by the hand. '"~^ " »

n i

earliest pattern,
having the bar-
rel mounted on
a straight stock,
which was held
under the arm or
pressed against
the breast. The
piece was fired
by a match.

—

2t. A musket.
SaU.

It is a matter of little importance whether the spray be
given with a handball spray apparatus or with a small
steam vaporizer. Medical News, LIL 639.

A man void of understanding striketh hands, and be-

cometh surety in the presence of his friend.
Prov. xviL 18.

(ft) To make another's cause one's own ; join interests.- ^^''^^'^^^^^ (hand^bar"o), n.

To taie by the hand, to take under one's protection.

—To take in hand, (a) To attempt; undertake.

The xte batayll kyng Balam toke on hond.
With iij thowsand knyghtez I vnderstonde.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 2080.

Forasmuch as many have taken in hand to set forth in

order a declaration of those things which are most surely

believed among us. Luke L 1.

(6) To seize or consider and deal with : as, to take one's

case in hand.—To try one's hand, to undertake a thing

as an experiment; make a tentative effort

I however cannot help wishing that he had tried his

hand in Parliament BosiveU, Johnson.

To wash one's hands of, to have nothing more to do

with ; renounce all connection with or interest in.—Un-

HandKiannoa, close of isth century.
(From VioUet-le-Duc's "Diet. do Mobaier
fran^ais.")

kar), n. A light
portable car
used on rail-

roads in the inspection and repair of the tracts.
It has four wheels (sometimes, for special uses, threes two
running on one rail and the third on the other), and is

propeUed by means of cranks or levers gear^ to the
wheels and worked by hand or by treadles.

A cart drawn or

[< ME. hand-
barow, handbarwe; < hand + barrow^.'] 1. A
kind of litter or stretcher, sometimes flat, some-
times trough-shaped, with handles at each end, hand-cart (hand'kart),"^?
carried between two persons.—3. In gun., a pushed by hand.
frameusedtoearryshotandsheU.—3. Awheel- hand-cla'W (hand'kl4), n. A clawed instrument
baiTow.

ry -.^T. , .. iised by hand in gathering clams, scallops, etc.
hand-bell fhand'bel), n. [< ME. (not found), [New Eng. coast^]
< AS. handhelle, < hand + 6ej?e, bell.] A small hand-clotht (hand'kl6th), n. [< ME. handcloth,
bell rung by the hand, as distinguished from < AS. handclath (= Icel. 7

"- ~ - -

one rung by some mechanical means, as a bell-
rope.

He has designed a few playful subjects ; among them a
hand-bell which has been a great favorite, as it is both
useful and pretty. Barper's Mag., LXXVrn. 283

(= Icel. handklcethi = Dan.
haandklade), a towel, < hand, hand, + cldth,
cloth.] A hand-towel; a handkerchief

.

'^ehandclothes and hfre bord clothes make wite and
lustUche on to siene [see].

Old Eng. Homilies (ed. MorrisX IL 163.



handcops

handcopst, ». [ME. , also hondcops; < AS. liand-
cops, a shackle for the hand, a manacle, < hand,
hand, + cops, pi. copsas, also written cosp (=
08. fcosp, in comp. Utho-kosp, Umb-shaokle), a
fetter, shackle, also in comp. fot-cops, foot-
shackle, swur-cops, neck-shackle.] A shackle
for the hand; a manacle ; a handcuff.
handcraftt (hand'kraft), n. [< ME. handcraft,
< AS. handoraift, a manual occupation (= OS.
handcraft, strength of hand, = Dan. haandkraft
= Sw. hamdhraft, hand-power), < hand, hand, +
crceft, strength, power, skill, trade: see hand
and cra/<l. Hence later handicraft.l Skilled

labor with the hands; manual occupation. See
handicraft.

handcrartsmailt (hand 'krafts" man), n, A
handicraftsman. /Swi/f.

handciiff (hand'kuf), n. [Usually in pi. hand-

cuffs, a mod. adaptation of ME. handcops, sub-
stituting cuffs (fit. handicuffs, fisticuffs) for obs.

cops: see handcops.'] A shackle or fastening
for the hand,
consisting of a
divided metal
ring placed
about and look-

ed upon the
wrist ; a mana-
cle. Handcuffs
are used in pairs, Handcuffs.
one for each wrist,
tlie two being connected by a short chain or jointed bar,

handcuff (hand'kuf), v. t. [< handcuff, m.] To
manacle ; restrain by or as if by placing hand-
cuffs upon the wrists.

If he cannot carry an ox, like M116, he will not, like Milo,
be handcuffed in the oak by attempting to rend It,

W. Hay, On Deformity, p. 26.

hand-director (hand'di-rek"tor), n. Same as
hand-guide.

hand-drop (hand'drop),«. Apopularname for

paralysis of the extensor muscles of the hand,
such as is produced by lead-poisoning; wrist-

drop.

handed, (han'ded), a. [< hamd + -ed^.] 1. Hav-
ing hands

;
provided with hands.

I ne'er saw two maids hamdedmove alike.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, i. 1.

An other [strange creature] there is with a naturall
purse vnder her belly, wherein she putteth her young : it

lath the body of a Vox, handed and footed like a Moukie.
Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 816.

2. Having a hand characterized in some speci-

fiedmanner: usedespeciaUyin composition: as,

light-handed, lett-handed, exwptj-handed, tall-

handed, etc.
What false Italian

(As poisonous tongued as handed) hath prevail'd

On thy too ready hearing? Shah,, Oymbeline, ill. 2.

Nor those hora-handed breakers of the glebe.
Tennyson, Princess, il.

3. Having the hands joined. [Rare.]

Into their inmost bower
Handed they went Milton, P. L., Iv. 739.

4. Done by hand in a specifiedway ; also, done,
used, played, etc., by a specified number of

hands : as, oross-handed or open-handed rowing

;

a double-fta»£ie(J game ; atwo-7ia»(ie(isword; a

touT-handed piece of music.

But that two-handed engine at the door
Stands ready to smite once, and smite no more.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 130.

Handelian (han-del'i-an), a. l< Sandeljfhe
common E. form of HdnM (see def .), + 4an.]

Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the Ger-

man musical composer George Frederick Han-
del (Handel) (1685-1759).

Crotch's Palestine emulated Handelian precedent, and
stood for long alone as a native production.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 100.

hander (han'd6r), n. 1. One who hands or

transmits ; one who conveys.

They would assume, with wondrous art.

Themselves to be the whole, who are but part.

Of that vast frame the church ;
yet grant they were

The handers down, can they from thence infer

A right f interpret? Dryden, Religio Laici, 1. 361.

2. One who seconds a pugilist. [Prov. Eng.]

—3. In composition, something pertaining to

or performed with the hand specified: as, a

right- or lett-hander (a blow with the right or

left hand).—4t. A handle. Nares.

One seeing a jugge without a hander, and willing to

breake a jeast on it said that the jugge had beene in the

pillary. Oratioe Ludentes (1638), p. 166.

handfastt (hand'fast), v. t. [< MB. handfasten,

-festen, pledge, betroth, < Icel. handfesta, con-

clude a bargain by shaking hands, pledge, be-
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troth, < Icel. luind, hand (= AS. and E. hand)', +
festa, fasten, confirm, pledge, betroth, = ME.
fasten, festen, B. fajsf^, v. AS. only in deriv.

handfcestmmg : see handfasting.] 1. To take
or hold with the hand ; hold securely or firmly

;

grasp.
Leame thou

To lumdfast honesty.
Babees Boole (E. B. T. S.), p. 84.

Then hand-faM hand, and I will to my book.
Greene, IWar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

3. To join together by or as i£ by the clasping
of hands; make fast; bind; specifically, to be-
troth.

If a damsel that is a virgin be hand/asted [authorized
version, "betrothed"] to any man.

Deut,xxii. 23 (Coverdale's trans.).

Auspices were those that handfasted the married cou-
ple ; that wished them good luck ; that took care for the
dowry. ' B. Jonson, Notes on his Masques of Court.

We list not to handfast ourselves to God Almighty, to
make ourselves over to him by present deed of gift ; but
would fain, forsooth, bequeath ourselves to him a legacy
in our last will and testament.

Abp. Sancroft, Sermon on the Fire of London, 1666.

3 . Insome parts of Scotland, formerly, tomarry
provisionally by the ceremony of joining hands.
Handfastlng was a simple contract or agreement under
which cohabitation was permitted for a year, at the end of
which time the contract could either be dissolved or made
permanent by formal marriage. Such marriages, at first

probably not intended to be temporary, are supposed to

have originated in Scotland from a scarcity of clergy, and
have existed at times in other countries.

We Border-men are more wary than your inland clowns
of Fife and Lothian ; ... we take our wives, like our
horses, upon trial. When we are handfasted, as we term
it, we are man and wife for a year and a day— that space
gone by, each may choose another mate, or, at theu' plea-

sure, may call the priest to marry them for lite—and this

we call handfasting. Scott, Monastery, xxv.

handfastt (hand'fast), a. [Of. Sw. handfast =
Dan. haandfast, a., strong, stout. In defs. 2 and
3, short for handfasted.} 1. Having a close

hand; close-fisted. Davies.

Some will say women are covetous : are not men as

handfast? Breton, Praise of Vertuous Ladies, p. 67.

2. Boundby pledge, promise, or contract; espe-
cially, betrothed, or united as if by betrothal.

A vyrgine made handfast to Christ.

Bp. Bale, English Votaries, L fol. 63 b.

3. In Scotland, formerly, joined in provisional

wedlock.
This Isobel was but hand-fast with him, and deceased

before the marriage. Pitscottie, Chron. of Scotland, p. 26.

handfastt (hand'fast), n. [< hand + fast^, in

lit. sense. In def. 3, < handfast, v.] 1. Grip;

grasp ; hold.

But the ground underfoot being slipperie,with the snow
on the side of the hill, theyr handfast fayled.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 64.

And can it be that this most perfect creature.

This image of his Maker, well-squar'd man.
Should leave the handfast that he had of grace.

To fall into a woman's easy arms?
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 1.

2. Custody; power of confining or keeping; a
holding on security or bail.

If that shepherd be not in hand-fast, let him fly.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

3. A pledge, promise, or contract ; especially,

betrothal.
Here, in Heaven's eye and all Love's sacred powers,
I knit this holy Iiandfast, and with this hand
The heart that owes this hand. '

Beau, and PL, Wit at Several Weapons, v. 1.

handfastingt (hand'fas-ting), n. [Verbal n. of

handfast, v. Cf. AS. handfcestnung (= Icel.

handfestning, the act of striMng hands in pledge
or confirmation, = Sw. hanc^dstning = Dan.
haandfcBstnimg, in early Dan. law the stipula-

tion to be given by the king at his coronation),

<78a»d, hand, -H/flssfoiMwgf, fastening.] Betrothal
or provisional marriage by joinuig hands. See
handfast, v., 3. [Chiefly Scotch.]

handfastlyt (hand'fast-li), adv. By a pledge
or contract.

The which if the Scottes would most holilie and hand-
fastlie promise, the English would foorthwith depart with
a quiet armie. Holin^hed, Hist. Scotland, an. 1546.

handfish (hand'fish), n. A pediculate fish of

the tstmily Jntennariidw.

hand-flail (hand'flal), n. Mint, a variety of

the war-flail (see flail, 2) meant to be wielded
with one hand. It was sometimes entirely of

bronze or iron.

hand-float (hand'flot), ». See float, 9 (c).

handflower-tree (hand'flou'''er-tre), n. A large

tree of Mexico and Central America, Cheiroste-

mon platanoides, belonging to the natural or-

der SterculiacecB. it takes its name, as does the ge-

nus, which contains only this species, from the hand-

hand-grip

shaped or claw-shaped column of stamens in the flowers.
These are large and monochlamydeous, with the calyx
colored bright-red within. The tree is an object of su-
perstitious veneration to the inhabitants of Mexico, who
long supposed that a single tree near Toluca, mentioned
in early Mexican history, was the only one in existence.
It is now cultivated from slips. Also called hand-tree,
hand-plant, and manita.

hand-fly (hand'fli), n. The fly on a casting-line
which is nearest the angler's hand.
hand-footed (hand'fufed), a. Having feet like
hands ; chiropod.

hand-fork (hand'f6rk), n. A gardeners' three-
tined fork with a short handle.
hand-frame (hand'fram), n. A kind of hand-
barrow used in iron foundries, etc.

A monster cup supported on an iron hand-frame.
New York Tribune, Dec. 2, 1879.

handful (hand'fuL), n. [< ME. handful, hondful,
< AS. handfull (= G. handvoll = Icel. handfyllr=
Dan. haandfuld), < hand, hand, + full, full: see

-ful.2 1. As much as the hand can grasp or
contain.
I had rather have a handful or two of dried peas.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

Two handfuls of white dust, shut in an urn of brass

!

Tennyson, Lotos Eaters (Choric Song).

2t. A unit of length equal to four inches; a
hand.

Goliah, nam'd of Gath, . . .

This huge Colossus, than six cubits height
More by a handful. Drayton, David and Goliah.

Here stalks me by a proud and spangled sir,

That looks three hcmdfuls higher than his foretop.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 4.

3. A small quantity or number; a little.

He that hath a handful of devotion at home shall have
his devotion multiplied to a gomer here.

Bonne, Sermons, iv.

Set me to lead a handful of my men
Against an hundred thousand barbarous slaves.

Fletcher, Bonduca, ii. 1.

All that tread
The globe are but a handful to the tribes

That slumber in its bosom. Bryant, Thanatopsis.

4. As much as one can hold or manage ; full

employment. [CoUoq.]
Being in possession of the town, theyhad their handful

to defend themselves from firing. Raleigh.

With her prodigious energy, quickness, and intelligence

she could never be idle,; hut, let her mistress have been
what she might, Doris must have been a "handful."

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 834.

hand-gallop (hand 'gal ''up), to. a slow, jog-

ging gallop, in which the bridle-hand holds the

horse in check.
Ovid, with all his sweetness, has as little variety of

numbers and sound as he ; he is always upon a hand-gal-
lop, and his verse runs upon carpet ground. Dryden.

And, sure enough, Mrs. Mayfleld was seen in her hat

and habit, riding her bay mare up at a hand-gallop on the
grass by the roadside.

C Reade, Clouds and Sunshine, p. 6.

hand-gear (hand'ger), ». In a steam-engine,

the mechanism used for working the valves by
hand ; the starting-gear.

hand-glass (hand'glas), TO. 1. In feor*., a glass

used for covering, protecting, and forwarding
plants.— 2. A small mirror that may be con-

veniently held in the hand.— 3. Naut., a half-

minute or quarter-minute sand-glass used to

measure time in running out the log-line.

hand-gout (hand'gout), n. Gout in the hands;
ohiragra. In the extract the word is used in

humorous allusion to " greasing the palm"with
money.

But now, sir.

My learned counsel, they must have a feeling

;

They'll part, sir, with no books, without the hand-gout
Be oiled ; and I must furnish.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, iii. 1.

hand-grenade (hand'gre-nad''''), n. Mint., a

small spherical or oylindrieal iron shell, about
three inches in diameter, filled

with powder, lighted by means
of a fuse, and thrown by
hand. Hand-grenades were much
used in the British naval service

throughout the eighteenth century,
especially in repelling attacks from
boats. They are notably serviceable

in the defense of works, in dealing
with an enemy at close quarters,.

when he cannot be covered by the
guns or by musketry on the ban-
quettes. Ketchum's hand-grenade
is a small oblong percussion-shell which is exploded by
means of a plunger on striking the object against which
it is thrown.

hand-grip (hand'grip), m. [< ME. hand-gripe, <

AS. hand-gripe = D. handgreep, grasp, = OHG.
hantgrif, G. handgriff, grasp, handle, hilt, =
Dan. haandgrei = Sw. handgrepp, handle, hilt.]

1. Seizure with the hand
;
grip.— 2. A handle;

a hilt.

Hand-grenade of the
15th century. (From
VioUet-le-Duc's "Diet,
du Mobilier fran9ais.")



hand-grip 2704
The handle or handgrip [of a sword] will be of white

shark s skin braided in gold.
New York Semi-weekly Tribune, Aug. 16, 1887.

II. a. Noting a contest in which certain com-
petitors are handicapped : as, a handicap race

li^r ^^^ °^ '*™^^^^= commonly in the iS^^p (han'di-kap), r. t; pret. and pp. l>un-

,r„ „„ -,. .^ .^ , ,
dieapped, ppr. handicapmng. [< handicap, «.]To aU It seems ... as if the last man of France, who 1 f„ imnosp a « iiTiniTp (.ormietitor in a ra rpcould have swayed these coming troubles, lay there at * .. "°P°s.6> ^^ upon a competitor in a race

hand-grips with the unearthly i>ower.
Carlyle, I'rench Rev., n. iiL 7.

hand-gripe (hand'gnp), n. [< hand + griped.
Cf. hand-grip.'] Seizure with the hand; grip.

Hee that both globes in His own hand-gripe holds.
• Sylvester, Panaretus, L 1258.

handgritht, « [AS. handgrith, < hand, hand, -I-

grith, peace.] In Anglo-Saxon law, peace or pro-
tection granted by the Mng under his own hand.
hand-gnard (hand'gard), H. That part of any
weapon which guards or protects the hand,
especially the vamplate of a lance.

hand-guide (hand'^d), n. A mechanical con-
trivance, invented by Kalkbrermer, for assist-
ing persons learning to play the pianoforte to
acquire a proper position for their hands. Also
caUeA hand-director. . _ ,

haud-gnnt (hand'gon), n. The earliest kind of handicapper (hau'di-kap-er), n. Onewho han-

or other contest, some disadvantage, such as a
penalty of additional weight or distance or an
aUowanee of a start or other advantage to an
opponent.
The Buckskin Horse . . . was handicapped at 250 pounds

for the weight of wagon and driver.
Ifew York Tribune, June 13, 1862.

2. Kguratively, to place at a disadvantage by
the imposition of any embarrassment, impedi-
ment, or disability: as, handicapped by age, by
inexperience, etc.

The tenant is so heavily handicapped that he has no
chance in the race. Tft« JTation, July 1,"1875, p. 7.

An abnormal power of ratiocination, and a prosaic re-
gard for details, nayehandicappedbixa from the b^inning.

Stedman, Vict. Poete, p. 301.

Art in the old world is Tiandieapped more or less by its

own perfection. N. A. Rev., CXLL 284.

firearm, made to be carried by hand and fired
either without a rest or supported on a fork.
Compare hand-cannon.
Cannon^ demicannons, hand-guns, and muskets.

Ca/mden.
Item, twentie handguns, . . . some of them with fire

locks. Hakluyfa Voyages, L 363.

hand-gyve (hand'jiv), v. t. To shackle the
hands of ; manacle; fetter. [Kare.]
A poor Legislative, so hard was fate, had let itself be

hand-gyved. Carlyle, French Eev., III. L 1.

hand-hanuner (hand'ham'er), n. A single-
handed working-hammer used by blacksmiths,
machinists, and boiler-makers: in distinction
from the two-handed hammer, or sledge.

hand-harmonica (hand'har-mon'^i-ka), n. An
accordion.

hand-heat (hand'het), n. The natural tempera-
ture of the hand.
An important feature is the temperature at which cot-

ton is dyed. In the majority of cases it is worked in the
cold, or at a hand-heat, i. e., at about 90° to 100" F.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 222.

handhold (hand'hold), n. 1. Hold or grasp
with the hand. Compare /ootfeoM, 1.

With my face to the rock I found my hand-holds and
foot-holds down uncanny places.

The Advance, July 21, 1887.

2. The handle of an anglers' rod, formed by that
part of the butt which is just above the reel : it

is often wrapped with velvet, ratan, or cord,
hand-hole (haud'hol), n. A hole into which
the hand may be inserted, as one near the bot-
tom of a steam-boiler, designed to be used in
cleaning the boiler, etc. It is closed by a plate.

In tubular boilers the hand-holes should be often opened.
ScL Amcr., N. 8., HV. 20.

hand-hook (hand'huk), n
smiths in twisting bars of iron.

handicap (han'di-kap), «. and a. [Formerly
also handycap, handycappe; appar. < hand i'

cap (hand in cap), prob. with ret", to the draw-
ing of lots.] I. n. If. Aa old game at cards,
not unlike loo.

To the Miter Taveme in Woodstreete. . . . Here some
of us fell to handycappe, a sport that I never knew before.

Pepys, Diary, Sept. 18, 1660.

2. In racing and athletics, an extraburdenplaced
upon, or a special requirement made of, a supe-
rior competitor in favor of an inferior, in order

dicaps ; one employed to determine the amount
of the handicaps in a contest.

Each competitor is allowed by the official handicapper
of the N. C. V. a certain number of yards start, according
to the nature of his public performancea

Bury and HUlier, Cycling, p. 41.

handicraft (han'di-kraft), ra. anda. [Formerly
also handyeraft; a corruption, by confusion
with handiwork, of the earlier handcraft, q. v.]

1. n. 1. Manual labor; hand-work in general, handjar (han'jar)

The full citizens, having become rich, only carried on -^ kind or sword,
trade, whilst the handieraft was left exclusively to the
poor and the onfree.

English GOds (E. E. T. S.), Int, p. cviL

Specifically—2. SkUled labor with the hands;
manual skill or expertness.

Fift Element, of Instruments the haft

;

The Tool of Tools, and Hand of Randy-Crafl.
Sylvegter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, IL, The Handy-Crafts.

handle

2. Manageableness I convenience; suitable-

ness.
Whether improvement is to be in the direction of twin

screws, steam steerers, or other agencies, it is certain that

handiness must increase greatly in modem men-of-war,

if the ram and torpedo are to be elements in naval war.

fare. Luce, Seamanship, p. 674.

A signal of great power, haiidiness, and economy [is]

thus placed at the service of our mariners.
I'op. Sci. Mo., Xm. 2SU.

handiront, «. Same as andiron.

handiwork (han'di-werk), n. [Formerly also

handywork; < ME. handiwerk, handewerc, hondi-

werk, hondiwerc, < AS. handgeweorc (= OS. hand-

giwerk), work of the hand, < hand, hand, + ge-

weore, weorc, work (collectively), < ge-, a col-

lective prefix (see -j-i), + weorc, work. Of.

hiand^work.] 1. Work done by the hands, and
hence by effort of anyMnd; doing; perform-
ance: as, a specimen of one's handiwork; the

devil's handiwork.
Celsus . . . thought so great a vessell was too great for

mans handyworke. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 39.

IJie want of technical knowledge in the fisherman's
craft and in the various Tumdiworks connected with it

Harper's Mag., LXXVIIL 201.

2. That which is done or made by the hands,
or by any active exertion; a fabrication; a
creation.

Tile as I am, and of myself abhorr'd,
I am thy handy^work, thy creature^ Lord.

Quarles, Emblems^ iii 10,

Our life is only drest
For show: mean Tiandiwork of craftsman, cook.
Or groom I Wordsworth, London, September, 1802:

n. [At. khanjar, a dagger.]
See the second extract.

Armed with all the weapons of Palikarl, handj&rs and
yataghans. Disraeli, Lothair, Ixxiii.

A handjar, or broad-bladed, leaf-shaped sword, very
similar to the ancient .Spanish weapon adopted by the
Roman soldiery, or resembling perhaps still more those
bronze weapons found upon the old batUe-fields of Greece
and within early Celtic barrows. These weapons they
[Caucasian soldiers] are accustomed to use as projectiles^

(/Donovan, Merv, it

[Bare.]

The nurseries of children of ordinary gentlemen and
Ao7Miicr(t/i(«1are managed in the same manner. Swift.

Thou loiowest . . . that we handicrafis best love the
folks we live by. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, vL

II. a. Belonging to a manual trade or me-
ciiSiiii.c3il jiri'A tool used by handicraftsman (han'di-krafts-man), ».; pi.

Imndicraftsmen (-men). Aman skilled in some
special manual work; one who gets his living
by a maiual trade; an artisan; a mechanic.

Geo. miserable age ! Virtue is not regarded in handi-
crafts-men.
John. The nobility think scorn to go in leather aprons.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, iv. 2.

The Mandierajtxmen have not Money to set themselves
to work. Dampier, Voyages, IL t 41.

The followers of Cazton were for nearly two centuries
principally mere handicraftsmen.

6. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xx.

to make^their chances more equal." to*a horae^ handicnff (han'di-^), n. [Usually in. pi. han^

of handkerchief.] A handkerchief. [Obsolete
or vulgar.]

Did your brother tell yon how I counterfeited to sound,
wheh he showed me your handkercher?

Shak., As you Like ii; v. .2.

Now out comes all the taasell'd handkerchers.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, iii 2.

At their girdles they wear long handkerehers, some of
them admirable for v^ue and workmanship.

_ Sandys, TravaOes, p. sa

Huxley, Tech. Education, handkerchief (hang'ker-chif), n. [< hand +

craft. Art is either Constructive or Imitative ; Handi-
eraft, either TTseful or Decorative.

C. T. Newton, ArtandArchaeoL, p. 17.

3. A manual employment or calling; a me-
chanical trade.

John Speedwasbom at Farrington in this county, as his
own daughter hath informed me. He was first l^red to a
htmdieraift, and, as I take it, to a taylor.

Fuller, Worthies, Cheshire.

Anatomy, which ismy handicraft, is one of the most dif.
ficult kinds of mechanical labour.

4. A handicraftsman.

race the handicap is usually an additional weight to be car- dlCttffs, < hand + cuff^, a blow ; the i is inserted,
ried by the better horse; in a foot-race, jumping-match, "" ^" v;«*.-rt^..ff« ««*..... -u-. . ;_a^— —-l-l ^

etc., a shorter time, greater distance, or the like, for the
superior contestant. The amount of the handicap is ad-
justed in accordance with the performance of the com-
petitors in previous contests; and in horse-racing regard
is had also to the age, sex, and height of the horses. The
principle is applied in other contests of a^lity or sldll

:

thus, in draughts, a superior player is handicapped if he >,„_ jji- /han'di Iii ndn
plays against an nnakllfnl or inexperienced player with nanouy (.nan oi ii;, aav.

eleven men to the tatter's twelve.

3. A race in which the supposed superiorityof
certain competitors is counterbalanced by pen-
alties of additional Tveight, distance, or time
imposed on them, or the inferiority of others

kerchief. This compound is fused by the or-
dinary pronunciation (Uke its second element
kerchief) into one word, without regard to its

original elements ; hence the compoimd neck-
liandkerchief (as weU as neckerchief), a curious
cumulation of terms for the neck, hand, and
head.] 1. A square piece of cloth, usuallylinen
or silk, carried about the person for the pur-
pose of wiping the face or nose. Silk handker-
chiefs embroidered and fringed, or laced with gold, are
mentioned as early aa the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and
the modem lace handkerchief has often but a veij- small
center-piece of solid or plain materiaL
From his body were brought unto the sick handker-

chiefs or aprons, and the diseases departed from them.
Actsxix. 12.

And away he went, the King following him to a Bluer,
ouer which Dauid, stretching his hand-kerchiefe, passed
oocr. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 159.

He did complain his head did ake

;

Her handkerchief she then took out.
And tied the same his head about.

The Suffolk Miracle (ChUd's Ballads, L 220)1

2. A neckcloth; a neckerchief. [CoUoq.]

is compensated by a certain amount of time or
jjg^jjjjjj (han'di-nes), n. 1. The

as in fisticuffs, appar. by association with harC- i,nV„1V»^^^<JTt. f^f
®Tif" -- -,-,-

.,

dieraft.-] A blow or cuff with the hand. Also "^"^®J*'"^-?* i?'*"^ "^^""i^)' ''• »• [<'«">*
speUed handyouff.

kerchief, «.] To use a handkerchief; make

Though they owed each other a spight, and had both «f°^
^tll » handkerchief

.
[Eare.]

pretty high spirits, yet they never came to handyeuffs , ^ j® servants entering with the dinner, we hemmed,
Arbuthnot, Misc. Works (1751) L 103 handkerchiefed, twinkled, took up our knives and forks.

Tn a. TisLnHTT r.-^ !,,„„-*
Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, n. ISO.In a handy or expert

hand-languaget (hand'lang'gwaj), «. The art
of conversing by motions or signs made with
the hands or fingers ; sign-language; dactylol-
ogy. See deaf-mute.
hand-lathe (hand'laTH), n. 1. A small lathe,
generally portable, secured to a bench or table,

manner.
When X see women split wood, unload coal-carts, move

wash-tubs, and roll barrels of flour and apples handily
down cellarways or up into carts, then I sh3l believe in
the sublime theories of the strong-minded sisters.

£. T. Cooke, Somebody's yeighbois, p. 42.

distance granted them in starting ; any contest
or competition in which an allowance of time
or distance or other advantage is given to an in-

ferior competitor : as, the Newmarket handicap.

The race . . . showed a heavy entxy ; . . . public run-
ners were heavily weighted; the nominations included
many horses that had never been out before. In one way
and another the ITnited Service handicap had grown into

the event of the meeting. Whyte Melville, Satanella, xil

state or
character of being handy or expert.

He had a certain tacti . . . which, in connection with
his handiness and his orderly ways, causal him at last to
become a prime favorite with her.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 252.

The boy made his own traps and small tools and carts,
and early learned that handiness and adaptability without
which he would be likely to go through life in a destitute
condition. H. E. Scudder, Noah Webster p 14.

and worked by a bow or a
crank, used by watch-mak-
ers, dentists, etc.—2. A bar-
lathe with puppets sliding
on ajprismatic bar.
handle (hau'dl), p.; pret.
and pp. handled, ppr. han-
dling.' [< ME. handlen, < AS.
handlian, handle, feel (= D. Uand-lathf (def. I).



handle

handelen, handle, trade, = OHG. hantalm, han-
dle, feel, touch, manage, MHQ-. handeln, G.
handelm, treat, manage, deal, trade, = loel.
hondla, handle, = Sw. nandla, trade, = Dan.
handle, treat, use, trade), freq. verb, < hand,
hand: see hand, n., and of. handle, n., to which
in def. 8 the verb is directly due. Cr. mamage,
ult. < L. manua, the hand.] I. trans. 1. To
•touch or feel vrith the hand ; use the hand or
hands upon.

Lorde, kepe me owt of eynne and woo.
That I haue in myn lyfle doo.
With handys handyld or on fote goo.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 185.

Happy, ye leaves 1 when as those lilly hands . . .

Shall lumdle yon. Spenser, Sonnets, i.

The hardness of the winters [in Elanders] forces the
'breeders there to house and handle their colts six months
«very year. Temple.

:2. To manage by hand; use or wield with
manual skill; ply; manipulate; act upon or
control by the hand: as, to handle one's colors

;

to handle the reins.

was the father of till such as Jiandle the harp
Gen. iT. 21.

Jubal .

-and organ,

The lesser picture is so passingly seemingly Tumdled
•that the lower comers of it seeme ... to hang loose.

Caryat, Crudities, 1. 186.

These men can handle their weapon so well that, if they
ulesign mischief, they will dexterously break a Leg or
Thigh-bone, that being the place which they commonly
strike at. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 77.

3. In general, to manage ; direct; control; hold
-or keep in hand: as, to handle a fish when
hooked; to handle a dog in the field; to handle
troops m battle.

She is a discreet, ingenious, pleasant, pious woman ; I
wish she had the havdlvng of you and Mrs, Modish.

Steele, Spectator, ISo. 254.

Tom, with East to handle him, . . . steps out on the
turf. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, p. 245.

Learning how to hwidZe gases led to the discoveiy of
oxygen, and to modern chemistry, and to the notion of
the indestructibility of matter.

Hwdey, Lay Sermons, p. 16.

4. To act upon or toward; use in some way
{with regard to conduct) ; treat; deal with.

At him they cast atones, . . . and sent him away shame-
fully handled. Mark xii. 4.

You shall see how 111 handle her.
Shale., M. for M., v. 1.

It will be nothing disagreeing from Christian meeknesse
to handle such a one in a rougher accent.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst., Pref.

•5. To treat of; discourse upon ; expound, as a
topic.

All things obserued by Ifaturall Philosophers in Greece
had beene handled before, partly by the Brachmanes
^amongst the Indians, partly of those which in Syria are
called lewes. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 463.

Many of his [Chaucer's] bookes he but bare translations
out of the Latin & French, yet are tliey wel hamdled.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 49.

A subject which, though often ha/ndled, has not yet in
my opinion been folly discussed.

Goldsmith, Kational Concord.

6. To make use of; be concerned with; have
to do with.

We hondlen no money, but menelich [meanly] faren.
Piers Plovman's Crede (B. B. T. S.), 1. 109.

They that handle the law knew me not. Jer. ii. 8.

Among the earliest tools of any complicacy which a man-
•of-letters gets to handle are his class^ooks.

Carlyle, Sartor Resaxtus, ii. 3.

7. To trade or deal in; buy and sell: as, to

handle stationery, stocks, or real estate.

He [a merchant] generally refused to handle the im-

proved implements and mechanical devices by which la-'

bor and waste were to be saved. The Century, XXXV. 9B0.

Books are of minor importance, and but few are "kept
in stock." Indeed, bookselling is not a profitable part of

the business ; it does not pay to handle books, or to keep
the run of new publications. Harper's Mag. , LXXVI. 776.

8. [< handle, ».] To furnish with a handle
or handles : as, to handle a teacup.—To handle
vrithout gloTes or mittens. See glove.

II. intrans. 1. To use the hands; act or work
by means of the hands.

They have hands, but they handle not. Ps. cxv. 7.

2. To act or give a result of any kind when
handled.

Two guns may be made exactly alike in length, bend,

and cast-off, and yet if the balance is not the same, they

will handle as if of different bends.
W. W. Greene, The Gun, p. 250.

handle (han'dl), n. [< ME. handel, handyl,

handille, handle, handle, < AS. handle, pi. han-

dla, a handle, = Dan. handel (perhaps from
E.), a handle ; from the verb.] 1. That part

of a thing which Is intended to be grasped

by the hand in using or moving it. The handles

of many things have distinctive names. Thus, the hau-
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die of a sword is the hilt; of a plow, the staff or stUt; of
an ax or hammer, the helve; of a knife, the ha/t; of a
rake, the stale; of a scythe, the snath; of a rudder, the
tiller; of a crab or winch, the crank; of a pump, the
brake or lever; of a door or look, the knob; of a steam-
engine, the hand-lever; of a boat-hook, lance, etc., the
shaft; of a platen printing-press, the rounce, by which the
bed is run in and out; of a kettle^ the bail ; of a drill, bit,
or gun, the stock.

And for to smyti an Hors with the handille of aWhippe.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 249.

When mistress Bridget lost the hamdle of her fan, I
took 't upon mine honour thou hadst it not.

Shak., M. W. of W., n. 2.

A sword of King Salomons, whose hmidle was massie
gold. Coryat, Crudities, I. 45.

Of Bone the Handles of my Knives are made.
Yet no ill Taate from thence affects the Blade.

Congreive, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi

3. That by means of which anything is done

;

the instrument of effecting a purpose : said of
a person or thing.

They overturned him in all his interests by the sure but
fatal handle of his own good nature. South, Sermons.

3. In iot, in the Characemi same as manubri-
um—A handle to one's name, a title prefixed to one's
name, as Lord, Col., Dr. [Colloii.]

Lord Highgate had turned to me : "There was no rude-
ness, you understand, intended, Mr. Pendennis ; but I am
down here on some business, and don't care to wear the
handle to my name." Thackeray, Newcomes, Ivii.

Embrace handle, a handle, as of a knife or dagger, repre-
senting two figures side by side embracing each other.
Such handles were common in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, carved in ivory or bone or cast in ihetal.

—Flush handle, a handle for a lock or latch which is

placed in a recess, as of a door, sash, or berth, and does
not project beyond the surface of the object to which it is

attached. Cojr-Builder's Diet.—To fly off the handle.
See fly^.—To give a hajldle, to furnish an occasion or
opportunity.

The defence of Vatinlus gave a plausible liandle for some
censure upon Cicero.

Quoted in W. Melmoth's tr. of Cicero, it 17, note 6.

He was ... a hot-tempered fellow, who would always
give you a handle against him.

George Bliot, Mill on the Floss, iiL 7.

handleable (han'dl-a-bl), a. \<.handle,v., +
-able.'] Capable of iJeing handled. Sherwood.
hand-lead (hand'led), n. Naut., the lead used
for sounding in rivers, harbors, or shoal water.
It is much smaller than the deep-sea lead, be-
ing from 5 to 9 pounds in weight. See lead.

handled (han'dld), _p. a. Having a handle : as,
an iianrhandled kmfe: used specifically in her-
aldry when the handle of a weapon or a tool is

of a different tincture from the blade: as, a
sickle or, handled gules.

handle-net (han'dl-net), n. A fishing-netwith
a handle, as a dip-net; a kind of hoop-net or
scoop-net.

handler (hand'ler), n. 1. A person employed
in the transfer or placing of things by hand,
or in some special kind of manipulation or
management: as, a freight-Zioradter; a handler
of dogs or of game-cocks; a handler of fish for
propagation (used of one who selects the ripe
fish from a catch).— 3. The first bath or pit
in a tannery.

. After colouring, the hides pass on to the handlers or
handling pits, a round or series of which may consist of
from four to twelve according to the mode of working.

Eneyc. Brit., XIV. 384.

3. In ceram., a workman who attaches to the
bodies of vessels the handles, which have pre-
viously been molded in plaster-of-Paris molds.
They are fixed by means of slip, and in most kinds of ware
adhere immediately, so that the vessel may be lifted by
them even before firing.

'handless (hand'les), a. [< ME. handles (=
OEries. handles = OHG. MHGr. hantlos, Gr. hand-
les= Icel. handlauss) ; < hand + -Zess.] 1 . With-
out a hand or hands : as, a handless clock.— 3.

Unhandy; awkward. [Scotch.]

hand-letter (hand'let'''er), n. In bookbinding,
an impress on a book-cover by movable types
from a hand-stamp, in opposition to an impress
by a machine from an engraved stamp.
hand-lerer (hand'^v'^r), n. The lever or
handle by which a steam-engine is started,

stopped, or reversed.

hand-line (hand'lin), n. A fishing-line worked
by hand without a rod. itmay be a single line with
one or more hooks baited and sunk to or near the bottom,
or tlirown to any desired distance by means of a weight,
and managed from the shore, or from a boat anchored or
moving slowly ; or the line may be drawn rapidly over the
surface of the water behind a sail-boat, as in the capture of
bluefish, Spanish mackerel, striped-bass, black-bass, etc.,

either with a bait or with only some shining object to
lure the ilsh, as in trawling or trolling.

handliner (hand'li'''ner), n. One who uses a
hand-Hue for fishing.

handling (hand'ling), n. [< ME. handlinge,

hondlunge, < AS. handlung, a touching, han-

hand-mill

dling (= D. handeling = G. handlung= Sw. Dan.
handling, action), verbal n. of handlian, handle

:

see handle, v."] 1. A touching, fingering, or
using with the hand; manipulation; touch:
either literally or fijguratively : as, the handling
of the bow in vioUn-playing ; an artist's han-
dling of his subject.

Then you must learn the use
And handling of your silver fork at meals.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

Afterwards, his innocency appearing, he was delivered,
and escaped those severe handlings thatsome of the duke's
friends and retainers underwent. Strype, Sir T. Smith, iv.

If the Athenians, as some say, made their small deeds
great and renowned by their eloquent writers, England
hath had her noble atchievments made small by the un-
skilfull handling of monks and meclianicks.

MUton, Church-Government, Pref., iL

3. The act of supplying with a handle or han-
dles ; the operation of putting a handle on : as,
the handling of pottery, or of saws.
handlingst, adv. [ME. handlvnges, with adv.
gen. suffix -esi, < AS. handlinga, with the hands,
< hand, hand, -1- -linga = E. -hng^.'\ With the
hands.
In hand an angel has he [Jacob] laght
That sammen [together] handlinges [var. togeder in han-

dis, in honde] wristeled thai
Al the night. Cursor Mundi, 1. 3932. (Cott.)

handlining (hand'H^ning), n. The use of a
hand-line ; the act or method of catching fish

with a hand-line.

3Ir. Earl . . . speaks of the importance of obtaining
and preserving bait with so large a fleet engaged wholly
in handlining and trawling.

Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XLI. 464.

hand-list (hand'list), n. 1. A concise list for
easy reference.

A new "Britannia Eomana" we shall have longt to wait
for ; but surely a hatid-list might be compiled from the
book before us and the transactions of the various archse-
ological societies of all the places where undoubtedKoman
remains have been found. JT. and Q., 7th ser.. III. 440.

2. Same as check-list, 2.

handlocked (hand'lokt), a. Handcuffed. Dek-
ker; Hallmell.

hand-loom (hand'lSm), n. A weavers' loom
workedby hand, as distinguished from a power-
loom.
hand-made (hand'mad), a. Manufactured by
hand, and not by a machine : as, hand-made
paper.
handmaid (hand'mad), n. [< hand + maid.
In earlier form hamdmoAden, q. v.] A female
servant or personal attendant; a female as-

sistant : often used figuratively.

Laban gave unto his daughter Leah Zilpah his maid for

an handmaid. Gen. xxix. 24.

Nature, the Hand/maid of God Almighty^ doth nothing
but with good Advice. Howeli, Letters, ii 6.

For Jove's great Ha/ndmiaid, Power, must Jove's Decrees
pursue. Prior, Ode to the Queen, st. 10.

She hath no handmaid fair

To draw her curled gold hair
Tlirough rings of gold.

t Sunnbume, Madonna Mia.

handmaiden (hand'ma''''dn), «. [< ME. hande-

; < hand +
maiden.'] An earlier

form of handmaid.
handmaid-moth
(hand'mad-m6th), n.

A moth, Datana mi-
nistra, of the fam-
ily BombycidcB, of a
light-brown color,

the head and a large
.spot on the thorax
dark-brown, and the
fore wings with from
3 to 5 narrow trans-
verse dark
lines. Its

larva,known
as the yel-

low-necked
apple-tree
caterpillar,
is about 2
inches long,
with a large
black head,
the next seg-
ment dull-
orange, and
the rest of
the body
striped with
black and
yellow.

hand-makingt (hand'ma^king), n. The act of

pilfering; theft. Latimer.

hand-mill (hand'mil), n. A mill for grinding
grain, pepper, coffee, etc., worked by hand.

Handmaid-moth {Datana ministra).

a. larva ; b, moth (both natural size) ; c. eggs,
natural size ; </, an egg, enlarged.



hand-mill

as distinguished from those driven by steam,
water, or other power; specifically, a quern
(as in the extract).

Flour from the handmUU grinding witli constant soand.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 260.

hand-mirror (hand'mir"or), n. A small mir-
ror for the toilet ; a hand-glass.

Don't expect your husband to be pleased if you give him
an iTory backed hand-mirror.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 162.

hand-mold (hand'mold), n. 1. A small mold
managed with the hand.

He mellid so the matall with the hand-molde.
Richard the Sedelese, u. 155.

Specifically— 2. The mold inwhich hand-made
type is cast. It has a lip to receive the metal
whichruns into the mold containing the matrix.
E. 3. Knight.
hand-money (hand'mun"i), n. Same as ear-
nest-money.

hand-mortar (hand'mfir^tar), n. A hand-fire-
arm having a very short liarrel with a caliber
of from 2 to 3 inches, mounted upon a stock
fitted either for the shoulder or for holding
Tinder the arm, and having a match-lock, a
flint-lock, or a wheel-lock, according t6 its

epoch. This weapon was used for throwing small hand-
grenades, but seems not to have been in very general use.

hand-orchis (hand'6r"kis), n. One of the com-
monest species of European orchids, Orchis ma-
culata : so called from the resemblance of the
fiower to a hand. [Eng.]
hand-organ (hand'6r"gan), n. A portable bar-
rel-organ, both the barrel and the bellows of
which are worked by a hand-crank. By shifting
the position of the barrel different tunes may be playe£
The pipes are usually of two or three sets or stops : a dia-
pason, a flute, and often a coarse-toned reed-stop.

hand-paper (hand'pa'per), n. 1. Paper made
by hand, as distinguished from that made by
machinery.—2. A particular make of paper
well known in the English Record Office: so
called from its water-mark (^f *), which has
been used since the fifteenth century. Brewer.
hand-pegger (hand' peg 'erV, n. A portable
shoe-pegging machine : so called to distinguish
it from the fixed-power tools- The crank is tamed
by one hand, while the machine, which is held in the
other, is moved around the edge of a shoe-sole fixed to a
bench.

hand-plant ' (hand'plant), n. Same as hand-
flower-tree.

hand-planter (hand'plan't^r), n. A hand-ma-
chine for planting seeds.

hand-play (hand'pla), ». [After AS. hand-
plega, < hand, hand, + plega, pla,y.] Inter-

change of blows in a hand-to-nand encounter.
See swordrplay.

The hard hamd-play of Cattle.
Pan Mall GcaeUe, May 2, 1881.

hand-post (hand 'post), n. A finger-post; a
guide-post.

hand-pot (hand'pot), n. A kind of lobster-pot.

hand-press (hand'pres), n. A press worked by
hand, in distinction from one moved by steam-
power, etc.

hand-promise (hand'prom^is), n. A solemn
form of betrothal requiring common consent
to revoke it, usual among the Irish peasantry.
When one of the parties to a hand-promise dies without
having been released, or without having released the
other, the survivor, in presence of witnesses, grasps the
hand of the deceased, repeating a special form of words
recalling the promise. Also c^ed hand-and-word.

Few would rely on the word or oath of any man who
had been known to break a hand-promige.

Carleton, Traits and Stories, Going to Maynooth.

hand-pump (hand 'pump), n. 1. A pump
worked by hand.—2. Formerly, in locomotive
engines, a pump placed at the side of the fire-

box, worked by a hand-lever when the engine
stood with steam up. This pump has been
superseded by injectors, etc., driven by the
machinery of the locomotive.

hand-punch (hand'punch), n, A punch with a
cutting-tube for perforating leather or paper,

for the insertion of eyelets, the punching of

tickets, or for other purposes. E. S. Knight.

hand-quill (hand'kwil), n. In omith., one of

the large feathers which grow on the hand,
manns, or pinion of a bird; one of the primary
remiges ; a primary.

hand-rackle (hand'rak'l), a. Eash in strik-

ing; hasty. [Scotch.]

hand-rail (hand'ral), n. A rail or railing rest-

ing on balusters or uprights, or otherwise sup-

ported and fixed, serving as a guard and sup-

port on the edge of a stair, a gallery, a plat-

form, etc.; a rail to hold by.—Back of a liand-

taiX. See ftoofcl.— Body band-iail, an iron bar on the
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ends of passenger-cars, for the passengers to take hold of

in getting on or off.

hand-railing (hand'ra'^ling), n. Same as hand-
rail.

hand-rufft (hand'ruf), n. Amffle for the wrist.

hand-running (hand'run'ing), adv. In imme-
diate succession; without break; consecutive-

ly: as, to win ten games at cards hand-running.

[CoUoq.]
hand-sail (hand' sal), n. A sail managed by
the (that is, one) hand.
The seamen wUl neither stand to their Tiand-saili, nor

suffer the pilot to steer. Sir W. Temple.

hand-sale (hand'sal), n. [< hand -I- «afe. Of.

handsel^ A sale made or confirmed by mutual
shaking of hands : an ancient custom in north-

em Europe. Blackstone.

hand-saw (hand's^), n. A saw to be used with
the hand. Also called arm-saw.

My buckler out through and through,my sword hacked
like a harulsaw. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iL i.

All the world to a hand-sawt, a thousand to one ; al-

most certain. Daviet.

'Tis all the world to a hamdia/u> but these barbarous Eas-
cals would be so ill-manner'd as to laugh at us as confi-

dently as we do at them. Cotton, Scarronides, Pref.

To know a hawk from a liand-saw [orig.. It is sup-

posed, to Tmow a ha/wkfrom a hemshaw, hand-gaw being
a humorous or blundering perversion], to be able to dis-

criminate fairly well : used humorously.

Iam butmad north-north-west : when the wind is south-

erly, 1 know a hawkfrom a hand-saw.
Shak., Hamlet^ iL 2.

handsaw-fish (hand's4-fish), n. A fish, Aleipi-

dosaurus (or Caulojms) ferox or iorealis, a spe-

Handsaw-IUh iAUj!idi>sauriis/eroxj,

cies of the farjily Alepidosauridce; any alepi-

dosaurid; a lancet-fish. [Pacific coast, U. 8.]
hand's-breadth (handz'bredth), n. Same as
handbreadth.
hand-screen (hand'skren), n. A small screen
used to protect the face and head from the heat
of a fire or of the sun. in the middle ages and later
the fan in its various forms and the fly-flapper answered
this purpose. The modem hand-screen is usually shaped
like a fan of the sort not capable of being closed, and is

made of silk or paper stretched on a light frame. Those
of the eighteenth century are often very elaborate and
delicately painted.

handscrew (hand'skro), n. An euglne for rais-
ing heavy timbers or weights ; a jack.

handseaxt, n. [AS. handseax, -sex, -sees, < hand,
hand, -l-«ear, asword: seeSaa;oTO.j The small-
er war-knife of the Celtic nations.

handsel, hansel (hand'sel, han'sel), n. and a.

[< ME. hansel, hanseU, hansele, hanselle, hansale,
hansal, honsel, < AS. handselen (once), a delivery
into the hand (L. mancipatio), = IceL handsal,
usually in pi. handsol, "the transference of a
right, duty, bargain, duty to another by joining
hands" (Cleasby and VigEnsson), = Sw. handsol
= Dan. handsel, a handsel, earnest ; < AS. hand,
hand, -I- selen, sylen, a giving (equiv. to Icel. sal,

a sale, bargain, > E. sale), KseUan, syXlan, give:
see sell^. Cleasby and Vigfusson t&e hand to
refer to the custom of concluding a bargain by
shaking hands ; but this appears to be merely
incidental, delivery into the hand being the
orig. notion.] I. re. A gift or token of good
fortune or good will; especially, a New-Year's
gift; aneamest or earnest-penny; a sale, gift,

or delivery which is regarded as the first of a
series; the first money taken in the morning
in the way of trade ; the first earnings of any
one in a new employment or place of business

;

the first money taken in a shop newly opened;
the first present sent to a young woman on her
wedding-day, etc. [Archaic]

handsome
Inellis priclons cane y non fynde to selle

To sende you, my souerein, this newe yeres morowe.

Wher-for lucke and good hanseelle

My hert y sende you. ,.:._,,„
PolUical Poems, etc. (ed. Fnmivall), p. 3a

Bring hhn a sixpenny bottle of ale ; they say a fool'e

handaa is lucky. B. Jonton, Bartholomew Fair, it L

'Twas my first Jiansel and propine to Heaven

:

And as I laid my darling 'neath the sod.

Precious His comforts— once an infant given,

And offered with two turtle-doves to God

!

Mr). Stuart Uenteath, James Melville s Child.

Most trades-people have a particular esteem for what
they call Handsel : that is to say, the first money they re-

ceive in a morning ; they kiss it, spit upon it, and put it

in a pocket by itself.
, , ,.

Misson, Travels in England (trans.), p. 130.

Handsel Monday, the first Monday of the new year,

when it was formerly usual in Scotland for servants, chil-

dr^ and others to ask for or receive presents or handsel

n. a. Used or employed for the first time

;

newly aeauired or inberited. [Scotch.]

handsel, hansel (hand'sel, han'sel), v. t. [<

ME. handsellen (in pp. i-hondsald— St. Juliana,

p. 7) (the allegedAS.*MTO<%Ztoradoes not exist),

after Icel. handsale, (also handseVa, conform-

ing to the orig. verb), make overj deliver; from

the noun: see handsel, n.'] To give handsel to;

use or do for the first time ; try as for luck.

Eavished with desire to hansM her new coach.

MarStan, Jmmm, amd Chapmam, Eastward Ho, ii L
Coming home to-night^ a drunken boy was carrying by

our constable to Our new pair of stocks to hansel them,

being a new pair, and very handsome.
Pepyi, Diary, L 404.

Young Faith Snowe waa toward to keep the old men's
cups aflow and handsel them to their liking.

S, D. Blackmore, Xoma Doone, xiv.

No expression was ever;yet used which some one had
not to handsel. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 35.

handsellert, hansellert, "• One who gives or

offers handsel.
hand-shake (hand'shak), n. A shake of the

hand: as, a cordial hand-shalce. [CoUoq.]

hand-shaking (hand'shacking), n. A shaking
of hands in friendly greeting.

Hogg was received by Eliza Westbrook, who smfled
faintly upon him in silence, and by Harriet, radiant and
blooming as ever, with much cordiid handshaking.

E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 310.

handsmootht (hand'smSTH), adv. Flatly; with-

out difficulty; completely.

His soldionrs, . . . sodainlywith aU their might assafl-

ing the campe of their enemies, wonne it, and beate it

downe hande smooths.
IXdall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 313.

The charge being giuen, certaine vnarmed Tartars A
Lithuanians were slalne liandamooth.

Haklvj/t'e Voyages, 1. 147.

handsome (han'sum), a. [Early mod. E. also

handsom; < ME. handsom, handsum, hansum,
easyto handle oruse (=D. nandzaam, tractable,

serviceable, = G-. diaL handsam, convenient,
favorable); < hand, hand, + -some. For the de-

velopment of sense from 'handy, dexterous,' to
' beautiful,' cf. the similar development of jweJ-
iy from. A8.prcBtig,prmttig,tiieky: see pretty.']

If. Easy to handle ornse; handy; rea^; con-

venient.
But in making them [engines of war] hereunto, they

have chief respect that they be both easy to be carried,

and Iiandsome to be moved and turned about.
Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson), il W.

For a thief it [the Irish cloak] is soe handsome, as it may
seeme it was first invented for him.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

He is very desyrus to serve yo^ Grace, and seymes to me
to be a very handsome man-

Gresham, quoted in E. Lodge's mns., L 178.

2. Agreeable to the eye or to correct taste;

pleasing in proportions and aspect; having
symmetry or harmony of parts; well formed
and well attired, equipped, or arrayed: as, a
handsome person or face ; a handsome building

;

a handsome display.

Make yourself handsome, Montague

;

Let none wear better clothes ; 'tfc for my credit
Beav. and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 1.

I can look a whole day with delight upon a handsome
picture. sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 9.

It is weU knowne to be a matter of lesse skni and lesse
labour to keepe a Garden handsome then it is to plant it

or contrive it. MUton, On Def. of Htmib. Bemonst
The church has two handgom towres & spires of stone,

and the whole fabric ifl very noble and venerable.
Eoelyn, Diaiy, Hay 6, 1644.

3. Graceful in manner; marked by propriety
and ease ; becoming ; appropriate : as, a handr
some style ; a handsome delivery or address.

Sound your pipes now merrily.
And all your Tiandsome sports : sing 'em full welcomes.

Fletcher (and another?). Prophetess, v. 3.

Cyrus made a hand»yme prayer upon the tops of the
mountains, when by afantaam he was warned of his ap-
proaching death. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dyinft iv. 8.



handsome
He has devised a very handsome Keason for tbe Angel's

proceeding witli Adam after this manner.
Addison, Spectator, No. 369.

Easiness and handsome address in writing is hardest to
'be attained by persons bred in a meaner way. Fe^ton.

4. Such as to suit one's convenience or desires

;

ample; large; on a liberal scale: as, a hand-
some income or outlay.

One that liath two gowns and everything htmdsome
about tiim. Shak., Mach Ado, Iv. 2.

Saturday, 10. The wind at E. and by N. a handsome gale

with fair weather. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 8.

Wouldst thou, possessor of a flock, employ
(Appris'd that he is such) a careless boy,
And feed him well, and give him handsome pay?

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 907.

5. Characterized by or expressive of generos-
ity or magnanimity: as, a handsome apology;
a handsome action.

Have you consider'd
The nature of these men, and how they us'd you?
Was It fair play? did It appear to you handsome!

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 2.

My dear, here's Doctor Strong has positively been and
made you the subject of a handsome declaration.

Dickens, David Copperfleld, xvl.

=Syn. 2. Pretty, Fair, etc. See heaiUiful.

liandsomet (han'sum), v. t. [< handsome, a.]

To make handsome ; render pleasing or attrac-

tive.
Him, whom I last leftj all repute

For his device, in handsomvnff a suit.

To judge of lace . . . [he hath] the best conceit.
Donne, Satires, 1.

liandsomely (han'sum-li), adv. 1. In a hand-
some manner; agreeably; generously.

Coyness becomes some Beauties, if handsomely afited.

Howell, letters, ii. 4.

An affront handsomely acknowledged becomes an obli-

gation. Sheridan, The Bivals, v. 3.

I knew that In the end I should have to pay handsomely
ior the supplies offered tome—which, by the way, I had
no occasion for. OfDonmam, Merv, xxvi.

2. Naut, carefully and steadily; in shipshape
style : as, to lower handsomely. [U. S.]

Instead of ordering a sail to be furled carefully, the
captain is very apt to shout out, "Handsomely, my men,
don't hiirry, handsomely for'ard there 1

"

S. De Vere, Americanisms, p. 341.

liandsomeness (han'sum-nes), «. 1. The con-

dition or quality of being handsome.
There are many townes and villages also, but built out

of order, and with no hamsomeness.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 248.

I am friend to beauty

;

There is no handsomeness I dare be foe to.

Fletetier and Sowley, Maid in the Mill, i. 3.

A handsomeness of the kind that we call elegant.

The Century, XXVII. 679.

2t. Favor; approval; graelousness.

He will not look with any handsoTneTiess
Upon a woman. Fletcher, Wit without Money, i

liand-spear (hand'sper), n. A short spear; a
half-lance.

There was another manner of striking the bull in the

face with short spears, to the which went divers lords and
gentlemen very well mounted, their pages following them
with divers htmd-spears for that purpose.

Journey ^E.qf Nottingham, 1605 (Harl. Misc., in. 441).

[(Dames.)

liandspike (hand'spik), n. A bar, commonly
of wood, used with the hand as a lever for va-

rious piirposes, as in raising weights, moving
guns, heaving about a windlass, etc.

Nobody broke his back or his handspike by his efforts.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 123.

Roller handspUce, a handspike having one or two lig-

num-vltse or brass rollers at the large end, for use in

moving heavy gun-carriages.

Ixandspikeman (hand'spik-man), n.
;
pi. Imndn

spikemen (-men) . One of a gun's crewwho han-

(fies a handspike during drill..

liandsprillg (hand'spring), n. A kind of som-
ersault in which the performer supports his

body upon the palms of his hands while his

feet are raised in the air.

They take the same hand-spring through the creed, and
stand teaching by your side. N. A. £ev., CXUII. 19.

handstaff(hand'staf),».;pl.fco»(foto«es(-stavz).

[< ME. handstaffe.2 If. A javelin.

And they that dwell in the cities of Israel shall go forth,

and Shan set on Are and burn the weapons, both the shields

and the bucklers, the bows and the arrows, and the hand-

staves and the spears. .
Ezek. xxjax. 9.

2. That part of a flail which is held in the hand.

liand-Strap (hand'strap), n. One of a number
of straps attached to a rail in the roof of a pas-

senger-car, especially on American street-rail-

roads, by which persons who are standing can

steady themselves.

Landstroket (hand'strok), n. A stroke or blow

with the hand. Nares.
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A band of ten soldlours under one captalne and tent, and

are called manipnlus, because their handstrokes in fighting
goe all together. Nomenclator.

To be at handstrokes, to encounter ; join battle ; be in
skirmish. Nomenclator.

hand's-turn (handz'tem), n. A helping hand

;

assistance. SalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
handtamet, «• [ME. (= OHG. hantzam)

; < hartd
+ tame.l Tame, and accustomed to the hand;
mild; meek; humble.
Than gan bleiken here ble that art lowen so loude.
And to waxen al handtame that rathere weren so proude.

Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 341.

In Laverd mi saule be loved sal.

Here haiidtame [Latin aitdiant mansueti, Yulg.] and faine
wlthaL Ps. zxxlu. 3 (MB. version) [xxxlv. 2].

handtamenesst, n. pSiE. hamdtamenes, -nesse;

ihandtame + -ness.l Tameness; meekness;
humility.

Overcomes than Jiandtamenesse
And we ben mended mare and lesse.

Ps. Ixxxlx. 10 (ME. version).

hand-target (hand'tar'^get), n. A small roimd
buckler meant to be held at arm's-length, used
especiallyinsword-playtoparrythe adversary's
thrusts.

hand-taut (hand't&t), a. Same as hand-Ught.

hand-tennis (hand'ten''''is), n. A game of ten-
nis in which the ball is struckby the hand. See
fives''-, 1.

A French writer speaks of adamsel named Margot, who
resided at Paris in 1424, and played at hand-tennis with
the palm, and also with the back of her hand, better than
any man. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 162.

hand-tight (hand'tit), a. Naut, tight as may
be made by the hand; moderately tight. Also
handr-taut.

hand-timbert (hand'tim'''ber), n. Underwood.

Shear sheep at the moon's Increase; fell hand-timber
from the full to the change.

Husbandman's Practice (1664).

hand-to-hand (hand 't8- hand'), a'. At close

quarters; in personal encounter.

The old days of bow-and-arrow and hand-to-hand fight-

ing. Edinburgh Bev., CLXVI. 323.

hand-to-mouth (hand't^-mouth'), a. Preca-
rious; unsettled; depending on present needs.

During the summer the beavers live In a rather hand-
to-mmith way, almost their only systematic work being
the construction and repair of their dams.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 232.

hand-vise (hand'vis), n. A small portable vise
that may be held in the hand while it is used.

hand-waled (hand'wald), a. Waled or picked
outwiththe hand; carefully selected. [Scotch.]

hand-warmer (hand'w&r''''m6r), n. A calefac-

tory of spherical form and small enough to be
held in the hands, formerly in use. It was com-
mon to have at least the cover pierced with holes in an
ornamental pattern. The heat was generally supplied by
a hot ball of iron or stone within. Some of these are of
Persian or Hindu origin.

hand-wheel (hand'hwel), ». A general term
for one of many kinds of wheels or disks used
in machinery as a convenient form of circular
crank: as, the hand-wheel of a car-brake.

handwhile (hand'hwH), n. [< MB. handwhile,
Iwndivhile, hondgwile, etc., < AS. handhvM (=
MHG. hantwile), < hand, hand, + hwil, while.]

A little while; a moment. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

He . . . halit into havyn in a hond while,
Shippit hym full shortly & his shene folke.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1782.

hand-winged (hand'wingd), a. Having hands
formed for flight by enormous development of

the digits and their webbing; ehiropterous:
specifically applied to bats. See cut under

handwomant, »*• [MB. handwomman, handwim-
man; < hand + woman.'] A handmaid.

I am mi lauerd hamdwimmmn.
Cursor Mundi, 1. 10805. (Cott.)

hand-work (hand'wSrk), «. [< MB. hondwerlc,

< AS. handweorc (= OHGr. hantieerch = MH(i.
hantwerk, G. handwerk= 'Da,n. haandvcerk = Sw.
handtoerk, profession), < hand, hand, + weore,

work. Cf. handiwork.] Work done by hand,
as distinguished from that done by machinery.
In decorative art hand-work is much esteemed as having
variety and life ; it may include the use of all tools and
appliances which are not merely mechanical in their ac-

tion. Thus, a punch producing an Impressed flower may
be used many times in the same design, which still re-

mains hand-work; but the use of a single punch produ-
cing the whole design at a blow is not so termed. The en-

graving of the punch itself may, however, have been hand-
work of a high quality.

hand-worked (hand'werkt), a. Same as hand-

handyhlojr

hand-worker (hand'wer''''ker), n. One who pro-
duces hand-work, in distinction from one who
operates machinery.
He undersells the English handworkers and makes a

profit, till the handworkers are flnaUy beaten, and ma-
chines fight machines. Fortnightly iJeu., N. S., XLII. 638.

handworm (hand'w^rm), n. [< ME. hand-
wyrm, hondwerm, < AS. handwyrm, hondwyrm, an
insect supposed to produce disease in the hand,
< hand, hand, -1- wyrm, worm.] An acarid, the
itch-insect, Sarcoptes seaiiei : so called from the
fact that it burrows in the hands.
handwrist (hand'rist), n. [< ME. handwrist, <

AS. *handwrist, handwyrst (= OPries. hand-
wirst, hondriust), < hand, hand, + wrist, trans-

posed wyrst, wrist.] The wrist. [Prov. Eng.]
handwritt (hand'rit), n. [ME. handewrit; <

AS. handgewrit, handwriting, a writing, < hand,
hand, + writ, writ, writing.] Handwriting.
Ormulum, 1. 13566.

handwrite (hand'rit), v.
;
pret. handwrote, pp.

handwritten, ppr. handwriting. [< 'hand +
write; after handwriUng.'] I. trans. To write
with one's own hand. [Kare.]
This work . . . did not enter on the question of the

authorship of the Letters [of JuniusL but was devoted to
proving that, whoever was their author, they were hand-
written by Sir Philip Francis. Temple Bar.

II. intrans. To perform the act of writing;
write. [Bare.]
Think what an accomplished man he would be who

could read well, handwrite well, talk well, speak well,

and who should have good manners. Helps.

handwriting (hand'ri"ting), n. [< hand + writ-

ing. Cf. handwrit. Equiv. to manuscript and
chirography.'] 1. The cast or form of writing
peculiar to each hand or person ; chirography

;

penmanship.— 2. That which is written by
hand; manuscript.

Blotting out the handwriting of ordinances. CoL 11. 14.

hand-wrought (hand'rit), a. [< MB. (not

found), < AS. handworht (= (joth. handu-
waurhts), < hand, hand, + worht, wrought, q. v.]

Made with the hands. Also hand^worked.

handy (han'di), a. [A mod. form, reverting to
the orig.vowel of hand, of the earlier liendy,q.Y.'i

If. Performed by the hand ; manual.
Often it chanceth that a handycraftsman doth so ear-

nestly bestow his vacant and spare hours in learning, and
through diligence so profiteth therein, that he is taken
from his handy occupation, and promoted to the company
of the learned.

Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson), iL 4.

He holdeth himselfe a gentellman, and therupon scorn-

eth eftsones to woorke, or use any handye labour.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. Skilful in using the hands ;
performing with

skill or readiness ; dexterous ; adroit.

"Have 1 , . . made a good choice of an attendant for
you in Alice Wood?" "You have, indeed. She is teach-
able and handy." Cha/rlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre^ xxzi.

Fact was, I was pretty handy round house; and she
used to save up her broken things and sich till I come
round in the f£dl; and then I'd mend 'em up, and put the
clock right, and split her up a lot o' kindlings, and board
up the cellar-windows, and kind o' make her sort o' com-
fortable. B. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 29.

3. Marked by readiness or dexterity; deft;
facile.

I am glad that they [Italians] at least work in old-world,
awkward, picturesque ways, and not In commonplace,
handy, modem fashion. Howells, Venetian Life, xx.

Local names were originally Imposed in a handy local
manner. Bncyc. Brit., XVII. 169.

Used to being under fire, and handy in the use of wea-
pons. The American, XIL 214.

4. Suited to the use of the hand; ready to the
•hand; convenient; timely: as, my books are

very handy; this is a handy tool.

The instrument , . . for cutting down com in Germany
is much more handy and expeditious . . , than the sickle

used in England. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, ovliL

My bandanna handkerchief—one of six beauties given
to me by my lady—was Aajidy in my pocket.

JT. Collins, The Moonstone, I. 34.

It might a been an accident, and then agin it might
not; . , . but ye see how 'mazin' handy for him it hap-
pened ! H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 50.

[Handy in composition, in some words formed in imita-
tion of handywork, handiwork, is a variant of hamd. See
following entries.]=Syn. 2. Expert, clever.

handy-billy (han'di-bil'i), n. 1. Naut, same
as watch-tackle.^2. A portable force-pump on
trucks.

handyhlowf (han'di-bl6)j n. [< Imnd + 'blow^.

The y is inserted in imitation of handywork,
handiwork.] A blow or stroke with the hand.

Those enemies which could not come to handyblows shot

arrows at us, with which I might have been hurt.

Hymen's Prceludia (1668).

Both parties now were drawn so close

Almost to come to handyblows.
S. Butler, Hudibras, I. Hi. 490.



h^ndybook

handybook (han'di-buk), n. A small book for
special reference ; a manual ; a handbook.
Handbooks, or handybmks, may be designed or used in

two different ways. Athencmm, Oct. 20, 1888, p. 622.

handycuff, n. See handicuff.
handy-dandy (han'di-dan'di), n. [< ME. handy-
dandy; a compound, varied for tlie rime, of hand
+ dandle.'\ 1. Aplay of children in which some-
thing, as a pebble or a coin, is shaken between
the hands of one, while another guesses which
hand it is retained in.

See how yon' jnstice rails upon yon' simple tliief. Harli
in tlilne ear : Change places, and, handy-dandy, which is
the jnstice, which is the tUel? Shak., tear, iv. 6.

Neither cross and pile, nor dacks and drakes, are quite
so ancient as handy-dandy.
Arbuthnot, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 506.

Hence— 2t. A bribe paid secretly.
Tho was Wrong a-fered Wysdome he by-sonhte

;

On men of lawe Wrong lokede and largelich hem profrede.
And lor to haue of here help handy-dandy payede.

Piers Plowman (C), v. 68.

handy-fightt (han'di-fit), n. [< hand + fght.
The y ia inserted, as in handyblow, etc.] A
fight with the fists ; a boxing-match ; a hand-
to-hand fight.

Castor Iiis horse, Pollux loves handy-flghts.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

handy-framet (han'di-fram), n. [< hand +
frame. The y is inserted in imitation of handy-
work, handiwork.2 Handiwork.

Say, is your god like this, whom you ador'd.
Or is this god like to your handy-frame t

MiddXetmif Solomon Paraphrased, xtL

liandygripet (han'di-gnp), n. [Var. of hand-
gripe, in imitation of handyblow, etc.] A gripe
or seizure with the hand; also, close fighting.

The mastiffs, charging home.
To blows and handygripes were come.

S. Butler, Hndibras, L iiL 80.

handylaborf (han'di-la"bor), n. [< liand -f

labor. The y ia inserted in imitation of handy-
work, handiwork.^ Manual labor; the work of
one's hands.
Bobert Abbat of Molisime . . . perswaded his owne dis-

ciples to live with their handyldbour, to leave Tithes and
Oblations unto the Priests that served in the Diocese.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, il 110.

handy-man (han'di-man), n. A man employed
to do various kinds of work ; a general-utility

man; specifically, a skilled laborer who serves
as assistant to a mechanic or artisan.

It [a saying] is often heard among labourers, handy^men,
and artisans. N. and Q., 7th ser., IIL 514.

handystroket (han'di-strok), w. [< hand +
stroke. The y is inserted, as in handyblow.'] A
blow or stroke with the hand ; a handyblow.
At handle strokes (when they ioyne battell) they are ac-

counted farre better men then the Kusse people.
Hakluyts Voyages, I. 487.

But when we came to handy-strokes, as often
As 1 lent blows, so often I gave woonds.
And every wound a death.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, L 2.

handyworkf, n. See handiwork.
lianei (han), V. See hain.

hane^j n. An obsolete variant of khan^.

hang (hang), v.
;
pret. and pp. hung or hanged

(the latter obsolete except in sense 2), ppr.

hanging. [In mod. E. hang (dial, also hing,

heng, formerly also hank) are mixed two orig.

distinct forms: (1) Hang, weak verb (pret. and
pp. hanged), prop, intr., < ME. hangen, hongen,

hangien, hongien (pret. hanged, hangede, hong-
ede, pp. hanged, honged), prop, intr., but also

tr., < AS. hangian, liongian (pret. hangode, hong-
ode, pp. *hangod not found), only intr., hang,
be suspended, depend, = OS. hangon, intr., =
OPries. hangia, hingia, North Pries, hangen,
hingen, intr. and tr,, = D. hangen, intr. and
tr., = MLGr. hangen = OHG. hangen, MHG-.
liangen, intr. (cf. OHG. MHG. hmgen, also

henken, G. hangen, also henken, tr., hang), =
Icel. hengja, tr., = Sw. hanga, intr. and tr.,

= Dan. htmge, intr. and tr. : a secondary
verb, from the next. (2) Hang (this pres.

from the pp., or from pres. of preceding), orig.

strong verb (pret. and pp. hung, the mod. pret.

being takenfrom the pp., and this representing

ME. honge for hongen, hangen), prop, tr., < ME.
hangen (this pres. as in mod. pres. ;

pret. heng,

hing, pL hengen, hingen, pp. hangen, hongen,

honge, ihonge), tr. and intr., < AS. hon (pret.

I^ng, pi. hengon, pp. hangen), only tr., = OS.

*h^ian, only iu comp. pp. bi-hangan = OPries.

hOa, tr., = MLG. han = OHG. hahan, tr., MHG.
hdhen, tr. and intr., G. hangen (pret. hieng, hing,

pp. gehangen), intr., = Icel. hanga (pret. hekk,

pp. lianginn), intr., = Goth, hahan (pret. re-
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dupl. (us-)haihan, pp. (at-)halians), strong verb,
tr., hang, but found iu the simple form only in

the sense of ' cause to hesitate, leave in doubt,'

in comp. at-hahan, let hang, let down, us-hahan,
hang (by the neck), also weak verb (pret. ha-
haida), intr., be attentive, hanker (to hear ; cf

.

'hang on one's words'). The AS. hon, Goth.
hahan, etc., are contr. from oTig.*hanhan, which
agrees in form, as the words, esp. the Goth.,
agree partly ia sense, with L. cunctari (a freq.

form), hesitate, delay, Skt. \/ gank, hesitate,

doubt ; but the supposed connection is doubt-
ful; the lit. and simple meaning 'hang' (intr.)

would naturally be oldest. The phonetic his-

tory of liang is similar to that otfang, q. v.] I.

trans. 1 . To fasten or attach so as to be sup-

ported from above and not from below; sus-

pend.
In thy temple I wol my baner honge.
And alle the armes of my compainye.

Chaucer, Knights Tale, L 1552.

1 must go seek some dew-drop here.

And hang a pearl in every cowslip's ear.

Shak., M. N. D., iL 1.

All instruments belonging to the Vintage were there

[in the temple of Bacchus], some of gold, others of siluer,

hanged up, sacred to Bionysius.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 457.

The lockes of haire with their skinnes he hanged on a
line betwixt two trees. Capt. John Smith, Worlis, 1. 146.

2. To suspend by the neck or by the Umbs to

a gibbet or cross : a mode of capital punish-
ment. [In this sense hanged is still used both
as preterit and as past participle, especially in

legal phraseology.]

For that Cros, that is in Cypre, is the Cros in the whiche
Bysmas tlie gode Theef was honged onne.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 10.

They're to be hang'd all in a row.
Johnnie Faa (Child's Ballads, IV. 286).

Suppose he should have hung himself. B. Jon^on.

Tliat thieves are hanged in England I thought no reason
why they should not be shot in Otaheite.

Cook, Voyages, i. 14.

[Hence used as a colloquial imprecation or minced exple-
tive : as, hang it aU

!

Tour love's enough for me. Money ! hang money

!

I.et me preserve your love.
Fletcher and Bowleg, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

Jiang business

—

hang care; let it live and prosper
among the men. Steele, Lying Lover, L L]

3. To suspend in such a' manner as to allow of
free motion on the point or points of suspen-
sion: said of a door, a gate, a window-bUnd,
and the like.

The gates and the chambers they renewed, and hanged
doors upon them. 1 Mac. iv. 57.

4. To cover, furnish, or decorate by anything
suspended or attached : followed by with before
the object suspended or attached: as, to hang a
room with paper or lincrusta.

He is so hung with pikes, halberds, petronels, calivers,

and muskets, that he looks like a justice-of-peace's haU.
B, Jongon, Epiccene, iv. 2.

There's nothing that I cast mine eyes upon,
But shews both rich and admirable ; all the rooms
Are hung as if a princess were to dwell here.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, i. 6.

The rooms [at Venice] are generally hur^ with gilt lea-
ther, which they cover on extraordinary occasions with
tapestry, and lumgings of greater value.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 388.

5. To bend or turn downward ; hold in a droop-
ing attitude : as, to hang the head.

An ass is no great statesman in the beasts' conmion-
wealth, though he . . . hang the lip like a cap-case half
open. Nash (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 801X
When I frown, they hang their most dejected heads.
Like fearfnl sheep-hounds.

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

The chearful Birds no longer sing;
Each drops his Head, and hangs his wing.

Prior, To Cloe Weeping.

6. To hold in a state of suspense or inaction;
stop the movement or action of: as, to hang
a jury. See phrase below.— 7. To fasten the
blade of to the handle at an angle : said of a
scythe, a hoe, etc.

Danielwasput tomowing. . . . Hecomplainedtohisfa-
ther that his scythe was not hung right. Various attempts
were made to Jiang it better, but with no success. His
father told him at length, he might hang it to suit him-
self ; and he therefore hung it upon a tree, and said

:

•' There, that's just right."
Lanman, Daniel Webster, p. 20.

8. To get fast; catch. [Southern U. S.]

A little after, .Take hung his toe in a crack of the floor,

and nearly felL Georgia Scenes, p. 17.

To hang a boat, in Canada, to keep a boat (as in oyster-
dredging) in place without tying by means of a pole tlumst
in the mud, the pole being held in the hand or the boat
being pressed against it by the tide.—To hang a jury, to
prevent a jury from finding a verdict, as a juror may do

hang

by refusing to agree with the others: generally Implying

an unreasonable or corrupt refusaL—To hang down, to

let fall below the usual or proper position; bow down; de-

cline : as, to hang down the head.

Drows'd, and hung their eyelids down.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iiL 2.

To bang, draw, and quarter, to execute (a condemned
per8on)by hanging him toa gibbet, cutting liim down wliile

still alive, disemboweling, and then cutting the body into

pieces, wWch were sometimes sent dispersed to the place*

where the offenses were committed, in attestation of the

punishment. This savage mode of execution was com-

mon in the middle ages. In course of time execution.

ers often mercifully delayed the cutting down till the suf-

ferer was dead ; and the law was finally modified by mak-

ing the sentence prescribe hanging till dead, and without

maltreatment of the corpse.—To liang fire, to be slow hi

communicating fire through the vent to the charge : said

of a gun or its projectile ; hence, to be irresolute or slow

in acting.

Such shots which hangfire ought never to be approached ;

until quite a lapse of time.
Eissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 166.

To hang In efBgy. See efflgy.—To hang out. (o) To'

suspendm open view ; display : as, to hang out false colors.

Sang out our banners on the outer walls.
Shak., Macbeth, v. S.

(6) To suspend in the open air, as washed clothes, to dry.

The maid was in the garden hanging out the clothes.

Mother Goose rime.

To hang out the red flag. See red flag, under flagi.—

To hang up. (a) To suspend, as to sometliing fixed on
high.

What heathen would have dar'd

To strip Jove's statue of his oaken wreatli.

And hang it up in honour of a man ?

Cowper, Task, vt 641.

(6) To hold in suspense ; keep or suffer to remain nnde-
cided : as, to hang up a question in debate.—To hang up
meat, in hurtling, to kill game : from the practice of hang-

ing up game alter it has been kUled. [CoUoq., U. 8.]—To
li£^g up one's hat. See Aa<i.

H. intrans. 1 . To be suspended ; be supported

or held in place, whoUy or partly;, by something
above, as a curtain, or at one side, as a door;

dangle; depend; droop: as, the door hangs
badly ; the folds of her shawl hung gracefully.

And fyry Phebus ryseth up so brighte, . . .

And with his stremes dryeth in the greves
The silver dropes, hongyng on the leeves.

Chaucer, Enighrs Tale, L 63a

In tliat Tabernacle ben no Wyndowes : but it is alle

made lighte withLampes, thathangenbdote the Sepnlcre.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 76.

His bugle-horn hung by his side,

AU in a wolf-skin baldific tied.

Scott, L. of L. IL, iiL 16.

3. To be suspended by the neck; suffer death
by hanging.

If I hang. 111 make a fat pair of gallows : for if I hang,
old Sir John hangs with me. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iL L

The hungry judges soon the sentence sign.
And wretches liang that jurymen may dine.

Pope, E. of the L., iiL 22.

3. To bend forward or downward ; lean or in-

cline.

His neck obliquely o'er his shoulders huTig,
Press'd with the weight of sleep that tames the strong

!

Pope, Odyssey, ii.

Heavily hangs the broad sunflower
Over its grave i' the earth so chHIy.

Tennyson, A Spirit Hannts the Last Y^r's Bowers.

San Francisco hangs over the edge of its chiefest bay,
like the oriole balancing da the crest of his long pocket
nest. S. Bowles, in Merriam, IL 4.

Hence—4. To depend; be dependent upon or

be supported by something else : with on or by:

as, his life hangs on the judge's decision.
Thereby hangs a tale. Shak., M. W. of W., L i.

Let him retire a wliile ; there's more hangs by it

Than you know yet. Fletcher, Loyal Snl^ect^ ii 1.

5. To hold fast; cling; adhere.
What though about her speech there hung
The accents of the mountain tongue?

Scott, L. of tlieL.,L 18.

The shadow still the same

;

And on my heavy eyelids
My anguish Iiangs Uke shame.

Tennyson, Mand, xxvi

6. To hover; impend; be imminent.
Whatdangers at any time are imminent, what evils hang

over our heads, God doth know and not we.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 4L

On the stream the mist still hangs.
M. Arnold, Empedocles.

A light breeze seems rather to tremble and hang poised
than to blow. G. W. CaUe, The Century, XXX\'. 733.

7. To be in suspense; rest uncertainly; vacil-

late; waver; hesitate; falter: as, to Aanj be-
tween two opinions ; to fean^ in doubt, or in the
balance. See phrases below.

He hangs between, in doubt to act or rest
Pope, Essay on M^n, iL 7.

8. To be held in suspense; suffer cheek or de-
lay.

The little business which you left In my hands is noir
dispatched ; if it have hung longer Uian yon thought^ it



hang
might serve for just excase, that these small things make
as many steps to their end ... as greater.

Donne, Letters, i.

1 am one of them who value not a Courtesy that kcmgs
long betwixt the Fingers. Howell, Letters, I. v. 18.

A noble stroke he lifted high,
Which hung not. DlUUm, P. L., vi 190.

She thrice essay'd to speak ; her accents hung,
And fault'ring d/d unfinish'd on her tongue.

Dryden.

0. To linger ; loiter.

Leue of sons and hyng noghte to lange thare-appone.
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 8.), p. 37.

I waited for the train at Coventry

;

I hung with grooms and porters on the bridge,

To watch the three tall spires, Tennyson, Godlva,

So on that eve about the church they hung.
And through the open door heard fair things sung.

William Dtorris, Earthly Paradise, II. 282.

10. To slope; have a steep declivity: as,

mg giounds.

All these, and what the woods can yield.

The ?ia/nging mountain or the field,

1 freely offer. Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, 1 1.

11. To come to a standstill; fail to agree: as,

the jury hung, and the man got a new trial.

Bartlett, Americanisms. [U. S.]—12. To bal-

ance: aSjthegunfeamosweU.—Hanging 1)11(106. (a)

See bridge. (6) An inverted or suspended flre-bridge in a
steam-boiler furnace. It is sometimes hollow and con-
nected with the water-space of the boiler.—Hanging
buttress, cutter, gaJe, garden, sleeve, wall, etc. See
the nouns.—Han^ng Bide. Same as himgmg wall
(which see, under waS).—Hang lagt, let the last man be
hanged; devil take the hindmost.

Colig. Fly, gentlemen, fly 1 . . . haveyeamindtohave
your fldles

Broke about your pates?
Fidler. Not we 1 we thank ye.

Colig. Hang lag, hang lag I The Villain (1663).

The goose hangs high. See gooie.—lo hang back, to

hesitate ; be reluctant to proceed.

Mrs. Meyrick wanted to lead her to a seat, but, again

hanging back gently, the poor weary thing spoke.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xviii.

i geometry.—To hang by
(b) Na/ut., to be in a neg-

To hang by geometryt. Se

the eyelids, (a) See eyelid. , , ,

leoted or dilapidated condition, as a vessel whose rigging

is uncared for, whose rope-ends are frayed, and on which
everything is untidy.—TO hang in doubt, to be in a
state of suspense or uncertainty.

Thy life shall hang in doubt before thee, and thou shalt

(ear day and night, and shalt have none afisurance of thy
life. Dent, xxvlii. 66.

To hang in ttie balance, to be in doubt or suspense : as,

his life hung in the balance.

A Scepticke in Beligion is one that hangs in the ballarice

with all sorts of opinions, whereof not one but stirreshim

and none swayes him.
. . „ ,. .

£p. Earle, Micro-cosmographle, A Scepticke m Religion.

To hang off. (a) To let go : the opposite of to hang on.

Hang of, thou cat, thou burr: vile thing, let loose;

Or I will shake thee from me, like a serpent.
Shak., M. N. D., ill. 2.

(6) To refuse or delay compliance; hang back; hold oft.

—To hang on or upon. 1. [0»orM;pon,prep.] (a) To
cling fondly to: as, to Sons' «i)0» one's neck. (S) Toweigh
upon; oppress.

Most heavenly music

!

It nips me nnto listening, and thick slumber

Hanae upon mine eyes : let me rest.

Shak., Pericles, v. 1.

Though I have walked but four miles this morning, yet

I begin to be weary; yesterday's hunting hangs still upon
me. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 66.

Life ha/ngs upon me and becomes a burden.
Addison, Cato, iii. 1.

(c) To depend or rest upon ; rely upon.

On these two commandments hang all the law and the

prophets. Mat- x^h- *".

How wretched
Is that poor man that hangs on princes' favours I

Shak., Hen. VIIL, iii. 2.

Then thus I take my leave, kissing your hand.

And hanging on your royal word.
Beat*. oneii''Z., Philaster, V. 3.

(d) To regard with close attention or passionate admira-

tion.
What though I be not so m grace as you.

So hung upon with love, so fortunate

!

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2.

He would, with decent superiority, look upon himself

as orator before the throne of grace, for a crowd, who hang

upon his words. Steele, Guardian, No. 66.

II. [On, adv.] (a) To persist; be importunate; con-

tinue tediously: as, office-seekers ?mng on to the last;

the lawsuit stOl hangs on. (b) Natit., to hold fast without

belaying.—To hang out, to lodge or reside : in allusion

to the custom of hanging out a sign or "shingle " to indi-

cate one's shop and business. [Slang.]

" I say, old boy, where do you hang out!" Mr. Pickwick

replied that he was at present suspended at the George

and Vulture. Dickens, Pickwick, xxx.

I've found two rooms at Chelsea, not many hundred

yards from my mother and sisters, and I shall soon be

ready to hang out there.
Qeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xzxvu.

2709

To hang over, to project over, as the roof of a house.—
To hang together, (o) To hold together ; keep body
and soul together'; be mutually sustaining.

Mrs. Page. Is she [your wife] at home?
Ford. Ay; and as idle as she may hang together, for

want of company. Shak., M. W. of W., lit 2.

As poor as he can hmig together. George Eliot.

When Hancock, after the signing of the Declaration of
Independence, urged upon the signers the necessity of
union, saying, "We must all hang together," " Yes," said
Franklin, "or we shall_all hang separately.

J. S. Hart, Rhetoric, p. 204.

(&) To be consistent in details ; agree in all parts: as, the
story does not hang together.

Mark how well the sequel hangs together.

Shak., Rich. III., iii 6.

hang (hang), n. [= Gr. hang, declivity, slope, in-
clination, propensity, = Dan. hang, bent, bias,

inclination; from the verb.] 1. A slope or de-
clivity; degree of slope or inclination : as, the
hang of a roof or a terrace.— 2. The way in
which a thing hangs : as, the hang of a skirt or
of a curtain.— 3. In ship-building, the curva-
ture of a plank concave on its lower edge when
bent to the frame of a ship. If the curve is

convex on the lower edge, it is called swy.—4.
Naut., same as rake.— 5. A clump of weeds
hanging together. Dames. [Eng.]

It might be a hassock of rushes ; a tuft of the great
water-dock ; a dead dog ; one of the ha/ngs with which the
club-water was studded, torn up and stranded.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xxv.

6. A crop of fruit. [Prov. Eng.]—7. General
bent or tendency : as, the hang of a discourse.
—8, The mode in which one tMng is connected
with another, or in which one part of a thing is

connected with another part: as, the hang of

a scythe.—9. The precise manner of doing or

using something: as, to get the hang of a new
implement; to lose the fcawg' of it. [CoUoq.]

Beset as he has been on aH sides, he could not refrain

[from writing], and would only imprecate patience tiU he
shall again have got the hang (as he calls it) of an ac-

complishment long disused.
Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 6.

There's something we haven't got the hang of.

S. O. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 173.

hangable (hang'a-bl), a. [< hang, v., + -dble.'\

1. Capable of being or liable to be hanged.

By Acts of Parliament and Statutes made in the reign
of Henry VIII. and his two daughters, all those people
calling themselves Bohemians or Egyptians are hangable
as felons at the age of 14 years.

Misson, Travels in England (trans.), p. 122.

3. Involving hanging as a punishment: as, a
hangable offense.

hangbird (hang'bfird), m. 1. An American
oriole of the family Icteridce and subfamily
Icterince: so called from its pensile purse-like

nest. The Baltimore oriole. Icterus gaXbula, and the
orchard oriole, /. spurius, are the best-known hangbirds.
Also called hangnest and hanging-bird. See cut under
oriole.

The hang-bird sang his ditty o'er and o'er.

Bryant, October, 1866.

2. Some other bird which buUds a hanging
nest.

hangbyt (hang'bi), m. A dependent; a hanger-
on : so called in contempt.

Enter none but the ladies and their ha/ngbyes;
Welcome beauties and your kind shadow.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

hang-choice (hang'chois), n. The position of

a person who is compelled to choose between
two evils. [Scotch.]

I hope St. Patrick sung better than Blattergowl's pre-

centor, or it would be hang-chdce between the poet and
the psalmist. Scott, Antiquary, xxx.

hangdog (hang'dog), n. and a. [< hang, v., +
obj. dog.'] I. n. A degraded and sneaking fel-

low, fit only to be a hangman of dogs. Con-

II, a. Of or pertaining to such a person; hav-
ing a base or sneaking appearance : as, a hang-
dog look or gait.

hanger (hang'6r), n. [(= Gr. hanger and hanger
= Ban. hanger, cable-end, pendant) ; < hang +
-eri.] 1. One who hangs anything; one whose
occupation is to hang something: as, a bell-

hanger; a papev-hanger.—2. One who hangs
persons, or inflicts the penalty of hanging; a
hangman.
He [Sir Miles Fleetwood] was a very severe hanger of

highwaymen. Aubrey, Anecdotes, II. 351.

3. That which hangs or is suspended ; specifi-

cally, a hanging or sloping wood or grove.

The high part to the south-west ... is divided into

a sheep down, the high wood, and a long hanging wood,

called the Hanger.
Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, i.

hanging
The young larches among the hillside hangers are revel-

ling in the exquisite and tender freshness of verdure which
larches alone can exhibit.

G. Allen, Colin Clout's Calendar, p. 18.

4. A short cut-and-thrust sword, especially one
worn by seamen and travelers.

1 clothed myself in my best apparel, girded on my
hwng&r, stuck my pistols loaded in my belt.

Smollett, Roderick Random.

5. That from which something is hung or sus-

pended.
On pulling the hojnger of a bell, the great door opened.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 225.

Specifically—(a) Asupportforallneof shafting, consisting
of a box for holding the shafting, an oiling device, etc.,

and supported by a bracket, by arms fixed to the ceiling,

or on legs which rest on the floor. The term includes the
whole apparatus, supports and all, whatever their shape.
(!>) The lower part of the heddle of a loom, (c) A chain
or bent rod on which a pot or kettle is hung in the open
fireplace of old-fashioned kitchens, by means of the pot-

hook : hence used humorously in the phrase pothooks and
hangers, the characters made by children in their first at-

tempts to write.

To hang as the pots doe uppon their hangers.
Withals, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 186.

As most of the council were but little skilled in the
mystery of combining pot-hooks and hangers, they de-
termined most judiciously not to puzzle either themselves
or posterity with voluminous records.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 136.

Hanger stood for the stroke with a double curve, as in

the last part of m and n, as well as in E. P. D. E.'s p's and
h's. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 318.

(d) The arrangement of straps by which, in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, the rapier was hung from the^
belt : an appendage often made elaborate and ornamental.

Six French rapiers and poignards, with their assigns, as
girdle, hangers, and so. Shale., Hamlet, v. 2.

Hens swords in hangers hang fast by their side.

Their stirrops hang when as they use to ride.

John Taylor, Works (1630), 11. 133.

(e) In tailoring, the loop or strap by which a coat or other
garment is hung on a peg.

6. In lace-making, one of those bobbins which
Ke straight down the cushion, as distinguished
from the worker-bobbins, which are moved from
side to side. Diet, ofNeedlework.—7. The great
seaweed, Laminaria digitata. lliB stem is woody,
from 2 to 6 feet in length and from half an inch to nearly
2 inches in diameter. The frond is 6 or 8 feet in length
and 2 feet broad, and olivaeeous brown in color. When
young the stems are sometimes eaten. It was once largely

used in the manufacture of glass, supplying the alkali, but
has nowbeen superseded. It is also used for making han-
dles for knives, for fuel, and for manure by the Highland-
ers. Also called tangle, sea-girdle, sea-staff, and sea-wand.
See Laminaria. [Eng.]—Ball-and-socket hanger. See
balD-.—EzpandJllg hanger, a support for a steam-radia-
tor so arranged as TO allow the radiator to move when ex-

panded by heat.—Pothooks and hangers. See def. 5 (c).

hanger-board (hang'6r-b6rd), n. A board for

supporting electric arc-lamps, by means of
which easy connection is made between the

poles of the lamp and the line-circuit.

Electrical connection between the conducting-wires.
and lamps mustbe made through a suitable hanger-board.

Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XIL 8.

hanger-on (hang '6r- on')) **•> pl- hangers-on
(-erz-on'). 1. One who hangs upon a person,

company, etc.; one who clings to the society of
others longer than he is wanted; a dependent;,

a parasite.
Grief is an impudent guest,

A follower every where, a hanger-on
That words nor blows can drive away.
Fletcher (amd another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 2.

He wanted to be a guide and hang&r-on, and I had a.

young and healthy horror of all such impedimenta.
Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 78.

2, In coaPmining, the man who runs the cars

or trams on to the cages and gives the signal

to hoist. [Eng.]

hanging (hang'ing), n. and a. [< ME. hang-
ynge; verbal n. othang, «.] I, n. 1. The act

of suspending, or the state of being suspended.
Specifically^2. Suspension by the neck; par-

ticularly, capital punishment by suspension
with strangulation, by means of a rope with
a noose at one end which is placed about the

neck, the other end being attached to a beam.
Stand fast, good fate, to his hanging .' . . . H he be not

born to be hanged, our case is miserable.
Shak., Tempest, i. 1.

3. That which hangs or is pendent, specifically
— (a) A piece of textile fabric, such as tapestiy, used to

cover in part the wall of a room, or as a curtain at a door
or window.
My poor wife hath been . . . fitting the new hangings

of our bed-chamber of blue, and putting the old red ones

into my dressing-room. Pepys, Diary, II. 347.

Don't look with that violent and inflexible wise Face,

like Solomon at the dividing of the Child in an old Tap-

estry Hanging. Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 6.

(6) pi. The material with which the walls of a room are

draped or covered, including even paper which is pasted

upon them, as in the term paper-hangings. See arrasK
tapestry, and curtain.



hanging
It [the dagoba] probably was origlnaUy plastered and

painted, or may have been adorned with hangings, which
some of the scolptnred representations would lead us to
suppose was the usual mode of ornamenting these altars.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 119.

(c) pi. The sloping side of a hiU. Wright. [Prov. Eng.)
n. a. 1. Requiring or deserving pumshment

by the halter.

It's a hanging matter to touch a penny's worth of them.
Q. A. Sola, The Ship-Chandler.

2. Suggesting orforeloodingdeathbythe halter.

Yet, now I think on % 'a has a kind of dog-look
Like my brother ; a guilty hanging face.

Fletcher (jxnd another). Elder Brother, iv. 4.

3t. Unfixed; floating.

Some of the Inhabitants are of opinion that the land
there is hollow and hanging; yea, and that, as the waters
rise^ the same also is beared up.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 690.

hanging-bird (hang'ing-berd), n. Same as
hangbird, 1.

hanging-guard (hang'ing-gard), n. Milit., a
defensive position with the broadsword.
hanging-moss (hang'ing-m6s), n. A name
for certain lichens of the genera Usnea and
Cladonia, particularly the former, from their
habit of hanging in long fringes from the limbs
of trees, etc. See Usnea. Thename is also some-
times g^ven to the long moss or black moss of the south-
em United States, TUlandsia ugneoide^, which has a sim-
ilar habit, but is a pbsenogamous plant. See Tillandsia.

hanging-needle (hang'ing-ne'''dl), n. A spe-
,eial form or size of needle, of wood or metal,
used to hang the web of a fishing-net to the
cork-Une andfoot-line ; a seine-needle.
hanging-pear (hang'ing-paur), n. A variety of
pear that ripens about the end of September.
hanging-post (hang'ing-post), n. ' That post of
a door-frame to which the hinges of the door
are fixed. The other is the shutting-post.

hanging-stile (hang'in^-stil), ». fii a door,
the stile to which the hinges are secured.
hanging-tie (hang'ing-iS), n. In building, a tie

supported by a strap connected with a collar-

beam above. ,

hanging-tool (hang'ing-tol), n. A tool having
a bent portion which fits over the tool-rest of
a metatturning lathe to keep it in position.
Also called finisltmg-tool and spring-tool.

hangle (hang'gl), n. [< Mng, v., + -le {-el),

equiv. to -cri. Cf. Tianger.'] 1. A hook in a
chimney for slinging a pot; a hanger. [Prov.
Eng.]— 2. Aform of hanger by which the seab-
laard of a sword was suspended, attached not
necessarily to the girdle, but sometimes to two
rings fastened to the cuirass at its bottom edge,
one over the left hip, the other near the middle
of the back.
hangman (hang'man), n.

;
pi. hangmen (-men).

[< late ME. hangeman.'] One who hangs an-
other; a pul)lie executioner: sometimes used
merely as a term of reproach.

Bo anything but this thou doest. . . .

Serve by indenture to the common hangman.
Shak., Fericles, It. 6.

He hath twice or thrice cut Cupid's bowstring, and the
little hangman dare not shoot. Shak., Much Ado, iit 2.

The fear o* hell 's a hangman's whip,
To baud the wretch in order.

Bums, To a Young Friend.

Hangman's day, a day appointed for executions by hang-
ing, usually Friday in the United States and Monday in
England.

hangmanship (hang'man-sMp), n. [< hangman
+ -ship.'\ The office or character of a hang-
man.

1 abominate and detest hangmanship. Land&r,

uangment (hang'ment), n. [< ME. hangment; <

liang + -m.ent.'] Hanging; suspension. Prompt.
Parv.—To play the hangment, to be much enraged.
BaUiwea. [North. Eng.J

hangnail (hang'nal), n. [Begarded as Jiang +
nail, which suits the sense given ; but the word
is historically an aecom. of angnail (AS. ang-
ncegl), corruptly agnail : see agnail.'] A small
separate piece of hard, partly detached epider-

mis at the root or side of a nail. Hangnails
often persistently renew themselves after they
are cut.

hang-nest (hang'nest), n. and a. I. k. 1. A
pensile, pendulous, or hanging nest.— 2. A
hangbird or hanging-bird. [In this sense bet-

ter as hangnest.'\

H. a. Buildiig a hanging nest : an epithet

applied to sundry hangbirds.

hang-net (hang'net), n. A net with a large

mesh.
Jiangwitef, n. [A legal term, quoted as AS.
in Latin documents of Edward the Confessor

{hangvoite, h^engewite, once each) and WiUiam
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the Conqueror (henwite, for hengwite, as in the
AF. version), meaning in the latter instance,
and prob. in the former instances, a fine for al-

lowing a criminal to escape from prison. The
proper AS. form would be *hengenmte (it could
not be *hangwite), < hengen, prison, confinement
(prob. at first in stocks or pillory), also a cross,

a gibbet, and, abstractly, hanging (= OS. lieng-

OTJMi, hanging—on the cross) {<.h6n,pv.hangen,
hang), -I- wite, fine, penalty. Cf. AS. hengen-
wttnung, the penalty of imprisonment, impris-
onment.] In Anglo-Saxon law, a fine for allow-
ing a prisoner to escape from custody. [Other-
wise explained as a fine for having hanged a
thief without judgment, but this is doubtful.

See etymology.]
hang-worm (hang'werm), n. Same as drop-

worm (6).

hang-worthyt (hang'wer''''THi), a. Deserving
death by hanging.
Kebels, whose naughty minds could not tmst so much

to the goodnesse of their prince as to lay their hang<porthy
neckes upon the constancy of his promised pardon.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

hanif (ha-nef), n. [Ax. hanif, orthodox: cf.

hanafi.^ One who, before the appearance of
Mohammed, was disinclined to idolatry and
expectant of a new religion : especially applied
to Abraham in the Koran; hence, also, one
sincere in the faith of Islam.

I [Abraham] have turned my face to Him who originated
the heaven and the earth, as a hanif, and I am not of the
idolaters.

Koran, quoted in Hughes's Diet, of Islam, p. 102.

Hanifite, n. and a. Same as Hamate.
hanifitism (han'i-fi-tizm), w. [(. Sanifite +
4sm.'\ The doctrine or beliefs held by the ha-
nifs. See hanif.

Hanifitism was remarkably widely diffused among them
[men of Medina], and at the same time there were move-
ments of expectation of a new religion, perhaps even of
an Arabian Messiah, who should found iC

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 561.

hank^ (hangk), n. [ME. only in verb hanken,
fetter ; < Icel. honk (gen. hankar), a hank, coE,
skein, Imnki, the hasp of a chest, pulleys or
blocks for braUing up a sail, = Sw. hank, a
string, tie-band, rowel, = Dan. hank, handle,
ear (Norw., hank, ring), = G-. dim. henkel, han-
dle, ear, ring, hook; closely connected with
Icel. hangr, a hank, coU, hang, the coil of a
snake, being from the verb hang, Icel. hanga,
etc. Cf. hanker.1 1 . A skein or coil of yam or
thread ; more particularly, a definite length of
yam, thread, silk, or the like bound up in one
or more skeins. A hank of cotton yam is 840
yards; a hank of linen yam is 3,000 yards.

—

2. A string; a tie ; a clasp; a hold; a coUar,
chain, ring, or other means of fastening.

An old native fishennsui, however, brought np a hank
of very small and oninviting fishes after them.

W. H. Mussell, Diary in India, II. 132.

Is it known what was the fourth pendant [of a bracelet],
of which the silver haTik only now remains?

JIT. and Q., 7th ser., T. 153.

Specifically—3. Naut., a ring of wood or iron
(formerly of rope) fastened round a fore-and-
aft stay, and having the head of a jib or stay-
sail seized to it. Iron hanks are used on wire
stays, and wooden ones on rope stays.

A longdrawn cry and a rattling of hanks announce that
the flying-jib has come in.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 410.

4. A withy or rope for fastening a gate. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]— 5. A handle. [Prov. Eng.]—
Hank for liank (navt.\ in the same relative position

:

said of two ships which tack and make progress together

:

as, the Vulture and Mercury turned np the river Imnkfor
hank, neither being able to get to windward of the other.
—To get or liave a hank on or upon one, or to have
one upon the hank, to get or have one entangled.

Others had no certainty of their holds, which were wont
to be let by copy for lives, or otherwise for years ; so that
their landlords might have them upon the hank at no time,
nor in any thing, to offend them.

Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1549.

For if you side for love or money
^^ ith crowns that have so oft undone ye,
The devl will get a hank upon ye.

Hwlibras Bedivivus.

hankl (hangk), V. t. [< ME. hanken, fetter;
from the noun.] 1. To fasten by means of a
rope or cord ; draw or compress tightly. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]— 2. [< hank^, «.] To form
into hanks, as yam.
hank^t (hangk), V. [Var. of hang. The same
change, ng to nk, occurs in OHG. MHG. G.
henken, hang, and in Icel. honk, hanki, E. ha-nk\
q. v.] To hang.

The same bodye that hankyd upon the crosse.
J. Hoper, Declaration of Christe, vliL

Hanoverian

hank^ (hangk), v. i. [Prob. shortened from

hanker.^ Same as hanker. [Prov. Eng.]

hanks (hangk), n. [Cf. lianks, ».] A habit or

practice.

Hankel's function. See function.

hanker (hang'ker), V. i. [= D. hvmkeren (for

*lionkeren, *hankeren), hanker, long; cf. OD.

hengelen, hanker; a freq. verb from hank^, var.

of hang, lit. 'keep hanging on or about.' Ct
Icel. hanga, hang, hang on to, cleave to, Goth.

liahan (weak verb), be attentive, 'hanker' (to

hear, i. e., 'hang on one's words'): see liang.']

1. To long or yearn keenly and with imeasi-

ness; have an uneasy craving: usually followed

by after or for.
The wife is an old coquette, that Is always hankering

after the diversions of the town. Addison.

We cannot enjoy anything for hankering to know where-

of the pleasure consists. Emerson, Misc., p. 9i

Andromeda, by Perseus saved and wed.
Hankered each day to see the Gorgon's head.

D. G. Rossetti, Aspecta Medusa.

2. To linger with expectation; hang about.

[Now only coUoq.]

It cannot but be very dangerous for yon to hanker here-

abouts. D. Stokes, Twelve Minor Prophets, p. 220.

He . . . seemed to be kinder /uxn^erin' around after that

young woman. O. W. Holmes, The Professor, iv.

hankering (hang'ker-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

hanker, v.'\ An uneasy craving or longing to

possess or enjoy something.

As this is the last republic that fell under the subjection

of the Duke of Florence, so is it still supposed to retain

many hankerings after its ancient liberty.

Addison, £emarks on Italy (ed. Bohn^ I- 490.

I doubt you have a little hankering there still.

Sheridam, The Duenna, ii. 4.

hankeringly (hang'ker-ing-U), adv. In a han-
kering manner.
hankey-pankey, «. See hanky-panky.
hankie (liang'kl), v. t.; pret. and pp. hankUd,
ppr. hankling. [Preq. of hanlc^, v. t.~\ To twist;

entangle. [Prov. Eng.]
hanksite (hangk'sit), n. [Aft«r H. G. Hanks
of San Prancisco, at one time State mineralo-
gist of California.] A mineral consisting of

the sulphate and carbonate of sodium, found
in transparent whitish hexagonal crystals at

Borax l^e in California.

hankus (hang'kus), n. Same as ankus. Cat.

of Indian Exhibition.

hank-worsted (hangk'wus'ted), n. A kind of

yam sold in skeins, especially intended -for

knitting stockings and similar articles.

hanky-panky (hang'M-pang'ki), n. [A rim-
ing imitation of the meaningless formulas of
jugglery. Ci.hocus-po<}us,JioJ^-poky, eto.'i Jug-
glery; trickery; legerdemain. Also spell^l
hankey-pankey.
hannayite (han'a-it), n. [After Prof. J. B.
SaMMay of Manchester, Eng.] A hydrous phos-
phate of ammonium and magnesium, occnrring
in triclinic crystals in the guano of the Skipton
caves of Victoria in Australia.
Hannibalian (han-i-bal'ian), a. [< Sannibal
(see def.) -I- -ian.'] Pertaining to Hannibal
(about 247-183 B. c), the Carthaginian eom-
niander against the Eomans in the second Pu-
nic war.
As Professor Sellar observes, it is '* freshly colored wiQi

all the recent experience of the Hannibalian war."
Amer. Jour. PhUol., Vin. 261

Hannibalic (han-i-bal'ik), a. [< Hannibal +
-ic.1 Same as Hannibalian.
When, after the Hannibalic war, the Bmttians fell

finally under the dominion of Rome.
B. V. Head, Historia IfnmorDm, p. 77.

Hanoverian Ctan-o-ve'ri-an), a. and n. [<
Hanover + -ian. Hanover, G!'. Hannover, means
' high bank,' nit. < OHG. hoh, G. hoch (def. AoAct) •

= D. lioog = E. high, -i- MHG. uofer, G. wfer =
D. oeter = AS. ofer, bank (cf. AS. Windles ofer,
E. Windsor).'] I. a. Pertaining to or connect-
ed with Hanover, formerly an electorate of
northern Germany, later a kingdom, and since
1866 a province of Prussia: as, the Hanoverian
sovereigns of England.
Charles was not, like William and the princes of the

Hanoverian line, bonnd by communily of interests and
dangers to the Parliament.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const Hist.

Hanoverian bit. See ifti.— Hanoverian dynasQr,
the present reigning family of Great Britain, descendants
of the electoress Sophia of Hanover, granddaughter of
•Tames I., on whom the crown was entaQed in 1701 by the
act of settlement, many nearer heirs being set aside be-
cause they were Roman Catholics. The first of the line
was George I., who came to the throne on the death of
Qneen Anne in in4. He and his successors were also elec-
tors and kings of Hanover until the accession in 1837 ol
Queen Victoria, who was excluded by the Salic law prevafl-



Hanoverian
ing there, so that the Hanoverian crown passed to another
branch of the family.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Hanover.— 2. In
English politics in the first part of the eigh-
teenth century, an adherent of the Hanoverian
dynasty, as opposed to a Jacobite.

liansf , n. An obsolete form of hanse^.

Hansard (han'sard), re. [< Hanse'^ + -ard.2 A
merchant of one of the Hanse towns.

liansei (hans), n. and a. [< OF. hartse (ML.
Hansa), < MHG. lians, hanse (Gr. hanse, and, as
in ML., hansa), an association or oorpora;tion of

merchants, the Hanse league, < OHGr. hansa =
AS. hos = Groth. hansa, a band of men.] I. n.

1. A league; a confederacy; a society or com-
bination of merchants in mercantile towns, for
the protection and facility of trade and trans-
portation. In the middle ages French gilds

were called hanses.

In the north of Scotland there was an association of Free
Burghs, called the Uanee or Ansus. Eneyc Brit., IV. 64.

Specifically—2. [ca'p.'\ The German Hanseatic
league.

II. a. [cap.'] Pertaining to the Hanse or
German Hanseatic league : as, Hanse towns.

What fanours the citizens of Colen, of Lubek, and of all

the Banse-tavnea obtained of king Edward the first.

Hakluyt's Voyages, To the Header.

Laws of tlie Hanse towns, the maritime ordinances of
the Hanseatic towns, first published in German at Ltibeck
in 1597, and revised and enlarged in May, 1614.

Iianse^t, n. See hanoe^.

lianseatic (han-sf-at'ik), a. [< hanse^ + -at-ic.']

Pertaining to a hanse or league; specifically

[cap.'], pertaining or relating to the league of

the Hanse towns—Hanseatic league, or the German
Hanse, or Hansa, a medieval confederation of cities of
northern Germany and adjacent countries, called the
Hanse towns, at one time numbering about ninety, with
affiliated cities in nearly all parts of Europe, for the pro-
motion of commerce by sea and land, and for its protec-
tion against pirates, robbers, and hostile governments.
At the height of its prosperity it exercised sovereign pow-
ers, made treaties, and often enforced its claims by arms
in Scandinavia, England, Portugal, and elsewhere. Its
origin is commonly dated from a compact between Ham-
burg and Lilbeck in 1241, although commercial unions of
German towns had existed previously. The league held
triennial general assemblies, usually at Liibeck, its chief
seat ; and after a long period of decline, and attempts at
resuscitation, the last general assembly, representing six
cities, was held in 1669. The name was retained, however,
by the union of the fi'ee cities of Liibeck, Hamburg, and
Bremen, which are now members of the German empire.

lianse-house (hans'hous), ». Formerly, in Eng-
land, a house used by a corporation of mer-
chants for the display and sale of goods.

In some places in England there were ha/ns-houseSiy^hich
were probably used as the headquarters of these great
sales or fairs, just as very many parishes used to have a
so-called "Church House" for public purposes.

English Qilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 857, note.

The men of York had their Hwme-house; the men of
Beverley should have their Hanse-house too.

E. A. Freeman, 14'orman Conquest, V. 316.

Jiansel, n., a., and v. See handsels

hanselmest, haynselynst, » pi- [ME., appar.
< OP. hamseUn, hameellin, hainselin, a sort of
long robe.] A sort of breeches. Maoanselines.

Thise kutted sloppes or haynselyn^.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

lianse-potf, n. A particular kind of pot.

Six hanse pots parcel gilt.

Inventory of Sir Thomas Eamsey, Archseologia, XX. 336.

lianshmant, «• -An obsolete variant of hench-

man.
hansom (han'sum), n. [An abbr. of hansom-cab.]
A low-hung two-wheeled hackney-carriage or
cabriolet much used in the large towns of Great

Britain, and recently introduced in some cities

of the United States, it holds two persons besides

the driver, who is mounted on a dickj; or elevated seat

behind the body of the carriage, the reins being brought
over the top. It has folding half-doors In front and a

strong high dashboard.
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She did indeed glance somewhat nervously at the han-
som, into which Lavender put her.

W. Blade, Princess of Thule, x.

hansom-cab (han'sum-kab), re. [An abbrevia-
tion for "Hansom's patent safety cah": so call-
ed from the name of the inventor. The proper
name Hansom was originally a nickname : see
handsome.] Same as hansom.
hant (hant), V. and n. An obsolete or dialectal
form of haunt.

ha'n't (hant). [Also written ha'nt and hant;
in the United States commonly hain't, haint
(or even ain't, by confusion with ain't for am
not, are not, is not).] A vulgar contraction of
have not or has not: as, I ha'n't, we ha'n't, he
ha'n't.

Then belike my Aunt han't din'd yet.

Congreve, Way of the World, ilL 14.

hantle (han'tl), n. [With irreg. prefixed aspi-
rate, < Sw. Dan. antal, number, multitude, =
D. aantal, number, a great many, =MHG. anzal,

G. angahl, number, quantity, multitude, < am-,

orig. and-, = E. and-, an-, as in answer, etc., -I-

Sw. Dan. D. tal = G. zahl, number, = E. tale:

see tale^.] A considerable ntmiber; a great
many; a great deal. [Scotch.]

I wanted for a hantle
A fair lad}[ could gie.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, III. 311).

He maizes a hantle rout and din.
But brings but little woo'.

Poems in Buchan Dialect, p. 55.

hanty (han'ti), a. See haunty.
hanum (ha-nom'), n. [Turk. Tchanum.ladcy.]
A title of respect given to ladies in Turkey,
equivalent to madam or Mrs.
Hanuman (han'8-man), n. [Skt. lianmnan, lit.

having a jaw (< hanu, jaw, = Gr. yhvg, Jaw,
chin,= E. chin).] 1 . In Hindu myth., the name
of a fabulous monkey-god, the friend and ally

of Kama in the Kamayana, a noted Sanskrit
epic poem recounting the adventures of Eama.
Hence— 3. [?. c] In zool., same as entellus.

hapi (hap), re. [< ME. hap, hmp, happe, heppe,
hap, chance, luck, fortune, < loel. happ, hap,
chance, good luok; cf. ODan. hap, fortunate.
The cognate AS. word appears only in derived
adjectives, gehmp, fit, gehceplic, fit, equal, and
in comp. mcegen-hcep, full of strength (see main^,
n.), modhcep, full of courage (see mood^) ; these
AS. forms are all rare ; none others found. The
W. hap, luck, hap, chance, hapio, happen, are
from B. Hence happen, happy, mishap, per-
haps.] That which happens ; a fortuitous oc-
currence; chance; fortune; luck.

His grase and his good hap greueth me ful sore.

Piers Plowman (A), v, 79.

A right base nature which joys to see any hard hap hap-
pen to them they deem happy.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Had Mary had the hap to have wedded the noble earl

once destined to share her throne, she had experienced a
husband of different metal. Scott, Kenilworth, xvii.

hapi (hap), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. happed, ppr.

happing. [< ME. happen (pres. ind. happe,
pret. happede, happed) (= ODan. happe), < hap,
happe, chance, hap: see hap^, n., andcf. hap-
pen.] To happen; befall; come by chance.

Hit shall hap you to haue in a bond while
ffyfty thowsaund fell folke out of Troy,
To take you with tene & tirne you to ^ound.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10195.

Ofttimes it haps that sorrowes of the mynd
Find remedie unsought. Spenser, F. Q,, VI, iv. 28.

There haps an intervening Pause.
Congreve, An Impossible Thing.

hap2 (hap), V. t.; pret. and pp. happed, ppr.

happing. [< ME. happen, wrap, lap, cover;
origin obscure. The ME. var. whappen (" hap-
pyn or whappyn yn clothys"—Prompt. Parv.)
appears to be due to confusion vvith wappen,
wrap, wlappen, lap, wrappen, wrap: see wap,
lap'^, wrapJ] To wrap; cover in order to de-

fend from cold, rain, or snow; screen. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

And I sail happe the, myn owne dere childe.

With such clouies as we haue here.
YwrTc Plays, p. 116.

This worthi Mars, that is of knyghthode wel
The Flour of Feyrenesse, happeth [var. lappeth] in his

armes. Chauxer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 76.

The surgeon happed her up carefully.

Dr. John Brown, Kab and his Friends, p. 8.

Iiap2 (hap), re. [< hap'^, v.] A cloak or plaid;

a covering. Also called happing. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]
hap3 (hap), V. A dialectal form of feopl.

Hapale (hap'a-le), n. [NL. (Geoffrey), < Gr.

ciTzaU^, soft to the touch, gentle.] A genus

Common Marmoset {Hafalejacckus'S,

haplite

of marmosets,
the type of the
family Hapali-
dce. Also called
Saguinus.

Hapalidae (ha^
pal'i-de), re. pi.

[NL., < Hapale
+ -id(E.] A
family of South
American pla-
tyn'hine mon-
keys, named
from the ge-
nus Hapale, in-

cluding all the
marmosets, sa-

gouins, ousti-

tis, etc. The
family is now more frequently called Mididm.
See marmoset.
Hapaloderma (hap"a-l9-der'ma), re. [NL.
(Swainson, 1837, erroneously 4p-),s Gr. dwaMg,
soft, -1- dtp^a, skin.] A genus of African tro-
gons, of which H. narina is the type. Origi-
nally written Apaloderma.
Hapalonotus (hap''''a-lo-n6'tus), ». Same as
JDryoscopus.

hapalote (hap'a-lot), re. 1<.'KL. Hapalotis.] An
animal of the genus Hapalotis. P. L. Sclater.

HapalotiS (ha^-ar-16'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. diraXdg,

soft, H- oic (uT-5 = E. earl.] x. A genus of
noctuid moths. Hiihner, 1816.— 2. A peculiar
Australian genus of rodents, of the family
MuridcB, having large tapering ears, a long
tufted tail, and enlarged hind limbs somewhat
like those of the jerboa. There are several species.
One of the best-known is H. alMpes. It is as large as
a house-rat, and dark-colored above with white feet and
under parts, JAchtenstein, 1829.

hap-harlott (hap'har''''lot), n. [Also hop-harlot;
< hap^, v., + ob]. harlot, fellow, knave, servant.
Cf. wrap-rascal.] A coarse coverlet.

Our fathers (yea, and we our seines also) haue lien full

oft vpon straw pallets, or rough mats, couered onlie with
a sheet, under couerlets made of dagswain, or hopharlots
(I vse their owne termes), and a good round log under their
heads instead of a bolster.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Eng,, ii, 12.

haphazard (hap'haz''''ard), re. and a. [< hap^ +
hazard.] I. n. Chance; accident.

Of discerning goodness there are but these two ways.
. . . The former of these is the most sure and infallible

way, but so hard that all shun it, and had rather walk as
men do in the dark by haphazard than tread so long and
intricate mazes for knowledge's sake.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 8.

One who knew him not so well as I do would suspect
this was done to serve a purpose. No such matter ; 'twas
pure hap-hazard. Warburton, Divine Legation, vi., notes.

At or by haphazard, by chance; as may happen ; with-
out determining cause, principle, or intention.

With these fine fancies at hap-hazard writ
I could make verses without art or wit,

Butler, Satire : To a Bad Poet.

II. a. Chance; accidental; random: as, a
haphazard statement.

I try Rutebeuf in the same haphazard way, and chance
brings me upon his "Pharisian."

Lowell, Study Windows, p, 273.

haphazardly (hap'haz''''ard-li), adv. In a hap-
hazard manner. [Bare.]

Beyondthe art of bowlines and the science of carronades,
knowledge had to be picked up hap-hazardly, mainly by
unguided observation. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 166.

haphtarah (haf-ta'ra), re.; pi. haphtaroth
(-roth). [Heb.] The portion from a prophet-
ical book read after a corresponding portion
(parashah) of the Pentateuch in the Jewish
synagogues each sabbath. Each such portion

is called the haphtarah of the corresponding
parashah.
hapless (hap'les), a. [< hap"^ + -less.] With-
out hap or luck; luckless; unfortunate; un-
lucky; unhappy.

Such happes which happen in such haplesse warres
Make me to tearme them broyles and beastly iarres.

Gascoigne, Fruits of War,

Ah, hapless Diedrich ! bom in a degenerate age, aban-
doned to the buSetings of fortune.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 14ft,

=Syn, in-starred, ill-fated, forlorn,

haplessly (hap'les-li), adv. In a hapless man-
ner.

haplessness (hap'les-nes), re. The state of be-

ing hapless.

haplite (hap'lit), «. [< Gr. anUg, late form of

dirMog, single (see haplome), + -iteK] A crys-

talline-granular mixture of quartz and ortho-

elase. it differs from felsite in that the latter is a veiy

compact and flint-like rock. It is closely analogous to tho



haplite
Swedish hiaieflinta, and also to the rock of the Cornish el-
vans. Also written, erroneously, aplite. [Rarely used by
geologists writing in English.]

Haplocardia (hap-16-kar'di-a), n. pi [NL., <
Gr. oTrP^of, single, +' Kapdia = E. heart.'\ Same
as Braehiopoda.
haplocardiac (hap-lo-kax'di-ak), a. [As Set-
plocardia + -ac] ^ame as Irachiopodous.
baplocerine (tap-los'e-rin), a. [< Saplocerus+
-iwfil.] Of, pertaining to, or having the charac-
ters of the genus Saplocerus: as, a kaplocerine
antelope. S. Smith.
Haplocerus (hap-los'e-ms), n. [KL., < Gr.
dnA6og, simple, + Kepag, horn.] A genus of an-
tilopine ruminant quadrupeds, characterized by
small and short curved horns like those of the
chamois, and a very long and abundant fleecy
pelage, it is represented only by the Rocky Monntain
goat, HaplocerM montanus, which inhabits the mountains

</
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guished by their green or whitish abdomen with con-
spicuous white or reddish spots, and by their angled hind
wings. The larvae bear strong spines, upon which they
fasten the debris of the plants upon which they feed. H.
ruHvora (Riley) subsists in the larval state on the leaves
and fruit of the raspberry.

Haplodinotus (hap"l9-di-n6'tus), n. [XL. (Ea-
finesque, 1819), < Gr! dTr?.6oc, simple, + dig, in

sense of ' second,' + j'i5T0f, back, i. e., dorsal fin.]

A genus of soi»noid fishes peculiar to the great
fresh-water lakes and the Mississippi valley,

typical of the subfamily Saplodinotince, repre-

sented by H. grunniens, the fresh-water drum,
sheepshead, or thunder-pumper. Also called

Amblodon.

Haplodon (hap'lo-don), n. [NL., written in
various forms (see def. 1), but prop, only Sa-
ploodon or Saphidon, Haploodus or Saphidus, <

Gr. anUoQ, single, + bSohg (bdovr-) = E. tooth.J

1. The typical and only genus of rodents of

the family Haplodontidce. H. rvfus or Aplodontia
leporitut is the seweUel or Rocky Mountain beaver. Also

W/u

Rocky Mountain Goat {Haplocenu t?tontanus),

of the northwestern United States and some parts of Brit-
ish America. The animal is, in fact, a kind of chamois, but
hafi a fleecy coat, which gives it some resemblance to the
Angora or Cashmere goat. TJsually, but improperly, Aplo-
cerus. H. Smith, 1327.

HaplocMton (hap-lok'i-ton), n. [NL., < Gr.
a.7rMo(, simple, + ;f«i"(&i', tunic] The typical ge-
nus of Haploehitonidce, having a scaleless body,
whence the name. The species inhabit Tierra
del Puego and the Falkland islands. .Also writ-
ten Aplochiton. Jenyns, 1842.

Haplochitonidae (hap^lok-i-tou'l-de), n.pi.
[NLi.,<. Saploehiton + ^dcE.'i A family of phy-
sostomous fishes, resembling the SalmonidcB,
but having the whole margin of the upper jaw
formed by the premaxillary bone. The operoolar
apparatus is complete, the gill-membranes wide, the
pseudobranchise well developed, and the air-bladder sim-
ple ; the pyloric appendages are wanting, and there is no
oviduct, the eggs falling into the abdominal cavi^. There
are but two genera, SaplochUon, which is peculiar to the
fresh waters of temperate South America, and Prototroc-
Us, which is confined to New Zealand and Australia.

haplocyemate (hap'''lo-8i-e'mat), a. [< Gr.
air7Uiog, single, + Kv^/m, an embryo, < Kvelv, con-
ceive.] In enibryol,, developed directly from
a more or less elongated gastrula: applied to
the mode of development characteristic of the
lancelet and of many worms. J. A. Byder.

Eaplodes (hap-16'dez), n. [NL.^ orig. improp.
Aplodes (Guen6e, 1857), < Gr. *aw2M7jQ, contr.

of (iTrAoeiO^f, simple, single, < oTrXovg, simple, +
eMof, form.] A genus of moths, of the family
Geometridce. its species are small, and are distin-

Raspbetry-Gcometer(/riz>/«iM rubivora).

a, larva (natural size) on a berry ; *, abdominal segment of larva,

lateral view, bighly macntfied ; c, moth, natural size : d, outline of

wings of molb, enlarged

Sewellel {HafUidon ntfus).

Haploodan, Ea/ploudon, Ha/phidon, Haplodus, EaploiiduSf
Haploudus, Haplvdus, and in extended form Aplodontia,
Aploudontia, Apluodontia, Apludontia, Haploudontia.
The original form in mammalogy, Aplodontia (Richard-
son, 1829), was emended to Haplodon by Wagler (1830).

2. A genus of elasmobranehiate fishes. Miin-
ster, 1840.

haplodont (hap'16-dont), a. and ». [< NL. lia-

ptodonlJA (see Maplodon), < Gr. oTrldof, single,
+ bSotig (oSovT-) = B. tooth.'] I. a. 1. In odon-
tog., having the crowns of the molar teeth sim-
ple or single—that is, not divided into ridges,
tubercles, etc.— 2. In zool. : (a) Pertaining to
the Baplodontidoe. (b) Pertaining to the Sa-
plodontia; edentate.

II. n. One of the Haplodontidce.

Haplodontial (hap-lo-don'ti-a), n. [NL., fern,
sing. : see Haplodbn/i Same as Haplodon.
Haplodontia^ (hap-lo-don'ti-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of haplodonlt-) : see haplodont.2 An
order of placental Mammalia, consisting of the
Edentata of Cuvier with the omission of the
Monotremata ; one of two orders constituting
Blyth's phytophagous mammals. [Not in use.]

Haplodontidse (hap-K-don'ti-de), k. j)Z. [NL.,
< Haplodim(tr-) + -idee.'] A family of rodents,
typified by the genus Haplodon and nearly re-
lated to the Castoridee or beavers ; the sewellels.
They have 1 incisor on each side above and below, no ca-
nines, 2 premolars in each upper and 1 in each lower half-
jaw, and 3 molars on both sides above and below, the mo-
lars being rootless, prismatic in section, and with simple
crowns. The clavicles are perfect; the tibia and fibula
are not ankylosed ; there are 9 carpal and 9 tarsal bones

;

the skuU is massive, greatly depressed, broad behind, and
with flaring zygomata and no postorbital processes ; the
mandible is massive, with a twisted, laminar, descending
ramus and a high coronoid process ; there is a large liyoid
bone ; the salivary glands are enormous ; the stomach has
a cardiac prolongation ; the intestine is about eleven times
longer than the body ; the caecum is large ; the outlets of
the genital and urinaiy organs are separate ; the testes
are abdominal; and the large penis-bone is cleft at the
end. They are peculiar to Noith America. See seioelUl,
and cut under Haplodon.

haplogonidium (hap'lo-go-nid'i-um), n.; pi.

haplogonidia (-a). [NL., i. Gr. djr/Uiof, simple,
+ NL. gonidium.'] See gonidium, 3.

haplogOHiminm (hap"lo-go-nim'i-um), n.
;

pi.

haplogonimia (-a). [NL., < Gr. avAoog, simple,
+ NL. gonimium.l See gonidium, 3, and gotii-

mium. Cromhie.

haplography (hap-lo^'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. a-/.6or,

single, + -ypa<f)ia, < ypa(puv, write.] In paleogra-
phy and textual criticism : (a) A copyist's me-
chanical or inadvertent omission of a letter, or
of a series of letters or words, repeated in im-
mediate succession in the passage of the ori-

ginal manuscript copied. Errors of this kind were
frequently made by ancient copyists, owing to non-separa-
tion of words in manuscripts. An example in English
would be, if in copying A\I)IS.SENTTOYOU ('and is sent
to you '), one « should be dropped, so as to read, * and I
sent to you." (6) A reading originating in such an
omission. See dittography.

Haplolsenese (hap-lo-le'ne-e), n. pi. [XL., <
Gr. d-'/iioc, single, -t- (?) '/.aivog, of stone, < '/Mog,

haplotomy

a stone.] A tribe of frondose liverworts {He-

paticce), of the division Jungermanniacea, pro-

posed by Nees von Esenbeck in 1838, and char-

acterized by a one-leafed involucre without
any true perianth, a spherical capsule, and di-

chotomous-ribbed fronds. It comprises some
of the finest of the frondose liverworts.

haploma (hap-16'ma), n. [< Gr. airhj/m, a cloth

or coverlet: see hdplome.] Same as ependy-

tes (6).

haplome (hap'lom), n. [Orig., but less prop.,

aplome (Hatty, 1801) ; < Gr. airhj/M, that which
is unfolded, an expanse, also a table-cloth or

coverlet, < air/low, unfold, make single, < oir/Wof,

contr. a7r?xivg, simple, single, < a- copulative +
-jrAoof, -fold: see diploe, diploma, etc.] A rare

variety of garnet, found in dodecahedrons with
rhombic faces.

Haplomorpha (hap-16-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL.,

neut. pi. othaplomorphus : see Implomorpho'us.']

1. In some systems of classification, a ^onp
of true craspedote medusans, typical acalephg,

or ordinary jelly-fishes, corresponding nearly

or exactly with Hydrophora of some and Ira-

chymediism of other writers. See Traehymeda-
scB.— 2. A division of opisthobranehiate gas-

tropods, of small size and simple form, hav-
ing no ctenidia, cerata, or other processes

of the body-wall. The families P%Wir/j(H^
and Elysiidce represent this division: same as

Abranchia (b).

haplomorphic (hap-lo-m6r'flk), a. [< Haplo-
morpha + -ic] Same as haplomorphotis.

haplomorphous (hap-lo-m6r'fus), a. [< NL.
Implomorphvs, < Gr. ak7,^o(, simple, + fiopfli,

form.] Being of simple form; specifically,

pertaining to or having the characters of the
Haplomorpha.
Haplomycetes (hap^lo-mi-se'tez), n. pi, [NL.,
< Gr. aw'KdoQ, single, 4- fiviaiQ (/ivkt^t-), a mush-
room.] Aname given by Fries to certiain of the
simplest forms of fungi inwhich the whole thal-

lus consists of a singlehypha, usually verymuch
branched. They are now mostly regarded as represent-
ing certain immature stages in the life-history of other
higher forms, particularly the Ascomycetes.

haplomycetous (hap^lo-mi-se'tus), a. Having
the structure or appearance of the Haplomy-
cetes.

Haploophonae (hap"lo-o-f6'ne)^ «. pi. [NL., <
Gr. dwAA)(, single, +' (jxjv^, voice, sound.] 1.

In J. Muller's system of classification, a group
of passerine birds having a simple bronchotra-
cheal syrinx, as the tyrant-flycatchers: it cor-
responds to ClamatoresoT OligomyodiaiadiBCOTi-
trasted with Tracheophonw.—2. In Garrod and
Forbes's arrangement, a division of Fasgereg,
consisting of the family Tyrannidce and the ge-
nus Bupicola of South America, together with
the old-^roT[iPittidw,PhilepiUid(e, a,ndXenieid(B
(or Acanthisittidm) : opposed to Traclieoplwnes.

haploophonous (hap'lo-o-fo'nus), a. [As
HaplooplioncB + -ous.'] Having the characters
of the Haploophonw; oligomyodian.
Haplopappns (hap-lo-pap'us), n. [NL., also
less prop. Aplopappus, < Grr. dirTiioc, single, +
Trdwnrog, seed-down (pappus) : see pappus.} A
large genus of Compositw, chiefly of western
North America and Chili, with yellow flowers.
It is aUiedto Solidago, buthaslargermany-floveredheads,
and is of very different habits. There are ajbont 50 spe-
cies in the United States, of which only 2 are found east of
the MississippL They are of no known economic value.
A Mexican species, A. discoideaa, (nmlshes a kind of
damiana, a pretended aphrodisiac. Caggini, 1828.

haplopetalons (hap-lo-pet'a-lns), a. [< Gr.
djrA^of, single, + nira^Mv, leal (petal).] In bot,
having only one row or circle of petals.
haplosiphoniate (hap'lo-si-fo'ni-at), a. [< NL.
haplosiplumia (see def.); < Gr. d-Uog, single, +
ci^, siphon.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of that series of batrachians known
as Aglossa haplosiphonia. See Aglossa.
Haplpstemmae (hap-lo-stem'e), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. airA<5of, simple, + crefi/ia, wreath, crown.]
A division of the natural order of plants As-
clepiadece, having the crown of stamens simple
and consisting of five entire or slightly bifid

,
pieces inserted on the base of the gynostegium.
Decaisne, 1844.

Ixaplostemonons (hap-lo-stem'o-nus), a. [<
Gr. diz'/^Aog, single, + ariifimi, a ttread: see sta- >

men.'\ In 6o*., liaving a single series or circle
of stamens. Also aplostemonous.
haplotomy (hap-lot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. d-'/rrro-

uia, < diTAoTofielv, cut by a simple incision, <
aTT/.doc, simple, + rifiveiv, cut. Cf . anatcnny.l In
surg., a simple cutting or incision.



haply

haply (hap'li), adv. [< hap^, n., + -ly^.'] By
hap, aceident, or ohanoe

; perhaps; perchance.
Lest haply ye be found even to light against God.

Acts V. 39.

I believed him, and turned out of that way into this, if

haply I might be soon eased of my burden.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 96.

=Syn. &&e hofppiily.

hap ortll (ha'pferth), n. [Contr. of halfpenny-
worth.^ A halfpenny-worth; henee, a very
small quantity. [Colloq., Eng.]
Ha'porth of treacle, three farthings' worth of bread.

Thackeray, Curate's Walk.

happet, i>- *• A Middle English form of hapK
happen^ (hap'n), v.i. [< MB. happenen, hapnen,
an extension, with verb-formative -m (see -en^,

3), of the more common ME. happen (pres. ind.

happe), E. hap: see hap^, «.] 1. To occur by
chance ; occur unexpectedly or unaccountably

;

in general, to occur ; tajce place.

Goveminge yow so, ya^ maae remains in that good es-

tate yow be, or els male easilie happen yo» to remember
what yow were.

Booke of Precede'TU'e (E. B, T. S., extra ser.), i 74.

There shall no evil happen to the just. Prov. xii. 21.

All that happens is only transference of matter from one
place to another. W. Wallace, Epicureanism, p. 186.

How happens it that, instead of being dependent on con-
tinental skUl and enterprise, our skill ana enterprise are
at a premium on the continent?

E. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 429.

2. To chance ; be by chance or unexpectedly:
as, he happened to be at home.
The young Man hcepnina to'be gaming at Dice.

Congreve, Hymn to Venus, note.

As for coals, it Is not likely they should ever be used
there in anything but forges and great towns, it ever they
happen to have any. Beverley, Virginia, ii. T[ 8.

To happen In or into, to enter or come In casually ; es-

pecially, to make a chance call.

It was the Spanyards good hap to happen in those parts
where were infinite numbers of people.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 220.

To happen on, to meet with ; fall or light upon.

Idenynot but that these men . . . may some time Aa^)-

pen on something that is good and great.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, To the Reader.

happen^ (hap'n), ad«. [E. dial.; sometimes fcop-

pens; abbr. of it may happen. Cf. E. dial, map-
pen, a contr. of the same, and cf . colloq. ma/y-
hap, mayhe, abbr. of it may hap, it may 6e.]

Possibly; perhaps.

Happen I have not gotten things as they mout be yet.

... A man as has been misforchnit is loike to be slow.
Ji". H. Burnett, Haworth's, xviii.

happen^t) «• [ME., < Icel. happinn, fortunate,
happy: see hap'^, and cf. happy. 1 Fortunate;
happy; blessed.

Thay arn happen that han in hert pouerte.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morria** ill. 13.

The homiest vnder heuen kyng hj^sest mon of « lie.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 3.), 1. 56.

happening (hap'ning), n. [Verbal n. of hap-
pen^, «.] An occurrence.

happer^ (hap'Sr), n. A Scotch form of hopper^.

These four-and-twenty mills complete
Sal] gang for thee tlirow all the yeir

;

And as mekle of gude reid wheit
As all thair happers dow to bear.

Johnie Armstrang (Child's Ballads, VI. 47).

"Miller," said he tome, "an thou wilt turn thy back on
the mill, and wend with me, 1 will make a man of thee."

But I chose rather to abide by clap and happer, and the
better luck was mine. Scottf Monastery, xiii.

happer^t, v. i. [Appar. for *hopper, v. i., freq.

oihop^.] To skip about ; hop.

Which are, within these forty years, crawled out of the
bottomless pit, to happer and swarm throughout the
world. Harmar, tr. of Beza's Sermons, p. 242.

happify (hap'i-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. happified,

ppr. happifying. [< happy + -fy.'] To make
nappy. [Rare except as cant.]

This Prince, unpeerd for Clemency and Courage,
Justly surnam'd the Great, the Good, the Wise,
Mirour of Future, Miracle of Fore-Age,
One short mishap for ever happifles.

Sylvester, tr. of P. Mathieu's Henry the Great, 1. 642.

Happify is ^ barbarism which I have never met with but
in the dialect of the Methodist pulpit. Even "diction-

aries unabridged " do not contain it.

A. Phelps, English Style, p. 368.

The hopeless loss of one half of our brothers and sisters,

and the "happijied selfishness " of the other half

!

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 432.

happily (hap'i-li), adv. [< ME. happiliche; <

happy + rly'^.'] 1. By good fortune; fortunate-

ly; luckily. •

Neuertheles It pleased God to bring the wind more west-

erly, & so, in the moneth of May, 1592, we happily doubled
Cape Comori without sight of the coast of India.

HaMuyt's Voyages, II. ii. 105.

Who's this? . . .

The person I was bound to seek. Fair sir.

You are happily met. B. Jonson, Volpone, ill. 1.
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A man who is lost, as we say, to a sense of right and
wrong (happily not a very common case) can only be kept
straight by the prospect of reward or punishment.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 147.

2. In a happy or pleasing way or state; in
pleasant or fortunate circumstances ; with hap-
piness or joy.

He writes
How happily he lives, how well-belov'd.
And daUy graced by the emperor.

Shale, T. G. of V., 1. 3.

This is a day of triumph ; all contentions
Are happily accorded.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, v. 1.

3. With address, skill, dexterity, or aptness;
dexterously; felicitously; aptly; gracefully.

Formed by thy converse happily to steer
From grave to gay, from lively to severe.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 379.

The happily descriptive remark of Emerson, though it

accentuates the crepuscular habit of mind, equally ex-
plains two other mental traits of Hawthorne.

Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XL. 614.

4t. By chance
;
peradventure ; haply.

If any thyng shall happily chaunce vnto vs in this mat-
ter otherwise than well, thou shalt percase heare of it.

Udall, Flowers for Latine Speakinge, fol. 138.

Besides, old Gremio is heark'ning still

;

And happily we might be interrupted.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 4.

One thing more I shall wish you to desire of them who
happUy may peruse these two treatises. Sir K. Digby.

=S3m. 1. Haply, Happily. Haply, now rarely used in
prose, means by chance ; happily, by a happy chance,— 2.

Prosperously, successfully, contentedly.

happiness (hap'i-nes), n. [< happy + -ness.']

The state or quality of being happy. («) Good
luck

;
good fortune.

Might we but have that happiness, my lord, that you
would once use our hearts, whereby we might express
some part of our zeals, we should think ourselves for ever
perfect. Shak., T. of A., i. 2.

(ft) Any state of being, having considerable permanence,
in which pleasure decidedly predominates over pain.

Dead and inglorious.
Like beast whose breath but in his nostrels is.

And hath no hope of happinesse or Mis.
Spenser, Euins of Time, 1. 368.

O happiness, our being's end and aim

!

Good, pleasure, ease, content, whate'er thy name

;

That something still which prompts the eternal sigh.
For which we bear to live, or dare to die

!

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 1.

Happiness, ... in its full extent^ is the utmost plea-
sure we are capable of.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. 42.

The word happy is a relative term ; in strictness, any
condition maybe denominated happy in which the amount
or aggregate of pleasure exceeds that of pain; and the
degree of happiness depends upon the quantity of this
excess. Paley, Moral Philos., i. 6.

^very man speaks of TiappiTiess as his end of ends : he
wishes to live well or to do well, which he considers to be
the same as being happy. But men disagree exceedingly
in their opinions as to that which constitutes happiness:
nay, the same man sometimes places it in one thing, some-
times in another— in health or in riches, according as he
happens to be sick or poor. Grote, Aristotle,

(c) Fortuitous aptness or fitness ; an unstudied grace or
beauty ; felicitousness.

How pregnant sometimes his replies are ! a happiness
that often madness hits on. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Certain graces and happinesses peculiar to every lan-
guage give life and energy to the words. Sir J. Denha/m.

Ye powers who rule the tongue, if such there are.
And make colloquial happiness your care.

Gowper, Conversation, 1. 82.

Both show a wide knowledge of human nature, and a
great happiness in sketching the details of individual
manners. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 77.

=Syn. Happiness, Felicity, Blessedness, Bliss; well-being,
prosperity, welfare, enjoyment^ comfort, security. Hap-
piness, the generic word, is expressive of nearly every
general state of pleasure. It is so far from its derivation
that it is often expressive of that state of mind that tri-

umphs over circumstances, finding material for content-
ment or even joy in that which might naturally produce
deep unhappiness. Felicity is primarily a matter of fa-

vorable circumstances, which may be mere exemption
from disaster or disagreeable experiences, or may be of
a higher type, as domestic felicity depends not merely
upon the comfort of the home, nor upon freedom from
anxiety, but especially upon a high degree of mutual love.

Blessedness is a state of the most refined happiness, aris-

ing from the purest and warmest benevolent and religious
feeling. The type of its meaning is furnished by the use
of the word blessed in the beatitudes. Mat. v. 3-11. Bliss

is consummate happiness. See animation, mirth, hilar-

happing (hap'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hap^, «.]

Same as hap"^.

happiti (hap'it). A Scotch preterit and past
participle of hap^.

happit^ (hap'it). A Scotch preterit and past
participle of hap"^.

happy (hap'i), a.; compar. happier, superl. hap-
piest. [< ME. happy ; < hap\ «., + -?/i.] 1.

Manifesting or marked by good hap or fortune

;

IuoIct-; fortuitously fortunate, favorable, or suc-

cessful: as, a happy contingency or omen; a
happy thought or discovery.

happy
Imagining how to purchase
Grace of the queue there to bide
Tin good fortune some happy guide
Me send might. Isle of Ladies, 1. 280.

I shall have share in this most happy wrack.
Shak., T. N., v. 1.

A proclaim'd prize 1 Most happy ! Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

Chemists have been more happy in finding experiments
than the causes of them. Boyle.

In happy time behold our pilot-star

!

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. Conscious that one's general condition of
feeling is a highly satisfactory one ; conscious
that one feels, in general, decidedly more
pleasure than pain ; having a general feeling
of pleasure ; satisfied

;
pleased.

He may make us both happy in an hour

;

Win some five thousand pound, and send us two on 't.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

Make such a one thy friend, in whom princes may be
happy, and great counsels successful.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 18.

How Tiappy could I be with either.

Were t'other dear charmer away

!

Gay, Beggar's Opera, ii. 2.

" O happy world," thought Pelleas, " all, meseems.
Are happy ; I the happiest of them all."

Kor slept that night for pleasure in his blood.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

3. Being in a favorable condition or in advan-
tageous circumstances ; fortunate ; secure of
good; blessed.

And this Pamphilus saith also ; If thou be right happy,
that is to sayn. If thou be right riche, thou shalte finde a
gret nomber of felawes and frendes.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

His knowledge standeth so vpon the abstract and gen-
erall, that happie is that man who may vuderstande him.

Sir P. SidMey, Apol. for Poetrie.

Happy is that people whose God is the Lord.
Ps. cxliv. 15.

Calling him happy who had Homer to blaze abroad his
pralsea to the world. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 328.

4. Affording pleasure or enjoyment ; bringing
or attended with good fortune, luck, or plea-
sure ; agreeable : as, happy thoughts ; a happy
condition ; happier times.

For thee I longde to liue, for thee nowe welcome death

:

And welcome be that happie pang that stops my gasping
breath. Gascoigne, In Trust is Treason.

All places that the eye of heaven visits

Are to a wise man ports and happy havens.
Shak., Eich. II., i. 3.

This happy place, our sweet
Eecess, and only consolation left

Familiar to our eyes. Milton, P. L., xi. 303.

A sorrow's crown of sorrow is remembering happier things.

Tervnyson, Locksley Hall.

5. Indicative or expressive of happiness
;
joy-

ful: as, the Mppy shouts of children; happy
smiles or tears.

The delight of happy laughter.
The delight of low replies.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvi.

6. Apt; fitting the purpose, occasion, or cir-

cumstances ; opportune ; felicitous : as, a hap-

py expedient ; a happy retort.

Saint Dennis bless this happy stratagem !

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iiL 2.

This fell out strangely happy.
Middleton (and others). The Widow, ii. 2.

With twisted quirks and happy hits,

From misty men of letters.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

The same expression, so refined, so softly imaginative,
which Malbone—venturing a happy touch, with suspend-
ed breath—had imparted to the miniature.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

7. Dexterous; ready; able.

She is a woman of an excellent assurance, and an extra-

ordinary happy wit and tongue.
B. Jonson, Epiccene, iii. 2,

I have known men happy enough at ridicule, who upon
grave subjects were perfectly stupid.

Sioift, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

One gentleman is happy at a reply, another excels in a
rejoinder. Swift.

Happy despatch, family, hunting-ground, etc. See
the nouns.—Happymanbehlsdolet. Seedolei.=Syii.

. Happy, Felicitous, Fortunate, LucJcy. Felicitous is now
rarely used except in the sense of apt and pleasing, a sense

in which happy also is used : as, a, felicitous or Aappj/ com-
bination, answer, speech. Fortunate and lucky, by their

derivations, are a higher and a lower term for the prosper-
ous turns of chance or the lot in life. Happy, though es-

sentially the same by derivation, has a broader applica-

tion ; it is never altogether separated from the idea of en-

joyment. See happiness.

happyt (hap'i), v. t. [< happy, a.] To make
happy.

By th' one hee happied his own Soule with Kest

;

By "th' other also, hee his People blest. .

Sylvester, St. Lewis (trans.), 1. 75.

That use is not forbidden usury.
Which happies those that pay the wUling loan.

Shak., Sonnets, vU -



happy-go-lucky

ha^py-go-lucky (hap'i-go-luk'i), a. Easy-
going; taking things as they come, or hap-
hazard.

The first thing was to make Carter think and talk, which
he did in the happy-go-lucky way of his class, uttering nine
mighty simple remarks, and then a bit of superlative wis-
dom, or something that sounded like it.

C. Reade, Never too Late to Mend, XT

happy-go-lucky (hap'i-go-luk'i), adv. In any
Tvay one pleases; just as may happen; every
man for himself.

The Red-coats cried, "Shall we fall on in order, or hap-
py-go-ltusky ? " The Major-General said, " In the name of
God ! at it, happy-go-lucky !

"

Sir T. Morgan's Progress (Arber's Eng. Gamer), IV. 641.

If I get into Mrs. Martha's quarters, you have a hundred
more ; if into the widow's, fifty; happy-go-lucliy.

Wycherley, Love in a Wood, L 1.

hap-warm (hap'w&rm), a. and n. [< /jop2 -i-

warm.'\ I. o. Coveringsoastovparm. [Scotch.]
Thinking it best to be o'erlaid in
A suit o' sonsy ha/p-vmrm plaidin.

Tarra^, Poems, p. 22.

II. n. Any wrapping to protect from cold.
[Scotch.]

Whan fock [folkL the nipping cauld to bang.
Their winter hapwarms wear.

Fergusson, HaUow-Fair.

haquet, n. An abbreviated form of haguebut.
haquebutf , n. A form of hackbut.
haquetonf, n. A form of acton.
hari (har), m. [Early mod. E. also harre; < ME.
har, harre, herre, < AS. hear, heorr, hior, also
heorra (in pi. heorran), a hinge, a cardinal
point, = MD. herre, harre, D. har, her = loel.

hjarri, a hinge.] A hinge. [Prov. Eng.]
The herres, ether heenges, of the doris . . . weren of gold.

Wyclif, 3 [1] KL TiL 60 (Purv.).

Out Of hart, off the hinges ; out of gear ; out of order.

The londe, the see, the firmament,
They axen also Juggement
Agen the man, and make him werre,
Therwhile himselfe stante oute of herre. Cfotuer.

All is out of harre. Skelton, Magnyficence, L 921.

har^t, a. An early Middle English form of
hoar.

har^ (har), n. An obsolete or dialectal form of
hair^.

harageoust, harrageousf, a. [ME., appar. of
OP. origin, but no OF.form appears. Of. OF.
Jiaraclie, harace, pursuit; cf. also harry.'] Bold;
violent.

The hethene harageous kynge appone the hethe lyggez,
And of his hertly hurte helyde he never

!

Xorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 1834.

hara-kiri (har'a-kir'e), n. [Jap., < hara, belly,
+ kiri, cutting, cut. Erroneously written Imri-

hari, harri-karri, in riming conformation.] 1.

Suicide bydisembowelment, formerly practised
in Japan by daimios and members of the mili-

tary class when unwilling to survive some per-
sonal or family disgrace, or in order to avoid
the headsman's sword after having received
sentence of death, in the latter case the act was
performed in the presence of witnesses, and was ac-
companied by elaborate formalities. At the moment
the suicide ripped open his abdomen with his dirk his
head was struck oil by the sword of his second, who was
usually a kinsman or an intimate friend.

According to one authority, capital punishment may be
divided into two kinds—beheading and strangulation.
The ceremony of hara-kiri was added afterwards in the
case of persons belonging to the tnilitary class being con-
demned to death. This was first instituted in the days
of the Ashikaga dynasty (1.336-1568 A. D.).

A. B. Mitford, Old Japan, p. 330.

2. Hence, suicide ; self-destruction.

On July 8 the Criminal Law Amendment (Ireland) BUI
was passed in a House of Commons in which there was
not a single Liberal or Irishman, and the method of ob-
struction by abstention^ or the policy of jpolitical Aart-
tori, was inaugurated. Westmirtster Mev., CXXyill. 65e.

Haralda (ha-ral'da), n. Same as HareMa.
haram, n. Same as harem.
harangue (har-rang'), n. [< OF. harangue, F.
harangue =fr. arengua = Sp. Pg. arenga = It.

aringa, arringa (MXi. harenga), a public ad-
dress, a harangue ; cf . It. aringo, arringo, arena,
lists, combat, pulpit, chair, harangue (the sense
' arena,' hence a public platform, etc., being
nearest the orig.) ; < OHG. hring, MHO. rinc, a
ring, a ring of people, an arena, circus, lists, G.
ring= OS. hring = AS. hring, E. ring^ : see ring.

The syllable hu-, a-, is due to the OHG. h-. Cff.

rauTc^, range, arrange, from the same source.]

A set oration; a pnbUe address; a formal, vehe-
tnent, or passionate address; also, any formal
or pompous speech; a declamation; a tirade.

Anon
Gray-headed men and grave, with warriours mix'd.

Assemble, and haranguns are heard.
ilUlan, P. L., ri 66a
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Then his bhaird, or poet : then his bladier, or orator, to

make harangues to the great folks whom he visits.

Scott, Waverley, xvi.

The even tenor of the session of Parliament was ruffled

only by an occasional harangue from Lord Egmont on the
army estimates. Maeavlay, Horace Walpole.

=Syn. Address, Oration, etc. See speech.

harangue (ha-rang' ),v.; pret . and pp. harangued,
ppr. haranguing, [< F. haranguer= Pr. arengar
= Sp. Pg. arengar= It. aringare, arringare, make
a harangue; from the noun.] I. trans. To ad-

dress in a harangue; make a speech to: as,

the general harangued the troops.

The worm, aware of his intent,

Harangu'd liim thus, right eloquent,

Cowper, Nightingale and Glow-worm,

General Jackson, upon being harangued in Latin, found
himself in a position of immense perplexity.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 364.

II. imtrans. To make a formal address or

speech ; deliver a harangue ; declaim.

A Spaniard harangued in his native tongue at the pil-

lar of reproach, and a French sermon was preached at the
place where Christ was nailed to the cross,

Pococke, Description of the East, IL L 18.

For he at any time would hang
For th' opportunity t' harangue.

S. Butler, Hudibj^as, III. ii. 438.

The talent of haranguing is, of all others, most insup-
portable. Swift, Conversation.

haranguer (ha-rang'6r), n. One who harangues
or is fond of haranguing ; a noisy deelaimer.

With them join'd aU th' harangiiers of the throng.
That thought to get preferment by the tongue.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., L 509.

We are not to think every clamorous haranguer, or
every splenetic repiner against a court, is therefore a pa-
triot. . Bp. Berkeley, Maxims, § 23.

hara-nut (ha'ra-nut), n. The drupe of an In-
dian plant, Terminalia citriria. Also called
citrine or Indian m/yrdbalan.

harast, harrast, »• [< ME. haras, hares, harace,
< OP. haras, haraz, P. haras (ML. har'acium), a
stud, < L. hara, a pen, coop, sty.] 1. A stud
of horses.

A harras of horses. StnUt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

2. A place or establishment for breeding
horses; a stud-farm; a stable.

gondys is a hous of haras that stand by the wey.
Among the bestys herboiyd ye be.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 147.

Than lopen about hem the Lombars,
As wicked coltes out of ha/ras.

Qy of Waruoike, p, 205. (HaUiwdl.)

From this haras have come some of the best French-bred
horses that have been seen in recent years.

Philadelphia Times, May 17, 1886.

harass (har'as), v. t. [Formerly also harras,
harrass; < OJP. harasser, tire out, vex. Origin
uncertain; cf. OF. harier, harry: see harry.]
1. To fatigue or tire out, as with annoying
labor, care, importunity, enforced watchful-
ness, misfortune, etc.; distress by perplexity;
wear out, as with toil.

Being unwilling to refuse any public service, though
my men were already very much harrassed, I marched
tUther. IaiMow, Memoirs, L 102.

Nature, oppress'd and haras^d out with care.
Sinks down to rest. Addison, Cato, v. L

To go on at that rate would harrass a regiment all to
pieces. Sterne, Tristram .Shandy, iL 17.

Vest with lawyers and harast^d with debt.
Tennyson, Maud, xix. 3-,

2. Milit.: (a) To annoy by repeated attacks;
keep constantly on the defensive.
They had before been miserably harassed by the inroads

of the Philistines. StUlingfleet, Sermons, IL iv.

(6) To lay waste or desolate; raid.—3. To rub
or scrape. [A trade use.]

To soften the skins after dyeing, they are harassed by a
knife, the point of which is curved upwards.

Ure, Diet., IIL 93.

=SyiL Distress, etc. (see afflict); to jade, disturb, ex-
haust, fag. See trouble.

harass (har'as), re. [< harass, v.] Harassment.
[Bare.]

Meanwhile the men of Judah, to prevent
The harass of their land, beset me round.

Milton, S. A., L 257.

Cares and the harass of daily life have sharpened the
round cheek. Robert Ord's Atonement, p, 58.

harasser (har'as-er), n. One who harasses or
teases ; a spoiler.

Fnnnmhered harassers
Of the Fleet and Scots
There to flee made were.

Athelstan's Victory (Ellis's Early Eng. Poets, L 23).

harassment (har'as-ment), n. [< harass +
-ment.] The act of harassing, or the state of
being harassed; vexation; that which harasses
or vexes.

harbor

I have known little else than privation, disappotatment,

unklndness, and Aara»»me«(.
L. B. tandon, In Blanchard, I. 51.

UtaeharasmienU . . . do occasionally molest the most

fortunate. Bulwer, Pelham, 1x111.

A soul that has come, from excessive Jiaraesmenls, in.

trospections, self-analysis, into that morbid state of half,

sceptical despondency. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 466.

harateen, «. See harrateen.

harawdt, »• -A-n obsolete form of herald.

harbegiert, harbeshert, n. See harUnger

harbergaget, n. See harborage.

harberoust, a. See harborous. Tyndale.

harbin, harbine (har'bin), n. A young coal.

fish. [Local, Eng.]
harbinger (har'bin-jfer), n. [Early mod. E. also

harbenger (the n inserted as in passenger, mes-

senger, porringer, etc.)^ earlier harbegier, har-

beslier (in which an ong. r has been lost from
the second syllable), < (a) ME. herbergeour,

herberjour, herbarjour, etc., < OF. herbergeor,

herbergeour, albergeur (= Sp. Pg. albergador =
It. albergatore), one who provides or secures

lodging or harborage
; (6) ME. also herberger,

herborgere, < OF. harbegier, in same sense; < her-

bergier, harbor, lodge : see harborough, harbor^,

v.] If. One who provides or secures lodging

for another; specifically, a royal officer who
rode a day's journey in advance of the court

when traveling, to provide lodgings and other

accommodations.
Thane come the hertarjours, harageoas knyghtez,
The hale bateUes one hye harrawnte tber-aftyie.

MorU Arthure (F.. E. T. 8.), L 2448.

There was a harbinger vfho had lodged a gentleman in a

very ill room. Bacon, Apothegms.

Bishop Ken's house . . . was marked by the harbinger

for the use of Mrs. Eleanor Gwyn. Hawkins, Bp. Ken.

2. One who or that which precedes and gives

notice of the coming of some other person or

thing ; a forerunner ; a precursor.

Another, past all hope, doth pre-anerr
The birth of lohn, Christ's holy Harbenger.

Sylvester, tr, of Du Bartas's Weeks, L L

ni be myself the harbimger, and make joyful
The hearing of my wife with your approach.

Shak., Macbeth, L

1

Except there he great familiarity, hee which will salate

a friend must send a letter before for his harbenger, to Big-

nifie his affection towards him.
Purchas, Pilgrimage^ p. 437.

Luxurious ease is the surest harbinger of pain.

De Quineey, Philos. of £om. Hist,

harbinger (har'bin-jer), V. t. [< harbinger, n.]

To precede ; act as a harbinger to ; serve as

an omen or Indication of
;
presage ; annoimce.

One majority often harbingers another.
Remarks on the State of Parties (1809), p. 24.

To that chamber came the fair Queen soon.
Well harbingered by flutes.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, IIL 108.

harbinger-of-spring (har'bin-jfer-ov-spring'),
n. A small North American umbefliferons
herb, Erigenia bulbosa, which flowers in March
in the latitude of Washington, it is produced from

Harbinger-of-spring f^Erigenia bulbosa\ a.flower; *, &uH.

a deep globular tuber, larger than a pea, at the end of •

slender root, and has twice-temately divided leaves anil

small white flowers. It is the only species ot thegeniu.
and ranges from New York to Virginia and from Wiscon-
sin to Kentucky.

harbor^, harbonri (har'bor), n. [The spelling

*ar6o«r conforms to the analogy of labmir, etc.;

as in harbour'^ = arbour, arbor^, it is without



harbor

etymological justifloation. Early mod. E. liar-

hor, harbour, heriour, etc., < ME. harbor, har-
ber, harbar, harbore, herbore, herber, etc., later
forms, abbreviated appar. by confusion witb
harbor^ = arbor^, of herborwe, etc., lodging,
shelter, harbor, whence mod. E. harborough,
etc.: see harborough.^ 1. A place of shelter;
a lodging ; an inn.

Mo camen to him In to the hoost or Tiarbore [Latin hot-
pitium, Vulgate]. Wyclif, Acts xvlli. 23 (Oxf.).

That lad that thou callys loide in lede.
He had never harbor, houBe, ne halle.

Towndey Mysteries, p. 247.

Speciftoally—2+. The covert of the hart or hind.
HaMmell.—3. Accommodation; lodging; shel-
ter; refuge.

Woldez thou go myn emde
To the hes lorde of this houg, herber to craue?

Sir Oawayru! and the Qreen Knight (B. E. T. S.), 1. 811.

For harbour at a thousand doors they knocked.
Dryden.

I atill the renegade carest.
And gave it Imrbour in my breast.

Walsh, Loving One I never Saw.

4. A port or haven for ships; a sheltered re-

cess in the coast-line of a sea, gulf, bay, or lake,
most frequently at the mouth of a river. Har-
bors are often formed artificially, either in whole or in
part, by the building of moles, breakwaters, or piers, and
sometimes by large floating masses of timber, which rise
and tall with the tide.

Then went foorth our Pinnesse to seeke harborow, &
found many good harbours. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 236.

We left behind the painted buoy
That tosses at the Aar&our-mouth.

Tennyson,, The Voyage.

5. In glass-making, a chest 6 or 7 feet long
which holds the mixed ingredients before they
are put into the pot for fusion Floating harbor,
a harbor formed by floating breakwaters.-^Harbor of
reftage, a harbor, often artificially constructed or pro-
tected, to which vessels near the coast resort for safety
from a tempest ; hence, any shelter or protection for one
in distress or difllculty.—Open harbor or roadstead, a
harbor or roadstead which is unsheltered and exposed to
the sea.

harbor1,harbour^ (har'bor), v. [<MB. herberen,
later abbr. form of herberwen, herborweri, etc.,

whence mod. E. harborough; fromthe noun. See
harborough, v."] I, trans. If. To provide a lodg-
ing or lodging-place for; lodge.

In bedde yf thou falle herberet to be.
With felawe, maystur, or her degr^.
Thou schalt enquere be curtasye
In what par[t] of the bedde he wylle ly

Sabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 307.

Z. To give shelter to; protect; secure; se-
crete : as, to harbor a thief.

And, coasting homeward, came to Ephesns,
Hopeless to find, yet loth to leave unsought
Or that, or any place that harbours men.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1.

Methinks these woody thickets should harbour knaves.
Fletcher (and another). Love's Pilgrimage, ii. 2.

A rueful deed thou'st done this day.
In harboring banished Quakers.

Whittier, The Exiles.

Whosoever relieves the enemy with money, victuals, or
ammunition, or knowingly harbors or protects an enemy,
shall suSer death, or such other punishment as a court-
martial may direct.

Articles qf War of the U. S. Army, art. 45.

Hence—3. To entertain; cherish; indulge:
as, to harbor malice or revenge.

I cannot utter it. Why should I keep
A breast to harbour thoughts I dare not speak ?

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, Hi. 3.

4t. To trace home, as a deer to its covert ; earth.

I have in this short time made a great progress
Towards your redress ; I come from harbouring
The villains who have done you this affront.

Tuke, Adventures of Five Hours, iii.

=Sni. 3. Poster, etc. See cherish.

n. intrans. 1. To lodge; dwell. [Obsolete

or archaic]
To herber in that hostel, whyl halyday lested auinant.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 806.

This night let's harbour here in York.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Iv. 7.

Since first he hwrbor'd in
That purple-lined palace of sweet sin.

Keats, Lamia, ii.

2. To receive shelter or protection; be enter-

tained; be secreted.

No great guilt of any kind can well be thought to har-
bour in that breast where true Charity dwells.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, 1. ii.

3. To find a harbor; anchor in a harbor, as a
ship.

There were many commodious havens and fair bales for

ships to harbour, and ride in with safety.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 802.

The wind was so strong as the shallop could not keep
the water, but was forced to liarbour there that night.

Mourt's Journal, in Appendix to New England's
[Memorial, p. 349.
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harbor^t, »• An obsolete form of arbor^, a gar-
den, etc.

harborage, harbourage (har'bor-sj), n. [Modi-
fied (as if directly < harbor^, harbour^, -F -age)
from ME. harbergage, herberge, herbigage, < OF.
herbergage, herbegage, harbegage, etc., lodgings,
shelter, harbor, < lierbergier, etc., lodge, shel-
ter: see harborough, harbor'^, «.] Lodging;
shelter; dwelling; abode.

Hyes to the harbergage thare the kyng hovys.
Morte Arthure, MS. Lincoln, f. 79. (HalliweU.)

Let us in, your king ; whose labour'd spirits,
Forwearied in this action of swift speed,
Crave harbourage within your city wails.

Shale., K. John, ii. 1.

How could a dream so vain find harbourage
In thy fantastic brain? J. Baillie.

Where can I get me harbourage for the night?
Tennyson, Geraint.

harbor-dues (har'bor-duz), n. pi. Certaia
charges to which a ship or its cargo is subject-
ed for the use of a harbor, moorings, etc.

harbored, harboured (har'bord), p. a. 1 . En-
tertained; sheltered.— 2. Li her., same as
lodged : said of a hart, buck, or the like.

harborer, harbourer (har'bor-6r), n. [< ME.7»er-
bergere, herborgere, harburger, etc., < herberen,
etc., harbor : see harbor'^, «.] 1. One who har-
bors, entertains, or shelters.

Oftentimes have I sitten at dinner and supper with him,
in the house of that godly harbourer of many preachers
and servants of the Lord Jesus, I mean Master Elsyng.
Quoted in Biog. Notice of Bradford, Works (Parker Soc,

[1863), n. xxrx.

Geneva was famous for its religion and a great nurse of
pious men, and harbourer of exiles for religion.

Strype, Abp. Grindal, an. 1582.

2t. One whose duty it was to trace a hart or
hind to its covert.

harbor-gasket (har'bor-gas'''ket), n. Naut.,
one of a series of broad but short and well-
blacked gaskets placed at equal distances on
the yard of a ship, for showing off a well-furled
sail in port.

harborfess, harbonrless (har'bor-les), a. [<
ME. herboreles, herberles; < harbor''; harbour\
+ -less."] 1. Destitute of shelter or lodging;
shelterless.

For I was hungry, and yee gave me meate, thirsty, and
yeegavenjedrinke; naked, and yeecloathedme; ha/rbour-
leeee, and ye lodged me.

Homiiies, Against Peril of Idolatry, iii.

2. Having no harbor or haven.
On the left hand the haven-lesse and harbourlesse coasts

of Italie. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 362.

Toward the south [of Asia] he [Buckle] shows us the In-
dian Peninsula, with its harborless coasts.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XIIL 259.

harbor-light (har'bgr-lit), n. A light or light-

house to guide ships in entering a harbor.
harbor-log (har'bor-log), n. Naut., that part of
the log-bookwhich belongs to the period during
which a ship is in port.

harbor-master (har'bor-mas'''ter), n. An offi-

cer who has charge of the mooring and berth-
ing of ships, and enforces the regulations re-
specting harbors.

harboroughf (har'bur-6), n. [Earlymod. E. also
harborow, harborrow,lMrbrough,harbrow ; <ME.
harbrough, herboroglie, herborowe, herberewe, har-
borwe, herberwe, herberga, herberge, herberge,
hereberge, etc. ; not in AS. (the form hereberga,
often cited as AS., being in fact OHO-.), but
of LGr. or Scand. origin: OFries. herberge (in
comp.) = MD. herberge, herberglie, D. herberg =
ML(j. herberge, LGr. harbarge = OHG. heriberge,
hereberga, herberga, herebirga, MHGr. herberge,
herburge, herbrige, Gr. herberge = Icel. herbergi
= Sw. herberge = Dan. herberg, herberge (after
D.) (whence, from MHG., It. albergo = Sp. Pg.
albergue = Pr. alberc = OP. herberge, helberge,

alberge, auberge, P. auberge), a lodging, an inn,
orig., as in OHG. and OP., a military station, a
camp, < OHG. heri, hari, MHG. here, G. lieer =
AS. here, etc., an army (see harry, herring, her-
aldjheriot, etc.), + OHG. bergan, MHG.G. bergen
= D. bergen = AS. beorgan, etc., cover, shelter,

protect : see bury\ borough^, burrow^. Hence,
by abbreviation, the now usual form harbor^,

q. V. ; also harbinger.'] 1. A place of lodging,
originally for an army; a camp; in a more gen-
eral use, a lodging ; a shelter ; an inn.

I saugh nought this yeer so mery a companye
At oones in this herbergh as is now.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to 0. T., 1. 765.

The German lord, when he went out of Newgate into
the cart^ tooke order to have his armes set up in his last

harborovgh. B. Johnson, Discoveries.

2. Shelter; refuge; asylum.

hard
He hath nede of fode, of clothing, and of herberwe.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale,

Leave me those hilles where harbrough nis to see.

Nor holy-bush, nor brere, nor winding witche.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., June.

3t. In astrol., the house or mansion of a heav-
enly body.

Apollo, god and govemour
Of every plaunte, herbe, tree and flour.
That gevest after thy declinacioun
To ech of hem his tyme and his sesoun,
As thyn herberwe ohaungeth lowe or heighe.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 307.

harboroughf (har'bur-o), v. [Early mod. E. also
harborow, harborrow; < ME. herborowen, here-
burgen, herbergen, etc., = D. herbergen = MLG.
herbergen = OHG. heribergon, herebergon, her-
birgon, MHG. G. herbergen = Icel. herbergja =
ODan. herberge (cf. It. albergare = Sp. Pg. al-

bergar = Pr. alberguar = OP. herbergier, her-
bregier, haubergier), shelter, harbor; from the
noun: se& harborough, n. Hence, by abbrevia-
tion, /jaj-6oj'i,ii.,theiiowusual form.] I. trans.

1. To provide a lodging-place for; lodge.

To herbourgh vs with his bllssed salutes
In heuen where and is no complaintes.

Bxm. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), \. 6523.

2. To give shelter to; entertain; protect.

Al-so charge Charyte a churche to make
In thyn hole herte to herberghwen alle treuthe.

Piers Plowman (C), viii. 258.

Thys Symon leprosus that harborowed our lorde and
suche of hys Disciplis as war Cristeyned, was aftyr warde
made Bushoppe. Torlcington, Diary of Eng. Travell, p. 54.

3. To find the harbor or refuge of; trace home,
as a deer to its covert.

If they wolde vse but a fewe nombre of houndes, onely
to harborowe or rouse the game.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 18.

II. intrans. To have a lodging; lodge; dwell.

Sauyng al wey y' ye marchauntis of Gascoyne and other
alyens may dwelle and harborough together in ye said cite
as they were wont to doo here before.
Charter of London (Elch. II.), in Arnold's Chron., p, 26.

harboroust, harbouroust (har'bor -us), a.

[Early mod. E. herbourous, herberous; < har-
bor^, harbour'^, -¥ -ous.] Affording harbor or
shelter; hospitable.

^

Whether she haue to her smal power ben herberous to
the sainotes, lodged them and washen their fete.

J. Udall, On 1 Tim. v.

An other sorte promyseth their bowse to be Iierbour-

ouse to the houseliold of fayth, and a great vowe do they
make. Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 38.

harboro'Wt, n. and v. See harborough.
harbor-reach (har'bor-reoh), n. Naut., the
reach or stretch of a winding river which leads
direct to a harbor.

harborro'Wt, n. and v. See harborough.
harbor-seal (har'bor-sel), n. The common
seal, Phoca vituMna.

harbor-'Watch (har'bor-woch), n. Naut, same
as anchor-watch.

harboryt, n. [< ME. herbery, herberie, in fuller
form herbergery, herbergeri, herborgerie, harbur-
gerye, etc., < OP. herbergerie, lodging, <. herber-

gier, lodge: see harborough, harbor^, v.'\ A
lodging; an inn.

War innes al bifor thaim nomen.
Sua that therq was no herberie
To losep and his spouse Marie.

Metr. Homilies (ed. Small), p. 63.

Where is the herborgerie where I schal ete pask?
WyeVf, Luke xxii. 11 (Oxf.).

harbour1, n. and v. See harbor^.

harbour^t, ». An obsolete form of arbor^.

harbroughf, harbro'wt, «• See harborough.
hard (hard), a. and n. [< ME. hard, < AS. heard,
hard, firm, strong, brave, stubborn, harsh, se-

vere, etc., = OS. hard = (JPries. herd = D. LGt.

hard = OHG. hart, harti, and herti, MHG. hart
and herte, G. hart = Icel. hardhr = Sw. hdrd
= Dan. haard = Goth, hardus, hard, severe,
= Gr. Kparig, strong, mighty; cf. Kparog, icap-

Tog, strength, might, power, victory, Kparepdg,

Kaprepdg, strong, stout, mighty, Kparelv, have
power, rule (see aristocracy, democracy, etc.,

aristocrat, democrat, etc.), = Skt. Jcratu,

strength, power; prob. < •/ kar, do, the earliest

use in Tent, and Gr. having reference to bod-
ily strength. Hence (through P.) hardy^ and
(through Scand.) harsh.2 I. a. 1 . Solid and firm
to the touch; firm in substance and texture, so

as notto be readily altered in shape, penetrated,
or divided ; so constituted as to resist compress-
ing, penetrating, dividing, or abrading action:
opposed to soft.

The deuel dragouns hide
Was hard so ani flint.

Sir Tristrem, ii 30.



hard
As Steele is hardest in liis kinde
Aboue all other that men flnde
OfmetaUes. Gowcr, Conf. Amant.,Prol.

The diamond, why, 'twas beaotilnl and Tiard.
Slmk., Lover's Complaint, 1. 21L

Hard and soft are names that we give to things only in
relation to the constitutions of our own bodies ; that be-
ing generally called Aord by ns which will put us to pain,

'

sooner than change figure by the pressure of any part of
our bodies ; and that on the contrary soft, which changes
the situation of its parts upon an easy and unpainful
touch. iocfe.
A body is said to be harder than another when it can

be used to scratch the latter, but cannot be scratched by it.

A, Daniell, Physics, p. 230.

2. Not loose, or not easily loosened; firmly
formed; tight; fast: as, a hard knot; hence,
binding; obligatory: as, a hard and fast prom-
ise.—3. Hardy; tongli; enduring; resistant;
soimd.

They be of an hard nature, able to abide and sustain
heat, cold, and labour ; abhorring from all delicate dain-
ties, occupying no husbandry nor tillage ol tlie ground.

Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson), ii. 10.

They [the horses] are both in hard condition, so it [a
race] can come off in ten days.

Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, p. 65.

4. Difficult.

Is anything too hard for the Lord? Gen. xviiL W.
(a) Difficult to overcome ; strong

; powerful
I am this day weak, though anointed king ; and these

men the sons of Zeruiah be too hard for me. 2 Sam. iiL 39.

But what will not Gold do? Itwillmakea Pigmy too
hard for a Giant Howell, Letters, I. iL 9.

(6) Difficult of solution, comprehension, decision, etc. ; dif-
ficult to master, understand, determine, etc.

; perplexing

:

as, a hard question or problem ; &hard language to study

;

Itard words (that is, big words, difficult to pronounce).

Some clerklike serving-man.
Who scarce can spell th' hard names.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, iii.

For men to tell how human life b^an
Is hard ; for who himself beginning knew ?

MUtm, P. L., viiL 251.

In tliat Arcadian light when roof and tree.
Hard prose by daylight, dream in Italy.

Lowell, Agassiz, iv. 1.

(c) Difficolt to accomplish or effect ; necessitating or in-

volving considerable effort or labor ; arduous ; laborious

;

fatiguing : as, hard work ; a hard task.

When Duncan is asleep
(Whereto the rather shall his day's Aard journey
Soundly invite him). Shak., Macbeth, L 7.

It es an harde thyng for to saye.
Of doghety dedis that base bene done

;

Of fellefeghtyngs and batells sere.

Thomae ofBrsseU/imK (Child's Ballads, L 97).

The gods are hard to reconcile

:

'Tis bard to settle order once again.
Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song), vi.

So hard 's the task for sinful flesh and blood
To lend the smallest step to what is good.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 8.

(d) Difficult to endure or bear ; oppressive ; harsh ; cruel

:

as, a hard fate; a hard blow; fuird treatment; a hard
case.

Hard is the choice when the valiant must eat their

arms, or clem.
B, Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

A soul supreme, in each hard instance tried.

Above all pain, all passion, and all pride.
Pope, Epistle to Earl of Oxford, L 23.

5. Carried on, executed, or accomplished with
great exertion or ener^: as, a hard fight; a
tmrd struggle ; hard labor or study.

In this world is hard aaentore.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

ffnll harde and felon was the bateile ther.
Merlin (K E. T. S.), iiL 446.

To keep some command on our direction required hard
and diligent plying of the paddle.

R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 122.

6. Close, persevering, or unremitting in appli-

cation or effort; earnest; industrious: as, a
hard student.

Hard thinking and fleet talking do not run together.
TynddU, Pop. ScL Mo., XXVI. 335.

7. Strenuous; violent; vehement: as, a liard

rain; a hard trot or run ; hard drinking.

Hot, faint, and weary, with her hard embracing.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 559.

8. Intellectually sturdy; practical; not vision-

ary.

The hard sense of Johnson was not calculated to enter

into the visionary and ecstatic enthusiasm of the Enight
of Norwich. Bulwer, Misc. Works, L 189.

9. Severe in action or effect; rigorous: as, a
hard frost ; a hard winter.

Being cast on land, much bruised and beaten both with
the sea's hard farewell and the shore's rude welcome.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii

A cold, hard winter's storms arrive.

And threaten death or famine to their hive.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.
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10. Harsh, (a) Presenting a harsh, austere, or repul-
sive appearance : as, hard features.

When we're us'd
To a hard face, it is not so unpleasing.

Middlet<m and Rowley, Changeling, iL 2.

(d) Harsh in style, outline, or execution ; stiff ; conven-
tional ; unnaturaL A picture is said to be hard when the
lights and shades are too strongly marked and too close

to each oUier.

Others . . . make the figures harder than the marble
itseU. Dryden.

His diction is hard, his figures too bold. Dryden.

Ice . . . bristles all the brakes and thorns
To yon hard crescent^ as she hangs
Above the wood. Tennyson, In Memoriam, evil

(c) Of a harsh nature or character ; obdurate ; draraved

:

as, a hard heart ; hence, merciless ; characterized by the
absence of kindliness or affection ; unfeeling ; unfriendly

;

harsh in manner : as, a hard look ; to cherish hard feel-

ings toward one,

" Come, Paul !

" she reiterated, her eye grazing me with
its hard ray like a steel stylet.

Charlotte Bronte, ViUette, lU.

They will take her, they will make her hard.
And she will pass me by in after-life

With some cold reverence worse than were she dead.
Tennyson, Princess, v.

Without imagination, social intercourse grows dry and
hardj and human life is despoiled of charm.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 180.

Electra's voice sounded a little hard as she said these
words, and her smile was more bitter than sweet.

Th£ Century, XXXVIL 5L

((i) Austere ; exacting ; oppressive : as, to be hard upon
one ; a hard master.

So is meny man ymorthred for hus money and goodes.
And tho that duden the dede ydampned ther-fore after.

And he for hus harde holdynge in helle.

Piers Plowman (C), xiil 244.

Think not my judgment leads me to comply
With laws unjust, but hard necessi^

:

Imperious need, which cannot be withstood, .

Ma^es ill authentic, for a greater good.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, iiL 836.

There are none who suffer more under the grievances of
a hard government than the subjects of little principsdi-
ties. Addison.

(fi) Strict in money matters; close in dealing; grasping;
avaricious.

Lord, I knew thee that thou art an hard man, reaping
where thou hast not sown. Mat. xxv. 24.

(/) Vexatious ; galling : as, hard words or dealings ; to call

one hard names.

Have you given him any hard words of late?
Shak., Hamlet, iL 1.

(g) Wicked ; bad ; reprobate ; profane : as, a hard charac-
ter ; a hard case. [Ck>lloq.]

11. Coarse, unpalatable, or scanty: as, hard
fare.—12. Having a refractory quality ; resis-
tant in some use or application : said of fluids
affected by or treated with lime, etc. : as, hard
water. See hardness, 2 (a), and hard water, un-
der water.

Put in one quart of quicklime. . . . When the liquor is

hard, it is of an orange colour, which may he seen by
blowing. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 38.

For excessively large designs the pieces are dipped first

in lime to fix the lead and copper ; but usually an extra
dip in the entering vat suffices, especially if the vats are
strong in lime, or, as the dyers technically term it, very
hard. O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 286.

13. Strong; spirituous; intoxicating; ferment-
ed: as, Aar^ liquors; feard drinks; Aord cider.

Miles Porter was before the court this morning for sell-

ing hard liquor, when he had only a licence for selling ale.

Boston Traveller, Sept 20, 1879.

14. In silk-manuf., retaining the natural gum

:

distinguished from so/i: said of silk.

Before the gum has been boiled off the silk it is said to
be hard silk, but when boiled off it becomes soft sUk—
terms very expressive of the actual condition of the fibres.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 395.

15. In. phonetics: (a) Uttered without sonant
quality; surd or breathed, as distinguished
ftom sonant or voiced. (6) Having a guttural
as distinguished from a sibilant sound : said of
c and g as in corn and get, as distinguished from
c and p as in cite and gee. [In both uses inexact,
and little used by phoneticians.]—At bard edge,
in fencing, with nad^ed weapons, or in serious confiict
Davies.

By all that's good, I must myself sing small in her com-
pany ; I will never meet at hard edge with her ; If I did
... I should be confoundedly gapped.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, I. 120.

Hard and fast, strongly binding; strictly obligatory;
not to be violated or set aside : as, a hard and fast bargain;
hard and fast rules.—Hard carbonates. See earbonatei".
-Hard cash. See ca«A2._Hard dder. See cider.—
Hard-dder campaign, in r. S. poUt. hvit., the presi-
dential canvass of 1840, in which much use was made
of hard cider as an emblem by the supporters of General
Harrison, from a slur relating to his use of it cast upon
hJTin by his opponents. See log^cabin.— Hard clam, one
of the large rounded clams with a thick heavy shell used
for food in the United States ; a round clam, as the qua-
hog, Venvs mercenaria: so called in distinction from the

hard

soft or long clams of the genus Mya, etc.—Hard COaL
Seecoa!, 2.—Hard crab, a hard-shelled edible crab: in

contradistinction to soft crai.—Hard fish, knot, etc See

the nouns.—Hard lines. See 2t>j«2._Hard maple. See

maple.—Hard money. See money.—Hard mofBe-col-
ors, colors which require the greater heat of the muffie-

fumace— that is to say, about 300° of the silver pyrometer,

or nearly 1000° centigrade.—Hard of bearing, hearing

with difficulty ; partly deaf.

Child ! I am rather Jiard of hearing—
Yes, truly ; one most scream and bawl

:

I tell yon, you can't hear at all

!

Covrper, Mutual Forbearance:

Hard paste, in ccrom. Seeporeelain.— Hardpine, pot-
tery, pulse, water, wood, etc. See the nouns.—Inlianl
condition. See condition. =Syn. 3. Unyielding, tough.—
4 (6). Perplexing, pnzzling, knotty.—4and 5. Difficult, etc.

See arduous.—10. Severe, Harsh, etc. (see austere); insensi-

ble, callous, obdurate, inflexible.

II. re. 1. Something that is hard, in distinc-

tion from something similar or related that is

soft; especially, the hard part of a thing that

is partly soft, as the shell or rind.

Of squylles white alle rawe take of the hardes,

And al the rynde is for this nothing fyne.

PaMadius, Hnsboudrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 189.

2. A small marble. [Prov. Eng.]—3. A firm,

solid path or way; a paved street or roadway;
a gravelly passage, as over a fen or marsh.

[Local, Eng.]
Two small rooms ... at a tobacconist's shop on the

Common Hard, a dirty street leading down to uie dock-

yard [at Plymouth, England].
DickeTUj .Nicholas Nickleby, xxiii

4. A kind of pier or landing-place for boats on a
river. Marryat.— 5. [cap.^Jn.TJ.S.hist.: (a)

A

member of the more conservative of the two Ac-
tions into which, in 1852 and the years imme-
diately following, the Democratic party in the

State ofNew York was divided, corresponding
in general to the earlier faction called Hunkers.
The extreme members were called the Adaman-
tine Hards. Originally called Hard-shells.

The Hards had by their own course forfeited the right
to base their complaints abont Pierce's behavior on the
fact that they alone represented the true national Democ-
racy, in the decisive question of slavery.

H. von Hoist, Const Hist (trans.), IV. 271

(6) In Missouri, about 1850, one of the support-
ers of Senator Benton: so called from their ad-

vocacy of '
'hard money," but differing from the

Softs mainly in that they were opposed to se-

cession doctrines and to the nationalization of

slavery.—6. pi. A mixture of alum and salt

used by bakers to whiten bread. Dunglison.
hard (hard), adv. [< ME. harde, < AS. htarde,

hard, severely, sorely, very, = OS. hardo =
OHG-. harto, strongly, extremely, very,=Gr.mp-
ra, extremely, very, much, etc. ; from the adj.]

1. Withforce, effort, or energy; with urgency;
forcibly; vehemently; vigorously; energetl-
cally : as, to work hard for a living ; to run lutrd;

to hold hard; it rains hard.

Bi that the wyge in the wod wendez his brydel.
Hit the hoTS with the helez, as harde as he my^t

Sir Gawayne and tlie Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X L 2155.

Lie soft, sleep hard, drink wine, and eat good cheer.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, i. 2.

But it rained so hard all the night, that I did not much
fear being attacked. Dampler, Voyages, IL i. 176.

Thewolves scampered away as hard as they could drive.

Sir R. L'Bstrange.

And pray'd so hard for mercy from the prince. Dryden,

He stoop'd and gather'd one
From out a bed of thick forget-me-nots,
Look'd hard and sweet at me, and gave it me.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, T. 5.

2. Securely; firmly; tightly; so as to be fast.

Corji. Bind him, I say.
•SW- Hard, hard. Shak., Lear, iii 7.

3. With difficulty.

Solid bodies foreshow rain, as boxes and pegs of wood
when they draw and wind hard. Bacon.

He thought his horse was 'neath him shot^
And he himself got hard away.

Hobie Noble (Child's Ballads, VL 102).

He . . . spoke such scurvy and provoking terms, . . .

I did full hard forbear him. Shak., Othelloi 1 2.

The whole party was put under a proscription, so gen-
eral and severe as to take their Aord-eamed bread from
the lowest offices. Burke, Present Discontents (1T70).

4. Disagreeably; unpleasantly; grievously;
vexatiously; gaUmgly.
Paul Primus [heremita] put vs him-selne
Awey into wildemes the werlde to dispisen

;

And there we leng[e]den full longe <fe lyneden full harit.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), L 3ia

When a man's servant shall play the cur with him, look
yon, it goes hard. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 4.

5. So as to be difficult.

The question is Jtard set sir T. Broun'-



hard

6. Eoughly; heavily.

He [Time] trots hard with a young maid, between the
contract ot h^r marriage and the day it is solemnised.

Shale., As you Like it, iii. 2.

7. Close; near.

My soul followeth hard aiter thee. . Ps. Ixiii. 8.

The chirch of the priorle was hard joyned to the est end
of the paroch chirch. Lelamd, Monastlcon, It. 56.

Then the dragon, like a coward, began to fly

Unto his den, that was hard by.
Sir Eglamore (Child s Ballads, VIII. 197).

[He] weighed hard upon eighteen stone.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 79.

8. Fully; closely; to the full extent : especial-
ly in nautical use, in the commands for putting
the helm hard alee, hard aport, hard up, etc.

—

that is, as far as it will go in the direction indi-

cated.

Some ot the monsters [ships] they commanded carried
weather helms with wheels ha/rd over.

Sci. Amer., ST. S., LVIL 161.

9. So as to be hard in consistence: chiefly

in composition: as, Mrd!-burned, fearc^baked,
/jard-boiled.

If the clay be Aard-bumed, it will be ot a red color.

C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 149.

Sard alee I See alee.—Hard all, with the greatest exer-
tions ot all engaged : used chiefly of boating.

Fulling hard all from Sandford to Iffley, and then again
Jrom Iffley over the regular course. Ma&mUlam's Mag.

Hard and fast, closely ; flrmly.

So than held thei here way harde i& taste.

Til thei to Palerne prestili with al that pres come.
William of Palerne (B. E. T. S.), 1. 4878.

Bab slips out, and jinks about
Behint the muckle thorn:

He grippet Nelly hard an' fast.
Bums, Halloween.

Hard aport! ^eeojKwfc—Hard by, near; close.—Hard
hit. See ftid, v.—Hard run. Same as hard up (a).—
Hard up, ill-provided, (a) In want ot money; needy;
without resources : used absolutely. [CoUoq.]

He returned, and being hard up, as we say, took it into
his head to break a shop-window at Liverpool, and take
out some trumpery trinket staff.

T. Hook, The Sutherlands.

Often he was "hard up," and had to work as a dock la-

bourer. WeitminMer Rev., CXXVIII. 907.

(ft) Ill-provided with: followed by /or; as, hard up for
amusement. [GoUoq.] (c) Naut., pushed close up or as
tar as possible : said ot the helm when put completely over
to one side so as to turn the ship's head away from the
wind.—Hold hard ! See hold^.— It shall go hard but.
See^o.-To bear one hardt. See beari.—To be hard
put to it, to be in great perplexity or difficulty.

The figures and letters were so mingled together that
one woiUd think the coiner was hard put to it on what
part ot the money to bestow the several words ot his in-
scription. Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

To die hard. See diei.-Togo hard with. Sees'o.

hardf, v. t. [MB. harden (pres. ind. harde)j<
AS. hea/rdian, become hard, make hard, = B.
harden, make hard, = OHQ-. *har^an, hartan,
hertan, MHG. herten, G. hdrten = Dan. hcerde

= Sw. hdrda, make hard; from the adj. Cf.

harden'^.'] To make hard ; harden.

They speke ot sondry harding of metal.
And speke ot medicynes therwithal,
And how and whan it sholde yharded be.

Chaueer, Squire's Tale, 1. 237.

bard-a-keepillgti «• Hard to keep or observe.
[Rare.]

Having sworn too hard-a-keeping oath.
Study to break it and not break my troth.

Shak., L. L. L., L 1.

hard-bake (hard'bak), n. A sweetmeat made of

boiled brown sugar or treacle with blanched
almonds, and flavoredwith the juice of lemons,
oranges, or the like : a kind of taffy.

The commodities chiefly exposed for sale in the public
streets are marine stores, hard-bake, apples, flat-fish, and
oysters. Dickens, Pickwick, ii.

hardbeam (hard'bem), n. Same as hornbeam.

hardbill (hard'bil), n. A grosbeak; a bird of

Swainson's subfamily Coccothraustince.

hard-bitted, hard-bitten (hard'^t'ed, -bit%),

a. [Prop., in this sense, only hardr-bitted; < hard
+ 6**1, n., + -ed2.] Hard to control by the bit,

as a horse; hard-mouthed; hence, obstinate;

heady; unyielding.

They looked such hard-bitten, wiry, whiskered fellows,

that their young adversaries felt rather desponding as to

the result of the morrow's match.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, ii. 8.

hard-boiled (hard'boild), a. Boiled so long as

to be hard : said of eggs.

hard-bound (hard'bound), a. 1. Past or tight

;

stiff and slow in action ; costive.

Just writes to make his barrenness appear,

And strains from hard-bound brains eight lines a year.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 182.

2. Constipated: said of the bowels. [CoUoq.]
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hard-cured (hard'kurd), a. Cured, as fish,

very thoroughly by drying in the sun after salt-

ing, until all the moisture is evaporated. Cod
especially are thus prepared tor the markets of warm coun-
tries, as the West Indies, Spain, and Italy.

hard-dra'wn (hard'dran), a. Drawn when cold,
as wire through a disk.

All wire tor outside work should be hard-draum, if for
long spaces. Oreer, Diet of Electricity, p. 69.

The present company has employed hard-drawn copper
wires. Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 69.

hard-dried (hard'dnd), a. Hard-cured, as fish.

Fish prepared for the Spanish market should be very
hmtd-dried. Perley, Canada, p. 280.

hardelyt, adm. A variant of hardly, Chaucer.
harden^ (har'dn), v. [< ME. hardnen, an ex-
tension, with verb-formative -n (cf. happen),
of ME. harden (pres. ind. hards), make hard:
see hard, v. and o.] I. trans. 1. To make
hard or more hard in substance or texture;
make firm or compact ; indurate : as, to har-
den steel, clay, or tallow; to harden the hands
or muscles by toil.

The Ouaymares haue hard skins, and beat their children
with thistles to harden them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 842.

He spends not night on beds of down or feathers,
Nor day in tents, but hardens to all weathers
His youthful! limbs.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon.

It is a well-known tact among those who are in the hab-
it ot ha/rdening, that the hardening of steel increases its

dimensions.
O. Ede, in Campin's Mechanical Engineering, p. 363.

Bom
To labour and the mattock-Aarc^gn'd hand.

Tennyson, Maud, xviii.

2. To dry (clothes) by airing. [Prov. Eng.]—
3. To make hard or harder in feeling ; strength-
en or confirm with respect to any element of
character; inure; toughen; especially, to make
indifferent, unfeeling, obstinate, wicked, etc.

She is hardened against her young ones, as though they
were not hers. Job xxxix, 16.

Some had in courts been great, and, thrown from thence,
Like fiends, were hardenfd in impenitence.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 146.

Though he became so tar hardened in profligacy that he
could " take pleasure in the vileness ot his companions,"
yet the sense ot right and wrong was not extinguished in
him. Southey, Bunyan, p. 12.

Hardened glass. See glass.—Ho harden the neck.
See neck. = Syn, To accustom, discipline, train, toughen,
habituate, steel, brace, nerve.

II. intrans. 1. To become hard or more hard;
acquire solidity or compactness: as, mortar
hardens in drying.

That we might . . . watch
The sandy footprint harden into stone.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

Old instincts hardening to new beliefs.

Lowell, Villa Franca.

2. To become inured or toughened ; especially,

to become unfeeling.
And now his heart

Distends with pride, and, ha/rdeni/ng in his strength.
Glories. MilUm, P. L., i. 672.

3. To rise in price; grow dear: as, the market
hardens.

The precious metals had again hardened in value.
~

c. Bnt, VI. 410.

harden^t, a. and n. [Also hurden; < ME. *her-

den, < hardes, herdes, hards : see hards and -en^.]

I. a. Of hards or inferior flax.

II, n. Hards or inferior flax. Davies.

A shirt he had made of coarse harden,
A collar-band not worth a farthing.

T. Ward, England's Betormation, p. 235.

Hardenbergia (har-dn-b^r'ji-a), ». [KL.,
named in honor of Frances Countess Sarden-
herg, sister of Baron Hugel, an eminent Ger-
man traveler.] A genus of Australian herbs
or woody climbers, belonging to the natural or-

der Leguminosw, tribe Phaseolece, distinguished
botanically by the strophiolate seeds, small vio-

let flowers, very short calyx-teeth, and a corol-

la the keel of which is shorter than its wings.
The genus consists of 3 species, which, from the profusion
of their flowers, make excellent greenhouse-plants. As
such, H. monophylla, a hardy evergreen twiner, is the
best-known, and is called the Victorian lilac. It has blue
flowers in racemes. The spindle-shaped root of these
plants is called by the inhabitants sarsaparilla, and used
by the gold-miners as a substitute tor it : hence the other
common name of spurious sarsaparilla. .

hardener (hard'ner), n. One who or that which
makes hard or more firm and compact ; specifi-

cally, one who brings cutting instruments or

tools up to the required temper ; a temperer.

hardening-kiln (hard'ning-kil), n. A kiln in

which, in the transfer printing process, imfln-

hardhead

ished pottery is exposed to a low heat to drive
away superfluous oil.

hardening-machine (hard'ning-ma-shen"), n.

A machine in which the bodies of hats are
rubbed and pressed to felt the materials and
render them more dense, and to diminish the
size of the hat.

hardeninji-skin (hard 'ning- skin), m. In hat-
making, a piece of partially tanned leather
placed over a bat of felting-hair while the work-
man compresses it with his hands.
Harderian (har-de'ri-an), a. Of or pertaining
to the Swiss anatomist'J. J. Harder (1656-1711).
— Harderian gland. See gland.

hard-faced (hard'fast), a. Having a hard or
stern face ; hard-featured. Campbell.

hard-favored (hard'fa''''vgrd), a. Having coarse
features; harsh of countenance; repellent in
aspect.

Is that hard-favoured gentleman a poet too ?

B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

He handsome outwardly, but ot odd Conditions ; she
excellently qualified, but hard-favoured.

Hmvell, Letters, iL 1.

The brother a very lovely youth, and the sister hard-
favoured. Sir R. L'Estrange.

hard-faVOrednesS (hard'fa'vgrd-nes), n.

Coarseness of features.

hard-featured (hard'fe'turd), a. Having coarse
features.

hard-fern (hard'fSrn), n. A fern of the genus
Lomaria, particularly L. Spicant. In Austra-
lia, where the genus is abundant, the name is

given to all the species of Lomaria. See Lo-
maria.

hard-finish (hard'fin''''ish), ». in.plastering, the
third coat in a, series of three, consisting of
fine stuff layered on to the depth of about one
eighth of an inch and well troweled.

hard-fish (hard'fish), n. Salted and dried cod,
ling, ete. [Scotch.]

hard-fisted (hard'fis'''ted), a. 1. Having hard
or strong hands, as a laborer.— 2. Close-fisted;

covetous.

I^one are so gripple and hard-fisted as the childless.

Bp. Hall, Balm of Oilead.

hard-fought (hard'f3,t), a. Vigorously con-
tested: a.s, a, hard-fought Tosbttle.

Hard-fought field. Fanshawe, Lord StraSord's Trial.

hard-got (hard'got), a. Obtained with diffi-

culty.

With a tedious war, and almost endless toils,

Thronghont his troubled reign here held his hard-got
spoils, Drayton, Polyolbion, xvii. 114,

hard-grained (hard'grand), a. 1. Having a
close, firm grain.— 2. Unattractive; not amia-
ble or inviting.

The hard-grain'd Muses of the cube and square.
Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

hard-grass (hard'gras), n. A coarse dry grass of
some one of several genera, as Ophiwrus, Lep-
turus, and Sehlerochloa, and one of some species
of Triticum; also, occasionally, the orchard-
grass, Dactylis glomerata.

hardback (hard'hak), n. A low shrub, Spireea

tomentosa, with woolly leaves and pods, and
dense terminal panicles ofrose-colored or white
flowers. Also called s*eepZe6««7i. it ia common in
the northeastern United States, especiallyInNew England,
and is said to have considerable medicinal value as an as-

tringent.

Our narrow New England lanes, . . . where no better
flowers are to be gathered than golden-rod and hardliack.

Lowell, quoted in De Vere's Americanisms, p. 406.

hard-handed(hard'han''''ded), a. [=Dan. haard-
hwndet = Sw. h&rdhdnd.'] 1. Having hands
hardened by toil.

Hard-handed men, that work in Athens here.
Which never labour'd in their minds till now.

Shak., M, N, D,, v, 1,

2. Practising severity; ruling with a strong
hand.

The easy or hard-handed monarchies, the domestic or
foreign tyrannies. Milton, Beformation in Eng., i.

hardhay (hard'ha), «, The plant Hypericum
tetrapterum, one of the St. John's-worts, with
hard and tough wing-angled stems. [Eng,]

hardhead (hard'hed), n. If. Clash or collision

of heads in contest.

I have been at fiardhead with your butting citizens ; I
have routed youi" herd, I have dispersed them.

Dryden^ Spanish Friar.

2. A small biUon or copper coin of Scotland,

officially known as the lion, it was current in the
sixteenth" century under Mary and James VI,, and was
worth IJd, or 2d. English, See cut on following page.



Obverse. Reverse.

Hardhead of James VI., British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

bardhead
I found many guests of dyvera factions, some outlaws of

England, some of Scotland, some neighbours thereabout
at cards, some for ale, some for placks and hardhedda.

Letter dated Jan. 12, 1570. (Nares.)

3. The meaha-
den, Brevoortia
tyrannus. See
cut under Bre-
voortia. [New
Bug.]— 4. The
California gray
whale, Bhachia-
nectes glaiicus : so
calledby whalers
because it has a
habit of butting
boats.— 5. The gray gurnard, Trigla gurnar-
dus.— 6. The ruddy duck, Erismatura ruUda,
more fully called hard-headed dipper. Also hard-
tack, toughhead. [Atlantic coast, U. S.]— 7. A
kind of commercial sponge, Spongia dura. A.
Hyatt.— 8. The knapweed, Centaurea nigra: so
called from its resemblance to the loggerhead,
a ball of iron on a long handle. See knapweed.
—9. An alloy of iron, tin, and arsenic remain-
ing on the bottom, after liquation, in the pro-
cess of refining tin in the reverberatory fur-
nace. It is nearly identical in composition with
the dross removed from the surface during the
operation.—10. Alarge, smooth, rounded stone
found especially in coarse gravel.
hard-headed (hard'hed"ed), a. [< hard + head
+ -ed^. Cf. D. hardhoofdig, stupid, hardhoofd, a
dolt, blockhead.] Shrewd ; intelligent or clear-
headed and firm ; not easily deceived or himi-
bugged : as, a hard-headed politician.

Mrs. D. is, in Mrs. Thrale's phrase, a sensible hard-head-
ed woman. Mme. d'Arblay, Diary, I. 261.

Bard-headed physicists, however, regard such instru-
ments [Lippman s electrometers] with considerable doubt
when quantitative measurements are to be made.

Science, III. 260.

Hard-headed dipper. Same as hardhead, 6.

hard-hearted (hard'har"ted), a. [Early mod.
E. also hardharted, hardherted; < ME. herdi-
heorted, hcerdiheorted (= Dan. haardMertet= Sw.
hdrdhjertad), -with, -ed^, < AS. hearaheort (= Gr.

hartherz^g),<, heard, hard, -t- heorte, heart.] Un-
feeling; cruel; pitiless; inhuman; inexorable.

But exhorte one an other daylye, whyle it is called to

daye, least any of you waxe hard-herted thorow the deoeit-

fulnesse of synne. Bible 0/1561, Heb. iii. 13.

She to Intrigues was even hard-hearted.
Prior, Paulo Porganti.

=SyiL See list under cruel.

hard-heartedly (hard'har"ted-li), adv. In a
hard-hearted manner. Imp. Diet.

hard-heartedness (hard'har'''ted-nes),«. The
character of being hard-hearted ; want of feel-

ing or tenderness ; cruelty; inhumanity.
hardiessef, n. [MB., < OP. hardiesse, hardiesoe,

P. hardiesse (= Pr. ardideza = It. arditezza),

< feariii, hardy: see /lara^i.] Hardiness; bold-

ness.
That of knyjthode the prowesse
Is grounded upon hardiesse

Of him that dare wel undertake.
Qawer, Conf. Amant., 11. 67.

hardiheadt (har'di-hed), n. Same as hardi-

hood.
Enilam'd with fury and flers hardy hed.

Spenser, F. Q., I. Iv. 38.

Fools men are

Who work themselves such bitter care

That they may live when they are dead

;

Her mother's stern cold hardihead
Shall make this sweet but dead-alive.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 138.

hardihood (har'di-hud), n. [< hardy^ -f -hood.

Cf. D. hardigJieid, hardness, callosity, G. hartig-

Iceit, hardness (in a moral sense) . ] 1 . Unyield-

ing boldness ; firmness in doing something that

exposes to difficulty, danger, or contumely; in-

trepidity; also, and commonly, too great bold-

ness; foolish daring; offensive assurance.

It is the society of numbers which gives ha/rdihood to

iniquity. Budmiimster.

It is a proof of audacity to venture to an entertainment

uninvited, and of hardihood to endure with apparent un-

consciousness the astonished looks of the host and hostess.

C. J. Smith, Synonymes, p. 116.

2. Physical power of endurance; toughness.

[Kare.]
The pilgrims had the preparation of an armed mind,

better than any hardihood of body.
Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

= Syn. Courage, resolution, pluck, stoutness, fortitude

;

audacity, effrontery, assurance, impudence. The unfavor-

able meanings of hardihood seem to be prevailing over the

good ones, so that there ie a tendency to look to other

words for the expression of courage and endurance. The

issue of this tendency is not yet decided ; it is less marked

in the case of hardy.
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hardily^t, adv. A variant of hardly. Chaucer.
hardily^ (har'di-li), adv. [< MB. hardily, hardi-
liche; i hardy + -ly'^.'] 1. In a hardy manner;
boldly; with hardiness ; with confidence.

At the first the Gaules and Spanyards, equall to their
enemies both in force and courage, mainteined the con-
flict right hardily, and kept their order and arraies.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 461.

My lords, I assert, confidently and hardily I make the
assertion, and I challenge confutation.

Bp. Horsley, Speech, July, 1799.

2t. Surely; certainly; of course; indeed.

A wyf is Goddes gifte verraily;
AUe othere manere giftes hardily.
As londes, rentes, pasture or comune.
Or moebles, alle been giftes of Fortune.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 68.

hardim (har'dim), n. [Cf . Ar. hurdaun, the Li-
byan lizard.] A common agamoid liza,vd,Stel-

lio vulgaris, of countries bordering the Med-
iterranean. Also spelled haardim.
The hardims are of an olive green color shaded with

black, and below a pale yellow. Stand. Nat. Hist, III. 414.

hardiment (har'di-ment), n. [< ME. hardiment,

< OP. hardiment, < liardi, hardy: see hardy^.']

1. Courage; daring; hardihood. [Obsolete or
archaic]

Artow in Troye and hast non hardimente
To take a woman which that loveth thee?

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 533.

But, full of Are and greedy hardiment.
The youthtull Knight could not for ought be staide.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 14.

"Vanguard of Liberty, ye men of Kent, . . .

Now is the time to prove your hardiment

!

Wordsworth, To the Men of Kent, October, 1803.

2t. A bold exploit.

Like hardiment Posthumus hath
To Cymbeline perform'd.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4.

hardiness (har'di-nes), n. [< ME. hardynesse;
< hardy^ + -ness.'] 1. Capability of endurance

;

physical vigor.

He that berethe the Diamand upon him, it zevethe him
hardynesse and manhode, and it kepethe the Lemes of his
Body hole. MandevUle, Travels, p. 169.

2. Hardihood; audacity; efErontery. [Obso-
lete or archaic]
By the imprudent and foolish hardines of that French

Earle the Frenchmen were discomfited.
HaUuyt's Voyages, II. 36.

It is wholly to this dreadful practice [fiogging at schools]
that we may attribute a certain hardiness and ferocity

which some men, though liberally educated, cairy about
them in all their behaviour. Steele, Spectator, No. 157.

Criminal as you are, you avenge yourself against the
hardiness of one that should teU you' of it. Spectator.

Sj-. Hardness.
Ac to be conquerour called that cometh of special grace.
And of hardynesse of herte and of hendenesse [gentleness]

bothe. Piers Plowman (B), xix. 31.

4t. Hardship; sufiiering.

They hold an opinion that oxen will abide and suffer

much more labour, pain, and hardiness than horses will.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by B^binson), ii. 1.

They are valiant and hardy
;
great endurers of cold, hun-

ger, and all hardvness. Spenser, State of Ireland.

hardingt, «. [< ME. hardyng; verbal n. of hard,
v."] Hardening.

They speeken of sondiy hardyng of metal.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 236.

hardlaiket, n. [MB., < Icel. hardhleikr, hard-
ness, < hardhr = B. hard: see hard.'] Hard-
ship; harshness; wrong.

With hardlayke & harme, that happyn shall after,

Ye dowtles mun degh for dedes of tho two.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3476.

hardlet, ». An obsolete form of hurdle.

hardly (hard'li), adv. [< MB. hardeVy, hardliche,

hardeliche, herdeliche, < AS. heardlice (= OS.
hardliko = G. hartlich = Icel. hardhliga, hajrdhla

= ODan. haardelig), hardly, hard, sorely, se-

verely, < heard, hard: see hard, a.] 1. Not
softly or tenderly; roughly; severely; unfa-
vorably; inimicaUy.

Saral dealt hardly with her. Gen. xvi. 6.

The griev'd commons
Hardly conceive of me.

Shak., Hen. VIU., i. 2.

We house 1' the rook, yet use thee not so hardly
As prouder livers do. Shak., Cymbeline, iii 3.

Heaven was her canopy ; bare earth her bed

;

So hardiy lodged. Dryden.

2. By hard work ; with difficulty.

There is no sin which God doth so seldom, nor so hardly
forgive, as this sin of falling away from the truth.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI,, 1650.

Believe me, she is constant ; not the sands
Can be so hardly number'd as she won.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 1.

There is a keen relish about small pleasures hardly
earned. J. H. Emng, Madam Liberality.

hardness

3. Not quite or completely; only approximate-

ly; scarcely: as, it is hardly strong enough;

that is hardly true.

You may be louder yet ; a culverin

Discharged in his ear would hardly bore it.

B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

However wise, ye hardly know me yet.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

4. Barely; narrowly; almost not at all: as,

hardly any ; hardly ever.

The Earl of Gloucester in a Sickness suddenly lost his

Hair, his Teeth, his Nails, and his Brother hardly escaped

Death. Baker, Chronicles, p. 8ti.

Hardly any faculty is more important for the intellec-

tual progress of man than the power of Attention.

Darunn, Descent of Man, I. 43.

The country was then impoverished, intercourse with

Great Britain was interrupted, school-books were scarce

and hardly attainable, and there was no certain prospect

of peace. JV. Webster, in Scudder, p. 33.

5. Not probably; with little likelihood: as, he
will hardly come to-day.

Hardly shall you find any one so bad but he desires the

credit of being thought good. Souih, Sermons.

There was that across his throat
Which you had hardly cared to see.

Tennyson, Lady Clara "Vere de Vere.

hard-metal (hard'met'''al), n. An alloy of about
two parts of copper with one of tin, prepared in

the process of making gun-metal. To this alloy

the proper addition of copper is afterward made, the ob-

ject being to secure a more thorough mixture of the two
metals than would be possible if they were melted together
in the proper proportions without this preliminary opera-
tion.

hardmouth (hard'mouth), n. A cyprinoid fish,

Acrochilus alutaceus, distinguished by the in-

casement of the jaws in a well-defined broad
homy plate having a straight edge, it reaches a
length of about a foot, and represents in the United Statea
the Chondrostomince of Europe. [Columbia river, U. S.]

hard-mouthed (hard'moutht), a. Having a
hard mouth; not sensitive to or easily eon-
trolled by the bit: as, a hard-mouthed horse.

'Tis time my hard-mouth'd coursers to controul,
Apt to run riot, and transgress the goal. Dryden.

I myself, the author of these momentous truths, am a
person whose imaginations are hard-mouthed, and exceed-
ingly disposed to run away with his reason.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

hardness (hard'nes), n. [< ME. hardnesse, herd-
nesse, < AS. heardnes (= OHG. hartnissa), <

heard, hard : see hard, a.] 1 . The state or qual-
ity of being hard, in any of the senses of that
word; solidity; density; difficulty of compre-
hension, accomplishment, control, or endur-
ance; obduracy j harshness; severity; inclem-
ency; adversity; roughness; uneomeliness

;

want of sensibility.

If one, by quicknes of wltte, take his lesson readelie, an
other, by hardnes of witte, taketh it not so speedelie.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 32.

And eke that age despysed nicenesse value,
Enur'd to hardnesse and to homely fare.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 27.

Thou therefore endure hardness, as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ. 2 Tim. ii. 3.

I do confess my hardness broke his heart.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, v. 3.

But the Labourers are few, and their haruest nothing
so plentifnil as In other places, which they impute to the
hardnesse of learning the Chinian language.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 449.

By their virtuous behaviour they compensate the hard-
ness of their favour. Ray.
With respect to hardness, we know nothing of it by

sense farther than that the parts of hard bodies resist the
motion of our hands on coming into contact with them.

Descartes, Prin. of Philos. (tr. by Veitch), ii. § 4.

Specifically— 3. That quality in fountain-wa-
ter which is imparted by the presence in excess
of earthy salts, especially calcium sulphate.

It is possible to improve . . . hard water ... by sim-
ply adding lime-water to water the hardness of which is

to be corrected. Huxley, Physiography, p. 119.

The hardness shown by unboiled water is called total
hardness. Hiausimg, Beer (trans.), p. 136.

3. In med., that quality of the pulse which is

due to tension of the artery, which in this con-
dition does not readily yield to the pressure of
the finger.

Hardness of the pulse is usually said to be an indica-
tion for bleeding, . . . but it is necessary to discriminate
carefully between the hardness due to tension of the sound
artery . . . and that due to arterial degeneration with
more or less hard deposit in the walls of the vessels.

Quain, Med. Diet.

4. In art and music, harshness or coldness of
execution; unsympathetic treatment, as of a
tone or the details of a picture ; want of feel-

ing in performance.— 5. In mineral., the com-
parative capacity of a substance to scratch
another or be scratched by another ; the qual-



hardness

ity of bodies which enables them to resist abra-
sion of their surfaces. Scales have been oonBtruoted
In which a set ot standard bodies are arranged and num-
bered, and other bodies are referred to this scale in re-
spect ot hardness. The diamond isthehardestbody known,
and in the scale ot Mohs its hardness is indicated by the
number 10. The scale is as follows : Talc, 1 ; rock-salt,

2 ; calcite, 3 ; fluor-spar, 4 ; apatite, 6 ; feldspar, 6 ; rock-
crystal, 7 ; topaz, 8 ; corundum, 9 ; diamond, 10.

hard-nosed (hard'nozd), a. In hunting, having
little or no sense of smell : said of dogs.
hardock (har'dok), n. [ME. or AS. form not
found; appar.< early ME. har, AS. hdr, E. hoar,
+ docle^, q. v.] A name applied by old English
authors to some uncertain plant, probably a
dock with whitish leaves, being a corruption of
hoardocJc; perhaps the burdock, Arctium Lappa.
It is thought by some to be the same as harlock, which is

a corruption of charlock, Brassica Smapistrum.
hard-pan (hard'pan), n. 1. The more or less
firmly consolidated detrital material which
sometimes underlies a superficial covering of
soil. Any bed of mingled clay and sand or pebbles, it

firmly compacted, is called hard-pan. The use oi this
word appears to be much more common in the United
States than in England.
Hence— 3. (a) Hard,unbroken ground. [U.S.]
The new [world] is tor the most part yet raw, undigested

hard-pan. The Century, XXVII. 113.

(6) The lowest level ; lowest foundation ; a firm
footing for effort or upward progress : as, prices
have reached hard-pan. [U. S,]

The practical hard-pan of business.
Meet. Sev. (Amer.), U. 4.

It didn't appear to reach hoard-pan, or take a flriii grip
on life. The Century, XXVI. 285.

A community where, to use the local dialect, "they got
the color and struck hard-pan" more frequently than any
other mining camp.

Bret Ra/rte, Tales of the Argonauts, p. 172.

hard-pear (hard 'par), m. A South African
shrub or small tree, Olinia cymosa, belonging
to the natural order Lythrariece, having square
stems, opposite coriaceous leaves, cymes of
small white flowers, and red drupes. The wood
is hard and compact, and is used in making
musical instruments.
hard-port (hSrd'port), a. Placed hard aport.

See aport.

As we were under full headway, and swiftly rounding
her with a hard-port helm, we delivered a broadside at

her consort, the Bombshell, each shot hulling her.

The Century, XXXVI. 428.

hards (hardz), n. [Also hurds, formerly hirdes;

< ME. hardes, herdes, hyrdes, a pi. (though ap-

pearing as a sine, in the ME. gloss "hec stupa,

a hardes"), < AS. pi. heordan, hards; connec-
tions unknown.] The refuse or coarse part of

flax, hemp, or wool.

Hir olathes biliue bigan to brin

Als herdes that had bene right dry.

Boly Mood (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

She hadde on a sukkenye
That not of hempe ne heerdes was.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 1233.

What seems to you so easy and certain is to me as diftt-

cult as it would be to work a steel hauberk out of hard«

of fiax. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, v.

hard-set (hard'sef), a- Rigid; inflexible; ob-

stinate.

hard-shell (hard'shel), a. and n. I. a. 1. In

zool., having a hard shell. Specifically applied—(a)

to the hard o&m, round clam, or quahog, Venus merce-

naria; (b) to the common edible crab, Callinectes has-

tatuB, when its shell is grown hard : distinguished from

s^t-skell.

2. Rigidly and narrowly orthodox ; conserva-

tive; uncompromising. [Colloq., U. S.]

She recognized the drawl of an old hard-shell preacher

who at long Intervals came to hold forth in the neighbor-

hood. The Century, XXXVI. 897.

Hard-sheU Baptists. See taptist, 2.

II, ». 1. A hard-shelled crab or clam.— 3.

See Sard, n., 5 (o).

hard-shelled (hard'sheld), a. Same as hard-

shell.

Oh, yon hard-shelled, unplastic, insulated Englishmen!

You introduce towels and fresh water, and tea, and beef-

steak, wherever you go, it is true ; but you teach high

prices, and swindling, and insolence likewise

!

^
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 256.

hardship (hard'ship), n. [< MB. herdschipe,

alsohardischipe; < hard + -ship.'] 1. Severe

labor or want ; suffering or excessive toil, phys-

ical or mental; adversity; affliction; also, any-

thing that exacts physical or mental eilduranee.

They admitted of bondage, with danger of conscience,

rather then to indure these hardships. _ . .. ,„
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 23.

Heroes are always drawn bearing sorrows, struggling

with adversities, undergoing all kinds ot hardships, B.nA

having in the service of mankind a kind of appetite to

difflcifities and dangers. Spectator, So. 312.
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3. Hard treatment; injury; oppression; injus-
tice.

They are ripe tor a peace, to enjoy what we have con-
quered for them ; and so are we, to recover the efleots ot
their hardships upon us. Swift
=Syn. 1. Trial, burden, grievance, trouble.

hardtack (hard'tak), n. l . Large, coarse, hard
biscuit baked without salt and kiln-dried, much
used by sailors and soldiers; ship-biscuit.— 3.
Same as hardhead, 6. [Georgia, U. S.]

hardtail (hard'tal), «. A oarangoid fish, the
yellow mackerel, Caranx pisquetus.
hard-visaged (hard'viz"ajd), a. Having harsh
features; ill-favored.

hardware (hard'war), ». l. Small metal arti-
cles, such as house- or carriage-trimmings, fit-

tings, parts of machines, domestic and kitchen
utensils and appliances, and small tools. For
more convenient classification, such material is called
builders' hardware, domestic hardware, carriage-hard-
ware, etc,

3. Alcoholic liquors. [Colloq., Newfoundland.]
hardwareman (hard'wSr-man), ». ;

pi. hard-
waremen (-men). A maker or seller of hard-
ware.
Work for silversmiths, watch-makers, and hwrdware-

men. The Century, XXIV. 663.

Hardwickia (hard-wik'i-a), n. [NL. (Roxburgh,
1795), named after Major-General Thomas
Hardwick of the British army.] A genus of
plants, of the natural order Leguminosce, subor-
derCtesaZpmefls, tribe C^»o?wetrefls,eharaoterized
by slender paniculate racemes of flowers having
5 strongly imbricated sepals and 10 stamens,
1 to 3 of which are sometimes reduced to stami-
nodia. The genus embraces 4 species, natives of tropical
Asia and Africa, They are thomless trees with abruptly
pinnate 2- to 6-foliolate leaves. Two Asiatic species, H.
binata and H. pinnata, are tolerably well known. The
former is a deciduous tree attaining a maximum height
of 120 feet, and inhabiting southern and central India.
The heart-wood is dark reddish-brown or nearly black,
fine-grained, very hard, and durable. It is perhaps the
heaviest wood in India, splits easily, and does not warp.
It is very valuable for posts, railroad-ties, and under-
ground work. The bark furnishes a valuable fiber for
cordage. The other species named has similar but less-

marked properties. It grows in the western Ghats from
South Kanara to Travancore, Both species exude a bal-

sam similar to copaiba. That of B. pinnata hardens into

a resin, or forms an oleo-resin.

hardwood-tree (hard'wud-tre), n. A ha;nd-

some West Indian shrub or small tree, Ixora
ferrea, belonging to the natural order Bubiacece,

idaving oblong, pointed leaves and axillary

corymbs of rose-colored flowers. See Ixora.

hardyi (har'di), a.; compar. hardier, superl.

hardiest. [< ME. hardy, hardi, < OF. hardi (F.

hardi), hardy, daring, stout, bold, usually re-

garded as the pp. of hardir, ardir (= Pr. ardir

= It. ardire), be bold, make bold, < OHG. *hart-

jan = E. hard, v.) (cf. OF. enhardi, emboldened,

pp. of enhardir, embolden), but perhaps direct-

ly < OHG. harti, herti, MHG. Iterti, another form
ofOHG. MHG. hart= E. hard: cf . MLG. herdich,

persevering, = ODan. hcerdig= 'Noiw. herdig =
Sw. hardig, vigorous, courageous (Dan. ihcerdig

= Sw. ihdrdig, persevering). Hardy is thus a

doublet of hard : see hard.] 1 . Bold ; intrepid

;

daring; confident; audacious.

But there is no man in the World so hardy, Cristene man
ne other, but that he wolde ben adrad for to beholde it.

Mamdaraie, Travels, p, 282,

That you be never so hardy to come again in his affairs.

Shak.. T. K, ii. 2.

The Indians were so hardy as they came close up to

them, notwithstanding their pieces.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 264.

Be not so hardy, scullion, as to slay

One nobler than thyself.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

3. Requiring or imparting courage, vigor, and

endurance; that must be done boldly or ener-

getically: as, a hardy exploit; hardy occupa-

tions.

He turned with impatience from his literary tutors to

military exercises and the hardiest sports,
'

Motley, Dutch Republic, III, 368.

3. Strong; enduring; capable of resisting fa-

tigue, hardship, or exposure: as, a hardy peas-

ant ; a hardy plant,

tone flower, hemmed in with snows and white as they.

But hardier far. Wordsworth, Sonnets, ii. 16.

And every hardy plant could bear

Loch Katrine's keen and searching air.

Scott, L. of the L., i, 26.

The emigrant's children have grown up, the hardy off-

spring of the new clime. Everett, Orations, I. 201.

=Svn 1 Stout-hearted, courageous, valiant, daring. See

note under Aardiftood.- 3. Hale, robust, sturdy, tough,

hardyi (har'di), V. i.; pret. and pp. hardied, ppr.

hardying. l<hardy,a.'] To become hardy, dar-

ing, or audacious. [Rare.]

hare

still hardying more and more in his triumphs over our
simplicity. Lamb, Ella, p, 299.

hardy2 (har'di), n.
;
pi. hardies (-diz). [Origin

obscure.] In blacksmithing, a chisel or fuller

having a square shankforinsertion into a square
hole in an anvil.

hardyheadt, ». See hardihead.

hardy-shrew (har'di-shro), «. [Formerly also
• hardishrew.] The shrew.

hare^ (har), n. [< ME. hare, < AS. kara =
OFries. hase = MD. haese, D. haas = MLG. hase

= OHG. haso, MHG. G. hase = Icel. heri (for

heri) = Sw. Dan. hare (< Teut. stem *hasan-)

= W. eeinach = OPruss. sasins = Skt. gaga

(for *casa), a hare.] 1. A rodent quadruped
of the family Leporidce and genus Lepus. it has
four upper front teeth instead oI only two as usual in

Eodenlia (the extra pair placed behind the others), long
mobile ears, short cooked-up tail, lengthened hind limbs,

furry soles, and cleft upper lip. The species are nu-
merous, and are found in most countries, especially of the
noi-thern hemisphere ; they are much alike, all nearly re-

sembling thecommon hare of Europe, Lepus timidus. This
animal in nortlierly and alpine countries turns more or less

completely white in winter, and is then known as the va-

rying hare. The polar hare, Lepus timidus, var. arcticus

OTgloGiaUs, is the extreme phase of the same species ; the
American representative is L. arnierieanus. The western

American Varying Hare (.Lejius americanus).

United States harbor several very large, long-eared, long-
limbed hares, such as L. campestris (which whitens in
winter), L. eallotis, and others, commonly known as jack-

rabbits or jackass-rabbits. (See cut under jack-rabbit.')

Some hares are partly aquatic, as L. aquaticuB of the south-
ern United States, The hare is proverbial for its timidity

andfleetness and for its instinctive ingenuity in eluding
enemies. The pursuit of it with hounds is called cour-

sing, and has been a favorite sportfrom remote times. The
rabbit, belonging to the same genus, is often included un-
der the general term hare, and differs from it chiefly in its

smaller size, and in its habit of burrowing instead of con-

structing forms in the grass as the hare does. See rabbit.

He is so gode a knyght that alle other be but as Tieres as
in comparison to hym, saf only his brother.

Merlin (E. E. T. S,), IL 162.

The melancholy fewe is form'd in brakes and briers.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 204.

The tim'rous hare . . . scarce shuns me.
Cowper, Task, vi 305.

3. [cap.'] In astron., one of the forty-eight an-
cient constellations of Ptolemy, situated in the
southern hemisphere First catch your hare.
See catcAi,—Hare and hoimds, (a) An outdoor game
modeled after the hunting of hares with hounds. Two
players known as hares start off on a long run or ride^

scattering behind them small pieces of paper called the
scent; the others, known as the honnos, following the
trail so marked, try to catch the hares before they reach
home again,

"Well,mylittlefe]lows,"begaritheDoctor, . . . "what
makes you so late ! " "Please, sir, we've been out Big-side,

Sare-and-hounde, and lost our way."
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Bugby, L 7.

(61) Everybody ; people generally.

But Antenor, he shal come hom to tonne,
And she shal out— thus seyde here amd hmme.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 210.

Little chief hare. See Lagomys and pika.—Mad as a.

IVIarch hare, acting wildly or senselessly ; strangely freak-
ish : in allusion to the wild actions of the hare during the
breeding-season in spring.— To hunt for hares With a
tabort, to engage in a hopeless task. Itavies.

Men myatten as well haue huntyd an hare with a tabre.

As aske ony mendis ffor that thei mysdede.
Richard the Bedeless, i. 58.

The poore man that gives but his bare fee, or perhaps
pleads in forma pauperis, he hunteth for hares with a taber,

and gropeth in the darke to find a needle in abotle of hay.
Greene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier (Harl. Misc., V. 407).

To make a hare of, to hoax or befool ; ridicule ; expose
or show up to derision. (See also calling-hare.')

hare^t (har), v. t. [= E. dial, harr^ < ME. ha-

rien, harren, drag by force, ill-treat ; either the
same as harien for herien, hergien, E. harry, q. v.,

or < OP. harier, harry, hurry, trouble, disturb,

importune, annoy; perhaps also confused with
OP. harer («» chien)^ set (a dog) on, encourage;
cf. haro, harrow, an exclamation; crier haro,

cry harrow: see harrow^.] To harass; worry;
frighten.

I' the name ot men or beasts, what do you do?
Hare the poor fellow out of his five wits
And seven senses. B. Jonson, Tale ot a Tub, ii. 1.



hare
But the poor creature was so hared by the cooncil of

officers that he presently caused a proclamation to be is-

sued out, by which he did declare the parliament to be dis-
soKed. Clarendon, Civil Wars, III. 660.

To hare and rate them thus at every turn is not to teach
them, but to vex and torment them to no purpose.

Locke, Education, § 67.

2720 harestane

lady (pi. harm; el liarim, the female sex,

whence the occasional E. fown harm, hareem),

< liarama, prohibit, forbid.] 1. In Turkey,

Harebell, or BluebeU
^.Campanula rotundifb-
Jia).

liareSt, pron. See he\ I., D (6).

harebell (har'bel),». [<ME..
harebelle, glossing L. hursa
pastoris, shepherd's-purse
(not in AS.) ; < hare''- +
hell^. Many plants take
their popular names from
familiar animals without ob-
vious reason; cf. harefoot,
hare's-foot, hare-mint, har^s-
ear, etc.] 1. A species of
bell-flower, Campanula ro-
tundifolia, the well-known
bluebell of Scotland, it is a
low herb with delicate, drooping,
blue, bell-shaped flowers, and lin-
ear-lanceolate stem-leaves, those
near the root being round-heart-
shaped or ovate, but early disap-
pearing, so as rarely to be seen
with the flowers. It is common
to both Europe and North Ameri-
ca. The name is sometimes erro-
neously written kairbell; Lindley
endeavored to restrict that spell-
ing to this plant, reserving the
spelling harebell for the Scilla nu-
tans (def. 2).

The azur'd hare-bell, like thy veins.
Shah, Cjraibeline, iv. 2.

E'en the slight hare-bell raised its head,
Elastic, from her airy tread.

Scott,!,, of the I,., i. 18.

An Alpine harebell hung with tears
By some oold'moming glacier.

Tennyson, Princess, vil

2. The wild hyacinth^ Scilla nutans, or Syacin-
thus non-scriptus. [Scotch; rarely so used in
English works.]

harebraln (har'bran), a. and n. [< hare^ -h

brain. Also written, incorrectly, hairbrain, as if

< hair^ + brain.'\ I, a. Same as harebrained.

I meane it (aaith the king) by that same haire-braine
wild fellow, my subject, the Earle of Suffolke, who is

protected in your countrie, and begins to play the foole,

when all others are wearie of it.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 223.

It certainly will not put him in a position to carry out
any of the hairbrain schemes of economic policy.

The American, XII. 809.

II. n. A giddy or reckless person.

Ah foolish haretyraine.

This is not she. Udall, Koister Doister, L 4.

Look into our histories, and you shall almost meet with
no other subject, but what a company of hare-brams have
done in their rage. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 169.

harebrained (har'brand), a. [< hare^ + brain
+ -e£?2. Also written, incorrectly, liairbrained,'\

Having or indicating, as it were, no more
brain than a hare

;
giddy; heedless; reckless;

wild.

O painted fooles, whose hairbrainde heades must bane
More clothes attones than might become a king.

Oasco^ne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 70,

Grave and wise persons . . . are extremely less aifected

with lust and loves than the hare-brained boy.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183B), I. 718.

The Jiare-brained chatter of a few political babblers.

C. Marvin, Gates of Herat, v.

harebrainedly (har'brand-li), adv. In a giddy,

wild, or heedless manner.

Fansie (quoth he) farewell, whose badge I long did beare.

And in my hat full harebrayndly thy flowers did I weare.
€faeeoigne, Fruit of Fetters.

harebur rhar'bSr), n. The burdock, Arctium
Lappa. See burdock.

harecopt) »• See horecop.

hareem, ». Same as harem.

hare-eyed (har'id), a. Watchful; fearful.

Belentless Bigor, and Confusi(5n faint.

Frantic Distemper, and hare-eyed Unrest,

And short-breathed Thirst, with ever-burning breast.

Chapma/n, Death of Prince Henry.

barefoot (har'fut), n. [< ME. harefot (defs. 1

and 5 (a)) (= Sw. harefot = Dan. harefod,

harefoot); < hare^ + foot. Cf. hare's-foot.]

1. The foot of a hare; a foot resembling a

hare's foot.

And hence a third proverb, Betty, since you are an ad-

mirer of proverbs : Better a hare-foot than none at all

;

that is to say, than not to be able to walk.
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, II. 118.

2t. A swift-footed person.
Harald, Godwyne sone

He was cleped Harefot, for he was urnare god [a good run-
ner]. Chronicle ofEng., 1. 897.

3. The ptarmigan, or any species of the genus
Lagopus: so called because the densely feather-
ed feet resemble those of the hare. See fii'st , , ^ , -

cut under p>-o«*e.—4t. A long, narrow foot, car- Egypt, Syria,etc.,thepartof adwellmg-house,
ried forward, such as is found in some dogs, including an inclosed courtyard, appropriated

V. Shaw, Book of the Dog.— 5. In bot.: (a)
Same as avens. (b) Same as hare's-foot, 1.

hare-footed (har'fuf'ed), a. Having densely
furry or feathery feet, like those of a hare : an
epithet of the ptarmigan.
hare-hearted (har'har'ted), a. Timorous, like
a hare ; easily frightened.
harehound (hSr'hound), n. A hound for hunt-
ing hares ; a greyhound. Chalmers. [Eare.]
hare-kangaroo (har'kang-ga-r6"), n. A small
kangaroo of the genus Zagbrchestes, so oaUed
from its resemblance to a hare in size and color,

Hare-kangaroo t^Lagorckestes hirsutus'j.

and to some extent in habits. These animals
live on open plains and construct forms in the
herbage. There are several species.

harelcr(har'eld), n. [< Harelda.'\ A duck of
the genus Harelda, more fully called northern

Harelda (ha-rel'da), n. [NL. (Leach, 1816) ; also
Haralda ; a miswriting or misprint for Savelda,
< Icel. hdvella (so given by Haldorsen, but
rather Norw.) = Norw. havella, dial, also haval,

havold (Aasen) = ODan. havelde (other Seand.
forms are cited: haella, haold, etc., a sea-duck
(see def.)); appar. < Icel. Sw. haf, Dan. Norw.
hav, the sea (see haaf, haff, haven) ; the second
element is perhaps a corruption of Icel. ond
{and-) = Dan. and, etc., duck: see drake^.'i A
genus of sea-ducks, of the family AnaUdce and

Male Oldwife {Harelda gtactatis).

Left-hand figure shows summer plumage, and right-hand figure
winter plumage.

subfamily FuUgulinee, having in the male a cu-
neate tail with the central rectrices long-ex-
serted. The only species is H. gladalis, the long-tailed
duck, a very common bird of the northern hemisphere,
also called oldwife, old-squaw, and south-southerly. The
genus has also been named Pagonetta, Crymonessa, and
Melonetta.

harelip (har'lip')» n. 1. A congenital fissure or
vertical division of the upper Up: so called from
its supposed resemblance to the lip of a hare.
The cleft is occasionally double, therebeing a little lobe or
portion of the Up situated between the two fissures. It
is surgically treated by smoothly paring the opposite
edges of the fissure, and maintaining them in accurate
apposition by a twisted suture until they have united.

This is the foul flend Flibbertigibbet. He begins at
curfew, and walks till the first cock. He . . . squints
the eye and makes the hare-lip. Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

2. The hare-lipped sucker, Quassilabia lacera,

a catostomid fish remarkable for the conforma-
tion of the mouth, which suggests a harelip. The
upper lip is not protractile, but is greatly enlarged, and
the lower lip is divided into two separate lobes. It is

abundant in the Scioto and a few other rivers in the Ohio
valley and southward.

harelipped (har'lipt), a. Having a hareUp.
harem (ha'rem orha'rem), n. [Also haram; <
Turk, harem, < Ar. haram, anything forbidden,
a sacred place or thing, in particular women's
apartments, women, allied to Ar. karma, a

to the female members of a Mohammedan fam-

ily, and so constructed as to secm-e the utmost

seclusion and privacy. In India the correspond-

ing chambers, offices, and inclosure are called

the zenana.

This Duke here, and in other serallos (or Barams, as

the Persians term them) has above 300 concubines.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 189.

3. Collectively, the occupants of a harem, con-

sisting in a Mohammedan family of the wife,

or wives (usually to the number of four), female

relatives of the husband, female slaves or con-

cubines, and sometimes eunuchs as guardians

and attendants.

Seraglios sing, and harems dance for joy. .

Cowper, Anti-Thelypthora, L 108.

3. A sacred place; either of the holy cities

Mecca and Medina, called the two harems, as

places prohibited to infidels. [Rare.]

hare-madt (hSir'mad), a. Mad as a March hare.

See hare^.

O, here's a day of toil well pass'd over,

Aole to make a citizen hare-mad !

Hiddleton, Chaste Maid, iii. 2.

harengiform (ha-reii'ji-f6rm), a. [< NL. ha-

rengus, herring, + L. forma, shape.] Shaped
like a herring : a term now more restricted in

meaning than clupeiform.

harengus (ha-reng'gus), n. [ML. and NL., <

or. hareng, < OHG. harinc, herinc = AS. hce-

»-»M(7, E. Aemrejf, q. v.] 1. A herring.— 2. [cap.]

An Aldrovandine genus of herrings. See Clit-

pea.
hare-pipet (har'pip), n. [ME. harepype, > AF.
harepipe.'\ A snare for catching hares. Halli-

well.
The next tyme thou shal be take

;

I have a hare pype in my purse,
That shall be 6et, Watt^ for thl sake.

MS. Cantab. Ft v. 48, f. 110.

hare's-bane (harz'ban), n. Same as wolf^s-ba/ne.

hare's-beard (harz'berd), n. The great mul-
len, Verbascum Thapsus. See mullen.

hare's-colewort (harz'k61'''w6rt), n. Same as

har^s-lettuce.

hare's-ear (harz'er), n. 1. A European um-
belliferous plant, Bupleurum rotundifolium,
having alternate perfoliate leaves, the auricled
base closing round the stem. Also called

thoroughwax.— 2. A plant of the cruciferous
genus Conringia, of eimer of the species C. Aus-
triacum and C, orientate, having similar auric-
ulate leaves

—

Bastard bare's-ear, Phyllis nobla, a
native of the Canary Islands, belonging to the Bubiacece,

hare's-foot (harz'fut), n. 1. The hare's-foot
trefoil, or rabbit-foot clover, TrifoUum arvense.
Also called. Imrefoot.— 2. A tree, Ochroma La-
gopus, belonging to the natural order Malvacea,
a native of tropical America, the wood of
which is very light, and therefore well adapted
for rafts, boats, etc. it derives its name from the
silk-cotton of the seeds, which protrudes from the open-
ings in the large fruit after dehiscence, and resembles the
foot of a hare. This cotton isused in stuffing cushions and
pillows.—Hare's-foot fern, a fern (Davallia Canariensis)
inhabiting the Canary and Madeira islands, and also found
on the adjacent mainland of both Africa and Europe. The
name is said to refer to its scaly, creeping rhizomes. The
fronds are broadly triangular, from 8 to 16 inches In lengUi,
twice- orthrice-pinnate, thepinnules cut into narrow lobes.
The indusium is whitish, and deeply half cup-shaped. In
Australia this name is given to D. pyxidata. See Davallia.
—Hare's-foot trefoil or clover. See clover, l.

hare S-lettuce (harz'lef'is), n. A composite
plant, Sonchus oleraceus, better known as sow-
thistle, a favorite food of hares. -Also called
hare's-colewort, hare's-palace, and hare-thistle.

See Sonchus and sow-thistle.

hare's-palace (harz'pal''''as), n. Same as hare's-
lettuce.

hare's-parsley (harz'pars"li), n. An umbel-
liferous plant, Anthriscus syhestris, common
in Europe.

hare's-tail (harz'tal), n. 1, A species of cot-
ton-grass, Eriophorum vaginatum, common in

Europe and North America, it belongs to the natu-
ral order Cyperacem, and is related to Uie club-ru^es and
bulrushes ; but the bristles of the perianth are numerous,
and become elongated in the matuie fruit Into fibers like
those of cotton, which in this species are white, and form
a ball or dense tuft which has been compared to the tail

of a hare. See cotton-grass and Eriophorum. Also called
hare's-tail rush.

2. The hare's-tail grass (which see, under grass).
—Hare's-tail rush. See def. l, above.

harestane (har'stan), n. A memorial stone,
or a stone marking a boundary; a hoarstone;



Haricot [Phaseoites vulgaris),

a, flower ; b, ovule.

harestane

as, the harestane on the Borough Muir of Edin-
burgh. [Scotch.]

iare-thistle (har'this"l), n. Same as hare's-
lettuce.

liarfang (har'fang), n. [< Sw. harf&ng, lit.

' hare-catcher' (also called haruggla, ' hare-owl')
(cf. ODan. harefang, hare-catching), < hare, =
B. hare^, + f&nga, catch, seize, = E. fang. The
AS. herefong (L. oasifragus), an osprey, appar.
involves liere, army.] The snowy owl, Nyctea
nivea or N. scandiaca : so called from its habit
of preying upon hares.

liar|;ulatiert, n. Same as a/rgolet.

liancot (har'i-ko), n. [<P. haricot, a ragout of
mutton, etc., also (in mod. use) the Bdney-
bean (appar. because used in such ragouts),
< OP. hmigote.
Cf. OF. harli-

gote, a piece,
morsel. Origin
unknown.] 1.

A kind of ra-

gout of meat
and vegeta-
bles.— 2. The
kidney-bean or
French bean.

—

3. In ceram., a
red used for the
whole surface of a piece^ or forming a back-
ground to other decoration. It is produced
from an oxid of copper.

liaricot-bean (har'i-ko-ben), n. Same as hari-

cot, 2.

lariet, " A Middle English form of harry.

liarier, n. See harrier^.

harift, n. See hairif.

hari-kari, n. See hara-Tciri.

liariolationt (har"i-o-la'shpn), n. [< L. hariola-

tio{n-), < hariolari, foretell, divine, < hariolus,

a soothsayer, prophet; at. ha/ruspex.1 A sooth-

saying ; a foretelling. Also ariolation.

Ariolation, soothsaying, and such oblique idolatries.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 3.

liariott, »• An obsolete spelling of heriot.

harish (har'ish), a. [< hare'^ + -isW.] Re-
sembling a hare in some respect; somewhat
like a hare.

liark (hark), v. [Formerly also heark; < ME.
herken, < AS. *hercian, *hyreian (not found, the
only recorded form being that extended with
verb-formative -», namely, hercnian, hyrenian,

heorenian (ME. herknen, E. harken, q. v.), =
MD. horken, horcken, harcken = OFries. lierkia,

harkia, North Fries, harke = MLGr. horken =
OHQ-. horechen, MHGr. horchen, horchen, G. hor-

ehen), hark, listen ; a derivative, with formative
-c, -k (cf. smir-k, stal-k, tal-k, dal-k, etc.), of AS.
hyran, hi^an, heran = D. hooren = OHG. hor-

jan, MHGr. Gr. horen, eto.j hear: see hear. Cf.

harken, the same word with additional suffix.]

I,t trans. To hear; listen to.

This king sit thus in his nobleye,
HerMng his minstralles hir thlnges pleye
Biforn him at the bord delicionsly.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 70.

To hark back, to call back to the original point. See
hark bctck, under II.

There is but one that harhs me hack.

Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I., i. 9.

II. intrans. To listen; harken: now chiefly

used in the imperative, as an incitement to at-

tention or action, as in hunting. See phrases

below.
These learned wonders witty Fhalee marks.
And heedfuUy to euery Eule he harlcs.

Sylvester, tr. o( Du Bartas a Weeks, ii.. The Columnes.

Hark, hark, my lord, what bells are these?
Heywood, If you Know not Me, i.

We flnde a certain singular pleasure in hearMng to such
as be returned from some long voyage, and do report

things which they have seen in strange countries.

North, tr. of Plutarch, Amiot to the Readers.

Pricking up his ears to hark
If he could hear too in the dark.

5. Butler, Hudibras.

Horifee, Premium, you'll prepare lodgings for these gen-

tlemen. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

Hark away! hark forward! hunting cries intended

to urge the hounds and the chase onward.—Hark back

!

in hunting, a cry to the hounds, when they have lost the

scent, directing them to return upon their course and
recover it. Hence—To hark back, to return to some
previous point, as of a subject, and start from that afresh.

To hark back to our 2nd question, . . . "Who was Sir

William Cummyn of Inverellochy?"
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.),

[Forewords, p. xxi.

He . . . Aaris toe* to matters he has already discussed.

Bigginson, Eng. Statesmen, p. 252.
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hark-away (hark'a-wa''), n. A hunting cry.

See hark, v. i.

Then horse and hound fierce joy display.
Exulting at the ha/rk-away.

. Jf. Qreen, The Spleen.

harken, hearken (har'kn), v. [< ME. harkenen,
herknen, < AS. hercnian, hyrenian, heorenian,
harken, with verb-formative -n (as in Usten,

fasten^ etc.), < AS. *hercian (ME. herken, E.
hark), < hyran, hi4ran, heran, hear: see hark
and hear.'] I, intrans. To listen; lend the ear;
attend or give heed to what is uttered; hear
with attention, obedience, or compliance.

The kyng of kynggez harleenyd of that case,
He taryd not nor lenger wold abide.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2949.

Bearken, Israel, unto the statutes and unto the judg-
ments which I teach you. Deut. iv. 1.

Orpheus assembled the wild beasts to come in beards
to harken to his musicke, and by that meanes made them
tame. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 4.

We at length hearkened to the terms of peace.
Swift, Conduct of the Allies.

Dear mother Ida, harken ere I die.

Tennyson, CBnone.

II. trans. 1. To hear bylistening. [Poetical.]

Whan thei that serued herde the noyse of the peple,
thei ronne to the wyndowes to herkene what it mygnt be.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 422.

But here she comes : I fairly step aside.

And hearken, if I may, her business here.
Milton, Comus, 1. 169.

Where sat the blackbird-hen in spring,
Bewrkening her bright-billed husband sing.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 188.

3. To hear with attention ; regard.

You, proud judges, hearken what God saith in his holy
book. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

This king of Naples, being an enemy
To me inveterate, hearkens my brother's suit.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

He sat, with eager face hearkening each word,
Kor speaking aught.

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 276.

To harken OUtt, to hunt out ; run down ; find by search.

He has employed a fellow this half-year all over Eng-
land to hearken him out a dumb woman.

B. Jonson, Epicoene, i. 1.

Come, reverend doctor, let us harken out
Where the young prince remains.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, v. 1.

harkener, hearkener (hark'ner), n. [< ME.
herknere; < harken + -eri.] One who hkrkens;
a listener.

Hearkeners of rumours and tales. Baret, Alvearie.

harl (harl), V. [Also haurl; < ME. harlen, drag,
pull.] I, trans. 1. To drag upon the ground;
drag along with force or violence ; trail. [Ob-
solete or Scotch.]

The hasel & the haj-thome were harled al samen.
With roge raged mosse rayled ay-where.
Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 744.

And harleden heom out of the loude.
And with tormens manie huy slowe. ^

MS. Laud. 108, f. 166. (EalliweU.)

2. To entangle; confuse. [Prov. Eng.]— 3.
To cut a slit in one of the hind legs of (a dead
animal), in order to suspend it. [Prov. Eng.]

—

4. To rough-oast (a wall) with lime. [Scotch.]

Built of stone and rough-cast, harled they called it there.
G. MacDoruild, Warlock o' Glenwarlock.

We have in Scotland far fewer ancient buildings, above
all in country places ; and those that we have are all of
hewn or harled masonry.

B. L. Stevenson, The Foreigner at Home.

II, intrans. 1. To be dragged or pulled.
[Scotch.]

He . . . drew a stroke,
Till skin in blypes cam haurlin'

AS 's nieves that night.
Bums, Halloween.

2. To trail ; drag one's self. [Scotch.]

A pretty enjoyment for me to go away harling here and
harlvng there out o'er the country when I can scarcely put
my foot to the ground to cross the room.

W. Black, In Far Lochaber, vii.

harl (harl), n. [< harl, ?'.] 1. The act of drag-
ging. [Scotch.]— 2. Flax, hemp, wool, hair, or
other filaments as drawn out or hackled.—3.
A barb of a feather from a peacock's tail, used
as a hackle in dressing fly-hooks. Also herl,

hurl.

Berl, or harl, as some persons call it— the little plume-
lets or fibres growing on each side of the tail feathers of
the peacock. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 689.

4. Property obtained by means not accounted
honorable.— 5. A considerable but indeflnite
quantity. [Scotch.]

Ony harl of health he has is aye about meal-time.
Gait, Sii- Andrew Wylie, II. 244.

6. A leash (three) of hounds. [Prov. Eng.]

harlequin

harlau (har'lan), n. 1. Same as harle.— 2.
The pintail-duck, Dafila acuta. Bev. C. Swain-
son, 1885. [Wexford, Ireland.]

harle (harl), m. A merganser; specifically, the
red-breasted merganser, Mergus serrator. Also
harlan, herald. [Orkney Islands.]

Harleian (har'le-an), 'a. [< Barley (see def.)
+ -an.] Pertaining or relating to Robert Har-
ley. Earl of Oxford, an English politician (1661-
1724), and his son Edward: as, the Harleian col-
lection (of several thousand manuscripts, now
in the British Museum) ; the Harleian Miscel-
lany (reprints from their collection of rare
pamphlets, tracts, etc.).

Among the Harleiam MSS. in the British Museum is a
Chartulary of Eeading Abbey.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 297.

harlequin (har'le-kin or -kwin), n. and a. [For-
merly also harlekin, harlaken ; = D. harlekijn =
Gr. Dan. Sw. ha/rlekm, < OP. harlequin (15th cen-
tury), P. arlequin (> prob. Sp. arleguin, arnequin
= Pg. arlequim = It. arlecchino), a harlequin;
prob. a laterform (associatedwitha popular ety-
mology which connected the word with Charles
Quint, Charles V. ) of OP. herlequin, herlekin, hele-

qtiin, halequin, hellekin, hierleJcim, hellequin (13tb
century), a demon, Satan, earlier and usuallj
occurring in the phrase la mesnie hellekin (la

maisnie hierlekin, etc., ML. harlequini familia,
ME. Hurlewaynes kynne, or Hurlewaynes meyne),
in popular superstition a troop of yelling de-
mons that haunted lonely places or appeared
in tempests, the OF. mesnie {maisnie, maisnee,

meisnee, ME. mainee, meinee, meyne, etc., E. obs.
many^}, a family, company, troop, in this phrase
being appar. orig. an explanatory addition, giv-

ing hellekin the appearance of a quasi-genitive
of a personal name, as reflected in the ML. and
MB. expressions; hellekin, hellequin, etc., itself

meaning orig. 'troop of hell' (Ut. 'hell's kin,'<

OLG-. *helle kin = AS. helle cynn (cinn): see heW^
and kin^. Hell and its devils were very promi-
nent features of the medieval stage. The de-

mon Alichino in Dante (Inf., xxi. 118) prob.
owes his name to the same OLG. source.] I, n.

1. In early Italian and later in French comedy,
the buffoon or clown, one of the regular charac-
ter-types. He was noted for his gluttonous buffoonery,
afterward modified by something of intriguing malice. On
the modern stage he generally appears in pantomime as
the lover of Columbine, masked, dressed in tight party-
colored clothes covered with spangles, armed with amagic
wand or wooden sword, and plays amusing tricks on the
other performers.

I, like a harlaken^ in an Italian comoedy, stand making
faces at both their follies. He of Gulls (1633).

He who play'd the Barlegum,
After the Jest still loads the Scene,
Unwilling to retire, tho' weary.
Prior, Written in Mezeray's Hist. France.

Hence— 2. A buffoon in general; a fantastic

fellow; a droll.— 3. In entom., the magpie-
moth, iftraa/Osg'rossMZariaifa.— 4. The Oriental
or noble opal.=Syn. See jester.

II. a. 1. Party-colored; extremely or fantas-
tically variegated in color : specifically applied
in zoSlogy to sundry animals.— 2. Differing in
color or decoration ; fancifully varied, as a set

of dishes. See harlequin service, below.

She had six lovely little harlequin cups on a side-shelf

iu her china-close^ . . . rose, and brown, and gray, and
vermilion, and green, and blue.

Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney, Heal Folks, xiii.

HaxleO[Uin bat, an Indian chiropter, ScotophUus ornatus,
of variegated coloration.—Haxlequjll beetle, a longicom
ooleopter of South America, Aeroelnus longimanus, with
red, gray, and black elytra.—Harleauln brant, the Amer-
ican white-fronted goose, Anser aloifrons gambeli. Also
calledpied bra/nt, prairie-brant, speckled brant, and speckle-

ieiij/.— Harlequin cabbage-bug. See cabbage-bug.—
HaTleCLuln duck, a sea-duck of the subfamily Fuliguli-
nce, formerly known as Anas or Fuligula histrionica, now
Bistrionicus minutus or H. torquatus (Cones); the male
is of a blackish color, fantastically spotted with white

7^
?^

Harlequla Duck {Histrionicus fni/tniits).



harlequin
and reddish. It Inhabits the arctic regions of both hemi-
spheres, migrating south in winter.—Harlequin moth
Same as harlequin, 3.—Harlequin service, harlequiu
set, in ceram., a number of pieces or utensUs sufficiently
alike to form a service or set, but not identical in decora-
tion : as, for instance, a number of cups and saucers of the
same or nearly the same form and size, but differing in
color. Such a set may sometimes be made up of pieces
bought separately; but more commonly harlequin sets
are manufactured expressly, as at the great factories of
Sfevres and Meissen.— Harlequin snake, the coral-snake,
Jilaps futvius, and other species of this genus : so called
from the variegation of black with red or orange.
harlectuia (har'le-kin or -kwin), v. [< harle-
quin, ».] I. intrans. To play the droll; make
sport by playing ludicrous tricks.

II. trails. To remove as if by a harlequin's
trick ; conjure away.

The kitten, if the humour hit.
Has harlequin'd away the fit.

Jf. &reen, The Spleen.

barlequinade (har"le-ki-nad'), ». E< F. harle-
quinade; as harlequin + -ade^.^ A Mnd of pan-
tomime ; that part of a pantomime which fol-

lows the transformation of characters, and in
which the harlequin and clown play the prin-
cipal parts; hence, buffoonery; a fantastic pro-
cedure.

No unity of plan, no decent propriety of character and
costume, could be found in that wild and monstrous har-
lequinade [the reign of Charles 11.].

Maeavlay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

harlequineryt (har'le-kin-er-i), n. [< harlequin
+ -ery.'\ Pantomime; buffoonery.

The French taste is comedy and harlequinery.
Richardson, Pamela, IV. 89.

harlequin-flower (har'le-kin-flou'''er), n. A
name given to species of Sparaxis, an iridaoeous
plant from South Africa, handsome in cultiva-
tion, with many varieties of different colors.

[Rare.]

harlequinize (har'le-Mn-iz), «. t.; pret. and
pp. karlequinized, ppr. harlequinisiug. [< harle-

quin + -ise.'] To dress up in fantastic style.

They lunch in the small dining-room. ... It is traves-
tied, indeed, and harlequinized, like the rest of the house.

H. Broughton, Joan, ii. 8.

harlockt, n. The name of some plant referred to

byShakspere and Drayton; perhaps an error for
charlock {Srassica Sinapistrum), or for hardock,

supposed to be the burdock {Arctium Lappa).

Crown'd with rank fuiniter, and furrow weeds.
With harloeks [in some editions hordocksX hemlock, net-

tles, cuckoo-flowers. Shak,, Lear, iv. i.

The honey-suckle, the harlocke,

The lilly, and the lady-smocke.
Drayton, Eclogues, iv.

harlot (har'lpt), n. and a. [< ME. harlot, a fel-

low, varlet, knave, buffoon, vagabond, < OF.
*harlot, arlot, herlot, a vagabond, thief, = Pr.

arlot, a vagabond, = It. arlotto, a glutton, slov-

en (formerly applied also to a hedge-priest),

fem. arlotta, harlot, in mod. E. sense ; ML. ar-

lotus, a glutton. Of. W. herlod, a stripHug, lad.

Com. harlot, a rogue (from the E.). The ap-

par. orig. sense, 'a fellow,' ^ves some color

to Skeat's proposed derivation, < OHGr. harl

(= AS. ceorl, E. churl = Icel. Jcarl, E. carl, q. v.)

+ P. dim. -at; but this is very unlikely; OHG.
initial k does not change to h or fall off in OF.
words.] I. n. If. A fellow; a varlet; a male
servant: often used opprobriously. Compare
varlet.

flore harlottez and hausemene saUe helpe bott llttille.

Morte Arlhure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2744.

He was a gentU harlot and a kynde

;

A bettre felawe shulde men noght ^nde.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 647.

No man, but he and thou and such other false harlots,

praiseth any such preaohmg. Foxe, Martyrs, W. Thorpe.

3. A woman who prostitutes her body for hire

;

a prostitute ; a common woman.
Jesus saith unto them [the chief priests and elders).

Verily I say unto you. That the publicans and the harlots

go into the kingdom of God before you. Mat. xxL 31.

He believed

This filthy marriage-hindering Mammon made
The harlot of the cities. Tennyson, Aylmer's Pield.

II. a. Pertaining to or like a harlot; wanton;
lewd; low; base.

The ftoWoJ king

Is quite beyond mine arm. ShaJe., W. T., ii. 3.

harlot (har'lot), V. i. [< harlot, ».] To prac-

tise lewdness with harlots or as a harlot.

They . . . spend their youth in loitering, bezzling, and

harlotting, their studies in unprofitable questions and bar-

barous sopliistry. Milton, OnDef. ofHumb. Bemonst., 1 1.

harlotize (har'lot-iz), v. i. ;
pret. and pp. har-

loUzed, ppr. harloUzing. [< harlot + ize.'] To

play the harlot. Wa/rner, Albion's England,

vi. 30.
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harlotry (har'lot-ri), n. [< ME. harlotrie, < har-
lot+ -rie,-ry.'\ "if. Clownishness ; buffoonery.

I visited neuere Seble men, ne fettered folke in puttes

;

I haue leuere [rather] here an harlotrie, or a somer-game
of souteres,

Or lesynges to laughe at. Pi^rs PUymnan (BX v. 413.

2. Ribaldry; profligacy; profligate practice.

To telle his harlotrye I wol not spare.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 30.

3. The trade or practice of prostitution; ha-
bitual or customary lewdness.— 4t. A name of
contempt or opprobrium for a wotnan.

A peevish self-willed harlotry.

One that no persuasion can do good upon:
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iil 1.

5f. False show; meretriciousness.

The harlotry of the ornaments.
T. Matthias, Pursuits of literature.

harm (harm), n. [< ME. harm, herm, < AS.
hearm = OS. harm = OPries. herm (in oomp.)
= MliGr. harm, herm = OHG. haram, insult,

mortification, MHG. luxrm (not used), 6. harm,
grief, sorrow, = leel. harmr, grief, = Sw. harm,
anger, grief, pity, = Dan. harme, resentment,
wrath; prob. = OBulg. sramu = Russ. srame,

shame
;
perhaps = Skt. grama, weariness, toil,

i\f gram, he weaxy.'] 1. Physical or material
injury; hurt; damage; detriment.

Feire sone Gawein, be stllle and wepe no more, for I

haue not the harme that I sholde dye fore, but hurte I am
right sore. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 300.

Do thyself no harm. Acts xvl 28.

Itwas to admiration, that in such a tempest (than which
I never observed a greater) so little harm was done, and
no person liurt. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 430.

2. Moral injury; evil; mischief; wrong; wrong-
fulness.

For who that loketh all tofore.

And woU not see what is behynde.
He male fuU ofte his harmes finde.

Oower, Conf. Amant., v.

The fault unknown is as a thought unacted

;

A little harm done to a great good end
For lawful policy remains enacted.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 528.

What good should follow this, if this were done!
What Aorm, undone? Deep Aarm to disobey,

Seeing obedience is the bond of rule.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

Grievous bodily harm, in law. See grievous. =Sya.
1. Damage, Hurt, etc. (see injury) ; prejudice, disadvan-
tage.

harm (harm), V. t. [< ME. harmen, hermen, har-
mien, < AS. hearmian, hurt, injure, = OHG. har-
mdn, MHG. hermen, insult, calumniate, G. har-

men, afaict, grieve, = Icel. harma, bewail,
refl. harmask = Sw. harmas = Dan. harmes, be
vexed ; from the noun.] To injure ; damage

;

inflict injury upon in any way ; be detrimen-
tal to.

Adders that harmen alle hende bestis.

Hichard the Bedeless, iil 17.

We may yet prove successless in our endeavours to live
peaceably, and may be iiated,'harmed, and disquieted in
our Bourse of life. Barrow, Works, I. xxx.

Such extremes, I told her. Well might harm
The woman's cause. Tennyson, Princess, ilL

harmala (har'ma-la), n. [NL.: see harmel.']

Same as harmel.

"

harmala-red (har'ma-la-red), n. A dye made
from harmaUne.
harmaline (har'ma-Un), n. [< harmala + -ine^.']

A vegetable alkaloid derived from the husks
of the seeds of the harmel, Peganum Harmala.
Its chemical formula is C1QH14N2O. It makes
a valuable dye, the harmala-red of commerce.
harman (har'man), B. [See harman^ieak, beck-

harman.'] 1. pi. The stocks. HalUwell.

To put our stamps [legs] in the Harmana.
Dekker, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., VIL 230.

2. A constable. [Cant.]

The worst have an awe of the harjnan's claw.
And the best wiU avoid the trap.

,
Buiwer, The Disowned, it

hannan-beakt, harman-beckt (har'man-bek,
-bek), TO. Same StSbeck-harman. Scott. [Thieves'
cant.]

harmattan (har-mat'an), n. [At. name.] An
intensely dry land-wind felt on the coast of
Africa between Cape Verd and Cape Lopez.
It prevails at intervals during December, .fanuary, and
February, and is charged with a thick dust which obscures
the sun ; it withers vegetation and dries up the skin of the
human body. During the prevalence of the harmattan
the middle of the day is characterized by great heat, while
the nights are unusually cool. Also spelled hermitan.

The hot Harmattan wind liad raged itself out ; its howl
went silent within me ; and the long deafened soul could
now hear. Carlyle, Sartor Besartus.

The harmattan is known to raise clouds of dnst high
into the atmosphere. i>a>mn,Voyage of Beagle, I. 6.

harmonic

harmel (har'mel), n. [< NL. harmala, < Ar. h<ir-

mal.^ The Syrian or African rue, Peganum
Harmala, from the husks of the seeds of which
harmaline is extracted. It is a strong-scented branch-

ing herb, with sessile entire or divided leaves provided

with filiform stipules, and white fiowers with green stripes.

The species is widely distributed throughout the Mediter-

ranean region and southern Asia. The seeds are also used

medicinally as a vermifuge.
^^ ,,^ , ^,,.0,

harmful (harm'fid), a. [< MB. harmful, < AS.

*hearmful (in comp. hearmfullic) (= G. harm-

voll, full of grief, = Dan. harmfuld = Sw. harm^

full, indignant), < hearm, harm, +/«i, full: see

-ful.l Full of harm; iiurtful; injurious ; nox-

ious; detrimental; mischievous.

What monsters muster here,

With Angels face, and harmefvll hel[l]ish harts !

Qascaigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 82.

These, while they are afraid of every thing, bring them-

selves and the churches in the greatest and most harmful
hazards. Strype, Abp. Parker, an. 1672.

Let ... me and my harmjul love go by.
Tennyson, Maud, xxiv.

=Syn Pernicious, baneful, deleterious, prejudicial.

harmJfuUy (harm'ful-i), adv. In a harmful
manner.
A scholer ... is better occupied in playing or sleping

than in spending tyme, not onlie vainlie, but also harm-

fuUie, in soch a kinde of exercise.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, ii.

harmfulness (harm'ful-nes), n. The quality or

state of being harmful.

harmin, harmine (har'min), n. [< harm(aU)
+ -in^,-ine'^. Ci. harmaline.'] A substance (C^
H12N2O) derived from harmaline by oxidation,

or directlyfrom the seeds of Peganum Harmala.
harmless (harm'les), a. [< ME. harmles (= G.

harmlos = Dan. Sw. harmlos) ; < harm + -less.]

1. Free from physical harm; unhurt; undam-
aged ; uninjured : as, he escaped harmless.

And was savyd harmlesse by myracle, for the fyer

chaunged in to rosis.

TorkCngton, Diane of Eng. Travel], p. 47.

2. Free from loss ; free from liability to pay
for loss or damage: as, to hold or save one
harmless.

The shipwright wiU be careful to gain by his labour, or
at least to save himself harmless. Baleigh.

3. Free from power or disposition to harm;
not hurtful or injurious ; innocent : as, a harm-
less snake ; harmless play.

By our suffering its [sin's] continual approaches, it be-
gins to appear to us in a more harmless shape.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, XL xxiiL

Amidst his harmless easy joys
No anxious care invades his health.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Epistles, ii.

The rabbit fondles Ills own harmless face.
I Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

To bear one haimlesst, to warrant one's safety. =Sj[ll.

1. ITnhanned.- 3. Inoffensive, unoffending, innocuous, in-

noxious.

harmlessly (harm'les-U), adm. In a harmless
manner ; without inflicting or receiving injury.

Beligion does not censure or exclude
Unnumbered pleasures harmlessly pursued.

Cmaper, Betirement, L 784.

harmlessness (harm'les-nes), n. The charac-
ter or state of being harmless.
But I dare, sir, avow that the harmlessness of our prin-

ciples is not more legible in our profession than in our
practices and sufferings. Boyle, Works, V. 285.

To cut off all occasion of suspicion as touching the harm-
lessness of his doctrines, he would willingly give any one
the notes of all his sermons. Southey, Bunyan, p. 49.

harmonia (har-mo'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ap/jovia,

harmony. The genera so called are named af-

ter Harmonia in Gr. myth., daughter of Ares
(Mars) andAphrodite (Venus),and wife of Cad-
mus : see harmony.] 1 . In anat. , a kind of suture
between two immovable bones which are ap-
posed and fitted to each other by a border or
narrow surface plane and smooth or nearly so,

as that between opposite maxillary or palatal
bones. The name is applicable both to the
mode of suturing and to the suture thus made.
Also called harmony.
The outer and lower edge of wUch [the basisphenoid)

joins, by a sort of harmonia, witli the inner and lower
edge of the tympanic Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 376.

2. [cap.] IneTOtom.,agenusof ladybirds, of the
family Coecinellidm, containing such asH. pieta.

Mulsant, 1846.— 3. [cap.] A genus of crusta-
ceans. Haswell, 1879.

harmonic (har-mon'ik), a. and n. [= F. Imr-
monique = Pr. armonic = Pg. harmonico = Sp.
arm&hico = It. armonieo (cf. D. G. liarmonisch
= Dan. Sw. harmonisk), < L. Iiarmonicus, < Gr.
dpfurvrndg, harmonic, musical, suitable (to apia-
vlkA or ^ apiiavudi, the theory of sounds, music),
< ap/wvta, harmony: see liarmony.] I. a, 1. Per-



barmonic
taming or relating to harmony of sounds ; of or
pertaining to music; in general, concordant;
•consonant; in music, specifleally, pertaining to
harmony, as distinguished from melody and
rhythm.

With heavenly touch ol instrumental sounds,
In full harmonic number join'd, tlieir songs
Divide the nightj and lilt our thoughts to heaven.

Milton, P. L., iv. 687.

Forever seeking out and rescuing from dim dispersion
the rarities of melodic and harmonic form.

Nineteenth Century, XIII. 441.

2. In acoustics, noting the secondary tones
which accompany the primary tone in a com-
plex musical tone. See II., 1.

The sounds of the I!oIian harp are produced by the di-

"vision of suitably stretched strings into a greater or less
number of harmonic parts by a current of air passing over
them. Tyniall, Sound, iii.

3. In math., involving or of the nature of the
larmoniomean; similar to or constructed upon
the principle of the harmonic curve. The first ap-
plication of the adjective harmonic (in Greek) to mathe-
matics was in the phrase harmonic proportion, said to
have been used by Archytas, a contemporary of Plato.
Three numbers are said to be in harmonic proportion
when the first divided by the third is equal to the quo-
tient of the excess of the first over the second divided by
the excess of the second over the third ; or, otherwise
stated, when the reciprocal of the second is the arith-
metical mean of the reciprocals of the first and third,
the second number is said to be the harmonic mean of
the first and third. Pythagoras first discovered that a
vibrating string stopped at half its length gave the oc-
tave of the original note, and stopped at two thirds of
Its length gave the fifth. Now, as 1, §, and J are in har-
monic proportion, and as this phrase arose among the
Pythagoreans, the word harmonic has always been held to
have reference here to this fact (although Mcomachus ex-

plains it otherwise, from the properties of the cube, as
ap^ovia, or norm). The harmonic proportion or ratio, as
thus defined, plays a considerable part in modern geom-
etry as an important case of the anharmonic ratio, and
has given rise to the phrases harmonic axis, center, pencil,
etc. (See below.) A harmonic curue is the figure of a vi-

brating string. It can assume many forms,^ but all may
be regarded as derived, by summation of displacements,
from simple harmonic curves, or curves of sines. The
development of this idea has given rise to the theory of
harmonics, which is one of the great engines of mathe-
matical analysis. This gives the phrases harmonic analy-
ais, function, motion, etc.

4. In anat., forming or formed by a harmonia:
as, a harmonic articulation or suture.
Also harmomcal.

Center of the harmonic mean ot a number of points
A, B, C, etc., in a line with reference to another poini^ 0,
In that line— a point M, such that

MA ,
MB , MC , .

OA + OB + 0C
+«'"•- :0.

Harmonic analysis, (a) In math., the calculus of har-
monic functions ; especially, the calculatiori of the con-
stants involved in the expression of a phenomenon as a
sum of harmonic functions, (b) In music, the analysis of

the harmonic structure of a piece.— Harmonic axith-
metic, the arithmetic of musical intervals.

—

Harmonic
articulation. See def. 4, above.—Harmonic axis, a ray
the intersection of which with any curve is the harmonic
center of the intersections with the same curve of all the
rays of a plane pencil. This term was introduced by
Maclaurin.—Harmonic center of the nth order, of a
number of points lying in one line, a point such that, if

the reciprocal of its distance from a fixed pole be subtract-

ed from the distances of the points of which it is the har-

monic center, and if all products of n of these differences

be added, the sum is zero.—HannoniO conics, two con-

ies, (a, b, 0, f, g, h)(u, v, w)2 and (A, B, C, F, 4, HXx, y,

z)2, such that aA + bB 4- oC -|- fF -H ga + hH = 0.—Har-
monic conjugates. See conjugate.—Harmonic curve.
See cMire.—Harmonic division of a line, the division

of a line by four points forming two pairs of harmonic
conjugates.—Harmonic engine. See engine.— Bax-
monic figuration, in music: (a) A melodic figuration

produced by using m succession the tones that constitute

the harmonies or chords of a piece : as.

^.P^J^ from

(h) The amplification of a harmonic passage by the intro-

duction of passing-notes, eto.

—

Harmonic flute. See
harmonic stc^.—Harmonic function, a series composed
of terms each the product of a function into the sine

of a variable angle, these angles being in arithmetical
to

progression; the general formula being 2« cos (nbt—e).

Also, an analogous function of two or three indepen-

dent variables.-Harmonic mark, in musical notaUon
for the harp and instruments of the viol family, a small
circle (o) placed over a note that is to be played so as to

produce a haimonic tone.

—

Harmonic mean, the recip-

rocal of the arithmetical mean of the reciprocals of the
quantities concerned.—Harmonic mOdlUation. See
modulation.—Harmonic note. See harrrwnU torw.—
Harmonic pencil, lour rays lying in a plane and meeting
In a point so as to divide harmonically every fourth line

lying in the same plane.—Harmonic progression, in

math., a series of numbers the reciprocals of which are in

arithmetical progression : so called because they are pro-

portional to the lengths of a string vibrating to the har-

monics of one musical tone. Also called musical progres-

sion.—Haxmonlc proportion, the proportion existing

between three numbers which form successive terms of a

harmonic progression.—Harmonic reed. See harmonic
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stop.,- Harmonic row, four points forming two pairs of
harmonic conjugates.—Harmonic scale, in musi«, the
scale or tone-series formed by the harmonics of a tone.
See II., and the illustration there given.—Harmonic
Stop, in organ-building, a stop having pipes of twice
the usual length, with a small hole at the mid-point,
so that the halves of the air-column vibrate synchro-
nously. The tone is sonorous and brilliant, and is not
readily disturbed by overblowing, so that such stops may
safely be subjected to an extra pressure of wind, and
thus be utilized for striking solo effects. A harmonic flute
is a fiute thus constructed, and a harmonic reeti a reed stop
thus constructed, as, for example, a tuba mirabilis.

—

Hax-
monlc suture. See def. 4, above.—Harmonic tele-
graph. See Ulegraph.-'H.axmOT^C tone, in playing the
harp or instruments of the viol family, a tone produced by
lightlytouchingone of the nodes of a vibrating string, orby
changing the place ol the contact of the bow, so as to sup-
press the fundamental tone, leaving certain sets of its har-
monics unaffected. The result is a tone much higher than
the fundamental, and very clear and pure in quality. To
produce the first harmonic, the string must be touched at
its half-way point ; to produce the second harmonic, at a
point one third ol its length ; etc. Harmonic tones made

on an open string are called
natural (see fig. 1), those on a
stopped string artificial (see
fig. 2) ; only those ol the for-

raervarietyare possibleon the
harp. The white notes rep-

resent the tone of the string,
open or stopped; and the

- black notes, the harmonic
- tones actually produced.

Also called flageolet - tones.

Harmonic tones are not
strictly harmonics ol the

Fig- 1..^

'I
Natural.

Artificial (4tli string).

fundamental tones with which they are related, because
they are themselves complex.—Harmonic triads in mu-
sic, a majot triad. See triad.—Harmonic triads, in jnath.,
two triads of points, a b c, A B C, taken on the same line,

such that aA. bB, cC + aB. bC. cA + aC. bA. cB + aC. bB.
cA + aB. bA. cC + aA. bC. cB = 0.— Simple harmonic
function, a harmonic function consisting of a single term.
—Simple harmonic motion, a motion expressible as a
simple harmonic function of the time. Also called a har-
TTionic motion or harmonic vibration.

11, w. 1. In acoustics: (a) A secondary or
collateral tone Involved in a primary or fun-
damental tone, and produced by the partial vi-
bration of the body of which the complete vi-
bration gives the j)rimary tone. Nearly every tone
contains several distinct harmonics, which are always
taken from a typical series of tones the vibration-numbers
of which, beginning with that of the fundamental tone, are
proportional to the series 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, etc. The inter-
val from the fundamental tone to the first harmonic is,

therefore, an octave ; to the second, an octave and a fifth

;

to the third, two octaves ; to the fourth, two octaves and a
major third ; to the fifth, two octaves and a fifth ; to the
sixth, two octaves and somewhat less than a minor sev-
enth;

6th
5th
4th

'

3d
2d

1st

7thm
Fundamental,

Sr

to the seventh, three oc-

, etc. (See illustration.)
Harmonics result from the
elasticity of the tone-produ-
cing body, which leads it to vi-

brate, not only entire, but in its

aliquot parts ; thus, a violin-
stringtendstovibratethrough-
out its whole length, and also
at the same time in eaeh of its

halves, thirds, quarters, etc.

The vibration of the whole, be-
ing much the greater, gives the
primary or fundamental tone ; while the several partial vi-
brations, which diminish rapidly in force as they rise in
pitch, give the harmonics. In a given tone the harmon-
ics may usually be roughly detected by the unaided ear

;

but lor precise and minute analysis specially construct-
ed resonators are necessary. Tuning-forks and large
stopped organ-pipes give only insignificant harmonics;
certain reed-instruments, like the clarinet, give only se-

lected sets of harmonics, as the second, fourth, sixth, etc.;

while the human voice is capable of the greatest richness
of harmonics. What is technically known as quality or
timbre in a tone is due to the number and the relative
strength ol the harmonics contained in it. Different in-

struments and voices are thus distinguished from each
other, and different uses of the same instrument or voice.
In the voice, in particular, the essential difference between
different vowel-sounds is a matter of harmonics. In any
tone the lower harmonics are strictly consonant both with
the primary tone and with each other : hence the use in the
organ of mutation- and mixture-stops, whereby the conso-
nant harmonics of a given tone are much emphasized.
Many of the higher harmonics, on the other hand, are
strongly dissonant both with the primary tone and with
each other: hence the discordant quality of such instru-
ments as cymbals, and the peculiar construction of the
pianoforte, whereby dissonant harmonics are suppressed.
In instruments of the viol and harp classes very beauti-
ful effects are produced by suppressing the primary tone,
leaving one set of its harmonics to sound alone. Such
tones are called harmonic tones, or simply harmonics
(though they are themselves compounded ol a primary
tone and its harmonics). In instruments of the trumpet
class, like the horn, all the tones ordinarily used are
really harmonics of the natural tone of the tube, and are
produced by varying the pressure of the breath and the
method ol blowing. The same is true to a less degree of
instruments of the wood-wind group. Harmonics are also

called overtones. All the tones, primary and secondary, en-
tering into the constitution of an actual tone are often call-

ed partial tones, or partials, the fundamental tone being
the first partial, and the harmonics the upper partials.

(6) A harmonic tone.— 2. In math., a function
expressing the Newtonian potential of a point
in terms of its coSrdinates Artificial harmonic,
natural harmonic. See harmonic tone, under I.

—

Grave harmonic, the low tone generated by the simul-
taneous sounding ol two concordant tones. Seecomftina-

Larmonlcs
tional tone,under «07j«.—Sectorial harmonic, a spherical
surface-harmonic the axes ol which lie equidistant in the
plane ol the equator.—Solid harmonic, anyhomogeneous
lunction of x, y, and z which satisfies Laplace's equation.
A solid harmonic usually expresses the potential due to
pairs ol equally and infinitely attracting and repelling
points placed infinitely near to one another.-Spherical
haxmonic. See Laplace's Junction, under /unctitm.—
Spherical surface-harmonic, or Laplace's coefficient, an
expression ol the variation of the potential over the sur-
face ol a sphere. Every such harmonic supposes the ex-
istence ol a certain number ol fixed axes through the
sphere. It is obtained by taking the product olthe cosines
of the angular distances of the vaiiable point from some
of these axes, together with the cosines of the angular dis-
tances ol pairs ol the other axes, untQ each axis has been
used once, and once only, in lorming the product, and then
summing all possible products ol this sort.—Zonal har-
monic, a spherical surface-harmonic which has all its
axes coincident.

harmonica (har-mon'i-ka), n. [NL., fem. of L.
harmonicus, musical: see harmonic,^ 1. Same
as musical glasses (which see, under gitoss).— 2.
A musical toy consisting of a set of small me-
tallic reeds so mounted in a case that theymay
he played by the hreath, certain tones being
produced by expiration, others by inhalation.
Also called harmonicon Somzee's harmonica, a
device lor preventing accidents Irom fire-damp in a mine.
The dralt upon a fiame burning in a glass chimney is

so regulated that while the air remains pure the fiame is

silent, but when its density is altered by the mixture of a
certain proportion of fire-damp it gives a musical tone, as
in the chemical harmonicon.

harmonical (har-mon'i-kal), a. [< harmonic +
-al,'] Same as harmonic.

"

It were but a phantasticall deuise and to no purpose at
all more then to make them harmcmicall to the rude eares
of those barbarous ages.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 11.

After every three whole notes, nature requireth, for all

harmonical use, one hall note to be interposed. Bacon.

harmonically (har-mon'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In a
harmonic manner; harmoniously; specifically,

in music, in a manner suitable to the rules of
harmony, as distinguished from melodically or
rhythmically.

Plato therelore intending to declare harmonically the
harmony ol the lour elements ol the soul, ... in each
intervall hath put down two medieties of the soul, and
that according to musicall proportion.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1022.

2. In acoustics, by or in harmonies. See har-
monic, n., 1.

They may heat absorbent gases, such as ammonia, and
cause them to do mechanical work, or to produce sound,
if the incident beam be intermittent or harmonically vari-

able. A. Daniell, Physics, p. 512.

3. In math., in a harmonic relation. Thus, two
segments, AB, M^, of the same straight line are said to
be harmonically situated when AM. BN + AN. BM = 0.

The three diagonals of a four-side cut each other har-
monically. JEncyc. BHt., X. 392.

4. In anat., so as to make a harmonia.
harmonichord (har-mon'i-k6rd), n. [< Gr. dp-

fiovia, harmony, -I- x°P^i a chord. ] A musical
instrument having a keyboard and strings like

a pianoforte, in which the tone is produced by
the pressure against the strings of small revolv-
ingwoodenwheels coveredwith resined leather.
The tone resembles that of a violin. The principle of the
tone-production is the same as that of the hurdy-gurdy.
Also called piano-violin, violin-piano, tetrachordon, xan-
orphica, etc.

harmonici (har-mon'i-si), n. pi. In anc. music,
theorists who reached harmonic rules by in-

duction from subjective aural effects, as op-
posed to canonici, or those who deduced rules
from a mathematical theory of intervals. Also
called harmonists, and, from their leader (Aris-

toxenus, a Greek peripatetic philosopher, a
disciple of Aristotle), Aristoxenians.

harmonicism (har-mon'i-sizm), n. The state

of being in harmonic proportion.

harmonicon (har-mon'i-kon), n.
;
pi. harmonica

(-ka). [NL., < Gr. apjiovucdv, neut. of apfiovrndg,

musical: see harmonic.^ 1. See harmonica, 2.—2. An orchestrion.—3. An acoustical ap-
paratus consisting of a flame of hydrogen burn-
ing in a glass tube so as to produce a mu-
sical tone. See singing-flame. The principle has
been used in a musical instrument, sometimes called chem-
ical harmonicon, but better pyrophone (which see).

harmonics (har-mon'iks), n. [PI. of harmonic,
after Gr. ap/iovmd, the theoiy of soxm.ds, music,
neut. pi. of ap/ioviKog: see harmonic.1 1. The
science of musical sounds: a department of

acoustics. [Rare.]

During the era in which mathematics and astronomy
were . . . advancing, rational mechanics made its second
step ; and something was done towards giving a quanti-

tative form to hydrostatics, optics, and harmonics.
H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 176.

2. The mathematical theory of harmonics (see

harmonic, n., 2), or the development of expres-

sions for the Newtonian potentials.



harmonioas

harmoniOTlS (har-mo'ni-ns), a. [= F.' harmo-
nieux= Fg. harm<ynioso = Sp. It. armonioso, < L.
harmonia, harmony : see harmony. '^ 1 . Exhibit-
ingharmony orbeing inharmony; having parts,
forms, relations, or proportions properly ac-
cordant each with the others, so that all taken
together constitute a consistent or an estheti-
eally pleasing whole ; also, being in harmony
or concord with something else ; congruous.
"What is har-nunuous and proportionable is true.

Shaftesbury, llisc Seflections, iiL 2.

God hath made the intellectual world harmonious and
beautUnl without us. Locke.

2. Specifically, in music, concordant; conso-
nant; symphonious; agreeable to the ear. See
harmony.

Thoughts, that voluntary move
Harmonious numbers. Milton, P. L., iiL 38.

The Samian's great .^olian lyre, . . .

Its wondrous and harmonious strings
In sweet vibration, sphere by sphere.

Long/dUm, Occnltation of Orion.

3. Marked by harmony in action or feeling;
acting or living in concord

;
peaceable; friend-

ly: as, feorroonioits government; a harmonious
family.

And in the long harmonious years . . .

May some dim touch of earthly things
Surprise thee ranging with thy peers.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, zliv.

Harmonious motion, the motion of a vibrating body.

For harmonious motion the ears were made.
Dee, Pref. to Euclid (1570).

=Syn. 2. Melodious, dolcet, tuneful.—3. Amicable, bro-
therly, neighborly, cordiaL

barmonionsly (har-mo'ni-us-li), adv. In a
harmonious manner ; with harmony ; with ac-
cord or concord.
harmonionsness (har-mo'ni-us-nes), n. The
character or condition of being harmonious.

hanaonipllOll (har-mon'i-fon), n. [< Gr. dp/io-

via, harmony, + (jiavr/, sound.] A musical in-
strument consisting of a series of free metallic
reeds inserted in a tube like that of a clarinet,

the windbeing suppliedby the breath through a
mouthpiece, and its admission to the reeds be-
ing controlled by a keyboard like that of the
pianoforte.

harmonisation, harmonise, etc. See harmo-
nization, etc.

harmoilist (har'mo-nist), n. [< 7iarmon-y +
dst.'i 1. One skilled in the principles of mu-
sical harmony ; also, a musical composer.

The towering headlands, crowned with mist.
Their feet among the billows, know
That Ocean is a mighty harmonist.

Wordsvm-th, Power of Sound, xii.

A musician may be a very skilful harmonist and yet be
deficient in the talents of melody, air, and expression.

Ajiam Smith, The Imitative Arts, it

Z. pi. Same as harmonici.— 3. One who shows
the agreement orharmonybetween correspond-
ing passages of different authors ; specifically,

a writer of a harmony of the four gospels.

Out of a dread to admit the slightest inaccuracies in the
Gospels, the Hamumists convert the evangelical hlstozy
into a ^"otesqne piece of mosaic.

G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 406.

4. [cap.'] A member of a communistic reli-

gious body organized by Gieorge Kapp in Wiir-
temberg on the model of the primitive church,

and conducted by him to Pennsylvania in 1803

:

tlieir settlement there was called Harmony
(whence their name). They removed to New Har-
mony in Indiana in 1815, but returned to Pennsylvania in

1825, and formed the township of Economy on the Ohio
near Pittsburgh, and later anew village of Harmony. They
are Communistic, holding all property in common ; they
disconrage strongly marriage and sexual intercourse, hold
that the second coming of Christ and the millenninm are

near at hand, and Uiat ultimately the whole human race

will be saved. Also called Rappist and Economite.

hjarmonistic (hJtr-mo-nis'tik), a. [< harmonist
+ -io.] 1. Pertaining to or of the nature of

harmony. Specifically— 2. Pertaining to a
harmony or reconciliation of apparently con-

flicting passages, as in different literary works,

systems of law, etc.

Theeffectof the Aarm(mt«^ic assumption . . . is to lead

to a mechanical combination of two or more relations.

G. P. Fisher, B^in. of Christianity, p. 405.

The systematization of the law, by means of a harmo-
nistic exegesis, which sought to gather up every prophetic

image in one grand panorama of the issues of Israel's and
the world's history. Fncyc. Brit., XVX 54.

harmonium (har-md'ni-tun), n. [NIi., < Gr.

apfiovuni, neut. of apfi&vioc, harmonious, < apftovla,

harmony: see harmony.] One of the forms of

the reed-organ (which see). The essential differ-

ence between the harmonium and the so-called American
organ lies in the fact that in the former the air is com-
pressed by the bellows and thence driven out through the
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reeds, while in the latter the bellows produce a vacuum
into which the outside air is drawn through the reeds.
Harmonium is the usual term in England and France for
all reed-organs.

harmonization (har^mo-ni-za'shgn), n. [< har-
monize + -ation.] The act of harmonizing, or
the state of being harmonized. Also spelled
harmonisation.

The life of the social organism must, as an end, rank
above the lives of its units. These two ends are not har-
monious at the outset; and though the tendency is towards
harmonization of them, they are still partially conflicting.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 134.

harmonize (har'mo-niz), V.
;
pret. and pp. har-

monized, ppr. harmonizing. [= F. harmoniser=
Sp. armonizar = Pg. harmonisar = It. armoniz-
zare; as liarmony + -ize.] I. intrans. To be
in harmony, (a) In music, to form a concord; agree
in sounds or musical effect. (6) To agree in action, adap-
tation, or effect

Magnificent versiiication and ingenious combinations
rarely ?iarmonise with the expression of deep feeling.

Macaulay, D^den.
At Sebenico we see side by side a bit in one style and a

bit in the other [Gothic and Kenaissance], and yet the two
contrive to harmmiize. E. A. Freeman, Venice,' p. &4.

(c) To agree in sense or purport, (d) To agree in senti-
ment or feeling ; be at peace one with another. =Syn. To
agree, accord, correspond, tally, square, chime, comport
U. trans. 1. To make harmonious; adjust

in fit proportions; cause to agree; show the
harmony or agreement of ; reconcile contradic-
tions between.

Varioufe attempts to harmonize the views of the parties
proved abortive.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. it, p. 429.

2. To make musically harmonious; combine
according to the laws of counterpoint; also, to
set accompanying parts to, as an air or melody

:

as, a harmonized song.

.

A music harmonizing onr wild cries.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.
Also spelled harmonise.

harmonizer (har'mo-m-zer), n. One who har-
monizes; a harmoilist. Also spelled harmo-
niser.

harmonometer (har-mo-nom'e-ter), «. [Irreg.

< Gr. ap/iovia, harmony, + jiirpov, a measure.]
An instrument or monochord for measuring
the harmonic relations of sounds. It often con-
sists of a single string stretched over movable
bridges.

harmony (har'mo-ni), n.; pi. harmonies (-niz).

[< ME. harnwnie, armony, < OP. harmonic, P.
Itarmonie = Pr. armonia = Sp. armonia = Pg.
harmonia= It. armonia= D. harmony= G. har-
monie = Sw. Dan. harmoni, < L. harmonia, < Gr.
ap/wvia, a concord of sounds, music, a system
of music, esp. the octave-system; personified,
Harmonia, Music, companion of Hebe (Touth),
the Graces and the Hours, daughter ofAres and
Aphrodite, and wife of Cadmus (see harmonia)

;

a particular use of dp/iovia, a joining, joint, pro-
portion, order, rule, pattern, cf. ap/iOQ, a fitting,

joining, dp/id^eiv, fit together, join, set in order,
< *apeiv, fiit. dpelv, join : see arm\ arm^, article,

etc.] 1. A combination of tones that is pleas-
ing to the ear ; concord of sounds or tones.

He [the angler] hereth the melodyons armony of fowles.
Juliana Bemers, Treatyse of Fifsshynge, foL 2.

Grit pitie was to heir and se
The noys and dniesum hermonie.

Sa<t<(!a/Kartew(Cliild'8 Ballads,VXL 182X
O mighty-mouth'd inventor of harm^mieg, . . .

God-gifted oigan-voice of England.
Tennyson, MUton.

2. Especially, in music : (a) Music in general,
regarded as an agreeable combination of tones.

(6) Anysimultaneous combinationof consonant
or related tones; a concord, (c) Specifically,

a common chord or triad. See triad, it is Umie
when based directly on the tonic or key-note, dominant
when based on the dominant or fifth tone of the key.

(d) The entire chordal structure of a piece, as
distinguished from its melody or its rhythm.
Harmony is (wo-^rt, three-part, four-part, etc., according
to the number of the voice-parts employed. It is strict or
false, according to its observance of established rules of
chord-formation and voice-pn^ression. It is simple when
not more than one of the essential tones of the chords is

doubled, compound when two or more of those tones are
doubled; compound harmony requires more than four
voice-parts. It is close when the voice-parts lie as close to-

gether as the structure of the chords wfll allow ; dispersed,
extended, open, or spread, when they are so separated that
by transposition of an octave any one would fall between
two others. It is ptoin when only essential tones are used
and when derived chords are but sparingly introduced

;

figured, when suspensions, anticipations, passing-notes,
etc., are used for melodic and rhythmic variety, or when
foreign tones are frequently introduced. It is diatonic
when only the tones of a given key are used, chromatic
when other tones also appear. It is pure when performed
in pure intonation, tempered when periormed in tempered
intonation, (e) The science of the structure.

harmony

relations, and practical combination of chords

:

the fundamental branch of the science of musi-

cal composition. It r^ards composition rather ver-

tically than horizontally, noting especially the chords in-

volved, and studying the voice-parts only so far as their

nature or relations affect the value and interrelation of

the successive chords. It treats of the following topics

:

intervals, consonant or dissonant, typical or derived, per-

fect major, minor, diminished, or augmented; chords,

both triads and seventh-chords, typical and derived (with

their inversions), major, minor, diminished, and aug-

mented, with their esthetic value both independently and
comparatively; voice-progression, from chord to chord,

direct; oblique or opposite, pure or false, including the

preparation and resolution of discords ; suspensions, an-

ticipations, passing-notes, and all other melodic interfer-

ences with regular chord^ including figuration ; Umalily

or keyship, with special r^ard to the relations of the

tonic and dominant chords, to the use of derived chords,

and to the formation of cadences; modulation, or the

alteration of tonality by the nse of tones foreign to the

original key, with the classification of key-relationships

;

thorough-bass, the science of indicating harmonic facts

by figures and signs appended to the notes of a given

bass. Harmony is now technically distinguished from
counterpoint, and r^arded as the more elementary branch
of composition ; but historically counterpoint preceded it

by some centuries. Harmony in the modem sense did

not become possible nntU between 1550 and 1600, when
the esthetic value of chords as such was recognized for

the first time in scientific music. Its development since

that time has been steady and radically important to

musical history. Its rules have been modified more or

less so as to admit to usage;, under certain condition^

many chord-formations and voice-progressions at first

regarded as entirely impermissible. The growth of in-

stnimental music, en>e^ally of that for the organ and
pianoforte, has considerably influenced the conception of

harmonic canons, leading them away from the simplici^

originally derived from a purely vocial standard? Acous-

tic^ researches have also, from time to time;, led to rear-

rangements of harmonic materiaL The great body of

harmonic principles is now substantially accepted by all

theorists, in nearly identical form, as the only sound basis

for a thorough science of composition or a just method of

criticism. Knmeious efforts have been made by the pro-

founder musical theorists to discover more comprehen-
sive principles of composition from which the ordinary
rules of h^mony may be deduced, but with as yet but
uncertain practical result.

3. Any arrangement or combination of related

parts or elements that is consistent or is es-

theticaUy pleasing; agreement of particulars

according to some standard of consistency or
of the esthetic judgment ; an accordant, agree-

able, or suitable conjunction or assemblage of

details ; concord ; congmity. Harmony is to be
distinguished from symmetry: thus, in a symmetrieaZ
building, two opposite wings are exactly identical, though
usually with the architectural members in inverse ardxx,
while in a harmoniousbuilding the two wings need notbe
identical in a single det^, if they balance each other so as
to form, taken together, a pleasing and consistent whole.

All men in shape I did so far excel
(The parte in me such harmony did bear).

As in my model Nature seem'd to tell

That her periection she had placed here.

Drayton, Pierce Gaveston.

The qualities of the active and the contemplative
statesman appear to have been blended in the mind of
the writer into a rare and exquisite harmony.

Macaulay, MachiavellL

What we call the progress of knowledge is the bringing
of Thoughts into harmony with Things ; and it impliea
that the first Thoughts are either wholly ont of harmony
with Things, or in very incomplete harmony with them.

H. Spencer, Prin. of BioL, § 110.

4. Accord, as in action or feeling; agreement,
as in sentiment or interests; concurrence; good
understanding

; peace and friendship.

Harmony to behold in wedded pair
More grateful than harmonious sound to the ear.

Maton, P. L., viiL 605.

Thus harmony and family accord
Were driven from Paradise.

Cowper, Task, vt 379.

No States cherished greater harmony, both of principle
and feeling, than Massachusetts and South Carolina.

D. Webster, Reply to Hayne.

5. A collation of parallel passages from differ-

ent works treating of the same subject, for the
purpose of showing their agreement and of ex-
plaining their apparent discrepancies. Specifi-

cally— (o) A consecntive account of Sa the facts of the
life and ministry of Jesus Christ, presented in the lan-
guage of the gospel narratives, so brought together as to
present as nearly as possible the true chronological order,
with the different accounts ofthe same transactions placed
side by side to supplement one anottier. (I>) A table in
which references to the different gospel narratives are
printed in parallel columns.
6. In anat., same as harmonia, 1 Ctenstablished
harmony. See eojistdblish.— Essential harmony, in
music : (a) The harmony of a composition when reduced
to its simplest form by tJie omission of all decorative mat-
ter, (b) The tonic, dominant, and snbdominant triads of a
major key.—Harmony or music of the spheres, ac-

cording to the fancy of Pythagoras and his school, a mu-

'

sic, imperceptible to human ears, produced by the move-
ments of the heavenly bodies. Pythagoras supposed these
motions to conform to certain fixed laws which could be
expressed in numbers, corresponding to the numbos
which give the harmony of sounds. The seven planets
produced severally the seven notes of the gamut



harmony
Aud after shewede he hym the nyue spei-is [spheres]

;

And after that the melodye herde he,
That Cometh of thilke spans thryes thre,
That welle is of musile and melodye
In this world here, and cause of amwnye.

Chawser, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 63.

Look how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold.
There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st
But in his motion like an angel sings,
Still quiring to the j?oung-eyed cherubins

:

Such harmony ia in immortal souls

;

But, whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it.

ShaJc., M. of v., V. 1.

Harmony Society. See Harmonist, 4.— Preestab-
lislied harmony, the doctrine of Leibnitz by which he
explained the relation between mind and matter, as dis-
tinct substances, and the facts of our knowledge of the
material world. He supposed the universe to consist of
monads, or self-contained beings, which cannot act one
upon another, each state of everymonad being determined
solely by its preceding states ; but at the same time he as-

sumed that each monad is a mirror of the universe. To
explain the fact that the succession of states of any one
monad, as a human mind, actually corresponds to the suc-
cession of states in other monads, and that thus the men-
tal picture of the events of the external world is a true
one, he assumed that a certain harmony (the preestab-
lished harmony) was established in the beginning by God
among the monads. = Syn. 2. Melody, Rhythm, etc. See
euphony.— 4. Correspondence, consistency, congruity;
amity.

harmost (har'most), n. [< Grr. appoar^g, gover-
nor, < dp/id^Eiv, set in order, regulate : see har-
mony.'] In Gr. antiq., the title of the governors
appointed by the Laeedremonians, during their
supremacy after the Peloponnesian war, over
subject or conquered towns ; hence, in general,
a military governor of a colony or province.

When Sparta conquered another Greek city, she sent a
harmost to govern it like atyrant ; in other words, she vir-

tually enslaved the subject city.

J, Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 75.

harmotome (har'mo-tom), ». [< Gr. apfi6(, a
joint, + ri/ivEiv, Ta/ieiv, cut.] A mineral belong-
ing to the zeolite group, commonly occurring in
cruciform twin crystals whichvaryin colorfrom
white to yellow, red, or brown. It is a hydrous
silicate of aluminium and barium. Sometimes
called cross-stone and andreoUte.

Iiarn (ham), a. and n. [A dial, contr. of hard-
en^.] I, a. Made of coarse linen.

II. n. A very coarse kind of linen.

Her cutty sark o' Paisley ham,
That while a lassie she had worn.

Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

harness (har'nes), «. [< ME. harneis, harneys,

hemeys, etc., < OP. harnas, harnois, hernois, P.
hamais (>Pr. arnes= Sp. arn^s = Pg. arnez= It.

arnese= D. harnas

=

G-. ha/rnisch= Sw. harnesTc=
Dan. harmsk), armor, < Bret, ha/rnez, armor, old
iron, < Bret. houarn,Tp\. hern, iron, =W. haiarn
= Ir. iaran = Gael, iarunn, iron, = AS. isen, E.
iron : see iron. The W. hamais, harness, trap-

pings, is from E.] 1. The defensive armor and
weapons of a soldier, especially of a knight ; in

general, and especially in modem poetical use,

a suit of armor. The trappings of the war-horae are
also sometimes included in the term. Harness was the
early name for body-armor of all kinds. Modern writers
have tried to discriminate between harness as the armor
of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, and
armor as confined to the plate suits of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries ; but armor is themodern English word
for defensive garments of all sorts, and harness in this

sense is a poetical archaism.

Whan thei were alle come to the londe thei were right

gladde, and trussed theire Mmeys, and lepe on theire

orse. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 259.

I can remember that I buckled his hames when he went
to Blackheath fielde. Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI.

King the alarum-bell ;— Blow wind I come wrack I

At least we'll die with harness on onr back.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 6.

They quitted not their harness brighij

Neither by day, nor yet by night.
Scott, L. of L. M:., i. 4.

2. Clothing; dr«ss; garments. [Bare.]— 3. The
working-gear or tackle of a horse, mule, ass,

goat, dog, or other animal (except the ox) used
for draft; the straps, collar, bridle, lines, traces,

etc., put upon a draft-animal to enable it to

work and to guide its actions. See cut in next

column.
Another of these disguised peasants cuts the haimess of

the horse. Coryat, Crudities, I. 21.

Hence— 4. Figuratively, working-tackle of any
kind; an equipment for any kind of labor; also,

that which fits or makes ready for labor : as, his

duties keep him constantly in the harness.

It [the soul] arouses itself at last from these endear-

ments, as toys, and puts on the harness, and aspires to vast

and universal aims. Emerson, love.

5. The apparatus in a loom by which the sets

of warp-threads are shifted alternately to form

2725

Horse's Harness.

I, crown
J 2, cheek-piece ; ^, front ',4,4, blinds j 5, nose-band ; 6, bit

;

J,

curb; 8, check; 9, throat-latch ; 10, rein; 11, collar; 12, hame ; 13.
ame-link; 14, hame-strap ; xs, pole-strap ; 16, martingale ; 17, trace-

tug ; 18, trace ; 10, saddle ; zo, terret ; 21, belly-band ; 22, turn-back

;

23, crupper ; 24, breeching ; 25, hip-strap ; 36, trace-bearer.

the shed. It consists of the heddles and their
means of support and motion. Also called
mounting.— 6. The mechanism by which a large
bell is suspended and tolled.— 7. Temper; hu-
mor: alluding to the behavior of a horse in
harness. MalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]— Harness of
annst, a complete suit of armor.—To die in harness.
See die^.

harness (har'nes), v. t. [< ME. hemeysen, her-

neschen, < OF. harnascher, harness; from the
noun.] 1. To dress in armor; equip with ar-

mor for war, as a man or horse. [Archaic]
Few of them were harnessed, and for the most part all

vnexpert and vnskilfuU in the feates of warre.
Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 24.

Full fifty years, h^xmess'd in rugged steel,

I have endur'd the biting winter's blast, Howe.

Harness the horses ; and get up, ye horsemen, and stand
forth with your helmets. Jer. xlvl. 4.

Sf. To fit out ; equip ; dress.

A gay daggere
Harneysed wel, and scharp as poynt of spere.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 114.

Eyse on morwe up erly

Out of thy bedde, and harneyse thee
Er evere dawnyng thou maist se.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2647.

His clothlnge was . . . girde with a girdell hamesshed,
and he was longe and broun and a blakke berde, and his
heed bare with-oute coyfe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 279.

3t. To equip or furnish for defense.

They saw the camp of the heathen, that it was strong,
andwell hamessed;xa6.compassedround aboutwith horse-
men. 1 Mac. iv. 7.

4. To put harness or working-tackle on, as a
horse.— 5. To fit up or put together with metal
mountings. [Bare.]

They [wooden drinking-cups] were hooped and mounted
or harnessed in silver. Arehoeol. Inst. Jour.,XXSlY. 300.

6. To fasten to a boat by the toggle-iron and
tow-line, as a whale.
harness-board (har'nes-bord), n. The com-
pass-board of a loom.
harness-cask (har'nes-kask), n. A cask, usu-
ally in the form of the frustum of a cone, fas-
tened on the deck of a vessel to receive the salt

beef and pork for daily consumption. Also
called harness-tub.

Some thieves went aboard the smack, . . . and break-
ing open a harness cask on deck, stole about one cwt. of
beef. Aberdeen Journal, Dec. 2, 1818.

harness-clamp (har'nes-klamp), n. A saddlers'
vise for holding leather while it is stitched.

harnessed (har'nest), p. a. Markedwith streaks
of color, as if wearing a harness : as, the har-
nessed antelope, Tragelaphus scriptus. P. L.
Sclater.

harnesser (har'nes-er), n. One who harnesses.
harness-maker (har'nes-ma''''ker),n. Onewhose
trade is the making of harness.
harnessmentf (har'nes-ment), n. [< harness +
-ment.'] Equipment. Ddiies.

To every knight he allowed or gave 100 shillings for his
harnessements. Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 174.

harness-plate (har'nes-plat), n. The electro-

plated metal-work used in fine harness, as bits,

rings, buckles, etc.

harness-tub (har'nes-tub), n. Same as harness-
cash.

harness-'Weaver (har'nes-we''''v6r), «. A wea-
ver employed in the manufacture of the more
complicated patterns of shawls, etc. [Scotch.]

ham-pan (ham'pan), n. [< ME. hernpanne,
hernepanne (= MLG. hernepanne; cf. MLG,
panne = Dan, pande = Sw. panna, the fore-

head); < harnas + pan.] The brainpan; the
skull. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

harp
[He] hittes hym on the hede, that the helme bristis

;

Hurttes his fUrne-pane an haunde-brede large !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. «.), 1. 222a

Be he dead, be he living, wi' my brand
I'll clash his hams frae his ham-pan!

Child Rowland (Child's Ballads, I. 250).

hams (hamz), n. pi. [< ME. hemes, < late AS.
hcernes (Chron. A. D. 1137), pi., = D. hersens =
OHG. hirni, MHG. Mrne, G. him, ge-hirn = loel.

Ivjami = Sw. hjema = Dan. hjerne, the brain;
cf. leel. hjarsi, pron. hjassi, = Sw. hjesse = Dan.
isse, the crown of the head; = Skt. girsan, the
head; allied to L. cerebrum, the brain, Gr. Kapa,
KapTjvov, the head, Kpaviov, the skull, cranium,
Skt. ciras, head.] Brains. [Old Eng. and
Scotch.]

And of hys hede he brake the bone,
The harries lay uppon the stone.

MS. Harl., 1701, f. 84. {Halliwell.y

hamser, hamsey (ham'ser, -si), n. Dialectal
corruptions of heronsew.
harowf, interj. See harrow^.

harp (harp), n. [< ME. harpe, < AS. hearpe =
D. harp = MLG. harpe, herpe = OHG. harpha,
MHG. harpfe, G. harfe = Icel. harpa = Sw.
harpa = Dan. harpe = Goth, "harpo (not re-
corded, but inferred from the derived LL, har-
pa, > It. arpa, arpe, Sp. Pg, Pr. arpa, F. harpe),
a harp ; root unknown. Not connected with
Gr. apnr;, a sickle.] 1. A musical instru-
ment with strings which are played by being

plucked with the fin-

gers. The modern orchestral
harp consists of a wooden
frame somewhat triangular in
shape, on which are strung
nearly fifty strings of varying
length. The frame comprises
the pedestal, supporting the
whole and containing the ped-
als; the large hollow 6acfr,with
the soundboard, in which are
inserted the lower ends of the
strings ; the neck, with the
wrestpins to which the upper
ends of the strings are attach-
ed, and bearing the mecha-
nism operated by the pedals

;

and the pillar, supporting the
outer end of the neck, and con-
taining the pedal-rods. The
strings are of catgut, colored
so as to be readily distin-

guished from each other ; the
lowest eight are wound with
light wire. They are tuned

f.
diatonicajly in the scale of Cb,

kl b^inning two octaves below
middle C, and extending up-
ward about six and a halt

octaves. The pedal-action is so contrived that a slight
movement raises the pitch of aU the strings of the same
letter-name a semitone ; while a greater movement short-
ens them two semitones. Seven pedals are used, one for
each tone of the scale, all of which may be held by notches
in either position, so that the entire instrument may be
tuned in Cb, CtJ, or

QJ, or in any de-
sired combination
of sharps and flats.

Thus music in any
key is possible, with
somewhat extreme
modulations. The
modem harp has
been evolved from
types found among
the Egyptians, As-
syrians, Hebrews,
and various Celtic
nations. All antique
varieties are defi-

cient in compass, in
precision of pitch,
and in sonority.
Most of the Oriental
forms lack that important part of the frame, the pillar.

The medieval harps could be played only in one key, with
such slight chromatic alterations as could be effected by
stopping a string with the finger. Chromatic tuning has
been unsuccessfully attempted. Pedals for making chro-
matic changes were introduced early in the eighteenth

century. Sin/gle-actionharpsasQ
those in which each pedal pro-
duces only one such change;
double-action, those in which
each pedal may be used to pro-

duce two such changes. The
modern double-action harp was
perfected in 1810 by Sebastian
Erard. A double harp is one
with two sets or rows of strings,

differently tuned ; a triple harp,

one with three such sets or rows.
The . technique of the harp is

notable, because the fingering
remains the same in all keys:
while its mechanism is exactly
modeled on the principles of
the staff-notation. The hai-p is

T^ . -..Ti' t J >, ki- capable of very beautiful and

SaScais.'"' ™*ed music within certain
limits of power and quality.

Although solid chords are feasible, more characteristic
effects are produced by playing the tones of the harmony

Modem Harp.

A, pedestal ; B, pedals

;

back; i7, soundboard; f.neck;
F, wrestpins ; G, pillar.

Egyptian Harps.

a, from a painting at Thebes ; b, from a
painting at Dendera.

French Harp of the I2th
century. _(From Viollet-le-



harp
In rapid succession (see arpeggio). Such effects are much
employed in modern orchestration. Harmonic tones
<whicn see, under harmonic) are also much used.

As harporez harpen in her karpe
That new songe thay songen ful cler.

AMUerative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 880.

The cherubic host, in thousand quires.
Touch their immortal harps of golden wires.

Milton, Solemn blusick.

2. {cap.'] A constellation, Otherwise called i!/ra
or the Lyre.— 3. Same as harper, 2.

A plain harp shiUing. Greene, James IV., m.
It was ordered [in 1637] that the title or name of Irish

money or harps should be abolished.
Simon, Essay on Irish Coins, p. 47.

4. An oblonjg implement, consisting of a frame
filled up with parallel wires resembling the
strings of a harp, used as a screen; a grain-
sieve. [Scotch.]— 5. A sparred shovel for fill-

ing coal. [Eng.]— 6. In a seutehing-machine,
a grating through which the refuse falls as the
revolving beater drives the fibers forward.— 7.
A figure, Uiened to a harp or saddle, on the
back of the adult harp-seal.

The harp or saddle-shaped mark does not become fully
developed until the fifth year. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 476.

Hence— 8. The harp-seal, or harper .ffioUan
Iiarp. See^olian^.—Couched harp, the spinet.—Dital
harp. See («i<aZ.—Douhle-action pedal harp. See
above.—DouWe harp. See above.—Negro harp. Same
as nanga.—Welsh harp, a triple harp originally used in
Wales.

harp (harp), V. [< ME. harpen, < AS. hearpian,
play on the harp, < 'hearpe, harp: see harp, n.]

1. intrans. 1. To play on the harp; play as
on a harp.

Tech him to harpe
With his nayles scharpe.
Quoted in Babees Book (E. B. T. S.), p. v.

I heard the voice of harpers hwrpiTig with their harps.
Rev. xiv. 2.

The helmed Cheruhim, . . .

Harping in loud and solemn quire.
With unexpressive notes, to Heaven's new-hom Heir.

Xilton, Nativity, L 115.

2. To speak often of something, especially so
often as to be tiresome or vexing; speak with
reiteration ; especially, to speak or write with
monotonous repetition: usually with on or

upon.
The sweete smacke that Yarmouth findes in it . . . ab-

breviatly and meetely according to my old Sarum plaine-
song I have harpt upon.

Nashe, Lenten Stufle (Harl. Misc., VI. 162).

He seems
Proud and disdainful ; harping on what I am,
Not what he knew I was. Shak., A. and C, ill. 11.

Neither do I care to wrincle the Smoothness of History
•with rugged names of places unknown, better ha/rp'd at
in Camden, and other Chorographers.

MUton, Hist. Eng. , iv.

To harp on one string, to dwell too exclusively upon
one subject, so as to weaiy or annoy.

You harp a little too much upon onA string. Collier.

11. trans. If. To give forth as a harp gives
forth sound; give expression to, or utter.

Thou hast harp'd my fear aright. Shak. , Macbeth, iv. 1.

2. To produce some specified effect upon by
flaying on the harp. pSare.]

He's taen a harp into his hand.
He's harped them all asleep.

The Water o' Wearie's Well (Child's Ballads, 1. 198).

He'd harpit a fish out o' saut water.
Or water out o' a stane.

aienHndie (Child's Ballads, II. 8).

3. To sift or separate by means of a harp or

screen : as, to liarp grain ; to Imrp sand. See
harp, n., 4 and 5. [Scotch.]

Harpal (har'pa), n. [Nli. , < LL. harpa, a harp

:

see harp.] K genus of mollusks, representa-

tive of the family Harpidce, having a compara-
tively wide aperture andventrioose cross-ribbed
whorls; the harp-sheUs. There "are several spe-

cies, ofmost tropical seas. Lamarck, Jour. Soo.

Hist. Nat., 1799. See cut under harp-shell.

liarpa^, n. See harpe.

Harpactor (har-pak'tor), n. [Nli., < Gr. dpvd-
KTap,yai. ofdpira-

KTfjp, a robber, <
apira^eiv, snatch,
seize, steal.] A
genus of preda-
tory heteropter-
ous insects, of
the family Bedu-
viidcE. The head is

convex behind the
eyes, the ocelli are
distant and knob-
bed, and the first an-
tennal joint is as

if^rfactor cinetus (line shows natuial JpnS »' ""'^
J*^."'^'

Sze), and beak of same enlarged. than the tWO loUow-
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ing. Harpactor emctus, about 10 millimeters long, nnd
easily recognized by its yellowish-brown color and banded
legs, is abundant in the eastern parts of North America.

Earpactorides (har-pak-tor'i-dez), n.pl. [NL.,
< Harpactor + -ides.] A group of heteropterous
insects, named from the genus Barpactor.
Harpagidae (har-paj'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sar-
pax {Harpag-), 2, + -idee.] A family of orthop-
terous insects regarded by Burmeister as a sub-
family of ManUdce, having two projections on
the vertex and spurs on the fovir hinder tibite.

It includes several genera besides Marpax, the
typical genus.
Harpagifer (har-paj'i-fer), n. [NL., < Gr. apwa-

yn, a hook, + L. ferre = E. hear^.] The typical

genus of Harpagiferidm : so called from the
hook-like spine which arises from the opercu-
lum. J. Richardson, 1848.

Harpagiferidse (har-paj-i-fer'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Ha/rpagifer + -id(B.] A family of acanthop-
terygiau fishes, typified by the genus Harpagi-
fer. The body is naked, the snout rounded, the dorsal
fins are two in number (the first short and the second
oblong), and the anal fin is shorter than the second dorsal.

Only two species, inhabitants of the antarctic seas, are
known.

HarpagO (har'pa-go), re. [NL.,< L. harpago{n-),
a hook, grapple: see harpagon.] 1. A genus
of mollusks. Klein, V!5Z.— 3. [i. c.

;
pi. Mrpa-

gones (har-pa-go'nez).] In entom., one of the
clasps of the genital armature of a lepidopter-
ous insect.

harpagont, n. [< L. harpago(n-), < Gr. apitayr;,

a hook, a rake, < apird^eiv, snatch, seize: see
harpoon, harpy.] A grappling-iron.

At last the enemies from out the Carthaginian ships
began to cast out certain loggets, withyron hookes at the
end (which the souldiers call harpagones), , . . for to take
hold upon the Koman ships. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 746.

harpagones, n. Plural of harpago, 2.

Harpagophytum (har-pa-gof'i-tum), n. [< Gr.
dpTzayi), a hook (see harpagon), + (jmrov, a plant.]
A genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous
plants founded by Meisner in 1836, belonging
to the natural order Pedalmece, distinguished
botanically from Pedaliwm and other related
genera by having numerous ovules instead of
only two ineach cell. It embraces five species, natives
of South Africa and Madagascar. It derives its name from
its peculiar fruit, which is armed with long and strong
hooked spines, adhering firmly to the mouth or nose of
animals which touch them while grazing, a circumstance
from which the principal species, H. procwmbens, has ac-

quired the name of grapple-plant. The plants are pro-
cumbent perennial herbs of whitish aspect, with incised
leaves, and solitary short-pedicelled flowers in their
axils.

Harpagornis (har-pa-g&r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.
apTra^ (apitay-), robbing,rapaeious (see Harpax),
+ opvic, a bird.] 1. A genus of subfossil rap-
torial birds ofNewZealand, of size and strength
sufficiently great to enable them to prey upon
themoas. Julius Haast,lS72.—3. [?. c] Abird
of this genus.
HarpagUS (har'pa-gus), n. [NL., < Gr. dpirdyTj,

a hook: see harpagon.] 1. A notable genus
of South American falcons with bidentate or
doubly toothed beak, such as H. hidentatus or
H. diodon. Also called Bidens (Spix, 1824),
Biodon (Lesson, 1831), and LHplodon (Nitzseh,
1840). N. A. Vigors, 1824.— 3. A genus of
tineid moths. Stephens, 1834.

Harpalidse (har-pal'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mar-
palus + -id(B.] The Harpalimm rated as a sepa-
rate family. The same or a similar group is also called
HarpaZida, Harpalidea, HarpaXides, and HwrpaXvm.

Harpalinse (har-pa-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Har-
paXus + -inod.] A. subfamily of beetles, of the
family Carabidce, typified by the genus Har-
paVus, It includes adephagous beetles with the middle
coxal cavities closed by the sterna, the epimera notreach-

a. Murky Ground-beetle (Ifarfialus caliginosus), natural size, b,
Pennsylvania Ground-beetle ^Harpalus pennsytvanicus). (Line
shows natural size.)

ing the coxie, no antennal grooves on the head, the supra-
orbital setae distinct, and the ambulatorial abdominal
set« usually well developed. They are generally found
under stones.

harping

harpaline (har'pa-lin), a. Pertaining to or hav

ing the characters of the Harpalinw or Har-

nalidm.
,

Harpalns (har'pa-lus), n. [NL. , < Gr. apiraUo^,

greedy, < dpwdl^uv, snatch, seize.] The typical

genus of Harpalince, containing many large

flattened black beetles, as H. caliginosus (^Say),

a species about an inch long, found in the

United States. Latreine,1802.

Harpax (har'paks), re. [NL., < Gr. apTrof, rapa

cious, < dpirdl^eiv, snatch, seize: see harpagon,

harpoon, harpy.] 1 . A genus of fossil sheUs, of

the group Ostracea, oblong and somewhat tri-

angular in shape, the hinge being formed by
two projecting teeth. It is now included in

the genus PKcatoto. Par^reso?^ 1811.— 2. The
typical genus of Harpagidce. Serville, 1831.

harpe, harpa^ (har'pe, -pa), n. [NL. , < Gr. apKt/,

a sickle, simitar, hook.] 1. In classical myth.,

the peculiarly shaped sword of Hermes, lent

by him to Perseus, who with it cut off the hea(J

of Medusa, it is represented sometimes as curved like

a sickle, and sometimes with a straight blade from which
projects a curved point or tooth.

3. In entom., the inwardly projecting armature
of the interior of the valves of the genital or-

gans of lepidopterous insects. Gosse.—3. [cap.]

In ichth., a genus of fishes. T. Jf. Gill, 1863.

Harpephyllum (har-pe-fil'um), n. [NL. (Bem-
hardi, 1^), < Gr. apirV, a simitar, + ipiiXTMv, a

leaf.] A genus of South African evergreen
trees, belonging to the natural order Anacar-
diacece and tribe Spondiem, distinguished from
related genera by its dioecious flowers (the male
flowers having 8 or 9 stamens), and by its

obovate, two-celled drupe, it has alternate odd-
pinnate leaves crowded at the ends of the branches ; the
leaflets are falcate or sword-shaped. Only one species, H.
Caffrum, is known, which is called Kafir's simitar-tree by
the English and Eschenh&ut by the Dutch colonists. The
fruit, which is edible, is called zuurebesges.

harper (har'per), n. [< ME. hanpere, herper,

harpour, < AS. hearpere (= MHG. harpfcere, G.

harfner), a harper, < hearpian, harp : see harp,

«.] 1. One who plays on the harp.
Mury is the twynkelyng of the harpour.
King Alisaunder, 1. 2572 (Weber's Metr. Bom.).

"I am a bold harper," quoth Robin Hood,
"And the best in the north country."

Bobin Hood and Allin A Bale (Child's BaUad^ V. 281X

3. One of various Irish coins (for example, the
'shilling' and the 'groat') current in me six-

teenth and seven-
teenth centuries

:

popularly so called
from the harp which
formed their reverse
type. Also harp.

A mm sixpence of my
mother's. . . and a two-
pence I had to spend, . .

.

besides the harper that
was gathered amongst us
to pay the piper.
B. Jonson, Gipsies Meta-

[morphosed.

3. The harp-seal.

harperess (har'per-
es), n. [Also har-
press; < harper +
-ess.] A female
player on the harp.
The rustling leaves of

an aspen . , . overhung
the seat of the fair har-
press.

Scott, Waverley, ttiI

harpers-cord, n. See
harpsichord.

Harpia (har'pi-a), n.
Same as Harpy'ia.

Harpidae(har'pi-de),
n.pl. {WL.,<Harpa
+ ^dm.] A family of
rhachiglossate gas-
tropods, typified by the genus Harpa. They have
the head exposed, conspicuous eyes, a wide foot, and no
operculum. The shell is ventricose, with a low spire, and
longitudinal ribs cross the whorls. Nine species are known,
inhabitants of the tropical seas.

harping (har'ping), n. [< ME. harping; verbal
n. of harp, v.] 1. The act of playing on the
harp; notes or strains performed on the harp.

Come into my hall, thou silly blind Harper,
And of thy harping let me hear

!

Lochmaben Harper (Child's Ballads, ¥!. 8).

2. Naut. : (a) The fore parts of the wales, which
encompass the bow and are fastened to the
stem. Then: use is to strengthen the ship in the place
where she sustains the greatest shock in plunging into the
sea. (6) In ship-building, the continuations of

the ribands at both extremities of a ship, fixed

Harper of Elizabeth, British Mu
seum. ((-Size of the original.)



harping

Harpings.

A, after-body ; F, fore-body ; H, H, harpings.

to keep the cant-frames, etc., in position till

the outside planking is worked,
harping-iront (har'ping-Ffirn), n. [A pervert-
ed form of *7iarj)oo«-ir(wi.] A harpoon.
Harping-irons, speares, cordes, axes, hatchetSj kniues,

and other implements for the fishing.

Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 413.

A great beast come out of the Kiuer (a Crocodile or some
other monster), hanlng on the back great scales, vgly
clawes, and a long taile, which thrust out a tongue like a
lmrjaing4r<m. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 839.

The boat which on the first assault did go
Struck with a harpmg-iron the younger foe.

Waller, Battle of the Summer Islands.

harpist (har'pist), n. [= F. Jmrpiste= Pg. har-
pista, arpista = Sp. It. arpista; as harp + -ist.

The proper E. word is harper.'] One who plays
on the harp ; a harper.

That ^agrian harpist, for whose lay
Tigers with hunger pinde and left their pray.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

harp-lute (harp'liit), n. A variety of guitar in-
vented earlyinthe nineteenthcentury, inwhich,
bypressing a dital orthumh-key, the pitch of the
strings may be chromatically raised. See dital

harp, under dital.

harpoon (har-pon'), n. [= G. harpune = Dan.
Sw. liarpun, < D. harpoen (pron. as E. harpoon),
< P. liarpon, orig. a cramp-iron, hence a grap-
pling-iron, a harpoon, = Sp. arpon = Pg. ar-
pBiO, a harpoon ; connected with OP. harpe, a
dog's claw or paw, harper, grapple, grasp, Sp.
Pg. arpar, tear to pieces, rend, claw; these per-
haps being shortened forms from the root of L.
harpago(n-), a grappling-iron, hook, drag (> It.

arpagone, a harpoon: see harpagon), < Gr. ifmd-

yv, a hook, a rake, < dfmdi^eiv, snatch, seize, the
shorter base appearing in apnii, a bird of prey

:

see harpy.] A missile weapon used in cap-
turing whales and large fish, and either thrown
by hand or fired from a gun. See harpoon-gun.
In the older form of this weapon the head is a heavy, fiat,

triangular piece of iron with strong barbs, sharpened on
the outer edges to enable it to penetrate deeply, and fas-

tened to a handle or shank, 2i or 3 feet long, to which is

attached a long cord or rope. In a later form the head
has but one barb. The common non-explosive harpoon
is not employed by whalemen to kill the whale, but merely
to fasten it to the boat, in order that the latter may be
hauled up alongside the animal, which is then killed by a
lance. (See exploding Imrpoon, below.) The harpoons
that are tobe firstused are carried at the head of the whale-
boat, six being included in the outfit of a boat. The first

two are known as the Jirst and second irons; the rest as

the spare harpoons, one of which is the d/rag-irtm. The
first harpoon is darted into the whale by hand, and the
second follows if there is time ; if not, it is thrown over-

board to prevent fouling with the outgoing line. See
' i-iron.
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When they espy him [the whale] on the top of the water,

. . . they row toward liim in a Shallop, in which the
Barponier stands ready with both his hands to dart his
Harping-iron. Furehas, Pilgiimage, p. 742.

harpooner (har-po'ner), n. [< harpoon + -eri.]
One who throws a harpoon.

Each sail is set to catch the favouring gale.
While on the yard-arm the harpooner sits.

ffrnm^CT-, The Sugar Cane, ii.

harpoon-fork (har-pon'fork), n. A hay-fork
consisting of two barbed points like harpoons,
forming a tool shaped like an inverted tJ.

harpoon-gun (har-pon'gun), n. A gun from
which a harpoon or toggle-iron may be dis-
charged. It may be either a gun fii'ed from the shoul-
der or a swivel-gun. The projectile may be an explo-
sive harpoon or lance (see 'bonib-lance), or simply a toggle-
iron, without the pole, having an eye in the after end of
the shank into which is bent one end of the tow-line, the
latter being either on the outside of the barrel of the gun
or doubled up in the bore.

harpoon-shuttle (har-^on'shufl), n. A long
shuttle or needle used in weaving large brush
mats which are employed in building dikes
and levees, and in other hydraulic construc-
tions.

Harporhynchus (har-po-ring'kus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. afmri, a sickle, + piyxoQ, bill.] A notable
genus of mocking-thrushes, of the subfamily
Mimince; the bow-billed mockers, or thrash-
ers : so called from the arcuation of the bill.
The common thrasher or brown thrush of the United
States is H. rufus; there are numerous other species in
the southwestern United States and Mexico, as the Cali-
fomian thrasher (R. redivivus), the Yuma thrasher (H.
lecontei), "etc. This name was given by Cabanis in 1848 ; the
genus had before been called Saipes and Toxostoma,
names both preoccupied in other connections ; the name
Methriopterus was given to the genus by Heichenbach in
1850.

harp-pedal (harp'ped''''al), n. One of the foot-
levers by which the strings of a harp are tem-
porarily shortened and their pitch raised. See
harp, 1. Also called harp-treadle.

harp-seal (harp'sel), n. The Greenland seal,
Phoca grcenlandica or Pagophilus granlandieus,
a large hair-seal of a whitish color with a cres-
centie black band on each side meeting its

Harpulliese

which the tone was produced by the plucking or
snapping of the stringsby leather or quill points,
whichwere set in jacks connected by levers with
the keys, in form it usually resembled a modern grand
pianoforte, though both square and upright varieties were
also made. The length of the keyboard was from four to
six and a half octaves. The number of separate strings to
a key varied from one to four, sometimes including one
tuned an octave above the others ; the latter variety was
called a double harpsichord. The tone was weak and tink-
ling, and gradation of force was impossible. Two key-

Harpsichord in the Washington Mansion, Mount Vernon, Virginia.

boards were sometimes combined, one for soft effects,
the other for loud. Numerous devices, usually connected
with the jacks, were introduced at different times to se-
cure variety in force, and especially in quality. These
mechanisms, which often aimed to simulate the tone-
qualities of various orchestral instruments, were usually
controlled by stop-knobs near the keyboard. The harp-
sichord, though essentially diflerent from the pianoforte,
was its immediate predecessor. Before 1800 it was regu-
larly used in all dramatic music, especially in accompany-
ing recitatives, and in orchestral music. The conductor
usually directed from his seat at a harpsichord placed
amid the other instruments.

If he the tinkling harpsichord regards
As inoffensive, what offence in cards?

i of Error, 1. 148.

The line is joined to the harpoon by the "foregoer," a
piece of rope somewhat lighter and more pliable than
whale-line. The foregoer being the only part of the line

drawn out by the harpoon while in fiight, its length, usu-

ally from 10 to 12 fathoms, regulates the distance the har-

poon may be fired. Bncyc. Brit., XXIV. 526.

Bomb-harpoon, an explosive harpoon thatmay be thrust
by hand or discharged from a swivel-gun; also, a bomb-
lance.— Conch harpoon, a barbed spear with fixed head
and single point, used in the capture of large fish. [Ba-

hamas, and Florida, U. S.]— Electric harpoon, a bomb-
lance in which the charge is fired by means of an electric

fuse, the connection being made by means of a wire in the

harpoon-line. Seetomft-iance.—Exploding or explosive
harpoon, a harpoon the head of which is filled with an
explosive; also, improperly, a bomb-lance.—Toggle-har-
poon, the ordinary toggle-iron.

harpoon (har-pon'), v. t. [< harpoon, n.] To
strike, catch, or kill with a harpoon.

The beluga is usually caught in nets, but is sometimes
harpoon^. " "

harpoon-arrow (har-pon'ar"6),

propelled by a spring consistin;

or bow, used in fishing by tl

Alaska.
harpooneert, n. [Also Jiarpoonier, harponier; <

liarpoon + -eer.] Same as harpooner.
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Pennant.

n. An arrow

J
of a bent rod

&e Eskimos of

Harp-seal Phoca ercenlandica)

fellow over the back, forming a figure likened
to a harp, it is common from Newfoundland north-
ward, and is of gregarious and roving habits, congre-
gating in vast numbers on ice-floes, where many thou-
sands are annually killed. The Newfoundland sealers
call them harpers or harps; the female is known as Jen-
nie harp; the young in the second year, hopper-harp or
bedlamer; in the third year, when assummg adult charac-
ters, twnier-harp.

harpsecolt, ». See harpsicol.

harp-shell (harp'shel), n. A shell of the genus
Sarpa. Species such as theEast Indian H. ventricosa are
very common in collec-
tions. The shell is large
and inflated, yet not ca-
pacious enough to hold
the whole animal.

harp-shilling
(harp'shil'lng), n.

See harper, 2.

harpsichont.M. See
harpsichord.

harpsichord
(harp'si-k6rd), n.

[Pormerly also
arpsiehord; a cor-
rupt form, other-
wise perverted
harpsichon, harp-
sicon, harpsicol,

harpsecol, and even
harpers-cord (the
letter S being in-

Harp-sheU(Afar/az/«,/r:V»^«).

trusive) ; < OP. harpe-chorde (= It. arpicordo),

< harpe, harp, -I- chords, corde, chord, cord.] A
stringed musical instrument in use in the six-

teenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries,
which in its form and in the arrangement of the
keyboard and strings resembled a piano, but in

Vla-^-vls barpsichord, a harpsichord with keyboards
for two performers.

harpsichord-graces (harp'si-k6rd-gra"sez), II.

pi. Various melodic embellishments, such as
turns, trills, etc., introduced freely into music
for the harpsichord, mainly to compensate for
its unsustainable tone. See embellishment, 3,

and grace, 6.

harpsichordist (harp'si-k6r-dist), n. [< harp-
sichord + -ist.] A performer upon the harpsi-
chord.

harpsicolt, harpsecolt (harp'si-kol), ». A
harpsichord.

harpstert(harp'st6r),«. [ME.notfound; < AS.
hearpestre, a female harper, < hearpian, hai'p:

see harp and -ster.] A female performer on
the harp.

harpstring (harp'string), n. [< ME. harpstryng,
harpestring, < AS. hearpestreng (= Icel. hdrpu-
strengr), < hearpe, harp, -H streng, a string.]

One of the strings or cords of a harp.

Of the schepe is oast away no thynge, ... for harpe-
stryngis his ropys seruythe ichoone.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 17.

As harpsirings are broken asunder
By music they throb to express.

Longfellow, Sandalphou.

harp-style (harp'stil), n. In imisic, a style or
method of composition or of performance like
that best suited to the harp ; especially, a style
abounding in arpeggio effects.

harp-treaale (harp'tred"l), n. Same as harj:-

pedal.

harpula (har'pu-la), n. A valuable tree, Bar-
pullia cupanioides: so called at Chittagong in
Bengal. See Harpullia.

Harpulia (har-pii'li-a), n. [< harpula.] Same
as Marpullia.

Harpullia (har-pul'i-a), n. [NL. (Roxburgh,
1820), < harpula.] A'genus of dicotyledonous
polypetalous trees, belonging to the natural or-

der Sapindaeece and type of the tribe HarjiulUecs

of Eadlkofer, distinguished from related genera
by its two-valved capsule with looulicidal dehis-

cence. It embraces 6 species, natives of tropical Asia,
Australia, and Madagascar. They are erect treeswith alter-

nate, odd-pinnate leaves, green flowers in racemes or pani-
cles, and large red or orange-colored fruit. The Australian
species have an economic importance, either as hardy ever-

green shade-trees or for the quality of their wood. //,

Hillii attains a height of 80 feet, and furnishes the tulip-

wood of Queensland, which is valuable for fine cabinet-

work. The Moreton bay tulip-wood, H. pendula, is equally
valuable, H. cupanioides, the harpula of India, has long
been in cultivation.

HarpuUiese (har-pu-li'f-e), n.pl. [NL., < Sar-
imUia + -ece.] A tribe of plants, of the natural
order Sapindaeece, suborder Sapindece, recently
established by Eadlkofer, embracing the gen-
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era HarpuUia, Conclwpetalum, Magonia, Xan-
thoceras, and Ungnadia. See HarpuUia.
harpy (har'pi), n.; pi. liarpies (-piz). [Early
mod. E. harpie, < OF. harpie, Imrpye, < L. Imr-
pyia, usually in pi. Jiarpyice, < Gr. dpwvmi, pi. , the
harpies, lit. ' the snatehers,' in Homer a personi-
fioation of whirlwinds or hurricanes, in later
myth, hideous winged creatures (see def . 1) ; ef

.

opjT)?, a certain bird of prey ; < ipn-d^-eiv, snatch,
seize, = L. rapere, snatch, seize : see rap^, rap-
ture.^ 1. In Gr.TOt/a., awinged monster, raven-
ous and filthy, having the face and body of a wo-
man and the wings of a bird of prey, with the
feet and fingers armed with sharp claws and the
face pale with hunger, serving as a minister of
divine vengeance, and defiling everything it
touched. The harpies were commonly regarded either as
two (Aello and Ocypete) or three in number, bat occasion-
ally several others are mentioned. They were originally
conceived ofsimply as storm-winds sentby the gods to carry
off otfenders, and were later personified as fair-hairedwing-
ed maidens, their features and characteristics being more
or less repulsive at different times and places. ITie harpies
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2. In ornith., either a generic or a specific
name of the great harpy-eagle of South Amer-

Harpies, from a Greek black-figured Vase. (From " Monumenti
deir Institute.")

have been to some extent confounded bymodem scholars
with the sirens, which, though of kindred origin, were god-
desses of melody, even if of a sweetness that was harmful
to mankind, and were represented as women in the upper
parts of their bodies and as birds below.

For having caught her Joseph all alone,
She Harpie-like clap'd one bold tallon fast.

J. Beauiiwnt, Psyche, L 227.

These prodigies [visions] . . . unspeakable.
Abominable, strangers at my hearth
Not welcome, harpies miring every dish.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

Hence—2. Arapacious, grasping person; one
who is repulsively greedy and unfeeling.

I will . . . do you any embassage . . . rather than hold
three words' conference with this harpy,

Shak., Mach Ado, ii. 1.

Acompany of irreligious hairpies, scraping, griping catch-
poles. Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 54.

3. In ornith. : {a) The harpy-eagle. (6) An Eng-
lish book-name
of the marsh-
harrier or
moor -buzzard.
Circus cerugino-

sus. Also called
white - headed
harpy.—4. In
mammal., a
fruit-bat of the
genus Harpyia.
—Harpy monu-
ment, a sculp-
tured funeral mon-
ument from Xan-
thus in Lycia.
Among the reliefs

uponitarefourfig-
ures of birds with
women's heads

Winged Genius, from the Harpy Tomb. ^°'^ .
^I™?. /^^h

^ claspmg tenderly
a small human form evidently representing a soul. These
bird-figares were at first held to be harpies, whence the
name of the monument. It is now in the British Museum.
Harpya (har'pi-a), n. Same as Harpyia.
harpy-eagle (har'pi-e''''gl), n. A very large

SouthAmerican crested eagle, somewhat longer
than the golden eagle, and one of the most pow-
erful birds of prey, with enormous beak and
talons, crested head, long fan-shaped tail, and
rounded wings. See Harpyia and Thrasyae-

tus.

harpy-footed (har'pi-fut''''ed), a. Having feet

like those of a harpy.

Thither by harpy-footed furies haled,

At cei-tain revolutions all the damn'd
Are brought. llUton, P. L., iL 596.

Harpyia (har-pi'i-a), n. [NL., < L. harpyia, <

(Jr. dpwvui, a harpy: see harpy.'] 1. In mam-
mut, a genus of fruit-bats, of the family Ptero-

podidcB. The body and limbs are as in Cynopterue, the

nostrils tubular, the premaxillary bones united in front,

1 incisor and 1 canine in each upper and lower half-jaw,

2 premolars above, 3 below on each side, and 2 molars in

each upper and lower half-jaw. There are two species, of

the Austromalayan subregion. lUiger, 1811.

Haipy-eagle i^Harfiyia destructor or T^rasyaltus harpyia).

ica, Harpyia destructor or Thrasyastus harpyia.
G. Cuvier, 1817.— 3. In entom., a genus of puss-
moths, containing such as the European H. vi-

nuli : synonymous in part with Cerura, in part
with Stauropus. Ochsenheimer, 1810.

Also Harpia, Harpya.
harquehust, arquebust (har'-, ar'ke-bus), n.

[Also harqtiehuss, harqueiuse, arquebus, Jiarque-

huze, harcuiuse, archibuze (after It.), harque-
Tmsh, hargubush, etc., in many unstable forms;
< F. harquebwse, arquebuse, dial, harkibuse, after
It. areobugio, arcobuso, now archibugio, archibuso
= Sp. Pg. arcabuz, corrupt forms of a form near-
er the orig., namely, OP. hacquebuche, hacque-
bute, etc., represented by E. hackbut: see hack-
but. The word, in all forms, became obsolete
with the thing; but the form harquebus, with
many minor variations of spelling, is the one
now eonmiouly used by archaeologists and his-
torians.] 1. An old form of hand-firearm.
The earliest hand-guns having been mere tubes fired by a
burning match applied to the touch-hole, the name Aarow^-
6«s was given to a gun fitted with a match-holder which
came down upon the priming-pan when a trigger was
pulled. Later, when the wheel-lock was introduced, a
piece fitted with it was still called a harquebus. After the
musket had been introduced into the French army (about
1575), the harquebus remained the favorite weapon of
private persons, because it was lighter and was supposed
to have greater precision. It was not a heavy arm, and
was rarely fired from a rest, except by horsemen, who had
a light rest secured to the saddle-bow. But during the
sixteenth century many experiments were made with
firearms throwing balls of six or even four to the pound,
mounted on swivels, for rampartdefense, and these, when
fitted with a match-lock, were called great harquebuses;
in like manner ar^we&twe d croc, or 'with arest,'wasaname
given to a heavy but stiU portable weapon, which was
superseded by the musket.

They [the Janizaries] serve with harquelyushes, armed
besides with cymiters and hatchets.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 38.

A chance-medley combat ensued, with lances, arque-
buses, cross-bows, and scimetars. Irving, Granada, p. 452.

Such fine results had been obtained by the English long-
bow men that, although in the time of Henry VIII. the
aarquebus had been brought to a far more perfect state
than when first introduced, it was forbiddenby Act of Par-
liament to be used, or even to be possessed, by any of the
kings subjects. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 11.

2. A harquebusier.

He marcheth in the middle, guarded about
With fuU five himdred harquebuae on foot.

Peele, Battle of Alcazar, iv. 1.

Double IiarquebttS, a harquebus with two locks, either
both of the same mechanism and merely as a precaution
against the inferior workmanship of the day, or one a
matchlock and the other a fiint- or wheel-lock.

harquebusadet, arquebusadet (har*-, ar^ke-
bus-ad'), n. [P. arquebusade, shot of a harque-
bus (eau d^arquebusade, a remedy for gunshot
wounds), < arqttebuse, a harquebus: see har-
quebus.] 1. The firing of a harquebus ; a dis-
charge of harquebuses.

The soldiers discharged a salve of harqubusaides on the
poor people.

Roger Williams, Brief Discourse of War (1590).

2. A distilled aromatic spirituous liquor ap-
plied to sprains or bruises.

You will find a letter from my sister to thank you for
the arquebusade water which you sent her. Chesterfield.

harqnebusiert, arquebusiert (har'-'-, ar'ke-bus-
er'), n. [.Also harquebussier, arqu^buseer, harcu-

harringtonite

buiicr, etc.; < P. arquebusier (ML. arcubusari-

us), < arquebuse, harquebuse, harquebus: see

harquebus. Cf. hackbutter.] A soldier armed
with a harquebus.
He giueth to his Hareubusiers certaine allowance for

powder and shot. HakluyVs Voyages, I. 239.

Well fare an old harguebuzier yet.

Could prime his powder, and ^ve flre, and hit,

All in a twinkling 1 B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 3.

The Spanish arquebusiers, screened by their defences,

poured a galling fire into the dense masses of the enemy,
Prescott, E'erd. and Isa., ii 12.

harr^t (har)) '* Same as har^.

harr^ (Mr), v. i. [A var. of hurr, or an aspi-

rated form of arrS.] To snarl like a dog. Grose.

[North. Eiig.]

harr^ (har), n,. Same as ha?-^.

harra (har'a), n. See hara-nut.

harraget (liar'aj), v. t. A corrupt form of
harass, perhaps' confused with harry.

Of late the Danes . . . had harraged all this coantrey.
Fuller, Hist. Camb. Univ., L

harrageoust, a. See harageous.

harraldt, n. An old form of herald.

harrast, n. See haras.

harrasst, i>- *• -A-n obsolete spelling of harass.

harrateent, harateent (har-a-ten'), n. [Origin
not ascertained.] A coarse woolen cloth, men-
tioned as late as 1739. Draper's Diet.

Mean time, thus silver'd with meanders gay,
In mimic pride the snail-wrought tissue shines,

Perchance of tabby or of harrateen
Not ill expressive. Shenstone, Economy, ill.

You never saw such a wretched hovel, lean, unpainted,
and half its nakedness barely shaded with harateen.
stretched till it craclcs. Walpole, Letters, n. 4.,

harridan (har'i-dan), n, [Origin uncertain;
supposed by Skeat to be a variant of OP. ari-

delw, haridelle, a worn-out horse, a lean, ill-fa-

vored jade, P. a jade, a thin scraggy woman (cf..

jade^, similarly used); appar. dim. < aride, dry^

withered: see arid.] An odious old woman; a
hag ; a vixenish woman.
I have a scheme to see you shortly with the old harri-

dan's consent, and even to make her a go-between in our
interview. Sheridan, The Bivals, ilL 3.

Such a weak, watery, wicked old harridan substituted
for the pretty creature I had been used to see,

De Quincey, Secret Societies, L

harrier! (Har'i-er), n. [< hare^ + -ierK] A
small kind of hound employed in hunting the
hare. There are particular breeds of the harrier, as the
large slow-hunting harrier and the little fox-beagle, and a
cross-breed between these. In all the scent is extremely
keen, which enables -them to follow all the doublings of
the hare. Also spelled harier.

harrier^ (har'i-6r), n. [< harry + -erl. Cf,
harrower^.] 1. One who harries. See harry, v.

She [Grandeur] hides her mountains and her sea
From the harriers of scenery.
Who hunt down sunsets, and huddle and bay.
Mouthing and mumbling the dying day.

Lowdl, Appledore.

2. A bird of prey of the family FalconidtB, sub-
family Circinee, and genus Circus. There are-

about 12 species, of most parts of the world, of light build,
small-bodied in proportion to the length of wing and tail,

with a rather long and slender scaly shank, untoothedi
bill, large external ear-parts, and a ruff or disk somewhat
like an owl's. The best-known species is the European-
hen-harrier or ringtail. Circus cyaneus, from which the .

common marsh-hawk of -America, C huds&nius, scarcely
differs. (See cut under Cirdrue.) The European marsh-
harrier is C£er«j?i7M>su«. (Seeharpy,S(b).) Montagu'shar-
rier is another species, C. cinerascens. The males of the
harriers differ much from the females, being bluish above
instead of dark-brown, and are often called blue-hawks.

It [a pheasant] was immediately pursued by the blue
hawk, known by the name of the hen-harrier.

Gilbert White, Kat. Hist, of Selbome, Obs. on Birds.

harriment (har'i-ment), n. [Sc, also herri-
ment; < harry + -merit.] Harrying; vexation;
trouble.

Staumrel, corky-headed, graceless gentry.
The herrymen^t and ruin of the country.

Bum^, Brigs of Ayr.

Harrington (har'ing-ton), n. [So called be-
cause the patent
for issuing it was
first granted (in

1613) to Lord Har-
rington.] A copper
farthiug-token cur-
rent in England
under James I. and
Charles I.

I have lost four or
five friends, and not gotten the value of one Hairrington.

Sir H. Wotton, Letters, p. 658.

I will not bate a Harrington of the sum.
B. Jonson, Devil is an -Ass, ii 1.

harringtonite (hax'ing-ton-tt), n. [< Harring-
ton (a proper name) + -ifeS.] i^ mineral, sama
as mesolite.

Obverse. Reverse-

Harrington of James I., British Muse-
um. ( Size of the origioal.)



Common Harrow.

Harrington knot
Harrington knot. See Tcnot\

harrisht, a. An obsolete form of harsh.
harrisite (har'is-it), n. [< Harris (a proper
name) + -jte^.] A mineral having the com-
position of ehalcocite and the cleavage of ga-
lena, probably a psendomorph, found at the
Canton mine in the State of Georgia.
Harris's finch. See finch^.
harrott, n. [< MB. Imrrot: see herald.'] An
obsolete variant of herald.

Ryght sone were thay reddy on every syde.
For the harrotes betwyxte thame last dyde ryde.

ilf5. Lansdoume, 208, 1. 20. iflaUvwdl.)

The first red herring that was broiled in Adam and
Eve's kitchen do I fetch my pedigree from, by the harrot's
book. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 8.

harrow! (har'6), n. [< ME. harow, harowe,
haru, harive, < AS. (gloss) hearge, a harrow, =
D. harlc = MLG. harke, herke, LG. hark, a rake
(> G. harke, a rake), = Icel. herfi, a harrow, =
Sw. harf, a harrow (Sw. harka, a rake, from
LG.), = Dan. 7iar«, a harrow. Root unknown

;

the forms are somewhat discordant. The P.
herse, a harrow, is different: see hearse^.'\ An
implement, usu-
ally formed of
pieces of timber
or bars of metal
crossing one an-
other and set
with iron teeth
(also called
tines), drawn (usually by one comer) over plow-
ed land to level it and break the clods, and to
cover seed when sown, a similar implement is drawn
by a boat or vessel over oyster-beds to clear them of ma-
rine plants and objectionable substances.

He . . . cut them with saws, and with harrows of iron,
and with axes. 1 Chron. xx. 3.

that a pot of sUuer once would cracke
Beneath my harrow, by Alcides sent.

. Beaumont, tr. of Persius'B Satires, iL

Chain harrow, an implement consisting of a congeries
of iron rings, used for covering grass-seeds, and especial-
ly for separating weeds from the earth or clods in which
they are enveloped.

—

Kevolving harrow, a harrow the
teeth of which are arranged on radiating arms in a frame
pivoted to th e draft-gear so that it can rotate in a horizon-
tal plane in order to assist the tearing or raking action of
the teeth.—Under the harrow, in a state of uneasiness
or misery.

Folks work harder to enjoy themselves than at anything
else I know. Half of them spend more money than they
can afford to, and keep under the harrow all the time, just
because they see others spend money.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 186.

harrow^ (har'6), v. t. [< ME. harowen, harewen,
harwen = Sw. harfva = Dan. liarve, harrow, =
D. G. harken, rake; from the noun.] 1. To
draw a harrow over ; break or tear with a har-
row: as, to harrow laud or ground.

Let the Volsces
Plough Kome, and hari'ow Italy. Shak., Cor., v. 3.

And ye maun harrow 't wi' a thorn.
And hae your wark done ere the mom.

The Elfin Knight (Child's Ballads, 1. 129).

2. To tear or lacerate as if by a harrow ; tor-

ment; harass.

Bern. Looks it not like the king? mark it, Horatio.
Hot. Most like : it harrows me with fear and wonder.

Shale., Hamlet, i. 1.

Imagine you behold me bound and scourg'd,

My aged muscles harrovfd up with whips. Rowe.

harxo'W^ (har'o), V. t. [< ME. harwen, herwen
(as mod. E. harry, < ME. herien), < AS. hergian,

harry, ravage: aeeharry.] To ravage; despoil;

vex: same as harry.

Thus Ihesus Crist harewide helle.

And ledde hise louers to paradijs.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. B. T. S.X p. 53.

The king, . . . meaning thereby to harrow his people,

did accumulate them the rather. Bacon, Hist. Henry VII.

harro'W'St (har'o), interj. [Also written harow,

early mod. E. also haroU; < ME. harrow, har-

rowe, haro, < OF. haro, harou, harau, harol, an
exclamation, perhaps a call for help, < OS. lier-

od, OHG. herot, here, hither, < OS. her, OHG.
lier, hera = E. here. Cf. OHG. haren, MHG.
haren. ham, call out, shout.] Help! hallo!

hello! an exclamation of sudden distress, of

lamentation, or of indignation or surprise:

used by heralds to attract attention.

Owte ! owte ! harrowe ! helples, slyke bote at es here,

This es a dongon of dole that I am todyghte.
York Plays, p. 6.

Thevoriden, "Quit! /losrrow and weylaway."
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 660.

" Harrow ! the flames which me consume," said hee,

"Ne can be guenoht, within my secret bowelles bee."
Spenser, F. Q., IL vi. 49.

harrow^t, »• [ME., also harrowe; < harrow^,

interj.'] Disturbance; cry; uproar.

2729
Helpe ! Belsabub I to bynde ther boyes.
Such harrowe was neuer are herde in helle.

York Plays, p. 377.

harro'werl (har'o-fer), n. [< harrow'^, v., + -eel.]

One who harrows.
harrower^ (har'o-er), n. [< ME. *harowere,
harwere; < harrow'^ + -er^ ; = harrier^, q. v.]
1. One who harrows or despoils.

We xulle telle
Be dale and hylle
How harwere of helle
Was bom this nyght.

Coventry Plays, p. 169.

3. A s;peeies of hawk; a harrier.
harrowing! (har'6-iug), p. a. [Ppr. of harrow^,
V. *.] Heart-rending; excruciating; distress-
ful; tragic: as, the harrowing details of a
murder.

My soul with harrowing anguish torn,

—

This for my Chieftain have I borne

!

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 6.

harrO'Wing^t (har'o-ing), n. [< ME. harrowinge,
haromnge, earlier hergung, etc.: see harrying.']

Same as harrying.

harro'Wingly (har'o-ing-li), adv. In a harrow-,
ing manner; excruciatingly.

harry (har'i), v.; pret. and pp. harried, ppr. har-
rying. [(1) < ME. haryen, harien, herien (as mod.
harrow^, < ME. harwen, herwen), earlier hergien,
< AS. hergian (= OHG. harjon, herjon, fir-herjon,
MHG. hern, ver-hergen, ver-hern, G. ver-heeren =
Icel. herya = Sw. hdrja = Dan. hm-je, hcerge),

lay waste, ravage, harry, lit. overrun with an
army, < here, an army, in particular the enemy,
= OS. heri= OFries. Mri, here= D. heer, heir =
MLG. (ineomp.) here-, her- (here-strate, her-ge-
toch) = OHG. heri, hari, MHG. here, G. heer =
Icel. here (for heri) = Sw. har = Dan. hwr =
Goth, harjis, a host, army, = OBulg. kara,
strife, = Lith. karas, war, = Lett, karsch, war,
tumult, = OPruss. karjis, army ; of. Zend kdra,
army. The AS. here, an army, host, is lost in
E., but is represented by various derivatives
and compounds, namely, harry and its doublet
harrow^, heriot, herring, and, indirectly, har-
bor\ herald, the proper name Harold, etc. (2)
With this verb of AS. origin is mixed another
of F. origin, of similar form and related mean-
ing, namely, ME. haryen, harien (mod. E. also
hare^), < OP. harier, harer, draw, drag.] I.

trans. 1. To make a hostile incursion upon;
ravage by war or invasion ; make forced exac-
tions upon; harass by rapacity or violent de-
mands; despoil; strip; rob.

They [the Clans] will admit of no Sheriff into their Coun-
try, nor appear before the English Courts of Justice ; and
thereupon ha/rried all the Country with Fire and Sword.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 365.

Our souldiors in manner of a tempestuous whirlewind,
carrying and harrying the riches of the barbarians, wasted
whatsoever stood in their way.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus (1609).

Mony a kittywake's and lungie's nest hae I harried up
amang thae very black rocks. Scott, Antiquary, vii.

During the past twenty years every shire in Wessex had
been harried [by pirates] again and again.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 389.

His agent, while he harried the tenants to supply his
master's demands, plundered Illustrissimo frightfully.

Howells, Venetian Life, xxL

Sf. To trouble; vex; harass; agitate; tease;
harrow.

I repent me much
That so I ha/rried him. Shak., A. and C, iii 3.

Sf. To draw or drag violently.

Haried forth by arme, foot, and too.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1868.

II, intrans. To make harassing incursions.

What made your rogueships,
Harrying for victuals here ?

Fletcher, Bonduca, iL 3.

Harry Dutchman. See Dutchman.
harry-gad, harry-gaud (har'i-gad, -g^d), «.

[Appar. < Harry, used, as also in harry-ruffian,
somewhat like Jack (implying a wild or reckless
person), + gad^, gaud.'] A wild or reckless per-
son. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
Harry-groatt, n. A groat coined in the reign
of Henry VIII. There were several kinds.

Spurroyals, Harry-groats, or such odde coine.

ifasper Mayne, City Match, ii. 3.

A piece of antiquity, sir ; 'tis English coin ; and if you
will needs know, 'tis an old Harry groat.

Marviion, Antiquary.

harrying (har'i-ing), n. [< ME. heriunge, her-

gung (also harrowinge, harowing, mod. harrow-
ing), < AS. hergung (= OHG. heruinga, herunga,
MHG. herunge, G. ver-heerung), ravaging, < her-

gian, ravage, despoil, harry: see harry.] Rav-
aging; spoliation.—Harryingorharrowlngofhellt,

harshen
the spoliation of hell— that is, the delivery by Christ, upon
his descent into hell after his crucifixion, of the souls of
the righteous who had been there held captive by Satan :

a favorite subject of homily and allusion iu the middle
ages.

Harry-long-legs (har'i-ldng'legz), n. Same as
daddy-long-legs, 1. [Eng.]
That the males of some Diptera fight together is certain

;

for Prof, Westwood has several times seen this with some
species of Tipula or Ho/rry-long-legs.

Darwin, Descent of Man, I. 339.

harry-ruffiant, n. [Cf. harry-gad.] Same as
harry-gad.

Ould Harry-ruffians, bankerupts, southsayers,
And youth whose cousenage is as old as theirs.

Bp. Corbet, Elegy on Bp. Kavis.

harrysoph (har-i-sof), n. [A familiar reduc-
tion of Henry-sophister (NL. pi. Sophistce Hen-
riciani—Ray, Proverbs, 2ded., 1678, p. 299); <
Harry (King Henry VIH.) + sophister, in ref.

to some foundation by that king. Usually re-
garded as a humorous perversion of an alleged
Gv.*ipic!oipoc, very wise, < ept-, an intensive pre-
fix, + cxojidg, wise.] In the tJniversity of Cam-
bridge, England, a student who, ha'ying at-
tained sufficient standing to take the degree of
B. A., declares himself a candidate for a degree
in law or medicine.
harsh (harsh), a. [Formerly sometimes harrish,
E. dial, also hash, < ME. harsk, also hask, rough
("harske or haske, as sundiy frutys"—Prompt.
Parv.), < OSw. harsk, Sw. harsk, harsken, rank,
rancid, rusty, = Dan. harsk, rancid, = G. harsch,
harsh, rough; not foTind in AS., OHG., or Icel.

;

prob. connected with hard, q. v., the d being
early lost, and the term, being ult. the same as
-ishi. Ct.rash^.] 1. Rough to the touch or to
any of the senses ; sharp or sour to the taste,

discordant to the ear, inharmonious to the eye,
etc.; grating; rasping; acrid; irritating: as,

a harsh surface ; harsh fruit ; a harsh voice ; a
harsh combination of colors.

Sorbum, an harrysshe pear. Sir T. Elyot.

They [plums] that ar litle ones, and harde, and harrish
taste, ar sterk noughts. Turner, Herbal (1662).

Black feels as if you were feeling needles' points, or some
harsh sand ; and red feels very smooth. Boyle.

I met my lady once

;

A woman like a butt, and harsh as crabs.
Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

The haze of the October afternoon . . . blended in all

and sundry of the local colors, harsh and harmonious, into
one pleasant bit of gleaming tone,

6. H. Boughton, Artist Strolls in Holland, vL

2. Hard or severe in effect ; of such a nature
as to be repellent from any physical point of
view.
The valleyes and sides of the hills very fertile, but the

mountaines harsh, and of a sulphurous composition.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 272.

He who writes honestly is no more an enemy to the of-

fender than the physician to the patient, when he pre-
scribes horrsh remedies to an inveterate disease.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., To the Reader,

3. Repugnant to the mind or the sensibilities

;

mentally or morally forbidding; hard to bear,
endure, resolve upon, etc.

The very shining force of excellent virtue, though in a
very harrish subject, had wrought a kind of reverence in
them. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

How charming is divine philosophy

!

Not harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose.
Milton, Comus, 1, 477.

Bear patiently the harsh words of thy enemies.
Jer. Taylor.

But, like all compulsory legislation, that of Nature is

harsh and wasteful in its operation.
Huxley, Lay Sermons, p, 34,

4. Austere in character or severe in action;
stern; hard; unkind.
He was a wise man and an eloquent, btit in his charac-

ter harsh and haughty. Ba^on.

Absent thee from felicity awhile.
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

A harsh Mother may bring forth sometimes a mild
Daughter. Howell, Letters, ii, 53.

= S3m. 3 and 4. Severe, Rigorous, etc. (see austere); ac-
rimonious, ill-natured, Ul-tempered, uncivil, ungracious,,
churlish, brutal.

harsht, v. i. [< harsh, a.] To sound harshly;
crack. Davies.

At length with rounsefal from stock vntruncked y' harssh-
eth. Stanihurst, .^neid, ii, 655.

harshen (har'shn), v. t. [< harsh + -enX (3).]

1. To render harsh ; make hard and rough.
His brow was wrinkled now, his features harshened.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xi.

2. To render peevish, morose, or austere.

Three years of prison might be some excuse for a soured
and harshened spirit, Kingsley, Alton Locke, xxxii.

[Rare in both uses.]



harshly

harshly (harsli'li), adv. In a harsh manner;
longhly; austerely; nnkindly.

He plied his ear witli truths,
Not harshly thunder'd forth, or rudely press'd.
But like his purpose, gracious, kind, and sweet.

Cowper, Task, yi. 603.

harshness (harsh'nes), n. [Early mod. E. also
harrishness ; < harsh + -ness.'] The quality or
condition of being harsh.

Dates, if they be eaten, they are good for the harrishe-
9ies or roughnes of the throte. Turner, Herbal (1562).

If they differ from the verses of others, they differ for
the worse ; for they are too often distinguished by repul-
sive kamhmss. Johnson, Milton.

'Xls not enough no harshness give offence,

The sound must seem an echo to the sense.
Pope, £ssay on Criticism, 1. 364.

=Syil. Asperity, Qic.(fiee acrimony)-, austerity, churlish-
ness, rigor, roughness, bluntuess, hardness, sternness, cru-
elty, rudeness ; discordance, dissonance.

harskt, a. See harsh.

harslet, n. See haslet.

harst (harst), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
harvest.

harstigite (hars'ti-git), n. [< HarsUg (see
def.) + -jte^.] A silicate of aluminium, man-
ganese, calcium, and magnesium, occurring in
yellow to brown orthorhombio crystals at the
Harstig mine, Paysberg, Sweden.
harstrongt (har'strdng), ». [Also horestrang,

horestrong (with same initial element as hore-

hound, hoarhound) ; < D. harstrang, < Gr. harn-
strenge, strangury, < ham, urine, + Strang, a
string (strangieren, strangle): see strangle.']

Peucedanum officinale, a common umbelliferous
plant ofEurope, formerlyusedinmedicine. See
Peucedanum. An extract called peucedanin was ob-
tained from the root, which has been found to be iden-
tical with imperatorin, extracted from the masterwort,
Peucedanum Ostruthium, with the chemical formula
C12H12O3.

hartl (hart), n. [< MB. hart, hert, heart, < AS.
heart, heorot='D. hert= OHGr. hirus, hire, MHQ-.
hire, G. hirss, now hirsch = Icel. hjortr = Sw.
Dan. hjort, a hart ; with formative -*, = L. cer-

vus = W. oarv), a hart, stag ; lit. 'horned,' = Gr.
Kcpadg, homed, < /cepof (mpar-), a horn, akin to B.
horn : see horn.'] 1 . The male of the red deer,

Cervus elaphus, the female of which is called
hind; a stag, especially an adult stag or male
red deer after its fifth year, when the sur-royal

or crown-antler has appeared. The term belongs
properly to the species named, but is extended to related
kinds of deer. See antler, hind\ stag.

The werwolf an huge hert hadde hunted.
Waiiam o/Paieme (K E. T. S.), 1. 2569.

There are wild Bores & wild Harts in that Forrest
[Veronne]. Coryat, Crudities, I. 13.

A creature that was current then
In these wild woods, the hart with golden horns.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

My Mood leaped as nimbly and joyously as a young
ha/rt on the mountains of Bether.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 62.

2. In her., a stag used as a bearing. It is taken
as a stag in its sixth year or older, but the word
stag is not used in blazon— Hart of grease. See
grease, 2.—Hart Often, a hart with ten tines or branches
on liis horns.

Scar. A great, large deer!
Mob. What head?
John. Forked ; a hart of ten.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

Hart royal. "A hart that escapes after having been pur-

sued by royalty was ever afterward termed a hart royal;

and if the king or queen made proclamation for his safe re-

turn, he was then called a hart royal proclaimed." (Hal-

KweZi.)— Hart's blaclL See black.

hart^, n. An obsolete spelling of heart.

hartal (har'tai), n. [Hind, hartal.] Orpiment.

hartbeest, hartebeest (hart'best), n. [South-

African D. hartebeest, < harte, appar. a modi-
fication (after E. harfi) of D. hert (= B. hartT-),

+ heest = E. beast.'] A large African antelope,

Alcelaphus caama. Also called caama.

I have seen, at break of day, hartebeeste, wildebeeste,

eland, and sassabi within easy rifle range of my position.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX 618.

hartberry (harfber'^i), «.; pi. hartierries (-iz).

[MB. not found; AS. heart-, heorot-, heorut-

berge, berry of the buckthorn, < heort, heorot,

hart, + berie, berge, berry.] The bilberry of

Europe or blueberry of Scotland, Vaccinium

Myrtillus. See bilberry. Also called hart-crop.

hart-clovert, »• [ME. herteclover,_hartclaver

(glossing L. trifoUwm), < AS. heort-elcefre, heorot-

clcefre, glossing cynocephaleon and camedris, <

heort, heorot, hart, + clwfre, clover.] A plant,

Medicago maculata. Also heart-clover.

hart-crop (hart'krop), n. [ME. not found ; AS.

heorot-crop (once), a plant, appar. buckthorn,
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or perhaps hartwort, < heorot, hart, + crop,

crop.] Same as hartberry.

hartet, " An obsolete spelling of heart.

hartebeest, n. See hartbeest.

hartent, «. *. An obsolete spelling of hearten.

Hartford fern. Same as cUmbing-fem.
hartin (har'tin), n. [< (Ober)hart (see def.) +
-m2.] A fossil resin (C10H17O) resembling har-
tite, massive, but crystallizing from rock-oil in

needles belonging to the trimetric system. It

is found in the lignite of Oberhart, Austria.

hartite (har'tit), n. [< (,Ober)hart (see def.) +
-ite^.] A fossil resin (C3H5) resembling hartin,

and found like it in the lignite of Oberhart,

Austria.

Eartleian (hart'le-an), a. Pertaining or relat-

ing to David Hartley, M. D. (1705-57), an Eng-
lish metaphysician generally regarded as the

foimder of the associationist school. His " Ob-
servations on Man " was published in 1749.

Their mode of thinking [that of the Philosophic Eadi-

oals] was ... a combination of Bentham's point of view
with . . . the Hartleian metaphysics.

J. S. Mm, Autobiog., p. 105.

Hartogia (har-to'ji-a), n. [NL., named after

John Hartog, an early traveler.] A genus of

plants, of the natural order Celastrinece, distin-

guished from related genera by having the sta-

mens located between the lobes of the disk, and
by its ovoid fruit and serrate leaves, it includes

only a single species, H. Capensis, a South African shrub
or low tree the wood of which is remarkably hard, tough,

fine-grained, and susceptible of polish. The Dutch colo-

nists call it ladle-wood, from the chief use to which they

put it. It is also used for veneering.

hartroyal (hart'roi"al), n. It. Same as hart

royal (which see, under hart^).—2. A plant, a
species of plantain.

hart's-ballst (harts'bMz), «. Same as hart's-

trufies.

hart's-clover (harts 'klo'ver), n. [Cf. hart-

olover.] A plant, Melilotus officinalis, the yel-

low melilot: so called, it is said, because deer
delight to feed on it. Also called hart's-trefoil.

hart s-eyet, «• Wild dittany. Topsell.

hartshorn (harts'hdm), n. [= D. hartshoorn;

as hart's, poss., + horn; cf. G. hirsehhorn= Sw.
hjorthorn = Dan. hjortehorn.] 1. The antler

of the hart or stag, Cervus elaphus. The constit-

uent elements of deciduous antlers differ materially from
those of persistent horns, as of the ox, and are identical,

or nearly so, with those of bone. These antlers were for-

merly much used as a source of ammonia, and the products
of their distillation were employed in medicine under the
name of the volatile salt of hartshorn, ot spirit of harts-

horn; but they have now been superseded by simpler
preparations of ammonia and ammonium carbonate, often
called by the same name. See ammonia, 1.

Hartshorn has been usually imported into this country
from Germany, in the form of shavings. These are with-
out smell and taste, pliable, and of an ivory yellow color.

U. S. IHspensatory, p. 1659.

3. Spirit of hartshorn; ammonia.—3. In bot.

See ^arteZiorw-^towtom— Jelly of hartshorn, a nu-
tritive jelly formerly obtained from shavings of the horns
of harte, now procured from shavings of the bones of
calves.

"

hartshorn-plantain (harts'h6m-plan"tan), n.

A species of plantain, Plantago Coronopus, com-
mon in Europe : so called from its furcated
leaves. See bucWs-horn.

hart's-thorn (harts'th6m), n. Same as buch-
thorn, Bhamnus catharticus.

hart's-tongne (harts'tung), n. [< ME. hertes
tunge, hertys tonge, 'hertes tounge; not found in
AS. ; = MHG. hirses zunge, G. hirschzunge.] A
fern, Scqlopendrium vulgare, with long simple
fronds; also, rarely, Potypodium Singaporianum
and Acrostichum cervinum. See Scolopendrium.

hart's-trefoil (harts 'tre"foil), n. Same as
hart's-clover.

hart's-trufB.es (harts'truflz), n. A fungus,
Elaphomyces granulatus, supposed to be an
aphrodisiac, now sold under the name of lyco-

perdon nuts. Formerly also called hart's-balls

and deer-balls.

hartwort (hart'wSrt), n. One of several um-
belliferous plants of the genera Tordylium, Se-
seli, and Bupleurum, especially Tordylium maxi-
mum, native of southern Europe and northern
Africa, and sparingly found in England. See
Tordylium.

harum-scarum (har'um-skar'iun), a. and n.

[Also formerly harem-scarem ; a riming com-
pound of uncertain elements, now appar. ac-
com. to hare^, as a type of unreasoning haste
and instability, and to scare, in allusion to its

timidity. Cf . E. dial, havey-scavey, helter-skel-

ter (in Cumberland), also wavering, doubtful
(Grose).] I. a. Harebrained; flighty; giddy;
rash.

harvest

He seemed a mighty rattling harem-scarem gentleman.
Jfme. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 358.

She was one of the first who brought what I call harum-

scarum m&nneis ialo tasbloo.
.1 „ ,• J .,.

Miss Edgeworth, Belmda, liL

Dpn't take these flights

Upon moon-shiny nights.

With gay harum-scarum young men.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, IL 162.

They had a quarrel with Sir Thomas Newcome's own

son a harum-scarum lad, who ran away, and then was

sent to India. Thackeray, Newoomes, v.

II. n. A giddy, harebrained, or rash person.

When I married I was a girl like you, only ten tunes

wilder, the greatest harurri^scarum in the county

!

Mrs. Craik, Agatha's Husband, xit

haruspex (ha-rus'peks), n.
;
pi. haruspices (-pi-

sez). [L., also written, less correctly, anraea;,

lit. inspector of entrails, < *haru- = Skt. hira,

entrails (akin to xo^^^^Ct entrails, xop^^> gut (>

ult. E. cord\ chord, q. v. ), and to E. yarn, q. v.),

-t- speeere, view, inspect: see species, spectacle,

etc. Cf. L. hariolus, a soothsayer, a word con-

taining the same element haru-: see hariola-

tion.] One of a class of minor priests or sooth-

sayers in ancient Eome, of Etrurian origin,

whose function it was to inspect the entrails

of victims killed in sacrifice, and by them, as

well as by certain natural phenomena, to in-

terpret the will of the gods. Their duties were

thus sunilar to those ol the augurs, who, however, occu-

pied a much higher position in the state.

A little after the civU war between Cscsar and Pompey,
the haruspices ordered the temples of the deities to be

demolished. Jortin, On Eccles. Hist

"Am I to be frightened," he said, in answer to some
report of the haruspices, "because a sheep is without a

heart?" Froude, Caesar, p. 610.

haruspication(ha-ru8-pi-ka'shon), n. [< harus-

pex (-spic-) + -ation.] The act or practice of

prognosticating by the inspection of the en-

trails of animals slain in sacrifice ; divination.

Haru^pication belongs, among the lower races, espe-

cially to theMalaysand Polynesians, and to various Asiatic

tribes. . . . Captain Burton's account from Central Africa

perhaps fairly displays its symbolic principle. He de-

scribes the mganga or sorcerer taking an ordeal by kill-

ing and splitting a fowl and inspecting its inside; if

blackness or blemish appears about the wings, it denotes

the treachery of children and kinsmen ; the backbone
convicts the mother and grandmother; the tail shows
that the criminal is the wife, etc.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 111.

haruspice (ha-rus'pis), n. [< L. haruspex, pi.

haruspices: see haruspex.] Same as harus-

pex.

haruspices, n. Plural of haruspex.

haruspicy (ha-rus'pi-si), n.
. [< L. haruspidum,

the inspection of victims, < haruspex, harus-

pex: see haru,spex.] Same as haruspication.

Also aruspicy. See haruspex.

harvest (har'vest), n. [E. dial, and So. contr.

harrest, harst, hairst, < ME. harvest, hervest, her- •

fest, harvest, autumn, < AS. hcerfest, autumn (as

one of the four seasons lencten, sumor, hcerfest,

winter, without reference, except by implica-

tion, to the gathering of crops), = D. herfst,

OD. also harvest, autumn,=OHG. herbist, MHG.
herbest, autumn, harvest, G. herbst, autumn,
dial, harvest, vintage. The Scand. forms are

contracted (in such a way as to suggest a con-

formation to OP. Aoust, August, also harvest-

time, Bret, eost = D. oogst, harvest, < L. Augus-
tus, August) : Icel. haust = Sw. Dan. host, au-

tumn. The fact that harvest in its earliest use
(AS.) had no direct reference to the gathering
of crops (see above) is against the current as-

sociation of the word with L. carpere, pluck,

Gr. Kffi/DTriif, fruit.] If. The third season of the

year; autumn; fall.

Heruest with the heite & the high sun
Was comyn into colde.

Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. 8.), 1. 12465.

2. The season of gathering the ripened crops;

specifically, the time of reaping and gathering
grain.

He that sleepeth in harvest is a son that causeth shame.
ProT.«x. 6.

Clar. O, do not slander him, for he is kind.
1 Murd. Hight, as snow in harvest.

Shak., Rich, m., L 4.

3. A crop or crops gathered or ready to be
gathered; specifically, ripe grain reaped, and
stored in stacks or bams ;_ hence, a supply of

anything gathered at maturity and stored up:
as, a harvest of nuts, or of ice.

To glean the broken ears alter the man
That the main harvest reaps.

Shak., As you Like it, ill. 6.

Heavy harvests nod beneath the snow.
Pope, Dunciad, 1. 78.



harvest
No more shall . . . Peace

Pipe on her pastoral hillock a languid note,
And watch her harvest ripen.

Tennyson^ Maud, xxviii.

Hence— 4. The product of any labor, or the
result of any course of action; gain; result;
effect; consequence.
What is that to him that reaps not harvest of his youthful

joys ? Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

5. The act or process of harvesting.
Look on the fields ; for they are white already to ha/r-

»est. John iv. 35.

The peasants urge their harvest, ply the fork.
Coiuper, Table Talk, 1. 2U.

To owe one a day In harvest, to owe a good deed
when it shall be most needed, in return for a favor re-
ceived.

Heark thee, man, I owe thee a day in harst; , . . I'll pay
up your thousan pund Scots. Scott, Eob Roy, xxiii.

harvest (har'vest), v. t. [< ME. hervesten =
OD. herfsten= Q-. herhsten, draw near autumn,
dial, harvest,= Icel. hausta, drawnear autumn,
= Sw. hosta = Dan. hoste, harvest ; from the
noun.] To reap or gather, as corn and other
crops, for the use of man and beast : often used
figuratively.

Men Jiervesten the corn twyes a geer.
MandeviUe, Travels, p. 300.

1 have seen a stock of reeds harvested and stacked, worth
two or three hundred pounds. Penruint, Tour in Scotland.

harvest-apple (har'vest-ap'''l), n. Asmall early
variety of apple ripening in August.
harvest-belts (har'vest-belz), n. A beauti-
ful gentian, Gentiana Pneumonanthe, fotmd in
nearly all jjarts of Europe, but rare in England.
It is a perennial herb nearlya foot high,with linear leaves,
and bright-blue corolla an inch and a half long, striate

with finegreenish lines. Itblooms in harvest-time,whence
the name.

harvest-bug (har' vest-bug), n. 1. Same as
harvest-Uclc.

This animal (which we call a harvest bug) is very minute,
. . . of abright scarlet colour, and of the genus of Acarus.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, xxxiv.

2. Same as harvest-fly. [New Eng.]
harvest-doll (har'vestrdol), n. Same as Imr-
vest-queen.

harvester (har'ves-t6r), «. 1. One who har-
vests.

Would she were mine, and I to-day,
Like her, a harvester of hay.

Whittier, Maud Muller.

2. A machine for gathering fleld-erops, such
as grain,beams,flax, potatoes, etc.; specifically,

a reaping-machine. Anymachine for gathering fleld-

crops is called a harvester, except the grass-cutting ma-
chines, which are called mowers or mowing-machines

;

any grain-harvesting machine also, except the heading-
machine, is called a reaper. See mower and reaper.

3. A harvest-spider or harvestman.
harvest-feast (har'vest-fest), n. A feast made
at the ingathering of the harvest.

harvest-field (har'vest-feld), n. A field from
which a harvest is gathered.

The country people bring home from the harvest field

... a figure made with corn, round which the men and
the women were promiscuously singing, and preceded by
a piper or a drum. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 468.

My brother James is in the harvest-field.

Tennyson, The Brook.

harvest-fish (har'vest-fish), M. 1. The butter-

fish, dollar-fish, orlafayette, Stromateustriacan-

thus. [New Jersey, U. S.]— 2. Aiiother species

of Stromateidce, Stromateus paru,_ distinguished

by the production of the anterior dorsal and
anal rays and the suborbicular body. It visits

the North American coast in the autumn, at

harvest-time.

harvest-fly (har'vest-fli), ». A homopterous
insect of the family Cicadidce; a lyerman. ci-

cada tiblcen is known as the dag-day harvest-fly in the

United States ; it is a near relative of the seventeen-year

cicada, and, like it, is often called locmt. Sometimes
called harvest-bug.

harvest-goose (har'vest-gos), n. Same as stuo-

ble-goo'se.

harvest-home (har'vest-hom'),™- 1- Thetime
of gathering the harvest ; the brining home of

the harvest ; hence, any opportunity for mak-
ing advantage or gain.

And his chin, new reap'd,

Show'd like a stubble-land at harvest-home.
Shah., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3.

2. A festival held by the English peasantry in

August in honor of the homing of the harvest.

It was formerly observed by farm -laborers, servants, and

the whole rural community, with universsd merrymak-

ing, feasting, songs and dances, and processions of oxen

and horses with decorated carts and implements of hus-

bandry. At present little remains of this custom but a

supper.

As we were returning to our inn [in or near Windsor],

we happened to meet some country people celebratmg
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their hmmest-home : their last load of corn they crown with
flowers, having besides an image richly dressed, by which
perhaps they signify Ceres ; this they keep moving about,
while the men and women, and men and maid servants,
riding through the streets in the cart, shout as loud as
they can till they arrive at the barn.
Hentzner (end of 16th century), quoted in Strutt's Sports

[and Pastimes, p. 467.

3. The song sung at this festival.

Crown'd with the eares of corne, now come
And, to the pipe, siitg harvest-home. Serrick.

We have ploughed, we have sowed,
We have reaped, we have mowed.
We have brought home every load.
Hip, hip, hip. Harvest home .'

Hone's Every-Day Book, II. 1164.

harvesting-machine (har'ves-ting-ma-shen"),
n. A harvester. See harvester, 2.

harvest-lady (har'vest-la"di), n. The second
reaper in a row. [Prov. Eng.]
harvestless (har'vest-les), a. Without harvest.

These judgments on the land

—

Harvestless autumns, horrible agues, plague.
Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 1.

harvest-lord (har'vest-16rd), n. The head
reaper at the harvest, orthe first reaper in a row.
[Prov. Eng.]

harvest-louse (har'vest-lous), n. Same as liar-

vest-Uck.

harvestman (har'vest-man), «.; pi. hanestmen
(-men). 1. A laborer in' harvest.

Like to a harvest-man, that's task'd to mow
Or all, or lose his hire. Shale, Cor., i. 3.

2. A harvester, shepherd-spider, gray-bear, or
daddy-long-legs ; an araehiddan, such as those
of the genus Phalcmgmm, having a very small
globose body with long slim legs. Also harvest-
spider.

harvest-mite (har'vest-mit), n. Same as har-
vest-tiek; especially, a mite of the genus Trom-
bidium or family Trornbidiidoe.

harvest-month (har'vest-munth), n. [< ME.
hervestmoneth, < AS. hcerfestmonath (= D. herfst-

maand, September, = OHG. herbistmdnoth,
MHG. herbestmdnot, autumnal month, der erste

herbistmdnoth, the first harvest-month, Septem-
ber, G. herbstmonat = Dan. hostmaaned = Sw.
hostmdnad), September, < hcerfest, autumn, +
monath, month.] The month when the prin-
cipal harvests are gathered; specifically, in
Great Britain, the month of September.
harvest-moon (har'vest-mon), n. The fullmoon
nearest to the autumnal equinox. At that season
the moon, when nearly full, rises for several consecutive
nights at about the same hour, so that there is an unusual
proportion of moonlight evenings. The phenomenon is

more striking in higher latitudes than in the United States,

and disappears entirely in the tropics. It is most marked
when the ascending node of the moon's orbit is at or near
the vernal equinox, as it will be in 1894. The phenomenon
is due to the fact that at the time of the autumnal equinox
the full moon (necessarily opposite to the sun) is in that
part of its orbit which makes the least possible angle with
the eastern horizon at the point where the moon rises.

The full moon which happens on or nearest to the 21st
of September is called the harvest-Trwon.

Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Outlines of Astronomy, § 428 b.

Preserving distinct statements of certain color facts—
as that the harvest-moon at rising was of such and such a
red. MusiMi, Elements of Drawing, iii.

harvest-mouse (har' vest -mous), n. A very
small murine rodent or mouse, M^ls minutus,
abundant in Europe, nesting in grain, and there-

hash

the last day of harvest. Also called hern-babij
and harvest-doll.

harvestry (har'vest-ri), 11. [< harvest + -?•)/.]

The act or industry of harvesting ; also, that
which is harvested. Swinburne.
harvest-spider (har'vest-spi"d6r), n. Same as
harvestman, 2.

harvest-tick (har'vest-tik), 11. One of several
different mites or aearids which are abundant
and troublesome late in the summer and in au-
tunan. They attach themselves like ticks to the skin, be-
come gorged with blood, and occasion much inconve-
nience. They are also called harvest-lice, harvest-mites,
harvest-bugs, and red lice, and were formerly all placed
in a spurious genus Leptus, which is composed of tjie

Harvest-ticks, much magnified.

"Leptus'* irritans. Trombidium americanuyn.

six-legged immature forms of various mites, mainly har-
vest-mites or -trombidiids, but also includes certain spin-
nlng-mltes or tetranychids. Thus, in England, the com-
mon harvest-bug is Tetranychus (formerly "Leptus") au-
tumnalis. In the United States the same name is given
to the six-legged or Xe2>(i<« stage of a mite called "L^tue"
irritans, the adult of which is unknown, but is probably a
species of Tetranychus; and also to a true harvest-mite
with eight legs, Trombidium ajmsricanum. See Leptus,
TronMdium.

Harveyize (har'vi-iz), v. t. [Prom H. A. Har-
vey, an American inventor.] To subject the
face of (a steel plate, particularly a steel armor-
plate), for the purpose of chilling, to a process
of cementation which increases the carbon in
that portion of the plate and produces a plate
with a comparatively soft and ductile body and
a very hard face.

Harvey's vine. See vine.

harwei, n. A Middle English form of harrow^.
harwe4, v. t. A Middle English form of har.^

rovfl.

has^ (haz). The third person singular present
indicative of have.

has^t, a. An early Middle English form of

hoarse.

hasardf, n. An obsolete spelling of hazard.

hasardourt, n. An obsolete spelling of hazarder.

hasardriet, «• Same as hazardry.

has-been (haz'ben or -bin), n. A person, thing,
belief, etc., that belongs exclusivelyto the past

;

something out of date or past use.

hase^t, »• An obsolete spelling of haze^.

basest, V. t. An-obsolete spelling of haze^.

hasel, n. See hazel.

hashi (hash), V. t. [XJlt. < P. hacher, chop,mince;
but the E. verb is due rather to the noun hash,

which is from a deriv. of the P. verb; of earlier

introduction, from the same F. verb, is E.
hatch^. See hatchS and hack^, which are dou-
blets of hash^.'] To chop; especially, to chop
into small pieces ; mince ; hence, to mangle.
There was such hashing, and broad swords a-clashing.
Brave Forfar himsel got a claw.

Battle of Sheriff-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 169).

One slip . . . would topple the stumbler and his bur-
den down to be hashed against jutting points, and tossed,
fragmentary food for fishes, in the lucid pool below.

T. Winthrop, Canoe and Saddle, ix.

hash^ (hash), n. [Abbr. of older hachey or hachee,
<0r. Aase/jis, mincedmeat (cf. haggis), < hacher,
hack, shred, slice, hew, chop, cut in pieces, <

G. hacken = E. hack^ : see hack^ and hatdfi.l
1. Thatwhich is hashed or chopped; especially,
minced meat.— 2. Specifically, a dish of meat
and potatoes, previously cooked, chopped up
together and cooked again.

The cook should be reminded that, if the meat in a hash
or mince be allowed to boil, it will immediately be hard.

Miss Acton, Modern Cookery.

Hence— 3. Any mixture and second prepara-
tion of old material; a repetition; a reexhibi-
tion.

Old pieces are revived, and scarcely any new ones ad-

mitted; the public are again obliged to ruminate over

fore specially observable in harvest-time. It is those hashes of absurdity which were disgusting to our

one of the very smallest of mice, being about 2i ancestors even in an age of ignorance,

inches in len^h, with a tail nearly at long.
Golds,mth, Pol.te Learnmg.

harvest-aueen (har'vest-kwen), n. An image 4. A sloven ; a country clown; a stupid or silly

representing Ceres, formerly carried about on fellow. [Scotch.]

Harvest-mouse {Mtis tninutus or wessorius) and its Nest.



hash
I canna thole the clash . . .

Of this impertinent auld hash,
Sarmay, Foems, II. 455.

5. Low raillery; ribaldry. [Colloq.] _to make
a hash of, to cut or knock to pieces ; make a mess o£

;

destroy or ruin completely. [CoUoq.]

He comes, bold Drake, the chief who made a
Fine hitsh of all the powers of Spain.

Barliam, Ingoldsby Legends, n. 349.

To settle one's hash, to subdae or silence one
;
put an

end to one. [Slang.]

Brave Brudhoe triumphant shall skim the wide main.
The hash of the Yankees he'll settle.

Song, unoted in Brockett's Glossary.

hash^ (hash), a. A dialectal variant of harsh,
hashish, hasheesh (hash'esh), n. [< Ar. Pers.
hashish, herliage, hay, an intoxicating prepara-
tion of Cannabis sativa, var. Indica, or Indian
hemp.] 1. The tops and tender parts of In-
dian hemp {Cannabis satifa,\a,T. Indica), called
in India gaiijah (which see), together with a res-
inous exudation upon them, gathered after flow-
ering. See hemp, and Indian hemp (under hemp).— 2. An intoxicating preparation of this plant,
which is either smoked or drunk as an infusion:
called in India bhang (which see).

The use of Hasheesh—which is a preparation of the dried
leaves of the Cannabis indica— has been familiar to the
East for many centuries.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 133.

hask^ (hask), a. An obsolete or dialectal form
of harsh.

After dyeing, wool should still feel soft, and not harsh
or hask. Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 42.

hask^t, »• [W. hesg, sedge, rushes: see has-
sock^.l A case made of rushes or flags; a
wicker basket for carrying fish.

And Phcebus, weary of his yerely taske,
Ystabled hath his steedes in lowlye laye,
And taken up his ynne in Fishes haske.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

haskardt, a. [< feasfcl + -ard.'] Coarse ; unpol-
ished.

Homer declarying a very folysshe and a haskard felowe
(ignavum) under the person of Thersyte, sayth that he was
streyte in the shulders, and copheeded lyke a gygge.

Horman.

hasknesst, n. Harshness ; huskiness ; asthma.

He hath a great haskness. Horman.

haskwort (hask'wert), n. A broad-leafed bell-

flower. Campanula latifoUa, found throughout
northern and central Europe, it is a perennial
herb with broad, doubly serrate leaves (the radical ones
cordate) and large bell-shaped or funnel-shaped flowers.

The name is also given to a related species, C. Trachelium,
the throatwort.

haslet (has'let), n. [Also improp. harslet; <

ME. hastelete, hastlet, < OF. hastelet (F. dial, hate-

let), F. hdtellettes, flesh to be roasted, cf . hasUlle,

the inwards of a beast, dim. haste, a spit, < L.
hasta, a spear: see hastate. Cf. haste^, hosier.^

Originally, a piece of flesh to be roasted, es-

pecially part of the entrails of the wild boar;

now, the entrails of a beast, especially of a hog,

as the heart, liver, etc., used for human food.

Sythenhe britnez out thebrawen in brygtbrode [s]cheldez,

& hatz out the hastlettez, as hijtly bisemez.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (K. E. T. S.), 1. 1612.

To dinner with my wife, to a good hog's harslet, a piece

of meat I love, but have not eat of I think these seven
years. Pepys, Diary, 11. 106.

haslock (has'lok), n. [Sc, appar. < hass = E.

halse, the throat, -I- loclc^.'\ The lock of wool
that grows on the halse or throat of a sheep

;

hence, the flnest quality of wool. Also called

hassooh.

A tartan plaid, spun of good haslock woo.
Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, i. 1.

hasp (hasp), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) hesp, and trans-

posed haps; < ME. haspe, < AS. hmpse (transposed

from *hcespe), a hasp, bolt, or bar for a door, =
OHGr. haspa, a reel of yarn, MHGt. haspe, hespe,

a hasp, a reel, Gr. haspe, haspe, a hasp, clamp,

hinge, = Icel. hespa, a hasp, a wisp or skein of

wool, = Sw. haspa, a hasp, = Dan. haspe, a hasp,

reel; cf. dim. D. haspel, reel, winder, windle, =
ML(3r. haspel, haspe, a spindle, = OHG. haspil,

MHGr. haspel, Gr. haspel, the hook on which a

hinge turns, a staple, a reel, windlass. Cf. It.

aspo, OF. asple, a reel, winder, of G. origin.

Eoot unknown; it is not quite certain that the

two senses 'clasp' and 'reel' are from the same
source.] 1. A clasp; especially, a clasp that

passes over a staple and is fastened by a pin or

a padlock; also, a metal hook for fastening a

door.
Undernethe is an hasp
Schet with a stapyl and a clasp,

And in that hasp a pyn is pylt.

Bichard Coer de Lion, L 4083.
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A curious hasp

The manteau 'bout her neck to clasp.

Evelyn, Voyage to Marry-land.

Upon landing two little trunks, . . . four [fellows] got
under each trunk, the rest surrounded and held the hasps.

Goldsmith, To Sir Joshua Reynolds.

2. A spindle to wind yarn, thread, or silk on.

[Local?]— 3. A thread, string, or skein.

Parys was pure falre, and a pertknighte

;

Here [hairj huet on his hede as haspie of silke.

And in siglikyng it shone as the shyre golde.

Destrwstim qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 3899.

4. A quantity ofyam, the fourth part of a spin-

dle.— 5. Aji instrument for cutting the surface

of grass-land. In this sense also called a scari-

fier.— seisin by hasp (or hesp) and staple, in Scots

law, an old form of giving investiture in burgns, in which
the heir or purchaser took hold of the hasp and staple as

a symbol of possession, and then entered the house and
bolted himself in, the transaction being noted and regis-

tered by the proper officer.

hasp (hasp), V. t. [< ME. haspen, < AS. hmpsian
(transposed from *hcBspian) (= MLGr. haspen =
Dan. haspe, reel,wind; cf. D. haspelen = MLG.
haspeln = MH(jr. haspeln, G. haspeln = Sw.
haspla, reel, wind, hasp, fasten with a bolt)

;

from the noun: see hasp, «.] 1. To shut or

fasten with a hasp.

A dore honging ther-on, haspet ful faste.

Joseph ofArimathie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 205.

To apeak indiscreetly what we are obliged to hear, by
being hasped up with thee in this public vehicle, is in

some degree assaulting on the high road.

Steele, Spectator, No. 132.

2t. To clasp ; inclose ; fasten as if with a hasp.

And encombred with couetyse thei conne nat out crape.

So harde hath ausryce hasped hem to-gederes.

Piers Plowman (C), ii. 193.

When he watz hasped in armes, his harnays watz ryche.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 690.

hasp-lock (hasp'lok), n. A lock the hasp of

which is attached to a lid and carries the lock-

ing device.

hass (has), n. [An assimilated form of halse\

q. v.] 1. The throat.—2. A narrow pass; a
defile : used also in place-names. [Scotch in
both senses.]

hassagay, hassagay-'wood. Same as assagai,

Hastate l^ea{(Po(ygv
ttum art/otiitm).

hasselUt, »• [Prob. ult. a var. of hasel, hazel.2

An instrument formerly used for breaking flax

and hemp. Malliwell.

hassing (has'ing), n. [Also hasson; < hass -H

-TOpl.] In mining, a vertical gutter between
water-rings in a shaft. N. and Q., 7th ser., VI.
264. [Scotch.]

hassock^ (has'gk), «. [< ME. hassok, coarse
grass, < AS. hassuc (once), a place where coarse
grass grows, appar. (with term, aeoom. to dim.
-nc, -ok, -ock) equlv. to the later (E.) haslfi,<.

W. hesg, pi., sedge, rushes, hesgog, a., sedgy, =
Corn, heseen, sedge, biilrush, = Ir. seasg, seisg,

sedge, perhaps = AS. secg, E. sedge, q. v.] 1.

Coarse grass which grows in rank tufts on bog-

gy ground ; especially, the large sedge, Carex
paniculata, the dried tufts of which were used
in churches for footstools. Forby. [Prov. Bng.]

After digging out the hassocks [from a swamp] and burn-
ing them. J. R. Nichols, Fireside Science, p. 111.

2. A besom ; anything bushy ; also, a large
round turf used as a seat. [Scotch.]— 3. A
thick hard cushion used as a footstool or in
place of a kneeling-benoh.

Buy a mat for a bed, buy a mat,
A hassock for your feet.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night Walker, v.

At his coming to his estate he found his parishioners
very irregular ; and that, in order to make them kneel and
join in the responses, he gave every one of them a hassoc
and a Common Prayer Book.

Addison, Sir Roger at Church.

And knees and hassocks are well nigh divorced.
Cowper, Task, i. 748.

4. Kentish ragstone. Also written hassaek.
[Prov. Eng.]

hassock^ (has'ok), n. Same as haslock.

hassock-grass '(has'ok-grS,s), n. A species of
hair-grass, Deschampsia {Aira) ccespitosa. See
hair-grass.

hastl (hast). The second person singular pres-

ent indicative of have, contracted from havest.

hast^t, n. A Middle English form of haste'^.

hastate (has'tat), a. [< NL. hastatus, spear-
shaped, < L. hasta, a spear: see goad^. Cf.

haste^, haslet, etc., from the same source.] 1.

Furnishedwith a sharp point or head for thrust-
ing or cutting : said of a weapon, such as the
spear, pike, partizan, or battle-ax.

The fourth [book] is devoted to the hastate weapons.
Egerton Castl

ipons.
'le, p. 44.

haste

2. Shaped like the head of a spear; specifically,

in bot., triangular nearly down to the base, and

then abruptly widened into

two lateral lobes at right an-

gles to the principal axis : said

chiefly of leaves. Polygonum an-
folium, the tear-thumb, Atriplex pa-

tula, the oraohe, and Rumex Acetosel-

la, the sheep-sorrel, furnish typical

examples.

Also hasUform.
Hastate abdomen, in entom., an
abdomen with a large angular horn-

like projection on the lower surface.

hastately (has'tat-li), adv. In

a hastate form.
hastei (hast), ». [< MB. haste,

haste (this sense being late,

and prob., inE., of OF. origin), < AS.hcest, luest,

violence (cf. hwst, a., violent, vehement, hcest-

lice, adv., violently; all the AS. forms being

rare and poet.), = OFries. hcest (not *hast),

NFries. hmste, haste (cf. OFries. hcest, hast

(hast), violent, hasty) = MD. haest, D. haast,

haste (> OF. haste, F. hdte, haste), = MLG.
LG. hast, haste, = MHG. hest, heyst, a., violent,

=OHG. heist, haist, violent, G. hast (fromLG. f),

haste, = Sw. OSw. hast, haste, = Dan. hast,

haste, = Icel. hastr, haste (Haldorsen ; not in

Cleasby and Vigfusson, where, however, the

derivs. hastarligr, hasty, hastarliga, hastily) . Of.

Icel. hastr, harsh, hostugr, harsh. The earliest

notion is that of 'violence' or 'vehemence,'

but two words may here be merged. The early

records are scant.] 1. Celerity, primarily of

voluntary motion ; speed in general ; swiftness

in doing something ; despatMi ; expedition.

And sone vppon ordenaunce ganne they make.
In all the hast posible.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 244.

Up they sterte all in hast.

Lytell Geste ofRobyn Bode (Child's Ballads, T. 113)i

The king's business required haste. 1 Sam. xxi. 8.

I did not look for you these two hours, lady

;

Beshrew your ha^te ! Fletcher, Matt Lover, v. 1.

2. Too great celerity of action; unwise, unne-
cessary, or unseemly quickness

;
precipitancy.

I said in my haste. All men are liars. Ps. cxvi IL

The more haste the less speed. Old proverb.

Haste and choler are Enemies to all great Actions.
Howell, Letters, iL 17.

Friends, not adopted with a schoolboy's haste,

But chosen with a nice discerning taste.

Cowper, Retirement, L 726.

3. The state of being pressed for time, or of

having little time to spare ; hurryj eager desire

to accomplish something in a limited time : as,

to be in great haste to finish a letter.

And up he got, in Jiaste to ride,

But soon came down again.
Cov>per, John Oilpin.

The Tiaste to get rich, and the intense struggles of busi-

ness rivalry, probably destroy as many lives in America
every year as are lost in a great battle.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 68.

To make haste, to hasten ; act quickly.

I thank thee, Varrius ; thou hast made good Acute.

Come, we wiU walk. Shak., M. for M., iv. 5

Made haste to do what he must do.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 169.

=Syn. 1. Haste, hurry (see hasten) ; nimbleness, rapidity,

haste^ (hast), V, i, and t.
;
pret. and pp. hasted.

ppr. hasting. [< ME. hasten (pres. md. haste)

= MD. haesten, D. haasten = G. hasten = OSw.
Sw. hasta = Dan. haste, haste, hurry; OF. has-
ter, F. hdter, tr. haste, despatch, press, refl.

haste, go speedilyj from the noun. Sasten is

but a mod. extension of haste^, after the anal-

ogy of/im«i, v., fasten, list^, v., listen,ete.'} Same
as hasten : now chiefly in poetical use.

Ye myght alle oure enmyes haue slain and distioied,
and saued youre frendes, yef ye hadde a litill hasted.

Jlfer!i»(E. E. T. S.), ii. 276.

Therefore, let's hence.
And with our fair entreaties haste them on.

Shak., Cor.,v. L
He hasted him to yon greenwood tree,
For to relieve his gay ladye.

Leesome Brand (Child's Ballads, II. 345).

I look and long, then haste me home.
Still master of my secret rare.

Lowell, Foot-Path.

haste^ (hast), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. hasted, ppr.

hasting. [Not found in MB. (except as m de-

riv.), but ult. < OF. *haster, in pp. tiastS, roast-

ed, as a noun a roast, < haste, a spit, < L. hctsta,

a spear, pike, ML. also a spit, haslet: see has-

tate. Cf. haslet, hasteler, hastier, hastener^, has-

ter.'\ To roast. [Prov. Bng,]



hasteler

liastelert, ». [ME., equiv. to OF. hasteor, has-
teur, F. Mteur (as defined); < haste, a spit;
cf. hastier, hastener'^.'] An officer of the kitch-
en, in charge of the roast meats.

This hosteler, pasteler and potagere.
Mber Cure Cooorum, p. 1.

hasten (ha'sn), v. [A mod. extension of haste\
q. v.] 1, intrans. To move or act with celerity;
be rapid, speedy, or quick; make haste: ap-
plied primarily to voluntary action.

Prometheus, therefore, hastened to the invention of fire.

JBaeon, Physical Fables, 11., Expl.

Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore.
So do our minutes hasten to their end.

Shale, Sonnets, Ix.

I hastened to the spot whence the noise came.
Defoe, Hobinson Crusoe.

' III fares the land, to hastening ills a prey.
Where wealth accumulates and men decay.

Goldsmith, Des.Vil.,1. 61.

= Syn. Hasten, Hurry. To hasten is to work, move, etc.,
•quickly, but properly not too quickly ; to hurry is to go
too fast for dignity, comfort, or thoroughness : as, to has-
ten to tell a piece of good news ; to hasten the erection of
a building ; to hurry tlirough a lesson ; to look hurried.
While hasten has come to be thus used only in a good
sense, haste, n., hasty, smAhastinass retain a bad meaning
as well as a good ; as, the book was evidently written in
haste ; he had a hasty temper ; he had occasion to regret
his hastiness. Indeed, hasty and hastiness usually con-
vey censure.

II. trans. To cause to move or act with celer-
ity ; cause to make haste ; drive or urge for-
ward; expedite.

Yet for all that thei myght hem hasten, thise other were
vpon hem er thei myght be half a-raied of her harneyse.

Merlin (B. E. T. 8.), ii. 163.

Sorrowe ne neede be hastened on,
For he will come, without calling, anone.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

I would hasten my escape from the windy storm.
Ps. Iv. 8.

The British . . . were joined by two companies of gren-
adiers, whom the noise of the firing had hastened to the
spot. Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

hastenerl (ha'sn-er), n. [< hasten + -eri.] One
who or that which hastens or urges forward.

Pride and indigence, the two great hasteners of modern
poems. Johnson, Rambler, No. 169.

liastener^ (ha'sn-6r). n. [An aeoom. (as if

'that which hastens' the cooking) of hastier
or haster, q. v.] Same as hosier. [Prov. Eng.]

haster (nas'tfer), «. [A contr. .of hastier (cf.

hastener^), or ult. < OF. hastier, haster, a spit,

the rack on which the spit turns, a frame
or rack to hold a number of spits, < haste, a
spit: see haste^.'\ A metal stand for keeping
in the heat upon a joint while it is roasting
before the fire.

hasteryt, n. [MB., also hastere; cf. hasteler,

hastener^.1 Roast meat.
Fyrst to 30W I wylle schawe
Tho poyntes of cure, al by rawe.
Of potage, hastery, and bakun mete.

Liber Cure Cocorum, p. 1.

hastift, a. See hastive.

hastiflyti CKii>- See hastively.

hastifolious (has-ti-fo'li-us), a. [< L. hasta,

spear, + folium, leaf.] In hot., having hastate
leaves. See liastqte.

hastiform (has'ti-f6rm), a. [< L. hasta, a
spear, + forma, form.] Same as hastate.

hastiheaoK n. [MB. hasUhede; < hasty +
-head.} Haste.

For eche of hem in hastihede
Shal other slea with deathes wounde.

(lower, Conf. Amant., v.

hastile (has'til), a. [Improp. as adj., < L. lias-

tile, n., the shaft of a spear, a spear, < hasta, a
spear: see hastate.'] In bot., same as hastate, 2.

hastiludet (has'ti-Md), n. [< L. hasta, a spear,

+ Indus, play.] Spear-play : a name given to

justs or tilts, and less accurately to tourneys

or tournaments. See these words.

Such a circumstance . . . would naturally have been
commemorated ... by its conversion into a device and
motto for the dresses at an approaching haslUude.

Sir H. Nicolas, Order of the Garter, p. 183.

hastily (has'ti-li), adv. [< MB. hastyly, hasti-

liche (cf . AS. hoestliee, violently ; = D. haaste-

lijk, haastigUjlc = MLG. hastelike = MHG. has-

tielich, hestecliche, hestelichen = loel. hastarliga

= Dan. hastelig); < hasty + -ly^.'] 1. In ahasty
manner; quickly; speedily.

And yf me lacketh to lyue by the lawe wol that ich take

Ther ich may haue hit hastelolcest for ich am hefd of lawe.

Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 471.

The Mone envyrounethe the Erthe more hastyly than

ony othere Planete. MandevUle, Travels, p. 162.

Half clothed, half naked, hastily retire. Dryden.

2. Precipitately; rashly; from sudden impulse

or excitement.
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Go not forth hastily to strive, lest thou know not what
to do in the end thereof. Prov. xxv. 8.

hastiness (has'ti-nes), n. [< MB. hastinesse; <
hasty + -ness.] The state or character of be-
ing hasty, in any sense of that word; quick-
ness; promptitude; rashness; irritability.

The vndiscrete hastiness of the emperor Claudius caused
hym to be noted for foolyshe.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, ii. 6.

These men's hastiness the warier sort of you doth not
commend. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., viil

But Epiphanius was made up of hastiness and credulity,
and is never to be trusted where he speaks of a miracle.

Jortm, On Eccles. Hist.

=S3m. Swiftness, speed, briskness; cursoriness; precipi-
tation ; touchiness, choler. See hasten.

hasting (has'ting), a. and n. [Ppr. of haste, v.

Of. OF. hastwel, later hastiveau, a hasting-ap-
ple or -pear, dim. of hastif, hasty: see hastive.]

1. a. Maturing early: said chiefly of fruits
and vegetables, and only in composition : as,

hasting-apple, etc.

II. n. An early fruit or vegetable : applied,
in the plural, especially to early peas.
Ficusprmcox IL.'\. Figue hastive [¥.]. A rathe flg ripen-

ed before the time : an hasting. N'omen£lator.

Poires, ou pommes hastives [F.], hastings, such as are
soonest ripe. Cotgrave.

hasting-apple (has ' ting - ap " 1), ». An apple
that matures early.

hasting-harnesst (has'ting-har'nes), n. The
harness used in the tilt or just.

hastiug-pear (has'ting-par), n. A pear that
matures early.

hastitef, ». [ME., < OF. hastete, contr. of has-
tivete: see hastivite.] Haste; rapidity. Hal-
Uwell.

Then coom a doom in hastitd
To hem that longe had spared be.

Cursor Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab., f. 19. (HaXliwdl.)

hastivet, a. [< MB. hastive, hastif, < OP. hastif
(fem. hastive), F. hdtif (= Pr. astiu), hasty,
speedy, < OF. haste, haste: see haste^.] 1.

Hasty.— 2. Hasting; forward; early, as fruit.

hastivelyt, adv. [ME. hastifly, hasUfliohe; <

hastive + -ly^.] Hastily. Chaucer.
hastivitef, n. [MB., also hastyvyte; < OP. has-
tivete, hastivite, < hastif, hasty : see hastive.]

Haste; hastiness; rashness. Salliwell.

Vengeaunce and wrathe in an hastyvyte,
Wyth an unstedefast speryte of indyscrecioun.

MS. Cantab. Ff. i. 6, f. 137. (Halliwett.)

hastlert, «. [< ME. hastlere, hastiler (ML. has-

talarius), < OP. hastier, the rack on which the
spit turns : see haster.] Same as haster.

hasty (has'ti), a. [< ME. hasty (= OPries. has-
tig = OD. haesUgh, D. haastig = MLGr. hastich
= G. hastig = Sw. Dan. hastig) ; < haste, n., +
-^1. Cf. hastive.] 1. Moving or acting with
haste

;
quick ; speedy : opposed to sloio.

Be not hasty to go out of his sight. ' Eccles. viii. 3.

2. Eager; precipitate; rash; inconsiderate;
acting or arising from needless impulse or pas-
sion: opposed to deliberate.

I found a sayinge of Socrates to be most trewe, "that
ill men be more hastie, than good men be forwarde, to
prosecute their purposes." Ascham, The Scholemaster, i.

Seest thou a man that is hasty in his words? there is

more hope of a fool than of him. Prov. xxix. 20.

Take no unkindness of his hasty words.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3.

Mr. Carlyle's method is accordingly altogether pictorial,

his hasty temper making narrative wearisome to him.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 135.

3. Requiring haste or immediate action.

This axeth hast, and of an hasty thing
Men may nought preche or make tarying.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 359.

This Tuesday morning your man brought me a letter,

which (if he had not found me at London) I see he had a
hasty commandment to have brought to Micham.

Donne, Letters, vi.

4. Early ripe; forward; hasting.

The has^ fruit before the summer. Isa, xxviii. 4.

hasty-footed (has'ti-fut''''ed), a. Nimble ; swift
of foot: as, "hasty-footed time," Sha]c.,'M..'N.'D.,

iii. 2.

hasty-pudding (has'ti-pvid'ing), n. 1. A thick
batter or pudding made of milk and flour boiled
quickly together ; also, oatmeal and water boil-

ed together; porridge.

This country produces a good deal of meliza or Turkish
wheat> which is what we csdl Indian corn. . . . The meal
of this grain goes by the name of polenta, and makes ex-

cellent hasty-pudding, being very nourishing, and counted
an admirable pectoral. Smollett, Travels, xvii.

The Hot Hasty-pudding Eaters . . . contend for su-

periority by swallowing the greatest quantity of hot hasty

-

pudding in the shortest time.
Strutt. Sports and Pastimes, p. 478.

hat

2. Specifically, in the United States, a batter
made of Indian meal stirred into boiling water,
boiled till thick enough to be palatable, and
eaten with milk, or sometimes with butter or
syrup; mush.

Thy name is Hasty Pudding! thus our sires
Were wont to greet thee fuming from their fires ; . . .

In haste the boiling caldron o'er the blaze
Receives and cooks the ready-powdered maize.
In haste 'tis serv'd; and then in equal haste.
With cooling milk, we make the sweet repast.

J. Barlow, Hasty Pudding, L

hasty-witted (has'ti-wit''''ed), a. Rash; incon-
siderate.

An hasty-witted body
Would say your head and butt were head and horn.

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2.

hati (hat), n. [< ME. hat, hatte, < AS. hcet, pi.
hcettas, a hat (variously glossed by L. pileus,
galerus, mitra,
tiara), = loel.

hottr, hattr, a
hood or cowl, =
Sw. hatt = Dan.
hat, a hat

;
per-

haps= L. cassis

(for *cadtis^), a
helmet, akin to
caso,ahut, >ult.
E. cassock and
chasuble, q. v.

Cf. Skt.^/chhad,
cover, cover
over. Not found
in Ha. ; the G.
hut, a hat, is

different, = B.
hood; but there
is prob. a re-

mote connec-
tion: see hood
and heed.] 1.

A covering for
the head; spe-
cifically, ahead-
dress worn in
the open air,

having a crown,
sides, and a
brim. Hats are
made of various
materials, as felt^

silk, wool, straw,
etc., and vary great-
ly in form and style ; and they are worn, with charac-
teristic differences of shape, by both men and women.
Bonnets are sometimes loosely called hats.

Thei hadden hattes of fin steill a-bove theire coiffes of
Iren vpon theire heedes. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ii. 260.

I want to finish trimming my hat (bonnet she meant).
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vii.

"Hullo tho'," says East, . . . "this'U never do— haven't
you got a hat ?—we never wear caps here."

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 6.

Near me sat
Hypatia in her new spring hat.
T. B. Aldrieh, Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 38.

2. The layer of tan-bark spread over hides in
a tan-pit.— 3. In a smelting-furnace, a de-
pressed place in the tunnel-head designed to
detain gases.—4. In some soap-coppers and
the like, a depressed chamber in the bottom,
provided with a tap for drawing off the con-
tents : designed to collect impurities that settle.

The copper, provided with a hat to receive impurities
that subside, and to enable spent lye to be removed com-
pletely by the draw-ofl.

W. L. Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 166.

Cardinal's hat. (a) See cardinal, (b) In her., a repre-
sentation of the red hat, having the tassels ou each side
arranged as described under cordon.— Chlnmey-pot hat,
a hat with a high, nearly cylindrical crown and a rela-
tively narrow brim : a common head-dress of men in the
nineteenth century. Also called pot-hat, plug-hat, and
stovepipe hat or stovepipe.— Cocked hat. See cock2.—
Copatain hat. Seeco^otoin.— Crush hat. See crush-
hat.—Gainsborough hat, a hat with a broad brim, sim-
ilar to those seen m some of the portraits of ladies by
Thomas Gainsborough,an English painter of the eighteenth
century.— Gibus hat [named from the inventor, a hatter
in London], a hat the crown of which collapses and can be
pressed flat, being held firmly in place by springs when
open; an opera-hat.— Gipsy hat. See gipsy.— Ma.t of
estate. Same as cap of maintenance (which see, under
maintenance).— Ssit Of Mont Alban or Montalban.
Same as chapeau Montaubyn (which see, under chapeau).
— Ironhat, in mining', same as g'ossam. [U. S.]—Panama
hat, a fine plaited hat made of the young leaves (before ex-

pansion) of a stemless screw-pine (Carludovica pahnata)
by the natives of Central America. They are commonly
worn in the West Indies and frequently on the American
continent.—Red hat, a cardinal's hat. See cardinal.

It may buy the red hat yet. C. Kingsley, Westward Ho.

To give one a (one's) hatt, to lift the hat to one, or to
take it off in his presence ; salute by lifting the hat.

Forms of Hats worn in England in the l6th,
I7tli, and iSth centuries.

I, 2, time of fienryVIII. ; 3, time of Maiy

:

4. time of Elizabetli
; 5, 6, time of James ana

Charles I . ; 7,8, time of the Commonwealth

;

, 10, time of William III.; 11-16, 18th cen-
tury.



hat
I said nothing to you, but gave you my Tiat as I passed

y°"- History of Col. Jack (1723).

To hang up one's hat in a house, to make one's self at
home

; be continually in another's house, especially If not
very welcome.

The merchants of Calcutta are celebrated for a frank
and liberal hospitality, which dates from the time when
every European hung up his hat in his banker's or his
agent's house on his arriving in the country.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. lOr.

To have a brick in one's hat. See iricm.— To pass
round the hat, to present a hat or any other convenient
receptacle to receive contributions, as at a public meet-
ing ; hence, to ask for money for charitable use or some
purpose of common interest.

Lamartine, after passing round the hat in Europe and
America, takes to his bed from wounded pride when the
French Senate votes him a subsidy, and sheds tears of
humiliation. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 370.

To thumb the hat, to determine the order or succession
of the watches on board a fishing-schooner. Five or more
men, each representing a dory, form a circle about the
captain, placing each a thumb on the inside of the rim
of a hat. The skipper, beginning at random, counts on
the thumbs untU he reaches the seventh. This seventh
man has the first watch, the process being repeated for
the other watches.

hati (hat), V. t.
; pret. and pp. hatted, ppr. hat-

ting. l< hat\ n.i 1. To provide with a hat

:

used chiefly in composition: as, stva,w-hatted
girls.

That was a spurred heel which had rung on the pave-
ment, and that was a hatted head which now passed under
the arched porte-coohfere of the hotel.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xv.

The bonneting of some unhappy wretch who has had
the audacity to wear ... a high beaver hat. . . . Woe
be to the hatted one should he attempt to resent their
actions. The Century, XXVI. 876.

2. To place a hat upon the head of.

Cardinids hatted at Itome.
Ifew York Semi-weekly Tribune, March 22, 1887.

3. To secure, as a seat, by placing one's hat
upon it, as is done in the British House of Com-
mons. [Colloq.]

At 2 o'clock all was quiet in and about the House.
Twenty seats had, however, been hatted before noon to
secure them, for the debate.

Philadelphia Times, April 10, 1886.

Iiat2+, a. A Middle English form of hot^.

hat^ti »• -Aji obsolete form of hate''-.

ha't* (hat), n. See hot^.

hatable, hateable (ha'ta-bl), a. [< hate^ +
-able.^ Capable or worthy of being hated;
odious.

Eeally a most notable, questionable, hateable, loveable
old Marquis. Carlyle, Mirabeau.

hatamoto (ha'ta-mo'to), n. [Jap., < hata, flag,

+ moto, under.] A feudatory vassal of the
Tokugawa shoguns of Japan.
hatband (hat'band), n. 1. A band or ribbon
placed about a hat just above the brim. A broad-
er band of some black material, such as crape, is often
worn as mourning. In Great Britain a broad band of
bombazine, with bows at the back and hanging ends of
some length, is worn on the hat by the undertaker and
his assistants at funerals, similar bands of crape, but with
shorter ends, being worn by the chief mourners then and
for some time thereafter.

1 became conscious of the servile Pumblechook in a
black cloak and several yards of hat-band, . . . We were
all going to "follow." Diekens, Great Expectations, xxxv.

2. In her., a bearing representing a ribbon, or

sometimes a sort of braid ending in tassels.

—

Dick's hatband, a phrase used satirically in prover-
bial comparisons, such as as queer, as fine, or as tight

as Dick's hatbamd. The allueion is to the authority (as-

sumed to be typified by the royal crown) conferred upon
Bichard (Dick) Cromwell as Lord Protector of England,
in succession to his father Oliver Cromwell, for which
he was notoriously unfit. He held it from September,
1668, to May, 1659, when he resigned.j-Gold hatbandt,

a nobleman at a university ; a tuft. Davies.

His companion is ordinarily some stale fellow that has
beene notorious for an ingle to gold hatbands, whom hee
admires at first, afterwards scornes.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, Young Gentleman of
[the Universitie.

hat-block (hat'blok), n. The block or mold on
which a hat is formed. It consists of several

pieces fastened together.

hat-body (hat'bod'''i), n. The unshaped or part-

ly shaped piece of felt from which a hat is to

be formed.
hat-box (hat'boks), n. 1. A box in which a

hat is kept or carried, often of stout leather and
approximately of the shape of the hat.—2. A
small light trunk, nearly cubical in shape, con-

taining a tray or compartment for a hat or

bonnet.
hat-brush (hat'brush), n. A soft brush for

brushing hats.

hat-case (hat'kas), n. Same as hat-lox.

hatchi (hach), n. [= E. dial, and Se. unassibi-

lated hack, heck, a half-door, wicket, also a

rack or frame (for various purposes : see hack^,
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feecfci), < ME. hatche, hacche, hetche, heeche, also
unassibilated heke {*hekke), hek, hec, a half-

door, wicket, gate, in pi. hacches, hatches (of

a ship), < AS. haic {hceco), fern, (in dat. hcecce,

hecce, liacce), appar. meaning a gate or wicket
(also in comp. hcec^oer, a weir for catching fish

:

see def. 7), = MD. heck, hecke, a bar, a rail, the
bar or bolt of a door, a grating, a flood-gate, etc.,

D. hek, a rail, fence, gate, = MLG. heck, LG. hek,

a lattice, a gate or turnstile {kese-hek, a rack for

cheese), = Sw. hack, a rack, =Dan. hak, hcekke,

a rack; prop., it seems, anything made with
bars or cross-bars, being closely connected
with AS. hcec (hcecc-), fern, (in dat. hmcce), hcecce,

neut. nom., a crosier, < haca (only in glosses,

where sometimes less prop. nom. hceca), a bar,

the bar or bolt of a door, prob. orig. a hook, as
in mod. E. dial, hake, a hook: see hake^ and
hake^.} 1 . A half-door, or a door with an open-
ing over it; a grated or latticed door or gate;

a wicket.

"Were ich with hym, by Crist," quath ich, "ich wolde
neuere fro hym,

Thanh ich my by-lyue sholde begge a-boute at menne
hacches." Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 385.

With throwing thus my head.
Dogs leap the Mtch, and all are fled.

Shale, Lear, iii. 6.

If by the dairy's hatch I chance to hie,

I shall her goodly countenance espy.

Oay, Shepherd's Week, Friday, I. 66.

HoteA.—The lower half of a door. . . . Sometimes ap-
plied also to a gate. The gate which formerly divided
Whittlebu^ forest from the Brackley road was designated
Brackley Batch, or Syresham Hatch, from its contiguity
to those places.

A. Ml. Baker, Northamptonshire Words and Phrases.

2. A grate or frame of cross-bars laid over an
opening in a ship's deck ; hence, any cover of

an opening in a ship's deck. A hatch accidentally
turned upside down, or dropped in the hold of the vessel,

is superstitiously regarded as an omen of bad luck.

Whan the schipmen with the wolf were wel passed.
The hert & the hinde than hoped wel to schape,
& busked hem bothe sone a-boue the hacches.

William of Paleme (E. B. T. S.),l. 2770.

He poureth pesen upon the hacches slidre.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 648.

We hoysed out our boat, and took up some of them ; as
also a small hatch, or scuttle rather, belonging to some
bark. Da/mpier, Voyages, an. 1688.

3. An opening, generally rectangular, in a
ship's deck, for taking in or discharging the
cargo, or for affording a passage into the inte-
rior of the ship ; a hatchway. The fore-hatch is

generally just forward of the foremast, the main-hatch
forward of the mainmast, and the after-hatch between the
main- and mizzenmasts. See cut under hatchway.

The briny seas, which saw the ship infold thee.
Would vault up to the hatches to behold thee.

Drayton, De la Poole to Queen Mary.

Hence— 4. Any similar opening, as in the floor

of a building, or a cover placed over it.— 5. An
opening made in a mine, or made in searching
for a mine.— 6t. A rack for hay.

Hay hertely he had in hashes on hight.
Gawan and Gdlogras, II. 9.

7. A frame or weir in a river, for catching fish.—8. A bedstead. [Scotch.]

Curst thirst of gold ! O how thou causest care

!

My bed of Doun I change for hatches bare

;

Rather than rest, this stormy war I chose

;

T' enlarge my fields, both land and life I lose.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

A rude wooden stool, and still ruder hatch or bedframe.
Scott.

9. A hollow trap to catch weasels and other
animals. [Prov. Eng.]—Under hatches, (a) Be-
low deck : oif duty : said of a naval ofiicer or sailor, often
implying that he is under arrest or suspended from duty.

To the king's ship, invisible as thou art

:

There shalt thou find the mariners asleep
Under the hatches. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

(i>) Under close confinement ; in servitude.

He assures us how this fatherhood continued its course
till the captivity in Egypt, and then the poor fatherhood
was under hatches. - - ~

hatch! (hach), v. t.

or as with a hatch,

Locke, Government, i. 2.

[< hatch^, n.2 To close with

If in our youths we could pick up some pretty estate,
'twere not amiss to keep our door hatched.

Shak., Pericles, iv. 3.

Sleep begins with heavy wings
To hatch mme eyes.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 622).

hatch^ (hach), V. [< ME. hacchen (pret. hagte,
haihte, pp. ihaht) (not in AS.) = MH(3. G. hecken
= Sw. hdcka = Dan. hcekke, hatch, produce
yoimg from eggs by incubation (G. hecken com-
prehends the laying of the eggs, and even the
pairing and nesting ; in common language it is

not applied to domestic fowls). Cf . hatch^, n.

hatch

The asserted derivation from /ia<c7(i ("to hatch

birds is to produce them under a hatch or coop "

Skeat) is improbable, because the notion is a

more general one ; the earliest instances (ME.)

refer to the owl and other non-domestic birds,

which do not hatch under a coop ; moreover,

hatch^ does not mean in E. a coop or breeding-

cage, and the Sw. Dan. G. nouns with this sense

are prop, derivatives of the verb, though easily

confused (in Sw. Dan.) with the other noun
meaning 'rack,' = E. hatch^. Wedgwood's as-

sertion that hatch''^ is identical with hack^ (cf.

hatchS, ult. = hack^), because "the young bird

is supposed to peck its way out of the shell"

(G. hacken, hack, also peck or strike with the

bill), is negatived by the difference in the ME.
forms (pros, and pret.). The word is prob. an

independent verb, of which early record is lost.]

1. trans. 1. To cause to develop in and emerge
from (an egg) by incubation or other natural

process, or by artificial heat ; cause the devel-

oped young to emerge from (an egg).

As the partridge sitteth on eggs, and hatcheth them not.

Jer. xvii. 11.

That you should hatch gold in a furnace, sir.

As they do eggs in Egypt 1

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Insects which do not sit upon their eggs deposit them
in those particular situations in which the young, when
hatched, find their appropriate food.

Paley, Nat. Theol., xviii.

2. To contrive or plot, especially secretly;

form by meditation, and bring into being ; ori-

ginate and produce : as, to hatch mischief ; to

hatch heresy.

The whole Senate of lewish, Saracenicall, and Christian

Astrologers together hatching a lie.

Purchas, Pilgrinage, p. 13.

Thine are fancies hatch'd
In silken-folded idleness.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Hatching apparatus, an artificial incubator for bring-

ing forth chickens from eggs by the agency of heat. See
iruiubator.—To count one's chickens before they are
hatched. See chicken^.

II. intrans. 1. To be hatched, as the eggs of

birds, reptiles, fishes, insects, etc.: as, the eggs
hatch in two weeks, in the water, under ground,

etc.— 2. To come forth from or out of the egg:

as, the chicks hatch naked in ten days.

Open your bee-hives, for now they hatch.
' Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, April.

hatch2 (hach), ». [Cf. G. hecke (not in MHG.),
a hatching, a hatch, brood, breed, also breed-
ing- or hatching-time, breeding-cage, aviary, =
Sw. hack, a coop, = Dan. /j^fc, batching, breed-
ing (cf. hcekkebur, breeding-cage (see 6om.c»'1),

hcekketid, hatching- or nesting-time) ; from the

verb: see hatch^, «.] 1. A brood; as many
young birds as are produced at one time, or by
one incubation.— 2. The number of eggs in-

cubated at one time; a clutch.— 3. The act of

hatching ; also, that which is hatched, in either

sense of that word.
There's something in his soul

O'er which his melancholy sits on brood

;

And, I do doubt, the liatch, and the disclose,
Will be some danger. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

hatchS (hach), V. t. [Early mod. E.; < OF.
haeher, hack, shred, slice, hew, chop, cut in

pieces, also hatch (a hilt), F. haeher, < MHG.
G. hacken, out: see liack'^. Cf. Imsh^!] 1+. To
chase ; engrave ; mark with cuts or lines.

Who first shall wound, through others' arms, his blood ap-

pearing fresh.
Shall win this sword, silver'd and hatcht. Chapman.

And such again,
As venerable Nestor['s], hatch'd in silver.

Should . . . knit all Greeks' ears
To his experienc'd tongu^. Shak., T. and C, i. 8.

Why should not I
Boat on my horse well trapt, my sword well hatcht t

Fletcher, Bonduca, ii.

A rymer is a fellow whose face is hatcht all over with
impudence, and should hee bee hang'd or pilloried 'tis

armed for it. Sir T. Overbury, Characters.

Thy hair is fine as gold, thy chin is hatch'd
With silver. Shirley, Love in a Maze, ii. 2.

2. Specifically, in drawing, engraving, etc., to

shade by means of lines ; especially, to shade
with lines crossing one another. See hatching
and cross-hatching.

Those hatching strokes of the pencil. Dryden.

Though very rich and varied in effect, the tapestry of the
best period usually is woven with not more than twenty
different tints of wool— half tints and gradations being
got by hatching one colour into another.

Eneyc. Brit., XXIII. 212.

3. To lay in small and numerous bands upon a
ground of different material : as, laces of silver

hatched on a satin ground.



hatch
hatchS (haoh), n. [< liatch^, «.] A shading line
in drawing or engraving.
To discern an original printfrom a copy print ... Is a

knack very easily attaln'd ; because 'tis almost impossible
to imitate every hatch, and to make the stroaks of exact
and equal dimensions. Evelyn, Sculptura, v.

hatch-bar (hacli'bar), n. One of the iron bars
with which the hatches of a ship are secured.
hatch-boat (haoh'bot), n. A kind ofhalf-decked
flshing-boat: a boat that has a hatch or well
for holding fish. Simmonds.
hatchel (hach'el), n. [An assibilated form of
haekle^, heckle, q. v.] An instrument consistuig
of long iron teeth set in a board, used in cleans-
ing flax or hemp from the tow and hards, or
coarse part ; a hackle or heckle. Also hetckel.

And yet the same must bee better kemhed with hetchell-
teeth of yron, . . . until! it be cleansed from all the grosse
barke and rind among. Holland, tr. of Hiny, xlx. 1.

hatchel (hach'el), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Mteheled

or hatehelled, ppr. hatdheling or hatckelling. [An
assibilated form of hackle^, heckle, v.^ 1. To
draw, as flax or hemp, through the teeth of a
hatchel, to separate the fiber from the hard or
coarse parts of the plant; hackle or heckle.

The Russians do spin and hackell it [hemp], and the
English tarre it in threed and lay the cable.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 364.

Hence—2. To tease or vex by sarcasms or re-
proaches; heckle.
Also hetchel.

'

hatcheler,hatcheller(hach'el-6r), ». l<. hatch-
el + -er^. Cf . hackler, heckler.'} One who hatch-
els or hackles flax or hemp.
hatcher (haeh'Sr), n. [< hatch^ + -er-i.] 1 . One
who hatches ; a contriver ; a plotter.

A man ever in haste, a great hatcher and breeder of
business. Sio^ft, Tale of a Tub, ix.

2. A bird that hatches ; also, any apparatus for
hatching eggs, as a hatching-box or -trough ; an
incubator.
hatchery (hach'er-i),m.; ]pl. hatcheries {-iz). [<
hatch^, v., + -ery.'] A place for hatching eggs

;

an arrangement for promoting the hatching of
eggs, especially those of fish, by artificial ap-
pliances.

By the request of the Commissioner, such flsh were kept
alive until they could be put into the live box at the
hatchery. Science, III. 54.

hatchet (hach'et), n. [< ME. hachet (also in-

geniously aooom. hakohyp (Prompt. Parv.),
mod. as if *hack-chip), < OF. haohette, a hatchet
or small ax, dim. of hache, an ax, = Pr. apcha
= 8p. Iiacha = Pg. facha, hacha = It. acoia, azza
(mixed with ascia, < L. ascia, an ax: see ax^),

< G. hacke, a hatchet, mattock, pickax, = MD.
hacke, an ax, a hoe, D. hak, a hoe: see hack''-,

M.] A small ax with a short handle, designed
to be used with one hand Ceremonial hatchet,
an object resembling an ax or a hatchet, sometimes made
with a stone head and with the handle elaborately sculp-
tured, but more commonly a mere imitation of a hatchet
in thin wood or the like. Such imitative or emblematic
weapons are in use in several of the South Sea islands in
religious ceremonies.—To take or dig up the hatchet,
to make war; to bury the hatchet, to make peace:
phrases derived from the customs of the Korth American
Indians. See tomahawk.

Spain, Portugal, and France, have not yet shut their
doors against us : it will be time enough when they do,
to take up the commercial hatchet,

Jeff&rson, Correspondence, I. 362.

Shingis, sachem of the Belawares, . . . took up the

hatchet at various times against the English.
Irving, Washington, I. 78.

Buried was the bloody hatchet, . . .

There was peace among the nations.
Longfellow, Hiawatha, xiii.

To throw the helve after the hatchet. See helm.

hatchet-face (haoh'et-fas), n. A face with
sharp and prominent features; a face like a
hatchet.

An ape his own dear image will embrace

;

An ugly beau adores a hatchet-face. Dryden.

hatchet-faced (hach'et -fast), a. Having a
hatchet-face; having a thin, face with promi-
nent features.

hatchet-shaped (hach'et-shapt), a. Having
the shape of a hatchet ; dolabriform.

hatchet-stake (haeh'et-stak), n. A small anvil

from 2 to 10 inches wide, used in bending thin

metals.

hatchettin, hatchettine (hach'et-in), n. [Af-

ter the English chemist Charles JBatehett (1765-

1847), the discoverer of oolumbium and tanta-

lum.] 1. A fatty substance occurring in thin

flaky veins in the argillaceous ironstone of Mer-
thyr-Tydvil in Wales and in other localities.

It is like wax or spermaceti in consistence, of a yellowish-

white or greenish-yellow color, and inodorous when cold,

but of a slightly bituminous odor when heated, or after
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fusion. It is also called adipocere mineral and mineral
tallow. {Se& adipocere.) It consists of 86 per cent, of car-
bon and 14 of hydrogen. Also hatchettite.

2. A soft mineral containing 80 per cent, of
carbon and 20 of hydrogen, found^iu cavities
of carboniferous rocks in Saxony. Also called
chrismatin, clvrismatine.

hatchettolite (haoh'et-o-lit), n. [< Hatchett
(see hatchettin) + Gr. Ai'fof.] Amineral related
to pyrochlore. it is found with samarskite in North
Carolina. It occurs in octahedral crystals, and is essen-
tially a tantaloniobate of uranium and calcium. It con-
tains a little water, which may be due to partial alteration.

hatchet-vetch (hach'et-veeh), ». A plant, Se-
curigera Coronilla, the pods of which are fal-
cate and thin-edged. See axfitch and Securi-
gera.

The Grecians name this, whether it be a Pulse, or an
infirmitie among corn, T]5vaa.pov ; the Latinos, of the forme
of the seed, Securidaca, and Hedysarum : in English, Ax-
seed, Axwort, Ax-fltch, and hatchet Fitch.

Gerarde, Herball (1636), p. 1236.

hatching (hach'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hatohS, «.]
1 . ladrawing,engraving, etc. ,the art of disposing
lines, especially pa.rallel lines, whether curved,
straight, or wavy, so as to give the effect of
shading, according to the shape and character
of the object represented, in cross-hatching the
lines form lozenges or squares. It the hatchings are
double or triple, the lines which indicate form predomi-
nate over the rest.

3. A line made for this purpose, or such lines
collectively.

As for the graving, so the contours and outlines be well
designed, I am not solicitous for the hatching (as they call
it). Evelyn, To Mr. Benjamin Tooke (Printer).

Also hachure, hatchure.

hatching-box (hach'ing-boks), n. A device for
holding the eggs of fish in artificial fish-culture.
Hatching-boxes are made in a great variety of forms, ac-
cording to the habits of the flsh from which the eggs are
taken and the location.

hatching-jar (hach'ing-jar), n. A conical re-
ceptacle placed with the apex downward, and
containing fish-eggs for hatching. Eneyc. Brit.

,

XIX. 128.

hatching-trough (hach'ing-tr6f), n. A trough
for artificially hatching fish-eggs. It is a rec-
tangular wooden trough of convenient length (generally
from 10 to 12 feet), and usually 6 or 8 inches deep by 12 to
14 inches wide. The trough is sometimes provided with
a transverse screen at the head or upper end, to disperse
or generalize the inflowing current of water, and such a
screen is always placed at the lower end of the trough, to
prevent the escape of the flsh. The eggs are hatched
either on wire-cloth trays or on gravel spread on the floor
of the trough.

hatch-ladder (haeh'lad"er), n. Naut., a fixed
ladder, consisting usually of iron rods set in a
frame at the side of a hatchway, for passing
from one deck to another.
hatchment (haoh'ment),». [Formerly also ateJ^
ment, achment, achement, early mod. E. hache-
ment, a contraction, through a form atcheament,
of achievement, formerly also spelled atchieve-

ment. Bee achievement, Z.'] 1. Infter.: (a) An
escutcheon or armorial shield granted in recog-
nition of some distinguished achievement; an
achievement (in sense 3). Especially— (6) A
funeral achievement ; a square tablpt set diago-
nallyand bearing the arms of a deceased person,
placed over a tomb or upon the exterior of the
house in which the person dwelt. The surround-
ings of the shield of arms are so distinguished that the
sex and condition of the deceased can be known : thus,
an unmarried man has his shield and crest upon a black
ground ; an unmarried woman, a lozenge bearing her arms
with a knot instead of a crest, also on a black ground.

hate
white one. When a person is the last of his race, a skuU
is put above the shield or lozenge in the place of the crest.
In the case of a member of the Order of the Garter who is

a married man, or of his wife, two shields are displayed
side by side, that on the dexter side having the knight's
arras alone surrounded by the motto of the order, that on
the sinister having the coats of husband and wife.

Houses where funeral hatchments for murdered inmates
.had been perpetually suspended were deckeil with gar-
lands. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 266.

Hence— 2. Any distinguishing mark, badge of
honor, symbol, or the like, as the sword of a
soldier.

Receive these pledges.
These hatchments of our griefs, and grace us so much
To place 'em on his hearse. Fletcher, Bonduca, v. 1.

For, as I am condemned, my naked sword
Stands but a hatchmsnt by me ; only held
To show I was a soldier.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 4.

Let there be deducted, out of our main potation.
Five marks in hatchments to adorn this thigh.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, li.

hatchure (haoh'or), n. [See hachure.'] Same
as hatching.

hatchway (hach'wa), n. [< hatoh^ + way.'}

1 , A square or oblong opening in the deck of
a ship, affording a' passage from one deck to

Hatchway.

3, B, beams ; C, coaming ; C, C, carlines : D, D, deck ; H, hatch-
way ; H', head-ledge.

another, or into the hold or lower apartments.
See hatch^, n., 3.— 2. The opening of any trap-
door, as in a floor, ceiling, or roof.

hat-die (hat'dl), ». A block upon which a hat-
body is molded to the desired shape of the hat.
Also caMed hat-mold.

hate^ (hat), V.
;
pret. and pp. hated, ppr. hating.

[< ME. haten, hatien, < AS. hatian, hatigian =
OS. haton, hatan = OFries. hatia = D. haten =
MLG. LG. haten = OHG. hazzen, hazzon, MHG.
hazzen, G. hassen = Icel. hata = Sw. hata =
Dan. hade = Goth, hatjan and hatan, hate. A
secondary form appears in AS. *hettan (only in
ppr. as a noun, hettend, an enemy) = OHG. hez-
zen, MHG. G. hetzen, bait, hunt, set on, incite.

The orig. meaning involves the notion of pursu-
ing with hatred. See the noun. Hence, through
OP., ?ieinoM«, q.v.] T. trans. 1 . To regard with
a strong and passionate dislike or aversion ; re-
gard with extreme ill-will.

His euell speche made hym to be haiid of a-monge his
fClowes, and also of straungers that herden of hym speke,
that after refuseden to go in his felisshep to seche a-uen-
tures. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 136.

Pride has made a Lady swear she hated such a Man,
tho' she was dying for the sight of him.

Mrs. Gentlivre, the Man's Bewitch'd, i.

Some minds by nature are averse to noise.

And hate the tumult half the world enjoys.

, Retirement, 1. 176.

Hatchment of an Esquire — his arms impaled with those of his wife,

the wife surviving.

For married persons the shield is impaled (see impale-

ment) ; and in case a widow or widower survives, that half

of the shield or lozenge which bears the arms of the sur-

vivor carries them upon a white background, the half ap-

propriated to the deceased having a black background. A
bishop's arms, being impaled with those of his see, are

relieved on a black background, those of the see having a

2. In a weakened sense, to dislike ; be averse

;

be unwilling : commonly with an infinitive.

I hate to leave my friend in his extremities.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, it 1.

3. To have little regard for, or less than for
some other; despise in comparison with some-
thing else regarded as more worthy: a use of
the word in Scripture.

If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and
mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters,

... he cannot be my disciple. Luke xiv. 26.

=Syfl. 1. Hate, Abhor, Detest, Abomin/tte,_ Loathe. These
words express the strongest forms of dislike and aversion
of either persons or things. Hate may include the oth-
ers ; it is more permanent and includes more ill-will to-

ward that which is hated. To abhor, literally to start from
with horror, is to have all the better feelings excited
against that which is abhorred : as, we abhor cruelty. To
detest, literally to bear witness against, is to condemn with
indignation. Abominate, by derivation and the Biblical use
of its congeners, has generally reference to what is offen-

sive to moral and religious sentiment. To loathe is prima^
rily to have great aversion to food, and hence to have
like disgust, toward that which is oilensive to the moral
nature or the feelings.

Do good to them which hate you. Luke vi. 27.

I abhor this dilatory sloth. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

I do detest false perjur'd Proteus.
Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4,

We do abhor, abominate, and loathe this cruelty.
Southern.



hate

II. intrans. To feel hatred: as, one who nei-
ther loves nor hates.

hatei (hat), n. [< ME. liate (with vowel of the
verb), reg. hete, < AS. hete, m., = OS. lieti = D.
haat = MLG. hat = OHG. haz {hazz-), m., also
neut., MHG. haz (hazz-), G. hass = Icel. 7jaft-

= Sw. hat = Dan. had = Goth, /iofe (gen. hati-
zis, onee gen. liatis), hate, anger (> Goth, feoiit
zoH, he angry): see Aaiel, «.] 1. An emotion
of extreme or passionate dislike or aversion;
inveterate ill-will; hatred.
Haughty Juno's unrelenting hate. Dryden, ^neid, i. 2.

What a fine definition ol hate is that which Chaucer
gives in the Persones Tale, "Hate is old wrathe." It is,

however, borrowedfrom Cicero— "Odium ira inveterata."
Tusc. Disp. iv. 9. G. P. Marsh.

Till hate,
The seed of Ul lies, told and hearkened to.
The knot of loving memories shall undo.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 295.

2+. Vengeance; punishment.
Thenne arged [became terrified] Abraham & alle his mod

chaunge[d],
For hope (in expectation] of the harde hate that hyjt

[threatened] hatz oure lorde.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 713.

=Syn. Ill-will, Enmity, etc. See animosity. (See also
hatred.)

hate^t, V. See Mght^.
hateable, a. See hatable.

hateful (hat'fiU), a. [< ME. hateful (= Sw. hat-
full = Dan. hadefuld) ; < hate^ + -ful. Cf. hat-
tie, hettle.'] 1 . Causing hate ; exciting intense
dislike or aversion ; odious.

To ben a murdrer is an hateful name,
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 676.

Still grew my bosom then, .

Still as a stagnant fen

;

Hateful to me were men.
The sunlight hateful.

lifmgfellow. Skeleton in Armor.

2. Pull of hate; feeling hatred; malignant;
malevolent.

Then cast a languishing regard around.
And saw, with hateful eyes, the temples crown 'd

With golden spires, and all the hostile ground.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, i. 214.

=S3ril, 1. Detestable, abominable, execrable, loathsome,
horrid, foul, repulsive, revolting, abhorrent, repugnant.

hatefully (hat'ful-i), adv. 1. In such a manner
as to excite hate ; odiously.

The ceremony was hatefully tedious,
Drurmnond, Travels, p. 75.

2. In a manner exhibiting hate ; malignantly;
maliciously ; spitefully.

And they shall deal with thee hatefully, and shall take
away all thy labour, and shall leave thee uaked and bare.

Ezek. xziii. 29.

hatefuluess (hat'fui-nes), H. The character of
being hateful, in any sense.

hatelt, a. and n. See hattle.

hateless (hat'les), a. [< hate^ + -less.'i Having
no feeling of hate.

Phalantus of Corinth, to Amphialus of Arcadia, sendeth
the greeting of a hateless enemy.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iil.

hater^ (ha't6r), n. [< ME. hatere (= D. hater
= MHG. hazzcere, hezzer, G. hasser, hdsser =
Icel. hatari = Dan. hader= Sw. hatare) ; < hate'^

+ -erl.] One who hates.

An enemy to God, and a hater of all good.
Sir T. Browne.

To be a good hater one needs only to be irascible by
nature, and to be placed in some relationship of frequent
encounter with the authors of offence.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 139.

hater^t, hateret, »• [ME., also hatter, hetter,

heater, hatren, < AS. hmteru, garments.] Cloth-
ing.

She dide of al hire hatere,

& wisch hire bodi w' clene watere.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

hateral, n. See hatteral.

hateriugt, »• [ME. haterynge; < hater^ -h -ing'>-.']

Clothing; dress.

batesomet, a. [ME. hatesum, haatsum (=
Icel. hatrsamr); < hate^ + -some.'] Hateful;
hated.

For thi that hateffum thei hadden disciplyne, and the
drede of the Lord thei vndertoken not.

Wyclif, Prov. i. 29 (Oxf.).

hath (hath). Third person singular present in-

dicative of have : now archaic or poetical.

hather, n. An obsolete or dialectal variant of

heather.

hathock (haTH'ok), n. A Scotch form of had-
dock.

hat-honor (hafhon'or), n. Eespect shown by
taking off the hat: a term used by the early

Priends or Quakers, who refused to pay this

token of respect. Also called hat-worship.
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The hat-honour was an honour which in relation to the

o.utward ceremony, viz., the putting oflf the hat, was the
same which was given to God ; so that in the outward
sign of reverence no distinction or difference was made
betwixt the Creator and the creature.

Qeorge Fox, in Sewel's History of the Quakers (1774X
[1.22.

hathorn (hath'dm), n. Same as hawthorn.
hatless (hat'les), a. [< haf^ + -less.] Having
no hat.

So much for shoeless, hatless Masaniello

!

Leigh Hunt, High and Low.

hat-measure (hat'mezh'''ur), n. A metallic
tape or measure used to ascertain the size of
the head in order to fit a hat to it.

hat-mold (hat'mold), n. Same as hat-die.

hat-money (hat'mun"i), n. Same &a primage.
hat-piece (hat'pes), n. A hat or cap of defense
other than a heavy helmet of war ; especially,
a secret or iron skull-cap worn under the hat.

I saw him try on his bufE coat and hat-piece covered
with black velvet. Pepys, Diary, II. 216.

hat-plant (hat'plant), n. A papilionaceous
plant, JEsohynomene aspera, growing in India,
with odd-pinnate leaves and jointed pods : so
called in commerce, in marshy places about Cal-
cutta it attains a large size, and the thick stem is filled

with a light tough pith of which are made hats, bottle-
cases, swimming-jackets, floats, and even fishing-nets. The
natives call this pith solah.

hat-press (hat'pres), n. A machine for mold-
ing hats and pressing them into form, it con-
sists essentially of a brass mold, which is heated, and in
which the hat is placed and submitted to pressure from a
plunger that enters from above, forcing the hat to the
shape of the mold.

hat-rack (hat'rak), n. A rack furnished with
pegs on which hats, coats, etc., may be hung.
hat-rail (hat'ral), n. A hat-rack made to be
hung on the wall: often a frame inclosing a
small mirror.

hatred (ha'tred), n. [< ME. hatred, hatreden,
< hate, hate, -t- -red, -reden (as in kindred, ME.
Mndrede), < AS. -rceden (as in fredndrwden,
friendship), a suflSx signifying condition, state

:

see -red.] The emotion or feeling of hate

;

hate. See hate^, n., 1.

Sir Anna, this aunswere allow 1 no thyng,
I holde it but hatereden, this artikill hale,
And therfore, sir Busshoppe, at my biddyng.
Do telle me nowe trewly the texte of this tale.

York Plays, p. 209.

The thought of the pain which any thing present or ab-
sent is apt to produce in us ... we call hatred.

Locke, Human Understanding, II, xx. 5.

Hatred is another name for malevolent emotion. We
recognize under this title a permanent affection grounded
on the irascible, as love is on tenderness.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 139.

=Syn. Ill-will, Enmity, etc. (see aninwsityy. Hatred, Dis-
like, Antipathy, etc. (see antipathy) ; Disgrace, Disfavor,
Dishonor (see odium) ; detestation, loathing, abhorrence.

hatrel, n. See hatteral.

hat-roller (hat'r6"ler), n. In mining, a roller
of east-iron or steel, shaped like a hat, and
revolving on a vertical pin, serving to guide
around a curve the rope used for hauling in an
incline.

hat-stand (hat'stand), n. A hat-rack made to
stand on the floor : often combined with a small
table or an umbrella-stand, or both.

The Jiat-stand (with a whip or two standing up in it be-
longing to bagmen who are still snug in bed).

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 4.

hat-sweat (hat'swet), «. That part of the
lining of a hat which comes in contact with the
head ; a sweat-band. It is usually of leather.

hattef, V. See hight^.

hatted-kit, hattit-kit (hat'ed-, hat'it-kit), n.

[Sc, < hatted, hattit, appar. curdled (ef. D. hot-
ten, curdle, hot, curds, connected with So. hat,
hot, a confused heap: see hatter), + kit.] A
bowlful of sour cream ; also, a mixture of but-
termilk and milk warm from the cow.
He has spilt the hatted-kU that was lor the Master's

dinner. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xi.

Hattemist (hat'em-ist), n. [< Hattem (see def
.

)

-I- 4st.] A member of a sect in the Nether-
lands founded about 1683 by the deposed
clergyman Pontianus van Hattem, a Spinozist,
who denied the expiatory sacrifice of Christ
and the freedom of the will, and affirmed that
sin exists only in the imagination, and is itself

its only punishment. The sect disappeared in
a few years.

hatteri (hat'er), n. [< ME. hattere; < hat^ +
-eri.] 1. A maker or seller of hats.— 2. In
mining, a miner who works alone, or "under
his own hat." He differs from a fossicker, who rifles
old workings, or spends his time in trying abandoned
wash-dirt. The hatter nearly always holds a claim under
the by-laws. E. Brough Smyth. [Australia.]

haubergeon

Some, however, prefer to travel, and even to Work, when
they can get it^ quite alone, and these are known to the

rest as hatters. Chambersfs Journal, 5th ser., II. 286.

Mad as a hatter. [A humorous simile, in which hatter

was probably originsdly a substitute for some other more
appropriate term (perhaps *hatter for atter, for atteroop,

a spider, in which sense HaUiwell doubtfully cites iMtter

from Palsgrave).] (a) Violently crazy or insane. (6) Vio-

lently angry.

hatter^ (hat'er), V. [Also hotter; a freq. form,

< hat^, hot^, a heap.] I. trans. 1. To gather

in a heap; collect in a crowd.— 3. To entangle.
— 3. To expose to danger; harass; trouble;

weary; wear out.

fleligion shows a rosy-colour'd face,

Not hatter'd out with drudging works of grace.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, L 371.

4. To shatter; batter.

Where hattering bullets are fine sugred plums.
No feare ol roaring guns, or thundring drums.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

II, intrans. To speak with thick and con-

fused utterance.
[Now only prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

hatter^ (hat'er), n. [Also hotter; < hatter^, v.]

1. A state of confusion.— 3. A confused heap.

[Now only prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

hatteral (hat'er-al), n. [.Also hateral, hatrel;

< hatter^.] A confused heap. Gait. [Scotch.]

Hatteria (ha-te'ri-a), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray);
formation not ascertained.] 1. A genus or

Hatteria punctata oi Sphenodon punctaius.

rhynchocephalous reptiles containing peculiar
lizards of New Zealand, the only living repre-
sentatives of the order Bhynchocephala, and
the type of the family Satteriidce. H. punctata
is known as the tuatera. Also called Spheno-
don.— 3. [I.e.] A member of this genus.

Hatteriidse (hat-f-n'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sat-
teria + -idee.] A family of reptiles, of the order
Ehynchocephala, typified by the genus Satteria.
It is characterized by amphicoelous vertebrsB, fixed quad-
rate bones, maxillary and palatine teeth, and by having
some of the ribs in three joints and with uncinate pro-
cesses. The tail is compressed and crested, and the gen-
eral aspect is that of an iguana. Also called Sphmo-
d&ntidce.

hatti-humayun (hat'i-hii-ma'yTin), n. [Turk.
khatti-humdyiin, < khatt (< Ar. khatt), a Une, writ-
ing, command, + humdyun, auspicious, august,
royal, imperial.] Same as hatti-sherif.

hatting (hat'ing), TO. [Verbal n. of hat\ v.]

1. The trade of a hatter.— 3. Material for hats.

hatti-sherif (hat'i-she-ref), n. [Turk, khatti-

sherif, < khatt (< Ar. khatt), a line, writing,
command, -I- sherif (< Ar. sherif, sharif), lofty,

noble.] An irrevocable order or decree of the
Sultan of Turkey, written with special formal-
ity and bearing his personal sign-manual or
flourish. See extract underj^rman. Also called
hatti-humayun.

hattit-kit, to. See hatted-kit.

hattle, hettle (hat'l, het'l), a. and to. [< ME.
hatel, hetel, < AS. hetol, hostile, malignant, hate-
ful (= OD. hatel), < hatian, hate, hete, hate, hos-
tility: see hate^. Cf. hateful] I. a. If. Hos-
tile; malignant; hateful.— 3. Irritable; fiery.

[Scotch.]— 3. Hasty; eager; skittish.
II. TO. An enemy.

Nowe schall no hatyll do vs harme,
I haue oure helpe here in myn arme.

York Plays, p. 145,

hattock (hat'ok), TO. [Dim. of hat\ q. v.] 1.
A hat. [Scotch.]

Away with you, sirs, get your boots and your beasts-
horse and hattock, I say— and let us meet at the Bast
Port. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, vii.

2. A shock or stack of com. [Scotch.]
hat-tree (hat'tre), to. A hat-rack. [U. S.]

A people [those of Cape Cod] . , . who hang Calcutta
hats upon their hat-trees. The Century, XXVI. 644.

hat-worship (hafw^r'-'ship), n. Same as hat-
honor.

haubergeon (h§,'b6r-jon), to. [Also haubergion,
habergeon, early mod."E. also haberjeon, haber-
jon; < ME. hauberjoun, hauberjon, haoerjoun,
habergeoun, etc., < OP. haubergeon, hauberjon,
etc., prop. dim. of hauberc, a hauberk: see
hauberk.] A short hauberk, reaching only to



haubergeon

the middle of the thighs : also used indisorim-
inately for any coat of linked mail.

A gepoun
Al bysmotered with his hahergeoun.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 76.

This lesus of Us gentrice wole luste In Piers armes,
In his helme and in his haberioun huniana natura.

Piers Plowman (B), xviii. 23.

First hadde Arthur the kynge put on hym an habergon
vndir his robes er he yede oute of the tour.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 110.

The scaly beetles, with their habergeons,
That make a humming murmur as they fly

!

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

hauberk (h&'berk), n. [Early mod. B. also haw-
berk, haubergh; < ME. hav,- >*?=^
ierh, hawberk, haubergh, J^^^
also haubert, < OP. hauberc, ^i

^ "

older halberc, also haubert, i

F. haubert = Pr. ausberc, a
""

ausberg = It, usbergo, < £
OHG. MHG. halsberc, hals- % j

"

berge (= MLGI-. halsberch ,-^ ^
= AS. healsbeor = loel. *j£ Jj
Norw. halsbjorg = ODan. ''ti *
halsbjerg), hauherk, gor- /^- f* i

*
'f« '

get, protection for the m^ f '.J Tk!^
neck, </'^ate(=AS. /ieate, E. { L {
halse^), the neck, + bergan

f
' ^

(= AS. beorgan), protect, p ) 1
save: see halse^ ^ndbury'^, f. ^

~\

etc. Hence dim. hauber- ^
geon, q. v.] 1. (a) A part
of mail armor intended
originally for the protee- - t
tion of theneek and shonl- ^ *^ 1^-.

ders, but as generally used - "
a long coat of mail com- „?.'„';?//''• (?S,rv*i„!iS
ing DelOW the knees and le-Duc's "Diet du Mobiller

even nearly to the ankles, f'^"5^'=-">

slit up the sides, and sometimes in front and
behind, to allow the wearer to mount a horse.

Than he a-valed the coyl of his hoMberke benethe his
shuldres, and seide that he was but deed, but yef he
wolde yelde hym to prison. Merlin(^. E. T. S.), iii. 476.

On the haubergh stroke the Prince so sore,

That quite disparted all the linked frame.
Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 44.

(&) In the fourteenth century and later, a piece

of defensive armor, probably an outer garment
of splint armor. See splint, jesserant, and cre-

visse.

\

Godfrey arose ; that day he laid aside
His hawberk strong, he wont to combat in,

And donn'd a breast-plate fair, of proof untried,

Such one as foot-men use, light, easy, thin.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xi. 20.

The border land of old romance.
Where glitter hwuberk, helm, and lance.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Prel.

2. Among actors, a short tunic forming a part

of medieval dress Grand hauberk, the long hau-

berk, reaching to the knees or below, as distinguished

from the haubergeon.—White hauberk, an early name
for the hauberk of ring-mail or chain-mail, to distinguish

it from coats of fence which were not composed entirely

or chiefly of bright iron, such as the broigne and the dif-

ferent stuffed and quilted garments.

hand (h4d), v. A Scotch form of hoM^.

hauerite (hou'er-it), n. [After P. von Sauer, an
Austrian geologist (bom 1822).] Native man-
ganese disulphid occurring in reddish-brown

isometric crystals, isomorphous with pyrite.

haugh (ha; Sc. pron. hftch), n. [So. haugh, haueh,

a particular form and use of haw^, an inolosure,

etc., due perhaps to the Icel. form hagi, a

pasture, Sw. ftagre, a pasture : eeehaw^.'] Low-
lying flat ground, properly on the border of a

river, and such as is sometimes overflowed.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

They were burled by Dornoch haugh.

On the bent before the sun.

Sessie Bell and Mary Gray (ChUd's Ballads, III. 127).

On a haugh, or level plain, close to a royal borough.
Saott, Old Mortality, u.

haught (hat), a. [An erroneous spelling of haut,

conformed, as in haughty, to height, etc.: see

liauti.l If. High; elevated: same as haut^, 1.

Pompey, that second Mars, whose haught renown

And noble deeds were greater than his fortunes.

Kyd, tr. of Garnier's Cornelia, iv.

Hence— 3. Proud; insolent; haughty. [-Ar-

chaic]
No lord of thine, thou haught. Insulting man,

No, nor no man's lord. Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1.

The portraits of my noble ancestry, . . .

Hauaht peers and princes centuries ago.

E.B. Stoddard, Castle m the An-.

haughtily (ha'ti-li), adv. If. Highly; loftily.

Her heavenly form too haughtily she prized. Vryden.

2. In a haughty manner; proudly; arrogantly.
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But bootlesse on a ruthles god

I see my prayers spent

;

As haughtely doest thou reuenge,
As humbly I repent.

Warner, Albion's England, ill. 16.

haughtiness (ha'ti-nes), n. [Prop., as former-
ly, hautiness (the gh being erroneously inserted
as in haughty), < ME. hautenesse, eontr. of *hau-
teinnesse, < hautein, haughty, 4- -messe, -ness.]

If. Highness; loftiness.

In huutinesse of courage, in knowledge of philosophy,
and in strength of body, he farre excelled allthem bywhom
the East was conquered. Golding, tr. of Justine, fol. 77.

3. The quality or character of being haughty,
proud, or arrogant; supercilious bearing; ar-

rogance.

I , . . will lay low the haughtiness of the terrible.

Isa. xiil. 11.

'Tis j>ride, rank pride and haughtiness of soul;
I think the Romans call it Stoicism.

Addison, Cato, 1. 4.

=Syn. Pride, Presumption, etc. (see arrogance); con-
temptuousnesB, hauteur, lordliness, rudeness.

haughtonite (ha'ton-it), ». [After Prof. Sam-
uel Saughton of Dublin.] A kind of mica (bi-

otite) occurring in the granite of Scotland, char-

acterized by its large amount of iron and rela-

tively small amount of magnesium.
haughty (h&'ti), a. ; corapar. haughtier, superl.

haughtiest. [Prop., as formerly, hauty (the gh
having been erroneously inserted in this word
and haught after the supposed analogy of

naughty, etc., perhaps particularly in imitation

of high, hight, etc.); formerly hauty, haultic,

< ME. hauteiw, hautain (the suffix -ein, -ain, be-
coming -2/ through the form hautenesse, standing
for "hauteinnesse : see haughtiness), < OP. hau-
tain, later spelled hauUain, P. hautain, haughty,
lofty, stately, proud, < OP. haut, hault, halt,

high: see hauv-.'} If. High; elevated: same
as hauf^, 1.

At his haughty helmet making mark.
So hugely stroke that it the Steele did rive.

And cleft his head. Spenser, r. Q., 1. 11. 19.

2t. Lofty; bold; adventurous.

Who now shall give unto me words and sound
Equall unto this haughty enterprise?

Spenser, F. Q., II. 3C 1.

Till his Sonne Anchurus (esteeming man to be most
precious) leaped in, and the reconciled Element receiued
an Altar In witnesse of his haughtie courage.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 326.

The Warder view'd it blazing strong.
And blew his war-note loud and long.
Till at the high and haughty sound
Eock, wood, and river rung around.

Scott, L. of L. M., iii. 26.

3. Proud and disdainful; feeling superior to

others ; lofty and arrogant in feeling or man-
ner; supercilious.

Therewith her wrathfull courage gan appall.

And haughtie spirits meekely to adaw.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 26.

The lower thir Minds debas'd with Court-opinions, con-

trary to all Vertue and Eeformation, the haughtier will

be thir Pride and Profuseness.
Milton, Free Commonwealth.

Perhaps it was diffidence rather thaii pride which made
her appear so haughty. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxv.

4. Proceeding from excessive pride, or pride
mingled with contempt; manifesting a sense
of superiority: as, a haughty air or walk; a
haughty tone.

haul (hai), V. [Early mod. E. also hall; < ME.
haulen, a rare form, due appar. to OP. influence,

of ME. halen, > reg. E. hale, the now less com-
mon but historically more correct form of the
verb: see haleK'] I, trans. To pull or draw
with force; move or transport by drawing;
drag: as, to haul down the sails ; to haul in the

boom ; to haul a load of wood.
I never was so pulled and hauled in my whole life.

Goldsmith, To the Printer.

Bravest of all in Fredericktown,
She took up the fla^ the men hauled down.

Whittier, Barbara Frietchie.

To haul over the coals. See coal.—1o haul the wind,
to haul up (noMt), to turn the head of the ship nearer to

the point from which the wind blows, by arranging the

sails more obliquely, bracing the yards more forward,

hauling the sheets more aft, etc.

A man on the forecastle called out "Land ho!" We
immediately took in studding-sails and hauled our wind,

running in for the land.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 23.

=^ai. Drag, Draw, etc. See draw.

II. intrans. 1. To pull or tug; endeavor to

drag something : as, to haul at a heavy load.

The skipper hauled at the heavy sail.

Whittier, Wreck of Eivermouth.

2. Naut, to alter a ship's course; change the

direction of sailing; move on a new course;

hence, to sail, in general.

haulser

All the same night wee hailed Southeast.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 445.

He hailed into the Harbour, close to the Island, and un-
riggd his Ship. Dampier, Voyages, I. 61.

I immediately hauled up for it, and found It to be an
island. Cook, First Voyage, 1. 7.

3. To shift, veer, or change, as the wind.
.The morning looked wild and threatening, but the
clouds gradually hauled oif to the eastward, leaving us
the promise of a fine day.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 266.

To haul aboard. See aboard'^.—To haul In with (some-
thing), to direct the course of a ship so as to approach an
object more nearly.—To haul Off. (a) To turn the course
of a ship BO as to get further oif from an object. (&) To
draw off or away; withdraw, as from a movement or
scheme.—To haul round (to), to veer or shift to another
point of the compass: said of the wind when it gradually
goes round with the sun, or in the same way as the hands
of a watch.— To haul up, to come up or to a rest by a
hauling or drawing action ; as, seals haul up on land to
breed ; the boat hauled up at the whari.

haul (hai), n. [< haul, v. Of. hale''-, ».] 1. A
pulling with force; a pull; a tug.

On October 6th [1869], it happens that both the sun and
the moon will give a particularly vigorous haui upon the
earth's waters. B, A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 156.

3. In fishing: (a) The draft of a net: as, to

catch so many fish at a haul. (6) The place
where a seine is hauled.— 3. That which is

taken or obtained by hauling ; specifically, the
number or quantity of fish taken in one haul of

a seine ; a catch.

And the bulging nets swept shoreward,
With their silver-sided hauZ.

Whittier, The Sycamores.

Hence—4. Any valuable acquisition; a "find."

[Colloq.]

An old forest fence . . . was a great haul for me. I
sacrificed it to Vulcan, for it was past serving the god
Terminus. Thoreau, Walden, p. 268.

Haul of yam, in rope-making, a bundle of about 400
threads, with a Bli0it turn in it, to be tarred, the tarring
being done by first dipping the bundle of yarn In a tar-

kettle, and then hauling it through nippers to press out
the superfluous tar.

haulage (ha'laj),«. [< haul+ -age.} 1. The act

or labor of hauling or drawing. In coal-mining
haulage is the drawing or conveying, in cars or otherwise,
of the produce of the mine from the place where the coal

is got to the place where it is raised to the surface. It is

done by men or boys, by horses or mules drawing the
cars or trams on a railway, or by hauling-ropes worked by
stationary engines, which are driven by compressed air,

by steam, or by water-power. This last method is chiefly

used in England. When hauling-ropes are used, the cars

or trams are attached to or detached from them at plea-

sure by means of the haulage-clip.

The company so arranges its work that the wire rope
tugs do the haulage up the rapid portion of the Ehine.

Sd. Amer. Supp., p. 446.

3. Charges for hauling.—3. The amount of

force expended in hauling.

haulage-clip (ha'laj-klip), n. In coal^mining,

the mechanical arrangement by which a car is

connected with the haulage-rope. There are
several ingenious contrivances for this.

haul-bowlinest, haul-bowlingst, ». An able
seaman on a man-of-war.
hauld (hald), re. [A Scotch form of feoZdi.] 1.

Hold; habitation; place of resort.

In the Cyclopes huge caue tynt me,
Ane gousty haZd, within laithlie to se.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 89.

3. A clutch or grasp—Byhaulds, orby thehaulda,
by holding on: said of a child unable to walk without a
hold.

Now leave we Robin . . .

[To] learn himself to stand and gang
By haulds, for all his eild.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 195).

Out of house and hauld, ejected from home ; destitute.

The Laird never throve after that day, butwas just care-

less of everything, ... so now they're out of house and
hauld. Scott, Guy Mannering, xii.

hauler (ha'ler), n. [< haul + -er^. Cf. haler,

hallier^.'] 1. One who pulls or hauls.

Prouydid alweys that the woddesillers leve not the bak
all destitute and bare of wodde, ne sofflr not the halyers

* to hale It all awey. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.),.p. 426.

The crowd of haulers fastened on the cable, [and] ran
off frantically with it. Harper's Mag., LXV. 568.

3. A device for catching fish, consisting of

several hooks connected together and hauled
through the water by a line ; a jigger ; a sorod-

gill ; a pull-devil : as, a hauler for bluefish.

haulm^, n. See halm.

haulm^t (ham), n. An improper form of hame^.

haulset (hais), «. Naut., same as halse'^ for

hawse"^.

haul-seine (hai'sen), n. A large seine, so called

in distinction fi'om a purse-seine ; a drag-seine.

haulserf, n. An obsolete form of hawser.

His vessel moored, and made with haulsers fast.

Dryden, Iliad, i. 699.



hamt
haultt, haultyt, a. See haufi; haught, haughty.
naulyard, n. Same as halyard.
haumi (ham), n. Same as halm.
haum2 (hS,m), n. A variant of ftajraei.

naunceH, n. Same as haunch.
haunce^t, v. t. Same as kance^.
haunch (haneh or hanch), n. [Formerly also
haunce, haunse, and in arch, hanch, hance, hanse;
<'i^.hanche,liaunche,<OiF.hanche,hance,anche,
and without assibilation hanke (> appar. Pries.
hancke, lieneke, haunch, G. hank^, haunch (of a
horse)), F. feoncfee =Pr. Sp. Pg. It. anca, haunch,
ML. hancha, < OHG. atichd, enchd, einkd, the
leg, lit. joint or bend, allied to OHG. anchila,
enchila, ankle, = E. ankle : see ankle.2 1. The
fleshy part of the body, in men and quadru-
peds, above the thigh, pertaining to each hip-
joint and wing of the pelvis; the hip: as, a
haunch of venison; the liaunclws of a horse.

Bi he hade belted the bronde vpon his balge haunchez.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2032.

The manner in wliich he sliced the venison, too, from
the haunch suspended in the chimney comer, and pro-
ceeded to broil it, indicated a preoccupied and troubled
TcanA. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 293.

2. The coxa or basal joint of the legs ia insects
and spiders.— 3t. The rear; the hind part.

Thou art a summer bird.
Which ever in the haunch of winter sings
The lifting up of day. Shale., 2 Hen. IV., iv. i.

4t. The jamb or upright post of a door. See
jamW-.
He ordeyned the annual vse or ceremonie to eate the

Paschall Lamb^ with whose blonde they sprynkeled the
thrasholde and haunse of the dore. J. UddU, On Heb. xi.

5. In arch.,
the middle
part between
the vertex or
crown and
the springing
of an arch

sometimes
A, A. Haunches of an Arch.

used to include the spandrel or part of it ; the
flank. Also haunching.
hannch (haneh or h4nch), v. t. [Also dial.
hainch, hench; < haunch, re.] To throw, as a
stone, from the hand by jerking it against the
haunch. Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]
haunched (hancht or h4neht), a. Having
haunches.
haunching (han'- or h4n'ching), n. [< haunch
+ -ing^.'] Same as haunch, 5.

The arch was of brick, while the haunching . . , was of
rubble. Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXL 433.

haunt (hant or h&nt), ». [Also dial, hant ; <
ME. haunten, hanten, frequent, use, employ, <
OP. hanter, P. hanter, haunt, frequent, resort
unto, to be familiar with ; origin unknown, and
variously guessed at: (1) < ML. *ambitare, go
about, freq. of L. ambire, go about (see ambient,
ambiti«n); (2) < L. habitare, dwell (see habit,

v., inhabit); (3) < Bret, henti, frequent, which,
if not itself from the P., appears to be derived
from Bret, hent, a way, road, path; (4) < Icel.

heimta, draw, pull, claim, crave, lit. fetch home,
< heim, home. None of these guesses is satis-
factory; the 4th is certainly wrong.] I. trans.

1. To frequent or visit; resort to much or of-

ten, 'or be much about; visit customarily.

A man who for bis hospitality is so much Jiaunted that
no news stir but come to his ears.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

Tou wrong me, sir, thus still to haunt my house.
Shak., II. W. of W., iiL 4.

1 JiauTU the pine-dark solitudes.
With soft brown silence carpeted.

L&weU, To the Muse,

2. To come or recur to persistently, so as not
to be prevented or driven away ; attend or ac-
company so constantly as to be annoying or of-

fensive ; intrude upon continually.

And [beasts] are utter strangers to all those anxious ana
tormenting tlioughts which perpetually haunt and dis-

quiet mankind. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, 1. xi.

Saunted by the new-found face
Of liis old foe.

WiUtam Harris, Earthly Paradise, L 106.

You at once associate true songs with music, and if no
tunes have been set to them, they haunt the mind and
"beat time to nothing" in the brain. *

Stednum, Vict. Poets, p. 101.

3. Specifically, to reappear frequently to aft«r

death ; visit habitually in a disembodied state,

as a supposed spirit, ghost, or specter.

If thou be'st slain, and with no stroke of mine.

My wife and children's ghosts will haunt me stiU.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

Foul spirits hauvX my resting-place. Fairfax.
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4t. To devote one's self to; practise; pursue;
use.

Yonge folk that haunleden folye.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, L 2,

"What manere mynstralcie my dere trend," quath Con-
science,

" Hast thow Tsed other haunted al thy lyf-tyme?
"

Piers Plowman (C), xvi. 197.

I do not meene, by all this my taulke, that yong gentle-
men should alwaies be poring on a booke, . . . and fiaunt
no good pastime. Ascham, The Scholemaster, i.

II. intrans. 1. To be much about; be pres-
ent often or persistently; go or visit often; re-
sort. [Now rare.]

All fowles in ffether fell there vppon,
flor to reckon by right that to ryuer haunttes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 344.

I have charg'd thee not to haunt about my doors.
Shak., Othello, i. 1.

Seals that haunted on that coast have been known to
speak to man in his own tongue, presaging great disasters.

B. L. Stevenson, Merry Men.

2. To reappear, as a disembodied spirit.

Haunts he, my house's ghost, still at my door?
B. J&nson, Case is Altered, iii. 1.

haunt (hant or hS,nt), n. [Also dial, hant; <

haunt, «;.] 1 . A place of frequent resort or visi-

tation ; a place in which any being, or, figura-
tively, some quality or characteristic, is com-
monly manifested or seen.

Void of haunt and liarbonr
Now am I like Plato's city.

Whose fame flieth the world through.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Sobinsou).

Ye who love the haunts of Nature, . . .

Listen to these wild traditions.

LongfeUiyw, Hiawatha, Int.

Those large eyes, the haunts of scorn.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

The r^on of the Fens, in the earliest times a haunt of
marauders, . . . became, at the time of the Conquest, the
last refuge of the still-resisting English.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 17.

2t. A limited region assigned to or owned by
one for his habitation or the practice of his pro-
fession ; a district.

But, if thou prike out of myn haunt,
Aiion 1 sle thy stede.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, L 100.

3t. The act, habit, or custom of resorting to a
place.

This our life, exempt from public haunt.
Shak,, As you Like it, IL 1.

The haunt yon have got about the courts will, one day
or another, bring your family to beggary. Arbuthnot.

4t. Custom; practice; skill.

Of cloth-makyng she hadde such an haunt.
She passede hem of Ypres and of Gaunt.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 447.

And ache [parsley] also is sowen come denaunt.
Bete and radisshe excerciseth tliair hauni.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 160.

5. A disembodied spirit supposed to haunt a
certain place; a ghost.- [Local, U. S.]

haunted (han'- or haln'ted), p. a. Frequently
visited or resorted to by apparitions or the
shades of the dead ; visited by a ghost : as, a
haunted house.

Where'er we tread, 'tis haunted, holy ground.
Byron, Chade Harold, ii. 88.

The bedroom of Henry IT. [at Chevemyl where a le-
gendary-looking bed, draped in folds long unaltered, de-
fined itself in the haunted dnsk.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 43.

haunter (han'- or han'ter), n. [Cf. OP. han-
teur.'] One who haunts or frequents a partic-
ular place or is often about it.

O goddess, haunter of the woodland green,
To whom both heaven and earth and seas are seen.

Dryden, PaL and Arc, iii. 215.

The vulgar sort, snch as were haunters of theatres, took
pleasure in the conceits of Aristoplianes.

Sir H. Wotton, Seliqnise, p. 84.

haunting (han'- or han'ting), n. [Verbal n.
of haunt, t;.] The appearance or visitation of
disembodied spirits.

The object of the Committee on Haunted Houses was to
investigate the phenomena of aUeged hauntings whenever
a snitable opportunity and an adequate prima facie case
for inquiry might be presented.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Besearch, L lOL
A sufficient amount of evidence to connect clearly the

commencement of hauiUings with the death of particular
persons. Hind in Nature, I. 86.

hauntyt, a. [E. dial, hanty; origin obscure.]
Eestless; impatient.

Abner, Ishbosheths servant, grew so haughty andhaunty
that he might not be spoken unto. 2 Sam- 3, 8.

S. Clarke, Examples (IWl), p. 631.

Hanranitic (ha-ran-it'ik), a. [< Sauran (see
def.) -f- -ite^ + -ic.] Pertaining to Hauran, a
region in Syria east of the Jordan.
The Eastern or Haurajutic Druses.

Encyc. Brit., VIL 483.

haustellum

haurient (ha'ri-ent), a. [< L. haurien(t-)g, ppr.

of haurire, draw"(water, etc.), drain, drink np:

see haust^, exhaust.^ In her., ^_ ^
palewise with the head upper-
most : applied to a fish used as

a bearing, as if represented

with the head above the water
to draw or suck in the air.

hause (has), n. A Scotch form
OthaUej. a Salm™ Haunant
hansen (hit'zn), ». [< G. haunen,

a fish of the sturgeon kind, = ODan. hus (in

comp. husblas) = D. huizen (in comp. huizen-

blas, > E. isinglass, q. v.) : see Am«o.] The huso
or great Russian sturgeon, Acipenser htiso.

hausmannite (hous'man-it), n. [After J. F.

L. ffausmann, a German metallurgist (1782-

1859).] Pyramidal manganese ore. It occurs
in porphyry, in veins, in Germany and else-

where.
hausse (hos), n. [P., a lift, rise, < hausser, lift,

raise : see hawse^.1 1. Ingun., abrass scaleused
in aiming, attached to the barrel of a gun, near
the breech, just behind the breech-ring, and
giving the series of quarter-angles for a radius

equal to the distance from the muzzle-sight to

the axis about which the scale turns. The pen.
dulum-hausse is so constructed as to retain a vertical

position when the wheels of the gun-carriage are not on a
leveL

2. The nut of a violin-bow.

hausse-col (hos'kol), n. [F., < hausser, raise,

+ coi, neck. ] 1 . A gorget or standard of chain-

mail, sometimes forming part of the camail.
See cut under gorget.— 2. A small gorget of

plate-armor.

The little metal gorget worn until quite recently by
French officers when on duty . . , preserved the name of
hausse-col.

W. Burgess, ArchaeoL Inst. Jour., XXXVII. 477.

hausse-pouch (hos'pouch), n. A small leather
pouch employed to carry the pendulum-hausse
when not in use. It is usually worn by the
gunner of a field-piece, and is slung over the
shoulder by means of a strap.

hausti, n. Same as hoast. [Scotch.]
haust^ (h4st), n. [< L. haustus, a draught,
drinking, swallow, < haurire, pp. haustus, draw
(water, etc.): aee haurient, exhaust.^ Adraught;
as much as a man can swallow.

haustella, n. Plural of haustellum.
Hanstellata (h4s-te-la'ta), v. ql. [NL., nent.
pi. of NL. hausteHatus : see haus^Uate.'i 1.

Haustellate or suctorial insects ; a subclass or
superorder of Insecta, containing those which
suck instead of bite, having a haustellum of

some form instead of manducatory mandibles
or biting-jaws: opposed to Mandibulata. The
Saustellata include the orders Lepidoptera, JHptera, and
Hemiptera, or butterflies and moths, flies proper, and
bugs. ClairviUe, and others. See haustellum.

.^

2. A suborder of Anoplura, including haustel-
late or true Hee.— 3. A division of JHptera.—
4. A subclass of Crustacea, including haustel-
late, suctorial, or giphonostomous forms, as
fish-Uee. Also called Suetoria and Epizoa.
haustellate (has'te-lat), a. and n. [< NL. haus-
tellatus,< haustellum, q. v.] I, a. 1. Pitted for

sucking ; suctorial ; s^honostomous, as an in-

sect or a crustacean, or the mouth-parts of such
creatures.

That which prevailB among the . . . Butterfly-tribe . .

.

is termed the hausteWUe month.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., S 630.

2. Provided with a haustellum or suctorial pro-
boscis ; of or pertaining to the HausteUata.

_ Specnlations . . . with reference to the mutual rela-
tions of flowers and haustellate insects.

Dawson, Origin of World, p. S6t

II. n. One of the HausteUata.
hausteUous (has-tel'ns), a. Same as havstd-
late.

haustellum (has-tel'nm), «.; pL hausteUa (-5).

[NL., dim. of L. haustrum, a machine for draw-
ing water, < haurire, pp. haustus, draw (water,
etc.): see haust^.'] The sucMng-organ of an
insect or a crustacean ; a suctorial proboscis.

Haustellum of PreUparee Carolina.
a, han^llum csOed in positiDn (eye and right palpnscnta«a;>; *,

^ectjon of base of baustellum. seen from above : c, section of lip ol
haustellom, seen from above; d. haustellam extended, side view.
(a, d, c. enlaiged ; </, one half natural size.)



haustellum
Hauatella present many modifloations ; the proboscis of
the hoase-fly, the sting of the mosquito, and the snout of
the bedbug are familiar examples. The most highly de-
veloped haustellum is the antliaof lepidopterous insects,
as butterflies and moths, where It becomes a very long,
sphally coiled, tubular organ or spirignath. The sucto-
rial or alphonostomous crustaceans present another mod-
ification of mouth-parts to the same end. Also haustel-
liutn.

haustorium (has-to'ri-um), n.; pi. Jmicstoria
(-a). [NL., < L. hamtor, a drawer, < haurire,

pp. haustus, draw: see
iiaust^.'] 1. One of the
small roots or suckers of
parasitic plants, which at-
tach themselves to and
penetrate the host plant,
and establish a direct con- „ . , ,.

neotion with its sap, upon G^apt^iS^tKX»
which the parasite wholly %%°li^i(.fZ^^ halfstoril
or partly subsists.— 2. which have penetrated into

pl. In fungi, specialized Sed.""(After^a^6wr'^"
Dranehes or organs of
myoelia, serving either as a means of attach-
ment or to bring the fungus into organic con-
nection with its host.

hausturet (Ms'tur), ». [< L. as if *hcmstwra,
< haurire, pp. haustus, draw: see haust^.l A
draught.

It is just matter of lamentation when souls . . , fall to
such apostacy as with Demas to embrace the dunghill of
this world, and with an hausture to lick up the mud of
corruption. Rev. V. Adams, Works, II. 199.

haustus (hfts'tus), n.
;

pi. haustus. PL., a
draught: see haus&.'] 1. In mecl,., a draught;
a potion.— 2. In ci/vil law, the right of drawing
water, and of access to the place of drawing.

haut^t (hat), a. [Early mod. E. also hault (with
silent I), and still more erroneously hamght
(q. v.); < ME. *haut, < OF. haut, halt, later hauU,
prop, and orig. without the aspirate, alt, P.
haut, = Sp. Pg. It. alto, high, < L. alius, high,
deep, lit. grown, increased (= Gothic alths =
OHG. MHG. G. alt = AS. eald, E. old, q. v.),

orig. pp. of alere, nourish: see alt, alto, alU-
tude, aliment, all.2 1. High: lofty; elevated.

—

2. High in sound ; shrill. Sailey.— 3. Proud;
haughty.

She began to look very haidt and stout, having all man-
ner of jewels or rich apparel that might be gotten with
money. Babeee Book(E. E. T. S.), p. x., note.

Thy father was as brave a Spaniard
As ever spake the haut CastUian tongue.

Middleton, Spanish Oypsy, ii. 2.

O liord, I hinder my vocation and other men's through
my self-wilfulness and the haut proud stoutness of my
wretched sinful heart.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 280.

A vine from Egypt thou hast brought,
Thy free love made it thine

;

And drov'st out nations, proud and haut,
To plant this lovely vine. Milton, Ps. Ixzx., 1. 36.

haut^t (hat), V. t. [< ME. hauten; < hoMi^, a.]

To make high ; raise ; exalt ; elevate.

He daunted the proude, & hawted the poure.
Arthur (ed. Eumivall), 1. 113.

Chlefe stays vpbearing croches high from the antlier

hoMted
On trees stronglye fraying. Stanihurst, MneiA, i. 193.

haut^ (hat), n. [< Hind, hat, late Skt. hatta, a
market, a fair.] In Bengal, a market.

haut^ (Mt), n. [< Bind, hath, the forearm, the

hand.] In Bengal, a measure of length equal

to the distance from the elbow to the tip of the

middle finger; a cubit.

hautaint, hautainlyt. See hautein, hauteinly.

hiiutboy (ho'boi), ». [A partly restored form,

after the P. hautbois, which is also sometimes
used in E., of the earlier hoboy, hoeboy, hobois,

rarely hawboy (= It. oboe, a form now used in

B.), < OP. hautbois, haultbois, P. hautbois, a

hautboy, lit. 'high wood' (referring, in the case

of the musical instrument, to its high notes),

< haut, high, + bois, wood : see haui^ and
bush^.] 1. A wind-instrument of wood, sound-

ed through a double reed: in recent use more
commonly in the Italian form oboe.

Marrying all their [Israelites'] voices

To Timbrels, Hawioys, and loud Cornets noises.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The lawe.

Then put they on him a white Turbant : and so, return-

ing with drums and hoboys, is with great solemnity con-

ducted to the Mosque. Sandys, TravaUes, p. 44

A boxen hautboy, loud and sweet of sound,

All varnished, and with brazen ringlets found,

I to the victor give. Philips, Pastorals, vi.

. 2. In bat, a kind of strawberry, Fragaria ela-

Uor, growing in Europe at moderate altitudes.

The leaves are rugose and plicate, and the fruit has a

rauslof flavor. In France the term hautbois is also ap-

plied to the elder, Sambueus nigra.—BSiXLtiboy d'amour.
See oboe d'ammir, under oboe.
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liautboyist (ho'boi-ist), «. [< hautboy + -ist.]

Same as oboist.

Iiaute-de-barde(h6t'de-bard),». [P.] Inhorse-
armor, a poitrinal made large and surrounding
the fore part of the horse's body, having wings
which protect the legs of the rider and replace
the burs or leg-shields of the saddle.

hauteiut, hautaint, a. [ME., also hauteyn,
hawtayne, howteyne, etc., < OP. hautein, hau-
taim,, high, etc. : see hautu, haughty.l 1. High;
lofty; of lofty flight.

Ife gentil hamteyn faukone heroneer.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1120.

2. High of voice ; loud.
Prestly than putte him out in peril of dethe,
Bi-fore tho herty houndes hauteyn of cryea.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2187.

In chirches whan I preche,
I peyne me to han an hauteyn speche.
And ringe it out, as round as goth a bell.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 44.

3. Haughty; proud.
I was so hamttt/yne of herte, whilles I at home lengede,
I helde nana my hippe heghte, undire hevene ryche.

JforSe Arthure (E. B. T. S.), 1. 2613.

The erle's sonnes wer htmteyn, did many folie dede.
Robert of Brunne, p. 219.

Some tyme detraccionn makith an hawteyn man be the
more humble. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

hauteinlyt, hautainlyt, adv. [ME., < hautein
+ -ly^.2 1. In a high or shrill voice; loudly;
shrilly.

When better remembred hys diflaute, lo 1

With shill voce cried that time hautaynly,
"Alas, caitife !" saide, "don haste folily."

Rom. of Pa/rtenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3317.

2. Proudly; haughtily.

haute-lisse (hot-les')) «• [P-i high warp,< Tiawfe,

fem. of haut, high, + lisse, warp : see kaut^ and
lisse, and cf. basse-lisse.'] In tapestry-wea/oing,

wrought with the warp in a perpendicular posi-
tion : distinguished from basse-lisse.

hautepacef, n. [Also written halpace, appar.
aocom. to hall; < OP. haut, high, + pas, a step,

pace.] A raised floor in a bay-window. Ball,
Hen. VIII., f. 65. (Sallvwell)

haute-piece (hot'pes), ». [P. haute-piSce, high
piece, < feawfe, fem. of waui, high, +J5iece, piece.]
In armor, the large beaver, mentonnifere, or buff
—that is, any face-protector fixed to the breast-
plate or gorget.

hautesset, n. [ME., also hawtesse, < OP. hau-
tesse, autesse, altesse, highness; < haut, high:
see Mm*!, haught.'\ Haughtiness.

Morgne the goddes,
Therfore hit is hir name

;

Weldez non so hyge hawtesse,
That ho ne con make ful tame.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2464.

hauteur (ho-ter'), n. [P., < haut, high, proud,
haughty: see haut\ hamght.'] Haughty feeling
or bearing ; arrogant manner or spirit.

The ill-judging zeal and hamteur of this king.
Bp. EUys, On Temporal Liberty (1766), p. 186.

In his several addresses recently delivered in America,
we note most suggestive examples of this parade of parts,
this literary hauteur. New Princeton Rev., Y. 361.

haut-gout (h6-go')> n. [Formerly also hault-
gust, hogoe ; < P. haut gout: haut, high; go4t,
taste, relish: &6eihaut'^s,ndt.gout^,gusV.'\ Any-
thing with a strong relish or a strong soent ; high
flavor or seasoning.

Sure I am, our palate-people are much pleased there-
with [garlick], as giving a delicious hault-gust to most
meats they eat, as tasted and smelt in their sauce, though
not seen therein. Fuller, Worthies, Cornwall.

To give the Sawce a hogoe, let the dish ... be rubed
with it [garlick].

I. Walton, Complete Angler (ed. 1653), p. 169.

The French by soups and haut-gouts glory raise,

And their desires all terminate in praise.
W. King, Art of Cookery.

haut mal (ho mal). [P., great disease: haut,
high (see haut^); mal, < L. malum, disease.]
Epilepsy with ma.ior attacks

;
grand mal.

Eaut'Villers (P. pron. 6-ve-lya'), n. A wine pro-
duced at Hautvillers in Champagne, France

:

one of the best of the still Champagne wines.

hautyt, a. The earlier form of haughty.

haiiyne (ha'win), n. [< Haiiy (the French min-
eralogist K. J. Hauy, 1743-1822) + -ine^.] A
mineral usually occurring in rounded crystal-

line grains, rarely in distinct isometric crystals.
Its color is blue of various shades. It is found embedded
In volcanic rocks, basalt^ phonolite, etc., and is a silicate

of aluminium and sodium with calcium sulphate. Also

haiiynophyre (ha-win'o-fir), n. [< haiiyne +
Gr. {nop)iphpEoc, purple': see porphyry.] The
name given to various volcanic rocks in which
the mineral haiiyne occurs in such quantity as

t%be conspicuous, although rarely, if ever, en-

have

tirely replacing any essential ingredient of the
rock. The lava most 'commonly designated by the name
haiiynophyre is a nepheline-basalt from Monte Vulture at
Melfl near Naples. The phonolitic lavas of the Eifel are
also remarkable for the amount of haiiyne and other re-
lated minerals which they contain.

Ha'vana (ha -van 'a), n. [Short for Havana
cigar: Havana, formerly written in E. books
Havannah, Sp. Habana (formerly spelled Ha-
vana), the capital of Cuba. Its full name is

San Cristobal de la Habana, i. e., St. Christopher
of the Haven (M'L. havana, accom. of Tout.
haven): see haven.] A kind of cigar: so called
from Havana, the capital of Cuba, where cigars
are extensively manufactured.
Havana cigars are such only as are made in the island

;

and the cigars made in Europe and elsewhere from genu-
ine Cuban tobacco are classed as Havanas.

Sncyc. Brit., XXIII. 426.

Havana brcwn. See brown.
havance, n. [< have -H -ance. Cf . havior, be-

havior.] Behavior; good behavior; manners.
Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
Havanese (hav-a-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [<
Havana + -ese: see Havana.] I. a. Of or be-
longing to the city of Havana in Cuba.

II. n. sing, and pi. A native or an inhabitant
of Havana ; the people of Havana.
have (hav), v.; pret. and pp. had, ppr. having;
ind. pres. 1 have, 2 hast, 3 has, pi. ha^e. [Also
dial, contr. ha, ha', Sc. hae; < ME. haven, inf.

prop, habben (pres. iud. 1 ha/oe, habbe, 2 havest,

hafest, hast, has, 3 ha/oeth, hafeth, hath, also
haves, habbes, has, pi. haveth, habbeth, ha/iie, han;
pret. hadde, hafde, ha/eede, etc., pp. had, haved,
heved, i-ha/ved, i-heved), < AS. habban (pres. ind.

1 hcebbe, also (ONorth.) hafa, hafo, hafu, 2 haf-
ast, Jicpfst, 3 hafath, hcefth, pret. h<xfde, rarely
(later) hcedde, pi. hmfdon, pp. gehcefd, hcefed)

= OS. hebbian = OFries. hebba, habba = D. heb-

ben = MLG. hebben = OHG. haben, MHG. G.
haben = Icel. hafa = Sw. hafva = Dan. have =
Goth, haban (pret. habaida, stem habai-), have,
hold; Teut. stem *habai- = L. habe-re ( > It. avere
= Pg. haver = Sp. haber = Pr. aver= F. avoir),

have. The remarkable agreement of the Teut.
and L. forms iu respect to their consonants,
which throws doubt upon their etymological
identity, is explained by referring them to a
common root "hhabh (cf . L. hie, thi^, he, of com-
mon origin with E. he^, here\ etc.). The L. ca-

pere, sometimes equated with E. have, is rather
= E. heame (see capable and heave). Hence, in
comp., behave, etc., and, from the L. habere, E.
habit, eta.] 1. trans. 1. To hold, own, or pos-
sess as an appurtenance, property, attribute,

or quality; hold in possession: as, to have and
to hold.
The folk of that Contree htm a dyvers lawe.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 164.

Unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall

have abundance. Mat. xxv. 29.

I M. take thee N. to my wedded wife, to have and to
hold from this day forward.

Book of Comnum Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

2. To hold by accepting, receiving, obtaining,
gaining, or acquiring in any way ; become pos-
sessed of or endowed with; be in receipt of;

get: as, he has high wages; they have had ten
children.

By his iirst [wife] had he Suane. Robert of Brunne.

Zee schuUe undirstonde that cure Lady hadde Child
whan sche was 15 Zeere old. MandeviMe, Travels, p. 113.

Wilt thou have me [as a husband] ? Shale, Hen. V., v. 2.

I shall but languish for the want of that.

The having which would kill me.
Bea/ti. and Fl., King and I^o King, ill 1.

If these trifles were rated only by art and artfulness, we
shoi^d have them much cheaper. Collier.

Tis only God may be had for the asking.
Lmoell, Sir Launfal.

3. To contain or comprise as an adjunct or

component part : as, the work feas an index ; his

wit has a spice of malice.
Every humour hath his adjunct pleasure.

Shah., Sonnets, xct

Thin mane, thick tail, broad buttock, tender hide.

Look, what a horse should have he did not lack.
Shah, Venus and Adonis, 1. 299.

The earth hath bubbles, as the water has.

And these are of them. Shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

4. To hold for use or disposal, actually or po-
tentially ; hold the control over or right to : as,

to have the floor (in debate) ; to have the deal
(in card-playing) ; to have authority.

Let me have men aboutme that are fat. Shak.,3.C,i.2.

They [the people of Brazil] entertaine and welcome
Strangers at first with weeping and deepe sighes, pitying

their tedious iourney, and presently dry their eyes, hauing
teares at command. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 835.

Obey them that have the rule over you. Heb. xiii. 17.



have

5. To hold in exercise or consideration; enter-
tain ; maintain : as, to have a wisli, opinion, or
objection ; to have a discussion.
All this prooessyon and inlormacion had, we retonmed

vnto ye sayd Hospytall, or lodgynge.
Sir S. Guylfarde, Pylgrymage, p. 21.

After long consultacion had, it was finally concluded
and determined amongest theym. Hall, Hen. IV., an. 6.

Shortly after a Parliament is called at London, wherein
the King complains of the great contempt was had of him
by the Barons. Baker, Chronicles, p. 109.

Captain Swan endeavoured to perswade them to have a
little Patience

; yet nothing but an augmentation of their
daily allowance would appease them.

Dampier, Voyages, L 281.

6. To possess knowledge of; be acquainted
with; take the meaning of; understand.
He hath neither Latin, French, nor Italian.

„^ ,
Shak., M. of V., i. 2.

Then begone ; be provident;
Send to the judge a secret way—you have me?

—

And let him understand the heart.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ilL 1.

All we have of those places is only their names, with-
out any sufficient distinctions by which to discover their
situation. Uaund/rell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 17.

7. To experience; enjoy or suffer; be affected
with: as, to ^»e hospitable entertainment; to
have a headache ; to have one's wish.

As y deserue, so schal y haue;
Weel bittirli y schal a-bie.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.\ p. 96.

And if I se some have their most desired sight,
Alas I thinke I, eche man hath weale, save I, most woful

wight. Surrey, Faithful Lover.

He had a fever when he was in Spain. Shak., J. C, L 2.

8. To hold in estimation; maintain; regard:
followed by in or a clause.

Of the maidservants which thou hast spoken of, of them
shall I be had in honour. 2 Sam. vt 22.

The Lord shall have them in derision. Ps. il 4.

At last I began to consider, that that which is higlily
esteemed among men is ?iad in abomination with God.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 141,

They will Tuive it that nature teaches them to love the
whole species. Svti/t, Gulliver's Itavels, iv. 8.

9. To hold in one's power or at a disadvantage
His spirit must be bow'd; and now we have him.
Have him at that we hop'd for.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iv. 1.

O, I have her ; I have nettled and put her into the right
Temper to be wrought upon. Steele, Conscious Lovers, L 1.

10. To move or remove ; cause or compel to

move: often reflexive, with the subject or ob-
ject, or both, unexpressed: as, have it out of
sight. [Archaic in most uses.]

;Now telle me how this erthe may be hadde a-wey. And
Merlin seide, "In cartes and on mennes nekkes."

Merlin (E. B. T. S.), L 37.

The gentlemen that were landlords would needs have
away much lands from their tenants.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VL, 1650.

Have me away ; for I am sore wounded,
2 Chron. xxsv. 23.

The Interpreter took^m by the hand, and had him into
a little room. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 103.

I shall be had to a Justice, and put to Bridewell to beat
Hemp. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 2.

11. To hold or acknowledge as a duty or ne-
cessary thing to do ; be under physical or moral
compulsion, constraint, necessity, or obligation
to do; be obliged: followed by an infinitive

with to, with or without a noun or pronoun as

object : as, I have a great deal to do ; I have to

go; he has to refund the money.
We Mve to strive with heavy prejudice deeply rooted

in the hearts of men. Hooker.

12. To bring into possession or use; procure;
provide; take.

He was glad to think that it was time to go and lunch
at the club, where he meant to have a lobster salad.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xlviii,

13. To procure or permit to be or to be done;
cause, let, allow, etc. : as, to have one's horse
shod; I will not have such conduct.

I pray thee have me excused. Luke xiv. 18.

But hark yon, Kate,

I must not have you henceforth question me
Whither I go, nor reason whereabout,

Shak., 1 Hen. IT., ii. 3.

ni kiss his foot since you will have it so.

Ford, Broken Heart, ilL 4.

To have a care, to take care ; be on guard ; beware.

But all this while they must have a care of deceiving

themselves, though God did restore them to their own
land with abundance of joy and peace.

StiUingfleet, Sermons, L x.

To have as good. Same as to have as lief, but often im-

plying a preference. See to have liefer. [Colloq.]

Yon had Osgood make a point of first giving way yonr-

gelf. Goldsmith.
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To have as lief, to hold, regard, or consider as equally
good: implying an objection to one course without ex-
pressing a preference for the other : chiefly with the pret-
erit had, as in to have liefer and in the later equivalent
phrase to have as good. See to have liefer.

Here wonieth an old rebekke
That hoMe almost as lief to lese hire nekke
As for to geve a peny of hire good.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, L 276.

If you mouth it, as many of your players do, I had as
lief the town-crier spoke my lines. Sliak. , Handet, lit 2.

To have better (or best), to hold, regard, or find to be
better or more expedient (or best or most expedient) : fol-

lowed by an infinitive with or (as now usually) without
to, or used absolutely (the alternative being implied in
the context) : a phrase arising from the idiom explained
in to have liefer, to have rather. The form with the super-
lative is less common. See to have liefer.

You had better leave your foUy. Marlowe.

You had best to use your sword better, lest I beswlnge
you, Greene, Orlando Furioso, p. 110 (ed. Dyce, 1883).

He had better to doe so ten times than sufier her to love
the well-nos'd poet, Ovid.

B. Jonson, Poetaster (foL 1616 a), iv. 7.

[Modem editions omit to in this passage.]

And he that would cool and refresh himself had better

goe up to the top of the next Hill then remove into a far
more Korthem country.

M. Brown, Brief Account of some Travels (1673).

To have it out, to come to a final understanding or set-

tlement by discussion or personal encounter,

"I never in my life seed a quire go into a study to have
it out about the playing and singing," pleaded Leaf.

T. Hardy, Under the Greenwood Ti-ee, iv.

To have liefer or liever, to hold, regard, or consider
as preferable; prefer: an idiom appearing also in the
positive form to have as 2i0/ (which see), and in the simi-
lar phrases of later origin to have rather, to have better,

etc. : followed by an infinitive with or (as now usually)
without to, and often, now usually, with the preterit had,
which -is properly the subjunctive or optative preterit
with indefinite present force : / had liefer, I should hold
or regard it as preferable, etc. See lief.

But natheless yet have I le^ere to lese
My llf than of my body have a shame.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, L 632.

Yet have I levere maken hym goode chere
In honour, than myn ernes lyf to lese.

Chaucer, Troilus, iL 471.

Levere ich hadde to dyen on a knyf
Than thee offende, trewe, deere wyf

.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 919.

Far liever by his dear hand had I die.

Tennyson, Geraint.

The phrase was also used impersonally, a dative taking
the place of the nominative of the person

:

Him, had lever [var. him were lever'] than all the world a
lond,

So hunted him the tempest to and fro.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 2413.

To have on, to wear; be clothed with.

Styf botes our kynge had on.
I/ytai Geste ofBobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, Vn. 77).

He saw there a man which had not on a wedding gar-
ment. Mat. -g-gi, iL
Many a rustic Venus . . , wondered what Mary would

have on when she was married.
H. B. Stowe, Minister's Wooing, xxix.

To have one's eye on, to have in mind.

I am very well satisfied the poet must have Jiad his eye
on the figure of this bird in ancient sculpture and paint-
ing, as indeed it was impossible to take it from the life.

Addison, Ancient Medals, ii

To have rather, to hold, regard, or consider as prefer-
able : a phrase equivalent to, and used like, to have liefer,

and of much later origin, not being found, apparently, be-
fore the sixteenth century : followed by an infinitive with
or (as now usually) without to, and now only with the pret-
erit had. See to have lief&r.

Poesie, which like Venus (but to better purpose), hath
rather be troubled in the net with Mars, than enjoy the
homelie quiet of Vvlcan.

Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 61.

I had rather to be married to a death's head with a bone
in his mouth than to either of these. Shak., M. of V. , t 2.

I Tiad much rather have my body hackt with wounds •

Than t' have a liangman fillip me.
Dekker, Match me in London (Works, ed. 1873, IV. 106).

I had much rather be myself the slave.

And wear the bonds, than fasten them on him.
Coivper, Task, ii 35.

This phrase, like the antecedent phrase to have liefer, was
also sometimes used impersonally, with a dative instead
of a nominative of the person.

Me rather had my heart might feel your love.
Than my unpleas'd eye see your courtesy.

Shak., Kich. II., iii. 3.

To have to do with. See doi, t>.=Syn. 1. Hold, Oum,
etc. Qee possess.

H. intrans. To be : used indefinitely in cer-
tain idiomatic expressions and phrases, men-
tioned below

—

Had like, was likely; came near; was
on the point: followed by an infinitive.

Where they should have made head with thewhole army
upon the Parthians, they sent him aid by small compa-
nies ; and when they were slain, they sent him others also.
So that by their beastliness and lack of consideration they
had like to liave made all the army fly.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 769.

haven

Have after ! t follow I let us pursue I

Hor. He waxes desperate with imagination.

Mar. Let's follow ; 'tis not fit thus fo obey him.

Hor. Have after:—To what issue will this come?
Shak., Hamlet, i 4.

Have at, here's a blow for ; here's a challenge for.

He that will caper with me for a thousand marks, let

him lend me the money, and have at him.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i 2.

If you will needs fight, gentlemen.
And think to raise new riches by your valours,

Have at ye ! I have little else to do now.
Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, i 8.

Have at allt, a desperate risk : a phrase taken from the

practice of gamblers. Nares.

Her dearest knight, whom she so Just may call.

What with his debts, and what with have at all,

Lay hidden like a savage in his den.

For feare of baylifles, sergeants, marshals men.
Good Newes and Bad Newes (1622).

Have done. See doi, v.—Have with yon, I will go
along with you.

Stan. What^shallwetoward the Tower? thedayisspent
Hast. Come, come, have vrith you. Shak., Rich. IIL, iii 2.

Charles S. Stay, Careless, we want you : egad, you shall

be auctioneer ; so come along with us.

Careless. Oh, have vrith you, if that's the case.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii 3.

To have done with. See doi, v. i.—To have toward
onet, to pledge one in drinking.

Str. Here's to thee, Leocrates.
Leoe. Have towards thee, Philotas. .

Fhil. To thee, Archippus.
W. Cartwright, noyH Slave (1651).

m. aux. An auxiliary forming, with the past

participle of the principal verb, the compound
tenses of verbs (including have), both transitive

and intransitive, sometimes with another auxil-

iary : as, I have or had done it ; he wiU have de-

parted by that time
;
you should not have gone.

In such cases the wordhave originally had its proper mean-
ing as a transitive verb, and was so used at first only with
another transitive verb, as denoting the possession of the
object in the state indicated by the past participle of the

latter verb ; thus, I have received a letter means literally I

possess a letter received. The construction was afterward
extended to cases in which the possessor of the object and
the performer of the action are not necessarily the same^

as in / have vfritten a letter, and to intransitive verbs. In
the same way the Latin habere, to have, has come to be
used as an auxiliary or merely a formative element in the

conjugation of the verb in the Romance languages.

havekt, n. A Middle English form of hawTc^.

haveld (ha'veld),n. [= ODan. havelde = Norw.
havella, a sea-duck: see Sarelda."] The Ice-

landic name of the long-tailed duck. See Ha-
relda.

havelesst (hav'les), a. [ME. haveles, contr. of

havenles, poor, < AS. hafenleds, hcefenleds (= OD.
haveloos = G. hdbelos, hablos), poor, destitute,

< hetfen (= leel. hofn), having, property, + -leds,

-less.] Having little or nothing ; destitute.

And eke he set an ordinaunce
Upon a lawe of Moyses,
That though a man be ha/ueles.

Yet sliall he not by theft stele.

Qower, Conl Amant, v.

Kow god defende but he be haudes
Of alle worship or good that may befalle^
That to the werste tnrneth by his leudenesse
A yifte of grace.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumlvall), p. 74.

havelock (hav'lok), n.

[After the British East
Indian general Henry
fiowtocfe (1795-1857).] A
white cap-cover of light
washable material, with
a flap hanging behind to
protect the neck, some-
times worn by soldiers
when exposed to the sun
in hot climates.

haven (ha'vn), n. [< ME.
haven, havene, < late AS.
hwfen (gen. hcefene), htefene (gen. hwfenan) =
D. haven = MLG. havene, havende, have, LG.
haven = OHG. hafan, havan, haven, MHG. Jtafen,

haven, hdbene, G. hafeni = leel. hofn= Sw. hamn
= Dan. havn (hence, from L6., OF. havene,

hable, havle, P. havre, ML. also havana (see Ha-
vana), accom. hahvJum), a haven, harbor; allied

to AS. h(ef, earliest form hwb, pi. heafu, the sea,

= OPries. hef = MLG. haf, haff, the sea, LG.
haf, haff, shoal water, tide-flats, = MHG. hap
{hob-), also hdbe, the sea, a bay, harbor, G. hajf

(after LG.), abay,gulf,= Icel. Sw. haf= Dan.
hav, the open sea: see haaf, haff.'] 1. A har-

bor ; a port ; any place which affords good an-

chorage and a safe station for ships, or in

which ships can be sheltered by the land from
wind and sea.

It was wont to ben a gret He, and a gret Havejie. and a
good ; but the See hathe gretly wasted It and over comen
it. MandevUle, Travel^ P- !«*•

Havelock used in the UvlteA
States Army.



haven
Joppa is a City of Palestine that was built before the

Flood, and hath belonging to it a Haven of great Conve-
nience. Baker, Chronicles, p. 63.

And the stately ships go on
To their haven under the hill.

Tennyson, Break, Break, Break.

Hence— 2. A shelter; an asylum; a place of
safety.

Where I sought hauen, there found I hap.
From danger unto death. The Loiter Discerned.

Carlos, happy in the attachment of a brave and power-
ful people, appeared at length to have reached a haven of
permanent security. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 2.

haven (ta'vn), v. t. [< haven, ».] To shelter
• as in a haven.

Blissfully havened both from joy and pain. Keats.

haveuage (ha'vn-aj), n. [< hcwen, n., + -age.l
Harbor-dues.
havenert (ha'vn-6r), n. [< haven, n., + -erl.]

The overseer of a port ; a harbor-master.

These earls and dukes appoynted to this end their spe-
cial officers as receyuer, hauener, and customer, etc.

R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 79.

havenett (ha'vn-et), to. [< haven, n., + -eii.] A
small haven.

From Langunda to Fischard at theGwerne mouth foure
miles, and here is a portlet or hauen^t also for ships.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, xiv.

haven-master (ha'vn-mas"t6r), ». [= D.
havenmeester = Dan. havnemester = Sw. hamn-
mastare.'] A harbor-master.

The Haven Master is an officer appointed under the
charter of James I., by which the admiralty rights were
acquired. His duty is to superintend the harbour, at-

tend to the mooring of the ships, prevent all annoyances
to th^ shipping, and see that the bye-laws are observed.

Municipal Corporation Report (1835), p. 2399.

haven-townf, n. A seaport.

Having now found a haven-tovm, the soldiers were de-
sirous to take shipping, and change their tedious land-
journeys into an easy navigation.

RcOeigh, Hist. World, HI. x. § 13.

haver^ (hav'6r), n. [< haxe + -eri.] 1. One
who has or possesses; a possessor. [Rare.]

Valour is the chiefest virtue, and
Most dignifies the haver. Shak., Cor., ii. 2.

A princes favour is a precious thing.

Yet it doth many unto ruine bring

;

Because the havers of it proudly use it.

And (to their owne ambitious ends) abuse it.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

We are in thus holding or thus spending . . . not only
covetous, but wrongfull, or havers of more than our own,
against the will of Uie right owners.

BarroiC, Works, 1. xxxi.

2. In Scots law, the holder of a deed or -writing,

who is called upon to produce it judicially, in

modum probatiouis, or for inspection in the
course of a process.

haver^ (hav'er), TO. [< ME. haver (rare) =
Icel. (mod.) hafr = Sw. hafre = Dan. havre, all

prob. of LG. origin, < OLG. haboro, havoro,

MLGr. haver, L(x. hawer= D. haver = OHG. ha-

baro, MHG. habere, haber, G. haber (and hafer,

after LG.), oats. The orig. E. word is oats.']

Oats ; the oat, Avena sativa. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]
haver^ (ha'v6r), V. i. [Origin uncertain.] To
talk foolishly or at random. Also haiver.

[North. Eng. and Scotch.]

He just haver'd on about it to make the mair o' Sir Ar-

thur. Scott, Antiquary, xnv.

haverbread (hav'6r-bred), n. [< ME. liaver-

bred (= D. haverbrood = G. haferbrod = Dan.
havrebriid =:8w. hafrebrod); < haver^ + bread'^.']

Bread made of oatmeal. See haver^. [Prov.

Eng.]
She gloried in her skill ... in making Jenny go short

to save to-day's baking of havreiread. ComhillMagazine.

havercake (hav'6r-kak), n. [< ME. havercake;

< haver^ + cake.] Same as haverbread. Also

avercake.

Tak a hate havyre-eake, and lay it downe, and lay thyne

ere therone als hate als thou thole it, and if ther be schepe

louse or any other qwik thynge in It, it salle sone crepe

owte. MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 283. (BalliweU.)

haverdepoiset, »• -A-n old form of avoirdupois.

haverel (hav'rel), ». and a. [< haverS -f -el,

equiv. to -erK] I. ». One who talks foolishly

or idly; a silly chattering person.

II. a. Silly; half-witted.

Poor hav'rel Will fell aff the drift.

An' wandered thro' the bow-kail.
' Burns, Halloween.

Also spelled havrel, haveril.

haverel (hav'rel), ». «.; pret. and pp. havereled

or haverelled, ppr. havereling or haverelhng. [<

haverel, ».] To talk idly or foolishly. Also

spelled havrel, havril. [Scotch.]
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Some of the ne'er-do-weel clerks of the town were seen

gutfawing and haverelling wi' Jeanie.
Gait, Provost, p. 279.

haver-grass (hav'6r-gras), n. The wild oat,
Avena fatua. [Prov. Eng.]
havermeal (hav'er-mel), n. [= D. havermeel
= G. hafermehl = Dan. havremel.'] Oatmeal.
[Scotch.]

O whar got ye that haver-meal bannock?
Bonny Dundee.

havers^ (ha'verz), TO. pi. [A dial, form of 7m-
vior, behavior.] Manners; behavior.
havers^ (ha'verz), to. pi. [< haverS, v.] Fool-
ish or idle talk. Also haivers. [Scotch.]

Your fable instaiitlie repeat us.

And dinna deave us wi' your havers.
JRev. J. Nicol, Poems.

haversack (hav'6r-sak), n. [Formerly also
havresack; < F. havresac, < G. liabersack, hafer-
sack, prop, a sack for oats, < haber, hafer, oats,

+ sack, sack: see haver^ and sack^.] 1. A
sack for oats or oatmeal. [Prov. Eng.]— 2.
A bag used for holding the food that a soldier
carries on his person, as one or more days' ra-

tions. It is usually carried by a belt slung over
the shoulder.

A long sword lay by him on the grass, with an havre-
sack, of which he had unloaded his shoulders.

Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, ii. 8.

3. In artillery, a leather bag used to carry car-

tridges from the ammunition-chest to the piece
in loading.

Haversian (ha-ver'zian), a. [< Savers (see
def.) + -ian.] Pertaining to or discovered by
Clopton Havers, a London anatomist (about
1690), who investigated the blood-vascular sys-

tem of bone.—Haversian canal. See canali.—Ha-
versian folds, fringes of synovial membrane found in
most of the bursal and vaginal as well as in the articu-

lar synovial membranes, described by Clopton Havers as

mucilaginous glands, and as the source of the synovial
secretion. H. Gray, Anat.—Haversian or Havers's
glands. See ^land.—Haversian lamellse. See lamel-
la.—Haversian spaces. See Haversian canal, under
canals.

haverstraw (hav'er-strft), to. [< ME. haver-
straa; < haver'^ + straw.] The straw of oats.

[Obsolete or Scotch.]

Take and make lee of havyre-straa, and wasche the hede
therwith ofte, and sail do hare awaye.

MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 282. (Halliwell.)

Gin they had to hurkle down on a heap of haver straw.
Blackwood's Mag., Nov., 1820, p. 146.

havil (hav'il), TO. [Origin obscure.] A small
species of crab. [Eng.]
havildar (hav'il-dar), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind.
hawdlddr, < hawdla, charge, custody, care, -f-

-dar, having, possessing, keeper.] The high-
est non-commissioned officer in a native regi-

ment in India ; a sepoy sergeant. The term is

adopted in the British Indian army for a native
sergeant.

Curreem Musseeh was, I believe, a havildar in the Com-
pany's army, and his sword and sash were still hung up,
with a not unpleasing vanity, over the desk where he now
presided as catechist.

Bp. Eeber, Journey through the Upper Provinces
[of India, i. 149.

havill, TO. See havil.

having (hav'ing), to. [< ME. havyng; verbal n.

of have, v.] 1. The act or state of possessing.

And, having that, do choke their service up
Even with the having. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 3.

2. That which is had or owned
;
possessions

;

goods; estate.

But I pardon you for that ; for, simply, your having in
beard is a younger brother's revenue.

Shak,, As you Like it, iii. 2.

Conversation is our account of ourselves. All we have,
all we can, all we know, is brought into play, and as the
reproduction, in finer form, of all our havings.

Emerson, Woman.

3 (ha'ving). Behavior; conduct; especially,

good behavior
;
good manners

;
good breed-

ing : now usually in the plural. [Scotch.]

My poor toop-lamb, my son and heir.

Oh, bid him breed him up wi' care

;

An' if he live to be a beast,
To pit some havins in his breast

!

Bums, Death of Poor Mailie.

She is may be four or five years younger than the like o'

me ;—bye and attour her gentle havings.
Scott, Eedgauntlet, letter xii.

having (hav'ing), ^. a. [Ppr. of Aaw, «.] Cov-
etous

;
grasping. [Obsolete or provincial.]

The apostles that wanted money are not so having:
Judas hath the bag, and yet he must have more, or hewill

fllch it. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 249.

Martha, more lax on the subject of primogeniture, was
sorry to think that Jane was so having.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxxv.

haw
haviort, haviourt, ». [Early mod. E. also
liuveour; by apheresis from behavior, q. v.]

Same as behavior.

The men of 'haviour and honest citizens walked in the
market place in their long gowns.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 129.

Her heavenly haveour, her princely grace.
Can you well compare? Spenser, Shep. Cal., April.

With the same haviour that your passion beai-s.

Go on my master's griefs, Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

havoc, havock (hav'ok), n. [Early mod. E.
havock, havocke; < ME. havok, harek, havec, <

AS. hafoc, hafuc, a hawk: see hawk^, of which
havoc is the native (AS.) form, as hawk^ is

the Scand. form, havock, commonly havoc (ME.
havok), remaining only in the deflected use
(def. 2), which arises out of the phrase to

cry havoc, that is, to cry " havoc 1" 'to cry
"hawk!"' appar. orig. a cry of encouragement
to a hawk when loosed upon his prey, or a mere
cry of excitement or warning at the beginning
of the sport. Of. the exclamation ware the

hawk! (Skelton, etc.)] If. An early Middle
English form of Imwk^, surviving till later times
in the phrase to cry havoc.— 2. General and
relentless destruction.

To geue skope to all raskaJl and forlorne persones to
make generall hauock and spoyle of your goodes.

Grafton, Queen Mary, an. 1.

And neuer yet did Insurrection want
Such water-colours, to impaint his cause

:

Nor moody Beggars, staruing for a time.
Of pell-mell hauocke and confusion.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1 (folio 1623).

Ye gods ! What havock does ambition make
Among your works I Addison, Cato, ii. 1.

To cry havoc or havock. (at) See the etymology. (6)

To shout for the beginning or the continuation of a work
of indiscriminate destruction or rapine.

And Cfiesar's spirit, ranging for revenge.
With At6 by his side, come hot from hell,

Shall in these confines, with a monarch's voice.

Cry Havock, and let slip the dogs of war.
Shak., J. C, iii. 1.

havoc, havock (hav'ok), v. t.; pret. and pp. liav-

ocked, ppr. havocking. [< havoc, havock, to., 2.]

To work general destruction upon ; devastate

;

destroy; lay waste.

Whatsoever they leave unspent, the soldiour, when he
Cometh there, he havocketh and spoyleth likewise.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

The Weazell, . . .

Playing the Mouse in absence of the Cat,

To tame and hauocke more than she can eate.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2 (folio 1623).

To waste and havoc yonder world.
Milton, P. L., X. 617.

havoirt, havourt, n. Middle English forms of

aver^.
Havdre withoute possessioun.

Ram. qf the Rose, 1. 4720.

havrel (hav'rel), TO., a., and v. See haverel.

havril (hav'ril), V. i. See haverel.

haw^ (h^); n. [< ME. hawe, earlier hage, < AS.
haga, an inclosure, a yard, small field, = MD.
hage, haeghe, a hedge, an inclosure, D. haag, a
hedge (> P. haie, a hed^e) (ef. den Haag, s'Hage,
in full s' Gravenhage, in E. called The Hague,
in P. La Haye, lit. the grave's or count's gar-

den: see graved); = Icel. hagi = Sw. hage, a
hedged field, a pasture, = ODan. hage, a hedged
field, a pasture, Dan. have, a garden; also with-
out suffix, 0H(^. hag, hac, an inclosure, MHG.
hac, a thorn-bush, bush, hedge, inclosm-e, park,

G. hag, a bush, hedge, coppice, grove, wood,
fence, inclosure, = ODan. hag, a hedge ; whence
OHG. hagan, a bush, hedge, MHG. hagen, and
contr. hain, G. hain, a grove, wood. Cf . L. cin-

gere, gird (> E. ceint, cincture, surcingle, etc.),

coxa, thigh, hip ; Skt. kaiikana, a ring-shaped
ornament, bracelet, kakshd, region of the girth,

girdle, cincture, a circular wall, inclosed court.

Closely connected with AS. haga, E. haw''; are

E. dial, hag^, a haw, hedge, AS. hege, E. hay^,

a hedge, and AS. *hecg, E. hedge .-see hag^, hay'^,

and hedge, also hag''-, haw^, and haugh.] 1. An
inclosed piece of land; a hedged inclosure; a
small field; a yard.

Ther was a polcat in his hawe.
That, as he seyde, his capouns hadde yslawe.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 393.

St. Mary Bothaw— hath the addition of Boathhaw, or

Boathaw, of neare adjoining to an haw or yarde, wherein

of old time boates were made. Stowe, London, p. 181.

Specifically— 2. A churchyard. Chaucer.— 3.

A green plot in a valley. Halliwell.

To the highlands I was bown,
To view the haws of Cromdale.

The Haws of Cromdale (Child's Ballads, VIL 236).

ha'W^ (ha), n. [< ME. hawe, < AS. haga, only in

pi. hagan, haws, also appar. as a synonym for



baw
things of no value ; equiv. to hawberry or haw-
thorn-berry (of. MD. haeghbesiey, no AS. Viceg-
fcerje occurs. See Aawi.] 1. The fruit of the
hawthorn, Cratcegus Oxyacantha.

In Bomer he lyveth by Mwys,
That on hauthorne growth by schawys.

Sir Orpheo (Bitson's Metr. Horn., II.).

2. The fruit of any of the species of Cratcegus.

A lane noted for wild rosea in summer, for nuts and
blackberries in autumn, and even now possessing a few
coral treasures in hips and haws.

Charlotte Br(mte, Jane Eyre, xii

3. The plant which bears such fruit: usually
with some qualifying word denoting, for the
most part, the character of the fruit. Thus, in
America, the apple-haw is Cratcegus aetivalis; the hog's-
ba,w, C.brachyacantlia; the parsley-haw, C. opiiftim; the
pear-haw, C. to-nwntosa; the- red or scarlet haw, C. coc-
cinea; the summer haw or yellow haw, C. flava, etc.

4. The ViburnumprunifoUunijthe'hla.ekha.wot
the United States. See Viburnum.— 5t. Any
berry.
Behold the plants and trees ; they produce flowers,

haws, and fruit. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 357.

6t. Proverbially, a thing of no value.

Al nas [ne was, was not] wurth an ha/we.
Bob. of Gloucester, p. B34.

But al for noght ; I sette noght an hawe
Of hisproverbes, ne of his olde sawe.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 669.

haw3 (ht), n. [< ME. haw, an excrescence in
the eye; perhaps a particular use of haw^, a
berry.] 1. An excrescence in the eye; spe-
cifically, in farriery, a diseased or disordered
condition of the third eyelid of a horse: gener-
ally in the plural, haws.— 2. The third eyelid,
nictitating membrane, or winker of a horse.

haw* (h4), V. i. [< ME. hawen, found only in
comp. behawen, bihmven, observe, < AS. hdwian
(or hawian ?), intr., look, in comp. ge-hawian,
ie-hdwian, tr., look at, observe.] To look: used
especially in the imperative, haw ! or look haw

!

to call attention. [Prov. Eng.]
haw^ (hS.), interj. [Appar. orig. the same as
haw^, as used in the imperative to call atten-
tion, but in use a var. of ho, whoa, etc., with a
specialized meaning.] An exclamation used
by a driver to his horses or oxen, to command
them to turn to the left. See haw^, v.

haw^ (ha), V. [< haw^, interj. Cf. hawK'] I.

intrans. To turn to the left : the opposite of gee :

said of horses and cattle.

II. trans. To turn or cause to come to the
near side : as, to haw oxen.
haw^t (h&), a. [< ME. hawe, < AS. hcewen, blue.]

Blue; azure.

Thro' and thro' the bonny ship's side,

He saw the green haw sea.

Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, HL 341).

haw'' (hft), interj. [The same as ha as a hesitat-

ing utterance ; a drawling syllable, much used
by unfluent speakers, but usually ignored in

writing and print, except in novels, plays, and
other writings aiming at verisimilitude of

speech; also written, if written at all, huh, and
without aspiration aw, ah, uh, ur, er, etc.] An
unmeaning syllable marking the pauses of hesi-

tating speech. It takes various vocal forms,
variously indicated in writing. See the ety-

mology.
haw7 (h&), n. [< haw"!, interj.'] An intermission
or hesitation of speech marked by the unmean-
ing syllable haw.

For if through any hums and haws
There baps an intervening pause. Congreve,

haw^ (h^), V. i. [< haw"!, interj.] To speak
withhesitation and the interruption of drawling
and unmeaning sounds : as, to hum and haw.

The skill of lying . . . were to be obtained by industry
—You must not hum, nor haw, nor blush for 't.

Steele, Lying Lover, iL 1.

Hawaiian (ha-wi'yan), a. and n. [< Sawaii
(see def.), a native name, + -an.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to the island of Hawaii or the Sand-
wich Islands, a group of islands in the North
Pacific about 2,100 miles west-southwest of

San Francisco.

H. n. 1. A native or citizen of Hawaii.

—

2. The language of Hawaii.

hawane, n. The fruit of the palm Pritchardia

Gaudichaudii.
hawbuck (ha'buk), n. [Appar. < huw^, hedge,

+ huck"^.] An unmannerly lout; a clown.

[Prov. Eng.]
Bless my heart! excuse me. Sir Eichard— to sit down

and leave you standing ! 'Slife, sir, sorrow is making a

hawlmcic of me. Kingsley, Westward Ho, v.

hawcubitet (ha'ku-bit), «. [A slang name,
combining the eqiiiv. mohawk, q. v., with Jaco-

Hawfinch iCoccot/traus/es vulgaris).
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bite, another term exciting public interest at the
time mentioned in the def.] One of a band of

dissolute young men in London who swaggered
about the streets at night during the closing

years of the seventeenth century,insulting pass-

ers, breaking windows, etc. ; a mohawk.
hawebaket, «. [ME. : see def.] A word of un-
certain meaning, found only in the following

passage. From its apparent form, it is supposed to

signify the baked berry of the hawthorn— that is, coarse

fare. It appears in the manuscripts sometimes as one
word, sometimes as two words.

I recche noght a bene^
Though I come after him with hawebake ;

I speke in prose, and lete him rymes.make.
Chaucer, ProL to Man of Law's Tale, 1. 95.

ha-wfinch (ha'finch), m. I<haw1- + finch^.] The
hawthorn-grosbeak, Coccothraustes vulgaris, a
common Eu-
ropean frin-

giUine bird,

about 6
inches long,
with a very
stout, turgid
bill, the ends
of the in-

ner seconda-
ries oblique-
lycurved and
truncated,
and the plu-
mage much
variegated.
See also cut under Coccothraustes. The name is ex-

tended to sundry related American ^sbeaks, as the even-
ing grosbeak, Hesperophona vespertina, the rose-breasted
grosbeak, Zamelodia or Sabia ludovieiana, etc.

haw-haw^ (hS,'ha.'), interj. [A heavier form of

ha-ha^, q. v.] An utterance accompanying
loud, coarse laughter.

haw-haw^ (h^'hS,'), v. i. [< liaw-haw^, interj.]

To laugh loudly and heavily; guffaw.

I sat down in front of the General, and we haw-havfd,
I tell you, for more than half an hour.

Seba Smith, Major Downing's Letters, p. 189.

haw-haw^ (h4'ha'), n. [< haw-haw'^, interj.] A
guffaw ; loud, coarse laughter.

Ee laughed not very often, and when he did, with a sud-
den, loud haw-haw, hearty, but somehow joyless, like an
echo from a rock. R. L. Stevenson, Pastoral.

haw-haw^ (ha-ha,'), n. Same as ha-hcfi.

hawk^ (h&k), n. [< ME. hauk, a contraction
(due to Scand. orLG.) of reg. ME. ha/vek, havec,

havok (see havoc, havock), < AS. hafoc, hafuc,
haafoc = OS. habhoc (in comp. proper names) =
Fries, hauk = T>. haviJc = MLG. havek, LG. ha-
wek, havk = OHG. hdbuch, habich, MHG. habich,
habech, hebeeh, G. habieht= Icel. haukr = Sw.
hok = Dan. hog, a hawk; perhaps, with suffix

as in Goth, ahaks, a dove, OH(x. kranuh, G.
kranich, a crane, from the root *haf of AS. heb-
ban, E. heave, in its early sense of ' take,' ' seize,'

as in L. capere (cf. L. aeeipiter, a hawk, usually
derived from capere; but see aeeipiter).] 1. A
diurnal bird of prey which does not habitually
feed upon carrion: contrastedwithow? and with
vulture, (a) In a strict technical sense, any species of
the subfamily Aceipitririce or either of the genera Aeeipi-
ter and Astur, having rounded wings which extend, when
folde^ about two thirds the length of the tail; the tail

long and square or little rounded ; the shank compara-
tively long and naked or little feathered ; and the beak not
toothed. Such are the sparrow-hawk, Aeeipiter nisus of
Europe, the European goshawk, Astur palutnbarius, and
many others, found in all parts of the world. They are of
medium and small size, the goshawks being among the
largest, and prey for the most part on humble quarry,
which they capture by chasing or raking after it, not
by pouncing upon it. In this sense hawk is contrasted
with falcon, eagle, kite, buzzard, etc. See AceipitrirusB,

and cut under Astur. (b) Any diurnal bird of prey of the
family Falconidte, including eagles, buzzards, kites, etc.
(c) Any bird used in falconry : as, a noble or ignoble hawk.
SeefcUcon.

He went on haukynge by the ryver syde
And let his haukes flee.

I/ytell GesU ofBobyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 101);

Between two hawks, which flies the higher pitch

;

Between two dogs, which hath the deeper mouth ; . . .

I have perhaps some shallow spirit of judgment.
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, u. 4.

*'What colour were his hawks?" she says,
"What colour were his hounds? "

Toung Johnntone (Child's Ballads, IL 295).

The wild Jiawk stood with the down on his beak.
And stared, with his foot on the prey.

Tennyson, The Poet's Song.

2. With a specifying term, some bird that
hawks for its prey on the wing. Thus, in the
United States, the goatsuckers of the genus Chordeiles
are commonly called night-fiawkn. The night-jar, Cap-
rimvlgus europceus, is locally called dor-, gnat-, moth-,
night-, and screech-hawk; and the swift is sometimes

hawkbill

called hawk-swallow. See cut under ooofaucier.— Bladt
hawk, the American rough-legged hawk or black but
zard, Archibuteo lagopus scmetv-johannis, in its melanls-

tic phase. See cut under Archibuteo.— 'BXW'Hs glove.
See glove.—'Ba.wVa lure, in her. See Z«r«.— I^Oble
hawks, those hawks which have no tooth and rake after

the quarry. They are Accipitrimje.— Make-hawk, a train,

ed and steady hawk flown with young birds to teach them
to take the quarry.— Noble hawks, those hawks which
have a toothed beak and plunge down upon or stoop to the

quarry, as any falcon ; the FaXeonince.—Passage bawk,
a hawk captured when on its migration. See peregrine.

—Eed hawk, infaUxmry, a hawk of the first year, in its

young plumage.— Sharp-shinned baw^ the Ameri-

can Aeeipiter fuseus, & small true hawk with extremely

slender shanks, corresponding to that which is called

sparrow-hawk in England. [U. S.)—TO Imow a hawk
from a hand-saw. See Aaiwf-sow. (See also ;?»A-Aawit,

hen-hawk, marsh-hawk, pigeonr-hawk, singing-hawk, spar-

row-hawk, squirrel-hawk.) = Syn. Hawk, Falcon, Hawk
is the most general and indefinite name of a bird of prey.

It seems to have at first distinguished the birds so deslg.

nated from carrion-feeding kinds and from those that prey

by night t^mltures and owls), and then to have been applied

to those which could be trained— that is, used In the sport

of hawking or falconry. It« nearest synonym is falcon;

and since all hawks were formerly placed in one genua,

Faleo, hawk and falcon became interchangeable book-

names for most members of the family FaUonidoB. Bntj

again, the hawks used in falconry were of two series, re-

spectively designated noble and ignoble, corresponding to

two technical subfamilies of Faleomdae. The name/ofcon
became, therefore, technically restricted to the former of

these series, the subfamily Faieormue, while hawk was
coincidently applied to the other, Aedpitri/MB, alone.

hawki (hak), V. i. [< hawk\ «.] 1. To hunt
birds or small animals by means of hawks or

falcons trained for the purpose ;
practise hawk-

ing; engage in falconry.

A little river . . . much frequented by fowle, and rigor-

ously preserved for the Grand Signiors pleasure ; who or-

dinarily hawks thereon. Sandys, Travailes, p. a
An a man have not skill in the hawking and hunting

languages now a dayes, I'll not give a rush for him.
B. Janson, Every Man In his Humour, i. L

2. To fly in the manner of the hawk; soar;

take prey in the air.

Now hawks aloft, now skims along the flood.

Hryden.

When the swallows are seen hamking very high, it is a

good indication ; the insects upon which they feed venture
up there only in the most auspicious weather.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XXV. 675.

To hawk at, to fly at ; attack on the wing.-

Lord L. 'Tis my wonder
Two animals should ha/wk at all discourse thus.

B. Jonson, New Inn, ii 2.

I had rather see a wren hawk at a fly,

Than this decision.
Fletcher and another. Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 3:

hawk^ (hak), V. t. [Due to the older noun,
hawker^, q. v. ; so peddle, from peddler. Cf.

huck^.] To offer for sale by outcry in a street

or other public place, or from door to door;
convey through town or country for sale: as,

to hawk brooms or ballads.

His works were hawked in every street. Swift.

Thou goest still amongst them, seeing if, peradventore,
thou can'st hawk a volume or two. Li^nb, All Fools' Day.

I hear thee not at all, or hoarse
As when a hawker hawks his wares.

Tennj/son,.The Blackbird.

I come not of the ralce

That hawk their sorrows in the market-place.
Lowell, To my Fire.

hawk^ (h^k), V. [Formerly also hauk; imita-

tive, like Dan. harke, Sw. harka, W. hochi, hawk.
Cf . also cough, and words there cited.] I. in-

trans. To make an effort to raise phlegm from
the throat.

Touch Come, sit, sit, and a song. , , .

1 Page. Shall we clap into 't roundly, withont hawking,
or spitting, or saying we are hoarse?

Shak., As yon Like it, v. 3.

If he shon'd come before I won'd have him, I'll come be-

fore him, and cough and hauk soundly, that you may not
be surpriz'd. Wycherley, Gentleman lacing-Master, v. h

H. trans. To raise by hawMng: as, to hawk
up phlegm.
hawkS (hak), n. [< hawkS, v.] An effort to

raise pUegm from the throat.
hawk* (ha,k), w. [Origin uncertain; perhaps a
particular use of hawk'-(1).] In building, a small

quadrangular board with a handle underneath,
used by plasterers to hold the mortar.
hawk-bell (hak'bel), n. A small bell made to

be attached to the leg of a hawk : used in fal-

conry. These bells are of the form of a sleigh-

bell, and are fastened on the hawk by the var-

vels or rings.

hawkbill (Mk'bil), n. 1. The caret, or hawk-
bUled sea-turtle, Eretmoehelys imbricata. It is

from this turtle that tortoise-shell is obtained.
Also called hawUs-biU. See cut under Eretmo-
ehelys.— 2. A pair of pliers with curved nose,

used to hold pieces in soldering them with a

blowpipe.



hawk-billed

hawk-billed (hak'bild), a. Having a bill or
beak Uke or likened to a hawk's: as, a hawlc-
billed turtle.

hawk-bit (hak'bit), n. A plant of the genus
Leontodon, natural order Compositce, related to
the hawkweed and dandelion. Thebest-known spe-
cies is L. aiaumtuUe, called the fall dmidelion,which nas
become naturalized in the United States from Europe, (See
Leontodon. ) Thename has also been improperly applied to
the species of HieradUTn, in place of iuiwhweed.

hawk-boy (hftk'boi), n. An assistant to a plas-
terer, who supplies him with plaster or mortar,
placing it upon the hawk.
hawk-eagle (hak'e'gl), n. A bird of the genus
Spizaetus; one of certain crested hawks. There
are numerous species, the most typical of vrhich are South
American, as S. ornatue, 8. bellicostts, etc.

hawkedf (hakt), a. Crooked; curving like a
hawk's bill.

Flat noses seem comely nnto the Moor, an aquiline or
hawked one unto the Persians.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 11.

hawkerl (h&'k6r), n. [< ME. 'hawkere, < AS.
hafecere (once) (= MLGr. heveker), a hawker,
falconer, < hafoc, hafec, hawk: see hawlc^ and
-eri.] 1. One who hawks, or pursues the sport
of hawking; a falconer.

Haukers and hunters, dronkards, . . . having no other
god but their belly. Harmar, tr. of Beza'a Sermons, p. 384.

2. [Of. yacht, lit. a chaser, hunter (strictly a
chase, hunt).] A sloop-rigged vessel.

hawker^ (hft'kfer), n. [Also dial, hooker; < D.
heuker = Or. hooker, hooker, a retailer, = Dan.
holier, a huckster, chandler, = Sw. hoka/re, a
chandler, cheesemonger : see further under
huckster.^ One who offers goods for sale by out-
cry in the street ; one who travels about selling
small wares; a peddler; a packman.
We must be teased with perpetual hawkers of strange

and wonderful things. Swift, BickerstaS Papers,

The hawkera who cried Tory pamphlets and broadsides
through the streets were at once sent to the House of Cor-
rection. Leeky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iL

hawker^ (h&'kfer), «. t. [< hawker^, ».] To
play the hawker; peddle. [Bare.]

But was implacable and awkward
To all that mterloped and ha/wkered.

S. Butler, Hudibras, IH. iiL 620.

hawkey^ (h&'ki), n. Same as hockeyK
hawkey^ (hft'ki), n. Same as hockey^.

hawkey^, hawkie (h&'ki>, n. [So. (cf. hawMt,
white-faced, as a cow, also stupid) ; origin ob-
scure.] 1. A cow; specifically, a black and
white cow; more especially, a cow of a dark
color with a white stripe on the face.

The soupe their only hawkie does afford,

That 'yont the hallan snugly chows her cud.
Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night.

2. A stupid fellow ; a clown.
Hawkeye (hak'i), n. An inhabitant or a na-
tive of the State of Iowa, which is popularly
called the "Hawkeye State": said to be so

called from the name of an Indian chief who
once lived in that region. [Colloq., IT. S.]

hawk-eyed (h&k'id), a. Having acute vision,

like that of a hawk ; having bold, piercing eyes.

He entered through a dim door-way, and saw a hawk-
eyed woman, rough-headed and unwashed, cheapening a
hungry girl's last bit of flnery.

Oeorge Miot, Daniel Deronda, xix.

lawk-fly (hak'fli), n. A dipterous insect of

the family AsiUcke; one of numerous hornet-
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Cls by means of trained birds of the falcon
d, generieaUy called hawks; falconry.
Dost thou love hawking i thou hast hawks will soar
Above the morning lark. Shak., T. of the S., Ind., IL

hawking-glove (h4'king-gluv), ». A glove
used in falconry, especially that worn on the
left hand, upon which the hawk is carried, and
which protects the hand from the claws of the
bird.

hawking-polet (ha'king-pol), ». A staff used
ia falconry.

Now during that ninth yeare . . . these canes prove
so bigge and strong withall that they serve for hawking-
poles, and fowlers pearohes. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvi. 36.

hawking-poucht (ha'Mng-pouch), n. A bag
or almoner worn by a falconer, or by a man
or woman engaged in the sport of hawking.
They were large enough to serve upon occasion as game-
bags, but much of their space was taken up with little

pockets to contain the bells, jesses, lure, and other requi-
sites tor hawking.

hawkish (ha'kish), a. [< hawk^ + -Ml.] Per-
taining to or resembling a hawk; rapacious;
fierce.

My learned friends I most swift and sharp are you ; of
temper most accipitral, hawkish, aquiline.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 246,

She must have been very beautiful as a young girl, but
was now too fierce and hawkish looking.

H. Kingsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, vi.

hawkit (ha'Mt), a. i[8a.: see hawkey^.'] 1.
Having a white face : applied to cattle.

He maid a hundreth nolt [cattle] all hawkit.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 22.

2. Foolish; sUly.

hawk-moth (hak'mdth), n. A nocturnal lepi-
dopterous or heterocerous insect of the fam-
ily Sphingidce, in a broad sense ; a sphinx-moth

Hawk-moth iProtoparce Carolina), one half natural size,

or sphinx: so called from the mode of flight,

which is likened to the hovering or "wind-
hovering " of a hawk. The species are mimer-
ous, and are referred to several modem fami-
lies andmany genera.—Death's-head hawk-moth.
See death's-head.—Elephant hawk-moth, aname of the
MetopsHus eijjenor.— Humining-bird hawk-moth, Ma-
croglossa stellatarum, one of the most beautiful of the di-

urnal species of hawk-moths, and remarkable for the loud-
ness of the sound which its wings produce. When feed-
ing it inserts its long proboscis into the cups of even the
narrowest tubular flowers.— Small elephant hawk-
moth, MetopsUus proeellus.

hawk-nosed (hak'nozd), a. Having a nose re-

sembling the beak of a hawk.
hawknut (h^k'nut), «. A tuber of an umbel-
liferous plant, Conopodium denudatum {Svmum
flexuosum), a native of western Europe and the
British isles; also, the plant itself. The tubers
are aromatic and sweetish,i1lhaugh somewhat acrid when
raw; when boiled or roasted they become quite palata-
ble, and resemble chestnuts in taste, whence they are
called earth-chestnuts. Several other names are applied
to thera, such as earthn/ut, hognut, pignut, and khjaper-
nut.

hawk-owl (hftk'oul), n. 1. The day-owl, Sur-
nia ulula or Ulula funerea .-so called from its

diurnal habits and notable rapacity, it is a rather
small owl, without plumicorns, with the facial disk very

Hawk-fly, or Missouri Bee-killer {ProctacanthlU miltcrtl),

natural size.

flies or robber-flies : so called from their preda-

ceous habits and swiftness of flight. The adults

prey on other insects and are on the whole beneficial, but

some species destroy honey-bees. The larvso live under

ground and are probably phytophagous, Proctaeanthua

milberti is the Missouri bee-killer; it also preys on the

KocI^ Mountain locust and the cotton-worm.

hawkie, ra. Qee hawkey^.

lawking (h^'king), n. [Verbal n. of hawk^, v.]

The sport of capturing birds and small quadru-
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Hawk-owl {Surm'a ulula).

hawse
imperfect, the tail long and graduated, and the plumage
barred throughout. It inhabits the northern parts of
Europe, Asia, and America.

2. The short-eared owl, Strix hrachyotus or Asio
aooipitrinus.— 3. The harfang or great snowy
owl, Nyetea nivea.

hawk-parrot (hak'par"ot), n. A parrot of the
genus Deroptyus, asD. ooronatus or acoipitrimis,
the crested hawk-parrot of the Amazon. See
cut under Deroptyus.
hawk's-beard (haks'berd), n. A plant of the
genus Crepis, allied to the hawkweeds and the
dandelion. A few species, as Crepis rubra, are
cultivated. See Crepis.

hawk's-bill (haks'bil), n. 1. Same as hawk-
hillj 1.— 2. The catch or detent controlling the
striking-movement of a clock.

hawk's-eye (hiks'i), re. A kind of plover, (a)
The golden plover. G. Edwards, 1760. (6) The black-
bellied plover, Alex. Wilson.

hawk-swallow (hak'swol'o), n. The common
black swift of Europe, Cypselus apus : so called
from its hawking for insects on the wing. See
cut under Cypselus. [Local, Eng.]
hawkweed (hak'wed),«. [<hawk^ + weed. Cf.
AS. hafoc-^yrt, E. as if *hawkwort, supposed to
be hawkweed.'] 1. A plant of the genus Miera-
oium, natural order Compositw, suborder lAgit-

liflorcB (Ciohoriacece), or lettuce family, a very
large genus, especially numerous on the con-
tinent of Europe.— 2. A species of Senecio,

S. hieraeifolius. See Senecio.

hawm^ (ham), n. Same as halm.
hawm^ (him), V. i. [E. dial., also written haum;
origin obscure.] To lounge; loiter; loaf.

Guzzlin' an' so^kin' an' smoaldn' an' havmiin' about i' the
laanes. Tennyson, Northern Cobbler.

hawmedt, a. [< hawm^,= halm, + -ed^ : so call-

ed in allusion to the frequently crooked stalks
of jointed plants, as the cereals.] Bandy.
Davies.

The Devils of Crowland with their crimp shoulders, side
and gor-bellies, crooked and hawmed legges.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 630.

hawm-leggedt, a. Bandy-legged. Nares.

That is haume-legged, legges turned outward, as some
say, that hath a paire of left legges, [L,] valgus,

Withals, Diet, (ed. 1608), p, 286.

hawsei (h4z), «. [Earlier spelling halse : see
halse^.'] 1. That part of a vessel's bow where
the holes for her cables to pass through are
cut : now used chiefly in phrases describing the
condition of a vessel's chains when she is

moored with both starboard and port anchors
down. Thus, the hawse is clear when both chains lead
direct to their respective anchors ; when the ship brings
a strain on both chains, one on each bow, the hawse is said
to be open, and if the chains are crossed or twisted to-
gether, the hawse is said to befoul.

2. The space between the ship and her an-
chors : as, he was anchored in our hawse; the
brig fell foul of our hawse, etc.

"There are mischief-makers behind." "Ay? just you
tell me who they are ; I'll teach them to come across my
hawse." C. JReade, Love me Little, ix.

"Sail ho ] " was cried again, and we made another sail,

broad on our weather bow, and steering athwart our
hawse. B. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p, 18.

Athwart hawse. See athwart.— Cross In the hawse.
See crassi, ».—Elbow in the hawse. See elbow.—to
freshen the hawse, to veer out or heave in a short
length of cable (a few feet) in order that a new portion
may receive the chafe of the hawse-pipe : an expression
formerly employed when hemp cables were in use.—To
moor with an open hawse, to lay out the anchors in a
line at right angles with the prevailing wind,

hawse^t, v. t. [Early mod. E., also written
halse; < OF. haulser, hausser, raise, heave up,
lift up, advance, earlier OP. haucer, haucier,
hauchier, F. hausser, raise, lift, = Pr. ausar, al-

sar = Sp. alzar, raise, lift, etc. (alzar velas, set
the saUs), = It. aUare, raise, lift, etc. {alsare
le vele, set the sails), < L. as if *altiare, < alius,

high : see haut\ alt, altitude, etc. ; and cf . hausse.
In the naut. sense (in quot. from Grafton), re-

ferred by some tolcel. feaka (segl), 'clue up' (a
sail) (see halse^), but this is a different thing
from 'hoisting' sail, for which the Icel. terms
are vinda, draga, selya upp {segl), etc. Not con-
nected with hoise or hoist, q. v.] To raise.

Euery thing was hawsed aboue the mesure ; amerceu-
ietes were turned into fines, fines into ransomes.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 62.

He wayed vp his ancors, and halsed vp his sayles.
Grafton, Chron. Ilich. III., an, 3.

hawse^t, «. [ME.; cf. /laiose^jj).] Exaltation.
Alwais to labour that ioumay,

Puttyng my hole hert, strength, mynde, and thought ay
To your honour, hawse, and encrese also,

E<ym. ofPartenay(fi. E, T. S.), 1, 49a

hawse^ (haz), n. A Scotch form of halse^.



hawse-bag

liawse-bag (hftz'bag), n. Naut., a conical can-
vas bag filled •with, oakum, used in a head sea
to stop tlie hawse-holes when the cables are
bent. Also called Jacika«s.
hawse-block (haz'blok), n. Same as hawse-

hawse-bolster (haz'boHster), n. Naut., a
curved oak timber, usually ironed, placed un-
der a hawse-hole as a protection from chafing
by the cable.

hawse-boxt (haz'boks), n. The hawse-hole.
hawse-buckler (haz'buk'ler), n. A hinged
shutter, generally of iron, placed on the out-
side of a hawse-hole to close it when the cable
is not bent.

hawse-hole (hAz'hol), n. A cylindrical hole in
the bow of a ship through which a cable is

Hawse-hole with Anchor in Place on Vessel-rail.

passed—To come throogli the hawse-holes, to com-
mence a seaman's life as a common sailor: used in con-
tradistinction to to come through the cabin-wCiidow— that
is, to begin as an officer.

hawse-hook (haz'huk), n. Naut., a breast-hook
which crosses the hawse-timber above the up-
per deck.

hawse-piece (M,z'pes), n. One of the foremost
timbers of a ship through which a hawse-hole
passes.

hawse-pipe (h&z'pip), n. An iron pipe fitted

into a hawse-hole to prevent the wood from be-
ing abraded—Hawse-pipe bottom, a sea-bottom ol
clay or soft rock perforated, by worms or other marine
animals. Also called Iwneycojnb bottom.

hawse-^lug (haz'plug), n. A block of wood
driven into a ship's hawse-pipe at sea, to pre-
vent the ingress of water. Also called liawse-

block.

hawser (h3,'zer), n. [Formerly written halser,

haulser, lialsier (as also halse); < OF. hatilse-

ree, < haulser, liausser, raise, lift, the E. hawser
being practically from the corresponding B.
verb hawse^, q. v. The sense suggests a con-
nection with K. ImuI, hale^ ; but this cannot be
made out.] Naut., a cable ; especially, a small
cable, or a large rope in size between a cable
and a tow-line, used in warping, etc.

Within, the waves in softer mnrmurs glide,

And ships secure without their halsere ride.

Pope^ Odyssey, xiiL

The anchor, slipp'd at need
With haulter huge, abates their fearful speed.

Boole, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Forioso, xix.

The friction of the hawsers was so great as nearly to
cat through the bittheads, and, ultimately, to set them on
fire. Parry, Admiral Parry, p. 148.

hawser-laid (h&'z6r-lad), a. Made of three
small ropes laid up into one, as, formerly, small
running rigging, shrouds, etc., or, now, cables
and tow-lines.

hawse-timber (haz'timljfer), n. Naut., one of

the upright timbers in the bow, bolted on each
side of the stem, in which the hawse-holes are

cut.

hawse-wood (hS.z'wud), n. Naut., a general
name for the hawse-timbers.

hawsing-iron (h4'zing-i*em), n. A chisel used
in calking.

hawsing-mallet (ha.'zing-mal'et), n. A mallet
or beetle used with chisels, called irons, in calk-

ing.

hawsomt, n. [Gr. hausen, sturgeon : see Jiausen.']

A sturgeon.

They say that
the hawsom fish

in the Danube
has been taken
twenty-one feet

in length.
Pococie.Descrip-

[tion of the
[East, n. iL

[251.

hawthorn
(ha'thdm), n.

[< ME. liawe-

thorn, hag-
thorn, < AS. „ , „ , ., ,,. ,

% V 7i rt «.« Hawthorn ^Cratagus Oxyacantkai.nm gin, Orn, ^ tranches with Bowers and ftnit ; a,

yjlH Ortn. lUiga- Bower and fruit on larger scale ; c. leaf.
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tliorn (= D. haagdoorn = MHG. hagedorn, G-.

hagedorn, hagdom, hagendom = Icel. liagtlwrn

= Sw. Norw. hagtorn), < AS. huga, E. haw, a
hedged inolosxire, + thorn, thorn: see haw^ and
thorn. Cf . haythorn. Hence the proper name
Hawthorn, Hawthorne, Hathorn.'] A thorny
shrub or small tree, Cratcegus OxyacantlM, much
used in hedges, it is found in the wUd state through-
out most of Europe, in northern Africa, and western Asia.

It has been introduced into the United States : a hedge
was planted with it by George Washington at Mount Ver-
non. It has stiff branches bearing strong thorns and deep-
ly lobed or cut leaves. The fruit is the haw. The name
is also applied to the genus Crataegus in generaL See
Cratcegus. Also hathorn, haythorn, and hedge-thorn.

The haivtTwm whitens ; and the juicy groves
Put forth their buds. Thomson, Spring, L 90.

The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade.
For talking age and whisp'ring lovers made.

Goldsmith, Des. ViL, L 13.

Hawthorn china, a kind of Oriental porcelain usually
classed as Chinese, though asserted by some to be from
Japan. The decoration represents the flowering branches
of a plum-tree without the leaves, reserved in white, the
ground of dark blue being filled in arooud it.—Haw-
thorn pattern, (a) A common decoration of Bow por-
celain. (6) A decorative pattern used in some Oriental
wares. See Hawth&m china.

hawthorn-grosbeak (hS,'th6m-gr6s*bek), n.

The hawfinch.
hawthorn-tree (h4'th8m-tre), n. Same as
hawthorn.

It was a maide of my country.
As she came by a hathorne-tre.
As full of flowers as might be seen.

She merveld to se the tree sb grene.
The Hauithom Tree (Child's Ballads, I. 312).

hayl (ha), n. [< ME. hay, hey, heig, hay, also

growing grass, < AS. hig, ONorth. heg, heig,

hoeg, hay, also growing grass, = D. Iwoi= OHG.
hewi, houwe, MHCr. hou, hou, Jiouwe, &. lieu (hau,

obs.) = Icel. hey = Sw. Dan. ho, hay, = Goth.
hawi, hay, grass

;
prob. orig. grass cut or to be

cut, < AS. hethoan, E. hew, etc., cut: see tool.]

Grass that has been cut ; especially, grass cut
and dried for use as fodder.

He smote the stede, and rode in a-monge hem, and made
of hem Boche martire that thei lay vpon hepes in the
feilde, as ?iey in a medowe. Uerlin (E. E. T. S.X iL 199.

Make us a bed o' green rushes.
And cover it o'er m' green hay.

Lizzie Lindsay (Child's Ballads, IV. 71).

' When merry milkmaids click the latch.

And rarely smells the new-mown hay.
Tennyson, The OwL

Between hay and grass, too late for one thing or
source of supply, andtoo soon for another. [CoUoq.,
U. S.]—Gamers hay. same as camel-grass.— Neither
hay nor grass, not exactly one thing or the other. [Col-
loq,, U. S.]—Tame hay, hay made usually from foreign
grasses, such as timothy, or from other forage-plants, as
clover, lucerne, etc., wMch have been specially sown in
meadows for the purpose. fWestem TJ. S.]—To look
fora needleinabottle of hay. See iwttJeS.—To make
liay. (a) To cut and cure grass for fodder.

He assisted the farmers occasionally in the lighter labors
of their farms ; helped to make hay; mended the fences

;

took the horses to water. Irving, Sleepy Hollow.

(&) To tlirow tilings into confusion; scatter everything
about in disorder.

O, father, how you are making hay of my tilings

!

Miss Edgeworth, Kose, Thistle, and Shamroclf, i 2.

Furniture, crockery, fender, fire-irons lay in one vast
heap of broken confusion' in the comer of the room. . , .

The fellows were mad with fighting too, 1 wish they
hadn't come here and made hay afterwards.

H, Kingsley, Kavenshoe, viL

To make hay while the sun shines, to seize the favor-
able opportunity, as must be done witli reference to sun-
shine in hay-making.—Wild hay, hay made from the na-
tive or indigenous grasses of any county. [Western U. S.]

hayi (ha), V. [< hayi-, «.] I. trang. 1. To
make hay of ; convert into hay.

Thebunch-grass matures in the field, and ishayed uncut.
Amer. Convnumweaiths, Oregon, p. 300.

3. To feed with hay
;
give hay to.

After some hours the postillion stopped before a house
on the Swedish bank to hay his horses.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 168.

H. intrans. To cut and dry or cure grass for
use as fodder,

hay^t (ha), n. [< ME. haye, heye, < AS. h^ge, a
hedge, fence, < haga, a hedge, > E. haw'^ : see
hawi aLnd hedge.'] j. A hedge.

As fast I bisiede and wolde fayne
Have passed the hay, if I myght
Have geten ynne. Bom. of the Rose, L 2971.

Thise holtis and thise hayis.
That han in wynter dede ben and drye,
Bevesten hem in greene, when that May is.

Chaucer, Troflus, iiL 351.

2. A net set round the haunt of an animal.
It were not meet to send a huntsman out
Into the woods with net, with gin or hay.

John Dennys (Arbor's Eng. Gamer, L 164).

haydegye

Subsequeutly, in 1503, a penalty of the same amount
was imposed upon any person keeping deer hays, or buck-

stalls, unless he liad a park, chaae^ or forest.

S. boweU, Taxes in England, m. 271.

3. An inclosure; a haw.— 4. [Cf. heydeguy.J

A round country-dance ; a dance in a ring.

Hayes, iigges, and roundelayes.
Martin's Month's Minde (ISSS). (HaUiwett.)

With their winding hceys.

Active and antic dances, to delight

Your frolic eyes.
Chapman, Widow's TearSi iv. 1.

To dance the hay, to dance in a ring ; hence, to move
about briskly.

Shall we goe daunce the hayt
Never pipe could ever play
Better shepheard's roundelay.

Englartd's Helicon, p. 228. (HaUiweU.)

I will play on the tabor to the worthies, and let them
dance the hay. Shale,, L. L. L, v. i.

Mary is busied about many things is dancing the hays

between three houses. WaXpole, Letters, II 122.

hay2f (ha), V. i. [< hay"^, n., 2.] To lay snares

for rabbits.
Prithee, content thyself.

We shall scout here, as though we went a-haying.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, i 3.

]iay3 (ha), interj. Same as hey^.

hay*t (ha). [It. hai. you have it, 2d pers. sing,

pres. ind. of avere, s L. habere, have: see habit,

have. Cf. L. habet, he has it, an exclamation

used when a gladiator was wounded.] In fen-

cing : (a) Ati exclamation used when one's op-

ponent is hit.

O, it must be done like lightning, hay!
B. Jortson, Every Man In his Humour, iv. 5.

(6) A home thrust.

He fights as you sing prick-song, keeps time, distance,

and proportion. . . . Ah, the immortal passado.'thepanc-

to reverso ! the hay! Shak., E. and J., a 4.

haya (ha'ya), n. [African.] An arrow-poison
used on the western coast of Africa, it seems to

have a local analgetic effect, somewhat like that of cocaine,

when absorbed from a mucous surface or injected hypo-

dermic^y. There is evidence that Its action depends at

least in piart upon the presence in it of the bark or other

parte of Erythrophleeum Guineense.

hay-asthma (ha'ast'^ma), n. Same as liay-

fever.

I escapedfrom the hay-asthma with a visit ofone month.
Southey, Letters.

hay-bacillns (ha'ba-sil^us), n. Bacillus sub-

tilis: so called because it is abundantly ob-

tained from infusions of hay. See Bacillus, 3.

hay-band (ha'band), n. A band with which a
bundle of hay is bound.
hay-bird (ha'berd), n. 1. A small bird, as a

warbler or flycatcher, which uses hay in build-

ing its nest. The name is variously applied, as to the

whltethroat, Sylvia einerea^ the European blackc^, &
atricapiUa, and other species of the same genus in its

most restricted sense ; to the willow-warbler, Phyllosay
pus trochUus, the wood-warbler, P. sibHatrix, and chifi-

chafl, P. rufus; to the spotted fiycatcher, Muscicapagfi-
sola, etc. [Eng.]

2. The pectoral sandpiper, or grass-snipe, Trin-

ga maculata. [New Jersey, U. 8.]
h^bote (ha'bot), n. [< hay^, hedge, -H boofi^,

IVrK. bote, fine, reparation.] In Img. law: (a)

A fine for damaging or breaking fences, (b)

Formerly, an allowance ofwood to a tenant for

repairing hedges or fences ; hedgebote.
hay-CJip (ha'kap), n. A canvas cover or hood
placed over a cock of hay to protect it from
rain.

hay-car (ha'kar), n. On American railroads, a

box-car for carrying baled hay. Car-Builder's

Diet.

hay-cart (ha'kart), n. A hay-wagon or -wain.

We met, however, with great numbers of tiavellera,

mostly farmers with laden wy-carts.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 412.

haycock (ha'kok), n. A small conical pile or

heap of hay thrown up In a hay-field while the

hay is being cured or is awaiting removal to a

bam.
If the earlier season lead

To the tann'd haycock in the mead.
Maton, LAUegro, 1.

»

As they rake the green-appearing ground.
And drive the dusky wave along the mead.
The russet hay-cock rises thick behind,
In order gay. Thornton, Summer, L 367.

hay-cold (ha'kold), n. Same as hay-fever.

hay-<aromet, «• A hay-rake. Davies.

They fell downe on their mary-lKines, and lift up their

hay-cromes unto him.
Nashe, Lenten StulTe (HarL Misc., VL 16«>

hay-cntter (ha'kut'fer), n. A machine for ent-

tiog hay into small pieces for use as food for

cattle.

haydegyet, haydegeet, etc., n. See heyday-

guise.



haydenite

haydenite (ha'dn-it), n. [Named after Dr. H.
H. Hayden (1769-1844), a dentist, who discov-
ered it near Baltimore in Maryland.] A variety
of the zeolite chabazite.

hay-elevator (ha'el"e-va-tgr), «. A meohani-
cal hay-fork gr hay-lifting"and -conveying ap-
paratus, used to lift a quantity of hay from a
wagon and place it in a loft.

hayesin (ha'zin), n. [Named after A. A. Sayes
(1806-82), an American chemist.] A hydrous
calcium borate related to ulexite.

hay-fever (ha'fe"v6r), n. A feverish attack,
coming oh in the summer, with inflammation of
the mucous membrane of the nose and eyes,
or conjunctivitis, bronchitis, and asthma, and
caused by the pollen of various plants, especial-

ly of the ragweed. Also called summer fever^ sum/mer
catarrh, kay-cold, hay-asthma, autummil catarrh, vollen-

fever, pollen-catarrh, and (early lorms) roae-coU and June
cold.

hay-field (ha'feld), n. A field where grass de-
signed to be made into hajr is grown; a field

where grass is being made mto hay.

There from the sun-bumt hayfield homeward creeps
The loaded wain. Cowper, Task, i. 296.

hay-fork (ha'fdrk), n. A fork used for tuming
over hay to dry, or in lifting it, as into a cart,

on to a rick, etc.

hay-hook (ha'huk), n. 1. A hand-tool for pull-

ing hay from the side of a stack or mow.— 2.

In her., a rare bearing representing a large

hook with a sort of square socket at the upper
end. The point is sometimes finished with a
head, as of a dog.

haying (ha'ing), re. [Verbal n. of feo^i,«.] The
process of making hay; the work of cutting,

curing, and storing grass.

hay-jack (ha'jak), n. A name of several war-
blers, as of species of 'Sylvia and Phylloscopus,

which build nests of hay; a hay-bird. [Local,

Eng.]
This style of nest-building [with the sides and bottom

like open basketwork] seems to be common to all the spe-

cies of the genus Sylvia, as now restricted, and in many
districts has obtained for the builders the name of Hay-
Jack, quite without reference to the kind of bird which
puts the nests together. JEncyc. Brit., XXIV. 663.

Black-headed hay-Jack, Sylvia atrCcapUla, the black-

cap.

hay-knife (ha'nif), n. A long knife with the
blade set at right angles to the handle, or a
spade-like eutting-tool with a blade, foot-rest,

and curved handle, used to cut hay from the

side of a haystack or haymow.
hay-loader (ha'16'''d6r), n. A device attached
to a hay-rack or hay-wagon, for gathering up
the hay from windrows or from haycocks and
loading it upon the wagon. The most simple form
is a crane fastened to the body of a wagon, and having a

large hay-fork suspended from Its arm. A more compli-
cated macliine includes a hay-rake trailing beliind the

wagon, and an elevator for raising the hay gathered by the

rake and depositing it upon the wagon.

hay-loft (ha'ldft), m. In a stable or barn, a
storing-place for hay.
hay-maiden, hay-maids (ha'ma"dn, -madz), n.

[El poet, allusion to girls in the hay-field.] The
ground-ivy, Nepeta Glechoma. [Eng.]

haymaker (ha'ma"k6r), n. 1. One who cuts

and dries grass for use as fodder; specifically,

in England, one who follows the mowers and
tosses the grass over to dry it.

The conversation turned commonly on the incidents of

the summer ; how the hay^makers overtook the mowers,

or how the rain kept the kibour back.
Bone's Year Book, Oct. 8.

2. An apparatus for drying and curing hay.
It consists of a long inclined shoot, through which fresh-

cut grass is passed by means of a conveyer, and in which

it meets a volume of hot air from a coke-furnace. It re-

sembles the more simple fruit-driers.

3. pi A kind of country-dance. Also called

haymakers' jig.

hay-market (ha'mar"ket), n. A place for the

sale of hay.
haymow (ha'mou), n. A mow or mass of hay
stored in a bam.
haynselynst, n.pl. See hanselines.

hay-plant (ha 'plant), n. An umbelliferous

plant, Prangos pabularia, which grows in Tibet

and adjacent mountainous countries, and is

there highly valued as a forage-plant, its value

was firstmade known to Europeans by Moorcroft, and at-

tempts have been made to introduce it into Europe, but

generally without success. It has been thought to be the

"Silphium" mentioned byArrlan in his account of the

wars of Alexander the Great.

hay-press (ha'pres), n. A press for making
loose hay into bales for convenience of storage

and transportation; a baling-press.

hay-rack (ha'rak), n. A light framework of

wood placed on an open wagon for the purpose
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of carrying bulky material, such as hay or
straw.

The deputy sheriff and then his prisoner had to climb
over a hayrack and thence down to the ground.

E. Eggleeton, The Graysons, xvi.

hay-rake (ha'rak), n. 1. A hand-rake used
in raking hay.— 3. A machine for raking hay
into windrows ; a horse-rake.

hayrick (ha'rik), n. A haystack.

The stable, sheds, and other outbuildings, with the hay-
ricks and the pens for such cattle as We bring iu during
winter, are near the house.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 656.

hayrift, n. See hairif.

hay-scent (ha'sent), n. Afem, NephrodMim ore-

opteris: so called on accoimt of the fragrance
of its fronds. It is common in northern Europe,
and ranges from Norway to Spain. See Ne-

hay-seed (ha'sed), n. l. Grass-seed. [Col-

loq.]— 3. The redseed, brit, etc., upon which
mackerel, menhaden, and other fish largely

feed. [New Eng.]— 3. A countryman; a rus-

tic. [Slang, U. S.]

haysoget, «• An obsolete variant of haysucJc.

hay-spreader (ha'spred"6r), n. An apparatus
for spreading out hay to expose it to the sun
and the air.

haystack (ha'stak), n. [= Dan. hostak = Sw.
hbstack.'\ A large stack or pile of hay, made
in the open air as a means of storing or pre-

serving the hay. It is finished above in conical form,
or in the form of a ridged roof, and the sides are generally
made to project somewhat for better protection from rain.

Set fli'e on barns and haystacks in the night.
StiMk., Tit. And., v. 1.

Haystack boiler, an old form of steam-boiler, somewhat
resembling a haystack in form.—To look for a needle
in a haystack, to seek for what it is almost impossible
to find.

How in the world will we manage to find you after-

wards? After we get into the thick of the bresh, it'll be
like looldn for a needle in the biggest sort of a haystack.

W. M. Baker, New Tunothy, p. 200.

haysuck (ha'suk), n. [E. dial, also hasock, ha-
gedlc, hayrack, isaac, etc. (and haysucker), < MB.
haisugge,heisugge, heysoge,<AB. hegesugge(men-
tioned once, in a list of birds, next to the wren,
glossed "cicada, vicetula": see below), < hege,

E. hay^, hedge, + *sugge, sugga, a certain bird,

glossed "ficetula," "fidtula," i. e., L. fieedula,

the fig-pecker, beccafico, garden-warbler. The
connection of AS.SMfirg'awith SMfl'aw, mean, suck,
is not obvious.] 1. The hedge-sparrow, jiccew-

tor modularis.

Thou [the cuckoo] mortherere of the heysoge on the
braunche.

That broughte the forth.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 612.

3. The whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea.

haysucker (ha'suk"6r), ». Same as haysuck.

haytt, interj. See hait.

hay-tea (ha'te), ». The juice of hay extracted
by boiling, and used as food for cattle.

hay-tedder (ha 'ted "to), n. A machine for

scattering hay so as to expose it to the sun

Hay-tedder (an English form).

and air. it consists of a pair of wheels supporting a
reel, which carries bars set with curved tines pointing
outward. The reel is rotated by a pinion connected with
a spur-wheel in the hub of one of the wheels.

haythorn (ha'thdm), M. [iAB.hcegfhorn; same
as hawthorn, which prop, represents ONorth.
hagathorn : see hawthorn.'] Same as hawthorn.

Haytian (ha'ti-an), a. and n. [< Hayti (see

del.) + -am.} "I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to

Hayti or San Domingo, a large island of the
West Indies lying east of Cuba.—2. Pertainiag
to the republic of Hayti, comprising the western
part of this island.

II, n. A native or citizen of Hayti.

hay-tit (ha'tit), n. 1. The whitethroat, Sylvia

cinerea : so called from the hay used in its nest.

[Oxfordshire, Eng.]— 3. The sedge-warbler,

Acroeephalus phragmiUs: so called from the

materials of its nest. [Oxfordshire, Eng.]

haytorite (ha'tor-It), n. [< Haytor (see def.)

+ -jfe2.] Apseudomorphous mineral occurring

hazard

ia crystals having the form of datolite but con-
sisting of chalcedony. It is from the Haytor
iron-mines in Devonshire, England.
haywardt (ha'wted), n. [Early mod. E. also

heyward; < MB. heyward, heyeward, heiward,
also, through OP. influence, haward, < AS. hceig-

weard (rare), for *h(Bgweard, < haga (in eomp.
hceg-, at. hawthorn, haythorn), haw, hedge, in-

closure, + weard, keeper. Hence the proper
names Sayward, Heyward, Haward, and also
Howard (MB., Howard, var. of Haward), which
is not, as often said, a contraction of "hogward
(cf . Hoggart, which represents hogherd, equiv.
to smneherd).] An official whose duty was to
guard the comnaon herd or cattle of a town and
to prevent them from breaking the hedges or
fences of inclosed grounds; in New England,
a similar official whose special duty was to im-
pound strays.

Haue an home and be haywarde, and liggen oute a
nyghtes.

And kepe my corn in my croft fro pykers and theeues.
Piers Plowman (C), vL 16.

The meanest sort of men, as shepheards, heywards and
such like. Puttenham, Aite of Eng. Foesie, p. 20.

The hayward in England was the watcher of bounds,
but his office in Massachusetts resembled that of the im-
pounder and common driver more than it did that of the
hedge warden of the mother country. E. Channing.

The hay-ward, who watched over the common pasture
when enclosed for grass-growing, was paid by a piece of
comland at its side. J. R. Qreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 316.

hayz (ha'iz), m. [Ar.] In osiroZ., an accidental
fortitude, consisting in the situation of a mas-
culine diurnal planet in a masculine sign above
the horizon in the daytime, or of a feminine noc-
turnal planet in a feminine sign below the hori-

zon in the night-time. The planet is properly
said to be in its own hayz or running-place.

hazard (haz'ard), n. [Formerly also hazard;
< ME. hasard, hazard, a game of chance, < OF.
hasard, hazard, a game at dice, the six at dice,

adventure, F. hasard, hazard, = Olt. zara, a

game at dice, also a hazard or a nick at dice,

It. (after F.) azzardo, hazard, risk, danger, <

Sp. azar, an unforeseen disaster, unexpected
accident, an unfortunate card or throw at dice,

hazard, formerly also the ace at dice, = Pg.
azar, ill luck, a cast at dice losing all; orig.

a die, < Ar. al-zar, the die, < al, the, + zdr
(in vulgar speech), a die (Devic), < Pers. zdr,

die (Zenker). Mahn, in Webster, gives Ar.

sehdr, sar, a die, < Sahara, be white, shine (cf.

Ar. sehar, dawn of day?).] 1. The leading

fame at dice. The instruments are a box and two
ice. The players are a caster and any number of setters.

The setter stakes his money upon the table ; the caster

accepts the bet if he chooses, and must cover the setter's

money if required. The setter can bar any throw. The
caster first calls a main—that is, he calls any of the
numbers 6, 6, 7, 8, or 9. He then throws his chance. If

this is 2, 3, ll, or 12, it is called erahs and he loses, unless

the main were 7 and he throws 11, or the main were 6 or

8 and he throws 12. In these cases, and also if he throws
the main, his throw is called nick, and he wins. If he
throws neither crabs nor nick, he must continue to throw
until he again tlirows the main or his chance ; if he throws
the former first, the setter wins, if the latter the caster

wins. Owing to the complicated chances, a good player

at hazard has a great advantage over a novice.

In Flaundres whylom was a companye
Of yonge folk that haunteden folye.

As ryot, hazard, stewes and tavernes.
Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 3.

Early at business, and at hazard late

;

Mad at a fox-chase, wise at a debate.
Pope, Moral Essays, i. 73.

2. A fortuitous event ; chance ; accident.

I will stand the hazard of the die.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 4.

Fortune
(The blind foe to all beauty that is good)
Bandied you from one hazard to another.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 1.

Two plants taken by hazard were protected under sep-

arate nets. DarvAn, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 339.

3. Risk; peril; exposure to danger; liability

to do or to receive harm : as, the haza/rds of the

sea; he did it at the hazard of his reputation.

But Fame said, take heed how you loose me, for if you
do, you will run a great haza/rd never to meet me again,

there's no retrieving of me. Howell, Letters, ii. 14,

The tragedies of former times,
Hazards and strange escapes,

Wordsworth, Prelude, viii.

4t. One of the holes in the sides of a billiard-

table. Bailey,n31. Hence— 5. A stroke in bil-

liards : known as losing hazard when the player

pockets his own ball ofl another, and as winning

hazard when he pockets the object-baU. [Eng. ]

The object of the player ... is to drive one or other of

the balls in one or other of the pockets. . . . [This stroke]

is known as a hazard. Encyc. Brit., III. 675.

6. Something risked or staked.



hazard
I do not donbt . . .

To . . . bring your latter hazard back again.
Shdk., M. of v., L 1.

7. In tennis and some similar games, that side
of the court into which the ball is served. See
tennis.

Another when at the racket court he had a ball strack
into his hazard, he would ever and anon cry out, Estes
Tons Ik avec Tos ours? Hawell, Forraine Travell (1642), § 3.

When we have match'd our rackets to these balls.
We will in France, by God's grace, play a set
Shall strike his father's crown into the hazard.

Shak., Hen. V., L 2.

8. In golf, a Iranker, long grass, or other piece
of had ground—CMcken hazard, a game of chance
with Yery small stakes.—To run the hazard, to do some-
thing when the consequences are not foreseen and not
within the powers of c^culation ; risk ; take the chance.
=Syn. VerUurey etc See risk^ n.

hazard (haz'ard), V. [= F. hasarda; ventnre;
from the no'nn.] I. trans. 1. To take the
chance of; venture to do, undertake, etc.

A cunning thief ,

first and last.

would hazard the winningboth of
Shak., Cymbefine, t 5.

Mr. Darcy would never have hazarded such a proposal,
if he had not been well assured of his cousin's corrobora-
tion. Jane AuMen, Pride and Prejudice^ p. 177.

2. To take the risk or danger of; run the risk
of incurring or hringing to pass : as, to hazard
the loss of reputation or of a battle.

Kor is the benefit proposed to be obtained by it in any
manner equal to the evil hazarded. Clarke, Worlss, I. IL

I know that by telling it I hazard a mortal enmity.
Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

3. To imperil ; expose to danger or loss : as, to
hazard life for a friend; to hazard an estate
recklessly.

I hold it better far
To keep the course we run, than, seeking change,
B.asard our lives, our heirs, and the realms.

Webster and Dekker, Sir Thomas Wyat, p. 18.

4. To incur the danger involved in ; venture.

I must hazard the production of the bald fact, . . .

though It should prove an Egyptian skull at our banquet.
Emerson, Friendship.

5. To expose to the risk of; put in danger of:
with to. [Bare.]

He hazards his neck to the halter. FuHer.

=Syil. To jeopard, peril, imperil, endanger. See danger,
aadrisk, n.

TL. intrans. To try the chance; adventure;
run the risk or danger.
Yet you may scape to the camp ; well hazard with you.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 4.

Faose a day or two
Before you Tiazard. Shak., M. of V., iiL 2.

hazardable (haz'ar-da-bl), a. [< hazard +
-able.'] 1. Liable to Lazard or chance; ex-
posed to danger.
How to keep the corps seven dayes from corruption by

anointing and washing, without exenteration, were an
hazardable peece of art, in our choisest practise.

Sir T. Brovme, Um-Bnrial, iii.

For Cooper's Dictionary, I will send it you as soon as 1
can ; but it is so difficult and hazardable ... as 1 cannot
tell how to convey that, or anything else to thee.

Winthrop, Hist. Kew England, L 410.

2. Capable of being hazarded or risked.

Iiazarder (haz'ar-dfer), n. [Early mod. E. also

hasardour; < ME. hasardour, < OF. hasardour,
hasardeor, < hasard, hazard : see hazard, ».] A
player at dice or cards ; a gamester.

It is repreve and contrarie of honour
For to ben holde a commune hasardour.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, L 134.

Trist nout to ys wonder world that lastit hot a wile

:

lor it is not bot [only] wiles of wo, a hasardour ttiat wH
the [thee] gUe.

Pbtitiad Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 2S4.

hazardizef, n. [< hazard + -^ze, -ise, as in gor-

mandise, n., cowardice, etc.] A hazardous situ-

ation or enterprise ; danger.

Her selfe had ronne into that hazardize.
Spenser, F. Q., IL sii 19.

Iiazardons (haz'ar-dus), a. [< OF. ha.sardeux

= It. azzardoso, hazardou.s; as hazard + -mis.']

1 . Full of orexposingto hazard or peril, or dan-

ger of loss or evil ; dangerous ; risky.

I understand you have been in sundry hot and hazard-

ous Encounters, because of those many Scars and Cutsyou
wear about you. Boicell, Letters, iv. 40.

Perhaps thou [Christ] linger's^ in deep thought detain'd

Of the enterprise so hazardous and high.
MUton, P. E., iiL 22&

E'en daylight has its dangers ; and the walk
Thioogh pathless wastes . . .

Is hazar£ms and bold. Cowper, Task, iv. 575.

2t. EecHess; daring; inclined to run risks.

Lycurgus was in his nature hazardous, and, by the lucky

nassing through many dangers, grown confident In him-
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Hazardous Insurance, an insurance effected at a high
premium on buildings or goods more than ordinarily lia-

ble to catch fire) as on wooden houses, theaters, oil- or
varnish-works, petroleum, etc. When the risk is con-
sidered to be very great, such insurances are called extra-
hazardous. =Sjn, Perilous, unsafe, precarious, uncertain,
bold, daring.

hazardously (haz'ar-dus-li), adv. In a hazard-
ous manner. Bailey, 1727, Supp.
hazardousness (haz'ar-dus-nes), n. The state
or quality of being hazardous. Bailey,'1727.

hazardryt (haz'ard-ri), n. [< ME. hasardrie,
hasardrye, < hasard, a game of chance : see Tiaz-

ard.] 1. The playing of the game of hazard;
dicing; gaming.

glotonie, luxurie and hasardrye.
Chaueer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 435.

Take a Toppe, yif thou wolt pleye,
And not at the hasardrye.

Vernon MS., foL 310, coL 1.

Some fell to dannce; some fel to hazardrif.

Spenser, F. Q., IIL L 57.

2. Rashness; temerity.

Hasty wroth, and heedlesse hazardry.
Doe breede repeniannce late, and lasting infamy.

Spenser, F. Q., IL v. 13.

hazard-table (haz'ard-ta^l), n. A table at
which games of chance are played, especially
with dice.

haze^ (haz), n. [Tormerly also hose; the earli-

est instances (namely, of haze, v., and }iazy, a.

:

see quot.) are of the latter part of the 17th
centuiy. Origin unknown ; there is nothing to
connect the word withAS.feosM, haso, gray (ap-
plied to the dove, eagle, wolf, to smoke, to
garments, etc., but not to the weather), = Icel.

fto«s, gray (applied to the eagle, wolf, the hair
of the head, etc., but not to the weather).]
The aggregation of a countless multitude of
extremely minute and even ultra-microscopic
particles in the air, individually invisible, but
producing in the aggregate an opaqueness of
the atmosphere. Unlike fog, haze is commonly ob-
served when the lower air is in a state of unusual dryness,
sometimes appearing in horizontal strata at an average al-

titude of about 1,500 feet^ and again often diffused through
the air up to a much greater height and having no defi-

nite locus. In the common form that occurs when the
upper air is in a state of incipient cloudiness, the parti-

cles are veryminute droplets of water with or without an
admixture of smoke or dust ; in other cases, the particles
consist of organic or inorganic matter carried to high alti-

tudes by convertive and other ascending cnrrentB. The
former has been termed uiater-haze, and usually appears
gray or bluish in reflected light, and yellow, orange, or red
in transmitted light ; the latter is called dud-haze, andmay
be distinguished by its bnfi tint. =Syn. Mist, Fog, etc.
See rain, n.

haze^ (haz), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. heized, ppr. haz-

ing. [< haze^, n.] If. To drizzle.

It hazesAt misles, or rains small rain.

Bay, Collection of North. Eng. Words (ed. 1691).

2. To be or become foggy or hazy. [Bare.]

haze^ (haz), V. ; pret. and pp. ha^ed, ppr, liaz-

ing. [Formerly also ha,se; < OF. haser, irri-

tate, vex, annoy, insult (Godefroy).] I. trans.

1. To harass with labor
;
punish with unneces-

sary work, as a seaman.
Every shifting of the studding-sailswas only to haze the

crew. R. 3. Dana, Jr., Before the !\last, p. 50.

2. To play mischievous or abusive tricks on

;

tiy the pluck or temper of, especially by physi-
cal persecution, as lower-class students in a
college or new-comers in an establishment of
any find.

Tis the Sophomores rushing the Freshmen to haze.
Poem before ladma, quoted in Collie Word^ p. 251.

n. intrans. To frolic; lark. XColloq.,tr.S.]
Hazin' round with Charity Bunker and the rest of the

gals. Wise, Tales for the Marines.

hazeck (ha'zek), n. Same as haysuck. [Prov.
Eng.]
hazel (ha'zl), n. and a. [Also 'hazle, early mod.
E. hasel, Itasil, < ME. hasel, hesil, < AS. luesel= D.
hazeKfiar) = OHGr. hasala, f., hasal, m., MHCr.
G. hasel, t., = Icel. hasl, m., ItesU, n., = Sw.

hazelnnt

Dan. hassel = L. eorulus, coryhis (for *cositlus)

= W. coll, hazel. The form suggests a con-
nection with hare\ OH(J. haso, 6. fewe; but
this is uncertain.] I, n. A plant of the ge-
nus Corylus, shrubs or small trees belonging to

the natural order Cuptdiferw, or ojik family, and
giving name to the tribe Corylece, to which the
hornbeams also belong. The European hazel, Cory,
[us AveUana, may become a small tree, and its wood has
valuable qusdities. The American hazel C. Americatia,ii
a bush, usually growing in dense thickets from which it

excludes nearly all other vegetation. The beaked hazel is

C. rostrata, the more northern of the American species.
Impressions of leaves have been found in a 'fossil state

Sir P. Sidrtey, Arcadia, iii. (a) Fossil and (^Recent Leaf of Hazel (C!7rv/Mj.47n«Wca»a).

Hazel ( Corylus Americana),

a, female catkin ; i, female flower ; c. male catkin ; J, male flower.

which cannot be distinguished from the leaves of C.

Americana and C. rostrata. These impressions occur in

what is known to geologists as the Fort Union gionp, of

Upper Cretaceous or Lower Tertiary age, in the lower
YeUowstone valley in Montana. The f^pe is therefore
very ancient. See Corylus.

Their bowes are of tough HasiU, the strings of Leatlier^

arrowes of Canes or HasiU, headed with stones or hornet
and artificially feathered. Purehas, Pflgrimage, p. 762.

The younger people making holiday . . .

Went nutting to the hazels.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

n. a. [Attrib. use of the noun. The older

adj. is haseUn.] 1. Made of or belongLng to

the hazel.

They hung me up by the heels, and beat me wltii hazel-

sticks, as if they would have baked me, and have cozened
somebody with me for Tenison.

Beau, and Fl., Elng and No King, iii. 2.

2. Of a light-brown color, like the hazelnut.

Thou wnt quarrel with a man for cracking nuts, baring
no other reason but because thou hast AoseTeyea.

Shak., B. and J., iii. 1.

hazel-crottles (ha'zl-krotiz), n. A sj^ies of

lichen, Stieta pulmonaria, used in dyeing yam
and woolen goods, it is also a tonic and an asMngent,
and has been used for flavoring beer, tor making diet,

drinlss or jellies for invalids, and by f^ie Swedishpeasaots
for epidemic catarrh in cattle andsheep. AiBocaSui hazel-

rag or hazet^aa. See Slieta. [North. Eng.]

hazel-earth (ha'zl-^rth), n. Soil snitable for

the hazel ; fertile loam. [Eng.]
hazelent, a. [< ME. *h€islen, heslyn, < AS. 'hasten,

< 'hcesel, hazel: see 'hazela.uA. -en^.] FertainiDg
to or composed of hazel.

Holtis and hare woddes, with heslyne schawes.
Morte Arthvre (E. E. T. S.), 1. 250t

hazeless (haz'les), a. [< haze'i- + -less.] With-
out haze ; free from haze,
hazel-gronse (ha'zl-grons), n. A name of the

European ruffed ^ouse, Bonasa betiMna, from
its frequenting thickets of hazel,
hazel-hen (ha' zl-hen), n . Same as haselrgrouse.

St. Beanns protected the cranes and haiel-hens which
buHt their nests upon the Ulster mountains.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist, p. 89a

hazelly (ha'zl-i), a. [< hazel + -ly^ or -yi.] Of

the color of the hazelnnt; of a light brown-
[Bare.]

hazelnut (ha'zl-nnt), n. [< ME. haselnote, <

AS. hcBseJhnutu (= D. hazelnoot = MLG. hasd-

note z= OHGr. hasalniiz, G. haselnuss = Dan. has-

selnod), < hansel, hazel, + hnutu, nnt.] 1. The

nut of the hazel, it consists of a hard globoee or ovoid
pericarp incloeing a sin^ pendulous seed composed of two
equal, thick, fieshy hemispherical cotyledons with a very

short superior radicle surrounded by a membranaceoos
testa, the whole inclosed in two large and more or leas

fieshy coherent bracts with foliaceous summits, in Corylv*

rostrata prolonged into a beak. Ilie nuts are sometimes
solitary, but usually more or less clustered. The notii-

tious and edible part, or "meat," of the nut is the fledff

cotyledons, which are very agreeably flavored. Hazetai*-
oil is nsed in mixing paints and perfumes. It is S1W
taken for coughs.



hazelnut
Ther ben anmme of the gietnease ot a Bene, and summe

als grete as an Uaaelle Note. Mandeville, Travels, p. 158.

2. The plant which bears the hazelnut. See
liazel.

hazel-oil (ha'zl-oil), n. A severe beating, as
with hazel rods. [Prov. Eng.]
hazel-rag, hazel-raw (ha'zl-rag, -ra), ». Same
as haeel-crottles.

hazel-tree (ha'zl-tre), n. 1. Same as hazel.— 2. A tree, Guevina Avellana, of the natural
order Proteacew. it is found in ChUi and the Chonos
archipelago west of Patagonia. It is a very ornamental
tree, 30 feet in height, with snow-white flowers and coral-
red fruit, the latter ripening at the same time with the
opening of the former. It is an evergreen tree, with tough
elastic wood, which is used in the construction of boats.

hazelwort (ha'zl-w6rt), «. Asarum Europwvm,
the asarabacca. See Asarum. [Eng.]
hazer (ha'zer), n. One who hazes.

The hazer» in college are the men who have been bred
upon dime novels and the prize-ring— in spirit^ at least,

ifnot in fact— to whom the training and instincts of the
gentleman are unknown.

6. W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 636.

haziness (ha'zi-nes), n. The state of being
hazy.
hazing (ha ' zing), n. [Verbal n. of haze^, «.]

The act or practice of harassing or abusing a
new-comer, as a student at college or a sailor

at sea, by practical jokes or tricta.

The petty bullying of hazing, and th. whole system of
college tyranny, is a most contemptible denial of fair play.

G. W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXVL 635.

hazle^, n. and a. See hazel.

hazle^f (ha'zl), V. t. [< OP. hosier, holer, sun-
burn, P. hdler, sunburn, < OF. hasle, P. hdle,

sunbuming, the scorching heat of a summer
sun.] To make dry; parch up.

That happy wind . . . did hazle and dry up the forlorn
dregs and slime of Koah's deluge. D. Rogers, Naaman.

hazle^ (ha'zl), n. [Perhaps named from its

color, < hazle'-, hazel. Cf. hasel-geMrge, an im-
portant group in Austria.] In coal-mvning, a
tough mixture of sandstone and shale. Gresky.
[North. Eng.]

hazock (ha'zok), n. Same as haysueh.

hazy (ha'zi),"a. [< haze^ + -j/i.] 1. Opaque
with haze; obscured by light fog or smoke;
dull ; misty : used with reference to the state

of the atmosphere, or to atmospheric effects,

as in a picture : as, a hazy morning ; a hazy
landscape.
Indeed the sky was, in general, so cloudy, and the wea-

ther so thick and hazy, that he had very little benefit of

sun or moon. Cook, Voyages, III. L i.

Like hidden P9ets lie the hazy streams.
T. B, Read, Indian Summer.

2. Lacking distinctness; obscure; vague; con-
fused : applied to thought and expression : as,

a hazy reasoner ; a hazy proposition.

He was as hazy about the Hypostatic Union as are many
laymen about the Pragmatic Sanction.

SerHmei'a Mag., III. 739.

H. B. M. An abbreviation of Sis (or Her)
Britannic Majesty.

H-branch (ach'branch), n. A double-branch
pipe or T-joint united with a four-way joint,

used to connect two parallel

pipes with a pipe at right an-

H. 0. An abbreviation of

House of Commons.
hdkf. A commercial contrac-

tion of handkerchief.

H-drill (aoh'dril), n. A spe-

cial form of rock-drill having
an end the section of which
resembles the letter H. See
cut imder drill.

hei (he), pron. and n. ; now only in the masc,
nom. he, poss. his, obj. (dat. and ace.) him, pi.

(from another source) nom. they, poss. their, obj.

(dat. and ace.) them. [The pro:g. of the 3d per-

son, nowcommonly recognized onlyinthemasc.
sing., the pi. being supplied by another word,

and the associated fem. (poss. and obj.) her and
the neut. it being commonly treated as sepa-

rate words ; but orig. complete in all genders

and cases, presenting a t3rpieal form, and re-

taining still the most numerous characteristics

of the ancient pronominal inflection, and for

that reason, and in order to explain its involved

forms clearly, exhibited here with some full-

ness. The native and other Teut. forms are

given In detail below in separate divisions ; the

typical form is the nom. sing. masc. he, < ME.
he, < AS. he = OS. he, hi, hie = OPries. hi =
MLG. he, hGr. he, hei = D. hy = Goth. *his

(found only in the masc. dat. himma, ace. hina.
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neut. ace. hita) = Scand. (with a suffixed de-
monstrative particle),Icel. /»are»=Sw. Dan. han,
he (Icel. hinn, Sw. Dan. hinn, hin, that, the other)
(for other Teut. forms, see below) ; Teut. *M,
perhaps allied to L. hie (< / *hi + -c, -ce, a de-
monstrative suffix), this, this one, and to Gr.
Kclmg, eKelvoc, that one, eael, there. A different
root, not found in AS. and E. (being appar.
merged at an early period in that of he), ap-
pears in OS. masc. gen. is, etc., neut. nom. it

(gen. is) = OHG. MHG. G. masc. nom. er, OHG.
MHG. neut. ez, G. es, it, = Goth. masc. is (gen. is,

dat. imma, ace. ina), fem. gen. izos, etc., neut.
ita (gen. is, etc.) = L. is, fem. ea, neut. id, he,
she, it, that, = Skt. i, this, that: an Indo-Eur.
demonstrative pronominal root appearing also
in various inflectional and deriv. suffixes.

Prom the same Teut. pronominal root *hi are
derived here''-, hen^ (obs.), hence, hethen^ (obs.),
hither. The fem. and pi. forms of he began to
fall away in the early part of the MB. period,
being replaced in part by forms from other
stems : see she and they. The aspirate in he,

her, him is commonly suppressed in. ordinary
pronunciation after an accented monosyllable
or dissyllable, a suppression which prevails
throughout in the case of it, orig. hit, but is

not generally acknowledged in regard to the
other forms except in intentional rep];esenta-
tions of colloquial or dialectal speech, as, I
told Hm so, see if 'e's in, take 'em away, etc.

In formal speech the aspirate is more care-
fully given.] I. personal pron. A personal
pronoun of the tmrd person, the form lie be-
ing nominative singular masculine, it stands
for a noun or another pronoun previously expressed, or
in place of such a word not expressed when pointed out
by the situation. The various forms of he, including those
of Middle English with their Anglo-Saxon originals and
their cognates, are here given according to gender and
case, with quotations. Idiomatic uses applicable to all

forms are then treated without regard to case.

A. Masc. sing, (a) Nom. h£. [Colloq. or dial, also e, also
hu, a (see a6), < ME. he, heo, ha, ho,a,e,^ AS. he = OS. he,

hi, hie = OFrles. hi, he = MLGr. h£, LG. he, hei = D. hij
= Goth. *his (= Icel. hann = Sw. Dan. Aa») : see further
in etym. above.]

Ac wel worth Pouerte ! for he may walke vnrobbed
Among pilours in pees, yf pacience hym folwe.

Piers Ploumian (C), xiv. 1.

Let him that thlnketh he standeth take heed lest he
fall. 1 Cor. X. 12.

If thou beest Tie— But, 0, how fallen ! how changed
From him who in the happy realms of light,

Clothed with transcendent brightness, didst outshine
Myriads, though bright I Milton, P. L., i. 84.

Se who from zone to zone
Guides through the boundless sky thy certain flight.

Bryant, To a Waterfowl.

H) Fobs, (gen.) his (hiz). [Colloq. or dial, also is, < ME.
\w, hye, is, ys, < AS. his = OFrles. Aia(= OS., etc., is, from
another root : see etym. above).] Of him : now always
merely possessive, and preceding the noun, but originally
also used objectively with certain verbs. By a confusion
of the genitive sufi^ -es, -is with this possessive form of
the personal pronoun, the sufiix came In the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuiies to be often written separately as
his: as, Artaxerxes his crown, etc. For this use, see under
Am2. For the neuter his, see C (6).

Nys hele nane in God his [Latin in deo ejus, Vulgate].
Ps. ill. 2 (ME. version).

He . . . became i» man. Savelok, 1. 2254.

When y thenke on Jesu blod that ran doun hi ys syde.
Specimens of Lyric Poetry (ed. Wright), p. 83.

For no wickede dede
That the sire hym-self doth, by hus owene wil,

The sone for the syres synne sholde not be the worse.
Piers Plowman (C), xl. 237.

(c) Obj. (dat.) him. [Colloq. or dial, also im, < ME. Mm,
hym, < AS. him, hym = O^es. him = D. hem (= MLG.
im, em, LG. em = OHG. imfw, MHG. ime, im, G. ihm =
Goth, iTnma, from another root : see etym. above).] This
form, originally only dative, is also used as accusative,
having displaced the original form for the accusative.
See (d). For the neuter him, see C (e).

Deth delthim [dat. ] a dent, and drof him [ace. ] to the erthe.

Piers Plowman (A), xii. 104.

Whosoever hath, to him shall be given. Mat. xiii. 12.

They gave him to drink vinegar mingled with gall.

Mat. xxvii. 34.

They had no such lawe, but they had another, that the
King of Persia might doe what him liked.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 364.

The story I had of him is literally true, and well known
to be so in%the country wherein the circumstances were
transacted. Steele, Tatler, Ho. 94.

[For the proper objective him is often incorrectly used
he in certain constructions where a familiar sequence
seems, at the moment, to require that form.

I cannot think of any character below the flatterer, ex-

cept lie that envies him. Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

Conversely, him is often used, colloquially, for he in the
predicate : as, it is him; like "it is me " for "It is I. " See
/2.] (d) Obj. (ace.) Mm. [A substitution of the dative form
him, or an accom. to him of the earlier form, MB. hin,

hine, < AS. hine = OFrles. hini, hine (also him, hem) (cf

.

OS. ina = OHG. ina, MHG. ine, G. in, G. ihn = Goth, ina,

from another root : see etym. above).] See (c) above.

his

he
A palmere he than mette
And faire hine grette.

Ki-n^ Horn, 1. 1027.

Sore he longed hym for to se^ and he hym also.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 635.

B. Fem. sing, (a) Nom. he^ ho, hoo (now only dialectal,
the form ehe, of different ongin, being used in literary
English). [E. dial, also e, a; < ME. he, hi, hie, heo, ha,
hoe, hOf kite, a (also jeo, ;jho, ^oe, j'e, these forms afford-
ing a transition to the use of sch^o, echo, sche, she, whence
mod. E. she, q. v.), < AS. hed, hid, hi^, hi = OFries. hio,
hiu (for other Teut. forms, see she).] She.

The maiden turned oyain anon>
And tok the waye he [she] hadde er gon.

Lai le Freinie (Weber's Metr. Bom., I.).

He pMary] chaungede cher & seide hou scholde I gon with
childe

Without felauschupe of mon?
Joseph ofArvmaihie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 83.

Wolt thow wedde this maide, yf ich wol assente.
For hue ys fayne of thy felauship, and for to be thy maJce

[mate] ? Piers Plowman (C), iv, 155.

(6) Poss. (gen.) her. [E. dial, also er ; < ME. her, Mr,
here, hire, hur, hure, ir, < AS. hire, hyre = OFries. hiri =
D. harer (cf. MLG. er, ir, X.G. er = OHG. ira, iro, MHG.
ire, G. ihr = Goth, izos, from another root: see etym.
above).]

Er ich wedde suche a wif, wo me by-tyde

!

For hue ys freel of hure faith and flkel of hure speche.
Piers PUywman (C), iv. 158.

With more than admiration he admired
Her azure veins, h&r alabaster skin,
Her coral lips, her snow-white dimpled chin.

Shak., Lucrece, L 419.

(c) Obj. (dat.) her, [E. dial, also er; < ME. fter, Mr, hyr,
hire, hire, hure, hur, < AS. hire, hyre = OFries. hiri = D.
hawr (cf. OS. iru = MLG. er, ir, LG. er = OHG. iru, MHG.
ire, ir, G. ihr = Goth, ^a, from another root : see etym.
above).]

Gawein drongh hym to the dameseU, and asked Mr of
whens she was. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill 543.

Give me strength
Not to tell ?ier, never to let her know.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

(d) Obj. (ace.) her, [E. dial, also er ; < ME. her, hir, hyr,
substituted (as also the masc. dat. for ace.) for the or^.
ace, ME. heo, hi (also hise, his, is), < AS. hie, hi = OFries.
hia (for other Teut. forms, see she).]

Anima she hatte [Is named], ac Enuye Mr hateth.
Piers Plowman (6)^ ix. 7.

That thou hast her, it is not all my grief.

And yet it may be said I loved her dearly.
Shak., Sonnets, ^ii.

G. Neut. sing, {a) Nom. it. [E. dial, also hit (rather as a
corrupt aspiration of the prevalent it than a survival of
the orig. form hit), early mod. E. also yt, < ME. it, yt, et,

hit, hyt, < AS. hit, hyt = OFries. hit = D. ket (cf. OS. it =
MLG. it, et, LG. et = OHG. 4z, ez, MHG. ez, G. es = Goth.
ita = L, id, etc., from another root: see etym. above).]

Some of vs went to the lande to the vyllage, whiche is

right lytel worthe ; hit is vnder the Venysians.
Sir E. Quylforde, Pylgrymage, p. la

Wealth may be an excellent thing, for it means power,
U means leisure, it means liberty.

Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

(&) Poss. its, formerly his. [The poss. form its is first re-

corded in print in 1598. It is formed from it by the ad-

dition of the common possessive (genitive) suffix -s, of

nouns, the nom. and obj. form it being also used for a
time in the possessive without a suffix. The substitution

arose when the orig. neut. poss. Ms, which had the same
form as the masc. poss. his, began to be regarded as masc.
only, thus giving it, when used properly as neut., the ap-

pearance of a personification. Earlier mod. E. his, hys, <
Sib. his, hys, < AS. his, in form like the masc. his : see A(6).]

Of beaten work shall the candlestick be made : his shafts

and his branches, his bowls, his knops, and his flowers,

shall be of the same. Ex. xxv. 31.

It is iust so high as it is, and mooues with it owne or-

gans. Shak., A. and C. (folio 1623), ii. 7,

Doe chlLde, goe to yt grandame, childe,

Giue grandame kingdome, and it grandame will

Giue yt a plum, a cherry, and a figge.

Shak., K. John (folio 1623), i. 2

The hardest knife ill used doth lose his edge.
Shak., Sonnets, xcv.

The conscious water saw its God and blushed.
Crasham, Epigram (trans.) (1634).

(c) Obj. (dat.) it. [This is a substitution for the orig. him,
the nom. and ace. it being so frequent (by reason of the
numerous idiomatic uses of the word) that the dative

gave way to the accusative, while in the masc. and fem.
the accusative gave way to the dative. Early mod. E. Mm,
< ME. Aim, hym, < AS. hvm, etc., in forms like the masc.

:

see A (c).]

We ha,ue no lymes to labore with ; vr lord we hit thonken.
Piers Plowman (A), vii. 117.

Thou art inclined to sleep ; 'tis a good dulness,

And give it way. Shak., Tempest> i. 2.

id) Obj. (ace.) it. [< ME. it, hit, et, < AS. hit, etc., in forms
like the nom. See (a) above.]

He [God] is thre persones departable ; ich proue hit by
mankynde. Piers Plowman (C), xix. 216w

But vnto him that brouhte yt yee hit take
Whenne yee haue done.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 5.

Ah, my liege Lord ! forgive it unto mee.
If ought against thine honour I have tolde.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, L 102.

[This neuter it is now generally treated as a separateword,
having many idiomatic uses of its own. See U.]



he
D. Mate, fern. , and neut. pi. [Obsolete or colloquial (see

(c), (d) below), the form they, of different origin, being used
in literary English.] (a) Norn. ft«t, Ait. [MM. )w, heo, hio,
hi, hie, ha, hue, etc., < AS. hi, hie, hig, he6, hid = OFries.
hia (in other Teut. forms from a different root, repre-
sented by ehe).] They : displaced in modem English by
Ihey (which see).

Alle beon he blithe
That to my song lythe.

King Ham (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1.

And nuste wat folk it was, to hem he sende hys sonde.
To wyte, wether he [they] wolde pes, other heo nolde non.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 16.

Toward Mantrible ridden hi.

Sir Ferumiras (ed. Ellis), ii. 394.

<ti) Poss. (gen.) her, here\. [Now only dial.
; < ME. here,

hire, hure, huere. Hare, hore, heore, < AS. hira, hyra, heora
= OFries. hiara.] Their : displaced in modern English by
their (which see, under they).

Thenne cam Filatns with muche peuple . . .

To seo hou douhtillohe Deth sholde do and deme here
beyer [of both of them] lyght.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 36.

(c) Obj. (dat.) Aemt, emt, 'em. [Common in early mod. E.,
in which it came to be regarded as a contr. of the equiv,
them, and was therefore in the 17th century often printed
'hem, 'em ; in present use only coUoq., written 'em (see
'em) ; <[ ME. hem, ham, horn, hewn, Jievien, < AS. him, Jieom
= OFries. hiam, him, himmen, etc. (of. Goth, im, from an-
other root : see etym. above).] Them. See tftej/.

And [he] precheth to the poeple seynt Poules wordes, . . .

And with gladde wille doth hem gode.
Piers Plmmnan (B), viil 93.

That ys to say, alle thynges that ye wylle that men do
to gow, do je the same to hemen.

MS. Bawl. Poet. 145. (Halliwell.)

id) Obj. (aco.) Aemt, emt, 'em. [< ME. Item, horn, etc.

;

a substitution for the orig. he, hi, etc. (same form as the
nom.), the dative having displaced the accusative here as
in the singular (see A (<Q). See (c) above.) Them. See
ihey.

He could coin or counterfeit
New words, with little or no wit ; . . .

And when with hasty noise he spolse 'em.
The ignorant for current took 'em.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. L 113.

His friends— as Angels I received 'em.
His foes— the Devil had suborn'd 'em.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, L 5.

In early use and in modern dialectal speech he is often
found with reference to inanimate objects where present
regular usage requires it. In early use this is generally
due to the agreement required by the grammatical gen-
der ', in modem use it is due rather to personification or
to mere mixture. An actual change of hit or if to Ae is

not to be supposed.

From South to North Tie [England] ys long eigte hondred
znyle. Bob. of Gloucester, p. 2.

A staffe of sixe verses is very pleasant to the eare, and
also serveth for a greater complement then the inferiour
staves, which maketh him more commonly to be used.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 55.

The possessive may be used without a noun following,
the feminine Aer, like our and ymtr, then taking, in mod-
em use, an additional genitive suffix -s, as in his, namely,
Jiers.

This was his desir and Aire also.

Chameer, Miller's Tale, 1. 221.

And what his fortune wanted, hers could mend.
Dryden.

A thing always becomes his at last who says it best, and
thus makes it his own.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 41.

'Far the refiexive and emphatic form of he, see himself.

H. demonstr. pron. This one ; that one.

Manye a man that may nat stonde a pul.

It likyth him at wrastelyng for to be.

And demen yit, wher [whether] Ae do bet or Ae.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 166.

III. M. 1. A male person; a man: correla-

tive to she, a woman. [Now only humorous.]

Here I stand to answer thee.

Or any Jie the proudest of thy sort.

Shak., 3 Hen. Tl., ii. 2.

One that dares step as far to gain my freedom
As any he that breathes.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, L 1.

2. A male animal; a beast, bird, or fish of the
male sex : correlative to she, a female animal.
Hence much used attributively or as an adjective prefix,

signifying 'male,' with names of animals, he and she thus
prefixed supplying the place in English of the distinctive

suffixes common in other tongues and used to some extent

in Anglo-Saxon (compare fox, fixen, vixen) : ae, a Ae-bear,

/ie-cat^ Ae-goat, correlative to «Ae-bear, etc. The use occurs

first in MiddleEn^h, when the regular suffixes of gender,

distinct in Anglo-Saxon, fell away or became confused.

These prefixes are sometimes also used contemptuously
with reference to persons.

They haue many hee and «Aee-Saints, in great venera-

tion, with long legends of their lines.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 444.

All the he and she scoundiels of the capital, writhed

and twisted together, rush by you.

Thackeray, Paris Sketch Book, On Some Fashionable
[French Novels.

lie^ (he), interj. A sound made in calling,

lau^hiog, etc.: as, Se! lie! an archers' word
of calL
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head (hed), n. and a. [The spellingea indicates
the orig. long vowel; early mod. E. also heed,
hed; < ME. hed (i. e., hed), hede, heed, contr. of
earlier heved, hevid, heaved, haved, < AS. hedfod
(gen. hedfdes),^ the head (lit. and fig.), = OS.
hobhid = OFries. haoed, hdfd, had = D. hoofd
= MLG. hovet, L(j. hovet, hoofd = OH(t. houbit,

MHG. houbet, houpt, also houbet, Gc. haupt (dial.

haid, had, heed, after LG.) = Icel. hofudh =
Sw. hufimd = Dan. hoved = Goth, haubith, the
head (prob. connected with AS. hufe, ME.
houve, nowe, Se. how, a hood, = ML(x. LG.
huve = OHG. huba, MHG. hube, G. haube, a
cap, coif, hood, = Icel. hufa = Dan. hue = Sw.
h/ujva, a cap, hood, bonnet)

;
prob. = L. c&put,

head (> ult. E. chief, capitaP-, cape"^, etc.). The
Gr. Kz<^aXii, the head, agrees with the rare and
poet. AS. liafala, hafela, also written heafela,

heafola, the head; but this is appar. not con-
nected with hedfod, head: cf. Skt. kapdla, a
cup, the skull.] I. n. 1. The upper part or
division of the human body, consisting of the
more or less rounded skull and its integuments
and contents, the organs of sight, hearing,
taste, etc., with the mouth and its parts, and
joined to the trunk by the neck ; in an extended
sense, the corresponding part of any animal's
body; the front, fore, or top part or oral end
of an, animal, in any way distinguished from
the rest of the body, as by being borne upon
a neck; the end opposite the taU. in all verte-
brates except the lancelets, which have no skull or brain,
the head is aprominent part. In arthropods, as insects and
crustaceans, the head is an anterior part ofthebodyin some
way distinguished from the thorax, as by the coalescence
of a number of the primitively distinct somites of the body
into one segment, and the conversion of the appendages of
these confiuent somites into mouth-parts and organs of
special sense ; though the outward separationbetween head
and thorax is often obscure or null. (See cephalothorax.)
In the great group of woi-ms, or anarthropodous anneloid
animals, the head is simply the oral as opposed to the
aboral end of the body. In molluscous animals a head
is frequently recognizable by its mouth, tentacles, etc.

;

but in many there is no such distinction, these \^ffiig
called in consequence acephalous or headless. Still lower
in the scale, the term head can be applied only, if at alL
to the oral end of an animal. (See cranium and skull.)

In certain Vermes the head is the whole mature Indi-
vidual excepting its generative buds, joints, or strobila

:

as, the head of a tapeworm.

Hou longe ssolle hor luther [lither] heued above hor
ssoldren be? Bob. of Gloucester, 1, 126.

Both wife and bames opon him fell

And lay opon the cors criand,
Heuid to heuid and hand to hand.

Boly Bood (E. E. T. S.), p. 71.

There was wont to ben the heed of seynt John Bap-
tist, enclosed in the Walle.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 107.

It was one of those heads which Guido has often painted
— mild, pale, penetrating.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 8.

3. Mental faculty regarded as seated in the
head; intelligence; understanding; will or res-
olution; inclination; mind.
For what thorw werre and wrake and wycked hyfdes.
May no preiour pees make in no place, hit semeth.

Piers Plowman (C), xvUL 85.

Would Chloe know if you're alive or dead?
She bids her footman put it in her head.

Pope, Moral Essays, IL 178.

When in ordinary discourse we say a man has a flue
head, a long head, or a good head, we express ourselves
metaphorically, and speak in relation to his understand-
ing. Addison, The Hood.

Of this siejge M. YioUet-le-Duc gives a long and minute
account, which the visitor who has a Aead for such things
may follow, with the brochure in hand, on the fortifica-

tions themselves. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 149.

3. An individual animal or person ; especial-
ly, an animal or a person considered as merely
one of a number: as, to charge so much a head.
[In this use after a number the plural is head.']

' A company of giddy Tieads will take upon them to define
how many shall be saved. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 626.

Thirty thousand head of swine. Addison.

The red deer, which toward the beginning of this cen-
tury amounted to about five hundred head.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selbome, vi

4. One who has the first rank or place, and to
whom others are subordinate ; a principal per-
son ; a leader ; a chief : as, the Jiead of an army

;

the head of a sect or party.

Sitthen ich am gonre aire hefd [the head of you aU] ioh
am goure aire hele. Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 473.

The husband is the head of the wife, even as Chiist is

the head of the church. Eph. v. 23.

The Master of the College, or "Head of the House," is

a D. D., who has been a Fellow. He is the supreme niler
within the college walls.

C. A. Bristed, English rTniveraity, p. 31.

5. A conspicuous external covering or prom-
inence on the head, (a) The covering of hair : as, a
beautiful Tiead of hair. (6) A head-dress.

head

I will bring down new heads for my sisters.

Steele, Spectator, No. 263.

Sails with lappet-Aead and mincing airs

Duly at chink of bell to morning pray'rs.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 139.

(c) The antlers of a deer.

But sir, I assure ye, it was a buck of the first head (that

is, of the fifth year]. Shak., L. L. L, iv. 2.

6. A part of a thing regarded as in sonie de-

gree resembling the human head in position,

form, or importance, (a) The top, especially when
distinguished in some way from the rest of the thing : as,

the head of a pin, of a spear, of a naU, of a mast.

He hied him to the Jiead of the house.

To the house top of Fyvie.

Andrew Lammie (Child's Ballads, II. 196).

As much as the full moon doth [overshine] the cinders

of the element, whichshow like pins' heads to her.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 8.

(6) The top or upper part of a plant the leaves of which
form a single more or less compact mass : as, a head of

grain or of lettuce.

The wheat and barley which they sowed last winter are

already In full Jiead.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 49.

(c) In bot,, a more or less globular cluster of sessile or

nearly sessile flowers centripetal in development, as in

the plane-tree, button-lsush, clover, etc. By the shorten-

ing of the rays the umbel becomes a bead, as in Bryngium,
Sanieula, etc. In the Commosttoe the flowers are dways
collected into a head, but they are then situated on a con-

ical, flat, or even concave receptacle. Gray calls such a

bead the anthodiwm, from the resemblance of the whole
head to a single flower. In the Characeae Sachs applies

the term head (kopfchen) to a peculiar hyaline cell situ-

ated at the central end of each of the eight manubria. See

head-cell, and cut under arUhocliniwm. (d) The main point

or part ; that which constitutes the most conspicuous or

most important feature.

True, I have married her

;

The very head and front of my offending
Hath this extent, no more. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

(e) The fore part; hence, the foremost place; the most
prominent or honorable position: as, the Iiead of a ship

(which includes the bows on both sides) ; the head of a

procession, of a column of troops, or of a class ; the head
of the table ; the Jiead at a profession.

After 7 miles riding, passing thro' a wood heretofore

sacred to Juno, we came to Monteflascone, the head of

the Falisci. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 4, 1644.

Where Macgregor sits, there is the liead of the table.

Highland proverb.

Gorizia has been for ages the head of a principality.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 9.

(/) That end of a thing which Is regarded as the upper
end ; as, the head of a bed ; the head of a street.

At the tother hede of the halle was, hegh vppolofte,

A wonderfnil werke weghes to beholde.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 1672.

He put his hand at her bed head.
And there he found a gude grey horn.

Leesome Brand (Child's Ballads, n. 346).

The sheets thus produced receive their first fold (In the

Jieads) In the direction of the axis of the cylinders which
carry them ; the second fold (down the " mck ") is given

by a bar. Ure, Diet., IV. 682.

(9) Of a barrel or the like, either endwhen closed ; hence,

uie material with which either end is closed : as, to knock
out both heads of a cask. (A) That which rises to the top,

as the froth on a pot of beer.

I add to the residual partially purified goods a ley of

moderate strength only (instead of the finishing ley for

curd soap), and boil, taking care that no head Is formed.
Watt, Soap-making, p. 73.

(i) That part of an abscess or a boil where It breaks or

seems likely to break : often used figuratively. U) The
principal source, or one of the sources, as of a stream; the
remotest point from the mouth or opening into a sea or

lake, as of a creek, bay, or gulf ; a source or spring in

general.

Now I see
The mystery of your loneliness, and find
Your salt tears' head. Shak., All's Well, L 3.

Those bless'd flowers that dwell
At the rough stream's calm head, thrive and do well.

Donne, Satires (ed. iSM).

Whence should this flood of passion, trow, take head!
B. Jonson, Every Man In his Humour, liL 2.

(k) The accumulation of oil in oil-tubes when the pmnps
are Idle. (Q A reliquary In the shape of a human head.

See chef, 3. (m) A headland orpromontory, as In the

names Gay Head, Flambonmgh Head.
Our overplus of shipping will we bum ;

And, with the rest full-mann'd, from the head of Actium
Beat the approaching CaBsar. Shak., A. and C, ill. 7.

At a head of land a little short they beheaded two sa-

chems. Winthrop, Hist, yew England, L 278.

(n) A special part of a tool, instrument, etc., having some
analogy with the human head, as the upper or steel part

of an anvH ; the riser, sprue, or sullage-plece of a casting

;

the obverse of a coin ; the capital of a column ; the striking
part of ahammer, in contradistinction to the helve, and the

pole as distinguished from the claw or peen; the poppet
of a lathe ; the lathe-stock in which is the live spindle,

as distinguished from the tail-stock, which contains the

dead spindle ; the top edge of a book ; the top of a door,

etc. (o) A bundle of flax measuring probably 2 feet in

length, and weighing a few pounds. In Dorsetshire a head
ofhemp weighs 4 pounds. According to the statute of Ed-
ward T. called Tradatus de ponderibus et viewniris, a head
of linen is 10 yai-ds : " Cheef de fnstiano constat ex tre-

decimnlnis: caput flndonis ex decern nlnis." (p) Inwhal-
ing : (1) The upper end of a piece of blubber In boarding

;



head
the square end cut off from the main piece, and separately
hauled in. (2) That part of a whale which includes the
white-horse, junk, and case, as of a sperm-whale, or the
whalebone and some blubber of a baleen-whale, (g) In
tortoiae-ehell manvf., the larger plates, taken coUeotS'ely,
of the upper shell of the caret or hawk's-bill turtle, usually
thirteen in number, (r) In rnusical notatum, the princi-
pal part of a note— that is, that part which indicates by
its position on the staff the pitch of the tone : as, ..j
^^^m— : distinguished from the stem or tail. (See note.)

Heads are either open, as in semibreves and minims, or
solid, as in crotchets, quavers, etc. (_s) In various stringed
musical instruments of the lute and viol families, that part
of the instrument above the neck where the tuning-pegs
are inserted. It is usually carved ornamentally, especially
in the older instruments. See lute, viol, guitar, etc. (t) In
musical instruments of the drum family, the stretched
membrane covering one or both of the ends, by striking
which the tone is produced. The tension of the head and
thus the pitch of the tone are governed by a ring around
the edge, which may be raised or lowered, relaxing or
tightening the membrane. See drum, tamibourine.

7. lu hydros., the height of water above a given
level, as in a jpond or reservoir, considered as
a measure of its quantity or force of fall: also
reckoned in terms of the pressure of the water
per square inch at the given level: as, a reser-
voir with forty feet head of water. See/aM.
A mill driven by a fall of water, whose virtual head is

ten feet, Qrier, Mechanics' Diet.

8. In pneumaUes, the difference of pressute
on a unit of base existing between two fluid

columns of different densities communicating
at their bases: estimated as the height of a
column of the denser fluid whose pressure on
a unit of its base is equal to the difference:
as, the head which determines the velocity of
flow in a chimney.—9. In steam- and gas-
engin., the pressure of a confined volume of
steam or gas upon a imit of the interior surface
of a confming vessel, estimated in terms either

of weight or of the height of a column of water
ormerourywhichwould exert the same pressure
"upon a unit of area of its base : as, a full head
of steam.— 10. A culmination or crisis; height;
force; strength; pitch. Compare def. 6 (j).

Foul sin, gathering head,
Shall break into corruption.

Shak., Eioh. II., v. 1.

Now does my project gather to a head.
Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

The indisposition which has long hung upon me is at
last grown to such a head that it must quickly make an
end of me, or of itself. Addison.

11. Power; armed force.

And 'tis no little reason bids us speed.
To save our heads by raising of a liead.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 8.

Before I drew this gallant h^ad of war.
And cull'd these fiery spirits from the world.

Shak., K. John, v. 2.

Ten thousand Comish,
Grudging to pay your subsidies, have gather'd
A head. Ford, Perkin Warbeok, i. 3.

Gin we meet a' together in a head the mom.
We'll be merry men.

Fray qf Supo-rt (ChUd's Ballads, VI. 117).

12. A chief pointer subject; one of a number
of successive topics of discourse, or a summary
•thereof: as, the heads of a discourse or treatise.

If I would study the Cannon-law as it is used in Eng-
land, I must study the Heads here in use.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 31.

The whole circle of travellers may be reduced to the
ioUowing heads. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 13.

I shall say no more on this head, where wishes are so

barren as mine. Walpole, Letters, II. 420.

13. A printed or written title; a heading, in

printing a chapter-head is the word chapter with its num-
Der in large type ; a running head, the title of a book or

a chapter continuously repeated at the top of the pages

;

a side-head, a title inserted in the first line of a paragraph

/as, for example, the title-words in this dictionary); a sub-

head, a second title following the main one, or the title of

a minor division of a chapter or other general division.

14. In coaUmming : (a) A level or road driven

into the solid coal for proving or working a

mine. (6) The part of a face or breast nearest

the roof. See heading, 10.— 15. In angling, a

feather or herl wound closely on the body of an
artificial fly, both for ornament and to hide the

butt-end of the wing where it is clipped off.

—Accoll^ heads, affront^ heads. See the adjectives.

— By the head (rumt.). See !ij/i.— Cockatrice s head,

comute head, discoid head. See the qualifying words.

—Dragon's head and tail. See d/ragon.—osnaxalo

head, the head which reckoned statically would account

for the pressure of a moving fluid. It is generally less

than the actual head.— Exserted head. See exserted.--

For my head. See /or.—Hand over head. See hand.
—Head and shoulders, (a) By force ; violently : as, he

was dragged head and shoulders into the controversy.

They bdng in every figure of speech, head and shoul-

-ders. Felton.

(ft) By the height of the head and shoulders ; hence, by a

great deal;liymuch;1»yfar; greatly : as, he is head and
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shoulders above his fellows.— Head first, head fore-
most, with the head in front, as in diving or falling, or
with the head bent forward, as in running ; hence, hur-
riedly, rashly, or precipitately.—Head OfLent, Ash Wed-
nesday: same as Caput Jejunii, the head of the Fast, in a
homily on Ash Wednesday.

Now iiood frendys, that ge schalle cum to cherche— for
hit ys theHed &thebegynnyngeof alle this holy fastynge
of Lent. Hampson, Medii jEvi Kalendarium (Harl. MS.,

[2388, fol. 85 b).

Head of the pitches, in angling, the place where swift,
smooth water breaks into ripples or rapids.—Head on
(naut.), with the head directly or in a right line toward
some object : as, the ship struck head on.

The two vessels stood head on, bowing and curveting
at each other. E. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 10.

Head or tall, that part of a coin bearing a head or other
principal figure or the reverse : a phrase used in throw-
ing up a coin to determine a stake or chance. Compare
cross and pUe, under cross^.— Head over heels. Same
as heels over head. See heeli-.—Heads and points,with
the head of one opposite the feet of another lying by the
side.

On these [hurdles of reeds] round about the house they
lie heads and points one by th' other against the fire, some
covered with Mats, some with skins.

Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 131.

Head to Wind (naut.), in the situation of a ship or boat
when her head is turned in the direction of the wind.

—

Neither head nor foott. Same as neither head nor tail.

Is it possible that this gear appertain anything to my
cause ? 1 find n£ither head nor foot in it.

Gascoigne, Supposes, IL 1.

Neither head nor tall, neither one thing nor another

;

neither this thing nor that ; nothing distinct or definite,

[Colloq.]— Off one's head, crazy. [Colloq.]

At present he is q^ his head; he does not know what
he says, or rather he is incapable of controlling his utter-

ances. W. Black, Phaeton, xiii.

Of one's own head, spontaneously ; without external in-

fluence; upon one's own responsibility ; of one's own pro-

ductiou. See del 2, above.

It [the pistol] may go off of its ovm head. Sheridan.

As the Church is settled, no man may make a Prayer in
Publick of his ovm head. Selden, Table-Ialk, p. 90.

The child's discretion in coming to me of his own head,
and the tenderness he showed lor his parents, . . . have
quite overpowered me. Steele, Tatler, No. 114.

Out Of one's head, demented ; delirious.—Out of one's
own head, by one's own Idea or invention.

It ought to be left to children to suppose that nothing is

original but that which we make up, as the childish phrase
is, out ofour own heads. J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, ii.

Over head and ears. See ea/ri.— Sinking-head, in
founding, same as dead-head, 1 (a). This term is the one
usually employed in the United States.—Surface of
eo[ual head, an imaginary surface over which the dy-'

namical head is everywhere the same.—To he hy the
head (.vMUt.), to draw more water forward than aft : said
of a ship.—To blow heads and points, to run in all di-

rections, hither and thither, spouting and blowing, in great
confusion: said of whales when attacked.—To break
one's head, to break Frlsclan's head, to come Into
one's head. See the verbs.—To come to a head, {a)

To suppurate, as a boil. (6) To come to a crisis or consum-
mation. Also to draw to a head.—To eat one's head
off, to fling the head, to gather to a head. See the
verbs.—To get a glass in one's head. See glass.—To
give head. See givei.—lo go hy the head (rumt.),

to plunge or sink head foremost ; begin to sink at the
head: said of a foundering ship.—To have a bee in
one's head. See i>eei.—To heap coals of fire on one's
head. See coa2.—To hit the nail on the head. Seenail.
—To lose one's head, to fail to preserve one's presence
of mind or self-control; become confused or distracted.

But yonder^ whiff ! there comes a sudden heat.
The gravest citizen seems to lose his head.
The king is scared, the soldier will not fight.

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

To make head against, (a) To withstand effectively

;

act or advance in spite of.

Then made he head against his enimies.
Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 38.

He was unable to make head against any of his sensa-
tions or desires. Goldsmith, Eichard Nash.

(6) To resist with an opposing force ; combine against.

At length the Devonshire men made head against a
new host of Danes who landed on their coast.

Dickens, Child's Hist. Eng., iii.

Most of these
Node head against him, crying, "Who is he
That he should rule us?"

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

To moor head and stem. See moor.—To one's headt,
to or before one's face.

Bevile him to his head. Jer. Taylor.

To turn head, to turn one's head. See turn.—Towia.
hy a head, in horse-racing, to reach the winning-post the
length of the head in advance of another horse.-Upon
one's own headt. Same as of one's ovm head.

This year M'. Allerton brought over a yonge man for a
minister to y» people hear, wheather upon his owne head,

or at ye motion of some freinds ther, I well know not.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 243.

Let no man, upon his own head, reprove the religion that

is established by law. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 188B), II. 128.

Virtual head, the pressure at any point of a liquid di-

vided by its (uniform) specific gravity— that is, by the
product of its density into the acceleration of gravity.

= Syn. 4. Commander, Leader, etc. See chief.

II, a. 1. Being at the head; first or fore-

most; chief; principal: as, the head waters of a

head

river ; the head man of a village ; a head work-;

man.
It's the head court of them all.

For in it rides the Queen.
Tom Linn (Child's Ballads, I. 270).

And here comes in the stout head waiter, puffing under
a tray of hot viands.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 4.

The head man of Karagul, a tall old man whose long
beard was dyed with henna to the colour of a fox's back,
became very friendly with me. O'Donovan, Merv, xi.

2. Coming from ia front ; bearing toward the
head, as of a ship : as, a head wind ; a head sea.

We had a hsad wind and rough sea.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 18.

[In many instances usage varies between writing head
separately as an adjective and joining it by a hyphen with
a noun to make a compound.]
Head boy, in England, the senior pupil in a public school
or other grammar-school ; the captain of the school.

A superannuated head-boy, whose mathematical profi-

ciency had put more than one bepuzzled usher to the
blush. Mrs. Gore, Two Aristocracies, I. 2.

Almost every gentleman who does me the honour to
hear me will remember that . . . the person to whom he
has looked up with the greatest honour and reverence,
was the head-boy at his school. The school-master him-
self hardly inspires such an awe. . . . Joseph Addison was
always his [Steele's] head-boy.

Thackeray, Eng. Humourists, Steele.

Head center. See centeri, lo.—Head reach. See reach.
— Head wall, the wall in the same plane as the face of
an arched bridge.

head (hed), v. [< ME. heden, heveden, behead,
more commonly ieheden : see behead. In other
uses the verb is modem ; from the noun.] I.

trans. 1. To take off the head of; behead; de-
capitate : now rare or obsolete, except with ref-

erence to plants, fish, etc. : as, to head back a
tree (that is, to prime it at the top, so as to pro-
mote lateral instead of upward growth) ; to head
thistles; to head a fish.

A bowt ij myle from Rama ys the Towne of Lydia, wher
Seynt George suffered martyrdom and was hedyd.

Torkirifgton, Diane of Eng. Travell, p. 24.

If you head and hang all that offend that way.
Shak., M. for M., IL 1.

In heading down a young tree, we cut away one-third or
one-half of the length of the stem.

P. Barry, Fruit Garden, p. 108.

2. To be or put one's self at the head of; lead;

direct ; act as leader of.

Nor is what has been said of princes less true of all other
governours, from him that heads an army to him that is

master of a family. South, Sermons.

And see the Soldier plead the Monarch's Right,
Heading his Troops, and foremost in the Fight.

Prior, Presented to the King.

3. To form a head to ; fit or furnish with a head

:

as, to head a nail or a cask.

And I will eat these broths with spoons of amber.
Headed with diamond and carbuncle.

*

B. JonsoTi, Alchemist^ ii. 1.

Their arrowea are made some of straight young sprigs,

which they head with bone, some 2 or 3 ynches long.
Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 132.

The viewless arrows of his thoughts were headed
And wing'd with flame.

Tennyson, The Poet.

4. To make a beginning for ; begin : as, to head
a subscription-list.

Heaven Tieads the count of crimes
With that wild oath. Tennyson, Fair Women.

5. To go in front of, so as to keep back or from
advancing

;
get in front of : as, to head a drove

of cattle.

One of the outriders had succeeded in heading the equi-

page and checking the horses. Disraeli, Coningsby, vi. 5.

6. To turn or direct in advancing; give a for-

ward direction to: as, to head a boat toward
the shore.— 7. To oppose, check, or restrain:

as, the wind heads the ship (that is, the wind
has so changed that the ship can no longer go
on her course).— 8. To go round the head or

source of.

They . . . headed a great creake, & so left the sands, &
turned an other way into ye woods.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 81.

It is shorter to cross a stream than to head it.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 11.

To head off. (a) To stop the progress of by getting in

front : as, to head off a running horse, (b) To prevent by
some counter action : as, to head off a scheme.

II. intrans. 1. To come to or form a head,

literally or figuratively.
Check

Tour appetite and passions to our daughter,
Belore it head. Marston, The Fawne, ii. 1.

No partial favor dropped the rain :
—

Alike the righteous and profane
Rejoiced above their heading grain.

. Whittier, Trinitas.

2. Tooriginate; spring; have its head or source,
as a river.— 3. To direct one's motion; also,.



head

to have direction in a, course; tend: as, how
does the ship head f

About the center of the bay lies Harbor Island. We
lieaded for it. The Century, XXVTTT 106.

4. To go head foremost; drive at something
with the head, or head-and-head: used espe-
cially in whaling.

-bead. A variant of -hood.

headache (hed'ak), n. [Formerly headroch,
head-ake, liedake, Iwdaohe, < ME. heddke, heaved^
eche, < AS. hedfodece, < hedfod, head, + ece, ache:
see ache^.'\ 1. A pain in the cranial part of the
head, apparently somewhat deep-seated as com-
pared with the sensation produced by a super-
ficial irritation of the scalp. Apart from trauma,
headaches maybe produced in various ways, and they are
classified mainly by their causes. The following groups
may be distinguished : (a) Headaches depending on ab-
normal states of the blood, as in anemia ; or when waBte
products accumulate in the blood through the inefficiency
of the excretory organs, as in Brighfs disease ; or when
the lungs, through pulmonary or cardiac fault or the close-
ness ofrooms, fail to replace carbon dioxid with oxygen and
to remove the other impurities which they should remove

;

or when poisons are taken into the system, as in coal-gas
poisoning; or when there is absorption of poisons formed
in the alimentary tract (as in constipation), or unusu^ fer-

mentative processes go on in that tract ; or when poisons
are formed in the blood or solid tissues, as in zymotic dis-
eases or in lithemic states. (&) Headaches dependent on
exhaustion, such as those from overwork or excess of any
kind, forming a part of a general neurasthenia, or after
epileptic attacks. Hysterical headaches may perliaps be
included here, (c) Headaches dependent on peripheral
irritation, as from the alimentary canal, from the nose or
pharynx, from the sexual apparatus, or from eye-strain
incident to errors in refraction or insufficiencies of the
muscles moving the eyebaU. Some of these belong doubt-
less quite as properly to the preceding class, (d) Head-
aches dependent on hyperemia or ischemia of the brain
and its envelops. The eflfect of change of posture on the
intensity of most headaches seems to indicate that con-
gestion or the reverse has a capacity for provoking pain
m the head. Bat this class is one of uncertain limits, (e)

Headaches from overheating, aa from exposure to the sun.
The headache of zymotic fevers seems to be due in part to
tl»e fever (pyrexia). (/) Megrim, (gj Headaches from
gross lesions, as tumor, meningitis, or hemorrhage.
3. The eom-poppy, Papaver Bhceas, the odor of
which is said to cause headache. Also called
head-wark. [Eng.]_Blind-lieadaclie,aheadachein
which there is hyperaesthesia of the retina of the eye, or
amblyopia, or hemianopsia. Any of these may occur in
megrim.— Sick-lieadaclie, any headache accompanied
with nausea.

headache-tree (hed'ak-tre), n. Averhenaceous
Bhrub, Premna integrifolia, native of the East
Indies and Sladagascar, the leaves of which
have astringent properties and are used as a
remedy for headache. The root is also said to
furnish a cordial.

headache-weed (hed'ak-wed), n. In Jamai-
ca, a dicotyledonous monochlamydeous shrub,
Sedyosmum nutans, belonging to the natural
order Chloranthacem. '

headachy (hed'a-M), a. [< headache + -yi.]

.Afflicted with a headache ; having pain in the
head; subject to attacks of headache.
Wext morninghe awoke headachyand feverish. Farrar.

Mr. Lewes is constantly ailing, like a delicate headachy
woman. Gemrge Eliot, in Cross, IL xiL

head-and-head (hed'and-hed'), <"*"• Head on

;

head to head: a whalers' term,

head-band (hed'band), ». 1. A fillet; a band
for the head.

The bonnets, and the ornaments of the legs, and the
headbande. Isa. iiL 20.

2. In printing: (a) A tbin slip of iron on the

tympan of a piinting-press. (6) A band of

decoration, usually engraved, at the head of a
chapter or at the top of a page, when made, as

was usual in the eighteenth century, of a combination of

typographic ornaments, it was called by printers a/oc.

3. In bookbinding, a sewed cord placed at the
head and tail of the inner back of awell-bound
book as a decoration and to make the inner
back as long as the outer. A worked head-band is

made by thebook-sewer when sewing thebook with thread
and needle. The ordinary head-band is a cord of bright^
colored silk attached to the inner back.

head-band (hed'band), v. t. [< head-hand, n.~\

To attach a head-band to (the inner back of a
book) in the process of binding.

After headbandiJig the book should receive a hollow
back. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 396.

head-bay (hed'ba), n. The water-space imme-
diately above the lock in a canal.

head-betony (hed'bet'o-ni), n. A plant, Pedi-

ctdaris Canadensis, better known as the icood-

betony or Uyiiseicorf.

head-block (hed'blok), n. 1. In a saw-miU,

the device which supports or holds the log and
carries it to the saw; specifically, the for?vard

carriage, on which the head of the log rests.

—

2. A block of wood placed under the upper
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ring of the fifth wheel of a carriage, and con-
nected with the spring and the perches—Head-
block plate, an Iron on which the head-block of a vehicle
rests, and which is supported by the fore axle. Ithas one
or two projecting plates, to which the perch-bars are at-

tached.

headboard (hed'bord), n. 1. Aboard forming
or placed at the head of anything, as of a cart,

a grave, etc. ; especially, the board which forms
the head of a bedstead.
The upper rooms were all supplied with beds, one of

which displayed remarkable portraits of the Crown Prince
of Benmark and his spouse upon the head-board.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 388.

2. pi. Naut., the berthing or close boarding be-
tween the head-rails.

headboom (hed'bom), n. A jib-boom or a fly-

ing-oib boom.
headborongh, headborrow (hed ' bur **

6), n.

[< ME. heedbwow, hedborwe, lit. head-pledge
(ML. plegius capitalis), < ]ieed, head, -t- borow,

< AS. borh, a pledge, security, surety: see bor-

row^.'] In England, formerly, the head of a bor-

ough; the chief of a frank-pledge, tithing, or

decennary. His duties were similar to those of the offi-

cers now called petty constables. See constable, 2. Called
in some counties borsholder (that is, borough's elder), and
sometimes tUhing-man.

Each borough [of Attica] . . . had its demarchus, like

a constable or head-borough. J. Adams, Works, IV. 478.

head-boundf, a. Turbaned.
A valiant-gentleman, a noble Dane
As e'er the country bred, endanger'd now
By fresh supply of head-bound infidels.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, L 3.

head-case (hed'kas), n. In entom., that part of
the integument of a pupa that covers the head.

head-cell (hed'sel), n . In bot. , the smallround-
ish hyaline cell borne upon each of the eight
manubria in the antheridinm of the Characece.
Also called capitulum.

head-chair (hed'char), «. A chair with a high
back, made to support the head in a convenient
position.

headcheese (hed'chez'), n. In cookery, por-
tions of the head and feet of swine cut into

fine pieces, seasoned, and, after being boiled,
pressed into the form of a cheese. Also called

brawn.
head-chute (hed'shot), n. A canvas tube or
pipe leading from a ship's head down to the
water's edge, for the purpose of conveying ref-

use matter overboard.
head-cloth (hed'kloth), n. 1. A canvas screen
for the head of a ship.—2. A piece of stuff,

broader than a fiUet, used to cover the head
wholly or in part, or to wind around a cap.
Compare turban.

What's here? all sorts of dresses painted to the life;

ha! ha! ha! A£a<i-c2oa<A« to shorten the face, favourites to
raise the forehead. Mrs. Centlivre, Platonic Lady, iiL 1.

3. In upholstery, that one of the bed-curtains
which hangs behind the head of the bed from
the tester.

head-coal (hed'kol), n. The upper part of a
seam of coal so thick that it has to be worked
in two or more lifts or heads. [Eng.]
head-COnrt (hed'kort), n. A court, of which
there were formerly three in the year, at which
all the freeholders who owed suit and presence
were fined in default of attendance. The head-
conrts were afterward reduced to one, and by the act of
20 George n, fines for non-attendance were abolished.

—

HiCbaelmas head-court, in Scotland, the annual meet-
ing of the freeholders and commissioners of supply of a
county, held at Michaelmas, for varioos county purposes.

head-cracker (hed'krak*er), n. Same as head-
spade.

head-cringle
(hed'kring''gl),

71. See cringle.

head-dress
(hed'dres), n.

A covering or
decoration for

the head, as a
hat, cap, coif,

kerchief, or

veil, or any ar-

rangement of

the hair with or
without such 'a
covering.

A lady's Ttead-

dress—a most airy

sort of blue and
silver turban, with
a streamer of
plumage on one

CRrf.nt3 VilleH-^ Buttcifly Hcad-dress, middle of istb cen-ZironM, vmerae, n„y. (From VioUet-le-Dncs" Diet dn Mo-
[XX. bilier fran^ajs.")

head-hunting

Are we to believe that the Morlacchi nsed the turban as
their head-dress before the Ottoman came?

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. isi.

Butterfly head-dress, a head-dress worn about 1475,

consisting of a large veil of light material, stiffened, and
probably supported by a light wire frame. See cut hi

preceding column.

head-earing (hed'er"ing), n. See earingi.

headed (hed'ed), p. a. Pumished with a head

;

capitate ; having a top : used chiefly in compo-
sition: as, 'iong-headed ; tbick-headed.

The Attican Poets did call him [Pericles) Schinocepha-

los, as much as to say, headed like an onion.
North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 133.

"He's headed like a buck," she said,

"And backed like a bear."

Queen Eleanor's Confession (Chads Ballad^ VL 216).

There musing sat the hoary-headed EarL
Tennyson, Geraint.

header (hed'er), n. 1. One who or that which
removes the head from something; one who
beheads or decapitates : obsolete except in cer-

tain special uses, (a) One who heads fish in the opera-
tion of dressing them, (o) The knife nsed in the operation

of heading fish, (o) A form of reaping-machine wUch
cuts off and gathers only the heads of the grain, (d) An
implement for gathering clover-heads for the sake of the

seed.

2. One who places a head on something, as on

a nail or a pin ; specifically, a cooper who puts

in the heads of casks.— 3. One who or that

which stands at the head of something, as one

who leads a mob or party.—4. In masonry:
(a) A heavy stone extending over the thickness

of a wall. (6) A brick laid lengthwise across

the thickness of a wall and acting as a bond.

See cut under inbond.—5. A plunge or dive head
foremost, as into the water, or, involuntarily,

from a horse or a bicycle.

No time to go down and bathe ; 111 getmjheader some-
where up the stream. Singsley, Two Years Ago, xviiL

6. One who dives head foremost. [Bare.]

There they bathed, of course, and Arthur, the Gloiy of
headers.

Leaptfrom the ledges with Hope, he twenty feet, he thir^.

CUmgh, Botnie of Tober-na-Vnolich, iu.

7. In the pianufacture of needles, a person

whose duty it is to turn the needles all one
way, preparatory to drilling.—8. A sod, brick,

or stone placed with the end toward the inte-

rior in building revetments.—9. A ship's mate
or other officer in charge of a whale-boat; a
boat-header.
head-fast (hed'fast), n. Naut., a rope at the

bows of a ship, used to fasten it to a wharf or

other object.

The Ships ride here so close, as it wer^ keeping ap one
another with their Head-fasts on shore.

D^oe, Tour through Great Britain, L di.

head-fish (hed'fish), n. A snnfish of the family
Molidm.
head-&ame (hed ' fram), n. In mining,, the

structure erected over the shaft to support the

head-gear. Called in England gaXlowg-frame.

headful (hed'ftd), n. [< head + -ful.'\ As mneh
as the head can hold.

Ill undertake, with a handful of silver, to buy a headfvl
of wit at any time. Ford, Tis Pity, L 2.

head-gate (hed'gat), n. 1. The up-stream gate

of a canal-lock.— 2. Amy water- or flood-gate

of a race or sluice.

head-gear (hed'ger), n. 1 . Any covering forth©
head, as a hat, or an ornament for the head; a
head-dress.—2. All the parts of a harness about
the head, as the head-stall, bits, etc.— 3. Inmin-
ing, that part of the winding-machineiy which
is attached to the head-frame, and of which the
most important part is formed by the sheaves
or pulleys over which the hoisting-rope passes.

heaa-gmde (hed'gjd), n. See guide^-.

head-house (hed'hous), n. In eoal-mining, the

house or structure in which the head-frame
stands, and by which it is protected and shield-

ed from the weather.
head-hnngt (hed'hung), o. Despondent; hum-
ble.

Tou must not be so head-hung: why dos6 peep
Under thy cloak as thou didst fear » seiieantf

Shirley, Love in a Maze, iv. 2.

head-hunter (hed'hun'ter), n. A savage who
practises head-hunting.
head-hunting (hed'hun'ting), n. Among cer-

tain savage tribes, the practice of making in-

cursions for the purpose of procuring human
heads as trophies or for use in religious cere-

monies.
Head-hunting is not so much a religions ceremony

among the Pakatans, Borneo, as merely to show their bn-
very and manliness.

S». John, quoted in Spencer's Prin. of SocloL, § 550-



headily

beadily (hed'i-li), aife. [< ME. hedyliche; <
}teadp + -ly''^.} la. a heady or rash manner;
hastily; rashly.

Antor hasted liym to kynge CaradoB, and met hym so
hedylyche with a grete spere that bathe the tymhir and
gtelen heede shewed thourgh his shuldre.

mrlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 119.

Had they not been headily carried on by passion and
prejudice, they would never have passed this rash sen-
tence. TUloteon, xii. 135. (LMImm.)

beadiness (hed'i-nes), n. The condition or

quality of being heady, in any sense of that
word.
Ab tor their headinegs, see whether they be not prone,

bold, and run headlong into all mischief.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir I. More, etc. (Porker Soc, 1850),

[p. 106.

heading (hed'ing), n. [Verbal n. of head, «).]

1. The act or process of providing with a head:
as, the heading of a pin or of a barrel.— 2. That
which stands at the head; especially, a title; a
caption: as, the lieadAng of a paper.—3. Mate-
risfl to form a head, as timber for forming the
heads of casks.—4. The foam on liquor.— 5. A
preparation of equal parts of alum and green
vitriol, used in brewing.— 6. In dressmaking:
(o) The upper edge of a flounce or ruffle which
projects above the line stitched on the dress,

etc. (6) Any narrow braid or trimming placed
at the head of a flounce, ruffle, fringe, or other
trimming.— 7. In lace^malcmg, the edge of the
lace on the side sewed to the dress, whether as
a part of the design or in the form of a sepa-
rate braid.—8. In fireworks, the particular de-
vice of a rocket, especially when used as a sig-

nal: as, a stsx-heading.— 9. A driftway or pas-
sage excavated in the line of an intended tun-
nel, forming a gullet in which the men work.

—

10. In eoaPmning : (a) In England, often used
as synonymous with head. (6) In Pennsylva-
nia, a cross-heading, a continuous passage for

air, or for use as a manway; the place where
work is being done in driving any horizontal
passage. 'Penn. Geol. Surv. Gloss.—11. pi. In
placer-mining, the mass of gravel above the
head of the sluice.—13. In brickwork, a row
or course of headers; a heading-course.— 13.
The molding above a door or a window; a
head-mold.—14. Homespun cloth. C. Bollock.

[Southern U. S.]— 15. Bee the extract.

Tan-liquor is then run Into the vat, and when the inter-

stices are filled, the whole is crowned with a layer of bark,
which tanners call a heaiing.

0. T. Davis, Leather, p. 366.

heading-chisel (hed'ing-ehiz"el), n. A chisel

for cutting down the head of a mortise. M. JS.

Knight.
heading-circler (hed'ing-s6r''''kl6r), n. A ma-
chine for cutting and dressing the pieces used
to form the head of a cask. The stuff is

clamped between two disks, shaped by a saw,

and &ially dressed by revolving cutters.

heading-course (hed'ing-kors), n. In masonry,

a course which consists entirely of headers, or

of stones or bricks laid lengthwise across the

thickness of the wall. See English bond, under
lond^.

heading-hillt, n. A place of execution by be-

heading.
Huntly's gallant stalwart son
Wis heidit on thi heiditi hill.

Battle of Corichie (ChUd's Ballads, VII. 214).

They brought Mm to the heading-hill,

His horse, bot and his saddle.

Tmmg JTaters (Child's Ballads, III. 304).

heading-joint (hed'ing-joint), n. 1. In arch.,

a joint between two or more boards made at

right angles to the fibers.— 3. In masonry, a

joint between two voussoirs in the same course.

E. H. Knight.

heading-knife (hed'ing-nif), n. A knife used

for heading, (o) A knife used by coopers in makingthe
chamfer on the head of a cask, (ft) A saddlers' knife used

for making holes too large to be made by a punch, (c) A
curriers' scraping-knife, (d) A fishermen's knife for cut-

ting off the heads of fish.

heading-machine (hed'ing-ma-shen"), n. l. in

agri., a form of harvester by which the heads

are torn off from the standing grain. See reap-

ing-machine.— 2. An apparatus for swaging up

the heads of bolts or pins.— 3. A kind of lathe

for forming and trimming the heads of casks.

—4 A press in which the heads of cartridges

are shaped.— 5. A machine for making the

heads of pins.
, , ,

heading-tool (hed'ing-t81), «. A hand-clamp

for holding the rod of metal used in forming

the heads of bolts, rivets, nails, etc.

headish (hed'ish), a. i<head + 4sh\^ Head-

strong; testy; flighty. [Prov. Eng.]
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head-kerchief (hed'k6r"chif), n. A kerchief
worn on the head, usually as a turban.
Those who had ante-emancipation costumes of flowered

mousseline-de-laine gowns, black-silk aprons, and real
bandanna head-kerchiefs, put them on for volunteer ser-
vice in the dressing-room. New Princeton Rev., IV. 363.

head-kidney (hed'kid''''ni), m. The anterior
one of three parts of the segmental organ or
rudimentary kidney of a vertebrate embryo,
situated in the region of the heart, and tech-
nically called the pronephros.

Termed the head-Jcidney orpronephros ; and its duct is

the Mullerian duct. H. Gray, Anat. (ed. 1887), p. 133.

head-knee (hed'ne), ». Naut., a piece of mold-
ed knee-timber situated beneath the head-rails,
and fayed edgewise to the cutwater and stem,
for steadying the cutwater.
head-knot (hed'not), n. A knot of ribbon or
some similar thing worn as part of a head-dress.

headland (hed'land), n. [In def. 1, also E.
dial, headlands, ddlands; < ME. hevedlond, <. AS.
*hedfodland (once spelled hafudland, glossed
L. limites), a boundary, headland (= (J. haupt-
land, the mainland, the mother country), <

hedfod head, -I- land, land. For the sense
'cape,' cf. head, 6 (m), and copei.] 1. A ridge

or strip of unplowed land at the ends of fur-

rows or near a fence.

Now down with the grass upon headlands about.
Tusser, Five Hundred Points,

Access was given ... by the headland, at right angles
to the strips, on which there was a right to turn the
ploughs ; the owner of the headland must, therefore, wait
to till his land till all the strips are ploughed.

Nineteenth Century, XIX. 904.

3. A cape; a promontory; a point of land pro-

jecting from the shore into the sea or other ex-

panse of water.

Flags, flutter out upon turrets and towers 1

Flames, on the windy headland flare

!

Tennyson, Welcome to Alexandra.

The bracing air of the headland gives a terrible appe-
tite to those of us who, like me, have been sea-sick and
fasting for forty-eight hours.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 20.

headle (hed'l), n. See heddle.

headledge (hed'lej), n. Naut., a thwartship
piece used in framing the hatchways or ladder-

ways. See cut under hatchway.

headless (hed'les), a. [< ME. heedless, hevedles,

< AS. hedfodleds (= D. hoofdeloos = Gr. hauptlos

= Dan. hovedlos= Sw. hufyudlds),<. hedfod, head,
+ -leds, -less.] 1. Having no head; acepha-
lous ; aoranial : as, the headless mollusks ; head-
less vertebrates.

Ichabod was horror-stricken at perceiving that he [the

horseman] was headless

!

—but his horror was still more
increased on observing that the head, which should have
rested on his shoulders, was carried before him on the
pommel of the saddle. Irving, Sleepy Hollow.

3. Destitute of a chief or leader.

They . . . made the empire stand headless. Baleigh.

3t. Destitute of understanding or prudence;
foolish.

It may mo^e justly be numbered among those headless
old-wives' tales which Plutarch so justly derideth.

Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 62.

headlesshoodf, n. A variant of heedlesshood.

headlight (hed'Iit), n. 1. A large lamp or lan-

tern and reflector carried on the front of a lo-

comotive and serving to illuminate the track
by night. On locomotives of European make two head-
lights are carried, one over each rail of the track, and they
are set much lower than the headlight of an American
locomotive.

3. A white light carried at a steamer's mast-
head when under way. [Rare.]

head-line (hed'lin), n. l. A line or rope at-

tached to the head of an animal, as a bullock.
— 2. In printing, the line at the top of the page,

which contains the folio or number of the page,
with the title of the book (technically known as

the running head), or the subject of the chapter
or of the page.—3. One of the lines in the title

of a newspaper article, printed in large type to

attract attention.

headlingt, headlings (hed'ling, -lingz), adv.

[< ME. hedling, heedling, hevedlynge, and with
adv. gen. -s, -es, hedlings, hedlynges (= MHCJ.
houbetUngen); < head + -ling^.l Same as head-

long.

The foolish multitude everywhere . . . as a raging flood

(the banks broken down) runneth headlings into all blas-

phemy and devilishness. Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 608.

head-lining (hed'U'mng), ». A painted can-

vas sometimes used to form the ceiling of pas-

senger-cars.

headlong (hed'16ng), adv. [< ME. hedlonge;

var. of headling, q.V.J 1. With the head fore-

most : as, to fall headlong.

head-mold
[She] hit hym so heturly with a hert wille.

That he hurlit down hedlonges to the hard erthe.
Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), 1. 10980:

He flung her headlong into the mote.
Northern Lord and Cruel ./ew (Child's Ballads, VIII. 281).

3. Rashly; precipitately; without deliberation.

Some ask for envy'd pow'r, which public hate
Pursues, and hurries headlong to their fate.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x. 86.

3. Hastily; without delay or respite ; tumultu-
ously.

We are carried away headlong with the torrent of our
affections. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 596.

The rapid charge,' the rallying shout,
Eetreat borne headlong into rout.

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 17.

headlong (hed'lSng), a. [(.headlong, adv. '\ 1.

Steep; precipitous.

Like a tower upon a headlong rock.
Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 41,

To take the bit between his teeth, and fly

To the next headlong steep of anarchy.
Dryden, The Medal, 1. 122.

2. Rash; precipitate: as, headlong toWj

.

The headlong course that madd'ning heroes run.
How soon triumphant, and how soon undone

!

Crabbe, Works, I. 168.

3. Rushing precipitately; precipitate; hasty.

The descent of Somerset had been a gradual and almost
imperceptible lapse. It now became a headlong faH.

Macavlay, Lord Bacon,

The young men think nothing of a headlong journey
from Bath to London and back again.

Mrs. Qliphard, Sheridan, p. 26,

headlongt, v. t. [< headlong, adv.'] To precipi-

tate. Davies.

We . . . forget the course of our own sinful ignorance-
that headlongs us to confusion.

Bev. T. Adams, Works, III. 93.

headlonglyt (hed'16ng-li), adv. In a headlong
manner; precipitately.

So snatchingly or headlongly driven, flew Juno.
Chapman, Iliad, xv,. Commentary.

headlongwisef (hed'16ng-wiz), adv. In a head-
long manner.
Now they began much more to take stomacke and Indig-

nation, in case that after Tarquinius the kingdome should
not returne to them and their line, but should still run
on end, and headlongwise fall unto such base varlets,

Holland, tr. of LIvy, p. 29.

head-louse (hed'lous), «. The common louse,

Pediculus capitis, which infests the hair of the
human head. Compare body-louse, crab-louse.

head-luggedf (hed'lugd), a. Lugged or drag-
ged by the head.
A father, and a gracious aged man.
Whose reverence even the head-lugg'd bear would lick

—

Most barbarous, most degenerate 1 Shak., Lear, iv. 2.

headlyt (hed'li), a. [< ME. hedly, havedlich, <

AS. hedfudlic, capital, < 7»erffo<?,head: see head.]-

1. Principal; capital.

This weddyng is broken by iche hedly synne.
Wyclif, Select Works, III. 162.

3. [In this sense found only in Shakspere, in

the following passage in the folio of 1623, where
it is prob. a misprint for heady, as in all other
editions.] Same as heady, 3.

Headly murther, spoil, and villainy. Shak., Hen. V., iii, 3.

head-man (hed'man'), n. [< early ME. hefd-

man, hevedmon, < AS. hedfodman, a chief, leader
(= MHG. houbetman, hquptman, Gr. hauptmann
(> ult. hetman and ataman, q. v.) =Dan. Itoveds-

mand= Sw. hofvitsman, eaptain),< hedfod, head,
-(-ma», man. Ct. headsman.] A chief; a leader.

[Now usually written as two words.]

head-mark (hed'mark), n. The natural char-
acteristics of each individual of a species.

Head-mark, or, in other words, that characteristic in-

dividuality stamped by the hand of Nature upon every-

individual of her numerous progeny.
Agric. Surv.', Peebles. (Jamieson.y

GaUoway and Buchan, Lothian and Lochaber, are like

foreign parts
;
yet you may choose a man from any of

them, and, ten to one, he shall prove to have the head-

mark of a Scot. B. L. Stevenson, The Foreigner at Home.

head-master (hed'mas'ter), n. The principal

master of a school or seminary.

Mr. Thring claims that three hundred boys is the limit

of numbers that a head-master can know personally.

The Century, XXXVL 668,

head-mold (hed'mold), «. 1 . The skull proper,

or cranium; the brain-pan.— 3. In arch., a

m.olding carried around or over the head of a
door or a window; a hood-mold or hood-mold-
ing Head-mold shott, a morbid condition of a new-
born child in which the sutures of the skull, usually thff

coronal suture, have their edges shot over one another.

In the old London Bills of Mortality the term liead-

mould shot long stood as the vernacular for a form of hy-

drocephalus, or water on the brain,
N. and Q., 6th ser,, IX. la



head-molding

bead-molding (he(i'm61''diiig), n. Same as head-
mold, 2.

head-money (hed'mun^i), n. l. A capitation-
tax; a tax of so much per head.
To be taxed by the poll, to be sconced our head-money.

Milton^ Reformation in £ng., iu

2. A reward by the head or number for per-
sons captured in war, especially at sea ; also,
a rewai^ for the production of the head of an
outlaw or enemy.
The laws of some states hold out special rewards to en-

courage the capture of vessels, especially of commissioned
vessels, of their enemies. Such is the liead->noney of five
pounds, doe under a section of the British prize act^ to
all on board an armed vessel aating under public author-
ity, for eveiy man on board of a similar captured vessel
who was living at the beginning of the engagement

WooUey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 144.

Head-money cases, three cases decided by the TTnited
States Supreme Ctonrt in 1884 (112 U. S., 580)v which held
that an act of Ck>ngress (August 3d, 1882) imposing upon
owners of vessels a duty for immigrants entering the
United States was valid.

headmost (hed'most), a. svperl. [< head +
-most.l Most advanced; most forward; first

in a line or order of progression: as, the head-
most ship in a fleet.

One steam torpedo-boat . . . managed torun the gaunt-
let of the guard-boat^ and came through them bravely at
the headmost Turkish ship. N. A. Mev., CXXVn. 384.

head-netting (hed'net'ing), n. An. ornamental
netting used in merchant ships instead of the
fayed planking of the head-rails.

head-note (hed'not), n. A note or remark
placed at the head, as of a chapter or page;
specifically, a brief and condensed statement
introductory to a report of a legal decision,
stating the principles of law to be deduced
from the decision to which it is prefixed, or
the facts and circumstances which bring the
case in hand within the principle or rule of
law or of practice which the cotirt applied; a
syllabus.

head-pant (hed'pan), n. [ME. not found, < AS.
hedfodpanne (= D. hoofdpan = ODan. hoved-
pande), the skull, < hedfod, head, + panne, a
pan.] The brain-pan.
head-penny (hed'pen'i), n. [ME. luEfed-pen-

ing.'i A poll-tax : usually in tiie plural, Jiead-

pence. Also called head-sUver.

head-piece (hed'pes), n. [Formerly also head-
peece, headpeace; < Jiea^ + pieee.l 1. A hel-

met; specifically, an open helmet such as was
worn after the abandonment of the armet;
also, a hat; head-gear. See morion, cahasset,

hurganet.

One dark little man stood, sat walked, lectured, under
the headyfiece of a bandit bonnet-grec.

Charlotte Bronte, TUlett^ xxxv.

, 2. The head ; especially, the head as the seat

of theunderstanding ; hence, intelligence
;
judg-

ment. [Colloq.]

A Biggen he had got about his brayn^
For in his headpeace he felt a sore payne.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, 3Iay.

Pride comfort your poor head-piece, lady I 'tis a weak
<me, and had need of a night-cap.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, L 1.

3. A decorative engraving placed at the top of

the first page of a book, or at the beginning of

a chapter, etc. ; a head-band.
head-plate Ched'plat)^ n. 1. A metal strip or
guard covering the joint of the top of a landau.
— 2. A reinforcing piece on the cantle of a
saddletree.—3. In entom., a homy plate on the

cephalic extremity of the larvse of certain in-

sects.

Many larvae are destitute of eyes—namely, all maggots
with an undeveloped head, as well as many larvas with a
distinct corneous head-pUUe. Shuckard.

4. In gun., a plate which covers the breast of

the cheeks of a gun-carriage.

head-post (hed'post), n. 1. One of the posts

at the head of a four-post bedstead.— 2. In the

stail-partition of a stable, the post nearest the

manger.
head-pump (hed'pump), n. Naut., a small

pump placed at the bow of a vessel, with the

lower end eommunicating with the sea, used
chiefly for washing decks.

headciuarters (hed'kwar'terz), ». jj?. 1. The
quarters or place of residence, perinanent or

temporary, of liie commander-in-chief of an
army.—2. The residence of any military chief,

or the place from which his orders are issued.

Hence— 3. The place where one chiefly resides

or carries on business.

headrace (hed'ras), ». 1. The race or flume

which leads water to a water-wheel.—2. See

the extract.
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The channel of supply, or head race, whereby water is

brought to the engine. Eankine, Steam Boiler, § 95.

head-rail^ (hed'ral), n. [< head + raiP-.'] 1.

In ship-building, one of the elliptical rails at the
head of a ship.— 2. The upper horizontal mem-
ber of a door-frame.
head-rail^t (hed'ral), n. [< head + rail^.'] A
kerchief or other garment of linen for the head,
worn especially by women.
head-reach (hed'rech), v. i. Naut., to shoot
ahead, as a sailing vessel during the evolution
of tacking.

head-rest (hed'rest), n. A rest or support of

any kind for the head; specifically, inplwtog.,
an adjustable apparatus, generally a metallic
skeleton frame, placed behind the sitter to

steady and support his head during the taking
of his portrait.

head-ring (hed'ring), n. A decoration worn by
the men of the Kafirs after marriage, consisting
of a leaflet of palm secured permanently to the
woolly hair, and covered with vegetable wax or
other material used for dressing the hair.

head-rope (hed'rop), «. [< ME. hederap.'] If.

ifaut., a rope to support the head of a mast.

Thane was hede-rapys hewene [cut] that helde upe the
mastes. MorU Arthure (E. K T. S.), L 3669.

2. That part of a bolt-rope which terminates
any sail on its upper edge, and to which the sail

is sewed.
head-sails (hed'salz), n. pi. Ifaut, sails set

forward of the foremast.
headshake (hed'shak), n. A significant shake
of the head.

That you, at such times seeing me, never shall.

With arms encumber'd thus, or thus head shake, . . . note
That you know aught of me. Shak., Hamlet, L 5.

head-sheets (hed'shets), n.pl. Naut, the sheets
of the head-sails; the jib-sheets.

head-shield (hed'sheld), n. Jnlwrpet, a cephal-
ic plate ; one of the nsuaJly definite and sym-
metrical plates on the top of the head of a snake
or lizard.

headship (hed'ship), n. [< head + ship.'] The
state orposition of being a head or chief; head
or chief place ; hence, authority; rule; govern-
ment.
As an estate of the realm the spiritualty recognises the

headship ot the king, as amember of the Church Catholic
itrecognisej^ according to the medieval idea, the headship
of the pope. Stubts, Const Hist, § 376.

There seems no reason to doubt that Kome, in the days
of her kings, had won a federal headship over all Latinm,
and that she lost that headship through her change from
kings to consuls. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 316.

Federal headship. See federal.

head-sill (hed'sil), n. In a saw-pit, one of the
transverse pieces at each end, on which the
ends of the timber rest.

head-silver (hed'sil'ver), n. Same as head-
penny.
head-skin (hed'skin), n. A thick, tough, elas-
tic substance, proof against the harpoon, pro-
tecting the case of the sperm-whale. C. M.
Scammon.
headsman (hedz'man),n.; -pi. headsmen {-Taen).

[< ME. heddysman"{iet. 1); < head^s, poss. of
head, + man.'] 1 . A chief person ; a head man.
Thei . . . Hyngede ot theire Tieddys^mene by hundrefhes

at ones. MorU Arthure (B. E. T. S.^ L 281.

2. One who cuts off the heads of condemned
persons ; a public executioner.

0)me^ Tteadsmaji, off with his head.
Shak., AU'b Well, iv. 3.

3. A laborer in a colliery who conveys the
coal from the workings to the horseway.
head-spade (hed'spad), n. A long-handled in-
strument with iron shank and cast-steel blade,
belonging to the cutting-gear used by whalers
in cutting in a whale . It is heavierthan the cuttuig-
spade, and is employed in cutting the bone which con-
nects the whale's head to the body. Also called head,
cracker.

headspring (hed'spring), n. Origin; source;
fountainhead.

head-stall (hed'stal), n. 1 . That part of a bri-
dle which encompasses the head.—2. Same
as capistrum, 1.

head-station (hed'sta'shon), n. The dwelling-
house and offices on an Australian sheep- or
cattle-station. [Australia.]

Soon they passed a headttatton, as the homestead and
main buildings of a station are invariably called.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 42.

head-stick (hed'stik), n. l. Naut, a short
round stick with a hole at each end!, through
which the head-rope of some triangular sails is
thrust before being sewed on.— 2. InprinUng,

headway

a straight piece of furniture placed at the head

of a form, between the chase and the type.

head-stock (hed'stok), n. In tnach.: (o) The
framing used to support the gudgeons of a

wheel. (6) In a lathe, the frame which supports

the live spindle, to which the work is chucked

or dogged, as distinguished from the tail-stock,

which supports the dead spindle ; the live head,

(c) The transverse memberwhichforms the end

of the under frame of an American railroad-car.

headstone (hed'ston), n. l._ The principal

stone in a foundation ; the chief stone, as the

comer-stone of a building, or the keystone of

an arch. See cut under arch^.—2. A stone,

usually inscribed, set at the head of a grave.

Where Claribel low-lieth . . .

At noon the wild bee bnmmeth
About the moss'd headstone.

Tennyson, Claribel

head-stool (hed'stol), n. A small narrow kind

of pillow used to rest the neck or cheek upon
during repose, and leave the hair undisturbed.

Such appliances were used when large and
elaborate ooifiEures were in vogue,

headstrong (hed'strdng), a. 1. WUful; tm-

governable; obstinate; bent on pursuing one's

own ends.

Peace, headstrong Warwick I Sheik., 2 Hen. VL, L 3.

She's as TieadMrong as an aU^ory on the banks of the

Kne. Sheridan, The Kivals, iiL 3.

In all his dealings he ytaa headstrong, perhaps, but open
and above board. Iruing, Knickerbocker, p. 293.

2. Directed by or proceeding from obstinate

wilfulness: as, a headstrong course.

Thus 111 cnrb her mad and headstrong humour.
Shak., T. ot the 8., iv. 1.

=Syn. Intractable, nnmly, stubborn, dogged.

heaastrongness (hed'strdng-nes), ». Obsti-

nate wilfulness. [Rare.]

Eosinaute's headstrongnesg . . . shews that a besst

knows when he is weary, or hungry, better than his rider.

Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p &

head-sword (hed'sord), «. Water running
through an adit-level: a Cornish mining term.

head-tabling (hed'ta^bling), n. See tabling.

head-timber (hed'tim'bfer), «. Naut, one of

the upright pieces of timber which are inserted

between the upper knee and the curved rail, to

support the frame of the head-rails.

hecUi-tire (hed'fir), n. Dress or attire for the

head.
A chariot with bridles fA gold, and an headHre ot fine

linen. 1 Esd. iiL &
Their head-tires of flowers, mixed with silver and gold,

with some sprigs of aegrets among. B, Jonson, Chloridia.

head-tone (hed'tdn), n. In singing, a tone so

produced as to bring the cavities of the nose

and head into sympathetic vibration, thus giv-

ing an impression of being made there.

head-turner (hed'ter^'ner), n. A machine for

shaping and leveling the heads of barrels.

head-valve (hed'valv), n. 'in. a, steam-engine,
the delivery-valve. E. S. Knight
head-veil (hed'val), n. A veU used to cover the

head and usually falling behind it, as distin-

guished from the face-veil: such a veU is an

important part of tiie costume of the wealthier

Moslem women.
head-voice (hed'vois), m. In singing, thatmeth-
od of using the voice, or that portion of the

singer's compass, which tends to produce head-

tones.

headward, headwards (hed 'ward, -wardz),

adv. [< head + -ward, -wards.'}" Toward the

head. Packard.
head-wark (hed'wark), n. [< ME. heedwarke,

hedewarke.iAS. hedfodw<Bre(=Iee'Lh6fudhverJcr
= Sw. hufvtidvdrk = Dan. hoeedvark), < hedfod,

head, -1- wcere, ache, pain.] Same as headache, 2.

headway (hed'wa), n. 1. Motion ahead or for-

ward; force or amount of such motion; rate of

progress : said specifically of a ship, bnt ap-

plied to aU kinds of progress, literally or fig-

uratively.

The engines [ot a steamer] are first "slowed," thm
stopped, and finally hacked, if necessary ; when the head-

way ceases, the anchor is let go.
Hanurdy, Naval Encyc, p. 3S.

My Lord Derby and his friends seem to think Demociai?
has made, and is making, dangerous head^eay.

W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 104.

2. In arch., clear space in height, as from a

floor to a ceiling, or from the ground to the

crown of an arch; specifically, the perpen-

dicular distance from any step or landing of

a stair to the ceiling.—3. 'Ln coal-mining, »

cross-heading. [Nor&. Eng.]—To fetch bead-
way. See/etchi.



head-word

bead-word (hed'wferd), n. Aword put as a title
(and printed usually in a distinctive type) at
the head of a paragraph, as the words in full-
faee at the beginning of the several articles in
this dictionary ; a title-word ; a word constitut-
ing a heading or a side-head.

liead-work (had'w6rk), «. 1. Mental or intel-
lectual labor.

He had the perseverance, the capability for Aeod-wori
and calculation, the steadiness and general forethought,
which might have made him a great merchant it he had
lived In a large city. Mrs. Oaekell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxi.

To this ideational adjustment may be referred most of
the strain and "head-splitting "connected with recollect-
ing, refiectlng, and all that people call head-work.

J. Wwrd, Encyc. Brit., XX. 59.

2. In aroh., the heads and other ornaments oiJ

the keystone of an arch.

iead-worker (hed'w6r"k6r), TO. 1. One who
works with his head or brain, as distinguished
from one who does physical labor. Specifically— 2. One who assists in planning a robbery
or burglary, by finding out where money or
valuables are kept and informing the gang,
for an interest in the proceeds of the plunder.
[Thieves' cant.]

heady (hed'i), a. [< head + -^i.] 1. Head-
strong; rash; precipitate; hurried on by ob-
stinacy or passion.

Let the immortall soule lift her eies vpwards, not down-
wards into this darke world, which is vnstaDle, madde,
hmcLw, crooked, alway enconipassing a blinde depth.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 367.

A man of a strong headytemperament, like Villon, isvery
differently tempted. His eyes lay hold on all provocations
greedily, and his heart flames m> at a look into imperious
desire. R. L. Stevenson, Franfois Villon.

2. Apt to affect the head; intoxicating.

A sort of wine which was very heady. Boyle.

This towne much consists of brewers of a certaine Tteady
ale. Evelyn, Diary, May 19, 1872.

They [moles] are driven from their haunts by garlick for
A time, and other hecul/y smells buried in their passages.

Evelyn, Sylva, xxvi.

New honours are as head/y as new wine.
Scott, Kenilworth, xxxii.

3. Violent ; impetuous. [Rare.]

Never came reformation in a flood.
With such a heaxLy corrance, scouring faults.

Shak., Hen. T., i. 1.

Aclifle
Against whose base the headie Neptune dasht
His high-curlde browes.

Xarston and Webster, Malcontent, iv. 3.

Jhead-yard (hed'yard), n. Naut., one of the
yards on the foremast: as, to haul around and
brace up the head^ards.

bea,V- (hel), v. [< ME. helen, < AS. hielan (=
08. helian = OPries. hela = D. heelen = MLGr.
helen, heilen, LGr. helen = OHG. heilan, MHGr.
G. heilen = Icel. heila = Sw. hela = Dan. hele =
Goth, hailjan), heal, make whole, < hal, whole

:

see whole, and cf . holy, hale^, haifi, health, etc.]

I, trans. X. To make whole or sound; restore

to health or soundness; cure: as, to heal the
sick.

Thei that were hurt and wounded a-bode at theire hos-
telles for to hele theire woundes.

Merlin (B. B. T. S.), ill. 499.

The rarest Simples that our fields present-vs
Heale but one hurt, and healing too torment-vs.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Bden.

Speak the word only, and my servant shall be healed.
Mat. Till. 8.

S. To restore to wholesome conditions; re-

move something evil or noxious from
;
purify

;

cleanse; stren^hen.
I . . . will heal their land. 2 Chron. vii. 14.

Thy gifts, thy love, may scarce now heal my heart

—

Look not so kind— God keep us well apart

!

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, IL 324.

3. To remedy; remove, repair, or counteract

by salutary or beneficial means : as, to heal a

quarrel or a breach.

I will heal their backsliding. Hos. xlv. 4.

We took order that he should be dealt with by Mr. Cot-

ton, Mr. Hooker, and Mr. Welde, to be brought to see his

errour, and to heal it by some public explanation of his

meaning. Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 179.

Time and tale a long-past woe will heal.

And make a melody of grief.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, IL 23.

II. mtrans, Togrowwholeorsound; return to

a sound state : with reference to a wound, some-

times with up or over.

Withinne a fewe dayes he sohal so hool that he schal

tele him silf of the statt and the strenkthe of xl geer.

Book of Qvmte Essence (ed. FumivaUi p. 16.

While Geralnt lay fteaiijj^ of his hurt.

The blameless King went forth. Tennyson, Geraint.

Healing tissue. See tissue.
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healH (hel),_TO. [Also dial, hale; < ME. hele, <
AS. ]i^lu, iwslo, health, safety, salvation, < hdl,
whole: see lieaU, v., and of. health.^ Health;
well-being.

In our chapitre praye we day and night
To Christ that he the sende hele.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 238.

Well are they fed, well are they clad.
And live in heal and weal.

Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 387).

heal2 (hel), V. t. [Also heel (see def . 2 (6) ) ; < ME.
helen, hilen, < AS. helan (pret. heel, pi. hcelon, pp
holen) = OS. fielan = OPries. hela = D. helen=
MLG. helen = OHG. helan, MHG. heln, G. hehUn,
cover, conceal, = L. celare, cover, conceal (in
comp. coneelare, > ult. E. conceal, q. v.), akin to
occulere, hide (> ult. E. occult, q. v.), to cella, a
hut, cell (> ult. E. cell, q. v.), to Gr. Ka/^v^rT£tv,

cover, conceal, etc. Prom the same Teut. root
are E. hall, hell\ help, hilP, hulP-, hole\ hold^,
hollow^, helnfi, etc.] If. To hide; conceal ; keep
secret.

Mordre is so wlatsom and abhominable
To God, that is so just and resonable.
That he ne wol nought suSre it hUed be.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 235.

I can nae langer heal frae thee.
Thou art my youngest brither.

. Bosmer Hafmand (Child's Ballads, I, 254).

2. To cover, as for protection, (a) To cover or over-
lay, as a roof with tiles, slates, tin, etc. [Obsolete or prov.
Eng.]

Alle the houses heth heled halles and chambres.
With no lede, bote with Loue and with Leel-speche.

Piers Plowman (C), viit 237.

Water with of rayne or of the welle.
Then hele it feire, or se that it be soo.

Palladius, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 90.

(6) [In this use also spelled heel, being partly confused
with heel^, orig. heala^, heeld, incline.] To cover (the
roots of trees and plants), usually in an inclined or slanting
position, with soil, after they have been taken out of the
ground, and before setting them permanently: generally
used with in.

VII bushels [of seed] on an acre londe bestowe
'When all the dewe is off, in houres warme.
And hele hem lest the nyghtes weete hem harme.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 45.

heal^ (hel), JO. A variant spelling of heeP.
healable (he'la-bl), a. [< heaV- + -able.'] Capa-
ble of being healed.
heal-all (hel'ai), to. A plant supposed to pos-
sess great healing virtues, especially Brunella
vulgaris, more commonly called self-heal. Among
the other plants sometimes called by this name are CoZ-
linsonia Canadensis, the horse-balm or stone-root, Sedum
Bhodiola, the roseroot, and ScrophiUaria nodosa, the fig-

wort.—H^h heal-all, a common North American herb,
Pedievlans Cwnadensis, the lousewort. See PedicyXa/ris.

healdH, i>. and TO. See heeld.

heald^ (held), to. Same as heddle.

heal-dog (hel'dog), n. [< heap-, v., + obj. dog.']

See madwort.
healerl (he'16r), to. [< ME. helere (= OHG.
heilari), < helen, heal: see heaU, v. The AS.
noun haSlend (prop, ppr.) (= OS. heljand =
MLG. heilant = OHG. heilanto, heilant, MHG.
heilant, G. heilamd), lit. healer, was applied only
to Jesus, being a translation of the name Jesus
or of its Latin equivalent salvator.'] One who
or that which he^ls, cures, restores, or repairs.

This name Ihesu es noghte ells for to say one Ynglische
hot lieler or hele.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (B. E. T. S.), p. 43.

O Time ! . . . comforter.
And only healer when the heart hath bled.

Byrm,, Childe Harold, iv. 130.

healer^ (he'ler), to. [< heal^ + -ej-i.] One whose
business it is to cover houses with tiles, slates,

etc. Also hellier, Mllier. May, South and East
Country Words. [Prov. Eng.]

healfult (hel'ful), a. [< ME. heeleful, heleful;

< heap-, TO., + -ful.l 1. Tending to heal or cure

;

healing.— 2. Pull of health or safety.

It schalle gyue drynke to hym with watir of heelful
wisdom. Wyclif, Ecclus. xv. 3 (Purv.).

He made the GospeUes, in the whiche is gode Doctryne
and helefulle, fulle of Charitee and Sothefastnesse, and
trewe prechinge to hem that beleeven in God.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 133.

Vertues to knowe, thaym forto haue and vse.

Is thing moste heelfulle in this worlde trevly.

Bal>ees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 1.

healingi (he'ling), to. [< MB. heelinge, < AS.
hcelmg (= D. heeling = OHG. heilunga, G. hei-

lung), verbal n. of hcelan, heal : see heaU, v.] 1.

The act or process of making or becoming
whole, sound, or well.

The fhst stage of healing, or the discharge of matter, is

by surgeons called digestion. Sharp, Surgery.

Ourself, foreseeing casualty, . . . leamti
Tot many weary moons before we came.
This craft of healing. Tennyson, Princess, iii.

health

2. Cure ; the means of making whole.

Unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteous-
ness arise with healing in his wings. Mai. iv. 2.

A light of healing glanced about the couch.
Tennyson, Princess, vii.

healingl (he'ling), J7. a. Curing; curative; re-
storative; soothing.

'Every virtuous plant and healing herb.
Milton, Comus, 1. 621.

Eve,
As one who loves, and some unkindness meets.
With sweet austere composure thus replied : . . .

To whom with healing words Adam replied.
Milton, P. L., ix. 290.

Much, however, must still have been left to the healing
influence of time. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vt

The healing art, the art of medicine.

healing^ (he'ling), n. [< ME. helinge, hilinge,

covering; verbal n. of heaP, v. Cf. equiv. hill-

ing.] A covering. Specifically— (a) The covering
of the roof of a building. [Prov. Eng. ] (6) pi. Bed-covers.
[Prov. Eng.]

healing-herb (he'Ung-ferb), to. a plant, Sym-
phytum officinale, generally called comfrey.
healing-pyx (he'lmg-piks), to. EccUs., the pyx
or box which contains the sacred oil for anoint-
ing the sick.

healing-stonef, n. A roofing-slate or -tile.

Eor the covering of houses there are three sorts of slate,

which from that use take the name of Healing-stones.
R. Ca/rew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 6.

heallesst, «• [ME. heleles; < heaP-, to., -t- -less.]

Incapable of being made whole or well.

How myght a wight in tormente and in drede
And helOes, yow sende as yet gladnesse?

ChoMcer, Xroilus, v. 1693.

healm, to. See halm.
healsfangt, TO. [AS., lit. 'neck-taking.' < heals,

the neck, B. hd&e^, q.v., +fang, to., \fon (pp.
fangen), take : see fang. Cf . Icel. hdlsfang, em-
hrsiemg, hdlsfengja, embrace.] In Anglo-Saxon
law, a fine or mulct of uncertain character;
"the sum every man sentenced to the pillory

would have had to pay to save him from that
punishment, had it been in use." Thorpe.

healsome (hel'sum), a. A dialectal (Scotch)
variant of wholesome.
health (helth), m. [< ME. helth, < AS. hmth,
health, healing, cure (=_OHG. heilida, health)
(more commonly heelu, halo, health, safety, sal-

vation: see heap-, to.), < hdl, whole, hale: see
whole, hale^, haip, heaP-. The word is thus an
abstract noun from whole, not from heal.] 1.

Soundness of body; that condition of a living

organism and of its various parts and func-
tions which conduces to ef&eient and prolonged
life; a normal bodily condition. Health implies
also, physiologically, the ability to produce offspring fit-

ted to live long and to perform eflciently the ordinary
functions of their species.

It is as " the outward sign of freedom, the realisation of
the universal will," that health may be set at once as sign
and as goal of the harmonious operation of the whole sys-

tem— as sign and as goal of a realisation of life.

J. H. Stirling, Secret of Hegel, II. 664.

2. In an extended use, the general condition of

the body with reference to the degree of sound-
ness and vigor, whether normal or impaired:
as, good hecdth; ill health; how is your health?

That health of the body is best which is ablest to endure
all alterations and extremities.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, il. 270.

3. Natural -vigor of the faculties; moral or in-

tellectual soundness.
Wehave left undone those thlngswhlchwe ought to have

done; Andwehavedone those things which we oughtnot
to have done : And there is no health in us.

Book of Common Prayer, General Confession.

The beautiful solemn words of the ritual had done him
good, and restored much of his health.

Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vL

4. Power of healing, or giving health; capa-
city for restoring, strengthening, enlightening,

purifying, etc. : chiefly in Scripture.

That thywaymay be known upon earth, thy saving health
among all nations. Ps. Ixvii. 2.

The tongue of the wise is health. Prov. xii. 18.

5. A salutation or a toast; an invocation of

health and happiness for another: as, to drink

a health to one.
Thou worthy lord

Of that unworthy wife that greeteth thee.

Health to thy person ! Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1306.

lady Margerie was the first ladye
That drank to him the wine O

;

And aye as the healths gaed round and round,
"Laddy, your love is mine 0."

Sweet Willie and Lady Margerie (Child's Ballads, II. 63).

Well— come, give us a bottle of good wine, and we'll

drink the lads' health. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 3.

Bm Of health. See bUls.— Board of health, a board of

commissioners appointedby the government of the United



health
states or of any State, city, or town, to make regulations
lor preventing the spread of contagious or infectious dis-
eases, to promote or regulate sanitary conditions in par-
ticular oases, and in other ways to care for the public
health. The National Board of Health consists of several
members appointed by the President, one medical officer
of the army, one of the navy, one of the marine hospital
service, and one officer of the department of justice. It
cooperates with State and municipal boards, and reports
upon and endeavors to increase their efficiency.— Figure
Of health. See figure.— Health laws, statutes regulat-
ing the general sanitary conditions by the organization of
boards of health.

healthful (helth'ful), a. [< health + -ful.'\ 1.
Full of or in the enjoyment of health; free
from disease; healthy: as, a healthful body or
a healthful condition. [In this sense healthy is
more common.]
Ihe virtue which the world wants is a heaUhful virtue,

not a valetudinarian virtue. MacavXay, Leigh Hunt.

2. Serving to promote health; salubrious;
wholesome; salutary: as, a feeaZf^/M^ air or cli-

mate ; a healthful diet.

Send down ... the heaUhful spirit of thy grace.
Book of Common Prayer, Prayer for Clergy and People.

In books, or work, or heaUhful play,
Let my first years be past.

Watts, How doth the Little Busy Bee.

A few cheerful companions in our walks wiU render
them abundantly more healthful. T. Knox, Essays, c.

3. Well disposed ; cheerful. [Rare.]
Gave healthful welcome to their ship-wrack'd guests.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Wholesome, etc. See healthy.

healthfully (helth'ful-i), adv. In a healthful
manner; wholesomely.
healthfulness (helth'ful-nes), n. The state
of being healthful or healthy; wholesomeness

;

salubrity.

This verse sets forth the heaUhfulness and vigour of the
inhabitants of that fertile country.

Bp. Patrick, Paraphrases and Com., Gen. xlix. 12.

health-guard (helth'gard), n. In Great Brit-
ain, officers appointed to enforce the quaran-
tine regulations.

healthily (hel'thi-li), adv. In a healthy con-
dition; so as to be healthy or to promote
health.

healthiness (hel'thi-nes), n. The state of being
healthy ; soundness ; freedom from disease : as,

the healthifiess of an animal or a plant.

healthless (helth'les), a. [< health + -less.']

1. Infirm; sickly.

wisdom, with how sweet an art doth thy wine and
oil restore health to my healthless soul

!

St. Gregory, Pastoral, quoted in Quarles's Emblems, iii. 3.

3. Unwholesome; unhealthy. [Rare.]

He that spends his time in sports, and calls it recreation,

is like him whose garment is all made of fringes, and his

meat nothing but sauces ; they are healthless, chargeable,
and useless. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, L 1.

healthlessness (helth'les-nes), n. The state

of being healthless, sickly, or unwholesome.
A merry meeting, or a looser feast, calls upon the man

to act a scene of folly and madness, and healthlessness

and dishonour. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 704.

health-lift (helth'lift), n. An apparatus for

exercising the muscles by raising a weight by a
direct upward lift, it is sometimes so arranged, by

. means of levers, that the body of the person lifting serves

as the weight lifted.

health-officer (helth ' of " i - s6r), ». An officer

charged with the administration of the health
laws and the enforcement of sanitary regula-

tions.

healthsomet (helth'sum), a. [< health + -some.']

Wholesome.
healthsomenessf (helth'sum-nes), n. Whole-
someness.

He [Csesar] himself made so many iorneyes as he thought
sufficient for chaunge of the places for healthsomenesse.

Oolding, tr. of Caesar, fol. 271.

healthy (hel'thi), a. l< health + ^j\] 1. Be-
ing in a sound state

;
possessing health of body

or mind ; hale ; sound.

Asks what thou laokest, thought resign'd,

A healthy frame, a quiet mind.
Tennyson, Two Voices.

If a AeoMftybody contributes to the health of the mind,

so also a healthy mind keeps the body well.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 68.

2. Conducive to health; wholesome; salubri-

ous ; healthful. [In this sense healthful is gen-

erally preferred.]

Gardening or husbandry, and working in wood, are fit

and healthy recreations for a man of study or business.
Locke.

And therefore that love of action which would put death

out of sight is to be counted good, as a holy and healthy

thing (one word, whose meanings have become unduly

severed).- W. K. Clifford, Lectures, 1. 237.
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3. Safe; prudent. [Slang.] = Syn. 1. vigorous,
hearty, robust, strong; Healthy, Healtliful, Wholesome,
Salubrious, Salutary. A distinction between healthy and
healthful is nearly established. Healthy is applicable to
the condition of body or mind ; healtlful to that which'
produces health. Wholesome is sometimes preferred to
healthful on the ground of euphony, but commonly applies
chiefly to food, as salubrious applies chiefly to air, climate,
and the like. Salutary has mainly a moral significance

;

as, a salutary effect ; salutary iu^uence. Healthy and
wholesome are often used figuratively; the others are not.

heam (hem), «. A dialectal form of hame^.
heap (hep), n. [< ME. heep, a heap, crowd,
multitude, < AS. hedp, a band, troop, crowd,
multitude (of persons), rarely a pUe (of things),
= OS. hop = OFries. hap= D. hoop = MLGr. hop,
LCx. hoop, hope, also hupe, hiipe = OHGr. hoyf
and hufo, MHG. houf, houfe, and huf, hufe, G.
haufe = leel. hopr = Sw. hop = Dan. hob (the

vowel in the Scand. words being conformed to
that of the LG.), a troop, crowd, multitude.
Of. OBulg. kupu, Kuss. Pol. kupa, Lith. kaupas,
a crowd, heap (Slav, and LG. p do not reg. cor-

respond). Doublet hope, in the phrase /oWorre
hope: seeforlorn.] 1. Agreatnumber of per-

sons or animals ; a troop; a crowd; a multitude.
[In this (the original) sense now rare except col-

loquially.]

JTow is not that of God a ful fair grace.
That swich a lewed mannes wit shall pace
The wisdom of an hepe of learned men ?

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 676.

They haue hills consecrated to Idols, whither they re-

sort in heapes on pilgrimage. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 446.

2. A great number of things; a large accu-
mulation, stock, or store of any kind ; a large
quantity ; a great deal : as, a heap of money

;

the frost destroyed a heap of fruit. [Now chief-

ly colloquial.]

Touch. Yet was not the knight forsworn.
Cel. How prove you that, in the great heap of your know-

ledge? SAaft., AsyouLikeit, i. 2,

Thou now one heap of beauty art.

Cowley, The Mistress, Clad all in White.

Heaps of comment have recently been written about
Wordsworth's way of dealing with nature.

J. C. Shairp, Aspects of Poetry, p. 110.

3. A collection of things laid in a body so as
to form an elevation; a pile or raised mass:
as, a heap of earth or stones. In some places a
heap of limestone was formerly 4} cubic yards.

There is an heep of Stones aboute the place, where the
Body of hire was put of the Angles.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 62.

They doe . . . raise certaine heaps of sand, mudde, clay,
or some other such matter to repell the water.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 206.

There is scene a ruinous shape of a shapelesse heape and
building. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 68.

It was a crumbling heap, whose portal dark
With blooming ivy-trails was overgrown.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, iv. 1.

4. In math., a collection of objects all related
in the same way one to another a heap, used
adverbially, a great deal; very much; exceedingly: as,

he goes a heap too often ; to like one a heap. Also, by ab-
breviation, heap, a locution commonly ascribed to Amer-
ican Indians speaking English. [CoUoq.]

To go to church in New York in any kind of tolerable
style costs a heap a year. Bow's Patent Servums.

He is a big man, heap big man.
Speech of Hole-in-the-Sky' at Washington, 1868.

In a heap, close together. Chaucer.—To strike all of
a heap, to throw into bewUderment or confusion ; aston-
ish or confound. See aheap. [Colloq.]

Now was I again struck all of a heap. However, soon
recollecting myself, "Sir," said I, "I have not the pre-
sumption to hope such an honor."

Richardson, Pamela, I. 297.

heap (hep), V. t. [< ME. hepen, < AS. hedpian
(= D. hoopen = OHG. houfon, MHG. houfen, G.
hdufen = Sw. hopa = Dan. (op-)hobe), heap, <
hedp, a heap: see heap, ».] 1. To cast, lay, or
gather in a heap

;
pile ; accumulate ; amass : as,

to heap stones or ore : often with up or on : as,

to heap up treasures ; to heap on wood or coal.

Eke Jieep wppe everie roote of feme and brieres.
And everie weed, as used everi where is.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. B. T. S.), p. 47.

Though he heap up silver as the dust. Job xxvii. 16.

"One, two, three, four," said Mr. Tacker, heaping that
number of black cloaks upon his left arm.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xix.

Her brother ran in his rage to the gate,
He came with the babe-faced lord

;

Heap'd on her terms of disgrace.
Tennyson, Maud, xxiii. 1.

2. To round or form into a heap, as in mea-
suring; give or fill with overflowing measure.

Nay, strew, with free and joyous sweep.
The seed upon the expecting soil

;

Eor hence the plenteous year shall heap
The gamers of the men who toil.

Bryant, Song of the Sower.

hear

3. To bestow a heap or large quantity upon.

Never had man more joyfull day then this,

Whom heaven would heape with blis.

Spenser, Epithalamion, \. 247.

Heaped measure, a quantity overfilling the measuring-

vessel, a cone of the commodity being formed above thff

top of the vessel. Such measure is used for coal, pota-

toes, fruit, or other articles of merchandise which do not

lie compactly in the measuring-vessel.—To heap coals

of fire on one's head. See coal.

heap-cloud (hep'kloud), n. Same as cumulus, 1.

I will take the case of the common cumulus or heap-

cloud. Mature, XXXIX. 226.

heaper (he'pfer), n. One who heaps, pHes, or

amasses.
heap-floodt (hep'flud), n. A heavy sea.

One ship that Lyoius dyd shrowd with faithful Orontes

In sight of captayne was swasht wyth a roysterus heape-

flud. Stanihurst, JEneid, i 124.

heap-keeper (hep'ke"per), n. A miner who
attends to the cleaning of coal on the surface.

heapmealf, adv. In heaps : also, as if a noun,

in the phrase by heapmeal.

They got together spices and odours of all sorts, . . .

and thereon pour the same forth iy heape-meal.
Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 71.

heapy (he'pi), a. [< heap + -yi-.] Gathered in

heaps.
The weaker banks opprest retreat.

And sink beneath the heapy water's weight.
Howe, tr. of Lucan, vi.

Where a dim gleam the paly lanthom throws
O'er the mid pavement, heapy rubbish grows.

Oay, Trivia, iii. 336.

hear (her), v.; pret. and pp. heard, ppr. hearing.

[< ME. heren, heeren (pret. herde, pp. herd),< AS.,

hUran, heran, hyran (pret. hyrde,pp . hyred)^=OS.
horian= OFries. hera, hora= D. hooren= MLG.
horen, LG. horen, huren = OHG. horen, MHG. G.

horen = leel. heyra = Sw. hora= Dan. feore (all

these forms with r for orig. s) = Goth, hausjan,

hear. It is hard to see the suggested connection
with Gr. aKoiieiv {tov*aKovajetv, orig. "icirvcrjscv^—
cf. Koav for amieiv in Hesychius), hear. Some
take Tent, h-, Gr. an-, a-, as a reduced pre-
fix, and connect the verb with L. audire (orig.

*ausdire ?), hear, auscultare, listen, Goth, auso,

etc., = E. ear= Gr. ovc (ut-, orig. *ovaaT-), ear:

see acoustic, audience, audit, etc^ auscultation,

ear^. Hence ult. fcar^, 7iari;e».] I. trans. 1. To
perceive by the ear; receive an impression of
through the auditory sense; take cognizance
of by barkening.

Not knowing whether nose, or ears, or eyes,

Smelt^ hard, or saw, more sauours, soundEi, or Dies.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

O friends ! 1 hear the tread of nimble feet.

llUton, P. L., iv. 866.

Where you stand you cannot hear
iVom the groves within
The wild-bird's din.

Tennyson, The Poet's Mind.

2. To pay regard to by listening; give ear to;
give audience to; mark and consider what is

said by ; listen to for the purpose of learning,
awarding, judging, determining, etc.: as, to
hear prayer; to hear a lesson or an argument;
to hear an advocate or a cause, as a judge.

There is the Awtier, where cure Lady herde the Aungeles
synge Messe. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 91.

Hear my cry, Q God ; attend unto my prayer.
Ps. Ixi. 1.

He sent for Paul, and heard him concerning the faith in
Christ. Acts xxiv. 24,

Hear, all ye Trojans, all ye Grecian bands,
What Paris, author of the war, demands.

Pope, Iliad, iii.

3. To listen to understandingly ; learn or com-
prehend by barkening ; hence, to learn by ver-
bal statement or report.

Sir, do rede this letter that my lorde hath the sente, and
than Shalt thou heren his wille and his corage.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.),iit 620.

He began with right a mery chore
His tale anon, and saide as ye shul here.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 860.

This is an hard saying ; who can hear it? John vi. 60.

Toward the evening, a relation of the sheik's came from
Bayreut, where, he said, he had heard that I walked about
the city, and had observed every thing very curiously,
which had alarmed the people.

Pococke, Description of the Eastj n. i. 97.

4. To be a hearer of; attend usually the min-
istrations of: as, what minister do you 'hearf

[Colloq,]— 5t. To be called. [A Latinism.]
Bright effluence of bright essence increate,
Or hear'st thou rather [wouldst thou rather hear thyself

called] pure ethereal stream.
Whose fountain who shall tell ? Milton, P. L., ilL 7.

To hear a bird sing. See Urdi.—To hear a hookt.
See took.—To hear say, to hear a person say ; learn by
general report. [Obsolete or colloquial.]
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Bere frende Merlin, I haue herde say that ye loved

wellmy fader,Vterpendragon. Jferfin(B. B. T. S.), i. 114.

Paiotiog, air, I have heard say, is a mystery [craft].

Sluik., M. for M., iv. 2.

I have heard say (again to take a trifling matter) that
at the beginning of this century it was a subj act of serious,
nay, of angry controversy, whether it began with January
1800, or January 1801.

J. H. Neiimmn, Gram, of Assent, p. 363.

To hear tell of, to hear some or any one talk about; lis-
ten to what is said about. [Obsolete or colloquial.]

She cannot endure to hear tell of a husband.
Shah, Much Ado, it 1.

II. imtrans. 1. To possess the sense of hear-
ing ; have that form of sense-perception which
is dependent on the ear.

The liearmg ear, and the seeing eye, the Lord hath made
«ven>both of them. Prov. xx. 12.

* You are so sadly deaf, my dear.
What shall I do to make you hear !

Couiper, Mutual Forbearance.

2. To listen; harken; give heed.
Hear ye now, O house of David. Isa. vii. 13.

Dost thou hear! gav'st thou my letter to Julia?
SAaJ;.,T. G. of v., i. 1.

."When themes like these employ the poet's tongue,
I hear as mute as if a syren sung.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 199.

3. To be told; learn by report: as, so IJiear.

When the Queen heard of the King's Proclamation, she
knew there was no returning for her into England with-
out some good Assistance. Baker, Chronicles, p. 111.

Gharm'd with the sight, the world, I cried.
Shall hear of this thy deed.

Cowper, Dog and Water-Lily.

4t. To be heard, or heard of ; be reported.

I will no more of these superfluous excesses. They are
these make me hear so ill both in town and country.

B. Jonson, Love Restored.

Our King and Parliament have been at great strife who
should obtaine most Justice ; if they would now strive
who should shew most Mercy, it would heare well through-
out the world. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 70.

'Hear, hear ! an exclamation used to call attention to the
words of a speaker, and usually to express approbation.

—

1 (Joe, etc.) will not hear of, I (he, etc.) will not enter-
tam the idea of ; 1 (he, etc.) will not have to do with.

He wUl not hear of drugs. B. J(mson, Volpone, i. 1.

To bear to', to yield or consent to ; heed ; regard : as, to
hear to reason ; he refused to hea/r to the arrangement.

He will not hear to the suggestion that they may be
giving account of different battles.

Slowe, Origin of Books of the Bible, p. 304.

Iieard^ (herd). Preterit and past participle of

hear.

lieard^f, n. An obsolete spelling of herd^.

lieardgroomet, n. See herdgroom.

heared. An obsolete or dialectal form of heard^.

bearer (her'er), n. [< ME. herer, herere (= Gr.

horer), < heren, hear.] One who hears; one
who listens to what is orally delivered by an-

other; an auditor; one of an audience.

Be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only.
Jas. i. 22.

They thought they must have died, they were so bad

;

Their peevish hearers almost wish they had.
Cowper, Conversation, 1. 324.

learing (her'ing), n. [< ME. heringe, herunge

(= OHGr. horunga); Yevbai n. of hear, «).] 1.

Perception of sound; the act of perceiving

sound ; the faculty or sense by which sound is

perceived; audition: one of the five external

senses. See ear^.

But their loud instruments doe rather affright then de-

light the hearing. Sandys, Travailes, p. B6.

Yet in these ears, till hearing dies,

One set slow bell will seem to toll.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ivii.

2. Audience; opportunity to be heard.

I come with gracious oflfers from the king.

If vou vouchsafe me hearing and respect.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

The excitement of the House was such that no other

speaker could obtain a hearing; and the debate was ad-

journed. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

3. A judicial investigation of a suit at law; at-

-tention to and consideration of the testimony

and arguments in a cause between parties, with

a view to a just decision: especially used o±

trial without a jury.

1 have a couple of brawling neighbours, that, I'll assure

you, -wiU not agree, and you shall have the heanng of their

matter. Beau, and Fl.,Cozoom\>,v.S.

His last offences to us

Shall have judicious hearing: Shak., Cor., v. 5.

4. Distance -within which sound maybe heard;

ear-shot: as, he was not within hearing.

Thou hast spoken in mine hearing. Job xxxiii. 8.

Where stood that renowned City of Corinth, in heanng

of both eeas, and having a port unto either.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 7.
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5™ I never whisper'd a private aflau-
Within the hearing of cat or mouse .

But I heard it shouted at once from the top of the house.
Tennyson, Maud, xxvii

6. A scolding ; a lecture. [CoUoq. or Scotch.]

,,.^''1/''^^ 'i^''?* S *^™' "' ^ ^o^P I^ale, or something to
us, alter she had gi'en us a hearing on our duties.

Scott, Old Mortality, xiv.

6. Something heard; something to hear; re-
port; news. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

_
In trueth this which you tell is a most shameful! hear-

™S'- Spenser, State of Ireland.

J"^"™. Lady, I've lov'd you long.
Mic. 'Tis a good hearing, sir.

Middleton land others). The Widow, i. 2.

It was, in the Scotch phrase, a good hearing, and put
me in good-humor with the world.

£. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 116.

7. Attendance on preaching. [Prov. Eng.]
I have learned since, that he ... has a mother, be-

tween seventy and eighty, who walks, every Sunday, eight
miles to heanng, as they call it, and back again.

Cowper, Works, VII. 38.

Hard of hearing. See Rard.—Hearing in presence,
in the Court of Session of Scotland, a formal hearing of
counsel before all the judges.—Orgsuis Of hearing, the
auditory apparatus; the ear and associate structures,
adapted to receive vibrations of the air, called sound-
waves. These organs consist, in the higher animals, es-
sentially of the end-organs of a special nerve, bathed in a
fluid usually containing some hard body or otolith, and
receivingandbeing excited to molecularmotionby impacts
of sound-waves conducted to the nervous parts through
special passages closed by a membrane, furnished in many
cases with a special set of auditory ossicles, and usually
communicating with the pharynx through a vestige of the
first postoral visceral cleft. See earl.

hearingless (her'ing-les), a. [< hearing + -Zess.l

Deaf. ^

hearken, hearkener. See harken, harJcener.

hearont, n. An obsolete spelling of heron.

hearsalt, n. [By apheresis for rehearsal.'] Re-
hearsal. Spenser.

hearsay (her'sa), n. and a. [= D. (het) hooren
zeggen = ML(j. hor-seggen = G. horensagen; <

hear + inf. say'^. The verb phrase, chiefly in
the pret., occurs in ME. {herd sain) and AS.
(hyrde secgan).] I. n. Information commimi-
cated by another; report; common talk; ru-

mor; gossip.

Not having had, as yet, an opportunity of looking at the
Salisbury codex, I can judge of it only from hearsay.

Book, Church of our Fathers i. 6.

Sometimes a rumor, a hearsay, an inarticulate whisper.
Came with its airy hand to point and beckon her forward.

Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 1.

Let a prejudice be bequeathed, carried in the air, adopt-
ed by hearsay, . . . however it may come, these minds
will give it habitation.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 12.

II, a. Of or pertaining to or depending upon
hearsay, or the talk of others; told or given at

second hand.
Liable to be imposed upon by the hearsay relations of

credulity. Goldsmith, Pref. to Brookes's Nat. Hist.

She blamed herself for telling hearsay tales.

Temiyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Hearsay evidence, evidence at second band; testimony

the relevancy of which does not consist in what the wit-

ness giving it himself perceived, but in what he derived

by information from another person. It is generally ex-

cluded as objectionable, because its credibility cannot be

estimated from the credit to be given to the witness, but

depends on the veracity or competency of the third per-

son, not before the court. Thus, if a witness testifies that

a bystander told him that the prisoner struck the deceased,

this is hearsay, for its credibility depends on the bystand-

er, and he should be produced; but if he testifies that the

accused admitted to him that he had struck the deceased,

or, before the blow, told him he intended to strike it, or

testifies that he heard the outcry of the deceased on be-

ing struck, it is not hearsay. Exceptions to the rule are

made in respect to some forms of tradition as to facts of

family history, and boundaries, and dying declarations

(which see, under declaration).

In some cases (as in proof of any general customs, or

matters of common tradition or repute), the courts admit

of hearsay evidence, or an account of what persons de-

ceased have declared in their life-time.

Blackstone, Com., III. xxm.

hearse^ (hers), n. [As a historical term, refer-

ring to obsolete senses, and as a term of forti-

flcalion (< F. herse), spelled herse (see herse'^-)
;

early mod. E. only herse, < MB. herse, hers, herce,

a frame for lights in a church service or at a

funeral, a funeral pageant, a bier, a pall, also a

dead body (the sense of ' carriage for conveying

the dead' being more modern), the frame being

so called from its likeness to a harrow, < OP.

herce, a harrow, also a grated portcullis (ML.

hercia, hersia), P. herse, a harrow, a portcullis

(herse\ 1), triangular candlestick, = It. erpice,

a harrow, < L. hirpex (hirpic-), also spelled ir-

pex, a harrow: a rustic word, perhaps a cor-

ruption of Gr. opTTflf, a kind of grappling-iron

(also arake ?), akin to afmiyri, a rake : see Har-

heart

pax.] If. A canopy, usually of openwork or
trellis, set over a bier, or more rarely over a
permanent tomb, andused especially to support
candles which were lighted at times of cere-

mony. A medieval iron hearse, said to be unique, stands
in the aisle of Tanfield church, Durham, England, over a
tomb of the Marmion family.

In the Vestrye ther ys an herse that stonde full of
Chalys . . . wher in ys closyd many grett B^liquies.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 9.

2. A bier ; a bier with a eofSn.

Set down your honourable loa^
If honour may be shrouded in a hearse.

Shak., Kich. III., i. 2.

Hugh Bishop of Lincoln lying very sick, he not only
went to visit him ; but being dead, was one of the three
Kings . . . that carried his Herse upon their Shoulders.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 74.

Decked with flowers, a simple hearse
To the churchyard forth they bear.

Longfellow, Blind Girl of Casta-Cuille, iii.

3. A carriage for conveying a dead person to

the grave. The usual modern form has an oblong-
roofed body, often with glass sides, and a door at the
back for the insertion of the coffin.

4t. Atemporarymonmnent erected over a grave.— 5t. A dirge or threnody, or a solemn recital

or chant.

For the faire Damzel from the holy herse
Her love-sicke hart to other thoughts did steale.

Spenser, F. Q., IIL ii. 48.

6. In her., a charge resembling a portcullis or

a harrow.
hearse^ (hfers), v. t. ; pret. and pp. hearsed, ppr.
hearsing. [< hearsei, ».] To put on or in a
hearse.

Would she were hearsed at my foot, and the ducats in
her coffin. Shak., M. of V., iii. 1.

0, answer me.
Let me not burst in ignorance ! but toll.

Why thy canoniz'd bones, hearsed in death.
Have burst their cerements ! Shak., Hamlet^ i. 4.

hearse^ (hfers), a. A Scotch form of hoarse.

hearse-cloth (h6rs'kl&th), n. [< MB. herse-

cloth, < herse, hearse, + cloth.^ A paU ; a cloth

to cover a corpse when laid upon a bier.

The grave, meanwhile, was shrouded with a funeral pall

or hea/rse-eloth ; and wax tapers, more or less in number,
were set lighted all about it.

Bock, Church of our Fathers, ni. i. 100.

hearse-like (hers'Uk), a. Suitable to a hearse,
and hence to a funeral.

If you listen to David's harp, you shall hear as many
hearse-lilce airs as carols. Bacon, Adversity (ed. 1887).

heart (hart), n. [Early mod. E. also hart, harte;
< ME. hart, harte, herte, < AS. heorte (gen. heor-

tan), f., = OS. herta= (JFries. herte, hi/rte= OD.
herte, hert, D. hart = MLG. herte, LG. hert =
OHG. herza, MHG. herse, G. hers (gen. hersens),

neut., = Icel. hjarta = Sw. hjerta = Dan. hjerte

= Goth, hairto (gen. hairtms), f., = Ir. cridlie

= Gael, cridhe, cri, heart, = W. craidd, center,
= Corn. Jcreiz = Bret, kreizen = L. cor (cord-),

neut., = Gr. aapdia, also KpaSla, f., also K^p, neut.,
= OBulg. sruditse, Bulg. srUdtse = Slov. Serv.
srdtse = Bohem. srdtce = Pol. serce (sertse) =
Russ. serdtse, heart

;
possibly = Skt. ^ad, trust,

connected with L. credere, trust (see imder
credit); the Skt. hrid, hridaya, heart, shows a
discordant initial. Prom the L. form cor {cord-)

are ult. E. cordate, core^, courage, etc., accord,
concord, discord, record, etc., and from the Gr.
KapSia ult. E. cardiac, cardialgia, etc., pericar-
dium, etc.] 1. The principal organ of the cir-

culation of the blood in man and other ani-
mals; the physiological center of the blood-
vascular sys-
tem. It is a hol-
low muscular or
otherwise contrac-
tile organ which
receives blood in
its interior, and
by contractions or
pulsations drives
it out again, and
thus keeps up the
circulation of this

fluid. In its sim-
plestform, as in the
early embryo of a
vertebrate and in
many invertebrate
animals, it is sim-
ply an expanded
part or expansion
in the course of a
blood-vessel, ca-

pable of beating,
pulsating, or alter-

Heart ofDugongf ^Hattcore duffcn^). show-
ing cleft apex ; dorsal view, the cavities laid
open. Rv, rightventricle; Lv, leftventricle;
Vcss, left superior vena cava ; Vcsd, right

natoly dilatingand superior vena cava; Kci, vena cava inferior;

contracting, and so ^'?' inner end of a c»cal diverticulum of the

ni-tinw iir>nn tho nght auncle, into which a style IS introduced
nc.f.iTio. imnn the and which represents the foramen ovale ; O,

auricular septum.

acting upon the
contained fluid
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mechanically. (See cuts nndQT Astacidce and BaJanoglos-
SU8.) In the process of development one or hoth orifices
of this bulb are fiiTDished with a valve permitting the flow
of blood in one direction and preventing it in the other

;

and the bulb is partly divided by a cgnstriction across it,

one of the resulting parts being specially devoted to the
reception of blood, as from a vein, and its transmission
only into the other part, which then by contraction urges
it onward, as into an artery. This is the structure of the
two-chambered or hUoctUar heart of the lower vertebrates,
in which the receiving-chamber is the auricle^ the distrib-

uting-chamber is the ventricle, and the communication
between them is the aurictdoventriciUar opening. In a
more complex form the biloculai* heart is partly divided
into right and left halves by a constriction or partition
which separates the single auricle into two, the result
being the three-chambered or trilocidar heart, in which
one auricle, the rights receives venous blood from the
body at lai^e, the left auricle receives aerated or arterial

blood from gills or lungs, and each auricle pours its

blood through its own auriculoventricular orifice into

a common and single ventricle, which then sends a cur-

rent of mixed venous and arterml blood to all pacts of

the body. Such is the type of the reptilian heart ; though
the right and left auricles axe in fact incompletely sep-

arated from each other, retaining an interaurieular open-
ing, which in the embryos of birds and mammals is

known as the foramen ovale. Finally, the entire sepa-

ration of the auricles, and complete division of a com-
mon ventricular cavity into a right and a left ventricle

by an interventricular septum or partition, result in the
perfectly four-chambered or quadrilocular heart of all

adult vertebrates above reptiles. Here the right and left

sides of the hearty each consisting of an auricle and a
ventricle, are entirely separate, so that no mixture of ve-

nous and arterial currents is possible. (See circulation of
ike blood, under circulation.) The ventricles are larger and
more muscular than the auricles, since the former have to

drive the blood through the body, while the auricles have
only to inj ect it into the ventricles. All the orifices of the

heart are more or less completely guarded by sets of valves.

The right auriculoventricular valves are called tricii8pid;

the lett, mitral ; in both cases from their form in the hu-

man heart, inwhich three membranous valves on the right

side and two on the left are operated bj delicate fibrous

cords (the chordce tendineoe) and certain muscular pro-

cesses from the ventricular walls (the columnos camece).

The orifices of the aorta and of the pulmonary artery are

alike guarded by three crescentic valves, called, from their

shape, the semilunar valves. The orificesbywhich veins en-
ter either auricle either are or are not provided with valves,

in different cases, or in different animals. The contraction

of the muscular walls ,

of the heart
whole, or of any one
ol Its chambers, is the
systole ; the corre-

sponding and alter-

nating dilatation of

its cavities, or any one
of them, is the dias-

tole; the two move-
ments together com-
plete a cardiac cycle.

In vertebrates the
heart la situated in

the thorax, between
the Inngs, and envel-
oped in a serous mem-
brane, the pericardi-

um, which is gener-
ally a closed sac with
one layer, the visceral

or cardiac pericardi-
um, or epicardium, in-

vesting the whole sur-

face of the organ and
the roots of the great

vessels which spring
from itj and the other,

the parietal^ layer, re-

flected over the sur-

face of adjacent struc-

tures. The primitive
position of the heart is

always median ; but
In the course of its

developmentfrom the
embryo it generally
becomes tilted over to

one side, the left, as is

usual in the higher
vertebrates, where the

point or apex of the

organ lies consider-

ably to the left, and
the whole organ be-

comes unsymmetri-
cal both in its own
shape and in its rela-

tive position. In
general the form of

the heart is oonoidal,

with the base (the

auricles) upward or

forward, and the apex
(the ventricles) down
ward or ''--' '

and sinistral.

the heart is about 5 ieft' auricle from the lungs.

inches long, 3t inches monary artery issuing from rifflit ventri.

in m-eatest width, and cle, not opened, RV:RA, rightauricle,
in gieaLcau wiuuii, »u.A >

f- TI. Rierlit side, riglit au-
2 inches m greatest

^J^f/lnd ^Intricte iaicl open :Vb. su-

perior vena cava ; KC/, inferior vena
cava, tliese botli entering riglit auricle,

as shown by styles /ff, cd; Rl^, right

ventricle, with PA, pulmonary artery,

issuing from Rl^ in course of the style

liquely In the chest, -.^ guarded by SL, the semilunar

With its broad fixed valves, at base of the artery; a
J,

style

ba^p ijnnermost a Ht- passed from .(?f into S4, through right
Base UppermoBl, » u^

Auriculoventricular opening, guarded^)r
tie backward and to 5->-Vicuspid valve; Z^, i)', left auri-

the right; its free cle and left ventricle, scarcely seen 1^0,

apex downward, for- aorta.

Human Heart Dissected.

I. Left side, left auricle and ventricle

laid open i LA, left auricle ; LV, left

ventricle : «S, a style passed through left

ventricle into aorta, Ao; cd, style passed

from left ventricle into left auricle,

depth; it weighs 10 or

12 ounces in the male,

and 8 or 10 in the
female. It lies ob-
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ward, and to the left, so that its beating may be seen or
felt at a point an inch or less to the inner side of, and
about an inch and a half below, the left nipple, between
the fifth and sixth ribs. All the cavities of the heart are

lined with a thin smooth membrane, the enAocardiura,
which also invests the valves and is directly continuous
with the lining of all the vessels which enter or leave the
heart. Its substance, the itiyocardium, is almost entirely

muscular; the muscle is a peculiar striated one, of »
deep-red color; its fibers are intricately disposed in two
sets, auricular and ventricular, separated by fibrous rings

.which surroimd the auriculoventricular orifices. It is sup-

plied with blood for its own nourishment by the right and
left coronary arteries, the first branches of the aorta ; they

are accompanied by cardiac veins. Its nerves are derived

from the cardiac plexuses, formed by the pneumogastric
and sympathetic nerves. Its action Is involuntary. In
all other mammals, and in birds, the heart is substantially

the same as in man, with diiferences in relative size, in

shape, and in the detail of its openings and valves ; but
in the acranial vertebrates, the lancelets, it is rudimentary.

See also cuts under circulation, embryo, lung, and thorax.

At his herte he saw a knif
Tor to reuen hun hise lit. Havelok, 1. 479.

Why do I yield to that suggestion
Whose horrid image doth unfix my hair,

And make my seated Iwart Imock at my ribs.

Against the use of nature? Shak., Macbeth, L 3.

3. The human lieart or breast considered as the

seat of all or of some of the mental faculties

;

hence, in common figurative use, these facul-

ties themselves, (a) The emotions and affections, es-

pecially moral capacity or disposition, as for love or hatred,

benevolence or malevolence, pity or scorn, courage or fear,

faith or distrust, etc.

Men olepen It Mount Joye ; for it zevethe joye to Pil-

grymes hertes, be cause that there men seen first Jerusa-

lem. Mandeville, Travels, p. 94.

The whole head is sick, and the whole heart faint.

Isa. 1. 5.

f All offences, my lord, come from the lieart: never came
any from mine that might offend your majesty.

SAai.,Hen. v., iv. 8._

Kind hearts are more than coronets,

And simple faith than Norman blood.
Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

(6) The intellectual faculties ; especially, inmost or most
private thought ; innermost opinions or convictions ;

gen-

uine or intense desire or sentiment : as, she despised him
in her heart ; the heart of a man is unsearchable ; the

devices of the heart; to set one's heart upon something.

Merlin thought wele in his hei-te that so sholde it not

go. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 609.

What his heart thinks his tongue speaks.
Sliak., Much Ado, iU. 2.

(c) Good feeling; love; kindness; sensibility: as, she is

all heart; he is sdl head and no heart; to gain one's heart;

to give the heart to God.-

Miss Carolina Wilhelmina Amelia Skeggs has my warm
heart. Goldsmith, Vicar, xii.

That vivacious versatility

Which many people take for want of heart.

Byron, Don Juan, xvi. 97.

Evil is wrought by want of thought.

As well as want of heart.

Hood, The lady's Dream.

(d!) Courage ; spirit ; determination ; firmness of will ; ca-

pacity for perseverance or endurance: as, to take heart;

his heart failed him.

ffor no man of lowe berthe durst notvndirtake no soche

dedes, but yef it come of high herte.

Merlin (.'E.'E.T.S.), a. W2.

A faint heart ne'er wan a fair ladle.

Jock 0' the Side (Child's Ballads, VI. 85).

" Sir," said the least, "I am almost beat out of heart."

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii., The Hill Difficulty.

Being so clouded with his grief and love,

Small heart was his after the Holy Quest.
Tennyson, Holy Grail,

(e) The breast, as covering the heart, considered as the

seat of affection.

Then let me hold thee to my heart.

And ev'ry care resign.
Qoldamith, Hermit, 1. 39.

Bound my true heart thine arms entwine.
Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

3. The inner part of anything; the middle or

center: as, the lieart of a country or a town.

For it Is the Herte and the myddes of all the World.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 2.

A ffoodly apple rotten at tlie heart.
ShaJc., M. of v., 1. 8.

ye mr durst not put to sea, till he saw his men begine

to recover, and ye hart of winter over.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 100.

The year 1740, still grim with cold into the heart of

summer, bids fair to have a late poor harvest.

Carlyle, Erederick the Great, III. 7.

4. The chief, vital, or most essential part ; the

vigorous or efficacious part; the core.

The very lieart of kindness. Shak., T. of A., i. 1.

Veracity m the heart ol morality. Huxley, TTniversities.

5. A person, especially a Israve or affection-

ate person : used as a term of encouragement,

praise, or endearment.

Ah dear heart, that I were now but one half hour with
you.

' /. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1863), II. 110.

Cheerly, my hearts. Shak,, K. and J., i. 6.

heart

6. Strength; power of producing; vigor; fer-

tility : as, to keep the land in heart. [Obsoles-

cent.]
That the spent earth may gather heart again. Dryden.

Care must be taken not to plough ground out of heart,

because if 'tis in heart, it may be improved by marl again.
Mortimer.

7. Something that has the shape or form of a

heart; especially, a roundish or an oval figure

or object having an obtuse point at one end

and a corresponding indentation or depression

at the other, regarded as representing the fig-

ure of a heart; especially, such a figure on a
playiug-card.
"This token, which I have worn so long," said Faith,

laying her tremulous finger on the Heart, "is the assur-

ance that you may." Hawthorne.

8. One of a suit of playing-cards marked with

such a figure.

Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, in wild disorder seen.

With throngs promiscuous strow the level green.

Pope, B.. of the L., iii. 79.

9. pi. A game of cards played with the full

pack by four persons. The rules are the same as io

whist, except that there are no partners and no trump,

and that the tricks count nothing, but at the end of the

hand the player who has taken the fewest hearts receives

a counterfrom each of the others for each heart that other

has taken. The game is also played with variations from

10. Naut., a block of hard wood in the shape

of a heart for the lanyards of stays to reeve

through.— 11. In lot., the core of a tree ;
the

solid central part without sap or albumen. See

lieart-wood At heart, in real character or disposition

;

at bottom ; substantially ; really : as, he is good at heart

The Pharisee the dupe of his own art,

Setf-idolized, and yet a knave at heart.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 94.

Branchial heart. See branchial.— Bio^eimeaB of

heart. See 6roie»ness.—By lieart, by rote; in themem-
ory : as, to have, get, or learn by heart.

Major Matchlock . . . served in the last civil wars, and

has all the battles by heart. Steele, Tatler, No. 132.

Shall I, in London, act this idle part ?

Composing songs, for fools to get by heart ?

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 126.

Cockles of the heart. See cocWes.—Douglas heart,
a jewel having the form of a heart, made more or less in

imitation of the celebrated case in which Douglas inclosed

the heart of Bruce for transport to the Holy Land. A
number of such jewels of great richness have been pre-

served ; they generally bear the arms of Bruce mingled
with the aims or devices of the house of Douglas.— Feast
of the Sacred Heart, a Roman catholic feast celebrated

on the i'riday after the octave of Corpus Christi.— For
one's heart, for one's life ; if one's life were at stake.

I bade the rascEd knock upon your gate.

And could not get him/or my heart to do it.

Shak., T. of the S., 1. 2.

'Heartt, 'sheartt, a minced oath or asseveration, con-

tracted from by God's heart.

Lady P. Not mine, in good sooth.

Hot, Not yours, in good sooth I 'Heart, you swear like

a comfit-maker's wife I Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

'Heart ! stand you away, an you love me.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

Heart alive ! an exclamation of surprise or impatience.

[CoUoq.l

Why, what's this round box? Heart alive, John, it's a

wedding-cake ! Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, p. 20.

Heart of hearts, inmost heart ; warmest affections.

Give me that man
That is not passion's slave, and I will wear him
In my heart's core, ay, in my heart of heart.

As I do thee. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

Like most parents, in my heart of hearts I have a fa-

vourite child. That child is David Copperfleld. Dickens.

Heart of Mary. See Inmiaculate Heart, below.— Heart
of oak, a brave heart ; a courageous person.

But here is a doozen of yonkers that have hearts of oake

at fourescore yeares.
Old Meg of Herefordshire (1609). (Nares.)

Heart of oak are our ships, Iwart of oak are our men.
We always are ready, steady boys, steady,

We'll fight, and we'll conquer again and again.

Hearts of Oak, Universal Mag., March, 1760, p. 162.

Heart's content. See contenti.—Unmaculate Heart,
in the Rom. Cath. Ch., the physical heart of the Virgin

Mary, to which religious veneration is paid, as being united

to her personality and a symbol of her charity and virtues.

This veneration in its present form dates from the latter

part of the seventeenth century.— Sacred Heart, in the

Rom. Cath. Ch., the physical heart of Christ, to which
special devotion is offered as being not mere flesh, but
united to and inseparable from the divinity of Christ, and

as a symbol of his love and spiritual life. This devotion

in its present form dates from the latter part of the seven-

teenth century, and is approved by papal decrees. A num-
ber of orders, congregations, etc., have been established

in dedication to the Sacred Hearty their constitutions and

principles being in the main those of theJesuits.— Sisters

of the Sacred Heart of Mary. See sisterhood.— Smok-
er's heart, a morbid condition of the heart produced by
the continued and excessive use of tobacco, manifesting

itself by disordered and Ineflicient action. Also called

tobacco-heart.

The frequent existence of what is known as smoker's

heart in men whose health is in no other respect disturbed

is due iio this fact [the depressing action of tobacco on the

heart]. Science, XIL 223.
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heart. Same as to take to heart.

I wlsliyour ladyships would lay this matter to heart in
your next birthday suits. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 28.

To set one's heart at rest, to make one's self quiet be-
come tranquil or easy in mind.—To set one's heart on.
to to one s desires on ; be very desirous o£ obtainine or
keepmg ; desire, and strive to obtain.

If riches increase, eet not j/o«r heart upon them.

Ti^.f ,**!,- , X ,.
?*' wretched kinsman,miat set this plot, shall with his heart-blood satisfyHer mjur'd life and honour.

o^uwy

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, iit 2.

heart-bond (hart'bond), n. In masonry, a bond
in a stone waU in which two headers meet in
the middle of a wall and
the joint between them.
heart-boundt, a. Hard-hearted; stingy. Da-

flJ'S,^S"'^V^/'^^®
prodigals, that are lavish and letting

fly to their lusts, are yet heart-bound to the poor.
Sev. T. Adarm, Works, 1. 169.

n. Overwhelming sor-

heartb
disease of the coronary arteries, and degeneration of the
heart-muscle. Any of these may produce disturbance of
the heart's action. Such disturbance independent of visi-
ble morbid changes is called functional or nervous.

He suddenly dropt dead of heart-disease.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

»r2o^®*S=?®?®^ °J- . ^.«® ^eak,v.t.~To eat one's
heart. See «a«.—To find in one's heart, to be willing
or disposed. *

^?I TO leaking the laws of friendship with you I
couldyiTKUn rrm heart to ask your pardon for it, but that
your now handling of me gives me reason to oonflrm mvformer dealing. Sir P. Sidney'. .„^..» ^„„. x^

,To get by heart. See by heart, above.—To have at I? ™<1'"6 ot a wall and another header covers beart-ease (hart'ez), n. Same as heart's-ease, 1,

heart, to seek or desire earnestly.
•» <*» tho ,„,„t i,.i i,_ _ , . -„ . , „. . . '

Friends . . . who, plao'd apart
From vulgar minds, have honor much at heart.

Cowper, Eetirement, 1. 728.

To have In one's heart, to purpose ; have design or in-
tention.—To have one's heart in one's mouth, to be
terrmed.or excited with alarm. [CoUoq.]-To lay to heartbreak (hart'braki

hear't-easing (hart'e^zing), a. Giving quiet to
the mind.

Mad that sorrow should his use control.
Or keep him from fieart-easing words so long,

Shak., Lucrece, 1, 1782.

Come, thou goddess lair and free.
In Heaven yclep'd Euphrosyne,

TnixT n^ m.;«* Ai 7 "j, ',' ——e u«. And by men, Aeort-cosino Mirth.row or grief. Also heartireaUng. Iratow, L'Allegro, 1. 13.

^fA^ZlfthTZ^^-j!? P"J ?^'' ^Y^y: ^"i foortbwith to heart-eating (hart'e"ting), a. Preying on the

B^%l'^T^r^^^"'hiS!^Z-^''iZ^^!:^^St ^«^?*' diBtressiBg to thVmind orVlctions:
A m»n nf J..,, rr. * 7 7 1

"'"'«"'"'' » "^ as, heart-eatmg cares or sorrows.
.^iL*?.fL?™J"«tDante]whooouldholdA«art6,-.o*at T,oar+.o<1 ('lia.r't^H'i „. V( h^nrt A

Pa- 1^1- 10. heartbreak (hart'brak), t;. t.

To speaS to one's heart, in Scrip., to speak kindly to : heart of. FEare 1*„..*.„
Totakeheart,tobeencour4ed.

T'li 1,- . , ...^ Illcrosshim, an'wraokhim,untilIAeart-6reo*liim.

_^^ £«"!«, what Can a Toung Lassie?

J. iMrroMffA*, The Centuiy, XXVII. 774. heartbreaker (hart'bra"k6r), n. 1. One who

comfort ; encourage.

-

But I had heard a cuckoo that very afternoon, and I took
heart from the fact

bay for twenty years and would not let himseU die till he
^^arxett ^nar teaj, a. \_<. Imart + -ecf^.J 1.

y...A A— v.- ..-_,_ J „ . ^ _ Having a heart of a specified kind : generally
used in figurative senses, and in composition

:

as, hard-7jearted, faint-Aear*e<J, etc.

had done his task. Lowdl, Amongmy Books, 2d ser.
, p. 20.

To break the

To take heart of grace. See grace.—To take to
heart, to be much affected by ; be solicitous about ; have
concern for.

Sir, be not wroth for nothinge that he doth to me, for
he is fell and proude, and therefore taketh [imperative]
nothinge to herte that he doth to me ne seith.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 537.

Her [Semele's] myth ought to be taken to heart amongst
the Tyburnians, the Belgravians.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, li.

or that which breaks heart's.— 2. A curl: „
love-lock. [Humorous.]

Like Samson's heart-breakers, it grew
In time to make a nation rue.

5. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 263.

heartbreaking (hart 'bra" king), n. Same as
hearfbreak.

O the hearfbreakings
Of miserable maids, where love's enforc'd

!

Middleton, Women Beware Women, i. 2.

It may suffice us to be taught by S. Faull that there
must be sects for the manifesting of those that are sound
hearted. MUton, Church-Government, i 7.

2t. Taken to heart ; laid up or seated in the
heart.

I have told thee often, and I re-tell thee again and again,
I hate the Moor : my cause is hearted; thine hath no less
reason. Shak:, Othello, i. 3.

Yield up, O love, thy crown, and hearted throne.
To tyrannous hate

!

Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

3t. Composed of hearts.—4. Having the shape
of a heart; cordate. [Kare.]

With hearted spear-bead. Landor.
ni« *nA«« A«»fH 1......4. -.— _ — , •. i jaMMitetu/i, ¥¥ umeu jseware women, l. 2. _ ,^«^^a^M!i^fa^^r- '^^«-^?fji?^^'^^,£- i^^ '^&i!'^t:'^:siti^f ^Jir^

'Tis not long after
But I wiU wear my heart upon my sleeve
For daws to peck at. Shak., Othello, i. 1.

heart (hart), v. [< ME. herten; < heart, n. Of.
hearten. Of. courage, v., encourage, ult. < L. cor
= E. ftear*.] I. trans. 1. To give heart to;
encourage; hearten. [Obsolescent.]
Thoohe tarylng ouer tyme turnys hom [them] to ioy.
And hertis hom highly to hold [consider] you for faint.

Destruction q/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4697.

I will be treble-sinew'd, hearted, breathed.
And flght maliciously. Shak., A. and C, iii. 11.

2. In masonry, to build, as the interior of a
rubble wall, solidly with stone and mortar.
Inm. Diet.

II, intrans. To form a close, compact head,

great grief or anguish ; very distressing or piti-
ful.

A powerful mind in ruins is the most heart-breaking
thing which it is possible to conceive.

Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 248.

On reading this heartbreaking account I hurried to M.
Cl^menceau's house. Fortnightly Sev., N. S., XLHI. 12.

heartbroken (hart'br6"kn), a. Deeply afSicted
or grieved.

Day by day he pass'd his father's gate.
Heart-broken, and his father help'd him not.

Tennyson, Dora.

heartbrokenly (hart'br6''''kn-li), adv. With
deep grief.

She arose with a smile from the ruins of her life, amidst
which she had heart-brokenly sat down.

1 , 11 i T, 'ii. -
i. 1 1 Mowells, Their Wedding Journey, viii.

as a plput ; especially, to have the central part , .

,

,, .. ,.,,.' . , .

of the head close and compact : as, some varie- heartburn (hart bern) m. An uneasyburning

ties of cabbage heart well,

heartache (hart'ak), ». [ME. not found; cf.

AS. heort-ece, hiorot-ece, in lit. sense, < Jieorte,

heart, -I- ece, pain, ache.] 1. Pain in or of the
heart. [Eare.]— 2. Sorrow; anguish of the
mind.

By a sleepe, to say we end
The Heart-ake, and the thousand 24^atiirall shockes
That Flesh is heyre too.

Shak., Hamlet (folio 1623), ii. 2.

If ever I felt the full force of an honest heart-ache, it

was the moment 1 saw her.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 24.

heart-beat (hart'bet), n. 1. A pulsation of

the heart, including one complete systole and
diastole, corresponding to that motion in the
arteries called the pulse.

The heart-beats became more rapid.
Medical News, IM. 267.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, a thought; an emo-
tion, especially one that is tender or sad; a
pang ; a throb or throe of feeling.

AU the land was full of people, . . .

Speaking many tongues, yet feeling

But one heart-beat in their bosoms.
Longfellow, Hiawatha, xxL

heart-bird (hart'berd), n. [Prob. so calledfrom

sensation rising into the esophagus from the
stomach, due to acidity and regurgitation ; oar-
dialgia.

Heartburn exists in a very marked degree in dilatation , ^ .....
of the stomach, being produced by the decomposition of hoartener (hart ner), n.

indigestible food retained in this organ. "
"

'
~

Quain, Med. Diet.

heartburning (hart'ber'''ning), n. 1. Heart-
bum.— 2. Discontent ; especially, envy or jea' -

ousy; enmity.

Betweene . . . [the Dutch] and the Spaniards there is

an implacable hartbuming. Hakluyt^s Voyages, I. 613.

Things of no moment^ yet they cause many distempers,
much heart-burning amongst us.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 226.

To this unlucky agreement may be traced a world of

bickerings and heart-burnings between the parties, about
fancied or pretended infringements of treaty stipulations.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 290.

heartburning (hart'b6r'''ning), a. Causing dis-

content; especially, causing envy or jealousy.

Jealousies, strifes, and Tieart-buming disagreements.
Middleton, The Witch.

heartbumt (hart'b^rnt), a. Diseontepted.

[Eare.]

I am so melancholy and so heart-burnt!
Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 2.

the large black area on the breast.] The turn- beart-cam (hart'kam), n. In mech., a form
of cam-wheel used for converting uniform ro

tary motion into uniform reciprocating motion
stone, Strepsilas interpres : a gunners'

J. E. DeKoAi, 1844. [New York.]
heart-block (hart'blok), n. Naut., a large dead-

eye formerly used for setting up the fore and
aft stays of the lower masts. „„ „ .„

heart-blood (hart'blud), n. [< ME. herteblood, heart-clot (hart'klot), n.

herteblod (= D. hartebloed = MHO-. hereeUuot, cavity of the heart.

G. herzblut = Dan. hjerteUod = Sw. lijertablod); heart-clover (hart'kl6'''v&r), n.

< heart + blood.'] 1. Blood contained in the trefoil. See also hart-clover.

cavity of the heart, as distinguished from that heart-COCkle (hart'kok"l), n.

in the vessels.

And my harte bloode for the I bled.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 162.

heartedness.

hearten (har'tn), v. t. [Early mod. E. also
harten; < heart + -en\ 3. Cf. heart, u.] 1. To
give heart or courage to ; incite or stimulate the
courage of ; encourage; animate.

My royal father, cheer these noble lords.
And hearten those that fight in your defence.

Shak., 3 Hen. TI., ii. 2.

They would thus harten and harden themselues against
God and Man. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 45.

Rise therefore with all speed, and come along.
Where I will see thee hearten'd, and fresh clad.
To appear, as fits, before the illustrious lords.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1317.

2. To impart strength or fertility to ; reinforce

:

as, to hearten land. [Eare.]

And seuen yeares together did the people of the Gen-
tiles fatten and hearten their Vines, only with the blond
of the lewes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 157.

It [arrack] makes most delicate Punch ; but it must
have a dash of Brandy to hearten it.

, Dampier, Voyages, I. 293.

[Formerly also heart-
ner, hartner; < hearten + -erl.] One who or
that which heartens or encourages.

Sound,
Sterne Asartnersunto wounds and blood—sound loud. . .

.

(Comets a flourish.) Marston, Sophonisba, v. 2.

A coward's hart^ner in warre.
The stirring drumme.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 1.

heartfelt (hart'felt), a. Felt in or prompted by
the heart; profoundlyfelt; deeply sincere: as,
heartfelt joy or grief; lieartfelt congratulations
or cheers.

The vote was received by the spectators with three
heartfelt cheers. Bancroft, Hist. Const., n. 241.

heart-free (hart'fre), a. Having the heart or
affections disengaged ; heart-whole.

A cold and clear-cut face, . . .

From which I escaped heart-free, with the least little
touch of spleen. Tennyson, Maud, ii.

heartfuUyt (hart'fla-i), adv. [< ME. hartefully;
< *heartful (< heart + -ful) + -ly^.] Heartily;
kind-heartedly.

Whanne I was wikke and werieste
3e herbered me full hartefully.

York Plays, p. 509.

Hence—2. Life; essence; something veiydear,

precious, or vital to one's happiness: in this

sense generally heart's blood.

It usually assumes the form of a heart-shaped channel on hearth (harth or hSrth), n. [Early mod. E. also
the face of a disk, in which travels a guide-wheel at the

j^^^^fj^ < ^^jj;. liarth, herth, herthe, < AS. heorth,
end of the reciprocating arm. See cam-meef, and cut un- . _./ ji i js t. i i'

ti/w» wi,

der mm Also called heart-wheel. hearth, fireplace, fire, hence alsohome orhouse

,

" A thrombus in the = OS. lierth = OFnes. Iierth, hirth, herd, hird =
D. haard = MXG. hert, LGr. heert, heerd, hearth,

Same as lieart- = OHG. herd, m., herda, f., MHO. hert, hearth,
Gr. herd, hearth, crater of a volcano, = Sw. hard

Same as heart- (fromLG.?),thehearthof a forge, a forge; prob.
connected with Goth, hauri, a burning coal, pi.

haurja, burning coals, a fire, = Icel. %rr, a fire.

Cf. Lith. JcurU, heat an oven. The OHG. herd,

MHG. hert, ground, earth, G. herth, aplacewhere
fovflers catch birds, is prob. of different origin,

perhaps imported from OHG. erda, earth.] 1.

heart-disease (hart'di-zez'O, n. [The AS.
term was heort-cothu, < heorte, heart, + cothu,

disease.] -Any morbid condition of the heart,

either nervous or organic. To the latter class belong

valvular lesions, endocarditis, pericarditis, myocarditis.



hearth

That part of the floor of a room on which the
fire is made, or upon or above which a recep-
tacle for the fire rests : generally a pavement
or floor of brick or stone below an opening in
the chimney, as in a fireplace. That part of the
hearth ol a fireplace which is within the limits of the
chimney is called the inner hearth; its continuation he-
yond these limits, as hy a slab of stone, is the outer hearth.

Baking their bread in cakes on the harth.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 80.

Where glowing embers through the room
Teach light to counterfeit a gloom

;

Far from all resort of mirth.
Save the cricket on the hearth.

Milton, n Penseroso, 1. 82.

_ The Are on the hearth has almost gone out in Mew Eng-
land ; the hearth has gone out ; the family has lost its
center. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 1.

Thus the worship of the Lares was the foundation and
the support of the adoration of the hearth, which was in
effect its altar, and the holy Are which forever burned
there. W. B. Heam, Aryan Household, p. 54.

Z. The fireside ; the domestic circle ; the home.
Now, this extremity

5ath brought me to thy hearth.
Shak., Cor., Iv. 5.

And Lamb, the frolic and the gentle.
Has vanished from his lonely hearth.

Wordsworth, Death of James Hogg.

Household talk, and phrases of the hearth.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

3. In metal. : (a) The floor in a reverberatory
furnace on which the ore is exposed to the
flame. See furnace, (b) The lowest part of
a blast-furnace, through which the metal de-
scends to the crucible. See furnace, (c) A
bloomery.— 4. Naut., the grate and apparatus
for cooMng on board ship.— 5. In soldering:
(a) An ordinary brazier or chafing-dish con-
taining charcoal. (6) An iron box, about 2
feet by 1 foot 6 inches deep, sunk in. the mid-
dle of a flat iron plate or table, measuring
about 4 feet by 3 feet, it is provided with an air-
blast, and has a hood above, to gather smoke and gases
and carry them to the chimney.
6. In glass-manuf. Seeflattening-hearth Open-
hearth flimace. See open-hearth.

hearth-cinder (harth' sin "der), n. Slag pro-
duced in the finery process.
hearth-cricket (harth'krik"et), n. The com-
mon house-cricket, Acheta domestica or Gryllus
domesticus. See cut under cricket'^.

heart-heaviness (hart'hev"i-nes), n. Depres-
sion of spirits.

By so much the more shall I to-morrow be at the height
of heart-heaviness, Shak., As you Like iti v. 2.

heart-heavy (harfhev'^i), a. Sad-hearted; de-
pressed in spirits.

hearth-ends (harth'endz), n, pi. Impure ref-

use from a lead-smelting furnace.

Ore is mixed with a portion of the fuel and lime made
use of in smelting, all of which are deposited upon the
top of the smelting-hearth, and are called hearth-ends.

Ure, Diet., IIL 60.

hearth-money (harth ' mun " i), n. Same as
hearth-tax,

W, K. His Majesty having been informed that the rev-

enue of the hearth-money is very grievous to the people,
is therefore willing to agree to a regulation of it^ or to the
taking of it wholly away, as this house shall think most
convenient.

Parliamentary Hist, William and Mary, an. 1688-89.

hearth-penny (harth'pen"i), ». [ME. *herth-

peny,< AS, heorthpenig, -pening,<. hearth, hearth,
+ penig,penmg, penny.] Same as hearth-tax.

hearth-plate (harth'plat), n, A plate of cast-

iron wmeh forms the sole of the hearth of a
forge or refining-furnaee.

hearth-rug (harth'rug), n. A rug used or made
to be used in front of a fireplace as a protec-
tion for the floor or for a carpet.

hearthstead (harth'sted), n. The place of the
hearth. [Eare.]

The most sacred spot upon earth to him was his father's

hearth-stead. Southey, Doctor, xxxiv.

hearthstone (harth'ston), n. [< ME. Viarth-

stone (once written hartstone) ; < hearth +
stone,'] 1, A stone forming a hearth. Hence
— 2. The fireside.

The denominational relations of a household will shape

the future political positions of the young men growing
around the hearth-stone, just as they did those of their

fathers. B. J. Hinton, Eng. Kad. Leaders, p. 66.

I am going to my own hearth-stone,

Bosomed in yon green hills alone.
Emerson, Good-Bye.

3. A soft kind of stone used to whiten door-

steps, scour floors, etc.

Lastly, there is the hearth-stone barrow, piled up with

Aearth-stone, Bath-brick, and lumps of whiting.

MayJieui, London Labour and the London Poor, L 29.
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hearthstone (harth'ston), v, t.; pret. and pp'.

hearthstoned, ppr. hearthstoning, [< hearthstone,
n., 3.] To scour, as a floor, with hearthstone.
We've a woman comC' in twice a week to scrub, and red-

brick, and hearthstone, and black-lead, and the rest we
manage ourselves.

Ballberger's Illustrated Kag. (1876), p. 202.

hearth-taxt (harth'taks), n. A tax on hearths
or chimneys : same as chimney-money. It existed
in England from 1662 to 1689, and was after-
ward reimposed for a time.

In the mean time, to gratify the people, the hearth-tax
was remitted for ever. Evelyn, Memoirs, March 8, 1689.

heartily (har'ti-li), adv, [< ME. herUly, a var.
of liertely, mod. E. (obs.) heartly (q. v.); now
regatrded as < hearty + -%2.] in a hearty man-
ner; from or with the heart; cordially; zeal-

ously; eagerly.

But I have heard that people eat most heartily of an-
other man's meat— that is, what they do not pay for.

Wycherley, Country Wife, v. 1.

No man ever prayed heartily without learning some-
thing. Emerson, Nature, p. 89.

heartiness (har'ti-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being hearty.

This entertainment
May a free face put on ; derive a liberty
From heartiness, from bounty. Shak., W. T., i. 2.

heartingt, n, [< ME. herting, hartyng; verbal
n. of heart, «.] Encouragement.

God gi'aunte va or we come agayne
Som gode hartyng ther-of to here.

York Plays, p. 128.

Certis, such hartyng haue we hadd^
We schall nogt seys or we come thore.

York Plays, p. 130.

heart-leaf (hart'lef), n. Same as heart-trefoil.

heartless (hart'les), a, [< ME. herteles (= D.
harteloos = MHGr. hergelos, G. herzlos = Dan.
hjertelos = Sw. hjertlos), < herte, heart, + -Iss,

-less.] 1. Without a heart.

I, like a heartless ghost^
Without the living body of my love,
Will here walk and attend her.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 6.

2. Destitute of feeUng or affection; cruel: as,

to treat one in a heartless manner.
But Leolin cried out the more upon them—
Insolent, brainless, heartless /

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. Destitute of courage ; spiritless; faint-heart-
ed; cowardly.

Fye on you, herteles. Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 88.

He seemed breathlesse, hartlesse, faint, and wan.
r, F. Q., n. vi. 41.

The girl with pallid hands
Was busy knitting in a heartless mood
Of solitude. Wordsworth, Prelude, ix.

=Syn. 2. See cruel.

heartlessly (hart'Ies-U), adv. In a heartless
manner.
heartlessness (hart'les-nes), n. The state or
quality of being heartless; want of affection
or of courage,

heartlet (hart'let), n, [< heart + -let.] A little

heart. i»jp. Diet.

heartlingt (hart'Ung), n. [< heart + -Mm^i.]

A little heart : used in a minced oath.

My will ? 'od's heartlin^s, that's a pretty jest indeed ! I
ne'er made my will yet, I thank heaven.

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 4.

heart-liverleaf (hart'liv'Sr-lef), n. See liver-

leaf.

heartlyt, a. [< ME. hertely (= D. hartelijlc =
MLGr. hertelik = MHG. herzelieh, herzlich, G.
herdich = Dan. hjertelig = Sw. hjertlig), < herte,

heart: see heart and -ly^,] 1. Of the heart,
in the literal sense.

The hethene harageous kynge appone the hethe lyggez,
And of his hertly hurte helyde he never.

Morte Arthure, MS. Lincoln, fol. 72. (EalUwell.)

2. Of or from the heart ; hearty.

I wol seye as I can
With hertly wille.

Chaucer, Prol. to Squire's Tale, 1. 27,

heartlyt, adv. [< ME. hertely, herteliche (= D.
hartelijlc= MLG. herteliken = MH(x. lierzelichen,

a, herzlich = Dan. hjertelig = Sw. hjertlig), <
hertely, adj.: see heartly, a.] Heartily.

To these kynges he come & his cause tolde,

And to haue of hor helpe hertely dissyred.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1020.

The kynge be-heilde Vlfln, and saugh hym laugh herte-

ly, and than he required hym to telle why he dide laugh
so sore. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 169.

heart-net (hart'net), n. The heart-shaped net
or pound of a heart-seine.

heart-shake

heart-of-the-earth (hart'gv-the-6rth'), n. The
plant self-heal, Brunella vulgaris,

heart-pea (hart'pe), n. Same as heartseed.

heart-quake (hart'kwak), n. Trembling of the

heart; fearfulness.

It did the Grecians good to see ; hut heart-quakes shook
the joints

Of all the Trojans. Chapman, Iliad, viL 187.

He had been the safety of his subordinates in many an
hour of danger and heart-quake.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 12.

heartrending (hart'ren"ding), a. Overpower-
ing with anguish; deeply afflictive; very dis-

tressing.

heart-robbing (hart'rob''''ing), a. 1. Depriv-
ing of heart or thought ; ecstatic.

A melting pleasance ran through every par1>

And me revived with heart^oblnng gladness.
Spenser.

2. Stealing the heart or affections ; winning.

Drawn with the power of a heart-robbing eye. Spenser.

heart-roott, »• [Early mod. E. also hartroote,

< ME. heorterote (= Dan. hjerterod = Sw. hjert-

rot, innermost heart); < heart + root.] The
object of one's deepest love ; a sweetheart.

Ever alacke, and woe is mee I

Here lyes my sweete hart-roote.

Old Bobin ofPortingcUe (Child's Ballads, m. 39).

Pray for me, mine own heart-root in the Lord.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 185S), II. 178.

heart-rot (hart'rot), n. A disease which pro-
duces a decay in the center or heart of trees,

caused by the penetration of the mycelia of va-
rious fungi which attack the tree either at the
root or above ground. As the decay is at the center
of the tree, the work of destruction may go on for years
before the tree shows any outward sign of disease. It usu-
ally attacks old trees, and may be produced by injudi-
cious pruning which allows the entr£mce of the fungi.

heart-scald (hart'skS,ld), n. Heartburn ; figura-

tively, a feeling of shame or aversion. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

Tho' cholic or the heart-scad tease us, . . .

It masters a' sic fell diseases.
Fergusson, Caller Water.

I put on a look, my lord, . . . that suld give her a heart-

scald of walking on such errands.
Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xiv.

heart's-ease, heartsease (harts'ez), n, [< ME.
hertes ese (two words), in def. 1.] 1. Ease of
heart ; tranquillity of mind. Also heart-ease.

I myghtneuer he in hertes ese till I hadde yow seyn.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 478.

What infinite heart's ease must kings neglect,
That private men enjoy

!

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

2. In iot. : (a) A popular and poetic name of
plants of the genus Viola, especially V, trico-

lor, the pansy, and V, lutea, the common yel-
low violet of Europe. See pansy and violet.
The name appears to have been tranrterred to these plants
from the wallflower, Cheiranthus Cheiri, originally classed
with the violets, being first used in the sense of '

' cordial

"

for a medicine prepared from violets, supposed to be
good for troubles of the heart. (6) In gome parts of
the United States, the common persicary, peach-
wort, lady's-thumb, or smartweed, Polygonum
Persicaria,

heartseed (hart'sed), «. A general name of
plants of the genus Cardiospermum (of which
name it is a translation), but more especially
of C. Halieacabum, a beautiful vine well known
in cultivation, which in the United States has
received the appropriate name of ialloorirvine,
from the large, triangular, inflated fruit. See
balloon-vine. The genus takes its name from the white
heart-shaped scar which marks the attachment of the
seed. It belongs to the natural order Sapindacece, or soap-
wort family. There are about 16 species, chiefly natives of
tropical America; but the C. Halieacabum and two other
species have a wider distribution. The names heart-pea
and winter-cherry are also given to these plants. In the
Moluccas the seeds are cooked and eaten as a vegetable.
They are also used in some countries as a remedy for lum-
bago. The mucilaginous root is a laxative and diuretic,
and is used in cases of rheumatism.

heart-seine (hart'sen), n. A weir with a heart-
shaped inclosure or pound, which wiU fish
however the tide may run. [Narragansett
Bay.]

heart-service(hart's6r'''vis), n. Service prompt-
ed by the heart ; especially, zealous service to
God; sincere devotion.
We should be slow ... to deny the truth, force, and

value of the heart-service which they [Dissenters) may and
do render, and render with affectionate humility, to their
Father and their God. Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 57.

heart-shake (hart'shak), n. A defect in tim-
ber consisting in cracks extending from the
pith outward.
In timber having much heart-shake, there is certain to

be considerable waste in its conversion, especially if we
wish to reduce the log into plank and board.

Laslett, Timber, p. 26.



Heart-shaped
Figure.

heart-shaped

heart-shaped (hart'shapt), a. Shaped like the
human heart; espeeially, having the conven-
tional figure of a heart— that is,

an oval figure obtusely pointed at
one end, with a, corresponding in-
dentation in the other; cordate;
cordiform: applied in botany to
leaves, fruits, etc. in the case of
leaves the base is often alone considered,
laaceolate or linear leaves being often called heart-shaped.
See cfyrdjdte,

heart-shell (hart'shel), n. A bivalve moUusk of
the familyIsocardiidm or CHossidw, Isoeardia cor:
so called from the heart-shaped contour of the
valves when viewed from the front. The surface
is covered with dark reddish-brown epidermis ; there are
two parallel primary teeth in the right valve, and in the left
the large outer tooth is Indented and the others are thin
and laminar; there Is a well-developed lateral tooth. The
heart-shell inhabits European seas, and is locally abun-
danti chiefly on sandy bottoms. By means of the foot it
can fix itself firmly in the sand. It is used to some ex-
tent for food. Also calleifooleaap, heart-cockle, and heart-
steel.

heart-sick (harfsik), a. [Of. AS. heortsedc
(= Dan. hjertesyg), in lit. sense (L. cardiacus), <
heorte, heart, -1- sedc, sick.] 1. Sick at heart;
deeply afOicted or depressed.

I am sick still; heart-sick.— Pisanio,
I'll now taste of thy drug.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

Chatham heart-sick of his country's shame I

Cowper, Task, ii. 244.

2. Indicating or expressive of heart-sickness.

The breath of hcart-sick groans. Shah, E. and J., iii, 8.

heart-sickening (hart'sik''''niug), a. Tending
to make the heart sick or depressed.
heart-sickness (hart'sik''nes), n. Sadness of
heart; depression of spirits.

heart-sinking (hart 'sing "king), n. Despon-
dency; discouragement. Moore.
heart-snakeroot (hart'sna,k'''r6t), n. The wild
ginger, Asarum Canadense. Also called Canada
snakeroot.

heartsome (hart'sum), a. [< hea/rt + -some.^
1. Inspiring with heart or courage ; exhilarat-
ing.

Ye heartsome Choristers [redbreasts], ye and I will be
Associates, and, unscared by blustering winds,
Will chant together. Wordsworth, Prelude, vii.

2. Merry; cheerful; lively.

At flfty-one she was a bright-eyed, handsome, heartsome
soul to look upon, with a maternal manner and the laugh
of a girl. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 127.

heartsore (hart'sor), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. hartsore; < ME. hertesor, earlier heortesar;

< heart + sore.'] I, a. 1. Sore or grieved at

heart.— 2. Proceeding from a sore or grieved
heart.

To be in love, where scorn is bought with groans.

Coy looks with heart-sore sighs. Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1.

Il.t n. Soreness of the heart; grief.

His onely hart-sore and Bis onely foe.

Spenser, V. Q., II. i. 2.

heart-spoon (hart'spon), n. [< ME. hertespon;

< heart + spoon.] If. The depression in the

breast-bone ; also, the breast-bone.

Ther shyveren shaftes upon sheeldes thlkke

;

He feeleth thurgh the herte-spoon, the prlkke.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1748.

I will whet my dagger on his hea/rt-sponc that refuses

to pledge me 1 Scott, Kenilworth, xx.

3. The navel. [Prov. Bng.]
heart-steel (hart'stel), n. Same as heart-shell.

heart-stirring (hart'st6r"ing), a. .Arousing or

moving the heart ; inspiriting; exhilarating.

heartstrings (hart'stringz), «. pi. Nerves or

tendons supposed to brace and sustain the

heart; hence, strongest affections; most in-

tense feehngs of any kind.

If I do prove her haggard.

Though that her jesses were my dear heart-strings,

I'd whistle her off, and let her down the wind.
Shak., Othello, m. 3.

So may thy heart-strings hold thy heart, as thou

This more than heart of mine.
.

J. Seaumont, Psyche, u. 77.

To break the heartstrings Of. See break.

heart-struck (hart'struk), a. 1 .
Struck to the

heart; shocked with fear or grief ; dismayed.

Adam at the news
Heah-struck, with chilling gripe of sorrow stood.

Milton, P. L., XI. 264.

2. Fixed in the heart ; ineradicable.

Eemt But who is with him?
Oent. None but the fool ; who labours to out-jest

His heaH-struck injuries.' Shak., Lear, ul. i.

heart-swelling (hart'swel"ing), a. Causing the

heart to swell ; rankling in the heart.
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Through proud ambition and heart-swelling hate.

Spenser.

heart-trefoil (hart'tre"foil), n. The spotted
medic, Medtcago maculata : so called both from
Its obcordate leaflets and from the somewhat
heart-shaped purple or flesh-colored spot on
each leaflet. .Also called heart-clover, heart-leaf.
heart-urchin (hart'er''''ohin), n. A heart-shaped
sea-urchin; any spatangoid. Also called wer-
maid's-head.

heart-'wheel (hart'hwel), n. Same as heart-cam.
heart-'wholefhart'hol), a. l. Not in love, or
not deeply affected by that passion.
Cupid hath clapped him o' the shoulder ; but I'll war-

rant him heart-whole. Shak., As you Like it, Iv. 1.

2. Having unbroken spirits or good courage.
[Prov. Eng.]

^ s s

Ay, he is weak ; but yet he's heart-whole.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 5.

heart-wood (hart'wud), n. The central wood
in the trunk of an exogenous tree ; duramen.
The innermost layers of heart-wood contain IJ per cent.

of pitch. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVin. 680.

hearty (har'ti), a. and n. [Early mod. E. harty;
< ME. herty, acoom. of older ME. hertly, hertely,
heartly: see heartly, o.] I. a. 1. Influenced
by or proceeding from the heart; heartfelt;
sincere; zealous: as, to be feear-^ in support of
a project; a 7jear<«/ welcome ; a. hearty langh.
I shal aske theym forgevnes in as herty wyse as I can.

English CHlds (E. E. I. S.), p. 415.

David was a "man after God's own heart," so termed
because his affection was hea/rty towards God.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 1.

Our salutations were very hearty on both sides.

Addison, Spectator, ISo. 269.

2. Full of health ; exhibiting strength ; sound;
strong; healthy: as, a. hearty -man.

Oak, and the like true hea/rty timber, being strong in
all positions, may be better trusted in cross and trans-
verse work. Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

I'm devilish glad to see you, my lad ; why, my prince of
charioteers, you look as hearty 1 Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 1.

"How is Bessie? You are married to Bessie?" "Yes,
miss ; my wife is very hearty, thank you."

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxL

3. Adapted for, affording, using, or requiring
strong or abundant nourishment: as, hearty
food; a hearty dinner; a hearty eater or appe-
tite.

The journey and the sermon enabled them ... to do
ample justice to Hachel's cold fowl, ham, pasty, and cake

;

and again and again she pressed them to be hearty.
Glen/ergus, I. 335. (Jarnieson.)

So Philomed^ . . . stoops at once.
And makes her hearty meal upon a dunce.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 86.

4t. Bold; courageous.

Withoutyn the helpe and the hondes of h£rty Achilles.

Destructimi of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 8854.

Bsay, that hearty prophetj conflrmeth the same.
Latimer, Works (Parker Soc), I. 356.

As the old Eoman Soldiers were forbidden marriage
while they received pay, lest their domestick interests

should abate their courage, so the Celibate of the Clergy

was strictly enjoyned to make them more usefull and
hearty for this design. Stillin^fieet, Sermons, II. ii.

=Syn. 1. Hearty, Cordial, Sincere; real, unfeigned, un-
affected, heartfelt, earnest, ardent, eager. Hearty means
having the heart in a thing, warmly interested in favor of

something, and acting so as to show this feeling ; proceed-

ing straight from the heart, and manifested outwardly.

Cordial is rather applied to feelings cherished or felt in the

heart, heartfelt, or Ihe outward expression of such feel-

ings : as, cordial love ; cordial hatred ; cordial desires.

Sincere means devoid of deceit or pretense, implying that

the sentiments and the outward expression of them are

in consonance.

How many a message would he send.

With hearty prayers that' I should mend. Sivi/t.

He, . . . with looks of cordial love.

Hung over her enamour'd. Milton, P. L., v. 12.

Weak persons cannot be sincere.

La Rochefoucauld (trans.).

2 Active, vigorous, robust, hale.

II. «• A seai%an's familiar form of address:

as, come here, my hearties.

heart-yarn (hart'yam), n. A soft yarn in the

center of a rope,

hearty-halet (hUr'ti-hal), a. Good for the

heart. , „ ., , ,. , ,

Sound Savorie, and Bazil hartic-hale.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 198.

heat (het), n. [< ME. heete, hete, < AS. hcetw,

hmto, also hwte (= OS. het = OFries. hete =
OHG. hem=Sw. heta= Dan. hede), heat, < hat,

hot : see hoth The D. LG-. Mtte = OHG. hizza,

MHG. G. hitze= Icel. Mti, heat, and Goth, heito,

fever," are from the same ult. root.] 1. A sensa-

tion of the kind produced by close proximity to

fire The sensation of heat is commonly described as op-

posite in character to that of cold ; but, strictly considered.

heat

this opposition lies not somuch in these sensations them-
selves as in their causes and associations. Like cold, the
sensation of heatprobably resides only in special points of

the skin, the points sensitive to heat being different in lo-

cation from those which are sensitive to cold.

2. That condition of a material body which
is capable of producing the sensation of heat

;

in physics, the corresponding specific form of

energy, consisting in an agitation of the mole-
cules of matter, and. measured by the total

kinetic energy of such agitation. See energy, 7.

Heat is of two kinds— heat proper, resident in a body,
and radiant heat, which, from the physical point of view,
is not properly heat at all, but, like light, a form of wave-
motion projected by the vibrations of the luminiferous
ether. Heat was formerly believed to be caused by an
indestructible material fluid, called calmic. It is now
known to be not a substance, but the energy of molecu-
lar motion, consisting, in the case of a gas, of near-

ly uniform rectilinear motions, with sudden changes of

direction and velocity when the molecules come near
enough to one another ; in the case of a liquid, of irreg-

ular wanderings of its molecules; and in the case of a
solid, of orbital or oscillatory motions. This motion en-

tirely ceases only at the absolute zero point. The temper-
ature is in fact nothing but the amount of heat per mole-
cule. The effects of absorbed heat upon a body are : (1)
Increase of temperature— that is, increase of the heat
of each molecule. To a limited extent this can be mea-
sured by the senses, but more accurately by thermome-
ters (see thermometer), the thermopile, etc. (2) Expan-
sion, or increase of volume (see expansion). (3) Change
of state, as of a solid to a liquid (see fusion and lique-

faction), or of a liquid to a gas (see vaporization). Thus,
to transform ice at 0° C. into water (melt it), or water at
100° C. into vapor or steam, a large amount of heat is re-

quired. This heat disappears as sensible heat, and is said
to become latent. Latent heat, however, is a misleading
term, for it is not true that heat is latent as such, but
only that so much heat-energy has been expended in
changing the position of the iaolecules and overcoming
their mutual atti-actions. If the process is reversed, this
latent heat becomes sensible, as, for example, when steam
is condensed in a steam-radiator. Heat also produces
electrical effects (see electricity), and is instrumental in
initiating chemical changes. Heat may be transmitted
from one place to another— (1) By convection (see convec-
tion), when the hot body is itself moved, as in heating by
hot air conveyed in flue^ or by hot water carried in pipes,

(2) By conduction (see condMction), where the heat travels
slowly through the mass of the body, as when one end of
an iron bar is thrust into the Are and the other end grad-
ually becomes heated. In this case it is the molecular
motion of the iron which is propagated. (3) By radiation
(see radiation). When heat was believed to be a sub-
stance, the radiation of heat was explained, in a manner
analogous to the abandoned emission theory of light (see

lightX as the actual transfer of the heat-fluid itself ; now,
however, radiant heat is known to be the energy of heat
transferred to the luminiferous ether (see ether^), which
fills all space and also pervades all bodies. The hot body
sets the ether-particles in vibration, and this vibratory
motion, in the form of waves, travels in all directions
and with a velocity of about 186,000 miles per second. If
this radiant heat impinges upon a body, part of it may be
absorbed, or, in other words, the molecules of the body
may themselves be set in motion by the ether-waves.
There is no essential difference between radiant heat and
lighf^ both being forms of radiant energy (see energy),
the ether-waves differing intrinsically among themselves
in wave-length only, and thus producing different effects,

heating, luminous, and chemical, in the bodies upon which
they impinge, according to the nature of these bodies.
The rays whose heating effect is generally the greatest
are of greater wave-length than those which most affect
the eye (light-rays), and have longer periods of vibration-
Like light-rays, theymay be reflected, refracted, diffracted,

and polarized. The quantity of heat of a body, or the
amount of heat-energy which a body gains or loses in pass-
ing through a given range of temperature, is measured in
thermal units (see heat-unit)— that is, by the quantity of
water which it would raise through 1° C. (or 1° F.) ; it is

given by the product of its weight into the number ex-
pressing the range in temperature multiplied by the spe-
cific heat. In ordinary speech heat and temperature are
not distinguished. See temperature.

Heat is a very brisk agitation of the insensible parts
of the object, which produces in us that sensation from
whence we denominate the object hot; so what in our
sensation is heat, in the object is nothing but motion.

Locke, Elem. of Nat. PhU., xi.

Since heat can be produced, it cannot be a substance

;

and since whenever mechanical energy is lost by friction
there is a production of heat, ... we conclude that feat
is a form of energy.

' Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, xciii

In the strictest modern scientific language ... the
word heat is used to denote something communicable from
one body or piece of matter to another.

Sir William Thomson, Encyc. Brit., XI. 666.

3. In ordinary use, a sensibly high tempera-
ture, as the warmth of the sun, or of the body.

Men of Nubye ben Cristene : but thei ben blake as the
Mowres, for grete Hete of the Sonne.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 46.

Thei were sette vnder the hawethorn in the shadowe
by the broke, and let theire horse pasture down the
medowes while the heete was so grete, for it was a-boute
mydday. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), iii. 622.

When she walketh apace for her pleasure, or to catch
her a heate in the colde mornings.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 248.

4. A heating, as of a piece of iron to be wrought
by a blacksmith, or of a mass of metal to be
melted in a furnace; an exposure to intense
heat.



heat
A heat, it may be noted, is the time occupied between

charging the pig-iron and drawing the last ball of mal-
leaole iron from the furnace, and is generally of about
li hour in duration.

W. H. Greenwood, Steel and Iron, p. 266.

The forging of a tool should be formed in as few ?ieat8
as possible, for steel deteriorates by repeated heating.

J. Rose, Practical Machinist, p. 220.

A field bakery of this kind can deliver 17,928 loaves of
bread for nine heats, each loaf forming two rations.

Sd. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 246.

Hence— 5. Violent action; high activity; in-
tense and uninterrupted efEort : as, to do a thing
at a heat.

With many a cruel hete
Gan Troylus upon his helm to bete.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1761.

flell was the fight, toynyng of speires,
Miche harme, in that hete, happit to falle.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10287.

Dryden, I suspect^ was not much given to correction,
and indeed one of the great charms of his best writing is
that everything seems struck off at a lieat, as by a superior
man in the best mood of his talk.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 64.

Especially— (a) A single course in a horse-race or other
contest.

On the ninth of October next will be run for upon Coles-
hill Heath, in Warwickshire, a plate of six guineas value,
3 Aeoste, by any horse, mare, or gelding, that hath not
won above the value of 5£.

Adv. quoted in Spectator, No. 173.

As for "Manfred," the two first acts are the best; the
third so so ; but I was blown with the first and second
heats. Byron, To Murray.
(b) A division of a race or contest when the contestants
are too numerous to run at once, the race being finally
decided by the winners (or winners and seconds) of each
division running a final race or heat.

6. Indication of high temperature, as the con-
dition or color of the body or part of the body;
redness; high color; flush.

It has raised animosities in their hearts, and Jieats In
their faces. Addison.

A sudden flush of wrathful heat
Fired all the pale face of the Queen.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

7. Vehemence; rage; violence; excitement;
animation ; fervency ; ardor ; zeal : as, the heat
of battle or of argument ; the heat of passion
or of eloquence.

'Tis strange
That you should deal so peevishly : beshrew you.
You have put me in a heat.
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tity required to raise an equal weight of water one de-
gree. Clerk Maxwell, Heat, p. 66.

The heat of the day, the period of highest temperature
of the day ; the part of the day when the temperature is

oppressive.— Welding heat, in metal., that heat at which
iron begins to burn with vivid sparks.—White heat. See
red heat, above.

heat (het), V.
;
pret. and pp. heated, formerly and

still dial, heat (het) or het. [< ME. heten (pret.

liette, pp. het, hcet, ihat), < AS. hcetan (pret,

hcette, pp. hated, *hwtt), make hot (= D. Jieeten

= OHG. heizen, MHG. G. heizen = Icel. heita =
Sw. heta.= Dan. hede) (cf. AS. hdtian, intr., be
or become hot), < hat, hot: see hot^, and cf.

heat,n.'] I. trans. 1. To cause to grow warm

;

communicate heat to ; make hot: as, to heat an
oven or a furnace ; to/jeatiron. See heat, n., 2.

And wher the watir was hett to wassh the ftete of
Cristis Discipulis.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 36.

Arth. Lo, by my troth, the instrument is cold.
And would not harm me.
Hub. I can heat it, boy. Shak., K. John, iv, 1.

Kebuchadnezzar . . . commanded that they should Aea£
the furnace seven times more than it was wont to be heat.

Dan. iii. 19 (ed. 1611).

2. To make feverish; stimulate; excite: as, to
heat the blood.

2 Lord. Thou art going to Lord Timon's feast.

Apem. Ay ; to see meat fill knaves, and wine hetU fools.

Sfto*., T. of A., i. 1.

Where bright Sol, that heat
Their bloods, doth never rise or set.

B. Jonson, Masque of Blackness.

To warm with emotion, passion, or desire

;

3.

rouse into action ; animate ; encourage.
That on me hette, that othir dede me colde.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 145.

A noble emulation heats your breast. Dryden.

Milton had heated his Imagination with the Fight of the
Gods in Homer, before he entered upon this Engagement
of the Angels. Addison, Spectator, No. 333.

4t. To run a heat over, as in a race.

You may ride us.
With one soft kiss, a thousand furlongs, ere
With spur we heat an acre. Shak., W. T., 1 2.

II. intrans. To grow warm or hot; come to
a heated condition, from the effect either of
something external or of chemical action, as
in fermentation or decomposition.
The first machines constructed heated too much.

S. P. Thompson, Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 113.

Sun-
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 2,

These Indians of Guam did speak of her [an Acapulco heat-apoplexy (het 'ap'o-plek-si), n.
ship] being in sight of the Island while we lay there, stroke
which put our Men in a great heat to go out after her.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 303.

8. Sexual desire or excitement in animals, es-
pecially in the female, corresponding to rut
in the male ; the period or duration of such ex-
citement : as, to be in fteaf.—Absorption of heat.
See absorption.—Animal heat. See anirnal.—Atomic
or molecular heats of bodies. See atomic.—Black

heat-economizer (het'e-kon"o-mi-zer), n. A
device by which the steam in a steam-engine i-uo ou^aii, i^u>™u,^3.,c^,.«, iJu,n„^„.nu,o.

or the hot air in an air-engine is cooled, causing heath-bell (heth'bel), n. The flower of the-

heathen

OHG. heida, MHG. G. heids, a heath, also, as ex-
clusively in D. heide, the plant so called, = Icel.

heidr = Sw. hed = Dan. hede, a heath, = Goth.
haithi, a heath, waste, = W. coed, a wood, = L.
-cetum in bueetum, a pasture for cows (60s, a
cow). The orig. sense is 'open, uncultivated
land'; the plant is so named from growing on
such land; ot. heather. Hence heathen, q. y.^

1. Open, uncultivated land: a desert tract of
land; specifically, in Great Britain, an uncul-
tivated tract of heathy or shrubby land, usually
of a desolate character.

Some woods of oranges, and heaths of rosemary, wiU
smell a great way in the sea. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 834.

Their stately growth, though bare.

Stands on the blasted heath. Milton, P. L., i. 615.

O Caledonia ! stern and wild.

Meet nurse for a poetic child !

land of brown heath and shaggy wood.
Scott, L. of L. M., vL 2.

Comes a vapour from the margin, blackening over Jieath

and holt. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

2. A plant of the genus Erica, or, by extension,

of the genus Calluna; any plant of the family
Ericacece, called by Lindley heathworts. The
species of Erka are widely distributed throughout Eu-
rope and the Mediterranean region, but are most abundant
in South Africa, where they cover thousands of acres and
constitute one of the principal forms of vegetation. The
two best-known European species are E. dnerea, Scotch
heather or fine-leafed heath, and E. Tetralix, the cross-

leafed heath. (See cut under JWcaeecB.) The nearly allied

genus Calluna, having only a single species, C. vulgaris, is '

more commonly called heather or ling.- (See cut under CoZ-
luna.) In GreatBritain heath or heather coverslarge tracts
of waste land, and is used to thatch houses and to make
brooms, and in some places for making beds. Sheep, goats^
and cattle feed upon it, and bees extract a finely flavored
honey from the flowers. The young shoots and flowers are
said to have been formerly employed in the manufacture
of beer. The species of southern Europe, Erica arborea,
attains considerable size, and is called the tree-h£ath.

I^om the wood of this species, and especially from that of
another species of southern Europe, E. Meaiterranea, are
made most of the so-called brier-wood pipes, or brier to-

bacco-pipes. The moor-heaths belong to a section of the
genus Erica called Gypsocallis by Don, and have somewhat
different flowers and a different aspect. They are very
beautiful plants, and inhabit moors and calcareous dis-

tricts. The Cantabrian, Irish, or Saint Dabeoc's heath is
a plant of a different genus of the heath family, Ddboecia
polifolia. It is chiefly a native of Ireland, but is alsofound
in western France, northern Spain, and the Azores. It is
a dwarf, bushy, evergreen shrub, grows in dense tufts, and
has racemes of purple flowers. It is also called Irish-
whorts. The sea-heath, Frankenia laems, is a low, heath-
like maritime shrub inhabiting the European coasts. See
Frankenia.
3. One of several small butterflies of different
genera. The large heath is Erinephile Uthonus ;
the small, Cmnonympha pamphilus.

it to impart its heat to a metallic body, which
stores up the heat and imparts it in turn to the
next charge of steam or air, thus materially re-
ducing the waste of heat; a regenerator,

heat, the condition of metal heated, but not enough to heat-engine (het'en"jin), n. An engine which
transforms heat into mechanical work.
heater (he'ter), n. One who or that which
heats.

Camphire swallowed is, in the dose of a very few grains,
a great heater of the blood. Boyle, Works, V. 104.

Specifically—(a) A furnace, stove, or other device for
heating, drying, or warming buildings, rooms, drying-
houses, fruit-evaporators, or parts of machines, as the
calendering-rolls of a paper-mill. (6) A small mass of
cast-iron designed to be heated and then placed in a hol-
low flat-iron or in a coffee-pot^ to heat the iron or keep
the coffee hot. _(c) In a sugar-making plant, a pan used
for the first heating of the cane-juice or syrup ; a heating-

afliect its color.—Black-red heat, the condition of metal
heated so as to begin to be luminous by daylight.— Blood-
red heat. See blood-red.— Bottom heat, heat at or ris-

ing from the bottom ; specifically, in hort., heat commu-
nicated beneath the roots of plants, as by fermenting and
decomposing substances placed under them, or by ininning
flues or pipes under them.— Capacity for heat. See ca-
pacity.— Darkheat. Seedef. 2anddar'fci.— Deadheat,
in racing, a heat in which the contestants cross the line
at exactly the same time, neither one winning.— Diffll-

Blon of beat. See di/umon.- Distribution of heat.
See diMributimb.—Evection Of heatt. See evection.—
Heat of combination, the heat evolved or produced by
the chemical combination of two bodies, divided by the
amount of heat required to heat one degree a mass of

heath, especially of Erica Tetralix or E. dnerea.
Also called heather-bell.

For heath-bell, with her purple bloom.
Supplied the bonnet and the plume.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 5.

heathberry (heth'ber'-'i), n.j pi. heathlerries
(-iz). [ME. not found; AS. AfBi^ifemjre, bilberry
(?),< hwth, heath, H- berige, bene, berry.] Same
as crowberry.

heath-bird (heth'berd), n. Same as heath-
cock or heath-hen.

heath-clad (heth'klad), a. Clothed or crowned
with heath.

water whose ratio to the mass of the compound is equal •hpot.pr-par Ihe'tt-r-VaT^ n A rnilrnnd-pnr pon
to that of the molecular weight of water to the molecular neaier-car (ne ler Jiar;, n. A_rauroaa-ea,r con-

weight of the compound.— Latent heat. See def. 2.— structed tor tlie transportation m winter ot

Mecbanlcal or dynamic equivalent of heat. See fruits, vegetables, and other perishable pro-
equivalent.— Prlcldyheat, an eruption of rainutepapules ' "

~ ^ -- . _. -

1, J ^ .,.. . ,-, . ,.. ,.-,. X - 1 - , ducts. Car-Bmlder's Ihct.
attended with a pricldy itching; lichen tropicus; loosely, h-otov nlafs CliB'tpr r,15t^
anypapulareruption.—Red heat,white heat. (a)States neaier-^iate (ne ler-piat),

of metalsand,toalimitedextent,of somenon-metallicsub- ""
stances, as carbon, at high but not definitely ascertained
temperatures, in which they radiate a reddish or (when
heated still higher) a much whiter light. These are espe-
cially noticeable in practice in the case of iron, which

exposed to cold, a device to conduct the heat
of the flame down to the oil-reservoir, in order
to keep the oil from congealing. Car-Builder's
Diet

at a "full red heat" becomes thoroughly malleable, and heater-Sliaped (he ter-shapt), a.

others, which are equal and the counterparts
of each other, curved. See Mater (6).

The small heater-shaped shield. Encyc. Brit., XI. 692.

The thermody-

at a white heat assumes a more or less pasty condition the heater of a smoothing-iron
(whioh continues through a large range of temperature), - • - •

'

. . - .

and can be welded. Hence—(6) A state of strong and one of
overpowering feeling ; states of strong and of most intense
passion, eagerness, or other emotion.—Sensible heat.
See def. 2.— Specific heat, the number of heat-units re-

quired to raise the unit of mass of a given substance
.. » j. /i,-i./j! i »

through 1° of temperature. For solids and liquids water is heat-iactor (het tak"tor), )l.

takBn as the standard— that is, its specific heat is unity.

For gases either water or air is taken. The specific heat
measures tlie heat-capacity of different bodies, or the __, j„j
amountof heat they absorb or give out in passing through .P^'^J"" „-,_,,,-„ . % -n
a certain range of temperature. (See calorimetry.) The heat-fover (het'fe"ver), n. Fever (pyrexia)
product of the specific heats of ths different elements caused by too great exposure to heat; thermic
into their atomic weights is found to be nearly a con- fever fa form of sunstroke)
8tantquantity(about6); this product is caUed the atomic

jieat.fo^cug (het'fo'kus), TO. See /oc«S.

The5i)«ri;icHeaeof a body is the ratio of the quantity heath (heth),». [< ME. heth^, heeth, heth, <

of heat required to raise that body one degree to the quan- AS. hceth = UD. Iieyae = MLiOi. hetde, hede =

Sleeping on the heath-clad hill.

J. Cunningham, Day, A Pastoral.

heath-cock (heth'kok), n. The male black
grouse. See blackcocTc— Black and spotted heath-
cook. Same as Canada grouse (which see, under grouae\
—Ruffed heath-cock. Same as ruffed grouse (which
see, under ^ro«se).

heath-corn (heth'kdm), ». The buckwheat,
., ., , Polygonum Fagopyrum.

.^r^Z. ?;» r.? heathcup (heth'kup), n The plant Artanema
flmbnatum, natural order Scrophulanacem, an
erect herb with opposite leaves, native of the
East Indies and Australia, and cultivated for
its large blue flowers, which are disposed in
racemes at the ends of the branches.

Shaped like

triangular

;

having one of thrs^FstlaS and thTtwcJ
heath-cypress (heth'si'pres), ». An alpine andnavmg one oi ine siae_s straignt ana tne two subnlninp, anpnioa nf ni„>..Tr,r.oc r,.//./i»,«A-^,»i ni.subalpine species of club-moss, Lycopodium at-

pinum, found in suitable situations throughout
Europe : so called from its resembling a min-
iature cypress-tree, and growing on heathy
ground.

namic function ; the inte^al of the reciprocal heath-egger (heth'eg'"6r), n. A bombycid moth,
of the temperature relatively to the heat ex- Lasiocampa callunce.

heathen (he'THgn or -thu), n. and a. [< ME..
hethen, < AS. hceihen, n. (= OS. /ledAin= OFries.

= OD. heyden, D. heiden = MLG. heidene,
heiden = OHG. heidan, MHG. heiden, G. heiden,
heide = Icel. heidhinn = Sw. Dan. heden, a.

heathen, = Goth, "haitheins, m., haithno, f.),

a heathen; orig. and prop, an adj., 'of th»



heathen

heath or open country ' (but not found in this
sense), < htBth, E. heath (= Goth, haithi, etc.),
open country, heing equiv. to LL. paganus,
heathen, lit. 'of the country': see pagan. The
resemblance to Gr. i&vea, IBvri, gentUes, 'hea-
then,' pi. of Wvoq, a nation, is slight and acci-
dental.] I. n. sing, and pi. 1. One of a race,
nation, or people that does not acknowledge the
God of the Bible, or such races, nations, or peo-
ples collectively, especially when uncivilized
or uncultured ; one who is not a Jew, Christian,
or Mohammedan ; a pagan.
So many were deed and wounded of cristin and JietJien

that the lelde was all coueied, so that oon myght not come
to a-nother but ouer deed cors.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 696.

The Eussian Ambassador still at Courtbehav'd himselfe
like a clowne, compar d to this civil heathen.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 24, 1682.

He [Geraint] ... fell
Against the heathen of the Northern Sea,
In battle^ fighting for the blameless King.

Tennyion, Geraint.

2. In Scrip., with the definite article, the gen-
tiles; those nations or peoples that did not
acknowledge Jehovah, the God of the Jews, as
the true God ; hence, idolaters, from the preva-
lence of idolatry among them.
Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine

inheritance. Ps. il. s.

Go, and the Holy One
Of Israel be thy guide
To what may serve his glory besfj and spread his name
Great among the heathen round. Milton, S. A., 1. 1430.

8. Any irreligious, rude, barbarous, or unthink-
ing person or class: as, the heathen at home.
[The plural, in aU senses, is usually heathen;
but in many instances, especially with refer-
ence to individuals, the regular plural form,
heathens, is used.]

II. a. Pagan
;
gentile : as, heathen supersti-

tions or customs.

Til it [a child] be crystened in Crystes name, and con-
fermed of the bisshop.

It is hetheTie as to heueneward, and helpelees to the soule,
Hethene is to mene after heth and vntiled erthe.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 450.

The heathen emperor thinks it absurd that Christian
baptism should be able to cleanse from gross sins, while it

cannot remove a wart, or gout, or any bodily evil.

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, III. § 9.

=Syn. See gentile, n.

heathendom (he'Tnen-dum), n. [< ME. hcB-

thendom, < AS. limthendom (= D. heidendom =
MLG. heidendom = OHG. heidantuom, MHG.
heidentuom, G. heidentum = Sw. Dan. heden-

dom), < UcBthen, heathen, + -dom, E. -dom.'] 1.

The state or condition of a heathen; heathen-
ism.

Degradation, pestilence, heathendom, and despair.

Kivlgsley, Cheap Clothes and Nasty.

2. Those parts of the world in which heathen-
ismprevails: opposedto Christendom.— 3. Hea-
then nations or peoples regarded collectively.

heathenesset, ri. See heathenness.

heathenhoodt, n. [ME. hetkenelwd, haithen-

hede; < heathen + -hood.^ Heathendom.

Al thes world is biheled mid hethenhode.
Old. Eng. Miec.,p. 91.

heathenise, v. t. See heathenize.

heathenish (he'THen-ish), a. [< ME. *hethen-

ish, < AS. hmthenise (= D. heidensch = MLG.
heidms, heidensch = OHG. heidanisc, MHG. hei-

denisch, heidensch, G. heideniseh= Sw. hednislc=:

ODan. heydensk, hedninsk, Dan. hedensh), < lice-

then, heathen, + -isc, E. -isTsi.] 1. Of or per-

taining to gentiles or pagans; characteristic

of or practised by the heathen: as, heathenish

rites.

When the apostles of our lord and Saviour were or-

dained to alter the laws of heathenish religion, chosen

they were, St. Paul excepted ; the rest unschooled alto-

gether, and unlettered men. Booker, Bccles. Polity.

Under whatever disguise it Ithe classical drama] ap-

peared, it was essentially heathenish; for, from first to

last, it was mythological, both in tone and in substance.
J e

. q^icknor. Span. Lit., I. 228.

Hence— 2. Uncivilized; uncultured; rude;

savage; degraded; cruel.

Lod. Here Is a letter . . . imports

The death of Cassio to be undertook
ByKoderigo. ...

, ^ ,

Cas. Most fteatA«»isA and most gross!

ShaJc., Othello, v. 2.

That execrable Cromwell made a heathenish or rather

inhuman edict against the Episcopal "'^''^^
Sermons.

heathenishly (he'raen-ish-li), adv. In a hea-

thenish manner.
Tis heathenisMy done of 'em in my conscience, thou

deserv'st it not. Beau, and PI., King and No King, t
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heathenishness (he'THen-ish-nes), n. The
state or character of being heathenish.
The . . . healhemshness and profaneness of most play

°°°^^- Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, p. 913.

heathenism (he'THgn-izm), n. [< heathen +
-ism.\ 1. Heathen systems of religion or mor-
als; pagan practice or belief; paganism.
Julian attempted to set up preachers of heathenism. In

opposition to those of Christianity. Seeker, Works, I. xxi.

Heathenimi partially, if not wholly, merged God in na-
ture. G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 26.

2. Heathenish manners or condition; the de-
graded or uncultured state of those who are
iminfluenced by Christianity; barbarism; ig-
norance; irreligion: as, the heathenism of the
slums.

heathenize (he'THen-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

heathenized, ppr. lieathenizing. [< heathen +
4,ze.1 To render heathen or heathenish. Also
spelled heathenise.

The continuance of these unscriptural terms, without
an exact application of them in sermons and catechisms,
heathenizes all the common people, nay, and great num-
bers of not unlearned persons.

Account of Mr. Firmin'd Religion (1698X p. 63.

heathenlyt, a. [<heatlien + -ly^.'] Heathenish.
An heatheniy Pagan.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 176.

heathenness (he'snen-nes), n. [Archaically
heathenesse (prob. regarded as analogous to
noblesse and other abstract nouns with P. term.
-esse) ; < ME. hethenesse, hcefhenesse (for *hethen-
nesse : cf . forgiveness for *forgivenness), < AS.
hcethennes, < hcethen, heathen, + -nes, E. -ness.l
1 . The state of being heathen.— 3. The coun-
tries inhabitedby heathens; heathendom. [Ar-
chaic]

Therto hadde he riden, no man ferre,
As wel in Cristendom as in hethenesse.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 49.

gef ony brother or sister deye in straunge cuntre, in
cristendom or in hethenesse, the bretheren sshollen . . .

doun a messe of requiem for the soule.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.X p. 36.

Neither in Christendome, nor yet in lieathennest.
None hath soe much gold as he.

Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 234).

heathenry (he'snen-ii), n. [< heathen + -ry."}

1. Heathenish rites and practices; heathen
systems of religion or morals; heathenism.

Are you so besotted with your philosophy, and your
heathenry, and your laziness, and your contempt for God
and man, that you will see your nation given up for a
prey, and your wealth plundered by heathen dogs?

Eingsley, Hypatia, vi.

In most places, even in the heart of Meccah, I met with
debris of heathenry, proscribed by Mohammed.

B. F. Burton, Bl-Medinah, p. 20.

2. The heathen ; heathendom.
heathenshipt (he 'thou -ship), n. [< heathen
+ -ship. Ct. MLG. heidensehop = OHG. hei-

dinscaft, MHG. 6. heidenschaft = Dan. heden-

sfca6.] Heathenism.
But a higher importance attaches to a clause in the

Northumbrian Priests' laws, by which a person accused
of the practice of any heathenship was bound to clear

himself by the oath of compurgatnrs, partly his kinsmen
and partly native strangers. If. and Q., 7th ser., VL 63.

heather (heTH'er), ». [Formerly also hether,

hather, and (dial.) hadder; < lieath, open coun-

try, + -er; equiv. to heath, used, without term.,

as the name of the plant.] 1 . Heath : especial-

ly applied to Calluna vulgaris, the commonhea-
ther. It differs from the other true heaths in possessing

astringent properties, and is employed by both fullers and
dyers. See cut under Calluna.

Heath Is the generaU or common name, whereof there

is owne land called liather, the other ling.

Norden, Surveiors Dialogue (1610).

They flndian Brachmanni] lay upon the ground covered

with skins, as the Redshanks doe on hadder, and dieted

themselves sparingly. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 642.

Come o'er the heather, come round him gather.
Wha'U he King but Charlie'

Patches bright of bracken green.

And heather black, that waved so higli.

It held the copse in rivalry.

Scott, L of the L., v. 3.

2. The crowberry, JEmpetrum nigrum. [Rare.]

3. A tweed or similar fabric, usually 56

inches wide, woven of heather-wool, and pre-

senting a color-effect like that of heather. Also

called heather mixture.— sayei heather, a moss,

Polytrichum commune. See Polytriehum.—To set the
beather on fire, to kindle disturbance ; bring smolder-

ing disaffection to a blaze.

It's partly that whilk has set the heather on fire e'en

now. Scott, Bob Eoy, xxxv.

heather-alet (he^H'^r-al), n. A traditional

drink said to have been brewed in North Brit-

ain from the bells of heather.

heathy

heather-bell (heTH'6r-bel), ». Same as heath-
hell.

'Tis sweet beneath the heat?ier.bell
To live in autumn brown. Leyden, Keeldar.

heather-bleat, heather-bleater (heTH'er-blet,
-ble'tfer), n. [So. also (obs.) hetherblutter,
liedderiluter; < 7jco<7jer (appar.) -H bleat, bleater,
in allusion to its cry. But the first element is

an accom. of a different original, the word be-
ing variously otherwise manipulated as Sc.
heron-bluter (as if involving heron), ern-bleater,
eartibliter, yern-bliter, -bluter (as if involving
earn^, eagle), E. dial, hammer-bleat (as if in al-
lusion to hammering) ; the ME . forms not found

;

aU ult. < AS. luBferbUete, hceferblmta, early_AS.
(Kentish) habreblete, once erroneously hcefen-
blcBte, the name of a bird, glossing ML. bicoca
and bugium (both words obscure : for bugium,
see under fieldfare), lit. 'goat-bleater,' < AS.
lujefer, a he-goat, buck (= L. caper: see ca-
per'^), + blcetan, bleat: see bleat.J Same as
ern-bleater.

heather-cla'W (heTH'er-kla), n. A dew-claw.
heather-grass (heTH'er-gras), n. A species of
grass, Triodia decumbens, common throughout
ExiTope, growing on spongy, wet, cold soils,

and of little economic importance. See Triodia.
Also called heatli-grass.

heather-Untie (heTH'er-lui''ti), n. The mea-
dow-pipit, Anthus pratensis. [Local, Eng.]
heather-peeper (heTH'er-pe''p6r), n. The peet-
weet or common sandpiper of Europe, Tringoi-
des hypoleucus. [Local, Scotland.]
heather-wool (heTH'er-wnl), ?j. Wool or worst-
edyam made for knitting and otherfancy work,
party-colored or mottled in various shades, and
producing work of a mixed or speckled color
thought to be like that of heather.
heatheryl(he'ther-i), n.

;
pi. heatheries (-iz). [<

heath -I- -ery.'i A place where heaths grow;
a house in which valuable heaths are culti-
vated.

heathery^ (heTH'6r-i), a. Of^ pertaining to, or
resembling heather; aboimding with heather;
heathy.

The antler'd monarch of the waste
Sprang from his heathery couch in haste.

Scott, L. of the L., I 2.

I found the house amid desolate heathery hills.

Emerson, English Traits, L

heath-fowl (heth'foul), n. The moor-fowl, La-
gopus scoticus. Montagu.
heath-grass (heth'gras), n. Same as heather-
grass.

heath-hen (heth'hen), TO. 1. The female heath-
bird ; the hen of the black grouse.

O'er the trackless waste
The heath-hen flutters, pious fraud ! to lead
The hot pursuing spaniel far away.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 700.

2. One of several American grouse, as the pin-
nated, ruffed, or Canada grouse. Also heath-
cock. W. Wood, 1634:; B.Denton, leiO. [Rare
or archaic]
heath-honeysuckle (heth'hun*'i-suk-l), n. The
name in Australia of a flowering shrub, Bank-
sia serrata, from the large amount of honey its

flowers secrete.

heath-pea (heth'pe), n. A tuber-bearing legu-
minous plant, Lathyriis macrorhizus (Orobus tu-

berosus) . The tubers resemble peas, and are eaten boiled
or baked. The plant is widely diffused throughoutEurope.
The name is said sometimes to be applied also to another
vetch, Vicia sicula (Orobtts atropurpureus).

heath-peat (heth'pet), n. Peat from the sur-

face-soil of places abounding in heather.

heath-poult (heth'polt), n. The pullet or young
of the heath-bird.

heath-pout (heth 'pout), m. Same as heath-
poult.

heath-snail C^eth'snal), n. A Mnd of snail

common in Great Britain, Helix ericetorum,

ranging to the north of Scotland.

heath-throstle (heth'thros'l), n. The ring-
ouzel. Tardus t^yrquatus. [Local, Eng.]
heathwort (heth'wert), m. In Lindley's sys-

tem, any plant of the heath family, Ericacece :

used chiefly in the pltiral. See cut under Eri-

cacem.

heathy (he'thi), a. [< heath + -y^."] Of, per-
taining to, or characteristic of heath; covered or

abounding with heath; adapted to the growth
of heath: as, heathy \&uA.

I'rom its hill of heathy brown
The muirland streamlet hastens down.

J. BaUlie.

O happy pleasure ! here to dwell
Beside thee in some heathy delL

Wordxworth, To a Highland GirL



heating

heating (he'ting), p. a. Promoting warmth or
heat; ha,ving the quality of impartiag heat;
stimulating : as, a heating medicine or diet.
heating-back (he'ting-bak), m. A chamber at
the back of a forge in which the air-blast is
heated.

heatingly (he'ting-li), adv. In a heating man-
ner; so as to make or become hot or heated.
heating-pan (he 'ting-pan), n. l. A pan for
heating flaxseed and other seed from which oil
is expressed.— 2. The first pan in which sugar-
cane juice or sugar-maple sap is heated, pre-
paratory to dipping or evaporating.
heating-surface (he'ting-s6r"fas), n. Same as
fire-surface.

heating-tube (he'ting-tub), n. In a steam-
boiler, a water-tube connecting at each endwith
awater-spaee, and directly exposedto the flame.
heatless (het'les), a. [< heat + -Zess.] Des-
titute of heat ; cold.

My blood loat, and limbs stifl ; my embraces
LUse the cold stubborn bark, hoane, and heatleas.

FletcTier, Mad Lover, iii

Where Mars Is seen his ruddy rays to throw
Thro' heatless skies, that round him seem to glow.

Hughes, Ecstasy, st. S.

heat-potential (het'po-ten*shal), n. The work
performed by the disappearance of heat.
heat-regulator (het'reg''u-la-tor), n. A ther-
mostat combined with some device for control-
ling the draft of a furnace and regulating the
fire.

heat-spectrum (het'spek"trum), n. A spec-
trum of athermal radiation, considerednot with
reference to its effect upon the eye, but with
reference to its intrinsic energy or heating
power. Wherever there is a visible spectrum there is

a heat-spectrum, and these two are really one and the
same: only, when we speak of the visible spectrum we
mean that part of the whole spectrum which affects the
eye, considering each part to have an intensity propor-
tional to that effect ; while the heat-spectrum is uie real
spectrum in its whole extent, including both the lumi-
nous and non-luminous rays, its intensity being everywhere
proportional to its heating power.

heat-spot (het'spot), ji. l. A freckle.— 2. A
spot on the surface of the body at which the
sensation of heat can be produced.
The relative number and arrangement of heat-spots and

cold-spots is different for different areas of the skin.
G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 413.

heat-unit (het'ii"nit), TO. The unit quantity of
heat ; the amount of heat required to raise 1
pound of water (also 1 kilogram, or 1 gram:
see calory) through 1 degree of temperature.
Thus, 1 pound of coal, upon combustion, yields
about 13,500 heat-units—that is, heat enough to
raise 13,500 pounds of water through 1° F.

Heat-units per hour abstracted in ice-making.
Sd. Amer. Supp., p. 8780.

heaumet (horn), TO. [OF., ahelm: seefeeZm^.] In
medieval armor, a hehn or helmet ; specifically,

a large helmet worn during the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, usually over an inner defense,
such as the coif of mail, or the basinet, it rested

a, Heaume with atlettes, end of 13th century ; i, Heaume, end of 14th

century. (From Violiet-ie-Duc's "• Diet, du Mobilier fran9ais.'*)

upon the shoulders, the head in some cases being free to

move within it, and was worn only in battle. Its great
weight led Ui the adoption of the armet^ which adapted
itself to tlie form of the head, and allowed of movement
in all directions.

heautomorphism (he-a-to-mdr'fizm), to. [<

Gr. eavTov, ra.., iavrfj^, f., eavrov, n., a gen. form,
of himself, herself, itself (contr. of lo avrov,

etc. : eo, later ov = L. sui, of himself, etc. (see

sui generis) ; avrov, gen. of avrdq, self (see aufo-)),

+ fiop(^, form.] Automorphism.
Heautomorphism-f in default of science, is ever the first

resource of explanation ; i. e., we judge of others by our-

selves. Fop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 257.

heave (hev), v.
;
pret. heaved or hove, pp. heaved,

hove, formerly haven, ppr. heaving. [< ME.
heven, earlier heliben (pret. hof, hef, limf, pi.

hoven, heven, also weak pret. hevede, hefde, pp.

hoven, heven, ihoven, also weak pp. heved), < AS.
*e66aTO(pres. hebbe, hwbbe, impv. Iwf, hefe, met.

hof, pi. hofen, pp. hafen, hcefen), raise, lift, =
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05. h^bbian = OFries. heva= D. heffen = MLG.
heven = OHGr. heffan, hevan, MHG. heven, heben,
Gr. Iieben (pret. hob, pp. gehoben) = Icel. hejja

= Sw. lidfva =Dan. hceve = Goth, hafjan (pret.

hof, pi., in eomp., hofum, pp. hafans), raise, Uft;

a common Tent, strong verb, •/ *haf, with pres.
formative -ja {-id), the sense 'lift' being de-
veloped from the orig. sense 'take, take nold
of (a sense appearing in the derivs./»a/ii, lieft^,

behoof, q. v., and in the L. cognate), = L. ca-

pere (pres. ind. eapio, perf. cepi, pp. captus),

take, take hold of, seize (> ult. E. captive, cai-

tiff, capture, etc., capacious, capable, etc., ac-

cept^ etc., receive, etc.: see capable, captive, etc.).

Denvs. heavy\ haft\ heft\ behoof, and perhaps
haven: see these words.] I, trans. 1. To raise;
lift; hoist.

They are the model of those men whose honours
We heave our hands at when we hear recited.

Beau, and Ft., Captain, i. 3.

Rise, rise, and heave thy rosy head
From thy coral-paven bed.

Milton, Ck)mus, 1. 885.

The curious custom known as heaving : on Easter Mon-
day the men heaved the women, i. e., Ufted them off the
ground and kissed them, Biekerdyke, p. 241.

Especially— 2. To lift with obvious efiEort;

raise with exertion, as something heavy or re-

sistant.

This shoulder was ordain'd so thick to heave

;

And heave it shall some weight; or break my back.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 7.

3f. To lift (a child) at baptism; baptize; also,

to be sponsor for.

Bot no sawle may thithen pas,
Untyle it be als cleeue als it ^rst was.
When be was hqfen at fount-stane.
And hys crystendom thare bad tane.

Hampole, Handlyng Synne.

4. To weigh; heft. [Prov. Eng.]— 5. To cause
to swell or bulge upward; raise above the
former or the surrounding level: often with
up.

The glittering flnny swarms
That heave our friths and crowd upon our shores.

Thomson, Autumn, L 923.

Great gray hills heaved up round the horizon.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, v.

6. To elevate or elate in condition or feeling,

as by the operation of some potent agency or
some moving influence ; exalt

;
promote ; raise

suddenly or forcibly to a higher state.

Therfore hefe vp your hertia ; hast you to saile

;

Sette furthe to the se ; sitte no lengur.
Deslruetion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4603.

Cicero's book, where Cato was heaved up
Equal with heaven. B. Jonson^ Sejanus, ill 1.

Tradition they say hath taught them that for the pre-
vention of growing schisme the Eishop was heav'd above
the Presbyter. Milton, Churcn-Governmenii i. 6.

Strong political excitement . . . heaves a whole nation
on to a higher platform of intellect and morality.

W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 28.

7t. To increase.

Qua folus lang wit uten turn,
Oft his fote^al find a spurn

;

Ben his res than sal he sare.

Or heuen his harme with foU mare.
Quoted in Alliterative Poems, ed. Morris (Gloss.).

8. To bring up or forth with effort ; raise from
the breast or utter with the voice laboriously
or painfully: as, to heave a sigh or a groan.

She heav'd the name of father
Pantingly forth. Shak., Lear, iv. 3.

Heaves abroad bis cares in one good sigh.

Browning, King and Eook, I. 45.

9. To throw upward and outward; cast or toss

with force or effort ; hurl or pitch, as with aim
or purpose : as, to Iteave a stone ; to Iteave the
lead. [Chiefly naut. and coUoq.]

I escaped upon a butt of sack, which the sailors heaved
overboard. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

The ships at first grounded two or three miles from the
shore, yet (through the Lord's great mercy) they were
heaved by the seas near to the dry land.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 293.

10. In geol., to throw or lift out of its place:
said of the intersection of two veins, or of that
of a cross-course with another vein, when a dis-

placement of one or the other is causedby the intersection,

one vein is said to heave the other out of its regular posi-
tion.

A vein may be thrown out on meeting another vein, in
a line which approaches either towards its inclination or
its direction. The Gornish miners use two different terms
to denote these two modes of rejection ; for the first case
they say the vein Is lieaved, for the second it Is started.

Ure, Diet., HI. 300.

11. Naut., to drawer pull in any direction,

as by means of a windlass or capstan: as, to
heave a ship ahead (that is, to bring her for-

heave

ward, when not under sail, by means of a cable

or other appliance) ; to heave up an anchor
(to raise it from the bottom of the sea or else-

where) Hove apealE. Seeapea*.—To heave aback,
to get (a ship) in such a position, by putting the helm down
or hauling in the weather-braces, or both, tbat the wind
acts on the forward surface of the sails.— To heave a
cable short, to haul it in until the ship lies nearly over
the anchor.—To heave a Strain, to turn the capstan or

windlass till the rope hove upon bears a strain with full

force at the windlass.—To heave a vessel about, to

put her on the other tack.—To heave a vessel down,
to careen her for repairs by means of tackles from her
masthead to the shore or to a hulk.

The ship also was so leaky that I doubted It would be
necessary to heave her down at Batavia, which was another
reason for making the best of our way to that place.

Cook, Voyages, n. iii. 7.

To heave in stays, in tacking, to bring (a ship's head) to

the wind.—To heave out, to raise (the keel) out of the

water by careening, in order to repair or clean it.—To
heave the gorge. Seeffo»ve.—To heave the lead. See
lead.—to heave the log, to ascertain a ship's rate of

sailing by the log and glass. See log.—To heave taut,
to turn a capstan, etc., till the rope or chain becomes
strained.—To heave to, to bring the head of (a vessel) to

the wind ; stop the headway of.

We passed through a large fleet of merchantmen hove-

to under shelter of Cape de Gat.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xxviiL

=Syn. 1 and 2. Hoist, Lift, etc. See raise.

ll, inirans. 1. Toberaised, thrown, or forced

up ; rise ; swell up ; bulge out.

Where ground beares naturally store of chamocks, the
cheese that is made off from such ground the dayry-women
cannot keep from heaving.

Aubrey's Wilts, MS. Royal Soc., p. 300. (Halliwell.)

So high as heaved the tumid hills, so low
Down sunk a hollow bottom broad and deep.

Milton, P. L., vil. 288.

It is of little use to expect clover as a permanent crop
in wet soils, or those subject to heave by the annual winter
frosts. New Amer. Farm Book, p. 132.

2. To rise and fall with alternate motions, as
the waves of the sea, the lungs in difficult or
painful breathing, the earth in an earthquake,
etc.

Bead calm in that noble breast
Which heaves but with the heaving deep.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xi.

The minister's . . . mind was . . . tossed to and fro
on that stormy deep of thought, heaving forever beneath
the conflict of windy dogmas.

0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, xviL

On the fourth [day] the wind fell, leaving the ship dis.
masted and heaving on vast billows.

R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, ii.

3. To pant, as after severe exertion ; labor.

He heaves for breath, which, from his lungs supply'd.
And fetch'd from far, distends his lab'ring side.

Dryde^u

The Church of England had struggled and heaved at a
reformation ever since Wickliffe*s day. Atterbury.

4. To make an effort to vomit; retch.— 5t. To
mount.— 6t. To labor heavily ; toil.

But theron was to heven and to doone.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1288.

Heave bo I an exclamation used by sailors when heaving
anchor, etc. Bence—With heave and ho, with slow
steady exertion.

They seem in punishing but slow.
Yet pay they home at last wO,h heave and how.

Sir J. Harington, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso,
[xxxviL 89.

To heave att, to aim at ; regard withhostile intent.

They did not wish government quite taken away ; only
the king's person they heaved at: him, for some purpose^
they must needs have out of the way.

Bp. Andrews, Sermons, IV. 12.

In vain have some Tieaved at this office, which is fastned
to the state with so considerable a revenue.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., V. iv. 8.

To heave at the capstan. See capstan.—To heave
in sight, to rise into the plane of vision ; become visible
while approaching or being approached, as a ship or other
object at sea ; come into view.

A dark line seemed to cross the western sky
Afar and faint, and with the growing light
-Another land began to heave in sight.

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, IL 180.

I was, no doubt, known for a landsman by every one on
board as soon as I hove in sight.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 2.

To heave to, to bring a vessel to a standstill ; make her
lie to. See under 1.— To heave together, to make a
flshing-trip in partnership; be partners. [Fishermen's
slang.]

heave (hev), n. [< heave, v."] 1. An act of
heaving; a lifting, throwing, tossing, or retch-
ing exertion.

But alter many strains and heaves.
He got upon me saddle eaves.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. L 411.

2. An upward movement or expansion ; swell
or distention, as of the waves of the sea, of the
lungs in difficult or painful breathing, of the
earth in an earthquake, etc. ; a forcible uplift-
ing.



heave
There's matter in these sighs, these profound heaves;You must translate. shak., Hamlet, iv. 1.

•Mongst Forests, Hills, and Hoods, waB ne'er such heave
and shove"

Since Albion wielded arms against the son of Jove.
Drayton, Polyolbion, iv. 55.

There was no motion save the never-resting heave of
the ocean swell. Froitde, Sketches, p. 67.

3. A rise of land; a knoll. [Scotch.]
Crossing a certain heave of grass.

Geo. MacDonald, Warlock o' Glenwarlock.

4. In mining, a dislocation or displacement of
a part of a vein, in consequence of its intersec-
tion by another vein or cross-oovirse, or by a
simple slide, fracture, or jointing of the coun-
try-rook. But it occasionally happens that a vein is"hove when there is no sign of a cross-vein or joint at
the place where the continuity of the Vein is broken.
Surface displacement has been termed the heave of a

fault. SeOde, Bnoyc. Brit., X. 303.

5. pi. A disease of horses. See heaves.—nea.-ve
of the sea, the power exerted by the swell of the sea in
advancing, retarding, or changing the course of a vessel
heaven (hev'n), n. [Early mod. E. also keven;
< MB. keven, < AS. heofon, lieofen, he/on, earUer
heben = OS. hebhan = MLG-. heven = Icel. hi-
flnn, heaven. The Icel. form is more com-
monly himinn, mod. Mmin = Goth, himins, hea-
ven, the same, but with different suflBx -in, as
OS. himil = OPries. Mmul = D. hemel = OHG.
MHGr. himel, Gr. Mmmel = Sw. Dan. Mmmel,
heaven, also in OHG., D., Icel., etc., ceiling,
canopy (so early AS. heben-hus, glossed by L.
laewnar, ceiling), pointing to a prob. orig. mean-
ing ' covering,' represented by E. hame^, q. v.
The forms with/or 6 and those "vnthm are prob.
orig. identical, but the reason of the change is
not clear. The word heaven is often erroneously
explained as orig. the pp. of heave, the sky being
regarded as that which is ' heaved' up ; but the
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Dear Couz, said Hermes in a Fright
For Heav-n sake keep your Darts : Good Jfight.

Prior, Mercury and Cupid.

mStS™ "^"^ ^""n Hr^^F «' Ji^Wing questions tomortals. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 15.

5t. pi The celestial powers; heavenly beings.
In love, the heavens themselves do guide the state.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 6.

6. Supreme exaltation or feUcity: consum-mate happmess; a state of bUss.

it°L^J^T"f
^^ '"' '"= ^'^^ ^°^ ese to any soule,It IS in cloistere or in scole be many skilles I fynde.

Piers Plowman (B), x. 800.

,.w? " ^^"''.^JiPon earth to have a man's mind move inchanty, restm Providence, and turn on the poles of truth

Stand up, and give me but a gentle lookAnd two kmd words, and I shall be in heaven.
Beau, and PL, King and So King, iii 1.

Balm of heaven. See 6aim.— Crvstamne heavenq
tonisSnf"'-'*1'"* lieavens! S; elSfation of^:tonishment, remonstrance, or censure. [CoUoq.]—Hea-
J«n Of heavens, the highest heaven; the aboJeand seat

Behold, heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot con-
tain ^hee

; how much less this house which I have buUt I

2 Chron. vi. 18.
Host of heaven. See Aosti.—Queen of heaven. See

heaven (hev'n), v. t. [< heaven, ».] To place
in or as it in heaven ; make supremely happv
or blessed; beatify. [Eare.]
He heavens himself on earth, and for a little pelf cozenshimseU of bliss. £ev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 194.

We are happy as the bird whose nest
Is heavened in the hush of purple hills. G. Massey.

heaven-born (hev'n-b6rn), a. Born of or sent
by heaven.

Oh heaven-horn sisters [the Muses] ! source of art

'

Who charm the sense or mend the heart.
Pope, Chorus in Tragedy of Brutus.

Hail, ye heroes ! heav&ti-hom band

!

J. Hopkinson, Hail, Columbia.
AS. hafen, hmfen, pp. of hebban, heave, is very „^..„„„„ ^.^ ^,
^erent phonetioaUy fromheofon, heaven, and heaven-bred (hev'n-bred), a. Produced or cul-the two words must be of different origin. This tivated in heaven

r3TAr,H^^n?fi°*^ W^'r *°. ''*?"' i^PP^^^-l Much is the force of heaver^bred poesy,reversed and modified m the actual relation of shak t g of t iii 2
lift, the air, the sky, with lift, raise.] 1. The hpavpti hnVlit CTiPv'n h,n+1 n

'

rcf 4«' ilo'

S=lte=ti- SS'.S HSLSiri-^^^
or vault, m which the sun, moon, and stars cal ]seem to be set; the sky; the firmament; the hpavPTi-biiilt. Chfiv'Ti >lilt^ «
celestial regions: often used in the plural'. \«|7^ty or favirof th^s
^" ,'^^.?™«'' ^^'^^' ^« I "ope. sith heuyn was o loft His arms had wrought the destin'd fall

Of sacred Troy, and raz'd her heav'riybuilt wall.
Pope, Odyssey, i. 3.

heaven-directed (hev'n-di-rek''''ted), a. 1.
Pointing to the sky.

Who taught that Tieaven-directe-d spire to rise.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 261.

3. Gruided or directed by celestial powers : as,
heaven^directed efforts.

gloriously bright. [Poetf

Built by the

[aloft].

In any coste where ye come but ye were clene victorius.
Destruction of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1101.

I never saw
The heavens so dim by day.

Shak., W. T., iii. 3.

Deepening thro' the silent spheres.
Heaven over Heaven rose the night.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

'Tis very sweet to look into the fair
And open face of heaven, to breathe a prayer
Full in the smile of the blue firmament.

Keats, Sonnet.

2. Sky as typical of climate ; a zone or region.

From vases in the hall
Flowers of all heaverbs, and lovelier than their names,
Grew side by side. Tennyson, Princess, Pro!.

To heirs unknown descends th' unguarded store.
Or wanders, heaven-directed, to the poor.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 149.

heaven-fallen (hev'n-f&"ln), a. Fallen from
heaven ; having revolted from God.

All yet left of that revolted rout,
Heaven-foMen, in station stood.

Milton, P. 1., X. 635. heavenward,
Bestowedby

heaver

heavenliket (hev'n-lik), a. Heavenly.
Being menne farre aboue the common sorte, or as yoU

woulde saye, heauenlyke felowes. J. Udall, On Mark viii,

heavenliness (hev'n-li-nes), n. The condition
or quality of being heavenly.

Goddess of women, sith your Tieavenliness
Hath now vouchsaf'd itself to represent
To our dim eyes. Sir J. Davies, Dancing,

heavenly (hev'n-li), a. [< ME. hevenly, heofon^
lich, < AS. heofonlio, < heofon, heaven : see hea'-
ven, a,ndi -ly^.-\ 1. Of or pertaining to heaven,m either the physical or the spiritual sense;
celestial : as, heavenly regions; heavenly peace:
the heavenly throng.

The heauenly lights hid their faces from beholding it,
and cloathed themselves with blacke as bewayling the
worlds funerall. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 40,

The teachings of science, instead of narrowing, enlarge
the heavenly horizons. If. A. Rev., CXL. 327.

2. Pit for or characteristic of heaven; su»
premely blessed, excellent, or beautiful; an*
gelic : as, a heavenly voice ; a heavenly temper.
The love of heaven makes one heavenly. Sir P. Sidney.

Good my lord,
You are full of heavenly stuff, . . . you have scaice time
To steal from spiritual leisure a brief span,
To keep your earfhly audit. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

Oft with heavenly red her cheek did glow.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 329,

=Syn. 1. Ethereal, celestial.— 2. Godlike, divine, spiritual,
blissful, beatific, seraphic, cherubic.

heavenly (hev'n-U), adv. [< ME. Iievenly, < AS.
heofonliee, < heofonlic, a., heavenly : see heaven-
ly, a."] 1 . In a manner as of heaven.
This sayd, she turned with rose colour heauenlye be-

glittered. Stanihurst, iEneid, i. 376.

0, she was heavenly true 1 Shak., Othello, v. 2.

You are so heavenly good, no man can reach you.
Beau, and PI., Custom of the Country, i. 1.

2. By the influence or agency of heaven.

The hour before the A«(n;eK;j/-harnes8'd team
Begins his golden progress in the east.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Our Ae£!Ke«Zj/-guided soul shall climb.
Milton, Time, 1. 19.

heavenly-minded (hev'n-li-min"ded), a. Hav-
ing the thoughts and affections fixed on hea-
venly objects.

heavenly-mindedness(hev'n-li-min"ded-nes),
n. The state or quality of being heavenly-
minded.
Deep spirituality and hAavenly-mindedness, a humble

and self-denying walk before God.
Biog. Notice of Bradford, Works (Parker Soc. , 1853), II. xt

heaven-tree (hev'n-tre), n. A mythical tree or
vine which figures in some primitive beliefs as
affording the means of ascent from under-
ground regions to the si^ace, or from the sur-
face to the sky. Forms of this myth are found
in Malacca, Borneo, Celebes, New Zealand, and
Polynesia.

There was a heaven-tree, where people went up and
down, and when it fell it stretched some sixty miles

Quoted in E. B. Tylor's Early Hist. Mankind (3d ed.X
[p. 357, note.

. heavenwards (hev ' n - ward,
•wardz), adv. [ME. heveneward; < heaven +
ward, -wards."] Toward heaven.

3. The celestial abode of immortal beings;
the place or state of existence of blessed spirits heaven-gifted (hev'n-gif'ted), a.

beyond the sphere of or after departure from heaven.
the earthly life. in Christian theology heaven is '^!^^^Jl}'I^I^^llf^^llJ'ltfl^^^ Thus AeoB'nwar,? all things tend. For aU were once
regarded as the region or state of endless happiness en- wiin inis «eave7i-yv-cea sirengin. „ . , Perfect, and all must be at length restor'd.
joyed by angels and faithful departed spirits in the im- Muton, S. A., L 36. go Qod has greatly purpos'd. Cmvper, Task vi 818
mediate presence of God. The Hebrews supposed three ]xeavenhood(hev'n-hud),M. [<feea»ere + -7j00d.] 'hpairp nfforinir i-hSv^'nf/'oi. iT,,»^

t^^^.'^l^.^l^S^I'^T^til^^^J^'^^l HeavenlychLacter; fitnessW heaven; sanci ^31^i-,°ff«3¥l^fJ_?i5-g):

in happiness above the other, the highest being the abode tmeation. [Itare. J
of God and the most exalted angels. Hence, to be in the We may not expect to see . . . the ripe, rich fruits of
semnth heaven is to be supremely happy. The heaven heavenhood clustered around the subterranean root of
of the Mohammedans is remarkable for the sensual de- faith. G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 63.

lights it has in store for the faithful. The ancient Greeks ..,,,, .,x r/ utt? j.««,^i„j, . /
and Latins regarded heaven as the abode of the greater heavemsht (hev n-ish), a. [< MB. hevemsh; <

gods ; and the spirits of the great and good were supposed
to find their place of bliss in the Elysian Fields(which see,

under Elysian).

But zit there is a place that men clepen the Scole of

God, where he was wont to teohe his Disciples, and tolde

hem the Prevytees of Hexiene.
MandemUe, Travels, p. 114.

And in the myddys of the Tower ys the place wher our
blyssyd Savyor Crist .Thu ascendid vnto hevyn.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 30.

I knew a man in Christ . . . caught up to the third
heaven. 2 Cor. xii. 2.

Above ^

l^tt*?^if;s1#^?U?
'"'-'''

^^urne. F.lise. H thou be once soundly.~^Jn thj^^^s.^^

4. [cap.] The Supreme Being; God; Provi-
^eaven-kissing (hev'n-kis'ing), a. Touching

heaven + -isAi.] 1. Pertainihg to or character-

istic of the sidereal heavens.

By hevenysh revolucioun.
Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 30,

2. Pertaining to the celestial abodes; heavenly.

So aungellyke was hir natif beaute.

That lyke a thyng immortal semede she.

As doth an hevenyssh parfit creature.

That doun was sent in scomyng of Nature.
Chaucer, Troilus,

heavenizet (hev'n-iz), v. t. [< heaven +
To bring to a heavenly condition or disposition.

104.

ize.]

aence.
He cannot thi-ive.

Unless her prayers, whom Heaven delights to hear.

And loves to grant, reprieve him from the wrath
Of greatest justice. Shak., All's Well, iii. 4

or seeming to touch the sky.

A station like the herald Mercury,
]!Jew-lighted on a heaven-kissing hill.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

„,

,

In the Le-
vitical law, a volxmtary offering which when
presented before the Lord was 'heaved' or ele-
vated by the priest, and became the portion of
the priests and their families. The term is also
sometimes applied to offerings received for the priests but
not actually heaved or elevated. Hence the Hebrew word
terumah, which is rendered heave-offering 22 times, is else-
where in the Old Testament rendered ' offering ' (28 times),
'oblation' (19 times), 'gifts' (once, Prov. xxix. 4), and 'is
offered' (once, Ezek. xlviii. 12). It is used of the tenths
of the tithes paid by the Levites to the priests (Num. xviii.
26-29), of offerings for the fabric, vessels, etc., of the tab-
ernacle (Ex. XXV., XXXV., xxxvi., etc.), of territory reserved
to the priests (Ezek. xlv. 1, xlviii. 8-21), of the offering of a
half-shekel or didrachma of atonement-money once a year
(Ex. XXX. 13-16 : compare Mat. xvii. 24), etc.

Thou Shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and
the shoulder of the heave offering, which is waved, and
which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, even
of that which is for Aaron, and of that which is for his
sons. Ex. xxix. 27.

heaver (he'ver), n. One who or that which
heaves or lifts. Specifically— (a) One of a class of
men employed about docks to take goods from vessels

:

generally used in composition : as, coal-AeaDev. (6) Naut.,
a smooth round wooden staff, generally from two to three
feet long, used for twisting or heaving tight a rope or
strap.



heaves

heaves (hevz), n. pi. [Pl. of heave, «.] A dis-
ease of horses, characterized by difaoult and
laljorioiis respiration.
heave-shoulder(laev'sh61"der),}j. IntheLeviti-
cal law, the portion (the right shoulder) of an
animal presented as a thank- or peace-offering
that fell to the priests : so called because offered
mth a gesture of heaving or elevation. The heave-
shoulder was the portion assigned to the officiating priest,
as the wave-hreast was to other priests.

heave-shoulderedt, a. High-shouldered. Da-
vies.

Captaines that wore a whole antient in a scarte, which
made them goe hea.ve-shouldered.

Naehe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 157).

heave-thigh (hev'thi), n. In the Levitical sac-
rificial system, the thigh used as a heave-offer-
ing.

heavily (hev'i-li), adv. [< ME. Jiemly, < AS. hefig-
Uce, heavily, grievously, < hefiglia, a., heavy, <
Jwfig, heavy : see heavy^.'\ 1. In a heavy man-
ner ; with great weight or burden.

The sunless sky.
Big with clouds, hangs heavily.
Shelley, Written among the Euganean Hills.

A large, heamly sparred, handsome schooner, lying to
at the south end ol Arcs. S. L. Stevenson, Merry Men.

Hence—2. With oppression or difficulty; griev-
ously; dejectedly; tediously.

But there weren summe that boren it hevyly withynne
hemsilf and seiden, wherto is this lease of oynement maad ?

Wyclif, Mark xiy.

Why looks your grace so heavily to-day?
Shale, Rich. III., i. i.

The evening passed off heavily,
OremUe, Memoirs, Sept. 9, 1818.

3. Densely; thickly: as, fteawii/bearded; heavily
timbered.
heaviness (hev'i-nes), n. [< ME. hevinesse, <
AS. hefignes, < hefig, heavy: see heavy''- and -ness. ]

1. The state or quality of being heavy ; weight

;

burden; gravity.— 2. A heavy state of mind;
grief; sorrow; despondency; sluggishness; lan-
guidness; oppression; tediousness.

In this manner dide Grascien hem counforte, and his
son Banyns, to a-voide [remove] the hevynesee of the two
queues. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 381.

It makith a man lijt) iocunde, glad, and merie, and
puttith awey heuynesse, angre^ malencoly, and wraththe.

Boole cf Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 19.

If any man he at lieuynesse with any of his bretheryne
for any maner [of] trespas, he schal not pursewen him in
no maner of courte. English Oilds (E. E. I. S.), p. 279.

heaving (he'ving), n. [Verbal n. of heave, v.'\

Upheaval; swell; rising; panting; palpita-

tion.
'lis such as you

—

That creep like shadows by him, and do sigh
At each his needless lieavings— such as you
I^ouriah the cause of his awaking.

Shak., W. T., ii. 3.

Wave with wa^e no longer strives.

Only a heaving of the deep survives,

A telltale motion

!

Wordsworth, Evening Volnntaiies, iii.

heaving-days (he'ving-daz), n. pi. Easter
Monday and Tuesday : so called from the cus-

tom of lifting the women from the ground and
kissing them at that time. See quotation from
Bickerdyke under heave, v. t, 1. [Prov. Eng.]

heaving-line (he'ving-lin), n. Naut, a small
line, generally about half an inch in diameter
and from 5 to 10 fathoms long, with a small lead
weight at one end, employed on steamships and
tow-boats to throw to the shore or to another
vessel, so that the end of a hawser may be
hauled ashore or to the other vessel by it.

heavisome (hev'i-sum), a. [< heavy^ + -some.']

Dark; dull; drowsy. [Prov. Eng.]

heavityt, »• [ME. hevyte; irreg. < heavy'^ + -fy.']

Heaviness; sadness.

The teres tul of hevyte. Chawxr, Good Women, 1. 1736.

heavy^ (hev'i), a. ; compar. heavier, superl. hea-

viest. [< ME. hevy, hevig, < AS. hefig (= OS. he-

hhig = OHGr. hebig, hepig, hevig, MHG. heiec =
Icel. hofi^r, hofugr, heavy), < heblan (impv. hef,

hefe, vp. hafen), heave, lift: see heave.'] 1.

Hard to heave or lift ; having much weight or

gravity; ponderous: as, a 7tecw;y load.

The stone was but little, yet so heavie that I was very

hardly able to lift it up with all my strength.
Coryat, Crudities, 1. 173.

Never heavier man and horse
Stemmed a midnight torrent's force,

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 29.

2. Having much weight in proportion to bulk;

dense in substance or texture ; of high specific

gravity, absolutely or relatively : as, the heavy

metals ; a heavy silk or paper; water is heavier

than oil.

2764
Is not lead a metal heavy, dull, and slow?

Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1,

3. (a) Of great volume, force, intensity, etc.

;

of unusual amount or bulk: used of things : as,

a heavy fall of rain ; a heavy sea ; heavy sleep ; a
heavy meal; a heavy order for goods.

In cold December fragrant chaplets blow,
And heavy harvests nod beneath the snow.

Pope, Dunciad, L 78.

A h^avy snow had fallen the day previous, and the track
was completely flUed. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 150.

Hark 1 that heavy sound breaks in once more.
Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 22.

(6) Acting, operating, or affected in a large
way; doing or suffering something to a great
extent or amount : used of persons : a.a, a, heavy
dealer in stocks ; a heaiy buyer.
The heaviest customers were the coffee planters.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 775.

4. Exceptionally den se in substance or quality,
as a fluid; specifically, not properly raised or
leavened, as bread; having much body or
strength, as wine or beer ; thick or viscid, as
an oil ; loaded with moisture or vapors, as the
air ; oppressive or producing languor, as an
odor.

When red hath set the beamless sun.
Through heavy vapors dank and dun.

Scott, Marmion, iv.. Int.

Some tastes and smells appear less extensive than com-
plex flavours, like that of roast meat or plum pudding on
the one hand, or heavy odours like musk or tuberose on
the other. W. James, Mind, XII. 2.

When what is termed "whole wheaten flour"—that is,

the entire substance of the grain, excepting only the outer
bran—is baked, it is known that the resulting loaf is . . .

liable to be somewhat heavy and sodden.
Eneyo. Brit., III. 264.

5. Having comparatively much breadth or
thickness ; coarse ; thick : as, a heavy line in
drawing ; a lieavy scar.

What a fascinating creature he was, with his little
black mustache, almost as heavy as a pencil mark.

T. B. Aldrieh, Fonkapog to Pesth, p. 77.

6. Lacking lightness or brightness ; without
cheerfulness or interest; dull, stupid, weari-
some, or depressing: as, a heavy countenance;
a heavy book or stjde.

Thomas sayde than with h£uy chare

:

"Lufly lady, nowe late me bee."
Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 107).

Then will ye curse the heavy hour
That ever your love was born.

Burd Ellen (Child's Ballads, in. 216).

A work was to he done, a lieavy writer to be encouraged,
and accordingly many thousand copies were bespoke.

Svtift.

Large women, offensively dressed, sit about the veranda,
and give a heavy and company air to the drawing-rooms.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 245.

7. Dull or sluggish; without animation, ac-
tivity, or briskness of movement: as, a heavy
gait ; a heavy market.
Behold the Lord's hand is not shortened, that it can-

not save ; neither his ear heavy, that it cannot hear.
Isa. lix. 1.

Trembling like the treble of a lute under the heavy fin-

ger of a farmer's daughter. Middleton, The Black Book.

8. Obstructive ; clogging or hindering passage
or progress : as, a heavy road or track

;

soU. ; his debts are a heavy drag upon him.
The roads were heavy, the night misty.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xi.

It was the depth of winter. The cold was severe, and
the roads heavy with mire.

Macawlay, Prederic the Great.

9. Weighed or bowed down as with a burden;
oppressed, physically or mentally: as, eyes
heavy with sleep ; a heavy heart.

My suster is so hevy and pensif of oure mys-happes that
right seilden she maketh eny mery chere to me.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 6.

He , . . began to be sorrowful, and very heavy.
' Mat. xxvi. 37.

Not willing that they should find his men heavy and
laden with booty. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Each heart as heavy as a log. Cowper, Yearly Distress.

With fingers weary and worn,
With eyelids heavy and red.

Hood, Song of the Shbt.

10. Hard to bear or endure ; burdensome; op-
pressive; aflicting; severe: as, a heavy -pain;

a heavy reckoning; heavy penalties.

The kyng was dede, whiche was a lievy case.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1302.

My Lord, it is the Jieaviest News that ever was sent me.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 7.

But, 0, the heavy change, now thou art gone

!

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 87.

1 1 . Difficult of accomplishment ; hard to do or
perform; hard to fulfil or discharge : as, a heavy
task or undertaking.

hebdomad
Curious inditing and hard sentence is ful hevy atones

for swioh a child to lern. Chaucer.

This thing is too heavy for thee ; thou art not able to
perform it thyself alone. Ex. xviii. 18.

It was a heavy task to the two girls to have to entertain
her. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxvil.

12. Sober; serious; relating or pertaining to
the representation of didactic Or somber parts

:

as, the heavy father; the heavy villain; thci

piece has much heavy business. [Theatrical
cant.]— 13. Milit., same as heavy-armed: as,

lieavy cavalry(meaning cuirassiers and the like)

.

—A heavy hand. See Aajsd.— Heavy artillery: See
artillery.—Heavy eaxth. Same as ftarj/to.—Heavy
flasB. See glass.— Keskvy inarching order, the con-
ition of troops fully equipped for field-service.—Heavy

metal, (a) Guns or shot of large size. Hence— (6) Com-
manding ability, mental or bodily ; great power or influ-

ence : as, he is a man of lieavy metal. [Colloq.]— Heavy
oil. Same as (iead-oi;.—Heavy on or inhand. See hand.—Heavy side, in a grindstone and similar objects, a pre-
ponderance in weight of one side of the stone or wheel
over the other.

This speed gives rise, with large stones, to so much mo-
mentum as to endanger their being split, if there should
be the smallest flaw in the stone, or that from neglect it

acquires a heavy side.

0. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 419.

Heavy wet, a potation of strong ale or ale and porter
mixed. (Slang, Eng.]—Hot and heavy. SeeAoil.—The
heavies, (a) Jft7it., the heavy cavalry. (6) TAeat., those
who play heavy parts. See def. 12. [Cant.] (c) People
who are heavy. [Colloq.]

You are one of the heavies, but I think we can outfit

you [with a strong horse]. The Century, XXXVII. 900.

hea'Vyif (hev'i), v. [< ME. hevien, < AS. hefigian,

make heavy, become heavy, < hejig, heavy.] I.

trans. To make heavy; grieve.

And turnede agen eftsoone and foound hem slepinge,
for her yghen weren hevyed, and they knewen not what
they schulden answere to him. Wydif, Mark xiv.

Thow seiste how it is the be-fallen, and yet thou art of
feire age, and me hevyeth sore the to sle.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii 368.

II. intrans. To become heavy or sad.

The kyng fro day to day he heuyed more and more,
Nerhand his endyng sekenes greued him sore.

Bob. of Brunne, p. 65.

hea'vy^ (he'vi), a. [< heav-es + -y^.] Having
the disease called heaves : as, a heavy horse.

heavy-armed (hev'i-armd), a. Bearing heavy
arms or armor : as, heavy-armed troops.

heavy-handed (hev'i-han''ded), a. 1. Clum-
sy; awliward; not dexterous.— 2. Oppressive;
downbearing : as, heavy-handed tyranny.
heavy-headed (heY'l-hed'ed), a. Having a
heavy head; dull; stupid.

We are dull soldiers.
Gross heavy-headed fellows ; fight for victuals I

Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

heavy-hearted (hev'i-har'''ted), a. Heavy at
heart; sad; mournful.
heavy-laden (hev'i-la"dn), a. Laden with a
heavy burden.

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest. Mat. xi. 28.

hea'vy-pine (hev'i-pin), n. Aname of the Pimis
ponderosa. See pine^.

heavy-spar (hev'i-spar), n. Sulphate of bari-
um; also, carbonate of barium; loosely, car-
bonate or sulphate of strontium.

hea'Vy-Stone (hev'i-ston), n. The name origi-
nally given to cerite, from its density. Also
called heavy-stone of Bastnas.
heavy-tailed (hev'i-tald), a. Having a heavy
tail : used specifically in the phrase heavy-tailed
duck, the ruddy duck, Erismatura ruhida. J.
T. Sharpless, 1833.

heavy-weight (hev'i-wat),M. 1 . Apersonwhose
weight exceeds the average ; specifically, a box-
er or other contestant whose weight places him
in the highest of the four grades or classes of
contestants recognized by sporting men, the
others being middle-weight, light-weight, and
feather-weight.— 2. A person of weight or im-
portance; one of much influence.

Heb. An abbreviation of Hebrews.
hebdomad (heb'do-mad), n. [= Sp. hebddmada
= Pg. hebdomada '= It. ebdomada, < L. hebdomas
{•mad-), < 6r. ejHoiia^ (-/lad-), a number of seven,
aweek, < spSofioq (= L. septimvs), seventh, < tirrd

= L. septem = E. seven.] 1 . The number seven

;

the idea of seven, or the quality of being seven
in number.— 2. The sum of seven things; a
collection of seven persons or things; speeifi
cally, a group of seven days ; a week.
But in that tyme I Daniel was so heuey by thre heldo-

mads of dayes that I ate no delicate meatis.
Joye, Expos, of Daniel, x.



hebdomad
3. In some Gnostic systems, a group of super-
iuman beings, angels, or divine emanations;
in the systems of Basilides and Valentinus, the
sphere of the Demiurge, sublunary, and lower
than the ogdoad, or a title of the Demiurge
himself. The Gnostic uses of the word were apparently
developed from the idea of the seven planets or planetary
heavens, or that of gods, spirits, or angels personifying,
indwelling, ruling, or creating them ; then, in a collective
sense, it came to mean the whole sublunaiy sphere, or its
ruler.

In the next lower sphere [below the Ogdoad, In the sys-
tem of Basilides], called the Hebdomtzd, or sphere of seven,
is the second Archon, or Ruler,who is the God of the Jews,
and who created all things below Him.

Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church History, I. 195.

iebdomadal (heb-dom'a-dal), a. [< LL. liei-

domadalis, < L. hehdomas, a week: see heb-
domad.'] Consisting of seven days, or occur-
ring or appearing every seven days; weekly.
As for hehdomadal periods or weeks, although in regard

of their sabbaths they were observed by the Hebrews, yet
it is not apparent the ancient Greeks or Bomans used
any. Sir T, Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

Hebdomadal council, in Oxford University, England, a
board of twenty-one members elected by the senate to
regulate the business of the university, and ordinarily
meeting weekly.— Hebdomadal cycle. See eycU^.

liebdomadally (heb-dom'a-dal-i), adv. By the
week; from week to weeli'.

Did we not hear their representatives in Congress as-
sembled, for whom our chaplain hebdmnaddUy prayed, and
we, as in duty bound, responded "Amen"?

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 778.

liebdomadary (heb-dom'a-da-ri), a. and n. [=
F. hebdomadaire = Sp. Pg. hebdomadario = It.

ebdomadario, < ML. hebdomadarius, weekly,
one who performs weekly service, < L. heb-
domas, a week: see hebdomad.] I. a. Weekly:
same as hebdomadal.

And by this bless'd hebdomadary round
(The heav'nly orb which she on earth contriv'd),
Wean'd from our worldly motions, she found
Her circled self in solid rest.

J. Beauvumt, Psyche, xviii. 33.

II. n.
;
pi. heidomadaries (-riz). In the £om.

Cath. Ch., that member of a chapter or eon-
vent whose duty it is, during a certain week,
to officiate in the choir, rehearse the anthems
and prayers, and perform other services which
on extraordinary occasions are performed by
the superiors. Also called hebdomader.

liebdomader (heb-dom'a-der), n. Same as heb-

^liebdoiliaticalt (heb-do-mat'i-kal), a. [< LL.
hebdomaticus, liebdomddieus, < L. hehdomas, a
week: see hebdomad.] Weekly.
Far from the conceit of deambulatory, Jieidomatieal, or

peradventure, ephemeral office.

Bp. Motion, Episcopacy Asserted, p. 142.

Bebe (he'be), n. [L., < Gr. "11/3)/, a personifica-

tion of ijpTi, youth.] 1. In Gr. myth., the god-

dess of youth and spring; the personification

Bridal of Hercules and Hebe.

(From a Greek vase of the 4th century B. C.)

of eternal and exuberant youth, and, until

supplanted in this office by Ganymede, the

cup-bearer of Olympus, a daughter of Zeus and

Hera, who gave her as Wife to Hercules after

his deification, as a reward of his achieve-

ments.
Wreathed smiles.

Such as hang on Hebe's cheek.

And love to live in dimple sleek.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 29.

3. The sixth planetoid, discovered by Henke
in Driesen, Prussia, in 1847.—3. [I.e.] Umam-
mal., same as hamadryad, 4.

, ™ .o
hebeanthous (he-be-an'thus), a. [< Gr. riH

youth, puberty, putiescence, + avdoi, flower.J

In bot., having the corolla or the flower tomen-

tose or pubescent. [Bare.]
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bebecarpous (he-be-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. rjBij,

pubescence, + aapTrd^, fruit.] In bot., having
pubescent fruit. [Rare.]
hebecladous (he-bek'la-dus), o. [< Gr. ijB^,
pubescence, + Kl&6oq, "branch.] In hot., hav-
ing pubescent branches. [Rare.]
hebegynous (he-bej'i-nus), a. [< Gv.iJPv, pu-
bescence, + -ymii, female (in mod. bot. an
ovary).] In hot., having pubescent ovaries.
[Rare.]

bebent, »• and a. [Also hebene; < L. hebenus,
less correctly ebenus, ebony, > ult. E. ebon:
see e6o».] I. n. Ebony.

There mournfull Cypresse grew in greatest store.
And trees of bitter Gall, and Heien sad.

Spenser, ¥. Q., IL vii. 62.

II. a. Made or consisting of ebony.
Lay now thy deadly Helen bowe apart.

Spenser, ¥. Q., Prol.

bebenont, «. A word found only in the pas-
sage cited, where it is supposed to be an error
for henbane.

Upon my secure hour thy uncle stole.
With juice of cursed hebenon in a vial.
And in the porches of mine ears did pour
The leperous distilment. Shak., Hamlet, i. 6.

Hebenstreitia (heb-en-stri'ti-a), n. [NL., af-
ter J. B. Sebenstreit (died 1757), professor at
Leipsic] A genus of dicotyledonous gamo-
petalous plants, of the natural order Selaginece,
characterized by a subhyaline calyx in the form
of a spathe split down on one side, and a four-
lobed corolla split to the middle of the tube in
front. The genus embraces about 20 species, natives of
Africa from the Cape to Abyssinia. They are herbs or
shrubs, mostly with alternate, narrow, entire or dentate
leaves, and terminal spikes of white or yellow flowers. H.
dentata is said to be scentless in the morning, strong-smell-
ing at midday, and sweet-smelling in the evening.

Hebenstreitiese (heb"en-stri-ti'e-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Hebenstreitia + -ece.] The name given
by Reichenbach in 1846 to a subdivision of the
Globulariece, now falling within the natural or-

der Selaginece. It includes the genus Heben-
streitia as the type.

hebepetalous (he-be-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. nPij,

pubescence, + wha'kov, leaf (in mod. bot. a pet-
al).] In 6of., having pubescent petals. [Rare.]

hebephrenia (he-be-fre'ni-a), n. [< Gr. ij^ri,

puberty, + ippfjv, the mind.] "A form of insanity
• incident to the age of puberty.

hebepbreniac (he-be-fie'ni-ak), n. and a. [<
hebephrenia + -ae.]

'

I, n. One afEected by he-
bephrenia.

II. a. Pertaining to or afEected by hebephre-
nia.

hebetate (heb'e-tat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. hebe-

tated, ppr. hebetating. [< L. hebetatus, pp. of

hebetare (> Sp. Pg. hebetar = F. 7»^6e'*er), blunt,

dull, deaden, < hebes, blunt, dull: see liebete.]

To dull; blunt; clog. [Rare.]

Beef . . . may confer a robustness on the limbs of my
son, but will hebetate and clog his intellectuals.

Martinus Scriblerus, iv.

Desultory reading, except as conscious pastime, hebe-

tates the brain and slackens the bow-string of Will.

Lowell, Books and Libraries.

hebetate (heb'e-tat), a. [= P. h4b4U, < L.

hebetatus, ^^.•. see the verb.] 1. Obtuse; dull.

[Bare.]— 3. In bot., having aduU or blunt soft

point: Raid of awns, scales, spines, etc.

hebets fiion (heb-f-ta'shon), n. [= F. hibMa-

tion ^ It. ebetazione, < £. hebetatio{n-), < hebe-

tare, blunt : see hebetate.] The act of making
blunt or dull, or the state of being blimt or duU.

[Bare.] ^ _ , ^

hebetet (heb'et), a. [= It. ebete, < L. hebes

QiebeU), blunt, dull, obtuse, sluggish, < hebere,

be blunt, dull, etc.] Doltish ; stupid.

Examine and tiy the commonalty in almost every place,

and you must observe how hebete and dull they are, how
Btraneely unacquainted with what they profess to believe.

EUis, Knowledge of Divine Things, p. 325.

hebetidentate (heb"e-ti-den'tat), a. [< NL.

hebetidentatus, < L. hebes (hebetr-), blunt, duU, +
dentatus = E. toothed: see hebete and dentate.]

Having obtuse teeth: specifically said of the

Hebetidentati (heb"e-ti-den-ta'ti), n.pl. [NL.,

T)\.othehetidentatus: aeehebetidentate.] Aprime

division of Glires or Bodentia, based upon the

fossil genus Mesotherium : contrasted with Sirrv-

pUcidentati and Dupliddentati. E. B. Alston.

Hebetominae (hf-bet-o-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL.,

< Hebetomus + -ince.] A subfamily of dipterous

insects, represented by the genus Hebetomus,

and of the family Psychodidw.

Hebetomus (hf-bet'o-mus), «• [N^;. also writ-

ten Hebotomus; an error for PhUbotomus, <. Gr.

Hebraize

0/lc;3oT(i/iof, opening veins : see phlebotomy.] A
genus of dipterous insects. Bondani, 1843.

hebetude (heb'e-ttid), n. [= F. liibHude = It.

ebitudine, < L. liebetudo, < hebes (hebet-), blunt,
dull: see hebete.] Obtuseness; dullness; leth-
argy; stupidity.

The pestilent seminaries, according to their grossness
or subtilty, activity or hebetude, cause more or less trucu-
lent plagues. Hareej/, On the Plague.

That slight degree of hebetude which shows itself in
sluggishness and defective range of thought.

Jour. Ment. Sci., XXX. 13.

hebetudinous (heb-e-ta'di-nus), a. [< L. hebe-

tudo (-din-), hebetude, + -oms.] Characterized
•by hebetude, lethargy, or dullness.

hebiterf, n. An old term for a cuirass.

Hebradendron (heb-ra-den'drgn), ». [NL.,
abbr. < Gr. '^jipaloQ, Hebrew, + dsvSpov, tree.

The name alludes to the peculiar form, suggest-
ing circumcision, of the anther at dehiscence.]
An assumed genus of trees, now regarded as
forming a section of the genus Garcinia, hav-
ing distinct peltate anthers dehiscing by a cir-

cular fission. The species are East Indian
trees, and yield the valuable resins known as
gamboge. See Gardnia, gamboge.
Hebraic (hf-bra'ik), a. [= F. Mbraique = Sp.
hebrdico = Pg. hebraico = It.ebraico (cf. G. he-

braisch = Dan. hebraisTc = Sw. liebreisTc), < LL.
Hebraicus, < Gr. 'E^palndg, Hebrew, < ''E^paloQ,

Hebrew: see Hebrew.] Of or pertaining to the
Hebrews; Hebrew.
Hebraical (hf-bra'i-kal), a. [< Hebraic + -al.]

Same as Hebraic.

That Hebraical school of which . . . [the] harmonic
and melodious numbers (in Gen. i.) remain a magnificent
memento. Dawson, Origin of World, p. 55.

Hebraically (he-bra'i-kal-i), adv. After the
manner of the Sebrews or the Hebrew lan-
guage: as, to write Hebraically (that is, to
write from right to left).

Hebraicize (he-bra'i-az), v. t.; pret. and pp.
Hebraicized, ppr. Hebraicizing. [< Hebraic +
-ize.] To render Hebrew; Hebraize. Also
spelled Hebraicise.

Hebralsation, Hebraise. See Hebraization,
Hebraize.

Hebraism (he'bra-izm), n. [= P. hebraisme =
Sp. hebraismo = Pg. hebraismo = It. ebraismo,

< NL. Hebraismus, < Gr. 'B;3pa«(Etv, speak He-
brew, < 'B/SpaZof, Hebrew: see Hebrew.] 1. A
manner or custom peculiar to the Hebrews;
specifically, an idiom, expression, or manner of

speaking peculiar to the Hebrew tongue.

Milton . . . has infused a greatmany Latinlsms, as well
as Grsecisms, and sometimes Hebraisms, into the language
of his poem. Addison, Spectator, No. 286.

3. The spirit and tendency regarded as espe-
cially characteristic of the Hebrew race, his-

torically considered.

The uppermost idea with Hebraism is conduct and obe-
dience. . . . Hebraism—and here is the source of its won-
derful strength— has always been severely preoccupied
with an awflU sense of the impossibility of being at ease in
Ziou. ... By alternations of Hebraivm and Hellenism, of

a man's intellectual and moral impulses, of the effort to

see things as they really are, and the effort to win peace
by self-conquest, the human spirit proceeds. . . . All
which Protestantism . . . succeeded in clearly setting

forth in words had the characters of Hebraism rather than
of Hellenism. . . . Puritanism . . . was a reaction of He-
braism against Hellenism.

M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, iv.

Hebraist (he'bra-ist), n. [< HebraAc + -ist.]

1. One versed in the Hebrew language and
learning.—3. One imbued with the Hebraic
spirit. See Hebraism, 2.

The tone of thought or of feeling which gives form and
colour to this splendid poetic style [that of Cyril Toumeurl
is essentially what modern criticism would define as that
of a natural Hebraist.

Swinburne, Nineteenth Century, XXL 423.

Hebraistic (he-bra-is'tik), a. Pertaining to or
resembling the Hebrew manners, thought, or
language.
Hebraistical (he-bra-is'ti-kal), a. [< Hebraistic

+ -al.] Same as Mebraistic.

Hebraistically (he-bra-is'ti-kal-i), adi). In
Hebrew fashion ; after the manner of Hebra-
ism. M. Arnold.

Hebraization (he "bra - i - za ' shon), n. [< He-
braize + -ation.] The act or process of mak-
ing Hebrew or of Hebraizing ; a becoming Jew-
ish. Also spelled Hebraisation.

The next decade will see a more extensive Hebraization
al the wholesale trade of New York than ever.

New York Courier-Journal.

Hebraize (he'bra-iz), V.
;
pret. and pp. Hebra-

ized, ppr. Hebraizing. [= F. Mbraiser = Sp.

hebraizar = It. ebraizzare, < Gr. 'E/3pa«f«ti,



Hebraize

epeak Hebrew, <
.

'E/3/)aiof , Hebrew: see Se-
brew.'] I, trans. To adapt to tlie Hebrew form
or maimer ; express in Hebrew idioms.

II. intrans. 1. To conform to the Hebrew
rites, manners, or language.— 2. To exMbit a
tendency to Hebraism; follow Hebraism as an
ideal of mind and conduct. See Hebraism, 2.

We have fostered our Hebraizing instincts, our prefer-
ence of earnestness of doing to delicacy and fleidbiUty of
thinking, too exclusively.

M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, v.

Also spelled Hebraise.
Hebrew (be'bro), m. and a. [Early mod. E.
also Ehrew; < ME. Hebrew, Ebreu (= D. he-
hreeuw), < OP. hebreu, hebrieu, P. hebreu = Sp.
Pg. hebreo = It. ebreo (of. D. hebreer = Gr. he-
hraer= Dan. hebrceer= Sw. hebrS, n. ), < LL. He-
hraus, n., LL. and L. Hebrwus, a., < Gr. 'B/3/oaiOf,

a. and n., < Aramaic 'ebrayd, < Heb. Hbri, pi.
'ibrim, a Hebrew, referred to tbe eponymous
'Eber, Eber or Heber, the traditional ancestor of
the Hebrews. 'Eber means the further bank of
a river, making the Hebrews, according to Jew-
ish tradition, the men from the other side of
the Euphrates, or, according to a mod. expla-
nation, dwellers in a land of rivers.] I. n. 1.
A member of that branch of the Semitic fam-
ily of mankind descended, according to tradi-
tion, from Heber, the great-grandson of Shem,
in the line of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ; an
Israelite ; a Jew.
To whom lacob succeeded in the promised blessing;

who with Ms Bonnes and familie went downe into Egypt,
where his posteritie multiplied exceedingly, and were
called sometime Ebrewes of their ancient pedegree.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 108.

Of the stock of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, an He-
brew of the Hebrews. Phil. iii. 5.

2. The language spoken by the Hebrews, one
of the northern or Canaanitic divisions of the
Semitic family of languages, it is the language
of the books of the Old Testament, and became extinct

as a vernacular tongue three or four centuries before the
Christian era ; but it is even now used for speaking and
writing by well-educated Hebrews all over the world, and
has an extenBive modern literature.

And the Table aboven his Heved, that was a Fote and
an half long, on the whiche the Title was writen, in Ebreu,
Grece, and Latyn, that was of Olyve.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 10.

Ezra, pressing on their hands, raised himself, and ut-
tered in Hebrew the confession of the Divine Unity, which
for long generations has been on the lips of the dying
Israelite. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, Ixx.

Epistle to the Hebrews, one of the books of the 'SeM
Testament, addressed to Christians of Hebrew birth dwell-
ing in Home, or perhaps in Palestine or Alexandria. Its

chief object is to present a parallel between the symbolism
of the Old Testament dispensation and the life-work of
Christ. The author is unknown— perhaps Barnabas, or
less probably ApoUos. The authorship has been often
ascribed to the apostle Paul, but this view is contrary to
the weight of authority of the early church, and is opposed
by the mass of modem scholars. A probable date of com-
position is about A. D. 65. Abbreviated Heb.— Rabbinical
or modem Hebrew, the language used by the rabbins
in their writings. Its basis or body is the Hebrew and
Chaldaic, with various alterations in the words of these
two languages. They have borrowed freely from the Ara-
bic, and the rest is composed of words cniefiy from the
Greek, some from the Latin, and others from the modern
tongues.

n. a. Of or pertaining to the Hebrews; He-
braic : as, the Hebrew language or rites.

The Hebrew liturgy, like others, has its transitions of

litany, lyric, proclamation, dry statements, and blessing.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxii.

Hebrew calendar. See coierwiar.—Hebrew charac-
ter, the form of letters in which the Hebrew language is

written.—Hebrew-Character moth, Toeniocampa go-

Oiica, an orthosiid : so namedfrom its markings.

—

Hebrew
manna. See manna.
Hebrewess (he'br§-es), n. [< Hebrew + -ess.]

An Israelitish woman. Jer. xxxiv. 9.

In common with every Hebrewess, she [Salome] embroi-
dered fit for that bride who was to be brought unto the
king in raiment of needlework.

B. S. Sheppard, Counterparts, xxxiv,

Hebrewist (he'brQ-ist), n. [< Hebrew + -is*.]

Same as Hebraist, 1.

Hebrew-marked (he'bro-markt), a. Marked
as if with Hebrew characters: applied to a

lizard, lAolcemus signifer.

Hebriciaik(he-brish'an), n. [Irreg. < L. He-
br((sus), Hebrew, + -^'o-ian, after Grecian.'] One
skilled in the Hebrew language ; a Hebraist.

It is fully written in meeter, as all learned Hebricians

agree, although the rules be not yet fully found.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Not tomake learned Hebricians, but to teach such young
men as choose to learn it the Hebrew alphabet.

C. F. Adams, A College Fetich, p. 22.

Hebrids (heb'ri-de), n.pl. [NL. (Fieber, 1860),

< Hebrus + 4dcB.'] A family of heteropterous

Hemiptera, containing the single genus Hebrus.

Also Hebrides.
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Hebridal (heb'ri-dal), a. Same as Hebridean.— Hebridal sandpiper. See sandpiper.

Hebridean, Hebridian (he-brid'e-auj -i-an), a.

and n. [< Hebrides, an alteration, "said to have
arisen from an accidental misprint, of the L.
name Hebudes (Pliny), in Gr. ''EliovSai (Ptol-
emy).], I ia. Pertaining to the Hebrides, a
group of islands off the west coast of Scotland,
to which they belong.

II, n. A native or an inhabitant of the Heb-
rides.

gebrides (heb'ri-dez), n. pi. Same as Hebrides.

ebridian, a. and n. See Hebridean.
Hebrus (he'brus), n. [NL. (Curtis, 1833).] A
genus of true bugs, representing the family
Hebridm, common to Europe and America.
There are four United States species, as H.
americana.

he-cabbagetree (he'kab'''aj-tre), n. An arbores-
centcomposite plant, SenecioLeucadendron, con-
fined to the island of Saint Helena, where it

forms a conspicuous part of the vegetation of

the central ridge at elevations of from 1,900 to

2,600 feet.

Hecate (hek'a-te), n. [ME. Eehate; < L. Heca-
te, < Gr. 'EKir?!, a name identical with iKarr;, an
epithet of Artemis
(Diana), fern, of ena-

Tog, an epithet of
Apollo, lit.far-shoot-
ing, far-darting (in-

volving a solar allu-

sion), < s/cdf, far, afar,

far off.] 1. In Gr.
myth., agoddessakin
to Artemis, of Thra-
eian origin, combin-
ing the attributions
of Demeter or Ceres,
Rhea, Cybele, Arte-
mis or Diana, and
Persephone or Pros-
erpine, with whom,
as a goddess of the
infernal regions, she
was to some extent
identified, andinthis
character was rep-
resented as prac-
tising and teaching
through her emissaries sorcery and witchcraft.

Enter Hecate, meeting the three witches.
1 Witeh. Why, how now, Hecate? You look angerly.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 5.

[In every instance in Shakspere except one, and in one
instance in Hilton, the rhythm requires the pronuncia-
tion to be hek'at.]

Sf. The moon personified.
But let not Eehate this crafte espie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 196.

3. [NL.] lazool., a genus of Vermes.
Hecatean (hek-a-te'an), a. Belonging or per-
taining to Hecate.

No, no, 'twas neither Hecatcean spite,

Nor charm below, nor pow'r above, . , .

That thus transform'd our god of love.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 9.

hecatomb (hek'a-tom), n. [< L. hecatombe, <
Gr. iKard/iPt), a great public sacrifice, prop, of
one hundred oxen, but used in the earliest

records in a general sense, < imrdv, a hundred:
see cent and hundred."] In classical .'ntiq., a
sacrifice of a hundred oxen or other be.ists of
one kind; hence, any great sacrifice of victims;
any great slaughter of persons or animals.

Thy Altars
Smoaking with Hecatomhs of slaughter'd Bulls.

Prior, Second Hymn of Callimachus.

Oh, Love,
Thou proudly-blind destruction, I would send thee
Whole hecatombs of hearts, to bleed my sorrows.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

Hecatombseon (hek'''a-tom-be'on). n. [< Gr.
iKarouPat&v, the first month of the Attic year, in
which sacrifices were offered to the gods, < exa-

T(S|«/37, a sacrifice, hecatomb: seehecatomb.] The
first month of the Attic year, containing thirty
days, and corresponding to the last half of July
and the first half of August. Also spelled HeTca-
tombaion.
In Hekatombaion hecatombs were offered to Apollo, the

summer god. Bneyc. Brit., IX. 114.

becatompedon (hek-a-tom'pe-don), n.; pi. hec-

atompeda (-da). [< Gr. EKaTdftireoov, neut. of
imritaredog, a hundred feet long, < EKardv, a
hundred, + irohc (iroS-, in deriv. also Tre6-) = E.
foot, q. v.] A building 100 feet in length or
width; particularly, the cella of the great tem-
ple of Athena, the Parthenon, at Athens. See
cut under cella.

The Triple Hecate. (Relief from
j^ina, ia collection of Prince Met-
temich.)

heckle

hecatonstylon (hek^a-ton-sti'lon), ». [< Gr.

E/coTov, a hundred, + o-'riiAo?, pillar, column.] A
building having a hundred colimms.

hecatontarchy (hek-a-ton'tar-ki), n. [Irre^.

(after heptarchy) < Gr! harov, hundred, + ap%ti,

rule.] The rule or government of a hundred.

What would come to ipaas if the choice of a governor or

governors were referred to the thousands and millions of

England? Beware a Heptarchy again, beware a Hecaton-

tarchy. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, iL 202.

hecatontome (hek'a-ton-tom), n. [< Gr. EKardv,

a hundred, + rdfiog', a tome, volume.] An ag-

gregate of a hundred volumes ; any large col-

lection or pile of books. [Eare.]

The Gospell faithfully preach'd to the poore, the deso-

late parishes visited and duely fed, loyterers throwne out^

wolves driven from the fold, had beene a better confuta-

tion of the Pope and Masse than whole Hecatontomes of

controversies. Hilton, On Def. of Humb. Eemonst.

hecatophyllous (hek"a-to-fil'us), o. [< Gr. ha-
t6v, a hundred, + ^(lAAov, leaf.] In hot., having
the leaves composed of a hundred or more leal-

lets. [Rare.]

heccot, n. Same as hickwall.

The sharp-neb'd hecco stabbing at his brain.
Drayton, The Owl.

hech (hech), interj. [A var. of heigh, hey^.] An
exclamation of surprise or grief : also used as a
verb. [Scotch.]

There war monie a lady fair

Siching and crying, " Och how !

" . . .

What need ye hech I and how ! ladies.

What need ye how I for me.
Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 826).

hecht (hefiht), v. A Scotch form of hight^.

There was an ancient citi6 hecht Cartage.
Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 13.

The Miller he h^ht her a heart leal and loving.
Bums, Meg o' the Mill.

hecfci (hek), n. [< ME. helc; a var. of Jiach^,

the unassibilated form of hatch^, q. v.] 1, A
door with an open or latticework panel, or

having its upper part hinged independently of

the lower part.— 2. A latticed gate.—3. Arack
for holding fodder for cattle. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]— 4. A contrivance for catching fish,

made in the form of a latticework or grating:

as, a aalmon-lieck.— 5. In weaving, one of two
or more vertical frames with gratings having
eyes for receiving the warp-threads, each eye
receiving one thread of the warp, and the alter-

nate vertical motion of the gratings separating
the warp-threads to form an opening or shed
for the passage of the shuttle. [Bare.]— 6. A
latch or bolt for fastening a door. [Rare,] -7
Living at heck and manger, a phrase used of one who
has got into quarters where everything is comfortable and
abundant. [Scotch.]

heck^ (hek), n. [E. dial. ; origin obscure,] The
bend or winding of a stream. [Prov. Eng.]
heckberry (hek'ber"i), «. ;

pi. heckberries (-iz).

Same as hagberry.

heck-box (hek'boks), n. In weaving, a box sus-
pended between the travers on which the bob-
bins of warp-yarn are mounted and the warp-
ing-frame on which the yams are wound, and
made to slide up and down between two up-
right posts. It separates the warp-threads into two
leas or alternate sets, one set for each heald or heddle.
Also called a, jack.

heckfar, heckfor, n. Obsolete or dialectal va-
riants of heifer. Huloet, 1552.

heckle (hek'l), n. [Also, with different vowel,
hackle^, q. v., and assibilated hetehel, hatchel,

q. V. ; < ME. helcele, hechele, < D. hekel = MHG.
hachel, hechel, G. heehel = Sw, hackla = Dan.
hegle, a heckle ; connected with and nearly a
dim. of D. haak = MHG. hake, G. hake, haken
= Sw. hake= Dan. hage = E. dial . hake, a hook

:

see hake^, hake^^, hatcli^, heck^, and hook.] An
instrument for cleaning, sorting, and straight-
ening raw flax and hemp : same as liatchel.

Some layde to pledge
Theyr hatchet and their wedge,
Their hekell and their rele.

Skelton, Elynour Kiunmyng.
He was a hedge unto his friends,
A heckle to his foes, lady.

Bab Boy (Child's Ballads, VI. 206).

heckle (hek'l), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. heckled, ppr.

heckling. [Also, with different vowel, hackle^,

q. v., and assibilated hetehel, earlymod. E. heck-

ell, hetchyll; from the noun.] 1. To comb, as
flax or hemp ; hatchel.
There must be planting, cutting down, bundling, wa-

tring, rippling, braking, wingllng, and heckling of hemp.
Howell, Pai'ly of Beasts, p. 14.

2. To question, especially in a severe or antag-
onistic manner, as a parliamentary candidate
in Great Britain.

Eobert never felt his wits so much stretched and sharp-
ened as when after the lecture Leatrange was putting
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questions and objections with an acrid subtlety and per-
sistence. . . . Robert bore his heckling, however, with
great patience and adroitness.

Mrs. B. Ward, Robert Elsmere, xli.

heckle-cell (hek'l-sel), n. A cell having minute
hard, horny projeotions of its cell-wall, bywhich
it adheres to other cells. An epidermal cell is
an example.
heckler (hek'lfer), n. One who heckles or uses
a heckle.

he-clam (he'klam), n. A kind of sea-worm, as
species of Nereis; a clam-worm, as N. virens,
believed by fishermen to be the male of the
long clam, Mya arenaria. [Maine, U. S.]
hectare (hek'tar), n. [< F. hectare, < Gr. EKar&v
(contr.), a hundred, -I- L. area, area: see area,
are^.'i In the metric system, a superficial mea-
sure equal to 100 ares, or 10,000 square meters,
or 2.471 acres.

hectastyle (hek'ta-stil), a. An improper form
of Jiexastyle.

hectic (hek'tik), a. and n. [Formerly hectick,
ecUck, etUck; < ME. eUk, etyk, < OF. etigwe, F.
heoUque= Sp. hSUco = Pg. hectico= It. etico (cf

.

D. G. hehtisch = Sw. Dan. liehtisk), < ML. *hecti-
cus, < Gr. iKTiKdg, habitual, hectic, consumptive
(Galen), < efjf (£«r-), a state or habit of body or
of mind, condition, < ix^w (fut. e^etv, •/ *ex),
have, hold, intr. be in a certain state, = Skt.

V sah, prevail, endure.] I. a. 1. Habitual;
markiiig a particular habit or condition of
body: applied to fever of the form presented
in phthisis, characterized by marked diurnal
remissions and exacerbations, and accompa-
nied with flushed cheeks, hot skin, and ema-
ciation.

His thin cheek assumed a deadly hue.
And all the rose to one small spot withdrew:
They call'd it heetie; 'twas a fiery flush,
More flx'd and deeper than the maiden blush.

Crabbe, Works, 1. 133.

2. Pertaining to or affected with such fever

;

feverish; consumptive: as, a ftecfe'c flush.

The hectick heate
Of Oswald's blood doubled their pulses' pace.

Sir W. Davermnt, Gondibert, ii. 5.

But for some years before its author's death it dwindled
away so much, and fell into such an hectic state, that the
few friends of it feared its decease was very near.

/. D'Israeli, Galam. of Authors, 1. 105.

Hectic Infantile fever. See/eueri.

II. n. 1. A hectic fever; a wasting away,
attended by heightened color.

Do it, England

;

For like the hectic in my blood he rages.

And thou must cure me. Shak., Hamlet, iv. S.

2. A hectic flush.

The poor Franciscan made no reply ; a hectick of a mo-
ment pass'd across his cheek, but could not tarry—Nature
seemed to have done with her resentments in him.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 10.

The coronal which autumn gives,

The brief, bright sign of ruin near.

The }iectic of a dying year!
WhitOer, Mogg Megone, ii.

hectical (hek'ti-kal), a. [< hecUo + -aZ.] Same
as hectic.

It grieved them nevertheless, nor was the less a fever

for being hectical. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 100.

hectically (hek'ti-kal-i), adv. In a hectic man-
ner; constitutionally; consumptively.

He was for some years hectically feverish.
John£<m, Ascham.

hectocotyle (hek'to-kot-il), n. Same as liecto-

cotylus, 2.

hectocotylization (hek-to-kofi-li-za'shon), n.

[< hectocotyliz^ed) + -ation.'] The process or re-

sult of being hectocotylized; the state, quality,

or condition of a hectocotylus : applied both

to the modification of the arm of the male

oephalopod, which converts it into, a repro-

ductive organ, and to the fertilization of the

female by this means. Also spelled hectocoty-

Usation. _. ,

hectocotylized (hek-to-kot'i-lizd), a. [< hec-

tocotylus + -ize + -e^2.] 1. Changed into a

hectocotylus, as an arm of certain oephalopods.

The male Oephalopods are distinguished from the fe-

males by the asymmetry of their arms, one or more of

which, on one side, are peculiarly modified, or hectocoty-

lized. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 454.

2. Affected by a hectocotylus; impregnated,

as a female cephalopod when she receives the

detached male arm.
Also spelled hectoootylised.

hectocotylus (hek-to-kot'i-lus), ». [NL. (Cu-

vier, def. 1), < Gr. emT6v (contr.), a hundred, +
kotMii, a small cup : see cotyle.'] If. leap.] in

zool., a spurious genus of parasitic organisms,

the same as the Trichocephalus of Delle Chiaje

;
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in reality, the detached male arm of a cephalo-
pod, attached to the female, and mistaken for a
parasite.-!-2. la liol., the metamorphosed re-
productive arm of certain of the male oephalo-
pods, as the argonaut, which becomes detached
and IS deposited within the mantle-cavity of the
female for the purpose of conveying the sperm-
cells to her. Also hectocotyle. See out under

,
Argonautidce.
hectogram, hectogramme (hek'to-gram), n.
[< F. hectogramme, < Gr. iKardv (contr.), a hun-
dred, + yp&iijia, repr. F. gramme, 'E.gram: see
gram^.1 In the metric system, a weight of 100
grams, or 1,543.2349 grains.
hectograph (hek'to-graf), n. [< Gr. cKaT&v
(contr.), a hundred, -I- ypdfeiv, write.] A (Spy-
ing process in which the writing or drawing to
be copied is made on smooth paper in aniline
ink, and is then pressed upon a slab coated with
gelatin, to which a part of the ink is thus trans-
ferred, and from which a number of duplicate
impressions can be made ; also, the special ap-
pliances, collectively, by means of wMch this is
done. Also STpelledihektograph. [Trade-name.]
hectograph (hek'to-graf), V. t. [< hectograph,
«.] To copy by means of a hectograph.
hectographic (hek-to-graf'ik), a. [< hectograph
+ -jc] Pertaining to or made with the hecto-
graph.
hectoid (hek'toid), a. [< hect(ic) + -oid.'] Of
a hectic appearance ; resembling hectic fever.
The skin was red with a hectoid flush.

W. A. Havmwnd, Nervous System, L xvi.

hectoliter, hectolitre (hek'to-le-ter), ». [<
F. hectolitre, < Gr. iKardv (contr.), a hundred,
-t- Ti'irpa, a pound, > F. litre : see liter.] In the
metric system, a unit of capacity equal to 100
liters, 22.009 imperial gallons, or 26.4 United
States gallons.

hectometer (hek'to-me-tfer), n. [< F. hectome-
tre, < Gr. iKardv (contr.), a hundred, -I- /lerpov,

measure, > F. mUre, E. meter, a particular mea-
sure of length : see OTeier2.] In ihe metric sys-

tem, a unit of length equal to 100 meters, or
328 feet 1 inch.

hector (hek'tor), n. [< L. Hector, < Gr. "Ektu/d, in

Homer's Iliad a brave Trojan warrior, prop,
adj. EKTop, holding fast, an epithet of Zeus, of an-
chors, of a net, etc ., < ix^iv, hold : see hectic.] 1.

A bully; a blustering, turbulent, noisy fellow.

Thus the hectors use to do, and to give the lye at ad-
venture, when they have a mind to try a man's courage.

Marvell, Works, II. 109.

2. One who teases or vexes.

hector (hek'tor), v. [< hector, n.] I. trans.

1. To treat with insolence; threaten; bully.

Our King did openly say, the other day in the Privy
Chamber, that he would not be hectored out of his right

and preeminencys by the King of France, as great as he
was. Pepys, Diary, II. 98.

2. To find fault with; fret at; chide; scold.

An honest man, when he came home at night, found
another fellow domineering in his family, hectoring his

servants, and calling for supper. Arlmthn^t, John Bull.

They had hard times when they were little, . . . and
were hectored and worried when they ought to have been
taking some comfort. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 245.

=Syn. To fret, worry, annoy, beset, provoke, irritate.

II. intrans. To play the buUy; bluster; be
turbulent or insolent.

But when huffing and hectoring must belooked upon as

the only badges of gallantry and courage, what can rec-

ommend the exercise of patience against the disgrace of

itj South, Works, X. iv.

Don Carlos made her chief director.

That she might o'er the servants hector. Swift.

Hectorian, Hectorean (hek-to'ri-an, -re-an),

a. [< Bector (see def. ) + ^-an, -e-an.] Eelatmg

or pertaining to or like Hector of Troy.

In vain I charg'd him soon to quit the plain.

And warn'd to shun Hectorean force in vain.

Pope, Hiad, xviii. 18.

hectorism (hek'tor-izm), n. [< heptor + -ism.]

The disposition or practice of a hector or bully.

rRare.l

hectoriyt (hek'tor-li), a. [< hector + -lyT-.] Ee-

sembling a hector; blustering; insolent.

Those who seek glory from evil things, . . . from pre-

sumptuous transgression of God's law (Aecforij/ profane-

ness and debauchery), . . . are not only vam-glonous, but

impudent. Barrow, Works, III. xxxi.

hectostere (hek'to-ster), «. [< F. hectost^e, <

Gr. iKarav (contr.), a hundred, + nrepedg, solid, >

F. stk-e, E. stere, as a measure of solidity.] In

the metric system, a measure of solidity contain-

ing 100 cubic meters, and equivalent to 3,531.4

English cubic feet.
, , „ i , r,

Hecuba (hek'u-ba), n. [NL., < L. Hecuia^Gr.

•-S.k6.Pv, daughter of Dymas and wife ot Priam,

Hedera

king of Troy.] In zool., a genus of moUuska
Schumacher, 1817.

hedt, n. An obsolete spelling of head.
he'd. A contraction of (o) he had, and of (6) he
would.
hedage (hed'aj), n. [Avar, of "hithage, < hithe
+ -age.] A toll or custom formerly paid at the
hithe or wharf for landing goods, etc., from
which an exemption was granted by the king
to particular persons and societies. Cowel.

heddle (hed'l), n. [Sc. also hiddle, obs. hedel, E.
also heald; appar. of Scand. origin. Cf. Icel.

hafald, the perpendicular thrums that hold the
weft.] In weaving, a series of leashes, twines,
cordSj or wires vertically stretched, generally
in parrs, between two horizontal bars or laths,

looped about both bars, and joined in their
middle part to form eyes for the reception of
a warp-thread or yam. Two heddles are used for
plain weaving, their vertically opposite movements sep-
arating the warp-threads to form an opening or shed for
the passage of the shuttle. In the United States harness
is generally used for heddle, and in English works on weav-
ing leaf or set of heddles is frequently employed. Heddle
is often loosely used in the singular to denote one of the
pairs of leashes or cords.— IKall of the heddle,an eyelet
or ring of glass or metal in an eye ot a heddle.

heddle (hed'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. heddled,
ppr. heddling. [< heddle, ».] To draw (warp-
threads) systematically through the eyes of a
heddle.

heddle-eye (hed'l-i), n. The eye in a pair of
leashes or cords of a heddle for receiving a
warp-thread.
heddle-hook (hed'1-huk), n. A hook, much re-
sembling a crochet-hook, used in heddling. it
is passed through the heddle-eye to engage the end of the
warp-thread and draw the thread through the eye.

heddle-yarn (hed'1-yam), n. Worsted yam
twisted and singed preparatory to its use in
making heddles.

hedel+j n. and V. A Middle English form of
head.

hede^t, v. A Middle English form of heed^.

bedenbergite (hed'en-bfer-^t), n. [After L. He-
denherg, a Swedish chemist.] A lime-iron va-
riety of pyroxene, occurring in crystals and in
lamellar masses of a black or blackish-green
color at Tunaberg in Sweden, and elsewhere.

Hedeoma (he-de-6'ma), n. [NX/. (Persoon,
1805), saidto be altered from Bedyosmvm (which
is used for another genus), < Gr. ijdif, sweet, -f-

baiiii, smell.] A genus of chiefly low, herbace-
ous, aromatic
plants, belong-
ing to the nat-
ural order La-
iiatw, tribe Sa-
tureinece, char-
acterizedbyits
axillary clus-

ters of small
bluish fiowers,

in which the
corolla is

scarcely ex-
sertedfromthe
calyx, and only
two of the sta-

mens are per-
fect. It em-
braces about a
dozen species, ex-
clusively conflned
to North and
South America.
The best-known
species is H. pvle-
gioides, the Amer-
ican pennyroyal,
which has the
pleasantly pun-
gent odor and
taste of the genus
specially devel-
oped, and is in
great repute as a
remedy for colds
and as an emmen-
agogue.

hedert, adv. A
Middle Eng-
lish variant of

hither.

Hedera (hed'e-ra), n. [L. (Linnseus, 1753), also

edera, ivy: see ilnder get^.] A genus of dico-

tyledonous polypetalous woody vines, climbing

by rootlets, belonging to the natural order Ara-
liacew and series Hederece. it is characterized by
having the styles connate into a cone or short column, the

leaves simple or pinnate, the umbels paniculate, and the

pedicels continuous with the flowers. The genus as thus

limited embraces only two species, one of which, H. Helix,

the common ivy, now cultivated in all lands, is indigenous

Pennyroyal [Hedeoma pulegioides).

a, flower ; b, leaf.
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to most temperate and subtropical old-world regions of

northern hemisphere, Irom the Canary Islands to Ja.
P™'j-a °™'"' species, H. Auatraliana, the Queensland
ivy, diners chiefly in having pinnate leaves. The West In-
<lian trees that have been placed in this genus by some
authors are now referred to Sciapophyllum ; while the so-
•called fledera of the Hawaiian Islands, called Cheinden-
(iron by Hillebrand, belongs more properly to the genus
I'anax. Besides the value of a species of this genus as an
ornamental vine, it yields hederic acid, which has medi-
cinal properties, and the berries ai-e emetic. A decoction
«f the leaves dyes hair black. The genus is found in a
fossil state from the Kiddle Cretaceous to the Quaternary
of Europe, the arctic regions, and the United States, more
than 20 fossil species having been described. H. Helix is
common in the Quaternaiy deposits of Italy and France.

Eederacese (hed-e-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., fern.
pi. of L. hederacem, < liedera, ivy: see hedera-
ceous.'] A term first used by LinnsBus in 1751
to include the genera Hedera, Vitis, etc. : made
by Bartling in 1830, and by Seeman in 1864,
equivalent to Araliacew.
hederaceous (hed-e-ra'sHus), a. [< L. hedera-
ceus, of ivy, ivy-green, < hedera, ivy: see Sede-
ra.'] 1. Pertaining to, resembling, composed
of, or producing ivy.— 2. Belonging to the ivy
family—that is, to the suborder or series Hede-
re(B.

hederal (hed'e-ral), a. [< L. Jiedera, ivy, +
-al.'i Of or pertaining to ivy. Also hederic.
hederatet (hed'e-rat), V. t. [< L. hedera, ivy,
+ -ate^.'i To adorn or crown with ivy, as a vic-
tor in the Olympian games.
He appeareth tiiere neither laureated nor hederated

poet. Fuller, Worthies, Yorkshire.

Hedereae (he-de'rf-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hedera +
-e<8.] That subdivision of the natural order
of plants Araliacece to which the genus Hedera,
the ivy, belongs : called by Bentham and Hook-
•er (1862) a series, and embracing, besides He-
dera, six other genera. The group is distinguished
from the rest of the order by having the petals valvate
and of the same number as the stamens, and the albumen
of the seed wrinkled.

hederic (hf-der'ik), a. [< L. liedera, ivy, + -jc]
Same as liederal.

hederiferous (hed-e-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. hedera,

i^i + /en-e = E."6earl.] Ivy-bearing; pro-
ducing ivy.

hederine (hed'e-rin), n. [< L. hedera, ivy, +
-ine^.'i An alkaloid found in the seeds of the
common ivy. It is intensely bitter, and ap-
pears to be closely allied to quinine in febrifu-
gal qualities. U. S. Dispensatory, 1883.

hederose (hed'e-ros), a. [< L. hederosus, full

of ivy, < hedera, ivy.] Full of ivy; pertaining
to ivy.

hederwardt, adv. A Middle English form of
hitherward.

hedge (hej), n. [< ME. hedge, hegge, < AS. *hecg,

not found except in the once-occurring dat.

hegge, written for either *hecge or hege, but the
probable source of the mod. form hedge (cf. E.
edge, < AS. ecg; E. wedge, < AS. wecg, etc.), the
common AS. form being the nearly related
hege, > ME. heye, haye, E. hay^, q. v. ; AS.*hecg
= MD. hegghe, D. hegge, heg = MLG. hegge =
OHGr. liegga, hecka, MHG. G. hecke, a hedge ; =
Icel. heggr = Norw. hegg = Dan. hceg = Sw.
hdgg, a kind of tree, the bird-cherry (see heck-

berry, hedgeberry, hegherry, hagberry), appar. so
called (like the hawthorn, q. v.) because used
in hedges. Cf. Sw. hack, Dan. Juek, a hedge,
prob. after G. The AS. *hecg, B. hedge, andAS.
hege, E. hay^, are both from the more primitive

form, AS. haga, E. haw : see haw'^, hay^.^ 1. A
barrier or fence formed bybushes or small trees

growing close together, such as thorn-bushes
or beeches, and sometimes by woven twigs or
wattling; also, a closely planted row of any
kind of shrubbery, as evergreens, whether in-

tended as a fence or not. See hedge-plant. The
hedge is the prevalent kind of fence in England, but is

comparatively rare in the United States. Hedges, espe-

cially roadside hedges, are often used by vagabonds as
places of shelter or resort ; hence hedge is often used in
composition to denote something mean, low, fustic : as, a
hedge-priest ; a hedge-Buhool.

.

The [thee] was saide in fitches floure

The seede to keepe of brere and houndes thorne.

Sor hegges made of it shall not be tome.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

But Sir, we have talsen with her such Beggars, such
Eogues, such Vagabonds, and such Hedj/e-birds (since you
call 'em so) as you never knew, or heard of. though now
the Countries swarm with 'em under every Hedge, as if an
innumerable army of 'em were lately disbanded without

Pay. HedgeAmis said you? Hedge Lady-birds, Hedge
Cavaliers, Hedge Souldier, Hedge Lawyer, Hedge Kdlers,

Hedge Poet, Hedge Players, and a Hedge Priest among 'em.

Such we have taken for the Principals.

Brome, Jovial Crew, v.

The cool shade of this sweet honeysuckle hed.ge.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 208.
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I was forced to go to a little hedge place for my dinner.

Swift, Journal to Stella, xxix.

2. A structure made to lead fish into channels
across which nets are spread.
They [the salmon] will force themselves through flood-

gates, or over weirs, or hedges, or stops in the water.
/. Waltmi, Complete Angler, p. 123.

Dead hedge. See dead.—To breast up a hedge. See
breast.

hedge (tej), v.
; pret. and pp. hedged, ppr. hedg-

ing. [< ME. hedgen, heggen (= OD. heggehn),
hedge, inclose; < hedge, m.] I. trans. 1. To
inclose or fence with a hedge; separate by a
hedge ; as, to hedge a field or garden.
There was a certain householder which planted a vine-

yard and hedged it round about. Mat. xxi. 33.

2. To obstruct with a hedge or any barrier;
stop or restrain by any kind of obstruction.

I will h^dge up thy way with thorns. Hos. ii. 6.

Nay, this shall not hedge us out : we'll hear you sing,

certainly. Shak., T. and C, iii. 1.

3. To surround with something as a barrier or
a border ; compass about ; hem in.

The ffirst cours ; brawne, with the borys hed, lying in
a felde, hegge about with a scriptur sayng on this wyse

:

" Welcombe you bretheren godely in this hall
!

"

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 375.

England hedg'd in with the main. Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

We hedge ourselves round with conventional usages.
Channing, Perfect Life, p. 78.

[In the following passages hedge is peculiarly used, appa-
rently by confusion withed^re, v., in the sense of 'force or
thrust' (intr. 'force or thrust one's self), as into a place
already full

:

When I was hasty, thou delay'dst me longer

;

I pr'ythee, let me hedge one moment more
Into thy promise ; for thy life preserved. Dryden.

When you are sent on an errand, be sure to hedge in
some business of your own.

Svrift, Advice to Servants (Directions to the Footman).]

4. In sporting, to protect by betting on both
sides. See to hedge a bet, below.

Now do I suspect
I shall lose the race. . . . I'll hedge in
My money presently. Shirley, Hyde Park, iv. 3.

To hedge a bet, to bet on both sides— that is, after
having bet on one side, to bet also on the other side, thus
guarding one's self against great loss, whatever the result
may be.

He [Montano] flrst reduced betting into an art, and made
White's the grand market for wagers. He is at length
such an adept in this art that, whatever turn things ts^e,
he can never lose. This he has effected by what he has
taught the world to call hedging a bet.

N. and Q., 6th ser., XII. 329.

II. intrans. 1. To hide as in a hedge ; shift;

skulk.
I, I, I myself sometimes, leaving the fear of heaven on

the left hand, and hiding mine honour in my necessity, am
fain to shuffle, to hedge, and to lurch.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

2. In hetting, to protect one's self from loss by
cross-bets. See to hedge a bet, above.
Egremont . . . consulted his book ; he meditated anx-

iously. Should he hedge) Disraeli, Sibyl, p. 7.

Hence— 3. To provide a means of retreat or
escape; avoid committing one's self irrevoca-
bly to anything.
Prophesy as much as you like, but always hedge. . . .

Say what you will, but don't be too peremptory and dog-
matic. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 12.

4t. To make or mend hedges.
Thresh «nd dig and hedg.

MS. Ashmole, 208. (Halliwell.)

hedge-accentor (hej 'ak-sen''''tor), n. Same as
hedge-sparrow, 1. See Accentor, 2 (a).

hedge-bedstra'W (hej'bed"stra), n. A plant,
Galium Molltigo, growing in hedges. See bed-
straw and Galium.

hedge-bells (hej'belz),«. 1. The hedge-bind-
weed. Convolvulus sepium. See cut under Con-
volvulus. Also called bell-bind.— 2. The com-
mon bindweed, C. arvensis. [Rare.]

hedgeberry (hej'ber'''i), n.; pi. hedgeberries
(-iz). Same as hagberry, the bird-cherry: but in
this form it seems more generally to mean the
larger sweet bird-cherry, Prunus avium, which
is merely a variety of the garden-cherry, P.
Cerasus.

hedge-bill, hedging-bill (hej'bil, -ing-bil), n.

A cutting-hook used in dressing hedges ; a bill-

hook.
Comes Master Dametas, with a hedging-bill in his hand.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

hedge-binding (hej'bin"ding), n. Something
used to bind together the bushes composing a
hedge.
He came and basted me with a hedge-biriding.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, 11. 7.

hedge-bindweed (hej'bind"wed), n. A peren-
nial herbaceous vine, Convolvutmsepwim, abnn-

hedgehog-grass

dant in both Europe and America, growing
along hedges and fences, over which it climbs.

It was formerly sepai'ated from the true bindweed, C. ar-

vensis, and placed in the genus Calystegia, on account of

the large leafy bracts that surround the calyx ; but this is

no longer regarded as a generic distinction. See Convol-

mUus.

hedge-bird (hej'berd), n. A bird that seeks

food and shelter in hedges. See haysuck.

hedge-born (hej'bdm), a. Bom under a hedge

;

hence, of low birth; rustic; obscure; mean.
A hedge-bom swain

That doth presume to boast of gentle blood.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

hedge-bote (hej'bot), n. [< hedge + bote, ME.
form of boot^, reparation, etc. : same as hay-

bote.'] In Eng. law, an allowance of wood to a

tenant for repairing hedges.

Haye-bote or hedge-bote is wood for repairing of hays,

hedges, or fences. Blackstone, Com., III. iii.

hedge-carpenter (hej 'kar'''pen-ter), n. Ahedger.
[Humorous.]
Pervading poverty and forlornness of the region in the

best of seasons serve to repel the poets and philosophers

who love to feast their eyes and rest their souls with
pleasant things ; and the shepherds, the hedge-carpenters,

the parish-clerks, and the ditchers, usually have it all to

themselves.
Harper's Mag., LXXVII., Literaiy Notes for Aug.

hedge-chafer (hej'cha"fer), n. A cockchafer.

hedge-chanter (hej'chan'''ter), n. Same as

hedge-sparrow, 1.

hedge-chicken (hej'chik'''en), n. The white-
throat, Sylvia cinerea. C. Swainson.

hedge-creepert, n. A wily, crafty vagabond
and thief. Hollyband, Diet., 1593. (Halliwell.)

hedge-fumitoryt (hej'fii'''mi-to-ri), n. Prob-
ably the fumitory, Fumuria officinalis.

hedge-garlic (hej'gar"Uk), n. A cruciferous
plant, Sisymbrium AlUaria (Alliaria officinalis),

having an odor resembling that of garlic . it has
large, cordate, radical leaves, grows to the height of 2 feet,

and bears an abundance of erect linear pods. It is com-
mon throughout Europe, and has been introduced into the
United States near Washington, where it is rapidly spread-
ing. Also called garlic-mustard and sauce-alone.

hedgehog (hej'hog), n. [< ME. heggehogge; <

h^dge + /io.91.] 1. In zool., an insectivorous
animal of the famUy Erinaceidce and genus
Erinaceus, of which there are several species.
The common European hedgehog, Erinaceus europceus,
is about 9 inches long ; the body is covered above with
spines, and the animal can roll itself into a ball bristling
in every direction. This it accomplishes by means of a
very highly developed and specialized panniculus camo-
sus, or fleshy layer beneath the skin, which when the body
is flexed acte as a sphincter, like the string which puckers
the mouth of a bag. See cut under JSrinaceus.

And whan he wenyth [thinketh] it be an hare, full oft
it is an hegge hogge.

Juliana Berners, Treatyse of Fysshynge, fol. 1.

Thorny hedgehogs, be not seen.
ShaHc, M. N. D., ii. 3 (song).

2. One of several other animals characterized
by numerous spines, (a) A Madagascan insectivo-
rous animal of the family Centetidce and any of the genera
Cenietes, £riculus, and Hemicentetes. Otherwise known
as tenrec. (&) An Australian monotrematous mammal of
the family Echidnidce ; a spiny ant-eater, as Zaglossus
bruijni. See ant-eater (a) (S), and cut under Echidnidce.
(c) A prickly fish of the genus Diodrni, as D. hystrix, the
porcupine-flsh, more fully called sea-hedgehog. See cut
under Diodon. (d) A sea-urchin.

3. In bot., a plant with echinate fruits. The
name is used especially (often in the plural) for Jfedicaao
Echinus (M. intertexta), a native of Italy and Greece, the
seeds of which are armed with short spines. It has also
been given to Erinacea pungens (ArUhyllis erinacea), a
leguminous plant growing in Spain ; to Ranunculus ar-
vensis, a northern species ; to Echinaria capitata, a grass
of southern Europe ; and to Hydnum erinaceus (also called
liedgehog-hydnum), a fungus with tough elastic pileus,
and very long straight hymeneal spines, growing on the
trunks of oak- and beech-trees. Also hedgehog-plant.
4. A kind of dredging-machine consisting of
a series of spades fixed to the periphery of a
cylinder, used for loosening mud, silt, etc., so
that it may be carried ofE by the current.

—

5. In Scotch mining, a broken strand or wire
of a rope torn out while in motion and drawn
up into a bundle. N. and Q., 7th ser., "VI. 322.
—Hedgehog cone-Sower. See cone-jiower.

hedgehog-cactus (hej'hog-kak'''tus), n. A cac-
tus of the genus Echinocactus, of which about
200 species are known and a large number cul-
tivated. They are all natives of Texas, Mexico,
and South America. See cut under Echino-
cactus.

hedgehog-fruit (hej 'hog-frot), n. The fruit of an
Australian tree, Echinocarpus Australis, which
belongs to the natural order Tiliacew, and at-
tains the height of from 80 to 100 feet. The
name is also used for the tree.

hedgehog-grass (hej'hog-gr&s), n. An Amer-
ican grass, Cenchrus tribvloides, the spikelets of
which are collected into burs, it grows in sandj
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eoU, and isfound from the great lakes to Florida. A more
southern species, C. echvnatus, is calledthe cockspur. There
are 10 other species of the genus Cenchrvx, chiefly tropical,
to all of which the name is applicable. It has been given
to Echinaria capUata (see hedgehog, 8) and to species of
Panicum- of the section EGhinoclma. See bottle-brush
grass, under bottle-brush, and cut under bur-grass. Also
called bur-grass.

hedgehog-parsley (liej'liog-pars"'li), ». An
umbelliferous plant, Caucalis daucoides, com-
mon on the continent o£ Europe, and also found
in England. The carpels are ribbed, and bear
four rows of hooked prickles on the back, form-
ing a sort of bur. Also called bur-parsley.

hedgehog-plant (hej'hog-plant), n. Same as
hedgehog, 3.

hedgehog-rat (hej'hog-rat), n. [Tr. NIj. Mchi-
wt/s.] Any oetodont rodent of the subfamily
EchimyincB, which includes the spiny rats and
others : so called from the prickly pelage. See
Eehimyinee, and cut under Echimys.
hedgehog-thistle (hej 'hog-this "1), n. The
prickly-pear, Opuntia: also a name of other
cacti, as of Cereus, Echinocactus, etc.

hedge-hyssop (hej ' his " op), n. 1. A plant of
the genus Gratiola, especially G. officinalis, com-
mon in nearly all of Europe except the Brit-
ish isles. It was called by the early herbalists Gratia
Dei, on account of its reputed healing virtues ; and the
generic name, as well as the name herb-of-grace, is derived
from this. It is a bitter purgative and emetic, poisonous
in large doses. It is said to have formed the basis for the
famous nostrum for gout, the eau in4dicinale. It has now
nearly gone out of use. The genus Crratiola belongs to the
natural order Scrophularinece, or flgwort family, and em-
braces about 20 species, more than half of which are found
in North Ameiica. A single specimen of G. ojicinaiis is

reported to have been found in Georgia. The Peruvian or
Victorian hedge-hyssop is G. Peruviana, a semi-aquatic
species, remarkable for being indigenous to both South
America and Australia.

3. In England, the common name of the lesser

skullcap, Scutellaria minor, a labiate plant not
often growing in hedges.

hedge-JUg (hej'jug), n. The bottle-tit or long-

tailed titmouse, Acredula rosea: named from
the site and shape of its nest. [Local, Eng.]
hedge-knife (hej'nif), n. An instrument for

trimming hedges.
hedge-laurel (hej'l&^rel), n. An Australian
plant of the genus Pittosporum, especially P.

eugenioides, P. rigidum, or P. tenuifoUum, of

New Zealand, cultivated in the botanic gardens
of Melbourne, Brisbane, etc. They are ornamental
evergreen shrubs or small trees, with somewhat showy
white or vellowish flowers. See Pittosporum.

hedgemdids (hej'madz), n. The ground-ivy,

Nepeta Glechoma. SeeNepeta. Also aaUedi hay-

maiden, haymaids.
hedge-marriage (hej'mar"aj), «. A secret or

clandestine marriage ; an irregular marriage

performed by a hedge-parson or hedge-priest.

hedge-mike (hej'mik), n. Same as hedge-spar-

row, 1.

hedge-mushroom (hei'mush^rSm), n. An edi-

ble mushroom, Agarious arvensis, common in

Europe. Also called horse-mushroom.

hedge-mustard (hej'mus"tard), n. 1. A plant

of the genus Sisymbrium, especially S. officinale,

a stiff-branching European herb with sharply

incised leaves and small yellow flowers, which

was formerly much used in medicine as an

expectorant and a diuretic. It is extensively

naturalized in America. See Sisymbrium.— 2.

Less correctly, a plant of the genus Erysimum,

particularly E. odoratvm, common on the con-

tinent of Europe, but not found in England.

hedge-nettle (hej'net"l), n. In Great Britam,

a common labiate plant, Staehys sylvaUca, grow-

ing along hedges; in America, S. palustris or

S. aspera, of similar habit ; also, one of the more

showy species in cultivation, as S. coccinea,

the scarlet hedge-nettle. See Staehys.

hedge-notet (hej'not), n. A writing of no worth

or dignity.

They left these hedge-notes for another sort of po™-

hedge-parsley (tej ' pars " li), «. A common
European umbeUiferous plant, CaucalisAnthrts-

cus (Torilis Anthriscus); also, any species of

Caucalis except C. daucoides, which is called

bur-parsley and hedgehog-parsley. They are un-

attractive weeds. .,

hedge-parson (hej'par"sn), n. A mean or il-

literate parson; one of a class of vagabond

clergymen formerly existing in England.

\ hedge-parson, or buckle-beggar, as t-tatOTder of priest-

hoodhas been irreverently termed, sate on the I><^e ^ left.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xvn.

hedge-peak (hej'pek), n. The dogrose, Bosa

eanina, the strong prickles of which adapt it tor

hedges. Also hecU/e-sjpedk.

2769
The bullesse, hedg-peake, hips, and hawes, and sloes.
Attend his appetite where e'r he goes.

Taylor, Works (1630).

I judge it is with men as it is with plants : take one that
blossoms too soon, 'twill starve a sloe or hedg-peake.

Howard, Man ol Newmarket.

hedgepigt (hej'pig), n. A hedgehog.
1 Witch. Thrice the brinded cat hath mew'd.
2 Witch. Thrice ; and once the hedge-pig whin'd.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

hedge-pink (hej'pink), n. The soapwort, Sapo-
naria officinalis.

hedge-plant (hej'plant), n. A plant used in or
suitable for forming hedges

Hedycarya

hedge-writert (hej'ri"t6r), n. A Grub-street
writer or low author.

These hedge-writers . . . seldom speak a word against
any of the late ministry, but they presently fall to compli-
ment my lord treasurer and others in great places.

"

%, Uemarks on Letter to the Seven Lords.

hedging (hej'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hedge, r.]

The process or work of making or trimming
hedges.

He [the agricultural laborer] will . . . proceed to his

work direct, to the stables, or to the business of hedging
and ditching. Escott, England, xi.

hedging-bill, >i. See hedge-bill.

Several years ago there was much discussion as to the hedging-glove (hej 'ing-gluv), n. A strong
use of white willow as a hedge^lant, but it is better fitted leather glove worn to protect the hand in trim-
to form a windbreak. Amer. Cyc, VIIL 604. ming hedges.
hedge-planter (hej'plan"ter), n. A frame for hedonic (he-don'ik), a. [< Gr. rjSoviKdg, of or for
holding young hedge-plants in position while pleasure, i fiSovij, Dor. a6ov&, delight, < f/SeaBai.,

being set out in a furrow to form a hedge.
hedge-pressf (hej'pres), n. A printing-press at
which literature of a low kind was printed.
A person who, by his style and literature, seems to have

been the corrector of a hedge-press in Little Britain, pro-
ceeded gradually to an author. Swift.

hedge-priest (hej'prest), n. A hedge-parson;
specifically, in Ireland, formerly, a priest who
had been admitted to orders (Ureetly from a
hedge-school, without preparation in theologi-
cal studies at a regular college

intr., delight, enjoy oneself, connected with
avdavnv, tr., please, deUght, gratify, also with
^6vQ = Skt. svddu = L. sudvis = E. sweet, q. v.]

1 . Pertaining to or consisting in pleasure.

The changes above mentioned in the hedonic effects of

bitter tastes, sweet tastes, or the like, tend rather to prove
the contrary. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 68.

2. Of the nature of hedonism ; regarding one's

own enjoyment as the chief good.

hedonical (hf-don'i-kal), a. [< hedonic + -al.l

Same as hedonic.
Therefore did som of them at Cambrige (whom I will Jiedonics (he-don'iks), «. [PI. of hedonic: see

notnameopenlie)causeA«dae vrte«£e8setteoutof thecon- . t mi. j-'i . .i, „£ „j.T.h,„ „r"k:«t, f-naof-c ^f
trietobemadefellowesinthevniuersitie. -*<»•] That branch of ethics w;hich treats of

Aseham, The Scholemaster, p. 136. the doctrme of pleasure ; the science Ot active

There is five in the first show. .. .

"

or positive pleasure or enjoyment.
The pedant, the braggart, the hedge-priest, the fool, and the hedonism (he 'do-nizm) , m. [< Gr. ijoov^, delight,

boy. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. enjoyment, pleasure (see hedonic), + 4sm.']

hedger (hej'er), n. [< hedge + -erl.] 1, One The doctrine Of Aristippus and the Cyrenaic

who makes or repairs hedges.

What time the labour'd ox
In his loose traces from the furrow came.
And the swink'd hedger at his supper sat.

Milton, Comns, 1. 293.

2. In sporUng, one who hedges.

hedge-rime (hej'rim), n. Vulgar doggerel.

hedge-row (hej'ro), n. Arow or series of shrubs
or trees planted for inclosure, or for the separa-

tion of fields.

Some time walking, not unseen,
By hedgerow elms, on hillocks green.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 58.

The fields ... are divided by hedge-rows of myrtle.
Bp. Berkeley, To Pope.

hedge-school (hej'skol), n. A school formerly

kept beside a hedge, or in the open air, in Ire-

land; a poor, mean school.

Tou talk with contempt of a hedge-school. Did you
never hear of a nate little spot in Greece called the Groves

of Academus? ^ , „ ._ „
Carleton, Traits and Stories (The Hedge-School).

school of Greek philosophers, that the pleasure

of the moment is the only possible end, that

one kind of pleasure is not to be preferred to

another, and that a man should in the interest

of pleasure govern his pleasures and not be
governed by them ; hence, that ethical doctrine

which regards pleasure or happiness as the
highest good. The term hedonism is r^ardedby some
writers as defamatory, but others apply it to their own
opinions. Egoistic hedonism considers only the pleasure

of the individual ; altruistic hedonism takes into account
that of others.

The fundamental assumption of Hedonism, clearly stat-

ed, is that all feelings considered merely as feelings can
be arranged in a certain scale of desirability, so that the

desirability or pleasantness of each bears a definite ratio

to that of all the others.

H. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics (2d ed.), p. 115.

Hedonism I understand to abstract pleasure and pain

from life, and to make of everything else a mere external

means to the getting of one and the avoiding of the other.

Hedonism holds, in short, that every other aapect of the

world is absolutely wortiiiess.

F. H. Bradley, Mmd, Xni. 36.

hedge-schoolmaster (hej'sk6Fmas-t6r),m. The
hedonist (he'd6-nist),»j. lAs hedon4sm + .ist.-]

1. One of the Cyrenaic school of ancient Greek
philosophers.— 2. One who advocates or acts

upon the theory of hedonism ; one who regards

pleasure as the chief good.

The Hedonist, understanding by the bettering of men
an addition to the pleasures enjoyed by them, present and
to come, has at any rate an obscure computation before

him. T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 878.

master of a hedge-school,

Hedge-schoolmasters were as superior in literary know-

ledge and acquirements to the class of men who are now
engaged in the education of the people as they were be-

neath them in moral and religious character.

Carleton, Traits and Stories (The Hedge-Sohool).

hedge-scissors (hej'siz^'orz), «.i)?. A large

crooked kind of scissors or shears for tnm-

lipdffe-shrew(hei'shr6);«. The field-mouse, hedonistic (he-do-nis'tik), a. [_<hedonist + -ic.']

Te Le^yld h^e-shrt and lob-worm,I pray,^
.,

Pertaining to hedonists or the doctrine of he-

How fare they? firowrein^, Plppa Passes, Epil. donism; of the nature of hedomsm.

Tiailcro Qnnrrnw (hei'snar"'6), n. 1. A small How vague and empty then the vague discussions con-
ueuge Bpaiiu V. \ ''j.iL.f^ mn^iilnriv rB>5PTn- ceming the hedonistic or altruistic primnm mobile of m-
European warbler, Accentor modulans, resem

g^^^|, ^o^a^ot. Maudsley, Mind and Will, it 167.

Win? a snarrow in coloration and trequentmg ... . ^.. \. ^ ,. i,. _».oiuig a
°^,^„ „„^^cfl hf/Jni- nrrmtor hedae-chant- Any hedonistic theory might be met by the assertion

hedges. AJ^O called
«««?f-«<'J^"'^'J^X h^^T thatMe is essentially a painful experience, and pleasure

er, hedge-chat, hedge-mtke, hedge-spwk, hMge-
nnattainable. ir.A Sorlej/, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 258.

spurgie,^nihedge^arbUr SeeAccen^,2(,a).
g^^j j^tn^jj^ hedriophthalmous (hed"-

iSltYrad'^rhTai^'it^rbTKnr ri-of-thVma, -mus). Same as Edriophthalma,

Shak., Lear, i. 4. edrtophthalmous.

2+ An Old book-name of the Jamaican guit- Hedwlgia (hed-wij 'i-a), n. [NL. (Ehrhart,

suit or rufous-throated tanager, GlossipMa ru- 1781), named after Johann Hedmg.J A genus

ncollis a Edwards.— 3. Some other hedge- of saxicolous mosses, characterized by a ses-

biid, supposed to be a sparrow. , sile, globular, smooth capsule with an obtuse

hedee-SDeak(hei'spek),re. Same a.sliedge-peal<:. operculum, without a peristome, and with a

hl^fl smdkfhei'spik), ». Same as hedge-spar- conical lacimate calyptra, the leaves without a

row, 1.

hedge-spurgie (hej'sper'V); «•

sparrow, 1. [Scotch.]

hedge-taper (hej'ta"p6r), n.

taper, see mullen.

hedge-thorn (hej'th6m), n.

costa and hyaline at the summit.

Same as hedge- Hedwigiaceae (hed-wij-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,

< Hedwigia + -acece.'] A family of mosses es-

Same as hag- tablished by Bruoh, Schimper, and Giimbel in

1845, embracing the genera Hedwigia, Eedwi-

See liawthorn. _gidmm, and Braunia,
_ _

[NL., K. Sed-
hidffe-vine7hei'Vin),m. Thevirgin's-bowerof HedwigieaB(hed-wi-;ji;e-e),».ijZ. .
neage *i"°^^°i„V.-v' 77,„ wiaia + -eai.l A division of mosses made by

heds^^O^eHheDS^" 5-iet), »• The common An^m in 1846, embracing the genus Bed-

he£?wSfSef'iK^^^^^^ as Heferr^a (hed-i-kax'i-a), n, [NL (Porster,

\f4'4S'r '
1775), < &r. ^%, sweet, + ^pvov, nut.] A ge-
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pus of dicotyledonous apetalous plants, belong-
ing to the natui-al order Monimi-acece, character-
ized by the 7 to 10 small connivent lobes of the
perianth and the numerous stamens with very
short glandless fflaments. The genus embraces
about 8 species. Inhabiting Australia, New Zealand, New
Caledonia, and the Fiji Islands. They are trees or shrubs
with opposite entire or dentate coriaceous leaves, and axil-
lary flowers in cymes or racemose panicles. The Austra-
lian species, H. angustifolia, is cultivated for ornament,
under the name of tiative mvXberry or smooth holly. It at-
tains a height of 10 to 20 feet. The New Zealand species,
B. dmtata, is larger, and is called by the natives pwripuri-
kvpili, kaiwhiria, or pornkaiwhiri. Five fossil species have
been described from the Miocene of Italy and Bohemia,
the Oligocene of Styria, and the Eocene of Australia and
New Zealand.

Hedychiiun (hf-dik'i-um), ». [KL. (Koenig,
1785), prob. in allusion to the snow-white fra-
grant flowers of some speoies,being appar. < Gr.
V^iic, sweet, + x'w, snow.] A genus of mono-
cotyledonous petaloid plants, belonging to the
natural order Scitaminece (Zingiberacece), tribe
Zingiherece, characterized by a terminal spike
or thyrse of flowers with narrow elongated fila-
ments and unappendaged connectives to the
anthers. The plants grow from a horizontal tuberous
rhizome ; the stem is erect and leafy, the leaves clasping
at the base. The flowers are generally large, showy, and
fragrant. The fruit is a 3-celled capsule. The genus em-
braces about 25 species, all natives of tropical Asia. Many
of the species are cultivated in greenhouses, sometimes
under the English name garland-fiower. The common
garland-flower is 3, eoronarium. H. cocciTieuTn (the scar-
let garland-flower), H, JlavesceinSt B. coriaceiim, etc., em-
bracing a great variety in color and appearance, ai-e also
cultivated.

Hedyle (hed'i-le), n. [NL. (Guen^e, 1857), <
Gr. TjdtiAof, dim. of ^diig, sweet.] The only ge-
nus of Medylince, with one species, H. heliconia-
ria, of Guiana, specifically named from its re-
semblance to butterflies of the genus Selieonia.
Hedylinse (hed-i-li'ne), n. pi. [NL. (Guen^e,
1857), < Hedyle + -inw.'] A subfamily of Geo-
metridw, founded on the genus Hedyle. Also
Hedylidce, with family rank.

Hedyotese (hed-i-ot'f-e), n. pi. [NL. , < Hedyo-
tis + -ece.'] A subtribe of plants, of the natu-
ral order ^MftjacecE, established by A. P. de Can-
dolle in 1830, having the genus HedyoUs as the
type. See Hedyotidem.
Hedyotidse (hed-i-ot'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < He-
dyoUs + -idie."] Lindley's name (1845) for the
Hedyotidece.

Hedyotideae (hed"i-o-tid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <
HedyoUs {-id-) + -ew.'] A group of genera of
rubiaceous plants, erected by Humboldt, Bon-
pland, and Kunth, about the year 1815, having
HedyoUs as the type, it was adopted by Bentham
and Hooker as the sixth tribe of the order, and by them
limited to genera having valvate corolla-lobes, a 2- to
4-celled ovary, the ovules numerous in the cells, and a dry
capsular or indehiscent fniit with small or minute seeds.

They are chiefly herbs with opposite stipulate leaves,

HedyotiS (hed-i-6'tis), n. [NL. (Linnffius, 1753),

so called from the smooth, tough, oval leaves,
likened to ears, < Gr. ^6vq, sweet, + ovg (ur-) =
E. ear'^.'\ A genus of dicotyledonous gamopet-
alous plants, belonging to the natural order
Rubiaeece, tribe HedyoUdem, to which it gjives

its name: scarcely distinguishable botanical-
ly from Houstonia and Oldenlandia, but chiefly

old-world shrubs or suffrutescent plants. There
are about SO species, chiefly natives of tropical Asia, with
mostly narrow opposite leaves, persistent, often dissected
setose stipules connate with the petioles in a sheath, and
small white flowers in terminal or axillary cymes. Some
botanists regard this genus as a section of Olderdandia.

hedyphane (hed'i-fan), n. [So called in allu-

sion to its glittering, < Gr. *^6v(pavijQ (equiv. to
rjSviarjc:), sweetly shining, < ^6vg, sweet, -I- ipai-

vsaaat, shine, appear.] A mineral related to
mimetite or lead arseniate, but having part of

the lead replaced by calcium.

Hedysareae (hed-i-sa'rf-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hedy-
sarum + -ece.'] A tribe of plants, of the natu-
ral order Leguminosce, suborder Papilionacece,

established by A. P. de CandoUe in 1825, and
adopted by Bentham and Hooker: type Hedy-
sarum. The plants are chiefly herbs or slirubs with odd-
pinnate leaves, the flowers with 10 stamens, either diadel-

phous (9 -I- 1) or monadelphous, uniform versatile anthers,

and indehiscent jointed pods, the divisions 1-seeded.

Hedysarum (he-dis'a-rum), n. [NL. (Linnasus,

1753, orig. in. T^ournefort, 1717), < Gr. TjSvcapov,

a plant of the vetch kind, perhaps sainfoin,

appar. < v^ig, = E. sioeet, 4- adpav, a broom, a

besom. Sometimes erroneously explained as <

rj6vg + apo/ia, smell : see aroma.'] A genus of

plants, of the natural order Leguminosce and sub-

order Papilionacece, and type of the tribe Hedy-
sarecE, having many-jointed pods, the segments

separating at maturity, and the vexillary sta-

men free. It embraces about 60 species, natives of the
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temperate regions of the northern hemisphere. They
are perennial herbs or suffrutescent plants, I'ai'ely true
shrubs, with odd-pin-
nate leaves, scarious
stipules, and purple,
wliite, or rarely yellow
flowers in peduucled
axillary racemes. The
best-linown species is

H. coronariu-m, a na-
tive of southern Eu-
rope, and known in
England as French
honeysuckle, probably
from its resemblance to
the red clover, Trifoli-
wm pratense, which is

often called honey-
suckle or hotwysuckle-
clover in England. It
is in repute as a forage-
plant, and has been in-
troduced into Australia
under the name of soo-

la-clover. H. borecUe is

indigenous in the north-
eastern United States
and northward.

heeif (he), pron.
An obsolete spell-

ing of Aei.

hee^ (he), a. An
obsolete or dialec-
tal variant of high.

heedi (hed), v. [<
ME. heden (pret.

hedde),<. As. hedan HedysarumbsrcaU. o,flower;».rruit.

(pret. /ied(ie),heed,

take care of, take charge of, take into posses-
sion (= OS. Mdian, huodian = OFries. hoda,
Imda = D. Jioeden, heed, guard, = MLG. Jioden,

huden = OHG. huoten, MHG. hiieten, G. hiiten,

guard, protect), < "hod, f. (notfound) (=OFries.
hoda, hada, care, = D. hoede, t., = MLG. hode,
hude, hote = OHG. huota, MHG. huote, huot, G.
hut, f., heed, care) ; prob. connected with hod,

m., E. hood (= D. hoed = G. hut, a hat, hood),
and perhaps with hcet, E. hat; the orig. sense
being appar. 'cover, protect': see hood and
hat^. For the vowel-change, of. bleed, breed,

feed, gleed^.] I. trans. To give attention to;
regard with care; take notice of ; observe; con-
sider.

Hade thou holdyn the at home, hedit thin astate.

And not cayret fro court there company was gedurt.
Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), 1. 2960.

With pleasure Argus the musician heeds.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i 988.

Each where his tasks or pleasures call.

They pass, and heed each other not.
Bryant, The Crowded Street.

Why heed a snow-flake on the roof.
If Are within keep Age aloof?

Lowell, To a Friend.

Il.t intrans. To attend; observe; pay atten-
tion.

Thou shuld hede to my harmes, herkon my wille,
Pursew to my purpos, present myn astate.

Destruction of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2188.

heedi (hed), n. [< ME. hede, a later form, from
the verb, taking the place of the orig. AS.
*h6d, ME. as if *hode, *hood: see heed^,v.] 1.
Careful attention; notice; observation; regard:
usually with give or taTce.

I will take heed to my ^ays, that I sin not with my
tongue. Ps. xxxix. 1.

Therefore we ought to give the mors earnest ?ieed to
the things which we have heard. Heb. ii. 1.

Take heed of promises, take heed of gifts.

Of forced, feigned sorrows, sighs, take heed.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iv. 3.

With wanton heed and giddy cunning.
MUton, L'Allegro, 1. 141.

2. The quality or state of attentiveness ; the
habit of serious consideration.

He did it with a serious mind ; a heed
Was in his countenance.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iil. 2.

What good heed Nature forms in us 1 She pardons no.
mistalses. Emerson.

heed^t, n. An obsolete form of head.

heedful (hed'ful), a. [< heed^ + -ful.] Full
of heed ; attentive ; watchful ; cautious ; cir-

cumspect; wary.
Give him heedful note

;

For I mine eyes will rivet to his face.

Shak., Hamlet, iiL 2.

= SyiL Observant, mindful, careful, regardful, attentive
(to).

heedfuUy (hed'ful-i), adv. In a heedful man-
ner; carefully; attentively; watchfully.

heedfulness (hed'ful-nes), m. The state or
quality of being heedful; attention; caution;
wariness ; circumspection.

heedilyt (he'di-li), adv. HeedfuUy.

heel

This part [language] iu our maker or Poet must be
heedyly looked vnto, that it be uaturall, pure, and the
most vsuall of all his couutrey.

Puttenham, Aite of Bug. Poesie, p. 120.

heediliesst(tie'di-nes), m. Heedfulness; atten-

tion; caution.

By Gods grace, and her good heedinesse,

She was preserved from their traytrous traine.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vi. 34-

heedlngf (he'ding), n. Care ; attention.

One of the Library Keepers, observing this, hath reduced
it again by paging it a-new ; and with a little heeding 'tis

yet very legible. The Letter is as fair a square Capital as
any 1 have seen. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 108.

heedless (hed'les), a. [< heed^ + -less.] With-
out heed; inattentive; careless; thoughtless;
regardless ; unobserving.

You heedless joltheads, and unmanner'd slaves.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1.

I abruptly took my leave, and hobbling down stairs with
heedless haste, I setmyfoot full in a pail of water, and down
we came to the bottom together. Steele, Tatler, No. 266.

=Syn. Remiss, etc. (see negligent)', unmindful, inconsid-
erate, unobservant.

heedlesshoodt, n. Heedlessness.

Cuddie, I wote thou kenst little good,
So vainely tadvaunce thy hcadlessehood ;

For youngth is a bubble blown up with breath.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

heedlessly (hed'les-li), adv. In a heedless
manner; carelessly; negligently; inattentively.

heedlessness (hed'les-nes), n. The state or
character of being heedless; inattention; care-
lessness; thoughtlessness.

heedyt (he'di), a. l< heed^ + -yi-.] Heedful;
careful ; cautious.

The Priest doth sometimes read unto them some part of
the Alcoran, . . . wliich they hearken unto with Acedy at-

tention. Sandys, Travailes, p. 43.

Heady crow. See crow'.

heehaw (he'ha),«.i. [Imitative of the brayofth©
ass. Cf. haw-haw'^, ha-ha^.] To bray, as an ass.

* Suppose thou art making an ass of thyself, young Harry
Warrington, of Virginia 1 are there not people in England
who heehaw too? Thackeray, Virginians.

A jackass heehaws from the rick. Tennyson, Amphion.

heeU (hel), n. [< ME. heel, heele, < AS. hela, hcela

(= OFries. hela, heila, North Fries, ha^l, hdile,

hajel, hdgel = OD. hiele, D. Mel = Icel. hrnll =
Sw. hdl = Dan. heel), the heel, prob. orig. *h6-
hila, dim. of. hoh, the heel, the hock, > E. hock^,
hough. Cf. D. hak = LG. hakJce, > G. hacke
(vulg.), the heel : see hock\ hack\ n. The gen-
erally asserted connection with L. cal c (calc-),

the heel (see calcar\ calk^, etc.), = Gr 7m^ (for
*/£/ldf ?), is open to question.] 1. The part of
the foot which is below and behind the ankle.
Technically— (a) In anat., the calcaneal part of the tar-
sus, whatever its shape or position. In man and other
plantigrade animals it rests upon the ground; in digiti-
grades, ungulates, etc., it is elevated, and is often called
Anee by a misnomer, heel being popularly applied to the
hoofs of the hind legs. Thus, the hock of a horse is an-
atomically the heel. See cuts under /oo(, Aoc*l, and lion.

Well-apparell'd April on the heel
Of limping winter treads. Shak., R. and J., I. 2.

(5) In omith. : (1) Properly, the calcaneum or talus, at the
proximal end of the tarsometataxsns. (2) The hind toe or
hallux of a bird : incorrect, but frequent, (c) In entom. ;

(1) The terminal extremity of the tibia. Say (and others).
(2) The base of the first tarsal joint, when ib is curved to
join the tibia. This is the calx of Kirby, by him limited
to the heels of four posterior tarsi. (3) A name given by
Leach to the bristles forming the strigilis.

2. A part of a thing resembling the heel in
shape or position, (a) The lower backmost part of
something, or that part upon which it rests, as the after
end of a ship's keel, the lower part of a mast^ a boom, a
stem-post, or a rafter, or the larger or principal end of a,

tool : used in a great variety of special applications.

At the other side is a kind of heel or knob, to break clots
with. Mortimer, Husbandry.
(b) In odontog. , a low posterior cusp of the sectorial molar
tooth of a carnivorous animal, (c) In arch., a oyma re-
versa. (d) The top of the butt of a gun-stock, (e) That
part of the blade of a sword which is nearest the hilt,

usually the heaviest part of the blade, and in some sworda
not sharpened, but having two square edges. (/) The lat-
ter or concluding part of anything; the end; a part left
over ; a remainder : as, the heel of a session or a discourse

;

the heel of a loaf.

Oh wives, be mindfu' ance yoursel'
How bonnie lads ye wanted.

An' dinna, for a kebbuck-Aeei,
let lasses be affronted. Bums, Holy Fair.

(g) The part of the head of a golf-club that is nearest the
shaft.

3. The foot, without reference to its parts; also,
the hind foot of some animals, as of a horse.
Mine own familiar friend . . . hath lifted up his heel

against me. Fs. xli. 9.

So light were my heels, that I counted ten miles no bet-
ter than a leap. Eemp (Arber's Eng. Gamer, VIL 27).

Laughing-stocks of Time,
AVhose brains are in their hands and in their lieels.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.



Heel

4. The hinder and lower part of a shoe or
stocking. In a stocking It includes the lower as well as
the baoli: part ; in a shoe it is properly restricted to the
lower or bottom part, usually formed of a series of pieces
of leather called Hfts or taps, the part which covers the
Wnd part of the foot being called the quarters. See guar-
ler and heel-tap, and out under boot.

His wife rustled by his side in brocade which might al-
most stand alone for stifEness, propped upon heeU that
gave a majestic altitude to her tall, thin figure.

H. B. Stows, Oldtown, p. BO.

6. pi. Footsteps; course.

Where death and danger dog the heeU of worth.
Shak., AU's Well, iii. i.

'Lei us address to tend on Hector's heels.

Shak., T. and C, iv. 4.

At one's heels, close behind; following closely.

More true joy Marcellus exiled feels
Than CsBsar with a senate at his heels.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 268.

At the hard heelst, very close behind. Nares.

Sirrah ! Eobin ! we were best look that your devil can
answer the stealing of this same cup, for the vintner's boy
follows us at the hard heels. Marlowe, Faustus.

Sown at heel or heels, having the heels or back part of
the shoes turned down ; in a slipshod condition ; hence,
in a slovenly or embarrassed condition of any kind; used
adjectively, slipshod; slovenly; seedy.

Sneak into a corner, . . . down at heels and out at el-
bows. Gentleman Instructed, p. 212.

To prowl about ... in the old slipshod, purposeless,
down-at-heel way. Dickens,

Fray'd i' the knees, and out at elbow, and bald o' the
back, and bursten at the toes, and down at heels.

Tennyson; Queen Maiy, i. 1.

Heel of the hand, the prominence formed on the palmar
side of the junction of the hand with the wrist, when the
hand is strongly bent backward ; that part of the hand
"which corresponds to the heel as the palm corresponds
to the sole.

The heel of the operator's hand will be used for vigor-
ous friction of the palm.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 645.

Heels o'er gowdy, heels over head. [Scotch.]

Soon Iieels o'er gowdy! in he gangs. Burns, On Life.

Heels over head, somersault fashion ; hence, recklessly

;

liastily.

Ay hele ouer hed, hourlande aboute.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii, 271.

lieck and heels. Same as neck and crop (which see, un-
der crop).—Out at heels, having the stockings or shoes
worn out at the heels; hence, in embarrassed circum-
stances : equivalent to the phrases down at heels and out
at elbows.

A good man's fortune may grow out at heels.

Shak., Lear, ii. 2,

To come to heel, to follow closely at the heel ; to heel,
as a dog.

It will be well to teach the dog to come to heel, and to
keep there. Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 226.

Unless properly trained to co'me to heel, a dog is worse
than useless. T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 166.

To cool the heels. See aooli.— To have the heels of,
to outrun.— To Mck one's heels, to stand idly waiting.

I suppose this is a spice of foreign breeding, to let your
uncle kick his heels in your hall. Foote, The Minor, ii.

To lay by the heels, to fetter ; shackle ; confine.

If the king blame me for 't, I'll lay ye all

By the heels. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 3.

To pick up one's heels, (a) To lift the feet in running

;

run. [CoUoq.] (b) To take to flight ; start off : as; he picked

MP Ais Aee/s and ran like a deer. [CoUoq.]—To sliowthe
heels, show a clean pair of heels, to flee ; run away.

Crack— crack, from a couple of barrels, and theyshowed
me their heels, as you may believe.

The Century, XXXVI. 127.

To take to one's heels, to flee ; take to flight.

But as we drew neerer unto him, he discerned we were
not those he looked for, he took to his heels, and fled from
his houses. Sir Francis Drake Revived, p. 27.

leeli (hel), i;. [<A«eZl,«.] I. iraws. 1. Toper-
form by the use of the heels or feet, as a dance.

[Bare.]
I cannot sing,

Nor heel the high lavolt, nor sweeten talk.

Shak., T. andC, iv. 4.

2. To furnish with a heel or heel-piece, as any
foot-covering; put a heel to, as a shoe or stock-

ing.
To cobble, and heel hose for the poor friars.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, v. 3.

3. To catch by the heels.

I have seen them [cowboys] rope a calf too large to

handle with one rope ; one would heel him (rope him by
the hind feet), while the other roped him about the neck.

New York Evening Post, Jan. 14, 1887.

4. To arm with a gaff or spur, as a cock.— 5.

To equip or arm. See heeled, 2. [Slang, west-

em U. S.]

II, intrans. In sporting, to come or walk De-

Mnd one's heels: used of a dog, and chiefly in

command.
See that he [the collie] possesses a good nose, is staunch

on point and charge, heels properly.
Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 418.

heels (hel), v. [Also written (dial.) heal, hele,

hill; a corruption, due appar. to confusion of
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^t%^'^,T^^^•J^^ ^^^ ?"«*•' of tlie earlier
heeld, heam, which remains in dial, use: see
heeld,healdK-\ I. trans. 1. To tilt, incline, or
cant over from a vertical position, as a ship.

iJ-J^fi " i^
'™'^ *^*' '^^ ^^^^ "lid ''««'« " The Cliarles

"
to get her down, and yet run aground twice or thrice.

Pepys, Diary, III. 179.

2. To pour out. [Prov. Eng.]
II. intrans. To turn partly over; come to a

tuted position; cant: as, the ship heeled over.
Eight hundred of the brave.
Whose courage well was tried,

Had made the vessel heel,
And laid her on her side.

Cowper, The Eoyal George.

heel2 (hel). n. [< heel^, «,.] The act of inclin-
ing or canting from a vertical position ; a cant

:

as, the ship gave a heel to port. Also heeling.
neel^t, v- and n. An obsolete spelling of heaU.
heel* (hel), V. Same as heal^,^.
heel-ball (hel'bai), n. l. a preparation of
wax used by shoemakers in the form of a ball
in burnishing the heels of shoes. Also called
blackball— 2. A kind of dabber for spreading
ink or color upon anything : used in taking trial
impressions from engraved plates and the like.
heel-blank (hel'blangk), n. A small piece of
leather or a lift shaped for fitting to the heel
of a shoe.

heel-block (hel'blok), «. A block used by
shoemakers when attaching the heel to a shoe

;

a last.
He was no whirligig lect'rer of the times.
That from a heel-block to a pulpit climbs.

Brome, On the Death of Mr. Josias Shute.

heel-bone (hel'bon), n. l. The bone of the
heel; the os calcis or calcaneum. Seefibulare,
and cut under /oo*.— 2. The calcar of a bat.

heel-cutter (hel'kufer), n. A hand-tool or
shaper for cutting out the lifts used in forming
the heels of boots and shoes.

heeldt, heald^t (held), v.
.
[Early mod. E. also

heild, hild, hyld; < ME. heelden,heilden, helden,
hylden (pros. Iielde, pret. heldede, and contr.
helde), < AS. heldan, hyldan, tr. tilt, inoUne, intr.

incline, bow down (= OS. in comp. of heldian =
MD. helden =MLG. helden, halden, LG. hellen =
OHG. heldan, MHG. helden, incline,=Ieel. halla,

lean sidewise, incline, heel over (said esp. of a
ship), hella, pour, ='Sw. halla, tilt, pour, = Dan.
hcelde, tilt, lean, slant, slope), < healde, inclined,
bent, bowed, = OHG. hald, inclined., sloping,
= leel. hallr, leaning, sloping; cf. Dan. hceld,

n., an incline, a slope. This verb, which is

phonetically analogous to yield, wield, field, and
would be spelled accordingly, has become cor-

rupted in common E. use to heeP, q. v.] I,

trans. 1. To bend; incline; specifically, to tilt,

as a water-vessel or a ship : same as heeP, 1.

Helde thin ere to me. Ps. xvi. [xvii.] 6 (ME. version).

2. To pour out
;
pour.

Tak water of the flood, and heeld it out vpon the drye
lond. Wyclif, Ex. iv. 9 (Oxf.).

Tyriake is hald of sum on vynes rootes
And dooth ful wel.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 101.

3. To throw ; cast
;
put.

II. intrans. 1. To bow; bend; incline; tilt

or cant over.
If ever I stope or held

I hope never to ben scheld.

Richard Coer de Lion (Weber's Metr. Eom., II.), 1. 791.

2. To decline; sink; go down.

Now the Sonne to the grounde Tielde.

King Alisaunder, 1. 2521.

Sone the tente part it was tried.

And wente awaye, as was worthye,

Thev heild to helle all that meyne, ther-in to bide.
'

York Plays, p. 36.

3. To yield; give way; surrender.

Than they heldede to hir heste alle hoUy at ones.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3369.

heeldt, healdif (beld), ». [Early mod. E. also

heild; = OHG. halda, MHG. G. halde, a slope;

from the verb.] 1. An inclination ; a cant.—

2. An incline; a slope. [Prov. Eng.]

geond wudes and jeond feldes

Keond hulles [hills] and seonde heldes.

Layamon, II. 112.

3 A decline; decrease; wane. Nash.

heeled (held), p. a. [Pp. of heelh v.-\ 1. Pro-

vided with a heel or a heel-like protuberance.

The claws are heavily heeled at base. Saidder.

2 Shod : usually in the slangphrase well heeled,

well shod, conditioned, or circumstanced: ap-

plied to a player at cards who has a good hand,

to a person who possesses plenty ofmoney, or to

a man who is well armed. [Slang, U. b.J

heel-rope

heeler (he'l^r), «. [< heeV- + -erl.] 1. A cock
that strikes well with his heels.— 2. A quick
runner. [Prov. Eng. and New Eng.]— 3. [Cf.

IjQ.lmkhen-UherQit. 'heel-watcher': see fceeft)

andftatteji-ire(ier(lit. 'heel-treader': see tread),
alaekey (whofollows at the heels ofhis master).]
One who follows at the heels of another; an un-
scrupulous or disreputable follower or hanger-
on of a professional politician or "boss," or of a
party. [Political slang, U. S.]

To have fine clothes, drink champagne, and pose in a
fashionable bar-room in the height of the season— is not
this the apotheosis of the heeler and the ward '

' worker " ?

C. D. Warner, Theii- Pilgrimage, p. 268.

What the client was to his patron at Eome, what the
vassal was to his lord in the Middle Ages, that the heelers
and workers are to their boss in these great transatlantic
cities. They render a personal feudal service, which their
suzerain repays with the gift of a liveUhood.

Bryce, American Commonwealth, IxiiL

heeling (he'ling), «. Same as heel^.

heeling-error (he'luig-er"or), n. A deviation
of the compass-needle on board ship from the
magnetic pole, caused by induced magnetism
in the transverse iron beams of the ship. This
induction is due to the inclination of the beams in the
direction of the magnetic pole when the ship heels, or in-
clines to one side or the other.

heel-iron (hel'i'^ern), n. A metal plate some-
times attached to the bottom of the heel of a
boot to prevent it from wearing unevenly, or
with which to make a clattering noise in clog-
dancing. Also heel-plate.

heel-jigger (hel'jig"6r), n. A small tackle fas-
tened to the heel of a spar to assist in running
it in and out.

heel-joint (hel'joint), n. In ornith., the suffra-
ge; the ankle-joint; the so-called tibiotarsal
articulation of a bird, between the leg or ems
and the tarsometatarsus or shank. See tarsus.

heel-knee (hel'ne), n. Naut., the knee con-
necting the keel with the stem-post.

heel-lift (hel'Uft), n. One of the pieces of sole-
leather of which the heel of a shoe is formed.
heel-machine (hel'ma-shen''), n. A general
name for a number of tools and machines em-
Eloyed in cutting out the lifts of which the
eels of shoes are made, putting them toge-

ther, and shaping, fitting, and polishing them.
heel-pad (hel'pad), ». In ornith,, the pterna

;

the posterior part of the pabna, immediately
under the foot-joint, and prominent in many
birds.

But heel-pad should not be used in this connection,
since the heel (calcaneus) is at the top of the tarsus, and
not at the bottom where the heel-pad lies.

Corns, Hist. N. A. Bu-ds, III. Gloss., p. 646.

heel-path (hel'path), n. [Opposite the tow-path,
as if this were the <oe-path.] The side of a canal
opposite the tow-path. [Local, U. S.J

heel-piece (hel'pes), n. 1 . That part of a shoe
or stocking which incloses the heel of the foot
either beneath or behind, or both; the heel.

And then it grieved me sore to look
Just at the heel-piece of his book.

Lloyd, Cobbler of Tessington's Letter.

2. Armor for the heel, especially that part of

the soUeret which covered the heel and the
back of the ankle, and to which the spur was
attached.

heelpiece (hel'pes), v.t.; pret. and pp. heelpieced,

ppr. heelpiecing. [< heel-piece, «.] To furnish
with a heel-piece ; add an additional heel-piece
to, as in repairing.

Some blamed Mrs. Bull for new Tieel-piediig her shoes.
Arbuthnot, John Bull

A man . . . whose name you will probably hear usher-
ed in by a Doctissimus Doctissimorum, or heelpieced with
a long Latin termination. Goldsmith, To H. Bzyanton.

heel-plate (hel'plat), ». 1. Same as /ieeWrom.

—

2. A plate on the butt-end of a gun-stock.— 3.
A small square piece of iron with a hole in the
center sunk into the heel of a boot or shoe to

receive the screw or spur of a form of skate.

heel-post (bel'post), «. 1. The outer post in
the staU-partition of a stable.— 2. Naut, the
post which supports, at the outer end, the pro-
pelling-screw of a steam-vessel.— 3. The hang-
ing-post or hanging-stile of a door.— 4. The
quoin-post of the gate of a lock.

heel-ring (hel'riag), «. 1. The ring by which
a scythe-blade is secured to the snath.— 2.

The ring which secures the blade of a plow.
Hallhvell. [Prov. Eng.]

heel-rope (hel'rop), n. Naut., a rope applied

through the heel of anything, particularly that

which is rove through a sheave at the heel of

the jib-boom or of the bowsprit, for the pur-

pose of hauling it out.



heel-seat

heel-seat (hel'set), «. That part of the sole of
a shoe to which the heel is fastened.
The crude heel is pressed upon the hed-ieat hy a nail-

ing machine. Harper's Mag., IXX. 284.

heel-shave (hel'shav), n. A tool resembling
a spoke-shave, used for trimming the lifts of
the heel of a shoe after they have been fitted
to the shoe.
heel-tap (hel'tap), n. 1. A small piece of lea-
ther several of which together form the heel
of a shoe; a lift. See lieeU, 4.-2. The small
portion of wine or liquor left in a glasswhen the
main portion has been drunk.
"As there was a proper objection to drinking her in

heel-taps," said the voice, " we'll give her the first glass in
the new magnum." JHciens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxii.

Let the bottle pass freely, don't shirli it nor spare it

;

Tor a heel-tap! a heel-tap! 1 never could bear it.

Peacock, Headlong Hall, v.

No heel-taps I a demand by a host that his guests empty
their glasses to the bottom.
heeltap (hel'tap), v. t.; pret. and pp. heeltapped,
ppr. heeltapping. [< heel-tap, m.] To add a
piece of leather to the heel of, as a shoe or boot.
heel-tip (hel'tip), n. An iron plate or protec-
tion for the heels of boots and shoes.
heel-tool (hel'tol), n. In turning, a tool with
an acute cutting edge and an angular base or
heel, used by metal-turners for roughing out a
piece of iron or turning it to somewhat near
the intended size.

heel-tree (hel'tre), n. The swing-bar at the
heels of a horse drawing a harrow. Halliwell.
[Prov. Eng.]

heel-trimmer (hel'trim'-'er), n. A machine for
trimming the edges of the lifts forming the
heel of a boot or shoe, to bring them to the re-
quired shape.
heen, n. See hien.

heept, n. A variant of hip'^. Chaucer.
heer^t, adv. An obsolete spelKng of here^.

heer^t, n. A variant of hair^. Chaucer.
heerS (her), n. [Origin obscure.] The length
of two cuts or leas of linen or woolen thread.
heeze (hez), v. t. A dialectal variant of hoise.

[Scotch.]

heft. An obsolete preterit of heave. Chaucer.
heffel (hef'el), n. A dialectal variant of hiclc-

wall.

heftl (heft), n. [< ME. heft, another form of

haft (> E. haft^), < AS. hceft, a handle, etc.: see
haft^, and ef. heft^.'\ Same as haft^.

If the h£aft belonged to Walworth, the blade, or point
thereof, at leasf^ may be adjudged to Cavendish.

Fuller, Worthies, Suflolk.

heft^ (heft), n. [In these senses modem, the
word being formed, after heft^, var. of haft\ a
handle, and heft^, obs. pret. and pp., from the
verb heave: see heave and haff^."] If. The act
of heaving or retching ; violent strain or exer-
tion; effort.

If one . . . make known
How he hath drunk, he cracks his gorge, his sides.

With violent hefts. Shak., W. T., ii. 1.

2. Weight; heaviness. [Obsolete or prov.
Eng.; eolloq., U. S.]

But if a part of heaven's huge sphere
Thou chuse thy pond'rous heft to beare.

Sir A. Gorges, tr. of Lucan (1614).

Gonstitoounts air hendy to help a man in.

But arterwards don't weigh the heft of a pin.
Lowell, Biglow Papers.

3. The greater or weightier part of anything

;

the bulk; the gist. [CoUoq., U. S.]

Throwing the heft of the Pacific trade across the conti-

nent into the port of New York.
Kew York Herald, Feb. 6, 1849.

As Hr. Hallowell himself has intimated, the heft of his
book is in the appendix. The American, VI. 103.

4t. Need; emergency. Nares.

We friendship faire and concord did despise.
And far appart from us we wisdom left,

Forsook each other at the greatest heft.

Mir. for Mags., p. 750.

5. Command ; restraint. [Prov. Eng.]

heft2 (heft), V. [< lieft% «.] I. trans. 1. To
heave up. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. To try the weight
of. [Obsolete or eolloq.]

He was tall, was my Jack,
And as strong as a tree

;

Thar's his gun on the rack.

Jest you heft it and see.

Bret Harte, Penelope.

n. intrans. To weigh. [CoUoq., U. S.]

" I remember," said Mistress Ravel, " the Great Hog, up
in Dunwich, that hefted nigh twenty score."

S. Judd, Margaret, it 6.

heft^t (heft). An earlymodem English preterit

and past participle of heave.
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Inflam'd with wrath, his raging blade he hefte.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xL 39.

heft* (heft), n. [So., also written haft; < Icel.

hefdh, possession, prescription, = Sw. hdfd, cul-
ture, cultivation, improvement, = Dan. hcevd,

possession, prescription (Norw.), cultivation,
manure ; < Icel. hafa = Sw. hafva = Dan. have,
have, hold, = E. have, q. v.] A dwelling; a
place of residence. [Scotch.]
heft* (heft), V. [= Icel. hefdha, tr., take by
prescription, = Sw. hdfda = Dan. hcevde, main-
tain, assert, uphold (Norw.), cultivate ; from
the noun.] I. intrans. To dwell. [Scotch.]

To Linshart, gin my hame ye speir.
Where I hae A^ near fifty year. Bp. Skinner.

II. trans. To familiarize with a place or an
employment; attach or cause t6 become at-
tached by long usage. [Scotch.]

Master Darsie, it may be as well that Alan and you do
not meet till he is hefted, as it were^ to his new calling.

Scott, Kedgauntlet, letter ix.

I do believe I shall get hefted to my new situation.

Carlyle, in Froude.

heft^ (heft), n. [G., a number of sheets of paper
sewed together and constituting a part of a
book, a blankbook consisting of sheets so sewed
together.] A note-book. [A Germanism.]
The teaching is almost entirely by lectures, which the

students usually take down in coverless note-books con-
taining about twenty blank pages stitched together, mod-
elled ^ter the hefts of the German students and called by
their German name. Nineteenth Century, XXIV, 926.

hefty (hef 'ti), a. [< heft^ + -j/i.] 1. Hav-
ing considerable weight; rather heavy; hence,
weighty; forcible: as, a hefty tool; a hefty ar-
gument. [CoUoq., U. S.]— 2. Easyto hft and
handle. [Colloq., U. S.]

To my mind the first requisite in a book is that it should
be readable, and to be readable it should be hefty, lights
and of a form that can be easily held in the hand.

The American, IX. 232.

hegberry (heg'ber^'i), n.
;

pi. heglerries (-iz).

[See hagberry.li The bird-cherry, Prunus Pa-
dus or P. avium. [Prov. Eng.]
Hegelian (he-ge'lian), a. and n. [< Segel (see
Hegelianisni) + dan.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to
Hegel or his system of philosophy; propounded
by Hegel : as, the Hegelian theory of universal
history. See Hegelianism.

The Hegelian Logic is at once a Logic and a Mefcaphysic
— i. e., it treats at once of the method and of the matter
of knowledge, of the processes by which truth is discov-
ered, and of the truth itself in its most universal aspects.

E. Caird, Hegel, p. 186.

II. «. One who accepts the philosophical
opinions of Hegel; a follower of Hegel.

Hegelianise, v. t. See Hegelianize.

Hegelianism (hf-ge'lian-izm), n. [< Hegelian
+ -ism.'] The philosophical system of Georg
Wilhelm Priedrich Hegel (1770-1831), which
during the second quarter of the nineteenth
century was the leading system of metaphys-
ical thought in Germany, it purports to be a com-
plete philosophy, undertaking to explain the whole uni-
verse of thought and being in its abstractest elements and
minutest details. This it does by means of the Hegelian
dialectic, a new logic, the real law of the movement of
thought (not a mere form, like syllogistic), the scheme of
which is thesis, antithesis, synthesis, the original tendency,
the opposing tendency, and their unification in a new
movement. By this law the conceptions of logic develop
themselves in a long series. This law of the development
of thought is assumed to be necessarily the law of the
development of being, on the ground that thought and
being are absolutely identical. Hegelianism is radically
hostile to natural science, and especially to the Newtonian
philosophy— that is, to all the methods and scientific re-
sults which have sprung from the "Principia." One of
the characteristics of Hegelianism is its constant readi-
ness to recognize continuity both as a fact and as accept-
able to reason, which other metaphysical systems have
often struggled to deny. Also Hegelism.

Hegelianize (hf-ge'lian-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

Hegelianized, ppr. Hegelianieing. [< Hegelian +
-ize.'] To render Hegelian. Also spelled Sejre-
Uanise.

The Hegelianising of Eant may be best illustrated from
the section on the "Deduction of the Categories."

Mind, XII. 94.

Hegelism (ha'gel-izm), n. Same as Hegelianism.

hegemonic (he-je-mon'ik), a. [< Gr. ^e/wviKdg,

< TjyEfiovia, leadership : see hegemony.] Euling

;

predominant
;
principal.

hegemonical (he-je-mon'i-kal), a. [< hegemonic
-h -al.] Same as hegemonic. [Rare.]

hegemony (he'jf-mo-ni), n. [< Gr. ^yeftovia,

leadership, chief cornmand, < rfytfiiiv, a leader,

guide, commander, chief, < iiysladai, lead, < ajeiv,

lead, = L. agere, drive, do, act : see agent, act.]

Predominance
;

preponderance ; leadership

;

specifically, headship or control exercised by
one state over another or others, as through eon-
federation or conquest: originally applied to

beigh

such a relation often existing among the states

of ancient Greece.

A hegemony, the political ascendency of some one city

or community over a number of subject commonwealths.
Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 131.

That Syracusan siege which decided the destinies of
Greece, and by the fall of Athens raised Sparta, Macedo-
nia, and finally Some to the hegemony of the civilised

world. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 178.

hegget, «• A Middle English form of hedge.

Chaucer.

heggle (heg'l), V. i. A dialectal variant of
haggle'^.

hegira, n. See he^ira.

hegoleh, }> [Native name.] The madoqua an-

telope, Neotragus madoqua.
hegrie (heg'ri), n. [See heron.] The heron,

Ardea cinerea. Also called sMp-hegrie. [Shet-

land Islands.]

hegril's-skip (heg'rilz-skip), «. The heron,

Ardea cinerea. [Shetland Islands.]

hegumen (he-gu'men), n. [< Gr. ^ov/tevoc, prop,

ppr. of iiyelabai, lead: see hegemony.] Same as
hegumenos.

The catechetical discourse of S. Chrysostom on the Splen-
dour-bearing Day is read by the Hegumen or Ecclesiarch^

the brethren standing.
Greek OfficefarEasterDay, quoted in J. M. Neale's Eastern

[Church, i. 887.

hegomene (he-gu'me-ne), n. [< G:i. ^oviuvri^

fem. of ^ov/j.evog: see hegumen.] In the Ch:

Ch., the head of a nunnery, corresponding, ac-

cording to the size and importance of the house,
to a Western abbess or prioress.

hegumeness (he-gn'me-nes), n. Same as hegu^
mene.
hegumenos (he-gu'me-nos), n. [Gr. ^ovfisvo;:

see hegumen.]' In the Gr. Ch., the head of a
monastery. The rank of hegumenos corresponds to that
of the abbot of a convent of the second class or of the
prior of one of the first class in the Western Church. The
head of a large monastery, or the superior-general of all

the monasteries of a district, is called an archimandrite.
Also kegoumenos and agoumenos.

I then dried my fingers on an embroidered towel, and
sat down with the agoumenos and another officer of the
monastery before a metal tray covered with various dainty
dishes. S. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 261.

hegnmeny (hf-gu'me-ni), n. [< Gr. ^yov/ievla,

< rryovfievof, hegumenos : see hegumen.'] In the
Gr. Ch., the rank or office of hegumenos.

Heidelberg catechism. See catechism, 2.

heifer (hef'er), n. [Early mod. E. also haifer,
and with orig, guttural heighfer, heckfer, heck-

fere, hecTcfar, heckfare, heckfor, heckford, hee-

forde, etc., corruptly hawghei- (Caxton) ; E. dial,

also transposed heifkei-; < ME. hayfare, hek-
fere, hekefere, < AS. hedhfore, also hedhfru (gen.
hedhfore, ace. Jiedhfre), ONorth. pi. hehfaro, a
heifer; an isolated word, appar. a compound,
< hedh, high, -t- -fore, -fare, a supposed fem.
form (equiv. to D. vaars, also in comp. vaar-
koe (D. koe = E. cowl-) — mLG. verse = MHG.
verse, Gr.farse, a heifer), < fearr, ONorth. /ar
= MD. varre, D. var = OHG. farro, far, MHG.
varre, var, G. farre = Icel. farri, a bullock
(Teut. stem *fars); prob. allied to Gr. nopig,
irdprig, a heifer: see farrow^, a. The prefix
hedh, 'high,' is taken to mean 'full-grown'
(Skeat), but a heifer is not full-grown. The
AS. form is generally glossed by L. alHle, or
ML. altilium, a fatted calf (also applied to
other fatted animals), < L. altilis, a., fatted, <
alere, nourish, feed, suggesting that AS. hedh in
hedhfore is an awkward translation, meaning
' high-fed,' of L. altilis, or simply of the related
L. altus, high, lit. ' grown,' < alere, nourish, feed:
see alt, altitude, etc., and old. But this is un-
certain. The peculiar ME. forms would seem
to favor a connectionwith D. hokkeling, G. hock-
ling, a yearling caH, appar. < D. hok, a stall,

pen, + dim. -ling; but the change of AS. hedh
to heck- is supported by hock, in hockday, from
the same AS. fteA] 1. A young cow.

Israel, whom God calleth Jeshurun, and compareth to
an heifer fed in large and fruitful pastures, going always
at full bit, grew fat and wanton.

Bp. Sanderson, Works, III. 194.

A Lowing Heifer, Loveliest of the Herd,
Stood feeding by.

Congreve, On the TaWng of Namure.

2. A young female terrapin, Malaclemmys pa-
lustris, measuring 5 or 6 inches along the lower
shell. See cow terrapin, imder terrapin. [A
trade use.]

heigh (M), interj. [Also written hey and hi, So.
hegh, hech, an aspirated syllable, variously ex-
pressive, according to tone and circumstances

;

of. ha\ ho^, hoy^.] An exclamation designed
to call attention, give encouragement, etc.



heigh

Heigh, my hearts 1 cheerly, oheerly, my hearts I

Sluik., Tempest,

heighawt, heighhawt, ». [Ali

hoe, etc. : see hickwall, hickway,
wall.

heighef, v. An obsolete form of Me.
heighfert, «. An obsolete form of heifer.

heigh-ho (M'ho), interj. [Also heyho, Se. hech-
howe; < heigh + ho. ] An exclamation express-
ing a degree of surprise, astonishment, or ex-
ultation, or more usually, as languidly uttered,
some weariness, marking conventionally a sigh
or a yawn: also sometimes as a verb.

We'll toss off our ale till we cannot stand,
And heigh-ho for the honour of old England.

Dryden.
By my troth I am exceeding ill ; hey ho I

Shak., Much Ado, ill. i.

It was just the sort of house which youthful couples
newly united by Holy Church heigh-ho'd for as they
passed. M. W. Savage, K. Medlicott, i. 1.

height, hight^ (Ut), n. [The second form is

less common, but more correct (there is no rea-

son for the distinction of vowel between high
and height) ; also formerly heighth, highih (early

mod. E. also lieigth, hyeth, etc.), according to

a pronunciation (Mth, improp. MUh) still often
heard; < ME. highte, hyghte, heghte, higte, also,
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height-board (hit'bord), «. A stair-builders'

with oiig. -th, heighthe,heigthe, hegthe, <. AB. hed- , ... , . , . ,, .,

fftM, with umlaut hehthw, hiihtho, height, high heightener, hlghtener (hit n6r),TO.

To make higher; increase the vertical ele-
vation of.— 2. To make higher in amount or
degree; increase; augment; intensify: as, to
heighten an eflEect.

Toreign states have endeavoured to heighten our confu-
sion. Addison.

3. To make high or higher in feeling or condi-
tion; elevate or exalt, as the mind or a person.

Being so heighten'd,
He water'd his new plants with dews of flattery.

Shak., Cor., v. 5.

Heighten thyseU, talk to her all in gold.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

Heighten'd in their thoughts beyond
All doubt of victory. Milton, P. L., vt 629.

Grotius added much to him, in whom we have either
something new, or something lieightned, that was said be-
fore. Selden, Tahle-Talk, p. 21.

= ^ru. Lift, ScaK,_eto. See raise.

augment.
Then the Captain's colour heighten'd.

Joyful came his speech.
Tennyson, The Captain.'

One who

intrarts. To become higher; increase;

or that which heightens. Imp. JDict.

heightht (hith), n. An obsolete variant of heiglii.

Heimia (M'mi-a), n. [NL., named after Lud-
wig Heim, a German botanist.] A section of
the botanical genus Nescea, natural order
Lythrariem, named in 1821 by Link and Otto,

who considered it a distinct genus. As applied to

the Mexican hanchinol, H. saXicifolia, it is still in use by
apothecaries. See hanchinol and Nescea.

Heine's function. ^
also hainous;

place (= D. hoogte = OHG. hohida = Iceli hcedh

= Sw. hiijd = Dan. hqjde = Goth, hauhitha,
height), < hedh, E. high, etc., -I- -thu, -th, an ab-
stract formative as in breadth, width, warmth,
etc.: s&Bhigh.'\ 1. Highness; elevation; alti-

tude ; stature ; vertical distance or angular ele-

vation from a base or a level, or any point of
reckoning: as, the height ot a tree, a mountain,
or a tower.

I tok the
degrees and

Behold the

I was trimm'd in madam Julia's gown : . . .

Therefore I know she is about my height.

Shak., T. G. of T., iv. i.

And e'er the sun was twa hours hight.

The hoy was at Dundee.
Bonny Baby Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. 42).

An amphitheatre's amazing height

Here fills my eye with terror and delight.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

2. Elevation of degree or of condition; emi-

nence of quality, character, rank, etc.

By Him that rais'd me to this caiefiil height.

Shak., Eioh. III., i. 3.

You can never take the just height of God's Mercies to

you unless you begin at the bottom.
StUlingfleet, Sermons, II. vii.

TSo religious sects ever carried their mutual aversions

to greater heights than our state parties have done.

Swift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, u.

The Church and the monarchy were the two national

powers which had been raised to a height above all others

through the strife with heathendom and the Danes.

J.R. Green, Conq. of Bug., p. 304.

8. The highest part; the top; hence, culmina-

tion; the highest degree ; the highest point to

be attained or desired : as, the Imght of a fever

;

the lieight of fashion.
All my former wrongs

Were but beginnings to my miseries.

But this the height of all.
. ... „

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, m. 3.

James was now at the height of power and prosperity.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

4. That which has highness; an elevation; an

™Xlc:-^oteMh:pliir:i'f'4"o'S^^^^^ heinousness (ha'nus-nes), ». The condition

^^^^ztteZghtoiA^^^^^^ -i^-^Sl^srrok^tnr^c^mr^^

5t Latitude • degree of distance from the equa- the Lir^m^ss of the offence. Spectator,^o. 507.

tor, whether'nor^ oVsouth. heir (Sr), n [< ME. /.««;.,

^f/^'^^^'-^^^^^'' - i_ ii,„ .^^.o hm-nht aa „ii-i,n,,+ +I10 oilnTit, ft. ezr. Bvr. aver, etc., \ ud .

Pr. her = It.

haineux, odious,

hate, hatred,

malice, < hair, hate, earlier hadir, of OLG. ori-

gin, OFries. hatia = AS. hatian = Goth, ha^an,
hate: see hate^.^ 1. Hateful; odious; repre-

hensible. [Now rare.]

Hethely in my haUe, wyth heynjous wordes.

In speohe disspyszede me and sparede me lyttille.

Morte Arthure (B. E. T. S.), 1. 268.

It is a heinous thing, bloodshedding, and specially vol-

untary murder, and prepensed murder.
Latimer, 5th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

How heinous had the fact been, how deserving

Contempt and scorn

!

Milton, S. A., 1. 493.

Hence—3. Eeprehensibly great; enormous;
aggravated: sometimes used (in a similar

sense) of persons.

For this is an heinous crime ; yea, it is an iniquity to be

punished by the judges. Job xxxi. 11.

As for that heinous tiger, Tamora, . . .

Her life was beastly, and devoid of pity.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 3.

=Syn. Wicked, Infamous, etc. (see atrocious) ; flagitious,

dreadful, horrible.
, ,,„ ^, .

heinously (ha'nus-U), ado. [< ME. *he%nously,

heneusiy ; < heinous + -ly'^.1 In a heinous man-
ner; hatefully; abominably; enormously.

Euen like a thefle heneusly

Hurle ge me here. York Plays, p. 2B3.

You have received all that you have, and your own be-

ing from him, and why should you take it so heinously,

if he is pleased to resume something back again ?

Bp. Wakins, Natural Religion, 1. 17.

I had him wormed lately, which he took heinously.

H. Walpole, To Mann, Oct. 3, 1743.

Guinea lieth to the north sea, in the same he^ht^^ without the silent \ei'%«y/',<^y^^f-'tl} t/
Peru to the south. Abp. Abbot, Desorip. of World.

6t. Haughtiness.
Stand there, I say ; and put on a sad countenance.

Mingled with Aetfl'M; be cover'd and reservd.

Fletcher and Bowleg, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

Height ofan algebraic number. See ««™jer.-Index

oftolght. See <!ra«so»w*rs/.—On Wghtt. (a)Aloua.

He gan to loken up with eyen lighte.

And spak these same wordes al on higMe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1 926.

(b) Upward ; aloft ; on high.

With flouris fayr on Jieght to hyng,

And fruth [fruit] also to lyUej^^d fede.^_

^ ^^

Eyght so sey I be Are or soun

Or smoke, or other thynges lyghte,

Alwey they seke upward on. A^!7A«e.

Chaucer, House of lame, 1. 744.

hevr, eir, later hoir, air, F. hair

erede < L. heres (improp. written haires, rarely

eres) (hered-), anheir, akin to herus, irus, master,

Mr = Gr. reip, the hand, Skt. y/har, take, seize.

Hence (from L. heres) E. hereditary, etc., herit-

able, heritage, etc., inherit, etc.] 1. On« who

inherits, or has a right of inhentance m, the

nroperty of another ; one who receives, or is en-

titled to receive, possession of property or a

vested right on the death of its owner, either

as his natural or as his legal successor.

^J^thTh1hfflA^eI<i^:n&t^^^^^^^

The^^e that the air shoWe^Ja- y^^the_ gnges

heir

The nation looked kindly on the one sound adminis-
trator left, and the more so perhaps when they saw in.

him the rightful heir to the throne.
Stubbs, Const. Hist, § 347.

(a) Technically, in law, the person upon whom the-

law casts an estate in real property immediately on th&
death of the ancestor, as distinguished from one who*
takes hy will as a legatee or devisee, and from one who-
succeeds by law to personal property as next of kin. The
same person who is heir when considered with reference
to realty is often also next of kin when considered with,
reference to personalty; and where a testator's will dis-

poses of part only of his realty, the same person who takes,
under the will as devisee may also take an undisposed-of
part as heir. In this sense the word as used at common
law does not include a widow on whom the law casts-

an estate in dower, or a husband on whom the law casts-

an estate by the courtesy, for these are considered new
estates, arising out of marriage and its incidents, and'

carved out of the fee, not as a continuation or devolu-
tion of the fee itself. If there be dower or courtesy,

the heir is that person who takes immediate title to-

the fee, subject to such life-estate. In legal phrase heir
and heir at law are commonly used in England in the
singular, because the general rule of descent there has-

given the entire estate to the eldest male. The singular
is also not uncommonly used in the United States to>

designate whoever may be entitled, whether one or more,
because of English usage, and because appropriate in all

cases where there is but one standing in the nearest de-
gree to the deceased.

General heirs may be in either the ascending or descend-
ing line : for example, a father or grandfather might be »
general heir to the last owner, as well as a son or a grand-
son. •' Collateral heirs " are those deriving their descent
through some stock in the ascending line : for instance,

a brother as a son of the common father, or an uncle a^
the son of the common grandfather, or a sister, or an aunt,
or a cousin. *

' Heirs in tail " can only be in the d escending:
line. L. A. Goodeve, Modern Law of Real Property, p. 61.

It is a settled principle of law that the legal rights of
the heir or distributee to the property of deceased per-
sons cannot be defeated except by a valid devise of such^
property to other persons.

Chief Justice Muger^ 105 New York Reports, 193.

(&) In a broader sense, in those jurisdictions where the;

distinction between realty and personalty is disregarded,

theperson entitled by law to succeed one dying in respect

of either kind of property, as distinguished from those-

taking by will. In jurisdictions where the distinction ia-

preseiTed, a testamentary gift of personalty, esi>resBed to-

be to one's heira, is commonly understood to intend his-

next of kin. (c) In another extended sense, one in a series-

of heirs ; any successive inheritor, including not only him.
who takes immediately upon the death of the ancestor,

but also those who have inherited through several suc-

cessive descents, (d) In the most general sense, the per-

son upon whom property of any kind devolves on the-

death of another, either by law or by will. Thus, the chil-

dren of a person deceased are popularly spoken of as his-

heirs, irrespective of the nature of the property or the
mode in which it passed. In much this sense heres was-

used in the Roman law.

2. One wlio inherits anything; one who re-

ceives any endowment by inheritance or trans-

mission.

I fiad not now been heir to heaven's just scorn
If in Earths eye my shape had been forlorn.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii, 143.

3. A child regarded with reference to anything-

due to his parentage ; an offspring in general.

If the first heir of my invention prove deformed I shall

be sorry it had so noble a godfather.,

Shak.
J
Venus and Adonis, Ded.

And Ms heirs, a phrase in a grant to a person named»
usually denoting, under technical common-law rules, that-

an estate of inheritance capable of passing to heirs is con-
veyed, as distinguished from a life-estate in him only,

and as distinguished from a life-estate in him with a re-

mainder to those persons who may on his death prove to-

behiaheirs.—Behavior asheir. See 6eAa7Jior.—Expec-
tant heir, one having expectations founded on the prob-
ability or possibility of coming into a future property,

whether as heir or next of kin or as devisee or legatee, and
who by reason of present need or desire of ready means is-

prone to be tempted to sell his expectancy. The improvi-

dent assignments and moitgagea which result, called in

the law catching-bargavnSt are often set aside or modified,

in the English Court of Chancery.—Forced heir. See
forced, V. t.— ^eir apparent (used of a person whose-
ancestor is still living, an heir whose right is indefeasi-

ble, provided he siirvives the ancestor, as distinguished

from an heir presumptive, whose expectation may be de-

feated by the birth of a nearer relative, as a brother of
a man who has as yet no children. According to the law
of Scotland, an heir apparent is the person to whom the
succession has actually opened, and who remains apparent
heir until his regular entry, in clare constat,— Heir at
law, an heir in sense 1 (a).— Heir by custom, one whose
right as heir is determined by certain customary modes of
descent which are attached to the land, such as gavel-

kind or borough-Engliah.—Heir by limitation, a phrase
sometimes used to designate a devisee or donee who takes-

not by succession as heir of the testator or grantor, but
because he answers to the description of "heir of" a spe-

cified person used in the will or deed. Thus, if a testator

gives property to his wife for life and at her death to th&
heir of A, a child of A who should take would do so not
as heir by way of inheritance from either, but as heir by
limitation. The distinction is important in several ways,
as, for instance, if A died insolvent, land which his child

took as his heir by inheritance would he liable for his-

debts, but land which he took as heir by limitation, under
a gift from the supposed testator, would not—HeJX gen-
eral, an heir in sense 1 (a), as distinguished from an heir

specUd, one to whom the estate passes by virtue of an en-
tail. See toi^2.



heir

Heir presninptive. See heir appareiit.

Warwick . . . did not scruple to show Us displeasure,
and began a couuter-intrigue for the marriage of one of
his daughters with the duke of Clarence, the heirpresump-
tive to the throne. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 358.

Heir speciaL See heir general.

heir (ar), V. t. [< lieir, n.'] To inherit; suc-
ceed to.

My younger brother will heir my land;
Fair England again I'll never see.

Young Beichan and Susia Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 3).

When falls a mate in battle broil,
His comrade lieirs his portioned spoil.

Scott, Kokeby, i. 21.

lieir-apparency (ar-gr-par'en-si), «. The state
of being heir apparent.

Iieirdom (ar'dum), n. [< heir + -dom.2 The
state of being an heir; succession by inheri-
tance. Burke.

lieiress (ar'es), n. [< heir + -ess.] A female
heir ; especially, a woman inheriting or who is

expected to inherit considerable wealth.

His only child, his Edith, whom he loved
As heiress and not heir regretfully.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Eleld.

Il6ir-laild (ar'land), n. Land passing by de-
scent. Pollock.

lieirless (ar'les), a. [< lieir + -less.'\ Desti-
tute of an heir.

The monster, dead and heirless, who shall have
His crown and capital?

Barper's Mag., LXXYIII. 174.

heirloom far'lSm), n. [< heir + loom''-, in its orig.

sense of ^ tool, implement,' extended to mean
'article.'] 1. In Jlng'. tow, a personal chattel
that, contrary to the nature of chattels, by spe-
cial custom descends to an heir with the inheri-

tance, being sucha thing ascannot be separated
from the estate without injury to it, as jewels
of the crown, charters, deeds, and the Kke. The
term is sometimes loosely applied to personal property
left by will or settled so as to descend like an heirloom
proper ; such property is distinctively called an heirloom
iiy devise or a quoH-heirloom.

'T has been an heir-loom to our house four hundred years

;

And, should I leave it now, I fear good fortune
"Would flie from us, and follow it.

T. TomJeis (?), Albumazar, iii. 1.

Hence—2 . Anypersonal possessionthat passes
from generation to generation in a family or a
•community ; any article or characteristic trans-

mitted by ancestors.

Heirlooms, and ancient miracles of Art,

Chalice, and salver. Tennyson, Lover's Tale, iv.

What practical man ever left such an heirloom to his

countrymen as the " Faery Queen " ?

Lowell, iuuong my Books, 2d ser., p. 166.

Of the many heirlooms that Venice has bequeathed, one
of the best is the doctrine of the refined and noble use of

color. C. S. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 57.

leirship (ar'ship), n. [< heir + -ship.'] The
state or rights of an heir; right of inheriting.

I shall first review the laws of heirship by proximity of

blood; and secondly, the laws of heirship by appointment.
Sir W. Jones, Commentary on Isseus.

Heirship movahles, in Scots law, the best of certain

kinds of movables which the heir is entitled to take, be-

sides the heritable estate : a distinction abolished in 1863.

lieise (hez), V. t. A dialectal variant of hoise.

[Scotch.]

Beisteria (his-te'ri-a), n. [NL., named after

Lorenz Heister (1683-1758), professor at Helm-
stedt.] A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous

plants, founded by Lumseus, of the natural or-

der Olacinew, characterized by a much enlarged

free fruiting calyx, and twice as many sta-

mens as petals, all bearing subglobose didy-

mous anthers. They are shrubs or trees with entire

coriaceous leaves and very small flowers fascicled in the

axils. The fruit is a white drupe. The genus embraces
upward of 20 species, natives of tropical Africa and Amer-
ica, chiefly the latter. H. coccinea, a native of the West
Indies, is very ornamental in cultivation, and is called

bois-perdrix (which may be a corruption oi pois-perdrix)

by the inhabitants of Martinique.

Beisterieae (his-te-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Seis-

teria + -ece.) A tribe of plants, of the natural

order Olacinece, proposed by Dumortier in 1829,

of which the genus Heisteria was taken as the

type. They are now embraced in the tribe

OlacecE.

lieisugget, n. A Middle English form of' hay-

suck.

heiti, interj. See hait. Chaucer.

Jie-jalap (he'jal'-'ap), n. A kind of jalap made
from the plant Ipomcea Mestitlaniea (I. Oriza-

heiira (hej'i-ra), n. [Also written, less prop.,

hegira; = Turk, h^ra = Pers. Hind, hijra, < Ar.

li^ira, hijra, the era of Mohammed, commemo-
rating his flight from Mecca, lit. separation,

departure ; ef. hajr, separation, absence, < haja-
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ra, quit, leave.] A departure or flight; specif-

ically, the departure of Mohammed from Mecca
to Medina, a. d. 622, to escape the enmity of the
Meccans ; hence, the Mohammedan era, reckon-
ed by lunar years of 354 and 355 days from July
16th, 622, though the true date of the event is

supposed to be about June 19th.

he&t, n. See heck^, hack^.

Hekatombaion, n. See Hecatonibmon.

bekiS'totherm (he-kis'to-th6rm), n. [< Gr.

iJKiaroi, least, worst (superl. (with compar. ^ir-

aav), associated with /cofcdf, bad, < ^ko, stiU, low,

little), + dipfiT), heat.] One of .AJphonse de
Candolle's physiological groups in the geo-
graphical distribution of plants, denoting such
as can subsist with the mmimum of heat : com-
monly used in the plural. HeMslotherms are

both boreal (arctic) and austral (antarctic).

hektograph, n. and v. See hectograph.

helcoid (hel'koid), a. [< Gr. e^nog, a wound, an
ulcer (= L. ulcus: see ulcer), + slSo^, form.]
Eesembling an ulcer; idcerous.

helcology Thel-kol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. i^jcoQ, an
ulcer, + -Aoyia, < Xtyew, speak: see -ology.']

That branch of patholo^ which is concerned
with the study of ulcers.

helcoplasty (hel'ko-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. eTiKog,

an iJoer, + TMaris, verbal adj. of irTidaaetv,

form, mold.] In surg., the operation of grafting

on an ulcer a piece of sMn from another part
of the patient or from another person, in order
to further the healing process.

held^ (held). Preterit and past participle of

hom.
held^ti heldet, v. Variants of lieeld.

Helderberg limestone. See limestone.

heleHi v. and n. A Middle English form of
heap-.

hele^t, V. t. A Middle English form of healK

helelest, a. See healless.

Helena (hel'e-na), n. [< LGr. e/Uvj? or khivti, a
torch, < Gr. 'EMvti, Helen, in Greek legend the
sister of Castor and PoUux and wife of Mene-
laus.] A meteoric appearance about the masts
of ships. See corposant.

helen-flo'wer (heren-flou''''er), n. A plant of the
genus Selenium.
Helenieee (hel-e-ni'f-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hele-

nium + -ecB.'\ A suttribe of plants, of the nat-
ural order Compositce, tribe Melenioidece, typified

by the genus Selenium, introduced by Gray in
1848. It is nearly equivalent to the Bceriece and Euhe-
leniece of Bentham and Hooker. The involucre is hardly
at aJl imbricated, the bracts are nearly equal, the disk
flowers are numerous, and the achenia have few nerves or
angles.

helenin, helenine (hel'f-nin), n. [< helen-ium
+ -in'^, -ine^.'] A substance (CgHgO) derived
from the root of Inula helenium, or elecampane,
bythe action of alcohol. It crystallizes inwhite
prisms which have a bitter taste.

helenioid (he-le'ni-oid), a. [< Seleni-um + -oid.']

In hot., resembling Helenium; belonging to the
tribe Melenioidece, of the order Compositce.

Helenioidese (he-le-ni-oi'de-e), n.pl. [NL., <

Selenium + -oidece.} A tribe oi composite
plants, typified by the genus Helenium. it was
introduced by Bentham and Hooker in 1873, who limited it,

in the main, to the following characters: the heads hete-

rogamous and radiate ; the receptacle naked ; the anthers
unappendaged ; the achenia narrow or turbinate, having
four or five angles or eight or more ribs, and provided with
chaff ; the bracts of the involucre in one or two rows ; and
both the disk and
ray fiowers yel-

low. The tribe em-
braces 63 gen-
era, mostly coarse
herbs or suffrutes-

cent plants, chiefly

American, found
especially from
Csdifornia to Chill,

but most abun-
dant in Mexico.

helenium (he-

le'ni-um), n.

[NL.,<Gr.£;ii-
vuxa, a plant,

perhaps ele-

campane,prob.
<'b;1^, Helen,
wife of Mene-
laus.] 1. Ele-
campane: used
as a specif-

ic name.— 2.

[cap.'] A ge-

nus of com-
posite plants,

founded by HeUnium autumnale.

Helianthidea

LinnsBus in 1753, the type of the tribe Helenioi-

dece. It is characterized by radiate heads, narrow involu-

cral bracts in one or two series, reflexed after flowering,

and truncate branches of the style. It comprises herbs

with alternate, often decurrent, chiefly entire leaves, and

peduncled solltaiy or loosely corymbose heads of yellow

flowers. There aie about 18 species, natives of North and

Central America. The best-known species, H. avium.-

rude, is common in alluvial bottoms of the eastern United

States, and is called sneezeweed, from its effect on the nose.

The leaves and flowers snuffed up in the state of powder

produce violent sneezing, and have been used asan errhine.

It is also called false sunflower. H. tenmfolvum of the

southern United States is said to be very poisonous, pro-

ducing spasms and loss of consciousness.

HeleochariS (hel-e-ok'a-ris), re. [NL., < Gr.

mc (eAs-), a marsh, + x^^P^^", rejoice.] A ge-

nus of monocotyledonous glumaceous plants, of

the natural order Cmeracece and tribe Scirpew,

foimded by Eobert Brown in 1810. it is charac-

terized by from 3 to 8 hypogynons bristles, the persistent

bulbous base of the style crowning the achenimn, leafless

stems, and solitary terminal spikes, the lowest bracts be-

ing glumaceous. The genus embraces about 90 species,

diffused throughout the entire globe. They are collec-

tively called spike-rushes, and are closely related to the

bulrushes and club-rushes (Sdrpus), though smaller, and

like them grow in wet, marshy places. H. palustns,

common to both Europe and America, is one of the most

abundant species. H. tuberosa, a Chinese species, has

edible tubers, and is called maiai orpetsL H. sphaeelata,

of Australia, New Zealand, and the South Sea islands,

also has nutritious and palatable tubers. AiaoEleocharis.

helgrami'te, n. See hellgrammite.

heliac (he'li-ak), a. [= P. Mliaque= Sp. heUaco

= Pg. heliaco = It. eliaco, < LL. heliaeus, < Gr.

ipMm6Q, of the sxm, < iikioq, the sun, Doric akioq,

ailvoi. Epic ^^jof, Cretic, Laconic a^iTuo^, orig.

prob. *a:f^;i«)f,*aRr^^of= Etruscan Ksi?,the sun-

god, whence, according to Festus, the Roman
plebeian name Auselius, Aurelius;- connected

with Gr. ^(4f, Doric a&g, Lesbian avac, Attic euf

= L. aurora, the dawn, = E. caster, etc., L.

aurum, gold, etc.: see aurora, aurum, east, Mas-

ter\ Eocene, etc. L. sol, the sim, is of diEEerent

origin: see sol, solar.'] Same as heliacal.

heliacal (he-li'a-kal), a. [< heliac + -al] In

old astron. kud'chronol., near the sun: applied

to those risings and settings of a star which
were as nearly coincident with those of the sun
as they could be observed. The stars rise and set a

little earlier each successive day. The Itest rising of a

star each year in time to be seen before sunrise is the

/leliacai rising; its last observable setting after sunset is

the heliacal setting. From the time of a star's heliacal

setting to that of its heliacal rising it is too near the sun
to be seen at all— a period of SO or 40 days, according to the

reckoning of the ancients.

The cosmical ascention of a star we term that, when it

ariseth together ivith the sun, or the same degree of the

ecliptick wherein the sun abideth ; and that the heliacal,

when a star which before for the vicinity of the sun was
not visible, being further removed, beginneth to appear.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., iv. 13.

heliacally (he-li'a-kal-i), adv. In a heUacal
manner.

He [Orion] is tempestuous in summer, when he rises

Jieliacally. Dryden, Epic Poetry.

helieea (he-U-e'a), n. [Gr. iikiaia, a public
place or hall, iawmchthe chief court of law sat

at Athens.] In Athenian antiq. : (a) The insti-

tution of the dicastery. (6) The chief of the
courts (called heUastic), in which cases of high
importance were tried. See dicastery.

helianthaceous (he''''li-an-tha'shius), a. [< He-
Uanthus + -aoeous.'] In hot., related to Heli-

anthus; belonging to the Helianthew or Heli-

anthoidew.

Heliantheee (he-U-an'the-e), n.pl. [NL. (Gray,
1848), < Helianthus + -ecB.] A subtribe of the
Compositce, coming under the tribe Senecio-

nideas, and embracing Helianthus and allied

genera. Baillon (" Histoire dea Plantes," VIII. 71, 201)

gives this name to a much larger group, which he calls a
series, embracing most genera with heterogamous beads.

Helianthemum (he-U-an'thf-mum), n. [NL.
(Toumefort, 1717), < Gr. yXuiQ, the sun, +
avde/Mv, a flower, < &v6og, a flower.] A genus
of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants, belong-
ing to the natural order CisUnece, character-
ized by a three-valved capsule with three plft-

oentsB and a twice-plicate imcinate embryo.
The genus embraces about 35 species, natives of North and
South America, Europe, and western Asia. They are low
herbs or snflrutescent plants with flowers in terminal (or
the lower in axillary) racemes, and the very thin petals
often lar^e, and showy. H. vulgare, the common Eui'opean
species, is called rock-rose, or, in some of the old herbals,

sunflower, from the fact that the flowers open only in sun-
shine. It is extensively cultivated, and is the original of
all the double varieties of rock-rose in gardens. H. Cana-
dense, the frostweed, is common in the eastern United
States, and has large yellow flowers.

Helianthidese (he''''li-an-thid'e-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Helianthus {-id-) + -eee.] A tribe of plants,
typified by the genus Helianthus, proposed by
Dumortier in 1829. See HeUanflwidece.



heliauthin

lielianthin (he-li-an'thin), n. [< Selianthus, sun-
flower, + -ire2.] A coal-tar color used in dyeing.
It iB the ammonia salt of dimethyl-aniline-azobenzene- helical (hel'i-kal) a.
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Elaboration and subtlety could have no place in ad-

dressing the Heliastic court. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 198.

sulphonic acid. It produces a fiery orange on silk and
wool. Also called gold orcmge.

lieliantboid (he-li-an'thoid), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Selianthoidea; resem-
bling a sea-anemone ; zoantharian.

Solitary polypes—hydroid or helianthmd— ... do not

[< lielix (helic-) + -al.']

Pertaining to or having the form of a helix.
helically (hel'i-kal-i), adv. In the formof a
helix.

Helicea, Heliceee (hf-lis'f-a, -e), re. pi. [NL.,
< Melix {Helic-) + -ed, -ete.]

" Same as Helicidce.

by locomotion subject their bodies to habitual contrasts fieucett (lie list), a. [< L. liehx {heha-), helix,

of condition. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., I 246. + -ed^.j Having helices

;

II, n. One of the Helianthoidea.

Also helianthoidean.

Seliauthoidea (he"li-an-thoi'de-'a), n.pl. [NL.,

, decorated with heli-
ces. [Rare.]

A tholus or dome, which is richly ornamented, and
terminates in a foliated and heliced acroterium.

, n. Plural of helix.

Encyc. Brit., II. 411.
< Selianthtis + -oidea.'] An order or some simi- v-i jgg-
lar group of malaoodermatous or soft-bodied

Helichryseae (he-U-kris'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
^^!^°.^°^i'. °Ii=???*i''5i^L?_°^0'?vl!^^£!f Helichrymm + -ew.2 InLiildley's system (1845),AeUnozoa; the sea-anemones, in abroad sense,

represented by the Actiniidce and related fami
lies. Groups more or less exactly synonymous
are Aotiniaria, Hexacoralla, oniMalacodermata.
Also HeUanthoida.

Selianthoidese (he"li-an-thoi'de-e), n. pi

a tribe of plants, of the order Asteracece, hav-
ing HelAehrysum as the type, and nearly equiv-
alent to the Inuloidece of the natural order Vom-

jpositm.

Helichrysum (he-li-kri'sum), n. [NL. (Gart-

[iaT<Sto»l'»^+-"<>*^"^.rAtSbe-6ipla£ts r^e^i^'ri^f •
^ ^enus'ofc™^^

estal/UshedbyBentham andHooker, belonging
ff the tribe SoS eharaSerized bv its

to the natural order Compositm, distinguished cLmonlv vellow flowerf n^^^^
byachaSyr6ceptacle,anthersmostlysagittate, ^tTe ^P-t -^^ ^o-'picu^^^^^
pappus never of fcie bristles, and leaves com-

petaloid involilcre, and generally alternate en- helicometry (hel-i-kom'e-tri), n. [< Gr. ku^
monlyopposite. It embraces about 150 genera, ^^^ j^^^g^^ ^j^^ ^J^^^ embraces about 270 species of (»«-),. a spiral (see helix), + jiirpov, measure.]

herbaceous or shrubby plants, natives of Europe, Asia, The art of measuring or drawing spiral lines on
Africa, and Australasia. The parts of the flower persist

after drying, which has gained for these plants the name
of everlasting or vmmovtelleg, and they are in common use
in funeral wreaths, crosses, etc. Among the commoner
species in cultivation are B. litcidum, H. anguetifolium,

and H. odoratksvmum. H. apiculatum affords herbage
in the worst deserts of Australia. H. serpylli/olium of

South Africa is known as Hottentot's tea, and H. nudi-

HeUconiinse

minifera. Also helicoidal.— 2. In conch., per-

taining to or resembling the Helicidce—Helicoid
cyme, m hot., same as dogfrj/a;.—Helicoid dichotomy,
in hot, a tei-m proposed by Sachs for a certain form of the
branching of stems in which the sympodium is composed
entu-ely of left-hand or entirely of right-hand branches, as

the case may be. It is largely a hypothetical condition,

and its actual occurrence in nature is doubtful, although
it is possibly found in the leaf of Adiantum pedatum.—
Helicoidparabola, in math., the curve which arises when
the axis of the common parabola is bent round into the

periphery of a circle, and which is a line then passing

through the extremities of the ordinates, which converge
toward the center of the circle.—Helicoid spores, in bot.

,

spores that are coiled more or less in the form of a helix,

as in the genus Helicoma.

II, n. In geom., any one of several different

surfaces. See the phrases below—Developa-
ble helicoid, a surface all the genenators of which are

the tangents to a fixed helix.— Obllciue helicoid, a warped
surface every generatrix of which passes through a fixed

helix and makes a constant angle with its axis.— Bight
helicoid, a developable surface every generator of which
passes through a fixed helix, and is perpendicular to its

axis.

helicoidal (hel-i-koi'dal), a. [< helicoid + -aJ.]

Same as helicoid, 1.

The screw consists of two helicoidal pallets covered

with varnished silk, the deformation of which is guarded
against by the action of coils of steel wire.

Science, III. 64,

foimd in both hemispheres. The typical genus

helianthoidean (he"li-an-thoi'de-an), a. and n.

Same as helianthoid,

Selianthus (he-li-an'thus), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1753) (cf. L. helianthes), < Gr. rjTuoc, the sun,

+ avdoc, flower.] A genus of plants, including

the common sunflower, belonging to the naturaltne common sunnower, Deiongmg to une natiuai
Jlf-;^-^,^^^ t^e same region, is called Kaflr-tea.

order Compositm, tribe HeUanthoidew, ot which Hglicia (he-lis'i-a), n. [NL. (Loureiro, 1790),
ji. :. ii. . 4. ,. ,. .^ ^__=_-j V. „ I..!,

^^ called from tie spirally revolute segmentsit is the type. It is characterized byyellow sterile rays

<rarely wanting), yellow or purple disk-flowers, a chaffy re-

ceptacle, and 2 (rarely 3 or 4) caducous awns of the pappus.

The genus consists of about 60 species of annual or peren-

oial herbs, natives of America, largely of North America.

of the perianth, < Gr. e'Ai^, a spiral: see helix.1

A genus of dicotyledonous apetalous plants, of

the natural order Proteacece, distinguished by
the slender tube of the perianth, and four spat-

ulate segments, each bearing an anther. The
fruit is hard, indehiscent, nearly globular, and contains

one or two seeds. The genus comprises about 26 species

of trees and shrubs with mostly alternate leaves, natives

of tropical Asia to Japan, and Australia. H. praalta of

Queensland is a lofty tree, attaining a height of 100 feet.

The Queensland nut-tree, formerly known as H. temifolia,

is now referred to the genus Macadamia (which see). Im-

pressions of leavesbelonging to this genus have been found

in the Miocene of Italy and the Oligocene of Styria; and

two fossil species, H. awMgva and H. Sotzkiana, have been

described.

a plane.

helicon (hel'i-kon), n. [Gr. iXtK6v, a nine-

stringed instrument, appar. the same as eViKav,

the thread spun from the distaff to the spindle,

< aif (&(«-), a spiral, a helix : see lieUx.l In

musie : (o) .An ancient acoustical instrument,

consisting of

several strings

so disposed up-
on a resonance-
box that their

lengths could
be geometrical-
ly adjusted, and
thus various
musical inter-

vals demon-
strated. (6) A
recently invent-
ed brass wind-
instrument, used in bands. It is a spiral tube of

large size, and is carried over the shoulder. Its lowest

note is two octaves below F or E flat in the bass clef.

Helicon, def. («.

Helicidse (he -lis 'i -de), n. pi. [NL., < HeUx Heiicbne8e'(liel-i-k6'iie-e), n.pl. [NL., < Heli-

(S) + ^L.] A family of geVilous pul- conia + -ece.l A tribe of p ants of.the natm-al

monate gastropods, typified bythe genus Helix, order Mnsacew, tormed by Lmdley in 1845, who

n has bein used^with' vising limits. Formerly it in- restricted it to the Single gemisHeheonm.
eluded all or almost all the inoperculate shell-bearing Heliconia (hel-i-ko'ni-a), «. [NL., fem. of L.
forms, and according to some the shell-less forms (slugs). HgUggnius : see Helicoman.'] 1 . Same as Helieo-

FloweriDB Branch, Root, and Tubers of Je"5?alem Artichoke («;/<-

atMus tuberosus): a, ray-flower ; 4, disk-flower ; <:, fruit.

founded by Linnseus in 1767, belonging to the

natural order Musacece, and characterized by
free sepals, short corolla-tube, and ovary-cells

having one ovule. They are nearly herbaceous, banana-

like plants with terminal inflorescence. There are about

26 species, natives of tropical America, 6 of which arefound

in the West Indies, where they are called bastard plan-

tain. The shoots of H, psittacorum and the fruit of B.
Bihai are edible. B. Marioe-AlexandromioB, named after

the Empress of Russia, is a native of the United States of

Colombia, attains a height of from 12 to 15 feet, and fur-

nishes a useful fiber. It is very ornamental, bearing a

teeth of the radula bicuspid or tricuspid and transverse,

and a spiral sheU into which the soft parts are retractile.

It is a very large assemblage of land-shells of cosmopol-

itan distribution and of considerable range of variation.

See cuts under Bulimus, Gasteropoda, and Pulmonata.

AiBO Belicea, Beliceoe, a.ni CoUmaeidce.

heliciform (he-lis'i-f6rm), a. [< Gr. e?u^ (ihjc-),

a spiral (see helix), + L. forma, shape.] Hav-

ing the form of a helix ; helical.

helicine (hel'i-sin), a. [< Gr. A^ C^^'"-).

/

spiral (see fteZJa;), +-««ei] In a»at: (a) Coiled.
^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^_

- . . as, the helicine arteries (the small coiling arte-
^^^^^ ^j ^.^ flowers 2i feet in length.

The common sunflower is now known to be indigenous in rial twigs of the penis or clitoris), (b) Pertain- Heliconian (hel-i-ko'ni-an), a. [< L. HeUcmius,

mlthfm^tiefSSeZoZfmBLleraieulariotJyoym- ing to the helix of the ear: as, the hehcvne < (jj.. '-EliK&vwg, of Helicon, < 'EAm^v, Helicon:

las. In the wild state its seeds have always constituted an
j^ggg^^ see def.] Pertaining to Or obtained from Hell-

important part of the food of the Indians of the farj^^^^^^
helicinian(hel-i-sin'i-an),a. {_< helicine + -tan.2 con, a mountain of Boeotia in Greece, from

ttffloXT,^"n"a^grainounlrfZnTarwSi?^^^ Inconch., helicine. whi'eh flowed Aganippe and Hippocrene, two

SllyeUowdJe, and the stalks furnish a textile fiber, helicite (hel'i-sit), «. [< Gr. sAff (eAi/c-), a spiral fountains sacred to the Muses. It was held

Some species axe tuber-bearing, especially H. teieroTOS,
(„f,e helix). + -ite^-^ A fossil snail-shell, as a ^o be a favorite retreat of Apollo and the

the Jerusalem artichoke, and its near ally H.<iwonMo»to ^" ^ f'^^Z^a; or some ' ' '

HeUas (he'li-as), n. [NL., < Gr. fcdc, of tte
-XoCTaph (hel'i-ko-j

amx,U^jof,the sun: see heMc.^ Same as He- l»g^°)f^^^^^1 (see Ae-

lix), '+ ypa.<^si-v, write.]

A drawing-instrument

for describing a spiral

line. A small wheel carry-

ing a pencil rotates on a screw- Helicograph.

Hhftfti. and revolves around a

fixefpoint, moving toward or from the center, according

to.the direction of rev<dution.^,^^_^^^
«. [< Gr. a<f

yvpog, a ring, eir-

'"''•• lZ'±%TAg!^:t^^To^^^''ot Heliconiid« (heFi-ko-ni'i-de), n.pl. [NL <
1 obliquely placea ring, «,» v

Heliconius + 4acB.-] The Heliconiinm rated as

Muses.

heliast (he'U-ast), n. [< Gr. nkiaariiQ, ijiluua:

see heliaa.'] In ancient Athens, one of the body

of qualified citizens annually chosen to sit as

judges in the courts ; a dicast.

The authority which was to be taken from the Areopa-

gus being of a political as well as a judicial character an

oath was required from the heliosis, by which they bound

themselves, above all things,

oligarchy, nor in any way to _

the people. Von Ranke,

Heliaster (he-li-as'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. v^i^, sun

. + mriip, star.] A genus of many-rajred star

fishes, ohhe family ^stemdcB, containing such
J;«^^fXl'i-koid), a. and

species as H. MMw0i andH. microiraeUa, of the hellCOldJhel^i Mia;,^.^^^
^^^

Pacific coast of North America

SSSTs?il or^pert^aiiS;;!; the Se-
"^f^^f^l^l^^^^^Xl^^'T^^^^^ g;ne"r"r5eiic<;»to and :B»ade.,"with produced

liasts or their functions.
snapea

,

uu
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Shutting reasons up in rhythm,
Or Beliconian honey in living words.

To make a truth less harsh.
Tennyson, Lucretius.

The Heliconian maids, the Muses.

The Belioonian Maids in pleasant groves delight.

Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 223.

heliconideous (hel"i-ko-nid'e-us), a. Of or per-

taining to the Heliconiidce.

Species of Heliconia mimic Mechanitis, and every spe-

cies of Napeogenes mimics some other Beliconideous

butterfly. A. R. WaUace, Nat. Select., p. 86.

,
iTiiKoet- a family. Also written Heliconidce.



Heliconiinee

wings, closed discoidal cellule, proportionately
long antennae and abdomen, and slender legs.
heliconine (hel-i-ko'nin), a. Same as heliconoid.
Heliconius (hel-l-ko'ni-us), n. [NL., < L. Seli-
coiHMS, of Helicon: see Eeliccmian.'] The typi-
cal genus of the subfamily Heliconiinm. Also
Heliconia.

heliconoid (hel-i-ko'noid), a. [< Helicon-ius +
-oid.'i Resembling or related to butterflies of
the genus Heliconius; belonging to the Heli-
coniina;.

The inimense variety of the Heliconoid butterflies.
Fortnightly Sev., N. S., XUI. 366.

helicosophyt (hel-i-kos'o-fi),^. [< Gr.a^f (eAm-),
a spiral (see helix), + coijiia, wisdom. Ct. philos-
ophy.'] The geometry of spiral curves.

Heticoaophie is an arte mathematical! which demon-
6trateth the designing of all spirall lines in plain or cyl-
inder, cone, sphere, conoid, and sphearoid, and their prop-
erties appertaining. Dee, Pref. to Euclid (1670).

helicotrema (hel"i-ko-tre'ma), ».: pi. helicotre-
mata (-ma-ta). [NL.', < Gr. eki^ {iXiK-), a spiral
(see helix), + rpij/ia, a hole.] In anat, the
opening at the summit of the cochlea where
the scala vestibuli and seala tympani com-
municate.
Helicteres (hel-ik-te're-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Helicteres + -ece.'] A tribe of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants, of the natural order Ster-
culiaeew, distinguished by its hermaphrodite
flowers, with 5 deciduous petals, and generally
from 5 to 15 anthers on a column. The tribe em-
braces about 6 genera of trees and shrubs, natives of the
tropical regions of both hemispheres.

Helicteres (hel-ik-te'rez), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1737) (so named with ref. to the twisted car-
pels), < Grr. k'kiKTijp, anjrthing twisted or spiral,

as an armlet, an ear-ring, etc., < sMaaeiv, turn
round or about, twist : see helix.] A genus of

plants, belonging to the tribe Helicterew. They
are trees and shrubs covered with branching or stellate

down, with simple heart-shaped leaves, and axillary flow-
ers, generally in clusters. The stamens are united into a
column, bearing the anthers at the top. The fruit is com-
posed of 5 carpels twisted together. The genus comprises
more than 40 species, inhabiting the warmer regions of
both hemispheres. H. Isora of India and H. Jamaicen&is
of the West Indies are the best-known species, both of

which are called screw-tree. The fruit is called t-wisled-

stick, twieted'hom, or twisty, and is supposed by the na-
tives of India to be a remedy for colic.

Helictidinae (he-lik-ti-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

HelicUs (-id-) + -ince.] A subfamily of car-

nivorous quadrupeds, of the family Mustelidw,
typified by the genus Helictis. The auditory bullae

are elongated and closely applied to the paroccipit^s, the
palate is moderately emarginate, the back upper molar is

transverse with a narrow inner ledge, and the sectorial

tooth has two inner cusps.

Helictis (he-lik'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. (prob.) e/lof,

marsh, + luTiq, a kind of weasel.] The typical

genua of the family Mustelidw, the type of a

"^f>

2776
of a planet is the angle between two lines drawn from the
sun, one in the direction of the first of Aries, the other to
the foot of a perpendicular which is dropped from the
planet upon the plane of the ecliptic, the angle being
measured eastward from the first of Aries.

Copernicizs had satisfled himself of the truth of the
Heliocentric Theory. Whewell.

heliocentrical (he"li-o-sen'tri-kal), a. [< helio-

centric + -al.] Same' as heliocentric.

heliocentricity (he'li-o-sen-tris'i-ti), n. [< he-
liocentric + -ity.] The state of condition of
being heUoeentric ; relation to the sun as a
center.

Until the Copernicans have convinced the Ptoleraaists,
our readers may as well refuse to acknowledge the helio-
centricity of things. N. A. Bev., CXXVI. 163.

heliochromic (he"li-9-kr6'mik), a. [< helio-

chromy + -ic] Pertaining to, used in, or pro-
duced by heliochromy.

Yellow is found very difficult to transfer to the heiio-

chromic plate at the same time with other colors.

Silver Sunbeam, p. 22.

heliochromotype (he"li-o-kr6'mo-tip), ». [<
Gr. v'/Mc, the sun, + XP'^I^"-! color, + tvito^, im-
pression. ] A photograph which reproduces the
natural colors of the object. Such photographs
have not yet (1889) been obtained in permanent form by
any direct process.

heUochromy (he-li-ok'ro-mi), n. [As *helio-

ehrome (< (Jr. ij^ioq, the sun, + xp^l^^j color) +
-^3.] In photog., the art of producing photo-
graphs in the natural colors.

helioclirysin (he-li-o-kn'sin), «. [< Gr. r/hoc,

the sun, + xpi^'oc, gold, + -i«2.] a coal-tar
color used in dyeing. It is the sodium salt of tetra-
nitro-naphthol. It dyes fine orange shades on wool and
silk, but is not fast to light, and is of little technical im-
portance. Also called sun-gold.

heliocomete (he"li-o-kom'et), n. [< Gr. ^Xioc,

the sun, + /co^^i??, a'comet: see comet.] An ap-
pearance of a tail of light attached to the sun
and visible after its setting.

heliod (he'li-6d), n. [< (5r. ^Tiwg, the sun, +
E. od, q. v.] The supposed odic force of the
sun. Von Beichenbach. .

helio-electric (he'li-o-f-lek'trik), a. [< Gr.
jj/lfof, the sun, + E. electric] Pertaining to
terrestrial electrical phenomena as caused by
the sun.

The helio-electric theory of the perturbations of terres-

trial magnetism. Nature, XXX. 47.

helio-engraving (he"li-o-en-gra'vuig), n. [<
Gr. ^?uog, the sun, + E. engraviiig.] Same as

'tire.

V^^

Helictis mosckata.

subfamily Melictidinw, containing such species

as the Chinese H. mosckata and the Indian H.
nepalensis.

helingt, »• An obsolete form of healing^

Heliocarpns (he"li-o-kar'pus), n. [NL. (Lin-

nseus, 1753), < Gr. n^iog, the sun, + Kapirdg, fruit.]

A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,

belonging to the natural order Malvacew, tribe

Grewiew, It is chiefly characterized by its compressed
2-valved capsule, which is ciliated round the margin with

a row of radiating bristles. The genus embraces some
4 or 5 species of trees or shmbs with 3-lobed serrate leaves,

and small flowers in cymules which are arranged in a ter-

minal panicle. They are natives of tropical America. The
resemblance of the fruits to little suns is expressed in the

generic name as well as in the popular name, sun-fruit,

by which these plants are known.

heliocentric (he"li-o-sen'trik), a. [< Gr. ijliog,

the sun, + nevrpov, center.] In astron., referred

to the sun as a center; appearing as if seen

from the sun's center. The heliocentric place of a

planet Is the place it would occupy in the celestial sphere

if viewed from the center of the sun. The heliocentric

latitude of a planet is the inclmation of a line drawn be-

tween the center of the sun and the center of the planet

to the plane of the ecliptic. The heliocentric longitude

The helio-engraving by etching was brought to a high
degree of completion by Klic, of Vienna, in 1883.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 49.

heliograph (he'U-o-graf), ». [< Gr. ^Aiof, the
sun, + ypa^eiv, write.] 1. A heliotrope; espe-
cially, a movable mirror used in signaling,
surveying, etc., to flash a beam of light to a
distance, in signaling the flashes are caused to follow
one another in accordance with a signal-code. The mirror
is mounted on a tripod, a'nd has a part of the silvering re-

moved from the back at the center. Two sights are pro-
vided in front with a screen. The tripod is set up, and
a distant station is sighted through the hole in the mir-
ror. The beam of light is then directed through both
sights, and is seen at the distant station. By means of the
Morse key, which causes the mirror to move through a
limited arc, telegraphic signals can be flashed to a dis-

tance of many miles.

2. In photog.: (a) An instrument for taking
photographs of the sun. (6) A picture taken
by heliography ; a photograph.
heliograph (he'li-o-graf), V. t. [< heliograph,

n.] 1. To communicate or signal by means
of a heliograph.

There were all the means of heliographing at Eorti.
Athenaeum, Jan. 7, 1888, p. 10,

3. To photograph.

When the cloth tracings have to be heliographed, raw
sienna is also added to the ink.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 192.

heliographer (he-li-og'ra-fer), n. One who
practises heliography.

heliographic (he"li-o-graf'ik), a. [< heliograph,

heliography, + -ic] 1. Of or pertaining to the
heliograph.— 3. (3f or pertaining to heliogra-

phy, in any sense of that word Heliographic
engraving, an early photo-engraving process invented by
Niepce de St. Victor. A metallic plate was coated with
bitumen and placed beneath and in contact with a line-

engraving, and exposed to light By the combined action
of light and the oxygen of the air the parts of the bitu-

men between the lines of the engraving were rendered in-

soluble to the ordinary solvent which would, however,
act upon the unchanged parts beneath the lines, dissolv-

ing them, and laying bare the metal, which could then be
etched with acid, freed from its bituminous covering, and
used in printing. See etching, vhoto-enpraving.— Hello-
graphic latitude and lon^tude, cooidinates of points

on the sun referred to the axis of revolution of that lumi-
nary and to the node of its equator upon the ecliptic.

Heliophlla

heliographlcal (he"li-6-graf'i-kal), a. [< helio-

graphic + -al.] Same as heliographic.

The period of rotation seems ... to vary somewhat in

different years even for (solar) spots in the same helia-

graphical lalittide. Heuicomb and Holdcn, Astron., p. 290.

heliography (he-li-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. v^iog,

the sun, + -ypaipia, < ypcufiuv, write.] 1. A
method of signaling between distant points by
means of the heliograph.— 2. In general, pho-

tography; specifically, some special photo-
graphic process ;

photographic engraving. See
the extract, and heliographic engraving, under
heliographic.

Niepce, in his experiments, discarded the use of the sil-

ver sSlta, and substituted in their place a resinous sub-

stance denominated th'e " Bitumen of Judaea." He named
his process Heliography, or "Sun-drawing."

Silver Sunbeam, p. 14.

3. The description and mapping of the surface

of the sun.

heliogravure (he"li-o-gra'vnr or ha"li-o-gra-

vur'), n. [< P. heliogr'aimre, <"Gr. ijXiog, the sun,

+ F. gravure, engraving.] Photo-engraving,

or a print obtained by tms process ; strictly, a
photo-engraved metal plate. See heliotypy and
photo-engraving. Also called helio-engraving.

helioid (he'li-oid), a. [< Gr. ^XiouStiq, like the
sun, < jj%ioq, the sun, + sldoQ, form.] Resem-
bling the sun.

heliolater (he-li-ol'a-ter), n. [< heliolat-ry +
-e»'l.] A worshiper of the sun.

heliolatrous (he-li-ol'a-trus), a. [< heliolatr-y

+ -ous. ] Worshiping the sun.

heliolatry (he-li-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. ijltoQ, the
sun, + TiaTpeta, wors'hip.] The worship of the
sun. See sun-worship.

heliolite (he'li-o-lit), n. [< Gr. ^Aiof, the sun,
+ Xidog, a stone!] Same as sunstone.

heliology (he-li-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ^/twf, the
sun, + -/loyi'a, < /le)'£(i', speak : see-ology.] The
science of the sun.

It would be useful to write a paper on the evolution of
sunrayism, or perhaps of heliology, and to show how the
ideas of a sun as a fountain of light and heat and chemical
force arose. Spectator, April 24, 1888, p. 545.

heliometer (he-li-om'e-ter), n. [< Gr. fi7.to(,

the sun, -I- fisrpov, a measure.] An astronom-
ical instrument, consisting of a telescope hav-
ing its objective sawed across in a plane pass-
ing through the optical axis, and each part ar-

ranged to move by sliding past the other, its

exact position being shown by a micrometer-
screw. Each half of the objective forms its own image
of a star, this image moving with the half-objective which
forms it. Thus, the image of one star, formed by one half
of the objective, can be brought into coincidence with the
image of another, formed by the other half, and by means
of the micrometer the distance apart of the half-lenses, and
consequently the angular distance of the two stars, can
be very accurately measured, while the position-angle
is determined by the direction of the line of separation
of the semi-lenses. This instrument is much employed
in investigations into the parallax of the fixed stars, as
well as for other purposes. As its name implies, it was
originally devised for measuring the diameter of the
sun.

heliometric (he"li-o-met'rik), a. [As heliome-
ter + -ic] Pertaining to or ascertained or made
by means of the heliometer; also, relating to
measurements of the sun.

The publication of the photographic and lieliometric
results is waited for with much interest.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 25.

heliometrical (he"Ii-o-met'ri-kal), a. [< helio-

metric + -al.] Same as heliometric
heliometrically (he"li-o-met'ri-kal-i), adv. By
means of the heliometer; by the heUometrie
method.
heliophag (he'li-o-fag), n. [As heliophag-ous.)
In biol., any heliophagous part or substance of
an animal, as a pigment-cell. [Rare.]

But in animals it is probable that the pigment granules
are only the receivers of energy— the heliophags, as we
shall call them. Micros. Science, XXVII. 287.

heliophagous (he-U-of'a-gus), a. [< Gr. ^?iio(,

the sun, + (payclv, eat, devour, + -o«s.] Receiv-
ing and absorbing the energy of sunlight, or
solar heat, in some special (chemical) manner.
The chlorophyl of plants and the pigment-cells
of animals are heliophagous. [Rare.]

The concentration of light is stated to be the condition
essential for the most perfect heliophagous organ.

Micros. Science, XXVII. 290.

Heliophila (he-li-of'i-la), n. [NL., < Gr. ^Iloq,

the sun, + 0iAoc, loving'.'] A genus of plants, of
the natural order Cruciferce, tribe Sisymbryece,
founded by Linnaeus and consisting of about 40
species of South African herbs or shrubs with
alternate leaves, racemes of white

,
pink, or blue



HeliopMla

flowers having the sepals ecLual at the base,
and pendulous <fr deflexed pods. This and the
closely allied genus Chamira were erected into a tribe
(BdicphilecB) by the elder De Candolle, on account of
their transversely folded cotyledons.

Heliophileae (he'ai-o-fil'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
p. de Candolle, 1821), < 'HeUopMla + -em.'] A
tribe of cruciferous plants, of which HeliopMla
is the typical genus.
Heliophilidse (he"li-6-firi-de), n. pi. [NL., <
HeliopMla + -idm.'] In Lindley's system (1845),
a tribe of plants, of the order Brassicacece, em-
bracing the genera HeUopMla and Chamira, now
included in the tribe Sisymhryece of the natural
order Cruciferce.

heliophilous (he-li-of'i-lus), a. [< Gr. v^cog, the
sun, + <l>l?MC, loving, + -oms.] Pond of the sun

;

attracted by or becoming most active in sun-
light.

heliophobic (he"'li-9-f6'bik), a. [< Gr. piof,
the sun, -I- (pojieiadai, fear.] Fearing or shun-
ning snnUght.
A heliophofrie spore may often find enough of shade

among the rhizoida of other pre-existing weeds, ... so
that finally a round exposed protuberance may be entirely
covered with alges whose spores are negatively heliotropic.

Trans. Soy. Soc. Edinburgh, XXXII. B98.

Heliopora (he"li-9-p6'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. ^Taoc,

the Sim, -1- Tvapog, tufa,' a stalactite, etc.] The
typical genus of HeUoporidw. De Blaimille,
1830.

Heliopora seems to differ from all the other Alcyonari-
ans except Corallium. H. N. Moseley.

heliopore (he'li-o-p6r), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Helioporicke; helioporidian.

II. n. A sun-coral ; a member of tiie genus
Heliopora or family HeUoporidw.
Heliopbridse (he'ai-o-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Heliopora + -idee.] AfamUyof corals of disputed
afSjlities ; the sun-corals. By some they are placed
with the millepores (Hydrocorallince), by others referred
to the gorgonians (Alcyonaria) and placed near the com-
mon red coral of commerce.
Eelioporinse (he"li-o-po-ri'ne), n. pi. The sun-
corals as a subfamily' of MitleporidOB. J. D.
Da»a, 1846.

Heliopsidese (he"li-op-sid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Heliopsis {-id-) + -em.] A'division of the nat-
ural order Compositm, made by Cassini, with
Heliopsis as the typical genus.
Heliopsis (he-U-op'sis), n. [NL. (Persoon,
1807), < Gr. ^/liof, the sun, -f- oipig, likeness.] A
genus of plants, of the natural order Compositm
and tTnJoeHelianthoidem, distinguished by its lig-

ulate fertile rays, hermaphrodite disk-flowers,

and chaffy conical receptacle without pappus.
The plants are mostly perennial herbs, with showy yellow
flowers, pedunculate heads, and ovate, petioled, opposite
leaves. The genus comprises about 7 species, inhabiting
North and South America. H. loRvis, common in the eastern
United States, resembles BelianthuB, and is called oxeye.

Heliornis (he-ll-6r'nis), ». [NL., < Gr. ijT^og.

the sun, + bpvtg, a bird.] 1. In ornifh.: (a)

A genus of lobiped birds, typical of the family
HeliornitMdm; the South American sun-birds.

There is but one species, H. stiiinamensis otH.
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glasses blackened by smoke, or with mirrorslormed simply of surfaces of transparent glass,which reflect but a smaU proportion of lilht.
helioscopic (he"li-o-skop'ik), a. [< heliSscope+ -JC] Pertaimng to or made by means of^a
Helioscope

: as, helioscopic observations.
heliosis (he-li-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ^ItovaBai,
live in the sun, be exposed to the sun, < p^of
the sun.] 1 . In lot., the production of burned
patches or spots on leaves by the concentration
ot tlie rays of the sun through inequaUties of
the glass of conservatories, or through drops of

destruction IS not as complete as in the former, the
""""Pliyl bemg merely altered, not destroyed. Thesespots furnish a suitable habitation for many minute fungiwhich are often regarded as the cause of them
3. In med. : (a) Treatment of disease ia certain
cases by exposure to the rays of the sun. (6)
Sunstroke.

heliospherical (he'li-o-sfer'i-kal), a. [< Gr.
VMoc, the sun, + a<l)aipiK6c, spherical: see spheric,
spherical.] Bound as the sun.
heliostat (he'li-o-stat), n. [< Gr. ijAjof, the sun,
+ crarSc, fixed, < iarivai, set up, stand: see
static.] An instrument consisting of a mirror

Heliostat Jlf, mirror.

carried by clockwork in such a way as to reflect
the sun's rays in a flxed direction. The name
is also improperly applied to a porte-lumifere.

heliothid (he-li-oth'id), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the Helio-
thidm.

Even Agrotis takes a distinct heliothid tendency in the
tuberculate front and heavily armed fore-tibia of the west-
em species. Smenee, IV. 44.

II. n. One of the HeliotMdm.
Heliothidee (he-li-oth'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < He-
liothis + -idm.] A family of noctuid moths,
typified by the genus Heliothis. Also written
Heliothides and Heliothidi.

Heliothis (he-li-o'this), n. [NL. (Ochsenhei-
mer, 1816), prob. for *HeUotis, < Gr. iilmnQ,

prop, adj., fern, of JjXi&-nig, of the sun, but used
as a noun, the moon, < jj/liof, the sun.] A genus
of noctuid moths, giving name to the family
Heliothidm. The antennae are pubescent, the thorax
and abdomen smooth and not tufted, and the fore wings
slightly angulated. The best-known species is H. armi-
gera, which is widely distributed in both the old and the

new world. It is usually of a pale clay-color, with the

Sun-bird or Sun-grebe {HeliornisJitHca).

Mica. Bonnaterre, 1790. Podoa (Uliger, 1811)

is the same. (6) A genus of birds, of the t&m-
Uj Mi/rypygidm ; the sim-bittems. .Also called

Helias. J. F. Boie, 1826.— 2. hientom., a, genus
of lepidopterous insects. Dolman, 1820.

Helioruithidae (he"li-6r-nith'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Heliornis {-orrnfh-) + 4dm. ] A family of birds

of uncertain position, typified by the genus He-

liornis; the sun-birds, sun-grebes, coot-grebes,

or flnfoots. They are characterized by pinniped or lo-

bate feet like those of grebes or coots, a fan-shaped tail oi

18 feathers, plumage not atterahatted, and along slim neck

with a small head.

helioscope (he'li-o-skop), n. [< Gr. nKioaKfrniog,

looking to the sun, < ifkiog, the sun, + okotzeiv.

View.] A form of telescope fltted for viewing

the sun without pain or injury to the eyes, as

an instrument made with colored glasses or

Hetioihis armigera.

a i eee. side and top views; c. caterpillar ; rf. chrysalis in earthen

co?ioi| f/7moth with wings expanded and closed. (All, except a

and if, of natural size.)

heliotropism

fore wings variegated with pale-olive and dark-rufous, a
dark spot in the middle of the wing being especially con-
spicuous. The larva, known as the boll-worm and corn-
worm, is very variable in color, but is always marked with
longitudinal dark and light lines and covered with black
setigerous spots. It is especially injurious to the fruit of

_ cotton, maize, and the tomato. H. nmrgUiata is known
as the bordered sallow.

heliotrope (he'li-o-trop), n. [Also heliotropion,

q. V. ; = P. heliotrope = Sp. Pg. heliotropio = It.

eliotropio, < L. heliotropium, < Gr. Tj^iiorpdviov, a
sun-dial, also a plant, the heliotrope, tumsol
(in this sense also fjliorpdiTog, and so called be-
cause the flowers were supposed to turn toward
the sun, or because they appear at the summer
solstice), also a green stone streaked with red,
< ijXiog, the sun, -1- rpmeiv, turn, Tpotrii, a turn-
ing.] If. In astron., an iustrument for showing
when the sun arrives at the solstitial points.

An obelisk in a garden or park might be both an embel.
lishment and a heliotrope.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selbome, xliv.

2. A mirror arranged with a telescope and
sights so as to flash a reflection of the sun to
a great distance. The instrument is used in
geodetic triangulation to mark a station. See
heUograph, 1.

Luminous signals— argand lamps by night and helio-
tropes by day— are exclusively used In [the Great Survey
of] India. Clarke, Geodesy, p. 33.

3. A plant of the genus Heliotropium, of the
natural order Boraginacem. The species are herbs
or shrubs, mostly natives of the wanner parts of the
world. They have alternate leaves and small purplish or
lilac flowers usually disposed in scorpioid cymes. One
species, H. Europceum, is a common European weed. S.
Peruvianum, the Peruvian heliotrope, has long been a
favorite garden-plant, on account of the fragrance of its
flowers. The name has also been given to a composite
plant. Also called tumsol.

'Tis an observation of flatterers that they are like the he-
liotrope ; they open only toVard the sun, but shut and con-
tract themselves ... in cloudy weather.

Government of the Tongue.

The roses, the mignonette, the heliotropes, all combined
their fragrance to refresh the air.

T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney.

4. The bluish-purple or pinkish-lilac color of
some flowers of the heliotrope.— 5. A mineral,
a subspecies of quartz, of a deep-green color,
peculiarly pleasant to the eye. it is usually varie-
gated with blood-red or yellowish dots of jasper, and is

more or less translucent. Also called blood-stone.— False
heliotrope, Toumefortia hdiotropoides. See Toumefor-
tia.—Indian heliotrope, Heliotropium Indioum.—Win-
ter heliotrope, Petasites fragrans, a composite plant.

heliotroper (he'li-o-tro-per), n. A person em-
ployedtomanipulate a heliotrope orheliograph.

Heliotropers were also employed at the observing sta-

tions to flash instructions to the signallerB,
Encyo. Brit., XXII. 698.

heliotropic (he''''li-o-trop'ik), a. lAshelio-
trop-y + -ic] Turning or tending to turn to-
ward the sun; specifically, of, pertaining to,

or characterized by heliotropism.

heliotropical (he"li-o-trop'i-kal), a. [< heUo-
tropic + -al.] Same' as heliotropic.

heliotropically (he"li-9-trop'i-kal-i), adv. In
a heliotropic manner ; by or with heliotropism.
Darwin.
Heliotropiese (he'li-o-tro-pi'l-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Heliotropium + -em.] A tribe of dicotyle-
donous gamopetalous plants, of the natural
order Boraginacem, distinguished maiuly by the
style, which is generally entire, with the stigma
forming a complete ring round the top. The
tribe comprises about 250 species of herbs, trees, and
shrubs, comprised under a few genera, inhabiting the
warm and temperate regions of both hemispheres. It in-

cludes Heliotropiwm as the type, and related genera.

heliotropiont, n. [< Gr. ^/uorpSmov : see helio-

trope.] The plant heliotrope ; the turnsol.

Apollo's heliotropion then shall stoop,

And Venus' hyacinth shall vail her top.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

heliotropism (he-li-ot'ro-pizm), n. [As helio-

trop-y + -ism.] In hot., the tendency of grow-
ing organs to bend toward or in some cases
away from the light, due in the former case to

the retarding influence exerted by the light

upon their growth on the side of the highest il-

lumination. Thus the stems of plants that are grown
in a window, or under other conditions in which light
falls laterally upon them, curve toward the light ; and if

their position is reversed, they soon turn again toward
the side of greatest illumination. The leaves arrange
themselves so that the rays of light fall as nearly as pos-
sible perpendicularly upon their upper surfaces, and the
stem curves so as to direct its apex toward the source of
light. Organs which behave In this way are said to be af-

fectedby positive heliotropism or to be simply heliotropic.

On the other hand, certain organs upon which light also

falls laterally curve in an opposite direction— that is, the
' apex is turned away from the source of light. Organs ex-

hibiting this kind of curvature are said to be negatively

heliotropic or aphelioti-opic. This condition is most fre-



heliotropism
quently observed in roots. A atill further condition, which
has been called transverse heliotropism by Franlt and dia-
heliotropism by Darwin, is the condition under which cer-
tain organs tend to place their long axes perpendicular to
tlie direction of the incident rays. The precise action of
light in producing these various modifications is not well
understood, but, as the studies of Vines have shown, it is
probably largely due to modifications of the turgescence
of the growing cells. Also heliotropy.

Eeliotropium (Wli-o-tra'pi-um), «. [NL., <
Gr. T/Morpowmv, heliotrope: see heliotrope.^ A
genus ofplants, ofthe natural order Boraginacece
and tribe Heliotropiece. it is distinguished by the
form of its corolla, which is that of a salver or tunnel and
generally small, and its dry fruit, which commonly sepa-
rates into 4 nutlets. The genus includes about 170 spe-
cies of herbs and shrubs, with white or lilac flowers, in-
habiting the warmer and temperate regions of both hemi-
spheres. H. Indicum, a native of nearly all tropical coun-
tries, is called wild clary in the West Indies. H. Permn-
anum, is the common heliotrope of gardens. See hetiO'
trope.

heliotropy (he'li-o-tro-pi), n. [< Gr. JjXiog, the
sun, + TpoTrij, a turning. Cf. heliotrope.'] Same
as heliotropism.

heliotype (he'li-o-tip), n. and a. [< Gr. rjXiog,

the sun, + rv-rrog, impression: see type.] I. ».

A picture or print produced by the process of
heliotypy ; also, the process itself.

II. a. Of or pertaining to heliotypy or its

processes or result. Also heliotypic Heliotype
process. See heliotypy.

heliotype (he'li-o-tip), v.; pret. and pp. helio-

typedj'pyr.JwUotyping. [(.heliotype, n.] \, trans.
To produce a heliotype picture of.

II, intrans. To practise heliotypy; produce
a picture by direct impression in printing-ink.

heliotsrpic (he"li-o-tip'ik), a. [As Iteliotype +
-ic] Same as heliotype.

heliotypy (he 'li-o-ti-pi), n. [As heliotype + -y. ]
A photographic process in which from an ordi-
nary negative is made a positive of such charac-
ter that from it a direct impression in ink can
be obtained by means of a printing-press, in
the Edwards process, as practised in the Uni^d States, a
film of gelatin sensitized with bichromate of potash, and
having chrome alum incorporated with it, is formed on
glass, stripped off when dry, and exposed to light during
a certain time under the negative. The film is then
washed to remove the sensitive principle, and is attach-
ed to a plate of metal or other solid back. Those parts
of the ffllm which have been aifected by the light during
exposure under- the negative are left in such condition
that they can be made to take printing-ink, while the
parts not affected, owing to the opacity of the correspond-
ing parts of the negative, resist the ink. This process de-
pends upon the fact that a gelatin film sensitized with hi-

cluromate of potash becomes by the action of light insolu-
ble in water, while the parts which have been shielded
from the light, and from which the potash has been elim-
inated after the exposure, swell when moistened. The
films are technically called skins. In other processes a
mold of gutta-percha or other material is prepared from
the film, and copper is deposited on this by electrotypy.
The resulting plate can be printed on an ordinary print-

ing-press. See photogravure and photo-en^ramng.

Heliozoa (he"li-o-z6'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ^Tiioc,

the sun, 4- f^oi', an animal.] A name proposed
by Hertwig and Lesser for the sun-animalcules,
fresh-water organisms provided with radiola-

rian skeletons, and grouped by Huxley vWth
the marine Badiolaria. Some divide them into

three families, Actinophryidce, AoanthocysUdce,
and Clathrulinidee. See Badiolaria.

heliozoan (he"li-o-z6'an), a. and n. [< Seliozoa
+ -an.] I. a. Having the character of a sun-
animalcule

;
pertaining to the Heliosoa.

II. n. A sun-animalcule ; one of the Heliozoa,

heliozoic (he"li-o-z6'ik), a. [< Heliozoa + 4e.]

Same as heliozoan.

So does the Heliozoic type seem to culminate in the mar
rine Badiolaria. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 499.

Heliset, »• [ME., < OP. Helise, prop. Mise,
Elysium : see Elysium.] Elysium.

It passed joy of Helise the feld. Court of Love, 1. 119.

helispheric, helispherical (hel-i-sfer'ik,-i-kal),

a. [For *helicospheric, *helieospherical ; < Gr.

lAtf (e/l(/c-), a spiral, + afalpa, sphere : see helix

and spheric] Spiral—Helispherical line. Same
as loxodromic curve (which see, under loxodromic).

helium (he'li-um), n. [NL., < Gr. v?uog, the
sun : see heliac] A gaseous element having a
density of 2.13 and an atomic weight of about
4.26. It was first identified by Frankland and Lockyer
as present in the solar corona, its characteristic yellow line

(D3) having been noted in spectroscopic observation dur-

ing an eclipse. The nature of the substance remained
in doubt for nearly thirty years, until 1895, when Eamsay
proved it to be also a terrestrial element, present in uran-

inite and some other allied minerals, in wliich it Is associ-

ated with argon and nitrogen. It has also been obtained

from meteoric iron and from the gases yielded by the water
of certain springs, but has not been identified in the ter-

restrial atmosphere. It is believed to be monatomic. At-

tempts to liquefy ithave been unsuccessful, and its boiling-

point is inferred to be below that of hydrogen.

Helices {f/, H), as used in a Corinthian
Capital.
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helix (he'liks), J!.; pi. helixes, 7»eKces (he 'lik-sez,

hel'i-sez). [< L. helix, a kind of ivy, a kind of

willow, a volute in arch., < Gr. eh^ (e/lj/t-), any-
thing which assumes a spiral shape, as a ten-

dril, lock or curl of hair, etc., as adj. e'/u^,

twisted, curved, < iXlaasiv, turn round, akin to

L. voUere, roll, and to E. wallow: see volute,

involve, evolve, etc., and wallow.] 1. A spu-al

line, as of wire in a coil ; a winding, or some-
thing that is spiral; a circumvolution; spe-

cifically, in geom., the curve assumed by a right

line drawn on a plane when that plane is

wrapped round a cylindrical surface of any
kind, especially a right cylinder, as the curve of

a screw-thread; also, a curve on any develop-

able surface which becomes a right line when
the surface is developed into a plane, as a
conical helix.— 2. In arch., any spiral, par-

ticularly a small volute or twist under the

abacus of the
Corinthian cap-
ital ; also, a vo-
lute of the Ionic
capital. In every
Corinthian capitfd

of the fully devel-
oped type there are
sixteen helices, two
at each angle, and
two meeting un-
der the middle of
each face of the
abacus, branching
out of the cauliculi
or secondary stalks which rise from between the leaves.

3. In elect., a coil of wire, as that surrounding
the core of an electromagnet.—4. In anat.: (a)

The prominent curved fold which forms most
of the rim or margin of the outer ear. See sec-

ond cut under ear^. (b) The cochlea of the in-

ner ear.— 5. leap.] [NL.] In conch., the rep-

resentative genus of Helicidce and Helieince.
Widely different limits have been assigned to it, and
more than 4,000 species have been referred to it, vary-
ing greatly in size, shape, and color. Typical species are
the common garden-snail of Europe, H. hortensis, and the
Roman snail, H. pomatia. By many recent authors the
genus is more or less restricted to such as are related to

these species, or to one or the other of them. See cuts
under Gasteropoda and Puimonata.—FOBsa of the lie-

Ux. See /ossai.— Osculating helix of a non-plane
curve, the common helix which passes through tliree

consecutive points and has its axis parallel to the recti-

fying line of the curve.

helU (hel), n. [In the 17th century also hel;

early mod. E. helle, < ME. helle, < .A.S. hell, hel

(fem., gen. dat. ace. helle), the abode of the
dead (Gr. pi5»?f. Hades, L. infernum), also the
place of punishment for the wicked after death
(LL. ML. infernum), = OS. liellia, hell, hel =
OFries. Mile, helle = D. hel = MLG. helle =
OHG. hellia, hella, MHG. helle, G. helle (Lu-
ther), now irreg. holle = Goth, halja, hell (as in

AS.) (cf. Dan. helvede, Sw. helvete, OSw. hwl-

wite, hell, = AS. hellewite, hell's torment); =
Icel. hel, the abode of the dead. Hades, also

death, and personified, Hel, the ogress Hel, the
Proserpine of Scand. mythology. The personi-

fication does not appear in Goth., AS., OHG.,
etc., though prob. once existent. Prob. orig.

the 'hidden' or 'unseen' place (or goddess) (cf.

Hades, similarly explained as 'unseen'), < AS.
helan, ME. helen, E. heaP (= OHG. helan, etc.),

cover, conceal, hide : see heal^. Cf . helP.] 1.

The abode of the dead ; the place of departed
spirits; the grave; the infernal regions, re-

garded as a place of existence after death:
called in Hebrew Sheol, and by the Greeks
Hades.

Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither wilt thou
suffer tixine Holy One to see cormption. Ps. xvi. 10.

He descended again into Hell, that is, into tlie Grave,
to fetch his Body, and to rise again.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 63.

[In the authorized version of the Bible the word hell oc-

curs 54 times, viz., 31 times in the Old Testament and
23 times in the New. In the Old Testament it translates

the Hebrew name Sheol, which is also translated (Ae(7raw
(31 times) and the pit (3 times). In the revised version
hell has been retained in the prophetical books, and Sheol
substituted for it in the poetical books and passages, ex-

cept in Deut. xxxii. 22, Ps. Iv. 15, and Ixxxvi. 18, where it

is changed to pit. In both the authorized and the revised

version of the New Testament, hell is used 12 times to
translate the Greek yeewa (transliterated geJienna in the
Vulgate), while in the authorized version it is used 10
ti-nes for the Greek aSTjs, and once (2 Pet. ii. 4) for rap-

TAptinra.^ (Tartarus). In the revised version hell is re-

tained for Tartarus, and Hades has been used for the
Greek aSTjs. See Gehenna, graved. Hades, and Sheol.}

2. The abode of devils and condemned spirits

;

the place or state of punishment of the wicked
after death; the infernal regions, regarded as

a place of torment.

hell-bale

Bi-seke we nu Godes migt.

That he make ure sowles brigt.

And shllde us fro elks nigt,

And lede us to blisse and in-to ligt.

Oenegis and Exodus (B. E. T. S.), 1. 4167.

And fear not them which kill the bdUy, but are not able

to kill the soul : but rather fear him which is able to de-

stroy both soul and body in hell. Mat. x. 28.

Be thou a spirit of health, or goblin damn'd.

Bring with thee airs from heaven, or blasts from hell,

Shak., Hamleti i. 4.

Hail, horrours ; hail.

Infernal world ! and thou, profoundest hell,

Eeceive thy new possessour. Milton, P. L., i. 251.

3. The infernal powers ; the powers of dark-

ness and evil.

Bichard yet lives, hell's black intelligencer.

Only reserv'd their factor, to buy souls.

And send them thither. Shak., Bich. III., iv. i.

4. Something regarded as resembling hell.

The hell of waters ! where they howl and hiss.

And boil in endless torture.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 69.

Specifically— (a) Any place or condition of captivity or

torment; any experience of great suffering: as, a. hell upon
earth ; a hell of suspense or suspicion.

The mind is its own place, and in itself

Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven
Milton, P. L., i. 265.

But quiet to quick bosoms is a h£U,

And there hath been thy bane.
Byron, Childe Harold, iiL 42.

(6) A gaming-house ; a gaming-room ; a gamblers' den.

Don Juan, our young diplomatic sinner.

Pursued his path, and drove past some hotels,

St. James's Palace and St. James's Hells.

Byron, Don Juan, xi. 29.

At midnight he had lost forty-eight thousand pounds.
. . . The atmosphere was hot, to be sure, but it well be-

came such a liell. Disraeli, Young Duke, iv. 8.

(c) In some games, as barley-brake, the place to which
those who are caught are carried.

Then couples three be straight allotted there.

They of both ends the middle two do fly

;

The two that, in mid-place. Hell called were.
Must strive, with waiting foot and watching eye.

To catch of them, and them to Hell to bear.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

(d) A place where things are covered up or hidden ; a place
of concealment ; specifically, a place into which a tailor

throws bis shreds or his cabbaged stuff, or a printer his

broken type.

Seerita. [It] . . . The name of a place in Venice where
all their secret records and ancient euidences be kept, as

hell is in Westminster Hall. Florio, 1698.

Lawyers and tailors have their several hells.

Seau. and Ft. (?), Faithful Friends, t 2.

All know the cellaridge under the shop-board
He calls his hell.

Middleton and Rowley, World Tost at Tennis,

(et) Formerly, in England, a place under the exchequer
chamber where the kmg's debtors were confined. Bapalje
and Lawrence.—To lead apes in hellt. See ape.

hell^t, V. t. [A var. of um, or ult. of heaV^,

7ie?e2^ hide: s66hill'^,heal^.] To hide; cover.
Else would the waters overflow the lands.
And fire devoure the ayre, and hell them qujght.

Spender, F. Q., IV. x. 36.

he'll. A colloquial contraction of he will.

Helladiau (he-la'di-an), a. [< Gr. 'E^Aaf {''&%-

lad-), Hellas, Greece, -I- -ian.] Same as Hel-
lenic. [Eare.]

HellacKc (he-lad'ik), a. [< Gr. 'WaX&c: (;-EUxiS-),

Hellas, Greece, + -is.] Same as Hellenic.
[Eare.]
Zeuxis, Parrhasius and their followers, under the gen-

eral name of the Asiatic school, were opposed to the Gre-
cian {Helladic) school.

C. 0. Miiller, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), § 139.

helladothere (hel'a-do-ther), n. [< Helladothe-
rium.] The animal upon whose remains the
genus Helladotherium was founded.
Helladotheriids (hel"a-d6-the-ri'i-de), n. pi
[NL., < Helladotherium +' -idie.] The family
of ruminants which the genus Helladotherium
represents.

Helladotherioidea (hel"a-do-the-ri-oi'de-a), n.

pi. [NL., < Helladotheriurn + -oidea.j "The
Helladotheriidm rated as a superfamily. Gill.

Helladotherium (hel"a-do-the'ri-um),». [< Gr.
'EllAdf ('EAAaii-), Hellas, Greece, + 6ripiov, a wild
beast.] A genus of fossil ruminant mammals
of uncertain affinities, by some referred to the
Giraffidw, by others made the type of a family
Helladotheriidoe. The remains occur in the Up-
per Miocene and Pliocene of Greece (whence
the name) and elsewhere. Gaudry, 1860.

EellanodiC (hel-a-nod'ik), n. [< Gr. 'EkXavoSi-
Kai, Doric form of *EU7ivo6iKai, pi., < "EAX^/vef,

Doric "E/lAavff, sing. 'E/U);v, a Greek (see Hel-
lene), + diKr/, judgment.] In Gr. anUq., one of
the judges at the Olympic games, who award-
ed the prizes.

hell-balef, n. [ME. hellehale, prop, two words:
helle, gen. of hell, and hale^.] The torment of
hell.



hell-bale

God shield his soul from Uell-bale^
'Who made it thus in Euglish tale.

Genesis and Exadua (E. B. T. S.), Prel., p. xiv.

hellbender (liel'beii''d6r), n. [< Tiell\ 2, as a
term of emphasis, + tender, 4.] 1. A pro-
tracted and reckless debauch or drunken frolic.

See tender, 4. [Slang, U. S.]— 2. The meno-
pome, Menqpoma aUeghaniensis (or ProUmopsis

Hellbender i,Menopotna aileg^hantcnsi's).

horrida), a large aquatic salamander with gill-

slits and 4 short legs, common in the Ohio val-

ley; one of several such creatures known as
mud^ppies and water-dogs. See Menopoma.
hell-bent (hel'benf), a. Recklesslydetermined,
without regard to consequences; determined
to have or do at all hazards; resolved; "dead-
set": as,hewentfteH-6e»*afterit. [Slang,U. S.]

Maine went
Hell-tent
For Governor Kent.

PoUtieal song (1840).

hell-black (hel'blak), a. Black or dark as hell.

The sea, with such a storm as his bare head
In hell-black night endur'd, would have huoy'd up,
And quench'd the stelled flres. Shah., Lear, iii. 7.

hell-bom (hel'bdm), a. Born of or in hell ; of

hellish origin.

Ketire, or taste thy folly ; and learn hy proof,
Hell-bom, not to contend with spirits of heaven t

Maton, V. L., it 687.

hell-broth (hel'brdth), n. A composition sup-
posed to be of magical quality prepared for

malignant purposes.
Like a hell-broth boil and bubble.

Shah., Macbeth, iv. 1.

hell-cat (hel'kat), ». A witch; a hag; a furi-

ous vixen.
"Vat voman?" "A ?iell-eat, who hates me as she does

the devil." Ma/rryat, Snaileyyow, II. L

hell-diver (hel'di"ver), n. A grebe. [U. S.]

hell-doomed (hel'dSmd), a. Doomed or con-

signed to hell.

And reckon'st thou thyself with spirits of heaven.
Hell-doomed ? Milton, P. L., ii. 697.

hell-driver (hel'dri'v^r), «. The dobson or

hellgrammite. [Ealeigh, North Carolina, U. S.]

Helleboraceae (hel-'e-bo-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,

< JSelleborus + -acew.2
' The name proposed by

Spaoh for the tribe of plants Selleborew.

helleboraceous (hel'^e-bo-ra'sMus), a. [< liel-

leiore + -aeeous. Cf. Hellehoracece.'] Belated

to or resembling hellebore ; belonging to the

Hellehoraeece. [Little used.J

helleboraster (heFe-bo-ras'ter), n. [< lielle-

hore + aster.'] The fetid hellebore, Selleborus

fceUdits.

hellebore (hel'e-bor), n. [Formerly also elle-

bore; < ME. elebore, elebwr, < OF. ellebore, F.

elUbore, helUbore = Sp. eUboro, elebor = Pg.

helleboro = It. elleborOjili. hellelorus, elleborus,

also heUeborwm, Mehorum, < Gr. iXU^opo^, rarely

iXUBopog, hellebore (L. veratrum) ; ulterior ori-

gin unknown.] 1. A plant of the genus fieZ-

leborus, of the natural order Banunoulacem, par-

ticularly ff. niger, the black hellebore or Christ-

mas rose, a native of southwestern Europe, it

is a drastic hydragogio cathartic, possessing emmenagogio

powers, in overdoses producing inflammation of the gastric

and intestinal mucous membrane, with violent vomiting,

vertigo, cramp, and convulsions, which sometimes end in

death. H. viridis, the green hellebore, a native of Europe,

is naturalized in the United States. The fetid or stinking

hellebore is ff. foetidus, a name also given to the sKunK-
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eral-ovuled carpels, which are dehiscent at
maturity, or rarely baccate. The tribe embraces
aDout 130 species of annual or perennial herbs, included
under about 20 genera, with leaves which are radical,
alternate, or resembling an involucre. Here belong, be-
sides the hellebore, the goldenseal, Hydrastis Canaden-
sis, whose rhizomes are used in medicine, and the com-
mon columbine, AquUegia vulgaris. See out under col-
u-mtnne^.

helleborin (hel'e-bo-rin), n. [< liellebore +
-in^.] A crystalline glucoside having poison-
ous properties, found in black hellebore.
helleborine (hel'e-bo-rin), n. [= F. elUborine
= Sp. ehborina = Pg. helleborinha, < L. hellebo-
rine, elleborine, < Gr. kT^lepopivi], a plant like hel-
lebore, < iXke^opoQ, hellebore : see fteKeftoj-e.] 1

.

A plant of the genus Mpipactis, natural order
OrcJlideCB. There are but few species, perennials with
creeping rhizomes, fibrous roots, leafy stems, and loose
racemes of dull-colored flowers. They are natives of the
northern hemisphere, three or four species being found in
Great Britain.

2. A European orchidaceous plant, Cephalan-
thera rubra.

helleborlse, v. t. See helleboriee.

helleborism (hel'e-bo-rizm), n. [= F. ellSbo-
risme, < L. lielleborismus, Gr. inepopta/idg, a dos-
ing with hellebore, < iXM^opUlsiv, dose with hel-
lebore : see helleborize.'] The ancient practice
of treating disease (insanity) with hellebore.
When he oifered his public thesis, on the Helleborism of

the Ancients. J. B. Wood, Address on Hahnemann, p. 5.

helleborize (hel'e-bo-riz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

helleborieed, ppr. helleborizing. [= F. elUboriser,

< Gr. sXXe^opit,uv, dose with hellebore, < im^o-
poQ, hellebore: see hellebore.'] To dose with
hellebore, as in dementia; treat for madness
with hellebore. Also spelled helleborlse.

I am represented ... as singular in the paradox, nay,
as one who would be helleborised as a madman for har-
bouring the absurdity. Sir W. Hamilton.

Helleborus (he-leb'o-rus), n. [NL., < L. helle-

borus, also elleborus'; < Gr. DiXEpopoq, hellebore:
see 'hellebore.] A genus of plants belonging to
the tribe Selleborete, of the natural oiierBarmn-
culacece. The plants are distinguished by the 5 regular
sepals, small petals, and many carpels, which are many-

Hellenist

Hellenic (he-len'ik), a. [= F. hellenique, < Gr.

''EXTurivrndg, < "'EMrivcg, the Greeks : see Hellene.]

Pertaining to the Hellenes or Greeks; display-

ing qualities or tendencies characteristic of the
Greek race, historically considered (compare
Hellermm, 2); Greek; Grecian.

Into the Reformation too . . . the subtle Hellenic lea-

ven of the Kenasoence foond its way.
M. Arnold, Hebraism and Hellenism.

A glance at the position of Cyprus on the map explains
why it never became truly Hellenic.

C. T. Xewton, Art and Archseol., p. 319.

Perhaps there is no other instance of so instinctive a
yearning towards the old Hellenic life as is to be seen in

Keats. J. C. Shairp, Aspects of Poetry, p. 150.

In art, applied specifically to Greek work from the close

of the primitive epoch to the Roman supremacy in Greece,
beginning 146 B. 0., or, more narrowly, until the time of

Alexander the Great and the sculptor Lysippus, about
330 B. 0., the adjective Hellenistic being applied to subse-

quent work. The Hellenic epoch includes the period of

Christmas Rose l,Hellebt>rus niger).

It schewith sumtyme yn medioyns maad of elebore, ther

is no thing that pnttith awey the craumpe as doith oirre

6 essence. Book of Quinte Essence (ed. FumivaU), p. 2A

Here mercury, here Jiellebore,

Old ulcers mundifylng. . „ „
Drayton, Muses Elysium, v.

2. A name of similar plants of other genera.

EranthishUmalis, a plant closely allied *<? MJ«6ot-«s. «
called witaer hellebore. Veratrum mnde, a

''"f^""^,?'"™'
is known ss American, false, or white hellebore, swamp-

hellebore, and Indian poke.
. ,, !,„„„

3. The powdered root of .American heUebore,

used to destroy lice and caterpillars.

Helleboreae (hel-e-bo're^e), ri.pl. [NL- (A. P-

de Candolle, 1818), < Selleborus + -ece.] A
tribe of plants, of the natural oiieiBanwncu-

laeem, distinguished by the petaloid sepals,

petals mostly small or wanting, and the sev-

seeded The genus, known under the general name helle-

bore, includes about 11 species of erect perennial herbs,

with deeply cut leaves and large white, yellowish, or

greenish flowers, natives of Europe and western Asia. A
well-known species is the Christmas rose, or black helle-

bore, H. niger, common in gardens ; it is a native of Eu-

rope, and its rootstock is used in medicine. See hellebore.

hellejay, «. See hell^ay.

Hellene (hel'en), n. [= F. Seime, < Gr. "EV

AjyvEf, pi. form, in Homer (if the smgle instance

is genuine), a Thessalian tribe of which °EA?.i!v

(Hellen) was the reputed chief; later (earliest

record 586 b. c.) a general name for all the

Greeks; in N. T. and eecl. writers used for

' Gentiles,' rarely in sing. "SUr/v, a Greek.
_
The

origia of the name is unknown; Sellen is no

doubt an eponym.] 1. An ancient Greek;

properly, a Greek of pure race: traditionally

said to be so caUed from HeUen, son of Deuca-

lion and Pyrrha, the legendary ancestor of the

true Greeks, consisting of the Donans, .aioli-

ans, lonians, and Acheans.

Erom the nature of the country inhabtted by the ffei-

lenes. Buckle infers the By--eti^°»|^™im"262.

2. A subject of the modem kingdom of Greece,

or Hellas.
, „ tt n

Hellenian (he-le'ni-an), a. Same as Bellemc.

Hellenic Art

A fragment of the Parthenon frieze British Museum

the development and perfection of the Doric and Ionic
orders, and that during which the principles of the Corin-
thian order were worked out. In sculpture, etc., this pe-
riod comprises the works of the grand style, which suc-

ceeded the archaic. See Greek art, under Greek.— Hel-
lenic dialect. See eonrnmn dialect, under common.

Hellenically (he-len'i-kal-i), adv. In the Hel-
lenic maimer; according to the standards of

Hellenism.
Hellenicism (he-len'i-sizm), n. [< Hellenic +
-ism.]- Hellenic character or quality; Hellenic
style.

He is drawn on to study in detail the Hellenynsm, the re-

finement of knowledge and taste, the subtle convolutions
of grace, with which the painter illustrates the poet.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 87.

Hellenisation, Hellenise. See HellenisaUon,
Hellenize.

Hellenism (hel'en-izm), n. [= F. helUnisme =
Sp. helemsmo = Pg. hellenismo = It. ellenismo,

< Gr. ''ElhjviaiJ.dg, imitation of the Greeks, use
of a pure Greek style and idiom, < ''SM.ijvitlei.v,

speak Greek, make Greek : see Hellenise. ] 1

.

A peculiarity of the Greek language ; a word,
phrase, idiom, or construction used or formed
in the Greek manner.
Virgil is full of the Greek Forms of Speech, which the

Griticks call Hellenisms. Addison, Spectator, No. 285.

We find examples of Latinisms in Byzantine Greek, and
of Hellenisms in the decay of classic Latin.

G. P. Marsh, Hist. Eng. Lang., p. 249.

2. The spirit and tendency regarded as espe-

cially characteristic of the Greek race, histori-

cally considered, and as best exemplified in its

pursuit of intellectual and physical culture,

and its predilection for the noble, the strong,

and the beautiful in thought and action. See
extract under Hebraism, 2.

To get rid of one's ignorance, to see things as they are,

and by seeing them as they are to see them in their beau-
ty, is the simple and attractive ideal which Hellenism
holds out before human nature ; and from the simplicity

and charm of this ideal, Hellenism, andhuman life in the
hSLudaoi Hellenism, . . . are full of whatwe call sweetness
and light. . . . Asthegreatmovementof Christianitywas
a triumph of Hebraism and man's moral impulses, so the
great movement which goes by the name of the Renas-
cence was an uprising and re-instatement of man's intel-

lectual impulses and Hellenism.
M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, iv.

3. Conformity to Greek speech and ideas ; imi-

tation or adoption of Greek characteristics in

any respect.

Hellenism [among the Jews] served as the preparation

for a catholic creed. As it furnished the language of

Christianity, it supplied also that literary instinct which
counteracted the traditional reserve of the Palestinian

Jews. McClintoek and Strong's Encyc, IV. 176.

Hellenist (hel'en-ist), n. [= F. hellSniste = Sp.

helenista = Pg. hellermta = It. eXlenista, < Gr.

'EAAfTVOTT^f, in N. T. one who uses the Greek
language, later eecl. sometimes for 'Gentile,'

< ''RXhivltsLv, speak Greek, make Greek: see



Hellenist

Helleni^e.'i 1. One who is partly Greek; one
who has Greek affinities, or who adopts the
Greek language, manners, and customs ; speeifl-
oaUy, a Jew who used the Greek language and
conformed more or less to Greek influence in
the early period of Christianity, both in Pales-
tine and in foreign countries, especially Egypt.
These Jews nuderstood Greek, and used the Greek

Bible, aud therefore are called Hellenists.

Hamrnondj On Acts vl 1.

Luke, the physician and Hellenist.
Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 32.

2. One skilled in the Greek language and liter-
ature; a Greek scholar; a Grecian.
Bichard Bentley, the Master of Trinity College, and the

greatest Hellenist of his age.
W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 250.

3. A promoter of Greek culture; specifically,
one of the learned Greeks who, after the fall of
Constantinople in 1453, disseminated the know-
ledge of the Greek language and literature in

2780 helly

It is stUl a question whether the Macedonians should gen. helle, heU, + Mnd, hound.] A dog of heU;
be regarded as barbarized Hellenes, or Hellenized bar-

barians; a coalition of both elements may be inferred
from their earliest traditions.

Von Ranke, Uuiv. Hist, (trans.), p. 368.

The Greelcs . . . endeavored to strengthen their posi-

tion by ffeI2eni2tn^ . . . the Bulgarian population of Tur-
key from the source of the Greek Church.

J. Baker, Turkey, p. 73.

II. intrans. 1. To conform to Greek stan-

dards orusages.—2. TousetheGreeklanguage.
[Eare.]—3. To exhibit a tendency to Hellen-
ism; cultivate Hellenism as an ideal of think-
ing and conduct. See Mellenism, 2.

The development of our HellenisiTig instincts, seeking
ardently the intelligible law of things, and making a stream
of fresh thought play freely about our stock notions and
habits, is what is most wanted by us at present.

M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, v.

an agent of hell; a hellish person.

Thou hadst a Clarence too, and Richard kill'd him. . . .

A hell-hound, that doth hunt us aU to death.

Shak., Rich. HE., iv. 4.

You flend-apparenii you! you declared hell-hound!

B. Jonson, Devil is an Asa, u. 1.

hellicat (hel'i-kat), a. and n. [Sc, also liello-

cat, accom. of halloUt, liaUach'd, crazy, giddy,

< Vtallok, a., repr. by hallilc, haloc, a giddy girl,

+ 4t='E. -ed2;] I. a. Li^ht-headed
;
giddy;

half-witted; extravagant.

I want to see what that heUieate quean JenBy Rinthe-

rout'a doing. • Sco«, Antiquary, xxxii.

II. n. [With allusion to heUrcat.'] A wicked

or cruel creature.

let us but get puir Grace out o' that auld HellicaCs

clutches. Scott, Black Dwarf, ix.

revival of learning,

Hellenistic (hel-e-nls'tik), a. [< Hellenist +
-ic] 1. Resembling or partaking of HeUenie
character, but not truly Hellenic; combining
Greek and foreign characteristics or elements,
as many of the later Greeks and the Hellenized
neighboring peoples, or the modified Greek lan-
guage, thought, etc., current among them.
The civilization resulting from these political changes

[after the time of Alexander] showed a decline from the
pure Greek or Hellenic model, and is called Hellenistic.

The Century, XXV. 87, note.

The religious conceptions and philosophy of the Hel-
lenistic Jews. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 173.

2. Particularly, in scJtZptore and. painting, char-
acteristic of the school of Greek art based on the
art of Lysippus,
the court sculp-
tor of Alexander
the Great, which
may or may not
be considered to
include thework
ofLysippushim-
self. It lasted from
about 330 B. c. until
the Roman suprem-
acy in Greece, and
may be extended to
include all the work
done for the Ro-
mans by Greek ar-

tists, or in the Greek
manner and follow-
ing Greek models,
as late as the early

empire. Hellenistic
art is characterized
in general by a re-

search of effect (pos-

ing), by a decided
leaning toward the
colossal, and by
great sldll and clev.

Also spelled JeWewwe. , „. „,,.,, nr * ivr-™. „i+ „*
Hellenizer (hel'en-i-zer), n. One who makes hellier (hel'i-6r), n. [Var. of MlUer, uH. of

HeUenio ; one who or that wHch exerts a Hel- healer^.3 A roofer ; a tiler or slater. [Prov.

xi„i- „„j „ "i\. "
X.- c i i! iT, lenio or Hellenizinsr influence. Eng.]

Italy, and were among the chief agents of the
hellenotvne (he-len'6-tip), n. A picture com- In the West, he that covers a house with slates is c^ed

revival of learmn^. posXf WoLishedphotographs, of whiehone aAelerorMi^r. Bay.

is very light, made translucent by means of helUJay (hel'i-ja), ra. The razor-bJled auk, -4ica

varnish, tinted on the back, and placed oyer (^r Utamania) torda. Montagu. Also hellejay.

the second and stronger print, thus producing
a combination of effects. Also called hallo-

type. Silver Sunbeam.
heller (hel'er), n. [G., also lialler, haller (NL.
hallensis), < Hall, a town, in Swabia, where the

coin was ori-

ginally is-

sued.] 1. A
small coin
formerly cur-
rent in Ger-
many, struck
in silver and
in copper,
and worth
about a far-

HELPER
H/t NAU;

:^:5CttElDE(i
t MUNTZ.3

,r73<7.

[Local, Eng.]
hellish (hel'ish), a. [= D. lielseh = MLG. Tiel-

liseh, helsch = MHG. Tielliseh, G. hffllisch; as hell^

+ -ishX] Pertaining to heU ; fit for or like

heU; infernal; malignant; wicked.

At length to hell, or to some hellish place, is he likelie

to go. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 74.

His nailis wes lyk ane hellis cmk,
Thairwith fyve quarteria lang.

The Bludy Serk (Child's Ballads, VIII. 148).

Victory and triumph to the Son of God,
Now entering his great duel, not of arms,
But to vanquish by wisdom hellish wiles

!

Milton, F.n.,t 175.

hellishly (hel'ish-li), adv. In a hellish or ma-
lignant manner; infernally; wickedly.

That wicked plot [the gunpowder treason] was con-
trived and managed with the greatest sworn secresy, made
hellishly sacred and firm hy solemn oaths.

Bp. Barlow, Remains, p. 390.

hellishness (hel'ish-nes), n. The quaKties of

hell; extreme wickedness or malignity.

Wounds, shrieks, and gaspings are his proud delight

;

And he by hellishness his prowess scans.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, zL 27.

Hellenistic Sculpture.—Tlie Apollo Belve-
dere, Vatican Museum, Rome.

and seeks
epoch rather ^- - -. , ^-
tions and contemporary aims.—Hellemstic dialect, a

local dialect of ancient Greek in the period after Alex-

ander the Great, spoken by a population not Greek in

origin; especially, the dialect used by Greek-speaking

Jews, and called also the Alexandrine dialect, found in

the Septuagint, and in a less marked form in the New
Testament: opposed to the comnwn or Hellenic dialect.

The formation of a Hellenistic dialect, largely inter-

mixed with Semitic idioms. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 413.

Hellenistical(hel-e-nis'ti-kal), a. [iMeOenis-

tic + -al.'] Same as Hellenistic.

Into the importance of the HeUenistical dialect he had

made the exactest search. Bp. Fell, Hammond, § 1.

Hellenistically (hel-e-nis'ti-kal-i), adv. Li the

Hellenistic manner.
It may bear the same signification hdUrmtieMyin this

Heller of Count William VIII. of Hanau,
British Museum. ( Size of the original.)

thing.— 2. A modern Austrian coin, the one-
hundredth part of a crown.
Hellespontine (hel'es-pon-tin), a. [< L. HeU
lespontus, < Gr. 'KAMia-aovroQ, i. e., "H/U^f TrdvroQ,

HeUe's sea: 'HAAi?f, gen. of "E/lXi/, Helle, daugh-
ter of Athamas, said to have been drowned in

this strait ; K&vrog, sea.] Pertaining to the Hel-
lespont, a narrow strait between Europe and
Asia, now called the Dardanelles, connecting hell-kite (hel'kit), n. A kite of heU ; a person

the .^gean sea with the Sea of Marmora. of unsparing cruelty.

hell-fire (hel'fir'), TO. \<.MK.hellefir,heUefur,< AU my pretty ones?

AS. helle-fyr, helle fyr (='OHG. hellafiur, MHG. Did you say aU? O, hai-kite!—Aat

helleviur, G. hollenfeuer), < hell, gen. helle, heU, ^hak- Macbeth, iv. 3.

+ /^r,fire.] Thefireof hell; infernal torment, hellnesst, » [Irreg. < SeiA, re., + -mess.] Hel-

Devils were not ordained of God for hell-fire, but hell- hshness.

fire for them ; and for men, so far forth as it was foreseen There's not a king among ten thousand kings . . .

that men would be like them. But gildeth those that glorifle his foUy,
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1. That sooth and smooth, and call his Halness holy.

I never see thy face but I think upon hell-fire, and Dives Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'sWeeks, ii., The Captainea.

that lived in purple; for there he is in his robes burning, JigUO {he-16'), interj. [Also written huUo, rarely
'"^°^s-

f^*',\?^"- ^ >'^-a
Jiillo;ya,T. forms oihallo, q. v.] An exclamation

'A-S, designed to attract the attention of a person
helle,

+ geat, gate.] The portal or entrance into hell.

I-blessed be treuthe, that so brak helle-sates.

And saued the Sarasyn fram Sathanas and his power.
Piers Plowman (B), xi. 158.

The snaky sorceress that sat

at a distance; also, a mere greeting between
persons meeting. As a greeting its use is confined to
easy colloquial or vulgar speecli. As a preliminary tele-
phone call it is in very common use.

"Hullo, Brown ! what's the matter, old fellow?"
T. Hughes, Tom Bro?m at Rugby, ii. 9.

Fast by hdl gate, and kept the fatal k^ey^
.. ^^ hell-rake (hel'rak), n. Alargejakewiih long

, „ .J. 1. 1 _.i /v, 1/ -i.\ iron teeth. Halliwell. fProv. Eng.l

^^^^^^^n'J^K^J^±.^}±f.l:TLl hell-waint (^el'wan) re": A phaft^m wagon
seen m the sky at night.The larva of a sialid neuropterous insect, Cory-

dolus cornutus. it is a favorite bait for the black-bass.

Also known locally in the United States Iby a great variety

of popular names, suggested by its appearance or habits.

They are much sought after as fish-bait, having a very
tough integument, so that one larva serves to catch sevend
fish ; and they are called by fishermen crawlers, dobsons,

and . . . hellgremtmites. Stand. Nat. Hist., n. 156.

They have so fraid us with bull-beggars, spirits, witches,
urchins, . . . the mau in the oke, tiie h^-waitte, . . .

and such other bugs, that we were afraid of our own
shadowes. £. ScM, Discoverie of Witchcraft. (Davies.)

The Mare, the Man-i'-th'-oak, the Hellwain.
Middleton, The Witch, L 2.

place. J. (Jrefforj/, Notes on Passages in Scripture, p. 60. jjg2ig].a,iniiiite-fly (hel'gra-mit-fli), n. The nellwara, nellwards (hel ward, -wardz), odo.

Hellenization (heFen-i-za'shon), n. [< HeU a,ialt Corydalus cornutus. J. H. Comstoek.
r/ j,„;7i j. j j,.-, m

^
v _„

lenize + -ation.'\ The act of" HeUenizing, or hell-hag (hel'hag), ». A malicious, evil-minded

the state of being imbued with Greek ideas or old woman,
methods. Also spelled HellenisaUon, A corroding disease it [envy] is ; an hel-hag that feeds

an^^^ts^^of*dSi*"^'""""""^'"^'"- ''^^^iu:^^^^Zi.'z^.i^iro^^:.&,..^r.
^ ' £J6!io(fec<iSocra,XLV. 172. hell-hated (hd'ha'ted), a. Abhorred as hell.

The Hdlenization of that country [Egypt] under the ^^^^^ jo j j^ss these treasons to thy head

;

Ptolemies. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 150.
-^i^-^^ ^jjg jiell-hated lie o'erwhelm thy heart.

Hellenize (hel'en-Iz), v. ;
pret. and pp. Hellen- Shak., Lear, v. 3.

ized, ppr. Hellenizing. [< Gr. 'Wlrivi^eiv, speak hell-haunted (hel'han"ted), a. Haunted by

Greek, tr. make Greek, < "EXAjyvEf, the Greeks, evil spirits,

Fierce Osmond clos'd me in the bleeding bark.

And bid me stand expos'd to the bleak winds.

[< Jiell^ + -ward, -wards.'] Toward tell.

We have not hastened to heaven-ward, but rather to
heU-ward.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853)k II. 35.

Trees that aloft with proudest honours rise,
Root iiell-ward, and thence flourish to the skie&

BroTKe, To Mr.Fenton.

hell-weedt (hel'wed), n. The dodder.

After it has fastened upon a plant, it quits the root, and
like a cohering parasite lives upon another's trencher, and
first starves, and then kiUs its entertainer. For which
reason irreligious clowns curse it by the name of Hell-
weed and Devil's-guts. Threlkeld, Stirpes Hibemicie (1727).

"EU?rv,a,Giee'k: see Hellene.'] I. trans.Tomake

HeUenio or Hellenistic; cause to conform to
goundtotheYa'te of this AeH-Aau»ted grove. Dryden. Miish,< helhell.'hell, + -lic'^E.-hi^.] Having

Greek standards m any particular.
hell-hound (hel'hound), ». [< ME. heUehound, the qualities of hell ; heUish-

The only strange god to be seen is Ammon, who had
;,gyg/j„,j^_ < AS. lieUehiiiid, helle hund (= D. heU

been ^omBdUnuedalr^iy^
^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^_ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ MH(j. ft,iieft«»<, G. hollmihund), < hell,

hellyt (hel'i), a. [< heV,^ + -yl. Cf . AS. hellic,

Such blasphemies they bray out of theur helly hearts.
Anderson, Exposition, toL 48, b.



helm

Jielmi (helm), n. [< ME. Iwlme, < AS. helma, m.,
a helm, rudder, = D. helm (stok), tiller, z= MLG.
helm, rudder, = MHG. helm, halme, G-. ]ielm,
helve, handle, G. also rudder, helm, steering-
oar (in naut. sense from D.), = Icel. hjalm, a
rudder; allied to helve and halter^, q. v. The
word occurs, disgiused, in the first element of
halberd, q. v.] If. A handle; a helve.

A great ax first she gave, that two ways out.
In which a fair well-polish't helm was put,
That from an olive-bough received his frame.

Chapman, Odyssey, v.

2. Naut., the handle, lever, or instrument by
which the rudder is shifted; the tiUer, or in
large ships the wheel : sometimes extended to
include the whole steering-apparatus.

Yet are they [ships] turned about with a very small helm,
whithersoever the governor llsteth. Jas. ill. 4.

where will I get a gude sailor,

To take my helm In hand?
Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, III. 164).

In gallant trim the gilded vessel goes

;

Youth on the prow, ^md Pleasure at the helm-.
Gray, The Bard, 11. 2.

Hence— 3. The place or post of direction or
management : as, to take the helm of affairs.

Men of ability and experience In great affairs, who have
been long at the helm, Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vii.

I then sat at the helm of the commonwealth, and shared
in the direction of its most important motions.

W, Melmoth, tr. of Cicero, xi.

There are not wanting persons at the hehn,- friends to
'the progress of this spirit,

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 212.

Down with the helm, the order to push the helm down
to the lee side of the ship. In order to put the ship about or
to lay her to windward.—Helm amidships, or right the
helm, the order to keep the rudder in a line with the keel.

—Helm's alee! See a2ee.— Port the helm, the order
to put the helm aport.— Shift the helm, the order to
put the helm from starboard to port, or the reverse.—
Starboard the helm, the order to put the helm to the
starboard or right side.—To ease the helm, to let the
helm come a little amidships so as to relieve the strain on
the rudder.—To feelthehelm. See/ee^i.—Toputthe
helm down, to put the helm alee in order to turn the ship
to windward.—Up with the helm, the order to put the
helm aweather.—Weather helm, the condition of the
helm when kept a little to windward, or aweather, in or-

der to prevent the ship's head from coming up in the wind
while sailing close-hauled,

lielml (helm), V. t. [< helm\ ».] To steer; guide;
direct. [Eare.]

The very stream of his life, and the business he hath
helmed, must, upon a warranted need, give him a better

proclamation. Shak., M. for M., ill. 2.

Wherefore not
Belm the huge vessel of your state, my liege.

Here, by the side of her who loves you most?
Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 1.

lielm^ (helm), n. [< ME. helm, < AS. helm, a
protection, helm, also a protector, = OS. helm
= OFries. D. MLG. helm = OHG. MHG. G. helm

(> It. elmo = Sp. yelmo, OSp. elmo = Pg. elmo =
OP. heaume, heaulme, P. heaum^) = Icel. hjalmr

= Sw. Dan. lyelm, = Goth, hilms, helm; =
OBulg. shlemus = Euss. shleme = Lith. sealmas,

helm (the last three forms prob. of Teut. origin)

;

prob. = Skt. garman, protection, shelter, from
an assumed •/far, gal, repr. by AS. helan, ME.
helen, E. heal^, cover: see heal^, hell^, hilP. Dim.
(through OF.) helmet, q. v.] 1. A defensive

cover for the head; a helmet. See helmet, now
the more common form.

There sate a knight with helme unlaste.
Spenser, V. Q., II. i. 24.

Sa whose defence t' appear more stern and full of dread)

it on a helm of clouds upon his rugged head.
Drayton, Polyolbion, Iv. 464.

He wore, against his wont, upon his helm
A sleeve of scarlet. ,

Tennyson, Lancelot and Blame.

S. A dark heavy cloud that rests on the brow
of a mountain before a storm, while the rest

of the sky is clear. Also helm-cloud and helmet.

On certain occasions, when the wind is from some easter-

ly point, the h^lm suddenly forms.
.

Skence, VI., No. 148, Proc. of Royal Meteorological Soo.

3. A hovel; an outhouse. [Prov. Eng.]— Bar-
rel helm, a type of helmet of the thirteenth century,

partly cylindrical in form, with a flat top and the sides

slightly if at all convex.— Demi-helm, one of the smaller

helmets of the middle ages, including the basinet, secret,

chapel-de-fer, etc. , , j
nelm^ (helm), V. t. [< ME. helmm, pp. helmed,

ihelmed; < AS. helmian (poet.), cover, < helm, a.

covering, a helm, helmet : see helm^. Of. OP.

lieaumer, heaulmer, cover with _a helmet.] To
furnish with a helmet ; cover with a helmet, as

a, knight.

As soone as he was newe helmed and hadde avented

hym-self, he saugh howhis felowes blenched on allejpartes.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 459.
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He knew that however aman maybe hdmed and shieldedand harnessed by skUl and art, there was always a spear

of truth which could pierce through.
G. S. Billard, John A. Andrew.

helmS (helm), n. [Dial, form of halm, a. v.]
Same as halm.
helmage (hel'maj), «. l<1ielm^ + -age.l Guid-
ance. [Eare.]
helm-bar (helm'bar), n. [< helm^ + 6ari.] A
roll of cloud suspended in the air below the
hehn-eloud. See helm% n., 2. [Prov. Eng ]
helm-cloud (helm'kloud), n. [< helm'^ + cloud.l
Same as helm^, 2.

Small portions of then- vaporous clouds are seen travel-
ling from the helm^cloud to the bar.
Science, VI., No. 148, Proc. of Royal Meteorological Soc.

helmet (hel'met), n. [= D. helmet, < OP. 'hel-
met, elmet, heahnet, heaumet, hiaumet, dim. of
heaume, etc., E. helm = D. helm, etc.: see helm^.2
1. A defensive cover for the head. The term is
applied in general to all defensive head-coverings except
the slightest, such as the skull-cap, the secret, the wire

hat^ etc., and also
the camail or coif.

Speoiflcally — (a)
Mint.: (1) In an-
cient and medie-
val armor, a cap
of metal worn to
protect the head
from sword-cuts
and spear-thrusts.
Such a helmet
usually guarded
the nape of the
neck and sides of
the face by means
of hinged pieces
or sliding splints
(see couvre-nugite,
face-guard, cheek-
piece), and to a
certain extent the
face bymeans of a
nasal, either fixed

or movable, a beaver, a projecting vizor, or the like. The
only helmets which covered the head and face completely
were those worn by Roman gladiators of certain classes,

and by medieval heavy-armed horsemen between the be-
ginning of the thirteenth and the middle of the sixteenth

helminthiasis

helmet-crab (hel'met-krab), n. Akind ofking-
crab, Limuhis longispinus,

helmet-crest (hel'met-krest), n. A crested
humming-bird of the genus Oxypogon.
helmeted (hel'met-ed), a. [< lielm^t + -erfS.]

Purnished with or wearing a helmet.
Oh no knees, none, widow

;

^
Unto the helmeted Bellona use them

' And pray for me your souldier.
Fletcher {and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, 1.

helmet-flower (hel'met-flou"6r), ». l. The ac-
onite, wolf's-bane, or monkshood, Aeonitum an-
thora, A. Napella, etc.— 2. The skullcap, &«-
tellaria.— 3. A South American orchid-epi-
phyte of the genus Coryanthes: so called from
its helmet-shaped lip.-

helmetiert, » [< helmet + -jer^.] A soldier
wearing a helmet.
He ordeined that the helmettiers or morioners should

stand upon their feet, having their shields upright before
them. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 1191.

helmet-g,uail (hel'met-kwal), n. A quail of the
genus Lophortyx, having an elegant recurved
crest like that of a helmet'. There are two species
in the United States, L, cali/ornicus, the common valley-

Ancient Helmets.
a, b, Corinthian type : a. as worn in figlit;

b. raised for comfort. <:, Attic type (arcliaic].
d, a Roman form.

Medieval Helmets.

a, conical helmet with nasal, I2th century ; b, conical basinet with
camail secured to it, middle of 14th century; c, vizored basinet,

early years of 15th century; d. cylindrical helmet with hinged vizor,

middle of 13th century. (From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet, du Mobilier
fran9ais.")

century ; the most completely defensive helmets were the
tilting-helmets of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

which prevented the wearer from seeing except directly

before him, and at a height on a line with his eyes. See
arrnet, barrel helm (under hdm^), basinet, beaver^, burga-

net, cabasset, heaume, iron-cap, lumiAre, Tnentonni^re, mo-
rion, nasal, ceilUre, ombril, tilting-helmet, vizor.

I saw St. Denis his head inclosed in a wonderful rich

helmet. Coryat, Crudities, I. 48.

They drank the red wine through the Tielmet barred.
ScoU, I. of 1. M., i. 4.

(2) In present use, a stiff military hat of domed or pointed

form, sometimes of metal or stiffened with bars of metal

so as to afford defense against a sword-cut. (b) A hat,

usually of leather and having a vizor and broad neck-

guard, worn by firemen, (c) A hat of similar form worn by

policemen, or by civilians for any purpose, especially in

hot climates. Such hats are usually of felt or pith, so

formed as to have space for ventilation around the head

or openings for ventilation above, (d) The headpiece of

a suit of submarine armor. It is usually formed of sheet-

metal and leather, and Is fitted over the head and shoul-

ders. It is provided with thick glass windows for the

eyes and with pipes for air. See submarine armor, under

armor, (e) A havelock used by anglers, with a projection

in front of the face that can be covered by a netting or

veil as a protection against insects.

2. In Iter., the representation of a helmet, set

above the escutcheon and seeming to support

the armorial crest. Distinctions of rank are

indicated by the metal, the number of bars in

the vizor, and the position.— 3. Same as Itelm^,

2.-4. In lot., same as galea, 1 (e).— 5. The

upper part of a retort— Beaked helmet, Corip-

tWan helmet, etc. See the adjectives.

helmet-beetle (hel'met-be'tl), n. A chryso-

melid beetle of one of the group of genera

which Cassida exemplifies, sometimes made a

type of a family Cassididm : so called from their

form. Their larva; are characteristic, being broadly oval

and spiny, and having attached to the anal segment a

dung-fork on which they carry their excrement. See cuts

un&ev Cassida a-aACoptocycla.
. , . j j, it.

helmet-bird (hel'met-berd), n. A bird of the

genus Co>-2/<^aw; a touracou.

helmet-cockatoo (hel'met-kok-a-to"), n. See

cockatoo.

Helmet-quatl i,Lophortyx calzfomicus).

quail of California, and L, gambeli, which abounds in Ari-
zona. Both are favorite game-bu-ds, occupying the same
place that is filled by the bob-white in eastern parts of
the United States. Coves.

helmet-shaped (hel'met-shapt), a. Shaped
like a helmet; in Jo*., galeate.

helmet-shell (hel'met-shel), n. The shell of a
moUusk of the igenus Cassis; a cameo-shell.
Most of them are found in tropical seas, some in the Med-
iterranean. They are numerous, some attaining a large
size. Such species as C. rvfa, C. cornuta, and C, tuberosa
furnish the material upon which shell-cameos are en-
graved. See cut under Cassididee.

helm-guard (helm'gard), n. In arm^r, a chain
attaching the helm to the girdle or to the mam-
meli^re. See guard-chain.

helm-hoopf , «. A helmet. SalUwell.

helminth (hel'minth), n. [< Gr. eX/uvg {iliuvB-'),

also £A/iif, a worm, particularly a maw-worm,
intestinal worm, allied to £/Uf, a helix: see he-

lix."] A worm ; especially, an entozoan, ento-
parasitic, or intestinal worm, as a cestoid, tre-

matoid, or nematoid. See cut under Cestoidea.

helmlnthagogic (hel-min-tha-goj'ik), a. [<
helminthagog-ue + -ic] Having the properties
of a hehninthagogue or vermifuge ; anthelmin-
tic; vermifugal.

helminthagogue (hel-min'tha-gog), n. [< Gr.
eX/uvg (i?.fuvd-), a worm, + ayaydg, leading, driv-

ing, < ayeiv, lead, drive.] In med., a remedy
against worms ; an anthelmintic ; a vermifuge.
Helmintherus (hel-min-the'rus), n. [NL.
(orig. erroneously Selmitherus), < Gr. eliuvg

{PifuvB-), a worm, -f irreg. Brjpav, hunt, < Bijp, a
wild beast.] A genus of worm-eating warblers,
the type of which is M. vermivorus, a common
bird of the eastern United States, about 5J
inches long, of an olive-green color above, and
having the head striped with a tawny color and
with black. Coues, 1882.

Helmlnthes (hel-min'thez), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
E^/uvg, pi. eXfuv6eg, a worm: see helminth.'] A
large group of worms. The term is not now in tech-
nical usCj but corresponds in a general way to Cestoidea,
Trematoidea, and Nematoidea.

Helminthia (hel-min'thi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
sl/zivg (eXfuvB-), a worm.] See Picris.

helminthiasis (hel-min-thi'a-sis), m. [NL., <

Gr. eXfuvBtav, suffer fromworms,< cl^ivf (e?^/uvd-),

a worm. ] In pathol. , a condition characterized

by the presence of worms in any part of the

body.



helminthic

helminthic (hel-min'thik), a. and n. [< hel-
minth + -ic] I. a. 1. In 2o6l., pertaining to
helminths or worms.— 2. In med., expelling
worms; vermifugal.
H. n. A medicine for expeUing worms; a

vermifuge.
helminthimorphous (hel-min-thi-m6r'fus), a.

[< Gr. iXjiivQ {iXjuvB-), a worm, + iiop(pT/, form.]
In entom., helminthoid: specifically applied to
certain dipterous larvae which resemble worms
and live in the bodies of vertebrates.
Helminthocladia (hel-min-tho-kla'di-a), n.
[NL., < Grr. Ekfuvq (iXfiivB-), a worm, + /cAdSof, a
branch.] A small genus of red algss, the type of
the order Helminthocladiece of Agardh. The ironds
are terete, much branched and decompound laterally, and
more or less gelatinous.

helminthoid (hel-min'thoid), a. [< Gr. *afii.v-
BoetSrig, oontr. i'XfuvdiiSrig, like a worm, < ilfuvQ
(elfuvB-), a worm, + clSog, form.] Eesembling
a helminth: worm-like in form ; vermiform.

helmintholltet (hel-min'tho-lit), n. [< helmin-
thoUthus.'] A fossil of the 'genus Selmintholi-
thus.

Helmintholithust (hel-min-thori-thus), n.
[NL., < Gr. ekfiivQ {cTi.iuvS-), a worm, + AtSof, a
stone.] A Linnean genus of fossils supposed
to be helminthoid.
helminthologic (hel-min-tho-loj'ik), a. [< hel-
minthology + -ic] Pertaining to helminthol-

helminthological (hel-min-tho-loj'i-kal), a.

[< helminthologic + -al.'] Same as helmintho-
logic.

The introduction of helTivinthological experiment by
Kuchenmelater. Encyc. Brit., XXin. 50.

helminthologist (hel-min-thol'o-jist), n. [<
helminthology + -ist.l One who is versed in
helminthology.
helminthology (hel-min-thol'o-ji), 11. [< Gr.
tTifuvg (iX/uvB-), a worm, + -"koy'ui, < tir/uv, speak

:

see -ology^ The science of worms, especially
of parasitic worms.
Helminthophaga (hel-mia-thof'a-ga),n. [NL.,
< Gr. ITi/itvc {EA/iivd-), a worm, 4- '^ayslv, eat.]
A large and beautiful genus of American war-
blers, of the family Mniotiltidce, characterized
by a very acute unnotched bill ; the worm-eat-
ing warblers. They are small, usually gaily colored,
and very pretty migratory birds of woodlands, especially
of the eastern XTnited States, such as the blue-winged yel-
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Helobacterium (he"lo-bak-te'ri-um), n. [NL.,
< Gr. 7^of, a nail, + /SaKT^piov, a little stick: see
hacterium.^ A name given by Cohn and others
to certain rod-shaped bacteria presenting a
club-shaped extremity, under the impression
that they were specifically or generieally dis-

tinct. Later investigation has shown that they
are merely the fructifying stage of well-known
forms.
Helobise (he-lo'bi-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. i:?Mg,

a marsh, + /Jiof, life.] An order of monocoty-
ledonous plants, created by A. Braun in 1864,
and stiU adhered to by Goebel and other bot-
anists, but regarded by most as embracing
several natural orders, such as the Lemnacece,
AUsmaoew, Naiadacece, and Mydroeharidece. In
Sachs's classification it is expanded into a se-

ries embracing several orders and subordinate
families.

helobious (he-lo'bi-us), a. [< Gr. eAof, a marsh,
+ /3/of, life.] Living iu swamps or marshes

;

palustrine.

helocerous (hf-los'e-rus), a. [< NL. heloeerus,

< Gr. 7/lof, a' naUj + nipag, horn.] Having
clarvate antennse ; clavicom ; specifically, per-
taining to or having the characters of the Cla-
vicornia.

heloderm (he'lo-derm), n. [< Meloderma.'] A
lizard of the genus Heloderma, as the caltetepon
and the Gila monster.

I was present when the heloderm bit two guinea-pigs in
the hind leg. . . , The bites were viciously inflicted, and
the lizard did not readily relinquish its hold.

Sir J. Fayrer, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1882, p. 632.

Heloderma (he-lo-der'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. 7/loc,

a nail, stud, waft, + Sepfia, skin.] The only
known genus of venomous lizards, typical of the

[NL., < Gr. ITiog,

A genus of syr-

Helophilits tat^rons,
natural size.

Golden-winged Warbler {Helminthophaga chrysopiera).

low warbler, H. pinue; the golden-winged warbler, H.
chrysoptera ; the orange-crowned warbler, H. celata; the
Tennessee warbler, H. peregrina; the Nashville warbler,

H. ruficapilla; Bachman's warbler, H. bachmani; luoy's

warbler, H. lucice ; Virginia's warbler B. virginice. This
genus was founded in ornithology by Cabania in 1850 ; but
the name, being preoccupied in a different connection,

has lately been changed to Helminthophila,

Helminthosporium (hel-min-tho-spo'ri-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. eX/itvQ (e/[./itvd-), a worm, + an6poQ,

seed, spore.] A. genus of hyphomyeetous fungi,

having simple or slightly branched irregular

flocci and multiseptate scores.

helminthosporoid (hel-min-tho-spo'roid), a. [<

Helminthosporium + -oid.'\ Saving the struc-

ture or appearance of the genus Helminthospo-

rium.

helmless^ (helm'les), a. [< helm^ + -less.]

Having no helm or steering-apparatus.

Your National Assembly, like a ship water-logged, Tielm-

less, lies tumbling. Carlyle, French Kev., II. vi. 5.

I sit within a helmless bark.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, iv.

helmless^ (helm'les), a. [< helm^ + -less.']

Without a helm or helmet.

helm-port (helm'port), n. Naut., the hole in

the counter of a ship through which the rudder

passes ; the rudder-port.

helmsman (helmz'man), n.; pi. helmsmen

(-men). Naut., the man at the hehn or wheel,

who steers a ship.

I iind a magic bark

;

I leap on board : no helmsman steers :

I float till all is dark. Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

Gila Monster {Helotiertna suspectum).

family Helodermatidw, having the skin studded
withtubercles likenail-heads, whence thename.
There are two species, of large size and most repulsive as-

pect, H. horridum, the Mexican caltetepon, and H. suspec-
tum, the Gila monster (which see, under rmmster).

Helodermatidse (he'lo-der-mafi-de), n. pi,
[NL., < Heloderma{t-) '+ -idm.l .An American
family of venomous lizards, represented by the
genus Heloderma. It includes esquamate-tongued
lizards with clavicles not dilated proximally, a postorbi-
tal arch, no postfroniosquamosal arch, the pre- and post-
frentals in contact, separating the frontal from the orbit,

and furrowed teeth receiving the efferent ducts of highly
developed salivary glands. The Helodermatidce are the
only Lacertilia known to be poisonous ; the fact of their
venomousness was established in 18S2, but it had pre-
viously been suspected, whence the name 3. suspectum
of the Gila monster. See CrUa monster (under monster)
and heloderm. Also Helodermidte.

helodermatoid (he-lo-d6r'ma-toid), a. [< Helo-
derma{t-) + -oid."]

' Pertaining to or having
the characters of the HelodermaUdw.
helodermatous (he-lo-dSr'ma-tus), a. [As He-
loderma(t-) + -oms.] Having a studded, warty,
or tuberculous skin : specifically applied to the
heloderms.
helodes (he-16'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. k7MriQ, of a
marsh, marshy, < e/lof, marsh, + elSoq, form.]
lapathol. : (a) Marsh-fever. (6) A kind of fever
characterized by profuse perspiration.

helodont (he'lo-dont), a. [< Gr. v'^q, a naU,
-I- bSohg (6S0VT-) = E. tooth.'] Shaped like a nail

or spike, as a tooth ; also, having such teeth.

A number of small helodont teeth are scattered over
some of the pieces of limestone.

J. W. Davis, Geol. Mag., ni. 151.

Eelodus (he'lo-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. v^c, a
naU, + bSovg = 'E. tooth.] A genus of fossil sela-

chians, based upon teeth of apparently eestra-
ciont sharks which abound iu Carboniferous
limestone : so called from the studded appear-
ance of their crushing crowns. L. Agassiz,
1838.

Heloecetes (he-le'se-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. Bag,
a marsh, + olidTrig, a house-slave, a menial, <
o'lKelv, dwell in, inhabit, < olmg, a house.] A not-
able genus of aquatic tree-toads, of the family
HylidcB. H. triseriatus is one of the common species of
the United States, whose shrilling may be heard through
the summer in swampy places. Also written HeloccBtes.

Helonsea (hel-o-ne'a), n. [NL. (Audubon, 1839,

as HeUnaia; changed to Helonaia by A. Newr

helosis

ton), < Gr. £?M(, a marsh.] A genus of American
worm-eating warblers, of the family Mniotil-

tidce, having a peculiar bUl resembling that of

a meadow-lark. There is but one species, H. swain-

soni, a near relative of the worm-eating warbler, Helmin-
therus vermivm-us, inhabiting the Southern States. It

was long regai'ded as one of the rarest of warblers, but

has lately been found to abound in swamps in South Caro-

lina.

Helonias (he-16'ni-as), n. [NL., < Gr. eAog, a
marsh.] A genus of monocotyledonous plants,

founded by LinnBeus in 1753, belonging to the

natural order lAliacem, tribe Nartheeiece, with
petioled radical leaves, those of the stem few
and small, small flowers in dense racemes, the

stamens little longer than the perianth, and
three very short styles. Only one species is known,
B. Inillata, a botanical rarity of the United States, grow-

ing in wet places in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Vir-

ginia. It is a very handsome plant.

Helophilus (he-lof'i-lus), n.

a marsh, + (piTiog, loving.] 1

.

phid flies, founded by Mei-
gen in 1822. They are large,

nearly naked, black or brown
with yellow spots or bands, and
usually marked by light stripes

on the back of the thorax. The
, larvae have no mouth-hooks, and
' probably live, like those of Uris-
talis. In manure and foul wa-
ter. Twenty North American and
about as many European species
are described.

3. A genus of water-beetles, of the family Hy-
drophilidce, erected by Mulsant in 1844. It is.

synonymous with the extensive genus Philhy-

dnis of Solier.

Helophoridse (he-16-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Helophorus + -idte.] A family of aquatic pal-
picorn beetles, named from the genus Helopho-
rus. See Hydrophilidw. Also written jffetoyfeo)!-

da, Helophorites.

Helophorus (he-lof'o-rus), n. [NL. (Pabricius,

1776), < Gr. ^/lof, a iiaU, stud, + -ifipog, -bear-

ing, i^tpsiv= E. 6eari.] The typical genus of
HelophoridCB. There are many species, mainly Euro-
pean and North American, but also some Asiatic and
North African. H. lineatus of Say is found in the United
States.

helops^t (he'lops), re. [L. helops, also elops, som&
sea-fish: seeMlops.] Some sea-fish, a favorite
with the Romans.
Salmons from Aquitaine, helops from Rhodes.

Middleton, Game at Chess, v. 3^

Helops^ ((he'lops), n. [NL., < Gr. lyAoj, a nail,,

stud, + Inj), face (appearance).] A notable ge-
nus of tenebrionine beetles with slender tarsi,

sessile abdomen, and a coriaceous band over
the labrum. H. micans is a beautifully striped bronzed
species. Nearly 200 species are known, about 30 of tbem'
North American and the rest mainly European, though ai

few are found in Asia, North Africa, the Azore^ Madeira,
and Australia, Fabricius, 1776.

Helosidse (hf-los'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Helosis +
-idee.] A tribe of plants, of the natural order
Balanophorece, made by Lindley in 1845 to in-
clude the genus Helosis and 4 other genera:
nearly equivalent to the tribe Helosidece of Ben-
tham and Hooker.
Helosidese (he-lo-sid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Helo-
sis (-id-) + -ece.] A tribe of dicotyledonous apet-
alous plants, belonging to the natural order Bo/-
lunophorew, typifiedbjr ifeZosis. it is distinguished
by its imperfect flowers,which are monoecious or dioecious.
The staminate flowers, with the stamens in a column, ai-e

furnished with a perianth, which in the pistillate flowers
is adnate to the 2-styled ovary and has a 2-lipped limb.
The tribe consists of flesh^f herbs, destitute of chlorophyl,
and parasitic on roots, with the small flowers crowded
into a rounded or oblong head. There are 4 genera, na-
tives of tropical America, India, and Java.

Helosiese (he-la-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hekh-
sis + -em.] Same as Helosidece. Sehott cmd
Endlicher, 1832.

Helosis^ (he-16'sis), n. [NL. (so called from the
shape of the bracts, which are prominent before
anthesis), < Gr. rilog, a nail.] A genus of di-
cotyledonous apetalous plants, belonging to the
natural orderBalanophorece and tribe Helosidece.
It is characterized by a branched rootstock, bearing erect,
naked scapes, and by a 3-lobed perianth of the staininate
flowers with united stamens, that of the pistillate flowers
being superior to the 1-celled ovary which in fruit be-
comes a nut. The genus comprises three, or according
to some authors only one, species of parasitic, smooth,
dark-red herbs, natives of tropical America. They are sup-
posed to possess static properties.

helosis^ (he-16'sis), TO. [NL., also written helo-
tis, appar. intended as a formation from Gr.
elXew, turn round, roll up, akin to iXiaauv, turn,
eX(f, helix, L. volvere, and E. wallow : see helix,
volute, a,nA. wallow.] In. pathol.: (a) Eversion
of the eyelids. (6) Spasm of the eye-muscles,
(c) Strabismus, (d) Plica polonica. Bee plica.



Helostoma

Helostoma (hf-los'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. 17A0?,

a nail, + ard/ia, the moutli.] The typical genus
of Selostomidce, having a peculiar small mouth.
helostomid (hf-los'to-mid), n. A fish of the
family Selostomidce.

'

HelostomidSB (hel-os-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.', <

Helostoma + -id(B.^ A family of acanthoptery-
gianfishes, represented bythe genus ifeJostoma.
The mouth is very small, and the teeth are confined to the
lips and movable. In most other respects they agree with
the Anabantidce, and are generally associated with them
in the same family. The Helostoma temmincH inhabits
the fresh waters of Java,

Helot (he'lot or hel'ot), n. [< L. fleZoi(B,prop. 3i-
lotas or IlotOB, < Gr. EUaraj or Kdareg, pi. of EUii-

rw or E'i/luf, a Helot ; said to be so named from
"EAof, a town of Sparta, whose inhabitants were
enslaved, but more prob. from the pass, of klnv,

2d aor. associated with pres. alpelv, take.] 1.

One of a class of serfs among the ancient Spar-
tans who were owned,by the state, were bound
to the soil under allotment to landholders, and
fulfilled all servile functions. The Helots paid
their masters a fixed proportion of the products of the
ground cultivated by them. They served as light-armed
troops in war, and in great emergencies bodies of them
were organized as regular or heavy-armed troops, in which
case they might be manumitted as a reward for bravery.
They were descendants of captives of war, most of them
probably of the conquered Achean aborigines of Laconia

;

and they were very cruelly treated, and often systemati-
cally massacred, to keep down theii' numbers and prevent
them from organized revolt.

The old Spartans had a wiser method, and went out and
hunted down their Helots, and speared and spitted them,
when they grew too numerous.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, iii. 4.

Hence— 2. [cap. or I. c] A serf or slave, in
general ; a servile person ; one subject to the
orders and caprices of another.

Those unfortunates, the Helots of mankind, more or less

numerous in every community. Is. Taylor.

helotage (he'lot-aj or hel'gt-aj), n. [< helot +
-age.'] The state or condition of being a helot

;

serfage. Carlyle.

Helotia (he-16'ti-a), n. pi. [NL., < Belotium.]

A family of discomyoetous fungi, including the

groups Ciboria and Meloti. Boudin.

Helotici (he-lot'i-si), n. pi. [NL., < Selotium.']

Same as Pileolares.

helotism (he'lot-izm or hel'ot-izm), n. [< Se-
lot + -ism.] 1. The system' of serfage main-
tained at Sparta, or one resembling it. See Me-
lot, 1.— 2. The condition of the Helots or Spar-

tan serfs, or of helots in the extended sense

;

servile bondage.
Helotium (he-16'ti-um), n. [NL., perhaps < Gr.

^lotrdc, nail-shaped, < ^Aof, a nail.] A genus of

discomyoetous fungi, type of the Selotia. The
disk is always open, at first punctiform, then dilated, con-

vex.or concave, and naked ; the excipulum is waxy, free,

and externally naked. . tt ,

helotry (he'lot-ri or hel'ot-ri), n. [< Selot +
ry.] 1. The condition of a Helot; serfdom;

slavery.— 2. Helots in a collective sense; a

body of persons in a condition similar to that

of the ancient Helots.

The Helotry of Mammon are not, in our day, so easily

enforced to content themselves as the peasant^ of that

happy period, as Mr. Southey considers it, which elapsed

between the fall of the feudal and the rise of commercial

tyranny. Macaulay, Southey's Colloauies.

help (help), v.; pret. and pp. helped (tovmeilj

help and holpen), ppr. helping. [< ME. helpen

(pret. halp, pi. holpen, pp. holpen, holpe), < Ab.

helpan (pret. healp, pi. hulpon, pp. holpen) = Ob.

helpan = OPries. helpa = D. MLG. LG. helpen

= OHG. helfan, MHG. G. helfen = Icel. hjalpa

= Sw. hjelpa = Dan. hjrnlpe= Goth. Ulpan, help.

Connection with Lith. szelpti, help, is uncer-

tain.] I. trans. 1. To furnish aid to ; contrib-

ute strength or means to ; assist m doing, ac-

complishing, or attaining anything; assist; aia:

as, to help a man in his work; to hel'" "^i

of difficulties. See to help to, below.

I one out

But evere more God of hisg^^S^^vels, p. 284.

Treuthe tauhte me ones to louen hem vchone.

And wVen hem of alle thyng aftur that hem neodeth

Piers Plowman (A), vu. i»».

Help thyself, and God will help thee.^ " ' G. Herbert, Jacula Prudentum.

2. To bring succor or relief to ; relieve ;
rescue.

This helpeth whete

ITrom Auntes and fro myse. _, „ „ v „ , ,0
Palladias, Husbondne (B. E. T. S.), p. I6H.

Help me, Cassius, or I sink

!

Shak., J. C, 1. .

MyBon . . . hath a dumb spirit; . . •
but IE t^°" "="'''

do any thing, have compassion on us, and ««'^^^ ^ ^2.

Help us from famine

And plague and strife

!

victimTennyson, The victun.

2783

3. To mitigate, as pain or disease ; heal, relieve,
or comfort, as a person in pain or distress.
Ande also it is ordeynede, yat if eny brother or sister

faJle in pouert, thurghe auenture of ye werlde, his state
shal bene holpen of euery brother and sister of ye gilde.

English Oilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

The true calamus ?wlps a cough. Gerarde.
Do wounds help wounds, or grief help grievous deeds?

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1822.

But the jingling of the guinea Miss the hurt that Honour
leels. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

4. To mend; repair. [Prov. Eng.]— 5. To
change for the better ; remedy : as, he cannot
help his deformity.
Let them [words] have scope : though what they do impart
Help nothing else, yet do they ease the heart.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

If I be, either by disposition or what other cause, too in-
CLUisitive, or suspitious of my self and mine own doings,
who can Tielp it? Milton, Church-Government, Pref., ii.'

Eor helping of this, it was propounded, that such as
dwelt there should pay six-pence the acre, yearly, for such
lands as lay within a mile of the water.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 234.

Let nothing provoke you to fall upon an imperfection
he cannot help. Steele, Tatler, Ho. 85.

6. To prevent; avoid; forbear; keep or re-
frain from : with can or cannot.
A man who values a good night's rest will not lie down

with enmity in his heart, if he can help it,

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 95.

True, madam ; notwithstanding his vices, one cant help
feeling for him. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Your teasing daughter, who will never let you alone

;

who, when you go into your room, canru)t help running
to seek for you. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxv.

7. To increase ; aggravate. [Eare.]

Their armour helped their harm, crush'd in and bruised
Into their substance pent. HUton, P. L., vi. 656.

8. To aid in going, removing, getting, etc.:

with ellipsis of to go, to get, etc. : as, help me
in (that is, help me to go in) ; help me off my
horse.
By foul play, as thou say'st, were we heav'd thence

;

But blessedly holp hither. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

[The verb help may have an infinitive after it without the

usual to.

"William Pitt, . . . having drunk a bottle of port-wine
at his own house, would go into Bellamy's with Dundas,
and help finish a couple more.

Thackeray, Four Georges, p. 118.

I would fain stay and help thee tend him.
M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna,

Should we lend him the moral support of our agreement,

and thus help him hold his own against the forces he has
to face ?

Times (London), quoted In N. and Q,, 7th ser., V. 108.]

9. To give out in portions.

She sat down at the head of the table, and began silent-

ly helping the hot milk. Vernon Lee, Miss Brown.

God help liiTn (her, you, thee), a phraseused to express

pity, and implying that the person concerned is beyond the

help of man.
Now 6od help thee, poor monkey ! But how wilt thou

do for a father? Shak., Macbeth, iv. 2.

She says

(God help her) she was wedded to a fool.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

So help me, a minced oath : for so help me God. [Colloq, ]

— So help me God, may God help or save me as I speak

the truth : a solemn asseveration used in taking an oath.

Other formulas of similar import are found in use.

And for thei sworen bi heore soule

—

"so God hem moste

helpe!"—
Asevn heore clene concience heore catel to sulle.

Piers Plowman (A), viii. 24.

I sav no more than truth, so help me God

!

"
Shak., 2 Hen. VI,, iii. 1.

To help forward, to assist in making progress.

I wiU hide nothing from you that I can remember, and

can think may help yoa forward towards a perfection m
this art. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 181.

To help off, to aid in disposing or getting rid of.

Having never learned any laudable manual art, theyhave

recourse to those foolish or iU ways in use to help o/ then-

time. , . , , ,. , , ^ Looke.

Strange ! how the frequent mterjected dash

Quickens a market, and helps of the trash,

Cowper, Charity, 1, 622,

To help on. to forward; further.—To help out, to aid

in delivering from trouble, in completing a task, in ekmg

out a supply, or the like.

The god of learning and of light
j. cr -m

Would want a god himself to help him out. Swift.

Tn TiBli) over, to enable to surmount: as, to help one

over a aifflculty,- To help to, to assist in obtaining ;
sup-

ply or serve with : as, to help one to meat at table.

Is this a dinner? this a genial room? , , .

In plenty starving, tantalized in state,

AndcomplaisantlyMy'd toalllhate.
Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 164,

To help up, to raise ; support.

A man is well h.lp up that trustsW
^ ^^ ^^ .^ ^

" We shall be finely holped up here," said Michael Lam-

bourne, looking at the gateway andjate.^^^^^^^^^ .„^

helpful

11, intrans. 1. To lend aid; be of use; avail.

To helpe, ne hurte, my wille is not applied

;

Who trowithe me not, I lete it passe a-way.
Political Poems, etc, (ed, Furnivall), p, 65,

To euery crafte of man's helpe
He had a redy witte to helpe
Through naturall experience.

Gower, Conf, Amant,, v,

2. To serve or distribute food, as at table.

The host sat behind the haunch of mutton, and helped
with zeal ; the guests took the ducks, the turkey, the hare,

and the fowls, and did their part.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 121.

A helping hand. See hand.—To help out, to lend aid.

Some, wanting the talent to write, made it their care

that the actors should help out where the Muses failed.

Bymer,

help (help), n. [< ME. help, < AS. help = OS.
helpa = OPries. helpe = D. hulp = MLG. hulpe

= OHG. helfa, Ulfa, MHG. helfe, hilfe, G. hilfe

= Icel. hjdlp = Sw. hjelp = Dan. hjwlp, help

;

from the verb.] 1. Assistance; aid given to-

ward doing, accomplishing, or attaining any-
thing, as labor, escape from danger or difficulty,

discharge of obligations, etc.

In auncion tyme of antiquite
Men called goddis to theire helpe and ayd.

Bom. ofPartenay (E, E, T. S.), Int,, L 22.

By the helpe and assistance of their counsels, the order
of the gouernement, and conduction of the shippes in the
whole voyage might be the better,

Hakluyt's Voyages, I, 245,

Embrace, and invite helps, and advices, touching the
execution of thy place. Bacon.

2. Remedy; relief; succor; means of deUver-
anoe : as, failure is inevitable, there is no help

for it.

Our help is in the name of the Lord. Ps. cxxiv. 8.

The fields, woods, houses, beds, boots [in Brazil], are

subiect to plentie of Snakes, which without helpe kill in

foure and twentie houres. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p, 842,

Poor Corydon
Must live alone

;

Other help for him I see that there is none,
Shak., Pass, Pilgrim, xviii, 54,

3. A source of aid, relief, or succor ; a helper.

I will make him an help meet for him. Gen. ii. 18,

God is ... a very present help in trouble. Ps. xlvi. 1,

You who now glory in the name of Believers and are
hitherto as forward as any in the profession of Christian-

ity, do not think your selves to be above the need of any
helps to confirm yom' faith, StUlingfieet, Sermons, II, iii.

Virtue is a friend and a help to nature. South, Sermons,

The ladies [Dryden's characters] seem to have been ex-

pressly created to form helps meet for such gentlemen,
Macaulay, Dryden.

Hence—4. An assistant; a hired laborer or
servant; especially, a domestic or household
servant; collectively, servants or assistants;

the supply of workers. [U. S., originally and
still chiefly in New England.]

The Boston help reads Dante while she prepares the
succulent pork and beans.

New Eng. Jam. of Education, XVII, 64,

The fewness and dearness of servants [in the New Eng-
land colony] made it necessary to call in temporary assis-

tance for extraordinary occasions, and hence arose the

common use of the word help.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p, 263.

help-ale (help'al), n. A festivity among the

English peasantry marking the completion of

work done by the help of neighbors, as in hay-
making.
helper (hel'per), n. [< ME. helpere (= OFries.

helpere, hilpere = D. helper = MLG. hulper =
OHG. helfari, helfare, helfari, MHG. helfcere,

G. heifer = Icel. hjdlpari = Sw. hjelpare= Dan.
hjelper) ; < help, v., + -eri.] 1. One who helps,

aids, or assists ; an auxUiary ; one who affords

assistance, comfort, or remedy.

Woman being created for man's sake to be his helper.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 78,

There was not any shut up, nor any left, nor any helper

for IsraeL 2 Ki, xiv. 26,

Fellow-laboirrers in the same vineyard, not lording over

their rights, but helpers of their joy,

Burke, Economical Reform,

2. Specifically, one who is employed as assis-

tant to another in doing some kind of work : as,

a blacksmith's or a groom's helper.

helpfellO-Wt (help'feFo), n. [< Iwlp + felloio.

Cf. helpmate.] A colleague; a partner or an
associate ; a mate.

Therfore we taried still alone at Athenes, and from
thence sente Tymothe our brother, a tryed minister of

God, and an helpefellowe of our oflice,

J. UdcOl, On 1 Thes, iii,

helpful (help'ful), a. [< ME. helpful; < help

+ -ful.] Pumishing help; serviceable; use-

ful; beneficial.

I schal be helpful, or mercyful, to the wickidnesse of

hem, Wydif, Heb, viil, 12 (Oxf,).



helpful
A skillul chymist can as well, by separation of visible

elements, draw helpful medicines out of poison.
Raleigh, Hist World.

More helpful than all wisdom is one draught of simple
human pity that will not forsake us.

George Eliot, Mill on the Hoss, viL 1.

helpfully (help'fvd-i), adv. In a helpful or ser-
viceable manner.

helpfulness (help'ful-nes), n. The condition
or charaeteristio of being helpful ; assistance

;

usefulness.

You saw the beginnings of civilization as it were, and
the necessity of mutual helpfulness among the settlers.

W. Slack.

helping (hel'ping), n. [= MH&. helfunge ; ver-
bal n. of help, «.] 1. The act of aiding or giv-
ing help.

Somme ther ben here that, while ye haue ben oute of
contrey, haue deflended youre londe as wele as it hadde
ben their owne a-gein alle youre enmyes, and have be in
helpinge to aUe hem that ye lefte it to kepe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 372.

2. That which is served or offered at one time,
as food or drink ; a portion. [CoUoq.]

helpless (help'les), a. [< ME. helpUs (= OS.
hulpilos = OFries. helpelos == D. hulpeloos =
OHG. helfelos, MHG. G. hilflos= Icel. hjdlp-lauss
= Dan. hjmlpelds = Sw. hjelplos); < help + -fess.]

1. Incapable of acting without assistance;
needing help ; incapable of self-support or self-
defense; feeble; dependent: as, a 7ie?ptess babe

;

a helpless, shiftless fellow.

And let a single helpless maiden pass
TJninjui'ed in this wild surrounding waste.

Milton, Comus, 1. 402.

Slavery is disheartening ; hut Nature is not so helpless
but it can rid itself at last of every wrong.

Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

2. Incapable of helping ; affording no help

;

unaiding. [Eare.]
The gods have been

Helpless foreseers of my plagues.
Chapman, Biad, vL 385.

3. Beyond help ; irremediable.

Such helpless harms it's better hidden keep,
Than rip up grief, where it may not avail. Spenser.

4. UnsuppHed; destitute. [Rare.]

Helpless of all that human wants require. Dryden,

helplessly (help'les-li), adv. In a helpless
manner or condition.

But if he be thus helplessly distract,

'Tis reoLuisite his office be resign'd,

And given to one of more discretion.
Spanish Tragedy, iv.

helplessness (help'les-nes), n. The state of

being helpless.

It is the tendency of sickness to reduce our extravagant
self-estimation, by exhibiting our solitary helplessness.

Buckminster.

Xo one can be barbarous enough to desire the continu-
ance of poor wretches in error and helplessness, that he
may tyrannize over them with Impunity,

Seeker, Works, V. xii.

helplyt (help'U), a. [ME., = MLG. hulpUJc=
MHG. helfelich, helflich ; at. G. ie-hiUflich= Dan.
be-hjcelpelig = Sw. be-hjelplig; < help + -Zyl.]

Aiding; assisting; helpful.

I swor you righte, lo, now.
To ben youre frende and helply to my myghte.

Chaueer, Troilus, v. 128.

helpmate (help'mat), n. [< help + mateT-; at.

helpfellow, an equiv. compound of much older

date. Of. helpmeefl An assistant; a helper;

a coadjutor ; a partner.

Ood made man first, and out of him created woman

;

and declared withal, that he therefore created her that
she might be a help-mate for the man.

Abp, Sharp, Works, IV. xii

I was now provided with a helpmate.
Defoe, Eobinson Crusoe.

In Minorca the ass and the hog are common help-mates,

and are yoked together in order to turn up the land.
PenTtant, Brit. ZooL, The Hog.

helpmeet (help'met), «. [An absurd com-
pound, taken as equiv. to helpmate, the form
being suggested by the expression used in

Gen. ii. 18, in reference to Adam's wife, "an
help meet for him," i. e. fit for him, but prop.
' ahelp (helper) Uie himself' {adjutorium simi-

lem. si6i, Vulg.).] A partner; a helpmate: a

consort ; specificaUy, a wife.

According to the latter [narrative of creation] the Lord
God created Adam, and placed him in the garden of Eden,

. . . and afterwai'ds, on his finding the want of a help-

meet, caused him to sleep, and took one of his ribs, and
thence made a woman.
J. H. Newman, Discussions and Arguments (1872), p. 164.

The [Mormon] saints have gone on with then- wholesale

marrying and sealing, and the head prophet has taken his

forty-fifth help-meet.

Sew York Tribune, quoted by K. G. White, Words and
[theii' Uses, v.
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[The original use in Gen. ii. 1§ is correctly reproduced in
the following passage, which illustrates the transition to
the incorrect use

:

It had therefore been much Impressed upon his [White-
field's] heart that he should marry, in order to have a hdp
meet for him in the work whereunto he was called.

Sovthey, Wesley (2d Amer. ed.), II. 188.]

helpworthy (help'wer'THi), a. Deserving help.

Our preaching ... is apt to be too ambitious. It fails

in helpfulness to helpworthy people.
Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 213.

helter-skelter (hel'ter-skel'ter), adv. [First
in Shakspere's time ; a dial, expression, being
a riming formula vaguely imitative of hurry
and confusion. Of. hurly-burly. The same
initial sequence h sJc— appears in harum-
scarum, dial, havey-scavey, etc.] With confused
haste or commotion; in a disorderly hurry;

• confusedly.

Helter-skelter have I rode to thee.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3.

Helter skelter, hang sorrow, care '11 kill a cat.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 3.

The lightning kept flashing, the rain too kept pouring,
While they, helter-skelter,

I In vain sought for shelter.

Sarham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 172.

helter-skelter (hel'ter-skel'ter), a. and «. [<
helter-skelter, adv."] I. a. Confused; disorderly;
carelessly hurried.

The Legislature is always pressed for time during the
closing week, and the most important business is rushed
through in helter-skelter fashion.

The Nation, XLVIL 446.

II. n. Confused movement or action; dis-

orderly hurry or bustle ; confusion.

Such a clatter of tongues in empty heads,
Such a helter-skelter of prayers and sins.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, v.

The system of classification [of antiquities in the Vati-
can] is based on the history of their collection by the dif-

ferent popes, so that, for every other pui-pose but that of
securing to each pope his shai'e of glory, it is a system of
helter-skelter. George Eliot, in Cross, II. x.

helter-skelteriness (hel'ter-skel'tSr-i-nes), n.

Disorderly haste ; heedless confusion. [Eare.]

While the pictnresqueness of the numerous pencil-
scratches arrested my attention, their helter-skelieriness

of commentary amused me. Foe, Marginalia, Int.

helve (helv), n. [< MB. helve, earlier helfe, <

AS. lielf (the dat. occurs spelled hielfe and the
pi. spelled hylfa), a handle, = OD. helve= OHG.
halb, MHG. halp, pi. helbe, G. (obs.) helb, a
handle. The same base appears in helrn^, AS.
helma (for *helfma), and halter^, AS. halfter:
see helmX, halter^, halberd.'] 1. The handle of
an ax, adz, or hatchet.

But Gawein smote the axe helue a-sondre, and the stroke
descended on the shelde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 634.

His hand fetcheth a stroke with the ax, . . . and the
head slippeth from the helve. Dent. xix. 5.

Let us be sure that the devil take not a helve from our
own branches to fit his axe.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 103.

2. The shank of a forge-hammer or trip-ham-
mer: also used for the whole hammer Belly
helve, a form of helve for a lifting-hammer in which the
cam is placed below the surface of the ground, and acts
upon the arm or lever at a point between its head and
the fulcrum.—Nose or frontal helve, a form of helve
for a lifting-hammer in which the cam acts upon the lever
at one extremity, while the fulcrum is placed at the other
extremity.—To put the ax in the helve. See oa;l.—To
threw the helve afterthe hatchet, to give up entirely

;

abandon the last resource.

If shee should reduce the Spaniard to that desperate
passe in the Netherlands, as to make him throw t?ie helve
after the hatchet, and to relinquish those provinces alto-

gether, it would much alter the case.

Howell, Forreine Travell, § 9.

helve (helv), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. halved, ppr.

helping. [< lielve, m.] To furnish with a helve
or handle, as an ax.

helve-hammer (helv'ham ''er), n. A large,

heavy blacksmiths' hammer for manufacturing
wrought-iron, tilted by the helve and oscillating

on bearings ; a trip-hammer.

Helvella (hel-vera), ». [NL. , dim. of L. helvus,

yellow.] 1. A genus of discomycetous fungi,
growing on the ground and closely allied to
the morels (Morchella), type of the Helvellacece.
The receptacle is plicate, hanging down over the stem, con-
cave and barren below. A few of the species are edible.

2. [I. c] A fun^s belonging to this genus.

Helvellaceae, ^Ivellacei (hel-ve-la'se-e, -i),

n. pi. [NL., < Helvella + -acece, -acei.] That
division of the discomycetous fungi which con-
tains the morels {Morchella) and the genera
most nearly related to them. The hymenium is

vertical, the texture soft and waxy. Ditcomycetes is a
synonym. Also written Elvellaeew, Elvellaeei.

helver (hel'ver), n. In inining, the handle or
helve of a tool.

hem

Helvetia green. Same as acid-green.

Helvetian (hel-ve'shan), a. andm. [< Helvetia

or Helvetii + -an.] I" a. 1. Of or belonging to

the ancient people called Helvetii.— 2.- Of or

pertaining to Switzerland, called in Middle

Latin and New Latin Helvetia, with reference

to the ancient Helvetii; Swiss. See Helvetic.

—Helvetian plover. See plover.

n. n. One of the ancient Helvetu; hence, an
inhabitant of Switzerland; a Swiss.

Helvetic (hel-vet'ik), a. [< L. Helveticus, < HeU
retii, a people of Gallia Lugdunensis, in what
is modern Switzerland. The name is said to

mean 'high-hJU men.'] 1. Of or pertaining to

the Helvetii, the ancient inhabitants of the Al-

pine region now called Switzerland.— 2. Of or

pertaining to the modem states and inhabitants

of Svsdtzerland: as, the Helvetic confederacy;

Helvetic states Helvetic confessions, two confes-

sions of faith composed by Swiss theologians, represent-

ing the religious creed of the Reformed cantons of Swit-

zerland, and bearing date, the first 1536, the second 1666.

They are Protestant in opposition to Bomanism, evan-

gelical in opposition to Pelagianism, Arianism, ete., mode-
rately Calvinistic on the subject of election and predes-

tination and on the subject of the Lord's Supper, and
Zwinglian in opposition to Lutheranism.—Helvetic Re-
public, a republic comprising the greater part of Swit-

zerland, which was formed in 1798 under French auspices,

and existed untU 1814.

helvin, helvite (hel'vin, -vit), n. [< L. hel-

vus, Ught-yeUow (see helvolous), Ught-bay, -I-

-j«2, -ite^.] A mineral of a yellowish color, oc-

curring in regular tetrahedrons. It is a silicate of

beryllium (glucinum), manganese, and iron, and contains
also some sulphur. It isfound near Schwarzenberg in Sax-
ony, and in Virginia.

helvolous (hel'vo-lus), a. [< L. helvolus, heh-e-

olus, pale-yellow,' yellowish, dim. of helvus, yel-

low, Ught-yellow, light-bay (of the color of

cows, etc.), = AS. geolu, E. yellow, q. v.] DuU
grayish- or reddish-yellow ; tawny.
Helwingia (hel-win'ji-a), n. [After Dr. G. A.
Helwing of Angerbm-g in Prussia, a clergyman
noted as abotanist.] A genus of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants, founded by Willdenow
in 1805, of the natural order Araliacew, series
PanacecB, remarkable in having the small sessile

and few-flowered umbelets borne on the mid-
ribs of the leaves near the center. Only two spe-
cies are known, one inhabiting Japan, the other the Bima-
layas ; they are smooth shrubs with simple serrulate leaves.
The young leaves of the Japanese species, H. ruscifolia,
are used by the inhabitants sa an esculent vegetable.

Hel'wingiacese (hel-win-ji-a'se-e), ». i>J. [NL.,
< Helwingia + -acem.] An order of plants es-
tablished by Decaisne in 1836, and adopted by
Endlicher and Liudley, for the reception of the
anomalous genus Helwingia, now generally re-
ferred to the Araliacew.
helxine (helk'sin), n. [= F. Pg. helxine = It.

elsin^, < L. helxine, a prickly plant, otherwise
unknown, also a plant called perdieium, Pa-
rietaria officinalis (Pliny), < Gr. i^lvri, a plant
with wooUy capsules, perhaps parietaria or ur-
ceolaris, < eTiKuv, draw, pull, trail.] 1. An old
name applied by Dioscorides and Pliny to the
peUitory, Parietaria, to a sort of thistle, Atrac-
tylis gummifera, arid to the bindweed. Convol-
vulus arvensis.—3 leap.] (helk-si'ne). Agenus
established by Eequien for a plant confined to
Corsica and Sardinia, which differs botanical-
ly from Parietaria only by its one-flowered in-
volucre. It is regarded by many botanists as
a species of Parietaria (P. Soleiroldii).

hemi (hem), n. [< ME. hem, pi. hemmes, < AS.
hem (once, glossing L. limbus), edge, border,
= Fries, dim. hamel. North Fries, heam, ahem,
edge, border; formed with umlaut < AS. ham,
pi. hammas, a piece of land fenced in, = G.
hamm (obs. or dial.), a forest, grove (orig.
hedge), hamme, a hedge, fence: see feamS. The
same development of sense, 'fence, hedge,
grove,' appears in haw^, q. v. W. hem, hem,
is from E.] 1. A narrow fold in the edge of
a piece of textile material, made to prevent it

from raveling. The stuff is turned over twice so as to
cover the raw edge, and the inner fold or crease is sewed
firmly down.

And launceth heige her hemmes with bahelyng in stretes

;

Thei ben y-sewed with whigt sUk & semes full queynte.
Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), L 651.

"For thou must shape a sark to me, . . .

Without any cut or heme," quoth he.
The Elphin Knight (Child's Ballads, I. 278).

My silk may bind
And broider Ottima's cloak's han.

Brovming, Pippa Passes, EpiL

2. Edge ; border ; margin.

Over the watyre they wente by wyghtnesse of horses.
And tuke wynde as they walde by the wodde hemes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 13,=;9.



hem
They . . . brought unto him all thatwere diseased; and

besought him that they might only touch the hem [revised

version, "border "] of his garment. Mat. xiv. 35, 36.

Timon is dead

;

Entomb'd upon the very hem o' the sea.

Shak., T. of A., v. 5.

3. In arch., the projecting spiral of the Ionic

capital. [Kara or obsolete.]
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running, course, + ypafuv, write.] An instru-
ment for recording automatically changes in
the velocity of the blood dependent on the de-
viation from the perpendicular on the part of a
pendulum introduced into the blood-current.

Chauveau and Lortet first used their haemadromograph
in 1860. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 97.

capital. [Kare or obsolete.] '"""" .c/«,-i,u. ^™., ^x,. s

hem^ (hem), v. t. ; pret. and pp. hemmed, ppr. hemadromometer, hsemadromometer (hem
hemming. [< ME. hemmen; < hem'^, n. The Gr. a-dro-mom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. al/ia, blood, + Sp6-

hemmen, stop, check, hinder, = OFries. hemma, /iof, running, course, -f- /i^rpov, a measure.] An
hamma, hinder, obstruct (a limb), is not cog- instrument for measuring the rate at which the

nate, but comes from the same root as E. ham- blood moves in the arteries and veins, by means
Me and prob. hamper^ : see hamble, hamper^.'] of the introduction of a large glass loop, when
1. To form a hem or border to; fold and sew the rate can be seen and read off.__^ __ _. ..w Liie raue uaii ue seen and read off.

down the edge of: as, to h&m an apron. hemadromometry, haeinadromoinetry (hem

The chUd . . . holding in her hands a shred of a hand- a-dio-mom'e-tri), n.^ The art of measuring tl

liercMef, which she was professing to Aem, and at which

she bored perseveringly with a needle.

3. To border; edge.
Charlotte Bronte, ViUette, ii.

as-Kij.\j-iA±\ji±± c-uii;, IV. j.^^ cKL u yji. moasurlug the

ifate'at which the blood moves in the arteries

and veins

He goeth walkyng vp and downe in hys habite garded

or Aemmed with hys brode phylacteries.
J. Udall, On Luke vi.

The snowy mountainous pass ...
Hems in its gorges the bed
Of the new-bom clear-flowing stream.

M. Arnold, The Future.

hemadynamics, hsemadynamics (hem'^a-di-
nam'iks), n. [< Gr. al/m, blood, + E. dynamics.']

The hydrodynamics of the circulation.

hemadynamometer, hsemadynamometer
(hem-a-di-na-mom'e-tto), n. [< Gr. alfia, blood,

+ 'E>. dynamometer. 1 Aninstrument for measur-
ing the blood-tension; a manometer used for

ju. ^/ ,.u™, j.^™ i ^u^.,. cietermining the pressure in any blood-vessel.

3. To inclose ; circumscribe ; limit or confine hemafibrite, hsemafibrite (hem-a-fi'brit), n.

by an environment of any kind: withiw, about,
[|< Qj.. alfia, blood, + L. fibra, fiber, -1- -ite^.]

or around, A hydrous arseniate of manganese, occurring.

See, see ! he cries, where your Parthenia fair, in orthorhombio crystals and also in globular
The flowT of all your army, hemm'd about forms having a fibrous structure and red color,

With thousand enemies, now famtmg stands. n+ MriTrlTTinTV in Sweden
P. JZetefter, Purple Island, XII. at INoramarK in oweaen.

., . V A V-,. <!,-L,., hemagogue, liaemagogue (hem'a-gog)> «•
.
[<

So. . . wasitAcmmedmbywoodyhills. Sidney.
^^^ S/ia, blood, + aYayog, leading, drawing

Our habits, our established modes of thought and ac- *(,_(->, / S,yuv. lead.l A medicine which pro-
tion, the manners and fashions of society, all Aem us im. . ' '.',-! , ., , ,._ _i

motes menstrual or hemorrhoidal discharges

hemal. haemal (he'mal), a. [< Gr. mjia, blood,

-I- -al!] 1. Having the character of blood; san-

guineous; bloody: as, the hemal fluid. Also

hemic, hcemie.— 3. Pertaining to or connected

with blood, blood-vessels, or blood-circulation;

vascular; circulatory: as, the hemal system.—

3. Situated on the side of the body, with ref-

erence to the vertebral axis, which contains the

heart and great blood-vessels; ventral: the op-

posite of neural, in man the hemal aspect is the whole

fcont of the body, the opposite of the baclc. ,
In other ver-

tebrates the under side is hemal. The epithet is chiefly

used in this technical sense.— Hemal axcll, that portion

of a typical vertebra which is on the hemal side of the ver-

tebral axis, forming a hoop or ring to inclose and protect

the heart and other viscera, as the neural arches inclose

the main nervous system. The ribs and breast-bone con-

stitute a series of hemal arches. See cut under endoskOe-

«on.—Hemal cavity, the body-cavity or coeloma ;
the tho-

racic-abdominal cavity in general, containing the heart,

lunes intestines, etc. : so called because it is on tlie hemal

asnect of the body andformed or inclosed by hemal arches.

—Hemal flexure. See ^crcttre.-Hemal space, a oav-

itv or space in which blood circulates.-Hemal spme.

M In Owen's terminology, the median ventral or hemal,

element of a hemal arch, as one of the foments or pieces

of the sternum or breastrbone, articulated on either nana

with a hemapophysis. (i.) A median process of the hemal

sideof thebodyof avertebra; ahypapophysis: arareuse.

In a half-wild rabbit from Sandon Park, a hi«mal spine

was moderately well developed on the under side of the

twelfth dorsal vertebra, and I have seen this m no other

Excellent !
—'Tis Agamemnon just,— specimen. Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. \a.

Now play me Nestor-A™, and stroke thy beard, .„„,,„„=_ TupmalOBia (hem-a-16'pi-a), n.
Ashe beine'dress'd to some oration. ,„ . „ nemalOpla, Hffinidjiuoi* >, "^, v , ^ "A' ,<^Asne, Deing aressu uu

^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ 3 ^^ hcemalopia, < Gr. ai/ia, blood, + aAadc,

Mr. Bickerstafle stood up, and alter having cast his eyes ijiind, + c>f, eye ; cf .
hemeralopza.] Hemoph-

over the whole assembly, Aemmed twice. ,„„„.„,=„, thalmia. . . ,-. „ „ =/„j„n
j.dtoo». Trial of Punctilios,

j^gj^a^pojegig, hsemapoiesis (hem"a-poi-e sis),

II trans. To remove or otherwise affect by g^me as hematopomis.
.

T, „«,-<.+.in TiifiTnanoietlC (iem"a-poi-et ik).

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 78.

To hem OUtt, to shut out.

You can not hem me out of London. Webster.

hem^ (hem), interj. [Sometimes written hum;

a vocalized imitation of a sound more nearly

represented by hm or h'm, being orig. the sound

made in clearing the throat with a slight effort

—a guttural aspiration with nasal murmur.]

Au interjectional utterance, a sort of voluntary

half-cough, intended to attract the attention

of a particular person, to cover embarrassment

by feigned indifference or hesitation, etc. Also

ahem.

I would try ; if I could cry Aem, and have him."
SAaft., As you Like it, 1. 3.

Pris. Hem, hem! . ,, .

Witty. He's dry ; he henis : on quickly

!

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, i. 2.

" Hem ! " coughed Miss Lillerton. Mr. Watkins Tottle

thought the fair creature had spoken. "I beg your pa.r-

don,'' said he. Biokens, Sketches, Mr. Watkins Tottle, u.

hem2 (hem), V. ;
pret. and pp. hummed, ppr. hem-

ming. [< hem'^, interj.] I. intrans. To make

the sound expressed by the word hem; hence,

to hesitate or stammer in speaking: as, to hem

and haw.
Hacking and hemming, as though our wittes and our

senses were a woll-gathering. *T>i,.f™i„ r, mo
Sir T. Wilson, Art of Ehetoric, p. 10».

coughing
Ros. I could shake them off my coat these burs are in

hemapoietic, hsemapoietic (iem"a-poi-et it)

mv coat; tnese ours aiejii „ Ssime as hematopoietic.
, ., „ -

myheart: J, , ,„ ^„„ .^, „ 1 3 hemapophyseal, hsemapophyseal liem"a-po-

k. Hem them away. •SAa*., As you Like it, 1. 3. "^^, ._^
i-

^_ Sa.m& a,s hemapophystal. _

hem^^pron. See ne\ I., D («)• hemapophysial, tsemapophysial (hemj-po-

hem-.Yema-. Seehemato-. \z'i-^\)%. l< hemapophym, lmmapophym,+

hemachate, hsemachate hem'a-kat), «. [< L. _^^_^ pertaining to or resembling a hemapo-

hcmachates, < Gr. *al/mxarrig, < atfta, Biooa, t
j^ygjg _ ,v,ow, » r,nf'i

a;,Ar,f, agate.] A species of agate interspersed jP
^apophysis, ^^^>'f°V^JZ,}^Zf'&'

with snots of red iasper. , sis), n. ; pi. hemapophyses, hmmapopliyses (
sez;.

hrmacCme. h»ma?hrome 0.^m'^-^6^),n ^^'^il.apophlm, < Gr. -V«, Wood, + j^-
[<Gr. ali^a, ^lood, + XpS>l^<^, color.] The red ^ ^ gg, as of bone: see apophysisA^

coloring matter of the blood; hemoglobin ^j^^ '^^^^^^ element of the tyPi«f^^«Xrtno-
hemachlosis, hamachrosis (hem-a-kro sis),

of a vertebra, situated between the pleurapo^

I im. h^achrosis, < Gr. a^m, Wood, + j, jg ^nd the l^^mal «pme, ooiresponding m
Xpiik a coloring, tinting.] Redness of the P^^

^^ the neurapophysis o the^^^^^

hSytometer, hemacytometer (WW i»Sn S|^S-^-----
tom'e^r), «. L< Gr. al/m, blood, + «^"'?;jl°l- hPmarthrus?hffimarthrus (hf-mar'thrus), n.

low (cell)'+/.^rpo., a measure.] An apparatus ^^^^^^^^^^ + ipepov ioint.]
_ ^mff-l

for counting the corpuscles of Wood.
the presence of Wood in the synovial cavity of

hemad, h»mad (he'mad), adv. [< Gr- o'/^^. ^'^? P,*^"

hematite

hemastatics.— 3. In med., serving to arrest the

escape or flow of blood ; arresting hemorrhage

;

styptic.

II. «. A remedy for stanching a flow of blood.

hemastatics, hsemastatics (hem-a-stat'iks),

n. [PI. of hemastatic, hmmastatic: see -ics.]

The hydrostatics of the blood in living bodies.

hemat-. See hemato-.

hematachometer, hsematachometer (hem'a-

ta-kom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. aijm, blood, + E. tacho-

meter.] An instrument for measuring the ve-

locity of the blood by making it flow through a

chamber in which a pendulum hangs.

For . . . [measuring thevelocity of the blood] Vierordt

constructed the hcematachometer. ..,.„„, „„
Uncyc. Bnt., XXIV. 97.

hematangionosus, hsematangionosus (hem"a-
tan'ji-on'o-sus), n. [Nli. hamatangionosus, <

Gr. al/j.a(T-), blood, + ayyeioij^a vessel, + vSaog,

disease.] Disease of the blood-vessels. Also

hematangionosos, hwmatangionosos.

hematein, hsematein (hem-a-te'in), n. [< Gr.

alfia{T-), blood, + -e4n.] -An orgamc principle

(CieHi206 + 3aq.) derived from the coloring

matter of logwood, it forms dark-violet crystalline

scales, which show by reflected light a greenish hue, and

are sometimes observable on logwood. Also hemateme,

hematemesis, hsematemesis (hem-a-tem'e-

sis), n. [NL. hcematemesis, < Gr. ai/ia(r-), blood,

-I- e/ielv, vomit : see em^Uc] In pathol., a vom-

iting of blood.
^

hematemetic, hsematemetic (hem^a-te-met

-

ik) , o. [< hematemesis, hcematemesis, after emetic]

Pertaining to or affected with hematemesis.

hematherm, hsematherm (hem'a-therm), n.

[< Haimatotherma.] A warm-blooded animal

;

one of the Scematotherma.

hemathermal, hsemathermal (hem-a-th6r -

mal),a. l<hematherm,hcematherm, + -al] Per-

taining or relating to the hematherms ; hemato-

thermal.
.-i.. ,

hemathermous,hamathermous (hem-a-th6r -

mus), a. [< hematherm, hcematherm, + -ous.]

Saxae as hemathermal.

hemathidrosis, hsemathidrosis (hem"arthi-

dro'sis), n. [NL. hwmathidrosis, < Gr. oi/ia(T-),

blood, + ISpug, sweat.] In pathol, the effu-

sion on the skin of blood or blood-stained liquid

without gross or evident lesions.

hemathorax, haemathorax (hem-a-tho raks),

n. Same as hematothorax.

hematic, haematic (hf-mat'ik), a. and n. [<

Gr. aiftaTMoc, of the blood, < ai/ui(T-), blood: see

hemato-.] I. a. 1. In anat. and physiol., of or

pertaining to, or occurring in, the blood; san-

guineous; hemal.
Again, who has not observed the effect of depressing

emotions to weaken the constitution and engender luB-

mutic changes, resulting in dangerous ansemia?
Alien, and Jfenrol., \I.5i3.

2. In med., effecting an improvement m the

condition of the blood.

II. n. A medicine which effects a change in

the condition of the blood.

hematics, haematics (hf-mat'iks), n. [PI. of

hematic, hcematic: see -ics.] That branch ot

physiological and medical science which is con-

cerned with the blood.
. -, -,

hematidrosis, haematidrosis (hem"a-ti-dro -

sis), n. Same as hemathidrosis.

hematin, haematin (hem'a-tin), n. [< NL. hm-

matina; < Gr. aI/ia(T-), blood, + -vn^. Cf. Gr.

al/idTivog, of blood.] 1. A brown amorphous

substance derived from hemoglobin in the

blood, also forming scales of a bluish-black

color with a metallic luster.

Wood + -*^ ] To or toward the hemal aspect ^ joint
j^ astatic (hem-a-stat'ik), . a.

ofthebodyl ventrad: the opposite of »eW.
^^^^^f^f<V^'^afwood, + aramce, causing

hemadromograph,h8emadromograph(hem-9^ ^f.^J' see sUtic] I. a. 1. Belatmg to

drom'o-graf), ». [< Gr- "'Z'")
Wood, + opo//of,

He [Mr. Sorby] has . . . shown how it [blood] may be

detected under the most unfavourable conditions, pro-

vided that a trace of hematin has escaped decomposition

or removal. J. N. Lockyer, Spectroscope, p. 86.

2. Same as hematoxylin.

Also spelled hematine, hcematine.

hematinic, haematinic (hem-a-tin'ik), a. [<

liematin, hmmatin, + -de] A medicine, as a prep-

aration of iron, which tends to increase the

amount of hemoglobin in the blood.

hematinometer, haematinometer (hem"a-ti-

nom'e-ter), n. Same as hemoglobinometer.

hematinuria,haBmatiiiuria(hem'Vti-nTi'ri-a),

n [NL. hcematinuria, < hcematina, hematm, +
Gr. ovpov, urine.] In pathol., the presence of

hematin in the urine : a term once used specifi-

cally to designate what is now called hemo-

qlobinuria. , , ,.,, ^,,. ,

hematite,haematite(hem'a-tit), n. [<L./i.<ma-

tites,<Gr. aiiiarlTm (sc. Wog, stone),red iron ore,

prop, adj., blood-like, < ol/ia(T-), blood.] Native



hematite

anhydrous iron sesquioxid, or red oxid of iron,

^6203. It crystallizes In tlie rhombohedral system, and
occurs in iron-black crystals with brilliant metallic luster
(called specular iron and iron-glance), also in tliln tabular
crystals or scales, often red by transmitted light. More
commonly it is massive, with structure varying from com-
pact to foliated and micaceous (iron^mica or micaceous
iron ore), also to columnar and fibrous, and further to
earthy (red ocher) and impure argUlaceous (ironstone)
kinds. AU varieties have a red streak. It is one of the
most valuable ores of iron, and is mined In large quanti-
ties, as in the Marquette region of Lake Superior. It is

sometimes called bloodstone and oligiste iron (Jer oligiste);
also often red hematite, to distinguish it from the related
hydrated ore, brown hematite, or limonite, which has a
brown streak. See cut under reniform.

hematitic, hsematitic (hem-a-tit'ik), a. [<
hematite, hceniatite, + -*c.] 1. tertaining to or
resembling hematite.—2. Of a blood-red color

;

also, dull-red writh. a mixture of brown.
It {Agelaius phoeniceus] never, however, has the heema-

tiKo tint oiE the red in A. tricolor.

S. F. Baird, Birds of N. A. (1858), p. 627.

hemato-, hsemato-, hemo-, Iiseiuo-. [Strictly
hemato-, hcemato-, coutr. hemo-, licemo-, and these
forms reduced to hemat-, hcsmat-, hem-, ham-,
before a second element beginning with a vow-
el; so L. and NIi. hcemato-, hcemo-, reduced hw-
m,at-, liwm-, < Gr. alfiaro-, and contr. al/io-, re-
duced before a vowel to alfiwr-, al/i-; combining
form of al/ia, blood. The form hema-, hcema-,
in E. and NL. compounds, repr. the Gr. word
before a second element beginning mth a
consonant (as in hemachrome or hcemachrome,
hemastatic, etc.), is contrary to Gr. usage. The
spelling of words containing this element wa-
vers between hwm- and hem^. Properly, it

should be hcsm- in L. and NL. terms, and such
E. forms as are not yet entirely naturalized

;

but hem- in E. words entirely naturalized.]
An element in many compounds, chiefly scien-

tific, meaning 'blood.'

hematobic,li8ematobic (hem-a-to'bik), a. [As
hematob-ious, hwmatob-ious, + 4c.'\ Same as

hematobious.

hematobioTis, hsematobious (hem-a-to'bi-us),

a. [< Gr. aifia(T-'), blood, + /Stof, life.] Living
in the blood, as a parasite ; sanguieolous.

hematoblast, haematoblast (hem'a-to-blast),

n. [< Gr. ai./ia{T-), blood, + /3Aa(rT<5c, germ.] A
form-element of the blood, different from the

ordinary red or white corpuscles, being a color-

less lenticular disk smaller than red blood-disks

and without hemoglobin. Hematoblasts are identi-

fied by Hayem with the plaquettes described by Bizzozero

in 1883. Also called blood-plate and blood-platelet.

bematobranctaiate, bsematobrancbiate
(hem"a-to-brang'ki-at), a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the McBmatobranchia.

hematocele, hsematocele (hem'a-to-sel), n. [<

Gr. alfia{T-), blood, + k^Ti.?;, tumor.] A tumor
filled with blood. Also called Uood-swelUng.

hematochyluria, hsematochyluria (hem"a-to-

ki-lu'il-a) , n. [NL. hcematoehyluria, < Gr. <ri|Ua(T-),

blood, -f X'o'^ij juice (chyle), + ovpov, urine.]

In pathol., the admixture of blood with chylous

urine.

hematocoelia, hsBmatocoelia (hem"a-to-se 'li-

ft), n. [NL. hwmatocoeUa, < Gr. ai/ia(T-), blood, +
KoOiia, the belly.] In pathol., effusion or escape

of blood into the peritoneal cavity. Thomas.

hematocryal, hsematocryal (hem-a-tok'ri-al),

a. andw. [<. Hcematocrya + -al.~\ 1. a. Cold-

blooded; specifically, of or pertaining to the

Scematocrya : opposed to hematQtIiermal.

II. n. A cold-blooded vertebrate ; one of the

Mcematoorya.
hematocrystallin, haematocrystallin (hem"-
a-to-kris'ta-Un), n. [< Gr. al/ia(T-), blood, +
'icpi'(jTa?Oio(','iee, crystal, + -i»2.] Same as hemo-

globin.

hematogenesis, hsematogenesis (hem'-'a-to-

jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. ai/ia(r-), blood, + B. gene-

sis.'\ ' The formation of blood.

hematogenic, haematogenic (hem"a-to-jeu'ik),

a. [As hematogeti^ous, hwmatogen-ous, + -Jc]

Of or pertaining to hematogenesis.

Intense Juematogenic icterus followed, with extensive

decomposition of the blood. Medical News, LII. 409.

hematogenous, hsematogenous (hem-a-toj'e-

nus), a. [< Gr. al/^a(T-). blood, + -yev^e, pro-

ducing: see -genous.'] Arising in or from the

blood.

hematoglobin, hsematoglobin (hem"a-to-gl6'-

bin), n. [< Gr. ai/ia^r-), blood, + L. globus,

globe, + -in2.] Same as hemoglobin.

hematoglobuun, haematoglobulin (hem"a,-t6-

glob'u-lin), n. [< Gr. ai/ia(r-), blood, + L.

globulus, globule, + 4n^.'\ Same as hemoglo-

bin.
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hematography, hsematography (hem-a-tog'-
ra-fi), 71. [< Gr. alfiair-), blood, + -yprnjila, <

ypd<l)eiv, write.] A description or the blood.

hematoid, hsmatoid (hem'a-toid), a. [< Gr.
ai/iaToeiSr/g, contr. alfiaraSriq (see haimatodes),

looking like blood, < alfta{T-), blood, + eldog,

fprm.] Eesembling blood.

hematoidin, hsematoidin (hem-a-toi'din), n.

[< hematoid, hamatoid, + -in^.] !a crystaUiue
substance often foimd in extravasated blood,
resembhng bilirubin closely, if not identical
with it. Also spelled hematoidine, hamatoidine.

hematolite, hsematolite (hem'a-to-lit), n. [<

Gr. ot/ia(T-), blood, + XiBoq, stone.] A hydrous
arseniate of manganese, aluminium, and mag-
nesiimi, occurring in small rhombohedral crys-

tals of a red color at Nordmark in Sweden.
Also called diadelphite.

hematological, haematological (hem"a-to-loi '-

i-kal), a. Pertaining to hematology.
hematology, haematology (hem-a-tol'o-ji), ».

[< NL. hcematologia, < Gr. al/uiiT-), blood, + -Xo-

yia, < Tityeiv, speak: see -ology.'\ The branch
of biology which relates to the blood. Also
hematologia, hcematologia.

hematoma, hsematoma (hem-a-to'ma), «.; pi.

liematomata, hcematomata (-ma-ta). [NL. hcema-
toma, < Gr. alfia(_T-), blood, + -oma.'] In pathol.,

a swelling filled with extravasated blood. Also
hematome, hcematome.
hematomatous, hsematomatous (hem-a-tom'-
a-tus),o. [<.hematoma{t-),hcBmatoma(t-),+ -ous.']

Having or resembling hematoma.
The durawas universally adherent on both hemispheres,

and there were hcematomatous efflorescences in both dural
sacs. Medical News, XLIX. 536.

hematome, hsematome (hem 'a-tom), «. [< NL.
hcematoma: see hematoma.'\ SaTnea,s liematoma.

hematometra, haematometra (hem"a-to-me'-
tra), n. [NL. ncematometra, < Gr. alfia(T-), iDlood,

+ "jir/Tpa, the womb (L. matrix).'] In pathol., a
collection of blood in the uterus.

hematope, hsematope (hem'a-top), n. [< Hce-
matopus.] A book-name of an oyster-catcher,

as HcBmatopus ostrilegus; one of the Hcsmato-

hematopedesis,h8ematopedesis(hem''''a-t6-pe-
de'sis), n. [NL. hcematopedesis, < Gr. ai./j.a(T-),

blood, + (dca)n^drimg, an oozing through: see

diapedesis.'] Same as diapedesis.

hematopericardium, heematopericardium
(hem'a-to-per-i-kar'di-um), ». [NL. hcemato-

periodrdium, < Gr. al/ia(T-), blood, + nepimp-
610V, pericardium.] The presence of blood in
the pericardial cavity. .Also Jiemopericardium,

hcemopericardium.

hematophilia, hsematophilia (hem"a-to-fil'-

i-a), u. Same as hemophilia.

hematophiline, haematophlline (hem-a-tof'i-

Un), a. [< Scematophilina.'] Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Scematophilina.

hematophobia, hsematophobia (hem"a-to-f6'-

bi-a), n. [NL. hwmatophoUa, < Gr. alfia(T-),

blood, + (jiopia, fear.] An inordinate fear or
horror at the sight of blood. Thomas.
hematopoiesis,lisematopoiesis(hem"'a-to-poi-
e'sis), n. [NL. licematopoiesis, < Gr. diija{T-),

blood, + Kolriaig, a making.] The formation of

blood, usually with especial reference to the
corpuscles.

hematopoietic, haematopoietic (hem^a-to-poi-

et'ik), a. [< Gr. alfiaTowoiriTiK6(, < alfiaTovoielv,

make into blood,< al|Uffi(T-), blood,+ 7ro«£Zv,make:

see poetic.'] Pertaining to hematopoiesis.

hematorachis, hsematorachis (hem-a-tor'a-

kis), n. [NL. hcematorachis (prop. *hcemator-
rhachis),<.G:T.ai/j.a(T-),'blooi,+ f)dxtg,t'h6 spine.]

In pathol., an effusion of blood in, about, or be-
tween the spinal meninges.
hematosalpinx, hsematosalpinx (hem"a-to-
sal'pingks), n. [< Gr. ai/m(j-), blood, + udAmyf,
a trumpet.] Ih pathol., the presence of blood
in a Fallopian tube. Also hemosalpinx, hcemo-

hematose, hsematose (hem'a-tos), a. [< Gr.
a(|iia(r-),blood, + -ose.] Full of blood. Thomas,
Med. Diet.

hematosin, haematosin (hem-a-t6'shi),m. [As
hematosis, hcematosis, + -i»2.] ifhe coloring mat-
ter of the blood, which in a dry state is used for

making Prussian blue. See hematin, 1. Also
spelled hematosine, hcematosine.

hematosis, hsematosis (hem-a-to'sis), n. [NL.
hcBmatosis,< Gr. al/j-arovv, make bloody, < aVa(r-),

blood.] Inphysiol. : (a) The formation of blood

;

sanguinification. (6) The conversion of venous
into arterial blood ; arterialization.

Hemerobida

hematostibiite, haematostibiite (hem''a-to-

stib'i-it), n. [< Gr. alfta(T-), blood, + L. stibtum,

antimony, + -ite^.] An antimoniate of man-
ganese and iron, occurring in black embedded
grains, appearing blood-red in thin splinters.

It is found in Sweden.
hematothermal, haematothermal (hem"a-
to-th6r'mal), a. [As Hcematotherma + -al]

Warm-blooded ; specifically, of or pertaining ta

the Hcematotherma.

Thus Vertebrates might be primarOy divided into . . .

Hcematothermal, having the four-chambered hearii spongy-

lungs, hot blood; and Hsematocryal, having less perfect

breathing organs, less complex heart, with cold blood.
Owen.

hematothorax, haematothorax (hem" a- to

-

tho'raks), n. [Nh. haematothorax, < Gr. al/ia{T-),

blood, + 86pa^, breastplate : see thorax.] In

pathol., the presence of blood in a pleural cav-

ity. Also hemathorax, hemothorax.

hematoxylin, haematoxylin (hem-a-tok'si-
lin), n. [< Gr. al/ia(T-), blood, + ^iiAov, wood,
-(- -in^.] A dye obtained from the logwood-

tree, Hcematoxylon Campechianum, and hav-

ing the chemical formula CxfiHi406 + 2H2O.
It forms small crystalline lamlnsa, which when pure ara

colorless and free from bitter or astringent taste. It af-

fords the fine red, blue, and purple colors prepared from
logwood by the action of an alkali and the oxygen of

the air. The staining-fluid used in vegetable histology is.

made by dissolving .3& gram of hematoxylin in 10 grams,

of water, and adding a few drops of an alum solution,

which acts as a mordant in fixing the color. It is one of

the best staining-fluids known for the nucleus, coloring it

a deep blue. Also Tiematoxyline, hematin.

hematozoan, haematozoan (hem"a-to-z6'an),

n. [As Hcematozoa + -an.] One of the Bcema-
tozoa.

hematozoic, haematozoic (hem"a-to-z6'ik), a.

[As Hcematoeoa + -4c.] Living in blood, as a
parasitic animalcule ; hematobious.
hematozymotic, haematozymotic (hem"a-to-
zi-mot'ik), a. [< Gr. m/ia(T-), blood, + E. zymot-

ic] Pertaining to a fermentation of the blood.

hematuria, haematuria (hem-a-tu'ri-a), n.

[NL. hcematuria, < Gr. di/M{T-), blood, + ovpov,

urine.] Tupathol., the presence of blood in the
urine.

hematuric, haematuric (hem-a-tu'rik), a. [<

hematuria, hcematuria, + -ic] Pertaining to or
affected with hematuria.
hemble (hem'bl), n. [E. dial., also hammil; ef.

ftamS.] A hovel; a stable; ashed. [Prov. Eng.]

hemelytrum, hemelytron, n. See hemielytrum.

hemeralopia(hem"e-ra-16'pi-a), ». [_NL., < Gr.

TipLipa, a day, + a^ai;, blind, + ui/i (ut-), eye.]

in pathol., a defect of sight in consequence of

which distinct vision is possible only in artifi-

cial or dim light ; day-blindness. The term is

also used, however, to express exactly the op-
posite defect of vision. See nyctalopia.

hemeralopic (hem"e-ra-lop'ik), a. [< hemerct-

lopia + -ic] Pertaining to or affected with
hemeralopia.
Hemeristia (hem-e-ris'ti-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

^jj-kpa, day.] A genus of fossil nenropterous
insects, related to the ephemerids or May-flies.

Dana, 1864.

Hemeristiidae (hem'^e-ris-ti'l-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hemeristia + -idcE."] A family of fossil neu-
ropterous insects, typified by the genus Heme-
ristia, from the Carboniferous rocks of Illinois.

They were of large size, with quadrangular prothorax
narrower than the other thoracic segments and ample
wings twice as broad beyond the middle as at the base,

with the costal border convex in its outer half. When at

rest the wings completely overlapped ; they had numerous
prominent cross-veins, but no reticulations. The type
is Hemeristia occidentalis of Dana,

Hemerobaptist (hem"e-ro-bap'tist), n. [< Gr.

^fiepo^aT!Tunal, pi., a Christian sect who were
baptized daily (Epiphanius), < fip-ipa, day, +
Pa'KTujTfiQ, baptist : see baptist.] A member of

an old Jewish sect which used daily ceremo-
nial ablutions, or of an early Christian sect

which believed in dailybaptism : little is known
of either.

In the Word of God . . . one Baptisms is mentioned
(which place the Hemerobaptists or daily dippers slight-

ed). Bp. Gauden, Tears of the ChurcTi, p. 296.

hemerobian (hem-e-ro'bi-an), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
HemerobiidcB.

II. n. A nenropterous insect of the family
Hemerohiidce.

Hemerobida (hem-e-rob'i-da), n. _pZ. [NL., <

Hemerobius + -ida!\ A superfamily group of

nenropterous insects, of the suborder Plani-

pennia, chiefly represented by the family He-
merobiidcB, but also made by some to include
the Myrmeleontidce, etc.
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neuropterous insects having a slender body tli^^VT^'J^J-^lT"^^'^''^'.'' + -^"'^ ?«'-

with I smaU quadrate profho'rax anfgang heMalopsSfhTX'fp^ST*'^?^?.- <wmgs; the laee-wmged flies. Their larva are ter- «" ^".- "^i V T.. _„"°P
, .&/' "•. .LJ>LL,-,_<

restrial, and very useful in destroying aphlds: they are
known as aphis-lions. The eggs are laid in clusters each
mounted on a footstalk. Chrysopa and BemeroUus ai-e
leading genera. (See cut under Chrysopa.) Groups more
or less exaoHy coutermiuous are named Hemerolnda, He-
merolnaa, Hemerobides, Bemerobii, Hemerobiince, Heme-
robini.

Hemerobius (hem-e-ro'bi-us), n. [NL. (Lin-
nsEus), < ftr. ^/lepdffwc, living for a day, ephem-
eral, < i/iipa, a day, + ^io;, life.] A genus of
lace-winged flies, typical of the family Hemero-
biidw. The species are numerous.

Semerocallese (hem"e-r6-kal'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hemerocallis + -ew."] 'A tribe of monocotyle-
donous plants, of the natural order iiZiacecB.dis- it • ^ •,'-—
tinguished by the cylindrical, funaelform, or '^l^iaster (hem-i-as'tfer)

campanulate perianth, and thenumerous leaves "•" "'^'"Wi star.] Aremar

Hemidactylus

compressed spikes, and the flowers aU herma-
phrodite. The plants of the genus are herbs, diffuse or
cespitose at the base, with long, narrow, grass-Uke leaves.
Only three species, natives of South Africa, are known.

Qi.^fu-, half, + av. priv. + 6\htr sight 1 In HenucMsenese (hem-i-kle'ne-e), n. pi. [KL.
jpatfjoZ., complete or partial loss of sight affect- (^euzl, 1836), < Hemichlcend + -ecu.] A sub-
^^?.°,'*® ^^^ °^ ^^^ ^^^^ o^ vision. The epithets

*"^® °* *^^ Cy]}eracew, embracing the genera
V&^.'t-'^ji^'^ITJ^' ^'"l"'' ^'"=-' *s applied to hemianopsia HemicMmia and Pleuraclme.

re^a^iW^^SMt^e*^^^^^^^^^
whicht'C r '

^i^io" y^W^h i« kept™ttotha7to tha

tonmM^ffla involves corresponding- that is, riiht orleft-parts of the fields of vision of the two eyes. Grossed
ovjynmietncalhemmnopmi, is an obscuration of symmetrl-

fwAI™?^*,"*® ^^V^,'
»' '"^'°°' ^ 0' tli« two temper^ ortwo nasal halves. Also hemiablepsia, hemiaru>pi£

nemianoptic (hem"i-a-nop'tik), a. [< hemia-
nopsia (-opt-) -t- .^c] Pertaining to or affected
with hemianopsia.
T -.-_^

i-as'tfer), n. [< Gr. ^/u-, half,
A remarkable genus of heart-

crowded on the short rhizome or base of the
stem. The fruit is a capsule, generally looulicidally de-
hiscent. The tribe includes 6 genera, of which Bemero-
mllis is the type ; they are perennial herbs, with large
flowers in variously shaped clusters, raised on a tall, most- .,„ ^

,

ly leafless scape, and are natives of Europe, Asia, Africa, Tipmiatrnn'h'n' />,ovk. ; o+'»;; «\ r^ r^ iand Australia. Phormium tenax, of New Zealand yields
^=nyaOTOpny (Hem-l-at ro-fi), n. [< Gr. ij/a^,

. the famous New Zealand flax. nail, -1- arpoipia, atrophy.] In pathol., atrophy
Hemerocallideee (hem'^e-ro-ka-lid'e-e), n. pi. of one half: as, facial ftem'iafo-op%.
[NL., < Hemerocallis (-ici-) '+ -ecB.]

' An order hemiazygos (hem-i-az'i-gos), n. [< Gr. ij/u-,

urchins, of the family Spatangidm and sub
family Brissinm, having a brood-pouch in whiel
the young are carried and developed. "
lippi inhabits Kergueleu Island. L.
1847,

of monoootyledouous plants, proposed byEob
ert Brown in 1810, now included in the lAliacece.
The tribe Bemerocallece and several other tribes are em-
braced in it. Eeichenbach (1837) proposed to extend it to
include the Pontederiacece.

HemerocalliS^Chem^e-ro-kaJ'is), n. [NL. (Lin-
nffius, 1753), < Gr. ^/^epSKaUic, also &epoKamc, T,l™5i,"^f„f^/^^T^ i ^

a kii^d of yeUow lily that blooms Zt for a ^l'^'^?A''^&.v^l^''^^^' "' ^""^ *"'

day, < ifiipa, a day, + mUq, beautiful, KoKkoQ, ^^^^ ^^ hemtbmnehiiUe.

beiuty] 1. A lenus of monocotyledonous T,„ikv,,,?S?o+i*?i? -^''™t''''''''^*t•- - natSral order TMiao.eJir^\.. TtZ hemibranchiate (hem-1-brang'kiplants, of the natural order Liliaeece, tribe He- n,. j.„, i,„u! j. /i - -n t
meromllem, chiefly distinguished by its erect Sf-/^'\^^?^' +Jp?yx^\S^^^-^ „,

flowers, and by having thi tube of the fuS- * w«. ' wfi?«i?^ ^^T^^ a^aratus incom-

ahaped perianth shorter than the spreading Tfi^f^'P^^i^f^^r*.'^ °^ *^,t--r*T''™T
lobes, and the 6 stameris insertpfl ^^ +lf„ twf Hemibranchu (hem-1-brang'kl-l), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. rifj.!^, half, + ^pdyxia, giUs.] An order of

< Hemichlama + -idw.'] In LihiUey's system
of botanical classification, a group or subtribe
of the Cyperacece, embracing the genera Hemi-
chlcena, Acrolepis, and Pleuraclme, the last two
of which are now referred to Mcimia, and all
are included in the tribe Scirpem.
hemicbordate (hem-i-k6r'dat), a. and n. [<
hemi-, half, -t- chordate, q. v.] I. a. Partly
chordate, as the anomalous genus Balanoglos-
SUS. The true vertebrates and the ascidians being class-
ed together as chordate animals, Balanoglossus is called
hemichordate to indicate its supposed affinity,

, . II. n. A hemichordate animal,
which beinichorea(hem"i-ko-re'a), ». [< Ami-, half

,

u.phi- + chorea. ] hx pathol., chorea affecting one lat-
eral half of the body.
hemicircle (hem'i-s6r-kl), n. [< hemi-, half, +
circle.'] A half-circle ; a semicircle. [Bare.]

Her browes two hem,i-cvrcles did enclose,
Of rubies ranged in artiflciall roes.

Sir J. Davits, An Extasle^ p. 89.

[= F. h&mi^
crdnie (vernacularF. migraine, > E. megrim, q.v.

)

= Sp. hemicrdnea = Pg. hemicranea = It. emi-
crania, emigrania, < L. hemicrania, also hemicra-
nium, < Gr. ;)iuKpavia, a pain on one side of the
head or face, < iiiu-, half, -I- npaviov, the skull,
cranium.] In jpatfjo?., headache on one side of
the head ; especially, megrim when confined to

- .

,

p, one side ; also, megrim in any form.

HaH-eiUed— l^^^iprS'lipJ^e'^-i-^an'ik), a. [= P. h^ii-

^^^'^ }^'^°^' ^lyotedT se4 azygos.-] A left hemicrania fhem i kra'ni il^vertebral or azygous veinwhichhas broken its
^^'^9^?'^^ (nem-i-kra, m-a),

primitive connection with the left superior ca-
val vein, as in man, whose left azygous vera is
turnedinto the right azygous vein, and is called

I. a.

lobes, and the 6 stamens inserted in the throat
of the tube. The genus embraces 5 species of peren-
nial herbs, natives of central Europe and temperate Asia,
with large erect flowers in a panicle at the summit of the
leafless scape, and long, narrow, radical leaves. B. fulva,
with tawny-red flowers, is the common day-lily of the
gardens.

2. [l. c] A plant of this genus.
The hemerocallis is the least esteemed, because one day

ends its beauty. Bp. Ball, Works, VIII. 183.

physoclistous teleocephalous fishes, having the
pharyngeal bones and branchial arches reduced
or deficient in some respects, and only one
bone connecting the shoulder-girdle with the
skull. Six families are referred to this order : the Gas-
terosteidce or sticklebacks, AvZorhynchidce, Fistularlidee
or tobacco-pipe fishes, Aulostomidce, Centriscidos or snipe-
fishes, and Aynphisilidee. E. D. Cope, 1870.

bemic, bsemic (he'mik), a. [< Gr. al/jo, blood,
+ -jc] Same as hemal, 1.

Hemerodromus (hem-e-rod'ro-mus), n. [NL., <
Gr. ^fiipa, a da,y, + dpdfioc, a'running.] Same
as Cursorius.

Hemeroharpages (hem'''e-ro-har'pa-jez), n. pi
[NL.,< Gr. ^jitpa, a day, -i-'apna^, robbing, a rob-
ber see Harpax.-] In Sundevall's system of hemicardia (hem-i-kar'di-a).

Puerperal mania ... is often as much an insanity of
general hcemic and neuric exhaustion, anaemia and shock,
as of reflex irritation.

Quoted in Alien, and Neurol., VIII. 533.

crdnique, < L. hemicranicus, < Gr. ^pmpavtKdg, <

Tip.mpavia, hemicrania: see hemicrania.^ Per-
taining to or afflicted with hemicrania.
bemicycle (hem'i-si-kl), n. [= P. h^micycle =
Sp. hemieiclo = Pg. hemidclo = It. emiciclo, <
LL. hemicyclus, L. hemicyclium, < Gr. ^/iUvKAov,
illuKiMckiov, a semicircle, the front seats in a the-
ater, a semicircular dial, neut. of adj. ^fi'mvitXas,

^/j.m{iK?i,iog, semicircular, < ^/xi-, half, -f Kvii^jog, a
circle: see c^cZei.] 1. A half-cycle or a half-
circle ; a semicircle.

Besides, upon the right hand of her, but with some lit-

tle descent, in a hemicycle, was seated Esychia, or Quiet,
the first handmaid of Peace.

B. Jonson, Sing's Entertainment.

classification, the diurnal birds of prey, as col-

lectively distinguishedfrom the nocturnal ones,
or owls, called Jfyetharpages.

hemerologium (hem''e-ro-16'ji-um), «.; pi. he-

merologia (-a). [< Gr." ^/lepoXdyiov, also ^/lepoAo-

2. A semicircular arena; a room or division of
a room in the form of a semicircle ; especially,
such a room with seats in semicircular rows, or

pi. hemicardicB such an arrangement of seats in any room.
(-e). [NL., < Gr. riiii-, half,'+ mpSia = E. hea/rt.J

1. Either half of a four-chambered heart—the
right, hemicardia dextra, or the left, hemicar-
dia sinistra.— 2. [cop.] A genus of moUusks.
Eilein 1753

yuov, a'caleniiar, < »J//ipa, a day, + Uyog, a count.] hemicardiac (hem-i-kar'di-ak), a. [< hemicar- CiXvrfwheri ^ik'Ukl nA comparative calendar. ^ia + -ac] Pertaining to a hemicardia.
nemicyclic (nem-i-sus; iiJs), o.

hemi- (hem'i). [= P. himi- = Sp. Pg. hem^- Jiemicarp (hem'i-karp), n. [< Gr. ifu-, half, +
= It. emi-, < L. hend-, < Gr. iv/ij-, m comp., half, ^apTrdg, feuit.] One of the two aehenium-lite
= L. semi- = Skt. sami, half: see farther under carpels which constitute the fruit of the Um-
semi-. The prefix demi-, half, is of different lelliferm. Also meriearp.
origin: see demi-.'\ Half: a prefix used in HemicarpideaB(hem'''i-kar-pid'e-e),».j)Z. [NL.,
many compouiid words derived from the Greek. <; (jj,. )J^(-, half, + mpTrSg, fruit, -f -id + -e«.]

A series of algsB belonging to the UtoetB, estab-

lishedby Pries in 1846, embracing the Lemaniem,
Ectocarpece, and Batrachospermece.

hemicentra, n. Plural of hemicentrum.

hemicentral (hem-i-sen'tral), a. [< hemicenr-

trum + -al.] Of or pertaming to a hemicen-
trum; pleurocentral,

It is cognate with Latin semi-, and equivalent to

French demi-.

hemiablepsia (hem"i-a-blep'si-a), n. [< Gr.

i/u-, half, + a^Aeipla, blindness.] Same as he-

mianopsia.

hemialbumose (hem-i-al'bu-mos), n. An. in-

termediate product of the digestion of an albu-

minoid by gastric juice or trypsin, it is also hemicentrum (hem-i-sen'trum), «. ; pi. hemi-
formed by heating albumin with a mineral acid, and occurs „™<».^ (.^rs), [NL., < Gr. ^fii-, half, + Kevrpov,
in small quantity in the vegetable kingdom. Further ac-

(^enuu. t, i^ia.). ij.i .^ ^ _ /r ,;, >.
f ;

The collections will be displayed in the hemicycle of the
central pavilion of the palace of the Trocad^ro.

The Acadbmy.

Hemicycle of Eerosus, a kind of sun-dial, said to have
been inventedbythe historian Berosus, and supposed to be
of semicircular form.

[As hemicycle +
ic] An epithet- applied by Braun to spiral
flowers in which the transition from one series
of members to the succeeding series, as from
calyx to corolla or from corolla to stamens,
coincides with a cycle of the phyllotaxis. Sachs
also applies the term to flowers that are part spiral and
part cyclic, as, for example, in Banunculus, where the
calyx and corcflla form two alternating whorls, followed
by the stamens and carpels arranged spirally : opposed to
acyclic.

bemicylindrical (hem'^i-si-liu'dri-kal), a. [<
hemi-, half, + cylindrical.'] Having the form
of half of a cylinder divided in the direction of
its axis.

These two images are by means of a hemicylindrical
lens crushed up into two dots of light.

Encyc. Brit, XVI. 162.

Z7T^^SS%^!T^!Xe^i^Ze,\^'Z£y centev: see centrum.] One of the pair of lateral hemidactyl, hemidactyle (hem-i-dak'til), a
into certain amldo-compounds. It is'distingiiished from elements which compose the centrum of a ver-

allied proteids by its behavior on heating and with acids, tebra; a pleurocentrum. Albrecht.

hemiambus (hem-i-am'bus), n. ;
pi. hemiambi hemicerebra, n. Plural of hemicerebrum.

(-hi). [< Gr. ^jiiaii^os, < ^fu-, half,_ + laii^og, hemicerebral (hem-i-ser'f-bral), a. [< hemi-
iambus.] In ane. pros., an iambic dimeter cerebrum + -al.] Pertaining to either cerebral

oataleetio (<= — w —
J
v^ — c). n was originally hemisphere.

and n. [< Gr. ijiu-, half, + SaKrvKog, a finger.]

I. a. In zool., having an oval disk at the base
of the toes, as some saurians ; specificaUy, per-
taining to or having the characters of the genus
Hemidactylus.

II. n. A gecko of the ^enns Hemidactylus.
Same as

pathol., loss of sensation in one half of the

bodjr, right or left.

hemianalgesia (hem-i-an-al-je'si-a), n. [NL.,

< hemi-, half, + analgesia, q. v.]" In pathol,

insensibility to paiu in one lateral half of the

body.

Hemiclilana(hem-i-kle'na), n. [NL. (Sohrader,

1821), < Gr. ^/Ji-, half, + ;t;^'J'o, a cloak.] A
small genus of plants, of the natural order Cy-

peracece and tribe Soi/rpew, the type of Penzl's

subtribe Hemichlwnece, having many-flowered

[NL.:
hav-

ing the toes dilated as is usual in Gecconidce,

but covered below with transverse imbricated
plates in two series, and the body and tail

without appendages, it contains some of the com-
monest species, widely distributed in the warmer parts of

the globe, such as B. Tnaculatus, an abundant Asiatic spe-



Hemidactylus
cies

;
ff. frenatus, the cheecha ol Ceylon ; and H. verru-

culatiii, a warty Mediterranean species.

nemidemiseiniciiiaver (hem - i -dem - i -sem - i -

kwa'v6r), n. [< hemi-, half, + demi-, half, +
Jm mm semi-, half, + quaver, q. v.]

g S in. musical notation, a, TioieQq^sX
P a ^ in duration to one half of a

demisemiquaver or one eighth of a quaver ; a
sixty-fourth note: written as shown at a.—Hemldemisemiquaver rest, in musical notation, ^
a rest eqnal in duration to a hemidemisemiciuaTer ; a a
sixty-fourth rest : written as shown at 6. 4
Hemldesmese (hem-i-des'me-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Semidesmus + -ew.'] A subdivision of the
Asclepiadacew made by Eeicheubaeh in 1837 to
receive the anomalous genus Hemidesmus.
Hemidesmus (hem-i-des'mus), n. [NL. (so
called in allusion to the filaments), < Gr. ^lu-,
half, + 6ea/i6g, a band.] A genus of twining
plants, natural order Asclepiadaeece, having
opposite leaves and cymes of small greenish
flowers. H. Indicus yields the Indian sarsapa-
riUa, a reputed alterative, diuretic, and tonic.
hemidiapente (hem-i-di-a-pen'te), n. [< Gr.
V/"-, half, + didirevTE, a fifth in music: see dia-
pente.2 In Gr. music, a diminished or imper-
fect fifth.

homiditone (hem-i-di'ton), n. [< Gr. ^fii-, half,
+ djTovof, of two tones: see ditone.'] In Gr.
music, a minor third. According to the Greek
tuning, this was somewhat less than a modem
minor third, and dissonant.

hemidiploidioil (hem-i-dip-lo-id'i-on), ».; pi.

Iiemidiploidia (-a). [Gr. IjiuSi.nloiSuyi), < ijiu-,

half, + dmAotSiov: see diploidion.'X In anc. Gr.
costume, either a short form of the diploidion
or one covering only the front of the person.
See also quotation.

A diploidion worn only in front was called a hemidi-
ploidion. Eneyc. Brit., VI. 454.

hemidomatic (hem"i-do-mat'ik), a. [< hemi-
dome + -atic'^.'\ Resembling or pertaining to a
hemidome.
hemidome (hem'i-ddm), n. [< hemp- + dome :

see dome^, 5.] In crystal., an orthodome iu the
monocUuic system : so called because only two
planes belong to any given symbol. Correspond-
ing forms are called jninus or plus, according ss they are
opposite the obtuse or the acute axial angle.

hemidrachm (hem'i-dram), n. [< hemi-, half,

+ drachm, q. v.] An ancient coin of the value
of half a drachma ; a half-drachm.
hemidystropMa (hem"i-dis-tr6'fi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. T/iii-, half, -I- ma-, ill, -I- rpo^TJ, nourishment,
< rpiipeiv, nourish.] In hot., the partial nourish-
ment of trees, due to the unequal distribution
of the roots arising from obstruction to their
growth in some directions, orfrom other causes.
hemiedric (hem-i-ed'rik), a. Same as hemi-
hedral.

hemielytra, n. Plural of hemielytrum.

hemielytral (hem-i-el'i-tral), a. [< hemielytrum
+ -a?.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a
hemielytrum.
hemielytmm, hemielytron (hem-i-el'i-trum,

-tron), «. : pi. hemielytra (-tra). [NL., < Gr. Iiiu-,

half, + eim-pov, a sheath, sliard: see elytrum.^

1. The fore wing of hemipterous and especially

heteropterous insects, coriaceous at the base
and membranous at the tip, whence the name.
Besides being thus divisible into two principal parts, the
hemielytrum proper, or corium, and the terminal mem-
brana, most hemielytra include two other recognizable
portions, called the claims and the euneuts or appendix.
The latter is often wanting. See cut under clavuB.

2. In VermeSj one of the large imbricated
scales which he in double series along the back
of certain scale-bearing marine annelids, as the

sea-mice or Aphroditidce. They are borne upon the
upper parapodia, subserve the purposes of protection and
respiration, and are often very conspicuous, as in the genus
Hermione.
Also hemelytrum, hemelytron.

^emiencepliala, n. Plural of hemiencephalon.

Iiemiencephalic (hem'i-en-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-

lik), a. [< hemiencephalon + -Jc] Pertaining

to the hemiencephalon.
tiemiencephalon (hem^i-en-sef'a-lon), n.

;
pi.

hemiencephala (-la). [< Gr. ifu-, half, + eyd-

9a/loc, braia: see "encephalon.'] Half of an en-

cephalon which has been hemisected, or longi-

tudinally bisected.

Hemigale (he-mig'a-le), n. [NL., < Gr. iifu-,

half, + ya.?4, contr. form of yalei], a Mnd of

jveasel.] 1. A genus of carnivorous quad-

rupeds, of the family Viverridw, the type and
only representative of a subfamily Semigalei-

nce, based upon H. zebra of Borneo. Also writ-

ten Semigalea and Hemigaleus.— 2. [I. c] An
animal of this genus.
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Hemigalemse (hem-i-ga-le-i'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hemigale + ince.'] A subfamily of subplan-
tigrade ViveiTid(B, represented by the genus
Hemigale. They have a strong sectorial tooth with a
large tubercular ledge, the upper molars large and broad,
the soles partly hairy, and a ringed tail moderate in
length and not prehensile as in the paradoxures, to which
these animals aie closely related. Usually HemigaUnm.
hemigamous (he-mig'a-mus), a. [< Gr. t/iu-,

half, 4- yanog, marriage.] In 6ot, having one
of the two florets in the same spikelet neuter,
and the other unisexual, whether male or fe-

male : said of grasses.

hemigeometer (hem"i-je-om'e-ter), n. [< hemi-
+ geometer: see geometer, 3.] In entom., one
of certain lepidopterous larvce of the family
Noctuidw. They have six prolegs, two ventral pairs and
one anal pair, and when walking raise or loop a part of the
body, thus somewhat resembling the true geometrids or
loopworms.

hemiglottidean (hem"i-glo-tid'e-an), a. In
ornith., specifically, of or pertaining to the
Hemiglottides.

Hemiglottides (hem-i-glot'i-dez), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. 1)111-, half, H- yXorra, tongue, + -ides.'\ Asu-
perfamily of desmognathous grallatorial birds,

founded by Nitzsch upon the ibises and spoon-
bUls, associated on account of the small size of

the tongue and other characters. The group forms
a part of the Pelargovwrphce of Huxley, and it exactly cor-
responds to the Ibides of Cones.

I associate in this division [PelargomorphcB] the Hero-
dice, Felargi, and Hemiglottides of Nitzsch, the last group
including the genera Ibis and Flatalea.

^ Huxley, Proc. ZooL Soc, 1867, p. 461.

hemiglyph (hem'i-glif), n. [< Gr. ^fit-, half,
-I- yhi(j)?/, a carving.] In arch., the half-groove
or -glyph at the edge of the triglyph in the Doric
entablature.

hemignathoTls (he-mig'na-thus), a. [< Gr. ^/ii-,

half, -I- yvdBoc, jaw.] In ornith., half-beaked

—

that is, having either mandible much shorter
than the other ; hemirhamphine.
Hemignathus (he-mig'na-thus), n. [NL. : see
hemignathous.'] A. genus of sun-birds, of the
family Nectariniidos, of the Sandwich Islands,
having a bowed biU with the lower mandible
about naif as long as the upper one (whence the
name), as H. lucida. Lichtenstein, 1838.

hemigyrust (hem-i-ji'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. ^fu-,

half, -I- yipoc, a circle.] In iot., same as fol-
licle.

hemihedral (hem-i-he'dral), a. [< hemihedron
+ -al.2 1. In mineral., exhibiting hemihe-
drism ; having, as a crystal, only half the num-
ber of planes belonging to any particular fonn
which the law of symmetry requires.—2. In
math., substituting negative for positive signs
in regular alternation.
Also hemihedric, hemiedric.

Jieinihedrally(hem-i-he'dral-i), ai??;. Inahemi-
hedral manner.

bemiliedric (hem-i-he'drik), a. [As hemihe-
dron -i- -ic] Same as hemihedral.

hemiliedrism (hem-i-he'drizm), n. [As hemi-
hedron + 4sm.'] In crystal., that property of
crystals in accordance with which they have
only half the number of planes required by
normal or holohedral symmetry. See holohe-
drism. For example, it of the eight planes of an octahe-
dron only four are present, the two opposite above and the
alternates to these below, the resulting form is a tetrahe-
dron ; this, like the complementary hemihedral forms in
other similar cases, is designated as plus (+) or minus (— ),

according to which set of four alternate planes is present.
Both plus and minus tetrahedronsmaybe present together,
and anoctahedron of a hemihedral species like sphalerite is

regarded as made up of these two forms, the two sets of
planes being unlike physically (for example, as shown by
pyro-electrical phenomena), even when not distinguished
geometrically. In the isometric system the type of hemi-
hedrism illustrated by the tetrahedron in which all the
parts belonging to halt the octants are present (AoZoA^mi-
n£dral) is cMled inclined or tetratiedral kemihedrism.; this
yields independent forms also in the case of the two tris-

octahedrons and the hexoctahedron. In the same system
parallel or puritohedral hemiliedrism is illustrated by
the pentagonal dodecahedron or pyritohedron, the hemi-
hedml form of the tetrakishexahedron ; in this, half the
parts of all the octants are present (hemikotohedral). The
only other independent form of this type of hemihedrism
is the diploid, the hemihedral form of the hexoctahedron.
(See cut under diploid.) The other forms, however, also
show the hemihedrism: thus, a cube of pyrites has only
its alternate edges similar. There is also the rare gyroi-
dal or trapezohedral hemihedrism, which, as applied to
the hexoctahedron, yields plus and minus forms which are
enantiomorphous. Sphenoidal AeTwiAedrism. of the tetrag-
onal and orthorhombio systems is similar to the tetrahe-
dral hemihedrism of the isometric system ; this is also true
of the rhomhohedral hemihedrism of the hexagonal pyra-
mid system,which yields the rhombohedron from ahexag-
onal pyramid and the scalenohedron from a 12-sided pyra-
mid. Pyramidal hemihedrism in the tetragonal and hex-
agonal systems yields a 4-sided or 6-Bided pyramid respec-
tivelyfrom an 8-sided or 12-Bided pyramid; here the parts

hemiolia

present are not those alternate to each other above and
below, but each plane above has a corresponding one be-

low, the adjacent pair above and below being absent.

Hemihedral forms are themselves, in certain cases, sub-

ject to hemihedrism, the result being quarter- or tetarto-

hedral forms. See tetartohedrism and hemimorphism.
Also called hemihedry, hemisymmetry.

hemihedron (hem-i-he'dron), n. [< Gr. ^/u-,

half, + e6pa, a seat, base.] A hemihedral solid,

as the tetrahedron.

hemihedry (hem'i-he-dri), n. [As liemihedron

+ -I/.] Same as hemihedrism.

hemiholohedral (hem-i-hol-o-he'dral), a. [<

hemir, half, + holohedral.'] in crystal., having
half the whole number of planes in all the oc-

tants : sometimes said of the parallel hemihe-
dral forms of the isometric system. See hemi-

liedrism.

Hemileia (hem-i-li'a), n. [NL., appar. < Gr. jfu-,

half, + /Uiof, smooth.] A genus of fungi, of

which the principal species, -H, vastatnx, is

very destructive to coffee-plants in Ceylon
plantations. The genus is a member of the Uredineie,

and closely allied to Uromyces. It is described as form-
ing little white patches on the under side of the leaves,

and consists of minute tufts of flexuous threads sur-

mounted by a single subreniform spore attached obliquely
at the base. The upper side of the affected leaf has the
appearance of being burnt.

Hemimetabola (hem*i-me-tab'6-la), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. ijfu-, half, + jiera^'Mi, transforma-
tion. Ct.hemimetaioly.'] Insects whichunder-
go incomplete orpartial metamorphosis ; a sub-
class or superorder of hexapod insects, includ-

ing a series intermediate between Atnetabola
on the one hand and Metabola on the other.
The group is sometimes used as conterminous with He-
miptera in a broad sense, and is then divided into He-
miptera, Heteroptera, and Thysaiwptera ; or it is ex-
tended to cover the three usual orders Hemiptera, Or-
thoptera, and Pseudon£ur(^>tera. Also called Homomor-
pha.

hemimetabolic (hem - i -met -a -bol ' ik), a. [<
Jiemimetaboly + -ic] Characterized by hemi-
metaboly; pertaining to hemimetaboly, or to
the Hemimetabola; hemimetamorphic; homo-
morphic.
hemimetaboly (hem-'i-me-tab'o-li), n. [< Gr.
)?//i-, half, -t- /lera^o^.^, transformation: see me-
taboly.] Incomplete metamorphosis; imper-
fect transformation, as of an insect.

hemimetamorphic (hem-i-met-a-m6r'fik), a.

[< hemimetamorph-osis + -ic] Exiiibitinghemi-
metamorphosis ; undergoing incomplete trans-
formation; hemimetabolic.
hemimetamorphosis (hem-i-met-a-m6r ' f0-

sis), n. [< Gr. fi/u-, half, -f /ieTafi6p<l)uacc, trans-
formation.] Incomplete metamorphosis. It in-

volves considerable although gradual changes
fromthenew-bom young to the adult, as insome
fishes.

In some pelagic forms Hemimetanwrphosis may occur,
or very considerable alterations in their growth and de-
velopment.

Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, IL xci.

hemimorph (hem'i-m6rf), ». [< Gr. V-,half,
-t- iiop<jilj, form.] A crystal exhibiting nemi-
morphism.
hemimorphic (hem-i-m6r'fik), a. [< hemi-
morph \- -ic.] Having, as a crystal, the two
ends of the same axis modified with unlike
planes.

hemimorphism (hem-i-m6r'flzm), n. [< hemi-
mmph -I- -ism.] In crystal., the property of
having the opposite extremities unUke in their
planes or modifications. It is commonly observed
in the case of crystals of tourmalin, calamin, and some
other species. Such crystals usually show marked pyro-
electrical phenomena. See pyro-electricity.

hemimorphite (hem-i-m6r'fit), n. [< hemi-
morph + -8*e2.] Calamin, or hydrous silicate
of zinc : aname given in allusion to the common
hemimorphic character of the crystals.
hemina (hf-mi'na), n.

;
pi. hemince (-ne). [L., .

also emina, < Gr.J^/iiva, a Sicilian measure, half
the cktHic (L. sextarius), < ^fii-, half, ly/iJOTf, a.,

half.] An ancient Boman and Greek measure,
equivalent to the cotyle. It contained .271
liters, or .572 United States pints.
hemingef, n. See hemming^.
hemiobolion (hem^i-o-bo'li-on), n.

;
pi. hemio-

boUa (-a). [Gr. ^/uo^ohov, < ^/it-, half, + bpoU;,
an obol.] A coin of ancient Athens, of the
value of half an obol.

hemiolia (hem-i-o'li-a), n. [< Gr. ^fUoTda, sc.
diaoToaii, an interval one half more, also a verse
consisting of a foot and a half, fem. of ^/udMog,
one and a half: see hemiolic.] In medieval mu-
sic: (a) The interval or relation of the perfect
fifth : so called because produced on the mono-
chord by shortening the string to two thirds
of its full length. (6) A group of three notes
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introduced in the midst of a piece in place of
two ; a triplet.

hemiolic (hem-i-ol'ik), a. [< L. hemAoUus (< Gr.
^/udXiog, eontaining one and a half, half as much
again, < V-> ^^it, + o^mq, whole) + -jc] In anc.
pros. , constituting the proportion of li to 1, or of
3 to 2 : as, the hemioUc ratio (of thes'j and arsis)

;

characterized by such a proportion of thesis
and arsis: as, /lemioKc rhythm; aliemioUctoot;
the hemioUc class of feet. The hemiolic class is
also sometimes called the Pceonic, the two other princi-
pal classes of feet being the diplaslo, doable, trochaic, or
iambic, and the isorrhythmlo, equal, or dactylic. See
Pcecmic.

hemione (hem'i-on), n. [< hemionus.;] The
dziggetai, half-ass, or wild ass .of Asia, Equus
hemioniia or Asinus hemionvs. See cut under
dziggetai.

bemioiins (he-mi'o-nus), n. [NL., < Gr. Tifilovoq,

a 'half-ass,' i. e. a mule, < /ifu-, half, + bvog, an
ass.] The specific name of Eguus or Asinus
hemionus, the hemione, half-ass, or dziggetai

:

used also as the English name of this animal.
See cut under dziggetai.

A hybrid has been figured by Dr. Gray (and he informs
me that he knows of a second case) from the ass and the
hemionus; and this hybrid, though the ass only occasion-
allyhas stripes on his legs and the hemionus has none and
has not even a shoulder-stripe, nevertheless had all four
legs barred. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 163.

Hemiophrya (hem-i-of'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
)Jp-, half, + oippvc = E. brow.'\ A remarkable
genus of aoinetans, or suctorial tentaculiferous
infusorians, having both prehensile and sucto-
rial processes. H. gemmipara is an example.
hemiopia (hem-i-6'pi-a), n. [< Gr. ^/j.i-, half, +
litp (<J7r-), eye.] Same as hemianopsia.
hemiopic (hem-i-op'ik), a. [< Gr. ^fic-, half, +
C>f (an-), eye.] Same as hemianoptic.
hemiopsia, hemiopsy (hem-i-op'si-a, hem'i-op-
si), n. [NL. hendopsia, < Gr. tj/ii-, half, + 6ipie,

sight.] Same as hemianopsia.

hemiorthotype (hem-i-6r'tho-tip), a. [< Gr. ^pi^,

half, + bpddc, straight, -I- riiiroc, type: see ortho-
type.'] Same as nwnoclinic.

hemipalmate (hem-i-pal'mat), a. [< hemi- +
palmate.] Half-webbed; semipalmate.
hemiparaplegia (hem-i-par-a-ple'ji-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ^fu-, half, -I- TzapaiOaiyui, paralysis: see
paraplegia.] iapathol., paralysis of one leg.

hemiparesis (hem-i-par'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

)JiUj-, half, + irdpeaif, a blackening: ss&paresis.]
Paresis of one lateral half of the body.
hemiparetic (hem-i-pa-ret'ik), a. [< hemipare-
sis (-6*-) + -ic] Pertaining to or affected with
hemiparesis.

bemiphractid (hem-i-frak'tid), n. One of the
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Hemipodii (hem-i-p6'di-i), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
fchree-i J T.- J ^ anomalous group of three-

toed birds of quail-like aspect, corresponding
to the family TurnioidcB, and formerly classed
among gallinaceous birds; the ortygans, or
old-world bush-quails. They resemble the grouse-
pigeons (Pteroelidai) and tinamous in some respects and
in others are related to the plovers. The vertebra lack
the extensive ankylosis usual in bkds ; the palatal struc-
ture IS somewhat legithognathous ; and in some at least
there is but one carotid and no crop. The genera Turnix
(or Hemipodiua), Ortyxelos, and Pedionmms compose the
group.

Hemipodius (hem-i-p6'di-us), n. [NL. (so call-
ed from the absence of the hind toe), < Gr.
^/unovc (-irod-), half-footed (cf . ^/uirSemv, a half-
foot), < ^/ii-, half, + TToi; (TTotS-) = E./oot] The
typical genus of Hemipodii: same as Turnix.
Beirihardt, 1815.

hemiprism (hem'i-prizm), m. [(.hemi- + prism.]
In crystal., a prism in the trielinio system: so
called because it includes in a given case only
two planes which are parallel to each other.
hemiprismatic (hem"i-priz-mat'ik), a. [<
hemi- + prismatic, q. v.] Of or pertaining to a
hemiprism: as, some feldspar crystals show
hemiprismatic cleavage.
hemipter (hf-mip'ter), n. One of the Hemip-
tera.

Hemiptera (hf-mip'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of hemipterus, half-winged: see hemipterou^.]
An order of the class Inseota, founded by Lin-
nsBus in 1742, embracing a vast number of in-
sects of diverse forms apparently not very
closely related in structure, widely different
in mode of life, and collectively known as
hugs. The metamorphosis is incomplete, except in the
male cocoids and related forms. The molt is usually re-
peated four times, the stage next to the last, preceding
the imago, being called pwpa. There are four, or two,
or no wings In different cases, and rarely halteres. The
thoracic segments are either free or fused. The head is

free or broadly united to the thorax, with or without
.faceted eyes. The essential characters of the order are
found in the mouth-parts and associate modifications of
the head and sternum, and in the wings. The mouth-or-
gans are usually suctorial, the sucking-tube or haustellum
being composed (in the higher forms) of two lateral half-

channels or semicylindric pieces homologous with the
labium and labial palpi. Thus the mouth-parts consist
of a jointed tapering tube, arising from the front of the
under side of the head, and incloBing four stiff bristles,

which replace the mandibles and maxiUae, this whole ros-

trum being adapted both for piercing and for sucking.
There is no sucking-stomach. The modifications of the
sternum are such as fit it to support the head and charac-
teristic rostrum. In the largest group of Bemiptera
the wings are thick and leathery at the base and mem-
branous at the end. The tarsi are generally three- or two-
jointed, rarely having only one joint. Most hemipterous
insects feed on plant-juices or the blood of insects or ani-

mals, including man, but a few live on the moisture which
collects under decaying bark, and certain of the higher
forms subsist indifferently upon sap or blood. The He-
miptera have more than once been separated into several

different orders, but most entomologists continue to ac-

cept the order in its original broad sense, dividing it into

several suborders. Three of these universally recognized
are Beteroptera, the true bugs ; Homoptera, the bark-lice,

plant-lice, scale-insects, leafhoppers, cicadas, etc.; and
ParaMta, the true lice. About 27,000 species are cata-

logued, and it is estimated that at least 60,000 exist. The
Hemiptera thus outnumber far the Orthoptera and ifeu-

roptera, and possibly the Lepidoptera. Formerly also

called Myngota, Siphonata, and Dermaptera (in part).

hemipteral (hf-mip'te-ral), a. Same as hemip-

terous.

hemipteran (hf-mip'te-ran), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or characteristic of the Hemip-
tera : as, "the Hemipteran mouth," Huxley.

II. n. One of the Hemiptera.

That terrible microscopic hemipteran, the chinch-bug.

Poj). 5ra. ilfo., Aug., 1878, p. 512.

hemiphrase (hem'i-fraz), n. [< Gr. ^^'-, talf,
jig^jpterist (he-mip'te-rist), n. [< Hemiptera

+ ,l>p&me, phrase.] In music, a half-phrase, '^f^Pj^f'S^^e who studies or collects the-ffe-
usually occupying only one measure.

,

-"

hemiplegia (hem-i-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gt. tjfii-

Tcm (-^}iV7-), also iiiim'kriytK, stricken on one

side, < fifii-, half, + nlncsmiv, strike.] Inpathol,

paralysis that affects one lateral half of the

body. Also hemiplegy, hemiplexia.

hemiplegic (hem-i-plej'ik), a. [< hemiplegia +
-iQ.] Relating to or affected with hemiplegia.

hemiplegy (hem'i-ple-ji), ». Same as hemiple-

gia.
,

hemiplexia (hem-i-plek'si-a), n. [< Gr. ijiuwAri-

^la, < rumtT^^, stricken on one side : see hemi-

plegia.] Same as hemiplegia.
.

hemipod (hem'i-pod), a. and n. [As Herm-

podius.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the

characters of the HemipodM.
II, n. One of the Hemipodii (or Turnicidce)

;

a bird of the genus Eemipodim; an ortygan.

Also hemipode. ^ ,

hemipodan (he-mip'o-dan), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the heniigods or 'SemipodU.

hemipode (hem'i-pod), n. Same as

hemisphere

hemipyramidal (hem"i-pi-ram 'i-dal), a. [<
hemipyramid + -al.] Of or pertainingto a hemi-
pyramid.
Hemirhamphinafe (hem"i-ram-fi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Hemirhamphus + -inw.] A subfamily
of synentognathous fishes, of the family Scom-
beresocidce (or Exoccetidce), typified by the genus
Hemirhamphus; the halfbills: so called from
the shortness of the upper jaw in comparison
with the great length of the spear-like under
jaw. These fishes are of slender, straight form, with mod-
erate dorsal and anal fins. Tliere are numerous species, of
several genera, some of them viviparous. They ai-e nearly
related to the flying-fishes. See cut at halfbeak.

hemirhamphine (hem-i-ram'fin), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to or having the characters of the
HemirhamphincB.

II. ». Ahalfbillorhalfbeak; one of the fiemj-

Eemiphractidse (hem-i-frak'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Hemiphractus + -idee.] A family of tailless

amphibians, typifiedbythe gemisHemiphractus.
They have maxillary as well as peculiar mandibular teeth,

eubcylindrioi sacral diapophyses, coracoids and preoora-

coids parallel, an omostemum, opisthocoelian vertebrse,

and the coccyx attached to two condyles.

The Hemiphractidce include some forms in which the

cranial Ossification is remarkably developed. This forms
a kind of helmet, which develops in some of the species

into processes and crests. Stand. Nat. Hist., III. S39.

Hemiphractus (hem-i-frak'tus). n. [NL., lit.

'half-mailed' (cf. cataphract), < Gr. 7/fii^paKToc,

half-fenced, < ^fii-, half, + fpaKrSc, verbal adj.

of fpdcraetv, fence, stop up.] A genus of tailless

amphibians, typical of the family Hemiphrac-

hemipteron (he-mip'te-ron), n. [NL., sing, of

Hemiptera.] One of the Hemiptera.

I noticed a singular case of ants milking a winged He-

mipteron, which of course could not be kept in captivity,

as they do many species of the wingless aphides.

H. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 261.

hemipterous (hf-mip'te-rus), a. r< NL. hemip-

terus, half-winged, < Gr. v/^'-, talf, + wrepdv,

wing.] Half-winged— that is, having the fore

wings partly membranous and partly coria-

ceous or chitinous ; specifically, of or pertain-

ing to or having the characters of the Hemip-

tera; found in or characterizing the Hemiptera.

Also hemipteral.

hemipyramid (hem-i-pir'a-mid), n. [< herm-

+ pyramid.] In crystal., a pyramid m the

monoolinio system (see pyramid): so called

because it embraces in a given case only four

Blanes instead of eight. Corresponding forms are

distinguished as minus or plv£, according as they lie op-

posite the obtuse or the acute axial angle.

Hemirhamphus (hem-i-ram'fus), n. [NL., <
Gr. fjiu-, half, + fid/Kjioc, biU, snout.] A genus
of fishes, of the family Scomberesoeidw, giving
name to the subfamily Hem/i/rhamphince ; the
halfbeaks. H. unifasdatus is a common representa-
tive on the Atlantic coast of the United States, of some
value as a food-fish; there are several others. Usually
written Hemiramphus. Cumer, 1817. See out under haif-
beak.

hemisect (hem'i-sekt), V. t. [< Gr. Ijfii-, half,

+ L. sectus, pp. of sectare, cut: see secant, sec-

tion.] To bisect; especially, to bisect longi-

tudinally, or in equal right and left parts.

A hAmisected skeleton [of a vertebrate], showing the vari-

ation in size of the neural and heemal cavities.

Sdenee, VI. 223.

hemisection (hem-i-sek'shon), n. [< hemisect
+ -ion, after section.] Bisection ; especially,
section of a part into right and left halves, or
one of such halves.

A hemisection of the whole body. Saience, VI. 223.

hemisepta, n. Plural of hemiseptum.
hemiseptal (hem-i-sep'tal), a. [< hemiseptum
+ -al.] Pertaining to a hemiseptum.
hemiseptum (hem-i-sep'tum), n.

;
pi. hemisepta

(-ta). [NL., < L. hemi-, half, + septum, swp-
tum, a partition.] In anat., the lateral half of
a partition; the right or left part of a longitu-
dinal septum, as that in the heart and brain.

—

Hemiseptum auriculare, the lateral half of the parti-

tion between the auricles of the heart.— Hemiseptum
cerebri, the lateral half of the septum lucidum of the
brain.—Hemiseptum ventriculare, the lateral half of
the partition between the ventricles of the heart,

hemisome (hem'i-som), n. [< Gr. ^fu-, half, -f-

aa/ia, body. ] One half of an animal's body.

The permanent retention of the radials in the abactinal
hemisome of the body of Amphiura,

P. H. Carpenter, Micros. Science, XXVni. 304.

hemispasm (hem'i-spazm), n. [< Gr. ijtii-, half,

-I- a-Kaafidg, spasm.] Spasm of one lateral half
of the body.
hemisphere (hem'i-sfer), n. [ME. hemysperie,

emyspire, etc. : in mod. E. according to the L.

;

= P. hemisphere = Sp. hemisferio = Pg. liemi-

spherio = It. hemisferio, < L. hemisphcerium, <

6:v. ^/uc!(j)alpiov, a hemisphere, < ^/^i-, half, +
a^alpa, a sphere.] 1. A half-sphere; one half

of a sphere or globe formed by a plane passing
through the center. Specifically— 2. Half of

the terrestrial globe ; also, half of the celestial

globe, or of the surface of the heavens.

Night with his mantel, that is derk and rude,
Gan oversprede the hemysperie aboute.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 665.

Sterre is ther noone in alle oure emyspire:
Under whoos sight I gynne on November.

Palladius, Husbondrie (B, B. T, S.), p, 206.

The hemisphere of earth, in clearest ken,
Stretch'd out to the amplest reach of prospect lay,

Milton, P. L,, xi, 379.

3. A map or projection of half of the terrestrial

orthe celestial sphere.—4 . In anat. , either of the
two large convex and convoluted masses, one on
each side, which together with the fornix, cor-

pus callosum, thalamencephalon, mesencepha-
lon, and olfactory lobes make
up the cerebrum. See brain,

cerebrum, and cerebral.—
Eastern and western hemi-
spheres, the eastern and western
halves of the terrestrial globe. The
former comprises the continents of

Burope, Asia, and Africa, and their

islands, called the Old World, and
the latter the two American con-
tinents and then' islands, called the
New TTorM.—Magdeburg hemi-
spheres, an instrument invented
by Otto von Guericke, which illus-

trates the pressure of the atmo-
sphere. It consists of two hollow
brass hemispheres fitting nicely together and furnished

with stout handles and with a vent and cock. When the

Fig I



hemisphere

Fig. 2.

Magdeburg Hemispheres. Fig. i, separated. Fig. 2, exhausted.

air is exhausted, great force is required to separate the
hemispheres.— Northern and southern hemispheres,
the halves of the globe north and south of the equator, or
corresponding divisions of the heavens or celestial globe.

hemispheric (hem-i-sfer'ik), a. [= F. herni-
spMrique = It. emisferico, < ISTL. hemisphwn-
cus, < L. hemisphcerium, hemisphere: see hemi-
sphere.'] Same as hemispherical.
A pyrites, placed in the cavity of another of an hemi-

spherick figure, in much the same manner as an acorn in
its cup. Woodward, Fossils.

hemispherical (hem-i-sfer'i-kal), a. [< hemi-
spheric + -al.~\ Having the form of a hemi-
sphere : as, a hemispherical body.
Thatwe call a fayrie stone, and is often found In gravel-

pits amongst us, being of an hmmpherical figure, hath
five double lines arisingfrom the center of its basis, which,
if no accretion distract them, do commonly concur and
meet in the pole thereof. Sir T. Brovme, Tulg. Err. , ii. 1.

I saw a pedestal of the earthy trachyte, covered by a
hemi^Turical portion of a vein, like a great umbrella,
sofilclently large to shelter two persons.

Darwin, GeoL Observations, i. 52.

hemispheroid (hem-i-sfe'roid), n. [< hemi-
+ spheroid.'] A solid whose figure is approxi-
mately but not exactly that of a hemisphere.

hemispheroidal (hem"i-sfe-roi'dal), a. [<
hemispheroid + -al.] Having the form of a
hemispheroid.
For the minuter examination of the comeules, . , .

these must be separated from the hamispheroidal mass.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 627.

liemispherule (hem-i-sfer'61), n. [< hemi- +
spherule, q. v.] A half-spherule.

lemistich (hem'i-stik)j n. [< L. hemistichium,
< Grr. ^iiibtIxiov, a half-line, < ij/"!-, half, -1- otIxoq,

a row, line, verse. Of. disttcTs, acrosiici, etc.] ii.

pros. : (a) The exact or approximate half of a
line or verse ; one of the tvro commata or sec-
tions of & line divided by the cesnra or diere-

sis. (6) Any^oup of words forming part of a
line, and considered or oitedby itself ; an in-

complete or unfinished line.

Virgil . . . will rather break off in an hemistKh, than
that tiie line should be lazy and languid.

Oarth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., Pref.

{c) A colon, comma, or group of feet of less

extent than the average line, or than the other
lines of the same poem or stanza, standing
metrically by itself, oi so written, as, for ex-

ample, an epodic line, ephymnium, or refrain.

hemistichal (hem'i-stik-al), a. [< hemistich +
-al.] Pertaining to or constituting a hemistich
or hemistiohs : as, a hemisUchal colon or line

;

a hemistichal division of a verse.

The reader will observe the constant return of the he-

mistichal point, which I have been careful to preserve and
to represent with exactness.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, I-. Additions.

hemisymmetry (hem-i-sim'e-tri), n. [< Gr.

^fu-, half, + cvfi/xerpia, symmetry.] Same as

half-inverted

:
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head with prominent orbits, branchial apertures confluent,
but with the branchial membrane broad and continuous
below, the trunk antrorsiform, and the vertebrro numerous
(for example, 16 abdominal + 23 caudal).

Hemitripterus (hem-i-trip'te-rus), n. [NL., <

Gr. ^/ic-^sM, + Tpdg (jpi-), ='E. three, + irrcpdv,

wing, fln, = E. feather.] The typical genus of
the family Semitripteridce.

hemitropal (hem'i-tro-pal), a. [As hemitrope
+ -al.] Same as hemitropous.

hemitrope (hem'i-trdp), a. and n. [< Gr. tjfu-,

half, -t- rpoTT^, a turning.] I, a. Half-turned:
specifically applied in mineralogy to a com-
pound or twin crystal which has two similar
parts or halves, one of which is turned half
round upon the other.

II, n. 1. Anything that is hemitropous in
structure.— 2. A twin crystal.

hemitropic (hem-i-trop'ik), a. [As hemitrope
+ -ic] Half-turned; hemitropous.

In a good deal of the felspar, however, the edges of the
hemitropiclamel^ are too blurred to allow the exact angles
to be tt&en.

F. W. Eudler, GeoL Mag., N. S., III., Dec. iii. 267.

hemitropous (hf-mit'ro-pus), a,

+ -ous.] Turned half round

;

specifically applied in botany
to an ovule in which the axis
of the nucleus is more curved
than in an anatropous ovule.
Also hemitropal.

hemitropy (hem'i-tro-pi), n.

[As hemitrope + -y.] Twin
composition in crystals.

hemitype (hem'i-tip), n. [<
Gr. ^ju-, half, + rirKo^, impres-
sion (type).] That which is

hemitypic.
hemitypic (hem-i-tip'ik), a.

[As hemitype + -ic] In sool., only partly typi-
cal of a given group, in consequence of par-
taking of the characters of some other group.
Thus, a hemitypic bird is one which, as those of the genus
Archoeopteryx, shares many characters of the reptilian

type, and by so much departs from the avian type.

hemlock (hem'lok), n. [< ME. hemlok, also
written humloJc, humloke, homelok, irreg. < AS.
hemlic, hymelic (gen. hemlices), also hymlice (gen.
%»KKcam), oldest form hymilicw, hemlock; ap-
par. < hem-, hym-, ofunknown origin, -1- -lie, -lice,

a termination supposed to be identical with
that inAS. cerlic, E. charlock, and late AS.bcerlic,

E. harley: see harley"^.] 1. A poisonous plant,

Conium maculatum, of the natural order Umbelli-

ferCB. Itisatall, erect, branching biennial, with a smooth,
shining, hollow stem (usually marked with purpUsh spots),

elegant much-divided leaves, and white flowers in com-
pound umbels of ten or more rays, surrounded by a gen-
eral involucre of from three to seven leaflets. It is found

Hemitropous Seed.
ch, chalaza ; h, hilum

;

f, raphe; o. orifice.

Hemitelia (hem-i-te'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. rjiiiTe-

'Ang, half-finished, < fiiit-, half, + TeT^i, end.] A
genus of tree-ferns, of the suborder Polypodia-

cece, with large pinnate or decompound fronds.
The Bori are solitary, globose, situated below the apex of

a lateral vein or veinlet, generally near the margin. About
20 species are known, all natives of the tropics, and mostly
of South America, fl. Brunoniana, of the mountainous
districts of India, is a handsome fern, often attaining a
height of 40 feet. B. Smithii, Smith's tree-fern, of New
Zealand, is a hardy species adapted to cultivation. Some-
times incorrectly written Hemithelia. Robert Brown, 1810.

Semiteliese (hem"i-te-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Semitelia + -ece.] A division of the polypodi-

aceons ferns of the tribe Cyathem, established

by Presl in 1839, and typified by the genus He-
mitelia.

liemitone (hem'i-ton), n. [< Gr. >)/iiT(5wov, a half-

tone, < iip-i-, half, + T&voi, a tone.] In Or. music,

the interval of a half-tone; a perfect fourth

less twotones, representedby the ratio 256 : 243

:

not exactly equivalent to a modern semitone.

hemitrichous (he-mit'ri-kus), a. [< Gr. fifu-,

half, + Opl^ (.rpix-), hair.] In hot., half covered

vrith hairs. [Not used.]

Hemitripteridae (hem'i-trip-ter'i-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Hemitripterus + -ides.] A family of

acanthopterygian fishes, represented by the ge-

nus Hemitripterus alone, it embraces CottoJd«a with

a dorsal fln consisting of a very long acanthopterous and

Bhort arthropterous portion, incomplete subjugular or tho-

lacic ventrala with one spine and three soft rays, inflated

Flowering Umbels and Leaves of Hemlock ^Conium maclttatutn),

a, flower : ^, fruit ; c. hemicarp cut transversely.

'throughoutEurope and temperate Asia in waste places, on
banks, and under walls. It is said to be fatal to cows,
while hoBses, goats, and sheep may feed upon it without
danger. The poison administered to Socrates, and in com-
mon use for the execution of criminals in ancient Athens,
is supposed to have been a decoction of it, though some
think that this potion was obtained from water-hemlock
(CiciUa viroaa). Hemlock is a powerful sedative, and is

used medicinally. The extract is considered the best prep-
aration. It is often serviceable as a substitute for or an
accompaniment to opium. It has been found very useful

in chronic rheumatism and in whooping-cough, and in al-

laying the pain of irritable sores and cancerous ulcers.

hemoglobinemia

The virtues of hemlock reside in an alkaline principle

termed conine or conia, which is most abundant in the

fruit and seeds. See conine.

Kound about the caldron go

;

In the poison'd entrails throw, . . .

Root of hemlock digg'd i' the dark.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

As touching henUoeke, it Is also a ranke poyson, wit-

nesse the publike ordinance and law of the Athenians,

whereby malefactors who have deserved to die were

forced to drinke that odious potion of hemloeke.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxv. 13.

Beneath an emerald plane
Sits Diotima, teaching him that died

Of liemlock. Tennyson, Princess, ill

2. The hemlock-spruce

—

Hemlock stork's-bill,

the stork's-bill, Erodiwmcicutarium: so named because

the dissected leaves resemble those of the hemlock.

hemlock-cbropwort (hem 'lok-drop "wert), re.

See (Ermnthe.

hemlock-parsley (hem'lok-pars'U), n. An um-
beUiferous plant, of two species, Conioselinum

Mscheri and C. Canadense, resembling hemlock,
but not poisonous.
hemlock-pitch (hem'lok-pich), n. A pitch ob-

tained from the hemlock-spruce. Fix Canaden-
sis of the apothecaries.

hemlock-spruce (hem'lok-sprSs), n. An -Amer-

ican fir, the Tsuga Canadensis: so called from
the resemblance of its branches in tenuity and
position to the leaves of the common hemlock,
Conium maculatum: commonly called simply
hemlock. The bark is much used in tanning ; combined
with thatof oak, it is thought to make the best leather. Lea-
ther tannedwith the bark of hemlock alone has a red color,

and is inferior. The Californian hemlock is Tsuga Mer-
tensiana; that of the Southern States is T. CaroHniana.
The ground-hemlock is the dwarf yew of eastern North
America (Tcmms baocata, var. Canadensis), a strangling
bush with flat distichous leaves resembling those of the

hemlock-spruce.

hemmel (hem'l), n. A Scotch form of hemble.

hemmer (hem'Sr), n. [< hem'^, v., + -erK] One
who or that which hems; specifically, an at-

tachment or adjunct to a sewing-machine by
means of which a hem is made.
hemming! (hem'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hem\ v. ]

1. The process of making a hem, as in sew-
ing a garment.— 2. The stitch by which a
hem is secured; the doubled edge of a fabric

hemmed down to the fabric itself; collectively,

the hem or hems : as, the hemmingwas decorated
with embroidery.—German hemming, a method of
uniting two pieces of textile material in which the raw
edges of both are turned down together, and the fold so
produced is sewed to the piece of stuff, against which it

comes as in ordinary hemming.
hemming^, himming (hem'-, him'ing), n. [<
MB. heminge, < AS. hemming (once in a gloss), a
rough shoe : cf . Icel. hemingr, himungr, the sMn
of the shanks of a hide : see under /jamftfe.] A
shoe or sandal made of rawhide. Simmonds.
heme-. See Kemdto-.
hemoccele, haemocoele (hem'o-sel), n. [< Gr.
ai/M, blood, + KoMa, the large cavity of the
body.] The general body-ca'vity or vascular
tract of arthropods and mollusks, analogous to
the coeloma of a vertebrate.
The main vascular tracts, therefore, are five in number,

or, to put it in another way, the hoenwcoele is divided into
fiv e main chambers. Jour, ofMicros. Science, XXVIII. 384.

hemocyanin, hsemocyanin (hem-o-si'a-nin), n.

[< Gr. difia, blood, -I- Kiiavog, blue, + -4n^.] The
coloring matter of the blood of various inver-
tebrates. It contains copper. It is blue when
oxidized, and colorless in the deoxidized state.

hemodrometer,hsemodrometer(hem-o-drom'-
e-t6r), m. [< Gr. al/jia, blood, -I- 6p6/wg, course, +
iU^Tpov, a measure.] An instrumentusedto mea-
sure the velocity of the movement of the blood.
hemodromograph,hsemo^omograph (hem-o-

.

drom'o-graf), n. [< Gr. al/^a, blood, + dp6iidc,

a running, course, + ypdAuv, write.] A self-

,

registering instrument which records the ve-
locity of the blood.

hemodromome'ter, haemodromometer (hem"-
9-dro-mom'e-t6r), n. Same as hemodrometer.
hemogastric (hem-o-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. al/na,

blood, + B. gastric] Pertaining to the blood
and the stomach

—

Hemogastric fever. See fever.

hemoglobin, haemoglobin (hem-o-glo'bin), n.

[< Gr. alfta, blood, + L. globus, a ball, + -ire2.]

The red substance which forms about nine
tenths of the dry constituents of the red blood-
corpuscles and serves as the carrier of oxygen
in the circulation, it is crystallizable, and can be
resolved into hematin and a proteid residue. It has the
property of combining loosely with oxygen, and this
compound is called oxyhemoglobin, while physiologists
reserve hemoglobin for the deoxydized substance. Also
called hemogtobviin, hematoglobin, hematoglobuKn, hema-
tocrystallin, chromatin, and cru&rin.

hemoglobinemia, naemoglobinaemia (hem-o-
gl6-bi-ne'mi-a), n. [NL. hcemoglobincemia, '<



hemoglobinemia

Itmoglohin, q. v., + 6r. alim, Wood.] 'ba.patlml.,

the pi'esence of free hemoglobin in the plasma
of the blood.

liemoglobiniferous,h8emoglobiiiiferous(hem-
o-gl6-bi-mf'e-rus), a. [< hemoglobin + li.ferre
= E. 6eari.] Containing hemoglobin.
Whether in the Hoplonemertlnes, where the blood fluid

is often provided with luxmoglobimferoiui disks, the chief
function of the side organs may not rather be a sensory
one must be further investigated.

Sncyc. Brit., XVII. 329.

liemoglobinometer, hseiHoglobiuometer
(hem-o-gl6-bi-nom'e-ter), n. [< hemoglobin +
Gr. jiETpav, a measure.] An instrument for
measuring the amount of hemoglobin in the
blood. Also hematinometer, hcematinometer.
hemoglobinuria, hsemoglobinuria (hem-o-
gl6-bi-nii'ri-a), «. [NL. hmmoglobinuria, < liem'o-

globin + Gr. 'ovpov, urine.] In pathol. , the pres-
ence of free hemoglobin in the mine.
hemoglobulin, hsemoglobulin (hem-o-glob'u-
lin), n. [< Gr. miia, blood, +• L. globulus, a
globule, + -*b2.] game as hemoglobin.
liemolymph, haemolympli (hem'o-limf), n. [<
Gr, aljia, blood, + E. lymph, q. v.] The nu-
tritive fluid, comparable to blood or lymph,
which occupies the body-cavity of some inver-
tebrates, as polyzoans.

In Eupolyzoa (excepting the Entoprocta) the ccelom is

very capacious; it is occupied by a coagulable luemo-
lymph in which float cellular corpuscles.

E. jR. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 432.

liemolyinphatic,lisemolympbatic(hem'''o-lim-
fat'ik), a. [< Gr. al/j.a, blood, -1- lympTiatic.']

Pertaining to blood and to lymph ; noting a cir-

culatory or vascular system whioh is not differ-

entiated into separate blood-vascular and lym-
phatic systems.
hemolytic, hsemolytic (hem-o-lit'dk), a. [<
Gr. aljia, blood, + 'Xvtik6q, able to loose, < 'kvei.v,

loosen.] Destructive of the blood, especially
of the blood-corpuscles.

bemometer, hsemometer (he-mom'e-ter), ». [<

Gr. alim, blood, + fikrpov, a measure.] Same
as hemadynamometer.
bemopericardium, haemopericarclium (hem-
o-per-i-kar'di-um), ». Same as hematopericar-.

dium.

hemophilia, haemophilia (hem-5-fil'i-a), n.

[NL. hcemopJiilia, < Gr. al/m, blood, + (piXog, lov-

ing.] lapathol., a congenital morbid condition

characterized by a tendency to bleed immoder-
ately from any insignificant wound, or even
spontaneously. Also called hematophilia, he-

morrhapMlia, and hemorrhagic diathesis.

hemophilic, hsemophilic (hem-o-fil'ik), a. [<

hemophilia, hcemophilia, + -Jc] Having a ten-

dency to spontaneous bleeding.

hemophthalmia, hsemophthalmia (hem -of

-

thal'mi-a),w. l<0;v.al/ia,hlood, + bf6aXfi6g,eje:

see ophtiialmia.^ Effusion of blood into the eye.

hemoptic, hsemoptic (he-mop'tik), a. Same

hemoptysical, haemoptysical (hem-op-tiz i-

kal), a. [< Iwmoptys-is, hmmoptys-is, + -ic-al.]

In pathol., aflEeoted with or pertaining to he-

moptysis.

hemoptysis, haemoptysis (he-mop 'ti-sis), n.

[NL. haemoptysis, < Gr. aliia, blood, + wtvck, a

spitting, < KTvetv, spit.] In pathol, spitting of

blood : usually restricted to the raising of blood

from the lungs. Also hmmoptoe.

hemorrhage, haemorrhage (hem'o-raj), n. [=
F. hemorragie = Sp. hemorragia = Pg. hemor-

rhagia = It. emorragia, < L. hcemorrhagia, < Gr.

alfioppayia, a violent bleeding (esp., according

to Galen, from the nose), < aifioppayvi, bleedmg

riolently, < aifca, blood, + -payta, < pT/yvvvat,

break, burst, = L. frangere = E. break.'] A dis-

charge of blood from blood-vessels : usually ap-

plied to flux, either external or internal, from

a vessel or vessels ruptured by disease or by
a wound, and constituting, when considerable

and unchecked, an immediate danger to life.—

BroncMal Hemorrhage. Same as bronclwhemorrhagia.

hemorrhagic, haemorrhagic (hem-o-raj ik), a.

[< hemorrhage, haemorrhage, + -io.\ Ot, per-

taining to, or exhibiting hemorrhage—Hemor-
rhagic diathesis, a constitutional tendency to profuse

hemorrhage from slight causes.—Hemorrhagic lever.
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(yia), hemorrhage, + ipiXog, loving.] Same as
hemophilia.

hemorrhoid^, haemorrhoidi (hem'6-roid), n.
[In earlier E. form emerod (see enierod^); =
F. hemorroide = Sp. hemorroide, hemorroida =
Pg. hemorrhoida = It. emorroide = G. hdmor-
rhoide == Dan. Sw. hemorroide, < L. hxmorrhoida
(fern, sing.), < Gr. alfioppotg, pi. al/ioppotSeg (so.
(py^ipeg, veins)^ veins liable to discharge blood,
esp. piles, < aifidppooe, flowing with blood, < al/ia,

blood, -f- poog, a flow, flux, < /ifiv, flow.] A tu-
mor in the anal region, either within the anus
{internal hemorrhoid) or without {external hem-
orrhoid), formed of dilated blood-vessels with
more or less hyperplastic growth of connec-
tive tissue. ^QQ piles.

hemorrhoid^t, haBmorrhoid^t (hem'6-roid), n.

[< L. hcemorrhois (-id-), < Gr. ai/ioppotg {-iS-), also
a,lji6ppoog, a serpent (see def.), < al/idppoog, flow-
ing with blood: see liemorrhoid^.] In anc. zool.
(Pliny), a venomous serpent the bite of which
was said to make blood flow from all parts of
the body.
hemorrhoidal, hsemorrhoidal (hem-o-roi'dal),
a. [< hemorrhoid^, hcemorrhoidX, + -al.'] !lf*er-

taining to, affected with, or caused by hemor-
rhoids: as, a feemorrfeoidai tumor or flux; a, hem
orrhoidal patient, vein, or artery.

hemosalpinx, haemogalpinz (hem-o-sal'-
pingks), n. Same as hematosalpinx.
hemospastic, haemospastic (hem-a-spas'tlk),
a. and n. [< Gr. m/ia, blood, -I- ajraeiv, draw.]
I. a. Drawing or attracting blood to a part, as
a cupping-glass.

II. n. Something which has this property or
action.

hemostasia, haemostasia^ (hem-o-sta'si-a), n.

[NL. haemostasia, < Gr. al/m, blood, + uTdaig,

a standing.] lapathol., stagnation of blood in

a part; also, any operation for arresting the
flow of blood, as the ligation of an artery.

hemostatic, haemostatic (hem-6-stat'ik), a.

and n. [< Gr. alfia, blood, -I- araTiKdg, < ItTTavat,

cause to stand: see static.'] I. a. Stopping or

preventing hemorrhage ; styptic.

Ergot and digitalis, and probably also the acetate of lead,

exert their hc&mostatic action by causing a contraction of

the arterioles. BueKs Handbook ofMed. Seiences,lil. in.

II. n. A medicine designed to stop hemor-
rhage ; a styptic.

hemothorax, haemothorax (hem-o-tho'raks),

n. Same as hematothorax.

hemotrophyt (he-mot'ro-fi), n. [< Gr. alfia,

blood, + rpoff/, nourishment.] Excessive he-

matopoiesis.

hemp (hemp), n. [< ME. hemp, contr. and as-

similated (like hamper^ < hanaper) < AS. henep,

hmnep = D. hennep = MLG. hennep = OHG. ha-

naf, hanof, MHG. hanef, hanf, G. lianf = Icel.

liampr = Sw. hampa = Dan. hamp (Goth, not
recorded) = Gr. Kdwapig (> L. cannabis, > It. ca-

nape= Sp. cdHamo = Pg. eanhamo, canamo= Pr.

cambe, cambre = P. chanvre, dial, canve, cham.be,

cambe = (prob.) Ir. canaib, cnaib = Bret, canib

= Ar. Pers. ginnab) = OBulg. konoplya= Serv.

honoplje= Bohem. konope = Pol. Jconop = Euss.

konoplya, konopeU, konop = OPruss. konapios =
Lith. kanapes= Lett, kanepe, hemp. The Eom.,
Ar., etc., forms are from the L., the L. from the
Gr., and the Gr., Tout., and Slav, forms are sup-

posed to be independently derived from an an-

cient " Scythian" or Caspian source. The Skt.

cana, hemp, appears to be connected. From
the L. cannabis come ult. E. canvas, canvass.

hemorrhagyt (hem'o-ra-ji), n. [< L. hcemor-

rhagia: see hemorrhage.] Hemorrhage.

That the maternal blood flows most copioudy to the

placenta uterina in women, is manifest from "je greai

hemorrhagy that succeeds the separation thereof at tne

birth. Bay, Works of Creation, i.

hemorrhaphilia, haemorrhaphilia (heYs-^-
fil'i-a), n. piTL. hcBmorrhaphiUa, < Gr. al/wppa-
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Male (i) and Female (a) Plants of Hemp {Canftaiis lattva).

«, male flower; 4. female flower ; c. embryo.

hemp-palm

cannabic, cannabine, etc.] 1. A plant of the
genus Cannabis, natural order ttrticcbcece, of
which C. sativa is the only known species, C.

Indica being only a variety, it is an annual her-
baceous plant, the fiber of which constitutes the hemp of
commerce. It is a native of westeni and central Asia, but
has been long naturalized in Braziland tropical Afiica, and
is extensively cultivated iu many countries. The Indian
variety, often called Cannabis Indica, is the source of the
narcotic drug bhang or hashish. (Seebhang.) A valuable
oil is expressed from the seeds.

Heer fatall Hemp, which Denmark doth afford,

Doth furnish vs with Canvass^ and with Cord.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

Hemp when required for cordage is generally sown in
drills, when for weaving purposes it is scattered broad-
cast. A. O. F. JEliot James, Indian Industries, p. 112.

2. The fiber of this plant, obtained from the
skin or rind by rotting the stalks imder moist-
ure, and prepared by various processes for
manufacturing uses, it is tough and strong, and pecu-
liarly adapted for weaving into coarse fabrics such as sail-

cloth, and twisting into ropes and cables. As the ordinary
material of ropes used for hanging, it is the sabject of hu-
morous allusion.

What, you speak of Hempe? mary, you terme it with
manie pretie names. I neuer heard the like termes giuen
to any simple, as you giue to this ; you cal it neckwede.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 240.

let gallows gape for dog, let man go free.

And let not hemp his windpipe suffocate.
Shak., Hen. V., ill 6.

3. One of various plants of other genera yield-

ing similar fibers, distinguished by specific epi-

thets—African hemp. See Sansemeria.— Bastard
hemp, Datisca cannabina, a plant allied to the Cactacece,
a native of Asia Minor and Crete.—Bengal,Bombay, Ma-
drag, or Sunn hemp, Crotalariajuncea, a papilionaceous
slirub, a native ot those countries.—Bowstring hemp.
(a) See Sansevieria. (6) Caiotropis gigantea (Asclepiada-
cece) : same as madar.—Brown Indian hemp, Hibis-
cus cannabimts, a plant ot the mallow family.—Holy
heinp. See Aotj/.-Indian hemp, (a) Cannabis Indian.
See CanrtaMs. (b) Apocynum cannainnum. See Apocy-
num.—Jubbulpore hemp, Crotalaria tenuifolia, a legu-
minous plant.—Manilahemp, a fibrous material obtained
from the Musa textilis. See manila and Musa.—Ramie
hemp. Same as ramie.— Sisal hemp, the fiber of species
of Agave, especially A. Ixtli. See heneguen.—Virginian
hemp, or water-hemp, Acnida cannabina, an amaranta-
ceous plant, a native of the eastern United States near the
coast, growing in marshes and along the banks of rivers.

hemp-agrimony (hemp'ag"ri-m9-iii), n. A
plant of the genus Eupatorium, especially E.
cannabinum, which has a wide distribution and
is often cultivated. See Eupatorium' Bastard
hemp-agrimony, Ageratum conyzoides, a plant found in
most tropical and subtropical countries.

hemp-brake (hemp'brak), M. 1. Amachinein
which the fiber is separated by beating from
rotted and subsequently dried hemp-stalks.
Also hemp-break.

The common hemp-break will clean two hundredpounds
per day. New Amer. Farm Book, p. 252,

2. In her., same as bray^, 2 (b).

hemp-bray (hemp'bra), n. In her., same as
brayS, 2 (6).

hemp-bush (hemp 'bush), n. A malvaceous
plant, Plagianthus pulchellios, native of Austra-
lia and New Zealand, where it is also culti-

vated. See Plagianthvs. Sometimes called the
T'^ictorian hemp-bttsh.

hempen (hem'pn), a. [< ME. hempen (= D. hen-

nepen ==OHG. hanafin, MHG. hdr^n, G. hanfen)

;

< hemp + -6)^2.] 1. Made of hemp; pertaining
to hemp, or (by allusion) to a rope.

About his neck an hem^pen rope he weares.
Spenser, E. Q., I. ix. 22.

With hempen cord it's better
To stop each poor man's breath.

Lord Delaware (Child's Ballads, VII. 314).

Somany lamentable hempen Tragedies [hangings] acted
at Tibume. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 44.

2. Resembling hemp ; fibrous. [Rare.]

The former of these are made of the bark of a pine-tree
beat into a hempen state. Cook, Voyages, IX. iv. 3.

Hempen caudlet,a hangman's noose: in allusion to a
caudle or warm drink taken just before going to bed.

Ye shall have a heriypen caudle-VaeTi, and the pap of
hatchet. Shak., 2 Hen. VT., iv. 7.

Hempen collar, the noose of the hangman's rope placed
round the neck.—Hempen widow, the widow of a man
who has been hanged. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

hempie(hem'pi), a. and». Seehempy. [Scotch.]

hemp-nettle (hemp'net'''l), n. A coarse, bristly

annual weed, Galeopsis Tetrahit, of the labiate

family, resembling hemp somewhat in appear-
ance, the stiff hairs reminding one of the nettle.
It is common throughout Europe, and introduced into the
northern United States. Also called hemp dead-nettle.

hemp-palm (hemp'pam), n. The dwarf palm
or palmetto, Chamcerops humilis, of the Medi-
terranean region ; also, the palmetto of China
and Japan, generally known as Cliamcerops ex-

celsa, now called Trachycarpus. Both of these

plants yield a fiber of commercial value.



hemp-resin

hemp-resin (lieinp'rez"iii), n. The resinous
narcotic product of the hemp as it grows in
India : same as churrits.

hemp-seed (hemp'sed), n. The seed of hemp.
It is used as food for Mrds, and also yields an
oil suitable for various purposes.

In the same were lour Turtle Doves, and many gold
Finches, with othei* birds which are such as our hempseede
birds in England. Coryat, Crudities, I. 19.

I [In the following passage hemp-seed is usually supposed
to be an intended blunder lor hmnicide.

Do, do, thott rogue ! do, thou hemp-seed !

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., li. 1.]

To have hemp-seed sown for one, to be destined for
the gallows. [Colloq.]

hempstringt (hemp'string), n. One who de-
serves or is likely to he hanged; a crack-
hemp.

Vau. A perfect young hempstring I

Van. Peace, least he overheare you.
Chapman^ Monsieur D'Olive, v. 1.

hemp-tree (hemp'tre), n. The ehaste-tree, Vi-
tex Agnus-castus, of the Mediterranean region.
See Vitex, and agnus castus, under agnus.
hempweed (hemp'wed), n. l. The hemp-ag-
rimony, jEttpafonttwcaJMio&ireMm.—2. Seaweed;
kelp. [Scotch.] —caimhing hempweed, Mikania
scandens, a climbing vine of theUnited States and tropical
America, allied to Eupatoriwm.
hempwort (hemp'wert), n. Lindley's name
for a plant of the order CannabinaoecB, equiva-
lent to the tribe Cannabinew of Bentham and
Hooker— that is, the hemp and the hop.
hempy (hem'pi), a. and n. [< hemp + -^l.] I.

a. 1. Like hemp. [Bare.]

'Twist the rind and the Tree [called maguais] there is a
Cotton, or hempy kind of moss, which they wear for their
Clothing. Howell, Letters, ii. 64.

2. Roguish; riotous; romping. [Scotch.]

I was a daft hernpie lassie then, and little thought what
was to come o't. Seott, Old Mortality, xlii.

II. n.; pi. hempies (-piz). 1. One for whom
the hemp grows ; a rogue ; a giddy young per-
son of either sex : used jocularly. [Scotch.]

When I was a hempie of nineteen or twenty, it wasna
my fault if I wasna at the merrymakings time about.

Scottj Monastery, iv.

2. The hedge-sparrow, Accentor modularis.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

hemselff, nemselvet, hemselvent, pron. pi.

[ME., < hem, obi. pi. of he^ + self, selve, pi. adj.:

see Aei, I., D (a), and self, and himself. Them-
selves is a different form.] Themselves.

That yeveth hem ful ofte in many a gyse
Wei bettre than thei can Ae7)M«y devyse?

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 896.

hemstitch (hem'stich), n. The ornamental
heading for a hem in linen or cotton fabrics,

produced by drawing out a few threads run-
ning parallel to the hem and catching toge-
ther in groups those running the other way.

Charlotte Bronte was brought up in old-fashioned days
of work-bag and hem-stitch.

New York Weekly Witness, Sept. SO, 1886.

hemstitch (hem'stich), v. t. [< hemstitch, «.]

To ornament with a hemstitch.

Cousin Delight looked up ; and her white raffling, that
she was daintily hemstitching, fell to her lap.

Mrs. WhMney, Leslie Goldthwaite, i.

hemuset, heymuset, »• [Origin not ascer-

tained.] The male of the roe deer in its third

year. Bailey, 1731.

The roebuck is the first year a kid, the second year a

girl, the third year a hemuse.
Return froTn Parnassus (1606), ii. 5.

hemysperiet, n. A Middle English form of

hemisphere.

hen^ (hen), «. [Early mod. B. also heme; <

ME. hen, pi. henries, < AS. henn, hcenn, hmn
(also once henna), a hen (= MD. henne, D. hen =
MLGr. henne, hinne = OHG. henna, MHG. Gr.

henne, a hen ; eqiiiv. to D. hoen = MLG. hon =
OHGr. hun, hiion, MHG. Imon, G. huhn = Icel.

hcena (for lioena) = Sw. hona= Dan. hone, a hen

;

cf. Dan. Sw. hons, poultry); fern, of masc. AS.
hana (not in E.) = OS. hano = D. haan = MLG.
hane = OHG. hano, MHG. hane, han, G. halm =
Icel. hani = Sw. Dan. hane= Goth, hana, a cock,

lit. the 'singer' (so chanticleer, q. v.), < root of

L. canere, sing, > ult. E. chant, chanticleer, cant^,

canticle, accent, etc. This verb (L. canere), like

E. sing, had orig. a general meaning, being

often used of the cries of birds and other ani-

mals.] 1. The female of the domestic fowl:

opposed to cock.

In thys yle ys . . . Plente of lambes, Gotys, motons,

and also hermys, and capons. „ „ „ „„
Torkinffton, Diai-ie of Eug. Travell, p. 60.
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"Boys !

" shi'iek'd the old king, but vainller than a hen
To her false daughters in the pool

Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. Any female bird; especially, used attribu-

tively, equivalent to female : as, hen canary,
]ien sparrow, etc.

I have no pheasant, cock nor Iten. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

3. In a general sense, the common domestic or
barn-yard fowl ( Gallus domesticits), or any speci-

men of this fowl, in all its varieties and without
regard to gender ; a chicken. See Gallus'^.

He'll find you out a food
That needs no teeth nor stomach, a strange furmety
Will feed ye up aa fat as hens V the foreheads.

tieteher, Bonduoa, i. 2.

4. A bivalve mollusk of the family VeneridcB

and genus Tapes. At Hereford in England the
name is given to two species, T. decussata, the
purr, and T. aurea. See hen-clam Blue Hen's
Chicken. See chickeiii.— Our I,ad7 of Heaven's hent,
or Our Lady's hent, the wren.

Malisons, Malisons, mair than ten,

That harry our Lady of Heaven's hen I

Old Scotch rime.

Pharaoh's hen. See Egyptian vulture, under vulture.

—Port Egmont hen, a sailors' name of the great skua
of the F^Jands, Stercorarius antarcticus.— Fotterton
hen, the black-headed gull, Chrowocephalus ridibundus,
named from a loch near Aberdeen.

—
"Where the hen

Bcratches, the gist of a difficulty ; that on which the rest

depends or turns. [Colloq.]

hen^ (hen), adv. [Also dial, hine; < ME. henne,

heonne, hinne, abbr. of henene, heonene, and with-
out adv. suffix -e, /jeraere, < AS. heonan, hionan, and
with adv. suffix -e, heonane, Iteonone, hence, =
08. hinaji = OHG. hinnan, hindn, hinana, MHG.
hinnen, G. hinnen, hence; adverbial formations
with suffix -an, -ana, < AS. heona, in comp. hin-,

hence (= OHG. hina, MHG. hine, hin, G. hin,

there, thither, = Dan. hen, away, further, on)

;

with the suf&x -na (cf . Goth, hina, AS. hine, ace.

masc, him: see he^), from the pronominal stem
hi-, seen in E. he, and in L. hie, this, and hine,

hence: seeftei.] Hence: the more original form.
[Now only prov. Eng.]

I was so hetiTie in another londe.
And helde my boke in my honde.
And taust men of my sermoun,
I ne wote how I cam to this toun.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

Many a yeer as it is passed henne
Syn Uiat my tappe of life bigan to renne.

Chaucer, Keeve's Tale, 1. 36.

Damysell, seyde Befyse then,
Speke on, and go hen.
MS. Cantab. K. ii. 38, f. 102. (HalliweZl.)

hen^ (hen), V. t. ; pret. and pp. henned, ppr. hen-

ning. [< lien^, adv. (cf . hence, v.), or else a var.

offtewcfei.] To throw. [Prov. Eng.]
hen-and-chickens (hen'and-chik'enz), n. 1.

A proliferous variety of the daisy, Bellis peren-
nis.—2. A species of houseleek, Sempervivum
glohiferum, native of the continent of Europe,
sometimes cultivated.—3. The ground-ivy, Ne-
peta Glechoma.

henbane (hen'ban), n. [< ME. henhane, henne-
hane (> P. hanebane) (cf.Dan. honsebane= Sw.
honsbane) ; < hen^ -I- bane^. The AS; name was
henne-belle, haenne-belle, lit. ' hen-bell.'] A plant
of the genus Hyoscyamus, natural order Solana-
Cece. Common henbane is H. niger, a native of Europe
and northern Asia, and adventitious in the United States.

Henbane {hyoscyamus ftiger), 0, fruit; b, capsule, cut transversely.

It is a coarse, erect biennial herb, found in waste ground
and loose dry soil, having soft, clammy, hairy foliage of a
disagreeable odor, pale yeUowish-brown flowers streaked
with purple veins, and a five-toothed calyx. The leaves
are used in medicine, and resemble belladonna in their

hencefor'ward

action. They yield hyoscine and hyosciamine. Whea
taken in any considerable quantity, the herb acts as a.

deadly poison to man and most animals, and is especially

destructive to domestic fowls (whence the name). Swine

are said to eat it with impunity. Also called stmk%ng

nightshade and hag's-bean.

That to which old Socrates was curst,

Or henbane juice, to swell 'em till they burst.
Dryden.

The henbane or insane-root, which the Gauls used for

their poisoned arrows.
C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 260.

henbellef, n. [MB. , < AS. henne-belle, lumne-belle,

< henn, hen, + belle, bell.] Henbane. Salliwell.

henbili (hen'bil), M. l<hen^ + Uin.'\ 1. The
hen-billed diver, or Carolina grebe or dabchick,

Podilymhw podiceps.— 2. The common Ameri-
can coot, Fulica americana. [New Jersey, IT. S.]

hen-billed (hen'bild), a. Having a bill like a
hen's : specifically said of the hen-billed diver

or Carolina grebe. See henbill.

henbit (hen'bit), n. [<MLG. hennebit (cf. G. hiih-

nerbiss); as /(e«i -I- 6iti.] 1. A weed, XamiMOT
amplexicaule, or dead-nettle, specifically called

the greater henbit.— 2. The ivy-leaied speed-

well, Veronica hedercefolia, specifically called

the lesser or small henbit.

The seeds of the ivy-leaved speedwell, or smaU henbU.
Derham, Physico-Theology.

hen-blindness (hen'blind'nes), n. Inability to
see in a dim light : same as nyctalopia.

hen-buckie(hen'buk"'i),m. The whelk. [Scotch.}

hen-cavey (hen'ka''''vi),n. Ahen-coop. [Scotch.]

hence (hens), adv. [With false spelling -ce, as
in thence, whence, once, twice, thrice, and in pi.

pence, mice, etc., for orig. -s'; < ME. hens, contr.

of hennes, this, with adverbial gen. suffix -es,

for earlier henne, mod. E. dial, hen : see hen^.^

1. Prom this place; from or away from here.
[By ellipsis of go, depart, or an equivalent verb, hence is

often used with the effect of a verb, especially in com-
mand or entreaty, like away.

Early to-morrow will we rise, and hence.
Shak., J. C, iv. 3.

I know you not : what are ye? Tience, ye base besognios I

Fletcher {and another). Love's Cure, ii. 1.)

2. Prom this time ; in the future.

He who can reason well to-day about one sort of mat-
ters cannot at aU reason to-day about others, though per-
haps a year hence he may. Locke.

Their names shall give fresh offence many ages hence.
Steele, Tatler, No. 92.

3. For this cause or reason; as a consequence
of, or an inference or a deduction from, some-
thing just stated.

Spight and favour determin'd all : Aence faction, thenc»
treachery, both at home and in the field.

MUton, Hist. Eng., iii.

On different senses different objects strike

;

Hence different passions more or less inflame.
As strong or weak, the organs of the frame

;

And hence one master-passion in the breast.
Like Aaron's serpent, swallows up the rest.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 129.

When the upper portion of the plane is revolved until
P coincides with F, D being fixed, PD coincides with P'D,
and consequently the angle PDC with the angle P'DC.
Henee the angles PDC and FDC are equal.

Chauvenet, Geometry, L 5.

4. Prom this source or original.

Atergate and Derceto, that notorious Syrian Goddesse,
happily borrowed the name hence.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 44.

All other faces borrowed hence
Their light and grace. Suckling.

Hence, like thence and whence, though containing in itself

the notion ' from, ' is often pleonasticallypreceded \3yfrom.

From hence we might desceme the mayne land and very
high mountaines.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 110.

heucet (hens), v. [< hence, adv.^ I. trans. To
send away ; despatch.

Go, bawling cur, thy hungry maw go fUl
On yon foul flock, belongmg not to me.
With that his dog he hene'd, his flopk he curs'd.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

II. intrans. To go hence
;
go away ; depart.

Herewith the Angell hems't, and bent his flight
Towards our sad Citie. Sylvester, Panaretus, 1. 1281.

henceforth (hens'forth'), adv. [<ME. liensforth,
hennes forth, earlier heonne forth, < AS. heonan
forth, also forth heonan : see hen^, hence, and
/orMi.] From this time forth ; from now on:
often with a pleonastic from.
Thanne seythe the Emperour, Now undirstondethe wel,

that my woord/rom hensforthe is scharp and bytynge as
a Swerd. MandeoUle, Travels, p. 264.

Hitherto he [Clive] had been merely a soldier carrying
into effect . . . the plans of others. Henceforth he is to
be chiefly regarded as a statesman. Macatday, Lord Clive.

henceforward, henceforwards (hens'f6r'-
ward, -wardz), adv. [< hence + forward^ for-
wards.'] TProm this time forward; henceforth.



henceforward
Benceforward all things shall be in common.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 7.

She would willingly afford him [the French king] all

the assistence she conveniently could, lest the adversaries
hence-forward, as heretofore, could reap advantage by his
necessity. Camden, Slizaheth, an. 1595.

hencemeantf (liens'iaeE.t), a. Intended or plot-
ted from this place.

Henry, as if by miracle preserved by foreigns long
Trom hetuxineant treasons, did arrive to right his natives'

wrong. Warner, Albion's England, vt 33.

henchi (henoh), V. t. A variant of haunch.
liench^ (bench), V. i. [Cf. 7^e»c7»l.] To halt or
limp. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
henchboyt (heneh'boi), n. [Also Unchioy; <
hencli- as in lienclvman + hoy.'\ A follower; a
footman; a page.

He said grace as prettily as any of the sTierifl's hmch-
boys. B, Jonson, Masque of Christmas.

Call me your shadow's hench-ioy.
Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 1.

Sir, I will match my lord-mayor's horse, make jockeys
Of his hencJi^oys, and run 'em through Cheapside.

Sir W. Daveaawt, Wits.

bencher (hen'cher), n. One who haxmches.
[Scotch.]

Being a dextrous hencher of stones, it required great
nimbleness on the part of the youthful tormentors to
avoid his aim. Dr. J. Brovm, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 336.

henchman (hench ' man), n.
;

pi. henchmen
(-men). [Early mod. E. also hencheman, hense-
man, henxman, hanshman, haunsman (as a sur-
name existing in the forms MetmJiman, Hens-
man, Hindhman, Hineksman, Hinxman), < late
ME. henclieman, henshman, hensman, heynceman,
henxman, a groom, a page or attendant, prob.
contr. from *hengest-man, lit. ' horse-man,' i. e.

groom (= G. hengstmann = Icel. hestamadhr, a
groom), < ME. hengest, a horse, recorded but
once, namely, as hcengest, in Layamon, 1. 3546
(about A. D. 1200), but prob. surviving much
later, or renewed in the compound tiirough

• Soand. influence, < AS. hengest, hengst, a horse,

steed (also in compound local names, as Hen-
gestes-broc, now Hinxbrook, Sengestesgeat, now
Hinxgate, Mengestesrigc (for *Hengesteshrycg),
now Senstridge), = OPries. hengst= B. hengst
= OHG. hengist, MHG. hengest, Gr, hengst, a
horse (in 0H&. also a gelding) (> ODan. hengst,

Dan. Sw. hingst, a horse, stallion: the Scand.
forms being prop, contracted and the sense
more general), = Dan. hest = Sw. hast = Icel.

hestr, a horse (Goth, not recorded), + man.
For the sense, of. Icel. hestvordhr (lit. ' horse-

ward'), a mounted guard, Sw. hingstridare (lit.

'horse-rider'), a groom of the king's stable who
rides before his coach, a forespurrer, a jockey

(= MHG. hengestritter, a rider); so the OHG.
forms repr. by ML. hengistfuster, a groom (lit.

'horse-feeder': see foster^), and hengistnotus, a
groom (OHG. not, need). The usual explana-

tion of henchman as 'haunchman,' an invented
compound defined as 'a man who stands at

one's haunch,' is erroneous.] 1. A groom; a
footman; a male attendant ; a follower. [Ar-

chaic]

To John Cbeyne, Squier for the Body of oure said Souv-

eiain Lorde the King and^ Maister of his Mewemen, for

thapparalle of the salde Maister and vij of the Kinges

Bemcemen ayenst the feste of Midsomer, etc.

Wardrobe Accounts ofEdw. 17., quoted in N. andQ,,
[7th ser.. III. 213.

And every knight had after him riding

Three hensh-men on him awaiting.
Flower and Leaf, 1, 262.

Her highnes [Queen Elizabeth] hath of late, whereat

some doo moche marvel, dissolved the auncient offlce of

the Henshemen. , „, ,

E. Lodge. Illustrations, F. Alen to Earl of Shrewsbuiy,
" '

[Dec. 11, 1665.

I do but beg a little changeling boy
To be my henchman. Shak., M. N. D., ii. i

Thou Shalt obey my servants when they call.

And wait upon my lienchmen in the hall

!

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Sicilian s Tale.

Hence— 2. A mercenary adherent; a venal

follower ; one who holds himself at the bidding

of another.

A henchman of his [Tweed's], who had a jilaoe on the

poUce force, . . . besought the great mans mterMSSion

to save him from dismissal. if. A. Rev., CXA. \a.

Twenty-flve years ago, if you spoke to an American of a

Emchman, he would have understood thatyou were mak-

ing an historical allusion. . . . At this moment, however,

the term designates a veryfamiliar figure in Amencan pon-

tics. . . . The Henchman is, in fact, a necessity of wnat
is called machine politics, or, in plainer language, of tne

present mode of getting and keeping high offlce. . . . it is

theBemshmanwho corresponds with the chief, and goes on

to Washington or elsewhere to see him when any emer-

gency arises. The Nation, XXX. 398.
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hen-clam (hen'klam), n. [So called as being
mistaken for the hen or female of some otherkmd of clam.] 1. The sea-clam, Mactra or
Sp%sula soUdissima, of the Atlantic coast of
North America. The flesh is edible, and much used
for soups and chowders ; the large deep shellB are used for
various domestic purposes, as for scoops, skimmers, etc.

,
Mactra soUdissima and the closely allied M^ ovalis are

known along our northern coasts as hen-clam, sea-clam,
and surf-clam. stand. Nat. Hist., I. 278.

2. On the Pacific coast of the United States,
Paehyderma crassateUoides.
hen-coil (hen'koU), n. Same as coilK rProv.
Bng.]
hen-coop (hen'kop), n. A coop, pen, cage, or
crib of any kind for confining poultry.

hen-COtet,m. [ME. 7je»-cote; < feeni H- cotei. Cf.
dove-Gote.'i A hen-coop.
hen-curlew (hen ' k6r * lu), m. The long-billed
curlew, Nitmenius longirostris. [Massachusetts,
U. S.]

hendif (hend), v. t. [< MB. henden (pret. hende),
< AS. ge-hendan (only once), take hold of, =
OFries. henda, handa, take hold of. seize,=Ieel.
Iienda, seize, also (mod.) fling, lit. 'take hold
of with the hand,' < AS. hand = OFries. hand
— Icel. hond, etc., hand. The verb is thus a
doublet of hand, v., in which there is a rever-
sion to the orig. vowel. Cf . hendy, now handy.
A different word from hent\ q. v.] To seize

;

lay hold on; grasp.

They . . . toke the temple of Apolyn

;

The! felde it down and hende Mahoun,
And al the tresore of the toun.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 4032.

She flew at him like to an hellish feend.
And on his shield tooke hold with all her might,
As if that it she would in peeces rend.
Or reave out of the hand that did it liend.

Spenser, F. Q., V. id. 27.

hend^t, a. and n. [< ME. hend, hende, heende,
hinde, heynde, hynd, hynde, < AS. gehende (=
OHG. gehende, gehente), at hand, near, < ge-, a
collective prefix (see j-i), -I- hand, hand: see
hand. This word, in the var. hendi, hendy, be-
came in later E. handy: see hendy, handy.'] I.

a. 1. At hand; near at hand; near; nigh; con-
venient: in this sense generally in the predi-

cate, and equivalent to the adverb. See hend^,

adv.
Hi funden hem so Tiende

To the lond ther his lemman is.

Him thuste he was in>parais.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 63.

They boden clerkes forth to wende
To every kyrke fer and hejide.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 1206.

2. Handy; dexterous; clever; accomplished.

This clerk was cleped hende Nicolas.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 13.

3. Civil; courteous; polite; gracious; kind;

gentle; noble: excellent; good: much used in

Middle English poetry as a general expression

of praise.

Cure boost tho spak, "A, sire, ye sholdebe hende
And curteys, as a man of youre estaat."

Chaucer, Prol. to Friar's Tale, 1. 22.

Ihesu Crist, holi and hemde.

That beerde was blessid that bare thee.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 13.

Sir Oluf the hend has ridden sae wide.

All unto his bridal feast to bid.

Sir Olvf and the Elf-King's Daughter (Child's Ballads,

[I. 299).

4. Good ; excellent : used of things.

In that mynster that ys so hende,

Fowr dores shalt thou fynde.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 126.

Come, brother Cayme, I wolde we wente, with hert ful

York Plays, p. 36.

II. n. A gentle, noble, excellent person.

[Poetical.]
For sorowe my selfle I schende.

When I thynke hartely on that hende,

I fande hym ay a falthfull frende.
York Plays, p. 462.

hendst.hendet.a^"- [ME.; < wz,*.] 1 At

hand ; near at hand. See henc^, a.—2. CiviUy

;

courteously; kindly; honorably.

Of this hert & this hinde hende now listenes.

Waiiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2713.

To restore ajen that y took mys.

And to paie my dettis fair and Irnide.

Politieal Poems, etc. (ed. Furmvall), p. 185.

hendecacoUc (hen-dek-a-kol'ik), a. [< LGr.

MeicaKaM (HeUodorus), of eleven cola, < Gr

.

Evdem, eleven (< h, neut. of ek, one (prob. aUied

to E. same), + Skm= E. ten), + Kokrv, a member,

colon: seeco?o»l.] In^jros., consisting of eleven

cola or series : as, a hendecacoUc period.
_

hendecagon (hen-dek'a-gon), n. [< 6r.. evSeKa,

eleven, + y<Mla, an angle.] In geom., a plane

hendy

figure of eleven sides and as many angles.

Also endecagon.

hendecagonal (hen-de-kag'o-nal), a. [< lien-

decagon + -al.] Eesembhng or pertaining to

a hendecagon. Also entJeca^onal— Hendecago-

nal number, a number of the form - (9 n— 7). Such are

1, 11, SO, 58, 96, etc.

hendecagynous (hen-de-kaj'i-nus), a. [< Gr.

ev&KO, eleven, + yvvij, female (mod. bot. a pis-

til).] In hot., having eleven pistils. [Rare.]

hendecahedrou (hen-dek-ar-he'dron),». [NL.,
< Gr. evdcKa, eleven, + iS'pa, a seat.] A solid

having eleven plane faces.

hendecandrous (hen-de-kan'drus), a. [< Gr.
hi8eKa, eleven, -I- avijp (avdp-), male (mod. bot.
a stamen).] In bot,, having eleven stamens.
hendecaphyllous (hen-dek-a-fil'us), a. [< Gr.
ev6eKa, eleven, -I- ^i/liloi', leaf.] In bot, having
eleven leaflets : applied to a pinnate leaf.

hendecasemic (hen-dek-a-se'nuk), a. [< LGr.
hdeKdati/ioc (Heliodorus), of eleven morse, < Gr.
Ivdem, eleven, + a^/ia, a sign, mark, aiiimov, a
sign, mark,unit of time, mora: see disemic, dode-
casemic] In anc.pros., containing or amount-
ing to eleven morse or semeia ; havmg a magni-
tude of eleven units of time or normal shorts.

hendecasyllabic (hen-dek'''a-si-lab'ik), a. and
n. [< Gr. h6eKamMxipog, eleven-syllabled, < iv-

dem, eleven, + avT^Mpii, syllable.] I, a. Con-
sisting of eleven syllables: as, a hendecasyl-
labic line or verse.

The strambotto, . . . one of the three characteristic
forms of Italian popular poetry, consists of a single stro-

phe of from four to eight endeeasyllabic verses with alter-

nate rhyme in the south of Italy, and rhyme in couplets
for the rest of the country, both schemes sometimes oc-
curring in the longer strambottL

N. A. Rev., CXXVn. 617.

II. n. In pros., a line or colon (series) con-
sisting of eleven syllables, in ancient metrics the
name is especially given to certain frequent logaoedic
meters, namely : the alcaic TiendtecasyUabic (= — s., - w _
w w — w ^;), the PhaUecean hendeeaiyllaUe (— = — ^ w —
w — w — w), and the Sapphic hendecasyllabic (— w — o —
v./ >^ — ^ — vs). This last in the form •" w — ww_w —
^ is the Pinda/ric hendecasyUabie. An Archilochian hen-
decasyllabic is an iambic trimeter catalectic (v/ — ^ —

|
3

— '-' — ].' — =). An example of Phaloeeean hendecasyl-
Idbics m English is

O yoilj chorlis 6f |
indft | lent r6

|
viewers, . . .

Look, I
I
come t5 thS

|
test, 6,

\
tiny 1 poSm

All com
I
posed In & |

metre
|
of C9. | tulltls.

Tennyson, Hendecasyllabics.

hendecasyllabic (hen-dek-a-sU'ar-bl), n. [< Gr.
&(5£«:a(T{/yUa/3of,eleven-syllabled;accom.interm.
to B. syllable: see hendecasyllabic.] A metri-
cal line of eleven syllables.

hendelaykt, n. [ME., < hend, hende, civil, cour-
teous, + -layjc (< Icel. -leikr), equiv. to -lock in
wedlock.] Civility; courtesy.

Your honour, your hendeiayk is hendely praysed
With lordes, wyth ladyes, with alle that lyl here.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1228.

hendelyt, ado. See hendly.

hendiadys (hen-di'a-dis), n. [NL. , also liendia-

dis; < Gr. iv 6ta Svoiv, one by two: h>, neut. of

E(f, one ; Si&, prep., by, through (see dia-) ; Svolv,

gen. dual of 6iio = E. two.] In rhet., a figure

which consists in using two words connected
by a copulative conjunction to express a single

complex idea; especially, substitution of two
substantives so coordinated for a substantive
with its attributive adjective or limiting geni-

tive. Thus Virgil (Georgics ii. 192) says 'pateris libamus
et auro,* we pour out (wine) in libation from paXetce and
gold— that is, 'from golden paterae'; Cicero (II. Verr. V.
xiv. 36) speaks of *jus imaginis ad memoriam posterita-

temque prodenioe,' the right of transmitting one's portrait
to memory and posterity, for ' to the memory of posteri-

ty." Verbs can be used in the same way: as, 'fundi fu-'
' garique,* to be overthrown and put to flight— that is, to

be utterly routed.

hendlyt, o. [ME. hendlic, hendelich; < hend^ +
-7^1.] Same as hend^, 3 and 4. Layamon.

hendlyf, adv. [ME. hendly, hendely, hendeli,

hendlich, hendeliche, hindely, hyndly, etc. ; < liend^

+ -ly^.] Conveniently; easUy; sMlfuUy; clev-

erly; courteously; graciously.

. I knelid & pullid the brere me fro.

And redde this word ful hendeli.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 91.

hendnesst, n. [ME. also hendeness; < hend^,

a., + -ness.] Civility; courtesy.

hen-drivert (hen'dri'''ver), n. A kind of hawk,
perhaps the same as hen-harrier. I. Walton.

hendyt (hen'di), a. [< ME. Iiendi, hendy, var.

of liende: see hend!^. Cf. handy.] Same as

hend^.
So loveth she this hendy Nicholas.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 3386.



bendy
And he is curteys and heady,
Thl God him lete wel endy.

MS. Coll. Jes. Oxm., I. {Halliwell.)

henet, v. t. [ME. Iwnen, < AS. hmtian, stone, <
hdn, a stone: see /sonei.] To stone; throw
stones at.

Our Giwes [Jews] him ladde withthoute [the] toun, and
henede him with stones,

And to stronge [dethe] him brogte inouj.
Holy Sood (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

henent, adv. See Iwn'^.

henequen, henequin (hen'g-ken, -kin), ». [Also
heniquin; < Sp. jeniquen or geniquen.'] A fiber
known as Sisal hemp, obtained principally from
Agave Ixtli of Yucatan; also, the plant itself.
Undoubtedly aeveral species ot Agave (urnish this fiber,
but they have been so long in cultivation that it is diffi-
cult or impossible to identify them. These plants yield
a return o£ leaves when lour or five years old, and with
proper management may last as long as fifty or sixty years.
The fiber is especially valuable for use in ship's cables,
since it resists dampness better than hemp.

henfaret (hen'far), ». [Appar. < ME. henne,
henee (see herfi), + fare, fare, going. Skinner
has hinefar or lieinfar, explaining it as the flight
or desertion of a servant (hind).'] A fine for
flight imposed upon one accused of murder.

hen-fish (hen'fish), n. The pomfret, Brama
rayi, a fish of the family Bramidce. [Ireland.]

hengt. Middle English present and preterit of
hang.

henget, ». 1 . A Middle English form of hinge.—
2. The heart, liver, and lights of an animal.
Ord. and Beg.j^.^Q. {RalUwell.)— 3. Seethe
extract.

The present name [Stonehenge] is Saxon, though the
work is beyond all comparison older, signifying an hang-
ing rod or pole, i. e. a Gallows, from the hanging parts,
architraves, or rather imposts; and pendulous rocks are
still in Yorkshire called Metises.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 305.

Branch ofHenna (^Lawsonia inermis'),
with Sower and fruit.

hengelt, henglet, » See ,.•...«.<>.

hengenf, «. [AS., prison, confinement (orig.

in stocks or pillory), also, a cross, gibbet, and
abstractly hanging (= OS. hanginna, cross), <

ftore, pp. feamg'eB, hang: seeliang. Gi. hangwite.']

Prison : an Anglo-Saxon word occurring in the
(Latin) laws ascribed to Henry I.

hengwitet, »• Same as hangwite.

hen-harm (hen'harm), n. The hen-harrier.

hen-harrier (hen'har"i-6r), n. A bird of prey
of the genus Circus, especially the European
marsh-hawk, C. eyaneus : so named from their

depredations in the poultry-yard. See harrier^,

2, and cut under Cirdnoi.

A hen-harrier bore in his talons a chicken to his young.
S. Judd, Margaret i. 16.

hen-hawk (hen'hS,k), ». .Ajiy hawk that preys
upon poultry. Also called ehiclcen-hawk. Spe-

cifically— (a) The hen-harrier. (i>) The goshawk, (c)

Some species of liuteo or buzzard proper, as the red-tailed

(fi. borealis), the red-shouldered {B. lineatus), the broad-
winged (B. penTisylvanicus), and others. See cut under
JSMteo.—Blue hen-hawk, the adult American goshawk,
Astur atricapillus.

hen-heartt (hen'hart), n. [ME. henne-harte.'}

One who has, as it were, the heart of a hen; a
chicken-hearted fellow ; a coward; a poltroon.

Be the deuylUs nese, ge ar doggydly diseasid,

A 1 henne-harte 1 ill happe mot jou hente.
York Plays, p. 326.

hen-hearted (hen'har'ted), a. Timid; coward-
ly; dastardly; chicken-hearted.

She is hen-hearted, shee dares not looke Truth in the

lace. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 74.

One puling hen-hearted rogue is sometimes the ruin of

a set. Oayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 119.

hen-house (hen'hous), n. A house, coop, or shel-

ter for fowls.

hen-huzzy (hen'huz'-'i), n. A man who med-
dles in women's affairs ; a cotquean. Halliwell.

Henicuridae (hen-i-ku'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < He-
nicurus + -idee.] A family of passerine birds

with booted tarsi, long, deeply forked tails,

each feather tipped with white, and 10 prima-
ries; the forktails. They have some superficial re-

semblance to the wagtails of the family MotaeiUidce.

There are only three genera and less than a dozen species,

ot Asia and lands further east. Also written JSnicuridce.

Henicurus (hen-i-ka'rus), n. [NL., also im-

prop. Enicurus (C. J. Temminck, 1838), < Gr.

%vui6q, single (in zoological use implying 'singu'

lar'), + ovpa, tail.] 1. In ornith., the typical

genus of the family Henieuridw.— 2. In entom.:

(a) A genus of beetles, of the family Malaeo-

dermidcB, founded by Stephens in 1830. There

are many European and a few South American
species. S. hirtw is an example. (6) A genus

of flies. Walker.

henkt, » -Aji obsolete form of inTc.

Henlean (hen'le-an), a. Pertaining to the Ger-

man anatomist llenle (1809-85)—Henleanmem-
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brane, the fenestrated membrane of Henle, the third or
outer layer of the inner coat of an artery, consisting of
a network of elastic fiber.

hen-mold (hen 'mold), n. A kind of black
spongy soil.

henna (hen'a),?i. [= P. henn4, hinnS,< Ar. henna,
name of the plant. Cf . alcanna, alkenna, alhen-
na, and alkanet.] 1 . The Egyptian privet or flow-
er of Paradise,
Lawsonia inermis,
of the natural or-

der Lythrarie(B, a
shrub bearing
opposite entire
leaves and nu-
merous small and
fragi'ant white
flowers. It was
called by Mohammed
" chief of the fiowers
of this world and the
next." It is cultivated
extensively in Egypt.
The powdered leaves
form a large article of
export to Persia and
the Turkish posses-
sions, where they are
used as a dye, and in
the form of a paste as
a cosmetic. (See def.

2.) They produce a
reddish-brown color,
and in Europe are
employed in dyeing
leather. Hennaisoonsideredthebesthedge-plantin India.

2. A paste made from the leaves of this plant
by mixture with catechu, used in the East by
women to stain their nails, finger-tips, and eye-
lids, and by men to dye their beards. The red-
dish-orange color it imparts is not permanent. It is often
deepened to black by the addition of other ingredients.

hennet, adv. A Middle English form of Ae?j2.

hennery (hen'er-i), n.; ^\..henneries (-iz). [<
hen'i- + -ery.'] A place where fowls are kept ; a
poultry-yard.

hennest, hennesfortht. Middle English forms
of hence, henceforth.

hennin (hen'in), m. [OF.] A head-dress worn
by Frenchwomen from 1430 to 1465 or later,

high and conical in form, but differing in shape
at different times.

henny (hen'i), a. [< lien^ + -y^.'] Of or pertain-
ing to a hen; particularly, hen-feathered, or
feathered like a female in hackle, saddle, tail,

and color: said of a cook. This condition is

characteristic of the males of some breeds of
chickens, as the Sebright bantams.
There is a tendency towards the assumption of the fe-

male plumage by the males, and distinct breeds of hemmy
game [fowls] are known. Encyc. Brit., XLK. 644.

henotheism (heu'o-the-izm), n. [< Gr. e'lg (h-),

one, + Bedg, god, -( -ism.'] A name given to an
asserted characteristic of the oldest Hindu re-

ligion (of the Vedas), as ascribing supreme
power to different gods in turn: hence also
sometimes applied to . similar phases of other
polytheistic religions.

^

HenathMsm, not the henA>iheis'm of Max Miiller, or of
Hartmann, or of Asmus, hut a practical henotheism, i. e.

the adoration of one God above others as the specific tribal
god or as the lord over a particular people, a national or
relative monotheism, like that of the ancient Isra^tes,
the worship of an absolute sovereign who exacts passive
obedience. Eneye. Brit, XS. 367.

henotheistic (hen"o-the-is'tik), a. [< henothe-
ism + -ist-ic.] Pertaining to or characterized
by henotheism. Max Miiller.

henotic (he-not'ik), a. [< Gr. harindg, serving
to unite, < hovv, unite, < elf i^'"-), one.] Tend-
ing to make one ; unifying ; tending to unite or
reconcile; harmonizing: as, "ftenoftc teaching,"
Gladstone.

hen-paidle (hen'pa'dl), n. The lump-flsh, Cy-
cloptervs lumpns. [Scotch.]

henpeck (hen'pek), V. t. [< henpecked.] To
rule or keep in subjection by superior force of

will or assaults of ill temper ; domineer over

:

said of a wife who thus riiles her husband.

But—Oh ! ye lords of ladies intellectual,

Inform us truly, have they not henpeck'd you all?

Byron, Don Juan, L 22.

henpeck (hen'pek), n. [< henpeck, v.] The rule
or control of a husband by his wife ; henpeok-
ing. [Eare.]

Dying of heartbreak coupled with henpeck.
Carlyte, Misc., HI. 208.

henpecked (hen'pekt), p. a. [Formerly also
henpeckt; < hen^ + pecked, pp. of peck^. The
epithet alludes to the not uncommon submis-
sion of the domestic cock to the plucking by
his hens of his hackle-, saddle-, and even breast-

Henslowla

feathers.] Governed or controlled entirely by
one's wife ; domineered over.

A step-dame too I have, a cursed she,
Wlio rules my hen-peck'd sire, aud orders me.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, iii. 49.

He [Eip Van Winltle] was ... an obedient, henpecked
husband. . . . Those men are most apt to be obsequious
and coaciliating abroad who are under the discipline of
shrews at home. Irving, Eip Van Winkle.

henpeckery(hen'pek''''er-i), n. [<.henpeck+-ery.]
The condition of being henpecked. Dickens,
Oliver Twist, xxxvii. [Rare.]

hen-plant (hen'plant), n. The rib-grass, Plan-
tago lanceolata; also, the door-yard plantain,
P. major.
Henrician (hen-rish'an), n. and a. [< ML. Hen-
ricianus, < Henrieus, Latinized form of MHG.
Seinrih, Reimrich, OHG. Heimarih, SeimirHi, G.
Meinrich, E. Senry, a proper name.] I. n. 1.
One of a sect of religious reformers in Switzer-
land and southern France in the twelfth cen-
tury, followers of Henry of Lausanne.— 2. A
follower or an adherent of the Emperor Henry
IV., who opposed Gregory VH. in favor of the
antipope Clement HI.

ir. a. Pertaining to or effected by Henry
Vni. of England; supporting the religious
movement or laws of Henry Vin.

Already had Doctor Richard Smith, reader of Divinity
in Oxford, aversatile and unfortunate man, been compelled
by the Archbishop to retract the chief articles of the Hen-
rician settlement of religion.

R. W. Dixon. Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

Henriquezia (hen-ri-kwe'zi-a), «. [NL. (Rich-
ard Spruce, 1854), < Henriquez, a proper name.]
A genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants,
belonging to the natural order Mubiaeece, and
giving name to a tribe Benriqueziem. The 4-cleft
limb of the calyx is deciduous by a transverse section;
there are 5 slender stamens in the throat of the corolla

;

the capsule is large, woody, 2-celled, 2-valved, and shaped
like a bean ; and the cells are 4-seeded. The genus in-
cludes four species of handsome trees, natives of northern
Brazil and Venezuela, with stout branches and verticillate,
leathery, oblong or obovate, entire leaves. The rose-col-
ored flowers are in dense terminal panicles.

Henriqueziese (hen'ri-kwe-zi'e-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Henriquegia -t- -ece.] A trite of dicotyledo-
nous gamopetalous plants, of the natural order
Bubiacew, distinguished by having a 2-lipped
imbricate corolla and from 2 to 4 broadly wing-
ed seeds in each of the two cells of the capsule.
The tribe contains two genera, natives of tropical South
America, trees with opposite or verticillate leaves and
entire stipules. ,

hen-roost (hen'rost), n. A place where poul-
try rest at night.
henry (hen'ri), n. [From Joseph Henry, 1797-
1878.] An electrical unit, the induction in a
circuit when the electromotive force induced
in this circuit is one international volt while the
inducing current varies at the rate of one am-
pere per second.

hen's-bill (henz'bU), n. The sainfoin, Onohry-
ckis sativa, a, papilionaceous plant common in
Europe ; also, any of the species of Onolrychis.

hen's-foot (henz'fut), n. [A translation of the
Latin pes pulli, the ancient name of the plant
given from the resemblance of its leaves to a
hen's claw (Theophrastus, p. 812).] An umbel-
liferous plant, Caucalis daucoides, found grow-
ing in European eom-fields in a chalky soil.

Also called bur-parsley and hedgehog-parsley.

Hensloviaceae (hen-sl6-vi-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hensloviia + -acece.] An orier of plants pro-
posed by Lindley in 1886 for the sole genus
Henslowia of Wallieh (not of Blume), subse-
quently placed by him in the Sydrangeacew.
The genus is now referred to Crypteronia, of
the natural order Lythrariece.

HenslOTian (hen-sl6'vi-an), a. [< Senslow (see
def. ) + -ian.] Pertaining to J. S. Henslow (1796-
1861), an English botanist.—Henalovlan mem-
brane, the cuticle ot plants, of which Henslow was one of
the discoverers.

Henslowia (hen-sl6'i-a), n. [NL., named after
J. S. Henslow : see Henslovian.] 1. A genus of
dicotyledonous apetalous plants, belonging to
the natural order Santalacece, tribe Osyridem,
with monoecious or dioecious flowers, thelobes
of the perianth 5 or 6 in number and open to
the epigynous disk, an inferior ovary, the sta-
mens 5 or 6 in number and inserted at the base
of and opposite to the perianth-lobes, and dru-
paceous 1-seeded fruit. The genus includes 12 species
of shrubs, often parasitic on trees, with alternate petioled
leaves and small greenish flowers : the species are natives
of India, China, and the Malay archipelago. Blume, 1860.

2. A genus of plants, of the natural order Ly-
thrariece, referred by Bentham and Hooker to
the genus Crypteronia of the same order. Wal-
licit, 1832.
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-^liio hepatorrhea
Henslo^e»(hen-sl,.i^e-_e),n.^.^^^^^^^^

lTi°]l-r.L°rl°/l^Fi- ^"^ t^^-et- hepatite (hep>t.t),».+ .-«..] A family of- plants- introduced by ais lavinVa b^ow^Td orX7cXBeichenbaoh m 1841 for the genus Henslmoia hepatalgia (hep-a-tal'ii-arM rWT ( r.
of Blmne, a^d placed by him in the Faginece, as ij^ap (/.ar-);the\ler+ ^S, pai^T^ i^eur^Trelated to the beech, oak, etc. gia of the liver

"''/"t, pam.j iNeurai-

hensmant.w. Aaobsoletj variant of ^jerecfewaM. hepatemphraxis (heip-a-tem-frak'sis), - "'

seize, hentan, seize (the simple form only thricej struotion
in legal formula implying 'pursue and seize,' hepatic (he-pat'ik), a. and n. [= F
I.e. arrest), prob. akin to *Mn«,q.v. A different -^- ^-'^^- ^ - •- -'

ol of or pertaining in any way to the liver.
The bUe is of two sorts, the oystick, or that contained

In the gaU-bladder, which is a sort of repository lor the
gaU, and the hepatiok, or what flows immediately from the
l^'fBi. Arbuthnot, Aliments, p. 10.

3. Jn zooL, liver-colored; dark brownish-red;
hepaticous: as, the hepatic tanager, Pyranga

a.—Hepatic airt or gast, snlphureted hydro-
gen gas.—Hepatic aloes. See edoes, 1.— Hepatic ar-
tery, an artery supplying the liver. It arises from the ce-
La£ axis.—Hepatic caiaO, duct. See duct.-Hepatic
cpuc, nezure, flux, etc. See the nouns.—Hepatic lobe
of the carapace of a brachyurous crustacean, a small lat-
eral division bounded behind by the cervical groove, and
mternaUy by the protogastric lobe. See cut under Brachy-
«ra.—Hepatic mercurial ore, cinnabar.-Hepatic py-
rites, iron disulphid; marcasite.—Hepatic tubes the
enteric canal and liver of Crustacea. Gegenbaur, Comp.
Anat. (trans.), p. 276, flg. 143.—Hepatic veins, the veins
returning the blood from the livei'. In man they usually
discharge by three trunks into the inferior vena cava.

II. n. 1. A medicine acting on the liver.

—

2. One of the Hepaticce.
Hepatica (hf-pafi-ka), n. [NL., lit. Uver-eol-
ored, fem. of LL. h'^atictis, < Gr. ^arrndQ, of
the liver: see hepatic. Cf. Grr. ^waTiTcg, liver-
wort.] 1. TheliveTleaf, Anemone Hepatica (Se-

word from AS. ge-hendan, ME. henden, E. hend,
take hold of, with which it has been confused,
but the two words may be ult. connected: see
hend\ hand. See also Mnt^, orig. a mere var. of
hent.'i If. To seize; snatch; catch; grasp; take.

Biilbes smale uppe from her moder Aent,
Let putte in oth'r lande to multlplie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. B. T. 8.), p. 80.

Jog on, jog on, the foot-path way.
And merrily hent the stile-a.

2t. To take ; receive. '^*»*- ^- ^^ " ^

My nece Eglentine to wife shal ye hent.
With all rewme and that to it longing.

£om. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2411.

Then wext he wroth, and to the Duke he sent.
And complained that such harme was hent.

3t. To throw.
HaMuyfs Voyages, I. 190.

The brannches eke kitte of fro vyne or tree.
And brere, and roote, and alle Impediment,
In haast is from the delver to been hent.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

4. To plow up the bottom of (a furrow). Halli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
hentH (tent), TO. l<hent^,v. Ct hint\n.'] 1.
Grasp.— 2. Opportunity or occasion seized.

hent^f. Preterit and past participle of hendh
hentert (hen'ter), n. [ME. hentere; < hent?- +
-eri.] A seizor; a grasper; a pursuer.
Havyneres and henteres of fowleste thinges.

Chaucer, Boethius, L prose 3.

henting (hen'ting), n. [Verbal n. of henf^, 4.]
The furrow with which a plowman finishes his
ridge. Crabb. [Prov. Eng.] Also hinting.

henware (hen'war), n. A seaweed, Alaria es-

eulenta. See Alaria and iaderlocJcs.

henwife (hen'wif), n.
;
pi. henwives (-wivz). A

woman who has charge of poultry.

A half-witted lad, of very small stature, who had a kind
of charge of the poultry under the old hen-wife.

Scott, Old Mortality, ii.

Pressure on the heads of hens, which the practical hen-
wife employs before any operation of minor surgery on
her restless brood. ~ F. W. H. Uyers, Proc. Soe. Psych.

[Research, Oct., 1886, p. U6.

henwoman (hen'wum"'an), n.; pi. henwomen
(-wim^en). Same as hemwife.

henwoodite (hen'wud-it), n. [After W. J.

Kenwood (1805-75), an English mining engi-

neer.] Ahydrpusphosphate of aluminium and
plant of the-faiMly&paite. ' • ~

SroCirS^l^atETgt^^"*''"'"-^eP.-ti^^^ [^:,.Pl-of,^?-

henxmanf, n. An obsolete variant of hench-
man. Holland.

heot, pron. See feel.

he-oak (he'ok), n. [Cf. she-oaTc, a tree of the
same genus.] Asomber-lookingAustralian tree,

Casuarina stricta, having thread-like, jointed,

furrowed, pendent branches, without^ leaves,

but with small toothed sheaths at the joints.

Heopitheci (he'-'o-pi-the'si), n'.pl. [NL., < Gr.

euc, Attic form oi syiOf, davm (the east : see Mos),

+ iriSijaoQ, an ape.] The catarrhine or old-world
monkeys and apes collectively as distinguished

from the platyrrhine : all the former belong to

the eastern hemisphere, where none of the lat-

ter are found: thus distinguished from Hespero-

pitheci,

heopithecine (he'^o-pi-the'sin), a. Pertaining
to or having the ciaraeters of the Heopitheci.

heoret, pron. See he^.

heorotaire (he'o-ro-tar), n. [P. hSorotaire (Au-
debert and Vielllot, 1802-7), appar. a Frenchi-

fied form of some supposed native name.] One

.,,..,, [< L. hepatites, liver-
stone, hepatitis, an unknown precious stone,
< Gr. *'^aTlT7ig, found only in fern, i^aririf, of
or in the liver, Uver-colored, also liverwort, <
^nap {fiirar-), the liver: see hepatic.'] A fetid
variety of barium sulphate, or barite, occur-
ring in compact or cleavable masses. Under
friction or the application of heat it exhales a fetid odor,
due to the presence of carbonaceous matters.

hepatitis (hep-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. wap
..r~-— v-v r"" "-y, «-. axiu n. l= j: . nepauque WJ^'^-),

liver, -I- -iUs. Cf. hepatite.] la pathol,
= Sp. hepdUco = Pg. hepatico = It. epaUm, < umammation of the liver.

LL. liepaticus, < Gr. ^nauKds, of the liver, < ^Tap hepatization (hep"a-ti-za'shon), n. [< hepatize
(^Trar-), the liver.] I. a.X. Id. anat. sakphysi- 1" -«*»o''-] 1- Consolidation of substance or

tissue, as of the lungs in pneumonia, resulting
in a liver-like solidification.

The changes advance unequally (in pneumonia], so that,
whilst one portion of the lung is in the stage of red hepati-
sation, another may be in the grey stage— hence the mot-
tled marble appearance of the consolidation.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 876.

2t. The act of impregnating with sulphureted
hydrogen gas.
Also spelled hepatisation.

Gray hepatization, in pathol., the second stage of infil-
tration of the lung in pneumonia.—Red hepatization,
the first stage of consolidation of the substance of the
lung in pneumonia. The change from the red color to the
gray is due to diminished congestion, and to loss of color
on the part of the extravasated red blood-corpuscles.

hepatize (hep'a-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. hepa-

tized, ppr. h^dUzvng. [< Gr. jnaril^ew, be like
the liver or liver-colored, < iinap {^irar-), the
liver: see feepoiic] 1. To convert by engorge-
ment and effusion into a substance resembling
liver: as, a hepatized lung, in pneumonia.—Sf.
To impregnate with sulphureted hydrogen.
On the right of the river were two wells of hepatised

water. Barrow.

Also spelled hepatise.

hepatocele (hep'a-to-sel), n. [NL., < Gr. rjirap

()j7rar-),theliver,'4- 'idiXv, a tumor.] Inpathol.,
hernia of the liver.

hepatocystic (hep"a-t6-sis'tik), a. [< Gr. ^Kap
(prar-), the liver, -fKiaTi;, bladder.] Li anat.,
pertaining jointly to the liver and the gall-
bladder.

hepato-enteric (hep"a-t6-en-ter'ik)^ a. [< Gr.
wap (fjTrar-), the liverj'+ hrepa, the intestines.]
In anat., pertaining jointly to the liver and the
intestine

; passing from the liver to the intes-
tine : applied to the bile-duct.

hepatogastric (hep'-'a-to-gas'trik), a. [< Gr.
iJTrap (ijTrar-), the liver, + yaar^p, the stomach.]
In anat., relating to or connected with both the
liver and the stomach: as, the hepatogastric
omentum or epiploon.
hepatOjgenous (hep-a-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr.
^nap (jiwar-), the liver, + -yevfiq, producing : see
genoTis.'] Arising in orproducedfrom the liver.

[<Gr. i77rap

y/jd^eiv, write.] A
description of the liver.

hepatolithiasis (hep"a-t6-li-thi'a-sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Tjirap {IpraT-), the "liver, + XdSiaaig, the stone
(a disease) : see lithiasis.] In pathol., the for-

.
- mation of stone-like concretions in the liver,

the liverworts. They have the capsule irregutoly hepatologist (hep-a-tol'6-jist), n. [< hepatol-
dehiscent or mdehiscent, with spores mixed with thin ^ . •'I -, \ X;S|._i •

f i,e<Antr,lnW- n ar.o
thread-like cells and containing elaters. The sexual re- "^2/ .T 7**^-! -^ Stuaent ot nepatoiogy

,
a spe-

productive organs are of two kinds, antheridia and arche-

gonia, the matured archegonium forming the capsule.

Asexual reproduction occurs under three forms : by inno-

vations, by gemmae, and by runners. The liverworts and
mosses together form the series Bryophyta. The liver-

worts differ from the mosses in having their stems bilat-

eral, leaves 2-ranked and without mid-vein, capsule never
dehiscent by a special lid, and elaters mixed with the

spores. They grow for the most part in moist places upon ,. ^__ /i, ,, x- /i - x
the ground, upon rocks, or the bark of trees, and a few hepatopancreas (hep"a-to-pang'kre-_as>

Liverleaf {.Anemone Hepatica"). a, fruit cut longitudinally.

paUca triloba). The old genus Hepatica of Dil-
lenius may be regarded as a subgenus of ^»e- hepatography (ffep-a-tog'ra-fi),
mone.—2. [i.e.] Any liverwort; acryptogamic (frar-)7the liver, + %<zf^a,'<; ypd

pdtica.] A family of small moss-like or thal-

loid plants of lax cellular texture, usually pro-
cumbent and emitting rootlets from beneath;

cialist in diseases of the liver.

Dr. Harley, the English hepatologwt and nephrologist.
Sd. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 98.

hepatology (hep-a-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. v'^ap

(firar-), the liver, -1- -?icryia, s ?^yetv, speak : see
ology.'] The science of or a treatise on the
liver.

IPI.
are even aquatic. They are all chlorophyl-bearing, and
green or brownish-green in color. The family Hepaticm,

which was first proposed by Adamson in 1763, is now di-

vided into five orders ; Jiieciacece, Marchaiitiacece, Antho-

c&rotacecB, Monocleaceoe, and Jungcrmanniacece.

hepatical (he-pat'i-kal), a. [< hepatic + -at']

Same as hepatic. [Bare.]

hepaticell (he-pat'i-sel), n. [< hepaU(,c) +
cell] A hepatic cell; one of the ultimate

form-elements of the liver. Coues.

of several small sicMe-billed sun-birds of the hepaticologist (he-pat-i-kol 9-Jist),_ n. [< he

family JXoceidcB which are peculiar to the Sand-

wich Islands, as Drepanis paciflca, and espe-

cially Vestiaria eocdnea, Himatione sanguinea,

and H. virens, the plumage of which is used by
the islanders in the manufacture of articles of

clothing. See cut under Drepanis.
hepi, «. See Mp^.
hep2f, n. An obsolete form of heap.

hepar (he'par), n. [NL., in LL. the liver, L.

a kind of fish, < Gr. ^irap (jjirar-) = L. jecur=
'•i,^^.;+,-«i

Skt. yahrit, yaJean, the liver.] 1. In anat, the hepatisation, hepatise,

liver. Mso eaMei Jecwr.— 2. Ta^ old chem., one aUze.

.

p'aticology + -dst.] ' One interested in or an au

thority upon the Hepaticce.

hepaticology (he-pat-i-kol'o-ji), n. [< NL. He-

patica + Gr. -7uoyla.,< liryuv, speak: see-ology.]

The science or study of the Hepaticw.

hepaticous (he-pat'i-kus), a. [< Gr. fiwajijid^,

of the liver: see hepatic]

liver, as in form or color.

hepatine (hep'a-tin), n. [< Gr. V'^ap {fii^uT-), the

liver, + -ine^.]
" Glycogenic matter. Dunglison.

- - - • gee hepatization, hep-

hepatopancreates (-pang-krf-a'tez). ' [< Gr. wap
(JfwaT-), the Uver, + irayKpea^, the pancreas.] In
zool., a glandular organ of many invertebrates,
the so-called liver, supposed to have both a
hepatic and a pancreatic function.

In the Invertebrata the secretions of many glands,
which are generally called " liver," but which would be
more appropriately termed hepato-parwreas, exercise a
digestive action upon starch and albumen, and at the same
time secrete bye-products and colouring matters similar
to those found in the bile of vertebrates.

Claus, Zoblogy (trans.), p. 69.

hepatophyma (hep"a-t6-fi'ma), n.; pi. hepa-
tophymata (-ma-ta). [KXi., < '&r. nnap (JjwaT-),

the liver, + ^S/ta, a suppurating tumor, lit. a
growth, < ^iew, produce, pass, fveadat, grow.]
'Lapathol., a suppurative swelUng of the liver.

In ^^oo7., resembling hepatoportal (hep"a-t9-p6r'tal), a. [< hepat-
(ic) + portal.] In anat., of or pertaining to

the hepatic portal system
;
portal, in an ordi-

nary sense : distinguished from reniportal.

hepatorrhea, hepatorrhoea (hep'a-to-re'a), n.

[NL. hepatorrhoea, < Gr. ^Trap (^ar-), the liver.



[Also written, as F., 7(ep-

tdde; < LL. heptds (li^tad-), < Gr. fTrrdf (CTTad-),

the number seven, < ettto = E. seven. Cf . mo-
nad,dyad, etc.] 1. The sum of seven units;
the number seven,
equivalence is seven
which can be combined
or replaced by seven atoms of hydrogen.—

3

In miisic, in the duodenal system of analysis, a
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+ poia, a flow, flux, < ^elv, flow.] A morbid flow heptad (hep'tad), n
of bile.

' "

hepatoscopy (hep-a-tos'ko-pi), n. [< LGr.
TftraToaKcmia, an inspecting ol the liver, < ijTroTo-

mdirof , inspecting the liver, soothsaying, < Gr.
ij-aap (ijTrar-), the uvet, + gkottuv, inspect, view.]
Among the ancients, divination by inspection
of the livers of animals.
hepatotomy (hep-a-tot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. rjirap

(JfiraT-'), the liver, + to/1^, a cutting, < re/ivetv,

ra/ielv, cut. ] In surg. , an incision into the liver.

hepato-iunbilical (hep'a-to-um-bU'i-kal), a.

[< Gr. ^n-ap (^TToro-), the liver, + L. umbilicus,
the navel.] Pertaining to the liver and to the
umbilicus : applied to the fibrous cord, the so-
called round figament of the liver, which passes
from the liver to the navel, and is the remains
of the umbilical vein.
hep-bramble (hep'bram^bl), n. [Not found in
ME.; < AS. iieip-bremel, hedp-hrymel, < hedpe,
hip, + hremel, bramble : see Mp^ and bramWe.']
The dogrose, Sosa canina.

hep-brier (hep 'briefer), n. [*Sip-brier not
found; < hep, hip2, + brier.'] Same as hep-

i;„_-i,
'

a., A Tij-i J Ji„ IT i;„i,j!„ „<!j,^„„ E. Castle produced his famous A»t^Jott Lejdoon (Loi
hepeH, n. and v. A Middle English form otheap. ^ g vols, folio, 1669). Snenc. Brit., XIX. 4ir.

hepe^t, n. A Middle English form of hip^. , , ,. ^ .-,„,
HephffiStian (he-fes'ti-an), a. [< J3e»fe«s«MS heptagon (hep'ta-^on),ra. [< Gr. eTrrdyuvof, sev-

+ -ian.l Of or pertaining to the god Hephses- en-oornered,< iTrra,= ^. seven, + yovia,a. corner,

tus or Vulcan, or to fire or the arts of metal angle.] 1. In peow., a closed figure having seven

or smithery : made or done by Hephrostus. angles successivelyuiutedbylines.—3.In/or<.,

Hephastus (he-fes'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. "H^ai- a place that has seven bastions for defense.

CTTOf.] In Gr. 'myth., the god of fire and the heptagonal (hep-tag'9-nal), a. [< heptagon +
metaUic arts, son of ,=^ -«'] Having seven angles or sides.- Heptag;

Same as Itep-

Same as

heptaspermons

heptandrian (hep-tan'dri-an), a.

ffifitifous

heptandrious (hep-tan'dri-ns), a.

Jieptandrou-s.
, .-^ ^.-rr ,

• " "— •> - \<. NL. hep-
"'

(a''<'p-)i

^„^ ^^ ^ .having

seven stamens; specifically, belonging to the

Linnean class Heptandria.

scheme of seven tones, formed by uniting two heptane (hep'tanj, n. [So called as contammg
- - - - - '

"
sevenparts of carbon; <Gr.^irr(i,=Ji. SOTen,-t-

-ane.'] A paraffin having the formula CrjB^^.

Normal heptane, a mobile colorless liquid, is contained in

petroleum. It is also obtained from the resin of Pvnus

SaUniana, which yields nearly pure heptane when sub-

jected to dry distillation.

duodenal cells -of four tones. A heptad based on C
would be Eb G—Ab C E—F A, and would contain all

the tones that can enter into consonant triads with the
tonic of the heptad, 0. See duodene.

heptadecad (hep-ta-dek'ad), n. [< Gr. iirrd, =
E. seven, + 6eKd; (SeKad-), a deead.] In music, '

—-— ~"_
~~/v„„ +0 ^5'=, on^ n r< Or 'Eirrn-

in the diodenal system of analysis, a scheme of Heptanesian (^ep;tfr-ne_^si-an),
«;J<J^r;,f;,™,

twenty-four tones, formed by uniting seven
decads whose tonics are the tbnes of a given
heptad. See heptad and duodene.

heptaglot, heptaglott (hep'ta-glot), ». and a.

[< Gr. inrd, = E. seven, + y/lurra, the tongue,

a language.] I. n. A book in seven languages.

II. a. Written in or using seven languages.

injaog, Heptanesus (see def.), lit. 'seven islands,'

< ijTTd, = B. seven, + vrjaoi, island.] Pertaining

to the Heptanesus, a name given by the Greeks

to the Ionian Islands, a group consisting of

seven islands.

Since 1863 the whole Heptanestam, territory.has been in-

corporated with the kingdom of Greece.
Encyc. Bnt., XTTT. 206.

It was in connection with this polyglott [Walton's] that hentaneillar (hep-tang'gu-lar), a. [< Gr. iwra,
. Castle nroduced his famous Hevta^lott Lexicon (U>n- ^^E ^*V^ LT angul^', ai angle-] Having

same as ^ „„
heptagynous (hep-taj'i-nus), a. [< Gr. evra, =
E. seven, + yvi^, female (in mod. bot. a pistil).]

Having seven styles ; specifically, pertaining to

or having the characters of the Septagynia.
Hephastus conducted back to heptahe(&al (hep-ta-ho'dral), fls. [< heptahc-

/eTJal; i'^"""
* '^'"''' "^'*^' dron + -o?.] Havidg sevei faces.

[NL.] Same

[< hephthe-

seat, base, = E. settle^.l Having or present-
ing seven ranges of faces one above another,

each range containing six faces.

Zeus and Hera, and
one of the great
Olympians, identi-

fied by the Romans
with their Vulcan,
who became assimi-
lated to him. He was
the creator of all that was
beautiful and mechani-
cally wonderful in Olym-
pus. Volcanoes wereheld
to be his smithies, and the
Cyclopes were his jour-
neymen. In art he was
represented as a beard-
ed man, usually with the
short sleeveless or one-
sleeved tunic (exomis) and
the conical cap, and hold-
ing the smith's hammer
and tongs.

Hephthsenura (hef-thf-nii'ra), re.

as Ephthianura.
hephthemim (hef'the-mim), m
mimeres,'\ Same as hephthemimeres.

hephthemimeral (hef-the-mim'e-ral), a. [<

hephthemimeres + -aZ.] In pros., "of"or pertain-

ing to a group or series of seven half-feet
;
per-

taining to or consisting of three feet and a halt. Jjeptal (hep'tal), a. [< Gr. ETrrd, = E.
-Hephthemimeral oesura, a cesura after the thesis or _^-, gg^^g ^s hebdomadal.--Eevtal cycle. See
metrically accented syllable (called by many the arsis) of ""JA

^loi-uc^ vj.v*=.

the fourth foot. This oesurais not intrequentinthedac- ,'2'„^'^„.j. ,l,„^ <.„^,„ -j, „„ _rJ^ „ rc P-
tyUc hexameter, especially in combination with the tri- hoptameride (hep-tarn e-rid or -nd), B. [< trr.

themimeral oesura. eirra, = E. seven, + fiepig (jiepto-), a part, < /itpog, a

hephthemimeres (hef-the-mim'e-rez), re. [LL., part.] Anything consisting of seven parts; spe-

< Gr. i(i>d}i/it/iep^g, < iirrd, = E. seven, + iifu-, half, cifically, that which separates into seven parts,

-f /i^pof, a part.] In ^ros., a group or oataleetic heptameron (hep-tam'e-ron). re. t^or *hep-

colon consisting of seven half-feet. Also h^hr taemeron or *heptemeron, i Gr. iTZTa^fiepoi, neut

themim.
Hepialidae, Hepialus. See EpiaUdm, Epialus.

hepper (hep'er), m. [Cf. happer."] A smolt, or

young salmon of the first year. [Prov. Eng.]

hepta-. [< Gr. inrd, in comp. iirra-, = L. septem

= E. seven : see seven."] An element in many
compound words of Greek origin or formation,

meaning 'seven.'_

heptace (hep'ta-se) , re. [< Gr. ETrrd, = E. seve/n, -f

aKii, a point.] A summit of a polyhedron formed
by the concurrence of seven faces. Kirhman.

heptachord (hep'ta-kord), re. [< Gr. Inrdxop-

6og, seven-stringed, < kwrd, = E. seven, + xopd^,

string, chord, cord.] In Gr. music : (a) A dia-

tonic series of seven tones, containing five

whole steps and one half-step (between the

third and fourth tones). (6) The interval of

the major seventh,

seven,

seven angles.

heptapetalous (hep-ta-pet'a-lus), o. [< Gr.

swrd, = E. seven, + i'iraTiOv, a leaf (in mod.
bot. a petal).] In bot., having seven petals in

the corolla.

heptaphony (hep'ta-fo-ni), n. [< Gr. iizT&^a-

vog, seven-voiced (of a colonnade with seven

echoes), < iwTd, = E. seven, + ipuvfi, a voice,

sound.1 The union of seven sounds.
- "-

[< Gr. inrii-

onal numbers, the series of numbers 1, 7, 18, 34, etc., of

theforml -l-5»H-f n2. - - j!i/„„\ „
heptagyn (hep'ta-jin), re. In bot., a plant of heptaphyllous (tep-ta-fil us), a. .

the Liiiean oxA^v H^tagynia. f^Q, seven-leafed, < iT^rd, = E. seven, + fvJ^

Heptagynia (hep-ta-jin'i-a), re.jp?. [NL.: see W, a leaf.] Having seven leaves.

heptagynoi^.-\ An order of the Lin£ean arti- heptapodic (hep-ta-pod'ik), a. [< heptapody

ficial classification of plants, characterized by + -»c.] In pros., consisting of or containing

having seven styles or distinct carpels. seven feet ; being or constituting a heptapody

:

heptagynian (hep-ta-jin'i-an), a. [As hepta- as, a heptapodic verse or period.

gynous + -ian.] In 'hot, same as heptagynous. heptapody (hep-tap o-di), re.

heptagynious (hep-ta-jin'i-us), a. In 6of., ran-odia, < £7rr<i, = B. severe, -H
*^ *' - . ^

i" - •> "
foot.] Injjros., a meter, penod, or verse con-

sisting of seven feet. According to the principles of
ancient metrics, a heptapody exceeds the limits of a colon,

a single colon never containing more than six feet. See
h&pta/m&ter.

heptarch (hep'tark), n. [< Gr. k^KTd, = E. seven,

+ apxig, a ruler: see heptarchy.] A heptar-
chist.

heptahedron (hep-ta-he'dron), re. [< Gr. cvrra, heptarchic (hep-tar'Mk), a, [< Ifeptarchy + -ie.]

= E. seven, + eSpa, seat, base, = E, settle^.] A Pertaining to a sevenfold government ; consti-
solid figure with seven faces.

^ ^ _^ ^
tuting or consisting of a heptarchy; speoifi-

[< Gr. as if *iv-

WOVQ (Trod-) = E.

heptahexahedral (hep-ta-hek-sa-he'dral), a. caUy, in Eng. hist., ol or pertaining to the hep-
[<Gr. ETrrii, =E. severe, + £f^=B.sJa!, + cd/3ffi, a tarchy. See heptarchy.

seven strings ^^t"^ = E. seven/] A genus of cow-sharks, of

heptachronous (hep-tak'ro-nus), a. [< LL. the family NotidanidiB or Mexanehidm, having

heptachronus (Marius Victorinus), < Gr. kivTa- seven gill-sacs, whence the name. H. indtcus

rpovor(Draco), < i^rrd,= E. seven, + xp^voctime.] is a widely distributed Pacific species.

In anc.pros., having a magnitude of seven pri- heptander (hep-tan d6r), re. [NL. heptandrus:

mary or fundamental times ; heptasemie. — . j.»«..-.~.3 .- 1 Tr, 7,^+

heptacolic (hep-ta-kol'ik), a. [< Gr. ETrraKuAof,

of seven verses or members, < Iwrd, = E. severe,

-1- Kdhyi), member: see colon"^.] In anc. pros.,

consisting of seven cola or series : as, a liepta-

eolic period.

The Saxons practised this mode of division for fixing

the several extents of their heptarchic empire.
T. Wartan, Hist. Kiddington, p. 69.

heptarchist (hep'tar-kist), re. [< heptarchy -f-

-ist.] A ruler of one division of a heptarchy;
especially, in jEreg'. hist., one of the heptarome
kings.

In 752, the Saxon heptarchists, Cntlired and Ethelbald,
fought a desperate battle at Beorgford, or Burford.

1'. Wartan, Hist. Eiddington, p. 4&

heptarchy(hep'tar-ki),re.;p_l.feep*arcWes(-kiz).

[< NL. heptarchia, < Gr. as if "iirTapxia, < iivrd,

= E. seven, + dpxri, rule, < apx^iv, rule.] A
government by eeven persons; also, a group of

seven kingdoms or governments : in the latter

sense used only in English history, of the seven
principal Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of Kent, Sus-
sex, "Wessex, Essex, Northumbria, EastAnglia,
and Meroia. There was no formal division into seven
kingdoms, but their number varied at dUIerent times, and
freoLuentiy a particular kingdom, as Northumbria or Mer-
cia, obtained the preponderance. The period of the hep-
tarchy is regarded as ending in 829, when Egbert, king of
Wessex, became qverlord of the other kingdoms.

This Beptarchy, or Division of this Island into seven
Kingdoms, came not in all at once.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 6.

heptasemie (hep-ta-se'mik), a. [< LL. hepta-
semos, < Gr. inTdari/iog, < iTrrii, = E. seven, +
mi/ielov, a, sign, mark, mora, < a^ua, a sign, mark.
Cf. disemic, dodecasemic, etc.] In anc. pros.,
containing or amounting to seven morse or
units of time ; having a magnitude of seven
normal shorts. An epitrite (^ ,

- ^
,
— >-

—

,

^X or an irrational trochaic or iambic dipody of

. _ _ epitritic form, is really or apparently heptasemie.

se*e heptandrous.] In bot., a plant of the Lin- heptasepalous (hep-ta-sep'a-lus), a. [< Gr.
nean class Septandria. irrrd, = E. seven, + NL. sepalum, a sepal.] In
Heptandria (hep-tan'dri-a), re. pi. [NL. : see bot., having seven sepals.

heptandrous.] The seventh class in the Lin- heptaspermous (hep-ta-sp6r'mus), a. [< Gr.
nean artificial system of plants, characterized ettto, = E. seven, + anip/ja, seed.] In bot,, hav-
by seven stamens. ing seven seeds. [Rare.]

of lirraifi/ispog, Ionic contr. iTvH/uepog, ol seven
days, < eirrd, = E. sown, + ^idpa, a day.] A
book containing the transactions of seven dsiys.

The " Hentameron " of Margaret of AngoulSme, Queen of

Navarre (1492-1649), is • co'lection of stories supposed to

have been related during ..even days, modeled on the
" Decameron " of Boccaccio.

heptamerous (hep-tam'e-rus), a. [< Gr. kwrd,

= E. seven, + fiipoc, a part.] In bot., consisting

of seven members or parts; having the parts

in sevens.

heptameter (hep-tam'e-ter), re. [< L. heptame-
trum (Diomedes, Servius), < Gr. inrdiieTpov (He-
liodorus), a measure of seven verses, < inrd, =
E. severe, + /i^rpov, measure.] In pros., a verse

consisting of seven measures. Heptameter is a
term not much used ; in books on modem versification it

is generally equivalent to heptapody.

(c) Jux instrument with Heptanchus (hep-tang'kus), re. [NL., < Gr.



heptastich

heptastich (hep'ta-stik), n. [< Gr. itrrd, = E.
seven,+ arlxog, a, line.] In pros., a strophe, stan-
za, or poem consisting of seven lines or verses.

lieptastichOUS (hep-tas'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. iirrd,

= B. seven, + ct'lxoq, a row.] In hot., having
the leaves arranged in seven spiral rows, the
eighth leaf of the series being over the first.

This is a condition rarely found in nature.
heptastropllic (hep-ta-strof'Ik), a. [< Gr. etc-

TOffrpo^of, < iirra, =E. seven, + arpo^, a strophe:
see strophe.'] In ano. pros., consisting of or
containing seven strophes or stanzas: as, a
heptastrophic song or poem.

heptasyllabic (hep*ta-si-lab'ik), a. [< LL.
heptasyllabus, < Or. kmaavKka^oq, < i-Kri., = B.
seven, + avXka^'n, syllable: see syllable.'] Con-
taining or consisting of seven syllables. The
second half of the elegiac pentameter is al-
ways heptasyllabio.

Heptateuch (hep'ta-tuk), ». [< NL. heptateu-
chus, < Gr. ETrra,= B. seven, + Tsvxoi, a tool, im-
plement, later also a book. Of. Pentateuch.]
The first seven books of the Old Testament.
The last two (Joshua and Judges) contain the history of
the Jews in the promised land under tlie theocratic goT-
ernment historically developed in the preceding five, or
the Pentateuch.

heptatomic (hep-ta-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. eirrd, =
E. seven, + arofrng, an atom.] Same as hep-
tavalent.

Fluorine (mon- and h^tatomic).
Amer. Jour, Sei., 3d ser., XXXn. 406.

Heptatrema(hep-ta-tre'ma),». [NL.,<Gr.^7rrd,
= B. seven, + rp^/ia, hole.]' The typical genus
of HeptatremidcB, containing myzonts which
have generally seven pairs of branchial aper-
tures, but occasionally only six. Also called
Bdellostoma. Dumiril.
Heptatremidse (hep-ta-trem'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Septatrema + -dclcB.] A family of hypero-
tretous myzonts, represented by the genus Sep-
tatrema, with seven or six pairs of lateral

branchial apertures. Also called Bdellosto-

Branch with Umbel and Leaf of Covr-par-
sni^ [Heracleurn ianatum). a, flower: it,

fruit ; £, fruit cut transversely.

heptavalent (hep-tav'a-lent), a. [< Gr. inra,

= E. seven, + L. valenXt-'js, ppr. of valere, have
power: seevalid.] In c7»em., equivalent to seven
atoms of hydrogen in combining or saturating
power : applied to an atom which can be substi-

tuted for or replaced by seven atoms of hydro-
gen. Also heptatomic.

lieptene (hep'ten), n. [< Gr. etttci, = E. seven,

+ -ewe.] Same as heptylene.

heptyl (hep'til), n. [< Gr. enrd, = E. seven, +
vkii, matter.] The hypothetical radical (C7HX5)
of heptylic alcohol and its derivatives.

heptylene (hep'ti-len), n. [< lieptyl 4- -ene.]

A hydrocarbon (C7H14), homologous and poly-

meric with ethylene, existing iu three iso-

meric forms. That obtained by the distillation of Bog-
head coal is a colorless mobile liquid having a peculiar

alliaceous odor, and is soluble in sQcohol. Also hxpUne.

heptylic (hep-til'ik), a. Containing heptyl, or

related to or derived from it

—

Heptylic alcohol,
C7H16OH, a colorless liquid having an agreeable smell,

boiling at 347° F.

hepwort (hep'wert), n. [< hep + Mior*!.] The
dogrose, Rosa oanina.

her (h6r), pron. See under feel.

her. An abbreviation of heraldry.

Hera, Here^ (he'ra, -re), n. [LL., < Gr. 'Tipa,

Ionic 'Kpri, Hera.] In Gr. rftyth., the great-

est feminine divinity of

Olympus, queen of heaven,
wife and sister of Zeus,
and inferior in power to

him alone. She was the type
of virtuous womanhood, and of
the wife and mother. In art she
is represented as a majestic wo-
man, fully clad in flowing dra-

peries, characteristically with the
atephane or crown on her brow,
and bearing a long scepter. By
the Romans Hera was early iden-
tified with their Juno, originaUy
a distinct divinity ; and the Latin
name is now commonly given to

the Greek goddess.

Here comes to-day,

Pallas and Aphrodite, claiming
each

This'meed of fairest.

Tennyson, (Enone.

Heraclean, Heracleian
(her-a-kle'an), a. [< L.
Eeracsleiis, < Gr. 'SpaxTiewg,

pertaining to Heracles: see Sercules.] -fer-

taining to Heracles or Hercules; Herculean.

Also spelled HeraJclean Heradean stone (latin

lapia Heraclem, Greek Ai»os 'HpaKAeia), the magnet
:

so

called from its power of attraction.

Hera.— statue in Museo
Nazionale, Naples.

2797

^^^^,'S°'^f'
°' ^^^ ^/^'^teian sUme was weU known tothe ancients as a matter of curiosity.

Pop. Sei. Mo., xm. 266.

Heracleidan, a. and n. See Heraelidan.
Heracleonite (he-rak'le-o-mt), n. [< Meracleon
(see def.) + -s*e2.] Eccles., a follower of Hera-
cleon, a Valentinian Gnostic of the second cen-
tury, noted as a commentator on the Gospel of
John. '^

Heracles, n. See Sercules.
Heracleum (her-a-kle'um), n. [NL., < Gr.
f/paK?ieia, a plant so called, fern, of 'B.p6K/[£ioc,
'H.paK^g, Her- '

ctdes.] A ge-
nus of dicoty-
ledonous poly-
petalous plants
founded by
LinnsBus, be-
longing to the
natural order
Vmbelliferce,
tribe "Peuce-
danece, charac-
terized by its

broadly obo-
vate, strongly
compressed
wing-margined
fruit. The genus
embraces about 80
species of peren-
nial or biennial
herbs, with alter-
nate leaves, and
generally white
flowers in com-
pound umbels.
They are chiefly
natives of the tem-
perate regions of
the old worjd. H.
lanatwm is the
only American spe-
cies. It is known
as the cow-parsnip or hogweed, and is eaten by some of the
native tribes of North Aiuerica, A Kamchatkan species
yields, when properly treated, a r:weet exudation which
is employed in the preparation of a distilled spirit. H.
Sphondylium, a European species, is used for feeding pigs
and sometimes as a domestic remedy.

Heraclid (her'a-klid), n. [< L. Seraclides, pi.

Seraclidce, < Gr. 'Hpa/cAejiJi^f, pi. 'SpdxTietdai, the
descendants, as they claimed, of Hercules, <

'HpoK/l^?, 'SpaKXsijg, > L. Sercules, in Gr. myth,
the most famous of the heroes: see Sercules.]

A descendant of Heracles (Hercules) ; specifi-

cally, one of the Heraelidan or Dorian aristoc-

racy of Sparta, who claimed descent from Her-
cules through his son Hyllus. Also Seraklid.

Heraelidan, Heracleidan (her-a-kli'dan), a.

and n. ,[< SeracUd + -an.] I. a. Of or per-

taining to the Heraeleidse, or descendants of

Heracles (Hercules).

On Suli's rock, and Parga's shore,

Exists the remnant of a line

Such as the Doric mothers bore

;

And there, perhaps, some seed is sown,
The Eeracteidanblooi might own.

Byron, Don Juan, UL 86 (song, st. 13).

II. n. A Heraclid.

Also Serakleidan.

Heraclitan (her-a-Mi'tan), a. and n. [< Sera-

clitus (see SeracUtean) "+ -an.'] Same as Sera-

elitean.

Heraclitanism (her-a-kli'tan-izm), n. [< Sera-

clitan + -ism.] Sanie as Seracliteanism.

Heraclitean (her"a-kU-te'an), a. and n. [< L.

jBreraciJ<eMS,Gr.'HpffiK>i.Eir£(05-',pertaiiiingtoHera-

clitus (pi. 'KpaK^dreioi, the disciples of Hera-

clitus), < 'KpaicXscTog, L. SeracUtus.] I. a. Per-

taining to the philosopherHeracUtus ofEphesus

(who lived about 535-475 B.C.). His work, ofwbich

fragments are preserved, was in a prose so sententious,

and his opinions were so paradoxical, that the Greeks com-

plained much of his obscurity. He placed great stress

upon the element of mediation and continuity in things,

especially in time, saying that nothing is or is not, but

that all things are in a state of flux—that is, are ]ust m
the passage between existence and non-existence, at once

going out of being and coming into a new being. The

physics of Heraclitus formed the basis of the correspond-

ing part of the Stoical doctrine. Heraclitus maintained

the relativity of knowledge in an extreme form, holding

that we know nothing of the being of thingsbut only their

appearances. His morality was sober, earnest, and a Uttle

misanthropical. Also HeraclUw.

II. n. A follower of Heraclitus.

The extreme Heracliteans, as Cratylus, rejected the

proposition, or combination of words, as expressing a

unity and permanence not to be found m things.

Encyc. Bnt.,Xi.y .liyi:.

Also SeracUtan.

Heracliteanism (her"a-kli-te'an-izm), «. [<

SeracUtean + -ism.] The philosophical doc-

trine of Heraclitus. Also Seraclitamsm.

herald

Reading the Ephesian doctrine with the eyes of a Cynic,
and the Cynic ethics in the light of Eer<Mtteaniem, he
[Zeno] came to formulate his distinctive theory of the
universe far in advance of either. Encyc. Brit., XXTT. B62.

Heraclltic (her-a-klit'ik), a. [< SeracUtus (see
SeracUtean) + -ic] Same as SeracUtean.
The Eleatic doctrine that only unity has real being, the

Heraclitic counter-doctrine that only in change, in the
many, is truth to be found. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 784.

Herseon, Heraeum (he-re'on, -um), n. [NL., <
Gr. 'E.paiov (sa. kp6v), a place sacred to Hera, <
Upa, 'Up?!, Hera: see Sera.] In Gr. antiq., a
temj^le or sanctuary of Hera (Juno).
Heraion (hf-ri'on), n. Same as Sermon.
Heraklean,'Herakleidan. See Seraclean, Se-
racUdan.
herald (her'ald), ». [Early mod. E. also lierav.lt,

lieraut, harrot,<.MIE. herald, herauld, heraud, har-
awd, herowd, herod, harrold, etc., = D. heraui =
late MHG. heralt, herolt, erhalt, G. fteroM (>Sw.
hdrold = Dan. herold), < OF. heralt, heraut, F.
h4raut= Sp. haraldo, heraldo, alsofaraute= Pg.
arauto, also faraute = It. araldo, < ML. haral-

dus, heraldus, a herald; of OHG. origin. The
word appears also as a proper name, Icel. Sa-
raldr, late AS. Sarald, Sarold, B. Sarold (ult.

of G. origin : the reg. AS. form would have been
*Sereweald; it occurs reversed in fValdhere) =
OS. Sariolt (Diez, etc.), in ML. Chariovaldus,
answering to an OHG. *Sariwalt (or *Sari-
walto), *Seriwalt (the aEeged OHG. Seriold,
Sariold, Arioald, Ariovald, are later reflec-

tions) ; < OHG. hari, heri (= AS. here, Icel. 'herr,

etc.), army (see harry), + -wait {= AS. -^eald),
in oomp., strength (OHG. -walto = AS. -jwealda,

ruler), < waltan (= AS. wealdan, etc.), rule, have
power : see wield. The same firstelement occurs
in harbor\ harborough, harbinger, heriot, etc.:

see harbor'^, etc. The particular sense given to
herald may have been influenced byOHG./oro-
haro, a herald, < forharen, proclaim, < fora, fore,

-I- haren, cry out.] 1 . An ofScer sent by a sover-
eign, a general, or other person of high author-
ity to another, or to an army or public assem-
bly, with a formal message or proclamation, or
employed in related duties. The specific office of
herald has existed from early historical times ; but as stiU
maintained, as in Great Britain, it is merely nominal or re-

stricted to subsidiary functions. In the middle ages the
herald was animporteut adjunct of armies and courts. His
person was inviolable. His costume was emblazoned with
the armorial bearings of his chief, and constituted an offi-

cial dress which it was a high otfense for another person to
assume. As armorial bearings became a matter of cai-eful
record, the herald was especially charged with the proper
depicting and blazoning of achievements, and with the su-
pervision of the assumption of bearings by those who were
entitled to them and their prohibition to others, and hence
with the genealogy of noble families and the descent of
titles. At times questions of precedence, and of the mar-
shaling of ceremonial processions and the like, were re-
ferred to heralds. Compare pursuivant and king-at^rma.
See Herald's College, below.

An hawrawde hyes before, the beste of the lordes.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1 3014.

The next Day after the Battel, French Herald* came to
ask leave to bury their Dead, and had it.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 171.

As I watched the gates.

Lodged on my post, a herald is arrived
From Csesar's camp. Addison, Cato, iL 1.

The heralds then proclaimed silence until thelaws of the
tourney should be rehearsed. Scott, Ivanhoe, xiL

2. In extended modem use, any official mes-
senger, especially one charged with a message
of defiance, a proposition of peace, or the like.

— 3. Aproelaimer; a publisher; a crier; an an-
nouncer of important tidings. [In this sense
the word is now much used as the specific name
of various newspapers.]

Shall the loud Herald our Success relat«,

Or mitred Priest appoint the solemn Day ?

Prior, Ode to the Queen, st. 26.

The image of the world is the herald of the divine power
and wisdom. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

After my death I wish no other herald.
No other speaker of my living actions, . . .

But such an honest chronicler as Griffith.

Shak., Hen. THI., iv. 2.

4. A forerunner; a precursor; a harbinger:
sometimes used poetically in apposition or at-

tributively.

It was the lark, the herald of the mom.
Shak, R. and J., ilL 5.

Now the herald lark

Left his ground-nest, high towering to descry
The mom's approach. J/iZfow, P. R., iL 279.

She with a subtle smile in her mild eyes.

The herald of her triumph, drawing nigh
Half-whisper'd in his ear. Tennyson, CEnone.

5. The red-breasted merganser, Jlfergufsserraior,
more fully called lierald-duch. See earl-duclc,

harle, Bev. C. Swainson, 1885. [Shetland



herald

Isles.]—6. Anoetuid moth, Gonopteralibatrix :

an English collectors' name. See Gonoptera.—
Herald-at-arms, in (he middle ages, the herald or por-
suivaut when acting as regulator oi a just or tourney, or
when deciding upon thebeaiings allowed tobe worn by any
person ; hence, a general term tor a herald.

There was a Herald at Arms sent lately from Paris to
Flanders, who by Sound of Trumpet denounced and pro-
claimed open War against the £ing of Spain.

Howell^ Letters, I. vL 18.

Heralds' College, or College ofArms, a royal corporation
in England, instituted in the fifteenth century. Its mem*
bers are the earl marshal, three kings-at-arms, six heralds,
and tln-ee pursuivants ; and its cliief business is the grant-
ing of armorial bearings or coats of arms, and the tracing
and preservation of genealogies. In Scotlfuad the corre-
sponding functions belong to the Lyon Court. See Lyon
king-at-anns, under king-at-arms.

herald (her' aid), v. t. [< OP. herauder, heraulder,
herald; from the noun.] To proclaim; give
tidings of as a herald; announce.

We are sent
To give thee, from our royal master, thanks

;

Only to hertUd thee into his sight, not pay thee.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

She smiled, but something in her smile
Was like the heralding of tears,

When lonely pain the grieved heart bears.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 52.

herald-crab (her'ald-krab), n. A species of
crab, Huenia lierat'dica, so called because its

carapace presents a fancied resemblance to the
heraldic shield and mantle.
heraldic (hf-ral'dik), a. [< F. liSraldique= Sp.
herdldico = Pg. heraldico; as herald + -ic] 1.

Pertaining to heralds or heraldry, and especial-

ly to that branch of heraldry which deals with
armorial bearings: as, a heraldic Hon; the he-

raldic representation of birds, beasts, etc. ; he-

raldic blazonry.

As for the heraldic question, although he had not as-

sumed the arms of Clarence, he might have assumed them,
or even those of Edward 111. Stvhbs, Const. Hist., § 354.

2. In lierpet., giving warning; monitory, as a
lizard : as, the heraldic varan, Varanus or Mo-
nitor heraldicus, of India Heraldic chapter, he-
raldic college, the Heralds' College, or College of Arms.
—Heraldic French, a barbarous sort of ITrench used in
heraldic blazonry.—Heraldic shield, a shield charged
with heraldic bearings.

heraldical (he-ral'di-kal), a. [< heraldic + -a?.]

Of a heraldic character; relating to heralds or
heraldry. [Bare.]

Making a considerable progress in heraldical and anti-

quarian studies under his inspection, he published a book.
Wood, Athense Oxon.

heraldically (hf-ral'di-kal-i), adv. In a heral-

dic manner ; in accordance with the rules of

heraldry.

heraldize (her'al-diz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. her-

aldized, ppr. herdldizing. [< herald + -ize.'] To
blazon. [Rare.]

herald-moth (her'ald-mfith), n. Same as her-

ald, 6.

heraldry (her'ald-ri), n.
;

pi. heraldries (-riz).

[< OF. /ieraaWme, < heralt, heraut, herald: see

herald.2 1. The of&ee or duty of a herald ; spe-

cifically, the art and science of genealogy and
precedence; the science of honorary distinc-

tions, and especially of armorial bearings. In
modem times heraldry is reduced to the department of

armorial delineation, blazonry, and the right of certain

gersons to certain bearings, except when, as in England, it

as to do with marshaling processions, and with the rare

ceremonies at which heraldic proclamations are made.

The law of heraldry in war is positive.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 16.

To woo a wench with empty hands
Is no good heraldry; therefore let's to the gold,

And share it equally ; 'twill speak for us
More than a thousand compliments or cringes.

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, iii. 1.

Heraldi-y became a handmaid of chivalry, and the mar-
shalling of badges, crests, coat-armour, pennons, helmets
and other devices of distinction grew into an important
branch of knowledge. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 471.

Heraldni is another element by means of which archae-

ology provides trustworthy canons of criticism in rela-

tion to written and unwritten medieval records.
Encyc. Brit., 11. 343.

2. A heraldic emblazonment; a coat of arms.

[Poetical.]

And in the midst, 'mong thousand heraldries, . . .

A shielded scutcheon blushed with blood of queens and
kings. Keats, Eve of St. Agnea, st. 24.

Heaps of living gold that daily grow.
And title-scrolls and gorgeous heraldries.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. Heraldic symbolism.
He, whose sable arms.

Black as his pm-pose, did the night resemble, . . .

Hath now this diead and black complexion smear'd

With heraldry more dismal ; head to foot

Ifow is he total gules. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

2798

4. Pomp; ceremony. [Poetical.]

He who with all Heaven's heraldry whilere
Enter'd the world now bleeds to give us ease.

iftZton, Cii«umcision, L 10.

Allusive heraldry, canting heraldry. Same as allti-

give arms (which see, under arm2).— False heraldry.
See false.

heraldship (her'ald-ship), »!. l<.herald + -sAip.]

The state of being a herald; the office of a
herald.

heraldyet, «. [ME., < OP. heraudie, hiraudee, a
coat, frock; appar. orig. a herald's coat, < fee-

ra/f, fcej'awf, herald: see/jeraM.] Habit; figur-

atively, character.

As he whiche hath the heraldye
Of hem that usen for to lye.

Ooicer, Conf. Amant., 1. 173.

heraudt, »• An obsolete variant of herald.

Chaucer.
herb (erb or hferb), n . [The initial h, as reg. in
words coming from L. through OF., was silent

in ME. ajid is prop, silent in mod. E., but is now
sometimes pronounced, in conformity to herba-
ceotis, herbarium, and other forms in which the
h is properly pronounced, as being recently
taken from the L. ; early mod. E. also hearbe,

erbe (cf. mod. E. dial, arb, yarb), < ME. herbe,

pronounced and often spelled erbe, < OP. herbe,

ierbe, erbe, P. Iierbe = Pr. Jierba, erba = Sp.
yerba = Pg. herva, erva = It. erba, < L. herba,

grass, green stalks or blades, herbage, an herb

;

supposed, without much probability, to be con-
nected with OL. forbea, food, 6r. ipopfl^ pas-
ture, fodder, forage, < iptp^uv, feed.] 1 . A plant
in which the stem does not become woody and
persistent, but dies annually or after flowering
down to the ground at least : thus distinguished
from a shrub or tree, which has a woody stem
or trunk.

On a thursday at even in the moneth of Aprille, in the
tyme that these erbee and trees be-gynne to florissh.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 242.

No flower was nigh, no grass, herb, leaf, or weed.
But stole his blood and seem'd with him to bleedl

Shak.,Yen\iz and Adonis, 1. 1055.

It [a garden] belongeth especially to the Physitians, and
is famoused over most places of Cnristendome for the sov-
eraigne vertue of medicinable hearhes.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 183.

Specifically— 2. A herbaceous plant used offi-

cinaUy.— 3f. That part of a vegetable which
springs from the root and is terminated by the
fructmcation, including the stem or stalk, the
leaves, etc.—Herb mastic, a labiate ^lant and species
of thyme. Thymus Mastichina, growing in Europe. The
Syrian herb mastic is a germander, Teucrium marum, of
the Levant. Alsocalledcot-iAi/me.—Herboffriendship,
a species of stonecrop, Sedum Anacampseros, of continen-
tal Europe, not very abundant. Also called evergreen or-

pine.—Herb of Paris. Same as herb-paris.—Herb of
St. Martin, a tropical plant, Sauvagesia erecta, belonging
to the natural order Violariece, ranging from Peru to the
West Indies, and found in western Africa, Madagascar, and
tlava. In Brazil it is used for complaints of the eyes, in
Peru for disorders of the bowels, and in the West Indies
(where it is also called iron-shridt) as a diuretic.—Herb
of the cross, the vervain, Verbena ojjicinalis, which when
gathered with a certain formula is imagined to be efficient

in curing wounds. T. F. Thistleton Dyer, Folklore of
Plants, 1889, p. 269.—Herb terrible, the silvery-leafed
daphne, Thymelaui Tartonraira, a shrub of the Mediter-
ranean region and Asia Minor.—Holy herb. See Iwly.

=Syn. 1. Plant, Shrub, ete. See vegetable, n.

herbaceous (h6r-ba'shius), a. [= Sp. Pg. her-

baceo = It. erbaceo, < L. herbaceus, grassy, grass-
colored, < feerSa, grass : see/ier6.] 1. Pertain-
ing to or of the nature of herbs.—2. Feed-
ing on vegetables ; herbivorous.

Their teeth are fitted to tbefr food; the rapacious to
catehing, holding, and tearing their prey; the herbaceous
to gathering and comminution of vegetables. Derham.

Herbaceous plants, plants which perish annually down
to (sometimes including) the root; soft, succulent vege-
tables. Of herbaceous plants, some are annual, perishing
stem and root every year ; some are biennial, the roots sub-
sisting two years ; others are perennial, being perpetuated
for many years by their roots, a new stem springing up
every year.—Herbaceous stem, a soft, not woody stem.

herbage (er'- or h^r'baj), n. [< P. herbage (=
Pr. erbatge = Sp. herbaje = Pg. hervagem = It.

erbaggio),^. herbe, heih: see herb and -age."] 1.

Herbaceous growth in general; vegetation;
hence, pasturage

;
pasture-plants, as grass and

clover.

The influence of true religion is inild, soft and noiseless,

and constant, as the descent' of the evening dew on the
tender herbage. Bicckminster.

Vines, olives, herbage, forests disappear,
And all the charms of a Sicilian year.

Covjper, Heroism, L 28.

2. In Eng. law, the liberty or right of pasture
in the forest or grounds of another man.
herbaged (er'- or hSr'bajd), a. [< h&i-bage +
-e£j2.] Covered with herbage or grass.

herbary

Delicious is your shelter to the soul.

As to the hunted hart the sallying spnng.

Or stream full-fiowing, that his swelling sides

Laves, as he floats along the herbag'd brink.

, Thomson, Summer, 1. 475.

herbal (her'bal), a. and n. [< OP. herbal, of

grass or herbs (as a noun, the month of Jime,

also a place covered with grass, herbel, a mea-
dow), < ML. *herbalis, < L. herba, herb: see

herb.] I.t a. Pertaining to or consisting of

herbs.

To conclude, thou calling of me to that herbaU dinner

and leane repast. Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues.

The herbal savour gave his sense delight
Quarles, Hist. Jonah.

II, n. 1. A book in which plants are classi-

fied and described; a treatise on the kinds,

qualities, uses, etc., of plants; a book of sys-

tematic and officinal botany. [Obsolete except

historically.]

The new HerbaU and such Bookes as make shew of

herbes, plants, trees, fishes, foules and beasts of these re-

gions. EakluyVs Yoyatjes, L 441.

An ignorant physician, though possibly he may know
the shape and the colour of an herb, as it is set down in

an herbal, yet neither knows its virtue nor its operation,

nor how to prepare it for a medicine.
Bates, On the Fear of God.

2t. A herbarium.

Others made it their business to collect in voluminous
herbals all the several leaves of some one tree.

Spectator, Ko. 455.

herbalism (her'bal-izm), re. [< herbal + dsm.']

The knowledge oi herbs,

herbalist (h6r'bal-ist), re. [< lierbal + 4st.^ 1.

One who is skilled in the knowledge of plants,

or makes collections of them.

He was a curious florist, an accurate herbalist, throughly
vers'd in the book of nature.

J. Mede, Works, Author's Life.

2. A dealer in medicinal plants, or one who
treats disease with botanical remedies only.

[Bare.]

herbarf, re. [Appar. a var. of herber, an early

form of arftorS,usedby Spenser as equiv. to herb.

Cf. OF. herbor, erbor, erbour, grass, herbage, <
herbe, grass.] An herb.

The roofe hereof was arched over head.
And deckt with flowers and herbars daintily.

Spenser, F. Q., IL ix. 46.

herbaria, re. Latin plural of herbarium.

herbarian (her-ba'n-an), re. [< herb + -arian.

Cf. herbarium.'^ A herbaJist.

herbaristt, re. See herborist.

herbarium (h6r-ba'ri-um), n.
; pi. herbariums,

herbaria (-umz, -a). [= D. 6. Dan. Sw. herba-
rium = Sp. herbaria = Pg. hervario = It. erba-
no,< LL. herbarium, neut. of li.herbarius, < herba,
herb : see herb. Cf . arbor^.l 1 . A collection of
dried plants systematically arranged ; a hortus
siccus. In the tlnltod States a standard herbarium-sheet
has been adopted, and all plants are prepared to fit this.

The sheets are Itj^ inches long and 11^ inches wide, and
the paper, which is white, smooth, and stiff, weighs about
28 pounds to the ream. For many European herbariums a
smaller size was originally adopted, which it is inexpedient
to change. The plants are attached to these sheete either
by small gunomed strips of paper or by gluing one side
of the specimen. The sheets are then inclosed in thick
double sheets of heavy manila paper called genus-covers.
Each genus-cover contains a single genus, unless this is too
large. Where the species of a genus are veiy numerous,
they are placed in thin covers, called species-covers. The
name of the genus or species is written in the left-hand
lower comer of the cover. The specimens are kept in
cases, which consist of a series of compartoaents 18 inches
deep, 12 inches wide, and 5 or 6 inches high, the case hav-
ing dust-tight doors.

2. A book or other contrivance for preserving
dried specimens of plants.— 3. An edifice or
place in which plants are preserved for botani-
cal purposes.
herbarizet, v. See herborize.

Herbartian (hSr-bar'ti-an), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the eminent "(jerman philosopher
Johann Priedrich Herbart (1776-1841), or to
his system of philosophy. The philosophy of Her-
bart is characterized by a view of formal logic which holds
the conception of continuity (as well as various other fun-
damental notions) to be self-contradictory. He main-
tained that the metaphysically real Is a plurality of sim-
ple beings connected by real relationship consisting in a
sort of attraction. He sought to express the fundamental
principles of ontology and psychology by means of alge-
braical formulae, whence his philosophy is sometimes
called exact realism. The Herbartian philosophy \as ex-
erted considerable influence upon the development of
psychology in Germany.

II. n. One who accepts the philosophical doc-
trines of Herbart.
herbary (hfer'ba-ri), re.; pi. herbaries (-riz).

[Also herbery; In part < herb + -ei-y, but ult.

< LL. he^-harium : see herbarium. Cf. OF. her-
berie, botany.] A garden of herbs.



herbary
All lierbary, (or furnishing domestic medicines, always

made a part of our ancient gardens,
T. Wwrton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 231, note.

herb-bane (ferb'ban), n. The broom-rape, Oro-
lanche major : probably so called from its in-
jurious effect upon the herbs on the roots of
which it is parasitic.

herb-barbara (6rb'bar'ba-ra), n. Barbarea
vulgaris, a winter cress indigenous to both. Eu-
rope and America.
herb-bennet (6rb'ben'et), n. [< MB. herhe
beneit, < OP. herbe beneite, < ML. nerba benedio-
ta, lit. blessed herb : L. herba, herb ; benediota,
fern, of benedictus, blessed: see benedict. The
ML. form is also given as herba Benedicti, i. e.
' (St. ) Benedict's (Bonnet's) herb.' The plants
were supposed to be antidotes to poisons, and
to drive out serpents andvermia from houses in
which they were kept.] 1. A European plant,
Geum urbanv/m, also known as avens. it is aro-
matic, tonic, and astringent, and iias been used in medicine
and as an ingredient in some ales. See Oeum.
2t. The common valerian, Valeriana officinalis.— 3t. The hemlock, Conium maoulatum.
herb-carpenter (erb'kar'pen-ter), n. The self-
heal or heal-a,\l,Brunella vulgaris. See carpen-
ter's-herb.

herb-christopher (erb'kris'to-ffer), n. [ML.
herba Christophori, i. e. '(St.) Christopher's
herb.'] A name of several different plants.
(ffl)A species of baneberry, the Actcea spicata, (b) Osmunda
regalis, the royal flowering fern, (c) Pulicaria dyaenierica,
the fleabane. (d) Spircea ulmaria, the meadow-sweet, (e)

Filago Germanica, the herb impious. (/) Stachys Betcmiea
(Betonica ojlcinalie)^ the wood-betony. See betony. ^g)
Vida Cracca or V. sepiuiti, two common European species
of retell. Also called chrietapher.

herb-doctor (erb'dok"tgr)j n. One who prac-
tises healing by means of herbs or simples.
[CoUoq.]

herbelett, n. See herblet.

herberif, n. A Middle English form of harborK
herber^t, n. A Middle English form of arbor^.

In a litel herber that I hare.
That benched was on turres fresh ygrare,
I bad men shulde me my couche make.

Chawier, Good Women, 1. 203.

Scho lede hym in till a faire herbere,

Wliare frwte was 'growyng in gret plentee.
Thmnas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, 1. 103).

herbergagef, n. A Middle English form of har-
borage.

herberget, i). A Middle English form of Jiar-

herbergeourtj herberjourt, n. Middle English
forms of harbinger.

herberwet, n. and v. A Middle EngUsh form of

harborough.

berbery (her'ber-i), n. Same as herbary.

herbescent (her-bes'ent), a. [< L. herbes-

cen{t-)s, ppr. of herbescere, grow as grass or

herbs, < feer&a, grass: see W6.] Eesembling
or growing like an herb ; having the character

of an herb; becoming herbaceous; tending
from a shrubby toward a herbaceous character.

herb-eve, n. See herb4vy.

herb-frankincense (erb'frangk'in-sens), «.

The laserwort, Laserpitium latifolium, a Euro-

pean Timbelliferous plant possessing an aroma
and some medicinal properties.

herb-gerard (erb'jer'ard), n. A troublesome

umbelliferous weed, "Mgopodium Fodagraria,

common throughout Europe. -Also called gout-

weed, goutwort, ashweed, and wild or English

herb-grace (6rb'gras'), »• See herb-of-grace.

herbicarnivorous (her"bi-kar-niv'o-rus), a. [<

L. herba, herbage, -I- earo (cam-), flesh, +
vorare, eat.] Herbivorous and carnivorous;

feeding on both vegetable and animal food.

HerbicolS (her-bik'6-le), n. pi. [NL., < L.

herba, grass, -t- colere, dwell.] In entom. , a group

of insects which live in grass or herbage, (a) A
group of beetles. LatreUle, 1807. (6) A group of flies.

Oesvoidy, 1830. ., ,

herbicoious(her-bik'o-lus), a. J^^^^yeology,

growing on herbaceous plants. Berkeley, i»bu.

[Kare.] „ „ .

herbid (her'bid), a. [< L. herUdus, full of grass

or herbs, grasf<y,< herba, grass, herb :
see herb.\

Covered with herbs. [Rare.]

herbiferous (her-bif'e-rus), a. [= F.herUfere

= Sp. herbifero, < 'h'.'herbifer, producing grass

or herbs, < herba, grass, herb, + ferre = ii.

bear'^.l Bearing herbs.

herbist (her'bist), n. [< OF. herbiste; as herb

+ -ist.'] One skilled in herbs; a herbalist. Cot-

grave.

herb-ive, ». See herb^vy.

Herbivora (h6r-biv'o-ra), n.pl. [NL. ,
neut. pi.

of herbivorus : see herbivorous.'] 1 . A group oi
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animals, especially mammals, which feed on
herbage. The term has no specific implication, but is
a common eolleotire name of hoofed quadrupeds.
2. A division of Marsupialia; the herbivorous
marsupials, as the kangaroos. Also called Poe-
phaga.
herbivore (h6r'bi-v6r), n. A herbivorous ani-
mal; one of the Herbivora.
herbivorous (Mr-biv'o-rus), a. [= p. herbi-
vore = Sp. herbivora = Pg. herUvoro = lt. erbi-
voro, < NL. herbivorus, < L. herba, grass, herb,
+ vorare, eat.] Eating herbs; feeding on vege-
tables: distinguishedfiomcaraworoMS, insectiv-
orous, etc— Herbivorous cetaceans, the sbenians,
as the manatee, dugong, and halicore.—HerMvorous
marsupials, the Icangaroos and their allies.

herb-ivy (erb'i"vi), n. [Formerly also herb
(herbe, hearb,hearbe) ivie, also herb-ive, herb-eve;
< herb + ivyK See ivyK] An umbelliferous
plant of the genus Aju^a (A. Iva or A. Chamce-
pitys), otherwise known as ground-pine, field-
cypress, and gout-ivy. The name is also sometimes
giren to the hartshorn-plantain, Plantago Coronopus, or
the swine's-cress, Senebitera Coronopus.

herb-johnt (ferb'jon'), n. Some tasteless pot-
herb. Davies.
Balm, with the destitution of God's blessing, doth as
much good as a branch of herb-John in our pottage.

Itev. T. Adams, Works, L 376.

herbless (erb'- or herb'les), a. [< herb H- -less.]

Destitute of herbs or herbage.
Near some rugged herbless rock.
Where no shepherd keeps his flock.

J. Warton, Solitude.

But far remor'd in thund'ring camp is found.
His slumbers short, his bed the herbless ground.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., ii. 1108.

herblet (6rb'- or hferb'let), n. [Formerly also
herbelet; < OP. herbelette, dim. of herbe, herb.]
A little herb.

You were as flowers, now wither'd ; eren so
These herblets shall, which we upon you strow.

Shak., Cymbeline, ir. 2.

herb-lily (erb'lil'''i), n. A name given by flor-

ists to species of the genus Alstroemeria, tuber-
ous-rooted amaryllidaeeous greenhouse-plants
of tropical America. A. psittaeina is calledj)or-

rot-fi;Ower.

herb-louisa (erb'lg-e'za), n. The lemon-ver-
bena, lAppia oitriodora,'a, shrub from Chili with
lemon-scented leaves.

herb-margaret (erb'mar'ga-ret), ». The Eng-
lish daisy, Bellis perennis. " Also called bruise-

wort and marguerite.

herb-of-grace, herb of grace (6rb'ov-gras'), n.

[Formerly also herb-a^graee ; also by contrac-

tion herb-grace; so called in allusion to its other

name, rue (rue^), associated with rue, repent
(rMfii).] 1. The common Tae,Rutagraveolens.

Also called herb-of-repentance, herb-repentance.

Here, in this place,

I'll set a bank of rue, sour herb of grace.
Shale., Bich. II., iii. 4.

2. The hedge-hyssop, GraUola officinalis.— 3.

The vervain, Verbena officinalis.

herborisation, herborise, etc. See herboriea-

herborist (her'bo-rist), n. [Formerly also her-

barist; < P. herboriste (> It. erborista), < herbo-

riser, herborize : see herborize.] A herbalist.

Of the Indian Plants diuers haue written, both in their

generall HerbaUs, as Pena and Lobel, Gerard, with other

Berbarists. Purchas, Pilgrhnage, p. 605.

The first herbarist and apothecarie, renowned for the

knowledge of simples and composition of medicines, was

Cheron, son of Saturne and Phyllira.
Holland, tr. of Phny, ni. 66.

herborization (her'-'bo-ri-za'shon), n. [< F.

herborisation (> Sp. herborizadon, Pg. herbon-

zac&o), < herboriser, herborize: see herborize.]

1. The act of seeking plants in the field; bot-

anizing.— 2. The impression or figuration of

plants in mineral substances.

Also spelled herborisation.

herborize (h6r'b6-riz), v.
;
pret. and pp. Iterbo-

rized, ppr. herborizing. [Formerly also herba-

rize; < P. herboriser ( > Sp.Pg. herbwizar), formed

appar. in imitation of arboriser, arboriste (see

arborize, arborist), < herbe, herb: see herb.] I.

intrans. To search for plants for botanical pur-

poses; botanize.

Little mattocks, pickaxes, grubbing hooks, cabbies,

(bfeches) pruning knives, and other instruments requisite

for herboUsing. Urquhart, tr. of Eabelais, i. 23.

The Apothecaries' Company very seldom miss coming to

Hampstead every spring, and here ^ave then- ferte^zir^

feast: Soame, Analysis of Hampstead Water (1734), p. 27.

He herborized as he travelled, and enriched the Mora

Suecica with new discoveries. J- »»««•

II, trans. To form the figures of plants in,

as minerals. Also arborize.

herbwoman
Daubenton has shown that herborized stones contain

very fine mosses. Foureroy (trans).

-Also spelled herborise.

herborizer (h6r'bo-ri-z6r), n. One who searches
for plants for botanical purposes. Also spelled
herboriser.

herboroughf, herborowt, «• and v. Same as
harborough.

herbose (her'bos), a. [< L. herbosus: see het-
bous.] Same as herbous.

Nor in December, if we reason close,
Are fields poetically call'd ?ierbose.

Byrom, Critical Kemarks on Horace, Odes, ii. 3.

herbous (h&r'bus), a. [= F. herbeux = Pr.
erbos = Sp. herboso = Pg. hervoso = It. erboso,

< L. herbosus, full of herbs, grassy, < herba, herb:
see herb.] Abounding wiSi herbs.

herb-paris (erb'par'is), n. A HUaeeous herb,
Paris quadrifolia, common in England and on
the continent, related to Trillium, the wake-
robin. It is the only species oi the genus, and has ser-
eral other names, such as herb-truelove, fox-grape, leap-

wrd's-bane, four-leafed grass, (ma-berry, etc. The roots
and berries are considered ^ois6nous, though the latter
hare been used for infiammation of the eyes. The leares
and stems were also formerly used in medicine. Also
called herb of Paris.

herb-peter (erb'pe'ter), n. The common Eu-
ropean cowslip or primrose. Primula veris : said
to be so called from its resemblance to St.

Peter's badge, a bunch of keys.

herb-repentance (ferb're-pen'tans), n. Same
as herb-of-grace, 1.

herb-robert (6rb'rob'ert), n. [< ME. herbe
robert, < OP. herbe Robert, < ML. herba Boberti,
Eoberfs herb.] An abundant species of gera-
nium. Geranium Bobertianum, of both Europe
and America : said to be so called because it

Herb-rohert (Geranium Robertianutn). a, fruit

was used to cure a disease known as Eobert's
plague, from Robert, Duke of Normandy, its
reddish stems hare given it the names redshanks and drag-
on's-blood, while a certain unpleasant odor has earned for
it the name of stinking crane's-bill. In West Cumberland,
England, there is a superstition that if it is plucked mis-
fortune wUl follow, and it is there called death-come-
quickly.

herb-sophia (erb'so-fi'a), n. The fine-leafed

hedge-mustard, flixweed, or fluxweed. Sisym-
brium Sophia.

herb-trinity (erb'trin'i-ti), n. 1. The pansy,
V^ola tricolor: so ealledin reference to the three
colors in one flower.—2. The liYeileait,Anemone
Bepatica : so called in reference to the three
leaves or lobes in one leaf. See cut under He-
patica.

herb-truelove (Srb'tro'luv), ». Same as herb-

paris.

herb-t'WOpence (erb'to'pens), n. The money-
wort, Zysimachia nummutaria : so called in ref-

erence to the paired coin-shaped leaves.

herbulentt (her'bn-lent), a. [< L. herba, herb,

+ E. -ulent as in opulent, corpulent, etc. Cf.

L. herbula, dim. of herba.] Same as herbous.

herb-'William (erb'wil'ya™); »• -^ aromatic
umbelliferous plant, Arrimi majus, common in

central and southern Europe, growing in sandy

places. The particular origin of the name is unknown

;

it occurs in Turner's "Botanologia" (1664), p. 45. Also

called bullwort and bishop's-weed.

herbwoman (erb'wum'''an), n. ; pi. herbviomeit

(-wim'''en). A woman who sells herbs.

Your Tierb-woman; she that sets seeds and roots.

Shak., Pericles, iv. &
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herby (6r'bi or h6r'bi), a. [<feer6 + -^l.] Per-
taining or relating to herbs ; abounding with
or affected by herbs ; herbaceous.
No substance but earth, and the procedures ot earth, as

tile and stone, yieldeth any moss or herl/y substance.
Bacon.

For the cold, lean, and emaciated, such herby ingredi-
ents should be made choice of as warm and cherish the
natural heat. Evelyn, Acetaria.

The roots ot hills and Iwrly valleys then.
For food there hunting. Chapman.

The open air of the barton, laden with hay scents and the
herby breath of cows. T. Hardy, Interlopers attheKnap,iii.

Hercoceras (her-kos'e-ras), n. [NL., <Gr. ep/coc,

a fence, wall, barrier, + nipoQ, horn.] The
typical genus of the family Sercoceratidce.

Hercoceratidse (her-kos-e-rat'i-de), n. pi.
[NL. , < Serooceras (-rat-) -f 4d(s.'] A family of
nantiloid cephalopods, typified by the genus
Hercoceras. They are discoidal forms having the whorl
trapezoidal in cross-section, and a row of large nodes or
spines on the outer edges of the sides ; the apertures are
more or less flattened dorsabdominally, and extended
above into two lateral sinuses. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc.
Nat. Hist., XXII. 282.

lercogamous (her-.kog'a-mus), a. [As her-
eogamy + -ova.'\ Characterized by heroogamy,
as a flower.

liercogamy (h6r-kog'a-mi), n. [< Grr. ep/cof, a
fence, wall, barrier, + ya/iof, marriage.] The
prevention of self-fertilization in flowers by
means of specific structural peotiliarities. A
term applied to those flowers in which obstructions, such
as protuberances, etc., have been developed, which pre-
vent fertilization bytheir own pollen without external aid,

as that of insects. The rostellum of orchids is one of the
best examples of this condition, where the natural access
of pollen is, in most species, completely blocked from the
stigmatic chamber. Also herkogamy.

Herculanean (h^r-ku-la'ne-an), a. [< L. Her-
culaneus, adj., < Bercvlaneum, Herculaneum,
(Grr. "B.paii?£tov), prop. neut. adj., < Hercules,

Hercules: see Hercules.1 Of or pertaining to

Herculaneum, an ancient Roman city near
Naples, buried at the same time with Pompeii
"by the eruption of Vesuvius in a. d. 79. The site

of Herculaneum was forgotten, but it was discovered in
the early part of the eighteenth century under the town of
Kesina, and many remarlcable worlds of art and other re-

mains have since been obtained from It by excavation.

Elevations, drawings, plans,
Models ot Hermlanean pots and pans.

Cowper, Progress ot Error, 1. 398.

Hercillanensian (h6r"ku-la-uen'8i-an), a. [< L.

Hercukmensis, < Hermlaneum, Herculaneum.]
Same as Herculanean.
HerculanensUin manuscripts.

Q. P. Marsh, lects. on Eng. Lang., xxi.

Serculean (h6r-ku'le-an), a. [< L. HercuUus,
of or pertaining to fleroules, < Hercules, Her-
cules: see Hereules.l 1. Of or relating to Her-
cules: as, the twelve Herculean labors; the

Herculean m.yth..— 3. [cap. or i.e.] Eesembling
Hercules in size, strength, or courage ; appro-
priate to the attributes of Hercules: as, a her-

culean athlete ; a herculean fist.

So rose the Danite strong,

Herculean Samson, trom the harlot-lap

Of PhUistean Dalilah. Uilton, P. L., Ix. 1060.

An herculean robustness of mind, and nerves not to be
broken with labour. Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs,

3. leap, or I. c] Very difficult or dangerous : in

allusion to the Herculean labors : as, a )iercu-

lean task.

But what's the end ot thy
Herculean labours?

B. Jonson, Masques
[at Court.

Hercules (her'ka-
lez), ». [L.jinvoc,
as a familiar oath,
hercules, hercule, her-

cle, mehercle; Etrus-
can Hercle, aceom. of

(Jr. 'RpaiiXijc, earlier

'HpaaAir/c, lit. having
or showing Hera's
glory, < "Hpa, Hera,
+ kMoq, glory, fame

:

see glory.} 1. In Gr.

and Bom. myth., a
mighty hero, origi-

nating in Gi'eek le-

gend, but adopted by
the Eomans, and
worshiped as the god
of physical strength,

courage, and related

qualities. According to
the mythical account^ his
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of Perseus, but was thwarted by Hera (Juno). After
Hercules had performed wonderful deeds in behalf of

Thebes, his birthplace, Hera consented to his being made
immortal on condition of his accomplishing certain su-

perhuman feats for his rival Eurystheus ot liryns, in

which he succeeded. These feats, called the twelve labors
ot Hercules, were as follows : (l) the strangling of the Ne-
mean lion; (2) the killing ot the Lernean hydra; (3) the
capture of the Ceryneian stag

; (4) the capture of the Ery-
manthianboar; (5) the cleaning ot the Augean stables; (6)

the slaughter ot the Stymphalian birds
; (7) the capture of

the Cretan bull ; (8) the capture ot the man-eating mares
ot Diomedes ; (9) the securing of the girdle of Hippolyta,
queen of the Amazons ; (10) the fetching of the red oxen of

Geryones ; (11) the procurmg of the golden apples of the
Hesperides

; (12) the bringing to the upper world of the
dog Cerberus, guardian of Hades. Thesubjectot thismost
famous of the Herculean legends (of comparatively late

date) is distinguished as the Tirynthian Hercules from
other personifications of Hercules worshiped in different

places and countries (as the Cretan or the Egyptian Hercu-
les, etc.), under the same or other names, the attributes of

these various personifications Ijeing essentially the same,
but their legendaiy history being different. Hercules is

represented as brawny and muscular, with broad shoul-

ders, generally naked, or draped merely in the skin of the
Nemean lion, the head ot the lion being often drawn over
that of the hero as a helmet. He is usually armed with a
club, sometimes with a bow and arrows.

Leave that labour to great Hercules;
And let it be more than Alcides' twelve.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2.

My Eustace might have sat for Hercules;
So muscular he spread, so broad of breast.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

2. One of the ancient constellations, between
Lyra and Corona Borealis, representing a man

The Constellation Hercules.

upon one knee, with his head toward the south,

and with uplifted arms. The ancients did not iden-

tify the constellation with Hercules ; the moderns place
a club in one hand, and a branch of an apple-tree, with
the three heads of Cerberus, in the other. The constella-

tion contains one star ot the second magnitude (J3), nine
of the third, and twelve of the fourth.

3. A form of drop-hammer. See the extract.

The Hercules, a ponderous mass ot iron attached to a
vertical guide rod, which was lifted originallyby a gang of
men with ropes, but afterwards by steam power, and al-

lowed to fall by its own weight. Eneye. Brit., XI. 425.

4. Same as Hercules-heetle Hercules' allheal,
a perennial umbelliferous plant, Opopanax Chironium, a
native ot southern Europe. The roots and seeds are said

to be similar in flavor and quality to the parsnip. Also
callediK!«Kd«)ort.—Hercules' club, aweapon mentioned
in the seventeenth century as consisting of a heavy head
of wood with nails driven into it and furnished with a
handle: apparently a weapon extemporized for the de-
fense of a fortified place.—Hercules' Flllaxs. See pil-

lar.

Hercules-beetle (h6r'ku-lez-be"tl), n. A very
large Brazilian lamellicoru beetle, Megasoma or
Dynastes hercules. A large horn projects trom the
head of the male, and there is a smaller similar projection

The Farnese Hercules.— Statue
of the school of Lysippus, in Museo
Nazionale, Naples.

father Zeus (JuplterX destined htm to the sovereignty of

Tiiyns by right ot his mother, Alcmene, granddaughter

Hercules-beetle i,Dy»astes hercules), about one third natural size.

from the thorax, so that the animal resembles a pair of
pincers with the body for the handle. This beetle is the
largest true insect known, attaining a length of about 6
inches. See DyTMStes.

Hercules'-club (her'ku-lez-klub), n. Same as
angelicar-tree.

Hercynian (hfer-sin'i-an), a. [< L. Hercynivs,

< (Jr. ''Epicvvioc, pertaining to the region (L. Her-
eynia silva or Hercynius saltus, the Hercynian
Forest, < (Jr. 'EpKiivtog 6pimo() called in mod. Gr.

der Ears or das Harggewrge, the Harz mouu-

berd

tains.] Of or pertaining to the forest-covered

mountain-system of Germany. The word varied

greatly In its application. Some ancient geographers

made it cover a large part of Germany, while later writers

restricted it to Bohemia, Moravia, etc.

The reindeer lingered on in the Hercynian forest that

overshadowed North Germany as late as the time of Julius

Ctesar. Edinburgh Mev,

hercynite (hto'si-nit), n. [< Hereyniian) +
-ite^.} A mineral of the spinel group, conta,in-

ing alumina and iron, found in the Bohemian
(Hercynian) Forest.

herdi (h6rd), n. [Early mod. E. also heard,

herde; < ME. heerde, heorde, < AS. heord (gen.

dat. heorde, also herde, hyrde), a herd, flook

(of beasts, but also, like flock, of persons, a

family or congregation, in Biblical sense); also,

rarely, keeping or custody (a sense otherwise

expressed by comp. heord-rwden, hyrd-rceden)
;

= OHG. herta, MHG. herte, hert, Or. herde, heerde

(for *herte, by LGr. influence) = Icel. hjordh =
Sw. Dan. hjord = Goth, hairda, a herd, flock.

Cf. Skt. gardha, troop, OBulg. greda, a herd.]

1. A number of animals feeding or driven to-

gether ; a drove ; a flock : commonly used of the

larger animals, such as cows, oxen, horses,

asses (cattle), deer; camels, elephants, whales,

etc., and sometimes of small cattle, as sheep,

hogs, etc., and in falconry and fowling of bu-ds,

as swans, cranes, and curlews.

I observed nothing but . . . sundry heards of blacke

swine, and flocks of blacke sheepe.
Coryat, Crudities, L 76.

The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea.

Gray, Elegy.

An herd of swans, of cranes, and of curlews.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 97.

The dwellers of the deep, in mighty herds.
Passed by us. Bryant, Sella.

2. In a disparaging sense, a oompaity of men or
people; a rabble; a mob: as, the vulgar fterd.

When he perceived the common herd was glad he re-

fused the crown, he plucked me ope his doublet^ and
offered them his throat to cut. Shak., J. C, L 2.

Survey the world, and where one Cato shines.

Count a degenerate herd of CatUines. Dryden.

You can never interest the common herd in the abstract
question. Coleridge.

herdi (h6rd), v. [< ME. herden, herd ; from the
noun.] I. intrans. 1. Togo in a herd; congre-
gate as beasts ; feed or run in droves.

If men will with Nebuchadnezzar hsrd with the beasts
of the field, no wonder if their reason departs from them.

Stillingfieet, Sermons, I. ii.

2. To associate; unite in troops or companies;
become one of any faction, party, or set : used
in a more or less derogatory or sinister sense.

Ill herd among his friends, and seem
One of the number. Addison, Cato, iii. 4.

The sovereign people crowded into the market-place,
herding together with the instinct of sheep, who seelc

safety in each other's company.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 437.

A throng enclosed the rector ot Briarfleld; twenty or
more pressed around him. . . . The curates, herding to-
gether after their manner, made a constellation ot three
lesser planets. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xvi.

II. trans. To form into or as if into a herd.

The rest . . .

Are Tierded with the vulgar, and so kept.
B. Jonson^ Catiline, i. 1.

Wild stallions continually herded off the droves of the
Indians of the southern plains, thus thwarting any en-
deavor to improve the stock by breeding.

The Century, XXXVII. 334.

herd^ (hferd), n. [Early mod. E. also heard,
herde; < ME. herde, hirde, heorde, Jmrde, < AS.
hirde, hierde, hyrde, sometimes heorde (= OS.
OPries. Imdi= MLG. herde =OHG. hirti, MHG.
G. hirte, hirt = Icel. hirdhir = Sw. herde =
Dan. hyrde= Goth, hairdeis), a keeper of cattle,

sheep, etc. ; with suffix -e, orig. -ja, < heord, a
herd, flock : see herd^.'] A herdsman ; a keeper
of cattle ; a shepherd ; hence, a keeper of any
domestic animals : now rare in the simple form
(except in Scotland), but common in composi-
tion, as in cowherd, goatherd, gooseherd, shep-
herd, swineherd.

"Almyghty Lord, Jesu Crist," quod he,
"Sower ot chast conseil, herde of us alle."

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, L 192.

The noble Gawein and Agravain . . . sente in theire
felowes and her peple, a,nd her barneys be-fore, as the
heirde driveth his bestes to pasture.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), it 267.

herd^ (hferd), v. [< herd^, n. In this use hardly
distinguishable from herd^, «.] I, trans. To
take care of or tend, as cattle. [Scotch.]

When they were able now to Iierd the ewes,
They yeed together thro' the heights and hows.

Soai, Helenore, p. 14.



herd

II, intrans. To act as a herd or shepherd:
tend cattle or take care of a flock. [Scotch.]

I had na use to gang
Unto the glen to herd this mony a lang.

Hose, Helenore, p. 31.

herd^t- An obsolete spelling of heard^, preterit
and past participle of hear.

herd*t, « An obsolete form of haired.
herd-book (h^rd'biik), n. A book giving the
pedigree and record of and other information
concerning cattle in important herds.
In their native country none but select cattle are ad-

mitted to the herd-books. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 370.

herdboy (herd'boi), n. A man or boy having
the care of a herd of cattle. [Western U. S.]
The herd-toys—men on horseback— go through the

ranges and gather the cattle into "pens."
J. Macdonald, Food from the Far West, vi.

herdent, a- An obsolete form of harden^.
herder (Mr'dSr), ». [= OPries. herdere, NFries.
herder= D. /jerder= MLGr. herder= MHG. her-
tare, hirtere, hertcere, herter (G. as a proper name
Serter, Herder) = loel. hirdhir, a herder; as
herd'^ + -eri.] A herdsman; in the United
States, one employed in the care of a herd of
beef-cattle or a flock of sheep.
About the first of April is the time the herds are started

from Red River northward. . . . Two herders to a hun-
dred head o( cattle la the rule, . . . and each herder has
two horses. The Century, XIX. 770.

herderite (her ' der-it), n. [After its discover-
er, Baron von Herder (1776-1838), a mining en-
gineer, son of the philosopher of that name.]
A rare fluophosphate of beryllium and calcium,

'

occurring in white or yellowish transparent
crystals in Saxony, and at Stoneham in Maine,
U.S.

herdesf, n. A Middle English form of hards.

herdesst (her'des), n. [< ME. *herdesse, hierd-
esse; < herd^ + -ess.'] A shepherdess.

An hierdesse,
Whiohe that ycleped was Oenone.

Chaucer, Trcilus, i. 663.

As a herdesse in a summer's day,
Heat with the glorious sun's all-purging ray,
In the calme evening (leaving her (aire flocke)
Betakes herself unto a froth-girt rocke.

W. Broume, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 3.

herde'Wicht, «• [Appar. ME. ; < herd^ + -wich:
see wick^.] A grange or place for husbandry,
or for the grazing of cattle. Mon. Aug., iii.

herd-grass (hferd'gras), «. Sameas^erfi's-girMS,

herdgroomt (herd'grom), n. [Early mod. E.
heardgroom; < ME. herdegrome ; < herd^ +
groomX.] A keeper of a herd ; a herdsman ; a
shepherd.

Pipes made of grene come.
As han thise lytel herde-gromes.
That kepen bestis in the bromes.

ChOMoer, House of Fame, 1..122!i.

So loytring live you little heardgroomes.
Keeping your beastes in the budded broomes.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

herdic (her'dik), n. [Named after the inventor,

Peter Herdic, of Williamsport, Pennsylvania,

U. S.] Alow-set two- (sometimes four-) wheeled
cab or carriage, with the entrance in the back
and the seats at the sides : used in many cities

of the United States.

Uerdics, cabs, and carriages took to cover.

Examiner, Washington letter, Feb. 11, 1886.

herding (her'ding), n. [Verbal n. of feertP, «.]

1. The occupation of a herd or herdsman.—
2. In the western United States, Australia,

etc., cattle-raising Close herding, the herding of

cattle within fixed limits, and the keeping of an accurate

account of them.— Loose herding, the turning loose of

cattle belonging to several owners on a range (see range),

and the guarding of them to prevent loss by stealing or

straying. The owners determine the probable increase

of each herd from the number of calves branded at the

annual rounding-up (see round-up, v.) of all the cattle on

the range in the spring, and the rounding-up of the beel-

vjattle in the fall.

herding-ground (h§r'ding-ground), n. A place

where whales herd.

herd-maidt (herd'mad), n. A shepherdess.

I sit and watch a herd-maid gay.

Lyrics (Arbor's Bug. Garner, II. 76).

herdmant (herd'man), n. [Early mod. B- also

heardman; < ME. herdsman, heerdman; < herd^

+ man.'] Same as herdsman.

There ben grete Pastures ; but fewe Coomes ;
and ther-

fore, for the most partie, thei ben alls Herdemen.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 266.

The name of Turkes signifleth (saith Chitraeus) Sheep-

heards, or Seard-men: and such it seemeth was their an-

cient profession. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. iia-

herd's-grass (h^rdz'gras), ». One of various

grasses highly esteemed for hay; particularly,

2801
m the northern United States, timothy grass,

mate^fh/n?*""*"-, I^.P^n^ylvania and the Southern

™j™w? ITf'^ ^^ ^"J° *" *•>« '^'I'OP grass, Agrostismdgans. See timothy and rediop. Also kirdgrass.

r/?^^,*''(^^"^^'™ft^)'"v V^-}i^dsmen(-meji).
L< lierd's, poss. of herd\ -I- 7nan.] 1. A keeper
ot a herd; one employed in tending a herd of

There oft the Indian herdsman, shunning heat.
Shelters in cool, and tends his pasturing herdsAt loop-holes cut through thickest shade.

Milton, P. L., ix. 1108.
There, fast-rooted in their bank.

Stand, never overlook'd, our fav'rite elms,
luat screen the herdsman's solitary hut.

„. „, „ ,
Cowper, Task, i 168.

St. The owner of a herd.
A herdsman rich, of much account was he.

Sir P. Sidney.

3. The common skua-gull, supposed to pro-
tect lambs from eagles. [Orkneys.]
herdswoman (herdz'wum'''an), M.

;
pi. herds-

women (-wim"en). A woman who has the care
of a herd or of battle.
herei (her), adv. [Early mod. E. also heere; <
ME. here, heer, her, < AS. her= OS. her= OFries.
hir = D. Uer = MLG. hir = OHG. Mar, MHG.
hier, hie, G. hier, hie= leel. her= Sw. har= Dan.
lier= Goth, her, here (cf . OHG. hera, MHG. here,
her, G. her, hither; Goth, hiri, impv. adv., here!
i. e., come hither) ; with orig. locative suffix -r
(cf . her, of similar formation), from the pron.
repr, by Aei, q. v. Here is related to he as there
to that, they, and where to who, what. Cf . the
series hither, thither, whither, and hence, thence,
whence. In comp. with an adv. or prep, here re-
tains some of its orig, pronominal force : here-
after, after this, etc.] 1 ; In the place or region
where the person speaking is ; on this spot or
in this locality.

I pray you hence, and leave me Jiere alone.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 382.

Here rests his head upon the lap of earth
A youth to fortune and to fame unknown.

Oray, Elegy.
Of Arthur's hall am I, but here.
Here let me rest and die.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

3. At the point of space or of progress just
mentioned or attained; at or in the place or
situation now spoken of : as, here we tarried a
month; here the speaker paused.

Here the anthem doth commence

:

Love and constancy is dead.
Shak., Phcenix and Turtle, 1. 21.

The person ?iere mentioned is an old man.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 265.

The territories of the duke of Medina Sidonia were par-
ticularly unguarded : here were vast plains of pasturage,
covered with flocks and herds— the very country for a
hasty inroad. Irmng, Granada, p. 76.

3. At the place or in the situation pointed
out, or assumed to be shown or indicated : as,

here (in a picture) we see a cottage, and here a
tree.

To live in prayer and contemplation.
Only attended by Werissa Aere,

Until her husband and my lord's return.
Shak., M. of v., iii. 4.

The skin is, as it were, occupied all over with separate

feelers, that are here widely scattered, here clustered, and
here crowded together.

H. Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL, § 10.

4. At the nearer point, or at the one first in-

dicated : opposed to there.

Line upon line ; here a little, and there a little.

Isa. xxviii. 10.

There is my dagger.

And 'here my naked breast. Shak., J. C, iv. 3.

Raphael had very prudently touched divers things that

be amiss, some Jtere and some there.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

5. To this place ; to the situation or locality

where the speaker is. [In this sense, in cus-

tomary use, hei-e has taken the place of hither.

See hither.]

If thou remember'st aught ere thou cam'st here.

How thou cam'st here thou may'st.
.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

Here comes some intelligence ; a buzz o' the court.

I'ord, Lover's Melancholy, i. 2.

Blest be Heaven

That brought thee here to this poor house of ours.

Tennyson, Holy Grad.

6. In the present life or state; on earth.

Owre lorde hath hem graunted

Here [their]penaunce and her purgatorie here on this erthe.
^*^ Piers Plovman (B), vu. 105.

Here in the body pent.

Absent from Him I roam.
Montgomery, At Home in Heaven.

Brief life is Jiere our portion,

Brief sorrow, short-lived care.

J. M. Neale, tr. of Bernard of Cluny's Horse Novissimie.

hereafter

Here and there, in one place and another ; at inter-

vals ; occasionally ; as, the people were scattered here and
there.

Jerome. I believe you will not see a prettier girl.

Isaac. Here and there one.
Sheridan, The Duenna, li. 8.

Here and there a fragment of a column, or an inscrip-

tion built into the wall, reminds us of what Aquileia once
was. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 60.

Here below, on earth ; in this life.

Man wants but little here below,
Nor wants that little long.

Goldsmith, Hermit.

Here goes, now I am going to do it : an exclamation an-
nouncing a particular act, especially one that seems rash
or bold. [Colloq.]— Here la or here's (so-and-so), (a)

Au exclamatory phrase used to call special attention to or
express surprise at or delight with something suddenly
found or coming to view or notice ; often used ironically:

as, here's a pretty mess.

This babble shall not henceforth trouble me.
Here is a coil with protestation !

Shak., T. Q. of v., i. 2.

Here's a sweet temper now ! This is a man, brother.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, i. 1.

Meanwhile Mr. Squeers tasted the milk and water.
"Ah!" said that gentleman, smacking his lips, "here's
dchnesB I

"

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, v.

(b) A plirase used in calling attention to a toast or wish

:

as, here's a health to you ; here's luck to you.

Here's to the maiden of bashful fifteen.

Here's to the widow of fifty. . . .

Let the toast pass

;

Brink to the lass.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3 (song).

Here you are, here is what you want. [Colloq.]—
Neither here nor there, neither in this place nor in
that ; hence, not concerning the matter in hand ; irrele-

vant ; unimportant ; of no consequence.

Mine eyes do itch;

Doth that bode weeping?— 'Tis neither here nor there,

Shak.. Othello, iy. 3.

Yes, yes, they certainly do say—but that's neither here
nor there. Sheridan, School for Scandal, v, 2.

This . . . here, a colloquial pleonasm intended to em-
phasize the definitive use of this before its noun,- which
in illiterate speech is often transposed after A^rg: as, this

man here (correlative to that man there) ; this here man.
hereof, »• [OSo. heir; ME. here, heere, < AS.
here, an army, particularly the enemy, = OS.
heri= OFries. hiri, here, = D. heer, heir= MLG.
(in comp.) here-, her- = OHG. heri, hari, liIHG.
here, G, heer = Icel. herr = Sw. hdr = Dan. heer

= Goth. harjis,a,n army, host; = OBulg. Tcara,

strife, = Lith. Jca/ras, war, = Lett, karseh, war,
tumult, = OPruss. learjis, an army; of. Zend
kdra, army. Hence harry = harrow^, v., her-

ring, and in comp., variously modified, heriot,

liarbor, harJjorough, herald, the proper name
Harold, etc.] 1. An army; a host; a hostile
host.

Til his sone mouthe here
Helm on heued and leden vt here.

Havelok, 1. 378.

Specifically— 2. In Anglo-Saxon hist., an in-

vading army, either that of the enemy, as the
Danish invaders, or the national troops serving
abroad. Seefyrd.
English troops serving out of England and not for any

English object are not c^led fyrd, but here, like the Danish
invaders of old.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest^ IV. 378.

3. An individual enemy.
He refte hym his riches &, bis renke schippis.
And wold haue honget the here vppon hegh galos.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 13116.

hereof, pron. See feel,

here*+, ®. A Middle English form of hear.

hereof,™- AMiddle Englishform of feoiri. Chait-

cer.

hereof, »»• A liliddle English form of fearei. Chau-
cer.

Here7, n. See Hera.
hereabout (her'a-bouf), adv. [< here^ 4- about.]
1 . About this place ; in this neighborhood.

I'll hover hereabout, to know what passes.
Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 2.

My friend should meet me somewhere hereabout.
Tennyson, Sir John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham.

2t. Concerning this; about this business.

Go now thy wey, and speed thee heer aboute.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 376.

hereabouts (her'a-bouts'), adv. [< hereabout,
adv., + adv. gen. suffix -s.] Same as hereabout.

Hereabouts her soul must hover still

;

Let's speak to that. Shirley, I'he Ti'aitor, v. 1.

hereafter (her-af'tfer), adv. [< ME. herafter (=
Dan. herefter = Sw. lidrefter), < AS. herafter,
hereafter, < her, here, + cefter, after : see here^
and after.] After this time ; in time to come ; in

some future time or state.

But nowe hereafter thou shalt here
What God hath wrought in this matere.

Oower, Conf. Amant., iL



hereafter
And Tieraftir no man be heny to me, for I here in my

bodi the tokenes ol oure Lorde Jesa Crist.

Wyclif, GaL vL 17.

We . . . hope that ... [a man's] honest error, though
it cannot be pardoned hsre, will not be counted to him for
Bin hereafter. Macavlay, Leigh Hnnt.

hereafter (her-aft6r), a. and n. [< hereafter,
adv.^ I. a. That is tote; future. [Rare.]

That hereafter ages may behold
What ruin happen'd in revenge of liim.
Within their chlefest temple 111 erect
A tomb. Shak., 1 Hen. TL, li 2.

H. n. A future state ; the future.
Tis heaven Itself that points ont an hereafter.

^ Addison, Cato, v. 1.
Thtis departed Hiawatha . . .

To the land of the Hereafter.
LongfeUoWf Hiawatha, xxil.

bereafterwardt, hereafterwardst, adv. [ME.
heraftirward; < herei + afterward, afterwards.^
Hereafter.

Thou Shalt hereafterwardee, my brother deere.
Come, there thee nedeth not of me to leere.

. Chaucer, Frere's T^e, 1. 217.

Heraftirward, britheren, be ghe coumfortid in the Lord
and in the myght of his vertu. Wyclif, Eph. vL 10.

hereagainstt (her'a-genst'), adv. [ME. her
ageines; < herei^ + against.'] Opposite this place.
This Hand is inhabited, and hath great plentie of wine

and frutes, and hereagainst we were becalmed. '

Hakluyfg Voyages, IL 102.

hereat (her-af), adv. [< here^ + at.] At or by
reason of this.

Sereat this young man sadly grieved.
The Suffolk Miracle (Childs Ballads, I. 219).

hereaway (her'a-wa.''), adv. [< feerel + away.]
Hereabout; iu £his neighborhood, or in this di-
rection. [Colloq.]

We knew before that these towns were here away; but
had we known that this river turned and ran in among
them, we should never have nuderfAken the enterprise.

R. Knox (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 416).

Hereaway
The fell lycanthrope finds no prey.

Whittier, Against FngitiTe Slave Act.

hereawayst (her'a-waz'), adv. [< hereaway +
adv. gen. suffix -s.] Same as hereaway.
Here-awaies liued a people called Dogzyn, which others

called Pagans of no secl^ nor subject to any Prince.
PuTchas, Pilgrimage, p. 162.

herebeforet, adv. [< ME. here-hifore, herbifome:
see Jiere^ and before.] Before this time ; here-
tofore.

Sir^ sum time here-b^or, in my gong age^
1 wedded with al wele a worschipful lady.

WHliam of Paleme (K E. T. 8.), 1. 4072.

herebefomf, adv. [ME. herebefore, herbifom,
< here^ + befom, var. of before: see before.]

Same as herebefore.

Thou hast told me herebefome, that he nis not to blame
thatchaungeth hisconseillncerteyn cas, andforcerteyne
and just caoses. Chancer, Tale of Melibeus.

here-being (her-be'ing), n. [ME. hereieyng; <
Aercl + being, n.] Present existence.

I s^ge by 30W riche it semeth nougt that ge shnlle

Haue heaene in gowre here-beyiig and heuene her-after.

Pierg Plowman (B), xiv. 141.

herebodet, «• [Appar. repr. an AS. 'herebod (not
found), < here, army, + bod, gebod, command:
see bode^.] A royal edict calling citizens or
subjects into the field: an old law term so ex-
plained by Skinner. It is also cited as hereboie,

which would mean a military tax or eontribn-
tion.

hereby (her-bi'); adv. [< ME. here by, herbi; <

here^ + by''-.] 1. Near by; not far off.

Prin. Where is the bush
That we must stand and play the mnrtherer in ?

Par. Hereby, upon the edge of yonder coppice.
S/!«iS:.,L.I.L.,iv.l.

2. By this; by means of this.

I will not reason what is meant hereby.

Because I win be guiltless of the meaning.
Shak., Eich. UL, i. 4.

Hereby we became acquainted with the nature of things.
Watts.

heredipety (her-e-dip'e-ti), n. [< L. heredipeta,

a legacy-hunter, <; heredium, a hereditary estate

(< Iwres (hered-), an heir : see heir), + petere,

seek.] Legacy-hunting. [Bare.]

Heredipety, or legacy-hunting, is Inveighed against, in

the clergy especially, as by the old Satirists.

MUvuin, Latin Cbristiamty, L 11.

hereditability (he-red"i-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< he-

reditable: see -bility.] Heritability. [Eare.]

It will moreover be important, after the hereditability

of the royal office has been accepted, to establish the

principle of the uninterrupted existence of that ofQce."
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXYL 107.

hereditable (he-red'i-ta-bl), a. [= OF. heredi-

table= Sp. hereditable, K ML. hereditabUis, < LL.

2802

hereditare, inherit, < L. heres (hered-), an heir

:

see heir and heritage.] Heritable.
James [Macpherson] was the last person executed at

Banff, previous to the abolition of hereditable jurisdiction.
Quoted in Child's Ballads, YX 266.

hereditably (hf-red'i-ta-bli), adv. Heritably;
by inheritance.' [Rare!]
hereditament (her-e-dit'a-ment), n. [< ME.
hereditament = Pr. Aeretdmen'= Sp. heredami-
ento = Pg. herdamento, < ML. hereditamentum,
propertyinherited,<LL.A«reditore, inherit: see
hereditably.] In law, any species of property
that may be inherited; lands, tenements, or
anything corporeal or incorporeal, real, person-
al, or mixed, that may descend to an heir in the
sttiet sense (see heir, 1) ; inheritable property,
as distinguished from property which neces-
sarily terminates with the life of the owner,
and, according to some writers, as distinguished
in modem times from personal assets which go
to the executor or adnunistrator instead of the
heir, a corporeal hereditament is visible and tangible

;

an ineorporeal hereditament is a right existing in contem-
plation of law, issuing out of corporeal property, but not
itself the object of bodily senses as an easemenf^ a fran-
chise, or a rent.

At the whiche parlyament ye Duke of Alenson was
iuged to lose his hede, & his heredytamentys to be for-

fayted unto ye kinge. Fabyan, Chron., 11, an. 1461.

Theyr auncestours had noe estate in any theyre landes,
signoryes, or hereditamentes, longer then during theyr
owne lives. Speiiser, State of Ireland.

hereditarian (he-red-i-ta'ri-an), n. [< heredity
+ -arian.] A fceUever in the biological doc-
trine of heredity or atavism.

The modem hereditarian regards himself as the off-

spring mentally as well as physically of a long succession
<d ancestors, going as far back as the anthropoid ape, if

not to still more rudimentary forms of life.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, L 446.

hereditarily (he-red'i-ta-ri-U), adv. By inheri-
tance.

Eicliard L bestowed thelands on Eichard Fitz-Anchor,
to hold them in fee, and hereditarily of the abbey.

Pennant, Journey from Chester, p. 566.

hereditariness (he-red'i-ta-ri-nes), n. The
state or quality of being hereditary, or of be-
ing transmissible from parent to child.

The hereditariness of leprosy has not been proved.
Ziegler, PathoL Auat. (trans.), L § 131.

hereditarioust (hf-red-i-ta'ri-us), a. [< L. here-
ditarius : see hereditary.] Hereditary.
Some sicknesses ara hereditariovs, and come from the

father to the Sonne. Hakluyt's Voyages, L 219.

hereditary (hf-red'i-ta-ri), a. [= E. heredi-
taire = Ft. hereditari == Sp. Pg. hereditaria =
It. ereditario, < L. hereditarius, of or relating to
an inheritance, inherited, < }ieredita{t-)s, heir-
ship, inheritance: see heredity.] 1. In law:
(a) Descending by inheritance ; transmitted or
transmissible in lie line of descent by force of
law

;
passing to or held by an heir or heirs : as,

a hereditary monarchy, office, or estate ; heredi-

tery privileges; ^eredjtor^/ bondage.
These old fellows

Have their ingratitude in them hereditary.
Shak.,T.otA.,ii.2.

The community or kingdom comes to be regarded by the
sovereign as the hereditary possession of his faniHy.

Calhoun, Works, L 84.

At first elective, as kingships habitually are, this [of Po-
land] continued so— never became hereditary.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 494.

(b) Holding by inheritance ; deriving from an-
cestors by force of law, as rank, social condi-
tion, or property: as, a hereditary peer, propri-
etor, or bondman.
When ... a powerful body of hereditary nobles sur-

round the sovereign, they oppose a strong resistance to
his authority. Cdlhmm, Works, I. 85.

His highness the dnke . . . had been married very
young, and his son, the hereditary prince, may be said to
Iiave been the political sovereign of the state.

Thackeray, Barry Lyndon, x.

3. Pertaining to or resulting from successive
generation ; transmitted in a line of progeny

;

passing naturally from parent to offspring : as,

hereditary descent; a hereditary line; heredi-

tary features, qualities, or diseases.

Wearing that yoke
My shoulder was predestined to receive.

Bom to the hereditary stoop and crease.
Browning, Eing and Book, L 206.

The peculiarity may be congenital and hereditary, as it

is when a certain stature is characteristic of the brothers,
sisters, and collateral relatives of a parent.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., L 175.

3. Native; patrimonial; ancestral: as, one's fee-

reditary home or occupation ; a hereditary opin-
ion or prejudice.— 4. Acting from natal tenden-
cy or endowment; having inherited the charac-

herein

ter or qualifications of; being by force of birth

:

as, the Bachs were hereditary musicians ; the

Rothschilds are hereditary financiers.—Act of
the Hereditary Excise. See excise^.—Hereditary
monarcliy. See monarchy.

hereditism (he-red'i-tizm), n. [< heredity +
-ism.] The principle of heredity; the doctrine

of hereditary transmission, as of political rule.

[Rare.]

Atlast,AeredttwniexpiredinAmerioa, . . . becansethe
people were determined not to have a king, and were ani-

mated by republican aspirations.
Nineteenth Century, XX. 316.

heredity (he-red'i-ti), n. [= p. heridiU= Pr.

heretat = Sp. heiidad = Pg. herdade = It. ere-

ditA, < L. heredita{t-)s, heirship, inheritance, in
concrete an inheritance, < heres (hered-), an heir:

see heir, and heritage, inherit.] 1 . Hereditaryde-
scent or transmission, as of physical or mental
qualities; hereditary succession or influence.

He is a monarchist by centuries of Tieredity.

jr. A. Bev., CXUU. lOfl.

Let us engage in some exciting sport, dear— such as-

reviewing the family portraits, with gen^ogical applica-

tions; perhaps we mMT discover something startling in

the line of heredity. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 281.

2. Specifically, in biol. : (a) The influence of
parents upon offspring ; transmission of quali-

ties or characteristics, mental or physical, from
parents to offspring. See atavism.

By heredity is meant the tendency manifested by aa
organism to develop in the likeness of its progenitor.

Pap. Sci. Mo., XH. »a.

(6) The principle or fact of inheritance, or the
transmission of physical and mental character-
istics from parent to offspring, regarded as the
conservative factor in evolution, Opposing the
tendency to variation under conditions of en-
vironment.
That wheat produces wheat—that existing oxen have

descended from ancestral oxen— that every unfolding or-
ganism eventually takes the form of the class, order, ge-
nus, and species from which it sprang—is a fact which, by
force of repetition, has acquired in our minds almost the
aspect of a necessity. It is in this, however, thatHeredity
is principally dispkiyed: the phenomena commonly re-
ferred to it being quite subordinate manifestations.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biology, § 80.

heredium (he-re'di-um), n. [L., < heres (Jiered-),

an heir.] In early Earn, law, the homestead
or hereditaiy domain allotted as the private
property of a citizen, and which was inheritable
and alienable. It comprised space for house,
yard, and garden—usually about one and a
quarter acres.

herefor (her-f6r'), adv. [= G. hiervor, hierfiir =
Dan. herfor= Sw. hdrfor; as here^ •\rfor'^.] For
this. [Rare.]

hereforef (her-for'), adv. [ME. herfori, herfor;
< here^ -H fore^. Cf. herefor.] For this rea-
son; on tk& ground.

Son, yet shuld thon lett
Herfor to speke in large.
For where masters ar mett
Chylder wordys ar not to charge.

Toraneley Mysteries, p. 160.

herefrom (her-from'), adv. [< here^ -f from.]
From this ; from wluit has been said or done

:

as, herefrom we conclude ; herefrom it follows.
heregildf, n. [OSc. hereyeld; AS.heregild, -gyld,
-geld, a military tribute, particularly the Dane-
geld, < here, army, esp. the enemy, 4- gild, geld,

a payment.] 1. In Anglo-Saxon hist., the tax
or tribute paid to the Danes; the Danegeld.
The formal name for a tax levied for the payment of

soldiers or sailors was Heregyld, Heregeold, Heregeld.
-B. A. Freeman^ Norman Conquest, II. 403.

2. In oldScots law, a fine payable on certain con-
ditions to a superior on the death of his tenant,
generally consisting of the best horse, ox, or
cow: correlative to the English heriot. Also
hereyeld.

herehencet (her-hens'), adv. [Early mod. E.
also heerehenee; < here^ + hence.] From this

;

herefrom ; for this reason.

Yet heere-hence may some good accrewe.
Florio, It. Diet., Ep. ded.

.Hi^ereAence it is manifest . . . that Island is not situate
beyond the arctic circle. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 564.

Here-hence it comes our Horace nbw stands taxed
Of impudence. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

We are herefience resolved that we are not to do any evU
that good may come of It. £p. Sanderson, Works, II. 52.

herein (her-in'), adv. [< ME. herinne (= D. G.
hierin = Dan. heri = Sw. hdri) ; < feerei + »«!.]
In this ; in view of this.

More haf I of ioye & biysse here4nne . . .

Then alle the wyges of the world mygt Wynne.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 579.

Herein Is my Father glorified, that ye bear mnch fruit.

John XV. 8.



herein
Herein lives wisdom, beauty, and Increase

;

Without this, folly, age, and cold decay.
Shak., Sonnets, xL

hereinafter (her-in'af'tSr), adv. [< herein +
after. ] Afterward, in this (statement, narrative,
or document): referring to something after-
ward to be named or described.

Part of the olde Templeis yet standing, and many Monn-
ments of great antiqnitie, as herein nfUr Bbail be shewed.

Webte, Travels (ed. Arher), p. 22.

A few favored localities hereinafter to be named.
Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 203.

hereinbefore (her-in'bf-for'), adv. [< herein +
before.] Before in this (statement, narrative,
or document) : referring to something already
named or described.

Hany authors not hereinbefore reviewed come properly
within our annals. The Century, X^OV. 906.

hereinto (her-iu'to), adv. [< here^ + into.'] Into
this. Hooker. [Kare.]
heremitt, »• An obsolete forin of hermit, ap-
proximating eremite.

heremiticalf (her-e-mit'i-kal), a. An obsolete
form of eremitical.

The heremeticaU profession was onelie allowed of in
Brltaine vntill the coming of Angostine the monhe.

Holinghedj Descrip. of Britain, i. 9.

herent, a. A Middle English form of hairen.
herenacht, n. Same as erenach.
hereness (ner'nes), n. [< fterel + -mes«.] The
quality or fact of being in this place, or of be-
ing present. [Rare.]

Its [the earth's] oppressive solidity, its obtrusive here-
ness. G. UacdoruM, 'What's Uine's Mine, p. 334.

herenustii- [Aform occurring, -with a var.Aere-
mus, in the following quotation. It is obvious-
ly corrupt; some manuscripts substitute vertur-

wise (virtuous), and mod. editions read lievenes

(heaven's). It probably stands for *Merynes
—that is, Erinyes, theFuries : see Erinys.] See
etymology.

Have mercy on me, thon he}'enue qneene.
Cliaitcer, Complaint to Pity, 1. 92.

hereof (her-ov'), adv. [< ME. hereof, herof(=
Dan. her^f= Sw. Mraf) ; < here^ + of.] 1. Of
this; concerning this.

The kyng, vor pyte Iterof, bygan to wepe sore.
Robert qf Oloucester, p. 178.

And so here-of spake tbei day be day.
Merlin (K E. T. S.), ii. 186.

This bronght to pass, the lords return with speed.
The parliament hereof to certify.

DtaueU, Civil War% ii.

2. From this ; herefrom.

Hereof comes i(i that Prince Harry is valiant.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

hereon (her-on'), adv. [< ME. heron; < here^- +
on.] On or upon this.

If we should strictly insist A«reo», the possibilitymight
fall into question. Sir T. Browne, 'Vnlg. Err.

hereonwardt, adv. piCE.; < here'>- + onward.]
In addition ; moreover. Chaucer.

hereoutt (her-ouf), adv. [< ME. herut; < here^

+ out.] Out of this.

The godly wiU gather hereout that, as God's providence
bindeth not our i^ds, so it hindereth not in us any good
Hiing. J. Bradford, Letters CParker Soc, 1853), n. 13L

here-remaint (her'rf-man'), n. Stay or sojourn

here.
A most miraculous work in this good king

:

Which often, since my here-remain in England,
I have seen him do. Shak., Macbetb, iv. 3.

hereright (her'rit), adv. [< Aerei + right.]

Right here; in this place. [Prov. Eng.]

heresiarch (her'e-si-ark or he-re'si-ark), n.

[= OP. heresiarche, heresiarqtie, F. heresiargue

= Sp. Pg. heresiarca = It. eresiarca, < LL. ML.
hdresiarcha, < Gr. aipeaiapxrK, the leader of a

school, esp. of a medical school, in eccl. vraters

the chief of a sect or heresy, < alpeai^, a sect,

school, heresy (see heresy), + apxeiv, rule.] A
leader in heresy; an arch-heretic.

The heresiarch commenced the error upon pride and
ambition, and his followers went after him in simplicity

of their heart. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 319.

Sermons whose writers played such dangerous tricks

Their own A«remarcA» called them heretics—
(Strange that one term such distant poles should link.

The Priestleyan's copper and the Puseyan's zinc).

0. W. Holmes, After-Dinner Poem.

By the middle of the twelfth century other and purer

heretiarclis had arisen. Motley, Dutch Eepublic, 1. 68.

heresiarchyt, n- [< Gr. alpemc, heresy, + apx^,

< apxetv, rule; ef. lieresiarch.] The teaching

of a heresiarch; prime, prominent, or flagrant

heresy.
The book itself [the Alcoran] consists of heremarchies

against our blessed Saviour. . . . . „„„
Sir T. Herbert, Travels m Afnca, p. 32d.
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heresiographer (her'e-si-og'ra-fSr), n. [As
IwresiograplM/ + -eri.] One who writes on
heresies.

heresiography (her'e-si-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.
atpeertf, heresy, + -ypcupia, <ypa^uv, write.] A
treatise on heresies.

heresiologist (her"e-si-ol'o-jist), n. [< heresi-
olog^ + -is*.] One versed'in, or engaged in the
study of, heresiology; a writer on heresies.

.iv'^,*''^
Greek and latin Jiereaiologists have included

the ManichseanB in their catalogues.

Encye. Brit., XV. 487.

heresiology (tsr'e-si-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. alpeaic,
heresy, + -Aoym, < Xsyuv, speak: see -ology.]
The study or the history of heresies.
All thrae classes of these writers must be consulted for

obtammg a complete acquaintance with heresiology.
Blunt Diet, of Sects (1874), p. 184.

heresy (her'e-si), n.
;
pi. heresies (-siz). [< ME.

Jteresye, heresie, eresie, < OF. heresie, lieregie, P.
heresie = Pr. heregia, eretgia= Sp. herejia= Pg.
heregia, lieresia= It. eresia, heresy, < L. hceresis,
a school of thought (philosophical or religious),
LL., eeel., heretical religious doctrine, heresy,
< Gr. alpeacc, a taking, selection, a philosophi-
cal principle or set of principles and those who
profess such principles, a sect, school, eccl. a
religious sect or party, heresy, < aipeiv, take,
mid. aipeladai, take to oneself, choose.] 1. Auy
doctrine, opinion, or set of opinions at variance
with the established standards of any system,
school of thought, or party; an opinion or a
doctrine tending to create schism or division;
an untenable or a disturbing doctrine of any
kind, as in philosophy, science, politics, moral-
ity, etc.

Such trespasses in speach (whereof there be many) as
gene dolour and disliking to the eare & minde, by any
foule indecencie or disproportion of sound, situation, or
sence, they be called, and not without cause, the vicious
parts or rather Tieresies of language.

Puttenhwm, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 129.

Popes, conclaves, and religions orders rose up against
the Copemican heresy.

MaeatUay, Sadler's Law of Population.

2. Specifically, in theol., an opinion or a doe-
trine rejected by the authorities of a church as
contraryto the established creed of thatchurch

;

an interpretation or a theologicalview of a sa-
cred writing or other standard of religion, or of
any distinctive part of it, opposed to that au-
thoritatively established or generally accepted

:

as, the antinomian heresy. To the Boman Cath-
olic any opinion contrary to the teachings of his church,
to the Protestant any opinion contrary to the accepted
interpretation of the Scripture, is a heresy. The error
must be held by a professed believer; pagan andinfldel
doctrines are not heresies. Koman Catholic divines dis-

tinguish between/ormoZ heresies, or tenets contrary to the
doctrines of the church which are wilfully and pertina-
ciously held, and material heresies, or tenets that are he-
retical but are not so pertinaciously held as to involve the
guilt of heresy.

There shall be false teaehers among yon, who privily

shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord
that bought them. 2 Pet. ii. 1.

After the way which they call heresy, so worship I the
God of my fathers. Acts xziv. 14.

Heresie is in the Will and choice profestly against the
Scripture ; error is against the Will, in misunderstanding
the Scripture after all sincere endeavours to understand
it rightly. Milton, True Eeligion.

A second offence is that of heresy, which consists not in

a total denial of Christianity', hut of some of its essential

doctrines, publicly and obstinately avowed.
Blacketone, Com., IV. iv.

Antipodal heresy. See antipodal. =Syn. See compari-

son under Tieretie.

heretic (her'e-tik), n. and a. [Formerly hereUck,

early mod. B. also ereUck; < ME. heretik, eretik

(cf. AS. erittc); ME. also eriU (< OF. herite,

herete, erite) and erege, < OP. herege, erege= Pr.

heretge, eretge = Sp. hereje = Pg. herege, n., a
heretic; OP. also heretique, P. heretique = Sp.

lieretico = Pg. lieretico, a., = It. eretico, a. and n.,

< LL. hwreticus, a., of or belonging to heresy;

as noun, a heretic, < Gr. alperiKdc, able to choose,

in eccl. writers heretical, < aipeiv, take, mid.

aipela0ai, choose: see heresy.] 1. n. 1. One -who

holds and persistently maintains an opinion or

a doctrine at variance with the accepted stan-

dards of any school or party, and rejected or

condemned by it; one who rejects a generally

accepted belief.

I am an heretic, if it be sound doctrine that pleasure

tastes best after sorrow. Donne, Letters, Ixxziv.

Constantine easily believed that the heretics, who pre-

sumed to dispute his opinions, or to oppose his commands,
were guilty of the most absurd and criminal obstinacy.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xxL

2. Specifically, in theol., a professed believer

who adopts and persistently maintains reli-

heretofom

gious opimons contrary to the accepted stan-
dards of his church. See heresy, 2.

This yere [xiL Hen. VIIL] one Luther was acconntyd
an eretyck, and on a Sonday, that was the zij. day of Haij,
in the presence of the Lorde Legate, and many other
Byshops and Lordys of England, the sayd LuUier was
openly declared an fteretyck at Powles Crosse, and all his
bokes burned.

ATTwias ChrorS(2& ed. 1520, repr. 1811), p. liL

=Srn. Heretic, Schismatic, Sectary, Dissenter, Noncon-
formist. Heretic is an opprobrious epithet for a professed
believer who holds religious opinions contrary to the es-
tablished or dominant beliefs. A schismatic is one who
seeks to sunder or divide into different organizations or
parties those who are of essentially the same religious
faith. A sectary or sectarian is one who sets the welfare
of his own sect or denomination above tliat of the church
universal, often pushing its interests at the cost of the
geneiTd Christian welfare. This word has been much used
opprobriously of those who stand out against an original
or more powerful oi^nization. A dissenter or nmicon-
formist is one who dissents from an established religion,
or does not conform to it ; specifically and in actual use
these words apply almost exclusively to those Protestants
in Great Britsun who worship apart from the Established
Church of England, as the Presbyterians, Baptists, and
Independents.

If a person was so unfortunate as to be a bravo, a liber-
tine, or a gambler, that was no reason for making him a
heretic too. Macavlay, Von Banke's Hist. Popes.

Unity was Dante's leading doctrine, and therefore he
puts Mahomet among the schismatics, not because he di-
vided the Church, but the faith.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 108.

Anno 1663, divera sectaries in religion beginning to
spread themselves there [in the Virginia colonies], great
restraints were laid upon them, under severe penalties,
to prevent their increase. Beverley, Virginia, t TJ 79.

James the Second was at open war with the Church,
and found it necessary to court the Dissenters.

Macautay, John Bnnyan.
The great body of non-conformists rejected the delusive

offers of the Sing, and stood firmly by their principles.
Maeaulay, Mackintosh's Hist. Revolution.

II. a. Pertaining to heresy ; believing heresy.

Eschewe thou a man eretike aftir oon and the secounde
correccioun. Wyclif, Tit. liL 10.

That saying of their father Cres. is still running in my
head, that they may be dispensed with in their obedience
to an Aerettc prince^ while the necessity of the times shall
oblige them to it. Dryden, Beligio Laici, Pref.

heretical (he-ret'i-kal), a. [< OF. heretical =
Sp. heretical'; as heretic + -ah] Containing or
characterized by heresy; contrary to estab-
lished opinions or principles; contrary to an
accepted standard of religious faith.

This Queen [Katharine Parr], as being an earnest Prot-
estant^ had many great Adversaries, by whom she was ac-

cused to the King to have Heretical Books found in her
Closet. Baker, Chronicles, p. 291.

The law of heresy is reformed, but not made less strin-

gent^ and it is no longer heretieai to speak against the
pope. Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 257.

heretically (he-ret'i-kal-i), adv. In a heretical
manner ; with heresy.

He ignorantly and heretically held against the bishop.
Strype, Bp. Aylmer.

hereticate (he-ret'i-kat), V. t.
;

pret. and pp.
hereticated, ppr. hereticating. [< ML. hcereti-

catus, pp. of hcereticare, make a heretic, charge
with heresy ( > Sp. hereticar, maintain a heresy),
< LL. hcereticus, a heretic : see heretic.] To
decide to be heretical; denounce as heresy.
[Rare.]
Let no one be minded on the score of my neoterism to

hereticate me as threatening to abet some new-fangled
form of religious heterodoxy.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 19, note 2.

heretication (he-ret-i-ka'shon), n. [Also writ-
ten heeretication ; < ML. hceretica1io(n-), < hcere-

ticare, make a heretic, charge with heresy: see
hereti^te.] The act of declaring heretical.

[Rare.]

hereticide (he-ret'i-ad), n. [< LL. hcereticus, a
heretic, + -ddium, < cwdere, kill.] The act of

putting a heretic to death. Mather. [Rare.]

hereto (her-to'), adv. [< ME. herto (=B. hiertoe

= G. hierzu; cf. Dan. hertil = Sw. hdrtill); <

here'^ + toi.] To this (place, time, action, etc.)

:

as, hereto he was strongly urged.

A kinder value of the people than
He hath hereto priz'd them at.

Shak., Cor., iL 2.

Hereto the whole Church beseech him, beg of him, de-

plore him, pray for him.
MHUm, Church-Government, ii. 3.

heretocht, «• Same as heretoga.

heretofore (her'to-for'), adv. [< here^ + tofore.

Cf. heretoforn.] Before this time; formerly;
up to this time.

We now can form no more
Long schemes of life, as heretofore. Swift.

heretofomt, a<i«). [<ME. Aisere-to-/orn; (.here^

+ toforn.] Heretofore; formerly.

Where ben these worthi that were heere-to-fom?
Hymns to Virgin, eto. (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.



beretoforn

precious fleece ! which onely did adom
The sacred loyns of Princes heertofom.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 5.

heretogt, n. Same as heretoga.
heretogaf, n. [AS. (in ME. heretoge, heretowa,
in ML. and E. histories cited variously lieretog,
heretoch, etc.) (=0S. heritogo =OFries. hertoga,
hertiga = D. liertog = MLQ-. hertoch, liertoge,
liertege, hertich, hartoch, harticli = OHG. heri-
sogo, MHGr. lierzoge, d. herzog, dnke, = Icel.
hertogi = Daii. hertug = Sw. hei-tig), lit. ' army-
leader,' < here, army, + -toga, in oomp., a leader,
< te6n, pp. togen, draw, lead, = Goth. Muhan =
L. ducere, lead, > dux, > xdt. E. duke, the eqviiv.
of heretoga. The AS. tedn is repr. in mod. E.
hy towjl and indirectly by tug and tuc1c\ the AS.
pp. togeniawan-ton, q. v.] hxAnglo-Saxon hist,
the leader or commander of an army, or the
commander of the militia in a district.

Among the Saxons the Latin name of dukes, dnces, is
very frequent, and signified as among the Komans, the
commanders or leaders of their armies, whom ii» their
own language they called Heretoga, and in the laws of
Henry I. (as translated by Lambard) we find them called
heretochii. Blackstone, Com., I. xii.

In A. D. 449, under two heretogas, Hengist and Horsa,
the strangers came. StvJbbs, Const. Hist., § 82.

hereunder (her-uu'dSr), adv. [= G. Merunter =
Dan. lierunder = Sw. hdrunder; as here^ + un-
der.'] Under this ; under authority of or in ac-
cordance with this.

Any contract let hereunder will require the approval of
the Municipal Assembly by ordinance.

Meet. iJei). (Amer.), XTTT 12.

hereunto (her-un'to or -un-to')) adv. [< here^^
+ unto.'] Unto this; hereto. [Archaic]
For even hereunto were ye called. 1 Pet. il. 21.

hereupon (her-u-pon'), adv. [< here'^ + upon.']
Upon this ; following or on account of this.

I will hereupon confess I am in love.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 2.

herewith (her-wisn' or -with'), adm. [= Dan.
feert;edz= Sw. harvid; < here^ + mthK Cf. ME.
hermid (mid, with).] With this.

Prove me now herewitK Mai. iii. 10.

There comes herewith a large Letter to you from your
Father. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 24.

herewithalt, adv. [ME.; < here^ + withal.]
Herewith. Chaucer.

hereyeldt, « See heregild, 2.

herfestf, n. A Middle English form of harvest.

Heriades (he-ri'a-dez), n. [Nil. (Spinola, 1808),
irreg. < Gr. I'piovj wool.] A genus of hees, of the

Heriades carinatuvt. (Cross shows natural size.

family .4pi^, having 2-jointed maxillary palpi,

and the third joint of the labial palpi inserted in
the side of the second. There are about 12 species,

equally divided between Europe and North America. H.
cwmpa/nuXarum and H. carinaturn are examples.

heriet, v. t. See herry^.

heriert, n. See herrier.

heriot (her'i-ot), n. [Formerly also hariot, har-

riot; < ME. Heriet, i. e., "heryet, < AS. heregeatu,

military equipment, as a technical term heriot,

< here, army, + *geatu, only in pi. geatwa, geat-

we, equipment, equipments- arms. The term
was early extended from its lit. sense.] In Mng.
law, a feudal service, trilDute, or fine, as the best
beast or other chattel, payable to the lord of the
fee on the decease of the owner, landholder, or
vassal. Originally the heriot consisted of military furni-

ture, or of horses and arms, which went to equip the vas-

sal's successor. Heriots from freeholders are now rare, but
heriots from copyholders are not so. The distinction be-

tween heriot and relief is that the former implies the im-
mediate succession of the heir, who pays the heriot in rec-

ognition of his having succeeded, and the latter is paid in

recognition of the fact that the lord has recovered his

ownership, but has consented to make, as it were, a new
concession to the heir. Compare /arieu.

What stranger soever dye in the lordsbipe, the lord shall

have his beast [best] beast for an harriot, or horse ifhe haue
any. English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 433.
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"It was in my lease," said Sam, "to pay a mare-colt

every year over and above my rent, besides a six-year old
mare for a harriet, whenever the new heircame in. " " He-
riot, I suppose you mean, Sam."

T. Winthrop, Edwin Brothertoft, iv.

Heriot custom, a heriot due by a custom of the manor,
which qualifies the legal relation of its lord and his ten-
ants.— Heriot service, a heriot due in respect of the par-
ticular estate held, as on a special reservation in a grant
or lease of lands.

heriotable (her'i-ot-a-bl), a. [< heriot + -alle.]

Subject to the payment of a heriot.

The tenants are chiefly customary and heriotable.
Burn, Hist. Westmoreland and Cumberland, 1. 174.

herissd (he-ri-sa'), a. [F. h&rissi, bristled,

bristly, pp. of 'hMsser, bristle, < h&risson, a
hedgehog: see 'herisson.] In Mr., set with long
sharp points like the prickles of a hedgehog.

herisson (her'i-son), n. [< OF. herisson, Jierigon,

herichon (also ericon, iregon, > ME. irchon, ur-
'., mod. E. urchirt), F. h^isson = Pr. erisso,

= Sp. erizo = Pg. ourigo, a hedgehog, a
canting-wheel, a herisson (dels. 2, 3) ; ult. < L.
ericiiis, a hedgehog. Herisson is thus a doublet
of urchin: see urchin.] 1. In her., a hedgehog.— 2.' In fort., a beam armed with iron spikes
pointing outward, and turning on a pivot like a
turnstile, .used to defend a passage.— 3. (a) A
sort of wooden horse set with sp&es or points,
formerlyused as a militarypunishment, the cul-
prit being mounted upon it. (6) The punish-
ment so inflicted.

heritability (her'i-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< heritable

:

see -iility.] The state or"quality of being heri-
table. Fallows.

heritable (her'i-ta-bl), a. and n. [< OF. heri-
table, contr. of hereditable, < ML. hereditabilis

:

see hereditable.] I. a. X. Capable of being in-
herited; inheritable; in Scots law, passing by
inheritance to heirs at law : as, heritable rights
or possessions, consisting of land and all things
attached to or connectedwith it, and sometimes
of other things made descendible by succession,
in distinction from movable rights or property,
consisting of things not so attached or descend-
ible.

And the kyng, by the counsell of the quene his mother,
did gyue hym cccc. markis sterlyngis of rent heritable, to
hold of hym in fee, to be payed euery yere in the towne of
Bruges. Bemers, to. of Froissart's Chron., I. xiv.

2. Capable of inheriting or taking by descent.
By the canon law this son shall be legitimate and heri-

table. Sir M. Hale, Common Law.
ffenYafeZeofficerswho hadfought against the prince were

only suspended, not deposed, and the heirs of those slain
were by special grace admitted to their estates.

Encye. Brit., XXI. 496.

Heritable bond. See bond^.— Heritable security, se-
curiW constituted by heritable property.

II. n. In Scots law, a possession or right which
may be inherited, or which may descend by suc-
cession.

The heir or executor is liable only to the value of the
succession, except where there has been vitious intromis-
sion in movables, and in gestio pro herede and some other
cases in Tterilables. Encye. Brit., XXIV. 674.

heritably (her'i-ta-bli), adv. By way of inheri-
tance ; so as to lie capable of transmission by
inheritance : as, to convey a property heritably.

The Erie of Maunders shulde heretdbly haue ye sayd
profyte. Berners, tr. of Frolssart's Chron., I. cccxlviii.

Brave Martell's Sonne, great Charles, the pride ot Fraunce.
To plague the Pagans heritably borne.

Stirling, Domes-day, Ninth Houre.

heritage (her'i-taj), n. [< ME. heritage, eritage,

< OF. heritage (F. heritage = Pr. heretatge =
OSp. heredage = It. ereditaggio), an inheritanfce,
heritage, patrimony, < heriter, inherit, < LL.
hereditare, inherit, ^ L. heres (hered-), heir: see
heir, and cf. hereditable, inherit, etc.] 1. That
which is inherited as a material possession ; an
inheritance or inherited estate : specifically, in
Seats law, heritable estate ; realty.

The whiche is the same Lond that cure Lord behighten
us in Heritage. MandemUe, Travels, p. 3.

I . . . will bring them again, every man to his heritage,
and every man to his land. Jer. xii. 15.

3. That which is given or received as a perma-
nent possession or right ; that which is allotted
or appropriated; hence, portion; part: used in
the Bible for the chosen people, the body of
saints, or the church, as God's portion of man-
kind.

Proceed we cheerely in our Pilgrimage
Towards our happy promis'd Haerilage.

Sylvester, to. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

This is the portion of a wicked man with God, and the
heritage of oppressors, which they shall receive of the Al-
mighty. Job xxvii. 13.

Spare thy people, Lord, and give not thine heritage to
reproach, that the heathen should rule over them.

Joel ii. 17.

hermandad
While the hollow oak our palace is.

Our heritage the sea.

A. Cunningham, A Wet Sheet and a Flowing Sea.

3. That which comes from the circumstances
of birth ; a condition or quality transmitted by
ancestors ; inherited lot or portion : as, a heri-

tage of luxury, poverty, suffering, or shame.

The people's charity was your Jieritage, and I would see
which of you deserves his birthright

Bewu. and Fl., Thierry and Theodoreti v. 1.

Lord of himseU— that heritage of wpe

!

Byron, Lara, i. 2.

To apprize a beiitage. See apprize^.

heritancet (her'i-tans), n. [Barlymod. E. hery-

taunce; < OF. heriianee, heritage, < heriter, in-

herit: see heritage.] Heritage; inheritance.

And all the Countoe of Troya ys the Turkes owen contoe
by herytaunee. Torkington, Diane ot Eng. Travel], p. 19.

heriterti n. [< OP. heritier, < L. hereditarius, an
heir: see hereditary, heritage.] An heir.

He helde ones hys cosyn germaine, the vicount of Cha-
teau Bein, who is the heryter, eighte moneths in the touie
of Orlaise in prison.

Bemers, to. of Frolssart's Chron., II. xxlv.

Heritiera (he-rit-i-e'ra), n. [NL. (Alton, 1789),

named after C. L. li'SiriUer, a French botanist
of the 18th century.] A genus of dicotyledo-
nous plants, belonging to the natural order Ster-

ouliacece, tribe Sterculiem. It is characterized by its

small, reddish, imperfect, apetalous flowers, 5-toothed ca-

lyx, staminal column bearing 6 anthers, and fruit consist-

ing of 5 indehiscent 1-seeded hard carpels. The genus con-
sists of 4 or 5 species, handsome trees of considerable
size, with entire alternate leaves, and flowers in axillary

panicles, natives of the coasts of tropical Asia and Austrar
lia. H. Formes is the red mangrove or sunder tree of In-
dia It produces a valuable dark wood, used in India for
boats, bridges, and house-building. H. macrophylla of
Burma is the looking-glass tree, a name that is also applied
to the other species.

heritor (her'i-tor), n. [A Latin-seeming form
ot heriter, vlt.<"h. hereditarius, hereditary: see
heriter.] In Scots law, the proprietor of a her-
itable subject ; a proprietor or landholder in a
parish.

If ony heritor or farmer wad pay him four punds Scots
out of each hundred punds of valued rent, . . . Rob en-
gaged to keep them scaithless. Scott, Hob Roy, xxvi.

heritrix (her'i-triks), n. [ALatin-seeming fem.
to heritor.] A female heritor.

herket, v. A Middle English form of hark.

herhnent, v. A Middle English form of harken.
herkogamy, n. See hercogamy.
herl (Mrl), TO. Same as harl, 3.

herling, hirling (hfir'ling), TO. [Sc; origin ob-
scure. Cf. herring.] The young of the sea-
trout.

Sea trout, and river toout^ and bull trout^ . . . and her-
lings, which frequent the Nith. Scott, Abbo^ xxiv.

hermse, ». Plural of hermes, 2.

Hermsea (her-me'a), to. [NL., < Gr. ''Ep/mlog,

of Hermes: see
Hermes.] Agenus
of sea-slugs, gas-
tropods of the
familjr ^olididce,
or giving name
to the Hermceidm, „
T_ . ' Hermaa bifida.
having numerous
gills andbroad flattened or folded tentacles, as
H. bifida. H. crudata is a New England spe-
cies.

hermseid (hfer-me'id), to. A gastropod of the
family Hermceid<B.

Hermseida (h6r-me'i-de), to. pi. [NL., < Her-
meea + -idw.] A family of nudibranohiate or
notobranchiate gastropods, taking name from
the genus Hermcea.
Hermaic (h6r-ma'ik), a. [< Gr. ''Ep/iaiKdc, of or
like Hermes : see Hermes.] 1 . Of or relating to
Hermes or Mercury. Cudworth.—2. Of or per-
taining to Hermes Trismegistus; Hermetic: as,
"Hermaic subtlety," W. Mathews, Getting on
in the World, p. 124.

Hermaical (h6r-ma'i-kal), a. [< Hermaic +
-al.] Same as Hermaic.
hermandad (er-m4n-d&d'), to. [Sp., a brother-
hood, < hermano, a brother, < L. germanus, kin-
dred: see german\ germane.] !bi Spain, origi-
nally, a voluntary organization (the Santa Her-
mandad or Holjr Brotherhood) for the main-
tenance of public order. The first hermandad was
formed in Aragon in the thirteenth century, and another
in Castile and Leon a few years later, chiefly to resist the
exactions and robberies of the nobles. They soon assumed
general police and judicial powers, underToyal sanction;
and at the end of the fifteenth century the organizations
were united and extended over the whole kingdom. The
hermandad was soon afterward reorganized as a regu-
lar national police, which has been superseded in later
times by a civic guard on the model of the French gen-
darmerie.



hermandad
There was no attempt to establish that iron bulwark of

despotism, a standing army : at least, none nearer than
that ol the voluntary levies of the hermartdad, raised and
paid by the people. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., it 28.

Hermannes (h^r-man'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1847), < Hermannid + -ece.l A tribe of the
BytPneriacecB : same as Hermanniece.
Hermannia (her-man'i-a), m. [KL. (Linnseus,
1753), named after Paul Hermann, professor of
botany at Leyden in the 17th century. The
proper name Gr. Hermann, D. Herman, Harmen,
E. Herman, Harmon, etc., means 'a soldier,' be-
ing in AS. heremann (OHft. harvman, heriman,
MHGr. herman, etc.), < here, army, + mann, man.
See harry,. herald, etc.] A genus of dicotyle-
donous polypetalous plants, belonging to the
natural order Stereuliacem, tribe Hermanniece,
distinguishedmainlyby its 5-cleft calyx, 5 petals
with hollowed claws, 5 stamens with filaments
oblongor dilated above,many-ovuled ovary, and
5-valved capsule with reniform seeds. The ge-
nus embraces 90 species, chiefly South African—shrubs
with toothed or incised alternate leaves, and yellow or
red nodding flowers in the axils of the leaves or in a

' terminal cluster. Three species occur in Texas and Mex-
ico.

Hermanniese (h6r-ma-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Hermannia + -em.'] A tribe of plants, of the
natural order Stereuliacem, typifiedby the genus
Hermannia, characterizedbymarcescent petals,
chiefly monadelphous stamens, and capsular
fruit. They inhabit the warmer regions of both
hemispheres.
hermaphrodeity (her-maf-ro-de'i-ti), n. [Ir-

reg. < hermaphrod(ite) + -eity.'] Efermaphrodit-
ism. [Bare.]

Some do believe hermaphrodeity.
That both do act and suffer.

B. Jongon, Alchemist, ii. 1.

hermaphrodism (h6r-maf'ro-dizm), n. A short-
ened form of hermaphroditism.
Hermaphrodita {h6r-maf-r6-di'ta), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. p\.. of L. hermaphrodiius, taken as an adj.

:

see hermaph/rodite.] In De BlainviUe's classi-

fication (1825), one of three subclasses of his
Paraeephalophora, contrasted with Dioica and
Monoica, and containing the orders Cirribran-

ehiata (tooth-sheUs), Cervieobranohiata (lim-

pets), and Seutibranchiata (sea-ears, limpets).
It corresponds somewhat to the Liimean genus
Patella.

Hermapliroditanthae (hsr-mafro-di-tan'the),
n. pi. [NXi., < Gr. ip/ia^p6SiToc, hermaphrodite,
+ avBog, a flower.] 1. A general classifying

name for plants with hermaphrodite flowers.

—2. A suborder of the Araeece, including Calla

and related forms. Schott,_ 1832.

hermaphrodite (h6r-maf'ro-dit), n. and a. [=
F. hermaphrodite = Sp. hermafrodita, hermafro-
dito = Fg. hermaphrodita = It. ermafrodito, < L.

hermaphrodiius, < Gr.^/)|Uo^p(5(J«ro?, a hermaphro-
dite, so called from 'Ep/ia<l>p6diToc, Hermaphro-
ditus, in myth, son of Hermes (Mercury) and
Aphrodite (Venus); according to the legend,

he became united in one body with the nymph
Salmaeis whilebathinginherfoimtain ; < '^p/im,

Hermes, + 'AtppoSirri, Aphrodite.] l, n. 1. A
human being in whom the sexual characteris-

tios of both sexes are to some extent, really or

apparently, combined; also, one of the higher

animals wMch is similarly deformed. Such mon-
strosities are really of one sex or the other, bnt are gener-

ally imperfectly developed with respect to either. They
are hence specifically called spurious hermaphrodites.

Nor man nor woman, scarce hermaphrodite.
Drayton, Moon Calf.

2. One of those lower animals which normally

possess the parts of generation of both the male
and the female, so that reproduction can take

place without the union of two individuals.

Such anunals are called true hermaphrodites. They are

those which have both an ovary and a testis, or a female

and a male genital gland, in one and the same individual,

as is very often the case among mollusks and worms. The
essentialorgans of both sexes may exist simultaneously, or

the animalmaybe male at one time and female at another

;

hut in either case it is capable of self-impregnation. A
variation of this case is seen in some animals, as earth-

worms, which are hermaphroditic yet copulate, each im-

pregnating the other. True hermaphrodites occur only

as an anomaly among vertebrates, but there are authentic

instances of the development of a testis on one side of tne

body and an ovary on the other; and embryologically au

sexual animals are hermaphrodites before the pnmitiyeiy

Bunilar genital gland has assumed the special characters

of either sex. . , ,,_ i.^.

3. In lot., a flower that contains both tne

stamen and the pistil perfectly developed, or

the male and female organs of generation,

Tvithin the same floral envelop or on the same

receptacle. Bee perfect.

lit a. Same as hermaphroditic— Hermaphro-
dite brig, flower, gland, etc. See the nouns.
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hermaphroditic (hSr-maf-ro-dit'ik), a. r< lier-maphrod%te+ ^c.-] Affectea with or pertaining
tohermaplttoditism; having the characterbfa
hermaphrodite; being of both sexes.

T, ,
-"^"^ °° ™^' *°<1 with all thine eyes

Male, female, yea, hermaphroditic eyes.
B. Jontan, Staple of News, i. 1.

hermaphroditical (hsr-maf-ro-dit'i-kal), a.
\<. hermaphroditic + -al.] Sam4 as hermaphro-
ditic.

Cry down, or up, what they like or dislike in a brain or
a fashion, with most masculine, or rather hermaphroditi-
cal authority. £. Jonson, Epicine, 1 1.

hermaphroditically (her-maf-ro-dit'i-kal-i),
adv. As a hermaphrodite.
hermaphroditism (hfer-maf'ro-di-tizm), n. [=
Sp. hermafroditismo = Pg, h'erm^tphroditismo

;

as hermaphrodite + -dsm. ] The state of being a
hermaphrodite ; union, real or apparent, of the
two sexes in the same individual. Also lier-
maphrodism.

Many Turbellarians, especially the Accela, display the
phenomenonknown as " successive hermaphroditism," the
male organs of an individual attain to maturity flrsfi and
the female organs become ripe subsequently. During
copulation, therefore, one individual is physiologically a
male and the other afemale. ISncye. Brit., XTY 174.

True hermaphroditism exists only when the essential
organs of reproduction, both kinds of genn-glands, are
united in one individual Either an ovary is then devel-
oped on the right and a testis on the left, or vice versa

;

or testes and ovaries are developed on both sides, one
more, the other less perfectly.

HaecTcel, EvoL of Man (trans.), II. 423.

Dimidiate hermaphroditism, true hermaphroditism
of the kind which consists in the development of a testis
on one side of the body and an ovary on the other, in ani-
mals which are normally of opposite sexes. This condi-
tion has been not infrequently observed.

Hermas (her'mas), n. [NL.] A genus of dico-
tyledonous polypetalous plants, founded by the
yoimger Linnseus in 1781, belonging to the nat-
ural order Umbelliferw, tribe MuUnece, charac-
terized by its conspicuous petaloid calyx-lobes,
filiform petals, and dorsally compressed fruit.
The genus embraces 5 species of perennial cespitose herbs,
with radical undivided leaves and crowded compound um-
bels of white or dark-purple flowers, natives of the Cape
of Good Hope. The epidermis of the leaves of H. gigantea,
separated from the veins and midrib, is used by the Hot-
tentots as a tinder, and is also made into miniature socks,

gloves, etc.

hermelet, n. A Middle English form of hair-

meal. Chaucer.

hermelinet, »• Same as ermine.

hermeneut (hfer'me-niit), n. [< Grr. ipfMj/vcvT^Q,

an interpreter, < ip/ir/vsiieiv, interpret, < ipfiv-

vevQ, an interpreter, usually referred to 'Bp/i^g,

Hermes, as the tutelary god of skill, the arts

and sciences, speech, writing, etc.: see Hermes.']

An interpreter; one who explains; an exegete
;

specifically, one of the hermeneutsB. [Bare.]

hermeneutee (her-mf-nu'te), ». pi. [NL. , < Gr.

ippjjvEvTai,-p\.otepiirpevriiQ: see hermeneut.] In-

terpreters employed in the earlychurchto trans-
late the service into the language of the wor-

.shipers, when the language used by the minis-

trant was different from that of his hearers.

hermeneutic (her-me-nii'tik), a. [< Gr. eppi;-

vevTifcdg, of or for interpreting, < ipforvevH/i,

an interpreter: see hermeneut.] Of, pertaining

to, or of the nature of interpretation or exege-

sis; explanatory; exegetical: as, liermeneutie

theology (that is, the art of expounding the

Scriptures).

hermeneutically (her-mf-nu'ti-kal-i), adv. By
interpretation or exegesis; according to the

established principles of interpretation.

hermeneutics (her-mf-nii'tiks), n. [PI. ot her-

meneutic : see -ies. Of. Gr. ip/aivsvnii^ (sc. tsx^,

art), hermeneutics.] The art or science of in-

terpretation or exegesis ; also, the study of or

instruction in the principles of exegesis: as, a

professor of hermeneutics.

We have to deplore that the field of sacred hermeneutics

has lately too often been made an arena of fierce fightings

and uncharitable disputations. . Dr. C. Wordsworth.

No legend, no allegory, no nursery rhyme, is safe from

the hermeneutics of a thoroughgoing mythologic theonst.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 287.

BibUcal hermeneutics, that branch of theological sci-

ence which treats of the principles of the interpretation

of Scripture. , . ,

,
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hermeneutist (her-me-nu'tist), n. [< herme-

neuUc + -ist] One versed iu hermeneutics;

an expounder of the principles of interpreta-

Hermes (her'mez), n. [Gr. ''Epm, Doric 'Mp-

pag, contr. of ''Epfdag, Epic 'Ep^iof, the mes-

senger of the gods ; a deity of varied attributes,

some of which connect him with the etymologj-

cally identical Skt. Sarameya, in the dual, two

Hermes, from an Apullan cra-
ter, end of the 4th century B. C
(From " Monument! dell lusti-
tuto," IV.J

Hermetic

dogs (having, among other epithets, that of
garvara, spotted, = Gr. Kipjiepoc, L. Cerberus,

q. V. ) who guarded the
way to the abode of the
dead, and also acted as
messengers of Tama,
< Saramd, a messenger
of Indra, -4- -eya, asuSx
of relation or descent.]
1. In Gr. myth., the
herald and messenger
of the gods, protector
of herdsmen, god of
science, commerce, in-
vention, and the arts
of life, and patron of
travelers and rogues,
son of Zeus (Jupiter)
and Maia, bom on
Mount Cyllene in Ar-
cadia. He was the guide
(psychopompos) of the
shades of the dead to their
final abode. In art he is

represented as a vigorous
youth, beardless after the archaic period, and usually but
slightly draped, with caduceus, petasus, and talaria as
attributes. The B.oman Mercury, a god of much more
material and sordid character, became identified with Her-
mes. See the cut of Hermes of Praidtelet, under Cfreeh, a.

The basest horn of his hoof is more musical than the
pipe of Hermes. Shak., Hen. V., ilL 7.

That moly,
That Hermes once to wise Ulysses gave.

XUton, Comus, L 637.

2. [I. c. ; pi. hermce (-me).] In Gr. antiq., a
head or bust supported upon a quadrangular

base, which
corresponds
roughlyinmass
to the absent
body, and often
bears in front a
phallus as an
indication of
the sex. Thebast
was often double-
faced, as if repre-
senting two indi-

viduals back to
back. These mon-
uments were so
called because the
god Hermes waa
frequently so rep-
resented. Such
statues ofhimwere
placed at the doors
of houses in Ath-
ens, and at the cor-

ners of streets, in his character as tutelary divinity of high-
ways and boundaries, in gymnasia, and in other public
places. The hermse were held in great reverence as guard-
ing or symbolizing many of the common interests of life-

Compare gaine.

3. The Egyptian god Thoth, as identified with
the Greek Hermes Hermes Trismegistus [Gr.

'Ep/jL^5 Tpi<; ixiyttTTo^, L. Hermes Trimaximus, 'thrice-

great^est Hermes'], a name of the Egyptian god Thoth,
under which many Greek works (forty-two according to
Clement of Alexandria) were ascribed to him in the second
century A. D. (See Hermetic, 2.) The Egyptians called
Thoth "twice greatest," and the Greek writers of these
books called him " thrice greatest."

Hermesian (her-me'si-an), a. [< Hermes (see

def.) + -dan.] Pertaining to Georg Hermes.

'

See Hermesianism.
Eermesianism (her-me'si-an-izm), «. [< Her-
mesian + -ism.] In Rom. Cath. theol., a ration-
alizing theory of the relation of reason to faith,

propounded by Georg Hermes (1775-1831), a
GermanRoman Catholic theologian , and accept-
ed by many German Catholics, but condemned
after his death by the Holy See.

Hermetic (her-met'ik), a. [< ML. Hermeticus,.

relating to Hermes or to alchemy or chemistry,
< Hermes, Hermes, with reference to Hermes.
Trismegistus, regarded as the author of occult
sciences, and esp. of alchemy (philosophia her-

metica) : see Hermes, and Hermes Trismegistus,

under -ffermes.] 1. Of orpertainingto Hermes.
—2. [cap. or I. c.] Pertaining to Hermes Tris-

megistus, or to the theosophy, cosmogony, and
later alchemy and astrology associated with
his name; alchemic. Thoth, the Egyptian Hermes,
was supposed to have written certain sacred books of the
Egyptian priests, which treated of the doctrine and ritual

of religion and various natural sciences. In the second
century after Christ, these true Hermetic bookshaving been
forgotten (for they were always kept secret), other books-

appeared, containing a jumble of incongruous theosophical
and philosophical ideas, bearing the name of Hermes Tris-

megistus as their author, and assumed to be the ancient
sacred books of Egypt. They were doubtless written by
Alexandrian Neo-Platonists. To them were added al-

chemical and astrological books attributed to the same
author.

Double Hermes, in Central Museum, Athens.



Hermetic
Their seals, their characters, liermetie rings.

jB. Joneon, Underwoods, Ixii.

Among the numerous students of hermetiek philosophy,
not one appears to have desisted from the task of trans-
mutation from conviction of its impossibility, but from
weariness of toil or impatience of delay, a broken body
or exhausted fortune. Rambler, No. 63.

It is well known that I have approached more nearly to
projection than any other hermeUe artist who now lives.

Scott, Kenilworth, xviii.

In solitude and utter silence did the disciples of the
Bermaic Philosophy toil from day to day, from night to
•iSht. Longfellow, Hyperion, iii.

S. \l. c] Of or pertaining to a hermes: as, a
hermetic column

—

Hermetic art. alchemy; chemis-
try.

The dream of the philosopher's stone induces dupes,
under the more plausible delusions of the hetimtic art, to
neglect all rational means of improving their fortunes.

Burke.
Hermetic column, a column terminated by the head and
shoulders of aman ; a hermes.— Hermetic medicine, an
old system of medicine, founded upon chemical doctrines

;

spagyric medicine.—Hermetic seal,an alchemicor chem-
ical seal ; an air-tight closure of a vessel eltected by fusion,
soldering, or welding.

Not nature, but grace and glory, with an hermetic seal,
give us a new signature.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 67.

Hermetical (h6r-met'i-kal), a. [< BermeUc +
-al.'] Same as Hermetic.
And what the Tiermetical philosophy saith of God is in

a sense verifiable of the thus ennobled soul, that its cen-
tre is every where, but its circumference no where.

Qlanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxiv.

hermetically (hSr-met'i-kal-i), adv. 1. Ac-
cording to the Hermetic books ; agreeably with.
Hermetic philosophy ; esoterioally ; secretly.

—

2. In a hermetic manner ; chemically ; specifi-

cally, by means of fusion : as, a vessel hermeti-
cally sealed or closed.

This little tube was open at one end, and the other . . .

was hermetically sealed. Boyle, Works, I. 21.

hermetics (h6r-met'iks), n. [PI. of hermetic:
see -ics."] Hermetic philosophy; the body of

doctrine contained in the Hermetic books ; se-

cret science; esoterism: a term popularly con-
founded with alchemy, and conceived to indi-

cate the art of manipulating salt, sulphur, and
mercury in some inoomprehensible manner
whereby the philosopher's stone might be pro-
duced.
Herminia (her-min'i-a), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1802), < L. Herminia, fem", of Herminius, aRoman
name.] The typical genus of moths of the fam-
ily Herminiidce, having slender, not pilous, pal-

pi, with the third joint much shorter than the
second. There are many species in all quarters
of the globe.

Herminiidse (hSr-mi-ni'i-de), n. pi. [Nil., <

Hermmia+ ^da.l Afamilyofgeometridmoths,
taking name from the genus Herminia, having
the wmgs not angtilate, and the front not promi-
nent. There are upward of 60 genera. Some
of the species are taiown as snout-moths. Also
written Herminida, Hermimdee.
Herminium (h6r-min'i-Tim), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1753), < Gr. ipftii or ip/iiv, a bedpost, < cpfia, a

prop, support.] A genus of monoootyledonous
plants, belonging to the natural order Orchidece,

tribe Ophrydem. Its distinguishing features are its

spurless lip, very short column, erect emargiuate anther,

naked glands to the poUinia, and oblong erect capsule.

The genus consists of 6 species of low slender herbs, with
few, generally narrow, leaves and small flowers, densely

racemed or spiked, growing in the temperate and moun-
tainous regions of Europe and Asia. H. Honorchie is the

musk-orchis of Europe. It has a slender stem 3 to 6 inches

high, and yellowish-green flowers in a terminal spike.

hermit (her'mit), n. [The form heremite, more
correctly eremife, as now pronounced, is directly

from the LL. eremita, ML.improp. heremita(see

eremite) ; the form hermit is old, < ME. hermite,

heremite, eremite, < OF. hermite, ermite, iermite,

v. ermite, hermite = Pr. ermita = Sp. Pg. ere-

mita = It. eremita, romiio (cf. OF. hermitain =
Pr. hermitan = Sp. ermita^ = Pg. ermitoto, <

ML. eremitanus), < LL. eremita, ML. often im-

prop. heremita, < Gr. kprji-drrii, a hermit, prop,

adj., of the desert, < tpriiiia, a solitude, desert,

wilderness, < epij/iog, desolate, lonely, solitary,

akin to ?ipi/ia, quietly, gently, softly, Goth, rimis,

rest, quiet, Skt. V ram, stop, rest, be content.]

1. One who dwells alone, or with but few com-
panions, in a desert or other solitary place, for

religious meditation, or from a desire to avoid

society. See anchoret.

The most perfect 'hermits are supposed to have passed

many days without food, many nights without sleep, and

many years without speaking.
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xxxvii.

Sf. A beadsman ; one boimd to pray for an-

-other.
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In thy dumb action I will be as perfect
As b^ging hermits in their holy prayers.

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 2.

For those of old.

And the late dignities heap'd up to them.
We rest your hermits. Shak., Macbeth, i. 6.

3. In gool., one of sundry animals of solitary

or secluded habits. See the compounds.
The house-hunting adventures of the hermits [hermit-

crabs] have been so frequently described that a r^etition
is useless. Am^r. Naturalist, XXII. 894.

False hermit. See/atee.=Syil. 1, Monk (see anchoret),
ascetic, solitaiy.

hermitage (h6r'mi-taj), n. [< ME. hermitage,
heremytage, eremitage,<. OF. hermitage, ermitage,

F. ermitage, hermitage (= Pr. ermi'tatge = Pg.
eremitagem = It. eremiiaggio, romitaggio), < her-

mite, ermite, a hermit: see hermit.^ 1. The
habitation of a hermit or of a company of her-

mits ; a hermit's cell or hut, usually in a desert
or solitary place ; hence, any secluded habita-
tion.

A litle lowly Hermitage it was.
Downe in a dale, hard by a forests side.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 34.

A court does some man no harm, when another finds

temptation in a hermitage. Donne, Sermons, xxix.

A chapel, and thereby
A holy hermit in a hei-viitage.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2. [c(jp.] A French wine produced from vine-
yards on the sides of a hill rising from the river

Rhdne near Valence, in the department of

Drflme : so called from a hermitage which an-
ciently existed there. The red Hermitage is the
most celebrated and most abundant ; very little of the
white Hermitage is made, and still less of the straw-col-
ored or i^ai'Ke. Also Ermitage.

Two more [drops] of the same kind heightened it into
aperfect Languedoc ; from thence it passed into a florid

Hermitage. Addison, Tatler, No. 131,

hermitary (h6r'mi-ta-ri), «.: pi. hermitaries
(-riz). [< hermit + -dry^. Cf. ML. heremitariiis,

n., a hermit, < heremita, eremita, a hermit.] A
hermit's cell annexed to an abbey ; a hermitage.
hermit-bird (h6r'mit-b6rd), n. 1 . A humming-
bird of the genus Phaetliornis, as the Cayenne
hermit-bird, P. superciliosiis.— 2. A South
American barbet or puff-bird of the genus Mo-
nasa; a nun-bird. There are several species.

hermit-crab (h6r'mit-krab'), n. A crab of the
family Paguridm (which see). This crab has nei-
ther a long hard tail like a shrimp or crawflsh, nor yet a
short one doubled underneath like ordinary crabs, but a
soft fleshy one requiring to be covered and protected. To
this end it takes possession of and occupies a cast-oif shell
of some univalve moUusk, such as a periwinkle or a small
whelk. The crab backs into the shell, inserting the ten-
der abdomen in the spire, and filling the aperture of the
shell with his claws and other hard parts, thus guarding
his otherwise unprotected and vulnerable rear. In mov-
ing about, the crab carries his house with him, like a snail
with his shell on his back, and quits it for another only
when he outgi'ows it. In many cases sea-anemones grow
on the shell, the triple association furnishing an excellent
example of commensalism. -(See cut under cancrisodal.')

There are several genera and numerous species of hermit-
crabs ; the commonest belong to Pagurus and Eupagu-
ruB. (See cut under Eupagurus.) The Diogenes crab, a
species of Cenobita, belongs here. The most common her-
mit-crab on the Atlantic coast of the United States is the
short-armed hermit, Eupagurus pollicaris, attaining a
large size and inhabiting the shells of such mollusks as
Pyrula and Natica. It is called by the fishermen jack-
in-the-box, thief, and stone-lobster, and is believed by some
to turn into a lobster.

hermit-crow (h6r'mit-kr6'), ». The chough,
Fregilus or Fyrrhocorax graculus. See cut un-
der chough.

hermitess (h6r'mi-tes), n. [< hermit + -ess.

Cf. equiv. OF. hermitresse."] A female hermit.

The violet is truly the hermitess of flowers.

Parthenia Sacra (1633), p. 38.

hermitical (hfer-mit'i-kal), a. [< hermit + -ic-

al. Cf. heremitical, eremitical.'] Pertaining or
suited to a hermit or to retired life ; eremitical
(the more common word).

You describe so well your hermitical state of life that
none of your ancient anchorites could go beyond you, for a
cave in the rook, with a fine spring, or any of the accom-
modations that befit a solitary. Pope, to E. Blount, xl.

hermit-thrush (hfer'mit-thrush'), «. A very
common true thrush of North America, found
in nearly all parts of the continent, it is about
7i inches long, olive above shading into rufous on the tail,

white below tinged with pale tawny, and profusely spotted
on the breast with dark brown. It is a shy and secluded
inhabitant of woodland and undergrowth, migratory and
insectivorous, and a fine songster. It nests on the ground,
laying 4 or 6 pale-bluish eggs. There are several varieties
of the hermit-thrush, giving rise to a number of technical
names, among which Turdus pallasi, T. nanus, and T.
unalascoB aremostfrequently used. See cut in nextcolumn.

hermit-warbler (h6r'mit-war'bl6r), n. The
western warbler, Dendroeca occidentalis, one of
several relatives of the common black-throated
green warbler {D.mrens) of the United States.
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Hermit-thrush {^Tiirdusfiallasf).

It is 5 inches long, 7J in extent of wings, ashy-gray above
tingedwith olive and streaked with black, the top and sides

of the head rich yellow marked with black, the throat and
breast black, ending in a convex border sharply contrasted

with the white of the other under parts. It is found from
the Rocky Itfountains to the Pacific.

hermodactyl (h6r-mo-dak'til), n. [< LGr. ep-

ftod&iav^Q, a plant identified by some with Col-

chicum autumnale, by others with Iris tuherosa;

lit. 'Hermes's finger,' < 'Ep^^e, Hermes, + 6&-

KTv'Aoc, finger.] In pliar., a dried bulbous root,

probably obtained from Colchicum variegatum or
checker-fl.ower, formerly brought from Turkey
in considerable quantities, and much esteemed
as a cathartic, but now entirely discarded.

Hermogenean (h6r-m6-je'ne-an), a. and n. [<

L. Hermogenes, < Gr. 'Ep/ioyfv^i, Hermogenes (<

''EpiiTjg, Hermes, + -yn^f, -bom), + -e-a».] I, a.

Of or pertaining to Hermogenes orhis doctrines.
See if.

II. n. A follower of Hermogenes, who lived

near the close of the second century, and who
held matter to be eternal and the source of all

evil, but in other respects was an orthodox
Christian.

Hermogenian (h6r-mo-je'ni-an), a. and n. [<
LL. Hermogenianus.a. and n.'J < L. Hermogenes,
< Gr. ''Etpu.oytvriQ, Hermogenes: see Hermoge-
nean.'] I. a. 1. Same as Hermogenean.— 2.

Of or pertaining to Hermogenianus, a noted
Roman jurist who Uved in the fourth century,
the writer of several works on jurisprudence,
and the reputed compiler of the "Codex Her-
mogenianus," or Hermogenian code. See code.

The Gregorian and Hermogenian Codes were arraqged
upon a different principle.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 367.

II. n. Same as Hermogenean.
hernlf (h6m), n. [< ME. heme, hyrne,<.AS. hyrne,
a corner, < horn, a horn, a projecting point. Cf

.

corner, ult. < L. cornu= AS. E. horni] A comer.
As yonge clerkes . . .

Seken in every halke and eveiy heme
Particuler sciences for to lerne.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 393.

The stone thatwos reprovyd
Of men that were biggand,

In the hede of the hirne
Is now made liggande.

JlfS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 91,

hern^ (h6m), pron. [E. dial., < her

(Halliwell.)

+ -n, adj.

formative. Cf. hisn.] Hers. [Prov. Eng. and
U. S.]

His heart kep' goin' pity-pat,
But hem went pity Zekle.

Lowell, The Courtin'.

hern^ (h6m), n. [< ME. hern, heme, contr, of her-
oun, heiron, heron : see heron.'] Same as heron.

I come from haunts of coot and Jiem.
Tennyson, The Brook.

hern*+, n. An obsolete form of harn.
hern^ (h6rn), n. [Cornish.] The pilchard.
Also hernan.

Hernandia (h6r-nan'di-a), «. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1753), after Dr. Hernandez, a Spanish botanist.
The Sp. proper name Hernandez, Hernando,
formerly Fernandez, Fernando, F. Ferdinand,
G. Ferdimand, is of
OHG. origin.] A
genus of apetalous
plants, belonging to
the natural order
Laurinece, tribe Her-
nandiem, character-
ized by its laterally

dehiscent anthers,
stamens as many as
the 6-8 segments of
the perianth and op-
posite them, and 1-

celled ovary with
broad stigma. The
genus includes 6 or 8 species of trees with monoecious
yellowish flowers, S in an involucre, the central one sessile

Jack-in-a-box (Hernattdia
SoHora).
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and fertile, and the lateral ones staminate with short hernsha'nr2 (h^rn'oViSI « ni',>™v,„«i i i.

nediceU. The leaves are alternate, entire, ovate or pel- „,™?''** (iiern sUd), ». [i ormerly also Ami-pedicels. The leaves are alternate, entire, ovate or pel
tate, and the drupe is inclosed in the enlarged involucre.

The plants grow in the trdpical regions of both hemi-
spheres. H. Sanora, or jack-in-a-hox, is so called from the
noise made ^ the wind whistling through its persistent
involucels. The juice of the leaves is a powerful depila-

tory, destroying the hair without pain wherever it is ap-
plied. The wood is light; that of H. Guianensis takes
lire readily from a (lint and steel, and is used in the same
way as amadou.

Hernandiacese (her-nan-di-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Bernandia + -aeece.'i A natural order of

plants, typified by the genus Hernandia, estab-
lished by Endlioher in 1836 : iiow synonymous
with LaurinecB.

Hernandies (her-nan-di'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Bernandia + -ecB.] A division of apetalous
plants, made by Lindley (1847) a tribe of the
Iliymeleacece with Hernandia as the type, and by
others a tribe of the Laurinece embracing the
single genus Bernandia.
hernant-seeds (her'nant-sedz), n. pi. The seeds
of Bernandia o»Jfirera,'"usedin dyeing. [Trade-
name.]
hernepanf, n. See harn-pan.

hernert (her'n&r), m. [Early mod. E. also hear-

nor; contr. of heroner, as hern^ of lieron: see
heroner.'] Same as heroner. Cotgrave.

hernia (her'ni-a), n. [= P. hernie = Pr. Sp. Pg.
hernia = It. ernia, < L. hernia, a rupture, her-

nia.] In surg., a tumor formed by the dis-

placement and protrusion of a part which has
escaped from its natural cavity by some aper-

ture, and projects externally; rupture: as, her-

nia of the brain, of the thorax, or of the ab-

domen. Hernia of the abdomen, the most common
form, consists of the protrusion of some part of the viscera

through a natural or an accidental aperture in the inner
I will of the abdomen, the external skin generally remain-

ing unbroken. It is named specifically from its situation.

— Cerebral hernia, protrusion of the brain through an
opening in the cranial walls.— Crural hernia. Same as

femwS, ftemia.—Femoral hernia, a hernia descending
beside the femoral vessels. Also called crural hernia.—

Inguinal hernia, a hernia of the intestine or omentum
which descends tlu*ough the abdominal rings.—Lumbar
hernia, a hernia in the loins or lumbar region.—Oblique
inguinal hernia, a hernia whose course is chat of the
spermatic cord, through the inguinal canal : opposed to

direct ingninal Aernta.—Phrenic hernia, a hernia pro-

jecting through the diaphragm into one of the pleural

cavities.—Strangulated hernia, a hernia so tightly

compressed in some part of the channel through which
it has been protruded as not to be reducible by ordinary

means, as by the application of pressure, and to interfere

with the circulation in the protruded part.—Umbilical
hernia, hernia of the intestine at the navel ; exomphalos.

hernial (her'ni-al), a. [= OF. hernial; as her-

nia + -ah"] Pertaining to or connected with

hernia. Also hernious.

Herniaria (h6r-ni-a'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,

1753), < L. hernia, hernia: see hernia and def .]

A genus of small prostrate plants, belonging to

the tribe Paronychiece of the natural order Ille-

cebracecE. It is chiefly distinguished by its 6-cleft peri-

anth, short style with 2 stigmas, annular embryo, and m-
ferior radicle. The genus includes 8 or 10 species of annual

or perennial herbs, with small entire leaves, scarious stip-

ules, and minute green flowers, crowded in the axils. They

are natives of Europe, Asia, and Africa, and were former- ,

ly supposed to be useful in the cure of hernia ; hence the nerod,

generic name and the common name rupturewort.

herniated (her'ni-a-ted), a. [< hernia + -atei-

+ -ed2.] AfEeoted with hernia ; enveloped m
a hernial sac.

In another class of cases the fwrniated loop becomes

fixed to the abdominal waU by adhesions after reduction.

JSr. r. Med. Jour., XL. 304.

hernia -

sliew, a eontr. of heronshaw; a var. of hernsew,
heronsew (appar. not by association with hern-
shaw\ a heronry, which appears to be later)

:

see ]ieronsew.;i If. A heron ; a heronsew.
As when a cast of Faulcons make their flight.
At an Hemeshaw, that lyes aloft on wing.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. vii. 9.

2. In her., the representation of a heron, crane,
or stork (all appearing alike)._To know a hawk
from a hemshaw. See under hand-saw.
hero (he'ro), n.

;
pi. heroes (-roz). [< OP. heroe,

P. heros = Sp. heroe = Pg. heroe = It. eroe, < L.
heros, ace. heroem, < 6r. w"?, a hero, usually a
warrior, but in Homer a comprehensive term,
and orig. applied to any freeman, being appar.
= Skt. vira, a man, a hero, = L. vir, a man, =
Goth, wair = AS. wer, a man: see wergild, wer-
wolf.^ 1. In classical myth., a superior being,
distinguished from ordinary men chiefly by
greater physical strength, courage, and abil-
ity, at the time of the Homeric poems still re-
garded as mortal, but from the time of Hesiod
(about the eighth century B.C.) regarded as in-
termediate in nature between gods and men (a
demigod), and immortal. Except in the case of Her-
cules, the Greek cult of heroes was essentially local, each
country, region, or even town holding its own in especial
honor. Thus Theseus was the national hero of Attica,
Ajax was especially honored in Salamis, Amphiaraus at
Orchomenus; while Lycurgus became a hero in Sparta, _. , . ,, - , - .-, i

and Hesiod himseU in Boeotia. The ancient veneration of MerOaOtCan (ne-roQ-o-te an), a.

[<

]

hernioid (her'ni-oid), a.

Resembling hernia.

In this place may be mentioned the curious and some-

tunes puzzling hernioid protrusions to be met witn m
some plants. £e«sey, Botany, p. 29.

hemiology (her-ni-ol'o-ji), n. [< L. hernia,

hernia, + (Jr. -/U)yia,< Xiyetv, speak: see -ology.]

1. That branch of surgery which treats of rup-

tures.— 3. A treatise on ruptures.

herniotomy (her-ni-ot'o-mi), n. [< L. herma,

hernia, + Gr. rofiv, a cutting, < re/ivecv, rausiv,

cut.] In surg., the operation of cutting for her-

nia; eelotomy.
hernious (her'ni-us), a. [< herma
Same as hernial.

,

hernsewt (h6m'su), n. [Early mod. E. also

hearnsewe, hernsue; a contr. of heronsew,ji.

Cf. hernshaw^.^ Same as heronsew

Eng.]
Leaving me to stalk here, . . .

Like a tame hernsheiv for you.

B. Jonaon, Staple of News,

hernshawif (hern'sha), n. [< hern^ +
A shaw or wood in which herons breea; _

heronry.

Baironnia- [F.], a heron's nest or ayrie; a herneshaw,

or shaw or wood wherein herons breed,
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heroes was to some extent parallel with that now paid to
the saints of Christianity.

Kings and queens, and heroes old.

Such as the wise Demodocus once told
In solemn songs at King Alcinous' feast.

Milton, Vac. Ex., L 47.

3. A man of distinguished valor, intrepidity,

or enterprise in danger ; a prominent or central

personage in any remarkable action or event

;

one who exhibits extraordinary courage, firm-

ness, fortitude, or intellectual greatness in any
course of action.

Behold Achilles' promise fully paid,

Twelve Trojan heroes oSei d to thy shade.
Pope, Iliad, xxiii.

It would not do to have too many heroes and saints. An
army made up wholly of generals would win no battles.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 38.

3. The principal male personage in a poem,
play, or story, or the person who has the chief

place and share in the transactions related, as

Achilles in the Iliad, Odysseus (Ulysses) in the

Odyssey, .^neas in the .^neid.

The shining quality of an epic hero, his magnanimity,

his constancy, his patience, his piety, . . . raises first our

admiration. Dryden, Mneii, Ded.

Why not a summer's as a winter's tale? . . .

Heroic if you will, or what you will.

Or be yourself your hero. Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

4. A person regarded as heroic ; one invested

by opinion vrith heroic qualities.

The war was a popular one, and as a natural conse-

auence, soldiers and sailors were heroes everywhere.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xli.

No one is a hero to his valet. Proverb.

_ _ n. Plural of heroum, heroon.

heroarchy (he'ro-ar-ki), n.;
f\.

heroarchies

(-kiz). [< Gr. vP"g, a hero, + apxv, mle, < apx^'-'^,

rule.] See the extract.

All dignities of rank, on whichhuman association rests,

are what we may call a Heroarchy (Government of He-

roes)— or a Hierarchy, for it is " sacred enough withal

!

Carlyle, Heroes and Hero -Worship, i.

aid.-] Herodiae (he-ro'di-e), ». pi. [NL., fem. pi.]

Same as flerodJJ, 2. Nitzsch.

Herodiani (he-ro'di-an), a. and n. [< JAj.Bero-

dianus, < Ber'odes, < 6r. 'Hp<i<5w, Herod, < w"f.

a hero, + -<5w, patronymic suffix.] I. a. Per-

taining to Herod the Great, king of the Jews,

or to the family of Herod or its partizans.

We are no advocates of that Eerodian policy which pro-

fanely and sacrilegiously would subject the things of God

to the will of CsBsar. , ,t ^..„/^ „ ito
Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 172.

II n. A member of a party among the Jews

in the time of Christ and the apostles, adher-

ents of the family of Herod. The Herodians con-

stituted a political party rather than a religious sect

Some writers suppose that they were for the most part

Sadducees in religion.

The Herodians appear as supporters of the dam of ttie

Koman Emperors to receivejribjite^mo^nej from toe Je^^^

heroic

Herodii (he-ro'di-i), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Bero-
djtw.] 1. In the broadest sense, same as He-
rodiones or FelargomorphcB.— 3. In a more re-

stricted sense, the heron series of altrioial gral-

latorial birds: a suborder or superfamily ex-

cluding storks and ibises. The leading family
is Ardeidce. Also Eerodice.

Herodiones (he-ro-di-o'nez), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of LL. herodio(n-), also herodius, a bird, per-

haps the stork, < Gr. kpadidg, a heron : see

Berodias.'] An order of birds, the altricial

desmognathous graUatores, or herons, storks,

ibises, spoonbills, and their allies, correspond-
ing to Eerodii in a broad sense, or to Pelargo-

morplue. in some uses of the name certain incongru-
ous forms have been included, but are now eliminated.

The Cvlirirosires and the GraUatores of some authors are
correspondent groups. The Herodiones are divisible into

three suborders, Itndes, Pelargi, and Herodii.

The group here noted [Herodiones] corresponds to the
PelargomorphBB of Huxley, the Ciconiiformes of Garrod
(minus CathartidseX the GraUatores altinares of Sunde-
vall, and includes the Herodise, Pelaigi, and Hemiglot-
tides of Nitzsch— respectively the Heron series, the Stork
series, and the series of Ibises and Spoonbills.

Coues, Key to N. A. Bii'ds, p. 648.

herodionine (he-ro-di-o'nin), a. [< Herodion-es
+ -JHel.] Of or pertaining to the Berodiones

;

heron-like ; ardeine, in a broad sense.

Herodius (he-ro'di-us), n. [NL.] Same as Be-
rodias.

[< Berodotus

V,

[Prov.

Cotgrave.

H. B. Hackett, Smith's Bible Diet., p.

herodian2 (be-ro'di-an), n. One of the Bei-odii

OT Berodiones. • , ,^;<.i„„
1- Herodias (he-ro'di-as), n. [NL., also written

] Herodius (LL. herodius) and ^vo^. Erodius, <

Gr. kpaSi6Q, a heron: see Ardea.^ A genus ot

large white herons or egrets. H. egretta is the great

whie egret of North America. H. alba is the correspond-

ing European form. See cut under egret.

+ -e-an.2 Pertaining to,' characteristic of, or

in the style of Herodotus, a Greek historian

of the fifth century B. c, called the "father
of history."

Roger of Hoveden is quite Herodotean both in the faith-

fulness of his personal relations and in the wish to incor-

porate in his chronicle all that he can gather touching
the geography and history of strange lands.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 148.

heroesst (he'ro-es), n. [< hero + -ess. Cf. Gr.

iipoiaaa, contr! ijpoaaa, fem. of ijpag, hero: see

hero.'] A female hero; a heroine.

But all th' heroesses in Pluto's house.
That then encounter'd me, exceeds my might
To name or number. Chapman^ Odyssey, xi

heroic (hf-ro'ik), a. and n. [Formerly heroicTc

;

= P. heroique = Sp. heroico = Pg. heroico = It.

eroico, < L. heroicus, < Gr. ^paiic6g, of or for a
hero, < ^puf, a hero : see hero.'] I. a. 1. Hav-
ing or displaying the character or attributes of

a hero; daring; intrepid; determined: as, a
heroic warrior or explorer.

He [Henry rv.l

From John of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree.

Being but fourth of that heroic line.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 5.

The Heroic Suflerer for principle and generous aflection

wins the love of all uncorrupted hearts.
Charming, Perfect Life, p. 179.

3. Of or pertaining to heroes ; suitable to the

character of a hero; bold, daring, noble, or

commanding in proportions, form, or quality:

as, a heroic statue or monument ; a heroic poem
or symphony; a fteroic enterprise ; specifically,

in art, larger than life: said of a statue, or a
figure in a picture. See heroic size, below.

Goe on both hand in hand, O Nations, never to be dis-

united ; be thePraiseand the Heroick Song of all Posterity.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

An heroic poem, truly such, is the greatest work which
the soul of man is capable to perform.

Dryden, MneiA, Ded.

I would have every thing to be esteemed as heroic which
is great and uncommon in the circumstances of the man
who performs it. Steele, Tatler, No. 202.

While the golden lyre

Is ever sounding in heroic ears

Heroic hymns. Tennyson, Tiresias.

3. Having recourse to extreme measures;
boldly experimental ; daring ; rash : as, lieroic

treatment.
Here again an improvement on the heroic practice of

Alva and Romero. Motley, United Netherlands, III. 456.

Heroic age, in Gr. hist, or myth., the age when the he-

roes are supposed to have lived, a semi-mythical period

preceding that which is truly historic. See hero, 1.—He-
roic size, in the fine arts, any size larger than life

:
usu-

ally taken as a size intermediate between that of life and

the colossal : as, a statue of heroic size.— Heroic verse,

a form of verse adapted to the treatment of heroic or ex-

alted themes : in classical poetry, the hexameter ; in Eng-

lish as also in German, the iambic of ten syllables ; and

in French, the Alexandrian (which see). The following is

an example of English heroic verse

:

Achilles' wrath, to Greece the direful spring

Of woes unnumbered, heavenly goddess, sing !

Pope, niad, i.,1.

=Syn. Gallant, Valiant, etc. (see Irrace), daring, fearless,

dauntless.

II. n. 1+. A hero.

Many other particular circumstances of his [Homer's)

gods assisting the ancient heroics might justly breed of-

fence to any serious reader. .Tn^tam.^Jackson.



heroic

2. A heroic verse : most frequently used in the
plural, sometimes sarcastically in the sense of
bombast, or extravagant expressions of admi-
ration or praise : as, to go into heroics over a
picture.

Tom Otway came next, Tom Shadwell's dear Zany,
And swears tor Iwroies, he writes best of any.

Rochester, Trial of Poets for the Bays.

heroical (he-ro'i-kal), a. [< lieroic + -o2.]
Same as ii^oie. [Rare.]
Tho' AerotcaZ be properly understood of demi-gcds, as

of Hercules and .3Eneas, whose parents were said to be,
the one celestiall, the other mortal, yet it is also trans-
ferred to them who for their greatness of mind came near
to God.

Drayton, England's Heroical Epistles, To the Reader.
Many noble gentlemen and heroical spirits were to ven-

ture their honours, lives and fortunes.
R. Peeke (Arber's Bug. Oamer, I. 626).

heroically (he-ro'i-kal-i), adv. In a heroic
manner; with signal'valor or fortitude; cou-
rageously; intrepidly; audaciously: as, the wall
was fteroicaM/ defended.
He [lord Craven] and the Duke of Albemarle (the noted

Monk) heroically stayed in town during the dreadful pesti-
lence. Pennarit, London, p. 214.

The garden bloomed and faded ten times over before
Miss Manners found herself to be forty-six years old,
which she }ieroically acknowledged one fine day to the
census-taker. R. T. Cooke, SoihSiody's Neighbors, p. 42.

heroicalness (hf-ro'i-kai-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being heroic; heroism. Sir K. Bigby.
[Rare.]

heroicly (hf-ro'ik-li), adv. [< heroic + -ly^.'\

Like a hero ; heroically. [Rare.]
Samson hath quit himself

Like Samson, and heroickly hath flnish'd
A life herolck. Milton, S. A., L 1710.

heroicness (he-ro'ik-nes), n. Heroicalness.
[Rare.]

heroicomic (he'''ro-i-kom'ik), a. [= P. h^op-
comique; as heroic + comic.2 Blending the he-
roic and the ludicrous; consisting of lofty bur-
lesque : as, a heroicomic poem.

heroicomical (he*ro-i-kom'i-kal), a. [< heroi-
comic + -a!.] Same as heroicomic.

heroid (hf-ro'id), ». [= F. h4roide, < Gr. iJpu<V

{/jpuiS-), of heroic verse, < vpaq, a hero: see hero.^

A poem in the epistolary form, expressive of
heroic sentiments : from the Heroides or heroic
epistles of Ovid.

heroify (hf-ro'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. heroifled,

ppr. heroifying. [< hero + -i-fy.'\ To make
heroic; give a heroic character to. [Rare.]

This act of Weston has heroified the profession.
Brumm^.

heroine (her'o-in), «. [< OF. heroine, F. h^o-
ine = Sp. her'oina = Pg. heroina = It. eroina, <
L. heroina, a demigoddess, heroine, < Gr. iipoivri,

a heroine, prop. fem. of iipi>ivoQ, adj., of a hero,
< ijpaQ, a hero: see hero.^ 1. A female hero;
a heroic woman.

Heroes' and heroines' shouts confusedly rise ; . . .

Like Gods they fight, nor dread a mortal wound.
Pope, R. of the L., v. 41.

When dames and heroines of the golden year
Shall . . . rain an April of ovation round
Their statues, borne aloft. Tennyson, Frincess, vi.

S. The principal female character in a poem,
play, story, or romance, or the woman who
plays the most important part.

" Take Lilla, then, for heroine," clamour'd he,

"And make her some great Pi'inoess, six feet high."
Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

heroism (her'o-izm), n. [= F. h^oisme = Sp.
Pg. heroismu '= It. eroismo; as hero + -few.]

The qualities of a hero, as courage, intrepidity,

fortitude, etc. ; heroic character or action.

If the Odyssey be less noble than the Iliad, it is more
instructive ; the Iliad abounds with more heroism, this

with more morality. W. Broome, Notes to the Odyssey.

Heroism is the self-devotion of genius manifesting it-

self In action. Uwr^.

Heroism, like cowardice, is contagious.
J. H. Ewing, We and the World.

=Syn. Valor, gallantry, daring, boldness, fearlessness.

See brave and heroic,

heroistic (he-ro-is'tik), a. [< hero + -ist + -jc]

Pertaining to or exhibiting heroism; relating

to a hero or heroine. [Rare.]

Agreeably, however, to the hermetic account of her, not
only was she not called Ursula, but, etc.

The Natim, Aug. 18, 1881, p. 141.

heroize (he'ro-Iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. heroieed,

ppr. h&roizing. [< hero + -i^e.] To make or
j'epresent as heroic. [Rare.]

As in all other heroized forms of the god of the dead,
there is both a terrible and a wise and beneficent side in

the character of Minos. Encyc. Brit. , XVI. 478.

heron (her'pn), n. [(1) Early mod. E. also

hearon; < llE. heroun, heyrmm, heiron, < OF.
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hairon, also heron, P. hSron, dial. Sgrori = Pr.
aigron = Sp. airon = Cat. agro — It. aghirone,
airone, a heron; with aug. suffix -on, -one, <.

OHG. heigir, MHG. heiger, a heron, = Icel. he-
gri= Sw. hdger = Dan. hejre, a heron. (2) The
Scand. forms answer better to OHG. hehara, a
magpie, a jay, MHG. heher, G. heher, hdher, a
jajr, jackdaw, = AS. higora, higera, a magpie,
or jay-woodpecker (of. E. dial, heighaw, a wood-
pecker). (3) A third group of forms appears in
MHG. reiger, G. reiher = MLG. reiger = D. rei-

ger= OS. hreiera = AS. hrdgra, a heron. These
groups are not related, except as they may all

be ult. imitative. Of. W. eregyr, a screamer,
a heron, < ereg, cryg, hoarse ; L. graculus, grac-
culus, a jackdaw; and E. crake^ and crow^.

From the same source (OHG. through OF.)
comes E. egret, q. v. Hence contr. liern^, q. v.]

A long-legged, long-necked, long-billed, slen-

der-bodied wading bird; any bird of the family
Ardeidts, but especially of the subfamily Arde-
in<B. Herons, including egrets, bitterns, etc., have the
bill cleft below the eyes, naked lores, scaly legs bare above
the shank, long toes fitted for perching, a comb on the nail

of the middle toe, ample rounded wings, and short tall

;

the plumage is loose, and often develops graceful flowing
plumes, whence the name egret; a constant characteristic

is the presence of two ormore pairs of powder-down tracts,

or patches of greasy pulviplumes. Herons are aquatic,
and feed on fish and other creatures which they stalk for
and capture by spearing with the sharp bill ; they gener-
ally nest in trees, and lay two or three greenish, whole-col-
ored, elliptical eggs. (See heronry.) They are nearly cos-

mopolitan, and include numerous species of several mod-
ern genera, such as Ardea, Herodias, Nyctiardea, and Bo-
taurus. The common heron of Europe is Ardea cinerea,

represented in America by the great blue heron, A. hero-
dias, 3^ to 4 feet long, and nearly 6 feet in expanse. The
great white heron of Florida, A. occidentalis, is still larger

;

the goliath heron of Africa, A. goliath, is probably the
largest of alL White herons or egrets are of medium and
small size. Night-herons are smaller, and green herons
among the least of alL Bitterns are herons of the sub-
family Botaurince. Boat-billed herons form the subfam-
ily Caneromince. See Ardeidoe, Herodiones, and cuts
under Ardea, Mtterni^, and egret.

HeroTia seem encumbered with too much sail for their
light bodies. OUiert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, xllL

And the heron, the shuh-shuh-gah.
From her nest among the pine-trees.

Gave a cry of lamentation.
Longfellow, Hiawatha, v.

heronert, «• [< ME. heroner, heronei-e, < OF.
haironnier, q. v., a falcon trained to fly at the
heron, < hairon, a heron: see heron. Hence
contr. herner, q. v.] A falcon trained to fly at
the heron, exclusively or principally.

Ech for his vertu holden is for deere,
Both heroner and faucon for ryvere.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 413.

heronry (her'on-ri), B. ; -pi. heronries {-Tiz). [<
heron + -ry.']" A place where herons breed in
large numbers. Most kinds of herons congregate in
hundreds, sometimes thousands, to breed in woods or
swamps, constructing loose bulky nests of sticks, etc.,

which are placed on trees or bushes, less frequently on
the ground. The birds resort year after year to the same
places, and some of these heronries have become histori-
cal.

The heronry at Cressi-hall, which is a curiosity I never
could manage to see. Fourscore nests of such a bird on
one tree is a rarity which I would ride half as many miles
to have a sight of. ..

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, xxii.

Pine Island has a heronry. The American, XIV. 238.

heron's-bill (her'onz-bil), n. A name of plants
of the genusErodium, natural order Geraniacece,

particularly E. cicutarium and E. moschaium,
from the supposed resemblance of the long-
beaked fruit to the head and breast of a heron.
Also called storWs-bill.

heronsew (her'on-sii), n. [Early mod. E. also
heronsewe, herunsew, heronseugh ; < ME. heron-
sewe, < OF. "heronceau, found only in the earlier

form heroncel, AP. herouncel, a heron (with dim.
suffix -cei, -ceau, as also in P. lionceau, OF. liun-

cel, dim. of Man, lion, grifoncel, dim. of grifon,

griffin), equiv. to OF. liaironneau, P. h6ronneau
(with dim. -eau, -el), < hairon, P. Tj^on, a heron:
see heron. Hence by contraction hernsew, and
by variation feerMsfea«)2,q. v.] A heron. [Now
only prov. Eng.]

I wol nat tellen of her strange sewes,
Ne of her swaunes, ne of her heronsewes.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 60.

And the lieronsewe shall be arayed in the same maner
without onymoystare, & he shuldebe etenwith salte and
poudre. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 278.

heronshawf (her'on-sh&), n. [Also contr. hern-

shaw^, q. v.] A variant of heronsew.

So have wee scene a hawke cast off at an heron-shaw,
to looke and file a quite other way.

Bp. Hail, Quo Tadis?, p. 59.

heroogony (he-ro-og'o-ni), n. [< Gr. ijpuf, a
hero, + -yixvia, generation : see -gony.'] A be-

Herpestins

getting or an imaginative creation of heroes?

a genealogy of heroes. [Rare.]

A brief and abruptly terminated heroogony or genera-

Jon of heroes by immortal sires from mortal mothers.
Encyc. Brit., XL 777.

heroSlogist (he-ro-ol'o-jist), n. [< herodlogy +
-ist.'] One who writes or discourses of heroes.

Warton. [Rare.]

herodlogy .(he-ro-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ^puoT^yia,

a tale of heroes, < vpi^, a hero, + -'Koyia, < ^-
ytw, speak: see -ology.1 A body of legendary
or traditional lore relating to heroes ; a history

of or a treatise on heroes. [Raxe.]

From the above specimens in Tacitus we may conclude
that all the Teutonic races had a pretty fully developed.

Eeroology. Grimm, Tout. MythoL (trans.), L 866.

hereon, n. See heroum.
Herophilist (he-rof'i-list), n. [< Merophilw
(see def.) + •ist.'] A disciple of Herophilus,

leader of one of the earliest schools of medicine-

in Alexandria (about 300 B. c), and one of the-

first exact anatomists.

The Herophilists still reverenced thememory of Hippoc-
rates, and wrote numerous commentaries on his works.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 801..

Hero's fountain,
heroship (he'ro-ship), n. [< hero + -ship.] The-

character, condition, or career of a hero.

He, ... his three years of heroship expired.
Returns indignant to the slighted plow.

Cowper, Task, iv. 644,

If he refused to sign, his heroship was lost.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 847.

heroudf, n. A Middle English form of herald.

heroum, hereon (he-ro'um, -on), ». ;
pi. heroes

(-a). [L. heroum-, i'Gi. ijpi^cni (sc. Up6v or iSoq),

the shrine or temple of a hero, neut. of iipljxrv,

ijp6ios, of a hero, < ^puc, a hero: see hero.] In
Gr. anUq., a temple or shrine sacred to the-

memory of a hero, often erected over his re-

puted tomb.
The group [at Tegea] of Epochos supporting the wound-

ed Ankceos, whose axe was falling from his hand, was prob-
ably rendered much as in the reliefs representing thi»
hunt on the hereon at GjOlbaschi in Lycia, now in Vienna.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 289.

hero-worship (he'r6-w6r'''ship), n. The wor-
ship of heroes, practised by ancient nations of

antiquity; hence, reverence paid to heroes or
great men, or to their memory.

Hero-worship, heartfelt prostrate admiration, submis-
sion, burning, boundless, for a noblest godlike Form of
Man— is not that the germ of Christianity Itself ?

Carlyle, Heroes and Hero -Worship, i.

hero-'worshiper (he'r6-w6r*ship-6r), n. One-
who pays reverence to, or who entertains ex-
travagant admiration for, a hero or heroes.

But all women v&\e about him ; for women are all Jiero-

worshippers. Scribner's Mag., III. 632.

herp. An abbre-yiation of herpetology.

herpes (hfer'pez), «. [= F. herpis (OF. herpet,
m., herpete, f.) = Sp. herpe = Pg. herpes = It.

erpete, < L. herpes, < Gr. epTn;g {ipnrrr-), herpes,
lit. a creeping (so called from the tendency of
the eruption to creep or spread from one part
of the skin to another), < epT^ew = L. serpere,

creep: see serpent] 1. A cutaneous affection,,

also occurring sometimes on mucous mem-
branes, characterized by the appearance of
patches of distinct vesicles. Several forms of
herpes are named, of which the principal are
those given below.— 2. leap.] [NL.] laentom.,
a genus of weevils, of the family Cvrculionida^
having as type S. porcellos, of Asiatic Turkey.
Bedel, 1874—Herpes facialis or labialls, herpes on
the face, especially about the mouth, unaccompanied by
neuralgia, and occurring in many acute febrile diseases

;

cold-sores.— Herpes zoster, herpes coinciding with tlie
distribution of a sensory nerve, and accompanied by neu-
ralgia, usually severe. The name originated in the re-
semblance to a girdle in cases of intercostal herpes zostei,
but is used for the same disease when it occiu-s else-
where. Also called shingles, zona, and zoster.

Herpestes (hfer-pes'tez), «. [NL., appar. < Gr.
epvijarriQ, a reptile, < cpneiv, creep (see herpes),
but said to be (irreg.) < ipv^erdv), a reptile,

serpent, + knBUiv, eat, devour. Cf . Spermestes,
with similar termination.] The typical genus
of ichneumons or mongooses of the subfamily
Serpestinw, formerly including the whole group,
now restricted to such species as the Egyptian
ichneumon or Pharaoh's rat (3. ichneumon), the
mongoose of India {H. griseus), and several oth-
ers. Illiger, 1811. See cut under ichneumon.
Herpestidse (h6r-pes'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ser-
pestes + -idie.] The ichneumons rated as a
family. See Herpestinw.
Herpestinse (h6r-pes-ti'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Ser'
pestes + -inw.] The dog-footed or cynopodous
carnivorous quadrupeds of the old world, of the



Herpestinse

family ViverridcB, represented hj the iehneu-
mons and mongooses, having straight toes with
hlunt non-retraetile claws, when the group is

raised to the ranlt of a family, the Herpestince become still

more restricted bythe exclusion of such genera as Cynictw,
Shinogale, and Crotsarehua, as respectively types of dif-
ferent subfamilies ; but even in this narrow sense of the
term the group contains upward of a dozen genera besides
Herpeetegf and the species are numerous.

Herpestis (her-pes'tis), n. [OTj. (Gartner,
1805),<GT.^/37n7(7T^C,areptUe: aeeSerjpestes.'i A
genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants,
of the natural order ScrophuUmnew, tribe Gra-
tiolece. It is distinguished by its calyx, the upper seg-
ment of which is large, ovate^ and covering the rest, the
other lobes nairow or linear, its cylindrical corolla, 4 sta-
mens, and 2- or 4 valved capsule. It embraces about 50
species of small hei b3, creeping or prostrate, with opposite,
entire, or toothed leaves; and yellow, blue, or white flow-
ers, mostly in axillary clusters or solitary. They are na-
tives of the warm parts of both hemispheres. H. Hon-
niera, a wide-spread species, is the common water-hyssop,
the expressed juice of which is used by the natives of In-
dia, when mixed with petroleum, to rub on parts affected
with rheumatic pains. B. eolulmna is a native of Peru,
where it is called yerba de colubra; it is used as a remedy
for the bites of venomous animals.

herpetic (h6r-pet'ik), a. [= F. herp^tique =
Sp. herpSUco = Pg. herpetieo = It. erpetieo, < Gr.
Jpff^f (spn-)?T-), herpes : see herpes.^ Pertaining
to or resembling herpes; partaking of the na-
ture of herpes: as, herpeUe patfthes Herpetic
fever. See/everl.

herpetical (h6r-pet'i-kal), a. [< herpetic + -al.']

Same as herpetic.

herpetism (h6r'pe-;tizm), n. [< herpes (lierpet-)

+ -ism.] A constitutional tendency to herpes
or similar afEections. Thomas, Med. Diet.

Herpetodryas (h6r-pe-tod'ri-as), n. [NL., <
Gr. epirerdv, a reptile, serpent (see herpetoid), +
Spvdc, a dryad, < Spvg, a tree: see dryad.^ A
notable genus of ordinary colubriform serpents,
usually referred to the family Colubridce, hav-
ing an elongate slender form adapted to arbo-
real life, and greenish and brownish coloration.
S. cari/natus is a South American species.

herpetoid (h6r'pe-toid), a. [< Gr. ipverdv, a
reptile, serpent (< epireiv = L. serpere, creep:
see serpent), + elSog, form.] Resembling a rej)-

tile; reptiliform; sauroid: as, the archseopte-
ryx is a herpetoid bird.

herpetdlogic (her"pe-to-loj'ik), a. [< herpe-

tology + 4,0.'] Of or pertaining to herpetology.

herpetological (her'''pe-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< her-

petologic + -al.] Same as herpiiologic.

herpetologically (h6r"pe-t6-loj'i-kal-i), adv.

In the manner or view of a herpetologist.

Dr. Giinther considers that herpetologically Egypt must
be included in the Falsearctic region, and many of the
Egyptian snakes occur in Palestine.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 320.

herpetologist (her-pe-tol'o-jist), n. [< herpe-

tology + Ast.] One versed in herpetology, or
engaged in the study of it.

The alleged monster does not fit into the existing classi-

floation of the herpetologiate. The American, XII. 325.

herpetology (her-pe-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ipnerdv,

a reptile, + -Tjoyla, < liyELv, speak: see -dUygy.]

1. The science of reptiles, in a broad sense—
that is, of reptiles proper and batrachians ; the

nattiral history of reptiles.— 2. Reptiles collec-

tively: as, the herpetology of Borneo.
When we consider the serpents of New Guinea more in

detail, we shall be again struclc with the resemblances
which they present to the herpetology of Australia.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 88.

Also, erroneously, erpetology.

Herpetospondylia (h^r^pe-to-spon-dU'l-a), n.

pi. [NL., < Gr. ipTV£T6v, a reptile, + OTrdv&vTMQ,

Ionic and common dial, form of Gr. cf&vSvTMg,

a vertebra, joint.] One of the major groups
into which BepUlia (excepting Pleurospondylia)

are divisible, including the orders Flesiosawia,

Laeertilia, and Ophidia, in all of which the dor-

sal vertebras have transverse processes which
are either entire or very imperfectly divided

into terminal facets. The dorsal vertebrae and ribs

are movable upon one another, and there is no plastron.

The group thus defined is contrasted on the one hand with
Peroapmulylia and on the other with Suchospondylia. See

flieae words, and also Pleurogpondylia,

Herpetotheres (her"pe-to-the'rez), n. [NL.,

< Gr. ipwerAv, a reptile, +' dijpdv, hunt, < 8^p, a
wild beast.] Agenusof SouthAmericanhawks,
the type and only species of which is S. cachin-

mns. Tieillot, 1818.

herpetotomlst (her-pe-tot'6-mist), n. [< herpe-

totomy + -ist.] A dissector of reptiles ; a her-

petological anatomist.
lierpetotomy (h6r-pe-tot'6-mi), n. [< Gr. epire-

r&f, a reptile, + rofi^, a cutting, < rkfivetv, rauew,

cut.] The dissection of reptiles ; a branch of

zoStomywhich treats of the anatomy of reptiles.
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herpolhode (hfer'pol-hod), n. [Irree. < Gr ep-
•reiv creep, + TniXof, pole, + W<i<:, way.] In
math., a, plane curve described by the point
of contact with the fixed plane of an ellipsoid,
the center of which is fixed while the elUpsoid

wi^ '^?,°^ *^®* Pi^'^®- " ^ a <=°"e (commonly, but
incorrectly said to be wavy) circumscribed between two
circles, and was mvented by Poinsot.
herr (her), %. [G. , = D. heer = Dan. Sw. herre,
similarly used: see herre'i-.] Lord; master:
used m German as a title of respectful or con-
ventional address, either prefixed to the name
lAe the equivalent MisUr {Mr.) in English, as
Herr Braun, Mr. Brown, or without the name
and usually with the possessive pronoun ' my,'
as mein Herr, literaUy 'my lord,' equivalent to
English sir, or plural meime Herren, equivalent
to BngUsh gentlemen. The Dutch form heer is
similarly used. See mynheer.

herreif, n. [MB. herre, hwrre, here, hery, < AS.
hsrra, hierra, hearra, heorra (occurring 27 times,
only in poetry, and chiefly in a part of the po-
ems ascribed to Cadmon thought to be founded
on an OS. original, the word being in AS. and
Scand. imported from the HG. and the LG. of
the continent) = OS. herro = OFries. hera, her
= D. Jieer = MLG. liere, ere, LG. heer = OHG.
herro, hero, MHG. herre, herre, here, G. herr
= Icel. }mrri, a lord, king, herra = Sw. Dan.
herre, lord, master, gentleman, as a title, sir,

Mr., orig. in ref. to a superior, usually with
a poss. pron. preceding (OHG. min, din, sm,
unsar, etc., herro, so AS. mm, thm, his, etc.,
heorra), chiefly of the first person (OHG. mm
herro, MHG. mein herre, G. meim herr, D. myn
heer = Dan. Sw. min herre, equiv. to E. sir in
address : see herr). The OHG. form also ap-
pears as hervro, herero, being orig. compar. of
fter, eminent, distinguished, famous, MHG. her,

G. hehr, eminent, distinguished, proud, happy,
sacred, = MLG. here, high, solemn, holy, = OS.
her, high, eminent, sacred, agreeing phoneti-
cally, and it seems historically, with AS. hdr,
ME. hore, E. hoar, = Icel. hdrr, gray (usually
with age).] 1. A lord; master; chief.

Heo brouhten hyne to Pylates, thet wes here lierre.

Old Eng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 46.

This lond ich hebbe here so fre that to none herre y
schal abuye. Jiob. of Gloucester, p. 102.

2. A knight. [Rare and poetical.]

Mony woundis thai wroght, wete ye for sothe,
Bothe on horse & on here harmyt full mekull.

Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), 1. 6188.

[In both senses only in early Middle English
use.]

herre^t, n. See har^.

herrengrundite (her-en-grun'dit), n. [< Her-
rengrund (see def.) -I- -ite^.] A basic copper
sulphate occurring at Herrengrund in Hungary,
in spherical groups of scale-like crystals hav-

ing a bright-green color.

Herreria (he-re'ri-a), n. [NL., named after C.

A. de Herrera, a "Spanish agriculturist.] A
small genus of Uliaceous plants, of the tribe

Zuguriagece, the type of EndUcher's subtribe

Herreriew. They are natives of extratropical South

America, and are undershrubs with tuberous rootstock,

climbing stems, and small scented flowers in many-flow-

ered racemes.

Herrerieae (her-e-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Her-

reria + -eoB.] A subtrite of Smilacem established

by Endlicher, typified by the genus Herreria:

the Herreriaoece of Kunth, now referred to the

herring-buss

September, at Cape Cod in November, and off Block Island
in December. In Europe the visits of the herring to the
shoresdependlikewise on temperature, and various regions
have special varieties differing in size and slight structural
characters. It is the obj ect of very profltable flsheries, es-

herriert, n. [ME. herier; < herry^ + -erKJ One
who praises ; a worshiper.

Hieu dydde thes aspyingly, that he distruye alle the

A«rj/m«of Baal. Jfj/cJi/; 4 [2] Ki. x. 19 (Oxf.).

herring (her'ing), n. [Early mod, E. also he-

ring; < ME. hering, < AS. hcering (= D. haring

= MLG. harinlc, herinh = OHG. harinc, herinc,

MHG. herinc, G. hering, haring) (NL. harengus,

P. hmeng, from the G. form), a herring; prob.

< jiffre (= OHG. hari, heri, etc.), an army, a

host (see harry, harbor^, etc.), + -ing, a suffix

common as a patronymic. The reference is to

the fact that herrings move in shoals; so \V.

ysgadan, herrings, < cad, an army, a host.] A
clupeoid fish, Clupea harengus, of great econom-

ic importance and commercial value, it has an

elongate form, and rather loose scales averaging »»?"' 67

transverse rows. The vomer has an ovate patch olteetn

;

the ventral serratures are weak ; the color is blui^above

and on the scales, varied with bright reflections. The her-

ring inhabits the North Atlantic, especiaUy in water of

moderate depth. It is generally found not far from the

coast and in summer it comes into shallow irater in count-

less Myriads for the purpose of spawning. The «Pf
^'"5

season varies according to temperature ; m the Gulf ol bt.

Lawrence It occurs in the spring, off the coast of Maine in

Herring {Clufiea harengits).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

pecially on the Norwegian, Dutch, and British coasts. The
eggs are very small, and are discharged at the bottom of the
water, where they adhere to rocl^ and seaweed, being scat-
tered singl> or in bunches over a vast extent of sea-bottom.
The number of eggs to afemale varies according to size, but
averages about 10,000— in very large females many more.
A closely related species, C. mirabUis, is found in equal
abundance in the North Pacific. The name is extended to
the herring family, including the ClupeidcE, or shad, alewife,
menhaden, pilchard, sprat, sardine, etc.—Black h&ncing,
a trade-namefor a particular kind of cured fish.—Braiocn
herring, the alewife, Clwoea vemalis. See cut under oZe-

jo^e.—CaUfomla herruis, Clupea mirabUis, of the Pa-
cific coast of North America Egyptian herring, a lo-

cal EngUsh name of the saury.—Fall herring, Clupea
m€dioeW«,withoutvomerine teeth orjaw-teeth andwith the
lower jaw quite prominent, rather common along the At-
lantic coast of the United States from Florida to the Bay of
Eundy, and of little economic value.—Fresh-water her-
ring. See fresh-water.-r- Full herring, a local English
name of the herring wiiix fully developed roe or mUt.

—

Garvle-henlng. See ^arme.—Green herring, a fresh
herring, [Eng.]—King Of the herrings. Same as %er-

ring-king.—'Kippeie& herring, an English name of her-
ring split, slightly salted, and smoked.—Lake-herring,
the Cisco, Coregonus hoyi. See cut under Cisco.—Mazy
herring, the highest brand of herring which are full of

roe.^OhlO herring, the skipjack, Clupea chrysocMorit.
—Red herring, the common herring of trade, having a
reddish appearance from the manner of curing.— Round
herring, £ti-u7n«u« aadina.—Bound shore-herring, in
trade, herring salted just as they come from the water

:

distinguished from splU herring. Many persons prefer
them thus, as the spawn is considered a delloacy.- Shot-
ten herring, (a) A herring which has just deposited its

ova. (6) Aherring which has been gutted and dried for

keeping. [Eng.]— Split herring, gutted herring cured
and packed for the market.— Toothed herring, the
mooneye,fl«o*mcto(ioiM».—'Whltehening. (o)Afre8h
herring. (6) A pickled herring. [Eng.]

Hopdance cries in Tom's belly for two white herrings.

Croak not^ black angel; I have no food for thee.
Shale., Lear, lit 6.

White-salted herring, herring cured by the French
method called saXer en Mane. The fish are gutted, and
packed in barrels in a thick brine, where they are kept
until it is convenient to give them a final packing with
fresh lime and salt, when the quality is branded on the bar-

rel by the inspector. (See also glut-herring, thread-her-

ring.)

herring (her'ing), V. t. [< herring, m.] To ma-
nure with herring or other fish. [Local, V. S.]

In Maine they talk of land that has been herringed to

death. Qoode, Menhaden, p. 249.

herring-bank (her'ing-bangk), m. A fishing-

ground to which herrings resort in great num-
bers.

herring-hone (her'ing-bon), n. and a. I. n. The
bone of a herring.

II, a. Resembling the
spine of a herring: spe-

cifically applied to courses
of stone laid at an angle,

so that the stones in each
course are placed side by
side, and obliquely to the
right and left in alternate

courses. It is a kind of

ashler common in late Ro-
man and occurring in the earliest medieval
work.
Both [churches] are rude and simple in their outline

and ornaments ; they are builtwith that curious herring-

bone or diagonal masonry indicative of great age.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 512.

Herring-bone bridging, in carp., the diagonal struts

fixed at intervals between the beams of a fioor to increase

its stiffness and power to resist unequal strains.—Her-
ring-bone pattern, an ornamental pattern much used
in the industrial arts, consisting of one or more series of

short diagonal lines contrasting with other series turned
in the opposite direction.—Hening-bone stitch, a kind
of cross-stitch used in embroidery and in making up
garments of fiannel and other woolen material, and also

in mending sails.— Herrlng-hone twill, (a) A twill in

which the diagonal lines are arranged alternately, so as to

form a continuous zigzag pattern. (6) A textile stuff made
in this way, as chudders.

herring-hone (her'ing-bon), v. t. or j. [< herring-

hone, a.] To sew or embroiderwith the herring-
bone stitch.

There, all the while, with an air quite bewitching.

She sat herring-honing, tambouring, or stitching.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, IL 328.

herring-buss (her'ing-bus), n. [= D. haring-

iuis.] A boat of peculiar form, measuring 10

or 15 tons, used in the herring-fishery. [Eng.]

Herring-bone Work.
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From the commencement of the winter fishing 1771, to
the end of the winter fishing 1781, the tonnage bounty
upon the herring-buss fishery has been at tlilrty shillings

the ton. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, iv. 6.

herring-cobs (her'ing-ko'bz), n. Young her-
rings ; hence, anythingworthless. [Prov. Eng.]
The rubbish and outcast of your h£rriiigcobs invention.

A PU to purge Melaticholie. {Halliwell.)

herring-cod (her'ing-kod), n. See cod^.

herring-curer (her'ing-kiir"er), n. A gutter and
Salter of herrings ; a person engaged in the bus!

mena, OL. casmena, a muse, Skt. )/ gans, praise

:

see cftarmi.] To honor; praise; celebrate.

Heryed be thou and thy name,
Goddesse of renoun or tame.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1405.

And the schepardis tumeden agen glorifyinge and hery-

inge God in aUe thingis that thei hadden herd and seyen

:

as it was seyd to hem. Wyclif, Luke ii. 20.

Now nis the time of merimake.
Nor Pan to herye, nor with love to playe.

Spmser, Shop. Cal., November.
.^.^.^. ""^^"8=. =.^,c.=u^o^s«,gc^.^ too uuo.-

jjgj.ryingt, n. [ME. heryenge; verbal n. of her-
ness of catclimg herrmg and preparing them for

'',^'2,^%aising ; a mltter of praise,
tne marKet.

, -„ . ^ „ £. -u herrvment (her'i-ment), ». Harassment; an-
hernng-dnver (her'mg-dn"Ter), n. A fisher- "f"*":^"'^ re«^+T.>rf
man engaged in the capture of herring by torch-

noyance. L&cotcn.j
„_,„„„„„.,.„

Utrlit rMolno TT «5 • -Rotr nf PnT,,!^ 1 Staumrel, corky-headed, graceless gentry,
light. LJVlame, U.b., Bayotiundy.J The Aei-rymemt and ruin of the country.
hernnger (hermg-er), ». [< hemng + -eri.] A Burns, Brigs of Ayr.

person engaged in herring-fishing. hers (herz), pron. See he^.

A lot of longshore merchant skippers and herringers hersalf, n. [Abbr. of reliersal, now rehearsal,

who went about calling themselves captains. Q. v.] Rehearsal ; relation.

^ ^^. ,v
,.^^'i^;.'^Vj^'^^°''^'!- With this sad fers«K of his heavy stresse

hernng-fishery (her'ing-fish"er-i), n. The busi- t^^ warUke Damzell was empassiond sore.^

ness of fishing for herrings.

herring-gllll (her'ing-gul), n. One of several Herschelt (hfer'shel), n.

hesitancy

Whan the armes of kynge Arthur were brought, Gon-

nore hym helped for to arme, . . -..and Atr.«ey gu-de hym
with his swerde. Merlm, (E. B. 1. b.), li. 322.

As thus she did amuse hersell,

Below a green aik tree. - ,-,.
The Earl of Mar's Daughter (Child's Ballads, I. lil)

Man, Woman, Nature, each is but a glass.

Where the soul sees the image of herse^f.

Lowell, Parting of the Ways.

hership (hSr'ship), n. [< Icel. herskapr, war-

fare, ravaging, < herr, = AS. here, an army, +
-skapr = AS. scipe, E. ship.^ 1. The crime of

carrying off cattle by force ; foray. [Scotch.]

And bryngand thame to pouertie.

To hounger, hirscheip, and rewyne

;

Puttand the pure in poynt to tyne.

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), 1. 109.

It grieved him ... to see sic hership, and waste, and

depredation to the south of the Hieland line.

Scott, Eob Koy, xxvi.

2. The cattle so carried off. [Scotch.]

But wi' some hopes he travels on while he
The way the hership had been driven could see.

Soss, Helenore, p. 46.

guUs of large size, having the mantle pearl-

blue, the primaries crossed with black and
tipped with white, the bill yellow with a red

planet now called Uranus was formerly laiown,

from its discoverer. Sir WiUiam Herschel. See
Uranus, 2.

Herschelian (h6r-shel'i-an), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the astronomer Sir William Herschel
(1738-1822), or his son Sir John (1792-1871):

as, the JTerscfeeKora telescope (named from Sir

William Herschel).

The Herschelian or front view reflector.

Eneyc. Brit., XXIII. 146.

The current Herschelian theory of the solar constitution.

A. M. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 91.

Herschelian rays of the spectrum, the invisible (in-

fra-red) heat-rays, whose existence was first proved by Sir

William Herschel. See heat and spectrum.

herschelite (h6r'shel-it), ». [Named after John
Merschel, afterward Sir John Herschel, the as

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 18.

A name by which the hersillon (h^r' si-Ion), n. [F., < herse, a port-

Heiring-guU ^Larus ar^entatjts).

spot on the gonys, and the feet yellow or flesh-

colored. The general plumage is white in the adult, and
the stretch of wings is about 4 feet. Gulls of this charac-
ter are found in most parts of the world, such as Larus
argentatus, of Europe, Asia, and North America, a repre-

sentative species of the group. Also called silvery guU,

herring-hake (her'ing-hak), m. The hake,
Merludus smiridus. [Scotch.]

herring-hog (her'ing-hog), n. The common
porpoise, Phoccena communis. [Local.]

herring-king (her'ing-king), n. A fish of the
family Begalecidce, Begalecus glesne. Also called

king of the herrings. See Begalecidce.

herring-mountain (her'ing-moun'tan), 71. A
large closely packed mass of herrings, such
as appears on the western coast of Norway
during the summer in some years. It depends
upon the occurrence in great numbers of small
crustaceans on which the fish feed. Sars.

herring-pike (her'ing-pik), ». A fish of the

group Clupesoces. Sir J. Bichardson.

herring-pond (her 'ing- pond), n. The ocean.

[Humorous.]
Begin elsewhere anew.

Boston's a hole, the herring-pond is wide,

V-notes are something, liberty still more.
Browning, Mr. Sludge, the Medium.

I believe that instances could be produced of this re-

generation of terms, especially if we call to aid terms

which have lived in America, and again crossed the her-

ring-pond with modern traffic. If. and Q., 7th ser., VI.
""

cullis, etc.: see h'ersei-, 3.] Milit, a plank or

beam armed with spikes or nails to prevent or

retard the advance of an enemy.
herst-pan (herst'pan), n. [ME. not found ; < AS.
hyrste-panne, a frying-pan, < hyrstan, fry, roast

(= OHCJ. rostan (for *hr6stan), MHG. roesten,

G. rosten, > nit. OF. rostir, E. roast, q. v.), -I-

panne, pan.] A frying-pan. Simmonds.

hersumt, a- [ME. , < AS. hyrsum (= OFries. har-

sum = LG. horsam, hursam = OHG. horsam,

MHGr. horsam, Gr. ge-horsam), obedient, < hyran,

hear, obey: see ^ear.] 1. Obedient.— 2. De-
vout; pious.

Chaplayne to the chapeles chosen the gate,

Rungen ful rychely, ryjt as thay schulden,

To the hersum euensong of the hyge tyde.

Sir Oawayne amd the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 930.

An. obsolete form of harf^. Chaucer.

An obsolete form of heart.

tronomer. The mineral was discovered in a
collection made by him in Sicily.] A mineral of P^EjoJ'

""

the zeolite family, closely related to chabazite. p^'^o!'
'""

, ,. , . ^ js t. m
RorofTiolliV (hfir 4firik1 (J HerwheHan hert^t, »• An obsolete variant of Aurta.
Herschellic (her-shel ik), a MerscheJian.

j^grteA, n. A Middle EngUsh form of heart.
Beyond the red [rays], at the other end of the spectrum, t^ ,. 2+ „ t A Middle SiffUsh form of hurt^.

lie the so-called Herschellic rays, of least refrangibility, jerpOf't, V. I. A miuuie jungusii iuim
"j;

»•"
'

•

which also are not visible, but are manifested through their hertelCSt, «• A Middle EngUsh form ot heartless.

thermal effects. J. Fielce, Cosmic Philos., 1. 19. Jiertolyt, o- and a,dv. A Middle English fonn of

herse^ (h6rs), «. [The same as hearse'^-, the spell- hearty and heartily.

ing herse being either obs., as in the ordinary hertespont, »• See heart-spoon.

senses of hearse, or else, as in the technical hertlyt, a. and adv. A Middle English form of

senses, recent and directly after mod. F. herse : heartly.

see fteorsei.] If. An obsolete spellingof hearse^ hertwortt, n. An obsolete foi-m of hartwort.

in various senses.— 2. A framework, composed Herulian (he-ro'li-an), a. [< LL. BeruU, Eruli,

of bars or rods, and used for any purpose ; a rarely sing. Serulus.'} Of or pertaining to the

Heruli, one of the Teutonic peoples who over-

threw the Western Empire, a. d. 476, and made
Odoaoer (a chieftain, probably of Kugian ori-

gin) ruler of Italy.

The Herulian king Sindual. Eneyc. Brit., XVII. 234.

grating.

The small manufacturers make use of hoops for this pur-
pose [stretching the skins for parchments], but the greater
employ a herse, or stout wooden frame.

Ure, Diet., III. B13.

This shallowness of the water over the barhas frequently »iij.ji jsi
been the cause of damages and expenses. To obviate this horylf, 1>- *• '"1 Obsolete torm 01 harry.
inconvenience, the India Companysome twelve years since hei^y^t V. t. A variant of /letTI/'^.

had caused to be constructed iron harrows (herses), which
JierV^t. a. An obsolete form of hairy.

were dragged over the bar, to remove the sand and mud. St7^„'„ „ ~ —
Oayarri, Hist. Louisiana, I. 601. ~" — "

3. In /ort., specifically— (a) A portcullis. (6)

A frame armed with spikes, used for chevaux-
de-frise, and laid in the way or in breaches,with
the points up, to prevent or obstruct the ad-

vance of an enemy.— 4. In her., a charge re-

sembling a harrow, and blazoned herse or har-

row indifferently.

herself, i>. t. An obsolete variant of hearse"^

herring-spink (her'ing-spingk), ». The golden- Herse^ (hfer'se), ». [NL., <Gr."Epo-!?, oneof the
crested wren, Begulus cristatus: so called in

Bast Suffolk, England, because often taken in

the rigging of vessels engaged in.the herring-

fishery in the North Sea. Also known as tot-

o'er-seas, under the same circumstances. See

cut under goldcrest.

herring-vesselt (her'ing-ves''''el), n. A measure
of capacity for herrings.

Some statutes did lunit eel-vessels equal with herring-

vessels. Mecorde, Grounde of Artes.

herring-work (her'ing-werk), n. Herring-bone

work. See herring-bone.

Herrnhuter (hem'hut-6r), n. [< G. Eermhut
(see def.) -I- -eri.] One of the denomination

of Moravians or United Brethren: so called

in Germany from the village built by them on

the estate of Count von Zinzendorf in Saxony,

named Herrnhut, and since serving as the head-

quarters of the body. See Moravian.

herryi (her'i), v. t. Another spelling, histori-

cally more correct, of harry. [Scotch.]

herry^t (her'i), v. t. [< ME. heryen, herien, <

AS.herian = OHG. heren= Goth.. ha^an, praise,

allied to L. carmen (for *casmen), a song, Ca-

three Attic nymphs, "A.y%avpog, "Epar/, and TLdv-

Hesh'van, ». See Sesvan.
Hesiodic (he-si-od'ik), a. [< Sesiod (< L. He-
siodus, < Gr. 'Hc/odof) (see. def.) -I- -io.'] Of, per-

taining to, or resembling the style of Hesiod, a

Greek poet of about the eighth century b. c, or

to a poetical school of which he was the founder
or the chief. The Hesiodic poems are didactic.

Our earliest knowledge of Zeus is derived from the
Homeric and Hesiodic poems. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 782.

The Hesiodic bards come down to about the 40th Oltym-
piad]. C. 0. JSiiller, Mannal of Archseol. (trans. X § 77.

(Jpoaof, daughters of Cecrops.] If. A genus of Hesione (he-si'o-ne), n. [NL., after L. Besi-

sphingid moths. Oken, 1815.— 2. A genus of

birds. The common white-bellied swallow of the United
States is sometimes known as Herse hicolor. B. P. Lesson,

1837.

3. A genus of crustaceans.— 4. A genus of

mollusks.

hersed (hferst), a. [< herse^ + -eti^.] Arranged
in the form of a harrow,
note. [Rare.]

one, Hesiona, < Gr. 'Maidmi, in Greek legend a

daughter of Laomedon, king of Troy.] 1. A
genus of dorsibranchiate annelids with short

stout body of few ill-defined rings, a large pro-

boscis without jaws or tentacles, and long cirri

on the parapodia.— 2. A genus of dipterous
-

^ ^. _ , insects. Desvoidy, 1863.
See quotation and HesionidSB (he-si-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < He-

+ -ides."] A family of errant marine
From his hersed bowmen how the arrows flew

!

worms of the order Chmtcmoda, typified by th e
Southey, Joan of Arc, ii. ^^^^ Eesione.

[This passage is accompanied by the following note : hesitancy (hez'- or hes'i-tan-si), n. [< L. hwsi-
"Thia wnH the iisnal method of marBhallinff the how. ***'w*""'***'j v

. ^ -," ._, '' f^ \ •-

tantia, a stammermg, < ncesttan(t-)S, ppr. : see

hesitant.'] The state or condition of hesitating

;

This was the usual method of marshalling the bow
men. At Crecy 'the archers stood in the manner of an
herse, about two hundred in front, and but forty in depth,

which is undoubtedly the best way of embatteling archers,

... for by the breadth of the front the extension of the
enemies front is matched ; and hy reason of the thinness

in flank, the arrows do more certain execution, being more
likely to reach home' (Ba/rnes)."}

herself (hfer-selt'), pron. [< her + self, q. v.]

An emphasized or reflexive form of the third

personal pronoun, feminine, corresponding in

all uses to himself.

indecision ; vacillation.

Some of them reasoned without doubt or hesitarusy.

Bp. Atterbury, Works, II. i.

Upon these grounds, as they professed they did without
any mincing, hesitancy, or reservation, in uie most full,

cleai', downright and peremptory manner, with finn con.
fldence and alacrity, coucuiTently aver the fact.

Barrow, Works, II. xxlx.

=Syil. See hesitation.



liesitant

hesitant (hex'- or hes'i-tant), a. [< L. hwsi-
tan(,t-)s, ppr. of hcesitare, stick fast, stammer,
etc.: see hesitate.^ Hesitating; pausing; ir-

resolute ; not ready in determining, doing, or
saying; wanting readiness of speecli.

He was a man of no quick utterance, but often hesitant.
Baxter, Life and Times, iii. 47.

hesitantly (hez'- or hes'i-tant-li), adv. With
hesitancy or doubt.

Being wont to speak ratlier doubtfully, or hesitantly,
than resolvedly, concerning matters wherein I apprehend
some difficulty. • Boyle, Works, I. 2, To the Reader.

hesitate (hez'- or hes'i-tat)j v.; pret. and pp.
hesitated, ppr. hesitating. [< L. hwsitatus, pp.
of hcesitare (> It. esitare = Pg. Sp. hesitar = F.
Msiter), stick fast, stammer, be uncertain, in-
tensive of hcerere, pp. h(BSvs, stick, cleave, ad-
here. Of. adhere, cohere, inhere, etc.] I. in-
trans. 1. To hold back in doubt or indecision

;

refrain or delayby reason of uncertainty or dif-
ficulty of decision or choice : as, he hesitated
to believe the report; they hesitate about tak-
ing so dangerous a step.

A man who wishes to serve the cause of religion ought
to hesitate long before he stakes the truth of religion on
the event of a controversy respecting facts in the physi-
cal world. Maeaulay, Sadler's law of Population.

If I hesitate.
It is because I need to breathe awhile.
Best, as the human right allows.

Browning, Ring and Book, IL 176.

Nature, even if we hesitate to call it good, is infinitely
interesting, infinitely beautiful.

J. B. Seeley, Nat, Religion, p. 20.

3. To halt or falter in speech, through inde-
cision or embarrassment; make irregular in-
voluntary pauses ; stammer.
His [Fox's] manner was awkward; his delivery was Acot-

tating; he was often at a stand for want of a word.
Maeaulay, William Pitt.

=Syn. 1. Wav&r, etc, (see scruple) ; delay, vacillate, de-
liberate, doubt, be undetermined, demur.— 2. See stam-
mer.

II. trans. To utter or express with hesitation
or reluctantly; insinuate dubiously. [Rare.]

Just hint a fault and hesitate dislike.

Pope, Prol, to Satires, 1. 204.

I choose rather to hesitate my opinion than to assert it

roundly. Lowell, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8, 1886.

hesitatingly (hez'- or hes'i-ta-ting-li), adv. In
a hesitating manner.
The best things done hesitatingly, and with an ill grace,

lose their effect, and produce disgust rather than satis-

faction or gratitude. A. Ha/milton, Works, 1. 168.

hesitation (hez- or hes-i-ta'shon), n. [= F.
hesitation = Pr. heysitacio = Sp. hesitaeion =
Pg. hesitagao = It. esitazione, < L. hwsitatio{n-),

< .hcesitare, stick fast, stammer, etc. : see hesi-

tate.'] 1. The act of hesitating; a pausing or
delay in determining or acting; suspension of

judgment or decision from uncertainty of mind

;

a state of doubt.

With hesitation admirably slow.
He humbly hopes—presumes— it may be so.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 123,

It looks as if we held the fate of the fairest possessions

of mankind in our hands, to be saved by our firmness or

to be lost by hesitation. Emerson, Amer. Civilization.

It is not theory alone that can ever fully enable us to

preserve the golden mean between faith and hesitation.

A. Sidgwick.

2. An irregular involuntary pausing in speech;

awkwardorembarrassedinterruption of speech;

stammering.
This hesitation arose, not from the poverty, but from the

wealth of ... [his] vocabulary. JfoscauJay, Lord Holland,

=Syn. Hesitation, Hesitancy; wavering, suspense, uncer-

tainty, doubt, vacillation ; faltering. Hesitation is per-

haps more often used for the act of hesitating, hesitancy

generally for the spirit, character, or frame of mind.

Hesitation is more common.
hesitative (hez'- or hes'i-ta-tiv), a. [< hesitate

+ -ive.] Showing hesitation. Smart.

hesitator (hez'- or hes'Irta-tor), n. [< hesitate

+ -or.'] One who hesitates.

'

He was that apparent contradiction in terms, a bold Aes-

itator—ia the language of the hunting field, a "daring

funker." Contemporary Bev., LIV. 620.

hesitatory (hez'- or hes'i-ta-to-ri), a. [< hesi-

tate + -cry.] Hesitating. [Rare.]

His being suspicious, dubious, cautelous, and not soon

determined, bat hesitatory at unusual occurrences in his

office, made him pass for a person timidous, and of a nckle,

irresolute temper. Soger North, Bxamen, p. 686.

Voice thin, creaky, queivlons— hesitatory, and as if it

couldn't be troubled to speak, „_,-./• no
Carlyle, The Century, XXIV. 22.

hesp (hesp), n. 1. A dialectal variant of /i«Sp.

— 2. The length of two hanks of linen thread.

E.B. Knight.
Hesper(hes'p6r),». l<'L.Sesperns,q.y.] »ame
as ffesjperus, 1. [Poetical.]

[< L. Hesperius, western, < Gr. eaTripw;, west-
,, < "Eanepog, Hesperus : see Hesperus.] I. a.
nT„_4.

situated at the west. [Poetical.]
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Sad Hesper o'er the buried sun
And ready, thou, to die with him.
Thou watchest all things ever dim

And dimmer, and a glory done.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxi.

Hesperia (hes-pe'ri-a), «. [NL., < L. Hesperia,
the west, < Hesperus, the evening star, the west:
see Hesperus.]
The typical ge- '

1

nus of Hesperii-
d(B, containing
small black-and-
white species,

. such as H. tessel-

lata. Fairicius,
1793. Also writ-
ten Esperia.

Hesperian (heS- ^^peria syrichtus.
I Line shows natu-

peri-an), a. and
n.

em.
1. Western

The parting sun.
Beyond the earth's green cape and verdant isles
Hesperian, sets, Milton, P. L., viii, 632.

2. Of or pertaining to the Hesperides.
The forests shining with Hesperian fruit and with the

plumage of gorgeous birds. Macaiday, Moore's Byron.

3. [I. c] Of or pertaining to the hesperians

;

having the characters of the family Hesperiidce.
II. n. 1 . An inhabitant of a western coun-

try.— 2. [J. c] A lepidopterous insect of the
family Hesperiidce; a skipper. See Castnioides.
Also hesperid.

Let us now compare the foregoing detailed characters
[of the yucca-borer] with the Castnians on the one hand
and the Hesperians on the other. C. V. Riley.

Hesperid (hes'pe-rid), n. [< 3erperid-es, n. pi.]

1. One of the S'esperides.

The damsels of the land, instead of nestling in chin-
chilla or sable's fur, stand about in a rural manner, much
as did the Hesperids. P. BoMnson, Under the Sun, p. 98.

2. [I. c] Same as hesperian, 2.

Hesperidse (hes-per'i-de), n. pi. See Hesperi-
idce.

Hesperidese (hes-pe-rid'e-e), n.pl. [Nli., < Hes-
peris (-id-) -i- -ece.]' 1. One of the orders estab-
lished by Linnaeus (1751) in his attempted nat-
Tiral arrangement of plants, including the gen-
era Citrus, Styrax, and Garcinia.— 2. A name
sometimes used for the orange family.— 3. An
order used by Sachs, including the families Au^
rantiacecB, Meliacece, Humiriacece, and Erythroxy-
lacece.

Hesperides (hes-per'i-dez), n. pi. [L., < Gr.
'Eairepideg, < "Bo-n-epof, Hesperus: see Hesperus.]

1. In Gr. myth., nymphs who guarded, with the
aid of a fierce serpent, the golden apples given

ijy Ge (Earth) to Hera (Juno), in delightful

gardens at the western extremity of the world,

supposed to be in the region of Mount Atlas in
Africa. Their origin and number (from three

to seven) are variously given. [Erroneously

used by Shakspere as a singular.]

Before thee stands this fair Hesperides,

With golden fruit, but dangerous to be touoh'd.

Shak,, Pericles, i. 1.

Ladies of the Hesperides, that seem'd
Fairer than feign'd of old, Milton, P. E., il. 357.

2. In T>ot.,a, class ofplants foundedbyEndlicher,
including the orders Humiriacece, Olacinece, Jur-

rantiacecB, Meliacece, and Cedrelaeece. Same as

the HesperidecB of Sachs. These orders, many of

which have been changed in name, are included by Ben-

tham and Hooker in their cohorts Geraniales and Olacales.

Hesperidian (hes-pe-rid'i-an), a. [< Hesperi-

des + -ian.] Of or pertaining to the Hesperides

or their garden.

A Hesperidian tree, enwreathed by a serpent (symbol of

a blessedness veiled in darkness and terrors).

C. 0. Miiller, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), § 431.

hesperidin (hes-pei'i-din), n. [< hesperid-ium

-I- -iw2.] A crystaUizable bitter principle found

in the spongy envelop of oranges ajid lemons.

Its nature has not yet been ascertained.

hesperidium (hes-pe-rid'i-um), «.; pi. hes-

peridia (-a). [NL. ,< Hesperid-es + -ium,m allu-

sion to the golden apples of the Hesperides.]

In6o<.,afleshyfruitwithaleatheryrind,formed

from a free many-celled ovary: a mere variety

of the beny. The term includes the orange, lemon,

and related fruits. Morphologically, the rind is probably

homologous with an outer whorl of barren cai-pels united

by thei? edges in the manner of a POly<=ai'P«}}»'y
"If

;

celled ovary, and the elongated juice-fllled cells of the

pulp are true trichomes.

A succulent fruit (known technically as a heweridium).

Pop. Sci. Mo., xxviii. eod.

Hesperus

Hesperiidce (hes-pe-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hes-
peria + -idee. ] A family of rhopalocerous lepi'

dopterous insects, of which the genus Hesperia
is the type ; the skippers or hesperians. These
small large-headed butterflies have a quick jerky fiight,

whence the name skipper. Representative species are
Hesperia sylvanus and Thymele alveolus. Corresponding
groups of hesperians are named Hesperida, Hesperidce,
Hesperides, and Hesperidi.

Hesperinese (hes-pe-rin'f-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hes'
peris {-in-) + -ece.] A section of the Cruciferce,

established by Reichenbach in 1837, typified
by the genus Hesperis.

Hesperis (hes'pe-ris), n. [L., the queen's gil--

lyflower, < Gr. ea-mepic, the night-scented gilly-

flower, peculiar fem. of iairipiog, western: see
Hesperian and Hesperides.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous polypetalous plants, founded by Lin-
naeus, belonging to the natural order Crucifera;

tribe Sisymiriece. its main characters are the two
erect lobes of the stigma and elongated erect sepals. The
genus includes about 22 species of biennial or perennial
herbs, with mostly entire, ovate or oblong leaves, and
rather large, loosely racemed, vaiiously colored flowers.

They grow in Europe and Asia. The common rocket or
dame's-violet is H. matronalis, a native of Europe; other
species are also called rocket.

Hesperisphinges (hes*pe-ri-sfin'jez), n. pL
[NL., < Hesperia + sphinx.] In Latreille's sys'
tern of classification, a division of crepuscu-
lar lepidopterous insects, corresponding nearly
with the modern families Castniidw and Aga^
ristidm: so called from being considered the
connecting-link between the sphinxes and the'

diurnaliepitiopfera by means of the Hesperiidce,
a family of the latter division.

Hesperomys (hes-per'o-mis), n. [NL. (Waters
house, 1839), < Gr. eankpoq, western, + jivg= £>
mouse.'] A genus equivalent to the tribe Sig-

modontes, consisting of the American Muridce,
or murine rodents. As now restricted, the genus con-
sists of the vesper-mice proper, or the" ordinary native
mice of America, of medium and small size, lithe form,
with large ears and eyes, tail approximately as long as
the body, fore feet small, hind feet long with scant-haired
or naked 6-tuberculate soles, and the general pelage hi-

colored, sleek, and glossy. It is divided by Cones into nu-
merous subgenera, those of North America being Vesperi-
mus, Calomys, Onychomys, and Oryzomys. The abundant
white-footed deer-mouse, H. l&ucopus, is a characteristic
example. See second cut under deer-mouse.

Hesperopitheci (hes'^pe-ro-pi-the'si), n. pi.

[< Gr. eairepog, western, the west, + kiBtikoc, an
ape.] The platyrrhine or American monkeys
coUeetively : so called in distinction from the
catarrhine or old-world Heopitheci. The two
divisions are respectively conterminous with
Platyrrhini and Catarrhini.

hesperopithecine (hes'''pe-ap-pi-the'sin), a.

Pertaining to the Hesperopitheci.

Hesperornis (hes-pe-r6r'nis), ra. [NL,, < Gr.
ianepo(, western, the west, + bpvL^, a bird.] The
typical genus of fossil birds of the family Hes-
perornithidce. The best-known species is H. regalis,

discovered in 1870 in the yellow chalJs of the pteranodon
beds of Kansas, 0. C. Marsh, 1872,

Hesperornis may be tersely characterized as a gigantic
diver, some six feet in length from the point of the bill

to the end of the toes, . , , While the general configu-
ration of the skeleton may be likened to that of a loon,
the conformation of the sternum is ratite, like that of
struthious birds, and the wings are rudimentary or abor-
tive ; . , , the jaws are long and furnished with sharp
recurved teeth implanted in grooves,

Coues, Key to N. A, Birds, p, 826.

Hesperornithidse (hes'''pe-r6r-nith'i-de), ». pi.

[NL., < Hesperornis (-ornith-) + -jtte.] A fam-
ily of fossil birds from the Cretaceous of North
America, typified by the genus Hesperornis, and
representing a prime division of the whole class

Aves, having teeth implanted in grooves, sad-
dle-shaped or heteroccelous vertebrae, ratite

sternum, rudimentary wings, and short tail:

conterminous with the subclass OdontolccB.

Hesperus (hes'pe-rus), n. [L., the evening
star, < Gr. "'Kavepog, the evening star, prop,

adj. (with or without aariip, star), of or at

evening (also as noun, cairepog or fem. iantpa,

evening), hence western; orig. *Fhnepo( = L.
vesper, m., vespera, f., evening: see vesper.] 1.

The evening star; especially, the planetVenus
as evening star (as morning star, called by the
(Greeks Phosphoros, and by the Romans -tacj/er,

' light-bringer
'
) : in mythology, personified as a

son of -AstrsBus and Eos (Aurora) , or a son or bro-

ther of .Atlas, and sometimes called the "father
of the Hesperides." Also, poetically, Hesper.

Now glowed the firmament
With living sapphires ; Hesperm, that led

The stairy host, rode brightest.

Milton, P, L,, iv. 605.

At evening the dewy Hesperus comes from the bosom
of the mist, and assumes his station in the sky,

Longfellow, Hyperion, iii. 3u



Hesperus

2. [NL.] In entom., a genus of Staphylinidce or
rove-beetles. They are allied to Philonthue, but have
thoracic seto far from the margin, the lateral fold wide and
short, and the metasternum strongly projecting in front

}^t xP'x?' * triangle. The Euiopean H. rufipennis
and the INorth American ff. baltimorensis are typical ex-
ample^ The genus was founded by Fauvel in 1874.

Hesselbachian (hes-el-bak'i-an), a. Pertain-
ing to the anatomist F. K. Sesselbaoh (1759-

?^^J^?^;~^®^?®1*'^<=M™ triangle, a triangular space
in the lower abdominal walls on each side, concerned in
direct inguinal hernia, bounded below by Pouparfs liga-
ment, outwardly by the epigastric artery, and inwardly
by the border of the rectus muscle.

Hesse's equation. See equation.
Hessianl (hesk'an), a. and n. [< ITessia, Latin-
ized form of G. Sesse, Hessen, orig. a Tent, tribe-
name, in L. Chatti (Tacitus), Gr. Xdrroi (Stra-
bo).] I. a. Eelating or pertaining to Hesse in
Germany, or to the Hessians Hessian bit. See
M'l-— Hessian boots. See 6oo«s._ Hessian crucible,
fly^tc. See the nouns.

II. n. 1. A native or an iiihabitant of Hessem Germany. The Hessians as a race are the represen-
tatives of the ancien t Teutonic people the Catti (Chatti);
they formed various minor states in Germany, of which
the chief have been Hesse-Cassel (annexed to Prussia in
1866) and the grand duchy of Hesse, called Hesse-Darm-
stadt previous to 1866.

3. In the United States, as a term of reproach,
a mercenary ; a military or political hireling

:

from the employment of Hessian troops as
mercenaries by the British government in the
American revolution.— 3. pi. A kind of long
boots origiuaUy worn by Hessian soldiers;
Hessian boots.

Directly the Stranger saw the young men, he acted at
them, eyeing them solemnly over his gilt volume as he
lay on the stage-bank, showing his hand, his ring, and his
Beaeiam. Thackeray, Pendennis, iv.

4. pi. A kind of coarse cloth, made of hemp, or,
in modem times, of a mixture of hemp and
jute, and used principally for bagging.

Close textures, heasians.
U. S. Cms. Rep., No. 73i (1887), p. 193.

Hessian^ (hes'ian), n. [< Hesse (see def.) +
4an,'\ In math., a functional determinantwhose
constituents are the second differential coeffi-

cients of a quantie, arranged in regular order.
The name was given by Sylvester in 1853, after Dr. Otto
Hesse of KSnigsberg, who showed the importance of this
determinant. It is the Jacobian to the difl!erential coef-
ficients of a homogeneous function of any number of va-
riables.

hessite (hes'it), n. [After G. H. Hess of St.
Petersburg (1802-50).] A rare silver telluride
occurring in the Altai and elsewhere. Petzite
is a variety containing also some gold.

hessonite (hes'on-it), ». [Also, less prop., esso-
nite; < Gr. rjaauv, less, compar., with superl.
rJKiaTOQ (see heMstotherm), going with [uiipdg, lit-

tle, or (ca/ciJf, bad, < iina, softly.] A variety of
garnet : same as ciiinamov^stone.

liest (best), n. [< ME. hest, heste (with excres-
cent t, as in against, wMlst, etc., and with con-
sequent shortening of the vowel), < AS. hces, a
command, hest (cf. tehees, behest: see behest), <

Mtow, bid, order, command: seehight^.] 1. A
command; bidding; injunction; behest. [Po-
etical or archaic]

To the ten heestie y baue not tende
Thorns slouthe, wraththe, & glotenie.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.)i p. 99.

Mar. What have you done?
Scath. Obeyed your hests, madam ; done your commands.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

Pemale attendance shall obey
Your hest, for service or array.

Scott, L. of the L., vi. 10.

2f. A promise.
That thai had bene cumen right
To the land of hest that tham was hight.

Boly Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. Ii.

She nyl hire heste broken for no wight.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 355.

hesternt (hes'tSm), a. [= OF. esteme, hesterne,

< L. hesternus, of yesterday, yesterday's (= E.
yester- in yesterday, etc.), < heri, yesterday: see

yester-, yesterday. '\ Of yesterday; yester-.

If a chronicler should misreport exploytes that were
enterprised but hestern day. Holvnshed, Hist. Ireland.

hestemal (hes-ter'nal), a. [< hestern + -aZ.]

Of or pertaining to yesterday. [Rare.]

I rose by candle-light, and consumed, in the intensest
application, the hours which every other individual of our
party wasted in enervating slumbers from the hestemal
dissipation or debauch. Bulwer, Pelham, Ivii.

hesthogenous (hes-thoj 'e-nus), a. [Irreg. (more
prop. *esthogonoiis) < Gr. ecdr/g, dress, clothing

(< iwvvai, dress, clothe), + ytSvof, offspring.] In
ornith., ptUopsedic; covered with down when
hatched, as all prreeoeial and some altrieial

birds: opposed to gymnogenous ov psilopcedic.
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Besthogenoua—a word so vicious In formation as to be

incapable of amendment^ but intended to signify those
[birds] that were hatched with a clothing of down.

A. Newton, Enoyc. Brit., XVIII. 31.

Hesvan, Heshvan (hes'-, hesh'van), n. [Hob.]
The second month of the Jewish civil year, and
the eighth of the sacred year, corresponding to
the latter part of October and a part of Novem-
ber. It has 29 or 30 days.
Hesychasm (hes'i-kazm), n. [< Gr. *^(!vxaaii6s,

< ijavxa^uv, be still or quiet: see Hesyehast.']

The doctrine of the Hesychasts, a doctrine
closely akin to that of the Quietists of later

times. See Hesyehast.

Hesyehast (hes'i-kast), n. [< Gr. ^avxaor^C,
one who leads a still, retired life, a quietist,

hermit, < ^avxdCetv, be still or quiet, < rjovxoQ,

still, quiet.] One of a body of monks who
lived on Mount Athos during the fourteenth
century, and aimed to attain, by the practice of

contemplation and asceticism, entire tranquil-

lity and serenity of mind, and hence supernat-
ural insight and divine light, with knowledge of
the Deity. Also Omphalopsychos and Massalian.

hesychastic (hes-i-kas'tik), a. [< Gr. ^cvxaan-
k6(, quieting (as music), also like a hermit, <

^(!vxaiEiv,qmet,^avxaaH/(,a,qmetist, hermit: see
Hesychast.l Productive or expressive of quie-
tude and serenity of mind— Hesychaatlc episyn-
tbeta, in anc. pros., compound or episynthetic meters,
the trochaic or iambic dipodies in which are epitritic in
form(—w for — ^ — -•, and -^ — for ^ — ^ —). Also
called dactylo-^trites.

hetl (het). Obsolete or provincial preterit and
past participle of heat.

het%. Obsolete (Middle English) preterit of

heterio

hetserolite (he-te'ro-lit), n. [So calledbecause
associated with chalcophanite ; < Gr. halpog, a
companion, -I- XiBog, a stone.] An imperfectly
known mineral from Franklin Furnace, New
Jersey, TJ. S. It is supposed to be an oxid of

zinc and manganese allied to hausmannite.
hetaira, hetairism, etc. See hetcera, etc.

hetchel (hech'el), n. and v. Same as hatchel.

hete^t, »• and v. A Middle English form of heat.

liete^t, V. See hight^.

heteracanth (het'e-ra-kanth), a. [< Gr. erepoc,

other, different, ,-l- mavda, spine.] In ichth.,

having asymmetrical dorsal and anal fin-spines,

alternately broader on one side than on the
other; not homacanth.
heteracmy (het-e-rak'mi), n. [< Gr. erepot:,

other, different, + ok/j^, prime, maturity.] Pro-
terogyny: said of flowers in which cross-fer-

tilization is secured by the pistils maturing
before the stamens : opposed to synaemy. A.
W. Bennett (1870), in Journal of Botany, VIII.
316.

Heteractinida (het'''e-rak-tin'i-dS,),».^Z. [NL.,
< Heteractis (-in-) + -ida.'] Starfisheswhichhave
more than five rays : distinguished from Pentac-

heteradenic (het"e-ra-den'ik), a. [< Gr. erepoc,

other, different, -I-" oStiv, gland.] Of glandular
structure, but abnormally located: as, hetera-
denie tissue.

Heteralocha (het-e-ral'o-ka), ». [NL., < Gr.
'irepoQ, other, different,+ oKox'k, spouse.] A ge-
nus of New Zealand stui'noid passerine birds,
notable for the extraordinary sexual difference
in the bill, which is comparatively short and

hep (het), V. A dialectal variant of ftj<i.

hetsera (he-te'ra), ».; pi. hetxrcB (-re). [NL.,
< Gr. haipa, loiiio iraipri, Epic irdpi;, a female
companion; in Attic use opposed to a lawful
wife, and so with various shades of meaning
from 'concubine' to 'courtezan'; fern, of hal-
poc, a companion, comrade, akin to cT^f, a
clansman, kinsman.] In ancient Greece, a
woman, particularly a slave or a foreigner,
devoted to public or private entertainment,
making a profession of flute-playing, dancing,
etc., and m some cases rising to nigh con-
sideration for learning, talents, and the social
arts; hence, a courtezan; an avowed concu-
bine or female paramour. At Athens only daugh-
ters of full citizens could become, under the law, wives
of citizens ; thus, Aspasia of Miletus, the accomplished
companion of Pericles, was, as a foreigner, classed as a
het£era. Also written hetaira, plural Tietairai.

Girls, Hetairai, curious in their art,

Hired animalisms. Tennyson, Lucretius.

Like most philosophers of his age, he [Hutton] coquet-
ted with those final causes which have been named barren
virgins, but which might be more fitly termed the hetairte
of philosophy, so constantly have they led men astray.

Buxley, Lay Sermons, p. 232.

hetseria (he-te'ri-a), n. [L., < Gr. haipia, erat-

pcia, companionship, association, brotherhood,
a society, < iralpog, a companion, comrade : see
hetcera.'] An association of persons for a com-
mon end; specifically leap.], a secret political
society of Gfreeks, formed about the beginning
of the nineteenth century, for the purpose of
freeing Greece from the Turkish yoke.

hetserio (he-te'ri-6), n. [NL., < Gr. iraipla, a
society: see lietceria.] In lot., a collection of
distinct indehiscent carpels, either dry upon a
fleshy receptacle, as the strawberry, or dryupon
a dry receptacle, as the ranunculus, or fleshy
upon a dry receptacle, as the raspbeiry. .Mso,
improperly, heterio, eterio.

hetsensm (he-te'rizm), n. [< Gr. haipiafidc, the
practice of a hetssra, < haipl^etv, to be a hetsera,

< iraipa, hetsera: see hetwra.] O^en concubi-
nage ; specifically, in anthrop., the practice
among some primitive races of common inter-
course between the sexes; absence of the in-
stitution of marriage, or of lasting union be-
tweenman andwoman. Also written hetairism
and, incorrectly, hetarism.

The primitive condition of man Booiallj; was one of pure
lietainsm. Sir J. Luihoek, Orig. of Civilization, p. 67.

hetserist (he-te'rist), n. [< Gr. eraipiaT^g, one
who practises hetserism^ < hatpl^eiv, to be a
hetaara: see hetcm'ism. In def. 2, < Hetceria +
-ist.] 1. One who practises hetserism.— 2. A
member of the Greek political society Hetseria.
Also written hetairist.

hetseristic (het-f-ris'tik), a. [< hetairist + -ic.]

Pertaining to, characterized by, or given to the
practice of hetserism. Also written hetairisUc.

Even our poor relations, the anthropomorphous apes,
are not hetomttie. Athenceum,

Huia-birds {fjeteratocka acitttrostrts) . male, short bill ; female,
long curved bill.

quite straight in the male, and very long and
curved in the female. The base of the bill is

wattled in both sexes. H. acutirostris is the
huia-bird. Cdbanis, 1815. Also, improperly,
Heterolocha. Also called Neomorpha.
Heteranthera (het"e-ran-the'ra), n. [NL., <
Gr. erepoc, other, different, + NL. anthera, an-
ther.] A genus of monocotyledonous plants,
founded by Euiz and Pavon in 1794, belonging
to the natural order Fontederiacem. it is distin-
guished by its salverform perianth, 3 stamens with erect
anthers, and 1- or imperfectly 3-celled ovary. The genus
includes 9 species of aquatic herbs, growing in mud or
shallow water, with rounded , long-petioled or linear leaves,
and blue, whitish, or yellowish flowers from a narrow
spathe. They are all, except one African species, natives
of North arid South America. B. reniformis, of the east-
ern United States, is the mudplantaiii ; It has round kid-
ney-shaped leaves and white flowers.

heterarchy (het'e-rar-ki), n. [< Gr. erepog, other,
different, -I- apy^, rule.] Government by an
alien or aliens; foreign rule. Also, erroneously,
eterarchy. [Rare.]

It is a joy to think we have a king of our owne. Our
owne blood, our owne religion ; according to the motto of
our princes (Ich Dien) : otherwise, next to anarchy is efer-
archy. Bp. Ball, Christ and Csesar.

heteratomic (heV'e-ra-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. erepof,
other, different, H- dro/ioc, an atom : see atom.]
Composed of atoms of different kinds.
heterauxesis (het"e-rak-se'sis), n. [< Gr. ere-
pog, other, different, -1- ai^ijmg, increase: see
auxesis.] In lot., irregular or unsymmetrical
growth. It is a condition observed in the apex of grow-
ing organs of plants, superinduced by certain irregulari-
ties in the conditions upon which growth depends, such
as variations in the osmotic properties of the cell-sap, in
the physical properties of the primordial utricle, or in
those of the cell-wall itself, giving rise to inequalities in
the rate of growth of different parts of the organ, which
in turn changes the direction of its growth.

The rate of growth is usually not uniform in all parts
of the transverse growing zones, so that the growth in
length of an organ rarely, if ever, takes place in a straight
line, but its apex rotates. This rotation we found to be
due to spontaneous variations in the relative rate of
growth of opposite sides of the organ, or, to express It in
a single word, to spontaneous heterauoceds.

Vines, Physiol, of Plants, p. 875.

heterio, n. See hetwrio.



hetero-

Jietero-. [NL., L., etc., hetero-, < Gr. srepo-,

combining form of erspog, the other (one of
two), also (put loosely for a'Alog, L. alius) an-
other (of many), also other than usual, differ-

ent; perhaps reduced from orig. *avTEpos (?) =
Skt. antaras = Goth, anthar = E. other: see
oWiej'i.] An elemept in compound words of
Greek origin or formation, meaning 'other' or
'different': often opposed to /towo-, 'same.'

heteroblastic (hef'e-ro-blas'tik), a. [< Gr.
CTcpof, other, different, + l3?uiaT6g, hud, germ.]
Having a different histological origin, as when
cartilage arises from periosteal ceUs : opposed
to homoblastic.

This new cartilage Ib either homoblastic or JieteroUastic.
H. Gddow, Nature, XXXIX. 150.

Heterobranchia (hef'e-ro-brang'ki-a), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. erepog, other, different, +' ppdyxia,
gills.] In zool., a classiflcatory name used in
various senses, (a) In Lamarck's system of classiflca^
tion (1801-12), thelower one of two ordersof his class Crus-
tacea, containing the hranchiopods, isopods, amphipods,
etc., as distinguished from the Homobranchia or decapod
crustaceans, the cirripeds being placed in a different class.
(h) A section of gastropods with the gills variously formed,
exposed or only slightly covered by afold of the mantle, or
contained in a closed lung-like cavity. The species are her-
maphroditic. The term was used by Gray for the Oplstho-
hranehiata, and was by Leucliart (1848) made one of six
orders qf the cla8| Gasteropoda, (c) Be Blainville's name
(1826) for the tunicates or ascidians, as the fourth order of
his Acephaiophora or headless mollusks, divided into two
families, Ascidiacea, or ordinary sea-squirts, and Salpa£ea,
or salps. [Not in use.] Also Beterobraitehiata.

leterobranchiate (het*e-ro-brang'ki-at), a.

Pertaining to or having'the' characters of the
Seterobranohia, in any sense.

Heterocarpeae (het"e-r6-kar'pe-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. trepog, other, di'fterent, + 'Hapizdg, fruit.] A
class of algsB established by Kiitzing in 1843, in-

cluding the tribes Trichoilastem and Choristocar-
pecB. This classification has not been followed.

lieterocarpian (hefe-ro-kar'pi-an), a. Same
as

"

lieterocarpous (het"e-ro-kar'pus), a. [< Gr.
hepdKapTTos, bearing different fruit, < erepoc;,

other, different, + Kapwdg, fruit.] In hot., bear-
ing fruit of two sorts or shapes.

lieterocellular (het"e-ro-seru-lar), a. [< Gr.
erepog, other, different, + NL. cellula, a cell

:

see cellula.'] Consisting of unlike (that is, of

variously differentiated or specialized) cells, as
most animals : opposed to isocellular.

heterocephalous (het"e-ro-sef'a-lus), a. [<

Gr. irepog, other, different, + KeAalfj, head.]
In 6ot., having some flower-heads male and
others female in the same individual: applied

principally in the Compositce.

Heterocera (het-e-ros'e-ra), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

erepoc, other, different, '+ icipac, horn.] A subor-

derof iiepJdop<e»'o,foundedbyBoisduval(1840),
containing the nocturnal lepidopters or moths

:

contrastedwith Bhopalocera or butterflies. They
are so namedfrom the diversity in the forms of the anten-

nee, which may be setaceous, fusiform, pectinate, or plu-

mose, but are seldom if ever rhopalocerous or clubbed like

those of butterflies. Leading forms of Heterocera are the

sphingids, bombycids, arctiids, noctuids, geometrids, py-

ralids, tortricids, and tineids. The group corresponds to

theLinnean geneiaSphinx and Phaicena; it includes many
families, among them those grouped as Microlepidoptera.

See Tneth.

heterocerc (het'e-ro-sferk), a. [< Gr. Irepog,

other, different, '4- kipKoi, tail.] Same as het-

lieterocercal(het"e-ro-ser'kal), a. [< lieterocerc

Helerocercal Tail of Fish.

+ -al.'] In iehth., having an xtnequally divided

taU or caudal fin. Contrasted with homocercal.

heterocercality (het"e-r6-s6r-kari-ti), n. [<

heterocercal + -ity.'] ^am'e as heterocercy. Sci-

ence, V. 341. [Bare.]

Heterocerci (het*e-r6-s6r'si), n.pl. [NL- /^it-

tel, 1887), < (Jr. eripoc, other, different, 4-_/£cp«cof,

tail.] An order of ganoid fishes, including the

families Pakeonisddce and Platysomidw : same
as lysopteri.

leterocercy (het'e-ro-ser'si), n. [< heterocerc

+ -y.} The state or quality of being hetero-
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cereal; inequality of the lobes of the caudalnn

: opposed to liomocercy.
Heteroceridse (het"e-r6-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Heterocerus + 4dcB.2 A family of clavioom
beetles, typified by the genus Heterocerus. The
dorsal segments of the abdomen are partly membranous,
the flrst four ventral segments connate, the tarsi 4-jointed
the antenusB short and inegular, and the legs fossorlal.
MacLeay, 1825.

heterocerous (het-e-ros'e-rus), a. [< NL. Hete-
rocerus, < Gr. erepof, otlier, different, + K^pa;,
horn.] Having diversiform antemiEe

; pertain-
ing to orhaving the characters ofthe Heterocera.
Heterocerus (het-e-ros'e-rus), n. [NL.: see
heterocerous.] The typical genus of Heteroce-
riOce: so named from the irregularity of the
11-jointed antenna, most of the joints of which
lorm a club. The species are aquatic, burrowing in
sand or mud along streams and in marshes by means of
theu: strong fossorial legs.

Heterochelse (het"e-r6-ke'le), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
crepog, other, different; + xv?i^, a hoof, claw.] In
LatreUle's system of classification, a division of
crabs, containing those whose claws are longer
in the male than in the female : contrasted with
Homoclielce. It was composed of three tribes,
Orbiculata, Trigona, and Hypophthalma. See
these words.
Heterochromeae (het"e-ro-kr6'me-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. eTep(i;i;p<i)//of,"of" different color (see
heterochromous), + -ece.'] A subtribe of Com-
positce, characterized by having the disk her-
maphrodite and mostly fertile, the corolla yel-
low or rarely cream-color, sometimes changing
to purple, the rays not yellow, wanting in cer-
tain species,and a naked receptacle . It includes
Aster, Erigeron, Boltonia, and allied genera.
heterochromous (het"e-ro-kr6'mus), a. [< Gr.
erepdxpafwg, of different color, < erepog, other,
different, + XP'^F'^j color.] In iof., having dif-

ferent members unlike in color; also, having
the florets of the center or diskdifferent in color
from those of the circumference or ray: ap-
plied to a flower-head in the Compositce.

heterochronia (hef'e-ro-kro'ni-a), «. [NL.]
Same as heterochrony.

Perls has suggested the use of the word heterotopia to

designate a local heterology, and heterochronia a heterol-

ogy in point of time, as when mucous tissue or cartilage

develops in a place where it should normally only appear
In the embryonic period.

BiLck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 401.

heterochronic(het"e-ro-kron'ik), a. [< hetero-

chron-ous + -ic] Same as heterochronous.

heterochronism (het-e-rok'ro-nizm), n. [< het-

erochron-ous + ism.'] " Same as lieterochrony.

heterochronistic (het"e-ro-kr6-nis'tik), a. [<

heterochron-ous + -ist + -ic] Same as hete-

rochronous.
heterochronous (het-e-rok'ro-nus), a. [< Gr.

sTspdxpovog, of different times, < irspog, other,

different, + XP^™^! time.] Appearing at dif-

ferent times; not in genetic sequence; of or

pertaining to heterochrony.

heterochrony (het-e-rok'ro-ni), n. [< NL. hete-

rochronia, < Gr. he'pdxpovo'c, of different times

:

see heterochronous.] In biol., a displacement,

with reference to their order of appearance in

time, of members of a genetically connected

series, as of animal forms or organs ; a disar-

rangement of the true ontogenetic sequence.

Entire organs which, during the serial genesis of the

type, came comparatively late, come in the evolving indi-

vidualcomparativelysoon. This, which Prof. Haeckel has

called heterochrony, is shown us in the early marking out

of the brain in a mammalian embryo, though in the lowest

vertebrate animal no brain ever exists.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 233.

Heterocladia (het"e-ro-kla'di-a), n. [NL.,< Gr.

ere/Dof, other, different, + KU6og, branch.] Amo-
notypio genus of marine alg», placedbyAgardh

in the order Bhodomelece, tribe Dasyea. H. aus-

tralis, the only species, is a native of New Holland. It has

flat fronds composed of three layers of loose oeUular tissue.

Heterocladiese (het"e-r6-kla-di'e-e), n. pi.

[NL. < Heterocladia + -em. ] Atnbe of manne

algffi founded by Decaisne (1842), typified by

the genus Heterocladia : placed by Agardh m
the tribe Hasyem. See Heterocladia.

heterocline(het'e-ro-klin), a. [<Gr. erepof,

other, different, + Kklvv, bed (receptacle) : see

clinic.] In lot, producing the two kinds of

heads on separate receptacles: nearly synony-

mous with heterocephalous.

heteroclital (het'e-ro-kli-tal), a. [< heterochte

+ -aZ.T Same as 'heieroclite.
,

heteroclite (het'e-ro-klit), a. and n. [= F-he-

teroclite = Sp. Pg. heteroclite = It. eterochto, <

LL. heteroclitus, < Gr. hepoiAiTog, irreplarly in-

fiected, < iTEpoQ, other, different, + ;iOj.T6g (m

comp.), verbal adj. of iMvuv, bend, inchne, de-

Heterodon

cline, inflect, = B. lean^ : see clinic and leanl.']

I. a. 1. In jrrowi., irregular in inflection. Hence— 2. Deviating from ordinary forms or rules;
irregular; anomalous. [Rare.]

Sir Toby Matthews, one of those heteroclite animals who
finds his place anywhere.

Walpolc, Anecdotes of Painting, 11. iii.

II. n. 1. In jram., awordwhichis iiTegular
or anomaloiis in declension or conjugation, or
which deviatesfrom the ordinaryforms ofinflec-
tion in words of a like kind. It is applied par-
ticularly to nouns having forms from different
stems. Hence—2. A person or thing that de-
viates from the regular orproper form. [Eare.]

A substantial and severe collection of the heterodites or
irregulars of nature, well examined and described, I find
not. Bacon,, Advancement of Learning, ii. 121.

There are strange heterodites in reUgion nowadays.
Howell, Letters, iv. S5.

It is a just and general complaint that indexes for the
most part are heterodites— 1 mean either redundant in
what is needless, or defective in what is needfuL

Fvller, Worthies, Norfolk.

heteroclitic (het"e-ro-klit'ik), a. and n. [< het-

eroclite + -ic] Same as lieterocUte.

heteroclitical (het'e-ro-klit'i-kal), a. [< hetero-

clitic + -al.] Same as heteroclite.

Of sins heteroclitical, and such as want either name or
precedent, there is ofttimes a sin even in their histories.

Sir T. BrouiM, Vnlg. Err., viL 19.

heteroclitOUS (het-e-rok'li-tus), a. [< LL. hete-

roclitus : see heteroclite.] Same as heteroclite.

heterocyst (het'e-ro-sist), n. [< Gr. srepog, oth-

er, different, + Kvarig, a bag, pouch.] In lot.,

one of a class of abnormal cells found in algse

of the order Nostocacece. in the genus Nostoc, which
may be taken as the type, the plants consist of rounded
cells, loosely joined together in filaments, and usually
embedded in a glutinous jelly. At irregular intervals in
the filaments certain larger clear ceUs, the heterocysts, are
produced. These heterocysts have differently colored wa-
tery cell-contents, and seem incapable of further develop-
ment. They are probably connected in some way with
reproduction, but their real nature is unknown. Accord-
ing to Farlow ("Marine Algee of New England," p. 180), the
term has been wrongly applied to certain of the basal ceUa
of some of the species of Melobeem, the organs not being
homologous.

heterodactyl, heterodactyle (het'e-ro-dak'-
til), a. [<NL. heterodactylus, <Gi. erepof, other,

different, + diicruMc, a finger or toe.] Having
the digits irregular or peculiar in size, form, or

position. Also heterodactylous.

Heterodactylae (het"e-ro-dak'ti-le), n. pi.

[NL., fern. pi. of heterodactylus: see heterodac-

tyl.] In ornith., a group of picarian birds, dis-

tinguished from all other zygodactyl birds by
having the second instead of the fourth toe
reversed ; the trogons, of the family Trogonidos,

considered as a superfamily. Sclater, 1880.

Heterodactyli(het"e-To-dak'ti-li), n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of heterodactylus: see heierodaetyl.] 1. In
Blyth's system of classification (1849), the third

division of his Strepitores, divided into the Tro-
gonoides and Cypseloides, the former consisting

of the trogons alone, the latter of the goatsuck-
ers, swifts, and humming-birds.— 2. Same as
Heterodactyke. See heteropelmous.

heterodactylous (het"e-ro-dak'ti-lus), a. [<
'iifLi. heterodactylus: seelieterodactyl.] 1. Same
as heterodactyl.— 2. In ornith., having that ar-

rangement of the digits which is peculiar to
trogons ; of or pertaining to the Heterodaetyli.

Heterodactylus (het*e-ro-dak'ti-lus), n. [Nli.

:

see heterodactyl.] 1. A gibnus of reptiles. Spix,

1825.— 2. A genus of coleopterous insects.

Cki^rin, 1841.

Heterodermese (het'''e-ro-der'me-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. erepog, other, different, +' Sipfia, sMn, +
-ece.] An order of the Myxomycetes or slime-

molds, proposed by KostafinsM in 1873. They
are characterized by having the sporangia without capil-

litium, columella, or lime ; the sporangium-wall delicate,

and the spores and thickenings of the inner wall in one
and the same sporangijim usually of uniform color.

Eeterodon (he-ter'o-don)^ n. [NL., < Gr. ere-

poc, other, different, + oSovq {oSovt-) = E. tooth.]

1. A genus of

innocuous co-

lubriform ser-

pents, having
the rostral

plate enlarged
and recurved
There are se\eral

North American
species, chiefly

known as hoq-

nosed snakes, as

H. simus or H
platyrhinus. 'i hey
are unsightly
blotched reptiles, Hog nosed Snake {^Hetcrodon platyrhmtw'i.
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with flattened heads, strikingly similar to some venomous
serpents, as the copperhead or moccasin, hut are perfectly
harmless. Palisot da Beauvois, 1799.

2. II. c] A serpent of the genus Heterodon.
Also heterodont.—S. One of several genera of
mammals and moUusks. [Not in use.]
heterodout (het'e-ro-dont), o. and n. [< Gr.
erepog, other, ditferent, + oiovg (bdovr-) = E.
tooth.] I. a. Havingdifferent kinds of teeth;
having the teeth differentiated into several
distinct kinds, as ineisors, canines, and molars

:

opposed to homodont.
In most cases . . . animals with Heterodont dentition

are also Diphyodont. Flower, Encyc. Brit., XV. 362.

II. n. 1. A heterodont animal.— 2. Same
as heterodon, 2.

Heterodonta (hefe-ro-don'ta), 71. pi. [NL.:
see heterodont.'] A" section or order of dimy-
arian bivalve mollusks, with the few hinge-
teeth distinctly separated as cardinal and lat-
eral, alternating, and exactly fitting into pits
in the opposite valve. It includes a large ma-
jority of living bivalves, as Veneridw, Vnioni-
dce, and many related families.

Heterodontia (het"e-ro-don'shi-a), n. pi. [NL.

:

see heterodont.] InBlyth's edition of Cuvier,
an order of implaoental mammals, correspond-
ing to the marsupialians or pouched mammals.
[Not in use.]

Heterodontidae (het"e-ro-don'ti-de), «. pi.
[NL., < Heterodontus + -idoe.] Same as Ces-
traciontidw.

heterodontoid (het"e-ro-don'toid), a. [< Hete-
rodontus + -oid.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the HeterodontidcB.

Heterodontus (hefe-ro-don'tus), n. [NL.:
se& Heterodon.] 1. Same as Ces*j-ac«o)i.— 2. A
genus of nitidulid beetles. Murray.

lieterodox (het'e-ro-doks), a. and n. [= F. Mt£-
rodoxe = Sp. I^g. )ieterodoxo = It. eterodosso, <

Gr. hEp66o^oq, of another or different opinion,
hence holding opinions other than the 'right'
ones (opposed to bpB66o^og, orthodox), < erepog,

other, different, -I- S6^a, opinion: s&e doxology.]

1. a. 1. In theol., holding opinions not in ac-
cord with some generally recognized standard
of doctrine, such as the creed of a church or the
decrees of councils ; not orthodox ; heretical.

He asserted that I was lieterodox: I retorted to the
charge. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

Hence, in general—2. Not in accord with the
established standard of belief.

This opinion will, we fear, he considered as lieterodox.

Macaulay, On History.

Il.f n. An opinion not in accord with that
which is generally accepted ; a peculiar view.

On Thursday morning we had another session, in which
was nothing done, hut that it was reasoned whether that
last heterodox should he retained.

Males, Golden Kemains, Balcanqual's Letter from the
[Synod of Dort, etc.

Not only a simple heterodox, but a very hard paradox
it will seem, and of great absurdity, ... if we say attrac-

tion is unjustly appropriated unto the loadstone.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 3.

heterodoxly (het'e-ro-doks-li), adv. In a het-

erodox manner.
heterodoxness (het'e-ro-doks-nes), re. The
character of being heterodox.

heterodoxy (het'e-ro-dok-si), n. [= P. hetiro-

doxie = Sp. Pg. Uieterodoxia = It. eterodossia, <

Gr. iTepoSo^la, error of opinion, < eTspdSo^oQ, of

another opinion : see heterodox.] 1 . The qual-

ity or state of being heterodox : as, the hetero-

doxy of a doctrine, book, or person.

Eeterodoxy was to a Jew but another name for disloy-

alty. Bp. Hurd, Works, VI. xx.

2. A heterodox belief or doctrine ; a departure
from an established standard or principle; a
heresy.

Felagianism and Samianism, with several other hetero-

doxies. South, Sermon to University of Oxford, Ded.

"I have heard frequent use," said the late Lord Sand-
wich, in a debate on the Test Laws, "of the words ortho-

doxy and heterodoxy; hut I confess myself at a loss to

know precisely what they mean." "Orthodoxy, my Lord,"
said Bishop Warburton, in a whisper— " orthodoxy is my
doxy— heterodoxy is another man's doxy."

Quoted in PriestUy's Memmre, I. 572.

heterodroinous (het-e-rod'ro-mus), a. [< Gr.

erepog^ other, different, + (Spd/iog, a running, <

dpafiuv, run.] Running or lying in different

directions, as leaves on the stem and branches.
—Heterodromous lever, a lever the fulcrum of which
is between the weight and the power.

heterodromy (het-e-rod'ro-mi), n. [As heterod-

romous + -y^.] In'bot, a difference in direction

of the genetic spiral in branch and parent axis

:

same as antidromy. Goehel.
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heteroecious (het-e-re'shus), a. [< Gr. sTEpog,

other, different, +"olKog, a house.] Pertaining
to or characterized by heteroecism.
hetercecism (het-e-re'sizm), n. [As heteroe-

cious + -ism.'] In mycology, the development of
different stages of the same growth on different
host-plants ; tMe production of the secidiospores
or conidia of a fungus on one host, and of its

uredospores and teleutospores on another. One
of the commonest examples is that afforded by the rust
{Pucdnia graminis) of wheat, oats, and some of the culti-

vated grasses. (See cut under Puocinia.) The first stage
is passed upon the leaves of the barberry, where it consti-

tutes what is known as the barbei-ry-clustercups, or bar-
berry-rust, JScidiutn Berberidis. Later in the season, and
usually alter the rust has disappeai'ed from the barberry,
the uredo-stage makes its appearance upon the stem and
leaves of wheat, oats, etc. The uredospores are soon pro-

duced, and by their rapid germination spread the disease
until the whole of the host-plant may be more or less af-

fected. In the fall the teleutospores are produced, which,
lasting over the winter, germinate in the spring only upon
the baiberry-leaves, and begin again the cycle of growth.

heteroecismal (hefe-re-siz'mal), a. [< heterce-

cism + -al.] In a Heteroecious manner
;
pass-

ing through different stages, or producing dif-

ferent kinds of spores, on different host-plants.

heterogamous (het-e-rog'a-mus), a. [< Gr.
erepog, other, different, + yip-os, mairiage.] In
hot, bearing two kinds of flowers which differ

sexually, as in most Compositee and many Cy-
peracecE. in the Composites the ray-flowers of the capit-
ulum or head may be either neuter or female, and those of
the disk male. In the Cyperacece the male and female flow-
ers are frequently borne in different spikes from the same
root, or in different parts of the same spike.

heterogamy (het-e-rog'a-mi), n. [As heterog-
am-ous + -y.] The state or quality of being het-
erogamous; mediate or indn^ect fertilization of
plants. See extract under Chermes.

One or more generations of sexually produced young is

now called heterogamy. Nature, XXX. 67.

Heterogangliata (het"e-ro-gang-gli-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut.pl. of "heterogangliatus : seelietero-

gangliate.] A name proposed by Professor
Owen for all the MoUusca of Cuvier except
the eirripeds, ia accordance with a scheme of
classification founded on the nervous system.
heterogangliate (het"e-ro-gang'gli-at), a. [<
NL. *heterogangUatus, < Gr. hepoQ, other, differ-

ent, -I- ydyyTaov, ganglion.] Possessing a ner-
vous system in vrhien the ganglia are scattered
and unsymmetrical, as mollusks ; specifically,

of or pertaining to the Heterogangliata.

heterogenet (het'e-ro-jen), a. [< P. Mt^o-
g^ne: see heterogeneous.] Same as heteroge-
neous.

All the guests are so mere heterogene
And strangers, no man knows another.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, ii. 1.

heterogeneal (het"e-ro-je'ne-al), a. [As hete-

rogene-ous + -al.] heterogeneous. [Rare.]

This may be true, only in the Blood and Spirits of such
fluid Parts, not in the solid and heterogeneal Parts.

Howell, letters, 1. 1. 31.

Inanimate substances, as water, wine, flesh, also magni-
tude, motion, and time, are wholes homogeneal continual;
the bodies of animals, heterogeneal continual; numbers,
as three, ten, are wholes homogeneal discrete ; an army,
the church, the world, heterogeneal and of the same de-
nomination. BurgersdiGius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Heterogeneal numbers,numbers haying opposite signs.

heterogeneity (het'e-ro-je-ne'j-ti), n. [= P. M-
t6rog4nMt6 = Sp. h£terogeneidd^= Pg. heteroge-
neidade = It. eterogeneitd, ; as heterogene-ous +
-ity.] The character or state of being hetero-
geneous; comjjosition from dissimilar parts;
difference in kind or quality; disparateness;
dissimilarity.

Heterogeneity of function is the correlate of heteroge-
neity of structure ; and heterogeneity of structure Is the
leading distinction between organic and inorganic aggre-
gates. H. Spencer, Prin. of BioL, § 36.

What a delightful heterogeneity pervades a book-lover's
collection, even if it results only from the difference in
size of first editions

!

J. S. Mees, Bookworm, p. 32.

Obviously, as it is through differentiation that an aggre-
gate increases in heterogeneity, so it is through integra-
tion that an aggregate increases in deflniteness, of struc-
ture and function. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 387.

Law of heterogeneity, the proposition that every con-
cept is susceptible of logical division— that, however mi-
nute a description may be) it must always leave room for
further distinctions.

heterogeneous (het'e-ro-je'ne-us), a. {== P.
hM&roghie= Sp. heter'oghieo = Pg. heterogeneo =
It. eterogeneo,\'Mlj. lteterogeneus,(. Gr. irepoycvTig,

of different kinds, in gi-am. of different genders,
< 'iTEpoQ, other, different, + yhog, kind, gender

:

see genus.] 1. Different in kind; widely dis-

similar; imlike; foreign; incongruous.

If there be the least settlement or heterogeneous mat-
ter in any part of it (a liquor], shake it thoroughly, and
It will be sure to show itself. South, Works, VI. vii.

heterogenous

Courtier and patriot cannot mix
Their hetrogeneous politics

Without an effervescence.
Cowper, Friendship, st. 22.

Kelatively speaking, a tree is said to be heterogeneous as

2. Composed of parts of different kinds ; having
widely unlike elements or constituents: op-

posed to homogeneous.

By a seemingly careless arrangement of his heterogene-

ous garb, he had endeavored to conceal or abate the pecu-

liarity. Bawlhome, Soaj'let Letter, ilL

An object is said to be heterogeneous when its parts do
not all resemble one another. All known objects are

more or less heterogeneous. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 336.

Heterogeneous attraction, (a) An attraction between
atoms, depending upon their being different in kind;
chemical attraction. <A) The attraction between the dif-

ferent kinds of electricity and magnetism.— Heteroge-
neous body, a mechanical mixture of different chemical
substances ; especially, in the theory of attractions and in

optics, a body whose parts are of unequal density.

—

Het-
erogeneous nouns, in gram., nouns of different genders
in the singulai* and plural: as, Latin locus, a place, which is

of the masculine gender in the singular, but either mascu-
line or neuter in the pluial.—Heterogeneous number,
a number composed of a whole number and a fraction.

-Heterogeneous principle, a principle belonging to a
different science from the one under consideration ; a het-

eronymous principle.—Heterogeneous quantities, in

physics, quantities of different dimensions, as a velocity

and an acceleration.—Heterogeneous surds, in math.,
roots whose indices are different, as a square root and a
cube root.

heterogeneously (het''''e-ro-je'ne-us-li), adv. In
a heterogeneous manner; so as to be hetero-

geneous; dissimilarly.

They [the houses] are small, and by the necessity of ac-

cumulating stores, where there axe so few opportunities
of purchase, the rooms are very heterogeneously filled.

Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles.

heterogeneousness (hef'e-ro-je'nf-us-nes), n.

The character or condition of being heteroge-
neous; heterogeneity.

Dissimilitude of style, and heterogeneous^iess of senti-

ments, may sufficiently shew that a work does not really

belong to the reputed author.
Johnson, Note on Shakespeare's 3 Hen. VI.

heterogenesis (hef'e-ro-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. erepog, other, different, 4- yheatc, genera-
tion.] 1. Production by an external cause—
that is, a cause different from the effect. Also
called heterogeny.— 2. In biol.: (a) The spon-
taneous generation of animals and vegetables
low in the scale of organization from inorganic
elements; abiogenesis. (6) That kind of genera-
tion in which the parent, whether plant or ani-
mal, produces offspring differing in structure
and habit from itself, but in which after one or
more generations the original form reappears.
Some forms of heterogenesis are called xenogenesis, par-
thenogenesis, geneagenesis, and alternate geiieration. See
biogenesis, homogenesis.

By the other mode, the living parent was supposed to
give rise to offspring which passed through a totally dif-
ferent series of states from those exhibited by the parent,
and did not return into the cycle of the parent; this is

what ought to be called Heterogenesis, the offspring being
altogether and permanently unlike the parent. Tbe term
Heterogenesis, however, has unfortunately been used in a
different sense, and M. Milne-Edwards has therefore sub-
stituted for it Xenogenesis, which means the generation
of something foreign. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 353.

heterogenetic (het^e-ro-je-nefik), a. [< hete-

rogenesis, after genetic.] ' Pertaining to or of
the nature of heterogenesis, in any sense.

Prof. Wundt calls his own theory of the will "the auto-
genetic theory," opposing it to the ordinary or " hetero-
genetic theory. Mind, XII. 289.

heterogenist (het-e-roj 'e-nist), n. [< heterogeny
+ -ist.] One who believes in the theory of
spontaneous generation.
heterogeny (het-e-roj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. hepo-
yevijQ, of different kinds: see heterogeneous.]
Same as heterogenesis, 1.

Heteroglossa (het*e-ro-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. erepog, other, different, -t- y^ocna, tongue : see
glossa, 2.] A prime section of scutibranchiate
gastropods. They have pellucid teeth in five to eight
longitudinal rows and variable in form, the larger ones
having opaque black tips ; the shell is symmetrical ; and
the foot has no lateral branch. The group was instituted
by J. E. Gray for the families Dentaliidoe, Teeturidx, Lepe-
tidre, Patellidas, and Chitonidoe, which are distributed Dy
recent authors among three orders.

heterogone (het'e-ro-gon), a. Same as heterogo-
nous.

heterogonism (het-e-rog'o-nizm), n. [< hete-
rogon-ous + -ism.] ' The state of being hete-
rogonoTls. Also heterogeny.

heterogenous (het-e-rog'o-nus), a. [< Gr. crtpoq,

other, different, -I- y6vog, generation.] In iot.,

having dissimilar reproductive organs : a term
proposed by Asa Gray, in 1877, to include such



heterogonous

flowers as are dimorphic or trimorphio in regard
to the relative length of stamens and pistils.
These flowers were first called dyxcw-dimorphic by Torrey
and Gray, In their "Flora of North America." Darwin,
who was the first to interpret correctly the meaning, first
termed this Icind ol blossom simply dimarpMc (Jour Linn
Soo. Lond., l*-62, p. 77), but later, in 1877, in his "Forms ot
Flowers," he adopted Hildebrand's epithet heteroityled for
it. These terms are, however, objectionable, since the
differences affect the androecium, and even the pollen, as
well as the style. Sometimes also heterogoneous, lietero-
jonc.—Heterogonous dimorplilsm, the production of
two Itinds of henpaphrodite flowers by different individ-
uals of the same species, the flowers being essentially simi-
lar except in the androecium and gynoeoium, but these re-
ciprocally differentin length or heiglit, and the adaptations
such that, by the agency of insects, the pollen from the
stamens of the one sort reciprocally fertilizes the stigma
of the other. This dimorphism has been detected in about
40 genera, belonging to 14 or 15 natural orders,widely scat-
tered through the vegetable kingdom. Gray, Struct. Bot
p. 234.—HeterogonouB trimorplilsm, a threefold liet-
erogonism—that is, the occurrence in flowers of three re-
ciprocally relative lengths of stamens and pistils. " The
tliree forms may be conveniently called from the unequal
length of their pistils, the long-styled, mid-styled, and
short-styled. The stamens also are of unequal length,
and these may be called the longest, mid-length, and
shortest." Darwin, Forms of Flowers, p. 138.

heterogony (het-e-rog'o-ni), «. [As heterogo-
nous + -^.] Same as heterogonism. See heterog-
enous.

heterographic (het"e-ro-graf 'ik), a. [< kete-
rography + -ic] Of or pertaining to heterog-
raphy.

heterography (het-e-rog'ra-fl), n. [< Gr. erepoe,

other, different, + -ypcupia, < ypdfeiv, write.]
Heterogeneous spelling; the use of the same
letter or letters with different powers in differ-

ent positions or in different words, as of c in call

and cell, ough in rough, dough, and hough, etc.

Heterogyna (het-e-roj'i-na), n.pl. [NL.jneut.
pi. of iieterogynus: see heterogynous.'] 1. In
Latreille's system of classification, the first fam-
ily of acideate hymenopterous insects, the ants

:

so called from the two or three Mnds of individ-
uals, as males, females, and neuters: nearly
equivalent to the modern families Formiei-
dw, Dorylidce, Foneridce, Myrmiddce, Odontoma-
eUda, and MuUllidce.— 2. A group of fosso-
rial hymenopterous insects, or digger-wasps,
conBisting of the families MuUllidce and Sco-
liidce, thus together contrasted with Fossores
proper.

heterogynal (het-e-roj'i-nal), a. [As heterogy-

nous + -aLI Same as heterogynous.
heterogynous(liet-e-roj'i-nus), a. liNL.hete-
rogynus, < Gr. eTEpo'c, other, different, + yiiv?;,

female.] Having the females of two different

kinds, one sexual, the other abortive or neuter,

as the ants ; specifically, pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Heterogyna.
heteroideous (het-e-roi'de-us), a. [< Gr. hepo-
Ei&fiQ, of another form or kind, < erepoe, other,

different, + slSoc, form.] Diversified in form.
[Rare.]

Heterolepidae (hef'e-ro-lep'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Heterolepis + -idee.'] In Giinther's classifi-

cation of fishes, same as Chiridce or Mexagram-
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heterologous (het-e-rol'o-^s), a. [< Gr. erepog,

other, different, +"/'i,(Syof, proportion, relation.

Cf. heterology. '\ 1. Containing or consistiag

of different elements or combinations ; not ho-
mologous.

Somologous forms may occur in parallel series which
. . . can be called heterologous in their own series.

Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soo. Nat. Hist, XXIII. 117.

Specifically— 3. In med.,^ consisting of a tis-

sue not normally found in that place at that

perigd of life : as, a heterologous tumor.

The more malignant heterologous tumors were attrib-

uted to a cliange in the blood.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 401.

heterology (het-.e-rol'o-ji), n. [As heterolo-

gous + -2/.] Abnormality ; want or absence of

homology or true morphological affinity ; struc-

tural difference from a type or normal standard.

Thus, cancer-cells exhibit heterology in compar-
ison with healthy tissues.

Perls has suggested the use of the word heterotopia to

designate a local heterology, and heterochronia a heterol-

ogy in point of time, as when mucous tissue or cartilage

develops in a place where it should normally only appear
in the embryonic period.

BucVs Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 401.

heteromallous (het"e-rd-mal'us), a. [< Gr. erc-

m, other, different, '+ fmXXdc, a lock of wool.]

In bot., having the leaves or branches turned
in different directions, like the fibers of wool:

applied to mosses. [Kare.]

heteromastigate (het*e-r6-mas'ti-gat), a. [<

Gr. Irepog, other, different,'+ /idari? Qiaany-), a

whip, flagellum, + -afei.] Having fiagella of
ditterent kinds, a tractellum and a gubemacu-
lum, as an lufusorian: distinguished from iso-
masbgate.

Heteromastigldae (het"e-r6-mas-tij'i-de), n. pi.

*-*;! <^'>t'>romastix {-tig-) -f- -id«.] A family
ot cUioflagellate infusori aus, represented by the

^f^nt
^^^eromastix. They have a short adoral fringe

01 eiha, one trailing and one vibratile flagellum, and a
distinct anterior mouth close to the bases of the flagella.
Ihese animalcules are illoricate and free-swunmlng, plas-
tic and changeable in form, and inhabit fresh water. The
tamily has also been raised to the ranlc of an order named
Heteromastigoda.

Heteromastix (hef'e-ro-mas'tiks), n. [NL., <
Gr. erepoc, other, different, + fioang, a whip,
scourge.] 1. A genus of coleopterous insects.
Boheman, 1858.— 2. The typical genus of Hete-
romasttgidce, having a fringe of cilia along the
ventral surface. S. proteiformis is an example.
S. James Clark, 1868.

Heteromeles (het"e-ro-me'lez), n. [NIj., < Gr.
erepof, other, different,' + /xiyAov, apple.] Amon-
otypio genus of plants, belonging to the natural
order Bosacece, and allied toPyrusand Cratcegus.
The single species, H. arbutifolia, is a shrub or small tree,
with simple, coriaceous, darlc, shining, evergreen, sharply
serrate leaves, and white flowers in terminal corymbose
panicles. It is very ornamental, from the contrast between
the abundant bright-red fruit and the darli shining foliage.
It is common in the coast ranges of California from Men-
docino county to San Diego, and east to the Sierra Nevada,
and is Isnown as the toyon and the California holly. The
wood is dark reddish-brown in color, very heavy, hard, and
close-grained, and susceptible of a beautiful polish.

Heteromera (het-e-rom'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. CTEpo/zep^?, imequal: see heteromerous.'i In
Latreille's system of classification, a subordinal
group of Coleop tera. it includes those beetles which
have 5 tarsal joints of the first and second pair of legs, and
only 4 such joints of the third pair, and is divided into
Melasoma, Taxicomes, Stenelytra, and Trachelides. A la-
ter division of the Heteromera, by Westwood, is into Tra-
chelida and Atrachelia. Leading families of the former
are Meloidce, Stylopidce, and Anudcidce; most of the lat-
ter division consists of the TeTiebrimiidoB.

heteromeran (het-e-rom'e-ran), n. One of the
Seteromera ; a het'eromerous beetle.

Heteromeri (het-e-ro-me'ri), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ETepog, other, different, + f^vP'^Q, thigh.] In
ornith., in Garrod and Forbes's arrangement, a
division of mesomyodian passeres, including
the families CotingidcB and Fipridce, in which
the femoral artery is developed contrary to the
rule in birds: opposed to Homceomeri.
heteromeric (het"e-ro-mer'ik), a. [As Hetero-
meri + 4c.'] Of orpertainingtotheSisteroTOert/
having the disposition of the femoral artery as
in the Heteromeri.

heteromerous (het-e-rom'e-ms), a. [Cf. Hete-
romera; < Gr. irepofisp^i, unequal, < hepog, other,

different, + p-tpog, a part.] Diversiform; vari-

ously composed; having a heterologous compo-
sition; oonsistingofheteronomous parts. Specifi-

cally— (a) In entom., having a different number ol joints

in the different pairs of tarsi ;
pertaining to or having the

characters of the Heteromera. (6) In chem., unrelated as

to chemical composition, (c) In bot. : (1) Of flowers, hav-
ing the members of adjoining cycles unequal in number.
(2) Of lichens, having the gonidia or algal cells disposed
within the tiiaUus in one or more distinct layers, thus pro-

ducing a stratification ; opposed to homceomercus.

The heteromerous thallus occurs in the large majority

of species, and displays in fact a structure the main fea-

tures of which can be clearly defined.
De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 402.

Heterometabola (hef'e-ro-me-tab'o-ia), n.pl.

[NL., < Gr. 'irepoQ, other, different, + NL. Meta-

bola, q. v.] A division of insects, including the

Hemiptera, Orthoptera, Pseudoneuroptera, Physo-

poda, and Thysanura, which differ in theirmeta-
morphoses, but none of which show complete

changes from larva to pupa and imago : in con-

tradistinction to the Metdbola, which undergo

complete metamorphosis. Also called Homo-
morpha. Packard.

heterometabolous (het"e-ro-me-tab'o-lus), a.

[As Heterometabola + -ous.] Pertaining to the

Heterometabola; characterized by varying met-

amorphosis.
Heteromita (het-e-rom'i-ta), ». [NL., < Gr.

erepoc, other, different, + /urog, thread.] The

typical genus of infusorians of the femilyHete-

romitidw, of ovate form,without ventral groove.

Thev are very numerous in infusions of animal or vege-

table matter in either fresh or salt water. H. lens is one

of the longest-known animalcules, having been described

as Monas lens by MuUer in 1786. There are many others.

Heteromitidae (het"e-ro-mit'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Heteromita + -idee.'] A family of flageUate

infusorians, represented by the genus Hetero-

mita. They are naked, free or attached, with

flagella distinct or united at the base, and the

body ovate or elongate.

heteronomic

heteromorph (het'e-ro-morf), 91. One of the
Heteromorjjhce, as tHe koactzin.
Heteromorpha (hef'e-ro-mdr'fa), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. oiheteromorphus : seeJi'eteromorphous.']
A series of hexapod insects which undergo true
and complete metamorphosis ; the Metabola, in-
cluding Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera, jVeJt-

roptera, and Hymenoptera : opposed to Honio-
morpha.
Heteromorphae (het"e-r6-m6r'fe), n. pi. [NL.

,

fem. pi. of Iwteromorphu's : see heteromorphous.}
1. A group of lepidopterous insects. Hiibner,
1816.— 2. In Huxley's classification of birds,
a superfamily group established for the recep-
tion of the hoactzin, Opisthocomua cristatus : a
synonym of Opisthoeomi.

heteromorpMc (hefe-ro-mSr'fik), a. [As hete-
romorpli-ous + -ic. ] 'i

.

' Deviating in form from
a given type or standard; of irregular, abnor-
mal, or unusual structure or composition.— 2.
Inentom., undergoing entire transformation or
complete metamorphosis ; metabolous ; specifi-

cally, pertaining to or having the characters of
the Heteromorpha or Heteromorphce.
Also heteromorphous.

heteromorpMsm (het"e-ro-m6r'fizm), n. [As
heteromorph-ous + .^siii.] The state or char-
acter of being heteromorphic ; deviation from
a type or norm, or from congruity. Specifically—
(a) In entom., existence under different forms at succes-
sive stages of development : the result ol transformation
or metaboly. Thus, an insect exhibits heteromorphism
when it is a pupa or larva, before it becomes an imago.
(6) In bot., the property of having fiowers differing from
one another in the nature of their reproductive organs.
See fieterogonous. (c) In crystal., that property sometimes
observed in compounds of crystallizing in different forms,
though containing equal numbers of atoms similarly
grouped, as in the case of the hydrous sulphates of zinc
and ferrous iron, the former crystallizing in the ortho-
rhombic, the latter in the monoclinic system.

heteromorphite (het"e-ro-m6r'fit), n. [As het-

eromorph-ous + -ite^.i A variety of the min-
eral jamesonite.
heteromorplious (het"e-r6-m6r'fus), a. [< NL.
heteromorphus, < Gr. "hepd/iopfog, of another
form, < Irepog, other, different, + fiopif)^, form.]
Same as heteromorphic Heteromorphous palpi,
in entom. , those palpi in which the two intermediate joints
are much larger than the first or last.

heteromorpliy (het'e-ro-m6r-fi), n. [As hetero-

morpli-ous + -y.] Heteromorphism; specifical-

ly, as used by teratologists, deformity in plants.

Heteromya (het-e-rom'i-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
irepog, other, different, + fiiig, a nlussel, muscle,
mouse, = E. mouse.'] An order of bivalve or la-

mellibranch moUusks, in which the anterior or
pallial adductor is much smaller than the pos-
terior or pedal adductor, and in which siphons
are seldom developed : distinguished from Iso-

mya and Monomya. The mussels are a familiar
example.
Heteromyaria (het'''e-ro-mi-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
as Heteromya + -aria.]' Agroup'of acephalous
conchiferous mollusks, including the Mytilidce,

or mussels and related forms: distinguished
from Dimyaria a.n6. Monomyaria.
heteromyarian (het"e-r6-mi-a'ri-an), a. Per-
taining to or having tHe characters of the Hete-
romyaria.
HeteromyinSB (het"e-ro-mi-i'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Heteromys + -inw.] ' A subfamily of Sacco-
myidcB, typified by the genus Heteromys; the
spiny pocket-mice. They are characterized by the
combination of rooted molars, broad smooth upper in-

cisors, lack of inflation of the temporal region of the akuU,
and by the presence of external cheek-pouches and flat-

tened spines in the pelage. Cones, 1877.

Heteromys (he-ter'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. ire-

pog, other, different,' + pvg = E. mouse.] The
typical and onlygenus of Heteromyince, contain-

ing several species of pocket-mice of the warmer
parts of America, resembling PerognaUms, but
with plain incisors and spinose pelage. H. ano-

malus of Trinidad, about the size of a common
rat, is an example. Desmarest, 1804.

Heteroneine8et(liet"e-ro-ne'me-e), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. erepog, other, different, + vijpa, a thread,

+.-ecE.] A name applied by Pries to the higher
cryptogams, such as the ferns, which were re-

garded as having a more complicated genera-

tion than the lower cryptogams.

heteronemous (het"e-ro-ne'mus), a. [As Hete-

ronem-ece + -ous.] Kesembling or of the nature

of the Heteronemece.

heteronomic (het"e-ro-nom'ik), a. [As heteron-

om-ous + -ic] Of unlike or opposite polarity:

applied to contact of parts of the human body
in experiments in animal magnetism : opposed
to isonomic.



heteronomic
Betei-momic [contact] is hypertesthesic and Increases it

[moscular energy]. Amer. Jour, qf Psychol., I. 602.

heteronomous (het-e-ron'6-mus), a. [< Gr. hs-
pog, other, different,"+ vti/ibf, law.] 1. In Uol.,
of a different kind or order in any series or set
of related things; differentiated or special-
ized in some way from a common lype, in ac-
cordance with a law of adaptive modification.
\(liU5, the cephalothorax of a crusfeoean is heteronomous
witli the abdominal segments, though both are composed
of primitively similar metameres.
2. Pertaining to or characterized by heteron-
omy.

lieteronomy (het-e-rou'o-mi), n. [As heteron-
om-ous + -2/.] 1. Subordination or subjection
to a law imposed by another or from without

:

opposed to autonomy.

To substitute the moral autonomy of the conscience
which is a modern idea, for the heteronomy of the Divine
will and revelation— [is] a clear forsaking of Christian
ground. Westminster Rev., CXXVI. 457.

2. Specifically, in the Kantian ethics, subjection
of the wiU to the control of the natural appe-
tites, passions, and desires, instead of to the
moral law of reason.
heteronym (het'e-ro-nim), n. [= F. het^o-
nyme, < Gr. eTep/Jvii/wg, having a different name,
< erepog, other, different, -I- om/xa, 6vo/m, name.]
1. A word having a different sound and mean-
ing from another,but the same spelling, as lead^,
conduct, and Jead2, a metal : distinguishedfrom
homonym in a narrow sense— that is, a word
having the same sound as another, but not the
same spelling.— 2. A different name of the
same thing; a name in one language precise-
ly translating a name in another language; a
linguistic synonym, having literally the same
meaning as some other word of another lan-
guage. [Eare.]

Vernacular names which are more or less precise trans-
lations of Latin names, or of names in any other language,
may be called ?ieteronyms,

B. G.WUder, Jour. Nerv. Diseases, xii. (1885).

heteronymic (het"e-ro-nim'ik), a. [< hetero-
nym + -ic] B&jdb'&s heteronymous.
heteronymous (het-e-ron'i-mus), a. [< Gr.
erepcym/Mc, having a different name : see hetero-
nym.^ 1. Pertaining to, of the nature of, or
having a heteronym.— 2. Of a different name

:

specifically, in optics, said of the double images
of an object as seen under certain conditions.
See homonymous.
Synonymous relatives are of the same name, heterony-

molts of a different name. Watts, Philosophy, p. 353.

The eye (or the mind) instinctively distinguishes ho-
monymous from heteronymous images, referring the for-
mer to objects beyond, and the latter to objects this side
of, the point of sight. Le Conte, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 639.

Heteronymous principles, principles drawn from dif-

ferent sciences.—Heteronymous relates, things whose
relation to one another is not reciprocal, as father and son

:

opposed to synonymous relates, as cousins.

heteronymously (het-e-ron'i-mus-li), adv. In
a heteronymous manner ; so as to be heterony-
mous.

Place one forefinger before the other in the median
plane; . . . whenwelookatthefartherflnger, the nearer
one is doubled heteronymously. Le Conte, Sight, p. 120.

lieteron3riIiy (het-e-ron'i-mi), n. [< LGr. ire-

pavvftia, a different name, the having a different

name, \ hepiiivv/ioc, having a differentname : see
heteronym.^ 1. The relation between two or
more heteronyms.— 2. The system according
to which heteronyms are employed. See pa-
ronymy.

heteroiiusia, Heteroousian, etc See heterou-

sia, etc.

heteropathic (het"e-ro-path'ik), a. [< heterop-

ath^ 4- -jc] Same as allopathic. [Bare.]

heteropathy (het-e-rop'a-thi), n. [Formed af-

ter Gr. £rfpo7ra&ia,"counter-irritation, but taken
in a deflected sense, as in allopathy, < irepog,

other, different, + 71:6.60;, suffering.] Same as

allopathy. [Bare.]

Heteropelma (het"e-ro-pel'ma), n. [NL., fern.

otheteropelmus: see heteropeimous.'i 1. In ejj-

tom., a genus of ichneumon-flies, of the sub-
family OphioninoB, having the first joint of the
hind tarsi four times as long as the second.
There are one European and two American species. H.
flavicomis of the United States is a common parasite of

the larvie of Datana.

2. A neotropical genus of birds, of the family
Cotingidai and subfamily Upaugince. H. tur-

dinum of Brazil is an example. Schiff (in Bona-
parte, 1853).

heteropelnious (hefe-ro-pel'mus), a. [< NL.
heteropelmus, < Gr. erepoc, other, different, +
mTi/rn, the sole of the foot.] In prnith., pe-

culiar in the disposition of the flexor tendons
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in the sole of the foot; having that arrange-
ment of these which is peculiar to the trogons
or Seterodactyli, in which each of the flexors
splits into two tendons, and the flexor hallu-
cis supplies the two posterior toes (first and
second digits), while the flei^or perforans sup-
plies the two anterior toes.

This structure, found nowhere else, we shall designate
as heteropelmous. Stand. Nat. Hist., IV. 369.

Heterophagi (het-e-rof'a-ji), n. pi. [NL., pi.

othetei-ophagus: see hetei-ophagou^.'] In omith.,
the class of birds the young of which require
to be fed by their parents; the altricial birds:
opposed to Autophagi. See Altrices.

heterophagous (het-e-rof'a-gus), a. [< NL.
heterophagus, < Gr. eirepo;, other, different, -t-

fayelv, eat.] Needing to be fed by others, as
the young of the Heterophagi; altricial.

heterophasia (het"e-ro-fa'si-a), n. [< Gr. erepog,

other, different, + '^mg, a saying, < ipdvai, say.]
Inpathol., a form of aphasiainwMehthe patient
constantly misapplies the terms he uses.

heterophasiac (het"e-r6-fa'si-ak), n. [< hetero-
phasia + -ae.^ One who is affected with het-
erophasia.

heterophemism (het"e-ro-fe'mizm), n. [< het-
erophem-jy + -ism.l 1" Same as heterophemy.—
2. An instance of heterophemy.

I have several examples in which creditor is used for
debtor— perhaps the most common of all heterophemisms
— in one of which a man is actually spoken of as "an ab-
sconding creditor." JJ. G. White, The Galaxy, XX. 698.

heterophemist (het"e-ro-fe'mist), n. [< hetero-
pliem-y + -jsi.] One afflictedwith heterophemy.
heterophemistic (het"e-ro-fe-mis'tik), a. [<
heterophem-y -{• -jsi-ic]

" Pertaining to or char-
acterized by heterophemy.
heterophemize (het"e-ro-fe'miz), v. i.; pret.
and pp. heterophemized,' vw- heterophemizing.
[< heterophem-y + -ize.'] To say one thing when
another is meant.
As Saul appeared among the prophets, so Henry Ward

Beecher appears among the heterophemists ; and charac-
teristically of all that he does, he heterophemizes in a very
striking manner. M. G. White, The Galaxy, XX. 697.

heterophemy (het"e-ro-fe'mi), n. [< Gr. hepog,
other, different, + ^^/^V, a speech, saying (= L.
fama, > E. fame\ q. v.), < (pavat, speak, say.]
The saying of one thing when another is meant

;

specifically, a disordered or morbid mental con-
dition which leads to the saying or writing of
one thing when another is meant; physical
incapacity to express one's ideas in language
conveying a correct impression. When hete-
rophemy becomes a pronounced disease it is

known as aphasia. Also heterophemism.
Another incident of its manifestation is tliat the asser-

tion made is most often not merely something that the
speaker or writer does not mean to say, but its very re-
verse, or at least something notably at variance with his
puipose. For this reason I have called it heterophemy,
which means merely the speaking otherwise, and which
has relations to and illustrations in heterodoxy, hetero-
geneous, and heteroclite.

R. G. White, The Galaxy, XX. 693.

heterophonia (hef'e-ro-fo'ni-a), ». [< Gr. ere-

po(, other, different, + <ptM7i, sound, voice.]
Change of voice; cracked or broken voice.
Dunglison.

heterophoria (het"e-ro-f6'ri-a). n. [NL., < Gr.
ETcpoQ, other, different, -I- -fopia, < i^ipeiv = E.
bear^.'] A tendency of the visual axes to fail

to meet in the fixation-point, due to weakness
of one or more of the ocular muscles or their
faulty innervation; insufficiency of the eye-
muscles ; muscular asthenopia.
heterophyadic (het"e-ro-fi-ad'ik), a. [< Gr.
erepoQ, other, different, -f- (MGr.) &vdg (^uarf-), a
shoot, sucker, < ^vcaOai, grow.] In hot., char-
acterized, as species of the genus Equisetum,
by the production of two kinds of stems, one
(usually appearing early in the spring) bearing
the fructification, which soon withers entirely
or at the apex, and the other bearing the sterile
or vegetative branches. See homophyadic.

heterophyl, heterophyll (het'e-ro-fil), n. [<
NL. heterophyllus : see heterophyllous.'] A spe-
cies of ammonite having two forms of foliation
or volution of the septal margins ; one of the
SeterophylU.
Heterophylli (het"e-ro-fil'i), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
heterophyllus : see heterophyllous.'] A group of
cephalopods containing those ammonites which
have different kinds of foliation or volution of
the septal margins.
heterophyllous (het"e-ro-fil'us), a. [< NL.
heterophyllus, < Gr. srepog, other, different, +
^{lA/lov, leaf.] 1. In 6oi., having two different
kinds of leaves on the same stem, as Potamo-

heteroptics

geton heterophyllus, which has broad floating

leaves, with narrow leaves submerged in the

water.— 2. In zool., pertaining to or having the

characters of the Heterophylli, as an ammonite.
heterophylly (het'e-r9-fil''i), n. [As hetero-

phyll-ous + -y.] In hot., the condition of hav-
ing leaves different from the regular form.

Variability of species and heterophylly are characteristic

of the flora to quite an unusual degree.
Eneyc. Brit., XX. 619.

heteroplasia (het''e-r6-pla'si-a), n. [< Gr. hspog,

other, different, ^'wXaaiq, a forming, molding,
< vMiaauv, form.] InjjaiAoi., the development
of a form of tissue in a location where it does
not normally occur; abnormality of tissue, as

in tuberculosis.

heteroplastic (het"e-ro-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. ire-

poQ, other, different, -I- vlaaTtKdg, plastic, < T^Xaa-

aeiv, form.] 1. Pertaining to or characterized

by heteroplasia.

The myxomata often have a heteroplastic origin.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 100.

2. Dissimilar in structure, as different tissues

of the body. Thus, nerve-tissue, muscle-tissue,

and bone-tissue are heteroplastic with reference
one to another.
heteropod (het'e-ro-pod), a. and n. [< NL.
heteropus {-pod-), < Gr. irEpSirovg, with uneven
feet, < Irepoc, other, different, -I- n-oi; (irod-) =
E. foot.'] I. a. Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Heteropoda. Also heteropo-
dous.

II. n. One of the Heteropoda. Also heterop-
odan.
Heteropoda (het-e-rop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of heteropiis (-pod-) : see heteropod.] lazool.,

aname applied to several groups, (a) In Crustacea,
a group of amphipods or isopods including forms with 14
feet, some of which are fitted for swimming. Latreille,
1826. (b) A class of Mollusca, or an order or a subclass of
Gasteropoda; the uucleobranchiate mollusks, having the
foot (propodium) modified into a swimming-organ or ver-
tical fin lacking epipodia, the gills when present massed
on the hinder part of the back, and the shell small or
wanting. They ai-e free-swimming pelagic organisms,
of delicate, gelatinous, hyaline or transparent structui'e.
There are two families, FirolidcesaoAAtlantidce. The lead-
ing genera of the former aie Firola (or Pterotrachea) and
Carinaria, and of the latter Atlanta and the fossil Bel-
lerophon. Caryobranchia is a synonym, (c) A group of
echinoderms. Also written Heteropodes. Bramdt, 1885.

heteropodan (het-e-rop'o-dan), n. Same as
heteropod.

heteropodous (het-e-rop'o-dus), a. Same as
heteropod.

heteropolar (het'e-ro-po'lar), a. [< Gr. ercpog,

other, different, -f' k'6M(, pole: see polar.] 1.
Having polar correspondence to something
other than itself.— 2. In morphology, having
unequal or dissimilar poles : said of the figures
called stauraxonia heteropola. See stauraxonia.
heteroproral (het"e-ro-pr6'ral), a. [< Gr.
ETepof, other, different, ' -I- NL." prora, q. v.]
Having unequal or dissimilar prores, as a ptero-
cymba ; not homoproral.
The prows may be similar (homoproral) or dissimilar

(fieteroproral). Encyc. Brit., XXII. 418.

heteropsychological (het"e-r6-si"ko-loj'i-kal),
a. [< Gr. erepog, other, different, -1-' E. psycho-
logical.] See extract under idiopsychological.
heteropter (het-e-rop't6r), n. A heteropterous
insect ; one of the Heteroptera.
Heteroptera (het-e-rop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of lieteropteru^ :" see heteropterous.]
One of the two prime divisions of hemipterous
insects founded by Latreille (1817). it is a sub-
order of Hemiptera, contrasted with Homoptera, from
which it differs in the horizontal posture of the head,
which is socketed In a hollow of the prothorax, and has a
usually 4-iointed rostrum at the tip, and in the structure
and position of the wings, which lie fiat on the back, and
are composed Of thi'ee recognizable parts, the corium, the
clavus, and the membrana (the last being veined and over-
lapping its fellow), with sometunes a fourth piece, the cu-
neus, at the end of the corium. The Heteroptera are
those insects to which the popular term bug is specially
applicable. .

heteropteran (het-e-rop'te-ran), n. One of the
Heteroptera; a heteropter or true bug.
heteropterous (het-e-rop'te-ms), a. [< NL.
heteroipterus, < Gr. sTe'pog, other, different, -1- irre-

p6v, vnng.] Having diversiform wings ; having
the wings composed of several distinct parts

;

specifically, pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Heteroptera.
heteroptics (het-e-rop'tiks), n. [< Gr. etejooc,

other, different, -I- bTrriKdc, optic : see optic, op-
tics.] False vision

;
perverted use of the eyes.

This irregularity in vision, together with such enormities
as tipping the wink, the cucumspeotive roll, the side-peep
through a thin hood or fan, must be put in the class of
Heteroptics, as all wrong notions of religion ai'e ranked
under the general name of Heterodox. Spectator, No. 260.



heteroptoton

heteroptoton (]iet*e-rop-t6'ton), n.
;
pi. lieterop-

tota (-ta). [< Gr. irepSTTTOTog, diJEEerently de-
oline^, < erspos, other, different,+ Trroxng, inflec-
tion, case, K TTTuriSf, verbal adj. of n'mruv, fall.]
In gram, and rliet., enallage of case ; antiptosis.
heteropygian (het"e-ro-pij'i-an), «. A fish of
the group Heteropygii; an amblyopsid.
Heteropygii (het"e-ro-pij'i-i), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. e-epoc, other, different, + nvy^, riunp.] A
family of abdominal fishes, having the anus
jugular, or under the throat: same as AmUyop-
sidm. Miiller. In GUnther's system ofclassifloation they
are characterized by having the head naked, the body cov-
ered with very small scales, the margin of the upper jaw
formed by the Intermaxillaries, vUlilorm teeth both in the
jaws and on the palate, a dorsal fin belonging to tlie cau-
dal portion of the spinal column and opposite the anaL
ventral flns rudimentary or absent, and the vent situated
before the pectorals. The group includes the bliud-flsh of
the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky and several related spe-
cies. See cut under Amblyopsis.

Heterorhina (hef'e-ro-ri'na), n. [NL., < Gr.
kepoc, other, different', + fk Q>i-i>-), nose.] 1.
A genus of eetonian soarabseoid beetles, hav-
ing an extremely variable structure and ar-
mature of the olypeus (whence the name), com-
prising many Asiatic and African forms. Also
written Seterorrfwjia. Westwood, 1842.— 2. A
genus of American wrens, of the family Troglo-
dytidce, having the bill notched at the end, oval
nostrils with incomplete septum, and tail two
thirds as long as the wings. There are several
species, of Mexico and the regions southward.
S. F. Baird, 1864.

heterorhizal (het'e-ro-ri'zal), a. [< Gr. h-epog,

other, different, + piZa, root.] In hot., rooting
from no fixed point, as do most cryptogams.
[Bare.]

heteroscian (het-e-rosh'i-an), n. and a. [< Gr.
irepdcKioQ, throwing a shadow in opposite di-
rections (at noon), < erepog, other, different, +
cKici, a shadow: see antiseian, squirrel.'] I. n. A
person living on one side of the equator, as con-
trasted with one living on the other side: so
called from the fact that, except in the tropics,
their shadows at noon always fall in opposite
directions, the shadow in the northern zones
toward the north, and that in the southern to-
ward the south.

II. a. Of or pertaining to portions of the
earth's surface on opposite sides of the equa-
tor, in which shadows fall in opposite direc-
tions, or to one such portion as contrastedwith
another.

heterosis (het-e-ro'sis), n. [< Gr. hkpaaig, var.

of kTepoioaiQ, < "irepoiovv, alter, make different,

< hspog, other, different.] In gram, and rhet.,

same as enallage.

Heterosomata (hef'e-ro-so'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. ETEpog, other, diSerent, -( aa/ia, pi. cdi/iara,

body.] A suborder of teleooephalous ana-
canthine fishes j the flatfishes : so called from
their lack of bilateral symmetry, ihe group is

represented by the families Pleuronectidce, which con-
tains such important food-fishes as the halibut, turbot,

plaice. Sounder, etc., and Soleidce or soles. In Bona-
parte's and Cope's systems of classification, the Hetero-
somata are ranked as an order of physoclistous fishes,

with the ventral flns thoracic or jugular, and with the pos-
terior cephalic region normal, but the anterior so twisted

as to bring both orbits on one side of the head.

heterosomatous (het'''e-ro-som'a-tus), a. [As
Heterosomata + -oms.] In icAth., having a
body differing from the usual type, especiaUy
one that is bilaterally asymmetrical; specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the Heterosomata.
Also heterosomoics.

lieterosome (het'e-ro-s6m), n. One of the Hete-

rosomata; a flatfish.'

heterosomous (het'e-ro-so'mus), a. Same as

heterosomatous.

Heterosporeae (het'''e-ro-sp6're-e), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. erepoc, other, different, + trirSpoc, seed, +
-ecB.'] A subdivision of the ferns, Equisetaoew

and Lycopodiacece, characterizedby the produc-

tion of two kinds of spores, maorospores and
microspores.

heterosporous (het-e-ros'po-rus), a. [< Gr. h-e-

po;, other, different,"+ aTzd'pog, seed.] Having
more than one kind of asexually produced

spores: applied to the vascular cryptogams,

which have macrospores or megaspores (female

spores) homologous with the embryo-sac of

phanerogams, and microspores (male spores)

homologous with the poUen-grains of phanero-

gams.

heterostatic (hef'e-ro-stat'ik), a. [< &r. ere-

pof, other, different',' +' (in def. 1) ffran/cdf, caus-

ing to stand (orocrif, a standing, position), or (in

def. 2) fern. arariK^, the art of weighing, < laravai,
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cause to stand, etc., weigh: see static] 1.i-ertammg to three axes which can be drawn
at every pomt of every elastic body such that,
denoting them by the letters x, y z, if a ver^
small cube be cut out of the body with its edges
parallel to those axes, and if the cube be twist-
ea by a giyen amount round x, then a normal
stress will be produced upon the faces to which
X IS normal equal to the tangential stress which
would be produced round s by an equal amount
of twisting round y.—%. Applied to instru-
ments for measuring potential by electrostatic
methods in which electrification otherthan that
to be tested is made use of.

Instruments in which the only electrification is that
which we wish to test are called idiostatic. Those in
which there 15 electrification independent of that to be
tested are called hetirontatie. clerk Maxwell.

heterostaural (het'-'e-ro-sta'ral), a. [< Gr. £Tf-

, pog, other, different, -t- cravp^g, a stake, cross.]
In morphol., having an irregular polygon as the
base of a pyramidal figure: applied to the fig-
ures called stauraxonia heteropola, and opposed
to homostaural. See stauraxonia.
Heterostoma (het-e-ros'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
erepdaTOfiog, one-edsed, half and half, lit. with
different mouths, < erepog, different, -t- ard/w.,
mouth.] A genus of chilopod myriapods, of
the family Scolopendridce.

heterostrophe (het-e-ros'tro-fe), n. [NL., <
Gr. erepog, other, different, + arpof^, a turning.]
Same as lieterostrophy.

heterostrophic (het"e-r6-strof'ik), a. [In def.
1, < heterostrophy + 'Uci In def. 2, < Gr. ire-

pdarpofog, consisting of different strophes, lit.

having different turns, < erepog, other, differ-

ent, + crpo^ri, a turning, strophe.] 1. Pertain-
ing to or resulting from heterostrophy; re-
versed in direction ; turned the other way ; in
coneh., having the spire whorled in the direc-
tion opposite to the usual one, as in Physa
heterostropha, for example : said of a univalve
shell.— 2. In ane. pros., consisting of two sys-
tems of different metrical form : as, a hetero-
stropkie song or choric passage.
heterostropnous (het-e-ros'tro-fus), a. [< het-

erostroplte + -ous.] S'ame as "heterostropliic.

heterostrophy (het-e-ros'tro-fi), ». [As Jiete-

rostrophe.] A contrary or opposite turning;
the condition of being reversed in direction;
specifically, in conch., reversal of the direction
in which spiral shells usually turn. Also hete-

rostropJie.

heterostyled (het'e-ro-stild), a. [< Gr. Irepog,

other, different, +" crMog, a pillar, style : see
style^.] Heterogenous: 0]ii>0BedU> homostyled.

The essential character of plants belonging to the hete-

rostyled class is that the individuals are divided into two
or three bodies like the males and females of dioecious

plants or of the higher animals, which exist in approxi-

mately equal numbers, and are adapted for reciprocal fer-

tilization. Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 244.

heterostylism (het^e-ro-sti'lizm), n. [As het-

erostyl{ed) + -jsm.] "The state of being hete-

rogenous.

There is no evidence that two sets of individuals exist

which differ slightly in function and are adapted for re-

ciprocal fertilisation ; and this is the essence of hetero-
' Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 60.

heterotactous (het"e-r6-tak'tus), a. [As hete-

rotaxis (-tact-) + -ous.]
' Pertaining to or char-

acterized by heterotaxis. Specifically— (a) Ingeol,
in'egular or not uniform in arrangement or stratification

;

heterogeneous. (6) In bat., having organs deviating in

position or arrangement from a normal type.

heterotaxic (het"e-ro-tak'sik), a. [< Jiete-

rotax-is + -ic; prop, "heterotactic: see tactic]

Characterized by or exhibiting heterotaxis ; not

homotaxic.
heterotaxis (hef'e-ro-tak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

erepog, other, different, + rd^tg, arrangement

(ratcrSg, ordered, arranged), < Tda<Teiv, order, ar-

range.] Anomalous arrangement ; aberrant or

abnormal disposition of parts or organs : the

opposite of homotaxis.

heterotaxy (het'e-ro-tak'-'si), n. [As hetero-

taxis.] Same as Heterotaxis.

Heterothalameae (het"e-ro-tha-la'me-e), n. pi.

[NL. (De CandoUe, 1836), < Heterothalamus +
-ece.] A subdivision of plants of the natural

order Composites, tribe Asteroidece, typified by
the genus Heterothalamus.

Heterothalamus (het"e-ro-thal'a-mus), n. [<

Gr. erepog, other, different, + 6aAa/iog, taken in

mod. hot. sense, thalamus.] A small genus of

asteroid composite plants, the type of De Can-

doUe's tribe Heterotlmlamew, and closely allied

to the genus BaccMris. it is characterized by hav-

ing poly^mo-dioecious heads. The hermaphrodite plants

heterotrophy

bear either sterile flowers in the disk, or a single row of
fertile female flowers around the edge ; the female plants
bear fertile flowers, of which the acheuia are compressed
or S-angled ; the hermaphrodite achenia are abortive ; the
pappus is in one series or more, and copious ; the leaves
are alternate, and entire or dentate ; and the flowers are
corymbose or paniculate, and yeUow. Only five species
are known, all natives of South America. H. brunitndes,
of southern Brazil, furnishes the yellow romerillo dye from
its flowers.

Heterotheca (hef'e-ro-the'ka), n. [NL. (so
called from the unlike achenia of the ray and
disk), < Gr. erepog, other, different, + 6^k7j, a
case.] A small genus of North American and
Mexican herbs, belonging to the natural or-
der Composite, tribe Asteroidece, the type of De
CandoUe's tribe Heterothecew. it is characterized
by having the ray- and disk-flowers numerous, and both
fertile ; the style-branches of the hermaphrodite flowers
tipped with a lanceolate or ovate triangular appendage

;

the achenia of the ray thickish, often triangular, without
pappus, or rarely with a bristle or two ; the disk com-
pressed, and with a double pappus, the inner composed
of long capillary bristles, the outer of numerous short
squammEe; the leaves alternate; the flowers yellow ; and
the pappus brownish. AvbUt, 1775.

Heterothecese (het'''e-r6-the'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(De Candolle, 1836);' < 'Heterotheca + -ew.] A
subdivision of plants belonging to the natural
order Compositm, tribe Asteroidece, typified by
the genus Heterotheca.

heterotomous (het-e-rot'o-mus), a. [< Gr. ere-

pog, other, different, + roilr/, a cutting, < re/iveiv,

cut.] In mineral., having a cleavage different
from the common variety: applied to a variety
of feldspar.

heterotopia (het'^e-ro-to'pi-a), n. Same as hete-

rotopy.

heterotopic (het'''e-ro-top'ik), a. [< heterotopy
+ -ic] Same a,a')ieierotopous.

heterotopism (het-e-rot'o-pizm), n. [As hete-

rotop-y + -ism.] ^ame as heterotopy.

heterotopous (het-e-rot'o-pus), a. [< Gr. erepog,

other, dSferent, +"T6nog, place.] Misplaced;
pertaining to or characterized by heterotopy

:

applied specifically in pathology to tissue oc-
curring in an abnormal situation. Also hete-

rotopic.

heterotopy (het-e-rot'o-pi), n. [< NL. hetero-
topia: see heterotopous.] Disarrangement in
position; misplacement. Specifically— (o) In jjo-

thol., the occurrence of a tissue forming a neoplasm in
an abnormal position, (p) In Hoi., a disarrangement of
an order of development affecting the place of the result-

ing phenomena. See heterochrony. Also heterotopism,
heterotopia.

Virchow opposed both the view that the jaw [the infant
giant jaw-bone of Stramberg] was like that of an ape and
the one that it was a child's. The casewas a rare instance
of heterotopy in a man of gigantic size.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXII. 138.

Displacement in position, or heterotopy, especially af-

fects the cells or elementary parts which compose the or-
gans ; but it also affects the organs themselves.

Baeckel, Evol. of Han (trans.), I. 13.

Heterotricha (het-e-rot'ri-ka), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of heterotrichus : see heterotrichous.]

An order of ciliate infusorians. These animalcules
are either free-swimming or attached, naked or loricate,

and are entirely ciliated. The cilia form two widely dis-

tinct systems, those of the general cuticular surface being
short and fine, and those of the oral region ofmuch larger
size, cirrose, and constituting a linear or more or less spiral

or circular series. The cortical layers are usually highly
differentiated, and inclose an even, parallel series of longi-
tudinally disposed muscular fibrillse. The order contains
by far the largest of the infusorians, many of its members
being visible to the naked eye, and some ranging in size

up to one sixth of an inch. There are 20 or more genera,
ranged by Kent in 7 families, Bursariidce, SpirotftomidiB,

Stentoridoe, Tintinnidoe, Triehodenopsid<B, Codonellidce,

and Caleeoitdce. Heterotricha Is one of the four orders
established by Stein, the others being Holotricha, Hypo-
tricha, and Peritricha.

heterotrichal (het-e-rot'ri-kal), a. Same as het-

erotrichous. Encyc. Brit.

heterotrichous (het-e-rot'ri-kus), a. [< NL.
heterotrichus, < Gr. erepog, other, different, -I-

0pi^ (jpix-), hair.] Having unlike cilia scatter-

ed over the body ; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Heterotricha.

Heterotrichum (het-e-rot'ri-kum), n. [NL.
(De CandoUe, 1828), ^ Gr. erepog, other, differ-

ent, + 8pi^ (rpix-), hair.] A genus of shrubs
belonging to the natural order Melastomacece,

tribe Miconiem. it is characterized by having the
calyx campanulate, and 6- to 8-lobed ; the corolla of 6 to 8
white or rose-colored obovate petals ; numerous stamens,
the anthers of which at first open by a single terminal
pore, later by a fissure ; and the fruit forming a tough
berry. The leaves are large, ovate-cordate or oblong, and
entire or serrulate. Six species are known, from Guiana
and the West Indies. H. niv&um is called the American
gooseberry in the West Indies.

heterotropal (het-e-rot'ro-pal), a. Same as

heterotropous.

heterotrophy (het-e-rot'ro-fi), n. [< Gr. "erepog,

other, different, -I- t/)o^, nourishment, < rpe<j>etv.



heterotrophy

feed.] In hot, an a'buormal mode of obtain-
ing nutrition, observed especially in the Cujni-
liferm. These plants, according to Frank, are destitute
of root-liairs, and depend for their nutrition upon a fun-
gus, the mycelium of which closely surrounds the roots
and acts in the capacity of root-hairs. In contradistinc-
tion to these are most ordinary plants, which obtain their
nourishmentby autoiro^fty— Uiat is, by means of ordinary
root-hairs. See symbiosis.

heterotropic (liet"e-ro-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. £r£pof,
other, different, + rp6-K0Q, a turning, < Tpimtv,
turn.] Anisotropic; selotropic: opposed to iso-
tropic.

heterotropous (het-e-rot'ro-pus), a. [< Gr.
ETEfjof, other, different, + rpewetv, turn.] In
hot., having the embryo or ovule oblique or
transverse to the axis of the seed. Also hete-
rotropal.

heterousia, heteroousia (het-e-ro'si-a, -ro-6'-
si-a), n. [< LGr. *iTepovcia, erepoovai'a, differ-

ence of essence or nature, < irtpohaioq, also hspo-
ovaiog, of different essence or nature : see het-

er<yusious.'\ Different essence; essential dif-

ference of nature or constitution. See Heterou-
sian.

Semi-Arianism occupied an untenable middle ground
between the Ai-ian hetero-ovMa, or difference of essence,
and the orthodox homo-ousia, or equality of essence.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 58.

Heterousian, Eeteroousian (het-e-ro'si-an,
-ro-o'si-an), re. and a. [< heteroima, Keteroousia,
+ -are.]" I. re. Ecoles., one who believes the
Father and the Son to be unlike in substance
or essence; auArian: opposed to jHomoo«s«a».
Also Seteronsiast, Meterodtisiast.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Heterousians
or the doctrine of an essential difference be-
tween the Father and the Son: as, the .ffeteroM-

sian heresy. See Bomoousian.
Heterousiast, Heteroousiast (het-e-ro'si-ast,

-ro-6'si-ast), n. [As Heterousi-an, Heiero6usi-an,
+ -ast.'\ Same as Heterousian.

heterousious, heteroousious (het-e-ro'si-us,
-ro-o'si-us), a. [< LGr. irepovaio^, less correctly
ETepooiiaiog, of different essence or nature, < etc-

poc, other, different, + ovata, essence, < i>v, fern.

ovaa {ovT-), ppr. of elvat, be : see am (under 6el)

and ens, ontology, etc.] Eccles., essentially dif-

ferent ; of unlike essence or substance : an epi-

thet much used (in the Greek form) in the an-
cient Arian controversy, the Arians maintain-
ing that the Son was created, and therefore was
not the same in substance or essence (homoou-
sious) with the Father.

heterozetesis (het"e-ro-ze-te'sis), re. [NL., <

Gr. hepoq, other, diferent, + ^^acg, inquiry, <

i;^elv, inquire, ask.] In logic, the fallacy of ig-

noratiou of the elench, which consists in reply-

ing to an argument different from that which
the opponent has advanced, or in disproving
something which the opponent has not main-
tained.

hethen^t, re. and a. A Middle English form of

heathen.

liethen^t, adi>- [MB., also Mthen, hythen, < Icel.

hedhan = Sw. hdden = Dan. heden, hence, with
a separative suflSx -tfeore, from the pron. stem
represented by he^. Cf . equiv. ftere2, hence, from
the same ult. source.] Hence ; from this place

;

from this time.

Alle come we hyder nakude and bare,

Whenne we hethene passe, is there no mare.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X i. 85.

That is hythyn thre dales iomay.
The ganeste gate that i gane goo.

York Plays, p. 69.

hethenesset) «• A Middle English form of
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der Russian rule in 1654. Their rights were greatly re-

stricted by Peter the Great, and the office of hetman of the
Ukraine Cossacks was abolished by Catharine II. A het-

man of the Don Cossacks continues to exist, but his duties

are those of a governor-general. Since 1835 the heir ap-
parent of the Russian throne is hereditary hetman of all

the Cossacks, and is represented by a " hetman by delega-

tion " for each of their territorial divisions. Hetman (ata-

man) is also the common title of subordinate Cossack
chiefs.

In the middle of the seventeenth century, an attempt of

the King of Poland to enforce Popery upon the Cossacks,

and to make their prince a hetman, delegate of his power,
roused the indignation of the people.

A. J. 0. Hare, Studies in Russia, ix.

hetmanate (het'man-at), re. [< hetman + -aie^.j

The rule or administration of a hetman.

During the hetmanate it had fortifications of which
traces are still extant. j^ncyc. Brit, X. 6.

hetmanship (het'man-ship), re. [< hetman +
-ship.~\ The office of a hetman.

HetmuTiship . . . was abolished by Catherine II.

\A. J. C. Hare, Studies in Russia, ix.

hettef , An obsolete preterit of heat.

hettert, a. compar. An obsolete form of hotter.

Chaucer.

hettle, a. and re. See hattle.

Heuchera (hu'k6r-a), re. [NL., named after

Prof. Seucher, a German botanist.] A genus
of polypetalous dicotyledonous plants, belong-
ing to the natural order Saxafragacece, tribe

Saxafrageie, and the type of Bartling's tribe

Heucherem. The calyx is bell-shaped, the tube cohering
at the base with the ovary, 5-cleft ; the petals are 5 in num-
ber, spatulate, small, and entire ; the stamens 5 in num-
ber ; the styles 2, and slender ; and the pod 1-celled, with
2 parietal many-seeded placentae, and 2-beaked, opening

bethingt, n. [ME., < Icel. hcething, a scoffing,

hddhung, scorn, shame, disgrace, < hddh, scoff-

ing, mocking.] Contempt; mockery.

He hade not of hom but hethyng & skorne,

Grete wordis & gref, & moche gryra threte

;

That doublis my dole, & to dethe bryngis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2594.

Now are we dryve tU hething and til scorn.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 190.

hetman (het'man), n. [= G. hetman, < Pol. het-

man, ataman = Little Euss. hetman, ataman,

ataman, vataman — Euss. atamanii, < G. haupt-

mann, chieftain, captain, = E. head-man, q. v.]

1 . In Poland, the commander of an army. The
great hetman was formerly the commander-in-

chief in the old kingdom of Poland.— 2. Among
the Cossacks, foi-merly, the elected chief of

each of their principal communities ; a Cossack

chief ; an ataman. The hetmans received extensive

privileges from their Polish suzerains in the sixteenth cen-

tury, which were continued after the Cossacks passed un-

Alum-root [Heuchera Americana),
a, flower; b, c, fruit, entire and cut transversely.

between the beaks. They are perennials, with roundheart-
shaped leaves, principally from the rootstock. The flow-
ers are in small clusters disposed in a prolonged and
narrow panicle, and are greenish or purplish. About 20
species are known, natives of North America and Mexico.
The root furnishes a powerful astringent, whence the name
alum-root applied to some of the species, particularl)^ H.
Americana. H. mllosa is sometimes called the American
sanicle.

EeUchereSB (hH-ke're-e), n. pi. [NL., < Heu-
chera + -ece.'] A tribe of plants belonging to

the natural order Saxafragacece, proposed by
BartUng (1830), typified by the genus Heuchera.

heught (hiieh), re. [Sc, also written heuch, for-

merly hitwe, hew, etc., = E. how^, a hill: see
feow^.] 1. A crag; a precipice; a rugged steep

;

a glen with steep overhanging sides.

A laidley worm in Spindleston-Hew^As
Would ruin the North Countiy.

The Laidley Worm of Spimdleston-Heugh (Child's Ballads,
[I. 283).

2. A coal-mine; a pit.

heufci (hiik), re. A Scotch form of hoolc. Burns.

heuk^t (hiik), re. See huke.

heulanoite (hii'lan-dit), re. [After H. Seu-
land, an English dealer in minerals.] A mineral
belonging to the zeolite group. It occurs in white
to red or gray monoclinic crystals, with pearly luster on
the surface of perfect cleavage. It is a hydrous silicate

of aluminium and calcium.

heuretic (hH-refik), n. [< Gr. evperiKSi, in-

ventive (cf. evpETT/g, an inventor, discoverer),

< cvpiamtv (svpe-), invent, find out. Cf. eureka.]

The art of discovery or invention: a branch
of logic.

heuristic (hu-ris'tik), a. [< Gr. evpimsiv (evpe-),

find out (see heweUc), + 4st-ic.} Serving to

find or discover.

hewgag
We can, indeed, use the idea that the world is an organic

whole, determined in relation to an end which conscious-

ness sets for itself, as an heuristic principle to guide us in

following the connexion of things with each other.

Mncyc. Brit, XVI. 84.

heuxteloup (h6r't6-16p), re. [After Baron
Seurteloup.'i An artificial leech; an instru-

ment for cutting and cupping a small area.

Local bleeding is better done with the heurteloup than
with leeches. Itedical News, LIII. 73.

heurts, «. pi- See hurt^.

he'Vet, V. A Middle English form of heave.

Hevea (he've-a), re. [NL.] A genus of di-

cotyledonous' plants, of the natural order Eu-
phorbiaeecB, tribe Crotonece, the type of BaUlon's

tribe Severn, it is characterized by having 3-foliolate

leaves; a lax panicle of flowers, of which the calyx i»

5-toothed or with 5 short lobes, and no corolla ; sta-

mens 6 to 10, with the filaments united in a column ; and
3-valved capsular fruit. About 10 species ai-e known,
natives of tropical Brazil and Guiana. This genus fur-

nishes the most valuable caoutchouc or india-rubber ex-

ported from South America. The best is obtained from
S. Brasiliensis. The seeds of these trees are poisonous to
man and quadrupeds, but are harmless to and greedily

eaten by birds. Prolonged boiling deprives them of their

poison and renders them palatable.

Herese (he've-e), re. pi. [NL., < Sevea + -ece.'}

A tribe of plants of the natural order Euphor-
hiacece, proposed by Baillon in 1874, the genus
Hevea being the type.

hevedt, re. A Middle English form of head.

Chaucer.
hevent, n. A Middle English form of heaven.

hew^ (nil), V.
;
pret. hewed, pp. hewed or hewn^

ppr. hewing. [< ME. hewen (pret. hew, heow, pp.
hewen), < AS. hedwan (pret. hedw, pp. hedwen}
= OS. hdwan = OFries. hdwa, howa = D. hou-

wen= MLG. houwen, hoioen, hoggen= OHG. hou-
wan, MHG. houwen, G. hauen = Icel. hoggva =^

Sw. hugga = Dan. hugge, cut, hew, = Goth.
*haggwan (f ), not recorded, = OBulg. Serv. ho-

vati, Euss. Tcovati, etc., strike, hammer, forgO'

(a word widely developed in Slav.), = Lith.
hauti, strike, forge, = Lett. Icaut, strike. From.
the same root are hay^ and, through F., hoe^ ;

also prob. hack^, with hatch^, hatchet, hash^,

etc.] I. trans. 1. To out; especially, to cut
with an ax, a hatchet, or a sword with a swing-
ing blow; cut with a heavy blow or with re-

peated blows : as, to Jiew down a tree.

Er thei were alle ynne ther were many slayn and for
hewen. Merlin (B. B. T. S.X ii. 234.

Wei coude he hewen wood, and water bere.
For he was yong and mighty,

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 564.

Sew them in pieces ; hack their bones asunder.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

2. To form or shape by blows with a sharp in-
strument ; cut roughly into form ; shape out by-
cutting: often with out: as, to hew timber; to-

hew out a sepulcher from a rock.

A ful huge hegt hit haled vpon lofte.
Of harde hewen ston vp to the tablez.

Sir Qa/wayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 789,

Lammikin was as gude a mason
As ever hewed a stane.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, III. 307).

I now pass my days, not studious nor idle, rather polish-
ing old works than heuiing out new ones. Pope, To Swift.

II. intrans. To cut; inflict cutting blows.

Deth with his axe so faste on me doth hewe.
Court of Love, 1. 980.

Full ofte he heweth up so highe
That chippes fallen in his eye.

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 106,

hew^t (hii)) n. [< hew^, «).] Destruction by
cutting down.

Of whom he makes such havocke and such hew
That swarmes of damned soules to hell he sends.

Spenser, F. Q.,VI. viii. 49.

he'W^t, n. An obsolete spelling of hue^.

he'W^t, n. An obsolete spelling of hue^.

hewet, « [ME., < AS. Mwa, in pi. hvwan, house-
hold, servants, = OS. Mwa, f., wife, = OHG.
h%wo, m., husband, hiwd, f.\ wife : see fcired^.] A_
servant or retainer.

servaunt traitour, false homly hewe.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, I. 541..

hewedt, «• See hued.

hewer (hii'er), re. One who hews.
And the princes said unto them, Let them live; but let

them be hewers of wood and drawers of water unto all the
congiegation. Josh. ix. 21.

Specifically

—

(a) In coal-mining, the miner who cuts the=
coal. (6) In lumbering, one who uses a heavy broadax in
squailng timber.

hewgag (hii'gag), re. [Appar. a made word,,
prob. based on gewgato, a jew's-harp.] 1. A
toy musical instrument consisting of a hollow"
wooden pipe, about 4 inches long and half an.
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musical instrmneut feigned to be loudly lound- andl^nSl^LSnarSlP^ the triaxial

.donoeeasionsof specialjubilation. [Wor- so.lir^^^^^XfS^l' ^l^^l^^^
^^^' ^- ^'J strengthened with silieious cement.
To-day Hansoomb sends a letter "aU about it "[Dawes's Hexactinellidse (hek-sak-ti-neri-de1 n o?

first speech in Congress], setting it out with the acoom- [NL., < HexocUnella « Gr «f - E wr + 'afrU-panying "sound of liew-gag." {!,i,t,,. \ „ •""'^•""'''l''"' V^ ^^- «?, — '^- SIX, -f oktiq

S. Bowies, in Merriam's Bowles, I. 295.
^7™")' » ray, + L. dim. -ella) + -idee.-] The

Iewll0le(hu'h51),». [E.dial.,regardedas7^««,l, fi'onger"^''
'"*"'' ""' " '^"''^ "' "^"^

«.,+ obj.7io?ei, in ref. to its -wood-pecking habit; hexactinellinefhek-'^ak ti Tlfil'^T,^ n «5omo ==
also -higiihole and MgUolder (in TJ. S.) ; formerly li^m^m '' ^^
]iuhole(Florio),hewel (Marvell); in ME. hygh- Hexactiniae (hek-sak-tin'i-e), n. pi. [KL <
^hele (6alliwell)_, i. e. ' high-wheel'j all these Gr. ef, = E. six, + a^rk {h^J'), arly.] A groupforms being various twists given m popular of^c«ana with paired septa. The numbefof thespeech to the name otherwise presented in Uck- pairs of septa is at least six, usually more, andS that case
waU,hiclaoay,q.Y.] The green woodpecker, Ge- ""casing in multiples of six. The mouth is fissure-

cinus viridis. [Prov. Eng.]
hewn (htin). A past participle of feewi

: origin
mation, meaning ' six.'

iexacapsular (hek-sa-kap'su-lar), a. [< Gr. £f,
= E. six, + E. capsule + -ar'.]

'"

In hot, having
six capsules or seed-vessels : as, a hexacapsular
plant.

Lexace (hek'sa-se), ». [< Gr. ef, = E. six, + aK^,

a point.] A summit of a polyhedron formed by
the concurrence of six faces.

Hexachaetse (hek-sa-ke'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

£f, = E. six, + NL. cJiceta, q. v.] A division of
the brachycerous Diptera, containing those two-

snapea, and the esophagus has two esophageal grooves
and two esophageal lappets.

LL. hexas (hexad-), <
ber six, < £f = E. six.'}

J
the number six; also,

a series of six numbers.— 2. In cliem., an ele-
ment the atoms of which have six times the
saturating power or equivalence of the hydro-
gen atom, as sulphur in certain conditions.

-Also spelled hexade.
hexadactylism (hek-sa-dak'ti-lizm), n. [<
hexadactylious) + .ism.] The condition of be-
ing hexadactylous.
hexadactylous (hek-sa-dak'ti-lus), a. [< Gr.
£f, = B. six, + SaKTvTuo'i, a finger.] Having six
fingers or toes.

hexade, n. See hexad.^ged flies which Have a proboscis composed hexadic (hek-sad'ik), a. [< hexad + -Jc] Per-
of six pieces, as the family Tabanidm : contrast
ed with Tetrachmtw and Dichcetce.

Lexaclisetous (hek-sa-ke'tus), a. [As Rexachce-
tce+ -ov^.'] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Mexaohmtce.

liexachord (hek'sa-k6rd), n. [< Gr. £f, = B. six,

+ xopS^, a string, cord, chord.] 1. In Gr.
music: {a) A diatonic series of six tones. (6)
The interval of a major sixth, (c) An instru-
ment with six strings.— 3. In medieval music,
a diatonic series of six tones, containing four
whole steps and one half-step (between the
third and fourth tones). The hexachord was an at-

tempt to improve on the ancient tetrachord as a unit of
musical analysis. The entire series of recognized tones,
from the second G below middle C to the second B above
it, was distributed among seven hexachords, beginning on
<»//. C„ F,, G,, C, F, and G, respectively. Each hexachord
was perfect in itself, and similar to every other ; its tones
were designated in order by the syllables ut, re, mi, fa,
iol, and la. (See aolmization.) Any given tone was desig-

nated both by its letter name and by its' syllable name in
full ; middle C, for example,being known as Csol-fa-ut, etc.

In actual singing the solmization and the singer's concep-
tion of the tones passed from one hexachord to another as
far as necessary, the process of changing being called iriMfa- hexaSfOn (hek'sa-gon), n. Kli.hexaqonum, < Gr,
twn. In contrapuntal writing the most perfect possible ici.>,,,„„„ V,„,,t nf ffavni/nr tsix-pornm-fid hpxair.
imitation was considered to be that which occurred be- «*aywo", neut.j)! e^ayavoq, six-cornerea, nexag-

tween analogous tones of two hexachords. The hexa-
chord system is doubtfully attributed to Guido d'Arezzo,
in the eleventh century. It continued in use until, in the
eighteenth century, the octave as a unit of analysis and
the modern theory of key-relationship were recognized. * . ,,, ,- ,- ,<- r.^i. l7i
liexaclirpnouslhek-sarro-nus),,^. [<Gr.if^ hexa^go^^^^^

taining to six as a base of numeration.
hexaedron (hek-sa-e'drgn), n. See hexahe-
dron.

hexaemeron (hek-sa-em'e-ron), n. [LL. liexa-

emeron, the six days of the creation, < LGr.
s^a^/iepo(, the six days' work (the title of a book
by Basil on the six days of the creation), prop,
adj., of or in six days, < Gr. £f, = E. six, +
4/iepa, day.] 1. A term of six days.— 3. A his-

tory of the six days' work of creation, as con-
tained in the first chapter of Genesis.

The older account of the creation in Gen. ii. . . . does
not recognize the hexaemeron, and it is even doubtful
whether the original sketch of Gen. i. distributed crea-
tion over six days. - Bncyc. Brit., XXI. 125.

The first volume is occupied with the Mosaic Bexaeme-
Ton and the Deluge. Contemporary Bev., L. 752.

hexafoil (hek'sa-foil), a. [< Gr. £f, = E. six, +
E. foiP-, q. v.] "Having six foils or lobes; six-

lobed.

A vertical stem, rising from a wide hexafoil-shaped base.

5. K. Cat. Spec. Ex., 1862, No. 1018.

onal, < £|, = E. six, + yuvla, a comer, angle.]

In geom., a figure of six sides and six angles.

If it be plane and the sides and angles are

equal, it is a regular hexagon.

Xpovog, < £f, = E. six, + XP^°ij time.'

pros., having a magnitude of six primary or

fundamental times ; hexasemic.
hexacolic (hek-sa-kol'ik), a. [< Gr. Efd/cuAof, <

£f, = E. six, + KoXov, a member: see colon^.l In
anc. pros., consisting of six cola or series: as,

a hexacoUc period.

Hexacoralla (hek"sa-k9-ral'a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. £f, = E. six, + KopaXliov, coral.] One of the

chief divisions of the Coralligena, in which the

fundamental number of the intermesenteric

chambers of the body-cavity, and likewise of the

tentacles, is six; the hexamerous Coralligena,

as distinguished from the Octocoralla, which
are octomerous. The common ActiniidcB, or sea-

anemones, are an example.
lexacorallan (hek'sa-ko-raran), n. One
the Hexacoralla; a hexamerous coral,

lexacoralline (hek'^sa-kor'a-lin), a. and n. [<

Hexacoralla + -ireel.]' I. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Mexacoralla.

II, 11. One of the Hexacoralla; a
'

Ian,

form of a hexagon. The hexagonal system in crystal-

lography includes such forms as the hexagonal prism, pyra-

mid, etc., which are referred to three equal lateral axes in-

clined at angles of 60° and a vertical axis of different length

at right angles to them. (See crystallography.) The rAom-
bohedral system is a division of the hexagonal in which the

forms are referred, sometimes to three equal inclined axes

parallel to the faces of the fundamental rhombohedron,
but more commonly to the same axes as the hexagonal

forms ; in the latter view the rhombohedron is regarded

as the hemihedral form of a hexagonal pyramid, and simi-

larly of the other forms. Hexagonal and rhombohedral
forms have the same optical characters, both being uni-

3. Divided into hexagons : as, a surface with a

hexagonal structure.

hexagonally (hek-sag'o-nal-i), adv. In the

form of a hexagon,

of hexagonienchymat (hek-sa-go-ni-eng'ki-ma),

n. [NL. , < Gr. £fdyuvo?, six-corn ered, hexagonal,

Pascal's Hexagram.
AB, EC, CD, DE, EF, FA are the

successive lioesJ AB anA DE intersect
in /,- BC and EF intersect inH; CD
and FA intersect in G; G, H, and /
are collinear.

hexakisoctahedron

hexagram (hek'sa-gram), n. [< Gr. i^aypajj.-

Iiarog, of six letters (cf . LGr. i^dypa/i/mc, of six

grams of weight),
< £f, = E. six,

+ ypdfifia, a line,

letter, etc. : see
gram'^.'] 1. A figure

formed of two equi-
lateral triangles
placed concentri-
cally with their
sides parallel and
on opposite sides of
the center. This
was the seal or sym-
bol of the Pytha-
gorean school.— 2.

In geom., a figure of
six lines. The name
is particularly applied
to the mystic hexagram
invented by Pascal.
This is a hexagram in-

scribed in a conic. It
has the property that

the intersections of the first and fourth, the second and
fifth, and the third and sixth lines lie on one straight
line. This is a case of the elementary proposition ^at
tlfree cubic curves
which have eightpoints
in common also have a
ninth in common. Bri-
anchon's hexagra/m, -is

circumscribed about a
conic; and the chief
property of it is that
the three lines joining
opposite angles inter-
sect in one point,

3. In Chinese lit.,

one of the 64 fig-

ures which form
the basis of theYih-
king or "book of
changes," one of
the oldest Chinese
books. Each of
these figures is

made up of six par-
allel lines, of which some are whole and some
divided. See hoolc of changes, under change.
Hexagrammidae (hek-sa-gram'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Hexagrammus +' -idee.'] A family of
acanthopterygian fishes, represented by the
genus Hexagrammus. it is characterizedby enlarged
suborbitals connected with thepreoperculum, an elongated
dorsal fin with its spinous and articulated portions sUb-
equal, an elongated anal fin, and perfect ventrals, each with
a spine and five rays. The species are confined to the
northern Pacific ocean, and are mostly found along the
western coast of North America, especially California,
where the typical species are improperly called rock-trout.
The family is also called ChiridoB, and by Gunther Betero-
lepidcB.

Hexagrammus (hek-sa-gram'us), n. [NL., <
Gr. £f, = E. six, + ypa/i/ia, a line.] The typi-
cal genus of Hexagrammidce : so called from

Brianction's Hexagram.
ABCDEF is tlie hexagram. AD, BE

and CF meet in one point, G,

+ 'Eyx»ji.a, an infusion
:' see enchymatous, and cf

,

parenchyma.'} In hot., cellular tissue exhibit-

ing hexagonal forms in section.

iTexacoral- hexagonous (hek-sag'o-nus), a. Same as hex-

agonal. [Bare.]

hexact (hek'sakt), a. Same as hexactinal.

hexactinal (hek-sak'ti-nal), a. [< Gr. ef, = E.

six, + uKTig (aKTiv-), a ray, + -aZ.] Having six hexagonyt (hek-sag'o-ni)

An hexagonous plate embossed with angles.

Quar. Jour, of Geol. Soc, XLV. 172.

[Directly < Gr.

rays, as a sponge-spicule.

hexactinellid (hek-sak-ti-nel'id), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to or having the characters ot

the HexactinellidcB. Also hexactinelline.

II. n,. One of the HexacUnellidw.

ei, = 'E.~six, + yuv/ffi, 'angle. Cf. hexagon.'] A
hexagon.
When I read in St. Ambrose of hexagonies, or sexangu-

lar cellars of bees, didi, therefore, conclude that they were

mathematicians 1 Abp. Bramhall, Against Hobbes.

Steller's Rock-trout (Hexagrammus asper).

the six more or less developed lateral lines,

three on each side, of which one is median, one
dorsal, and one abdominal. Steller's rock-

trout, H. asper, is an example.
hexagyn (hek'sa-jin), n. [< Gr. £f, = E. six, +
yvvfi, female (in mod. bot. a pistil, style).] In
the Linnean system, a plant having six styles.

Hexagynia (hek-sa-jin'i-a), n. pi. [NL. : see
hexagyn.'\ In the Linnean system, an order of
plants, such as the sun-dew, having six styles.

hexagynian (hek-sa-jin'i-an), a. [As hexagyn
+ -iaji.] In 6ot, Having six styles.

hexagynous (hek-saj'i-nus), a. [As hexagyn
+ -OMS.] Same as hexagynian.

hexahedral (hek-sa-he'dral), a. [< hexahe-
dr{on) + -a?.] 1. Having tfie figure of a hexa-
hedron; having six equal superficial sides or
faces; cubic.— 3. In entom., having six dis-

tinct and more or less parallel sides ; six-sided

:

said of long bodies, as joints of the antennae,
etc.

hexahedron (hek-sa-he'dron), n. [< Gr. £f, =
E. six, + eSpa, seat, base, = E. settle^, n.'] A
solid body having six faces ; especially, the reg-

ular hexahedron or cube. .Also hexaedron.

hexakisoctahedron (hek"sa-kis-ok-ta-he'-
dron), n. [< Gr. i^aiag, six times (< cf = B. six),



hezakisoctahedron

+ 6kt(5, = E. eight, + edpa, seat, base.] Same
as hexoctahedron.
hexameral (liek-sain'e-ral), a. [As hexam-
erons + -al.l Consisting "of six parts ; hex-
amerous : as, a hexameral arrangement of the
septa.

hexamerous (hek-sam'e-rus), a. [< Gr. i^afie-

pVf,pt six parts, < ef, = E. six, + ^ipog, a part.]
Divided into six segments; consisting of six
parts. SpeciflcaUy— (ot) In hot., having the parts o£ the
flower six in number, or a multiple of six. (b) In zo6l.,
having a hexameral arrangement ot the radiating parts or
organs, as the Hexacoralla or Hexactinece.

The finally TiexaTnerou^ Anthozobn passes through a te-
tramerous and an octomerous stage,

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 143.

hexameter (hek-sam'e-ter), a. and n. [Early
mod. E. also exameter; ME. exametron (n.); <
li. hexameter, also hexametrus, < (Jr. i^dfterpog,

of six measures or feet (neut. e^dfierpov, L. hex-
ametrum, a verse of six feet), < ef, = E. six, +
/lerpov, measure.] I, a. In ;pros., containing
or consisting of six measures ; having a length
of six feet or six dipodies; especially, com-
posed of six feet, of which the first four are
dactyls or spondees, the fifth ordinarily a dac-
tyl, sometimes a spondee, and the last a spon-
dee or trochee : as, a hexameter line, verse, or
period.

The Poets [style] was by verse exameter for his grauitie
and statellnesse most allowable.

PuUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 33.

II. n. In pros., a period, line, or verse con-
sisting of six measures. In books on modern versi-
fication, the "measure" and "foot" being ordinarily as-
sumed to be identical, the word hexameter is used as pre-
cisely equivalent to hexapody; but according to the no-
menclature of classical metrics, a hexameter is a group of
six feet only in those classes of feet which are measured
by single feet (monopodies). Since Iambi, trochees, and
anapests are measured by dipodies, an iambic, trochaic,
or anapestic hexameter would be a group of twelve feet,

a group of six such feet being a trimeter. The name kex-
aTneter is given by preeminence to the dactylic hexameter

^

also called the heroic or epic hexameter, or heroic or epic
> verse, from its use in Greek and Koman epic poetry from

the earliest to the latest period. It is a compound verse

j

consisting of two cola or members, either both of three
feet or one of two feet and one of four feet. The heroic
hexameter never consists of six dactyls, the last foot being
always a spondee ( ), or, as the last syllable of a period
may always be either long or short, a trochee (— ^) as a
substitute for a spondee. Some authorities have regarded
this meter as catalectic, so that the last foot would be a
trochee by omission of the last syllable of the dactyl, or a
spondee for the trochee. The fifth foot is rarely a spondee,
but a sponee can always be used instead of a dactyl in any
of the first four places. The ordinary form of the hex-
ameter is accordingly — ^^w

|
— s?^

|
— >yw

|
_ w"w

j
— ^

w
I

—as. A verse with a spondee as fifth foot is said to be
spondaic, one consisting entirely ,of spondees holospon-
daic, and one entirely (except the last foot) of dactyls holo-

dactylic. The principal cesuras are the trochaic of the
thirA foot, tlie penthemimeral, and the hephthemimeral

;

besides which the bucolic cesura or dieresis and the trithe-

mimeral cesura are to be noted. See cesura.

They ben versifyed comounly
Of six feet, which men clepe exametron.

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 91.

The English verse which we call heroick consists of no
more than ten syllables ; the Latin hexameter sometimes
rises to seventeen. Dryden, Orig, and Prog, of Satire,

In the hexameter rises the fountain's silvery column.
In the pentameter aye falling in melody back.

Coleridge, tr, of Schiller's Ovidian Elegiac Meter.

Fancy, borne perhaps upon the rise

And long roll of the Hexameter.
Tennyson, Lucretius.

Ferisaosyllablc hexameter, in anc. pros., a verse con-

sisting of a dactylic tetrameter and an ithyphallic (— '-'

../|_,.,wr— w^|_w%^||— v^ — ^ — o); a greater Archi-
lochian. It was regarded by some ancient writers as a va-

riation from the heroic hexameter made by inserting a re-

dundant syllable (whence the epithet perissosyllalnc) be-

fore the last syllable of the fifth foot in its dactylic form

:

thus, ^\ ^|-.ww|-ww|_w(_)w]'_K.
hexametral (hek-sam'e-tral), a. [< hexameter
+ -al.^ Hexametric. Mobhouse.

hexametric (hek-sa-met'rik), a. [< hexameter
+ -Jc] Consisting of or written in six metri-

cal feet.
• hexametrical (hek-sa-met'ri-kal), a. [< hex-

ametric + -al.'\ Same as hexametric.

Several hexametrical versions of the Hiad have already

been mentioned. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 254.

hexametrist (hek-sam'e-trist), n. [< hexameter

+ -ist.} One who writes hexameters.

Claudian, and even the few lines of Merobaudes, stand

higher in purity, as in the lite of poetry, than all the Chris-

tian hexamstnsts. Milman.

HexancMdae (hek-sang'ki-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hexanchus + Adm.'] A small family of selachi-

ans, of the order Opistharthri, having 6 or 7 gill-

sacs, a spiracle, a well-defined lateral line, only

1 dorsal fin, no nictitating membrane, and di-

versiform teeth ; the cow-sharks. It contains a

few species. Also called Notidanidw.
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Hexanchus (hek-sang'kus), n. [NL., orig.

Sexancus (Eafinesque, 1810) : so called in ref.

to the contracted gill-slits; irreg. < Gr. If, = E.

Cow-shark {Hexanchtts corinus).

six, + ayxsiv, choke, constrict.] The typical ge-

nus of the family Sexanchidoe.

hexander (hek-san'd6r), n. [< ML. hexandrus

:

see liexandrous.'] In the Linnean system of

classification, a plant having six stamens.
Hexandria (hek-san'dri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see

hexandrovs. ] In the Linnean system of botany,
a class of plants having six stamens, which are

all of equal or nearly equal length. It is thus dis-

tinguished from the class Tetradynamia, which has also

six stamens, but of these four are longer thanthe other two.

hexandrian (hek-san'dri-an), «. Same as hex-

androus.

hexandrous (hek-san'dmsj, a. [< NL. hexan-
drus, < Gr. cf, = E. six, + av^p (avSp-), male (in

mod. bot. a stamen).] Having six stamens.
Also hexandrioiis, hexandrian.
hexane (hek'san), n. [< Gr. tf, = E. six, +
-ane.'] The sixthmember (C8Hj^4) of the paraf-
fin series of hydrocarbons. It is a liquid, boil-

ing at about 60° C, found in various natural
oils.

hexangular (hek-sang'gu-iar), a. [< Gr. £f, =
E. six, + L. angulus, an angle.] Having six

angles.

The base was hexangular, finely ornamented with Gothic
sculpture. Pennant, Tour, p, 217.

hexapartite (hek-sa-par'tit), a. [< Gr. ef, = E.
six, + L. partitus,' divided, < partire, divide,

part.] 1. In arcfe., divided into six parts: ap-
plied to a vault divided by its system of arching
into six parts.— 2. In «o67., having six parts;

hexamerous.
hexapetaloid (hek-sa-pet'a-loid), a. [< Gr. ef,

= E. six, + weTaTMv, "a, leaf (in mod. bot. a pet-
al), -I- eUog, resemblance.] Having six colored
parts like petals. [Bare.]

Hexapetaloides (hek-sa-pet-a-loi'de-e), n. pi.

[NL., as hexapetaloid -I- -ece.] A division of
petaloid monocotyledoncpis plants, proposed by
Lindley in 1830, in which the number of petals
or lobes of the perianth is six.

hexapetalous (hek-sa-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. ef, =
E. six, + nhalov, a leaf (iii mod. bot. a petal).]

In hot., having six petals or flower-Jeaves.

hexaphyllons (hek-sa-fil'us), a. [< Gr. £f, = E.
, six, + ivl%ov,&\e&i.'] In 6o<^ having six leaves.

Hexapla (hek'sa-pla), n. [Gr. to. e^avla, neut.
pi. of e^avMog, eqntr. i^ajrlovc, sixfold, < ef, =
B. six, + -vTMog = Li. -plus, akin to E. -fold, q. v.]

An edition of the Bible in six versions. The
name is especially given to a collection of texts of the
Old Testament collated by Origen. It contained in six

parallelcolumns the Hebrew text in Hebrew characters and
in Greek characters, the Septuagint with critical emen-
dations, and versions by Symmachus, Aguila, and Theodo-
tion. There were also fragments of several other versions.

hexaplar (hek'sa-plar), a. [< Sexapla + -ar.]

Sextuple; containing six columns; specifically

(with a capital initial letter), of or pertaining
to the Hexapla.
hexaplaric (hek-sa-plar'ik), a. [< hexaplar +
ic.'] Same as hexaplar.

The old unrevised text [of the Septuagint], as it existed
before Origen, has been usually called . . . the Vulgate

;

that of Origen, the HexaplaHc.
T. H. Home, Introd. to Study of Holy Script., IL 62.

hexaplex (hek'sa-pleks), a. [< Gr. «f, = L. sex

= E. six, + L. -plex, as in duplex, etc. : see du-
plex. The proper form from the Gr. would be
*hexaple.'\ Sirfold; sextuple. [Bare.]

hexapod (hek'sa-pod), a. and n. [< NL. hexa-
pus (-pod-), < Gr. i^dirovg (-Trod-), having six feet
(used with ref. to meter: see hexapody), < £|, =
E. six, + Kovg {vo6-) = E. foot."] I. a. Having
six feet, as any adult true insect; specifically,

pertaining to or having the characters of the
Sexapoda; hexapodous.

II, n. One of the Sexapoda; a true six-

footed insect.

Also hexapode, hexapodan.

Hexapoda (hek-sap'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

othexapus (-pod-): see'hexapod.'] 1. The true

insects; the arthropods which have six feet.
Probably more than three fourths of the animal kingdom
belong to this group. They form the class Insecta (which
see), having three pairs of legs when adult, distinct head,
thorax, and abdomen, two antennse, tracheal respiration,

and distinction of sex.

hexastyle

In all [Hexapoda] there are never more nor less than

six legs, but theforelegs are sometimes rudimentary. The
leg consists of five parts, coxa, trochanter, femur, tibia, and
tarsus. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 103.

2. A division of butterflies containing those

which have all six legs fitted for walking: op-

posed to Tetrapoda.

hexapodan (hek-sap'o-dan), a. and n. Same
as hexapod.

hexapode (hek'sa-pod), a. and n. Same as

hexapod. This is the common orthography in

the older authors.

hexapodous (hek-sap'o-dus), a. [As hexapod
+ -ous.l Having six feet; hexapod: as, a nex-

apodous insect.

hexapody (hek-sap'o-di), n. [< Gr. *e^a'Kodia,

a hexapody, < k^&novg, having six feet: see hex-

apod. Gt.dipody.'] Injpros., a group, series, or
verse consisting of six feet. According to the prin-

ciples of classical metrics, only a trochaic, iambic, or logaoe-

dic hexapody can form a single series or colon, a succession

of feet of other classes, as of dactyls, anapests, Cretics^

Ionics, etc., being divisible Into more than one colon. A
trochaic or iambic hexapody is a trimeter. A hexapody of

feet of other classes, united to form a single period or line,

is a hexameter. See hexameter.

hexaprostyle (hek'sa-pro-stil), a. [< Gr. tf, =
E. six, + 7rpd(TTu/lof, with pillars in front: se&
prostyle. Gt hexastyle.'] Eiarcft., having a por-

tico of six columns in front : said of a building.

[Bare.]
hexapsalmus, hexapsalmos (hek-sap-sal'mus,

-mos), n. [LGr. i^dfa?i/iog, consisting of six

psalms, < Gr. £f, = E. six, + ^al/idg, a song sung
to the harp, a psalm : see psalm.'] In the Gr.

Ch., a group of six invariable psalms (Ps. iii.,

xxxviii., Ixiii., Ixxxviii., ciii., cxliii., according
to the numbering in English Bibles) said daily

at lauds (orthron), in the earlier part of that
office. I

hexapterous (hek-sap'te-rus), a. [< Gr. ef, =
E. six, + KTep6v, a wing.] ' Having six wings or
wing-like parts, as an animal or a plant.

hexasemic (hek-sa-se'mik), a. [< LL. hexase-

mus, < Gr. i^doTi/idg, having six morse, < ef, = E.
six, + crjiia, a sign, mark, av/^elov, a sign, mark,
unit of time, mora ; cf. disemic] In anc. pros.

:

(a) Containing or amounting to six semeia or
units of time ; having or constituting a magni-
tude of six morse or normal shorts : as, a hexa-
semic toot or dipodj ; hexasemic msLgaitude. (b)

Consisting of or comprising feet of six semeia
or times : as, the hexasemic class or epiploce.

hexastemonous fhek-sa-stem'o-nus), a. [< Gr.

If, = 'E.six, + crr/fiav, warp, taten as 'stamen':
see stamen.] In bot., having six stamens.
hexaster (hek-sas't6r), TO. [NL., < Gr. If, = E.
six, + aar^p = E. star: see aster^ and star.] In
sponges, a star or stellate spicule with six gen-
erally equal rays. Varieties of the hexaster, accord-
ing to the character of the ends of the rays, are known as
the oxyhexaster, discohexaster,graphiohexaster, fioricome,
and plumicome.

Hexasterophora (hek-sas-te-rof'6-ra), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of hexasterophorus : see hex-
asterophorous.] A tribe of silicious sponges
containing the glass-sponges. See Hexactinel-
lida.

hexasterophorous (hek-sas-te-rof'o-ms), a.

[< NL. liexasteropJwrus, < hexaster + L. ferre =
E. bear'^.] Provided with hexasters; specifi-

cally, pertaining to the Hexasterophora, or hav-
ing their characters.

hexastich (hek'sa-stik), TO. [Also hexastichon

(q. v.); formerly 7iea;asiicfc; < L. hexasUchus, <.

Gr. e^aoTtxog, of six rows^ lines, or verses, < If,

= E. six, + t!Tixog,vo'w, line, verse.] Id. pros.,
a strophe, stanza, or poem consisting of six
lines.

Dryden . . . furnished Tonson with a well-known hex-
astick, which has ever since generally accompanied the
engraved portraits of Milton. Malone, Diyden.

hexastichon (hek-sas'ti-kon), to. [< Gr. i^dari-

Xov, neut. of i^danxog, of six lines: see hex-
asUch.] Same as hexastich.

Julius Csesar Scaliger hath written this hexastiehon in
praise of Paris. Coryat, Crudities, I. 27.

hexastichous (hek-sas'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. ifd-
cTtxog, of six rowS: see hexastich.] In bot.,

having the parts aiTanged in six vertical ranks
or rows.
hexastylar (hek'sa-sti-lar), a. [< hexastyle +
-ar^.] In arch., having six columns in front.

hexastyle (hek'sa-stil), a. [< L. hexastylus, <
Gr. i^daroXog, with' six columns in front, < If, =
E. six, + CTvkog, column: see style^.] In arch.,

having six columns: said of a portico or a
temple having that number of columns in the
front. The epithet implies nothing as to the presence



liezastyle

or abBence of other columns on the sides of the edifice, or at
its opposite end, or within the portico. These character-
istics must be expressed, in the description of a build-
ing, by the adjunc-
tion of other epi-

thets or terms.
Thus, the Roman
temple called the
Maison Carrie, at

Nlmes, is a pro-
ttyle hexastyle
pgeudo-peripteroi;
the Theseum at

Athens is an ain-

phiprostyle hexa-
style peripteral
temple, with pro-
71008 and opistho-

domos or epinaoe,

each with two col-

umns in antis.

hezasyllabic

Hexastyle Front of the ancient Roman
temple called the Maison Carrie, at Nlmes.
France.

fhek'sa-si-lab'ik), a. [< LL. hexasyllalus, < Gr.
i^aaiXXapog, ot six sylla'bles,< ef, = E. six,+ (roX-

Xa/3^, syllable : see syllable.'] Containing or con-
sisting of six syllables : as, irreconcilable is a
hexasyllabie word; the hexasyllabio form of a
ohoriambns (w v^ w >^ w w for — v^ ^ —).

hexatetrahedron (hek-sa-tet-ra-he'dron), m.

;

pi. hexatetrahedra (-drS,)." [< Gr. ef, ="E. six,

+ E. tetrahedron, q. v.] In crystal., a solid
bounded by twenty-four scalene triangles ; the
inclined hemUiedral form of the hexoctahedron.
The diamond sometimes has this form.
Hezateucll (hek'sa-tiik), n. [< Gr. ef, = E. six,

+ Tevx<K, a tool, implement, later also a book.
Of. Pentateuch, Heptateuch.] The first six books
of the Old Testament. The sixth book, Joshua, re-
lating the final settlement of the Jews in the promised
land, is a continuation of the Pentateuch, and apparently
forms with it a complete work, homogeneous in both style
and purpose.

Having relegated the whole of the Hexateuch into a late
period, Prof. Slade naturally finds no reliable historical
record before the days of the Judges.

The Independent, Nov. 1, 1883.

Hexateuchal (hek'sa-tu-kal), a. [< Hexateuch
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the Hexateuch.
hexatomic (hek-sa-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. «f, = E.
six, + aro/zoi, an atom.] In chem., consisting of
six atoms : also applied to atoms which are
hexavalent and to alcohols or other compounds
having six replaceable hydrogen atoms.
hexavalent (hek-sav'a-lent), a. [< Gr. ef, = E.
six, + L. valen{t-)s, ppr.'of valere, have power:
see valid.] In chem., having the same saturat-
ing or combining power as six hydrogen atoms,
or a valence of six.

hexaxon (hek-sak'son), a. [< Gr. cf, = E. six, +
dfuw, an axle: see ax^, axe^, and axle.] Hav-
ing six axes of growth, as a sponge-spicule.

hexicology (hek-si-kol'o-ji), n. An erroneous
form for hexiology.

hexiological (hek"si-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< hexiology

+ -ie-al,J Pertaining to hexiology.
hexiology (hek-si-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. eftf, a state

or habit (< exeiv, have', hold ; intr. , be_in a given
state or condition : see hectic), + -Aoyia, < Tii-

yeiv, speak : see -ology.] The history of the de-
velopment and behavior of living beings as af-

fected by their environment. This term was
originally proposed by Mivart in the erroneous
form hexicology.

hexiradiate (hek-si-ra'di-at), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

ef, = L. sex= E. six, + L. radiatu^, rayed: see

radiate, a.] Having six rays, as the spicules of

a glass-sponge ; sexradiate.

Hence the group is distinguished as hexiradiate.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 611.

hexoctahedron (hek-sok-ta-he'dron), n. [< Gr.

£f, = E. six, + B. octahedron, q. v.] A crystal-

lineformbelonging to the iso-

metric system and contained
under forty-eight equal tri-

angular faces. Also called
adamantoid, because it is a
commonform of the diamond.
Also hexakisoctahedron.

hextt, a- superl. [ME. hexte,

hecst, eto.,<AS. hehsta, superi.
of hedh, high: see high. Cf.

next, superl. otnigh.] Highest.

Than he glode thurgh the greues & the gray thomes,
To the hed of the hole on the Aea;e gre [step].

Destruction of Troy (K E. T. S.), 1. 13504.

The first apple and the hext

Which groweth vnto you next.

Isleof Ladies, I. SiS.

When bale is hext, , ,

Boot is next. Old proverb.

hexyl (hek'sil), n. [< Gr. «f, = E. six, + -yl.]

The hypothetical radical (CeHja) of the sixth

member of the monovalent series of alcohols.

Hexoctahedron.
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^^l ^^*'^' «*?0'- [Also hay; < ME. hey, hay =
Sr'l \=i *^-

''f
= ^''?- ^^- ^"J' ™terj. Cf

. heigh,im^, ftoi.] An exclamation expressing plea-
sure, surprise, etc. : also used as a call to at-
tract attention and as an interrogative.

Hey, Johny Coup, are ye waking yet?
Ritson, Scottish Songs.

Well, and you were astonished at her beauty, hey!
Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

Bachelor Blufl, Bachelor Bluff,
Bey for a heart that's rugged and tough

!

Old sang, m Scott's Chronicles of the Canongate, xx.

hey^t, a. and adv. An obsolete form of hiqh.
Chaucer.

heySf.^'.andm. An obsolete form of Me. Chaucer.
ney* n. An obsolete or rare form of hay''.
neydayi (ha'da), interj. [Formerly heyda, ac-
oom. of D. heidaar = G. heida = Dan. heida, hey
there, ho there: see hey^ and there.] An ex-
clamation of cheerfulness, surprise, wonder,
etc.

Hey-dal what Hans Mutterkin is this? what Dutchman
doe s build or frame castles in the aire?

B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.
Hey day ! what's the matter now 1

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

heyday2 (ha'da), n. [Confused with heyday^:
prop, high-day, q. v.] Highest vigor; full
strength; acme.

At your age.
The hey-day in the blood is tame, it's humble.
And waits upon the judgment.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

A merry peal puts my spirits quite in a hey-day.
Burgoyne, Lord of the Manor, i. 1.

The natural association of the sentiment of love with
the Tieyday of the blood seems to require that in order to
portray it in vivid tints . . . one must not be too old.

Emerson, Love.

The heyday of life is over with him, but his old age is

sunny ana chirping. Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 2.

heyday-gniset, heydegnyt (ha'da-giz, ha'de-
^), n. [Early mod. E. also haydegy, haydigee,
as if sbig.,hnt usuaHy heyday-guise, heyedegwyes,
heidegyes, hey-de-guize, hy-day-gies, hydagies,

Jfaydigyes, etc., and prob. orig. hey-day guise,

i. e. holiday fashion: see heyday"^ and guise.]

A kind of dance ; a country-dance or round.

But frendly Faeries, met with many Graces, . . .

And light-foote Nymphes can chace the lingering Night
With Heydeguyes and trimly trodden traces.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., June.

By wells and rills, in meadowes greene.
We nightly dance our hey-day guise.

Robin Good-fellow (Percy's Keliques, p. 387).

Brave Don, cast your eyes
On our gipsy fashions

;

In our antic hey-de-guize
We go beyond all nations.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iv. L

heyet, i>. and ». An obsolete variant of hie.

Chaucer.

heyght, a. and adv. An obsolete variant of high.

Chaucer.

hey-gO-mad (ha'go-mad). [< hey^ + go + mad.]
A colloquial expression implying an intense or

extreme degree, boundlessness, absence of re-

straint, or the like. [Eng.]

Away they go, cluttering like hey-go-mad.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 2.

'Tisn't Mr. Bounderby, 'tis his wife ; yo'r not fearfo' o'

her : yo was hey-go-mad about her an hour sin.

Dickens, Hard Times, xxii.

hey-passt (ha 'pas')- [< ''««/) interj., + pass,

impv.] An interjectional expression used by
jugglers during the performance of their feats,

and equivalent to " Presto, change!"

Ha' you forgotten me? you think to carry it away with

your hey-passe and repasse. Marlowe, Faustus, v. 1.

You wanted but Hey-pdsse to have made your transi-

tion like a mysticall'man of Sturbridge. But for all your

sleight of hand, our just exceptions against liturgy are

not vanished. MUton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

heyront, »• -'^ obsolete form of heron.

Hey's ligament, ^ee ligament.

heysogef , heysugget, » Obsolete forms of hay-

Hg. In chem., the symbol for mercury (New
Latin hydrargyrum).

H H An abbreviation of (a) His Holmess—
that is, the Pope— or of (6) His (or Her) High-

ness.

hhd. A contraction of hogshead.

M (hi), interj. [Also hy; a mere exclamation,

like lmi\ heigh, ha\ etc.] An exclamation of

surprise, admiration, etc.: often used ironi-

cally and in derision.

Ready money worth twelve per cent, a month, too, and

he with twelve banks in monte and faro, m, hi ht!

J. W. Palmer, New and Old, p. 172.

hibernacle

Hiantes (hi-an'tez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.
hian(t-)s, ppr. of hiare, gape: see hiatus.] 1.
Same as Mssirostres. A. E. Brehm.— 3. In
Sundevall's classification of birds, a synonym
of Ampligulares.

hiationt (hi-a'shon), ». [< L. as if *hiaUo{n-),
< hiare, pp. hiatus, gape: see hiatus.] The act
of gaping.

The continual hiation or holding open of its [the chame-
leon's] mouth. Sir T. Brovme, Tulg. Err., iii. 21.

hiatus (hi-a'tus), «.; pi. hiatuses, hiatus (-tus-ez,
-tus). [L., a gap, aperture, chasm, hiatus, <
hiare, pp. hiatus, gape, yawn, allied to E. yawn,
q. v.] 1. An opening; an aperture; a gap; a
chasm.
Those hiatuses are at the bottom of the sea, whereby

the abyss below opens into and communicates with it.

Woodward.

2. In anat., a foramen.— 3. In gram, and
pros., the coming together of two vowels
without intervening consonant in successive
words or syllables of one word.— 4. A space
from which something requisite to complete-
ness is absent, as a missing link in a gene-
alogy, an interval of unknown history, a lost
or erased part of a manuscript, etc. ; a lacuna;
a break.

I shall endeavour to fill this hiatus by producing an al-

most entire chronologic series of paintings from the time
to Hen. VIL, when Mr. Vertue's notes recommence.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, I. ii.

A lamentable hiatus occurs in his greatest work.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 2.

Even the hiatus between the Vertebrata and the In-
vertebrata is partly, if not wholly, bridged over.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 50.

5. Specifically, in logic, a fault of demonstra-
tion, consisting in the omission to prove some
premise made use of, and not self-evident or
admitted

—

Hiatus FallopU, the opening of Fallopius,
an aperture in the petrous portion of the temporal bone
for the passage of the lai'ge superttcial petrosal nerve.—Hiatus trapezU, the elongated lozenge-shaped inter-

val between the fore border of the acromiotrapezius mus-
cle and the margins of the clavotra-pezius muscle and the
levator claviculse.

Hibbertia (hi-b6r'ti-a), n. [Nil. (Andrews,
179'?), named after George Hibbert.] A genus
of polypetalous dicotyledonous plants, belong-
ing to the natural order Dilleniacece and the
tribe Hibbertieoi. They are small heath-like shrubs
with slender trailing or climbing stems, and showy yel-

low fiowers in solitary terminal or axillaiy clusters. The
fiowers, which are strong-scented, have 5 thick sepals.

Flowering Branch of Hibbertia volubilis.

6 fugacious petals, numerous stamens, and 1 to 15 car-

pels, each containing one or more shining seeds. About 70
species are known, chiefly confined to Australasia, They
are the Australian rock-roses, and a number of species
are cultivated for their showy flowers. Beautifully pre-
served impressions of the leaves of three species of this
genus have been described by Conwentz from fragments
of amber from the celebrated amber-beds of northern
Prussia.

Hibbertiese (hib-er-tl'f-e), ». pi. [NL., < Hib-
berUa + -em.] A tribe of polypetalous dicotyle-

donous plants, of the natural order DilleniacecB,

proposedbyReichenbach inl828,andtypifiedby
the genus Hibbertia. It differs from the other tribes of
the Dilleniaeece by having the apex of the filaments never
or rarely dilated, by the anthers being often oblong, and
by having small one-nerved or rai'ely reticulate-nerved
leaves. Same as Hibbertineoe of Spoch.

hibernacle (hi'ber-na-kl), n. [= p. hibernacle,

the bud in which tiie embryo of a plant is

inclosed, = Sp. invernaculo, a greenhouse, <

L. hibernaculum, winter residence, pi. hiberna-

cula, winter tents, winter quarters, < hibernare,

pass the winter: se&hibernate.] 1. That which
serves for shelter or protection in winter;
winter quarters.— 2. In hm't., a covering or-

protection for young buds during winter.—3.
Same as hibernaculum, 2.



Mbernaculum

hibernaculum (M-bfer-nak'-a-luiu), n.
;
pi. hiber-

nacula{-\a,). [L.: seehibernacle.'] 1. Same as
hibernade, 1.

As a neighbour was lately ploughing in a dry chalky
field far removed from any water, he turned out a water-
rat that was curiously laid up in an hybemacvium artifi-

cially formed of grass and leaves.
Gilbert White, Nat. Hist of Selbome, xxviii.

There sat a frog ... in a litUe excavation in the sur-
face of the leaf-mould. As it sat there, the top of its back
was level with the surface of the ground. This, then, was
its hibemaxvlum; here It was prepared to pass the winter.

J. Burroughs, Signs and Seasons, p. 16.

2. In bot, any part of a plant which protects
an embryonic organ during the winter, as a bud
or bulb. Also hibernade. [Now rare.]— 3. In
zool. : (a) One of the winter buds of a polyzoan

;

an arrested and encysted polyzoon-bud capable
of surviving the winter and germinating in the
following spring.

The only approach to a differentiation of the polypides
in Paludicella is in the arrest of growth of some of the buds
of a colony in autumn, which, instead of advancing to ma-
turity, become conical and invested with a dark-colored
cuticle. They are termed hybernacula.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 433.

(6) The false operoule or pseudoperculum of a
snail.

It is no uncommon thing to find, during the warm sea-
son, individuals [snails] to the exterior of whose shells
there adhere one or more (often a great number) of . . ,

hybernacula, caat off by their fellows on emerging from
the dormant state.

Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 273.

Mbernal (hi-b6r'nal), o. [= F. hibernal, hiver-

nal = Sp. Pg. invernal, < L. hibernalis, < hiber-

nus, of winter: see hibernate.^ Belonging or
relating to winter ; wintry.
Mbernate (hi'ber-nat), V. i.; pret. and pp.
hibernated, ppr. hibernating. [Formerly also
written hybernate; < L. hibernatus.TpTp. of hiber-

nare (> It. invernare.vernare = Sp. Pg. inver-

nar = Pr. ivernar = F. hiverner), pass the win-
ter, < hibernus, of or belonging to winter, win-
try (> It. inverno, verno = Sp. invierno = Pg.
inverno = Pr. ivern = F. Mver, winter), prob.
orig. *himernus (= Gr. xei/iepivSg, of or belong-
ing to winter, wintry), < hiems, winter: see
Metns.'] 1. To winter; pass the season of

winter in close quarters or in seclusion, and
generally in a torpid condition, as some ani-

mals.
Other causes than cold may induce an animal to hiber-

nate; as when deprived of the supply of food gathered
•during the previous season. Science, III. 538.

2. Figuratively, to remain in seclusion; pass
the time torpidly or apathetically.

I want to hibernate for three months, and not see a soul,

exceptyou withmy meals. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, vi.

Mbernation (hl-ber-na'shgn), n. [Formerly
also hybernation; = P. hibernation, hivernation,

< L. aa if "hibernatio^n-), < hibernare, hibernate

:

see hibernate, ti.] The act or period of hiber-

nating.

The several plants that were to pass their hybernation In

the green-house.
Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, A New Conservatory.

Naturalists have not sufficiently discriminated between
torpidity and hybernation.

E. Blyth, Note on Gilbert White's Nat. Hist, of Sel-

[borne, xxxviii.

3Eibernian (hi-bto'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Hi-

bernia, sometimes written Iverna, Juverna, also

lerna, lerne, Gr. 'lovepvta, 'Ikpvuj, regarded as va-

rious forms of the name which appears later

as Ir. Erin, gen. Erinn, Erin, Ireland.] I. a. Of
or pertaining to Hibernia, now Ireland, or to its

inhabitants; characteristic of Ireland or the

Irish; Irish.

Hibernian politics, O Swift ! thy fate.

Pope, Bunciad, iii. 331.

Hibernian embroidery, an embroidery done in button-

hole-stitch and satin-stitch with colored silk, floss, etc.

Diet, of Needlework.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Ireland

;

a member of the Irish race.

Hibernianism (hi-b6r'ni-an-ism), n. [< Hiber-

nian + -ism.'] Same as Sibernieism.

Hibernicism (hi-ber'ni-sizm), n. [< Hibernia

+ -ic + -ism.] An idiom or a mode of speech

peculiar to the Irish ; especially, an Irish bull.

Though it is not true that here " Ireland stops the way,"

a most choice Hibernicism does.
Athenceum, March 10, 1888, p. 311.

Hibemicize (hi-b6r'ni-siz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

Hibernicized, ppr. Hibernicizing. [< Hibernia

+ 4c + -fee.] To make Irish; give an Irish

character to ; render into the language or idiom

of the Irish.
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Many of the English nobles were Hibemidzed— and few

of the Msh were Anglicized.
Sp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 141.

hibernization (hi-ber-ni-za'shon), n. Same as
hibernation. Imp. Diet.

Hibemo-Celtic (M-bfer'no-sel'tik), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Irish branch of the
Celtic race ; native Irish: as, the Hiberno-Celtic
language.

II. n. The native Irish language.
Hibernologist (hi-bfer-nol'o-jist), n. [< Hiber-
nology + -ist.] A student of Hibemology.

We may fairly contrast his Hibemology with that of the
Hibemotogists of the present generation.

Lord Strangford, Letters and Papers, p. 231.

Hibemology (M-ber-nol'o-ji), n. [< Hibernia
+ Gr. -layla, < "kiyuv, speak: see -ology.] The
study or knowledge of Irish antiquities and
history.

Eibisceee (U-bis'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hibiscus +
-ece.] Atribe of plants of the natural order Jlfai-

vacece, typified by the genus Hibiscus, it is char-

acterized by having the column of stamens anther-bearing
for a considerable part of its length, naked and truncate or
5-toothed at the apex, and a mostly S-celled loculicidal pod.

Hibiscus (hi-bis'kus), n. [NL., < L. hibiscus,

also hibiscum, < Gr. ipiaKoc, mallow.] 1. A large

genus of polypetalous dicotyledonous plants
(herbs, shrubs, or trees), of the natural order
Malvacece, and the type of the tribe HibiscecB.
They are characterized by having a 6-cleft calyx, supple-
mented by 3 to 5 narrow bracts ; by the long column of sta-

mens, which is frequently anther-bearing for much of its

length ; and by the 6-valved loculicidal pod, with numer-
ous seeds. About IBO species are known, mostly from
tropical countries, but a few are natives of temperate re-

gions. The species are remarkable for abounding in mu-
cilage and for the tenacity of the fiber of their bark, whence
several are employed for many economical purposes in
their nativecoun-
tries. The petals
of H. rosasinen-
sis (a plant with
large, handsome,
usually red flow-
ers, frequent in
greenhouses) are
astringent^ and
are used in China
as a black dye for
the hair and eyes.
The handsome
flowering shrub
known in gar-
dens as Althcea
frutex, or rose of
Sharon, is a spe-
cies of Hibiscus
(H. Syriacus).
The root of H.
Manihot yields
a mucilage used
as size aud to
give aproper con-
sistence to pa-
per. The leaves
of H. canndbinus
are edible, and an
oil is extracted
from its seeds

;

it is cultivated
in India for its

fiber, being known as Indian hemp. The plants of this

genus are commonly known as rose-mallows. The great
rose-mallow of the Carolina coast is H. coccineus, H. Mos-
cheutos, of the United States, with rose-colored or white
flowers 6 inches in diameter, is the swamp rose-mallow.
H. Trionum, of Europe, with a sulphur-yellow corolla,

is the bladder-ketmia or flower-of-an-hour. H. (formerly
Abelnwschus) esculentv£, of the West Indies and Central
America, furnishes the okra or gumbo. H. Manihot is

the Australian manioc. H. splendens, a native of Queens-
land and New South Wales, is the hollyhock-tree. B.
Sabdarifa, of tropical Asia and Africa, yields the rosella-

flber. H. tiliaceus is the Tahitian poeron.

3. [I. c] A plant of this genus.

hie (hik), interj. [See hie, h icfcS ».] A syllable

used to express the sound of a hiccup, particu-

larly in representing the speech of a drunken
person as interrupted by this sound.

Mc, hickS (hik), n. [Of. D. hik= LG. hick= Dan.
hikke = Sw. hicka = W.ig= Bret, hik, a hiccup

;

MD. hieken, D. hikken, MD. also hioksen = G.
hicken, hicksen, hichsen, v., = Dan. hikke = Sw.
hicka,hiaBup; at. also the various otherE. forms,
hiccup, hickup, hiccough, hicket, hickot, hickock,

also kink^, chink^, chin-cough; P. hoquet, for-

merly hocquet, Pers. hikuk, hukjcuk, Hind, hichki,

huchki, hukchi, a hiccup : all imitative of the
sound of a hiccup.] A hiccup.

hie, hieK^ (hik), v. [< hie, hick^, n.] To hiccup.

hicatee,hiecatee (hik-a-te
' ) , m. [CentralAmer.

]

A fresh-water tortoise of Central America, es-

teemed for its liver and feet, which are gelati-

nous when dressed.

hiccius doctiust (hik'shius dok'shius). [Anon-
sense formula, appar. founded on L. hie est doc-
tus, 'here is a learned man.' Cf. homis-pocw.]
A juggler. [Cant.]

Flowering- Branch oi Hibiscus Moscheutos.
a, flower cut longitudinally; b, stamen; c,

fruit; rf, embryo.

hick-joint

And hiccius doctius played in all.

S. Butler, Hudibras, in. iii. 680.

hiccoryt, n. See hickory.

hiccup, hiccough (hik'up), n. [The spelling

hiccough is recent, being a forced conforma-

tion with cough, which is not related; the pro-

nunciation is still that of the older form hiccup,

earlier written hickup (cf. mod. dial, hickup-

snickup), hickhop, with eqniv. forms hickock,

hickcock, hichcoek, and hicket, with quasi-dim.

suffixes -ock, -et, < hie (hick), a syllable imita-

tive of the spasmodic sound concerned: see

hie, interj.] A quick, involuntary, inspiratory

movement of the diaphragm brought suddenly

to a stop by an involuntary closing of the glot-

tis; the affection of having such spasms : in the

latter sense generally in the plural : as, to have
the hiccups.

He shall be a knight, a baron ; or by some false accusa-

tion, as they do to such ashavethe hickhop, to make them
forget it. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 649.

Some are freed from the hiccough by being told of some
feigned ill news, or even of some other things, that but ex-

cites a great attention of mind. Boyle, Works, I. 83.

hiccup, hiccough (hik'up), v. [Formerly also

hickup; < hiccup, hiccough, n. Cf . D. hikken, etc.,

hiccup; from the noun: see hie, hick^, n.] I.

intrans. To be affected with the hiccups; make
the sound of a hiccup.

My beaid to grow, my ears to prick up,

Or (when I'm in a fit) to hickup.
S. Butler, Hudibras, II. i. 346.

II, trans. To say, pronounce, or call out with
an utterance interrupted by hiccups, as one
who is intoxicated.

Hiccoughing out the same strain he'd begun,
" Jol—joUy companions every one !

"

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 172.

They abhorred Popery . . . and idolatries in general

;

and hiccuped Church and State with fervor.

Thackeray, Four Georges, p. 166.

hich (heeh), a. A Scotch form of high.

hichcock^t, n. and v. A variant of hiccup.

hichcock^t, n. [< hich, var. of hick^, + cock,

used as a dim. suffix.] A fool.

Among whom this hiohcocke missed his rapier ; at which .

all the company were in a maze ; he besides his wits, for
he had borrowed it of a speciall friend of his, and swore
he had rather spend 20 nobles. Jests of George Peel.

hichelt, n. See hetchel.

hie jacet (hik ja ' set). [L. : hie, adv., here,
orig. a case (locative) of hie, this, akin to E.
/jfil, q. V. ;

jacet, 3d pers. sing. ind. pres. of ja-
eere, lie : see jacent/] Here lies : words often
beginning Latin (and later sometimes English)
epitaphs on tomljstones. Abbreviated H. J,

It is sometimes used as a noun, as in the extract.

Among the knightly brasses of the graves,
And by the cold Hie Jacets of the dead.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

hiek^ (hik), V. i. [Prob. a var. of hip^.] To
hop; spring. [Prov. Eng.]
hick^ (hik), n. [A particular use of Hick, <
ME. Hikke, a popular variation of Bick, also
Dick, as an abbr. of Richard (see dicky^, etc.),

and partly merged with Ike, a contr. of Isaac.
Hence hickscorner. Hick appears variously in
the surnames Hicks, Hickes, Hickson, Hixon,
Higgins, Higginson, Hitchins, etc.

,
parallel with

Dick, Dix, Dickson, Dixon, Dickens, etc.] A
countryman: used like Aodflie.

Richard Bumpkin : Ha ! A perfect Country Hick—how
came you, Eriend, to be a Soldier ?

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, iv. 1.

hick'^, n. and v. See hie.

hickery (hik'6r-i), a. [Origin obscure.] 111-

natm-ed. [North. Eng,]
hiekery-pickery (hik'6r-i-pik'6r-i), re. A pop-
ular version of hiera-piera.

The leddy cured me wi' some hichery-pickery.
Scott, Old Mortality, viii.

hickett (hik'et), n. [Also hickot; imitative, like
hiccup, hickock, F. hoquet, etc. : see hiccup.]
Same as hiccup.

Le hocquet ou sanglot [F.], the Hickot, or yexing.
Nomenclator.

It is also of good signality, according to that of Hip-
pocrates, that sneezing cureth the hicket.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 9.

hiekett (hik'et), v. i. [< Udket, n.] To hiccup.
hiekhallt, n. Same as hickwall.

hickinglyt, adv. In a hicking or hacking man-
ner : applied to a cough. Topsell.

hick-joint (hik'joint), a. In masonry, an epithet
applied to a kind of pointing in which mortar
is inserted between the courses and joints of a
wall and made smooth or level with the sur-
face.



Mckock
MckOCkt (hik'ok), n. [Also hickcock, Mehcock;
a vaned redupl. of hie, hickS (cf . Pers. Mkuk,
hukkuk) : see
hie, kick^, hic-

cup.'] Same as
hiccup.

The voice Is lost

in hiekockitt and the
breath is stifled

with sighs.

Bowell, Parly of
[Beasts, p. 23.

Mckol (hik'ol),

n. Seehickwall.

Mckory (Mk'o-
ri), n.

;
pi. hick-

ories (-riz).

[Formerly also
hiocory, and in
earlier form
pohiokery; an
Amer. Ind.
name. Another
Ind.nameisfcjs-

1 > FloweriiAo«om, q.v.]

A North Amer- ^^a^" «

loan tree be-

Branch and Fruit of Hickory
'«). a, male flower; 6, female
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ieimell, yuckel, yockel, and, with an intermediate
torn hickway, hicway, hecco, m another type
heighaw, htghawe, highhaw, highhoe, heyhoe.la
well as m the aeoom. forms hewhole, formerly
huhole, hewel, ete. (see hewhole), highhoU, high-
hold^ The syllable Mck- is perhaps orig. due
to hacJci- and -wall to .wall in woodwall, witwalL
the bird bemg also known as wood-hacker and
woodwall. Cf . Florio's definition of It. picchio

:

a knocke, a peoke, a clap, a iob, a snap, a
thumpe or great stroke, also a bird called a
wood hacker, a wood wall, a wood pecker, a tree
lobber, a Mckway, a iobber, spight, a snapper."
Ihe form heighaw {heyhoe, etc.) appears to be
imitative of the woodpecker's harsh laughing
cry (cf. ha-hai-, 1w,w-haw\ heehaw, heigh-ho).
Popular bird-names are subject to imitative
variation.] 1. A woodpecker: now applied es-
pecially to the little spotted woodpecker, Pieus
minor, and to the green woodpecker or popin-
jay, Gecinus viridis, both of Europe.
Those carpenter fowls, the McTcwalls,
Who with their beaks did hack the gates out workmanly

:

And of their hacking the like sound arose
As m a dockyard. Cary, tr. of Aristophanes' Birds, p. 109.

2. The little blue titmouse, Parus cceruleus.
[Prov. Bng. in both senses.]longing to the genus Carya, of the natural or- y,\„lZ-„rk-Y) °?r ^^J^l^s-J , . , „

devJ^landea^.^ It has alternate pinnate leaves, no ^ S ^Y+ ^^tl^^J
"' ^™^ ^' ''*''^''"-

stipules, and monoecious flowers, the sterile in catkins, the v- j '
^'

',i / -T
''*""^™-

fertile solitary or in small clusters or spikes. The fruit JllClage (hi daj), " >"_ m? /To™ w ^ i»-, _ , .„,, \= OF. (Jjow'F.) maage,
is a diy drupe with a bony nut-shell, containing a large < ML. hidagium ; as Mde^ + -aae.l 1. A tax
4-lobed orthotropous seed. See Carya. formerly paid to the kings of England for every

Pft«loi. "Plum Pl.aK nolro Onil AnnlA^nan T- ' J _ . J! l _ 1 '-' ° JPopler, Plum, Crab, Oake, and Apple tree,
Yea, Cherry, and tree called Pohickery.

J. Ferrar, Beformed Virginia Silk Worm (1653).

Loud the black-eyed Indian maidens laugh.
That gather, from the nestling heaps of leaves.
The hickory's white nuts. Bryant, The Fountain.

a. The wood of this tree, it is heavy, strong, and
flexible, and very valuable, being used for a great variety
of purposes. That of the shagbark or shellbark is the
most valuable.

hide of land.
All the king's supplies, made from the very beginning o(

his raigne, are particularly againe and opprobriously re-
hersed, as . . . Caruoage, Hydage, Escuage, Escheates,
Amercements, and such like. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 136.

The cities and towns not within the scope of the hidage
paid by way of auxUium or aid.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, 1. 41.

2. The assessed value or measurement of an
. . 1 . /,., , . 1-/1 ...» . , ,, estate for this purpose.

&,,'r.^«'=.^%^ii^ t^;e,lt^i)'r.-..f .11^_ hidalgism (hi-d^al^.m),».. l<Mdalgo + ^s«A
shrub or small tree, Acacia leprosa, of the nat-
ural order Leguminosce, a native of New South
Wales. The heart-wood is reddish-brown in
color, takes a good polish, and is used for fur-
niture.

hickory-elm (hik'o-ri-elm), n. See elm.

Mckory-eucalyptiis (Mk'o-ri-u-ka-lip'tiis), n.

Eucalyptus punctata, a native of New South
Wales, a beautiful tree attaining a height of
100 feet or more. The wood ia of a light-brown color,
hard, tough, and very durable, and is used for wheel-
wrights' work, ship-building, etc.

llickory-girdler (hik'o-ri-ger'''dl6r), n. A longi-
com beetle, Oneideresdngulatus, which girdles
the twigs of hickories and some other trees in
the United States. See girdler, 3, and cut un-
der twig-girdler.

hickory-head (hik'o-ri-hed), n. The ruddy
duck, hardhead, or toughhead, Erismatura >•«-

Uda. O. Trumhull. [New Jersey, IT. S.]

hickory-nut (hik'o-ri-nut), n. The nut of the
hickory. The hickory-nut is inclosed in a thick firm
husk, which at maturity opens spontaneously by four
seams. The meat of the better kinds is delicately flavored,
and yields a large amount of fine oil.

Year after year hundreds and thousands of bushels of

The spirit and conduct characteristic of the
class of hidalgos in Spain. Sieehidalgo. [Bare.]
His [Cervantes's] main purpose was ... to show by an

example pushed to absurdity the danger of hidalffism.
Eneye. Brit., XXII. 368.

hidalgo (hi-dal'go), n. [Sp., generally ex-
plained, according to a popular etymology, as
standing for hijo de algo, 'son of something'
{hijo, son; de, of; algo, something, anything, <

li. aliguid, aliquod, something); but this is

wrong, OSp. Pg. fldalgo stan(ung for fijo daU
go, < L. filius Italicus, lit. 'Italian son,' i. e.

adopted Roman citizen, one upon whom the
jvs Italicum, or right of Roman citizenship, was
conferred; Sp. hijo, OSp. fijo, < L. filius, son:
see fiUal.'] d Spain, a man belonging to the
lower nobility; a gentleman by birth. The spe-

cial privileges formerly possessed by the hidalgos (among
which was the exclusive right to the appellative Don)
made them as a class self-important, haughty, and domi-
neering, though many of them were not otherwise distin-

guished from the class below them. These privileges were
abrogated on the establishment of constitutional govern-
ment.
The knights and hidalgos are an intermediate order be-

tween the great nobility and the people.
Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

the shell-barks, the &i(!*(iri!(-»M«s par excellence, have been t,;jj-_ Ki^ /I.I.Tti hir\\ n n T^ TVTR hM hidd
gathered in various parts of the country. ^7^"?^'^'i"r->7 -^ i '' ¥i ^' '"i.T^' 'iltv

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 71. hed, hud, yhid, thud, pp.of Mden, hide : seemdeK

hickory-pine (hik'g-ri-pin), n. On the Pacific

aoaat,Pinus Balfouriana,Ya,nety aristata; in the
easternUnited States, P. pungens. See Pinus.

hickory-shad (hik'o-ri-shad), n. Same as gis-

sard-shad.

hickory-shirt (hii'o-ri-shert), n. A coarse and
durable shirt worn %j laborers, made of heavy
twilled cotton with a narrow blue stripe or a
check. [U. S.]

hickott, «. See hicket.

hickscornert (hik'sk6r-ner), n. [Also written
hicscorner; so called from a character in an in-

terlude under this title printed by Wynken de
Worde, represented as a libertine who scoffs at

religion. See hick^.2 A scoffer, especially at

religious things.

'

What is more common in our days than, when such hiek-

scomers will be merry at their drunken banquets, to fall

in talk of some one minister or other ? Pilkington.

Hicksite (hik'sit), n. [< Hicks (see def.) +
-Jte^.] ^ member of a seceding body of Friends
or Quakers, followers of Elias Hicks, formed in

the United States in 1827, and holding Socinian ,,,-,, -;,^

doctrines. See Society ofFriends, underfriend, hidden-eyed (hid n-id), a,

The pp. is prop, hid, like chid, contr. weak pp.
the appar. strong forms hidden, chidden, being
conformed to orig. strong pp. forms like ridden,

Udden. Seehide^.] 1. Concealed; placed in

secrecy.
If thou seekest her [wisdom] as silver, and searchest for

her as for hid treasures. Prov. ii. 4.

Hidden lamps in old sepulchral urns.

Cowper, Conversation, L 358.

2. Secret; unseen; mysterious.

Commaunde ge that dineris and sopers priuely in hid

plase be not had. Babees Book (E. B. T. S.), p. 831.

To him that overoometh will I give to eat of the hidden

manna. Kev. ii. 17.

The melting voice through mazes running,
Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soul of harmory.
Milton, L'AUegro, 1. 144.

Hidden antennse, in entom., antennee which in repose

are concealed in hollows under the head or thorax, as in

many Coleoptera.—Bidden consecutives. Sarae ascov-

ered consecutives (which see, under consecutive).—Hia-

den fifths. See //(A.—Hidden octave. See octave.

=Syn. Covert, occult, recondite, profound, abstruse, ob-

scure, latent, private, dormant, clandestine, close, un-

known. ,- .

In zool., havmg

hickupK n. and v. See hiccup. the eyes covered by a hood
:
the opposite of

Wckwall (hik'wai), ». [Also in numerous oth- »a'i«*-ej'ef2
•
, as, the fe«(?den-ej;ef? medusans.

er forms, as Mckwal, hiiktvell, Uckhall, Mckol, hlddenite (hid'n-it), n Clamed after W.E.
rnme, eiual, eagual, ecall, ecle, eccle, eihle, ickle. Midden.] A transparent emerald-green or yel-
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lowish-green variety of spodumene, found in
North Carolina in small crystals of prismatic
habit. It is highly esteemed as a gem. Also
called lithia emerald, in allusion to its compo-
sition and color.

hiddenly (hid'n-li), adv. In a hidden or secret
manner.
These things have I hiddenly spoke, and yet not so se-

cretly but that they might very well take notice of it.

Cvlverweil, The Schisme, vi.

hiddenness (hid'n-nes),ra. The state of being
hidden or concealed. [Rare.]

There is. In every man, the fire, and light, and love of
God, though lodged in " a state of hiddemmess and inac-
tivity," till something human or Divine discover its life

within us. Chalmers, Int. to Imitation of Christ, p. SO.

hidden-veined (hid'n-vand), a. In lot, having
invisible veins, as the leaves of pinks and
houseleeks. See hyphodrome.
hide^ (hid), V. ;

pret. hid, pp. hidden, hid, ppr.
hiding. [< ME. hiden, hyden, huden (pret. hidde,
hydde, hudde, pp. hid, hud, etc.), < .AS. hydan
(pret. hydde, pp. hyded, pi. contr. hydde),hide,
conceal, = MLG. hoden, huden, LG. hiiden, huen,
ver-hiiden, ver-hiien, hide, cover, conceal (also
keep, heed, being partly merged in hiiden,

hoden = AS. hedan, E. heed^, q. v.)
;
prob. = Gr.

Kchdeiv, hide, = W. cuddAo, hide, conceal. Cf.
L. custos (for "oudtos'i), a guard, protector: see
custody. Connected ult. with hide^, q. v.] I.
trans. 1. To conceal from sight; prevent from
being seen; cover up: as, to hide one's face;
to hide a stain or a sear.

The Sunne for shame did hide himselfe from so mon-
strous sight of a cowardly calamity.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, L 27.

Till love, victorious o'er alarms.
Hid fears and blushes in his arms.

Scott, Marmion, ill. 16.

A huge town, continuous and compact.
Hiding the face of earth for leagues.

Word8wort?i, Excursion, viii.

2. To conceal from discovery; secrete; put in
a place of security or safety : as, to hide money.
He is a flying enemye, hiding himselfe in woodes and

bogges. Spenser, State of Ireland.

In the time of trouble he shall hide me in his pavilion.
Ps. xxvU. 5.

There is a field, through which I often pass, . . .

Where oft the bitch-fox hides her hapless brood.
Cowper, Needless Alarm.

3. To conceal from knowledge or cognizance

;

keep secret ; hold back from avowal or disclo-
sure ; suppress : as, to hide one's feelings.

Tell me now what thou hast done ; hide it not from me.
Josh. vii. 19.

With much of Pain, and all the Art I knew,
Have I eudeavour'd hitherto

To hide my Love, and yet aU will not do.
Cowley, The Mistress, Love's Invisibility.

No man ever hid his vice with greater caution than he
does his virtue. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

4. To withdraw ; withhold ; turn aside or away.

Hide not thine ear at my breathing, at my cry.
Lam. ill. 66.

When ye spread forth your hands, I will hide mine eyes
from you. Isa. i. 15.

Thou didst hide thy face, and I was troubled.
Ps. XXX. 7.

Hide thy face from my sins. Ps. IL S.

=Syn. Secrete, etc. (see conceal) ; screen, cover, cloak, veil,

shroud, mask, disguise, suppress, dissemble.

II. intrans. To withdraw from sight ; lie con-
cealed ; keep one's self out of view.

B.yght as a serpent hit [hideth] under floures.

Chaveer, Squire's Tale, 1. 604.

Bred to disguise, in public 'tis you hide,

Pope^ Moral Essays, ii 203.

To his friends

A sweeter secret hides behind his fame.
Lowell, To H. W. L.

hide^ (hid), n. [< ME. hAde, hyde, hude, < AS.
hyd = 08. had = OFries. hud, hede = D. huid =
MLG. hat = OHG. hat, MHG. hat, G. haiit =
leel. hadh = Sw. Dan. hud, skin, hide, = L.
cittis, skin (see cutis, cuticle),^ = Gr. kvto(, skin:

prob. with orig. initial s, as in Gr. (rrarof, skin,

hide, L. scutum, a shield, the root *sku, cover,

being seen also in Gr. ckvTm^, the hide of a
beast, AS. scua, shade, scAr, E. shower, E. sky,

scum, etc.] 1. The skin of an animal, espe-

cially of one of the larger animals : as, the hide

of a calf; the thick hide of a rhinoceros.

whan he slew his beny-brown steed, . . .

She ate him a' up, flesh and bane,
Left naething but hide and hair.

Eing Henry (Child's Ballads, 1. 148).

The firmness of hides is for the armour of the body
against extremities of heat and cold.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 169.



hide

2. An animal's skin stripped from its body and
used as a material for leather or in other ways

:

as, a raw liide; a dressed hide; in the leather
trade, specifically, the skin of a large animal,
as an ox or ahorse, as, distinguished from kips,
which are the skins of small or yearling cattle,
and skins, which are those of smaller animals,
as calves, sheep, goats, seals, etc.

Of the hides of beasts, being tanned, they vse to shape
for themselues light, but impenetrable armour.

Hakluyt'i Voyages, I. 21.

Thou wear a lion's hide ! dofl it for shame,
And hang a calt's-skin on those recreant limbs.

Shak,, K. John, iii. 1,

3. The human skin : now in a derogatory sense.
A vengeance on your crafty wither'd hide

!

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

He found thee savage, and he left thee tame,
Taught thee to clothe thy pink'd and painted hide.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 481.

Bullocks' hides. See buUocki.—Flint hides, sun-dried
hides.— Green hide, a raw untanned hide with the hair
still on.— Hlde-workins machine. Same as hide-mill.—Raw hide. Same as green hide.
hides, hides from wild cattle.
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For so-called vnld hides, coming particularly from South
America, Hamburg is the chief market in Germany.

tr. S. Com. Rep., No. LIX. (1886), p. 394.

fSyu. Pelt, etc. See skin, n.

hide^ (hid), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. hided, ppr. hid-

ing. [< ME. hyden, cover as with a hide; =
Icel. hiidha, flog; cf. Gr. freq. hduteln, skin; from
the noun hide'^, skin. The B. verb in def. 2 com-

Hence— 3. Obstinately set in opinion or pur-
pose ; narrow-minded; bigoted; stubborn; un-
yielding : as, a hidebound partizan.

The hidehoujid humour which he calls his judgement.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 32.

The minds of men, long hide-hound in scholastic logic
and theology, sprang forward . . . into a fresh world of
light. Shttirp, Culture and Beligion, p. 47.

3t. Shut tightly; closed fast; hence, close-
fisted; stingy.
Hath my purse been hidebound to my hungry brother?

Quarles, Judgement and Mercy, The Swearer.

Mdegildt, n. [Repr. AS. hidgild, a tax paid on
every hide of land, < hid, a hide of land, + gild,

payment.] In Anglo-Saxon law, a tax paid on
every hide of land.

Mdelini; (Md'Ung), a. [< hide^ + -Ung^.2 Given
to hiding; secretive; furtive; clandestine.
[Eare.]

So hideling are its [the nightingale's] habits that one
seldom obtains a glimpse of it.

MacGHlivray, Brit. Birds (1839), II. 334.

See roM.iide.-WUd hide-mill (hid'mil), n. A machine for soften-
ing dried hides, as a preliminary process in
tanning, it is made in various forms, consisting some-
times of a series of rollers, sometimes of a drum or tum-
bling-box, sometimes of a pounding or kneading appa-
ratus. The hides are first soaked, and are kept moist
during treatment in the mill. Also called hide-working
tnachiiie.

It is usual to soften dry hides and skins in the hide-
mill after they come from the soaks.

C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 250.

hiemate

to smooth it out and remove wrinkles ; a hide-

stretching frame.
hiding^ (hi'ding), n. [< ME. hydinge, hudinge,

hedinge, verbal n. of hyden, hiden, hide^.J The
act of concealing; concealment: as, to remain
in hiding.

There was the hiding of his power. Hab. lit 4.

hiding^ (hi'ding), n. [Verbal n. of hide'^, «;.]

A flogging or thrashing. [CoUoct.]

I wasn't going to shed the beggar's blood ; I was only
going to give him a hiding for his impudence,

C. Jteade, Never too Late to Mend, 1.

hiding-place (hi'ding-plas), n. A place of con-
cealment.

A man shall be as an hiding place from the wind.
Isa. zxxii. 2.

Perth from his dark and lonely hiding-place . . .

Sailing on obscure wings.
Coleridge, Fears in Solitude.

hidioust, o. See hideotis.

hidlings, hidlins (hid'lingz, -linz), adv. and a.

[Sc, also written hiddlins; var. of hideling,

q. v.] I. adv. In a clandestine manner; se-
cretly; furtively.

An' she's to come to you here, hidlings, as it war.
J. Baillie.

II, a. Clandestine; furtive; hideling.

He ne'er kept up a hidliTis plack
To spend ahint a comrade's back.

Ta/nnahill, Poems, p. 115.

hide.

He has a kyrtille one, kepide for hyme selvene, . . .

That es hydede alle with hare hally [wholly] al overe.
Morte Arthure (B. E. T. S.), 1. 1001.

2. To beat; flog; thrash. [CoUoq.]
hide* (hid), n. [Only as a historical term ; ME.
hide, i ML. hida, < AS. hid, twice unoontr. higed,
higid, a certain portion of land

;
prob. (like the

equiv. Mwise, a hide of land, prop, a family, a
household) < hiwan, OlSTorth. higan, pi., mem-
bers of a household, a family : see hewe, hind^.
The oiig. meaning wovild then be ' as much land
as will support one family,' the actual number
of acres being appar. different at different times
and places.] In old Eng. law, a holding of land,
the allotment of one tenant ; a portion of land
considered to be sufficient for the support of
one family, but varying in extent in every dis-
trict according to local custom and the quality
of the soil, hence variously estimated at 60, 80,
and 100 acres, or more. It might also include house,
wood, meadow, and pasture necessary for the mainte-
nance of the plowman and oxen. See villeinage.

The whole country was divided into military districts,
each five hides sending an armed man at the king's sum-
mons, and providing him with victuals and pay.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Bug., p. 180.

He [King Alfred] made a law that all Freemen of the
Kingdom possessing two Hides of Land should bring up
their Sons In Learning. Baker, Chronicles, p. 9.

A Bide is so much land as one Plow can sufficiently till.

Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

hide-and-seek(hid'and-sek'), n. AchUd'sgame
in which one or more hide, and the others try to
find them. Formerly called hide-and-find.

Egad, j[ou seem all to have been diverting yourselves
here at hide and seek, and 1 don't see who is out of the se-

cret. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

hidebind (hid'bind), v. t. [< hide^ + Und^, with
ref . to the earlier adj. hidebound.^ To constrict

;

confine. [Rare.]

hidoust, hidouslyt. Middle English forms of

tr. ,4' '
^

. ^ —i' hideous, hideously.
Hideous aspect

;
a very ugly

tidrosis (hi-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. lSp<,acg, per-
spiration, < l6povv, sweat, perspire, < ISoq, sweat:
see sweat.'] lapathol., perspiration, especially
when profuse or artificially produced ; a sweat-
ing condition, or the state of being in a sweat.
Also idrosis.

hidrotic (hi-drot'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. ISpariKdg,

sudorific ; of persons, apt to perspire ; < idpom,
sweat, perspire: see hidrosis.] I. a. Inmed.,
causing sweat; sudorific.

II. n. A medicine that promotes perspira-
tion; a sudorific.

hidrotopathic (hi-dro-to-path'ik), a. [< Gr.
'idpurdg (ISparuidg), sudorific, + n&Boc, suffering,
affection.] Pertaining to or affected with mor-
bid conditions of perspiration.
hie (hi), V.

;
pret. and pp. hied, ppr. hieing.

[< ME. Men, hyen, heigen, higen,<. AS.higian, has-
ten, strive, = MD. hijghen, D. hijgen, intr., pant,
long (for), = Dan. hige, intr., hanker (after),
crave, covet. Cf . Gr. deiv, go (whence the causal
tavelv, tr., move), = L. eiere, cire, tr., move, stir,

summon, pp. citus as adj., quick, swift: see
cjiei.] I. intrans. To hasten

; go in haste: often
with a reciprocal pronoun.

Hye the faste, with myghte and mayne

;

I sail the brynge till Eldone tree.
Thmnas of Mrsseldoune (OhUd's Ballads, 1. 107).

It was some grief vnto me to see him hie so Hastlie to
God. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 90.

Wee ought to hie us from evil! like a torrent.
Milton, E,eformation in Bng., ii.

The youth, returning to his mistress, hies. Dryden.

II. trans. To incite to action or haste; insti-
gate ; urge : with on.

The cowboy, . . . fearing it [the buffalo] might escape,
hied on the hound, which dashed in.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 273.

hiet.w. [< ME. hie, hye,
verb.] Haste; speed.

There is a new thing of hideosity (I invent a vile word
for a fact that is viler)— flats, warranted fireproof, have
been run up adjacently within the last few weeks.

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 344.

That place of monstrosities and hideosities.

Illustr. London News, xyTY 359.

hideous (hid'e-us), a. [Early mod. E. also Mdi-
ous; < ME. hi'dyous, usually hidous, < OP. Mdos,
hidus, hideus, E. hideux, earliest OP. hisdos, hid-
eous, perhaps < ML. *hispidosus, an intensive
form of L. hispidus, rough, shag^, bristly. Cf.
the equiv. horrid, < L. horridzis, rough, shaggy,
bristly. In this view, OP. hide, hisde,tea,i, dread,
terror, is from the adj.] Prightful in appear-
ance, sound, or character; very dreadful; hor-
rible; detestable; revolting: &B, a, hideous jnon-
ster; a, hideous aproax ; 7;jdeotts debauchery.

This world (he said) in lease than in an houre
Shal al be dreint, so hidous is the shoure :

Thus shal mankinde drenche, and lose her lif.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 3520.

Grete and hidyouse was the bateile, and the slaughter
grete on bothe sides. Merlin (B. B. T. S.), iii. 694.

Methought, a legion of foul fiends
Environ'd me, and howled in mine ears
Such hideous cries that, with the very noise,
I trembling wak'd. Shak., Bich. III., i. 4.

=Syn. Qrim, Grisly, etc. (see ghastly); horrid, terrible,
appalling.

hideously (hid'e-us-li), adv. [< ME. hidyou^ly,
usually hidously; as hideous + -ly^.J In a hid-
eous maimer or degree.

The brighte swerdes wenten to and fro
So hidously that with the leste strook
It semede as it wolde felle an 00k.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 843.

And the tempest arose so idyously that we were fayne
to recoyle bak ayen to soke vs some sure herborough.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgiymage, p. 61.

Yet still he bet and bounst uppon the dore,
Ajid thundred strokes thereon so hideouslie
That all the peece he shaked ttom the Sore.

<, haste ; from the

Spenser, F. Q., V. ii. 21.
A dire monotony of bookish idiom has encrusted and i,jj__„_____ /vj/- \ mi, j. i

stiffened all native freedom of expression, Uke some scaly hldeOUSUeSS (hid e-US-nes), n. The State or
leprosy or elephantiasis, barking and hide-binding the fine quality of being hideous.
natural pulses of the elastic flesh. De Quineey, Style,

hide-blown (hid'blon), a. Bloated; swelled.
[Rare.]

Ye slothful, hide-blown, gormandizing niggards

!

Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I., i. 3.

hidebound (hid'bound), a. [< hide'^ + bound^.]
1. Bound tightly by the hide, as an animal,
or by the bark, as a tree : said of a horse, etc.,

when, from emaciation or other cause, the
hide on its back or ribs cannot be loosened or

j^j^
°
2^ (hi'dfer), adv.

raised m folds with the fingers; of a tree or a - ^

The faithful copy of my hideousiiess.

J. Beaumont, Psyche.

They generally differ from the common sort of men,
both in stature, bignesse, and strength of body, as also in
the hideousnesse of their voice.

Sir F. Drake, World Encompassed, p. 28.

hideri (hi'dto), n. [< ME. Mder; < hide^- + -eri.]

One who hides or conceals.

If the hider of the gold ne had hid the gold in that place,
the gold ne had not been found. Chaucer, Boethius, v.

A Middle English form of

Up she roos, and by the bond in hye
She took him faste. Chaucer, TroHus, iL 88.

hieland, hielander, etc. See highland, etc.
hieldt, V. A variant of heeld. Chaucer.
hielmite (hyel'mit), n. [Named after P. J.
Hjelm (1746-1813), a Swedish chemist.] A
black massive mineral found in pegmatite near
Palun, Sweden. It contains tantalum, tin,
yttrium, uranium, iron, and other elements iu
small amount.
hiemal (hi'e-mal), a. [Also written, improp.,
hyemal; = P. hi^al = Sp. Pg. hiemal, < L. hie-
malis, of winter, wintry, < hiems, hiemps, win-
ter: see hiems."] Belonging to winter; occur-
ring in winter: as, the hiemal solstice.

to impede its growth
Their horses, no other than lame jades and poore hide-

hound hUdiugs.
"

He hath wealth,
carcass. Stafford, Niobe, i. 91.

Stunted hide-hound trees, that just have got
Sufficient sap at once to bear and rot.

Pope, Macer ; a Character.

Beside vernal, estival, autumnal [garlands] made of
flowers, the ancients had also hyemal garlands.

Sir T. Browne, Miscellanies, p. 92.

*^ ' 1}0 "tn fi'}*

t°°!:.r]!f°t^t?„^^>,'^^°''^°^-®°''™^®^'^''^^^ hide-rope (hid'rop), «. [< hide^ + rope.] A
r. iTnr^o Q

1
o m-r,

tough aud durablc rope made of twisted strips

B lla'd tr of Liw n 416
of cowhide, used for wheel-ropes, traces, etc.

but starves his poor mebound llide-SCrapet (hid ' skra " per), M. In leather- hiemate (hi'e-mat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. hie-but starves_his_poor_ftt* bound

„^anuf., a machine for scraping the flesh side mated, ppr. hiemating. [< £. hiematui,-pp- of
of hides.

,, ,,, ^ , „, , .,. , ,
Memare, -p&sB the ynater, < hiems, hiemps, yiin.-

hlde-stretcher (hid strech"6r), m. In leather- tei: Bee, hiems.] To hibernate ; pass the -win-
manuf., a frame on which a hide is stretched ter. B. iS. Barton 1799
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Memation

hiemation (hi-e-ma'shon), n. [= P. UemaUon,
< L. liiemaUo{n-), wiatering, < liiemare, pass
the winter: see Memate.'] 1. The passing or
spending of a winter in a particular place or
state; hibernation.

The American yucca Is a harder plant than we take It

to be ; for it will Buffer our sharpest winter . . . without
that trouble and care of setting it in cases in our conserva-
tories for hyemation. Evelyn, Sylva, xx.

2t. The act or condition of affording shelter
during winter.

hiems (M'emz), n. [L. ; also written Memps,
andimprop. Ityems, winter; = G-r. x'^v {x""'-,
orig. x"'/'^ ?)j snow ; cf. x^'^f^a and x^i^f^, winter,
= Skt. hma = Zend zima = Pers. eim (> Hind.
him, hem), cold, frost, snow: see Chioms, chi-

'malayan.'] Winter.
On old Byems' thin and icy crown,
An odorous chaplet ot sweet summer buds
Is, as in mockery, set. Shak., M. H. D., ii. 2.

(hyen), n.: pi. Men. [Chinese.] 1. In
China, a subordinate division of a fu or de-
partment, or of an independent chow; an ad-
ministrative district under the control of an
official styled ehih-hien. In the 18 provinces
of China proper there are about 1,285 Men.

—

3. The seat of government of such a district.

Also written «ee» and hsien.

hiera, ». Plural of hieron.

Hieracese (hi-e-ra'se-e), n. pi. [Nil., < Siera-
eium + -ecB.] A. subtribe of plants belonging to
the natural order Compositce, tribe Ciehoricuxm,
adopted byBentham andHooker (1876),typiflea

by the genus Sieraoium. it was first proposed as a
tribe by Don in 1829. It is the same as the Hieraehce of
Casslni, and nearly the same as the Hierada of !Rueling.

Hieracite (hi'e-ra-sit), n. [< Rierax (see def.)

+ 4te^.'] A follower of Hierax, an Egyptian
ascetic (about A. d. 300), who denied the resur-
rection of the body and the existence of a visi-

ble paradise, and taught that only the celibate
could enter the kingdom of heaven.
Hieracium (M-e-ra'gi-um), n. [NL. (cf. L. hierch

m,hawkweed,')jje}-a(»'!t»», a kind of eye-salve), <

Gr. lepamov, also hpaula, a plant, hawkweed, but
not the mod. hieracium, < Upa^, a hawk or fal-

con: see 3ierax.'\ A large genus of plants, be-
longing to the order Compositce and tribe Ci-

ehoriacem, and type of the subtribe Sieracece.
They are perennial or rarely annual herbs, with the recep-
tacle naked or short-fimbrillate, and a fuscous pappus of
rigid, fragile bristles ; corollas all ligulate, S-dentate, yel-

low or rarely white or red ; achenia oblong or columnar,
smooth and glabrous, mostly 10-ribbed or striate ; leaves

Lower Portion and Panicle a! Hieracittm venosum.
a, ^ower ; *, fruit

often toothed, but never lobed. Nearly 300 species have
been described, widely distributed throughout the tem-

perate regions of both hemispheres. About 25 species are

North American. Hawkweed is the name generally given

to them. B. vemmm, a native of the eastern United
States, is called rattlesnake-weed. H. aurantiaeumj a

common European species, is known in England asgnm-
the^coUier, on account of the Mack hairs which clothe the

flower-stalk and involucre. B. proeaZtum, also a Eui'opean

species, has become naturalized in restricted localities m
northern New York, where it is known as the kmg-denc.
B. pilosetta of Europe is there called mouse-ear.

aieracospMnx (hi-e-ra'ko-sflngks), n. [< trr.

'^paf, a lawk, + a<l>i.yS, sphinx.] The hawk-
headed sphinx of Egypt, as distinguished from
the androsphinx and criospMnx.
luera-picra(hi"e-ra-pik'ra),«. [=F. hierepUre

= Pg. hierapiera (cf . It. jera) = Sp. ger<yp%g%a,
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jerovigia, and E. aocom. Uckery-pickery, a. v
< ML. Inera-picra, < Gr. kpa, a name for many
medicines m the Greek pharmacopoeia (fern, of
leptg, sacred), 4- Trj/cpd, fem. of Kmpdg, sharp, pun-
gent, bitter.] A warm cathartic composed of
aloes and oanella made into a powder, with
honey. Popularly called Uckery-pickery.
merarch (hi'e-rark), n. [= P. hiei-arque = Sp.
hierarca, gerarca='Pg. hierarcha=lt. gerarca, <
ML. liierarclM, < Gr. lepdpxiic, a steward or presi-
dent of sacred rites, a high priest, < iep6s, sacred
(see Jiiero-), + apxoc, a leader, ruler, < apxeiv,
rule.] 1. One who rules or has authority in
sacred things.

Angels,by imperial summons caU'd, . . .

Forthwith, from aU the ends of heaven, appear'd,
Under their hierarohs in orders bright.

Milton, P. L, V. 687.

2. Specifically, in Gr. antiq., one of a body of
officials or minor priests attached to some tem-
ples, as the sanctuary ofAmphiaraus at Oropus,
who had charge of the offerings of all kinds con-
secrated to the god by his votaries, and of the
inscribiQg and setting up of the records relat-
ing to them.
bierarclial (hi'e-rar-kal), a. [< hierarch + -al.']

Of or pertaining to a Herareh or a hierarchy.
Now ere dim night had disincumber'd heaven.
The great hierarchal standard was to move.

Milton, P. L., v. 701.

hierarchic (hi-e-rar'kik), a. [= P. hify-archique
= Sp. gerdrqui'co = Pg. jerarcMco = It. gerar-
cMco, jerarchico (cf. D. G. hierarcMsch= I>a.ii.

Sw. liierarMsk), < Gr. kpapxinig, < kpapxia, hie-
rarchy: see hierarchy.'] Of or pertaining to a
hierarchy.

hierarchical (hi-e-rar'ki-kal), a. [< hierarchic
+ -al.'] Same as hierarchic.

They declared "That that hierarchical government was
evil and justly ofltensive, asd burdensome to the Idng-
dom." Clarendon, Civil War, II. 69.

The Ignatian and pseudo-Clementine bishops, who are
set up as living oracles and hierarchical idols.

Schaf, Hist. Christ, Church, I. § 99.

Hierarchical classification. See classification.

hierarchically (hi-e-rar'ki-kal-i), ad/i). In a hi-

erarchic manner; in conformity to ecclesiasti-

cal authority, influence, orinterests; byasystem
of government resembling that of the church.

The society of this country [England] is hierarchically.
constituted. Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 44,

The control of all elective offices by a sect hierarchically
organized. The American, XIII. 291.

hierarchism (H'e-rar-kizm), n. [< hierarch +
-jsm.] Hierarchical principles or power; hie-

rarchal character or influence ; belief in or de-

votion to hierarchical rule.

After a few centuries, the more dominant hierarchism
of the West is manifest in the oppugnancy between Greek
and Latin church architecture.

Milman, Latin Christianity, xiv. 7.

hierarchy (hi'e-rar-ki), n.
;
pi. hierarchies (-kiz).

[Early mod. E. yerarchy (Skelton), late ME.
gerarchie, etc., < OP. gerarchie, P. hierarchic =
Pr. ierarchia, gerarchia = Sp. gerarquia = Pg.

jerarcMa = It. gerarchia, jerarchia = D. hierar-

chy = G. hierarchic = Dan. Sw. hierarhi, < ML.
hierarchia, < Gr. kpapxia, the power or rule of

a hierarch, < kpdpxnc, hierarch: see hierarch.']

1. The power or dominion of a hierarch; hal-

lowed orconseoratedauthorityinwhat concerns
religious order or government.

Consider what I have written from regard for the church

established under the hierarchy of bishops. Swift.

3. Government by ecclesiastical rulers; an ec-

clesiastical or priestly form of government.

—

3. An order of holy beings regarded as em-
ployed in divine government.

That Musike, with his heauenly harmonie.

Do not allure a heauenly mind from heauen,

Nor set mens thoughts in worldly melodic,

TU heauenly Bierarchies be quite forgot.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 77.

Whom the supreme King
Exalted to such power, and gave to rule.

Each in his hierarchy, the orders bright.

Milton, P. L., L 735.

4. A body of persons organized in ranks and

orders forthe exercise of rule over sacredthings

;

hence, an organized body of ecclesiastics in-

trusted with government of either church or

state ; also, a similarly organized body of offi-

cials in other systems of government: as, the

Koman Catholic hierarchy.

If any one shall say that there Is not in the Catholic

Church a hierarchy established by the divine ordination,

consisting of bishops presbyters, and ministers, let hirn

be anathema. Council of Trent (trans.), xxiu. 6.

We may regard ... the clergy or clerical estate as a

body completely organised, with a minutely constituted

and regulated hierarchy. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 376.

hierocracy

5. In science, a series of successive terms of
different rani. The terms kingdom, order, sub-
order, family, genus, and species constitute a
hierarchy in zoology.

As we ascend in the hierarchy of the organisms, we meet
with ... an increasing differentiation of parts.

B. Spencer, Prin. o£ Biol., § 53.

Celestial hierarchy, the collective body of angels, re-

garded as forming a gi'adation of nine orders, differing in
power and glory. The general belief in the church that
the number of angelic orders is nine, and the assignment
of a definite name and rank to each order, date from the
sixth century. The first to fix the number, names, and
sequence of these orders was the writer calling himself
Dionysius the Areopagite, who seems to have lived about
A. D. 600. The nine orders, beginning with the highest,
are aiTanged, as follows, in three triads : I. 1, seraphim

;

2, cherubim ; 3, thrones. II. 4, dominations or domin-
ions (KuptoTTjTes) ; 5, virtues (Avfa^lels, the singular trans-
lated 'might' in the authorized version, Eph. i. 21); 6,

powers ('Efoufftai). III. 7, principalities or princedoms
1'A.pxai) ; 8, archangels ; 9, angels.

hieratic (M-e-rat'ik), a. [= p. hi^atique, < L.
hieraticus, <

' Gr. kpariKdc, of or for the priest's

office, sacerdotal, also devoted to sacred uses, <

kp6g, sacred: see hierarch.] 1. Pertaining to

priests or to the priesthood; priestly; sacer-

dotal. [Rare.]
It [education in the East] was administered by the hie-

ratic class. This was due to the fact that the priests were
the only men of learning.

Payne's Compayre's Bist. of Pedagogy, p. 16.

3. Of sacred or priestly origin; due to or de-
rived from religious use or influence : specifi-

cally used of a kind of ancient Egyptian letters

or writing, and of certain styles in art. Hieratic
writing consists of abridged forms of hieroglyphics adopt-
ed by the Egyptian priests for convenience and expedition
in their records. Hieratic art is that which adheres to
types or methods fixed and, as it were, consecrated by re-

ligious tradition, as in some Egyptian art, and in much
modern Greek or Byzantine religious painting, which is

still medieval in character.

Before the year 1840 om' knowledge of archaic sculpture
was almost limited to a few specimens in Italian museums,
most of which are rather hieratic than archaic ; that is to

say, conventional reproductions of the archaic, executed
at a much later period.

C. T. Newton, Art and ArchseoL, p. 74.

hieratical (hi-e-rat'i-kal), a. [< hieratic + -al.']

Same as hieratic.

Hierax (hi'e-raks), n. [NL. , orig. lerax (Vigors,

1824), < Gr.'lepaf, ahawk,falcon. See gerfalcon.']

A genus of pygmy falcons or finch-falcons of

Asia, containing some of the smallest birds of

prey, as B. ccerulescens. Microhierax is a syn-
onym. See Bengal falcon, under falcon.

hierdet, n. A Middle English form of herd^.

Chaucer.
hierdesst, n. A Middle English form of herdess.

Chaucer.

hiero-. [< L. Mero-, < Gr. kpo-, combining form
of kp6g, sacred, holy, divine, mighty, glorious,

etc., prob. = Skt. ishira, vigorous, fresh, bloom-
ing.] An element in many compounds of

Greek origin, meaning ' sacred, holy, divine.'

Hierochloe, Hierochloa (M-e-rok'lo-e, -a), n.

[NL., < Gr. kp6s, sacred, holy, -I- X'^V, young
green corn or grass,

verdure.] A genus of

odoriferous grasses,

belonging to the tribe

FhalaridecB. The spike-
lets bear three fiowers, and
the flowers each two pa-

lets ; the two lower flow-

ers are staminate only
(having three stamens),
sessile, and often awned;
the uppermost one is per-
fect, has a short pedicel,

two stamens, and no awns;
and theglume equals or ex-

ceeds the spikelet. There
are about 8 species. The
name holy-grass, as well
as the generic name, al-

ludes to the practice in
some parts of northern
Europe of strewing the
common species, B. bore-

alis (the northern holy-
grass), before the doors of

churches on festival days.
Theinhabitants of Iceland
use it to scent their rooms
and clothes. It is distrib-

uted through northern Eu-
rope, Asia, and America,
occurring also in New Zea-

land. Also called vanilla-

or seneca-grass.

hierocracy (hi-e-rok'-

ra-si), n.
;
pi. hierocra-

cies (siz). [<Gr. iepdc,

sacred, holy, + -icparia, < Kparelv, rule.]

emment by or dominant influence of ecclesias-

tics; hierarchy. Jefferson. [Kare.]— 3. The
sacerdotal class

;
priests collectively. [Bare.]

Holy-grass {Hierochloe borealis)

a, spikelet.

1. Gov-
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Hieroglyphs, from
mummy-case in the
Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, Massachu-
setts.

hierocracy

The temple was a sort of priestly citadel, the fortress
as well as the sanctuary of the hierocracy.

Encyc. Brit, XXIII. 167.

hierodule (M'e-ro-diil), n. [< Gr. lepdg, sacred,
holy, + (5o!J/lof, a bondman, slave.] In Gr. an-
tiq., a slave dedicated to the service of a divin-
ity

; a temple servant or attendant. Large num-
bers of such slaves were attached to some foundations,
and were either employed about the sanctuary or let out
for hire for the profit of the god.

Eierofalco (lu'e-ro-farko), n.

[ML. : see gerfalcon.'] A genus
or subgenus of northern fal-
cons ; the gerfalcons.

hieroglyph (hi'e-ro-glif), m. [=
D. hieroglief ="

G'. hieroglyphe
= Dan. Sw. hieroglyf, < F.
hieroglyphe = Pg. jeroglypho;
< Gr. lepdQ, sacred, + y^v(l>^, a
carving: see hieroglyphic.'] 1.

The figure of any object, espe-
cially a familiar object, as an
animal, tree, weapon, staff,

etc., standing for a word, or
a syllable, or a part of a sylla-

ble, or a single sound ; a figure
representing an idea, and in-
tended to convey a meaning,
thus forming part of a mode
of written communication. The
name was first applied to the engraved
marks and symbols found on the mon-
uments and other records of ancient
Egypt. Of these, some signified directly the objects repre-
sented by them ; others, conceptions suggested by those
objects; others, ideas having names identical with or
closely resembling the names of the objects represented

;

others, part of the sounds composing those names, or even
only their initial sounds— these last being nearly a true
alphabet, and used especially in writing proper names.
The name, which had its origin in the idea that the sculp-
tured symbols were exclusively sacerdotaXis now given to
any writing of a similar character, as that of the ancient
Mexicans, Peruvians, etc.

If all the hieroglyphs of the Egyptians had been A B C to
you, still, if you did not know the anaglyph, you would
know nothing of the true mysteries of the priest.

Bulwer, Caxtons^ vii. 7,

2. Any figure, character, or mark having or
supposed to have a mysterious or enigmatical
significance.

Fair Nature's priestesses I to whom,
In hieroglyph of bud and bloom_.
Her mysteries are told. Whittier, To .

hieroglyph (M'e-ro-glif), v. t. [< Gr. kpoyXv-
(^eiv, engrave hieroglyphics, engrave hierogljrph-

ically, < iepoyyi-vfog, a carver of hieroglyphics

:

see hieroglyph, »., hieroglyphic] To write in hi-

eroglyphs; represent by means of hieroglyphs.

Above the hieroglyphed legend runs a narrow frieze.

Harper's Mag., ISlCV. 189.

hieroglyphic j^hi'^e-ro-glif'ik), a. and n. [= P.
hi4roglyphigue= &v-geroglifico = 'Pg.jeroglijieo

= It. geroglifico, < LL. hieroglyphicus, < Gr. lepo-

yXvij>iK6Q, hieroglyphic, neut. pi. ra lepoyTiVfiKa

(se. -ypd/i/iaTo), a form of inscriptions used for
Egyptian sacred records, < lepoy^iipog, a carver
of hieroglyphs, < isp6s, saored, + yXvfelv, hollow
out, carve, engrave, write in incised charac-
ters: see glyph.2 I. a. 1. Expressed in hiero-

glyphs ; written in or inscribed with symbolic
characters: as, the hieroglyphic language of

Egypt; hieroglyphic reeoTds; st hieroglyphic ohe-
lisk.— 2. Mysteriously symbolic or emblem-
atic; hard to decipher or interpret.— 3. In
entom., having distinct, irregular color-mark-

ings, suggestive of Egyptian hieroglyphs : ap-
plied to the elytra of certain Coleoptera, etc.

II. n. Same as hieroglyph.

As hieroglyphics were before letters, so parables were
before arguments.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 144.

One of the most convenient hieroglyphics of God is a
circle, and a circle is endless ; whom God loves, he loves

to the end. Dorme, Sermons, ii.

Hieroglyphics old,

Which sages and keen-eyed astrologers . . .

Won from the gaze of many centuries.
Keats, Hj^perion, i.

hieroglyphical (hi"e-r5-glif'i-kal), a. [< hiero-

glyphic + -al.] Same as hieroglyphic.

To this challenge the Scythian returned an hieroglyphi-

cal answer ; sending a bird, amouse, a frog, and five arrows.
Italeigh, Hist. World, III. v. § 4.

Hcumius (I know not by what authoritie) saith that the

Phoenicians, before the Israelites departed out of Egypt,

used UieroglypMcall letters. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 93.

Pages no better than blanks to common minds, to his

hieroglyphical of wisest secrets. J. WUson.

hieroglyphically (hi"e-ro-gILf'i-kal-i), adv. In

a hieroglyphic maimer ; emblematically.

Others have spoken emblematically and hieroglyphicalhi.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. En'., iii. 12.
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hieroglyphist (hi-e-rog'li-fist), n. [< hieroglyph

+ -ist.] One versed in hieroglyphies.

hieroglyphize (hi-e-rog'li-fiz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. Meroglyphized/y^T. hieroglyphizing. [< hi-

eroglyph + 4ze.] To reduce to a hieroglyphic
form ; express by means of hieroglyphics.

More admirable was that which they attest was found
in Mexico, . . . where they hieroglyphiz'd both their
thoughts, histories, and inventions to posterity.

Evelyn, Sculptura, iii. 12.

hierogram (M'e-ro-gram), n. [< Gr. lepSg, sa-

cred, -I- ypd/z/ia,' a writing ; ot.hierography.] A
hieroglyphic symbol ; a sacred ideograph.

Facts are engraved hierogravi3, for which the fewest
have the key. Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, p. 140.

hierogranuuat (hi"e-ro-gram'at), n. [< Gr. kpo-

ypaiifuiTevQ, a sacred scribe: see hierqgramma-
teus.] A saored scribe ; specifically, a writer
of hieroglyphics.

The Hierogrammats when they sought a more scrupu-
lous transcription of 6 used the group [hieroglyph] th,

which shows that originally the Greek t did not lend itself

to the aspirated sound. Encyc. Brit, XI. 798.

hierogrammateus (hi"e-ro-gram'a-tiis), n. [<

Gr. hpoypaniiarevQ, a sacred scribe, < hpog, sa-

cred, + ypapfiareiig, a secretary or clerk.] In
Gr. antiq., same as hieromnemon, 1 {a).

hierogrammatic (hi"e-ro-gra-mat'ik), a. [< hie-

rogrammat + -ic] Written in or pertaining
to hierograms ; belonging or relating to sacred
writing.

hierogramiiiatical (hi"e-ro-gra-mat'i-kal), a.

[< hierogrammatic + -al.'] Same as hierogram-
matic.
The various uses of an alphabet in civil business not per-

mitting it to continue long a secret, when it ceases to be
so, they [the priests] would as naturally invent another al-

phabetic character for their sacred use : which from that
appropriation was called hierogrammatical.

Warburton, Divine Legation, iv. § 4.

hierogrammatist (hi''J-ro-gram'a-tist), n. [<

hierogrammat + -ist. Cf. hierogrammateus.'} A
writer of hierograms ; a sacred writer.

The other [sort of language and character was] used only
by priests, prophets, hierogrammatists, or holy writers.

Greenhill, Art of Embalming, p. 291.

hierographer (hi-e-rog'ra-fer), n. [< Gr. lepo-

ypd(j>og, a writer of sacred scripture (< lepdg, holy,
+ yp&if:eiv, write), + -erl.] A writer of, or one
versed in, hierography. Bailey, 1731.

hierographic, hierogjraphical (hi"e-ro-graf'-

ik, -i-kal), a. [< Gr. lepoypaftfcdg, for the repre-
sentation of sacred things, of sacred scripture,
< kpoypaipla, saored scripture; see hierography.}
Pertaining to sacred writing.

hierography (hi-e-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. hpoypa-
(pia, the representation of sacredthings, in pi. the
sacred scriptures, < UpoypdipoQ, a writer of sacred
scripture: see hierographer.] Sacred writing.
[Rare.]

hierolatry (hi-e-rol'a-tri), ». [< Gr. Iep6c, sa-
cred, holy, + Xarpda, worship, < hirpeletv, v.,

worship.] The worship of saints or sacred
things. Coleridge.

hierologic, hierological (hi"e-ro-loj'ib, -i-kal),

a. Of or pertaining to hierology.

hierologist (hi-e-rol'o-jist), n. [< hierology +
-ist.] One versed inmerology.
hierology (hi-e-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. lepoTioyia,

sacred or mystical language, a benediction, <
lepoUyoQ, one who gives the blessing, lit. using
sacred language, < lepo;, sacred, + -'koyia, < /U-

yeiv, speak : see -ology.] A discourse on sacred
things ; the science which treats of the ancient
writings and inscriptions of the Egyptians, or
a treatise on that science.

hieromancy (hi'e-ro-man-si), re. [< Gr. kp6i,
sacred, + fiavrsta, divination.] Divination by-

observing the objects offered in sacrifice.

hieromartyr (lu'e-ro-mar'ter), n. [< Gr. *kpo-
jiaprvp, kpo/idprvg, < kpdg, sacred, + pdprvg, la-

ter /idpTvp, a witness, a martyr.] In the calen-
dar of the Greek Church, a martyr who was a
priest or bishop.

hieromnemon (hi"e-rom-ne'mon),».; pi. Aierom-
nemones (-mo-nez). [< Gr. kpofiv^fiuv, a., mind-
ful of sacred things : as a noun, one of the dele-
gates to the Amphictyonie Council at Delphi;
a magistrate who had supervision of religious
matters, minister of religion; < kpdg, saered,
-I- fivrjfiav, mindful : see mnemonic] 1 . In Gr.
antiq. : (a) A sacred recorder; a deputy of the
more honorable class sent by an amphictyonie
state to the Delphic Amphictyonie Council. The
hieromnemones were selected by lot, and probably held
office for lite, the delegates of the other class, called jjj/ia-

gorai, being elected for a term of oflice. Also called hiero-
grammateus. (6) The title of a class of priests in
several Greek states, as Megara, Thasos, etc. In

hierurgy

certain states, as Byzantium, the hieromnemon
was one of the chief magistrates.—2. In the

(?»•. Ch., one of the officials of the patriarchal

see of Constantinople. He has the guardianship of

the roll of bishops, and where there is no bishop he may
admit lectors (anagnosts) and consecrate new churches.

hieromonach (hi-e-rom'o-nak), n, [< Gr. kpo-

fidvaxog, < kp6g, saored, + fiovaxdg, a monk.] In

the Gr. Ch., a monk who is also a priest.

hierpn (hi'e-ron), re.; pi. hiera {-¥&). [Gr. kp&v,

neut. of kplg, sacred; see hiero-.'] In Gr. archceol.:

(a) Any sacred place or consecrated site, in-

closed or open. Hence— (6) A chapel or shrine,

(c) A sanctuary : (i) A temple, of more or less impor-

tance. (2) A sacred inolosure or peribolos, often including

temples, works of art of all kinds, buildings for visitors,

a theater, places for assembly, a stadium, treasuries, etc.:

as, the hiermi of .aisoulapius at Epidaurus ; the Aiertm of

Zeus at Olympia ; the hieron of Apollo at DelphL

Hieronyma (hi-e-ron'i-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. kpii-

vv/iog, having a sacred name, < lepdi, sacred, +
&mfia, ovofia, name.] A genus of shrubs or slen-

der trees belonging to the natural order Eur
phorbiacecB, tribe PhyllanthecB, founded by AUe-
mao in 1848, and the type of the old tribe Sie-

ronymece. it Is characterized by having apetalous dioe-

cious flowers, the male flowers with campanulate calyx,

cupulate or cyathiform disk, and 2 to 5 stamens, the fe-

male flowers with entire disk, 2-ceIled ovary, and styles 2

to 3, short, 2-parted, and reflexed ; drupe 2-celled, or often,

by abortion, 1-celIed ; leaves alternate, often large, and
entire. Ten species are known, all natives of tropical

America.

Hieronymeae (hi'''e-ro-nim'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Hieronyma + -etB.j* .^ tribe or subtnbe of plants

of the natural order Euphorliacem, tjrpifled by
the genus Hieronyma, founded by MiUler and
employed by De Candolle in 1866.

Hieronymic 4hi"e-ro-nim'ik), a. [< Hierom/mus,
< Gr. 'Isp&vvfiog, "Jerome : see Hieronyma.] Or
or pertaining to St. Jerome.

CeoUrid's Bible was to be Vulgate, Hieronymic in texti

Augustinian in canon. The Academy, Jan. 19, 1889, p. 42.

Hieronymite (hi-e-ron'i-mit), re. [< ML. Hie-
ronymita, < L. (LL.) Hieronymus, Jerome : see
Hieronymic.'} A hermit of any order of St. Je-
rome (Hieronymus). The principal order was estab-

lished about 1370, by the Portuguese vasco and the Span-
iard Peter Ferdinand Peoha. They possessed three famous
convents, Guadalupe, St. Just to which Charles V. of Ger-
many retired after his abdication, and the Escurial. They
are now found only in America. In succeeding years there
arose independent orders of Hieronymites, as the Hermits
of St. Hieronymus of Lombardy, the Congregation of Fie-
sole, etc., all of which are comparatively unimportant.

hierophant (hi'e-ro-fant), n. [= P. hOrophante
= Sp. hierofante =' Pg. hierophante, < LL. Mero-
phanta, hierophantes, < Gr. kpo^vrr/g, hiero-
phant, < kpdg, sacred, -1- -ipavrriq, < ipalvuv, show,
explain.] In ancient Greece, a teacher of the
rites of saerifiee and worship ; hence, a demon-
strator of sacred mysteries or religious know-
ledge ; a priest.

In 1773 Burke made a journey to France. It was almost
as though the solemn hierophant of some mystic Egyp-
tian temple should have found himself amid the brilliant
chatter of a band of reckless, keen-tongued disputants of
the garden or the porch at Athens.

J. iTorley, Burke, p. 64.

The illustrious family of Eumolpidra at Eleusis, who
claimed descent from a mythic ancestor, Eumolpos, were
hereditary hierophants of the Eleusinian mysteries.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 163.

hierophantic (hi*e-ro-fan'tik), a. [< Gr. kpo-
favTiKdg, < icpo(j>dvr7ig, hierophant: see hiero-
phant.} Belonging or relating to hierophants,
or to the office or duties of a hierophant.
hieroscopy (hi-e-ros'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. kpooKonia,
divination, < kpocR&rzog, inspecting victims, a di-
viner, < kpd, offerings, sacrifices, victims, neut.
pi. of kp6g, sacred, holy, + cKonelv, view.] Divi-
nation by inspection of the entrails of sacrifi-

cial victims.

Hierosolymitan (hi"e-r9-sol'i-mi-tan), a. [<
LL. Hierosolymitanus, of Jerusalem^ < L. Hiero-
solyma, < Gr. 'lepoadkv/za, Jerusalem.] Of or
pertaining to Jerusalem: as, the Hierosolymi-
tan Council— Hierosolymitan liturgy, Hieroso-
lymitan group or family (of liturgies), the ancient lit-

urgy of Jerusalem, and those derived ftom it : namely,
that of St. James, the Greek and the Syriac, about eighty
other Syriac (.Jacobite) liturgies, the Constantlnopolitan
liturgies of St. Basil and St. Chrysostom, and the Arme-
nian liturgy. The Clementine liturgy is very similar to
the Greek liturgy of St. James.

hierurgyt (M'e-rto-ji), n. [Less prop, hierour-

gy (cf. theurgy, metallurgy, etc.); < Gr. Upovpyia,
religious service, worship, or sacrifice, < kpovp-
yelv, perform religious rites, sacrifice, < kpovp-
y6g, a sa crificing priest, < kp6g, saored, + "ipyetv,

work, perform: see worlc.] A holy work or
worship.

First our Lord and Saviour himself, and then all priests
from him, among all nations, consummating the spiritual
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hierottrgy according to the laws of the church, do repre-
sent the mysteries ol his body and of his salutary blood,
in bread and wine. Waterland, Works, VIII. 3S3.

higgle (hig'l), V. i.; pret. and pp. higgled, ppr.
higgling. [Prob. a weakened form of /wpg'Ze; or
perhaps from the noun higgler, regarded as an
aeoom. form of *huckler (of. D. heukelaar), equiv.
to huclcster: aeehuclcster.] To chaffer ; bargain
closely and persistently; strive for advantage
in bargaining, especially in a petty way.

I hate cbaSering and higgling for a few guineas in a
dark entry. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, 1. 9.

He always stands out and higgles, and actually tires
them till he gets a bargain. GoldmiUh, Vicar, xiL

La Motte higgled very hard for more, and talked pathet-
ically of his services and his wounds.

Motley, Dutch Eepul)lio, m. 393.

higgledy-piggledy (hig'l-di-pig'l-di), adv.
[¥armeT\jeiisoMgledy-pegledy,higledepigle(Flo-
rio); also higglety-pigglety, hickledy^icMedy,
Udgelly-pidgelVy (Booth, Analytical Diet., 1835),
hicklepy-pioMeby, etc.; a riming compound of
no definite elements, but prob. in popular ap-
prehension associated with higgle and pig, im-
plying disorder and untidiness. ] In confusion

;

in a disorderly manner; topsy-turvy. [Colloq.]

I walked into Lyons—my chaise being all laid higgledy-
piggledy with my baggage in a cart.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 29.

There was a pile of short, thick masses [of iron] lying
higgledy-piggledy— stuff from the neighboring mines.

T. Winthrop, Love and Skates.

higgledy-piggledy (hig'l-di-pig'l-di), a. and m.

[ihiggledy-piggledji adv."] I. a. Confused; tum-
bled; disorderly.

1 have a strong faith that his farming was of the higgle-
dy-piggledy order ; I do not believe that he could have set
a plough into the sod. D. G. Mitchell, Wet Days.

Old higglety-pigglety houses, that have been so much
tinkered and built upon that one hardly knows the front
from the rear. Tiekrwr, Prescott, p. 162.

II. n. Confusion; disorder.

Men, you have all got into a sort of snarl, as I may say

;

how did you all get into such a higglety-pigglety?
Georgia Scenes, p. 149.

higglehaggle (hig'l-hag"l), v. i. [A varied re-
dupl. of higgle.^ To higgle. [Colloq.]

This higgle-haggling was morethan Bismarck could bear,

and he lost his temper. Lowe, Bismarck, L 633.

higgler (hig'ler), n. [See higgle."] A close or
tricky bargainer; hence, a chaffering peddler
or huckster; one who goes about selling things
for as much as he can get.

Where the Carriers, Waggons, Foot-posts, and Higglers
do usually come from any parts.

John Taylor (Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. 223).

higglery (hig'l6r-i), n. [< higgler + -y^: see

•ery.'] Such goods as a higgler or hawker sells.

Bound the circumference is the Buttermarket, "with all

the sorts of Higglery goods.
Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, IL 142.

higgling (hig'ling), n. [Verbal n. of higgle, v.]

Close bargaining; chaffer.

It is adjusted, however, not by an accurate measure,
but by the higgling and bargaining of the market.

Adam, Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 5.

Regulating the price of laboui- by the gradual process

of numerous successive higglings on a smaU scale.

Athencmm, Maioh 24, 1888, p. 367.

high (hi), a. and n. [Early mod. B. and dial, also

Ue, hye, hee, etc. ; < ME. high, heigh, heg, heh, hig,

hy, etc. (compar. Mere, heyere, hegher, heger,

herre, etc., superl. heieste, hegeste, hexte, etc., >

early mod'. E. and dial, hext), < AS. hedh (com-
par. hedhra, hedrra, herra, hyrra, superl. hedhsta,

hehsta, h^hsta) = 08. hoh = OPries. hdch, hag =
D. hoog = MhGt. ho, Jwch, hoge = 0H&. hoh,

'MHG. hoeh, G. hoch (hoh-) = Icel. hdr = Sw.
hog = Dan. hi^ = Goth, hauhs, high. Prom the

same root is E. how^, a hill, and also Imge : see

how^fhuge.'] I. a. 1. Conspicuously elevated;

rising or being far above a base, surface, or

object; having great reach or extent upward;
lofly; as, a high tower or mountain; the high

flight of the skylark; the sun is high in the

heavens. •

And many strong Castylls stondyng, a wonderfull hyth

Eokke of Stone, I never saw suche in all my lyfl.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. TraveU, p. 64.

Let thy pinions soar

So high a pitch, that men may seem no more
Than pismires, crawling on the mole-hill earth.

Quarles, Emblems, i., Invoc.

The fire on the altar blazed bickering and high.

Scott, The Fire-Kmg.

I dreamed the other night that the river was higher

than ever had been known, and was sweeping all round

the Hook. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xiv.

2. Having comparative elevation; extending

or being above (something) ; raised upward m
extent from a base, or in position from a sur-
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face or an object, from which the upward reach
IS normally measured: as, %7s boots; a dress
with high neck; the plant is three feet liigh.

It is a lytille hiere than the other syde of the Cytee.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 92.

There are few villages of aboue seuen houses, but those
houses aie a hundred and flftle foote long, and two fath-oms high, without dluisiou into plmalitie of roomes.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 849.
They mounted our sleds upon their own sledges, so thatwe rode much higher than usual.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 96.

3. Remote, either as regards distance north or
south of the equator, or as regards lapse of
years in chronological reckoning: used only in
the phrases high latitude and high antiquity.
This original is of very high antiquity.

English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 213.

4. Elevated or advanced to the utmost extent;
at the zenith or culmination; hence, full or com-
plete; consummate: as, high noon; high tide;
high time.

Thau Ihesu Christ at his resurrection
To loseph apered about hye mydnyght.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

And by that tyme fer passid was the day,
Mirabell seyd, "it is hye tyme for to goo."

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 912.

It is yet high day, neither is it time that the cattle
should be gathered together. Gen. xxix. 7.

He's awa' to his mother's bower,
By the hie light o' the moon.

Fair Jamet (Child's Ballads, II. 89).

The night is near its highest noon, and our great charge
is sleeping heavily. Bickems, Master Humphrey's Clock.

5. Exalted in station or estimation; elevated
above others ; holding a lofty rank or position:
as, a high digaitary of the church ; one high in
the public esteem; high and mighty.

Alle were thel heigh menes sones, as kynges and Dukes.
,
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 292.

Thus salth the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eter-
nity. Isa. Ivii. 16.

That is the great happiness of life—to add to our high
acquaintances. Emerson, Success.

And the high gods took in hand
Fire, and the falling of tears.

Simnlnimw, Atalanta iu'Calydon.

Hence— 6. In a title, most exalted; chief;

principal; head: as, the /wgi/i priest; highdh&u-
ceUor ; high admiral ; high sheriff.

When I came hither I was lord high constable.
Shah., Hen. VIIL, ii. 1.

James, fifth High Stewart, whose grandson founded the
royal house, which failed in the male line by the death of
King James V. in December, 1542.

JT. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 146.

7. Elevated in quality or degree ; of great im-
portance, consequence, significance, etc. ; ex-

alted: as, a Ajg'fe festival; Mgh&rt; high evimes;

high courage ; high spirits ; high breeding.

The Duke sat in seynt Markes churche in lyght hyghe
estate, with all the Seygnyourye, and all the pylgiymes
were present. Sir M. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 9.

That sabbath day was an high day. John xix. 31.

A cogitation of the highest rapture

!

J3. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, iii. 2.

Freedom he thought too high a word for them; and
moderation too mean a word for himself.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

Your triumphs in Italy are in high fashion.
Walpole, Letters, II. 14.

Every type that is best adapted to its conditions, which

on the average means every higher type, has a rate of

multiplication that ensures a tendency to predominate.
H. Spencer, Prln. of Biol., § 364.

8. Lofty, aspiring, or self-asserting in manner,

appearance, or expression; powerful, impres-

sive, ostentatious, arrogant, boisterous, etc.;

showing strength, earnestness, pride, resent-

ment, hilarity, etc.: as, he took a high tone;

they had high words.

I walk now with a full purse, grow high and wanton.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, u. 4.

The Pole sent an Ambassador to her [the Queen], who
snake in a high Tone, but he was answered in a higher.
"

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 3.

His forces, after all the Kprft discourses, amounted really

but to eighteen hundred foot. .^.u,,-
Clarendon, Great Eebellion.

I have left my Lady. We could not agree. My Lady is

so high; so very high. Dickens, Bleak House, xxm.

9. Intensified in physical quality or charac-

ter; exceeding the common degree or measure;

strong, intense, energetic, etc. : as, a high wind

;

high temperature; high flavor or color; high

speed; in high condition, as a horse.

With such high Food he shall set forth his Feasts,

That Cardinals shall wish to be his Guests.

Congreve, Imit. of Horace, U. xiv. 4.

I replied that his loss of beauty-sleep was rather im-

proving to a man of so high complexion.
S.D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, Ixiv.

high

10. Elevated in amount or quantity; large;
of great or unusual magnitude or proportion

:

as, a high price or reward; a high percentage.

Court-virtues bear, like gems, the highest rate.

Pope, Moral Essays, L 141.

No legislation should be allowed to bolster up unnatu-
rally high prices. N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 288.

11. In acoustics and musie, relatively acute or
shrill in pitch— that is, produced by relative-

ly rapid vibrations ; sharp : opposed to low or
grave : as, a high voice, key, note, etc.

Now and then the high voices of the singers escaped
into the outer vastneas and melted slowly away in the
incense-thickened air.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 131.

12. In cookery, tending toward decomposition
or decay ; slightly tainted, as meat (used main-
lywhen this is considered a desu-able quality)

;

gamy: as, venison kept till it is high.

" I do think he's getting high, too, already," said Tom,
smelling at him [a duck] cautiously, " so we must finish

him up soon." T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 4.

13. Naut., near to the wind: said of a ship

when sailing by the wind, and with reference
to the point of the compass nearest to the di-

rection of the wind to which her head can be
pointed: as, how high will she lie?— 14. Ex-
cited with drink; intoxicated. [Slang.]

In the evening at Mr. Mifflin's " there was an elegant
supper, and we drank sentiments till eleven o'clock. Lee
and Harrison were very high. Lee dined with Mr. Dick-
inson, and drank Burgundy the whole afternoon."

Quoted in Nineteenth Century, XXTTI. 112.

A Ill^hhand, a high arm, the exercise of power, whether
legitimate and honorable or overweening and oppressive;
arrogance ; audacity ; defiance : as, he carried matters with
a high hand.

From thewicked their light is withholden, and the high
arm shall be broken. Job xxxviii. 15.

Any sin committed with an high hand, as the gatheiing
of sticks on the Sabbath day, may be punished with death,
when a lesser punishment may serve for gathering sticks

privily. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 263.

A high time, or (for emphasis) a high old time, a time
of great effort^ difficulty, jollity, carousal, etc. ; an excit-

ing time. [Colloq.]

On Ascension Day they made a procession of parish func-
tionaries and pai-ochial schools, and beat the bounds, . . .

and they hanged against the boundaries all the strangers
who passed within their reach. When it came to banging
the strangers, they had a high old time.

W. Besartt, Fifty Years Ago, p. 28.

High altar. See altar.—High and dry, out of water

;

out of the tide or current, especially of events or of activ-

ity; hence, stranded; disabled.

This office is quite a different place from his quiet apart-
ment in the third story of the Seminary, 80 very high and
dry above the bustling world.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 149.

High and low, people of all conditions.

Besoughten hym of socour, hur Soueraine to bene.
To be Lorde of hur land, their lawes to keepe,
Thei to holden of hym, the hye and the lowe.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), L 406.

Yet reverence . . . doth make distinction
Of place 'tween high and low.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

High and low, all made fun of him.
ThcLckeray, Vanity Fair, v.

High and mighty, (a) Exalted and powerful: formerly
used in adulatory address to princes, (b) Arrogant ; over-
bearing ; demanding servile respect or submission.—High
bailiff, (a) See bailiff. (&) In Vermont, an officer whose
duty it is on occasion to serve process on the sheriff.

—

High boat, in sporting, the boat the occupants of which,
in shooting, kUl most game, or, in angling or fishing, take
most fish.

To learn who the lucky high boat is, for be it known a
great honor is attached to the gun and to the pusher of

the fortunate skiff. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 182.

High carte. See cartel.—High caste. See castas, l.

—

High celebration, in Anglican churches, a solemn cele-

bration of the holy communion with the full adjuncts of

ritual and music: opposed to low celebration.—High
change, the season of greatest activity in the business of
merchants on change or the exchange ; the exchange itself

at such a time.

I must confess I look upon high-change to be a great
council, in which all considerable nations have their rep-

resentatives. Addison, The Eoyal Exchange.

The Old Clothes Exchange, like other places known by
the name— the Hoyal Exchange, for example— has its

daily season of high Change.
H, Mayhew, London labour and London Poor, II. 46.

High Church, the popular designation of a party in the
Anglican Church. See High-churchman.—High COlor,
constable. Council. See the nouns.— High Commis-
sion Court. See Court of High Commission, under court.

— High Court of Admiralty. See admiralty.—Bi^
Court of Parliament. See parliament.— 'H^hia.vm,
Seedawn.—Eigh day, high noon, the time when the sun
is in the meridian.—High Dutch. See Dutch.— Sighei
algebra, arithmetic, concept, criticism, geometry,
mathematics, etc. See the nouns.— Highest genus.
See genus.— High explosive, furnace, German. See the
nouns.—High gravels. See gravel.—Blghitoiia. (a) A
merry old pastime in Scotland. In the usual manner of

playing, a person was chosen by lot to sustain some ficti-

tious character, or to repeat verses in a particular order,

and if he failed he incurred certain forfeits.
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The frolicsome company had begun to practise tlie an-
cient and now forgotten pastime of High Jinks.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxvi.

Hence— (6) Boisterous sport or jollity; romping games
or play.

There was nothing but sport
And Bigh Jinks going on night and day at "the court."

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 313.

He found the eleven at high jinks after supper ; Jaclc
Eaggles shouting comic songs, and perfonning feats of
strength. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

(c) Tantrums ;' fits of ill humor. [CoUoq.] (d) The throw-
ing of dice to determine who shall empty the cup. Halli-
wdL—msh license, light, etc. See the nouns.— High
life, the style of living, manners, etc., in high or fashion-
able society ; hence, collectively, the people composing
such society.

They would talk of nothing but high life, and high-lived
company, with other fashionable topics.

Goldsmith, Vicar, ix.

High living, rich or luxurious fare.—High mass. See
mas,«i.— High Mightiness, a title of respect sometimes
used toward sovereigns, etc. The States General of the
Netherlands were styled their High MightiTiesses,

The patroon of Rensselaerwick had extended his usur-
pations along the river, beyond the limits granted him by
their High Mightinesses. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 180.

High milling, operation. See the nouns.-High place,
in Scrip., an eminence selected for worship, usually for
idolatrous rites ; hence, the idols and instruments of such
worship.

He [Hezekiah] removed the high places, and brake the
images, and cut down the groves. 2 Ki. xviii. 4.

High priest, relief, school, etc. See the nouns.—High
seas, (a) The open sea or ocean ; the highway of waters.
(&) In law : (1) As used to designate the area transactions
within which are subject to cognizance in courts of ad-
mu-alty, formerly, the waters of the ocean exterior to low-
water mark, but now extended with the flow of the tide
to high-water mai'k, returning with the ebb to low-water
mai-k. (2) As used to designate the ai'ea which is not
within the territorial jui'isdiction of any nation, but the
free highway of all nations, the waters of the ocean exte-
rior to a line pai'allel to the general du-ection of the shore,
and distant a marine league therefrom. The distance
was fixed with reference to the fact that, at the time when
it was fixed, it was the limit of the area of coast-waters
which could be commanded by cannon on the shore. It

is to be di'awn with reference to headlands, so as to in-

clude in the territorial jurisdiction those inlets and arms
of the sea over which the nation may justly claim and ac-

tually enforce its power. The application of the rule to
bays and to arms of the sea hounding two countries often
involves great difference of opinion. The great lakes are
not deemed high seas.— High table, in the University
of Oxford, the table at which the fellows and some other
privileged persons dine.

Wine is not generally allowed in the public hall, except
to the high table. De Quincey, Life and Manners (Oxford).

High tea, a tea at which hot meats are served : in distinc-

tion from an ordinary tea with bread, butter, cake, etc.

We did not return home till near nine, and so, instead

of dining, all sat down to high tea.

F. A. Eemble, Hecords of a Girlhood, June 14, 1831.

High tomb, Tory, treason, water, etc. See the nouns.
—High-water mark, shrub, etc. See water.—Uigh
wines, the strong spirit obtained by the redistillation of

the low wines, or a strong alcoholic product obtained by
rectification.—How's that for high 7 what do you think
of that for a stroke of skill or luckf in allusion to the card
called "the high' in the game of high-low-jack. [Slang,

U.S.]—In or for high and lowt, wholly; completely;
in every respect.

For heigh and lough, withouten any di'ede,

I wol alway thine hestis alle keepe.
Chaucer, Troilus, Hi. 418.

In high feather. See feather.— On high, upon high.
(a) In a high place or situation ; at a conspicuous elevation.

Holy heuen opon hey hollyche [wholly] he fouimede.
Piers Plowman's Crede (E, E. T. &.), 1. 796.

He pulleth downe, he setteth up on hy.
Spenser, F. Q., V. ii. 41.

(5) To or in heaven ; used substantively, heaven.

When he was ascended up on high, he led captivity cap-

tive. Eph. iv. 8.

We, whose souls are lighted
With wisdom from on high.

Bp. Heber, Missionary Hymn,
(ct) In a loud voice ; aloud.

The goos, the cokkow, and the doke also.

So cryede, "Kek kek," "kokkow," "quek quek" onhye.
That thurh myne eres the noyse wente tho.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 499.

The goose hangs high. See goose.—lo be or get onthe
(or one's) high ropes, to be or become greatly excited.

[Slang.]—To have the higher handt. See hand.—To
mount the high horse. See horse. =Syn. Lofty, etc.

See taU,

II. n. 1. An elevated place; a superior re-

gion! See on high, above.— 3. In card-playing,

the aee or Hghest trump out.

high (hi), adv. [< ME. high, heigh, etc., < AS.
liedh, also hedge, being ace. and instr. neut. of

the adj. hedh, high: see high.} In a high or

loftymanner; to a great height, amount, extent,

degree, etc.; eminently; powerfully; grandly;

richly; extravagantly: as,toolimb;w5r78; toplay

high {toT high stakes); toliYehigh; toUdhigh.

Our lives and deaths are equal benefits.

And we make louder prayers to die nobly

Than to live high and wantonly.
Fletcher (and another), False One, iv. 2.
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Her porridge-pot, silverposset-dish, silver-mounted spec-

tacles, . . . [were] sold ... to the cadie who would bid
highest for them. Scott, Eedgauntleti ch. xiv.

His heart, which has been ticking accm'ate seconds for
the last year, gives a bound, and begins to beat high and
irregularly in his breast.

ii. L. Stevenson, Virginibus Puerisque, iii.

"What does it matter to him who has the property?—
it could not come to him, anyhow," cried Wat, with great
energy, coloring high. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, iii.

High and low, np and down ; here and there ; every-
where ; as, I have looked for it high and low. [Colloq.]

They have both come back, and have been tramping high
and low. Dickens, Bleak House, xxxi.

hight (hi), V. [Early mod. E. also hye, hie, etc.;

< ME. highen, higen, hegen, heien, < AS. liedn (=
OHG. hohjan, hohan, MHG. hcehen, Gr. er-hohen
= Goth, hauhjan), make high, raise, < hedhj high:
see high, a.'] I. trans. To make high; lift up;
raise; exalt.

For he that humbelithe hym most, is more highed with
God. Book of the Knight of La Tour Landry, p. 20.

And we distrien counseils and al highnesse that higheth
itsilf aghens the science of God. Wydif, 2 Cor. x. 6.

II. intrans. To rise or be at its highest point,

as the tide.

It fioweth there at a Southsouthwest moone full sea, and
hyeth two fadome and a halfe water.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 279.

high-backed (hi'bakt), a. Having a high back

:

as, a high-backed chair.

highbinder (hi'bin"'der), n. [A slang term of

no precise meaning, < high, prob. used allusive-

ly, as in high jinks, higlifaluUn, "a high old
time," etc., -I- hinder, supposed to be a varia-

tion of bender, meaning one who goes on the
sort of spree so called.] 1. A bold, roystering
rowdy; an insolent ruffian ; one of a gang which
commits outrages on persons or property "for
fun." Highbinders, so called, were known in NewYork,
Baltimore, and other cities before 1849. In that year and
subsequently they became familiar in California, where at
present the name is used only as in the next definition.

[U. S.]

2. A member of a Chinese secret society, band,
or gang, said to exist in California and other
parts of the United States, associated for black-
mailing purposes, and even for assassination,
in the interest and pay of other societies or in-

dividuals.
Suey Gum, the Chinese woman, . . . was finally released

from the embezzlement charge brought against her by the
highbinders. New York Semi-weekly Tribune, May 20, 1887.

high-blest (hi'blesf), a. Supremely happy.
[Bare.]

That from us aught should ascend to Heaven
So prevalent, as to concern the mind
Of God high-blest, or to incline his will.

Hard to belief may seem. Milton, P. L., xi. 145.

high-blooded (hi'blud"ed), a. Of high birth;

of noble lineage ; of a fine strain, as an Arabian
horse.

Satan has many great queens in his court, . . . many
high-blooded beauties in his court. J. Baillie.

high-blown (hi'blon), a. Inflated; puffed up.

My high-blovm pride
At length broke under me.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ill 2.

high-born (M'b6rn), a. [< ME. *high-boren,

hmh-iboren= D. hooggeboren = G. liochgeboren =
Dan. hojbaaren= Sw. hogboren; as high -h born.}
Of high rank by birth ; of noble birth or extrac-
tion.

I am too high-bom to be propertied.
To be a secondary at controL

Shak., K. John, v. 2.

High-bom Hoel's harp, or soft Llewellyn's lay.

Gray, The Bard, I. i. 14.

high-boy (hi'boi), n. If. .Aji extreme Tory and
High-ehurchman, supposed to favor Jacobitism.
Davies.

I am amaz'd to find you in the interest of the High-boys,
you that are a clothier ! What, can you be for giving up
trade to France, and starving poor weavers ?

Mrs. Centlivre, Gotham Election.

2. A tall chest of drawers supported on legs
from 18 inches to 2 feet high. Those on shorter
legs are called low-boys. [New Eng.]
hi^-bred (hi'bred), a. 1. Bred in high life

;

having refined manners or breeding.

But you cannot learn too early this tact, that irony is to
the high-bred what billingsgate is to the vulgar.

Bulwer, Kenelm Chillingly, i. 8.

2. Of a fine breed; high-blooded.

His high-bred steed expands his nostrils wide.
Cowper, Anti-Thelypthora, 1. 163.

high-built (hi'bUt), a. Of lofty structure.

I know him by his stride

The giant Harapha of Gath, his look
Haughty, as is his pile high-built and proud.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1069.

highfalutin

High-church (U'ohSreh'), a. Exalting the au-

thority of the church; laying great stress on

church authority and jurisdiction : used specifi-

cally of those in the Anglican Church who are

known as High-churchmen, and of their prin-

ciples. See Sigh-churchman. [The term High-

church first came into use to designate those who held to

the independent authority of the spiritualty at the time

James II. put the bishops in the Tower (1688) for refusing

to read publicly the Declaration of Indulgence.]

High-churchism (hi'ch^rch'izm), n. l< High-

church + -ism.} The principles of High-ehtirch-

men.
High-churchman (hi'ehferch'man), n. One of

those members of the Anglican Church who
maintain or attach especial importance to cer-

tain strict views of doctrine. The points upon
which they chiefly insist are the following : (1) the neces-

sity of apostolic succession, canonical jurisdiction, and
conformity to the teachings of the undivided catholic

church in order to constitute a true and lawful branch of

the church
; (2) the sacerdotal character of the Christian

priesthood
; (3) that grace is conferred in the sacraments

or sacramental rites, including confiimation, absolution,

etc., on all who receive them lawfully and without oppos-

ing a moral or spiritual obstacle. Many High-chiu-chmen,
believing ttiat the maintenance of the catholic character

and historical continuity of the Anglican Church involves

the continuance or revival of ancient ritual, give ritual

and ceremonies a prominent place in their teaching and
practice. Those who go furthest in this direction aie

popularly called extreme High-churchmen and Situalists.

high-cockalorum (hi'kok-a-lo'rum), n. [< high

+ cock^, vaguely used witfi an unmeaning Lat-
in-seeming termination.] A game in which
one boy jumps on the back of another, crying
" high-cockalorum."
Prisoner's base, roundel's, high-cock-a-lorum, cricket,

football, he was soon initiated into the delights of them
all. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3.

high-coUedf, a. High-cut.

By there came a gaUant hende,
Wi' high-coU'd hose and laigh-coU'd shoon.

Cospa*™* (Child's Ballads, 1. 166).

high-cross (hi'krds), n. A market-cross.

I had as lief take her dowry with this condition— to be
whipped at the high-cross every morning.

Shak., T. of the S., L 1.

high-day (hi'da), n. and a. [Also, in variant
forms and senses, heyday and hockday (q. v.) ; <
ME. heigh day, heghdai, hyegh dey, heh dai, etc.

(= D. hoog dag = G. hoher tag, etc.), < AS. hedh,
high, dceg, day. Cf . hightide.} I. n. A feast-day,
holiday, or festival ; a time of pleasure ; also, a
time or period of fuU activity, strength, etc.

Trompes, schalmuses.
He seygh be for the hyegh-deys

Stonde yn hys syghte.
Lybeaus Disconus (Eitsou's Metr. Rom., II.).

The bucks of Edinbm'gh . . . have a certain shrewd-
ness and self-command that is not often found among
then* neighbours in the high-day of youth and exultation.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, II. 50.

Restless Brissot brings up reports, accusations, endless
thin logic ; it is the man's high-day even now.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. 7.

II. a. Befitting or appropriate for a holiday.

Thou spend'st such high-day wit in praising him.
Shak., M. of V., 11. 9.

high-dilutionist (hi'di-lu'''shgn-ist), n. In med.
See dilutionist.

highen (hi'en), v. t. [< high + -ejji. Cf . high,
v.} To make nigh ; heighten. [Prov. Eng.]
higher (hi'6r), v. [< higher, compar. of high, a.

Cf. lower\ v.} I. trans. To make higher; ele-

vate; raise; lift; hoist. [Bare.]

They [the girls] weren't a bit nervous when I highered
the rope in my yard.
H. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 160.

The major immediately presented a gun at his [the cap-
tain's] breast, and desired him to "higher all sails, or you '

are a gone man."
MS. quoted In N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 67.

II, intrans: To rise; ascend; soar. [Bare.]
She let me fly discaged to sweep

In ever-highering eagle-circles up
To the great Sun of Glory.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

highermost (hi'6r-m6st), adv. superl. [< higher,
compar. of high, + -most.} At the top. [Rare.]
The purest things are placed highermost. The earth as

grossest is put in the lowest room.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 244.

highfalutin (hi'fa-lu'tin), ». and a. [Also, rare-
ly, highfaluting; also spelled highfaluten, Mfa-
lutin; a slang term, equiv. in popular appre-
hension to high-flying, high-flown; the second
element being of no definite origin or mean-
ing.] I. n. Pompous speech or writing ; bom-
bast; fustian. [U. S.]

Highfalutin, as it is frequently written, is almost al-

ways addressed to educated or half-educated audiencea
who are supposed to appreciate bombast.

De Vere, Americanisms, p. 271.



highfalutin

II. a. Pompous; high-sounding; hombastio.
I am aware that this theory of politics will seem to

many to be stilted, overstrained, and, as the Americans
would say, high-faluten. TroUope, Ajutobiog., p. 266.

The verse should never soar to highfaluUn or sink to
commonplace language. Simplicity is not commonplace
and nobility is not highfalutin, and they should be aimed
at accordingly. T. Hood, Jr., Rhymester (ed. Penn.), p. 67.

Hot so flushed not so highfaluting (let me dare the
odious word) as the modern style. Lowell.

high-fed (hi'fed), a. Generously or luxurious-
ly fed; in high condition.

I have too solid a body ; and my belief is like a Puri-
tan's on Good-rriday, too high-fed with capon.

Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, iv. 2.

A favourite mule, high-fed, and in the pride of flesh and
mettle, would still be bragging of his family.

Sir M. L'Estratige.

high-finished (M'fin'isht), a. Finely wrought

;

elaborate; refined.

Petronius ! all the muses weep for thee, . . .

Thou polish'd and high-JinieJied foe to truth.
Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 341.

high-flavored (hi'Sa'-'vord), a. Having a pun-
gent or fine flavor.

Every where huge cover'd tables stood.
With wines high-flavour'd and rich viands crown'd.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. 34.

high-flier (hi'fli"'6r), n. 1. A bird that flies to
a great height ; hence, one who is extravagant
or goes to extremes in his aims, actions, or pre-
tensions: sometimes applied in England to a
genteel beggar.

I like your high-fliers; it is your plodders I detest.
Disraeli, Coningsby, vi. 3.

3. One of certain geometrid moths: an Eng-
lish collectors' name. The ruddy high-flier is

Ypsipetes ruberata; the July high-flier is F. el%i-

tato.—Purple high-flier. Same as emperor, 3 (a) (2).

high-flown (hi'flon), a. 1. Eaised to a high
pitch; elevated; elated.

This stiff-neck'd pride nor art nor force can bend.
Nor high-fljovm hopes to Keason's lure descend.

Sir J. DenTiam, Prudence.

We that are angry and pleas'd every half Hour, having
nothing at all of all this high-flown Fury

!

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, ii. 1.

2. Enthxisiastic ; extravagant; bombastic.

This fable is a high-flown hyperbole upon the miseries
of marriage. Sir B. L'Estrange.

Sir Piercie Shafton found leisure to amuse the time in
high-floym speeches and long anecdotes.

Scott, Monastery, xxix.

high-flying (hi'fli'''uig), a. Extravagant in con-
duct, aims, or pretensions ; having lofty no-
tions; going or carried to extremes.

That same exquisite obserulng of number and measure
in words, and that highflying liberty of conceit proper to

the Poet, did seeme to naue some dyuine force in it.

Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie.

Clip the wings
Of their high-flying arbitrary kings.

Dryden, tr. of Tirgil's Seorgics, iv. 161.

But the young man [Sheridan] was romantically mag-
nanimous and highflying in his sense of honour.

Mrs, OUphard, Sheridan, p. 41.

highgatet, »• [< ME. 'heie gate : see MgJi and
gat^.'] A highway.
Then should many worthy spirits get up the highgate

of preferment, and idle drones should not come nearer
than the Dunstable highway of obscurity.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 46.

Highgate resin. See resin.

high-go (hi'go), ». [< Ugh + go.l A drink-

ing-bout ; a spree ; a frolic. [Vulgar.]

high-grown (M'gron), a. 1. Grown high, as
a plant.— 3. Covered with tall vegetation.

Search every acre in the high-grown field.

And bring him to our eye. Shak., Lear, iv. 4.

high-handed (hi'han"ded), a. Carried on with
a high hand; overbearing; arbitrary; violent:

as, Mgh-handed oTp^tessioTx.

The decision was that it would be a high-handed pro-

ceeding to refuse the right of petition to a body of gentle-

men, many of them remed to the greatest nobles in the
land. Motley, Dutch Kepublic, I. 510.

high-hearted (hi'har'''ted), a. Courageous;
high-spirited.

Tell your high-hearted masters, they shall not seek us.

Nor cool 1' the field in expectation of us.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, i. 1.

highhoe (hi'ho), n. fVar. of heigJiaw, liaihow,

etc. : see Mckwall, hickway. Cf . Mghhole, Mgli-

holder.'] The green woodpecker, yafile, or pop-
injay, G^edrms viridis. Compare laugMng-Urd.

[Local, Eng.]
Wghholder (H'hdl'-'der), n. [Avar, of Ugli-

hoe, heighaw, etc., simulating high + holder:

see highhoe,^ Same as highhoU. [Local, U. 8.]
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Mghhole (hi'hol), n. [A var. of highhoe, ult.
ot hickwall, etc., simulating high + holel as if

™7^n mx,^*^
wood-pecking habits: see kiok-

wall^ The golden-wingedwoodpecker or flick-
er, Colaptes auratus. [Local, U. S.]

ni;^/i!i!!? K • V??®
induced a high-hole to lay twenty-nme eggs, by robbing her of an egg each day.

The Century, XXXII. 277.

high-hook (hi'huk), n. Same as high-line.
high-keyed (hi'ked), a. l. High-strung; in-
tent ; eager.

She sat from Sunday to Sunday under Dr. Stem's preach-
ing. With a high-keyed, acute mind, she could not heln
listening and thinking ; and such thinking is unfortunatC
to say the least. B. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 215!

3. In music, at a high pitch.
highland (hi'land), n. and a. [Se. hieland; =
D. lioogland = G. hoehland = Dan. hqjland =
Sw. hogUnd; as high + land.l I. » 1. An
abrupt elevation of land : a high promontory
or plateau

: as, a jutting highland.—2. pi. An
elevated region broken into hills and moun-
tains : often used as a proper name : as, the
Highlands of Scotland ; the UudsonHighlands;
the highlands of Abyssinia.

Farewell to the Highlands, farewell to the North,
The birth-place of valour, the countiy of worth.

Bums, My Heart's in the Highlands.
He never gave vent to his passion until he got fairly

among the highlands of the Hudson.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 252.

Having thus sketched the history of earth sculpture
and summarized its results, we make examination of the
Highlands. This region is defined to include that part ot
Scotland which lies to the north and west of a line drawn
from the mouth of the Clyde through Dumbartonshire,
Stirlingshire, Perthshu-e, Forfarshire, to Stonehaven on
the Kincardine coast. Westminster Mev., CXXVIII. 762.

II. a. Pertaining or belonging to high lands
or to mountainous regions, especially (with a
capital) the Highlands of Scotland: as, higli-

land scenery ; highland vegetation.

A Highland lad my love was born.
The Lawland laws he held in scorn.

Burns, Jolly Beggars (song).

I cannot sleep on Highland brae,
I cannot pray in Highland tongue.

Seottt L. of the L., iv. 22 (song).

Highland fling. See ;!8'm^, 3.—Highland plover. See
plover.

highlander (M'lan-der), m. [Se. hielander; = D.
hooglander = G.' hochlander = Dan. hojlcender

= Sw. hogldndare; as highland + -erl.] An in-

habitant of highlands ; specifically (with a cap-
ital), an inhabitant or a member of the Gaelic
race of the Highlands of Scotland.

Behind every seat stood a gigantic Highlander, com-
pletely dressed and armed after the fashion of his country.

Scott, Legend of Montrose, iv.

Mghlandish (M'lan-dish), a. [< highland +
-isftl.] Of the nature of highlands ; character-

ized by high or mountainous land.

The country round is altogether so higMandish that
sometimes ... I really thought myself at home.

Drummond, Travels, p. 10.

Highlandman (hi'land-man), n.
;
pi. Highland-

men (-men). [Sc. hielandman; as highland +
man.'] A Highlander.

A dirk, which is borne by the savage HigMandmam..
Scott, Abbot, iv.

There's not a lad in a' the Ian'

Was match for my John Highlandman.
Bums, Jolly Beggars (song).

Highlandry (hi'land-ri), n. [< highland -f -rs/.]

Scotch Highlanders collectively. Smollett.

high-line, high-liner (hi'lin, -li'^'ner), n. The
most successful one of several fishermen ; the

one who takes the most fish with his line : also

used adjectively. Also high-hook.

In a single day a high-line fisherman has caught from

ten to fifteen barrels. Stand. Nat. Hist., m. 196.

high-lived (hi'livd), a. Pertaining to high life.

That would be forfeiting all pretensions to high life, or

high-lived company. ,„ , , , .

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxi.

high-lonet, a<^«- -A- peculiar corruption of alone.

Giveth her infant, puts it out to nurse;

And when it once goes high-lone, takes it back.

Marston, Antonio and MeUida, IL, iv. 4.

I could not stand a' high lone without I held a thing.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, li. 2.

high-low (bi'lo), n. [< high + low^.l A high

shoe fastened with a leatherthongin front ; any

ankle-boot. The term is also used by archeeological

writers in describing the half-boots seen in medieval sculp-

tures and miniatures.

Bishop Fox . . . forbids the members of his establish-

ment "to presume to use in the university, or away from

it, red, ruby-coloured, white, green, or motley high-lows,

or peaked shoes." Bock, Church of our Fathers, u. 245.

high-pitched

The Louterell Psalter supplies examples of the tight
leggings and highlow boots. Archceol. Jnst. Jour.,X 261.

high-low-jack (hi'lo'jak'), n. Agame of cards

:

same as all-fours.

highly ^hi'li), adv. [< ME. Ugly, hegly, heygliche,
etc., < AS. hedlice (= D. hoogelijk = G.' hocli-

lich = Dan. hojlig = Sw. hogligen), < hedh, high

:

see high and -lyf.] In a high manner; to a high
degree ; in a high state or condition.

Holy Cherche is honoured heysHche thoruj his deynge.
Piers Plowman (B), xv. 664.

It was a rye loaf, or rather a pye made in the foi-m of
a loaf, for it inclosed some salmon higMy seasoned with
pepper. Cook, Third Voyage, iv. 11.

Milton, it is well known, admired Euripides highly,
much more highly than, in our opinion, Euripides de-
served. Macaulay, Milton.

Probably Mr. M'Connell's estimate would be a fair aver-
age for cows of full size highly kept.

Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 321.

high-mallow (hi'maFo), n. A common Euro-
pean plant, Malva sylvestris, now naturalized
in North America.
high-ment (hi'men), n.pl. False dice so loaded
as always to turn up high numbers : opposed
to low-men.

Three silver dice.
They run high, two cinques and a quater!
They're high-men, fit for his purpose.

Middleton, Your Five Gallants, v. 1.

high-mettled (hi 'met "Id), a. High-spirited;
courageous; full of fire; mettlesome: a,s,a,higli-

mettled steed.

With such loyal and high-mettled cavaliers to support
him, Mondejar could not feel doubtful of the success of
his arms. Prescott.

high-minded (hi'niin"ded), a. [< high + mind+
-ed^. Cf. magtianimous.'i 1. Of or pertaining
to an elevated mind ; having or resulting from
high principle ; honorable; magnanimous: as,

a liiglh-minded ruler; a higli-minded act.

To a high-minded man, wealth, power, court-favor, even
personal safety, would have appeared of no account, when
opposed to friendship, gratitude, and honour.

Macauldy, Lord Bacon.

2. Proud; arrogant: as, high-minded coB&ienee.
A hye mynded man thinketh no wight worthy to match

with him. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

Be not high-minded, but fear. Bom. xL 20.

He was a great Enemy to the clergy, high-minded, and
trusting to Us wealth. Miltan, Hist. Eng., ill.

=Syn. 1. Honorable, noble, generous, lofty, chivalrous,
high-toned.

high-mindedness (hi'min''ded-nes), «. The
quality or state of being high-minded.
Eighmorean (M'mo-re-an), a. [< Highmore (see
def.) -1- -an.] Pertainiig to the English anat-
omist Nathaniel Highmore (1613-84) High-
morean antrum or antrum Hlghmorlanum. See an-
trum.—Bigbxaoiean body. See corpus Highmorianum,
under corpus.

highmostf (hi'most), a. superl. [< high + -most.]
Highest.

Now is the sun upon the highnwst bill

Of this day's journey. Shak., K. and J., ii. 5.

high-necked (hi'nekt), a. In dressmaking, cut
so as to cover the shoulders and neck : said of
a gown, etc. : opposed to low-necked.

highness (hl'nes), n. [< ME. hignesse, hegnesse,

etc., < AS. liedhnes, -nis (= OHG. hohnessa), <
hedh, high : see high and -Mess.] 1 . The state of
being high, in any of the senses of that word.

Destruction from God was a terror to me, and by reason
of his highness 1 could not endure. Job sxsL 23.

3. A title of honor given to princes of the
blood ; also, in some German states, a title given
to the reigning dukes or grand dukes and their

heirs apparent: used with a possessive pro-
noxm, his, her, your: as, his royal highness; h«r
imperial highness.

Duke F. Thou art thy father's daughter, there 's enough.
Bos. So was I when your highness took his dukedom.

Shak., As you Like it, L 3.

Three ladies of the Northern empire pray
Your Highness would enroll them with your own.

Tennyson, Princess, L

high-palmed (hi'pamd), a. Bearing the palms
of the horns aloft; having lofty antlers, as a
stag of full growth.

When thy high-palm^ harts, the sport ofbows andhounds.
By gnpple borderers' hands were banlshM thy grounds.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxvi. 116.

high-pitched (hi'pioht), a. 1. High-strung;
aspiring; haughty.

Nor were these high-pitched expectations ill-founded.

Contemporary Rev., LIII. 7.

Envy of so rich a thing.

Braving compare, disdainfully did sting

His high-pitch'd thoughts. Shak., Lucrece^ 1. 41.

2. In music, toned high.



high-placed

high-placed (hi'plast), a. Elevated in situa-
tion ; high in office or rank.
He was noble, acoomplislied, high-placed, but he loved

freedom of thought aud act. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 468.

A ti-aditionai-y scoui-ge of the vices and peccadilloes of
the high-placed. N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 611.

high-pressure ;hi'presh'ur), a. Having a high
rate of steam-pressure : as, a Mglir-pressure en-
gine. See high pressure, under j;ress«tre.

high-priesthood (M'prest'hM), n. [< high
priest + -liood.'] The office or dignity of a
high priest.

Almost his first ot&cial act was to expel Hannas from
the high-priesthood. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 79.

high-priestly (hi'prest'li), a. [< high priest +
-ii/i.] Pertaining to a high priest: &s, the high-
priestly dignity.

high-priestship (hi'prest'sMp), n. [< Ugh
priest + -ship.] The office of a high priest.

lugh-principled (ha'prin'si-pld), a. 1. Hav-
ing nigh or noble principles; highly honora-
ble.— 2t. Extravagant in notions of politics.
Johnson.

The political creed of all the high-principled men I have
met with. Swift.

high-proof (hi'prof), a. 1. Highly rectified;
strongly alcoholic : as, high-proof spirits.— 3.
Severely tested ; capable of standing any test.

high-reaching (hi're"ching), a. 1. Reaching
to a great height.

At last appear
Hell bounds, high reaching to the horrid roof,
And thrice threefold the gates. Milton, P. L, ii. 644.

2. Ambitious; aspiring.

High-reaching Buckingham grows circumspect.
Shak., Elch. III., iv. 2.

highroad (hi'rod), n. 1 . A road made for gen-
eral travel, usually, from the mode of its con-
struction, more or less elevated above the com-
mon level ; hence, a common road ; a road for
the use of all travelers and vehicles ; a high-
way.
The noblest prospect which a Scotchman ever sees is

the high-road that leads him to England.
Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1763.

Hence— 2. An easy course; a way or method
offering great facility or convenience : as, the
highroad to success.

The highroad out of Christianitv.
N. A. Bev., CXXVI. 329.

high-souled (hi'sold)^ a. Having a high soul

;

having exalted principles or feelmgs.
There, with eyes reverentially fixed on Burke, appeared

the finest gentleman of the age, . . , the ingenious, the
chivalrous, the high-souled Vl'indham.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

high-sounding (hi'soun'ding), a. 1. Resonant.
Ah. tinkling cymbal, and high-sounding brass I

Cowper, Task, v. 681.

2. 01 pompous or pretentious import ; having
an imposing sound : as, high-sounding titles.

high-spirited (hi'spir"it-ed), a. Having a high
spirit; bold; mettlesome; sensitive.

The royal army consisted in great part of gentlemen,
high-spirited, ardent, accustomed to consider dishonour
as more terrible than death. Macaulay.

high-stepper (hi'step"er), n. 1. A horse that
lifts its feet high from the ground.

He'd a high-stepper always in his stall.

Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

Hence— 2. A person having a dashing or

showy walk or bearing.

[The beauty] which makes a woman be called, when
young and in good action, " showy " and " a high-stepper."

Mrs. J, H. Riddcll, Too Much Alone, xxix.

high-stepping (M'step'''ing), a. Having a proud
or showy action or gait.

A phaeton with high-stepping bays.
Murray, Kound about France, p. 349.

high-street (M'stret), n. [< ME. liege strete,

etc. ; < high + street. Cf . highroad and high-

way.] In England, the principal street of a
country town, especially a market-town : usu-
ally the continuation of the highway.

The dull high-street, which has the usual characteristics

of a smaU agricultural market town, some sombre man-
sions, a dingy inn, and a petty bourse.

Disraeli, Sibyl, p. 54.

high-strung (M'strung), a. Strung to a high
pitch ; in a state of great tension ; high-spirit-

ed; having a sensitive or highly organized ner-

vous system.

The time is now here when the Government should lift

its embargo from a great industry, and cease to regard

this delightful plant [tobacco], thil gift of the gods to

hiah-strung humanity, as the Upas tree of agriculture.

Mneteenth Century, XXIV. B70.

hight^s n. See height.
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hight^t (lilt), v., properly pret.
;
pret. also hote,

pp. hight, prop, hote, hoteii. [An anomalous
verb whose forms have been confused from
the ME. period. The principal parts are prop,
inf. and ind. pres. hote, pret. hight, pp. hoten;
< ME. (1) inf. (tr.) hoten, with umlaut heteii,

earlier haten, ind. pres. hote, etc., erroneous-
ly hight, etc., pret. hight, higt, hegt, heht, het,

pi. highten, higten, etc., pp. hoten, hote, with
umlaut heten, hete, and erroneously hight, etc.,

command, order, call, name; (2) inf. (intr.)

hoten, etc., erroneously hight, etc., ind. pres.

and pret. hatte, hattest, hatte, and hote, hat,

hight, etc. (the forms being mixed), be called
or named (orig. a pres. passive, extended to

pret., etc. : see below) ; = OS. hetan = OPries.
lieta = D. heeten = MLG. heten, LGr. heten, hei-

ten = OHQ-. heisan, heizzan, MHG. heisen, G-.

heissen = Icel. heita = Sw. heta = Dan. hedde,

all used as tr., call, and intr., be called, or intr.

only, = Goth, haitan (pret. redupl. haihait (=
AS. heht, ME. liegt, higt, E. hight), pp. haitans),
command, order, call, name, with pres. passive
haitada (= AS. hatte, pres., used also as pret.,

from its similarity in form to a weak pret.).

This verb, the only one in AS. and E. preserving
a trace of the orig. passive inflection, has been
misunderstood and misused ; in modern poets
it is often an imitation of Spenser.] I. trans.

1. To command; order; bid.

The damesel dude [did] ase sche hist.
Sir Ferumbras, 1. 1262.

But the sad Steele seizd not, where it was hight,

Uppon the Childe. Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 8.

So the sage had hight to play his part^
That he should see her form in life and limb.

ScoU, L. of L. M., vi. 16.

2. To promise ; assure.

Falamon, that is thyn owne knight,
Schal han his lady as thou hast him hight.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1614.

[In this sense Chaucer has only the preterit and past par-
ticiple, never the present.]

If the pope or ani other . . . graunt and hist to ani
man indi^geuce, . . . thei selle swilk thingis to hem.

Wyclif, Apol., p. 10.

And, man, ofte tyme thou hast me hist
Thou woldist amende, & leue folie.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 183.

3. To call; name. [Archaic in this use.]

The sevent mayister [master] was hoten Marcius.
Seven Sages, L 91.

But reade you. Sir, sith ye my name have hight.
What is your owne, that I mote you requite?

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vl. 4.

Childe Harold was he hight.
Byron, Childe Harold, i. 3.

4. To mention. [Rare.]

A shepheard trewe, yet not so true.
As he that earst I hote.

Spenser Shep. Cal., July.

II. intrant, {ovig. passive). To be called; be
named; have as a name.
Thus lefte ludas the place voyde till that oure lorde set

ther a-nother, that hight Matheu.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 59.

Bright is her hue and Geraldine she hight.

Surrey, Geraldine.

high-taper (hi'ta''''p6r), ». A corruption of /aag'-

taper, a name of the mullen.
high-tasted (hi'tas^ted), a. Having a strong
relish or flavor

;
piquant.

highteUi hightener. See heighten, heightener.

highth (hith), n. An obsolete or provincial form
of height.

What in me is dark
Illumine, what is low raise and support

;

That to the highth of this great argument
I may assert eternal Providence.

Milton, P. L., i. 24.

Even highth^ which is thought peculiarly Miltonic, is

common (in Hakluyt, for example), and still often heard in

New England. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 281.

hightide (M'tid), n. [(= OS. hogetid= OPries.
hachtid = D. hoogttjd = MLG. hochtit = MHG.
hohzit, hochgit, G. hochzeit. a wedding-feast,
wedding, = Dan. hojtid= Sw. hogtid, a great
festival); <ft»fir7> -I- tide. Ct. high-day.] A great
festival. [Rare.]

One may hope it will be annual and perennial ; a Feast
of Pikes, FSte des Piques, notablest among the hightides
of the year. Carlyle, French Eev., II. i. 10.

high-toned (M'tond), a. 1. High in pitch: as,

a high-toned instrument.

He read the service rather with strong nervous voice
than in a graceful manner ; his voice was sharp and high-
toned rather than harmonious.

Johnson, Swift (Lives of Poets. III. 438).

2. Having high principles ; dignified ; self-re-

specting: as, a high-toned character.

hilarious

Like being of superior kind,
In whose high-toned impai-tial mind
Degrees of mortal rank and state

Seem objects of Indifferent weight
Scott, Lord of the Isles, ii. 8.

3. Stylish; fashionable; pretentious. [Colloq.,

U.S.]
The electric light company of Independence, Mo., will

put 12 lights in Eden Paik, a high-toned residence part of

this Kansas City subm-b. Elect. Bev. (Amer.), XIII. 10.

high-top (hi'top), m. If. The masthead of a ship.

But I should . . . seemy wealthy Andrew dook'd in sand,

Vailing her high-top lower than her ribs,

To kisa her burial. Shak., M. of V., i. 1.

2. A kind of sweet apple.

high-tuned (M'tiind), o. Nobly versified; me-
lodious.

Some high-tun^d poem
Hereafter shall deliver to posterity

The writer's glory and his subject's triumph.
Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2,

highty-tighty (hi'ti-ti'ti), a. and intery. Same
as hoity-toity.

You know very weU what I mean, sir I Don't try to

turn me off in that highty-tighty way

!

Thackeray, Newcomes, xlii.

high-'Vicedt (hi'vist), a. Audaciously wicked.
[Rare.]

Be as a planetary plague, when Jove
VVill o'er some high-vic'd city hang his poison
In the sick air. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

highway (hi'wa), ti. [< ME. heigh weye, heig

waye, etc. ; equiv. to highroad, higli-street, and
highgate; with reference to the elevation of such
roads above the adjacent surface: see highroad,

etc.] 1. A public road or passage ; a way open
to all passengers, by either land or water.

He loked in Bernysdale^
By the hye waye.

I/ytell Oeste qfBobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 81).

Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them
in come in. Luke xiv. 23.

The summer droue;hts rendered the Tennessee Eiver
useless as a military highway. The Century, XXXVL 676.

2. In law, any road or way, whether for foot-

passengers, beasts of burden, or vehicles, or all,

over which all persons, as members of the pub-
lic, have a right to pass. The word is commonly re-

stricted to a way that is fit or intended tor vehicles as well
as for foot-passengers and animals.

3. Figuratively, a common or easy way or
course.

So she [the falcon] makes her highway over the steepest
mountains and deepest rivers.

/. Walton., Complete Angler, p. 25.

I could mention more trades we have lost, and are in
the highway to lose. Sir J. Child, Trade.

Men were striking awayfrom all the proper and respec-
table highways of thought into paths no decorous person
had ever thought of.

J. W. Hales, Int. to Milton's Areopagitica.

Commissioners of Illghways. See commissioner.—
Dunstable blgliway. See dunstable.—Eigb.wa,7 rob-
bery. See robbery.

highwayman (hi'wa-man), ». ;
pi. highwaymen

(-men). [< highway -\r man.] A robber on the
highway; one who robs passengers in public
roads or places.

The guard whispered that he had shot a highwayman
and cudgeled a gipsy before he turned into the inn-yard
at Bolingstone. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 103.

Even a walk or drive to Kensington or Chelsea, both
country villages at that time [1780-1'786], was not under-
taken without fear of highwaymen or footpads.

Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XLIU. 379.

high-wrought (hi'rat), a. 1. Wrought -with a
high degree of art or skill; finely finished.

—

2. Wrought up to a high degree; agitated; in-
tense: as, high-wrought -pa-ssion.

Mon. What from the cape can you discern at sea?
1 Sent. Nothing at all : it is a high-wrought flood.

Shak., OtheUo, iL 1.

He is too scornful, too high-virought, too bitter

!

M. Arnold, Empedocles.

higret, ». An. obsolete variant of eager^.
hig-tapert, ». See hag-taper.

Vertesco [It.], wooll-blade, torch-herbe, lung-woort,
hares-beard, french-sage, higtaper, or wooddi-muUein.

Florio.

H. I. H. An abbreviation of Sis (or Ser) Im-
perial Sightless.

hila, n. Plural of hilum.

hilar (hi'lar), a. l<hil-um + -arS.] 1. la zool.

and anat., pertaining to a hilum, as of the kid-
ney.— 2. Jnbot., belonging to the hilum or scar
;produced b^ the attachment of a seed.
hilaratet (hil'a-rat), v. t. [< L. Mlaratus, pp.
of hilarare (> It. ilarar), cheer, gladden, < hila-
ris, cheerful, glad: see hilarious, and cf. exhila-
rate.] To exhilarate. Cockeram.
hilarious (hi- or hi-la'ri-us), a. [< OP. hila-

rious, hilarieux, < L. as if *hilariosus, for hilaris.
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R'Si.l^S''®
order S?«(i,n«rt(E of thePloridece; by others

aie found Its systematic position must remain doubtfifi.

n„t n=S,
''^''5^'* by having a crustaceous Iroiul, with-out calcareous deposit, forming thin, reddish, horizontal

expansions, composed of cuboidal cells arranged in vertical

S„1'il™?}"e/™m " horizontal basal layer ; tetrasporesimingthe walls of immersed conceptacles, zonate, cruciate
or irregularly placed ; cystocarps unknown. About half adozen species are known, which form thin crusts on rocksand stones in both salt and fresh water.

Hlldenbrandti8e(hil-deii-bran'ti-e),».i)?. [NL.,
pi. of midenhrandUa.'] A familv of algte pro-
posed by Eabenhorst, typified by the genus

hilarious

hilarits (> It. Hare = OF. hilaire). < Gr. llapdc,
cheerful, glad, gay (cf . Uaof, propitious, kind).]
Gleefully gay or merry; manifesting high spir-
its; exhilarated; jolly.

As sententious as Horace, as hilarious as Anacreon, as
tender as Theocritus, Us [Haflz's] poems are as full of fel(
cities as of melodies. N. A. £ev., CXL. 335.

hilariously (hi- or hi-la'ri-us-li), adv. In a hi-
larious or jolly manner : as, hilariously hstpT^ij.

hilarity (hi- or hi-lar'i-ti), n. [< ME. hillaritee,

< OF. hilarite, hilairete, F. hilarity = It. ilaritd,

< L. hilarita{t-)s, cheerfulness, gaiety, < hilaris,
cheerful: see hilarious.'\ Demonstrative mirth
or merriment; gleeful exhilaration; social gai-
ety; jollity.

Jt [music] will perform all this in an instant, cheare
up the countenance, expell austerity, bring in hilarity.

Bwrton, Anat. of Mel., p. 297.

With thought, with the ideal, is immortal hilarity, the
rose of joy. Bound it all the Muses sing.

Emerson, Love.

=Syn. BHarity, Joy, Glee, Joviality; gaiety, exhilara-
tion. Joy is not often used of the excitement or overflow
of animal spirits, but is rather and almost distinctively
an affection of the mind. Glee is a strong word for an
acute or ecstatic pleasure that ei^resses itself in mirthful-
ness and other demonstrative signs of high spirits. Jo-
viality is that feeling or character which, being itself gay,
merry, or jolly, brings others into the same mood ; the
word is generally used in a good sense. Hilarity is more
often, but not necessarily, used of mirth, laughter, or
other signs of exhilaration exceeding the limits of reason
or propriety. See animation, mirth, gladness, happiness.

Every morning wakedustoa repetition of toil ; but the
evening repaid it with vacant hilarity

.

Goldsmith, Vicar, v.

And often, glad no more,
We wear a face of joy, because
We have been glad of yore.

Wordsworth, The Fountain.

Full weU they laughed with counterfeited glee
At all his jokes, for many a joke had he.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 201.

Hilarymast, »• l<ME.SiUarymesse; < Hilary,
LL. Hilarivs,+ -mass^.'} Thefeastof St.Hilary,
bishop of Poitiers in France about 353-68, emi-
nent as a church father and an opponent of the
Arians. in English calendars, in both those before the
Reformation and that of the present English Prayer-Book,
his day is January 13th, the octave of the Epiphany. In
the Koman calendar it is January 14th.

For 30ur hote is dette things als to me
At Sayni Hillarymesse at Westmynster salle be.

£ob. of Brunne, p. 284.

Hilary term (hil'a-ri term). See term.

hilch (hilch), V. i. [Origin obscure.] To hob-
ble. [Scotch.]

An' then he'll hilch, an' stilt, an' jump.
An' rin an unco fit.

Bums, First Epistle to Davie.

hildt. An obsolete form of held, preterit and
past participle of hold'^.

How can they all in this so narrow verse
Gontayned be, and in small compasse hild?

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xi. 17.

Hild-, -hild (hild). [AS. Mid (poet.), war,

battle, = OS. hild = OHG. hilt = leel. hildr

(poet.), war, battle ; as a proper name, alone

(AS. Bild, MHG. Hilde, Bilte, Icel. Sildr (one

of the Valkyries), ML. and mod. B. Bilda) and
in comp. (final only in fem. names), frequent
especially in MHGr., the lit. sense, as usual in

proper names, disappearing: see examples in

def.] An element in proper names of Anglo-
Saxon, German, or Scandinavian origin, as in

Hilda (AS. Hild, etc.), Hildebert (OHG. Hilti-

braht, 'battle-bright'), Hildebrand (OHG.-ffiJ-

tihrant, G. Hildebrand, Icel. Hildibrandr, 'bat-

tle-sword'), midegund (MHG. Hiltegunt, 'bat-

tle-conflict'), Brunhild (OHG. Brunihild, MHG.
BrUnhilt, Icel. Brynhildr, 'mailed battle'),

GrimMld (MHG. Grmhilt, Ermhilt, Chrmhilt,

Chriemhilt, Kriemhilt^eel. Grmihildr, 'helmet-

battle'), Matilda (ML. and E., contr. Maud,
MHG. Mahthilt, Mechtilt, F. Mathilde, 'might-

battle'), etc.

Hildebrandine (hil'de-bran-din), a. [< Hilde-

brand (see def.) + -is»ei.] Of or pertaining

to HUdebrand, one of the most influential of

medieval ecclesiastics, who reigned as Pope
Gregory VII. 1073-85. He is celebrated for his de-

velopment of the pretensions of the papal see both before

and after his elevation to the papacy.

They sought by Hildebrandine arts to exalt themselves

above all that is called God in civil Magistracy.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 666.

The hearty largeness of Hildebrandine imperiousness

must not be looked for in these disintegrating days.

Andover Eev., VII. 313.

Hildenbrandtia (Ml-den-bran'ti-a), n. [NL.

K'So1S;&pfKeTSZ: hilWhil) .. . CAlso^Oa, --ove. as plants

brt^uiot Eabenhorst. By Agardh the genus is < MB. htllen, hyllen, Ulm, hulen, < AS. huHan

hllderlina; (hil'dfer-ling), n. A dialectal variant
ot hmderhng, and the original of hilding.

hlldingt (hd'ding), n. and a. [A contr. of Ul-
derhng,-alt.othinderling.2 I. ». A mean, worth-
less person; a wretch.

If your lordship find him not a hilding, hold me no
more in your respect. shak. , All's Well, iii. 6.

This is that scornful piece, that scurvy hilding.
Fletcher (fmd another). Two Noble KinSmen, iii. 5.

II. a. Cowardly; spiritless; base: as, a Hi-
ding fellow.

Which when that Squire beheld, he to them stept.
Thinking to take them from that hylding hound.

Spenser, F. Q., VL v. 25.

To purge this field of such a hilding foe.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2.

hileif, V. t. A Middle EngUsh form of hillK
hile^ (hil), n. Same as hilum.
hileg, n. See hyleg.

hiliferous (M-life-rus), a. [< L. Mlum, hilum,
+ ferre = B. bear^.'] Bearing scars like a
Mlum. See hilum.
hilli (hil), n: [Early mod. E. also hil, hille,

hyll, hylle, etc.; < ME. hil, hyl, hul, pi. Miles,
etc., < AS. hyll = MD. Ml, Mile = L. collis =
Lith. Jcalnas, a hill ; with orig. suffix -na, from
a root seen also in AS. healm, E. halm, a stalk,
L. culmws, a stalk, L. culmen, columen, the top,
summit, celsus, high, etc.: see halm, culminate,
column, excel, etc. Not connected with (1)
Icel. holl (= Norw. hoi), a hill, which is a contr.
of hvoll, for older hvall, a hill ; nor with (2) D.
heuvel = MHG. G. hiibel, a hill ; nor with (3) G.
hiigel, akin to E. how^, a hUl; nor with (4) Icel.

hilla, a shelf, hjalli, a shelf or ledge in a moun-
tain's side.] 1. A conspicuous natural elevation
of the earth's surface ; a natural eminence of in-
definite height, usuallyrounded or conical. The
name hill is usually applied to elevations smaller than a
mountain, and larger than a mound ; but the terms are
merely relative, elevations of the same height being called
hiUs in one locality and mountains in another, usually ac-

cording to the more or less mountainous character of the
region.

From thens schal he gon un to Capadose, that ys a grete
Countree, whare that ben many grete Hylles.

mandeville, Travels, p. 127.

Ye gentle Shepheards, which your fiocks do fcede.

Whether on hylls, or dales, or other where,
Beare witnesse a^ of thys so wicked deede.

Spenser, Shep. Cal, June.

Look, the mom, in russet mantle clad.

Walks o'er the dew of yon high eastern hill.

Shak., Hamlet, t 1.

A sand-built ridge
Of heaped hills that mound the sea.

Tennyson, To Memory.

3. A heap; a hillock; a pile: as, a Aunghill;

an ant-Mll; a mole-WK.
Thei slough so many and made soche martire that ther

was hilles of dede men and horse hem be-forn.

Xerlin (E. E. T. S.), u. 288.

3. A little mound raised about a cluster of

cultivated plants: as, a Mil of maize or pota-

toes.

Such pumpkins and beans as could be grown intermin-

gled with the hills of corn.
E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xii.

4. In her., the representation of a hill, usually

green when only one is used—Bayle Mils. See

bolei, 2.—Up lull and down dale, energetically; per-

sistently.

All this time Martin was cursing Mr. Pecksniff up hill

and down dale. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxxv.

hilU (hU), V. [< hill\ «.] I. trans. 1. To form

small hills or heaps of earth around; form into

hills or heaps: s,s,to hill aoTm; to /w?? the ground.

When it is growne middle high, they hill it about like a

hop-yard. Capt. John Smith, Works, L 126.

2. To heap; accumulate. [Bare.]

Cease, then, all'you that aim at the hilling up of fatal

gold.
"

Hewit, Sermons, p. 41.

II. intrans. To form into a heap ;
gather.

Soon after their arrival the males begin to hill; that is,

to collect on some dry bank near a splash of water m ex-

pectation of the females who resort to them.
Pennant, Brit. ZoBl. (ed. 1776), II. 439.

HilMes
(not found), cover, hide, = OS. bi-hulljan, cover,
= D. hullen, cap, mask, disguise, = G. ver-hiil-

len, wrap up, cover, veil, hide, = Icel. hylja,
cover, hide, = Sw. holja, cover, veil, = Dan.
hylle, wrap, = Goth, huljan, cover, hide ; a cau-
sal verb, from the noun repr. by AS. hulu, E.
ImU^ (see hull^), andult. from the verb repr. by
AS. helan, MB. helen, cover: see heal^ and cou-
ceal.'] To cover.

Thou wald fyrste lay to stykkes and ouer hille the cole
[ember]. Hampole, Prose I'reatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 31.

Als the bark hilles the tree,
Eight so sal my ring do the.

Twaine and Gawin (Kitsou's Metr. Bom., I,).

And if it isfoul thing toawommantobepollid, or to he
maad ballid, hUe sche hir heed, but a man schal not hile
his hede. Wydif, 1 Cor. xi. 6.

hilF (hU), V. t. [E. dial., = heel^, < ME. hUden,
< AS. hyldan, tUt, incline : see heeld, heel'^.'] To
your out. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hlU-ant (hil'ant), n. An ant of the kind that
makes ant-hills, as the common Formica rufa.
hill-berry (hil'ber"i), n. The wintergreen,
Gaulfheria nrocumbens. See wintergreen.

hill-bird (hil'berd), n. 1. The Bartramian
sandpiper or upland plover, Bartramia longi-
cauda. C. J. Maynard. See cut under Bartra-
mia. [Massachusetts, U. S.]— 2. The fieldfare,

Turduspilaris. C.Swainson. [Local, Scotland.]
hill-copt (hil'kop), n. [< ME. hyl coppe; < hiWi-

+ cqpi.] A hilltop ; a hill.

The apostel hem segh in gostly drem
Arayed to the weddyng in that hyl coppe.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), L 790.

hill-country (hil'kun''tri), n. A region of hills

:

often specifically applied to the hUly regions
in the interior of India.

hill-digger (hil'dig'''6r), n. One who digs into
hills or sepulchral mounds or barrows in search
of buried treasure.

Our Norfolk barrows have all been explored and rifled.

The hill-diggers ot the fifteenth century did their work
most eSectually : they left nothing for that rabid band of
monomaniacs of our own time.

A. Jessopp, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 56.

hilled (hUd), a. [< MU\ n., + -ed^.] Having
hiUs: generally used in composition.

The Goth, the Christian, Time War, Hood, and Eire,
Have dealt upon the aeven-hilt'd city's pride.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 80.

hiller (hil'fer), n. [Appar. < hiW, cover, -f- -erl.]

In pottery, a dish u^ed in the preparation of the
glaze.

Observing that the hiller or dish have a sufficient access
of air allowed. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 46.

hillet (hil'et), n. [< Mm + -et] A small hill

;

a mound. [Eare.]

Neither will I speak of the little hillets scene in manie
places of our He, whereof though the vnskilfull people bab-
ble manie things, yet they are nothing else but Tumuli or
graues of former times.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, i. 24.

hill-fever (hil'fe'''ver), n. In India, a remittent
fever prevailing in the hill-country.

hill-folk (hil'fok), n. pi. Persons living in the
hills; hillmen. Specifloally—(a)A name formerly used
tor the Scotch sect of Cameronians, and sometimes also for

the Covenanters in general.

How much longer this military theologist might have
continued his invective, in which he spared nobody but
the scattered remnant of the hill-folk, as he called them,
is absolutely uncertain. Scott, Waverley, xxxvi.

(6) In Scand. myth. , a class of beings intermediate between
elves and men, inhabiting caves and hills.

hill-fort (hil'fort), n. A stronghold or fortified

place on a hill.

Whatever was the first origin of Tergeste, . . . it is plain
that it ranks among the cities which have grown up out of

hill-forts. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 75.

hill-francoliu (hil'frang''''k6-lin), n. An East
Indian gaUinaoeous bird ofthegenusJrftoncoto.
Hillia (hil'i-a), n. [NL., named after Sir John
Hill, a botanical writer of the 18th century.]

A small genus of shrubs, of the natural order

Rubiacew, tribe Cinchonece, founded by Jaoquin
in 1763, and the type of the subtribe Hilliew.
It has a bracteate involucre, obovoid or oylindiical calyx-

tube, with a foliaceous limb having 2 to 4 lobes. The
corolla is hypocrateriform, with an elongated limb hav-

ing 3 to 7 lobes. It has 4 to 7 included, adnate stamens,

and a 2-celled ovary, forming in fruit a long, pod-like,

2-valved capsule. The leaves are opposite, short-petioled,

and thick, and the flowers large, terminal, solitary, white,

and odorous. About 5 species are known, natives of South
America and the West Indies. They are usually epiphytic.

Hillieae (hi-li'f-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hillia + -eai.']

A subtribe of plants, of the natural order Bubia-

cem, tribe Cinchonece, typified by the genus Hil-

lia. It is distinguished from the other subtribe

of the Cinchonew by having the corolla imbri-

cated or contorted.



Mllier

hillier (hil'ySr), n. [Also hilhjer, < ME. hillyer;
< hill^ + -iej-i.] Same as 'healer^.

That non Tylers called hillyers of the cite, nor other man
withyn the cite dwellyuge, oompelle ne charge ne make
no tyler straunger, comynge to the cite, to serve at his
rule. English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 398.

hilliness (hil'i-nes), n. The state of being
hilly.

In short, the only obstacle to this being one of the finest
countries upon earth is its great hilliness.

Cook, Third Voyage, i. 8.

hillingt(Ml'ing),M. [Verbal n. of 7iii?2^«.] game
as healing^.

Mllisht (hil'ish), a. \imp- + -ish\1 Hill-Uke;
rather hilly: as, a hillish eountry.

The wounded whale casts from his hillish jawes
Bivers of waters, mixt with pui'ple gore.

Heywood, Troja Britannica (1609).

hillman (hil'man), «. ;
pi. hillmen (-men). 1.

Aman who lives in a hill-ooimtry ; in the plural,
same as hill-folk; specifically, the Covenanters.— 2. The foreman of a dust-heap. [Bng.j
On inquiry at one of the largest dust-yards, I was in-

formed by the hill-man, etc.

H. Jtayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 321.

hill-mina (hil'nu'na), n. An Indian and Orien-
tal bird of the genus Graeula, as the religious
grackle of India, G. or Eulabes religiosa; a mina-
or mino-bird. The mina is an imitative bird, and can
be taught to articulate words more distinctly than the
parrot. See cut under Eulabes.

jbill-oat (hil'ot), n. A wild oat of Europe, Avena
strigosa : perhaps the original of the cultivated
oat.

hillock (hil'ok), «. [< MIU + dim. -ock.^ A
small hill ; a slight elevation.

Our foot half sunk in hillocks green and soft,

Kais'd by the mole, the miner of the soil.

Cowper, Task, i. 272.

On Imoll or hillock rears his crest,
Lonely and huge, the giant oak.

Scott, Rokeby, ii. 6.

Fairy hillocks. See/airy.—HlUock ofDoyfere,in anai.
Same as eminence of Doyhre. See errmience.

hillock-tree (hil'ok-tre), n. A small, hardy
evergreen tree, Melaleuca hyperidfolia, native
of New South Wales.
hillocky (hil'ok-i), a. [< Ullock + -i/l.] Full of
hillocks. Malliwell.

hilloust (hil'us), a. [< hilP- + -ous."] Hilly.

The way leading between the said parish church and the
Forest is very foul, painful, and hilloits.

Decree of Chancellor of Lancashire, 1550 (Baine's Hist.
[Lancashire, n. 46).

hill-partridge (hirpar^'trij), n. A gallinaceous
bird of the genus Galloperdix, as G. lunulatiis of

India. See cut under Galloperdix.

hillside (hil'sid), n. The side or slope of a hUl.

I shall . . . conduct ye to a hill-side, where I will point
ye out the right path of a virtuous and noble education.

Milton, Education.

Come from the woods that belt the gray hillside.

Tennyson, To Memory.

hill-site (hU'sit), n. Situation on a hiU; an ele-

vated site.

Lo, Bethlehem's hill-site before me is seen.
Whittier, Palestine.

hill-spaiTOW (hil'spar"o), 11. The meadow-
pipit of Europe, Anthus pratensis. See Anthus.

[Orkney and Shetland.]

hill-star (Ml' star), n. A humming-bird of the
genus Oreotrochilus.

hill-tit (hil'tit), n. Abook-name of the Asiatic

and Oriental birds of the family Liotrickidw,

such as the red-billed hill-tit, Liothrix lutea.

hilltop (hil'top), n. The top or summit of a
hill.

Disporting, till the amorous bird of night
Sung spousal, and bid haste the evening-star

On his hill top, to light the bridal lamp.
Milton, P. L., viii. 620.

hillwort (hU'w6rt), n. The European penny-
royal, Mentha pulegium.

hilly (bil'i), a. [_< hilU + -y^.2 1. Abound-
ing in hills : as, a hilly country.

Tending my flocks hard by i' the hilly crofts

That brow this bottom-glade.
Milton, Comus, L 531.

Billy countries afford the most entertaining prospects.
Addison.

2t. Like a hUl; lofty; elevated.

First of all vpon the east side of the hauen a great hillie

point called Downesend.
Bolinshed, Descrip. of Britain, i. 12.

Better to have liv'd

Poor and obscure, and never scal'd the top

Of hilly empire, than to die with fear

To be thrown headlong down, almost as soon

As we have reach'd it.

Fletcher (and another 1), Prophetess, t.

St. Large and rounded.
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Now hilly bulbes sowo

Or sette, and wede hem that of rather growe.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

hillyer, ». See MlUer.

hilo-grass (he'16-gras), n. A large coarse grass,

Paspalum conjugatum.
hilsah (hil'sa), n. [E. Ind.] A fish of the
Ganges highly esteemed for food. It is very
oily and bony.

hilt (hilt), n. [< ME. hilt, < AS. hilt = loel.

hjalt = Dan. hjalte = OHG. helsa, MHG. helee,

a hilt
;

per-
haps lit. that
by which the
weapon is

held, being
prob. ult. con-
nected with
hold^, as anvil,

formerly an-

filt, etc., with
/oJtJi.] 1.

That part of

a sword, dag-
ger, or similar
weapon which
affords a grasp
for the hand,
and usually a
protection for
it as well. The
part grasped is

called the grip,
into which the
tang of the blade
is driven, orwhich
consists of two
separate pieces se-

cured to the tang
on both sides. The
pommel isthe pro-
jecting ball, disk,

or similar appur-
tenance, which
prevents the hand
from slipping
from the grip and
sometimes serves
to counterbalance the blade. The guard is a cross-guard
formed of two quillons, or a knuckle-bow, or a basket-hilt,

or a combination of these different forms ; sometimes also
there are two shells or coquilles, one on either side of the
hilt, and sometimes there is a kind of inverted bowl or
cup of steel surrounding the heel of the blade, and called
the cup-guard. (See the above terms, and s^ord.) For-
merly often in the plural, with reference to its combined
parts.

Arthur toke the swerde be the hiltes, and wlth-oute more
taryinge yaf it to the Archebisshop.

Merlin (E. B. T. S.), t 103.

For now sits Expectation in the air.

And hides a sword, from hilts unto the point.
Shak., Hen. V., ii. (cho.).

He run his sword up to the hilt

In at the dragon's side.

The Seven Cham/pions of Christendom, (Child's Ballads,
[L 87).

The sword
That rose from out the bosom of the lake, . . .

With jewels, eliin Urim, on the hilt.

Tennysoiij Coming of Arthur.

2+. A sword or foil.

Fetch the hilts; fellow Juniper, wilt thou play?
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, ii. 7.

St. The handle of a shield. SalUwell up to
the hilt or hilts, thoroughly ; completely; driven home.

I was up to the hilts in joy at having so marvellously
metamorphosed an ex-governor into a viceroy.

Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, xi. 13.

Ah ! ah ! there she has nick'd her ; that's up to the Silts;
r gad, and you shall see Dapple resents it.

Prior, Travesty of Hind and Panther.

hilted (hil'ted), a. l<Mlt+ -ed^.'\ 1. Furnished
with a hilt : used in composition : as, a basket-
hilted sword.

Wearing neither hunting-dress
Nor weapon, save a golien-hUted brand.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. In lier., having a hilt represented as of a
different tincture from the
blade : as, a sword hilted or.

Hilton's muscle. See epiglot-

Sword-hilt.

A, grip or barrel ; B, pommel ', C C, quil-

lons, which together form the cross-guard

;

I>, finger-guard or knuckle-bow ; E E, pas
d'ane, one on e^ch side of the cross-guard, pro-
jecting boldly, and nearly circular in shape ;

F, counter-guard ; G, heel of blade, talon, or
ricasso (ricasso only when the heel is square,
not edged). C 73 ^ together form the guard.
(From " L'Art pour Tous.")

himp

2. In eool. and anat., some part or thing like

the hilum of a seed, as a scar, pit, recess, or

opening for entrance or exit. Specifically— (a) A
recess, as in the kidney or the lung, where the vessels,

nerves, and associate structui-es enter, together with a

quantity of connective tissue or hilum stroma, (6) The
reentrance in the edge of a Noctiluca, likened to the hilum
of a kidney-bean, (c) A little opening in the gemmule of

a sponge.

him (him), pi-on. See he'-.

Himalayan (him-a'la-yan or him-a-la'yan), a.

[< Simalaya (< Skt. Himalaya, < hima, snow
(see chimera^ and hiems), + dlaya, abode) +
-a».] Of or belonging to the Himalayas, a
mountain-chain on the borders of British India

and Tibet, and extending through Cashmere,

Nep&l, etc. It contains the highest known sum-
mits in the world Himalayan pine. See pine.—

Himalayan rhubarb, a species of BlUum (which see).

Himanthalia (him-an-tha'li-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. IjiaQ (l/iavT-), a thong, + daAla, abundance,
wealth.] A monotypic genus of algse, belonging

to the FucaceCB. it has large, immensely elongated re-

ceptacles, which are strap-shaped, compressed, dichoto-

mously divided, and spring from the center of the frond.

The plant is biennial, the cup- shaped disk being produced
the second year. B. lorea, the only species, isfound along

the English coast, where it is known as seathongs. It is

said that in the north of Scotland a kind of sauce for fish,

resembling catchup, is made from the fronds of this plant,

Himantolqphinse (him-an-tol-o-fi'ne), n. pi.

[ISTL., < Simantolophus + -inw.'] In Gill's

classification of fishes, a subfamily of CeraUidce,

typified by the genus Simantolophus.
Himantolophus (him-an-tol'o-fus), n. [NL.,

< Gr. i/idg (^iuavT-), a thong, -I- ^6ipo(, a crest,

ridge.] A genus of pediculate fishes, typical

of the subfamily Simantolophince, having the
cephalic spine knob-like at the end and sur-

mounted by a thong-like appendage, whence
the name.
HimantopUS (hi-man' to-pus ),n. [NL. (Brisson,
1760), < Gr. i/iavrdKovg, the stilt, < l/idg (l/zavr-),

a thong, + TToif = E. foot.'] A genus of wading
birds related to the avosets, having extremely
long slender legs, three-toed feet, and exceed-
ingly slender bill ; the stilts. B. melanopterus is

the black-winged stilt of Europe. B. nigricollis is the
black-necked stilt of America.

Himatega (him-a-te'ga), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
l/iaTTiydg, loaded with apparel (taken as equiv.
to 'tunicated'), < Ifta^r-) for £tfia(T-), dress, a
garment, clothing, apparel (see liimation), +
TfyslaBai, <, ayeiv, lead.] A theoretical group of
animals, representing a supposititious stage of
evolution, intermediate between Fertelirata and
Invertebrata. The nearest actual representa-
tives of such a stage are the ascidians.

himation (hi-mat i-ou), n.; pi. himatia (-a).

[Gr. l/idTiov, in form a dim. of lfia{T-) for elfia{T-),

a dress, garment, clothing, < ivvdvai, dress,
clothe: see vest and weari.] In anc. Gr. cos-

tume, a rectangular piece of woolen stuff, usu-
ally five or six feet wide and twice as long, worn

hilum (hi'Ium), n. ; pi. hila

(-la). [NL., < L. hilum, said

to have meant orig. 'the eye
of a bean.' but used only in

sense of 'a little thing, bit,

trifle' (> the negative nihil,

nil) ; said to be ult. a var. of

iilum, a, thTe&d.: see file^.'] 1.
T X i _i n , 4.1, ., ^.-.. ^e vertical aection ot
In OOt, originally, the eye ot the Anatropous seed

a bean; hence, the mark or "' riua Amiricanii,
> -,' 1 J 1. magmfied. A, hilum.

scar on a seed produced by
separation from its placenta. Also applied to the
nucleus of starch-grains, under the mistaken notion that
it was the point of attachment of the grain while growhig.

Vertical Section of

Fit>nt and Side Views of Himation, showing two usual methods of
wearing it. (From the frieze of the Farthenon.

)

wrafjped about the body in different ways, ac-
cording to the taste of the wearer, either as an
outer garment over the tunic, by both sexes, or
a,t times, by men, as the sole garment. The hi-
mation was often made of fine stuff, and richly
embroidered.
His himation [that of Zeus at Olympial, also of gold,

was enriched with a design of figures and lilies.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture^ II. 128.

Himiarite (him'i-a-rit), a. Same as Bimyarite.
himming, n. See'hemming^.
himpt, V. i. [Not found except in the passage
quoted and in a manuscript note referred to
by Halliwell

;
prob. a mere orig. misprint for

limp.} To limp. Davies.

Lame of one leg, and himping all his dayes.
Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 203.



himpne

Mmpnet, n. A Middle English form of hymn.
CJiaucer.

himself (him-self'),JJ»-o».; pi. themselves (them-
selvz'). [(o, &) < ME. himself, usually and
orig. as two words, him self, him selve, etc., <
AS. him selfum, dat. sing. maso. or neut.; (c)
ME. him self, himselve, him selven, < AS. him
selfum, dat. pi., nom. sing, he self, gen. his
sclfes, etc.; being the pron. with agreeing adj.
self, as also in herself, themselves, myself (for
meself), thyself(tor theeself), etc.; the dative (ob-
jective or dative of reference), being the most
frequent, has become the exclusive form: see
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take, catch, of which AS. hnntian, E. hunt, is
a secondary form: see hunt and hmid, hendl
hentK^ 1

._
The female of the red deer or stag iAand after its thu-d year: correlative to hart for

the male.
As we came frae the hynd hunting.
We heard fine music ling.

Young Alan (Child's Ballads, 1. 183).
The dove pursues the griffin ; the mild land
Makes speed to catch the tiger.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2.

2. One of various fishes of the family Serranidm

_ and genus Epin^helus, as E. drummond-hayi, a
he^ 'and self.-\ {a) An emphatic' or~r"eflexive y,f°^ifu°}^^

GTulf coast of the United States,

form of the third personal pronoun masculine, ;,?,, } ''J^\ L^H/* '^ excrescent, as in
either nominative or objective, in the nomina-
tive it is always used, for emphasis, in apposition to he or
to a noun, usually expressed, but sometimes only under-
stood ; in the objective it is used alone or in apposition
to him or to a noun : as, he himself did it ; it was himself
(he himself) that did it ; he did it lor himself, or for the
man himself; let him do it himself; he came to himself.

Then Ector, hym owne selfe ordant belyue.
The last bateU to lede of his lege pepull.

Destruction of Tray (B. E. T. S.), 1. 6237.

And for himself himself Yie must forsake

;

Then where is truth, if there be no self-trust?
Shak., Luorece,!. 167.

He clash'd
His iron palms together with a cry

;

Himself would tilt it out among the lads.
Tennyson, Prinoess, v.

(6t) The neuter similarly used. Now fee?/, (cf)
The dative (objective) plural, similarly used.
Now themselves.

Enuyos hert hym-selue fretys.
And of gode werky[s] hym-selue lettys.
Booke ofPreeedenee (E. B. T. S., extra ser.), i. 47.

himselvet, himselvent, pron. Obsolete vari-
ants of himself. Chaucer.
Himyaric (him-yar'ik), a. [< Himyar (see def

.

of Himyaritic) + -ic] Same as Himyaritic.
Himyarite (him'ya-rit), a. [Also Mimiarite; <
Bimyar (see def. di Bimyaritic) + -ite^.J Same
as Bimyaritic.

The traveller [Charles Huber] was fortunate enough to
make the second known discovery of Simiarite inscrip-
tions, of which there were nine. Seience, V. 134.

Himyaritic (him-ya-rit'ik), a. and n. [< Sim-
yarite + -ic.'] I. a. Relating to the former people

hindhead

back; prevent from moving or proceeding;
stop; interrupt; obstruct; check; impede; re-
tard: as, to hinder one from entering; their
march was hindered by fallen trees. It denotes
either partial or complete obstruction, accord-
ing to the context.

Mony woundit tho weghis & warpit to ground,
Mony shalke thurgh shot with there slSrpe gere.
And myche hyndrit the hepe with there hard shot

Destruction of Troy (E. E. X. S.), 1- 6781.

How hard were my hert, to hold hym as frend.
That 80 highly me hyndret, & my hate senietl

Destritction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X L 9268.

Dronkennesse hurteth thy honestye, and hyndreth thy

„ -.„*^„>..j^„ »o iii
goodname. -Boieea Booi (E. E. T. S.), p. 7&

boun-d, soun-d, etc.; <.ME.hine,hyne adomes- TheeuiUandvioiousdispositionofthebraineAMiiZersthe
tic, servant (man or woman) a sins dRveloriPd

sounde iudgement and discourse of man with busie & dis-

< AS.Af«a,ONorth. /r. pl!,^'gloss" ng£!&- -1?-* P''-'^^'^- •P««^»A'™,ArteofEng.Poesie,p.l4.

iJCMS, a modified form, with added pi. suffix -e,
of AS. hiwan, ONorth. Mioce, also written Mgan,
ONorth. Mgo, higu, domestics, servants, coUee-
tively household, family; gen. hiwena, contr.
hina, ONorth. higna, as in hina-ealdor, master
of a household, ONorth. fader higna, paterfa-
milias

; pi. of unused *hiwa, > ME. heme, one
of a household or family, a servant: see hewe.1A laboring man attached to a household; an
agricultural laborer; a peasant; a farm-ser-
vant; a rustic. [Archaic]

Both man and womman, child and hyne and page.
Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, L 226.

Pleased she look'd on all the smiling land.
And view'd the hinds, who wrought at her command.

Crabie, Works, I. 104.

Mnd^ (hind), a. ; superl. hindmost, hUidermost.
[A mod. 'positive' from the compar. hinder, <
ME. hindere, hindre, a. (ME. hind, adv., only
once): see hinder, a.] Pertaining to, consti-
tuting, or including the rear or posterior ex-
tremity, as of a body or an object; backward;
posterior: opposed to /ore: as, the Mred toe of ^.„..„„
a bird; the hind feet of a horse; the Undyaxt liinde'rer (hin'15r-"6r), n. [< ME. Mnderer.

Them that were entering in ye hindered. Luke xi 52.

Advance your lady

;

I dare not hinder your most high preferment.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 1.

What hinders younger brothers, being fathers of fami-
lies, from having the same right? Locke,

My tears must stop, for every drop
Hinders needle and thread

!

Hood, Song of the Shirt
Eveijthing has been done that inherited depravity

could do, to hinder the promise of Heaven from its fuifil-
meut. Narg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Century, p. 25.

= S3m. To delay, oppose, prevent obstruct embarrass.

II. intrans. To be an obstacle or impedi-
ment ; stand in the way.
This objection hinders not but that the heroic action of

some commander . . . may be written. Dryden.

hinderauce, n. See hindrance.
hinder-end (hiu'd6r-end'),». 1. Extremity; ter-
mination; ludicrously, the buttocks. [Scotch.]
Ye preached us . . . out o' this new city o' refuge afore

our hinder-end was well hafted in it.

Scott, Old Mortality, viiL

2. pi. Eefuse of grain after it is winnowed;
chaff. [Prov. Eng.]

of an animal
The stag

Hears his own feet, and thinks they sound like more.
And fears Iiis hind legs will o'ertake his fore. " -

Hind. Ajx abbreviation of Bindu, Bindustan,
and Bindustani. In the etymologies of this dic-

- - _ ^ . tionary it stands only for Bindustani.
of southwestern Arabia, or Yemen (said to be hindberry (hind'ber"i),».; ^l.hindberries (-iz)
called Bimyarites, after an ancient king Him
yar; now more often known as Sabmans), and
to the remains of their civilization, consisting
of extensive ruins, with numerous inscriptions
(the oldest, from long before our era) ; SabsBan.
Also Bimyaric, Bimyarite.

One of these intermediate alphabets, the Sabean or Him-
ya/ritic, which supplies the direct ancestral type of the
Ethiopic, has been obtained from numerous Inscriptions
found near Aden, and in other parts of southern Arabia,

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 337.

[< ME. *hindberie (not found), < AS. hind-berie,

-berige, -berge (= D. hennebezie = OHG. hintperi,

MHG. hintbere, assimilated himper, Gr.-himbeere
= Dan. hindbcer = Sw. hindbdr), raspberry, <

hind, a hind, + berie, berry : see hindX and ber-
ryT-.'\ A European plant of the genus Bubus
(B. Idceus), a wild variety of the raspberry.

The scarlet hypp, and the hind-berry.
And the nut that hung frae the hazel-tree.

Hogg, Kilmeny.

TT mi, i! 1 J! ii, J.
hind-brain (hind'bran), re. Themetencephalon.

II «. The former language of southwestern
liind-calff(hind'kaf),re. A hind of the first year.

Arabia, especially of the insonptions referred HoUnslted, Hist. Scot., p. 66. (,Balliwell.)
to above, it was an Arabic dialect more nearly akin Hinde Palmer's Act. See act.
to Abyssmian than is the classical Arabic; it has been iJjtrV^i /i,;„/ja-\ « r/ n/nr !,i„,7.i».o 7„«,?^., »
crowded out of existence by the latter. hinder^ (hin der), a. [< ME. hindere, hindre, a.,

~ - - ' — -,. ^ ^g_ *hindera (not found except as m comp.)hin (hin), re. [LL-, < Grr. Iv, elv, vv, Heb. Mn,
said to be of Egyptian origin.] A liquid mea-
sure of the ancient Egyptians and Hebrews.
The Egyptian hin was certainly about 0.45 liter, or nearly
one United States pint as is shown by the weight and by
numerous extant standards. The Hebrew hin was prob-
ably about 6 liters, or 1.6 United States gallons.

Just balances, just weights, a just ephaJi, and a just hin
shall ye have. lev. xix. 36.

hinau-tree (hin'ou-tre), re. An evergreen tree,

Elaiocarpus dentatus, a native of New Zealand.
It attains a height of 30 or 40 feet, and the wood is said
to be valuable in the manufacture of agricultural imple-
ments.

hinch (hineh), v. i. [Origin obscure.] To be
stingy; be miserly; grudge. [Prov. Eng.]

These Eomaines . . . did, lyke louing fathers to their

countrey, bring in their mony and goodes, without hinch-

ing or pinching, to reliefe the charges of their common
welth. Bp. Aylmer, Harborough for Faithful Subjects

[(1559), sig. 0. iv.

hinchboyt, n. Same as henchboy.

hinchmant, n. An obsolete form of henchman.

hinch-pincht (hinch'pinch), re. A certain Christ-

mas game.

hindrer (= MHG. hindercere, G. ver-hinderer) ; <
hinder^, v., + -erl.] One who or that which hin-
ders.

The bright Sonne stont aboue
Which is the Mnderer of the night
And fortherer of the dales light.

Gower, Conf. Amant, vii.

I am rather a hinderer than a furtherer of the common-
weal. J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 269.

hinderestf, a. superl. [< ME. Mnderest (= OHG.
hintarost, hindarost, MHG. hinderst), superl.; <
hinder'^ + -esfl.] Hindmost.
Thei kepte hem-self all-ther Mnderest for to diflende the

other that feyntly were horsed that myght no faster go
than a paas. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 446.

Evere he rood the hyndretste of the route.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 622.

hinderlans, hinderlets, n. pi. See Mnderiins.
hinderlingt (hin'der-ling), ». [< ME. hinder-
ling, < AS. hinderling, mentioned only in the
(Latin) laws of Edward the Confessor as a pro-
verbial term of angry contempt, implying a per-
son devoid of all honor, < hinder, hinder, behind,
back, + -ling: see hinder^ and -ling^.'] Same as

(= OHG. hintaro, hindero, MHG. G. hinterer

leel. hindri), a., hinder, < hinder, adv., back,
behind, down, = OHG. hintar, MHG. hinter, hin-

der, G. hinter = Goth, hindar, prep., behind;
orig. neut. ace. compar. in -der (= -ther, -ter, as

in ne-tlier, af-ier, etc.) from the base hin- in AS.
heon-an, E. hen^, hen-ce, q. v., AS. superl. hin-

dur-ma, hindmost (see hindmost), and in AS.
hind-an, at the back, behind, be-hindan, behind
(see behind), = OHG. hintana, MHG. hinden, G.

hinten, adv., behind, = Goth, hindana, prep.,

behind, beyond (the base hitid- in these forms
being due to the compar. regarded as hind-er,

hinderlins (Mn'der-linz), re. pi. [Sc; < hind-
er'^ + -lins, i. 6. -lings: at. bacJclins, backlings,
adv. Other Sc. forms, hinderlets, hinderlitJis,

appear to be adapted to lith, a joint, division:
see lith. Cf . ME. hindermore, the hinder parts.]
The hinder parts ; the buttocks; the posteriors.
Also hinderlans, hinderlands, hinderlets.

We downa bide the coercion of gude braidclaith about
our hinderlands. Scott, Kob Roy, xxiil.

hindermoret (hin'der-mor), a. and re. [< ME.
hindermore; < hinder'^ + -more.'] I. a. Hinder.

II. re. The hinder parts. Wyclif.

etc.)1 see fte«2, hence, iLud behind. Hence the Mndermost (hm'der-most), a. superl. \.<.Jiind.
'

- -'- — '-- .,.,,,. er'- + ^most: ox. hindmost.] Same as «jrea»josfc

Synch pynch and laugh not, coale under candlesticke,

friar Bush, and wo-penny hoe. , , . , ,„-,,. v . r.- , j n* j„-».

Declaration of Popish Impostures, leos. (Ifares.) hinder^ (hin der), v.i. [_< hinaer, a. Ul. inn-

later positive hind^, and the verbs hinder^, hin-

der^.] Pertaining to the rear; being or com-
ing after; latter: same as hind^, which is a

modern form, now more common.
And zit at Constantynoble is the hyndre partye of the

Heed [of John the Baptist]. Mandeville, Travels, p. 107.

Abner with the hinder end of the spear smote him un-

der the fifth rib. 2 Sam. ii. 23. _

The Beaver is as big as an ordinary water dog, but his hind-foremOSt (hind'for'most), adv,

legs exceeding short His fore-feete like a dogs, his Mmter before. [Rare.]
feet like a Swans. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 124. jj^^ ^^ gj^j gnatched the bonnet and put It on her own

head hind^oremost with a grin.

He put the handmaids and their children foremost, and
Leah and her children after, and Rachel and Joseph hind-
ernwst. Gen. yvyjij, 2.

hinder-night (hin'der-nit), re. Last night
; yes-

ternight. [Scotch.]

I dream'd a dreary dream this hinder night.
Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, L 1.

Hind side

Pinse morille [F.L the game called Hinch pinch and
laugh not * Cotgrave.

hindl (hind), n. [< ME. hind, hinde, hynde, <

AS. hind= D. hinde= MLG. hinde= OHGf. hintd,

MHG. hinde, G. hinde, now with added fern,

suffix, hindin = Icel. Sw. Dan. hind, a hind;

perhaps from the verb repr. by Goth, hinthan,

der2 v.yio go backward. [ProV. Eng.] <^se Eliot, Mill on the Moss, i. 11.

hinder^ (hin'der), V. [< ME. hinderen, hindren, hind-gut (hind'gut), re. See gut.

< AS. hindrian (= OFries. hinderia = D. hin- hindhand (hind'hand), re. The hinder part of

deren = OHG. hindaron, hinderen, MHG. G. hin- a horse ; the part behind the head, neck, and
dern = Icel. hindra = Sw. hindra = Dan. hindre, fore quarters.

hinder), < hinder, adv., back, behind: see hin- hindhead (hind'hed), re. The back part of the

der^ and hind^.] J. trans. To hold or keep head; the occiput: opposed to /ore/ieod.
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It they [noses] are Roman, arched high and strong, they Mndward (Mnd'waxd), a. [< Mndward, adv.'}
are generally associated with a less developed forehead Posterior* in the rear rRare.l
and a larger AiredAead. Quarterly Mev. ' '

.,, ^ ^^ j j, i
Through those brogues, still tattered and betorn,

His hindward charms gleam an unearthly white.The eyes of man are set in his forehead, not in his hind-
head. Emersfm, The American Scholar.

Hindi (Mn'de), n. [Also Sindee, Hindooee, etc.;

Hind. Pers. Ar., etc., Simdi, Indian, < Pers.

Hind, India. Cf. Hindu, Hindustani.'] 1. A
modern dialect of northern India, differing

Coleridge, Sonnet on the House that Jack Built.

hindweed (hind'wed), n. The bindweed, Con-
volvulus arvensis.

hinet, n. AMiddle English form of hind^. Chau-
cer

from Hindustani in being a purer Aryan dia-
juneberryf, n. An obsolete variant of hind-

-2. A native ofleet. See Hindustani, Indian.
India.

Whatever live Hindii fell Into the King's hands was
pounded into bits under the feet of elephants. The Mu-
salmdns who were Hindis (country-born) had their lives

spared. Amir KhoBrA, in Elliot's Hist. India, III. 539.

Hindley's scre'w. See screw.

Mndmost (hind'most), a. superl. [< Mnd^ +
-most: cf. hindermost ; inform as if < MB. *Mn-
demest (only hinderest, q. v, '

*hindemest (not found) (= Goth,
hindmost, a double superl., < liindema (= Goth.

hinduma), superl., < hind-e- (see hind^) + su-

perl. -ma. Cf . aftermost and foremost, similar-

ly formed.] Furthest at the back or rear; back-
most ; hindermost : a superlative of hind^.

When their guide
Growes to be weary, and can lead no more.
He that was hindmost corns and swims before.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

Even there the hindmoet of their rear I slay.

Pope, Iliad, xl.

Hindoo, Hindooism, etc. See Hindu, etc.

hindrance, Mnderance (hin'dians, -der-ans),

n. [< hinder^, v.,+ -ance.'] That which hinders

or stops progression or advance ; impediment

;

obstruction.

hindsight (hind' sit), n. Backward sight or

perception; knowledge or comprehension of

what is past; afterthought: humorously op-

posed to /oresjp/rf. [Eecent.]

Then, in his opinion, the country will come to its senses.

But howmuch wiser itwould be to act on foresight instead

olJiindsightl The American, VII. 319.

Hindu (hin'do or hin-d6'), n. and a. [< Hind.
Pers., etc., Hindu, an inhabitant of India, <

Hind, India: see Indian.] I. n. 1. Properly,

one of that native race in India descended from
the Aryan conquerors. Their purest representatives

belong to the two great historic castes of Brahmans and
Rajputs. Many of the non-Aiyan inhabitants of India
have been largely Hinduized. The Hindus speak various

dialects derived from Sanskrit, as Hindi, Hindustani, Ben-
gali, Marathi, etc. More loosely, the name includes also

the non-Aryan inhabitants of India.

3. One of the natives of India professing the

doctrines of Hinduism.
II. a. Of or pertaining to the Hindus, their

languages, or Hinduism.
.^so spelled Hindoo.

Hinduism (hin'do-izm), n. [< Hindu + ism.]
The religion professed by a large part of the

inhabitants of India, it is a development of the an-

cient Brahmanism, influenced by Buddhistic and other
elements. Itsforms are numerous and very various. Also
spelled Hindooism.

India, the home of a population consisting roughly of

IBO millions of men professing various shades of Hindu-
ism, an,d of 40 millions of Mahommedans,

,

Quarterly Rev., CLXII. 189.

Hinduize (Mn'do-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Hin-

duized, ppr. Hinduizing. [< Hindu + 4ze.] To
render Hindu in character or institutions. Also
spelled Hindooize.

Some Hinduized nations who have retained their origi-

nal Dravidian speech. K B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 46.

Hindustani (hin-do-stan'e), a. and n. [< Hind.
Pers. Hindustani, lit. of or belonging to Hin-
dustan, < Hind. Pers. Hindustan, the land of

the Hindus, < Hindii, Hindu (< Hind, India : see

Indian), + stdn, place.] I. a. Of or pertaining

to the language called Hindustani : as, a Hin-
dustani word. See 11.

II. n. One of the languages of Hindustan, a
form of Hindi which grew up in the camps
of the Mohammedan conquerors of India, since

the eleventh century, as a medium of communi-
cation betweenthem and the subject population
of central Hindustan. It is more corrupted in form
tlian Hindi, and abounds with Persian and Arabic words.

It is the official language and means of general intercourse

throughout nearly the whole peninsula. Also called Urdu.
[In the etymologies of this dictionary Hindustani words
are preceded by the abbreviation "Hind.," Hindi words
by thatname unabbreviated. As a rule Hindustani words
not of Persian or Arabic origin are of the Hindi stock.]

Also spelled Hindoostanee.

hindward, hindwards (hind 'ward, -wardz),

adv. [< hind^ + -ward, -loards.] Toward the

posterior extremity. [Rare.]

The thorax has two furrows, which converge slightly

hindward. Walker.

berry.

hingi (liing), V. A dialectal variant of hang.

O Salvatour 1 Jesse, floure so kynde,
Of oon for everichon that list be borne,
And for us hinge, a crowne usyng of thomel

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 148.

His bonnet stood ance fu' fair on his brow, . . .

But now he lets 't wear ony way it will hing.

Lady Grisell Baillie, Were na my Heart Licht.

is found), < AS. hing^ (hing), n. [< Hind. Mng.] An East In-
„+!, J„„/I„»v„cfc^

jj^^^ name for asafetida^

I went from Agra to Satagam in Bengal, in the company
of 180 boats laden with salt, opium, hinge, lead, carpets,

and divers other commodities.
R. Fitch (Arber'B Eng. Garner, III. 194).

hinge (hinj), n. [With reg. change of e to « be-
fore ng, and with assibilation of hard g to j
("soft g"), as in singe; < ME. henge (= LG.
Jienge= 'i£D. henghe, feareg'fee, a hinge, hook, ban-

hinoid

I And that Matters are much of the Hinges 'twixt the

King of Denmark and his Town. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 1.

Rising binge, a hinge having a spiral p'oove winding

about the knuckle, by the action of which the door is lifted

as it swings open, and thus cleai-s the carpet.— Strap-

Mnge, a hinge carrying a long band of metal on each

side by wliich It is secured to the door and to the post.

hinge (hinj), v.; pret. and pp. hinged, ppr.

hinging. l< hinge, n.] I. trans. 1. To furnish

with hinges
;
join by means of hinges, literally

or figuratively.

The soul is too nicely and \i.eerdy hinged tohe wrenched

without mischief. D. Q. Mitchell, Reveries of a Bachelor.

2. To bend the hinge or hinges of. [Poetical.]

Be thou a flatterer now, and . . . hinge thy knee.
Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

3. Figuratively, to cause to depend: a,s, to hinge

one's acceptance upon some future event.

II. intrans. To stand, depend, or turn on or

as if on a hinge : chiefly figurative.

The vulgar should be particularly regarded, whose be-

haviour in civil life ia totally hinged upon their hopes and
fears. Goldsmith, English Clergy.

All such objections hinge on the question whether we
really know how old the world is, and at what periods the

various forms of life first appeared.
Darutin, Origin of Species, p. 314.

hinge-band (hinj'band), n.

hinge.

The strap of a

«e»fire= iVLL.. nengne, «»»^«6, a,nms«,noo^,uau-
j^i^gg jQint (Unj'joint), n. In a»a<., an articu-

dle), also dim. hengel, hengU (> E. ^lal Ungle, ^j^Xn admitting of motion in only one plane ; a

&r=od^-'nS.^4Koi?iraLrk,^G «inglymus. ThIelbow-jointisaUeWle.

henhel, handle, ring, ear, hook); with diff. term
_

B. dial, hingin (= MD. hengliene), a hinge, and
MD. hengjj,sel, D. hengsel= Dan. hcengsel, a hinge,
handle; < ME. hengen (= MD. henghen = G.
hdngen = Icel. hengja—whence prob. the MB.
form), hang; a secondary form of liangen, hang

:

see hang. For an older name for ' hinge,' see
harK] 1. An artificial movable joint; adevioe , . „„ ._ /^,;„v„i„^ «
for joining two pieces in such a manner that l^Sffl?^. i.l?LP™d' .?;

one may be turned upon the other; the articu-

ginglymus. The elbow-joint is a good example
hinge-line (hinj'Iin), n. The margin of either

valve of a bivalve moUusk which is hinged and
bears the ligament, and also the cardinal teeth

if there are any.

hinge-pillar (hinj'piFar), n. That side of the
frame of the door of a "carriage which supports
the hinge. It corresponds to the hinging-post
of the door of a housg."".

-^ P™ <" pintle which
fasten's together the parts of a hinge.

The distance from the face of the breech-action to the
hvnge-pin has been considerably shortened.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 215.

hingert, n. [Var. of hanger.] A hanging; a
curtain.

I'll put gowd hingers roun' your cage.
And siller roun' your wa'.

Tlie Earl qf Ma/r's Daughter (Child's Ballads, L 171).

hinge-tooth (hinj'toth), n. One of the cardinal

teeth of a bivalve mollnsk, entering into the
hinge of the valves. See cut under bivalve.

hinging-post (hin'jing-post), n. The svdnging-
post of a gate or door,

hingle (hing'gl), n. [< ME. hengle, hengel, dim.
of nejigie, hinge : see Mnge.] A hinge; a nook..

[Prov. Eng.]
latiou of a door, gate, shutter, lid, etc., to its hingra (hing'grS,), n. [Hind, hing, asafetida:
support, or of two equally movable parts, as of see hing^.] Anadulterated or impure asafeti-

a fire-screen, to each other. A metallic hinge for da sold in the Bombay bazaars. U. S. Bispen-
a door or the like consists of the two leaves or straps, the satory
iBMCHc or rounded and perforated projection in alternate ,.,?;. ,v ru^^-K ^t T r< n^Ani-n /TO
parts at their inner ends, by which they are joined, and OXDJS. (hmgk), n. [Prob. of LG. ongm, < LG.
the j)OT or jrintte which passes through the knuckle and on henk, a hook, a handle, = G. gfe-ftem, hook, nan-
which the hinge turns. die, belt, dim. henhel, hook, handle, etc.: see-

The gate self-open'd wida hinge.] A hook or twibiU for reaping. Loudon.
On golden hinges tuimne- ^'^*»'''^-^--'^-^^^- MamAte^ (h.ia'i-a.t),'l>-i- [Improp. < L. M»OTre,.

2. A natural movable joint; an anatomical ar- neigh: see ftim«7/2.] To neigh. B. Jonson.
ticulation turning in a single plane, as that of hinnible (hin'i-bl), a. [< LL. hinniUlis, that
the knee or of a bivalve shell. See hinge-joint, neighs, < Mnnire (> P. hennir), neigh: see hin-

y^.] Neighing, or capable of neighing. [Bare.]

Men are rational, and horses hinnible. Mansel.

Hinges.

, hook-and-eye or gate hinge; i,

If'Snutting hingehinge ; ti, blind or self-s]

, strap-hinge; c, cross-gamet
e, butt-hinge or last-joint butt.

and cut under bivalve.

Let the candied tongue lick absurd pomp.
And crook the pregnant hinges of the knee,
Where thrift may follow fawning.

Shak., Hamlet, ilL 2.

3. Figuratively, that on which anything de-
pends or turns ; a cardinal or controlling prin-

ciple, rule, or point.

We usually call reward and punishment the two hinges
upon wliich all government turns.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, i. 6.

My honoured Mother, she who was the heart
And hinge of all our learnings and our loves.

Wordsworth, Prelude, v.

4t.. One of the cardinal points, north, south,
east, or west.

N'or slept the winds
Within their stony caves, but rush'd abroad
Erom the four hinges of the world.

Milton, P. E., iv. 415.

5. In entom., the cardo or basal part of the
maxilla. See cut under Jnsecto Blank Unge,
a hinge which permits the door to swing open in either

direction. Car-Builder's Diet.—Butt-and-strap hinge,
a Iiinge of which one side carries a strap and the other
a butt—Butt-hinge. Same as S««a, 4.—Cross-tail
hinge, cross-tailed hinge. Same as garnet-hinge.—
Dovetail hinge, a hinge the attaching parts of which
spread out like a dove's tail, and are narrower at their
point of juncture than at the outer edges.

—

Gooseneck
Mnge. Same as gooseneck.— Off the hinges, in a state

of disorder or irregularity.

hinnyi (hin'i), n.
;
pi. hinnies (-iz). [With dim.

term, -y^, < L. hinnus, fern, hinna, a mule from
a stallion and a she-ass, distinguished from
ginnus, < Gr. ylwog, sometimes written ylwoc,

ylvoi, and later Iwog (without rough breathing,
TDut appar. due to the L. hinnus), a stimted mule,
from a mare and an ass.] A mide got from a
she-ass by a stallion.

hinny2 (hin'i), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. hinnied, ppr.

hinnying. [Appar. an alteration of whinny,

q. v., in simulation of the different but like

imitative word L. hinnire (pros. ind. hinnio),

neigh; ef. Hind, hinhinana, hinna, hinsna, bray,
neigh, whine.] To neigh ; whinny.
hinny* (hin'i), n. A dialectal (Scotch) variant
of honey.

Nor Mountain-bee, wild bummin roves,
For hinny 'mang the heather.

Reo. J. Nicol, Poems, 1. 34.

0, hinny, ay ; I'se be silent or thou sail come to ill.

Scott, Old Mortality, viii.

hinoid (hin'oid), a. [Irreg. (with unorig. as-
pirate) < Gr. Ig Qv-), a muscle or nerve, also
strength (orig. *p'f = L. vis, strength: see vim
and violent), + dSog, form.] In bot., having
leaves the veins of which proceed entirely from^



hinoid

the midrib, and are parallel and undivided, as
in the Musacete and Zingiberacece.

binoideous (hi-noi'df-us), a. [< hinoid+ -ecus.]
Having a hinoid venation.
hinti (Mnt), V. [< ME. hinten, hynten (def. 1),
var. of lienten, lay hold of, seize, catch: see
henfl-. The form hent has become obs. in E.,
while the var. hint, in a deflected sense, partly
due to the noun hint, opportunity, etc., has
assumed the appearance of another word, the
etym. of -^hich has been sought elsewhere.
The relation of Mnt to hent is like that of cliyich
to clench OT oi glint to glent.'i I. trans. 1. To
lay hold of; seize; snatch: a dialectal variant
of hent^.—2. To suggest in an indirect man-
ner; indicate by allusion or implication; give
a hint of.

Oft have you hinted to yo<ir brother peer
A certain truth, which many buy too dear.

Pope, Moral Essays, Iv. 39.

Still rung these words In Wilfrid's ear,
Hinting he knew not what of fear.

Scott, Kokeby, ii. 23.

Perhaps one may venture to hint that the animal in-
stincts are those that stand in least need of stimulation.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 168.

=Syn. 2. Bint, Intimate, Sitggest, Insinuate. To hint is to
convey an idea in the lightest possible manner, and espe-
cially by implication : to let one's thought be known in an
indirect, hesitating or partial manner. To intimate is to
convey one's meaning more plainly than by a hint, but
still not directly or explicitly. Suggeit has a somewhat
wide range, often meaning essentially the same as propose
or remind (one) of, and ranging down to the meaning of
hint: as, to suggest a plan ; to suggest more than one says.
Insinuate is now generally used in a bad sense ; when
used in a good sense, it implies pains taken and delicacy of
skill. Hints and insinuatixms are always covert, intimoi-
turns often, suggestions rarely. An innuendo is a peculiar-
ly dark, crafty, or mean Insinuation.

II. intrans. To make an indirect reference,
suggestion, or allusion—To hint at, to aJlude to;
refer to or suggest in a vague manner.

One, in whom all evil fancies clung
Like serpent eggs together, laughingly
Would hint at worse in either.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

=Syn. Allitde (to), liefer (to), etc. See advert, v. i.

hinti (hint), n. [Early mod. E. also hynt; a var.
of lient^, n. ; from the verb.] 1. An act of ex-
ertion; a snatch: as, in a hint, in a moment.
Jamieson. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

—

2. An op-
Eortnnity ; a fit time. Jamieson. [Obsolete or
cotoh.]

Wherein of antres vast, and desarts idle.

Bough quarries, rocks, and hills whose heads touch hea-
ven.

It was my hint to speak. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

3. A suggestion made'indireotly ; a covert sug-
gestion or implication ; an indfrect tudieation,
conveyed by speech, gesture, action, or circum-
stance, whether intentional or unintentional.

I was very civilly entertained by him [the head priest
among the Jews], and gave him several hints that I was
desirous to take up my abode with him ; but he would

- not seem to understand me.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. L' 76.

Sometimes he [Chaucer] describes amply by the merest
hint, as where the Friar, before setting himself softlydown,
drives away the cat. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 282.
= Syn. See hint, v. t,

hint^ (hiut), adv. [By apheresis from ahint.']

Behind. [Scotch.]

hinterlajld (hin'ter-land), re. [G.,<7wreier,back,
+ latid, country.] Territory that lies back of

and is tributary to a coast region or port.
The province of Shantung is the hinterland of the very

large harbor the Germans have seized.

Bulletin Amer. Geog. Soe., XXX . 57.

hinting (hin'ting), re. Same as henting.

hintingly (hin'ting-li), adv. In a hinting man-
ner; suggestingly.
hipi (hip), ». [< ME. Mpe, hupe, hype, < AS. hype
= D. heupe, formerly also hupe, huppe = OHG.
huf, MHGr. huf, G. hiifte (with excrescent t) =
Icel. huppr= Sw. hoft= Dan. hofte (after G. ?)=
Goth, hups, hip

;
perhaps = Gr. icv^og, the hol-

low above the hips (of cattle), appar. a particu-
lar use of Kt>/3of, a die, cube (see cube). Cf . Lith.

iumpis, fore quarter of pork. Cf. humj} and
heap.'] 1. The projecting part of an animal
formed by the side of the pelvis and the upper
part of the femur, with the flesh covering
them ; the upper part of the thigh ; the haunch.
The most protuberant part is directly over the trochanter
of the thigh-bone. In man the hip may be said to begin
where the waist ends, with the arched upper border of the
pelvis on each side, to extend the whole length of the
pelvis, and to include the upper part of the thigh-bone,
together with the soft parts covering this and the side of

the pelvis.

The whole quire hold their hips, and loffe.

Shak., M. N. D., iL 1.

Her elbows pinion'd close upon her hips.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 133.
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fi;=f - ^iP:30int.-3. In entom., the coxa or
first joint of an insect's leg.-4. Inarch.: (a)The external angle at the junction of two
sloping roofs or sides of a roof. (6) The rafter
at the angle where two sloping roofs or sides
of a roof meet. See cuts under hiproof and
^rf thf-^ r^° ^*^8 "' catch on the hip, to have or

I'U have our Michael Cassio on the hip.
Shak., Othello, iL 1.

Nay now I know I have hun on the hip,
1 11 follow it.

'

.
Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

hipl (hip), J), t.
;
pret. and pp. hipped, ppr. hin-

inng [<hipl,n.] 1. To sprain, gall! or injuie
the hip of. In the extract the sense is doubt-
ful.

His horse hipped with an old mothy saddle, and stirrups
of no kmdred. shak., T. of the S., lit 2.

2. In arch., to fundsh with a hip : as, to hip a
roof.— 3. To throw (one's adversary) over the
hip. Davies.

And a prime wrestler as e'er tript,
E'er gave the Cornish hug or hipt.

Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque, p. 202.

Ilip2, hep (hip, hep), n. [Different shortenings
of reg. heip; < ME. heepe, hepe Qiepe), < AS.
hedpe, the fruit of the dogrose, also (ONorth.
dat. heope, heape) a bramble, hedp-bremel, hip-
bramble, dogrose, = OS. hiopo = OHG. hiufo,
MHG. hiefe, a bramble-bush. Origin imknown

;

not connected with OBulg. sUpukO,, Bulg. shi-
puk, rose, Euss. shipu, Bohem. ship, a thorn,
etc.] The fruit of the dogrose or wild brier,
Uosa canina or R. rubiginosa.

Sweet as is the brembre flour
That bereth the reede heepe.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 36.

The oaks bear mast, the briars scarlet hips.
Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

Where thou shalt eat of the hips and haws.
And the roots that are so sweet.

The West-Country Damosel's Complaint (Child's Ballads,
[II. 384).

Almost every autumn may he heard the remark that a
hard winter is coming, for that the hips and haws are
abundant. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 26.

Mp^ (hip), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. hipped, ppr. hip-

ping. [^ ME. hippen, huppen, hyppen, < AS.
*hyppan (= OD. huppen= OHG. *hupfen, MH(3-.
hupfen, hiipfen, G. hiipfen), hop, a secondary
form of hoppian, ME. happen, E. hop : see feqpl.]

To hop. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Hoije cam hippyng after that hadde so yhosted

How he with Moyses maundement hadde many men
y-holpe. Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 59.

And old wyves that myght evyll goo.
They hypped on theyr staves.

LyUll Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 119).

hip*, hyp (hip), n. [Abbr. of hypochondria'^,

q. v.] A morbid depression of spirits; melan-
choly: usually in the plural.

When his mind is serene, when he is neither in a pas-
sion, nor in the hips (solicitus), nor in liquor, then, being
in private, you may kindly advise him.

if. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 130.

Heaven send thou hast not got the Byps.
How ? Not a word come from thy lips ?

Swift, Cassinus and Peter.

A little while ago thou wast all hip and vapour, and
now Hiou dost nothing but patronise fun.

Miss Bumey, CamiUa, vi- 10.

hip*, hyp (hip), V. t.; pret. and pp. hipped,

hypped, hipt, or hypt, ppr. hipping or hypping.

[< hip^, hyp, re.] To render hypochondriac or

melanehqjy : scarcely used except as in the par-

ticipial adjective hipped. See hipped^.

hip5 (hip), interj. [A mere introductory sylla-

ble.] Aji exclamation used in applauding or

giving the signal for applause: as, hip, hip,

hurrah

!

There is no rising from it [dinner], but to toss off the

glass, and huzza aSter the hip! hip! hip! of the toast

giver. Bone's Every-Day Book, II. 12.

hip-bath (hip'bath), re. A form of portable

bath, intended for sitting in, so that only the

hips and the lower part of the trunk are sub-

merged. Also called sitz-bath.

hip-belt (hip'belt), re. Same as hip-girdle, 2.

hipberry (hip'ber"i), re.; pi. hipberries (-iz). The
hip or fruit of Bosa canina, the dogrose.

hip-bone (hip'bon), «. [< ME. Iwpe-boon; < hip^

+ ftoreei.] The ischium, or inferior part of the

pelvis on each side: loosely extended to the

whole innominate bone which forms each side

of the pelvis, and to the upper part of the thigh-

bone. Also called haunch-bone.

Woundyd sore and evyll begone,

And brokyn was hys ftepB-ioon. ,„ „. „.
MS. Cantab. Ff. u. 38, f. 122. (.EalhweU.)

Hippeastnun

hip-brier (hir'bri"6r), re. The wild brier, Eosa
rubiginosa. Also called hip-rose.

hip-girdle (hip'ger*dl), n. 1. The pelvic arch
or gu'dle. See girdW^.— Z. The sword-belt of
the latter part of the fourteenth century, which
passed diagonajly from the waist on the right
side and behind to the left hip : so named to
distinguish it from the earlier sword-belt, which
fitted closely around the waist. Also called hiv-
belt.

hip-gout (hip'gout), n. Sciatica.
hip-haltt (hip'halt), a. Lame ; limping. Sal-
liwell.

hip-hapet, re. [< ftipl + 'hap^.'] A covering
for the hips : a term of contempt.

These clothes will never fadge with me : a pox o' this
filthy vardingale, this hip-hape!

Fletcher {a-nd another), Love's Cure, ii 2.

hip-hop (hip'hop), adv. [< hip^ + hop^; or a
redupl. of Jwp^, with usual weakening of fii'st

part.] With hopping gait. [Ears.]

Thus while he strives to please, he's foro'd to do 't

Like Volscius, hip-hop in a single boot. Congreve.

hip-joint (hip'joint), re. The articulation of the
femur or thigh-bone with the innominate bone
or haunch-bone; the proximal articulation of
the hind limb, corresponding to the shoulder-
joint of the fore limb. The head of the femur is re-
ceived into the acetabulum or cotyloid cavity at the junc-
tion of the ilium, ischium, and pubis, thus constituting a
ball-and-socket joint, capable of movement in every dii-ec-
tion, and uniting to a remarkable degree mobility with
stability.—Hip-joint disease. See disease.

hip-knob (hip'nob), re. In arch., a finial or
other similar ornament placed on the top of
the hip of a roof, or on the apex of a gable.
When used upon timber gables, the lower part of the hip-
knob generally terminates in a penduit. See cut under
hip-roqf.

hiplingst, adv. [< Aipl + -ling'^.'] Bythe hips.

It was a woman child, stillborn, about two months be-
fore the just time, having life a few hours before ; it came
hiplings till . . . [the midwife] turned it.

WirUhrop, Hist. New England, L 314.

hip-lock (hip'lok), re. In wrestling, a close grip,
in which one of the contestants places a leg and
hip in front of the other contestant, and at-
tempts to push him over them to the ground.
The Tartar broke the sash and shoulder hold, rushed in

fiercely, caught hun around the body, and, with a hip-
lock and a tremendous heave, threw him over his head.

The Century, XXXYI. 373.

hip-molding, hip-mold (hip 'mol'-' ding, hip'-
mold), re. In arch., a molding on the rafter that
forms the hip of a roof. By some workmen the
word is used to signify the back of a hip.

Hippa (hip'a), re. [NL.,< Gr. Iwwog, a horse, a s%ar
fish: see ftjjPjjtts.] The typical
genus of the family Hippidoe.
The Brazilian B. ementa is an ex-
ample. The animals burrow in the
sand. B. talpoidea is called saTid-

bug in the United States.

Hipparion (hi-^a'ri-on), re.

[NL., < Gr. mnapiav, a pony,
dim. of JiTTrof, a horse : see hip-

pus.'] A genus of Miocene and
Pliocene fossil horses, of the
family Equidw, having three
toes, a median functional hoof
with a false hoof on each side.
The species are regarded as in the direct line of descent
of the living horse ; they were of comparatively small size,

from that of a goat to that of an ass. B. gracUe is an ex-
ample. Also c^ed Bippofherium. Christol, 1834.

Hipparitherium (hi-pa-ri-the'ri-um), re. \KL.

,

< Gt. 'ntndpiov, a pony (see Hipparion), + ffijpiov,

a wild beast.] Same as .4recfei*feenam. Christol.

HippeastreaB(hip-f-as'tre-e),re.pi. [NL.,<ffip-
peastrum + -ew.] A subliibe of monoootyledo-
nous plants, of the natural OTdieiAmaryllidacece,
tribe Amaryllece, established by Kunth in 1850,
and typified by the genus Hippeastrum.
Hippeastmm (hip-e-as'trum), re. [KL., < Gr.
Ivnog, a horse, + aarpov, a star ; so called from
the star-like mark on the corolla, and in allu-

sion to the popular name Jcnighfs-star lily.] A
genus of plants, belonging to the natural ot-

Aer Amaryllidaceai, tnbe Amaryllece, and type of

Kunth's subtribe Hippeastrew. They have an in-

fundibuliform perianth with a short tube and with the
faucial membrane deficient on the lower side, and an ir-

regular limb. The stamens are unequal, declined, and un-
equally fixed ; the ovary is 3-celled ; the style 3-lobed or 3-

cleft ; the leaves are 2-ranked and narrow; the stem is fistu-

lous ; the bulbs are tunicate ; and the flowers in a 2- tomany-
fiowered umbel. About 50 species are known, natives of

South America and the West Indies. They are known in

cultivation as the knight's-star lily or equestrian star, many
of the species being large and very sho^vy. They com-
prise most of the plants of hothouses cultivated under
the name of Amaryllis. H. aulicum, H. equestre, and H.
regium are crimson, scarlet, or orange-red with a green

Sand-bug: {Hippa
talpmiea).
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star. H. retictdatum is pui-plish-red, veined with deeper
red, and wltli a white centrid star,

hipped^ (Mpt), J), a. [Pp.of ftipi,t).,l.] Having
tlie hip sprained or dislocated.

hipped^, hypped (Mpt), p. a. [Pp. of a verb
7(jp4, hyx), scarcely used except in this form; <

hipi, hyp, n.: see /tip*.] Rendered melancholy

;

melancholy; mopish. Also spelled hipt and
hypt.

It is observable that among the Universitymen [at Cam-
bridge], that allmost half of them are Hypt, as they call

it : that is, disordered in their brains, sometimes mopish,
sometimes wild, the two different effects of the laziness
and debauchery.

Br. J. Edwards [died 1716], in Rep. of Camb. Antiq.

[Soc. , 1878, p. 130. (Sieot.)

1 liave been to the last degree hypped since I saw you.
Spectator, No. 284.

And from the hipp'd discourses gather
That politics go by the weather.

M. Green, The Spleen.

tuppelaph (hip'e-laf), n. [< NL. Mppelaphus,
q. v.] Same as hippelapJivs.

MppelaphllS (hi-pel'a-fus), n. [NL., < Gr. lir-

TzkXa^oQ, lit. ' horse-deer,' < "mtrog, horse, + IXcKpof,

a stag, deer.] The stag of India; the rusa
deer : a large animal, supposed to ie that de-
scribed by Aristotle, and now known as Busa
aristotelis or Genius hippelaplms. See Busa.
hippety-hoppety (hip'e-ti-hop'e-ti% adv. [A
dactylic variation of Mp-hop.'i Hopping and
skipping: used by children : often abbreviated
hippety-Iiop, and in that form used substan-
tively.

Hippia (hip'i-a), »i. [NL.,<Gr. Zxirocahorse (?).]

A small genus of branching shrubs, belonging
to the natural order Composite and tribe An-
ihemidem, the type of Lessing's division Hip-
piece. They have heterogamous heads, with the outer
flowers pistillate, the inner staminate, sterile, and com-
pressed, and slightly winged achenia ; heads corymbose at
the ends of the branches ; flowers all yellow ; and leaves
alternate, piunatifld or pinnatisected, rarely entire. The
whole plant is odorous. Only 4 species are known, natives
of South Africa.

hippian (hip_'i-an), a. and n. [< Hippa + -ian.']

I. a. Pertaining to the Hippidce.

II. n. One of the Sippidw; a burrowing
crab or sand-bug._

bippiater (Mp-i-a'ter), n. [< Gr. 'nvKiaTpdg, a
farrier, veterinary surgeon, < hmoq, a horse,

+ larpdc, a physician, surgeon, < laadat, heal,

cure: seehippiatry.'] A farrier; a horse-doctor.

Thomas, Med. Diet.

blppiatric (Mp-i-at'rik), a. [< Gr. lvjru>.TpcK6g,

pertainiug to farriery, < IniriaTpdi, a farrier:

see hippiatry.'] Pertaining or relating to far-

riery or veterinary surgery ; veterinary.

bippiatry (Mp-i-a'tri), n. [Formerly also hip-

piatrie; < Gr. itnroc, a horse, + laTpsia, healing,

medical treatment ; cf . Mppiater,'] The art of

curing diseases of the horse ; veterinary sur-

gery.

The horse pulled out his foot; and, which is a wonder-
ful thing in hippiatrie, the said horse was thoroughly
cured of a ringbone which he had in that foot.

Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, i. 36.

Hippidae (Hp'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Hippa +
-idee.'] A family of anomurous decapod crus-

taceans, typified by the genus Hippa, contain-

ing burrowing crabs of an elongate form, with
the abdomen fitted for digging and the feet for

swimming, and long plumose antennules. The
species inhabit shallow water and burrow in sand, rapidly

disappearing in it when uncovered. See cut under Hippa.

Hippidea (hi-pid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Hippa +
-idea.] A group' of anomurous crustaceans
constituted for the families Hippidce and Albit-

neidcB. They have an ovate carapace and the abdomen
composed of six segments (the fifth and sixth fused), the
penultimate with a prominent pair of biramous lamellar
appendages, and the terminal large.

Eippieae (hi-pi'f-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hippia +
-em.] A tribe or subtribe of plants of the nat-
ural order CompositcB, established by Lessing in

1832, and employed by Grisebach in 1839 as a
tribe of GentianacecB.

Mppii, n. Plural of Mppius.

hipping-hold, n. [E. dial., also hipping-hawd

;

< hipping, verbal n. of hip^, + hold^, n. ; Ht. a
' hopping-plaee,' i. e. 'stepping-place.'] A place

where people stay to chat when they are sent on
an errand; a loitering-plaoe. Bailey; Grose.

taippingS (hip'ingz), n. pi. [< hip'^ + 4ng'^.']

Cloths for infants; clouts. Carlyle. [Prov.

Bug.]
luppish, lljrppish (hip'ish), a. [< Upi, hyp, +
-!s7il.] Hypochondriac; moping.

By cares depress'd, in pensive hippish mood,
With slowest pace the tedious minutes roll.

Gay, Wine.
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I mean to go myself tomorrow

Just to divert myself a little space.

Because I'm rather hi%^h,
Byron, Beppo, st. 64.

Mppius (hi-pi'us), n.
;
pi. hippii (-i). [LL., < Gr.

IvneioQ, of a horse, equestrian (applied in LGr.
to a meter regarded as suited to cavalry move-
ments), < "miiog, a horse : see hippus.] In anc.

pros. : (a) An epitrite ; a metrical foot consist-

ing of four times or syllables, one of which is

short, the other three being long, it is called ;irst

(^ ), second (— ^ ), third ( — —), or fourth
( w) hippius or e^trite, according as the short is in

the first, second, third, or fourth place respectively. See
epitrite. (6) A Molossus ( ); a metrical

foot consisting of three long times or syllables.

See Molossvs.

hippot, n. Same as hypo\
When he's neither in a Passion, nor in the Hi^po, nor in

Liquor. Bailey, tr. of Erasmus's Colloquies, I. 248.

Hippobosca (hip-o-bos'ka), ». [NL., < Gr. iwno-

^oaK6i, feeding horses (NL. taken as 'feeding

on horses'), < otttoc, horse, + pdaKuv, feed.] The
typical genus of Hippobosddce. H. equina is a
winged tick-fly of the horse: also forest-fly

.

Hippoboscidae (hip-o-bos'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Hippobosca + -idee.] A family of pupiparous
dipterous insects, founded by Leach ia 1817,

containing both winged and wingless forms,
which are parasitic upon various birds and
quadrupeds, infesting fee plumage or pelage;

the forest-flies. The species are also known as

hird-ticks, sheep-ticks, etc., and one of them is a
tick-fly of the horse.

Hippobroma (hip-o-bro'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

tTTTTOf, horse, 4- fSpo/ia, foodi] Agenus of plants,

of the natural order XofteKaceee, the only species

of which is H. longiflora, an herbaceous plant,

a native of Jamaica and other West Indian is-

lands. It is one of the most poisonous of plants

;

horses are said to be violently purged after

eating it.

llippocamp(hip'9-kamp),». [< L. hippocampus:
see hippocampus.] Same as hippocampus, 1.

Fair silver-footed Thetis that time threw
Along the ocean with a beauteous crew
Of her attending sea-nymphes (Jove's bright lamps)
Guiding from rockes her chariot's hyppocamps.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 1.

Mppocampal (hip-o-kam'pal), a. [< hippocam-
pus + -alT] Of or pertaining to the hippocam-
pus of the brain—Hippocampal fissure or sulcus,
one of the largest and most constant of the fissures or
sulci upon the surface of the brain, and corresponding to
the elevation known as the hi]^ocampwi.—Wpj^Ocaxa.-
pal gyrus. See gyrus.

luppocampi^ n. Plural of hippocampus.
Hippocampidse (hip-6-kam'pi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hippocampus + -ddce.] A family of syngna-
thous fishes, of the order Lophoiranchii, typified

by the genus Hippocampus; the sea-horses.
They have a more or less pre-
hensile flnless tail, the head in
the typical species set at an an-
gle with the trunk, the snout
tubular, and the body mailed as
in the pipe-fishes. They are re-

lated Co the pipe-fishes or Syn~
gnathidoe. The general aspect
is strikingly suggestive of the
common form given to the
knight in chessmen ; some spe-
cies, however, differ little in
shapefrom ordinarypipe-fishes.
The general attitude m swim-
ming is erect. The males have
a brood-pouch in which the
eggs axe developed. The sea-

horses inhabit the ocean, and
especiallythewarmerseas. The
genus Hippocampus, which
contains most species of the
family, has a wide range, but
the other genera are conffned
to the Pacific ocean.

Hippocampina (hip-s-

kam'pi-na), n. pi. [NL.
(Giinther)", < Hippocam-
pus + -ma.] Same as
Hippocampidce.
Hippocampins (hip"o-

"""'

kam-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Hippocampus +
-ince.] One of several subfamilies of the family
Hippocampidce, composed of the genera Hippo-
campus and Acentrurus.

bippocampine (hip-o-kam'pin), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of fee Hippocampi-
dw or Hippocampince.

Mppocampus (hip-o-kam'pus), n.; pi. hippo-

campi (-pi). [L., a sea-horse, < Gr. iTzirdKaji'KOQ,

a mythical sea-monster, with horse's body and
fish's taU, also in zo61. the sea-horse, < lirnoc:,

horse, + Kd/ino;, a sea-monster.] 1. In myth.,

a sea-horse with two fore feet and a body end-

Sea-horse ^Hippocampus
heptagonus'). (From Report
of U. 5. Fish Commission,

Hippocratic

ing in the tail of a dolphin or other fish. The car

of Neptune and those of other deities were drawn by such

sea-horses. Kepresentations of them are seen in Pom-

peian paintings, etc. Also hippocamp.

3. leap.] In eool., the typical genus of sea-

horses of the family Hippocampidce.— 3. In

anat., a raised curved trace or track on the

floor of the lateral ventricle of the brain.

—

Hippocampus major, or comu Ammowis, a curved elon-

gatea eminence along the whole extent of the floor of the

middle or descending horn of the lateral ventricle of the

brain.—Hippocampus minor, a longitudinal eminence

on the floor of the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle

of the brain, expressing the projection into the ventricle

of the calcarine sulcus : wrongly supposed to be peculiar

to man.—Pes hippocampi, a collateral eminence at the

junction of the two hippocampi of the brain, expressing

collateral sulcL

Hippocastanacese (hip-o-kas-ta-na'sf-e), n, pi.

[NL. (De Candolle, 1813), < Hippocastanum +
-acecB^ An order of dicotyledonous polypet-

alous plants, typified by the genus ^sculus
(^Hippocastanum'). By Bentham and Hooker it was
placed in the Sapindaccce, tribe Sapindeae; by many au-

thors it is regarded as a suborder of SapindaceoB. It was
restored to ordinal rank by Badlekofer in 1888. It com-
prises trees or shrubs, with opposite or alternate, exstip-

ulat^ mostly compound leaves, and showy flowers. The
flowers have 5 sepals, usually united into a B-toothed cam-
panulate or tubular calyx ; 5 or 4 unequal, irregular, un-
guiculate, hypogynous petals ; commonly 7 unequal sta-

mens; 1 or more ovules in each cell ; and thick and ffeshy

cotyledons. According to Durand this order includes the

genera ^sculus and BUeia, the well-known horse-chest-

nuts.

Hippocastanum (hip-o-kas'ta-num), n. [NL.,

< OT. tTTTTOf, a horse, + Kdarava, chestnuts.] A
genus of dicotyledonous trees, founded by
Tournefort in 1700, and the type of the Hippo-
castanacece. This name, however, is antedated
by LinnsBus'sname Msculus,by which the genus
is now known. See JEsoulus.

Mppocephaloid (hip -o - sef ' a - loid), n. [< Gr.

iTTTTOf, a horse, -1- Ke^al-f/, head, -I- eWof, form.]

A cast of certain fossil equivalve bivalves, es-

pecially IHgonia.
hippocras (hip'o-kras), n. [Formerly also hyp-

ocrass, hipocras', ipocras; < F. hippocras, hypo-

eras, a corrupt form repr. NL. Mppocraticum
(so. vinum), an artificial name given in allusion

to Hippocrates, a famous physician: see Hip-
pocratic] An old medicinal drink composed
of wine with an infusion of spices and other

ingredients, used as a cordial. Also hippocrass.

And plaine water hath he preferred before the swete
hipocras of the riche men. J. Udall, On Luke vii.

P. Stay, what's best to drink a mornings?
B. Ipoaras, sir, for my mistress, if I fetch it, is most

dear to her. Dekker and Middleton, Honest Whores

Hippocratea (hip-o-kra'tf-a), n. [NL., < Hip-
pocrates, afamous physician: see Hippocratic.]

A large genus of polypetalous dicotyledonous
eUmbing shrubs, of the natural order Celastri-

nece, and type of" the tribe HippocratecB. They
have a small 5-parted calyx ; 6 narrow petals; usually 3
stamens, and a 3-celled ovary which is free or confltent
with the disk, ripening into compressed, coriaceous 2-

valved or indehiscent carpels, which are slightly connate
at the base. The leaves are opposite, petioled, and eutire

or serrate ; the flowers axe greenish or white, and arranged
in axillary panicles or cymes. About 60 species are known,
natives of tropical Asia, Africa, Australia, America, and
the Pacific islands. H. comosa of the West Indies pro-

duces oily seeds which are used like almonds. Well-pre-
served leaves of two species of Hippocratea have been
found in the Miocene deposits of Styria and Bohemia.

Mppocratead (hip-o-ki'a'tf-ad), n. [< Hippo-
cratea.] A plant of fee" tribe HippocratecB.
Idndley.

Hippocratese (hip-6-kra.'te-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Hippocratea (< L. Mippocrates : see Hippocrat-
ic) + -ecB.] A tribe of plants belonging to the
natural order Celastrinece and typified by the
genus Hippocratea. This tribe differs from the others
of the Celastrinece by having i, rarely 2, 4, or 6, stamens
inserted on the disk, and with complanate filaments ; the
anthers extrorsely dehiscent; the seeds exalbuminous

;

and the leaves often opposite. It is the same as the Hip-
pocftateaeeae of Humboldt, Bonpland, and Kunth, and the
Hippo&raticc€e of Jussieu.

Hippocrates's sleeve. See sleefoe.

Hippocratic (hip-6-krat'ik), a. [< LL. Hippo-
craticus, < L. Hippocrates, < Gr. 'Itzkok.p&tik (see
def.); the name means 'strong over horses,' or
'strong in horse' (cf. mnoKpaTilv, be superior in

cavalry), < mrcoi, horse, + Kp-aroq, strength.] Of
or pertaining to Hippocrates, a Greek physi-
cian, born about 460 b. c. and died in the fourth
century b. c, called the "father of medicine."

—

Hippocratic face (fades Bippocratica), the expression
which the features assume immediately before death, or
in one exhausted by long sickness, great evacuations,
or excessive hunger, tlireatening dissolution : so called
from its being vividly described by Hippocrates. The
nose is pinched, the eyes are sunken, the temples are hol-
low, the ears are cold or lead-colored, the skin of the fore-
head is tense and dry, the.complexion is livid, and the lips
are pendent, relaxed, and cold.
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A sigUngresptoatlon, feeble and almost imperceptible MppodrOHie (hip'o-drom), v. i.; pret. and pp.pulse, the lines of the/oce '>»i'P"-»^^^^_

^^^^ ^^ l^podromed^p^llkppodrLmg: [^< 7^/X^f«;

Hippocratism (H-pok'ra-tizm), n. [< L. Hijjpo-

crates (see Hippocratid) + -ism.'] The doctrines

or system of Hippocrates, who is regarded as

the founder of the science of medicine. He
avoided the extremes of empiricism and dogmatism, and
laid especial stress upon observation and upon attention

to regimen and diet.

Hippocrene (hip'o-kren or hip-o-kre'ne), n. [L.

Mippocrene, < Gr. IvKOKpijvi], a reading, in late

manuscripts, for jttttov np^vri, the horse's foun-
tain : lirnov, gen. of "mnoq, horse ; Kpffori, a foun-

.] To conduct races, equestrian, pedestrian,
or aquatic, or other contests, in which the re-
sult is prearranged by coUusiou between the
managers and the contestants, in order tomake
gainthroughbetting, etc. : in allusion to the pre-
arranged or perfunctory races in a hippodrome
or circus. [U. 8.]

'

It is a treat to see the whole-souled energy of the young
collegians [at foot-ball], and there never has yet been the
slur of hippodroming cast upon any college contest.

New York Eveniiig Poet, Nov. 4, 1886.

tain.] 1. A spring on Mount Helicon in Boeo- H^poglossmae (hip'o-glos-i'te), n. pi. [NL., <

tia, sacred to the muses, the waters of which
are poetically held to possess the power of

poetic inspiration.

for a beaker full of the warm South,
Full of the true, the blushful Hippocrene.

Keats, Ode to a Nightingale.

Nor maddening draughts of Hippocrene^
like gleams of sunshine, flash between

Thick leaves of mistletoe.
Longfellow, Goblet of Life.

3 (hip-o-kre'ne). [NL.] In zool.: (a) A genus
of gastropod moUusks. Oken, 1817. (6) A ge- Mppogony (hi-pog'o-ni), n.

nus of acalephs. Mertens, 1829.

hippocrepian (Mp-o-kre'pi-an), a. and n. [<

Gr. ImroQ, a horse, + Rfrrjniq, a boot (shoe).] I.

fl. Like or likened to a horseshoe in shape

;

hippperepiform : specifically applied to certain

ectoprootous Polyzoa which usually have the
lophophore prolonged into two lobes so as to ,. •mi.- i. /t,- /- •c\

be\oLsho|-shape% as well as to such a loph- h^PPOfJ.
hip^^O^pMhip o^gnf

^,

ophore itselt

Mppoglossus + 4nce.) A subfamily of pleuro-
neetoid fishes, comprising species with a large
mouth, well-developed acute teeth, and both
the ventrals lateral and nearly equally devel-
oped. It comprises the halibut and the large-

' mouthed flounders of the northern seas.

Hippoglossus (hip-6-glos'us), n. [NL., < Gr. ..

ZTTTTOf, horse, + yTMaaa, tongue.] A genus of hippomanest (hi-pom'a-nez),

PleuronectidcB, containing the halibut. The mane, 1.

common halibut is 3. vulgaris. Cuvier. See
cut under halibut. Also written Hypoglossus.

[< Gr. tTTTTOf, horse,

hippopMle

a philter or love-charm ; hence, a love-potion

;

a philter or charm. -Also hippomanes.— 2 (hi-

pom'a-ne). [cap.'] [NL.] A genus of plants
of the natural order Euplioroiacem, charac-
terized by having small inconspicuous flow-

ers of separate sexes, borne on long slender
spikes. The female flowers are few, and placed singly at
the base of the spike ; the male flowers are ia clusters,

occupying the upper part. The male calyx is 2-parted,

the femade 3-parted; the male contains 2 to 4 stamens
joined by thin fllaments, the female a many-celled ovary
crowned with from 4 to 8 styles. The fruit is a fleshy yel-

lowish-green berry. H. mandnella is the manchinee^
tree, a native of the West Indies. See manchiTieel.

Hippomaneae (Mp-o-ma'ne-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Sippomane + -em."] A tribe of plants of the
natural order EuplwrMacew, established by
Eeiohenbach in 1828, and typified by the genus
Hippomane. it was adopted by Lindley in 1847, who
gave it the following characters : ovule solitary, flowers

apetalous in spikes, and bracts 1- to mauy-flowered. Not
employed by Bentham and Hooker, who place the genus
Hippomane in the tribe Crotonece.

"
'

' Sameas/iipjjo-

The shepherd knows it well, and calls by name
Hippomanes to note the mother's flame

;

This, gather'd in the planetary hour
.-- -,-,-,.- . .. - , „, ,. • With noxious weeds, and spell'd with words of pow'r,
+ -yovia, production : see -gony.] The pedigree Dire stepdames in the magick bowl infuse,

or origin of a horse. Davies. [Eare.] Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii. 446.

There was nothing supernatural in Nobs. Bis hippog- Hipponactean (hip''''6-nak-te'an), a. and TO. [<
o»j/, even if it had been as the Doctor was willing to have lL_ himonacteits, < 'Gr. 'lirvavaKTtiog (as n. to
it supposed he thought probable, would upon his theory .T„„,„.i£.o,™, =« „iTnn„\ nor.i^ainiTirr +« TTItvtio
have been in the coulse of nature though not in her usual iTTruvam-eiOi;, SO. fdrpov), pertaining to Hippo-

- - — -Qctor, cxUv. nax,<l7r7r(i)vaJ(-vaKT-), a Greek poet, lit. 'norse-

The lophophore resembles that of the hippocrepian Phy-
lactoleemata in being produced into two arms.

Huxley, Auat. Invert., p. 396.

Some of the scars show traces of the hippoerepian mark
characteristic of Protopteris.

Dawson, Geol. Hist, of Plants, p. 94.

II. TO. A polyzoan having these characteris-

tics. See Phylaetoliemata.

hippocrepiform (hip-6-krep'i-f6rm), a. [< Sip-
pocrepis + -form.] Shaped like a horseshoe.

Hippocrepis (hip-o-kre'pis), TO. [NL., < Gr. 'iiv-

Koi, horse, + Kprjnl^, a boot (shoe).] A small

genus of trailing or shrubby perennials, of the

natural order Leguminosce, with unequally pin-

nate leaves, umbellate heads of yellow flow-

ers, which have the stamens free from the vex-

Ulum and the anthers uniform, and a sessile,

many-ovuled ovary with an inflexed style : na-

tives chiefly of Europe, northern Africa, and
western Asia; the horseshoe-vetches. H.comosa,

the common horseshoe-veteh, is a native of England, and

is so named from the shape of its crooked pods.

hippodamet (hip'6-dam), to. [Misused in Spen-

ser; the form reflects L. Bippodamus, < Gr. 'Itt-

TdSafmc, the ' horse-tamer,' an epithet of Castor.

Spenser was probably thinking of Mppocampus,

a sea-monster on which the sea-gods rode.] A
sea-monster; a sea-horse.

The raging billowes . . . made a long broad dyke.

That his [Neptune's] swift charet might havepassagewyde

Which foure greatHippodames did draw in temewise tyde.
Spenser, F. Q., III. XL 40.

[(1) < L.

Southey, The Doctor,

. _ . _ .
TO. [< r.

hlppogriffe ='Sp.~hipdgrifo = Pg. hippogrifo =
It. ippogrifo, < Gr. "miro<;, horse, + LL. gryplius

(Gr. 7pw/'); a grifSn : see griffik.] A fabulous
creature, like a griflin, but with hoofs and other

Hippogriff. (After Tiepolo and Ingres.)

parts resembling a horse, apparently invented ^^

in imitation of Pegasus, by the romancers of the _.,

middle ages, and furnished to their heroes as a

means of transportation through the air.

So saying, he caught him up, and, without wing

Of hippogrif, bore through the air sublime.
Milton, P. R., IV. B42.

It reminded me of the Magician Atlantes on his Ayipo-

ort#, with a knight trussed up behind him. , ^ , ,^^ ." "'
5cott, Kedgauntleti letter IV.

ruler,' < iTTTrof, horse, + ava^, ruler, king.] I, a.

1. Of or pertaining to Hipponax of Ephesus
(sixth century B. c), a Greek writer of iambic
poetry, who was celebrated for his invective

poems.— 2. In aBC. pros. , an epithet noting cer-

tain meters invented or introduced into Greek
literature by Hipponax— Hipponactean distich,

Hipponactean system, a distich consisting of a trochaic

dimeter and an iambic trimeter, both catalectic.—Hip-
ponactean meter, Hipponactean verse, (o) A tro-

chaic tetrameter catalectic, the next to the last_time or

syllable of which is long instead of short (—w—^ |
—w—

c
I

—w— w
I

——), called on account of this intentional

violation of rhythm scazon (halting or limping). See
scazon. (6) An iambic trimeter acatalectic, of the kind
called scazon and choliambus (literally, lame iambus), be-

cause the next to the last time or syllable is long instead

of being short, as required by rhythm (thus, w_w_
|

o—

II. TO. In anc. pros., a Hipponactean meter
or verse.

Mpponosology (hip'-'o-no-sol'o-ji), TO. [< Gr. "ot-

'n-o^, horse, -f ^.nosology, q. v.] Hippopathol-

ogy.
hippopathological (hip-o-path-o-loj'i-kal), a.

Pertaining to hippopathology.

hippopathology (hip'''o-pa-thol'o-ii), TO. [< Gr.

(TTTTOf, horse, + E. pathology, q. v.] The pathol-

ogy of the horse; the science of veterinary

medicine.
(hi-pof'a-e), «. [NL., < L. hippo

phaes, < Gr. 'mTro(pa£c", a plant, Euphorbia spinosa

(Sprengel), found also in other forms, mird^eoq,

iTTTTO^av^f, and mTroijivig, and (perhaps a difE.

plant) linrdfaLaTov; < mirog, horse, + (paiveadai,

shine (or fvnv, produce). The allusion is not

clear.] A monotypie genus of shrubby plants,

of the natural order Elceagnaeew, confijied to

Same as hippo- temperate Europe and Asia ; the sallow-thorns.

H. mamnoides (the common sallow-thorn or sea^buck-

thom), the only species, growing on the coasts and Alpine

rivers of Europe, is a thorny shrub, preferring a sandy soil,

but sometimes found on cliffs near the sea It is occasion-

ally cultivated in gardens, on account of its silvery leaves,

which are linear-lanceolate. The berries, which are pro-

duced in great abundance, axe yellow, containone seed, and

have an acid flavor. A flsh-sauce is sometunes prepared

from them, and the Tatars are said to make a jelly from

them, leaves and fruit of two extinct species of Hip-

poptiaS have been found in a fossil state in the Miocene

lignites of Hesse at Salzhausen.

Hippodameian (hip'-'o-da-mi an), a.

HippodamiaoTBippodameia, also Bippodame, <. Jxippogrifin (hip-o-grif in), to,

Gr. 'IjzjzoSd/ieia or 'lirnoSifin', a fern, name (see p^j.
def. 1), corresponding to 'Iinr6Safios, Hippoda- hippogrypll, to. See hippogriff.

mus; (2) < Gr. 'I7r7r(i(&/i0f, a maso. name: see hippolitll (hip'o-lith), m. [< Gr. tirwof, horse, +
def., and cf. Mppodame.] 1. Of or pertaining Xi6iof, stone.] A stone found in the stomach or

to Hippodameia, daughter of CEnomaus, and intestines of a horse. Smart.

the ancestress of the Atreidas. she became the hippologist (hi-pol'o-jist), to. [< Mppology +
wife of Pelops as the reward of his victory over her father _^jj_-| Q^g yf-j^o studies hippology.
in a chariot-race, which he won by bribing tnf,

fn^^^^'
-R^.TOelat. an advocate at Lyons and a talented hippol-

lesian ar^chiteet aid en^n^eer of the fifth cen- S-^^^Sa^ItJrinary school. Br^c. Brit.,^^^. ^^m^^^^^g^^^^^^.^^ &s^^iS-
liDDOloey (hi-pol'o-ji), to. [< Gr. OTTrof^horse, ^r^_

gpeeificallf, a name given by Ptolemy to

certain nomads, Scythians in central Asia and

Sarmatians northeast of the Caspian sea, who

-—=,- -r-r",--.,, ^ J ^^
. . . neia Bervn,B, q

'Harper's Mag., LXXYl. 792. + -ist.] One who eats horse-flesh.

^hfc^llorU's^^^rctS^s^^reyn j^pp„^,,,, (Hp'o-man), « [< P. hippomane M^^itrpf^SSf^t v" ),^/^Sr-
and horses were exercised: sometimes applied J^g Mpdmanes = Pg. }Woma.}Z =

lk L Su^LlZfiSihTA^iuppophagi), <

to a modern circus.
^. pomarw, < U Uppomanes, <(iv. mYJ^veg,^^ SSofhorse 4-VrJ, eat.] Peediig on horse-

In a fine lawn below my house, I have planted an M^ ^eadi^'^ Pl^^*' ^PP^^- "^ ^\^ T£d&d ^7/jf'^°^^«'
+ ^°''"'^'^^ J

poOrome: it ia a circular plantation, consisting of ave
jj j^ horses were supposed to be mamyiona, ,^«="'' , ,, .

„of' a-iil n f-P. himovhagie;
walks ; the central of which is a horse-course, and three " ^ ^-y ^ gmall black hippophagy (hi-pot 3r}i), ^•, L" "l- "^^"^Ij-I oJ
rounds make exactly a mile. „„fnr Swift SLws,,h?tanee on the forehead of a new-born a.s hippophag-ous + -y.] The act or practice oi

Sw^t, Account of Monumentto the Memoryof Dr. Swift. Aeshy substance on me loren^^^^
feeding on horse-flesh.

^, ^ . ,

2. In sporting slang, a race or other athletic foal, or
f,^^^«°^/J^^r^'.\^^;^^^^^^^^^ hippoplile (hip'o-fil), to. [< Gr. iTrno,, horse,

contest S wiich ft is arranged beforehand i^^^at ^^^f.^^^iP^^ +^'^°f. l°^i°g-] ^ horse-lover; one who is

that a certain contestant shall win; amockor
^^^^^^^^'f^^^f^',^eo^f^^^^^^

addicted to horses ;
ahorse-fancier,

fraudulent race. [U. S.J

hippodrome (hip'o-drom), «. [< F. htppodrome hippology ( P
•

J^)^.
^^^ _^^^^^ -, ^he sci-

= §p. hipodromo = Pg. hvppodromp =}\mo- ^^^^^^ ^^g^ ^f the horse.
dromo, I L. mpodromOS, < Gr. OT7rdd/,0/«0f, a

Leavenworth Cavalry School] is ex-

raee-course, < ittttoc, horse, + Sp6/iog, a cours^e, J-nesiuu i. ^ „,,,,.„. »„* ,„„i„rt,„„

running, < dpOiUEtj', run.] 1. Inf'
~

' mbellishcu uj a--", *" — -^ - -

ViQmn+.Tn.nfiR w^ere run i.i „__..i. /i,;-^'n.m5:n^ n. r< P. i-j^^

= It.



hippophile

Nsxt to impossible to find a perfectly honest Ati^popftiZ^.

0. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LIX. 634.

Hippopodiidse (hip'o-po-di'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hippopodius + -idoe.'l A family of oceanic
hydroids, tubular medusans, or Sipltonophora,
of the order Calycophora, taking name from the
genus Hippopodius, and related to Viphyidce,
but having more than two horseshoe-shaped
swimming-bells, no polyp-stem, and no float.

Also written Hippopodidce.

Hippopodiidce : the swimming column has two rows of
nectocalyces, and is situated on an upper lateral branch

" of the stem. The male and female gonophores are grouped
In clusters ... at the base of the nutritive polype.

Ctaus, Zoology (trans.X I. 250.

Hippopodius (hip-6-po'di-us), n. [NL., < 6r.'

tTTTTof, horse, + Troiig (-oiS-) = E./oo^] A genus
of tubular mediisans or calycophorans, giving
name to the family Mippopodiida : same as
Gleba, 2. Quoy and Gaimard, 1827.

hippopotami, n. Latin plural of hippopotamus.
hippopotamic (hip-o-pot'a-mik), a. [< Mppo-
potamus + -ic] Of or pertaining to the hippo-
potamus; hence, figuratively, ponderous.
Even with the masters of it, English prose was then still

in the hippopotamic stage. Harper's Mag.^ LXXVII. 477.

llippopotamid (Mp-o-pot'a-mid), n. One of the
MippopotamidcB.
Merycopotamns of the Miocene Fauna of the Sewalik

Hills appears to have been a Hippopotamid,
Eitaley, Anat. Vert., p. 320.

Hippopotamidse (hip^o-po-tam'i-de), re. pi.

[NL., < Hippopotamus + -idee.'] A family of om-
nivorous mammals, of the order Ungulata, sub-
order Artiodactyla, series Omnivora, and super-
family Sippopotamoidea ; the hippopotamuses.
The technical characteristics are: the lower canines en-
lai^ed and tusk-like, the stomach non-ruminant, only im-
perfectly septate, the odontoid process of the axis conical,
the body massive and obese, the feet 4-toed and phalangi-
grade, the muzzle obtuse with superolateral nostrils, and
the mammse two in number and Inguinal. The family is

intermediate between swine and deer, but is much nearer
the former; it is divided into Hippopotamince and Clue-

ropsince.

Hippopotaminse (hip-o-pot-a-mi'ne), n.pl.
[NL., < Sippopotamus + -inw.'} The ty|pieal

subfamily of Sippopotamidw, distinguished
from ChwropsincE by the depression of the skull
and the prominence of the completed bony or-

bits. The only recent genus is Sippopotamus ;
a fossil genus is Hexaprotodon.
hippopotamine (hip-o-pot'a-min), a. [< Mp-
popotamtts + -jnei.] ' Of or pertaining to the
hippopotamus; having the characters of the
Hippopotamidw.
Hippopotamoidea (hip-o-pot-a-moi'de-a), n.pl.

[NL.,< Hippopotamits +'-oided.'\ A s'uperfam-
ily of mammals, containing only the Hippopota-
midce. T. N. Gill, 1872.

hippopotamus (Mp-o-pot'a-mus), ».; pi. hip-

popotamuses, hippopotami (-ez, -mi). [In ear-
lier form eontr. hippotame, q. v. ; = F. hippo-
poiame = Sp. hipop6tamo = Pg. hippopotamo
= It. ippopotamo, < L. hippopotamus,CGT. Imro-

T^ora/wg, a river-horse, an irreg. formation aris-

ing from the earlier phrase name linvog irorajMOQ,

where KOTa/uogis an adj. (< Korandg, river), qual-
ifying tTTTTOf, horse. Ajiother name was o l-nog

Tab 'SeDuov, ' the horse of the Nile.'] 1 . An om-
nivorous ungulate pachydermatous mammal
of the genus Hippopotamus or family Sippopo-
tamid(B. The best-known species is the living African
river-horse, H. amphibius. It has a thick and square
head, a very large muzzle, small eyes and ears, thick and
heavy body, short legs terminated by four toes, a short tail.
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tives. It attains a length of about 14 feet, rarely more,
and stands about 5 feet high. It delights in water, Uving
in lakes, rivers, and estuaries, and feeding on water-plants,

or on the herbage growing near the water. It is an excel-

lent smmmer and diver, and can remain under water a
considerable time. A much smaller and very different

hippopotamus is Chceropsis Hberiensis. See Chaeropsirue.

There are several extinct species, of various genera.

The same river Nilus bringeth foorth another beast

called hippopotamus, i. e., a river horse.
' Holland, tr. of Pliny, viii. 26.

2. Icap.'l [NL.] The typical genus of Hippo-

potamidm, characterized by the presence of only

fourlower incisors. H. amphibius is the only liv-

ing species TaUless hippopotamus, the giant cavy

or capibara.

Hippopus (hip'o-ptis), re. [NL., < 6r. tTrirof,

horse, + no'ug {iro6-) = E. foot.'\ 1. A genus
of siphonate bivalve mollusks, of the family

Tridacnidce, or giant clams, and very near Tri-

Hiffopotamus amphibii

two teats, skin about two inches thick on the back and
sides, and no Jiair except at the extremity of the tail.

The incisors and canines of the lower jaw are of great
size and strength, the canines or tusks being long and
curved forward. These tnsks sometimes reach the length
of two feet and more, and weigh upward of six pounds.
It is chiefly on account of the tusks and teeth that the ani-

mal is killed, they being superior in hardness to ivory, and
less liable to turn yellow. This hippopotamus inhabits
nearly the whole of Africa; its flesh is eaten by the na-

Bear*&-paw Clam t^Hippoptts macutatits).

dacna itself, having closed valves, two cardinal
teeth, and a small byssus. H. maculatits of the
Indian ocean is known as the hear's-paw clam.

Martini, 1773; Lamarck, 1799.— 3. A genus of

aealephs : usually misspelled Hippopas. Belle

Chiaje, 1838.

hippo-sandal (hip'6-san'''dal), re. [< Gr. 'nmog,

horse, + aavSa^v, sandal.] See the extract.

There are, however, some singular articles termed hip-

po-sandals, the use of which appears doubtful, but which
were either attached to the horses' feet, or to a primitive
kind of cart without wheels.

Jour. ofAnthrop. Inst., XVIII. 202.

Hippospongia (hip-o-spon'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
"mnog, horse, + awoyyia, aviyyog-, a sponge : see
sponge.'] The genus of horny or fibrous sponges
which contains the common bath-sponge or

horse-sponge, S. equina, it is characterized by the
thinness of its fibers and the labyrinthic character of the
choanosome, in consequence of which the chief fibers

have no regular radiate arrangement.

hippOSteolOgy (hi-pos-tf-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. in--

irog, horse, + E. osteology.'] ' The osteology of
the horse.

hippotamet, n. [ME. corruptlyipoto^ne; < OP.
hippotame = Olt. ippotamo, < L. hippopotamus,
a hippopotamus : see hippopotamus.] A hip-
popotamus.

In that Contree ben many Ipotaynes, that dwellen som-
tyme in the Watre, and somtyme on the Lond; and thei
ben half Man and half Hors, as I have seyd before ; and
thei eten men, whan thei may take hem.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 268.

The hippotame that like an horse doth neigh.
John Oennys (Arbor's Eng. Gamer, 1. 166).

Hippotherium (hip-o-the'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
"miTog, horse, + mipiov, a wild beast.] Agenus of

fossil horses : a synonym of Sipparion. Kaup.
hippotigris (hip-o-ti'gris), re. [Gr. mndnypcg,
a (supposed) kind of tiger, < 'mirog, horse, +
Tiypig, tiger.] 1. A classic name of the ass,

from the stripes on the back and withers.

—

2. leap.] [NL.] A genus of striped African
equids, containing the zebra, dauw, and quag-
ga. Hamilton Smith.

hippotomical (hip-o-tom'i-kal), a. [< hippot-

omy + -ic-al.] Pertaining to hippotomy.
hippotomist (hi-pot'6-mist), n. [< hippotomy
+ -ist.] One who dissects horses, or is versed
in the anatomy of the horse.

hippotomy (hi-pot'o-ml), n. [< Gr. liriTog, a
horse, + to/jti, a cutting.] The dissection of

horses; the anatomy of tjie horse.

HippotraginseCMp'o-tra-ji'ne), «.»?. [NL., <

Hippotragus + -in(B.] A subfamily of equine
antelopes, of which the genus Hippotragus is

the type.

Hippotragus (M-pot'ra-gus), re. [NL., < Gr.

iTTTTof, horsoj + rpdyog, goat.] A genus of an-
telopes, typical of the s\ibta,mi\y Hippotraginas,

containing the African equine and sable ante-

lopes, H. equinus and H. niger: synonymous
with JEgocerus, 2. The addax is sometimes
misplaced in this genus. Sundevall.

Hipp's chronoscope. See clironoscope.

hippurate (hip'u-rat), «. [< hippur-ic + -ate'^.]

A compound formed by the union of hippuric

acid with a base.

hip-shot

hippuria (hi-pu'ri-a), n. [NL., < hippuric +
-ia.] In pathol., t£e presence of an excessive

amount of hippuric acid in the urine.

hippuric (hi-pti'rik), a. [< Gr. mwog, horse,

-f ovpov, urine, + -ic] Relating to or obtained

from the urine of horses—Hippuric acid.CgHsNOa,
an acid found in considerable quantity in the urine of

herbivorous animals and in that of persons suffering from
diabetes. It crystallizes in long needles, is soluble in

wai-m water, and when heated with a strong acid breaks
up into benzoic acid and glycocoll.

hippurid (hip'u-rid), n. A plant of the natural
order Haloragece (Hippurideee of Link). lAnd-

ley.

Hippurideae (hip-u-rid'f-e), re. pi. [NL., < Hip-
puris (-^d-) + -ew.] Ad. order of plants estab-

lished by Link in 1821 : same as the Haloragece
of Endlicher, 1836.

HippuriS (hi-pu'ris), re. [L., < Gr. "nnrovptg,

horse-tailed; as noun, a plant, mare's-tail; <

iirirog, horse, + ovpd, tail.] 1. A genus of

marsh or aquatic plants, of the natural order
Haloragece; the mare's-tails. it is characterized

by having perfect or polygamous flowers, an entire calyx,

no petals, a single stamen inserted on the edge of the
calyx, and a single thread-shaped style, stigmatic down
one side, and received in the groove between the lobes of
the anther; the fruit is nut-like, 1-celled, and 1-seeded.

B. vulgaris, the mare's-tail or bottle-brush, grows in pools
and marshes throughout the temperate and cold regions
of the globe. It is an erect herb, with crowded whorls
of narrow hairdike leaves (whence the name), and in-

conspicuous fiowers, which are also whorled. It has as-

tringent properties, and is popularly used in diarrhea and
hemorrhage.

3. In zocil., a genus of fishes. Klein, 1749.

—

3. [Z. c] In anat. , the leash of nerves in which
the spinal cord ends; the Cauda equina, or

horsetail.

hippurite (hip'u-rit), n. and a. [< NL. Hippu-
rites, q. v.] I,' re. 1. A specimen or species
of the ta,Tmij Hippuritidce ; one of the Budistes;
a horsetail. Hippurites were formerly classed

byLamarck and LatreUle'withbelemnites, etc.,

as being eephalopods.— 3. A kind of fossil cup-
coral, Cyathophyllum ceratites of Goldfuss.

II, a. 1. Pertaining to or ha'ving the charac-
ters of the Hippuritidce.— 2. Same as hippu-
ritic.

Hippurites (hip-u-ri'tez), n. [NL.,< Gr. Inirov-

ptg, horse-taUed ' (see Hippuris), + -ites.] 1.

The typical genus of Hippuritidce. Lamarck,
1801.—3. In l>ot., a generic name given by
Lindley and Hutton (1833-5) to remains of a
fossil plant found in the coal-measures of Eng-
land. The name Hippurites was given to it because (as

the authors of the genus remark) it resembles Hippuris
"as much as it can be said to resemble anything now liv-

ing." In accordance with the latest investigations, Hip^
purites is united with Calamocladus, a genus of the llqui-

setacece.

hippuritic (hip-u-rit'ik), a. [< hippurite + -ic]

Pertaining to hippurites ; abounding in, char-
acterized by, or containing hippurites, as cer-

tain cretaceous formations.

Hippuritia limestone had not been noticed on the east-

ern frontier. Encyc. BrU., XVTn. 622.

hippuritid (hi-pu'ri-tid), re. A bivalve mollusk
of the family HippuriUdce.
^ppuritidse (hip-u-rit'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Hippurites + -idee.] A family of fossil bivalve
mollusks, of the order Budistes, named from
the genus Hippurites; the hippurites or horse-
tails. As generally accepted, it includes all the species
of the order. They have shells with very unequal valves,
fixed by one valve, and composed of two layers ; the free
valve has an internal layer perforated by canals, and an
outer porous one ; the attached valve has an internal lacu-
nar layer and an outer layer grooved with vascular im-
pressions. The species are characteristic of the Creta-
ceous epoch, and exhibit considerable diversity. The
family is also limited by some to the genus Hippurites
and closely related forms.

hippuritoid (hi-pu'ri-toid), a. Pertaining to or
resembling the Hippuritidce.

hippus (hip'us), n. [NL., < Gr. liznog (m. and f.),
dial. iKKog = L. equus = AS. eoh, etc., a horse

:

see Equus.] In pathol., an affection of the
eyes; clonic spasm of the iris.

hip-rafter (hip'raf'''t6r), re. Same as angle-
rafter. See hipi-, 4._Back of a Mp-rafter. See
Socil.

hip-roof (hip'rof), re. A roof the ends of which
rise inimediately from the wall-plates with the
same inclination to the horizon as its other
two sides. Also called hipped roof. See cut on
following page.
hip-rose (hip'roz), re. Same as hip-brier.
hip-shot (hip'shot), a. Having the hip dislo-
cated or shot out of place ; hence, figuratively,
lame ; awkward.
Why do you go nodding and waggling so like a fool, as

if you were hip-shot .« says the goose to the gosling.
Sir R, L'Estrange.



hip-shot

Hip-roof, Union Theological Seminary, New Yorlc.

H, //, H, hips ; A, A, llip-knobs.

The field this hiji-shot grammarian cannot set into right
fiame oi construction.

Milton, Apology for Smeotymnuus.

hip-strap (Mp'strap), n. The support of the
breeching of a carriage- or wagon-harness. See
cut under harness.

hipt, p- «. See hipped^.

Hu>tage (hip'ta-je), n. [NL., said to be so
called in allusion to the shape of the lateral

petals, which appear like wings ; being appar.
(irreg.) < Gr. iTrraadai, var. of iTsraadai, fly.] A
small genus of climbing shrubs, Ijelonging to

the natural order MalpigMacece, tribe Sirceece,

proposed by Gartner (1802), and type of the
tribe Hiptagem of De CandoUe. it is characterized
by a 5-parted calyx, with one laige gland ; unequal fringed
petals ; 10 fertile stamens, one larger than the rest ; and
a 3-lohed ovary, forming in fruit 3 cai'pels, each with 3
wings. The leaves are opposite, thick, and entire ; the
flowers are in racemes, and are white and fra^ant. Only 4
species are known, natives of tropical Africa^

Hiptageae (hip-ta'jf-e), n. pi. [NL., < Miptage
+ -ex.] A tribe of plants belonging to the natu-
ral order MalpigMacece, proposed byDe Candolle
(1824), and typified by the genus Hiptage. By
Bentham and Hooker it is not retained as a
tribe, the genera it included being referred to

the tribe Sirwece.

hip-tile (hip'151), 11. A saddle-shaped tile used
in covering the hips of roofs.

hip-tree (hip'tre), n. [Also written hep-tree;

< ME. hepetre, < hepe, hip^, + tre, tree.] The
dogrose, Mosa canina.

hipwort (hip'wfert), n. A British plant. Cotyle-

don umbilicus.

Hipwort, from theresemblance of the leaf to the acetab-

ulmn or hip-socket, whence its foiiner name of Herba cox-

endicum, or herb of the hips.

A. Prior, Popular Names of British Plants.

hirt, pron. See he^.

Hirsea (hi-re'a), n. [NL., named after Jean
Nicholas de la Hier, a French physician.] A
large genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous

plants, of the natural order MalpigMacece, the

type of the tribe Hirceed, founded by Jacquin,

1780. They have a 5-parted calyx with 10, 8, or no glands

;

reflexed, clawed, denticulate, or entire petals ; 10 perfect

stamens, monadelphous at base ; a 3-lobed ovary, form-

ing in fruit 1 to*3 samaras ; opposite or alternate, entire,

2-8tipulate leaves ; and yellow, rose, or lilac flowers in

axillary umbels or racemes. They are mostly climbing

shrubs, about 60 species being known, aU from tropical

America. The genus is known in a fossil state both by its

fruit and by its leaves, and six species are described from
the European Tertiaries, one of them occurring m the

Eocene deposits in the Isle of Wight.

Hiraeeae (M-re'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,< Mircea + -e«.]

A tribe of plants of the natural order MalpighiOr-

ce(B, typified by the genus Hircea. it is character-

ized by Bentham and Hooker as having perfect stamens

;

3 tree styles, or rarely 1 ; 1 to 3 samaras, each being 1- to

7-winged ; stem usually climbing ; leaves often alternate

;

and stipules inconspicuous or wanting. Nearly the same
as the Hirceaeece of Grisebach and the Sirea) of Jussieu.

hiragana (he-ra-ga'na), n. [Jap.,< hira, plain,

+ kana, q. v.]" The cursive form of Japanese

writing, said to have lieen introduced by a

BuddMst priest named Kuhai about the middle

of the ninth century. It consists of abbreviated

forms of a limited number of the more common Chinese

characters, used phonetically, and is the style of letter

commonly used in books and written documents, see

^ffTui and katakana.

The Japanese Hirakana Syllabary.
. ._ ^ -r ,

,

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 14.

In ordinary letter-writing the cursive hand, more or less

abbreviated, is employed, being supplemented, when re-

quned, by the hiragana. Bneyo. Bnt., XIII. 686.

liirchent, hirchoimt, n. Obsolete forms of ur-

Mrcic (her'sik), a. [< L. Jiireus, a goat, +.-«c.]

Of or pertaining to a goat : applied in chemistry

to a liquid fatty substance which was believed

i)y the discoverer to be-the odorous principle ot

mutton-suet, and which appears to be a mix-

ture of several homologous fatty acids.

hircine (h^r'sin), a. [= F. Mrcine, < L. Mrci-

nus, Urquinus, of a goat, goatish, < Mrcus,3,

goat: see Mrous.'\ . Pertaining to or having the
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characteristics of a goat; like a goat; goatish;
especiaUy, having a rank smell like that of a
goat.

Goat-like in aspect, and very hirmie in many of its hab-
its, the Chamois IS often supposed to belong to the Goats
rather than to the Antelopes.

J. G. Wood, lUus. Nat. Hist., p. 650.

The landlady . . . pulled a hirdne man or two hither,
and pushed a larcim man or two thither, with the im-
passive countenance of a housewife moving her furniture.

C. Meade, Cloister and Hearth, xxiv.

hircine (hfer'sin), n. [< L. Mreus, a goat, -1- -ine^.
Cf. Mrcme, a.] A fossil amorphous resin, the
composition of which has not been determined.
Hircinia (her-sin'i-a), n. [NL., < L. Mrcinus:
see hircinous.'] The typical genus of Hircinii-
dce. Nardo.

Hirciniidse (her-si-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sir-
einia + -jcJtB.] A family of oeratose sponges,
of the order Cornacuspongice, typified by the
genus Hircinia, having a narrow axial canal in
the fibers, and filaments in the ground-sub-
stance. It is divided by Lendenfeld into the
subfamilies Hircinince and Hirdnissince. Also
Sirdnidw.
hircinous (h6r-si'nus), a. [< L. Mrcinus, hir-
quinus, of a goat : see hirdne.^ In hot. and zool.,

smelling like a goat ; having a hircine odor.
hircus (her'kus), n. [L. Mrcus, also hi/rcuus and
ircus,:= Sabine jircus, a goat.] 1. In zool., a
goat ; the specific name of the domestic goat,
Capra hircus, by some authors made a genus
of goats.— 2. \cap.'\ In astron., another name
for the star Capella.
hirdy-girdy (her'di-ger'di), adv. [Cf. hurdy-
gurdy.'] In confusion or disorder. [Scotch.]

He ventured back into the parlour, where a* was gaun
hirdy-girdy— naebody to say "come in" or *'gaeout."

Scott, Redgauntlet, letter xi.

hire^ (lur), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. hired, ppr. hiring.

[< ME. hiren, hyren, huren,<. AS. hyrian = OFries.
hera = D. huren = LG. hiiren = MHG. huren,

G. heuern, dial, haudern (with epenthetic d) =
Sw. hyra = Dan. Ivyre, hire; root unknown.
The noun appears to be from the verb.] 1.

To engage the use of for a consideration ; agree

to pay a price or give an equivalent for the

use of: as, to hire a horse and carriage; to hire

a house for a year.

I'or cariage the porter hors schalle hyre.

Batees Book (B. B. T. S.), p. 310.

Bire us sbme fair chamber for the night.

And stalling for the horses. Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To engage the services of ; employ for wages,

a salary, or other consideration: as, to hire la-

borers, a clerk, a teacher, etc.

A man that is an householder, which went out early in

the morning to hire labourers Snto his vineyard.
Mat. XX. 1.

The nurse sleeps sweetly, hir'd to watch the sick.

Cowper, Task, i. 89.

3. To engage the interest of; agree to pay for

the desired action or conduct of; bribe; re-

ward.
I lov'd ray friend, not measur'd out by time.

Nor hir'd by circumstance of place and honour.
Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

Thymoetes first, 'tis doubtful whether hir'd, . . .

Mov'd that the ramparts might be broken down.
Dryden, Matii, u. 42.

4. To borrow (money). [Prov. Eng.]— 5. To

grant the temporary use of for compensation;

lend the service of for a reward; let; lease:

often with out: as, to hire out a horse or car-

riage.

A man nlauntide a vyneyerd . . . and hiride it to til-

ig^g
"

Wyclif, Mark xu. 1.

Thev . have hired out themselves for bread.
' 1 Sam. II. 5.

She hired me to Queen Mary's boner

When scarce eleven years aald.

Xary Bamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 326).

He left his father's house,

And hired himself to work within the fields.

Tennyson, Dora.

=Svn Bire, Let, Sent, leate. Charter. The verb hire

applies to both persons and property, but is appropriately

used to designate the act of an employer, tenant, or bailee

who engages some person or thing by a promise to pay

toe. S applies only to property, and only Jo the act

of the owner or lessor. Bent and leofe apply only ^^OP;
erty, but are used indifferently of the act of the owner

or lessor and that of the tenant. Charter is used only

of vessels (and colloquially of railroad-cars and -engines)

butisused^ppropriatelyoftheactoftt^^^^^^^^

nvr (gen. nyrei == \./iiioo. iv^:^ — —
- -_

LG. Mre = G. heuer = Sw. hyra = Dan. hyre.

hire, rent, wage, service : see the verb.] 1. A
price, reward, or compensation paid or con-

tracted to be given for the use of something.

Mrling
Owners of [knitting] frames who, though they did not

themselves exercise the trade, let frames out on hire.

English Gilds (B. B. T. S.), Int., p. clxxx.

2. A reward or recompense paid for personal
service; wages.
The labourer is worthy of his hire. Luke x. 7.

[The .Shekh] had offered to carry me the same journey
with all my people and baggage without hire.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 67.

The thrifty hire I sav'd under your father.
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 3.

3. Compensation in general; reward.
For to gete of Fames hire.

The temple [of Diana] sette I al afire.

Chaxwer, House of Fame, 1. 1867.

Of certain turbulent wits it is said, . . . they thought
the very disturbance of things established an hire suffi-

cient to set them on work. Booker, ]^ccles. Polity, i. 7.

On hire, for hiring.

To keep one's conscience, too, on hire, as that drunken
Isham down there at the livery-stable does a horse.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 161.

=Syn. Wages, Pay, etc. (see salary), remuneration.

hire^t, pron. See ftel.

hired^t, »• [ME., also Mrd; < AS. hired, house-
hold, < *huva, one of a family (see hewe), + -I'ed,

rwden, condition: see -red.] A body of re-

tainers or courtiers ; a court.

hired^ (bird), ^. a. Employed or engaged for
regular or temporary use or service for rent,

pay, or stated wages: as, a hired carriage; a
hired girl ; a hired man.
And Paul dwelt two whole years in his own hired house.

Acts xxviii. 30.

hireless (hir'les), a. [< feirel + -less.] Without
hire ; not rewarded

;
gratuitous.

This fam'd philosopher is Nature's spie,

And hireless gives th' intelligence to Art.
Sir W. Bavenant, Gondibert, i. 6.

hireling (hir'ling), n. and a. [< ME. hyrling, <

AS. hyrling (= D. huwrling = LG. hurlirik = G.
heuerling), hireling, < hyr, hire, + -Kw^l.] I. n.

1 . One who is hired or serves for wages : now
used only in reprobation or contempt, as in

def. 2.

The hireling longs to see the shades descend.
That with the tedious day his toil might end.
And he his pay receive. Sandys, Paraphrase of Job.

2. A mercenary ; one who acts only with a view
to reward or material benefit.

The hireling fleeth, because he is an hireling, and careth
not for the sheep. John x. 13.

So clomb this first grand thief into God's fold

;

So since into his church lewd hirelings climb.
Milton, P. L, iv. 193.

If the patriot's pulses sleep,

How vain the watch that hirelings keep.
0. W. Bolmes, Qui Vive.

II. a. Serving for wages ; employed for money
or other compensation ; venal ; mercenary.

The fiery duke is pricking fast across Saint Andre's plain.

With all the hireling chivalry of Guelders and Almayne.
Macaulay, Battle of Ivry.

The slavish pnest
Sets no great value on liis hvi-eling faith.

Shelley, Queen Mab, v.

=Syn. Mercenary, etc. See venal.

hireman (hir'man), ». ;
pi. TjM-CTMera (-men). [<

ftirei + man.'] " A hired servant; a retainer.

[Obsolete or Scotch.]

He then took off the scarlet coat,

Bedeck'd wi' shinin' gold,

And has put on the hirerruin's coat.

To keip him frae the cold.

The Bireman Chiel (Child's Ballads, VIII. 234).

Hirenf (hi'ren), n. [A corruption of Irene, a fern,

name : see Irene.] The name of a female char-

acter in Peele's play of "The TurkishMahomet
and the fair Hiren," used allusively by Shak-
spere and other old dramatists in the bombast
put into the mouths of various characters.

Down, down, dogs ! down, faitors ! Have we not Biren
here? Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

hirer (hir'er), n. One who hires.

hireselvet, hireselvent, pron. Middle Eng-
lish forms of herself. Chaucer.

hiring (hir'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hire\ v.] 1.

In law, a name of a class of contracts of bail-

ment for compensation, including those in

which the bailee gains the temporary use of the

thing for a compensation paid byhim, and those

in which he is to bestow labor on it, or trans-

port it, for a compensation to be paid to him

:

corresponding to the locatum of the civil law.

—

2. A fair or market for servants, at which bar-

gains for their services are made. [Prov. Eng.]

At fairs, as well as hirings, it iscustomaryfor all theyoung
people in the neighbourhood to assemble and dance at the

inns and alehouses. Bone's Every-Day Book, II. 668.

hirling, n. See herling.



hinuologion

Mrmologion (tir-mo-lo'gi-on), n.
;
pi. hirmolo-

gia (-a). [< MQr. elp/ioMyim, dp/wUywv, a col-
lection of hinuoi, < elp/J.6c, hirmos, + -Tioytov, <
Xiyetv, say.] In the Ctr. Ck., an offiee-l)ook con-
taining the hirmoi, usually also the prayers at
the elevation of the panagia (see panagia), and
some other forms.
hirmos, hirmus (hir'mos, her'mus), n.

;
pi. hir-

moi, hirmi {-moi, -mi). [LL. hirmos,< Gr. eip/i6g,

a series, connection, context, in LGr., etc., used
specifically as in def. (the exact reason being tm-
eertain) ; < elpeiv = L. severe, fasten together,
join: see scries and sermon, from the L. verb.]
In the hymnology of the Greek Church, the first

strophe or stanza of a standard or original ode
in a canon of odes, serving as a rhythmical and
musical model for the other stanzas (troparia),
both of its own ode and of others in the same
rhythm, in the offlce-books it is inclosed in inverted
commas, and is given in full only at the head of its own
ode, the initial words alone being prefixed to other odes.
A hirmos is sometimes said at the end of its ode.

llirondelle(hir-on-der),w. [P., a swallow, dim.,
< L. hirundo, a swallow: see hirundo.'] In her.,

a swallow used as a bearing.

The swallow, or hirondeUe^ forms the very early coat of
the ArandelB. Encyc. Brit, XL 701.

Mrple (h6r'pl), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. hirpled, ppr.

hirpUng. [Origin obscure.] To halt ; waUi as
if lame. [Scotch.]

The hares were hirpHn down the furs [furrows].
Bums, Holy Fair.

His aged grandmother was wont to hirple out to the
Lindsaylands road to meet him on his way home.

Quoted in Dr. J. Bravm's Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 333.

hirse (hers), n. [Also written hyrse; = Dan.
Iiirse = Sw. Mrs, < G-. hirse, hirsche, MHG. hirse,

hirs, OHG. hirsi, hirso, millet ; origin obscure.]
The broom-corn, Sorghum saccharatum or S.

campanum, sometimes called millet or Indian
millet.

hirsell (hir'sel), n. [So. ; also written hirsle, Mr-
sen, Mrsale, hirdsell (the last appar. in simula-
tion of hird, ]ierd^); origin uncertain.] 1. A
multitude; a throng: applied to living creatures
of any kind. [Scotch.]
" Jock, man," said he, '* ye're just telling a hirsd o' een-

down lees [lies]." Sogg, Brownie, 1. 160.

Specifically— 2. A flock of sheep. [Scotch.]

Come from the hills where your hirsels are grazing.
Scott, March, March.

hlrsel^ (hfir'sl), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. hirseled or

hirselled, ppr. hirseling or hi/rselling. [Se. ; also
written hirsle; origin obscure.] To slide or
move by pushing one's self along on the back
or haunches ; also, to move forward with a rus-
tling noise along a rough surface. [Scotch.]

So he sat himsell doun and hirselled doun into the glen,
where it wad hae been ill following him wi' the beast.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxv.

hirselvet, pron. A Middle English form of her-
self. Chaucer.

hirstt (hftrst), n. A former spelling of hurst.

hirsute (h6r-siit'), a. [= F. hirsute = Sp. Pg.
hirsute= It. irsuto, < L. hirsutus, rough, shaggy,
bristly: cf. hirtus, rough, hairy, shaggy; per-
haps ult. akin to horrere, bristle: see horrent,
horrid."] 1. Hairy; shaggy.

Suppose thou saw her in a base beggar's weed, or else
dressed in some old hirsute attires out of fashion.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 664.

Wearing his hair and heard unshorn, according to an-
cient Batavian custom, until the death of his relative,
Egmont, should have been expiated, . . . this hirsute and
savage corsair seemed an embodiment of vengeance.

Motley, Dutch Hepublic, n, 360.

2. Specifically, in zool. and hot., rough or bris-
tling with hairs ; having a thick covering of
long and rather stiff hairs.— Sf. Coarse; boor-
ish; unmannerly.
He looked elderly, was cynical and hirsute in his beha-

viour. Hfe ofA. Wood, p. 109.

hirsuteness (her-siit'nes), n. The state of be-
ing hirsute ; hairiness.

Leanness, hirsuteness, broad veins, much hair on the
brow, &c., show melancholy, ^ur^on, Anat. of MeL, p. 59.

hirsuties (h6r-su'ti-ez), n. [NL., < L. hirsutus,

hairy: see hirsute.'] In entom., a thick cover-
ing of coarse or fine hairs.

hirsutociliereous (h6r-8ii''t6-si-ne're-us), a. [<

li. hirsutus, hairy, -I- cinereus, ashy.] In en-

tom., hirsute with cinereous hairs. This and simi-

lar compounds, as hirsuto-atrous, hirsutocastanetms, etc.,

indicate colpr arising from the hairy covering, and not
from the integument.

hirtellous (h6r-tel'us), a. Minutely hirsute.

Himdinacea (hi-ro-di-na'se-a), n. pi. [NL.
(Grube), < JSirudo (-din-) + -acea,] A primary
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division or " tribe " of leeches, characterized by
the non-protrusile proboscis, and comprising
most of the order Hirudinea.

Hinidinea (hir-g-din'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Hi-
rudo (-din-) + -ea.] An order of annelids hav-
ing a sucking-disk at one or both ends ; the
leeches or suctorial annelids. They are hermaph-
rodite and ametabolous, mostly aquatic and found in fresh
water, but sometimes marine or terrestrial, with only su-
perficial auuulation, and not chsetiferous. There are sev-

eral families, as Acanthoidellidae, MalacobdellitUB, Bran-
ehiobdelUAcB, Onathobdellidoe. The group is also called

Birudina, Hirudinece, Hirudinei, as well as IHscophora,
Suctoria, and Bdelloidea. The Hirudinea are sometimes
raised to the rank of a class, ranged with Cestoidea, Tre-

.

matcyidea, and the turbellarians under a phylum Platy-
helmia, and divided into two orders, Bhynchobdella and
GjiatJwbdella.

hirudinid (hi-ro'di-nid), n. A leech of the fam-
ily Sirudinidce.

Hirudinidse (hir-g-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Mirudo (-din-) -)- -idee.] A family of leeches,

named from the genus Hirudo. The oral sucker Is

incomplete, continuous with the body, and formed by a
molding of the anterior rings ; the gullet is short, and
the anus very small. "Cutting into the skin, they suck
the blood of vertebrate animals, and only fall away*when
gorged. The alimentary canal is deeply incised and lohed,
with the hinder pair of lobes elongated in an intestinfU

manner. In these the blood will often remain for days
and weeks undigested." (G. Johnston, 1865.) Also called
Gnathobddlidce.

Hirudo (M-ro'do), n. [L., a leech, also called
sanguisuga.] A representative genus of leech-
es, giving name to the family Sirudinidce and
order Hirudinea. H. medicinalis or officinalis is the
common medical leech, now usually referred to a family
called GhMthobdellidoB. See leech.

hinindine (hi-run'din), a. and n. [< L. hirun-
dineu^, of the swallow, < hirundo, a swallow : see
Hirundo.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the swal-
low; swaUow-Uke ; specifically, pertaining to
the Hirundinidoe.

Activity almost 6uper-Atru7idin«.
Carlyle, Sartor Besartus, ii. 2.

II, n. A swallow; one of the Hirwn^inidce.

Hirundinidse (hir-un-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hirundo (-din-) + -4doe.] A family of fissi-

rostral oscine passerine birds; the swallows.
They have 9 primaries, a short, flat, wide, deeply cleft
bill, long pointed wings, a diversiform tail, usually forked
or emarginate, small feet, and a lithe slender body. There
are about 100 species of the family, divided into numer-
ous modern genera, all insectivorous, migratory, and great
flyers. Leading genera are Hirundo, Chelidon, Petroche-
lidon, CotiLe (or Clivicola), Stelgidopteryx, Atticora, and
Progne. See swallow, martin.

Hirundo (hi-run'do), n. [L., = Gr. ;f£/Ud(5v, a
swallow.] A genus of swallows, typical of the
family Hirundinida. The tail is deeply forfloate,
with attenuated lateral feathers about as long as the
wings ; the upper parts are glossy and dark-colored, the
lower rufous with a pectoral collar ; the sexes are similar

;

and the eggs are colored. Theham-swallowsnow compose
this genus, such as H. rustica of Europe and H. erythro-
gastra of America ; but it was formerly more than con-
terminous with the family HirundinidxB. See cut under
bam-ffwaUouj.

his^ (hiz), pron. The possessive (genitive) mas-
culine (and formerly also neuter) of he^.

his^t (hiz), jjron. [ME. 7tis, rare in this use.] A
perverted form of the genitive inflection -s, -s.
Middle English and early modern English -es,

-is (see -esf and -si), which was confused with
the genitive pronoun his, and became common
especially after nouns whose nominatives end
in -S. This use was very frequent in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, particularly after Greek and Latin
names in -es or -us, as Artaxerxes his crown, Brutus his
virtue, etc. The use came to be recognized as erroneous,
and died out in the first half of the eighteenth century.

Inne was the vormeste mon The Peteres peni bigon.
Layamon (A), iii. 285.

Ine was the forste man That Peter his peny bigan.
Layamon (B), iii. 285.

William Hollowaye by Gode is sufler'nce Prlour. . . .

Whan the saide pastures were in the lorde is handes, etc.
Document (1525), quoted in Earle's Phil. Eng. Tongue,

[p. 529.

The Cathedral Churche of Christe in Oxford of King
Henry theight [the Eighth] his fowndac'on.

John Haryngton, Assignment (1694), quoted in Earle's
[Phil. Eng. Tongue, p. 529.

Nor Mars his sword nor war's quick fire shall bum
The living record of your memory. Shak., Sonnets, Iv.

The statue of Hersilia, Komulus his wife, is made in
brasse. Coryat, Crudities, L 36.

My paper is the Ulysses his bow, in which every man of
wit or learning may tay his strength.

Addison, Guardian, No. 98.

By young Telemachus his blooming years.
Pope, Odyssey.

[The use naturally extended to the feminine gender and
the plural number

;

Sarai her name is changed. Gen. xvii., Contents.

By Ronix her womanish subtlety. Drayton, Polyolbion.

About the lawfulness of the Hollanders their throwing
off the monarchy of Spain, Welwood, Memoirs.]

hispidulous

hish (hish), v. i. [< ME. hisshen, var. of hissen,

hiss ; cf. hush, 'sh, etc.] To hiss; make a sibi-

lant sound by expelling the breath forcibly

through the closed teeth.

The clear truth so manifestly proved that they cannot
once hish against it. Tyndale, Works, L 432.

Mumps [a dog] knows his company—he does. I might
hish at him by th' hour together before he'd fly at a real

gentlewoman like you.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 2.

hisingerite (his'ing-g6r-it), n. [Named after

W. Hisinger (1766-1852), a Swedish chemist
and mineralogist.] A hydrous iron silicate,

occurring in amorphous compact masses of a
black to brownish-black color and conehoidal
fracture, in various localities of Scandinavia.

hisn (hizn),jproB. [Also written Ais'm; a popular
.

formation, like hern, ourn, yourn, theim, etc.,

not, as sometimes explained, a contraction of
his own, etc., but in imitation of mine, thine,

etc., with formative -n.] Same as his^ in its

predicate use. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

An' every feller felt ez though all Mexico wuz his^n.

Lou/ell, Biglow Papers, L 21.

Hispa (his'pa), n. [NL., abbr. < L. hispidits,

hairy, bristly: see hispid.] The typical genus
of ohrysomelid beetles of the sub-
family HispincB. The front is inflexed;
the mouth is on the under side of the head,
which is not covered by the thorax ; the
sides of the elytra and thorax are not ex-

panded, and their upper surface is armed
with long spines, whence the name. H.
atra, occurring over a large part of Europe,
is about 5 millimeters long, of a black color,

and has the spines of the elytra disposed
in 4 more or less regular rows.

Hispanic (his-pan'ik), a. [< L. His-
panicus, Spanish, < Hispania, Spain: see Span-
ish.] Pertaining to Spain or its people

; par-
ticularly, pertaining to ancient Spain (Hispa-
nia).

Hispanicism (his-pan'i-sizm), n. [< Hispanig
-I- -ism.] A Spanish phrase or idiom.

There are likewise numerous hispanicisms. Keightley.

Temple had . . . gradually formed a style singularly
lucid and melodious, superficially deformed indeedbyg^-
licisms and hispanicisms picked up in travel or in negotia-
tion, but at the bottom pure English.

Macaiuay, Sir William Temple.

Hispanicize (his-pan'l-mz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
Hispanioized, ppr. Hispanicizing. [< Hispanic
+ -ize.] To render Spanish in character.

Several [tribes] have totally disappeared as separate
unities ; others have been in large measure Hispanieized
both in language and in habits. Encye. Brit., VI. 165.

Hispaniolate (his-pan'i-6-lat), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. Hispaniolated, ppr. JEtispaniolating. [After
Sp. espaflolado, pp. of espaflolar, make Spanish,
< Espaflol, Spanish, C Espaita, < L. Hispania,
Spain.] Same as HispanioUze.
The Bispaniolated counsellors of Duke John.

Motley, tJnited Netherlands, in. 464.

Hispaniolize (his-pan'i-o-Iiz), V. t; pret. and
pp. HisspamiotoetJ, ppr. SispanioUsing. [After
Sp. espaflolizar, < Espatlol, Spanish: see Hispan-
iolate.] To imbue with Spanish sentiments.

He had . . . become Hispanit^ized under the . . . treat-
ment of the King and the Jesuits.

Motley, United Netherlands, 1. 15.

Hispano-Gallican (his-pan'd-gal'i-kan), a.

[< L. Hispanicus, Hispamc, Spanish,+ Gallicus,
GaUic, French.] Belonging in common to His-

Sania, or Spain, and Gai2, or France.—mspano-
allican group or family (of liturgies). See GaUican

liturgies, under Oallican.

hismd (his'pid), a. [= F. hispide = Sp. hispido
= Pg. hispido = It. ispidOjK. L. hispidus, rough,
shaggy, hairy, bristly. From the same ult.

source, E. hidoiis, hideous, q. v.] Hairy ; rough

;

'
bristly.

John of the wilderness? the hairy child?
The hispid Thesbite ? or what sa^ wild ?

More, Verses. Preface to Hall's Poems (1646).

Specifically—(a) In hot., having strong hairs or bristles

;

beset with stiff bristles. (6) In entotit., closely covered
with small angular prominences; rough with minute
spines or very rigid bristles.

Hispidx (his'pi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hispa +
-idcB.] The leaf-beetles, Hispince, rated as a
fami^.
hispidating (his'pi-da-ting), a. [< hispid ^
-aie2 + -ing^.] Bristling. Sollas.

hispidity (his-pid'j-ti), n. [< hispid -H -ity.]
The state of being hispid.

The hispidityoT hairiness of his skin.
Dr. B. More, Mystery of Godliness, III. vi. § 6.

hispidulous (his-pid'u-lus), a. [< NL. *hispi-
dulus, dim. of L. hispidus, hairy: see hispid.]
In hot., having short stiff hairs.



Hispins

Eispinse (his-pi'ne), m. pi. [NL., < Sispa +
-inm.^ A subfamily of GJyrysomelidm, typified
by the genus Hispa, containing numerous gen-
era and species whose larvse mine the leaves
of various plants, and are popularly known as
leaf-beetles. See cut under m,spa.

hiss (his), V. [< ME. hissen, hyssen, rarely Usshen
(> E. dial. hish),< AS. Jvysian (rare) = LGr. Mssen,
ut-lassen= OD. Msschen = Dan. Jiysse= Sw. hys-
sa, hiss : cf. Iitish, hist\ hizs, also fizz, sizzle (D.
sissen, (J. zischen, etc.), wMzz, whistle, eta.; all

ult. imitative o£ sibUation.] I. inirans. 1. To
make or emit a sound like a prolonged enuncia-
tion of s, as a serpent or a goose ; utter or send
forth a long-drawn sibilation; hence, to emit
any similar sound, as water thrown on hot met-
al, or as steam rushing through a small orifice

;

specifically (of persons), to express disappro-
bation or contempt by uttering such a sound.
Ibe merchants among the people shall hiss at thee.

Ezek. zxvii. 36.

When roasted crabs hiss in the bowl,
Then nightly sings the staring owl.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2 (song).

I do feel the brand
Hissing already at my forehead ; now
Mine ears are boring. B. Jonson, Volpone, lit 6.

Hiss, snake— I saw him there—
Let the fox barb^ let the wolf yell.

Tennyson, Felleas and Ettarre.

2. To whizz, as an arrow or other thing in rapid
flight.

Burning Balls hiss harmless by.
Congreve, Taking of ITamure.

The spear
Biss'd and went quivering down into the sand,
Which it sent flying wide.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

II. trans. To condemn or express disapproval
of by hissing.

Mai. What's the newest grief?
Roeie. That ot an hour's age doth hiss the speaker;

Each minute teems a new one. Shak., Macbeth, ir. 3.

You'll utterly spoil our play, and make it to be hissed.
Beau, and Fl., Enight of Burning Pestle, iii. 3.

Such Work by Hireling Actors shou'd be done.
Whom you may Clap or Hiss for half a Crown.

Prior, Prol. to the Orphan.

Mss (his), n. [< Mss, v.] A continued sound
like that of s; a prolonged sibilation produced
by the organs of utterance, or any similar

sound: as, a serpent's Mss. It is a common
expression of disapprobation or contempt.

He would have spoke,
But hiss for hiss retum'd with forked tongue
To forked tongue. Milton, F. L., x. 618.

Thus was the applause they meant
Turn'd to exploding hiss, triumph to shame
Cast on themselves from their own mouths.

Milton, P. L., X. 646.

The hot hiss

And bustling whistle of the youth who scour'd

His master's armour. Tennyson, Geraint.

hisser (his'6r), n. One who orthat which hisses.

Begone, then, take flight, thou venomous hisser, thou
lying worm. Pop. Sei. Mo., XXXIV. 442.

hissing (his'ing), n. [< ME. hissinge, hyssimge,

rarely hisshing; verbal n. of hiss, «.] 1. Ahiss.

Therfore thei speke not, but thei maken a maner of hiss-

ynge, as a Neddre dothe. MandevUle, Travels, p. 205.

I heard a hissing : there are serpents here

!

Ooldsmith, Prol. to Zobeide.

2. An occasion of contempt ; an object of scorn

and derision.

I wHI make this city desolate, and an hissing.

Jer. xix. 8.

Has he all that the world loves and admires and covets ?

—he must cast behind him their admiration . . . and be-

come a byword and a hissing. Emerson, Compensation.

histi (hist), interj. [Formerly also ist; a more
substantial form of 'st, as hish, hnsh, of 'sh ; see

'««, 'sh, and hish, hush, whist, etc.] A sibilant

utterance used to attract attention and com-
mand or suggest silence.

Hist! 'st, 'st, hark I Why, there's a cadence able to rav-

ish the dullest stoic. A. Brewer (?), lingua, lit 7.

Houische (an interjection whereby silence is imposed),

huBht, whist, ist, not a word for your life. Cotgrave.

The knight whispered me, " Hist, these are lovers."

SteeU, Spectator, No. 118.

histi (hist), V. t. [< Mst^, interj. Cf . hish, v.}

To incite, as a dog, by making a sibilant sound.

Lest they should be out, or faint, or cold,

Their Innocent clients hist them on with gold.

Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

[In the following passage hist is apparently the imperative

of the verb, but it is peculiarly used, perhaps like wftws

as used also by Milton as an apparent past participle

("the winds with wonder whist ").

But first and chiefest with thee bring . . .

The Cherub Contemplation,
And the mute Silence Ais« along.

, ,= ,

Milton, n Penseroso, I. 66.]

hist2(hist), «. and?
of hoist.
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. A common dialectal form

hist. -A^n abbreviation of history, historical.
Hister (his'ter), n. [NL., < hister, orig. (Etrus-
can) form of L. histrio, a stage-player: see his-
tnon.2 The typical genus of the family His-
tenda. H. helluo is an example.

Histeridae (his-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Bister
+ fam.i A family of olavicom Coleoptera,
typihed by the genus Bister, having geniculate
antennse. The larv» are long, with horny head and pro-
thorax, and no ocelU. They are smaU beetles, for the most
part round, hard, and seed-like in appearance. They gen-
erauy live upon decaying animal or vegetable matter,
ine same or similar groups are known as Bisterida His-
tenm, Uisterites, and Histeroides.

histie (his'ti), a. [Origin obscure.] Dry; bar-
ren. [Scotch.]

J J'>

Adorns the histie stibble-fleld.

Bums, Mountain Daisy.

histioid (his'ti-oid), a. [< Gr. iariov, dim. of
iardg, a web, tissue, + el6og, form.] Resem-
bling tissue ; having a superficial resemblance
to tissue.

histiology (his-ti-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. Iariov, dim.
of laT6g, a web, tissue (see histioid), + -Xoyia, <
Tiijeiv, speak : see -ology.'] Same as histology.

Histiophoridae (his"ti-6-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
< Mistiophorus + -ddce.y Afamily of scombroid
acanthopterygian fishes, the sail-fishes, spear-
fishes, or bill-fishes, near relatives of the true
sword-fishes, Xiphiidce. The body is elongated and
more or less compressed ; the snout is prolonged into an
ensiform weapon ; there is a long and sometimes very
large spinous dorsal fin, or " sail"; and the ventral fins are
modified into long slender spines, with at least one soft
ray. The leading genera are Histiophorus and Tetraptu-
rus. The species inhabit warm seas and are of large size,

though smaller than the sword-fish. Se6 cuts under sail-

fish and spear-fish.

Histiophorus (his-ti-of'a-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
laTiorv, a sail, a sheet, a' web (see histioid), +
iplpsw = li.ferre = E. bear^.'] 1. The typical
genus of BistAophoridce. B. gladius is the com-
mon sail-fish, spear-fish, or bill-fish. See cut
under sail-fish,— 2. A genus of mammals. J.

E. Gray, 1838. [In senses 1 and 2 also written
Istiophorus."]— 3. A genus of mollusks. Pease,
1860.

Histiurus (his-ti-u'rus), n, [NL., < Gr. iariov,

a sail (see histioid), -i- ovpd, tail.] 1. A nota-

Sail-lizard (Hisiiurus antbtfinettsis).

ble genus of lizards, with a dorsal and a cau-

dal crest, the latter highly developed. The sail-

lizard of Amboyna, H. amboinensis, is an enormous tree-

lizard about 4 feet long. Also written Istiurus. 6.

Cuvier, 1829.

2. A genus of fishes. Costa, 1850.

histocuemical (his-to-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

larog, a web, tissue (see histoid), 4- E. chemical.']

Of or pertaining to histochemistry.

Turning now to the chemical constitution of the animal

cell, we find ourselves entering upon a field of histochem-

icfflZ'inquiry of which little is known.
Frey, Histol. and Histochem. (trans.), p. 72.

histochemistry (his-to-kem'is-tri), n. [< Gr.

larof, a web, tissue, + E. chemistry.] That

branch of chemistry which treats of the chemi-

cal ingredients and constitution of the struc-

tural elements or tissues of the animal body, as

well as of their decomposition products.

histodialysis (his"t6-di-al'i-sis), n. [< Gr.

MTr(Jf, a web, tissue, + diaXvatt, dissolution: see

dialysis.] A morbid dissolution of the tissues.

Dunglison. ,

histogenesis (his-to-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. larbc,

a web, tissue, + jeveatc, generation.] bame as

The development of the spinal cord in Mammals differs

in no important respects from that of the chick and we

have nothing to add to the account we have already given

of its general development and histogenesis in that animal.

Foster, Embryology, II. xii. 367.

histomorphology

histogenetic (his'''to-ie-net'ik), a. [< histogeny:
see genetic] Pertaining to histogeny or histo-

genesis ; relating to the formation of tissue : as,

a histogenetic process or result; a histogenetic

cell.

In certain of the lower animals, the substance of the
bqdy is not differentiated into histogenetic elements : that
is, into cells which, by their metamorphoses, give rise to
tissues. Huxley, Encyc. Brit., II. 60.

histogenetically (his^to-jf-nefi-kal-i), adv.
Prom a histogenetic point of view.

They [connective tissues] are, as Kindfleisch points out,
intimately bound up with the plasmatic circulation or the
ultimate diffusion of the juices ; they are in closest rela-

tion with the terminal nerve-plexuses; and, histogeneti-
cally, they are the remains of that "parablastic" embry-
onic tissuefrom which the blood channels themselves were
made. Eneyc. Brit., XVIII. 400.

histogeniC' (his-to-jen'ik), a. [< histogeny +
-ic] Productive' of tissue; specifically, of or

pertaining to histogeny; histogenetic.

histogeny (his-toj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. iardg, a web,
tissue, -i- -yeveia, < -yevliq, producing: see -gen.]

The origination and development or formation
of organic tissues or textures; the fabrication

by cells of cells and cell-products ; the integra-

tion, differentiation, and specialization of struc-

tural form-elements. Also histogenesis.

histographic (his-to-graf'ik), a, [< histography
+ -ic. ] Pertaining to histography.

histography (his-tog'ra-fi)j n. [< Gr. lardq, a
web, tissue, -1- -ypaipia, '(. ypa^tiv, write.] A de-
scription of organic tissues ; also, an accoimt of

histogenetic processes.

histohematin, histohsematin (his-to-hem'a-
tin), n. [< Gr. lardg, a web, tissue, -t- 'a5/ia(T-),

blood, + -i«2. Cf. hematin.] One of a series

of animal coloring matters or pigmentary sub-
stances found in invertebrates. See myohema-
tin.

This paper contains an account of observations made
on the spectra of the organs and tissues of invertebrates
and vertebrates, which have brought to light the presence
of a series of animal colouring matters which nad not
previously been discovered. The name histohcematins is

proposed for all these colouring matters, and that of myo-
hsematin for the intrinsic pigment occurring in striped
muscle which belongs to the same series.

Dr. C. A: UacMunn, Proc. Roy. Soc, XXXIX. 248.

histoid (his'toid), a. [< Gr. iardg, a web (in mod.
physiol. a tissue), prop, the (upright) beam of

a loom, hence the warp fixed to the beam, the

web, etc. (< 'taraoBai, stand, = E. stand), + elSoq,

form.] Like or involving organic tissue
;
par-

ticularly, of the connective-tissue group His-
toid tumor, a tumor composed of tissue of the connec-
tive-tissue group, such as a sarcoma, fibroma, myxoma, or
lipoma.

histologic (his-to-loj'ik), a. [< histology + -ic]

Of or pertaining to histology : as, histologic in-

vestigations.

Nerve-tubes with their contained protein-threads, and
nerve-ceUs with their contained and surrounding masses
of changing protein-substance, are the histologic elements
of which the nervous system is built up.

E. Spemeer, Prin. of Psychol., g 10.

histological (his-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< histologic

+ -al.] Same as histologic.

histologically (his-to-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a his-

tological way, mode, ormanner; with reference
to histology.

histologist (his-tol'o-jist), n. [< histology +
-ist.] One who is versed in histology; a micro-
scopic anatomist.

histology (his-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ioT6q, a web, tis-

sue, + -M)yia, < Tiiyuv, speak : see -ology,] That
branch of anatomy which is concerned with the

structure, especially the microscopic structure,

of the various tissues of the body ; histomor-

phology. Vegetable histology is that branch of histol-

ogy which is concerned with the microscopic structure of.

the tissues of plants. Sometimes written histiology.

histolysis (his-tol'i-sis), n, [NL., < Gr. iardg, a
web, tissue, + ?.vatc, solution, < ^vetv, loose, dis-

solve.] Degeneration, disintegration, or dis-

solution of organic tissue ; destruction of his-

tologic continuity by the decay or death of

cells and cell-products.

histolytic (his-to-lit'ik), a. [< histolysis {-lyt-)

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to histolysis ; charac-

terized by decay or dissolution of tissue : as,

histolytic changes in the tissues.

histomorphological (his-to-mdr-fo-loj'i-kal), a.

[< histomorphology + -ie-al] Pertaining to the

morphology of organic tissues.

But there are to be noted othei histonwrphologieal par-

ticulars which are presented, of clear significance.
Alien, and Neurol., IV. 387.

histomorphology (his"t6-m6r-fol'9-ji), n. [<

Gr. iCTTiif, a web, tissue, + E. morphology, q. v.]

The morphology of organic tissues ; histology,



histomorphology

with, special reference to the forms assumed bj-

various tissues.

histonomy (Ms-ton'o-mi), n. [< Gr. wrcif, aweb,
tissue, + vdfiog, a law.] The laws of the for-

mation and arrangement of the organic tissuesi.

Histopedes, Histopodes (Ms-top'e-dez, -o-dez),
n. pi. [Prop. Histojwdes ; < Gr. Jtrrdva;," cause
to stand, set up (of. icnSg, anything set up, a
mast, loom, etc.), + irovg (no6-), L. pes (ped-)
= E. foot.'\ Aname applied to the Eunomians,
who in the practice of baptism immersed the
head and breast and held the feet in the air.

histophyly (his'to-E-li), n. [NL., < Gr iarog,

a web, tissue, + ^^, a tribe.] The compara-
tive history of organic tissues within the limits
•of a given phylum or tribe of animals. [Eare.]

Tribal history of the cells, hardlyattempted aa yet, . . .

hUtophyly. Haeckel, Evol. of Mau (trans.), I. 24.

Mstophysiological (his-t6-fiz''i-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[< Gr. lardc, tissue, + E. physiological,' q. v.]

Of or pertaining to the physiology or functional
activity of the tissues of the body.

Histophysiologicdl researches on the extension of the
nerves in the muscles.

IL MayOf Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, 2d ser., VI. 365.

Histopodes, n. pi. See Histopedes.

historialf mis-to'ri-al), a. [< ME. Mstorial,
storial, < OP. historial, istorial, F. Mstorial
(rare) = Sp. Pg. historial = It. istoriale, < LL.
historians, historical, < L. historia, history : see
history.^ Historical.

This is no fahle,
But knowen for historial thyng notable.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 156.

Adding within our hearts historial
High epithets past hyperbolical.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

historian (his-to'ii-an), n. [Formerly 7»istone»;

< OF. historien, a. aiiid n., F. historien, < ML. as
if *historianus, < L. historia, history: see his-

tory."] 1. A writer, compiler, or narrator of
history.

Dubb'd historians by express command.
To enrol your triumphs o'er the seas and land.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i 372.

Historian, who . . . hast . . . vouchsafed
This friendly condescension to relate
Things else by me unsearchable.

Milton, P. L., viii. 7.

2. One who is versed in history. [Eare.]

Great captains should be good historians. South.

Mstoriated (his-to'ri-a-ted), a. [< ML. histo-

riatus, pp. of historiare, narrate, depict : see his-

tory, t!.] Decorated with figures of animals,
flowers, human beings, etc., as the large illumi-
nated letters of medieval manuscripts, and iu
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries wood-
cut initial-letters for books, or as sui-face-oma-
ment in carving, etc. A distinction is sometimes
made between such ornament containing figures of men
and animals, which is distinctively called historiated, and
that made up merely of flowers, etc., which is called ^So-

reated.

historic (Ms-tor'ik), a. [< F. historique = Sp.
histdrico = Pg. historico = It. istorico (cf . D. G.
historiseh = Dan. Sw. historislc), < L. historicus,

< Gr. idTopmdQ, < icropia, history: see history.']

1. Of or pertaining to history or historians;
contaiuiug or conveying history.

Here, rising bold, the patriot's honest face

;

There, warriors frowning in historic brass.
Pope, Epistle to Addison, L 68.

The vast power and domination of the Homan empire
. . . have dazzled the historic eye.

De Quincey, Philos. of Koman Hist.

A hoard of tales that dealt with knights,
Halt-legend, hBil-historic.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

To be really historic, I should have mentioned that be-
fore going to look for the Rhone I had spent part of the
evening on the opposite side of the little place.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 193.

2. Noted or famous in history.

My first introduction to the historic scenes which have
since engaged so many years of my life must be ascribed
to an accident. Qibbon, Memoirs.

historical (his-tor'i-kal), a. [< historic + -al.]

1 . Of, pertaining to, or connected with history

;

containing or of the nature or character of his-

tory: as, & historical 'poeiTo.; historical evidence;
a historical chart.

The best actors in the world, either for tragedy, comedy,
. . . Ai^foT-icaZ-pastoral, ... or poem unlimited.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2,

In this view of a supreme divinity he [Julian] made an
approach to the Christian monotheism, but substituted an
airy myth and pantheistic fancy for the only true and liv-

ing God and the personal historical Christ.

ScMff, Hist. Christ. Church, III. § 4.

The English Constitution ... is merely a collection

of historical precedents, and for that reason it is held in

highest reverence. Stills, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 189.
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2. Narrated or mentioned in history: belong-
ing to the past, and mentioned or used at pres-
ent only with reference to the past, in this sense
the terms of archseology, ancient and medieval art, law,
etc., as used in modern books with reference to the past,
are historical, and are thus distinguished from obsolete
words, such as have no present use at all.

3. la philos., pertaining to things learned from
the testimony of others or by our own senses.—4. In gram., used in statement of past facts or
narration of past events : as, a historical tense.
The historical present is the present tense used in vivid
narration, as in the following passage : "And, behold, there
Cometh one of the rulers of the synagogue, Jairus by name

;

and when he saw him, he fell at his feet," (Mark v. 22.)
In Greek grammar the tenses purely past in meaning—
that is, the imperfect, aorist (Englishsimple preterit with-
o\xthave), and the pluperfect indicative— are called histor-

ical tenses, as distinguished fi'om the present, future, and
perfect (English preterit with have), the perfect not being
accounted a past tense. (See perfect.) In Latin, also,

the corresponding tenses are called historical, and, as the
Latin perfect answers In meaning both to the Greek ao-
rist and to the Greek perfect, when used as an aorist it is

distinguished as the historical perfect. The infinitive can
be used in Latin in narration, and is then called the tiis-

torical infinitive.— Historical cognition, credibility,
geograpny, etc. See the nouns.—Historical method,
(b) The study of an abstract theory in the light of the
history of the object to be investigated. (6) In hydrody-
namics, the Lagraugian method, which considers the path
of each particle.

—

Historical s^<io\,in jurisprudence,
the school of jurists who maintain that law is not to be
regarded as made by commands of the sovereign, but is,

like the language of a nation, the result of its historical
and social circimistances. The principal authors of this
school are Savigny and Puchta.

historically (his-tor'i-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of history; according to history; as his-

tory ; by way of narration.

The gospels ... do all historically declare something
which our Lord Jesus Christ himself either spoke, did, or
suffered. Booker, Eccles. Polity.

historicalness (his-tor'i-kal-nes),». Historical
character or quality.

historiciant, n. [< historic + -ian."] A histo-
rian.

John de Hexam and Richard de Hexham [were] two
notable hisUyricmns. Holinshed, Rich. 1., an. 1199.

historicity (his-to-ris'i-ti), n. [< historic +
-ity.] The quality of being true as history;
historicalness. [Eare.]

In judging of the points of controversy connected with
Sinai we ai-e brought face to face with the question of the
historicity of the Hebrew records involved.

Eneye. Brit., XXII. 88.

historicize (his-tor'i-siz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

historicized, ppr. historidzing. [< historic +
-ize.] To record or narrate as history. [Eare.]

historied (his'to-rid), p. a. [Pp. of history, v.

Cf. storied^.] Saving a history; famous in
history; recorded in history; storied. [Eare.]
Richly historied Italy, where the magnificent pa«t over-

shadows the present. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xvii.

historiert (his-to'ri-to), n. [< history -I- -erK]
A historian.

Huntingdoniensis, doctor Poynet's historier, reporteth
of priests' marriages.

T. Ma/rtin, Marriage of Priests, sig. M. ii. (1654).

historiette (his-to-ri-ef), n. [= D. historietje,

< F. historiette (= Sp. Pg. historieta = It. istori-

etta), dim. of histoire, < L. historia, history : see
history.] A short history or story ; a tale.

It is not amiss to subjoin here an historiette to shew the
value of this minister. Roger North, Lord Guilford, n. 143.

I have met somewhere with a historiette, which, whe-
ther more or less true in its particulars, carries a general
truth. Emerson, Works, II. 244.

historify (his-tor'i-fi), v. t. ; pret. and pp. his-

torifled, ppr. historifying. [< history + -fy.]
To relate the history of ; record in history.

He had left off the plough to do such bloody deeds with
his sword as many ink-horns and books should be em-
ployed about the hietaiifying of them.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Who this king and queen would well historify,
Need only speak their names ; these them will glorify.

B. Jonson, Love's Triumph.
I am diffident of lending a perfect assent to that church

which you have so worthily historifled.
Lamb, The Tombs in the Abbey.

historiographt (his-to'ri-6-graf), n. [= G. his-
toriograph = Dan. Sw. ikstoriograf = F. his-
toriographe = Sp. historiografo = Pg. historia-
grapho = It. istoriografo, < LL. historiographus,
< Gr. laropioypa^oQ, a writer of history, < laropia,

history, -I- ypaijitiv, write.] Same as historiogra-
pher.

The palpable ignorance of our Historiograph Royal,
where he pretends to render an accoumpt of divers an-
tient passages relating to the English Chronicle.

Evelyn, To Mr. Sprat, Oct. 31, 1664.

historiographer (his-to-ri-og'ra-fer), n. [Cf.
OF. historiographeur; as historiograph + -erl.]

A historian ; a writer of history
;
particularly,

history

in later use, a professional or official historian

:

a title often conferred by European courts,

usually as an honorary distinction,-and some-
times by public bodies or institutions.

And such as be Historiographers,
Trust not to much, in euery tallying tong.

Nor blynded be by partialltie.

Oascdgne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 77.

An Historiographer discourseth of affayres orderly as

they were donne, accounting as well the times as the ac-

tions. Spenser, P. Q., To the Reader.

Jean de Magnon, historiographer to the king of France,
undertook to write an encyclopedia in French heroic
verse. Encye. Brit., VUL 194.

historiographic (his-to^'ri-o-graf'ik), a, [< Gr.
u!TopmypaipLK6(, < laropioypa^ia, historiography.]
Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of histori-

ography.
A historiographic preface.

Scfuiff, Hist. Christ. Church, L § 82.

historiographical (his-t6*ri-o-graf'i-kal), o.

[< historiographic + -al.] Same as historio-

graphic.

Mstoriography (his-to-ri-og'ra-fi), n. j;< Gr.
iaTopu)ypa<pia, history-writing, \ laropioypaijioc, a
writer of history : see historiographer.] The art

or employment of writing history ; also, history.

Haue you not beene a little red in historiographies
Breton, Wit's Trenchmonr, p. 13.

The modern school of historiography.
Contemporary Bev., L. 291.

historiology (his-to-ri-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. laropia,

history, -H -ioyia, < Tiiyctv, speak: see -ology.]

A discourse on history; also, the science of
history.

Part I. is a translation of the Monograph of Diesterweg
on Historiology. Jour, qfEducation, XTX. No. 2, p. 1,

historizet (his'to-riz), v. t. [< history + -ize.]

To chronicle.

Towards Roma Triumphans leades a long and spacious
walk, full of fountaines, nnder which is historiaed the
whole Ovidian Metamorphosis in rarely sculptur'd mezzo
relievo. Evelyn, Diary, May 6^ 164R

history (his'to-ri), ».; pi. histories (-riz). [<
ME. historic (abbr. storie, > E. story^, q. v.), late

ME. also histoire, after F. : cf. OF. estoire, his-

toire, F. histoire = Pr. historia, estoria, storia =
Sp. Pg. historia = It. istoria = D. G. Dan. his-,

torie = Sw. historia, < L. historia, < Gr. laropia,

a learning or knowing by inquiry, the know-
ledge so obtained, information, a narrative,
history, < larop or larup, knowing, learned, a
wise man, a judge, for HSrap, < eiShai, know,
2d aor. iSelv, see, = E. wit, know : see wit, v.]

1 . A narrative, oral or written, of past events

;

a story: as, a history of England; a history of

the civil war; a his^rry of an individual.

Ther-off scripture make as an historie.

To ende that ay ther-of be memorie.
Ram^ (tfPaHenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 118.

I have heard a prety history concerning this moui^talne.
Coryat, Crudities, L 91.

2. The recorded events of the past; also, that
branch of science which is occupied with as-

certaining and recording the facts of the past.
History may deal with the past development of human
affairs as a whole, or with some special phase of human
activity, as in political history, ecclesiastical history, the
history of philosophy, etc. ; or with the life of animals, as
in natural history ; or with inorganic nature, as in geologi-
cal history ; but with reference to the lower animals and to
inanimate nature the term has often no special impUca-
tion of past time (see natural history, below).

It Is the true office of history to represent the events
themselves together with the counsels, and to leave the
observations and conclusions thereupon to the liberty and
faculty of every man's judgment.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL 136.

I have read somewhere or other—in Dionysius of Hali-
carnassus, I think— that history is philosoidiy teaching
by example. Bolingbroke.

Already for each
I see history preparing a statue and niche.

Lowell, Fable for Critics.

It is a favorite maxim of mine that history, while it

should be scientific in its method, should pursue a prac-
tical object. That is, it should not only gratify the read-
er's curiosity about the past, but modify his view of the
present, and his forecast of the future.

J. R. SeeUy, Expansion of England, Int.

We do not so much want MsUrry explained after the
manner of science as we want it portrayed and interpret-
ed after the manner of literature.

The Century, XXVn. 926.

3. Eeeorded or accomplished fact; also, the ag-
gregate of the events, recorded or unrecorded,
which mark a given period of past time, as in
the development of an individual or of a race,
etc. : as, a checkered history.

Per. Where were you bred? . . .

Mar. If I should tell my history, it would seem
Like lies disdained in the reporting.

ShaJc., Pericles, v. 1.
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One man in his time plays many parts.
His acts being seven ages. . . . Last scene of all,

That ends this strange eventful history,
la second childishness. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

All town-sprinkled lands that be,
Sailing through stars with all their history.

Mmerson, Monadnoc.

The history of Europe, the history of Aiyan man in
Europe, the history of man as a really civilized and politi-

cal being, begins in the lands round the Mediterranean,
and of them it begins in the islands and peninsulas of
Greece. B. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 277.

4. An eventful career ; a past worthy of rec-
ord: &s, a, man with, a history.— 5t. In. liturgies,

in medieval English uses, as in the Use of Sa-
rum, the series of responsories to a set of lec-
tions from the historical or other books of Scrip-
ture. The history was named from the initial words of
the first responsory, and these were often also used as the
name of the Sunday on which the history was said, or of the
period'foUowing dui'ing which the lections continued to
be taken from the book then begun.

6. A historical play or drama.
The national history likewise continued to furnish sub-

jects ; and the chronicle history remained a favourite spe-
cies of dramatic composition.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., 1. 146.

Ancient history, the history of man from the earliest
authentic records to the destruction of the Koman empire,
A. D. 476.— Classical Illstorv, the history of the Greeks
andRomans.-^EccleBlastlcalmstory. See eeclesiastical.

—Medieval Mstory, the histoid of the period which ex-

tends from A. D. 476 to the beginning of the Rizteenth cen-
tury. See middle ages, under age.—IVIodem Mstory, the
history of the period which extends from the close of the
middle ages to the present time. Some German historians
subdivide modern history into later history (from 1492 to
the beginning of the French revolution in 1789) and latest

ftMti)r!/(lroml789tothepresenttime).—NaturalMstory,
a popular designation of the study and description of nat-
ui'al objects, as animals, plants, and minerals, especially
the two former, as distinguished from civil, ecdesUistical,
mUUary, etc., history.— Viofane history, the history
of secular. events, as distinguished from sacred history.
— Sacred history, the history recorded in the Bible.

—Mbal history. Same as phytogeny: distinguished
from germr-history, or ontogeny. = Syn. History, Chron-
ide,AnmUs; record, recital, stoiy, relation. History in
its general sense includes chi'onicles, annals, biography,
autobiography, and even travels : as, the history of a jour-

ney. In a restricted sense it is an orderly account of the
principal events affecting the people of a nation or dis-

trict for a given period. It is sometimes divided into
history proper and philosophical history, the former pay-
ing attention simply to the events themselves, the latter

showing the events in connection with their causes and
effects. When the order of time is most conspicuous, the
history is a chronicle, which is generally divided into sec-

tions, each section covering a separate period of time.
Annals are a form of chronicle in which the subdivision
into periods is by years. Chronicles and annals are, how-
ever, sometimes used as names for simple and unpretend-
ing histories.

history (his'to-ri), V. t. ; pret. and pp. Mstoried,

ppr. historying. [< OP. historier, < ML. Msto-
riare, narrate, depict, < L. historia, history: see
history, n.'] To record; relate. [Bare.]

Keep no tell-tale to his memory.
That may repeat and history his loss.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

history-painting (his'to-ri-pan"tlng), n. The
art of representing historical subjects by paint-

ing; historical painting.

history-piece (his'to-ri-pes), n. A pictorial

representation of a Historical event.

histotrophic (his-to-trof'ik), a. [< Grr. laT6g,a

web, tissue, + Tpoj>^, rearing.] Concerned in

the formation of tissue.

Agents^hygienical or curative, which take part in the

formation of organized tissue, may be termed histotrophic

or constructive. Sunglison.

histozyme (his'to-zim), n. [< Gr. loriif, a web,

tissue, + tvpai, ieaven: see gymic.'] A sub-

stance or agent producing a zymotic action in

the tissues.

Schmiedeberg discovered that injections of histozyme

into the blood of dogs produced high fever.

Medical News, LII. 642.

Histriobdella (his"tri-ob-del'a), n. [NL. , < L.

Mstrio, a stage-player, + Gr. pdkTJM, a leech.]

A genus of leeches, or Hirudinea, differing from
all others of the group except Malacobdella in

being dioecious, and further characterized by
the possession of limb-like lateral appendages.
This genus has lately been taken from among the leeches

and associated with Polygordius and Protodrilus in a class

Mstrio <his'tri-6), n.; pi. Mstriones (his-tri-6'-

nez). [L.: see'histrion.^ Same as Jmtrion.

He who was of greatest reputation, and had carried the

name longest in all theatres, for his rare gift and dexterity

that way, was called Hister ; of whose name all other af-

terward were termed Histrwnes.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 725.

They are called histriones, or rather histrices, which
play, upon scaffolds and stages, enterludes and comedies.

Northhrooke, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 287.

Mstriont (his'tri-on), n. [< F. Imtrion == Sp.

hstrion = Pg. histriao = It. istrione, < b. ''««-
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tiio{n-), a stage-player, < Etruscan Uster. '

' The
ong. sense was probably ' one who makes others
laugh,'cf.Skt.7jas, laugh, 7iasra,afool"(Skeat).]
A stage-player; an actor. Minsheu.

histrionic (his-tri-on'ik), a. and n. [= P. his-
tnonique = Sp. Ustriduico = It. istrionico, < L.
Ustnonious.i lmtrio{n-), a stage-player: see
Ustrton.'] 1. a. Pertaining to actors or acting

;

befitting the stage ; theatrical; hence, feigned
for effect; unreal.

In consequence of his [Edward's] love and his knowledge
of the histnomck art, he taught the choristers over which
he presided to act plays.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 285.

Foppish airs
And histnonio mumm'ry, that let down
The pulpit to the level of the stage.

Cowper, Task, ii. 563.

I have been through as many hardships as Ulysses, in
the pursuit of my histrionic vocation.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, ii.

Histrionic spasm, spasm of the facial muscles.
II. m. 1. A dramatic performer; a stage-

player. [Rare.]— 2. pi. The art of theatrical
representation; dramatic manner or expres-
sion: as, the Mstrionics of a stump-speaker.

histirionical (his-tri-on'i-kal), a. [< histrionic
+ -a?.] Same as histrionic.

Such naked and forlorn Quakers act a part much more
cunning, false, and histrionical than those that least af-
fect such pitiful simplicities.

Jer. Taylor (T), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 164.

histrionically (his-tri-on'i-kal-i), adv. In a
histrionic manner ; theatrically. Johnson.

histrionicism (his-tri-on'i-sizm), n. [< histri-

onic + -ism.'] A stroke of histrionic art ; a
theatrical effect.

How could this girl have taught herself, iu the solitude
of a savage island, a species of histrionicism -whicliwoixiea
in London circles strove for years to acquire?

W. Black, Princess of Thule, vi.

histrionism (Ms'tri-o-nlzm), n. [= Sp. histri-

onismo; as histrion + -ism.] The practice of

stage-players; stage-playing; acting.

histrionizet (his'tri-o-niz), v. t. [< histrion +
-ize.] To represent on the stage ; act.

During the five hours space that, at the duke's desire,

the solicitation of the Court, and his own recreation, he
was pleased to histrionize it, he shewed himself so natural

a representative that any one would have thought he had
been so many several actors.

UrquhaH, in Sir John Hawkins's Johnson, p. 303.

Histriophoca (his"tri-o-f6'ka), n. [NL., < L.

histrio(n-), a stage-player, -f phoca, a seal.] A
genus of seals, represented by the ribbon-seal,

jET./ascJato, characterizedby double-rooted con-
ical molar teeth.

hiti (hit), V.
;
pret. and pp. hit, ppr. hitting.

[< ME. hitten, hytten, hutten, hit, meet with,

late AS. hittan (once), meet with, < Icel. hitta,

hit upon, meet with, = Sw. hitta, find, discover,

light upon, invent, = Dan. hitte, hit upon.] I.

trans. 1. To strike or touch with some degree

of force ;
give a stroke or blow to ; especially,

to strike intentionally.

As a blynde man in bataille . . .

Hath none happ with his axe his enemye to hitte.

Piers Plowman (B), xii. 108.

Chain'd thunderbolts and hail

Of iron globes ; which, on the victor host

Levell'd, with such impetuous fury smote.

That, whom they hit, none on their feet might stand,

Though standing else as rocks. Milton, P. L., vi. 592.

Often came
Melissa, hitting all we saw with shafts

Of gentle satu-e. Tennyson, Princess, u.

Ay that's about it. Muster Bolsover. You've about hit

the mark. T. A. TroUope, Garstang Grange, ii.

2. To knock; move by means of a hit, stroke,

or blow.
Everything past use was hit, as they say in Berkshire,

out into the street. H. Kingsley, Eavenshoe, xlu.

The next ball is a beautifully pitched ball for the outer

stump, which the reckless and unfeeling Jack catches

hold of, and hits right round to leg for five.
.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, ii. 8.

3 To reach or attain to in perception or exe-

cution ; come at ; light upon; lay hold of so as

to reproduce or portray.

Your father's image is so hit in you.

His very air, that I should call you motheT,

As I did him. Shak., W. T., v. 1.

Excellent actor, how she hits this passion

!

,_

B. Jonson, New Inn, ui. 2.

It is a pleasing and airy trifle, in which its author has

sometimes happily Ai« the tone of Ariosto.
Tielmor, Span. Lit., I. 444.

4. To conform to; agree with; fit; suit: as,

this hits my fancy.

I shall perform all these things in fo?"? t™^' ,1/.??°*

not, they do so hit me. B. Jonson, Cynthia s Eevels, m. 3.

Hard task ! to hit the palate of such guests,

When Oldfleld loves what Dartineuf detests.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. n. 86.

hit

5. In iackgatnmon : (a) To take up (one of an
opponent's men lying single or uncovered), by
moving a man to its point. (6) To beat when
one's opponent has thrown off one or more men
from the board—Hard hit, or hit hard, hurt or crip-
pled as by a stroke of adversity, as one bereaved or disap-
pointed ; seriously touched or affected, as one who is in
love. [Colloq.]

I got kit hard at the Brussels races, lost twelve hundi'ed
at 6cart^_, and had some ugly misadventures arising out
of a too liberal use of my autograph.

Lever, Dodd Family Abroad, I. 174.

To hit it off, to agree ; be iu accord. [Colloq. ]—To hit
off. (a) To produce or imitate on the spur of the moment

;

take off. [Eare.]

We hit 0^ a little Wit now and then, but no Animosity.
Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 13.

(b) To represent or describe by chai-acteristic strokes or
touches.

That genuine pleasure which a Yankee never fails to
feel in anything smartly and neatly hit of in language.

H. B. Stone, Oldtown, p. 365.

To hit the Wot, to hit the cushlont, etc. See the
nouns.—To hit the nail on the head. See rmiL—lo
hit the pipe, to smoke opium. [Slang.]

II. intrans. 1. To come in forcible contact;
strike ; clash.

Arthur with ane aniace egerly sm^tez,
And hittez ever in the hulke up to the hiltez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1148.

If bodies be extension alone, how can they move and
Kt one against another? Locke.

,

2. To reach an intended point or object; ef-

fect an aim or purpose ; succeed as by a stroke

of skill or luck.

The hanyn that he hit to was hard by the cave
There Pelleus in pouertpriuely lay.

Destruction of Troy (E. B. T. S.), L 13495.

Oft expectation fails, . . . and oft it hits

Where hope is coldest, and despair most shifts.

Shak., All's Well, ii. 1.

A little wit
Will serve to make our play hit.

B. Jonson, Volpone, Prol.

All human race would fain be quits.

And millions miss for one that hits.

Surift, On Poetry.

3. To agree; suit; fit.

The number so exactly hits.

Waterland, Scripture Vindicated, iii. 6.

If matters hit right, we may thereby get better returns
than Cardigan silver Mines afford. Howell, Letters, ii. 33.

4t. To act in harmony; be of one mind.
Pray you let us hit together.

Shak., Lear, i. 1. (Steevens.)

To hit on or upon, to come upon ; fall or light upon by
chance ; discover as by accident.
*

'Acyfthou happe," quath hue, *' that thow hitte on Clergie,

And hast vnderstondyng what he wolde mene,
Sey to hym thy-self ouer-see my bokes."

Piers Plowman (C), xii. 114.

I can never hit on'B name. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 2.

Scarcely any person who proposed to himself the same
end with Bacon could fail to hit upon the same means.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

To hit out, to strike outwith the fist ; deal a blow or blows.

It was a sight to see the colonel, in his agony, hit right

out ... at that senior clerk's unoffending stomach.
Trollope, Autobiography, iii.

hitl (hit), n. [< 7wil, «.] 1. A stroke ; a blow

;

the collision or impact of one body against an-

other.

Some have receiv'd the knocks, some given the hits.

And all concludes in love.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, v. 2.

2. "hi fencing, a stroke or touch with the sword
or foil.

Ham. I'll play this bout first. . . .

Come.—Another hit : what say you?
Laer. A touch, a touch, I do confess,

Shak., Hamlet, v, 2.

3. A stroke of good luck ; a casual or surpris-

ing success ; a favorable effect or outcome : as,

the play made a hit.

What late he call'd a blessing now was wit.

And God's good providence a lucky hit.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii, 378,

The actors crowded round her. "We'd no idea of it
!

"

"Capital!" "Agieathit!" they exclaimed,

Mrs. WhUney, Leslie Goldthwaite, xii.

4. A striking expression or turn of thought ; a

saying that goes to the point: as, a happy hit

in a speech.
A yet more accurate representation of fine passages, or

felicitous hits in speaking. Brougham, Lord Chatham.

The passage, with its comic after-echoes, has now ex-

hausted itself, the hit has been made, and the interrupted

threads of the former dramatic action are gathered up
again as the scene moves on.

-pttt oqAmer. Jour. Philol., vin. 33.

5. A stroke of satire or sarcasm; a touch of

censure.
Fo long bursts of declamation, but dramatic dialogue

and interrogation, by-hints, and unexpected hits at one

and the other most common-place soldier's failing.

Kingsley, Hypatia, xxi.



hit

6. In hackgammon: (a) Amove made by a play-
er which puts one of his opponent's men for a
time out of play and compels >iiTn to return to
the original starting-place. (6) A game won by
a player after his opponent has thrown off one
or more men from the board, as distinguished
from a gammon and a hackgammon.— 7. A good
crop. [Prov. Eng.]_GaUeryhit. SeegaOery.

hit^ (hit)
,
pron. The original form of the neuter

pronoun it. It Is still found in dialectal use, lint some-
times (as in negro speech) it is rather an accidents re-

version to than a survival of the original aspirated form.
See Ael and it. Chaucer.

Hit is in common use in Scotland for the neuter pro-
noun it. This is a survival of an old form. Scotsmen do
not make the mistake of using the aspirate where It should
not be. jy. aTid Q., 7th ser., in. 112.

hit^t. A (Middle English) contracted form_ of
Mdefli, third person singular present indicative
of Zwdei, V.

hitamite (hit'a-mit), n. The dobson or hell-

^rammite. [Reading, Pennsylvania, IT. S.]

hitch (hich), V. [< MB. Mtclien, hytclien, hiclien,

hyclien ; origin uneertaui : (1) appar. an assib-

ilatedform of the verb which remains in mod. E

.

dial, liick, hop, spring, hike, swing, toss, throw,
etc. (see 7wcfci, hike) : of. Gr. dial, hicken, hicheln,

liicksen, equiv. to G. (nasalized) Mnken (> prob.
Sw. hinka, Ban. hinke), go lame, limp, hobble

;

or (2) perhaps < OD. hutsen, D. hotsen, shake, jolt,

jog, > ult. E. (So.) hotch, move by jerks : see Iwtch

and/jMsWe.] Lintrans. 1. To move by jerks or
with pauses or rests; hop; hobble; halt; limp,
literally or figuratively : as, to hitch along on
the ground ; verse that hitches.

When the water began to ascend up to their refuged
hills, and the place of their hope became an island, lo,

now they hitch up higher to the tops of the tallest trees.

Beo. T. Adams, Works, IIL 71.

Weary of long standing, to ease themselves a little by
hitching into another place. FtUler.

Whoe'er offends, at some unlucky time
Slides into verse, and hitches in a rhyme.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, IL 1. 78.

Punishment this day hitches (if she still hitch) after

Crime with frightful shoes-of-swiftness.
Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 6.

2. Tobefastened, entangled, or snarled; catch.

We are told that there was an infinite innumerable
company of little bodies, called atoms, from all eternity,

flying and roving about in a void space, which at length
hUch^ together and united. South, Works, IX, iii.

Set your opinion at whatever pitch,
Knots and impediments make something hitch.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 98.

3. To strike the feet together in going; inter-

fere, as a horse. [Eng.]—4. To 'get on with
another, as if in harness; work smoothly to-

gether. [CoUoq.]

I . . . have come to drive a spell for this old fellow, but
I guess we shan't hitch long.

Mrs. Clavers, Forest Life, 1. 116.

To hitch up, to harness a horse or horses to a vehicle

;

make ready for driving. [CoUoq.]

I was much amused at the lofty air with which the fat

driver ordered his assistants to hitch up quickly.
Lettersfrom the Sov^th, II. 117.

He would hitch up at once and drive over to Elyria.

E. E. Hale, Ten Times One, iv.

II. trans. X. To puU up; raise by jerks.

Some special powers with which his legs were endowed
had already hitched up his glossy trousers at the ankles.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, ii. 10.

Here comes a great hulking sailor ; his face beams with
honesty, he rolls in his gait, he hitches up his wide trou-

sers, he wears his shiny hat at the back of his head ; his
hair hangs in ringlets ; he chews a quid.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 61.

2. To fasten, especially in a temporary or oc-

casional way; make fast; tether; tie up by
means of a hook, a ring, a bridle, a rope, etc.

"As true as you live, mother," said Aunt Lois, who had
tripped to the window, "there's Miss Asphyxia Smith
hitching her horse at our picket fence."

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 236.

Sometimes the crab hitches one of its claws into some
crack or fissure. Owen, Anat., xiv.

3. Naut., to cover with a network of twine or

small cord, worked with one end—To hitch
horses, to agree ;

join Interests. [Colloq.]

After he poked his flst in my face, one election, we
never hitched horses together. MeClintock, Tales.

hitch (hioh), n. [< hitch, ».] 1. A pull or

jerk upward: as, to give one's trousers a hitch.

— 3. The act of catching or fastening, as on a

hook, a post, etc.—3. A halt; an impediment;
a stoppage ; an obstruction, especially of an
unexpected and temporary nature : as, a hitch

in the proceedings; a hitch in one's gait.

With pert jirk forward, and little hitch in my gait like

a scholastick beau. Stede, Lying Lover, i. 1.

I, clove-hitch 2, timber-hitch j

wall hitch.
3, Black-
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I am credibly informed that there is still a considerable
hitch or hobble in your enunciation. Chesterfield, Letters.

There are many hitches in the evolution ethic, as Dr.

Martiueau shows ; and it is well for us that there are ; for

serious consequences would result from its scientific es-

tablishment. New Princeton Bev., 1. 188.

4. In mining, a slight fault or dislocation.

— 5. Temporary assistance; timely help: as,

to lend one a
hitch. [CoUoq.]
— 6. Naut., a
knot or noose
in a rope for

making it fast

to another rope
or to a spar or
other object:

as, a clove-

hitch, a rolling

hitchf etc.—7.

pi. m whaling,

the fastening
oftheironstrap
onthe socket of
a toggle-iron.
—Becket-hltch,
a sheet-bend ; a
single bend or a
weaver's hitch.—Blackwall or

Backwall hitch,
a hitch made with
a rope over a hook
so that it will jam
during a strain
on the rope, and
be easily detach-
ed when the strain is relieved.

—

Diamond hitch, a pe-

culiar hitch or interlacing of the ropes in fastening a
pack or "packing," so arranged as to form a diamond
(=-=:r^:;=»-) on the top of the pack, the weight of the pack
serving to tighten the hitch.

The Missourian was an expert packer, versed in the mys-
teries of the diamond hitch the only arrangement of the
ropes that will insure a load staying in its place.

T. Boosevelt, The Century, XKXVI. 202.

Magnus hitch (naut.), a peculiar way of fastening arope
to a spar, consisting in a round turn about the spar, with
ahaU-hitch on the standing part.—Soiling taltcb (naut.),
a hitch made by passing the end of a rope twice round
another rope or a spar in such a wfiy that the hauling
part will jam these two turns, and then securing the end
by a half-hitch.

hitchcockt, «. A variant of hickock, for hiccup.

Baret, Alvearie, 1570.

hitchelt, V. t. An obsolete form of hatchel.

hitcher (hieh'fer), n. 1. One who or that which
hitches, in any sense.— 2. A boat-hook. M. M.
Knight.
And when they could not cause him to rise, one of them

tooke a higher, or long boate-hooke, and hitch'd in the
sicke mans breeches, drawing him backwai'd.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

hitchily (Hch'i-li), adv. By jerks ; unevenly.
Things go more hitchily the first year [after marriage]

than ever they do afterward.
W. D. Howdls, Wedding Journey, il.

hitchiness (hieh'i-nes), «. Frequent interrup-
tion or obstruction.
You must be careful not to contradict me, or cross me

in anything. . . . The great object Is not to have any
hitchiness, W. D. HoweUs, Wedding Journey, ii.

hitching-bar (Hch'ing-bar), n. A rail or bar
set horizontally upon posts, and having rings
orholes, towhich horses are tethered or hitched

:

commonly fixed in front of a tavern. [U. S.]

hitching-clamp (hich'ing-klamp), «. A form
of cam used in fastening a horse to a hitching-
post. The hitching-strap is passed through it in such a
way that the harder the horse pulls upon it the tighter
it binds.

hitching-post (hich'ing-post), n. A post to
which horses are hitched or tethered.

Further down were the shops, each with its row of hitch-
ing-posts across the front. Harper's Mag., LXX'VUI. 443,

hitchy (hich'i), a. [< hitch, n., + -y.] Charac-
terized by hitches or jerks; interrupted by tem-
porary obstructions.

hithe, n. [< ME. hithe, hythe, < AS. hyth, a port
or haven.] A port or haven. The word is obso-
lete except as used in the names of a few English places,
as Hythe, Botherhithe, Queenhithe, Lambeth (Anglo-Saxon
Lan^hUh, Lamhhith).

When the hithe fell into the hands of King Stephen, he
bestowed it on William de Ypres.

Pennant, London, p. 473.

The hythe or port which tradition fixed in the modern
Bucklersbury. J. B. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 438.

hither (hiTH'Sr), adv. [With change of d to th

(dh), as in thither, whither, father, mother, etc.

;

< ME. hider, hidere, hidre, heder, < AS. hider

(sometimes hidres, in the phrase hidres thidres,

usually hider and thider, hither and thither; the
form hither is found once, appar. miswritten)
= loel. liedhra = Sw. hit = Dan. hid = Goth.

hitherward

hidre, hither, = L. eitra, on this side (see cts-),

< hi-, the pronominal base of h^.him, here, etc.,

+ -der, -dra, compar. sufSx, = -titer, -ter, in wlie-

titer, after, eta. Ct thither a,nA whitlier.'] 1. To
this place : used with verbs signifying motion

:

as, to come hither; to bring hitlwr.

I a-bide after Merlin, that sholde come heder to speke

with me. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), I 45.

Who doth ambition shun, ....
Come hither, come hither, come hither;

Here shall he see
No enemy

But winter and rough weather.
Shdk., As you Like It^ ii. 6 (song).

Many doe informe me, your comming hither is not for

trade, but to invade my people.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 208.

2t. To this time ; up to the present time.

From that tyme hidre, the Sowdan clepethe him self

Calyffee. MandeviOe, Travels, p. 44.

3. To this point ; to this end; to this argument
or conclusion. [Rare.]

Hither we refer whatever belongs to the highest perfec-

tion of man. Hooker.

Hither and thither, to this place and to that ; back and
forth.

The disowned of all parties, the rejected and foolishly

bedrifted hUher and thither, to what comer of nature can
he now drift with advantage?

Carlyle, French Bev., m. iii 3.

Hither and yon, here and there ; near and far. [Prov.

Eng. and U. S.]

hither (hiTH'6r), o. [(.hither, adv.1 On the side

orinthe direction of the person speaking; near:

correlative aifurtlier: as, on the hither siAe of

a hill.

The Prince then proceeded to send his army across the

river. . . . The rear guard . . . were alone left upon the

hither bank, in order to provoke or to tempt the enemy.
Motley, Dutch Sepublic, II. 257.

This light overhung the far-rolling landscape, . . . and
nearer still it touched to spring-like brilliancy a level,

green meadow on the hither edge of the water.
The Century, XXXV. 945.

hither (hiTH'fer), v. i. To come hither. [Bare.]
—To hither and tiilther, to go back and forth ; travel

about.

An old black trunk— a companion to our JiitTiering and
thithering for seven long years.

T?ie New Mirror (New YorkX m. 96.

Eraser applied to me to write a word about him [Edward
Irving], which 1 did ; and, after much hithering and thi-

thering, I ascertain to-day that it is at last to be printed.
Carlyle, in Fronde,

hithermoret, a,, compar. [< hither + -more.']

Nearer in tMs direction.

The . . . part of the Citty that stood on the hithemuyre
Banke. Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 472.

hithermost (hiTH'6r-most), a. superl. [< liither

+ -most.] Nearest in this direction.

Ambassadors were sent to the cities of the hythermost
part of Spain vnto Acquitaine.

Ooldinff, tr. of Ceesar, foL 80.

The hitltermost, in the changeable blue and green robe,

is the commendably-fashioned gallant, Eucosmos.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, T. 3.

hitherto (hiTH-6r-to'), adv. [< ME. hiderto, <

M(ier, hither, -1- to, to.] 1. To this place; thus
far. [Archaic]

Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further.
Job xxxviii. 11.

2. To this time ; until now.
Oure lorde foryeteth not his Synner; and he hath

[shewed] me yet hidyr-to that he hath me not foryeten.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 678.

Hithertothey have flourish't, now I hope they will strike.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst.

A journey of seventy miles, to a family that had hitJierto

never been above ten from home, filled us with apprehen-
sion. Goldsmith,Yic&T, iii

It was a noble and gracious spectacle— the meeting of

those hitherto inveterate foes, the duke of Medina Sidonia
and the marques of Cadiz. Irving, Granada, p. 57.

[Barely used adjeotively : as.

The hitherto experience of men.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 1 197.)

hitheruntO'l' (hiTH-er-un'to), adv. [< hither +
unto.] Until this time.
Every hour he was to look for nothing but some cruel

death ; which hitTierutUo had only been delayed by the cap.
tain's vehement dealing for him.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

hitherward, hitherwards (hiwH'6r-w^rd,
-wardz), adv. [< ME. hiderward,hideward,lie-
durward, hiderwardes, < AS, hiderweard, adv.
and adj., hitherward, < hider, hither, + -weard,
-ward.] 1. Toward this place ; this way.

Herkeues now hedyrwarde, and herys this storye.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S,), L 25.

! turne thy rudder hitherward awhile

;

Here may thy storme-bett vessell safely ryde.
Spenser, F. Q., II. xil. 32.

I thought I heard my father coming hitherward.
B. Jonson. Case is Altered, L 2,



hitherward

2t. To this time.
And fro that tyme hidenrnwdea, thel nevere wolden suf-

fren man to dwelle amonges hem lenger than 7 dayes and
7 nyghtes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 154.

hit-off (Mt'df ), n. [< hit off. See Mfi, v. «.] A
clever presentation, imitation, or travesty.
The plaudits which would accompany a successful hit-

off ot the subject under treatment.
Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. xi.

hit-or-miss (hit'6r-mis'), ach. and a. I. adv.
Eeeklessly; haphazard: as, he rode Mt-or^miss.

II. a. Reckless; haphazard.
She talked with a hit-or-miss kind of carelessness.

Aidi, Kita, p. 80.

hitter (hit'6r), n. [< Mfi- + -ej-i.] One who
hits or strikes, as in batting, boxing, etc.: as, a
hard Mttei- (that is, one who delivers a hard or
"heavy blow).

Then the cover-point hitter^ that cunning man, goes on
to bowl slow twisters.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, ii. 8.

Hittite (hit'it), n. and a. [With suffix -ite^
(equiv. to Setean with suffix -an, < LL. Se-
thcBus, rarely Cethceus, pi. Sethcei, also Het-
thim: Vulgate), < Heb. Khittim, pi. (initial

heth), Hittites.] I. n. One of a powerful ancient
people, probably not Semitic, of northern Syria
and parts of Asia Minor, in the Old Testament the
Hittites are represented as one of the original Canaanitish
races, and as finally subjected to tribute by Solomon.
Under the names Khita and Ehatti, they appear in Egyp-
tian and Assyrian history as possessing a great empire,
and as formidable antagonists dui'ing many centuries.
They were a commercial and civilizing people.

And the man went into theland of the Hittites, and built
a city, and called the name thereof Luz. Judges i 26.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Hittites Hit-
tite art, the art of the Hittites, barbarous but original,
and with marked reminiscences of Egyptian and notably
of Assyrian art. Its remains consist of numerous funeral
and other reliefs in Lycaonia, Phrygia, Lydia, and else-
where in Asia Minor and in Syria.

hity-tity (hi'ti-ti'ti), interj. and a. Same as
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hive-bee (hiv'be), n. The common honey-bee.
Apis melUfica. •'

'

hive-nest (hiv'nest), n. A large nest built and
occupied by several pairs of birds in common.
iM„'?^*t''T*''.^!P®

structures of this kind are made byAfrican birds of the family Ploceid<B, or weavers; those

Hive-nest of Republican Grosbeak CPAi&teiTw scciits).

made by the republican grosbeak, Philetcerus soeiua, are
shaped like a great umbrella or gigantic mushroom. Clus-
ters of the bottle-nosed nests built of mud by the republi-

hive (hiv), n. [< MB. hive, hyve, earlier hyfe,
< AS. hyfe, earliest form hyfi, a hive

;
perhaps

radically = L. eiipa, a tub, cask, tun, vat, etc.,

> ult. E. cup and coop, q. v.] 1. An artificial

shelter or cell for the habitation of a swarm of
honey-bees ; a place in which bees harbor and
lay up honey. Hives were for ages, and in'some places
still are, made-of thick ropes of straw, wound and fastened
in a characteristic conical form still distinctively known
as the beehive form ; but they are now generally square
chests of several compartments, or with many small boxes,
for the storage and removal of the honey. The natural
harbor of wild bees is usually in a hollow tree.

Our thighs pack'd with wax, our mouths with honey.
We bring it to the hive. Shah., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

And bees in hives as idly wait
The call of early Spring.

Cowper, To Mr. Newton.

2t. A bonnet or hat shaped like a beehive.

Upon her head a platted hive ot straw,
Which fortified her visage from the sun.

Shak., lover's Complaint, 1. 8.

3. Aswarm of bees, orthe bees inhabiting a hive.

The commons, like an angry hive of bees
That want their leader, scatter up and down.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

Audley feast

Humm'd like a hive all round the narrow quay.
Tennyson, Audley Court.

4t. The abode of any animal.

Hens, Peacocks, Geese, and Ducks, bred in and accus-

tomed to Houses, forsook their wonted Hives, and tmned
wild. Baker, Chronicles, p. 29.

5. Figuratively, a place swarming with busy
occupants ; a bustling company.

Our public hives of puerile resort.

That are of chief and most approv'd report.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 468.

There the hive of Soman liars worship a gluttonous em-

peror-idiot. Tennyson, Boadioea.

hive (hiv), V.J pret. and pp. hived, ppr. hiving.

[< Mve, w.] 1. trans. 1. To gather into a hive

;

cause to enter a hive : as, to hive bees.— 2. To
stow, as in a place of deposit; lay up in store

for future use or enjoyment.
So hive him

In the swan-skin coVerlid and cambric sheets.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ui. 2.

Hiving wisdom with each studious year.

This learning won by loving looks I hived

As sweeter lore than all from books derived.

Lowell, To Geo. Wm. Curtis.

II. intrans. To enter a hive ; take to a hive,

as bees ; take shelter or lodgings together, in

the manner of bees.
Drones hive not with me.

Therefore I part with him. Shak., M. of V., ii. 6.

At this season we get into warmer houses, and hive to-

gether in cities. PoP^' Letters.

Hive-nest of Republican Swallow iPetrochelidon lun^rons).

can swallow, Petrochelidon lunifrons, and affixed to cliffs
throughout the western United States, or under the eaves
of houses in populous districts, are hive-nests, as are also
the remarkable structures made by the anis (Crotophaga
ani), inhabiting the warm parts of America.

hiver (hi'vfer), n. One who gathers bees into a
hive.

hives (hivz), Ji. [Origin xmoertain.] 1. Laryn-
gitis.— 2. Urticaria and (loosely) other skin
affections. See urticaria.

hive-vine (hiv'vin), ». The partridge-berry or
squaw-vine, Mitchella repens.

Hivite (hi'vitj, n. One of an ancient Canaanite
people in northern Palestine.

There was not a city that made peace with the children
of Israel, save the Hivites, the inhabitants of Gibeon.

Josh. xi. 19.

hizzt (hiz), 1). «. [A variant of Tsiss.] To hiss.

The Wheels and Horses Hoofs hizi/d as they past them
[Snow and Frosts] o'er. Cowley, Pindaric Odes, x. 10.

To haue a thousand with red burning spits

Come hizzing in vpon 'em.
Shah, Lear, iii. 6 (folio 1623).

hizzingf (hiz'ing), n, A hissing or hiss.

Lest, by the sun the organs parch'd and spill'd.

The dismal ghost uncertain hizzings yield.

May, tr. of Lucan, vi.

H. J. An abbreviation in epitaphs of the Latin

Shrase hicjacet (which see).

-. An initial combination formerly in use in

early Middle English and Anglo-Saxon, now
reduced to I- by the omission of h. For ex-

amples, see laugh, lean^, listen, loaf, lord, loud,

loifi, etc.

H. L. -An abbreviation of Souse of Lords.

h'm (h'm), interj. A form of h^rfi, hurn^. It is

also used as a murmur of assent, being then

often repeated, Wm, h'm.

H. M. -An abbreviation of Bis (or Ber) Ma^
jesiy.

H. M. 0. An abbreviation of Sis (or Ser)

Majesty's customs.

H. M.' S. -Aji abbreviation of Sis (or Ser)

Majesty's ship, or steamer, or service : &s,'S. M.
S. Bellerophon.

ho^ (ho), interj. [Also written hoa, formerly hoe,

and, as a teamster's cry, whoa, q. v. ; < MB. ho,

hoo = Gr. ho = Icel. ho = 'F.ho = Hind, ho, etc.;

an aspirated form of 0, oh, a sonorous syllable

:

see 02, oh, and cf. ah, and ha^, hoo, etc.] 1. A
cry or call uttered to arrest attention; also, an

exclamation of satisfaction or exultation.

Bo ! every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters.
Isa. Iv. 1.

Ho. ho, quoth the devyU, we are well pleased.

J. Heywood, The Four P's.

Here dwells my father Jew -.— Ho! who's within ?

Shak., M. of V., ii. 6.

Half in dread

To hear my father's clamour at our backs
' With Ho ! from some bay-window shake the night.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

hoar

2. In particular, a cry used to stop one who is

passing, or to command a stop in some action

;

now, especially (also written whoa), a cry used
to stop a horse or other draft-animal ; used im-
peratively, stop! hold!

But hoo ! for we han ryght ynogh of this.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1242.

I leepe, y daunce, y skippe, y synge,
I am so myrie y can not seie huo.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (B. E. T. S.\ p. 67.

I had rather thrash than be bound to kick these rascals
till they cried hoi Beau, and Fl., King and No King, v. 3.

Heave ho ! See heave.

holf (ho), n. [< ME. ho, appar. < ho, interj. ; but
perhaps considered as short for hold: cf. D.
Iwu, hold, stop, prop, houd, impv. of houden =
B. hoW-: see avast.'] 1. A command to keep
silence, or to cease from anything.

An heraud on a skaffold made an hoo.
Til al the noyse of the peple was ido.

Chaiicer, Knight's Tale, L 1670.

2. Cessation; end; pause; intermission.

After that than gan he telle his wo.
But that was endeles, without^n ho.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1083.

Out Of all ho, without any moderation ; out of all mea-
sure.

He loved the fair maid of Fressingfleld once out of all ho.
Qreene, SYiar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

There is no ho 'With him, he Is not to be restrained.

But now these courtiers

—

there's nit ho with 'em.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, iii. 2.

ho^^ (ho), V. i. [< ME. hoen = Icel. hoa, cry ho;
from the interj. Ct.hoy^.'] 1. To cry out; call

out; haU.— 2t. To stop; cease.

Whanne thou art taugt that thou schuldlst hoo
Of sweeping, but whanne it were neede.
Thou scornest hem that sayn thee soo.

Political Poems, etc, (ed, Fumivall), p, 196.

ho^ti pron. A Middle English form of who.
ho^t, pron. See he^.

Ho. The chemical symbol of holmium.
hoactzin, hoaczin (ho-akt'zin, -ak'zin), n.

[S. Amer.] The Opisihocomus cristatus, a re-

markable bird
of South Amer-
ica, of uncer-
tain affinities,

differing so
much from aU
other kno'wn
birds that
a superfamily
group, Opistho-
comi or Sete-
romorphw, has
been formed for
its reception.
Also hoatzin,

hoazin.

hoamingt, n. A
word not found
elsewhere than
in the passage
cited, where it

is probably an
error (for combing in the form coaming, or else
ioifoaming 1).

Vent. What a Sea comes in

!

Mast. A. hoaming Sestl We shall have foul Weather,
Dryden, Tempest, L 1.

hoar (hor), a. [Earlymod. E. also hore; < ME.
hore, hoor, < AS. har = Icel. hdrr, hoar, hoary;
prob. = OS. her = OHGr. her, distinguished,
orig. 'venerable' (?) : see herre. Cf. haar.'] 1.

White: as, hoar frost (see hoar-jfrosi); hoar
cliffs.

And the warm breathings of the southwest passed
Over the hoar rime of the Saugus hills,

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, v.

2. Gray, as with age ; hoary : as, hoar looks.

Thanne mette I with a man, a Mydlenten Sondaye,
As hore as an hawethorne, and Abraham he higte.

Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 173.

He toke the heed all white hnor in the foreste of Dar-
mauntes, where he mette hym in gise of a palmer.

Merlm (E. E. T. S.), iii. 401,

And trembles on its arid stalk

The hoar plume of the golden-rod,
Whittier, Last Walk in Autumn,

Hence— 3. Old; ancient; antique.

At length she found the troden gras.

In which the tract of peoples footing was,
Under the steepe foot of a mountaine hore.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ill. 10.

These hoar relics [flint implements] of long-vanished
generations of men. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p, 193.

4t, Moldy; musty.

A hare, sir, in a lenten pie, that is something stale and
hoar ere it be spent, Shak., E. and J., ii. 4.

Hoactzin {flfisthocomus cristatus).



hoar

hoar (hor), TO. [< hoar, o.] Hoariness; an-
tiquity. [Eare.]

His giants are engrafted on the publiok law of Europe,
covered with the awful hoar of innumerable ages. Burke.

hoar (hor), V. [< ME. Vioren, not found, < AS.
hdrian, become hoar or gray, < har, hoar: see
hoar, o.] I.t intrans. 1. To become white or
hoar.— 2. To become moldy or musty.

But a hare that is hoar
Is too much for a score,
When it hoars ere it be spent.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 4,

II. trans. To make white or hoary. [Rare.]

On th' one side, Hils hoar'd with etemall Snowes
And craggy B^cks Baigneres doe inclose.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's "Weeks, i. 3.

hoardi (hord), n. [< ME. Iwrd, < AS. liord= OS.
hord = OHG-. MHG. kort, G. (revived) hort =
Icel. hodd, hoddr = Goth, huzd, a treasure;
prob. akin to L. custos, a guard, keep, custodia,
guard, watch (see custody), lit. perhaps, as the
word in comp. (esp. in AS.) indieates, a place
'hidden,' being ult. akin to AS. Iiydan, etc.,

hide : see hide\ and cf. hut, and house, from
the same ult. source.] 1. A treasure; a fund;
a stock or store laid by; an accumulation of

somethingforpreservation or future use ; hence,
any mass of things preserved by being deposit-
ed together.

I have a venturous fairy that shall seek
The sguiirel's hoard, and fetch thee new nuts.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

As some lone miser, visiting his store.

Bends at his treasure, counts, recounts it o'er;
Hoards after hoards his rising raptures fill.

Yet still he sighs, for hoards are wanting still.

Ooldsmith, Traveller, 1. 63.

Up to this time [1009] therevenue of the crown had been
drawn mainly from the rents of its own demesne and the
royal dues collected in every shire from thegns who held
grants of folk-land. The hoard was made up from other
sources of wealth. J, M. Qreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 387.

Here at Winchester we may suppose the king's hoard
was deposited. Athenceum, No. 3083, p. 706.

2t. A hoarding-place ; a treasure-house or trea-
sury.

Hit shalbe thougt, if that I mow.
Hit is wel kept in horde.

MS. Cantab. H. v. 48, f. 64. (RalKwell.)

Cups and basins of the same precious metals [silver and
gold] were stored in the hoards of the wealthier nobles.

J. R. Qreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 322.

3t. A place of retirement or concealment ; a
closet or cabinet ; a lurldng-place.

He that is usaunt to this synne of glotony he ne may no
synne withstonde ; he most ben in servage of alle vices,
for it is the develea hoard ther he hideth him and rest^

eth. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

hoard! (hord), v. [< ME. harden, < AS. hordian
(= OHG. gi-hwten, MHG. horden = Goth, huzd-
jan), hoard, < hord, a hoard, treasure.] I. trans.

To treasure up ; collect and store ; amass and
deposit for preservation or security, or for fu-
ture use ; store ; lay up : often followed by up.

The places where the Golde is, appeare and are knowne
by the drynesse and barrennesse of the soile, as if Kature
it selfe could not hord vp Gold in her spacious chest, but
shee must needs proue bare and barren of her wonted
good workes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 689.

II. intrans. To gather and save ; layup store.

Ere our coming, see thou shake the bags
Of hoarding abbots. Shak., K. John, ill. 3.

hoards (hord), n. [< AF. *horde, hurde, OF.
horde, a palisade, barrier, < CD. horde, a hurdle

:

see hurdle.'] Same as Iwarding^.

hoarder (hor'der), n. [< ME. (Kent) hordyer,
< AS. hordere, a treasurer, steward, < hordian,
hoard: see hoard^, v.] If. A treasurer; a stew-
ard.

The King's Hoarder was as old as the King's "hoard."
Under the Norman reigns he appears under the Latin title

of Treasurer. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 291.

3. One who hoards or aeeumulates ; one who
lays up a store of something ; one who gathers
and keeps a stock or fund.
Since commodities will be raised, this alteration will be

an advantage to nobody but hoarders of money. Locke.

hoard-honse^t, n. [< ME. horde-hows; < hoard^
+ house^.] A treasure-house or treasury.

Eyghte above Some yate.

An horde-hows they have let make.
MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 137. (Halliwell.)

hoard-house^t, n. [Appar. < hoard^ + housed.']

A shed for cattle.

hoardmg! (hor'ding), n. [Verbal n. of hoard^,

v.] The act of amassing or making a hoard.
My covetous Passion did approve
The Hoarding up, not Use of Love.

Cowley, The Mistress, Vain Love.

hoarding^ (hor'ding), re. l< hoard^ + -ingh'] 1.

In medieval fort., a covered structure of timber.
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either temporary or permanent, placed on top
of the walls and towers of a fortress to afford in-
creased facilities for defense. The hoarding pro-
jected beyond the face of the wall, in order that missiles

Section of Hoarding, Castle of Cuucy, France.

/^, //*, hoarding; ^, ;^, wall of the donjon ; O, arched opening or
embrasure in the wall ; L, L, loopholes, for archers, etc. ; M, M, ma-
chicolations. (From VioUet-le-Duc's " Diet, de 1'Architecture."

)

might be dropped through machicolations or holes in its

floor upon an enemy below ; and it was provided with nu-
merous loopholes for the convenience of the defending
marksmen.
2. A fence for inclosing a house and materials
while builders are at work ; any similar inelo-

sure of boards. [Eng.]

Here against ahoarding of decaying timberhe is brought
to bay. Dickens, Bleak House, xlvi.

Wooden fences or hoarding (Spv^aKTot) were usual at

Athens for enclosing fore-courts.

C. 0. MiUter, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), p. 280.

Hence—3. AbUl-board; anyboarding onwhich
bills are posted. [Eng.]
His conscience so multiplied each bill and poster that

in twenty-four hours London seemed to him a great
hoarding. Comhill Magazine.

Also hoard.
hoaredt (hord), p. a. [Early mod. E. hored; pp.
of hoar, v."] Moldy ; musty.
Thys our prouysion of bread, we toke with vs out of our

houses, whotte, the day we departed to come vnto you.
And now beholde, it is dryed up and hored.

Bible 0/1661, Josh. ix. 12.

hoar-frost (hor'frdst), n. [< ME. horfrost, hoor-
frost, hore vrost; < hoar, a., + frost; not so com-
bined in AS., where, however, cf. "hrim and
forst, Mre hlldstapan," 'rime and frost, hoar
warriors ' (Cynewutf, Andreas, 1. 1259).] White
frost. See hoar, a., a.nd frost.

He scattereth the hoarfrost like ashes. Ps. cxlvii. 16.

hoarhound, horehound (hor'hound), n. [The
d is excrescent; < ME. horhowne, horone, hore-
hune, < AS. hdrhune, also har hune, hoarhound
(hurt har hUne, white hoarhound): har, hoar,
white ; hUne (also used alone), hoarhound.] The
popular name of
several plants
of the natural
order Labiates.
(a) The common or
white hoarhound,
Marrubiumwlgare.
It grows in waste
places and by way-
sides, and is distrib-

uted throughout
Europe and north-
ern Asia, and nat-
uralized in North
America. It is an
erectbranched herb,
covered throughout
with cottony white
hairs ; the flowers
are small and almost
white, crowded in
the axils of the
leaves ; the smell is

aromatic and the
flavor bitter. It is

much used as a
remedy for coughs
and throat-troubles.

An heved hor als
htyrhowne.
Beliq. Antig., ii. 9.

[(Hattiwell.)

(b) The black or stinking hoarhound, Ballota nigra, a com-
mon European weed in waste places near towns and vil-

lages. The flowers are purple, and the whole plant is fetid

and unattractive, (c) The water-hoarhound, one of various
species of Lycopus, particularly L. Europceus, a native of

Europe.

Hoarhound {Marrubium vulgare).

a, flower.

hoary

hoariness (hor'i-nes), ». [< hoary + -ness.l 1.

The state of being hoary, whitish, or gray: as,

the lioariness of age.
My head

With care's harsh sudden hoariness o'erspread.
Donne, His Picture.

2t. Moldiness.

Hoarienesse, vinewednesse, or mouldinesse, comming of

moisture, for lack of cleansing. Baret, Alvearie.

hoarisht (hor'ish), a. [Early mod. E. also hor-

ish; < hoar + -isfei.] Hoary
;
gray.

The white and horish heeres, the messengers of age,

That shew like lines of true belief, that this life doth as-

swage. Surrey, No Age is Content.

hoarse (hors), a. [Early mod. E. also horse; <

ME. hoars, hors (with intrusive r), hoos, hos,

earlier has, < AS. has= MD. heesch, and heersch,

haersch (with intrusive r), now heesch = MLG.
hesch, heisch, LG. heesch = OHG. heis, heisi,

MHG. heis, heise, also with adj. formative -er,

heiser, G. heiser = Icel. hdss (for reg. *heiss) =
Sw. hes = Dan. has, hoarse, rough. The D.
term, -sch, and perhaps the intrusive r in E. and
D., maybe due to confusion with harsh, q. v., in
ME. harsh, often without its r, hash.] 1. Deep
and rough or harsh to the ear; discordant; rau-
cous.

Me thought I herde a hunt blows
T' assay his great home, and for to knowe
Whether it was clere, or horse of sowne.

Isle of Ladies.

The hoarse resounding shore.' Dryden, Iliad, i.

Hoarse, broken sounds, like trumpets' harsh alarms,
Kun through the hive, and call them to their arms.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

Whispering hoarse presage of oblivion.

Lowell, Memorise Positum.

His voice, rather hoarse In its lower notes, had a clear
sounding ring when raised.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 62.

2. Having a deep and harsh or grating voice

;

uttering low raucous sounds : as, to be hoarse
from a cold.

Warwick is hoarse with calling thee to arms.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

Loud thunder to its bottom shook the bog.
And the hoarse nation croak'd, God save King Log

!

Pope, Dunciad, i. 330.

I hear thee not at all, or hoarse
As when a hawker hawks his wares.

Tennyson, The Blackbird.

hoarse (hors), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. hoarsed, ppr.

hearsing. [< hoarse, o.] To render hoarse : as,

he was all hoarsed up. [Obsolete or eoUoq.]

When his [the sinner's] voice is Jioarsed—I mean his
acknowledgement gone— his case is almost desperate.

Bev. T. Adams, Works, I. 356.

hoarsely (hors'li), a<Z». In a hoarse manner;
with a rough, grating voice or sound.

With untuned tongue she hoarsely calls her maid.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1214.

The hounds at nearer distance hoarsely bay'd.
Dryden, Theodore and Honoria, L 279.

hoarsen (hor'sn), v. t. [< hoarse + -e»i (3).]
To make hoarse. [Rare.]

I shall be obliged to hoarsen my voice and roughen my .

character. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, V. 79.

hoarseness (hdrs'nes), n. [< ME. hoorsnesse,

hoosnesse, < AS. hdsnes, hdsnys, < has, hoarse

:

see hoarse.] The state or quality of being
hoarse ; harshness or roughness of voice or
sound.
Soveraigne it is for the dropsie and hoarsenesse of the

throat ; for presently it scoureth the pipes, cleereth the
voice and maketh it audible.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxli. 23.

Hoarseness of voices may arise from the glottis not en-
tirely closing during the vibrations of the vocal chords.

Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone (trans.), p. 154.

hoarstone (hor'ston), n. [< ME. *horstone, <
AS. h4r stdn, a hoarstone : har, hoar (frequent-
ly applied to trees, stones, cliffs, etc.); stan,
stone : see hoar and stone.] A stone marking
the bounds of an estate; a landmark. [Eng.]
hoary (hor'i), a. [Early mod. E. also hory,
< ME. *hory (in comp. ME. horilocket, hoary-
locked) ; < hoar + -j/i. In sense 4 prob. mixed
with hory, q. v.] 1. White or whitish.

Thus she rested on her arm recUn'd,
The hoary willows waving with the wind.

Addison.

At a distance the same olives look hoary and soft— a
veil of woven light or luminous haze. When the wind
blows their branches all one way, they ripple like a sea of
silver. J. A. Symondt, Italy and Greece, p. 5.

2. White or gray with age : as, hoary hairs.

Who with his bristled, hoarie bugle-beard,
Comming to kiss her, makes her lips afeard.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.



hoary
Haply some Aoary-headed swain may say,
Oft have we seen Wm at the peep of dawn.

Oray, Elegy.

3. Figuratively, remote in time past: &s, hoary
antiquity.—4t. Musty; moldy: as, 7ioar^ bread.— 5. In lot. and entom., covered with sliort,

dense, grayish-wMte hairs ; canescent.
hoast (host), n. [Also haust; < Icel. Msti =
Sw. Iwsta = Dan. hoste = reg. E. (dial.) whoost,
q. V.

J
not connected -with hoarse, but ult. with

pose^, a cough, cold in the head.] A cough.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

He [John Knox] became so feeble with a hoast that he
could not continue his ordinar task of reading the Scrip-
tures. D. Calderuiood, Hist. Ch. of Scotland, p. 60.

They were all cracking like pen-guns ; but I gave them
a sign by a loud hoast that Providence sees all.

Gait, Annals of the Parish, ii.

I'll make him a treacle-posset; it's a famous thing for
keeping oft hoasts. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxiv.

hoast (host), V. i. [< hoast, to.] To cough.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

hoastlert, n. .An obsolete spelling of hostler.

hoatzill,.TO. Same as hoactzin.

hoax (hoks), n. [A contr. form, in altered spell-
ing (for *holces, as coax for coJces^), of hocus, q.
V. The word is recent, and has no connection,
as alleged, with ME. hux (only in Layamon,
about A. D. 1205), < AS. litics, hucx, in comp.
hwx-, husc-, scorn, mockery, derision, = OLG.
OHG-. hose, derision, or with MB. hoker, < AS.
hocor (raire), scorn, mockery, derision.] 1. A
humorous or mischievous deception; a practi-
cal joke ; usually, a marvelous or exciting fab-
rication or fiction gravely related as a test of
credulity.

Has the modern world no hoax of its own, answering to
the Eleusiuian mysteries of Grecian days?

De Quincey, Secret Societies, ii.

It is difficult to believe that . . . he . . . would have
been scared by so silly a Ttoaa;.

Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

2. One who misleads or deceives; a hoaxer; a
humbug. [Eare.]

Thus Lady Widgeryhad always been rushed for and con-
tended forby the other sex; and one husband had hardly
time to be cold in his grave before the air was filled with
the rivalry of candidates to her hand ; and after all the
beautiful little hoaa had nothing for it but her attractive
soul-case. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 292.

The moon hoaz, a famous account of pretended wonder-
ful discoveries in the moon by Sir John Herschel in his ob-
servations at the cape of Good Hope, published byEichard
Adams Locke in the "New York Sun"inl835, and so plau-
sibly constructed as to deceive foratime the public at large,
and even some scientific men. It was separately pub-
lished in several editions at home and abroad. De Mor-
gan, in "A Budgetof Paradoxes "(London, 1872), puts forth
the supposition that its real author was J. K^. Nicollet, a
French astronomer in the United States:

hoax (hoks), V. t. [A contr. form of hocus, v. :

sdehoax, »., and hocus."] To deceiveby an amus-
ing or mischievous fabrication or fiction; play
upon the credulity of.

M. was homcing you surely about my engraving ; 'tis a
little sixpenny thing, too like by half. Lamb, To Barton.

hoaxer (hok'ser), n. One who hoaxes.

hoazin, n. Same as hoactzin.
hobl (hob), n. [In another form huh, q. v. ; a
dial, word of obscure origin. Not connected
with Dan. hob (= E. heap) or' with W. 7(06, a
measure of capacity, or vrith W. hoi), swine.]

1. A round stick, stake, or pin used as a mark
to throw at in certain games, as in quoits or tbe

game called hob.

To play at this game [of quoits], an iron pin, called a
hob, is driven into the ground, within a few inches of the
top. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 141.

2. A boys' game in which halfpence are set on
the end of a round stick (the hob), at which
something (as a stone) is pitched. When the hob
is knocked down, all the halfpence that fall with their

heads upward are the pitcher's, and the rest are set up
again on the hob to be pitched at. [Eng.]

3. A hardened threaded steel mandrel for cut-

ting a comb or chasing-tool.

Instruments known as hobs are also employed in form-

ing the cutting ends of screw-chasing tools for use in the

lathe. C. P. B. Shelley, Workshop Appliances, p. 100.

This portion was ground, milled, or filed to an edge, and
then was chaaed on a hob, or master tap of fine thread.

Sei. Amer., N. S., LIV. 145.

4. The nave of a wheel: same as hub, 7.— 5.

A structure inserted in a fireplace to diminish

its width, originally introduced when broad

open fireplaces were first fitted with grates for

the burning of coal; also, the level toj) of such

a structure, forming a space upon which any-

thing can be set which it is desired to keep hot.

They compounded some hot mixture in a jug . . . and

put It on the hob to simmer. , ,

,

Dickens, Christmas Carol, p. 44.
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6 The shoe of a sledge. [Prov. Eng. (York-

n«»Jti;J ~?? P'^y ^°^- '" ''^se 8r«at confusion
: often

Z?l nnfi^n^ll^'J »'• 5'°" ^1 P'^y '*'"W '^. yo" cannot or

?,7S%S?.hV *
*''°

""J"! y™ propose). [Slani.]-To play
^hH.T}^'^^ 5?^!'' ^^ange, or damage: af, this law

^

play hob with his trade. [Slang ]

hob2 (hob), n. [A generalized use of Hob, a
tamihar form of Bobin, Robert, like Bodge a.
v., for Moger. Prom Hob are derived the sur-
names Hobbs, Hobbins, Hobson, Hopkins, Hop-
Unson, etc. See Bobin, Bobin aoodfellow.'] 1.A countryman; a rustic; an awkward, clownish
tellow. [Obsolete or rare.]

MM^L°^}^^ country ftoJs, who had gotten an estate
liable to a fine, took it at first as a jeast.

Select Idves of Eng. Worthies.

2t. A sprite ; an elf ; a hobgoblin.
I'rom elves, hobs, and fairies, . . .

Defend us, good Heaven

!

Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, iv. 6.

Hob's pound, a difficulty; a scrape. Bavies.
What

!
are you all in Hob's pound ? Well, they as will

may let you out for nae. Mits Bumey, Camilla, iv. 3.

hoballt, n. [Also howball, hobhold, etc.; origin
obscure. Ct. hobble and hob^.] A fool; a dolt.
The worst of them no howball, ne no foole.

Thynn, Debate between Pride and Lowliness.

Ye are such a calte, such an asse, such a blocks.
Such a lilburne, such a hoball, such a lobcooke.

Udall, Roister Doister, iii. 3.

hob-a-nob, hob-and-nob (hob 'a -nob', -and-
nob'), adv. Same as hobnob.
hob-a-nob, hob-and-nob (hob'a-nob', -and-
nob'), V. i. Same as hobnob.

Perchance that very hand, now pinioned flat.

Has hob-a-nobbed with Pharaoh, glass to glass

!

H. Smith, To a Mummy.
Slip-shod waiter, lank and sour,
At the Dragon on the heath

!

Let us have a quiet hour.
Let us hob-and-nob with Death,

Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iv.

hobbedehoy, hobbedyhoy, hobbadehoy (hob'-
e-de-hoi', hob'a-de-hoi'), «. Same as hobblede-
loy.

hobbedyhoyish (hob'e-de-hoi'ish), a. See hob-

hobbler
I could give no account of myself (that was the thing that

always hobbled me). Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, cxix.

hobble (hob'l), n. [< hobble, «.] 1. An un-
equal, halting gait ; a limp ; an awkward step.
One of his heels is higher than the other, which gives

him a hobble in his gait. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, i. 4.

2. Difficulty; perplexity; scrape.
Now Captain Cleveland will get us out of this hobble, if

any can. gcott. Pirate, xxxiv.

The aimy of the Spanish kings got out of a sad hobble
among the mountains at the Pass of Losa by the help of a
shepherd, who showed them the way.

Bvlwer, Caxtons, xiv. 1.

3. Anything used to hamper the feet of an ani-
mal, especially a rope tied to the fore legs of a
horse to insure its being caught when wanted

;

a clog; a fetter. Hobbles are made of leather and
also of Iron, in various patterns; and the name of one
such article is then commonly in the plural, like hand-
cuffs, manacles, shackles, etc. : as, to put the hobbles on a
horse or mule.

hobble-bobble (hob'l-bob'l), n. Another form
of hubble-bubble, 1. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hobble-bush (hot'l-bush), n. [< hobble (uncer-
tain) + ftMsftl.] A low bush

( Viburnum lan-
tanoidcs) found in the northern United States.

When Master Daw full fourteen years had told.

He grew, as it is termed, hobbedyhoyish.
Colman, Poetical Vagaries, p. 12.

Hobbesian (hob'zi-an), a. [< Hobbes (see Hobb-
ism) + -ian.'] Of or pertaining to Thomas
Hobbes or his doctrines. See Hobbism.
The Hobbesian war of each against all was the normal

state of existence.
Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 165.

Hobbism (hob'izm), n. [< Hobb-es (see def .) -I-

-ism.'\ The doctrines of Thomas Hobbes (1588-
1679), an English philosopher. He advocated abso-
lute monarchy as the best form of government, and unre-
served submission on the part of the subject to the will of

the sovereign in all things, religious and moral as well as

political. His philosophical views were sensualistic and
materialistic. In logic Hobbes was an extreme nominalist.

In psychology he is remembered as having revived the
doctrine of the association of ideas.

Hobbist (hob'ist), n. One who accepts the doc-
trines of Thomas Hobbes. See Hobbism.

Many Hobhists do report that Mr. Selden was at the
heart an Infidel, and inclined to the Opinions of Hobbs.

Baxter, Su- M. Hale (ed. 1682), p. 40.

hobble (hob'l), v.; pret. and pp. hobbled, ppr.

hobbling. [< ME. hobelen (= D. hobbelen, toss,

ride on a hobby-horse, stutter, stammer, = G.

dial, hoppeln, hop, hobble), var. of *hoppelen,

E. hopple (used in trans, sense), freq. of fcopl,

V. : see hopple, hop^. W. hobelu, hop, hobble, is

prob. < B. hobble.] I. intrans. 1. To go with a

hop or hitch ; walkwith a hitch ;
go on crutches

;

go lamely ; limp.

We haunten none tavemes ne hobelen abouten.

Piers Plowman's Crede, 1. 106.

And dances like a town-top ; and reels, and hobbles.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, I.

The friar was hobbling the same way too. Dryden.

And there too was Abudab. the merchant, with the ter-

rible little old woman hobbling out of the box in his bed-

room. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, v.

2. To dance. [Scotch.]

Minstrels, blaw up ane brawl ot France

;

Let se quha hobbils best.
Lyndsay, S. P. E.., IL 201.

3. To move roughly or irregularly, as verse.

II. trams. 1. To tie the legs of together so as

to impede or prevent free motion ; clog ; hop-

ple.

I am ready to go down to the place where your uncle

has hobbled his teams. Cooper.

The mules have strayed, being insufficiently hobbled.

Froude, Sketches, p. 212.

2t. To perplex ; embarrass.

Branches of Hobble-bush {Viburnum lanta-tioidesl with flowers
and fruit, a, fertile flower, front view ; t>, same, baclt view ; c, sterile
flower.

Its leaves are round-ovate, abruptly pointed, heart-shaped
at the base, and closely serrate, the veins and veinlets being
underneath ; the stalks and branchlets are very rusty and
scurfy. The Bowers are large and handsome, in broad,
flat, sessile cymes.

hobbledehoy (hob'l-df-hoi'), n. [Also liobbede-

hoy, hobbedyhoy, hobbadehoy; earliest instance
perhaps hobledehoy (Palsgrave, 1540) ; appar. of
popular origin, prop. *hobbledyhoy, < *hobbledy,
extended from hobble (cf . higgledy-piggledy, simi-
larly extended from higgle, etc.), -I- hoy, appar.
an unmeaning syllable. Cf . hobbledygee, hobble-
depoise. "Tusser says the third age of seven
years is to be kept 'under Sir Hobbard de Hoy '

"

(Halliwell)— a humorous twist of the word.]
1. A stripling; a youth in the half-formed age
preceding manhood ; a raw, awkward youth.

James, then a hobbadehoy, was now become a young
man. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxiv.

I was then a Hobble-de-Hoy, and you a pretty little tight
Girl, a favourite Hand maid of the Housekeeper.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, ilL 1.

At the epoch I speak about^ I was between
A man and a boy,
A hobble-de-hoy.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 124,

There was a terriflc roaring on the grass in front of the
house, occasioned by all the men, boys, and hobbledehoys
attached to the farm. Dickens.

We are in process of transformation, still in the hobble-
dehoy period, not having ceased to be a college, nor yet
having reached the full manhood of a university,

Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

3. A large unmanageable top. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
hobbledehoyish C^ob'l-de-hoi'ish), a. [Also
hobbedyhoyish; < hobbledehoy + -ish.] Like a
hobbledehoy.
hobbledepolse (hob'l- de-poiz'), a. • [Irreg. <

hobble + poise, after hobbledygee, hobbledehoy.]

1. In unstable equilibrium; unevenlybalanced.
Hence— 2. Wavering in mind. [Prov. Eng.
in both senses.]

hobbledygee (hob'1-di-je'), adv. [Cf. hobble-

depoise, hobbledehoy.] "With a limping or gal-

loping movement. Halliwell.

'Long comes the country man,
Hobbledygee, hobbledygee! Nursery rime.

hobbleri (hob'ler), n. [< hobble + -eri.] One
who or that which hobbles.

hobbler2, hobler (hob'lfer), n. [< ME. hob-

ler, hobeler, hobiler, < OP. (AF.) hobeler, hobi-

-ler, hobelier, hobler, also hobeleor, hobelour, also



hobbler

Twhhiner (ML. hdbellarius, also hoberarius), a
hobbler, appar. < hobi, hobin, a small borse : see
hobby^.'] If. One wbo by his tenure was to

maintain a hobby for military service ; henee,
a soldier mounted on a hobby; a light-horse-
man employed in reoonnoitering, intercepting
convoys, etc.

Hauing with them to the number of eight hundred men
of armes, fine hundred hoblers, and ten thousand men on
foot. Holinihed, Edw. II., an. 1321.

No man shall be constrained to find men-at-arms, hob-
lers, nor archers, others than those who hold by such ser-

Tioe. Quoted by Hallam.

It was from the younger brothers of the yeoman fami-
lies that the households of the great lords were recruited

:

they furnished men at arms, archers, and hobelers to the
royal force at home and abroad.

StiMs, Const. Hist, of Eng,, § 480.

2. A man employed in towing vessels by a
rope on the land, or in a small boat with oars.

[Prov. Eng.]—3. [Partly confused with hob-
by^, n.] A horse : same as hobby^. [An erro-

neous use.]

He . . . suffered the dismounted cavalier to rise, while
he himself remounted his hobbler.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, vit

hobbleshow (hob'l-sho), n. Same as hubble-

sliow.

Iiobblillgly (hob'ling-li), adv. In a hobbling
manner; with a limping, interrupted step.

Johnson.
hobbly (hob'li), a. [< hobble^ + -j/i.] Full of
holes ; rough ; uneven, as a road. [Prov. Eng.]
hobbyl (hob'i), TO.; pi. hobbies (-iz). [< ME.
hoby, < OF. hobi, *h(mbi, haubby, var. of hobin

(> It. ubino), a nag, hobby (the OF. word being
used chiefly in ref. to Scotland) ; < OF. liober,

ober, stir, move ; of LGr. or Seand. origin, < OD.
hobben, toss,move up and down, D. hobben, toss,

a weakened form of hoppen = E. hoj)\ as E.
hobble for hopple; cf. North Fries. Iwppe (a

childish word), horse, Dan. hoppe, a mare, OSw.
hoppa, a young mare, G. hopp, a word of en-
couragement to a horse, etc.: see 7wjji.] If.

A strong active horse of medium size having
an ambung gait; a pacing horse; a nag; a
garran.

They have likewise excellent good horses (we term
the[m] hobbies), which have not the same pace that other
horses [have] in their course, but a soft and round amble.

HoUand, tr. of Camden's Ireland, p. 63.

Thou never saw'st my gray hobby, yet, didst thou?
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

2. Same as hobby-horse, 3.—3. Any favorite

object, pursuit, or topic ; that which a person
persistently pursues or dwells upon witii zeal

or delight, as if riding a horse.

John was not without his hobby. The fiddle relieved
his vacant hours. Lamb, South-Sea House.

Each with unwonted zeal the other scouted.
Put his spurred hobby through its every pace.

Lowell, Oriental Apologue.

"But to do that we must organize I" broke in Foley,

springing on his favorite hobby at a bound; "organize an'

be free!

"

The Century, XXXYII. 303.

liobby^ (hob'i), TO.
;
pi. hobbies (-iz). [Early mod.

E. also hoby; < ME. hobie, hoby, also hobe, < OF.
hobe, alsQ hobier, houbier, aubier, oubier, also in

dim. forms hobet and hoberet, hobert, and ho-

bcreau, hobreau, obereau, aubreau, appar. < OF.
hober, stir, move, > also E. hobbyi, q. v.] A
small European falcon of the genus Falco and
subgenus Sypotriorehis, S. subbuteo. It is about
12 inches long, dark-brown above with the feathers edged
with rufous, and white below with a rusty tinge and dark
streaks. It is a true falcon, though undersized, and was
foiinerly flown at small game, as larks. It is related to the
merlin, F. cesdUm, and to the American pigeon-hawk, H.
colvmbarius; there are several varieties.

As the Eeverend Dr. Wren, Deane of Windesore, was
travelling in his coach over Marleborough downes, a lin-

net or finch was eagerly pursued by a hoby or sparrow-
hawke, and tooke sanctuary in the coach,

Aubrey'e Wilts, MS. Koyal Soc, p. 160. (HalKwell.)

Neither [can] anyHawke soare so high as the broode of
the Hobby. I^ly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 87.

They do insult over and restrain them, never hoby so

dared a larke. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 609.

h.obby3 (hob'i), n.
;
pi. hobbies (-iz). [Appar.

dim. of hob"^, or a particular use of hobby^ or
hobby^Ci).'] 1. Agoose. Salliwell. [Prov.Eng.
(Durham).]— 2. A stupid fellow. [Prov. Eng.]

hobby-birdt, »• The wryneck or cuckoo's-mate,
lynx torquilla. \

hobby-hawkt, »• [Early mod. B. hobie-hauke;

< liobbifl + hawh^."] Same as hobby^. Levins.

bobby-lieadedt, a. Stupid.

Oh, you hobby-headed rascal, I'll have you flay'd.

Beau, and FL, Coxcomb, ii. 3.

hobby-horse (hob'i-h6rs), ». [< hobby'^ +
horse: cf. equiv. D. hobbelpaard.'] If. One of
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the principal performers in a morris-dance,
having a figure of a horse made of wiokerwork
supported about his waist, and his feet con-
cealed by a housing. He performed antics imi-

tating the motions of a horse, and various jug-

gling tricks.

Else shall he suffer not thinking on, with the hobby-
horse; whose epitaph is. For, 0, for, O, the hobby-horse is

forgot. Shalt., Hamlet, iii. 2.

The morris rings, while hobby-horse doth foot it fea-

teously. Beau, and Ft., Enight of Burning Pestle, iv. 5.

Here one fellow with a horse's head painted before him,
and a tail behind, and the whole covered with a long foot-

cloth, which was supposed to hide the body of the animal,

ambled, caracoled, pranced, and plunged, as he perfoimed
the celebrated part of the hobine-horse, so often alluded

to in our ancient drama. Scott, Abbot, xiv.

2\. A person who acts in a foolish, subservient

manner.
This is a punishment upon our own prides

Most Justly laid ; we'must abuse brave gentlemen.
Make 'em tame fools and hobby-horses.

Beau, and Fl., Little French lawyer, v. 1.

That light hobby-horse, my sister, whose foul name I wiU
rase out with my poniard.

Middleton, Blurtj Master-Constable, y. 1.

3. A wooden figure of a horse, usually provided

with rockers, for children to ride on.

Maid, see a fine hobby-horse for your young master.

S. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

'Till thoughtful Father's pious Care
Provides his Brood, next Smithfield Fair,

With supplemental Hobby-Horses. Prior, Alma, L

4. A favorite pursuit or topic : now commonly
hobby. See hobby^, n., 3.

The Hoiby-Horse which my Uncle Toby always rode
upon, was, in my opinion, an Hobby-Horse well worth giv-

ing a description of. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i 24.

5. A kind of velocipede ; the draisiue.

He [Baron von Drais] at any rate introduced into Eng-
land from France the hobby horse. This machine con-

sisted of two stout equal-sized wooden wheels held in iron

forks, the rear fprk being securely bolted to a stout bar of

wood, "the perch," whilst the front fork passed through
the perch, and was so aiTanged that it could be turned by
a handle, so as to steer th« machine after the manner of a
modern bicycle. Bury and Hillier, Cycling, p. 56.

Hobby-horse dance. See the quotation.

Bromley Pagets wasremarkable for a very singular sport

on New Year's Day and Twelfth Day, called the Hobby
Horse Bailee; a person rode upon the image of a horse,

with a bow and arrow in his hands, with which he made
a snapping noise, keeping time with the music, whilst six

others danced the hay and other country dances, with as

many rein-deer's heads on their shoulders. To this hob-
by-horse belonged a pot, which the reeves of the town kept
and filled with cakes andale, towards which the spectators
contributed a penny, and with the remainder maintained
their poor, and repaired the church.

Mirror, xix. 228. {Halliwell.)

hobbyhorsical (hob'i-h6r'si-kal), a. [< hobby-
horse + -ic-al.^ Pertaining to or having a
hobby-horse; eccentric. [Humorous.]

Dr. Slop^ parodying my tFnde Toby's hobby-horsical re-

flection, though full as hobby-horsical himself.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ill. 13.

He . . . marched back to hide himself in the manse with
his crony, Mr. Cargill. or to engage in some hobbyhorsical
pursuit connected with his neighbours in the Amtoun.

Scott, St. Kenan's Well, xxviii.

hobbyhorsically (hob'i-h&r'-'si-kal-i), adv. Odd-
ly; whimsically. [Humorous.]

hobb3?istl(hob'i-ist),TO. [_<. hobby^ -i- -ist.'i One
who rides a hobby ; one who is devoted in an
enthusiastic and one-sided manner to a partic-
ular principle, pursuit, method, or "fad."

Fantastic dreamers, pig-headed hobbyists, erratic cranks
of every description. The Century, XXXIV.
Any teacher who conducts two successive recitations

exclusively by an oral method, by a text-book method,
... is a hobbyist. N. M. Jour, of Education, XIX. 291.

hobby-owl (hob'i-oul), n. The white owl or
barn-owl, Strixflammea or Ahicoflammeus. See
cut under barn-owl.

hobet, n. A Middle English form of hobby^.

hobgobliJl (hob-gob'Un), n. [First recorded,
pemaps, in Shakspere ; < hob^, 2, + goblin. Cf

.

E. dial, hobgobbin, an idiot.] A mischievous
imp or sprite; an alarming apparition; hence,
something that causes fear or disquiet.

Those that Hobgoblin call you, and sweet Puck,
You do their work, and they shall have good luck.

Shak., M. N. D., iL 1.

A doleful night was it to the shipwrecked Pavonians,
whose ears were incessantly assailed with the raging of
the elements, and the howling of the hobgoblins that in-

fested this perfidious strait.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 121.

A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.
Emerson, Self-Eellance.

hobilert, n. See hobbler^.

hobitt (hob'it), TO. [< Gr. haubitze: see homtz,
howitzer.'] A small mortar or short gun for

throwing bombs , a howitzer. [Bare.]

hock

hobier, n. See hobbler^.

hoblike (hob'lik), a. \<hob^,l, + -l%ke.^ Clown-

ish; boorish.
, , . ,

hoblobt (hob'lob), n. [< hoh^ -I- Zo&.] A elown;

a lout. Davies.
Thee rustical hoblobs

Of Cretes, of Dryopes, and payncted clowns Agathyrsi,

Dooe feteh theyre gambalds, hopping neere oonsecrat al-

tars. Stanihurst, Maeii, iv. 160.

hobnail (hob'nal), TO. [< /iofti + nail.'] 1. A
short thick nail with a pointed tang and a large

head, used for nailing the soles of heavy boots

and shoes.
Steel, if thou turn the edge, ... I beseech Jove on my

knees thou mayest be turned to hobnails.
5Ao*. , 2 Hen. VI. , iv. 10.

A good commodity for some smith to make hobnails of.

JB. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i 4.

2t. A clownish person: used in contempt.

No antick Tiobnail at a morris but is more handsomely
facetious. Milton, Colasterion.

Hobnail-llver. See hobnailed liver, under hobnailed.

hobnail (hob'nal), «. *. l< liobnail, n.] 1. To
furnish or fasten with hobnails.— 3. To tread

roughly upon, as with heavy hobnailed shoes.

[Rare.]

Your rights and charters hobnaiVd into slush.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 2.

hobnailed (hob'nald), a. [< hobnail + -ed?.]

1. Furnished with hobnails.— 2. Wearing hob-
nailed shoes; hence,clumsy; countrified; rough.

Come on, clownes, forsake your dum'ps,

And bestirre your hob-naiVd stumps.
B. Jonson, A Particular Entertainment.

Hobnailed liver, in patliol., a liver with uneven surface

suggesting hobnails, such as may result from long-con-

tinued passive hyperemia or cirrhosis.

hobnob (hob'nob'), adv. [Var. of habnab: see

habnab, hab-or-nab.] 1. Take or not take: a
familiar invitation to drinking.— 2. At ran-

dom ; come what will.

Hob nob, is bis word ; give "t, or take 't.

Shak., T. N., iiL 4.

Also written 'hob-a-nob, hob-and-nob, hob-or-

nob.

hobnob (hob'nob'), v. i.y pret. and pp. hob-

nobbed, ppr. hobnobbing. [< hobnob, adv.] To
drink together ; hence, to talk familiarly or so-

cially. Also hob-a^ob, hob-and-nob, hob-or-nob.

O'er a jolly full bowl. Bitting cheek by Jowl,

And hob-nobbing away.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 252.

A tough old bachelor of good estate, who had made him-
self necessary to the comfort of the master of Overstoke,

by hunting or fishing with him by day, and hobnobbing
with him at night. J. W. Palmer, After Iris Kind, p. 94.

hobo (ho'bo),. TO. A tramp. [Western U. S.]

hoboet, hoboyt, n. Same as hautboy, oboe.

hob-or-nob (hob'or-nob'), V. i. Same as hobnob.

Hobson's choice. See choice.

hobthrush (hob'thmsh), n. [< hob^, 2, -1- thrush^.

Cf. hobgoblin.] A hobgoblin. [Prov. Eng.J

If he be no hob-thrush, nor no Kobin Goodfellow, I could

finde with all my heart to sip up a sillybub with him.
Two Lancashire Lovers (1640), p. 222. (Halliwell.)

hobthnish-louse (hob'thrush-lous), to. A mil-

leped. [Prov. Eng.]
hobyt, TO. -An obsolete form of hobby\ hobby^.

hoccamoret, n. See hocMmore.
hocco (hok'6), TO. [Native name in Guiana.]
A oiu'aoao-bird ; any curassow. ibe word is trace-

able in literature to Barrfere, 1745, and became with Bris-

son, 1760, a general name for curassows (Cracidee) and
some other birds, as the hoactzin, including those called

mitu, mutu, mituporanga, pau^, ete. It is now usually

applied, in distinction from curassow or Craa proper, to

such Craeivice as Pauxi gaieata and Mitua mitu.

hochepott, TO. An obsolete form of hotchpot.

Gliaucer.

Hochheimer (h66h'hi-m6r), to. [G. : see hocha-

more, hoclfi.] A Khine wine produced at Hoch-
heim, near Mainz, in Germany. One of the finest

vineyards is the Domdechanei or Cathedral Deanery, which
gives the name Hochheimer Domdechanei to its pro-
ducts.

hock^,hough (hok), to. IHock is a mod. phonetic
spelling oilwv,gh(ot. shock forshough) ; in another
pron. houghis spelled feo^(dial.)(cf.coMgf7il,pron.
as if spelled *coff) ; < ME. houg, hog, ho, < AS.
hoh, ho, heel, in eomp. AS. hohfot, heel ('hock-
foot')> hohscanca, shank ('hock-shank'), and
hohsino, pi. hohsina {*hdhsene, *hdxene,not found)
(ME. hougsenues, pi., E. dial, hucksens, htixens,

huckshins) = OFries. hoxene, hoxne= Icel. hdsin
= Dan. has, hose (for *hasen)= Sw. has, hock, lit.

'hook-sinew': cf. MHG. hahse, hehse, G. hechse,
hdehse, hdclcse, lialcse, the chambrel of a horse (>
OHG. hahsinon, MHG. hehsenen, G. dial, heeh-
snen, heclhsen, hessen, hock, hamstring); per-
haps idt. = Skt. kalcsha, nook, armpit, = L. coxa.
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thigh: see COOT.] 1. (a) The joint on thehind hockeri hoUEher rhok'Ai-l » vf t,^.m r. r.

leg of a quadruped between the knee and the v.,+-e^Km!anXcLr\^^l^^^^
fetloek, corresponding

, hocks or hamstrLagr ' ^"^'^ °''^''''°

llOCker2(hok'6r),^.i. [Cf.ft«cfcl.] l.Toscram-We awkwardly; do anything clumsUy; loiter.—3. To stammer or hesitate. [North. Ens. inboth senses.] ^

hockeryet, «. See huckery.
hockett (hok'et), n. [< OF

spending
to the ankle-joint in
man; that part of the
leg between the tibia

and the cannon-bone,
consisting of the anJde-
bones more or less com-
pletely united. (6) In
man, the back part of
the knee-joint; the
ham.— 2. In the game
of faro, the last card re-
maininginthe box after
all the others have been
dealt.

hocfci, hough (hok), ». *.

[< Me. howghen, how-
when, *hogen; from the
noun. Cf. the equiv. Front view of Left Hock of

hocks, hox.'] To ham- Horse, corresponding to the hu-
, . ' J. -*-,

T , .
man ankle and other tarsal

strmg: disable by cut- bones.

ting the sinew or ten-
jeJ;i

"'£*£?"?• '"""""sr'j'.^P'"-

don of the hook—that the human'lieel°"!^astragaius°

is, the tendo AohiUis. f^ifS^ ^^LV^^^X^,
They account of no man ?> naviculare, a proximal tarsal

flint bftf.h nnt a hnffln nv» hoae
: 4, outer cuneiform, and 5,mat nam not a Battle axe cuboides, two disui tarsal bones

at hiB girdle to hough dogs
with, or weares not a cock's fether in a thumb hat like a
cavalier. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse (1592). (Halliwell.)

Thou Shalt hough their horses. Josh. xl. 6.

The clan, who would descend by night to burn the

houguet, a hiccup, an interruption; in music, as
defined. See Uc, liickS, hichet.-] In music: (a)An arbitrary interruption of a voice-part bv
rests, so as to produce a broken, spasmodic ef-
teet, frequentlyin two voices or groups of voices

^l^^'?**®^!^ fi* contrapuntal device It was mostlyused before the fifteenth century, but a similar effect oc-curs occasionally in modern music. (J) ^ composi-
tion in which this effect is frequentlyemployed.
hockey! (hok'i), n. [Also written ImwTmi, hooTc-
ey; appar. < hook, in ref. to the hooked or curved
club.] 1. A game of ball played with a club
curved at one end. Also called sUnny, sUntu.
It 13 played (in the northern United States, commonly inwinter on ice) by a number of persons divided into two
parties or sides, the object of each side being to drive the
ball or block with the curved end of the club through the
opponents goal or across the goal-line.

rri?? "IS
™™>°<"> were some young men playing at hockey.

inat old-fashioned game, now very uncommon in Eng-
land, except at achools,>was still preserved in the primi-
tive viomlty of Eood by the young yeomen and farmers.

BuLwer, My Novel, viii. 5.

3. The stick or club used in playing this game.
1. J- * ., ,. *u ^., j.n—'c — - ^^^o^^'^^^^okey-sUck, hockey-club.
houses and to h^h the

^'IX ^^^f^h" of^ded hockcy^ (hok'i), n. [Also written Aa«;%, ftorfc-

1, T2. ,\, t^ r/ uTiTr 7 1 ;, ? , VJ *^' ""^i'l obscure; possibly a corruption of
hock^t (hok), n. . [< mi.hoKhokke.hoc, < AS. hock-day, q. v., which seems to have been appli-
huc (gen. hocces), also called hoc-ledf(see hock- cable to any festival day.] Harvest-home ; the
teo/), maUow: cf.W. ftocys, mallows. Now only harvest-supper. [Prov. Ene ]
in eomv. hoUyhock, hock-herb, hock-leaf, q. v.] hockey-cake (hok'i-kak), n. A kind of cake
Mallow; hollyhock. made for harvest-home festivals. [Prov.Eng.]
Hoek, aathffia rosea, malva sylvestris malva rotundlfolla. Harvest is done, therefore, wife, make

Jing. Dial. Soc, Plant Names. for hareest men a hoaky cake. Poor MoUn (1712).

hpcks (hok), n. A variant of hackK [Prov. hockey-load (hok'i-lod), ». [Also hawkey-load;
Eng.]
hock*t, » [ME. Iiock.'] A caterpillar.

Brenne her and ther the heedles garlic sceles,
The stynke of It for hockes [Latin contra caTnpas] help and

hele is. Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 32.

Other als seyne, hockes for to lese,
Eest llgtree aske on hem

< hockey^ + load. ] The last load from the har-
vest. [Prov. Eug.]
hock-glass (hok'glas), «. A wineglass of col-
ored glass, often used for white wines.

hock-herbt(hok'erb),». IKhock^ + heri.'] Mal-
low. Also called hock-leaf.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 35. hockle^ (hok'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. hockled, ppr.

hockBt, ».' [Origin obscure.] An old game of ^ff"/'
^^^^1- °* ^'"*^' ""^ '^° hamstring,

cards.

hock^ (hok), ». [Abbr. of ^cfcamore, q. v.] 1.

Originally, the wine Hochheimer (which see).
— 3. Any white German wine.
His father, In delight at his arrival, sent the nurse a

dozen of hock more than a hundred years old.

Quarterly Bev., CXLV. 329.

hockle^ (hok'l), V. t.; pret. and pp. feocfcM, ppr.
hockling. [Prob. a var. of hackle^, like hock^ for
hack\'\ To mow, as stubble. [Prov. Eng.]

hock-leaft (hok'lef), n. [Not found in ME.

;

AS. hoc-ledf, mallow, < lioc, mallow, -I- ledf, leaf:

see hock^ and leaf.2 Same as hock-herb.

hockamoret, hoccamoret (hok'a-mor), n. [A Hock-Mondayt (hok'mun"da), ». [See hock-

corrupt for^ of G. Hochh^mer (ha. weln), wiie f
«^-J ^he second or third Monday after Eas-

of Eochheim, near the river Main, in Germany, t, ffi, ™„„„.„j.
lit. 'high home': see M^fe and Aojwei.] The wine AOCE-moneyt, n. [< hock(-day) + money.']

Money paid for the celebration of hock-day.

In the churchwarden's accounts for the parish of Lam-
beth for the years 1515 and 1516, are several entries of hock
monies received from the men and the women for the
church service. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 453.

"^.'£!rf7e'r,"'H'udibrrs)'lil. IIL 300. hocksf, V. t. See hox.

.

hock-cart (hok'kart), n. [For *hoekey-cart, < hocksert, «. Bwhoxer.
-, rr,, <= +

ftoc%2 -I- cart.-] The harvest-home cart; the hocktlde(:hok'tid),»i. [Seejjoci-ftos/.] The first

last loaded wagon. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Hochheimer; hock.
Bestor'd the fainting high and mighty
With brandy, wine, and aqua vitse

;

And made 'em stoutly overcome
With bachrach, hockamore, and mum.

The harvest swalnes and wenches bound
For joy, to see the hock-cart crown'd.

Herrick, The Hock-Cart.

hock-dayt (hok'da), n. [< ME. hokday, hokeday
(> AP. hokkeday); prob. a dial. var. of Mgli-day,

' the first element being, as also hoekttde, Sock-

's
or second week following Easter week,

Hock-Tuesdayt (hok'tuz"da), n. Same
hock-day.

The subject of the Hock-Tuesday show was the massa-

cre of the Danes, a memorable event in the English his-

tory, on St. Brice's night, November 13, 1002, which was
expressed "In action and in rhimes."

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 241.

Monday,Mock-,Hox-Tuesday, an altered form of
Jioc^g (ho'kus), n. [Short for hocus-pocus, q. v.

Ugh, ME. his, l^eg, etc. , sometimes hoghe, < AS. Contr. hoax, q. v.] 1 . A cheat ; an impostor

;

hedh (cf . hock^ for hough,where the terminal con-
sonants are similarly related, and D. hoog, G.
hoch, > ult. E. hock^, q. v.), high-day, hightide,

etc. , being used for 'festival-day,' etc. : see high-

day and hightide. There is nothing to connect
the term with leel. hokv^nott, midwinter night,

or with hogmenay, q, v.] _A day of feasting and

also, a conjurer.

Did you never see a little hocns by sleight of hand pop-

ping a piece several times first out of one pocket, and
then out of another? „ ^,

Loyal Obeervator, 1683 (Harl. Misc., VI. 67).

2. Drugged liquor given to a person to stupefy

him,
mirth kepit formerly in England on the second hocus (ho'kus), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. hocused or

or third" Tuesday "after Easter. Authorities

differ as to its origin and the exact date. Also

called Hock-Tussday, Sox-Tuesday.

Also that yerly, at the lawday holdyn at hokday, that

the grete enquest shalle provide and ordeyn whether the

pageant shuld go that yere or no.

llnglish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 385.

Hock-day was generally obsejved as lateljr as the six-

teenth century. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 453.

hockelty-card (hok'l-ti-kard), n. Same as

hocki, 2.

hocussed, ppr. hocusing or homssing. [< hocus, n.

Contr. feoaa;, q. v.] 1. To impose upon; cheat.

One of the greatest pieces of legerdemain with which

these jugglers hocus the vulgar and incautelous of the

present age. Nalson.

Hence— 3. To stupefy or render insensible by
means of drugged diink for the purpose of

cheating or robbing.
He was hocussed at supper, and lost eight hundred

sounds to Major Loder and the Hononi-able Mr. Deuceace.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixiv.

hodden

3. To drug, as drink, for the purpose of stupe-
fying.

"What do you mean \>Yhoeussing brandy and water?"
inquired Mr. Pickwick. " Puttin' laud'num in it," replied
°*°^* Dickens, Pickwick, xiii

I strongly suspect the arum of deliberately hocusing Its
nectar. I have often seen dozens of . . . tiny files rolling
together in an advanced stage of apparent intoxication
upon the pollen-covered floor of an arum-chamber.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 182.

hocus-pocus (ho'kus-po'kus), n. and a. [A
sham-Latin riming formula, mere jugglers'
jargon, variously reflected in D. hoktis-bokus,
G. Dan. Sw. hokusjiokus, formerly also ockes-
boekes, ockes boks, F. hoccus-bocus, etc.; E. also
hoky-poky; cf . hanky-panky, of similar sense and
origin. "According to Turner, in his 'History
of the Anglo-Saxons,' from Ochus Bochus, a
magician and demon of the Northern mythol-
ogy; according to TiUotson, a corruption of hoc
est corpus, uttered by Bomish priests on the
elevation of the host" (Webster's Diet.); but
these are mere inventions of the fancy.] I. n.

1\. A juggler ; a trickster.

Dancing wenches, hocus-pocuses, and other anticks past
my remembrance.

Sir T. Herbert, GTravels in Africa, p. 154.

My mother could juggle as well as any hocus-pocus in
the world.

J. Kirk, Seven Champions, quoted in Strutt's Sports
[and Pastimes, p. 290.

2. A jugglers' trick ; a cheat used by conjurers

;

jugglery.

Convey men's interest, and right,
From Stiles's pocket Into Nokes's,
As easily as hocus-pocus.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. iii. 716.

Our author is playing Tiocuspocus In the very similitude
he takes from that jugler, and would slip upon you, as he
phrases it, a counter for a groat.

Bentley, Free Thinking, § 12.

If the doctrine Is an imposture. ... It would be inter-
esting to have it pointed out by what extraordinary hocus-
pocus the scientific men of the present age have been Im-
posed upon In accepting It. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 655.

II, a. Juggling; cheating.
That Burlesque is a Hocus-Pocus trick they have got,

which, by the virtue of HIctius doctius topsy turvey, they
make a wise and witty Man in the World a Fool upon the
Stage, you know not how. Wycherley, Country Wife, iii.

Such hocus-pocus tricks, I own,
Belong to Gallic bards alone.

Mason, tr. of Horace's Odes, iv. 8.

hocus-pocus (ho'kus-po'kus), V. i.
;
pret. and

pp. hocus-pocused or hocus-pocussed, ppr. hocus-
pocusing ovhocus^ocussi/ng, [ihocus-pocus,n.]
To juggle ; deceive ; cheat.

This gift of hocus-poeussing and of disguising matters
is surprizing. Sir M. L'Estrange.

hocus-pocuslyf (ho'kus-po'kus-U), adv. By jug-
glery; cheatmgly.
Many of their hearers are not only methodlstlcally con-

vinced or alarmed, but are also hocus-pocusly converted.
I/iife of J. Lackington, letter vli.

hodl (hod), V. t. and i. [A dial, var., like haud,
etc., of hold^.] To hold. [Prov. Eng.]
hodi (hod), n. [A dial.var., like hud, haud, etc.,

of hold^ : see hold^, v. andra. The E. dial, hot^,

P. hotte, a basket for carrying on the back, is a
different word.] 1. A form of portable trough
for cai'rying mortar and bricks to masons and
bricklayers, fixed crosswise on the end of apole
or handle and borne on the shoulder. See cut
TxndieT hod-elevator.— 2. A coal-scuttle.— 3. A
form of blowpipe used by pewterers. It consists
of a cast-iron pot with a close cover, containing Ignited
charcoal. Astream of air isforced through Itbymeansof a
bellows worked by the foot, the air entering through a pipe
and nozle on one side and passing out through a nozle on
the opposite side, which directs the current of hot ah' upon
the object to be soldered.

4. A tub made of half a flour-barrel to which
handles are fitted, used for carrying alewives.
It is also a measure, holding about 200 of these
fish. [Maine, TJ. S.]— 5. A hole under the bank
of a stream, as a retreat for fish. [Prov. Eng.]
hod^ (hod), V. i.

;
pret. and pp. hodded, ppr. hod-

ding. [So. also houd; cf. hoddle.] To bob up
and down on horseback

;
jog.

hod^t, n. A Middle English form of hood.

hod-carrier (hod'kar'i-er), n. A laborer who
carries bricks and mortar in a hod.

hodden (hod'n), a. and n. [A dial, form (Sc.

also haudin, hadden, etc.) of holden, pp. of 7joZdi,

v.] La. 1. \jp-a.] Kept; held; held over:

as, a hodden yow, a ewe intended to be kept
over the year ; haudin cawf, a calf not fed for

sale, but kept that it may gi'ow to maturity.

[North. Eng. and Scotch.]— 2. [Attrib. use of

hodden, n.] "Wearing hodden-gray ; rustic.

The hodden or russet Individuals are uncustomary.
Carlyle, French Rev., III. L 6.



hodden

II. n. [Alobr. of hodden-gray.'] Same as hod-
den-gray.

Drest in hodden or russet.

Carlyle, Prench Eev., III. L 6.

How true a poet is he t And the poet, too, of poor men,
of gray hodden and the guernsey coat, and the blouse.

Emerson, Bums.

hodden-gray (hod'n-gra'), n. [That is, hodden
gray, or wool hodden or kept in its natural col-

or : see hodden, a.] A coarse cloth made of xm-
dyed wool of the natural color, formerly much
worn l)y peasants. [North. Eng. and Seoteh.]

But Meg, poor Meg ! maun with the shepherds stay.

And tak what God will send in hodden-grey.
Sameay, Gentle Shepherd, v. 2.

hoddie (hod'i), ». Same as hooded crow (which
see, under hooded)- [Scotch.]

hodding-spade (hod'ing-spad), n. A sort of

spade principally used in the fens, so shaped
as to take up a considerable portion of earth
entire. BaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hoddle (hod'l), V. i.i pret. and pp. hodMed, ppr.
hoddling. [Appar. treq. of hod^, q. v.] To wad-
dle; hobble. [Scotch.]

Ye shall hae that for a tune o' the pipes, Steenie. . . .

Play us up "Weel Iwddled, Luokie."
Scott, Redgauntlet, letter xi.

hoddy (hod'i), «.; pi. hoddies (-iz). [Sc, also

written hoddie, hoodie, hoody, and in comp. hod-
dy-craw, huddy-craiv, huddit-craw, hoodit-craw,

i. e. hooded crow : see hooded and hoodie-craw,']

Same as hooded crow (which see, under hooded).
[Scotch.]

hoddy-dodt, n, [Cf . hodmandod.] A snail.

The running mange or tettar is a mischeefe peculiar
unto the flg-tree ; as also, to breed certaine hoddy-dods or
shell-snailes sticking hard thereto and eating it.

HoUand, tr. of Hiny, xvii. 24.

hoddy-doddyt (hod'i-dod'i), n. [A riming
compound, with various equivalents, hoddy-

' peke, hoddypoU, doddypoU, doddypate (q. v.), etc.,

aU terms of contempt for a foolish, stupid fel-

low.] An awkward or foolish person.

Ciob's wife and you,
That make your husband such a hoddy-doddy.

B. JOTison, £Tei7 Man in his Humour, iv. 8.

Mymaster is a parsonahle man, and not a spindle-shank'd
hoddy-doddy.

Sioift, Mary, the Cook-maid, to Dr. Sheridan.

hoddy-peak, hoddy-peke (hod'i-pek), n. [OSo.
hud-pyke (Dunbar), a miser or skinflint; origin

obscure; et. hoddy-doddy.] A fool; a cuckold.
[Obsolete or Scotch.]

"What, ye brain-sicke fooles, ye hoddy-pekes, ye doddy-
powles 1 Latvnwr, Sermons, fol. 44, b.

hodegeticS (hod-e-jet'iks), n. [< Gr. hSrryijTiiidg,

fitted for guiding, < dSriynv, show the way,
guide, < i&ny6Q, a guide, < oddf, way, + ^yeiaBai,

aytiv, lead.] Same as methodology.

hod-elevator (hod'el'''e-va-tor), n. An appa-
ratus for raising hods illed with bricks or mor-
tar in a building
which is in process
of erection, it gener-
ally consists of endless
chains united by rigid
links or bars to which the
hods are hooked. The
chains pass over wheels
above and below, and are
moved by hand-cranks.

hoder-modert, n. and
a. [See hugger-mug-
ger.] Hugger-mug-
ger. Skelton.

hodful (hod'fiil), n.
[<7«>*i, ».,+ -/««, 2.]

As much as a hod
contains ; the con-
tents of a hod.
hodge (hoj), n. [A
generalized use of

Sodge, a familiar
form of Rodger,
Roger, like Boi, q.

v., for Robert, Boiin.
IVom Hodge are de-

rived the surnames Hodge, Hodges, Hodgeson,
Hodson, HotchMns, Hoskins, Hodgkinson, etc.

The name Soger, ¥. Boger, Sp. Pg. Bogerio, It.

Buggiero, ML. Bogerus, is of 0H&. origin : OHGr.
Buodiger, Hruadger, MHG. BUedeger, BOediger,
Biieger, Gr. BOdiger, lit. ' famous with the spear,'

< OHG. *hruodi (only in proper names, = AS.
hroth, glory, fame, = Icel. hrodhr, fame) + ger

= AS. ffar, spear: see gar\ gore^. The first

syllable is the same as that in Boderick, Bodolph
= Rudolph, Boland, Robert = Bupert.] A coun-
tryman; a rustic; a clown. [Colloq.]
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One of these somnolent, grinning hodges will suddenly

display activity of body and hnesse of mind.
The Century, XXVII. 188.

hodgepodge (hoj 'poj ), n. [A corruption of hotch-
potch, q. v., and this of hotchpot, q. v.] 1. Same
as hotchpotch.

And Lesbian floure, . . . whereof the Turks make their
Trachana and Boubort ; a certain hodgepodge of sundry
ingredients. Sandys, Travailes, p. 12.

Man's life is but vain ; tor 'tis subject to pain
And sorrow, and short as a bubble

;

'Tis a hodge-podge of business, and money, and care,

And care, and money, and trouble.

Quoted in Walton's Complete Angler, p. 178.

He [a horse] treated me to a hodge-podge of all his sever-

al gaits at once. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 202.

2. In law, a commixture of lands. See hotch-

pot, 2.

hodgepokert, n. [< hodge (cf. also hob^) + po-
ker^, equiv. to puck.] A hobgoblin.

Mazzaruolo [It.], a sprite, a hag, a hobgoblin, a robin-

goodfellow, a hodgpoker, a lar in the chimney. Florio.

hodge-pudding (hoj'pud"ing), n. [< hodge-

(podge) + pudding.] A pudding made of a
medley of ingredients.

Mrs. Page. Why, Sir John, do you think . . . that ever

the devil could have made you our delight ?

Ford. What, a hodge pudding } a bag of flax?

Shak., M. W. of W., v. S.

Hod-elevator.

Hodgkin's disease. See dit

hodiernt (ho'di-em), a. [= OP. hodierne = It.

odierno, < L. hodiernus, of this day, < hodie, on
this day, to-day, contr. of hoc die, abl. of hie

dies : hie, this (see hie jacet) ; dies, day (see

diary, diurnal). Por the term., cf. hestern, hes-

ternal.] Same as hodiernal.

I know that this is contrary to the common opinion, not
only of the schools, but even of divers hodiern mathema-
ticians. Boyle, Works, HI. 754.

hodiernal (ho-di-fer'nal), a. [= OP. hodiernal;
as hodiern + -al.] (31 this day; belonging to

the present day.

Literature is a point outside of our hodierTial circle,

through which a new one may be described. Emerson.

hodman (hod'man), n.
;
pi. hodmen (-men). [<

ftodi + man.] 1. A man who carries a hod; a
hod-carrier.

Alas, 80 is it everywhere, so will it ever be; till the
Hodman is discharged, or reduced to hodbearing, and an
Architect is hired. Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, p. 73.

2. A young scholar admitted from Westminster
School to be student in Christ-church College
in Oxford. [Local cant.]

hodmandod (hod'man-dod), n. [E. dial, also
hodmondod, hodmedod, 'hoddydod; cf. dodman,
a snail, E. dial. (Corn.) hoddymandoddy, a sim-
pleton.] A snail ; a dodman. [Eng.]

Those that cast their shell are the lobster, the crab, the
cra-flsh, the hodmandod or dodman, the tortoise, etc.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 732.

I am an ant, a gnat, aworm ; a woodcock amongst birds

;

a hodmondod amongst flies ; amongst curs a trendle tail.

'Webster, Appius and Virginia, iil. 4.

So they hoisted her down just as sale and as well.
And as snug as a hodmandod rides in his shell.

The New Bath Guide (ed. 1830), p. 36. (HaZliicell.)

hodograph (hod'o-graf), n. [< 6r. 666c, way,
-I- ypi(peiv, write.] A curve the radius vector
of which represents in magnitude and direc-
tion the velocity of a moving particle. It was
invented by Sir W. E. Hamilton.
hodographic (hod-6-graf'ik), a. [< hodograph
+ -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of a hod-
oan^aph: as, "hodographic isochronism," Enc/yc.

Brit., Xn. 43.

hodograpMcally (hod-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. On
the principle of the hodograph.
hodometer (ho-dom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. 6S6fieTpov,

or 6S6fieTpoQ, an instrument for measuring dis-

tances by land or sea, < 6S6g, way, road, + fU-
rpov, measure.] An instrument for measuring
the distance traveled by a wheeled vehicle.
It is a clockwork arrangement which, attached to a spoke
of a wheel, records the number of revolutions of the wheel.
The number of revolutions multiplied by the circumfer-
ence of the wheel gives the distance traversed. Also odom^
eter.

hodometrical (hod-6-met'ri-kal), a. [< hodom-
eter + -ic-al.] 1. iPertaining'to a hodometer.— 2. Serving to find the longitude at sea by
dead-reckoning. Smyth.
kodthai (hod'thi), n. [E. Ind.] A resin ob-
tained from Balsamodendron Playfairii, an East
Indian tree of the natural order Bwseracem,
See Commiphora, the name under which the ge-
nus was formerly known.
hoe^ (ho), n. [Pormerly spelled how (Ray,
1691, who calls it rostrum GalUcum, a Prench
rake), and erroneously haugh (Evelyn) ; < ME.
howe, < OP. houe, hoe, P. houe, < OHG. houwa.

Hoffmannite

MHG. houwe, Cr. haue, a hoe, < OHG. houwan,

MHG. houwen, G. haum = B. hew^, cut: see

hew^.] -An imple-
ment for digging,
scraping, or loosen-

ing earth, cutting
weeds, etc., made in

various forms. The
common hoe, also called
draw-hoe and field-hoe,

consists of a blade of iron

set transversely at a con-
venient angle at the end
of a long handle. In the
Dutch hoe, push-hoe, or
scufflehoe the cutting
blade is set like the blade
of a spade.

They sese Sarzyns myne the wale
With pykoys & howes gret & smal.

Sir Feruminras, L 14993.

The hoe is an ingenious instrument, calculated to call out
a great deal of strength at a great disadvantage.

C. D. Warner, Summer in a Garden, iii

Bayonet-hoe, a form of hoe with the blade set on the
handle as in the fleld-hoe> but narrow and pointed much
in the form ot a trowel-bayonet.—Horse-hoe, a frame
mounted on wheels and furnished ^ith ranges of shares
spaced so as to work in the intervals between rows ot

z and 6, Dutch hoes; c. hoe and
rake combined; li, common hoe.

English Horse-hoe.

plants, such as turnips, potatoes, etc., used on farms tor the
same purposes as the field-hoe, and drawn by a horse ; a
cultivator. Smaller machines of the same nature are made
to be pushed by a man.

hoe^ (ho), V.
;
pret. and pp. hoed, ppr. hoeing.

[FoTmeny also haugh; < hoe^,n.] I. trans. 1.

To cut, dig, scrape, or clean with a hoe.— 2.

To clear from weeds or cultivate with a hoe:
as, to hoe turnips or cabbages.

When the sowing and first hoeijig and thinning of the
crop [carrots] are got over successfully, the after culture
of the crop is very simple. Eneye. Brit., I. 389.

A hard or a long row to hoe, a difficult or tiresome
task to perform. [U. S.j—To hoe one's own row, to do
one's share of work ; attend to one's own affairs, [u. S.]

II. intrans. To use a hoe.

Begin the work of haughing as soon as ever they [weeds]
begin to peep. Evelyn, Galendarium Hortense, July.

hoe^ (ho), n. [< Icel. hdr (and corruptly lidfr)

= Norw. Dan. haa = Sw. haj = D. haai, > G.
hai, a shark, dogfish.] The common dogfish,

Squalus acanthias or Acanthias vulgaris; also, a
name of several other Muds of sharks. See cut
under dogfish. [Shetland and Orkney islands,

and U. S.]

hoe^ Q^o), n. A variant of 'how^. [Local, Eng.]

Upon that lofty place at Plymouth called the Hoe,
Those mighty wrestlers met.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 482.

hoe*t, interj. and n. An obsolete form of fcol.

hoe-cake (ho'kak), n. Coarse bread, generally
in the form of a thin cake, made of Indian
meal, water, and salt: originally that cooked
on the broad, thin blade of a cotton-field hoe.
[Southern TJ. S.]

Some talk of hoe-cake, fair Virginia's pride.
J. Barlow, Hasty Pudding, L

There was also a hoe, on which Mrs. Jake baked cold
water hoe-cakes when she had company to supper.

E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xvii.

hoe-down (ho'doun), n. A dance: same as
breakdown. [Southern U. S.]

hoer (h6'6r), n. One who hoes.
It is very difficult to get the hoers trained to select and

leave only the stoutest plants. Encyc. Brit., I. 367.

hoff (hof), n. A dialectal variant of hocW-,

Hofmannist (hof'man-ist), n. l<Hoffmann (see
def.) + -ist. The surname Hoffmann, Hofman,
means 'courtman, courtier,' < G. 'hof, MHG.
OHG. hof (= OS. D. hof = AS. 'hof, house (see

hovel), = Icel. hof), courtyard, palace, royal
court, + mann = E. man.] One of a body of
Lutheran dissenters, followers of Daniel Hoff-
mann, a professor at Helmstedt in Germany
(1576 -1601), who taught that reason and reve-
lation are antagonistic.

HofEmannite (hof'man-it), n. [< Hoffmann (see
defs.) + -ite^.] 1. A member of a short-lived
German Anabaptist sect of the sixteenth cen-
tury, founded by Melchior Hoffmann.— 2. A
member of a small German sect of MUlenarians,



Hoffmannite

The
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is supported by any evidenoe. Perhaps first
applied not to the stone, but to the hog-soore or
line cut 'in the ice, < hog\ cut, and thus in fact
connected m another way -mth hogi q v ] In
the game of curling, a stone which does not go
over the hog-score; also, the hog-score itself.
[Scotch.]

?jL*^™«S,7.?L*y£l?iy! doings and behaviour, d,- hog2 (hog), «. t.
;
pret. and pp. hogged, ppr. hog-

founded in 1854 by Christian Hoffmann,
sect was also called Jerusalem Friends.
Hofmann's violet. Same as dahlia, 3.

hofult, a- [< MB. howful, hohful, hogful, < AS.
hohful, hogful, careful, anxious, < hogu, care,
anjdely: see how and -/«;.] Prudent; careful;
considerate. JUoharc&on.

rected especial letters unto him.
Stapleton, I'ortress of Faith, an. 1566, p. 97, h.

liOfnllyf, adv. Carefully; prudently.

Women serving God hofvlly and chastely.
Sta^UUm, rortress of Taith, an. 1665, p. 419, h.

hogi (hog), n. [< ME. hog, hoge, hogge, a gelded
hog, a young sheep (of. in comp. hog-pig, a bar-
row-pig, hog-colt, a young colt, hogget, a sheep
or colt after it has passed its first year, and
obs. E. hoggerel, hoggrel, a young sheep, hogga-
ster, hogster, a boar in its third year, also a
lamb after its first year, hoglin, a boar)

;
prob.

< ftojri, v., a var. of feagS,which is a var. of hacJc\

See act.

l< hog^, m.] In curling, to play, as a
stone, with so little force that it does not clear
the hog-score. [Scotch.]
hogant (ho'gan), n. [Abbr. of Hogan-Mogan (or
Rogen-Mogen) rug.'} A kind of strong liquor.

Those who toast aU the family royal
In bumpers of Hogan and Nog

Have hearts not more true or more loyal
Than mine to my sweet Molly Mog.

&ay, Molly Mog.
For your reputation we keep to ourselves your not hunt-mg nor drmking hogan, either of which here would be

sufficient to lay your honour in the dust.
Bray, Letters, 1. 12.

cut :' see hog\ v., hag^, and hack^. The term is Hogan-Mogant, n. and a. See Hogen-Mogen
applied to a 'cut' or gelded boar, to a sheep hog-ape (hog'ap), m. The mandrill baboon, Cy-
'out' or shorn the first year, or just after the nocephalus mormon. Also called hog-monkey
first year, hence a young sheep, and hence ex- hog-apple (hog'ap"l), n. The May-apple, Fo-
tended to a yotmg colt. There is no sufficient -^""'—" i-.--.

evidence for the current etymology from W.
hwch, a sow, = Com. hoeh, a pig, hog, = Bret.
houeh, hoch, a hog, = Ir. suig, ult. = AS. sugu,
su, E. sow^: see sowK} 1+. A gelded pig; a
barrow-pig.—2. An omnivorous non-ruminant
mammal of the family Suidw, suborder Jrtio-
daetyla, and order Ungulata; a pig, sow, or boar;
a swine. All the varieties of the domestic hog are de-
rived from the wild boar, Sits scrofa. (See 6oarl.) The
river-hogs are somewhat aquatic African species of the
genus Potamocha&ruB. The babirussa is a true hog of the
same family, Suidce. See cut under babirussa.

Shall I keep your hogs, and eat husks with them ?

Shak., As you Like it, i. 1.

But for one piece they thought It hard
From the whole hog to be debarr'd.

Cowper, Love of the World Eeproved.

3. Some animal like or likened to a hog, not
of the family Suidce. See wart-hog, Fhacochoe-
rus, peccary, and Dicotyles.—4. A sheep shorn
in the first year, or just after the first year ; a
young sheep. [Prov. Bng.]—5. A young colt.— 6. A bullock a year old. [Prov. Eng.]— 7.
One who has the charaoteristies of the hog;

Hogarth's Act,
hogatt, ».

hogback (hog'bak)^ n. 1. A back like that of
a hog ; a back which rises in the middle.
He [the perch] has a hooked or hog bach, which is armed

with sharp and stifl bristles.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 165.

2. A fish in which the back is humped some-
what like a hog's.— 3. A low, sharply crested
ridge rising upon the adjacent region, and usu-
ally formed of sand or gravel with boulders
intermixed : in New England more commonly
called horsehack. Compare hmsebaek, eskar,
kame. At the eastern base of the Eooky Mountains the
conspicuously projecting upturned edges of the rocky
strata are called " hogbacks," and the region where these
outcrops are common the " hogback country."

I pushed forwai'd across deep gulches, over high peaks
and hog-backs. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 860.

4. In coaPmining, a sharp rise in the floor of
a coal-seam.— 5. A hog-frame.

The strength of her hull and the solidity of her hog-back.
Waterbury (Conn.) Ameriaan, April 2, 1886.

Having a back like

person. [Colloq.] —ST'lfaut., a sort of scrub- ^. hog's : specifically applied to a monstrous va-

bing-broom for scraping a ship's bottom under Jiety of the common trout,

water.—9. A stirrer or agitator in the pulp-vat hog-bean (hog'ben), n. The henbane, Syoscya-

of a paper-making plant.— lOf. A shilling, or .musmqer. Msohog's-bean.

hogger

hog-cote (hog'kot), n. A shed or house for
swine ; a sty. [Eug.]
hog-deer (hog'der),». l. A small spotted deer,
Cervus {Eydaphus) porcinm, abundant in In-
dia, and related to the axis. See axis^.— 2.
The babirussa.

hoget, a. A Middle EngUsh form of huge.
Hogen-Mogent (ho'gen-mo'gen), n. and a.
[Sometimes written Hogan-Mogan; < D. Hoog
en Mogend, 'high and mighty,' an honorific title
of the States (Jeneral: lioog = E. high; mogend,
mighty, orig. ppr. of tnogen, may, can, have
power, = E. may^.} I. n. The States General
of Holland; Holland or the Netherlands. [Old
slang.]

But I have sent him for a token
To your Low-ooxmtry Hogen-Mogen.

S. Butler, Hudibras, IIL i. 1440.

II. a. Dutch. [Old slang.]

Well, in short, I was drunk ; damnably drunk with Ale

;

great Hogen Mogen bloody Ale.
Dryden, Wild Gallant, i. 1.

What think you of our Hogan-Mogan Belle?
Didn't she trick the Trickster nicely well ?

Mrs. Centlivre, Artifice, EpiL

Hogen-Mogen rugt, a 'high and mighty'— that is, very
strong— difik: later called simply Ao^'aM. SeeAo^anand
rug.

There was a high and mighty drink call'd Eug.
Sure since the Eeigne of great King Gorbodug,
Was never such a i-are infused confection,
Injection, operation, and ejection.
Are Hogen Mogen Bugs, great influences
To provoke sleep, and stupefle the senses.

. John Taylor, Certain Travailes (1653).

hog-fennel (hog'fen'el), n. The sulphur-weed,
Peucedanum officinale. Also hog's-fennel.

hogfish (hog'fish), n. 1. A popnlar name of va-
rious fishes, (a) Scorpwna scrofa, a flsh of large size
and red color, with a spmy head, inflated cheeks, sunken
crown, and cirri or tags on the head and body. The name
is also given to other species of the same genus. [Local,
Eng.] (6) A darter, Percina caprodes, of the family Per-
cidce and subfamily MTieostominoe, inhabiting American
fresh waters. Also called hog-molly, log-perch, and rock-

fish, (c) A hemulonine fish, better known as saUor's-
choice. [U.S.] (d) Alabroidflsh, iacATioiflEmusmcKwmMS
or L. suillus. It has 14 dorsal spines, the first 8 strong and

mean, stingy, grasping, gluttonous, or filthy hog-backed (hog'bakt), a.

perhaps a sixpence. [Old slang.]
" It's only a tester or a hog they want your honour to give

'em, to drink your honour's health," said Paddy.
Miss Edgewarth, Ennui, vi.

Guinea hog, the river-pig of Guinea, Potamochmrus pus-

(MS.-Homed hog, the babirussa : so called from the pro-
trusive teeth, resembling horns. See cut under babirus-
sa.—Pygn^ hog, an animal of the genus Porcula, as P.
salvanw, vhiGh is found in Wep^l and Sikhim.—To caw
one's hogs to ^e hill. See caw^.—To go the whole
hog. See fro.

hogi (hog), V. ;
pret. and pp. hogged, ppr. hog-

ging, [lu def. 1 prob. a var. of hag^ for hack^,
out; the orig., and not a derivative, of hog^, «.,

to which, however, the later senses are due.
Cf. MLGr. hoggen, a secondary form of houwen
= E. hew, to which hack^ is ult. referred.]

I. trans. 1. To cut (the hair) short: as, to hog
a horse's mane. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. To scrape
(a ship's bottom) under water.—3. [With
lef. to hogback, q. v. The resemblance to G.
hocken, carry on the back, get upon one's back,,

also set in neaps, < hocke, a heap or shock of

sheaves, also the back, seems to be accidental.]
To carry on the back. [Local, Eng.]

II. intrans. 1. To droop at both ends, so as
to resemble in some degree a hog's back in out-

line : said of the bottom of a ship when in this

condition either through faulty construction
or from accident.

hog-bed (hog'bed), n. The ground-pine, Lyco-
podium complanatum.

hog-brace (hog'bras), n. Same as hog-frame.

hog-caterpiUar (hog ' kat " 6r - pU - ar), n. The
larva of a moth, Darapsa myron, of the family

HogRsti (Lac^nalamiis fnaximus).
(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

produced into long filaments or streamers in the adult

;

the entire preoperculum, opercles, and cheeks are scaly.
It is a common West Indiaq fish, and also occurs along tae
Florida coast.

2. The common porpoise or sea-pig, Fhoecena
communis.

hog-fleece (hog'fles), n. [< hogi^, 4, -1- fleece.']

The fleece obtained from a sheep that is shorn
for the first time. [Prov. Eng.]
hog-frame (hog'fram), ». In steam-vessels, a
fore-and-aft frame, usually above deck, form-
ing in combination with the frame of the vessel

.^^K^ft^

Hog-caterpillar {Darapsa myrim),
natural size.

SpMngidce : so called from the swollen thoracic

joints. The large, round, yellowish-green eggs are laid

singly on the leaves of the grape, and the larvae feed sepa-

rately on the leaves.
' " See hog-frame.

_ The bird-cherry,

termed Ao^fffeff.' ' TAeorJe, Naval Arch., § 193. Prunus Fadvf. ,,.,„_ . .

o T xi^ 1 .. ,_ ,j ™„ +1.0 i,<.o,i hog-choker (hog'cho'''k6r), n. An American
2. In the manage, to hold or carry the head

^^^ Agj^iruslvnmtus, of the family &feJd<B.- so
aoTO, like a hog.

_ called from its worthlessness as a food-fish.
nog'' (hog), n. [Ongin obscure ; by some laen-

jj ^^ ^^ ^^^j ^^^y oj ^ brownish color crossed with nar-

tifled with hog\ as "laggard stones that row blackish bands, it inhabits the eastern coast of North

manifest a pig-like indolence," or, it might be America. See cut under Soieito.
,i„,„„„

thought, in^allusion to the helplessness of a hog-cholera (hog'kol"e-ra), n See (*oZem

hog on ice, there being in the tJnited States hog-colt (hog'kolt), n. A colt a year old, a

anironicalsimile,"asindependentasahogon hogget. [Eng.] -
// +„ -u^ ,, ^ame ao

ice." But neither this e^lanation nor that hog-constable (hog'kun"sta-bl), n. Same as

Which brings in D. hok, a pen, kennel, sty, dock, liog-reeve.

Hog-frame as used in a light-draft river-steamer.

a truss to resist vertical flexure : used chiefly

in American river- and lake-steamers. A chain
(called a hog-chain) is sometimes stretched over straining-

posts for this purpose.

hoggardf, n. Same as hogherd.

Our regent (who had in him no more humanity than a

hogga/rd). Comical Hist, of Franoion (1656).

hoggastert, ». See hogster.

hogged (hogd), p. a. [Pp. of hogi-, v. i., 1.]

Having a droop at the ends: said of a ship

when her ends are lower than her midship part,

a condition resulting from accident, as from
running aground, or from structural weakness.

A very bad world indeed in some parts— hogged the

moment it was launched— a number of rotten timbers.
Wolcot, Peter Pindar, p. 168.

hoggepotf, n. Same as hotchpot.

hogger (hog'er), ». [Appar. for Viocker, < hock'i

+ -er. Cf. equiv. Sc. hoshen, hoshin, hoesMn."]

A stocking without a foot, worn by coal-min-



hogger

ers when at work. See sinker. [Nortli. Eng.
and Scotch.]
hoggerel (hog'e-rel), n. [Also hoggrel, hogrel;
dim. of hog\ «., 4.] A sheep of the second
year. [Eng.]

And to the temples first they hast, and seeke
By sacrifice lor grace, with hogrels of two years.

Surrey, tr. of Virgil, iv. 72.

hogger-pipe (hog'6r-pip), n. In mining, the up-
per terminal pipe with delivery-hose of the
mining-pump. [North. Eng.]
hoggery (hog'6r-i), ».; pi. hoggeries (-iz). [<
hog^ + -ery, q. v.] 1. A place where hogs or

swine are kept ; a piggery.—3. A collection of

hogs or swine. [Rare.]

Crime and shame,
And all their hoggery, trample your smooth world,
Nor leaye more toot-marks than Apollo's klne.

Urs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vii.

8. Hoggishness; swinishness; brutishness.

[Rare.]

hogget (hog'et), n. [Early mod. E. hogat, hog-

atte; < hog^ + dim. -ei.] 1. A young boar of

the second year. [Eng.]— 2. A sheep or colt

more than one year old. [Eng.]

Bidens [L.], a sheepe with two teeth, or rather that is

two yeres old, called in some place hogrelles or hogattes.

Myot, 1559.

Farther in . . . wefound all the rest of the poor sheep

Sacked. . . . Two or three of the weaklier hoggets were
ead from want of air.

R. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, xliL

hogging, hoggin (hog'ing, -in), n. [Perhaps <

Aoflrl + -ing^; "from the rounded form of the
heap" (?).] Screened or sifted gravel. [Eng.]

Filter-beds of sand and hoggin. The Engineer, LXV. 32.

hogging-frame (hog'ing-fram), n. Same as

hog-frame.
hoggish (hog'ish), a. [< liog'^ + -jsfei.] Having
the characteristics of a hog; swinish; greedy;
gluttonous; filthy; mean; selfish.

Those divels so talked of, and feared, are none else but
hoggish jaylora. Sir T. Ovcrbury, Characters, A Prison.

Abaddon and Asmodeus caught at me. . . .

With colt-like whinny and with hoggish whine
They burst my prayer.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

hoggishly (hog'ish-li), adv. In a hoggish, brut-
ish, gluttonous, or filthy manner.
hoggishness (hog'ish-nes), n. The character of

being hoggish ; brutishness ; voracious greedi-

ness in eating ; beastly filthiness ; mean selfish-

ness.

hoggism (hog'izm), n. [< feojfi + ism.'] Same
as hoggishness.

In hoggism sunk,
I got with punch, alas ! confounded drunk.

Wolcot, Peter Pindar, p. 108.

hog-gum (hog'gum), n. A kind of gum of un-
certain origin, in the West Indies it is employed as

a substitute for pitch in tarring boats, ropes, etc. One
variety is collected from among the roots of old trees of

Symphonia, globulifera, a species of British Guiana, belong-
ing to the natural order Guttjferce. Another variety is ob-

tained from Spondias nuxngCfera, a tree of the dry forests

of many parts of India and Burma, belonging to the nat-

ural order Anacardmeede. > Other varieties are thought to

be the product of Rhus Metopium, of the order Anaear-
diacex; of Mororwbea cocdnea, of the order Guttiferee; and
of Hedvngia baXsamifera, of the order Bur^racece. It is

probable that all yield resinous substances of similar qual-
ities. Also called hog-doctor's gum, doctor-gum.— Hog-
gum tree, a large tree, Moronolea cocainea, from 90 to 100
^et high, a native of Brazil and the West Indies.

hoght, n. An obsolete form of hovfi.

hogherd (hog'hSrd), n. [< hog^ + herd^.] A
keeper of swine ; a swineherd. Also hoggard.

hognood (hog'hud), n. [< feopi -t- -hood.'] The
nature or condition of a hog. [Rare.]

Many a Circe island with temporary enchantment, tem-
porary conversion into beaathood and hoghood.

Carlyle, French Rev., in. i. 7.

hog-in-armor (hog'in-ar'mor), n. The nine-
banded armadillo, Dasypus ot Tatusia novem-
cinctus. F. A. Ober.

hoglin (hog'lin), TO. [< ME. hoglin; < hog^ +
-lin, equiv.to dim. -ling^.] If. A boar.— 2. An
apple-turnover. [Prov. Eng.]

hoglingt, a. [Appar. < hog^ + -ling^.] Hog-
gish (f).

Sir Robert Mansel being now in the Mediterranean, . . .

Marquis Spinola should in a hogling Way change his Mas-
ter for the Time, and, taking Commission from the Empe-
ror, become his Servant for invading the Palatinate with
the Forces of the King ot Spain in the Netherlands.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 9.

hog-lonse (hog'lous), to. A terrestrial isopod
crustacean of the family OnisHdoe; a wood-
louse, sow-bug, or slater.

And if the worms called wood-lice, or hog-lice, be seen
In great quantities together, it is a token that it will rain

Bhoitly after. Hxubandman's Practice (1673).
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hog-mace (hog'mas), n. 1 . The of&cial mace of
the corporation of Sandwich in England.— 2.
The officer whose badge of office it is.

It is stated that the hogynace, or sergeant of the brazen
mace, bears a stout staff with a brazen head.

Art Jour., 1881, p. 105.

hogmanf, n. A kind of loaf. Ord. and Segu-
lations, p. 69. (HalUwell.)

hogmanay, to. See hogmenay.

hog-mane (hog'man), n. The mane of a horse
cut short or roached so as to stand up, like the
bristles on a hog's back.

hog-maned (hog'mand), a. Having a hog-
mane; roached.

hog-meat (hog'met), to. In Jamaica, the root

of the Boerhaavia decumhens. it is emetic, and a
decoction of it is said to be used as a remedy in dysentery.

Also called hog's-bread.

hogmenay, hogmanay (hog'me-na, -ma-na), «.

[Formerly also hogmena,hagmena, hogmyne, etc.

;

said to be a corruption of F. "aw gui menez, 'lead

on to the mistletoe,' a cry which in some parts

of France the boys that go about begging on
the last day of December are said to use " (Imp.
Diet.), but authority for this phrase is lacking

;

prob. a corruption through the Norm. F. forms
hoguinanno, hoquinano, hoguigagni, haguirenleu,

haguinelo, haguilennef, etc., perverted forms of

OP. aguilanneuf, aguillanneu, aguillanneuf, guiU
lanneuf, etc., P. dial, aiguilan, guilan^, guilan-

neu, prop, au-gui-l'an^neuf, "the voice of coun-
trey people begging small presents, or new
year's gifts, in Christmas ; an ancient tearm of

rejoycing, derived from the Druides, who were
wont, the first day of January, to go into the
woods, where having sacrificed and banquetted
together, they gathered Mistletow, esteeming
it excellent to make beasts fruitful, and most
sovereign against all poyson" (Cotgrave), i. e.

'to the mistletoe! the New Year!': au, < L. ad
ilium, to the

;
guy, now gui, mistletoe (= mod.

Pr. vise = Cat. ve^c = Sp. visco = It. visco, vis-

chio, < L. viscum, viscus, mistletoe : see viseum)

;

te, < L. ille, that ; an, < L. anniis, year ; neuf, < L.
novus=^.new. The Sp.ag'MinaMo, aNewTear's
gift, Christmas box, is from the P. word.] 1.

The last day of December and of the year ; also,

the month of December.—2. Entertainment or
refreshment given to a visitor on the last day of
the year, or during December ; a gift bestowed
on those who apply for it, according to ancient
custom, at that time of the year. [North. Eng.
and Scotch in both senses.]

Hogmunay.
TroUolay,
Glo's o' your white bread and nane o' your gray.

Old rime.

They [Scotch youth] ... go about the shops seeking
their hogmenay. Hone's Every-day Book, II. 18.

The cottar weanies, glad and gay,
Wr pocks out owre their shouther.

Sing at the doors for hogmanay.
Sev. J. Nvsol, Poems, I. 27.

hog-molly (hog'mol"i), ». l. The hog-mnUet
or hog-sucker, Hypentelium nigricans. [Local,
IT. S.]— 2. Same as hogfish, 1 (6).

hog-money (hog'mun*!), n. [So called from
the hog represented on the
coins.] The coins issued
at the beginning of the sev-
enteenth century for circu-

lation in the Somers Isles

(now the Bermudas) . They
are of copper, silvered, and
are of the value of Is., 6(J.,

3(i., and2«Z.
hog-monkey(hog'mung"ki), <,f"s'?m"^STsi4TS'u'.

TO. Same as^ofl--ape fs^ilfS^rigioliT""
hog-mullet (hog'mul"et), to.

The hog-sucker, Hypentelium nigricans.

hog-nosed (hog'nozd), a. Having a snout like
a nog's: specifically applied to American ser-
pents of the genus Beterodon.
hognose-snake (hog'noz-snak), to. A snake of
the genus Seterodon, which flattens the head
when about to strike. It is not venomous. Also
called ^afftead or flat-headed adder, ilowing-vi-
per, etc. See Meterodon.
hognut (hog'nut), n. 1. The pignut or brown
hickory, Car^ajjorama. Seehiacory. [U.S.]— 2. The earthnut or amut, Conopodium dennr-

datum (Bunium flexuosum). Also called haxok-

nut.— 3. A species of Omphalea belonging to
the natural order EupliorMacece. [Jamaica.]

hogot (ho'go), TO. [Also written hogoe, hogoo;
an E. spelling of P. haut goitt, high flavor: see
haut^, gmit^. Cf. hoboy for hautbois.] High
flavor; strong scent.

hogshead

Balshazzar's sumptuous feast was heightened by the

hogo of his delicious meats and drinks.

M. Orifflth, Fear of God and the King (1660), p. 76.

hog-peanut (hog'pe'Cnut), to. A twining plant,

Amphicarpcea monoica, of the natural order

Leguminosce, growing in rich wood-lands in the

United States, with purplish flowers at the sum-
mit which seldom produce fruit, and others at

the base which produce pear-shapedpods usual-

ly with a single seed, ripening in the ground or

on its surface under the fallen leaves.

hog-pen (hog'pen), m. A hog-sty; a pig-sty.

hog-plum (hog'plum), TO. A plant of the genus
Spondias, natural order Anacardiacem. Some of

the species yield pleasant fruits, as 5. purpurea and 5.

lutea of the West Indies. Their fruit is a common food

for hogs. A much-esteemed Brazilian dish is prepared
from the juice of S. tuberosa, mixed with mUk, curds, and
sugar. In North America the name is applied to several

different plants : Prumcs angusti/olia, the Chickasaw pium
of the eastern United States ; Hhus Metopium, the poibon-

wood or coral-sumao of tropical Florida; and Ximania
Americana, the wild lime of Florida, which is perhaps
introduced from the West Indies.

hog-rat (hog'rat), TO. A West Indian rodent of

the genus Capromys, as the Cuban C. pilorides.

Also huUa-conga, hutia-carabali.

hog-reeve (hog'rev), n. An officer charged with
the prevention or appraising ofdamagesby stray

swine. In England the hog-reeve was formerly aparish
officer. In New England he was elected as a town oflicer

;

and hog-reeves are still chosen in some places, generally
as a jest, the office being merely nominal. Also called

hog-constable.

hogrel (hog'rel), TO. See hoggerel.

hog-ring (hog 'ring), to. A metal ring, clasp,

or other device inserted in a pig's snout to pre-

vent it from rooting up the ground.
hog-ringer (hog'ring*6r), TO. 1. One who puts
rings in the snouts of swine.— 2. A form of

pincers for inserting rings in the snouts of

swine.
hog-rubber (hog'rub"6r),'». Alow,coarse fellow

fit only for such work as rubbing hogs. [Rare.]

The very rusticks and Ao^-r«b&ers, . . . if once they tast

of this Lone liquor, are inspired in an instant.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 536.

hog's-back (hogz'bak), n. Anything shaped like

the back of a hog ; in geol., same as hogback, 3.

hog's-bane (hogz'ban), n. Same as sowbane.

hog's-bean (hogz'ben), to. [Tr. of Gr. vooKiaiiof

:

see Hyoscyamus.] Same as hog-bean.

hog's-bread (hogz'bred), to. Same as hog-msat.

hog-score (hog'skor), to. [< hog^, q. y.,+ score,

a line.] In the game of curling, a distance-line

drawn across the rink or course one sixth of

the way from each of the two tees.

Now he lags on Death's hog-score.

Bums, Tarn Samson's Elegy.

hog's-fennel (hogz'fen^el), to. Same as hog-

hog's-garlic (hogz'gar'''lik), to. A kind of garlic.

Allium ursinum. See garlic.

hog's-haw (hogz'h&), to. A small tree, Cratcegus
brachyacanfha, a native of Louisiana and Texas.
hogshead (hogz'hed), to. [Early mod. E. also

hoggeshed; < ME. hoggeshed, haggis hed, hoggys
hed, hoggeshede (1434) ; in form < hog's, poss. of
feopi, -I- head. But the word is prob. an adapted
form of what would reg.'be oxhead (not found
in this sense), < MD. ockshoofd, oghshoofd (Kil-

ian), later okshoofd, oxhoofd (Sewel), now olcs-

hoofd = LG. okshoofd, oxhoofd (Bremen Diet.),

> G. oxlioft, oclishoft (the G. ochsenhaubt (1691)
being an aocom. form) ; cf . Dan. oxehoved =
OSw. oxhufwud, Sw. oxhufvud, a hogshead, lit.,

as the Dan. term also signifies, an 'oxhead,'
= E. oxhead, q. v. The D. and L6. forms may
be accom. from the Scand.; the reg. forms for
'oxhead' are D. ossenhoofd, LG. *ossenhSved or

-hofd. The reason why the name was applied
to a cask is not certainly known

;
perhaps be-

cause such casks had the figure of an ox's head
branded on them, or in allusion to a figure of
the head of Bacchus, with golden horns, sup-
posed to have adorned such casks. The Ir.

tocsaid, hogshead, is from the B.] 1. A large
cask for liquors, etc.

Swallowed with yest and froth, as you'd thrust a cork
into a hogshead. Shak., W. T., iii. 3.

Specifically— (o) A cask having the definite capacity of 63
old wine-gallons, 54 beer-gallons, etc. See def. 2.

Now as for wine-vessels, they are seldom smaller than
hogsheads which are ot 63 gallons.

R. Eecorde, Grounde of Artes.

(6) A cask having a capacity of from 100 to 140 gallons : as,

a hogshead of sugar, molasses, or tobacco.

2. A liquid measure containing 63 old wine-
gallons (equal to 5aj imperial gallons), this
valuehavingbeen fixed by an English statute of
1423. The hogshead of molasses was made 100 gallons



hogshead

by a Btatuta of 22 Geo. II. Formerly the London hogshead
of beer was 54 beer-gallons, the London hogshead of ale was
48 ale-gallons, and the ale- and beer-hogshead for the rest of
England was 51 gallons. Other hogsheads, for cider, oats,

lime, tobacco, etc., have had local acceptance. See hoga-
headweight. Abbreviated hhd,

3. I'Diveatlyihog'shead.'] Adi-aught, asof wine
or ale, taken from a cup which forms the head
or cover of a jug in the shape of a hog. See
Sussex pig, rmieTpig.
hogsheaaweightt, n. Five hundredweight.

112 poundesmake 1 hundredweight. 5 of those hundreds
make 1 hogsheadweight. T. HUl, Arithmetic (1600).

hog-shearing (hog'sher"ing), n. Much ado
about nothing. [Ludicrous.]

Why do I hold you thus long in these his noisome ex-
halations, and hideous cry of hog-shearing, where, as we
used to say In England, we have a great deal of noise and
no wool? .B. Martin, Letters (1862), p. 96.

hog-shouther (hog'shuSH"6r), n. [Appar. in
allusion to the crowding and pushing of hogs
while beingfed, < hog'>-+ shouther= ^.shoulder.']

A game in which those who take part jostle one
another with the shoulders. [Scotch.]

hog-shouther (hog'shiiTH"6r), v. i. [See hog-
shoutlier, n.'] To jostle with the shoulder.
[Scotch.]

The warly race may drudge an' drive,
Hog-shouther, jnndie, stretch, an' strive.

Bums, To William Simpson.

hogskin (hog'skin), n. Leather made of the
hides of hogs, having a grained and minutely-
punctured surface, used for saddles (generally
under the name pigskin) and as an ornamental
material for bookbinding and wall-hangiugs.
For the latter uses also called sowsTcim and TiogiP

leather. See also Avignon leather (imder 7ea-

tlier) and corami.

Thereweremany examples of superb binding, especially

of exquisite tooling on hog-slcm.
C. D. Warner, Little Journey, vi.

hog-snake (hog'snak), n. A serpent of the ge-

nus Seterodon; a hog-nosed snake.

hog's-pudding (hogz'pud"ing), n. The entrails

of a hog, stuffed with puddong composed of

flour, currants, and spice. HalUwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
hog-steert (hog'ster), n. [Appar.< fto^l -t- steer'^;

but orig. an aocom. of 'hogster,'] A boar of the
third year.

Hee scomes theese rascal tame games, but a sounder of

hogsteers.

Or thee brownye lion too stalck fro the mountain he wissh-

eth. Stanihurst, Mneii, Iv. 163.

hogstert (hog'st6r), n. [Early mod. E. Iwggester,

hoggaster; appar. < hog'^ + -s<er.] 1. A sheep
in its second year: same as hoggerel.— 2. A
hoar in its third year.

hog-sty (hog'sti), n. [< ME. hogstye; < hog^ +
«^2.] A pen or an inclosure for hogs.

The besotted Grecians being so farfrom endeavouring a

recovery that they jested at the losse, and said that they

liad but taken a Hogs-stie. Sandys, Travailes, p. 21.

hog-succory (hog'sTik'''o-ri), n. A species of

Eyoseris, small taraxacum-like plants of the

Mediterranean region.

hog-sucher (hog'suk"6r), n. A catostomoid fish

of the United States, Mypentelium nigricans, the

hog-molly or hog-mullet. It has various other

local names, as craiol-a-bottom, hammerhead,
stone-lugger, stone-roller, and toter.

hog-waflow (hog'woFo), n. A peculiar kind

of u-regular surface, when the clayey soil is

broken up by a series of hillocks and hollows

closely succeeding one another. [U. S.]

These hog-waUowa are formations of pitfalls and eleva-

tions, hollows and hillocks of every variety, which succeed

each other like cups and saucers turned topsy-turvy.

Putnam's Mag., Feb., 1854.

hog-wardt (hog'ward), n. A hog-keeper.

The haggard who drove the swine to the " denes" in

the woodland paid his lord fifteen pigs at the slaughter-

time, and was himself paid by the increase of the herd.

J. R. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 317.

hogwash (hog'wosh), n. The refuse of a kitchen

or brewery, etc., given to swine as food; swill.

hogweed (hog'wed), n. One of several plants,

as Heracleum Sphondylium,Polygonum aviculare,

and Ambrosia artemisiwfolia. The poisonous

hogweed is Aristolochia grandiflora of the West

Indies.

hogwort (hog'wSrt), n. An annual euphor-

biaceous plant, Croton capitatus (H&ptalon gra-

veolens), with densely, soft-woolly and some-

what glandular stems, and the fertile flowers

capitate and crowded at the base of the sterile

spike. It occurs from lUinois and Kentuoliy

southward.
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hohlspath (hoFspath), «. [G., < hohl, hollow,
-I- spath, spar.] An early name given by Wer-
ner to the variety of andalusite called chias-
tolite or made. See chiastoUte. Also called
hollow spar.

hoics, hoicks (hoiks), vnterj. In himting, a cry
to cheer the hounds.
Groom (within, holloing). Come along, Sh- Callagan

OBraUagan! Botes! hmcs! Hark forward, my honeys I

. . . HoKst hoksl What is the matter here?
Ma^klin, Love ^ la Mode, II. 1.

hoics, hoicks (hoiks), v. t. [< hoics, interj.']
To salute or encourage with the hunting-crv
"Hoics!" Davies.

Our adventurer's speech was drowned in the acclama-
tions of the fox-hunters, who now triumphed in their
turn, and hoicksed the speaker.

Smollett, Sir L. Greaves, ix.

hoiden, hoyden (hoi'dn), n. and a. [< MD.
heyden, now heiden, a heathen, gentUe, a gipsy,
vagabond, = E. heathen, q. v. The W. hoedon,
a coquette, a flirt, a hoiden, is from the E. The
D. ey, ei, sounds nearly as E. "long i," and this
was formerly commutable with oi, as iu hoiden
and hoise, hoist (also from the D.), joist, joint,
point, etc., dial, or obs. hist, jist (gist), jint,
pint, etc.] I. n. If. A rude, bold man.

Shall I argue of conversation with this hoyden, to go and
practise at his opportunities in the larder?

Milton, Ciolasterion.

2. A rude, bold girl; a romp.
Such another slatternly ignorant hoyden I never saw.

Life of Mrs. Delany, n. 323.

II. a. Rude; bold; inelegant; rustic.

They throw their persons with a hoiden air
Across the room and toss into the chair.

Towng, Satires, v.

hoiden, hoyden (hoi'dn), v. i. [< hoiden, m.]
To romp rudely.

They have been hoidening with the young apprentices.
Swift.

hoidenhood, hoydenhood (hoi'dn-hud), n. [<
hoiden + -hood.2 The condition of a hoiden.
Craig.

hoidenish, hoydenish (hoi'dn-ish), a. [< hoi-

den + -jsfel.] Having the manners of a hoiden

;

like or appropriate to a hoiden.

She is very handsome, and mighty gay and giddy, half

tonish and half hoydenish. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, 1. 306.

hoidenism, hoydenism (hoi'dn-izm), n. [< hoi-

den + -is»t.] The character or manners of a
hoiden; rompishness; rusticity. Imp. Bid.
hoighi, interj. See hoy'\

hoigh^t (hoi), n. [Appar. a var. of high used
allusively, with perhaps a ref. to hoigh\im,terj.']

High excitement; rampage: in the phrase on
or upon the hoigh, eager; excited; excitedly;

riotously.

Young wenches now are all o' the hoigh-

Middleton, Family of Love, iil. 2.

Hark, they all are on the hoigh,

They toil like Mill-horses.

Beywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

There comes running upon the hoigh together to meete

me all the hucksters, fishmongers, butchers, cookes.
Terenee in English (1614).

hoighty-toighty, interj. and a. An occasional

spelliug of hoity-toity.

hoiset (hois), V. t. [Early mod. E. hyse, hyce

(Palsgrave), < OD. hyssen, D. hijschen = Dan.

heise (> So. heeze), hisse = Sw. hissa, hoise, hoist

(> F. hisser, hoist a sail). Now, with excrescent

t, hoist (due prop, to pp. hoist= hoised), vulgar-

ly hist (hist). For the relation of hoise, hoist, to

hyse, hist^, at. hoiden, joist, etc.] To raise; lift;

elevate; hoist.

They . . . Aoiged up the mainsail to the wind, and made

toward shore. Acts xxvii. 40.

We descried land, which land we bare with all, hmsimg

out our boat to disoouer what land it might be.

Bakluyt's Voyages, 1. 236.

For 'tis the sport, to have the engineer

Eoist with his own petar. Shah. ,
Hamlet, lu. 4.

I hoise up Pamell partly to spite the envious Irish folks

here. Smyj, Journal to SteUa, Ivu.

hoist (hoist), ;;. *. [Also dial, hist; a later fonn

of hoise, due prob. to the pp. hoist, vulgarly

hist: see hoise.^] To raise; lift; elevate; es-

, pecially, to raise by means of block and tackle

or other machinery.

I have hmsted sail to all the winds

Which should transport me farthest from your sight.
"""" '^

SAfflft., Sonnets, cxvu.

Where other princes, hoisted to their thrones

Bv Fortune's passionate and disordered power.

Sit in theu- height. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Deposits formed originally on the floor of the sea have

been hoisted above water, and °owform>^^?L''°' »'?

dry land. Huaiey, Physiography, p. 215.

Holaspidese

Hoisted and swung (naut.), ready to be lowered into
the water at the word of command, as a boat. =Syn. Beam,
Lift, etc. See raise.

hoist (hoist), TO. [< 7io»s<, t).] 1. The act of hoist-
ing ; a lift.— 2. That by which something is

hoisted; a machine for raising ore, merchan-
dise, passengers, etc., in a mme," warehouse,
hotel, etc.; an elevator.— 3. The perpendicular
height of a flag or ensigi, as opposed to the jly,

or breadthfrom the stan to the outer edge ; also,
the extent to whichasail oryardmaybe hoisted:
as, give the sail more hoist.— 4. Naut., a num-
ber of flags fastened together for hoisting as a
signal.—Pneumatic hoist, a lifting apparatus consist-
ing of a platform which is raised by suspension-chains pass-
ing over drums, and thence to pistons operated by com-
pressed air in vertical tubular shafts ; an air-hoist.

hoistt (hoist). Past participle of hoise, regularly
hoised.

hoist-bridge (hoist'brij), «. See bridge.

hoister (hois't6r), n. One who or that which
hoists; an elevator or lift.

hoisting (hois'ting), TO. [Verbal n. of hoist, d.]

The act of raising or elevating.

It may be truly afiirm'd, he was the subversion and fall

of that Monarchy which was the hoisting of him.
Milton, Beformation in Eng., ii.

hoisting-crab (hois'ting-krab), re. A crab or

windlass adapted for hoisting.

hoisting-engine (hois'ting-en'''jui), to. A spe-
cial type of steam-engine, usually double, and
either directly connected with a hoisting-drum
around which a hoisting-rope is wound, or pro-

vided with a frictional clutch to control the
hoisting-drum or let it run free at wiU. Such en-

gines for light work are usually portable, with an upright
boiler, and one or two cylinders placed horizontally at the

* base of the boiler.

hoisting-jack (hois'ting-jak), n. A device for

applying hand-power to fift an object by means
of a screw or lever. E. S. Knight.

hoistway (hoist'wa), n. A passage through
which goods are hoisted in a warehouse ; the
shaft of a freight-elevator.

hoitt (hoit), V. i. [Origin uncertain ; cf. W. hoe-

tian, suspend, dandle.] To indiilge in riotous

and noisy mirth.

Hark, my husband, he's singing and Iioiting,— and I'm
fain to cark and care, and all little enough.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Burning Pestle, L 3.

hoity-toity (hoi'ti-toi'ti), interj. [Also written
hoighty-toighty, hity-tity,highty-tighty ; appar. a
varied redupl. of hoit, without def. meaning.]
An exclamation denoting surprise or disappro-

bation, with some degree of contempt : equiva-
lent to pshaw.

Boity-toity! what have I to do with dreams?
Congreve, Love for Love.

hoity-toity (hoi'ti-toi'ti), a. [Also highty-

tighiy,ete.; (.hoity-toity, interj."] Elated; giddy;
flighty; petulant; huffy: as, he is in hoity-toity

spirits. [CoUoq.]

h(^t, hoket, TO. and V. Obsolete variants of hoolc.

hokedayt, n. Same as hock-day.

hokert, n. [ME., < AS. hocor, scorn, mockery,
derision: see remarks under hoax."] Scorn;

derision ; invective ; abusive talk.

She was as digne as water in a dicb,

As ful of hoker and of bisemare.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 46.

hokerlyt, adv. [ME., < hoker + -lyK'] Scorn-

fully; disdainfully; abusively.

Thanne wol he be angry, and answere hokerly and an-

grily. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

hoky-caket, «• See hockey-cake.

hoky-poky (ho'ki-po'M), to. 1. Same as hocus-

pocus. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. Ice-cream sold by
the pennyworth by street venders.

Bokey Pokey is of a firmer make and probably stiffer

materialthan the penny ice of the Italians, which it rivals

in public favour, and it is built up of variously flavoured

layers. Tuer, London Cries, p. 21.

holt, a. An obsolete form of whole.

holarctic (hol-ark'tik), a. [< Gr. b^, whole, en-

tire,+ apKTMdc, arctic] Entirely arctic ; wholly

subject to arctic influences: as, the holarctic

region.

The great northern or holarctic fauna.

A. Newton, Address to Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Manchester

[(1887X p. 8.

holarthritic (hol-ar-thrit'ik), a. [< Gr. oXof,

entire, whole, + apdpiTi.c, gout : see arthritis.]

Having gout in all the joints. Dunglison.

Holaspidese (hol-as-pid'f-e), n. pi. [< Gr. bhig,

entire, whole, -1- aam; (amnS-), a shield, + -ecB.)

In ornith., in Sundevall's classification, the first

cohort of the series of scutelliplantar oscines,

consisting of an unnatural association of the

larks, Alaudidce, and the hoopoes, Upupida.



bolaspidean

holaspidean (hol-as-pid'e-an), a. Pertaining
to orTiaviiig the characters of the Solaspidew;
specifically, having the posterior portion of the
tarsus covered by large scntella in a single se-

ries, as in the larks, Alaudidos.

holbardt, holberdt, «• Obsoleteforms of halberd.

Holbcellia (hol-bel i-a) , n. [NL. , named afterT

.

L. Solboll, superintendent of the Eoyal Botanic
Gardens at Copenhagen.] A genus of climbing
shrubs, of the natural order BerberidecB (Ser-

beridacecE), tribe Lardizabalece, the type of End-
lioher's tribe Holbwlliew. its technical characters
are : monoecious Sowerswith 6 petaloid sepids and 6 minute
stamens ; the male flowers with 6 free stamens and rudi-

mentary ovary, the female with 6 sterile stamens and 3

oblong carpels ; berry oblong, indehiscent ; leaves digitate-

ly 3- to 9-foliolate ; flowers purple or greenish, in axillaiy

racemes. Only 2 species are known, natives of the Hima-
laya region.

Holboelliese (hol-be-li'f-e), n.pl. [NL., <Sol-
boellia + -ew.'] A tribe of plants established

by Endlicher in 1840 for the then recognized
suborder Lardizabalece, of the Menispermacece,
transferred by later authors to the Berberidem
{Berberidacece), and employed by Bentham and
Hooker as a tribe, which includes the genus
Solbwllia.

Holbrookia (hol-bruk'i-a), n. [NL. (C. Girard,

1851), named after J. E. Molbrook, an American
herpetologist.] A notable genus of lizards, of

which there are several American species, re-

lated to the horned toads. The leading species

is 3. maculata, found on the western plains,

especially among prairie-dogs.

holcad (hol'kad), n. [< Gr. o^lfcdf (Wxod-), a
ship which is towed, a ship of burden, < ITiKeiv,

draw : see Holcus.} In Ch: antiq., a ship of bur-,
den ; a merchantman.
holcodont (hol'ko-dont), a. [< Gr. S7uc6q, a fur-

row, track (see Molcus), + hSoiiq {o6(yDT-) = E.

tooth.'i In ornitJi., having teeth distinctly

and separately socketed in a long continuous
groove, as the Odontolcce.

Holcus (hol'kus), n. [NL., < L. Jiolcus, < Gr.

6^/c(if, a sort of grain, mouse-barley : ef . b7\,K6^,

adj., drawing to oneself,

trailing, bXudg, a furrow, <

e?.KEtv, draw, draw out.] A
genus of perennial plants,

of the natural order Gra-
minecB. It is characterized by
spikelets crowded in an open
panicle, 2-flowered, and jointed
with the pedicels, and boat-
sh^ed glumes inclosing and
much exceeding the remotish
flowers. The lower flower is per-

fect, its papery or thin coriaceous
lower palet being awnless and
pointless; the upper flower is

similar, staminate, and bears a
stout bent awn below the apex.

The stamens are 3 in number.
About 8 species are known, ori-

ginally natives of Europe and
Africa, but some are now widely
distributed, fl". Zanaiti^, the vel-

vet-grass or meadow soft-grass,

is extensively naturalized in the
United States. It is regarded as

of little value either for pasture
orforhay. fl".7ftoZ2is, the creeping
soft-grass, is regarded as a trou-
blesome weed. On moist, poor
lands both maybe useful for pas-
turage. The species are known
as s^t-grass or velvet-grass.

hold^ (hold), V.
;
pret. held,

pp. held (archaic holden,

chiefly used in law), ppr. holding. [E..dial.

houd, hod, Sc. hald, haud, had (see had^ and
hod^), < ME. holden, earlier halden (pret. held,

helde, hilde, hylde, pi. helden, etc., pp. holden,

holde), < AS. healdan (pret. hedld, pi. hedldon,

pp. healden) = OS. haldan= OFries. halda= D.
houden = MLG. halden, LG. feoWem= OHG. hal-

tan, MHG. G. halten = Icel. halda = Sw. hdlla

= Dan. holde, hold, keep, = Goth, haldan (pret.

haihald, pp. haldans), keep or tend cattle ; a re-

duplicating verb. The special Goth, sense sug-

gests a connection with Gr. /Sou-koAoc, a cow-herd
(see bucolic), the Tout, root being then *hal,

with present-formative -d; but this is doubt-

ful.] I, trans. 1. To keep fast or close, as in

the grasp of the hand ; control or prevent the

movement or action of, by grasping, binding,

arresting, or other means of constraint or de-

tention; retain; keep: as, to hold a horse by
the bridle; to hold a prisoner in chains; to hold

the attention of an audience ; to hold one's self

in readiness.

Youre knyf withe mete to your mouthe nat here.

And in youre hande nor holden yee yt no way.
Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 7.

Velvet-grass (Hoicus tana-
/us), a, spikelet.
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Whom God hath raised up, having loosed the pains of

death ; because it was not possible that he should be hold-

en of it. Acts ii. 24.

'Twixt his finger and his thumb he held
A pouacet-box. Shak. , 1 Hen. IV. , L 3.

2. To keep back; detain: as, goods feeW for the
payment of duties.

'Tis not pain
In forcing of a wound, nor after-gain
Of many days, can hold me from my will.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 1.

Whilst I at a banquet hold him sure,

I'll find some cunning practice out of hand
To scatter and disperse the giddy Goths.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 2.

I hoped to hold Pemberton in my front while Sherman
should get in his rear and into Vicksburg.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 431.

3. To keep back from action; restrain from
action or manifestation; withhold; restrain;

check.

The most High . . . lield still the flood till they were
passed over. 2 Esd. xiii. 44.

Hold, hold, he yields ; hold thy brave sword, he's con-

quer'd. Beau, and Ft., Enight of Malta, iL 5.

There was silence deep as death;
And the boldest held liis breath
For a time. Campbell, Battle of the Baltic.

4. To contain, or be capable of containing;

have capacity or accommodation for: as, a bas-

ket holding two bushels ; the church holds two
thousand people.

They have . . . hewed them out cisterns, broken cis-

terns, that can liold no water. Jer. ii. 13.

And they might enter at his open door,

E'en till his spacious hall would hold no more.
Cowper, Hope, 1. 809.

The lower city would naturally be spread over flie more
sheltered ground which holds all that is left of Durazzo
under the rule of the Turk.

E. A. Freenw/n, Venice, p. 378.

5. To pursue, prosecute, or carry on; enter-

tain ; employ ; sustain : as, to hold one's course

;

to hold a court or a meeting ; to hold an argu-
ment ; to hold intercourse.

Grete was the feeste that the kynge hilde on the euen of

the assumpcion. Merlin (E. B. T. S.), iii. 614.

There y was wonte to leepe bifore,

Fer aboute now my wei y hoolde.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

It draws near the season
Wherein the spirit held his wont to walk.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

About this time a Parliament was holden at Westmin-
ster, where Subsidies were willingly granted.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 386.

The Inhabitants holde trade with other Samoeds.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 433.

Seed time and harvest, heat and hoary frosty

Shall hold their course. Milton, P. L., xL 900.

As hags hold sabbaths, less for joy than spite.

So these their merry, miserable night.
Fope, Moral Essays, it 239.

The language held by both father and daughter to the
House of Commons. Brougham.

Specifically, in Tnusic : (a) To sing or play, as one of several
parts in a harmony : as, to hold the tenor in a glee. (6) To
maintain in one part^ as a tone, while the other parts pro-
gress; dwell upon.

6. To have and retain as one's own ; be vested
with title to ; own : as, to hold a mortgage.

"Holde, Joseph," sayd Ihesu, "that couerture of my
body." Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

But he bathe lost alle but Grece ; and that Xond he
holt alle only. MandevUle, Travels, p. 8.

I M. take thee H". to my wedded wife, to have and to
hold from this day forward.

Book of Common Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

The doctrine grew that the temporal lords alone were
peers, as alone having their blood "ennobled," which is

the herald's way of saying that they held their seats by
hereditary right.

E. A. Freeman, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 460.

7. To have or be in possession of; occupy: as,

to hold land adversely; to hold office.

The whigs had now held office, under Grey and Mel-
bourne, with a short interruption, for ten years.

5. Dawell, Taxes in England, II. 301.

8. To maintain; uphold; defend; as, to hold
one'sown ; to feoMone's right against all comers.

With what arms
We mean to hold what anciently we claim
Of deity or empire. Milton, P. L., v. 723.

His party . . . drave his kith and kin,
And all the Table Eound that held the lists,

Back to the barrier.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Halleck on the same day, the 6th of December, directed
me not to attempt to hold the country south of the Talla-
hatchie. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 430.

9. To entertain in the mind; regard, or regard
as; consider, deem, esteem, or judge to be: as,

to hold an opinion or a prejudice ; to hold one's
self free to act.

hold

This tre Tof Mamre] is holde in grete veneracion amonges

the Sarrasyns. Sir S. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 54.

The Lord will not hold him guiltless that t^eth h^
name in vain. ^"^ '"'• '•

Sixe miles from hence is a Well holden in like sacred

account, which cureth Leprosies.
Purchas, Pilgrmiage, p. 75.

Inquire how she thinks of himj how she holds him.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

I hold reason to be the best Arbitrator, and the Law of

Law it selfe. Milton, Eikonoklastes, v.

She took no offence at his reference to nursery gossip,

which she had learned to hold cheap.
O. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, xii.

10. To decide; lay down the law: as, the

court held that the plaintiff was entitled to re-

cover.—11. To bear; endure. [Bare.]

Now humble as the ripest mulberry
That win not hold the handling.

Shak., Cor., iii. 2.

Corses now-a-days, that will scarce hold the laying in.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

13. To support; maintain; keep up; bear;

carry.
Yet cease I not to clamour and to cry.

While my stiff spine can hold my weary head.
Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

Some man or other must present wall; . . . letbimAoZd
his fingers thus. Shak., M. N. D., iiL 1.

Katie walks
By the long wash of Australasian seas

Far off, and holds her head to other stars.

And breathes in converse seasons.
Tennyson, The Brook.

13. To keep or set apart as belonging to some
one ; keep.

A bed
For her own flowers and favorite herbs, a space.

By sacred charter, holden for her use.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vL

14. To bet; wager. [Archaic]
I'll hold thee any wager,

When we are both accoutred like young men,
I'll prove the prettier fellow of the two.

Shak., M.otY.,m.i.

I hold my life you have forgot your dancing.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, L 1.

I'll hold three tooth-picks to one pound of snuff, I catch

him. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxxviii.

Not fit to holda candle to. See candle.—To bebolden.
to be holdt, to be beholden or indebted.

And I so moche am hold to his grace,
That for to haue his Heme myself alone,
1 wold not be ontrew to his person.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 495.

To hold a candle to the devil. See devil.—To hold
bythe button. See !mtt<m.—To hold copy. See copy.—
To hold down a claim, to reside on a section or tract of

land long enough to establish a claim to ownership imder
the homestead law. [Western U. S.]

It is very common to find a lone and unprotected fe-

male holding down a claim, as the Western plirase runs.

Harper's Mag., LXX'VTI. 236.

To hold forth, to put forward to view; offer; exhibit;

propose.

Observe the connection of ideas in the propositions
which books holdforth and pretend to teach as truths.

Locke.

To hold hands togethert, to hold hand witht. See
hand.—To hold in, to hold with a tight rein; curb;
hence^ to restrain ; check ; repress.

Beyenotasthehorse, orasthemule, . • . whosemouth
must be held in with bit and bridle, lest they come near
unto thee. Ps. xxxii. 9.

Edjn. You look as you had something more to say.

Alb. If there be more, more woful, hold it in,

Shak., Lear, T. 3.

To hold lu balance. In hand, in play. See the nouns.
—To hold of, to possess or enjoy by grant of, or under a
title derived from : as, to hold lands of the king.—TO
hold off, to keep off or aloof ; keep at a distance.

Mar. You shall not go, my lord.
Ham. Hold^ yovi hsai.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

To hold on, to continue or proceed in : as, to hold on a
course.—To hold one's dayt, to keep one's appointment

This knight
Seyde had Iiolde his day, as he hadde hlght.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tal^ L 168.

If there you misse me, say
I am no Gentleman : He hold my day.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

To hold one's hand. See hand.—To hold one's nose,
to compressthe nose between the fingers in order to avoid
perceiving a bad smell.—To hold one's nose 'to Vb.6
grindstone. See grindstone.—To hold one's O'wn, to
keep one's present condition or advantage; stand one's
ground.

It had always been taken forgranted . . . that ... an
active militant parson . . . was to hold his own against
all comers. TroUope, Barcbester Towers, xxL

To hold one's peace, to keep silent ; cease or refrain from
speaking.

The gentlemen held their peace and smiled at each other,
as who should say, "Well! there is no accounting lor
tastes." Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xv.

To hold one's tongue, to keep one's tongue still ; be
silent.



hold
Veri. Nay, air, 'tis only my regard for my sister malceB

me speak.
Jerome. Then pray, sir, in tuture^ let your regard for

yonr father make you hold your tmgue.
Sheridan, The Duenna, L 3.

To hold out. (a) To extend; stretch forth; hence to
offer; propose.

Fortune holds out these to you as rewards. B. Jonson.
Health and virtue, gifts

That can alone make sweet the bitter draught
That life holds out to all. Cowper, Task, L 762.

(6) To continue to resist or endure. [Rare.]

He cannot long hold out these pangs.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. i.

To hold over, (a) To postpone; keep for future consider-
ation or action : as, to hold over a bill or an amendment.
You haven't got the money for a deal about you ? Then

111 tell you what I'll do with you ; I'll Iwld you over.
Dickens, Mutual Friend, i. 7.

0>) Said of a tone in music whose duration extends over
from one measure to the next.—To hold tack with
(naid,), to keep course and speed with.

They [the States] made young Count Maurice their Gov-
ernor, who, for twenty-flve Ye&rs together, held tack vrlth
the Spaniard, and during those Traverses of War was very
fortunate. HoweU, Letters, I. ii. 16.

To hold talet, to keep account.

Of other heuene than here thei holden no tale.
Piers Plowman (C), ii. 9.

To hold the belt. See We.—To hold the market, to
control the market by buying and holding a certain com-
modity, as stock.—To hold the plow, to guide or man-
age a plow in turning up the soil.—To hold to ball. See
»aiJ2.—To hold under one's glrdlet. See girdfeK—lo
hold up. (a) To keep in an erect position ; raise : as, to
hold up the head ; to hold up an object to be seen.

But neither bended knees, pure hands held up.
Sad sighs, deep groans, nor silver-shedding tears,
Gould penetrate her uncompassiouate sire.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1.

Haying, whose end ... is, to hold, as 'twere, the mir-
ror up to nature. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

(S) To sustain ; keep from falling or sinking ; hence, to
support; uphold.

When I said, My foot slippeth ; thy mercy, Lord, held
me up. Ps. xoiv. 18.

Know him [the Idng of England] in us, that here hold
up his right. Shak., K. John, ii. 2.

(c) To forcibly stop and rob on the highway : as, to hold
up a stage or a mail-carrier. [Western V. S.]—To hold
water, (a) Naut., to stop the progress of a boat by hold-
ing the blades of the oars flat against the current. (6) To
be sound or consistent throughout ; not to be leaky or un-
tenable ; as, the argument does not hold water.—To leave
or give one the bag to hold. See topi. =Syn. 6 and 7.
Omh, Occupy, etc. See possess.

II, intraiis. 1. To keep or maintain a grasp
or connection, literally or figuratively ; adhere

;

cling; be or remain unbroken or imdetached;
not to give way : as, hold on by a rope ; the an-
chor holds well ; he holds to his agreement.

, Eind pi
as wele, or better, than it dide be-fore.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 101.

If one [point] break, the other will hold.
Shak., T. N., 1. 6.

" There was no anchor, none.
To hold by." Francis, laughing, clapt his hand
On Everard's shoulder, with "I hold by him."

Tennyson, The Epic.

It was . . . impossible that he [Emerson] could con-
tinue his ministrations over a congregation which held
to the ordinance he wished to give up.

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, iii.

2. To maintain a position or a condition ; stand
fast; remain; continue; last: as, hold still;

the garrison held out; my promise holds good.

Our force by land
Hath nobly held. Shak., A. and C, iii. 11.

Tlie wet season begins here [in Tonquin] the latter end
of April or the beginning of May, and holds till the latter
end of August. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 84.

See here, my child, how fresh the colours look,
How fast they hold, like colours of a shell.

Tennyson, Geraint.

She is making for the Bigolets, . . . and will tie up at
the little port of St. Jean . . . before sundown, if the
wind holds anywise as it is.

6. W. Cable, The Grandissimes, p. 358.

8. To hold one's way; keep going on; go for-

ward; proceed.
Then on we held for Carlisle toun.

Kinrmmt Willie (Child's Ballads, VL 63).

Beneath the moon's unclouded light,

I had awa' to Annie, O. Bwns, Kigs o' Barley.

We crossed the fields, and held along the forest.

The Press (Philadelphia), April 16, 1886.

4. To be restrained; refrain; cease or pause
ia doing something : commonly used in the im-
perative.

Bold I the general speaks to you.
ShaJc., Othello, u. 3.

Lay on, Macduff

;

And damn'd be him that first cries, "Bold, enough."
Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

One of his fellows (that loved him well) could not hold,

rat with a muskett shot Hocking. - „
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 317.
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5. To have a possession, right, or privileee-

as'in^S^i'.^- ^°^?^^^ ^i of, from, IfTd^t':

Tr.\lj.^fl^
directly 0/ or from the crown; ten-ants holding under long leases

tr^^u?^»e&r^.t'C^r.:^^-^eri^^^^
Allodium is a Law-word contrarv to Feiirtnm ar„i if

signifies Land that holds of no bo^ -^eudum, and it

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 64.
His imagination holds immediately/rom Nature.
_ Hazlitt.
In every county or Dukedom or Kinedom there wp™

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 131.

6. Inshooting, to take aim.-Holdhard! stopi haltl

hai'n^flw'iti" '"!? ^^^ <r,»ia««tor; "I'm Mowed if weha n t forgot the gentleman. " Dickens, Sketches, Tales, xi;

??i?$i'3LS:''?*'*' '*'.*1™ "> '™°' "' moving game.—Tohold forth, to speak m public; harangue
; preach ; pro-

If this virtuoso excels in one thing more than another.
It is in canes. He has spent his most select hours hi the
knowledge of them

; and is arrived at that perfection, thatne is able ixi hold forth upon canes longer than upon any
one subject in the world. SUele, Tatler, No. 14^
He (Wordsworth] held forth on poetry, paintmg, poli-

tics, and metaphysics, and with a great deal of eloquence.
(iremlte. Personal Traits of British Authors, p. 21.

To hold in, to restrain or contain one's self.

I am full of the fury of the Lord ; I am weary with hold-
ing m. jer. yi. n.
To hold off, to keep aloof or at a distance ; be oflsh.

I tell you true, I cannot hold o/ longer.
Nor give no more hard language.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, v. 3.

Some thought that Philip did but trifle with her;
Some that she but lield off to draw him on.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.
To hold on. (a) To keep fast hold ; cling.

"There are no Sailors," said St Anthony, "like the Eng-
lish Sailors, for Courage and for Holding on."

Barper's Mag., LXXVIII. 18.

(b) To continue ; keep going.

The trade held on many years. Suiyft.

(b) To stop; halt; chiefly in the imperative. [Colloq.) (d)
To aim directly at moving game.—To hold out, to en-
dure ; last; be constant; continue in action, resistance, etc.

If you could hold out til] she saw you, she says.
It would be better for you.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

They [the Brazilians] rulethemselues by the Sunne, and
goe two or three hundred leagues thorow the woods : no
horse will holde out with them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 848.

hold-beam
And at the last theykest ii grett ankers to gedyer. And

as God wold they toke hold/ » ' .

Torkington, Diarie^of Eng. Travell, p. 62.

Take fast ?u>ld of instruction. Prov. iv. 13.

When the Eoman left us, and their law
Kelax'd its ?wld upon us. Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. Something which may be grasped for sup-
port; that which supports; support.

Scarce had he done, when Ezechias . . .

Hies to the Temple, tears his purple weed.
And fals to Prayer, as sure hold at need.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

He that stands upon a slippery place
Makes nice of no vile Iwld to stay him up.

Shak., K. John, iii. 4.

The loose earth freshly turned up afforded no hold to
the feet. Preecott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

3. Confinement; imprisonment; keeping.
Kynge Mordrams wente vnto the pryson where that

vnhappye kynge hadde loseph and his company in holde.
Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. B.), p. 32.

They laid hands on them, and put them In htUd unto
the next day. Acts iv. 8.

4. A fortified place; a place of security; a
castle ; a stronghold.

They are also Lords of Bitlis, and some other Cities and
holds in those parts. Purchas, Pilgrimage p. 343.

The next morning to Leedes Castle, once a famous hold,
now hired by me of my Lord Culpeper for a prison.

Evelyn, Diary, May 8, 1666.

5. A dwelling; habitation. [North. Eng. and
Scotch; aXsohauld.haud, etc.]— 6. Inlaw, land
in possession; holding; the estate held; tenure:
as, tt&ehold, estate held in fee or for life, this be-
ing anciently the estate or tenure of a freeman

;

leasefeoZd, a holding by lease.— 7. In musical
notation, the sign n\ or «/, placed over or under
a note or rest, indicating a pause, the duration
of which depends upon the performer's discre-
tion; a pause or fermata. It is also placed over
a bar to indicate either the end of a repeat or
a pause between two distinct sections Apron-
strtOf hold. See apron-string..~'Io catch hold of, to
clap hold of, to take hold of. See the verbs.

hold^K a. [< ME. hold, holde, huld, < AS. hold
= OS. hold, OFries. hold, houd = OH(J. hold,
MHG. holt, Gr. hold = Icel. hullr = Sw. Dan.
huld = (lOth. hulths, gracious, friendly.] Gra-
cious; friendly; faithful; true.

Euer as the witty werwolf wold hem lede,
Faire thei him folwed as here frend h(Ade.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 2833.
A worse loss is apprehended, Stu-ling Castle, which could 1,^1 J I? ^v,;;i.q\ „ re j i

hold out but ten days; and that term expu^es to-morrow. HOla^ (told), n. [bo named, m popular appre-
Walpole, Letters, II. 3. hension, because it 'holds' or contains the car-

go (as if a particular use of hold\ n. ) ; but prop.
hole, being a particular use of hole^ in same
sense (see hole\ n., 4), after the D. use: D. hoi,

a hole, cave, den, cavity, "het holY&ji een seMp,
the ship's hold or hull" (Sewel). Not found in
ME.; the entry in Prompt. Parv., p. 243, "hoole
[var. holle'] of a sehyppe, carina," refers rather
to the hull of a ship ; cf . "hoole [var. holl, hole],

or Imslce, siliqua; hoole of pesyn or benys," etc.:
see hull^.] Naut., the interior of a ship or ves-
sel below the deck, or below the lower deck, in
which the stores and freight are stowed.

You have not seen a hulk better stnfied in the hold.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

See captain.—Depth of the

To hold over, to remain in office or in possession beyond
the regular term : as, be held over until his successor was
appointed.—To hold together, to be kept from falling
to pieces ; remain united.

0, it is a great matter, when brethren love and hold to-

gether. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Paul. How fares our gracious lady?
EmU, As well as one so great and so forlorn

May hold together. Shak., W. T., il 2.

Yet, sooner or later, a time must come when the origi-

nal Household can no longer hold together. Its bulk be-
comes unmanageable.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 139.

To hold up. (a) To keep up one's courage or firmness

:

as, to hold up under misfortune.

The wife, who watch'd his face.

Paled at a sudden twitch of his iron mouth,
And " pray God that he hold up," she thought,
" Or surely 1 shall shame myself and him.

"

Tennyson, Ayhner's Field.

(b) To stop ; cease ; especially, to stop raining.

We are pleased with all weathers, let it rain or hold up,

be calm or windy.
Marston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, ii 1.

Though nice and dark the point appear.

Quoth Balph, it may hold up and clear.

5. Butler, Hudibras, I. iL 404.

(c) To continue the same speed ; keep up the pace: a word
of command to hunting-dogs. (iJ) In sporting, to maintain

one's record, score, performance, or winnings.—To hold
with, to side with ; take part with.

With ypocritis sche may not holde,

Ne consente with wrong getyng.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 116.

I hold wen with Plato, and do nothing marvel that he

would make no laws for them that refused those laws,

whereby all men should have and enjoy equal portions of

wealth and commodities.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

holdl (hold), n. [< ME. hold, hold, hold, sup-

port, protection, power, possession, custody, a

stronghold, castle, dwelling, < AS. heald, ge-

heald, hold, protection, custody, guard ; from

the verb : see hold\ v.] 1 . The act of holding

;

a grasp, grip, or clutch; a seizure or taking

possession; hence, controlling force: as, to take

hold; to lay hold of; to keep hold of a thing;

imagination has a strong hold upon him.

Captains of the hold,
hold. See depth.

holdback (hold'bak), n. [< hold\ v., + hack\
adv.] 1. Check; hindrance; restraint.

The only holdback is the affection and passionate love
that we bear to our wealth. Hammond, Works, IV. 666,

2. The iron or strap on the shaft or pole of a
vehicle to which the breeching or backing-gear
is attached.

hold-beam (hold'bem), n. Naut, one of the
lowest range of beams in a merchant vessel.
In a man-of-war they support the orlop-deck.

Cross-section of Wooden Ship.

H, hold-beam ; M, main.beam ; ^, Iceel ; ^, keelson.



holde

holdet, arlr. [ME., < AS. holde, graciously, <

hold, gracious : see 7ioW2.] Faithfully.

HeldG thou it iieuSr so holde, & I here passed,
Founded for fere to fle, . . . I were a knyght toward.
Sir Gawayne and the Oreen Knight (K E. T. S.), 1. 2129.

holdet, "• [ME., with reversion to the vowel
of hold", a., for Vujlde, < AS. hyldo, hyldu (=
OS. huldi = OFries. helde = OHG. Imldi, MHG.
liulde), graciousness, < hold, gracious: see hold^,

a.] Faithfulness.
Ac alle deden him feute,
And Bworen hym holde and lewte.

King Alisaimder (Weber's Metr. Som.), I 2911.

liolden, holde, pp. 1. Earlier past partici-

ples oihold.— 2. Beholden; under obligation;

Dound. [Now archaic or obsolete in both
uses.]

O cruel goddes, that goveme
This world with byndyng of youre word eteme, . . .

What is mankynde more unto yow holde
Than is the scheep that rouketh in the folde?

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 449.

holdenlyt, adv. [ME. holdynlyche ; < holden +
-Zj/2.] So as to be held; firmly. Halliwell.

holder (hol'dSr), n. [< ME. holdere, haldere (=
OPriea. haldere = D. houder = MLG. holder =
OHG. haltari, MHG. haltcere, G. halter, halter =
Dan. holder (in beholder, husholder) = Sw. h&l-

lare (in iehallare, hushdllare)); < hold^, v., +
-erl.] 1. One who or that which holds, in any
sense of that word. Specifically

—

(a) In common law,

any one in actual or constructive possession of a bill or
note, whether as payee, indorsee, or bearer, and entitled, or
claiming to be entitled, to recover or receive payment of it.

(b) Something by or in which a thing is held or contained

:

as, a holder for a flat-iron.

2. Naut., one who is employed in the hold.

—

3. pi. The fangs of a dog. [Prov. Eng.]—4.

pi. Sheaves placed as ridges on corn-stacks to

hold the corn down before the thatching takes
place. [Prov. Eng.]— Clue-holder, an implement
formerly employed to support a clue or ball of thread used
by a knitter. It was a hook, usually of metal, and arranged
to be secured to the girdle or other part of the dress.

holder-forth (hoi 'der-forth'), n.; pi. holdera-

forth. One who holds forth; a haranguer; a
preacher.
The squire, observing the preciseness of their dress, be-

gan now to imagine, after aU, that this was a nest of sec-

taries. ... He was confirmed in this opinion upon seeing
a conjurer, whom he guessed to be the holderforth.

Addison, Toxhunter at a Masquerade.

holdfast (hold'fast), n. and a. [< hoW-, v., +
fast\ adv. Cf. avast.'] I, n. 1. That which
is used to secure and hold something in place

;

a catch; a hook; a clamp.

The high constable is the thumb, as one would zay.

The holdfast o' the rest. JB. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 2.

2. Support; hold.

Stones, trees, and beasts, in love stiU firmer proove
Then man ; He none ; no hold-fastes in your loves.

Marston, What you Will, v. 1.

His holdfast was gone, his footing lost.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Ceesar, p. 18.

Il.t a. Holding fast; firm; steady. Dames.
O Ooodnesse, let me (Badnesse) thee embrace
With hold-fast armes of euer-lasting loue.

Davies, Muse's Sacrifice, p. 12.

holdfastness (hold'fast-nes), n. [< holdfast +
-ness.] Tenacity. [Bare.]

English solidity and holdfastTiess. OurNew West, p. 466.

hold-gang (hold'gang), n. Naut., a gang of

men working in the hold of a vessel.

holding (hol'ding), n. [< MB. holdinge, hald-

inge; verbal n. of hold^, v.] 1. The act of keep-
ing or retaining.— 2. A tenure.— 3. That which
is held. Specifically— (o) Lands held by one person; es-

pecially, lands held under a superior.

The Winslow [manor] virgates were intermixed, and each
was a holding of a messuage in the village, and between 30
and 40 modern acres of land, not contiguous, but scattered
in half-acre pieces all over the common fields.

Seebohm, Eng. ViL Community, p. 27.

(6) pi. Property in general, especially stocks and bonds.

Documents representing AoZdin^« in foreign government
debts, where there is nothing but a Uen on ceiiain supposed
property, held by persons unlmown, in a region never vis-

ited. H. Spencer, Erin, of Psychol., § 516.

4t. The burden or chorus of a song.

The boy shall sing

;

The holding every man shall bear as loud
As his strong sides can volley.

Shak., A. and C, il 7.

5. That which holds, binds, or influences; hold;
influence; power. [Rare.]

Everything would be drawn from its holdings in the
country to the personal favour and inclination of the
prince. Burke, On Present Discontents.

Agricultural Holdings Acts. See agricultural.

holding-ground (hoi' ding -ground), n. Naut.,
anchoring-ground ; especially, good anohoring-
groxind, where the anchors will not drag.
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Extreme depths of water, one hundred fathoms being

often found right up to the shore, with generally very
foul holding-ground where the depths ai-e more moderate.

Science, X. 47.

hole^ (hoi), a. and n. [I. a. < ME. hoi (rare),

< AS. hoi = OFries. hoi = OD. D. hoi = MLG.
hoi, LG. holl = OHG. MHG. hoi, G. holU = leel.

7jo?)' = Dan. hiil (Sw. hdl-ig), adj., hollow (an
adj. replaced in E. by hollow, which in AS. is

exclusively a noun, AS. holh, holg, a hole, a
hollow, appar. a derivative (with unusual form-
ative -h) of the adj. hoi), from the verb rep-

resented by AS. liekm (pp. holen), ME. lieleii, E.

heal^, hide, cover, = L. celare, hide, conceal:

see lieaP, helU, hell\hollow^, hoik, etc., and con-

ceal, cell, etc. The Gr. imlo^, hollow (see cailo-),

goes with L. cavus (see cave'^, cage) ; it is not

connected with hoW- or hollow'^. II. n. Early
mod. E. also hoole, houle, howle; < ME. hole, hoot,

hoi, < AS. hoi, a hole, hollow, cavity, cave, den,

= OFries. hoi = OD. D. hoi = MLG. hoi, LG.
Jioll = OHG. MHG. hoi = Icel. hoi = Sw. hdl =
Dan. hul, a hole ; orig. neut. of adj. ; AS. also

hola, m., = OHG. holi, MHG. hiile, G. holile =
Icel. liola, f., = Dan. hule = Sw. hala, a hole, a
cave, cf. Goth, hulundi, a hollow, a cave ; from
the adj. Seel.] I. a. 1. Hollow; deep; con-

cave. [Now only prov. Eng.]

So it feUe that a knyghte of Macedoyne that hygte Ze-

philas fand water sta-ndynge in an holle stane, that was
gadird thare of the dewe of the hevene.

MS. Lincoln, A. 1 17, f. 27. (Halliwell.)

2. Hollow ; hungry. [Prov. Eng.]

II. n. 1. A hoUow place or cavity in a solid

body; a perforation, orifice, aperture, pit, rent,

or crevice.

Jehoiada the priest took a chest, and bored a hole in

the lid of it. 2KL xiL 9.

Then up she raise, pat on her claes.

And lookit out through the lock hole,

Lochmaben Harper (Child's Ballads, VI. 6).

All the oldest Asiatic tombs seem to have been mere
holes in tlie rock, wholly without architectural decora-

tions. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 351.

2. The excavated habitation of certain wild
animals, as the fox, the badger, etc. ; a burrow.

The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have nests.

Mat. viii. 20.

Hence— 3. A narrow, dark, or obscure lodging
or place ; especially, an obscure lodging for one
in hiding, or a secret room for a prohibited or
disreputable business, as for counterfeiting,un-
licensed printing, lictuor-selling, etc. : as, a rum-
hole.

At a Catholique house, he [Charles II.] was fain to lie

in the priests hole a good while in the house for his pri-

vacy. Pepys, Diary, May 23, 1660.

The strangest hole I ever was in has been to-day at a
place called Portici, where his Sicilian Majesty has a
country-seat. Gray, Letters, I. 82.

Many Printers for Lucre of Gain have gone into Holes,
and then their chief care is to get a Role Private, and
Workmen Trusty and Cunning to conceal the HoU and
themselves. Moxon, Mech. Exercises, p. 380.

4t. The hoUow interior of a ship : now called,

by corruption, the liold. See hold^.

When you let anything downe into the howle, lowering
it by degrees, they say, Amaine ; and being down. Strike.

Smith, Seaman's Gram., vii. 33. (N. E. D.)

We . . . vsed them Idndly, yet got them away with all

the speede we could, that they should not be perceiued
by them in the houle.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 111.

5. An indentation in the coast; a cove, or small
harbor, as Holmes's Hole in Martha's Vineyard,
and Wood's Hole on the coast opposite ; a nar-
row passage or waterway between two islands,

as Robinson's Hole, in the same region, in 1875
the name Wood's Hole was changed to Wood's Holl, in

conformity with the (unfounded) supposition that hole in
such local names is a corruption of a Norse word holl,

meaning ' hill ' (see etymology of Mill), introduced by the
Norsemen in the tenth century, and preserved from that
remote period by the American Indians.

This [flag] was to be raised at a good anchoring place
called Five-Fathom Hole.

Ellis, Voyage to Hudson's Bay (1748), p. 149.

6. A level grassy area surrounded by moun-
tains : a word formerlymuch in use and still cur-

rent in the northern parts of the Eooky Moun-
tains. Such places are also sometimes called parks, and
occasionally, in certain regions, basin.s. The use of the
term hole implies a more complete isolation and environ-

ment of mountains than does that of basin. Park is a more
familiar' name for localities of this kind in the southern

Kocl^ Mountains.

7. Apuzzlingsituation; asorape; afix. [CoUoq.]

I should take great pleasure in serving you, and get-

ting you out of this hole, but my Lord, you know, is a
great man, and can, in a manner, do what he pleases with
poor people. C. Johnston, Chrysal, I. 132.

A hole In one's coat, figuratively, a flaw in one's reputa-

tion ; a weak spot in one's character.

holethnos

I do perceive he is not the man that he would gladly

make show to the orld he is ; if I find a hole in his coat, I

wiU teU him my mind. Shak., Hen. V., ui. 6.

If there's a hole in a' your coats,

I rede you tent it

:

A chiel's amang ye takin' notes,

An', faith, he 11 prent it.

Bums, Captain Grose's Peregrinations.

Blind boles, hobstay holes, etc. See the qualifying

words.—Dead holes, shallow holes in cast-iron.—Fox in

the holet. See foxi.— Hole in the sky. Same as coal-

saek, 2.—The holet, the name of one of the worst apart-

ments in the Counter prison in Wood street, London.

I shall never find the way out again : my debts, my
debts ! I'm like to die i' th' Hole now.

Middleton, The Widow, il. 2.

He is deni'de the freedome of the prison,

And in the hole is laide with men condemn'd.
Haywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

Toad In a hole. See toad.—To crawl into one's hole,
to retire defeated : used especially of an aggressor who is

worsted. [Colloq.]—To put (or get) one in a hole, to get
one into a position from which he cannot easily or honor-
ably extricate himself. [Slang.]=Syn. 1. Opening, cave,
cavity, excavation, hollow,—3. Den, kennel, hoveL

hole^ (hoi), V. ; pret. and pp. holed, ppr. holing.

[< ME. holen, holien, < AS. holian, hoUow out,

make hollow, dig a hole (= D. uit-holen = G.
hohlen = Icel. hola, make hollow, = Dan. ud-
hule = Goth, us-hulon, hollow out, excavate), <
hoi, a. , hollow, hoi, n., a hole: see hole^, a. and n.,

andef. hollow^, v.] I. trans. 1. Tocut, dig, or
make a hole or holes in: as, to hole a post for
the insertion of rails or bars; to hole a flute.

With tlirowing of the holed stone, with hurling of their
darts. Chapman, Iliad, ii

Doors still holed with the musketry.
Carlyle, in Froude, II. 191.

2. To drive into a hole.— 3. In mining: (a) To
connect two workings with each other. (J) In
coal-mining, to undercut the coal, or pick away
the lower part of the seam, so that that which is

above can be thrown down by means of wedges
or by the use of powder.

II. intrans. 1. To go into a hole, as an ani-

mal into its den or burrow.
I ha' you in a purse-net.

Good master Picklocke, wi' your worming braine, . . .

Which I shall see you hole with very shortly.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, v. 2.

2. Specifically, to retire into a den or burrow
for the winter: said of a hibernating animal.

—

To hole out, in golf, to drive the ball into one of the holes
of the course ; as, to ?iole out in four strokes.

hole^t, a. The former and more correct spell-

ing 01 whole.

hole-and-corner (hol'and-k6r'ner), a. Clan-

destine; underhand.
Such is thewretched trickery of 7wle-and-eomer buffery

!

These are not its only artifices. Dickens, Pickwick, IL

hole-dove (hol'duv), n. [Tr. G. liohltauhe.']

Same as stock-dove. [Eare.]

holefuli, a. Same as healful.

holer^ (h6'16r), n. [< hoW- -1- -erl.] in miming,

one who undercuts the coal-seam, generally for

two or three feet inward (but sometimes for as

much as four or even five), with a light pick, and
then by driving inwedges breaks awaythe parts

that have been holed.

holer^t, holourt, n. [ME., also holier, huler,

hullar, etc., < OF. holier, houUer, holour, holeur

(ML. hullarius), a ribald, debauchee, < hole,

houle, a place of debauch, abrothel.] Aribald;
a rake ; a scoundrel.

Holeracese (hol-er-a'sf-e), n.pl. [NL., fern. pi.

of L. holeraceus, prop.'o?eraceMS, herb-like, < no-

lus, prop, olus (^oler-), herbs, vegetables.] The
fifty-third order in the natural system of plants

proposed by Linnseus, containing Spinacia, Mer-
niaria, Callitriche, etc., genera that are now re-

ferred to widely separated natural orders.

hole-stitch (hol'stich), n. A stitch used in

making pillow-lace to form small round open-
ings in the thick parts of the pattern.

holetf, n. [ME., < holei- + -et.} A little hole.

OChei entriden ... in to a litel holet that was the west
part of the tabernacle. Wyclif, Select Works, II. 281.

And he hadd grete merveylle, and asked thame if thay
hadd any other howsez, and thay ansuerde and said, nay,
bot in thir holettez duelle we alwaye, and in thir caves.

MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 30. (Halliwell.)

holethnic (ho-leth'nik), a. [< holethnos + -ic]

Pertaining or relating to a holethnos, or parent
race.

The holethnic history of the Aryans. The Academy.

holethnos (ho-leth'nos), n. [< Gr. 8/o?, entire,

whole, + edvoc, nation.] A primitive or parent
stock or race of people not yet divided into
separate tribes or branches.

It seems hard to avoid the conclusion that the various
Aryan nations of historical times are, linguistically speak-
ing, descended fiom a single primitive tribe, conveniently



holethnos

tenned the Aryan holethnos, in contradistinction to its

later representatives as marked off by such lines of dis-
tinction as are found between Hindoos and Greeks, and
between the latter and Teutons or Celts. The Academy.

Holetra (ho-le'tra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. oTiog,

entire, whole, + ^pov, abdomen.] A term ap-
plied by Herman (1807) to a division of traehe-
ate araehnidans, including both the harvestmen
and the mites, forming the present orders Pha-
langida and Acarida.

holewort (hol'wfert), n. Same as hollowwort.

holibut, holibutter. See halibut, haliiutter.

holidamet, n. A form of halidom, simulating
holy dame. See Jmlidom.

holiday (hol'i-da), n. and a. [Formerly also
hoUiday, holyday ; < ME. holiday, holiday (=
Dan. helUgdag = Sw. helgdag), usually written
separately, holi day, holy day, hali day, ete. (the
vowel of holy being shortened as in holibut), <

AS. hdlig dceg, ' holy day ': see Aoij/ and day\ Cf

.

hoUnight.'] I. n. 1. A consecrated day; a re-

ligious anniversary ; a day set apart for com-
memorating some important event or in honor
of some person.

Every hoUiday through the yeere,
Changed shall thy garment be.

Babim Hood and the Curtail Fryer (Child's Ballads,
[V. 278).

The holiest of all holidays are those
Kept by ourselves in silence and apart,
The secret anniversaries of the hefct.

Longfellow, Holidays.

2. An occasion of joy and gaiety.

In Heav'n, one Holy-day, you read
In wise Anacreon, Ganymede
Drew heedless Cupid in.

Prior, Cupid and Ganymede.

My approach has made a little holiday,
And every face was dress'd in smiles to meet me.

Rowe, Jane Shore, v. 1.

3. A day of exemption from labor, or of recre-
ation and amusement ; a day or a number of
days during which ordinary occupations are
suspended, either by an individual or by a com-
munity.

Kecessitee nath never haliday

:

Take hede on that.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. B. T. S.), p. 7.

If all the year were playing holidays.
To sport would be as tedious as to work.

Shah., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2.

4. Naut,, a spot carelessly left uncoated in tar-

ring or painting a ship or its appurtenances.

—

BUndman's holiday. See bUndman.— Legal holiday,
a secular day which the law allows, for some purposes at

least, to be treated like Sunday in reference to the suspen-
sion of business. The phrase is commonly applied to those
days which by statute are treated like Sunday, in reference
to the presentment, for payment or acceptance, and the
protest and notice of dishonor, of negotiable paper, and
tor the purpose of closing public offices—with this quali-

fication, however, that paper falling due on such a legal

hoUday is usually to be presented on the next secular day,

instead of on the previous day, as is the case in the absence
of statute with paper bearing days of grace maturing on
Sunday. See bank-holiday.

II. a. Pertaining to a festival; befitting a
holiday; cheerful; joyous; hence, suited only
to a holiday; dainty; not fitted for serious ac-

tion or life.

It is a holyday work to visit the prisoners, for they be
kept from sermons.

Latimer, 5th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

Now I am in a holiday humour.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

With many holiday and lady terms
He question'd me. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 8.

Courage is but a holiday kind of virtue, to be seldom ex-

ercised. Dryden.

lack-a-day, they have never seen any service

—

Holiday
soldiers I 5. Foote, Mayor of Garratt, i. 1.

To speak bolidayt, to speak choicely or daintily.

What say you to young master Fenton? he capers, he
dances, he has eyes of youth, he writes verses, he speaks

holiday, he smells April and May.
. Shak., M. W. of W., m. 2.

holiday (hol'i-da), v. i. [< hoUday, w.] To
make holiday; go pleasuring; waste time in

play. [Rare.]

We cannot rid ourselves of a lurking suspicion that the

holidamng fisherman is a little of a pharisee— not an

obnoxious one, but pardonable, even amiable in his self-

righteousness. The Critic, V. 165.

holidayism (hol'i-da-izm), «. [< holiday +
-ism.] The character of a holiday.

Under the working of the civil law as the prominent
element of authority, Sunday has tended and must tend to

Midayiem. Pop. Sei. Mo., XXIX. 708.

boUdomt, »• Same as halidom.
holily (ho'li-U), adv. [< ME. holyly; < holy +
-!?2.] 1. In a holy or devout manner ;

piously

;

with sanctity.

She departed and come to hir owne house, and ledde

Ixilyly hir lif. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13.
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2. Sacredly; inviolably; sinlessly; purely.

r>J,J'J!'"l'k "F'
* '?^'?.,'J''ng in princes, more rare between

prmces, that so hoMy was observed to the last of thosetwo excellent men. Sir P. Sidney.

3. By holy or righteous means.
What thou wo'uldst highly,

Thatwouldst thou holUy; wouldst not play falseAnd yet wouldst wrongly win. Shak., Macbeth! i- 5.

holiness (h5'li-nes), n. [< ME. holinesse, holy-
nesse, halmesse, halignesse, < AS. halignes, < ha-
hg, holy: see holy and -wess.] 1. The state
or character of being holy or sinless; purity
of moral character; perfect freedom from all
evil; sanctity.

And at medys of the Dyner the ffather Wardyn made a
ryght holy sermon, and shewyd ryght Devoutly the holy-
nesse of all the blyssyd ohoseyu place of the holy londe.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 26.

Who is like unto thee, lord, among the gods ? who is
like thee, glorious in holiness, fearful in praises, doing
wonders? Ex. xv. 11°

Holiness becometh thine house, Lord, for ever.

Ps. xciii. 5.

Now, as righteousness is but a heightened conduct, so
holiness is but a heightened righteousness ; a more fin-
ished, entire, and awe-filled righteousness.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

2. The state of anything hallowed, or conse-
crated to God or to his worship; saereduess.

—

His or your holiness, a title of the Pope, and of the By-
zantine emperors: also formerly used of church digni-
taries generally.

What's this— "To the Pope"?
The letter, as I live, with all the business
I writ to his holiness. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

=Syn. 1. Saintliness, Godliness, etc. See religion.

holing-ax (ho'ling-aks), n. [< holing, verbal n.
of hole^, v., + axi.2 A narrow ax for cutting
holes in posts.

holing-pick (ho'ling-pik), n. The kind of pick
usedm under-cutting or holing eoal. The form
varies considerably in different coal^mining dis-

tricts.

holinight (ho'li-nit), n. [< holy + night, after
hoUday.2 A festal night. Davies. [Rare.]

When the dusk holiday or holinight
Of fragrant-curtain'd love begins to weave
The woof of darkness thick for hid delight.

Eeats, The Day is Gone.

holkf, n. [So. also houJc, howk; < ME. hoik, < AS.
holo (= LG. holke), a hollow, a hole, < hoi, hol-

low: see ^oZei, feoKowi.] A hole; a. hollow.

holkt, v. t. [Sc. also Iwuk, howk; < ME. holken

(= LG. holken = Sw. h&lka), hollow out, < hoik,

a hollow : see hoik, ».] To hollow out ; dig out.

The kynges sunnes in his syst he slow euer vchone,
& holkked out his auen ygen heterly bothe.

AllUerative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1222.

holl (hol), n. [A dial. var. of hole^, m.] A nar-

row or dry ditch. [Prov. Eng.]

hoUat (ho-la' or hol'a), interj. [Orig. accented
on the last syllable 1; ef. F. hold, ho there, an
interj. used to call attention, < ho, ho, + la,

there, < L. ilUc, that way, there, abl. fem. of

illic, he, she, or it yonder, that, < ille, he, that, -I-

-c, -ce, a demonstrative suifix. The form holla

belongs to the same group as hallo, halloo, hello,

q. v., the forms liollo, holloa, hollow^, being pho-

netically intermediate forms : see hallo, halloo,

hollo. The D. holla, G. holla, Dan. hattoj, interj.,

so far as, being interjections, they are borrowed

at all, are from the F.] Ho there ! stop ! hello

!

a call to some one at a distance, in order to at-

tract attention, or an answer to one who hails.

Hola ! stand there

!

Shak. , OtheUo, i. 2.

Ciy Holla! to the tongue, I prithee; it curvets unsea-

sonably. SAd*., As you Like it, iii. 2.

holla (hol'a or ho-la'), v. [< holla, interj. Cf.

hollo, v.'] 1, intrans. Tooall; cry; shout "Hol-

la!" See hollo.

I'll tarry till my son come ; he hollaed but even now.

Whoa,hohoa! SA<ift.,W.T.,iu.3.

II. trans. To cry out ; utter loudly.

1 will find him when he lies asleep.

And in his ear 111 holla— Movtimerl
Shak., 1 Wen. ir., 1.3.

holla (hol'a or ho-la'), n. [< holla, interj. and

«.] A shout; a cry consisting of the interjec-

tion holla.
I'll use

My wonted whoops and hollas, as I were

A hunting for 'em. Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, v. 1.

holland (hol'and), n. and a. [Late ME. hoU

land, holond; named from the countiy of its ori-

gin, Eolland, D. Holland, G. Dan., etc., HolUnd,

orig. Holtland (OS. ^oi«a«,rf—Waokemagel),

i ef'woodland'; <D.7w« = AS.E.7(0«f, awood,

-f- land = E. land: see holt^ and land. Hence

also hollands.'] L n. If. Linen imported from

the Netherlands.

hollo

A pece [of] holland, or ony other lynnen cloth, conteyneth
\x ellis. Arnold's Chron., 1502 (ed. 1811), p. 206.

The sark that he had on his back,
Was o' the Holland sma'.
Johnie of Cocklesmuir (Child's Ballads, VL 18).

Any young fellow that affects to dress and appear gen-
teelly, might with artificial management save ten pounds a
year, as instead of fine holland he might mom-n in sack-
cloth. Spectator, No. 360.

3. Unbleached linen cloth, made in many
places, but especially in Scotland. There are
two kinds, glazed and unglazed. Glazed holland, made
smooth and heavy by sizing, is much used for window-
shades ; this is made of different sober colors, as bufl, dark
green, or blue, gray, etc.—Brown holland, a plain linen
cloth which has had little or no bleaching, but only a short
boiling in water, or in weak soda-ash solution, followed by
a weak souring. It retains, therefore, more or less closely
the natural color of the retted flax-fiber.

Bright damask does penance in brown holland.
Dickens, Bleak House, xxlx.

II. a. Made of linen from the Netherlands,
or of unbleached linen.

She turned down the blankets fkie,

Likewise the Holland sheet.

Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. S29).

Holland clotht, Holland webt. Same as holland, l.

Hollander (hol'an-der), n. [= D. Hollander =
G. Hollander ="Dan. Hollwnder = Sw. Holldn-
dare; as Holland + -erl.] A native of Holland
or of the Netherlands.

Edward from Belgia,
With hasty Germans, and blunt Hollandenrs,
Hath pass'd in safety through the narrow seas.

Shak., 8 Hen. VI., iv. 8.

Holland gin. Same as hollands.

Hollandish (hol'an-dish), a. [= D. Hollandsch
= G. Holldndisch'= Dan. Hollandsk = Sw. Hol-
Idndsk; as Holland + -isfil.] Like Holland;
of or pertaining to Holland or the Netherlands

;

Dutch : as, a Hollandish woman.
hollands (hol'andz), n. [See holland.'] Gin
made in Holland or like that made in Holland.
See gin^ and schnapps.

An exhilarating compound, formed by mixing together,
in a pewter vessel, certain quantities of British hollands
and the fragrant essence of the clove.

Dickens, Pickwick, xvi.

hoUen (hol'en), n. [Early mod. E. also liollin;

< ME. holin, holyn, < AS. liolen, holegn, holly =
W. celyn = Com. eelin = Bret, kelen = Ir. cui-

leann = Gael, cuilioun, holly, = (with diff. term.

)

D. hulst (see hulst) = OHG. hulis, huls, MHG.
huls, G. hiilse (> OF. houlx, houx, P. houx), holly.

Hollen is thus historicallythe more correct form
of liolly'^, q. V. A contracted form with altered
final consonant appears in holm^, q. v.] Holly.
[Prov. Eng.]
He see a lady where she sate betwixt an oke & a greene

hollen. Percy's Folio MS., 1. 109.

The fiame tuik fast upon her cheik, . , .

She bum'd like AoWm-green.
Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, HL ^.

hollen-hobbet, ». [ME. holyn-bobbe; < holyn,

holen, E. hollen, + bohbe, perhaps here an error
for hoge, bough : see JoMjfei.] A bough of hoUy.

In his on honde he hade a holyn bobbe.

That is grattest in grene, when greuez ar bare.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (B. E. T. S.), L 206.

holler (hol'er), V. and n. A common vulgar
form of hollo.

hoUie-point (hol'i-point), ». [Said to stand for
holy-point, with ref . to its use.] A needle-point
lace popular in the middle ages for church uses,

and adapted to other purposes in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries. Different

makes of lace have been called by this name.
hoUie-Stitch (hol'i-stich), n. A kind of button-
hole-stitch used in making hollie-point lace.

HoUiglasst, n. See Owlglass.

hoUihockt, n. See hollyhock.

hollint, n. An obsolete form of hollen.

HoUing (hol'ing), n. [E. dial., appar. a contr.

var. of hallowing, confused with hollen, with ref.

to the tree ; bnt the tree is an ash.] The eve of

the Epiphany, it is so called at Brough in Westmore-
land, where there is an annual procession to an ash-tree

lighted at the top (on which combustible matter has been
placed), in commemoration of the star of the wise men of

theEast. Halliwell; Hom^gom, Medii.4)viKalendarium,
IL 199 (gloss.).

hollo (ho-16'), interj. [An intermediate form
between hallo, halloo, or liello, and holla : see

these forms.] Ho there! hello! an exclama-
tion to some one at a distance, in order to call

attention, or in answer to one who hails: like

halloo, holla, and hello, interj.

hollo (hol'o), V. [Also written holloa, hollow,

and, according to a common perversion, hol-

ler; < hollo, interj., ult. < hallo, holla, interj.

:

see hollo, interj., and holla, hallo, halloo, etc.]

I. intrans. To call out, cry out, or shout, in or-



hollo

der to call attention, or in answer to some one
who hails, or in play, or as an expression of
pain. [Not common in literature.]

Then he smgetb, as we use here in England to hollow,
whoope or shout at Houndes, and the rest of the compa-
nie answere him. Purchag, Pilgrimage, p. 432.

I could have kept a hawk, and well have hoUow'd
To a deep crie of dogs.

Fletcher (and, another), Two Noble Kinsmen, ii. 5.

II. trans. To urge or call by shouting.

He has hollowed the hounds upon a velvet headed knob-
bier. Scott.

hollo (hol'6), n. [< Iwllo, interj. and f.1 The
cry"Hollol''

The albatross did follow.
And every day, for food or play,

Game to the mariners' hollo.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, L

holloa, interj. and v. Same as hollo.

hoUockti »• [Origin not ascertained.] A kind
of sweet wine. HalUwell.

The Emperours present was deliuered to a gentleman
at Vologda, and the sled did ouerthrow, and the butte of
Hollocke was lost, which made vs all very sory.

Hakluyi's Voyaget, I. 266.

hollow^ (hol'6), n. and a. [I. n. < MB. holg,

holh (the rarer hoi, hole, E. hole, being the usual
noun), < AS. holh, holg, a hollow, cavity, hole

;

appar. a derivative (vrith an unusual formative
-h) of hoi, a., hollow, of which in mod. B. hol-

Imo has taken the place : see II., and hole'>-. II.

a. < MB. holow, holwe, holw, Jiolu, holgh, holg,

holh, hollow, taking the place of the rarer adj.

hoi, hollow, in form according to the noun holg,

holh, < AS. holh, holg, n., a hollow (not used as
an adj.): see I.] I. n. 1. A cavity; a depres-
sion or an excavation below the general level,

as of the ground, or in the substance of any-
thing; an empty space in anything; a con-
cavity.

Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his
hand? Isa. xl. 12.

I heard myself proclaim'd

;

And, by the happy hollow of a tree,

Escap'd the hunt. Shak., Lear, ii. 3.

I suppose there is some vault or hollow, or isle, behind
the wall, and some passage to it. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Ahazelwood . . . flourishes
Green in a cuplike hollow of the down.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. Specifically, a concave space of ground; a
piece or tract of land lower than the general
level, or hemmed in by hills: used in many
place-names in the United States : as. Sleepy
Hollow in New York.— 3. A concave plane
used in working moldings.—4. A strip of thick
paper or of pasteboard cut to the exact height
and thickness reqmred for a book for which the
boards and cloth are intended, and which acts
as a gage for the guidance of the case-makers,
and as a stiffener for the cloth at the back of
the book between the boards. Ure, Diet., 1. 421.
—Hollows and rounds, wheel-teeth set out or described
by semicircles swept alternately without and within the
pitch-line, their centers being on the pitch-line.

II. a. 1. Having a cavity within; having an
empty space in the interior : as, a hollow tree

;

a hollow rock ; a hollow sphere.

Hollow with boards shalt thou make it. Ex. xxvii. 8.

HoZiow measures for wine, beer, corn, salt, &c., are called
measures of capacity. Kersey, 1708.

As o'er the hollow vaults we walk,
A hundred echoes round us talk.

Addison, Bosamond, i. 1.

But still the dingle's hollow throat
Prolonged the swelling bugle-note.

Scott, L. of the L., i. 10.

2. Having a concavity; concave; sunken: as,

a hollow way or road.

Within the hollow crown
That rounds the mortal temples of a king.

Shak., Rich. II,, iii. 2.

A full eye wiU wax hollow. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

I love not hollow cheek or faded eye.
Tennyson, Princess, vi. (song).

3. Eesembling sound reverberated from a cav-
ity, or producing such a sound; deep; low.

Thence issued such a blast and hollow roar
As threaten'd from the hinge to heave the door.

Drydeii, Pal. and Arc, ii. B50;

The traveller

Hears from the humble valley where he rides
The hollow murmurs of the winds that blow
Amidst the boughs. Addison, .lEneid, iii.

4. Empty; without contents; hence, without
pith or substance; fruitless; worthless: as, a
hollow victory ; a hollow argument.
As jealous as Ford, that searched a hollow walnut for his

wife's leman. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2.

The Princess Ida seemed a hollow show.
Tennyson, Princess, iii.

Hollow Bricks.

A, an Engrlish form ; B, C, D,
examples from NewYork build-
ings.

2858

5. Not sincere or faithful; false; deceitful; not
sound: as, a hollow heart.

Upon my soul, two reverend cardinal •virtues

;

But cardinal sins, and hollow hearts, 1 fear ye 1

Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 1.

Trust not this hollow world; she's empty: hark, she
sounds. Quarles, Emblems, U. 10.

Talk about the weather and other well-bred topics is

apt to seem a hollow device.
George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 292.

6. Void of meaning or truth ; empty ; baseless

:

as, hollow oaths ; a hollow mockery.
Thy dear love sworn [is] but hollow perjury.

Shak., K. and J., iii. 3.

7. Thorough; complete; out-and-out. [Slang.]

I have therefore taken a ouse in that locality, which,
in the opinion of my friends, is a hollow bargain (taxes

ridiculous, and use of fixtures included in the rent).

Dickens, Bleak House, Ixiv.

8. Having, as wool, the fibers torn apart, so
that it is light and open

—

HoUow adz, blow,
fire, etc. See the nouns.

—

Hollow blick, in building,

a brick or tile made hollow,
or pierced with a series of
holes placed side by side, used
in vaulting or other masonry
where lightness is desirable
without appreciable sacrifice

of strength. Such bricks are
commonly molded to appro-
priate decorative or construc-
tive forms.—Hollow mus-
cles. See muscle.—Hollow
spar. Same as hohlspath.—
Hollow square, wall, etc.

See the nouns. =Syn. 1. Emp-
ty, void, cavernous.—6. Faith-

less, insincere, treacherous, hypocritical.

hoUo'W^ (hol'o), V. t. [< hollow"^, n. and a. The
older verb is feoZei.] 1. To make hollow; ex-
cavate; make empty.

Some lonely elm.
That age or injury has hollow'd deep.

Cowper, Task, vi. 311.

We sat together and alone.
And to the want, that hollowed all the heart.
Gave utterance by the yearning of an eye.

Tennyson, Love and Duty.

2. To bend into a curved or concave form.
Hollow your body more, sir, thus. Now stand fast o' your

left leg, note your distance, keep yoiir due proportion of
time. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i, 6.

HollounTig one hand against his ear.
To list a footfall, . . . stay'd the Ausonian king.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Hollowing and backing machine, in cooperage, a ma-
chine for shaping staves, giving the required convexity to
the outer and the corresponding concavity to the inner
faces.

hollo'wi (hors); adv. [< hollow\ a.] Beyond
doubt or question; utterly; completely; out-
and-out: often with all for emphasis: as, he
beat him hollow, or all hollow; he carried it hol-
low. [CoUoq.]
Wildfire reached the post, and Squire Burton won the

match hollow. Miss Edgeworth, Patronage, iii.

He had offered to race with him for a bowl of punch,
and should have won it too, for Daredevil beat the goblin
horse all hollow, but, just as they came to the church-
bridge, the Hessian bolted, and vanished in a flash of fire.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 446.

hollow^ (hoV6), interj. and v. Avariant of hollo.

hollow-billed (hol'6-bild), a. Having a bill
appearing inflated and as if hollowed out : used
specifically in the phrase hollow-billed coot, a
local name in the United States of the surf-
scoter, CEdemia perspicillata, and of the black
scoter, (E. americana.
hollow-eyed (hol'6-id), a. Having sunken eyes.

A needy, hollow-eyed, sharp-looking wretch,
A living dead man. Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

Hollow-ey'd Abstinence and lean Despair.
Cowper, Hope, 1. 68.

hoUowhead (hol'6-hed), n. The black-bellied
plover, Sqiiatarola helvetica. G. Trumbull. [Lo-
cal, U. S.]

hollow-hearted (hol'd-har'ted), a. Insincere

;

deceitful; not sound or true.

To our shores
Throng many doubtful holloui-hearted friends.

Shak., Rich. IIL, iv. 4.

The hollow-hearted, disaffected.
And close malignants are detected.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. il 663.

hollow-horn (hol'6-h6m),TO. A disease of cat-
tle, resulting in loss of the internal substance
or core of the horn.
hollow-horned (hol'6-h6md), a. Having hol-
low horns, non-deciduous, borne upon a bony
core of the frontal bone ; cavicom : applied to
typical ruminants, as the ox, sheep, etc.

hollowly (hol'o-li), adv. [< hollow^ -t- -ly^.J In
a hollow manner ; insincerely; deceitfully.

holly

Crown what I profess with kind event
If I speak true ; it hollowly, invert

What best is boded me to mischief I

Shak., Tempest, iii. 1.

hollow-meat (hoi '6 -met), n. The meat of

fowls, rabbits, and other small animals, dressed,
and sold whole, and not iu pieces : opposed to

butchers' meat. Also called feoKow-wore. [Prov.
Bug.]
hoUowness (hol'o-nes), n. [< hollow^ + -ness.']

1. The state of being hollow ; cavity; depres-
sion of surface ; excavation.

Earth's hoUowness, which the world's lungs are.

Have no more wind than the upper vault of air.

Donne, The Calm.

2. Emptiness; insincerity; deceitfulness;
treachery.

Machinations, hoUowness, treachery, and all ruinous
disorders, follow us disguietly to our graves

!

Shak., Lear, 1. 2.

The hardness of most hearts, the hoUowness of others,
and the baseness and ingratitude of almost all.

South, Sermons.

The controversies ofbygone centuries ring with a strange
TwlloiDness on the ear. Lecky, Rationalism, 1. 2^.

hollow-plane (hol'o-plan), n. [< hollow\ n., +
plane.'] A molding-plane with a convex or con-
cave sole.

hoUo'wroot (hol'o-rot), n. A plant, Adoxa
Moschatellina, of the natural order Caprifolior
cece.

hollow-stock (hol'o-stok), n. A name given to
the plants ZeonoUs nepetcefolia and Malvasirum

hollow-toned (hol'o-tond), a. Having,a tone
or sound like that coming from a cavity; deep-
toned.

hollow-ware (hol'6-war), n. Same as hollow-
meat.
hoUO'WWort (hoi'6-w6rt), n. A succulent plant
with pink flowers, Corydalis cava, related to the
fumitory. Also holewort.
hoUyl (hol'i), n. [< MB. holly, holy, holie; a
var. of earlier holin, holyn, > B. hollen, now
only in dial, use : see hollertajad holm?.] 1. A
plant of the genus Ilex, natural order lUdnete,

American Holly {/lex ofaca). a, b, female and male flowers.

1. AquifoUum, the common European holly, of which
there are many varieties, grows to the height of from 20
to 30 feet ; the stem by age becomes large, and is covered
with a smooth grayish bark, and set with branches which
form a sort of cone. The leaves are oblong-oval, of a lucid
green on the upper surface, but pale on the under surface

;

the edges are indented and waved, with sharp thorns ter-

minating the points. The flowers grow in clusters, and
are succeeded by roundish berries, which turn to a beau-
tiful red about the end of September. This plant is a
handsome evergreen, and excellently adapted for hedges
and fences, since it hears clipping. The wood is hard and
white, and is much employed for turnery-work, for draw-
ing upon, for knife-handles, etc. Of the bark bird-lune is

made by maceration. Houses and churches are adorned
with the leaves and berries at Christmas. The American
holly, /. opaca, is also an evergreen tree, reaching in some
instances a height of 46 feet and a diameter of 4 feet It
is similar to the European holly, from which it differs in
having less glossy deep-green foliage, less bright red ber-
ries, and the nutlets not so veiny. It is distributed gen-
erally from Massachusetts south, and west to the viJley
of the Colorado river, attaining its greatest development
in the rich bottoms of Arkansas and eastern Texas. The
wood is of the highest class for interior finish and turnery.
The Dahoon holly, /. Dahoon, a smaller and less valuable
treethan /. opaca, is a native of the southern United States.
The California holly is Heteromeles arbutifolia.

Heigh ho ! sing heigh ho I unto the green holly.
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7 (songX

When the bare and wintry woods we see.
What then so cheerful as the holly tree?

Southey, The Holly Tree.

With trembling flngers did we weave
The holly round the Christmas hearth.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxx.

2. The holm-oak, Quercus Hex, an evergreen
oak. Often called feo%-oafc.—Knoe-holly, the
butcher s-broom, Euscus aeuleatus.^Sea.-bo'ily, a plant,
Eryngiummaritimum.— Smootbiiolty. See Hedycarya.



holly

holly^t, «*"• An obsolete spelling of wholly.
Chaucer.

hoUy-fem (hol'i-f6m), n. The plant Aspidium
LonehiUs.

hollyhock (hol'i-hok), n. [Formerly also hol-
lihock; < ME. hoUhoc, hoUhocce, hoUhoke, lit.

' holy hoek' ormaUow : see holy and hoch^. It
was so called, it is said, because brought from
the Holy Land.] A plant, Althea rosea, of the
natural order Malvacec^. it is a native of China and
of southern Europe, and is a frequent ornament of gardens.
There are many varieties, with single and double flowers,
characterized by the tints of white, yellow, red, puiple,
and dark purple approaching to black. The leaves are
said to yield a blue coloring matter not inferior to indigo.

Heavily hangs the hollyhock.
Heavily hangs the tiger-lily.

Tennyson, A Spuit Haunts the Year's Last Houiu

hollyhock-rose (hol'i-hok-roz), n. The resur-
rection-plant, Selaginella lepidophylla.

hollyhock-tree (hol'i-hok-tre), n. A hardy
evergreen tree 12 to 20 feet high, SiUsctis splen-
dens, a native of Queensland and New South
Wales.
holly-laurel (hol'i-la"rel), n. The islay, Pru-
nus ilieifoUa, of California.

holly-oak (hol'i-ok), n. Same as holm-oak.

We saw Sir Walter where he stood.
Before a tower of crimson holly-oaks.

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

hoUyoakt) »• A perverted form of hollyhock.

In October . . . come . . . roses cut or removed to come
late, hollyoaks, and such like. Bacon, Gaidens.

holly-rose (hol'i-roz), n. A yellow-flowered
West Indian shrub, Turnera ulmifoUa : also ap-
plied to species of the genus Cistus.

holly-tree (hol'i-tre), n. Same as holly'^.

holm^ (holm or horn), n. [Formerly sometimes
written home; < ME. holm, a small island, also
a river-meadow, also (only in Layamon) a hiU,
< AS. liolm, an island in a river (so in late prose,
the Chronicle, prob. by Seand. influence), usu-
ally (only in poetry) the sea, the ocean: a de-
flection, in ref. to the convex shape of the
open sea, of the orig. sense (not recorded inAS. ),

'ahill or mound' (cf. E. downs, lit. hiUs, similar-
ly used); = OS. holm, a hill,= OLG-. Lft. holm, an
island in a river, > Gr. holm, an island in a river,

a MU, a dockyard, wharf (senses partly from
Scand. ?), = Icel. holmr, holmr, also holmi, an
islet, esp. in a bay, creek, or river (even mea-
dows on the shore with ditches behind them be-
ing so called), = Sw. holme, a small island, =
Dan. holm, a holm, islet, dockyard; = L. colu-

men, culmen (with difE. term.), a mountain-top,
summit, connectedwith coUis, a hill, = E. hilP-.

Solrn^ is thus akin to hilU : see culminate, col-

umn, hill^, and halm. The Slavic forms, OBulg.
hlumii, Serv. hum, um, Bohem. khlum, Pol. khelm
(barred I), Euss. kholmu, etc., vrith Finnish kal-

ma, Hung, halom, a hill, are prob. from the
Teut. From this word are derived the sur-

names Solm, Holme, Borne, Holmes, Holmer,
Holman. Holm often occurs in place-names,
as in Steepholm, Flatholm, islands in the mouth
of the Severn, Axholm, etc.] 1+. A hill. Zay-
amon.—2. An islet or a river-island; in the
Orkneys, a small island off a larger one.

Most of the numerous Aoims surrounding theB.is Island
are small, and only rise a few feet above the water.

Ifature, XXX. 220.

3. Ariver-meadow ; a low flat tract of rich land
by the side of a river.

Some call them the holmes, bicause they lie low, and
are good for nothing but grasse.

Barrison, Descrip. of England, p. 43. (BalMwell.)

Long may they [swans] float upon this flood serene

;

Theirs be these holms untrodden, still, and green.

Wordsworth, Evening Walk.

The soft wind blowing over meadowy hoVms. v

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

holm^ (hohn or hom), n. [< ME. holme, a corrupt
form (appar. by some association with holm^)
of holm, holm, hoUy: see hollen, holly\ and
holm-oak.2 1. HoUy.
The carver Holme; the Maple aeeldom inward sound.

a-nanSMr F. Q,, I. I. 9.
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holmium (hol'mi-um), n. Chemical symbol, Ho.A certain substance whose chemical properties
have not been investigated, but which is as-sumed to be an elementary substance.
holm-oak (hohn'ok), ». [< hoim^ + oak: see
holrn^ and holly-oak.^ The evergreen oak, Ouer-
cus Ilex. Also called holly-oak.

^i 'F'®®*'''^
(Mhn'skreoh), n. Same as Iwlm-

holm-thrush (hohn'thrush), n. The missel-
ttmish, 2^wdMs viscivorus. Also called holm-
cock and holmr-screeeh.

holo-.
_
[ISTL., etc., holo-, < Gr. b^o^, entire, com-

plete in all its parts, whole, safe and sound,
lomc avM, orig. "Sl^s = Jj. sollus, entire, com-
plete (soUdus, firm, solid), = Skt. sarva, aU,
whole: see solemn, soUdt, solid. It should.be
noted that Gr. 6Aof has no connection with the
equiv. and similar-seeming E. word whole (for-
merly spelled hole), by which it is commonly
translated.] An element in compound words
from the Greek, meaning 'entire, whole.'
holoblast (hol'o-blast), m. [< Gr. byiog, whole,

-I- pXauTSg, germ.] In Uol, a holoblastic
ovum; an ovum the protoplasm of which is
entirely germinal: distinguished from mero-
hlast.

holoblastic (hol-6-blas'tik), a. [< holoblast +
-»c.] Wholly germinal: applied by Eemak to
those eggs in which the whole yolk is formative—that is, undergoes segmentation in develop-
ment : opposed to meroblastic. Mammals, ex-
cepting monotremes, have holoblastic eggs.
See cut under gastrulation.

Holobranchia (hol-o-brang'ki-a), m. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 8/lof, whole, +^payxui, gills': see hranohUs.l
1. Agroup of fishes. Dum&ril, 1806.—3. In J. E.
Gray's classification (1821), one of three orders
of Saccophora or ascidians, distinguished from
Tomohranchia and from Diphyllobranchia.

holocaust (hol'o-k4st), n. [< ME. holocaust, <
L. holocaustum, < Gr. 67i6Kavcnov, bUKaxfrov, a
whole burnt-offering, neut. of bUsavaroq, ok6-
KavTog, burnt whole, < 8/lof, whole, -t- Kavardg,
Kavrd;, burnt, < Kateiv, bum: see cawtic.^ 1.

A sacrifice or offering entirely consumed by
fire, in use among the Jews and some pagan
nations.

And therefore thus must the lesuite do when an Ignsr
tian Superiour commands, or else he is no Holocaust for
the Leiolan Altar. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 171.

And she, thus left alone, might sooner prove
The perfect holocaust of generous love.

J. BeauTnont, Psyche, xxiv. 194.

Eumenes cut a piece from every part of the victim, and
by this he made it an holocaust, or an entire sacriflce.

W. Broome.

3. Figuratively, a great slaughter or sacrifice

of life, as by fire or other accident, or in bat-
tle.

Holocentridse (hol-o-sen'tri-de), n. pi. [Nil.,

< Holocentrus + -idee.'] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes of the superfamily Berycoidea

;

the squirrel-fishes. The limits of the group vary with

Beneath an ftoZm-tree's friendly shade
Was Heason's little cottage made.

_

C. Smart, Eeason and Imagmation.

2. The holm-oak.
holm-cock (holm'kok), n. Same as holm-thrush.

holment, a. [< ME. holmen; < holm"^ + -e»2.]

Pertaining to the holm ; consisting of the wood
of the holm.

Hee makes a shift to out a holin^n pole.

Sylvester, Maiden's Blush (trans.), 1. 641.

Squirrel-fish {Holocentrus erythraus).

different writers, (a) In the old systems it was essentially

coequalwith the family Berycido!. (b) In a restricted sense,

the Holocentridce are fishes of oblongform with compressed

head, ctenoid scales, narrow suborbitals, 8 branohiostegal

rays, 2 dorsals, of which the spinous is longer than the

soft one, and ventrals of 7 rays besides the spme. There

are numerous (about 50) tropical species.

holocentroid (hol-6-sen'troid), a. and n. [<

Holocentrus + -oid.] I. a. Of or relating to

the Holocentridce.

n. n. One of the Holocentridce.

Holocentrus (hol-6-sen'tms), n. [NL. (Bloch,

1790), < Gr. &/^og, whole, + dvTpov, a point, the

center.] The typical genus of the family Ho-

locentridce: so called because beset all over

with spines. H. aseeneionis is a Floridian species,

of bright-reddish color and great activity, and another

is the squirrel-flsh, H. erythrceus. See cut under Holo-

centridcB.

holocephal (hol-o-sef'al), n. A fish of the ge-

nus Holocephalus. Also holocephale.

holograph

Holocephala (hol-o-sef 'a-la), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi.: see holbeephatous'.] In Giinther's
system of classification, the Holocephali as an
order of chondroptery^ous fishes, character-
ized by the single external giU-opening on
each side.

Holocephali (hol-o-sef'a-li), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of *holocephalus: see hotocephalous.2 A group
of selachians to which different values have
been given, (a) in the systems of Miiller and others,
an order of selaohians or of chondi-opterygians, character-
ized by the continuity of the hyomandibular bone with the
cranium. There is thus constituted an "entire "or undi-
vided cranium, with which the short lower jaw directly
articulates, whence the name. The family Chimceridce con-
tains the only living species, but numerous extinct forms
are known. (6) In some systems, raised to the rank of a
subclass, but having the same limits as when used in an
ordinal sense.

holocephalous (hol-o-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL. *ho-
locephalus, < Gr. 8XoV, whole, + Kz^aXfi, head.]
Having an undivided cranium; specifically, of
or pertaining to the Holocephali.

Holochlamyda (hol-o-klam'i-da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. oXof, whole, + x^/^^C, a mantle.] A sub-
order of azygobranchiate gastropods, with the
margin of the pallium or mantle simple or en-
tire and the lip of the shell unnotched. There
are many families, grouped as rhipidoglossate,
ptenoglossate, and issuioglossate.

holochlamydate (hol-o-klam'i-dat), a. [As
Holochlamyda + -aiei.]' Having the margin of
the pallium or mantle simple or entire; of or
pertaining to the Holochlamyda.
holochlamydic (hoFo-kla-mid'ik), a. Same as
holochlamydate. E. B. Lankester.
holochoanoid (hol-o-ko'a-noid), a. and n. [< Gr.
6/l«f, whole, -I- xo^"'!, a funnel, -^ cWof, form.]
I. a. Having complete septal funnels; of or
pertaining to the Holochoanoida. Also holo-
ehoanoidal.

II. n. Amember of the group Holochoanoida.
Holochoanoida (hol-o-ko-a-noi'da), n.pl. [NL.:
see holochoanoid.] A group of nautiloid ceph-
alopods, in which the septal funnels close the
intervals between the septa: contrasted with
Ellipochoanoida. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat.
Hist., XXTT. 260.

holochoanoida! (hol-o-ko-a-noi'dal), a. [< holo-
choanoid + -al.] Same as holocfioanoid.

holochrone (hol'o-kron), n. [< Gr. 8;iof, whole,
-1-

xp^''">ii time.]
' In math., a curve such that if

a heavy particle be restricted to move upon it,

the times of descent through different portions
are a given function of the arcs described.
holocryptic (hol-o-krip'tik), a. [< Gr. oXof,

whole, -1- Kpimrdg, hidden: see crypt.] Wholly
or effectively concealing ; specifically, incapa-
ble of being read except by one who has the
key, as a cipher.

holocrystalline (hol-o-kris'ta-lin), a. [< holo-
+ crystalline.] Entirely crystalline : applied
to rocks which contain no amorphous or glassy
matter.
holodactylic (hol''''o-dak-til'ik), a. [< Gr. 6/u>6d-

KTvTiJOC, all dactylic, < b^o;, whole, + dd/cTuAof, a
dactyl: see dactyl, dactylic] Ingres., consist-
ing, with the exception of the last foot, entire-
ly of dactyls : noting that form of the dactylic
hexameter in which, the last foot being always
a spondee or trochee, all the other feet are dac-
tyls. .See hexameter.

hologastrula (hol-o-gas'tro-la), n.
;
pi. hologas-

trulce (-le). [NL., \ Gr. o?u)g, whole, H- gastrula,

q. v.] In embryol., the gastrula, of whatever
form, of a holoblastic egg. it is an archigastrula if

the segmentation of the yolk is equal as well as total; an
amphigastrula if the segmentation is unequal and total.

See gastrulation.

hologastrular (hol-o-gas'tr8-lar), a. [< holo-

gastrula + -ar.] Resembling"a hologastrula.
Holognatha (ho-log'na-tha), n. pi. [NL., neut.
Tpl. ol *holognaihus : see holognathous.] A sec-
tion of terrestrial pulmoniferous gastropods,
having an entire jaw: contrastedwith Agnatha,
Goniognatha, and Elasmognatha.

holognathous (ho-log'na-thus), a. [< NL.
Violognathus, < (Jr. o/lof, whole, -f- yvd6og, a
jaw.] In conch., having the jaw of one piece

;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Hologna-
tha.

holograph (hol'o-graf), a. and n. [< LL. holo-

graphits, < Gr. dX&ypafog, written wholly by the
hand of the author, < 8/lof, whole, -1- ypa(^eiv,

write.] I. a. Wholly written by the person in

whose name it appears, as a manuscript docu-
ment or letter.

A holograph letter by a man of quality is a true treasure.

Lamb, To Coleridge.



holograph

II. n. Any writing, as a letter, deed, testa-

ment, etc., wholly written by the person from
whom it purports to proceed.

Let who says
"The soul's a cleiin white paper" rather say
A palimpaestj a prophet's holograph,
Defiled, erased, and covered by a monk's.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, i

holographic (hoi - 6 - graf ' ik), a. [< Iwlograph
+ -ic] Relating to or of the nature of a holo-
graph.

A regularly signed, sealed, and holographic act upon the
poiiits stated in the famous note.

Motley, Dutch Eepublio, I. 316.

holographical (hol-o-graf 'i-kal), a. [< holo-

graphic + -al.'] Same as holographic.

holohedral (hol-o-he'dral), a. [< G-r. VXog,

whole, + sSpa, seat, base.] ' In mineral., having
all the similar edges or angles similarly re-

placed, as a crystal Holohedral isomorpMsm.
See isomorphism.

holohedrism (hol-o-he'drizm), n. [< holohe-

dr-al + -ism.'] In crystal., the property of hav-
ing all the similar parts similarly modified, as a
crystal, or of having all the planes of each form
(see form, 2) present that are crystallographi-

eaUy possible— that is, all that have the same
position with reference to the axes. The law of
holohedrism is one of the fundamental principles of ciys-

tallography, but there are certain exceptions to it, which
are noted under hemihedrism. Also holosyTwrnetry.

holohemihedral (hol-d-hem-i-he'dral), a. [<
holo- + hemihedral.] In crystal., having all the
planes present in half the octants : sometimes
said of the inclined hemihedral forms of the
isometric system. See hemihedrism.
Hololepta (hol-6-lep'ta), n. [NL., < Gr. BAof,

whole, + \e7zt6q, thin, fine,

delicate.] A peculiar genus
of clavlcom beetles, of the
family Sisteridce, of much-
flattened form, with promi-
nent mandibles. H. fossvlaris
is a shining-black species, found
beneath decaying bark in the eastern
United States. Paykull.

Holometabola (hol'^o-me-
tab'o-la), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
oAof, whole, + E. metdbola,

q. v.] The series of hexa-
pod or true insects which are
holometaboUe ; the Aphaniptera, Diptera, Lepi-
doptera, Hymenoptera, Strepsiptera, Neuroptera,
and Coleoptera. Also called Metabola.
holometabolian (hol-o-met-a-bo'li-an), a.

Same as holometaboUe.
'

holometabolic (hol-o-met-a-bol'ik), a. [As
holometahol-y + -jc] Undergoing complete
metamorphosis or entire transformation, as an
insect : the opposite of ametabolic : correlated
with hemimetaboUc. See holophanerous. Also
holometabolian, holometabolous.

holometabolism (hoKo-me-tab'S-lizm), n.

[As holometabol-y + -ism."] Same as holoms-
taboly.

holometaboloiis (hoF'o-me-tab'o-lus), a. [As
holometabol-y + -ous.] ' Same as holometabolic.

holometaboly (hoVo-me-tab'o-li), n. [< holo-

+ metaboly.] Complete or perfect metaboly

;

entire transformation or metamorphosis of an
insect. Also holometabolism.

bolometer (ho-lom'e-tto), n. [< Gr. H^oc,

whole, -f- fisTpov, measure.] A mathematical
instrument for taking all kinds of measures,
both on the earth and in the heavens ; a pan-
tometer.
holomorphic (hol-o-m6r'fik), a. [As holomor-
phy + -ic.'] 1. Exhibiting holohedral symme-
try.— 2. In mai/j. , having the form of an entire
function.— Holomorpliic function, in math., a func-
tion which, being uniform over the whole range of quan-
tity, is developable by Maclaurin's theorem for all values
of the variable.

holomorpliy (hol'o-m6r-fi), ». [< Gr. 8/lof,

whole, + mpip-^, form.] The character of being
holomorphie.
Holomyaria (hoFo-mi-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. oAof, whole, + '/lyg, muscle, -1- -aria.] One
of the three principal divisions of Nematoi-
dea, containing those threadworms in which
the muscles of the body-wall are not separated
into series of muscle-cells. See Polymyaria,
Meromyaria.
holomyarian (hoFo-mi-a'ri-an), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Holomyaria.
Holopediids (hol'o-pe-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Eolopedium + -idee.] A family of entomostra-
cous crustaceans, typified by the genus Holope-

The swlmming-antennse are simple, elongated.

Hololepta fossularis.

(Line shows natural
size.)
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cylindi'ical, and prehensile in the male, and there are two
lateral dilatations of the intestine.

Holopedium (hol-o-pe'di-imi), re. [NL., < Gr.

iiXoq, whole, + ttsSiov, the lower part of the foot.]

The typical genus of Holopediidce.

holophanerous (hol-o-fan'e-rus), a. [< Gr. 8^f,
whole, 4- <j>avep6^, visible, i (jiaivEiv, show, (paivs-

cBai, appear.] In sool, whoUy visible or dis-

cernible, as the complete metamorphosis of

eertain insects.

holophotal (hol-o-fo'tal), a. [< holophote +
-al.] In optics, pertaining to a holophote ; re-

flecting or refracting rays of light in the de-

sired direction without perceptible loss: as, a
holophotal reflector.

The holophotal revolving light perhaps still remains hia

[Thomas Stevenson's] most elegant contrivance.

a. L. SteveTison, Thomas Stevenson.

holophote (hol'o-fot), n. [< Gr. 8Aof, whole,

+ ^af (^fJi"-), light.] The improved form of

optical apparatus now used in lighthouses, by
which practically all the light from the lamp
or other source is made available for the de-

sired effect of illumination. It may consist of mir-

rors to reflect the light (catoptric holophote), of lenses

to refract it (dioptric holophote), or, better, of a combina-
tion of both reflection and refraction (catadioptric holo-

phote).

When placed within a holophote, the electric lami> has
already become a powerful auxiliary in effecting military

.operations both by sea and land.

C. W. Siemens, Pop. Sci. Mo., XSJL 62.

holophotometer (hoi ' o - f5 -tom ' e - tSr), w. [<

holo- + photometer,] An instrument designed
for the measurement of light emitted in all di-

rections.

holophrasis (ho-lof'ra-sis), n. [< Gr. b^g,

whole,-)- 0pd(T«f,'expression: seephrase.] Holo-
phrastic expression ; combination of a complex
of ideas and their signs into one word, especially

a verb.

holophrastic (hol-o-fras'tik), a. [< Gr. 6Aof,

whole, + ^pa(TT(/c(if, "suited for indicating or ex-
pressing, < <j>pd(eiv, indicate, show, tell: see
phrase.] Having the force of a whole phrase,
as a word or gesture ; expressive of a sentence,
or of a highly complex idea.

Themainclassesof words [the parts of speech] . . . into
which the holophrastic ("equivalent to a whole phrase")
utterances of a primitive time have by degrees become di-

vided. W. D. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang.
, p. 209.

holophytic (hol-o-fit'ik), a. [< Gr. 82of, whole,
-I- tj}VT6v, a plant.] Eesembling closely an ordi-

nary green plant in mode of nutrition : said of

an animal, as an infusorian: correlated with
saprophytic, and opposed to holoaoic.

Holopidae (ho-lop'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Solopus
+ -idee.] Same as Molopodidce.

holoplezla (hol-o-plek'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
oAoq, whole, + nXy^ig, a stroke, < vTi^aauv, strike:

see apoplexy. Of. hemiplegia.] Complete or gen-
eral paralysis.

Whyarewenaturaleverywherebut in the pulpit ? . . .

Why this holoplexia on sacred occasions alone?
SydmiCy Smith, in Lady Holland, ill.

Holopodidse (hoUo-pod'i-de), re. pi. [NL., <

Holopws (^-podr) -i- -idee.] A family of crinoids
or sea-Ulies, named from the genus Solopus.
See EncrinidcB. Also written Holopidce.

Holoptilidse (hol-op-til'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Holopttlus + -ddce.] A family of hemipterous
insects, of the suborder Heteroptera, named
from the genus Solqptilus. The head is short and
wide, the ocelli are remote, the second antennal joint is
curved, and the posterior tibise are plumose in the typical
forms. They are natives of Australia, the East Indies,
and Africa- Also written Soloptilides.

Holoptilus (ho-lop'ti-lus), n. [NL., < Gr. 6>.oc,

whole, + wriAov, feather, wing.] The typical
genus of HoloptilidcB.

holoptychlan (hol-op-tik'i-an), a. Of or relat-
ing to, or containing, Holoptychitis : said of a
geological deposit characterized by remains of
the genus Holoptychius.

Holoptychiidae (hol-op-ti-ki'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Holoptychius + -idrn,] A farmly of polyp-
teroid fishes, of the subclass Ganoidei, named
from the genus Holoptychius. They have thick,
sculptured or oorrugated7 rounded ganoid scales; the
head covered with large plates ; the dendrodont teeth
large, hard, and conical; the dorsal flns two in number;
and the pectorals and ventrals lobate. They flourished
during the Devonian and Carboniferous periods, and are aU
extinct; the species were of large size, sometimes attain-
ing a length of 12 feet. Also Holoptychidte.

Holoptychius (hol-op-tik'i-us), re. [NL., < Gr.
oAof, whole, -t- TZTvxri or nriif {irrvx-), a fold.]

The typical genus of HoloptychUdCB : so called
from the wrinkled enamel-scales. The teeth are
of two kinds, small ones in closely set rows and larger
ones distant from one another : but all are infolded and

Holosteum

have numerous Assures radiating from the central mass
of vasodentine which fills up the pulp-cavity. Species

[< Gr. bTiog,

In ornith., hav-

Holorhinai Slcull of Common Fowl,
top and side views. The bones are as
follows : Pmx, premaxilla ; Na, na-
sal; Mx. maxilla; La, lacrimal; Fr.
frontal ; Pa, parietal. Qu, recurred
angle of mandible.

Holoptychius nobilissimus (restored).

occur in the Old B-ed Sandstone. H. nobUissimvs is an
example. L. Agassiz.

HolopiIS (hol'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gtv. 8Xof, whole,
-I- TTovg (7ro(!-)'= E.foot.] A notable genus of
fixed living crinoids, of the family Comatulidce,

having a broad base without true stalk, 10 spi-

rally rolled arms, and a radial asymmetry in
which a bivium and a trivium are recognizable.

jyOrUgny, 1837.

holorhinai (hol-o-ri'nal), a.

whole, + pi'f (/6«v-5, the nose.]
ing the nasal bones
ordy slightly or not
at all cleft. A. H.
Garrod.
A bird having the [na-

sal] bones . . . with
moderate forking, so
that the angle of the
fork, bounding the nos-
trils behind, does not
reach so far back as the
fronto-premaxillary su-

ture, is termed holorhi-

nai. Cotjes, KeytoK. A.
[Birds, p. 166.

holosericeous (hol"-

6-se-rish'ius), a. [<
Gt. okoaripLii6g, all of

silk, < 8/lof, whole,
+ oTiptKdc, of silk:

see silk and seri-

ceous. Cf . LL. holo-

sericus.] 1. Infio*.,

covered with mi-
nute silky hairs,

discovered better by the touch than by sight.— 2. In entom., covered with short, fine, shin-

ing appressed hairs, giving the surface an ap-
pearance like that of satin.

holosiderite (hol-6-sid'e-rit), re. [< LL. holo-

siderus, < Gr. bhiai&i^pog, all of iron, < <lAof, whole,
+ aldripoq, iron : see siderite.] A meteorite con-
sisting entirely of metallic iron.

nolosiphona (hol'o-si-fo'na), re. pi. [NL., <

Gr. blog, whole, -I- c'ujiuv, a tiibe, pipe: see si-

phon.] An order of Cephalopoda named from
the completely tubular siphon: opposed to

Schizosiphona, and a synonym of Bibranchi-
ata.

holosiphonate (hol-o-si'fo-nat), a. [As Holo-
siphona + -ate^.] Saving the siphon com-
pletely tubular; of or pertaining to the Holo-
siphona.

hplospondaic (hoi * o - spon -da ' ik), a. [< Gr.
oTioawdvdeioc, all of spondees, < oXof, whole, +
aTTovSelog (sc. wovg), a spondee: see spon^.]
la. pros., consisting entirely of spondees: not-
ing that form of the dactylic hexameter in
which all six places are occupied by spondees
instead of dactyls. See hexameter.

holost (hol'ost), re. [< NL. Solostei.] A fish

of the group Holostei.

holostean (ho-los'tf-an), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the' Solostei.

II. n. One of the Holostei.

Holostei (ho-los'te-i), n. pi. [NL. (J. Miiller,

1844), pi. of *holostev^ : see holosteous.] A grou-p
of ganoid fishes which have the skeleton osse-
ous instead of cartilaginous: distinguishedfrom
Chondrostei. By Miiller and others it was regarded as
an order, while by some it has been ranked as a suborder.
Later writers have discarded it as being too heterogene-
ous. It embraced^ the orders now known as Rhomboga-
nmdea, Cycloganoidei, and Crossopterygia among recent
forms, and representatives of several ej^inct orders. The
living representatives of the group are the bony pikes or
gars and the mudfishes (Lepidostms, Amia, etc.).

holosteous (ho-los'te-us), a. [< NL. *holosteus,
< Gr. bh>(, whole, -I- bartov, a bone.] Entirely
bony; having an osseous skeleton : specifically
applied to the fishes classed as Holostei.

holosteric (hol-o-ster'ik), a. [< Gr. 5^c, whole,
+_(jrep£<if, solid.] Completely solid : said of cer-
tain instruments used in barometry in which
no liquid is employed, as an aneroid.
Holosteum (ho-los'tf-um), re. [NL., lit. 'all
bony' (so called by antiphrasis, the plant being
soft and delicate), < L, holosteon, < Gr. dUaremi,



Holosteuin

a certain plant, < 8Aof, whole, all, + oariov,
bone.] A small genus of dicotyledonous poly-
petalous plants, of the natural order CaryophyU
lacece, tribe Alsinece, allied very closely to the ge-
nus CerasUum, the mouse-ear chickweed, from
which it differs in having dorsally compressed
seeds fixed by their face, and umbelliform
cymes. The flowers have B aepals, 5 denticulate or emar-
ginate petals, 3 to B, rarely 10, hypogynous stameaa, and
a 1-celled ovary with 3, rarely 4 to 6, styles. Three species
are known, natives ol temperate Europe and Asia. H.um-
hellatum., the jagged chiclcweed, has become naturalized
in the eastern United States.

Holostomata (hol-o-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.
(Fleming, 1828), neut. plV of Violostomatus

:

see liolostomatous.^ 1. A division of pectini-
branchiate gastropodous mollusks, with shells
having the mouth entire, and not notched or
prolonged into a siphon : opposed to Siphono-
Stomata. it was framed to include such families as Tur-
Mnidce, Neritidoe, LUtorinidce, etc., now referred to differ-
ent orders. Some are known as sea-snails. There are up-
ward of 12 families, even after eliminating some, as the
chitons and tooth-shells, that used to be included. These
families are mostly tsenioglossate, but some, as the lanthi-
vMoB and ScaiaHidce, are ptenoglossate.

2. In Infusoria, same as Pantostomata. S. Kent,
1877.

'

]lolostomate(ho-los'to-mat), a. [,<Wu.*holosto-
matus: see holostomdtous.'] Same as holosto-
matous.

The kolostamate (entire-mouthed) forma.
Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 339.

holostomatOTlS (hol-5-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
*holostomatiis, < Gr. '6Aof, whole, + aT6fia(T-),
mouth.] Having the mouth entire, (a) Having
the mouth not notched or canaliculate : specifically said of
tbeEolostomata: opposed to nphonostamatoixs. (b) Hav-
ing all the usual parts of the mouth.

holostome (hol'o-stom), ». l. In conch., one
of the Molostoniata.— 2. In ichth., an apodal
fish of the group Holostomi.
Holostomi (ho-los'to-mi), n. pi. [ISTL., pi. of
*holostomtos: seeholostomous.'i Agroup of fishes
including eel-like forms which differ from true
eelsinhavingaU the bones usuallybounding the
mouth— that is, well-developed intermaxillary
as well as supramaxillary bones, it includes the
families Symbranchidce and AvnphipnindcB. By some ich-
thyologists it is ranked as an order and by others as a snb-
order of Apodes or SyTribran/ihia.

holostomous (ho-los'to-mus), a. [< NIj. *holosto-
mus, < Grr. &h)g, whole, + ord/ia, mouth.] Same
as holostomatous ; specifically, in icJith., per-
taining to or having the characters of the Ho-
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IL^S^r^^a'^A—^^'-^.--^-.and.--
The HolothuHan or "sea-cucumber" has a wonderful

Kesateth"f'dii'?/°-??- »,«longates%o\ra2ts!lS

chSefit™p! '''^%" " 'I?"" '" "1^ ™<i'Jl«. and thuscnanges its appearance from time to time. In its nower

^he^sSsh^Cdii'
^'"™* ^^°^'= *" "brittle star^'Stne starfish, Luidia. Pop. Sei. Mo., XIII. 327.

^f^l"
«• Pfrt,aining to or having the characters

ot the Bolothunoidea.
Holothuridea (hol"o-thu-rid'e-a), «. pi. Same
as Holothurioidea. '

'

Holothuriidae (hol'/o-thu-ri'l-de), n.pi. [NL., <
Bolothuna^ + -idee.-] A restricted family of
nolothunans, represented by the genus Holu-
thuna. See SotothuriaK

Holothurioidea (hol-o-thu-ri-oi'de-a), n.pl.
[-NL.,< Holothuria^ + -oidea.'] A class, order, or
other group of EcMnodermaia ; the sea-slugs,
sea-cuoumbers, ortrepangs. They have an elongate,
vermiform shape, and display Bttle tendency to radiationm structui'e except at the oral end. They have atough lea-
thery integument instead of a hard calcareous teat as in

holosyilliuetric (hoFo-si-met'rik), a. [< Jiolo-

symmetry + -«c.] Holohedral.
tolosymmetry (hol-o-sim'e-tri), n. [< holo- +
symmetry.'] Same as holohedrism.

liolothecal (hol-o-the'kal), a. [< Gr. 8;iof, whole,
+ B^iai, case, + -al.J "In ormth., having the
tarsal envelop whole or entire—that is, not

,
divided into scutella or reticulations; booted;
having greaves: opposed to soMzothecal. See
cut under booted.

Holothrix (hol'o-thriks), ». [NL., so called in

allusion to the long petals, < Gr. b^og, whole,
-1- 6pi^ (jptx-), a hair.] A genus of monoooty-
ledonous plants, of the natural order Orcfd-

decB, tribe Oplirydeoe, having the sepals sub-
equal, the petals and lip long and erect, and
the flowers arranged in a thin spike or dense,
and all directed to one side. They are small herbs
with the general habits of Rerminium, having one or two
leaves at the base of the erect stem. Eighteen species are

known, of which two are natives of Abyasinia, all the rest

being South African. The genua is the type of lindley's
tribe Holotrichidce.

holothure (horo-thiir), n. A holothurian.

Holothurial (hol-o-thix'ri-a), n. [NL., fem.:

see holothurium.'}' 1. A genus of sea-slugs,

typical of the family HolothwUdm. There are

various species, some of tnem edible, as H. mrgua or edu-
lis, known as beche-de-mer and trepang.

2. [I. c] An individual of this genus.

Holothuria^ (hol-o-thU'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

holothurium, neut'., for Jiolothuria, fem.: see

holothurium.] The sea-cucumbers, holothuri-

ans, or Holothurioidea. Thus, in Cuvier's system of

classification, the Holothuria are the third family of pedi-

cellate echinodenns.

Holothurise (hol-o-thu'ri-e), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Solothuria^.'i Same as Holothuria^. As thus

named in Leuckart's system, the holothurians were an
order of his Seytodermata, contrasted with Sipunculidce

or spoouworms.

holothurian (hol-6-thu'ri-an), n. and a. [< Ho-
hfhuridi-+ -am.] I. n. One oit^l6Holothurioidea;

a sea-cucumber, sea-slug, trepang, or b^che-de-

mer. They have been directly divided into several sec-

tions, to which the terms (derived from De Blainville, 1834)

Development of Holothurians.

j^t S, C, Holothuria, A, echinopsedic stage, or auricularia; g,
dorsal pore of h, ambulacral sac. E. Later stag^e : c' , intestine

; s.
dorsal pore >/,/, prolongations of circular ambulacral vessel ; i, wheel-
shaped calcareous body. C, youiw^ holothuria witli circular ciliated
bands : ff, madreporic canal ; /', Polian vesicle. D, E. F. Synapta.
D, echinopeedic larva with bilateral ciliated band, and wheel-shaped
calcareous bodies, ventral view : <;, mouth and ?u11et ; ^.stomach; c,

intestine and anus ; d, sausage-shaped sacs of enteroccele ; e, rudi-
ment of ambulacral vascular system. E, pupa-stage of the same, with
obsolete oral aperture and zonaty cilia : i, tentacles ; k, Polian vesi-
cle ; /, longitudinal muscles of perisoma. F, young synapta without
cilia, with fine tentacles, and several of the wheel-shaped bodies at
posterior end of body : 7n. madreporic canal.

other echinoderma (though the skin may include hard spic-
ules of various shapes), an oral circlet of tentacles, and a
calcareous ring of several pieces round the mouth. There
are two types of Holothurioidea, represented respectively
by the genera Synapta and Holothuria, and forming two
orders. The former, known as Apoda, Apodia, Apneu-
mrnia, are hermaphrodite, with a reduced water-vascular
system, no special respiratory apparatus, and no Cuvierian
organs. The latter, called Pedata, Bipneumona, or Pneit-
monophora, have the sexes distinct, a respiratory tree, Cu-
vierian organs, and a developed water-vascular system in-

cluding ambulacral feet. Also Holothuroidea and several

other forma.

holothurium (hol-o-thii'ri-um), ».; pi. holo-

thuria (-a). [< L. Jiolothurimn, < Gr. iTiodovpiov,

neut., a kind of zoophyte, appar. < 8Aof, whole,
-I- (?) Oovpiog, Bovpog, rushing, raging, impetu-
ous.] 1. A kind of zoophyte mentioned by
Aristotle and Pliny.— 2. A sea-cucumber; a
holothurian.
Holothuroida (hol'^o-thu-roi'da), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. blog, whole, + Bvpoei6^g, like a door, < diipa,

= E. door, + elSog, form.] In Gegenbaur's sys-

tem of classification, a class of echinoderms,

divided into the orders JEupodia and Apodia, the

latter containing Synapta and Chirodota.

Holothuroidea (hol"o-thu-roi'de-a), «. pi.

Same as Holothurioidea.

Holotricha (ho-lot'ri-ka), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

oAof, whole, + 6pi^ (rpix-), a hair.] An order

of free-swimming infusorians, more or less

eompletelyciliate throughout. The cilia differ but

slightly one from another, and are sometimes supplement-

ed by a varioualy modified extenaile or undulating mem-
brane. The oral and anal orificea are usually conspicu-

ously developed. The cuticular layer or ectoplasm not un-

frequently contains triohocysts. The order is contrasted

with Heterotrieha, Hypotrieha, and PeriJricAa.— Holot-

richa astomata, a suborder of free-swhnmuig amm^-
cules, more or leas completely and evenly cihate through-

out, and possessing no oral aperture.

holotrichous (ho-lot'ri-kus), a. [< Holotricha

+ -o«s.] Pertaining to or having the charac-

ters oitheHolotricha; having similar cilia over

all the body. See Paramecium.

Holotrocha (ho-lot'ro-ka), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

SAof, whole, + rpoxk, a wheel.] A superfamily

of SoUfera or wheel-animalcules, containing

holus-bolus

such as have an anus and one entire trochal
disk. Ehrenberg, 1838.

holotrochous (ho-lot'ro-kus), a. [< Holotrocha
+ -0M5.] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Holotrocha; having the troehal disk
entire.

holourt, n. See holer^.

holozoic (hol-o-z6'ik), a. [< Gr. b%og, whole,
-I- I^MKd;, animal, < f^ov, an animal.] Entire-
ly like an animal in mode of nutrition; not
holophytic nor saprophytic: said of some in-
fusorians.

All [cUiate infusorians] are holozoic in their nutrition,
though some are said to combine with this saprophytie
and holophytic nutrition. Encyc. Brit., xTT 861.

holpt, holpent (holp, hol'pn). The antiquated
preterit and past participle of help.

holsomt, a. An early spelling of wholesome.
Chaucer.

holster (hol'ster), n. [< D. holster, a pistol-
case, holster, also a soldiers' knapsack, = AS.
heolstor, a covering, veil, hiding-place, = Icel.

hulstr, a case, = Sw. holster, sheath, = Dan.
hylster, a case, covering, holster, = Goth, huli-
str, a veil; with suffix -ster, from the verb rep-
resented by AS. *huUan, ME. hulien, hulen, hy-
len, hyllen, Idllen, B. dial. hilV^, hulP, cover, =
D. hulien = Icel. hylja = Dan. hylle = Sw. Mlja
= Goth, huljan, cover, from the same ult. root
as hole\ hollovA, helP-, heal^, etc. The G.Jiolf-
ter, also hulfter (sometimes halfter, by confu-
sion with halfter = E. halter^), a holster, takes
this particular meaning from the D. ; MHG.
hulfter, a quiver, < hulft, a cover, case, sheath,
and perhaps Goth, hwilftrjos, pi., a coffin, are
akin.] A leathern case for a pistol. Holsters
were formerly, and are still sometimes, carried by horse-
men or cavalrymen attached to the saddle, one on each
aide of the pommel ; but they are now more commonly
worn on the belt.

In th' holsters, at the aaddle-bow,
Two aged piatols he did stow.

S. Sutler, Hudibras, I. i. 891.

Our Greek jerked both pistols from his holsters, and fired
them into the air. £. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 67.

holstered (hol'sterd), a. [< holster + -ed^.']

Bearing holsters.

holster-pipe (hol'st6r-pip), n. That part of a
holster which projects downward and receives
the barrel of the pistol.

holtl (holt), n. [< ME. holt, < AS. holt, a wood,
grove, copse, rarely of wood as timber (L. lig-

num), = OS. holt = OPries. holt = D. hout =
MLG. LG. holt = OHG. MHG. G. holz = Icel.

holt = ODan. holt, a wood, grove, more com-
monly of wood as timber; prob. = Ir. caill,

coin, a wood, = OBulg. Mada, Bohem. kldda =
Serv. Mada = Pol. kloda (barred I) = Euss.
Jcoloda, dial, kalda = Lith. kalada = Lett, ka-
latka, a block, log (of wood).] A wood or wood-
land; a grove ; an orchard. Now seldom used ex-
cept m poeti-y or in provincial English, but occurring as
an element or alone in many English place-names, and
in surnames derived from them.

These briddes songen thourgh the Iwltes full of grene
leves. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ii. 274.

The winde in hovlts and shady greaues
A murmur makes among the boughes and leanes.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, iii. 6.

Comes a vapour from the margin, blackening' over heath
and holt.

,
Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

The boldest shrank from the dark holts and pools that
broke the desolate moorland.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 54.

holt^ (holt), n. [E. dial., appar. for hold, and
this, as hola^,tov hole\ q.v.] A hole; a bur-
row; specifically, a deep hole in a river for the
protection of fish. [Prov. Eng.]

The otter works upwards to the surface of the earth, and
forma . . . several holts, or lodges, that in case of high
floods it may have a repeat, for no animal affects lying
drier. Penntin^t, Brit. Zool., The Otter.

holt^ (holt), n. A dialectal variant of hold^.

[U. S.]

holt^t. A contracted form of holdeth, third

person singular present indicative of hold^.

Chaucer.

Holtz machine. See electric machine, under
^

electric.

holus-holus (ho'lus-bo'lus), adv. [A varied
redupl. of whole, in sham-Latin form, like hocus-

pocus; prob. formed without ref. to bolus, a
large pUl, as usually explained.] AU at a gul^

;

altogether; all at once: as, he swallowed it

holus-bolu^. [CoUoq., Eng.]

She appeared to lose all command over herself, and
making a sudden anatch at the heap of silver, put it back
holus-bolus in her pocket. W. Collins, Moonstone, i. 15.



holus-bolus

liolus-bolus (lio'liis-bo'lus), n. [See holus-
bolus, adv.2 The whole; all, taken collective-
ly: as, he drove out the holtis-holiis of them.
[Colloq., Eng.]

holwet, «• An obsolete variant of hollow\
Chaucer.

holy (ho'li), a. and n. [Earlymod. E. also holie;
< ME. holy, hoU, halig, < AS. halig = OS. lielaghelag ley,

= OFries. helich = D. lieilig = OHG. ,.«,i,v,y,

MHG. heilec, G. lieiUg = Icel. lieilagr, contr.
lielgir = Sw. lielig = Dan. fce?% (not in Goth.),
holy, sacred; prob. not a mere extension of
the primitive adj., AS. hal, ME. hole, E. whole,
but rather formed, with adj. suffix -dg, E. -y,
from AS. heel (orig. *;iaZ4), 7j^Zm, fe^io, f. (>
ME. hele, B. obs. hean_^ hale^), health, safety,
salvation, happiness, heel, n., omen, auspice (=
OS. lieU, f., = OHG. heili, t, heil, MHG. G.
heil, neut., health, happiness, safety, salvation,
= Icel. heill, f . (= Dan. held), good luck, hap-
piness, lieill, neut., omen, auspice: see heaU,
hale^), < hal, etc., whole: see whole. From the
early form of lioly are derived hallow^ n., a
saint, and hallow^, v., sanctify. In holiday, hoU
lyhock, hoUbut or halibut, and halidom, holy ex-
ists in a slightly altered or in its older form.]
1. a. 1. Consecrated; set apart for religious
use or uses; of sacred or religious character
or quality: as, the holy priesthood; the hoh)
sabbath ; holy oil ; holy thoughts.

Put off thy shoes from off thy leet, lor the place where-
on thou standeBt is holy grouud. Ex. iii. 6.

Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither oast
ye your pearls before swine. Mat. vii. 6.

And made there the precyous sacrament of his hlessyd
body that we dayly vse at his hooly aulter, in memorye of
the same. Sir R. Quylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 21.

They whilome used duly everie day
Their service and their holie things to say.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 460.

An evil soul producing haly witness
Is like a villain with a smiling cheek.

Shak., M. of T., t S.

2. Perfect in religious character and the prac-
tices of devotion ; sanctified ; saintly.

That holyman loseph of Armathy came vnto Pylate and
asked of bym the body of om' sauyour Ihesu ciyste.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

Herod feared John, knowing that hewas a Justman and
an holy. Mark vi. 20.

Far be it from me, however, to condemn all those good
and holy persons who have betaken themselves to this
solitary and austere course of living.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I, x.

3. Exhibiting, indicating, or befitting sanctity
of life; devout; righteous.

Hence a demeanour holy and nnspeck'd,
And the world's hatred, as its sure effect.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 281.

The King was shaken with holy fear

;

" The Gods," he said, "would have chosen.welL"
Tennyson, The Victim.

Holy Alliance, a league formed by the sovereigns of E-us-

sia, Austria, and Prussia in person after the fall of Kapo-
leon, signed at Paris, September 26th, 1815, and afterward
joined by all the other European sovereigns except those
of Borne and England. Its professed object was to unite
their respective governments in a Christian brotherhood,
but its real one was to perpetuate existing dynasties by
their joint opposition to all attempts at change. A spe-

cial clause debarred any member of the Bonaparte family
from ascending a European throne. The league came to

an end after the French revolution of 1830.—Holy bread,
(a) The bread used for the eucharist ; a piece of such bread

;

an altar-bread ; in the Gr. Ch., same as holy loaf or holy

lami. (6)A eulogia, or piece of blessed bread.—Holy city,

a city regarded as particularly sacred by the adherents of
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Holy seed, an old name for wormseed, Artemisia mari-
tima.—Holy Sepulcher, spear, Spirit, sponge, stone,
synod, table, tustle, Tbursday. see the nouns.—Holy
tree, the tree also called t?ie pride of India, Melia Azeda-
ra<!A.—Holy war, water. See the nouns.—Holy-water
clerk. (<t) A poor scholar, (b) A person who carried the
holywater.—Holy-water font. See/o»(i.—Holy-water
sprinkler, (a) Same as aspersorium. (6) Same as Tnom-
ing-star (a weapon), (c) In hunting, the tail of a fox. Bai-
ley, 1731.—Holy-water stock,a holy-water sprinkler or
aspersorium.—Holy Week, writ, etc. See the nouns.—
The holy doors, see door.—The Holy Land. Seeland.
—The Holy One, the Supreme Being. =Syn. 1. Sacred,
dedicated, sanctified. See religion.—2 and 3. Devout, di-
vine, Immaculate, saintly.

Il.t n. 1. A holy man; a saint: same as haU
low^.

Nether thou schalt gyue thin hooli for to se corrupcion.
Wyclif, Acts ii. 17 (Oxf.).

2. j)l. Sacred rites; devotions.

In Pegu there is a VareUe or Temple, like to this, which
the King frequented to doe his holies therein.

Furchas, Pilgrimage, p. 468.

3. A place of worship; a sacred place.

The Earth was their Goddesse : to their holies they ad-
mitted nothing female, nor to their tables.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 851.

Holy of holies. [ME. holi of halowes (halewee) ; tr. LL.
sanctum, samitorum,] (a) The inner or western division
of the Jewish tabernacle, as distinguished from the outer
part^ called the holy place. The holy of holies was in-

closed on three sides by the walls of the tabernacle, while
on the fourth or eastern side a veil, ornamented with
figures of cherubim, and suspended from four pillars of
suttim-wood overlaid with gold, separated it from the
holy place (Ex. xxvl. 31 ; jcxxvi. 35). The holy of holies was
a perfect cube in its dimensions, the length, breadth, and
height being each ten cubits. In it stood the ark of the
testament, or ark of the covenant, of shittim-wood over-
laid with gold. Upon the aik was the capporeth or gold-
en mercy-seat, the place of the divine presence (Ex. xxv.

22), and on the capporeth were two cherubim, also of gold^
both facing toward its center. No one but the high priest
entered the holy of holies, and he only once a year, on the
Day of Atonement (Lev. xvi.). Also called the Tnost holy
place and the oracle.

The type of Christ in some one particular, as of entring
yearly into the Holy of Tiolies, and such like, rested upon
the High Priest only as more immediately personating
our Saviour. Milton, Church-Government^ L 5.

(&) The sanctuary or bema of a Christian church: used
especially by the Greek and other Oriental churches, (c)

Among the Nestorians, a small recess at the east end of a
church, containing nothing but a cross. No one, not even
the priest^ Is aUowed to enter it.

holyt, ". *• [< holy, a. See hallow^, the older
verb.] To canonize. Davies,

Harp. I hug thee
For drilling thy quick brains in this rich plot
Of tortures 'gainst the Christians ; on 1 . . .

Theop. Both hug and holy me.
Massvnger, Virgin-Martyr, IL 2.

holy-cruel (h6'li-kro''''el), a. Cruel from excess
of holy zeal. [Poetical.]

Be not so holy-cruel; love is holy;
And my integrity ne'er knew the crafts
That you do charge men with.

Shak., AU's WeU, iv. 2.

holyday, n. Formerly a common spelling of
holiday : now rare, or used chiefly as two words
in the literal sense of holy.

holydomt, ». Same as halidom.

As God you helpp and holyiom, as by thes boke.
~ gliah Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 318.

Holy-Ghostf (ho'li-gosf), n. The wild angelica
of Europe, Angelica sylvestris, formerly regard-
ed as good against poison and pestilence. See
angelica.

Holy-Grhost pear (ho'li-gosf par). [A name
due to a mistaken rendering of avocado as equiv.
to Sp. abogado, advocate, mediator: see admo-— ... -.— , ,^, - ^ , - ,, T - J /,.. - »• cate.'] The alligator-pear, or avocado.

a religious faith, as Jerusalem by Jews and Christians, tt-i_ rii,„_4. nlonf- CVin'H n.kc,f' •r.^oT,f^ d^-r^^ o<,
Mecca and Medina by Mohammedans, Benares by Hin- HOly-lJllOSt plant (ho ll-gost plant), bame as

- - ~ .--.-- dove-plant,

holy-hay (ho'li-ha'), n. The lucem, Medieago
dus, Bome byRoman Catholics, etc. ; specifically leap.], Je-

rusalem.—Holy conununlon. See communion.—Holy
Cross. See cross!.-Holy-Cross day, holy days. See
ddj/l.-Holy cup, the eucharistic chalice.— Holy disk,
In the 6r. Ch., the paten.—Holy faml^. Seefamily.—
Holy fan. Seefiabellum, 1.—Holy Father, fire, Friday,
Ghost. See the nouns.—Holy grail. See graili.—'Roly
grass. SeeHierochlos.—'Eoly house. Innocents, lamb,
mnce, loaf. See the nouns.—Holy League, aname given
to various European alliances, as that of 1511 formed by
the Pope against the French, or the Nuremberg League of

the Catholic powers in Germany in 1538. For the league

of 1576 against the Huguenots, see league.— Holy Office,

the Inquisition.—Holy Oil See o«.—Holy orders. See
order.—Holy place, in Scrip., the sanctuary of the taber-
nacle and of the tenrple.

The high priest entereth into the holy place every year
with blood of others. Heb. ix. 25.

Holy places, places in which events in the life of Jesus

C^st occurred, or where martyrs died, or where relics

are kept.

And so to visite the seyd holy plods in clennes of lyfl.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 26.

Holy auest, the search for the holy grail. See grail2.—

Ho^ Roman Empire. See empire.— Holy rood. See
rood.—Holyropet, the hemp-agrimony, Eupatorium can-

nahinum, the leaves of which resemble those of hemp.—
Holy Saturday. See Sa^Brdoy.-Holy see. See sees.—

holy-hempt (ho'li-hemp'), n. The plant Galeop-
sis Ladanwn.
holy-herb (ho'li-ferb'), » A European plant,
Verbena officinalis; the vervain.

holystone (ho'li-ston), «. [Said to be so called
becauseused in cleaning the decks for Sunday.]
A soft sandstone used by seamen for scrubbing
the decks of a ship. See the extract.

The holystone is a large, soft stone, smooth on the bot-
tom, with long ropes attached to each end, by which the
crewkeep it sliding fore and aft over the wet sanded decks.

E. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 208.

holystone (ho'li-ston), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. holy-

stoned, ppr. holystoning. [< holystone, n.'] To
scrub with holystone, as the deck of a vessel.

The men are so busy Boly-stoning the quarter-deck,
while all hands are wanted to keep the ship afioat.

0. W. Bolmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 109.

hom^t, »• A Middle English form of home^.
hornet, pron. A Middle English form of hem,
obsolete objective plural of he. See he^.

Homalium

homacanth (hom'a-kanth), a. [< Gr. 6/i6g, the
same, + arnvBa, spine.] Having the characters
of the Momacanthi,
Homacanthi (hom-a-kan'thi), n. pi. [NL.
(Kner, 1860), < Gr. d/dg, the same, -t- asavBa,

spine.] A section of acanthopterous fishes in
which the dorsal spines are symmetrical and
depressible in the same line, each one directly

over the next succeeding one, exemplified by
the Ldbridm, Pomacentridm, Acanthuridce, etc.

homage (hom'- or om'aj), «. [<ME. homage, < OF.
homage, hommage, humage, homenage, omenage,
etc., P. hommage = Pr. homenatge, homenage =
Sp. homenaje = Pg. homenagem = It. omaggio
(ML. reflex homagium), < ML. hominaticum, ho-

menaUcum, homaticum, homage, the service of a
vassal or 'man,' < L. hom,o (homin-), a man, ML.
avassal: seejSbmo.] 1. In/eMrfaHaw, an admis-
sion or acknowledgment to the lord of tenure
imder him; the public ceremony that bound
the vassal to the lord, whose man he thereupon
became, and of whom he held the land for
which he was to render his service.

Whan the two kynges hadde take the oth of these two,
a-noon thei dide tokynge Arthur their homage full debo-
nerly as was right. Jferim(B. E. T. S.), iL 140.

The King of France summons King Edward to come and
do his Homage for Gascoiu. Baker, Chronicles, p. HI.

Lewis, in 1259, obtained from his brother-in-law a final

surrender of Normandy and homage and fealty for Gui-
enne. Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 219.

2. Eespect or reverence paid by external ac-
tion ; obeisance ; respectful or reverential re-

gard; deferential feeling ; reverence.
Go, go, with homage yon proud victors meet ! Dryden.

Proud of the Homage to his Merit done.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love-

The rocks proclaim the approaching Deity. . , .

With heads declined, ye cedars, homage pay.
Pope, Messiah, 1. 35.

We are not to pay lip homage to principles which our
conduct wilfully transgresses.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 518.

3. The copyholders or tenants of a manor in
attendance to do their duty in a court-baron.
It was the custom for the homage to choose one of the
tenants to collect the lord's rent forvthe year following.

Too few manor rolls have been published ; but in those
which have been made accessible you frequently find the
lord and the homage (that is, the assembly of free tenants)
making rules against resort to the King's Court.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 315.

Homage ancestral, that form of homage instanced
where a man and his ancestors have time out of mind
held their land of the lord by homage.— Liege homage,
a homage which included fealty and certain services.

—

Simple homage, a mere acknowledgment of tenure with-
out fealty or the services consequent upon it,

homaget (hom'- or om'aj), v. [< OF. hommager,
pay hoinage to, < hommage, homage : see homage,
».] I. trans. 1. To profess fealty to

;
pay re-

spect to by external action; reverence.— 2. To
cause to pay homage ; bring under subjection.

To her great Neptune homaged aU his streams.
Cowley^

II. intrans. To pay respect; profess fealty.

To whom Jove sometimes bends and Neptune kneels,
Mjars homageth, and Phebus will submit.

Heywood, Love's Mistress, sig. D. 3.

homageablef (hom'- or om'aj-a-bl), a. [< OF.
hommageable, < hommager, pay homage to, -I-

-able: see Aoma^e,«., and -a6te.] Bound to pay
homage.
The Earls of Flanders and Holland were most consider-

able ; but of them two he of Holland being Ao7iia^ea&2e to
none, and having Friesland and Zealand added, was the
more potent. Howell, Letters, I. iL 15.

homage-jury (hom'aj-j6''''ri), n. A jury in an
English court-baron, consisting of tenants that
do homage, who are to inquire and make pre-
sentments of the death of tenants, surrenifers,
admittances, and the like. Wha/rton.

homager (hom'- or om'aj-fer), n. One who does
or is bound to do homage ; one who holds land
of another by homage.

And aftur kyngys xv..
That homagerys to hym bene.
ilfS. Camtab. If. iL 38, f. 107. (HaUiwell.y

My Song, a fearless homager, would attend
Thy thundering battle-axe as it cleaves the press
Of war. Wordsworth, Eocles. Sonnets, L 85.

Homaliese (hom-a-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Somor^
Hum + -eoB.] A tribe of plants belonging to the
natural order Samydacew, typified by the genus
Somalinm. They are characterized by alternate, rarely
opposite or verticUlate, leaves ; the calyx free or adnate
to the ovary ; and 4- to 15-merous fiowers. The series Ho-
matiece of Baillon (1873) was referred to the Bixinece.

Homalium (ho-ma'li-um), n. [NL. (orig. Oma-
lium, Gri'avenh'orst, 1802), < Gr. d/iaMg, even, lev-
el, smooth, < 6|U(if, the same : see Jiomo-.'] 1 . In
zool., a genus of rove-beetles, of the family ,S<a-

phylinidm, of wide distribution and many spe-



ffomalium diffUsum.
(Line shows natural size.)

Homalium
cies, which live upon plants
or under the bark of trees.— 3. In iot., a large genus
of dicotyledonous polypet-
alous shrubs or trees,found-
ed by Jacques (1763), of the
natural order Samydacew,
and type of the tribe Homa-
l%e(E, It is characterized by hav-
ing the ovary more or less adnate
to the calyx, and the petals as nu-
merous as the sepals, and plane.
The leaves are alternate, petioled,
ovate or lanceolate, and crenate or
serrate, rarely entire ; the flowers
are small and disposed in branch-
ing axillary panicles. About 30
species are known, natives ol Asia,
Africa, northern Australia, the Hji Islands, and tropical
America.

Homalogonatse (hom''''a-lo-gon'a-te), n. pi.
[NL., fern. pi. of homalogonatus : "see liomalo-
gonatous.'] A division of birds proposed by
Garrod, to include all those which possess a cer-
tain muscle of the leg, the ambiens: opposed
to Anomalogonatce.
homalogonatous (hom"a-lo-gon'a-tus), a. [<
NL. homalogonatus, < Gfr. 'bjMMQJ even, level,
equal, + y6w = E. Icnee.l In ornith., provided
with an ambiens muscle.

Fasseres have no ambiens; . . . birds having It are term-
ed AoraaZoi^oTiaiows or "normally-kneed"; . ... thosewant-
ing it are called anOmalogonatous.

Coues, Key tb N. A. Birds, p. 196.

Eomalogyra (hom'''a-lo-ji'ra), n. [NL., < Gr.
6ftal6g, even, level, equal, -f- yvpo(, a ring, cir-

cle.] A genus of gastropods, typical of the
family Homalogyridce.
Homalogyridae (hom"a-lo-jir'i-de), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Momalogyra + -idw.^ A family of gastropods,
typified by the genus Momalogyra. The anunal
has no tentacles ; it nas sessile eyes, and a very peculiar
radula, the central tooth having a quadrangular base and
triangular cusp, the lateral and marginal teeth being repre-
sented by a single oblong transverse plate ; the shell is

planorbiform ; and the operculum is corneous and has a
central nucleus. Only one small species, SomaZogyra niti-

dimma, of the European seas, is known.

homaloidal (hom-a-loi'dal), a. [< Gr. 6/^aUc,
even, level,+ eldogj'torm,+ -o?.] In geom., simi-
lar to a plane; flat; having real points at all

real distances, but none at imaginary distances.
—Homaloidal system, a system of lines on a plane rep-
resenting another surface ; also, a system of surfaces such
that every three cut in a single point.

Homalomyia (hom"a-lo-mi'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
S/mUQ, even, level, equal, H- /ima, a fly: see

Musca.'] A genus of flies founded by Bouoh6
in 1834, distinguished
from Anthomyia by the
narrower cheeks, more
rounded head, and less

hairy abdomen. The larvso

are found in moist decaying
matter, both animal and vegeta-
ble; they breathe by lateral

branchies. Numerous cases ai'e

on record of the voiding of these
larvsefrom the intestines of hu-
man beings, but in such cases
they have probably entered the
body in over-ripe fruit or vege-
tables.

Homaloptera (hom-a-lop'-
te-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.
p'l. of Viomalopterus : see
homalopterousT] An order
of insects, corresponding
to the suborder Pupipara .-. t- • ™;b.h
& T\- ± T 7. ^ 1 f7 sp'ny h^^^t magnified,

otihptera. Zeach, 1817.

homalopterous (hom-a-lop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
*komalopterus, < Gr. bjlakdg, even, level, + ffre-

p&v, wing.] Pertaining to the Homaloptera.

homalpsternal (hom''a-lo-st6r'nal), a. [< Gr.

diUaWf , even, level, -1- ffT^pwov, sternum.] Flat,

as a breast-bone ; having a keelless sternum;

ratite, as a bird.

Homalostemii(hom''''a-16-st6r'ni-i),«.i)Z. [NL.,

< Gr. ifiaUg, even, level, + cripvov, sternum.]

One of the primary divisions of recent birds,

including all those in which the breast-bone is

not keeled or carinate; the StrutUones oiBati-

tce : opposed to Tropidosternii. [Little used.]

Homaridse (ho-mar'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Soma-
rus + -idoe.'] ' A family of macrurous crusta-

ceans, containing the lobsters of the genera

BomMrus and Nephrops.
homarine (hom'a-rin), a. and n. [< Bomarus +
-mel.] I. a. ResembUng a lobster, or havmg
the characteristics of a lobster. Buxley.

II. n. A lobster.

A marine Astaolneoratrue Homarine.
Busdey, Crayfish, p. 316.

_, larva of HontaZotnyia
{line sliows natural size); b.
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Homarus (hom'a-ms), n. [NL., < OF. liomar,
mod. F. homard, Norm, houmar, < LG. hummer
(>G. hummer) = Sw. Dan. hummer, OSw. Iwm-
mare = Icel. humarr, lobster; cf. Gr. Kdfifia-
pog, Kd/iapog, > L. cammarus, gammarus, a kind
of lobster.] A genus of long-tailed crusta-
ceans or lobsters, belonging to the family Bo-
maridce. There are three species, H. americanus, milga-
na, and eapensin, of North America, Europe, and Africa
respectively. In spite of the large size and general ap-
P«^a°oe, the species of Homarus are related to theoraw-
flsh (4sSffl<!MS and Cambarug), and are usually placed in
AHaeidK, hut differ in being marine. Milne-Edwards.
nomatomic (hom-a-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. dfiog, the
same, in comp. together, + E. atomic.^ Com-
posed of atoms of the same kind.
homatropia (hom-a-tro'pi-a), n. [NL„ < Gr.
d/iog, the same, in comp. together, + NL. atro-
pia.l Same as homatropirie.
homatropine (ho-mat'ro-pin), n. [< Gr. 6fi6i,
the same, in coinp. together, -I- E. atropine.'\
An alkaloid (CigHgiNOj) crystallizing in color-
less prisms which are deliquescent,but difficult-
ly soluble in water, it is derived from atropine, an
alkaloid prepared from belladonna. Salts ofhomatropine
are used to some extent in medicine.
Eomazonia (hom-ak-s6'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. 6ix6(, the same, + a^uv,' an axle : see ax^,
axis^, axle.l In morphology, organic forms all
of whose axes are equal: correlated with Fro-
taxonia.

homaxonial (hom-ak-s6'ni-al), a. [As Bomaxo-
nia + -al.l Having all the axes equal; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Bomaxonia.

'

All questions of sjfmmetry, for which Haeckel's nomen-
clature of homaxonial, homopolic, &c., is distinctly pref-
erable. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 846.

homazonic (hom-ak-son'ik), a. [As Bomaxonia
+ -ic] Same as homaxonial.

A spherical (homaxonic) or cone-shaped (monaxonic)per-
forated shell of membranous consistence known as the cen-
tral capsule, and probably homologous with the perforated
shell of a Globigerina.

K R. Lankester, Enoyc. Brit., XLS. 849.

hombre (om'br), n. Same as omler. [Bare.]
home (hom), n. and a. [< ME. home, hoom,
hom, ham, < AS. ham, a home, dwelling, = OS.
OFries. hem = MD. heym, home, dwelling, D.
only in comp. Tseimefoj'fc, private, secret (= E.
homely), = OHG. MHG. G. heim = Icel. heimr,
an abode, village, heima, home, = Sw. hem =
Dan. hjem, home, = Goth, haims, a village (the
sense ' home ' being approached in the deriv. ad-
jectives ana-liaims, present, ' at home,' and af-
haAnis, absent, 'from home'), = Lith. kemas =
Gr. KO/iri (for */c^|U)??), a village (see comic, com-
edy),= Skt. Tcsema, abode, place ofrest, security,

for *skema, < y *ski, ksi, dwell. The OTeut.
sense of ' village ' is preserved in many place-
names in -ham, AS. -Mm, G. -heim, etc., as Bir-
mingham, Cheltenham, Nottingham, G. Bochheim,
Mannheim, etc. ; also in dim. hamlet^, q. v.] I.

n. 1. A dwelling; the residence of a family
or household; a seat of domestic life and in-

terests; hence, one's abode; the house inwhich
onehas his fixed or usual residence, or which he
regards as his definite dwelling-place.

His great love, sharp as his spur, hath holp him
To his home before us. Shak., Macbeth, i. 6,

All blended into that glow of feeling which finds its

centre and hope and joy in Home.
D. O. Mitchell, Keveries of a Bachelor.

2. The place or region in which one lives ; one's

own locality or coxmtry.

Now powers from home, and discontents at hmiK,
Meet in one line. Shak., K. John, iv. 3.

And the star-spangled banner, long may it wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave I

Key, Star-spangled Banner.

3. The place or region where some specified

thing is most common, indigenous, or native

;

the seat or native habitat.

Mandria, by plenty, made the home of war.
Prior, Ode to the Queen.

Her melancholy eyes divine.

The htmie of woe without a tear.

Termyson, Mariana in the South.

4. An institute or establishment designed to

afford the comforts of domestic life to the

homeless, sick, or destitute: as, a sailors' or

soldiers' home; a home for the aged.— 5. In

games, the ultimate point to which a player

runs, or to which effort is directed; the goal.

The prison children . . . whooped and ran, and played

at hide and seek, and made the iron bars of the inner gate-

way Home. Dickens, Little Dorrit, i. 7.

Specifically— (o) In baseball, the space or base immedi-

ately in front of the batters' position. See base-ball, (b)

In laerosse, the position of a player who stands just in

front of his opponents' goal, and who tries to throw the

home
ball through it ; also, the player himself.— At home, (a)

In or about one's own house or lodgings; at the abode of

the household to which one belongs ; hence, having a sense
of freedom and familiarity, as in one's house.

They may teach the young women to be . . . discreet,

chaste, keepers at home, good, obedient to their own hus-
bands. Tit. ii. 6.

And though they carry nothing forth with them, yet
in all their journey they lack nothing. Fov wheresoever
they come, they be At Home.

Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr. by Eobinson), ii. 6.

(b) In the position of being thoroughly familiarwith a sub-
ject ; conversant : as, to be at home in a science, (e) In one's
own country.

Travellers ne'er did lie.

Though fools at home condemn them.

^ iSAaA;.,Tempest, ill. 3.

(d) Prepared to receive social calls or visits : a conven-
tional phrase. Hence, as a noun

—

(e) A time fixed for re-
ceiving callers ; a reception.

" Invitations I
'' cried Hiss Gascoigne, ". . . and to

the best houses in Avonsbridge, too. This is the result

of your At Home." Mrs. Craik, Christian's Mistake, v.

Long home, the grave.

Man goeth to his long hmtie, and the mourners go about
the streets. Eccl. xii. 5.

They went all to their long home.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 564.

To eat one out of house and home. See eat.—To go
Iiome by beggar's bush. See beggar.—To make one's
self at home, to conduct one's self in another's house as
unrestrainedly as if at home.

II. a. 1 . Connected with one's hbme or place
of abode, or with one's country; domestic:
often opposed to foreign.

Let the exportation of home commodities be more in
value than the importation of foreign. Bacon.

Last from her own AoTTie-circle of the poor
They barr'd her. Tennyson, Aylmer's Held.

2. Close; to the point; effective; coming home
to the subject or the thing: as, a home thrust
in argument; a home blow in boxing.

Do I resolve to grieve, and not to die?
Happy had been the stroke thou gav'st, if home.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 4.

I am sorry to give him such horne thrusts. Stillingfleet.

3. In sporting: (a) Situated near or at the goal;
final: as, the home stretch: the home base. (6)
Reaching, or enabling a player to reach, home
or the goal: as, a /lOMie run ; a 7jo«« hit.—Home
Department, that branch of a government (specifically
that of Great Britain) which supervises the administration
of internal aflairs. The head of this department in Great
Britain is called the Some Secretary, and is charged with
the supervision of the prisons and the police force, the ad-
ministration of criminal justice, the inspection offactories,
etc.-Home farm. See /armi.—Home field, the land
on which the farm-house or homestead is built and that
immediately surrounding it, usually fenced off from the
rest of the farm.

It had the ^aveyard, originally Isaac Johnson's home-
Jield, on one side. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, ix.

Home Office, in Great Britain, the governmental office in
which the aJSairs of the Home Department are transacted.
—Home rule, the political principle or program in ac-
cordance with which a city, province, state, or other com-
ponent part of a country enjoys self-government in its in-
ternal affairs : in British politics specifically used with
reference to the agitation in favor of self-government in
Ireland (begun under this name about 1870) through the
agency of a national parliament, and less prominently also
in Scotland and Wales.—Home-Bnle THil See biU3.

home (hom), adv. [< ME. home, hoom, hom, <
AS. ham, adv., prop, the ace. used adverbially,
as also in G. Dan. Sw., etc. : see home, «.] 1.
To, toward, or at home, in any sense of that
word.

In discontent then hame she went,
And aye the tear did blin' her e'e.

The Laird of Waristoun (Child's Ballads, III. 320).

Thanne the Sone bryngethe Aoom with him alle his Kyn,
and his I'rendes, and alle the othere to his Hows, and
makethe hem a gret Teste. MandevUle, Travels, p. S09.

Here she is allowed her virgin rites,
Her maiden strewments, and the bringing home
Of bell and buriaL Shak. , Hamlet, v. 1.

Curses are like young chickens.
And still come hom£ to roost.

Butwer, Lady of Lyons, v. 2.

.An arrow is hmne when drawn to the pile.

M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 53.

2. To the point; to the mark aimed at; so
as to produce an intended effect; effectively;
satisfactorily; closely: as, to strike home; to
charge 7w»8e; to speak 7jo»ie.

In your letters you touch me hmne.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1863), IX 30.

With his prepared sword, he charges home
My unprovided body. Shak., Lear, ii. 1.

Speak to me home, mince not the general tongue.
Shak., A. and C, i. 2.

She speaks to the matter, and comes home to the point.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii 1.

To put the affront the homer, [Prince Rupert] resolv'd
that very day to march quite thorow the middle of the
Quarters.
Prince Rupert's late beating up the rebels' quarters at Post-

Icomb and Chenner (164S), p. 2.



home
Joseph, tax him home.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

To bring home to. See bring.—To come home, fall
home, follow home, get home, etc. See the verbs.—
To pay hornet, to urge, press, or pay to the lull ; satisfy
fully ; retaliate effectively.

Aere meo me lacessis, thou gevest me scoffe for scoffe,
or as we saie, thou paiest me home. Elyot, 1569.

All my services
You have paid home. Shak., W. T., v. 3.

To sheet home, to haul the sheets of a sail so that the
clues will be stretched apart as far as possible.—To
tumble home. See tumble.

home (hom), V.
;
pret. and pp. homed, ppr. hom-

ing. [< home, n. or adv.'\ I. intrans. To dwell;
liaye a home ; also (cjjiefly in the present par-
ticiple), to go home instinctively, as a carrier-
pigeon. See homing.

The arrangements [to use pigeons as message-bearers
in the yacht-races of September, 1886] were hasty, and the
material honied at several centers, some of them miles
away from the center of use. The Century, XXXII. 363.

II. trans. To bring, carry, or send home : as,

the homing of the harvest; to home a carrier-
pigeon.

home-born (hom'bSm), a. l. Belonging to the
place or country by birth ; native ; not foreign.

One law shall he to him that is homebom and unto the
stranger that sojourneth among you. Ex. xli. 49.

2. Originating at home; pertaining to one's
home; domestic.

Arm
These creatures from hom£-born intrinsic harm.

Donne.
Intimate delights,

Fire-side enjoyments, homebom happiness.
Cowper, Tasls, iv. 140.

home-bound (hom'bound), a. Same as home-
ward-bound.

For thought Is tired of wandering o'er the world.
And home-bound Fancy runs her bark ashore.

Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I., L 5.

home-bred (hom'bred), a. l. Bred or brought
up at home; hence, uncultivated; artless; rude.

Only to me two homa-bred youths belong. Bryden.

2. Of native or innate growth; domestic; nat-
ural; inborn.

But if of daunger, which hereby doth dwell.
And hamebredd evil ye desire to heare.
Of a straunge man I can you tidings tell.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 31.

Gk)d hath taken care to anticipate every man, to draw
him early into his church, before other competitors, homt;-

bred lusts or vicious customs of the world, should be able
to pretend to him. Hammond, Fundamentals.

Envie shall sink to hell, craft and malice be confounded,
whether it be homebred mischief or outlandish cunning.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

home-brew (hom'bro), n. Beer that is brewed
at home or for home consumption. [Bare.]

Immense bumpers or vats of admittedly real Russian
home-brew which are being now consumed in every civil-

ised country. Fortnightly Reil., N. S., XLIII. 240.

home-brewed (hom'brod), a. Brewed at home
or for home consumption: as, Iwme-hrewed ale.

The sparkling beverage home-brewed from malt of my
own making. Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

homecome (hom'kum), n. [< ME. homecome,
homcome, hamcume, < AS. hdmeyme (= leel.

heimkoma, -hvdma; cf. G. heimkunft = Dan.
hjemkomst = Sw. hemkomsf), < ham, home, -1-

cyme, coming: see come, «.] A coming home;
arrival at home. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

Feire floures schal we finde of foulen song here,

& thurth cumfort may cacche swiche happ mai falle,

To haue the better hele at goure hom-konrte.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 807.

home-coming (h6m'kum"iiig), n. [< ME. hom-
comynge; < home + coming.'] Eeturn home or

homeward.
And zee schulle uindirstonde, zif it lyke zou, that at myn

H&m comynge 1 cam to Rome.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 314.

Prepare
A pathway meet for her home-coming soon.

Lowell, Bon Voyage

!

home-felt (hom'felt), a. Pelt in one's own
breast; inward; private: as, home-felt ^oys.

But such a sacred and home-felt delight.

Such sober certainty of waking bliss,

I never heard till now. Milton, Comns, L 262.

Happy next him who to these shades retires,

Whom Nature charms, and whom the Muse inspires.

Whom humbler joys of Tumie-felt quiet please.

Pope, Windsor Forest, L 239.

home-keeping (h6m'ke"ping), a. Staying at

home.
Home-keeping youth have ever homely wits.

Shak., T. G. of V., L 1.

homeless (hom'les), a. [ME. *homles (not

found), < AS. hdmleds (= Dan, hjemlds), home-
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less, < ham, home, + -Icds, -less.] Destitute
of a home.

Was the merchant charged to bring
The homeless birds a nest?

Cowper, The Bird's Nest.

homelike (hom'lik), a. Having the qualities

that constitute a home ; suggesting or resem-
bling a home ; familiar.

Here the aspect was friendly, livable, almost homelike.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 667.

homelikeness (hom'Uk-nes), n. The character
of being homelike.

A delicacy, a brotherly considerateness, a homelikeness
of character and manner.

The Congregationalist, March 3, 1887.

homelily (hom'li-li), adv. [< homely -1- -ly^.]

In a homely manner; rudely; inelegantly.

homeliness (hom'li-nes), «. 1. The state or
quality of being homely, in any sense of that
word.

There's the rich beauty
^Tiich this poor homeliness is not endowed with

;

There's difference enough.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid In the MUl, ii.

The force of his argument is not at all injured by the
homeliness of his illustrations.

0. W. Holmes, Essays, p. 109.

The prospect was not rich, but it had a frank homeliness
which touched the young man's fancy.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 458.

The intense realism, the admirable homeliness and truth
of his [Hogarth's] pictures of English life, . . . raised them
far above the level of the mere grotesque.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

2t, Household management.
Orisildis thurgh hir wit

Coude al the feet [feat] of wyfly homlinesse.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 373.

3t. Familiarity; intimacy.

Overgret homlinesse engendreth dispreising.
Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

homelingt (hom'ling), n. and a. [< home +
-ling'': Cf. comeling.] I. n. A person or thing
belonging to a home or to a country.

So that within a whyle they began to molest the home-
lings (for so I find the word indigena to be Englished in

an old book that I have, wherein advena is translated also

a comeling). Holinshed.

A word treated as a homeling. Abp. Trench.

II. a. Native.

Under these lyeth a little strond or shore, the homeling
Inhabitants call it Achileos-dromon.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 200.

homely (hom'li), a. [< ME. homVy, hoomly,
hamely, domestic, familiar, plain (= OPries.
hemelik = D. heimelijk, secret, private, = OHG.
heimilili, MHG-. lieimelich, G. heimlieh, secret, =
Icel. heimligr, worldly, = Sw. hemlig = Dan.
fee»»me%, private, secret); < home + -ly'^.'} 1.

Of or belonging to home or the household;
domestic.

In this world nys worse pestilence
Than hoomly foo, al day in thy presence.

Chaueer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 560.

"God speed," quoth he, "thou famous flower.
Fair mistress of this homely bower."

Patient Grissel (Child's Ballads, IV. 208).

2t. PamiUar; intimate.

The enemies of a man are they that are homely with
him. Wyclif, Mat. x. 36.

For Protheus, that cowde hym chaunge
In euery shape, homely and straunge,
Cowde nevere sich gile ne tresoune.

Eom. of the Rose, 1. 6323.

With all these men I was i-ight homely, and communed
with them long time and oft.

Foxe, Martyrs, Wm. Thorpe.

3. Of domestic character or quality; hence,
simple; plain; rude; coarse; not fine or ele-
gant: as, a homely garment; a homely house;
homely fare.

Than had I with yow homly sufflsaunce,
I am a man of litel sustinaunce.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, L 135.

Homely playe it is, and a madde pastime, where men by
the course of the game go together by the eares, and many
times murdre one an other.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 218.

A diction at once so rich and so homely as his [Emer-
son's] I Imow not where to match in these days of writing
by the page ; it is like homespun cloth-of-gold.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 377.

4. Plain; without particular beauty of features,
form, or color : as, a homely face.

Of Dutch and French some few are comely.
The French are light, the Dutch are homely.

Howell, Letters, L v. 21.

It Is for homely features to keep home

;

They had their name thence.
Milton, Comus, 1. 748.

It is observed by some, that there is none so ?u>mely but
loves a looking-glass. South, Sermons.

homer

homelyt (hom'li), adv. [< ME. homely, homly,
hoomly, etc. ; < homely, a.] Familiarly

;
plain-

ly; rudely; simply; coarsely.

He rode hut hoomly in a medled coote.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 328.

Eerkne opon Hyldegare hou homliche he telleth
How her sustenaance is synne ; & syker, as y trowe,
Weren her confessiones.

Piers Plowman's Crede (B. E. T. S.), 1. 703.

Take the spices and drynk the wyne
As homely as I did of thyne.

MS. Cantab. If. v. 48, f. 65. (Halliwell.)

Aman well stricken in age, with a black sun-burned face,
along beard, and a cloak cast homely about his shoulders.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), Prol., p. 26.

It is a bashful child, homely brought up.
In a rude hostelry. B. Jonson, New Inn.

home-made (ham'mad), a. Made at home ; of
domestic manufacture.

Madam in her high-laced ruff,

Goody in her home-made stuff.

Whittier, To my Old Schoolmaster.

When he [Milton] makes our English search her coffers
round, it is not for any home-made ornaments.

Lowell, New Princeton Rev., 1. 154.

homeoid, homosoid (ho'mf-oid), n. [< Gr.
b/ioiog, like, similar (see homceo- and homo-), +
d6o(, form.] In math., an infinitely thin shell
bounded by two similar surfaces similarly ori-

entated. Thomson and To»i._Thick homeoid, a
thick shell hounded by two similar surfaces similarly ori-

entated.

homeoidal (ho-me-oi'dal), a. [< homeoid +
-aZ.] Pertaining to or resembling a homeoid.
The hulk of a homoeoid is the excess of the hulk of the

part where the thickness is positive above that where the
thickness is negative. The bulk of a homceoiddl couple is

essentially zero.

Thomson and Tail, Nat. Phil., § 494 g, foot-note.

Homeomeri, homeomeric, homeomorphic,
etc. See Uomceom^ri, etc.

homeopath, homoeopath (ho'me-o-path), n.

[= P. homoeopathe = Sp. Jiomedpata; as 'home-

opathy, without the termination.] Same as ho-

homeopathic, homoeopathic (h6"me-6-path'-
ik), a. [= F. homoeopathique = Sp. homeo-
pdtico = Pg. homeopathico = It. omeopatico, <

NL. homoeopathicus, < homoeopathia, homeopa-
thy: see homeopathy.'] Relating or pertain-
ing to homeopathy; according to the principles
of homeopathy : as, homeopathic remedies ; ho-

meopathic treatment.
homeopathical, homoeopathical (hd''''me-o-

path'i-kal), a. [< homeopathic + -al.] Same
as homeopathic.
homeopathically, homceopathically (ho'''me-

o-path'i-kal-i), adv. In a homeopathic man-
ner; by means of homeopathy.
homeopathisl;, homceopathist (ho-me-op'a-
thist), n. [< homeopathy -t- -dst.] One who is

versed in or practises homeopathy; one who
believes in the homeopathic treatment of dis-

eases. Also homeo^Mth.
homeopathy, homoeopathy (ho-me-opVthi),
n. [= P. homoeopathie = Sp. homeopatia '= Pg.
homeopathia = It. omeopatia, < NL. homoeopathia
(taken in sense defined), < Gr. bfiotaitoBsia, lia-

bility to like affections, sympathy, likeness in
condition, < dfiomwad^;, having like feelings or
affections, sympathetic, < &/ioio;, like, similar,
+ irdBog, feeling, suffering : see pathos.] The
medical treatment of diseased conditions of the
body by the administration of drugs which are
capable of exciting in healthy persons symp-
toms closely similar to those of the morbid con-
dition treated. This system of medicine was founded
by Dr. C. F. 8. Hahnemann (1765-1843) at leipsic. The
fundamental doctrine of homeopathy is expressed in the
Latin adage "Sirailiasimilibus curantur" (likes are cured
by likes). In practice homeopathy is associated with the
system of administering drugs in very small, often infini-
tesimal, doses.

homeoplastic, homoeoplastic (h6"me-o-plas'-
tik), a. [< Gr. bfwioc, like, + TrXaaric', formed,
< irMaaeiv, form.] In pathol., resembling the
tissue from or in which the thing to which the
term is applied is formed: as, a homeoplastic
tumor.
homerl (ho'mfer), n. [< home -H -erl.] A pigeon
trained to fly home from a distance ; a homing
pigeon.

Again, comparing this homer's skull with that of a com-
mon pigeon of the same size, we found at least one fourth
more brain-room in the homer, and the excess located
more especially in the lower back portion.

The Century, XXXH. 870.

homer2 (ho'mer), n. [< Icel. hdmeri, Norw. haa-
merr, a kind of shark, lit. ' shark-mare,' < Icel.
hdr, Norw. haa, a shark (> E. hoe^), + Icel. merr,
mod. jreerj, Norw. merr = E. mare'^.] The bask-
ing-shark, Cetorhinus mammus.



homer
homers (ho'mer). H. [< Heb. hlmner, a homer,
also a moimd, < JcJiamar, undulate, surge up,
swell up.] A Hebrew measure, containing 75
gallons and 5 pints wine-measiire. As a dry-
measure it was equivalent to 10 ephahs, or 11^
bushels. Also written choiner and gomer.
An homer oi barley-seed shall be valued at fifty shekels

of Bilver. lev. xxvii. J6.

Homerian (ho-me'ri-an), a. [< Homer (see
Homeric) + -ian.'] Same as Homeric. [Bare.]
His [Homer's] figure was one of the stock types on Smyr-

neean coins, one class of which was called Homerian.
Encyc. Brit., XXII. 187.

Homeric (ho-mer'ik), a. [< L. Homericus, <
Gr. 'O/j-vptK-dg, relating to Homer, < "Oiuipog, L.
Homerus, Homer. The name first occurs (dis-
regarding a doubtful fragment of Hesiod) in a
fragment of the poet Xenophanes (6th century
B. 0.), According to the life of Homer falsely
attributed to Herodotus, ofajpog in the Cumsaan
dialect meant 'blind,' whence some explain the
tradition of Homer's blindness. The name has
been otherwise explained, e. g. as an eponym
of the Homeridce (Gr. 'Oftr/plSai), a gild of poets
in Chios, or, generally, the rhapsodists who re-
cited the poems ascribed to Homer; but the
meaning of the name and the very existence
of the poet as a distinct person remain doubt-
ful.] Pertaining to Homer, the great epic poet
of ancient Greece, or to the poetry that bears
Ms name, and specifically to the Iliad and the
Odyssey ; resembling Homer's verse, or having
some characteristic of his works.
Homerical (ho-mer'i-kal), a. [< Homeric + -al.']

Same as Homeric.
It has been objected by some who wish to be numbered

among the sons of learning that Pope's version of Homer
is not Hmnerical. Johnson, Pope.

Homerid (ho'me-rid), n. One of the Homeridse.
Homeridae (ho-mer'i-de), n.pl. [< Gr. 'OfojpiSai,

pi., appar. (see Homeric) < "O/z^pof, Homer, -t-

-IStu, sing. -/d)7f, a patronymic suffix.] A hered-
itary school of rhapsodists which flourished at
an early date on the island of Chios, the mem-
bers of which were regarded as descendants of
Homer; hence, in general, rhapsodists who re-
cited the Homeric poems throughout Greece.
Homeridian (ho-me-rid'i-an), a. [< Homerid
+ ian.'j Of or pertaining to the Homerids or
HomeridsB.
The Homeridia/n Hymns.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 815.

Homerology (ho-me-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. "O/i^-

pog, Homer, + -?Myia, < Tiiysw, speak : see -ology.']

The study of Homer, and of whatever relates

to him ; the whole body of knowledge concern-
ing Homer, his poems, and his times. W.E.
Gladstone.

Homeromastix (ho-me-ro-mas'tiks), n. [L.,

< Gr. 'OiiTipojiaaTi^, scourge of Homer, < "O/^T/poc,

Homer, + fiaart^, a scourge.] Scourge of Ho-
mer: an appellation of the ancient gramma-
rian Zoilus, from his severe criticisms of the
Homeric poems.

If there were another Homer, there would be another
Homeromastix. 0. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LI. 67.

home-ruler (hom'rS'ler), n. A person who ad-

vocates the political doctrine of home rule;

specifically,in British politics, one who favors

home rule for Ireland. See home rule, under
home, a.

homesick (hom'sik), a. HI or depressed from
being absent from home ; affected with home-
sickness.

The home-siclc dreamer's brow is nightly fanned
By breezes whispering of his native land.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, vi.

normsiek as death ! was ever pang like this? . . .

Too old to let my watery grief appear—
And what so bitter as a swallowed tear

!

0. W. Holmes, The School-Boy.

homesickness (hom'sik'^nes), n. A depressed

state of mind in persons away from home ; nos-

talgia. It is characterized by an intense longing for

home and the society of absent friends ; it may also in-

volve profound interference with nutrition, and give rise

to further mental disturbance marked by delirium, inco-

herenoe,hallucination,or suicidal attempts. Generallythe

word signifies only a temporary oi; occasional depression of

spirits from a longing for the renewal of former associa-

tions, actual or severe illness from this cause being rare.

Home-sickness is a wasting pang

;

This feel I hourly more and more

;

There's healing only in thy wings,

Thou breeze that play'st on Albion's shore

!

Coleridge, Home-sick.

homesocken (hom'sok-n), n. Same as hame-

home-Moakingt (li6m'spe"king), n. Forcible

and efficacious speaking.
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Our Saviour, who had all gifts in him, was lord to ex-

presse his indoctrinating power in what sort him best
seem'd: sometimes by a milde and familiar converse
Bometunes with plaine and impartiall home-speaking.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
homespun (hom'spun), a. and n. [< home -t-

simn, pp. of spill, v.'] I. a. 1. Spun or wrought
at home

; of domestic manufacture.
The cloath was homespun, but for colour and make
It might a beseem'd our queen.

Bobin Hood's Birth (ChUd's Ballads, V. 344).
rapse youths in Iwmespmi suits and ribboned queuesWhose hearts are beating in the high-backed pews.

0. W. Holmes, A Family Hecord.
Hence— 2. Of domestic origin; plain; famil-
iar; commonplace.

ov 11 ^ J 1. .
These travellers

Bhall find, before we have done, a home-spun wit,A plam French understanding, may cope with 'em.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 1.

We say, in our homespun English proverb. He killed
two birds with one stone. Dryden.
Mr. Potter seemed to carry about with him a certain

Imnespun certificate of authority which made it natural
for lesser men to accept his conclusions.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 278.

II, n. 1. Cloth made at home; home-made
clothing.

The dress of the girl was a well-worn but neat-checked
homespun, and at the throat was a bit of faded ribbon.

The Century, XXXVI. 896.

2. A coarse and loosely woven woolen mate-
rial, made in imitation of actual home-made
cloth.— 3. A coarse, unpolished, or rustic per-
son. [Bare.]

What hempen homespuns have we swaggering here.
So near the cradle of the faiiy queen ?

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 1.

homestall (hom'stai), n. [< hom^ + stall.'] 1.
A homestead ; a dwelling-place. [Rare or lo-
cal.]

And thou [Omai] hast found again
Thy cocoas and bananas, palms and yams.
And homestall thatch'd with leaves.

Cowper, Task, 1. 640.

2. One of the small inelosures for rearing
young cattle usually placed near the center of
an ancient English village community.
homestead (hom'sted), ». [= D. heemstede =
Dan. hjemsted; as home + stead.] 1. A family's
dwelling-place, with the inclosure or ground
immediately contiguous ; an abode; a home.

The abuse of war, . . .

The smouldering homestead, and the household flower
Tom from the lintel. Tennyson, Princess, v.

We cross the prairie as of old
The pilgrim crossed the sea.

To make the West, as they the East,
The homestead of the free

!

Whittier, Kansas Emigrants.

When you think of the old homestead, if you ever do,
your thoughts go straight to the wide chimney and its

burning logs. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 3.

2. In law, real property owned by the head of

a family and occupied by the family as a home.

The laws of the United States give to every citizen who
is the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of

twenty-one years, the right to a homestead of 160 acres,

i;o be selected at will from any of the surveyed and other-

wise unappropriated public lands, without cost, except
entry fees. Encyc. Brit., XII. 122.

3. Native seat ; station or place of residence.

[Rare.]
We can trace them back to a homestead, on the rivers

Volga and Ural. W. Tooke.

Homestead Act, a United States statute of 1862 (12 Stat.,

392, U. S. Rev. St.
, S 2289 et seq.), by which a citizen, or an

alien who has filed his declaration of intention to become
a citizen, may enter'upon not more than 160 acres of the

unappropriated public land, and, by complying with cer-

tain requirements, may after five years acquu-e title to it

by patent.—Homestead law. (a) In the United States,

a constitutional or statutory provision of a State exempting
from seizure or forced sale for debt a limited amount of

real estate owned and occupied by a family as a home-
stead. Provisions of this nature exist in nearly all the

States, varying widely in their terms and limitations. (6)

Same as Homestead Act.

homestead (hom'sted), v. t. [< homestead, n.\

To acquire as one's established homestead or

residence. [Western U. S.]

An Indian who had been married Indian fashion, . . .

but who had htifhesteaded a farm, thought it best to be

married in a more civilized way.
American Missionary, Nov., 1879, p. Mi.

The new farmers are settling into Dakota, Nebraska,

and Kansas, where promising land can be home-steaded

or preempted. W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 6.

homesteader (hom'sted-er), n. One who set-

tles upon the public land, or acquires a resi-

dence under the Homestead Act. [Western

U. S.]

The homesteaders ... are the pioneers of slender

means, taking advantage of the beneficentlaw which gives

a man (or woman if she be the head of a family) a home
upon the public domain at the simple price of occupying

homiculture
and cultivating it for a term of years ; and meanwhile it

cannot be taken from him for any outstanding debts.
H. King, The Century, XIX. 136.

home-ward (h6m'w|rd), adv. [< ME. homward,
hamivaid, < AS. hamweard, homeward, < ham,
home, + -weard, E. -ward.] Toward home;
toward one's habitation; toward one's native
country. Also homewards.
And also we passyd by the gate of the Temple of the

holy Sepulcre, and in ower wey homward we cam to the
Chirche that the Jacobyns hold.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 33.

honie-ward (hom'ward), a. [< homeward, adv.]
Being in the direction of home : as, a hometvard
journey.

home'Ward-bound (hom'ward-bound), a. Bound
or destined for home : saici'especially of vessels
returning from a foreign country, or of persons
returning home by sea—Homeward-bound pen-
nant, a long pennant reaching from the royalmast-head
to the water, set by a man-of-war on starting for home after
a cruise.

home^wardly (hom'ward-li), adv. [< homeward
+ -ly^.] Homeward!' [Rare.]

It was eve
When homewardly I went. Southey, Hannah.

homewards (hom'wardz), adv. [< ME. *homr-
wardes, hamewardes,' <. AS. hamweardes, home-
wards, < hamweard, homeward, + -es, adverbial
gen. suffix.] Same as homeward.
Come, you look paler and paler ; pray you, draw home-

wards. Shak., As you tike it, iv. 3.

home'Wort (hom'wfert), n. Thehouseleek, Sem-
pervivum tectorum.

homey, a. See homy.
homicidal (hom'i-si-dal), a. [< LL. homicidalis,
also homocidalis, < L. Komicida, a homicide, LL.
homicidium,homicide : see homicide^, homicide^.]
Characterized by homicide ; leading to, result-
ing in, or tendingtoward homicide ; murderous

;

bloody: as, a homicidal a,ot; homicidal raania.

The troop, forth issuing from the dark recess.
With homicidal rage the king oppress.

Pope, Odyssey, iv.

homicidally (hom'i-a-dal-i), adv. In a homi-
cidal manner ; with homicidal intent.

A severe wound in the throaty which was homicidally in-
flicted. A. S. Taylor, Med. Jour., p. 213.

homicide! (hom'i-sid), n. [< ME. homicide, <
OF. homicide, F. homicide = Pr. homecida, omi-
oida= Sp. Pg. homicida= It. omicida, < L. homi-
cida, a manslayer, homicide, murderer, < homo,
man, -t- ccedere (perf . ddi), kill, slay, -t- -a, suffix

of agent. Cf. homicide'^. The two words, alike
in F. and E., differ in other tongues and in the
orig. L. in termination. So all similar words,
fratricide, parricide, suicide, etc.], A person
who kills another ; a manslayer.

He that hateth his brother is an homicide.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

For what is he they follow? truly, gentlemen,
A bloody tyrant and a homicide.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3.

homicide^ (hom'i-sid), n. [< ME. homicide, liomi-

eidie, homicidy, < OF. iiomicide, P. homicide= Pr.
homicidi, omicidi = Sp. Pg. homicidio = It. omi-
oidio,<.ljL.homieidium, manslaughter, homicide,
murder,<Aomo,man(see Homo),+ ccedere {cid-),
kill, slay, -1- -ium, neut. suffix. See homicide^.]
The killing of ahumanbeing by a human being.
Homicide in its largest sense is generic, embracing every
mode by which the life of one man is taken by the act of
another. Shaw, Ch. J. It includes suicide, and also death
caused by culpable neglect. In law homicide is usually
clasasA 3,3 justifiable, excusable, ajid felonious : justifiable,
when itproceeds from necessity, as wheretheproper ofiicer

inflicts capital punishment, wliere an officer of justice kills

an offender wlio assaults or resists him and who cannot
otherwise be captured, or where persons are killed in the
dispersion of rebellious or riotous assemblies, or for the
prevention of some atrocious crime ; excusable, when it

happens from misadventure, as where a man in doing a
lawful act, without any intention of hurt, kills another by
accident, or in self-defense, or in defense of wife, chil-

dren, parent, servant, etc. (also called homicide by misad-
venture) ; felonious, when it proceeds from malice, or is

done in the prosecution of some unlawful act, or in a sud-
den passion, or it may be by criminal neglect. Felonious
homicide comprehends murder and manslaughter. In
Scots law manslaughter is called culpable homicide.

Thou cruell didst it : therefore. Homicide,
Cowardly treason, cursed Paricide, I

Vn-kinde Rebellion, euer shall remain
Thy house-hold Guests.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.

homicidyt) »• An obsolete variant of liomicide^.

Chaucer.

homiculture (hom'i-kul-tur), n. [< L. homo,
man, -1- cultura, culture.] The physical im-
provement of the human race by means anal-
ogous to those used in improving the breed of
the lower animals. [Rare.]



homiculture
todfrecHy, then, manlages are frequently made on bases

wUcli, if not those that the laws of BmiieuUure would
lay down, are at least not diametrically opposed to them.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 391.

homifonnt (tom'i-f6rm), o. [< L. homo, man, +
forma, shape.] Same as hominiform. Cudworth.
nomilete (hom'i-let), n. [< 6r. oiulrrrfj^, a com-
panion, scholar, hearer, < oiuXeIv, be in company,
consort, converse : see homiletic. The E. sense
is taken from homiletic, after the analogy of exe-
gete, exegeUe.'] One who composes or delivers
homilies or sermons; one versed in the art of
preaching. [Bare.]
The pulpit wants above all else enthusiastic honUletes.

Presbyterian Quarterly, January, 1875, p. 120.

homiletic (hom-i-let'ik), a. [< Gr. 6iuXrrnii6q,
of conversation, affable, conversable, < iiukiv,
be in company, consort or converse, < hiiiio^,
an assembly, throng : see homily.'] If. Same
as homileticali 1.—2. In the style or of the na-
ture of a homily or a sermon; hortatory; exposi-
tory.

This (Uie Ormulum] is a metrical paraphrase of a part of
the New Testament, in a homiletic form, and it probably
belongs to the early part of the thirteenth century.

(?. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., v.

The ecclesiastical literature is all historical, hamiletic,
or deTOtional. D. M. Wallaee, Kussia, p. 433.

3. Of or pertaining to sermons or to homiletics

;

pertaining to preaching or the art of preaching.
—Homiletic theology. Same as htrniiletics.

homiletical (hom-i-let'i-kal), a. [< homileUc +
-al.l If. Pertaining to familiar intercourse;
conversable ; companionable.
His virtues active chiefly, and homiletical, not those

lazy sullen ones of the cloister.

Bp, Atterbury, Character of Luther.

2. Same as homileUc, 2.

The Sermon of Pentecost is made the basis of further
homiletical hints. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 740.

homiletics (hom-i-let'iks), n. [PI. of homileUc:
see -ics. Of. Gr. i/uhiTudi (so. Texvi), the art
of conversation.] The art of preaching; that
branch of practical theology which treats of
the composition and delivery of sermons and
other religious discourses.

hqmiliarilun(hom*i-li-a.'ri-um), «.; pi. homilia-
ria (-a). rML., also homiliariiis (se. liber) and
homUiare,<.homilia, a. homilj: see homily.'] A
homiliary for the use of pastors.
homiliary (hom'i-li-S-ri), ». ;

pi. homiliaries
(-riz). [< ML. homilmrium, homiliarius: see
homiliarivm.] A book containing a collection
of homilies or sermons to be read on Sundays
and other days.

homilist (hom'i-list), n. [< homily + -ist.]

One who composes homUies ; one who exhorts.

Novelists have enforced moral lessons more powerful
than a wilderness of hoTniliste.

Quarterly Bev., CLXUI. 64.

homilisticalt (hom-i-lis'ti-kal), a. [< homilist
+ -ie-al.'] Pertaining to or "characteristic of a
homilist.

These were the grand Divines in all Times and Places,
not superficially armed with light armour, onely for the
preaching or HomUieticdll flourishes of a Pulpit, but with
the . . . armour of veterans and valiant souldiers.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 621.

homilite (hom'i-lit), n. [Irreg. < Gr. bfiOjilv, be
together (see homily), + -ite^.] a borosiUcate
ofironand calcium, occurringin black orbrown-
ish-black monoclinic crystals near Brevig, Nor-
way. It is closely allied to datolite in form and
composition.
homily (hom'i-li), n.

;
pi. homilies (-liz). [<

OP. homelie, P. homMie = Pr. omelia = Sp. ho-
milia = Pg. homilia = It. omelia, < ML. homilia,
a homily, sermon, < Gr. SfuXta, intercourse, in-
struction, a lecture, eoeles. a homily, sermon, <
bluTuOQ, an assembly, < 6//(if, same, like, iiiov, to-
gether, + ITiTi, eVKri, a company, < tUecv, press or
crowd together.] 1. In early Christian use, a
colloquial and familiar discourse in exposition
of Scripture ; in modem use, an expository ser-
mon, or one which interprets and applies a par-
ticular passage of Scripture rather than eluci-

dates a particular doctrine or theme.
HamUiei ... were a third kind of readings usual in

former times, a most commendable institution, as well
then to supply the casual, as now the necessary defect of

sermons. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 20.

The homily differs from the Koyov, or discourse, because
the homily does not, like the oration or discourse, set forth

and illus^te a single theme. It sacrifices artistic unity
and simply follows the order of subjects in the passage of

Scripture to be explained. On the other hand, a homily
is distinct from mere exegesis or jexposition, because the
latter is addressed to the understanding, while the homi-

ly is meant to affect the heart also, and to persuade those
who hear to apply the lessons of Scripture for the refor-

mation of their lives. Cath. Diet.
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Z. Any expository or hortatory discourse.

Unspoken homUies of peace
Her daily life is preaching.

Whittier, Among the Hills.

Book of homUies. (a) A collection of religious dis-

courses; a homiliarium. Specifically— (6) [cap.) In the
CA.o/£?i3.,oneof thetwo series of discourses called "The
First" and "The Second Book of Homilies," the former of
which appeared in 1547 and the latter in 166S, appointed
to be read in the churches when the sermon was omitted.

=Syil. Mjchortation, etc. See sermon.

hominereplegiando (hom'i-ne rf-ple-ji-an'do)

.

[Abbr. of ML. de homine replegiando, (a writ) of
replevjring a man : de,ot; replegiando, abl. ger.

of replegiare, replevy; L. homine, abl. of homo,
man: see Somo.] A common-law writ, super-
seded in England by the writ of habeas corpus,
but revived by statute in some of the United
States, in the interest of liberty, to replevy a
human being out of the custody of any private
person^ as chattels distrained maybe replevied,
on giving security. Also called de hmine re-

plegiando.

homing (ho'ming), n. [Verbal n. of Some, v.]

The act of going home.
The much discussed question of the homirtg of the pi-

§eon, or, as the French call it, orientation, does not seem
ifiicult to meet to one who has had much to do with the

birds. The Century, XXXII, 376,

homing (ho'ming), p. a. [Ppr. of home, v.]

Coming home ; characterized by an instinctive
tendencyto return home onbeing released from
restraint: applied to the lower animals, espe-
cially to birds, such as carrier-pigeons, that
have the faculty of returning from great dis-
tances to the place where they were reared,
whence their usefulness in conveying written
messages.

It is scarcely possible to regard such an instance of what
has been called the " homing Instinct " as a purely physi-
ological, reflex act, nor to consider the crab a mere autom-
aton. Stand. Nat. Hist., I., Int,, p. xxxv.

Cattlehave extraordinaryhomingpower ; so have horses.
Nature, XXX. 267.

hominid (hom'i-nid), n. One of the Hominidce;
a man.
HominidSB (ho-min'i-de), n.pl. [NL. , < L. homo
{homin-), lasA, + -idee.] A family of mammals,
represented by the single genus Somo, man,
of the suborder Anthropoidea and order JPri-

mates; mankind, it is characterized by the complete
withdrawal of the fore limbs from the office of locomo-
tion, and consequently the habitually erect attitude ex-
cept in infancy ; the perfection of the hand as a prehen-
sile organ, and the specialization of the foot as a locomo-
tory organ ; the regular curvature of the line of the teeth,
which are of the same length and in uninterrupted series,
without diastemata; the nakedness of most of the body

;

and the large facial angle. These are the principal zoo-
logical characters by which the Hominidce are distin-
guished from the SimiidoR or anthropoid apes. Physio-
logically, mankind is peculiai- chiefly in the capacity of
civilization, or ability to create progressive institutions
(including the formation and use of speech). Psychologi-
cally, man is separated by a very wide interval from the
nearest Simiidce. The family is the same as Anthropidce;
it is conterminous with its single genus, Homo, with the
order Bimana, and with the subclass Archenceplmla.
hominiform (ho-min'i-f6rm), a. [< L. homo
(homin-), man, -I- forma, shape.] Having the
form of the family Hominidce or genus Momo;
anthropoid, in a strict sense; manlike; human.
hominine (hom'i-nin), a. [< L. homo {homin-),
man, + -ine\] Pertaining to the genus Homo,
or man ; manlike ; hominiform. [Rare.]
The most distinctively simian, and consequently least

hominine, characteristic. The American, V, 267.

hominisection (hom*i-ni-sek'shon), n. [< L,
homo (homin-), man, -I- sectio(n-),"a cutting: see
section.] Dissection of man; human anatomy;
anthropotomy. [Bare.]

If the author is correct in identifying the muscle . . .

with the myon of that name in hominisection.
Coues, The Auk, T. lOB,

hominivorous (hom-i-niv'o-ras), a. [< L. homo
(hoimn-), man, + vorare, eat, devour.] Man-
eating; anthropophagous.
There are man-eaters among the hysenas, and thesehomi-

nivorous animals are greatly dreaded.
J. G. Wood, Illustrated Nat, Hist,, p, 224,

hominy' (hom'i-ni), n. [Porm*ly also written
homony, hommony, homminey; < Amer, Ind.
auhuminea, parched corn (Webster's Diet.).]
Maize hulled and ground or broken more or less
coarsely and prepared for food by being mixed
with water and boiled.
The English beat [the com] in a morter, and sift the

flower out of it. The remainder they call homminey.
Quoted in Trans. Amer. Antiq. Soc, IV. 187.

He was so ignorant of grain that our entertainer . . .

made him own that a dish of hominy was the best rice-
pudding he had ever tasted.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, J. Melford to Sir

[W. Phillips, June 10.

homocercy
Succotash and homony
Were smoking on the board.

0. W. Holmes, Centennial Song.

homish (ho'mish), a. [< home + -ts/»l.] Per-
taining to home; resembling or suggesting
home; homelike. [CoUoq.]
The complexion of Anna's sentiments looked rather

homish. Ticknor, Prescott, p. 108.

The very look of it is homeish.
The Advance, Dec, 2, 1886,

homlinesst, homlyt. Middle English forms of
homeliness, homely.

honimet,^- Anobsolete variant oftemi. Chaucer.
hommock, n. Same as hummock.
hommonyt (hom'o-ni), n. An obsolete form of
hominy.
Homo (ho'mo), n. [< L. homo (homin-), ace.
hominetn, OL, hemo (aco. hemonem, homonem, pi.
homones), man, a human being, a person, body,
fellow, = AS. guma (guman-), a man, E. goom^,
q. v.; usually connected with L, humus, earth,
the ground, Gr. %a/iai, on the ground, ^(iv, the
earth, the ground: see humus, human, humble^,
etc., and chameleon^ chthonic, autochthon, etc]
The typical and single genus of Hominid^;
mankijid ; the human race, it was formally insti-
tuted by Linnseus in his "Systema Natm'se"in 1758, with
R. sapiens, man, as its type and leading species; but it

also then included the chimpanzee, H. troglodytes. Natu-
ralists now restrict it to H. sapienn, it being generally con-
ceded that mankind constitutes one zoological genus hav-
ing one species with several geographicalraces or varieties.

homo-.. [NL., etc., homo-, < Gr. 6u.6-q, one and
the same, common, joint, akin to ajm, together,
= E. same, q. v.] An element in some com-
pounds of Greek origin, meaning ' the same '

:

opposed to hetero-.

homobaric (ho-mo-bar'ik), a. [< Gr. i/idc, the
same, -I- fiapog, weight.] Of uniform weight
or gravity.

Eomoblastese (ho-mo-blas'tf-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 6fi6g, the same, + phiardQ, a bud, germ, -I-

-ece.] A division of monocotyledonous plants,
proposed by A. de Jussieu, characterized by
having the radicle facing the hilum. it embraces
orders with the ovary free, as the JuncecB (Jujicacece),
Pontoderiacece, LiliaceEB, Melanthacece, etc^ and orders
with the ovary adherent^ as the JHoscoreoe (Dioscoriacete),
Iridece (Iridacece), AmaryUideoBiAniaryllidacece), Brome-
liacece, Musacece, etc.

homoblastic (ho-mo-blas'tik), a. [< Gr. iiid^,

the same, + ji7i,a(ST6q, a bud, germ.] Having the
same germinal origin; derived from like cells:

opposed to heterohlastic.

This new cartilage is eitherhonuMastie or heterohlastic.
Dr. H. Oadow, Nature^ XXXIX. 160.

Homo'branchia(h6-mo-brang'ki-a), »i.jjZ. [NL.,
•< Gr. i/i(Sf, the same, 4- Ppayxia, gills.] Eii La-
treiUe's classification, an order or higher series
of crustaceans, containing the decapods : con-
trasted with Heterobranchia.

'

homocarpous (ho-mo-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. 6/i6g,

the same, -)- /ca/jjriif, fruit,] Li 6ot., having all

the fruits of one kind.
homocategoric (ho-mo-kat-e-gor'ik), a. [< Gr.

<i/i(if, the same, t Karyyopia, category.] Belong*
ing to the same category.

We may next consider whether two organisms com-
pared are of the same category of individuality— are ho-
jMcategorio. Encyc Brit., XVI. 846.

homocentric (ho-mo-sen'trik), a. [< homo- +
Gr. Kivrpov. center.] Concentric.
homocerc (ho'mo-sSrk), a. and n. [< Gr. 6/i6s,

the same, + KipxoQ, the tail.] I, a. Same as
homocereal.

II. n. A homocereal fish.

homocereal (ho-mo-sfer'kal), a. [< homocerc +
-al.] In ichth.,

having the cau-
dal fin sym-
metrical as to
its upper and
under halves

:

opposed to het-

erocercal. See
heterocercal,
diphycercal, hy-
pural.

The inferior fin-

rays are now dis-

posed in such a
manner as to give
the tail an appear-
ance of symmetry Homocereal Tail of Slriped-bass,
with I respect to
the axis of the body, and such fishes have been called ho-
mocereal. Huxley, Anat Vert,, p, 21.

homocercy (h6'mo-s6r-si), n. [< homocerc + -y.]
The state or character of being homocereal

;

equality or symmetiy in the tail or caudal fin
of a fish.



Homochelae

Homochelae (ho-mo-ke'le), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
6ii6g, the same, + xn^, claw.] In LatreiUe's
system of classification, a section of crabs hav-
ing the olaws of equal size in both sexes: con-
trasted with Seteroelielw. It contained 6 tribes,
Quadrilatera, Areuata, Pinnipedes, CrisUmani,
Cryptopoda, and Notopoda.
Homocnroma (ho-mo-kro'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
ili6q, the same, + XP^F^, color.] A monotypic
genus of plants, of the natural order Compositw,
tribe Asteroidem, the type of the subtribe Ho-
moehromecs, founded by De CaudoUe in 1836.
The head is radiate, the involucre broad, the achenia flatly
compressed, and the pappus plumose, in a single rigid se-
ries. They are half-shiubby, erect, branching herbs, with
all the parts very rough with glandulai' bristles ; the leaves
alternate, narrow, entire • the flower-heads long-pedun-
oled ; and the rays always yellow. The single species, H.
Eklonis, is a native of South Africa.

Homochromeae (ho-mo-kro'mf-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Momochroma + -em!^ A subtribe of asteroid
Compositce, founded by Bentham and Hooker in
1876, and typified by the genus Somoehroma.
It is characterized by having the disk wholly of hermaph-
rodite flowers, of the same color as the ray when that is

.
present, mostly, yellow ; the corollas tubular, with more
or less ampliate throat and 4- or 5-lobed limb ; the recep-
tacle not chaffy ; and the involucre closely imbricated in
several rows.

homochromous (ho-mo-kro'mus), a. [< Gr.
oftdsj the same, + xP"f<', color.] 1. In hot,
having, as a flower-head, all the florets of the
sam6 color.— 2. In «od7., being all of one color;
whole-colored.

homocinclionicin (ho'^mo-sin-kon'i-sin), n. [<
homo- + einchona + -jc '+ -in^.'] An artificial
alkaloid (CxgHo^NgO) prepared from cinchona.
homocinchoniain (ho"m9-sin-kon'i-din), n. [<
homo- + cinchona + -idX + -m^.] ^ natural
alkaloid (C19H22N2O) found in cinchona.
homocinclionine (hp"mo-sin'ko-nin), n. [<
liomo- + einclwna -{- ^ne^.'] A natural alkaloid
(CigH22N20) found in cinchona which is le-

vogyrate.

Homoderma (h6-mo-d6r'ma), n. [< Gr. Sfidg,

the same, + 6cp/ia, the skin'.'] The typical ge-
nus of JSomodermidcB. A species is named S.
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As regards homodynamy, another characteristic which

appears to be universal among the Multituberculates is
the fore-and-aft grmding motion between the altematlne
rows of tubercles upon the upper and lower molars.

Amer. NaturaXist, XXli. 233.

liomoeo-. [NL. L. hommo-, E. homeo-, or as L.,
NL., E., etc., sometimes less prop, homoio-, F.
homdo-, etc., < Gr. b/ww;, or 6^010;, like, similar
(L. simtlis), also the same, < b/idQ, the same: see
Somo.'] Au element in English words from
the Greek, meaning ' like, similar.' In words
thoroughly Englished, as homeopathy, etc., the
spelling homeo- is to be preferred.
homoeodont (ho'mf-o-dont), a. [< Gr. baoioQ,
like, + odoiiQ (bdovT-) = E. tooth.;\ In odontog.,
simply conical, without crests or tubercles, as
a molar tooth.

He divides the molar teeth of Mammalia into three
categories, the simply conic, " Homaeodont" ; the verti-
caUy phcate, " Elasmodont " ; and the cross-crested by
junction of four tubercles, the " Zygodont."

Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 834.

homoebid, n. See homeoid.
honKEomeral (ho-mf-om'e-ral), a. [< Gr. i/ioj-

o^ep^f, consisting of' like parts : see homoeome-
rous.'] Inane, pros.: (») Containing two similar
systems or strophes. (6) Consisting of peri-
copes each of which contains two systems met-

homodermic (h6-m6-d6r'mik), a. [< Gr. 6ii6q,

the same, + dEp/ia,'the skin, -I- -jc] In hiol.,

homological with reference to derivation from
one of the three primary blastoderms (endo-
derm, mesoderm, and ectoderm), as any organ
or tissue of the body.
This correspondence, which is of high . . . importance

in determining homologies, may be termed homodermic.
.int., XX. 421.

Homodermidae (ho-mo-der'mi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Somoderma + -dcUe.^ A family of chalk-
sponges, or Calcispongim, in which the gastral
cavity forms esecal outgrowths resembling the
tubes of Syconidce. The genera are Somoderma
and AsealUs.
homodont (ho'mo-dont), a. [< Gr. i/i(if, the same,
+ odoiif (odovr-) = E. tooth.^ Having teeth all

alike, as a dolphin : opposed to heterodont.

The simplest dentition as a whole is that of many spe-
cies of Dolphin. . . . Such a dentition is called homodont.

W. H. Flower, Encyo. Brit., XT. 352.

homodromal (ho-mod'ro-mal), a. [As homod-
rom-ous + -al.']

' Same as li'omodromous.

homodromous (ho-mod'ro-mus), a. [< Gr. &ii6-

Spo/JHQ, rumiingthe same course, <! d/j4g, the same,
-I- dpd/ioc, a course, race, < Spa/ieiv, run.] If. In
mech., having, as a lever, the power and weight
on the same side of the fulcrum, so that both
move up or down together. See lever.— 2. In
hot., having a similar spiral arrangement of the

leaves on the stem and branches , having the

spires running in the same direction : opposed
to heterodromous.
homodromy (ho-mod'ro-mi), n. [As homodro-
m-ous + -y.2 Tke state "of being homodromous.
homodynamous (ho-mo-di'na-mus), a. [< Gr.

6fi6g, the same, + dvva/iis, power.] Of or per-

taining to homodynamy; serially homologous.

The Metameres therefore are homodynanwu^ parts ; as

are the segments of the Arthropoda, etc.

Oegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 64.

Two plexuses may be homodynamous, although, strictly

speaking, not homologous. Nature, XXXIX. 151.

homodynamy (ho-mo-di'na-mi), n. [As homo-

dynam-ous + -)/.] laiiol., the relation subsisting

between the segments (metameres or somites)

of the body which are arranged along its long

axis ; serial homology, in the usual sense of that

term.
Homodynamy is distinguished ... by the fact that

the parts in question are arranged along the long axis of

the body and define its type. , „,
Gegmbaur, Comp; Anat. (trans.), p. 64.

GaiTod's and Forbes's arrangements, a division
of mesomyodian passeres, embracing those
forms which have the sciatic artery well de-
veloped, as is usual in birds : opposed to Se-
teromeri. The Homoeomeri are divided into
the TracheophoncB and the Haploophorue. Also
spelled Someomeri.
homceomeria (h6"me-o-me-Ti'a), n.

;
pi. liomceo-

merice (-e). [L.] Same as hommomery.
Anaxagoras of Clazomense (in Asia Minor), born about

BOO E. 0., reduced all origin and decay to a process of min-
gling and unmingling, but assumed as ultimate elements
an unlimited number of primitive, qualitatively deter-
minate substances, which were called by him seeds of
things, by Aristotle elements consisting of homogeneous
parts, and by later writers (employing a term framed from
the ALristotelian phraseology) Somceomerice.

Uberweg, Hist. Phil. (tr. by Morris), | 24.

homceomerici (h6'''me-9-mer'ik), a. [< homce-
omery + -ic] Pertaining to or characterized
by sameness of parts or homogeneity of struc-
ture; advocating or receiving the doctrine of
homoeomery. Also homeomeric.
homoeomeric^ (h6"me-6-mer'ik), a. [As So-
mceomeri + -jc] In ornith., of or pertaining to
the Momaomen; having the sciatic artery nor-
mally developed. Also homeomeric.
homoeomerous (ho-mf-om'e-rus), a. [< Gr.
biwiojieprjQ, consisting of like parts, < b/ioiog, Uke,
-i- fiepog, part.] Having like parts; specifical-

ly, in Uchenol., having the gonidia and hyphse
distributed uniformly throughout the thallus,

without evidence of stratification. Compare
heteromeroiis. Also homeomerous, and improp-
erly homiomerous.
homoeomery (ho-me-om'e-ri), n. [< L. homceo-

meria, Ki Gr. 6/ioto/xepeia, 'the homogeneousness
of the elements or first principles, < SfiotopepTic,

consisting of like parts: see homoeomerous.^ The
doctrine, attributed J)y Aristotle and others to

Anaxagoras, that the elements or primitive sub-

stances are bodies whose parts are similar to

the whole ; also, one of these elementary sub-

stances. Also homeomery, homceomeria.

homCBOmorph (ho'mf-o-mdrf), n. [< NL. ho-

maomorphus: see honiceomorphous.J A sub-

stance exhibiting homoeomorphism. Also ho-

meomorph.
homoeomorphism (h6"me-6-m6r'fizm),

_
n. [<

homcBommph-ous + -ism.] l'. Similarity in crys-

talline form, but not necessarily in chemical

composition.— 2. Same as isomorphism.

Also homeomorphism.
homoeomorphous (h6"me-o-m6r'fus), a. [<

NL. hommomorphus, < Gr. ofiow/wpfoc, of like

form, < b/jj>io{, like, + /ibpipr/, form.] Having a

like crystalline form,but not necessarily analo-

gous composition. Thus, topaz and danbnrite are

closely similar in form, but apparently not related in

chemical composition. Also used as synonymous with

isomorphmLS, Also Twmeomorphous,

Homoeomyarii (h6"me-6-mi-a'ri-i), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Gr. bfwiog, like, + /Ivc, muscle, + L. -arius.;i

In ornith., a division of birds proposed by Altx,

founded upon the character of the flexor mus-
cles of the back of the thigh. [Scarcely used.]

homoeopath, homoeopathic, etc. See homeo-

2Mth, etc.

homoeoplastic, a. See homeoplastie.

Homogenea

homoeoprophoron (h6''me-6-prof'6-ron), n.
; pi.

homceo^rqphora (-ra). [<'L'L. hom'ceoprophoron,
< Gr. *o/2ota!Tp6^opov, alliteration, neut. of *6/ioto-
Trpdtjiopog, < bfwioc, Uke, + Trpo^pd, utterance,
< Trpo^ipeiv, bring to, utter.] In anc. rhet., allit-
eration, especially as a fault in composition.
Also called parhomceon.
homoeoptoton (h6"me-op-t6'ton), n. [< LL. ho-
mosoptoton,^ < Gr. o/ioioKTorog, with a similai' in-
flection, < b/ioiog, like, -I- •ktooiq, case, inflection,
< TTTorrdg, apt to fall, fallen, < rnvreiv, fall.] In
anc. rhet, the use of a series of nouns in the
same case, of verbswith the sameinflection, etc.,
especially at the close of successive clauses.
Homoeosauria (h6"me-o-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Somceosaurus.'] An extinct suborder of rhyn-
choeephaUanreptiles, oomprisingformswithout
a beak formed by the premaxiUse, and without
uncinate processes to the ribs. The Htmiceosauri-
dee form the principal family. Also Homosauria. "

homoeosaurian (h6"me-o-sa'ri-an), a. Of or
pertaining to the Homoeosauria."

Homoeosaurus (h6"me-o-sa'nis), n. [NL., <
Gr. bfwiog, like, -1- aavpoq, lizard.] The typical
genus of Homoeosauria, from the lithographic
slates of Solenhofen, Bavaria. V. Meyer, 1847.

homoeosemant (h6"me-o-se'mant), n. [< <3r.

&IM)L6(!riij,og, of like signification, \ b/jotog, like, +
a^/ia, a mark, sign (> a^fiaiveiv, mark, signify,
en?/javT-i5f, verbal adj.).] One of several words
having nearly the same meaning. [Rare.]
Whatwe have long and loosely called synonyms arenow

understood to be, with trifling exceptions, pseudo-syno-
nyms, by which ai'C meant vocables approximating in im-
port, but not equipollent or interchangeable. . . . The
exact technicality is hfymoeosenuints.

P. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 172.

homoeoteleuton (h6"me-o-te-lii'tou), n.; pi.
homceoteleuta (-ta). [< ILL! homoeoteleuton, < Qt.
bfioLOTklevTov, like ending, rime, neut. of iimunk-
?isvToc, having a like ending, < bftoioc, like, +
teAew^, ending, < reT^lv, end.] In rhet., a figure
consisting in the use of a succession of words
or clauses concluding with the same sounds.
Homoeoteleuton is a more comprehensive term than rime,
including rime, some forms of assonance, and all other
cases of similarity of termination in successive words,
clauses, or lines.

homoeozoic (ho^mf-o-zo'ik), a. [< Gr. o/iowf, the
same, similar, + fui?, life, 4- -«c.] Containing
similar forms of life, as zones or belts of the
ocean or of the surface of the earth. These zones
are not parallel with lines of latitude, but undulate in
subordination to climatic influences.

homofocal (ho-mo-fo'kal), a. [< Gr. biibg, the
same, + E. focahl Confooal.
homogamous (ho-mog'a-mus), a. [< Gr. bjib-

ya/iog, married to the same wife, or to sisters,

< 6/jig, the same, + ya/iog, marriage.] In iot.,

having all the florets hermaphrodite, as cer-
tain grasses and composite plants ; bearing one
kind of flowers.

homogamy (ho-mog'a-mi), n. [< homogam-ous
+ -yJ] The state of being homogamous ; fer-
tilization in a plant when the stamens and pis-
til of a hermaphrodite flower mature simulta-
neously.

Eomogangliata (ho-mo-gang-gli-a'ta), n. pi.
[NL., neut. pi. of *hornogangliatus : see homo-
gangliate."] A name proposed by Owen for
the Articulata of Cuvier, in accordance with a
scheme of classification based on the nervous
system in animals.

homogangliate (ho-mo-gang'gli-at), a. and n.

[< NL. *homogangliatuSj<. Gr. o/idg, the same, +
ydyy/liov, a ganglion.] I. a. In zool., having a
nervous system in which the ganglia are sym-
metrically arranged on right and left sides, as
the Annulosa.

II. n. A member of the Homogangliata.
homogen (ho'mo-jen), n. [< Gr. bfwyev^g, of the
same race, family, or kind: see homogeneotis.'\

1. pi. In iot., in Lindley's classification, a
group of exogenous plants characterized by
the arrangement of the wood in the form of a
series of wedges instead of in concentric circles,

asinthestevas of. Piperacece,Aristolochiece,Meni-

spermaeece, etc.— 2. The offspring of the same
or of specifically identical parents.

We can consider the different men as foiTaing a relative
homogen—a species, as M. de Quatrefages contends.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIV. 179.

homogenet (ho'mo-jen), a. [< P. homogene : see
homogeneous.'] Same as homogeneous.

Know you the sapor pontick? sapor styptick?
Or, what is ho^nogene, or heterogene?

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iL 5.

Homogenea (ho-mo-je'nf-a), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of homogeneus: see homogeneous.'] If. In



Homogenea
CuTier's system of classifieatioii, the second or-
rter of Infusoria or Aiiimalcula : approximately
equivalent to Protozoa, though including some
Infusoria proper, as Urceolaria, with Cercaria
(Spermatozoa). Tiirio. Proteus, ilonas, ToJvox.
etc. It is thus a heterogeneous group, like the
Polygastriea of Ehrenberg.—2. [J. c] Plural
of Itomogeneiim.

homogeneal (ho-mo-je'nf-al), a. [As homogene-
ous + -a/.] Homogeneous.
Things simply pore are mconsist«Qt in the masse of na-

ture, nor are the elements or hnmoTS in M ans Body exact-
ly homogauaU. Milton^ Reformation in Eng., it

A homogeiteal existence. LongfetUiw, Hyperion, LL tL

Homogenei (ho-mchje'ne-i!, /(. jriZ. [XEi., mase.
pi. of homogenews: seeTionioaeneou.s.2 An or-
der of lieliens proposed by Aehaiins (ISIO), in-

eluding the genera Leddea, Opegrapha, CaU-
cium, etc., now referred to various oixiers.

homogeneity (ho^'mo-jf-ne'i-ti), «. [= F. ho-
mogeneite = Sp. Itom'igeneidacI = Pg. homoge-
Heidade = It. omogeneita ; as liomogene-ous +
-ity.] The state or character of beinghomoge-
neous; likeness or correspondence of pai-ts or
qualities ; composition from lite parts ; agree-
ment in elements or characteristics : congmity
of constitution.
They appear, as they become more minute, to be reduced

to a homogeneity and simplicity of composition which al-

most excludes them from the domain of animHi life,

WTieweU.

Law Of homogeneity, in alg., the principle that only
magnitudes of the same kind can be added together.
This is laid down by Vieta, but is not admitted by mod-
em mathematicians.—FrblCiple of bomogendtyt in
ioffic and tnetaph,, the proposition that no two conceiya-
ble things can be without any similarity.

The three vrineiples qf Homogeneity, of Specificatioo,
and of Continuity or Affinity, as isnow sufficiently evident,
have a peculiar position in our intellectnal constitution.

B. Cttird, Philos. of Eant^ p. 65S.

homogeneous (ho-mo-je'ne-us), a. [< p. homo-
gene; = Sp. homogeneo ="Pg. homogeneo = It.

omogeneo, < NL. homogeneus, < Gr. ouoycv^, of
the same race, family, or kind, < 6/i6c, the same,
-I- j'6>of, race, family, kind: seegenus.^ 1. Of
the same kind ; essentially like ; of the same na-
ture : said especially of parts of one whole : op-
posed to heterogeneous.

Erery concept contains other concepts under it; and
therefore, when divided proximately, we descend always
to other concepts, but never to individuals; in other
words, things the most homogeneous— similar—must in
certain respects be heterogeneous—dissimilar.

Sir W. SamiUon, Logic (ISTiX L 2ia

2. Having parts of only one kind ; composed of
similar parts or congruous elements. See hete-

rogeneous.
If a series of rays of hoinogeneous light, travelling in

homogeneous isotropic media, be at any place normal to
a wave-front^ they will possess the same property after
any number of reflections and refractions.

Tait, Light, § 216.

Homogeneous coordinates. See coordinate.—Homo-
geneons equation, function, Ugbt, nmnlier, pro-
duct, strain, etc Seethe nouns.—Homogeneous steeL
Same as eagt-steel.=Syil. Cognate, kindred, allied, akin,
uniform; congeniaL

homogeneously (ho-mo-je'ne-ns-li), adv. In a
homogeneous manner; in the same or an ac-
cordant way; so as to be homogeneous.
homogeneonsness (ho-mo-je'ne-us-nes), n.

Same as homogeneity.

homogenesis (ho-mo-jen'e-sis). n. [XL., < Gr.
6//of, the same, + yhieai^, birth: see genesis.'^

In hioJ., the ordinary course of generation, in
which liie offspring is like the parent and runs
through the same cycle of development. It

contrasts with certain specialmodes of genera-
tion, as heterbgenesis, xenogenesis, parthenogene-
sis, etc.

homogenetic (ho 'mo -je -net ' ik), a. [< homo-
genesis: see genetic.^ 1. Of

,
pertaining to, or

characterized byhomogenesis; passingthrough
the same cycle of existence as the parent.—2.

Having a common origin: derived from the
same structure, however variously modified, as
organs or parts of any two or more animals

:

synonymous with homologous in its biological

sense, and distinguished from homojiJastic.

On the use of the term homology in modem zoology
and the distinction between homogenetic and homoplastic
agreements.

E. R. Lankester, Ann. and Mag. Xat Hist., 1S70.

homogenenm (ho-mo-je'ne-um), H.; pi. homo-
genea (-a). [Nil., iieut. "of homogeneus: see

homogeneous.'] Something homogeneous—Ho-
mogenenm a^ectionis, in a^., a tenn of an algebraic

equation containing the uiiknown, but not to the highest

power.—Homogenenm compaiatlonis, the negative of

the absolute term of an algebraic equation.

homogenize (ho-moj'e-niz), r. f. ; pret. and pp.
homogenized, ppr. homogenizing. [< homogene

2S6S

+ -ire.] To make homogeneous ; miT evenly, as
severalingredients : reduce to aneven standard.
The whole island would have become ?tomageni^^-d by

the action of strong centripetal forces.
Fortnightly £er., S. S.. XL 201.

homogenoos (ho-moj'e-nns). a. [Var. of homi>-
geneous.] Having the same origin; derived
from the same source: homogenetic: distin-
guished from homoj/histic.

homogeny (ho-moj'e-ni), «. [< Gr. ofioytvua,

community of origin, < ouoyer^, of the same
race or family: see homogeneous.] 1. Same-
ness of nature or kind.

The fifUi [means to induce and acceleiate pnlic&ction]
is, either by the exhaling, or by the driving back of the
prindpan spirits, which preserve the oonsist^ice of the
body; so that when their goremment is dissolved, every
part retumeth- to his natnie, or homooettv.

£aeon, Xat. Hist, § 333.

2. In iiol., descent from a common ancestor;
blood-relationship among animals. The term is

used by Lankester in distinction from homopiagy, and as
synonymous with homology in an ordinary sense,

homogonous (ho-mog'o-nus), a. [< Gr. 6/i6c,

similar, -1-7 oi«oc. offspring.] In 6of., having sta-
mens and pistils of the same height in individ-
uals of the same species, as some hermaphro-
dite flowers : same as homostyled, and opposed
to dimorplious. Compare heterogottous. Asa
Gray, 1S77.

homogony(ho-mog'o-ni), n. [< homogon-ous +
-y.] The condition or state of being homogo-
nous.
homogr&ph (ho'mo-graf), n. [< Gr. a/io}-paooc,

of the same letters (cf. o/io/poofir, write in the
same manner), < ojitAc, the same, -t- 'jpaoij, a
writing, < -jpaotiv, write.] In philol., a word
which has exactly the same form as another,
though of a different origiu and signification

:

thus, 6<ise the adjective and base the noun, fair
the adjective and/airthenoun, arehomographs.
See homonym.
homographic (ho-mo-graf'ik), a. [< Gr. 6/i6c,

the same, + ypa<j>i, a writing (see homograph),
+ -ic.~i 1. In geom., having the same anhar-
monic ratio or system of anharmonic ratios;

capable of being brought into coincidence by
a series of central projections upon planes ; so
related, as two figures, that to any point in one
(without exception) only one point in the other
corresponds, and vice versa, while to points sit-

uated in a liiie in either figure correspond col-

linear points in the other.—2. In orthography,
relating to homography ; employing the same
character at all times and in aU oircnmstances
to represent the same sound: as, a homographic
alphabet.—Homographic transformation, a trans-
formation between homographic figures.

homography(ho-mog'ra-fi),h . [Ashomograph-ie
+ -yJ] iTln ortho^dphyj the representation
of each sound by a distinotive character, which
is employed for that sound alone.—2. Ingeom

.

,

the relation between homographic figures.

homohedral (ho-mo-he'dr^), a. [< Gr. o/noe-

dpof, having a like seat (base), < ou<if, the same,
-i- eipa, a seat, base.] Having equal or like

sides; holohedral.
Homohedral or holohedral forms are those which, like

the cube and octohedron, possess the highest degree of
symmetry of which the system admits.

IT. A. Milier, Elem. of Chem., § S2.

homoiomerons (ho-moi-om'e-rus), a. See ho-
mcBomerous.

homoionsian (ho-mol-o'si-an), a. and N.

[Prop., accordiiig to the L. transliteration, *ho-
mcBusian, but the accepted form rests directly

upon the Gr.; < LGr. o.uowimof, of like nature or
substance, < hfioiog, like, similar, -1- o'vaia, being,
< ur, fem. ovaa, being, ppr. of clvai = L. esse,

be: see 6el, entity, ontology. Cf. homoousian.]

I. a. 1. Having a similar nature.— 2. [cap.]

Relating to the Homoiousians or their belief.

TL. 71. [cap.] One of the Semi-Arians, follow-

ers of Eusebius, who maintained that the nature
of Christ is similar to, but not the same with,

that of the Father: opposed to ffomoousian.

homoiozoic (ho-moi-o-zo'ik), a. Same as homce-
ozoic.

homolateral (ho-mo-lat'e-ral), a. [< Gr. ouof,

the same. + ti. latus (later-), side.] 1. Same
as homohedral.— 2. Being on the same side.

homologa, «. Plural of homologon.

homologal (ho-mol'o-gall. a. [As homolog-ous
-I- -al.] Agreeable, or like one another. Bai-
ley, 1731.

homologate (ho-mol'o-gat), c. t.
;
pret. and pp.

homologated, ppr. homologating. [< ML. homo-
logatxts, pp. othomologare (> It. omologare= Sp.

Pg. homologar = F. homologuer\, < Gr. d/ioXo};?)

,

homologne

agree, admit, assent, < iu&iojof, agreeing: see

homologous.] To approve: allow; establish;

ratify.

WemaytakeOieDocttH's&cts without hcmotogatinghis
conclusions. J>r. y.Broin»,SpareHours. 3dser..p. S3.

I do not, therefore, homologate everrthing vhich tkey
have written both on the great Pyramid subject and any-

thing else. Piaza SmytA, Pyramid, p. 178.

homologation (ho-mol-o-ga'shon), H. [= F.

homologation = Sp. homologaeion = Pg. Somoto-

gafao= lt.omologazione, <iIL. asif *homologa-

tio{tt-), < homologare, homologate: see homolo-

gate.] The act ofhomologating: approval; rat-

ification : confirmation. Specifically, in ^*ofo fotr, a
technical expression signifying an act by which a poson
approves a deed, the effect of which approbatory act is to

render that dee^ though itselfdelective, binding uponthe
person by whom it is homologated.

homologlcal (ho-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [< homology
-f- -ie-al.] 1. Pertaining to or cl^racterized

by homology; having a structural affinity: dis-

tinguished from analogical, and opposed to

adaptive. See homology.
I have . . . treated the metamorphoses at gieata

length than 1 should oth^wise have done, on account of
the great importance of arriving at a correct homaiogieiU
interpretation of the different inrts of themature animal

IktTurin, CiiTipedu,p. 25.

2. In geom., being in homology or plane per-

spective, as two figures in one plane.

homologically (ho-mo-loj'i-kal-i), adr. In a
homological manner or sense ; by means of ho-
mologies : distinguished from analogically.

homologlze (ho-mol'o-pz), r. : pret. and pp.
homologised, ppr. homologising. [< homolog-ous
+ -ize.] I. trans. Tomake homologous ; make
out or demonstrate the correspondence of. See
homologotis.

In the great class of mollusks, though we can hamalt-
qize the jMirts of one species with those of another, we can
indicate but few serial homologies.

Dancin, Origin of Species, p. S8L

The parts of the segments of the craniom may be now
more or less complet^ parallelized or homoUmzed witk
each other. E. D. Cope, Origin of the fittest, p. ISL

II. intrans. To be homologous : specifically,

in biol., to correspond in structural position,

either in different bodies or in parts of the
same body: as, the maxillse of insects homot-
ogize with the legs, the wings of a bird with
the arms of a man, etc.

Two ventricles occur in Qie cerebitmi of Scyllimu,
Bhina, and Acanthias which homaioffite with the lateral

ventricles in the ceiehrum of Mammalia.
JToture, XXSUL 333.

homologon (ho-mol'o^on), n.
;
pi. homologons,

homologa (^onz, -ga). [< Gr. o/uiXojor, nent. of
6/i6ioyoQ, agreeing: see homologoys.] Some-
thing that corresponds to or agrees with an-
other ; a thing or an event that is essentially a
repetition of another.
One of the curious homologons of history is this repeti-

tion in Europe of the course of events in Asia.
J. F. Clarte, Ten Great Seligions, L 4.

homologons (ho-mol'o-gus), a. [=F.Aoi»oIo<7««
= Sp. homologo= Pg^homologo = It. omologo, <

NL. homologtts, < Gr. optoMyoc, agreeing, cor-

respondent, < o/uic, the same, + il^-uv, speak,
> 7j6yo^, proportion, etc.] Having the same
relative position, proportion, value, or struc-

ture : having correspondence or likeness. Spe-
cifically—(a) In geom., corresponding in relative position
and proportion ; also^ homological or in homology, (b)

In aig., having the same relative proportion or value, as
the twoantecedentsorthetwoconsequentsof aproportion.
(e) In ehem., being of the same chemical ty]^ or series;
differing by a multiple or an arithmetical ratio in certain
constituents, while the physical qualities are analogous
with small difference^ as if corresponding to a series of
pai-allels : as, the species in the several groups of alcohols,
fatty acids, and aromatic acids are homol^ous with the
others in the same gronp. (d) In soSL and tot., corre-
sponding in type of stmctnre ; having like relations to a
fundamental type. Thns, the hnman arm, the fore leg
of a horse, the wing of a bird, and the swimming-paddle
of a dolphin or whale, being all composed essent&Uy of
the same structural elements, are said to be homologous,
though they are adapted for qnlte different functions.

.All physiologists admit that the swim-bladder is homol-
ogous, or " ideally similar" in position and structure, with
the lungs of the higher vertebrate animals.

DoriKii, Origin of Species, p. ISS.

The tissues themselves, in some cases of dissimilar
structure, may be homotoiious, but they are hmnologous
tissues, and not homologous parts of a system of tissues.

Besyiry, Botany, ik 1:20.

homolographic (ho-mol-o-graf'ik), o. [< Gr.
ouor. the same, -t- o?.oc, whole, + ypa^tv, write.]
Maintaining or exhibiting the true proportions
of parts: presei-ving true relative areas Ho-
moloeraptlie projection, a method of laylne down por-
tions of the earth's surface on amap or chart so that equal
ai-eas on the sphere are represented by equal areas on the
map.
homologne (ho'mo-log), n. [< F. homologue, <
Gr. ift6/jo-jVQ: see homologous.] That which is



boniologne

homologo^; : s: setting hxring the same r^^-
tire poEitian, propcntuni, -ral-n^, or strcc-Ture.
Ttaa£. OeaKreapondiiieade^ %:.. o( similargeon^bdeal
>g«fa «re >»i»i ihgiie^ tlie me^^jiers of a bomoioeons
I'lif it! i In iMHiy 11' wiwKif^^ii^ri, so of^xn jfeiiiLiiig in
fke pba of its stracSiire vitli a eone^ondm^ ng^an in a
diAuuiA jiiliwil; tfaov^i diScnng i^ funcxlaoyk a Aa^bh^-
b^ae a( ttis emc^tndi!:^ -iTT-ar'. See analc^ic^ 4.

luHnolognmena (h»'Tn64o-?-i'i:i^-r| . ..pL [<
Gr. btuuxTj^xuaa =.; . ^i^'/.lc>. ne-x-' xl. of «»- ;-

/i>|offa»of, ppr. pa=:. of 6-.w.<r rlr. agree, admit,
aeknotriedge : s«« homologate, bowuilogoiig.^
The books of the 'Sew Testament the ^z.zL'ii.-

tieitf and authority of wbaeh were generally
acknowledged in tl^e primitire ebnreh. netorn
iiaJajlBdfta»fl»EtiiTca lifci«»timEimJam(alwtj.i>.
at-MBj who ftemiaffs tlie bo<*5 ttaMBiDe aHtkoritj as

1 Sd^tHRs andcT tiifee head% aoeordiiig ae tiie^

I nerer been resogniEed, rantwg .rLrs-c iLr^e
1-^^^ aBtH^aBiena. and £iJ^i;l'>-5. le^

qwtUnil- He emnnetates as liaDi(daeiini=L£ tbe f >::7

Gopds, die J.fXi. tke^i^les o< Pan], tlieRta :^islle of
Jote,^1 tfae liisi ^iale of Peter ; daases the :^fede ctf

JiaifTt thai of Jiide.tlie ?^«Miid of Peta-,tiie Second and
lUidaf JdhnasantilegaiiKiia: andB^BHiatiiiaiii rqect
the Jpocalipse and tlieGo^el aeending to tile HdireKS,
Tfaiie odKTS re^id them as bomfdoeniBeaa- He
lions ss r7::rivnstlie Attm <iiiTaBi,xbe¥istaT(oi E
ae .ApocalnKe - Iietei; the ^^iOe of Bniai)^ and tOie

book called the IcacUnee of the .ipoEile^ asTen asoOis
s parpoftine to be a^aetoiie.

komolo^ (ho-mol'o-ji . n.: ^i'ymoU-ise.i(-^ .

[< Gr. <Mo/f.'_ JO, agreement. ei.Ef'jrniirj-. < &.'>-

"tjrjv^, a^reeins'- s«e J^/rnvJ^-j^x*^.] The ='.^~^

or ehaiaettT of being ioncoL-i-goas : c-jiT<^5x-:-i-

dence. Speo&allj'—(a) In Uat., that tdafion tieereea
paitz Thicb hesqIes fsaa tteir derdoiniait from coire-
^on^ii^ emlwyoDie pans, &ibeT in &ia&st anfmalfi^ as
m tlie case of the arm Gf ]b&z:l she &]re le^ cf aq^idr^»€d,
xai the wing of a 1»id.or in die same amiiial,as in tlie

c^ c< the fore andIdndlegs in qnadnqpeds. or of the aeg-
aKius crnnes and tliar appendages^ whidi the bo^
of a worm. £ cFntiped„ etc is casposed. Ha^oiogf in

ttds sense jmpti^^ yigrt^ r^tcti^mrAijt^ «TiH eoDseqiiQillf
Miplialo^ical likeness or siractiiial afiuil}; and it is
amiiti^miApil imok amolo^si, wind nsaallf TesollE froia

pfe^fSJOlo^ieal MlaplatlOQ nf nn1fkt> p^rtetn Kkf.fmwrinwfa^

and tho^ore inniies a merely adaptire modifieaiioii,

wUdi brings about a sqiezfieial resemblance between
thiaes qnte unlike in sinetne, as between the wing d
abitdandthatofabiittafly. Sereial kinds of hamolagy^
are <ii-iii i<eji»Ji«Ki : (S^g^metti, which is therelatioB of an
osanisa^ or of a:irqf lis partlytothe genaal tn>eorplan
arifcaciiacean»i@orpaHE; <^ aerio^ wbicli is the ccrrs-

^oadenceoC metaineneallyiiniltnplied parts in anjoc^an-
IbBv asof saccesT-e tfb^ legs. T^otebia^ efr^ with one an-
oOur; ^ o^euil, which is the eoiTe^andenee of a part

or ci^B ijLoae «niiiw»1 with tiie same part in ano^ei^
as the hmwilogy be-

a horses foie
' ^Dddiehmaan

1» the great daas of
BflllMfcs, thoBgfait can
casBrbe duwnOatthe
parts in detznet ^leoes

aaial tiwirifayiaeanbe
mffieatsd: Oat is, we
are sddczi enaUed to
^that one part E bo-
Butopss widi anotfaa
part in the same indi-

TidnaL
I)mrmim,Oa0BetSps-

0) b 9WBL, the rda-
haaJtetweea two eoire-

T*"*^**^ figures lying
in flie aaaaejfanewhieb
are each that eone-
apiniJIiigpointsare aj-
linear 'nth a fixed
pnt called dis osnter

^ AiUM^Mw, while eor-

iawiBdii« lines intersect on a fixed line caned the osa
^t»miir»^.—Alls <rf licmolosy- See awi.— Cottar

Tb;;

. i^.="i5 ae f

Vwn^mialnng (ho^nom'aJnS;. a. [< Gr. (fof,

the same, + o/mijic, ewen, level, eqoal, < ofioc,

the same.] Im feo*^ having the leaves or

branehes all bent or enrved to one side: ^-
^ied poitiealazfy to moeees.

iauameiai. (ho-mom'^ral), a. [< Gr. oa^- the

«ame, + /i^wf,'part» + -jL] AKte in all their

parts : applied to two or more things.

Homomorplia (hd^io^nAr'fi), n. pL [NX., <

Gr. efiar. the =>Jne, + fmp^. form.] ' The senes

of insects in wMeh metamorphosis is meom-
rfete, Bie larre resembZiyr the images to s:.3r.e

extent, flion^ wmaiess. Tie Eemiptera, Or-

lAoptera, SLTsAPseudomeuroptera axe ofthissenes,

wfaieh is also called Bentintetabota : opposed to

ff^feromarpka.

hamaniorpliic (hd^mMndr'fik), fl. [As »<»i"o-

mofvh^HS + -> ] 1. Same sis iowowwp*^-
—2. Ill «ife>M..p«tainiiiffT->orhavingthe enai-

acteis o£ OieMomomorpha ; hemimetabohe.

homomorphisni (ho-md^nor'fizm". a. "As (i'-

momorph-oit^ + -i.i-a.'] ' Mimiery or imitstioii of
one thing bv another : adaptive or analc^eal
lesembl^iee, wifliour tzne homolozi r&I or mor-
piol«^eal similaTirr : siqierfieial liireness -iviti-

o:^ stz-ietnral a—^,'tv or rtlarl i.nship. Als : io-
momorpky.

hfwnoinoarphons •'io-nr-mar'fis . a. [< Gr.
«.'«. the iazie. -r _ :-swf. form.] Axilozotis, to:
hc-iiLck-^oris. ir^ -''-rm or aspect: str^.^rf.^-iallv
airJie: exhibiting Lomomorphisin. Also ?i.->

:'-

norpftnr.

^Haay etanples occur, both £;r.-3ii^ amimaig and '-.^--^
z

piaat^ in which families widelymnoredfiom one £:;-: iLr-
as t.: their fandauemal sDuctnre neraciheit^ pre&eii a
angular, ssd smneliffles extRmdy cjne^ lesEmidance in
^r^r eit»nal (diaraeteis. . . . Hamuar/TrhiMii lansB sre
... &arad in diffa^jt pans *-^t the earth's smfaee. Thus
the place of the Cacti of iv^Et <mCTi>» is taken by the
'BB^b[^asL <A iSaex; <i^to-.i^r aincjiieicalilliifsniioD.
5^ ^-'7 -^ "^^ difioent otdos of 3IanmialiaaEereDrEsesited
in i^e if::;^-^ order Mai^upialia io Anstzalia.

B. A. yiOmilMm, 3Iannal of ZoB., Int., ; 7.

lumuilIUUyliy (^o'liio-W-r-n), r.. [As i©Bi—
morpl,-oug -^

-jr.] :^aiii »; iononorpAiim.
1:1 hi3 KiIl5,:;:-5-ir:.r:e Haeckd prc^oeed -: teem bflmo-

liie rriCj zhrliceTittjc hcisi^ogy in CTx<^ifii:n to
Ai'iTii'm.i'n:---.-., I.: Tiiii. zt^^calogic *:-i^ is wainizz-

fne^e. irit, X'-X HI.

lumumanuniS fhMnon'o-nicsj, a. [< Gr. 0-1-:-

_ :•. , mideT tie same laws, < ofo^, the same, -4-

; ;.-3f, law.] Of or pertanong to homonomy:
having the quality <rf homonomy, or that kind
of special homology.
Sie rajFS <^ tLe pectoral and pdfic fins of fi^ie% the In-

diridnal fingas and toesof the In^iisVatebiata. are lo-
wiiOBiaiu pans. e<9«ianr, Cobq. Jjiat.(traiis.Xp.'^-^

IlOIlUIIlOIIiy (bo-mon'o.mi). a. {As homoHom-ong
-T- -y.] 1. Themorphol<^ealrelation or special
hoaiok-gy existing between partswMeh are ar-
TajL^^i ^ong a transverse axis of the body, or
in one se-gment only of its long axis. S^-^ t-;-

momomont.—2. L^ek of distinction of x.arrs.

as the absence of segmeuTation. or the eqoira-
lenae ot tie di-risiors of t&e c>ody, among an-
jL^llis : contraste-i with Tteteromona/. Eneife,

Brit., n. 618. [Eare.]

hamanyt (hom'o-ii . n. An obsolete &inn of
Tiivmimg.

luuiuuiym. (ho'md-iiiin), m. [Forineriy also io-

momgme; = T. ioatongme = Sp. tomomimo =
Pg. iomomjfmo = It. ommumo, < Ii. tommj/wms,
< Gr. ouw'ef'or, having the same ii»ne,< ^r<^, the
sasie. + otTfio, opofia, name : see ompn, name.']

1. One word used to express distinct mean-
ings, or applied as a name to diSerent things

:

as, Meteropug is a iomomj/m of eight different

genera.—2. In phUol., a word which agrees
with another in sound, asiA peibaps in spelling,

butisnotthesaiceinmeaiiiiig; a homophone:
as, meet, meat, and mete, or the verb tear and tie

nonn&ear. detennis alsolooselyextenfcd to incliide

words ^dlel alike but pronounced difiaaidy, as frnr,

bend, ham, a weapon ; lend, eondnef, ieod, a metal, etc
Thewoedsso deagoaied ma^'be akin or ewen ultimately

idenrtif*! in origin, as ovri, oxr^, 2#irl, &o«3,iae«fl,««^.
See AsBMwfewe, ^ ioauiffrqak, 1.

Animals acommon n^Die tc-man azad beast, andy^nc4
afewioiqni; for althcMi^ one is the deSnilicm ofman, an-

other << beast, as they differ in nam^ yet anrene tli^

in one definition wliidi answeis to theoofmnon name of
nrnmS and that e aioogfa to Under it here fran being
a iomumgmt; but if ^-rtmai be refetred to a Irrina animal

and a painted, tis a fenuaqm, becausem derniiion is in

common tii- a Ixiing «t»""1 and a pmnted tL^i u aceom-'

^Hidated to the common name cf aiiiiiwl.

Bmigetadiams, tr. by a Gea^eman.

J^j^i^l^^^Ty'hmnanyin^tiiameaiiMiiaiilT'bvavneAUvaM
one thing tobe qipUed to another, as frrei^iaat fa-a kind

of ooacli.— Gasnal Tii ^iinwiy in , a word accidentally ^rw-

iie the same soond Kaootner.—bopical Immonym, a
w«d nsed l^ a figure rf ^eech in si: esenaaDy «*anged

meaoin?- •""«. the tarm ot a dilamna H s tzo^eal bo-

mooym <rf tte >i-n* of an ox.

lumonyinic lo-ico-rim'ik . a. [< iomompK+
-i«.] 'Ba-ni.s the sacie name or sound; of or

pertaining to homonymy or hrananyms.

Tbe tomumfwac ieazxj^-Aya at a thii^ by soroeaiing

wldi^ called to mind iki Kands <rf winch its name was
compoeed. ITKtiMy, Li:i2. and ^lady of lang., p. 45*.

IlOiaOIiyiDical (ho^no-mm'i-ial), a. [< Tiomo-

Hgmie + -a/.] Same' as homouj/mie.

"bamaniJinOUS (llMnon'i-^nIls), a. [< L. tomomg-

mMg, having the same name : see tomtnnfm.']_ 1

.

Of tie sa^r name : expressed or ehaiaeterized

IjT The ssEie term.' In optics, the dosHe images of

an oMee* tc -i-^*a by the eyes under eatain cmdilkius

are =3ii -•" "'* i; ji«Mi»ai«iBif te^eetiTelyon the OTne

sideis'i-'T- i^ »Mdi they areprodueed—that is, when

the xiidi -iii image is fliai pnidaeed in ae light eye,

etE.; if lie imazes are on (^^osite ades, they are called

tttarammmmi.
The dirionia which exists when boa CTjs took townB

iemamgmams (that is. the im^r formed by the affected

ere is on the same side as that^e>
(jfaoia, Ked. SKt, p. c>l:u

As the eyes ''-ssin to •y-jziTerze, tee
jects douMe hinmmysii.9u»tf. L-t <

bomoplione

2. Having the sam^ sonnd. but different sig-

nidc-adiZ; or origins, or applied "j lire-r:-:

tiungs : ecoivix-al : ambignons; steoiiiaiv. in

plitloL, of tile efaiiracter of homonyms. See */ -

mtomymt, _.

His a rale in art tiist words whidi are Aoau>Kyi:.c".^fL i
nraoiis and ambiguoiis g^ iii ii#jiinM«_ ought erer in the
first pbce to be disxiiigiii^ial.A^ BramhaH, Agtrn^ Hobbes, p. Ul
We can hardlydoubt that ii was Aristotlewho fiiat gare

tins peculiar djajnctiTe miming to the two words ko-
Hu>iqrBM«;rand synonymoa^ r^idaed inmodon pluasecd

-

ogy (thrnu^ the Latiii) equivocal ac i ^liS, c^caL
Gm^j Ariaotle, p. -:t.

TTmimitymonsdMopia,diph^aainwhich the ridit4Lind
ina^ is formed o^ the li^t eye : hoe the visual ^xe:s

croe= ooe another betweesi the oh&rrrer and the ol^ect.
Also called ^mpie diplffjAo, and eoratiasted with erwsed
difi^pia.— HoEmootymoDS geims, iKmiaiiopBla, etc
S^thenoui^

homoiiyilionsly (ho-mon'i-i!i-,:=-li}, adr. In a
homonymo TLs manner.

mages of both ob-
mte, Sght, PL V3B.

hataaayuty (ho^non'i-mi), ». [= F. tommg-
mif =. Sp. tomomomia =. Pg. homomfmia = &.
omomimia, < Gr. ^uaru-a. a iavirg the s^rce
name, identity, amoigzLity. < oiujvrjoc: see *o-
a»«.n;,>.i. ?•:' •> ysvii.?.] sai:ir:i ess of name with
a il^ereiiee of meazLin.-: ambignity; equivo-
cation; specifically, inpi-iTr'f.. tie character of
homonyms.
There being in thfe age two Patncks, . . . and, that

the ioauH^taqr he 3^ wen in^ace as in name, three Ban-
2>t5. /'uJfer.

BaIIac7 ofhimmiiyiny. See/aOaqr.

lumiO-OIgail (ho'mo.dr'gan), n. Same as fi"-

morgan.
Homoplasts or leaKMHTona. EmefC Brit, A.V i. S4^

Junnoonsiail Qio^no-S's-an), a. and n. [Prop.,
according to tie Ll transliteration, ioau>Kgta«,

but the accepted form rests directly on Hie
Gr.; < LGr. o- >i:c :f, eonsnbstantial, neut. ^m-
mcvov, sameness of essence or of substance
(prop, ofiaic'j'^:. a form found, bat marked dn-
Inous), < Gr. ouof, flie s-une, + ofcjo. being, es-

sence: ef. *oi»oioi(«Miii.j I, a. 1. Having the
same nature.— 2. \pap.'\ Pertaining to the Ho-
moonsians or &eir doe^ines.
XL ». [eap.2 Amember ofthe orQiodox party

in the ehnr^ duringthe great controversyupon
the nature of Christ in the fourth century, who
maintained that the essence of the Father and
the Son is tie same, in opposition to the Ho-
Troir.TiriaTia or Semi-Aoans, who held t2iat their
natures are only similar, and to the Heterooit
sians or rigid Arlaiis . who maintained that they
are different.

On &ie one hand he [Otigai] doe^ iqipnadies die
JHeeoc Somieouiiau bf briiieiiig die Scm into union wj&
Ibe esBsice of the Fath^ and asoilsng to him theattii.
bote (tf etamity. Scio^ Chnst and Christianity, p. S3L

liomoonsie (ho'mo-o-si), n. [< Gr. is.ccri<:tcn.-,

sameness of essence or of substance : see ho-
nooMgian.'i Identity of substance or being.
[Bare.]

So long (cunUimes von Hartmann) as man oonadecs
God to be anodier than liii]isEi£,or a being not identical

with WT»»«<aif—L e., to introduce a useful phiase, ^: long
as be is in tlK stage of a faetcxonsian i^i^ons conseions.
ness—he de^res as a substitute f:ir the absait A&inoousie

or identity of being wish 6od, a union as near, confident
aBd in^ip***" as poeatde, thzoogh a pasonal rdatjon cf
love. Wegtmmuler Bern., CXm. a.

lunnoonsioiIS (ho-mo-o'si-ns). a. Effles.. es-

sentially the same; of like essence or sub-

stance : in the Arian controversy, specifically

notlntr tie doctrine of those who held that the
Son was the same in essence as the Father: op-
posed to A«fer»i(»ioii«.

homopatliy (ho-mop'a-tii . n. [< Gr. iuryrih a,

sameness of feelings, sympathy, < ouo^aO^, ot
like feelings or affections, sympathetie. < ouoc,

tie same, + -(jt»>f. feeling. Cf. homfopathi/.^

similarity of feeling : sympathy. [Bare.]

That bympaUiy, or inaupatkg, which is in all animah
to the same purpose. Ctaiinra, Intdectnal System.

IlOIIlopetaloils(ho-mo-pefa4iis),a. [<Gr. oaor,

the same, + r^eTaJLov, a leaf (petal).] In h--<t..

having all the petals formed alike ; having ai

the florets alike, as a comjKisite flower.

lumiffpllOIie to'mo^n), . [= F. komopTione.

etc., < (Jr. o-yy^'^, of tiie same soimd or tone,

< ofioc, the same. + oavii, sotmd. voice.] 1. A
letter or ciaracteT expressing a like sound witt

anotier.— 2. A Tr.-jri iaTing the same sOTm'3

as anotier. ttit differing in meanin? and usu-

ally in derivatioii, and often in st.elllng ; a ho-

monvm. Examples are mir\ air^. air2, erel, eyre, heir

;

Urre'lenTl, htttfi; fae,JUm; aol, mfi, bunrl; n, xncl,

s^vi; Tuf, Tvngh; to, tao, two; wait, weigkt.



homophone
We have in English the (our homophones rite, write,

light, and wright. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 29.

3. Same as liomophony.

homophonic (ho-mo-fon'ik), a. [As homopho-
nous + -ic] Same as liomophonous.
homophonous (ho-mofo-nus), a. [< Gr. &/i6^a-

vog, of the same sound or tone : see honiopJione.']

1. Of the same pitch; of like sound. Specifi-
cally—(a) In anc. music, unisonous ; in unison : opposed
to antiphomc. (6) In mod. nvusic, noting a passage or a
style in which one pait or melody greatly predominates
in importance over all the others; monodic; monophonic:
opposed to polyphonic.

2. In pMlol.: (o) Agreeing in sound 'but differ-

ing in sense. S6ehomophotie,2. (6) Expressing
the same sound or letter with another : as, a ho-
moplwnous hieroglyphic Homophonous words
or Byllables, words or syllables having the same sound,
although expressed in writing by various combinations of
letters.

homophony (ho-mof'o-ni),». [='F.'homoplionie,
< Gr. 6/wipo)vca,' unison, < 6fi6(pamg, of the same
sound or tone: see homophone.'] 1. Sameness
of sound.—2. In mtisic: (a) In anc. music, uni-
son, or music in unison : opposed to antiphony.

(&) In mod. music, monody; monophony: op-
posed to polyphony.

Also homophone.
homophyadlC (h6"mo-fi-ad'ik), a. [< Gr. iiidQ,

the same, 4- MGr. <j>vag (ijivad-), a shoot, sucker,
< ^madai, grow.] In hot., characterized, as spe-
cies of Equisetum, by the production of only
one kind of stem, wmeh bears both vegetative
and fructifying portions. See heterophyadic.

homophylic (ho-mg-fil'ik), a. [< homcyphyly +
4c.'] Cnaracterize"d by or pertaining to homo-
phyly. Encyc. Brit, XVI. 845.

homophyly (ho'mo-fll-i), n. [< Gr. iiio^Tiia,

sameness of race, i'dfidg, the same, + t|>v^, race,
family.] Identity of genetic relationships : op-
posed to homomorphism.
homoplasmic (ho-mo-plaz'mik), a. [< homo-
plasmy + -ic] Same as homoplastic.

homoplasmy (ho'mo-plaz-mi), n. [< Gr. (5/i<i?,

the same, + Tr^ao/ia, a thing molded, < w'^aaactv,

mold, form.] The quality or condition of being
homoplastic; homomorphism. The term was used
by Thiselton Dyer with reference to that mimetic resem-
blance which may exist, for example, between certain cacti
and euphorbias.

homoplast (ho'mo-plast), n. [< Gr. &ii6g, the
same, + wXacrrdc, formed, molded, < wMaaeiv,
form, mold.] 1. An organ or part correspond-
ing in external form to another, though of dis-

tinct nature.— 2. That which is homoplastic,
as any aggregate or fusion of plastids: opposed
to alloplast. Haeckel.

homoplastic (ho-mo-plas'tik), a. [As 'homo-
plast + 4c.] In hiol. and hot, molded aUke,
or constructed in the same manner, but not
having the same origin ; analogical or adaptive,
and not homological, in structure; homomor-
phous in texture: distinguished from homoge-
nous or homogenetic. Also homoplasmic.

Darwinian morphology has further rendered necessary
the introduction of the terms homoplasy and homoplastic
to express that close agreement in form which may be at-

tained in the course of evolutional changes by organs or
parts In two animals which have been subjected to simi-
lar moulding conditions of the environment, but have no
genetic community of origin, to account for their close
similarity in form and structure. Encyc. Brit.,XXIV. 808.

homoplasy (ho'mo-plas-i), n. [< Gr. &ji6q, the
same, + TrAairff, a forming, molding, < irTiiaaetv,

mold, form.] The quality of being homoplas-
tic ; agreement in form and structure without
community of origin, as of organs or parts of
two different organs: opposed to homogeny:
correlated with analogy or heterology as distin-

fuished from homology in biological senses.
he conceptions expressed by the terms homoplasy and

homogeny are little different from those for which analogy
and homologywere earlierand more widely used, as in such
a familiar instance as that of the wing of the bat being anal-
ogous to the wing of the butterfly and homologous with
the fore leg of a horse. But the conceptions now rest upon
evolutionary considerations, and are more precisely pre-
dicable, as when an organ of one animalmay he similar in
form as well as function to that of another, and hence
homoplastic, though having a different origination, and
hence not homogenetic. See extract under homoplastic.

The existence of these thread-cells is suflioiently re-
markable, seeing that the Non-PalUate Opisthobrancha
resemble in general form and habit the Planarian worms,
many of which also possess thread-cells. But it is not
conceivable that their presence Is an indication of genetic
affinity between the two groups, rather they are instances
of homoplasy. E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 659.

homopolar (ho-mo-p6'lar), a. [< Gr. d/xdg, the
same, + irdXog, pole, +' -arS.] In morphology,
having equal poles : said of the figures called

stavraxonia homopola. See staiiraxonia.

homopolic (ho-mo-pol'ik), a. [< Gr. ijidg, the

same, + irii^iof, pole, + -ic] Same as homopolar.
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See extract under homaxonial. JSneue. Brit.
XVI. 845.

'

homoproral (ho-mo-pro'ral), a. [< Gr. 6fi6g, the
same, + L. prora, prora: seeproral.] Having
equal or similar prorse, as a pterooymba: op-
posed to heteroproral. See prora. Sollas.

hbmopter (ho-mop'tfer), «. A homopterous in-
sect ; one of the Homoptera. Also homopteran,
homopteron.
Homoptera (ho-mop'te-ra), ra.jjZ. [ISTL., neut.
pi. of homopterus, having like wings: see /to-

m^pterons.] 1. One of the two prime divisions
of hemipterous insects founded by Latreille in
1817; a suborder of Hemiptera, contrasted with
Seteroptera. It contains a very large number of bugs
of the greatest diversity in form, normally with large
wings, and hemielytra of like texture throughout (whence
the name), which are usually folded in a slanting direc-
tion. They have a blunt face with inferior rostrum, eyes
and ocelli usually present, antennse commonly inserted in

a depression below the eyes, and legs adapted for either
walking or leaping. The group is often elevated to the
rank of an order. It is principally composed of the Oico-
darice, of which the families are numerous, as Cicadidoe,
Fulgoridce, Membracidce, Cercopidce, etc.; but it contains
also the aphids or plant-lice, the coccids or scale-insects,

the Alewrodidee, and Psyllidce, which are often grouped
under the name Phytophthiria.

2. A group coextensive with the preceding,
except that the Phytophthiria are excluded.
Auchenorhynchi is a synonym of Homoptera in

this sense.

homopteran (ho-mop'te-ran), n. Same as ho-
mopter.

homopteron (ho-mop'te-ron), n. Same as ho-

homopterous (ho-mop'te-rus), a. [< NL. ho-
mopterus, < Gr. SfidTcrepog, of or with the same
plumage (having like wings), < 6/i6c, the same,
-I- TTTspdv, wing, feather.] Having wings of the
same or like texture throughout ; specifically,

pertaining to or having the characters of the
Homoptera.
homoquinine (h6"mo-ki-nen'), n. [< Gr. 6ft6g,

the same, + B. quinine, q. v.] A natural alka-
loid found in cinchona.
HomorapMdse (ho-mo-raf'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 6/i6g, the same,'+ /)cupk, a needle, < ^A-
nreLv, sew, + -idcB.] A large family of marine
sponges, of the suborder Haliehondrina and
the order Cornacuspongix. By Leudenfeld it

is divided into numerous subfamilies and even
lesser groups.
homorgan (h6'm6r-gan), n. [< Gr. ijj^g, the
same, -t- dpyavov, organ.] Iii morphology, a simi-
larly organized part ; a homoplast: distinguish-
ed from alloplast. Haeckel. Also homo-organ.
homorganic (ho-mdr-gam'ik), a. [< Gr. d/i6g,

the same, + Spyavov, organ, -)- -ic] 1. Similarly
organized.— 2. Produced by the same organs.

It is maintained by some ancient grammarians that the
hard aspirates are the hard letters k, t, p, together with
the corresponding winds or homorganic winds.

Max MiUler, Sci. of Lang., ad ser., p. 161.

homoseismal (ho-mo-sls'mal), «. and a. [<
Gr. ifj-ig, the same, -t- ceiafii'g, an earthquake:
see seismic] I. n. The curve uniting points
at which an earthquake-wave synchronously
reaches the earth's surface : the equivalent of
the German homoseiste, a term introduced into
seismological science by K. von Seebach to
replace the hybrid term coseismal, used by cer-
tain seismologists writing in English.

II. a. Pertaining to or having the character
of such a curve.

homoseisxnic (ho-mo-sis'mik), a. Same as
homoseismal.
homosporous (ho-mos'po-rus), a. [< Gr. d/idg,

similar, + crirdpog, seed.] ' Having only one kind
of asexually produced spores. See heterospo-
rous.

homostaura (ho-mo-sta'ra), n. pi. [Nli., < Gr.
6fidg, the same, + cravpdg, a cross.] Homostau-
ral figures, collectively considered.

The simpler group, the Homostaura, mayhave either an
even or an odd number of sides. Encyc. Brit, XVI. 844.

homostaural (ho-mo-st&'ral), a. [As liomo-

staura + -al.] In morphology, having a regu-
lar polygon as the base of a pyramidal figure

:

applied to the figures called stauraxonia homo-
pola: distiuguished from heterostaural. See
stauraxonia.

homostyled (ho'mo-stild), a. [< Gr. ijidg, the
same, + arv'Xog, pillar: see style^.] In hot, hav-
ing stj'les of the same length and character

:

opposed to heterostyled. Darwin.
homotatic (ho-mo-tat'ik), a. [< Gr. ijidg, the
same, + Taaig (raT-), strain, stress, < rdvuv,

stretch.] In mech., pertaining to a homogene-
ous stress Homotatic coefflclents, fifteen coeffl-

homotypal
cients of the equation of a certain biquadratlo surface,

upon which the axes of dh:ect elasticity of a body depend.

homotaxeous (ho-mo-tak'se-us), a. [< iiomo-

taxis + -e-ous.] Same as homotaxial.

homotaxial (ho-mo-tak'si-al), a. [< hornotaxis

+ -al.] Of or pertaining toliomotaxis; ingeol.,

similarly disposed or arranged with reference

to the order of succession of the overlying and
underlying groups of fossiliferous strata, but
not necessarily contemporaneous. Also homo-
taxie, homotaxeous.

When . . . the [geological] formations of distant coun-
tries are compared, all that we can safely afSrm regarding
them is that those containing the same or a representa-

tive assemblage of organic remains belong to the same
epoch in the history of biological progress in each area.

They are homotaxial; but we cannot assert that they
are contemporaneous, unless we are prepared to Include
within that term a vague period of perhaps thousands of

years. Oeikie, Encyc. Brit, X. 323.

homotasdally (ho-mo-tak'si-al-i), adv. In re-

gard to or by homotakis ; witii similar arrange-
ment.
These Jurassic strata are evidently not hanwtaxially re-

lated to the other North American strata which have by
some authors been referred to the Jurassic,

Amer. Jour. Sm., Sd ser., XXIX. 232.

homotaxic (ho-mo-tak'sik), a. [The proper
form would be *homotactic, < homotaxis {-tact-)

+ -ic] Same as homotaxial. Huxley,

homotaxis (ho-mo-tak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6/i6g,

the same, + rd^ig, arrangement.] A term in-

troduced into geology by Huxley, to express
the idea of similarity of arrangement or of or-

der in the fossiliferous deposits of various
regions, while not necessarily including that
of contemporaneity in the same: opposed to
heterotaxis.

But the moment the geologist has to do with large areas
or with completely separated deposits, then the mischief
of confounding that "homotaxis" or "similarity of ar-

rangement," which can be demonstrated, with "syn-
chrony " or "identity of date," for which there Is not a
shadow of proof, under the one common term of "contem-
poraneity becomes incalculable.

Husdey, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, 1862, Bo. 24, p. xlvi.

homotaxy (ho'mo-tak-si), n. [< NL. homotaxis,

a. v.] Same as homotaxis.

Homothalameae (ho''''mo-tha-Ia'me-e), n. pi.

[NL. , < Gr. d/i6g, the same.' + d&Xa/iog, abed-cham-
ber.] A division of lichens proposed by S. F.
Gray, 1821, including his orders Collematidem,

Usneadece, and Bamalinidece. These with others
are placed by Tuckerman in the ParmeUacei.
homothermous (h6-mo-th6r'mus), a. [< Gr.

6fi6g, the same, + dipfo], heat.] Having the
same bodily temperature ;

preserving the same
degree of animal heat.

Such homothermous animals as whales, seals, walrus.
/. C. Basse, Cruise of Corwin (1881), p. 12.

homothetic (ho-mo-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. ifidg, the
same, + ferdf, verfcal adj. of riBhai, put, pl&ae:
see thesis.'] In geom., similar and similarly
placed ; in homology with reference to the line

at infinity as axis of homology.
homotonous (ho-mot'o-nus), a. [< L. homoto-
nus, of the same tension, < Gr. i/iorovog, of the
same tone, < 6ft6g, the same, + rdvog, tone.] Of
the same tenor or tone; equable: applied to

diseases which have a uniform tenor of rise,

state, or declension.

homotony (ho-mot'o-ni), n. [< Gr. as if *ifio-

Tovia, < d/idrovog, of the same tone: see homot-
onous. ] The act of maintaining the same tone

;

monotony. [Eare.]

Thomson has often fallen into the homotony of the cou-
plet. Langhome, Effusions of Friendship.

homotropal (ho-mot'ro-pal), a. [As 'homotro-

pous + -al.] Same aa hdmotropoue.
homotropous (ho-mot'ro-pus), a. [< Gr. d/i&rpo-

Tog, having the same turn, < 6/i6g, the same, +
TpdTTog, turn, direction, < rpe-

irecv, turn.] Turned in the
same direction as some other
body, or directed in the same
way as the body to which it

belongs; specifically, in hot,
curved or turned in one di-
rection : applied also to the
embryo of an anatropous campyiotropous seed
or a campyiotropous seed, in •>'' chickweed, with ho-

which the radicle is next the
•""""''"" "'"^•y-

hilum. Gray. This term, which was early introduced
by Eichard, is synonymous with orthotropous as used by
him : an unfortunate confusion, the ovule and the embryo
being designated by the same term. It is, moreover super-
fluous when the ovule or seed is stated to be anatropous
or orthotropous.

homotypal (ho'mo-ti-pal), a. [< homotype +
-al.] Same as homotypic.



bomotypal
It Is the object of serial homology to determine homoty-

pal parts. Brande.

homotype (ho'mo-tip), n. [< Grr. *6/i6rv7roQ, hav-
ing the same form (implied in deriv. ifiormia,
sameness o£ form), < bfidq, the same, + riiTrof,

impression, type, form.] In Uol.: (o) That
which is constructed on the same plan or type,
as metameres of the body; that which exhibits
serial homology. See homology. This is the ori-
ginal sense of the term, in which a homotype is a serial
homologue, not an antitype or reversed repetition of
another part. But serial parts may also he regarded as
antitypio or symmetrical. Hence— (&) An organ or
part of an organ symmetrical with or equiva-
lent to another organ or part of an organ on the
opposite side of the body,; an antitypical, cor-
relative, or reversed repetition of a part across
a given axis.

homotypic (ho-mo-tip'ik), a. [< homotype +
-ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of a homo-
type ; of the same type ; symmetrical with or
corresponding to something else on the oppo-
site part of the same axis. Thus, the right hand
is homotypic of the left; the right and left eyes
are homotypic.

homotypical (ho-mo-tip'i-kal), a, [< homotypic
+ -oZ.] Same as homotypic.

homotypy (ho'mo-ti-pi), n. [< Gr. Sfiorm-'ia^

sameness of form: eee homotype.'] labiol.: (_a)

Serial homology ; the structural correlation or
correspondence between any two segments of
the body. Thns, any vertebra compared with another,
the shoulder compared with the hip, or the elbow with the
knee, exhibits homotypy. But such parts may also be
regarded as expressing symmetry, reversed repetition, or
antitypy. Hence— (6) That kind of general ho-
mology which may be observed between parts
or organs which are symmetrical, or fellows of
each other, as right and left ; the homology of
reversed repetition of parts on opposite halves
or across a given axis.

homuncle (ho'mung-kl), n. [< L. homunculus :

see homunculvs.'] Same as homunculus.
homuncillar (ho-mung'ka-lar), a. [< homun-
cule + -arS.'] Resembling or characteristic of
a homimculus.
homuncule (ho-mxmg'kill), n. [< L. hom,uncu-
lus: see homunculus.'] Same as homunculus, 2.

The giant saw the how/wncule was irascible, and played
upon him. C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, vii.

homunculus (ho-mung'ku-lus), n.
;
pi. homun-

culi (-li). [L., dim. of Jwmo (Iwmin-, homon-), a
man: see-Homo.] 1. Atiny human being that
may be produced (according to a fancy of Para-
celsus) artificially, without a natural mother.
Being produced by art, it was supposed that art was in-

carnate in it and that it had innate knowledge of secret
things.

2. A little man; a dwarf.
homy (ho'mi), a. [< home + y'^-] Pertain-
ing to or resembling home; homelike. Also
spelled homey. [Colloq.]
Isaw . . . plentyofourdearEnglish "lady'Bsmock"in

the wet meaiH)ws near here, which looked very homy.
Kingsley, life (1864), II. 168.

They [English drawing-rooms] haveaAojreeylook, which
ours sometimes lack. Christian Union, June 30, 1887.

Hon. An abbreviation of honorable, used as a
title.

hondt, n. An obsolete spelling of hand. Chau-
cer.

Honduras bark. See harlc^.

hone^ (hon), n. [< ME. hone, hoone, a hone, <

AS. hdn, a stone (the dat. hdne is found twice
in charters, inref. to boundary-stones), = Icel.

liein, a hone, = Norw. hein, lien = Sw. hsn, dial.

hein, a hone; perhaps = L. ciineus, a wedge (>

E. coin^, coign, quoin, q. v.), =Gr. /coivof, a wedge,
cone ( > B. cone, q. v. ), = Skt. gdna, a grindstone,

< y/gd, gi, sharpen. TheL. cos (cot-), a hone, is

supposed to be from the same root.] 1 . A stone

used for sharpening instruments that require a

delicate edge, and particularly for sharpening
razors; an oilstone. A hone differs from a

whetstone in being of finer grit and more com-
pact texture. See honestone.

A Hone, a Bason, three BAzors, and a Comb-case.
Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

2. A thin piece of dry and stale bread; also,

an oil-cake . [Prov. Eng. ]

—

Cerman bone, a soft,

smooth, yellow stone obtained from the slate mountains
near Eatisbon, and used almost exclusively for razor-set-

ting.

honel (hon), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. honed, vv^^.Jion-

ing. [ME. not found (cf . ME. hene, < AS. hwnan,

stone, east stones at); = Norw. heina, whet;

from the noun.] To rub and sharpen on or as

on a hone : as, to hone a razor.

Mr. Green . . . brought out a jack-knife, and com-

menced honing it on his shoe.

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. ixto.
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honest, V.J. [< 'M.'E. honen, hoynen.] To linger:

Good brother, let us weynd sone
No longer here I rede we hone. '

Towneley Mysteries, p. 11.
It may not helpe her for to hone, .

Than is goode tyme that we begynne.
York Plays, p. 349.

llone2t,m. [ME., < Ao»e2, ».] Delay; lingering.
Tharfore Eraclius ful sone
Strake of his heuyd with-outen hmte.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 127.

honeS (hon), v.
; pret. and pp. honed, ppr. hm-

tng. [Prob. < P. hogner, formerly also hoigner,
grumble, mutter, murmur, repine, whine, as a
child or a dog, dial. (Norm.) honer, sing or hvmim a low tone, hovAner, lament.] I. intrans. To
pine; long; yearn; moan. [Prov. Eng. and
southern U. S.]
Some of the oxen in driving missed their fellows be-

hmd, and honing after them, bellowed, as their nature is.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 6.

Commending her, lamenting, honing, wishing hunself
anythmg for her sake. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 625.

He lies pitying himself, honing and moaning over him-
8^1*' Lamb, The Convalescent.

Sometimes ... I git kotch wid emptiness in de pit er
de stummuck, an' git ter fairly honin' arter sump'n w'at
got substance in it. J. C. Harris, Uncle Bemus, p. 198.

II. trans. To long for ; crave. [Prov. Eng.
and southern U. S.]

hone* (hon), n. A kind of swelling in the cheek.
hone^ (hon), n. A circular barrow or hill.

Districts abounding in circular barrows, or, as they are
here [in Yorkshire, England] called from the Norse name,
hones, and, redundantly, Aone-hills.

Archceologia, XLII. 170.

hone^ (hon), n. pi. A dialectal contraction of
hosen, plural of hose.

hone'' (bon), interj. See och hone.
honest (on' est), a. [< ME. honest, onest, < OP.
honeste, later honneste, F. honnMe (> D. Dan.
honnet = Sw. honnett) = Pr. honest = Sp. Pg.
honesto = It. onesto, < L. honest-us, full of honor,
honorable, worthy, virtuous, decent, < honor,
honos, honor (see honor), + suffix -tu-s. The
initial h in honest, honor, etc., is merely etymo-
logical, the sound having already disa/ppear-

ed when the word came into ME. use. See re-

marks under .H", 1.] 1 . Having a sense ofhonor

;

having honorable feelings, motives, or princi-
ples ; free from deceit or hypocrisy; true, can-
did, upright, or just in speech and action : fair

in dealing, or sincere in utterance ; worthy to

be trusted.
Be thou lowely and hoTiest

To riche and pouere, in worde and dede.
And then thy name to worshyp shall sprede.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 109.

Hee chides great men with most boldnesse, and is

counted for it an honest fellow.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A- Blunt Man.

This it is to have to do
With honest hearts : they easily may err.

But in the main they wish well to the truth.

Browning, Bing and Book, I. 271.

Specifically— (o) Having the virtue of chastity, chaste;

virtuous : said of a woman.

Wives may be merry, and yet hottest too.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2.

Shoe may be an honest woman, but is not beleeu'd so

in her Parish, and no man is a greater Infidel in it then
her Husband.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Handsome Hostesse.

(6) Having no disposition to cheat, steal, or lie.

There's an honest conscionable fellow ; he takes but ten

shillings of a bellows-mender.
JUiddleton, The Phoenix, iv. 1.

An honest treasurer, like a black-plumed swan.

Not every day our eyes may look upon.
0. W. Holmes, The School-Boy.

2. Characterized by or proceeding from honor-

able motives or principles ; marked by truth,

justice, sincerity, fairness, etc.: as, an honest

transaction; honest opinions or motives; an

honest effort.

Therefore, whosoever maketh any promise, bindinghim-
self thereunto by an oath, let him foresee that the thing

which he promiseth, be good, and honest, and not agamst

the commandement of God.
Homilies, Against Swearing, n.

But yet an honest mind I bore

To helpless people that were poor.

Jane Shore (Child's Ballads, VII. 197).

Honest labor bears a lovely face.

Chettle, Dekker, and Havghton, Patient Gnssel, 1. 1.

3. Of honorable quality; creditable; reputa-

ble; proper; becoming: as, a man of honest

report.
Glad poverte is an honeste thyng certeyn.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 327.

Vpon thi trencher no fyllthe thou see.

It is not honest, as I telle the.

Babees Book (B. B. T. S.), p. 20.

honesty
Therefore while we may (yea alwaies if it coulde be) to

reioyce and take our pleasures in vertuous and honest
sort, it is not only allowable, but also necessary and very
uaturall to man. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 38.

Provide things honest in the sight of all men.
Itom. xii. 17

4t. Excellent in quality; good.
And eke the londe is so Tumest
That it is plentuous and plaine

;

There is no idell ground in vaine.
Gower, Conf. Amant., viL

5. Of honorable appearance; fair-seeming;
having the semblance of truthfulness, fairness,
etc.

I'll devise some holiest slanders
To stain my cousin with.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1.

Thy eye was ever chaste, thy countenance, too, Tumest,
And all thy wooings was like maidens' talk.

Beau^ and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 1.

Bacchus . , , shows his honest face.

Dryden, Alexander's Feast.

6. Open; undisguised; boldly or frankly show-
ing purpose, character, or quality, whether good
or bad: as, the honest pursuit of pleasure or
gain; an 7jo»e«t rogue.

But as soon as the door opened, and he beheld the Aon-
est swindling countenance of a hotel porter, he felt se-
cure against anything but imposture.

Howells, Venetian Life, li.

To make an honest woman of, to marry: used in
reference to a woman whom a man marries after he has
dishonored her, especially if under promise of marriage.
[Colloq. and rustic.]=Syn. 1 and 2. Conscientious, trust-
worthy, trusty, frank.

honestf (on'est), v. t. [< ME. 'honesten, < L.
honestare, honor, adorn, grace, < honestus, hon-
orable : see honest, a.] To do honor to

;
grace;

adorn. TVyclif.

You should please God, beneflte your countrie, and
honest your owne name, if you would take the paines to
impart to others what you learned of soch a Master.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 21.

For fear of men, for loss of life or goods, yea, some for
advantage and gain, will honest it [the mass] with their
presence, dissembling both with God and man.

J. Bradford, letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 48.

Sir Amorous, you have very much honested my lodging
with your presence. B. Jonson, Epictene, L L

honestatet (on'es-tat), v. t. [< L. honestatus, pp.
of honestare, honor: see honest, v.] To honor.
Cockeram.

honestationt (on-es-ta'shon), n. [< L. as if

*honestatio(rir-), < honestare, honor, adorn: see
honestate, v.] Adornment

;
grace.

By which virtuous qualities and honestations [prudence
and sagacity] they have been more happy than others in
their applications to move the mindes of men.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, 1. x. 6.

honestet, »• A Middle English form of honesty.

honestetet, honesteteet, n. [ME. (mod. E. as
i£ *honestity), < OF. honestete, honnestete, F. 'hon-

nStet6= Pr. honestete, honestetat = Sp. honesti-

dad = Pg. honestidade, < L. as if *honestita{t-)s,

for which only honesta{t-)s, > ult. E. honesty:
see honesty.] Middle English variants of hon-
esty.

Wedded with fortunat honestetee.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 466.

honest-hearted (on'est-har''ted), a. Of an
honest heart ; true ; faithful.

A very Jionest-hearted fellow, and as poor as the king.
Shak., Lear, i. 4.

honestly (on'est-H), adv. [< ME. honestly, on-
estly; 'honest + -ly'^.] If. Honorably; in a
manner to do honor to

;
properly.

In hir atire to the tempull tomly ho yode.
There onestly sho offei-t, honourt hir goddes
With giftes of golde & of gode stones.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3001.

Wherefore brethren couet to prophecy, & forbid not to
speake with tongues. And let all thynges be done hon-
estlye and in order. Bi^ile of 1651, 1 Cor. xiv. 40.

2. In an honest manner; with honesty.

Either society [the Bank or the Athenaeum] maypay its

debts honestly, [or] either may try to defraud its creditors.

Macaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

honestone (hon'ston), n. A compact, fine-

grained, homogeneous rook fit to be used for

hones ; a very silicious clay slate, having a con-
choidal fracture across the grain of the rock.

.Also called novaculite.

honesty (on'es-ti), n. [< ME. honeste, honestee,

< OF. 'honeste, honneste, oneste, onneste, honestet

= Pr. honestat = Sp. honestad = It. onestd,, < L.
honesta{t-)s, honor, reputation, character, wor-
thiness, honesty, < honestus, honorable, hon-
est: see /(owes*. Ct. honestete.] 1. The charac-
ter or quality of being honest or honorable ; up-
right disposition or conduct ; sincerity; honor;
virtue.

Corruption wins not more than honesty.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.



honesty

I cannot now, in hoTiesty, but frankly tell you, that many
of these flies I have named, at least so ma)ae as we make
them here, will peradventure do you no great service in

your southern rivers. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 263.

A la^vyer's dealings should be just and fair,

Honesty shines with great advantage there.

Cowper, Hope, 1. 402.

Specifically— (a) Chastity; virtuous reputation ; honor.

And also thynketh on myn hoTieste

That floureth yet, how foule I sholde it shende.
Chaucer, TroUus, iv. 1676.

She said her honesty was all her dowry.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 3.

(i>) The virtue o£ respecting the property rights of others

;

the absence of any disposition to cheat, steal, or lie.

Villon, who had not the courage to be poor with hon-
esty, now whiningly implores our sympathy, now shows his
teeth , . . with an ugly snarl.

B. L. Stevenson, Villon, Poet and Housebreaker.

2t. Decency; good manners.
For honestee

No vileyns word as yet to hym spak he.

Chaucer, Prol. to Mar's Tale, 1. 3,

Aki£, alas 1

It is not honesty in me to speak
"What 1 have seen and known.

Shak., Othello, iv. 1.

3t. Liberality.

A noble gentleman 'tis, if he would not keep so good a
house. . . . Every man has his fault, and Aofiestj/ is his.

Shak., T. of A., iii. 1.

4t. Credit; reputation.

When Sir Thos. More was at the place of execution, he
said to the hangman, "1 promise thee that thou shalt
never have honestie in the stryking of my head, my necke
is so short." Hail, Chron., p. 226.

I beseech you to remember me when you talkwith your
good God, that he may give me the strength of his Spirit,

that I manfuUy yielding my life for his truth may do you
some honesty, who have put me into his service.

J. Careless, in Bradford's Works (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 406.

5. In bot, a name o£ several plants, especially
of a small cruciferous plant, Ltmaria cmnua
(i. biennis): so called from the transparency
of its dissepiments. The perennial honesty
is L. rediviva; the maiden's-honesty is Clema-
tis FitoZ6a.=Syn. 1. Honesty, Honor, Integrity, Pro-
bUy, Rectitude, ITprightness ; equity, trustworthiness,
trustiness, fidelity, fairness, candor, veracity, plain-deal-
ing ; frankness. The first six words apply primarily to the
spirit of the person, and by extension to conduct, etc. They
may be negative or positive, expressing the spirit or the
act of refraining or of doing. Honesty belongs to the ab-
solute principle of right ; honor, on the other hand, be-
longs to accepted standards of what is due to others or
to one's self. Conformity to an exalted standard of hoTwr
is more creditable and illustrious than simple honesty. In
earlier usage honest and honesty retained much of their
Latin significance of honorable and honorableness in the ob-
jective sense. (See Bom. xiL 17.) Integrity means sound-
ness, and is used with especial reference to trusts (as, a
man of strict business integrity), but it may consider a per-
son as inspected and found whole by others or by himself.
Probity is tested honesty, tried and proved integrity. Rec-
titude and uprightness draw their meanings from the idea
of standing up straight, and hence matching the standard
of right, but uprightness is more manifestly connected
with this idea, and hence, as well as on account of its na-
tive origin, is much the more vigorous of the two. See
justice.

"Honesty is the best policy," but he who acts on that
principle is not an honest man. Whately,

The sense of hmumr is of so fine and delicate a nature
that it is only to be met with in minds which are natural-
ly noble, or in such as have been cultivated by great ex-

amples, or a refined education.
Addison, Ouardian, 'So. 161.

He [Savage] had not sufficient resolution to sacrifice the
pleasure of affluence to that of integrity, Johnson.

Of commercial fame, but more
Famed for thy probity from shore to shore.

Cowper, In Memory of John Thornton.

The command of the political ruler is at first obeyed,
not because of its perceived rectitude, but simply becau'se
It is his command, which there will be a penalty for dis-

obeying. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 44.

I know also, my God, that thou . . . hast pleasure in
uprightness. 1 Chron. xxix. 1?.

lione'wort (hon'wfert), n. [< hone^ + worfi.'} A
name applied to several umbelliferous plants,
as SisonAmomum, the stone-parsley, Trinia vul-

garis, and Cryptotcenia Canadensis: so named
because formerly used to cure the sweUing
called a hone.

honey (hun'i), ». and a. [Early mod. E. also
ho-ny, honie; < ME. hony, huny, huni, hunig,<. AS.
hunig= OS. honeg, hanig = OFries. Jiunig=MD.
honig, honing, D. honig ='M.liQ. honnich, L(3r. hon-
nig = OHG. honag, honang, MHG. honee, hiinic,

O. honig = Icel. hunang= Sw. honung, honing=
Dan. harming, honey ; root xmknown. The Goth,
word is different, milith = Gr. fiiTj. (jieIlt-) = L.
mel,et(i.: see mildew, mell^.l 1, n, 1. A sweet
viscid fluid collected from the nectaries of

flowers and elaborated for food by several

kinds of insects, especially by the honey-bee.
Apis mMlifica. it Is deposited by the honey-bee in the
cells of the honeycomb. , Honey, when pure, is of a whitish
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color tinged with yellow, of a spicy sweetness and an agree-
able smell ; it is soluble in water, and becomes vinous by
fermentation. It is essentially a solution of dextrose and
levulose with volatile oils and occasionally cane-sugar.
Bees often fill theur cells with other substances than the
nectar of flowers, as molasses, honeydew, or the juices of
fruits, but the product is not true honey.

Thy mete shall be mylk, honye, & wyne;
Now, dere soule, latt us go dyne.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 167.

The yellow-banded bees . . .

Fed thee, a child, lying alone,
With whitest honey in fairy gardens cull'd.

Tennyson, Eleanore.

2. Figuratively, sweetness or charm.
I, of ladies most deject and wretched.
That suck'd the honey of his music vows.

Shak., Hamlet, ill 1.

Gome, Henley's oratory, Osborne's wit 1

The honey dropping from Favonio's tongue.
Pope, Epil. to Satires, L 67.

8. Sweet one; darling: a trivial word of en-
dearment.

Mi hony, mi hert, al hoi thou me makest
With thi kinde cumfort of alle mi kares kold.

WiUiam of Paieme (B. E. T. S.), L 1656.

O she was fair, O dear 1 she was bonnie,
A ship's captain courted her to be his honey,

Bonnie Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 47).

"Come to ole Candace! . . . Honey, darliu', ye a'nt

right— dar's a dreftul mistake somewhar."
H. B. Stowe, Minister's Wooing, xxiiL

Clarified honey, honey melted in a water-bath and freed
from scum.—Honey of borax, clarified honey and borax,
applied to the mouth as a remedy in aphthous aSections.

—

Unripe honey, honey from which the water has not been
sufficiently evaporated. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 73.—
Virgin honey, honey that flows spontaneously from the
comb when the cells are uncapped.—Wild honey, honey
made by wild bees, or bees not kept by man.

John was clothed with camel's hair; . . , and he did eat

locusts and Vfild honey. Mark 1. 6.

II. a. Having the nature of honey; sweet;
luscious.

Prin. He speaks not like a man of God's making.
Arm. That's all one, my fair, Bweet.honey monarch.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

honey (hun'i), v.
;

pret. and pp. honeyed (also

honied), ppr. honeying. [< honey, re.] I. trans.

1. To cover with or as with honey; sweeten;
make delicious: as, ^'honeyed lines of rhyme,"
Byron.— 2. To talk sweetly to ; coax; flatter.

Can'st thou not honey me with fluent speech,
And even adore my topless vilany?

Ma/rston, Antonio and Mellida, iv.

II. intrans. To become sweet; be or become
complimentary or tender; use endearments;
talk fondly. [Rare.]

H^oneying and making love. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

honey-ant (him'i-ant), n. An ant of the genus
Myrmecocystus, as M. mexicanus or M. melliger,

of southwestern North America. The latter is

found at an elevation of from 6,000 to 7,600 feet. In
one form of the workers the abdomen is found in summer
distended with honey to the size of a pea or a small grape,
and appears pellucid. Eater in the season, when food is

scarce, these animated stores of honey are devoured by
the other ants, and they are also dug up and eaten by the
inhabitants of the country. See honey-bearer.

The honey-ants are a nocturnal species.
R A. Proctor, Nature Studies, p. 24.

honey-badger (hun'i-baj'fer), m. The ratel,

MelUvora ratellus: so called from its fondness
for honey.
honey-bag (hun'i-bag), n. An enlargement of
the alimentary canal of the bee in which it

carries its load of honey. This enlargement is in the
esophagus or gullet, and corresponds to tiie sucking-sto-
mach or crop of other Hyynenoptera and of Lepidoptera
and Biptera. In it the bee stores the honey gaUiered from
flowers, which it disgorges into the cells of the honeycomb.
Also called honey-stomach.

And, good monsieur, have a care the honey-bag break
not; I would be loth to have you over-flown with a
honey-bag, signior. Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

honey-balm (hun'i-bam), n. A European labi-

ate plant, Melittis melissophyllum.

honey-basket (hun'i-bas"ket), n. In entom.,
the corbiculum or structure on the legs of bees
in which pollenmingled with honey is conveyed
to the hive. See cut under corbiculum.

honey-bear (tun'i-bar), TO. 1. An East Indian
bear, Mellursus or Prochilus labiatus; the sloth-

bear or aswail. See cut under osMiaiZ.— 2. The
kinkajou, Cercoleptes caudivolvuT/us. See cut un-
der l-inTcajou.

honey-bearer (liun'i-bar"6r), n. One of the
honey-ants whose office it is to receive and
carry in its abdomen the honey which has been
gathered by the workers.

The workers take it [the honey] home with them and
give it to the honey-bearers, who swallow . . . It, . . . keep
it in their crops ready for use, exactly as bees keep it in
cells. . . . The honey-bearers, in short, have been con-

honeycomb

Honey-bearer {MfyrTnecocystus melliger), with distended abdomen.
( Line shows natural size.

)

verted into living honey-jars. When the workers are

hungry they caress a honey-bearer and . . . sip it [the
honey] from her throat.

R. A. Proctor, Nature Studies, p. 24.

honey-bee (hun'i-be), n. A bee that collects

and stores honey; specifically, the hive-bee,

Apis mellifica. See cuts under txee.

So work the honey-bees;
Creatures that, by a rule in nature, teach
The art of order to a peopled kingdom.

Shak., Hen. V., L 2.

honeyben^ (hun'i-ber'''i), n
;

pi. honeyberries
(-iz). 1 . The berry of Celtis australis.— 2. The
berry of Melicocoa bijuga.

honey-bird (hun'i-berd), n. 1. A bird which
feeds on the sweets of flowers ; one of the Nec-
tariniidcBOT MeUphagidw; a honey-sucker.— 2.
8a,rae a,shoney-guide.—3. Abee. Dmiies. [Eare.j

The world have but one God, Heav'n but one Sun,
Quails but one Chief, the Honey-birds but One,
One Master-Bee.
Sylvester, tr. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Captaines.

honey-blob (hun'i-blob), n. The gooseberry.
[Scotch.]

He saw out of the coach-window a woman selling the
sweet yellow gooseberries, . . . and he cried, "Gie me a
ha'porth of honsyblobs."

K B. Ramsay, Scottish Life and Character, p. 254.

honey-bloom (hun'i-blom), n. The spreading
dog's-bane or Indian hemp, Apocynum andro-
sasmifolium, a common American plant.

honey-bread (hun'i-bred), n. A small legumi-
nous tree, Ceratonia Siligua, a native of the
Mediterranean region. .Also called St. John's
bread. See cut under Ceratonia.

honey-bro'wn (hun'i-broun)," n. In entom., a
pale-yeUowish and generally somewhat trans-
lucent brown.
honey-buzzard (him'i-buz*ard), n. A bird of
prey of the genus Pernis, sulbfamily Buteoninw,
anitajmlj FalconidcB ; a pern. The common Euro-
pean species, P. apivorus, is also found in Africa. It does
not eat honey, but breaks into the nests of bees andwasps
to get at their larvte.

honey-cell (hun'i-sel), n. A cell in a honey-
comb.
His [Emerson's] laconic phrases are the honey-cells of

thought. E. C. Stedman, Poets of America, p. 172.

honeycomb (hun'i-kom), %. [< ME. honycomb,
hunycomb, honycoom, huny-camb, < AS. hunig-
camb, < hunig, honey, -I- camb, comb. The name
is not found outside of E. ; other words for
'honeycomb' are D. honiggeem = Icel. hunangs-
seimr, lit. 'honey-string'; Sw. hormngskaka =
Dan. honningTcage, lit. 'honey-cake'; G.honig-
scheibe, lit. ' honey-shive,' or honig-mdbe, lit.

'honey-cake,' bienen-wabe, lit. 'bee-cake,' or
simply wabe, lit. 'cake' or 'wafer,' or 'waffle':

see wafer, waffle. The L. term was favus (see

favtis); the (jr., iieXtKTjpi^ or jjieXudipiov.'i 1. A
structure of wax of a firm texture, consisting
ofhexagonal cellswith concave bottoms ranged
side by side, formed by bees for the reception
of honey and of their eggs.

And they gave him a piece of a broiled fish, and of an
honeycomb. Luke xxiv. 42.

I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey. Cant. v. 1.

And well his words became him : was he not
A full-cell'd honeycomb of eloquence
Stored from all flowers? Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

2t. Sweet one ; darling : a trivial term of en-
dearment. Compare honey, 3.

What do ye, hony comb, sweete Alisoun?
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 512.

3. Any substance, as a casting of iron, etc.,
having cells like those of a honeycomb.
A scratch or spot of honey-cornb in the grooves renders

the rifle completely useless for match-shooting.
W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 146.

Specifically—4. In mammal., the reticulum or
second stomach of a ruminant. See cut under
rMmiraaw*.--Honeycomb bottom, same as hawse-pipe
6ortom(which see, under hawse-pipe).—Honeycomb dec-
oration, in ceram., a name given to the Mayflower dec-
oration, from the resemblance of the crowded blossoms
to a honeycomb.—Honeycomb moth, a tineid moth of
the genus Galena, which infests beehives depositing Its
eggs in the comb, where the larvoB aie developed and
undergo theh: transformations. 6. ceranea or melioneKo,



honeycomb
about an Inch long, and G. alvearia, about half an Inch, are
perhaps the worst enemies ol the bee. See cut under bee-
moth.—Honeycomb sponge, the grass-sponge.—Hon-
eycomb stitch, a stitch used in producing gatliers, as in
the stiff material used for smoclt-frocks and the lilte, the re-

sultbeing a pattern of lozenges covering the whole surface,
held at their Intersections by loops of thread, usually of a
different color from that of the material.— Honeycomb
tripe, the part of tripe which is honeycombed or divided
into numerous small cells. It is the second stomach of
a ruminant, or second part of the cardiac division of the
whole stomach, next to the paunch proper or rumen, and
is technically called the reticulum. See cut under i-uini-

iMrit.—Honeycomb work, a name given to ancient rep-
resentations of armor of a flexible character, as the hau-
berk or broigne. They show a serfes of open hexagons,
separated by a slender bar or ridge, or sometimes openings
more nearly approaching the form of circles. They may
be assumed to represent Indifferently chain-mail or a gar-
ment of fence made by sewing rings or small plates of
metal on leather or linen.

honeycomb (hun'i-kom), v. t. [< honeycomb,
».] To fill with cells or holes, as wood or earth,

hy perforation or excavation, in the manner of

a honeycomb.
The rock itself over which the fort was raised is honey'

combed with excavated passages for infantry and cavalry.
J. A, Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 180.

There is the insignificant-looking worm, the " jengen,"
which insidiously himeycombs the poles.

Elect. Rev. (.4mer.), II. 7.

honeycombed (hun'i-komd), a. 1. Perforated
or excavated like a honeycomb; specifically,

having little cells, as oast metalwhen not solid.

This geyser presents a shallow basin, with rather ill-

defined margin, formed of thin plates of honeycombed gey-
serite. Sewnce, IV. 22.

3. Decorated with a honeycomb pattern

—

either the Mayflower pattern or one of hexa-
gons.

honeycombing (hun'i-ko-ming), n. [Verbal
n. 01 honeycomb, «.] An ornamental pattern
produced in thin material by running stitches

diagonally across the fabric, and drawing up
these threads so that the lozenge-shaped spaces
between them shall be puffed and in relief;

smocking.
honey-creeper (hun'i-kre"p6r), n. Any bird of

the American family Ccerebidce or Dacnidicke;

a guitguit. The species are quite numerous;
one, Certhiola bahamensis, occurs in the United
States. See cut under Ccerebince.

honey-crock (hun'i-krok), n. A crock or pot of

honey.
Like foolish flies about an hony-crocJce.

Spenser, f. Q., V. ii. 33.

honeydew (hun'i-dti), n. [= D. honigdaauw =
G. honigthau = Dan. honningdug {at. Sw. ho-

mmgsdagg); as honey + dew. Cf. honey^ore

wiA mildew.'] 1. A saccharine substance found
on the leaves of trees and other plants in small

drops like dew. There are two kinds, one secreted

from the plants, and the other by plant-lice, bark-lice,

and leaf-hoppers. Bees and ants are said to be fond of

honeydew. The name is properly applied to the sugary
secretion from the leaves of plants, occurring most fre-

quently in hot weather. It usually appears as small glis-

tening drops, but if particularly abundant may drip from
the leaves in considerable quantity, when it has been
called manna. The manna-ash, Fraxinus Omus, exhibits

this phenomenon, as does Carduiis arctioidee.

Por he on honey-dew hath fed,

And drunk the milk of Paradise.
Coleridge, Kubla Khan.

Although further and thorough investigation is neces-

sary to establish the fact, this will be the flnal solution—
that the honey-dew is largely the product of the Pulvina-

ria, the sap being by it extracted from the tree, and elabo-

rated by the insect organism into this sweet substance, as

is a similar or perhaps identical substance by some of the

Aphides, and honey by the honey-bee. Science, III. 737.

2. A kind of chewing-tobacco prepared with

molasses. [Trade-name.]
honeydewed (hun'i-dtid), a. [< honeydew +
-ed2.] Covered with honeydew.
Three accounts have been published in Eastern Prussia

of white and white-spotted horses being greatly injured by
eating mildewed and honeydewed vetches.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 331.

honey-eater (hun'i-e"ter), n. One who or that

which eats honey. Specifically— (a) Any bird of the

family Ueliphagidm ; a honey-sucker. (6) A honey-bear.

honeyed (hun'id), p. a. [Also honied; < honey

+ -6^2.] 1. Covered with, abounding in, or

as sweet as honey.
Fair was the day, the honeyed beanfield's scent

The west wind bore unto him.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 379.

Hence— 2. Sweet; dulcet; soothing; mollify-

ing: as, honeyed -words.

When he speaks,

The air, a charter'd libertine, is stiU,

And the mute wonder lurketh in mens ears.

To steal his sweet and honey'd sentences. _

Shak., Hen. V., i. 1.

The honeyed breath of praise. 0. W. Holmes, Agnes.
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honeyedness (hun'id-nes), n. Sweetness ; al-
lurement.
honey-flower (hmi'i.flou"6r), n. A plant of
the genus Melianthtis, ornamental shrubs from
the Cape of Good Hope, the flowers of which
yield much honey.

honey-flyt, n. A honey-bee.

^V, up, ye princes 1 prince and people, rise.
And run to schoole among the hmy-Jlies.

Du Bartas (trans.).

honeyfugle (hun'i-fu'''gl), v. t.; pret. and pp.
Jioneyfugled, ppr. honeyfugling. [< honey +
*fugle, of no appar. origin, and prob. a mere
addition.] To cajole; wheedle. [Slang, south-
em and western U. S.]
honey-garlic (hun'i-gar"lik), n. A plant of
the genus Nectaroscordum, natural order lAli-
acecB, placed by Bentham and Hooker under
Allium, jr. sictdum (the Allium sieulum of authors) is
a native of .Sicily. It has a slender fiower-scape 3 or 4 feet
high, with a cluster of long, pendulous green or purplish
flowers having honey-pores.

honey-guide (hun'i-^d), n. A non-passerine
-African bird of the family Indicatoridce, sup-
posed to guide the honey-htmters to their spoil;
an indicator. Also called honey-bird.

honeyless (hun'i-les), a. [< honey + -less.]

Destitute of honey.
But for your words, they rob the Hybla bees.
And leave them honeyless. Shak., J. C, v. 1.

honey-locust (htm'i-ld'kust), n. An orna-
mental North .Ajnerican tree, Gleditschia tria-

canthos. The water honey-locust is Q. ^nonosperma, also
an American tree, growing from Illinois southward. The
name is sometimes given to the mesquit, Prosopis juli-

flora, a native of the southwestern United States.

At sunset he stood under the honey-locust tree on the
levee, where he was wont to find his father waiting for
him. G. W. Cable, The Century, XXXV. 560.

honey-lotus (hun'i-16"tus), n. A name some-
times given to Melilotus alba, the white meKlot
or sweet clover, a widely distributed European
plant thoroughly naturalized in America.
honey-meSQLUit (hun'i-mes-ket"), ». The alga-

roba or mesquit, Prosopis juliflora, a small tree

of the southwestern United States. .Also called

honey-pod and sometimes honey-locust.

honeymontht (hun'i-mimth), n. Same as honey-
moon. [Bare.]

Sometimes the parties fly asunder even in the midst of

courtship, and sometimes grow cool in the very haney-
munth. TaUer, So. 192.

honeymoon (hun'i-mon), n. [< honey + moon,
'month.' Ct. honeymonth.] 1. The first month
after marriage; the interval, of whatever
length, commonly spent by a newly married
couple in traveling, visiting, or other recrea-

tion, before settling down to their ordinary oc-

cupations.

I wea more than once nearly choked with gall during

the honeymoon, and had lost aU comfort in life before my
friends had done wishing me joy.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 2.

Hence— 2t. Atime of prosperity or enjoyment

;

an occasion of advantage.

I was there entertained as well by the great friends my
father made, as by mine owne forwardnesse, where, it be-

ing now but koney-moone, I endeavoured to court it.

I^ly, Euphues.

honeymoon (hun'i-m8n), v. i. [< honeymoon,

n.] To keep one's honeymoon; take a wed-
ding-trip.

So do not I, dear, till I have found some decent sort

of body to hon£ym,oon along with me.
TroUope, Dr. Thorne, iv.

As soon as I can get his discharge, and he has done

honeymooning, we shall start.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xlvu.

honey-moth (hun'i-m6th), n. A European

pyraUd moth, Achrcea grisella, which lives in the

hives of the honey-bee.

honey-mouthed (hun'i-moutht), a. Soft or

sweet in speech.

If I prove honey-mouth'd, let my tongue blister.

StMk., W. T., n. 2.

honey-pod (hun'i-pod), n. Same as honey-mes-

quit.
, 1 f

honey-pot (hun'i-pot), ». A receptacle o± va-

rious kinds, made of wax or other substance,

and often of considerable size, in which many
species of wild bees store their honey.

honey-pots (hun'i-pots), «. pi. A boys' game

in which the players roll themselves up and

are then pretended to be carried to market by

others as honey, the amusement consisting m
the difSculty of continuing in the required po-

sition. Salliwell.

honey-ratel (hun'i-ra"tel), n. Same as

badger. J. G. Wood.

honeysuckle

honey-roret, ". Honeydew. Nares.
He on a sudden felt loves honey-rore
Soak iu, and wonted flames to beat his heart.
And to o'respread his bones and every part.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil (1632).

honey-stalk (hun'i-stfi,k), n. A sweet species
of clover, upon which cattle are apt to overfeed.

With words more sweet, and yet more dangerous.
Than baits to fish, or honey-stalks to sheep.

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 4.

honey-stomach (huu'i-stum"uk), n. Same as
honey-bag.

honeystone (hun'i-ston), ». Same as mellite.

honey-strainer (hun'i-stra"ner), n. A machine
in which honeycomb, after a thin slice has been
cut off to open the cells, is placed, and revolved
rapidly, to extract the honey by centrifugal
force. The empty comb is replaced in the hive
to be refilled.

honey-sucker (hun'i-suk"6r), n. A bird that
sucks the sweets of flowers ; a honey-eater or
honey-bird ; a nectar-bird : specifically applied

Honey-sucker {Careba ccerulea).

to the Meliphagidw, and less technically to sun-
dry other small, chiefly slender-billed, birds, as

the Nectariniidw, C(erebidw, etc.

honeysuckle (hun'i-suk'''l), n. [< ME. hony-
socle, hmiisuccle (the alleged AS. *hunigsucle

is due to a mistake), a dim. form of the more
common ME. honysouke, < AS. hunisuce, huni-

suge, hunigsuge, < hunig, honey, + sucan, sugan,

suck: see honey and suclc. The name was ap-
plied to various plants, the ME. forms being
variously glossed ligustrum (privet), locusta

(for ligustrum'i), cerifoUum (chervil), serpillum

(wild thyme), apiago (which elsewhere glosses

AS. bedwyrt, 'bee-wort,' and MHG. binsvge,

binesaug, as if 'bee-suck'); the AS. forms are

always glossed Ugustrum (privet). The name
means ' a plant foom which honey is sucked,'

namely by bees, as the name apiago (< L.

apis, a bee) and the MHG. binsuge, above men-
tioned, indicate. Other names are E. wood-
bine, ML. caprifolium (glossing ME. wodebynde,
woodbine), D. kamperfoelie, F. cMvrefeuille,

etc. (see caprifole, caprifolium), G. geissblatt,

lit. 'goat-leaf,' etc.] 1. A name of upright or

climbing shrubs of the genus Lonicera, natural

order Caprifoliacem, natives of the temperate
parts of both hemispheres. They have entire op-

posite leaves, and axillary, often fragrant, white, red, or

yellow flowers, which are succeeded by sweetish red or

purple berries.

The common hon-
eysuckle, L. Peri-
clymenum, a na-
tive of central and
western Europe,
cultivated in the
United States, is

ilso known by the
name of wood-
bine, and is prob-
ably the 'twisted
eglantine' of Mil-
ton. L. Capr^o-
liutn, which is

frequent in gar-
dens, and is char-
acterized by the
upper ^airs of
leaves being unit-

ed into a cup, and
L. Xylosteum, the
fly - honeysuckle,
are also found in
England, the lat-

ter only being
probably native.

L. sempervirens
(trumpet or coral

honeysuckle), a
native of North America, is cultivated on account of

the beauty of its large flowers, which are red on the

outside and yellowish within. L. cHiata is the American
fly-honeysuckle; it has a honey-yeUow corolla slightly

tinged with purple. L. fiexuosa is the Chinese honey-

suckle, and L. Talarica the Tatarian honeysuckle. The
bark of L. eorymbosa is used for dyeing black in Chili,

and the berries of L. cmrulea are a favorite food of the

Kamtchadales.

Flowering Branch and Fruit of Trumpet or

Coral Honeysuckle {Ltmicera sempervirens).
a, flower : 6, fruit.



honeysuckle '

So doth the woodbine the sweet honeysuckle
Gently entwist. Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

I left this place, and saw a brother of the angle sit un-
detth&t Twneysnckle hedge, one that willprove worthyour
acquaintance. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 111.

I sat me down to watch upon a bank
With ivy canopied, and interwove
With flaunting hmiey-suckle^

Milton, Comus, 1. 545.

2. A plant of some other genus. The name Iwney-
sitckle is very generally applied in northern New England
to the genus AquUegia, of the natural order Kanuncvla-
cew, and particularly to the native wild columbine, A.
Canadensis, The African fiy-honeysuckle is Ealleria
lucida, of the natural order ScrophvIarinecB ; the Aus-
tralian honeysuckles belong to the genus Banksia, natural
order Proteaaeoe, as B. sen-ata and B, integrifolia. The
bush-honeysuckles, of the genus DierviUa(a, near relative
of Lonicera, the true honeysuckle), are low shrubs of North
America, China, and Japan, extensively cultivated for their
profuse^ mostly rose-colored flowers. The dwarf honey-
suckle is Comus Stteeiea, of the natural order Cor«oceo6, a
native of north temperate or arctic countries ; the French
honeysuckle is Hedysarum coronarium, of the natural
order Leguminosoe; the ground-honeysuckle is Lotus
conaculaius, of the natural order Leguminosce; the New
Zealand honeysuckle is Knightia exeelsa, of the natural
order Proteaceae; the Tasmanian honeysuckle is Banksia
australis; the West Indian honeysuckle is Tecoma cupen-
sis; the purple honeysuckle or azalea is Rhododendron
niidifiorum; the white honeysuckle is Mhododendron
viscmum, of the natural order EricaceoB. Various species
of Desmodium are also so called. See Banksia, Diervilla,

Lonicera, Comus, Hedysarwm, Desnwdium, Ealleria,
Tecoma, Rhododendron.

According to Culpepper, the white hoTieysuckle and red
Tioneysitckle were names of the white and red sorts of
meadow trefoil. In the West of England the red clover
is still called honeysiakle. Balliwell.

3. The flower of any of the above plants.

Woodbine that beareth the honeysuckle.
Baret, Alvearie, 1580.

honeysuckle-apple (hun'i-snk-l-ap'''l), n. A
fungus, Exobasidium Azalew, oeourring on the
branches of Bliododendron (Azalea) niidiflorum.

It is eaten by children. Also called swamp-
apple. [New Eng.]
honeysuckle-clover (hun'i-Biik-l-tl6"v6r), «.

The common white clover, TrifoXiwm repens.

honeysuckled (hun'i-suk'ld), a. [< honeysuckle
+ -ed2.] Covered with honeysuckles.

honeysuckle-tree (hun'i-sut-1-tre), n. A plant
of the genus Banksia, natural order Proteacece,

of several species, particularly B. marginata (B.

australis), B. collina, B. latifolia, and B. eriei-

folia. They are large shrubs or smaU trees, natives of
Australia, New South Wales, and Tasmania, the flowers of

which yield an abundance of honey.

honey-sugar (hun'i-shilg"a,r), n. The solid

constituent of honey after granulation. It is

said to be chiefly glucose.

honey-sweet (hun'i-swet), n. The meadow-
sweet, Spircea ulmaria.

honey-sweet (hun'i-swet), a. [< ME. hony-
swete = I), honigsoet, etc.] Sweet as honey.

For which this Januarie of whom I tolde.

Considered hath inwith his dayes olde,

The lusty lyf, the vertuous quyete,
That is in marriage Tiony-swete.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 162.

Prithee, honey-sweet husband, let me bring thee to

Staines. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 3.

honey-tongued (hun'i-tungd), a. Speaking
sweetly, softly, or winningly.

Consciences, that will not die in debt.
Pay him the due otJioney-tongued Boyet.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

honey-tube (hun'i-tub), n. In entom., one of

the siphonets or small tubular projections on
the upper surface of the abdomen of an aphis

:

so called because a sweet fluid called honey-
dew is extruded from them.
honeyware (hun'i-war), «. Same as badder-
locks.

honeywort (hun'i-w6rt), n. 1. The crosswort,
Galium crudata.—2. A plant of the genus Ce-
rinthe, of the natural order Boraginacew. c. ma-
jor is a small European annual. The rough honeywort is

C. aspera. It grows about a foot high, and has oval, stem-
clasping, bluish-green leaves, with white rough dots, and
racemes of purplish flowers, which secrete much honey.

hongH, i>. An obsolete form of hang.

hong2 (hong), n. [Chin, liang, in Canton hong,

a row or series.] 1. A Chinese warehouse,
consisting of a succession of rooms or store-

houses.— 2. Formerly, as used by the Chinese,

one ofthe foreignfactoriesmaintainedatCanton
in the early days of trade with China; now, any
foreign mercantile establishment in China, Ja-

pan, etc Hong merchants, a body of from eight to

twelve Chinese merchants at Canton, who once had the

sole privilege of trading with Europeans, and were re-

sponsible for the conduct of the foreigners with whom
they dealt and for their payment of customs-duties. By
the treaty of 1842 their peculiar functions ceased.

honiet, " -^n obsolete spelling of honey.

honied, jp. « See
'
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honiseti honisht, v. t. [ME. honisen, hunyschen,
< OF. honis-, stem of certain parts of honir,
hounir= Pr. aunir = It. onire, < 0W3t. honjan (=
Goth, haunjan= AS. hynan), disgrace, degrade,
shame.] To destroy; ruin.

He [God] fyndeth al fayre a freke with-inne
That hert honest and hoi, that hathel he honourez, . . .

And harde honysez thise other and of his erde flemez [ban-
ishes from his abode].

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 696.

honi soit qui mal y pense. See Order of tlw
Garter, under garter.

Honiton lace. See lace.

honk (hongk), n. [Imitative.] The cry of the
wild goose.

I heard the tread of a flock of geese, or else ducks, on
the dry leaves in the woods by a pondhole behind my
dwelling, where they had come up to feed, and the taint
honk, or quack, of their leader as they hurried oft.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 267.

honk (hongk), V. i. [< honk, «.] To emit the
cry of the wild goose.
As the air grows colder, the long wedges of geese flying

south, with their commodore in advance, and honking as
they fly, are seen high up in the heavens.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 169.

The sound of the heavy wing strokes [of geese] and the
honking seemed direcQy overhead.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 61.

honker (hong'kfer), n. That which honks, as a
goose ; specifically, the common wild goose of

America, the Canada goose, Bernicla canadensis.

See cut under Bernicla. [U. S.]

My flrst Honker. Well do I remember the morning on
which be measured his length on the grass and flopped
his life out in vain attempts to rise.

Forest and Stream, May 22, 1884.

Pretty soon a big flock [of wild geese], led by an old
honker, comes sailin' along, sees our decoys, an' lights.

New York Evening Post, Aug. 28, 1885.

honor, honour (on'or), n. [The second spell-

ing is still prevalent in England ; early mod. E.
honor, honour, < ME. honomr, honor, honur, pro-
nounced and sometimes written without the
aspirate, onour, onur (earliest form in -ur), < AF.
honur, later honor, honour, OP. honur, hunur,
honor, hounor, hounour, onor, ounor, ounowr,
even henor, enor, enur, annor (the accent being
on the last syllable), later honeur, honneur, F.
honneur^ Pr. honor, onor= Sp. Pg. honor = It.

onore, < L. honor, honos (honor-) (the form honos
being the older, and that which is used almost
exclusively in Cicero), honor, repute, etc. ; root
unknown. Hence ult. honest, etc.] 1. Ee-
speet blended with some degree of reverence;
esteem due to worth or exalted merit of any
kind; deferential approbation or admiration.

For men suld hald that haly tre

In konore als it aw to be.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 123.

Thou art clothed with hoTwur and majesty. Ps. civ. 1.

A prophet is not without honour, save in his own coun-
try. Mat. xiii. 67.

But what Is this honour, I mean honour indeed, and
that which ought to be so dear unto us, other than a kind
of history, or fame following actions of virtue?

Raleigh, Hist. World, V. iii. § 2.

Fortune placed him [James I.] in a situation in which
his weaknesses covered him with disgrace, and in which
his accomplishments brought him no honour.

Macaiday, Lord Bacon.

2. Personal title to high respect or esteem;
elevation of character; a controlling sense of
what is right, true, and due

;
probity of feeling

and conduct: often applied specifically to loy-
alty and high courage in men and chastity in
women, as virtues of the highest consideration.

To extortand take awaythe right of thepoor is againstthe
honor of the king. Latimer, 1st Sermon hef. Bdw. VI., 1549.

Heaven so comfort me
As I am free from foul pollution
With any man ! my honour ta'en away,
I am no woman.

Beau, and FL, Scornful Lady, v. 2.

From the fleld of Pavia, where France suffered one of
the greatest reverses in her annals, Francis writes to his
mother: "AllislostexceptA(mor." iSMm^ier, Orations, 1. 60.

A man of a nice sense of honour is one who is punctil-
ious in doing things which he could not he punished for
neglecting, and whose neglect would arouse but little

disapprobation. C. Mercier, Mind, X. 13.

3. A state, condition, circumstance, or charac-
ter which confers or attracts high considera-
tion and respect; hence, a person of such con-
dition or character ; a source or ground of es-

teem, respect, or consideration, as elevated
rank, dignity, conduct, etc.: as, a post of
honor; I have not the honor of his acquaintance

;

he is an honor to his country.

He preide god yevehem good a-uenture and grace to do
so that it myght be aavacion to theire soulea, and honour
to theire soules, and honour to theire bodyes.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 680.

honor

Erasmus, the honour of learning of all oure time, salde

wiselie that experience is the common scholehouse of

foles, and Ul men. Aseham, The Scholemaster, p. 62.

But a trouble weigh'd upon her.

And perplex'd her, night and morn,
With the burthen of an honour
Unto which she was not bom.

Tennyson, Lord of Burleigh.

Hence— 4. That which attracts respect or ad-

miration; distinction; adornment.

Therefore he bids thee stand, thou proud man,
Whilst, with the whisking of my sword about,

I take thy honours off.

Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, v. 1.

The grateful tree was pleas'd with what he said.

And shook the shady honours of her head.
^

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., l 769.

He spoke, and speaking in proud triumph spread

The long-contended honours of her head.
Pope, E. of the L., iv. 140.

5. A manifestation or token of esteem; a mark
of respect, distinction, or high consideration

:

as, to do one honor; the honor of knighthood;

the honors ot war; military honors.

That it myght you please me do such horumre
That ye the Armes wold fouchesafe to here

Off Luxemborugh.
Rom. qf Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2041.

others . . . came, and were healed: who also honoured
us with many honours. Acts xxviiL 9, 10.

She may help you to many fair preferments, . . .

And lay these honours on your high desert.

Shak., Bich. UL, i. 3.

We will do him
No customary honour: since the knight
Came not to us, of us to claim the prize.

Ourselves will send it after.

I'ennyson, Lancelot and Elaina

6. "With a possessive personal pronoun, a def-

erential title of address or denotation formerly
used for men of superior condition generally,

but now (exceptas amark of servility) restricted

in England to the holders of certain offices, par-

ticularly judges, including those of the county
courts, and in the United States to mayors,
judges, and magistrates: as, your honor; his

honor the judge.

Your honours shall perceive how I wiU work
To bring this matter to the wished end.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 3.

My master (said I) ... is come to Bath to recruit. . . .

I told Thomas that your Honour had already inlisted five

disbanded chairmen. Sheridan, The Bivals, ii. 1.

"Judge

—

your honor— " said Mr. Bender, "I am en-

tered here, so to speak, as a defendant."
W. A. Butler, Mrs. Limber's Raffle, ix.

7. In ling, law, a seigniory of several manors
held under one baron or lord paramount. Al-

though it was not a distinct organization, but an aggre-
gate of several manors, one court-baron was often held
for the whole, but regarded as the court of each several

manor. The name seems also to have been sometimes ap-

plied to a single great manor, escheating to the king, and
farmed out for him, or granted by him anew.

A Man possessed of flve Earldoms, Lancaster, Leicester,

Ferrers, Lincoln, and Salisbury, besides the Liberties of

Pickering, and the Honour of Cockermore.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 106.

8. lawhist, one of the four highest trump-cards.

Honours— i. e. ace, king, queen, and knave of trumps-
are thus reckoned : if a player and his partner, either sepa-

rately or conjointly, hold— (i) the four honours, they score

four points ; (ii) any three honours, they score two points

;

(iii) only two honours, they do not score.

Cluh Code, quoted in Eucyc. Brit., X3JV. 546.

9. pi. Civilities paid ; hospitalities or courtesies
rendered, as at an entertainment.

As I was introduced [to the Greek patriarch] by the
dragoman, or interpreter from the consul, I had all the
honours done me that are usual at an eastern visit.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 16.

Then hire a slave, or (if you will) a lord.
To do the honours, and to give the word.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. vi. 100.

Neither is it slight praise to say of a woman that she
does well the honors of her house m the way of hospital-
ity. Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 262.

A very old man (a fragment, like the castle itself)

emerged from some crumbling corner to do me the honors.
H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 189.

10. Special rank or distinction conferred by a
universityj college, or school upon a student for
eminence m scholarship or success in some par-
ticular subject: usually in the plural.

t The son, after bearing away all the best honours ot Cam-
bridge, was ordained.

J. C. Jeaffreson, Live it Down, 1. 155.

I very early in the Sophomore year gave up all thoughts
of obtaining high honors,

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 6

11. In golf, the right to play off flrst from the
tee—Act of honor. See act.— An affair of honor a
duel.— Code of honor. See code, and lawn of honor, below.
—Court ofhonor.abody of persons sitting as a court tode



honor
tennine questions concerning honor or honorable conduct
as affecting individuals or a community. Specifically—(a)
One o( a class of courts which formerly existed in Europe
lor regulating and settling matters relating to the laws of
honor, and for correcting encroachments in matters of
coat-armor, precedency, etc. They were courts of chivalry,
(ft) In several European armies, aoourt composed of officers
authorized to inquu-e into and punish all breaches of the
principles of honor on the part of officers.— Debt of hon-
or. Seeifeftt.—Honor bright! a protestation of or appeal
tohonor. [Colloq.]—Honors are easy. Seeeoay.—Hon-
ors of war, formal military manifestations of respect

;

specifically, the privileges granted to a capitulating force
at the discretion of a victorious commander. Permission
to march out with all the honors ofwar is the right accorded
to a surrendering garrison of marching out of their camp
or intrenchments with aU their arms, and with colors fly-
ing, drums beating, etc.—Last honor, usually last hon-
ors, a ceremony of respect paid to the dead ; funeral rites

;

obsequies.

As soon asthe prince Facilldas had paid the last honours
to his father, he set about composing those disorders
which had so long distracted the kingdom by reason of
the difference of religion. jBj-uce, Source of the Nile, II. 401.

Laws Ofhonor, the laws or established rules of honorable
conduct; especially, the regulations concerning the oc-
casions for fighting duels and the methods of conducting
them in an honorable manner. Such laws were formerly
generally recognized and rigidly enforced by public opin-
ion.—Maid of honor, a lady in the service of a queen,
whose duty it is to attend the queen when she appears in
public.

Poor soul ! I had a maid of honour once

;

She wept her true eyes blind for such a one,
A rogue of canzonets and serenades.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

On or upon my honor, words accompanying a declara-
tion, and pledgmg one's honor or reputation for the truth
of it. The members of the British House of Lords, in their
judicial capacity, give their verdict on their honor.

Look, the good man weeps

!

He's honest, on mine honour.
Shah., Hen. VIII., v. 1.

York. Upon thine honour, is he prisoner?
Bwik. Upon mine honour, he is prisoner.

Shah., 2 Hen. VL, v. 1.

Point of honor, (a) A scruple arising from sense of duty
or delicacy of feeling, which determines the action of a
man on a particular occasion : as, he hesitated on a point
of honor. (6) Under the code or laws of honor, ttie obliga-
tion to demand or grant satisfaction for a wrong or an
insult^ especially by means of a duel.

The point of honor has been deem'd of use
To teach good manners and to curb abuse. . . .

'Tis hard, indeed, if notlung will defend
Mankind from quarrels but their fatal end.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 163.

To do honor to. (a) To treat with special or marked
respect; manifest approbation of; confer honor upon : as,

to do honor to aman or to his actions, (b) To gain respect
for by honorable or laudable action ; do something that
brings honor or credit to : as, to do honor to one's self, or
to one's profession or country.—To make one's honorst,
to make obeisance ; do reverence.

They paced once about, in their ring, every pair Tnaking
their honours, as they came before the state.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

Caroline arose from her seat, made her curtsey awk-
wardly enough, with the air of a boarding-school miss, her
hands before her. My father let her make her horwurs, and
gotothedoor. Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, II. 190.

Word of honor, a verbal promise or engagement which
cannot be violated without disgrace. =Syn. 1. Fame, Re-
novm, etc. (see glory'i-, n.) ; repute, consideration, esteenj,

credit, respect, homage, civility, deference, high-minded-
ness, nobleness.— 2. Integrity, Probity, etc. See honesty.

honor, honour (on'gr), v. t. [Early mod. E.

Jumor, honour; < ME'.' hmouren, honvren, rarely

%onoren,honren, sometimes mtliout the aspi-

rate, onouren, < AF. honv/rer, OP. lionurer, ho-

norer, honourer, onorer, etc., F. honorer =. Pr.

honorar, honrar, onrar = Sp. Pg. honrar = It.

onorare, < L. honorare, honor, < honor, honos,

honor, pay respect to, grace: see honor, «.]

1. To hold in honor ; regard with honor; treat

with deference ; respect; revere; when said of

the Supreme Being, to reverence ; adore ; wor-

ship.

That man that schal the wedde bifor god with a ryng,

Loue thou him & honoure.
Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 38.

That all men should honour the Son, even as they honour
the Father. Jolm t- 23.

Hee [Bacchus] taught them the vse of Wine, Gyle, and
Sacrificing : in meinorie whereof, Posteritie homered hun
for a god. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 462.

2. To bestow honor upon ; do or bring honor

to; distinguish honorably or respectfully; favor

(with) as an honor : as, to honor one with a title.

Thus shall it be done to the man whom the king de-

lighteth to honour. Esther vi. 9.

I may not evermore acknowledge thee, . . .

Nor thou with public kindness honour me.
Shah, Sonnets, xxrvi.

A custom
More Jionour'd in the breach than in the observance.

Shak., Hamlet, L 4.

To whom to nod, whom take into your coach,

Whom honour with your hand. .

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. vi. 103.

8. To perform some duty of respect or credit

toward : as, to honor an invitation or an intro-
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duction; specifically, in com., to accept and
pay when due : as, to honor a bill of exchange.
"With great pleasure"— and Saffron honoured a chal-

lenge to wme. D. Jerrold, Men of Character, I. 69.

lioporable, honourable (on'or-a-bl), a. and n.
[< ME. honourable, onorable, < 'OP. honorable,
onorabU, P. honorable = Sp. honorable = It.
onorabile, < L. honoraUlis (rare), that procures
honor or esteem, < honorare, honor: see honor,
«.] I. a. 1. Worthy of being honored; entitled
to deference or respect on account of character
or rank ; eminent ; illustrious.

Too the Courte of the Kyng tm hee comme were,
Too looke on Olympias the onorable Queene.

Alisaunder ofMacedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 677.

Many of them believed ; also of honourablewomen which
were Greeks ... not a few. Acts xvii. 12.

2. Actuated by principles of honor or a scru-
pulous regard to rectitude or reputation; act-
ing justly or in good faith.

Thou a wretch, whom, foll'wing her old plan.
The world accounts an honorable man.
Because forsooth thy courage has been tried.
And stood the test perhaps on the wrong side.

Cowper, Tirocinium, L 738.

3. Conferring or suitable for honor or distinc-
tion; creditable; reputable.

I'll to the court in the morning : we must all to the wars,
and thy place shall be honourable.

Shak., I Sen. IV., ii. 4.

Nought is more honourable to a knight,
Ne better doth beseeme brave chevalry.
Then to defend the feeble in their right.

Spenser, F. Q., V. iL 1.

Honourable wounds from battle brought. Dryden.

4. Consistent with or conformable to honor or
reputation; honest; sincere; marked by pro-
bity or good faith : as, honorable intentions or
motives ; an honorable character.

If that thy bent of love be honourable.
Thy purpose marriage, send me word to-morrow.

Shak., E,. and J., ii. 2.

All great & honourable actions are accompanied with
great difficulties, and must be both enterprised and over-
come with answerable courages.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 26.

God send us an honourable Peace.
Howell, Letters, I. v. 27.

The dissensions between the B^man orders are on the
whole honourable to both parties. It is possible to un-
derstand both sides, to enter into the feelings of both
sides. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects,, p. 297.

5. Held in honor ; worthy of respect ; free from
shame or disgrace ; respectable : as, honorable
poverty.

I aclmowledge that Marriage is an honourable condition.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 60.

Seven happy years of health and competence.
And mutual love and honouraUe toil.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

6. Performed or accompanied •with marks of

honor or with testimonials of esteem: as, an
honorable burial.

An honourable conduct let him have.
Shak., K. John, 1. 1.

I kept my seat on the sopha, and when the person got
up at the right hand of the Casbdf, the Cashif caU'd to me
to take his place, and shew'd me great civility; which
was more hmumrable than if I had placed myself lower at

the table. Pococke, Description of the Easti I. 67.

7. Of respectable quality or amount; adequate

to requirement; sufficient: as, an /joworaftte sal-

ary. [Obsolete or archaic]

Dined with lord Comebury, now made L. Chamberlaine

to the Queene ; who kept a very honorable table.

Evelyn, Diary, May 24, 1666.

8. An epithet put before a person's name as a

conventional title of respect or distinction, in

Great Britain this title is bestowed upon the younger sons

of earls and the children of viscounts and barons, and

upon persons occupying official places of trust and honor

;

also upon the House of Commons as a body, as formerly

upon the East India Company. In the United States it is

commonly given to persons who hold or have held any
considerable office under the national or State govern-

ment, particularly to members and ex-members of Con-

gress and of State legislatures, to judges, justices, and

some other judicial officers, as weU as to certain executive

officers. Abbreviated iron.—Honorable discharge. See

discharge.— Honorable ordinary, in her. See ordinary.

— Right Honorable, in Great Britain, a title given to aU

peers and peeresses of the United Kingdom, to the eldest

sons and all the daughters of peers above the rank of vis-

count, to aU privy councilors, and to some civic function-

aries, as the mayors of London and Dublin.

The Bight Honorable gentleman is indebted to his mem-
ory for his jests and to his imagination for his facts.

Sheridan, Speech in Keply to Mr. Dundas.

=Syn 1 Honorary, Honorable. See Aonorori/.— 2. Just,

upriglit, conscientious, high-minded, magnanimous. See

comparison under honesty.

It. n. 1. Anhonoredordistinguished person.

Ector full onestly that <»i«ro6Je thanket

:

And yet the batell on bent was breme to behold!

Destruction of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6709.

honorific

2. One who bears the formal or official title of
lionorable. [CoUoq.]

honorableness, honourableness (on'or-a-bl-
nes), n. 1 . 'The state of being honorabl'e ; "dig-

nity ; distinction ; eminence : as, honorableness
of rank.
Honorablenesse is a noble ordering of weightie matters,

with a lustie heart, and a liberaU vsing of his wealth, to
encrease of honour. Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric, p. 35.

2. Honorable conduct, character, or quality;
reputableness ; respectability.

The wages of labour vary with the ease or hardship, the
cleanliness or dirtiness, the honouraMeness or dishonour
ableness, of the employment.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 10.

The Fijians, believing in the honourableness of murder,
are regarded by us with astonishment.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 260.

honorably, honourably (on'or-a-bU), adv. [<
MB. honourably; < honorable -f' -ly^.'] In an
honorable manner ; in a manner conferring or
consistent with honor.

When I am dead, speak honourably of me.
FieicAer, Valentinian, iv. 4,

honorancet, honourancef, ». [< ME. honorance,
honuraunce, < OP. honorance, onorance, < hono-
rej-,honor: see honor, v.'] An honoring; the act
of paying homage, respect, or worship.
In ye honuraunce of ihesu crist of heuene, and of his der

woryi moder seynt marie, and of ale halowene, and special-
like of yt blisful corsaut seynt Nicholaus, yis fraternite is

bygunnen. English QOds (E. E. T. S.), p. 97.

As honour is in honourance, in him that honours rather
than him that is honoured, so disgrace is in him that casts
it, not in him that endures it. South, Works, 'VIII. ix.

honorarium (on-o-ra'ri-um), n.
;
pi. honoraria

(-a). [< L. honorarium (sc. donum), a present
made on being admitted to a post of honor,
neut. of honorarius, honorary: see honorary.]
A fee for services rendered, especially by a
physician or other professional person, in Eng-
land, when used of the fee of a barrister, it has reference
to the fact that at common law barristers had no legal right
to recovercompensation for their services. Also hoiiorary.

Each of the directors must hold at least ten shares, and
be elected by ballot of stockholders. Wbile fixing the
salaries of employes, they receive no honorarium, them-
selves. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 930.

honorary (on'or-a-ri), a. and n. [= P. hono-
raire = Sp. Pg. Honoraria = It. onorario, < L.
lionorarius, of or relating to honor, conferring
honor, < honor, honor: see honor.'] I. a. 1.

Done or made in token of honor ; honoring.
Beside their real tombs, many have found honorary and

empty sepulchres. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, ilL

I have near a hundred honorary letters from several
parts of Europe. Swift, Bickerstaff Papers.

2. Conferring honor, or intended merely to
confer honor, without customary requirements
or obligations: as, an honorary degree or title.

— 3. Holding a title or place conferred as an
honor. An honorary member of a society or an institu-

tion may or may not take an active part in its proceed-
ings or the promotion of its objects, but has no share in
its management. An honorary officer, as distinguished
from the regular officers of the same body, renders ser-

vices without compensation, or without the full power or
obligations of the office.

To the justices in active service the Kussian law ad-
joins others called honorary, who are also elected, and
in the same way, but who can sit only in civil cases, and
then only when requested to do so by the parties to the
suit, or as assistants to the acting magistrates.

Harper's Mag., LXX'Vl. 924.

Honorary feud. See /e«(J2.— Honorary service, in

Eng. law, a service incident to grand serjeanty and com-
monly annexed to some honor. ==Syn. 1 and 2. Honor-
ary, Honorable. Honorary refers to that which exists or
is done for the sake of conferring honor : as, an honorary
degree, honorary membership ; lionorable, to tliat which
is worthy of honor, confers honor, or is consistent with
the sentiment of honor: as, an honorable man (in two
senses); an Aonoro&te alliance ; an A(mora62e motive.

II. n.
;
pi. honoraries (-riz). Same as hono-

rarium.

In some universities, the salary makes but a part . . .

of the emoluments of the teacher, of which the greater
part arises from honoraries or fees of his pupils.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, v. 1.

honor-court (on'or-kort), n. In Eng, law, a
court held within'an honor or seigniory.

honored, honoured (on'ord), a. In her., same
as crowned.

honorer, honourer (on'or-er), ». [< lionor, hon-

our, + -erl.] One who honors.

Let us study dayly and diligently to shew our selues to

be the true honourers and lovers of God.
Homilies, Sermon against the Feare of Death, iii

I now have cancell'd aU
The thoughts of her, and offer thee myself,
Myself thy perfect honourer.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, iii. 3.

honorific (on-o-rif'ik), a. and n. [= P. honori-

fique = Sp. Pg. honorifico = It. onorifico, < L.



honorific

honorificus, that does honor, honorable, < honor,
honor, + -ficiis, ifacere, do, make.] I. a. Con-
ferring honor ; importing respect or deference.
Mr. Freeman (in his Comparative Politics, pp. 72, 73) has

given a long list of hmwrifio names belonging to classes
or institutions, which indicate the value once set by ad-
vancing societies on the judgment ol the old.

Maine^ Early Law and Custom, p. 23.

A very eminent professor wrote a highly courteous and
honoHjic letter to the papers.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLin. 61.

II. n. A word or syllable used as a mere
honorific term: as, for example, in the lan-
guages of China and Japan, hwei, honorable,
hao, eminent, lao, venerable, go, imperial, o,

great or august, used for the second and third
personal pronouns when speaking to or of an-
other: as, hwei kwoh, your (honorable) coim-
try

;
go set mei, your (imperial) name, etc.

Bailey remarks of the Veddahs that in addressing others
"they use none of the honorifics so profusely common in
Singhalese." H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 398.

The absolutely necessary personal references are intro-
duced by honorifics : that is, by honorary or humble ex-
pressions. The Atlantic, LX. B17.

honorify (o-nor'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Jionori-

fled, ppr. honorifying. [< OF. honorifier, < ML.
honorificare, < L. honorificus, that does honor

:

see honorific.'] To do honor to ; confer honor
upon. [Rare.]

Making large statues to honorify
Thy name, memorial's rites to glorify.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

honorless, honourless (on'or-les), a. [< Iwnor,

honour, + -less. 2 Without honor ; not honored.
The resdue, and the hugie heape of such as there lay

slayne,
Both numbrelesse and honourlesse they burne.

Phaer, .Sneid, ii.

And so, reciprocally,win an hoTwurless king promote the
worship of a fearless God, Warburton, Works, IX. xiv.

honor-man (on'or-man), n. Onewho takes hon-
ors on graduation from a college or university.

The anxious classical honour-man could not scribble

down a whole ode of Pindar without becoming aware of

what he was doing. Proc. Soe. Psych. Sesearch, II. 223.

honoroust, honouroust, «• [< OF. honoros,

onoros, < L. as if *honorosiis, honorable, < ho-

nor, honor : see honor.] Honorable.
The Kyng armed was with fair Brmynee,
Hys swet doughter ful maydenly to vew,
Hys honorom fader with harnois new.

Rom. of Partenay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 1321.

honor-point (on'gr-point), ». In her., the point

just above the center of the escutcheon or fesse-

point.

hontet, •"• and n. A Middle English form of

hunt. Chaucer.

honved (hon'ved), n. [Hung., lit. 'defenders

of the fatherland.'] The landwehr of Hun-
gary, exclusive of artillery. The name was
used in 1848-9 to denote, first the volimteers,

aijd then the entire revolutionary army.

honyt, n. An obsolete spelling of honey.

hool (ho), interj. [A sonorous syllable, a var.

otho,ha,ete.: seeho^. Alsoredupl.7(ooftoo,q.v.]

An exclamation variously used to express ex-

citement, delight, contempt, etc., according to

the mode of utterance.

Take my cap, .Tupiter, and I thank thee:—Hoo I Mar-

ciuB coming homel Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

hoo^t, n. An obsolete form of howK
hoo3 (h.Q),pron. A dialectal form of he\A andB.

hoobubt, «• An obsolete spelling of hubbub.

hood (hud), n. [< MB. Twod, hod, < AS. hod, a

hood, = OFries. hod = D. hoed = MLG. hot, LG.
hood, a hat, =
OHG. huot, hot,

MHG. huot, a
hat, hood, hel-

met, G. hut, a
hat ; akin to heed,
and more re-

motely to hat:

see heed^, 7m<1.]

1. A covering
for the head, of

soft or flexi-

ble material, as

cloth, leather, or

chain-mail (in a

™^'n°* t^^^l' .^.hoodofthemiddlea«s;.B,hoodlike
usually exnena- ^^ ^ut wom by fitting the faceopening

ITlir OVerthe back around the head and twistine the cape o(ingovei bllB Ud.0^
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ wreath; C, hawk's hood

of the neck and „ith long tail, or tirolre i A hawk's hood

onmotiTTlBS tllfi without the tail. (From Viollet-le-Duc's
sometimes tne "Dict.duMobilierfran^ais.")
shoulders, and
often attached to a garment worn about the

body: as, the hood of a monk; the hood of an

academic gown. See also cut under camail.

hoodoo

hooded (hud'ed),^). a. 1. Wearing, or covered

or furnished with, a hood.— 3. Specifically, in

eooL, having on the head any formation of

parts or arrangement of colors like or likened

to a hood, as in mammals, birds, etc. ; oucul-

late; eapistrate.— 3. In 6oi., cucullate; hav-

ing the apex or sides curved upward or arched

». ^j^...,„s, „ ^.y..^^ x„. .^^ .^..^^ ^^^^ over so as to resemble the point of a slipper or

of a hawk, ?t is usuaU, Adorned with a plume of ?.?o?d, a/ the spattie of the In^^ t«mp o
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His cote wad of a cloute that oary was y-called,

His hod was full of holes & his heer oute.

Piera Plowman's Crede (B. E. T. S.), 1. 422.

On bad me by a hood to cover my head

;

But for want of mony, I myght not be sped.

Lydgatc, London Lackpenny.

They should be good men ; their affairs as righteous

:

But all hoods make not monks. Shak., Hen.VIII., iii. 1.

2. In falconry, a covering for the entire head

feathers, and sometimes with small bells. Its especial

purpose is to blind the hawk, and it is removed when
the quarry is to be pursued.

3. A cover of a carriage for the protection of

its occupants, made so that it can be folded or
turned back, or removed.— 4. Something that

resembles a hood in form, position, or use, as
the upper petal or sepal of certain flowers, a
chimney-cowl, etc.; specifically, in gool., a con-
formation of parts or an arrangement of color

the lip' of Cypripedium and Calypso, See cut

under Cypripedium.—SooAoi crow, Conms comix.

See crow2. Also called hoodie-crow, Danish crow, Kent-

ish erow, market-Jew crow. Northern or Norway crow,

scald crow, Seremerston crow.—Hooded mereanser, »n
anserine bird of the family Anatieke, the Lophoaytes cnevZ-

iatu8.—Hooded oriole, a bird of the family Icteridce, the

Icterus cueullatus.SooAed seal,the bladder-nosed seal,

Cystophma cristata. See cut under teal.—Hooded snake,
a snake in which the elastic skin of the neck is distended

over elongated and very movable ribs, suggesting a hood

, , ,,- , , ,., ,.,- J . 1. J or cowl, as in the cobra. These serpents belong to the
on or about the head, like or likened to a hood, jamjiy Eiapidce or Najidce, and especially to the genus

See phrases under hooded. Naja, as the Indian cobra, N. tripvdians, or the Egyptian

Apairofveryconspicuouswhite,black.edgedspectacle- f^'&f^i^-'^^}':^^^^^2ai^^^M^^koat^
like marks on the ei^ansible portion of the nedi, called t^°Jl^it^^Am„ri^.n Wrrt^f 5?^^^^
the hood. Qiinther, Encyc. Brit., XxiL 196. ^arbler, an Amencan bu:d of the family SylvwolvUe, the

,
'

. ..^ . ,, Myiodioctes mitratus.
As the quadrants or Aoods dip under the water, they j^j^^^j^H hooding-Ond (hud 'end, hud'mg-

close one end of a division (of a gas-meter). ^ 't Xi;r^-»-)-J.v^.^ +!</> ^^A nf » -nloiiV
Set. Amer., N. S., LV. 3B1. end), n. In ship-bmld%ng, the end ot a plann

which fits into
the rebate of

5. The hooded seal, C^stopfeom cratoto. [New-
foundland.]—6. In ship-building, ihii foremost
and aftermost planks of a ship's bottom, both
inside and outside French hood, a head-dress ^n^'!^^^^!!^^
worn by women in the sixteenth century, of which the ~9"*V?""''v';'°'.
front band was depressed over the forehead and raised in (hud gas '' trp-

folds or loops over the temples.

For these loose times, when a strict sparing food
More's out of fashion then an old French hood.

Herbert, Hygiafiticon.

To fly out of the hood. See toi, v. t.—To glaze one's
hoodt. See glaze.—To put abone in any one's hoodt.
See l»»i«i.—To put an ape In one's hoodt. See aye. ^ .

, ,,. , , .,
hood (hiid), V. t. [< ME. hooden, hoden, cover hoodie-cro'V, hoodie-cra'W (hud'i-kro, -kra), n
with a hood, cover; from the noun.] 1. To [8a., also hoddy-craw,huddit-craw,hoodit-craw,

cover the head of with a hood: furnish with a i. e. hooded crow; also simply hoodie, hoody,

hood: as, to hood a falcon; to hood a chimney, hoddy: see )ioddy.\ The hooded crow, Corvus
comix. [Scotch.]

They are sitting down yonder like hoodie-craws in a mist.
Scott, Antiquary, viil.

On the rabbit burrows on the shore there gathered

thestem-postor
the stern-post.

la)j «. An am-
phigastrula.

hoodie (hiid'i),

n. Same as
hoodie-crow.
[Scotch.]

Hood.ends of Planks.

When he [Scipio] was at Alexandria and disbarked, as

he came first to land, he went hooded, as it were, with his

robe oast over his head. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 368.

I will assure you, he can sleep no more
Than a hooded hawk.

Beau. andFl., Thierry and Theodoret, v. 2.

The friar hooded, and the monarch crown'd.
Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 198.

Someyoung shepherdess, in the linen cap and long white
hooded cloak of Earbizon. Ninetemth Century, XXIV. 430.

Hence— 3. To cover; hide; blind.

I would to God that I were hooded, that I saw less ; or
that I could perform more. Bacon, Letters, ii.

While grace is saying, hood mine eyes

Thus with my hat, and sigh, and say amen.
Shak., M. of V., ii. 2.

hundreds and hundreds of hoodiecrows, such as you see in
Cambridgeshire. Eingsley, Water-Babies, p. 237.

hooding (hud'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hood, v.]

1. A covering.— 3. The strip of leather that
connects the two parts of a flail.

hooding-end, n. See hood-end.

hood-jelly (hud'jel''''i), n. A name of the Sy-
dromedusce or acalephs proper, such as jelly-

fish and sea-nettles. Maeckel.

hoodless (hud'les), a. [< ME. hodles; < hood
+ -less.] Having po hood.

The Spirit ot intolerance, ho longer hooded in the dark- hoodlum (hSd'lum), n. [A word of no definite
.... . .. „ , ,_ 1

derivation, appar. originating in CaUfomia in

the slang of the ruf&ans of whom it has become
the designation.] A young hectoring street

rowdy; one of a gang of ruffians; a lounging,
good-for-nothing, quarrelsome fellow; a rough.
[Slang, western U. S.]

You at the East have but little idea ot the hoodlums ot
this city [San Brancisco]. They compose a class ot crim-
inals of both sexes, far more dangerous than are to be
found in the Eastern cities. They travel in gangs, and
are ready at anymoment for the perpetration of any crime.

Boston Journal, August, 1877.

ness of the cloister, now stalked abroad in all his terrors.

Prescott, Berd. and Isa., ii. 7.

-hood. [< MB. -hode, -hod (also, with mutation
of vowel, -hed, -hede, > B. -head), < AS. had,

prop, state, condition, quality, also a per-
son, sex; in comp., condition, quality (as in
cild-hdd, childhood, jcerTiad, manhood, preost-

had, priesthood, mwdenhdd, ME. maiaenhod,
maidenhed, B. maidenhood, maidenhead, etc.);

= OS. hed, condition, honor, = OHG. heit, con-
dition, quality, sex, rank, MHG. heit, way, man-
ner, = Icel. ^eidhr = Dan. hceder = Sw. heder, toodmant (hud'man), n. [< hood + mam.] The
honor, = GothJiaidw^ way, manner: as a suf- person blindfolded in the game of hoodman-
fe ^ 9 . '^i =1 ? ™A't;^' rPi^'^r^^

^

Wind, now called Uvndman's-buff.
MLG. -Imt, LG. -hed = OHG. -heit, MHG. G. ' _„ „. o„i.qi™ „,»!, t.o™ii..

T. -i J / jLt .q4„ A'„ •„ 7- 1, ji • \ Ke-enter Soldiers With Parolles.
-heit and (after adjectives m -Uch and -»o) s^r. A plague upon him 1 muffled. . . .

-keit (Sw. -het, Dan. -hed, prob. after LG.); iLord. Hoodman comes. SAo*., All's WeU, iv. S.

= Skt. ketu, brightness, ^pearance, < y fcii, lioodman-bIind(hiid'man-blind'),». Aplayin
perceive, know.]

_
A suffix^ denoting^ state, .„rijich a person bUnded' is to catch one of the

others and tell his name ; blindman's-bufE.

What devil was 't

That thus hath cozen'd you at hoodman-blmdf
Shak., Hamlet, iii. i.

Here [at Bracebridge Hall] were kept up the old games
ot hoodnum blind, shoe the wild mare, hot cockles, steal
the white loaf, bob apple, and snap dragon.

Irving, Christmas Eve.

quality, character,' as in childhood, boyhood,
manhood, maidenhood, fatherhood, brotherhood,

sisterhood, knighthood, priesthood, Oodhood, etc.
Such compounds, which are properly abstract, are some-
times used concretely with a collective sense, as brother-

hood, sisterhood, priesthood, etc., meaning a body or an
association of brothers, sisters, priests, etc. It is equiv-
alent to -ftead, as in maidenhead, Godhead, the form
Godhead being now usual in the concrete sense. The suf-

fix, originally attachable to nouns only, is in Middle Eng- hood-mold, hOOd-molding (hM'mold, -mol'''-
lish and modern use sometimes found with adjectives, as aing), n. In arch. , the projecting molding of
in /aise/iood, and in pseudo-archaic torms like iJreanAead, 4.i.„°„

' i, „ ^„ „ ™„jj„„„i j„„_ „ ^„j„„ .S„
droumhead.lustihead (-hed), etc., used by Spenser and his ^^? arch over a medieval door or window, etc.,

imitators (Thomson, etc.). whether inside or outside. Also called label,

hood-cap (hud'kap), n. 1. The hooded or blad- drip, d/ripstone, ov weather-molding. See outs
der-nosed seal, Cystophora cristata. See cut un- under dripstone.

der Cystophorinm.— 3. A close head-dress worn hoodock (hM'ok), a. [Origin obscure.] Mi-
by women in the reign of Henry VHI. It was a serly. [Scotcli.]

close caporbonnet covering thesides ofthe face. My hand-waled curse keep hard in chase

The Versanies portrait ot Katheiine ot Airagon is re- The hai-py, hoodock, purse-proud race,

maikable tor the hood-cap of five corners. Bums, To Major Logan.

W. Thombury, Art Jour., N. S., XV. 137. hoodOO (ho'do), n. [An irreg. var. of voodoo, or

hood-CO'ver (hud'kuv'''6i'), m. Same as 7(ootZ, 3. so regarded.] 1. Same as «)oo£too.



hoodoo
The prospect of pleasing his party and at the same time

escaping a hoodoo must be Irresistibly attractive.
New York Sim, March 20, 1889.

a. [Prom the verb.] Aliewitolmieii*; an occult
cause of bad luck; hence, a person supposed
to bringbad luck : opposed to mascot. [CoUoq.]— 3. A name given in the northwestern United
States to certain grotesque columns, the pro-
ducts of volcanic action and erosion, left stand-
ing on the slopes of mountains and in deep
gmehes.
hoodoo (ho'do), V. t. 1. Same as voodoo.—2.
To bring or cause bad luck to, as a person or an
enterprise. [CoUoq.]
hood-sheaf (hud'shef), «. A sheaf used to
cover other sheaves when set up in shocks.
hood-shy (hud'sH), a. In falconry, afraid of the
hood; unwilling to have the hood put on: said
of a hawk.
hood-top (hud'top), n. The hood or cover of
a carriage. See hood, n., 3.

hoodwink (hud'wingk), V. t. [< hood + wink;
prob. orig. in ref. to hooding a hawk: see hood,
ni, 2.] 1 . To blind by covering the eyes ; blind-
fold.

We'll have no Cnpld hoodmMd with a scarf,
Bearing a Tartar's painted bow of lath.

Shale, R. and J., i. 4.

When the hawk was not flying at her game, she was usu-
ally hood-winked, with a cap or hood provided for that pur-
pose, and fitted to her head.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 91.

2. To cover; hide.

Had it pleased him not to hoodwink his own knowledge,
I nothing doubt but he fully saw how to answer himself.

Hooker, Bccles. Polity, vi. 6.

.

For the prize I'll bring thee to
Shall hoodwink this mischance.

5Aai;., Tempest, iv. 1.

3. To blind mentally; deceive by disguise ; im-
pose upon.

He, hoodwinleed with kindness, least of all men knew
who struck him. Sir P. Sidney.

Some to the fascination of a name
Surrender judgment hood-wiiik'd.

Cowper, Task, vi. 102.

=Syil. 3. See deceive.

hoodwinkt,n. [_< hoodwink, v.'] Disguise; con-
cealment. Davies.

ISo more dooth she laboure too mask her Phansye with
hudmnck. Stanihurst, ^neid, iv. 176.

hoodwort (hM'wfert), n. A small American
plant, Scutellaria lateriflora, with axillary blue
flowers.

hoody(hud'i),»i. Ba,vo.ea,shoodie-crow. Montagu.
hooer (hS'er), n. Same as huer.

hoof (hof), n,
;

pi. hoofs (hofs), rarely hooves
(hovz). [< ME. hoof, hof, pi. ]ioves, hovys, < AS.
W/=OS. OPries.feo/=
D. hoef = LG. hof =
OHG. MHG. huof, G.
huf= leel. hofr = Sw.
hof = Dan. hov, hoof.
Of. OBulg. Bohem. Pol.

Buss, kopyto, hoof, re-

ferred to Icopati, Euss.
kopate, etc., dig; cf,

Skt. gapha, a hoof, esp.
a horse's hoof.] 1.

The casing of hard
homy substance which
sheathes the ends of
the digits or incases
the foot in many ani-

mals. A hoof differs from
a nail or claw only in being
blunt and large enough to
inclose the end of the limb

;

and almost every gradation
is to be found between such
structures as the human
nails, or the claws of a cat,
and the hoofs of a horse or
an ox. The substance Is

the same in any case, and
the same as horn, being
modified and greatly thick-
ened cuticle or epidermis.

With the hoofs of his horses
shall he tread down all thy
streets. Bzek. xxvi. 11.

Middle Lengrthwise Section of

Foot of Horse, siiowing tlie lioof-

bones, etc.

I, z, tendons of extensor mus-
cles ; 5, tendons of flexor perfo-

ratus muscle ; 6, tendons of flexor

perforans muscle ; lo, fetlock ; 19,

hoof; 3, a synovial bursa in the

fetlock-joint ; 4, the middle meta-
carpal (or metatareal), bemg the

"cannon-bope": 9, a sesamoid

bone of "nut-bone" behind the

fetlock-joint i 13, the proximal

phalanx, fetter-bone, or great

pastern; 14, the median pha-

lanx, coronary.or small pastern
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He had not a single hf)of of any kind to slaughter.

Washmgtoiu
3. In geom., an ungula or part of a cylinder or
cone out off by a plane cutting both the base
and the curved surface.—4. In tortoise-shell
manuf., one of the smaller plates of translucent
shell forming the head.- cleft hoof, cloven hoof,
the pair of hoofs of cloven-footed ungulates, as the rumi-
nants. Each half of the supposed hoof is a complete hoof
for its own d>git.-False hoof, the hoof of a functionless
aigit^ on which an animal does not walk, as one of the pair
behind and above the other hoofs of the ox, deer, pig, etc.—On the hoof, alive; not butchered: used by cattle-men
and butchers.—To show the Cloven hoof. See clmen.
hoof (hof), V. t. [< hoof, m.] 1. To walk, as
cattle; foot: with an indefinite it. [Colloq. or
slang.]

To hoof U o'er as many weary mUes . . .

As e'er the bravest antler of the woods.
Scott, Ethwald, from Notes to L. of the L.

2. To kiU (game) by shooting it on the ground.
[CoUoq., southern U. S.]

hoof-bonnd (hSf'bound), a. In. farriery, having
a dryness and contraction of the hoof which oc-
casions pain and lameness.
hoof-cushion (hof'kiish"on), n. Same as hoof-
pad.
hoofed (hoft), a. [< hoof + -ed^.1 Having a
hoof or hoofs; ungjulate, whether artiodactyl
or perissodaotyl : distinguished from clawed.—
Hoofed quadrupeds, the mammalian order IFngvlata.

hooflng-place (hof'ing-plas), n. The place
where a flock is herded. [Prov. Eng.]
Wherever he herds the lord's sheep, the several other

shepherds are to give way to him, and give up their hoof-
ing-place. Hone's Buery-day Book, 11. 22.

hoofless (hof'les), a. [< hoof + -less.l Having
no hoof or hoofs.

hoof-mark (hof'mark), n. The mark or trace
left by an animal's hoof in stepping.
hoof-pad (hof'pad), n. A protecting cushion
fastened to a horseshoe or fixed to a horse's
foot to prevent interference or injury, or to cor-
rect malformation.
hoof-pick (hof'pik), n. A curved hook or hooked
knife-blade used toremove stones, balls ofsnow,
etc., from the bottom of a horse's hoof.

hoof-shaped (hSf'shapt), a. Shaped like a
horse's hoof.

hoof-spreader (hSf'spred'''6r), n. A device fitted

to the foot of a horse to correct narrowness or
malformation.
hoofy (ho'fi), a. [<feoo/ + -^l.] Belonging to

a hoof. In the quotation there is an allusion to Hippo-
crene, a fountain near Helicon, said to have burst forth
when the ground was struck by the hoof of Pegasus.

Then parte in name of peace, and softly on
With numerous feete to Hoofy Helicon.

Herrick, Appendix, p. 441.

hoohoo (ho'ho' ),interj. [A redupl. of feool.] An
exclamation of excitement or delight, used to

express approval or assent.

hoonoo (ho'ho'), V. t. [< hoohoo, interj."] To
say "Hoohoo" to; approve by saying "Hoo-
hoo": with reference to mobs or savages.

He was heartily hoohooed.
Assoc, Press Despatch, Sept. 1, 1887.

hook (huk), n. [< ME. hok, < AS. hoc, sometimes
spelled (to showthe longvowel) hooc=:MD. hoek,

hoeck, a hook, D. hoek, a hook, angle, comer,
quarter, cape (> Dan. Sw. huk, a cape), = LG.
huk, a hook, edge, comer; the kindred forms

have a different vowel, and agree with AS.
haca, a bolt or bar of a door, ME. *hake, E. dial.

hake, a hook: see hake\ hake^, fcoicfci.] 1. A
curved or angular piece of metal or other fii'm

substance, either separate or forming part of

another object, adapted to catch, hold, puU
down, or sustain something : as, a &sh-hook ; the

feoofc of agate-hinge; apotftoofc; acrochet-fcoofe;

a ootton-hook; a asx-hook; the hooks of the

Whatsoever parteth the
h^of, and is clovenfooted,
• . . that shall ye eat.

Lev. xi. 3.

On bumish'd hooves his war-
horse trode.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott,

[iii.

&. A hoofed animal; a beast.

Our cattle also shall go with us ; there shaU not an hoof

be left behind. Ex. x. 26.

r5, in'terphala'i^eal articulation

;

i6, a sesamoid hone or nut-bone

in tendon of flexor perforans,

called the navicular bone by
veterinaries, but not to be con-

founded with the navicular of

anatomy in the tarsus or iiock

;

17, part of coronet ; i8, the distal

phalanx, or coiBn-bone.

I will put my hook in thy nose, and my bridle in thy lips.

Isa. xxxvii. 29.

His buckler prov'd his chiefest fence

;

Tor still the shepherd's hook
Was that the which King Alfred could

In no good manner brook.
King Alfred and the Shepherd.

2. A curved instrament for cuttipg grass or

grain; a sickle, especially one with a broad

blade and a smooth edge; an instrument for

cutting or lopping.

Make redie nowe iche nedeful instrument, . . .

The hokes that the fern awaie shall bite.

And billes all thees brerers [read hreres] up to smyte.

PdllaMus, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

Great Kings and Consuls, who haue oft for blades

And glistering Scepters handled hooks and spades.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

hook

3. A projecting point or spit of land on the sea-
or lake-coast, which ends with a recurved or
hook-shaped form: as, Sandy .Hbofc, near New
York.
Hooks are of the highest importance, being sometimes

the only natural harbor along low flat coasts.
Foster and Whitney's Lake Superior Eeport> IL 260.

4. In musical notation, a pennant attached to the
stem of eighth-notes, sixteenth-notes, etc. : as,

^H»k. Also called flag.— 5. One of the pro-

jecting points of the thigh-bones of cattle.
Also called hook-bone.— 6. In ship-building,
same as breast-hook.— 7. That which catches;
a snare ; a trap.

A shop of all the qualities that man
Loves woman for ; besides, that hook of wiving.
Fairness, which strikes the eye.

Shak., Cymbeline. v. 5.

Mak sure the nooks
Of Maky's-muir crooks

;

For the wily Scot takes by nooks, hooks, and crooks.
JFray ofSuport (Child's BaUads, VL 117).

8. A catch; an advantage. [Vulgar.]— 9. In
agri. , a field sown two years in succession. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]—Barhless hook, aflshing-hookwithnobarb

;

a needle-point hook. Such hooks have been used by the
Japanese for centuries, and have recently been introduced
into America. They are much used by fish-breeders, in
order to avoid injuring fish taken to be kept for spawning.
— Blunt hook, a surgical instrument for seizing without
piercing or tearing.—By hook or by crook. See crook.—
Calvarian hook. See ealvarian.— Cross-eyed hook, a
hook used on trawl-lines, having the eye at the upper end
of the shank at right angles to the direction of the point
from the shank.—Extension hook, a kind of fish-hook

;

a trap-hook.—Hook and butt, a method of placing the
ends of timbers so that they reslBt the tendency of tensile
strain to part them. See hook-scarf.—Hook and eye, a
metallic fastening for garments, consisting of a hook, com-
monly of flattened wire bent to the required shape, and an
eye, usually of the same material, into which the hook fits.

Under the name of crochet and loop,thiB form of fastening
was in use as early as the fourteenlji century.

The machinery of the frocks reminds one of the wed-
ding morning in "Pickwick," when all the girls were cry-
ing out to be '"done up," for they had hooks and eyes [on
the back of their dresses], and the girls were helpless by
themselves. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago (1887), p. 106.

Hook-and-Iadder company, a company of firemen pro-
vided with a carriage containing ladders and large hooked
instruments for tearing down buildings.—Hook of nets.
Same as gang of nets (which see, under gang).—JSl\>J
hook, a kind of fish-hook having the point bent to one
side of the axis of the shank. It is the form most used in
the United States. There are two sorts, long-shank and
short-shank.—Limerick hook, a fish-hook first made at
Limerick, Ireland, better adapted for artificial files than
for use with bait.— Needle-point hook, a barbless hook.
—Off the hooks, (a) Out of adjustment; unhinged.

He lives condemned to his share at Bruxels,
And there sits filing certain politic hinges.
To hang the states on he has heaved ojf the hooks.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iiL 1.

(6) Disordered; disturbed; sick. [Slang.]

In the evening by water to the Duke of Albemarle,whom
I found mightily off the hooks that the ships are not gone
out of the river. Pepys, Diary,

(c) Out of existence ; dead, [Slang.]

The attack was so sharp that Matilda was very near off

the hooks. Thackeray.
And Achille cried, " Odzooks

!

I fear, by his looks.

Our friend, Pranvois Xavier, has popp'd off th£ hooks t

"

Barhrnn, Ingoldsby Legends, n. 32.

On one's own hook, on one's own account or responsi-
bility; by or for one's self. [Colloq.]—Pulley-SUBpen-
sion hook, an S-hook (a double hook in the form of the
letter S) which can be caught above a beam or rafter to

afford a hold for a pulley, as for the block of a hay-fork.

—

Sponge-hook, a hooked two-pronged iron tool at the end
of a wooden pole, with which sponges are gathered from
the bottom. [Florida, U. S.]— Standing part of a hook,
that part of a hook which is attached to a block or chain
by means of which power is applied to It. The opposite
end is called the point.

hook (huk), V. [< ME. hoken; from the noun.]

1, trans. 1. To 'fasten with a hook or hooks;
catch or seize with or as if with a hook : as, to

hook a trout.
The harlot king

Is quite beyond mine arm, . . . but she
I can hook to me. Shak., W. T., ii. 3.

At last I hook'd my ankle in a vine.
Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. To attack with the horns ; catch on the

horns : as, to be hooked by a cow.—3. To catch

by artifice ; entrap ; insnare.

Hook him, my poor dear, hook him at any sacrifice.

W. Collins, Armadale.

4. To steal by grasping ; catch up and make
off with. [CoUoq. or slang.]

Is not this braver than sneak all night in danger.
Picking of locks, or hooldng cloths at windows?

T. TomMs (?), Albnmazar, iii. 3.

I hooked the apples, leaped the brook, and scared the

musquash and the trout. Thoreau, Walden, p. 219.

5. To attach by means of a hook, literally or
figuratively.



hook
The larboard galley, crippled but not daunted, swung

round across his stern, and hooked herself venomously on
to liim. Kingsley, Westward Ho, xx.

II. intrans. 1. To bend; be in or take the
form of a hook.

Her bin hoolcs and bends downwards.
SirT. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 383.

2. To become attached by means of a hook, ov
something resembling a hook: as, a chain that
hooks on to the wateh.

Fed. Go, with her, with her; [to Bardolph] hook on,
hook on. Shak. , 2 Hen. IV. , ii. 1.

3. To have a habit of attacking with the horns

:

said of a cow or other horned animal.—4. To
turn away; depart; decamp: now (transitively)
with an indefinite it, as a slang phrase.

Bokit out of havyn all the hepe somyn,
Hade bir at hor bake.

Destruction of Troy (E. B. T. S.), 1. 4621.

[That is, 'All the heap (fleet) together hooked out of ha-
ven, had the wind at
their baclj.']

Every school-^oy
knows that the lion
has a claw at the
end of his tail, with
which he lashes
himself into fury.
When the experi-
enced hunter sees
him doing that, lie,

so to speak, hooka it,

H, Kingsley, Ra-
[venshoe, Ix.

hooka, hookah
(ho'ka), n. [E.

spelling of
Hind, and Pers.
huqqa,a.-pipe ioT
smoking, Pers.
also a casket, <

Ar. huqqa, a
pipe for smok-
ing, a casket, a

Hooka (a simple form).

box for pomatum ; cf . Ar. huqq, a hollow place. ]

In India, the water-pipe for smoking. The smoke
is drawn through water by means of a long flexible tube.
The apparatus is commonly made of expensive materials
and elaborately ornamented. Also spelled hukah. See
narghile, hubble-bubble.

Sublime tobacco ! . . .

Divine in hookas, glorious in a pipe,
When tipped with amber, mellow, rich, and ripe.

Byron, The Island, ii. 19.

The good old hookah days are past ; cheroots and pipes
have now usurped the place of the aristocratic silver bowl,
the cut-glass goblets, and the twisted glistening snake
with silver or amber mouth-piece.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, 1. 187.

hook-ahd-eye, ». See Jwoh and eye, under Jioolc.

hooka-stand (no'ka-stand), ». A stand for sup-
porting the bowl 6i the hooka at a convenient
height from the ground.
hook-beaked (hSi'bekt), a. Having a curved
beak or bill ; curvirostral.

hookbill (huk'bil), n. [< Jwolc + Um.) 1. A
curved or hooked bill or beak of a bird.— 2.

A spent male salmon whose jaws have become
hooked.

hook-bill (huk'bU), M. [< ftooS + 6iH2.] A bill-

hook with a curved end.

hook-billed (huk'bild), a. Having a curved
bill; hook-beaked.
hook-block (huk'blok), n. A pulley-block fit-

ted with a hook at one end.

hook-bolt (hiLk'bolt), n. A bolt having one end
in the form of a hook.

hook-bone (huk'bon), «. Same as hook, 5.

hook-climber (huk'kli"m6r), «. A plant that
climbs by the aid of hooks, as those developed
on Galium, Eubus, Bosa. TJncaria, etc. These hooks,
according to Darwin, do not circumnutate as do tendrils,

but act by hooking over the supports on which they climb.

hooked (hukt or huk'ed), a. [< ME. lioked; <

hook + -ed^.^ 1. Bentlike ahook; hook-shaped.

The bill is short, strong, and very much hooked.
Pennant, British Zool., The Peregrine Falcon.

He clasps the crag with hooked hands.
Tennyson, The Eagle.

2. Having a hook or hooks; furnished with
hooks: as, a hooked stick; a hooked chariot

(one having sharp hooks projecting outward for

offensive purposes, as used in ancient war).

The hooked chariot stood,

Unstain'd with hostile blood.
Milton, Nativity, 1. 66.

Hooked gearing. See searing.— Hooked tooL (a) A
tool with one end bent to form three sides of a square,

one side being prolonged to serve as a handle. (6) A
chisel with the end bent at an angle, used in marble-cut-

ting where the square chisel cannot conveniently be em-
ployed, (c) A tool similar to a scoi^per, used in wood-turn-

ing, (d) A bent knife for paring hoofs.
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hookedness (huk'ed-nes), n. [< liooked + -ness."]

The state of being bent like a hook; incurva-
tion.

hooker^ (huk'6r), 78. [<hook + -erK] 1. One
who or that which hooks. Specifically— (a) Onewho
fishes with hook and line ; also, a flshing-vessel engaged in

fishing with the hook : distiuguisheJfrom netter. (b) In
thespoii^c-^fsAsi'j/, one who hooksup sponges. [Florida,' U.

S.] (c) An iron rod bent more or less like a hook at one
end, used to hook up or pull out racoon-oysters, or knock
the bunches of them to pieces. [Georgia, tJ. S.]

2. [Formerly Iwker.^ A thief; a filcher; a
shoplifter.

A cunning filcher, a oraftie hooker. F%orio.

These sly theeues and night-Aoofcers . . . committed
such felonious outrages. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 4.

hooker^ (huk'er), n. [Formerly also howker
(= Gr. Dan. huker), < D. hoeker, < hoek, a
hook. It was also called in D. hoekhoot, MD.
hoeckboot, a fishing-boat, < hoek, = E. hook, +
hoot = E. hoat.'] A two-masted Dutch vessel

;

also, a small fishiug-smack used on the Irish

coasts.

(ffooier orHowker).—A coast or fishing vessel—a small
hoy-buUt craft with one mast, intended for fishing. Hook-
ers are common on our coasts, and greatly used by pilots,

especially off Irish ports. See Smyth's "Sailor's Word-
Book." N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 420.

[Sometimes used in contempt for any ill-conditioned or
disorderly vessel.

I was overjoyed to find that the old hooker actually
made two and a half knots. The Century, XXVI. 945.

Something to set the old hooker creaking.
W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xxviiL]

Hookeria (hii-ke'ri-a), n. [NL., after the Eng-
lish botanist SirW.'J. Sooker (1785-1865).2 A
genus of pluricarpous mosses, the type of the
tribe Hookeriew.
Hookeriese (huk-e-ri'e-e), n.pl. [NL., < Hooke-
ria + -ece.~\ A tribe of pluricarpous mosses,
typified by the genus Hookeria. They are charac-
terized by having the calyptra conical or mitrate, and n ear-

ly entire at the base ; the capsule suberect, horizontal, or

Sendulous, and usually long-pediceled ; and the peristome
ouble, of 16, usually lanceolate, teeth. The same as

Hookeriacece of Miiller and Hookeriei of other authors.

Hooker's green. See greenX.

Hooke's gearing. See gearing.

hookey^ (huk'i), n. Same as hockey^.

hookey^, n. See hooky^.

hookheal (huk'hel), m. The common labiate
plant Brunella (or Prunella) vulgaris, the heal-
all. Also called hookweed.
hooking-frame (huk'ing-fram), n. A wooden
frame fitted with hooks, on which fabrics may
be himg for convenience in folding and mea-
suring.

hook-ladder (huk'lad"6r), n. A ladder with a
hook or hooks at the top for holding.

hook-land (huk'land), n. Land plowed and
sowed every year. [Eng.]
hooklet (huk'let), n. [< hook + -let.'] A small
hook or hook-shaped process. Specifically— (a)

In omith., a hamulus. (&) In entom., one of the minute
hook-shaped bristles found on the front edge of the pos-
terior wings of many insects, and serving to hold the two
wings of a side together during flight.

hook-money (huk'mun'i), n. A currency of
Ceylon in the seventeenth century, consisting
of pieces of pure silver

twisted into the form of
fish-hooks. Similar "coins" of
silver wire were made in Lar,
Persia, and were called larins

;

specimens also circulated in the
Maldive islands. Some of the
larins bear a brief inscription in
Arabic letters.

hook-motion (huk 'm6 '" -

shon), n. In the steam-
engine, a valve-gear which
is reversed by V-hooks.
hook-nebbedt, a. [ME.
huke-nebbyde ; < hook +
neJ> + -ed^.i Having a
hooked beak.

[He was] huke-nebbyde as a hawke, and [had] a hore berde.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1082.

hook-net (huk'net), n. A fishing-net having a
kind of pocket formed by an L-shaped contin-
uation. E. H. Knight.

hook-nose (huk'noz), n. A nose with a pro-
nounced curve, suggesting the beak of a hawk;
an aquiline nose.

Mr. Barton was immediately accosted by a person well-
stricken in years, tall, and raw-boned, with a hook-nose,
and an arch leer, that indicated at least as much cunning
as sagacity. Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

He had a hook nose, handsome after its kind, but too
high between the eyes. Dickens, Little Dorrit, i. i.

hook-nosed (huk'nozd), a. Having a curvated
or aquiline nose.

Hook-money, British Mu-
seum. (Size of the orig;i-

nal.)

hooly

I may justly say with the hook-nosed fellow of Rome, I

came, saw, and overcame. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

hook-pin (huk'pin), n. A tapering iron pin with

•a hooked head, used for pinning the frame of

a floor or roof together.

hook-rope (hiik'rop), n. Naut., a rope six or

eight fathoms long, with a hook and thimble

spliced at one end, and whipped at the other,

used in dragging chain cables out of the lock-

ers, etc.

hook-scarf (huk'skarf), n. A method of unit-

ing timbers endwise so that they look into

each other. See scarf. E. S. Knight.

hook-squid (huk'skwid), n. One of the decap-

odous cephalopod moUusks of the familjr Ony-
choteuthididcB (aUied to the common squids or

calamaries), remarkable for the length of their

tentacles, the clubbed extremities of which are

armed with hooks having their bases furnished

with suckers, which the animals employ to seize

their prey. They are often of large size, some attaining

the length of 6 feet, and are much dreaded by bathers.

They occur in most seas.

hook-sucker (huk'suk'-'fer), «. A fish which
takes a hook or bait by a sucking motion.

hook-swivel (huk'swiv'l), n. The swivel of a
gorge-hook, used by anglers to enable them to

put on or take off the bait.

hook-tip (huk'tip), n. One of certain moths,
particularly those of the genus Platypteryx, of

which the wings are tipped with hooks. The
scalloped hook-tip is P. lacertula; the pebble
hook-tip is P. falculia.

hook-tool (huk'tol), n. 1 . A hand-tool used in

metal-turning, which is hook-shaped, and ex-

tends beyond the rest that supports it ; a hang-
ing-tool.— 2. A bent tool for wood-turning,
used in bottoming boxes, lids, or other hollow
work.
hookum (ho'kimi), n. (Hind, hukm, a command,
order, decree: see hakim.] In India, an order
or instruction from a person in authority. Com-
pare hakim.

We had no hookum from the commissioner or deputy,
but Hay's chuprassie worked very hard in and about the
valleys and high-road.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 226.

hookumpake (huk'um-pak), n. [Imitative of
the bird's cry.] The American woodcock, Phi-
lohela minor. G. Trumbull, 1888. [Worcester
county, Maryland;^ TJ. S.]

hookweed (huk'wed), «. Same as hooklieal.

hook-'wrench (huk'rench), n. A spanner hav-
ing a curved or hooked end for grasping a nut
or coupling-piece on a hose.
hookyi (hti'i), a. [< hooki- + -yi.] 1. Full of
hooks

;
pertaining to hooks.— 2. Given to hook-

ing: as, a 7(00% cow. [CoUoq.]— 3. Hooked.
Davies.

A miniature sketch of his hooky nose.
Hood, Miss Eilmansegg, Her Courtship.

hooky^ (huk'i), n. [In allusion to Iwok, v. i., 4.]
A pupil absent from school without leave; a
truant : only in the phrase to play hooky, equiva-
lent to to play truant. Also hookey. [School
slang.]

He moped to school gloomy and sad, and took his flog-

ging along with Joe Harper for playing hookey the day
before. S. L. Clemens, Tom Sawyer, p. 100.

hool^t, a- A Middle English form of whole.
Chaucer.

hool^ (hSl), n. An obsolete or dialectal (Scotch)
form of hull^.

Poor Leezie's heart maist lap the hool.

Burns, HaUowe'en.

hoolee (hS'le), n. [Also hooly, hoolee, huli, prop.
hoU; < Hind, holi.] The great festival or car-
nival of the Hindus, held in the spring in honor
of Krishna. The occasion is one of boisterous merry-
making and fooling. Friends and strangers are pelted
with red powder, or drenched with a yellow liquid from
squirts. There is continual singing and dancing, more or
less obscene, and tricks are played closely resembling the
April-fooling of the English.

hoolock (hS'lok), n. [Also hulock, yulock, yo-
lock; from a native name.] A species of Hy-
lohates or ^bbon, H. hooloek, inhabiting Assam
in British India.

hooly (hul'i), a. [Sc, also huly, in Aberdeen
heelie, perhaps orig. *huwly, < *huve, hufe, hove,
tarry, delay: see hove'^.] Slow; cautious; care-
ful.

hooly (hul'i), adv. [Sc, < hooly, a.] Slowly;
cautiously; softly; carefully; moderately. Also
hoolie.

Deal hooly wi' my head, maidens.
Deal hooly wi' my hair,

For it was washen late yestreen,
And it is wonder sair.

Sweet Willie (Child's Ballads, II. 98).



hooly
O ?woly, hooly gaed she back,
As the day hegan to peep.

Pair Annie of Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 102).

Hooly and fairly, sofUy and smoothly ; cautiously and
moderately.

Booly and fairly nun ride far joumies.
Ferguson's Scottish Proverbs, p. 13.

Hoon (ton), TO. Same as HunT-. Sir W. Jones.
hoondee (hon'de), n. [Anglo-Ind., repr. ffiud.
Imndi, a bill of exchange.] An East Indian
draft or bill of exotange di-awn by or upon a
native banker or shroff.

hoopi (hop or hup), TO. [< MB. lioope, hope, a
hoop, < AS. "hop, not found in the same sense
of 'hoop,' but what seems to be essentially the
same word is, found in oomp.,fen^h6p, mor-hop
(poet.), a hollow or pool, or a mound or hum-
mock, or more prob. a recess, in a fen or moor;
hop-gehncest (poet.), the dashing of the waves
(against the shore of a bay?), deriv. hopig
(poet.), in hills and hoUows (of the waves); also
in compound place-names, as Edst-hop, E. East-
hope, BethlmgMp, etc. (see hope^, 2); further in
comp. hop-pdda, in a gloss, i. e. a 'hoop-tunic,'
or eircular cloak (?); = OPries. hop, a hoop,
band, = North Pries, hop, a hoop, band, ring,
= D. hoep (also dim. hoepel), a hoop, = Icel. Mp,
a small landlocked bay or inlet (named appar.
from its circular form), > E. hope^, a bay or in-
let : see 7w)pe2 and ftqpeS. Boot unknown.] 1.
A circular band or flattened ring of wood, met-
al, or other material; especially, a band of wood
or metal used to confine the staves of csvsks,

tubs, etc., or for any similar purpose ; also, that
part of a finger-ring which surrounds the fin-

ger, as distinguished from the chaton.

A hoop of gold, a paltry ring
That she did give me. Shale, M.. of V., v. 1.

The performance of leaping through barrels without
heads,and through hoops, especially the latter, is an exploit
of long standing. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 317.

2. A large ring of wood or iron for a child to

trundle.
The hoy . . .

Had tost his ball and flown his kite, and roll'd

His hoop to pleasure Edith.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. A circular band of stiff material serving to

expand the skirt of a woman's dress: often
used, either in the singular or in the plural, for

the skirt itself so expanded. The hoop or hoop-
skirt was evolved from the farthingale of the sixteenth

century. (See farthingale.) The time of its greatest ex-

travagance was the middle of the eighteenth century,

when the bell-shaped skirt was expanded to enormous di-

mensions by hoops. At a later time the hoop consisted of

two separate structures, one over each hip, the two being
held together by a girdle. The use of hoops continued
with some intermissions till about 1820. About 1852 sldrts

hegan to be expanded again by the use of crinoline petti-

coats (see erinoline), for which were afterward substituted

underskirts (called hoop-skirts) with a series of hoops, at

first of ratan and whalebone and afterward of flat flexible

steel, which at times were nearly as large as those of a

century earlier. They went out of use again about 1870.

Th' important charge, the petticoat, . . .

Though stiff with hoops, and arm'd with ribs of whale.
Pope, K. of the L, ii. 120.

But from the hoop's bewitching round.
Her very shoe has power to wound.

M. Moore, Spider and Bee, Fable x.

It may be noticed that by the end of 1787 hoops had al-

most entirely gone out of fashion.
FortnighUy Bev., N. S., XLII. 291.

4. Something resembling a hoop; anything

circular: tecnnicaUy applied in botany to the

overlapping edge of one of the valves of the

frastule of the Diatomaceee.

Hast thou forgot

The foul witch Sycorax, who, with age and envy,

Was grown into a hoop? Shah., Tempest, i. 2.

Bach organism forms a small box, the silicious walls of

which completely enclose a space ; these walls in many,

if not in all, species are formed by two distinct plates or

valves, each possessing its own hoop, one of which em-

braces or slides over the other like the lid of a box. This

hoop, connecting zone or belt, may be single, double, or of

complex structure. Challenger Reports, II. 3.

5t. A certain quantity of drink, up to the first

hoop on a quart pot (which was formerly bound

with hoops like a barrel).

1 believe hoopes in quart pots were invented that every

man should tsjte his hoove, and no more.
Ifashe, Pierce Penilesse.

6t. -An old English measure of capacity, vari-

ously estimated at from 1 to 4 pecks.

Half a Aoo2> of com. ,^_ ,,. „ .•

Tullie, Siege of Carlisle, p. 22. (Balhwell.)

7. The casing inclosing a pair of millstones

;

also, a reinforcing band about one of the stones.

—Provisory hOOP.inca«ft-mo*i«ff,adevice for straming

up and hoKfing the' staves. It consists of a chain M)d

double screws for tightening it. See out in next column.

—To set the cock on hoop. Seecocki.
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Provisory Hoop

hoopi (hop or hup), V. t. [< ME. Jioopen; from
the noun.] 1. To bind or fasten with a hoop
or with hoops

; provide with a hoop : as, to hoop
a barrel or puncheon.
Good son, loke thy bagges be hoopid at the mothe a-bove.
The Burere mayst thow put in thy wyne vn-to thy behoue.

Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 128.

2. To clasp ; encircle ; surround.
Off with these robes of peace and clemency.
And let us hoop our agfed limbs with steel.
And study tortures for this tyranny!

^ Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, v. 2.

I hoop the firmament, and make
This my embrace the zodiack. Cleavdand.

Il00p2 (hop). V. and to. Same as whoop.
hoopSf (hop), TO. [Also whoop, houpe, hoope; <
P. huppe, OF. huppe, hupe= It. upupa, formerly
also upega, < L. upupa = Gr. ctto^, a hoopoe;
prob. orig. imitative of the bird's cry; hence
the variation of forms. Cf. OHG. wituhopfo,
-hoffo, MHG. witehopfe, G. wiedehopf, > appar.
MD. weedhoppe, wedehoppe (also simply weede,
wede, and hoppe, D. hop), a hoopoe, Ut. 'wood-
hopper,' < OHG. mttt, = AS. ividu, wudu, E.
wood\ + OHG. *hopfdn, MHG. G. hopfen =
AS. hoppian, E. hopi^; but the second element
may have been suggested by the imitative
name. Cf. Servian Impak, hupac, hoopoe; the
general Slavic name is also imitative, in an-
other form, OBulg. mdodu, vudidu, Bohem. dud,
Pol. dudek, Kuss. udodii. Little Euss. vdod, vud-
vud, udod, odud,udul, etc. See hoopoe, the form
now in use.] Same as hoopoe.

hoop* (hop), TO. [Perhaps another use of hoop^."]

A bullfinch. MalUwell. [Prov. Eug.]
hoop-ash (hop'ash), TO. 1. A species of ash,
Fi-axinus sambudfoUa, so called from the use of
its flexible wood in making hoops. Also called
Mack ash, ground-ash.—2. The American net-
tle-tree, Celtis ocddentalis. See haclcberry.

hoop-bee (hop'be), to. A fossorial bee of the
genus Eucera.
hoop-cramp (hop'kramp), TO. In coopering, a
clutch for clasping and holding in position the
lapped ends of a barrel-hoop.

hoop-driver (hop'dri"v6r), n. A hand-tool used
in driving the hoops over a barrel ; also, a pow-
er-machine for doing the same work.

hooper^ (ho'p6r or hup'er), to. [< hoop^, v., +
-erf.] One who hoops casks or tubs ; a cooper.

hooper^ (hS'pfer), to. [< hoop^ + -erl; its cry

is said to resemble the syllable Iwop.'] The
European whooping swan, Cygnus musicus: so

called from its cry. it is one of several swans which
have the windpipe peculiarly coiled in a cavity of the

breast-bone, and the bill not tuberculate. The adult is

snow-white, with black feet, and a black bill blotched

with yellow.

hooper^ (ho'per), TO. Same as hoopoe.

hooper's-hidet, to. The game of blindman's-

buff. Nares.
But Bobbin finding him silly.

Most friendly took him aside.

The while that his wife with Willy
Was playing at hooper^s hide.

The Wirushester Wedding (old ballad).

hooping (ho'ping or hup'ing), m. [Verbal n. of

hoop\ «.] 1. Hoops in general, or the mate-

rials used for hoops.— 2. The hoops used in

building or strengthening any article, as the

hoops shrunk on a built-up gun.

For the whole length of the breech-screw, hooping is of

no avail, for only longitudinal strains are here developed.

JUicJiaelis, tr. of Monthaye's Krupp and De Bange, p. 77.

hooping-cough (ho'ping-k6f'), »• See wlwop-

ing-cough.

hoop-iron (hop'i"'6m), to. Strap-iron or thm
ribbon-iron from which hoops are made for

baling cotton, securing packing-boxes, etc.

hoopkoop-plant (hop 'kop -plant), TO. [Etym.

unknown.] Alow, spreading leguminous plant,

Lespedeza striata, originally from China or Ja-

pan,'but introduced (about 1850) into the south-

ern Atlantic States, where it is rapidly spread-

ing in old fields and waste places. It is greed-

ily eaten by cattle.

hoopla (ho'pl), TO. [Dim. of hoop\ after D.

hoepel, dim. of hoep.'i A child's hoop, usually

hoop-snake

tiTiudled with a wand called a hoople-stick.
[New York, U. S.]

hoop-lock (hop'lok), TO. A fastening formed by
interlocking notches in the ends of a barrel-
hoop.
hoop-net (hop'net), TO. A net the mouth of
which is stretched upon a hoop, as a handle-
net, dip-net, seoop-net, etc. a hoop-net with a
rectangular or circular opening is often used to capture
fish under the ice.

hoopoe, hoopoo (ho'po, -po), n. [The form hoo-
poe was doubtless orig. pron. like hoopoo, which,
with hoopoop, first appears about 1667-78; an
imitative Var. or clipped reduplication of the
earlier hoop, appar. after L. upupa : see 7»oqp3.]

A tenuirostral non-passerine bird of the family
Vpupidw. The best-known species is Upupa epops, the
common hoopoe of Europe, a bird about 12 inches long,

Hoopoe { Upupa epops).

with a slender, sharp, decurved bill about 2^ inches long,
and a large, thin, compressed, and semicircular crest, erec-
tile at will, on the head. The general color is buff of some
shade, varied with black and white on the wings and tail.

The bird is insectivorous and migratory, and is widely dif-

fused in Europe, Asia, and Africa. There are several other
species of TJpupa. The birds of the neighboring family
IrrigoridoB are known as wood-hoopoes. Also hooper.

" Vannellus" (the lapwing) is a new-made name of the
French "vanneau " : which bird, by a great mistake, hath
been generallytaken to be the upupaof the ancients,which
is now by all acknowledged to be the hoopoo.

Ray, Bictionarium Trllingue, p. 22.

You know the holy birds who run up and down on the
Prado at Seville among the ladies' pretty feet— eh? with
hooked noses and cinnamon crests? Of course. Hoopoes
—Upupa, as the classics have it.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xxvL

hoopoopt, TO. Same as hoopoe, Charleton.

hoop-petticoat (hop'pet^i-kot), n. 1. Same as
hoop-sJcirt.

Must we accept the costume of to-day, and carve, for
example, a Venus in a hoop-petticoat f

Mawthome, Marble Faun, xiv.

2. A plant. Narcissus Bulhocodium, a native of
heaths in Prance, so called from the shape of

its flowers. See narcissus.

The daffodil, the "pheasant-eye," and the hoop-petticoat

are all narcissuses, and bloom freely in-doors.
J. Hdbierton, Harper's Mag., LXXVm. 367.

hoop-pipe (hop'pin), TO. A large coniferous tree,

Araucaria Cunninghami, a native of eastern
Australia, where it attains a height of 200 feet

and a diameter of 6 feet. Also called the More-
ton Bay pine.

hoop-pole (hop'pol), n. A smooth, straight

shoot of green'wood, usually a sapling of small
diameter, for making hoops for casks. [U. S.]

hoop-ringt, »• [< ME. hope-ring; < hoop'^ -f

rJTOgil.] A finger-ring.

A gret ring of gould on his lyttell finger on his right
hand, like a wedding ringe, a hope^nge.

MS. Ashmole, 802, foL 66. (HalUwell.)

Hoop-rings and childrens whistles, and some forty or
fifty dozen of gilt-spoons, that's all.

W. Cartwright, Lady Errant (1661).

hoop-shell (hop'shel), TO. A shell of the genus
jyochus; a top-shell.

hoop-sMrt (hop'skert'),' to. A petticoat stiff-

ened and expanded by means of hoops of ratan,

whalebone, or steel. Also hoop-petticoat.

The hoop-skirts now in vogue typify the swelling con-

ceit, the empty pride and vanity, which, beginning with
the upper circles, is mimicked and caricatured by all the

orders of society, from the family of the millionaire down
to that of the humble grocer and fruit-dealer.

W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 315.

hoop-snake (hop'snak), to. A snake fabled to

take its taU in its mouth and roll along like a
hoop; specifically, Abastor erythrogrammus, a
harmless species of the family Coluiridoe, abun-
dant in the southern United States.



hoop-tree

hoop-tree (hop'tre), n. A shrub or low tree,
Melia sempervirens, a native of the warm parts
of both hemispheres.

hoort, a. An obsolete spelling of hoar. Chau-
cer.

hoose, hooze (hos, hoz), n. [A dial. var. of
hoarse (ME. hose, etc.): see hoarse; prob. con-
fused in part with hoast, haust, whoost, etc.] A
disease incident to cattle, especially to calves,
characterized by a husky cough, loss of appe-
tite, dry muzzle, coat rough and staring, quick-
ened respiration, the horns hot, but the ears,
nose, and legs cold, and the bowels frequently
constipated, it is caused by the fllling of the bronchial
tubes and ato-passages with hair-like white worms, the
eggs of which are found on the graas in damp pastures.

Hoosier (ho ' zhfer) , ». [A name of homely form,
doubtless of some forgotten local origin. Va-
rious stories are told to account for it, but none
are authenticated by evidence.] An inhabitant
of the State of Indiana: a nickname : also used
adjectively. [U. S.]

It has been in my mind since I was a Hoosier boy to do
something toward describing life in the baolj-country dis-
tricts of the Western States.

K Eggleston, Hoosier Schoolmaster, p. 5.

hoot (hot), V. [< ME. houten, huten, hoten,
prob. of Scand. origin, < OSw. huta, in the
phrase hut ut en, cast out with contempt, as
one would a dog, lit. ' hoot out one,' Sw. huta
ut, take one up sharply, lit. 'hoot out.' Cf.
MHGr. hiuzen, huzen, call to the pursuit; imi-
tative words, in so far as they rest upon the
exclamatory syllables, Sw. hut, begone, Sc.
hoot, hout, q. v. (cf. W. hwt, off, away, Ir. ut,

out, pshaw, Gael, ut ut, interj. of dislike), D.
hui, Dan. huj, ho, halloo. The reg. form repr.
ME. houten would be hout (riming with shout,
so reg. houp for hoop^) ; but the imitation pre-
serves the more sonorous sound.] I, intrans.
1. To cry out or shout in contempt.

And thow, Astrot, hot out and haue oute oure knaues,
Coltyng and al bus kynne oure catel to saue.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 289.

The people poynted at her for a murtherer, yonge chil-
dren howted at her. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse.

I am wretched

!

Open'd, disoover'd, lost to my wishes 1

1 shall be hooted at.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. A.

The agitators harangued, the mobs hooted. Disraeli.

2. To cry as some owls: distinguished from
screech.

The clamorous owl, that nightly hoots and wonders
At our quaint spirits. Shak., M. K. B., 11. 3.

II. trans. To drive or pursue with cries or
shouts uttered in contempt ; utter contemptu-
ous cries or shouts at.

Away, and let me shift ; 1 shall be hooted else.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

His play had not been hooted from the boards.
MacavXay, Madame D'Arblay.

hoot (hot), n. [< hoot, «.] A cry or shout in
contempt.
hoot (hot), interj. [See hoot, «.] An exclama-
tion expressive of dissatisfaction, of some de-
gree of irritation, and sometimes of disbelief:

equivalent to fie, tut, tush, pshaw, etc. Also
hoot-toot, hout, hout-tout. [Scotch.]

hooting-owl (ho'ting-oul), n. Same as hoot-

owl.

hoot-owl (hot'oul), n. An owl. that hoots: dis-

tinguished from screech-owl.

He could hear the . . . quail, hoot-owl, and screech-

owl sing to perfection. Connecticut Courmtt, June 9, 1887.

hoot-toot (hot'tof), interj. Same as hoot.

hoove^ti "o- i- Same as hove^.

hoove^, hooven (hov, ho'vn), n. [< hooven, a.]

A disease of cattle in which the stomach is in-

flated, with gas, caused generally by eating too
much green food. Also hove.

hooven, hoven^ (ho'vn, ho'vn), a. [Orig. pp.
(dial, hooven) of tieave, q. v.] Affected with the

disease called hoove : as, hooven cattle.

hop^ (hop), v.; pret. and pp. hopped, ppr.

hopping. [< ME. hoppen, hop, leap, dance, <

AS. hoppian (found only once, in the sense of
' hop, leap,' but the sense of ' dance ' is proved
by the deriv. hoppestre, a female dancer), also

hoppetan = MD. hoppen, hoVben, freq. hoppelen,

leap, dance, D. hoppen, hop, = OHG. *hopf6n,

MHG. G. hopfen (also happen, freq. hoppeln, of

LG. origin) = Icel. hoppa, hop, skip, = Sw. hop-

pa, hop, leap, jump, = Dan. hoppe, hop, skip,

jump. Other forms are AS. *hyppan, MB. hyp-

pen, huppen, hippen, E. dial, hip, hop, skip, etc.
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(see hip'i), and AS. hoppetan, ME. *hoppeten, E.
dial, hoppet, hop (see hoppet) ; not found in Goth.
Hence hopper^, hopple, hobble, etc.] I. intrans.

1. To leap, or move by successive leaps or
sudden starts; skip, as birds; frisk or dance
about; spring; specifically, as applied to per-
sons, to spring or leap with one foot.

He cam hauping on ae foot,

And winking wi' ae ee.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 398).

Every elf, and fairy sprite.

Hop as light as bird from brier.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 2.

The painted birds, companions of the spring,
HoppiMg from spray to spray, were heard to sing.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 46.

2. To limp ; halt ; walk lame.

The limping smith observ'd the sadden'd feast,

And hopping here and there, himself a jest,

Put in his word. Dryden, Iliad, i.

A diminutive old hag, who, with crutches, hopped for-

ward to Abudah.
Sir C. Morell, tr. of Tales of the Genii, p. 26.

3t. To dance.

We olde men, I drede, so fare we.
Til we be roten, can we nat be rype

:

We hoppen alway, whil the world wol pype.
Chaucer, Prol. to Eeeve's Tale, 1. 22.

Where wooers hoppe in and out, long time may bring
Him that hoppeth best at last to have the ring. •

J. Heywood, Proverbs.

Hopping mad, so mad as to hop or jump about in
rage ; violently angry. [Prov. Eng. and V. S.]

Miss Fustick said Liddy Ann was too old to wear
plumes. Old Miss C went straight and told her;
which made Liddy Ann hoppin' mad.

Mrs. Whitcher, Widow Bedott, p. 276.

— ^yu. Leap, Trip, etc. See skip.

n. trans. 1. To jump over. [CoUoq.]—2. In
cutting rasps, to carry (the punch) with a skip-
ping movement the required distance between
the teeth: as, to hop the punch To hop the
twig, (a) To escape one's creditors, (b) To die. [Slang
in both senses. The latter is more common.]= Syn, See
sHp, V. i.

hopl (hop), n. [= Dan. hop = Sw. homy, a leap
on one foot; from the verb.] 1. A leap, espe-
cially on one foot; a light spring.— 2. A dance

;

a dancing-party. [Prov. Eng.; coUoq., tJ. S.]

Dancings are here [north of England, 1776] vulgarly
called Hops. Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 302, note.

I remember last Christmas, at a little hop at the Park,
he danced from eight o'clock till four.

Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, ix.

The visitors lived in huge hotels, at one or other ofwhich
there was a ball every night— a hop was the charming
Saratoga expression.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 166.

Hop, sMp, and jump, the act of taking in succession a
leap with one foot, a skip, and a jump with both feet.

hop2 (hop), n. [< ME. hoppe (''hoppe, sede for
beyre [var. here'], hummulus, secundum extra-
neos"—Prompt. Parv., A. D. 1440—the earliest
instance in E.), < MD. hoppe, D. hop = MLG.
LG. hoppe = OHG. hopfo, MHG. hopfe, G. hop-
fen, the hop. The ML. hupa.F. houblon, hoube-
lon, Walloon hubillon, hop, OF. hoppe, houppe,
beer, are of D. origin. The MD. hommel, Icel.
humall, Sw. Dan. humle, > ML. humulus, hummu-
lus, NL. humulus, the hop, may be ult. connect-
ed with hop^; but evidence is lacking.] 1. A
plant, Humulus Lupulus, of the natural order

Male Flowering Branch (i) and Fruiting Branch (2) ofHop tHumu..
lus Lupulus).

a, male flower ; b, female Sower ; c. single fruit ; d, embryo.

hope

Urticacece, with long twining stems and abun-
dant 3- to 5-lobed leaves. The female flowers, which
grow in strobiles or catkins, are used to impart a bitter

flavor to malt liquors, and to preserve them from fermen-
tation, their active properties depending on the presence

of an aromatic and mildly narcotic resin, called lupulin,

secreted by the scales and fruit. The hop-plant is a dioe-

cious perennial, indigenous in temperate Europe, Asia,

and North America. It is trained upon poles, and re-

quires to be cultivated with great care ; a full crop is not
produced till the fourth or fifth year after planting. The
hops when ripe are picked by hand, dried in a kiln called

an oast, and packed into bags or pockets. They can be
kept several years by tight packing. In medicine hops
are used as a tonic and soporiflo, in tincture and infusion,

and in some cases in bulk.

A land of hops and poppy-mingled corn.

Tennyson, Alymer's Field.

There are makers of beer who substitute for the clean

bitter of the hops some deleterious drug.
C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 141.

2. pi. The flowers of this plant, as used in

brewing, medicine, etc.— 3. Wood fit for hop-
poles. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

hop2 (hop), V.
;
pret. and pp. hopped, ppr. hop-

ping. [< hop^, TO.] I. trans. To treat with
hops: as, to hop ale.

The worts [in operations of brewing beer] are then boiled
and hopped in the copper.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 140.

The beers are very strongly hopped.
Thaumng, Beer (trans.), p. 229.

II. intrans. To pick or gather hops.

After that, I was tL-hopping, and made my lbs, regular
at it, and a-haymaking.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 104.

hop-back (hop'bak), n. The vessel beneath
the copper which receives the infusion of malt
and hops, and the perforated bottom of which
strains off the hops from the unfermented beer.

hopbindt (hop'bind), n. [< hop^ + bind.] Same
as hopbine.

It is . . . made felony without benefit of clergy, mali-
ciously to cut any hop-binds growing in a plantation of
hops. Blackstone, Com., IV. xvii.

hopbine (hop'bin), n. [Prop, hopbind, q. v. Cf.

woodbine, woodbind.'] The climbing or twining
stem of the hop-plant.

hop-bush (hop 'bush), n. A shrub, Dodoncea
triquetra, of the natural order Sapindacece, a
native of Australia, where the capsules are used
as a substitute for hops.

hop-clover (hop'kl6''''v6r), n. Same as hop-tre-

foil, 1.

hop-cushion (hop'kusMgn), n. Same as hop-
pillow.

hop-dog (hop'dog), n. A tool used for drawing
hop-poles out of the ground. [Prov. Eng.]
hop-drier (hop'dii''''er), n. A heated room or
inclosure fitted with trays, etc., fordrying hops

;

a hop-kiln.

hope! (hop), v.; pret. and pp. hoped, ppr. hop-
ing. [< ME. hopen, hope, sometimes merely
expect, think, guess, without implication of
desire; < AS. hopian (pret. hopode), hope, look
for (followed by prep, to, to, or by a clause with
thmt, that), = D. hopen, hoopen = MLG. LG.
hopen, hapen = MHG. hoffen, G. h,offen = Icel.
hopash, refi., = Sw. hoppas, refl., =Dan. haabe,
hope. Eoot unknown; the L. cupere, desire,
does not agree phonetically: see cupidity.] I.
intrans. 1. To entertainer indulge an expec-
tation of something desired.

But if we hope for that we see not, then do we with pa-
tience wait for it. Kom. viil. 26.

Are we to hape for more rewards or greatness.
Or any thing but death, now he is dead?

Fletcher, Yalentinian, iv. 4.

2. To have confidence ; trust with earnest ex-
pectation of good.

Why art thou cast down, my soul? and why art thou
disquieted within me? hope thou in God. Ps. xlii. 11.

And T can weep, can hope, and can despond,
Feel wrath and pity, when I think on thee

!

Cowper, Task, iii. 841.

Hope humbly then ; with trembling pinions soar.
Pope, Essay on Man, 1. 91.

To hope against hope, to hope without hopeful prospect
or encouragement ; hope in the absence of all the condi-
tions which justify hope.

II. trans. 1. To desire with expectation; look
forward to as desirable, with the expectation
of obtaining : with a clause (with or without
that) or, less commonly, a noun as object.

My father dead, my fortune lives for me

;

And I do hope good days, and long, to see
Shak.,T. of the S., i. 2.

Now am I feeble grown ; my end draws nigh

;

I hope my end draws nigh.
Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylltes.



bope
IBope is also loosely used as synonymous with desire, lorn
/or, or MMft.]

2t. To expect; regard as likely to happen : not
implying desire: with a clause as object.
Thare ere many maners of thynkynges, whilke ere beste

to the I cane noghte say, bot I hope the whUke thou felis
maste sauour in and maste i-iste for the tyme it es beste
tor the. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

Dure manciple, I Iiope he wil be deed.
Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 109.

In his bosum he hid his hand
And said he hurt it on a brand
"Thar-on," he said, "1 haue slike pine [pain]
That I hope my hand to tyne' [lose]."

Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 85.

8. To imagine; have an impression; think:
with an effect of irony: as, I ho;pe I know what
I am talking about. [CoUoq.]
Why, very well ; I hope here be truths.

Shak., M. for M., il. 1.

hopel (hop), n. [< ME. hope, hope, expectation,
ground or object of hope, < AS. hopa (also in
comp. to-hopa) =D. lioop = MHG. hoffe = Sw.
liopp = Dan. haab, hope; from the verb.] 1.
Expectation of something desired; desire ac-
companied by expectation.

Captain Swan . . . and his Men being now agreed, and
they incouraged with the hope of gain, which worlsa its
way thro' all DiiHculties, we set out from Cape Corrientes,
March the 31st, 1686. Dampier, Voyages, I. 280.

Bope is that pleasure in the mind which every one finds
in himself, upon the thought of a profitable future enjoy-
ment of a ihiiig which is apt to delight him.

Locke, Human Understanding, 11. xx. 9.

It was natural that the rage of their disappointment
should be proportioned to the extravagance of their hopes.

Maeavla/jl, Sir J. Mackintosh.

2. Confidence in a future event, or in. the fu-
ture disposition or conduct of some person;
trust, especially a high or holy trust.

Who [Abraham] against hope believed in hope, that he
might become the father of many nations. Bom. iv. 18.

We have receiv'd a comfortable hope
That all will speed well.

Beau, and, PI., Honest Man's Fortune, L 1.

Just so much hope I have of thee
As on this dry staff fruit and flowers to see

!

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 387.

8. That which gives hope ; one who or that
which furnishes ground of expectation or prom-
ise of desired good; promise.
When their brave hope, bold Hector, march'd to field.

Stood many Trojan mothers sharing joy.
Shak., Xucrece, 1. 1430.

I was my parents' only hope,
They ne'er had ane but me.
Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 330).

Then they [the nobles] enacted, that Edwi Brother of
Edmund, a Prince of great hope, should be banish't the
Bealm. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

4. The object of hope ; the thing hoped for.

For we are saved by hope ; but hope that is seen is not
hope : for what a man seeth, why doth he yet hope for?

Bom. viii. 24.

Thy mother felt more than a mother's pain.
And yet brought forth less than a mother's hope.

Shak., 3 Hen. TI., v. 6.

6t. Expectation, without reference to desire;

prognostication. [Rare.]

By how much better than my word I am.
By so much shall I falsify men's hopes.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2.

Forlorn hope. See forlorn. =Sjn. 3. Beliance, depen-
dence.

ibope^ (hop), n. [< ME. hope, a valley, < AS.
"nop, prob. in the same sense,but it is not found
except in «omp., with indeterminate sense : see
hoopij] 1. A hollow; avaUey; especially, the
upper end of a narrow mountain valley when
it is nearly encircled by smooth green slopes

:

nearly equivalent to comb^. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

Nowferkestothefyrthetheesfreschemeneof armes, . . .

Thorowe hopes and bymlande hillys and other.

Mcyrte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2503.

Descending by a path towards a well-known ford, Dum-
ple crossed the small river, . . . and approached . . . the
farm-steading of ChsLvlie's-Jiope.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxuL

The survey of 1542 describes the Eedesdale men as liv-

ing in sheels during the summer months, and pasturing
their cattle in tiie grains and hopes of the country on the
south side of the Coquet, about Wilkwood and Eidlees.

Bodgsm, Northumberland (1827), quoted in Bibton-

[Tumer's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 86.

S. A mound; a hill. [Prov. Eng.] This word
oeeuTS in several place-names, as Easthope,

Kirkhope, Stanhope, etc.
nopeS (hop), n. [< Icel. hopr, a small land-

locked bay or inlet, named appar. from its cir-

cular form, the word being prob. identical with
Mp, a recess or inlet, = AS. *hdp, E. hoop\ a
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circular band: see 7wopi, and cf. hope^, a val-
ley.] An inlet; a small bay; a haven.
To the north is St. Margaret's fl ope, a very safe harbour

for ships. Wallace, Orkney, p. 8.

It was a little hamlet which straggled along the side ofa creek formed by the discharge of a small brook into the
sea. . . . It was called Wolf s-Aope (i. e. Wolf's haven).

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xii.

Hopea (ho'pe-a), n. [NL., after John Hope,
professor of botany in Edinburgh (1725-86).]A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,
belongiug to the natui-al order Dipteroearpece.
It IS characterized by a short calyx-tube of five parts, two
of which ace extended into wings, a 6-cleft convolute co-
rolla, 16 or 10 stamens, and a 3-celled ovary. They are
resmous trees, with entire coriaceous leaves and flowers,
often secured along the ramifications of the panicle. Ten
species are known, natives of tropical Asia. H. odorata
IS an evergreen tree, 80 feet or more in height, a native of
British Burma and the Andaman Islands. The wood Is
yellow or yeUowish-brown, hard, and close-grained. It is
the chief timber-tree of southern Tenasserim, being used
for house-building, cartwheels, etc. The tree yields a yel-
low resin, used by the natives, when mixed with beeswax
and red ocher, to make a wax used to fasten their arrow-
and spear-heads.

hopeful (hop'fid), a. and n. [< hope^ + -ful.-\

1. a, 1. Pull of hope; having desire with ex-
pectation of its fulfilment.

If ever he have child, abortive be it, . . .

Whose ugly and unnatural aspect
May fright the hopeful mother at the view.

Shak., Bich. III., i. 2.

, For the air of youth.
Hopeful and cheerful, in thy blood will reign
A melancholy damp of cold and dry.
To weigh thy spirits down. Milton, P. L., xi. 643.

2. Having qualities which excite hope
;
prom-

ising advantage or success: as, a hopeful pros-
pect: often used ironically.

Horse could never passe

;

Much lesse their chariots, after them : yetfor the foot there
was

Some hopefull service, which they wisht.
Chapman, Iliad, xii.

While they [the people] were under the sense of their
present miseries, Samuel puts them into the most hope-
fun way for their deliverance.

StUlingJleet, Sermons, II. Iv.

A republic in an over-civilized, highly centralized, bu-
reaucratlcally governed country, with a religiously hol-
low, hasty, violent, excitable people, seems of all social
experiments the least hopeful.

British Quarterly Sev., LXXXIII. 429.

Among others, one of Lady Lizard's daughters, and her
hopeful maid, made their entrance.

Steele, Guardian, No. 65.

^Syn. 1. X!onfldent, sanguine, buoyant^ enthusiastic.

n, n. A more or less wilful, troublesome, or
incorrigible boy or girl, regarded ironically as
the rising hope of the family. [CoUoq.]

The young Bopeful was by no means a fool, and in some
matters more than a match for his father.

TroUope, Dr. Thome, xxlv.

Mrs. Dr. Land'syoungest hopeful, who had been brought
away from home because it was discovered that she had
been meditating a matrimonial alliance with the butler.

The Atlantic, LLK. 185.

hopefully (hop'ful-i), adv. In a hopeful or en-
couraging manner ; in a manner to excite hope

;

with ground for expectation of advantage, suc-

cess, or pleasure.

hopefulness (hop'ful-nes), n. The state or

quality of being hopeful, or of giving ground
for hope.
hopeite, hopite (ho'pit), n. [After Professor
Thomas Charles Hope of Edinburgh (1766-

1844).] A transparent, light-colored mineral,

a hydrous zinc phosphate, found in the calamin-

mines of Altenberg, near Aix-la-Chapelle.

hopeless (hop'les), a, [= Dan. hadblos = Sw.
hopplos; as hope^ + -less.^ 1. "Without hope

;

having no expectation of gaining or attaining

the thing desired; despairing.

I am a woman, friendless, hopeless.

Shak., Hen. Till., iii. 1.

Hopeless grief that knows no tears.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 51.

2. Affording no ground of hope or expectation

of good; despaired of : as, a hopeless case; a

hopeless scamp.

The most hopeless idleness is that most smoothed with

excellent plans. Bagehot, Eng. Const. (Boston ed.), p. 160.

St. Unhoped for; unexpected.

His watry eies drizling like deawy rayne

He up gan lifte toward the azure skies.

From whence descend all hopelesse remedies.
F. Q., III. v. 34.

Giuing thanks to God for so hopelesse a deliuerance, it

pleased his Diuine power, both they and their proulsion

came safely aboord.
, „ , „ ^,

Quoted in Capt. John Smiths Works, II. 94.

=Syn. 1. Desponding, discouraged.— 2. Incurable, irre-

mediable, incorrigible, irreparable.

Hoplegnathus

hopelessly (hop'les-li). adv. In a hopeless man-
ner; without hope; utterly; irretrievably.

For thus their sense informeth them, and herein their
reason cannot rectlfie them ; and tlierefore hopelessly con-
tinuing in mistakes, they live and die in their absurdities.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., i. 3.

hopelessness (hop'les-nes), n. The state of be-
ing hopeless; discouragement; despair.
hoper (ho'p6r), n. One who hopes. Swift.
hopes (hops), n. A plant, Matthiola incana, the
common stock.

hop-factor (hop'fak'''tor), n. A dealer in hops

;

one who buys and sells hops, either on his own
account or for a commission.
hop-feeder (hop'fe"d6r), n. An insect which
feeds upon the hop.
hop-flea (hop 'fie), ». A very small coleopterous
insect, Saltiea condnna, destructive to hops.
It is about one tenth of an inch long. The tur-
nip-flea is another species of this genus.
hop-fly (hop'fli), n. An aphid, Phorodon humuli,
found on hops.

hop-frame (hop'fram), n. A trellis or frame
of poles or wires, on which growing hop-vines
may be supported.
hop-frogfly (hop'frog'''fli), n. Same as hop-froth-

fly-

hop-frothfly (hop'fr6th''''fli), n. A species of
froth-fly, Aphrophora interrupta, or Amblyce-
phalus interruptus, which does much damage in
hop-plantations, where it sometimes appears in
great multitudes. It is about one fourth of an
inch long, and of a yellow color variegated with
black.

hop-garden (hop' gar 'dn), n. Same as hop-
yard.

Accounting new land best for hops, the Kentish plant-
ers plant their hop-gardens with apple-trees at a large
distance, and with cherry-trees between.

Miller, Gardener's Dictionary.

hop-harlott) »• Same as hap-harlot.

hop-hornbeam (hop'h6m''''bem), n. The Amer-
ican ironwood, Ostrya Virginica : so called from
the resemblance of the inflated involucre to the
fruit of the hop.
hopingly (ho'ping-U), adv. With hope; with
expectant desire.

hopite, n. See hopeite.

hop-jack (hop'jak), n. In brewing, a vat which
has a false bottom to retain the solid contents
of the mash-tubs, and to allow the wort to flow
away. Before the wort enters this vat it is

boiled, and the hops are then added.
hop-kiln (hop'kU), TO. An apartment for dry-
ing hops ; a hop-drier.

Hopkinsian (hop-kin'zi-an), a. and n. [< Hop-
kins (see def.) + -dan. The surname Hopkins
is a patronymic possessive or genitive of Hop-
kin, which stands for Hobkin, < Hob, a famil-
iar form of Bobin or Robert (see 7io62), + dim.
-kin."] I. a. Of or pertaining to the New Eng-
land divine Samuel Hopkins (1721-1803), or to
his doctrines.

II. TO. An adherent of the theological system
founded byHopkins and developed byEmmons
and others.
Also called HopMnsonian.

Eopkinsianism (hop-kia'zi-an-izm), «. [< Hop-
kinsian + -ism,'] The theological principles or
doctrines maintained by Dr. Samuel Hopkins.
Hopkinsianism was Calvinistic, and a development of the
system taught by Jonathan Edwards. It laid especial
stress on the sovereignty and decrees of God, election, the
obligation of impenitent sinners to submit to the divine
will, the overruling of evil to the good of the universe, sin
and holiness as not inherent in man's nature apart from
his exercise of the will and as belonging to each man ex-

clusively and personally, eternity of future punishment,
etc. As a distinct system Hopkinsianism no longer exists,

but much of it reappears in the so-called New England
theology.

Puritan theology had developed in New England into
Edwardism, and then into Bopkinsia/nisTn, Emmonslsm,
and Taylorism. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 700.

Hopkinsonian (hop-Mn-so'ni-an), a. and n. [<
Hopkins + -on-ian.'] Same a.s Hopkinsian.

Hoplegnathidse (hop-leg-nath'i-de), to. pi.

[NL., < Hoplegnathus + -idee.] A family of

acanthopterygian fishes, named from the genus
Hoplegnathus. it is characterized by perfect ventral
fins, the absence of a bony stay for the preoperculura, a
continuous lateral line, na!ked jaws, and jaw-teeth conflu-

ent into a trenchant lamella. Four species are known as
inhabitants of the Paciflc ocean. Also erroneously writ-

ten Boplognathidte.

Hoplegnathus (hop-leg'na-thus), TO. [NL. (ori-

ginally Oplegnathus): so called in ref. to the
form of the jaws, likened to a horse's hoof

;

irreg. < Gr. oi^TJ), hoof (< itrTiov, a shield, bnhi,

arms), -I- yvoSoq, jaw.] The typical genus of

the family Hoplegnathidw, remarkable for the



Hoplegnathus

Hoplia mucorea,
(Line shows natural size.)

Hopteffnathiis fasciatiis.

exposed naked jaws, wliioli somewliat resemble
tlie margin of a hoof.

Hoplia (hop'U-a), n. [NL. (HUger, 1803), <

Gr. oTrAa, arms: "see Jiojplite.'] A large genus
of searabBBoid bee-
tles, typical of the
family SoplUdcE, bay-
ing the last abdomi-
nal segment very-

short and the pygi-
dium vertical in both
sexes. There are
more than 100 spe-
cies, of all parts of
the world; 12 are
North American.
Hoplichthyidae (hop-
lik-thi'i-de), n. pi.

[Nh.,<SopUchtliys +
4dcB.'] A family of
fishes, representedby
the genus Hoplicli-

thys. The body and head
aremuch depressed, a sin-

gle dorsal row and on each
side a lateral row of large
plates are developed, the
body is bony, and the in-

teroperculum is reduced
and separated from the
other opercular bones. The only known species, Soplich-
thye langsdorjl, is an inhabitant of the Japanese seas.

Hoplichthys (hop-lik'this), n. [NL. ,< Gr. birXov,

a large shield,+ ixBvs, a fish. ] Agenus of fishes,

representing the family Moplichthyidce. Also
written OpUchthys.

Hopliidae (hop-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hoplia
+ 4dcB.'] A family of the melolonthid group of

searabseoid beetles, proposed by Burmeister in
1844, but not generally adopted.

hoplite (hop'lit), n. [< L. hoplites, < Gr. dTtlkiig,

a heavy-armed
foot-soldier, <

&n?iOv, lit. an im-
plement or tool,

pi. Sttao, imple-
ments of war,
arms and ar-

mor.] In Gr.

anUq., a heavy-
armed foot-sol-

dier, armedwith
helmet, cuirass

or thorax, and
greaves, and
bearing a large

Hoplite.—Acliilles and Troilus, from a cup alllfllfl flTld
by Eupljronius, about 48<; B.C.

SUieia, anO,
as weapons, a

sword, one or more spears or javelins, and some-
times a battle-ax.

Hoplocephalus (hoj)-lo-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. HmTiOv, a large shield, + Kefalr/, head.] An
Australian genus of venomous serpents, of the
family Mlapidos, having smooth scales in from
15 to 21 rows, entire subcaudal scutes, and no
distinct neck. They are viviparous, very poisonous,

and when irritated spread the neck to some extent like a
cobra. B. auperbus is an example. G. Cuvier, 1829.

Hoplonemertea (hop"lo-ne-mer'te-a), n. pi.

[nL., < Gr. birhi, arms, armor, -t- ISIL.' Nemertea,

q. v.] A division of nemertean worms, cor-

related with ScMgonemertea and Palceonemertea,

containing those in which the mouth is in front

of the ganglia and the proboscis is armed with
a stylet, asm Nemertes proper, AmpMporus, etc.

Subrecht. Same as TremacephalidcB (Kefer-

stein).

hoplonemerteau (hop"lo-ne-mer'te-anJ, a. and
n. I. a. Fertainiug to or having the characters

of the Soplonemertea.

II. «. One of the Hoplonemertea.
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hoplonemertine (hop"lo-ne-mer'tin), a. and n.

Same as lioplonemertean.

Hoplonemertini (hop-lo-nem-er-ti'ni), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. oTTAa, arms, armor, + NL. Nemer-
<mj, q. v.] Qa,-mei &% Hoplonemertea.

HoplophoridsB (hop-lo-for'i-de), re. pi. [NL.,

< Hoplophorus + -ida;.'] A family of fossU ar-

madillos of South America, named from the

genus Hoplophorus; the glyptodons: same as

Glyptodontidm, 1. See cut under Glyptodon.

Hoplophorus (hop-lof'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

dw?M<j)6po(, bearing arms, armed, < &n?M, arms,

armor, -I- -(jiopog, < (j>£peiv = E. ftearl.] 1. A ge-

nus of crustaceans. Also written Oplophorus.

Milne-Edwards, 1837.— 2. The typical genus of

Hoploplioridw. Several species are described from the

Pleistocene of South America, as B. euphractus, B. oma-
tus. Lund, 1839.

Hoplopidse (hop-lop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hop-
lopm + -idee.'] A family of mites, typified by
the genus Hoplopus. Also Hoplopini. Canes-

trini and Vanzago, 1877.

hoplopleurid (hop-lo-pl6'rid), n. A fish of the

family Hoplopleuridm.
Hoplopleuridae (hop-lo-plo'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. birla, arms, armor, -I- nlevpa, rib, + -i(i(5.]

A family of extinct Cretaceous and early Ter-

tiary fishes, with the body generally provided
with four rows of subtriangular scutes with in-

termediate scale-like smaller ones, and the head
long and with produced jaws. It includes the

genera Dercetis, Leptotraohelus, Saurorliamplms,

etc. Dercetidce is a synonym.
Hoplopterus (hop-lop'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

birla, arms, armor, -t- Trri'pdv, a wing.] A genus
of plovers having a horny spine on each wing

;

the spur-winged plovers. H. spinosus is an ex-

ample. C. L. Bonaparte, 1831.

Hoplopus (hop'lo-pns), ». [NL., < Gr. biz'ka,

arms, armor, -1- 'irovg (Trod-) = E. foot.'] In en-

tom. : (a) A genus of scarabseoid beetles : sy-

nonymous with Anomala. Samouelle, 1819. (6)

A genus of wasps, of the family Odyneridce, with
about 20 European species. Also, improperly,
Oplopus. Wesmael, 1833. (c) In Arachnida, a
genus of mites, typical of the family Hoplopidce,
erected for the reception of the Coeculus eclii-

nipes of Dufour when this mite was proved to

possess eyes. Canestrini and Fanzago, 1877.

hop-marjoram (hop'mar"jo-ram), n, A small
labiate plant. Origanum IHctdmnus, a native of
Crete.

hop-medick (hop'med"ik), n. Same as hop-tre-

foil, 2.

hop-mildew (ho^'mU'du), n. Aftmgus, SphcB-

rotheca humuli, living upon the hop.
hop-oil (hop'oU), n. An acrid oil obtained by
pressure from the flower-heads of the hop, Hu-
mulus Lupulus.

hop-o'-my-thumh (hop'o-mi-thum'), «. [For
hop on my thumb, early iiod. E. hoppe upon my
thombe (Palsgrave), meaning a person so small
that he can hop or dance upon one's thumb.]
A tiny dwarf : sometimes applied in derision to

a diminutive person.

He . . . was always wild ever since he was a hop-o'-my
thumb no higher than the window-locker.

Bone's Bvery-day Boole, II. 67.

At the next station we drank large quantities of hot
milk, flavored with butter, sugar, and cinnamon, and then
pushed on, with another chubby 1iop.o'-my-tlmmb as guide
and driver. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. B8.

hopper^ (hop'er), n. [< ME. hopper, hoper, a
miU-hopper, a seed-basket, a basket (not found
in lit. sense), < AS. *hoppere, a dancer (a masc.
form to hoppestre, a female dancer (see hoppe-
stere), not found, and probably an invention of
Somner's), < ho^pian, hop: see hop^.] 1. One
who or that which hops.

Here were a hopper to hop for the ring.
J. BeywQod, The Four P's.

Specifically—(a) A cheese-hopper. (6) A butterfly: same
as skipper, (c) A grasshoijper. (d) A saltatorial homop-
terous insect ; a cercopid, in a broad sense : as, a fvoghop-
per; a tree-Aomjer. (e) A saltatorial beetle; one of the
HaUieidce. (/) A seal of the second year. [Newfound-
land.] (srt) A wild swan. Withais, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 24.

2. pi. A game in which the players hop or leap
on one leg; hop-scotch.— 3. A trough, usually
shaped like an inverted cone, through which
grain or anything to be ground or crushed passes
into a mill: so called because at one time it

had a hopping or shaking motion. It is now
stationary, and leads the grain to the shaking-
shoe.

,

The feed hopper of the thrashing-machine.
Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 26.

4. A tray or basket in which a sower carries

seed; a seed-basket.

hopping

He heng an hover on his bac in stude of a scrippe,

A bussohel of bred-corn he bringeth ther-inne.

Piers Plowman (A), vii. 57.

5. A boat having a compartment with a mova-
ble bottom, to receive the mud or gravel from

a dredging-maohine and convey it to deep wa-

ter, where, on opening the bottom, the mud or

gravel faUs out. Also called hopper-barge.—

6. Same as hopper-car.

Of the fifty-seven hoppers thrown over Opequan bridge,

one-half can be put into suitable order again.

New York Tribune, June 10, 1862.

7. In a double-a'ction pianoforte movement, a

piece attached to the back of a key to raise the

hammer. It permits the key to escape from the ham-
mer alter having impelled it, so that the hammer can
immediately fall away from the string. Also called grass-

hopper.

8. Same as hoppet, 3.

hopper^ (hop'fer), n. [< hop^, v. i., + -eri.] 1.

A hop-picker.
Many of these hoppers are Irish, but many come from

ILondon. Dickens, ITncommercial Traveller, xL

2. In brewing, a vat in which the infusion of

hops is prepared to be added to the wort.

hopper-DOy (hop'er-boi), «. A rake moving in

a circle, used in mills to draw the meal over an
opening in the floor, through which it falls.

hopper-cake (hop'6r-kak), ». [Cf . hochsy-cake.]

A seed-cake with plums on it, with which farm-
ers treat their servants when seed-time is fin-

ished. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hopper-car (hop'6r-kar), n. On railroads, a
car for carrying coa", gravel, etc., in form re-

sembling the hopper of a mill. Also hopper.

hopper-closet (nop'6r-kioz"et), n. A water-
closet having a pan standing above a trap and
kept clean by flushing.

hopper-hippedt (hop'6r-hipt), a. Lame in the
hip.

She is how-legged, hopper-hipped.
Wycherley, Love in a Wood, ii. 1.

hopper-hood (hop'6r-hud), n. A hooded seal

in its second year; a bedlamer.
hop-pest (hop'pest), n. An insect specially in-

jurious to hops.
hoppesteret, n. [ME., mod. E. as if Viopster,

lit. a danceress, < AS. hoppestre, a danceress, a
female dancer, < hoppian, hop, dance, + -stre,

fern, suffix, E. -ster.'] A woman who dances.

Yet sawgh I brent the schippes hoppesteres.

The hunte strangled with uie wilde beres.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1169.

[That is, literally, 'I^irther I saw burnt the dancing ships,

the hunter strangled by the wild bears.' The true expla-
nation appears on comparing the original bellatrices ca-

rince (Statins, Thebaid, vii. 57), lit. * warlike ships,' bella-

tricesheing misread as *baUatrices, fern, of LL. ballator,

a dancer O 3p. Pg. bailador, a dancer : see bayadere), <
ballare, dance: seeMIS,]
hoppet (hop'et), V. i. [< ME. *hoppeten, < AS.
hoppetam, hop : see *qpi, «.] To hop. [Prov.
Eng.]
hoppet (hop'et), n. [A variation of hopper\
n., after hoppet, «.] 1. A hand-basket.—2.

In mining, the dish used by miners to measure
ore in.— 3. In glass^malcing, a conical vessel
suspended from the ceiling, containing sand
and water for the use of the cutter: sometimes
called a hopper, from its resemblance to the
hopper of a mill.— 4. An infant in arms.
[Yorkshire, Eng.]

hop-picker (hop'pik"6r), n. 1. One who picks
hops.— 2. A contrivance for picking hops;
specifically, a combined Tnill and cleaning-ma-
chine for stripping hops from the vines, sorting
them, and freeing the catkins from the leaves
and stems.
hop-pillow (ho^'pU^o), n. A pillow stuffed
with hops, considered to be a soporific.

hopping^ (hop'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hop^, v.}

1. The act of one who hops or dances. Specifi-
cally— 2. A dance; a hop; a country fair or
wake at which dancing is a principal amuse-
ment. [Prov. Eng.]

Men made song a.ndf hopinges,
Ogain the come of this kinges.

Arthour and Merlin, p. 182. (HailiweU.)

Formerly, on the Sunday after the Encoenla, or Feast of
the Dedication of the Church, it was usual for . . . the
Inhabitants of the Village ... to go to Feasting and
Sporting, which they continued lor two or three Days. In
the northern parts, the Sunday's Feasting is almost lost,
and they observe only one day for the whole, which among
them is called hopping, I suppose from the dancing and
other exercises then practised.

Bourne, Antiquitates Vulgares, xxx.

3. A game of prison-bars, in which the players
hop throughout"the game. [Prov. Eng.]
hopping^ (hop'ing), n. [< hop^ + -ing.] The
act or occupation of picking hops from the
vines; hop-picking.



hopping-diok

hopping-dick (hop/ing-dik), n. A species of
thrush common in Jamaica, the Merula leuco-
genys, •which in its lively and familiar manners,
as well as its sable plumage, and clear, rich,
mellow song, greatly resembles the English
blackbird.

hopping-john (hop'ing-jon), n. Astewofbacon
with rice and peas. [Southern U. S.]

hopple (hop'l), V. t.
; pret. and pp. Iwppled, ppr.

hoppling. [See hol)ble.'\ To fetter or hamper
the legs, as of a horse, to prevent leaping or
straying; hobble; hence, to trammel; entangle.

Superstitiously hoppled in the toils and nets of super-
fluous opinions. Or. B. Mare.

A dozen or more oboz drivers were gathered around a
cheerful oamp-flre in the midst of their wagons, while
their liberated but hoppled horses graced and jumped
awkwardly here and there along the road.

G. Kennan, The Century, XXXVI. 21.

hopple (hop'l), n. [< hopple, v.'] A fetter or
shackle for the legs of horses or other animals
when turned out to graze, to prevent them
from leaping or straying: used chiefly in the
plural.

hoppo (hop'6), n. [A corruption of Chin, hupu,
hoard of revenue.] The superintendent of cus-
toms at Canton, China : so called by foreigners.

hop-pocket (hop'pok"et), n. A coarse sack for
containing hops. As a measure a pocket of
hops is li hundredweight, and is about 5J feet
in circumference and 7^ feet long.

hop-pole (hop'pol), n. A slender pole from 18
to 25 feet in height used to support a hop-vine.
The arbor-vitBB, Thuja occidentalism is most frequently
employed in the United States, and the chestnut, Casta-
nea saliva (C. vesca of Gartner), in England.

hop-press (hop'pres), n. In brewing, a machine
for expressing the liquid from hops after boil-

ing.

hoppy (hop'i), a. [< hop^ + -y^-l Abounding
with hops; having the flavor of hops.

hop-raising (hop'rai"zing), n. In brewing, the
second stage of fermentation.
hop-sacking (hop'sak^'ing), n. A coarse bag-
ging made of a combination of hemp and jute.

hopscott, n. See hopscotch.

hop-scotch (hop'skoch'), n. [Appar. < feopi, v.,

+ obj. scotch^, a line scotched or scored. In
this view the form hopscot, formerly in use, is

a perversion.] A children's game in which the

player, while hopping on one leg, drives a disk

of stone or a fragment of tile with the foot from
one compartment to another of an oblong fig-

m-e traced or scotched (scored) on the ground,
neither the stone nor the foot being allowed to

rest on a line.

A very common game at every school called hop-scot,

Archceologia, IX. 18 (1789).

hopser (hop'ser), n. [Irreg. < hop\ «.] A lively

country-dance, said to be of English origin. .

hop-setter (hop' set "er), n. One who plants

hops ; an instrument for planting hops.

hopshacklef, n. [Also hobshaeUe, hapshaeJcle;

appar. < hopl (with ref . to hobble) + shadkle.^

A shackle or weight used to hobble a horse or

other animal.

They shone and sholder to stand formost, yet in the end
they cum behind others and deserue but the hopshakles.

Aseham, The Soholemaster, p. 128.

hop-tree (hop'tre), n. A North American shrub

or small tree, Ptelea trifoliata, belonging to the

rue family, having trifoliate leaves, and small

Hop-tree {Ptelea trifoliata).

a, male flower ; b, female flower ; c, fruit.

freenish-white flowers in terminal cymes. The

nit is a 2-oeUed and 2-seeded samara, winged all around,

bitter, and said to be used as a substitute for hops. Also

called wa^er-ash.
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hop-trefoil (hop'tre'-'foil), ». 1. A leguminous
plant, Trifolium proeumbens, or yellow clover
naturalized in the United States from Europe.
It is readily distinguished from the other clovers by its
bunch of yellow flowers, which wither to the bright brown
of a strobUe of hops, to which it has some resemblance.
It has been used for farm purposes, but is of little value.
Also called hop-clover.

2. A farmers' name for Medicago lupulina, a
plant closely resembling yeUow clover, and
abundant in waste lands and cultivated fields.
It is distinguished from trefoil by its twisted
legume. Also called hop-medick.
hop-vine (hop'vin), n. The climbing stem or
bine of the hop-plant, Humulus Lupulus.
hop-yard (hop'yard), n. A field or inclosure
where hops are raised.
Hor (h6r), n. [Egypt.] Same as Horus.
horal (ho'ral), a. [< LL. horalis, < hora, hour:
see hour.'] Eelating to an hour; hourly.
Horal variations of aerial bacteria. Seierux, VIII. 179.

horallyt (ho'ral-i), adv. Hourly.
horarious (ho-ra'ri-us), a. [< ML. *homrius, of
an hour: see horary.] , In bot., enduring for
only an hour or two, as the petals of Cistus.

horary (ho'ra-ri), a. [= P. horaire = Sp. Pg.
horario = It. orario, < ML. horarius (mostly as
a noun) (cf. LL. horarium, neut., a dial), < L.
hora, hour: see hour.] 1. Pertaining to an
hour; noting the hom-s: as, the horary circle.—2. Continuing or lasting an hour; occurring
once an hour; hourly.

His horary shifts

Of shirts and waistcoats.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

Their tranquillity was of no longer duration then these
horary or soon decaying fruits of summer.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. EiT., vii. 1.

Horary astrology, circle, motion, question, etc. See
the nouns.

Horatian (ho-ra'shan), a. [< L. Horatianus,
relating to Horace',' < Soratius, Horace (> F.
Horace, > E. Horace). The poet's full name
was Quintus Soratius Flaccws; Horatius-wa.s the
name of a Roman gens.] Of or pertaining to

the Latin poet Horatius Flaccus (Horace, 65-8
B.C.); resembling the poetry or style of Horace.

hord^ti n. An obsolete spelltng of lioard^.

hord^t, n. An obsolete spelling of horde.

horde (hord), n. [= D. horde= G. horde= Dan.
horde = Sw. hord, < P. horde (16th century) =
Sp. hm-da = Pg. liorda = It. orda, a horde,
= Bohem. Serv. ordija = Little Russ. orda, an
army, =: Ar. 'aurdui, a camp, < Turk. ordU, urdu,

ordi, orda, a camp, < Pers. ordu, a court, camp,
horde of Tatars, also urdu, a camp, an army,
the Hindustani language : see Urdu. The ini-

tial h is unoriginal, and is due to the French.]

1. A tribe or teoop of Asiatic nomads dwelling

in tents or wagons, and migrating from place

to place to procure pasturage for their cattle,

or for war or plunder.

His [a Tatar's] hord, which consisted of about a thou-

sand housholds of a kindred. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 421.

Hence— 2. Any clan or troop; a gang; a mi-

gratory crew ; a multitude.

Each valley, each sequestered glen.

Mustered its little horde of men.
Scott, L. of the L., iii. 24.

Society is now one polish'd horde,

Form'd of two mighty tribes, the Bores and Bored.
Byron, Don Juan, xlii. 95.

I . . . clash'd with Pagan hordes, and bore them down.
Tennyson, Holy Grail.

Golden Horde, a name given to the possessors of the

khanate of Kiptchak, a Mongol realm in eastern Russia

and western and central Asia. This realm was founded

in the thirteenth century and overthrown in 1480.

horde (hord), v. i.; pret. and pp. horded, ppr.

liording. [< horde, n.] ToUve in hordes; hud-

dle together like the members of a migratory

tribe: usually followed by together. Byron.

hordeaceous (h6r-de-a'shius), a. [< L. hordea-

ceus, of or relating to barley, < hordeum, barley

:

seeHordeum.] Barley-like; resembling barley.

Hordeese (hdr-de'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hordeum +
-ew.] A tribe of plants belonging to the natural

order Graminece, and typified by the genus Hor-

deum. The spikelets are one- to many-flowered, sessile on

ODDOsite sides of a zigzag-jointed rachis, which is exca-

vated or channeled on one side of each joint, forming a

spike; glumes frequently abortive or wanting. Alsoflor-

d^ce and Hordeinea. ,,,,_.. r^ t x. j
hordein, hordeine fhor'de-m), n. [< L. horde-

um, bariey, + -in^, -«»e2.] A pulverulent sub-

stance left undissolvedontreatmgbariey-starch

with acidulated water. It is not a simple body,

but a mixture of starch-cellulose and a proteid.

Watts, Diet, of Chem.
•, x, ^ ,

hordeolum (h6r-de'o-lum), «.; pi. hordeola

(-la). [NL., neut., < LL. hordeolus, m., a sty

horizon

(so called as resembling in size or shape a grain
of barley), dim. of L. hordeum, barley.] In pa-
thol., a sty or small inflammatory tumor on the
edge of the eyelid.

Hordeum (h6r'de-um), n. [L., also ordeurn, OL.
fordeum, barley, = OHG. gerstd, MHG. G.
gerste = D. gerst, barley; perhaps connected
with L. horrere, bristle, Skt. V harsh, bristle,

said of the hair: see horrent and horrid.] A
genus of plants belonging to the natural order
Graminece, and the type of the tribe Hordeece,
characterized hy having the spikelets 1-flow-
ered, 3 at each joint, but the 2 lateral usually
sterile. The glumes are 6 in number, forming a kind
of involucre, side by side in front of the spikelets, slen-
der and pointed with an awn or of the form of a bristle.

The grain is ovoid-oblong or narrow, adherent to the pa-
lets. About 12 species are known, natives of boreal Eu-
rope, Africa, temperate Asia, and America, including H.
sylvaticum, the wood-barley of Europe ; S. pratense, the
meadow-barley of Europe and North America; H. muri-
num. the mouse- or wall-barley of Europe; S. mariti-
mum, the sea-barley or squirrel-tail grass of western Eu-
rope ; and H. jubatum, the American squirrel-tail grass.

The cultivated barley belongs here, but the exact origin
of the several forma under cultivation is obscure. See
barlet/l.

hore^t,o. An obsolete spelling of feoar. Chaucer.

horfe^t, n. An obsolete spelling of whore.

hore^t, pron. See he^.

horecopt, n. [Early mod. E., < MB. horecoppe,
horcop, < hore, whore, -I- cop (uncertain).] A
bastard. Palsgrave.

Vat, syr, he seyde, hyt were not feyre
A horcop to be yowre heyre.

Sir Tryamoure, I. 223.

horehound, n. See hoarhound.
horestrongt, horestrangt, n. Same as har-

Horia (ho'ri-S,), n. [NL., appar. after L. horia,

oria, a small 'vessel, a fishing-smack. The dim.,
NL. Horiola (< L. horiola, a skiff, afishing-boat),
is applied to a genus of hemipters.] A genus
of South American coleopterous insects, of the
family Cantharidw, the members of which are
finely colored and of comparatively large size.

Horiidse (ho-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Horia +
-idee.] A family of heteromerous Coleoptera,

named from the genus Horia. Westwood, 1839.

horizon (ho-ri'zon), n. [Formerly with the ac-
cent on the fir'st syllable (in MB. orizonte on
the last), as from the P.; now pron. as if di-

rectly from the L.; = D. horizon = G. horizont
= Dan. Sw. horisont, < P. horizon = Pr. orizon
= Sp. Pg. horizonte = It. orizzonte, < L. hori-

zon (horizont-), < Gr. opl^av (sc. /cii/cAof), the
bounding circle, the horizon, ppr. of Spi^siv,

bound, limit, < 8pof, a boundary, Innit.] 1. The
circle which at sea forms the apparent boun-
dary between sea and sky, and on land would
bound the sky were all terrestrial obstructions
down to the sea-level removed. Called the ap-
parent, sensible, or visible horizon, in distinc-

tion from the astronomical horizon (which see,

below).
When the morning sun shall raise his car
Above the border of this horizon.

Shah., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

Hence— 2. The line that bounds the view; the
Unlit of vision.

Our horizon is never quite at our elbows.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 141.

3. Figuratively, the limit of intellectual per-

ception, of experience, or of knowledge.

The history of one horizon of life is that its own com-
pletion but prepares the way for a higher one, furnishing
the latter with conditions of a still further development.

jB. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 433.

4. In geol., a stratum or group of strata char-

acterized by the presence of a particular fossil

notfound in the underlying or overlying beds, or

of a peculiar assemblage of fossils. Such a bed or

series of beds is often designated as the zone of the fossil

or group of fossils in question, and such a distinctly

marked division is sometimes called a horizon, as forming
a convenient plane of reference for other groups of strata

occurring above and below, and not so definitely marked
by peculiar fossil contents.

Lepidodendra are especially characteristic trees of this

horizon. Dawson, GeoL Hist, of Plants, App., p. 277.

5. In zool. and anat, a level or horizontal line

or surface : as, the horizon of the teeth; the ho-

rizon of the diaphragm

—

Artificial horizon, a con-

trivance for enabling an observer to determine the altitude

of a star above the horizon when the horizon itself is not

visible. It consists of a small hollow trough containing

quicksilver or any other fluid the surface of which affords

a reflected image of a celestial body. The angle subtended
at the eye by the star and its image in a fluid being double
the star's altitude, this angle, when measured and halved,

gives the altitude of the star.—Astronomical horizon,
the great circle of the celestial sphere midway between the
zenith and nadir, its plane being perpendicular to gravity
at any station.— Celestial horizon. Same as astronomi-



horizon

cal Aonzon.—Geographical borlzon, a great circle of the
terrestrial sphere, having any given station as its pole.
The sensible horizon, or horizontal plane tangent to the
surface of the earth at a given station, is sometimes distin-
guished from the rational horizon, or plane parallel to the
sensible horizon passing through the center of the earth.
—Horizon of an artificial globe, the broad horizon-
tal ring in which the globe is fixed. On this are several
concentric circles, wliich contain the months and days of
the year, the corresponding signs and degrees of the eclip-
tic, and the thirty-two points of the compass.—On the
same horizon, in geol., said of fossils or stoata which ap-
pear to be of the same age.—Physical horizon, the circle
of tangency with the terrestrial sphere, or geoid, of a cone
having its vertex at the eye of the observer.-Rational
or true horizon. Same as ctstronomioal hariison.—Visi-
ble horizon. See def. i.

horizon-glass (ho-ri'zon-gias), m. Inastron.,
the small plane mirror which, is firmly attached
to the frame of a quadrant or sextant, and has
one half silvered, in measuring an altitude of the
sun the observer looks directly through its transparent
half toward the horizon at the point directly under the
sun. Formerly two horizon-glasses were often used, one
the front glass as above described, the other, the back
glass, BO placed that the observer looked through it to
the point of the horizon opposite to that under the sun

:

this glass had simply a narrow unsilvered strip across its
middle.

horizontal (hor-i-zou'tal), a. and n. [= D.
horizontaal= Or. horizontal=Da,n. Sw. horisontal
= F. Sp. Pg. horizontal = It. orizzontale, < ML.
*horizontalis, < L. horizon, horizon: see horizon,']

1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the horizon.

As when the sun new-risen
Looks through the htyrizontal misty air,

Shorn of his beams. Milton, F. L., i. 696.

2. Parallel to the horizon; at right angles to
•the direction of gravity at any station; being
on a level; not vertical nor inclined: as, a, hor-
izontal line or surface; a horizontal position.
Specifically—(a) In Tneck., acting or working, or placed,
wholly or with respect to its main parts, in a level plane

:

as, a horizontal drill ; a horizontal boring-machine ; a hori-
zontal saw-milland mortising-machine ; a horizontal pump;
a horizontal escapement ; a horizontal steam-engine. (&)
In zoiiL, being, as the parts, organs, surfaces, marks, etc.,

of a bilaterally symmetrical animal, parallel to a plane
supposed to extend from end to end and from side to side
of the body : as, horizontal wings (those which, in repose,
lie flat over the body, so as to be parallel to the supposed
plane).

3. Measured or contained in a plane of the ho-
rizon: as, horizontal distance Horizontal bar,
battery, cornice, distance, leaf, mill, parallax, etc.

See the nouns.— Horizontal line, (ayinpersp., theln-
tersection of the horizontal and perspective planes ; an
imaginary line crossing a picture pariQlel to its base or
bottom line, and at the assumed level of the eye of the
observer. (V) In figured ba»s, a dash under a note indi-

cating that the tones of the last figured chord are to be
continued without regard to the tone of the bass.—Hori-
zontal line of Camper, in craniom,, the intersection of
the horizontal plane of Camper with the median plane of
the head.— Horizontal plane, a plane parallel to the
horizon, or not inclined to it ; in persp. , a plane parallel to
the horizon, passing through the eye and cutting the per-
spective ^lane at right angles.— Horizontal plane of
Camper, in craniom., the plane passing through the cen-
ter ofthe external auditory meatus on either side and the
inferior nasal spine.—Honzontal projectionja projec-
tion made on a plane parallel to the horizon.—Horizon-
tal range of a projectile, the distance at which it falls

on or strikes a horizontal plane, whatever be the angle of
elevation.—Horizontal root, steam-engine, etc. See
the nouns.

II, n. In craniom., the line drawn from the
lower edge of the orbital cavity to the middle
of the ear-cavity.

horizontality (hor"i-zon-tari-ti), «. [< horizon-

tal + dty.'i The state of being horizontal.

No vase nor statue breaks the dead horizontality of the
parapet. Th£ America/n, XIII. 67.

horizontalization (hor-i-zon"tal-i-za'shgn), n.

[< horizontal + -ize + -ation.'] In craniom., the
act of placing the skull for eraniometrical mea-
surement so that the plane taken as the hori-

zontal datum-plane shall be truly horizontal.
Anthropologists are not entirely agreed on a horizontal
datum-plane, but the alveolocondylean plane is usually
preferred— that is, a plane passing tlu:ough the alveolar
point tangent to the condyles. When this plane is made
horizontal the skull looks to the horizon. When the skull

is fragmentary the horizontalization may become a diffi-

cult problem, and the selection ofan unusual datum-plane
may be rendered necessary.

horizontally (hor-i-zon'tal-i), adv. In a hori-

zontal direction or position; in the direction

of the horizon; on a level: as, a line stretched
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well separated, and the first two oblique veins
of the fore wings uniting in a fork. The spinous

It is occasionally requisite that the object-end of the in-

strument be moved up and down as well as horizontally

or eqnatorially. Paley, Nat. Theol., viil.

horkey (h6r'ki), n. Same as hockey^.

horkey-ioad (h6r'ki-16d), n. Same as hockey-

load.

Hormaphis (h6r'ma-fis), n. [NL., < Gr. bpiiog, a

cord, chain, necklace, + NL. aphis.'] A genus

of plant-lice founded b^ Osten-Saeken in 1861,

having the antennal joints deeply incised and

Female Spinous Gall-louse {Hormafiltis spinostis'), the fore wings
showing ahnonnal venation. (Much enlarged.)

gall-louse, S. epinosus, forms on the stems of wych-hazel
a gall, which is a deformation of the flower-bud.

Eorminunt (h6r-mi'num), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1737), < Gr. bpfitvov, a kind of sage.] A mono-
typic genus of plants belonging to the natural
order Labiates and tribe Satwreinece, the type of
Endlioher's subtribe Sorminece, and of Lindley's
tribe Bormirwdce. it is characterized by having the
calyx 2-lipped ; the corollawith incurved, ascending tube

;

the anthers linear, 1-celled, confluent ; leaves mostly radi-
cal, dentate, the upper reduced to narrow bracts ; whorls
6-flowered ; flowers violet-purple. The single species, U.
Pyrenaiffum, is a native of the mountains of Europe.
Bentham makesSorminwm a section of the genus Salvia;
Moench, a subgenus of Mentha; Tournefort, a synonym
for the genus Salvia,

hormogone, hormogon (hfir'mo-gon, -gon), n.

Same as hormogonium.
hormogonia, n. Plural of hormogommm.
hormogonimium (h6r"mo-g6-nim'i-um), «.; pi.

hormogonimia (-a). [NL., i Gr. bp/wg, a cord,
chain, -I- ydvL/iof, productive: see gonimium.']
One of the common forms of gonimia of lichens,
especially characteristic of the Collemacew. It

is small, moniliform, and contained in a syngo-
nimium.
hormogonium (h6r-mo-g6'ni-um), n.; pi. hor-
mogonia (-a). [NL., < ijr. bp/iog, a cord, chain, -I-

y&uog, offspring.] In bot., a special reproductive
body in the nostocs, having the form of a chain
of roundish cells, from which new coenobla are
formed. Also hormogone, hormogon.

The cells intermediate between two heterocysts escape
in the form of a small chain, called a hormogonium, and
swim aboutwith a spiral motion through the water. They
at length become quiescent and begin to divideboth trans-
versely and longitudinally. Of the cells thus formed some
become heterocysts, and in process of time a new Nostoc
is formed. Farlow, Marine AlgsB, p. 12.

hormogonous (h6r-mog'o-nus), a. [As hormo-
gon-ium -i- -ous.] Possessing or resembling a
hormogonium.
Hormospermeae (h6r-m6-sp6r'me-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. bp/Jog, a cord, chain, -1- crrlpiM, a seed,
-I- -ece."] One of the principal divisions of the
Floridecs, or red and purple seaweeds, as pro-
posed by Agardh (1851). it includes the orders
SquanuiriaceoR and Sphxrococcoidece, and the suborder
Cramiece (also called Deleseeriece, from the genus Deles-
seria), characterized by having the spore-bearing fila-

ments articulated in a moniliform manner, and superficial
or radiating in the pericarp.

horn (horn), n. [< MB. horn, < AS. horn = OS.
horn (in comp.) = OPries. horn = OD. horn,
horen, D. horen= MLG. horen, LG. horn = OHG.
MHG. G. horn = Icel. Sw. Dan. horn = Goth.
haurn = L. cornu (> ult. E. corn^, cornet, etc.) =
W. Gael, and Ir. corn (the Old Celtic form is rep-
resented by the entry K&pvov, trumpet, in Hesy-
chius), a horn ; with formative -», akin to Gr.
idpag (Kepar-), a horn (see cerato- and caj-a*),with
formative -t; of the same root as AS. heorot,

heart, B. hart, andL. cervus, deer: see hart^ and
Cervus. Seehornet.'] 1. Aii excrescent growth
upon the head in certain animals, serving as a
weapon of offense or defense. See def. 3. The
horns of cattle, sheep, and goats are familiar examples.
Such horns, technicallycalled cornua cava or hollow horns,
are permanent or non-deciduous ; they always grow upon
the head, and are hollow, being formed upon a solid core
of true bone. They are usually in one pair, right and
left ; sometimes in two pairs, and in some fossil animals
even in three. There may also be but one, as in some
rhinoceroses, or there may be two placed one behind the
other, as in others. True horns are distinguished from
antlers by being hollow, permanent, and unbranohed (ex-
cept in the pronghom antelope). They occur usually in
both sexes. See Cavicomia, cornu.

And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast
rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns,
and upon his horns ten crowns. Key. xiii. 1.

It is said, "God sends a curst cow short horn^s."

Shak., Much Ado, li. 1.

,

2. An antler of a deer. Antlers are not true horns,
hut are bony, solid, and deciduous, and are for the most
part confined to the male sex. They axe technically called
cornua solida or cornua deeidua (that is, solid or decidu-
ous horns). See aiMer.

3. Hardened and thickened epidermis or cuti-
cle, as that of which nails, claws, and hoofs con-

. horn

sist, differing from hair or other cuticular struc-

tures chiefly in density and massiveness. The
character of horn as a cuticular outgrowth or appendage
is well illustrated in the pronghom antelope, in which the

transition from a mass of agglutinated hairs covering a

bony core of the frontal bone to hard horny substance at

the tip is very gradual and readily observed. The thick-

ened skin of the human heel is horn, and similai' special

thickenings are called corns. Tortoise-shell is another

kind of horn, as are also the hard covering of the beak and
feet of birds, the scales of reptiles, etc. Horn in this sense

is related to bone or cartilage only in that itbelongs to the

same general group of connective tissues.

Neatly secur'd from being soil'd or torn,

Beneath a pane of thin translucent horn,

A book. Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 120.

4. Something made of horn, or like or likened

to a horn in position, shape, use, or purpose.

The conquering Brute on Corineus brave
This hrnn of land bestow'd, and mark'd it with his name.

Drayton, Polyolblon, L 606.

We skirt the western horn of Sabioncello, and another
turn leads us through the channel.

.B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 192.

The wood which grides and clangs
Its leafiess ribs and iron horns.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvii.

Specifically- (a) Afeeler; a tentacle; an antenna; an ovi-

positor ; also, the tuft of feathers upon the head of sundry
birds, resembling a horn ; a plumicorn, as that of various

owls.
As the snail, whose tender horns being hit,

Shrinks backward in his shelly cave with pain.
Shak., Yenus and Adonis, 1. 1033.

(6) A wind-instrument more or less resembling a horn in

shape and size, and originally made of horn : as, a hunt-
ing^om; a tin horn. In the simpler forms the horn is

used chiefly to give signals, producing single or slight-

ly variable loud tones. The hunting-horn, however, was
early elaborated and made capable of producing a variety
of calls, fanfares, and simple tunes. Wood, ivory, and va-
rious metals have been used for making horns.

He's blawn his h(ym sae sharp and shrill

;

Up start the deer on every hill.

Bothwell (Child's Ballads, 1. 169).

With horns and trumpets now to madness swell.

Now sink in sorrows with a tolling bell.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 228.

Waked at dead of night, I heard a sound
As of a silver horn from o'er the hills

Blown. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

'(c) By extension, a musical wind-instrument of the trum-
pet class, developed from the hunting-hom (previously
modified for use in orchestras under we name como di
caccia), and distinctively called the French horn, having
a slender tube of brass or silver, several feet long, grace-
fully curved upon itself, terminating in a flaring bell, and
blown throogn a mouthpiece of conoidal bore. Its 1>ones

are harmonics of the
natural tone of the tube,
produced by slightly
varying the method and
pressure of the blowing.
Itscompass is about four
octaves, the series of
tones in the two upper
octaves being diatonic
and partially chromatic.
In addition to these
primary or open tones,
modified or closed tones
are produced by insert-
ing the hand Into the
bell, so as to alter the
pitch of an open tone
chromatically. The
pitch of the fundamen-
tal tone, and thus of the
whole series of open
tones, is altered by de-
tachable crooks, which
increase the actual
length of the tube.
From eight to twelve
such crooks are made,
pitching the instrument
in nearly all the chro-
matic keys between the
second C below middle
C and the second B{, be-
low that. The key in
which the Instrument is

to be set is indicated at
the beginning of each

piece ; but the music is written in the key of C. The
pitch of the tube is still further affected by the tuning-
slide, which is one of the curves of the tube so arranged
that it can be pushed in or out at will. Ventils or valves
are sometimes added to the tube to facilitate rapid pas-
sages. Horns are the most valuable orchestral instru-
ments of their class. Their tone is mellow, pervasive, and
blending, with a pecuUar romantic quality. The French
horn is sometimes used singly or as a solo instrument, but
in orchestras it is nearly always combined in pairs or in
quartets, and used both for melodic effects, especially in
fanfares and similar figures, and for sustained (Siords as a
harmonic basis for free instrumentation, (d) A drlnking-
vessel of the shape of a horn or made of a horn. See drink-
ing-horn.

They attended the banquet and served the heroes with
horns of mead and ale. Mason, Notes on Gray's Poems.

They sit with knife in meat and wine in horn.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien,

(e) A long projection, frequently of silver or gold, worn
on the forehead by natives of some Asiatic countries. (/)
One of the extremities (cusps) of the moon when waxing
and waning, and hence of any crescent-shaped object.

I, coaching-horn : a, French^or or-
chestral hom ; 3, fti]gelhom, or keyed
bugle; 4, post-horn; 5, huntuig-horn.



horn
1 Baw a dolphin hang i' the horns of the moon,
Shot from a wave.

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, i. 1.

The angelic sqaadron bright
Turn'd fiery red, sharpening in mooned Aonw
Their phalanx. Milton, P. L., iv. 978.

Ere ten moons had sharpen'd either htyrn. Dryden.
The honw, or extremities of the bow, were two large

tufts of cocoa-nut-trees. Cook, Voyages, I. i. 7.

(p) The horn of a cow or other animal, or, now, any simi-
lar case or flask, used for holding gunpowder; a powder-
horn or powder-flask.

Each man . . . places a ball in the palm of his hand,
pouring as much powder from his h<ym upon it as will
cover it. Audubon, Ornith. Biog., I. 293.

(A) pi. A head-dress worn during the flrst half of the fif-

teenth century, the general shape ofwhichwasthatofapair
of horns spreading like those of an ox. These head-dresses
consisted of stuffs embroidered and set with jewels, or of
nets (compare crespine) by which the hair was entirely or
almost entirely concealed, a veil covering the whole, (i^

A projecting part of a head-dress, especially of that of
women in the fourteenth century, (j) Socles., either of
the comers or angles made by the front and ends of an
altar. In Christian churches, that at the left of the priest
when facing the altar is the gospel horn; that at his
right, the epistle horn.

Bind the sacrifloe with cords, even unto the horns of
the altar. Ps. cxviiL 27.

(k) In the Bible, a symbol of strength, power, or glory.

All the horns of the wicked also wUl I cut oft ; but the
horns of the righteous shall be exalted. Ps. Ixxv. 10.

And hath raised up; an horn of salvation for us in the
bouse of his servant David. Luke i. 69.

(I) In railroad-cars, a part rigidly fastened to the coupler or
draw-bar, bymeans of which the coupler and buffer-springs
are connected. Car-Builder's Diet, (m) Either of two pro-
jections on a side-saddle, serving to support the right leg.

(ret) The beak of an anvil, (o) A branch of a subdivided
stream.

With sevenfold horns mysterious Nile
Surrounds the skirts of Egypt's fruitful soil.

Dryderbt tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv. 409.

(») N^aut., one of the ends of the crosstrees. (g) One of

the idtematives of a dilemma. See dilemma, 1, (rt) The
imaginary projection on the brow of a cuckold. [Low.]
[This use, derived through Italian from Greek, is extreme-
ly frequent in the plays of Shakspere and his contempo-
raries.]

If I have horns to make me mad, let the proverb go with
me ; I'll be horn mad. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 5.

(8) In hot,, any process or appendage which is shaped
somewhat like the horn of an animal, as the spur of the
petals in lAnaria, or the crest borne by the hoods in Asde-
pias.

5. A draught of strong liquor: as, to take a

horn. See def. 4 (d). [CoUoq.]

The chaplain gave us a pretty stiff horn of liquor apiece.

W. E. Burton, Waggeries.

6. In arch., the lonie volute.—Alyine horn, a
long trumpet used by the Swiss mountameers for sig-

naling and for musical effects.

—

Amalthea's horn, the
cornucopia, or horn of plenty.

With fruits, and flowers from Amalthea's horn.
Milton, P. B., ii. 3B6.

At the homt, put out of the protection of the law ; pro-

claimed an outlaw. Ribton-Tumer, Vagrants and Va-

grancy, p. 354, note. [Slang.]—Bass horn, a large deep
horn, once used in military bands.— English horn, a

tenor oboe. See o6oe.— French horn, the orchestral

horn. See def. 4 (c).—Horn for the thumht, a kind of

horn thimble worn by pickpockets on the thumb to sup-

port the edge of the knife in cutting out purses.

I have your name, now I remember me, in my book of

homers ; hornsfor the thumb, you know how.
Middleton and Dekker, Koarlng Girl, v. 1.

Eom of plenty, or cornucopia, in classical myth., the

horn of the goat Amalthea by which the infant Zeus was
suckled, broken off by him and endowed with the quality

of becoming filled with whatever its possessor might wish

for ; hence, in representation, a goat's horn as a symbol

of plenty or abundance in general.—Horn-of-plenty

grass an Oriental grass, Cornueopice cucullatuTn.—In a
om, not at all : a humorous expression of doubt or denial

:

as, he will do it—m a horn (that is, wUl not do it). Some-

times, in provincial English use, extended to m a horn

when the deml is blind. [CoUoq. or slang.]—Sax horn.
See saxhmn.-^'So blow the buck's homt. See bucki..--

To come out at the lltUe end of the hom, to come off

ill from any encounter or experience ; come to griet
.
usea

especially of one who completely faUs in a boastful or

pretentious undertaking. [CoUoq. ]—To pull or draw In

one's horns, to repress one's ardor, or restrain one spnae

.

in allusion to the snail's habit of withdrawing its feelers

when startled.—To But to the horn, in old Scots law,

to denounce as a rebel ; outlaw for not appearing m the

court of summons. This was done by a messenger-at-arms,

who proceeded to the cross at Edinburgh, and among
other formalities gave three blasts with a hom, by ™icn
the person was understood to be proclaimed reb^ to tne

king for contempt of his authority.— To take the DuU by
the horns. See &MiU.—Valve-horn, a musical horn

with valves for altering the pitch of particular tones.
_

horn (h6m), v. t. [< horn, «.] 1. To furnish

with horns.— Sf. To cause to wear ' horns

as the mark of a cuckold; cuckold. [Low.]

Vol. I not repent me of my late disguise.

Mos. If you can Aorm him, sir, you need not.

B. Jonson, Volpone, u. 2-

The moon embraces her shepherd

;

And the queen of love her warrior;

While the first does hom
'the stars of the mom.

And the second the heavenly tameT.
Tom Bedlam.
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3. To give the shape of a horn to.—4. To treat
to a charivari, or mock serenade of tin horns,
etc. See horning, 2. [Local, U. S.]— 5. To
adjust (the frames of a ship) in process of con-
struction so that they shall he exactly at right
angles with the line of the keel.

hornaget, n. [< lim-n -(- -age, after the equiv.
F. carnage, < L. cornu (= E. horn) + -age.^ A
quantity of corn formerly given yearly to the
lord of the manor for every ox worked in the
plow on lands within his jurisdiction. Cot-
grave, under droict.

horn-band (h6m'band), n. A band of trumpet-
ers— Russian horn-band, a baud of musicians each
one of whom plays upon a horn a single note only of .the
scale. The homs vary in length from 12 feet to 9 inches,
according to the pitch of the note, and to play the chro-
matic scale through a compass of 8 octaves requires 37
players. This method of performing music was invented,
with a suitable system of notation, by J. A. Maresch, a
Bohemian domiciled in Kussia, who gave his first per-
formance before the imperial court in 1765. His method
has been preserved in Hussia down to the present time.
It admits of the performance with precision of somewhat
complicated music, including runs, trills, and other em-
bellishments, but the artistic value of the result is neces-
sarily small.

horn-bar (h6m'har), n. The cross-bar of a car-
riage, or the gearing supporting the fore-spring

hornbeak (hdm'bek), n. The garfish: same as
horn-eel, 2.

hornbeam (hdru'bem), n. A small tree be-
longing to the genus Carpinus, of the natural
order Cupuliferce. The American hornbeam, also call-

ed blue beech, water-beech and ironwood, is C. Carolini-
ana or Am^ricmia. It is a shrub or small tree, 10 to 20
feet high, with very heavy, hard, close-grained wood, which
is sometimes used in making carpenters' tools, handles,
etc. The European hornbeam, C. Betulus, is also a small
tree, much planted in England. The wood makes a fine

elastic tip for a fishing-rod, and is also used for agricul-
tural implements, mallets, cogs of wheels, etc. Also called
yoke-elm., hardbeam, and horn-beech. See cut under Car-
pinus.

With thee, where Easna's horn-beam grove
Its foliage o'er me interwove.
Along the lonely path I've stray'd.

J. Scott, Ode to Leisure.

horn-beastt (h6rn'best), n. An animal with
homs ; a homed beast.

Here we have no temple but the wood, no assembly but
horn-beasts. Shak., As you Like it, ill 3.

horn-beech (h&m'bech), n. Same as hornbeam.

hombill (hdm'bil), n. A largo non-passerine
bird of the family SuceroUdce : so called from

horn-coot

hornblende (hdm'blend), n. [< G. hornblende,
< horn, = B. hom, + blende, > E. blende: see
blende.^ A common mineral, crystallizing in
the monocUnic system with a prismatic angle
of 124^°. Parallel to this, the fundamental prism, it

has perfect cleavage. It occurs usually in massive forms,
VEirying in structure from compact to columnar andflbrous,
with the fibers parallel or curved, and also, but less often,

lamellar. In composition it varies widely, from the white
tremolite, a silicate of calcium and magnesium, to the
green actinolite, which contains also more or less iron,

and to the dark-green, brown, and black varieties, parga-
site and common hornblende, which contain alumina as

well as lime, magnesia, and iron ; manganese is also pres-
ent in some varieties, and less commonly sodium and po-
tassium. Asbestos, mountain-cork, and mountain-leather
are included here, and nephnte or jade is a tough, com-
pact variety. Hornblende is a constituent of many crys-

talline rocks, as syenite, diorite, hornblende schist, some
kinds of trachyte, andesite, etc. The name amphibole is

often used as the general term to include all the varfeties.

The hornblende or amphibole group of minei-als includes
also the related orthorhombic species anthophyllite, and
themonoclinicarfvedsonite, crocidolite, glaucophane, etc.

In geology, hornblende or hornblendie is often prefixed

to names of rocks to indicate the accidental presence in

greater or less quantity of that mineral, in addition to the
other ingredients which the rock usuaUy contains. Horn-
blende is a frequent result of the metamorphism of other
minerals, especially of augite.

—

Hornblende andesite.
See ajidcsite.-Homhlende basalt, a very basic rock of

holocrystalline texture, somewhat porphyritic, contain-

ing a comparatively small amount of feldspar and scat-

tered crystals of hornblende. It is a characteristic rock of

the RhSngebirgein Bavaria, etc.—Hornblende gabbro,
a variety of gabbro in which the diallage is more or less

replaced by hornblende.

—

Hornblende rock, a rock con-
sisting chiefly of black or dark-green hornblende, but of-

ten interlaminated with feldspar, quartz, or mica. Also
called amphibolite. The same rock when it has a schistose

character is called hornblende slate or hornblende schist.—
Labrador hornblende. See hyperstltene.

homblendic (hom-blen'dik), a. [< hornblende +
-ic] Containing hornblende ; resembling horn-
blende.

—

Homblendic granite. Same as hornblende
granite. See granite, 1.

horn-blower (h6m'bl6'''6r), n. [< ME. *horn-

blowere, earlier hornblawere, < AS.
hornbldwere, < horn, hom, -f- blaw-

ere, blower.] One who blows a
hom; a trumpeter.

The fforji-Siower [atRipon] winds a horn
every morning at nine o'clock, before the
mayor's door and at the town cross.

Munieip. Corp. Reports, 1835, p. 1710.

hornbook (h&m'biit), n. 1 . A leaf

or page, usually one containing the
alphabet, the nine digits, and the __^_
Lord's Prayer, covered with trans-

parent hom and fixed in a frame with a han-
dle : formerly used in teaching children to read.

He teaches boys the horn-book. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1.

To Master John the English Kaid
A Horn-book gives of Ginger-bread

;

And that the Child may learn the better,

As he can name, he eats the Letter.
Prior, Alma, ii.

Hence— 3. A book containing the first prin-

ciples of any science or branch of knowledge;
a primer.

horn-bug (hdm'bug), n. A very common North
American beetle, Passalits cornutus, of the fam-
ily iMcanidce, of large size, elongate form, and
shining black color with pitch-black legs, the
elytra suleate with regularly impressed lines of

punctures, and the head armed with a stout

curved hom. its whitish larva, found in decaying

Rhinoceros Hombill {Buceros rhinoceros).

the homy casque, in some cases of enormous

size, which surmounts the bill. The bill is itself

very large, like that of a toucan, on which account the

hornbills have been associatedwith the toucans ; theymust

be classed, however, with the kingfishers and hoopoes,

notwithstanding the slightnessof theu- superficial resem-

blance to these bkds. There are two groups of hornbills,

the tree-hornbills and ground-hombUls. The latter which

constitute the genus Bmonms, have the casque quite hol-

low and in some cases open in front. One of the largest of

the tree-hornbills is the rhinoceros hombill, Buceros rhino-

ceros, having a bill nearly afoot in length, and surmounted

bv a horn nearly as large. It inhabits Sumatra. Tnecqn-

cave-casqued hombill of Asia is B. b^corms A Vmip-

nine species is B. hydrocorax. African hombUls are chiefly

of the genera Toclms, as T. erythrorhynchus, and Bycan%s-

tes asB. buccinator; the ground-hornbills are also exclu-

sivelT African. All these singular birds are for the most

part frugivorous, and some of them are known to have

the euriSus habit of imprisoning the female m the holein

which she lays her eggs, by stopping up the entrance, leav-

tag room oidy to pass in food to her durmg her confine-

hombill-cuckoo (h6rD'bil-kuk"o), m. An ani.

See Crotophaga.

Horn-bug {Passalus cornutus'), natural size.

a. larva ; 6. pupa ; c, beetle : d, under side of three thoracic joints

of larva, showing legs ; c, metathoracic leg of larva.

stumps and logs, has the third pair of legs rudimentary,

but the two anterior pairs are well developed. Riley, 4th

Mo. Ent. B,ep.,p. 139.

horn-card (hdm'kard), n. A transparent plate

of hom graduated for use on charts, either as

a protractor or for meteorological purposes, to

represent the direction of the windm a cyclone.

Smyth.
horn-coot (hdm'kSt), n. The long-eared owl,

Jsio otus. [Local, Eng.]



horn-core

horn-core (Ii6m'k6r), n. The core of a horn

;

a projection or process of the frontal bone on
which the corneous substance of a horn is sup-
ported and molded. It is true bone, of whifii
the horny substance forms only a sheath.
The horns of the BoTidse consist of permanent, conical,

usually curved, bony processes, into which air-cells con-
tinued from the frontal sinuses often extend, called horn-
cores, ensheathed in a case of true horn.

W. H. Flower, Encyc. Brit., XV. 431.

horn-cuirass (h6rn'kwe-ras"), n. A coat of
fence made of scales of horn stitched to a gar-
ment of leather or stuff. See scale-armor.
horn-distemper (h6m'dis-tem"p6r), n. A dis-
ease of cattle affecting the internal substance
or core of the horn.
horn-drum (h6m'drum), n. A wheel having
curved partitions which separate it into sec-
tions, used for raising water. E. H. Knight.
horned (h6rnd), a. [< ME. horned (with restored
vowel), < AS. hyrned (with mutated vowel) (=
OHG. gi-hurneLMBGr. ge-hurnet, G. ge-hornt =
Dan. hornet; =L. cornutiis, > E. comute, q. v.);
as horn + -e«J2.] Furnished with a horn or
horns, or something resembling a horn in its
nature, use, position, or appearance : as, horned
cattle ; a horned lizard ; the horned moon.
In that Desert ben many wylde men, that ben hldouse

to loken on : for the! ben homed.
MandeviUe, Travels, p. 274.

O, that I were
Upon the hill of Basau, to outroar
The homed herdl SAa*., A. and C, iii. 11.

The dim and hornid moon hung low. Shelley, Alastor.

Specifically

—

(a) In omith., having feathers on the head
projecting like horns : as, the homed owl ; a homed grebe.
(b) In entimi., having one or more large horn-like projec-
tions. See cut under horn-bug. (ct) Mitered. Salliwell.
(d) In her. , having horns : an epithet used when their tinc-
ture is different from that of the rest of the creature.

—

Homed beetle, frog, grebe, hog, horse, lark, owl,
pheasairt, poppy, pout, ray, screamer, etc. See the
nouns.—Homed syllogism. See syllogUm, and dOeim-
ma, 1.—Homed toad, viper, etc. See the nouns.—
Homed wavey, in her. See wa/oey.

hornedness (hSrnd'nes or h6r'ned-nes), re. The
state of being homed.
The antient Druids had their superstitious Bites at the

Changes of the Moon. The Homedneis of the New Moon
is still faintly considered by the vulgar as an Omen with
Regard to the Weather.'

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 380.

horn-eel (hdm'el), re. 1. The larger sand-lance.
[Prov. Eng.]— 2. The garfish, Belone vulgaris:
so called from its elongated body and produced
jaws. [Prov. Irish.]

hornel (hdr'nel), n. [Reduced, form of liorn-

eel.'] -The horn-eel. [Prov. Eng.]
hornent (hor'uen), a. [ME. hornen (with re-

stored vowel), < AS. hymen (= OHG. hv/rnin,

MHGr. hiirnen, horrdn, G. hornern), of horn, <

horn, horn: see horn and -ere^.] Of horn.

In vols of the homene trumpe.
Wyclif, Ps. xcvii. 6 (Oxf.).

homer (hdr'nfer), n. [< ME. hornere, hornare
(= MD. MLG. horener), a trumpeter; < horn +
-ej-i.] 1 . One who blows a horn ; a horn-player

;

a trumpeter.— 2. One who works or deals in

horn.

Even the horns of cattle are prohibited to be exported

;

and the two insignificant trades of the horner and comb-
maker enjoy, in this respect, a monopoly against the gra-

ziers. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, iv. 8.

3t. One who horns or cuckolds. [Low.]—4.

In old Scots law, one who had been put to the
horn, or publicly denounced and proscribed;

an outlaw. [Rare or obsolete in all uses.]

horneresst, n. A female horn-maker. Pals-

grave.

ftorner's method of approximation. See ap-
proximation.

Horner's muscle. See muscle.

hornet (h6r'net), re. [< ME. *hornet (with re-

stored vowel; not found), < AS. hyrnet, hyrnete,

hyrnette, hyrnetu (with mutated vowel), earliest

instance Imrnitu (in a gloss, "orabro, waefs
[wasp] vel hitrnitu"), = MLG. hornte, hornetse

= OHG. hornuz, hornah, MHG. hornuz, horniz,

G. horniss; G. dial. dim. hornissel = MD. hornsel,

horsel, hursel (Kilian), D. horzel, a hornet; ap-

par. < AS. OHG., etc., ^orre, with the same for-

mative that appears in another deriv. from the

same ult. root, namely, AS. heor-ot, heor-t, E.

hart = OHG. hiruz, G. hirsch (see hart^ and
liorn), the ref. being to the hornet's horns or

antennffl, or to the buzzing sound it makes

;

cf. MLG. horener, a hornet, also a trumpeter,

'horner,' OLG. "horn-heron, crabrones," hor-

nets, lit. 'horn-bearers,' i. e. (perhaps) 'trum-

peters,' = AS. horn-bora, tr. L. cornicen, a trum-

American Hornet ( Vespa maculatii),
natural size.
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peter. The connection with liorn is further
shown by OFries, horen-Me, a hornet (KiUan),
lit. a 'horn-bee,' horen-toren, a wasp (KiUan),
LG. hornke, a hornet: ef. hornken, a little horn;
cf. G. dial, hornech, and E. dial, hornicle, a hor-
net. But this connection may have originated
in popular etymology; and the word may be
really cognate with L. crabro (for *crasro (?)

;

cf. L. tenebrcB as related to Skt. tamisra: see
dim), a hornet, and with the Slavic, etc., forms

:

OBulg, sriisha, a wasp, srOshem, a hornet, =
Bohem. srch, srslien, srshaH = Pol, szerszeA =
Russ. shershene, etc., a hornet; OPruss. sirsilis,

hornet, = Lith, shirshlis, shirshU, a wasp ; cf

,

Bohem.sr«/jeii,buzz. Observe thatwo™ alsohas
cognate forms in L., Slav., Lith., etc.] 1. An
insect of the
wasp family,
of the genus
Vespa, much
larger and
stronger than
was^s of other
species, and
capable of in-

flicting a more
severe and
painful sting.
Hornets congre-
gate in a cellular
nest formed of a
substance resem-
bling coarse paper, elaborated from leaves and particles
of wood. The nest is sometimes pendent, and sometimes
placed in a hollow tree. The European hornet, F. crabro,
and the American hornet, or yellow-jacket, V. viacuiata,
are similar in character and habit. The name is often
used for any lai'ge or formidable wasp, especially one whose
sting is exceptionally painful.

He's like a hornet now, he hums and buzzes
Nothing but blood and horror.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. 4.

Who seem a swarm of Hornets buzzing out
Among their Foes, and humming round about.
To spet their spight against their Enemies,
With poysonie Darts, in noses, brows, and eyes.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

2. Figuratively, a person who annoys by fre-

quent and persistent petty attacks.

More than one sultan, hoping to rid themselves of the
annoyance, fitted out expeditions against the island with
the design of crushing the hornets in their nest. Prescott.

To bring a neat of hornets about one's ears, to stir

up enemies against one's self; bring upon one's self a
swarm of troubles or vexations.

hornet-clearwing (h6r'net-kler''''wing), n. A
hornet-moth, as Sesia apiformis or iS. bembeci-
formis.

hornet-fly (h6r'net-fli), n. A dipterous insect
of the family AsiUdce; a robber-fly.

hornet-moth (h6r'net-m6th), n. A moth of
the family Sesiidcs and genus Sesia or .^geria :

as, the lunar hornet^moth, Sesia bembeciformis.

horn-finch (hdm'finch), m. The stormy petrel,

Procellaria pelagica. [Local, Eng.]
horn-fish (h6m'fish), n. [< ME. (not found), <
AS. hornfisc (— Icel. hornflsJcr= Sw. Dan. horn-
flsk), garfish, < horn, horn, -1- Jiso, fish.] 1.

The garfish, Belone vulgaris : so called in allu-

sion to the projecting jaws. [Prov. Eng.]— 2.
A species otSyngnathidce; a pipe-fish: so named
in reference to the texture of the exoskeleton.

—

3. The sand-pike or sauger, Stizostedium cana-
dense, a percoid fish : so named in allusion to
its color.

hornfoott (h6m'f6.t), a. Having a hoof; hoofed.
HalcewUl.

horn-footed (hdm'fiif'ed), a. [ME. not found

;

AS.horn-fotedi'hovn-tootea.'] Hoofed. [Rare,]

Jingle of bits.

Shouts, arrows, tramp of the homfooted horse
That grind the glebe to powder 1 Tennyson, Tiresias.

hornful (hfirn'ful), re. [< ]wrn + -ful.'] As
much as a horn holds : said of a drinking-cup
or powder-flask, especially one made of horn.
See horn, 4 (d) and (g).

horngeld (hom'geld), n. Same as cornage.

Hornie, re. See Sormy.
hornify (h6r'ni-fi), v. t.i pret. and pp. liorni-

fied, ppr. hornifying. [< horn -t- -i-fy : see -fy.']

1. To make homy or of the consistence of
horn,

A wrought-iron stalk is partly encased in a tube of vul-
canite, or homified india-rubber.

Dredge's Mectric Illumination, I., App., p. Ixxxii.

2t. To cuckold. [Low.]

This versifying my wife has homified me.
Bemi. and Fl., Four Plays in One.

horning (h6r'ning), n. [Verbal n. of horn, v.']

1 . The appearance of the crescent moon.

horn-of-plenty

They account . . . from the homing [of the moon], which

is the cause why they set up in their steeples a crescent
J. Gregory, Posthuma, p. 168.

2. A mock serenade with tin horns and other

discordant instruments, performed either in

humorous congratulation, as of a newljr married

couple, or as a manifestation of public disap-

proval, as of some obnoxious person. [Local,

tr. S.]

A few moments after the ceremony a gun was heard
outside— the signal for the homing, without which in

that region no wedding would be thought complete.
Examiner and Chronicle.

3. PnbUo proclamation by the blowing of a

horn ; specifically, same as letters of horning.

[Scotch.] —letters of homing, in Scots law, a process

issued under the signet, after a debt has been judicially

established, directing a messenger to charge the debtor

to pay within a specified time, under pain of being de-

clared rebel, with a warrant also to seize movables, etc.

See caption.

hornisht (Mr'nish), a. [^<horn + -ish^.^ Some-
what like horn; homy.
Temperance, as if it were of a komish composure, is too

hard for the flesh. Sir M. Sandys, Essays (1634), p. 2L

hornist (hdr'nist), n. [< horn -f- -«««,] A horn-
player.

hornito (h6r-ne't6), n. [Sp., dim. of horno, an
oven, kiln, furnace : seefeorreo.] Jiigeol.,alow
oven-shaped mound, common in the volcanic
districts of South America, usually emitting
from its sides and summit hot smoke and other
vapors. Hornitos are only from 5 to 10 feet high, and
according to Humboldt are not eruptive cones, but mere
intumescences on the fields and sides of the larger volca-

nos. Also called homo.
In every direction [in the lava desert in Iceland] there

axe innumerable hornitos, seemingly formed originally of

a variety of strands of the fiery ooze twisted into all sorts

of fantastic shapes, the outer surface suggestive of a tan-
gle of intertwisted snakes of inordinate thickness.

Nature, XXX. 664.

hornkecket, n. The garfish, Belone vulgaris.

Palsgrave.
horn-lead (h6rn'led), re. Leadchlorid: so called

by the old chemists because it assumes a homy
appearance in fusing. See phosgenite.

hornless (hdm'les), a. [< horn + -less."] Hav-
ing no horns.
The cattle of the highlands of Scotland are exceedingly

small, and many of them, males as well as females, are
hornless. Pennant, Brit. Zobl., The Ox.

Heaps of ruin, hornless unicorns . . .

And shatter'd talbots, which had left the stones
Itaw that they fell from. Tennyson, Holy GraiL

hornlessness (hdrn'les-nes), re. The state of
being destitute of horns,
Herodotus'a opinion as to the cause of hornles&ness has

been accepted by many writers down to modem times.
Amcr. Naturalist, XXI. 897.

hornlet (h&m'let), n. [< horn + -let."] A lit-

tle horn or projection.
Wings . . . embracing the keel and the homlets of the

awning. Sir W. Jones, Select Indian Plants, No. 60.

horn-machine (h6m'ma-shen"), re. A machine
for sewing on shoe-sole's : so called because the
shoe is placed on a horn.
horn-mad (hdm'mad), a. Mad with rage at
having been made a cuckold. See horn, 4 (r).

Keep him from women, he thinks h'aa lost his mistress

;

And talk of no silk stuffs, 'twill run him h<ym-mMd.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, iiL 7.

horn-madness (h6m'mad''''nes), re. The state of
being horn-mad; raving madness.
Somebody courts your wife. Count! Where and when?
How and why? Mere horn/madness : have a care.

Browning, Hing and Book, XI. 832.

horn-mail (hdm'mal), n. Scale-armor consist-
ing of plates of horn. See scale-armor. This
armor has been used by Oriental nations, and was intro-
duced by the Emperor Henry V. of Germany as the de-
fensive dress of a body of his troops. Horn has been
found a valuable adjunct to defensive armor on account
of its glossy surface, from which weapons glance. Com-
pare tiltvng-target.

horn-maker (hdm'ma'-'kfer), n. 1. One who
makes horns, especially drinking-cups so call-

ed.— 2t. A maker of cuckolds. [Low.]
Virtue is no hom-maker; and my Ilosalind is virtuous.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

horn-mercury (h6rn'm6r"ku-ri), re. Mercu-
rous chlorid, or calomel: so caUed by the old-
er chemists because when fused it assumes a
horny appearance. See calomel. Also horn-
quicksilver.

hom-muUet (h6m'mullet) , re. The stone-roller
or black sucker, Hypentelium or Catostomus ni-
gricans. [Chesapeake Bay.]
homo (h6r'n6), n. [Sp., an oven, kiln, furnace,
< L. furnus, fornus, an oven, furnace : see fur-
nace.'] Same as hornito.

horn-of-plenty (hd-rn'ov-plen'ti), n. A Euro-
pean plant, FedAa Corriucopice.



hornotine

hornotine (hdr'no-tin), n. [< L. hornotinus, of
this year, < hornus, of this year (adv. horno, this
yeai)^ perhaps oontr. of *}iovernus, < Mc, abl. hoc,
this (of. hodie, this day, to-day), + ver, spring
(for 'year'): see vernal.'i In omith., a bird of
the year; a yearling.

horn-owl (hdm'oid), n. See owl.

hornpie (hdm'pi), n. The lapwing, Vanellus
cHstatus. [Norfolk and Suffolk, Eng.]
horn-pike (h6m'pik), n. [< horn + pike; of.

horn-fish. The AS. horn-pic means 'horn-peak,'
the pinnacle of a temple.] The hom-flsh or
garfish, Belone vulgaris.

hornpipe (hdm'pip), n. [< ME. hornpype, home-
pipe ; < horn + pipe. ] 1 . A musical instrument
formerly used in England and Wales, perhaps
the preexirsor of the English horn.

To awake
The nimble horn-pipe, and the timbnrine,
And mix our songs and dances in the wood.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

2. An EngUsh country-dance of varied and
hilarious character, usually performed by one
person, and very popular among sailors.

Wherever in a lonely grove
He set up his forlorn pipes.

The gouty oaks began to move,
And flounder into hfympipes.

Tennyson, Amphipn.

3. Music for such a dance or in its style.

horn-pith (h6m'pith), n. The soft porous bone
that fills the entire cavity of a horn.
Vast quantities of dilute phosphoric acid are formed in

glue factories, by treating with muriatic or sulphuric acid
and water bones and twm-piths.

C. T. Davia, Leather, p. 349.

hornplant (hdrn'plant), n. A seaweed, Ech-
lonia huceinalis : probably so called from the
leathery frond. Also called hornweed.
horn-plate (h6rn'plat), n. One of the guide-
plates in the pedestal of a oar-truck, serving
to hold the axle-box, and permit it to move up
and down under the changing tension of the
springs ; an axle-guard.

horn-player (h6rn'pla"er),». Aperformerupon
the horn.

horn-pock, horn-pox (hSm'pok, -poks), n. A
light form of smallpox or of chicken-pox: a
name loosely applied.

horn-poppy (h6rn'pop''i), n. Same as horned
poppy (which see, uadeT poppy).
horn-pout (h6rn 'pout), n. Same as hornedpout
(which see, under poufi).
You have pleasanter memories of going after pond-

lilies, of angling for horn pouts— that queer bat among
the fishes. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 241.

horn-pox, n. See horn-pock.

horn-press (h6m'pres), n. A special form of

stamping-machine for closing the side seams
of tin cans and boxes.

horn-presser (h&m'pres'''er), n. Ahorn-maker.
The name refers to the practice of pressing horn softened
by heat into shape by means of molds, eto.

horn-qiuicksilver (h6m'kwik'''sil-ver), n. Same
as horn-mercury.

horn-shavings (h6rn'sha"vingz), n. pi. Scrap-
ings or raspings of the antlers of deer.

horn-shoot (h6rn'sh6t), V. i. To incline or di-

verge : said of any stone or timber which should
he parallel with the line of a wall. Halliwell.

[North. Eng.]
horn-silver (hdrn'sil'ver), n. SUver ohlorid:

so calledbecause when fused it assumes ahomy
appearance. See cerargyrite.

hornsman (h6rnz'man), n. ;
pi. hornsmen (-men).

[< horn's, poss. of Twrre, -f- -raare.] The homed
adder or plumed viper, Clotho cornuta.

horn-snake (hdm'snak), n. The wampum-
snake, Farancia abacura. See Farancia. [Lo-

cal, U. S.]

All in the same instant a blaze of lightning discovered
the maimed form and black and red markings of a " bas-

tard hommake." Q. W. Cable, The Century, XXXV. 733.

homstone (hfim'ston), n. A very compact sili-

cious rock, differing but little from flint. It is

usually of a dark color, and occurs in nodular masses and
bands. The term is rarely used, and no distinct line of

division can be drawn between flint, homstone, and chert.

Homstone is used in pottery-manufacture to make the

grinding-blocks of flint-mills.'

horn-swivel (h6m'swiv"l), ». A hook-swivel

made of horn.
horntail (hdm'tal), n. A terebrant hymenop-
terous insect of the family Uroceridce; a tailed

wasp : so called from the prominent horn at the

end of the abdomen of the male. It is related

to the saw-fly. See Sirex and Urocerus.

horn-thumbt (hdm'thum), n. 1. A shield or

thimble of horn for the thumb, used by pick-

pockets as a protection in cutting out purses.

182

Flan of Parts of a Fortification.

a, hornwork.
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I mean a child of the horn-thumb, a babe of booty boy

a cntpurse. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii L
I cut this from a new-married wife.
By the help of a ham-thumb and a knife.

weene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.
Hence— 2. A pickpocket.
horn-tip (hdm'tip), n. A button orknob placed
on the end of the horn of an animal, as a guard
or for ornament.
hornweed (hdm'wed), ». Same as hornplant.
bomwoodf, a. [Early mod. E. hommood; <
horn + wood^. Cf . liom^mad.} Same as h^n-
mad. Stanihurst.

hornwork (hdrn'werk), n. Infort., a work with
one front only, thrown out beyond the glacis,
for the purpose
of occupying
rising ground,
barring a de-
file, covering
a bridge-head,
strengthening
any weak sali-

ent, or protect-
ing buildings, the including of which in the ori-
ginal enceinte would have extended it to an in-
convenient degree. The front consists of two demi-
bastions connected by a curtain, and usually defended, as
in an independent fortress itself, by tonail, ravelin, and
covered way. The flanks are protected by ditches, and
run straight upon the ravelin, bastion, or curtain of the
main defense, so that the ditch maybe swept by the latter.

As the tume came about, I watohed on a home worke
neere our quarters. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 6, 1641.

Where once they fonn'd their troops, Brigades,
Their homworks, rampires, pallizados.

Cotton, Scarronides, p. 6.

homwort (h6m'w6rt), n. An aquatic plant of
the genus Ceratophyllum, the single species of
which, C. demersum, is common m ponds and
slow streams in most parts of the world. See
cut under Ceratophyllacew.

hornwrack (hdm'rak), n. The sea-mat or
lemonweed, a kind of polyzoan. See Flustra.

horny (hdr'ni), a. and n. [< horn + -^1. The
earlier adj. was hornen.'\ I. a. 1. Consisting
or composed of horn, or something like horn

;

corneous.
Him thought, he by the brook of Cherith stood,
And saw the ravens with their komy beaks
Food to Elijah bringing. Milton, F. B,., ii. 267.

Beach me the weapons of the shooting god,
Apollo's gift, the shafts and homy bow.

J. Hughes, Orestes, L 2.

2. Resembling horn; hard or otherwise like

horn; callous: as, feorB^ hands.
Tyrrheus, the foster-father of the beast.
Then clench'd a hatchet in hishomy fist. Dryden.

Unwonted tears throng to the homy eyes.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ii. 1.

The inside [of the walnut] can hardly be extracted in

pieces of any bigness, because of the homy intervening
ndges. Pop. Sei. Mo., XXV. 437.

Specifically

—

(a) In entom., chitinous: used to designate

any hard part of the integument or interior organs of an
insect, (ft) In bot., hard and close in texture, but not
brittle, as the albumen of many plants. &) In sponges,

fibrous ; ceratodous, as an ordinary sponge, as distin-

guished from a chalk-sponge or a glass-sponge.

3. Having a horn or horns; having corns, cal-

losities, or processes like horns. —Homy sponge.
See sponge.

II. n. leap.'] The devil, as usually repre-

sented with horns: generally with the prefix

old(Saoteh.auld). Also spelled Borme. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]

Oh thou 1 whatever title suit thee,

Auld Bomie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie.

Bums, Address to the De'iL

homy-fisted (h&r'ni-fis"ted), a. Same as horny-

nuituvu.

horny-handed (hdr'ni-han'ded), a. Having the

hands hardened or calloused by labor.

Soft and tender as any woman was that homy-handed,
snell, peremptory little man.

br. J. Brown, Eab and his Friends, p. 8.

The nreiudice against the homy-handed toiler exists."
Sm.Amer.,N.S.,LY.S7.

hornyhead (h6r'ni-hed), n. The American
river-chub, Hybopsis Mguttatus or kentuckiensis,

a common cyprinoid fish of the fresh waters

of the United States. Also called jerker.

horny-hoolet (h6r'ni-h6"let), n. The long-

eared owl, Asia otus. Also hornie-hoolet, horny-

oolet. [Scotch.]

hornywink (hor'ni-wingk), n. [Cf. the Gael,

name, adharcan-luachrach, i. e. little hpm of

the rushes.] The lapwing, Vanellus cristatus.

[Prov. Eng.]
horograph (hor'6-graf), n. [< Gr. bpoc, a boun-

dary, limit, + jp^ecv, write.] A closed curve

traced on a sphere so that the radius vector

horologium

from the center of the sphere as an origin is

constantly parallel to the normal surface round
a closed contour drawn upon that surface.
horographer (ho-rog'ra-fer), n. [As horogra-
phy + -eri.] Same a,s'horologiograpJier.

horography (ho-rog'ra-fi), n. [= p. horographie,
< Gr. apoypa^la, in pL'tipoypo^uK, annals, \iipo-
ypaijioQ, writing history by seasons or years, an
annalist, < apa, season, period, hour, + ypa^ccv,

write.] 1, An account of the hours.— 2. The
art of constructing instruments for marking
the hours, as clocks, watches, or dials ; dialing.
horologe (hor'o-loj), «. [< ME. horologe, oro-
loge, orloge, horlege, orlige, etc., < OP. horologe,
horloge, F. horloge = It. orologio = (with loss
of first syllable) Pr. reloge, relotge = Sp. relox,

reloj = Pg. relogio, a clock or dial, < L. horolo-
gium, < Gr. apo%6yimi, an iustrmnent for telling
the hour (QpoXdyiov tjKtodrjpiK&v, a sun-dial, upo-
7i6ywv vSpavkiKoi), a water-clock, clepsydra), <

apo^iyos, lit. 'telling the hour' (applied to an
Egyptian priest or acolyte who carried a hor-
ologe), < apa, hour, + Aeyuv, speak, tell. Cf.
horology.'] X. A piece of meclmnism for indi-

cating the hours of the day; a clock; a time-
piece of any kind.

I, whom thou seest with horyloge in hande,
Am named tyme.

Sir T. More, Pageant, Int. to Utopia (trans.), p. IxviiL

Repeated smoke-clouds, whereon, aa on a culinary hor-
ologe, I might read the hour of the daj. For it was the
smoke of cookery. Carlyle, Sartor BesaHus, p. 129.

On the left stands the slender octagon tower of the hor-
ologe. Longfellow, Hyperion, i 6.

2t. One who tells the hour; a servant formerly
employed to call out or announce the hours.

The kok that orloge is of thorpis lyto.

Chancer, Parliament of Fowls, L 360.

horologer (ho-rol'o-jer), n. [< horologe or ho-
rology + -er^.] l'. One versed in horology ; a
writer on horology.— 2. A maker or vender of

clocks and watches.
Master George Heriot . . . paused at the shop-door of

. . . the ancient horologer, and having caused Tunstall,
who was in attendance, to adjust his watoh by the real
time, he desired to speak with his master.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, v.

horologia, n. Plural of horologion and hoi-olo-

gi/wm.

horologic (hor-o-loj'ik), a. [< L. horologieus,

< Gr. wpoTtoyuidg, "telling the hour, < upo/uiyof : see
horologe.] 1. Pertaining to a horologe or to ho-
rology.— 2. In bot., opening and closingrat.aer-

tain hours : said of flowers.

horological (hor-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< haxojogia -t-

-al.] Same as horologic.

"

horologiographer (hor-o-16-ji-og'ra-f6r), n.

[As horologiography + -er^.] A describer or a
maker of clocks or dials. Also horographer.

horologiographic(hor-o-16"ji-o-graf'ik), a. [As
horologiography + -ic] Pertaining to horolo-
giography.
horologiography (hor-o-lo-ji-og'ra-fi). ». [<
Gr. apoUyiav, a horologe, + ypa^ia, \ ypa^uv,

write, describe.] 1. An account of instru-

ments that mark the hour of the day.—2. The
art of constructing timepieces, as clocks, watch-
es, and dials; horography.
horologion (hor-o-ld'ji-on), n.

; pi. horologia
(-a). Same as horology, 2.

The Horologion . . . contains the daily hours of prayer,

so far as respects their immoveable portions.
J. M. Jfeale, Eastern Church, L 848.

horologist (ho-rol'o-jist), n. [As horology +
4st. ] One versed in horology ; a maker of time-
pieces.

As the horologist, with interjected finger, arrests the
beating of the clock. R. L. Stevenson, Markheim.

horologium (hor-o-16'ji-um), n.
; pi. horologia

(-a). [L., < Gr. opoMyutv, an instrument for

telling the hour, in ML. and MGr. a clock: see
horologe.] 1. A clock.

It may be inferred from various allusions to horologia.

and to their striking spontaneously, in the 12th century,
that genuine clocks existed then, &ough there is no sur-

viving description of any one until the 13th century, when
it appears that a horologium was sent by the sultan of

Egypt in 1232 to the Emperor Frederick II.

Eneye. Brit., VL 13.

2. Same as horology, 2.— 3. [cap.^ A south-
em constellation of twelve stars, inserted by
LacaiUe east of Bridanus. Its brightest star

is of the fourth magnitude—Horologium Florss,
or Flora's clock, (a) A horologe composed of different

growing flowers, in which the hour is supposed to be shown
by the successive opening and closing of certain developed
buds. Thus, in England, the flower of the chicory opens
from4to5A.M. ; of the dandelion, from 5 to 6 ; of the pim-
pernel, after 8 ; and of the tiger-lily, from 11 to 12. (M In

bot., a table of the hours at which the flowers of certain

plants open and close in a given locality.



horologue

Iiorologue (hor'a-log), n. [Var. of horologe,
with sense taken from horoscope.'] The horo-
scope ; destiny as indicated by the stars.

Seven days after the birth ol Meleager the Fates told
the hurolugtie of the child. Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 212.

horology (ho-rol'o-ji), n.
;

pi. horologies (-jiz).

[< L. horologium, < Gr. upoMyiov, a horologe : see
horologe. In def . 3 used as if < Gr. *apoloyia,
< iipoMyoQ, telling the hour: see horologe and
-ology.'] If. A contrivance for measuring time;
a timepiece.

He betaketh himseUe to the refreshing of his bodie,
which is noted and set downe by the Greek letters of the
diall (wherewith the Komane horologies were marked, as
ours be with their numerall letters), whereby the time is
described. Holinshed, Descrip. of England, vii.

2. In the Gr. Ch., an office-book containing the
oflces for the canonical hours, from matins
(mesonycticon) to complin (apodeipnon) inclu-
sive, as well as antiphons, hymns, etc., from
the menology and other books, some short occa-
sional offices, and several canons of odes. Gen-
erally the calendar is prefixed. In its complete form the
book is called The Great Horology. On the whole, the
horology corresponds to the Western breviary, with con-
siderable diHerences, however, both of contents and ar-
rangement. Also called horologion or horologium.
3. The science of measuring time, or the prin-
ciples and art of constructing, regulating, test-
ing, etc., machines for indicating divisions of
time, as clocks and watches.
horometer (ho-rom'e-ter), n. [= F. horometre
= Pg. horometro, < Gr. apa, aii hour, + /ihpov,

measure.] An instrument for measuring time.
horometrical (hor-o-met'ri-kal), a. [As horom-
etry + .^^al.] Belonging to'liorometry.
horometry (ho-rom'e-tri), n. [= F. horomitrie
= Pg. horometria = It. orometria; as horometer
+ -^3.] The art of determining the exact er-
ror of a timepiece by observation ; also, more
generally, the art of keeping time, or of know-
ing the time of day.

Horovietrie is an art mathematical! which demoii-
strateth how at all times appointed the precise usuall de-
nomination of time may be known for any place assigned.

Dee, Preface to Euclid (1580).

It is, I confess, no easie wonder how the horometry of
antiquity discovered not this artifice (of wheels).

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 18.

horopter (ho-rop't6r), n. [< Gr. bpog, a boundary
(see horizon), + onr^p, one who looks, < oirreaBai,

see : see optic] The locus of all the points in

space which in any position of the eyes form
images falling upon corresponding points of
the two retinSB.

The horopter, being the only line or surface of single
vision, has to be transferred to a remoter position by the
outward or divergent movement of the eyes in order to

effect the combination of homonymous images, and to a
nearer position by th6 inward or convergent movement
in order to combine heteronymous images.

J. H. Hydop, Mind, XIII. 506.

horopteric (hor-op-ter'ik), a. [< horopter +
-jc] Of or pertaining to the horopter.

Objects lying in a horizontal circle passing through the

point of sight and the centers of the eyes are usually sup-

posed to be seen single. . . . This circle has been called

the horopteric circle of Miiller. Le Conte, Sight, p. 99.

horoscope (hor'o-skop), n. [< F. horoscope = Sp.

Pg. horoscopo = It. oroscopo = L. horoscopium,

(. Gr. aposKOTcelov, also upoandwiov, a nativity,

horoscope (also a horologe), < opoaKdirog, one
who observes the hour of a birth, also a horo-

scope, < apa, hour, + aKOTreiv, view : see hotir and
scope, sJceptic] 1. Inastrol.: (a) That part of

the ecliptic which is on the eastern horizon at

the instant of a nativity.

May stormless stars control thy horoscope.
Lowell, Bon Voyage.

(&) The figure or diagram of the twelve houses
of heaven, with the positions of the planets,

used by astrologers in calculating nativities

and in answering horary questions.

Let the twelve houses of the horoseope

Be lodged with fortitudes and fortunates,

To make you blessed in your designs.

T. TumMs (?), Albumazar, vii. 147.

"There lay," said Sir Edward, "on his table his horo-

scope and nativity calculated, with some writing under it."

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 18, 1673.

2. A kind of planisphere, invented by John of

Padua.— 3. A table of the length of the days

and nights at different places—To cast a horo-
scope, to calculate the part of the ecliptic which is on the

eastern horizon flt the time of a nativity or at the moment
of asking a horaiy question, and thence to erect a figure of

the heavens, with a view to considering the influences of

the stai's upon human altairs or upon the destiny of a per-

son.

The court astrologers, according to custom, cast the

horoscope of the infant, but were seized with fear and
tremblmg as they regaaded it. Irving, Granada, p. 16.
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horoscoper (hor'o-sk6-p6r), n. One versed in
horoscopy. .Also horoscopist.

The astrologers, horoscopers, and other such, are pleas'd
to honour themselves with the title of Mathematicians.

Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, iii. 1 1.

horoscopic (hor-o-skop'ik), a. [< L. horoscopi-
cus, < horoscopium, horoscope: see horoscope.]
Relating to horoscopy.
horoscopical (hor-o-skop'i-kal), a. [< horo-
scopic + -al.] Same as horoscopic.

horoscopist (ho-ros'ko-pist), n. [< horoscope +
-ist.] Same as horoscoper.

horoscopy (ho-ros'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. apoaxoKia,

casting a nativity, < apooKOwo^, one who observes
the hour of birth, a horoscope: see horoscope.]
1. The art or practice of foretelling future
events by observation of the stars and planets.— 2. The aspect of the heavens at the time of

a child's birth.

The aspect of the stars at their nativity . . . was called
horoscopy, and esteemed a part of judicial astrology.

Eobbes, Of Man, xii.

horowt, a. Same as hory.

Horra goose. See goose.

horrendoust (ho-ren'dus), a. [= OF. horrende
= It. orrendo, < L. horrendus, fearful, terrible,

ger. of horrere, tremble with fright: see hor-

rent, horrid.] Fearful; frightful.

BorrerKious earthquakes.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Hist. Boston.

horrent (hor'ent), a. [< L. horren(t-)s, bristly,

shaggy, rougfi, ppr. of horrere, bristle, shake,
shiver, tremble with cold or with fear, be ter-

rified, dread: cf. Skt. \/ harsh, bristle. Of. Hor-
deum.] 1. Standing erect, as bristles ; covered
with bristling points ; bristling.

Him round
A globe of fiery seraphim inclosed,
With bright imblazonry and horrent arms.

Miltm, P. L., ii. 613.

2. Horrible; abhorring. Bailey.

horribile dictu (ho-rib'i-le dik'tii). [L. : hm--
ribile, neut. of horribilis, horrible; dictu, abl.

supine of dicere, say, tell: see diction.] Hor-
rible to relate ; dreadful to say.

horrible (hor'i-bl), a. [< ME. horrible, horre-
ble, orrible, < OP. horrible, orible = Pr. horrible,

orrible = Sp. horrible = Pg. horrivel = It. orri-

bile, < L. horribilis, terrible, fearful, dreadful, <

horrere, be terrified, fear, dread : see horrent.]

1 . Exciting or tending to excite horror ; dread-
ful; terrible: as, a horrible sight; horrible cru-
elty ; a horrible story.

All aboute hym all full of horryble peple and blacke
whiche had speres and swerdes.

Holy Mood (E. E. T. S.), p. 169.

A dungeon horrible on all sides round.
MUton, P. L., i. 61.

2. Hideous; shocking; extremely repulsive:
as, horrible deformity ; a horrible smell.

But surely we see yt his [Solomon's] continual wealth
made him fal, first into such wanton folic, on multiplying
wiues to an horrible number, contrary to the command-
ment of God.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1673), fol. 38.

The Devil had aiSicted Job with horrible diseases, and
might therefore afOict others. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 92.

=Syil. Execrable, Abominable, etc. (seene/anou«); fright-
ful, fearful, horrid, awful, revolting.

horribleness (hor'i-bl-nes), n. The state or
quality of bein^ horrible ; dreadfulness ; hide-
ousness; shocking repulsiveness.

horribletet, »• [ME., also orriblite, < OF, hor-
riblete, orriblete, etc., < horrible, horrible: see
horrible and -ty.] Something horrible.

Ful many an other orriblite

May men in that booke see.

Som. <tf the Base, 1. 7187.

horribly (hor'i-bli), adv. [< ME. horribly; <
horrible + -ly^.] 1. In a horrible manner; to
a horrible degree ; dreadfully : as, he was hor-
ribly mutilated ; horribly afraid.

To speak my secret sentiments, most reverent Fum, the
ladies here are horribly ugly.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, iii.

2. Exceedingly; intolerably: as, 1 &m horribly
tired. [CoUoq.]

I will be horribly in love with her.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

horrid (hor'id), a. [= Sp. horrido = Pg. hor-
rido = It. orrido, < L. horridus, rough, bristly,

shaggy, rude, savage, horrid, < horrere, bristle

:

see horrent.] 1+. Eough; rugged; bristling.

His haughtie Helmet, horrid all with gold,
Both glorious brightnesse and great terrour bredd.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 81.

Ye grots and caverns shagg'd with horrid thorn

!

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 20.

2. Fitted to excite horror ; dreadful; shocking:
as, a hm'rid spectacle.

horror

Give colour to my pale cheek with thy blood.

That we the horrider may seem to those

Which chance to find us. 5Aot., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

I myself will be
The priest, and boldly do those horrid rites

You shake to think on. Fletcher, Sea Voyage, v. 4.

What say ye then to fair Sii' Percivale,

And of the horrid foulness that he wrought?
I'ennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. Very bad or offensive ; abominable ; execra-

ble.

My Lord Chief Justice Keeling hath laid the constable

by the heels to answer It next Sessions : which is a horrid

shame. Pepys, Diary, Oct. 23, 1668.

About the middle of November We began to work on our
Ship's bottom, which we found very much eaten with the
Worm : For this is a horrid place for Worms.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 362.

Already I your tears suivey,

Already hear the horrid things they say.

Pope, K. of the L., iv. 108.

[Horrid and horrible, originally distinct in meaning in

their Latin forms, but sometimes used interchangeably by
later writers, aie now almost entirely synonymous in Eng-
lish ; but horrid commonly has a milder or less positive

force than horrible.] = Syn. 2. Horrible, frightful, awful,
appalling, harrowing, dire, revolting.

horridly (hor'id-li), adv. In a horrid or dread-
ful manner; shockingly.

He [Talleyrand] looks horridly old, but seems vigorous
enough and alive to everything.

GrevUle, Memoirs, March 9, 1830.

horridness (hor'id-nes), n. The quality of be-
ing horrid, abominable, or shocking.

He did not by any pretended prerogative excuse or pro-
tect them, but delivered them up into the hands of that
justice which the horridness of the fact did undoubtedly
demerit. Ludlow, Memoirs, III. 333.

horrific (ho-rif'ik), a. [= F. horrifigue = Sp.
horrifico = Pg. horrifico, < L. horrificus, that
causes terror, < horrere, be terrified, fear (see
horrent, horrid),+ facere, cause, make.] Caus-
ing horror.

Let . . . nothuig ghastly or horrific be supposed.
Is. Taylor.

I have a vivid memory of a tendency in the Sienese
painters to the more Aorri/ic facts of Scripture and legends

Howells, The Century, XXX. 671.

horrificatioil (hor'^i-fi-ka'shon), ». [< horrify
(see -fy) + -ation.] The act of horrifying ; any-
thing that causes horror.

As the old woman and her miserableblue light went on
before us, I could almost have thought of Sir Bertrand ot
of some German hm-Hfications.

Miss Edgeworth, Belinda, iii.

horrify (hor'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. horrified,

ppr. horrifying. [< L. horrificare, make rough
or terrible, cause terror, < horrificus, causing-
terror: see horrific] To cause to feel horror;
strike or impress with horror.

I was horrified at the notion. T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney..

horripilate (ho-rip'i-lat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
horripilated, ppr. horripilating. [Formed from
horripilation.] To produce horripilation in;
cause to shrink or creep, as flesh. [Recent
and rare.]

Flesh made to creep by the utterance of such words as
poets utter—fiesh moved by an Idea, fiesh horripilated by-
a Thought

!

L. Hearn, The Porcelain God.

horripilation (hor'^i-pi-la'shon), n. [= F. horri-
pilation = Sp. horripiladon = Pg. horripilagUo-
= It. orripilagione, < LL. horripilatio{n-), < harri-
pilare, bristle withhairs, be shaggy,< L. horrere,
bristle, +pilus, hair.] A contraction of the cu-
taneous muscles, producing the erection of the
hairs and the condition known as cutis anserina
or goose-flesh, it is accompanied by a kind of creep-
ing sensation in the skin, and may be produced by cola,
peculiar and sudden emotions, such as fear, or certain ner-
vous affections.

A wonderful desire and love Impel men from distant-
regions to visit the holy spot, and the first sight of the
Kaabah causes awe and fear, horripilation and tears.

R. iP. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 388.

horrisonant (ho-ris'o-nant), a. [< horrison-ous
+ -ant, after sonant.] ' Same as horrisonous.
[Rare.]

If It had been necessary to exact implicit and profound'
belief by mysterious and horrisonant terms.

Soutliey, The Doctor, Ixxxvi.

horrisonous (ho-ris'o-nus), a. [< L. horrisonus,
that makes a horrid sound, < horrere, be terrible,
horrid,+ sonus, a sound, sonare, make a sound.]
Sounding dreadfully; uttering or emitting a
terrible sound. [Rare.]
horror (hor'or), n. [Formerly also horroitr; =
F. horreur = Sp. Pg. horror = It. m-rore, < L.
horror, a bristling, a shaking, trembling as with
cold or fear, terror, < horrere, bristle, shake, be
terrified: see horrent and horrid.] 1+. A bris-
tling or ruffiing, as of the surface of water ; a.
rippling.



horror

Such fresh horror as you see driven through the wrinkled
waves.

2. A shivering or shuddering, as in the cold
fit which precedes a fever, usually accompa-
nied with contraction and roughening of the
skin; a rigor. [Rare.]

When lo ! a spectre rose, whose index-hand
Held forth the virtue of the dreadful wand. . . .

O'er every vein a shuddering horror runs

;

Eton and Winton shake through aU their sons.
Pope, Dunciad, Iv. 143.

A sudden horror chill
Ean through each nerve, and thrilled in every vein.

AddisoHj Jsneid, ill.

8. A painful emotion of fear or abhorrence ; a
shuddering with terror or loathing; the feeling
inspired by something frightful or shocking.

But if we think of being turn'd to naught,
A trembling horror in our soiils we find.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, xxx.

Horrour is that very strong and painful emotion which
is excited by the view or contemplation of something pe-
culiarly atrocious in the conduct of another ; by some vice
which exceeds tbe usual extravagance of vice ; enormities
that surpass the bounds of common depravity.

T. Cogcm, The Passions, I. ii. § 3.

I met her gray eyes glazed
With sudden horror most unspeakable.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 309.

4. Shrinking dread; great dislike or repug-
nance : as, to hold publicity in horror; to have
a horror of falsehood.

Sympathising with an English reader's pious horror for
unpronounceable Asiatic names, 1 will try to avoid them
as much as possible. Nineteenth Century, XXll. 471.

5. That which excites horror or terror ; that
which causes gloom or dread: as, the horrors
of war; a place of horrors.

Ye haue encreased the fault of your vile rebellion with
the horrour of bloudshed. Sir J, Cheke, Hurt of Sedition.

1 saw myself the lambent easy light

Gild the brown horror, and dispel the night.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, 11. 669.

Intervals of a groping twilight alternated with spells of

ntter blackness ; and it was impossible to trace the reason
of these changes in the flying horror of the sky.

JR. L. Stevenson, Merry Men.

The novel bristles with nonsense and unnecessary hor-

rors. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 146.

The horrors, (a) Extreme depression ; the blues. [Col-

loq.]

As you promise our stay sliall be short, if I don't die of

the horrors, I shfdl certainly try to make the agreeable.
Hiss FerrUr, Marriage, ill

(6) Delirium tremens. [Colloq.]

He do take a drop too much at times, and then he has
the horrors. Trollope; Dr. Thome, xl.

horror-stricken, horror-struck (hor'or-

strik'n, -struk), a. Struck with horror; hor-

nfled.

horry (hor'i), a. See hory.

horst, n. An obsolete spelling of horsel, in Mid-

die English both singular and plural.

hors concours (dr kSn-kor'). [F., out of com-
petition: hors, out; concours, competition.] Not
entered for competition: said of a work of art

in an exhibition.

hors de combat v6r d6 kon-ba')- [F-, out of

the fight: hors, prep., out, beyond, < L. foris,

out of doors, without (see forisfamiliate, for-

feit) ; de. < L. de, of ; combat, fight : see comiat.]

Out of the fight; disabled; unable to take fur-

ther part in the struggle.

hors-d'oeuvre (6r'd6vr'), »• [F.,lit. out of work

:

hors, out; de, of (see hors de combat); auvre,

work (see ure).'} In gastronomy, something

served not as a part of a course ; a relish, as

radishes, pickles, and the like.

Tried all hors-d'oeuvres, all liqueurs defined.

Judicious drank, and greatly daring dined.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 317.

horsel (h6rs), n. [< MB. hors (pi. hors and

horses), < AS. hors (pi. hors) = OS. Ji'Ors,}^os

{hross-) = OPries. hors, hars = D. ros = OHtr.

hros, ros, MHO. ros {ross-), 0. ross (> It. rozza=
Pr. rossa = P. rosse, a jade) = Icel. hross, hors

= Sw. Dan. dial, hors, a horse. Koot uncer-

tain; some connect the word with AS. Jwrsc —
MHG. roseh, swift, referring both to a root

shown iuL. cwrere (for *cursere^), run: see

current^. The Indo-Eur. word for 'horse' is

that represented by Skt. agva = (Jr. Ivm); = L.

eqms = AS. eoh, etc.: see Equus. The ordi-

nary Tout, terms outside of E. are D. paard, It.

Vferd {Bee palfrey); Sw. hast, Van. hest {see

henchman) : the Eom. words are F. eheval, bp.

caballo, etc. (see eheval, caple\ cavalry, etc.).

J

1. A solidungulate perissodactyl mammal ot

the family Eguidw and genus Equus; E. cabal-

lus. It has a flowing mane and taU, comparatively small

erect ears, comparatively large rounded ?°°"-.?^^P,3
head, arched neck, a callosity on the inner side of the nmo
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leg below the hock, In addition to one on the fore leg above
the so-called "knee, " and a peculiar voice called a " neigh."
These are the principal distinctive characters of the ex-
isting horses, of whatever variety, in comparison with the
asses and zebras, which are commonly placed in the same
genus {Equus). The horse has no distinctive coloration,
but is never conspicuously striped in any regular pattern,
and seldom shows even the dorsal and shoulder stripe
characteristic of the ass, though there is often an indica-
tion of this marking in horses which have reverted to a
feral state and tend to assume a dun color. The horse
is now known only as a domesticated and artifloially bred
animal, though in both North and South America, in Aus-
tralia, and in some parts of Asia the descendants of do-
mesticated ancestors run wild in troops. The native
country of the horse and the period of its subjection to
man are unknown. Animals congeneric with the present
horse, if not conspeciflc, have left their remains with those
of the mammoth and other extinct animals in the bone-
caves of both the old and new worlds, but the genus
Equus appears not to have been fully established before
the close of the Pliocene. The evolution of the modem
forms has been traced back through the whole Tertiary
?eriod, by the discovery of such genera as Hipparion aaa
'liohippus of the Pliocene, Anchitherium, Miohippus, and

Mesohippus of the Miocene, and Orohippus and Eohippus of
the Eocene. In the course of this evolutionary series is

observed a very gradual and unbroken geologic pedigree,
going back to a small animal, not larger than a fox, with
several separate toes on each foot. The size has steadily
increased, and other progressive modifications, especially
of the limbs, have resulted in the existing horse in all

its numberless ai'tificlal breeds, races, and strains, com-
bining in various defjrees the qualities of size, strength,

a, muzzle ; *, gullet ; c, crest : d, withers ; ^, chest ; y, loins ; ££',

firth ; /(, hip or ilium ; i, croup ; i, haunch or quarters ; /, thigh ; fn,

ock ; n, ^ank or camion ; o, fetlock ; ^, pastern ; ff. shoulder-bone
or scapula ; r, elbow ; s, fore thigh, or arm ; /. knee ; u, coronet ; v,

hoof ; T^f, point of hock ; x, hamstriog ; x:z, height.

speed, and bottom. Two breeds—namely, the large,

powerful, black breed of Flanders, and the Arabian—
have contributed more than all others to develop the
present varieties. The former laid the foundation of size,

strength, and vigor for draft-horses and for those former-

ly used in war ; whUe, when mailed armor was laid aside,

and the horse began to be used for the chase, the latter

conferred the speed and endurance which distinguish the

hunter. The ladies' palfrey is largely derived from the

Spanish genet, a small, beautiful, fleet variety of the

Moorish barb. The racehorse has less of Flemish and
more of Arabian blood. Other leading varieties are the

Suffolk Punch and Clydesdale, both chiefly of Flemish

blood, and best for draft and agriculture ; and several va-

rieties of ponies, as Galloway, Shetland, etc. Carriage,

riding, and other liorses combine the above breeds in va-

rying degrees, as speed, endurance, strength, or size, etc.,

may be required. Horses are said to have "blood" or

"breeding" in proportion as they have a greater or less

strain of Arab blood. The wild horse of Tataiy is called

a tarpmi, that of northern Africa a koomrah, and that of

America a mustang, the last being descended from im-

ported Spanish parents. The male of the horse is a stal-

lion; when gelded, a gelding ; the female is a mare; the

young, a foal— it a male, a colt, if a female, a filly. The
colt and fiUy become "of age" when the "corner-nippers"

(outer incisors) attain functional development. The age

of the horse may be determined by the marks on the front

teeth, wliioh change with the wearing down of the crowns

by use. When the mark disappears, as it generally does

in the eighth or ninth year, the horse is " aged." The pe-

riod of gestation is eleven months, and foals are generally

dropped in the spring. Horses vary greatly in size, some

standing more than twice as liigh as others. Very small

horses are called ponies, as those bred in Shetland.

A-noon he made tweyne of his sones for to make hem
redv and sette hem on two swifte horse.

'
Jferfi«(B.E.T.S.),iiL526.

Hast thou given the horse strength? hast thou clothed

his neck with thunder ? Job xxxlx. 19.

The horse that guide the golden eye of heaven.

And blow the moming from their nostrils. Marlowe.

In the earliest period, the Horse seems to have been the

favourite animal for sacrifloe ; there is no doubt that be-

fore the introduction of Christianity its flesh was univer-

sally eaten. Grimm, Teut. Mythol. (trans.), I. 47.

2 pi. In zool., the horse family, or Equidce;

the species of the genus Equus and related

genera. These include all the existing asses of the re-

stricted genus Asinus, and the quagga, dauw, and zebra,

of the restricted genus Bippotigris, together with all the

extinct forms of the Tertiary period which, however dif-

ferent from the modem horse, are connected closely By

Intermediate links. See Equidm.

3 The male of the horse kind, in distinction

from the female or mare ; a stallion or gelding.

Lo, the unback'd breeder, full of fear.

Jealous of catching, swiftly doth forsake him.

With her the horse, and left Adonis there.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 322.

horse

No cow-boy ever rides anything but horses, because
mares give great trouble wliere all the animals nave to be
herded together. T. Itooscvelt, The Century, XXXV. 666.

4. Abody of troops serving on horseback; cav-
alry : in this sense a collective noun, used also

as a plural : as, a regiment of horse.

Our nineteen legions thou shalt hold by land.
And our twelve thousand horse.

Shak., A. and C, iii. 7.

The horse was the first that marched o'er,

The foot soon followed a'ter.

The Boyne Water (Child's BaUads, VIL 254).

Back fly the scenes, and enter foot and horse;
Pageants on pageants in long order drawn.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. t 315.

5. A frame, block, board, or the Uke, on which
something is mounted or supported, or the use
of which is in any way analogous to that of a
horse. Compare etymology of easel^.

A kind of h^orse, as it is called with you, with two poles
like those of chairmen, was the vehicle ; on which is se-

cured a sort of elbow-chair in which the traveller sits.

Bichardson, Sir Charles Grandison, IV. 299.

Specifically— (a) A vaulting-block in a gymnasium. (6)

A wooden frame on which soldiers are made to ride as

a punisliment; sometimes called a timber mare, (c) A
saw-horse, (d) A clothes-horse, (e) A curriers' board,
used in dressing hides. (/) In printing, a sloping board,
with its support, placed on the bank close to the tympau
of a hand-press, on which is laid the paper to be printed.

(g) A support for the cables of a suspension-bridge. (A)

A board on which the workman sits in grinding the bevels
and edges of tools in their manufactm'e. Also horsing.

6. In mining, a mass of rock inclosed within a
lode or vein, usually of the same material as

the "country," or rock adjacent to the lode on
each side.

The miner takes his chance of luck. He is generally
content if he manages to pay his way along while the ores

are poor ; to lay by a little for the day when a horse or
cut makes its appearance in the vein, confldent that sooner
or later he may strike a rich stretch of ore.

Quoted in Mowry's Arizona and Sonora, p. 128.

7. In metal., Bsjae as bear, 7.— 8. An imple-
ment or a device for some service suggesting
or supposed to suggest that of a horse. Specifi-

cally— (ffl) A clamp for holding screws for filing, (b) A
hook-shaped tool used in making raised or hammered
work, (c) A wedge passed through a pin to tighten the
contact of the pieces which the pin holds together.

Thanne is ther a large pyn in maner of an extre that goth
thorow the hole that halt the tables of the clymates and
the riet in the wombe of the moder thorw wlch pyn ther
goth a litel wegge which that is cleped the hors, that
streyneth aUe thise parties to hope.

Chaueer, Astrolabe, i. 14.

((f) Naut. : (It) A foot-rope. (2) A jack-stay, on the for-

ward or after side of a mast, on wliich a sail or yard is

hoisted. (3) A traveler for the sheet-block of a fore-and-
aft sail, consisting of a horizontal bar of wood or iron.

A horse ... is used in sailing craft generally, for sheets
to travel upon. Qualtrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 34.

(4) The iron bar between the posts of a fife-raU to which
the leading-blocks are fastened.

9. A translation or similar forbidden aid used
by a pupil in the preparation of his lessons ; a
'
' pony " ; a " trot " ; a " crib " : so called as help-

ing the pupU to get on faster. [School and
coUege slang.]— 10. Among Britishworkmen,
work charged for before it is executed.— lit.

A term of opprobrium. Compare ass^, similar-

ly used.
Your mayor (a very horse, and a traitor to our city) . . .

must quarrel with the boys at their recreations.

British Bellman, 1648 (Harl. Misc., VII. 635).

[Sorse, as the first element of a compound, indicates a
large or coarse tiling of its kind ; as, Aor^e-chestnut, horse-

crab, Aors«-mackerel, Aorge-play, etc.]—Barbaxy horse.
Same as barbs, 1,—Dark horse, (a) In horse-raciTig, a
horse whose performances or capabilities are not gener-
ally known, or concerning whose chances of success in a
pending race little or no information is to be had.

The first favourite was never heard of, the second fa-

vourite was never seen after the distance post, all the ten-

to-oners were in therace, and adark horsewhich had never
been thought of rushed past the grand stand in sweeping
triumph. Disraeli, Young Duke, ii. 5.

Hence— (6) Any competitor for or recipient of a prize, hon-
ors, or office concerning whom nothing certain is known,
or whose identity is at first concealed, as for reasons of

strategy; one who is unexpectedly brought forward as a
candidate, or for nomination in a convention : much used
in American politics.

Every now and then a dark horse is heard of, who is

supposed to have done wonders at some obscure small
coUege. Cambridge Sketches.

Polk was what, in the political slang of to-day, is called

"a, dark horse" ; but as to the test question, he could have
been implicitly trusted.

H. von Hoist, John C. Calhoun, p. 244.

Entire horse. See entire.— Flevaiab. horse, a short

fooi>rope on a topsail-yard, outside the foot-rope proper,

used in reefing or other work at the yard-arm. See cut on
following page.— Green horse, in sporting. See the ex-

tract.

A green horse is one that has never trotted or paced for

premiums or money, either double or single.

Bules Nat. Trotting Assoc.,-p. 51.

Homed horse, the gnu, Catoblepas or Connmhcetes gnu.
See out under pmt.-Horse and foot, or horse, foot,



borse

a, a, Flemish Hoise.

and dragoons, (a) The cavaliy and intantry— that is, the
whole army : as, they were rooted, horse, foot, aiul dra-
goons. Hence—(6) As used adverbially, indiscriminately

;

withoat favor.

She played at pharaoh two or three times at Princess
Graon's, where she cheats horse arid foot,

Walpole, Letters (1740X I. 87.

I made a dangerous thrust at him, and violently over-
threw him Aorse and /oot. Grimthe Collier, if.

Horse night-cap. See night-cap.—Iron horse, a loco-
motive engine.— Master of the borse. See master.—
Salt horse. See salthorse The age of a horse. See
age.—To change a horse. See ehange.—To chant a
horse. See chant.—lo flog a dead horse, to try to
revive interest in a worn-out topic.—To hitch horses.
See hitch.—To horse, (at) On horseback ; mounted.

Whan the gomes ot grece were alle to horse,
Araied wel redi, of romayns to rekkene the numbre,
Trei'.Ii twenti thousand, a-tired atte best.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1947.

(6) Take horse; mount: used absolutely, as a signal or
command.

To horse, to horse 1 urge doubts to them that fear.

Shak., Rich II., ii. 1.

'^ To horse,"
Said Ida; "homel tohorse!"

Tennyson, Princess, Jv.

To monnt or ride the high horse, to be or get on
one's high horse, to assume a lofty tone or manner;
act or speak loftily, as from oflEended dignity, or from
pedantry or ostentation ; prance or show off.

Rooster forsooth must ride the high horse now he is mar-
ried and lives at Ghanticlere. Thackeray, Newcomes, Ivii.

ITow dismounted from her h^h horse and sitting confi-

dentially down close to her visitor.

TrdUope, Barchester Towers, zxvL

He mounted the classic high horse, and modeled him-
self on Demosthenes and Cicero.

C. F. Adams, Jr., A College Fetich, p. 24.

It rarely happens that what is called a popular success
[in literature] is achieved by such delicate means, with
so little forcing of the tone or mounting of the high horse.

N. A. Rev., CXX. 208.

To nick a horse's tail. See niek.—'So pay for a dead
horse, to payfor something thathasbeen lost or consumed,
or from which one has received or will receive no benefit,

as if for a horse that has died before being paid for.—To
pull the dead horse, to work for wages already paid.
[Trade slang.]—To jput the cart hefore the horse.
See cart.—To take norse. (a) To mount for a ride on
horseback.

They summon'd up their meiny, straight took horse.

Commanded me to follow. Shak., Lear, il 4.

g) To be covered, as a mare, (c) In mining, to divide
ito branches for a distance : sEud of a vein.—Winged

horse. See Pegasus,

horsei (h6rs), v.
;
pret. and pp. horsed, ppr. hors-

ing. [< ME. horsen, set on horseback; < horse,

».] I. trans. 1. To provide with a horse; sup-

ply horses for, as a body of cavaby, eto.

The duke was horsede agayne.
He pilkked faste in the playne.

MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 184. (HaUiweU.)

The Crimme Tartar . . . came out of his owne couu-
trey, . . . accompanied with a great number of his nobil-

itie well horsed. Bakluyt's Voyages, I. 469.

I can see nothing but people better horsed than myself,

that out-ride me. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iv, S.

Our Maron [a guide or conductor] of Turin,who horsed
our company from Lyons to Turin.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 92.

2, To sit astride ; bestride. [Rare.]

Stalls, bulks, windows,
Are smother'd up, leads fill'd, and ridges hor^d
With variable complejaons ; all agreeing
In earnestness to see him. Shak., Cor., U. 1.

3. To cover : said of the male.—4. To mount
or place on or as on the back o£ a horse ; set

on horseback; hence, to take on one's own
back. [Kare.]

Not his [the orator's] will, but the principle on which
he is horsed, , . . thunders in the ear of the crowd.

Emerson, Art.

5. To mount on another's back preparatory to

flogging. [Eng.]

The capteine commanded the child to be horsed up and
scourgedT Foxe, Martyrs, p. 81.

A naughty boy ready horsed for discipline. Swift.

6. Naut., to "ride"hard; drive or urge at work
unfairly or tyrannically : as, to horse a ship's

grew.—7. To make out or learn by means of a
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translation or other extrinsic aid: as, to Itorse

a lesson in Virgil. [School and college slang.]
—To horse a hll^ to try to get pay for work not yet done.
[Printers' slang.]—To horse on, to drive on ; push, as a
person or work. [Slang, Eng.]

II, intrans. 1. To get on horseback; mount
or ride on a horse, p^ow rare.]

There was horsing, horsing In haste.

ArchU of Ca'fieU (Chllds Ballads, VI. 90).

Up early, and my father and I alone talked about our
bnsmess, and then we all horsed away to Cambridge.

Pepys, Diary, Sept. 19, 1681.

2. To charge for work before it is executed.

[Trade slang, Eng.]—3. In calking, to embed
firmly in the seams of a ship, as oakum, with
a horsing-iron and a mallet : often with up,

liorse^t.a. An obsolete form of ftoarse. Chaucer,

horse-aloes (hdrs'aF'oz), «. See fetid aloes, un-
der aloes,

horse-ant (h6rs'fiiit), n. The common red ant,

Formica ruja.

horse-arm (hdrs'Srm), n. In mining, the part
of the horse-whim to which horses are attached.

horse-armor (h6rs'ar''''mgr), n. Armor for the

protection of a horse in battle. See bard^.

horse-artillery (h6rs'ar-til*e-ri), n. See artil-

lery— Horse-artillery gun. See guni.

horseback (hdrs'bak), n. [< ME. horseback,

horshak (= Icel. hrossbdk) ; < horse^ + ftacfci.]

1. The back of a horse, particularly that part
of the back on which the rider sits : used gen-
erally in the phrase on horseback, often abbre-
viated to horseback, and used adverbially.

Tliat euery brother schal be in his liuere for that gere
an hors-iao at certeyn place, be cure and time assigned.

English CHlds (E. E. T. S.), p. 447.

I . . . saw them salute on horseback.
Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1.

2. A low and somewhat sharp ridge of sand
or gravel; also, but not generally, a ridge of

rock which rises for a short distance with a
sharp edge : a common term in New England,
especially in Maine. Also called hogback, hog's-

back, and boar's-back. Such ridges are called by
Scotch geologists kames, by the Irish eskars,

horseback (h6rs'bak), adv. On the back of a
horse : as, to ride horseback. See horseback, »., 1.

horse-balm (hftrs'bam), n. A strong-scented
labiate plant of the American genus Collinsonia,

having large leaves and yellowish flowers, c.

CoMidemis, uie best-known species, also known as the
richweed or stoneroot, is used in infusion as a diuretic, and
its leaves are applied ix) wounds and bruises.

horse-bane (h6rs'ban), n. A poisonous umbel-
liferous plant, CEnanthe Phellandrium, a native
of temperate Europe and Eussian Asia : so call-

ed from its being supposed to cause a kind of

palsy in horses.

horse-bean (hflrs'ben), n. A sort of bean so
called from being fed to horses, or from its

large size. The Jamaica horse-bean is Cana-
vaUa gladiata, having large legumes.
horse-oeech (h6rs'bech), n. Same as hurst-

beech,

horse-blob (h6rs'blob), n. The marsh-mari-
gold, Caltha palustris. [Scotch.]

The yellow horse-blob's early flower.
Ciare, Village Mhistrel, L 49.

horse-block (h6rs'blok), n. 1 . A block or stage
on which one steps in mounting or dismount-
ing from a horse.

A Iwrse-blockwith a flight of steps attached was brought,
and placed in position for the visitor's descent.

Harper's Mag,, LIXVIII. 248.

2. A square frame of strong boards employed
by excavators to elevate the ends of theirwheel-
ing-planks.— 3. In ship-building, a grating or
platform elevated above the deck of a ship at
the height of the rail, for the use
of the officers of the deck.

horse-boat (hdrs'bot), n. A boat
moved by a horse or horses; spe-
cifically, a ferry-boat propelledby
horses working in a treadmill.

horse-boot (h&s'bbt), n. A lea-

ther covering for the hoof and
pastern of a horse, designed to

guard them against over-reaching
or interfering.

horse-bot (h6rs'bot), n. The lar-

va of the horse bot-fly, Gastero-

philus egm. See bof^, and cut un-
der bot-fly,

horse-box (h6rs'boks), n. 1. A
closed car for transporting horses

by rail.—2. Aninolosure for horses in a vessel.

horse-boy (hdrs'boi), n. A boy employed in
grooming and tending horses ; a stable-boy.

horse-coursing

Having bene once brought up an idle hor^-ioy, he wfll

never after faU to laboure, but is onely made fltt for the

halter. Spenser, State of Ireland.

horse-bramble (h6rs'bram''bl), ». A brier; a

wild rose. [Prov.Eng.] „,„ , , ^
horse-breadt (h6rs'bred), n. [< ME. horsbrede;

< horse^ + fireadi.] Provender for horses pre-

pared in the form of loaves ; any kind of coarse

bread fed to horses.

That no hosteller make horse bread in his hostry nor

mthouL but bakers shall mEike it.

English Oitds (E. E. T. S.), p. 368.

Save this piece of dry horse-bread, chave byt no byt this

lyvelonge dale. Bp, StiZl, Gammer Gurton's Needle.

The foode which I and others did eat was very blacke,

far worse then Horse-breade.
Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 20.

You thread-bare, Juyrse-bread-eatine rascals I

B. JonsoTt, Every Man out of his Humour, iiL 2.

horse-breaker (hdrs'bra^'kfer), n. One whose
employment is to break or train horses.

horse-brier (h6rs'bri'''6r), n. The common
greenbrier or cat-brier, Smilax rotundifolia.

horse-cadger (h6rs'kaj"6r), n, A knavish deal-

er in horses.

A combination of a Yorkshire horse-cadger and a White-

chapel bully might furnish some psychological parallel.

Westminster Bev., CXXV. asa

horse-cane (hdrs'kan), n. A tall coarse Amer-
ican composite plant, Ambrosia tri^da,the great

ragweed. See ragweed.

horse-capper (h6rs'kap''''6r), n. A swindler who
sells a worthless horse for a good price. [Cant.]

horse-car (h6rs'kar),». 1. A railroad-car fitted

for the transportation of horses.— 2. A street-

car drawn by horses. [U. S.]

horse-cassia (hdrs'kash'ia), n. A leguminous
tree, Cassia marginata, bearing long pods which
contain a black cathartic pulp, used in Hindu-
stan as a medicine for horses. The tree is nat-

uralized in Jamaica.
horse-chanter (hdrs'ohan'-'tfer), n. See chan-

ter\ 3.

horse-charget, »»• [ME. horseeharche; < horse^

+ charge.'] A horse-load.

horse-chestnut (h6rs'ches'nut), «. [So called,

it is said, because formerly ground as food for

horses ; but this is appar. a mere guess. Horse
occurs in many other plant-names, in some
without obvious reason ; in this case it may be
meant to convey the notion of 'large.'] 1. A
dicotyledonous-leafed tree of the genus Msc/Ur-

lus, ./E. Bippocastanum, a large and highly ornamental
tree, a native originally of Asia, was introduced into En-
rope about the middle of the sixteenth century. The na-
tive American species of the same genus are commonly
called buckeye. The fruit of the horse-chestnut resembles
the chestnut, but is coarse and bitter. See .^sculus and
buckeye,

2. The nut or fruit of the horse-chestnut.—3.
In entom,, a geometrid moth, Paehycnemia hip-

pocastanaria : an English collectors' name.
horse-clipper (h6rs'klip*6r), n. A form of
shears for clipping the coats of horses, in which
a pair of serrated knives move over each other.

See out under clipping-shears,

horse-cloth (hdrs'kldth), n, A cloth used to
cover a horse, or as a part of its trappings.

The furniture and the horse-cloaths will be all yonr own
device for the wedding, and the horses, when and where
you please. Steele, Lying Lover, 11. 1.

horse-collar (h6r8'kol'''ar), n. A collar, com-
monly made of leather stuffed with hay or
straw, and having creases to receive the hames,
placed over a horse's neckand againstthe shoul-
der, to bear against in pulling. See cut under

horse-coltf, n. [ME.] A colt.

As an horse-colt he shalbe dryue.
Wyel^, Ecdns. zxia SO.

horse-coper, horse-couper (h6rs'k6*p6r, -kou*-
p6r), n. A horse-dealer. [Scotch.]

We were told there were not less than an hundred jock-
eys or horse-kopers, as they call them iliere, from London,
to buy horses for sale.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 397.

Some tiu?ned horse-coopers, some pedlers.
ColvU, Mook Poem, p. 87.

horse-COUrserf (h6rs'k6r''s6r), n, [< horsed +
courser^. In def. 2 associated with courser'^.];

1. A dealer in horses.

Now they throng, like so many horse-coursers at a fair.
Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, iii.

Hee musters together all the Hackneymen and Horse-
coursers in and about Colman-streete.

Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 20.

2. One who runs horses, or keeps race-horses.
horse-coursingf (h6rs'k6r"sing), n. Horse-
dealing or horse-racing.



horse-coursing

K Love. What yet-unheard-of course to live doth your
Imagination flatter you with? your ordinary means are
devoured.

r. Love. Course 1 why, horse-courising, 1 think.
BeoM. and Fl., Scornful Lady, L 1.

horse-crab (hdrs'krab); n. Same as horseshoe-
crab.

horse-crevalle (Mrs'kre-vaFe), n. A oaran-
goid fish, Caranx hippos, the cavally: so called
in South Carolina, in contradistinction to the
pompano, there known as orevalle.

horse-cucumber (h6rs'ku"kum-ber), n. Alarge
green cucumber. Mortimer.
horse-daisy (hdra'da'-'zi), n.
daisy (which see, under daisy)
horse-dealer (h6rs'de"16r), n.
and sells horses.
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bot-fly, as the horse-bot, Gasterophilus equi. See
out under lot-fly.

^

horsefly-weed (h6rs'fli-wed), n. A leguminous
plant, £apfosja tinctoria, the wild indleo or rat-
tlebush. Also horseflea-weed.
horsefoot (hdrs'fut), n. [< ME. Iwrsfot; < horse^^
+ foot.;\ 1. A horse's foot.

The Troiens for that tulke had tene at hor hert

;

Kayron euyn to the kyng, caght hym helyue

;

Harlet hym fro hore/et, had hym away.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6833.

2. A plant, Tussilago Farfara : same as oolts-
Same as oxeye Joot.—Z. The horseshoe-crab or king-crab, ii-

horse-leech

One who buys horsefoot-crab (h6rs'fut-krab), n. Same as
liorseshoe-crab.

horse-doctor (Mrs dok"tor), n. One who treats horsefoot-snipe (h6rs'fut-smp), n. Aname ap-
the diseases of horses; a farrier; a veterinary pUed both to the knot, Tringacanutus, and to
surgeon. Lt^olloq.] the tumstoue, Strepsilas interpres, along the At-
horse-drench (hors drench), n. 1. A dose of lantio coast of the United States, from their
physic for a horse. feeding on the spawn of the horsefoot.
The most sovereign prescription of Galen is hut empiri- horse-furniture (h6rs'f6r"ni-turl, n. The trat)-

cutick, and . . . of no better repute than^a horse^rench. pings of a horse, including saddle, bridle, etc.

;

the housings, caparison, and (if an armored
Shak., Cor., 11. 1.

2. A horn or other instrument by which medi-
cine is administered to a horse.
horse-elder (h6rs'el"d6r), n. [An acoom. form
of feorse/ieaZ, simulating elder'^.J Same as horse-
heal.

horse-emmet (h6rs'em"et), n. Same as horse-
ant.

horse-eye (hdrs'i), «. One of the small so-
called sea-beans, Muouna urens, often found

war-horse) bards or armor.
horse^gear (hdrs'ger), n. 1. Same as horse-

The cruel curh-bit and heavy stock-saddle, with its high
horn and cantle, prove that we have adopted Spanish-
American hoTBe-gear.

T. Mooeevelt, The Century. XXXV. 605.

2. Horse-power, as applied in moving machin-
ery. [Eng.]

floating in the ocean or washed up on shore in horse-gentian (hdrs'jen'-'shian), n. See genUan.
^™Pi*l-_ ™?'?°^'_™4 '^^^ "^ J.^.'^^li^--Horse- horse-gin (h6rs'jin), n. A gin driven by a horse
eye bean, (a) Same aa horse-eye. \b) The "fruit of an-
other leguminous plant, Dalichos LaUab, a native of the
East Indies.

horse-faced (hfirs'fast), a. Having a longeoarse
face; u^ly.

horse-fair (hdrs'far), n. A fair or market at
which chiefly horses are sold.

horse-fettler (h6rs'fet"16r), n. In mining, a
workman who provides for and attends to the
horses kept underground.
horse-finch (h6rs'flnoh),«. The chaffinch. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]

for raising great weights. " See gin^.

horse-ginseng (hdrs'^in^seng), n. Same as
horse-gentian (which see, under gentian).

horse-godmother (h6rs'god"muTH-er), n. A
large masculine woman, coarsely fat. [Prov.
Eng.]

In woman, angel sweetness let me see

;

No galloping Iwrse-godmotliers for me.
Wolcot, Peter Pindar's Ode upon Ode (In Continuation).

How do, my dear? Come to seethe old man, hay? 'Gad—you've a pretty face, too. You ain't like that old horse-
godmother, your mother. Thackeray, Vanity Pair, xxzix.

horse-fish (hdrs'flsh), re. 1. A flsh of the fam- T,„„„„„„„„/!, A^»' „^ », \T^A^^•^^;^ i

ily Carangid^, Fomer setipinnis, having a much- ^°lf^i?^JprlfA^:Ht »*^^pl
compressed oblong bod;>f a head higS and an- wfflUf^^^^ ' '^"T^^' n f
gulated far above the ejes, a smooth silvery

horse-gowan (h6rs'gou"an), re. One of several

Skin, and low dorsal and anal fins. It inhabits Vl^fis,f.s ChrysanthemumJ^ueanth^^^^^

the warm parts of the Atlantic. Also called , ««"f ^^ZT^ !
Taraxacam ofUmahs.

moonfish, dollar-fish, and blunt-nosed shiner.- ^^T/iF^^i^ ^ gram), re. Aleguminous plant,

2. A-^ carangoid fisii, Selene vomer, closely re- £^tv^fAffi^^H A^-f!^±-^1?^/^^ 't^'
semblingtheW/g,andknown'bytherame S^f^^^alf,^,^05^.'

'

names. See autuadeThorsehead.—3. The sau- i,„
°" \!r„Ji„ /i,?l,„/° s^ i a •v,„.i„^<!

.er,Sti.ostedion canadense. [Western U, S.]- ^^'f^^Zt^^ lS„:/.!l2'rl''f^h°fcavalry for guards. See guard.— 2. [cap.2 The
public office inWhitehall, London, appropriated
to the departments und^r the commander-in-
chief of the British army: so called from the
two horsemen standing sentry at the gates.

—

3. leap."] The military authorities in charge
of the war department of Great Britain, in dis-

tinction from the civil chief, the Secretary for

War.
cheap article of diet, and its sale, under strict official super- hnrnoTiairi'TiATH'liHr'^ « nnrl /i r^ ME hnrsher
vision, was authorized in 1866. The necessary use of it ^P'^seiiair (UOra liar^),^M.. ana a. L> ^^ noisjier

4. A sea-horse, as Hippocampus hudsoniu^.

horseflea-weed (hdrs'fle-wed), re. Same as

horsefly^weed.

horse-flesh (h&rs'flesh), m. and a. I. re. 1. The
flesh of a horse. Europeans have generally regarded
horse-flesh as unfit for food ; but hippophagy or horse-eat-
ing has always existed among some rude races, and has
been advocated bymany gastronomers in Europe. In Paris
horse-flesh has long been surreptitiously dealt in

there during the siege of 1870-1 brought it into more
general favor, which has been maintained. It is also eaten
to some extent in other countries.

2. Horses collectively, with reference to driv-

ing, riding, or racing. [Colloq. or slang.]

He is a cogger of dice, a chanter of horse-flesh.

Thackeray, legend of the Khine.

S. A species of Baliama mahogany: probably
so named from its color.

_
II. a. Of the color of horse-flesh; of a pecu-

liar reddish-bronze color Horse-flesh maiog-

(= Icel. hrosshdr); < horse^ + hair^.'] I. n. The
hair of horses, more particularly the hair of the
mane and tail. It isused for the making of hair-

cloth, the stuffing of mattresses and cushions,

etc.

This holi man seint Edmund werede stronge here [see

hairl, n.] . . .

Of hard harsher ymaked. St. Edm, Con/., 1. 168.

II. a. Made of horsehair: covered, fiUed, or

stuffed with horsehair : as, worse/joir covering;

a horsehair mattress.
Sameany. Same as sa*i(!«.—Horse-flesh ore, the mineral Tinrsehair-lichen (h&rs'har-li''''ken), re,

mThe fteshtactur^
'"'™'* """'" "

^shorsetail-lichen.

Near the surface, 'especially on the Bruce location, a horsehair-WOrm (h6rs'h&-we™), re. A hair-

good deal of purple or horse-Jesh ore was found. worni or gordius. See out under Gordius,
Pre. Diet., IV. 283. horsehead (hdrs'hed), re. 1. A fish of the ge-

horse-flower(h6rs'flou''''6r),re. [Cf.equiv.Mem. nus Selene or the genus Vomerj a moonfish or

peerd-bloeme, horse-fiower.] A species of cow-
wheat, Melampyrum sylvaticum.

horse-fly (hdrs'fli), re. [< ME. horsflege, etc.; <

horseJ- + fly^.'] 1. A hexachsetous dipterous

insect, as Tdbanus hovinus and other species of

the family Tabanidm, of which the females have
a piercing proboscis, and are extremely annoy-
ing to horses and cattle. Also called breeze,

breeze-fly, and gadfly. See cuts under breeze'-

and gadfly.—2. A pupiparous dipterous insect

of the family Sippoboscidw; a forest-fly or tick-

fly. Also called horse-tick.— 3. A dichsetous

dipterous insect of the family (Estridm, a true

dollar-fish, as Selene vomer or Vomer setipinnis.

See cut in next column.— 2. A fish of the taxa-

ily SippocampidcB; a sea-horse.— 3. A cast of

the interior of the shell of a fossil species of

TrigonUdce.—4. The surf-scoter, a duck, CEde-

mia perspicillata, more fully called horsehead

coot. [Maine, U. S.]

horseheal, horseheel (h6rs'hel), re. [< ME.
horsehele, < AS. hors-lielene, hors-elene, elecam-

pane, < hors, a horse (appar. as a tr. of the L.

name inula, taken as hinnula, a colt), + elene,

< L. heleninm, elecampane: see Selenium. In

later use the second element was supposed to

Horsehead {Selene -vomet^.

(From Report of U. S. Fish CommissioQ, I8a^)

have something to do with heel^ or heaP-. An-
other perversion appears in horse-elder.'] A
coarse composite plant, Inula Helenium, the ele-
campane. See out under elecampane.
horse-herdt (hdrs'herd), n. [< ME. horsherde,<
AS. horshyrde, a horse-keeper, a groom, < hors,
horse, + hyrde, a keeper: see horse^ and herd^.]
A keeper of horses ; a groom.
"Canst thou tell me," said Child Rowland to the Jwrse-

herd, "where the king of Elfland's castle is?"
Child Bowland (Child's Ballads, I. 247).

horse-hoe (hdrs'ho), ». See hoe\
horse-holder (h6rs'h61'''der), re. Stocks or
a sUnging-frame for securing unruly horses
while shoeing, or for supporting sick or dis-
abled horses.

horsehoof (hdrs'hSf), re. Same as coltsfoot.

horse-hook (hdrs'huk), re. An iron hook at-
tached to the sole-bar of a railroad-car, and
forming an attachment for a rope by which the
vehicle can be drawn. Car-Builders Diet.

horse-iron (h6rs'i"6m), ». Same as horsing-
iron.

horse-jag (h6rs'jag), re. Same as horse-plum, 1.

horse-jockey (hdrs'jok'''i), re. 1 . A professional
rider of race-horses: more commonly in the
shortened formjockey.
ilj brother lives with horse-Jockeys and trainers, and

the wildest bloods of the town.
Thackeray, Virginians, Ivi.

2t. A dealer in horses, especially a tricky deal-
er ; a knavish horse trader.

horse-jug (hdrs'jug), re. Same as horse-plum, 1.

horsekeepert (hdrs'ke'per), re. [< ME. hors-
Icepere; < horsed + keeper.] One who keeps or
takes care of horses.

And he called unto his h&rssekeeper,
"Make ready you my steede."

ChUde Mawriee (Child's Ballads, 11. 316).

horse-knacker (h6rs'nak''''6r), re. One who buys
diseased, worn-out, or dead horses, for the
commercial products to be procured from their
carcasses.

horse-knavet (hdrs'nav), m. [< ME. hors-,

horse-knave; < horse^ + knave."] A horse-boy;
a groom.

And trusse here haltris forth with me.
And am but as here horse-knave.
Qower, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 112. (Palliwell.)

horse-knob (h&rs'nob), re. Same as horse-
knop.

horse-knop (hdrs'nop), re. The flower-head of
,

Centaurea nigra, knap- or knopweed.
horse-lark (hdrs'lark), re. The common corn-
bunting of Europe, Emberiza miliaria. See cut
under bunting^. [Cornwall, Eng.]
horse-latitudes (h6rs'lat"i-tiidz), re. pi. Naut.

,

a part of the North Atlantic ocean between the
region of westerly winds of higher latitudes
and the region of the trade-winds of the trop-
ics, notorious for tedious calms. "They were so
called from the circumstance that vessels formerly bound
from New England to the West Indies, with a deck-load

.

of horses, were often so delayed in this calm belt of Can-
cer, that, for the want of water for their animals, they
were compelled to throw a portion of them overboard,"
Maury, The Physical Geography ofthe Sea (8th ed.), p. 276.

horse-laugh (h6rs'laf), re. [< horse^ + laugh:
such a laugh as we may imagine a horse would
utter if it were a laughing animal.] A loud,

coarse, boisterous laugh.

A horse-laugh, if you please, at honesty.
Pope, Epil. to Satires, i. 38.

On my conscience, I believe she could spread a horse-

laugh through the pews of a tabernacle.
Goldsmith, Good-natnred Man, i.

Thrusting half-a-crown into each of his pockets, and a
hand and wrist after it, he burst into a horse-lOAiffh.

Dickens.

horse-leech (h6rs'lech), re. 1. A large leech,

as Scemopsis sanguisorba or Aulastoma gulo.—



horse-leech

2. A horse-doctor, veterinary surgeon, or far-

rier.— 3. An inveterate beggar or dun ; an ex-
tortionate person; one who makes incessant
demands or drafts upon another.

The horseleack hath two daughters, crying. Give, give.

Prov. XXX. 15.

We'll all join, aud hang upon him like so many horse-
leeches. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

horseleek (hors'lek), «. A plant, the hullock's-
eye.

horseless (hSrs'les), o. Having no horse; pro-
pelled without the aid of horses Horseless car-
riage, a carriage, such as is dra\vn by horses, containing
an electric or other motor by which it is propelled.

horse-litter (h6rs'lit"er), n. A kmd of wheel-
less carriage or palanquin hung on poles be-
tween two horses, going one behind the other.

The Mng [Edward I.], now weak and sick, followed in a
horse-litter. Dickens, Child's Hist. Bng., xvi.

horse-load (hdrs'lod), n. [< ME. horselode; <
liorse^ + load.'i A load for a horse; hence, a
large quantity or niunber.
Tonnes and barelles tht cometh in carte sholde custome

a peny ; an horselode, an halpeny.
English Gilds (B. E. T. S), p. 368.

They have, like good sumpters, laid ye down their hwse-
load of citations and fathers at your door.

/ Milton, Church-Government.

horse-loaft (h6rs'16f), ». [< ME. Iwrselof; <

horse'- + loaf. Cf. horse-iread.'i A large loaf
composed of beans and wheat ground together,
used for feeding horses.
Thath all Bakers of the said Cite, and suburbis of the

same, make butt ij. horselofys to a peny, aud of clene
beanys. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 337.

Oh that I were in my oat-tub, with a horseloaf;
Something to hearten me.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night -Walker, v. 1.

horse-lockf,». Ahobble;afetlock. SeefetlocTc,3.

Horse-lochs nor chains
Shall hold her from me.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 1.

horse-lot (h6rs'lot), n. A lot or pasture for
horses.

horsely (h&rs'li), a. and adv. [< ME. horsly; <
horse'- + -ly.'\ Having the qualities most ap-
proved in a horse; in the manner of a good
horse. [Obsolete or rare.]

Therwith so horsly; and so quik of eye.

As it a gentil PoUeys courser were.
Chwueer, Squire's Tale, L 186.

horse-mackerel (h6rs'mak''''6r-el), n. One of
several fishes more or less nearly related to the
mackerel, (a) The common tunny. [TJ. S.] (b) The
scad or cavally, Carwnx vulgaris. [Eng. and New Zea-
land.] (c) The jurel, CaraTia: pisg«ei««. [North Carolina,
tr. S.] (d) The bluefish, Pomatmnus saltatris. [Hhode
Island, U. S.] (e) The black candle-flsh, Anoplopoma fim-
bria. See AnoplopomidcB, and cut under candle-fish. [Pu-
get Sound.] {/) The Californian hake or merluccio, Mer-
lucius proditctus. [Sequely, California, U. S. ] (g) The ten-
pounder, Elops saurus. See cut under Elops. [Fort Ma-
con, North Carolina, U. S.]

horseman (h6rs'man), n.
;
pi. horsemen (-men).

[< ME. horsman; i horse'- + man.'] 1. A rider
on horseback ; one who uses or manages a horse
or horses.

Sorsemeji, my skill in horsemanship advance

;

Townsfolk, my strength.
Sir P. Sidney, Sonnet (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 479).

He knew her, as a horsamcm knows his horse.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

S. A soldier who serves on horseback.
Most valiant and hardy,
With horsemen and footmen
March'd towards the town.
Winning of Cales (Child's Ballads, VII. 126).

3. A book-name of a scisenoid fish of the genus
Eques.— 4t. One of sundry tattlers or sandpip-
ers, seolopacine birds of the genus Totanus; a
gambet; a chevalier.— 5. A kind of domestic
pigeon—Green-legged horseman, a bird, Totamis
glottis; the greenshank. See cut under greenshank.—
Horseman's hammer. Same as martel-de-fer.—Red-
legged horseman, a bird, Totanus calidris; the red-
shank.

horsemanship (hdrs'man-ship), n. [< horseman
+ -ship.] The management of horses; spe-
cifically, the art of riding or controlling horses;
equestrian skill. See manege.

To turn and wind a fiery Pegasus,
And witch the world with noble horsemmiship.

Shah., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

horse-marine (hdrs'ma-ren''), n. One of an
imaginary corps of mounted marine soldiers

;

hence, a person out of his element and unfit

for his place, as such a soldier would be on
board ship : also humorously employed in a lit-

eral sense. [Slang.]

This old sea-dog organized a body of horse-marines to

patrol the shore. Adm. Porter, N. A. Rev. , CXXVII. 226.

horse-marshalf (h6rs'mar"shal), n. A man-
ager of horses ; a groom.
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Unskild mediciners, and horsemwshels, slays both man

and beast. Ray, Proverbs (1678), p. 394.

horse-masher (h6rs'mash''''er), n. Same as
horse-smatch.

horsemaster (h6rs'mas'''t6r), n. A manager of

horses ; a rider.

Of all classes in the kingdom, that from which the town
volunteers spring is perhaps the least fitted by nature,
habit, and training to yield us good horsemasters.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 169.

horse-match (hfirs'maeh), n. See horse-smatch.

horse-mealt (h6rs'mel), ». Food without drink.

Sai'ies.

Eating never hurt any one who washed down his vic-

tuals with a glass of good wine; horse-meals indeed are
enough to choak human creatures.

C. Johnston, Chrysal, I. 220.

horse-meatf (h&rs'met), n. Food for horses;
provender.
Who gives you your maintenance, I pray you? who al-

lows you your horse-meat and man's-meat?
B. Jonson, Epicoene, iii. 1.

horse-mill (h6rs'mil), «. A mill turned by a
horse or horses.

horse-millinert (h6rs'mil''''i-n6r), n. One who
supplies trappings and decorations for horses.

\_&a. affected term.]

The trammels of his palfrey pleased his sight.

For the horse-mUliner his head with poses dight.

Chatterton, Rowley's Balade of Charitie.

One comes in foreign trashery

Of tinkling chain and spur,

A walking haberdashery
Of feathers, lace, and fur

;

In Rowley's antiquated phrase,
Horse-milliner of modern days.

Scott, Bridal of Triermain, it

horsemint (hdrs'mint), n. [< ME. horsminte,

< AS. *lwrsminte (Lye— not authenticated) =
Sw. horsmynte, Mentha arvensis (jirob. taken
from E.); < hors, horse, -1- minte, mint.] 1. A
wild mint of Europe, Mentha sylvestris.— 2. An
American plant, Monarda punctata, common
fromNewYork southward Bound-leafed horse-
mint, Mentha rotwndifolia, a native of Europe, but now
naturalized in the United States.— Sweet horsemint,
Cunila Mariana, the common dittany.

horse-mnsher (h6rs'mush''''6r), n. Same as
horse-smatch.

horse-mushroom (h6rs'mush''''r6m), n. Same
as liedge-mushroom.

horse-mussel (h6rs'mus''''l), n. A large mussel
of the genus Modiola, especially M. modiolus,

common to the shores of northern Europe and
America, having a smooth blackish shell.

horse-nail (h6rs'nal), n. A nail for fastening
a horseshoe to the hoof.

horse-nestt (hdrs'nest), n. Same as mar&s
nest.

Boom grammatical pullet . . . would stand clocking
agaynst mee, as though hee had found an horse nest, in

laying that downe for a fait that perhaps I dooe knowe
betterthen hee. 5tfflmiA«rs*,tr. of Virgil, To theReader.

horse-net (h6rs'net), n. A net to protect a horse
from flies.

horse-nettle (h6rs'net''''l), n. A pernicious
American weed, Solanum CaroUnense, of the
nightshade family, common in the Southern
States.

horse-parsley (h6rs'pars''''li), n. A coarse um-
belliferous plant, Sm^rwjtTOOfesairitTO; so called

from its coarseness as compared with smallage
or celery. It is a native of Europe.
horse-path (hdrs'path), n. A path for horses;
specifically, a bridle-path, or the tow-path along
a canal.

horse-pick (h&rs'pik), «. A kind of hook, often
forming part of a large pocket-knife, for re-

moving a stone from a horse's foot.

horse-piece (h6rs'pes), n. A large or coarse
piece of blubber, a horse-piece of whale's blubber is

a very tough piece selected to be placed under the mass
which is to be cut up, to protect the edge of the knife.

The fat [of the sea-elephant] ... is cut into horse-pieces,

about eight inches wide, and twelve to fifteen long.
C. M. Seammon, Marine Mammals, p. 119.

horse-pile (h6rs'pil), n. A large pile or lot of
saltea fish heaped up to drain ; a water-horse.

Cod placed in what is called a horse-pile to drain.

Perley.

horse-pipe (h6rs'pip), n. One of several spe-
cies of Egwisetum, the horsetail or scouring-
nish.

horse-pistol (h6rs'pis''''tol), n. A pistol of large

caliber, formerly carried in holsters by dra-

goons and other horsemen,
horse-play (hdrs'pla), n. Coarse or rude play.

Second Play. We have a play wherein we use a horse.

Sim. Fellows, you use no horse-play in my house.
MidMeton. Mayor of Queeneborougb, v. 1.

horse-radish

Thehumour of theunderplot constanUy verges oahorse-

vlav. and is certainly neither delicate nor profound.
^

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 541.

By personal raids upon the gallery when not acting,

Mr. Phelps succeeded in ^topping the horseplay and

coarseness of audiences. Westminster Rev., CXAV. 5HX.

horse-plum (hdrs'plum), n. 1. A smaU red

plum which is regarded as a variety of Prunus

domesUca. Also called horse-jag, horse-jug.

[Eng.] —2. The wild plum, Prunus Americana.
The fruit, when fully ripe, is sweet and edible, and the

tree is frequently cultivated either for its fruit or as a

stock on which to graft the vai-ieties of the domestic

plum. [U. S.] , . i

horse-pond (hdrs'pond), n. A pond tor water-

ing horses.

horsepond (hdrs'pond), v. t. [< horse-pond, «.]

To duck in a horse-pond. [Rare.]

If she had ordered me to be horseponded, I do protest

to you I would not have demurred.
Miss Burney, Camilla, iii. 10.

horse-poppy (h6rs'pop'''i), n. A European um-
belliferous plant, Seseli JSippomarathrum.

horse-post (h6rs'p6st), n. A post to which
horses are hitched; a hitehing-post.

horse-power (h6rs'pou"fer), n. 1 . The power of a

horse orits equivalent; therate at whiehahorse
works in drawing. Hence— 2. A imit for ths

measurement of the rate at which a prime motor
works. Several values have been assigned to this unit,

but the one which prevails at the present time in England
and America is Watt's horse-power, which is defined as

B50 foot-pounds per second. This is 7,460 megaergs per
second. The real power of a horse is about three quarters

of a horse-power. Abbreviated H. P.

3. A machine for converting the weight or di-

rect pull of a horse into power useful in mov-
ing machinery. Such machines are either treadmills

or circular sweeps. The latter consist essentially of a long
sweep to the end of which the horse is harnessed, a sim-

ple form of gearing for transmitting the motion of the
sweep to a pulley, with generally an Increase of velocity,

and a belt or shafting for conveying the power of the
machine to the work, as a mill, threshing-machine, press,

pump, elevator, fire-engine, or other machine, to be driv-

en.—Indicated horse-power, the work, expressed in

horse-power, performed per minute by steam, air, or other
gas upon the piston of an engine, in the computation of

which the mean effective pressure per square inch of pis-

ton is taken from an Indicator diagram. See indicator.

Also called true, actual, real, or dynamic horse-power.—
Nominal, calculated, or commercial horse-power,
horse-power calculated from the area of the piston, some-
times not more than one tenth of the real horse-power.
Though the commercial horse-power is arbitrarily callet^

calculated horse-power, it is easy to calculate the true horse
power by the principles of thermodynamics when the vol
ume or weight and pressure of the steam, air, or gas usee
for each piston-stroke and the number of strokes per min-
ute are given.

horsepox (h6rs'poks), n. A pustular disease of

horses, which, communicated to cows, produces
oowpox.

M. Blachez related the particulars of an outbreak of

casual horse-pox among the she-asses used for giving suck
to the inmates of a nursery. y. Y. Med. Jour. , XL. 548

horse-purslane (h6rs'pers''''lan), n. A plant,

Trianthema monogyna, a native of Jamaica.
horse-race (hdrs'ras), n. A race by horses; a

match of horses in running.

Horse-races are desports of great men, and good in
themselves, though many gentlemen by such means gal-

lop quite out of their fortunes.
Burton, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 106.

horse-racer (hdrs'i-a'^ser), n. 1 . One who keeps
horsesforthe pur-
pose of racing.

The first Lord Go-
dolphin was a horse-
racer as well as gam-
bler.
AthencBum, Sept. 22,

[1888, p. 381.

2. One who rides
inraces; ajookey.
horse-racing
(h6rs'ra'''sing), n.

The practice or
sport of running
horses.

horse-rack(h6rs'-
rak), n. A rack
at which horses
are hitched and
baited.

He's a-standin' out
yander by the horse-

rack.

J. C. Harris, Harper's
[Mag.,LXXVI.707.

horse-radish
rilATB'Tarf'isll'l 1)

Horse-radish (CacMtaria ^Irm^racia).(nOrS raa ISn;, «. i, rhizome, ma t™ leaves: ..partofA cultivated cru- the inflorescence, with flowers and fruit:

ciferous plant, i^lTs^^'^^.U^^"^"-- '-'"-^
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2. lu arcii., to cai-ry inward at the imposts, as
an aroh, so as to bring it approximately to the

CochleariaArmoracia, originallyanative of mid-
dle Europe and western Asia, and also its root,

which has a pungent taste, and is used in a form of a horseshoe
grated state as a condiment. In medicine it is

used as a stimulant and diuretic, and externally
as a rubefacient. See Cochlearia^.

horseradish-tree (h6rs'rad'ish-tre), n. A tree,

Monnga pterygosperma, common in many parts horseshoe-anvil (hdrs'sho-au'vil), n.

There is at Takt-1-Gero a Saasanian arch of nearly the
same age and equally classical In design, which is, like this
one, horseshoed to the extent of one-tenth of its diameter.

J, Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 391.

A form

horseweed
horsetail as a distinction of rank, the two ranks of pasha
being distinguished respectively by three and two tails,

and a further distinction of rank being marked by the ele-

vation of one of the tails above the others" {Hughes, Diet,

of Islam).—Shrubby horsetail, a popularname for plants
of the genus Ephedra, natural order GnetacecB. They are
branching shrubs, natives of the sandy sea-shores of tem-
perate climates in both hemispheres. The fruit is a fe-
culent cone, formed of two carpels, with a single seed in

each; that of E. distachya, abundant in the southern pai't

of Russia, is eaten by the peasants.of India, and cultivated there, as well as in van- of anvil which corresponds in shape and size . . . -

ous other tropical countries, for the sake of the to the hoof of a horse, and has shanks which horsetail-lichen (h6rs'tal-Ii"ken), n. A popu-
fruit, which is eaten as a vegetable or pickled, permit the adjustment of the hoof in the socket- l^''" name for various species of Alectm-ia (par-

It has pinnate leaves and long, s-valved, pod-like capsules, hole for convenience in workuiK ticularly. ^. jMftato), a genus of lichens, ofthe
from which ben-oil is obtained. Thelreshroothasapun- iorseshOC-bat (h6rs'sho-baf) TO An old-world family DsneeJ, closely relatedtothegenus Psnea.
gent odor and warm taste, much like that of the horse-

^at of the famUv fiS -1^^ rl,^,nln
'^^ thallus is slender, soon filiform, terett, and tuft«d or

radish.
, -,„ -J. . ., ^

Dat 01 tlie tamily ,-K/w«o(op/MC[(B, any rhmolo- pendulousfrom the branchesof trees, whenoetheplantis
horse-railroad (h6rs'raFrod), ». A railroad on phid havmg the nose-leaf more or less horse- also called tree-hair and horsehair-lichen.

which cars are drawn by horses, first used in shoe-shaped. The name applies especially to two Eu- horsetail-tree (h6rs'tal-tre),m. Anameoftrees
the streets of cities in the United States : called

a tramway in Great Britain.

horse-rake (h6rs'rak), n. A large rake drawn
by a horse. See rahe.

horse-rider (h6rs'ri"d6r), ». A circus-rider.

[Eng.]

The horse-riders never mind what they say, sir; they're

famous lor it. JHekens, Hard Times, v.

horse-riding (h6rs'ri"ding), TO. Acirous. [Eng.]

Sleary's horse-riding. JHckejis, Hard Times, iii.

horse-rough (hdrs'ruf ), to. A calk or ice-creep-

er which may be fitted to the
shoe of a horse to give him a
foothold on frozen ground.
horse-run (hdrs'run), n. A
contrivance for drawing up
loaded wheelbarrows, by the
help of a horse, from the bot-

toms of excavations for ca-

nals, docks, etc.
Horse-rough.

horse-runningt, to. A horse-race. Davies.

ropean species, Mhinolophus /errum,-eguinum and B, hip-
podderos, both of which occur in England, and there rep-
resent the subfamily Rhinolophhioe. Another horseshoe-
bat is the Indian and Chinese Phyllorhina aj-mtjrera,which
is a representative of the Phyllorhinin(B, the other subfam-
ily of the rhlnolophids. The term is loosely extended to
some other phyllostomine or leaf-nosed bats.

horseshoe-crab (hdrs'sho-krab), n. Amero-
stome of the family lA-
muUdoB, as Limulus poly-
phemus or L. molucca-
nus: so called from its

shape. Also called Tjorse-

shoe, horsefoot, horse-

crab, horsefoot-crab, and
Mng-crab. See Limulus.
horseshoe-head (hdrs'-
sho-hed), to. A disease
of infants in which the
sutures of the skull are

too open: opposed to
head-Arnold shot.

horseshoeing (h6rs'-

sh6"ing), TO. The act
or business of shoeing
horses; farriery.

Horseshoe-crab {Litnuius
folyfhemus).

anat., a congenital ab-
normal conformation in
which the two kidneys ^ ^ • i" -/i,- /^ -n ^ « i. v.- i

are connected by a transverse portion, so as to hprse-trick (hors'tnk), n. A rough practical

present the shape of a horseshoe.

The Forest of Galtres, . . . very notorious in these dales

by reason of a solemne horse-running, wherein the horse
that outrunneth the rest hath for his prise a little golden
beU. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 723. Jjorseshoe-kidneT
horse-sense (hdrs'sens'), >*• A crude, instinc- (h6rs'sho-kid"ni),TO. In
tive kind of common sense, independent of in-

struction or experience ; a coarse, robust, and
conspicuous form of shrewdness often found
in ignorant and rude persons ;

plain, practical

good sense.

He was a plain man ; his sympathies were with the peo- horseshoe-macMne (hdrs'sho-ma-shen"), to. A
pie ; he had what is roughly known as horse-sense, and he machine in which bar-iron is out and formed
was homely. C. V. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 133. j^^q horseshoes.
Happily, the latent horse-sense of the American people JiorseshOOr (h6rs'sho"6r), TO. One who shoes

may be relied on, in the end, to abate the nuisance. TinraQa
mv, Eng. Jour. ,^EducaHon,XlX.SJ7. ^^^^^^^^^^^1 (h6rs'sh8-vech), TO. A le-

horseshoe (hdrs'sho), to. [< me. hors^^ (tor gumjuous plant of the genus Sippocrepis, B.
hors-scho, var. horsissho, horsis sho— Prompt, gomssa, cultivated for the beauty of its flowers,

Parv.); < horse^ + shoe.^ 1. A shoe for a -^lueh are yellow, in umbels of 6 or 8 : so called
horse, consisting commonly of a narrow plate from the shape of its legumes. Msohorse^etch.
of iron bent into a form somewhat resem- injrse-shovel (h6rs'shuv"l), to. A road-scraper.
Ming the letter U, so as to accommodate it- jiorge-smatch (hdrs'smaoh), to. A bird, Sam-
selt to the shape of the horse's foot, its parts ggi^ cenanthe; the stoneohat or wheatear. Also
are the toe, the two heels, the quarters between the toe

j,fy^gg.jfic.tch, horse-mosher, horse^musher. [Prov.
and the heels, the eoZis, or projections from the lower part mtrbemaiMi, mi <sv m,^ , l

of each heel, the cZii), a kind of claw, usually at the upper iing.

J

,-,„.,, n a i,„ =^i
edge of the toe, for protecting the hoof and assistmg m horse-SOldlor (h6rs'soF]6r), TO. A cavalry sol-

keeping the shoe in place, and the fvUering, or crease in jjgj.
the lower face, in which the nail-holes, "™ally eigh^are

horse-soldiers with him, . . . he [Julius
punched. The horseshoe, in its most primitive form, is „"".,"

j£.„t ^^ ^1 being totally defeated,
of great antiquity. An old and very popular superstition, Caisai] ran great nsK oi

°'=™|?j^^^ychild's Hist. Eng., i.

almost universally prevalent among peasantry, ascribes to ,„^, „ ^^ » „«„„„„„„,•==
the horseshoe (especially to one which has been found m JiOrSO-SOrrel (h6rs'sor"el), TO. A coarse species

the road by chance) the power of barring the passage of £ aoxteLBwrnexMydrolapathum: same as water-
witches. For this purpose the shoe is nailed to the door or , '

the threshold.
"<"'*'•

or shrubs (principally Australian) of the genus
Casuarina, of the natural order Casuarinew, and
particularly of C equisetifolia, a tree sometimes
150 feet in height, now extensively naturalized
in many tropical and subtropical countries of

both the old and the new world: so called from
the leafless, wiry branches, which much resem-
ble the stems of Egviseimm.
horse-thistle (h6rs'this"l), to. A plant of the
genus Cniciis, consisting of rough prickly this-

tles, distinguished from Carduus by having the

receptacle covered with chaffy bristles, and the
achenia crowned with a soft feathery pappus.
horse-thrush (h6rs ' thrush), m. The missel-

thrush, Turdus visaivorus. [Prov. Eng.]
horse-thyme (h&rs ' tim), n. The wild basU,
Calamintha Glinopodium.

horse-tick (h6rs'tik), to. Same as horse-fly, 2.

, The forest-fly or horse-tiek, Hippobosca.
A. S. Packa/rd, Study of Insects, p. 417.

horsetongue (h6rs'tung), to. A plant of the ge-

nus Buscus : same as butcher's broom (which see,

under broom^).

horse-trainer (hdrs'tra^nfer), to. One who
trains or breaks horses; especially, one who
trains horses for racing.

horse-tree (hdrs'tre), m. The beam on which
the timber is placed, in a sawpit. SalUwell.

[Prov. Eng.]

joke.

Uake her leap, caper, jerk, and laugh, and sing,

And play me horse-tncks. Merry Devil ofEdmonton.

horse-vetch (hdrs'veoh), TO. Same as horseshoe-

vetch.

horse-violet (h6rs'vi''o-let), to. The dog-violet,

Viola oanina.

horseway (hSrs'wa), n. [< ME. horsewey, < AS.
hors-weg, < hors, horse, + weg, way.] A way or

road by which a horse may pass . Compare^ot-
way.

Also vplth owt the Citys ys an Jiorse wey vnder neth a
mownteyn, by the space of a myle.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 66.

Glo. Know'st thou the way to Dover?
Edg. Both stile and gate, horse-way and foot-path.

Shak., Lear, iv. 1.

horseweed (hdrs'wed), n. A composite plant,

Mrigeron, Canadense, a troublesome American

TO be thrown into the Thaipes. and cooled, glowing \OX|rgl!|Sa'Sfeo^dinTCMidl
iterranean.

bofi in that surge, like a Ao)se-»Aoe. ._.....
Shak., M. W. of W., m. 5.

Your wife's a witch, man ; you shoid nail a horse-shoe hOrse-Stinger (hdrs'sting'er), TO. The dragon-

on your chamber-door. Scott, Bedgauntlet, ch. xi. fly or deviPs darmng-needle. It does not stmg

Nailing of Ao»se-sAoe« [to thresholds] seems to have been horseS. ,.,,.„... .^ i, v.
practised as well to keep witches in as to keep them out. horSC-SUgar (h6rs shug'^ar), TO. A tree or shruD

.

Hone-s Year-Book, p. 953.
^^^^ gTsweetUaf.

2. Anything shaped like a horseshoe. Specifl- horsetail (h6rs'tal), to. 1. A horse's tail, espe-

oally—(a) A loop-like bend in a river. (6) In/ort., asmall ^jj^jj- when severed from the body.

;ri"aSL"?J^rtJiati^n^XV£Urd™Seenf Let them [servants, not presume totouch a 1

the screw which works the slide.

t hair of myLet them [servants] not presume t

master's horse-tail till they kiss their hands

„ ^ ... -t; r~,^ 1 T. SftaS., T. of the »., IV. 1,

3. In gool. : (a) A horseshoe-crab.

I don't want my wreck to be washed up on one of the

beaches in company with devil's-aprons, bladder-weeds,

dead horse-shoes, etc. Holmes, Autocrat, p. 171.

(6) A bivalve moUusk, Lutraria eUiptica. Also

called chimp.—4:. pi. The game of quoits, m
which horseshoes are often used for pitching.

—Horseshoe arch. See arch\ 2.— Horseshoe clamp,

magnet, etc. See the nouns.

horseshoe (hdrs'she), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. horse-

,,„,,„„.„g ,„^ „„„„„ „„„
--T„„;-ti,,-v„i,rar

shoed, ppr. horseshoeing. [? horseshoe, «.] 1. speotac^ f™"« y»"
JTl-XitLdsTansteiir^^^ a m^ weed. This is one of the few American weeds that nave

To pio^de with horseshoes,, or shape like a *^^|«'^j^t^\^y^J^>"°^^^tiS,S^^ become extensively natura^lzed^in other parts of the world.

horseshoe.
HorsetaU standard, amodem Turkish military standard

"'"" , ...„.,».i .,„..,» i,.„o^_...,.^ w..

Sinclair lithgow, hmse-shoemg smith,
Mnsistine of a horse&il surmounted by a crescent. It

Warks up this olojj^J^j^^^^PJ^h. _^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ originated from "tbe neonle bearm,

Then by the rule thatmade the horse-tail bare,

I pluck out year by year, as baif by^- „^ „ . „
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 63.

3 A hippurite.— 3. In anat., the leash of

nerves in which the spinal cord ends: techni-

cally called Cauda equina. See cauda.—^. A
plant of the genus EquiseUm. See cut under

Following the sound of the water in.the runnel, a rare Horseweed ^Erig.r^ canadensis, a. ray-aower
: 6. disle-aowei.

It

"the people bearing the

They were hidden and shaded by the broad-leaved horse

and trumpet weeds in the fence-row.
The Century, XXXVI. SO.



hoTsewell-grass

horsewell-grass (h6rs'wel-gras), n. A small
marsh-plant, Veronica Buccabunga : probably so
called from reputed medicinal qualities.

horsewhalet (hdrs'bwal), n. [Not foundinME.;
in mod. E. an adaptation of AS. horshwcel (=
Icpl. lirosshvalr), < hors, horse, + hwwl, whale.
Ci. toalrus, which contains the same elements
reversed.] The wah-us or morse.
The principaU pm-pose of his traueile this way was to

enoreaae the knowledge and discouerie of these coasts and
countreyes, for the more commoditie of fishing of horse-
whales^ which liaue in their teeth hones of great price
and excellencie. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 6.

horse-wMm (hfirs'hwim), ». In mining, a ma-
chine worked by a horse for raising ore or wa-
ter from a mine.
horsewhip (hdrs'hwip), n. A whip for driving
or controlling horses.
horsewhip (hdrs'hwip), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.

horsewhipped (also horsewhipt), ppr. horsewhip-
ping. To chastise with a horsewhip.

I told him to consider himself horsewhipped, and he
said he would make a point of doing so.

T. Hook, Jack Brag.

horse-winkle (hSrs'wing'kl), n. The common
periwinkle, Littorina littorea.

horsewoman (hdrs'wum^an), n.; pi. horse-
women (-wim"en). Awomanwhorides on horse-
back.
His cousins . . . wearied him heyond measure. One

was blue, and a geologist ; one was a horsewoman.
Thackeray, Pendennis.

horsewomanship (h6rs'wum"an-ship), n. [<
horsewoman + -ship.'] Skill as a horsewoman.
[Rare.]

horsewood (hdrs'wud), n. In Jamaica, a legu-
minous tree of the genus Calliandra. C. comosa
is of small size. C. latifolia reaches a height of
25 feet.

horse-worm (hdrs'werm), n. A worm that in-
fests horses ; the larva of an oestrus or a bot-
fly, Gasterophilus equi.

horse-wrangler (h6rs'rang"gl6r), n. A herder
having charge of a saddle-band, or string of

ponies, among stockmen. [Western U. S.]

There are two herders, always known as horse-wranglerrs— one for the day and one for the night.
T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 851.

horsey, a. See horsy.

horsfordite (h6rs'ford-it), n. [After Prof. E.
N. Sorsford, an American chemist.] A silver
antimonide, occurring in silver-white masses in
Asia Minor.
horsify (h6r'si-fi), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. horsified,

VV-horsifying. i.. [<.horse^ + -i-fy.] To trans-
form into a horse.

In the same duchy [Brunswick] a witch in tormentis
once revealed a sentence that would horsify a man in a
minute. F. L. Oswcdd, Fop. ScL Mo., XXII. 474.

2. \<. horsy + -fy.] To render horsy. [Rare in
both uses.]

horsiness (h6r'si-nes), n. The state or quality
of being horsy, (a) Some quality suggestive of a horse,
as a horsy smell.

It shall be all my study for one hour
To rose and lavender my horsiness.
Before I dare to glance upon your Grace.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, lii. 6.

(b) Special Interest in horses, especially in horse-racing

;

a disposition to devote one's time and thoughts to horse-
breeding or horse-racing, etc.

horsing (hdr'sing), n. [ME. horsing; verbal n.

of feorsei, ».] It. Supply of horses, as for hunt-
ing or traveling.

The chaunceler answeres for hor clothyng,
For somen, faukeners, and hor horsyng.

Babees Booh (E. E. T. S.), p. 317.

2. Same as horse^, 5 (ft).

horsing-block (h6r'sing-blok), n. A wooden
horse or support for the ends of planks, as when
they are used as a way for wheelbarrows in ca-
nal- and railroad-work.

horsing-iron (h6r'sing-i"6rn), 71. A large calk-
ing-iron with a long handle, held by one man
and driven by another. Also called horse-iron.

horslyt, a. A Middle English form of horsely.

horst-beech (hflrst'bech), n. Same as hurst-

heech.

horsy (hdr'si), a. [Also written horsey; < horse^
+ -^1.] 1. Pertaining or relating to or con-
cerned with horses: as, horsy talk.— 2. Char-
acteristic of or peculiar to the horse : as, a horsy
smell.—3. Fond of or interested in horses;
especially, devoted to or interested in horse-
racing or horse-breeding: as, ftorsy company.

TJsually horse-dealing carries with it a lowering of the
moral tone, which we quite understand when we say of a
man that he is horsy. Harpefs Mag., LXXVIII. 259.

Mr. Badger Brush was a very rich sporting man, whose
tastes were horsey. The Century, XXVIII. 650.
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Hortalia (h6r-ta'li-a), «. [NL. ; also HortuUa.1
A genus of -African ifock-snakes or pythons, con-

Fetish snake {flortalta natalettns).

taining such as H. natalensis {Pytlion sebw), the
fetish-snake. J. E. Gray, 1831.

hortation (h6r-ta'shon), n. [< L. hortaUo(n-), <
hortari, urge strongly, incite, encourage, contr..

of lioritari, freq. of hori, urge, incite. Cf . de-

hort, exhort.] The act of exhorting, or giving
advice and encouragement; exhortation.
hortative (h6r'ta-tiv), a. and n. [= OP. hor-
taUfz= Pg. hortaiivo (rare), < L. hortativus, that
serves for encouragement, < hortari, encourage,
incite: see Jiortation.] I, a. Giving exhorta-
tion; encouraging; inciting.

Il.t n. -An address intended to incite or en-
courage ; an exhortation.

For soldiers, I find the generals, commonly, in their Iior-

tatives, put men in mind of their wives and children.
Bacon, Marriage and Single Life.

In hortatives and pleadings, as truth or disguise serveth
best to the design in hand, so is the judgement or the fan-

cy most required. Hobbes, On Man, i. 8.

hortatory (h6r'ta-to-ri), a. [= Sp. hortatorio
(rare), < LL. hortaiorivs, encouraging, cheer-
ing, < hortator, an encourager, exhorter, < hor-
tari: see hortaUon.] Encouraging; inciting;
urging to some course of conduct or action: as,

a hortatory address ; a hortatory style.

I also send you here aaoihorJiortatory letter, written in
Latin, to the brethren who are embracing Christ with the
cross. Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc,

[1853), II. 207.

Heanimated his souldiers withmany hmrtatarie orations.
Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 202.

hortensialt (h6r-teu'shal), a. [< L. hortensius,
hortensis, of or for a garlien, < hortus, a garden:
see hortus siccus.'] Pit for a garden.
Such [weedy plants] as are sative and hortensiai.

Evelyn, Sylva, Int., § 3.

horticultist (h6r'ti-kul-tist), n. [< L. hortus, a
garden, + cultus, cultivation, + -ist.] A hor-
ticulturist. [Rare.]

See, what various crops.
In quick succession, crown the garden'd fields
On Thames proliflck bank. On culture's hand
Alone do these hortieuUists lelyl

Dodsley, Agriculture, ii.

horticultor (h6r'ti-kul-tor), n. [= P. horUeul-
teur, < L. hortus, a garden, + cultor, a culti-
vator.] One who cultivates a garden; a horti-
culturist. [Rare.]

horticultural (hdr-ti-kul'tflr-al), a. [< horticul-
ture + -al.] Pertaining to tte culture of gar-
dens.

horticulture (h6r'ti-kul-tur), n. [= P. horti-
culture, < L. hortus, a garden, + ouXtura, culti-
vation, culture, < eolere, cultivate, till. Of. agri-
culture.] The cultivation of a garden ; the art
of cultivating or managing gardens. The ordinary
productions of horticulture are generally classed under
the three heads of fruits, fiowers, and vegetables, which
on a large scale are cultivated separately, but in small
gardens are usually more or less combined.—Hectllcal
horticulture, a process of horticulture recommended by
Dr. Siemens.bywhiohfruits, flowers, etc., are kept under
the electric light at night, and exposed to the sun in the
daytime, to promote their rapid growth. Oreer, Diet.
Elect., p. 72.

horticulturist (h6r-ti-kul'tur-ist), n. [< horti-
culture + -ist.] One who "practises the art of
horticulture; a gardener; especially, one who
practises gardening on a large scale or as a pro-
fession.

hortonolite (h6r'ton-o-lit), n. [Named after
Silas P. Morton.'] A member of the chrysolite
grouj), intermediate between hyalosiderite and
fayalite, found in Orange county, New York.
horts (hdrts), n. [Var. of hurf^.] The blue-
berry or bilberry, Vaccinium Myrtillus. [Prov
Eng.]
hortulant (h6r'tu-lan), a. and n. [= OF. hor-
tolain, ortolain, hortolan = Sp. hortelano = Pg.
hortelao, hortoTMo = It. ortolano, n., a gardener,
< L. hortulanus, of or belonging to a garden, <
hortul^^s, dim. of hortus, a garden. Cf. ortolan.

hose

from the same source.] I. o. Belonging to a

garden; relating to gardening: as, a hortulan

calendar.

This hortulan calendar is yours, mindful of the honour

once conferred on it, when you were pleased to suspend

your nobler raptures, and think jt worthy your tianscrib-

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, Ep. Bed. to A. Cowley.

II. n. A bird: same as ortolan.

Hortulanus (h6r-tu-la'uus), «. [NIj.: see/ior-

tulan and ortolan.] ' A genus of fringiUine birds.

The word is variously used : (o) By Vieillot (1807) for

sundry American finches, now called PipUo and Spim.

(6) By W. E. Leach (1816) for snow-buntings, now called

Plectropha'MS.

hortus siccus (hdr'tus sik'us). [L. (the phrase
appears to be NL.), Ut. a dry garden : L. hortus^

a garden, = Gr. x^P^oi, a ysx^L, = AS. geard, E.

yard^, of which garth^ and gard-en are other

forms : see yard^, garth\ garden; L. siccus, dry,

> ult. E. sack^, q. v.] A collection of specimens
of plants carefully dried and preserved for bo-

tanical purposes ; a herbarium.

A choice of old authors should be a florilegium, and not
a botanist's hortus siccus, to which grasses are as impor-
tant as the single shy blossom of a summer.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 293.

hortyardf, n. [A sophisticated form of orcltard^

eaxher *ortyard, simulatingL. hortus,,B, saxdem
see hortus siccus and orchard.] An orchard.

Of all ornaments of house and home, a pleasant garden
and hortyeard, with a lively spring, is above all domesticall
delight, and meetest for the melancholy heart and brayn&

Bright, Treatise of Melancholy (161S), p. 320l

The hortyard entering, admires^ the fair

And pleasant fruits.

Samdys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph. (ed. 1638), p. 290.

Horus (ho'rus), n. [LL. Borus, < Gr. 'Qpo;, <

Egypt. Hor.] In Egypt, myth., a divinity of dual
relations. He was Horus the elder, a brother of Osiris,

and Horus the child, the offspring of Osiris and Isis. By
the Greeks of the decadence Uorus the child was identified

with Harpocrates, and his worship was also carried on in
Borne. Like Ka, Horus was represented in art as hawk-
headed. Also called Hor.

horyt, d. [E. dial, horry ; < ME. Tiory, hoory, horif

once pi. hbrowe, foul, unclean, < AS. horig, once
horhig, foul, unclean (= MHG. liorwic, Iwrwig,
'horig, horg, muddy, filthy), < horu = OFries.
hore = OS. horu, dirt, filth,= OHG. horo {hmvw-,
horaw-), mud, filth ; cf . AS. 'hmh, 'horg, a clammy
humor, phlegm, rheimi. Hoary, 4, moldy, is

prob. the same word, mixed with hoary, gray:
see hoary.] Impure ; unclean ; dirty ; foul.

Envyous folke with tunges horowe.
Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 206.

Any unclene, whos touchynge is hoory.
JTycZ^f, Lev. EriL 6(0x1.).

hosanna (ho-zan'a), interj. and n. [Formerly
also osanna; < LL". osanna (var. ozanna, ossanna,
ossana), ML. also hosanna, < Gr. aaavvi, aaama
(var. aaavd, baaavd), repr. Heb. hosMdh nna, lit.

save, I pray (or we pray), < Iwshia', save, a stem
of ydsha', be large (cf . Jesus, from the same
stem), + woj a particle denoting entreaty.]
An exclamation praying God for deliverance, or
an acclamation or ascription of praise to God.
This exclamation originated from the Hebrew words ren-
dered "Save now " in Ps. cxviii. 25, a psalm forming part
of the Hallel used at the Passover, The form hosanna is
recorded in Mat. xxi. 9, 15, and in the pai-allel passages
(Mark xi. 9, 10 ; John xii. 13), as used by the multitude in
acclamation to Christ entering Jerusalem in triumph on
the Sunday before his crucifixion, with the additions " to
the son of David" and "in the highest." It has been in
liturgical use from very early times. It appears in the
Clementine Liturgy, in the response to the &incta Sanctis,
and in the liturgical directions of the book called The
Teaching of the Twelve Apostles. In both the Western
and the principal Eastern liturgies it follows the Sanctus.
The English Prayer-Book of 1649 retained the hosanna
(osanreo)ln thefirst "hosanna in excelsis," but altered the
second to "Glory be to thee, Lord, in the highest." (See
Luke xix. 38.) Later revisions omitted the first hosanna
and changed 'in the highest 'to 'most High." See Bene-
dictus.

Blessed be the kingdom of our father David, that cometh
in the name of the Lord : Hosanna in the highest.

Mark xi. 10.
Loud hosannas fiU'd

The eternal regions. Milton, P. L., lii. 348.

Day or Sunday of Hosanna or ofHosannas, Hosanna
Sunday, in the early church, in the medieval Western
Church, and among the Nestorians, Palm Sunday.
hose (hoz), n. sing, or pi.

;
pi. formerly hoses or

hosen. [< ME. hose, pi. hosen, < AS. hosa, pi.
*hosan (glossed 'ealiga vel oerea') = MD. hose,
D. hoos, hose, stockiiig, spout, water-spout, =
MLG. hose, hose = OHG. hosa, MHG. G. hose,
breeches, = Icel. hosa, a covering for the leg
between the knee and ankle, a kind of gaiter,
= Dan. hose, plf hoser, hose, stockings. The
Rom. forms, OF. hose, OSp. hnesa, OPg. osa.
It. uosa, ML. hosa, osa, are of G. origin' W.
and Com. hos are from B.] 1. Originally a.



hose

garment covering the legs and the waist, worn
bymen . The hose of the middle ages generally covered
the person from the waist to the toes ; ttxey were secured
to the upper garmentby points or some simnar device. At
times the covering of one leg and side of the body was of
different material and colorfrom that of the other side. In
the sixteenth century the leg-coverings were divided into
two parts, and the word hose was applied rather to the
breeches, the covering of the lower part of the leg and
foot being called the stocking or nether-stock.

Departynge of hire hoses in whit and reed.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Doublet and hose ought to show itseU courageous to
petticoat. Shah., As you Like it, ii. 4.

And he had on yet all this whUe a paire of hosen of
Deere-skinnes with the haire on.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 433.

Towards the close of the [sixteenth] oentory the hose of
that period also became "breeches "

; and so, in process of
time, the old and long-used word "hose" came to be re-
tained only as an equivalent for "stockings."

" yc. Brit., TI. 472.

2. In present use (as either singular or plu-
ral), covering for the feet and lower part of the
legs; stockings. Short stockings, not reaching
to the knee, are distinctively called half-hose or
socks, or, rarely, ankle-hose.

The belted plaid and tartan hose
Did ne'er more graceful limbs disclose.

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 25.

The article of attire in which he took chief pleasure
was hose; and the better to show the gay colors of these,
he wore low-cut shoes of the finest calf-skin, turned up
at the toes. The Century, XXXV. 960.

3. A flexible tube or pipe for conveying a fluid

to a required point, as water for the service of
a fire-engine, for watering a garden, etc. Hose
of the larger kinds for such uses, to which the term is usu-
ally restricted, is made chiefly of leather, gutta-percha,
cotton, or india-rubber. Smaller tubing, as for gas in a
drop-light, for acoustic instruments, etc., to which the
name may also be applied, is made of many different ma-
terials and in various ways.

It was now towards sunset on Saturday, and the inhabi-
tants were washing the fronts of the houses with the hose.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 148.

4. The hollow part of a spade, or other tool of

a like kind, which receives the end of the shaft

or handle.— Sf. In printing, formerly, upright
iron rods, which connected the spindle of the
old hand-press with its platen, and regulated its

movement. Moxon.— 6. The sheaf of com.
[Prov. Eng.]— 7t. The outer covering of straw
or com. Ellis, Modern Husbandman (1750),
n. i. 2.— 8. In golf, the socket in the iron head
of a golf-club into which the shaft fits Ankle-
hose. See def. 2.—Hose of mall. Seeehausses.

hose (hoz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. hosed, ppr. hos-

ing. [< ME. hosen; < hose, ».] If. To clothe
with hose ; clothe.

Clothe cut ouerthwart and agaynste the wulle can neuer
h^)Qse a manne cleane. Ascham, Toxophilus, p. 124.

3. To play upon with a hose ; drench with wa-
ter from a hose. [Eecent.]

In the morning we go on deck at an early hour. Tom
and the Doctor helptoman the pumps. . . . Then we are

most of us hosed. Athenaeum, No. 3199, p. 207.

hose-bridge (hoz'brij), n. A portable track so

arranged that it can be laid on a street railroad

for the passage of cars over lines of hose from
a fire-engine, which may be laid across the

track during a fire. Also called hose-jumper,

hose-protector, and hose-shield.

hose-carriage (h6z'kar"aj), n. A truck or car-

riage with a reel or rests on which the hose for

a fire-engine is carried. Also hose-cart.

hose-carrier (hj6z'kar"i-6r), n. A gripper or

hand-tool for lifting hose when full of water;

a pair of hose-hooks.
hose-cart (hoz'kart), n. Same as hose-carriage.

hose-clamp (hoz'klamp), n. A flexible band
with a screw for drawing the ends of two pieces

of hose together.

hose-company (h6z'kum'''pa-ni), n. A body of

firemen to attend and man'a hose-carriage.

hose-coupling (hoz'kup"ling), n. A joint-piece,

or a pair of interlocking connecting pieces, by
which sections of hose can be joined together

end to end.—Half-hose coupling. See coupling.

hose-hook (hoz'huk), n. 1. A hook for lifting

the hose of a fire-engine.— St. i^^-
Imprinting,

the hooks by which the platen of the old form
of printing-press was suspended.
hose-in-hose (hoz 'in -hoz'), «• ^ gardeners

name for certain flowers in which the corolla

appears to be double. This state of things is brought

afioai usually by the calyx becoming petaloid, as in itno-

dodmiron (Azalea) amcma of the gardens, but also by
actual duplication of the corolla, as in Primula mlgarw,
orby the presence of an inner series of petal-like stamens,

which by then: cohesion form a second pseudo-corolla

within the first, as in Datura fastuosa. Gloxinia, etc.
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hose-jumper (hoz'jum'-'pfer), «. Same as hose-
ondge.
hoseman (hoz'man), n.

; pi. hosemen (-men).'
One of the men who manage the hose of a
fire-engine, and direct the stream.
The electricity would descend by the stream of water

and enter the bodies of the hosemen managine the anna-
ratus. Elect. Rev. (AiSer.), Xi: 2.

hosent, ». An old plural of hose.
hose-protector (h6z'pr6-tek"tor), n. Same as
hose-bridge.

hosert, n. A Middle EngUsh variant of hosier.
hose-reel (hoz'rel), n. l. A reel or drum on
which hose iswound when not in use or for con-
veyance.— 2. A hose-carriage. [Rare.]
hose-shield (.hoz ' sheld), n. Same as hose-
bridge.

hoshen (ho'shen), n. [Sc, also hoesUns (in-
geniously accom. to shims), altered with addi-
tional pi. sufBx from ME. hosen, pi. of hose,
q. v.] Same as hogger.

hosier (ho'zhSr), n. [< MB. hosier, hosyer,
hoseare, hosiare, hosegere (also hoser); < hose^
+ -jeri, as in grazier, brazier^ etc.] One who
deals in hose (stockings and socks), or in goods
knitted or woven like hose, such as undergar-
ments, jerseys, cardigans, and the like. For-
merly this term was applied to tailors who sold
men's garments ready-made.
hosiery (h6'zh6r-i), «. [< hosier + -y,oT < hose
+ -i-ery: see hosier and-er^.] 1. Specifically,
hose of all kinds for the foot and leg ; stockings
and socks collectively ; by extension, the whole
class of goods in which a hosier deals; the
stock of a hosier.— 2. A factory where stock-
ings, undergarments, etc., are woven by ma-
chinery.— 3. The business of a hosier Bal-
briggan hosiery, a fine cotton hosiery, of which the
threads are unusuall^^ hard, having very little nap or wool-
ly surface : so called from the town of Balbriggan in the
county of Dublin, Ireland, where it is made.
hosiomartyr (h6"si-o-mar't6r), n. [< Gr. bntog,

holy, + n&pTvp, martyr.] In the calendar of
the Greek Church, a martyr who was a monk
or a nun.

hospice (hos'pis), n. [< F. hospice = Sp. Pg.
hospicio = It. ospizio, < L. hospiUum, hospitality,

a lodging, an inn, \ hospes (hospit-), a host, a
guest: see host^.'] A house of entertainment
and refuge for strangers; especially, such an
establishment kept by monks on some passes
in the Alps to give shelter and aid to travelers.
Originally they were probably for pilgrims on the journey
to Home. The best-known hospice is that of the Great
St. Bernard.

hospitable (hos'pi-ta-bl), a. [< OF. hospita-

ble = Sp. hospedable = It. ospitabile, < ML. as if

*hospitabilis, < hospitare, receive as a guest: see

hospitate, host^, v., and cf. hospital.^ 1. Kind
and cordial toward strangers or guests ; freely

afEording shelter and food ; extending a gener-
ous welcome to visitors.

We were received with open arms by all our old friends

;

and when they do open their arms, there are no people
so kind and so hospitaHe as the Scotch.

Lady Hollamd, Sidney Smith, viii.

A king
Whom all men rate as kind and hospitable.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

2. Characteristic of or affording generous or

friendly entertainment; indicating or devoted

to hospitality: as, hospitable manners; a hos-

pitable table.
His hospitable gate

The richer and the poor stood open to receive.

Drayton, Polyolbion.

For harbour at a thousand doors they knock'd,

Not one of all the thousand but was lock'd

;

At last an hospitaile house they found.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii.

It was really delightful to see the old squire seated in

his hereditary elbow chair, by the hospitable fireside of

his ancestors. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 247.

3. Figuratively, generous in mind; free in re-

ceiving and entertaining that which is present-

ed to the mind: as, hospitable to new ideas.

It [the religion of the Greeks] was hospitable to novel-

ties and was composite in character.
Amer. Jour. PhUol., VIII. 86.

hospitableness (hos'pi-ta-bl-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being hospitable ; hospitality.

His [Abraham's] benignity to strangers, and hospitable-

ness, is remarkable among all his deeds of goodness.
Barrow, Works, I. xxxi.

hospitably (hos'pi-ta-bli), adv. In a hospita-

ble manner; with generous and coVdial enter-

tainment.
The former liveth as piously and hospitably as the othCT.

hospitaget (hos'pi-taj), n. [= Pg. hospedagem,

< ML. hospitagium, accom. form of hospitaUcum,

hospital

a right of exacting entertainment, hospitality,
< hospitare, receive as a guest: see hospitate
and 7m)s<2.] Hospitality.

Of vile ungentlenesse, or hospitaget breach.
Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 6.

hospital (hoa'pi-tal), a. and n. [I. a. < OF.
hospital = Sp. hospital = It. ospitale, a., < L.
hospitalis, of or relating to a guest or host ; as
a noun, a guest; < hospes {hospit?-), a host, a
guest: see hosH^, n. Hence hospitality. 11. n.

< ME. hospital, hospitalle (also abbr. spitel, early
mod. E. spital, spittle: see spittle^), < OP. hos-
pital, a hospital, mod. F. h&pital = Vv. Sp. Pg.
hospital= It. ospedale = G. Dan., etc., hospital,

< ML. hospitale, a large house, a palace, an inn,
neut. sing. (cf. L. hospitalia, apartments for
guests, neut. pi.) of L. hospitalis, of or relating
to a guest or host : see I. The same word, con-
tracted, appears in E. as hostel (of ME. origin)
and hotel (ot recent introduction) ; a fourthform
appears in the obs. spittle^.^ I.t a. Hospi-
table.

I am to he a guest to this Iiospital maid [Venice] a good
while yet. Howell, Letters, I. i. 36.

II. n. If. A place of shelter or entertain-
ment ; an inn.

Whenas they spide a goodly castle, plaste
Foreby a river in a pleasannt dale

;

Which choosing for that evenings hospitale,

They thither marcht. Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 10.

2. An institution or establishment for dispens-
ing hospitality or caring for the needy ; an asy-
lum for shelter or maintenance. This old sense
still appears in the term foundling hospUal, and in the
names of some institutions in Great Britain founded for
either the care or education, or both, of persons needing
help : as, Greenwich Hospital for retired seamen, a na-
tional institution ; Christ's Hospital for the free education
of boys, founded by the corooration of London, chartered
in 1653, and often called the Blue-Coat school, from the
uniform of its pupUs.

Whan the kynge Amannt was deed, the kynge Bohors
cleped hys compauye, and seide that gladlywolde hether
make an hospitall where-ynne a man myght euer after
seme oure lorde god for the soule of hym as longe as the
woride dured. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 369,

The Foundling Hospital of London was incorporated
by £oyal Charter in 1739. Encyc. Brit., IX. 483.

3. Now, specifically, an establishment or insti-

tution for the care of the sick or wounded, or of
such as require medical or surgical treatment.
Hospitals are either public or private, free or paying,
or both combined, and general or special with reject
to the kinds of disease or classes of persons admitted.
In ancient Greece the sanctuaries of .^sculapins includ-
ed establishments closely akin to medieval and modem
hospitals.

A Koman lady named Fabiola, in the fourth century,
founded at Kome, as an act of penance, the first public
hospital, and the charity planted by that woman's hand
overspread the world. Lecky, European Morals, II. 85.

At the end of the last and beginning of this century,
fever hospitals were generally called "houses of recovery."

Encyc. Brit., XIL 302.

Convalescent hospital. See convalescent.— Cottass
hospital, a small and inexpensive establishment, simply
organized, and designed to provide hospital accommoda-
tion and care in a small and isolated community. The

. first cottage hospital in England was established at Cran-
leigh in 1859, and was merely an ordinary cottage.— Cot-
tage-hospital system a system of which the aim is

to provide small and isolated communities with inexpen-
sive, serviceable, and easily managed hospitals.—General
hospital, a hospital to which cases of all kinds were for-

merly admitted. Under later provisions and regulations,

however, certain classes of disease may be excluded from
a general hospital, such as smallpox, venereal disease,

dementia, etc.—Hospital gangrene. See gam^ene.—
Hospital Saturday. See Hospital SuruZa:/.- Hospital
steward, (a)A non-commissioned stafl-offlcer in the Unit-
ed States army who compounds prescriptions, adminis-
ters medicine, and has general charge, under the direction

of an army surgeon, of the sick and of hospital prop-
erty. Hospital stewards are graded as first, secont^ and
third class, and are permanently attached to the medical
corps. (6) In the navy, the designation formerly given to

the apothecary.— Hospital Simdav, a Sunday set apart
annually in all the churches, chapels, etc., for a special

collection of contributions for the benefit of the public
hospitals. In London the first Hospital Sunday was ob-

served in June, 1873, in response to an invitation sent out
to the churches from the Mansion House, and since that

time the collection has always been made in June. In
New York Hospital Sunday, appointed for a similar collec-

tion for the hospitals, falls on the last Sunday in the year.

The money so collected is distributed among the hospi-

tals in proportion to the number of free patients, without
regard to sect or creed. On the preceding Saturday, known
as Hospital Saturday, similar collections are made in the

synagogues, and also in many places of business. In Lon-

don, on Hospital Saturday, in addition to the collections

made at places of business, factories, etc., ladies take
charge of boxes in the streets.-lock hospital, a general

name in Great Britain for a hospital for the treatment

of venereal diseases. (Thomas, Med. Diet.) The origin

of the name is indicated in a bequest made in 1452 by
Kalph Holland, a merchant tailor, of twenty shillings to

the "Lock lazar-honse, outside St. George's gate." This

"Lock lazar-honse," which was so called as being special

ly isolated or quarantined, afterward became an infirmary
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for sypliilitic cases, and seems to have given the name to
hospitals ol that class.—Magdalen hospital, a house or
establishment into which prostitutes are received with a
view to their reformation ; a female reformatory. Also
called Magdalen osj/ium.—Marine hospital, a hospital
established at a seaport or elsewhere lor the relief of sick
seamen. In the United States a marine hospital for mer-
chant seamen, under the charge of the supervising sur-
geon-genei-al, an officer ol the Treasury Department, has
been established at nearly every large seaport and at
several stations on the lakes and rivers.—Maternity
hospital, a hospital for the reception of women about to
give birth to children.—Naval hospital, in the United
States, a hospital for the medical care of officers and men
of the navy, under charge of naval surgeons.— Special
hospital, one of a class of hospitals set apart for the re-
ception and treatment of cases in certain special diseases,
or in special emei^encies, as smallpox, ophthalmic, and
lying-iu hospitals, hospitals lor incurables, etc.

hospitalaryt, n. [< ML. hospitalariits: see hos-
pitaler.'] A hospitaler.

The Order ol the Dutch knights, commonly called the
Hospitalaries ol lerusulem. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 144.

hospitaler (hos'pi-tal-6r), n. [Also written hos-
pitaller; < ME. hospitaler, hospiteler, hospitler, <
OF. hospitalier = Pr. hospitaleir, espitaler =
Sp. hospitalero = Pg. hospitaleiro, < ML. hospi-
talarius, < hospitale, a hospital: see hospital and
-eri.] One devoted to the care of the sick or the
needy in a hospital or hospitals ; specifically, a
member of one of the medieval communities of
laymen, monks, knights, etc., who bound them-
selves to observe certain monastic rules, gen-
erally the rule of Augustine, and to devote
themselves to the care of the poor and the sick
in hospitals. The principal order was the Brethren of
the Hospital ol St. John of Jerusalem, founded for pil-
grims at Jerusalem about A. D. 1048. They are best known
as the Knights Hospitalers, or Knights of St. John (in full.

Knights Hospitalers ol the Order of St. John of Jerusa-
lemj and in history as Knights of Bhodes or of Malta.
(See below.) The Teutonic Knights developed in a similar
way. Other orders were the Hospitalers of Burgos, Hospi-
tal Brethren of the Holy Spirit, ete.

Toward the Southe, a 200 Paas, is the gret Hospitalle
ol Seynt John ; of the whiche the Hospitleres hadde here
loundacioun. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 81.

Amalric, leaving C!yprus under the administration ol
the Hospitallers, transferred his court to Acre.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 171.

Order of the Hospitalers of St. John of Jerusalem,
a body ol military monks, which took its origin Irom an
earlier community, not military in character, under whose
auspices a hospital and a church had been lounded in
Jerusalem. Its militaiy organization was perfected in
the twellth century. Alter the retaking of Jerusalem by
the Moslems, these knights defended Acre in vain, took
shelter in Cyprus, and in the fourteenth century occupied
the Island ol Khodes. In 1522 the island ol Ehodes was
seized by the Turks, and the knights, after some wander-
ings, were given possession ol the island of Malta, the
government of which islandthey administered until it was
occupiedby Napoleon Bonaparte in 1798. The badge ol the
order was the cross ol eight points, without any central
disk, and consisting in fact of lour barbed arrow-heads
meeting at their points, the well-known Maltese cross.
This is modified in modern times, with slight differences
lor the different nations in which branches of the order
have survived. At different times the orderhasbeen called
officially Knights ofRhodes and Knights ofMalta. It main-
tains to the present day a certain independent existence

;

but until 1879 there was no grand master, and the order
was governed by a council residing at Home. The ap-
pointment of anew grand master in 1879 may denote some
change in the constitution of the order. That branch of.

the order called the bailiwick of Brandenburg was re-
vived and recognized as a separate order by the King of
Prussia in 1852.

hospital-fever (hos'pi-tal-fe"v6r), n. 1. Ty-
phus fever.— 2. Pyemia.
hospitalism (hos'pi-tal-izm), n. [< hospital +
-ism.'] The hygienic evils incident to old,

crowded, and carelessly conducted hospitals,
especially the liability under such conditions
to erysipelas, septicemia, ete. The term was
introduced by Sir J. Simpson of Edinburgh in
1869.

The sick require protection against the evils which they
themselves create, and which collectively are known as
hospUalism. The Nation, Deo. 16, 1876, p. 388, note.

hospitality (hos-pi-tal'i-ti), m.
;
pi. 'hospitali-

ties (-tiz). [< P. hospitality = Pr. hospitalitat

= Sp. hospitalidad = Pg. hospitalidade = It.

ospitalitd,, < L. hospitalita(t-)s, hospitality, <
hospitalis, hospitable: see hospital, a.] The
act or practice of one who is hospitable ; re-

ception and entertainment of strangers or
guests without reward, or with liberality and
kindness.

Julius CsBsar made his abode here, who kept very hon-
ourable hospitality in this Ciitie. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 126.

I could not but take particular notice of the lesson of
hospitality the governor taught ... by distributing about
to all the Arabs of the good fare they had brought, even
before he had served himself.

Pococke, jL»escription of the East, I. 48.

Lifting the ceremonidua three-cornered hat, and offer-

ing the fngacious hospitalities ol the snuff-box.

Lowell, Cambridge Thirty Years Ago.

2896
The open-handed spirit, Irank and blithe,
01 ancient hospitality. Lowell, Under the Willows.

hospital-ship (hos'pi-tal-ship), n. A vessel fit-

ted up for the care of sick or wounded seamen,
or of patients taken from a ship in quarantine.

hospitatet (hos'pi-tat), v. [< L. 'hospitari, dep.,
be a guest, ML. hospitare, act or entertain as
a guest, < hospes (hospit-), a guest, a host: see
host^j n. and v.] I. tram. To receive with hos-
pitahty; treat as a guest.

II. intrans. To be the recipient of hospital-
ity ; reside or lodge as a guest.

That always chooses an empty shell, and this hospitates
with the living animal in the same shell.

N. Orew, Museum.

hospitia, ». Plural of hospitium.

hospiticidet(lios-pit'i-ad), n. l^L'L.hospitimda,
< L. hospes {hospit-), a guest (see host^), + -dda,
kiUer, < ccedere, kill.] One who murders his
guests. Bailey, 1731.

hospitioust (hos-pish'us), a. [< L. hospitium,
hospitality (see hospice), + E. -ous.] Hospita-
ble.

We glory in th' hospiliowi rites our grandsires did com-
mend. Chapman, Iliad, vi.

Ouse, having Ouleney past, . . .

Through those rich fields doth run, till lastly, in her pride.
The shire's hospitious town she in her course divide.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxiL 24.

hospitium (hos-pish'i-imi), n. ; pi. hospitia (-a).

[L. : see hospice.] 1 . An inn or a place for tte
reception of strangers; a hospice.— 2. In Eng.
law, an inn of court.

hospodar (hos'po-dar), n. [< Bum. hospodar.
Upper Serbian hospodar, Lower Serbian gospo-
dar, Pol. hospodar (borrowed), prop, gospodarz,
Serv. gospodar, Euss. gospodare, OBulg. gospo-
dare, etc., lord, master, < OBulg. Euss. gospode,
Bulg. gospod, Serv. gospod, etc., lord, the Lord,
God, = L. hospes {hospit-), host : see 'host^.] A
title of dignity formerly borne by the vassal
princes of Moldavia and "Wallachia, in earlier
times by the princes of Lithuania and the kings
of Poland, and still used as a title (gosudar) of
the Czar of Eussia.
hosti (host), n. [< ME. host.ost, < OP. host =
Pr. ost = Sp. haste, hueste = Pg. hoste= It. oste,

a host, an army, < L. hosiis, OL. fostis, a stran-
ger, foreigner, enemy, pi. hostes, the enemy,
hence in ML. sing, hostis, an army; = OBulg.
Euss., etc., goste, a guest, visitor, stranger, =
AS. grnst, E. guest, etc.: see guest^. Hence hosH^
(a contracted compound), and possibly 'host^,

q. v.] 1. An army; a multitude of men organ-
ized for war.

In that See was Pharao drowned and alle his Hoost that
he ladde. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 57.

A host so great as covered all the field. Dryden.
He strove with the heathen host in vain.
And lell with the flower ol his people slain.

Bryant, Eizpah.

2. Any great number or multitude.
Evening approached ; but, oh! what Aosts ol loes
Were never to behold that evening close 1

Addison, The Campaign.
Arm'd himsell in panoply complete

01 heav'nly temper, [he] lurnishes with arms . . .

The sacramental host ol God's elect

!

Covrper, Task, iL 349.

Host of heaven, the heavenly bodies ; the sun, moon,
and stars.

Lest thou, . . . when thou seest the sun, and the moon,
and the stars, even all the host q/ heaven, shouldest be
driven to worship them. Deut. iv. 19.

The golden sun,
The planets, all the infinite host of heaven.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

Lord of hosts, a title of Jehovah, found more than 260
times in the Old Testament ; sometimes also Lord God qf
Itosts, or Qod of hosts. The term hosts in this phrase in-
cludes all the myriads of angels who people the celestial
spheres, and includes the celestial spheres themselves.
It is probably given with reference to the idolatrous wor-
ship of Jehovah, and as a means ol asserting His universal
supremacy.

hostl (host), V. i. [< 1iost\ n. Cf. hosting, n.]
To assemble or move as an army. [Bare.]
The prince ol Wales was ready in the field with hys

people, and advanced lorward with them towarde his
enimies, an hosting pace. Holinshed.

With scanty force, where should he lift the steel,
While hosting foes immeasurably wheel?

J. Barlow, Vision ol Columbus, vi.

host^ (host), n. [< ME. host, ost, hoste, oste. <
OF. hoste, P. hdte = Pr. hoste, oste = Sp. It.

oste, a host, iimkeeper, < L. hospes (hospit-),

tern, hospita, an entertainer, a host, also a so-
journer, visitor, guest; hence, a foreigner, a
stranger; prob. oontr. of orig. *hosti^es{*hosti-
^ii-),lit. 'guest-master,'one who receives guests
or strangers (= OBulg. Euss., etc., gospode,
lord, master, the Lord: see hospodar), < hostis,

host

a stranger (see host^), + -pes (-pit-), connected

with poiis, powerful, orig. lord, = ftr. -ir&rvc in

deairdrvg, lord, master (see despot), = SU.paU,
master, governor, lord: seepotent, posse. From
this L. hospes are derived also E. hospitable,

hospital, hospitate, hostel, hostler, ostler, hostelry,

hotel, spittl^, etc.] 1. One who receives and
entertains another in his own house, whether
gratuitously or for pay; an entertainer; spe-

cifically, the landlord of a public house or inn

:

the correlative of guest^.

Greet chiere made oure host us everichon.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 747.

Homer never entertained either guests or hosts with
long speeches till the mouth of hunger be stopped.

Sir P. Sidney.

London hath receiv'd.

Like a kind host, the dauphin and his powers.
Shak., K. John, v. i.

. 2. An animal or a plant in relation to a para-

site habitually dwelling in or upon it. The cor-

relative term, in either case, is guest. See com-
mensal, guesfi-, inguiline, parasite, hyperparasite.
(a) In botany the term is used chiefly with reference to

parasitic fungi, such as Uredineoe, Ustilagineas, Erysipheee,

etc. Some species ol fungi are conflned to a single host,

some are found on a number ol related plants, while others
pass through the different stages ol their development on
very unlike hosts, as, lor example, the heteroecious rusts.

The term is also applied to the plants upon which the dod-
der (CitecMto), the mistletoe (Viscum, Phoradendron), and
others are parasitic.

That curious phenomenon included under the term het-
eroecism, which consists in the growth ol one generation
of a parasitic Fungus upon one host, and the development
ol another generation upon a different host

Enaye. Brit., IV. 162.

(6) In zodlogy the term is a veiy general and comprehen-
sive one, since almost all animals are inleated, or liable to
inlestation, by parasites ol some kind ; and some parasites
are themselves hosts ol others. '

Almost eveij group ol birds becomes the host of some
specific or varietal form [of parasites] with distinct adap-
tations. Nature, 'X'kii 621.

3. In mineral., a mineral which incloses another.— 4t. One who is entertained by another'as his
guest ; a guest.

Than he made his hoste the heste chere that he myght,
and made hem richely he serued at ese in a feire chambre.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 684.

5t. [With sense of L. hospitium: see ho^ice.]
An inn ; a lodging.

Make redy to me an ooste or hous lor to dwelle inne.

Wydif, Phil. 22 (0x1.).

This mayden that was feire com to Bredigan, whereas
the kynge soioumed, and was at hoste with a riche bur-
geys. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 171.

Your goods, that lay at host, sir, in the Centaur.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

-To reckon 'without (or formerly before) one's host, to
count up the cost of one's entertainment without consult-
ing the host or landlord (whose reckoning is likely to be
higher, or at least more careful) ; hence, not to consider all
the circumstances ; to reach a conclusion on insufficient
data, or without taking into account some important lact
or lacts.

But thei reeken£d before their host, and so payed more
then their shotte came to.

Ball, Henry VL, 1. 49. (BaMiwell.)

The old English proverb telleth us that " they that
reckon without their host are to reckon twice " ; and so it

tared with this inlatuated people.
Heylim, Hist. Kelormation, I. 98.

host^t (host), V. [< OP. 'hoster, oster, < L. hos-
pitare, lodge, < hospes (hospit-), a host, a guest

:

see host^, n. Cf. hospitate.] I. intrans. To
lodge, as at an inn ; receive entertainment ; be
a guest, [Bare.]

They say that God talks with him lace to lace.
Boosts at his house.

Sylvester, tr. ol Dn Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

Go, bear it to the Centaur, where we host
Shak., C. olE., i. 2.

II. trans. To give entertainment to ; receive
as a guest.

Such was that Hag, unmeet to ttost such guests.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 27.

And caused hym to be hosted with a worshyplull man ol
that citie called Chremes.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, ii. 12.

hosts (host), n. [< ME. host, hoste, hoost, oost,
also hostie, < OP. hostie, F. hosUe = Pr. Sp. Pg.
hostia = It. ostia, a sacrifice or thing saermced,
< L. hostia, OL. fostia, an animal sacrificed, a
victim, sacrifice (in ML. applied to tte conse-
crated bread), prob. < hosUre (OL.), strike; of.
hasta, a spear: see hastate, and gad\ goad'-.]
If. Aa offering; a sacrifice.

Anon, said Isaac ; Father, heer I see
Knile, fire and laggot, ready Instantlv:
But wher's your Hosfe?

Sylvester, tr ol Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Fathers.

2. In the 'Western Ch.: (a) The sacramental vic-
tim m the eucharist ; Christ offered under the
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species of iDread and wine, or under either spe-
cies separately. According to the teaching of the Ro-
man CatnoUo Church, not only Is Christ as both God and
Man in the sacrament of the eucharlst and In every part of
it, but the substances of bread and wine cease to exist after
consecration. The outward acts of adoration are there-
fore not directed to bread and wine, but only to Christ

;

and the sacrament is accordingly to be worshiped with
latria, the worship due to God only.

The priests were singing, and the organ sounded,
And then anon the great cathedral bell.

It was the elevation of the Host.
Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 3.

(6) One of the pieces of bread used for conse-
crationin themass or eucharist ; an altar-bread,
oblate, or wafer, it is unleavened, small, thin, flat,

circular, and generally stamped with a cross, IHS., the flg-

nre of the crucified Christ, or the Agnus Dei. The word
is used both of the unconsecrated bread and of the sacra-
ment under the form of bread. See aUar-lrread, oblate.

After the consecration [in the Mozarahic missal] the Iwst

is broken into nine fragments, which are so arranged on
the paten as to form a cross.

Rock, Church of our Tathers, i. 106.

Adoration of tbe Host, in the /torn. Cath. CA.,the act of
reverence or worship shown to the sacrament of the eu-
charist as Christ's body and blood ; latria or divine wor-
ship rendered to Christ under the sacramental species,
especially that of bread. The Host is adored immediately
after consecration and at other times, as when talien by a
priest to a sick person.— Blood Of the Host. See Moody
bread, under bloody.— 'Eiswa.iion of the Host. See ele-

vation, 7.

host^t, i>- * [^ host^, m.] To administer the
sacrament to. Nares.
He fell sick and like to die, whereupon he was shriven

and would have been hosted, and he durst not for tear of
casting. Seogan'a Jests, p. 27.

host* (host), n. Same as hoast. [Scotch.]

hostage^ (hos'taj), n. [< ME. hostage, ostage,

< OF. Iwstage, ostage, mod. F. dtage= Pr. ostatge
= Sp. hostaje = It. ostaggio, also statico (ML.
reflex hostagium, hostaUoum), < ML.*o6sJ(Ja*Jc«s,

a hostage, < LL. oisidatus, the condition of a
liostage,.,< L. obses (obsid-), OL. opses, a host-
age, a surety, pledge, lit. one who remains be-
hind (with the enemy), < obsidere, sit, stay, re-

main, abide, < ob, at, on, about (see ob-), + se-

vere= E. sit. The initial h is unoriginal, and is

due to simulation of L. Jiostis,enemy: see host^.']

1. A person given or held as a pledge of or se-

curity for the performance of certain stipula-

tions, as those of a treaty, or the satisfaction of

certain demands.
He that hath wife and children hath given hostages to

fortune ; for they are impediments to great enterprises,

either of virtue or mischief.
Bacon, Marriage and Single Life (ed. 1887).

But the king had alienated them by his mistrust, and
had confined the lord Strange, son of lord Stanley, as a
hostage for his father's fidelity. Stubbs, Const. Hist. , § 362.

2. A thing given as a pledge. [Rare.]

And hostage from the future took
In trained thought and lore of book.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

hostage^f, v. t. [< hostage^, ».] To give as a

Nor is it likely now they would bane so hostaged their

men, suffer the building of a Fort, and their women and
children amongst them, had they intended any villainy.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 90.

hostage^t, »• [< ME. hostage, ostage, < OF. host-

age, ostage, houstage, lodging, < Iwster, oster,

lodge: &eehost^, ».] An inn; a lodging.

He's on to the hostage gone.
Asking there for charitie.

Waiie Wallace (ChUd's Ballads, VI. 234).

hostage-houset, »• -Aji inn ; a hostel.

No news hae I this day to thee.

But fifteen lords in the hostage-home
Waiting Wallace for to see.

Willie Wallace (Child's Ballads, VI. 233).

hostagert, » [< feostogrei + -eri.] A hostage.

The same season ther wer styU in England hostagers, the
erle Dolphyn of Auuergne, therle of Porseen, the lorde of

Mallurer, and dyuers other.
Bemers, tr. of I'roissart's Chron., I. ccxlvi.

hostayt, "• «. [< MB. hostayen, < OF. *hosteier,

hosioier, ostoier (= Pr. osteiar = It. osteggiare),

make a hostile incursion, < host, ost, a host : see

AosJi.] To make a hostile incursion or foray.

"Bee Estyre," sals the emperour, "I ettylle m;s'selfene,

To Aostoye in Almaynevritharmedeknyghtez."
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 555.

hostel (hos'tel), n. [< ME. hostel, ostel, hostell,

< OF. hostel, ostel, houstel, hosteil, etc., F. hdtel

(>E. hotel, q. v.) = Pr. hostal, ostal= Sp. hostal

= It. ostale, also ostello, < ML. hospitale, a lar^e

house, a palace, an inn : see hospital, which is

the fuller form of the same word, hotel and spit-

tlej being other forms.] 1. A house of enter-

tainment
; an inn.

Now up the hede, for al is wel

;

Seynt Julyan, lo, bonftosSeJ.'
, ,„oo

Chaueer, House of Fame, 1. 1022.
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Than departed the knyghtes, and wente to theure has-

testes for to slope and resten. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 463.

And thus our lonely lover rode away.
And pausing at a hostel in a marsh.
There fever seized upon him.

Termyson, Lover's Tale, Iv.

2. In English universities, a house for students
which does not share like a college in the gov-
ernment of the university. There are stiU sev-
eral hostels in Cambridge.

There are also In Oxford certeine hostels or hals, which
may right well be called by the names of colleges if It
were not that there is more llbertie in them than is to be
seen m the other. Holinshed, liescrip. of England, iiL

The Inconvenience and discomfort of this system, to-
gether with its moral dangers, led to the establishment of
what were afterwards known as Hostels, due apparently
to the voluntary action of the students themselves, "who
with the connivance of the University," according to Dr.
(^lus, "rented any empty houses from the townspeople
they could obtain possession of, which they termed Hos-
tels or literary Inns." Quarterly Eev., CXLV. 404.

There arose at Paris hostels or houses set apart for the
various nations, where lodging and some sort of protec-
tion and superintendence might be obtained at a moder-
ate cost. Laurie, Universities, xiii.

3t. Lodging.
For his love shull ye haue hostell at youre volunte.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iiL 606.

The X. artyole. And that no man take hostel [var. ostage.
Index, p. 2] within ye waUis of London nor in Portsouth
by strengthe nor by lyueraunce of the Marchal.

Charter of London, Bich. II. (Arnold's Chron., p. 17).

hostelt, V. [< ME. hostelen, < OF. hosteler, oste-
ler, < hostel, a hostel : see hostel, «.] I. tran^.
To harbor ; shelter.

And alle that fleble and faynt he that Faith may nougt
leche,

Hope shal lede hem forth with lone as his lettre telleth.
And hostd hem and hele thorw holicherche bUeue.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 118.

II. intrans. To take lodging; lodge; put up.

To Emaus castelle can thai pas
There hostyld thay alle thre.

Tovmaley Mysteries, p. 289.

hosteler (hos'tel-er), n. [Also osteler; in mod.
use chiefly in the eontr. form hostler, ostler, q.
V. ; < MB. hosteler, hostiler, osteler, hosteller, hos-
tiller, osMler, ostler, etc., < OF. hosteller, F. h6-

telier = Pr. hostaUer, ostelier = OSp. hostalero
= It. ostelliere (ML. reflex hosteUarms, in def

.

3), < ML. hospitalarms, one who entertains
guests, a hospitaler, < hospitale, a large build-

ing, an inn, a hostel, hospital: see hospitaler,

which is a doublet of hosteler, hostler and ostler

being reduced forms.] If. An innkeeper.

He knew the tavemes wel in every toun,

And everych hostiler and tappestere.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 241.

What office then doth the star-gazer bear?
Or let him be the heaven's osteler, ,

Or tapster some, or some be chamberlain,
To wait upon the guests they entertain.

Bp. Hall, Satires, II. vil. 40.

2. A student in a hostel at Oxford or Cam-
bridge in England. 8eehostel,2.— 3. [A1so7m>s-

teller, archaically hosUllar; ML. hostellarius.']

Socles., formerly, the monk who entertained

the guests in a monastery— Hosteler external,
the monk who relieved those who came to the gates of

the monastery.— Hosteler intrinsic, the monk who en-

tertained the guests residing in the monastery.

hostelmentt, n. See hmtlement.

hostelry (hos'tel-ri), »•; pi- hostelries (-riz).

[Formerly also osteVry; < ME. hostelrie, ostelrie,

< OF. hostelerie, F. hotellerie (= Pr. ostalaria),

< hostel, a hostel : see hostel and -ry.^ An inn

;

a lodging-house.

I never yet lodged in a hostelrie.

But I paid my lawing before I gaed.
Kinrmynt WUlie (Chad's Ballads, VI. 60).

" The Egyptians," we are told by Diodorus, " call their

houses hostelries, on account of the shorttime duringwhich

they Inhabit them ; but the tombs they call eternal dwell-

ing-places." Faiths of the World, p. 141.

hostess (hos'tes), n. [Formerly often hostis;

< ME. hostes, *hostesse, ostesse, < OP. hostesse,

P. hdtesse (= It. ostessa),tem. of haste, a host:

see host^ and -ess.] A female host; a woman
who entertains guests; especially, a woman
who keeps an inn.

And therby is the hous of Martha, our Lordes hostes,

and the hous of the sayd Mary Magdalene, whiche we vys-

yted. Sir E. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 40.

I doubt not but at yonder tree I shall catch a Chub: and

then we'll return to an honest cleanly hostess, that I know
right well : rest ourselves there ; and dress it for our dm-

ner. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 64.

hostess-ship (hos'tes-ship), n. l< hostess +
-ship .] The character or business of a hostess.

It is my father's will I should take on me
The hostess-ship o' the day. Shak., W. T.. iv. 3.

hosting

host-houset, n- An ale-house for the reception
of lodgers. Pegge; Salliwell.

hosticide (hos'ti-sid), «. [< L. hostis, an ene-
my, -I- -cida. < ccedere, kiU.] One who Mils an
enemy. Wharton.

hostiet, n. An obs.olete form of host^.
hostile (hos'til or -til), a. and n. [< P. hostile

= Sp. Pg. hostil = It. ostile, < L. hosUUs, of or
belonging to an enemy, < hostis, an enemy: see
host^.J 1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to an enemy:
as, hostile ground.

With hostile forces he'll o'erspread the land.
Shale., Pericles, i. 2.

Thus, great in glory, from the din of war
Safe he retum'd without one hostile scar.

Pope, Odyssey, xL

2. Of inimical character or tendency ; having
or exhibiting enmity or antagonism; antago-
nistic : as, a hostile manifesto ; hostile criticism.

One strong nation promises more durable peace, and a
more extensive, valuable, and reliable commerce, than can
the same nation broken into hostile fragments.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 168.

The Roman commonwealth fell, because it had become
to a great extent hostile to freedom.

E, A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 334.

=Syil. 2. Averse, Adverse, Inimical, Hostile; unfriendly,
warlike. Averse applies to feeling, adverse to action : as,

I was very averse to his going ; an adverse vote ; adverse
fortune. Inimical expresses both feeling and action, gen-
erally in private affairs. Hostile also expresses both feel-

ing and action, but applies especially to public affairs

;

where it applies to private matters, it expresses either
strong or conspicuous action or feeling, or both, or all.

I pleased, and with attractive graces won
The most averse. Milton, P. L., ii. 763.

' In our proper motion we ascend
Up to our native seat : descent and fall

To us is adverse. Milton, P. L., IL 77.

We cannot admit that men who get a living by the
pursuits of literature are at all competent to decide the
question whether commerce or banking be inimical to
poetry. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 39.

A higher mode of belief is the best exorciser, because it

makes the spiritual at one with the actual world instead
of hostile, or at best alien.

LoukU, Among my Boolra, 1st ser., p. 149.

II. n. An enemy : specifically, in the United
States, a hostile Indian ; an Indian who is en-
gaged in warfare against the whites.

General Howard . . . moved on the hostiles.

The Century, XXVIIL 135.

hostilely (hos'tU-li or -til-li), adv. In a hostile

manner.
hostilementt, n. See hustlement.

hostility (hos-tiri-ti), n.; pi. hostilities (-tiz),

[< P. hostility = fr. hostilitat = Sp. hostilidad

= Pg. hostilidade = It. ostilitd, < LL. hosUM-
ta(t-)s, enmity, < hostilis, hostile: see hostile.']

1. The state of being hostile ; inimical feeling;

antagonism.
Our ancestors, we suppose, knew their own meaning

;

and, if we may believe them, their hostility was primarily
not to popeiy, but to tyranny. Macaulay, Milton.

2. Hostile action ; open opposition by war or

other means ; especially, in the plural, acts of

warfare.
Take an oath . . .

To honour me as thy king and sovereign

;

And neither by treason, nor hostility.

To seek to put me down, and reign thyself.

Shah., 3 Hen. VL, L 1.

Hostility being thus suspended with France, prepara-
tion was made for war against Scotland. Sir J. Hayward.

One council fire is sufficient for the discussion and ar-

rangement of a plan of hostilities.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 346.

Act of hostility, (a) Any act of a diplomatic, commer-
cial, or military character which involves or tends to in-

volve two or more nations or parties in war. (&)A hostile

act which follows a declaration of war. = Syn. 1. -4m*-

mosity. Ill-will, Enmity (see animosity) ; unfriendliness,

opposition, violence, aggression.— 2. War, fighting.

hostilize (hos'til-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. hostil-

ized, ppr. hostiUzing. [= Sp. Pg. hostilizar;

as hostile + -ize.'] To make hostile ; cause to

become an enemy. [Rare.]

The powers already hostilized against an impions nation.

Seward, Letters (1794), iii. 376.

hostillarf , n. See hosteler.

hosting (hos'ting), n. [Verbal n. of host\ v.]

A mustering or assemblage of armed men; a

muster. [Obsolete or archaic]

This I have often hearde, that when the Lord Deputye
hath raysed any generall hostinges, the noblemen have
claymed the leading of them, by graunte from the Elnges
of England under the Greate Seale exhibited.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Strange to us it seem'd.

At first, that angel should with angel war.

And in fierce hosting meet. Milton, P. L., vi 93.

Do ye na ken, woman, that ye are bound to be liege vas-

sals in all hunting, hosting, watching, and warding?
Scott, Old Mortality, viL



bosting

Every springtide came war and hosting, hanying and
burning. J. B. Green, Conq. ol Eng., p. 169.

llOStler, ostler (bos'- or os'16r, os'16r), n.

rContr. of hosteler, osteler: see hosteler.'] If.
Same as hosteler, 1.—2. The person who has the
careof horses at an inn; astable-boy; agroom.

Bid the ostter bring my gelding 'out of the stable.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

As Ostler is a thing that scrubbeth unreasonably his
hors^ reasonably himseUe.

Sir T. Overhury, Chai'acters, An Ostler.

Wrinkled ostler, grim and thin,
Here is custom come your way

;

Take my brute, and lead him in,

Stuff his ribs with mouldy hay.
Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

hostleress, ostleress (hos'- or os'l6r-es, os'l6r-

es), ». [< hostler, ostler, + -ess.] A woman who
does hostlers' work. [Rare.]

Because she [the empress Helena] visited the stable
and manger of our Saviour's nativitie, Jews and Pagans
slander her to have been stabularia, ah ostleresse, or a she-
stable-groom. Fitller, Holy War, i. 4.

A plump-arm'd Ostleress and a stable wench
Game running at the call. T&nnyson, Princess, i.

hostlessf (host'les), a. [< host^ + -less.'] In-

hospitable.

Forth ryding fr6m Malbeccoes kostlesse hous.
Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 3.

hostryt (hos'tri), ». [Formerly also ostry ; <

ME. hostrye, hostrie, ostry, ostrie (of. Sp. hos-
teria = It. osteria), a contr. form of hostelry,

q. v.] 1 . A lodging-house ; a hostelry ; an inn.

Onely these marishes and myrie bogs.
In which the fearefull ewftes do build their howres,
Yeeld me an hostry mongst the croking frogs.

Spenser, F. Q., V. x. 23.

S. A stable for horses.

Keep further from me, .0 thou illiterate and unlearned
hostler, . . . Keep out of the circle, I say, lest I send you
into the ostry with a vengeance. Marlowe, Faustus, ii. 3.

host's-manf, m. [ME. hostes man.] The ser-
vant in charge of guests at a monastery.

A sturdy harlot wente ay hem bihynde.
That was hir hosies-man, and bar a sak,
And what men gaf hem leyde it on his bak.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 46.

hot^ (hot), a.; compar. hotter, superl. hottest.

[The vowel has become short in mod. E. ; for-
merly hote (like wrote, boat), early mod. E. also
whot, whote; < ME. hot, hote, hoot,< AS. hat =
OS. het= OFries. het = D. lieet= ML6. het, LG.
het = OHG. MHG. heiz, G. heiss = Icel. heitr =
Sw. het = Dan. hed (Goth. *haits, not found),
hot ; from the root *hit in AS. hit (occurs once,
spelled hyt, in Beowulf)= D. hitte, hette= OHG.
hizza, MiHG. G. hitze, i., = Icel. hiti, m., heat,
hita, f., a heating (the E. heat is ult. from hot)

;

perhaps extended from a root *M, > OHG. MHG

.

Tiei, gehei, heat, and perhaps Goth, hais, a torch.
See heat]

_
1. Having the sensation of heat,

especially in a high degree, the lower degrees
being denoted by warm.

Lords, I am hot with haste in seeking you.
Shak., K. John, iv. 3.

While the palate is still hot with a curry, an unflavoured
dish seems insipid. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 46.

2. Having or communicating sensible heat,
especially in more considerahle quantity than
is denoted by warm.
Toward the Southe, it is so hoot, that no man ne may

duello there. Mandevitle, Travels, p. 131.

Master Peercy saith in Guadaluza they found a bath so
hote that it boyled them a peece of porke in halfe an houre.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 901.

As hot the day was, as when summer hung.
With worn feet^ on the last step of July.

William Morris, EartUy Paradise, II. 119.

3. Having the property of exciting the effect
or a feeling of heat ; stimulating; biting; pun-
gent

;
peppery : as, a hot blistei".

And ginger shall be hot i' the mouth too.

Shak., T. N., ii. 3.

It [the fruit] is a£ great as a Melon ; the iuice thereof
is like sweet Must : it is so hot of Nature that if a knife
sticke in it but halfe an houre, when it is drawn forth, it

will bee halfe eaten vp. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 505.

4. Ardent in feeling or temper; fiery; vehe-
ment; passionate.

Catesby . . . finds the testy gentleman so hot
That he will lose his head ere give consent.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 4.

The wars are dainty dreams to young hot spirits.

Fletcher, Eule a Wife, i. 1.

The Boleyns were ever a hot and plain-spoken race,
more hasty to speak their mind than carefiu to choose
their expressions. Scott, Kenilworth, xxxiv.

5. Violent; keen; brisk: as, a hot engagement;
a hot pursuit, or a person hot in a pursuit.

Hongur full hote hannyt hom then.
And fayntid the folk, failet the strenkith.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9377.
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Not heavy, as that hound which Lancashire doth breed

;

Nor as the Northern kind, so light and hot of speed.
Drayton, Polyolblon, iii. 38.

He came in a very bad time, for yo Stat was full of
trouble, and y« plague veiy hote in London.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 204.

6. Lustful; lewd.
What hotter hours,

Unregister'd in vulgar fame, you have
Luxuriously piok'd out. Shak. , A. and C. , ilL 11.

7. Figuratively, heated by constant use, as if

by friction.

The New York and Washington wire is kept hot for
eight hours every night. It supplements the very full
market reports sent West by the Associated Press with
more detws collected in New Yorlj.

Harper's Mag., T.XXYIL 679.

8. Dry and quick to absorb.

If the ceiling is hot—i, e. porous, and soaks in the
moisture very quickly— it must be prepared with a mix-
ture of lime, one handful ; whiting, the same ; glue, i lb.

;

soft-soap, J lb. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 262.

Hot and heavy, (o) Furious and severe ; brisk and ef-

fective: as, the engagement was hot and heavy. (6) Vig-
orously or violently ; with might and main ; with quick
and weighty blows, retorts, etc. [Colloq.]—Hot and hot,
in cookery, said of food cooked or served in hot dishes as
required, and coming directly from the fire to the eater's
plate.

The crisp slices came off the gridiron hot and hot.

Dickens, David Copperfleld, zxviii.

Hotathandt. See Aa»d.—Hot blast. SeeWosf.—Hot
1)0X. See i)oa;2.—Hot cocklea. See cocWeS.—Hot cop-
pers. See copper.— 'Koi o' Oie spur, very hotly earnest
upon any point. Nares.

Speed, an you be so hot o' th' sjpv/r, my business
Is but breath, and your design, it seems, rides post,

Shirley, Doubtful Heir, v.

Hot wave. See waiw.—In hot blood. See blood.—Vip-
ing hot. See piping.—To be in hot water, to be in
trouble arising from strife or from any embarrassment, as
if from being plunged into hot water.

Tom . . . was in everlasting hot water as the most in-
corrigible scapegrace for ten miles round.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, i.

To blow hot and cold. See WomI.—Tomake a place
too hot for one, to make a place, through persecution or
other means, so unpleasant for a person that he leaves.

When a Papal legate showed his face, they made the
town too hot to hold him.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 77.

=Syn. 1. Burning, fleiy, fervid, glowing.— 3. Piquant,
highly seasoned.— 4. Excitable, irascible, hasty, precipi-
tate, choleric.

hot2 (hot), n. [< ME. hotte, < OF. (andF.) hotte,

a basket for the back, < G. dial, hotte, a wooden
vessel, tuh, a vintager's dosser: cf. dial, hotze,

hotte, hutte, a cradle. E. hod^ is a different
word.] A sort of basket used for carrying turf,
earth, slate, etc. [Prov. Eng.]

Twigges . . .

Swich as men to these cages thwyte,
Or maiden of these paniers.
Or elles hottes or dossers.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1940.

hot^t. A preterit of hight^.

hot*t. An obsolete irregular (strong) past par-
ticiple of hit^.

A viper smitten or Aoj with a reed is astonied.
Jt. Scott, Witchcraft, sig. S 8.

hot-and-hot (hot'aud-hof), ». [< hot and hot,
phrase under hot^', a.] Pood served as fast as
it is cooked, to insure its being hot.

Thy care is, under polish'd tins,

,
To serve the hot-and-hot.

Termyson, Will Waterproof.

hotbed (hot'bed), n. 1 . In hort, a hed of earth
heated by fermenting substances, and covered
with glass to defend it from the cold air, ia-
tended for raising early plants, or for protect-
ing tender exotics.

In the garden [at Bryant's home] a small conservatory
protects the blooming exotics during the cold season of
the year, and numerous hotbeds assist the tender plants in
spring. D. J. HUl, Bryant, p. 117.

2. Figuratively, a seat of rapid growth or de-
velopment, or of eager activity of some kind

:

generally in a bad sense : as, a hotled of sedi-
tion.

Palestine, which soon became the centre of pilgrimages,
had become, in the time of St. Gregory of Nyssa, a hotbed
of debauchery. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 161.

During my experience of Khartoum it was the hotbed of
the slave-trade. Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, xii.

3. In rail-maMng, the bed on which the red-
hot rail taken from the rolls is placed to cool.

hot-blooded (hofblud'^ed), a. Having hot
blood; hence, of an excitahle temper; high-
spirited; irritable; passionate; amatory.
Now, the AoJ-6!ootied gods assist me. . . . You were also,

Jupiter, a swan, for the love of Leda.
Shak., M. W. of W., v. B.

hotbrainf, n. An impetuous, fiery person; a
hothead. Davies.

hotel

As if none wore hoods but monks and ladies, . . . nor

perriwigs but players and hot-brains.
, „ . ,

jifacAtn, Dumb Knight, i.

hot-brained (hot'brand), o. Violent; rash; pre-

cipitate; hot-headed.

You shall find 'em either hot-brain'd joath
Or needy bankrupts. Dryden, Spanish Friar.

hotch (hoch), V. [< F. hooher, shake, wag, jog,

< OD. hiitsen, hotsen, D. hotsen, shake, jog, jolt.

Cf. D. freq. hutselen, shake, jog, shake together,

shake up and down, as in a tub, bowl, or basket,

> E. TitisHe, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To shake; jolt;

shake in order to separate, as beans from peas
after they axe threshed together.— 2. To drive

(cattle).

II, intrans. 1. To shake; move by sudden
jerks or starts.— 2. To limp.— 3. To be rest-

less. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch in all uses.]

Even Satan glowr'd and fldg'd tu' fain.

And hotch'd and blew wi' might and main.
Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

hot-chisel (hot'chiz"el), n. A chiselfor cutting
metal which is first heated : distinguished from
cold-chisel.

In the first places cold and hot chisels are both made
throughout of forged or wrought iron, but as cold chisels
are used for cutting cold metal, bricks, and other hard
substances, the iron of which they are made is more high-
ly tempered. N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 161.

hotchpot (hoch'pot), n. [< MB. hochepot (with
irreg. var., by riming variation, hochepoche (>
mod. E. hotchpotch, q. v.), < OF. hochepot, a
mingled mass, < OD. hutspot, beef or mutton
cut.into small pieces and mixed and boiled to-

gether in a pot, < hutsen, also hotsen, shake, jog,

iqlt, + ^o*, pot : see hotch and pot. Hence, by
later variation, hotchpotch, hodgepodge.] If. A
mixture of various ingredients; a hodgepodge
or hotchpotch.

Ye han cast alle hire wordes in an hochepot [variants

hoche potte, hoche poche, hochpot], and enclinediyoure herte
to the moore partie ana to the gretter nombre.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

Goose in a hoggepot. Liber Cure Cocormn, p. 32.

The old sway of Rome, the successive deluges of Goth,
Lombard, Greek, and German, had thrown rights and
wrongs [in Italy] into an inextricable hotchpot.

Stubhs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 222.

2. In law, the aggregating of shares or proper-
ties, actually or theoretically, in order to secm-e
equality of division. Thus, a ohUd who has had a por-
tion of an estate in advance of the others is required to
bring what he has received into hotchpot, and account for
the same, as a condition of having any share in the distri-

bution of the residue. Collation is the Scotch term.

Withus it is denominatedbringing those lands into hotch-
pot, which term I shall explain in title very words of Little-

ton: "it seemeth that this word liotch-pot is in English a
pudding ; for in a pudding is not commonly put one thing
alone, but one thing with other things together."

Blackstone, Com., II. xii.

hotchpotch (hoch'poch), n. [< ME. hoclie-

f'oche, a rimed variation of orig. hotchpot, ME.
ochepot: see hotchpot. With final sonants,

hodgepodge.] 1. A cooked dish containing a
medley of ingredients; specifloally, in Scot-
land, a kind of thick broth made by boiling
lamb, mutton, or beef with many kinds of vege-
tables.

Although their Bellies strout with too-much meat, . . .

Yet still they howl for hunger ; and they long
For Memphian hotch-potch. Leeks, and Garlick strong.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Lawe.

2. An indiscriminate mixture; a medley or
jumble ; a hodgepodge.

[He] thrnsteth them in together, makyng of them an
hoche-poclie, all contrarye to the wholesome docbyne of
Saynt Paule. Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 33.

Others think they made hotchpotch of ludalsme and
Gentilisme, as Herod had done.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 149.

But a careful examination of Captain Burton's transla-
tion shows that he has . . . made a hotchpotch of various
texts. Edinburgh Bev., CLXIV. 180.

=Syn. 2. See miaeture.

hote^t, a. -An obsolete spelling of hof^.
hote^t, V. See hight^.

hotel (ho-tel'), »i. [< P. h6tel, < OF. hostel, an
inn, etc., > ME. hostel, E. hostel, q. v.] 1. A
house for entertaining strangers or travel-
ers ; an inn ; especially, an inn of some style
and pretensions. See inn.— 2. A private city
dwelling; particularly, a large town mansion.
[French usage.]

This venerable nobleman [the Comtede Florae] ... has
his chamber looking out into the garden of his Aotel. . . .

The rest of the hotel he gives up to his son, the Vicomte
de Florae, and Madame la Princesse de Montcontour. his
daughter-in-law. Thackeray, Newcomes, idvi.

3. A public office or building: as, the Hdtel de
Ville (city hall) in Paris. [French usage.]
=Syn. 1. See tavern. ° '
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hotel'KJar (ho-tel'kar), n. A sleeping-oar with .lessly ; one who is violent, passionate hnaxlv
a kitchen for cooking, and arrangements for or rasi '

P^^^^^'^^'^e' heady,

serving meals. Car-Builder's Diet.
hot-flue (hot'fle), m. An apartment heated by
stoves or steam-pipes, in which calicoes are
dried hard; also, a heated chamber in which
cloths, paper, starch, etc., are dried.
hotfoot (hot 'flit), adv. In great haste; with
great speed.

The Btream was deep here, but some fifty yards below
was a shallow, lor which he made off hot-foot.

T. Hughes, Tom Browa at Eugby, L 9.

hothead (hot'hed), n. A hot-headed or vio-
lent, impetuous person.

A hare-brain'd Hotspur, govern'd by a spleen.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2.

Wars are begun by balrbrained dissolute captains, pai-a-
sitical fawners, unquiet hotspurs, and restless innovator.

Burton, Auat. of Mel.

2t. A kind of pea of early growth.
Of such peas as are planted or sown in gardens, theAofspur IS the speediest of any in growth.

n -.,. , ^ .
Mortimer, Husbandry,

.t a. Violent; impetuous.
The hot-spurre youth so scorning to be Croat.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. L 36.

The rant of a iew hot-heads and the malice of a few hotspurredf (hot'sp6rd), a. Vehement; rash;
newspapers. The American, IX. 99. headstrong.

hot-headed (hot'hed"ed), a. Of ardcAt pas-
sions; vehement; violent; rash; impetuous.
hothouse (hot'hous), n. If. A house in which
to sweat and cup the body ; a bath-house.
let a man sweat once aweek in a hot-house, and be well

rubbed and froted.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iy. i.

2t. A brothel.

Nowsheprafessesa Ao«-A<WMe,which, I think, isavery tt ^j. j. j.

"^""V"

ill house too. SAaft., M. for M., it 1. Mottentot (hot'n-tot),

3. A structure kept artiftcially heated for the
growth of tender exotic plants, or subtropical
plants, or for the production of native fruits,
lowers, etc., out of season, in degree of tempera-
tare, strictly, the hothouse stands between the greenhouse
and the stove or orchid-house.

4. In manuf., any heated chamber or building;
a drying-room ; specifically, the warmest dry-
ing-room in which green pottery is dried be-
fore going to the 1dm.
hot-livered (hot'liv*6rd), a. Having a hot
temper; fiery-tempered; irascible; excitable.
Milton.

hotly (hot'li), adv. In a hot manner ; ardently

;

vehemently; violently.

hot-mouthed (hot ' moutht), a. Headstrong;
ungovernable, as a horse irritated by the chaf-
ing of its mouth by the bits.

That hot-mnouthed beast that bears against the curb.
Dryden, Spanish Friar, these entries.

hotness (hot'nes), n. The condition or qual- Hottentotic (hot-n-tot'ik), a. [< Mottentot +
ity of being hot ; heat; violence; vehemence; -*«•] Pertaining to the Hottentots; character-
fury, istic of the Hottentots.

hot-pintt (hot'pint), n. A kind of New Year's Many other examples of the results of the anthropologi-
drink consisting of sweetened ale heated in a "*•> °^ ethnopsychological, or agriological, or Hottentotic

kettle. It wa. customary to go about to friends' houses °««>°^ ""s"* "^
'"""''"'"'Nineteenth Century. XIX. 65.

[< Hottentot
+ -ism.^ That which is peculiar to the Hot-
tentots ; something characteristic of the Hot-
tentots.

The term Hottentotism has been thence adopted as a
medical description of one of the varieties of stammer-
ing. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 172.

Philemon's friends then make a king again,A hot-spurred youth, bight Hylas.
Chaikhill, Thealma and caearchus, p. 41.

hottet, n. A Middle EngUsh form of Am«i.
hot-tempered (hot'tem"perd), a. Having a vio-
lent temper.
For so confident and hot-tempered a man, he bore the

blow remarkably well.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 1.

a-tot), n. [< D. Hottentot, Ut.
'hot and tot' (D. en = E. and), a kind of imi-
tative description of stammering, in ref. to the
clucking sounds in the Hottentot speech; ef.
OD. hateren, stammer (KiUan, Hexam), tate-
ren, stammer, hesitate, speak imperfectly, also
used of the harsh blare of a tnimpet (KiUan).
See click\ 2. The native name for Hottentot
is Quaqua.'] A member of a race of South Af-
rica, which differs from the other South Afri-
can races, being of a dark yellowish-brown
complexion, of smaller stature, of more un-
gainly build, and of inferior mental endow-
ment. Some authorities infer from the language of the
Hottentots (especially from its possession of the distinc-
tion of gender) that they are related to the Hamitic peo-
ples of northeastern Africa; but this opinion is a very
doubtful one. Linguistic clicks are shared with the Hot-
tentots by the South African tribes nearest them, and are
supposed to have been learned by the latter from the for-
mer.—Hottentot breadfruit, cherry, fig, etc. See
the nouns.—Hottentot'a-bread,Hottentot'B-tea. See

with a mug of the liquor and a bun at midnight and after.

Soon as the steeple clock strikes the ominous twelve HottentOtism (hot'n-tot-izm), m.

[on New Year's Eve], . . . hot-pints in clear scoured cop-
jper kettles are seen in all directions.

Hone's Every-day Book, II. 21.

hot-plate (hot'plat), n. A gas-stove for heat-
ing the copper bits employed in soldering.

hot-pot (hot'pot), n. X. In cookery, a, dish con-
sisting of small chops of mutton, seasoned with Hottentot's-bread (hot'n-tots-bred), n. A spe-
pepper and salt, and stewed in a deep dish be- cies of Testudinaria.
tween layers of sliced potatoes. Hotteutot's-head (hot'n-tots-hed), n. A eyca-

The Colonel himself was great at making hash mutton, daceous plant, Statigeria paradoxa, a native of
hot-pot, curry and pillau. Thackeray, tropical Africa.

2. A drink made by mixing warm ale with Hottentot's-tea (hot'n-tots-te), n. See Heli-

spirits. chrysum.

hot-press (hot'pres), n. 1. A press in which hottering (hot'er-ing), a. [E. dial. Cf. hatter,

papers or fabrics are calendered by pressing 2.] Eaging. Davies.

them between glazed boards and heated met- Haply, but for her I should ha' gone hottering mad.

al plates.— 3. A hydraulic press for extract- Dicier, Hard Times, xi.

ing oils and stearin from material placed in Hottonla (ho-to'ni-a), n. [NL., named after

bags and pressed between steam-heated radia- P. Hotton, a Dutch botanist (1649-1709).] A
small genus of aquatic perennial plants, of the
natural order Primulacece, the type of the tribe

Hottoniece, with 5-parted calyx, salver-shaped
corolla with short tube and 5-parted limb, and
finely divided submersed leaves, and hollow,

almost leafless flower-stems, with whorls of

white or pale-pink flowers, with 5 included
stamens. The species, H. palustris in Europe and H.
inflata in the United States, are called water-violet ovfea-

tors.

hot-press (hot'pres), v. f. To apply heat to in

conjunction with mechanical pressure, in order
to produce a smooth and glossy surface : as, to

hot-press paper or cloth,

hot-saw (not'sH,), n. In iron-mamif., a buzz-saw
for cutting up hot bar-iron, just from the rolls,

into bars or into pieces for being filed, reheat-
ed, and reroUed. E. H. Knight.

tnerjou
hot-short (hot'shdrt), a. More or less brittle

^Q^^Q^^g^ (hot-6-ni'e-e)
when heated : as, /jo^^feor* iron. - .•...,
The former substance [sulphur] rendering the steel

more or less brittle when hot (red-short or hot-short).

Encyc. BrU., XIH. 283.

hot-shot (hot'shot), n. A fooUsh, inconsiderate
fellow. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hotskuU (hot'skul), n, A hot-headed person

;

one who is difficult to deal with. [Rare.]

I have many of my house, scrupulous as yon hotskull,

to win over. Bulwer, Eienzi, ii. 1.

hot-spirited (hot'spir'i-ted), a. Having a fiery

spirit; vehement; passionate. Irving.

hotspur (hot'sper), n. and a. [< hot^ + spiir.\

I. ». 1. A person who spurs or pushes on reck-

pl. [NL., < Hot-
tonia + -em.'] A' tribe of plants of the natural

order Primulacece, founded by Endlicher, and
typified bythe genus Hottonia; the Huttoniaeece

of Eeichenbaeh, and the Huttonidce of Lindley.

It differs from the other tribes of the PrimulacecB

by having the seeds anatropous and fixed by
the base.

hot-wall (hot'wal), n. A wall inclosing hot-air

flues, constructed in cold countries to afford

warmth to trees placed against it for their pro-

tection while budding and blossoming.

He now looks upon two hundred rood of the best hot-

walls in the north of England, besides two new summer-
houses and a green-house. J. Baillie.

hound
hot-'well (hot'wel), «. In a condensing steam,
engine^ a reservoir for receiving the warm wa-
ter which the air-pump draws oS from the eon-
denser. Part of this water is used to feed the boiler,
and for this purpose it is drawn off from the hot-well by
means of the hot-water pump.
houbara (ho-ba'ra), n. [Native name.] 1. An
African bustard, Otis houbara, or Houbara un-
dulata. Also spelled hubara.— Q. [cap.'] A
genus of bustards, of which the houbara is the
type, containing also the Indian H. macqueeni.
Bonaparte, 1832.

houdah, n. See howdah.
Houdan (ho 'dan), n. [< Houdan, a town of
France, in the department of Seine-et-Oise.]A breed of the domestic fowl, of French ori-
gin, characterized by its long square form,
heavy, globular crest, full beard or muff, even-
ly mottled black-and-white plumage, and the
presence of five toes on each foot. It lays large
white eggs, and is esteemed as one of the best
of fowls for the table.

houdie, n. See howdie.
houff, n. and v. See howff.
houghi, n. and v. See hock^.
hough^, n. A variant of howK
hougher, n. See hocker^.
hourfiite (huf'it), n. [Named after Franklin
B. Sough of SomerviUe.] A hydrated oxid of
aluminium and magnesium derived from the
alteration of spinel, found at SomerviUe in St.
Lawrence county. New York. Also called hy-
drotaldte.

houghmagandie (hoch-ma-gan'di), n. Fornica-
tion. Burns. [Scotch slang.]
houguette (ho-gef), n. [F.j A needle used
by marble-workers in etching.
Etching needles caUed houguettes, partly fiattened, and

sharp. MarUe-wn-ker, § 99.

houk, V. See liow'k.

houlett, n. A variant of howlet, for owlet.
houltt, n. An obsolete form of holP-.

hount, n. An obsolete variant of hound. Chau-
cer.

hounce (hoims), n. [Origin obscure
; perhaps

a nasalized and aspirated form of ouch, an or-
nament : see ouch.] An ornament on the col-
lar of a cart-horse. [Prov. Eng.]
hound (hound), n. [< ME. hound, hund, < AS.
hand, a dog (the ordinary word for ' dog,' the
worddogbeingoflaterintroductiou),=OS. hund
= OFries. hund, hond = D. hond = MLGr. hunt,
La. hund = OHG. MHO. hunt, G. hund = Icel.
hundr = Sw. Dan. hund= Goth, hunds, all with
formative -d, not found in the cognate forms; =
L. canis = Gr. kvuv (kiw-) = Lith. szunis, also szuo
(gen. szuns) = OPmss. sunis = Olr. cm (gen.
con) = Gael. c« = W. d (pi. cwn) = Zea&cunis
= Skt. gvan, a dog ; cf. Russ. Pol. suka. Hung.
szuka, etc., a bitch. Root unknown.] 1. A
dog ; specifically, a dog of a breed or variety
used in the chase, as in hunting the boar, the
deer, the fox, the hare, or the otter. The prin-
cipal breeds of dogs distinctively classed as hounds (some-
times considered as constituting a species, Canis sagax)
are the beadle, bloodhound, bucldionnd, foxhound, grey-
hound, harrier, and staghound. (See these words.) Hounds
commonly hunt by scent, and are for the most part used in
numbers together, called packs, to run down and capture
or Idll the game. Many kinds of dogs are readily bred or
trained for this piupose, as it is the mode of hunting most
natural to wild dogs and wolves. In England hound with-
out qualification means a foxhound : as, to follow the
hmmds.

He saw an hydous hwond dwell
Withinne that hows that was fuU fell

;

Of that hoTid grette drede he had.
Visions of Tundale, p. 25.

Sleep ! the deer is in his den

;

Sleep ! thy hounds are by thee lying.
Scott, Ii. of the L., L (songX

2. A mean, contemptible fellow ; a dastard; a
poltroon: as, a low hound; a sly hound.
Thanne shal borel clerkes ben abasched to blame sow or

to greue, '

And carpen nougte as thei carpen now and caUe 30W
doumbe hovjndes. PiersPlowman (B), x. 287.

3. Same as houndfish, 1.

The species both of Mustolus and of Ehinotriacis . . .

share the name of hound, . . . doubtless due to their fol-

lowing their prey in packs. Stand. NaU Hist., III. 82.

4. The oldwife, or long-tailed duck, Harelda
gladalis : so called from its gabble, likened to
the cry of a pack of hounds. [Newfoundland.]— 5. Naut., a projection at the masthead on
either side, serving as a support for the trestle-

trees of large or the rigging of smaller vessels.

Also called hounding.— 6. Either of two pieces
of wood used in artillery-limbers to connect
the splinter-bar and pole with the axle.— 7.
Either of a pair of side-bars or horizontal



Wagon Running-gears.

a, a, tongue-hounds; d, b,

hounds ; c, c, hind houndb

;

d, coupling-pole, or reach ; e,

tongue.

hound

braces for reinforeing various parts of the rtm-
ning-gear of a vehicle—Gabriel hounds, in English
folklore, & name given to vari-
ous sounds heard liigli in tlie

ail* after dark and in the early
morning, resembling the cry ol
a pack of hounds ; in reality,
the noise made by wild geese
and curlews, but supposed to
proceed from lost souls with
which the angel Gabriel is

hunting other souls. The
sound is supposed to forebode
trouble.—Hare and hounds.
See Aarei.—Pack of hounds,
a number of hounds bred and
trained together for hunting.
A regularly established pack of
foxhounds is commonly main-
tained for the joint use and at
the joint expense of the prin-
cipal huntsmen of a district.

under the charge of one of
them called the "master of
the hounds," who summons
the association to a "meet"
whenever a generid hunt is

intended.

hound (hound), V. t. [< hound, «.] 1. To set

on the chase ; incite to pursuit.

As he who only lets loose a greyhound out of the slip
is said to hound him at the hare. Abp, BramhalL

2. To hunt or pursue with or as if with hounds

:

as, to hound deer.

If the wolves had been hounded by tigers.

Sir JR. L'EatraTige^

3. To pursue or harass as if with hounds : as,

to hound one on to ruin.

I shall be hounded up and down the world

;

Now every villain that is wretch enough
To take the price of blood dreams of my throat.

Otway, Gaius Morius, iv. 2.

It is to be houTided off and shouted down.
Pop. Set. Mo., XXKIII. 68.

4. To follow lite a hound; track; trail.

It is no more but by following and as it were hounding
nature in her wanderings, to be able to lead her after-

wards to the same place again.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

To hound out, to set on ; encourage to do injury to oth-
ers. JRiitmi-Tumer, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 360 (note).

[Slang.]

hounder (houn'd6r), n. One who pursues game
with hounds: as, a deei-hounder.

hoimdfish (houud'flsh), n. [< MB. houndfisch,
hund-fisch, -fyssh; < hound + fish^. Cf. dogfish.]
1. A shark of the genus Scylliorhinvs and some
similar species. See dogfish, 1. Also called
hound.— 2. A species of belonids of the genus
Tylosurtts, such as the T. jonesi (Bermuda) and
T. acus,— 3. The^Hne^sh, Pomatomus saltatrix,

formerlycalled ilite houndfish in Massachusetts.
See cut under hluefish.—4. The Spanish mack-
erel, Scomberomorus maculatus, formerly called
speckled Iwundfish in Massachusetts.
Of Blew-fish, or Hound-fiah, two kinds, speckled Hound-

Jigh and Blue Bound-Jiiih, called Horse-flsh.
Jossdyn, New England's Rarities Discovered (1673).

hounding (houn'ding), n. [Verbal -n. of hound,
v.'l 1 . The method or practice of hunting game
vrith hounds; coursing; specifically, the pur-
suit of deer with hounds, which drive them to-
ward the hunter.

Bounding is practiced during the winter, when the snow
covers the ground. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 66.

2. Naut., same as hound, 5.

hound-plate (hound'plat), n. A bracing-plate
where the fore ends of the hounds of a carriage
jointhe coupling.

hound's-berry
(houndz'ber''i),
9(. [A mistaken
equivalent for
dogwood.'] The
common Euro-
pean dogwood,
Cornus sangui-
nia.

hound-shark
(hound 'shark),
n. A small shark,
Galeus canis,

common on the
coasts of the
North Atlantic.

hound's-tongue
(houndz 'tung),
)(. [ME. not
found ; < AS.
hundes tunge (=
OHG. huntes znn-

fja): hurides, gSn. Uoun&s-tansne(Cynii£-liissumq/>lct,tale).

of hand, hound; «, coroUa ;«, same, opened l c. fruit.
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tunge, tongue. Cf. Cynoglossum.'i A familiar
and troublesome weed, Cynoglossum officinale, a
native of Europe and Russian Asia, but now
naturalized in North America. The large nut-
lets adhere to the fleece of sheep. Also called
dog's-tongue.

hound's-tree (houndz'tre), «. Same as hoioid's-

bernj.

houpif. '• '• -A^n obsolete spelling of whoop.
houp^t, ». An obsolete spelling of hoop^, now
hoopoe.

houp^t, " A variant spelling of hope^.

hour (our), n. [The initial h has never been
sounded in E. ; it was inserted in the spelling,

in later ME. and OP., in imitation of the L.
form ; early mod. E. also houre, howre, hower; <

ME. houre, earlier without h, &ur, owr, oure, vre,

< AF. «(•(', OF. ure, ore, hure, hare Q also D. iiui;

hour {uurwcrk, clock, watch), = G. uhr = Dan.
uhr = Sw. ur, hour, clock, watch), F. heure =
Pr. ora, hora = Sp. Pg. hora = It. ora, hour, <

L. hora, an hour, in pi. hora, a horologe, clock,

poet, time of year, season, < Gr. bpa, a time,
period, season, time of day, later, specifically,

an hour, the 24th part of a day (in this sense
first used by Hipparchus about 150 B. c); pi. ai

"iipac, the Hours
;
prob. = AS. gear, E. year, q. v.

Hence horal, horologe, etc.] 1. A particular
time ; a fixed or appointed time ; a set season

:

as, the hour of death.

And sone after vpon an O'Wr

He hurde of Mordred the tretour
That hadde aUe this lond on warde.

Arthvtr (ed. Furnivall), 1. 539.

Jesus saith unto her, Woman, . . . mine hmtr is not yet
come. John ii. 4.

I cried, Waken, gude master.
For now is the hour and time.

Lord John (Child's Ballads, I. 136).

The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,

Await alike th' inevitable hour. Gray, Elegy.

Their regular hours stupefy me— not a fiddle nor a card
after eleven

!

Shendan, The Rivals, i. 1.

2. The time marked or indicated by a time-
piece ; the particular time of day: as, what is

the hour f at what hour shall we meet ?

Imo. What hour is it?

Lady. Almost midnight, madam.
Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 2.

3. The twenty-fourth part of a civil day, or
the twelfth part of a natural day or night.
This division of time was invented by the Babylonians.
Until modern times the hoUr was commonly considered
as the twelfth part of the interval from sunrise to sunset
or from sunset to sunrise. Until some time in the eigh-
teenth century mean time was not used for ordinary pur-
poses. Thus the Italians began the day half an hour after
sunset, and reckoned 24 hours in each day. Until watches
came into common use, in the seventeenth century, the
time of day was determined ordinarily by the altitude of
the sun, as in the following extract from Palladius, where
the length of the shadow of a staff 4 feet long placed ver-
tically determines the hours of the day reckoned from
sunrise. Abbreviated h.

With October ifai'che houres feet beth even
The first hath XXV. feet, XV
i'eet hath the seconde houre, the thirdde XI,
The fourthe hath VIII, and V up six sustene.
And six hath V. In VI, VII demene.
And so goo forth. X hath feet thries V.
XI goth with XXV blyve.

Palladium, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. ISB.

It is sixteen hours or two small days journey with a
loaded caravan from Baalbeck to Damascus.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 113.

'

I measure many a league an hour.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 2.

I will eat
With all the passion of a twelve hours' fast.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

4. pi. (a) Set times of prayer; the canonical
hours (which see, under canonical). (6) The
offices or services prescribed for the canonical
hours, or a book containing them. See book of
hours, below.— 5. [cap.] In Gr. myth., one of
the Horas or Hours, the goddesses of the sea-
sons and guardians of the gates of heaven.
They were held especially to personify the agreeable char-
acteristics of the seasons, were closely associated with the
Graces, and were attached to the train of Aphiodite. In
art and poetry they were represented as young and grace-
ful, decked with flowers and jewels.

While universal Pan,
Knit with the Graces and the Hours in dance.
Led on the eternal spring. Milton, P. L., iv. 267.

At the eleventh hour. See eleventh.— 'Ba.b'srlojiiaxi
hour, (a) A twelfth part of a civil day. (b) The hour
reckoned from sunrise as the beginning of the day.—
Book of hours, in the Rom. Cath. Ch., a book of devotion
containing offices tor private use especially during the ca-
nonical hours, in addition to those appointed in the brevi-
ary or portiforium : often called simply the hours. Many
medieval books of hours are still preserved in manu-
script, or printed, and ornamented with beautiful illumi-
nations, paintings, etc. The most widely used of these

hourly

among the laity as well as among eocleBiastics were the
"Hours of the Blessed Virgin, " or "Hours of Our Lady.'

— Canonical hours. See canonical.— Eight-hour law,
a law limiting the time of work of certain classes of work-

ing men to eight hours a day. The United States Con-
giess passed an eight-hour law in 1868, applying to per-

sons engaged in government work, and this example was
followed by several States. Laws fixing eight hours as

the general limit of a day's work have been enacted in sev-

eral of the States : the first was passed in Oalifornia ia
1887.—Equinoctial hour, a tweuty-fourth pait of a
mean solar day, being the length of a temporary hour at

the equinoxes.-— Forty hours, in the Hum, Calh. Ch., a
continuous exposition of the eucharist for forty hours.

See exposition Cif the sacranwnt, under cicposi(MW).— Hour
angle. See angles.— S.O\as of prayer. Same as ca-

rumioal hours (which see, under caiiimicoi).—In a good
hourt, fortunately.

Whan Arthur saugh the swerde that so flanibed, he
preised it moche in his herte, and drough hym a litill vp
hit to be-holde, and coueyted it right sore, and thought
that in goods houre were he born that it myght conquere.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 340.

luequal hourt. See inequal.—lAttle hours, the canon-
ical hours of prime, terce, aext, and none.—Morning
hour, in the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States, the hour after the reading of the journal,
set apart for reports, motions, etc., before the t^lng up
of unfinished business.— OfBce hours. See office.— Si-
dereal hour, the twenty-fourth part of a sidereal day.

—

Solar hour, the twenty-fourth part of a solar day".-
Temporary hours [Gr. Sipai naipiKai], among the Greeks,
hours of varying length resulting from the practice of di-

viding the natural day and night each into twelve equal
parts : so called because of their variation according to
the season of the year.— Ten-hour law, a law fixing the
length of au ordiuary day's work at ten hours. Such a
law exists in Massachusetts.—The small hours, the
early hours of the morning, designated by small numoers,
as one, two, ete.— Three hours, three hours' service,
three hours' agony, a service held on Good Friday from
noon to 3 P. M. inltoman Catholic and many Anglican
churches, in commemoration of Christ's sufferings on the
cross, the time answering to that recorded in Mat. xxvU.
46 (Mark xv. 33, Luke xxiii. 44).—To keep good hours,
to be at home in good season ; not to be abroad late, or
after the usual hours of retiring to rest.

hour-bell (our'bel), n. A beU that sounds the
hours.

To count the hour-bell and expect no change.
Cov^er, Talk, v. 404.

hour-circle (our's6r"kl), n. luastron.: (o)Any
great circle of the sphere which passes through
the two poles : so called because the hour of the
day is ascertained when the circle upon which
the sun is for the time being is ascertained. (6)
A circle upon an equatorial telescope lying par-
allel to the plane of the earth's equator, and
graduated into hours and subdivisions of hours.

hour-glass (our'glas), n. and a. I. n. 1. An
instrument for measuring time, consisting of a
glass vessel constricted to a narrow passage in

the middle, through which a quantity of sand,

or sometimes of mercury, runs from the upper
part into the lower in exactly an hour. At the
end of the hour the glass may be reversed, when the sand
will run back for another hour. Hour-glasses are now
seldom used, though formerly very common. Similar in-

struments intended to mark shorter intervals are named
accordingly, as a half-hour or a ten-minute glass. A three-

minute glass, to boU eggs by, is called an egg-glass.

1 should not see the sandy hour-glass run.
But I should think of shallows and of fiats.

Shak., M. of v., i. 1.

Time, like a preacher in the days of the Puritans, turned
the hour-glass on his high pulpit, the church belfry.

Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 5.

2t. The time measured by an hour-glass; an
hour.

Turning the accomplishment of many years
Into an hour-glass.' Shak., Hen. V., ProL

II. a. Having the form of an hour-glass.

—

Hour-glass contraction. See contraction.

hour-hand (our'hand), n. The hand or pointed
pin which indicates the hour on a timepiece.
houri (ho'- or hoii'ri), n. [< P. houri, repr.

Pers. huri, pi. hur, < Ar. huriya, pi. hm% a
nymph of Paradise, lit. black-eyed, < ahtvar,
fern, hawrd, black-eyed.] Among the Moham-
medans, a nymph of Paradise, in the Koran the
houris are represented as beautiful virgins, endowed witli
unfading youth and immunity from all disease. Their
company is to form the chief felicity of the faithful.

Or, thronging all one porch of Paradise,
A group of Houris bow'd to see

The dying Islamite, with hands and eyes
That said. We wait for thee.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

hour-line (our'lin), n. In astron., a line indi-
cating the hour; a line on which the shadow
of the gnomon falls at a given hour.
hourly (our'li), a. [,< hour + -lyi.l Happen-
ing or done every hour; occurring hour by hour;
continuing from hour to hour; hence, frequent;
often repeated.

Honour, riches, marriage-blessing
Lting continuance, and increasing.
Hourly joys be still unon you I

SAo*., Tempest, Iv. 1 (song).



hourly
We must live In hourly expectation ot having those

troops recaUed. Kg^^

hourly (oM'li), adv. [< hour + -hfi.-\ Every
hour ; hour by hour ; frequently.

Great was their strife, which hourly was renewed.
Dryden, PaL and Arc, 1. 352.

hour-plate (our'plat), n. The plate of a clock
or other timepiece on which the hours are
marked; the dial.

housaget (hou'zaj), n. [< housed + -age.'] A
fee paid for housing goods. Minsheu.
housalt, «• [< housed + -al.2 Domestic.

IchTKumon [F.]. The Indian or moreproperly the .Egyp-
tian Rat, Pharoes Mouse, a mortal enemy as to the Croco-
dile, so to all Serpents, and therefore usually tamed and
made housal, by the people of -Egypt. Cotg'rave

An obsolete form of husband,
n. An obsolete form of hus-

housbondf,
housbondiyt,
handry.

house! (hous), n.
; pi. houses (hou'zez). [< ME.

Iwus, hows, hus, < AS. hus= OS. OFries. hus =
D. huis = MLQr. hus = OHG. MHG. hus, G. haus
= loel. hiis = Dan. 8w. hus = Goth, hus (only
in oomp. guci-huf, house of God, temple)

; prob.
connected with hut and hoard^, and ult. from
the root of hide^, cover, conceal: see hidei-, hut,
hoardX.'] 1. A building designed to be used as
a place of residence, or of human occupation
for any purpose : as, a dwelling-fcoMse; abank-
vas-honse; a hmise of worship ; a public house.
In law the word house, used lor a dwelling-place, is some-
times interpreted as excluding and sometimes aa includ-
ing outbuildings.

It is right a feir Hows, and it is alle round, and highe,
and covered with Leed, and it is well payed with white
Marble. MandemXU, Travels, p. 81.

I rode to Fapiaor Pavia, a cite and universite, ther lyes
Seynt Austyn, the grett Doctor, in a kowse of Eellgion of
Chanons reguler, and flryers Austyns.

TorMngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 5.

He is for this bonnie lass.

To keep his house in order.
Catherine Johnstone (Child's Ballads, IV. 34).

Houses are built to live in, and not to look on ; there-
fore, let use be preferred before uniformity, except where
both may be had. Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

Hence— 2. An abiding-place; an abode; a
place or means of lodgment; a fixed shelter
or investment: as, thenermit-crab carries its

house on its back.
I know that thou wilt bring me to death, and to the

houie appointed for all living. Job xxx. 23.

It is the curse of kings to be attended
By slaves that take their humours for a warrant
To break within the bloody house ot life.

Shak,, K. John, iy. 2.

According to M. Fol, who has studied the formation of
the house [the mucilaginous cuticular investment] with
great care, the Appendicularise have no proper test, and
what I have described as the structureless gelatinous in-
vestment of the anterior part of the body is the commence-
ment of the house. It increases, assumes a peculiar fibrous
structure, and in the course of an hour, in a vigorous ani-
mal, it is separated as an envelope in which the whole
body is capable of free movement.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 514.

3. A building used for some purpose other than
human occupation: usually with a descriptive
prefix: as, a eow-house; a -wsbvehouse; a tool-

house.

And of all thynges let the butterye, the celler, the
kytchyn, the larder house, with all other houses of offyces,
be kepte cleane. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 114.

4. The persons collectivelywho dwell together
under one roof ; a family; a household.

As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord.
Josh, xxiv. 15.

Hymotherweeping, my father wailing, . . . and all our
hmtse in a great perplexity. Shak., T. 6. of V., ii. 3.

5. Afamilyregarded as consisting of ancestors,

descendants, and kindred; a race of persons
from one stock; a tribe; especially, a noble
family or an illustrious race : as, the house of

Hapsburg; the house of Hanover; the house of

Israel or of Judah.
A patrician,

A man, I must confess, of no mean house.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2.

The coat-armour of every house was a precious inheri-

tance, which descended, under definite limitations and
with distinct differences, to every member of the family.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 471.

6. (a) A legislative body; usually, one of the

divisions of the legislative branch of a gov-

ernment acting separately, or of any delibera-

tive body divided into two chambers : as, the

Bouse of Lords or of Commons in the British

Parliament ; the Mouse of Representatives in the

United States Congress; the Souse of Bishops
and theHouseofDelegates inthe AmericanEpis-
copal Church. The less numerous or higher in rank
of Uie two bodies composing abicameral legislature is com-

2901
monly spoken of, though not officially desienated aa thpupper house, the other%s the io^ertteT(M rca„ T
Specifically, in the United States, the lower
house, or House of Representatives, the morenumerous of the two bodies of the national
legislature The name is also given in some
states to the corresponding body in the State
legislature. See congress, 4.

«Ji',?£^^i '" ^''ition to its legislative powers, has thesole power of impeachment. CoiAoKji; Work4, 1. 176.

7. The audience or attendance at a place of en-
tertainment.

The self-complacent actor, when he views
(^tealing a sidelong glance at a full house)
The slope of faces from the floor to roof
Belax'd into a universal grin.

Cowper, Task, iv. 201.
The whole house broke out into acclamations.

i. A. Kemble, Records of a Girlhood, Jan. 9, 1831.

8. In com., a firm or commercial establishment

:

as, the house of Jones Brothers.
Many a yea. went round before I was a partner in the

'"""*• Dickens, Great Expectations, Iviit

9. Chamber; room; speciaeally, iu provincial
iiUgUsh use, the ordinary sitting-room in a
fai-m-house

; in sulphuric-acid works, one of
the chambers in which the acid is formed.

Like a pestilence, it doth infect
The houses of the brain.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

10. In astral., a twelfth part of the heavens as
dividedby great circlesdrawn through the north
and south points of the horizon, iu the same way
as meridians pass through the earth's poles. ^„u„i „,„,=«,The heavens, visible and invisible, excludingthepaits that ViniiHpl Chmi^Vnever rise and that never set, were thus divided into twelve ",""=''? V^-op^;

>.

parts, six being above the horizon and six below. But there
was considerable diversity in the details of the rule for
dividing the heavens into houses. They are of different
relative magnitudes, according to the different rules which
were used for finding their limits. The twelve houses
were numbered round from east to south, and so on, be-
ginning with that which lay in the east immediately be-
low the horizon. The first house was called the house
of life; the second, that of fortune or riches; the third,
that of brethren ; the fourth, that of relations ; the fifth,
that of children ; the sixth, that of health ; the seventh,
that of marriage; the eighth, that of death or the upper
portal; the ninth, that of religion; the tenth, that of dig-
nities ; the eleventh, that of friends and benefactors ; and
the twelfth, that of enemies or of captivity. The succeed-
ent houses are the second, fifth, eighth, and eleventh. The
cadent houses are the third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth.

Saturn being in the sixth house, in opposition to Mai's
retrograde in the Hovm ot Life, cannot but denote long
and dangerous sickness. Scott, Kenilworth, xviii.

house
I am getting on, thank Heaven, like a "house o' fire"

and think the next Pickwick will bang all the others.
Diekens, in Forster, I. vi. 168.

Lower house. See def. 6 (o).—Muniment house. See
muniment.— Outerhouse, the lower branch of the Scotch
Court of Session. Its judges hold courts of first instance.—Out ofhouse and hauld. see hauld.— Plcts' houses.
See beehive house, under beehive.—ValiUc house, a house
of general resort ; specifically, in Great Britain, a licensed
house for the sale of liquors at retail. (In the latter sense,
commonly with a hyphen. See public-house.]— Speax
side and spindle side ofthe house. See spear and spi?»-
aie.— Sponging house. See sprnging-housc-lo bring
downthe house, to carry the house,to count out the
house, to count the house, to divide the house, to
eat one out of house and home, etc. See the verbs.—
To keep a good house, to provide well for the house-
hold

; entertain visitors well ; furnish good fare, etc. •

He is now in his fifty-sixth year, chearful, gay, and
hearty ; keeps a good house both in town and country.

Addison.
To keep house, to be at the head of a honsehold or to
manage its affairs.

A narrow cave ran in beneath the clifl

:

In this the children play'd at keeping house.
Tennyson, Enoch Aiden.

To keep open house, to offer hospitality freely and gen-
erally.

11. A square or division on a chess-board.

—

12. The workhouse
;
poorhouse. [CoUoq.]

We've had Larkins the baker coming to inquire if there's
parish pay to look to for your bill, Mrs. Armstrong, and
I have told him No, not a farthing, not the quarter of a
farthing, unless you'll come into the htmse.

Mrs. Trollope, Michael Armstrong, iv.

"He was brought up in the "— with a shiver of repug-
nance— " the House." Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, L 16,

Beehive house. See beehive.— Call of the house. See
caMi.—Distaff side of the house. See distaff.—TaH
house. See full^.—Glass house. See glass and glass-
house,—Holy house, a religious house ; a sanctuary.

They . . . defendedyn hem by the sikernesse of holy
hawses, that is to seyn fiedden into seyntuarye.

Chaucer, Boethius, i, prose 4,

House community. See community.—'Sonse of caJl,
a house where journeymen connected with a particular
trade assemble, especially when out of work, and where
the unemployed can be hired by those in search of hands,
—House of Commons. See commons, 3.—House of
congregation. See congregation, 8.—House of Convo-
cation. See convocation—House of correction. See
correction.—House OfDelegates, Seedelegate.—House
of detention. See detention.—House of God, of Idle

Lord, of prayer, of worship, a temple, church, or other
place set apart for divine service and worship.

This [the place of Jacob's vision] is none other than the

house ofOod. Gen, xxvili, 17.

House of ill fame, a bawdy-house,—House of Keys.
See *ei/4.—House of Lords. Seeior(Z.—House of non-
regents, an assembly of the resident masters of a me-
dieval university not members of the house of regents,

—

House of ofificet, a building or room for some domestic
purpose, (a) A household office ; a pantry.

If thou be admitted ... as Butler or Panter, . . .

Keepe euery house o/o^yce cleane. and all that belongeth
to it. Bahees Book (E. E, T. S.), p, 66.

(6) An outhouse; aprivy.—House Of refuge. Seerefuge.

—House of regents, the governing assembly of a medie-

val university, consisting of the body of masters engaged

in lecturing,—House Of Representatives. See repre-

sentative.—SoVLSe of water, an old, abandoned mine
fiUed with water, [Cornish.]—House out of windowst,
a state of confusion, Davies. '

[CoUoq.]

We are at home now; where, I warrant you, you shall house^ (hous), n.

find the house flung out of the windows.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 5.

Inner house, the higher bran'ch of the Scotch Court of

Session. Its jurisdiction is chiefly appellate, and it ordi-

narily sits in two divisions of four judges each.—like a
house O' fire, as fast as a house could bum ; very fast.

I believe papa had the pleasure of inviting Mr. Sparkler
twice or thrice, but it was nothing. We had so many peo-
ple about us, and kept such open house that ... it was less
than nothing. Dickens, Little Dorrit, ii, 7.

To keep the house, to be confined to the house ; stay
within doors.

Gentle sickness, gradually
Weakening the man, till he could do no more,
But kept the house, his chair, and last his bed.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.
To live In a glass house. See glass, a.

—

Upper house.
See def. 6 (a). =Syn. 1. Inn, Hotel, etc. See tavern.

.v.; pret. and pp. housed, ppr.
[< ME. housen, howsen, < AS. husian,

house (= OFries. husa, receive into a house, =
D. huizen, lodge, dwell, reside, = MLG. husen,
receive into a house, = OHG. huson, MHG. hu-
sen, G. hausen, reside, keep house, house, lodge,
= Icel. hysa = Dan. huse, house, harbor), < hus,
house: see Aojfcsel, »i.] I. trans. 1. To put or
receive into a house

;
provide with a dwelling

or residence
;
put or keep imder a roof ; cover

;

shelter
; protect by covering.

Thereabowte ye shalle yow howse.
And sone after that shalt be hur spowse.

MS. Cantab. Ff. 11. 38, f. 96. iHalliwell.)

Nay, good sir, house your head.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

Are they in safety? Are they housed f

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

To cause to take shelter.2
Even now we hous'd him in the abbey here,

Shak., C. of E,, v. 1.

The priest ran away : they followed hJTn till they housed
him; what followed I know not.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc

3. To hide. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

If Mason had been a person of less habitual self-repres-
sion, he would not have been able to house his feelings so
securely. H. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxL

4. Naut.: (a) To arrange in the form of a ridged
roof, as an awning, so as to shed rain. (6) To
remove from exposure

;
put in a place of de-

posit or a state of security : as, to house a boat
or a sail. A gun is housed by running it in on deck and
securing it by taekle, muzzle-lashing, and breeching, after
the breech has been depressed so that the muzzle rests
against the side of the ship above the port. Topmasts
and topgallantmasts are boused by partly lowering them,
to lessen the effect of wind on the masts and rigging.

5. In carp., to fix in a socket, mortice, or other
space cut out, as a board or timber fitting into
another.

Wall strings are the supporters of the ends of the treads
and risers. . . . They may be housed or left solid.

F. T. Hodgson, Stairbuilding, p. 12.

II. intrams. 1. To take shelter or lodging;
take up abode ; reside.

Follow this fair lady wherever she doth go.
And where she houses, come and let me know.

The Strand Garland,

We house with the insane, and must humor them ; then
conversation dies out. Ernerson, Experience.

Hunting the exile tow'rd the wood,
To house with snipe and moor-hen.

Lowell, Gold Egg.

2. In astrol., to be situated in a house or region
of the heavens.

In fear of this, observe the starry signs
Where Saturn houses, and where Hermes joins.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, L 459.

[Also written housse, and for-

merly houss; < ME. howse, *housse (?), < OF.
housse, a short mantle, a foot-cloth for a horse,

a coverlet; cf. ML. refl. housia, husia, liussia, a
long tunic, a coverlet for a horse, hucia, a long
tunic, the more orig. ML. form being hulcia.



house

hulcitum, prob. < MHG. liuJst, a ooverine, or

hiilse, Imlsche, OHG. liuUa, G. 7jiitee, ahusk, snell,

= D. liuUe, a husk, shell; the same, With added
formative -s, as E. hulU: see ludt^ and holster.]

If. A covering; housing; especially, a covering
of textile material, as for a piece of furniture,

fitted more or less accurately to the ohjeot cov-
ered.

^ix lyons' liides, with thongs together fast

;

His upper part defeuded to his waist

;

And where man ended, the continued vest
Spread on liis back the houss and trappings of a heast.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Jietamoi'ph., xiL

2. A child's coverlet. [Prov. Eng.]—House of
ftiail, in horse-amrwr, a Icind of bai'd consisting of a more
or less complete covering of chain-mail, usually iu two
parts, one for the head, neck, and fore quarters of the
horse, the other for the croup and hind quarters. Com-
pare trapper,

loused (hous), V. t. [Formerly also hoiiss; < OP.
housser, houser, cover with a housing; from the
noun: see housed, houss, n. Cf. housing.'] To
cover with or as with a housing.

He [the Protector] was carried from Somerset-house in

a velvet bed of state drawn by six horses, houss'd w* y«

same. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1668.

This dark, crirason-AowsecZ bedstead.
New Princeton Rev., 1. 108.

house-agent (hous'a"ient), n. One employed
in the sale, renting, arid care of houses.

house-ball (hous'bal), n. A boys' game in
which a ball is thrown by one player against a
house or wall, in order that the second player
may strike it with a bat on the rebound.
house-boat (hous'bot), ». A boat fitted up as
a house, and commonly more or less resembling
one in form and arraugenaieuts, for permanent
or temporary habitation. Such hoats have long been
the only dwellings of many thousands of families in the
waters of some eastern countries, intended either to he
stationary or to be moved by towing or by oai'S or sweeps,
and in Hindustan and BuiTaa are known as house-boats.
They abound even more largely in China ; but the boat
<li8tinctively called a house-boat there is one for use in

excursions or in traveling. The English house-boat is an
adaptation of the latter idea, being supplied with all con-
veniences for liviug on board as in a house during a pro-
longed excursion, especially on the Thames.

The ordinary house-toot, as you know, is a great big un-
wieldy thing, with a square stem

; you don't go voyages
inlier; . . . andyoutakedownyourpartyof friends, and
have slcylarking.

W, Black, Strange Adventures of a House-Boat, iii.

house-bote (hous'bot), n. [< house + bote, ME.
form of ioot^, payment.] In law, a, sufficient

allowance of wood to repair the house and sup-
ply fuel: a right enjoyed by some tenants on
English manors.

liousebreaker (hous' bra 'kSr), n. One who
breaks, opens, and enters a house with feloni-

ous intent.

Now, Goodman Macey, ope thy door.
We would not he-house-breakers.

Whittier, The Exiles.

housebreaking (hous'bra''king), ». [< housed

+ hrealeing. Cf . AS. hus-brice = OFries. hiis-

breJce, housebreaking.] The breaking or open-
ing of a house with the intent to commit a fel-

ony or to steal or rob. See burglary.

liouse-car (hous'kar), n. A box-car ; a closed
railroad-car for carrying freight.

iouse-carlt (hous'karl), n. [A mod. form repr.

late AS. husearl, < hus, house, + earl, carl: see
carl.] In early Danish and early English his-

tory, a member of the body-guard of a noble,
.chieftain, or king.

He [Cnut] kept but forty ships and a few thousands of
ihuscarls, a paid bodyguard which was strong enough to
.check isolated disaffection, hut helpless against a national
revolt. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., ix. 408.

The HousecarL the professional soldier, with his coat of
mail and his battle-axe.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IL 259.

llOUSe-cricket (hous'krik'''et), n. The common
cricket, Acheta domesHca. See cut under ericket.

llOUSe-dog (hous'dog), n. A dog kept to guard
a house.

house-dovet (houa'duv), n. One who stays at
home.
Then the home-tarriers and hoitse-doves that kept Kome

still began to repent them that it was not their hap to go
with him [Coriolanus].

North, tr. of Plutarch (ed. Skeat), p. 14.

I . . . was not such a house-dove . . . but that 1 had
visited some houses in London.

Greene, Thieves Falling Out (Harl. Misc., VIII. 401).

house-duty (hous'dti''''ti), ». In England, a tax
imposed on inhabited houses, established about
1695. It was repealed in 1834, but reimposed
in place of a window-tax in 1851. Also house-

tax.
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house-engine (hous'en'^iin), n. A steam-engine
which is so constructed as to depend to some
extent on the building in which it is contained,
and is not independent or portable.

house-factor (hous'fak"tor), «. Same as house-
agen t.

housefather (hous'fa*sH6r), ». [< liome^ +
father-; after G. hausvater= D. huisvader=z Icel.

husfadhir = Dan. Sw. husfad^:] The father
of a family ; the male head of a household, or
of any collection of persons living as a family
or in common, as in a primitive community.
He was dozing, after tlie fashion of honest housefathers.

Tliackeray, Vii'ginians, xxxil.

The simple minds of uncultured men unhesitatingly
believed that the spii'it of the departed House Father
hovered round the place he loved in life.

W. E. Heam, Aryan Household, p. 39.

house-finch (hous'finch), n. See fineh^.

house-flag (nous'flag), h. The distinguishing
flag of a shipping or other business house or

firm; the flag of the house to which a ship be-
longs.

[I] turned my eyes aloft where the house-flag, dwarfed by
height, was rattling like a peal of musketry at the main-
royal-masthead. W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xx.

house-fly (hous'fli), n. [= D. huisvlieg = Dan.
husflue = Sw. husfluga.] The common fly,

Musea domesUca. it is a dipterous or two-winged in-

sect, of the family Muscidce and the order Diptera, of the
suborder Brachycera (having shott feelers or antennffl),

and of the subdivision Dichaitm (having the sucker or pro-
boscis composed of only two pieces). It is a good repre-
sentative of the large family Muscidce, and indeed of the
whole order Diptera. It is found in nearly all parts of the
world. It lays its eggs in bunches or clusters in almost
any kind of decaying animal or vegetable matter, as car-

rion, manure, and other filth, and the maggots hatch in a
day or less, according to the degree of heift (of decompo-

House-fly (,Musca domestica).

a, larva or maggot ; *, puparium : c, adult fly (cross shows natural
size); ^.mouth-parts; ,;. foot. (All magnifled.)

sition) to which they are subjected. The larvce are small,
headless, legless maggots, which attain their full size in
about two weeks, and then crawl into some dry place to
pupate. This process occupies a week or two, and on its
completion the perfect fly emerges from the pupa. The
house-fly is furnished with a suctorial proboscis, from
which, wheu feeding on any dry substance, it exudes a
liquid ; this, by moistening the food, fits it to be sucked.
Its feet are beset with hairs, each terminating lu a disk
which is supposed to act as a sucker, enabling it to walk
on smooth surfaces, even with its back down, as on a ceil-
ing. These disks are supposed to exude a liquid, making
the adhesion more perfect. See also cut of compound eye,
under eyel.

houseful (hous'ful), m. [< housed -f- -ful.] A
full complement for a house; as much or as
many as a house will hold or accommodate, or
as it requires : as, a houseful of goods, of fur-
niture, or of people.

There was a world of dressmakers to see, and a world of
shopping to do, and a hous^ul of servants to manage.

C. £>. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 277.

house-fungus (hous'fung'''gus), n. See fungus.
househeadt, n. The housetop.

As she was up on the homehead.
Behold, on looking down,

She saw Adam o' Gordon and his men.
Coming riding to the town.

Loudoun Castle (Child's Ballads, VI. 254).

house-hent, n. [< ME. 7jpMs7tCTne.] A domestic
hen.
Rith as the hous-hennes vppon londe hacchen,
And cherioheu her chekonys ffro chele of the wynter.

Richard the Redeless, ii. 143.

househillingt, n. [ME. howseUlUnge.'] Roof-
ing. Prompt. Parv.
household (hous'hold), n. and a. [< ME. hous-
hold, howsold= Sw. hushdll, household, family,
.= G. haushalt, housekeeping ; cf . D. huisltouden
=z G. haushalten (inf. as noun) (cf. Dan. hushold-
ning = Sw. husltdllning, housekeeping) ; from
a verb assumed from houselwlder, q. v.; not di-

housekeeper

rectly < housed + hold^.] I. h. 1. An organized

family and whatever pertains to it as a whole

;

a domestic estabUshmeut.

Iu so moche that ui on House men maken 10 Sous-

holdes. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 209.

Thanne eometh the .vij. deedll synnes

With the wickid aungil hotisholde to holde.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.

My fatlier and Laviuia shall fortliwith

Be closed iu our household's monument.
Shak., Tit. And., v. 8.

The Protestant officers of the royal household were in-

formed that his majesty [Louis XIV.] dispensed with their

services. Jllacaulay, Hist Bng., vt

Every person who was in the Haud of tlie same Father

was a member of the Household, and offered his vows at

the same hearth and at the common tomb.
W. E. Hcarn, Aryan Household, p. 66.

2. A family considered as consisting of all those

who share in the privileges and duties of a com-
mon dwelling; the family, including servants

and other permanent inmates.

I baptized also the houseliold of Stephanas. 1 Cor. L 16.

3t. Goods and chattels for housekeeping.

For wel ye knowe, a lord in Ms houshold
Ne hath nat every vessel al of gold

:

Somme ben of tree.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale^ 1. 99.

My will is that all my plate and other . . . household,

and books shall be equally divided between them.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, n. 44a

4. pi. A technical name among millers for the
best flour made from red wheat, with a small
portion of white wheat mixed. Fallows Con-
troller of the household. See controller.— Coroner of
the royal household. See coroner.— Slarslial of the
king's (or queen's) household. See inanAaJ.—master
ofthe household. See master.

n. a. Of or pertaining to the house and
family; domestic; familiar: as, /jotwe/wM fur-

niture; household yr&ys.

The ho^lsehold nook.
The haunt of all affections pure.

Eeble, Christian Yeai', First Sunday in Lent.

Household Brigade. See household troops, below.—
Household gods. See yodi.—Household stuff, the
furniture of a house ; the vessels, utensils, and goods of

a family.—Household suffrage, or household fl:an-

Chise, in British polities, the right enjoyed by household-
ers and lodgers of voting for members of Parliament.
Household suffrage was established in the boroughs, with
various restrictions, by the B,eform Bills of 1867-68, and
greatly enlarged and extended to the counties by the
Franchise Bill of 1884.—Household troops, in Great
Britain, a body of troops employed as a special guai'd of
the sovereign and the garrison of the metropolis. They
consist of three regiments of cavalry (the 1st and 2d Life-

Guards and the Koyal Horse-Guaids) and three of infantiy
(the Grenadier, Coldstream, and Scots Fusilier Guards),
the former numbering about 1,800 and the latter 6,000
Collectively they are called the Household Brigade.^
Household vrord, a word, name, or saying iu veiy famil-
iar use.

Then shall our names.
Familiar in his mouth as household wards, . . .

Be iu their flowing cups freshly remembered.
Shak., Hen. V., It. 3.

householder (hous'h61''d6r), n. [< ME. hotts-

holder, househaldere = D. huisliouder = LG.
husliolder = G. hausMUer = Sw. husMllare =
Dan. husliolder, householder, i. e. housekeeper;
< housed + holder. Hence a verb not used in B.,

= D. huisltouden = Gt.haushalten= Sw. hush&lla,
and the noun household, q. v.] 1 . The master
or chief of a family; one upon whom rests the
duty of supporting and governing the members
of a family or household.

The lord that is a howsholder.
With faire festis folk he tat.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 210.

The kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that is an
householder, which went out ... to hire labourers into
his vineyard. Mat. xx. 1.

2. One who occupies a house ; specifically, in
law, one who o'svns or holds and occupies a
house, or a part of one which constitutes a
separate abode, and who habitually dwells
therein, with others, if any, who are dependent
on him.

Towns in which almost every householder was an Eng-
lish Protestant. Macaulay.

Compound householder. See compoundi.
householdryt, "• [< household + -^-y.] House-
hold stuff.

To furnish house with householdry.
And make provision skilfully.

Tusser, Ladder to Thrift.

housekeep (hous'kep), v. i.
; pret. and pp. house-

kept, ppr. housekeeping. [< house-keep-er, Iwuse-
keepAng; at. householder, Iwuselwld.] To keep
house; live as a family m a house. [Colloq.,
U. S.]

housekeeper (hous'ke-'pSr), n. [< ME. hous-
kepere; < AoMsei -t- keeiier; alaterequiv.of house-



housekeeper

lMlder.2 1. One who occupies a house with
his family ; a householder.

Hev brother was Gamwel, of great Gamwel-Hall
A noble hovjie-keeper was he.

Bobin Hood's Birth (Child's Ballads, V. 344).

Thomas Cholmondeley . . . was a oryed-up landlord a
«ou3taiit and generous houeekeeper.

Quoted in Onnerod'a Cheshire (2d ed.), II. 166.

The modern Egyptian does not become a housekeeper
until he is mai'ried.

K W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 269.

2. A woman, whether mistress or servant, who
superintends the work of a household; awoman
who regulates the internal affairs of a house.
There were some stately footmen. . . . There was a very

pretty show of young women ; and above them the hand-
some old face and fine responsible portly figure of the
housekeeper towered pre-eminent.

Dieleens, Bleak House, xviii.

3. One who keeps much at home; a stay-at-
home. [Eare.]

How do you both? you are manifest Aoitseieepers. What
are you sewing here? Shak., Cor., i. 8.

4t. One who keeps or guards the house; a
house-dog.

The valued file

Distinguishes the swift [dog], the slow, the subtle,
The hmt^ekeeper, the hunter. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

lousekeeping (hous 'keeping), ». and a. [<
housed + keeping, verbal n. of keep, v.; of. house-
keeper,'] I. n. 1. The management of home
affairs ; eare of domestic concerns.

Mousekeeping is an occupation involving wages like any
other business, except that the owner consumes thewhole
result. Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 285.

2. Supply of provisions for household use.
[Rare.]

"Tell me, softly and hastily, what is in the pantry?"
"Small housekeeping enough," said Phoebe.

Seott, Woodstock, iii.
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spread widely over northera Europe and America otow
">8 on the tops of houses and on w^s. It s a succSentherb with very thick, bushy leaves and pink flowere Md
wYthTime *"Thf f '""• " ""I'*'"'

maficTcid combiS^d

and it was formerlv be-
lieved that houseieeks
growing on a housetop
were a safeguard against
lightuhig. In Scotland it
is called fou or fouet.
In England it is some-
times called homewort.
Howsleke, herbe, or sen-

grene, barba Jovis, sem-
perviva, jubarbinm.

, Prompt. Parv., p. 251.

houseleek-treefc
(hous'lek-tre), n.
Sempervivum (ioni-
um) arbm-eum, a na-
tive of the Levant,
whence it is said to
have been introduced
into England in 1640.
It bears loose pani-
cles with a profusion
of beautiful yellow
blossoms.
houseless (hous'les),
a. [< MB. housles; <
/iOJMei -I- -less.'] "With-
out a house or habi-
tation; without shel-
ter: as, the liouseless

child of want.

St. Hospitality.

Warwick, my son, the comfort of my age

!

Thy deeds, thy plainness, and thy housekeeping
Hath won the greatest favour of the commons.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

II. a. Domestic; used in a family: as, house-
Tceeping commodities.

lousel (hou'zel), n. [< ME. housel, < AS. liusel,

Msl = loel. Jiusl, the housel, = Ooth. Ivmisl, a
sacrifice; usually compared with Gr. Kaiveiv,

KTsiveiv, kill, Skt. / hslian, wound.] If. The
eucharist ; the sacrament.

For as moohe as man and wyf
Shulde shewe her paroche prest her lyf
Onys a yeer, as seith the book,
Er ony wight his housel took.

Bom. of the Bose, L 6386.

2. The act of taking or receiving the sacra-
ment. [Archaic]

So the stately Queen abode
For many a week, unknown among the nuus

;

Nor with them mix'd, nor told her name, nor sought.
Wrapt in her grief, for hotisel or for shrift.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

liouselt (hou'zel), v. t. [< ME. lumselen, hous-
len, Imselen, huslen, < AS. huslian = Icel. husla
= OSw. husla, give the eucharist to, = Goth.
7m»s^'an, sacrifice ; from the noun.] 1. Toad-
minister the eucharist to.

He shal housele me anon. Bom. of the Bose, 1. 6442.

Oones a yer atte leste way it is lawful to be Tiouseled, for
sothely oones a yer alle thinges in the erthe renovelen.

,

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Upon the gracyous trust of God and of hem, wee leet
synge Masse, and made every man to ben schiyven and
houseld. Mandeville, Travels, p. 283.

Houseleek {Semfiervivum teclo-
rum), a, fruit.

How shall your houseless heads, and unfed sides.
Your loop'd and window'd raggedness, defend you
From seasons such as these? Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

house-line (hous'lln), n. [< house (application
not obvious) -I- line^.'] '' Naut, a small line
formed of three strands, used for seizings, etc.
Also housing.

houselingi (hou'zel-ing), n. and a. [< ME.
liousling ; verlial n. of housel, v.]

The act of administering the eucharist.

We fast the eaue, we feast the day
Of euery saint they make.

Their houslings, shrifts, and sacraments.
Most reuerently we take.

I.t n.

housewarm
2. In English public schools, a master having
supervision and control of the boys residing
in one of the houses or halls belonging to the
school.

housemate (hous'mat), n. One who lives in
the same house with another; a household
companion.
The pupil of manifold experiences, . . . who had known

poverty as a housemate and had been the companion of
princes. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 229.

A stranger of reverend aspect entered, and with grave
salutation stood before the two rather astonished house-
mates. Carlyle, Sartor Hesartua, p. 56.

housemonger (hous'mung'gfer), «. One who
deals in houses. [Rare.]
Those speculative hmtsemongers who are the worst fea-

ture of the present system.
Pall Mall Gazette, March 20, 1884.

housemother' (hous'muTH"er), n. [< housed +
mother; after G. hausmutter = D. huismoeder =
Dan. Sw. husmoder.'] The mother of a family

;

the female head of a household, or of a family
community.
The good Gretchen, for all her fretting, watched over

him and hovered round him as only a true housemother
can. Carlyle, Sartor £.esartns, p. 66.

housen (hou'zn), n. An obsolete Or provincial
plural of housed
house-painter (hous'pan''''t6r), n. An artisan
whose trade it is to paint and decorate houses.
hoUse-ph^sician (hous'fi-zish"an), n. A phy-
sician resident in a hospital or any similar pub-
lic institution.

house-pigeon (hou8'pij''on), n. A tame or do-
mesticated pigeon.

house-place (hous'plas), n. The common room
in a farm-house ; a living-room. [Prov. Eng.]

It was well for the harmony of the evening that Bell
and Sylvia returned from the kitchen to sit in the Tumse-
place. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

house-proud (hous'proud), a. Careful and busy
as a housekeeper ; vain of one's housekeeping.
[Prov. Eng.]

house-raising (hous'ra''''zing), n. A gathering
of the inhabitants in a thinly settled district to
assist a neighbor in raising the frame of his
house. [U. S.]

Warner, Albion's England, v. 23. hOUSe-rOOm (hous'rom), n. [= Dan. Sw. lius-

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the eucharist:
as, /iOMseKng' bread. [Archaic]—2t. Pertain-
ing to any of the sacraments of the Eoman
Catholic Church, as marriage.

And to the knight his daughter deare he tyde
With sacred rites and vowes for ever to abyde. . . .

-

His owne two hands, for such a turne most fltt.

The housling fire did kindle and provide.

, F. Q., I. xii. 37.

rum.] Eoom or accommodation in a house.

But go thy waies to him, and fro me say.
That here is at his gate an errant Elnight,
That house-rome craves, denser, F. Q., VI. iii. 41.

house-shrew (hous'shro), n. A common Eu-
ropean shrew, Crocidura aranea, found about
houses and in gardens.
housesmith (hous'smith), n. A mechanic who
works upon the ironwork of buildings.

Same as chain-
Houaeling peoplet, communicants.

The sayd Guyld is wythin the parysh church of saynt house-SUake (hous'snak), n.

Laurence, within which paryshe ben M.D.CCC housling snatce,

peple, or theraboutes. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 199. house-sparrO'W (hous'spar"6), n. The common
sparrow. Passer domesticus, a native of Eui'ope,
now introduced in many other countries, as in
the United States, Australia, and New Zealand.
In the United States it is commonly known as English
sparrow, though most of the birds which have been im-
ported into this country came from the continent of Eu-
rope, particularly Germany. See cut under Passer.

Hence— 2. To prepare for a journey. [Eare.]

May zealous smiths
So housel all our hackneys that they may feel

Compunction in their feet, and tire at Highgate.
Fletcher, Wit without Money, iii. 1.

house-lamb (hous'lam), «. A lamb kept in a
house for fattening.

housel-boxf , n. The box in which the housel or

eucharist is carried.

They haue a cloake vpon their left shoulder descending
before and behind vnder their right arme, like vnto a dea-
con carying the houssel-ioxe in time of lent.

Bakluyfs Voyages, 1. 116.

houseleek (hous'lek), n. ^

howsleke (= D. huislook= MLG. husUk, LG. hus-

y>ok = MHG. hUslouoh, G. hauslauch = ODan.
hmlog, Dan. JiusWg = Sw. huslok, houseleek);
< housed + leek, in the general sense of 'herb':

see leek.] The common name of the plants of

the genus Sempervivum, natural order Crassu-

houseling^ (hous'ling), n. A tame animal, or
one brought up by hand. Malliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
houseling-cloth (hou'zel-ing-kl6th), n. A long
strip of white linen or other white stuff held
for the communicants by acolytes or other _ _ , .

ministers, or spread over the rails at the time house-spider (hous'spi'''d6r), n. A spider com-

of communion: used in the Eoman Catholic mouly foimd in houses, as Tegenaria domestica

Church and in some Anglican churches. Also and Tlieridium vulgare, both of the family Tlie-

oalled communion^cloth. [Archaic] ridiidce.

It is not generally known that Ao«srfi«9rfotfo are still
housestead (hous'sted), n. Same as house-

used [in the Church of England], but only in one place VMCe.
that I know of in England— viz., in Wimbome Minster, hOUSe-StOWard (hous'stu'ard), n. A man em-
where they are said to have been used continuously since ployed to superintend the"internal affairs of a
its foundation in the reign o'^d--4^««—l; 3,3. Weh^old, or of a club-house or similar estab-

house-lot (hous'lot), n. A piece of land on house-SUrgeon (hous'ser'-'jon), k. The resident
which to build a house ; a site for a house. surgeon in a hospital
housemaid (hous'mad), n. A female servant house-SWallow (hous'swoFo), m. The common
employed m general work about a house. European swallow, Chelidon urUca. Also called
Youhavetwoservants— Tom, an arch, sly rogue, .. . eaves-swalloiv or easing-swallow, house-martin,
He likes your house, your homemaid, and your pay. g^^

Cmvper, Truth, 1. 210.
jjo^gg.tax (hous'taks), ». Same as house-duty.

Housemaid's knee, an acute or chronic inflamniation of housetOP (hous'top), n. The roof or top of a
the bursa or sac over the kneepan, usually with thicken- , '^ ^ '^" ^
ing and effusion into the bursa : so called because it was
thought ti> be most common among housemaids who had
to work much upon their knees in scrubbing floors, etc.

[< ME. howsleek, house-martin (hous'mar"tin),». Same as AoMse-

The common houseleek, S. tectorum, was origi-

nally found native in the great mountain-ranges of cen-

tral and southern Europe to the Caucasus, whence it has

183

swallow.

house-master (hous'mas''t6r), n. 1. The mas-
ter or head of a house or household.

Itmaybe confidently alleged that the Aryan Bouse-mas-

ter was the member of an organized clan under the presi-

dency of a chief , and that he was also a member of a body

of near kinsmen within that clan, by whatever name that

body was called, and whether it had or had not a special

president. W. E. Beam. Aryan Household, p. 289.

house.

Let him which is on the housetop not come down to
take any thing out of his house. Mat. xxiv. 17.

Every window and housetop was filled with spectators.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

house-um (hous'6rn), B. Same as hut-urn.

housewarm (hous'wirm), v. t. [Developed
from housewarming.] To feast or entertain,

on entering upon the occupation of a new
house. [Eare.]

Wovemberlst. Up, andwaspresented . . . withavery
noble cake, which I presently resolved to have my wife go



bousewarm
•with to-day, and some wiue, and housewarm my Betty
Michell. Pepys, Diary, III. 1.

liousewarming (hous'w&r"mmg), n. A merry-
making entertainment to celebrate the entry
of a family into a new home.

A good town-liouse obtain'd,
The next thing to be tliouglit of is now
The house-warming party.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 347.

housewife^ (hous'wif or huz'wif or huz'if), «.;

pi. hotisewives (-wivz or huz'ivz). [CoUoq. or
obs. hvswife; < ME. liouswif, Imsewif, liosewif,

husivif, -wyf; < housed + wife. Cf. the var.
forms of huswife^, Jmssy'^.'i The mistress of a
family; the wife of a householder; a female
manager of domestic affairs.

' A komezvife, that by selling her desires
Buys herself bread and clothes.

Shdk., Othello, iv. 1.

Mrs. Kobson was a Cumberland woman, and, as such,
was a cleaner housewife than the farmers wives of that
northeastern coast, and was often shocked at their ways.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

Housewife's Clotht, a linen cloth of moderate fineness,

nsedfor family purposes in general. The phrase was in use
from tlie close of the sixteenth to the close of the eigh-
teenth century.

housewife^ (hous'wif), v. t; pret. and pp. lioiise-

wifed, honsewived,, ppr. housewifing, liousewinng.

[< Jtousemife^, «.] To manage like a housewife,
or with skill and thrift ; economize. [Bare, or
not now used.]

Conferred those moneys on the nuns, which they have
well housewived. Fuller.

housewife^ (hous'wif or hnz'wif), n. [An ac-
com. form of liuswife^.'] A ease for pins, nee-
dles, thread, scissors, etc. : same as Ivussy'^.

Mrs. TJnwin begs me in particular to thank you warmly
lor the housewife, the vei-y thing she has just begun to
want. Cowper.

I had also a substantial housewife; . . . itwas a roll of
canvass, . . . gai*nished with needles and thread, cob-
blers'-wax, buttons, and other such articles.

R. P. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 36.

house'Wifely (hous'wif-li), a. [< housewife^ +
-J^i.] Pertaining to or characteristic of a
housewife; pertaining to the female manage-
ment of a house ; like a housewife ; thrifty.

My Araminta, a retir'd sweet life.

Private, and close, and still, and hmisewifely.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 2.

housewifely (hous'wif-li), adv. [< ME. hous-
vyfly; < housewife^ + -ly^.2 With the economy
or a careful housewife.

Hauswljfii thou schalt goon on the worke day (iwis),
Pride, reste, & ydilnes, makith on-thriltines.

Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 43.

housewifery (hous'wif-ri orhuz'wif-ri orhuz'-
if-ri), n. [< housewife^ + rvy.'] The business
of the mistress of a household; the woman's
part in the economy of a family ; female man-
agement of domestic concerns.

So Somerset herself to profit doth apply,
As given all to gain, and thriving houseunfry.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 362.

The Old Lady ... is a great though delicate connois-
seur in butcher's meat and all sorts of hovxeunfery.

Hone's Emry-dq^y Book, II. 191.

housewifeskep (huz'if-skep), ». [Sc, vernac-
ularly hussy/sleep, 'nussysJcep, Mssieskip, < house-
wife^, hussif\ + -sleep, -skip, dial. var. of -ship.']

Housewifery. [Scotch.]

Quoth our gudeman to our gudewife,
" Get up and bar the door."
"My hand is in my hussyskep,
Goodman, as ye may see

;

An' it shou'dna be barr'd this hunder year.
It's ne'er be barr'd by me."

Get up and Bar the Door (Child s Ballads, VIIL 126).

housework (hous'w6rk), 11. Domestic work;
the work of housekeeping.

housewright (hous'rit), n. A builder of houses.
Some, farriers ; some, locksmiths ; . . . some, house-

wrighte; some, shipwrights; and some, the joiners of
smaller works. Fotherby, Atheomastix (1662), p. 198.

housingi (hou'zing), n. [< ME. liousinge, hows-
synge, housing, shelter, dwelling (= MLG. liu-

sing, LGr. liusing, hiising = MHG. hUsunge) ; ver-
bal n. of Iwuse^, v. In some senses overlapped
by Iwitsing^, q. v.] 1. The act of putting in a
house or under shelter.—Sf. The building of
houses.

As wel freres as other folke folilich spenen [spend]
In housyng, in haterynge, and in-to hiegh clergye shew-

ynge.
More for pompe than for pure charite.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 76.

St. A collection or range of houses.

Merlin comaunded the kynge to beildefeire howsynge,
where he sholde euer after holde his courte and his hye
festes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 68.
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But ye shal vnderatande that, at this day [A. D. 981], the

cytie of London had most hawsynge and buyldynge from
Ludgate towarde Westminster. Fabyan, CtH'on., I. xcvii.

4. Provision of house or shelter; the act of
providing with houses : as, the housing of the
poor.— 5. Any covering or shelter, as a protec-
tion for a vessel laid up in a dock.
The shepheardes tente or pauillion, the best housing,

because it was the most auncient & most vniuersall.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 18.

They left all their sick folks at Plimouth, until they were
settled and fitted for housing to receive them.

jr. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 80.

6. In cm-p., the space taken out of one piece
to admit of the insertion of the extremity .of

another, for the purpose of connecting them.

—

7. In arch., a niche for a statue.— 8. Naut.,
same as house-line.—9. In mach. : (a) The part
of the framing which holds a journal-box in
place: called in the United States s,jaw. (&)
The uprights supporting the cross-slide of a
planer, (c) One of the lateral plates of the box
of a car-axle; a housing-box ; a journal-box.

—

lOt. All that appertains to the house or home-
stead, its outbuildings, etc. Sartleit.

It is enacted by the court and authoritie thereof, that
henceforth no person or persons shall permit any meet-
ings of the Quakers to bee in his house or housing.

Plymouth Colony Laws, 1661.

housing^ (hou'zing), n. [Verbal n. of housed,

v.'\ 1. A covering; specifloally, the trappings
or caparison of a horse ; especially, a complete
covering used for defense or to coverand conceal
defensive armor, or for ceremonial purposes
only : generally in the plural. Compare trap-

ping, bard^, caparison.

The Chingani . . . make a coarser sort of tapesti7 or
carpet work for housings of saddles, and other uses.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 207.

The cattle used for draught in this country [Bologna]
are cover'd with housings of linnen fring'd at the bottome.

Evelyn, Memoirs, 1645.

The knightly housing's ample fold
Was velvet blue, and trapped with gold.

Scott, Marmion, i. 6.

3. The leather fastened at a horse's collar to
turn over the back when it rains. Halliwell.

housing-box (hou'zing-boks), n. In mach., same
as journal-box.

housing-cloth (hou'zing-kl6th), n. A horse-
cover.

housing-frame (hou'zing-fram), n. In a roll-

ing-mill, the frame which holds the rollers ; the
bearer of the housing.
houslingt, n. and a. See Imuseling.

houssf, n. and v. See housed.

Houstonia (hOs-to'ni-a), n. [Nil. (Gronovius),
after Dr. William Houston, a British botanist,
who died in

1733.] A genus
of dicotyledo-
nous gamopet-
alous plants,
belonging to
the natural or-

der Bubiacem,
tribe Hedyoti-
deCB. It has fiow-
ers with the calyx-
lobes mostly dis-

tant, ''and the co-
rolla salverform to
funnelform with
4-parted limb.
About 20 species
are known, natives
of North Amer-
ica. They are low
herbs with hete-
rogonous dimor-
phous fiowers, the
corollablue orpur-

Sle to white. H. ccerulea is a delicate perennial forming
ense tufts from 2 to 4 inches high, with corolla lilac-blue

varying to white, with yellowish eye. It is common from
Canada to Michigan, and south to Georgia and Alabama
and is known by the name of bluet, but is also sometimes
called inrwcence.

housty (hous'ti), n.; pi. housties (-tiz). [Var.
of haust\ hoast.'j A sore throat. [Prov. Eng.]
LadyGrenvile . . . had a great opinion of Lucy's medi-

cal skill, and always sent for her if one of the children
had a housty, I. e. sore-throat.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xv.

hout (hSt), interj. Another (Scotch) spelling of
hoot.

houting (hou'ting), n. A kind of whitefish, Co-
regonus oxyrhynclms, of the fresh waters of Great
Britain and northern Europe.
hout-tout (hot'tof), interj. Same as hoot.

"Hout tout, man I" answered Jasper, "keep a calm
80"8h." Scott, Monastery, xiv.

Housionia carulea. , flower; b, fruit.

Hovese

houvet, »• [Now only in dial, form how (see

7»ojoB) ; ME. home, howve, < AS. hUfe (= D. huif

= LG. huve = OHG. haba, MHG. hiibe, G. havb»

= Icel. hafa = Sw. hvfva = Dan. hue), a cover-

ing for the head; prob. akin to Jtedfod, head:

see liead.l A hood; a coif; a cap; a head-cov-

ering of various kinds. See hood. Chaucer.

Houyhnhnm (hou'inm or ho'inm), n. [A fan-

tastic combination of letters, not necessarily

intended to imitate the sound of neighing. The
pronunciation assigned is arbitrary.] One of

the beings described by Swift in "Gulliver's

Travels" as horses endowed with reason and
extraordinary virtues, who bear rule over the
Yahoos or man-like beings, a vicious, disgusting

race.

Our countrymen would hardly think it probable that a
Houyhnhnm should be the presiding creature ofa nation,

and a Yahoo the brute. Sunft, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 8.

Nay, would kind Jove my organs so dispose.

To hymn harmonious Houyhnhnin through the nose,

I'd call thee Houyhnhnm, that high-sounding name

;

Thy children's noses all should twang the same.
Pope, Mary Gulliver to Lemuel Gulliver.

ho'va^ (ho'va), n. [Malagasy.] A mole-like
Madagascaii mammal, Oryzoryctes hova.

Hova^ (ho'va), n. and a. [Malagasy.] I. n.

1. One of tlie dominant race inhabiting Mada-
gascar.

Only a tewr months ago French politicians called the
Hovas barbarians. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 435.

2. As a native pliu-al, the Hovas taken collec-
tively. See the extract.

The Hbva or commoners form the mass of the free pop-
ulation of Im^rina. . . . This is, of course, a special and
restricted use of the word, Hova in its widest sense being
a tribal name, and including all ranks of people in Im6rina>
— royalty, nobles, commoners, and slaves alike,

Encyc.BHt„XV.V!2.

II, a. Pertaining to the Hovas or to their
language, which is a form of Malagasy.

ho've^t (hov), V. i. [< ME. hoven, wait, Unger,.
hover (much used in these senses), also, rarely,
move (stand aside), rarely tr. entertain, cherish,
foster, < AS. as if *hofian (= OFries. hovia =.
&D. hoven, receive into one's house, entertain),

< liof = OPries. hof, etc., house : see hovel.

The place of hove^ is taken in mod. E. by its-

freq. hover, q. v. TheW. hofio, hover, fluctuate,
is from the E.] 1. To wait; linger; loiter;

hover about.

Upon Candelmas euen, the maior being warned that the
king should come to Westminster, he with the more part
of the aldermen came vnto Knight's Bridge, and Iwued.
there to salute the king, and to know his further pleasure.

Grafton, Hen. III., an. 41.

2. To hover in the air.

In the heghest to houe and beholde ouer.
All the lond for to loke when hym lefe thought.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 1640.

Thus hawkyd this Egle and houed aboue, . . .

That he ne [lauste] with his lynage ne louyd flull sone.
Bichard the Bedeless, ii. 176.

3. To float.

A little bote lay fioving her before.
In which there slept a fisher old and pore.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 27.

4. To move ; stand aside.

Hove out of my sonne
And lette it shme into my tonne.

Gamer, Conf. Amant., II. 323.

hove^ (hov). Preterit and past partipiple of
^leave.

ho've^ (hov), V.
; pret. and pp. hoved, ppr. having.

[< ME. lioven; a form ot heave (ME. heven) due-
to pret. hove, pp. hoven : see heave.} I. t)-ans. 1.
To lift ; heave. [North. Eng.] — 2. To swell ;.

inflate. [Scotch.]
II. intrans. 1. To rise; ascend.— 2. Tos-well.

[Scotch.]

ho've^t: '"• -^ obsolete aphetie form of leliove,

behoove.

Me heueth to yelde the to Ihesu Criste, of that he hath
yove me power, and that I may not do.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 88.

ho've^ (hov), n. Same as hoove^.
hove6 (hov), n. The ground-ivy, N&peta Gle-
choma.
Hovea (ho'vf-a), n. [NL., after Anthony Pan-
taloon Hove, a Polish botanist.] A small ge-
nus of highly ornamental leguminous shrubs
from Australia, having blue or purple flowers-
in axillary clusters or very short racemes, alter-
nate simple le.aves, and short turgid pods. It
is the type of Lindley's tribe Hovew.
Hoveae (ho've-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hovea + -ew.lA tnbe of leguminous plants proposed by Lind-
ley (1846), and adopted by Bentham, but now
referred to the tribe Qenistem. See Hovea.



hove-dance

hove-dancet, ». [ME., < OD. hofdans = MHG.
hmetmiz, G. lioftanz, < D. 7to/ (= G. 7(o/), court
(see Iwvel), + dans{= G. tois), dance.] A
court-dance.

To leine liove-daunces [var. love-daneea], spiyiiges,
Reye and these straunge thynges.

CItaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1235.

And if it iiedes so betide,
Tliat I in compaigny abide
Where as I muste daunue and singe
The hove-daunce and carolinge,
Or for to go the newe fote,
I may nought wel lieve up my fote.
If that she be nought in the way.

Gower, Conf. Amant., III. e.

hovel (hov'- or huv'el), n. [< ME. hovel, liovil,

liovylle, dim. of AS. hof, also kofa, a house, hall,

= OS. Jwf= OPries. liof, a house, = D. hof, gar-
den, court, = MLG. hof= OHG. MHG. G. hof, a
yard, garden, court, palace, = Icel. hof, a tem-
ple, a hall, later (= Dan. Sw. hof, after G.) a
court. Cf. hove^ and hovet-.'} 1. An open shed
for sheltering cattle, or for protecting produce,
farming implements, etc., from the weather.
Gracious my lord, hard by here is a hovel;
Some friendship will it lend you 'gainst the tempest.

Shak., Lear, iii. 2.

Nor does the boarded Jiovel better guard
The well-stack'd pile of riven logs and roots.

Cowper, Task, iv. 443.

2. A poor cottage; a small mean house; a
wretched habitation.

This glorious sun, does be not send as glad a ray into
the hovel as into the palace?

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 68.

3t. A canopy with hanging sides over a statue

;

a niche for a statue.

A hovel with pleyn sydes comyng down to the baas [of
the ymage of oure ladyJ.

WUU cmd Inventories (ed. Tymms), p. 19.

4. In porcelain^manuf., a cone-shaped brick
structure surrounded by the ovens or firing-

Mlns.

hovel (hov'el), V. t.; pret. and pp. hoveled or
IwveUed, ppr. lioveling or hovelling. [< hovel, ».]
1. To put in or as in a hovel; Jiouse meanly.

And wast thou fain, poor father.
To hovel thee with swine, ana rogues forlorn.
In short and musty straw? Shale, Lear, iv. 7.

When the poor are hovell'd and hustled together, each
sex, like swine. Tennyson, Maud, i.

3. To form like an open hovel or shed : as, to
hovel a chimney. See hoveling.

hoveler, hoveller (hov'el-6r), M. 1. On some
parts of the coast of England, one of a class of

persons employed as non-certificated pilots, as
wreckers, in landing passengers from ships by
means of boats, etc.: probably so called from
their use of hovels on shore for shelter.

This word Ihbveler] was originally a Cinque Port term
for a pilot. It has since become applied to sturdy va-

grants who infest the seacoast in bad weather for pur-
poses of wreck and plunder. N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 20.

"With great difficulty, and at the imminent risk of their
own lives, the hovellers, as they are called [in Kent and
Sussex], bad contrived to bring off the whole of the crew.

O. P. R. James, Morley Ernstein, xxiii.

Hence— 2. An English coasting-vessel used
for all sorts of work.
Therell be a whole fleet of hovelers around 'em before

another hour's gone.
W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, iii.

hovel-houset, hovel-housingt (hov'el-hous,
-hou'''zing), n. [< hovel, 3, + Iwuse^, housing''-.']

A canopied niche for a statue.

hoveling, hovelling (hov'el-ing), n. [< hovel,

v., + -j»gri.] 1. A mode of preventing chim-
neys from smoking, by carrying up two sides

higher than those which are less liable to re-

ceive strong currents of air, or leaving aper-

tures on all the sides, so that while the wind
blows over the top the smoke may escape be-

low.—2. A chimney so built.

hoveller, n. See hoveler.

hoven^t (ho'vn). A former past participle of

hoven^, a. See hooven.
hover (huv'er or hov'er), v. [< ME. hoveren

(rare), wait, linger; freq. of hoven, wait: see

/JOTei.] I. intrarts. 1. To keep lingering about;

wait near at band; move about waveringly,

cautiously, or hesitatingly; go to and fro near

or about a place or an object.

This fleete houered about the Streights of Gibralter.

BaUuyrs Voyages, IL 286.

They rade then- horse, they ran their horse,

Then Aoiiei''d on the lee.

AtOd Maitland (Child's Ballads, VI. 229).

Straight haver round the fair her airy band.

Pope, K. of the L., m. 118.
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Wha.t haunting harmonies hover around us deep and

eternal like the uudymg baiytoue of the sea.
Lowell, Among ray Books, 2d ser., p. 240.

2. To ha,ng fluttering in the air, as a bird or an
insect while seeking food or a place to alight;
linger over or about a place or an object.
Those cloudes, that are continually hom-ing about the

•"I"^- Coryal, Crudities, I. 86.

So numberless were those bad angels seen,
Hovering on wing under the cope of hell.

Milton, P. L., i. 345.
" Wliat mean," said I, " those great flights of birds that

are hovenng about the bridge, and settling upon it from
tmietotime?" *

Addison.

3. To be in an indeterminate or irresolute state

;

stand in suspense or expectation ; waver as to
a decision or a result: as, a patient hovering
between life and death ; a mind hovering on the
verge of madness.
He dayly looketh after chaunges and alterations, and

hovereth in expectation of newe worldes.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

Her thoughts ten thousand sweets examin'd, and
Hovel'd in gazing doubt which to prefer.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 237.

II. trans. To protect or shelter ; cover with
the wings and body : said of a brooding fowl

:

as, a hen with more chickens than she can
hover.

hover (huv'6r or hov'fer), «. [A var. of liove^,

with ref . to the related liover, «.] If. A protec-
tion or shelter.

Oysters grew upon the boughs of trees, . . . which were
cast in thither to serve as a hover for the flsh.

R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 105.

2. In pros., a foot consisting of mere accentual
place. [Rare.]

Nothing of the nature of the hover is met with, every
successive step being invariably accented, whether falling
on words ordinarily capable or not.

E. Wadham, Eng. Versification, p. 38.

hoverer (huv'- or hov'er-6r), n. 1. One who
or that which hovers.

About him flew the clamours of the dead,
Like fowles, and still stoopt cuffing at his head.
He with his bow, like Night, stalkt vp and downe,
His shaft still nockt : and, hurling round his frowne
At those vext houerers, aiming at them still.

Chapman, Odyssey, xi.

2. An artificial " mother" or warmed shelter-

box for young chicks ; a brooder.

hover-groundt (huv'er -ground), n. Light
ground. Bay.
hover-hawk (huv'er-h&k), m. The windhover
or kestrel, Falco tinnunculus. [Prov. Eng.]
hoveringly (huv'- or hov'er-ing-li), adv. In a
hovering manner.

Hoveringly a sword
Now over and now under, now direct.

Pointed itself to pierce. Tennyson, Lucretius.

hoverlyt, adv. [< hover + -ly^.'\ WhUe wait-

ing ; transiently ; while on the way.
Mymynde was but houerly and faintlye moued to synne,

euen as we are wonte sklenderlye to loue suche thinges,

whereof we male, when we luste, haue our pleasure.
J. Udall, On Bom. vii.

hovite (ho'vit), n. [< Bove (see def.) + -ite^.']

A soft, white, earthy mineral from Hove, near
Brighton, England. It has been supposed to be a hy-

drous carbonate of aluminium and calcium, but its com-
position is doubtful.

howl (hou), adv. [< ME. hoio, hou, hough, hwow,

hwou, hwu, wu, w, hu. North, quow, quhu, < AS.
hu, how (interrogative and relative), = OS.
hwo = OPries. hu, ho, hoe = D. hoe, how ; near-

ly identical with AS. hwy, hwi, hwig, for what,

for what cause or reason, why: see why. Prac-

tically how is a doublet of why, differentiated

in form and use.] A. interrogative. 1. In what
way? in what manner?

Hu ma it ben,
Adam ben king and Eue quuen?

Genesis and Exodus (E. B. T. S.), L 295.

How can a man be boi-n when he is old? John iiL 4.

2. By what means?— as, 7jow did he do it? how

did you come ?

" Sir, there's no seam," quoth she ; "I never knew
That folks did apple dumplings sew."
" No ! " cries the staring monarch, with a grin

;

" How, how the devil got the apple in ?

"

Wolcot, Apple Dumplings and a Kuig.

3. To what degree or extent? in what propor-

tion or amount? by what measure or quantity?

— qualifying an adverb or adjective of degree

or quantity: as, how large was it? how far did

you go? how many tickets did you get?

How long wilt thou speak these things? and Iww long

shall the words of thy mouth be like a strong wind ?
_

Tob viil. 2.

Luke xvi. 6.

How long hast thou been a gravemaker?
Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

How much owest thou unto my lord?

how
In this use often exclamatory in form and afBimative in
meaning.

How much more will he clothe you, ye of little faith 1

Luke xii. 28.

How shai-per than a serpent's tooth it is

To have a thankless child

!

Shak., Lear, i. 4.

Such sentences also take in modern speech the affirma-
tive form: as, Aow much better you are looking I /uw little
you have changed ! how stupid he is

!

4. In what state, condition, or plight ?

How, and with what reproach shall I return ?

Dryden, ^neid.
So colloquially, in reference to one's health or aflairs : as,
how do you do? Iww have you been? Iww'i your family?
he asked how you all were ; how is business?

Hee has an excellent memorie for his acquaintance,
though there past but "Aow doe you? " betwixt them seuen
yeeres agoe. Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Sharke.

5. At what price?— as, how do you sell your
potatoes ? liow is wheat going now ?

How a good yoke of bullocks at Stamford fair?
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iiL 2.

6. Por what reason? why ?

If thou be to ly at the Alter, how wantest thou a priest
to say thy soule Masse?

Blame of Kirk-burial, xi. (Jamieson. )

How saidst thou, She is my sister? And Isaac said unto
him. Because I said. Lest I die for her. Gen. xxvL 9.

Why is your cheek so pale ?

How chance the roses there do fade so fast?

Shak., M. N. D., L 1.

7. To what effect? what?—with regard to a
thing said or asked about, as when one asks an
opinion or a repetition of a thing said and not
undei'stood: equivalent to the simple whatf—as,

how say you, gentlemen of the jury ? Sow used
alone, instead of what, is chiefly colloquial.

To Surry ward, hough seye ye now be that?
The quene Sereyne wold right fayne se you ther.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 610.

Do put your accents in the proper spot

;

Don't—let me beg you— don't say "How?" for "What?"
O. W. Holmes, A Khymed Lesson.

With this use of how is connected its interjectional use,

marking surprise, or being a mere greeting or call.

Howl Gyb, good morne; wheder goys thou?
Towneley Mysteries, p. 86.

Abraham! how! Abraham! Lyst and herke weylle unto
me. Coventry Mysteries, p. 51.

How I not one poor welcome.
In answer of so long a journey made
Only to see you, brother?

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 1.

In this use often with now: as, how now! what are you
doing?

How now! why thus? what cause of this dejection?
Fletcher {and another). False One, iv. 3.

B. relative. 1. In what way; in what man-
ner ; the way or manner in which . . . : intro-

ducing a relative clause and performing the of-

fice of a conjunctional adverb.

Nu haue ye herd the gest al thoru
Of Hauelock and of Goldeborw,
Hw he weren born, and hw fedde.
And hwou he weren with wronge ledde.

Havelok, I. 2984.

Alisandrine algate than after [that] throwe
Bi-thougt hire ful busily howe beat were to werche.

WUliam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 650.

So to Charing Cross stairs, and to Sir W. Coventiy's, who
tells me how he hath been persecuted.

Pepys, Diary, IIL 377.

By this means it becomes a rule, not so much to regard
what we do, as how we do it. Steele, Spectator, No. 6.

Those . . . were cautious how they staked their money
against a man of such sudden resources.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

The hawkers ... are wary how they buy any animal
suspected to be stolen.

Mayhew, London Labour and the London Poor, II. 62.

2. By what means; the means by which.

But he saugh not how he myght with hym be acorded
with his honour, hut yef god wolde helpe hym of conn-
seile. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 450.

You taught me how to know the face of right.

Shak., K. John, v. 2.

How he came to wear the Crown, aspiring or by free

choise, is not said. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

The Christians . . . came upon us, we know not whence
or how, and scaled the walls of the castle in the night.

Irving, Granada, p. 38.

When there is something to be done, the world knows
how to get it done. Emerson, Fate.

To know how to exercise the attention, how to call forth

its full activity, is . . . the first condition of success in

education. J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol.
, p. 104.

3. To what degree or extent ; in what propor-

tion or amount ; by what measure or quantity:

qualifying an adverb or adjective : as, I do not

know how large it is ; I asked him how far he

had traveled.

Quanne the erl Godrich him herde
Of that mayden hw wel she ferde,

Hw wis sho was, hw chaste, hw fayr, . . .

The bigan Godrich to sike. Havelok, 1. 287.



how
I sail assaye the see

How depe that it is here.
Twk Plays, p. Bl.

His Maty told me how exceedingly the Dutch were dis-
pleas'd at my treatise ol the "Historic of Commerce."

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 19, 1674.

By how much such au act towards him is detestable, by
so much an act of kindness towards him is laudable.

Steele, Spectator, No. 248.

4. In what state, condition, or plight.

Mordecai walked every day ... to know how Esther
did. Esther ii. 11.

We also deliberated on some fit person to go as Com-
missioner to inspect their actions in New England, and
from time to tin\e report how their people stood affected.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 12, 1672.

5. At what price: as, he inquired how the stocks
were selling.— 6. For what reason; why.— 7.
That : with reference to the manner, and also
to the result: in objective clauses, after say, tell,

relate, report, etc.

Whan Merlin a-while hadde be ther he tolde hym how
the kynge Arthur was spoused to his wif.

ilerlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 562.

He sayed how ther was a knight,
A ryche man of gret myght.

Seven Sages, 1. 726.

Especially in combination : (a) How that, that. [Nearly
obsolete.]

Brother Ned related how that, exactly thirty-five years
ago, Tim Linkinwater was suspected to have received a
love-letter. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, zxzvii.

(6) As how, that. [Vulgar.]

She says as how I bawl worser than the broom man.
Foots, Mayor of Garratt, i. 1.

How and about. Same as about, prep. [Colloq.]

Be good, and write me everything how and about it;

and write to the moment
;
you cannot be too minute.

Richardson, Sir Charles,Grandison, VI. 63.

howl (hou), 11. [< how'^, adv."] The manner of

doing or becoming ; way.
The people remarked that it was " a straange pity to see

good cofils used e' this how, for if rich men led 'em away e'

big lots like this, all th' coals e' Yerksheer wo' d be bout
up in a year or two." N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 224.

Science investigates the how, but revelation defines the
why. BibliotJieca Sacra, XLV. 661.

The feverous days,

That, setting the how much before the how.
Cry, like the daughters of the horseleech, " Give."

Tennyson, Golden Year.

Careful of honest custom's how and when.
Lowell, Agassiz, ii. 1.

how^ (hou), n. [Also hough, hoe; < ME. hogh
(pi. hoes for *lio$es), a hill, < loel. haugr, a how,
mound, = Sw. hog, a heap, pile, mound, =
Dan. hoj, a hill, = OHGr. tioug, MHG. houc
(houg-), a hiU (in mod. (x. proper names, as
Vormeiahaugk), dim. hiigel, a hill; < Icel. hdr
= Sw. hog = Dan. hoj = OHG. hoh, MHG. G.

hoch = AS. hedh, E. high : see high, of which
how^ is thus a derivative, through the Seand.

;

cf. G. holie, a height, and E. height, in same
sense.] A low hill : obsolete or dialectal, but
retained in some place-names : as, Silver How,
near Grasmere; Pox Bom;. [Eng.]

The hunteres thay haulen by hurstes and by hoes.

Anters of Arther, at. B (Three Early Eng. Meir. Bom., ed.

(Bobson).
Bath ouer hil and hogh.

Cursor Mundi (Gott. MS.), 1. 15826.

Lyk hartes, up howes and hillis thei ranne.
Battle of Balrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 229).

Witnes yet unto this day
The westerne Hogh, besprincled with the gore
Of mighty Goemot, whome in stout fray
Corineus conquered, and cruelly did slay.

Spenser, E. Q., II. x. 10.

how3 (hou), a. and n. [A dial, form of hoW^,
a.] I. a. Hollow; deep or low. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

This is the how and hungry hour.
Watty and Madge, Herd's Collection.

II. «. If. Any hollow place.

He taks the gate and travels, as he dow,
Hamewith, thro' mony a toilsome height and how.

Boss, Helenore, p. 44.

2t. The hold of a ship.— 3. A glen; a dell;

also, a plain. [Scotch.]

They . . . showr'd their shot down in the howe.
Battle ofBothwell Bridge (Child's Ballads, VII. 161).

This sheltered fann-house, called, from Its situation in

a low woody dell. The How.
J. Wilson, Lights and Shadows of Scottish life, p. 168.

how*t, i>- i- [^ ME. howen, hogen, < AS. hogian,

think, care, mind, akin to hycgan, think.] To
care,

how^t, »• [^ ME. howe, < AS. hogu, care, anxiety,

< hogian, think, care: see how^, v.2 Care ; anxi-

ety,
Wel neighe wode for dred and howe,
Up thou schotest a windowe.

Arthour and Merlin, p. 43.
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how*ti <i' [^ ME. howe, < AS. hoga, careful,
prudent, < hogu, care : see how*', «.] Careful.

The howe wiif anon it fett,

And yede and held it bi the fer.

Ai-thour and Merlin, p. 38.

how^ (hou), n. A Scotch form of houve silly
how, literally, a blessed cap, or caul. See the quotation.

Various were the Superstitions, about half a Century
ago, concerning a certain membranous Covering, common-
ly called the Silly How, that was sometimes found about
the Heads of new-born Infants.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 368.

how^ (hou), interj. [Amer. Ind., also written
phonetically (as in continental use) hau : a mere
aspirated syllable, like 7(ai, ho^, q. v., perhaps in

part an abbr. of the common E. greeting "How
do you do?"] A syllable of salutation among
various tribes of American Indians. "When
friends or kindred have not met for about a month they
say, on meeting, 'Hau! kag^ha,' ho,' younger brother,

'Hau! negiha,' ho! mother's brother, etc., calling each
other by then- respective kinship titles, it there be any,

and then they shake hands. There are no other verbal
salutations." {Dorsey, Omalia Sociology, 3d An. Rep. Bur.
Ethn., 1881-2.)

howadji (hou-aj'i), n. [< At. hhawdja, in Bag-
dad kauja, < Pers. kh'aja, a merchant, a rich

gentleman.] In the East, a merchant; a rich

gentleman ; a European gentleman.

howballti »• Same as Itoball.

howbet (hou'be), adv. Howbeit.
howbeit (hou-be'it), adv. [< ME. hoti le it;

cf. alheit.'X Be it as it may; nevertheless; not-

withstanding; however.
And oft bestes wilde many on gan sle,

Hou be it that he suflred full grett pain.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. B910.

Howbeit I know, if ancient prophecies
Have err'd not, that I march to meet my doom.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

howdah (hou'da), n. [Also houdah, sometimes
hauda, < Bind.' haudah, a corrupt form of Ar.
haudcy (> Turk, hevdej), a litter carried by a
camel (in Arabia, etc. ) or an elephant (in India),

in which persons (in Arabia chiefly women) are
conveyed; of. Ar. huddja, huddsha, a camel-
saddle.] A seat, commonly with a railing and
canopy, erected on the back of an elephant for

two or more persons to ride in.

Most of our party . . . were soon to be seen leaning
over the rails of the Howdahs, surveying the surrounding
country from their commanding eminence.

J. W. Palrrier, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 60.

The sturdy Englishman condescended to accept a seat
in Mie howdah, and to kill his game with somewhat less

risk than usual. F. M. Crawford, Mr, Isaacs, ix.

howdee (hou'de), interj. See howdy'^.

howdie, howdy^ (hou'di), n. [Sc, in oomp.
liowdy-wife ; there is also a Sc. verb howd, act
as midwife. '

'Perhaps ludicrouslyformed from
how d' yef this generally being the first question
directed by a midwife to a lying-in woman"
(Webster's Diet.): see howdy^."] A midwife.
Also houdie.

howdyi (hou'di), interj. [Formerly also liow-

dee ; a further contraction of how d' ye for how
do you or how do ye (do)?] A contraction of how
do you (do)?— a colloquial greeting,now almost
peculiar to the southern and western United
States, the fuller form howdy do ? being used
elsewhere : also used as a noun for a greeting
with this phrase.

Such was thy snddain how-dee and farewell,
Such thy return, the angels scarce could tell

Thy miss. Fletcher.

1 have been returning the visits of those thatsent'Aow-
dees in my sickness. Swift, Jgumal to Stella, May 10, 1712.

" Howdy, Rachel !

" said Henry Miller, as he reached
the gate, and "Howdy ! Howdy !

" came from the two sis-

ters, to \Which Rachel answered "Howdy I Come in
!

"

meant for the three. E. Eggleston, The Graysons, i.

howdy2, n. See howdie'.

howdy-do (hou'di-dS'), ». [< howdy do? a con-
tracted form of greeting: see howdy^.'\ 1. A
greeting.— 3. An embarrassing or troublesome
state of affairs which suddenly encounters one.
[Colloq.]

"You've confessed enough now to make the grand jury
indict you." "Fer what? Fer savin' the life uv a inner-
cent man? That'd be a purty howdy-do, now wouldn't it?

"

E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxviii.

Here's a howdy-do.
If I marry you 1 . . .

Here's a pretty state of things,
Here's a pretty howdy-do!

W. S, Gilbert, Mikado.

Howea (hou'e-a), n. [NL. (Beccari,1877),named
after Lord Sowe.] A genus of feather-palms
of the tribe Arecece and the subtribe Linospa-
dicecB, distinguished from Linospadix by its nu-
merous stamens, the absence of staminodia in
the female flowers, and the erect ovule, only
two species, or according to some authors only one. ai-e
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known, exclusively confined to lord Howe's Island off the

coast of Australia. They are tall trees with a thick trunk,

and with numerous terminal leaves 6 to 8 feet in length.

The oblong or ellipsoid fruit is 4 inches long ; the pericarp

is hard in a dried state. H, Fosteriana iEentia Fosteriana)

is the thatch or flat-leafed palm.

howel (hou'el), n. [Prob. < Dan. hovl = Sw.

hyfvel = mod. Icel. hefiU= MHG. hovel, hohel, G.

.

feoJ«Z, aplane; root uncertain.] A coopers' tool

for smoothing work, as the inside of a cask.

howel (hou'el), V. t. To smooth; plane.

however (hou-ev'6r), adv. and con/. [<.7jom)1

+ ever, in its indef. generalizing use. Not in

ME.; of. howsoever.^ I. adv. 1. In whatever
manner; to whatever extent or degree: as,

however badly or rudely one may act; however
distant from the starting-point.

Every device, hmvever paltry, was resorted to.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

However or whenever we who live endeavour to realize

an end to this healthy life of action in ourselves or in our
brethren, the effort is a painful one.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 229.

I prefer in every case the ruined, however ruined, to the

reconstructed, however splendid : . . . the one is history,

the other is fiction. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 162.

3t. At all events ; in any case ; by any means.

So wise he judges it to fly from pain
However, and to 'scape his punishment.

Milton, P. L., iv. 9U.

He that swears often, many times swears false, and, how-
ever, lays by that reverence which, being due to God, the
Scripture determines it to be due to his name.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 206.

Our chief end is to be freed from all, if it may be, how-
ever from the greatest evils. Tillotson.

[However often occurs in recent colloquial or provincial

use, chiefly in England, for how^, interrogative and rela-

tive, where the proper usage is how . . . ever, one or more
words intervening. So whaiever is similarly used for what
. . . ever.

Oh, bitter is my cup

!

However could I do it?

I mixed those children up.
And not a creature knew it

!

W. S. Gilbert, Pinafore.]

II. conj. Nevertheless; notwithstanding; yet;

still: as, a costly article, which, however, is

worth the price.

2 Gent. He of Winchester
Is held no great good lover of the archbishop's. . . .

3 Oent. All the land knows that:
However, yet there's no great breach.

SAaft.,Hen.Vin., iv. L

howff, houff (houf), n. [Sc, also lioif, and in
less corrupt forms hove and hoff, a hall, a haunt,
a burial-place, appar. < ME. *hof, < AS. hof, a
house (or from the Scand. form of the same),
affected, as to the sense 'a haunt,' by the sense
of the related verb hove, linger, loiter : see lione^,

hover, hovel."] Anyplace of resort; a haunt, as
a drinking-house [Scotch.]

The company had not long left the Howff, as Blane's
public-house was called, when the trumpets and drums
sounded. Scott, Old Mortally, iv.

howff, houflf (houf), V. i. [< limoff, ».] To
resort frequently to a place ; hang around.
[Scotch.]

Where was 't that Robertson and you were used to howff
thegither? Somegate about the Laigh Calton, I am think-
ing. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xvii.

howgatest (hou'gats), adv. [< ME. howegates;
< how^ + gates, adv. gen. of gate^."] In what way
or manner; how (interrogative or relative).

That will Jesu be justified

By oure jugement

;

But howe-gates bought schall he he?
Bidde furthe thy bai'gayne. York Plays, p. 229.

Thise thre commandementes lerres mane howgates he
salle hate hym ynence Godd the Tryniti.

MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 201. (Hattiwell,)

ho'Witzt (hou'its), n. [= F. ohus = Sp. ohm =
Pg. ohug = It. obiza.obice, < G. hautitze, for-

merly haubnitze, late MHG. hawffnitz, < Bohem.
haufnice, haufenice, a howitzer, orig. a sling for
casting stones.] Same as howitzer.

:'m: a c|I B

4 i---' '^

ff, mountain howitzer
; *, field-howitzer; c, siege-howitzer, 1850

:

rf, siege-howitzer, 1861.
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howitzer (liou'it-ser), n. [< howitz + -ei-l.] A
short piece of ordnance, usually having a hemi-
sphencal chamberfor the powdernarrower than

the bore, special-
ly designed for
the horizontal fir-

ing of shells with
small charges,
and combining in
some degree the
aeeuraoy of the
cannon with the
caliber of themor-

tar, but more portable than either. The Coehorn
howitzer, used in India for mountain service, is light
enough to be borne by a horse. The rifled gun, tlu'owing
a shell of the same capacity from a smaller bore, and with
much greater power, has superseded the howitzer for
general purposes.—Mountain howitzer, a l2-pounder
bronze gun formerly used in the United States service,
especially for carriage on the back of a mule or horse. Its
weight was 220 pounds and its length a little over 3 feet.

howk, hpuk (houk), y. [A dial. var. of hoik, howlet (hou'let), n. [Also houlet, lioolet, Tiulote,
q. v.]

^ I. trails. To dig ; scoop ; make hollow : hullat, Imllert, etc., varied forms of owlet, < OF

Brass Howitzer (24-pounder).

Howler t^Mycetes ursinus).

as, to /lowfc a hole.

He howkit a cave monie fathoms deep.
And put May Marg'ret there.

Hynde Etin (Child's BaOlads, L 295).

II. intrans. To burrow. [Scotch in both
uses.]

hulotte, also hulette, P. hulotte (also huette, < huer,
cry), an owl: see owlet and howl.'] Same as
owlet.

There was three fools fell out about an howlet:
The one said it was an owl

;

The other he said nay.
Fletcher {and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 5.howkert (hou'k6r), w. -ZVat**., an obsolete form ,,„„,. „,, ,-,. . „

i, , , n ,
of /joofceA howling (hou'hng),^. a. [Ppr. of 7jowZ, «.] 1.

i illed with howling beasts or dismal sounds.
He found him in a desert land, and in the waste howl-

ing wilderness. Deut. xxxli. 10.

howl (houl), V. [< ME. howlen, houlen, whowlen,
rarely hulen = D. huilen = MLG-. mien, LG.
Mien, Irnlen = MHGr. hiv/weln, hiulen, G. heulen,
howl, cry out (the OHQ-. hivnlon, hiuwilon, ex-
ult, shout for joy, is a difEerent word, an aspi-
rated freq. of equiv. juwen, reflecting L. jubi-
lare : see jubilate), = leel. yla = Sw. yla = Dan.
hyle, howl: cf. L. ululare, howl, yell, shriek,

It IS clearly evident that this fair quarter of the globe,
when first visited by Europeans, was a howling wHdemess
inhabited by nothing but wild beasts.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 70.

2. Very "loud"; intense: as, a howling swell.
[Slang. ]_Howling dervlsli. See dermsh.

cry out, wail, etc. (> It. wrlare and ululare = howlite (hou'lit), ». [Named after Henry Sow,
Sp.flSttZtoJ- and wZitZar = Pg.MZ«to>- = OF. M2er, a mineralogist of Nova Scotia.] A hydrous
husler,usler, hurler, huller,¥, hurler, howl, yell), silicoborate of calcium occurring in compact
= Gr. i^Mv, bark, bay, howl ; orig. imitative, and white nodules embedded in anhydrite or gyp-
strengthened, in Teut., etc., by aspiration; the sum at Brookville, Nova Scotia. Also called
L. form is reduplicated; so Gr. oTioXi^Eiv, cry silieoborocalcite.

aloud, Skt. ululi, ululu, a howling: see ululate, howih (houm), n. A Scotch form of holrn^.

Not from owl, AS. ule, L. ulula, etc., which is Ye needna burst your gude white steed
rather from this verb: see owl, owlet, howlet.] Wi' racing o'er the ftowm.

1, intrans. 1. To utter a loud, prolonged, and TAe ^ro^m^eJd Hffl (Child's Ballads, L 133).

mournful crv, as that of a dos or wolf. Dunbog is nae mair a gentleman than the blunker that's
•^

'

'^^ biggit the bonnie house down in the howTn.
As soone as the catte was fallen she be-gan to whowle

and to bray so lowde, that it was herde thonrgh the hoste.
Merlin (E. B. T. S.), iii. 668.

Scott, Guy Mannering, iiL

An obsolete variant of wJwop. Cliau-howpt, V.

An he had been a dog that should have howled thus, ,
'

,> , -^ r™j'i ^ c i
they would have hanged him; and I pray God his bad hOWry (hou 11), a. [B. dial., a torm of liory,

voice bode no mischief 1 SfiaJ;., Much Ado, it 3. q. v.] Nasty; filthy.

He howl'd fearfully

;

I ears es 'e'd gie fur a howry owd book thutty pound an'

Said he was a wolf. moor. Tennyson, The Village Wife, vii.

Webster, Duchess of Malfl, v. 2. Jm^got, adv. [< how + so; or, rather, abbr. of
2. To give out a loud wailing sound, as the howsoever, which is older.] Howsoever; how-
wind: as, the storm howls. ever.

The wind is kowlin, in tu^^ andtreoj^^
^_^^^^

Then is she mortall borne^Ao»-«, ye^crake.^_^ ^_

.3. To wail; lament; make a loud mournful i^nd^^elSmlfom^ftrJuSunlte!
outcry. Daniel, CivU Wars, ii.

Shrighte Emelye -^f^^gj^^mon^,^
, ,,^_ hOWSOever (hou'so-ev'er), adv [< MB. hou so

evere, hu se ever; < how^ + so + ever, m its gen-
eralizing use.] 1. In what manner or to what
degree soever.

But he sawe a barge goe from the land.

And hee heard ladyes howle and orye.

King Arthur's Death (Child's Ballads, I. 48).

My mother weeping, my father wailing, my sister cry-

ing, our maid howling. Shale., T. 6. of V., ii. 3.

Why do you not howl out, and fill the hold
With lamentations, cries, and base submissions,

Worthy our scorn ? Fletcher, Double Marriage, it 3.

II. trans. To utter in a loud wailing tone.

I have words
That would be howl'd out in the desert air.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

She hmvl'd aloud, "I am on Are within."
Tennyson, Palace of Art.

howl (houl), n. [< howl, v.] 1. The ciy of a
dog or wolf, or any sound resembling that cry.

Wither'd murther,
Alarum'd by his sentinel, the wolf,

.

Whose howl'i his watch. Shak., Macbeth, u. 1.

The woU'B long howl from Oonalaska's shore.

Campbell, Pleasures of Hope, l 66.

S. A cry of anguish or distress ; a loud wail.

Tour naked infants spitted upon pikes

;

Whiles the mad mothers with their howls confns d
Do break the clouds. Shak., Hen. V., ui. 3.

howler (hou'l^r), n. [< howl + -erl.] 1. One
who howls.— 2. A South American monkey of

the family CeUdm and suhiaxaMj Myeetinx : as,

the ursine howler, Mycetes ursinus. There are sev-

eral species, so named from the extraordinary volume of

their voice, due to a peculiar conformation of the laryngeal

and hyoidean apparatus, which is enormously enlarged and

excavated, functioning as a reverberator.

For how-so-euer that it be I will go, for I haue lever ther

to dye than here for to lyve aa in prison.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 241.

2. Although; notwithstanding.

But howsoever these things are thus in men's depraved
judgments and affections, yet truth . . . teacheth that

the inquiry of truth ... is the sovereign good of human
nature. Bacon, I'ruth (ed. 1887).

The man doth fear God, howsoever it seems not in him.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

Howsoe'er we have been tempted lately

To a defection, that not makes us guilty.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 4,

3. Be that as it may ; in any case ; neverthe-

But all the story of the night told o"fer . . .

More witnesseth than fancy's images.

And grows to something of great constancy

;

But, howsoever, strange, and admirable.
Ma/c.M. If.D.,v. 1.

AnM. Shall we have any sport?

Amo. Sport of importance; howsoever, give me the

gloves. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

Yet howsoeuer, let vs fight like men, and not die like

sheepe. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 216.

howsomever, howsomdever (hou'sum-ev'6r,

-dev'6r), adv. Dialectal corruptions of how-

soever. Also written howsumdever.

I let them have share and share whUe it lasted; how-

somever, I should have remembered the old saying.

Smollett, Roderick Random, xli.

H.B.
I didn't like my berth tho', howsumdever.
Because the yam, you see, kept getting tauter.

Hood, Sailor's Apology for Bow-legs.

Howsumdever, as your countrymen say, I shall have a
Bhy at him. T. Huglies, Tom Brown at Oxford, xliv.

howster (hou'ster), n. [Origin obscure.] The
knot, a sandpiper, Tringa canutus. Montagu.
[Prov. Eng.]

howvet, n. See home.
how-were-itt, adv. [MB. hou were it. Cf. Itow-
beit.] Howbeit; however.

Hou-were-it that ioy of hys fader had.
And of Melusine Iiis moders welfaire,
Thay were hole and somide, of that was he glad.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3207.

hoxt (hoks), n. [< MB. kox, i. e. VioJcs, *hocks
(the s being ult. due prob. to AS. holmno) for
hog, hock: see /socfci, v. and «.] The hock.
Dauid hoxide [var. kitte the hoxes of] alle the drawynge

beestys in charis. Wyelif, 2 Kt [2 Sam.] viii. 4 (Purv.).

hoxt (hoks), V. t. [Also Iwcks; < ME. hoxen, < hox,
hock: see ftoa;, «.] To hock; hamstring.
Thou Shalt hoxe the horsis of hem.

Wyelif, Josh. xL 6 (Purv.).

Neither he nor any other Spaniard ever came hither af-
terward to hocks Cattle. Dumpier, Voyages, II. it 97.

hoxert (hok'sto), n. [Also hochser; < hox + -ejl.]

One who hoxes or hamstrings cattle.

When the Hockser is mounted, he lays the Pole over the
Head of his Horse, with the Iron forward, and then Rides
after his Game ; and having overtaken it, strikes his Iron
just above the Hock, and Hamstrings it.

Dampier, Voyages, IL ii. 97.

hoxing-iroilt(hok'sing-i''''ern), n. [Formerlyalso
liocksing-iron.] A sharp curved implement for
hamstringing cattle.

His arms is ahocksing-iron, which is made In the shape
of a half-moon, and from one corner to the other is about
six or seven inches, with a very sharp edge.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1676.

Hox-Tuesdayt, n. Same as hock-day.
hoyl (hoi), n. [= F. heu, < Flem. hui, D. heu,
lieude, a hoy, a lighter; origin uncertain.] A
small vessel, usually sloop-rigged, employed in
conveying passengers and goods from port to
port on the coast, or in doing heavy work in a
road or bay, such as carrying provisions, weigh-
ing anchors, etc.

Hee had assembled aboue a hundreth small ships called
hoyes. SakluyVs Voyages, I. 594.

Your Aoy
Carries but three men in her, and a boy.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

The hoy went to London every week loaded with mack-
erel and herrings, and returned loaded with company.

Cowper.
The master of this Hoy, wanting more ballast, ran into

the Isle of Sheppey to get it. Diekens, Hist. Eng., xxxvi.

Anclior-lioy, gun-hoy, powder-hoy, provision-hoy,
lighters attached to a navy-yard for such services as their
names indicate.

hoy2 (hoi), inter). [< D. hui, come! up! well!
= Dan. 7ioj, hoy! ahoy! an aspirated syllable
of exclamation, like ho, ha, etc. : cf. ahoy.] Ho

!

heUo! an exclamation used to call attention.
Also hoigh.

hoy2 (hoi), V. t. [< hoy, interj. Cf. Icel. hoa,
shout 'ho' or 'hoy,' of a shepherd, with dat.,

call to the sheep, gather them, < 7io, interj.,ho!]

To incite ; chase or drive on or away. [Scotch.]

They hcfy't out Will, wi' sair advice ; .

.They hecht him some fine braw ane.
Burns, Halloween.

Hoya (hoi'a), n. [NL., after Thomas Soy, a
British gardener (died 1821).] A large genus
of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants, of the
natural order Asclepiadacem and tribe ilfar«^
nie(B. They have a small 5-parted calyx ; the corona of
5 rather thick fieshy segments inserted on the gynostegi-
um, and usually spreading like a star in the center of the
corolla; and 2 pollen-masses in each anther. They are
herbaceous plants, with twining or climbing stems, and
usually thick fleshy leaves. The flowers, which are also
fleshy or waxy, are pink, white, or yellow, in dense axil-

lary sessile or pedunculate umbels. About 50 species are
known, natives of southern Asia and tropical and sub-
tropical Australia and the Malay archipelago. They are
among the most beautiful plants of the greenhouse, and
are generally known by the name of wax-plant or honey-
flower. H. camosa is the wax-plant of India.

hoyden, «., a., and^y. See hoiden.

hoyman (hoi'man), n.
;
pi. hoymen (-men). [<

hoy'^ + man.] A man who navigates a hoy.

It soon became necessary for the courts to declare . . .

that a common hoyman, like a common waggoner, is re-

sponsible for goods committed to his custody.
Sir W. Jones, Law of Bailments.

hoyset, «• and n. An obsolete variant of hoist.

hoytet, 'o. i. A variant of hoit,

H. P. An abbreviation of horse-power.

H-mece. See aitchpiece.

H.TR. An abbreviation of Souse of Representa-
tives.



Hubs.

, hub with circumferenlial groove; a',

spoke for same ; b, section of a hub whicti
has two hollow disks around the hollow axle-
box ; c, c, hub with two metallic disks, and

H. B. H.

H. Br. H. An abbreviation of His (or Ser) Boya 1

Highness.

H. S. H. An abbreviation of His (or Her) Se-

rene Highness.

Huamlhes bark. See bark^.

huanaco, huanaca (hwa-na'ko, -ka), n. Same
as guanaco.
huanot (hwii'no), n. Same as guano.
hul9 (hub), M. [See7io6i.l 1. A lump; a ridge;

a small mass ; any rougu protuberance or pro-
jection, as, a hub in the road. [U. S.]— 2. A
small stack of hay. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. A thick
square sod pared off the surface of a peat-bog
when digging for peat. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 4. A block of wood for stopping a carriage-
wheel.— 5. In die-sinking, a cylindrical piece
of steel on which the design for a coin is en-

graved in relief.— 6. A fluted screw of harden-
ed steel, adapted to be placed on a mandrel be-
tween the centers of a lathe, notched to present
cutting edges, and used in cutting screw-tools,

chasing-tools,
etc. Knight.—
7. In plumbing,
a short piece of
pipe with a bell

at each end,
used for join-

ing pipes in line
or at an angle.
When one end
is smaller than
the other, to

form a redu-
cing-joint, it is

a reduced hub.—
8. The wooden
or metal center
of a carriage- or
wagon-wheel,
into which the
spokes are in-

serted; the P™J==«ng '"?= '° f""? sp"''!-""'!?'^',
J' hub which has a raetalhc band with beveled

nave. Itisslipped mortise; ^.hub with two hollow shells, and
over the arm Of the T-shaped lugs which interlock to form

utIp nnd tnrriQ nn spoke-sockets
: /, hub with a metaUic band

axie, anu lurn:. up- ^^^^^ mortises receive the spokes in clusters,
on it. In metallic
car-wheels the hub ie the central part next to the axle ; in

paper car-wheels it is the central metallic part to which
the paper web is clamped. See wheel.

9. Something resembling th e hub of a wheel in

central position or importance.
Boston State House is the hub of the Solar System, You

couldn't pry that out of a Boston man if you had the tire

of all creation straightened out for a crowbar.
0. W, Holmes, Autocrat^ vi.

10. A mark at which quoits, etc., are cast.— 1 1

.

The hilt of a weapon. [Rare.]

Also hob in some uses.
Suspension hul>, a hub supported from the fellyby rods

:

a common form for the wheels of bicycles.—The Hub,
short for the Hub of the universe— that is, Boston in Mas-
sachusetts. (Humorous.)—The hub of the universe,
the center of all things : humorously applied to places sup-

posed to be regarded by their inhabitants as of the first im-
portance ; originally and usually to Boston in Massachu-
setts : compare the passage from Holmes quoted under
det. 9.

Calcutta . . . swaggers as if it were the hub of"the uni-
verse. Cor. Daily News (London), Jan. 18, 1876.

hubara, n. See houbara, 1.

hubbaboo (hub'a-bS')? »• See hubbubboo.

hub-band (hub'band), n. A reinforcing ring
or metal band placed about the end of a wood-
en hub.
Hubbite (hub'it), n. [< hub ("The Hub," as

applied to Boston in Massachusetts) + -ite^.']

A Bostonian. [Humorous.]
As keen and as wide awalce as a veritable New England-

er, and as a native-born Hubbite.
CongregationoUist, April 28, 1877.

bubble (hub'l), n. [Dim. of hub.] 1. A small
lump ; a small prominence, as a hump in a road,

or ice formed on the surface of water. The Ad-
vance, Feb. 18, 1886. [U. S.]— 3. A "heap,"
as of work. [Scotch,]

She says: *'and they'll a' be in a hubble o'work" at

home. ... I tell her . . . that " the hubble at home" will

go on rightly enough in her absence. Carlyle, in Froude.

3. Anuproarortumult; arow.
[Scotch and North. Eng.]

'The ragabash were ordered back,
And then began the hubble

;

For cudgells now were seen to bounce
Aff sculls and bloody noses.

Gall, Bncyc, p. 267.

hubble-bubble (hub'l-bubn),
n. [A varied redupl. of bub-

ble.'] 1. A continued bubbling
orgurglingsound.—2. Aprim-
itive form of pipe for smok- Hubble-bubble,
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ing, popular among the lower classes in India.
It consists of a cocoanut-shell having a bowl and reed in-

serted in the top, and a hole in the side, usually without
a mouthpiece, through which the smoke is drawn, as it

passes from the bowl through the reed into water con-
tained in the shell, causing the bubbling or gurgling sound
which gives the name to the pipe. The name is also ap-
plied to similar pipes made of clay, glass, silver, etc. Com-
pare hooka and narghile. Also hobble-bobble.

Dealers in metal or earthen vessels, every man sitting
knee-deep in his wares, smoking the eternal hubble-biii)ble.

P. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, iv.

A glimpse of the heavenly profile of some hal^-caste Ar-
menian maiden, as she lights her father's hubble-bubble in
the back shop.

J. W. PaXtner, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 63,

hubbleshow (hub'l-sho), n. [Also hobbleshow,
hubbyshoo, etc.: see hubbub.] Confusion; tu-

mult. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
hubble-shubblet, «• Same as hubbleshow.

With that all was on a hubble-shubblg.
Doctour Double Ale. {Halliwell.)

hubbly (hub'U), a. [< htibble + -j^i.] Pull of

hubbies ; rough : as, hubbly ice ; a hubbly road

;

hubbly skating or sleighing. The Advance, Feb.
18, 1886. [U. S.]

hUD-borer (hub'b6r"er), n. A hand-tool or a
power-machine for boring out carriage-hubs
for the boxing or for the spokes, or for boring
wheel-feUies for the spokes.

hubbub (hub'ub), n. [Formerly also hobub, hoo-

boob, also whoobub (appar. simulating whoop,
hoop^) ; also extended or reduplicated hubbub-
boo, hubbleshow, hubble-shubble—words showing
imitative variation of a base *hub, prob. of in-

terjectional origin, but perhaps in part a form
of hoop^, shout.] 1 . A great noise ofmany con-
fused voices or sounds ; a tumult; uproar; riot.

And shrieking Hububs them approching nere,

Which all the forest did with horrour fill.

Spenser, i\ Q,, III. x. 43,

A universal hubbub wild
Of stunning sounds and voices all confused.

Hilton, P. L., iL 951.

Down the street arose a great hubbub. Dogs and boys
were howling and barking ; men were laughing, shouting,
groaning, and blowing horns, whooping, and clanking cow-
bells, whinnying and howling, and rattling pots and pans,

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 203.

2t. An old game played by the Indians who for-

merly inhabited New England, with bones and
a platter or tray, and which was accompanied
with much noise and the shouting of the word
"Hubhub" or "Hubbub."

hubbubboo(hub'u-bo'),». [Also huJ)baboo,ete.:

see hubbub.] A din; a racket.

They come running with a terrible yell and hubbabowe,
as yf heaven and earth would have gone togither,

Spenser, State of Ireland.

hubbyi(hub'i),a. [<;iM6-H-2/i.] FuUofhubsor
inequalities ; hubbly : as, a hubby road. [U. S.]

hubby^ (hub'i), n.
;
pi, hubbies (-iz). A vulgar

contractipn of husband.
hiibnerite (hiib'ner-it), n. [Named after a Mr.
Hiibner, who analyzed it.] Manganese tung-
state, a rare mineral occurring in bladed cleav-
able masses of a brownish-red color.

Hubshee (hub'she), n. [< Ar. Habashi, Pers.
Habshi, an Abyssinian: see Abyssinian.] 1.
In the East, an Ethiopian ; a negro ; a descen-
dant of Abyssinians.
The Negro blood in the veins of the present Sultan af-

fects no Mussulman's loyalty, and Hubshees, who looked,
though they were not, Negroes, have in India carved out
thrones. Contemporary Rev., IIII. 167.

Hence— 2. [I. c] A Himalayan pony having
short curly hair.

One of my Tibetan ponies had short curly brown hair
and was called ... a hubshee.

Sir J. D. Hooker, Himalayan Journals,

hnccatoon (huk-a-ton'), «. A kind of cotton
cloth manufactured especially for the African
trade.

huchen (huk'en), n. Same as hucho, 1.

hucho(hu'k6),M. [NL.: see AmcJS.] 1. A sal-
monid of the Danube, Hucho or Salmo hucho, of
long and slender form, with a flat snout, large
teeth, and silvery color dotted with black. Also
huckjhuchen.— 2. [cap.] A geoxis oi Salmonidce,
differing from Salmo in having no median hyoid
teeth and in certain osteologieal characters.
The type is the hucho, Huclio hucho.
hucklf (huk), V. i. [Late ME. huk, hucTce (= a.
feofce»), haggle, traf&e; developed, like the equiv.
and ult. identical hawk'^ (q, v.), from the asso-
ciated noun : see huckster. The orig. verb *hucJc,
bend, crouch, is represented in E. by hug, q. v.,
and by the derivatives huckster, huckle, etc.]
To higgle in trading.

Auccionor [L.], to merchaunt or huk.
XedMlla, in Prompt. Parv,, p, 262, n. 4

huckleberry

I hucke, as one dothe that wolde bye a thing good oheape,

je harelle, je marohande. Palsgrave.

Now is the time (thne is a god)toworke our loue good lucke,

Lone since I cheapned It, nor is my coming now to hucke.

. JTaTOsr, Albion's England, T. 26.

huck^ (huk), n. A dialectal form of hook.

huck^ (huk), n. A dialectal corruption of husk^.

huck* (huk), ». [Origin obscure.] A hard blow
or knock. [Prov. Eng. (Sussex),]

huck^ (huk), n. [A var. of hock^.] In beef, the

part between the shin and the round, Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng. (Devonshire).]

huck^ (huk), n. [Short for huckle; perhaps in

part due to huck^ = ftocfcl.] The hip. [Prov.

Eng.]
Once of a frosty night I slither'd an' hnrted my huek.

Tennyson, Northern Cobbler.

huck'^t (huk), n. Same as huke^. Patent SoUs,
13 Hen. VII., p. 33.

huck^ (huk), n. and a. A commercial contrac-

tion of huckaback : as, huck towels or toweling.

huck^ (huk), n. [< Gr. huch, m., or huche, f., a
kind of river-trout.] Same as huclio, 1.

huckaback (huk'a-bak), ». and a. [Prob. of

LG. origin, and appar., as Skeat suggests (evi-

dence is lacking), orig. 'peddler's ware,' < L(J.

hukkebak (> G. huckeback), pickaback (cf. MLCJ.
hokeboken, carry on the back), < huken, *hukken
(= MD. hucken, crouch, bend, = Gr. hocken,

crouch, bend: cf. LG. hukke, G. hucke, back,
bunch—the verb being represented in E. by
hug, q. v., and huck^ {huckster, etc.)), -j- bak,

back.] I. n. A coarse and very durable cloth

of linen, or linen and cotton, woven with alter-

nate elevations and depressions so as to have a
rough face, it is used especially lor towels, and is made
in separate towels or in lengths which may be cut at will,

Campbell-goodness no more wears out than Campbell-
beauty ; all their good qualities are huckaback.

Walpole, Letters, II. 121.

II. a. Made or consisting of huckaback : as,

a huckaback towel.
Often shortened to huck.

huckberry (huk'ber'''i), n. Same as hackberry.

huckeryti'i- [< ME. hukkerye, hockerye: cf. G.
hockerei, hockerei, hukerei, < hooker, Wokster:
see huckster, and cf. huckstery.] Huckstering;
petty |traffic; peddling.

Rose the regrater was hir rigte name

;

She hath holden hokkerye al hire lyltyme.
Piers Plowman (B), v. 227.

huckie-buckie (huk'i-buk'i), «. [Sc, appar. a
varied redupl. of *huck, crouch: see huckster,

hug, huckle.] A play in which children slide

down a hill on their hunkers. Jamieson.
[Scotch.]

huckle (huk'l), n. [E. dial., lit. 'bender' (cf.

bender, leg) : prob. of LG. origin, < LG. "hukken,
huken = OD. hucken, bend, crouch : see huck^,
hug, aniet.huekabackjhucklebacJced, hucklebone.]
1. The hip.

For getting up on stump and huckle,
He with his foe began to buckle.

S. Butler, Hudlbraa, I. ii. 925,

2. A bunch or part projecting like the hip.

hucklebacked (huk'1-bakt), a. [E. dial., <
huckle, implying 'bent' or 'crooked,' or 'crook'
(see huckle, «.),, -t- backed: cf. huckaback.]
Round-shoiildered ; humpbacked.
huckleberry (huka-ber^i), «.; pi. huckleberries
(-iz). [Prob. a corruption of hurtleberry : see
hurtleberry, whortleberry.] Anameforthediffer-
ent species of Gaylussacia, and for some of the
species of Vaccinium, belonging to the natural
order Vacdniacea, as also for their fruit. The
name is properly restricted to the species of Gaylussacia.
They are shrubs with either evergreen or deciduous alter-

Branches of Huckleberry {Gaylussacia resitmsa), with flowers
and fruit, a, single flower on larger scale,

nate leaves, commoiily glandular or resin-bearing ; flow-
ers in lateral racemes, from separate scaly buds with tubu-
lar reddish- or greenish-white corolla; calys-tube adnate
*°.S®.?^"y!^'''°^ '° '™'* lieoomes drupaceous, crowned
with the calyx-lobes, 10-celled, with 10 seed-like nutlets.



huckleberry

e. remnom is the common high-bush hucldeberry or black
"hucldeberry of the marliets ; O.frondosa is the bluetangle
or blue huclileberry ; Cf. ursina of North and South Caro-
lina is the bear-huckleberry. For the huckleberries of the
^enus Vaccinium, see blueberry, their more appropriate
name. V. eorymbosuin is also called the blue huckleberry,
and V. Penngylvamcum the augar-hucklebeny orlow-bush
huckleberry. Also called whortleberry, hurUeberry.

The greater part of what is now Cambridgeport was then
(in the native dialect) a "huckleberry pastur."

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 42.

llUCklebone(liuk'l-b6ii),m. [Earlymod.E.also
huccle-bone; < huekle + 6o«e.] If. The hip-
bone.

The hip, . . . wherein the joint doth move
The thigh, 'tis called the hucklebone.

2. The ankle-bone ; the tarsal 'bone known in
anatomy as the astragalus. See cut under foot.
The little square hxuxle-bone in the ancle place of the

tiinder legge in all beasts.
UdcUl, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 185.

Jug, 1 can shew you very fine tricks.

Bov. Prithee, hocus pocus, keep thy grannam'a huekle-
bone, and leave us. Shirley, Love's Cruelty, iiL 1.

liucklert, »• A kind of dance.

Some speeches ; of the rest, dancing the huckler, Tom
Bedlo, and the Cowp Justice of Peace.

Ashton, Diary (1617).

luck-muck (huk'muk), n. [Origin ohseure;
ef . Imgger-mugger.'i 1 . A dwarf. [Prov. Eng.]
—3. The willow-warbler, Phylloscopus trochi-
lus. [Prov. Eng.]

iucksont (huk'son), ». [E. dial, also hucksheen;
< ME. Iwlcsehyne, etc., hook: see liock'^.'] The
hock or ham.

Or, sweet lady, reach to me
The abdomen of a bee

;

Or commend a cricket's hip.
Or his huckson, to my scrip.

Herriek, Hesperides, p. 239.

huckster (huk'ster), n. [Sometimes written
huxter (of. baxter), early mod. E. also hucster; <
ME. hukster, hucster, hukstere, Jiokestere, liogge-

ster, < MD. heukster (of. Sw. hugster, < E. ?),
with suffix ster, equiv. to *huclcer (not used in
E^ except in variant form hawker^, q. v.), <
MB. hucker, a huckster or a mercer, D. heuker,
a retailer (= MLGr. lioker = Gr. hocker, a huck-
ster (prob. from D.), = Dan. hoker, a chandler,
huckster,= Sw. hokare, a cheesemonger)

;
prob.

lit. 'stooper' or 'croucher' (i. e. a peddler stoop-
ing under the burden of his wares), as a par-
ticular use of MD. hucker, a stooper, from the
verb represented by E. hug (with now deflected
meaning) for *huck, < MD. hucken, stoop, bow,
= LGr. huken, crouch, = G. hocken, crouch, squat,
take upon the back, also be idle, = Icel. huka,
sit on one's hams (> hokra, go bent, crouch,
-creep, slink about; in mod. usage, live as a
smafi farmer); ef. G. dial. hucke,iiQr. hukke,
the back, prop, the bent back. See huckaback,
Imckle, hucklebacked. Connected with hug, and
Tilt, with huck^ = hook, q. v.] 1. A retailer of

small articles ; a hawker; a peddler; now, espe-
cially, a small dealer in agricultural produce.

The Wardones of the said crafte hafe full power to make
serche, with a sergent, att all hoggeaters houses with-yn
the Juriadiccion of the said Cite, vppon alle forenes brede
Iroght to the same. English QUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 337.

These were the first inuenters of coyning money, the
first huesters and pedlers. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 329.

And watched her table with its huckster's wares
Assiduous, through the length of sixty years.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iL

This broad-brimm'd hawker of holy things.

Whose ear is cramm'd with his cotton, and rings

Even in dreams to the chink of his pence.
This huckster put down war 1 Tennyson, Maud, x.

2. A wholesale fish-dealer; one who buys fresh

fish for shipment to the retail trade. [North

Carolina, TJ. S.]

huckster (huk'ster), v. [< huckster, ».] I. in-

trans. To deal in small articles or in petty bar-

gains ; hence, to higgle ; contend in a small or

mean way about monetary transactions.

But I never could drive a hard bargain in my life, con-

cerning any matter whatever ; and least of all do I know
how to haggle and huckster with merit.

Burke, To a Noble lord.

The estates . . . irritated the Prince of Orange by At«c*-

stering about subsidies. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 622.

There are hardly any of our trades, except the merely

huckstering ones, in which some kLOwledge of science may
not be directly profitable to the pursuer of that occupa-

tion. Huxley, lay Sermons, p. 56.

II. trans. To expose for sale ; make a matter

of bargain. [Rare.]

Som who had bin call'd from shops and warehouses,

without other merit, to sit in Supreme Councills and Com-
mittees, (as thir breeding was) fell to huekster the Com-

monwealth Milton, Hist. Eng., m.
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^'^^'j^%^^r?^\0'^^'Bt6r-B,i), 11. [< huckster +
-age.2 The business of a huckster

;
petty deal-

Ignoble hucksterage of piddling tithes.
Milton, Kelonnation in Eng., ii.

hucksterer (huk'ster-6r), n. [< huckster, v., +
-ej-i, or a mere extension of Imckster, m.] A

«»i^?/?i?!^/*'^''^''''
"' "Pney-jobbers wm be found neces-sary u this brass money is made current. Swift.

hucksteryt, n. [ME. hoxterve; as huckster +
-y'-.J bame as huckery.
huckstress (huk'stres), n. [Formerly some-
times written huxieress; < huckster + -ess. In
ME. huckster was used of both sexes, being
strictly only fem.] A female huekster or ped-
dler. Also written hucksteress.

In the Pyncheon-house, where she [Hepzlbah] has spent
all her days—reduced now, in that very house, to be the
hucksteress of a cent-shop ! Bawthome, Seven Gables, ii.

hud (hud), ». [A dial, form of 7jood.] The shell
or huU of a nut. [Prov. Eng.]
huddle (hud'l), v.

;
pret. and pp. huddled, ppr.

huddling. [< ME. as if Viudelen for *huderen,
of which the only two examples found present
the spelliug hodden (hodre, hodur), huddle or
press together, also cover, =LG. *hudern (Miitz-
ner), dim. hudderken, of hens, sit upon the chick-
ens and keep them warm, also of nurses, to cud-
dle or coddle children (de kinder in den slaap
hudderken, kill children to sleep), freq. of ME.
huden, hiden, < AS. hydan (= LG. hiiden), hide,
cover: s&eihide^. The change from -erto-el
i-le) va2bj have been due to ME. hudels, hudles,
hidels, etc., < AS. ft^rfeZs, a hiding-place, < hydan,
hide. The D. hoetelen, bungle, = Dan. hutle,
huddle, botch, bungle, = Sw. hMtla, shufSe, =
G. hudeln, do a thing hastily and carelessly,
is a different word, connected with hustle, q. v.,

but it may have affected the form and sense of
the E. word.] I, trans. 1, To throw together
in confusion; crowd together without order.

She told me . . . that I was the prince's jester, and that
I was duller than a great thaw ; huddling jest upon jest.

Shak., Much Ado, IL 1.

Therefore is Space, and therefore Time, that man may
know that things are not huddled and lumped, but sun-
dered and individual. Emerson, Misc., p. 38.

The sedimentary rocks have not been huddled together
at i-andom. Geikie, Geol. Sketches, L 37.

2. To perform in haste and disorder; put toge-
ther orproduce in a hurriedmanner : oftenwith
Mp, over, or together.

A weake Man is one whom Nature huddled vp in haste,
and left his best part vnfinish't.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Weake Man.

A man, in the least degree below the spirit of a saint or
a martyr, will loll, huddle over his duty, look confused.

Steele, Guardian, No. 65.

Humbled by the events of the war, and dreading the just
anger,of Parliament, the English ministry hastened to
huddle up a peace with France and Holland at Breda.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

3. To put on in haste and disorder, as clothes:

usually with on.

Now all in haste they huddle on
Their hoods, their cloaks, and get them gone.

Swift, Journal of Modern Lady.

I got up and huddled on my clothes,
Smollett, Peregrine Pickle (2d ed.), IxxxL'

I perceive
That fear is like a cloak which old men huddle
About their love, as if to keep it warm.

Wordsworth, The Borderers, i.

4t. To hush (up). Nares.

The matter was hudled up and little spoken of it.

WUson, James I. (1653), p. 286.

5. To embrace. [Prov. Eng.]

II. intrans. 1. To crowd; press together pro-

miscuously
;
press or hurry in disorder.

Glancing an eye of pity on his losses.

That have of late so huddled on his back.
SAa*., M. ofV., iv. 1.

Thyrsis? whose artful strains have oft delay'd

The huddling brook to hear his madrigaL
Milton, Comus, L 495.

Huddling together on the public square, . . . like a

herd of panic-struck deer. Prescott.

2. In the University of Cambridge, to keep

an act in a perfunctory manner, requiring no
study, in order that the necessary oath may be
taken.

If he has not kept the requisite exercises, he goes to the

sophs' schools and huddles for that part which he has not

kept. Wan, Senate House Ceremonies (1798), p. 112.

huddle (hud'l), n. and a. [< huddle, v.'] I. n.

1. A number of persons or things thrown toge-

ther without rule or order; a confused crowd

or cluster ; a jumble.

hue
This filled my mind with such a huddle of ideas that,

upon my going to sleep, I fell into the following dream.
Addison, Husbands and Wives.

The soldiers were crowded together in a huddle.
Franklin, Autobiog., p. 223.

3. A winning cast at shovel-board.
The Earl of KUdare, seeing his writ of death brought in,

when he was at shuffle-boafd, throws his cast with this in
his mouth, "Whatsoever that is, this is for a huddle."

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 68.

Sf. An old decrepit person.
This old miser asking of Aristippus what he would take

to teache and bring vp his Sonne, he aunswered a thousand
groates: a thousand groats, God shield, aunswered this
olde huddle, I can haue two seruaunts of yat price.

Lyly, Enphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 133.

What, ye brain-sick fools, ye hoddy-pecks, ye doddy-
poula, ye huddes [read huddles], do ye believe Him! are
ye seduced also? i/att»n«r, Works, L 136.

4t. A list. [Prov. Eng.]-Huddle upon huddle,
all m a heap.

lUndal's fortunes come tumbling in like lawyers' fees,
huddle upon huddle. Rowley, Match at Midnight, iv.

Il.t a. Confused; jumbled.
A suddain, huddle, indigested thought
Kowls in my brain—'tis the safest method.

The Bevengeful Queen (1698).

huddlet (hud'l), adv. [< huddle, a.] In disor-
der; confusedly.

It is impossible to set forth either all that was (God
knoweth !) tumultuously spoken, and like as of mad men
objected of so many, which spake oftentimes huddle, so
that one couldn't well hear another.

Ridley, p. 304. (Davies.)

huddle-duddlet, n. A decrepit person.
Those gray-beard huddle-duddles.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 147).

huddler (hud'lfer), n. One who huddles or
throws things together in confusion.
huddup (hud-up'), interj. Get up; go along:
addressed to a horse. [New Eng.]

Here comes the wonderful one-hoss shay.
Drawn by a rat-tailed, ewe-necked bay.
"Huddup!" said theparson.—Off went they.

0. W. Holmes, One-Hoss Shay.

Hudibrastic (hii-di-bras'tik), a. and n. [< jETm-

dibras + -t-ic, after enthusiastic, etc. The name
Sudibras is said to have been taken from that
of one of the knights of the Eoimd Table, Sir
Hugh de Bras.'] 1. a. Of or pertaining to, or
resembling the style of, "Hudibras," a satire
directed against the Pm'itans by Samuel Butler,
published in 1663 ; burlesque-heroic : as, Hudi-
brastic verse ; Hudibrastic humor.
There is nothing puify, blustering, or Hudibrastic in his

(Clement Marot's) onslaught.
W. J. Eekoff, Appleton's Journal, XI.

Dr. Bryant . . . was fond of exercising his talent for
rhyming by throwing his thoughts into verse, and suc-
ceeded in producing some very respectable Hudibrastic
lines. D. J. Hill, Bryant, p. 20.

II. m. A Une or verse in the style of Butler's
"Hudibras ": as, a poem composed in Hudibras-
tics.

Hudsonian (hud-so'ni-an), a. [< Hudson (see
defs.) + -ian.] 1. Pertaining to Henry Hud-
son (died about 1611), an English navigator
in the English and Dutch service, discoverer
of Hudson river, strait, and bay.— 3. In zool.

and bot., pertaining to Hudson's Bay, or to the
fauna or flora of that region : applied to nu-
merous animals, etc.—Hudsonian fauna, a fauna
of North America intervening between the Canadian and
Arctic faunae, between the isothermal lines of 50° and 67° P.

The next ornithological faunanorth of the Canadian may
well be termed the Hudsonian Fauna, . . . that portion
of boreal America situated between the Canadian Fauna
and the Barren grounds.

J. A. Allen, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., IL 400.

hudsonite (hud'son-it), n. [< Hudson, the river
so named, which flows by Cornwall (see def.),

-I- -ite^.'] An aluminous variety of pyroxene,
occurring in lamellar masses at Cornwall in
Orange county. New York.
Hudson Kiver group. See group^.

hue^ (hu), n. [Early mod. E. also hew; < ME. hew,
hewe, heu, heow, heowe, hiw, etc., form, appear-
ance, color, < AS. hiw, heow, heo, form, appear-
ance, = Sw. hy, skin, complexion, = Icel. he- (in

he-gilja, a vain song, nonsense, tittle-tattle, he-

goma, speak falsely or vainly) = Goth, hiwi,

form, show, appearance.] 1\. Form; appear-
ance; guise. I

He taught to imitate that Lady trew,
Wliose semblance she did Carrie under feigned hew.

Spenser, F. Q., I. L 46.

"Have over ferryman," there cried a boy;
And with him was a paragon for hue,

A lovely damsel beauteous and coy.
Greene, Never too Late.

3. Color ; specifically and technically, distinc-

tive quality of color in an object or on a sur-



hue

face ; the respect in which red, yellow, green,
blue, etc., dijBEer one from another; that in

which colors of equal luminosity and chroma
may difEer. Hue is the distinctive quality of a color,

tlie respect in which colors may diifer though they liave

the same luminosity and ctuoma. Thus, scarlet and crim-
son diiler in hue, but buff and yellow especially in chroma,
myrtle and emei'ald-green chiefly in luminosity.

The Hollanders in the Bay ol Anton Gil Southwards from
Madascar in sixteene degrees saw the King, blacke of h^w,

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 710.

Don Carlos is of a differing Complexion from all the rest,

tor he is black-haired, and of a Spanish Hxce.

Howell, Letters, I. ill. 9.

A smile that glow'd
Celestial rosy red, love's proper hue.

MUton, P. L., viii. 619.

Of ripen'd Quinces, such the yellow Hue.
Congrem, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

3. In painting, a compound color in which one
of the primaries predominates, as the various
grays,which are composed of the three primary
colors in unequal proportion. [Not in use.]

hue^ (hii), n. [Formerly also hew; < ME. hue,

< OF. hu, hui, huy, huit, huyt, heu (also huee, F.
hu4e), a cry, shout, noise, esp. a cry in pursuit,

as in the chase ; cf . huer, huier, huyer, cry, shout,
exclaim; prob. orig. a mere interjection, like

E. hoo, ho, etc. Cf. hoot.l A cry; a shout;
loud shouting of many voices, as in pursuit of

game or of a fugitive: now used only in the
phrase hue and cry.

A hue fro heuen I berde thoo.
Alliterative Poctks (ed. Morris), i. 872.

Hue and cry. lOF. hti et m, hui et cry; ML. huesium (hu-
te»ium) et clamor.'} (a) In law: (1) The pursuit of a felon
oran offender withloud outcries or clamor togive an alarm.
At common law, a private personwho has been robbed, or
who knows that a felony has been committed, is bound to
raise a hue and cry, and thereupon all persons, constables
as well as others, are bound to join in the pursuit and as-

sist in the capture of the felon.

In Love's name you are charged hereby
To make a speedy hue and cry.
After a face who t'other day
Came and stole my heart away.

Shirley, Witty Fair One, iii. 2.

To dare offend in that kind now is for a thief to leave
the covert, and meet a strong hue and cry in the teeth.

Donne, Letters, xxi.

"Harro and help, and Aue and cry, every true man I " said
the mercer; "I am withstood in seeking to recover mine
own." Scott, KenUworth, xxiv.

(2) In English practice, a written proclamation issued on
the escape of a felon from prison, requiring officers and
all other people to assist in retaking him. Surrill, (b) A
general outcry or alarm; a great stir or clamor made
about any matter.—Hue and Cry Act, an English statute
of 1685 (27 Eliz., c. 13) amending the old laws respecting
hue and cry (1285, Stat, of Winchester, o. 1 and 2, 13 Edw.
I.; and 1354, 28 Edw. IIL, c. 11) by reducing the liability

of the hundred to halt the value of goods stolen, and re-

quiring that pursuit be made by horsemen as well as
footmen, and that the person robbed give notice and be
examined by a justice.

lined (hiid), a. [Formerly also hewed; < ME.
hewed; < /mei + -ed^.] Having a hue or color:
used chiefly in composition: as, golden-teed,
'bright-hued, etc.

Phebus wax old and hewed lyk latoun [brass].

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 617.

But thus muche I dare saine that she
Was white, rody, fresh and lifely hewed,
And euery day her beaute newed.

The Isle of Ladies.

hueUt, «• A Middle English form of whale^.

huel^, «. A variant of wheal.

huel-DOnef, n. A Middle English form of whale-
bone.

hueless (hii'les), a. [< hue^ + -less.'] Desti-
tute of hue or color.

The wild expression of intense anguish . . . dwelt on
those hueless and sunken features. Bulwcr, Felham, vi.

A vapour heavy, hueless, formless, cold.
Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

huer (hii'6r), n. [Also hooer ; < hue^ + -e?i.]

1. A man stationed at the bow of a bodt en-
gaged in seining, to watch the movements of the
fish and direct the course of the boat accord-
ingly.— 2. A man stationed on a hill or at a
masthead to signal to fishing-boats the course
taken by shoals of pilchard, herring, or other
fish which shoal. Also called halker.

They lie houering upon the coast, and are directed . . .

by a balker or /iwer, who standeth on the cliffe-side, and
from thence best discerneth the quantitie and course of
the pilcherd. R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 32.

hufef, V. i. A Middle English form of hove'^.

huff (huf), V. [Not found earlier than toward
the end of the 17th century, but prob. repr.

an old popular word with orig. guttural {huff
for *hough : cf . rough (ruf ), tough (tuf), and dw^
= dough, with orig. guttural); cf. So. hech,

2910

breathe hard, hauch, the forcible respiration

of one who exerts all his strength in giving

a stroke ; MHG. (rare) huehen, G. hauchen,

breathe, blow, aspirate ; nit. imitative of hard
breathing : cf . puff.] I. intrans. If. To puff

or blow.
When on the Surges I peroeiue, from far,

Th' Ork, Whirl-pool, Whale, or hufing Physeter.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartaa's Weeks, i. 6.

Surely all MoYs hu^ng brood
Are met to war against the flood.

Cotton (Arber's Eng. Garner, L 216).

Those high sky-kissing mounts.

Where huMng winds cast up their airy accounts.

MiddletoH, Micro-Uynicon, i, Prol.

3. To dilate; swell up: as, the bread huffs.

[Prov. Eng.]— 3. To swell with anger, pride,

or arrogance; bluster; storm; rant.

This senseless arrogant conceit of theirs made them huf
at the doctrine of repentance. South, Sermons.

Shew the gentlemen what thou canst do ; speak a huff-

ing part. Beaii. and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, Ind.

You shall not wrong a lady
In a high huffing strain, and think to bear it

Fletcher, Bule a Wife, iii. 6.

He huffs and dings, because we will not spend the little

we hjive left to gethim the title of Lord Strut. Arbuthnot.

II. trans. 1. To swell; puff; distend.

When the said winde within the earth, able to huffe up
the ground, was not powerful enough to break forth and
make issue. Holland, tr. of Pliny, ii. 85.

In many wild birds, the diaphragm may easilybe huffed

up with air. Grew.

2. To treat with insolence or arrogance; re-

buke rudely ; hector.

One went to Holland, where they huff Folk,
T'other to vend his Wares in Suffolk.

Prior, The Mice.

Youmust not presume to Aw/" US. Echard.

3. (a) In chess, to remove from the board, as

a captured piece. (6) In checkers, to remove
from the board, as a piece belonging to one
player, as a penalty for not having taken an
exposed piece belonging to the other. It is

usual for the player, in removing the piece, to
blow upon it. See huff, n., 3.

huff (huf), n. [< huff, v.] 1. A swell of sud-
den anger or arrogance ; a fit of petulance or
ill humor.

Shall I fear an anger . . . that is but as the spleen of a
wasp, a short phester and huffot passion?

South, Works, Vn. xii.

He had a great dispute with the congressman about
politics, and left the place in a huff.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 20.

2t. One puffed up with an extravagant opinion
of his own value or importance.

Lewd shallow-brained huffs make atheism and contempt
of religion the sole badge and character of wit.

South, Sermons.

3. In checkers, the removal of a player's piece
from the board when, having the chance, he
refuses or neglects to capture one or more of
his opponent's pieces. The latter may, however, if

he deems it to his advantage, demand the capture instead
of removing the piece. The removal is usually marked
by blowing on the piece.

4. Light paste, or pie-crust. [Prov. Eng.]—
5. A dry, scurfy, or scaly incrustation on the
skin. [Prov. Eng.]—6. Strong beer. [Prov.
Eng.]
huff (huf), a. [ShoHtov huffish.'] Angry; huff-
ish. Gay.
huff-cap (huf'kap), n. and a. I. n. 1. A swag-
gerer; a blusterer. [Prov. Eng.]
As for you. Colonel Huff-cap, we shall try before a civil

magistrate who's the greater plotter.

Dryden, Spanish Friar.

2. Strong ale. [Cant.]

When this nippitatum, this huffe-cappe, as they call it,

this nectar of life, is set abroach, well is he that can get
the soonest to it.

Stubbes, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 472.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a huff-cap;
swaggering; blustering.

A huff-cap, swaggering sir.

Marston, What you Will, iii. 1.

2. Strong; heady.
In what towne there is the signe of the three mariners,

the huffe-cappest drink in that house you shall be sure of
alwayes. Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 180).

huffer (huf'er), n. A swaggerer; a blusterer.

Therefore not to make much noise to disturbe these in-
fallible huffers (and they cannot hear a little for their
own), I softly step by them.

Qlanville, On Witchcraft, Pref,

hufS.ly (huf'i-li), adv. In a huffy or petulant
manner or mood.

1 watched my Eichard walking hufflly off.

It. Broughtan, Cometh up as a Flower, vii.

hug

hufltoess (huf 'i-nes), n. The state of being-

huffy; petulance; ill humor.

It would be time well spent that should join professional

studies with that degree of polite culture which gives dig-

nity and cures huffiness.
Buiwer, What will he Do with it? iv. 11.

huffingly (huf'ing-li), adv. In a swaggering
manner; arrogantly.

The sword at thy haunch was a huge black blade,

With a great basket-hilt of iron made

;

But now a long rapier doth hang by his side.

And huffingly doth this bonny Scot ride. Old baUad.

huffish (huf'ish), a. [< huff+ -ishK] 1. Swag-
gering; hectoring.—2. Petulant; ill-humored.

huffismy (huf'ish-li), adv. In a huffish man-
ner ; with arrogance or bluster, or with petu-

lance.

hufflshness (huf'ish-nes), n. The state of be-
ing huffish

;
petulance ; bluster.

huffle (huf'1), V.
;
pret. and pp. huffled, ppr. huf-

fling. I. intrans. [E. dial., freq. of huff.] 1.

To shift ; waver.— 2. To blow unsteadily or m
flaws. [Prov. Eng.]

Too swage seas surging, or raise by blusterus huMing.
Stanihurst, .^neid, i. 76.

II. trans. To rumple ; roughen. [Prov. Eng.]

huffle (huf'l), n. [< huffle, v.] A merrymeet-
ing; a feast. [Prov. Eng.]
huMng (huf'ling), n. [Verbal n. of huffle, v.]

A process of embossing, or decorating in re-

lief, usually in color.

Embroidering or huffling gilded leather [patent of 1638],

Art Journal, 1881, p. 202.

huff-puffedt, a. Swollen ; bloated. Davies.

Huff-pufft Ambition, tinder-box of war,
Down-ffil of angels, Adam's murderer

!

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

huff-snufft (huf'snuf), n. A quarrelsome fellow;

a bully.

Those roaring hectors, free-booters, desperadoes, and
bullying huff-snuff's, for the most part like those whom'
Tacitus stiles "hospitibus tantum metuendi."

Ozell, tr. of Kabelais, IV. xxiiL, Pret

huffy (huf'i), a. [< huff + -y^.] 1 . Puffed up ;;

swelled: as, huffy bread. [Prov. Eng.]—2.

Characterized by arrogance or bluster; swag-
gering : as, a huffy person.

Well, you see, he found Canterbury & Co. rather huffy,.

and somewhat on the high-and-mighty order with him,
and, being a democratic American, he didn't like it.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 311.

3. Characterized by petulance or ill temper:
as, a huffy mood.

huftyt, n. [Var. of huff.] A swagger. Nares.

Cut their meat after an Italian fashion, weare their hat
and feather after a Oermaine hvtfty. Melton, p. 52.

hufty-tuftyt, «. [A varied redupl. of hufty.]
Swaggering manners.
Master Wyldgoose, it is not your hu/tie tuftie can make

mee afraid of your bigge lookes.
Breton, Poste with a Packet of Mad Letters (1637).

hug (hug), V.
;
pret. and pp. hugged, ppr. hug-

ging. [Not found in ME.; with final sonant
(as in Dan.), for reg. *huck, the base of huckle,

the hip, hucklebacked, crook-backed, huckster,

etc. : see huckster. The earliest sense of hug
in E., 'shrink, crouch,' appears to be due to

Scand. use.] I.t intrans. 1. To crouch; hud-
dle as with cold.

I hugge, I shrink in my bedde. It is good sport to see
this little boy hugge in his bed for cold. Palsgrave.

2. To lie close ; cuddle.

To lie, like pawns, lock'd up in chests and trunks

;

To hug with swine. Shak. , K. John, v. 2.

II. trans. 1. To grasp firmly and completely
with the arms; embrace closely; clasp to the^

breast.
Within his arms he hugged them both.

Bobin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 418).

He bewept my fortune.
And hugg'd me In his arms, and swore, with sobs,
That he would labour my delivery.

Shak.,B,ich. III., i. 4.

Bralsted and I sprang out instantly, hugged each other
in delight, and rushed into the warm inn.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 96.

Cold to the very bone, . . .

He hugged himself against the biting wind.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 364.

2. To cling to mentally ; cherish fondly or fer-
vently; hold fast to: as, to hug delusions.

The inventors rather hug their errors than improve
upon them, and go on struggling with nature.

Bacon, Physical Fables, v., Expl.

With what greediness
Do I hug my afflictions I

Ji'ord,.Lover's Melancholy, iv. 2.

Everywhere we see men . . . hugging their prejudices
of education and training as chains were never hugged
before. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 288.



hug

3. To keep close to : as, to hug the land.

"Lund'B cutlery warehoQse . . . huga St. Peter's Church
BO closely as nearly to form a part of it.

N. and Q., 6th eer., X. 398.

And thus, by ranning the byes of the wind, and craftily
hugging the corners, we got to the foot of the street at last.

M. D. Blacknwre, Erema, liv.

4. To carry, especially with difficulty. [Prov.
Eng.]—To hug one's self, to congratulate one's self;
chuckle, as with secret satisfaction.

We cannot hug ourgelvee upon the freedom of the Prot-
estant faith from such forms of bigotry.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 965.

hug (tug)) »»• [< '«»9'> v.'i A close embrace ; a
clasp or pressure with or as with the arms : as,

to give one a hug; the hug of a bear Comlsh
hug, formerly, in wrestling, a tackle or grip in which one
wrestler gets the other on his breast and holds him there

;

hence, figuratively, treacherous or deceitful treatment or
dealing.

And a prime wrestler as e'er tript.

E'er gave the Cornish hug, or hipt.
Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque.

huge (hiij), a. and n. [< ME. huge, hoge, howge,
also with guttural g, hugge, hughe, hogge, hoglie,

hy apheresis for *ahuge, *ahoge, < AF. ahoge,
akuge, OF. aJioge, ahuge, ahoje, ahoege, aliugue,

high, lofty, great, large, huge, also as adv., in
great quantity or number; prob. orig. a phrase,
a hoge, lit. at height: a, < L. ad, at, on, in; hoge,

hogue, a hill, height, of Teut. origin, from the
noun representedby E. how^, and thus ult. from
the adj. high : see how^, high.'] I. a. 1. Having
great bulk; very large; immense; enormous
of its kind : as, a huge mountain ; a hicge ox ; a
huge beetle.

Other Snayles there ben, that ben fuUe grete, but not so
huge as the other. 3landeviUe, Travels, p. 193.

I call it a huge amphitheatre, because it is reported it

contained at least flftie thousand persons.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 63.

In Australia a huge marsupial, with the head of an ox,

and compared to which our kangaroo is only a great rat,

straddled and hopped about as it pleased.
P. SoUnson, Under the Sun, p. 177.

2. Very great in any respect ; of exceptionally
great capacity, extent, degree, etc. ; inordinate:

as, a huge difference. [Now chiefly eoUoq.]

He . . . seyde, "Lord! this is an htige reyue!
This were a weder for to slepen inne."

Chaucer, Troilus, ili. 666.

The patch [Launcelot] is kind enough ; but a huge feeder.
Shak., M. of V., ii. 5.

But, O ! ere long.
Huge pangs and strong
Will piesce more near his heart.

Milton, Circumcision, 1. 27.

He took the hugest pains to adorn his big person.
Thackeray, Vanity I'air, ilL

=SyiL 1. Tasli bulky, immense, gigantic, colossal, pro-
digious. See Imlky.

Il.t n. Great 'bulk.

The Arke of God, which wisedom more did holde.

In Tables two, then all the Greeks haue tolde

;

And more than euer Rome could comprehend
In huge of learned books that they ypend.

T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, i. 102.

huget (huj), adv. [< huge, a.] Hugely. -

He talked hv^e high thatmy Lord Protector would come
in place again. Pepys, Diary, March 3, 1660.

They are both huge angry with your master.
Steele, Lying Lover, iv. 1.

hugely (huj'li), adv. [< ME. hugely, -U, -II

< huge + -ly^.2 In a huge manner ; e:

mously; immensely.
Doth it not flow as hugely as the sea?

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

All impatience ... is perfectly useless to all purposes
of ease, but hugely effective to themultiplying the trouble.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iu. i.

They love one another hugely. Steele, Tatler, No. 266.

hugeness (hiij'nes), n. [< ME. hugenys; < huge
+ -«ess.] The state of being huge ; enormous
hulk or largeness : as, the hugeness of a moun-
taia, or of an elephant.

The piled-up arches [of the Coliseum], jutting into the
blue air, in their shattered hugeness, seemed like vast

overhanging rocks. JE. Dowden, Shelley, II. 245.

hugeoust (hu'jus), a. [Early mod. E. hogeous;

< huge + -ous; an extension of huge."] Huge.

He made his hawke to fly

With hogeous showte and crye.

Skelton, Ware the Hawke.

What would have fed a thousand mouths was sunk
To All his own [an elephant's] by hugeous length of trunk.

Byrom, Verses spoken at Breakmg-up.

^'ageonslji, adv. Hugely; very greatly. Nares.

Catch. To satisfle you
In that point, we will sing a song of his.

And. let 'b ha 't ; I love these ballads hugeously.

W. Cartwright, The Ordinary (1651).
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huggerl (hug'^r), n. [< hug + -eri.-] One who
hugs or embraces.
hugger^t (hug'er), V. [Cf. hugger-mugger.'] I.
intraiis. To lie in ambush ; lurk. Bp. Hall.

II. trans. To muffle ; conceal.

Goe, JMuse, abroade, and beate the world about.
Tell trueth for shame and hugger vp no ill.

Breton, PasquU's Madoappe, p. 11.

hugger-mugger (hug'er-mug'^r), n. and a.
[Also written hucker^iucker, Sc. huggrie-mug-
grie, hudge-mudge : in the sense of confusion,
disorder, sometimes contr. to /mflr-mMfir; Ascham
has huddermother (Toxophilus, 1545), Skelton,
lioder-moder (Halliwell), and ME. hody-moke oc-
curs, indicating that the mod. forms are popu-
lar variations of a compound which would be
analogically *hudder-mucker, < ME. huden, hiden,
hide (> also the closely similar huddle, which
stands for *hudder, < ME. hoderen : see huddle),
+ ME. *muken, *moken, a verb not found ex-
cept as in hody-moke, hut the prob. source of
ME. mokerere, a miser, and of mod. E. dial, mog,
sulk, be sullen, muggard, sullen, displeased; cf

.

OHGr. muccazzen, mutter, MHG. muekzen, mucli-
zen, Gr. mucksen, G. also mucken, mutter, grum-
ble, = Sw. mucka = Dan. mukka : see mog and
muggard. For the connection of ' secrecy ' with
'confusion,' cf. hide^ as related to huddle.] I.
n. Privacy; secrecy.

Judge Thorp. Sir Edward Coke is law, and he says. The
Attorney-general or any other prosecutor may speak with
us in open Court, to inform us about the business before
us in open court.
Lilburne. Not in hugger-mugger, privately or whisper-

ingly. . . .

Ld. Keble. No sir ; it is no hugger-mugger for him to
do as he did ; spare your words.

Stat-e Trials, Lieut, -Col. John Lilburne.

In hugger-mugger, (a) In privacy or secrecy ; in con-
cealment.

We know not any man's intent (God only knoweth the
heart), yea, the words we know not, they are so spoke in

lugger.
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 283.

Where'er th' in hugger-mugger lurk,

I'll make them rue their handy-work.
S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 267.

(6) In confusion ; with slovenliness. [Low and colloq.]

II. a. 1. Clandestine; sly; underhanded.

—

2. Confused; disorderly; slovenly: as, he works
in a very hugger-mugger fashion.

Hugger-mugger they lived, but they wasn't that easy to
--'-'-^-

TejiTiyson, Village Wife,

hugger-mugger (hug'er-mug'6r), v. I, trans.

Tonush; smother.

That is a venial offence, to be hugger-muggered up.
New York Tribune, June 1, 1862.

II. intrans. To take secret counsel
;
proceed

clandestinely.

Listening to keyhole revelations, and hugger-muggering
with disappointed politicians.

New York Tribune, Feb. 25, 1862.

hugglet (hug'l), V. t. [Freq. of hu^.] To hug;
emhrace. Holland.

Huguenot (hu'ge-not), n. [= Sp. Hugonote =
Pg. Huguenote = It. XJgonotto (Nli. Huenoticus,

A.D. 1562),<F..Hag'Me»o<,aHugaenot; prob. ult.

< F. Huguenot, a personalname (found as a sur-

name as early as 1387), dim. of Hugo, Hugon,

Hugues, < MHG. Hug, Hue, Hugh, a man's name,
< MHG. huge, OHG. hugu=OS. hugi = AS. hyge,

hige, mind, thought: cf. hogu, care: see how^.

The name as applied to the Protestants of

France was first used ahout 1560, being appar.

imported from Geneva, where it appears to

have heen for some time in use as a political

nickname. Its particular origin is unknown;
no contemporary information has been found.

No person named Huguenot is conspicuous in

the history of the Huguenots ; but the nick-

name, if of merely local origin, may have taken

its rise from a person so named of whom no

record has been preserved. Seheler mentions

16 proposed etymologies, of which 8 rest on

the name Hugo or Hugues. One of the others

refers the name to the Swiss eidguenot, repr.

G. eidgenoss, pi. eidgenossen, confederates, lit.

' oath-fellows,' < ei(J= E. oath, + genoss, MHG.
genoz = AS. genedt, a fellow, companion: see

oath and geneat. The F. word was at first used

and felt as a term of reproach, prob. because it

was regarded as a synonym of Genevan, i. e. a

foreign (German) heretic.'] A member of the

Beformed or Calvinistic communion of France

in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The

Huguenots were the Puritans of France, noted in gen-

eral for their austere virtues and the singular punty of

their lives. They were persecuted in the reign of Francis

I and his immediate successors, and after 1562 were fre-

hulk
quently at war with the Catholics, under the lead of such
men as Admiral Coligny and the King of Navarre (after-
ward Henry IV. of France). In spite of these wars and the
massacre of St, Bartholomew, August 24th, 1,')72, they con-
tinued numerous and powerful, and the edict of Nantes, is-

sued by Henry IV. (1698), secured to them full politica. and
civil lights. Their political power was broken after the
surrender of La Rochelle in 1628, and the revocation of the
edict of Nantes by Louis XIV. (1686) and the subsequent
persecutions forced hundreds of thousands into exile to
Prussia, the Netherlands, Switzerland, England, etc. Many
settled in the colonies of New York, Vu'ginia, etc., but
especially in South Carolina. The name is sometimes ap-
plied at the present day to the descendants of the origi-
nal Huguenots.

Hugueaotism (hu'ge-not-izm), n. [< Huguenot
+ -dsm.] The religion and principles of the
Huguenots.
Huguierian (hu-gi-e'ri-an), a. Of orpertaining
to P. C. Huguier (1804-73), a French surgeon.
—Huguierian canal. See canali.

hugyt (hH'ji), a. [< huge + -y^; an extension
of huge : cf. vasty for vast.] Huge.

The Langa, skimming (as it were)
The Oceans surface, seeketh every where
The hugy Whale.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

A serpent from the tomb began to glide

;

His hugy bulk on seven high volumes roU'd.
Dryden, .lEneid, v. 111.

huia-bird (hwe'a-berd), n. A NewZealand bird,
Heteralocha acuiirostris. See cut under Hetera-
locha.

huishert, n. and V. An obsolete form of usher.

In alle his wey he fyndeth no let.

That dore can none huissher schet.

Gawer, MS. Soo. Antiq. 184, f. 75. (Halliwell.y

Studying
For footmen for you, flne-paced huishers, pages,
To serve you on the knee.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii, 3-

hukah, n. Same as hooka.

huket (huk), w. [Also heuk, huik, huek; < ME.
huke, hewk, hewke, also heyke (after the OD.), <
OP. huque, hucque, ML. huMi, a mantle, < OD.
huycke, D. huik = MLG. hoike, heike, huke, hake,

TuiGr. heuken, lioiken = MHG. hoike, eloak, man-
tle.] An outer garment worn during the fif-

teenth century in western Europe, the form and
character of which are not certain. It appears
tohave been often decorated with fur. Fairltolt.

Heralds with hjikes, hearing full hie,

Cryd largesse, largesse, chevaliers tres hardy.
Muses' Mecreation, Defiance to K. Arthur.

As we were thus in conference, there came one that
seemed to be a messenger in a rich huke.

Bacon, New Atlantis.

huket, V. t. [< huke, n.] To cloak. Naves.

And yet I will not let it alone, but throw some light
vaile of spotlesse pretended well-meaning over it, to huke
and mask it from publicke shame and obloquy.

B. King, Halfe-pennyworth of Wit (1613), Ded.

hulchf (hulch), n. and a. [A form of hunch,
appar. by mixture with hulk^.] I. n. 1. A
hump or hunch.— 2. A slice.

II. a. Crooked. Halliwell.

hulchbackedt (hulch 'bakt), a. [A form of

hunchbacked: see hulch and hunch.] Hunch-
backed.

" Can you tell me with what instruments they did it?"

"With fair gullies, which are little haulch-haeked demi-
knives." Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 27.

hulchedt (hulcht), a. Having hulches orhumps.
hulchyt (hul'ohi), a. [< hulch -\- -^1.] Humpy.

What can be the signification of the uneven shrugging
ofher hvlchy shoulders ? Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iiL 17.

huldee (hul'de), n. An East Indian plant, Cur-
cuma longa, the old tubers of which furnish

the substance called turmeric, which is used
as a mild aromatic and for medicinal pur-

poses.

huldert, n. Apparently a variant of alder'^.

Hulder, black thome, serues tree, beche, elder, aspe,,

and salowe . . . make holow, starting, studding, gad-

dynge shaftes. Ascham, Toxophilus, p. 125.

hulferet, «• A Middle English form of hulver.

hulkl (hulk), n. [< ME. "hulke, shyppe, hulcus

"

(Prompt. Parv. ), < AS. hulc (rare), glossed by L.

liburna (which means prop, a light, fast-sailing

vessel, a Libumian galley), = OD. htdke, hoike,

D. hulk = MLG. hoik, hollik, hulk, hoike, LG.
hoik = OHG. holcho, MHG. holclis, G. hoik, also

hulk, hiilke, = ODan. hoik = OSw. holker = OP.
hurque, orque, a hulk or huge ship, < ML. huU
ca, hulka, hulcus, olca, prop, liolcas, a ship of

burden, < Gr. bluaq, a ship which is towed, a

ship of burden, a trading-vessel, merchantman
(cf. (SA/ciif, a machine for dragging ships on
land), < 'eXuetv, draw, drag, = OBulg. vUka,

vUshU = Pol. %cloke = Bohem. vleku = Euss.

vlecM, eta., drag, draw.] If. A ship, particu-

larly a heavy ship.



hulk
O sacred Patron I paciile thine ire

;

Bring home our HuLk; these angry floods retire.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Ark.

As when the Mast of some well-timbred hulke
Is with the blast of some outragious storme
Blowne downe. Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 29.

2. AnytMng bulky or unwieldy; a large uu-
Trieldy person.

Harry Monmouth's brawn, the hulk Sir John,
Is prisoner to your son. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1.

The hvlk of a tall Brabanter, behind whom I stood in the
corner of a street, shadowed me from notice. Bp. Hall,

3. [By confusion with. ft«iP^ q. v.] Thebodyof
a ship or decked vessel of any kind

;
particu-

larly, the body of an old ship or vessel which
as laid up as unfit for sea-service, or a dismasted
wreck.

Nay, even the hulks of the ships that carried them,
"though not converted into constellations in the heavens,
used to be honoured and visited as sacred relics upon
«arth. Cuok, Third Voyage, i. 1.

4t. [By confusion with hulU, q. v.] A hull or
husk. Pegge—The hulks, in England, old or dis-

masted ships foimerly used as prisons.

There was one H-—, who, I learned, in after days was
seen expiating some maturer offence in the hulks.

Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

liulk^ (hulk), n. [< ME. hulke, holke, a hut,
hovel, sty, < AS. hulc, a hulk, hovel, prob. con-
nected with hulu, E. hulU, and AS. *huUan, E.
MIP, cover, from the root of AS. Tielan, ME.
lielen, B. Jieaft, cover, hide : see hulU, MIV^, and
7jeaZ2.] If. A hut.

Thei maden litle housis (ether hulHs) in desert places.
Wyclif, Wisdom xi. 2 (Purv.).

2. A pigsty or a cattle-pen. [Prov. Eng.]
lulks (hulk), n. [E. dial., = E., holly\ AS.
holegn; the -h repr. the orig. guttural.] The
holly. [Prov. Eng.]

Imlk* (hulk), V. t. [A dial. var. of hollc.'] 1.
To take out the entrails of : as, to Jmlk a hare.
[Rare.]

1 could hulk your grace, and hang you up cross-leg'd,
Like a hare at a poulter's. Beau, and PI., Fhilaster, v.

2. In mining, to take down or remove, as the
softer part of a lode, before removing the harder
part. See gouge, n., 5.

lulk* (hulk), n. [< h^ilk^, «.] In mining: (a)
The removal of the gouge or soft part from the
side of the lode before breaking any part of
the hard metalliferous portion of it down. (6)
The excavation made by this operation.

liulking (hul'kLng), a. [< hulk\ 2, -I- -jwg'2.]

Unwieldy; heavy and clumsy. [CoUoq.]

You are grown a large hulking fellow since I saw you
last. Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 166.

lulky (hul'ki), a. [< ZwZfel + -j^l.] If. Bulky;
unwieldy.— 2. Clumsy; loutish; hulking. [Col-
loq.]

I want to go first and have a round with that hulky fel-

low who turned to challenge me.
George Eliot, Middlemarch, Ivi.

lulu (hul), n. [< ME. hule, hole, hoole, holl, a
hull, husk, shell, < AS. hulu, hull, husk, = MT>

,

hulle, D. hul, a veil, covering for the head, hood,
cap, = OHGr. hulla, MHGr. G. hiiUe, a veil, cover,
hood, cap, sheath, husk, case ; also with forma-
tive s, MD. hulse, also hulsche,huldsche,J). hulze,

hull, husk, cod, case, = MLG. huls, LG-. hulse =
OHGr. hulsa, MHGr. huls, hulse, hulsche, hulsche,

Or. hulse, hull, husk, etc. ; connected with the
verb, AS. *huUan, ME. hulen, Mien, hillen, E. hill^,

cover (cf. Sc. hill = hull), ult. from the root of
AS. helen, ME. helen, cover, hide : see heaP, MIV^,
and cf. hull'^.'] An outer covering, particularly
of a nut or of grain; a husk.

The hulkes, hulles, or skinnes of grapes, when their
moisture is crushed and pressed out. Nomenelator.

I learnt more from her in a fash
Than if my brainpan were an empty hull,
And every Muse tumbled a science in.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

To unhusk truth a-hiding in its hulls.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 988.

=Syn. Husk, etc. See skin, n.

iulll (hul), V. t. [< ME. hullen; < hulP-, ».] 1.

To smp off the hull or hulls of: as, to hull

grain; to hull strawberries.— 2t. To strip off.

Hastili hulde we the hides of thise bestes,
Greithe we vs in that gere to go ferther hennes.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2587.

Eulledbarley. SeeScoicAftariey, under torfej/i.—Hulled
com, a preparation of whole grains of Indian corn or maize
for food, made by maceration in a weak lye to remove the
bulls, subsequent cleansing, and a thorough boiling in
milk,

lull^ (hul), n. [Conformed to, and usually iden-

tified with, huil^, as if the 'shell' of a ship,
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but really a different word ; < ME. holl, holle,

hoole, hole, the hull of a ship, a particular use
of hole^, a hollow. Sull^ is thus identical
with hoW, both being variations of hoW^, in a
sense prob. derived from the D.: cf. "het hoi
van een schip, the ship's hold or hull" (Sewel)

:

see hold^ and hole^, m.] The frame or body
of a ship, exclusive of her masts, yards, and
rigging.

Here I beheld yn sad spectacle, more than halfe that
gallant bulwark of the kingdom miserably shatter'd,
hardly a vessell intire, but appearing rather so many
wrecks and hulls. Evelyn, Diary, June 17, 1686.

Long stood Sir Bedivere
Revolving many memories, till the hull
Look'd one black dot against the verge of dawn.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

A huUt, at hullt (naut.). Same as ahull.

By reason of contrary windes, which blew somewhat
hard, we lay a hull vntill morning.

HaMuyt's Voyages, II. 104.

They could bear no sail, but were forced to lie at hull
many days together.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 33.

HuU dotTU. (a) Naut, so far off, as a ship, that the hull
is invisible, owing to the convexity of the earth's surface,
while the masts and sails are still seen.

Now, at 15 miles, a ship is hull doum; so it comes to this,

that we can throw a 9-inch shell on to the deck of a ship
before we can see it

!

Sd. Amer., TS. S., LVIII. 340.

Hence— (&) In sporting, so far behind as to stand no chance
of winning. [Slang.]

kulP (hul), V. [< hull^, ».] I. trans. To strike

or pierce the hull of (a ship) with a cannon-
ball.

As we were under full headway, and swiftly rounding
her with a hard-port helm, we delivered a broadside at

her consort, the Bombshell, each shot hulling her.
The Century, XXXVI. 428.

Il.t intrans. To float or drift on the water,
as the hull of a ship without the aid of sails.

Being then little winde, and neere the land, they tooke
in their sayles, and lay hulling. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1.422.

Thus hulling in
The wild sea of my conscience, I did steer
Toward this remedy. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

He look'd, and saw the ark hull on the flood.

Milton, P. L., xi. 840.

kulFt (hul), V. t. A variant of hill^.

hulF (hul), ». [< hum, V. Cf. also hum.} A
hovel; a pen; a sty. [Prov. Eng.]

hull*t, »• [A dial. var. of hollen, hollip-.'] Holly.

Oft did a left hand crow foretell these.things in her hull
tree. W. Wehbe, Eng. Poetry, p. 74.

hulF (hul), a. and n. A dialectal pronunciation
of whole, common in New England.
hullabaloo (huFa-ba-lo'), n. [Also -written hal-
labaloo, hullaiaUiio, So. hullie-bulloo, hillie-bulloo,

hullie-bullow, hillie-balow, hullie-iullie, halloo-
ialloo ; a varied redupl. of indefinite elements

;

cf. hullo = hello, hallo\ hubbuiboo, and hurly-
burly.'] Uproar; racket; noisy confusion.

Thinkest thou thatwe are dying of silence here, and only
to be preserved, like the infant Jupiter, by a hullabaloo f

BvZwer, Last Days of Pompeii.

huUer (hul'6r), n. [< hulV- + -erl.] One who
or that which hulls ; specifically, a hulling-ma-
ehine ; a huUing-mill or huUer-gin.
huUer-gin (hul'6r-jin), n. A cotton-gin for gin-
ning cotton gathered with the bolls. E. H.
Knight.

huUet (hul'et), n. A dialectal variant of owlet.

hull-gull (hul'gul'), n. [Perhaps a corruption
of whole goll, with ref. to the closed hand (see
goll, fist). Cf . gulp-, 7, hulP.'] A guessing game
for children, one player takes a number of beans, peas,
or the like in his closed hand, saying, "Hull gull." An-
other says, "Hand full." Then the first says, "Parcel how
many?" The other player then guesses at the number,
taking all if the guess is correct, otherwise making up the
discrepancy.

hulling-machine (hul'-ing-ma-shen*), n. A ma-
chine for removing the hulls from grain, in such
hulling-machines as the wheat-huUer, the barley-mill,
and the hominy-mill, the hull is broken and torn from
the grain without crushing the grain itself. In the pearl-
bai'ley mill, the huH is removed and the grain rounded
by grinding. In cotton-cleaning the bolls with the seed
and lint are sometimes treated together in the huUer-
gin. All these hulling-machines, except the laat, are es-
sentially grin ding-mills, and employ either rotating stones
or roughened revolving cylinders.

huUite (hul'it), n. [After Prof. Edward Hull
of Dublin.] A black massive mineral filling
cavities in basalt near Belfast, Ireland. It is a
hydrous silicate of iron, aluminium, and mag-
nesium.
hullo (hu-16'), interj. Another form of hello.

Hullo ! (and here I particularly beg, in parenthesis, that
the printer will follow my spelling of the word, and not
put Hillo, or Halloa, instead, both of which are base com-
promises which represent no sound that ever yet issued
from any Englishman's lips). JMckenst Household Words.

hum
hullockt (hul'ok), m. [Origin obscTire.] Naut,

a small part 6i a, sail lowered in a gale to keep

the ship's head to the sea.

huUyi (hul'i), a. [<huin + -y^.2 Having husks
or pods ; siliquous.

hully^t, «. iCthuin.] 1. A long -wicker trap

used for catching eels.— 2. A perforated chest

for keeping crabs and lobsters in the sea till

wanted. Hallivjell.

huloist (hii'16-ist), n. Same as hyloist.

hulotheism, hulotheist. Same as hylotheism,

hylotheist.

Eulsean (hul'se-an), a. Of or pertaining to

John Hulse, an English clergyman (bom 1708,

died 1789 or 1790). By his will he provided for sev-

eral endowments or foundations in the University of Cam-
bridge, the principal of which are the Hulsean lectureship

on the evidences of Christianity or on difficulties in the

Scriptures, and the Hulsean professorship of divinity. The
Hulsean lecturer (called by him the " Christian Preacher")

is chosen annually (beginning with 1820), and now delivers

from four to six (but formerly more) lectures or sermons

before the university, which are published. The Hulsean
professorship was substituted in 1860 for the office of

"Christian Advocate " instituted by Hulse.

hulst (hulst), n. [D. hulst, hoUy.] Holly. See
hollen.

hulstert, v. t. [ME. hulstren, conceal, hide, ult.

< AS. heolstor, a covering, concealment, dark-

ness : see holster.'] To hide ; conceal.

I wol herberwe me
Ther I hope best to hulstred be.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 6146.

hulver (hul'ver), n. [< ME. hulver, holver {hul-

vur, holvur), hulfere, hoUy, < Icel. hulfr, dog-
wood (otherwise called beinvidhi, prop, ebony,
ebony-wood, < beinn, ebony (< L. eheniis), as-

similated to bein, leg, bone, = E. bone^). Con-
nection -ndth holly, hoUen, ME. holi, holin, etc.,

doubtful.] 'B.o&j, Ilex Aguifolium. The knee-
hulver is Muscus aculeatus, the butcher's broom

;

the sea-hulver is Eryngium maritimum.

Save hulver and thorn, thereof fiail for to make.
Tusser, Five Hundred Points.

huly, a. and adv. A variant of hooly.

hum! (hum), v.; pret. and pp., hummed, ppr.
humming. [< ME. hummen, hum, = MHG. G-.

hummen,hum (cf . OD. hummen, hemmen, mutter,
hum (def. 2), hem, D. hemmen, cry hem after)

;

freq. humble^, q. v.; orig. imitative, like ME.
bummen, E. bum^ and ooomi, bumble, hum,
buzz, MH(x. Gr. summen = Dan. summe, buzz,
Sp. zumbar, hum, resound, Pg. zumbir, buzz.]

1. intrans. 1. To make a prolonged droning
soimd, as a bee in flight;' drone; murmur;
buzz.

Suddenly with boisterous armes he throwes
A knobby flint, that hummeth as it goes.

Sylvester, tr. of Bu Bartas's Weeks, ii,. The Handy-Crafts.

Sometimes a thousand twangling instruments
Will hum about mine ears. Shak., Tempest^ UL 2.

2. To give utterance to a similar sound, such
as the droning of a tune, a contemptuous or
vacant mumbling, a murmuring expression of
applause or satisfaction, hesitation, dissent,
etc.

-When Burnet preached, part of his congregation hutn^
med so loudly and so long that he sat down to enjoy it.

Johnson, Bp. Sprat.

3. Same as hem^.

If you chance to be out, do not confess it with standing
still, or humming, or gaping one at another.

B. Jonson, Epicoene, v. 1.

"Well, you feUow," says my lord, "what have you to
say ? Don't stand humming and hawing, but speak out"

Fielding, Tom Jones, viii. 11.

To make things hum, to set matters in rapid motion or
great activity. [TJ. S.]

Since the American nation fairly got hold of the holiday
[Christmas], ... we have made it hum, as we like to say.

C. D. Warner, Harper's Mag., LXXVIIL 161.

II, trans. 1. To sing with shut mouth, as to
the sound m; murmur -without articulation;
mumble : as, to hum an air.

Pray, let me look upon the gentleman
With more heed ; then I did but hum him over
In haste, good faith, as lawyers chancery sheets.

Beau, and Fl., -Wit at Several Weapons, i. 1.

And far below the Roundhead rode
And huniTn'd a surly hymn.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

St. To express approbation of, or applaud, by
humming.
Such Sermons as are most humm'd and applauded there

would scarce be suffer'd the second hearing In a grave
congregation of pious Christians,

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Here Nash, if I may be permitted the use of a polite
and fashionable phrase, was humm'd.

Goldsmith, Richard Nash



bum
humi (hum), n. [< hum\ v.} 1 . Any inartiou-
late, low, murmurmg, or buzzing sound, as that
made by bees in flight, by a spinning top, etc.

:

a faint continuous sound having no definite
pitch; a buzz.

In di'awling hums the feeble insects grieve.
Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

g

Sounds that come
lowever near) lilse a faint distant hum
nt of the grass, from which mysterious birthWe guess the busy secrets of the earth.

Keats, Vox et prseterea nihil.

With the hum of swarming bees
Into dreamful slumber luU'd.

Tennyson, EleSnore.
The hum outliving the hushed hell.

Lowell, Darkened Mind.
Specifically—(a) A low confused noise, as of a crowd or
oJ distant voices or sounds of any kind.

From camp to camp, through the foul womb of night
The hum of either army stuly sounds.

'

Shak., Hen. V., iv. (oho.).

Towered cities please us then,
And the busy hum of men.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 118.

No sotmd of life is heard, no village hum.
Bryant, Earth.

<6) A buzz or murmur of applause or approbation, (c) A
sound uttered with closed mouth by a speaker in a pause
from embarrassment, affectation, or the like : as, hums
and haws. Also (and now more commonly) hem,

1 take my chair.
And, after two or three majestic hums,
. . . Peruse my writings.

Massinger, Parliament of Love, ii. 1.

My solemn Ajtms and ha's the servants quake at.
Fleteher (and Massingerl), Lovers' Progress, i. 1.

2t. [Prob. from its causing a buzzing or hum-
ming in the head.] A drink formerly common,
probably made of strong ale or of ale and spirit.
Its exact composition is not known.

And calls for hum.
You takers of strong waters and tobacco,
Mark this. S, Jonson, Devil is an Ass, v. 5.

Lord, what should I ail

!

What a cold I have over my stomach ! would I had some
hum. Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 3.

Venous hum, in pathol., the humming sound heard in
the large veins at the base of the neck, especially in anemic
states.

humi (hum), interj. [Another form of hem, h'm,
inter}., q. v. see hum\ n,, esp. in sense 1 (c).

Cf. LG. hum, humme, an interjection of forbid-
ding or directing ; F. hum, hum, a coughing ac-
cent or voice.] An interjectional, hesitating
sound, uttered with or during a pause; hem;
h'm.

Sar. Hurn, hum
Jam. That preface.

If left out in a lawyer, spoils the cause.
Though ne'er so good and honest.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 3.

hum^ (hum), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. hummed, ppr.

humming. [Orig. dial. ; appar. a particular use
of &ttj»i, v., I., 2, II., 2; cf. Sp. zvmibar, joke,
jest, make oneself merry, Pg. zomhar, joke, jest,

a particular use of Sp. zumbar, Pg. zumbir, hum,
buzz : see fea»»i. Cf. humbug.'] To trick or de-
lude; impose on; cajole.

I don't mean to cajole you hither with the expectation
of amusement or entertainment ; you and I know better
than to hum or be hummed in that manner.

Ume. D'Arblay, Diary, II. 153.

JlUm^ (hum), n. [< hum^, «.] An imposition or
hoax; a humbug.

"lis true his friend gave out that he was hanged

;

But to be sure, 'twas all a hum.
Oarrick, quoted in Jon Bee's Samuel Toote, p. Ixxxvi.

It's "No Go"— it's "Gammon"— it's "all a Hum."
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 186.
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2. Pertaining to the sphere, nature, or faculties
o± man; relative or proper to mankind: mun-dane; secular; not divine: as, A w/nare know-
ledge, wisdom, or science ; human afllairs.

v^^}tT^^V^^ *" ''''"^» probabUity the first that hadknocked at his door m a quarter of a centuiy.
Scribner's Mag., IV. 662.

Sn??„^o^^- ^"^ ^" ^''^^' * ««» instituted by a con-vention among men
; a conventional sign, as a strike ofa bell for a sign of the hour. ((.) In aslroi. a sign of the

humanitarian
nature, or of matters relating to humanity.
Collins.

humaniform (hu-man'i-f6rm), a. [< L. huma-
nus, human, + forma, form.] Having the form
or characteristics of man ; human. [Rare.]

All religion being more or less anthropomorphic, or hu-
maniform, the structure of the spirit world must corre-
spond with human conceptions and experiences.

Amer. Antiquarian, XI. 11.

pp.
. .

ppr. humanifying. [< L. humanus,
human, + facere, make.] To render himian;
incarnate. [Rare.]

I will not dispute whether he could not have received
us again to favour by some nearer and easier way than for
His own Son to be humanifted, and being man to be cru-
""ned. 2{ev. T. Adams, Works, IIL 211.

Inunanisation, humanise, etc. See humaniza-

=s in his J'^' ^^•

habitual humanism (hu'man-izm), n. [< human + 4sm,.'\

1. Human nature or character; humanity.
A general disposition of mind belonging to a man as

such is termed humanism.

zodiac corresponding to a constellation havini for iti
lumanify (hu-man'i-fi), v. t; pret. and

v?™^ ? '"^"!'™ ^Tf- The human signs are Gemini
^ -^•-^ --- ^

-" '--f ^ -
Virgo, Aquarius, and the first half of Sagittarius. =Svil 1Human, eta. See humane.

»yn.i.

II. n. A human being; a member of the
family of mankind. [Now cojloq. or humor-

Mars Mars (said he), thou plague of men, smear'd withtne aust and bloud
Of humanes, and their ruin'd wals. Chapman, Iliad, v.

..
^'™'»"* '<"" men, which Mr. Bartlett includes
Dictionary of Americanisms," is Chapman's hi

ptoaae in his translation of Homer. I find it also in the
old play of » The Hog hath lost his Pearl."

Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.
Parson B-— . . is just as fierce upon the dogs whentney annoy him as he is upon the humans who cross his

P*™' Harper's Mag., XVI. 137.
To see such a number of tenified creatures taking sanc-

tuary in every nook along the shore is enough to infect a
silly human with alarm.

B. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 121.

humanatet (hii'man-at), a. [< ML. humanatus,
pp. of humana/ri, become human, < L. humanus,
human: see human.'] Made human; endued
with humanity.
Of your saying it followeth that the bread is humanate

or incarnate. Cramner, Ans. to Gardiner, p. 369.

humane (hu-man'), a. [Formerly not separated
from human, which was also spelled humane,
humaine (with the accent on the first syllable)

;

recently differentiated, with form and accent
of the L. humanus, human, also humane : see
human, and cf. -an, -ane.] If. Of or pertaining
to man; human. See human, a., 1.—Sf. Pro-
fane ; secular. See human, a., 2.

His ignorance acquites him of all science, humane or
divine. Sir T. Overbury, Characters, An Hypocrite.

Aristotle,
authors.

Euripides,

According as he [man] raises his intellectual and moral
nature to the levels of a higher and higher humanism.

Amer. Anthropologist, I. 12.

2. A system or mode of thought in which hu-
man interests predominate, or any purely hu-
man element is made prominent.
The Hegelian idealism first bred the more sensnalistic

system of Aumanism, and then humanism bred socialism.
Bae, Contemporary Socialism, p. 114.

Here we have the stem Puritanism of old Birmingham
passing into modem nonconformity, . . . and this milder
form of the old spirit mellowing at last into nineteenth-
century humanism. Nineteenth Century, XX 246.

I neither admit the moral influence of theism in the
past, nor look forward to the moral influence of human-
ism in the future. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 249.

3. The subjects of study called the humanities

;

hence, pohte learning in general ; literary cul-
ture ; especially, in the revival of learning in
the middle ages, the intelligent and apprecia-
tive study of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew letters,
which was introduced by Petrarch in Italy, and
spread thence throughout Europe.

Sophocles, and all humane humanist (hu'man-ist), n. and a. [= P. huma-
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err. niste = Sp. Pg. humanista= It. umanista ; as hu-

3. Having the feelings and inclinations proper
to man;_ having tenderness, compassion, and
a disposition to treat other human beings and
the lower animals with kindness; kind; be-
nevolent.

I daresay aU this is hum, and that aU will come back.
Lamb, To Manning.

human (hu'man), a. and n. [Formerly humane,
humaine, < ME. *human (in adv. humanly), hur
iMin, < OP. hvmain, F. humain = Pr. human,
vman = Sp. Pg. humane = It. umano, < L. hv^
nanus, of or belonging to a man, human, hu-
mane, < 'homo (homin-), man : see Homo. Cf . hu-
mane, a. ioutiletot human.] I. a. 1. Of, pertain-

It is the humane way : the other course
Will prove .too bloody. Sliak., Cor., iii. 1.

Erom racks, indeed, and from all penalties directed
against the persons, the property, and the liberty of here-
tics, the humane spirit of Mr. Gladstone shrinks with hor-
ror. Macaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

4. Tending -to humanize or refine : applied to
the elegant or polite branches of literature, es-

pecially philology, rhetoric, poetry, and the
study of the ancient classics. See humanity, 5.

5e was well skilled in all kinds of humane literature.
Wood, Athense Oxon., I. 310.

It [theology] is too universal in its relations to be able
to stand alone ; it wiU disclose its best treasures only to
those who come to it cultivated by the study of the hu-
maner letters. Contemporary Bev., LI. 218.

=Syil. 3. HumaTie, Merciful; tender,tender-hearted, kind-
hearted, compassionate, sympathetic. Humane differs

from the ordinary use of merciful in that it expresses ac-

tive endeavors to find and relieve suffering, and espe-

cially to prevent it, while merciful expresses the disposi-

tion to spare one the suffering which might be inflicted.

The good Samaritan was humane ; Shylock should have
been merciful; the Boyal Humans Society; a merciful
judge.

Human, Humane. Human is that which belongs to

man as man ; humane means not inhuman, compassion-
ate. A. S. Hill, Ehetoric, p. 61.

And we most humbly beseech thee, merciful Father, to

hear us. Book of Common Prayer, Communion Service,

[Invocation.

humanely (hu-man'U), adv. [< humane + -ly^.

Cf . humanly. ] In a humane manner ; with kind-

ness, tenderness, or compassion.
humaneness (hu-man'nes), n. The quality of

being humane ; tenderness.

man + 4st.] I. ». 1. One accomplished in lit-

erary and classical culture ; especially, in the
fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries,
one of the scholars who, following the impulse
of Petrarch, pursued and disseminated the
study and a truer understanding of classical,
and particularly of Greek, literature. The active
enthusiafm of the humanists was the chief factor in ac-
complishing the Kenaissance.

The author of Utopia was known for tolerant and liberal

:

he was a hUTnwiist and a reformer.
1{. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., L

Among the men of letters were many of the most emi-
nent humanists, such as Leonardo Bruni Aretino, scholar
and statesman, born in 1369.

C. F. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 262.

He [Hermann Lotze] is now one of the noblest living hu-
manists, as contrasted with the specialist on the one hand,
and with the eclectic ... on the other.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 94.

2. A student of human nature, or of matters of
human interest ; one versed in human affairs

and relations.

Equally pleasedwith awatch.acoach, . . . orafactin
hydrostatics, Pepys was pleased yet more by the beauty,
the worth, the mirth, or the mere scenic attitude in life

of his fellow-creatures. He shows himself throughout a
sterling humanist, B. L. Stevenson, Samuel Pepys.

II. a. Humanistic.

Italy, that holy land oi Humanist enthusiasm.
. Brit., XIL 412.

, ,*«„ «^ ,„™„„w.,.. J .a., Q/. *. ,x - t,

ing to, or characteristic of man or of mankind; human-heartedness (hu'man-har'''ted-nes),

having the qualities or attributes of man: as. Humaneness; humanity,
human life or nature; a human 'being; human

Neuer humain ey saw to it egal

!

Bom. ofParUnay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 961.

It is not impossible to me ... to set her before your
«ye8 to-morrow, hwnan as she is.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 2.

But who his human heart has laid

To Nature's bosom nearer? Whtttier, Bums.

His [Scott's] own wonderful humanheartedness— bo

broad, so clear, so genial, so humorous.
J. C. Shairp, Aspects of Poetry, p. 108.

humanhood (hii'man-hud), n. [< human +
-hood.] • The state or condition of being hu-

man; humanity. [Bare.]

It a man attempt to benefit humanity by being faithful

to his humanhood, he is obliged ... to run counter to

his age. Maccall, Elem. of Individualism, p. 90.

Suman nature . . . is a composite thing, a constitution humanics (hu-man'iks), n. [< human + -4cs:
otmanypartB differing in km^d»dqimlity.^^^^_^_

202. see 4cs.] The doctrine or science of human

humanistic (hu-ma-nis'tik), a. [< humanist +
-ic] Of or pertaining to humanity or the hu-
manities; characteristic of humanists or of

humanism.
No mystic dreams of ascetic i)iety had come to trouble

the tranquillity of its humanistic devotion. J. Caird.

Science . . . substitutes a world of force and law for
a world of humanistic divinities.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 148.

The old Plutonic gods do not assert themselves ; they
are buried and turned to dust, and the more modem hu-
manistic divinities bear sway.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XXVII. 113.

humanistically (hii-ma-nis'ti-kal-i), adv. In
a humane manner; by means of the humani-
ties.

Apart from current controversies stood the teachings
of the school of Chartres, humanistically nourished on the
study of the ancients. A. Seth, Encyo. Brit., XXI. 423.

humanitarian (hu-man-i-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [<

humanity + -arian.] I, a. 1. In theol., afSrm-
ing the himianity or human nature of Christ,



humanitarian

but denying Ms divinity.— 2. Having regard
to the interests of humanity, or all mankind

;

broadly philanthropic.

Humanitarian, wider of scope than philanthropic, is a
word pregnant with significance.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 316.

11. ». 1. In theol.: (a) One who asserts the
mere humanity of Jesus Christ, and denies his

divinity; a Unitarian. Some humanitarians hold
that Christ was the subject of a divine Inspiration which
rendered his human nature an extraordinary one. (J)

One who maintains the perfectibility of hu-
man nature without the aid of grace.— 3. One
who adopts the doetriue or theory that man's
sphere of duty is limited to a benevolent in-

terest in and practical promotion of the welfare
of the human race, apart from all considera-
tions of religion.— 3. A philanthropist.

humanitarianism (hu-man-i-ta'ii-an-izm), II.

[< humanitarian + -ism.] 1. In thebl., the doc-
trine that Jesus Christ possessed a human na-
ture only.—2. The doctrine that mankind may
become perfectwithout divine aid.—3. The doc-
trine that benevolence or philanthropy forms
the sum of man's duties.

Pierre Leroux, who at a later period hecame the ex-

ponent of Humanitarianism, a kind of Saint-Simonism
modified and tinctured with Hegelian philosophy.

S. T. Ely, French and German Socialism, p. 72.

4. Humane or humanitarian principles ; com-
prehensive humanism or philanthropy.

Christianity, by reason of the simplicity of its doctrines,
the sublime humanitarianism of its ethics.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. B8.

Humanitananism alms at the reorganization of socie-
ty, so that all shall possess equal advantages for gaining a
livelihood and contributing to the welfare of society.

L. F. Ward, Dynam. Sociol., II. 450.

humanitiant (hu-ma-nish'an), n. [Irreg. < Tiiir-

inanity + -ia».] A'humanist.
There was an orator there, a man of great reading, a sin-

gular scholar, and an excellent humanitian.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. B88.

Nay, sir, I have read history, I am a little humanitian.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ill. 3.

humanity (hii-man'i-ti), n. [< ME. humanitye,
< OF. humariite, humainete, F. humanity = Pr.
humanitat = Sp. humanidad = Pg. humanidade
= It. umanitd = D. humaniteit = G. Jmmani-
tdt = Dan. Sw. humanitet, < L. 1iumanita{t-)s,

human nature, humanity, also humane con-
duct, < humanus, hmnan, humane : see human,
hiimane.'] 1. The condition or quality of he-
ing human; human character or nature.

The nature and condition of man, wherin he islesse than
God Almyghty, and excellynge not withstandyng al other
creatures in eixh, is called humanitie.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, il. 8.

There is no such thing as stereotyped AMmanify; itmnst
ever be a vague, bodiless idea, because the concrete units
from which it is formed are independent realities.

J. H. Hewman, Gram, of Assent, p. 268.

In the deluge, Eintan escaped by taking the form of a
salmon, until the receding waters left him high and dry
on Tara Hill, when he resumed his humanity.

W. S. Qregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Readers, p. 4.

2. Mankind collectively; the human race.

Humanity must perforce prey on itself.

Like monsters of the deep.
Shak., Lear, iv. 2.

It was cutting very close to the bone to carve such a
shred ot humanity from the body politic to make a sol-

dier of. 0. W. Holmes, Old VoL of Life, p. 61.

3. The character of being humane ; considera-
tion for the sensibilities of others, and sympa-
thy with their needs or suffering; kindness;
Ijenevolence ; a disposition to relieve distress,

whether of men or of animals, and to treat all

creatures kindly.

To withdraw something from thyself to give to other

—

that is a point of humanity and gentleness, which never
taketh away so much commodity as it brlngeth again.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 7.

Are you angry, sir.

Because you are entertaln'd with all humanity?
Ereely and nobly us'd?

Beau, arid Fl., Custom of the Country, Hi. 2.

The notion of what, for want of a better phrase, I must
call a moral brotherhood in the whole human race has
been steadily gaining ground during the whole course of
history, and we have now a large abstract term answering
to tills notion— Humanity.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 64.

4t. Politeness; civility.

To prate in thy maysters presence, It is no humanitye.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 86.

There cannot be a greater argument of the general good
understanding of a people than a sudden consent to give
their approbation of a sentiment which has no emotion
in it. If it were spoken with never so great skill In the
actor, the manner of uttering that sentence could have
nothing in it which could strike any but people of the
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greatest humanity— nay, people elegant and skilful In
observations upon it. Steele, Spectator, No. 502.

5. Learning or literature of a merely human
or secular Mnd: opposed to divinity: general-
ly in the plural, with reference to the several
branches of such literature, as philology, gram-
mar, rhetoric, poetry, the study of the ancient
classics, and the like. In Scotland, in the singu-
lar, applied to Latin and Latin literature alone

:

as, a professor of humanity.

Philological studies, when philology . . . was restricted
to the cultivation of the languages, literature, history,
and archaeology of Greece and Rome, were very commonly
called llteree humanlores, or, in English, the humanities;
and it is the conviction of their value as a moral and intel-

lectual disclpline.which has led scholars almost univer-
sally to ascribe the origin of this appellation to a sense of
their refining, elevating, and humanizing influence. This,
however, I think is an erroneous etymology. They were
called literee humanlores, the humanities, by way of op-
position to the literse divinsB, or divinity, the two studies,
philology and theology, then completing the circle of
scholastic knowledge, which, at the period of the intro-

duction of the phrase, scarcely included any branch of
physical science. (?. P. Marsh, Leots. on Eng. Lang., ilL

humanization (hu'^man-i-za'shon), n. [< hu-
manize + -ation.'] Tlie act of Itiimianizing, or
the state of being humanized; a making hu-
man or humane; assimilation to humanity.
-Also spelled humanisaUon.

It Is under that name [duty] that the process of humani-
zation ought to begin and be conducted throughout.

Coleridge, Table Talk.

humanize (hu'man-iz), v.
;

pret. and pp. hu-
manized, ppr. humanizing. [= F. humaniser =
Pg. humanisar; as human + -ize.'\ I. trans.

1. To make human
;
give or attribute a human

character to ; render conformable to human na-
ture or requirements.

Socrates, . . . by his plain simplicity, without any coun-
terfeit vanity whatsoever, hath humanized, as I may so
say, philosophy, and attributed it to humane reason.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 986.

Man, . . . considered simplyasabeiug of this world, was
to the Greek the expression of all that was best and bright-
est in his thoughts. What could he do but humamise his
gods? Faiths of the World, p. 163.

2. To render humane or gentle; make suscep-
tible or agreeable to human feeling; refine or
soften the human character of ; civilize.

Song might tell

What humanizing virtues near her cell
Sprang up, and spread their fragrance wide around.

Wordsworth, Off Saint Bees' Heads.

It is always humanizing to see how the most rigid creed
is made to bend before the kindlier instincts of the heart.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser,, p. 113.

Humanized Isrmph. See lymph.—itvanxi^zBA virus.
See virus.

II. intrans. To become human or humane;
become civilized.

By the original law of nations, war and extirpation were
the punishment of injury. Humanizing by degrees, it
admitted slavery instead of death ; a further step was the
exchange of prisoners instead of slavery. Franklin.

Also spelled humanise.
humanizer (hii'man-i-z6r), n. One who hu-
manizes. Also spelled humaniser.
humankind (hH'man-Mnd'), n. The race of
man ; mankind ; the human species.

A knowledge both of books and human kind.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 640.

humanly (hu'man-li), adv. [< ME. humanly,
courteously, MuSly : see humanely and human.]
1. In a human manner; after the manner of
men; according to human knowledge or belief

:

as, humanly speaking, it is impossible.
Look at this little seed. See . . . how humardy it iiea:

how humanly it puts forth its spring leaves.
Q. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 131.

2t. Kindly; humanely.
Though leam'd,well-bred ; and though well-bred, sincere

;

Modestly bold, and humanly severe.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 636.

humanness (hu'man-nes), n. The state or
quality of being human ; humanity.
humate (hu'mat), n. [< hmn{ic) + -atei.] A
salt of humic acid.

humatile (hu'ma-til), a. [Irreg. < L. humatus,
pp. of humare, bury, + E. -«e.] Buried. See
the extract. [Rare.]

All species burled at a later date than the dlluvlan de-
posit were to be considered merely humatile or sub-fossil.

N. Joly, Man before Metals (trans.), p. 17.

humationt (hu-ma'shpn), n. [< L. humaUo{n-),
a burying, < humare, cover with earth, inter,
bury, < hwmus, earth: see humus. Cf. exhuma-
tion, inhumation.'] Interment; inhumation.

Lancashire gave me breath.
And Cambridge education

;

Middlesex gave me death.
And this church my humation.

J. Weever, Epitaph, in Fuller's Worthies, Lancashire.

humble

humbird (hum'bferd), n. [< html + 6irdl.] A
humming-bird. [Bare;]

Some from the hum-bird's downy nest.

J. B. Drake, Culprit Eay.

humblest (hum'bl), v. i. [< ME. humbelen,

humblen, for *hummelen{=OT>. hommelen), hum,
freq. of hummen, E. hum\ like bumble, freq. of
bum\ boom^ : see humK Cf . humblebee. For tha
form, cf. humble^, humble^, hamble, nimble, etc.]

To hum.
To humUe like a bee. Minsheu.

humble^ (hum'bl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. humbled,

ppr. humbling. [Sc. hummel (in sense 2) : ult.

a secondary form of hamble, mutilate, ham-
string: see hamble. Cf. humble^, o.] If. To-

break; make sore.

Klbed or humbled heeles.
Holland, tr. of Pliny (ed. 1634), IL 88.

2. To break off the ears of (barley) with a flail

;

separate from the awns. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]— 3t. To break off the horns of.

The polled or humbled cattle come next under our con-
sideration, a kind well deserving of notice.

6. Culley, Observations on Live Stock (1786).

humblest- (hum'bl), a. [Sc. hummel, hummle,
OSc. homyll, having no horns (cf. Sc. Ivumlie,

a 'cow having no horns); < humble^, v.] 1.

Broken; bruised; sore.— 2. Having no horns,
as a cow.
Quhen vncouth [strange] ky fechtis amang thaym self,

gif ane of thaym happenis to be slane, and vncertane-
quhat kow maid the slauchter, the kow that is homyll sail

heir the wyte. Bellenden, Cron. B., x. c. 12. {Jamiesmi.'y

3. Pertaining to a humble cow.
The lop-ear [in the zebu] is a decidedly hum/meZ charac-

teristic. Amer. Naturalist, XXI. 886.

humble^ (hum'bl or um'bl), a. [< ME. humble,
< OF. humble, humle, humele, F. humble = Pr.

humil, omil = OSp. humil, Sp. Pg. humilde =
It. umile, < L. humilis, low, slight, hence mean,
humble (cf. Q-r. x'^l^'^i, ;taW'iof, on the ground,
low, trifling), < humus, the ground, humi, on
the ground, = Gr. ;t;<'^y«ffi(, on the ground: see

humus, human, etc., and chamoeleon, chameleon,
chamomile, camomile.] 1. Lowly in kind,
state, condition, amount, etc.; of little worth,
or moment; unimportant; low; common: as,

a humble cottage ; a man of humble origin ; &.

humble follower ; my humble means.
These humble considerations make me out of love with,

my greatness. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

Let Innocence
Be written on my tomb, though ne'er so humble,
'Tis all I am ambitious of.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. 2..

I said, I thank thee^ Fate,
I who went forth so humble.
That I come back so great.

Bryant, Poet's First Song..

2. Lowly in manner or guise ; modest; unpre-
tending; submissive: as, a humble apology.

And alle that ben byfore
Yow in this stede, salue withe humble Face.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 3,

In him the painter labour'd with his skill

To hide decei^ and give the harmless show
An humble gait, calm looks, eyes wailing still.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1608.

To please, you must a hundred changes try

;

Sometimes be humMe, then must soar on high.
Dryden, tr. of Boileau's Art of Poetry, Hi. 679.

3. Lowly in feeling ; lacking self-esteem; hav-
ing a sense of insignificance, unworthiness^
dependence, or sinfulness ; meek

;
penitent.

God resistetb the proud, and giveth grace to the humbU~
1 Pet. v. 6.

Show me thy humile heart, and not thy knee.
Shak.,Ricb.U..,n.S.

Frajrer of humble access. See access. =S7TL 2. Unas-
summg, unobtrusive, unostentatious.

humble^ (hum'bl or um'bl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

humbled, ppr. humbling. [< ME. humblen, lefl.

;

< humble^, a.] 1 . To make lower ; bring down ;.

bow down.
The highest mountains may be humbled into valleys.

HakewUl, Apology.

The common executioner . . .

Falls not the axe upon the humbled neck.
But first begs pardon. Shak. , As you Like it, ill. 6.

2. To make lower in state or condition ; reduce
in power, possessions, esteem, etc. ; abase: as,

to humble one's foes; to humble the pride of a.

rival.
Is it her nature, or is it her will.
To be so cruell to an humbled foe?

Spenser, S9nnetB, xli.

Fortune not much of humbling me can boast;
Though double tax'd, how little have I lost 1

Pope, Imlt. of Horace, II. ii. IBL.



humble

3. To make hum'ble or lowly in feeling; bring
down the pride or vanity of; make meek and
submissive ; humiliate : often used reflexively.

Bumble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of
God, that he may exalt you. 1 Pet. t. 6.

They [the lords] humble themselves to the King, and
crave Pardon for that they had done, which they obtained.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 109.

=%jn. Debase, Degrade, etc. See abase.

liumblebee (hum'bl-be), «. [< ME. humlylbee,
homiulie, B. dial, also hummohee; (AS. not
found) = D. hommelbij= Dan. humlehi, himible-
bee : not directly compounded of humble^, hum,
+ oeel^ the simple noun *huml>le, a humble-
bee, bemg older (OHG.) ; MB. not found alone,
OSc. hummel, a drone, = OD. hommel (equiv.

to hommel = B. ftamfitebee), a humblebee, a
drone, a wasp, = OHG. humbal, MHG. humoel,
hummel, G. hummel, humblebee, drone, = Dan.
humle = Sw. humla, humblebee. The jnh in
OHG. humbal can hardly be the ordinary dis-
similation of mm as in humble^, v., humble^,
humble^, though the word cannot well be sep-
arated in its origin from the imitative base
Mm^. Of. bumblebee.^ Same as bumblebee.

Kill me a red-hipped humble-tee, on the top of a thistle.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

The young humble bee . . . breeds in long grass.
I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 70.

Burly, dozing humble-bee I

Where thou art is clime for me.
Emersoj^, The Humble-Bee.

bumbleflcation (hum"- or um"bl-fi-ka'shon), n.

[Irreg. < humble^ + -fication.'] HumiUty.' [Lu-
dicrous and rare.]

The Prospectus . . . has about it a sort of unmanly
humblejicat'Uyii which is not sincere.

Southey, Letters (1809), IL 120.

humbleheadf, ». [_ME., <hwmbleS + -head: see
-hood."} Humble estate or condition. Chaucer.

humblelyt, ad/v. A Middle English form of

humble-iaouthed (hum'bl-moutht), a. Hum-
ble in speech.
You are meek, and hUTnble-mmUh'd.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. i.

humbleness (hum'- or um'bl-nes), n. [< hu7n-

ifoS + -ness.'i The state of being humble or
low; humility; meekness.
For my part, I am rather, with all subjected humble-

ness, to thank her excellencies. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Her dress . . .

Is homely— fashioned to express
A wandering Pilgrim's humbleness.

Woi'dsworth, White Doe of Rylstone, vii.

humble-pie (hum'bl-pi'), n. [< humbles, for

umble-s, orig. numbles, q. v., + jjiei.] A pie
made of the umbles or numbles (that is, the
heart, liver, kidneys, and entrails) of the deer.
—To eat humble-pie, to submit tamely to Insult or hu-
miliation; apologize or humiliate one's self abjectly: in

aUusion to the humble-pie, or pie made of the umbles or
numbles of a deer, formerly, at hunting feasts, set before
the huntsman and his followers, but with further and now
exclusive allusion to the adjective humble.

" You drank too much wine last night, and disgraced
yourself,- SU-," the old soldier said. "You must get up
and eat humble-pie this morning, my boy."

Thackeray, Newcomes, xiv.

Your "Youll see nex' time !

" an' "look out bumby !

"

Most oilers ends in eatin' U7nble-pie.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 61.

humble-plant (hum'bl-plant), n. The'common
sensitive-plaait. Mimosa pudica.
humbler (hum'- or um'blSr), n. One who or

that which humbles ; one who reduces pride or

mortifies.

humbles (um'- or hum'blz), n. pi. An erro-

neous form of umbles, originally numbles. See
humble-pie and numbUs.
humblesset, n. [MB., also humblis; < OF. hum-
blece, humblesse, humility, < humble, humble:
seehumble^.'] Humbleness; humility; low obei-

sance. Chaucer.
Go, litille bill, with all humblis
Vuto my lady, of womanhede the floure.

And sale hire howe [a] newe Troiles lithe in distrej

All onely for hire sake.
Political Poems, etc. <ed. FumlvaU), p. 44.

With faire fearefull humUesse towards him shee came.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii- 26.

humblessot, n. , An obeisance : a jocular form
of humblesse. Bavies.
He kissed his hands thrice and made as many humbles-

«os ere he would finger it. ,„ ,„„.
Jfashe, lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., Tl 172).

humblingif (hum'bling), n. [< ME. humbeling,

humbling, verbal n. of Jiumbelen, humblen, hum,
tumble : see humble^.l A humming.

Lyke the last humUynge
After the clappe of a thundring.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1, 1039.
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hlunblingSf (hum'- or um'bling), n. [Verbal n.
of humbleS, v.] Humiliation.

I like these tears well, and this humMing also
Beau, and PL, Scornful Lady, iv. 1.

humblingly (hum'- or nm'bling-li), Mv. In a
humblmg or humiliating manner.
humbly (hum'- or um'bli), adv. [< ME. hum-
bUche, humeliche, humblely; < humble^ -I- .iyVs.-\

In a humble manner
; with modest submissive-

ness ; with humility.

A warrior, with his shield of pride
Cleaving humbly to his side.
And hands in resignation prest,
Pahn to palm, on his tranquil breast.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Kylstone, i.

Humboldt blue. Same as spirit-blue. •

humboldtilite (hum'bol-ti-flt), n. [Irreg. <
Humboldt (Baron Alexander von Humboldt
(1769-1859), the German naturalist) -I- -lite, <
Gr. Wo(, stone.] A variety of meUlite ; a sili-

cate of aluminium and iron, belonging to the
vesuvianite group.
humboldtine (hum'bol-tin), n. [< Mumboldt +
-ine^.l A native oxalate of the protoxid of iron.
humboldtite (hum'bol-Ht), «. [< Humboldt +
-4te^.~\ Same as datolite : a name given by L6vy
to crystals from Tyrol, on the supposition that
they differed from ordinary datolite in form.
humbug (hum 'bug), n. [First in use about
1735-40, as a piece of fashionable slang, with
exactly its present sense : but Dean Milles de-
fines it (about 1760) as "a false alarm, a bug-
bear," appar. a more orig. sense; < hum^, a
dial, and slang term, delude, impose on, cajole,
+ b'iig\ a specter, goblin (see hum^ and btigi^)

;

but, as in other slang terms, little regard was
paid to the elements of which it is formally
composed. The use of h/umbug in ref . to a per-
son is more recent; cf. fraud, similarly used
in colloquial speech.] 1. A trick; an impo-
sition, especially an imposition perpetrated un-
der fair and honorable pretenses ; a hoax.

There is a word very much in vogue with the people
of taste and fashion, which, though it has not even the
"penumbra" of a meaning, yet mgkes up the sum total of
the wit^ sense, and judgement of the aforesaid people of
taste and fashion !— "This peace will prove a confounded
Awm6«^,upon the nation.— These theatrical managers
humbug the town damnably I"—Humbug is neither an
English word, nor a derivative from any other language.
It is indeed a blackguard sound, made use of by most
people of distinction ! It is a fine make-weight in con-
versation, and some great men deceive themselves so
egregiouriy as to think they mean something by it 1

Thu Student (1761), 11. 41. {Todd.)

I remember the origin of that word humbug, which has
reigned in high vogue for several years, but I hope this

will not prove another humbug.
British Hag., April, 1763, p. 542.

The great and illustrious humb^ of ancient history

was The Eleusinian Mysteries.
De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

2. A spirit of deception or imposition; false-

ness; hollowness; pretense; sham: as, there is

a great deal of humbug about him.— 3. .Aji im-

postor; a cheat; a deceitful fellow; a person

given to cajolery, flattery, or specious stories.

In reading it [" Gammer Gurton's Needle "] one feels that

he is at least aman among men, and not a humbug among
humbugs. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 164.

4. A form of nippers for grasping the cartilage

of the nose in refractory cattle. E. H. Knight.

— 5. Aktndof candy. See the extract. [Prov.

Bng.]
He had provided himself with a paper of humbugs for

the eiaH—humbugs being the North-country term for

certain lumps of toffy, well flavored with peppermint
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xliii.

humbug (hum 'bug), v.; pret. and pp. hum-

bugged, ppr. humbugging. [< humbug, w.] I.

trans. To deceive by a false pretense; impose

upon ; cajole ; hoax.

With other fine things.

Such as Kings say to Kings
When each tries to humbug his dear Eoyal Brother, in

Hopes by such "gammon " to take one another in.

BarMm, Ingoldsby Legends, IL 300.

II. intrans. To practise deceit or trickery.

'Twixt nations and parties, and state politician^

Prim shop-keepers, jobbers, smooth lawyers, physicians

;

Of worth and of wisdom the trial and test

Is—mark ye, my friends !—who shall humbug the best.

Brookes, Epilogue on Humbugging.

humbugable (hum'bug-a-bl), a. [< humbug, v.,

+ -able.'] Capable of being humbugged; gul-

lible. [Bare.]

My charity does not extend so far as to believe that any

reasonable man (humbuggable as the animal is) can have

been so humbugged. Southey, Letters (1826), IIL 488.

humbugger (hum'bug-er), n. One who hum-

bugs.

humectation

humbuggery (hum'bug-6r-i), n. [< humbug +
-ery.^ The practice of humbug ; false pretense

;

imposition.

humbuzz (hum'buz), n. [< hum + buzz.'] 1. A
eock(?hafer, Melolontha vulgaris. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. Athin piece of woodwith a notched edge,
which, being swung round swiftly on a string,
gives a humming or buzzing sound; a bull-
roarer. [Prov. Eng.]
hum-cup (hum'kup), n. Strong ale. [Prov.
Eng.]
'Tis a barrel then of hum.-eup which we call the black ram.

Sussex Sheepshearing Song, quoted by Bickerdyke.

humdrum (hum'dmm), a. and )i. [In form a

Dull; commonplace; homely; tedious.

Sliall we, quoth she, stand still hum-drum,
And see stout bruin, all alone.
By numbers basely overthrown ?

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 112.

Yet am I by no means certain that she would take me
with the impediment of our friends' consent a regular
humdrum wedding, and the reversion of a good fortune
on my side. Sheridan, The Eivals, ii. 1.

Every one knows that at the age of fifty a plodding, hum-
drum, methodical printer [Richardson] . . . proved him-
self an original genius. Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 46.

II. B. 1. A droning tone of voice; monoto-
nous or tedious talk.

I am frequently forced to go to my harpsichord to keep
me awake, and to silence his humdrum.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. 191.

3. Monotony; tediousness; ennui.

There is as regards the more definite constituents ol
the field of consciousness a close resemblance between
natural sleepiness and the state of monotonous humdrum,
we call tedium or ennuL J. Ward, Encyc Brit., XX. 71.

3t. A dull, tedious fellow; a bore.

I scorn it, I, so I do, to be a consort for every humdrum.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, L 1.

4. A small, low three-wheeled cart, drawn usu-
ally by one horse. [Prov. Eng.]
humdrum (hum'drum), v. i.; pret. and pp. hum-
drummed, ppr. humdrumming. [< humdrum, a.]

To pass the time in a dull manner.
humdudgeon (hum'duj-on), «. [< hum^ +
du4geo7fi.] A complaint or outcry without suf-
ficient reason. [Scotch.

]

I would never be making a humdudgeon about a scart
on the pow. Scott, Guy Mannering, xxiiL

humectt (hu-mekt'), v. t. [< F. humeeter = Pr.
Sp. Pg. humectar = It. umettare, < L. humectare,
correctly umectare, moisten, wet, < humectus,
correctly umectus, of a moist nature, moist,
damp, < humere, correctly umere, be moist : see
humid.'] To moisten; wet; water. [Rare.]

Galen wyll not permytte that pure wyne, without alaye
of water, shulde in any wise be gyuen to chyldren, for as
much as it humecteth the body, or maketh it moyster and
hotter tlian is conueniente.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, L 11.

humectantf (hu-mek'tant), a. and n. [= F.
humectant= Sp. Pg. humectante = It. umettante,

< L. humectan\t-)s, umeetan{t-)s, ppr. of humec-
tare, umectare, moisten: see humect.] I. a.

Moistening; diluent.

Fumes and odours, passing so easily through the air, will
very naturally insinuate into their vehicles also ; which
fumes, if they be grosser and humectant, may raise that di-

versification of touch which we mortals call tasting ; if

more subtile and dry, that which we call smelling.
Dr. H. More, Immortal. -of Soul, iii, 4.

II. n. A substance regarded as tending to

increase the fluidity of the blood,

humectatet (hu-mek'tat), V. t. [< L. humecta-
tu^, umectatus, pp. of humectare, umectare, mois-
ten: see humect.] Same as humect.

Native Lucca olives afford [an oyl] fit to allay the tart-

,

ness of vinegar and other acids, yet gently to warm and
humectate where it passes. Evelyn, Acetaria.

humectation (hu-mek-ta'shon), n. [= F. fe«-

jreec<aWore= Pr. humectacio = Sp. humectacion=
Pg. humecta^So = It. umettazione, < LL. humec-
tatio(n-), umectatio^n-), < L. humectare, umectare,

moisten: see humect.] 1. The act of moisten-
ing, wetting, or watering.

A gai'den that is watered with short and sudden showers
is more uncertain in its fruits and beauties than if a rivu-

let waters it with a perpetual distilling and constant hu-

mectation. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 67.

He would sometimes say "Drink, my children; health

consists in the suppleness and humectation of the parts

;

drink water in great abundance ; it is an universal men-
struum tliat dissolves all kinds of salt."

Smollett, tr. of GH Bias, ii 3.

2. In rmd.: (a) The preparing of a medicine
by steeping it for a time in water, in order to

soften and moisten it, to cleanse it, to prevent
its subtile parts from being dissipated in grind-



htunectation

(6) The application of mois-

[< humect + -ive.'\

ing, or the like,

tenrng remedies
humectivet (hu-mek'tiv), a,

Having the power to moisten.
humefy (hii'me-fi), V. t.; pret. and pp. humefied,
ppr. humefyin'g. [< L. Immefacen-e, umefacere,
make moist, < humere, uin&i-e, be moist, + fa-
cere, make: see -/«/.] To make moist; soften
with water. Goldsmith.

humeral (hii'me-ral), o. and n. [= F. hmnei'al

= Sp. Pg. humeral = It. umerale, < NL. hume-
ralis; cf. neut. LL. humerale, a covering for the
shoulders, < L. humerus, umerus, the shoulder:
see ftwrnerus.] I, a. 1. Of or pertaining to the
humerus.— 2. Of or pertaining to the up^er
arm or the shoulder.— 3. In entom., pertain-
ing to, or situated on or near, a humerus or ante-
rior comer of the thorax or wing-cover Hume-
ral angle. In emtoire. : (a) The exterior front angle of the
thorax orpronotam. (b) The exterior angle of a beetle's ely-

trum. adjoining the pronotum. (c) A bend in the anterior
margin of the wing, near the base, found in certain in-

sects—Humeral artery. Same as brachial artery (which
see, under iwocAioi).—Humeral callosities, dilated
spaces on the front angles of the thorax, seen in many
Diptera, formed by a coalescence of parts of the pro-
thorax with the raetathorax.—Humeral cincture, in
ichth. See cincture.—Humeral veil, in the Rom. Cath.
CA., a long narrow veil of silk, of the color of the ecclesi-

astical season, worn at solemn mass by the sub-deacon,
hanging from his neck and over his shoulders. He
covers his bands with it when he brings the paten from
the credence at the offertory, and while he holds the paten
elevated after the oblation of the unconsecrated chalice,
and until the end of the Lord's Prayer. See patener.

II. n. 1. Same as amice^, 2.

The priest put on the humeraJ, beset with precious
stones. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 115.

2. The second joint, counting from the base, of
the pedipalp of a spider. It is generally long
and rather slender.

humeri, ». Plural of humerus.
humero-abdominal (hu'"me-r6-ab-dom'i-nal),
a. Pertaining both to the liumerus and to the
abdomen, or the upper arm and the belly.

humero-abdominalis (hu^me-ro-ab-dom-i-na'-
lis), n. [NL.] A muscle of the hedgehog which
extends along the side of the abdomen, and con-
nects the humerus with the orbicularis panni-
culi, the action of which it assists.

humerocubital (hu'''me-r6-ku'bi-tal), a. 1. In
anat., pertaining to the humerus and to the cu-
bit or ulna, as a muscle which arises from one
and is inserted into the other of these bones.

—

2. In ichth., relating to the confluent so-called
humerus, uina, and radius exemplified in sUu-
roid fishes ; of or belonging to the coraeoid or
paraglenal. Giinther.

humerodigital (hu"me-r6-dij'i-tal), a. Per-
taining to the humerus and a finger; arising
from the humerus and inserted into a finger or
into the digits collectively, as a muscle.
humerodorsal (hTi''''me-r6-d6r'sal), a. Pertain-
ing to the humerus and the back.
humerodorsalis (hu''''me-r6-d6r-sa'lis), n.

[NL.] A muscle of the Hedgehog arising from
the humerus near the ori-

gin of the humero-abdomi-
nalis, passing through the
axilla, and expanding upon
the integument of the back
and upon the orbicularis
panniouli, the action of
which it assists.

humerometacarpal (hu''-

me-ro-met-a-kar'pal), a.

Pertaining to the humerus
and the metacarpus ; arising
from the humerus and in-

serted into the metacarpus,
as a muscle.
humeroradial (hu "me -ro -

ra'di-al), a. Pertaining to

the humerus and the radius,

or the upper arm and the
forearm: specifically ap-
plied to the ratio of length
between these parts.

A long forearm (humerchradial
index 80).

W. H. Flower, Pop. Sci. Mo.,
[XXVIII. 316.

humerus(hu'me-rus), «.; pi.

humeri (-ri). [= F. humerus C'cgfS?V,"Sr I'.

= Sp. humerO = Pg. humero "ittrnal condyle, or epi.

Ti^ ° y T 7. trochlea : /A, capitellum,= It. UmerO, OmerO, < L. nu- for articulation with ra-

merus, a common but incor-
*'',^ric^^frt'rShie°a!"o';

rect spellmg of umerus, the articulation with uina.

shoulder, prop, the upper fheSoitoiuSonhl
bone of the arm ; = Gr. o^og,

^^'^-,^S!%^^lZ \^
the shoulder, = Groth. amsa, bone.

Front View of Right Hu-
man Humerus.

*, bicipital groove ; c/",

coronoid fossa ; ec, exter-
nalcondyle.orepicondyle;
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the shoulder, = Skt. ansa, the shoulder.] 1.

In anat. : (a) The bone of the upper arm, ex-
tending from the shoulder-joint to the elbow-
joint. In all the higher vertebrates it is a single bone,
usually ofonucli greater length than thickness, and more
or less cylindi'ical, but in a few cases short and stout and
very irregular. It articulates above with the scapula, or
scapula and coraeoid, by a convex head ; below by its con-
dyles with the bones of the forearm. It is remarkably
slender and cylindrical in man, and still more so in bats.

See cut under epicondyle. (ft) The proscapula of

fishes : so called by Cuvier and his followers,
(c) The mesocoracoid of fishes : so designated
by Owen and others, (rff) The shoulder or up-
per arm and associated parts.— 2. In entom.

:

(a) The femur of the fore leg; the brachium.
Kiriy and Spence. (6) The subcostal or sub-
marginal vein of the fore wing of certain hy-
menopters. Walker, (c) The front comer of the
thoracic region seen from above ; the shoulder:
this may be the prothorax, as in Coleoptera, or
the mesothorax, as in Z)ip<era.— Anconeal fossa
of the humerus. See anconeal.

humet, humette^ (hu-mef), n. [Origin ob-
scure.] In her., a fesse or bar couped or cut off

short at each end, and so forming a simple rec-
tangle with its longer sides horizontal.

humet6, humett6, humettee (hu-me-ta', -te'),

a. In /ie)\, couped at each end or arm, so that
the extremities do not reach the sides of the es-

cutcheon : applied to the chevron, fosse, cross,

and the like.

humette^ (hu-mef), n. A cap of fence worn
by archers and other infantry soldiers in the
fifteenth century.

humgruffin (hum'gruf-in), n. [A made word,
based on hum\ v.i., + gruff\ mixed with grif-

Jin.2 A terrible or repidsive person. [Humor-
ous.]

All shrunk from the glance of that keen-flashing eye.

Save one horrid Humgrugin, who seem'd by his talk,

And the airs he assumed', to be cock of the walk.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 198.

humhum (hum'hum), n. [E. Ind.] A kind of
plain, coarse Indian cloth, made of cotton.

Eumian (hu'mi-an) , a. Of orpertainingtoDavid
Hume (1711-76), a Scottish philosopher and his-
torian, or to his philosophy or writings. Hume
carried sensationalism and individualism to their extreme
consequences, resulting in philosophical skepticism. The
study of Hume roused Kant to the production of his "Cri-
tique of the Pure Reason," which is largely a refutation of
Hume's skepticism.

The principal effort of the Hum-ian school has been to
abrogate relations not onlyfrom the sphere of realityJaut
from the sphere of consciousness. W. James, Mind, IX. 4.

The Humian theory was believed to lead inevitably to
scepticism and infidelity. Encyc. Brit., TV, 387.

humic (hii'mik), a. [< humus + -jc] Pertain-
ing to or derived from mold (humus) Humic
acid, an acid found in humus, or formed from it by boiling
with an alkali. Its salts are called humates.

humicubationt (hu'''mi-ku-ba'shon), n. [< L.
humus, the ground, humi, on the ground, + cu-
batio{n-), a lying down, < euiare, lie down.] A
lying on the ground

;
penitential prostration.

Fasting and sackcloth, and ashes and tears, and humicit-
hations, used to be companions of repentance.

Abp. BramJiall,

Lents, Embers, 'Vigils, Groans, Humuubations.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 146.

humid (hH'mid), a. [< F. humide= Pr. humid=
Sp. hiimedo = Pg. humido = It. umido, < L. hu-
midus, correctly umidus, moist, < humere, correct-
ly umere, be moist, akin to imens, moist, Hvidus,
Odus, moist: cf. Gr. vyp6g, moist (see hygro-),
Icel. vokr, moist, > E. dial, wokey, moist, ME.
wohien, be moist. Hence humor, eto.] Moist,
or accompanied with moisture ; containing, or
formed or effected by, water or vapor; wet or
watery; damp.

On which the sun more glad impress'd hi^ beams
Than in lair evening cloud, or humid bow.

Milton, P. 1., iv. 161.

Fearless of humid air and gathering rains.
Forth steps the man. Cowper, Task, i. 212.

Humid process. See assaying. =Syn. Damp, Dank, etc.
See vwifit.

humidify (hu-mid'i-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. hu-

midified, ppr. humidifying. [< humid + -v-fy."]
To make humid. [Eare.]

Humidifying the air in mills. The Engineer, LXV. 363.

humiditj; (hu-mid'i-ti), n. [< ME. humidytee, <
OF. humidite, F. humidity= 'Pt. humiditai=: Sp.
humididad (cf. Pg. humidade) =ilt.umiditd,, (.fj.

humidita{t-)s, correctly umidita{t-)s, moisture,
< umidus, moist: see humid.^ 1. The state of
being humid; moisture; dampness; especially,
a moderate degree of wetness which is percep-
tible to the eye or touch.

humility

Til It be harde, unwattred most it be.

Lest alle the werk conupte humyditee.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S,.\ p. 188.

O blessed breeding sun, draw from the earth

Rotten humidity. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

2. In meteor., the amount of aqueous vapor in

the atmosphere comparedwith that which is re-

quired to saturate it under the given condition

as to temperature: specifically called relative

humidity. If the atmosphere is completely saturated,

the humiiiity is expressed as 100 ; if perfectly dry, as 0. The
humidity varies widely in different places, and in the same
place at different times.

humidness (hti'mid-nes), n. Humidity.

humifuse (hii'mi-fiis), a. [= F. humifuse, < L.
humus, the ground, humi, on the ground, + fu-
sus, pour or spread out, pp. ot fundere, pour:
see/«sei and /o«nd3.] in hot., spread over the
surface of the groimd; procumbent: as, a. hu-

mifuse plant.

humilet, a. [< L. humilis, low, humble : see hum-
ble^, the older form.] Lowly; humble.

humilet, '' *• [^ humile, a. Cf. humiliate, hum-
bleS, v.] To humble.

Davyd ought to humyle himselfe. Bp. Fisher.

humiliant (hu-mil'i-ant), a. [= F. humiliant

= Sp. humillante = Pg. humilhante = It. umili-

ante, ? LL. humilian{t-)s, ppr. of humiliare, hu-
miliate : see humiliate.'] Humiliating. [Eare.]

The melancholy of humiliant thoughts.
Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

humiliate (hu-fbil'i-at), v. t,
;
pret. and pp. hu-

miliated, ppr.' humiliating. [C LL. humiliatus,

pp. of humiliare (> It. umiliare = Sp. humillar =
Pg. humilhar = Pr. humiliar, umiliar, omeliar=
F. humilier), abase, humble, < L. humilis, lowly,

humble : see humble^.] To cause to be or ap-

pear lower or more humble ; depress; especial-

ly, to abase in estimation ; subject to shame or

disgrace ; mortify: as, to humiliate one's self by
a confession; to humiliate a boaster.

We stand humiliated rather than encouraged. Amcld,

=Syn. Debase, Degrade, etc. (see abase); mortify, shame,
put to shame, put down, dishonor.

humiliating (hu-mil'i-a-ting), jj. a. [Ppr. of hu-

miliate, v.] Humbling; depressing or bating
pride; mortifying.

The citizens of Madrid have more than once besieged
their sovereign in his own palace, and extorted from him
the most humiliatiTig concessions.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

This humiliating peace of Presburg, by which Austria
lost 23,000 square miles of territory and almost 3,000,000 of
inhabitants, was a prelude to the complete overthrow of
the German empire.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. IL, p. 401.

humiliation (hu-mil-i-a'shon), n. [= F. humili-

ation = Pr. humiliatio = Sp. humillamon = Pg.
humiliagao = It. umiliazione, < LL. humilia-
tio(n-), < humiliare, humiliate: see humiliate.']

The act of humiliating or humbling, or the
state of being humiliated; abasement; morti-
fication.

The former was an humiliation of Deity: the latter an
humiliation of manhood. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

The miseries and humiliations of dependence . . . had
not broken the spirit of Machiavelli.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

Note the humiliation he suffers from being looked down
upon as of no account amongst men.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 250.

humility (hu-mil'i-ti), n.
;
pi. humilities (-tiz).

[< ME. humilite, ^' OP. humilite, P. humility =
Pr. humilitat, omilitat = Sp. humildad = Pg.
humildade = It. umilitd, < L. humilita(t-)s, low-
ness, meanness, baseness, in LL. (ecel.) humil-
ity, < humilis, low, lowly, humble : see humble^.]
1. The state or character of being humble;
freedom from pride and arrogance; lowliness
of mind; a low estimate of one's self; self-

abasement.
The fear of the Lord is the instruction of wisdom ; and

before honour is humility. Prov. xv. 33.

Serving the Lord with all humility of mind, and with
many tears. Acts xx. 19.

Owe not tliy humility unto humiliation from adversity.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 14.

It is the mark of nobleness to volunteer the lowest aor-
vlce, the greatest spirit only attaining to humility.

Emerson, Civilization.

2t. An act of submission.
With these humilities they satisfied the young Idng.

Sir J. Davies.

3. A name of several different tattlers or tota-
nine birds of the family Scolopaddce. (a) The
semipalmated tattler or willet, Symphemia sem'^/alnuUa.
[Massachusetts.] (b) The greater yellowlegs, Totanua me-
lanoleucus. Audubon. [Maine.] (c) The Bartramlan sand-
piper. Trumhutt. [Long Island, New York.] (d) The
Hudsonian godwit, lAmosa hcemmtiea. [Local, U. S.)
=Syn. 1. Meelmess, humbleness, lowliness, diffidence.



hiimin

hmmn (hu'min), n. [< humus + -w2.] ^ neu-
tral indifferent substance said by Mulder to
exist in black humus, it may also be prepared
Irom sugar or starcn by the action ol a mineral acid. Its
composition and properties have not as yet been fully in-
vestigated.

Hnniiria (hu-mir'i-a), n. [NL., < lioumwi, umi-
ri, uviire, the native name in Guiana and Bra-
zil.] A genus of balsamiferous shrubs or trees,
of the natural order Humiriacece, founded by
Aublet in 1775. it is characterized by having 20 sta-
mens, which are united by their base, and either all entiie
and bearing 1 anther, or with 5 larger, 3-cleft at the apex,
and bearing 3 anthers ; the disk is lO-lobed or 10-parted

:

the leaves are alternate, simple, entire or crenulate ; and
the flowers are white and arranged in cymes. Thirteen
species are known, all natives ot Guiana and Brazil. H.
Msamifera ol Guiana is a tree 40 leet high, having a red-
dish wood used In house-building ; the bark when wound-
ed yields a reddish balsamic juice, which is burned as a
perfume when dry, and is al«i used in the preparation ol
an ointment. B. jtoribunda ol Brazil is a small tree called
umiri. Its bark is greatly esteemed by the Brazilians
as a perfume^ and when wounded yields a delightfully
fragrant yellow balsam known aa baUam ofumiri.

Eumiriaces (hu-mir-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Eumiria + -aoece.'] A small natural order of
dicotyledonous polypetalous plants, typified by
the genus Humiria. The species are, with one excep-
tion, tropical South American trees or shrubs, abounding
in a resinous juice. They are characterized by having
regular hermaphrodite flowers, with 6 small imbricate
sepals and 6 hypogynous deciduous petals, 10 or many
h^ogynons monadelphous stamens, and a 5-celled ovary.
The fruit is a drupe, with albuminous seed and orthotro-
pal embryo.

Hnmisni (hii'mizm), n. [< Sume (see def.) +
4sm.'} The philosophical doctrines of David
Hume. See Humitm.

Tet Berkeley in certain passages verges toward Eu-
mism, as, for example, where he says :" The very existence
of ideas constitutes the soul. Mind is a congeries ot per-
ceptions. Take away perceptions, and you take away
mind. Put the perceptions, and you put the mind."

Bibliotheea Sacra, XLY. 86.

humite (hH'mit), n. [Named after Sir Abra-
ham Mume.^ Originally, a mineral from Ve-
BuviuB, occurring in small crystals yellow to
brown in color, and belonging, as was believed,
to three types of crystalline form, it was re-
garded as identical with chondrodite. At present these
tluee varieties are accepted as distinct species or sub-
Epeciea> and are called humite, chondrodite, and clino-
humite. The name humite includes on^ the kind crys-
tallizing in the orthorhombic system ; the other two are
moDOclinic, but differ in angles and planes. They have all

nearly the same chemical composition, being fluosilicates
of magnesium and iron. See chondrodite.

humlet, O" An obsolete form of humble^.
hunmiel (hum'el), ;;. and a. See humbled
hiunmeler (hum'el-6r), n. [< hummel + -er^.J
One who or that which humbles; specifically,

an instrument or machine for separating the
awns of barley from the seed.
humineling-inacllilie (hum'el-ing-ma-shen''''),
%. A machine for breaking off the"awns of
barley, it consists of a vertical shaft provided with
several beaters at several different levels and revolving
rapidly in a cylindrical case, so as to beat the grain as it

falls. E. H,. Knighl.

hummer (hnm'er), «. [< fewml+ -eri.] 1. One
who or that which hums.

Loved of bee—the tawny hummer.
Emerson, To Ellen.

Denizens of water and marsh sent forth their voices, jerky
and out of accord with the united buzz of the hosts of field
and wood hummers. Harper's Mag., LXXVIIL 48.

2. One who or that which excels in any quality,

especially in general energy or speed. [Slang.]
—3. laornith., ahumming-bird Attichummer.
See Atticl,—Helmet humnler, any bird of the subgenus

2917 humor
hununocky (hnm'gk-i), a. [< hummock + -y^.}
Abounding in or full of hummocks.

Ice ... so hummwcky that sledging over it wonld be
impracticable. C. F. Hall, Polaiis Expedition, p. 141.

hnTHTriTlTn, n. See hamraam.

mey presently fetch'd in a brace of fat does.With humming strong liquor likewise.
Ilotm, Hood and Uttle John (Child's Ballads, V. 221).

A glass of wine or humming beer
The heart and spirit for to cheer.

.
Poor RoUn (1735).

^^Tif;^ti?Ll^'''""-'i''?-^^'i>'
«• Abii-dwhose humor, hlimour (hu'- or a'mor), n. [< MK. hu-

mi^fL,fr,^ .T l?'^
Vibration, make a hum- mour, humor, in the old med."sense, also (aftermmg sound; any bird of the family 31i-oc7M7Jdte.

^^- •' '
' -- ^ - - '

i--

St oflSd?',"!'
'"'^ ^"^ "?'*^mmat as well as the small-

fSi hill ^*^^•'^^"K under 3 inches in length, including

«?™>ft '^•'l"''
'^ relatively long and slende?, and usua f

?« =i!n>
l"i'«o™««mesdecurved or recurved Thetongue

{?.^fi"Ji^*
1°** extensile and constructed like adouble-

seTJo'siJckUe' " ""'' '"'^ '"^ '"'"^'«"'"" »' - --

Humming-birds.
Upper figure, Trockihts colnbris; lower figure,

Amazilia /uscicaudata.

hummie (hum'i), ». [Of. hvmp, hummock.'\ A
small protuberance. See the quotation, and
h,ump, n., 2. Jamieson.

A growth on the back ot the neck called a hummie,
the result of long friction, is needful to enable a man to
balance a plank [in discharging cargoes] with any degree
ol comfort. mneteenth Century, XXII. iSe.

humming (hum'ing), n. [Verbal n. of hum\ v.']

A sound like that made by bees; a low mur-
muring sound.
Good man, he's troubled with matter of more moment;
Rummings ol higher nature vex his brains, sir.

Fletcher, PUgrun, ii. 2.

The musical accents ol the Indians to us are but inar-

ticulate hummings. Qlanmlle.

hunming (hum'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of hum^, *.]

1. Eesounding wim hums.
And many a rose-carnation leed

With summer spice the humming air.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ci.

2. Such as to bubble or froth much, or as to

cause a humming in the head: applied to strong
malt liquors.

sweets of flow-
ers. The birds,
however, also eat
insects. They
build a nest, gen-
erally like a lit^

tie cup, coated
outside with 11-

Chens, and lined
with gossamer,
plant-down, and
other delicate
fibers. The eggs
are always two
in number, and
pure white. The
wings arenarrow
and acute or fal-

cate, and so rap-
idly vibrated as
to become indis-
tinct to view

;

the flight is very
swift. The feet
are very small
and fitted only
lor perching, not
lor progression.
The tail is ol
every shape, and
sometimes longer than the rest ol the bird. A few ol the
humming-birds are dull-colored, but most ol them glitter
with the most exquisite hues of iridescent quality or me-
tallic luster, changing in different lights. Shining grass-
green is the most Irequent color, but many other tints are
lound, as pm'ple, violet, steel-blue, golden green, crimson,
and various shades ol fleiy red, particularly about the head,
where many species are also ornamented with crests, ruffs,
and gorgets not less elegant in lorm than in color. All
the humming-birds are confined to America, extending
Irom Alaska to Patagonia, and they are especially numer-
ous between the tropics. The latest critical authority on
the subject describes 426 species, ol 125 genera. About 16
genera areknown to occur in the United States. The com-
monest of these, and the only one known east of the Mis-
sissippi, is the rubythroat, TrochUus colubrig. The north-
ernmost is the rufous or Nootka Sound hummer, Selaspho-
rus rufus. The largest in the United States is Eugenes
fuZgens, about 4 inches long. Amazilia fusdjsaudata is a
rather large one. The giants among them all reach a
length, bill included, of about 7 incbes. Also called hum-
bird and hummer.

Yet by some object every brain is stirr'd

:

The dull may waken to a humming-bird.
Pope, Dunciad, Iv. 446.

Humming-birdbush, a small leguminous shrub, JEschy-
nomene Monteviderms, of SouthAmerica : so called because
the humming-birds are specially fond of visiting its flow-

ers.—Hiunmlng-bird bawk-moth. See hawk-moth.

hummock (hum'ok), n. [Alsowritten honimock
and hammock; perhaps an assimilated form of

*humpock, dim. of hump (like hillock, dim. of

hili^); cf. LGr. hilmpel, a little heap or mound:
see hump, Ci. hummie.'] 1. A low elevation, hil-

lock, or knoll. The word was much used by the early

navigators to designate a rounded mass of land seen in the
distance. It is now chiefly applied— (a) to the protuber-

ances on the surface of a mass of rough ice, particularly

in high latitudes ; (6) to the hillocks or more or less sohd
spots rising above the general level of a swamp or of

marshy land. Hummoclis, or islets as they are sometimes
called, constitute a marked feature of the swamps and sa^

vannas of the southern Atlantic States, and are often cov-

ered with dense forest-growth.

Along a flat, level country, over delightful green savan-

nas, decorated with hammocks or islets of dark groves

consisting ol Magnolia grandiflora.

Bartram, Travels through North and South Carolina, etc.

[(Lond., 1792), p. 219.

A hummock is a protuberance raised upon any plane ol

ice above the common level. ... To hummocks, princi-

pally, the ice is indebted for its variety of fanciful shapes,

and its picturesque appearance.

Scoresby, Account of Arctic Kegions (Edin., 1820), I. 226.

I have penetrated to those meadows on the morning of

many a flrst spring day, jumping from hummock to hum-

mock, from willow-root to willow-root.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 339.

2. (a) The form of the hand when the fingers

are joined and bent in an even line, or bunched

with the end of the thumb: as, to mak' a hum-

mock. (6) As much of any loose material as

can be taken up in the hand with the fingers

so bent: as, a hummock of meal. [Scotch.]

hummocked (hum'okt), a. [< hummock+ -ed^.}

Resembling a hummock ; exhibiting or charac-

terized by hummocks.

The hills [of Iceland] are in long hummocked masses.

Jniss Oswald,

L.) moisture, < OF. humor, later humeur, F. hu-
meur, moisture, sap, juice, wet, = Pr. humor,
umor, ymor= Sp. Pg. humor= lt. umore, humor,
= D. humeur, temper, humor, disposition, hu-
mor, humor, sensibleness (of style),= G. humor,
humor, humor, moisture, humor, = Dan. Sw.
humor, humor, humor, humor, mood, temper
(partly < F., partly < L.), < L. humor (humor-),
correctly amor (umor-), moisture, < humere, cor-
rectly MJKere, be moist : see humid.] 1. Moist-
ure ; an exhalation.

Lette diche it deep that huitwure oute may leke.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 16a

Is it physical
To walk unbraced,- and suck up the humours
Of the dank morning? SAa*., J. C, IL 1.

2. An animal fluid, whether natural or morbid;
now, especially, any of the thinner bodily fluids,
limpid, serous, or sanious, as the constituent
fluids or semi-fluids of the eye, or the watery
matter in some cutaneous eruptions. The fonr
cardinal humors of ancient physicians were the blood,
choler (yellow bile), phlegm, and melancholy (black bile),

regarded by them as determining, by their conditions and
proportions, a person's physical and mental qualities and
disposition. See temperament.

Mens bodies be not more full of iU humors than com-
monlie mens myndes ... be full of tansies, opinions, er-
rors, and faults. Ascham, The Scbolemaster, p. 115.

Emil. Is he not jealous?
Des. who, he? I think the sun, where he was bom,

Drew all such humours from him. Shak. , Othello, ilL 4.

Good Blood causeth good Humours.
Howell, Letters, iL 54.

Hence—3, One's special condition of mind or
quality of feeling; peculiarity of disposition,
permanent or temporary; mental state; mood;
as, a surly humor; a strange humor.

Therefore as one lackynge the quyche humure of deuo-
cion, I cannot long contynue in prayer.

Bp. Fisher, The Seven Penitential Psalms, Ps. cxliiL

Page. Sir Hugh is there, is he?
Host. He is there : see what humour he is in.

Shak., M. W. ol W., ii. 3.

The French Kation value themselves upon Civility, and
build and dress mostly lor Figure ; This Humour m^es
the Curiosity ol Strangers very easie and welcome to them.

Idster, Journey to Paris, p. 2.

Specifically

—

(a) Disposition, especially a capricious dis-
position ; Ireak ; whim ; vagary ; oddness of mood or man-
ners : in this sense very fashionable in the time ol Shak-
spere.

Cob. What is that humour? some rare thing, I war-
rant. . . .

Cash, It is a gentleman-like monster, bred in the special
gallantry ot our time, by affectation, and led by lolly.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ill. 2.

Give me leave to tell you that there is one Frailty, or ra-

ther ill-lavoured Custom, that reigns in you, which weighs
much ; it is a Humour ol swearing in all your Discom'ses.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

Not thinking my sell very sale, indeed, under a Man
whose hummi/rs were so brutish and barbarous.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 518.

The ambiguity ol the term [huviour] has conlounded it
with humour itself : they are, however, so far distinct, that
a humour— that is, some absorbing singularity, in a char-
acter—may not necessarily be very humorous ; it may be
only absurd. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 241,

The village-folk, with all their humours quaint
Whittier, The Countess.

(b) A facetious or jocular turn of mind, as in conversation

;

the disposition to find, or the faculty of finding, ludicrous
aspects or suggestions in common facts or notions.

To entertain an audience perpetually with humour is

to carry them from the conversation of gentlemen, and
treat them with the follies and extravagancies of Bedlam.

Dryden, Mock Astrologer, Pref.

The ancients, indeed, appear not to have possessed that
comic quality that we understand as humour, nor can I
discover a word which exactly corre8i>onds with our term
humour in any language, ancient or modem.

I. D'Israeli, Lit Char., p. 434.

Humour ... is counted something genial and loving.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 249.

(c) In Kt., witty, droll, or jocose imagination, conspicuous
in thought and expression, and tending to excite amuse-
ment ; tiiat quality in composition which is characterized

by the predominance of the ludicrous or absurdly incon-

gruous in the choice or treatment of a theme : distinguish-

ed from wit, which implies superior subtlety and finer

thought. Humor in literature may be further distin-

guished by its humane and sjTnpathetic quality, by force

ol which it is olten lound blending the pathetic with the
ludicrous, and by the same stroke moving to tears and
laughter, in this respect improving upon the pure and
often cold intellectuality which is the essence of wit

What an ornament and safeguard is humor I Far better

than wit for a poet and writer. It is a genius itself, and
so defends from the insanities. * l^merson, Scott



bumor
The satire [ol Chaucer] ... is genial with the broad

sunshine of humor, into which the victims walk forth with
a delightful unconcern. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 264.

In those admirable touches of tender humour— and I

should call humour. Bob, a mixture of love and wit—who
can equal this great genius [DickensJ ?

Thackeray, Brown the Younger, i. S.

Acrimony of the humorB. See acrimony.—Albugin-
eous, aqueous, crystalline, etc., bumor. See the

adjectives.—Good bumor, a cheerful, tranquil, unrufhed
temper or disposition. [Often written with a hyphen.]

What then remains, but well our power to use,

And keep good-humour still, whate'er we lose?
Pope, R. of the L., v. 30.

This portable quality of good humour seasons all the
parts and occurrences we meet with in such a manner
that there are no moments lost. Steele, Spectator, Ko. 100.

Dl humor, disturbed temper ; a state of irritation ; cross-

ness; moroseness. [Often written with a hyphen.]

—

Out
Of bumor, displeased ; vexed ; cross.

As they are out of humour with the World, so they must
in time be weary of such slavish and fruitless Devotion,
which is not attended with an active Life.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 20.

Vitreous bumor. See vitreous. = Syn. 3. Vein, predi-

lection.—3. (a) Fancy, whimsey, crotchet, fad.— 3. (V) and
(o) Wit, Humor (Bee wit); pleasantry, jocoseness.faoetious-

ness, jocularity.

humor, humour (hii'- or H'mor), v. t. [< hu-

mor, m.] 1. To comply with tfo humor, fancy,

or disposition of ; soothe by compliance ; in-

dvilge; gratify.

The king, struck with the beauty of the picture, and
thinking blood enough had been already shed upon reli-

gious scruples, was resolved to hurrtour the spirit of per-

secution no farther, . . . and the picture was placed on
the altar of Atronsa Mariam.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 88.

We love variety more than any other nation; and so
long as the audience will not be pleased without it, the
poet is obliged to huinour them.

Dryden, Love Triumphant^ Ded.

The boy indeed was, at the grandam's side,

Humour'd and train'd, her trouble and her pride.
Crabbe, Works, V. 237.

2. To endeavor to comply with the peculiari-

ties or exigencies of; adapt one's self to; suit

or accommodate : as, to humor one's part or the
piece.

It is my part to invent^ and the musicians to humour
that invention. Dryden,

I thank you, good master, for this piece of merriment,
and this song, which was well humoured by the maker,
and well remembered by you.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 114.

. Not one of whom [Peter Stuyvesant's negroes] but al-

lowed himself to be taken In, and humored his old mas-
ter's jokes, as became a faithful and well-disciplined de-
pendant. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 463.

=Syn. 1. Indulge, etc. Seegrat-^fy.

humoral (hu'- or u'mor-al), a. [= P. humoral
= Sp. Pg. humoral ='tt."umorale, < Nli. humo-
raUs,<.humor,hxiTaoT: see humor, n.'] Jja.patliol.,

pertaining to or proceeding from the humors.
If a humoral tumour be made by any external cause, as

by a wound, bruise, &c., it is easily discerned.
Wiseman, Surgery, L 2.

Humoral pathology, that bygone system or doctrine of
the nature of diseases which attributed all morbid phe-
nomena to a disordered condition of the humors.

humoralism (hii'- or H'mgr-al-izm), n. [< h%i-

moral + -ism.'i 1. The state of being humor-
al.— 3. The doctrine that diseases have their

seat in the humors of the body.
humoralist (hii'- or ti'mor-al-ist), ». [< hu-
moral + -ist."] One who favors the humoral
pathology.
humored, humoured (M'- or u'mord), p. a.

1. Having or manifesting a humor or disposi-
tion of a certain Idnd : used in composition : as,

a gooA-hum^red man ; you are very iW-humored
to-day.— St. Governed by humor; capricious;
humorous.

1 know you are a woman, and so humour'd.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, i. 2,

humoresciue (hii- or li-mor-esk'), n. [= G. Dan.
humoreske; as humor -f -esque.l A musical
composition of humorous or capricious charac-
ter ; a caprice. [Recent.]

Grieg calls them Humoresques, and invests them with
a beautiful humor of a sturdy and rollicking sort

Musical Record, April, 1888, p. 10.

humoric (hu'- or li'mgr-ik), a. [< humor -t

-jc] Pertaining to humor or humors. Jmp
Diet.

humorific (tu- or ti-mo-rif'ik), a. [< L. humor,
humor, -I- facere, make.] Producing humor.
Coleridge. [Rare.]

humorism (M'- or H'mgr-izm), n. [= P. hii-

morisme (def. 1); as humor -i- -ism.'] 1. An old
medical theory founded on the part which the
humors were supposed to play in the production
of disease; Galenism.— 2. The manner or dis-

position of a hmnoi'ist.
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humorist (hii'- or u'mor-ist), n. [= P. humo-
riste (def. 1); as humor + -ist.'] It. One who
attributes all diseases to a depraved state of

the humors; a humoralist.— 2. A person who
act« aooordrng to his humor; one easily moved
by fancy, whim, or caprice ; a person of eccen-
tric conduct or uncertain temper.

Mit. X humourist, too?
Cor. As humourous as quicksilver ; do but observe him.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

The notion of a humorist is one that is greatly pleased
or greatly displeased with little things ; his actions seldom
directed by the reason and nature of things. Watts.

He has not the least idea of cheerfulness in conversation

;

is a humorist, very supercilious, and wrapt up in admira-
tion of his own country.

H. Walpole, To Grey, Jan. 25, 1766.

3. A person who possesses the faculty of hu-
mor : one who entertains by the exercise of a
comical fancy; a humorous talker, writer, or
actor; a wag; a droU.

Now, gentlemen, I go
To turn an actor and a hum.ourist,

Where, ere I do resume my present person,
We hope to make the circles ol your eyes
Flow with distilled laughter.

B. Jonson, Eveiy Man out of his Humour, Int.

His standpoint in regard to most matters was that of

the sympathetic humorist, who would be glad to have the
victim of circumstances laugh with him, but was not too
much vexed when the victim could not.

The Century, XXX. 2B0.

humoristic (hii- or ii-mg-ris'tik), a. 1. Per-
taining or relating to medical humorism : as,

the humoristic theory; humoristic remedies.

—

2. Pertaining to or like a humorist ; character-

istic of a humorist or of humorists.

He [Cervantes] has also more or less directly given im-
pulse and direction to all hum^oristic literature since his

time. Lovjell, Don Quixote.

But both Southey and the anonymous poet curiously
misconceived the humoristio touch of Lamb.

Harper's Mag., LXX. 317.

humorize (hu'- or H'mgr-iz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

humorized, ppr. humorizing. [< humor + -fee.]

It. To fall in with the humor of a person or
thing; agree; harmonize.

His clothes doe sympathize,
And with his inward spirit humorize.

Marston, Satires, ill.

2. To be humorous ; make odd or humorous re-
marks or reflections; regard things from a hu-
morous or facetious point of view. [Rare.]
He had a little "mental twist" which caused him to

moralize and humorize over life in a fashion quite his
own. Art Mag., March, 1884.

humorless, humourless (hii'- or ti'mgr-les), a.

\<humor+ -less.'] Without humor; sober; dull.

One of these huTnorless sublime Utopias is Comte's in-
stitution of spiritual marriage. , N. A. Sev., CXX. 279.

humorology (hii- or ii-mgr-oro-ji), n. [< humor
+ -ology, q. v.] The study or science of himior.
Davies. [Rare.]

oh men ignorant of humorology I more ignorant of psy-
chology ! and most ignorant of Fantagruelism !

Southey, The Doctor, interchapter xiii.

humorous (hii'- or ii'mgr-us), a. [= OP. humo-
reux = Pr. humoros = Sp. humoroso = It. umo-
roso, humorous, < LL. humorosus, correctly timo-
rosus, only in lit. sense moist, < L. humor, umor,
moisture: see humor, ».] It. Moist; humid.

Come, he hath hid himself among these trees,
To be consorted with the humorous night.

Shak., E,. and J., ii. 1.

The humorous fogs deprive us of his light.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, i. 47.

2. Prone to be moved by humor or caprice

;

whimsical; crotchety.

Why should the humorous boy forsake the chase?
Chapman, Gentleman Usher, iv. 1.

Thou Fortune's champion, that dost never flght
But when her humorous ladyship is by.

Shak., K. John, ill. 1.

3. Characterized by or full of humor; exciting
laughter; comical; diverting; funny: as, a hv^
morous story or author.
The Prince . . . with another humorous ruth remark'd
The lusty mowers labouring dinnerless.

Tennyson, Geraint.

This very seriousness is often the outward sign of that
humorous quality of the mind which delights In finding an
element of identity in things seemingly the most incon-
gruous, and then again in forcing an incongruity upon
things identical. Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

It is related of Sheridan that, being found in the streets
in the early hour of the morning thoroughly drunk a
watchman asked him his name, on which with humorous
malice he stammered out " Wilberforce."

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 377.

=Syn. 3. Facetious, jocose, witty, dioll.

humorously (hii'- or H'mgr-us-li), adv. In a
humorous manner. («) Capriciously; whimsicaHy.

humpback
We resolve by halves, . . . rashly, ... or humoroudt/,

Calamy.

(b) With humor; pleasantly; jocosely.

When a thing is humourously described, our burst of

laughter proceeds from a very difterent cause ; we compare
the absmdity of the character represented with our own,

and triumph in conscious superiority.
Goldsmith, Polite Learning, zi.

humorousness (hu'- or ii'mgr-us-nes), n. It.

Peevishness; petulance; moodiness.— 2. The
state or quality of being humorous, (a) Fickle-

ness; capriclousness. (b) Oddness of conceit; jocularity.

humorsome,humoursome(hii'-oru'mor-sum),
a. [< humor + -some.'] 1. Influenced by the

humor of themoment; moody; capricious; pee-
vish; petulant.

The divine way of working is not parti-colour or humour-
some, but uniform, and consonant to the laws of exactest

wisdome. Glanville, Pre-exlstence of Souls, it

He has chosen his place of residence rather to obey the
direction of an old humoursome father than in pursuit of

bis own inclinations. 5teeZe, Spectator, No. 2.

I know him to be light, and vain, and humoursome.
Lamb, New Year's Eve.

2. Adapted to excite laughter; odd; humorous.

Our science cannot be much improved by masquerades,
where the wit of both sexes is altogether taken up in con-
tinuing singular and humorsome disguises. Swift,

humorsomely, humoursomely (hu'- or u'mgr-
sum-li), adv. In a humorsome manner ; capri-

ciously; whimsically; oddly; humorously.
The difference being only this : that this was a thing in-

telligible, but humoursomely expressed, whereas the other
seems to be periect nonsense.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 107.

humorsomeness, humoursomeuess (hii'- or
u'mgr-sum-nes), n. The state or qua,lity of be-
ing Humorsome, capricious, or odd.

I never blame a lady for herhumorsomeness so much as
. . . I blame her mother.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, IV. 25.

humour, humoured, etc. See humor, etc.

humous (hii'mus), a, [< humus + -ous,'] Per-
taining to or derived from humus or mold.

hump (hump), n. [Not in ME.
;
prob. of LG.

origin; cf. I), homp, a hump, lump, = LG.
hump, heap, hUl, stump (Mahn), dim. hiimpel,

a little heap or mound
;
perhaps a nasalized

form of the root (*hup) of heap, q. v. Cf. 6r.
Kv<poc, a hump, Kv^u/ia, a hunch on the back,
Ku0(ivuTof, humpbacked, Lith. Icumpas, hunch-
backed, Skt. kubja, humpbacked. Cf . hummock,
hummie.2 A protuberance ; a swelling.

Here upon this hump of granite
Sit with me a quiet while. J. S. Blackie.

Especially— (a) A hunch or protuberance on the back,
caused by an abnormal curvature of the spine, or by natu-
ral growth : as, a man with a hump; a camel with two
humps; the hump on the back of a whale. (&) In ev^om.,
a projection on the back of a larva, formed by an upward
enlargement of a whole segment^ which is then said to be
humped. Proj ections of this kind are very common in the
lai'vce of the Lepidoptera.

hump (hump), «. [< hump, ».] I. trans. 1.

To bend or hunch so as to form a hump, as

the back in some kinds of labor, like that of a
miner or ditcher, or as cattle in cold or stormy
weather.
The ponies did not seem to mind the cold much, but the

cattle were very uncomfortable, standing humped up in
the bushes except for an hour or two at mid-day when
they ventured out to feed.

T, Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 110.

2. To prepare for a great effort
;
gather (one's

self) together; hurry; exert (one's self): as,

hump yourself now. [Slang, U. S.]

Col. Burns said, "Now you all watch that critter hump
himself." Philadelphia Times, Aug. 16, 1888.

3. To huff; vex. [Slang.]

In serving me, this rascal of a Frederic hasbroken a cup,
true J^an, upon my honor—the rogue does nothing else.

Yesterday, for instance, did he not hump me prodigious-
ly, by letting fall a goblet, after Cellini, of which the carv-
ing alone cost me three hundred francs?

Thackeray, Paris Sketch-Book, On some Fashionable
[French Novels.

4. In cutlery, to round off, as scissors.

The humping or rounding of scissors.

Mncyc. Brit., YL 784.

II. intrans. To use great exertion; put forth
effort. [Slang, U. S.]

I spent my evening flitting from one to the other [the-
ater], and got my money's worth out of the hackman, as
I made him hump. Philadelphia Timet, Jan. 10, 1886.

humpback (hump'bak), n. 1. A crooked or
hunched back.
The . . . chief of the family was bom with an hump-

back and a very high nose. Tatler,

2. One who has a crooked back ; a hunchback.
It was certainly more agreeable to have an ill-natured

humpback as a companion than to stand looking out of the
study-window. George Eliot, MUl on the Floss, it 8.



humpback

3. A humpbaeked -whale of the genus Megap-
tera.—4. In ichth., a salmon of the genns Onco-
rhyticlms, 0. gorbttscM, more fully called hump-
backed salmon. See salmon.—Humpback butter-
fish. Seebutter-Jigh,Hb).

humpbacked (hump'bakt), a. Having a crook-
ed back; hunched.

I could not for my heart forbear pitying the poor hump-
haeked gentleman. Addison, Spectator, No. 669.

The humphaclc'd willow ; half stands up
And bristles ; half has fall'n and made a bridge.

Temiyaon, Walking to the Mail.

humped (humpt), a. [< Immp + -ed2.] Hav-
ing a hump or protuberanee.

A straight-shouldered man as one would desire to see,
but a little uniortunate in a humped back.

Guardian, No. 102.

The huTnped cattle were domesticated, as may be seen
on the Egyptian monuments, at least as early asthe twelfth
dynasty, that is 2100 B. o.

Dwnmn, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 82.

In spite of its well-to-do comparative modernness, its

red bricks set in wide spaces of gray, its gables and humped
roof are picturesque enough to please any artistic mind.

Art Age, IV. 40.

humph (humf), interj. [A strongerform of lium^,

h'm, liem^.'i An exclamation uttered in the
manner of a grunt, and expressive of disbelief,

doubt, or dissatisfaction.

humph (humf), V. i. [< hvm;ph, interj.'}^ To ut-
ter the syllable humph, as in dissatisfaction

;

mutter; grumble.
Evmphing and considering over a particular paragraph.

Jarie Austert, Mansfield Park, xlr.

humpless (hump'les), a, [< hvmp + -less.'l

Without a hump.
The European breeds of humpless cattle are numerous.

Darvfin, Var. of Animus and Plants, p. 83.

humpty (hump'ti), a. [< humped (humpt) + -^i.]

Humped ; hunchbacked. [Prov. Eng.]
humpty-dumpty (hump'ti-dump'ti), a. and «.

[< humpty + dumpy^, the latter element made to
rime with the former.] I. a. Short and broad.
Hence the name "Hmnpty-Dumpty" in "Mo-
ther Goose," personifying an egg.

II. n. A favorite Gipsy beverage, consisting
of ale boiled with brandy.
humpyi (hum'pi), a. [< hump + -^i.] Full of
humps; marked by protuberances.
Before the early grass starts in the spring, the emaciated

appearance of one of these little ponies in the far North-
west wiU sorely try the feelings of an equine philanthro-
pist^ should he look along the humpy ribs and withered
quarters. The Century, XXXVII. 339.

humpy^ (hum'pi), n. ;
pi. humpies (-piz). [Aus-

tralian.] A house; a hut.

But the family loved it, and in spite of the fits of new
housebuilding which periodically attacked Mr. Gray, the
owner of the station, they continued to dwell in the fa-

miliar old bark humpy so full of happy memories.
A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, 1. 133.

humstrum (hum'stmm), n, [< hum + strum;
the elements being vaguely used.] 1. A mu-
sical instrument out of tune orrudely construct-
ed; a hurdy-gurdy. [PJov. Eng.]

Bonnell Thornton had just published a burlesque Ode
on St. Cecilia's Day, adapted to tht autient British Mu-
sick; viz. the saltbox, the Jewsharp, the majTOW-bones
and cleaver, the humetrum, or hurdygurdy, &o.

Boswell, Johnson (ed. 1791), I. 227.

2. Music poorly played.
humulin, humumie (hu'mu-lin), ». [<.Sumu-
lus + 4n^, -ine^.} Same as lupulin.

Humulineae (hn-mu-lin'e-e), n. pi. [Nli., <

Sumulus i-Un-) + -ece.'] 'A tribe of plants be-

longing to the natural order VrUcacew, proposed
by Dumortier (1829), typified by the genus 3u-
mnlus, the hop. This tribe is not retained by
recent botanists, the genus being placed in the

tribe Cannabmece.
Humulus (hii'mu-lus), n. [NL., < ML. humw-
lus, hummulus, also humulo, humolo, humlo (of.

OP. houblon, hop); appar. of Teut. origin: see

7(op2 ; but according to another view, < L. hu-

rniis, the ground, wie plant creeping on the

ground if not supported.] A genus of dicoty-

ledonous monoehlamydeous plants, of the nat-

ural order Urticacem and tribe Cannabinem.
They have dioecious flowers, the male in loose axillary

panicles, with 5 sepals and 5 erect stamens, the female m
short axillary and solitaiy spikes or catkins, with folia-

ceous imbricated bracts, each 2-flowered, in fruit foi-raing

a sort of membranaceous strobile. The plants are twin-

ing rough perennials, with mostly opposite, heart-shaped,

and palmately 3- to 7-lobed leaves. Only two species are

known : H. lupvZtts, the common hop, widely cultivated,

and another, a native of China and Japan. One species,

H. palceolupidus, has been found in a fossil state in tne

Pliocene formation at Meximieux in the department of

Ain, France. See cut under hop^.

humus (hu'mus), n. [L., the earth, the ground,

the soil, locative humi (= Gr. ;i:«/«»0> °^ "'^
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ground, to the ground: see Homo, chthonic,
chamehon, etc. Hence humble, hmnility, etc.]
Vegetable mold, it is a dark-brown or black sub-
stance, varying greatly m composition, produced by the
decay of vegetable matter with a limited supply of air.
It includes the brown vegetable matter of soils generaUy,
as well as swamp-muck, peat, etc. Humus contains sev-
eral tolerably well-defined chemical compounds, includ-
ing ulmin and ulmic acid, and hnmin and humic acid, and
IS an important factor in the fertility of soils. Also caUed
gein.

humus-plant (hii'mus-plant), n. Same as sa-
prophyte.
Hunl (hun), n. [AS. Bimas and Sune = leel.
Hunar = MHG. Hiune, etc.; < LL. Hunni, LGr.
Ovwot, also LL. Chunni, Clmni, LGr. Xovvvoc, Xoii-
TO(, pi., LL. sing. *Sunnus, Chunus, repr. the
native name, identified, with some probability,
with that of the Heungnoo ovHiongmu, a people
who, according to Chinese annals, constituted,
about the end of the 3d century b. c, apowerful
empire stretching from the Great Wall of China
to the Caspian. This would indicate that the
Huns belonged to the Turkish branch of the
Ural-Altaic race; in another view, they were
of the Finnic branch ; but the name is not con-
nected, unless very remotely, with that of the
Hungarians (Magyars), also of Finnic origin.]
A member of an ancient Asiatic race of warlike
nomads, probably of the Mongolian or Tatar
stock, first appearing prominently in European
history about A. D. 375. in that year they crossed
the Volga and the Don, defeated the Goths, and drove
them beyond the Danube. In the reign of theh king
Attila (about 434-464) they overran and ravaged the great-
er part of Europe, and compelled the Romans to pay trib-
ute. After the death of Attila their power was broken,
but their name continued to be applied in an indefinite
way dming the middle ages. They are described m ugly
and savage, having dark complexions, small, deep-set black
eyes, broad shoulders, flat noses, and no beard. Some au-
thorities suppose that they were identical with the Finnic
Bulgarians of later history.

The north by myriads pours her mighty sons,
Great nurse of Goths, of Alans, and of Buna I

Pope, Dunciad, ill. 90.

White Huns, an ancient people, probably of the Turkish
race, who lived in central Asia. They were possibly an-
cestors of the Turkomans.

Hun^ (hun), n. [Partly another use of Huri^,

by an erroneous assumption of the identity of
the two peoples, and partly (in the U. S.) an
abbr. of Hungarian.'] A Hungarian.

Where furious Frank and fiery Hun
Shout in their sulphurous canopy.

Campbdl, Hohenlinden.

hunch (hunch), ». [Not found in early rec-

ords; an assibilated form of hunlc\ q. v.] 1.

A hump; a protuberance: as, the hunch of a
camel.— 2. A thick piece; a hunk; a lump: as,

a hunch of cheese.

His wife brought out the cut loaf and a piece of Wilt-
shire cheese, and I took them in hand, gave Eichard a
good hunch, and took another for myself. Cobbett.

3. [< hunch, v.] A push or jog with the fist or

elbow, or by a cow with the horn.

hunch (himch), V. t. [< hunch, n. In def. 2,

prob. due in part to haunch, v.] 1. To round
or thrust out or up in a protuberance ; crook,

as the back.

In a lake called lyn Bathlyn, in Meireonethshire, is a

very singular variety of perch : the back is quite hunched,

and the lower part of the back bone, next the tail, strange-

ly distorted. Pennamt, Brit. ZoBl. , The Common Perch.

Sometimes one of them got up and went to the desk, on

which ho leaned his elbows, hunching a pah of slopmg
shoulders to an uncollared neck.

H. James, Jr., The Century, XXXL 91.

2. To push or thrust with the elbow or (as a

cow) with the horn; jog; hook.

Jack's friends began to hunch and push one another.

Arbuthnot, Hist. John BuU.

hunchback (hunch 'bak), n. [< hunch +
fiacfcl.] A humpback; a humpbacked per-

son.

hunchbacked (hunch ' bakt), a. Having a

hunched or crooked back.

That foul hun£h-backed toad. Shak., Eich. III., iv. 4.

hundred (hun'dred), n. and a. [Early mod.

E. also hundreth, dial, hunderd, < ME. hwndred,

hunderd, hondred, honderd, hondert, also hun-

dreth, Jmndrith, < AS. hundred, rarely hundrwth,

ONorth. hundrath (after Icel.) (= OS. hunda-

rod = OPries. hundred, hunderd, hondert = D.

honderd= MLG. hundert= MHG. huntent, hun-

dert, G. hundert = Icel. hundradh = Sw. hun-

drade, hundra = Dan. hundreds), prop, a col-

lective noun, a hundred, lit. a 'count' or tale

of a hundred, < AS. hund, a hundred, + -red,

-rad = Icel. -radh, also -rcedJir, in dtt^adhr,

80, ni-rwdhr, 90, ti^cedhr, 100, tolf-^adhr, 120 (B.

as if *eight-red, *nine-red, *ten-red, *twelve-red).

hundred

connected with OS. redhia = MLG. rede, ac-
count, = 0H6. radio, redia, redea, reda, ac-
count, reckoning, tale, MHG. G. rede, speech,
account, = Dan. rede = Sw. reda, account, =
Goth, rathjo, number, reckoning: of. L. ratio,

a reckoning, account, computation, relation,
proportion, reason; see ratio = ration = rea-
son, and ratel. The more usual AS. term for
'hundi-ed' was hund = OS. hund = OHG. hunt
= Goth, hund = W. cant = Gael, dad = Olr.
cet, Ir. cead = Lith. szimtas =Lett. simts =
OBulg. sato = Bulg. Serv. Bohem. Pol. Ser-
bian, Euss. sto = L. centum (see cent, etc.) =
Gr. i-KarAv (see hecato-) = Skt. gata-m, a hun-
dred, prob. repr, a type *kanta, a reduced form
of *dakanta for orig.*dahan-ddkan^ta (of. Goth.
taihun-taihund, taihun-tehund, a hundred, of
which hund may be regarded as an abbr. or
reduced form), i. e. ' ten-ten-th', < *dalcan ; see
te»l and tenth. The same orig. elements, with-
out the suffix -d, -th, appear in OHG. zelmnzo
= AS. te6n-tig, a hundred, E. as if *ten-ty, like
twen-ty, nine-ty, etc. The element hund-, repr.
'ten' or 'tenth,' occurs in AS. hund-seofontig,
seventy, etc., hund-endlefonUg, a hundred and
ten (E. as if *eleventy), hund-twelftig, a hundred
and twenty (E. as if *twelfty), appar. developed
bycumulation (/mmiJ-and -tigbeing idt. from tho
same root, that of ten) from *lmndrseofon, i. e.

'ten-seven,' 'tenth seven,' etc.] I. n. 1. The
sum of ninety-nine and one, or of ten tens; the
product of ten multiplied by ten ; a collection,

body, or sum consisting of ten times ten indi-

viduals or imits ; five score, in England hundreds
of 6 score, of 132, and of 124 formerly had also a limited
use. Similar usages existed in continental Em-ope. See
great, hundred, below.

& thay chastysed, & charred, on chasyng that went;
A hundreth of hunteres, as I haf herde teUe.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1113.

They sat down in ranks, by hun^d/redi and by fifties.

Mark vt 40.

2. In early Teutonic hist., a territorial or admin-
istrative district ; specifically, in southern and
central England, a division or subdivision of a
county (a corresponding division in northern
England being called a wapentake). In ancient
Germany the hundred also denoted, according to Tacitus,

a group of persons. The origin of the territorial hundred
is uncertain. Many consider it to be derived from bodies
each composed of a hundred warriors ; others find the ori-

gin in divisions of a hundred hides of land, groups of a
hundred families, etc. The division of hundred was intro-

duced into the colonies of Pennsylvania, Virginia, Mary-
land, and Delaware, and still exists in the last-named
State. These divisions in England were the basis for the
organization of the military service and for the adminis-
tration of fiscal matters ; each hundred had its hundred-
tnoot and its hundred-court, with civil and criminal juris-

diction. In Maryland they served for election districts.

The constable's wife
Of some odd hundred in Essex.

B. Jimson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

As ten families of freeholders made up a town or tith-

ing, so ten tithings composed a superior division called a
hundred, as consisting of ten times ten families.

Blaekstonc, Com., Int., § 4.

It is very probable, as already stated, that the colonists

of Britain arranged themselves in hundreds of warriors;
it is not probable that they carved out the country into
equal districts. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 45.

Equally involved in obscurity is the beginning of the
hundred in Virginia, and the histoiy of its various phases
is rather curious, not only because it was the first English
local division instituted in America, but, besides havhig
both a territorial and personal signification, itassumed dif-

ferent relations to the general government of the colony
at different periods.

Johns Hopkins Hist. Studies, III. 143.

Ghlltem Hundreds, a hilly district of BucMnghamshire,
England,whichhasbelonged to the Britishcrownfrom time
immemorial. To this district a nominal ofl&ce is attached,
of which the holder is called the Steward of the Chiltem
Hundreds. As a member of the House of Commons not
in any respect disqualified cannot resign his seat directly,

any member who wishes to resign may accomplish his ob-
ject by accepting the stewardship of the Chiltem Hun-
dreds, which, being held to be a place of honor and profit

under the crown, vacates the seat. This nominal place is

in the gift of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the re-

cipient usually resigns immediately after appointment.

—

Council of Five Hundred. See councU.—Great htm-
dred, long hundred, in old reckoning, six score; 120.

It was legiS for balks, deals, eggs, spars, stone, etc. "The
technical meaning attached by merchants to the word
hundred, associate with certain objects, was six score—
a usage which is commemorated, though perhaps in too

sweeping and general a form, in the popular distich

:

Five score of men, money, and pins.

Six score of aU other things."

Peacock, Encyc. Metropolitana, I. SSL

Old Hundred, properly Old Himdredth, a celebrated

tune set in England about the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury to Kethe's version of the 100th Psalm, and marked
" Old Hundredth " in Tate and Brady's new version in 1696,

as being retained from the old version. The earliest ex-

tant copy of the tune is in the Genevan psalter of 1654,

where it is set to Beza's version of the 134th Psalm ; but



hundred
there is evideuce that it was of earlier origin, and was
originally a popular tune set to words of a light, gay char-
acter.

II. a. [Strictly a coUeotive novm ; it is always
preceded by a definitive, usually an article or
a numeral, and tlie following noun is, histori-

cally, a genitive partitive— a hundred o/men,
a hundred of dollars, etc.] One more than
ninety-nine; ten times ten : a.s, a, hiuidredmev-;
two hundred dollars ; a hundred thousand times.
—The Hundred Days, the closing period of the first

Emperor Napoleon's career in France in 1815, after his
escape from Elba. The reckonings of the time are vari-
ous, none amounting to exactly 100 days. The nearest is

that from JIarch 13th, when Napoleon was joined by Ney
with his army, to June 22d, the date of his abdication after

the battle of Waterloo, making inclusively 102 days ; but
the most exact reckoning is that of his actual second reign,

dating from his reentry into Paris, and making 95 days
(March 20th to June 22d).

hundredal (hun'dred-al), a. [< hundred + -aZ.]

Pertaining to or involving the organization of

a hundred. See hundred, n., 2.

The ancient towns in demesne of the crown either pos-
sessed a hundredal jurisdiction at the time of the Con-
quest or obtained "sac and soo" by grant from the crown.

Stul/bs, Const. Hist, § iSb.

hundred-court (hun'dred-kort), n. In England,
a court held for the inhabitants of a hundred.

The constant recurrence of the number of twenty-four
in this connexion may possibly imply an early connexion
with the jury system, and the " jurati " of the early com-
munes, which again must have been connected with the
system of the hundred court. Stiibbs, Const. Hist., § 488.

hundreder (hun'dred-6r), ». [< hundred + -er-1.]

1. An inhabitant or a freeholder in a hundred.— 2. In Eng. law, a man who may be of a jury
in any controversy respecting land within the
hundred to which he belongs.—3. One having
the jurisdiction of a hundred; sometimes, the
bailiff of a hundred. Also hundredor, hundred-
man.
Bundredors, aldermen, magistrates, &c.

Spelman, Anc. Government of England.

hundred-eyes (hun'dred-iz), n. Theperiwinkle,
Vinca major and V. minor.

hundredfold (hun'dred-fold), n. [< ME. hun-
dredfold, -fold, hundryclfoold{AB. onljhund-feald
and hwndteinUg-feald) = MHG. hundertvalt =
Icel. hundradhfaldr = Sw. hundrafalt = Dan.
hundredefold ; K. hundred + -fold.'] 1. A hun-
dred times as much.— 2. The plant Galium
verum: so called on account of its very numer-
ous flowers. [Eng.]
hundred-legs (hun'dred-legz), n. A oentiped,
as distinguished from'a milleped or thousand-
legs. See cut under eentiped.

hundredman (hun'dred-man), n.
;
pi. hundred-

men (-men). Same as huriiireder, 3.

The term hundred in a legal sense is first met with in
England in the laws of King Edgar, 959-976. "A thief

shall be pursued. If there be present need, let it be made
known to the Hundredman, and let him make it known
to the Tithiugman," &c.

Quoted in 2f. and Q., 7th ser.. III. 61.

hundredor, n. Same as hundreder, 3.

hundred-penny (hun'dred-pen^i), n. The hun-
dredfeh, or tax collected by the sheriff or lord

of a hundred. Rapalje and Lawrence.
hundredth (hun'dredth), a. and n. [< hundred
+ -th^. The AS. term was hundtedntigotha.']

I. a. Next after the ninety-ninth: an ordinal

numeral.
II. n. The quotient of unity divided by one

hundred; one of a hundred equal parts of any-
thing : as, one hundredth (tM of a mile.

hundredweight (hun'dred-wat), n. In avoir-

dupois weight, a denomination of weight, usu-
ally denoted by cuit., containing originally 112
pounds. It is subdivided into 4 quarters, each contain-
ing 28 pounds. The long hundredweight is 120 pounds.
In the United States a hundredweight is now commonly
understood as 100 pounds, and this is usual and legal in
England for very many articles.

hung (hung). Preterit and past participle of

hang—Hung beef. See beef.

Hungarian (hung-ga'ri-an), a. and n. [< ML.
Sungaria, Himgary, < Sungari, Ungari, Ungri,

Wengri, tfgri, MGr. Ovyypot, etc., the name
given to the Magyars. Of. XJgrian, Ugric. Con-
nection with Hun, if any, remote: see Hun'^.l

I. a. X. Pertaining or relating to Hungary, a
country and kingdom in central Europe, in the
valley of the middle Danube, or to its inhabi-

tants ; Magyar. The kingdom of Hungary was estab-

lished in A. D. 1000, and its crown, after various changes
of dynasty, was permanently settled (from 1627) on princes

of the house of Austria. This relation still exists, but
politically Hungary proper is now united with Transyl-

vania, Croatia, Slavonia, and Flume, as the Transleithan

division of the Austro-Hungarian monai'chy, formed in

1867.
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2t. Freebooting; thievish; begging. "In a cant
nSe found in old plays, the word apparently contains a
double allusion to the freebooters of Hungary, that once
Infested the continent of Em-ope, and to the word hun-
gry." Nares.

base Hungarian wight ! wilt thou the spigot wield?
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 3.

Come, ye Hungarian pilchers [filchers], we ai'e once
more come under the zona torridaof the forest.

Men-y Devil qfEdmonton.

Hungarian balsam, an oleoresinous product of Pinus
Mughus or PumUio, of the Carpathian mountains.—Hun-
garian bowls, a peculiarform of amalgamating-machine,
used in 1:he gold-mines of Schemnitz, and to a limited ex-
tent in some other mining districts. The amalgamation
is effected in cast-iron basins, in which wooden runners
revolve just above the surface of the mercury which cov-
ers the bottom of the bowl or basin, and in contact with
the auriferous sand or slime.—Hungarian grass, lamb-
sMn, lotus, etc. See the nouns.

—

Hungarian machine,
a hydraulic machine on the principle of Hero's fountain
(which see, under fountain) : so called from its having
been first employed in draining a mine in Hungary.

II. ». 1. A native of Hungary, or a member
of the Hungarian race ; a Magyar. See Magyar.— 2f. A freebooter; a thievish beggar.

The middle aile [of St. Paul's] is much frequented at
noon with a company of hungarians, not walking so much
for recreation as need.

iMpton, London (HarL Misc., IZ. 314).

Away, I have knights and colonels at my house, and
must tend the hungarians. Merry Devil of Edmonton.

3. The language spoken by the Hungarians,
belonging to the Finnic family of languages;
Magyar.
Hungary fever, •water. See/CTer, water.

hunger (hung'gfer), n. [< ME. hunger, honger,
< AS. hunger, hungor = OS. hunger, hungar,
OFries. hunger, honger = D. honger = OHGr.
hungar, MHG. G. hunger = Icel. hungr = Sw.
Dan. hunger = Goth. *huggrus, huhrus (for
*hunhrus), hunger; cf. hunger, v.] 1. An un-
easy or painful sensation occasioned by the
want of food; craving appetite.

With hunger and cold she had her fill.

Till she was quite worn away.
The West-Country DamoseVs Complaint (Child's Ballads,

[II. 385).

With hunger made
Anatomies while we live.

Massinger, Maid of Honour, ii. 4.

But canst thou, tender Maid, canst thou sustain
Afflictive Want, or Hunger's pressing Pain?

Prior, Henry and Emma.

Hence— 2. Any strong or eager desire.

For hunger of my gold I die. Dryden.

A hunger seized my heart; I read . . .

The noble letters of the dead.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xcv.

Excellence is lost sight of in the hunger for sudden per-
formance and praise. I!mgrs<m, Success.

3. A famine. [Now Eng.]
And he ordeynyde him [Joseph] souereyn on Egipte and

on al his hous, & hungur cam into al Egipte and Chanaau.
Wyclif, Acts vii.

hunger (hung'gSr), v. [< ME. hungren, hon-
gren,<AS. hyngran=OS. ge-hungrian=OFTies.
liungera = D. hongeren = OHG. hungiren, hun-
geron, MHG. G. hungern = Icel. hungra = Dan.
hungre = Sw. hungra = Goth, huggrjan, hun-
ger; from the noun. Cf. ahungered, anhun-
gered.'] I. intrans. 1. To feel the uneasiness
or longing which is occasioned by long absti-
nence from food ; crave food.

It thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he thirst, give him
drink. Kom. xii. 20.

And my more-having would be as a sauce
To make me hunger more. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

Hence—2. To have an eager desire; long.
Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after right-

eousness. •

Mat. V. 6.

Dost thou so hunger for my empty chair.
That thou wilt needs invest thee with mine honours
Before thy hour be ripe? Shak., 2 Hen. rv., iv. 4.

Il.t trans. To starve.

At last the Prince to Zeland came hymselfe
To hunger Middleburgh, or make it yeeld.

Gascoigne, Dulce Bellum Inexpertis, st. 132.

I'll put her intill a dungeon dark,
And hunger her till she die.

Johnie Scot (Child's Ballads, IV. 62).

hungerbanedt, a. Afflicted or cursed with
hunger.

We beyng there were hungerbaned and famyshed, and
among you so poore and nedye, that to gette our dayly
lyuyng, fayne were we to sowe lether.

J. Udall, On 1 Cor. iv.

hunger-bit, hunger-bitten (hung 'ger- bit,
-bif'n), a. [ME. not found ; < AS. hungor-Uten,
< hungor, hunger, -I- Uten, bitten, pp. of Utan,
bite.] Pained, pinched, or weakened by hun-
ger.

hungry
His strength shall be hunger-bitten, and destraction

shall be ready at his side. Job xviii. 12.

hungeredt (hung'gerd), a. See ahungered.

hungerer (hung'g6r-6r), n. [< ME. hungrere; <

hunger, v., + -eri.] One who hungers, in either

sense of that word.

Voide he shal make the souls of the hungreres.
Wyclif, Isa. xxxii. 6 (Oxf.).

Nothing iu Milton is flnelier fancied than these tempe-
rate dreams of the divine Hungerer.

Lamb, Grace before Meat.

The thwarted hungerer lor office takes up the miserable
commonplaces of politics.

Croly, Hist. Sketches, Church in Ireland.

hunger-flo'Wer (hung'g6r-flou'"er), n. The whit-

low-grass, Draba incana : so called because it

grows in poor soils.

hungerfur(huiig'ger-ful), a. [< hunger + -ful.],

FuU of hunger ; hungry. [Kare.]

That nestling hungerful, who sees and hears
His mother towards him flying through the wood.

The Academy, Feb. 4, 1888, p. 78.

hunger-grass (hung'ger-gras), n. The foxtail-

grass, Alopecurus agrestis.

hungerlint, n. [Ongin unknown.] An outer
garment worn by women in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, varying with the fash-

ion, but generally a sort of close-fitting basque
with short skirts.

A letter or epistle should be short-coated, and closely

couched ; a hungerlin becomes a letter more handsomely
than a gown. Howell, Letters, L

hungerlyt (hung'ger-li), a. [< hunger -H -ly.]

Hungry.
His beard grew thin and hungerly.

And seem'd to ask him sops as he was drinking.
SAafc.T.of theS.,iii. 2.

hungerlyt (hung'gfer-li), adv. Hungrily.

Certayne rootes, on the which hee fedde hungevlye.
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 233>

You have sav'd my longing, and I feed
Most hungerly on your sight. Shak., T. of A., i. 1^

O yes ; eat with 'em as hungerly as soldiers.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, v. 1.

h'unger-rot (hung'g6r-rot), n. A disease in
sheep caused by poor feeding.

hunger-starvedt (hung'ger-starvd), a. [< hun-
ger + starved; in 'iJL'E.liunger-storven, with ME.
pp. of starve.'] Starved with himger

;
pinched

by want of food ; famished. Minsheu.

Many an hunger-starved poor creature pines in thfr

street. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 173.

hungei'Weed (hung 'ger -wed), n. The corn-
buttercup, Ranunculus arvensis: so called be-
cause its abundance indicates a bad crop and.

a consequent season of famine.
hungerwormf, n. Insatiable hunger. Davies.

Hath anygentleman the hunger-worm of covetousness?'
here is cheer for his diet. Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 161.

hungrily (hung'gri-li), adv. [< hungry + -hfi. \
In a hungry manner ; voraciously

;
greedily.

When on harsh acorns hungrily they fed.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal..

hungriousnesst (hung'gri-us-nes), n. [< *lmn-
grious (not found: irreg. < hungry + -ous) +
-ness.] Hungriness; hunger.
Whaii was excessyue riotous bankettyng, potte compan-

yoning, and bely chearynge more outragiously vsed, and.
the pore hungriousv£s lease refreshed, than now?

J. Udall, On Ephesians, Prol.

hungry (hung'gri), a. [Early mod. E. also hon-
gry; < ME. hungry, hungri, hongry, hungrig, <

AS. hungrig (= OFries. hungerich, hongerioh =
D. liongerig = MLG. hungerich = OHG. hun~
garag, hungereg, MHG. hungerc, G. hungrig =
Dan. Sw. hungrig (cf. Icel. hungradhr), hungry,
< hunger, hunger: see hunger.] 1. Having or
feeling hunger ; feeling pain or uneasiness from
want of food; having a keen appetite.

Thenne com Conetyse I couthe him not discreue,
So hungri and so holewe sire Herui him loked.

Piers Plowman (A), v. 107.

He hath filled the hungry with good things ; and the
rich he hath sent empty away. Luke i. 53.

Come, hostess, where are you ? is supper ready? Come,
first give us drink ; and be as quick as you can, for I be-
lieve we are all very hungry.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 173.

Hence— 2. Having an eager desire for any-
thing; longing.

For always roaming with a hungry heart,
Much have I seen and known.

Tennyson, Ulysses..

Still hungrier lor delight as delights grow more rare.

M. Arnold, Empedocles..

3. Indicating want or poverty of nourishment;,
gaunt; faihished.

Cassius has a lean and hungry look. Shak., J. C, i. 2_
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111 the Central Eiveriiia, which embraces the country

lying to the north and south of the MuiTUmbigee Eiver,
the wool presents what is called a hungry appearance,
being not only tender and short in staple, but containing
in many Instances a laige quantity of earth, sand, and
burr. U. S. Cons. Rep., No. Ixiv. (1886), p. 141.

4. Marked \)y scarcity of food or a famished
condition ; necessitating nourishment.

Helden ful hungry hous and hadde much defante.
Piers Plowman (C), X. 208.

Whan it was in the sowre hungry tyme there was es-

tablissed or cryed grevos and unplitable co-empcion.
Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 4.

And stop and eat, for well you may
Be in a hungry case. Cowper, John Gilpin.

5. Not rich or fertile
;
poor; barren.

To the great day of retribution our Saviour refers us,

for reaping the fruits we here sow in the most hungry
and barren soil. Smalridge, Sermons,

The filth with which the peasant feeds
His hungry acres. Cowper, Task, iv. 603.

6t. Fit only to satisfy great hunger.
They [shrimps] are made up in Packs and sent to all

the chief Towns in the Country, especially to Mexico,
where, tho' but a hwngry sort of Food, they are mightily
esteemed. Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 128.

7. Stingy; mean. [Prov. En^.]—Hungry evllt,
a ravenous appetite in horses. Bailey

.

—Hungry flsll,

haddock caught on set-lines : so called in depreciation by
the British beam-trawlers, who consider them inferior.

J. W. Collins.—Sanery rice. Same as fundi. =Syn. 1
and 3. Greedy, famishing, ravenous,

hunit, huniet, n. Obsolete forms of Iwney.

hunk^ (hungk), n. [Not found in early records

;

commonly assibilated, Jiunch, q. v. ; origin un-
certain; it has been regarded (1) as a nasalized
form of dial, fewcfc^ for hook, or of *huck (LG.
hukJce, G. hueke, the bent back, Gr. hooker, a
hunch on the back) , represented by huckster and
hug, and hunker^, q. v. ; or (2) as a var. of A«mp.]
A large lump, piece, or slice ; a hunch. [Col-

loq.]

Here's a hunk of bread ; put it in your pocket, case you
should need it

!

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 200.

Any hungry man or woman may enter the hall and be
served with a mug of water and a hunk of bread.

Daily News (London), Aug. 13, 1885.

hunk'^ (hungk), n. [Cf. Hunker^ and hunks.'] A
sluttish, indolent woman. Jamieson. [Local.]

hunk^ (hungk), n. [Also honk; adopted in New
York Dom the early Dutch settlers, < D. honk,

post, station, home (used esp. by boys at play
for the goal or base), as in the phrases ik heh

honk, I am on my post, zijn, honk hewaaren, keep
one's post, van honk loopen, quit one's post. Cf

.

Hanker^.] In tag and other games, the goal;

home : as, to reach hunk; to be on hunk, [Lo-
cal, New York.]
htmk^ (hungk), adv. or a. [Abbr. of on hunk :

see hunk^, n. Cf. hunky.] 1. On hunk; at the

goal. [Local, New York.]
Boys at play, when they have reached their "base," . . .

call it being hook. Bartlett, Americanisms, p. 492.

Hence, used adjectively— 3. Li good or satis-

factory position or condition ; all right : as, I'm
all Imnk. Also hunky. [Slang, TJ. S.]

Mr. L had filled in and made this ground in the

waters of the East Kiver without authority ; and now he
felt himself all hunk, and wanted to get this enormous
sum out of the city.

Quoted in New York Tribune, Dec. 30, 1866.

hunkerl (hung'ker), V. i. [Prob. a nasalized

form of Icel. hokra, crouch, creep, huka, sit on
one's hams: a verb represented in E. by hug,

orig. crouch, and huckster, etc. : see hug, huck-

ster, huckle, etc.] To stoop with the body rest-

inguponthe calves ofthe legs; squat. [Scotch.]

TJpo' the ground they hunkered down a' tliree.

An' to their crack they yoked fast an' free.

Eoss, Helenore (1st ed.), p. 81.

Hunker^ (hung'ker), n. [Supposed to be < D.

honk, post, station, home, and thus lit. one who
sticks to Ms post or stays at home : see hunk^.

Cf. hunks."] In.Americanpolitics, a conservative

;

one who opposes innovation or change ; a fogy

:

first applied in the State of New York as a nanie

to the conservative section of the Democratic
party who opposed the Barnburners or radical

section, about 1845. Also used adjectively.

Egypt, the hunker conservative of antiquity, ... is hid
in the tomb it inhabited.

W. Phillips, Speeches, etc., p. 268.

hunkered (hung'kferd), a. [< hunker^ + -ed^.]

Elbowed ; crooked. [Prov. Eng.]
hunkerism (hung'k^r-izm), n. [< Sunker^ +
-ism.] Hostility to progress; conservatism.

[U.S.]

hunkers (hung'k^rz), TO. pZ. [<.hunker^,v.] The
tarns; the haunches. [Scotch.]

I got a glisk o' him mysel', sittin' on his hunkers i-a a

hag, as gray's a tombstane. R. L. Stevenso7i, Merry Men.
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hunk-o'-Dee (hungk'g-de'),«. [Formerly 7«(«/,-

ouer Dee; origin not clear. CthunkS.] Aboys'
game, similar to I-spy. instead of saying "I spy
Brown,

'
etc., the player says, "Hunk-o'-Dee Brown," etc

[Pennsylvania and western New Jersey and Delaware ]

hunks (hungks), n. [Cf. equiv. hunniel, a mi-
ser, a mean old man; dial, hungry, stingy, very
mean; but a connection with hungry cannot be
asserted. Ct hunk^.] A covetous, sordidman;
a miser ; a niggard.
Well, Sir, and make a very pretty Shew in the World, let

me tell you ; nay, a better than your close Hunks.
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, v. 1.

Irus has, ever since he came into this neighbourhood,
given all the intimations he skilfully could of being a
close hunks worth money. Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

I quite enjoy the thought of appearing in the light of
an old hunks who knows on which side his bread is but-
tered. Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 331.

hunky (hnng'ki), a. [< hunk^ + -al.] Same
as hunkS, 2. [Slang, U. S.]
hunky-dory (hung'ki-do'ri), a. [Also hunki-
dory; an elaborated form of hunky.] Same as
hunky, hunkS, 2. [Slang, U. S.]
Hunnic (him'ik), a. [< Hun^ -t- -ic] Of or
pertaining to the Hims.
But there was a Hunnic party amongst the Ehazar

chiefs. Encye. Brit., XIV. 60.

Hunnish (huu'ish), a. [< jHm»i -1- -is7»l.] Per-
taining to or resembling the Huns; charac-
teristic of the Huns.
In person, Attila is described as having been of true

Hunnish type, short, but strongly made, with a large head,
flat, widespread nostrils, and small, glittering eyes.

JEmiye. Brit, III. 62.

hunt (hunt), V. [< ME. hunten, honten, hounten,
< AS. hunkan, hunt; a secondary verb (with-
out representatives in the other Teut. lan-

guages), from a primitive shown in Goth, fra-
hinthan, seize, take captive, pp. fra-hunthans,
as noun, a captive. To the same root are usu-
ally referred hent^, seize, take, hind\ as pecu-
liarly a beast of the chase, and hand, as that
which takes or seizes things: see henP-, hind^,

and liand.] I. trans. 1. To chase, as wild ani-

mals, for the purpose of catching or killing;

search for or follow after, as game.
Thus y am huntid as an herte to a-bay.

Hyrrms to Virgin, etc. (E. B. T. S.), p. 70.

The lord he lov'd to hunt th6 buck,
The tiger, and the boar.
The Cruel Blank (ChUd's Ballads, III. 370).

He [Ferdinand] passed some time, in December, at a
country-seat of the duke of Alva, near Placentia, where he
hunted the stag. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24.

2. To search after; pursue; follow closely.

And fers foghtande folke folowes theme aftyre,

Howntes and hewes downe the heythene tykes.

Xorte Arthure, MS. Lincoln, f. 97. (Halliwell.)

Evil shall huni the violent man to overthrow him.
Ps. cxl. 11.

He therefore through close paths of wary hast

Hunts his escape. J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 235.

3. To use, direct, or manage in the chase.

He hunts a pack of dogs. Addison.

When he [a dog] is to be hunted with other dogs he re-

quirestobemade" steady behind "—that is to say, he must
be taught to "back" another dog as the latter stands.

Dogs of Cheat Britain and America, p. 236.

4. To pursue game or wild animals over ; spe-

cifically, to pursue foxes over: as, the district

was hunted by the foxhounds.

When an opportunity occurred, he took to hunting the

county. Trollope, Dr. Thorne, i.

"They hunt old trails," said Cyril, "very well."

Tennyson, Princess, iL

Hunt the fox, a boys' game in wliich one of the players

is given a start, and the others try to catch him before he

can reach home again ; hare and hounds.

And also when we play and hunt the fox,

I outrun all the boys in the schoole.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 487.

Hunt the hare. Same as hunt the fox. S(™tt.—Hunt
the pig a once popular sport in which a well-greased pig

was chased. The person who caught and held the pig by

the tail received him as a prize.—Hunt the slipper.

See the extract.

Hot cockles succeeded next, questions and commands

followed that, and last of all, they sat down to hunt Uie

slipper. As every person may not be acquainted with this

primeval pastime, it may be necessary to observe that the

company in this play plant themselves in a ring upon the

ground, all except one, who stands in the middle, whose

business it is to catch a shoe, which the company shove

about under their hams from one to another, something

like a weaver's shuttle. Goldsmith, Vicar, xi.

Hunt the squirreL See the extracts.

Another and apparently older way of playing "hurU the

squirrel" is a game in which the chUd touched follows

the toucher unta he has caught him, pursuing him both

in and out of the ring, being obliged to enter and leave

the circle at the same point as the latter.

Newell, Games of American Children, No. 117.

hunt
The raising of the siege of Prague and Prince Chailes

and Marech^ Malllebois playing at hunt the squirrel have
disgusted me from inquiring about this war.

H. Walpole, To Mann, Oct. 8, 1742.

To htmt at forcet, to run the game down with dogs, in-
stead of shooting it.

The stag for goodly sliape, and stateliness of head.
Is iitt'st to hunt at force.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 111.

Rob. Had you good sport i' your chase to-day?
John. O, prime

!

Mar. A lusty stag.

Rob. And hunted ye at force f

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

Tohunt Changet, to take a fresh scent and follow another
chase. Halliwell.

John. And never hunted change I

Rob. You had stanch hounds then?
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

To hunt down, to bring to bay ; chase and capture or kill

;

lience, to bear down by persecution or violence
; pursue

to the bitter end.— To hunt for hares with a tabort.
See Aarei.—To hunt from, to pursue and drive out or
away.—To hunt out or up, to seek ; search for ; find by
search.

I do hunt out a probability.

All living creatures either hunt out their aliment, pur-
sue their prey, or seek their pleasures.

Bacon, Fable of Pan.

The same impulse . , . compelled me to hunt up the
outlying groups of the Tibeto-Burman family within the
kingdom of China. R. N. Cust, Mod. Langs. £. Ind.

, p. 4.

To hunt the clean shoe or boot, to follow the trail of a
man whose shoes have not been prepared by the applica-
tion of blood or aniseed so as to leave a strongly marked
trail. Daily News (London), Oct. 10, 1888.

You can begin scarcely too early to teach [bloodhound]
pups to hunt the clean boot. The Century, XXVIII. 193.

II. intrans. 1. To follow the chase; pursue
game or other wild animals.

And the cause whi he was cleped Dodynell was for euer
was in the feeldes and forestes for to hunte at the herte
and other deer and wylde swyn.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 247.

The princess comes to hunt here in the parl^
Shak., L. Ii. L., iii. 1.

2. To make a search or quest ; seek : with for
or after.

Contenting yourselfwith your own pleasure in learning,
you never hunt after vulgar praises, nor receive them will-

ingly, though they be offered you.
Sir T. More, To his Daughter, Utopia, Int., p. xxii.

He <^er honour hunts, I after love.
Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1.

Many in this world run after felicity like an absent man
hunting for his hat, whUe Edl the time it is on his head or
in his hand. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iv.

3. In ieU-rvnging, to alter the place of a bell in

its set according to certain rules. When the place
of the bell is changing from first to last, the process is

called hunting-up ; when from last back to first, hunt-
ing-down.— To hunt counter, to hunt the wrong way

;

trace the scent backward ; retrace one's steps ; also, to

take up a false trail.

You mean to make a hoiden or a hare
O' me, t' hunt counter thus, and make these doubles.

B. Jonson, Tale of a 'Tub, ii. 6.

When the hounds or beagles hunt it by the heel, we say
they hunt counter.

Gentleman's Recreations (Svo ed.), p. 16.

hunt (hunt), ».l [< hunt, v. The AS. words for
' hunting ' were, besides huntung, hunting, hunt-

ath or huntoth, huntnath or huntnoth : see hunt-

eth.] 1, The act of seeking for or chasing
game or other wild animals for the purpose of

catching or killing them ; a pursuit; a chase.

I heard myself proclaim'd

;

And, by tlie happy hollow of a tree,

Escap'd the hunt. Shak., Lear, ii. 3.

2. A pack of hounds engaged in the chase.

Whilst the babbling echo mocks the hounds,
Replying shrilly to the weU-tun'd horns,

As if a double hunt were heard at once.

Let us sit down and mark their yelping noise.

Shak., Tit. And., iL 3.

3. An association of huntsmen : as, the Cale-

donian hunt.

In former happy days he had always arranged the meets
of the Barsetshire hunt. Trollope, Dr. Thorne, xxxix.

4. The region of countryhunted withhounds.

—

5t. Game kiUed in the chase.

Boys, we'U go dress our hunt. Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 6.

6. The act of seeking or searching for some-
thing ; a search or inquisition.

I had a pretty good hunt, finding nothing on his table

but a small pocket Bible, about the size and shape of the

thing I expected to find, but not the thing I expected to

find. J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 316.

Stillhunt, ahuntconductedwithunusual silenceand cau-
tion ; hence, in American politics, a canvass conducted in a
quiet and secret manner.

huntt (hunt), «.2 [< ME. hunte, honte, < AS.
hunta, a hunter, < huntian, hunt: see hunt, v.

This noun has been supplantedby hunter, which
is found first in ME.; itsurvivesinthe surname



hunt

JHMTOt] One who h\mts; a Iranter; a hunts-
man.

Ther overtok I a grete route
Of huntes and eke of foresteiys,

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 361.

himtable (liun'ta-bl), a. [< hunt + -ahle.'] Able
or fit to be hunted. [Ears.]

In this plantation or in that are, it may be, fifteen or
twenty deer, of which hut one or two are huntable.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 509.

hunt-COUntert (h.iiiit'kouii"ter), n. [See to hunt
counter, xmder hunt, v. «.] A dog that hunts
counter ; hence, one who turns upon another,
or "talks back"; a malapert.

Attendant. Give me leave to tell you, you lie in your
throat, If you Bay 1 am any other than an honest man.

Falstaff. I give thee leave to tell me so? . . . You htmt-
counter, hence ! avaunt

!

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

hunter (hun'ter), n. [< ME. hunter, huntere,

honter; < hunt, v., + -erl.] 1. One who hunts;
a huntsman ; one who engages in the chase of

game or other wild animals.

Cel. He was furnished like a hunter.
Bos. O ominous I he comes to kill my hart

!

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

Down from a hill the beast that reigns in woods,
Pirst hunter then, pursued a gentle brace.
Goodliest of all the forest, hart and hind.

Milton, P. L., xi. 188.

2. An animal that hunts game or prey, or is

employed in the ohase ; especially, a horse used
in hunting.

Of dogs : the valued file

Distinguishes the swift^ the slow, the subtle.

The housekeeper, the hunter. Shak., Macbeth, liL 1.

The representative of Cambridge, riding a good steady
hunter, . . . cantered in by himself.

Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, iv.

3. A large cuckoo^ Piaya pluvialis, found in
Jamaica.—4. A spider which hunts for its prey
instead of lying in wait for it, as a lyoosid or
wolf-spider. Also called hunting-spider.

Hunterian (htm-te'ri-an), a. Of, pertaining to,

or named after— (aj' John Hunter, a noted
Scottish surgeon and physiologist (1728-93),
founder of the Hunterian collection of speci-
mens in anatomy, etc., the nucleus of the pres-
ent great Hunterian Museum in London; or

(6) his brother, William Hunter (1718-83),
anatomist, and founder of the Hunterian col-

lection in Glasgow.

The Hunterian Oration, instituted in 1813 by Dr. Eaillie

and Sir Everard Home, is delivered at the Koyal College
of Surgeons on the 14th of February, which [John] Hunter
used to give as the anniversary of his birth.

~ yc. Brit., XIL 386.

Hunterian canal. See Hunter's canal, under candl^.—
Hunterian chancre, the true or hard chancre; the ini-

tial lesion of syphilis.

Hunter's canal, press, screw. See the nouns.
huntethf, ». piCE. , also honteth, < AS. huntath,
huntoth, also huntnath, huntnoth, hunting, < hun-
Uan, hunt: see hwnt, «).] Hunting; the chase.

Bol). of Gloucester, p. 375.

huntillte (hun'ti-lit), n. [Named after T. S.

Hunt, an American scientist.] A silver ar-

senide occurring witji metallic silver at Silver

Islet in Lake Superior, Michigan.
hunting (hun'ting), n. [< ME. hunting, hont-

ing, < AS. huntung, verbal n. of huntian, hunt:
see hunt, «.] 1. The pursuit of game ; the art

or practice of pursuing wild animals in anyway
for the purpose of capturing or killing them

;

the chase, either as a source of livelihood or as
a recreation or field sport; absolutely, in Eng-
land, fox-hunting; coursing.

In our time [twelfth century], . . . hunting and hawk-
ing are esteemed the most honourable employments, and
most excellent virtues, by our nobility.

John of Salisbury, quoted in Strutt's Sports and
[Pastimes, p. 62.

My lords, a solemn hwniing is in hand.
Shak., Tit. And., U. 1.

In one of these huntings they found me in the discov-

ery of the head of the river of Chickahamania, where they
slew my men, and tooke me prisoner in a Bogmire.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 134.

There being little plough-land, and few woods, the Vale
is only an average sporting country, except for hunting.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, L 1.

2. In change-ringing, the operation of chang-
ing the order in which any bell in a peal is rung.

See hunt, v. i., 3.=Syn. Shooting. See gunning.

hunting-box (hun'ting-boks), n. In Great Brit-

ain, a small house intended to be occupied only
during the hunting season. Such a house is

commonly called shooting-box in the United
States.

It was apparently originally erected as a hunting-box

on the edge of the desert for the use of the Persian king.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 387.
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hunting-cap (hun'ting-kap), n. A cap worn
in the hunting-field, resembling a jockey-cap,

but stiffer and harder.

One of those horsey-looking men who are to be found in

all hunting-fields, who wear old breeches, . . . old hunt-
ing-caps. Trollope, Eustace Diamonds, xxxvii.

hunting-case (hun'ting-kas), n. A watch-ease
having a hinged cover to protect the crystal,

originally against accidents in hunting. See
hunting-Jwatch.

hunting-coat (hun'ting-kot), n. A coat worn
by huntsmen, usually of some distinctive color,

as scarlet or green.

hunting-cog (hun'ting-kog), n. In mach., an
extra cog in that one of two cog-wheels which is

thus cut with one tooth more than it would have
if the numbers of teeth on the two wheels were
to be in a certain ratio to each other. Thus, for ex-

ample, if a shaft is required to revolve three times as fast

as its driving-shaft, 72 and 24 are a pair of numbers for

teeth that would effect this result ; and such numbers
would suit a watchmaker, one being a multiple of the
other ; but the millwright would add one tooth to the
larger wheel (the hunting-cog), and thus obtain 73 and 24,

which numbers are prime to each other and yet are very
nearly in the desired ratio. In the pair of wheels whose
numbers are so obtained, any two teeth which meet in the
first revolution are distant by one in the second, by two
in the third, and so on ; so that one tooth may be said to

hunt the other, whence the name. The object of adding
the hunting-cog is to effect a change of contact between
teeth in consecutive revolutions. {Willis.)

hunting-crop (hun'ting-krop), n. See crop, 14.

hunting-dog (hun'ting-dog), n. See dog.

Euntingdonian (hun-ting-do'ni-an), n. Eccles.,

amember of theCountess of Huntingdon's Con-
nection, a denomination of Calvinistic Method-
ists in England and Wales, adherents of George
Whitefield and Selina, Countess of Huntingdon
(1707 -91), after their separation from the Wes-
leys. The sect is congregational in polity.

hunting-field (hun ' ting-feld), n. The place
where a hunt is carried on.

The privates are from the classes which either possess
or can borrow riding horses and subscribe a little money
at a pinch; many of them are to be seen more or less of-

ten in the hunting-field.
Fortnightly See., N. S., XLIII. 168.

hunting-ground (hun'ting-ground), n. A place
or region for hunting.

So to the hunting-ground he hies.

To chase till eve the forest-game.
Bryant, Legend of the Delawares.

Happy hunting-grounds, the North American Indians'
heaven.

hunting-horn (hun'ting-h6m), n. A simple
horn used in hunting; a bugle. See cut under
horn.

hunting-jug (hun'ting-jug) , n. A jug or pitch-
er ornamented with dogs, horsemen, stags, etc.,

in relief.

hunting-knife (hun'ting-nif ), n. A knife used
in the chase, sometimes to till the game, but
more commonly to skin and cut it up. See
break, v. t., 12.

hunting-leopard (hun'ting-lep"ard), n. The
chetah, Chieparda jubata or Cyncelurus jubatus
of India. See cut under chetah.

hunting-seat (hun'ting-set), n. A residence
temporarily occupied during the hunting sea-
son.

hunting-shirt (hun'ting-shfert), n. A blouse or
shirt worn by trappers and htmters, originally
made of deerskin and highly ornamented. Bart-
lett.

Alight, figured, and fringed hunting-shirt of cotton cov-
ered his body, while leggings of deerskin rose to his knee.

J. F. Cooper, Oak Openings, xi.

hunting-skiff (hun'ting-skif), n. A small boat
used for hunting and fishing in rivers and lakes,
of many sizes and styles.

hunting-song (hun'ting-s8ng), n. A song simg
in connection with hunting, or a composition of
similar character. The melody generally in-
troduces effects like the winding of a bugle-
horn.
hunting-spider (hun'ting-spi"d6r), n. Same as
hunter, 4.

hunting-sword (hun'ting-sord), n. A sword
made expressly for use in the chase, to kill the
game when it is brought to bay. in the middle
ages the hunting-sword is often represented in pictures of
the boar-hunt, stag-hunt, etc., as exactly like a war-sword
and held in the same manner ; but swords of special pat-
tern were also made without a guard, or with a very small
guard, one-edged and resembling a long knife.

hunting-tide (hun'ting-tid), n. The season of
hunting ; time of hunting.

All the old echoes hidden in the wail
Bang out like hollow woods at hunting-tide.

Tennyson, PeUeas and Ettarre.

hurdace

hunting-watch (hun'ting-woeh), n. A watch
the glass or crystal of which is protected by a
hunting-case or metallic cover.

hunting-whip (hun' ting-hwip), n. Same as

hunting-crop. See crop, 14.

Frank . . . could see that the man was dressed for

hunting, . . . and that he was driving the pony with a
hunting-whip, Trollope, Eustace Diamonds, xxxviii.

huntress (hunt'res), n. [< ME. Imnteresse ; <

hunter + -ess.'] Awoman who hunts or follows

the chase.

And therwithal Diane gan appere
With bowe in hond, right as an hunteresse.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1489.

Hence had the huntress Dian her dread bow.
Fair silver-shafted queen. MUton, Comus, 1. 441.

hunt-sergeant (hunt'sar'jent), n. An officer

of Massachusetts in the colonial and provincial

period, having charge of the hunts for hostile

Indians, which were carried on with hounds.
Acts and Resolves of Province of Massachusetts

Say (ed. Goodell), I. 599.

huntsman (hunts'man), TO.; pi. huntsmen (-men).
[< hunt's, poss. of Hunt, m.r, -I- man.'] 1. One
who hunts, or who practises htmting; a hunter.

Lyke as a huntsman- after weary chace.
Spender, Sonnets, Ixvii.

Go, bid the huntsmen wake them with their horns.
Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

3. The manager of a hunt ; a man employed to

take the entire charge of the hounds and to

start or beat up and direct the pursuit of game.
huntsman's-cup (hunts 'manz-kup'), n. A
plant of the genus Sarracenia, particularly S.

purpurea,ii!aei pitcher-plant or sidesaddle-flower

of peat-bogs.
huntsmanship (hnnts'inan-ship), n. [< hunts-

man + -ship.] The art or practice of hunting,

or the qualifications of a huntsman.
huntsman's-horn (hunts'manz-hdm'), n. A
plant, Sarracenia flava, a native of the southern
Atlantic States, having curious leaves resem-
bling a hunter's horn ; also, one of the leaves.

hunt s-up (hunts'up), n. [Prom the sentence

"the hunt's up," i. e. the hunt \g beginning,
common in old songs and as a form of call.]

The tune or call formerly played on the horn
under the windows of sportsmen to awaken
them; hence, in literature, something calcu-

lated to arouse.
The County Palatine

Is come this morning with a band of French,
To play him hunts-up with a point of war.

Oreene, Orlando Furioso.

No sooner does the earth her flowery bosom brave.
At such time as the year brings on the pleasant spring,
But hunt's up to the morn the feather'd sylvans sing.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiil. 44.

So dreamy-soft the notes, so far away
They seem to faU, the horns of Oberon.
Blow their faint Hunt's-up from the good-time gone.

Lowell, To a Lady Playing on the Oithem.

huon-pine (hH'on-pin'), n. [< huon, a native
name, -f- pine^.] A tree of the yew family,
Dacrydiwm FranklinU, found in Tasmania, it
is 80 to 100 feet in height and 20 feet in circumference

;

the wood, which is light-yellow in color, marked with dark
wavy lines, is much esteemed in boat-building and various
other uses. It is the best Australian wood for carving.

hupif, hupet, n. Middle English forms of feipi.

Chaucer.
hup^t, huppeti V. i. Middle English forms of

hurt, V. i. See hurr.

Hura (hii'ra), n. [NL., from a S. Amer. name.]
A genus "of tropical
American plants, be-
longing to the natu-
ral orAer Euphorbiaceee,
tribe Crotonem, and dif-

fering from all other
plants of the order in
its many-ceUed ovary.
B. crepitans, the sand-box
tree, is remarkable for the
loud report with which its

seed-vessel bursts, whence it

is often called the monkey's
dinner-bell. It is a large
branching tree with glossy
poplar-like leaves, incon-
spicuous dioBcious flowers,
and furrowed roundish fruits
of the size of an orange.

huraulite, n. See hv^
reaulite.

hurcheon (hfer'chon), n.

A northern Englisii and
Scotch form of urchin.

hurdt, n. A Middle English form of hoards.
hurdacet, hurdast, n. See hurdiee.

Branch ofSand-box Tree {ffurm
crepitans).



hurde

Imrdet, «• [ME. : see hmdle.'i Same as liurdle.

The castel become on a fyr al
IVo the tour to the oatermeste wal,
Her houses brende and her hurdye.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 6126.

hurdelt, »• An obsolete spelling of hurdle.

hurdent (hfer'dn), a. and n. [A var. of harden^.;^
Same as harden^. Nares.

Thou Shalt lie in hurd^n sheets,
Upon a Iresh straw bed.

King Alfred and the Shepherd.

hnrdiceti »• [ME., also hurdace, hurdas; < OF.
hurdeis (ML. hurdidum).} Same as hurdle, (6).

Pyghte payvese one porte, payntede scheldes,
One hyndlre hurdace one highte helmede knyghtez.

Morte Arthure (B. B. T. S.), 1. 3627.

hurdicedt, a. [ME. hurdeysed; < hurdice + -ed^.]

Protected or fenced -with a hurdice.

Joure were meue, and the flfthe was gret and high, and
well hv/rdeyaed a-boute with-ynne and with-oute.

Merlin (B. B. T. S.), iii 604.

hurdles (hur'diz), n. pi. [Origin obscure.] The
loins: the crupper; the buttocks. [North. Eng,
and Scotch.]

His gawcie tail, wi' upward curl,
Hung owre his hurdles wi' a swirl.

Burns, Twa Dogs.

hurdle (h6r'dl), n. [< ME. hurdel, hyrdel, pi.

hurdles, herdles, < AS. hyrdel, a hurdle, dim. of
*hord or *hyrd, ME. hurde (see hurde) = D.
horde (see hoard^) = OHG. hurt, MHO-, hv/rt,

Q. hiirde, a hurdle, a door (i. e. of wickerwork),
= loel. hurdh, a hurdle, = Goth, hwmrds, a door,
= L. Grates, cratis, a hurdle (> ult. E. crate,

grate^, q. v. : see also cradle and griddle), = Gr.
mpr^, Kiiprogj a fishing-basket, weel, Kvpria, wick-
erwork, a wicker shield (of. KapraUog, a (woven)
basket): of. Skt. y/Tcart, spin, chart, bind, con-
nect.] A movable frame made of interlaced
twigs or sticks, or of bars, rods, or narrow
boards, crossing each other.

Clusters of ripe grapes we pack
In Yintage-tlme vpon the hurdles back.

Sylvester, tr. of Bu Bartaa's Weeks, L 2.

The houses of the village, which are built round the in-

side of the Kane, are made of hurdles, covered with clay,
and tiieir fuel was dried cow dung.

Poeocke, Description of the Bast, II. i. 129.

Specifically

—

(a) A sledge or frame on which criminals
were forinerly drawn to the place of execution.

Let false Audley
Be drawn upon an hurdle from the I^ewgate
To Tower-hill. Ford, Perkin Warbeok, iii. 1.

A sledge hurdle is allowed, to preserve the offender from
the extreme torment of being dragged on the ground or
pavement. Blackstone, Com., IV. vi.

(&) In fort, a collection of twigs or sticks interwoven
closely and sustained by long stakes, made usually of a
rectangular shape, 5 or 6 feet by 3 J feet, and serving to
render works firm or to cover traverses and lodgments for
the defense of workmen against fireworks or stones.

They had made Trenches in the Ground three Foot
deep, covering them with Twigs and Hurdles, where the
English Horsemen were to pass.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 107.

(c) In agri. : (1) A frame usually made of wood, but some-
nines of iron, for the purpose of forming temporary fences.
When a fence is to be formed of hurdles, they are put down
end to end, and fastened to the ground and to one another.

Straight they clap a hurdle for a gate
(In steed of hinges hanged on a With),
Which with a sleight both shuts and openeth.

Sylvester, tr. of DuBartas's Weeks, ii.. The Handy-Crafts.

He has put the gray suddenly and quite close to a hur-
dfe-fence, that nobody but such a man would face.

Dr. Ji Brovm, John leech.

(2) A spaee inclosed by hurdles ; a fold. [Local.] (cC) k
kind of permanent mattress of willow or other branches,
built on a nver-bank and fastened down with short sticks,

to prevent the wearing away of the bank by the current
of the stream, (e) In racing, a bar or frame placed across

a race-course at a certain height, in semblance of a fence,

to be cleared by the contesting men or horses. (/) In hat-

making, a grid or frame of wood or wire, in which a mass
of felting-hair Is placed to be bowed,

hurdle (hfer'dl), v. t.; pret. and pp. hurdled, ppr.

hurdUng: l< hurdle, n.] To make, hedge, cover,

or close with hurdles.

Watching where shepherds pen their flocks at eve
In hurdled cotes amid the field secure.

Milton, P. 1., iv. 186.

hurdleman (h6r'dl-man), n.; pi. hurdlemen
(-men). A man in charge of a hurdle or fold;

specifically, a keeper of new-born lambs. [Aus-
tralia.]

"Toothless, ragged old grannies," muttered the hurdle-

man. A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 260.

hurdle-race (her'dl-ras), n. A race in which
the contestants (men or horses) are required
to jump over hurdles or similar obstacles.

burds (hfirdz), n. Same as hards.

hurdy-gurdy (hfer'di-ger'di), n. [A riming for-

mula, appar. in imitative description ofthe sound
of the instrument. Ci.hvrdy-gvrdy.'] 1. Amu-
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sical instrument shaped somewhat like a lute
having four or more strings, two of which are
tuned a fifth apart for the production of a drone-
bass, and the other two in unison, but so ar-
ranged that they can be shortened by pressing
finger-keys connected with an apparatus of tan-
gents not unlike that of the clavichord. Additipnal strmgs, when present, are intended to reinforce thetone by sympathetic vibration. The strings^e Soundedby the revolution agamst them of a rosined wheel turnedby a crank for the left hand. The keys are played bTtheright hand The hm;dy-gurdy is a rastic instrument,Ttltone being harsh and its artistic manipulation exceedinglv
limited. It 18 known to have existed in the ninth centiSy,and was fashionable for a time in the eighteenth centurybut is now played only by street musicians. A large va-
riety called the organistrum was intended for two ner-
formers, one of whom simply turned the wheel, ofiiernames are Ivra rustioa, vielle, rota, and bauemleier.
The Italian boy delights all the ears of those who hearwith his hurdy-gurdy. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 64.

Shall we debase the soul by liking things that can beground out by hurdy-gurdies I

Harper's Mag., IXXVI. 961.

2. In California, a wheel moved by a jet of wa-
ter issuing under pressure from a conical nozle,
and striking openbuckets on the circumference
of the wheel

; an impact-wheel. The buckets were
originally flat, but then- shape has been modified in vari-
ous ways, and materially improved.
3. A crank or windlass used by halibut-fisher-
men for hauling trawls in deep water where the
strain is very heavy, it is rigged on one side of a
dory ; one man turns the crank while another stands aft
and takes in the trawl.

hureif, v. and n. A Middle English form of
hire'^.

hure^t, n. [ME., < OF. hure, the hair of the
head (of man or beast) (ML. hura, a cap).] 1.
A cap.

Ther set an old cherl in a blake hure.
Polit. Songs (ed. Wright), p. 166.

3. In her., the head of a boar, wolf, or bear,
used as a bearing.
Hurese (hu're-e), n. pi. [NL., < Sura + -ece.'] A
snbtribe of plants of the natural ovAei Muphor-
hiacew, proposed by Miiller and adopted by De
Candolle in 1866, typified by the genus Sura.
The same as the Hurideee of Baillou, 1868. Not employed
by Bentham and Hooker, the genus Hura being placed
by them in the tribe Crotonece. See cut under Hura.

hureaulite, huraulite (hu-ro'lit), n. [< Su-
reaux (see def.) + Gr. XiSo^, a stone.] A rare
phosphate of manganese and iron, occurring
in small monoelinic crystals of a yellowish-
brown to red color at Hureaux, near Limoges,
in France, and at Branchville in Connecticut.

hureek (hu-rek'), »• [E. Ind.] A grass, Fas-
palum scrobiculatum, said to render the milk of

cows that feed upon it narcotic and drastic.

hurin (hu'rin), n. [< Sura, q. v., + -JM^.] In
chem., an acrid crystallizable substance ob-
tained from the juice of Sura crepitans.

hlirklf, i>. i. [< ME. hurhen = D. hurlcen = MLG.
hurlcen, crouch, squat. In mod. use confused
with *huckle (at. hurkle-bone, -iane, for hucJcle-

ione, hurMe-hackit for hucklebached), freq. of

*huck (=LG. huken), crouch: see huckle, huckle-

ione, hucklebacked, huckster.'] To crouch.

hurk^t, ri. [< OP. hurque, urgue, orque, var. of

hulque,hulke,ete.: seehulk^.] A sort of sailing

vessel.

Vurehio, a hulke, a kurk, a crayer, a lyter, or whirree or

such vessel ofburthen. Florio.

hurkara (her-kar'a), n. [Also hirearrah, hur-

currah, hurJcaru, Hind, liarkdra, messenger, cou-

rier, scout, < har, every, + Mr, work, business.]

In India, a nativemessenger; a courier; a scout.

A Hirearrah came up and delivered him a letter from

Colonel Baillie. Maj.-Gen. Sir T. Munro, in Gleig, I. 26.

A large force of Mahrattas . . . advanced as far as Sun-

dra Col when first descried by their Hurcurrahs.

UnrmUished Becords of Qovernment for 1748-1767 (ed.

[Long).

hurkle (hur'kl), v. i.; pret. and pp. hurkled,

ppr. hurkling. [< ME. hurklen; freq. of fewrfci.]

To crouch; squat; cower; stoop; nestle. [Ob-

solete or Scotch.]

The hyjest hylle that hurkled on erthe.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 406.

hurli (herl), V. [< ME. hurlen, rarely horlen,

hourlm, a oontr.form of, and used interchange-

ablywith, hurtlen, dash against, strike forcibly,

jostle, hurtle, intr. fall or rush violently: see

hurtle. CthurP.] I. trans. If. Tothrow; flmg;

toss: without the idea of violent or impetuous

motion.
, , ,

A heavenly veil she hurls

On her white shouldeia. Chapman, Hiad, xiv. 150.

What soeuer yong man commeth prepared to ttiis pur-

pose, hurling off his garments, with a great voice he goeth

tato the middest. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 80.

hurlbat
TheWomen make two kinds of Meale of certaine Bootes,

which they vse in stead of Bread, which they doe not put,
but hurle, into their mouthes without losse.

Purchas, Pilgi-image, p. 837.

2. To throw with violence ; send whirling or
whizzing through the air ; fling with greatforce.

I saw him wrestle with the great Dutchman, and hurl
him. Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 2.

To wield the Sword, and hurl the pointed Spear;
To stop or turn the Steed in full Caieer.

CoTtgreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

3t. To drag with violence.

To be hurlet with horses vpon hard stones,
And drawen as a dog & to dethe broght.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1969.

4. Figuratively, to emit or utter with vehe-
mence.
He hurles out vowes, and Neptune oft doth blesse.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 82.

Wouldst thou not spit at me, and spurn at me^
And hurl the name of husband in my face ?

SAo*.,C.of B.,il. 2.

Hurling defiance toward the vault of heaven.
Milton, P. L., L 669.

H. intrans. 1 . To throw ; fling ; discharge a
missile. [Obsolete or rare.]

If he . . . A!«r2 at him by laying of wait. Num.xxxv. 20.

2t. To rush.

Then hurlet into bowses aU the hed knightes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13360.

Sf. To fall or strike with violence.

Ho keppit the kyng, kest hym to ground,
Tin his head with the hard yerthe hurlU, full sore.
So faght that freike with bur fyne strenght.

Destruction of Troy (B. B. T. S.), L 10888.

4. To play at the game of hurling.

About the year 1775, the hurling to the goals was fre-
quently played by parties of Irishmen, in the fields at the
back of the British Museum.
£. Oarew, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 167.

In hurling to the country, "two or three or more par-
ishes agree to hurl against two or three other parishes."

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 167.

hurli (herl), ». [<.hurP;V.'] l.The act of throw-
ing with violence.

Mountain on mountain thrown
With threatening hurl.

Congreve, Taking of Namur.

2t. Tumult; riot; commotion.
After this hurle the king was fain to flee.

Mir. for Mags., p. 368.

3. A scolding. [Scotch.]

She ga' me sic a hurl I never gat the like o't.

H. Blyd's Contract, p. 6.

hurP (herl), V. [A var. of whirl, prob. due to
confusion with hurP-, throw: see hurl^ and
whirl. Cf. comp. hurlbat, hurlblast, etc.] I.

trans. If. To whirl; turn round rapidly.— St.
To turn ; twist.

He himself had hurled or crooked feet. Fuller.

3. To wheel; convey by means of a wheeled
vehicle. [Scotch.]

Sweet Fanny of Timmol ! when first you came in
To the close little carriage in which I was hurVd,
I thought to myself, if it were not a sin,

I could teach you the prettiest tricks in the world.
Moore, Fanny of TimmoL

II. intrans. 1. To whirl; turn rapidly; rush
or dash. [Eare.]

They are men without al order In the field.

For they runne hurling on heapes.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 239.

' And Lancelot bode a little, till he saw
Which were the weaker ; then he hurVd into it

Against the stronger. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. To be wheeled or conveyed in a wheeled ve-
hicle. [Scotch.]

If on a beastie I can speel.

Or hurl in a cartie. . Bums.

hurl^ (h6rl), n. [< ME. hurle, a whirlpool; <

hurl^, v.] If. A whirlpool; whirling water.

The wawis of the wild see apone the wallis betes

;

The'pure populand hurle passis it umby.
King Alexander, p. 40.

2. Conveyance in a wheeled vehicle; a drive.

[Scotch.]

What— if a frien' hire a chaise, and gie me a hurl, am I

to pay the hire? Gait, Sur Andrew Wylie, 1. 92.

hurl3 (herl), n. [E. dial., contr. of hurdle: cf.

furl, contr. otfurdie.] A hurdle.

hurl* (herl), 71. Same as harl, 3.

hurlbatt (herl'bat), w. [A form of whirXbat, q.

V. ; < hurl^, = whirl, + bai^.] 1 . A kind of club

or cudgel, so called because whirled around the

head. It does not appear that such a weapon
was thrown.

Hurlebats having pikes of yron in the end, aclides.

Withals, Diet. (ed. VSOSj, p. 317-



iurlbat

Laying about him as il tliey had beene fighting at hiirle-

bats. Rolland, tr. of Ammianus (1609).

2. A bat or club with a broad oiirved end used
in one form of the game of hurling. Strutt.

hurlblastt (herl'blast), n. [A form of wliirlblast,

q. V. ; < hurP, = whirl, + blasf] Same as whirl-

blast.

hurlbone (herl'bon), n. [A form of whirlbone,

q. v.] Same as whirlione.

hurler^ (her'ler), n. [< hitrU + -f»l.] One who
hurls; especially, one who plays at hurling.

This cunning Shimei, a Hurler of stones, as well as a
railer. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Imrler^ (her'ler), m. [<.hurl^ + -er'^; =whirkr,
q. v.] One employed in carrying stones, peat,

or other material on a wheelbarrow. [Scotch.]

hurley (h6r'U), ». [Cf. hm-n.^ The game of

hockey or hurling; also, the stick or club used
in this game, [freland.]

The game of hookey is called hurley in Ireland ; so hur-
leys are probably hockey-sticks. N. avd Q. , 7th ser. , V. 300.

hurley-house, ». See hurly-honse.

hurlingl (her'ling), n. [< ME. hurlynge, hur-

lunge; verbal n. of hurl\ «.] 1 . Agame inwhich
opposite parties strive to hurl or force a ball

through their opponents' goal, or to place it at

one of two points in a district of country. As
described by Carew in Cornwall in 1602, the former was
called hurling to goal, and the latter (in which the people
of the whole district took sides) hurling to the countoy.

As played at the present time in Ireland, the game is the
same as hockey.

Hurling was practised with a passionate enthusiasm.
Leahy, Eng. in 18th Cent., viL

2t. Strife.

And therefore I pray you telle me now sone.
Was ther any hurlyng in hande ? York Flays, p. 428.

hurling^ (h6r'ling), n. The young of the com-
mon perch. [Westmoreland, Eng.]
hurlmentt, ^- U- hwV- + -ment.'^ Confusion.
Davies.
King Edward, . . . discouering both this accident and

the hurlement made by the change of place, slacks not to

take aduantage thereof. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 200.

hurlwindt (herl'wind), n. [A form of whirl-

wind, q. v.; < hurP + windJ] An obsolete form
of whirlwind.

Oft-times upon some fearfuU clap
Of thunder, straight a hurlevfind doth arise

And lift the waves aloft.

Sir J. Harrington, tr. of Ai-iosto's Orlando Furioso, xlv. 69.

hurlylf (her'li), ». [Bee hurly-burly'^.'] Tumult;
bustle; confusion; hurly-burly. [Rare.]

Methinks I see this hurly all on foot.

Shuk., K. John, iii. 4.

For though we be here at Burley,
We'd be loth to make a hurly.

B. Jonson, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

hurly2 (hfer'U), n. Same as hurly-burly^.

hurly-hurlyl (h6r'li-b6r'li), n. [First in the

16th century ; also written hurlie-burlie, hu/rly-

burle (Sc. hurry-burry, assimilated to hurry-

skurry) ; a varied redupl. of hurly^, if that is not
itself an abbr. of the compoimd, which may be
considered a popular formation intended to

suggest hurry and, bustle.] Tumult ; bustle

;

confusion.

Seeing the Englishmen to be oppressed with the warres
and rapines of the cruell Danes, and all the land in a
hurlie ourlie. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 6.

Such a hurly-burly in country inns

!

Longfellow, Golden Legend, v.

hurly-burly^ (her'li-bfir'li), n. [Also simply
hurly.'] The last; the lag: a term very com-
monly used among young people. Jamieson.
[Scotch.]

hurlygush (her'U-gush), m. [< E. Mirl^, = whirl,

+ gush.] The bursting out of water, as from
a pond. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

hurly-hacket (hur'li-hak"et), n. [Also written
hurlie-, hurley-hacket ; origin obscure ; referred

by Jamieson to Sw. (dial.) hurra, whirl round,
whizz (see hurry), + Sw. halka, slip. The first

element seems to rest on E. hurl^.] 1 . A small
trough or sledge in which people used former-
ly to slide down an inclined plane on the side of

a hill.— 2. An ill-hung carriage: in contempt.
[Scotch in both senses.]
" I never thought to have entered ane o* their hurley-

hackels," she said, as she seated herself, "and sic a like

thing as it is— scarce room for twa folks 1

"

Scott, St. Konan's Well, xv.

hurlyhawkie (huT'li-ha'-'M), n. [< hurly (?) +
hawkie, hawkey, a cow with a white face: see

hawkey^.] The call by which milkmaids use to

call the cows home to be milked. Jamieson.

[Scotch.]

hurly-house (hur'li-hous), n. [< hurly (cf . hurly-

hacket) + house.] A large house so much in
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disrepair as to be nearly in a ruinous state.

Also spelled hurley-house. [Scotch.]

hurnet, »• See hern\
Huroni (hU'ron), n. [A F. form of an Amer.

Ind. name.] "1. One of an Indian tribe, the

northwestern member of the Iroquois family,

living west to Lake Huron, which is named
from them.— 2. II. c] [< NL. Huro, after Lake

Huron.] An Anglicized equivalent of the ge-

neric name Huro, applied by Cuvier to the

large-mouthed black-bass, Micropterus salmoi-

des. The systematic relations of the flsh were misunder-

stood by Cuvier, on account of the imperfect state of the

dorsal fln of the spechmen examined by him.

huron2 (hii'ron), n. [Sp. , < ML. furo(n-), a fer-

ret: seeferret^.] A Spanish-American name of

sundry animals of the family Mustelida : spe-

cifically applied to the grison.

Huronian (hu-ro'ni-an), a. [< Hwon^- (see def.)

-I- -ian.] Of or pertaining to Lake Huron, the

central one of the chain of great lakes between
the United States and British America, in ge-

ology the term is applied to a division of the azoic or

archiean series, as indicated by the Canadian geologists.

It is a lithological division exclusively, since it oontams
no fossils, so far as known. As used by the Canada Sur-

vey, the Huronian includes rocks in part eruptive, in part

detrital, and in part segregated, and of various geological

ages. The epithet has no satisfactory basis, and has been

abandoned by most geologists.

huronite (hu'ron-it), n. [< Huron (Lake Hu-
ron) -t- 4te^.]

" An impure kind of feldspar

foxmd in Canada. It probably belongs to the

species anorthite.

hurrt, hurt (her), v. i. [< ME. hurren, buzz ; cf

.

Dan. hurre, buzz, hum, G. hurren, whir, whirl;

an imitative word: see hurry andwMr.] 1. To
hum; buzz.

Hurrffn [var. hurryn, hurren] orbombon, as bees or other

lyke. Prompt. Parv.

2. To make a trilling or rolling sound; snarl.

R is the dog's letter and hurreth in the sound.
B. Jonson, Sng. Grammar.

hurrah, hurra (ho-ra' orhu-ra'), inteij. [Vul-

garly hurray, hooray; formerly also spelled

whurra; < G. hurra, MHG. hurra, > also Dan.
and Sw. hurra, Pol. and Bohem. hurd, hurrah;
in another form huggah, huzza, < G. hussa; like

other exclamations, of indefinite origin, but it

may be regarded as suggested by MHG. G. hur-

ren, whir, whirl : see hurr, hurry, whir.] An
exclamation expressive of joy, praise, applause,
or encouragement : sometimes used as a noun.

Coach. The same good man that ever he was.
Oard. Whurra

!

Addison, The Drummer, v. 1.

Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah, bravo I

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 2.

Hurrah's nest, a state of confusion and disorder. [Col-

loq.,TT.8.]

Here you've got our clock all to pieces, and have been
keeping up a perfect hurrah's nest in our kitchen for three
days. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 31.

hurrah, hurra (ho-ra' or hu-ra'), V. [< hurrah,
hurra, interj.] I. intrans. To utter a loud shout
of acclamation, encouragement, joy, or the like.

II. trans. To receive or accompany with ac-
clamation, or with shouts of joy ; encourage by
rounds of cheering.

hurr-bur (hSr'bfer), n. [Perhaps for *hurd-bur,
< hurds, same as hards, + buri. Cf. burdock.]
T'be'buvAock, Arctium Lappa. [Eng.]

hurricane (hur'i-kan), n. [First at the end of
the 16th century; also written heroeane (the
word being stiU often pronounced as if spelled
*herricane), and with a seeming Sp. term, hur-
ricano, lierricano, hericano, hirecano (see hurri-
cano), and sometimes furicano (simulating L.
furia, taij), = D. orkaan (> Dan. Sw. orhan, G.
orkan) = F. ouragan= It. uracano (and oragano,
after the F.), < Sp. huracan = Pg. furacdo, a
hurricane, < Caribbean hurakan (Irving, "Life
of Columbus," viii. 9, gives the accom. "In-
dian" forms /an'caree or urican), a hurricane.]
1 . A storm of the intensest severity ; a cyclone.
Hurricanes prevail chiefly in the East and West Indies,
Mauritius, and Bourbon, and also in parts of China and the
Chinese seas, where they are generally known as typhoons.

violent tempests, besides the unexpected heroeane,
which dashed all the endeavours of the best pilots.

Lady Alimony, iv. 1.

2. Any violent tempest, or anything suggestive
of one.

Like a tempest down the ridges
Swept the hurricane of steel.

AyUmn, Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers, iii.

3t. In the eighteenth century, a social party

;

a rout; a drum. [Slang.] = syii. Tempest, etc. See

hurricane-deck (hur'i-kan-dek), n. See deck, 2.

hurricanot (hur-i-ka'no), n. [See hurricane.]
1. Same as hurricane.

hurry

A small Catch perished at Sea, in a Hericano.

Quoted In Capt. John SmUh's Works, L 284.

I am possess'd

With whMwinds, and each guilty thought to me is

A dreadful hurriecmo.
, ^

Maaeinger, Unnatural Combatj v. 2.

2. A waterspout.
Not the dreadful spout

Which shipmen do the hurricano call,

Constring'd in mass by the almighty sun.

Shall dizzy with more clamour Neptune's ear

In his descent. Shak., T. and C, v. 2.

hurried (hur'id), J), o. [Pp. ot hurry, v.] Done
in a hurry; exhibiting hurry.

All this haste
Of midnight march, and hurried meeting here.

MUton, P. L., V. 778.

hurriedly (hur'id-li), adv. In a hurried manner.

hurriedness (hur'id-nes), n. The state of be-

ing hurried.

hurrier (hur'i-6r), n. [< hurry + -eri.] 1. One
who hurries, urges, or impels.

Mars . . . (that horrid hurrier of men).
Chapman, Iliad, xviL

2. One who draws a corf or wagon in a coal-

mine. [Great Britain.]

hurrokt, n. [Cf . E. dial, orruck, an oar.] An
oar.

hurry (hur'i), v.
;

pret. and pp. hurried, ppr.

hurrying. [< ME. horien (found only once),

hurry: a secondary form, perhaps akin to

OSw. and Sw. dial, hurra, whirl round, whizz

(dial, hurr, great haste, hurry), = Norw. hmra,
whirl, whizz, thunder, = MHG. hurren, move
quickly, G. hurren, whirl, whir, hurr (hurre,

adv., with a whirring noise); cf. Dan. hun-e,

hum, buzz, ME. hurren, E. hurr, buzz, Icell

hurr, a great noise: see hurr and wldr, the

last word well combining the two notions of

rapid motion and buzzing sound.] I, trans.

1. To hasten; urge forward or onward; impel

to greater rapidity of movement or action.

Impetuous lust hurries him on to satisfy the cravings

of it. South.

Sir Edward, who had been going with great composure^

hurried his steps a little,

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxziiL

2. To impel to violent or thoughtless action;

urge to confused or imprudent activity.

And wild amazement hurries up and down
The little number of your doubtful friends.

Shak., E. John, T. 1.

Would they, wise Clarion, were not hurried more
With covetise and rage. B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, L i.

3. To draw, as a corf or wagon, in a coal-mine.

[Great Britain.] =Syn. 1. Hasten, Hurry (see Aiwten,

V. i.y, precipitate.— 2. To flurry.

II. intrans. 1. To move or act with haste.

Ere yet it [the storm] came, the trav'Uer urg'd his steed.

And hurried, but with unsuccessful speed.
Cowper, Truth, 1. 245.

Hope bids them hurry, fear's chain makes them slow.

VUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, U. 8.

2. To move or act with undue haste or with
precipitation.

Nature never hurries : atom by atom, littleby little, she
achieves her work. Emerson, Farming.

=Syn. Hasten, Hurry. See haHen, v. i.

hurry (hur'i), n.
;

pi. hurries (-iz). [< hurry,
v.] 1. The act of hurrying, (a) The act of mak-
ing haste; rapid movement or acuon ; also, urgency; bus-
tle ; haste.

This place is full of charge, and full of hurry;
No part of sweetness dwells about these cities.

Fletcher, Kule a Wife, v. 3.

This way of life is recommended . . . in such n manner
as disposes the reader for the time to a pleasing forget-

tulnesB, or negligence of the particular hurry at life in

which he is engaged. Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

It was curious to see the footmen picking up stones in

a great hurry to throw with their slings, which they have
always tyed about their waists.

Pococke, Description of the East; II. 1. 146.

(6) Excessive haste ; precipitation; hence, agitation; con-
fusion.

The present peace
And quietness o' the people, which before
Were in wild hurry. STiak., Cor., Iv. 6.

Ambition raises a tumult in the soul, it inflames the
mind, and puts it into a violent hurry of thought.

Addison.

The hurry of spirits, occasioned by too many visitors,

rendered her feverish. Hone's Every-day Book, II. 181.

2. A timber staging with spouts running from
it, used in loading vessels with coal. [Great
Britain.]— 3. In dram, music, a tremolando
passage for violins or tympani in connection
with an exciting situation. [CoUoq.]
The wi'ongful heir comes in to two bars of quick music

(technically called a hurry), and goes on in the most
shocking manner. Dickens, Sketches (Greenwich Fair),

=S3?n. 1. Haste (see hasten, v. %.), fluiry, flutter.



tilrry-burry

hurry-birrry (hur'i-bur'i), n. Same as ,

burly^. [Scotch.]

hun^-durryt (hur'i-dnr'i), a. [A varied re-
i\ipL oi hwrry.'] Kough; hasty. Davies.

'TiB a hurry-durry blade : dost thou remember after we
had tagged hard the old leaky long-boat to save his life,

when I welcomed him ashore, he gave me a box on the
ear, and called me fawning water-dog?

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, 1. 1.

hurry-skurry, hurry-scurry (huT'l-skm-'i), n.

and a. [< hmry + skurry, in sense associated
with Imrly-hurh), Sc. Jmrry-burry, etc.] I. ».

Fluttering haste ; swift disorderiy movement.
[CoUoq.]

They look'd the bower, they lit the torch,
'Twas hurry-skurry a*.

Toung Child Dyring (Child's Ballads, IV. 268).

Sometimes his crew would be heard dashing along past
the farm-houses at midnight^ with whoop and halloo, . . .

and the old dames, startledout of their sleep, would listen

a moment till the hurry-sewrry had clattered by.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 431.

II. a. Rushing headlong ; disorderiy.

"I hope it is In good plain verse," said my uncle

—

"none of your hurry-scurry anapaests, as you call them, in
lines which sober people read lor plain heroics."

Clough, Dipsychus, Prol.

hurry-skurry, hurry-scurry (hur'i-skur'i),
(Kit). [< hurry-shurry, o.] Confusedly; in a
bustle.

Eun hurry-scurry round the floor.

And o'er the bed and tester clamber.
Gray, Long Story.

hurse-skin (hers'slrin), n. [< Tmrse (?) (origin
not ascertained) -H smm.'\ Shagreen prepared
from fish-skins, used for making covers for sur-

gical instruments, etc. MeElratli, Com. Diet.

hurst (h6rst), n. [Early mod. E. also hirst; <

ME. hurst, hirst, < AS. hyrst, a grove, a wood,
found only in place-names, as Syrst, now Hurst,
in Kent, ThornJi/yrst, *Thornhurst, Segethorii-
hyrst, *Hawthornhurst, etc.; = MD. horscht,

horst = MLGr. horst, hurst, host = OHGr. MHG.
liurst, horst, a grove, a thicket, Gr. horst, a clus-

ter, heap, mass, an aery, a sand-bank. Origin
uncertain; Skeat connects it with hurdle, as if

an ' interwoven thicket.'] 1 . A wood or grove

:

now used chieflyin local names, as Hurst, Hazle-
hurst, Jjjndhurst, etc. See the etymology.

The courteous Forest show'd
So just conceived joy, that from each rising hurst,

Where many a goodly oak had carefully been nurst.

The Sylvans in their songs their mirthful meeting teU.
Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 187.

Heturned to where a daisied footpath, leaving the bridge
on the farther side of the highway, wound under the oaks
and alders of the Hurst.

J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 13.

2. The husk or frame of a run of millstones.

E. H. Knight.— 3. The ring of the helve of a
trip-hammer, which supports the trunnions.
E. H. Knight.—^. A sand-bank near a river;

also, a shallow in a river. [Scotch.]

At that time the current of water removed a sand-bank
or hirst that lay on the margin of the river.

State, Leslie of Powis, etc., p. 62. (Jamieson.)

hurst-beech (tersfbech), n. The hornbeam,
Carpinus Setulus. Also called horst- or horse-

ieech. See cut under Carpirms.
hurti (hert), v.; pret. and pp. hurt, formerly
also hwrted, ppr. hurting. [< ME. hurten, hirt-

m, hyrten, Jwrten (pret. hurte, hirte, pp. hurt,

Mrt, or hurted, hirted), knock, hit, dash against,

injure, hurt, intr. stumble (the alleged AS.
*hyrt, hurt, belongs to ME.), < OP. hurter, heur-

ter, F. heurter; cf. Pr. urtar, hurtar= It. urtare

(ML. hortare, ortare), push, thrust, knock, hit,

dash against; MD. horten, hurten, knock, dash
against, D. horten, jolt, shake, = MLGr. LG. hurt-

en, push, = MHGr. hurten, dash against, hurt, a
knock, hit, push (> hurtec, hurteclich, G. hurtig

= Dan. Sw. hurtig, quick, nimble) ; all prob.

from OP., and that of Celtic origin : W. hyrddu,

ram, push, impel, butt, make an assault, hwrdd,
push, thrust, butt, < W. hwrdd, pi. hyrddod, =
Com. hordh, later hor, a ram (cf . Manx heurin,

a he-goat) : cf. E. ram, v., knock, push, thrust,

now used without direct reference to the noun
ram (the animal); but the Celtic words, verb
and noun, may have come from a root mean-
ing 'push, thrust.' Hence freq. hurtle^ and its

contr. form hurU : see hurtle^ and hurl^.'i I.

trans. 1. To knock, hit, or dash against, so as

to wound or pain ; inflict suffering upon, (a) To
injure physically

;
give physical pain to ; wound.

Challenge me the count's youth to fight with him ;
hurt

Urn in eleven places. Shak., T. N., in. 2.

My heart is turned to stone ; I strike it, and it hurts ray

hand. Shak. , OtheUo, iv. 1.

I am afraid he ia Aurted very sadly. t n»o
Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 273.
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Hurt in his first tilt was my son, Su- Torre
And so, God wot, his shield is blank enough.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.
(ft) To give mental pain to; wound or injure in mind or
feelings; grieve; distress.

Hence satire rose, that just the medium hit
And heals with morals what it hurts with wit.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 262.
The plant he meant grew not far off,
And felt the sneer with scorn enough

;

Was hurt, disgusted, mortified.
And with asperity replied.

Cowper, Poet, Oyster, and Sensitive Plant.

2. In general, to do harm or mischief to ; affect
injuriously; endamage.

There hurteth you noo thyng but youre conceyte

:

Be luge youre self, for soo shal ye it lynde.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. FumivaU), p. 78.

Theyrs be the charge, that speke so large.
In hurtynge of my name.

Nut-brown Maid (Percy's Eeliques, p. 182).

Be not offended; for it hurts not him
That he is lovd of me. Shak., All's Well, i. 3.

The Elizabeth Dorcas . . . having a long passage, and
being hurt upon a rock at Scilly, and very ill victualled,
she lost sixty passengers at sea.

Vimthrop, Hist New England, 1. 162.

II. intrans. 1. To cause injury, harm, or pain
of any kind, mental or physical.
Which sacrament or sign, though it seem superfluous,

. . . yet as long as the signification bode, it hurted not.
Tyndaie, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 71.

They shall not hurt nor destroy in allmy holymountain.
Isa. xi. 9.

Sounds and sweet airs, that give delight, and hurt not.
Shak., Tempest, iii. 2.

2t. To rush with violence.

The bore anoone hurted to hym and ranne fast toward
the Erie.
Quoted in Bom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), notes, p. 235.

hurt! (hert), n. [< ME. hurt, hurte, a hurt, in-

jury, < OF. hurt, heurt, P. heurt, m. (OF. also
hurte, heurte, f.), = It. urto (ef. MHGr. hurt =
D. hurt, hart), a knock, hit, blow, bruise ; from
the verb.] An injury, especially one that gives
physical or mental pain, as a wound, bruise,

insult, etc. ; in general, damage ; impairment

;

detriment; harm.
Thei smotte hym full smertely that the bloode oute braste,

That all his hyde in hurth was hastely hidde.
York Plays, p. 427.

In hys law bare a hurt ful of pain
Off a lyon, which al hys lite bare ful slghty.

Bam. of Purtenay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 1228.

That which he willeth by occasion, is also to his own
good. For how should God will hurt to himself?

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

Nothing doth more hurt in a State than that cunning
men pass for wise. Bacon, Cunning (ed. 1887).

Get him to bed, and let his hurt be look'd to.

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

=Syn. Harm, Mischief, etc. See injury.

hurt^ (h6rt), n. [Also in comp. hurfberry, short

for Imrtleberry: see hurtierry, hurtleherry. In

the heraldic use only in pi. hurts, heurts, and
appar. a different word (identical with hurt^,

n., though confused, as the extracts show, with

hurt^, a huckleberry, except in hurtberry), <

OP. "heurtes, small azure balls; tearmed (in

heraldry) hurts on men and tongue-moles on

women" (Cotgrave): see hurtfl-, ».] If. The
huckleberry, particularly Vaecinium Myrtillus.

Cape Cod ... is onely a headland of high hils, ouer-

growne with shrubby Pines, hurts, and such trash, but an

excellent harbour for all weathers.
Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 194.

There are three sorts of hurts, or huckleberries, upon
bushes from two to ten feet high.

Beverley, Virginia, u. If 13.

2. In her., a roundel azure, representing the

huckleberry.
Nothing more have I to observe of these berries save

that the antient and martial family of the Baskervills in

Herefordshire give a cheveron betwixt three hurts proper

for their arms. Puller, Worthies (ed. NicholsX I. 271.

hurt^t. Contracted third person singular in-

dicative present for hurteth. Chaucer.

hurtberryt (h6rt'ber"i), ». ;
pi. hurfbernes{-iz).

Same as huri^, 1.

Hurtberries. In Latine Vaccinia, mostwholsome to the

stomach, but of a very astringent nature : so plentiful m
this shire that it is a kind of harvest to P™' P??Pl«- „_

FuUer, Worthies (ed. 1811), II. 271.

hurted (her'ted), a. In her., same as

hurteri (h6r'ter), n. [< hurt^ + -er^l One

who or that which hurts.

Do not you breed too great an expectation of it among

vour friends ; that's the hurter of these thrags.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, v. 3.

My heart, my heart ! and yet I bless the hurter.

Fletcher and Bowley, Maid m the MiU, 1. 1.

hurter^ (her'tSr), n. [Also written kurtoir; <

P. heurtoir, a knocker, < heurter, knock: see

fc«w«i.] 1. Milit.: (a) A beam placed at the

husband
lower end of a platform to prevent the wheels
of a gun-carriage from injuring the parapet.
(6) A wooden or iron piece bolted to the top
rails of a gun-carriage, either in front or iii

the rear (in the latter case called a countei-
hurter), to check its motion.— 2. In a vehicle

:

(o) The shoulder of an axle, against which the
hub strikes, (i) A reinforcing piece on the
shoulder of an axle.

hurtful (hSrt'ful), a. [< hurt^ + -/«?.] Tend-
ing to hurt or impair ; injurious ; mischievous

;

causing harm or damage.
The Tygre, which being hungry is very hurtfvU, being

full will flee from a Dogge. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 835.

A good principle not rightly understood may prove as
hurtfiM as a bad. MUUm, Eikonoklastes, ix.

=S7n. Disadvantageous, detrimental, harmful, prejudi-
cial, deleterious, baneful, unwholesome, pernicious, nox-
ious, destructive.

hurtfuUy (hert'ful-i), adv. In a hurtful man-
ner; injuriously,

hurtfulness (hert'ful-nes), n. The state or
quality of being hurtful or detrimental ; inju-
riousness.

hurtle! (hSr'tl), v.
;
pret. and pp. hurtled, ppr.

hurtling. [< ME. hurtlen, hurtelen, sometimes
hortelen, knock, dash against, dash, throw,
hurl; intr., dash, rush, or fall with violence;
freq. of hurten, dash against, etc., hurt ; contr.
hurlen, dash, hurl: see hurt^ and hurV-."] I.t
trans. 1. To dash, push, or knock violently;
throw or hurl.

And he him Jiurtleth with his horse adoun.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1758.

Ifby haterede a man hurtlith ethir schouflth [or shoveth)
a man. Wydif, Num. xxxv. 20 (Purv.).

2. To move about with violence or impetuosi-
ty; whirl round; brandish.

His harmefull club he gan to hwrtle bye.
Spenser, F. Q., IL vli. 42.

II. intrans. To rush violently and noisily

;

move rapidly and impetuously ; go swiftly with
a whirring, clashing, or clattering sound.
Whan thei made here menstracie eche man wende

[thought],
That heuen hastili & erthe schuld hurtel to-gader.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5013.

A strong man hurtlide agens a strong man.
Wyelif, Jer. xlvi. 12 (Purv.X

The noise of battle hurtled in the air.

Horses do neigh, and dying men did groan.
SJiak., J. C, iL 2.

Together hurtled both their steeds, and brake
Each other's neck. Fairfax, tr. of lasso, vl. 41.

The great war-eagle^
Master of aU fowls with feathers.
Screamed and hurtled through the heavens.

Lon^eUow, Hiawatha, ix.

hurtle^t, »• [A var., in a fig. use, of whurtle,

whortle, a whortleberry : see whortle.'i A pim-
ple or wart.

Upon whose palmes such warts and hurtells rise,

As may in poulder grate a nutmegge thick.

Silkewormes and their Flies (1599)^

hurtleberry (her'tl-ber'^i), n.
;
pi. hurtleberries

(-iz). [A dial. var. of whurtteberry, whortle-

berry, q. V. Shortened hurtberry, hurt^, q. v.,

and corrupted huckleberry, q. v.] Same as

huckleberry.

hurtless (hfert'les), a. [< hurfi- + -Zess.] 1.

Inflicting no injury; hannless; iimoxious.

Been murderers of so much paper,

Or wasted many a hurtless taper.
B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

Her [Nature's) fearless visitings, or those
That came with soft alarm, like hurtless light

Opening the peaceful clouds.
Wardtwmih, Prelude, L

2. Having received no injury; unharmed,
hurtlessly (h6rt'les-li), adv. Without harm.

Both with brave breaking should hurtlessly have per-

formed that mateh. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, lit

hurtlessness (h6rt'les-nes), n. The state or

quality of being hurtless; harmlessness.

[Bare.]
The maids . . . hoping that the goodnes of theh- in-

tention, and the hurflesmessot their sex, shaU excuse the

breach of the commandement. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iiL

hurtsickle (hert'sik^l), n. [< hurf^ + obj.

siekle.'\ The Centaurea Cyanus, or bluebottle

:

so named with reference to the difficulty of

cutting it down. [Eng.]

hurty (her'ti), a. [< P. heurte, pp. of heurter,

knock : see hurt^."] In her. , strewed with hurts,

without regard to number; semS of hurts.

Also hurted.

hust, n. A Middle English form of housed.

husband (huz'band), n. [< ME. husbonde, hous-

bonde, hosebonde, hosbonde, -bond (rarely ending

in -bande, -band, which is etym. incorrect), the

master of the house, a married man in relation



husband

to his wife, a tiller of the ground, < AS. hus-
bonda, liusbunda, the master of a house (a fern,

form husbonde, the mistress of a house, appears
to occur in one passage, in dat. pi. husbondum)
(= Icel. husbondi, the master of a house, a mar-
ried man, = Sw. husbonde = Dan. husbonde,
husbond, master, husband), < hiis, house, +
bonda, bunda, orlg. with long vowel bonda,
biinda, the master or head of a family, a house-
holder, a married man (> ME. bonde, a house-
holder, a man of inferior condition, > E. bond^,
bondman, bondage, etc., which, by confusion
with bond^, have taken on an implication of

servitude), oiig. a contr. of AS. buende (= Icel.

bondi, contr. of buandi, hoandi), dwelling, ppr.
of buan = Icel. bua, dwell : see bond^, bondman,
etc., boor, bower^, bowerS, big^, be^. Busband
thus means lit. 'house-dweller,' i. e. house-
holder. According to a popular etymology, it is

sometimes explained as housed + bandX.1 1+.

The master of a house ; the head of a family

;

a householder.
The Mtsebonde that is wis warneth his hus.

Old Eng. HoTnilies (ed. Morris), p. 247.

2. A man joined in marriage to a woman, who
bears the correlative title of wife.

Sche was a worthy woman al hire lyfe,

Hoitsbondes at chirche dore sche hadde fyfe.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 460.

And when the woman herde hem so sey, she was
abaisshed, and seide, . . . "but 1 be-seche yow telle it

not my housbonde, for than he wolde me sle."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1. 34.

The law appointeth no man to be an husba/nd; but if a
man have betaken himself unto that condition, it giveth
him then authority over his own wife.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 2.

See m}^ guardian, her husband. Unfashionable as the
word is, it is a pretty word : the house-band that ties all

together : is not that the meaning?
Bichardton, Sir Charles Orandison, TI. S75.

St. A tiller of the ground ; a husbandman,
Bootes, cocurs, myttens mot we were

;

For hutbondes and hunters all this goode is.

PalladiMS, Husbondrie (E. E. I. S.), p. 43.

But loke ye do no housbonde harme
That tylleth with his plough.

I/yteil Qeste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, Y. 46).

In those fields

The painful hwsband plowing up his ground
Shall And, all fret with rust, both pikes and shields.

SakewUl.

4. A manager of property; one who has the
care of another's belongings or interests; a
steward^ an economist. [Archaic]

He took measure
Of his dear time like a most thrifty husband.

Chapman, Hevenge of Bussy D'Ambois, iii. 1.

Those are the best husbands of any Saluages we know

;

for they prouide Come to serue them all the yeare, yet
spare. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 64.

The Lord Treasurer Cranfeild, a good husband of the
entrates [revenues] of the Exchequer.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. 83.

5. A polled tree; a pollard: so called in hu-
morous allusion to the traditional bald head of

husbands with energetic wives. [Prov. Eng.]
That all trees called Pollengers or Husbords [read hus-

bands], and all other trees at the time of the Trespass, etc.

Heydon a/nd Smith's Case, 13 Coke, 67.

SMp'B husband, a man who has the care of a ship or
ships in port; onewho oversees the general interests of a
ship or a line of ships, as berthing, provisioning, repairing,
entering and clearing, etc.

The ship's husband he was looking over the papers, and
" What's this?" says he, "how come the ship to run up»a
tailor's bill?" S. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 159.

busband (huz'band), v. t. [< MB. Jiusbonden,

< husbonde, the master of a house: see husband.]
1. To manage or administer carefully and fru-

gally; use to the best advantage; economize:
as, to husband one's resources.

Let us therefore husband time in which we may gain
eternity. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), I. 366.

The Dutch frugally husband out their pleasures.
QoldsmUh, Citizen of the World, xviii.

Sf. To till, as land; cultivate; farm.
A pitte in it, for wynes white and rede
That over renne of ignoraunt kepynge.
To make is oon goode poynte of husbondyn^.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

Sonne also of the Sunne and Moone, who . . . created
the Progenitors of the present Indians, and taught them
to husband the earth and the trees.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 880.

The Natural Woods on the South-west side the House
are well Husbanded, and cut into small and bigger Alleys,

to save the Trees. Jdster, Journey to Paris, p. 106.

3. To provide with a husband.
Think yoa I am no stronger than my sex.

Being so father'd and so hvjibanded}
Shak., J. C, ii 1.

I am not so set on wedlock as to choose
But where I list, nor yet so amorous
That I must needs be htisbanded.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 2.
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4. To engage or act as a husband to ; figura-

tively, to assume the care of or responsibility

for ; accept as one's own.

That were the most, if he should husband you.
Shak., Lear, v. 3.

Nor should I deem it wise in me to husband a doctrine

on this or any other palpably unprovable proposition.

H. H. Bancroft, Central America, I. 318.

husbandable (huz'ban-da-bl), a. [< husband +
-able.'] Capable of being husbanded, or man-
aged with economy. [Rare.]

husbandage (huz'ban-daj), n. [< husband +
-age.'i Naut,, the allowance or commission of

a ship's husband for attending to business mat-

ters in the interest of the ship.

busband-fleldt (huz'band-feld), n. A cultivated

field.
Some swamp obscure.

That poisons the glad husband-field with dearth.

Scott, Don Roderick, The Vision, 1. 39.

husbandhood (huz'band-hud), n. [< husband
+ -hood.] The state of being a husband.

husband-land (hnz'band-land), n. [< husband

+ land.] Formerly, "a virgate eqtuvalent to

two oxgangs ; a yard-land ; in Scotland, twenty-

six acres—that is, as much as could be tilled

with a plow or mowed with a scythe by the

husbandman.
In my note on rating by the oxgang (North Eiding Rec-

ords, III. 178) I have supplied proof that, among the va-

rious other speciflo names for the divers ranks in society

as it existed down to the first half of the seventeenth cen-

tury, the appellation husbandman still distinguished the

man of the class next below the yeoman, and that he was
literally the holder of the orthodox husband-land consist-

ing of two oxgangs.
J. C. Atkinson, N. and Q., 6th ser., XIL 363.

husbandless (huz'band-les), a. [< husband +
-less.] Destitute of a husband.

His children fatherlesse.

And husbandZesse his wife.

May wand'ring begg.
Sir P. Sidney, Ps. oix.

husbandly (hnz'band-li), a. and adv. [< hus-

band + -ly^.'i I. a. 1. Like a (good) husband.

Nor is it manly, much less husbandly.
To expiate any frailty in your wife
With churlish strokes.

Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, v. 1.

2. Frugal; thrifty. [Bare.]

In. I'll turn 'em into money.
Qu. That's thy most husbandly course, i' faith, boy.

Chapman, May-Day, i. 2.

Upon the whole do find that the late times, in all their
managemenl^ were not more husbandly than we.

Pepys, Diary, I 127.

II. adv. Frugally; economically. [Kare.]

The noble client reviewed his bill over and over, for
however moderately and husba/ndly the cause was man<
aged, he thought the sum total a great deal too much for
the lawyers, Boger North, Lord Guilford, I. 36.

husbandman (huz'band-man), n.
;
pi. husband-

men (-men). [< ME"httsbondman, husbandman,
householder; < husband + man.] If. The mas-
ter of a house ; the head of a family.

Syk lay the hmisbondman whos that the place is.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 60.

Thei [maidens] lat lyjt be husbandmen,
When thei at the ball rene

;

Thei cast hyr love to gong men.
Songs and Carols (ed. Wright), p. 27.

2. A farmer; a tiller of the soil; one engaged
in agriculture.

And Noah began to be an husbandman, and he planted
a vineyard. Gen. ix. 20.

The rgyal hmbandrfian appear'd.
And plough'd, and sow'd, and till'd.

The thorns he rooted out, the rubbish olear'd.
And bless'd th' obedient field.

Dryden, Threnodia Augustalis.

St. A husband of property; an economist. .

He was an excellent husbandTnan, but had resolved not
to exceed such a degree of wealth.

Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

husbandry (huz'band-ri), n. [< ME. husbond-
rie, hitsbonderye, hosboun^rie, domestic econ-
omy, agriculture (> AP. husbondrie, husbonderie,
marriage); < husband + -ri/.] 1. Management
of domestic affairs; domestic economy; frugal-
ity; thrift.

Allso to the buttrey dore ther be xij. sundrye keyes in
xij. [men's] hands, wherein symythe to be small hu^and-
rye. MS. Cotton, quoted in Piers Plowman's Crede

[(E. E. T. S.), notes, p. 38.

For litel was hire oatel and hire rente •

By hombondrye of such as God hire sente
Sche fond hireself, and eek hke doughtren tuo.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 8.

mi, . ..,
Tbeie'a husbandry in heayen;

Their candles are all out. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1.
6th. This day, not for want, but for good husbandry. I

sent my father, by his desu-e, six pair of my old shoeswnich fit nim_ and flrn o-nnH PepyS DiaTV III 318which fit him, and are good.

hush

2. The business of a husbandman or farmer;

farming; agriculture.

In thinges IIII alle husbondrie mot stande

:

In water, aier, in lande, and gouvernance.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

Seths Sons, knowing Nature soberly.

Content with little, fell to Husbandry.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Ark.

So far as one could judge from looking over the fields,

Norwegian liiisbandry is yet in a very imperfect state, and
I suspect that the resources of the soil are not half de-

veloped. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 248.

S. The product of husbandry or of cultivated

soil. [Poetical.]

Alas ! she [Peace] hath from France too long been chas'd

;

And all her husbandry doth lie on heaps,

Corrupting in its own fertility. Shak., Hen. T., v. 2.-

Balliff in husbandry. See bailiff.—Gaxien husband-
ry. See garden,—Patrons ofHusbandry. Seegrange,i.

huscarlt, n. See house-carl.

huselt, n. and v. A Middle English form of

liousel.

hush (hush), V. [< ME. husslien, hussen, hoschen,

only in the pp. hussht, hust, hoscht, huyst, and
ivhist (> mod. B. whist, a.) = LG. hussen, dim.

hiisseken, inhiisslcen, lull (children) to sleep: cf.

hiischen, hiislcen, swing, rock, husse-busse, a lul-

laby, MHG. husch, an interj. to denote shiver-

ing, Gr. husch, quick! at once! (also translated

'hush!'), > G. huschen (colloq.), slip off, van-
ish, = Dan. hysse, v., hush, hys! interj., hush!
Ult. imitative, the forms 'sh, 'ss, hush, and, with
a final check, 'sht, 'st, husht, hust, hist, whist, be-

ing sibilations requiring the least muscular ef-

fort and admitting of the faintest utterance:

see hist^, husht, 'sh, 'st, whist.] I, trans. 1. To
reduce to silence; make stiU or quiet; check
or suppress the sound of.

My lord would speak, my duty hushes me.
Shak., T. N., v. 1.

But now a joy too deep for sound,
A peace no other season knows.

Hushes the heavens and wraps the ground.
Bryant, A Summer Bamble.

With wide wing
The fork-tailed restless kite sailed over her.

Hushing the twitter of the linnets near.

Wiiliami Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 218.

2. To appease; allay; calm, as commotion or

agitation.

It [retirement] . . . hushes and lays asleep those trou*

blesome passions which are the great disturbers of our re-

pose and happiness'. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. x.

All her fears were hush'd together. Cowper, A Fable.

3. In mining, to clear off (the soil and surface
dirt), in order to expose the bed-rook, so that it

can be ascertained whether there are indica-
tions of a vein or metalliferous deposit. [Not
used in the TJ. S.]—To hush up, to suppress men-
tion or discussion of

;
procure silence concerning ; keep

unmentioned or concealed.

When the plague begins in many places and they cer-

tainly know it, they command silence and hush it up.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 277.

This matter is hushed up, and the servants are forbid to
talk of it. Pope,

II. intrans. To be still; be silent or quiet;
make no noise.

At these strangers' presence every one did hush.
Spenser.

To hush up, to be silent ; cease ; hold one's tongue. [Col-
loq.]

We passed out, Greene following us with loud wordi
which brought the four sailors to the door, when I told
him to hush up, or I would take him prisoner.

W. T. Sherman, Memoirs, I. 37.

hush (hush), interj. [Partly interj.,«partly impv.
of hush, v.] Forbear; be stiU; hist; attend.
Hush I here comes Antony. Shak., A. and C, 1. 2.

"My sister." "Comely too, by all that's fair,"
Said Cyril. "0 hush, AjmA .' " and she began.

Tennyson, Princess, il.

Alicia gave him a warning look to stop him, and Russell
Penton put forth his hand with an impressive hush I

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxiiL

hush (hush), n. [< hush, v.] A state of still-

ness
;
profound quiet.

It is the hush of night. Byron, Childe Harold, lil. 86.

As an unbroken hush now reigned again through the
whole house, I began to feel the return of slumber.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xv.

It broke the desert's hush of awe,
A human utterance sweet and mild.

Whittier, Hermit of the Thebald.

hush (hush), a. [< hush, v. Earlier husht, q. v.]
Silent; still; quiet.

The bold wind speechless, and the orb below
As AmsA as death. SAat., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Walked through the House, where most people mighty
AusA, and, methinks, melancholy. I see not a smiling
face through the whole Court. Pepys, Diary, II. 418.



hushaby

hushaby (hush'a-bi), interj. [< liush. + -dby, a
mere termination, as in lullaby, rockaby.'] Hush:
a word used in lulling children to sleep.

Hushaby [var. rociabyl baby, in the tree-top.

Nursery rime.

hushaby (hush'a-bi), a. [< hushaby, interj.l
Tending to quiet or lull. Eclectic Mev.
hush-baga^ (hush'bag'Vti), n. [Cf. huslfi.']

The lump-fish or sea-owl, Cyclopterus lumpus.
Also called hush-paddle. See cut under Cyclop-
terus. Day, Pishes of Great Britain and Ire-
land, I. 181.

bushel (hush'el), n. An old, worn-out person
or implement. [Scqteh.]

The Galloway hushel. Carlyle, in Froude.

hushert, n. An obsolete form of tishei:

hush-money (hush'mun'i), «. A bribe to pro-
cure silence ; money paid to prevent disclosure
or exposure.

A dexterous steward, when his tricks are found,
flwA-moMj/ sends to all the neighbours round.

Swift.

hush-paddle (hush'pad"l), n. Same as hush-
hagaty. [Prov. Eng.]
hushtt (husht), a. [< ME. hussht, hoseht, hust,
huyst, whist, in form pp. of husshen, hush, v.,

but partly interjeetional : see the quotations,
and husht, interj., hush, hisf^, whist\ etc.] Still

;

silent; wnist; hushed.
I your moder am withonte lese

;

But ye must kepe this mater husht and pece.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 320.

Agad, I'm in toTe up to the Ears. But 111 be discreet,
and huekt. Congreve, Old Bachelor, iv. 10.

hushtt (husht), interj. [< ME. husht, etc. : see
husht, a., and cf. h/ush, interj.'] Hist; whist.

Cla. What are yon, pray? what are you?
Sod. Husht— a friend, a friend.

Middleton and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, 1. 3.

Husht! My brother, sir, for want of education, sir,

somewhat nodding to the boor, the clown.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iL 1.

hushtlyt, adv. [< husht, a., + -ly^.1 Silently;
mutely.

Verely I shal then speake vnto yon huishtlie and with-
out woordes, but 1 shal speake assured and manifest
thinges if so bee ye aske them. J. Udall, On John xvi.

.

hushtnesst, n. [< husht, a., + -reess.] Silence

;

stillness.

A generall hushtnesse hath the world possest,
Beywood, Troia Britannica (1609).

husfcl (husk), n. [<[ ME. husk, hushe = Norw.
husk = Sw. dial, hysk, hosk = Dan. dial, hosken;
prob. for orig. *hulsh = MD. hulsche = MHG.
huldsche, hulsche, a husk, hull, a later form (with
orig. term, -s, -se,

conformed to -sch,

-SBhe, AS. -sc, B.
-sh) of MD. hulse,

D. hulze = OHG.
hulsa, MHG. hulse,

hiilse, 6. hulse, a
husk, huU ; the
same, with added
term., as AS. hulu,
E. huVX: see huV?-.']

1. The external
covering of certain
fruits or seeds of
plants; the glume,
epical^, rind, or
hull; in the United
States, speeifieally, the outer covering of an
ear of maize or Indian corn.

HusTcs
Wherein the acorn cradled.

Shale., Tempesfi L 2.

The seed, to shut the waatefuU Sparrows out,

(In Earuest) hath a stand of Pikes about.
And ChafSe Husks in hollow Cods inclose-it.

Iter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

Husk of Indian Com, stripped dovn
about the ear.

Fruit of all kinds. In coat
Hough, or smooth rind, or bearded husk, or shell.

Milton, P. 1., V. 342.

Through husks that, dry and sere.

Unfolded from their ripened charge, shone out the yellow
ear. Whittier, The Huskers.

[The "husks " mentioned in the parable of the prodigal son
were carob-pods, which are long, thin, and husky, but con-

taiD much mucilaginous and saccharine matter, and are
fed to domestic animals in Syria and elsewhere.

And he would fain have filled his belly with the husks
that the swine did eat. luke xv. 16.]

2. Something resembling a husk, or serving
the purpose of hnsks, as the membranous cov-
ering of an insect, or (sometimes) the shells of

oysters.

This [chrysalis] also in its turn dies ; its dead and brit-

tle husk falls to pieces, and makesway for the appearance
of the fly or moth. Pal^, Nat. TheoL, xix.
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To-day I saw the dragon-fly
Come from the weUs where he did lie.An inner uupnlse rent the veil
Of his old husk : from head to tail
Came out clear plates of sapphire maU.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

3. Figuratively, the outer covering of any-
thing; that which incloses or conceals the
reahty or the essential part; hence, in the plu-
ral, refuse ; waste.
The veiy /m«A:8 and sheUs of sciences, all the kerneloemg forced out and expulsed.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 243.
And your fair show shall suck away their souls,Leavmg them but the shales and husks of men"

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2.

Decrees of counoUs, elaborate treatises of theologians
creeds, liturgies, and canons, are aU but the husks of re-
ligious history. Leeky, Europ. Morals, IL 120.

4. The frame which supports a run of mill-
stones.— Capillary husk, an envelop or investment of
capiUanes m the spleen. =Syn. 1. Hull, etc. See skin, n.
huski (husk), V. t. [< husk^, n.j 1. To strip
oft the external integument or covering of.
Being thoroughly husked and cleansed, grind it into

meal as is aforesaid. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvUi. 7.

Then in the golden weather the maize was husked.
Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 4.

2. To open or shuck, as oysters. [Georgia.]
husk2 (husk), n. [< ]\IE. husk, huske (see quot.

)

;

cf. OF. husse, a dogfish; cf. also hush-bagaty,
hush-paddle.^ The greater dogfish, Scylliorhi-
nus eanioula.

Huske [var. huskl fyshe, sguamus [var. smtarus].
Prompt. Parv.

husfcS (husk), a. [Var. of hask, dry, rough,
harsh: seehaskK Cf. husky^.^ Dry; parched.
[Prov. Eng.]

husfcS (husk), M. [<fejis%2.] Huskiness. [Rare.]

"Really, gentlemen," said the Reverend Doctor Gaster,
after clearing the husk in his throat with two or three
hems, "this is a very sceptical and, I must say, atheistical
conversation." Peacock, Headlong Hall, i.

husk^f, n. [Origin obscure.] A company of
hares.

A huske or a down of hares.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

huskanaw, huskanoy (hus'ka-na, -noi), n.

[Amer. Ind.] Formerly, among the Virginia
Indians, the ceremony or ordeal of preparing
young men for the higher duties of manhood, by
solitary confinement and the use of narcotics,
whereby remembrance of the pastwas supposed
to be obliterated and the mind left free for the
reception of new impressions.

The Appomattoxes, formerly a great nation, though now
an inconsiderable people, made a huskanaw in the year
1690. Beverley, Virginia, iii. if 32.

huskanaw, huskanoy (hus'ka-na, -noi), v. t.

[< huskanaw, huskanoy, «.] Among the Virginia
Indians, to subject to the ordeal of the huska-
naw.
The choicest and briskest young men . . . are chosen

out by the rulers to be huskanawed.
Beverley, Virginia, ii. ^ 82.

He is a good man too, but so much out of his element
that he has the air of one hitskanoyed.

Jeferson, Correspondence, n. 342.

huskedt (huskt), a. [< husk^ + -ed^.] 1. Hav-
ing a husk; covered as if with a husk.

They haue a small fruit growing on little trees, husked

like a Chestnut. Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 122.

Like Jupiter huskt iti- a female skin.

Hist. Albino and BeUama (1638).

husker (hus'k^r), ». [< fi«5A;i -I- -erl.] 1. One
who husks; especially, one who husks com;
one who takes part in a husking-bee. [U. S.]

The com was piled in the centre of the capacious kitch-

en around the heap squatted the huskers.

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 6.

From many a brown old farm-house, and hamlet without

name,
Their milking and their home tasks done, the merry husk-

ers came. Whittier, The Huskers.

3. A tool or machine for removing the husks

from maize.— 3. Among oystermen, an oyster-

opener; a shucker.—4. pi. In omith., the De-

glubitores, the third order of birds in Macgilli-

vray's system. See Deglubitores.

They are generally gregarious after the breeding season,

and feed.for the most part on seeds, which they deprive,

by means of the sharp edges of the bill, of then- outer cov-

ering or pericarp, whence the name Huskers, given to the

order. MacgiUimay, Hist. British Birds, L 316.

husk-hackler (husk'haknSr), n. A machine

for shredding corn-husks for stuffing mattresses

and cushions. It is essentially a brake, like a hemp-

brake, with toothed roUs, between which the husks are

passed to split and comb the dried leaves. , „ ^ ,.

huskily (hus'ki-U), ac?«). [ihusky^ + -ly^.^ In

a husky maimer; dryly; hoarsely.

hussif
"It is true," Markheim said huskily, "I have in some

degree complied with evlL" B. L. Stevenson, Markheim.

huskiness (hus'ki-nes), n. [< husky^ + -ness.]
The state of being husky ; dryness ; roughness

;

hoarseness, as of the voice when affected by
fatigue or emotion.

"I tell no lies," said the butcher, with the same mild
huskiness as before. George Eliot, Silas Marner, vL

husking (hus'king), n. [Verbal n. of husk\ «.]
1. The act of stripping off husks, as of maize.— 3. A gathering of persons to assist in husk-
ing Indian com '(maize), usually with feasting
and merrymaking. Also called huskina-bee.
[U.S.]

^

For now the cowhouse filled, the harvest home,
The invited neighbors to the husking come.

J. Barlow, Hasty Pudding, iii.

In modern times, the jolly little God [Cupid] . . . has
become modernized in his arts, and invented huskings,
apple-bees, sleigh-rides, "droppin's," gymnastics, etc.

HaUberger's Ulus. Mag., 1876, p. 686.

husking-bee (hus'king-be), n. Same as husk-
ing, 2. [U. S.]

The shining fioor suggests the flail-beat of autumn, that
pleasantest of monotonous sounds, and the later husking-
bee, where the lads and lasses sit round laughingly busy
under the swinging lantern.

LoweU, Fireside Travels, p. 276.

husking-peg (hus'Mng-peg), n. Same as husk-
ing-pin.

husking-pin (hus'Mng-pin), n. A pin or claw
worn upon the hand to assist in tearing open
the shuck when husking Indian com.
huskyl (hus'ki), a. [< husk^ + -^l.] Abound-
ing with, consisting of, or resembling husks;
hence, poor, unprofitable, etc.

Most have found
A husky harvest from the grudging ground.

Dryden, tr. of Vii'gil's Georgics, L 314.

husky2 (hus'ki), a. [A var. (after husk^) of E.
dial, hasky, dry, rough, unpleasant, haste, dry,
rough, harsh, parched: see hask\ harsh, harsh.
According to Skeat, husky stands for *husty or
*hausty, < haust\ hoast, host*:, a, dry eougk.]
Dry in the throat; hoarse; harsh; sounding
roughly : said of the voice or utterance.

The priest waa a dry old man, with a husky and broken
voice, and he proceeded as if all feeling had left his soul
long ago. C. E. Norton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 46.

But the voices sank yet lower, sank to hiuiky tones of fear.

WhMier, Garrison of Cape Ann.

husky^ (hus'ki), n.; pi. huskies (-kiz). [Said to
be a corruption of Eskimo.'] A kind of dog used
in drawing sleds in the Hudson's Bay territory.

The original Husky has always been an animal requir-
ing firm treatment, naturally dangerous, and to a great
extent devoid of affection.

Colonial and Indian Exhibitions (1886), p. 75.

huso (hu'so), n. [NL., < OHG. Jmso, MHG.
hUse, husen, (3. hausen = D. huizen, MD. huyzen,
the huso : see isinglass, which is a corruption of
MD. huyzen-blas, 'huso-bladder.'] 1. The great
sturgeon, Acipenser huso, of the rivers falling

into the Black and Caspian seas, abounding
especially in Russia. See sturgeon.— 3. Icap^
A genus of such fishes.

husst (hus), V. i. [A var. of hiss; cf. husz.'] To
hiss ; whistle, as the wind.

When once we come within a Mile, more or less, of the
Cape and stand off to Sea, as soon as we get without it we
find such a hussing Breez that sometimes we are not able
to ply against it. Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 38.

hussar (hu-zar'), n. [< F. hussard = Sp. hiisar,

husaro = Pg. hussar = It. ussaro = D. huzaar
= Dan. Sw. husar = G. hitsar, < Hung, huszdr,

the twentieth, < husz, twenty : so called because
Matthias Corvinus (1443-90), King of Hungary
and Bohemia, raised a corps of horse-soldiers

by commanding that one man should be chosen
out of every twenty in each village.] A mem-
ber of a class of Ught cavalry originating in
Hungary in the middle ages, and now form-
ing part of most European armies. The Hun-
garian hussars were famed for their activity and courage.
Their dress was semi-oriental, and has set the type of

uniform for the hussars of other nations. The latter are
conspicuous for their fantastic dress, of which important
parts have been the dolman and busby. Of late years

the dolman has been abandoned, and the hussar uniform
is distinguished by brilliant colors, elaborate braidings,

etc.

I was about as perfect a type of the hussar as need be.

My jacket seemed to fit tighter—my pelisse hung more
jauntily—my shako sat more saucily on one side of my
head. Lever, Maurice Tiemay, viiL

hussif^ (huz'if), n. [Assimilated form of hus-

wife^ (ME. huswife) = housewife^: see house-

wife^ and hnssy^.'i A housewife.

hussif^ (huz'if), n. [Also vmtten huzzif; an
alteration, simulating hussif^ for housewife^ of



bussif

Tiussy^, whioli has on the other hand attracted
liussif'-iatothetormhiissy^: see hiissy^jhussy^.l
Same as liussy^.

Hussite (hus'it), n. [< late ML. Sussitce, pi.

The name Suss, or more prop. 3us, is an
abbr., adopted by Huss himself (about 1396),
of his full name (Johann) Hussinetg (so called
from his native village Hussine te) . ] A follower
of John Huss of Bohemia, the religious re-
former, who was burned in 1415. The Hussites
organized themselves immediately afterward Into a polit-
ico-religious party, and waged flerc^civil warfrom 1419 to
1434, when they were overcome. They were divided in doc-
trine into radical and conservative sections, called Tabor-
ieesand Caliztines; the formerflnally became mergedwith
the Bohemian Brethren, and the latter partly with the Lu-
therans and partly with the Koman Catholics.

Of Brownist, Hussite, or of Calvinist,
AiTninian, Puritan, or Familist.

Taylor's Motto (1622). (HaZKwell.)

The cardinal [Beaufort] had already forwarded to Chi-
chele the papal bull underwhich hewas commissioned to
raise money for the Hussite crusade.

Stuhbs, Const. Hist., § 334.

hussyl (huz'i), n.
;
pi. hussies (-iz). [Also writ-

ten hussey, huzzy, and dial. %uzz; areduced form
othussif'-, huswijfe^, housewife^: aeehousewife^.li

It. The mistress of the house : same as house-
wife^.

**Dame, ye mon to the pluch [plow] to mome

;

I salbe hussy, gif I may."
"Husband," quoth scho, "content am I."

Wyf of AuA:htirm.uchty(C\iild:ii Ballads, VIII. 117).

3. A pert, wilful woman or girl ; a frolicsome
or mischievous girl ; a quean; a jade; a wench:
nsed either in reproach or jocosely.

Now you think me a corrupt Hussey,
Steele, Conscious lovers, i. 1.

Meet me in the evening and I'll give you an answer to
this. So, hussy, take a kiss beforehand, to put you in mind.

Sheridan, The Uivals, ii. 2.

hussy^ (huz'i), n.
;
pi. hussies (-iz). [Also writ-

ten huzzy; usually regarded as a particular use
of hussy'- = huzzy = huswife'^ = housewife'^, but
according to Skeat < Icel. hOsi, a case (comp.
sjfoeris-husi, a seissors-oase), < hus (= Norw.
huss), a house, also a case, = AS. hus, a house:
see feojtsel.] Acase for scissors, needles, thread,
etc. Also housewife, hussif.

I went towards the pond, the maid following rae, and
dropt purposely my hussy; and when I came near the
tiles I said, "Mrs. Anne, I have dropt my husey."

Richardson, Pamela, 1. 162.

hustt. An obsolete past participle of hush.

hustilmentt, »• See hustlement.

busting (hus'ting), 11. [<ME. husUng (> OF. hus-

teng), a council, < late AS. husting, a council (of

Danes), < Icel. husthing, a council or meeting to

whichaking, earl, or captainsummoned his peo-
ple or guardsmen, < hiis (= AS. hUs, B. housed)

+ thing, a thing; as a law term, an assembly,

meeting, a general term for any public meeting,
esp. for purposes of legislation ; a parliament,
including courts of law; = AS. and E. thing:

see housed and thing."] 1. A public meeting for

conference ; a council ; specifically, a court

:

now usually in the plural, hustings, used also as
singular. Courts so called were formerly held in many
cities of England, as Great Yarmouth, Lincoln, York, and
Norwich, and are still held in London, before the mayor,
recorder, and sheriffs. They formerly had exclusive au-

thority in all real and mixed actions for the recovery of

land within the city, except ejectment, but their juris-

diction has fallen into comparative desuetude. In Vir-

ginia, the municipal courts established in cities of over
5,000 inhabitants were at one time called hustings courts.

A husting court (for the purpose of a city of London
school) was held in 1886, and again in 1888.

Academy (London), June 1, 1889, p. 374.

[By Henry the First's charter to London] the ancient
assemblies, husting, folk-motes, ward-motes, are to be
kept up. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 314.

Now the idea of representation begins to work in the
National Council— the Sheriff of each Shire is directed to

send up a certain number of freeholders, or royal tenants,

to talk with the King. These are chosen by the free votes

of their feUows at the Shire-moot or Hustings, as it was
caUed later. A. Buckland, Nat. Institutions, p. 11.

2. pi. (also as singular). A temporary plat-

form onwhich nominations of members of Par-
liament were made, and fromwhich a candidate
addressed his constituency. Since the passing

of the Ballot Act of 1872 the use of hustings

has been discontinued, but the word is still

used with reference to any platform from which
electioneering speeches are delivered. [Great

Britain.]

I stood on the hustings, ... less like a candidate than
an unconcerned spectator of a publick meeting.

Burke, Speech at Bristol.

That so, when the rotten hustings shake
In another month to his brazen lies,

A wretched vote may be gain'd. Tennyson, Maud, vL

He was ... a second-rate hustings orator.

Disraeli, quoted in Edinburgh Eev., CLXIII. 613.
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Hustings court, inEiohmondand other cities ofVirginia,

a couil having a criminal jurisdiction nearly exclusive as

to offenses committed within the city limits, and a juris-

diction in many other cases, civil and criminal, concurrent
with the circuit court, but locally limited,

hustle (hus ' 1), V.
;
pret. and pp. hustled, ppr.

hustling. [< D. hutselen, shake, jolt, ft-eq. of

hutsen, hotsen, shake, jog, jolt, > ult. E. hotch:

see hotch.'] I. trans. To shake or throw toge-

ther confusedly or in a disorderly manner;
shove roughly, as by crowding; jostle: as, to

hurtle things out of the way ; he was hustled off

the course.

She saw a blue-jay washing itself, ducking its crest, and
hustling the water with its wings. 5. Judd, Margaretj i. 2.

And then
Was hustled by the sullen baffled men
Who shouldered past him back into the hall.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 352.

A beggar woman hustled the duchess as she was stand-

ing astonished because her maid had left her to carry her
own bag. Froude, Sketches, p. 42.

When night after night a ministry is hustled and jostled

in argument ; when its members are unable to hold their

own in the fiery ordeal of House of Commons interrogation,

. . . their end is not far off. Edinburgh J{ev.,CLXy.Zl2.

II. intrans. 1 . To push or crowd ; move about
with difficulty, as ia a crowd; shuffie or sham-
ble hurriedly.

Leaving the king, who had hustled along the floor with
his dress wofully Hi-arrayed. Scott.

Every theatre had its footmen's gallery ; an army of the
liveried race hustled round every chapel-door. Thackeray.

2. To make haste; move or act energetically:

as, come, hustle now. [Colloq., U. S.]— 3. To
shake up the halfpence in the game of pitch

and hustle. See below.

The owner of the nearest halfpenny claims the privilege
to hustle first. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 370.

Pitch and hustle, an old game in which the contestants
pitch halfpence at a mark, to see who can come the near-

est to it. The halfpence are then collected, shaken toge-

ther, and deposited on the ground, and that playerwho has
pitched one of his halfpence nearest the mark takes all

those which turn head upward. The remaining halfpence
are again shaken together and deposited on the ground,
and the player who pitched a halfpenny next nearest the
mark takes all that turn head upward. This continues
until all the halfpence are taken. Strutt.

hustle-cap (hus'1-kap), n. Same as pitch and
hustle. See hustle, v. i.

Squandered what little money they could procure at
hicstle-cap and chuck-farthing.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 175.

hustlement (hus'1-ment), n. [< ME. hustle-

ment, hustilment, hosUt'ement, < OP. hustilement,

hostilement, hostillement, ostillement, an imple-
ment, pi. furniture, also simply hosUl, ostil, ustil,

later oustil, P. outil, an implement, utensil, <

ML. as if "ustellum, < L. vsitari, use often, freq.

of uti, use : see utensil and use.] If. Furni-
ture.—2. Odds and ends. [Prov. Eng.] [In
both senses usually in the plural.]

hustler (hus'lfer), m. One who hustles; specifi-

cally, one who is active and energetic in busi-
ness; a lively worker. [Colloq., U. S.]

A strictly first-class stenographer and type-writer, young
man, a hustler in every respect, wants a strictly first-class

position. Publishers' Weekly, Dec. 18, 1886.

Superintendent B is a hustler, and he is backed by
an active company. Fleet Sev. (Amer.), XIIL 8.

huswife^t (huz'wif or huz'if), n. [< ME. hus-
wif: see housewife^. Hence hussip-, hussy^.]
1, A housewife.

Sith th' onely Spider teacheth every one
The Husbands and the Huswifes function.
For, for their food the valiant Male doth roam

;

The cunning Female tends her work at home.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i 7.

The poore husbandmans baken, halfe lost for lacke of
a good huswifes looking too.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 113.

It was the hour when huswife mom
With pearl and linen hangs each thorn.

Churchill, The Ghost.

2. A pert, wilful woman or girl; a hussy. See
hussy'-, 2.

If she should yeelde at the first assault^ he would thinke
hir a light huswife. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 74.

Why should you dare to imagine me
So light a huswife that, from four hours' knowledge,
You might presume to offer to my credit
This rude and ruffian trial?

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iiL 1.

huS'Wifelf (huz'wif or huz'if), v. t. [< huswife^
n.] To manage with economy and frugality

:

said of a woman.
But huswifirig the little Heaven had lent,
She duly paid a groat for quarter rent.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, L 9.

hus'wife^t (huz'wif or huz'if), n. [See hussif^,
hussy^.] Same as houseioife^.

huS'Wlfelyt (huz'wif-li or huz'if-li), a. and adv.
Like a housewife ; housewifely.

Hutchinsia

This care hath a huswife all day In her head,

That aU thing In season be huswifely fed.

Tusser, InstruotionB to Huswifeiy.

hus-wiferyt, huswifryt (huz'wif-ri or huz 'if-ri),

». [< huswife^ + -ry.] Housewifery.

Good huswifery trieth

To rise with the cook

;

HI huswifery lieth

Till nine of the clock.
Tusser, Five Hundred Points.

By Ceres huswifrie and paine.

Men leam'd to burie the reviving graine.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IIL L 34.

huti (hut), n. [< ME. *hutte, hotte, < OF. hutte,

hute, a cot, cottage, P. hutte, a hut, a cottage,

= MD. hutte, D. hut = Dan. hytte = Sw. hydda

(an aecom. of the expected *hytta) , a hut, < OHG.
hutta, MHG. hiitte, G. hiitte, a hut, cottage, bow-
er; prob. = Goth, as if *hudja, AS. as if *hydd,

from the root of AS. h'ydan, MB. hyden, huden,

hiden, E. hide^, cover, whence also ult. AS. has,

'K.house: see hide^, housed. ] 1. Asmall or hum-
ble house; a hovel or cabin; a mean lodge or

dweUing.
Sore pierced by wintry wind.

How many shrink into the sordid hut
Of cheerless poverty ! Thomson, Winter, L 337.

They built, and thatch'd with leaves of palm, a hut.

Half hut, half native cavern. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. Milit., a rude wooden structure for the tem-
porary housing of troops, as during a winter.

Some military huts are large enough to house

a hundred men.— 3. The back end or body of

the breech-pin of a musket.

The Barrels . . . shall be smoothed in the finished State

with the Breeches in the percussioned State, Huts filed

up. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 277.

hut^ (hut), V. ;
pret. and pp. hutted, ppr. hutting.

[< fe«<l, TO.] I. trans. To place in a hut or in

huts : as, to hut troops in winter quarters.

There was a mill near, round which were left several

pine boards, with which we soon hutted ourselves.
Franklin, Autobiog., p. 203.

These tools are a light coolie load, but they will be
found invaluable for cutting a camping-ground out of the
side of a hill, and for hutting both yourself and atten-

dants. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 687.

II. intrans. To lodge in a hut or in huts.

hut^t (ii'iit); ** [^ MIE. hutte, var. of *hotte, a
heap.] A clod.

Witha shelle or a hutte [tr. L. gleba] adoune hem [lettuces]

presse,
And thaiwol glade and fate under this presse.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 60.

hutch^ (huch), n. [< ME. hueehe, huche, hoche,

whucehe, a box, chest, < OF. huche, F. huche, a
hutch,bin, akneading-trough or -tub,amill-hop-
per, = Sp. OPg. hucha, < ML. huUca, a chest;
prob. of Teut. origin, perhaps connected ult.

with OHG. hutta, a hut, shelter : see hwt^.] 1

.

A chest, box, coffer, bin, or other receptacle in
which things may be stored : as, a gram-fe«tc/i.
The name was formerly applied specifically to one of the
chests into which smaller receptacles called forcers, hana-
pers, etc., were packed ; documents and valuable articles

were commonly stored in this way.

That Arke or Hucche, with the Kelikes, Tytns ledde
with hym to Home, whan he had scomfyted alle the Jewes.

MandeviXle, Travels, p. 85.

The best way to keep them, after they are threshed, ia

to dry them well, and keep them in hutches, or close casks.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

2. A bakers' kneading-trough.—3. A box or
trough used in connection with certain ore-
dressingmachines. [Eng.]—4. Alow-wheeled
wagon in which coal is diawn up out of the pit.— 5. As a measure : (a) A measure of two Win-
chester bushels.
Hutch, a measure of 2 Winchester bushels. Six hutches

of coal make a cart-load of about 14 cwt. Simmmds.

(6) In Renfrewshire, Scotland, two hundred-
weight of pyrites.—6. The casing of a flour-
bolt.—7. A box, coop, or pen in which a (small)
animal is confined : as, a Tsibbit-hutch.
A drunken face . . . flaring out of a heap of rags on the

floor of a Aog-hutch which is her private apartment.
Dickens, Bleak House, xxil.

In a hutch neai* the corner of the house was William's
pointer. C. Meade, Never Too Late to Mend, i. 8.

8. A fisherman's shanty. [Local, TJ. S.]
hutchi (huch), 1). *. l<hutch\n.] 1. To hoard
or lay up, as in a chest.

And, that no'comer might
Be vacant of her plenty, in her own loins
She huich'd the all-worshipp'd ore, and precious gems,
To store her children with. Milton, Comus, 1. 719.

2. In mining, to wash, as ore, in a tub or hutch.
hutch^ (hucn), V. t. [A var. of hotch: see hotch,
and cf . hustle.] To shrug. [Prov. Eng.]
Hutchinsia (hu-ehin'si-a), TO. [NL., after Miss
Mutchins, an Irish cryptogamist. The surname
Butchins, ME. Hudhyns, is a patronymie geni-



Hutchinsia

tive of Suehin, an assibilation of HucMn, a dim.
of Eugh. The name Hvggins is similarly de-
rived from ME. Sugyn, Hugon, < OP. Sugon,
Eiigo, another form of Hugh: see Huguenot]
A genus of small perennial and annual crucif-
erous plants of Europe and Asia, with pinnate-
ly divided leaves and small white flowers. They
are chiefly alpine in habitat. S, petrtKa, an annual, grows
on rocks and walls in England and Wales.

Hutchiusonian (huch-ia-s6'ni-an), n. and a.

[The surname Hutchinson, ME*.' Huchynson,
Bochinson, is a patronymic equiv. to Hutchins,
i. 6. Hutchin's son: see Hutchinsia.] 1. n. 1.

One who held the views of John Hutchinson
(1674-1737), a seoular English writer on theol-

ogy and natural philosophy. He and his foUowera
imerpreted the Bible mystically, regarded it as an infalli-

ble source o( science and philosophy, opposed the New-
tonian system, and laid great stress on the Importance o£
the Hebrew language. The Hutchinsonian school existed
till the nineteenth century.

2. In.^mer. hist., a follower of Mrs. Anne Hutch-
inson (died 1643), an antinomian teacher, in

the early years of the colony of Massachusetts
Bay.

n. a- Pertaining or relating to John Hutch-
inson or Anne Hutchinson, or to the doctrines
of either of them.
Hutchmsonianisni (hueh-in-s6'ni-an-izm), n.

[< Hutchinsonian + -ism.1 The system of doe-
trine or thought taught by or derived from
either John Hutchinson or Anne Hutchinson.
See Hutchinsonian, n.

Hutchins's goose. See goose.

hntet, i>. A Middle English form of hoot,

hutment (hut'meht), n. [< hut^, v., + -ment.1
Accommodation" in huts; housing. [Rare.]

On foreign stations the only important sanitary works
appear to be a contribution of £300 towards the drainage
01 Cape Town, . . . and £14,230 for AMtmejiJ for increased
garrison at Malta. The Lancet, No. 3422, p. 660.

huttet, i>. A Middle English form of hit^.

Hnttonian (hu-to'ni-an), a. In geol., relating to

the views and theories of James Hutton (1726-

1797). Hutton wrote and published voluminously in va-

rious departments of natural science and metaphysics, but
when the term Huttonian is used it is generally with ref-

erence to his work in geology. The most important fea-

ture of Button's theories was his attempt to explain the for-

mer changes of the earth's crust by the aid of natural agen-
cies exclusively. In opposition to Werner, he maintained
that granite and basalt were rocks which had undergone
fosion by subterranean heat, and this view and others held
by him were for some years the subject of violent contro-

2929
But summnn 'nil come ater mea mayhap wi' 'is kittle o'

steilm
Huzzin' an' maazin' the blessed fealds wi' the Divil's oan

team. Termyion, Northern Farmer, Old Style.

huzza, huzzah (hu-za' or -za'), interj. [< G. hus-
sa, another form of hurrah .-see hurrah. ] Vari-
ants of hurrah. Sometimes huzzay.

You begin to he something too old for us, we are for the
brisk Huzza'e of Seventeen or Eighteen.

Wyeherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, L

Hyaenidse

varieties of garnet and topaz also receive this

name.
Bishes of agat set in gold, and studded
With emeralds, sappUres, hyacinths, and rubies.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

hut-urn (hut'em), n A tyjje of cinerary urn
of pottery peculiar to the primitive Italic peo-
ples, and anterior to
Etruscan or other
foreign influence.
The form of the urn is

that of a circular cabin
or hut, with a conical
loof, imitating a rude
structure in osiers plas-

tered with clay, tiiese
urns are found in all the
sites of archaic Italic civ-

ilization, as atVetulonia,
Civit^ Castellana, in the
oldest tombs of Cometo,
in the ancient necropolis
of Torre del Mordillo
near Sybaris, and notably
in the cemeteiy of Alba Hut-um.
Iionga,beneaththe strata

,

of eruptive deposits from the volcanoes of Latium. The
form persisted in the Roman temples of Testa, which were
always circular and with a conical roof, like the primeval
huts of the race. Sometimes called houee-urn,

huvettet, »• [P., < OP. hmette, huveste, a kind
of hat used hy soldiers : cf. huve, an ornament
for the head, a woman's head-gear : see houve.']

Bame as humette^.
hnx (huks), V. t. [Origiu obscure ;

perhaps trans-

posed from *hus}c, < hush, a certain flsh: see

husk^.'] To fish for, as pike, with hooks and
lines fastened to floating bladders.

huzter, n. See huckster.

Huygenian (hi-ge'ni-an), a. Of or pertainmg
to Christian Huygens '(ottea incorrectly written

Buyghens), a Dutch natural philosopher and
mathematician (1629-95). Also Hwyghenian.—
Huygenian eyepiece. Se,eeyepime.

BiOZ (huz), pron. A vulgar pronunciation oi us.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
He hasna settled his account . . . wi huz fov sax weeks.

Seott, Antiquaiy, I. 318.

What needwe care about his subsistence, sae lang as he
asks nae thing frae hvz, ye ken. Seott, Kob Roy, xxiv.

huzzt, V. i. [Imitative : cf. iuzz^ and hies, hiss,

whizz.'] To buzz ; hum ; murmur.
If the flre then burne in the chimney pale, and keepe

therewith a hmzmg noise, wee find by experience that it

forsheweth tempest and stormie weather. ...

ffoJJond, tr. of Pliny, xvuL 36.

4. In her., the tincture tenney or tawny when
blazoning is done by colors of precious stones.

See blazon.— 5. In ornith., a. purple gallinule,

as of the genus lonornis or Porphyrio; a sultan.
— Hyacinth beans. See Egyptian beana, xmiei beani.

Tliere are woodcocks for supper," says my lord, "Huz- ll'Vacinthian (hi-a-sin'thi-an), a. Same as hya-^yl rAocfero!/, Henry Esmond, II. vii. cinthine.
" "

The company rose twice and manifested their approba- hyacin'thine (hi-a-sin'thin), a. [< L. hyadn-
tion by nme hmzaa. Bancroft, Hist. Const.. 1. 120. ^Mnus, < Gr. iadiBtvog, hyacmthine, < Uiaveoc,

hyacinth: see hyacinth.] 1. Made or consisting
of hyacinth; resembling hyacinth in color or

odor.
HyacinthiTie locl^

Round from his parted forelock manly hung
Clustering. Milton, P. L., Iv. 301

Her lips more fragrant than the summer air;

And sweet as Scythian musk her hyacinthine hair.

Sir W. Jones, Palace of Fortune.

They [Manhattan Island garnets] do not . . . possess
the hyacinthine hue of the Alaskan examples, and are less

translucent. Sd. Amer., N. S., LVIU. 311.

2. Very beautiful or attractive : in allusion to

Hyacinthus, a youth fabled to have been loved
by Apollo.

The hyadnthins boy, for whom
Morn well might break and April bloom.

Emerson, Threnody.

Hyacinthus (M-a-sin'thus), n. [NL., < L. hy-

acinthus : see hyacinth.] A genus of liliaceous

bulbous plants, including about 30 species, na-
tives of central Europe, Asia, and Africa. It is

characterized by having the perianth infundibuliform-
campanulate, not constricted at the throat, the lobes
shorter, or rarely longer, than the tube, and ttie stamens
fixed in the tube or throat, with slender filaments dilated
at the base. H. orientalis has been long celebrated for
the endless varieties which culture has produced from it.

H. Jtomanus (the Roman hyacinth), a small white-blos-
somed species, Is often grown as an early spring flower;
there is also a pale-blue Roman hyacinth. H. amethysO-
nus is the ametliyst or Spanish hyacmth, and S. candU
caTis the white Cape hyacinth. See cut under hyacinth,

Hyades (hi'a-dez), n. pi. [L. , < Gr. 'Tadeg (sing.

'Tdf not used), prob. Kvg (cf. LGr. avdg, a sow) =
L. sns, a pig, swine, like the equiv. L. sueulce,

the Hyades, lit. 'piglings,' < SMS, a pig : see Stis,

sow^, and swine. But the ancient derivation

was < Gr. vclv, rain, whence Virgil calls them
PliCoim, 'rainy' (see pluvious). See also the

def.] 1. In astron., a group of about seven
stars, of which the principal is Aldebaran, in

the head of the Bull, supposed by the ancients

to indicate the approach of rainy weather when
they rose with the sun. In Greek mythology the

Hyades were originally nymphs who nursed the infant

Bacchus, and were transformed into stars in compassion
for their incessant weeping for the fate of their brother,

who was torn to pieces by a wild beast. Also Hyads,

Tliro' scudding drifts the rainy Hyades
Vext the dim sea. Tennyson, Ulysses.

2. [Used as a singular.] In entom., a genus of

lepidopterous insects. Boisdu/val.

Hyads (hi'adz), n. pi. Same as Hyades, 1.

Then sailors quarter'd heaven, and found a name
For every flx'd and every wandering star

;

The Pleiads, Eyads, and the Northern Car.

Vryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, L 207.

Hyaena (hi-e'na), n. [NL., < L. hyana, hyena:
see hyena.] f. (a) The typical genus of the

family Hyeenidce. There are two living species of the
genus in its restricted use : the common striped hyena, H.
striata, and the brown hyena, H. irunnea. The spotted

hyena is H. crocuta, or Crocuta maeulata. The genus is

now confined to the warmer parts of the old worid, but
the cave-hyena, H. spelceus, formerly inhabited much of

Europe, its remains being now found in caverns in Ger-

many, France, and England. See cut under hyena. (6)

[I. c] The Linnean specifle name of Canis hy-

wna, equivalent to the modem family Hycmidce.
— 2. fiijcfeift., a genus of fishes. Ofcere, 1816.

—

3. [?. c] See hyena.

Hysnarctidse (hi-e-nark'ti-de), n, pi, [NL.,

< Hycmarctos + -idee.] A family of fossil arc-

toid mammals, the type of which is the genus
Hycenarctos.-" •-

-.NL., < Gr.

1 arctic] A
irachwhyOd: the fan'-haired hyacinth, Muscan comosumj genus of fossil bear-like carnivorous mammals
the grape-hyacinth, or globe-hyacinth, the genus Mnscan; ^^^ ^j^g Miocene and Pliocene, referred to the

Bancroft, Hist. Const., 1. 120.

huzza (hu-za' or -za'), i'. I. intrans. Same as
hurrah.

With that I huzzaed, and took a jump across the table.
ra«er, No. 45.

n. trans. Same as hurrah.

He was huzzaed into the court by several thousand of
weavers and clothiers. Addison.

huzzy, n. See hussy^.

hw-. The original form, in early Middle Eng-
lish and Anglo-Saxon, of the consonant se-
quence now written jc«-. For all words so be-
ginning, see under wh-.
hwang (hwang), n. See fimg-hwang.
hyi+i a. An obsolete speUing of high,

hy^t, V, An obsolete spelling of hie.

hy* (hi), interj. See hi.

hyacinet, »• A corrupt form of hyacinth.

Deepe empurpled as the Hyaeme.
Spenser, F. Q., IL xii. 64.

hyacinth (hi'a-sinth), n. [In older E. jacinth,
jacimt (&ee jacinth) , < OP. hyacinthe, < L. hyacin-
thus, < Gr. iaKivBog, the hyacinth (a plant-name
appar. comprehend-
ing the blue iris,

the gladiolus, and
the larkspur) ; also

a precious stone of

blue color (prob.

not the mod. hya-
cinth, but perhaps
the sapphire); ori-

gin obscure ; accord-
ing to one conjec-
ture, connected with
iov(*Fiov)= L. vio-la,

violet. Doublet ja-

cinth, jacint.] 1. An
ornamental bulbous
plant of the genus
Hyacinthus (H. ori-

entaUs), natural or-

der LiliacecB. it is a
native of the Levant,

and grows in abundance
about Aleppo and Bag-
dad. The root is a tuni-

cated bulb; the leaves

are broad and green ; the
scape is erect, bearing
numerous often droop-

ing bell-shaped flowers

of almost aU colors, and
both single- and double-

flowered. The hyacinth
appears first to have been
cultivated as a garden-

flowerby the Dutch about
the beginning of the six-

, . , „ , ^ ,, ,.

teenth century. It was introduced into England about

the end of that century, and is now one of the most popu-

lar of cultivated bulbous plants. [The so-called yellow

sickness of the hyacinth is produced by a parasitic bac-

terium which occm-s as yeUow slimy masses in the vessels.

"In the resting bulb the bacteria are confined to the vas-

cular bundles of the bulb-scales ; at flowering time they

are found also in the leaves, and not in the vessels only,

but in the parenchyma also,where they All the interceUular

spaces, [and] destroy the cells." (Se Bary, Oomp. Morph.

and Biol., p. 482.)]

The letter'd hyacinths of darksome hue.

And the sweet violet, a sable blue.

Fawkes, tr. of Idylls of Theocritus, x.

Sheets of hyacinth

That seem'd the heavens upbteaMng thro' the earth.

Temnyson, Gumevere.

Hyaciath
[i/yacittihus orientalis).

a. Flower cut longitudinally; b,

fruit cut transversely: c, seed cut

longitudinally, showing the embryo.

the lily-hyaointh, 'Scilla Lilio-Hyacinthus; \he Missouri

hvacinth, a plant of either of the genera Fesp.ero«tAjM

a?d BroSi<ia; the hyacinth of Peru, hoia P^ruimma;the

star-hyacinth, ScUla amaena; the starch-hyacmth, ifra-

la%r^rm>s>lm; the tassel-hyacinth. Muscan conwmmj

the wild hyacinth, Camassia (SeUla) Frasen.

UrsidcB, or made the type of a family Hycmare-
tidcB. The genus, established by Cautley and Falconer,

is equivalent to Agriotherium of Wagner, Sivalarctos and
Amphiarctos of De Blainville, and Hemicyon of lartet.

FossU remains referred to this genus have been named H.

modem usage, a gem
.

which is a variety of the mineral zircon, Some 4dce.]

[NL., < Hycena +
A "family ot JPera fissipedia, belonging



HysenidsB

to the series Mluroidea hycmiformia ; the hye-
nas. They have 3 incisors and 1 canine on each side
above and below, i premolars in each upper and S in
each lower half-jaw, and 1 molar on each side above and
below— in all 34 teeth, which are very strong. The large
molars are close together ; the upper true molars are re-
duced in size, and tubercular; and the lower true molars
and last upper premolar are sectorial. The feet are digi-
"gjade.with blunt non-retractile claws; the tail is short
and bushy ; the eyes and ears are prominent ; and the
tongue is rough with prickles. There are two genera, Hy-
cena and Crocuta. With Hycemidce proper is sometimes
associated the genus Proteles, now usually made the type
of a family Proteiidoe. See hyena.

l^aeniform, a. See li/yeniform.

Hyseniformia (hi-eii-i-f6r'mi-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hy(Bna + L. forma, form.] "A group or series
of Mluroidea, constituted by the families Hyce-
nid(B and Prqtettdw, having 34 or 32 teeth, no
tubercular true molar in the lower jaw, no sep-
tum of the auditory bulla, and digitigrade feet.

hysenine, a. See hyenine.
Hysenodon (hi-en'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. iiaiva,

hyena, + bScAg (odour-) = E. tooth.'] A ge-
nus of fossil carnivorous mammals of the Eo-
cene and Lower Miocene, of uncertain system-
atic position. They had apparently 44 teeth, of a ca-
nme type ; the fourth upper premolar and first lower
molar were sectorial, and all the succeeding teeth were
also sectorial, hut not tuberoulate as in existing carni-
vores. In ff. leptorhynehus, lor example, the last lower
molar is the largest and most completely sectorial of the
series. This species is described by Boyd Dawkins, from
the Upper Eocene of Hordwell. Many other species have
been found in both Europe and America. The animals
were about as large as leopards.

Hyaenodontidse (M-en-o-don'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,
<Hy(Enocbn{t-) + -idw.] A family of extinct
carnivorous mammals, represented by the ge-
nus Hycenodon.
hysenoid, a. See
Hyalsea, n. See Hyalea, 1. Lamarck, 1799.
Hyalaeidse (hi-a-le'i-de), n. pi. See Myaleic
Cantrame,
Hyalea (hi-a'lf-a), n. [NL., < Gr. M^EOf, of
glass, < vaTiog, glass: see hyaline.'] 1. The ge-
nus of pteropods which gives name to the fam-
ily Byaleidm: a synonym of Cavolinia. Also
wrongly spelled Hyalcea. Lamarck, 1801 ; Cm-
vier, 1817. See cut under Cavolinia.—3. A ge-
nus of lepidopterous insects. GuenSe, 1854.
Hyaleacea (hi-a-le-a'sf-a), n. pi. [NL., < Sy-
alea + -acea.] A group of pteropods, including
the genus Hyalea. Also wrongly spelled Hy-
alceacea. Menke, 1828.

Hyaleidae (hi-a-le'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hyalea
+ -idee.] A family of theeosomatous pteropods,
taking name from the genus Hyalea; the glass-
shells: synonymous with CavoUniidce. Also
(wrongly) Hyalmidm and Hyalidce.

l^alescence (hi-a-les'ens), n. [< kyaleseen(t)
+ -ce.] The process o'l becoming, or the qual-
ity or state of being, glassy in texture or trans-
parency; glassiness.

hyalescent (hi-a-les'ent), a. [< Gr. io/bf,

glass, + -esceret.]' Becoming hyaline ; exhibit-
ing hyalescence; hyaloid.

byalin (M'a-lin), n. [< LL. hyaUnus, < Gr.
vd?,ivog, of glass: see hyaline.] The chief ni-

trogenous constituent of hydatid cysts, con-
taining about 5 per cent, of nitrogen, when
boiled with sulphuric acid it is said to yield SO per cent, of
its weight of a dextrorotatory sugai-. Gaimgee.

hyaline (hi'a-lin), a, and n. [= F. hyaline =
8p. hialino = Pg. hyalino, < LL. hyalmus, < Gr.
iaXtvog, of glass, < io/bf, also &2of, glass, a word
said to be of Egyptian origin; glass was first

made in Egypt.] I. a. Glassy; resembling
glass; consisting of glass; crystalline; trans-
parent: as, the hyaline or crystalline lens of the
eye. in anatomy the word is specifically applied to the
purest or most t^ical kind of cartilage, as that of the
fetal skeleton, articular ends of adult bones, etc., as dis-

tinguished from fibrocartilage and other varieties.—Hya-
line cartilage. See cartilage.—Byaiiae degeneration,
in pathol. , transformation of tissues into a glassy substance
resembling lardaceous tissue, but not giving its chemical
reactions. It affects the walls of the blood-vessels, involun-

tary muscular fiber, and apparently interstitial connective
tissue. Also called vitreous, fihrinous, and w(Lxy degenera-
tion.—Hyaline layer, KBUiker's name of the innermost
layer of a hair-follicle.

H. ». 1. A glassy or transparent substance
or surface.

Witness this new-made world, another heaven.
From heaven-gate not far, founded in view
On the clear hyaline, the glassy sea.

Jfaton, P. L.,vii 619.

Specifically --(a) The hyaloid membrane of the eye. See
hyaloid. (6) Hyaline cartilage. See cartilage, (c) A pel-

lucid substance which determines the spontaneous divi-

sion of cells or originates cell-nuclei ; hyaloplasm.

hyalite (hi'a-lit), n. [< Gr. vakoQ, glass, + -ite^.

Cf. Gr. vafuTuQ, of glass.] A pellucid variety of

opal, resembling colorless gum or resin, it is
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white, sometimes with a shade of yellow, blue, or green,
and occurs in small botryoidal incrustations, especially on
basaltic rocks. Also called Midler's glass.

hyalithe (hi'a-lith), n. [Contr. < Gr. valoi,

glass, + Ai'fofj'stone.] A strong, dark-colored
glass, sometimes used as a substitute for por-
celain.

hyalitis (hi-a-U'tis), n.. [NL., < Gr. voKoq,

glass (with ref. to the vitreous humor), +
-itis.] lapathol. , inflammation of the vitreous
humor.
hyalo-. [< Gr. vaXo-g, glass : see hyaline.] An
element in some scientific compounds, mean-
ing ' glass.' As a prefix to names of rocks, it indicates
that the forms thus designated are in a more or less com-
pletely vitrified condition : thus, hyalo-aadesite, hyalo-hOr
salt, Aj/aJo-trachyte, etc.

hyalo|p:aph (hi-al'o-graf), n. [< Gr. Oa^f,
glass,

+ ypa<p£iv, 'write.] An instrument for etching
on a transparent surface.

hyalography (hi-a-log'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. {ia7i/)c,

glass, + -ypa^ia, (! ypaipeiv, write.] The art of
writing or engraving on glass.

hyaloid (hi'a-loid), a. and n. [< LL. hyaloides,
glass-green," < Gr. iaTioetd^g, like glass, < iia^g,

glass, + eMof, form.] I. a. Hyaline; trans-
parent; glassy—Hyaloid canal. See canals.—Sy-
aloid membrane, the capsule of the vitreous humor of
the eye; a delicate, pellucid, and nearly structureless
membrane, investing the vitreous body except in front,
where it is continuous with the suspensory ligament of
the crystalline lens. See second cut under eyel.

II. n. The hyaloid membrane.
hyaloiditis (hi"a-loi-<M'tis), n. [NL., < hyaloid
+ -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the hya-
loid membrane.
hyalomelan (hi-a-lom'e-lan), n. [< Gr. iia^og,

glass, -I- /ie?iag (/iiXav-), blaek.] One of the names
formerly given by mineralogists to glassy varie-
ties of basalt, under the idea that these were
simple homogeneous minerals. See tachyh/te
and oisidian.

Hyalonema(hi"a-lo-ne'ma),ra. [NL.,< Gr. va2a(,

glass, + v^/iffi, a thread.] " The typical genus of
the family Hyalonemidce.
hyalonemid (hi"a-16-ne'mi(i), n. A glass-
sponge of the family Hyalonemidce.
Hyalonemidse (hi"a-lo-nem'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hyalonema + -idee.] A family of hexaotinel-
line sponges, or glass-sponges, of
the order Silieoidea, und. tjjpified

by the genus Hyalonema, hav-
ing a long stem of fine silicious
threads, at one end of which is

the sponge proper; the glass-rope
sponges. There are several other
genera, as Pheronema, Stylocalyx,
and Poliopogon. Also Hyalone-
matidce.

hyaloplasm (hl'a-lo-plazm,), n.

[< Gr. iia/lof, glass, + V/Laa/iO, any-
thing formed: see plasm.] A
clear, homogeneous protoplasm;
hyaline.

The subdivisions within the fibre are
the "primitive tubules," and these con-
tain the '^hyaloplasm," which is the true
nervous substance.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 487-

A distinct granular condition becomes
apparent in what was the homogeneous
hyaloplasm.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, 2d ser., VL
[u. 199.

hyaloplasmic (hi''''a-lo-plaz'mik),

a. Having the character of hya-
loplasm.
hyalopterous (hi-a-lop'te-rus), a. ^ . ,

glass, -^ TrrEjodv,wing.] Saving hyaline or trans-
parent wings, as an insect.

hyalosiderite (hi'-'a-lo-sid'e-rit), n. [< Gr.
tiaAof, glass, -(- aiSepiTT/g, of iron, < aiSiipoc, iron:
see siderite.] A brown ferruginous variety of
olivin or chrysolite.

hyalospermous (hi"a-lo-sp6r'mus), a. [< Gr.
daTiog, glass, + anipfm, seed.] Having transpa-
rent seeds. [Bare.]

Hyalospongiae (hi"a-lo-spon'ji-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. va/iX)(, glass, + airoyym, a sponge.] A su-
perfamily group of sponges, equivalent to Hex-
actinellidw or Hyalonemidw in a broad sense

;

the glass-sponges, in Claus's system of classification
the Uyalospon^ice are the fourth order of the class Sprni-
giae, characterized as sponges with a firm, often hyaline,
latticework of 6-rayed silicious spicules, which may be
cemented together by a stratified silicious substance.

hyalotekite (hi"a-lo-te'ldt), n. [Prop, "hya-
lotedte, < Gr. voAoq, glass, -t- t^ksiv, melt, +
-ite^.] A silicate of lead with barinm and cal-
cium, from Sweden, it occurs in white to gray crys-
talline masses, with a vitreous to greasy luster, and fuses
easily to a clear glass.

hybrid

Hyas (hi'as), n. [NL. : see Hyades.] A genus
of birds : same as Cursorius.

Hyawa gum. See gum^.
hybernaclet, n. An obsolete form of hibernacle.

hybernatet, hybemationt. Obsolete forms of

hibernate, hibernation.

Hyblsean (hi-ble'an), a. [< L. Hyblceus, < Hybla,
Hyble, < Gr. "T/SAiy': see def.] Pertaining to Hy-
bla, an ancient city on the coast of Sicily, north
of Syracuse, celebrated for the honeyproduced
on the neighboring hills. The honey of Hybla is

sometimes incorrectly ascribed to a Mount Hybla. The
city was closely connected and finally apparently identical
with the later one of Megara (Megara Hyblsea). It was
also called Hybla Minor, to distinguish it from another
Sicilian town, Hybla Major.

Hybocodon (hi-bok'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr.
vjSdg, humpbacked, + k£>8(m, a bell.] The typi-

cal genus of the family Hybocodonidce. Agassig,

1860.

Hybocodonidse (hi-bok-o-don'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hybocodon + -idee.] 'A family of gynmoblas-
tic hydroid hydrozoans, represented by the ge-
nus Hybocodon.
hybodont (hib'o-dont), a. and n. [< Hybodus
(hybodont-), q. v.] I. a. Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Hybodontidce. Also
cladodont.

II, n. A fish of the genus Hybodus or family

Hybodontes (hib-d-don'tez), n.pl.
^
[NL.. < Gr.

ipdg, humpbacked) v^og, a hump, + ocovg (o6oirr-)

= E. tooth.] A group of fossU sharks, corre-

sponding to the family HybodonUdce. Agassiz.

hybodontid (Mb-o-don'tid), n. One of the
HybodonUdce.
Hybodontids (hib-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hybodus (-dont-) + -idee.] A family of fossil

sharks, typified by the genus Hybodus. They are
characterized by teethwith broadfixedbases,whichhavea
large cusp or cone, and two or more lesser secondary cones
on the sides. The fin-spines are grooved, and situated in
front of each of the two dorsal fins ; the skin is covered
with sparse shagreen. The family prevailed throughout
the Oolitic, Tria^sic, and Cretaceous periods. In Owen's
system of classification the family, togetherwith the Ces-
traciontidoe, composes the suborder Cestraphori of the
order Plagiostomi. The species were very closely related
to the Heterodontidce or CestraciorUidae, and are by some
referred to that family.

Hybodus (Mb'6-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. i^6g,

humpbacked, i$oc, a hump, + otSoiif (bSovr-) =
B. tooth.] The typical genus of Hybodontidce.

Hyalonema sie-
boldi. reduced.

[< Gr. vakog,

hybrid (hi'brid or hib'rid), n. and a: [For-
merly 'hybride; < F. hybride= Sp. hibrido = Pg.
hybrido= It. ibrido, < L. hybrida, hibrida, ibrida,

a mongrel, a hybrid. The spelling hybrida rests
on the very doTibtful assumption that the word
is derivedfromGr. vlSpig (i^pid-), insult, wanton-
ness, outrage.] 1, n. 1. The offspring or pro-
geny of animals or plants of different varieties,
species, or genera ; a half-breed or cross-breed

;

a mongrel. Hybrid animals aremore orless frequent ac-

cording to the less or greater zoological ('difference of their
parents. Thus, the commonest are thoseresultingfrom the
union of opposite sexes of varieties of the same species;
and these hybrids are in fact of much more frequent occur-
rence than has usually been supposed. Hybrids or half-
breeds of the human race are among the best^known ex-
amples, and the occurrence of hybrids among plants is

very frequent. The most familiar hybrids between dis-
tinct species are mules, bred between the horse and the
ass. Hybrids between different genera are rare ; but they
occur, as in the case of the cross between the dog and the
fox. The fertility of hybrids among themselves is aa a rule
proportionate to the nearness of their parents fertile hy-
brids between varieties being common, those between spe-
cies less so, thosebetween genera leastso. Hybridsbetween
distinct species are commonly infertile, at least with one
another, though they may propagate with an individual
of the pure breed of either parent. The natural ten-
dency is thus lor hybrids to die out unless artificially kept
up by repeated cross-breeding. But the degree of sterility
is not always dependent solely upon thezoological affinity

of the parents, for reciprocal hybrids of the same two
species may differ in this respect. In botaiiy a hybrid is

an individual which results from the union of the male
element of one species of plant with the female of another,
a process frequently occurring in osis, willows, etc. The
resulting offspring resembles both parents, yet differs in
certain more or less marked characters from either. A
graft-hybrid is an individual, or a part of an individual,
which results from the grafting of one species upon the
stock of another species. Ordinarily the ingrafted species
retains its individual peculiarities nearly or quite intact
yet, as stated above, it may in exceptional cases become a
sort of hybrid by exhibiting the peculiarities of both.

Hence— 3. Anything which is a product or
mixture of two heterogeneous things, or comes
from two different sources, as a word formed of
elements from two different languages. See
n. , 2— Reciprocal hybrids, hybrids the sexes of whose
respective parents are reversed. Thus, the mule of a stal-

lion and a she-ass, and the mule of a jackass and a mare,
are reciprocal hybrids.

II. a. 1. Produced from the union of oppo-
site sexes of two different or distinct varieties.



hybrid
species, or genera; half-bred; cross-bred; mon-
grel. See I.

'

The mere fact that not only animals of diBtinot genera,
but even those classed in distinct families— as the pheas-
ant and the black grouse— sometimes produce ftj/fij^dofli
spring in a state of nature, is itself an argument against
there being any constant infertility between the most
closely allied species.

A.. R. Wallace, Fortnightly Eev., N. S., XL. 311.

Hence—2. Of heterogeneous origin; having a
mixed character ; combining diverse elements,
as a word formedfrom two different languages,
architecture combining diverse styles, etc. Hy-
brid words of various kinds abound in English. Exam-
ples are bank-rupt, die-belief, atone-ment, and eat-able,
in which Teutonic and Latin elements are joined. In
natural history hybrid names are generally condemned,
though many have been retained in science; it is not re-
garded as an infringement of the laws of precedence to
rectify or wholly rej ect them. A word bodily transferred
from Greek to Latin and then taking the Latin inflections
IS not regarded as a hybrid ; but if Greek and Latin inflec-
tions or Greek and Latin stems are mixed it is so regarded.
Some hybrids have come into general use, and have been
allowed to remain.—Hybrid porcelain, a ceramic ware
which IS not strictly hard porcelain like that of China, nor
the soft-paste porcelain discovered in France, much used
in Europe before the discovery of the secret of hard por-
celain by Bottcher at Meissen. Quartz and a glassy frit
enter into the composition of this ware, with but little
kaolin.— Hybrid syllogiBm. an indirect syllogism.

uybridation (hi-bri- or hib-ri-da'shon), n. [<
hybrid+ -ation.'i Ssaae Sbshybridisation. [Bare.]
The theory of hybridation advocated by some ostreicul-

turists The American, V. 88.

hybridisable, hybridisation, etc. See hybrid-
izahle, etc.

hybridism (hi'bri- or Mb'ri-dizm), n. [< Ivybrid
+ -ism.] 1. The state or condition of being
hybrid; the character of a hybrid. Also Jiy-

bridity.

Until recently, the interest attaching to hybridism was
almost entirely of apractical nature.

GC J. Romanes, Encyc. Brit., XIL 422.

2. The act of hybridizing; the production or
formation of hybrids of any kind.

To tack on to a Gothic root a classical termination (and
vice versa) is to be guilty of Hy6ri(Zi«)n. . . . Hybridismiz
the commonest fault that accompanies the inl^oduction of
new words. Latham, Bng. Lang., §§ 247, 248.

Inappropriate hybridism is checked by the Law of Ste-
rility. H. Drummond, Natural Law in Spiritual World,

[Pref., p. xiii.

hybridist (hi'bri- or hib'ri-dist), n. [< hybrid
+ -ist.'] One who hybridizes. Quarterly Rev.

hybridity (hi- orhi-brid'i-ti), n. [< hybrid, a.,

+ 4ty.] Same as hybridism, 1.

The test of hybridity cannot be applied in one case in
ten thousand. A. S. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 161.

The Investigation of the whole subject of crossing and
hybridity had shown that . . . crosses between slightly

different varieties led to increased fertility.

The Century, XXV. 427.

hybridizable (hi'bri- or hib'ri-di-za-bl), a. [<

hybridize + -able.'] Capable of hybridizing or

of being hybridized ; able to produce hybrid
offspring by crossing with another species.

Also spelled hybridisable.

Hybridizablegenera are rarerthan is generallysupposed,

even in gardens, where they are so often operated upon
under circumstances most favourable to the production of

hybrids. J. D. Hooker.

hybridization ' (hi'bri- or hib"ri-di-za'shon),

n. [< hybridize + -aUon.] The act or ;^roeess

of hybridizing, or the state of being hybridized

;

cross-fertilization ; cross-breeding. See hybrid,

n., 1. Also hybridisation.

For anything we can show to the contrary, many exist-

ing species may have had their origin in hybridisation.

Land. Jour. Scl, CXXIV. 190.

hybridize (hi'bri- or hib'ri-diz), i>.
;
pret. and

pp. hybridized, ppr. hybridizing. [< hybrid +
-ize.] I. trans. 1. To cause to interbreed and
thus produce hybrids.

Yet in some other genera [than Primula], species which
are not heterostyled, and which in some respects appear

not well adapted for hybrid-fertilisation, have likewise

been largely hybridised.
Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 65.

Hence—2. To form or construct in a hybrid

manner, as words.

II. intrans. To produce a hybrid or hybrids;

cross or interbreed, as two different varieties

or species of plants or animals.

Also spelled hybridise.

hybridizer (hi'bri- or hib'ri-(U-z6r), n. One
who crosses different varieties or species, etc.,

to produce hybrids; a hybridist. Also spelled

The evidence from fertility adduced by different hybrid-

isers. Darwin, Origin of Species {6th ed.), p. 237.

It is important to remark that hybridisers usually ex-

periment with very distinct species. „ „ „-, „,„
A. B. Wallace. Fortnightly Eev., N. S., XL. 310.
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hybridous (hi'bri- or hib'ri-dus), a. [< hy-
brid, »., -f- -ous.] Of hybrid character; hete-
rogeneous. [Eare.]

No hybridmis architecture or nondescript figures.
N. A. Rev., CXLI. 290.

hydatid (M'da-tid), n. and a. [Of. L. hydatis
(-id-), a water-colored gem, < Gr. iSarig (-«!-), a
drop of water, a water-vesicle, hydatid, a gem,
<ii()6)p (iidoT-), water: see hydra, hydro-.] 1. n.
1. la pathol., a cyst with aqueous contents
found in the tissue, formed by a teenia in its
larval state, especially in man by Tcenia eohi-
noeoccus. The name has also been applied loosely to
various other cysts filled with a watery fluid. More -fully
called ti false hydatid.

2. In zooL, the encysted larval state of the wan-
dered scolex of a tapeworm, especially of Tcenia
eoMnocOCCUS. Its characterwas formerly misunderstood,
and it was called Echinococcus hominis when occurring in
man. Other true hydatids, in a zoological sense, are called
cysticerci and coenures. See echi/nococctts, cysticercws, coe-

nure, and cut under Tcenia.

This remarkablyminute parasite [the hydatigenous tape-
worm, Tcenia echinococcus], though not resident in man
in its adult condition, is nevertheless in one of its larval
stages of frequent occurrence in the human body. Whilst
the full-grown creature seldom attains the fourth of an
inch in length, the larvae, on the other hand, acquire a pro-
digious size. The latter are familiarly known to the [medi-
cal] profession under the name of hydatids.

T. S. Cobbold, Tapeworms (1886), p. 66.

Hydatid of Morgagnl, in anat, a name applied to the
one or more small pedunculated growths which lie beside
the globus major of the epididymis, and are formed mainly
of connective tissue and blood-vessels. They are common-
ly regarded as the remains of MuUer's duct.

II. a. In zool., encysted; being in the cystic
state, as the larva of a tapeworm when it is a
cysticercus, coenure, or echinococcus.
hydatidiform (hi-da-tid'i-f6rm), a. [< Gr. Ma-
rig (-id-), a hydatid,+ L. fornia, form.] Resem-
bling or having the character of a hydatid. Also
hydatiform.
They [tubes in the organ of Eosenmiiller] are flexuous,

of unequal calibre, and sometimes the seat of cystic or
hydatidiform enlargements.

R. Barnes, Dis. of Women, p. 29.

hydatidinous (M-da-tid'i-nus), a. [< hydatid
+ -ine^ + -ous.] tertaining to or exhibiting
one or more hydatids.

hydatiform (hi-dat'i-ffirm), a. Same as hyda-
tidiform.

hydatigenous (hi-da-tij'e-nus), a. [< hydatid
+ -genous.] Bearing or producing hydatids : as,

a hydatigenous tapeworm.
Hydatigenous formations connected with the chorion.

T. S. Cobbold.

Hydatina (M-dat'i-na), n. [NL., < Grr. v6aTwoe,
of water, watery, < vSop (idar-), water.] 1. A
genus of mollusks. Schumacher, 1817.— 2. A
genus of rotifers, typical of the family Hyda-
tinidce, containing such species as H. senta, one
of the best known of the wheel-animalcules.
Ehrenberg, 1830. See cut under Rotifera.

Hydatina senta is a classical animal, because It was
principally on this species that tbe illustrious Ehrenberg
studied the anatomy of this group of animalcules. The
broad body has only a very short foot-stalk, which is forked
behind. The mouth is armed with two jaws and many
teeth. There ai*e no eye-specks whatsoever. The cuticle
is delicate and soft. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 205.

Hydatinidae (hi-da-tin'i-de), n. pi. [NL. , < Sy-
datiiia, 2, + -idee.] A family of schizotroohous
rotifers, typified by the genus Hydatina. The
trochal disk or wheel-organ is transverse and has ciliated
prominences, the wreath is double, the trophi are malleate,
and the foot is furcate. There are many genera besides Hy-
datina, such as Diglena, Notommata, and Monocerca.

hydatis (hi'da-tis), n. A hydatid.
hydatism (hi'da-tizm), n. [< Gr. iiSap (vSar-),

water, + -ism.] In med., a soimd produced by
the motion of an effused fluid in some cavity

of the body.
hydatoid (hi'da-toid), a. and re. [< Gr. vdaroeidrig,

like water, < v6ap (idar-), water, + tlSoq, form.]

I. a. Watery; aqueous; resembling water in

any way; specifically, in anat., pertaining to

the aqueous humor of the eye.

Il.t n. 1. The aqueous humor of the eye, as
distinguished from the vitreous humor.— 2.

The investing membrane of the aqueous hu-
mor, as distingiiished from the hyaloid invest-

ing the vitreous humor.
hydei+, hyde^t, hyde^t. An obsolete spelling of

hide'^, hide^, hide'^.

hydert, «• [< F. hydre, a water-adder : see hy-

dra.] A water-snake. Cotgrave.

Hydnei (hid'ne-i), n. pi. [NL. (Pries, 1836), <

Sydnum + -ei.'] An order of hymenomycetous
fungi, typified by the genus Hydnum.
hydnoid (hid'noid), a. [< NL. Sydnum + Gr.

Eidof, form.] Resembling in form or structure

the genus Sydnum.

Combat between Hercules and the Lemsean
Hydra. (From an archaic Greek amphora.)

hydra

Hydnum (hid'num), re. [NL., < Gr. v6vov, an edi-

ble fungus, prob. the truffle.] A genus of hy-
menomycetous fungi, type of the order Sydnei,
characterized by having the hymenium infe-
rior and spread over persistent spines or teeth
which project from the pileus. The pileus is tough,
or even coriaceous, in most of the species; but there
are a few in which it is fleshy, and a small number, as
H. repandum and H. corallovies, are described as edi-
ble. Two well-authenticated fossil species of Hydnum
are known, from the Miocene deposits of Switzerland and
Besse.

hydra (hi'dra), re.
; pi. hydras, hydrw (-draz,

•dre). [= F. hydre, < L. hydra, < Gr. vSpa, loiiic
vSpij, the Lemsean serpent, mase. vSpog, a water-
snake, the ringed snake. Coluber natrix, also a
smaller kind of water-animal (= Lith. udra, an
otter, = OBulg. vydra = Pol. wydra = Euss.
vuidra, an otter, = OHG. otter = AS. oter, E.
otter), < v6ap (i6p-), water: see otter, hydro-,
and water.] 1. In Gr. myth., a monstrous ser-
pent or dragon
of the lake or
marsh of Ler-
na in Argolis,
represented as
having nine
heads, each of
which, being
cut off,was im-
mediately suc-
ceeded by two
new ones un-
less the wound was cauterized. The destruc-
tion of this monster was one of the twelve la-
bors of Hercules.

Another king I they grow like Hydras' heads.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4.

Gorgons, and hydras, and chimseras dire.

Milton, P. L., ii. 628.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, multifarious evil;
evil or misfortune arising from many sources
and not easily to be surmounted.

And yet the hydra of my cares renews
Still new-born sorrows of her fresh disdain.

Daniel, Sonnets to Delia, xv.

3. [cop.] An ancient southern constellation,
representing a sea-serpent, it is of Babylonian ori-

gin, like most of the ancient constel-
lations. It is bounded by the ancient
constellations Canls Minor, Argo,
Centaurus, Virgo, Corvus, Crater,
Leo, and Cancer, and by the modern
constellations Sextans and Mono-
ceros (which separates it from Canis
Major). It contains one star of the
second magnitude, and about four
hundred sUirs visible to the naked

'

eye.

4. In zool.: (a) A venomous
sea-snake ; any one of the Sy-
drophidcB ot the Indian ocean.
G. Cuvier. (6) In Sydrozoa:
(1) [cap.] A genus of fresh-
water polyps of very simple
structure, typical of the fam-
ily SydridcB. Among the species
are H. mridis, H. fusea, and H. md-
garis. The body has the form of a
cylindrical tube, composed of two
fundamental layers, the ectoderm
and endoderm, the former contain-
ing in one variety green granules
identical with the chlorophyl of
plants. The base is disk-shaped, and
by it the animal can attach itself to
any body, being capable of shifting
its position. The mouth is surround-
ed by a circle of extremely contrac-
tile tentacles, by which the animal
obtains its food, and which are richly
endowed with the urticating organs
or thread-cells common in the or-

der. The mouth opens immediately into the stomach, and
there are no internal organs of any kind, and no anal ori-
fice. Each part of a hydra divided into almost any num-
ber of fragments will develop into a fresh independent
polypite. Reproduction is effected by gemmation as well
as by means of ova and sperm-cells. The genus is said to
have been first described by Trembley in 1774, but it is at-
tributed by Agassiz to Linnaeus (1766), and the animal was
described by A. van Leeuwenhoek in 1703. See cut under
Hydroma.

The' wonderful power which Hydra possesses of repro-
ducing lost parts was first discovered and made known by
Trembley, of Geneva, in the first half of the eighteenth
century. He determined that even a small piece of Hy-
dra vulgaris possesses the power, under favorable condi-
tions, of developing into a perfect animal.

Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 70.

(2) An individual or a species of the genus
Sydra. (3) The sexual bud or medusa of any
hydroid hydrozoan: so called from its resem-
blance to a species of the genus Sydra.—5. A
form of self-registering thermometer having a
compound head or bulb to contain the spirits,

with the object of increasing the surface ex-

The Constellation
Hydra.
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posed to the air, and thus making the instru-
ment work with great rapidity cor Hydrse. See
corl.—Hydra tuba (pi. hydrce tubce), In Hydrozoa, a stage
in the development of certain Discophora; as a classifying
name, a larval form of such acalepha, which was supposed
to be a distinct animal. See scyphistoma,.

Hydrachna (hi-drak'na), n. [NL., < 6r. Map
(v(5p-), water,+ axvti, foam, froth, chaff, theleast
bit (mite).] 1. A genus of aearids founded by
Miiller in 1781, at present restricted to those
fresh-water mites in which the third joint of the

Hydrachna belostomiz.

a, adult (line shows natural size) ; b, mature larva, with pupa form-
ing within (highly magnified}.

palpi is the longest, the beak is as long as the
palpi, and the mandibles have sharp blades.
These mites are pai'asitic upon aquatic insects, attaching
themselves to species of Nep(i, llanatra, Dytiscus, etc.,

duHng what may be called the pupa-stage. 3. belostorms
is often found upon bugs of the ta.vaXlY Belostomidce, espe-
cially Perthostoma aurantiaca.

2. A genus of water-beetles, of the family Dy-
UscidcB, containing such as the European H.
tarda. Fabricius, 1801.

Eydrachnida (hi-drak'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Hydraolma + -idee.'] A family of aquatic Aeari-
da, typified bythe gemisHydrachna; the water-
mites. The skeleton is composed of sclerites embedded
in soft skin, and the body is apparently unsegmented.
Most of the Sydrachnidae inhabit fresh water, and many
are parasitic on mollusks, fishes, and aquatic insects.
Other genera besides Hydrachna are Atax, Bydrochoreu-
tes, Immwchar&s, Piyntarachna, and Thalassarachna, the
two last named being marine. Also written Hydrarctch-
nidtB.

Iwdracidt (hi-dras'id), n. [< Jiydriogen) + add.']

In chem., a halogen; an acid which does not
contain oxygen.

hydracrylic (hi-dra-kril'ik), a. [< }iydr{ogen)

+ acrylic] Differing from acrylic by the addi-

tion of the elements of water, HgO Hydra-
crylic acid, CaHeOg, a monobasic lactic acid which when
concentrated is a thick non-crystallizable acid syrup, and
decomposes on heating into water and acrylic acid,

Hydractinia (hi-drak-tin'i-a), 11. [NL., < Gr.

Map (vdp-), water, + Actimia.] The typical ge-
nus of Sydractiniidce. H. echinata is an example.
Colonies of these polyps may be found growing on shells,

forming a delicate white moss-like structure.

HydractiniidaeChi-drak-ti-m'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hydractinia -f- -idee.] A family of hydroid
hydrozoans with free or mdimentary medusae,

of which the type is the genus HydracMnia.
These hydroids form polyp colonies consisting of a dense
mass of hydrorhizse, whence simple or branched hydro-
cauli arise with three kinds of zoaids : ordinary nutritive

zooids with a verticil of filiform tentacles ; reproductive
zoeids of each sex ; and a third kind, of slender form, with-

out tentacles, but healing cnidocells for the defense of the
colony. The free medusse have ocelli at the base of the
tentacles, but no otoliths. The fertilized ova develop into

planulas.

Hydradephaga (hi-di-a-def'a-ga), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of "hydradepliagus : see hydradepha-
goits.] The aquatic and adephagous beetles,

comprising the two families Dytiscidce and Gy-
rinidcB, in which the legs are fitted for swim-
ming: distinguished from Geadepliaga. Mac-
leay, 1825. The group is also called Hydrocan-
tJiari.

hydradephagous (M-dra-def'a-gus), a. [< NL.
*hydradep]iagus, < Gr. vSop (iiip-), water, + clStj-

fdyog, gluttonous: see adeplmgoits.] Aquatic
and predatory, as certain beetles ; specifically,

pertaining to or having the characters of the

Hydradephaga.
Hydrse, «. Latin plural of Hydra.

hydraemia, hydrsemic. See hydremia, hy-

dremic.

hydraform (hi'dra-f6rm), a. Same as hydri-

form.

liydragogic (hi-dra-goj'ik), a. Having the

character or effect of a hydragogue.

hydragogue (hi'di-a-gog), n. [< F. hydragogue,

< LL. hydragogus, conducting water, a plant so

called, < Gr. vSpayaydg, conducting water, a wa-
ter-carrier, an aqueduct, < Map (i^p-), water, -t-

ayaydc, leading, < ayeiv, lead, conduct : see agent.]

Inmed. : (a) An active purgative, as jalap,which
produces a great flux from the intestinal mem-
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brane, and consequently gives rise to very wa-
tery stools. (6) A remedy believed to be capa-
ble of drawing off serum effused into any part
of the body, as a cathartic of the above class

or a diuretic.

hydragogyt, ». [= Sp. hidragogia, < Gr. v6pa-

yuyia, a conducting of water, < iSpayaydg, con-
ducting water: see hydragogue.] The art of

constructing aqueducts, or of conducting water
through channels.

Sydragogie demonstrateth the possible leading of water
by nature's law, and by artiflciall help, from any head (be-

ing a spring standing or running water) to any other place
assigned. Dee, Pref. to Euclid (1670).

hydra-headed (hi'dra-hed"ed), a. Having nu-
merous heads, like the Lemsean Hydra ; hence,
difficult of extirpation ; self-renewing; spring-
ingup again after suppression, as abuses, vices,

and the like.

Never Hydra-headed wilfulness
So soon did lose his seat, and all at once,
As in this king. Shak., Hen. V., i. 1.

Hydralgse (hi-dral'je), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. v6ap
(vSp-), water, -I- L. alga, seaweed.] Same as
Hydrophyta.
hyaranmios (M-dram'ni-os), n. [NL., < Gr.
Map (idp-),-wa,teT,+ a/ivtov, amnion.] Inpatltol.,

an excessive accumulation of liquor amnii. See
liquor and amnion.
Hydrangea (hi-dran'je-a; properly hi-dran-

je'a), n. [NL., < Gr. Map (iop-), water, + ayyelov,

vessel: see angio-i] 1. A genus of shrubs or

herbs, of the natural order Saxifragece, type of

the tribe Hydrangea, containing about 33 spe-
cies, natives of Asia and America, characterised
by having the ovary inferior, 4 or 5 valvate pet-

Hydraspldidse

hydrant (hi'drant), n. [< Gr. Map (Mp-), water,

-I- E. -ant^.] An apparatus for drawing water
directly from a main (particularly from a main
in a street), consisting of a hollow cylinder

provided with one or more nozles to which hose

may be attached, or with a spout, or the like,

and usually with a valve and pipe for the es-

cape of the excess of water, in order to guard

against freezing. The common foi-m of a fire-hydrant

is that of an upright pipe standing about two feet above

the ground, as on the edge of a sidewalk, with a nozle to

which the filling-hose or suction-pipe of a fire-engine can

be attached. The valve is below, next to the main, and is so

arranged that the closing of it opens the wa«te-pipe and
frees the hydrantfrom water. See cut inpreceding c()lumii.

hydranth (hi'dranth), n. " ' . .

^

avdog, flower. ] A polypite

;

the fundamental struc-

tural element in Hydro-
zoa. It consists (with vari-

ous modifications) of a sac hav-
ing at one end an ingestive or
oral aperture leading into a di-

gestive cavity. The walls of the
sac are formed of at least two
cellular membranes, inner and
outer, or endoderm and ecto-

derm, which have the morpho-
logical valence respectively of

the epithelium and epidermis

j4, hydtantii ofaihtirybia
rosacea, with a, one of the
villi; B, a villus in exten-
sion, enlarged ; C, a small
retracted villus, still more
magnified, with its vacuolar
spaces [b) and cilia.

Hydrangea arborescens. a, b, fertile and sterile flowers ; e, fruit cut
transversely; <^, fruit entire.

als,4 or 5 styles,free or connate at base, the fruit

a capsule, and the leaves deciduous or persis-
tent. The common hydrangea, H. Horteneia, is a native
of China. It was introduced into Englandby Sir J. Banks
in 1790. It is a favorite for the beauty and size of its fiow-
ers, which form immense globular clusters, blue, pink, or
white. H. arborescens, the wild American hydrangea^ was
introduced into European cultivation from Virginia in

1736 ; It is not much cultivated in the United States. H.
querc^olia, the oak-leafed hydrangea, is wild from Georgia
south, and is hardy at the north in cultivation. The ge-
nus is found in a fossil state, five extinct species having
been described from the Miocene of Europe. Sometimes
spelled Hydrangia.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.

hydrangead (hi-dran'je-ad), n. [< Hydrangea
+ -ad^.] A plant belonging to Lindley's order
Hydrangeacece, now placed in the order Saxi-
fragece, tribe

Hydrangeas
(hi-dran'je-e),

n.pl. [NL;(A.
P.deCandolle,
1830), < Hy-
drangea +
-e<8.] Atribeof
plants of the
natural order
Saxifragece.
They are shrubs
or trees with op-
posite exstipulate

leaves, petals of-

ten valvate, sta-

mens often epi-

gynous, and the
ovary in most of
the genera 3- to
5-celled. Stxeet Fire-hydrants.

of the higher animals. Between
these membranes a third layer,

the mesoderm, may be devel-

oped. See also cuts under Campanularia and Diphyidce.

In an early stage of its existence every hydrozoon is

represented by a single hydranth, but, in the majority of

the Hydrozoa, new hydranths are developed from that first

formed by a process of gemmation or fission. Huxley.

hydrapult (hi'dra-pult), n. See Imdropult.

Hydrarchiis (hi-dirar'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. Map
(vdp-), water, + apx^C, ruler, < apxsiv, rule.]

A genus of fossil cetaceans : same as Basilo-

saurus. Also Hydrarehos. Koch.
hydrargillite (hi-drar'ji-lit), m.. [< Gr.Map
(Mp-), water, + apyt^?M(, white clay : see argil-

laceous.] A crystalline variety of gibbsite, a
hydrous oxid of aluminium.
hydrargiret, »• See hydrargyre.

hydrargochiorid, hycurargochloride (hi-drar-

go -klo ' rid, -rid or -rid), n. [< hyd/rarg(yrwm)
-t- chlorid.] A double chlorid of mercury and
some other base: as, hydrargochiorid at am-
monium.
hydrargyralt, a. [< 'hydrargyrum + -al.] Mer-
curial. Bailey.

hydrargyrate (hi-drar'ji-rat), a. [< hydrargy-
rum + -ate^.] Of or pertaining to mercury.
hydrargyret, ». [j^B^.hidrargirio^Pg.hydrar-
gyro = It. idrargiro; < L. hydrargyrum, quick-
silver: see hydrargyrum.] Quicksilver; mer-
cury. Also spelled Ivydrargire.

Th' hidden lone that now-a-dayes doth holde
The Steel and Loadstone, Hydrargire and Golde,
Th' Amber and straw.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

hydrargyria (hi-drar-jir'i-a), n. [NL., < hy-
drargyrum.] Same as hydrargyriasis.

hydrargyriasis (hi-drar-ji-ri'a-sis), «. [NL.,
< hydrargyrum + -iasis.] In patliol., mercurial
poisoning; a morbid condition produced by the
introduction of mercury into the animal sys-
tem. -Also called hydrargyrism', hydrargyrosis,
hydrargyria, hydrargysm.
hydrargyric (hi-drar-jir'ik), a. [< hydrargyrum
+ 4c.] Pertaining to hydrargyrum, or mer-
cury; mercurial.

hydrargyrism (hi-drar'ji-rizm), n. [< hydrar-
gyrum ¥ -ism.] Same as hydrargyriasis.

hydrargyrum (M-drar'ji-rum), n. [NL., < L.
hydrargyrus, < Gtx. Mpdpyvpog, quicksilver (as ar-
tmcially prepared from cinnabar ore; native
quicksilver was called apyvpo^ xvtS^, ' fused sil-

ver'), < Map (Mp-), water, + apyvpog, silver:

see argent.] Chemical symbol, Hg. Quicksil-
ver; mercury. See mercury.
hydrargysm (hi-drar'jizm), n. Same as hy-
drargyriasis.

hydrarthrosis (U-drar-thro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
v6ap (Mp-), water, -I- apBpaai;, a jointing: see
arthrosis.] Inpathol., the accumulation of se-

rous liquid in a joint-cavity.

hydrarthrus (hi-drar'thrus), n. [NL., < Gr.
vSap (Mp-), water, + &p6pov, joint.] Same as
hydrarthrosis.

Hydraspidae (hi-dras'pi-de), «. pi. [NL., < Hy-
draspis + -ides.] Same as Hydraspididm.
Hydraspididae (hi-dras-pid'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Hydrastis (4d-) + -idee.] A family of tortoises,

typified by the genus Hydrastis. The head Is.

depressed and covered with small polygonal plates, and
the fiat skull has a distinct bony crown with a more or
less elevated occipital arch. The species inhabit South
America and Australia. In Cope's system of classiflcatioa



HydraspididsB
the family is limited to pleurodiroua tortoises with three
phalanges to most of the digits, and no zygomatic but a
parietomastoid arch.

Hydraspis (hi-dras'pis), n. [NL. (Bell), < Gr.
Map {vSp-), water, + acrwic, a shield.] The typi-
cal genus of Hydraspididw, oontaiuing such tur-
tles as the Brazilian H. maximiliani.
hydrastine (M-dras'tin), n. [< Hydrastis +
-i»e2.] 1. An alkaloid found in the root of
goldenseal, Hydrastis Canadensis. It is crys-
talline, odorless, and, on account of its insolu-
bility, nearly tasteless. Also hydrastia.— 2. A
medicine used by eclectic physicians, which is

a mixture of hydrastine, berberine, and resin.
It is not to be confounded with the alkaloid hy-
drastine. U. S. Dispensatory.
Hydrastis (hi-dras'tis), n. [NL. (said to allude
to the active properties of the juice), irreg. <
Gr. Map (idp-), water, -I- Spav, act: see drastic.']

A genus of North American plants, of the natu-
ral order Banunculacece. The only known species is

H. Canadensis, a small perennial herb, with a thick knot-
ted rootstook, a single radical leaf, and a simple 2-leafed
hairy stem which bears a solitary greenish-white flower.
It is sometimes used in dyeing, and gives a beautiful yel-
low color ; hence the common names yellowroot, orange-
root, goldenseal, and yellow puccoon.

hydratation (M-dra-ta'shon), n. [< hydrate +
-ation.'] Same as hydration,

hydrate (hi'drat), ». [= F. hydrate; as Gr. idap
(idp-), water, + -aiel.] In chem., a compound
of a class which may be regarded as formed
upon the same type as water, or by the substi-

tution of a metalUo atom, or a basic radical,

for one of the atoms of hydrogen in water: for
example, HOH, water; KOH, potassium hy-
drate; NH4OH, ammonium hydrate Croton-
chloral hydrate. See croton.

hydrate (hi'drat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. hydrated,

ppr. hydrating. [= F. hyd/rater; as Gr. v6ap
(vSp-), water, + -ate^.] 1. To combine or im-
pregnate with water.— 2. To form into a hy-
drate.

To hydrate the milk and cane-sugar.
Hveppe, Bacteriological Investigations (trans.), p. 96.

Hydrated copper oxld. See co^pej-.

hydration (M-dra'shon), n. [< hydrate + -JOJi.]

The process of combining or impregnating with
water, or the resulting condition. Also hydra-

tation.

The truths he [Prof. Graham] established respecting the

hydration of compounds, the transpiration and the diffu-

sion of liquids, . . . are all of them cardinal truths.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 226.

The solidity of the crust of the earth is limited by tem-

perature and pressure under conditions of chemical con-

stitution and hydration. Seience, III. 511.
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dlcator, a gage to Indicate the pressure of water.—
Hydraulic jack, a jack or lifting-apparatns operated

by means of some liquid,
usually oil, acting against a
piston or plunger, the pres-
sure on the liquid being pro-
duced by a force-pump.

—

Hydraulic lime, a species
of lime that hardens in water,
or which can be used for mak-
ing hydraulic cement.

—

Hy-
draulic main, in gas-works,
a large iron pipe partly filled

with water, into which all the
pipes bringing the raw gas
from the retorts enter, dipping
below the water to form a seal.

The main serves as the first

purifier of the gas lor use, and
also to convey the crude gas to

the condenser.—Hydraulic
mill, a form of crushing-mUl
in which sugar-cane is steam-
ed and pressed.—Hydraulic
mining, amethod of attacking
the gravel or auriferous de-

tritus and bringing it into the
sluices, Invented and until re-

cently extensively employed
in California. It has also been introduced into other gold
regions, notably those of Australia. The essential feature
of the method is that the gravel is broken up and washed
down into the head of the sluice by one or more powerful
jets of water, thrown upon the bank and used in such a way
as to furnish a cuirent of sufficient velocity to carry the

hydraulic (M-dra'lik), a. [< F. hydrduUque =
Sp. hidrduUco = Pg. hydrauUco = It. idraulieo

{Q,t. D. G. hydrauUsch = Dan. Sw. hydraulislc), <

L. hydraulieus, < Gr. vSpavT^iKdg, pertaining to the

water-organ, <. vdpavTug, also vdpavM^, a water-

organinventedbyanEgyptiannamedCtesibius,
lit. a water-pipe, < iidup (t;(5/9-), water, + avMg, a

tube, pipe : see auletie.] Pertaining or relating

to fluids in motion, or to hydraulics. See hydrau-

lics Hydraulic balance, a regulator or governor for a

water-wheel.—Hydraulic bear, aform of hydraulic press

especially designed for punching rivet-holes or shearing

iron.— Hydraulic belt, a water-lifting device consisting

of an endless belt fitted with caps or buckets, like the

lifter of a grain-elevator. The lower part works on a

wheel submerged in the water, and the buckets discharge

their loads as they turn over an upper wheel.— Hydrau-
lic block, in a repairing-dock, a hydraulic lifting-press

used as a substitute for a building-block under the keel

of a vessel. It is adjustable as to height, and is used

in straightening hogged or sagged vessels.— Hydraulic

blower, a form of bellows operated by a hydraulic motor.

—Hydraulic brush, a brush at the end of a long handle,

thehandle serving as a pipe to convey water to the brash

from a hose, or acting as an aquapult or syringe.—Hy-

draulic buffer, a device for checking the recoil of a can-

non. A piston-rod working in a cylinder filled with liquid

is fastened to the top carriage. The liquid escapes through

holes in the piston-head, but so slowly that it hinders the

motion of the piston, thus acting as a buffer.— Hydraulic

cane, a rude form of pump, consisting of a tube having a

valve opening inward at the lower end. By plunging the

lower end in water and moving it rapidly up and down, ine

water can be made to rise in the tube.—Hydraulic ce-

ment. Seecenwnt.- Hydrauliccompressor.in agun-

oarriage, a device to prevent the recoil of the piece, oy

receiving the impact upon a piston which forces liquid

through holes in a diaphragm contained m a ohajnoer.—

Hydrauliocondenser,ins'os-ma»^.,achamberin Which

gas from the retorts is cooled.-HydrauUo crane, an ap-

paratus for the raising or hoisting of l°pis °" ™® ^S'
pie of the hydraulic press.-HydrauUc dock, a float-

ing dock. See cut under doeft.-HydravOic elevator.

See ei6t«i<or.-Hydraullc engine, a motor emplo^ng

water under pressure as the source of power.—Hyorau-

Uo engineering, a special branch of <=ivil engineering

concerned witt^the construction of water-works ana

hydraulic machinery, and the improvement and control

of streams, navigable waters, and <'^^^^^-r:°-JS^^J^
gage a kind of manometer used to «™EdOie pressure

in a hydraulic press, pump, or engine.—Hydraulic m

Hydraulic Jack.
A, cylinder; £,S, ram;

space Deneatli the ram

;

plunger ; L, lever.

Hydraulic Mining.

debris down into the sluice. The volume of water used is

often very large, and the delivery from the pipe takes place
with great velocity, the water being under a heavy head.

The diameter of the stream as it issues from the pipe is

sometimes as much as 6 or 8 inches, and the head from
100 to 200 feet.— Hydraulic mortar. See mortar-
Hydraulic motor, a motor driven by water-power —
Hydraulic organ, an old form of organ in which water
was used to regulate the pres-

sure of the air. Also called
hydravlicon. — Hydraulic
pivot, in mach., a device by
which a film of water is in-

troduced below the end of a
vertical axis to receive its

weight, and relieve friction.

Also called liquid bearing.

E. if. .KTOffAt.-Hydraulic
press, a press operated by
the pressure of a liquid, under
the action either of gravity

or of some mechanical device,

as a force-pump. It depends
on thelaw of hydrostatics that

any pressure upon a body of

water is distributed equally

in all directions throughout
the whole mass, whatever its

shape. In the more common
forms the pressureof apiston
uponabodyof water in a cyl-

inder of small area is distrib-

uted through pipes or openings to a piston of laiger area,

the statical force being thus multiplied in the direct ratio

of the areas of the pistons. Thus, if the diameter of the

small piston A is one inch and of the larger piston C in

cylinder B is one foot,

aU the area of C will be 144

times that of A ; and if

a load of one ton is ap-

plied ioA,C will exert

an upward statical

force of 144 tons. The
press properly so called

issimply airame placed
over the large plunger

so that its upward
thrust can be exerted

against any material

held in the frame.

Hydraulic Press.

hydrencephalon

motion of the column. The simplest form is shown in the

figure. A is the supply-pipe ; E, the source of supply

;

B, a hollow ball-valve seating upwardly, of less diameter
than the inside diameter of A, and having a specific grav-

ity enough greater than that of the water to enable it to

overcome the pres-
sure of the water
in .4 , and fall away
from its seat when
the water is at rest.

D is an air-cham-
ber connected at
the bottom with j4

,

and near the bot-
tom with a much
smaller dischai'ge- Hydraulic Ram.
pipe, F. C is a
clack-valve. Water at first flows freely through A, by the
ball-valve, and out at B. The column in A soon acquires
velocity and consequent living force competent to lift

the ball-valve to its seat^ abruptly stopping the flow at B;
but the living force of the column in A is now suflicient

to overcome the back pressure upon, and lifi^ the valve C,
and to force a part of the water from A into the chamber
D. The discharge-pipe, F, being much smaller than A,
the flow into D is temporarily much larger than the dis-

chai'ge from F. The confined air in D is therefore com-
pressed. This pressure soon becomes sufficient to bring
the liquid column in A to rest. The valve C then closes,

but the pressure of the air in i> still acts with diminishing
force to expel water from D through F. The valve B now
drops away from its seat, which again begins the series of
operations, and so the action is indefinitely repeated. The
water escaping from B is wasted. The machine can be
used to raise water to a height many times greater than
the available head. In another form this machine is

adapted to draw water from a source independent of that
which supplies the power for operating it. (&) The larger
or lifting piston of a hydraulic press.-Hydraulic valve,
an inverted cup which is lowered over the uptmiied open
end of a pipe, the edge of the cup being submerged in wa-
ter, forming a water-seal, and closing the pipe against the
passage of air or gases. E. S. Knight.

hydraulical (hi-dr3.'li-kal), a. [< hydraulic +
-al.] Same 3,s hydraulic. [Rare.]

1 look not on a human body as on a watch or a hand-
mill, . . . butasanAydrauZicai, or rather hydraulo-pneu-
matical engine, that consists not only of solid and stable

parts, but of fluids, and those in organical motion.
Boyle, Works, p. 232.

hydraulically (hI-dra,'U-kal-i), adv. By hy-
draulic means; according to hydraulic prin-

ciples.

hyaraulician (hi-dra-lish'an), ». [< hydraulic
+ -ian.'] One who is skilled in hydraulics.

hydrauUcity (hi-dra-lis'i-ti), n. [< hydraulic -I-

-ity.'] The qualities necessary for making hy-
draulic cement, or that kind of mortar which
will harden under water; the property of set-

ting under water.
hyc&aulicking (M-dra'li-king), n. [< hydrau-
lic{k) + -ingK] Hydraulic mining. See hy-

draulic.

hydraulicon (hi-dri'li-kon), n. [< Gr. iipavAmov

(so. bpyavov), the hydraulic organ: see hydrau-
lic.'] Same as hydraulic organ (which see, under
hydraulic).

hydraulics (hi-dr^'liks), «. [PI. of hydraulic

:

see -jcs.] That branch of engineering science

which treats of the motion of liquids, the laws
by which it is regulated, and the application of

these principles to machinery,marine engineer-

ing, etc.

hyaraullst (hi-dr^'list), n. [< hydraul(ic) +
-ist.] One who is skilled in hydraulics.

Meton (the astronomer and hydraulist).

C. 0. Mailer, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), § 111.

hydrazine (hi'dra-zin), n. [< hydr(ogen) +
az(fite) (?) + ^j»e2.] 1. Diamide, H4N2, a col-

orless stable gas, soluble in water, having a pe-
culiar odor and a strongly alkaline reaction.
— 2. The general name of a class of bodies de-

rived from this gas by replacing one or more
of its hydrogen atoms by a compound radical:

as, ethyl hydrazine, C2H5N2H3.

Section of Force-pump, Plunger, etc.,

of Hydraulic Press.

Since the power of a hydraulic press can be exerted in any

direction, it is used as the basis of a great number of ma-

chines, as the hydraulic block, crane, jack, dock, hoist, Wt,

punch, rail-bender,and shears, and for the pressing ofpaper

and other materials. The pressure is applied to the water

in the smaller cylinderby the simple weight of a column of

water, as in the hydrostatic bellows, or by a weight placed

on the piston by means of a lever or a screw, etc. Also called

hydrostatie press and BramaKs press.-Hydraulic ram.

la) A self-contained and automatic pump operated partly

bv the pressure of a column of water in a pipe, and partly

by the vis viva or living force acquired by intermittent

hydremia, hydrsemia (hi-dre'mi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. v6ap (vdp-), water, -I- al/m, blood.] Awatery
state of the blood; an excess of water in the
blood.

hydremic, hydrsemic (hi-drem'ik), a. [< hydre-

mia, hydrcemia, + -Jc] Pertaining to or of the
nature of hydremia; affected with hydremia:
as, a hydremic state of the blood.

hydrencephal (hi-dren'se-fal), n. [< hydren-

cephalus.J Same as hydrencephalon.

hydrencephalocele (hi-dren-sef'a-lo-sel), n. [<

Gr. vSo)p (vdp-), water, + e-yKs<paM>c,''bva.m, + Krjhi,

tumor.] 1 . A cephalocele in which the sac con-

tains serous liquid and brain-substance.— 2. A
monster having this deformity. Dunglison.

hydrencephaloid (M-dren-sef'a-loid), a. t<Gr.
i>Sap (vSp-), water, + kyid<pa7M(, brain, + elSog,

form.] Same as hydrocephaloid.

hydrencephalon (hi-dren-sef'a-lon), n. A hy-
drocephalous brain ; a case of hydrocephalus.
Also hydrencephal.



Hydria, in the Museum of Fine Axts,
Boston, Massachusetts.

hydrencephalus

lydrencephalus (hi-dren-sef a-lus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. iidup (iSp-), water, + kyKi^ahjc, brain : see
encephaUm.'] Same as hydrocephalus, 1.

hydrenterocele (M-dren'ter-o-sel), n. [< Gr.
Map {Mp-), water, + hirepov, intestine, + ni/lv,

tumor.] Intestinal hernia the sac of which in-
closes water.
hydria (hi'dri-a), «. ;

pi. liydi-im (-e). [L., < Gr.
vSpla, a water-pot, < 'vSup (v6p-), water; see hy-
dro-.'] In ar-
chceol., a large
Greek vase,
used e8j)eoially

for carrying wa-
ter. It has a capa-
cious body, with a
narrow mouth and
usuallyabroad rim,
and three handles,
one at the baclc ex-
tending above the
rim, and a smaller
one on each side.

hydriad (hi'dri-

ad), n. [< Gr.
vSpi&Q (iopmd-),

of the water
(ySptddeg vi/Kpat,

water-nymphs),
< vdop (fiSp-), wa-
ter.] In myth.,
a water-nymph.
hydriee (hi'dri-

e),n.pl. [L.] 1. Plural of %(ina.— 2. [cap.]
[NL.]^ Agronpoflepidopterous insects. Biib-
ner, 1816.

hydxic (hi'drik), a. [< hydr{pgen) + -ic] Per-
taining to, combinedwith, or containing hydro-
gen.

hydridi, hydride (M'drid, -drid or -drid), n. [<
hydr(ogen) + -id^, -ide^.'] In chem., a substance
consisting of hydrogen combined with an ele-

ment, or with some compound radical which
plays the part of an element: as, phosphorus
hydrid; amyl hydrid.

hydrid^ (Id'drid), n. A fresh-water polyp of the
ia,mily Sydridce; a_hydra.
Hydridse (hi'dri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Sydra +
-idee.'] X. A family of hydrozoans, typified by
the fresh-water genus Hydra, alone represent-
ing in some systems the suborder Eleuthero-

hlastea, of the order Bydroida. They are solitary

Solyps of simplest structure, maturing the sexual pro-
ucts in the gastral wall, and also propagating asexually

by budding or fission. The process of budding is similar

to that which takes place in colonial hydromedusans, only
the buds become detached so that the polyp remains soli-

tary; therefore Claus and others consider the Sydridce
simply as a family of Hyd/rcmedwce. See out under By-
drozoa.

2. In Gray's classification, a group of serpents,

containing the venomous sea-serpents or Hy-
drophidcB, with many harmless snakes belong-

ing properly to several different families.

hydride, ». See hydrid^.

hydriform (hi'dri-f6rm), a. [< NL. hydriformis,

< hydra, q. v., + Li.forma, shape.] Eelatingto
or resembling a hydra, or one of the Bydroida

;

hydroid. Also hydraform.
hydriodate (H'dri-o-dat), n. [< hydriod(ic) +
-afei.] A salt of hydriodic acid.

hydriodic (hi-dri-od'ik), a. [< hydr{ogen) +
iod{ine) -h -ic.] Produced by the combination
of hydrogen and iodine.—Hydriodic acid, Hi, a
colorless gas formed by combining hydrogen and iodine,

having a suffocating odor and fuming in the air. Its com-
pounds with bases are called iodides,

hydro-. [< L. hydro- (> It. idro- = Sp. hidro- =
Pg. IT. hydro-), \ Gr. Mpo-, before a vowel i(5p-,

the usual combiningform (Mar-being the usual
derivative form) of Map (stem vSar-), water:

see water.] An element in many compound
words of Greek origin, meaning 'water.' In

chemical compounds otherthan hydrogen it usu-

ally represents hydrogen.

Tajdioa (hi-dro'a), n. [NL., < Gr. vSap {v6p-),

water, + v6v =' L. ovum, egg.] In pathol., a
name of certain forms of vesicular or bulbous

eruptions, usually regarded as forms of pemphi-
gus, also of forms of herpes and herpes iris, and
of sudamina.
hydroadenitis (hi-dro-ad-e-ni 'tis), n. [NL.

(prop. *hydradenitis), < Gr. vSap (vSp-), water,

-f- NL. adenitis, q. v.] In pathol., inflammation

of the sweat-glands.

hydroadipsia (hi'dro-a-dip'si-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. vSup (iiip-), water, + NL. adipsia, q. v.] In

pathol., a lack of thirst.

hydrobarometer (hi"dr6-ba-rom'e-t6r), n. [<

Gr. idap (Mp-), water, -H E. barometer.] -An

instrument for determining the depth of the
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sea by the pressure of the superincumbent
water.

Hydrobata (hi-drob'a-ta), n. [NL., < Gr. v6ap
(i(Sp-), water, -I- fidT?i^j one that treads, < ISaivew,

go, walk.] A genus of birds, the dippers, giving
name to the family Bydrobatidce : a synonym of
Cineliis. Vieillot, 1816.

Hydrobates (hi-di'ob'a-tez), «. [NL.; see Hy-
drobata.] 1. Same siS Hydrobata. Boie, 1822.— 2. The typical genus of water-bugs of the
family Hydrobatidw. Ericlison, 1848.

Krdrobatidse (hi-dro-bat'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hydrobata + idce.'i 1. A family of turdoid
passerine birds, the dippers or water-ouzels,
named from the genus Hydrobata: a synonjrm
of CincUdce. See cuts under CinclidcB and dip-

per.— 2. A family of heteropterous insects, of

elongate form, with the head sunken in the tho-
rax up to the prominent rounded eyes, reflexed
rostrum, 4-jointed antennse, and inconspicuous
ocelli if any. They live on the surface of the
water, and are collectively called water-striders.

hydrobenzamide (hi-dro-ben'za-mid or -mid),
n. [< hydro{gen) + benzamide.'^ A compound
(C2iHigN2) obtained by the action of aqueous
ammoma on bitter-almond oil.

hydrobiosis (hi"dr6-bi-6'sis), n. [< Gr. Map
(Mp-), water, -I- ^log, life, + -osis.] The de-
velopment of living organisms, as bacteria, in
fluid media; the conditions of life of such or-

ganisms.
hydrobiotite (hi-dro-bi'o-tit), n. [< Gr. Map
(Mp-), water, + biotite.] A hydrated biotite,

related to the vermiculites.

Hydrobius (hi-dro'bi-us), re. [NL. (Leach,
1817), < Gr. Map (Mp-), water, + P'log, life.]

A genus of water-beetles of
the famiLy Hydrophilidce,
having 9-jointed antennae
and slender palpi,with well-
compressed and ciliated

hind tarsi. It is a large and
very wide-spread group,
including 16 North Ameri-
can species.

hydroiboracite (hi-dro-bo'-
ra-sit), n. [< Gr. Map (Mp-),
water, + borax {-ac-) -(-

-ite^.] A mineral of white Hydrotius griotosus.

color, resembling fibrous
(Li»= ^-ws natural size.)

and foliated gypsum. It is hydrated calcium
and magnesium borate.

hydrobranch (hi'dro-brangk), n. One of the
Hydrobranchiata.
Eydrobranchia (hi-dro-brang'ki-a), n.pl. Same
as Hydrobranchiata.
Hydrobranchiata (M-dro-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL.,<Gr. Map (Mp-), water,+ ppay;f«z, gills, +
-ata.] In Lamarck's latest classification, a di-

vision of gastropods, distinguished from Pneu-
mobranchiata, and containing species which
breathe water only. The section imperfectly
corresponds to the nudibranehiates, infero-
branehiates, and teetibranchiates of Cuvier.
hydrobrauciliate (hi-dro-brang'ki-at), a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the By-
drobranchiata.

hydrobromate (hi-dro-bro'mat), n. [< hydro-
bromic + -ofei.] A salt of hydrobromic acid

:

same as bromide. Also called bromhydrate.
hydrobromic (hi-dro-bro'mik), a. [< hydro{gen)
+ brom(ine) + -ic] Composed of hydrogen
and bromine—Hydrobromic add, HB, an acid pre-
pared by bringing phosphorus and bromine together with
a little water. It is a colorless gas, having a strong suffo-

cating odor, fuming in the air, and very soluble in water.
Its s^ts are called bromides. The acid is somewhat used
in medicine as a substitute for the bromides.

Hydrocampa (M-dro-kam'pa), n. [NL. (La-
treille, 1825), < Gr. Map (Mp-), water, + Kd/iTr?),

caterpillar. ] The typical genus of moths of the

Hydrocampa genuinalis. (About twice natural size.)

family Hydroeampidoe, havingconspicuousmax-
illary palpi, distinct ocelli, and a short probos-
cis. The larvee live hidden under floating leaves, and make

hydrocephalus

for themselves oases of two oval bits of leaf. The genus la

widely distributed in most parts of the world, though the

species are few and none are North American. H. nym-
phceata andff. stagnataexe two British species, known aa

chinormarks. Also Hydrocampe.
Hydrocampidae(hi-dro-kam'pi-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Hydrocampa + -ides.] A family of pyralid

moths, typified by the genus Bydrocamjpa : so

called from the aquatic habits of the larvae.

Hydrocanthari (hi-dro-kan'tha-ii), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. Map (Mp-), water, -I- Kdvdapog, a beetle.] In
Latreille's system of entomological classifica-

tion, the swimmers : the third tribe ofpentamer-
ous Coleoptera, including the aquatic carnivo-

rous beetles, of the old genera Dytiscus and Gy-
rinus. It thus includes the modem families SytiscidiB

and Oyrinidce, and is identical with the modern group Hy-
dradephaga. Also Hydroca/ntharida, Bydroccmtliaridce.

hydrocarbide (hi-dro-kar'bid or -bid), n. Same
as hydrocarbon.
hydrocarbon (hi-dro-kar'bon), n. [< hydro(gen)

+ carbon.] A compound of hydrogen and car-

bon; the general name of any compound con-

sisting ofhydrogen and carbon alone . The hydro-
carbons are an exceedingly large and important grouj> of

compounds, and with their derivatives form the subject-

matter of organic chemistry.

—

Hydrocarbon black,
burner, engine, furnace, etc. See the nouns.

hydrocarbonaceous (hi-dro-kar-bo-na'shius),

a. [< hydrocarbon -(- -aceous.] Consisting of

or having the nature of hydrocarbon.
In order to obtain the highest illuminating power of a

flame in which hydrocarbonaceous compounds are under-
going combustion, the regulation of the supply of air is

essential. Lonvmel, Light (trans.), p. 5,

hydrocarbonatef (lii-dro-kar'bp-nat), n. [< hy-
drocarbon + -afei.] Carbureted hydrogen gas.

hydrocarbonic (hi"dro-kar-bon'ik), a. [< hy-
drocarbon + -jc] Pertaining to or having the
nature of hydrocarbon.
hydrocarbonous (hi-dro-kar'bq-nus), a. [< hy-
drocarbon + -ovs.] Sajne as Hydrocarbonic.

This hydrocarbonous pyrocone is closely surrounded or
enveloped by gyrating, strongly-heated atmospheric air.

W. A. Robs, Blowpipe, p. 71.

hydrocarburett (hi-dro-kar'bu-ret), n. .[< hy-
dro(gen) -i- carbwet, q. v.] Carbureted hydro-
gen gas.

hydrocardia (hi-dro-kar'di-a), ra. [NL., < Gr.
Map (vdp-), water, -( xapdia= B. heart.] Same
as 'hydroperioardi/um.

hydrocastorite (hi-dro-kas'tor-it), n. [< Gr.
Map (Mp-), water, + castorite: see castor^.] A
hydrated silicate of aluminium and calcium, de-
rived from the alteration of petalite from Elba.
hydrocailli, ». Plural of hydrocaulus.
hydrocauline (hi-dro-k^'lin), a. [< hydrocaulus
+ 4ne\] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ter of a hydrocaulus.
hydrocaulus (hi-dro-ka'lus), n.

;
pi. hydrocauli

(-li). [NL., < Gr. v6ap (Mp-), water, + xavMg, a
stem.] In zool., the main stem of the coenosarc
of a hydrozoan.
hydrocele (M'dro-sel), n. [= P. hydrocile, < L.
hyd/roeele,<. Gr. iSpaK^h;, hydrocele, < Map (Mp-),
water, + mikri, tumor.] Ytx pathol., a collection
of serous fluid in the cavity of the tunica vagi-
nalis of the testis. Dunglison.
hydro-cellulose (hi-dro-sel'ti-los), n. See the
extract.

Cotton completely disorganised by acid, and obtained
as a fine powder, seems to contain one molecule of water
more than ordinaiy cellulose, and the substance thus pro-
duced has been termed hydro-cellulose.

Barmnel, Dyeing of Textile Fabrics (1886), p. 7.

hydrocephalic (hi'dro-se-fal'ik or hi-dro-sef'a-
lik), a. [< h/ydrocepTialAis + -ic] Pertaining
to or exhibiting hydrocephalus.
hydrocephaloid (hi-dro-sef a-loid), a. [ihydro-
cephaVus + -old.] Resembling hydrocephalus.
Also hydrencephaloid Hydrocephaloid disease, a
condition of somnolence or coma developed occasionally
in children in conditions of exhaustion. It appears to
depend on cerebral anemia.

hydrocephalous (hi-dro-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL.
hydrocephalus: see hydroceplMhis.'] Same as
hydrocephaloid.

hydrocephalus (hi-dro-sef'a-lus), n. [= P. hy-
droc&pliale= Sp. hidroc4falo= Pg. hydrocephato,
< NL. hydrocephalus, < Gr. Mpoid^aMv, water in
the head, < Map (Mp-), water, + /ce^aA^, head.]
1. In pathol., an accumulation of serous fluid

within the cranial cavity, either in the subdural
space (external hydrocephalus) or in the ven-
tricles (internal hydrocephalus). Acute hydro-
cephalus is usually, and apparently always, due to menin-
gitis. {Seemeningitis.) Chronic hydrocephalusmay be due
to atrophy of the brain, to pressure on the veins of Galen
by tumors or inflammatory products, or to other causes.
Also hydrencephalus, hydrocraniwm.

2. [cop.] In 2067., a genus of trilobitea. Bar-
rande, 1846.
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liydrocerusite (hl-dro-ser'p-sit), M. [iGr.viup Hydrocorallinae (hi-dro-kor-a-U'ne), n. pi. hydrocuprite (hi-dro-ku'prit), n. [< Gr. iidup

(iiip-), water, + cerusite, q. v.] A basic lead
carbonate oecumng in thin hexagonal plates.

HydrocharidesB (lu'dro-ka-rid'e-e), n. pi. [<
Sydrocharis (-id-) + -ew.'] A natural order of

monocotyledonous aquatic herbs,with dioecious

or polygamous regular flowers on scape-like
peduncles from a spathe, and simple or double
floral envelops, which in the fertile flowers are

united into a tube, and cohere with the 1- to 3-

ceUed ovary ; stamens 3 to 12, distinct or mona-
delphous ; stigmas 3 or 6 ; fruit ripening under

[NL., < Hydra (q. v.) + LL. corallinus, coral
line.] An order or suborder of Hydroidea, class
Eydrozoa, resembling true corals, or eorallige-

nous AcUnozoa, but belonging to a different

class ; the coral-making hydroid hydrozoans, as
millepores or milleporic corals. They have a hard
coral-like polypary and two kinds of zoSids, the ordinary
nutritive gastrozobids and the mouthless tentacular forms
known as dactylozobids ; the coenosarc consists of a net^
work of anastomosing cells ; reproduction is hy means of
gonophores. The Hydrocoraliince include two families,
Millcporidce and Stylasteridae.

water, indehisoent, and many-seeded. This, the hydrocoralUne (hi-dro-kor'a-lin), a. and n.

frogbit family, embraces 14 genera and about 40 species,

which are widely distributed in the warm and temperate
parts of the world, in ponds, lakes, and ditches. Also writ-

tenff!/iirocA<irace(B(Llndley),Hj/<JrocAare(E(Keichenbach),
Hydrochariee (Dumortier), Hydroeharidaeeoe (Ventant),

aiid Mydrodharidinoe (Leunls).

Hydrocliaris(hi-dTok'a-ris), n. [NL.(LinnEeus),

< Gr. v6poxapr]Q, delighting in water,< v6ap(iSp-),

water, + p;aipax', delight, rejoice.] A genus of

monocotyledonous plants, of the natural order
Sydrocharidece, having floating stems, with
floating tufts of radical leaves, peduncles, and
submergedroots. The peduncles of the male plant are

short, 2- or 3-flowered ; the female spathe Is sessile among
the leaves ; stamens 3 tol2 ; styles 6 with 2-oleft stigmas.

H. Mvraus^ance, the frogbit, the only species, is dispersed

over Europe and northern and central Asia. The form ap-

pears to havebeen more abundant in Miocene times, four

or five extinct species occurring in that formation in Eu.

firfp-), water, -J- cuprite, q. v.] A supposed hy.
orated oxid of copper.

hydrocyanic (hi''dro-a-an'ik), a. [< Tiydro{gen)

+ cyan{pgen) + -io.] In ckevi., pertaining to

or derived from the combination of hydrogen
and cyanogen.—Hydrocyanic acid, HCN, a color-

less liquid which solidifies at 6° F. to feathery crystals,

and boils at 80°. Its specific gravity is about 0.7. It dis-

solves freely in water, forming a liquid which reddens
litmus-paper but slightly. Laurel-leaves, bitter almonds,
and many stone-fruits contain amygdalin, which under
the action of a ferment breaks up into gi'ape-sugar, oil of

bitter almonds, and hydrocyamc acid. It is generally
prepared by the action of sulphuric acid on potassium
lerrocyanide. It is one of the most prompt and virulent

poisons known. Very dilute hydrocyanic acid is frequently
used medicinally as a powerful sedative and anti-irritant,

especially to allay cough. Its salts are called cyaniiUs,

and some of them are of great commercial importance,
particularly potassium cyanide and the complex cyanides,

potassiumferrocyanideandferricyauide. Also^>rw«SMJ acid.

hydrocyanide (hi-dro-si'a-nid or -nid), n. [<

Tvydrooycmie + -ide^.'l A' salt of hydrocyanic
acid; same as cyanide.

by late writers to the group of hombUls of the hydrocyanite (hi-dro-si'a-nit), n. [< Gr. vSap

Philippinesof which BMcera«%<Zrocor-aa; of Lin- (ydp-), water, + Kvavdg, tlue, + -dt^: see cya-

nssus is the type, characterized by a flattened nite.'] Anhydrous sulphate of copper in pale-

casque, chestnut-red and black plumage, and green crystals, found atVesuvius as a subUma-
white tail.—2. A genus of cormorants, of the tion product of the eruption of October, 1868.

family Plialacrocoraoidm : a synonym of Phala- When exposed to the air the crystals absorb

I. a. Pertaining to the Hydrocorallinm, or hav-
ing their characters ; milleporic.

II. n. One of the Hydrocorallinm ; a miUe-
pore or some similar coral.

Hydrocoraz (hi-drok'o-raks), n. [NL., < Gr.
voop {vSp-), water, + K&pa^, a raven, crow.] 1.

A genus of hombills, of the faioily Bucero-
tidcB, in which Biisson (1760) placed all the
species of hombills known to him: restricted

crocorax or Graeulus.
under cormorant.

Vieillot, 1816. See cut

;"??• , ,., /, -J -, 1,. J N i-vTT , Hvdrocores (hi-drok'6-rez), 71. pZ. [NL., < Gr. drocynvs,G\
ydrocheMon (hi-dro-kel'i-don), n. [NL., < ^J ^^^ ^ ^^^ +-„^ a, -g ^ Sa,^e as -l-«&r,dog,
Jr. MupWp-), water, + ;t:£^«5.5v, a swallow.] A svdroc6risw.

' '' ' ^
„^_ It'l^^J,

rope.

(Jr.uowpiOTp-;,wai,er,-T-;cemu.„i',aBwauuw.j ^ Hydrooorisce.
genus of Sternmw, or terns, known as Mack terns

Hydrocorisse (hi-dro-kor'i-se), n. pi
or short-tailed sea-swallows, it contains several

species of small size, with short and emarginate or mod-
erately forked tail, very long and ample wings, and small

leet with deeply emarginate webs. These birds undergo

[NL. (La-

water and become bright-blue.

Hydrocyon (hi-dros'i-on), n. [NL. (orig. Hy-
drocynvs, Cuvier, 1817), < Gr. v6up (vSp-), water,

' Ktiur, dog. ] The typical genus of Hydrocyoni-

ncB. It includes African fresh-water fishes with

elongated canine teeth, whence the name.
treille), irreg. < Gr. 'Map {Mp-), water, + nipic, a Hydrocyoninse (hi-dro-si-o-m'ne), to. pi. [NL.,

bug.] A division of heteropterous Hemiptera,

embracing the aquatic species. They are charac-

terized by having short antennse concealed In cavities be-

neath the eyes, and natatorial legs. Called Cryptocerata

by Douglass and Scott, and by Fallen distributed into two
divisions. Also Hydrocores, Hydrocorisa.

hydrocotarnia (hi"dro-ko-tar'ni-a), TO. Same
as hydrocotarnine.

bydrocotamine (hi"dro-k6-tar'nin), TO. [< hy-

dro(gen) + cotarnme, q. v.] A crystaUine al-

kaloid (C12H15NO3) occurring in small amount
in opium.
Hydrocotyle (M-dro-kot'i-le), to. pSTL., < Gr.

iidap (iip-), water, '+ kotv?.ji,_ a cavity, a cup.

C Hydrocyon + 4nce.'] A subfamily of fishes

of the family Charadnidm, typified by the ge-

nus Hydrocyon. They have large conical teeth in both
jaws; an adipose fin; a short dorsal fln; rather narrow
gill-openings, the gill-membranesbeing grown to the isth-

mus ; and the nasal openings close together. Species oc-

cur in the fresh waters of both Africa and South America.

hydrocyst (hi'dro-sist), m. [< Gr. vSup {Up-),

water, + kvotlq, a bladder (cyst).] One of the

processes or tentacles attached to the ccenosarc

of the physophorous oceanic hydrozoans, borne
with groups of gonophores upon a common
stem, constituting a gonoblastidium or blasto-

style. See cut under gonoblastidium.

Common Black Tem {Hydrocheltdon lart/ormts).

changes of plumage unusual in the group, the adults be-

ing chiefly black or blackish. There are several species,

found in all parts of the world, such as the conunon black

tern of Europe and America, H. laryformie, ovflssipes, or

nigra; the white-winged black tern, Jff. leucoptera; and

the whiskered black tern,- H. fty6™i!a. Boie, 1822.

lydrocMnon (hi-dro-ki'non), to. Same as ny-

droqmnone. _ ,

hydrochlorate (hi-dro-klo'rat), to. [< hydro-

chloric + -afci.] A salt of hydrochloric acid.

hydrochloric (M-dr6-kl6'rik), a. [<.hydro{gen)

-I- chlor(in) + -ic] tertainingto or compound-
ed of chlorin and hydrogen gas. Also ehlorhy-

dric, chlorohydric, cMorydric—Hydrocbloric acid,

HOI, a colorless gas having a suffocating odor and an acid

taste. It is irrespirable, and not a supporter of combus-

tion. It is extremely soluble in water, and its solution

forms the hydrochloric acid ormuriatic acid of commerce
It is one of the most important acids commercially, and

is made as a by-product of the soda-ash manufacture. Its

salts, the ohlorids, are universally distributed m nature

and extensively used in the arts. Also caUed hydrogen

cMmd.— Hydrochloric ether. Same as cMonc ether

(which see, under chloric).

Hydrochceridse (hi-dro-ker'i-de), to.^z. [JNL.,

< Hydrochmrus + 4dm'.'] A family of hystnco-

morphie rodents, represented by the genus Hy-

drochosrus, related to the CavUdm, but distin-

guished by certain cranial and dental charac-

ters; the capibaras or water-cavies.

Hydrochoerus (M-dro-ke'i-us), to. [NL., < Gr.

v6up (idp-), water, -{' zolpog, a pig.] The typi-

cal and only genus of Hydroehoeridm, common-
ly referred to the Caviidm. There is but one

species, H. capibara. See out under capibara.

Hydrochoreutes (hi"dr6-ko-ro'tez), to. [NL.

(Koch, 1837),< Gr. Map (i(5/)-), water, + zop^vrm,

a dancer, < xopeveiv, dance, < xop°lr ^ dance

The plants grow 'in moist situations' and the hy&rccystic (hi-dro-sis'tik), a. [< hydrocyst +
leaves are hoUowed like cups.] A genus of -jc.] Having the character of a hydrocyst.

plants of the natural order Umbelliferm, type of Hydrodictyese (hi"dro-dik-ti'e-e), to. pi. [NL.

the tribe Hydrocotylem, having the fruit much (Kuetzing, 1848), < Hydrodictyon + -em.'] A
compressed, the calyx-teeth minute or obso- subfamily of green-spored algse, typified by the

lete, the petals concave, valvate, or imbricate, genus Hydrodictyon. Also written Hydrodic-

andthe umbels simple. About 70 species are known, ^/onem (HassaH), Hydrodictyonidem (Gray), and
very widely distributed over the warm and temperate Hydrodictiem (Mathew).
parts of the worid. They are usually small herbs, creep- H^drodictvon (hi-dro-dik'ti-on), TO. [NL. (A.
.„„„„., .„„Hn„nt.th„nnd™- . few are crcct. H.mli,ar,s

^;^^S^i§oO),< Gr.*S«p (Mp-), Water,+ <!«™oi<,

net.] Agenus of curious fresh-water algae, the

Ing and rooting at the nodes ; a few are erect. H. vulgaris

(common pennywort, pennyrot, or flukewort) is a com-

mon British plant, growing in boggy places and on the

edges of lakes and rivulets. It has round peltate leaves,

and small simple umbels of pale-pink flowers. There are

Hydrocotyle Americana,

a, flower ; *, fruit ; <:, same cut transversely ; d, tuber.

several American species, of which ff. AmerieaJia and

E. umbellata are the most abundant, the former being

common in the Northern States, and the latter from Mas-

sachusetts south. H. Americana has recently been ob-

served to produce tubers. (See cut.) H. umhellata has

sometimes been caUed sheep'»-bam, from Its being sup-

posed to cause foot-rot. H. Asiatica is employed m India

alterative tonic, and the South African pennywort.

type of the subfamily Hydrodictyem of the fam-

ily Protococcacem. The individual cells are oblong-cy-

lindrical and united into a reticulated saccate ccenobium

;

all are fertile ; some produce macrogonidia, which join

themselves into a coenobium within the mother-cell ; oth-

ers produce microgonidia, which are furnished vrith vi-

bratile cilia and a lateral red spot ; these after a brief mo-
tile period subside into protococcoid, thick-walled spores.

^Cooke.) Theplantwhenfull-grownresemblesalongi>urse,
whence the name water.net, and consists of a beautifully

regular network of threads. The single known species,

H. utricuLatwmj is common to North America and Europe.

The Hydrodictyem may be looked upon as an elaborate

type of a cell-famUy, one in which cells are conjoined

in accordance with a definite plan, so as to make a body
of definite shape and size, yet in which each cell is an in-

dependent being, drawing nothing from its neighbors.

H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Alg», p. 93.

hydrodynamic (hi'''dr6-di-nam'ik), a. [= p.

hydrodynamique, < Grc.'vSap (iSp-), water, + (5i-

va/u(, power : see dynamic] Pertaining to or

derived from the force ormotion of a fliiid; re-

lating to hydrodynamics.

An important property of the harmonic nodal line, in-

dicated by an interesting hydrodynamic theorem due to

Bankine, is that, when self-cutting at any point or points,

the different branches make equal angles with one an-

other round each point of section.

Thomson and Tait, Nat. Phn., L u. IT 780.

[<

7£sskS^rz^S^^ #3Siai^Si^i^-.S SrSlaaS5^%"^^water-bugs,/Hjio!mZ«.^u5on ^ep^icinerea,, -^'^^ A tribe of.plants of the natural order r^mSaa- hyjkoJynamiCS On drp-di-nam iks), to. [PI, of

The mathematical
the principles of

As dj/Tiomicj is used in two senses,

the wider to Include the theoriesboth of rest and of motion,

the narrower to Include only the theory of motion, there

are two corresponding senses of the word hydrodynamics.

See dynamics. Also called AydroSiTwSics.—Equation Of

Ti^^ro7ranlum (U-dro-kra'ni-um), TO. [NL., < hydrodynamics. See ej«a«ion

K«^1^JTwater;+ icpaviov, the skull, head.] hydrodynamometer (hi-dro-di-na-mom'e-tfer),
lxr.!;flup(i.op_;,waTOr,-r^P

i)^„j,iisoTO. n. [< Gr. wrfup (Mp-), water, -H E. di/namometer.l

larvae'have'been found adhering to the eyes of the larvse
j^^j^ ^j^^ ^^^^ j^ laterally much com- hydrodynamic : see -dcs.] 1

oiLibeimid^.
. ,r,-..^ir,o'krir,in^n [< pressed orwith the commissures often narrowly theory of the application of

liySffi&-se'li-a),«. [<Gr..V(^P-), ^'^^rl^^ra^r. (M-dra-kr^ni-um), to. ..[NL., <

water, + noaia, a toUow, the belly.] Inpathol,

same as ascites. Tliomas, Med. Diet.

185

Same as hydrocephalus,



hydrodynamometer
An instrument for measuring the pressure ex-
erted bjr a flowing liquid, and hence for deter-
mining its velocity.

Hydroeciai (hi-dre'si-ii), n. [NL. (Guen^e,
1841), < Gr. Map (v6p-), water, + olnoq, a house.]
A genus of noctuid moths, of the family Apa-
midm, having the male antennae not pectinate,
the proboscis moderately long, and the legs
stout. There are many species, conflned to Europe and
North America. H, immanis is a hop-pest in the United
States. H. micacea is Imown as the rosy-rvetie.

liydroecia^, n. Plm-al of hydroecium.

hydroecial _(hi-dre'si-al), a. [< Jiydrcedum +
-o/.] Having the character of a hydroeciTmi.
hydroecium (hi-dre'si-um), n.; pi. hydrmcia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. vdup (iSp-), water, -f- okoc, a
house.] A sao attached to the swimming-hell
or nectooalyx of certain oceanic hydrozoans,
as ealyoophorans, into which the coenosarc may
be retracted. See out under JHphyidw.
hydro-electric (hi*'dr6-e-lek'trik), a. [< Gr.
vSup (J>dp-), water, + E. electric.'] Effecting the
development of electricity by a certain use of
steam: as, a hydro-electric machine Hydro-
electric machine, a machine for generating elec&icity
hy the escape of steam under high pressure from a series of
jets connected with a strong boiler, in which the steam is

Armstrong's Hydro-electric Machine.

produced. The jets of steam (which have to pass tlu'ough
a oooling-box) are electrified by friction. Positive elec-

tricity is collected by directing the steam upon a metal
comb communicating with an insulated conductor.

hydroferricyanic (hi"dro-fer"i-si-an'ik), a. [<
h/ydroigen) + ferricyanic.'] Compounded of

hydrogen and ferrioyanogen Hydroferricyanic
acid, H6Fe2(CN)i2» a strong hexavalent acid produced by
the action of sulphuric acid and potassium ferricyanide.
It forms brown deliquescent crysuils.

hydroferrocyanic (hi^'dro-fer''''9-si-an'ik), a. [<
hydro(gen) +ferrocyanicjq-Y.]' Compounded of

hydrogenandferrocyanoeen Hydroferrocyanic
acid, H4Fe(CN)6, a strong te&abasic acid formed by the
action of dilute acid on potassium ferrocyanide.

hydrofluoboric (hi-dro-flo-o-bo'rik), a. [< hy-
aro(gen) + fluoboric.'] Same aa fluoboric.

hydrofluoric (hi"dr6-fl9-or'ik), a. [< Jiydro(gen)
+ fluor(in) + -ic] Consisting of fluorin and
hyMogen. Alsofliiohydric, fluorJiydric— Hydro-
fluoric acid, HF, an acid obtained by distilling a mix-
ture of fluor-spar with sulphuric acid. It has an intense-
ly irritating, suffocating odor, and a very strong affinity for
water, acts energetically on glass, and is most destructive
to animal matter. AJso called^uoWc add.

hydrofluosilicate (hi-dro-flo-o-sil'i-kat), n.

[< liydrofluosilio(ic) + -ate.'] A salt formed
by the union of hydrofluosUicio acid with a
base.

hydrofluosilicic (hi"dro-flo"o-si-lis'ik), a. [<
Tiydro{gen) + fluosilidc] Consisting of hy-
drofluoric and fluosUioic acid Hydrofluosilicic
acid, a compound acid (H2SiFe) which is formed when
silicon tetrafluoride is led into water. The saturated so-
lution is a very acid, fuming, colorless liquid.

hydrofuge (hi'dro-fuj), a. [< Gr. Map (Mp-),
water, -F L. fugare, put to flight, < fugere, flee

:

see fugitive.] In zool., shedding water; im-
pervious to water, as the plumage of ducks, the
pubescence of many insects, etc.

hyikogalvanic (hi"dro-gal-van'ik), a. [< Gr.
vSap {v6p-), water, + B. gal/vanic] Pertaining
to, consisting of, or produced by electricity

evolved by the action or use of fluids: as, a
hydrogalvanic current.

Hydrogastrese (M-dro-gas'tre-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Endlieher and linger, 1843), < Sydrogasirum
+ -ecB.] A family of fresh-water algsB, allied

closely to the Vaucheriacece. The plants are small,
terrestrial, and unicellular, in the form of an expanded
sack or bag at the top, with the lower portion excessively

and Qnely branched, but with the cavity continuous. It

contains the single genus Hydrogaetrian. Also written
Hydroffastrideoe (Lindley).
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Hydrogastrum (M-dro-gas'tnmi), n. [NL.
(Desvaux, 1810) (so called in allusion to the
sack-like shape of the plants), < Gr. Map (Mp-),
water, + yaarrip, stomach.] A genus of fresh-

water algSB, the type of the tamiljSydrogastrece.
hydrogen (M'dro-jen), n. [= P. hydrog^e =
Sp, hidrdgeno =' Pg. hydrogeneo, hydrogenio =
It. idrogeno, < 'i^li.hydrogeiiium, hydrogen (so

calledbecause it is one of the elements of water,
H2O), < Gr. Map (Mp-), water, -I- -yevfig, produ-
cing: sQQ-gen.] Chemical symbol,H. Oneof the

elementary substances, existing as a colorless,

tasteless, and inodorous gas. it is the lightest sub-

stance known, and for that reason its specific gravity has
been taken as the uuitfor comparing the specific gravity of

gases, though air is the morecommonly accepted standard.

Under like conditions of temperature and pressure, hydro-
gen is approximately U. 4 times as light as an equal volume
of air. Its combining weight is also less than that of any
other element, and is therefore called unity, all the other
atomic weights being expressed as multiples of it. It is

but slightly soluble in water or any other liquid. Hydro-
gen refracts light strongly, is extremely diffusible, and is

absorbed or occluded in a remarkable manner by certain

metals when they are heated, as though it formed a kind
of alloy with Uiem. Hydrogen burns in air with a very
pale blue flame and intense heat, the sole product of com-
bustion being water, H2O, which is the protoxid of hydro-
gen. A mixture of two volumes of hydrogen and six of

air or one of oxygen explodes violently when brought in

contact with a flame or the electric spark. Hydrogen is

not specifically poisonous when inhaled, but is fatal to

life by preventing or hindering access of oxygen to the
blood. It is prepared by the action of dilute sulphuric
acid on zinc or iron, by passing steam through a red-hot
tube filled with iron turnings, by the electrolysis of water,

and in a variety of other ways. Hydrogen occurs free in

nature in small quantity in the emanations of volcanoes
and of some oil-wells, but generally it is found only in

its combinations, which are universally distributed. One
ninth of the weight of water consists of hydrogen, and
it is an indispensable element of every animal or vegeta-
ble structure. It is a component of all acids, and its

replacement in them by bases produces salts. In De-
cember, 1877, and January, 1878, the French chemists
Cailletet and Pictet succeeded in liquefying hydrogen,
and the latter in solidifying it, by means of extreme pres-

sure and cold produced in special forms of apparatus in-

dependently invented by them.—Arseniureted hydro-
gen. See arseniMreted.— Bicarbureted or heavy car-
bureted hydrogen. Same as ethylene.—Hydrogen
chlorid, iodide, bromide, etc. Same as hydrochloric
acid, kydriodic acid, etc.—Hydrogen sulpmd, or sul-
phurated hydrogen, H2S, a colorless inflammable gas
having a sweetish taste and an exceedingly fetid smell
resembling rotten eggs. It is extremely poisonous when
inhaled. It has feeble acid properties, and its compounds
with bases are called sulphide. It occurs in the emana-
tions of volcanoes, and is evolved when animal or vegeta-
ble tissue containing sulphur decays. It also occurs in
mineral springs, being liberated by the reduction of gyp-
sum or other sulphates through the action of a microbe.
—Light carbureted hydrogen. See carbureted.— Se-
leniureted hydrogen. Same as hydroeelenic add (which
see, under hydroselenic).

hydrogenate (hi'dro-jen-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

nydrogenated, ppr. Hydrogenating. [< hydrogen
+ -ate^.] To cause to combine with hydrogen

;

hydrogenize.
hydrogenation (hl'Mro-je-na'shon), n. [< hy-
drogenate + -ion.] The act of nydrogenating,
or the state of being hydrogenated.

This hydrogenation is easily effected by treating cuprous
acetylene with hydrogen.

W. S. Bowditch, Coal Gas, p. 284.

hydrogeniferous (hi^dro-je-nife-ms), a. [<
hydrogen + L. ferre = fi. bear^,^ Containing
hydrogen.
hydrogenise, v. t. See hydrogenize.

hydrogenium (hi-dro-je'ni-um), n. [NL.: see
hydrogen.] 1. Hydrogen regarded as a metal;
solidified hydrogen.

Water is the rust of hydrogenium, a tme metal.
J. M. Nichols, Fireside Science, p. 182.

2. Hydrogen occluded by palladium. See oc-

clusion. Graham.
hydrogenize (H'dro-jen-Iz), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.

hydrogenized, ppr. hydrogenizing. [< hydrogen
+ -ize.] To combine with hydrogen ; form a
hydrogenous compound of. Also spelled hy-
drogenise.

Chlorine readily enters into reaction with a large num-
ber of hydrogenized carbon compounds, and displaces the
hydrogen more or less completely. Encyc. Brit., V. 493.

hydrogenous (U-droj'e-nus), a. [< hydrogen
+ -ous.] 1. Pertaining to or containing hy-
drogen.— 2. Formed or produced by water: ap-
plied to rooks formed by the action of water,
in contradistinction to pyrogenous rooks, or
those formed by the action of fire.

hydro^eology (hi'dro-je-oro-ji), n. [< Gr.
Map (u(5p-), water, -I- E. geology.] The geology
of water ; that part of geological science which
has to do with the relations of water standing
or flowing beneath the surface of the earth.
The term is but little used, and rarely, if ever, with refer-
ence to chemical changes brought about at depth by the
agency of water, or in which water plays a part.

Hydroidea

hydrogiobertite (hi^dro-jo-bfert'it), n. [< Gr.

Map ^Sp-), water, -I- giobertite, q. v.] Ahydroiis
carbonate of magnesium occurring in small

spherical forms of a light-gray color atVesuvius.

hydrognosy (M-drog^no-si), n. [= Sip.hidro-

gnosia, < Gr. Map {Mp-), water, + yvaai^, know-
ledge.] A treatise on, or a history and descrip-

tion of, the waters of the earth.

hydrographer (hi-drog'ra-fer), n. [As Ivydrog-

raph-y + -er^.] One who is versed in the sci-

ence or engaged in the practice ofhydrography

;

specifloaUy, one who has charge of hydrograph-

ic surveys and of other operations belonging to
hydrography.
In all coasts, what moon maketh full sea, and what way

the tides and ebbes come and go, the hydrographer ought
to record. Dee, Pref. to Euclid (1670).

He [Dr. Halley] likewise corrected the position of th&
coast of Brazil, which had been very erroneously laid down
by all former hydrographers. Anson, Voyage, i. 8.

hydrographic (hi-drp-graf'Ik), a. [As hydrogra-
ph-y + -ic] Of, pertaining to, or treating of
hydrography: as, a hydrographic survey or
treatise.

—

Hydrographic Office, an office of the Navy
Department of the United States, connected with the-

Bureau of Navigation. Its duties are to provide nautical

charts, sailing directions, etc., for United States vessels-

and others. Its head is called the hydrographer. Other
governments have similar bureaus.

Iiydrographical (hi-dro-graf'i-kal), a. [< hy-

drographic + -af] Same as hydrographic.

The artificer must in the framing of his little engine-

have had due regard to all these, and consequently have
had a comprehension of divers celestialmid hydrographi-
eal truths. Boyle, Works, VI. 724.

hydrography (hi-drog'ra-fi), n. [= p. hydro-
graphie = Sp. hidrografia = Pg. 'h/ydrographia

= It. idrografia, < Gr. Map (Mp-), water, +
-ypa^ia, <^ ypdipew, wiite.] 1. The science of the
measurement and description of the sea, lakes,

rivers, and other waters, with especialreference
to their use for the purposes of navigation and
commerce. It embraces pilotage and marine survey-
ing, the determination of winds, currents, etc., as well as
the art of forming charts exhibiting not only the sea-

coast, gulfs, bays, islands, promontories, channels,and their

configuration and geographical position, but also the con-
tour of the bottom of the sea and of harbors. It also

embraces the study of the relation of changes in depth to
their causes.

Hydrographic requireth a perticular register of certain
landmarks (where marks may be had) from the sea well
able to be skried, in what points of the sea-compasse they
appear, and what apparent form, situation, or bigness
they have in respect of any dangerous place in the sea or
neer unto it assigned. Dee, Pref. to Euclid (1B70).

Setting downe alwayes with great care and diligence
true obseruations & notes of al those countreys, islands,

coasts of the sea, and other things requisite to the artes

of nauigation and hydrographic,
MakluyVs Voyages, I. 417.

2. The distribution, character, and relations of
bodies of water ; the condition of the earth or
any part of it with respect to its seas, rivers,

etc.: as, the hydrography of North America.
hydroguret (hl-drog'u-ret), n. [< hydrog(en)
+ -uret.] A compound of hydrogen with a
base.
hydrogureted, hydroguretted (hi-drog'u-ret-
ed), a. [<.hydroguret+ -ed^.] Combined with
hydrogen, as a metal or other base.
hydronematite, hydrohsematite (M-dro-
hem'a-tit), n. [< Gr. Map (Mp-), water, + fi.

hematite.] A hydrated iron sesquioxid, resem-
bling the anhydrous iron sesquioxid hematite,
particularly in its red streak. See turgite.

hydrohemostat, hydrohsemostat (hi-dro-
hem'o-stat), n. [< Gr. Map (Mp-), water, '+

alfta, blood, -I- arard^, verbal adj. of iordvat,

cause to stand: see static. Cf. hemostatic.']
A device to arrest a hemorrhage, consisting
of a bag through which cold water is passed,
while it is pressed against the surface.
hydroid (hi'droid), a. and n. [< Gr. MpoeiS^g,
like water, < Map (Mp-), water, + eldog, form.
In defs. 2 and 3, as Hydra + -oid.] I.a.l. Like
water; living in the water.— 2. Resembling
the hydra, or an animal of the genus Hydra.— 3. Pertaining to the Hydroida or Hydroidea,
or having their characters : as, a hydroid hydro-
zoan

—

Hydroid stock, a stolon ; a hydrorhiza.
II. n. One of the Hydroidea.
In the Gulf of Mexico are communities of hydroide so

organized that they seem to constitute but one animal.
Pop. Sd. Mo., XIII. 318.

CaJyptoWastic hydroida. See caij/ptoMosiu;.—Tubu-
lanan hydroids. See Qymnohlastea.
Hydroidea (hi-droi'de-a), n.pl. [NL. : see hy-
droid.] An order or subclass of the class Hy-
drozoa, approximately equivalent to Hydro-
phora, and consisting of the eleutheroblastic,
gymnoblastic, and calyptoblastic hydrozoans.



Hydroidea
In some systems of clasai&cation it also includes the
Trachymedusce and HydrocorallinoB. Tiie group Hydro-
medwKB of some autliors is equivalent to Hydroidea. Also
Hydroida.

hjrdrokinetic (M"dro-ki-net'ik), a. [< Gr. Mop
(vSp-), water, + kiv7itik6c, of moving, < luve'w,

move.] Pertaining to the motion of fluids.

HydroMnetic permeability—a name for the specific
quality of a porous solid according to which, when placed
in a moving trictionless liquid, it modifies the flow.

Sir C. W. Thomson, Reprint of Papers, | 628.

hydrokinetical (hi^dro-ki-net'i-kal), a. [< liy-

drohinetic + -al.'] Same as JiydrokineUc.

hydrokinetics (lu"'dr9-]d-net'iks), n. ppi. of liy-

droMnetic : see -ics.'] The mathematical theory
of the motion of fluids ; the kinetics of fluids,

in either of the meanings of Mneties.

Hydrolea (M-dro'le-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus) (so
called because growing in wet places). < Gr.
vSop (JiSp-)^ water, + L. oleum, ou (or Gr. iiat-

m, olive-oil, oU).] A genus of dicotyledonous
gamopetalous plants, of the natural order Hy-
drop^llacece, and the type of the tribe Sydro-
leeee. They have a subiotate 6-cleft corolla, sepals dis-

tinct in the bud, stamens about the length of the corolla,

filaments dilated at the insertion, ovary 2- or 3-celled, and
styles 2 or 3. They are herbs or rarely suffruticoae plants
with ovate or lanceolate entire leaves, which are numerous
on the stemand often with aspine in the axils, and clustered
blue or white flowers. About 14 species are linown,widely
distributed in warm countries. Four species are found in
the southern United States. H, Zeylanica of India haa
bitter leaves, which are beaten into pulp and applied as a
poultice to sores, with good effect.

Hydroleacese (M-dro-le-a'sf-e), n.pl. [NL. (E.
Brown), < Sydrolea 4- -ac'ece.'] Same as fl"^-

drcmhyllacecB.

EytUTOleese (hi-dro-le'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (E.
Brown, 1816), < BydroUa + -eceV] A tribe of

plants of the natural order HydrophyllacecB,

containing the single genus Sydrolea.

hydrolite (M'dro-lit), n. [< Gr. vSap (iSp-),

water, + MBoc, stone: see -Kfe.] The zeoUtic
mineral gmelinite.

hydrologic (hi-dro-loj'ik), a. [< hydrology +
-jc] Of or pertaining to hydrology.

We . . . consider the forests ... as regulators of hy-
drologic conditions, influencing the waterflow in springs,

brooks, and rivers. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 226.

hydrological (ha-dro-loj'i-kal), a. [< hydro-

logic + -ai.] Same as hydrologic.

hydxologist (hi-drol'o-jist), ». [< hydrology +
-is*.] One skilled in' hydrology.

hydrology (hi-drol'o-ji), n. [= F. hydrologie

= Sp. hidrologia = tg. hydrologia = It. idrolo-

gia, < Gr. iidap (idp-), water, + -Tioyia, < Myeiv,

speak: see -ology."] The science of water, its

properties, phenomena, and laws, its distribu-

tion over the earth's surface, etc.

hydrolysis (hi-drol'i-sis), n. [< Gr. vdop (vSp-),

water, + Xvaig, a dissolving, < ?i,ieiv, loose, dis-

solve,J A kind of chemical decomposition by
which a compound is broken up and resolved

into other compounds by taking up the ele-

ments of water. Thus, by hydrolysis cane-sugar takes

up a molecule of water and is resolved into one molecule
of dextrose and one of levulose.

hydrolytic (hi-dro-lit'ik), a. [< hydrolysis

(-lyt-) + -Jc] Pro'ducing hydrolysis, or relat-

ed to the process or results of hydrolysis.

Hydrolytic decompositions, that is to say, such as are

connected with the union of the elements of water with
the decomposing body. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 671.

hydromagnesite (H-dro-mag'ne-sit), n. [<

Gr. idap (i<5p-), water, -t-' E. magnesia + -ite^.']

A white native hydrous carbonate of magne-
sium, sometimes occurring in crystals, but

more frequently amorphous, earthy, and chalk-

like.

hydromancy (hi'dro-man-si), n. [= Sp. hidro-

mancia= It. idromanzia, < L. hydromantia, < Gr.

as if *ii6pofiavTeia (of. i6p6fiavTic, one who divines

from water), < vdap (i<Sp-), water, + /iavrela, divi-

nation.] Divination by some use or from some
phenomenon of water.
hydromania (M-dro-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr. ioo)p

{iSp-), water, -t- fmvia, madness.] hipathol., a

species of melancholia imder the influence

of which the sufferer is led to commit suicide

by drowning. It sometimes appears in pel-

hydromantic (hi-dro-man'tik), a. and n. [As

hydromancy (-mant-) + -ic.'] I. a. Pertaining

to hydromancy.
IT. n. The art ofprodueing surprising effects

dependent on the principles of hydrostatics

and hydrodynamics. _
hydromechanics (hi*dr6-me-kan'iks), n. [< *?'^-

v6up (Up-), water, + E. mechanics, q. v.] The

science of the mechanics of fluids, or of their
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laws of equilibrium and motion, including the
divisions of hydrostatics and hydrodynamics,
and also hydraulics.

It is perhaps superfluous to speak of the important place
which the subject of hydromechanics has occupied in
modem mathematical physics since the labors of Helm-
holtz, Maxwell, and Thomson in reducing the mathe-
matical treatment of electricity and magnetism to that of
the motion of incompressible fluids. Science, III. 78.

hydromedusa (hi"dro-me-du'sa), ».; Tal.hydro-
meduscB (-se). [NL.'(cf.' Gr. 'rdpo/ddovaa, the
name of a frog in the poem " Batrachomyo-
machia"), < Gr. iiSop (v6p-), water, + MiSovaa,
Medusa: see Medusa, medusa.l 1. Same as

One hydirom^uaa lays its eggs early in the morning.
Science, IV. 429.

2. [cap.'] A genus of reptiles. Wagler.
HydlomedusaB (M"dro-me-dii'se), n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of Hydromedusa, q! v.]' A zoSlogical group,
variously limited, (a) a class of ooelenterates cor-
responding to the class Hydrozoa. C. Togt, 1861. (h) A
subclass of Hydrozoa, contrasted with Scyphomeduia,
containing all those hydrozoans which are related to Hy-
dra through the fact of reproducing by means of lateral
gemmation, not by strobilation or scyphistoma. This sub-
class is composed of the gymnoblastic and calyptoblastic
hydroids, the trachymedusans and narcomedusans, the
hydrocorallines, and the siphonophorans. The non-sexual
individuals constitute the characteristic hydroids, of com-
paratively narrow and elongate form, often branching or
aggregated in colonies. In this sense the group corre-
sponds to the cryptocarpous discophorans of Eschscholtz,
the Craspedota of Gegenbaur, the Cycloneura of Eimer,
and the Hydroida or Hydroidea of various authors.

hydromedusan (M"dro-me-du'san), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Hydromedusce.
II. n. Amember of thejff^drowe^MseB. Also

Nicholson's Hydrometer.

Hydromedusinae (hi-dro-me-du-si'ne), n.pl.
[NL., < Hydromedusa +' dna.'] Same as Hy-
dromeduscB.

hydromedusoid (H"dr9-me-dTi'soid), a. [<
Hydromedusa + -aid.] Having the characters
of the Hydromedusce; resembling the Hydro-
medusce.

hydromel (hi'dro-mel), n. [< F. hydromel =
Sp. hidromel = Pg. hydromel= It. idromele, < L.
hydromel, h/ydromeli, < Gr. vSpd/^e^, a kind of

mead made of water and honey, < v6op (i6p-),

water, + ijili = L. mel, honey.] A liquor con-
sisting of honey diluted with water, ferment-
ed or unfermented: in the former ease called

vinous hydromel, and also mead.
As touching the mead called Hydromell, it consisted in

times past of rain water, well purified, and bony.
Holland, tr. of Hiny, xxxi. 6.

Hydromel, or water-hony, in long continuance will be-

come wine. HaMuyts Voyages, I. 666.

In divers parts of Muscovy and some other northern
regions, the common drink is hydromel, made of water
fermented with honey ; and indeed, if a due proportion

betwixt those two be observed, and the fermentation be
skillfully ordered, there may be that way, as experience

hath assured us, prepared such a liquor, both for clear-

ness, strength, and wholesomeness, as few that have not

tasted such a one would believe.

Boyle, Usefulness of Nat. Philos., il. 4.

They [British Gauls] drank beer and hydromel, which
was carried about in metal beakers or jugs of earthen-

ware. C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 122.

hydromeningitis (hi-dro-men-in-ji'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. vSup (vSp-), water, + NL. meningitis,

q. v.] Jjapathol., meningitis with serous effu-

sion. See meningitis.

hydrometallurgy (hi-dro-met'aWr-ji), n. [<

Gr. vSup (Mp-), water, + metallurgy.'] The pro-

cess of assaying or reducing ores by liquid re-

agents.
hydrometamorphismChi-dro-met-a-mdr'fizm),
n. [<Gr.ir(Ju/) (v6p-),-wa.ter,+'^.meiamorphi$m.]

A kind of metamorphism of igneous rooks

brought about by water, in contradistinction to

pyrometamorphism, or metamorphism of sedi-

mentary rocks effected by heat.

hydrometeor (hi-dro-me'tf-or), n. [< Gr. v6ap

(idp-), water, + (NGrr.) /leriapov, a meteor: see

meteor.] A meteor or atmospheric phenome-

non dependent upon the vapor of water; in the

plural, all the aqueous phenomena of the at-

mosphere, as rain, hail, snow, etc.

hydrometeorological (hi-dro-me"te-or-o-loj 'i-

kal),a. [ihydrometeorology + 4c-al.] Eelatmg
or pertaining to hydrometeorology.

hydrometeorology (hi-dro-me"'te-o-rol'o-ji), «.

[< Gr. v6op (iiJ/)-), water, + /ieTeapoh)yia, meteor-

ology: see meteorology. Cf. hydrometeor.] That

branch of meteorology which is concerned with

water in the atmosphere in the form of rain,

clouds, snow, haU, etc.

hydrometer (hi-drom'e-ter),». [< G:i.v6pofisTpiov,

a vessel for measuring hydrostatically, < iSap

(i(!/3-),water,+/i^/)ov,ameasure.] 1. Aninstru-

Common Form of Hy-
drometer for liquids, in hy-
drometer-glass.

hydromicaceous

ment for measuring
specific gravity, es-
pecially that ofwater
and other fluids, and
hence the strength
of spirituous liquors
and of various solu-
tions. In Nicholson's
hydrometer for solids (see
cut) the weight is first de-
termined which, placed in
the upperpan, will depress
the instrument to the zero-

mark (a); then the weights
are found which are need-
ed to do this when the
body experimented upon
is placed, first in the upper
and then in the lower pan.
The difference between
these last weights and
that first found gives the
weight of the body in air
and in water respectively,
whence the specific gravity is calculated in the usual man-
ner. The common^e of hydrometer for liquids consists

of a glass tube with a graduated
stem of uniform diameter, a bulb
tocause it to float in the liquid, and
a weight or counterpoise to cause
the stem to stand upright as it

floats. From the reading of the
scale at the point which is on a
level with the surface of the liquid
in which it is floating, the specifla

gravity is ascertained either di-

rectly or by a simple calculation.
Scales in common use are those of
Baum^, as applicable to liquids
either more or less dense than war
ter ; in the former case the zero is

near the 1}op, and in the latter near
the bottom of the stem ; the gradu-
ation is conventional, and the spe-

cific gravity is obtained from the
reading by means of a series of ta-

bles. AnotherformisthatofTwed-
dell. Hydrometers constructed to
measure the purity, density, or de-
gree of concentration of particu-
lar liquids receive special names,
as alcoholometer, lactometer, etc.

2. An instrument used for
measuring the velocity or discharge of water,
as in rivers, from reservoirs, etc.

Eydrometra^ (hi-drom'e-tra), n. [NL., < Gr.
vdup (vSp-), water, + uirpov, a measure.] The
typical genus of the famiUy Hydrometridx. The
European H. stagnarum and the American H. linearis are
examples. The genus as originally established by Fabri-
cius (1796) was divided by Latreille (1807) into Hydrometra
proper, Gerris, and Velia.

hydrometra^ (hi-dro-me'tra), n. [NL., < Gr.
Map (i6p-), water, +'/i^pa, uterus.] lapathol.,

catarrhal endometritis.

There sometimes exists a form of catarrhal infiamma-
tion of the lining membrane of the uterus, giving rise to
a mucous or muco-punilent secretion. . . . If the fluid is

watery, this is called hydrometra.
S. Barnes, Dis. of Women, p. 180.

hydrometric (H-dro-met'rik), a. [As hydrome-
ter + -ic] 1. Pertaining to a hydrometer, or
to the determination of the specific gravity,

velooity,discharge, etc., of fluids.— 2. Made by
means of a hydrometer: as, hydrometric ob-
servations.—Hydrometric pendulum, an instrument
consisting of a hollow ball suspended from the center of

a graduated quadrant, and held in a stream to mark by its

deflection the velocity of the current; a cnirent-gage.

hydrometrid (hi-drom'e-trid), n. An insect of

the family Hydrometridce.

Hydrometridse (hi-dro-met'ri-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hydrometra^ + -^dce."] A family of heteropter-
ous insects with long legs fitted for walking on
the water, typified by the genus Hydrometra.
The family formerly included the genus Hydrometra in a
broad sense, but the genera Velia and Gerris are now re-

moved to other families. Species of the restricted fam-
ily are frequently observed on the surface of pools and
streams, where they walk with the very slender body ele-

vated upon their long legs, but do not swim in the water
like the true water-bugs^ Hydroeorisoe. Also called Hy-
drometrides, Hydrometnna, and Hydrometrites.

hydrometrograph (hi-dro-met'ro-graf), n. [<
Gr. Mup {Mp-), water, + fitrpov, a measure, +
yp&ipEiv, write, record.] An instrument for de-

termining and recording the quantity of water
discharged from an orifice in a given time.

hydrometry (hi-drom'e-tri), n. [As hydrome-
ter + -y.] The art or operation of determin-
ing by means of hydrometers the specific grav-
ity, density, velocity, etc., of fluids.

hydromica (hi-dro-ml'ka), n. [< Gr. Map {Mp-),

water, + NL. mica, q. v.] A variety of potash-
mica which contains more water than ordinary
muscovite, and is less elastic. See mica.

hydromicaceous (hi"dr6-mi-ka'shius), a. [< hy-

dromica + -aceous.] Of the nature of hydro-
mica; containing hydromica.



hydromicaceons

Hydrrnnicaceovi and argillaceous schists.
Amer. Jour. Sci,, Sd ser., xxxs

hydromotor (U-dro-mo'tor), n. [< Gr. iidap

(vSp-), water, + NL.' motor, motor.] A form of

motor, desired for the propulsion of vessels,

in -which the propelling power is that of jets of

water ejected from the sides or stern.

The little vessel supplied with the hydromotor metwith
a fair degree ol success. Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 47.

liydromphalum (hi-drom'fa-lum), n. [NIj., <

Gr. vSpdfu^loQ, having water "in the umbilical re-

gions, < vdap (tidp-), water,+ 6/i^aWf, boss, knob,
navel.] In. pathol., an accumulation of serous
liquid in the sac of an umbUieal hernia, or
simply the extension of the umbilicus by as-

cites. Also hydromphalon.
hydromyd (hi'dro-mid), n. An animal of the
genus Mydromys.' E. Bl/yth.

bydromyelia (hi"dro-mi-e'li-a), n. [Nil., < Gr.
vdap (iiSp-), water, 4- /iveXSg, marrow.] In^o-
thol., the distention of the central canal or ven-
tricular cavity of the spinal cord with a se-

rous liqtiid. See hydrorachis. Also hydromye-
lus.

Hydromyinse (hi"dro-mi-i'ne), n. pi. [NIi., <

Mydromys + -ince.'] 'A subfamily of rodents of

the tskvaHj Muridce, of which the type is the ge-

nus Sydromys, and in which the teeth are only
12 in number.
Hydromys (hi'dro-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. vdap

{vdp-), water, -I- /ivg = E. mouse.'] A genus of

rodents constituting the subfamily Hydromyi-
ruB, confined to the Australian region, where the
species are known as water-rats and heaver-

rats. H. chrysogaster is a.nexa,va.-ple. Geoffrey,

1805. See cut under teaver-rat.

hydiomysta, hydromystes (hi-dro-mis'ta,
-tez), ». [< LGr. idpojivaTtiq, i Gr. vSap (vSp-),

water, + fivaniQ, one who initiates: see mysta-
gogue."] In the early ehwch, a presbyter or
cleric who sprinkled with holywater the people
entering or leaving a church.

hydronaplltliol (M-dro-naf 'thol), n. [< Gr.

Map (vSp-), water, -1- 'E.'rMphfhol.'} An antisep-

tic preparation, probably one of the naphthols,
prepared from naphthalene. [Trade-name.]
Hydxonemateee (hi"dr6-ne-ma'te-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Nees von Esenbecli, 1823),' < Gr. v6ap

(idp-), water, -t- vijimij-), a thread, + -e<B.] In
hot., same as Algce.

hydxonephelite (M-dro-nef'e-Kt), n. [< Gr. vSap

(vSp-), water, -t- nephellte, q. v.] A hydrous sili-

cate of aluminium and sodium, related to thom-
sonite in composition, and derived from the al-

teration of elseolite (nephelxte).

liydroil,epIirosiS (lu'dro-nef-ro'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. vdap (idp-), water, -I- PE^piJr, kidney, -I- -osis.']

Inpathol., a condition produced by obstruction
of the outflow of the urine through the ureter,

so that the ureter and the renal pelvis become
greatly distended.

hydronephrotlc (hi'dro-nef-rofik), a. Per-
taining to or affected with hydronephrosis.

hydronette (M'dro-net), n. [< F. -hydronette,

< Gr. v6ap (ydp-), Vrater, + -n-, a mere inser-

tion, + -ette.'] 1. A syringe.— 3. A portable
force-pump for use in gardens and conserva-
tories.

Hydroparastatse (M^dro-pa-ras'ta-te), n. pi.

[< LGr. iSptmapaaraTai, <[ Gr. idup (Jd/)-), water,
-I- irapaoT&TrjQ, one who stands by, an assistant:

seejporastotjc] A sect which separated from
the early church in the latter part of the sec-

ond century : so named from their use of water
only, instead of wine and water, in the eucha-
rist. Also called Aquariaiis and. Encratttes.

bycbropath. (hi'dro-path), ». [< hydropath-y.']

Same as hydropathist.

hydropathic, hydropathical (hl-dro-jath'ik,

-i-kal), a. [< hydropathy + -ic-al."] Kelating
to hydropathy.
hydropathist (hi-drop'a-thist), n. [< hydrop-
athy + -ist.'] 1. One who is versed in or prac-
tises hydropathy.—3. One who believes in the

efiioacy of hydropathic treatment.

He has tried both hydropathy and homoeopathy ; . . .

has now settled into a confirmed hydrovathut.
O. A. Sola, Dutch Pictures.

hydropathy (M-drop'a-thi), n. [= F. hydropa-

thie; a name formed after the supposed analo-

gy of homeopathy, allopathy, etc., and intended
to signify 'water-cure' or 'water-treatment';

< Gr. Map (iSp-), water, + iradog, siiflering, dis-

ease.] The method of treating diseases by the

external and internal use of water; hydrother-

apeutios, especially in the cruder forms. See
wat&r-cwre.
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hydropericardium (hi-dro-per-i-kar'di-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. Map (iSp-), water, -1- nepm&pdiov,
pericardium.] im. pathol., ihe accumulation of
serous liquid in the pericardial cavity. Also
called hydrocardia,

hydroperitoneum (ha-dro-per*i-t6-ne'um),_ n.

[< Gr. Map (v6p-), water, + nepirSvaiov, perito-
neum.] inpathol., the effusion of lymph into
the peritoneal cavity; ascites.

hydrophane (hi'dro-fan), n. [< Gr. Map (icTp-),

water, -I- <pav6c;, clear, < ipaivuv, show, shine.]
A ;partly translucent whitish or light-colored
variety of opal, which absorbs water upon im-
mersion and then becomes transparent. Also
called oculus mundi.
hydrophanous (hi-drof'a-nus), a. [As hydro-
phane + -ous.'] Made transparent by immer-
sion in water. See hydrophane.

Hydrophasianus (hi-dr9-fa-si-a'nus),n. [NL.,
< Gr. Map {Mp-), water, + (jtaauivdg, a pheas-
ant.] A genus of jacanas, of the family Par-

Asiatic Water-pheasant {fiydrophasianus chirurgus),

ridcB or Jacanidce, established byWaglerin 1832,

containing the Asiatic water-pheasantorpheas-
ant-tailed jacana, S. chirurgvs. See Jacana.
hydrophid (hi'dro-fid), n. A venomous sea-

snake of the family SydrophidcB.

Eydrophidae (M-drof'i-de), ft. pi. [NL., < Hy-
drophis + -idee.] A family of ophidians of
the suborder Proteroglypha, with permanently
erect poison-fangs, and the tail compressed
and fin-like, and thus fitted for swimming;
the sea-snakes, or marine venomous serpents.
These snakes inhabit the Indian ocean and tropical parts
of the Pacific, and are extremely poisonous. There are
several genera, as Hydropfds. Platurus, and Pela/mis.

hydrophile (hi'dro-fil), n. [< NL. Sydrophilus.l
A water-beetle of the genus SydrqpMlits, or
one of the Hydrophilidce.

hydrophilid (hi-drof'i-lid), n. One of the Hy-
drophilidce.

Hydrophilidffi (hi-dro-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Sydrophilus + 4die.'] A family of clavl-

corn beetles,

with numerous
genera and spe-
cies. The dorsab-
dominal segments
are partly membra-
nous; the ventral
segments are free

;

at least one pair of
tarsi are 5-jointed;
the palpi are dis-

tant at base; and
the angles of the
large quadrate
mentum are not
prolonged. The
same or a corre-
sponding group of
water-loving bee-
tles is called Hy-
drophUida, Hy-
drophili, Hj/dro-
phuii, Hydrophilini, HydrophUites, or Hydrophilwtdea.
See also cut under Hydrobms.

hydrophilite (hi-drof'i-lit), n. [< Gr. Map {iSp-),

water, + ^lAof, loving, + -ite^."] Native calcium
chlorid. Also called chlorocalcite.

hydrophilous (hi-drof'i-lus), a. l<.Ori.Map{iSp-),
water, + i)>Dioq, loving.] In hot., pollinated by
the agency of water. Compare anemophilous,
entomophilous.

Hydrophilus (hi-drof 'i-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Map (vdp-), water, + (fiOuog, loving.] The typi-
cal genus of EydrophiUdm. it contains the largest
beetles of the family, such as the giant water-beetle,
H. triangularis, a common North American species, of
a shining black color, 1^ inches long. The correspond-
ing European species Is H. pieeus. Also called Hydro-
soma,

Hydrophis(hi'dr6-fis),«. [NL.,< Qr.Map(vdp-),
water, -1- oftg, a" snake.] The typical genus
of Hydrophidce or sea-snakes. One of the com-
monest sea-snakes is the chital, 3. cya/neieiiuita, which
attains a length of 6 or 6 feet, and is of a greenish color

Hydroph ihtsp iceus,

./4, larva; £,pupa; C,imae^. (Aljoutnatu-
ral size.)

Hydrophyllacese

becoming yel-

lowish below,
with numer-
ous transverse
black blotches.

hydrophite
(hi'dro-fit),

n. [<, Gr.

Map {Mp-),

water, +
60(f, snake,
+ -iteS.] A
massive min-

green color.

It is a hydrous silicate of iron and magnesium,

allied to deweylite and to serpentine.

hydrophobe (hi'dro-f6b), n. [= F. hydrophobe=
Sp. hidrdfobo = Pg. hydrophobo = It. idrofobo,

< L. hydrophobus, < Gr. idpo^d^oQ, having a hor-

ror of water: see hydrophobia.^ One who is

suffering from hydrophobia.
hydrophobia (hi-dro-fo'bi-a), n. [.Also hydro-

phoby, formerly hydrophobie, < F. hydrophoUe=
Sp. hidrofobia = Pg. hydrophobia = lt. idro-

fobia; < LL. hydrophobia, < Gr. wrfpo^o/Sio, a

horror of water caused by the bite of a mad
dog, < Mpapd^og, having a horror of water, <

Map (vdp-), water, -1- fipeaBai, fear, fi^o^, fear.]

In pathol. : (a) A symptom of rabies in man,
consisting in a furious aversion to liquids and an
inability to swallow them. See rabies. Hence
— (5) Rabies, especially in human beings.

Athenodorus . . . writeth that not only the . . . lepro-

Bie, but also the hydrophobie— that is to say, the fear of

water occasioned by the biting of a mad dog—were first

discovered in the days of Asclepiades.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 638.

(c) Any morbid or unnatural dread of water,
such as may exist independently of rabies.

hydrophobic (hi-dro-fo'bik), a. [< LL. hydro-

phobicus, < Gr. MpcxpoPticdQ, < Mpo^^ia, hydro-
phobia: see hydrophobia.^ Of, pertaining to,

or affected with hydrophobia or rabies; rabid.

There are people who deny the existence of hydrophobie
infection. The Ameriam, VI. 277.

hydrophobophobia (hi-dro-fo-bo-fo'bi-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. Mpo^^ia, hydrophobia, + -ijmpia,

fear, as in hydrophobia, a. v.] In pathol., a
morbid condition produced by excessive dread
of rabies, which may simulate its real or sup-
posed symptoms.
hydrophoby (hi'dro-fo-bi), n. [See hydropho-
bia.'] Hydrophobia. [Eare.]

They set up the long howl of hydrophoby at my princi-

ples. Coleridge, To Sir Oeoige Beaumont.

Hydrophora (hi-drof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. Mpoipdpog, carrying water : see hydrophore.]

One of the three divisions into which Huxley
and other authors divide the Bydrozoa, the
other two being the Discophora and the Sipho-

nophora. The members are, in all cases except that of
Hydra, fixed ramified hydrosomes, on which many hy-
dranths and gonophores are developed. The tentacles
are either scattered over the hydranths or arranged in one
circlie round the mouth, or in two circles, one dose to the
mouth and one near the aboral end. Very generally—for

example, in all Sertulariidoe and Tubviariidce— there is a
hard chitinous cuticular skeleton or coenosarc, which usu-
ally gives rise to hydrothecse, into which the hydranths
can be retracted. The gonophores present every variety,

from sacs to free-swimming medusolds. The inner mar-
gin of the bell in these medusolds is always produced into

a velum, and otolithic sacs and eye-spots are very gen-
erally disposed at regular intervals round the circumfer-
ence of the bell. The great majority of what are some-
times termed the naked-eyed medusse, Qymnophthalmata,
are simply the free-swimming gonophores of Hydrophora.

hydropnoran (hi-drof'o-ran), a. and n. I. a.

Having the characters of iihe Hydrophora; per-
taining to the Hydrophora.

11, n. One of the Hydrophora.
hydrophore (hi'dro-for), n. [< Gr. Mpa^Spo^,
carrying water, < Map (Mp-), water, -1- -ipApoi,

< (fiipeiv= B. bearX] An instrument for obtain-
ing specimens of water from any desired depth
below the surface.

hydrophorous (hi-drof'o-rus), a. Pertaining to
the Hydrophora.
hydroijhthaliiiia (M-drof-thal'mi^), «. [NL.,
< Gr. Map (Mp-), water, + b^a^/I&i, eye.] In
pathol., an increase in the quantity of either the
aqueous or the vitreous humor. Dimglison.—
Hydrophthalmla anterior. Same as buphthahnos.
hydrophthalmy (hi'drof-thal-mi), n. Same as
hydrophthalmia. [Kare.]
Hydrophycese (M-dro-S'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Pries, 1825), < Gr. Map (vdp-), water, + ^wKof, a
seaweed (seefucus), + -ece.] In bot., same as

Hydrophyllacese (hi*dr6-fi-la'se-e), n. pi.
[NL. (Lindley, 1836), < Hydrophylhim + -acere.j



Detached Hydrophyllia
oiAthorybta rosacea, a si-

phonophorous hydrozoan.

HydrophyllacesB

A natural order of plants, the waterleaf family,
consisting, mostly of herbs, or rarely shrubs,
with a watery insipid juiee, alternate or rarely
opposite leaves, no stipules,mostly scorpioidin-
florescence, regiilar pentamerous and pentan-
drous flowers, with the stamens borne on the
lower part of the corolla and alternate with its

lobes, a dimerous ovary, and 2 distinct styles.

There are 16 genera and about 150 species, most
of which are North American. Also called Hy-
droleacecB.

Hydrophyllese (hi-dro-fil'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <
BydrophAjlVum + -ece.'] A tribe of plants of the
natural orderHydrajphyllacem, differingfrom the
other tribes in having the corolla-lobes often
contorted.

hydrophyllia, n. Plural of hydroplM/lUum.

hydrophylllaceous (hi-dro-fil-i-a'shius), a. [<
Mydropm/lUum + -aceous.'] Having the char-
acters of a hydrophyllium.
hydrophyllium, (hi-dro-fil'i-um), n.

;
pi. Iwaro-

phylUa (-a), pfti., < Gr,
vdap (i(5p-), water, + ^iA-
Aov = L. folium, leaf.]

The peculiar protective
envelop or hydrotheea of
the hydranths of some
oceanic hydrozoans, as the
Siphonophora, of laminar
or foliaceous character.
Also called bract.

hydrophylls (U'dro-fllz), n. pi. [(Lindley,

1846) < SydrophyUum.'i Lindley's name for

the waterleaf family, the Sydroph/yUaeem.
Eydrophyllum (hi-dro-fil'um), n. [NL.
(Toumefort) (so called because of a cavity in
each leaf which
holds a small
quantity of wa-
ter), < Gr. vSap
(iSp-), water, +
^Mov, a leaf.]

A genus of
dicotyledonous
gamopetalous
plants, the type
of the natural
order Hydro-
phyllacece and
toibe Sydro-
phyllecB. They
are cbaraxiterized

byhavingthe calyx
nearly open, with
or without a small
appendage at each
sinus; the corolla
campanulate, the
tube within bear-
ing a linear longi-
tudinal appendage
opposite each
lobe, with in-

folded edges form-
ing anectoriferous
groove; filaments
and style long-ex-
serted; ample petioled leaves; and the flowers white or

pale-blue, and cymose. Only 6 or 8 species are known, all

natives of North America. They are all called waterleaf.

hydrophysocele (hi-dro-fi'so-sel), n. [< Gr.

v6ap (vSp-), water,+ fvad, a bellows, a bubble, +
K^hl, atmnor.] la pathol., a hernia containing

both serous fltdds and gas.

Hydrophyta (hi-drof'i-ta), n.pl. [NL. (Lyng-

bye, 1819), < Gr. Mop {v6p-), water, + linrrMi, a

plant. ] 1 . A name proposed as a substitute for

the word Algw. The word has never been much used,

and is, moreover, objectionable, since not all submerged
plants are algse, and it is not applicable to aerial forms.

3. p. c] VlwcsX of. hydrophyton.

hydrophyte (hi'dro-fit), n. [< Gr. vSap (pop-),

water, + ^<5v, a plant. ] A plant which grows
in water; an aquatic plant.

hydrophytography (hi"dro-fi-tog'ra-fl), ». [As

hydrophyte + Gr. -ypmjiia, < ypa^eiv, wnte.] ihe

description of water-plants. [Bare.]

hydrophytology (M"dr6-fi-tol'6-ji), n. [As hy-

drophyte + Gr. -loyiaji Tiyuv, speak: see -ology-i

That branch of botany which relates to aquatic

plants. , ^

hydrophyton (hi-drof'i-ton), n. ;
pi. hydrophyta

(-ta). [m..,.< Gr. Mup (v6p-), water, + <l>vr&p, a

plant.] In the hydroid acalephs, the common
support by which the several zooids of a colony

are connected one with another. The base or

proximal end of the hydrophyton is the hyd/rorlaza, the

intermediatepartbetweenthehydrorhlzaandthehydrantn
is the hyd/rocOAilug.

hydrophytous (U-drof'i-tus), a. [As hydrophy-

ton + -otts.] Having the character of a hydro-

phyton.
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hydropic (M-drop'ik), a. and ». [< ME. ydropik,
< OF.liydropiquB, idropigue, F. hydropique= 8p.
hidr^ico= Pg. hydropico = It. idropico, < L. hy-
dropicus, < Gr. idpomiKdc, dropsical, < vdpaip,
dropsy: see hydropsy, dropsy.'] I. a. Contain-
ing or produced by water; dropsical.

Drye folk & ydropike, & dede at the laste

;

Alle called on that cortayse <fe claymed his grace.
Alliterative Poems (fid. Morris), iL 1096.

Hydropich humors not discernable at first from a fair
and juicy fleshinesse of body.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.
Every lust is akind of hydropic distemper, and the more

we drink the more we shall thirst. Tillotson.

II. n. 1. A medicine that relieves or cures
dropsy.— 2. A dropsical person.
hydropical (hi-drop'i-kal), a. [< hydropic +
-al.'] Same as hydropic"

"Waterish or hydropical tumours are the effects of an
extravasated serum. Wiaenum, Surgery, L 23.

adv. In a hy-hydro- hydropically (hi-drop'i-ka

, < Gr. dropioal or dropsical mami
kal-i),

manner.

Waterleaf (Hydrofhyllum Virginicum').

a, flower ; b, fruit.

It may I confess by siooity and astriction afford a con-
firmationunto parts relaxed, and sucti as be hydropicaUy
disposed. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., ii. 3.

hydropisyt, n. An eai-lier form of hydropsy.
hydroplanula (hi-dro-plan'u-la), n.

;
pi. hydro-

planulcB (-le). [NL.) < Hydra, a genus of hy-
drozoans, + planula, a stage of the embryo.]
The transitional stage of the embryo of a hy-
drozoan intermediate between the planula and
the tentaculated aetinula.

hydropneuinatic (hi"dro-nu-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.
vSap (iSp-), water, + Trvev/lunKd;, of or caused
by wind or air: see pneumatic.'] Of orpertain-
ing to, or produced by, the action of water and
air; involving the combined action of water
and air or gas—Hydropneumatlc accumulator.
See accumulator.

hydropneiunonia (hi"dr6-nu-md'iii-a), n. [Nil.,

iGv.vSap (vdp-), water, -f- 'Nh.pneumonia, q. v.]

In. pathol., dropsy or edema of the lungs.

hydTopneumopericardium (hi-dro-nu-mo-per-
i-kar'di-um), n. [NL. ,< Gr. vdap (jiip-), water,+
nvev/ia, breath, wind (cf . irvei/iav, lung), + nept-

mpStov, pericardium.] Inpathol., the presence
of serous fluid and air in the pericardial cavity.

bydropneumothorax (hi-dro-nu-mo-tho'raks),

n. [NL., < Gr. Map (iop-), water, + NL. pneu^
motlwrax, q. v.] 'io. pathol., the presence of air

and serous fluid in a pleural cavity.

hydropolyp (hi'dro-pol-ip), n. [< Gr. Map
(i(5p-), water, +»ro^i7rowf, polyp: see polyp.] A
hydroid polyp; a hydrozoan, as distinguished

from a coral polyp or aetinozoan.

Hydropolypinae (hi-dro-pol-i-pi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. vSap (v6p-), water, -I- woTiimovi, polyp,

+ -ince.'] A suborder of Bydromedusm, mul-
tiplying by budding and by sexual products

which do not appear in the shape of medusEB.
Thebudding polyps may be disintegrated from the parent

and so all remain solitary, or they may remain attached

and so form a colony. In both cases sexual multiplication

alternates with the process of budding. The sexual pro-

ducts are matured in the wall of the body-cavity, which
may form hollow tentacular processes in which the ova

and spermatozoa are found.

hydropropulsion (hi"dro-pro-pul'shon), n. [<

Gr. v6ap{v6p-), water, + B. propulsion.] Pro-

pulsion of vessels by a hydromotor.

hydrops (M'drops), n. [NL., < Gr. M/mji/', drop-

sy, < Map (JiSp-), water: see hydro-. Cf. hydrop-

sy.] .Same as hydropsy.—Hydrops of the anterior
cnainlier. Same as haphthalmos.

hydropsy (hi'drop-si), n. [Earlier hydropisy, <

F. hydropisie=8p. hidropesia= Pg. hydropesia,

hydropisia = It. idropisia, < L. hydro;^s, for

*hydropiasis, < Gr. Mpanlam^, dropsy, < vSpamav,

have the dropsy, < Mpu^l), dropsy: see 'hydrops.]

Dropsy: the original form, of which dropsy is a

contraction.

Soft-swoln and pale, here lay the Hydropsy:
Unwieldy man ; with belly monstrous round.

Thotmon, Castle of Indolence, i. 75.

Hydropsyche (hi-drop-a'ke), n. [NL., < Gr:

Map {Mp-), water, + fuxij, a butterfly: see Psy-

che.] The typical genus of Sydropsychidm.

Hydropsychidse (hi-drop-sik'i-de), n.vl. [NL-

(Curtis, 1835), < Hydropsyche + -ddm.] A fam-

ily of triohopterous insects, or caddis-flies, typi-

fied by the genus Hydropsyche, having the third

joint of the maxillary palpi elongate a^id fih-

form, the antenn» setaceous, and the feet

spurred. Thelarvseareaquaticandpredaeeous,

and inhabit stationary cases.

Hydropteride8e(hi-drop-te-rid'e-e), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. Map (i(5p-), water, + nrepi^ or 'KTlpii (-«)-), a

fern, + -em.] A class or group of cryptogamous

plants, the heterosporous Mlieinem, compnsmg

Hydrosaunis

the families Marsiliaceee and Salviniacea, which
are characterized by possessing both maero-
spores and microspores. Also called Bhizocar-
pem.
hydroptic (hi-drop'tik), a. [Irreg. < hydropsy
T -ic] Pertaining to or affected with hydrop-
sy,; dropsical; hence, thirsty. [Bare.]

This I made account that I begun early, when I under-
stood the study of our laws ; but was diverted by the worst
voluptuousness, which is an hydroptic immoderate desire
of human learning and languages. Bonne, Letters, xx.

He, so\A-hydroptic with a sacred thirst,

Sucked at the flagon.
Brovming, Grammarian's FuneraL

Hydroptila (hi-drop'ti-la), n. [NL. (Dalman,
1819), < Gr. Map (iop-), water, + irri/bv, down,
feathers.] The typical genus of caddis-flies of
the family Hydropttlidw, having ocelli, scarcely
acuminate wings, and the head with elevated
lobes posteriorly.

Hydroptilidse (M-drop-til'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Stephens, 1836), < Hydroptila + -idee.] A fam-
ily of triehopterous insects, or caddis-flies, typi-

fled by the genus Hydroptila, containing very
minute forms which resemble microlepidopter-
OUS insects. They are very hairy, with simple palpi
and short antennee. The larvsB are found in both running
and standing water, and build free membranous cases, to
which a few grains of sand are sometimes added.

hydropult (hi'dro-pult), ». [< Gr. Map (iSp-), wa-
ter, + E. (cata)pult.] A portable force-pump;
a garden-pump. Also hydrapult.

hydropyretic (hi^dro-pi-ret'ik), a. [< Gr. Map
(idp-), water, 4- ffuperof, fever: see pyretic.] In
pathol., of or pertaining to fever that is accom-
panied by sweating.

hydroC[llillone (hi-dro-kwi'non), n. [< hydro-
(gen) + quinone.] A divalent phenol (CeH4
(0H)2) prepared by the oxidation of aniline

and treatment of the qxunol formed with sul-

phurous acid. Itis acrystalUne substance with a sweet
taste,andi8readily soluble in hot water. Itismuchnsedin
place of pyrogallic acid as an agent for the development
of ptiotographic plates. Also hydroehinon and ericinone,

and more properly hydroquinol.

Hydroquinone belongs to a class of organic bodies tliat

the chemist calls diphenols. Sci. Amer., K. 8., LYII. 378.

hydrorachis, hydrorrhachis (hi-dror'a-kis),

n. [NL., < Gr. Map (Mp-), water, -I- fiaxtQ, spine.]

'La pathol., serous effusion in the spinal canal.
When this is in cavities within the spinal cord it is called
hydrorachis interna, or hydromyelia; when between the
cord and the walls of the canal, hydrorachis externa. Hy.
drorachis alone usually denotes hydrorachis externa.

hydrorhiza (M-dro-n'za), n.; pi. hydrorhiza
(-ze). [NL., < Gf. Map (Mp-), water, -1- pifo,

root.] The corm or rootstoek of a fixed hydro-
zoan ; the commonbase of a colony of hydroids,

by which it is attached to some support.

The base begins to divide tip and send out processes.

These latter grow and ramify in a manner strikingly like

that of the roots of a tree, and produce what is techiycally

known as the hydrorhiza. Stamd. Nat. Hist., I. 78.

hydrorhizal (hi-dro-ri'zal), a. [< hydrorhiza +
-al.] Having the character of a hydrorhiza;
pertaining to a hydrorhiza.

hydrorhodonite (hi'dro-ro'do-nit), n. [< Gr.

Map (Mp-), water, + f)66'm>, rose, + -ite^.] A hy-
drated manganese silicate found at LS,ngban in

Sweden.
hydrorrhea, hydrorrhoea (hi-dro-re'a), n.

[NL. hydrorrhoea,<. Gr. Mpdppoia, lit. a flowing of

water, < Map (Mp-), water, + poia, a flowing, <

pelv, flow.] In pathol., a copious watery dis-

charge.

hydrosalpinx: (hi-dro-sal'pingks), n. [< Gr.

Map (Mp-), water, +' ad7i.my^, a trumpet.] In
pathol., the aecumulation of serous liquid in a
Fallopian tube.

hydrosarcocele (hi-dro-sar'ko-sel), n. [< Gr.
Map (Mp-), water, + sarcocele, q. v.] In pathol.,

sarcoeele attended with dropsy of the tunica

vaginalis.

Hydrosaurus (hi-dro-s4'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Map (Mp-), water, + oavpog, Uzard.] A notable

Water-monitor (^Hydrosaurus salvator\



Hydrosaurus

genus of monitor-lizards, of the family Mo-
nitoridfB or Varanid(E: so named from their
aquatic habits. H. saivator, the water-monitor, is

said to attain a length of 8 feet ; it inhabits India and
the Malay peninsula, and is known there as the kabara-
goiia. An Australian species, H. giganteus, is known as
the lace-lizard.

hydroscope (hi'dro-skop), «. [= p. hydroseope
= Pg. hydroscopo = It. idroscopo, < Gr. vSpunKd-
n-iov, a water-clock (cf. vSpoaKimoq, seeking or
finding water)j < v6up (iSp-), water, + (TROTrriv,

view.] 1. Akind of water-clock or instrument
formerly used for measuring time, consisting of
a cylindrical graduated tube, from which water
slowly escaped through an apertm-e in the coni-
cal bottom, the subsidence of the water mark-
ing the lapse of time.— 2. A hygroscope.
hyoroselenate (hi-dio-sel'e-nat), n. [< hydro-
seletir-ic+ -ate^.'] In chem., a salt formed by the
imion of hydroselenic acidwith a salifiable base.
Also called selenide.

hydroselenic (hi*dro-se-len'ik), a. [< hydro-
(gen) + selen(ium) -t- -ic.] Of or pertaining to
a combination of hydrogen and selenium Hy-
droselenic acid, E2Se, a colorless gas which resembles
sulphureted hydrogen, but is much more oflensive. Also
called seleniureted hydrogen.

hj^drosoma (hi-dio-so'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. v6up
(iiSp-), water,+ aa'im, body.] 1 . PI. hydrosomata
(-ma-ta) . The entire body of a hydrozoaa, usu-
ally"compounded of several hydranths. Also
hydrosome.

In an early stage . . . every hydrozo5n is represented
by a single hydranth, . . . but, in many cases, the buds
developed from the primary hydranth remain connected
together by acommon stem or ccenosarc, and thus give rise

to a compound body, or hydromma.
Huxleyt Anat. Invert., p. 117.

2. [cap.] In entom., same as Sydrophilus. Zor-

porte, 1840.

hydrosomal (hi-dro-so'mal), a. [< hydrosoma
+ -oZ.] Of or pertaining to a hydrosoma : as,

a hydrosomal expansion; a hydrosomal layer.

See extract under Millepora. Also hydrosoma-
totis.

hydrosomata, n. Plural of hydrosoma, 1.

hydrosomatous (hi-dro-som'a-tus), a. Same
as hydrosomal.

hydrosome (M'dio-som), n. [< NL. hydrosoma. ]

Same as hydrosoma, 1.

hydrosphere (hi'dro-sfer), w. [< Gr. Mup {vSp-),

water, + aipalpa, sphere.] The aqueous envelop
of the globe. The term is used in contradistinction to

atmosphere, to designate the moisture which the atmo-
sphere always contains, and which therefore surrounds

the globe, just aa the atmosphere itself does. [Bare.]

hydrospire (hi'dro-spir), «. [< Gr. Map (iSp-),

water, -I- airclpa, a coil, a spire.] One of a sys-

tem of lamellar tubes which lie between and
below the ambulacra of some crinoids, sup-

posed to have been connected with the respir-

atory function.

Pores on the antambulacral surface may be, ... as in

Pseudocrinus, Echinoencrinus and other genera, slit-like,

and arranged to form pectinated rhombs or hydrospires,

the two halves of each rhomb being on separate plates.

Encyc. Brit., Vll. 638.

Hydrostachydeae (hi'-'dro-sta-kid'e-e), n. pi.

[NL. (S. de Jussieu), < Sydrostachys (^yd-) +
-ew.'i A. tribe of dicotyledonous apetalous

plants, of the natural order Podostemacece, con-

taining the single genus Sydrostachys. Also
Sydrostachyece.

Hydrostachys (hi-dros'ta-kis), n. [NL. (Du-

petit Thouars) , < Gr. i/Sop (ii6p-) , water,+ araxvc,

an ear of com.] A small genus of aquatic herbs,

of the natural order PodostemacecB, the type of

the tribe Sydrostachydew. it has dioecious flowers

in dense spikes; the flowers naked; the male with 1 sta-

men, the female with a l-celled ovary and 2 parietal pla-

centse ; stem tubular ; and leaves long, dilated at the base,

and simply pinnatifld or pinnatisected. About 9 species

are known, natives of Madagascar and Africa.

hydrostat (M'dro-stat), n. [< Gr. idpoardriic, a
hydrostatic balance : see hydrostatic.'] 1. An
apparatus of any kind for preventing the ex-

plosion of steam-boilers.— 2. -Aji electrical

device for detecting the presence of water,

used as a protection against damage to build-

ings from overflow or leakage.

The first hydrostat I constructed consisted of two sets

of conductors running at angles to each other, and sepa-

rated by a material which would act as an insulator when
dry and become a conductor when wet.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXX\J. 331.

hydrostatic (M-dr6-stat'ik), a. [= F. hydro-

statique = Sp. Mdr'ostdtico = Pg. hydrostaUco =
It. idrostatico, < NL. hydrostaticus (NGr. iSpo-

araTiKdc), hydrostatic, < Gr. v6pocT&Trif, a hydro-

static balance, < iidup {iiSp-), water,, + arardg,

standing, >ff™TJ/c(if, causingto stand: seestoiic.]

Pertaining to or in accordance with the prin-
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ciplesof the equilibrium of fluids; relating to hydrotachylyte (hi-(^o-tak'i-lit)j^ »
hydrostatics. Also hydrostatical Hydrostatic Mop (Mp-), water, ^ '^

acalephs. See Hydrosfadca.—Hydrostatic arch, a
linear arch suited for sustaining at each point a normal
pressure, proportional, like the pressure of a liquid in re-

pose, to the depth below a given horizontal plane.—Hy-
drostatic balance, a balance used for determining ac-

curately the specific gravity of bodies by weighing them
in water.—Hydrostatic bed. Same as joater-fted.—Hy-
drostatic bellows, an apparatus contiived to illustrate

the law of the distribution of pressure through liquids,

viz. that when any part of the surface of a confined liquid

is pressed by any force,
every part of the surface
of the confining vessel
equal in area to that part
of the liquid is pressed by
an equal force. It gen-
erally consists of two cir-

cular boards connected
by leather fastened close-

lyround their edges, as in

an ordinary bellows, and
having a small upright
tube communicating
with the interior. If a
quantity of water is

poured into the bellows,
and a weight is placed
upon the upper board,
the water in the tube
wiU rise above the level

of the water in the bel-

lows; but a point will

be reached where (on ac-

count of the above-men-

[< Gr,

, + E.' tachylyte.'] A variety

of faohylyte containing as much as 15 per cent.

of water.
hydrotalcite (hi-dro-tal'at), n. [< Gr. vdup

{v6p-), water, + E. ialcite.'i In mineral., same

, „ J „ ..-.„..—„ as houghite. ,-,.-,
inwater.—Hydrostatic bed. Same as Miater-6ed.—Hy- hy/lrotellurate (hi-dro-tel'ii-rat), m. l< hydro-
HroKt.!i«<. hoiinwc .n .„,„,r.t„= onntvived t^ iiinstrate

^n^^f^^g^ + -afei.] In cliem., a Salt formed by
the combination of an acid composed of hydro-

gen and tellurium with a salifiable base.

hydrotelluric (hi-'dro-te-lii'rik), a. [< hydro-

(gen) + tellur(ium) + -ic] Of, pertaining to,

or obtained from hydrogen and tellurium.

hydrotheca (M-dro-the'ka). n.; pi. hydrothecce

(-se). [NL., < (jr. vdpoB^KV, a reservoir of

water, < Map (,Mp-), water, + fi^/o?, a case, re-

ceptacle: see theea.'] In eool., a little chiti-

nous cup in which each polypite of the SertUn

larida and Campanularida is protected; a caly-

cle. See cut under Campanularia.

In many Hydrozoa, the ectodei-m gives rise to a hard
cuticular coating, and in some of these (Campanularidse,

Sertularidee), this cuticular investment, on the hydranth,

takes the shape of a case or " cell"—the ftydroeAeco— iuto

which the hydranth may be more or less completely re-

tracted. Htudey, Anat Invert, p. 117.
Hydrostatic Bellows. y i j

funnel-mouthed tube ; ». box with hydrothccal (M-dro-the'kal), ffl. [< hydrotkecd
flexible sides : c. weight. + -ai.] Having the character of nydrotheca

j

tioned principle) the pressure caused by the weight of the calycular.
. . ,, , ., - , ^i \

small quantity of water in the tube will balance that of hydrotherapeutlC (hi-dro-ther-a-pu nk), a.

thewater in the bellows and of the weight ; the higher the r< (Jr. v6up (vSp-), water, 4- E. therapeuUc] Of
water in the tube the greater the weight that will be sus- „_ T^Q7.to5T>iTic» +f> inrrlrn+ViBrBTifiiitipti- ss hi/dro-
tainedbyit See hydraulic press, vLnlerhydravlic-By- or pertaining to hydrotlierapeutics

.
a,s, nyaio

drostatic joint, a joint used for large water-mains, and tfteropeMftc treatment. -, ., ,

consisting essentially of a ring of sheet-lead, which is hydrotherapCUtiCS (hi-dro-ther-a-pii tiks), n.

driven into the bell of the pipe by pressure applied to a rpi_ ^f hydrotherapeuUc : see -ics."] The use of

'cr^only^sriS'S^,^rd^rr"'feVlk%rpip?^tS water in various ways and at various tempera-

joint is closed.—Hydrostatic paradox, the principle tures for therapeutic purposes,
that any quantity of a perfect liquid, however small, may hydrotherapy (hl-dro-ther'a-pi), n. [= F. few-

be made to balance any weight, however great See hy- Sroth^apie = Sp. hidroterapia, < Gr. vdop (iSp-),
drostatic bellows, above.—Hydrostatic press. Same as .^„j..„ i Rpnaweln ciito < hrnmrciiEiv pure 1
hydravZic press (which see, under AydraKJic).-Hydro- water, + OepaTreia, cuie, ^ aepaTreveiv, cure.j

static weiBUng-machlne, a machine operating upon Same as hyarotherapeutics.
the same ^Urostatic principle as the Iwdrostatic bellows, hydrothermal (hi-dr6-th6r'mal), a. [< Gr.
which latter may be considered as such a machine. The jj (idp-), water, + 6epu6c, hof.l Of or relat-
weight of a body is mdicated by or mferred from the . j.^ , '^

. .i j.!.. „„„„:i„«n„ „„«n„.5 +„ i.\,^
height of a column of distilled water, at a temperature mg to heated water : specifically applied to the

of 4° C, which holds the body to be weighed in equilib- action ofheated watersm producing geological
rlum. changes by dissolving mineral substances and
Hydrostaticat (M-dro-stat'i-ka), n. pi. [NL., redepositing them when cooled,

neut. pi. of hydrostaticus: see M/drostaUc.'] In hydrothorax (hi-dro-tho'raks), «. [NL., < Gr.

Cuviers system of classification, the second iidup (itJp-), water, + Supaf, the chest.] In^a-
order of Acalepha, distinguished from the sim- thol., the presence of serous fluid in one or
pie acalephs by having one or more vessels both pleural cavities.

filled with air, by means of which they suspend hydrotict (hi-drot'ik), a. and m. [< P. hydro-

themselves in the water. The term is not now used; tique, < (jr. iSpArrii, moisture, < iSap (Mp-), wa-
the group corresponds to the Siphonophora or oceanic hy- ter.] I, a. Causing a discharge of water,
drozoans, orders Physophora and Calycophora. tt ^ jjj ^g^ a nydragogue
hydrostatical (hi-dro-stat'i-kal),a. [< ^^-o- hydriticalt (hi-"^ot'i-kal), a. "[< hydrotic +
static + -al.] 8a,me aahydrostauc. j^^] Same as %*-ofe"
But this scarce evitable imperfection of hydrostatical }iydrotimeter (hi-dr6-tim'e-t6r),TO. [Irreg.<Gr.
Id the like exneriments does not hinder, but that by

ggpi^.^^^ moisture, + 'fihpov, a measure.] An in-

strument used in the determination of the hard-
ness of water, it consists of a tube so graduated that

and the like experiments does not hinder, but that by
their help we may make good estimates of the weights
and bulks of very many bodies. Boyle, Works, V. 455.

hydrostatically (hi-dro-stat'i-kal-i), adv. Ac-
cording to hydrostatics or to hydrostatic prin-

ciples.

hydrostatician (hi"dro-sta-tish'an), n. [< hy-

drostatic + -ian. Ci. staUcian.'i One who is

• versed in hydrostatics.

It is known to hydroataticians that, according to a the-

orem of Archimedes, the weight of a body belonging to

an alcoholic soap-solution of standard strength contained
In 23 divisions of it shall give a permanent lather with
40 cubic centimeters of a solution of calcium chlorid of
standard strength. Each one of these divisions is called
a degree, and in saying that "the water does not exceed 8
degrees hydrotimeter," it is meant that not more than 8
divisions of the standard soap-solution delivered from the
hydrotimeter is necessary to make a permanent lather
with 40 cubic centimeters of the water in question.

that kind may be gathered from the weight of the water Jiydrotitanite (hi-dro-tl' tan-it), n. [< Gr.
that is equal in magnitude to that part of the body that is ^g /jj ) ^^ter, + "E. titdnite, a. v.] A hy
immersed mthatliquor, when the solid floats freely upon X i Si i/

'"x"^; ^. ...n*...,«j-, y^. ..j .a. ^j
it

"

Boyle, Works, VI. 482.

hydrostatics (hi-dro-stat'iks), re. [PI. of hy-
drostatic: see -»cs.] The mathematical theory
of the pressure and equilibrium of incompres-
sible fluids.

hydrostomia (hi-dro-sto'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vdap (.Mp-), water, -I- ard/ia, mouth.] Jnjjathol.,

excessive secretion of fluids into the mouth.
The Lancet, No. 3413, p. 161.

hydrosudopathy (hi"dro-su-dop'a-thi), n. [Ir-

reg. < Gr. fdap (liSp-), water + h.Suddre.s^ef^t x,°J.tX„„1=r^ rhV^tN^lw^^^ «
(^M*>r, n., sweating), -t- Gv. k6Bo(, sneering: ^y^°.*ropism(hi-drot ro-pizm),M.

see hydropathy.] Tie treatment of 'diseases -by
^^op-vc + -mn..}J^ state induced i

drated alteration product of the perofskite of
Magnet Cove in Arkansas.
hydrotrophe (hi'dro-trof), n. [< Gr. vdup (i>Sp-),

water, + rpt^uv, t'hicken, congeal, nourish.]
An apparatus for raising water by means of
condensing steam in chambers. It is similar
in principle to the pulsometer, aquometer, etc.

E. H. Knight.

hydrotropic (hi-dro-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. v6up
(iiSp-), water, -1- TpdTro^, a turn.] Pertaining to
or affected by hydrotropism.

[As hydro-

^7

[< hyd/ro{gen)

in a growing
organ by the influence of moisture, in which
under certain conditions it tuins toward the
moistiire, and under other little understood
conditions it turns away from the moisture.
Organs which curve so as to apply themselves to the moist
surfaces are termed positively hydrotropic; those which
are induced to curve away from the dampness are termed
negatively hydrotropic.

hydrous (hi'drus), a. [< Gr. HSup (idp-), water,
+ -oits.'] 1. Containing water; watery.— 2.

._. ^j „. 1^, Containing hydrogen,
sulphur +' -ous.] Compounded hydroxid,hydr03ade(hi-drok'sid, -sid or -sid),

and sulphur HydrosuIpliurouB »-^J<
Grr. jidup (Mp-), water, -f- E. oa:Jd.] Ame-

hydropathy.]

cold water and sweating,

hydrosulphid (M-dro-sul'fid), n.

+ sulphid.'] Same as sulphid.

hy(3lOSUlphuret (hi-dro-sul'fu-ret), re. [< ky-

dro(gen) + sulphuret.] Same as sulphid or aul-

phuret.
hydrosulphureted, hydrosulphuretted (hi-

dro-sul'fu-ret -ed), a. [< hydrosulphuret +
-ed^.] Combined with sulphureted hydrogen.
hydrosulphurous (hi-dro-sul'ffer-us), a. [<

hydro(gen) + ' ' • ^

at hydrogen
acidt, hypoBulphurous acid, B2SO2. tallic or basic radical combined with one or



hydrozid

-more hydi-oxyl groups: as, potassium hydroxid,
KOH; ethyl hydroxid, C2H5OH. Hydroxids may
be regarded as formed from water (HOH), by the aubsti-
tution for one of ita hydrogen atoma of a metal or basic
radical. An acid radical combined withhydroxyl is called
an acid, the term hydroxid being reserved for basic com-
pounds. Also spelled hydroxyd, hydroxyde.

Tiydroxyl (hi-drok'sil), n. [< hydr(ogen) +
oxiygen) + -yl.'\ A compound radical (OH)
wnicli has never been isolated, but which is a
factor in avast number of chemical eompoimds.
Thus, the oxygen bases are regarded as compounds of hy-
droxyl with electropositive atoms or radicals, as sodium
hydroxid, NaOH. The oxygen acids are also regarded as
compounds of hydroxyl with electronegative atoms or radi-
cals, as sulphuric acid, SOMiB)^. Water may be regarded
as hydroxyl hydiid, HOH.

lydrozinkite (hi-dro-zing'Ht), ». [< Gr. vSop
(i£p-), water, + E. zmhite.'] A hydrous zinc
carbonate occurring in massive earthy forms
of a white or nearly white color.

Jlydrozoa (hi-dro-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of liy-

drozoon, q. v.] A class of Ccelenterata, one of
two prime divisions of that subkingdom, AcM-
nozoa being the other. The Hydrozm are aquatic
and chiefly marine organisms, single or oftener componnd,
and nearly always soft and gelatinous (in some caaea with
a chitinous perisarc). Each individual polypite consists

Diafirams of Principal Fonns of the Hydrozoa in their mutual
relations.

z, hydra ; s, sertularian ; 3, calycophoran ; 4, physophoridan ; 5,

Qucernarian. I, II, III, IV, successive stages of a medusifonn gono-
phore, or medusoid. In any figure : a, ectoderm ; b, endoderm ;

•Ct digestive and somatic cavity ; A, air-vesicle ; B, hydrophyllium

:

C, hydrotheca ; F^ pneumatophore ; G, gonophore ; N, nectocalyx

:

-/', tentaculum ; .y, hydranth ; 7", coenosarc.

essentially of a simple aac composed of an outer (ectoder-

mal) and an inner (endodermal) membrane, with a simple
gasixovascular cavity or stomach-sac, not differentiated

into an esophageal tube nor separated from the general
body-cavity, developed as an outward process of the body-
wall, and usually furnished with tentacular processes.

The reproductive organs are external to the body. Kepro-
-duction is accomplished either by sexual elements (ova

and spermatozoa)or by gemmation or fission ; the genera-
tive zoOids are developed as medusoid organisms, which
may become detached and free-swimming, or remain per-

manently attached to the parent stock. The class is of

world-wide distribution, and includes the numerous crea^

tares known as hydroids, acalephs, medumns,jelly-fish, sea-

Uubbers, etc. Their forms are endlessly varied, and range
in complexity from the simple fresh-water hydra to the

complicated structure of the oceanic hydroids, as the Por-

tuguese man-of-war. The classification of the Hydrozoa
varies with different writers, and it is difficult to define

most of the larger groups into which they have been di-

vided. They are separated into from three to six groups,

as the Hydrophora, Discophora, and Siphonophora of Hux-
ley^s arrangement, or the Hydroida, Siphonophora, Lu-
Krnarida, Discophora, GraptoUtidoe, and HydrocoralUrue
of Nicholson's arrangement. The class is sometimes call-

ed Polypamedvsce. It was named as a class of Polypi by
Owen m 1843.

lydrozoal (hi-dro-zo'al), a. [< hydrozoon +
-al.'] Pertaining' to or resembling the Hydro-
zoa; hydrozoan.
The theca of hydrozoal polypes. Ewdey.

liydrozoan (hi-dro-zo'an), a. and n. [< Tiydro-

zoon + -an.'] I,' a. Pertaining to the Hydro-

zoa; resemljling the Hydrozoa, or having their

/» ri Q fflipi"fix's

II. n. One of the Hydrozoa, as an acaleph,

medusan, or jelly-fish.

Tiydrozoic (hi-dro-zo'ik), a. [< hydrozoon +
-ic] Of the nature of Hydiroeoa; hydrozoan.

As a qnestion of development^ the formation of the radi-

ate Bchinoderm within its vermiform larva seems to me to

be analogous to the formation of a radiate Medusa uP™ »

HydrozoK stock. Hwcley, Critiques aud Addresses, p. isi.

liydrozoon (hi-dro-zo'on), n.
;

pi. Ji/ydrozoa (-a).

[Nil., < Gr. Map Xi6p-), water, + f^"", an ani-

mal: see «oo».] A hydrozoan.
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Hydrurese (hi-di-o're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Mene-
ghini, 1838), < Hydrurus + -ece.'] A division
of fresh-water algss, of the order Coccophycece,
typified by the genus Hydruriis. This divisioil
is no longer accepted, the genera being now re-
ferred to the tribe Palmellaeecs.

hydrurett (M'dr^-rst), n. [< hydr(ogen) +
-nret.'\ Same as hydrid^.

hydniria (lii-di-o'ri-a), «. [< Gr. vSap (vSp-),

water, -t- ovpov, urine.] Injjafliol., an excessive
flow of watery urine.

Hydnirus (hi-dro'rus), «. [Nil. (Agardh, 1824),
< Gr. vdup {iSp-), water, -I- oijpa, a taU.] A ge-
nus of fresh-water algae, of the order Coccophy-
cece, tribe PalmellaeecB. The thallus, which is from 2
to 12 inches long, is adnate, gelatinous, more or less firm,
varioualy divided, and sticky ; the cells are at llrst globose
or subgloboae, afterward elongated or elliptic, and ai--

ranged more or less regularly in longitudinal families

;

propagation is by means of agUe gonldia. In a fresh state
some of the apecies have a very offensive odor. By some
algologists the species of Hydrurus are referred to the
genus Cluzella.

Hydras (hi'drus), n. [NL., < GrT. v6poq, a water-
suake : see hydra.] 1 . A southern constellation
introduced in the sixteenth century. It lies

south of Eridanus, Horologium, and ReticiUum,
and contains three stars of the third magni-
tude.—2. A genus of venomous sea-snakes,
type of a family Hydride: now disused, the
genus being termed Hydrophis, and the family
Hydrophidm. Schneider, 1799.—3. [I. c] Some
fabulous or undetermined water-snake.

Cerastes hom'd, hydrus, and elops drear.
Mlton, P. I.., X. 525.

hye^ti^-andm. An obsolete form of feie. Chaucer.

liye^t, a. An obsolete form of high.

hyemalf, a. An improper form of Jiiemal.

hyematet, hyemationf, Obsolete forms of hi-

emate, hiemation.

hyenf, hyenef, n. [< ME. hyene, < OP. hyene, F.
hybne,\Jj.hycena: seehyena.] Obsolete forms
01 hyena.

The nedith not the galle of no hyene
That cureth eyen derked for penaunce.

Chaucer, Fortune, 1. 35.

I will laugh like a hyen, and that when thou art inclined
to sleep. Shah., As you Like itj iv. 1.

hyena (hi-e'na), n. [Formerly hyen, hyene, q. v.

;

= F. hy^ne = Pr. Mena, yenna, iana= Sp. hiena
= Pg. hyena = It.jena= D. hyena= G. hydne=
Dan. hycene = Sw. hyena, < L. hycena, < Gr. vaiva,

a hyena, so called from its bristly mane, like a
hog's, < vg, a hog (= L. sus = E. sow), + fem.
term, -aiva.] 1. A carnivorous quadruped of

the genus Hycma or family Hywnidm. There are

several kinds of hyenas. The common striped or laughing
hyena, Canis hycena or Hycena striata, known to the an-

cients as a wild beast of Libya, has long been celebrated

for the great size and strength of its neck and jaws, its for-

midable teeth, its prowling nocturnal habits, its singular

voice, and its propensity for robbing graves. It has a wide
geographical distribution, including most of Africa and
much of Asia, as Syria, Mesopotamia, Persia, and India.

It is an unsightly animal of ferocious aspect, of the size of

a large dog, with shaggy pelage bristling over the shoul-

ders, a short bushy tail, large eyes and ears, thick blunt
muzzle, and peculiar carriage, due to the low hind quar-

ters, hfeh shoulders, and long heavy neck. Its feet are

digitigrade, with blunt non-retractile claws. Ita color is

brownish-gray, more or less distinctly and extensively

banded or striped crosswise with black on the back,

sides, and limbs. The animal is nocturnal, hiding by day
in caves, and hunting by night in packs for its food,

which is chiefly carrion, though it often preys upon liv-

ing animals. It is not less cowardly than ravenous, but
is capable of being tamed aud even domesticated. The
brown hyena, H. brunTiea, inhabits southern Africa; it

belongs to the same restricted genus as the striped hyena,

but is mostly of a dark-brown color, banded only on the

limbs, and the pelage is remarkably long and shaggy,

growing to a length of 8 or 10 inches on the back and
sides. The spotted hyena, H. croeuta or Crocuta maeula-

Spotted Hyena (ffjiana crocuta or Croatia macutata)-

ta, is a more distinct species, generically different from

either of the foregoing, inhabiting southern parts of Afri-

ca. As its name implies, it is spotted instead of stnped

;

and it is rather smaller than H. striata, and has a less shag-

gy pelage. In this species the length of the neck, size of

the head, shortness of the loins, and lowness of the hmd
quarters are specially notable. The cave-hyena, H.spe-

lceus,ia an extinct form closely related to the spotted hy-

ena its remains occur in caverns. There are also other

fossils to which the name hyena has been applied, and the

hyena-dog is called painted hyena.

Hygeian
And scorning all the taming arts of man.
The keen hyena, fellest of the fell.

Thomson, Summer, L 921.

2. The pouched dog, the thylacine dasyure of
Tasmania, Tliylaoinus cynoeephalus : so called
from its predaceous and carnivorous habits.
See zebra-wolf.
Also spelled hycena.

hyena-dog (hi-e'na-dog), n. 1. The aardwolf.
See Proteles. W. 'Swainson.— 2. The hunting-
dog, or painted hyena, Ijycaon pictus, a large
spotted wild dog of Africa, resembling a hyena
in some superficial respects. It is, however, a
true dog, of the subfamily CanincB. J. E. Gray.
hyenet, n. See hyen.

hyenic (hi-en'ik), a. [< hyena + -ic] Like a
hyena ; haviug the character of a hyena. Also
spelled hycenic.

The Arabs . . . call certain men hycEnic, and believe
that there is an irresistible affinity between them and the
hycena. W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage, p. 203.

hyeniform (hi-en'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. hy<mi-
formis, < L. hycena, a hyena, + forma, form.]
Having the character of a hyena or of the
Hycenidce; peTtainiag to the Hyceniformia. Also
spelled hymniform.
hyenine (hi-e'nin), a. [< %«»o -^ -wel.] Having
the character of a hyena

;
pertaining to or char-

acteristic of the Hycenidw; hyeniform. Also
spelled hywnine.
The hyenine habit of walking or crawling upon wrist

and ankle-joints when fighting or defending iteelf, with
the object of defending its feet from injury.

Stand. Nat. Hist., m. 435.

hyenoid (hl-e'noid), a. [< Gr. vaiva, hyena, -1-

uSoQ, form.] Hyena-like ; hyeniform ; hyenine.
Also spelled hycmoid.
hyetal (hi'e-tal), a. [< Gr. ierdf (= Umbrian
savitu), rain, 'i. iiuv, send rain^ vei, it rains, =
Zend.yhu=:Skt.-\/su, express juice (see soma).]
Of or relating to rain, or its distribution with
reference to different regions; descriptive of

the rainfall of different districts; pluvial; rainy.

hyetograph (hi'e-to-graf), n. [< Gr. verdg, rain,

+ ypaipeiv, write.] A chart showing the average
rainfall of the earth or of any of its divisions.

hyetographic (hi^e-to-graf'ik), a. [< hyetogra-
phy + -jc] Pertaining to hyetography.
hyetographical (hi"e-to-graf'i-kS), a. [< hye-

tographic + -alJ] Same as hyetographic.

Such [rain-lmaps are generally called Hyetographical
or Hyetological maps. Huxley, Physiography, p. 46.

hyetography (M-e-tog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. ierdq, rain,

+ -ypa^ia, < ypa^Eiv, write.] The art of show-
ing the distribution of rain; that branch of

meteorology which ascertains and exhibits in
charts, etc., the rainfall of different localities

in a given time.

hyetological (hi"e-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< hyetology

+ -ic-al.] Of or pertaining "to hyetology.

hyetology (hi-e-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. verdg, rain,

+ -TMyia, < 7i£yetv, speak: see -ology.] That
branch of meteorology which treats of the phe-
nomena of rain.

hyetometer (hi-e-tom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. ieriif,

rain, + phpov, a measure.] A rain-gage.

hyetometrograph (hi^e-to-mefro-graf), n, [<

Gr. vtT6i, raiu, -i- pirpov, a measure^ + yp&peiv,

write.] A rain-gage which automaticallyre^s-
ters the amount of rainfall and the time of its

occurrence.
In Hermann's hyetometrograph, 1789, a fixed funnel con-

ducts the rain into one of twelve glasses placed on the
circumference of a horizontal wheel, which is turned by
clockwork, so that each glass remains under the funn^
for one hour. Enoyc. Brit., XX. 257.

Hyetomis (hi-ertdr'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. verdg,

rain, + dpvtc, a bird.] A genus of American
cuckoos, of the family Cuc/ulidcB, based upon the
rain-bird of Jamaica, H. pluvianus. P. L. Scla-

ter, 1862. Also called Hyetomaniis. Cabanis,

1862.

Hygeia (hi-je'a), n. [The usual form given to L.
Hygea or Hygia, stnotly *Hygiea or, after the
Gr. spelling (of the diphthong), *Hygieia, < Gr.

'Tyfeajthe goddess ofhealth,apersonification of
i7^e«o,health,soundnessofbody,<4)'t^C, healthy,

sound: cf. Skt. ugra, formidable.] 1. In clas-

sical myth., the goddess of health, the chief of

the daughters of .^seulapius (Asklepios). she
is represented as a maiden, fully draped, and usnaUy hold-
ingapatera. She frequently has also the long staff or scep-

ter, another attribute of her father, and is commonly ac-

companiedby thc^sculapian serpent,whichmaybelooked
upon as an embodiment of the delegated healing power
of Apollo.

2. The 10th planetoid, discovered by De Gas-
paris, at Naples, in 1849.

Hygeian (hi-je'an), a. [< Gr. vyleia, health

(see Hygeia), -I- "-an.] 1. Kelating to Hygeia,



Hygeian

the goddess of health.— 2. [I.e.'] Pertaining to
health or to its preservation. Also hygieaii.

hygeiolatry (M-if-ol'a-tri), »• [< Gr. iyiem,

health, + Aarpeia, worship.] The worship of
health or of hygiene. [Eare.]

His voice, I think, would have been loudest in the de-
nunciation of that hygeiolatry which threatens to become
ouronly religion. F. P. Co!i6e,ContemporaryEeT.,LI.804.

hygeist, «. See Ivggieist.

hygeology (hi-je-ol'o-ji), n. Same as hygiology.

hygllt, a. An oDsolete'spelling of high.

hyghet, v. and n. An obsolete variant of hie.

Chaucer.

hygiean, a. See hygeian, 2.

hygieist (M'je-ist), n. [< Gr. iryista, health (see
Mygeia), + -«i*.] One versed in hygiene or the
science of health. Also spelled hygeist.

liygienal (hi-ji-en'al), a. [Formerly hygieinal;

< hygiene + -al.'\ delating to hygiene or the
preservation of health.

Presenting some things relating to the hygieinal T^artot
physic. Boyle, Works, II. 103.

bygiene (hi'ji-en), n. [< F. hygihne= Sp. higiene

= Pg. hygiena, hygiene = It. igiene = D. G. Sw.
hygiene = Dan. hygieine, irreg. < Gr. iyiaivsw, be
healthy, sound, < vyi^^, healthy, sound: see Sy-
geia.] That department of medical knowledge
which concerns the preservation of health ; a
system of principles or rules designed for the
promotion of health; sanitary science.

hygienic (hi-ji-en'ik), a. [< F. hygi4nique; as
hygiene + -ic.'] Eelating to hygiene

;
pertain-

ing to health or the science of health.

How small a proportion of them die before the age of

maturity, in the present state of hygienic knowledge.
J. S. MUl.

Medication without Insuring favorable hygienic condi-
tions is like amputation without ligatures.

O. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 203.

hygienically (hi-ji-en'i-kal-i), adv. In a hygi-
enic manner ; in accordance with the laws of

health.

hygienics (hi-ji-en'iks), n. [PI. of hygienic : see
-ics.'] The art of maintaining health ; hygiene

;

sanitary science.
So many books have been written on the care of the

health, and so much attention has been called to hygisnics

within a few years. J. f. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 66.

hygienism (hi'ji-en-izm), n. [< hygiene + -ism.]

Same as hygienics. Imp. Diet.

hygienist (hi'ji-en-ist), n. [< hygiene + -is*.]

One who is versed in hygiene.

The business of the hygienist and of the physician is to

know the range of these modifiable conditions (such as are

capable of being indefinitely modified by our own actions),

and how to influence them toward the maintenance of

health and the prolongation of life.

HvMey, Pop. Sci. Mo., XI. 669.

hygiology (hi-3i-ol'o-ji),«. [Prop. *hygieology,

< Gr. irylua, health, + -Tuoy'ia, < T^uv, speak:

see Hygeia and -ology.'] The art of the preser-

Tation of health. Science, VI. 512. Also spelled

iiygeology.

hygrine (hi'grin), n. [< Gr. iryp6g, wet, moist,
4- -j»e2.] A liquid and volatile alkaloid ob-

tained from coca-leaves. It forms crystaUiza-

ble salts with acids.

hygro-. [L., etc., hygro-, < Gr. iyp6-c, wet, moist,

running, fluid, akin to L. mens (for *ugvens),

moist,SMwere, be moist: see humid, humor, etc.]

An element in compoundwords of Greek origin,

meaning 'wet,' 'moist.'

hygroblepharic (hi-gro-blef'a-rik), a. [< Gr.

vyp6Q, wet, moist, + pXefapov,^ eyelid.] Pertain-

ing to the moisture of, or serving to moisten, the

eyelids : applied especially to the ducts of the

lacrymal gland which discharge tears.

hygrodeik (hi'gro-dik), «. [foeg. < Gr. vypd^,

wet, moist, + Snitviivai, show.] A form of hy-

grometer consisting of a.wet-bulb and a dry-

bulb thermometer
(see thermometerand
psychrometer) sup-

ported one on each
side of a frame on
which is drawn an
appropriate scale.
The humidity is indicat-

ed by the extremity of

an index whose position

is determined by the
heights of the two mer-
cury-columns.

Hygrogeoplula(hi"-
gro-ie-of ' i-la), n.

pi. [NL.,<Gr.i'Vp'5?,

wet, moist, + yn, the
earth, + fikoQ, lov-

ing.] Same as Ge-
hydrophila.
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hygrograph (hi'gro-graf), n. [< Gr. iyyp6i, wet,
moist, -1- yp&^eiv, write.] An instrument which
registers automatically the variations in the
moisture of the atmosphere.
hygrologyt (hi-grol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. vyp6g, wet,
moist, + -Tuoyia, < Myeiv, speak: see -ology.']

That part of medical science which treats of the
humors of the body.
hygroma (M-gro'ma), «.; pi. hygromata (-ma-
ta). [NL.,< Gr. iiypd;, wet, moist, + -oma.] In
pathol., a swelling with serous contents, such
as lymphangiomata) bursse mucosse distended

Hyla
Fourteen species are known, from the tropical or subtrop-

ical parts of the world.

Hygrophila^ (M-grof 'i-la), n.pl. [NL. (Perus-

soe, 1821), neut. pi., < d-r. i/ypdq, wet, moist, -I-

^('Aof, loving.] A suborder of pulmoniferous
gastropods, including the basommatophorous
fresh-water family Limnceidce, etc.

HygropMlese (hi-gro-fil'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Nees
von Esenbeck, 1832)', < Mygrophila^ + -ecB.] A
subtribe of plants of the natural order Acantha-
ceas, tribe Buelliece, typified by the genus Bygro-
phila, characterized by a 2-lipped corolla, and
by having the filaments laterally united in

with lymph, etc. - . , ,t . ,

hygromatous (M-grom'a-tus), a. [<tofl-j-o)wa(i-) jairs by their bases.

+ -ons.] Of the nature of or affected with hy- %|3:opWus(hi-grof'9-rus),«. [OT..(E Fries,

groma 1838), < MGr. vypcxjidpog, carrying water, < Gr.

hygrometer (M-grom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. iyp6c, npk, wet, moist, + -^opoj, < fepecv = E.bearl]

wtt, moist,+ fdTpov, ameasiie.] Aiinstrumeut A genus of hymenomyoetous fungi alhed to the

formeasuring the amount of the moisture of the aganes, from which they differm their peculiar-

Eianiell H^rometer.

j4f
bulb containing ether ; £, evaporation

bulb covered with muslin.

habit, andtheirwaxy (notmem"branaceous) gills

and granular intermediate substance. Many of

the species are exceedingly brilliant in coloring, which,-

however, is not a constant character, JS. eonictts, for exam-
ple, ranging in color from yellow to scarlet.

ly. A com- hygroplasma (M-gro-plaz'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
consists ot

^yp^g^ -vfet, moist, + irAaafiaj anything formed.]

In &ot, a term proposed by Naegeli for the fluid,

part of protoplasm. Compare stereqplasma.

hygroscope (hi'gro-skop), w. [< Gr. vypdg,

wet, moist, + ckotteIv, view.] An instrument
or apparatus in which the hygroscopic property
of some substance is employed for indicating-

approximately the humidity of the air, without
attempting its accurate measurement. The most-
noted hygroscope is that of Saussure
(also called the hair hygrometer), in

which a prepared human hair, which
expands or contracts in length accord-
ing as the air is more or less moist,
is made to move an index over a scale

graduated from to 100. By an adjust-

ing-screw the index maybe set at 100
whenever the air in the case is known
to be saturated, and a fiducial point
on the scale is thereby maintained.

hygroscopic (hi-gro-skop'ik),

a. l<hygroscope-\-4c,'] 1. Per-
taining to the hygroscope ;

per-
ceptible or capable of being de-
tected only by the hygroscope.
—2, Having the property of

absorbing moisture from the
atmosphere, as hygroscopic tis-

sue, or ofbecoming coatedwith
a film of moisture.

atmosphere, or more accurately for determin
ing the hygrometrio state or relative humidity,
which is the ratio between the actual amount
of water-vapor present in the air and that re

quired in order to saturate it completely,
mon form is the Danlell hygrometer, which
a bent glass tube
terminating in two
bulbs, one cov-
ered with muslin,
the other of black
glass and contain-
ing etheranda ther-
mometer. • Ether
being dropped on
the muslin of the
upper bulb, the va-

por within is con-
densed,and thecon-
sequent evapora-
tion of the ether
from the other bulb
cools the air about
it, and finally to

such a degree that
moistui'e is deposit-

ed upon its black
surface. The drop-
ping is now sus-

pended, and the
temperature Is

taken from the in-

closed thermome-
ter; the mean be-
tween this temper-
ature and that observed when the moisture disappears
is the dew-point. The hygrometric state is the ratio be-

tween the pressure of water-vapor corresponding respec-
tively to the dew-point and to the temperature of the air

at the time as given by the thermometer on the stand.

This form is called a dew-point or coTidensing hygrometer.

Instead of a black glass bulb, a silver vessel is some-
times used, as in Regnault's hygrometer. In the chemical
hygrometer a known volume of air is passed over some
hygroscopic substance, as calcium chlorid, contained in a
drying-tube. This absorbs the aqueous vapor, and by its

increase in weight gives the means of calculating the
amount present in the unit of volume. The wet-hulb

thermometer, or psychrometer (see psychrometer), also gives

a simple method of obtaining the hygrometric state, by
means of appropriately constructed tables.

hygrometric (hi-gro-met'rik), a. [As hygrome-
ter + -ic] 1. Pertaining to hygi'ometry ; relat-

ing to or depending upon the amount of moist-
ure in the atmosphere.

The rate of evaporation is greatly affected by the hygro-
metric state of the air. Siixley, Physiography, p. 68.

2. Keadily absorbing and retaining moisture:
as, hygrometric substances or plants—Hygro-
metric balance, a popular form of hygroscope designed hVffrOSCOpical (hi-gro-skop'i-kal), a.
to afford a rough indication ofweather changes.—HygTO- e^^-n^V -4- -/77 1 Sn^p ncs h-nfirnhnrmir.

^!r^Zc'f^l^^i.^:shyi^^'etrie.
^^ ' 9roscopic^ + -ity.^ m W., the claracter of be-

hygrometry (M-grom'e-tri), n. [As hygrome-
ter + -^3.] That branch of physics which re-

lates to the determination of the humidity of ---i-
bodies, especially of the moisture in the atmo- wS-^' 4. „*,•„„ /^.r ^^ c^„^.'^^,»^ ™ r/ n,. .-„„/..

sphere', embracing also the theory and use of^S %^/,^^-^etfstoJ to^
such instruments as have been Unted for ^Jl^

+ TZ:ke^^Z^^lolmel!ZlsZi
this purpose.

^ ^^ moisture.
To get materials for further advance astronomy requires A^„Otj.ec^^^ (U-gro-tre'kus), n. [NL. (Stai,
. . the direct aid of an advanced ontics. of baroloirv. of iS^^\ y^^ • } ° j." • r^ y' ; L ' • V""" '

1867), < Gr. vypog, wet, moist,+ Tpe%eiv, run.] A
genus of water-bugs of the heteropterous fam-

hygrophanOUS (hi-grof'a-nus), a. [< Gr. tiypdf, ilj Sydrohatidw. ff.remigis Is the most common North

wet, moist, + -*av|f, < Saivuv, show.] In hot, American species, of a brown color frequently seen run-

transparent, o7like wkter, when moist, and
nmg over the surface of the water of ponds anS streaons.

opaciue when dry. hyke^t, n. Same as hulce.

Hygrophilai (M-grof 'i-la), n. [NL. (Robert ^^f i'^]',
'*• ^^™® ^^ ^'^'^^•

Brown, 1810), fem. sing., <G-r.ii)'p(if, wet, moist, ""

However dry the air may appear to

be, it always contains more or less . . .

moisture. Though not recognized by
the senses, its presence is readily re-

vealed by the behaviour of certain
substances which greedily absorb
moisture, and are consequently said to

be hygroscopic.
Huxley, Physiography, p. 66.

Hair Hygroscope of
Saussure.

c,thehairsupported
by the clamp a, ad-
justed by the screw 6.

and stretched over-
the pulley by the
weight ^,3. In iot., sensitive to mois-

ture; caused by moisture,
moving when moistened and then dried, as the-

elaters of Equisetum or the peristome of mosses.

AVe may illustrate what we mean by the hygroscopic-
movements of plants : if the tissues on one side of an or-

gan permit of rapid evaporation, they will dryquickly and.
contract^ causing the part to bend to this side.

Darimn, Movement in Plants, p. 489,

[< hygro-

mg hygroscopic; the property possessed by
vegetable tissues of absorbing or discharging-
moisture, and expanding or shrinking aeoord-

the direct aid of an advanced optics, of barology, of
thermology, of hygrometry.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 186.

Hygrodeik : the wet-bulb thermom-
eter on the right, the dry-bulb on the
left.

0i/lof, loving.] A genus of dicotyledonous
gamopetalous plants, of the natural order Acan-
thacece and tribe Buelliece, and the type of the
subtribe Hygrophilece. it is characterized by a calyx
of 6 narrow, nearly equal divisions; a bilabiate corolla; 4
perfect didynamous stamens ; entire opposite leaves ; and
axillary sessile or subsessile flowers. The plants are erect
or diffuse herbs. A few of them have infra-axillary spines.

Hyla (hi'la), n. [NL., < Gr. vhj, a wood, a.

forest, woodland, copse, wood cut down, fire-

wood, timber, stuff, material, matter (cf. E.
matter, ult. < L. materia), prob. orig. *v?i.F!i =
L. silva, silua, a wood: see silvan.] A genus
of tree-toads of the family Eylidce, instituted
by Lanrenti in 1768. The species are numerous.
H. versicolor is so called from the chameleon-like color-
changes It undergoes. H. piekenngi is a common species-



Hyla
of the United States, the shrill piping of which is heard in
early spring. H. arborea is a European species
bylactism (M-lak'tizm), n. [< Gr. vTmkteIv,
bark (< vXdv, bark), + 4sm.'\ A barking or
baying. [Bare.]

There are turkeys, too, . . . and two or three dogs, who
hark with a sharp hylactism. Shelley, Letter^ p. 54.

Hyladse (M'la-de), n. pi See Sylidce.
hylaeosaur (U'lf-o-sftr), n. [< Hyiwosaurus,
q. v.] A gigantic fossil lizard, of the genus
HylcEOsaurus.

Hylseosaurus (U"le-o-s&'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
iXaiof, of the wood or'forest (< v}cii, a wood : see
E^la), + cavpog, lizard.] A genus of gigantic
dinosaurs, established upon remains discov-
ered by Mantell in the Wealden formation of
Tilgate Forest in England, and characterized
by the development of the dermal scutes into
prodigious spines along the middle line of the
back. One of these great lizards was probably
about 25 feet long.

Hylaplesia (hi-la-ple'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. v?.v,

a wood, + TrXt/aioc, near, close to.] A genus of
tropical American frog-like toads, typical of the
family SylaplesUdce. The species are very prettily
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2. A genus of coleopterous insects. Dejean,
1833. "

'

Hylobatinse (hi-lob-a-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Bylohates + ince.'] A subfamily of anthropoid
apes, of the family Simiidai, typified by the ge-
nus Hylohates, containing the gibbons. They are
characterized by their very slender form with extremely
long limbs (especially the arms), and the presence of ischial
callosities.

hylobatine (hi-lob'a-tin), a. and n. I, a. Of
or relating to the llylobatince, or having their
characters.

II. n. One of the Sylohatince.
Hylobius (hl-lo'bi-us), n. [NL. (Germar), <
Gr. v?.7i, wood, + piog, life.] A notable genus
of weevils, of the family Curculionidce. The
species live in wood. H. abietis is destructive
to firs and other conifers.

Hylocharis (hi-lok'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. W.)?,

wood, forest, -I- ;fatpen', rejoice.] A genus of
humming-birds, based byBoie in 1831 upon one
of the sapphirs, TrockUus sapphirimts. The
name was subsequently applied by various
authors to several different groups of Trochi-
lidm.

Hylocichla (hi-lo-sik'la), n. [NL. (Baird, 1864),
< Gr. *A7, wood,+ idx>iii, a bird like the thrush.]
A genus of Turdidce, including the American
wood-thrushes. The type is the common wood-thrush,
H. muBtdina; other abundant and well-known species of
the United States are Wilson's thrush or veery, the olive-
backed thrush, and the hermit-thrush. See wood-thrush,

Hymen
hylotheism (hi'lo-the-izm), n. [< Gr. vlrj, mat-
ter,+ Sedf, God, -^ -4sm. ] The doctrine or belief
that matter is God, or that there is no God ex-
cept matter and the universe. Also huloiheism.
hylotheist (hi'lo-the-ist), n. [< hylotJie4sm +
-ist.'] One who believes that matter ig God.
Also hulotlieist.

Hylotoma (hi -lot 'o -ma), 11. [NL. (Latreille,
1804), fem. to Sylotonius.'] A genus of saw-
flies, of the family Tenthredinidw, or Hylotomi-
dm. The second and third submarginal cells of the fore

Hylapltsta tinctoria,

or brightly colored ; they are such as ff. tinetirria, H.
picta, and B. apecwm, the latter living in the Andes of
the United States of Colombia at a height of 6,000 feet
above the sea. Boie, 1827.

Hylaplesiidse (hi"la-ple-si'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Sylap lesia + -id(B. ] A family of batrachians,
named from the genus Hylaplesia, having the
sacral apophyses not flattened, the toes all free
and dilated at the ends, perfect ears, and no
neck-glands. The few species are confined to
tropical America. Also Hylaplesidm. Synony-
mous with Dendrohatidw.

hyldeiti i>- -A- Middle English form of heeld.

hylde^t. A Middle English form of held, pret-
erit of hold^.

hyleg (hi'leg), n. [Of Ar. origin.] In astrol,
the planetwhich rules the particular sign of the
zodiac which happens at the instant of a nativ-
ity to be in the ascendant, or first twelfth part
of the heavens above the eastern horizon ; the
apheta, prorogator, signifloator, or giver of life.

Also spiled Jiileg.

hylephobia (M-le-fo'bi-a), n. [< Gr. vh;, matter,
+ -^o^ta, fear : cf. 'h/ydrbphobia.'] Morbid fear
of materialism; dread of the result of material-
istic doctrines. [Bare.]

BplephoMa is now often regarded as a sacred madness,
as epilepsy used to be.

O. S. Hall, Amer. Jour. Psychol., Nov., 1887, p. 152.

hylicism (hi'li-sizm), n. Same as hylism.

hylicist (M'li-sist), n. A materialist; specifi-

cally, one of the early Ionic philosophers.

Hylidse (hi'li-de), n.pl. [NL. ; improp. Syladce;
< Syla + ddce.J A family of arcfierous salient

amphibians, named from the genus Hyla, hav-
ing maxillary teeth, dilated sacral diapophyses,
and dilated terminal phalanges. The species are

commonly called tree-toacls or tree-frogs. The limits of
1 the family have varied widely with different writers. The
very obvious character of the dilated disk-like ends of the
toes is by no means peculiar to the Hylidce, and has caused
various toads and frogs, some even of a different suborder
of batrachians, to be erroneously referred to this family.

Elimination of all such greatly restricts the family, con-
formably to the definition here given.

hylism (M'lizm), n. [< Gr. iilv, matter (see

Hyla), + -ism.'] In metaph. : (a) Materialism

;

specifically, the doctrines of the early Ionic

philosophers. (&) The theory which regards

matter as the principle of evil. -Also hylicism.

hyllt. An obsolete spelling of hill,

hylobate(hi'lo-bat),m. \<. Hylohates."] Amem-
ber of the genus Hylobates or subfamily Hylo-
baUnm; a long-armed ape or gibbon.
l^lobates (hi-lob'a-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. v%o-

p&TiK, one who haunts the woods, < vf^v, a wood,
forest, -I- fi&TTiQ, one who mounts, < /3aiveiv, go.]

1. A genus of anthropoid apes, the gibbons or
long-armed apes, typical of the subfamily Hy-
lobatinee. it usually includes all the gibbons, being thus
conterminouswith the subfamily, but the siamang is some-
times separated from the rest under the genus Siamanga.
There are several true species of Hylobatee, such as B.lar.
See ape and gibbon. lUiger, 181L

Hylodesi (M-16'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. iMrfw,
woody, wooded (of the wood), < W.)?, wood, 4-

el6og, form.] Agenus of Australianbirds: now
called Drymodes. J. Gould, 1841.

Hvlodes^ (hi-lo'dez), n. [NL., < Hyla + Gr.
eWof, form.] A genus of toads, of the family
CystignathidcB, containing such species as H.
oxyrhynehus of the West Indies. They resem-
ble tree-toads.

hylogenesis (hi-lo-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. »>?,
matter, -I- yivcaig, generation.] The origin of
matter.
hylogeny (M-loj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. v2.^, matter,
+ -}'^v«a,<-y«^f, producing: see-geny.] Same
as hylogenesis.

hyloid (hi'loid), a. and n. [< Hyla + -oid.]

I. a. Of or relating to the Hylidce.

II. re. One of the Hylidce.

hyloidealism (hi'''lo-i-de'al-izm), TO. [< Gr. vhi,
matter, -t- B. idealism.] The doctrine that real-
ity belongs to the immediate object of belief

as such; sensuous subjectivism.

hyloist (hi'lo-ist), «. [Prop. *hylist, < Gr. v^,
matter (see Ihila), + -ist.] One who believes
matter to be God. Also huloist.

hylology (hi-lol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. iih;, matter, -I-

-?ioyia, ' Xejew, speak: see -ology.] The doe-
trine or theory of matter as unorganized.
Krauth.
Hylomys (hi'lo-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. v7i.v, wood,

-i- /ivg = E. mouse.] A genus of insectivorous
mammals, of the subfamily Gymnurince, differ-

ing from Gymnura in the shorter tailand smaller
third upper premolar. H. suillus is a species
formerly wrongly referred to the Tupaiidce.

Miiller and Schlegel, 1843.

hylopathic (hi-lo-path'ik), a. [As hylopath4sm
+ 4c.] Pertaining to h^lopathism.

hylopathism (M-lop'a-thizm), ». [< Gr. v^V}

matter, + Trddog, feeling, -1- -^sm.] The doc-
trine that matter is sentient.

hylopathist (M-lop'a-thist), «. [As hylopath-

ism -^- -ist] A believer in hylopathism.

hylophagOUS (hl-lof'a-gus), a. [< Gr. vlo(payoQ,

eating wood, feeding'in the woods, < v^v, wood,
-i- (payscv, eat.] Bating wood; xylophagous, as

certain beetles.

Hylophilus (M-lof'i-lus), n. [NL., < Gr. v2.v,

a wood, + 0i/lof, loving.] In ornith., a genus

of American
greenlets, of *

the family Vire-

onidCB. It differs

from Vireo proper
in the stouter feet

with larger claws
and equal lateral

toes, more conical
bill with straighter
culmen, and other
characters. The
wings are about as
long as the tail, and
both are rounded.
The genus contains Hylophilus sclateri.

upward of 15 spe-
_

cies, all of the warmer parts of continental America; B.
aclateri is an example. C. J. Termninck, about 1823.

Rose Saw-fly {Hylotoma rosa\ (Cross shows natural size.)

wing each receive a recurrent nervure. There are about
25European and 15 North American species, ofratlier small
size. B. rosoe is the rose saw-fly.

Hylotomidse (hi-lo-tom'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hylotoma + 4dm.] A family of insects,
named from the genus Hylotoma: now usually
merged in Tenthredinidce.

hylotomous (hi-lot'6-mus), a. [< Gr. ilv, wood,
+ To/^6g, cutting, < ri/nvsiv, cut. ] Wood-cutting

:

applied to certain insects which bore into wood.
hylozoic (M-lo-zo'ik), a. [As hylozo4sm + -ic.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of hylozoism.
The numen which the hylozoicJc corporealist pays all

his devotions to is a certain blind shee-god or goddess,
called Nature, or the life of matter.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 107.

hylozoical (hi-lo-z6'i-kal), a. [< hylozoic +
-al.] Same as Hylozoic^
There hath been already mentioned another form of

Atheism, called by us hylozoical.
Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 106.

hylozoism (hi-lo-z6'izm), 71. [< Gr. vhj, matter,
+ fuov, animal, -I- -dsm.] The doctrine that all

matter is endowed with life.

Bylozoism makes all body, as such, and therefore every
smallest atom of it^ to have life essentially belonging to it.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 105.

"When we have attained to this conception of hylozoism,
of a living material universe, the mystery of Nature is

solved. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIL 169.

hylozoist (hi-lo-z6'ist), n. \Aahylozo4sm + 4st.]

A believer in' hylozoism; one who holds that
matter, and every particle of it, has a species of
life or animation.

The hylozoists, by Cudworth's account of them, ascribed
a little more to their atoms, imagining them endued with
a quality which, though not perception, might be stiled
the seed or principle whereout by the junction of many
of them together perception might be compleated.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, 11. i. 9.

The hylozoist can attribute consciousness to the falling
stone, while Descartesdenied it to even the highest brutes.

McK. Cattell, Mind, XIIL 436.

hylozoistic (hi"lo-zo-is'tik), a. [< hylozoist -H

-ic] Of or pertaining to hylozoism or the hy-
lozoists: as, the hylozoistic conception of the
universe.

A Monism that— though essentially based on hylozois-
tic assumptions—pretends, nevertheless, to explain every-
thing in strict keeping with mechanical principles.

'I'he Open Court, March 17, 1887.

hylozoistically (hi"16-zo-is'ti-kal-i), adv. .After
the manner of the iylozoists; in accordance
with hylozoistic doctrines.
Hymeni (hi'men), n. [L., < Gr. "Tiiijv {i/iev-),

the god of marriage; origin obscure.] 1. la
Gr. myth., the god of marriage, son of Bacchus
and Aphrodite (Venus), or of Apollo and one
of the Muses, in some legends originally a
mortal youth, invoked in hymeneal songs for
reasons variously given. Also called Hyms-
nceus.

Here's eight that must take hands
To join in Rymen's bands.

Shdk., As yon Like it, v. 4.

They light the nuptial torch, and bid invoke
Bymen, then first to marriage rites invoked.

Milton, P. L., XL 591.

Hence—2. Marriage; the wedded state. [Poet-
ical or archaic]

We'll have all, sir, that may make your Bymen high
and happy. B. Jonson, Epicoene, iiL 2.

To whose bounty
Owe we our thanks for gracing thus our hymen?

Maseinger, Kenegado, v. 3.



Hymen
Would this same mock-love, and this

Mock-Hym«n, were laid up like winter bats,
Till all men grew to rate us at our worth,

Tennyson, Mncess, iv.

hyaien^ (M'men), n. [< Gr. vfiijv (i/m>-), a thin
skin, a membrane.] AmemlDrane. SpeoiflcaUy— (a) In anat,, a fold of mucous membrane stretched
across and partly closing the external orifice of the vagina.
(6t) In caneh., the ligament between the opposite valves
of a bivalve shell.

Hymeneea (M-me-ne'a), n. [NL. (so called in
allusion to the fact that the leaf is formed of
a pair of leaflets), fern, of L. Hymenceus, relat-
ing to the god of marriage: see Hymen^.'\ A
genus of trees of the tribe AmhersUece, of the
natural order Leguminosce. They have leathery
leaves, each of 2 leaflets, rather large white flowers in
short densely corymbose terminal panicles, and thick ob-
long or ovate pods. About
8 species are Imown, all na^
tives of tropical America.
M. CourbarU grows to an
enormous size, and lives to
a very great age, some of the
extant individuals being
supposed to be older than
the Christian era. Theheart-
wood is very hard and tough,
and ishencemuchvalued for
wheel-work, paiticularly for
cogs. It is also valuable for
posts, rails, and gates. It
takes a flne polish, and is

so heavy that a cubic foot
weighs about 100 pounds.
A v^uableresin exudesfrom
the trunk. It is known in
theWestIndies aathelocust-
tree or varnish-tree, and in Hymenaa Courharii.
Panama as algarroba. Six
extinct species of this genus have been described from
the Cretaceous of Bohemia, and one from the Miocene of
Croatia.

Hymenaic (hi-me-na'ik), a. [< LL. Hymenaieus
(cf. Gr. 'T/ilvatof), < Gr. "T/iip), Hymen: see Sy-
men^.'] Pertaining to Hymen ; used to invoke
the god Hymen, as in hymeneal songs or epi-

thalamia.—Hymenaic meter, a dactylic dimeter acat-

alectic (— >^ ^ — w w).

Hjnnenailtliera (hi"men-an-the'ra), n. [NL.
(Eobert Brown, 1818), referring to the scales

borne by the anthers, < Qi. v/i^, a, membrane,
+ NL. anthera, an anther.] A small genus of

rigid shrubs or small trees, of the natural order
ViolariecB and tribe Alsodeiece. They have small,

axillary, frequently polygamous flowers, with the sepals

and petals nearly equal, the latter short ; anthers almost
sessile, united in a tube around the pistil, and bearing
on the back an erect scale ; placentas of the ovary 2 or
rarely 3, each bearing 1 ovule ; and the leaves alternate,

often clustered. Only 4 species are known, natives of

Australia or New Zealand. 3. dentata, the scrub-box-
wood, is a much-branched shrub often many feet in height.

H. Banksii is a tall spiny shrub, weU adapted for close
hedges. It bears a profusion of very fragrant flowers.

Hymenantliereee (hi''men-an-the're-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Eeiehenbach, 1837), < Hymenanthera +
-eoB.'i A tribe of plants of the natural order Vio-

lariece, containing the single genus Hymenaiv-
thera. It is referred by later authors to the tribe

Alsodeie(B.

hymeneal (hi-me-ne'al), a. and n. [As hymene-

a» + -aZ.] I, a. Pertaining or relating to mar-
riage. Also hymenial.

Chorus hymeneai
Or triumphal chaunt^
Matched with thine, would be all

But an empty vaunt.
Shaiey, To a Skylark, xiv.

It was pleasant to her to be led to the hymeneal altar by
a belted earl. Mrs. Qaskell, Wives and Daughters, 1. 286.

ConnvUdl, Nuptial, etc. See TnatrimoniaZ.

A marriage-song.

For her the spouse prepares the bridal ring,

For her white virgins hymeneals sing.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 220.

hymenean (hi-me-ne'an), a. and n. [< OF. Iiy-

menean, < L. Hymenaus, Symeneius, < Gr. 'T/ie-

vaioQ, belonging to Hymen or marriage : see JSy-

meni.'i I. a. Pertaining to marriage.

II. n. A marriage-song; an epithalamium.

And heavenly quires the hymenascm, sung.
Mmm, P. L, iv. 711.

hymenia, n. Plural of hymenium.

lymeniali (hi-me'ni-al), a. [< Eymerfl- + 4al;

a var. of Jvymsneal.'] Same as hymeneal.

hymenial^ (hi-me'ni-al), a. [< hymerfi, or hy-

menium, + -ial.'] 1 . Gi anat., pertaining to the

hymen.— 2. In 6ot.,belongingtothehymenium.
— Hymenial alga or gonidium, in liehenology, the algal

cells in a sporocarp.—Hymenial gelatin, an amyloid

substance in the hymeniaof some lichens.—Hymenial
layer. Same as hymenium,

hymenic (hi-men'ik), a. [< HymeiO- + -ic]

Hymeneal.
hymenicolar (hi-me-nik'o-lar), a. [< NL. hy-

menium, q. v., + L. colere, inhabit.] In hot.,

inhabiting the hymenium. Cooke.

T
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hymeniferous (hi-me-ni£'e-rus), a. [< NL. hy-

menium, q. v., + L. ferre = E. 6earl.] In hot.,

provided with a hymenium.
Hymenini (M-me-ni'ni), re. pi. [NL. (Elias

Fries, 1821), < hymenium (which these plants
possess) + -jrei.] An orderof hymenomyoetous
fungi, containing 8 genera, such as Agaricus,
Hyanum, Folyporus, etc. They are placed by
later authorities in the families Agaridni, Poly-

porei, Sydnei, etc.

hymeniophore (M-me'ni-o-for), n. [NL., < Gr.
v/ihiov, taken in the sense of hymenium,+ -(popog,

bearing,< fipeiv= B. 6earl.] In hot., the struc-

ture or part which bears the hymenium. Some-
times hymenophore, hymenophorum.
hymenitis (hi-me-ni'tis), n. [NL., < hymen^ +
-itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the hymen.
hymenium ('hi-me'ni-um), n.

;
pi. hymenia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. vfiivtov, dim. of ii/^r/v (V^"-), a mem-
brane.] In hot., the fructifying surface in fungi,

especially when the spores are naked, it is an
aggregation of spore mother-cells, with or without sterile

cells, in a continuous stratum or la^er upon a sporophore.
In the common mushroom, Agaricus, for example, the
hyTnenium or spore-bearing surface is naked or exposed,
and spread over the gills, covering them on all sides with
a delicate membrane, upon which the reproductive organs
are developed. Also c^ed hymenial layer. See cuts un-
der apothecium, ascus, and Fungi.

Hymenodictyou (M"men-6-dik'ti-on), n. [NL.
(WaUich, 1824), so calledwith ref . to the thin
reticulated leaves, < Gr. v/ijv, a membrane, +
diiavov, a net.] A genus of dicotyledonous gam-
opetalous trees or shrubs, of the natural order
BubiacecB, tribe Cinchonece, characterizedbyhav-
ing the stigma fusiform, the flowers in branch-
ing paniculate spikes, with foliaceous bracts,

and opposite, reticulated, long-petioled leaves.
About 5 species are known, natives of tropical Asia and
Africa, ^e bark of H. excelsum of India has been used
as a substitute for cinchona bai'k, but it is of little value.
Thewood is used for making agricultural implements, etc.

Hymenogaster (hi"men-o-gas't6r), n. [NL.
(L. E. Tulasne), with ref. to the membranous
structure of the interior, < Gr. iiiii/v, a mem-
brane, + yaariip, stomach.] A genus of fungi,

of the subclass Gasteromycetes. it Is characterized
by having the peridium fleshy or thin ; the cavities at flrst

empty, radiating or irregular ; trama composed of elon-
gated cells ; and spores various. These fungi are globose,

fleshy or rather soft, and much like the common puflballs,

only smaller.

HymenogastresB (hi'^men-o-gas'tre-e), n.pl.
[NL., < Hymenogaster + -eoB.] Atribe of fungi,

of the subclass Gasteromycetes, typified by the
genus Hymenogaster. They may be regarded as an
assemblage of the simplest forms of the Gasteromycetes,
possessing usually the simple structure of the type, but
including also the genera Qautieria, which is without a
peridium, and Secotium,, which has a central column cross-

ing the body of the fungus. Also written Hymenogastrei
and Hymenogasteri.

hymenogeny (hi-me-noj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. v/iTfv, a
membrane, + -ykvEta, < -yewyf, producing: see
-gem/.'] The production of membrane as the
effect of contact of two liquids, as albumen and
fat,when the former gives a coating to the glob-
ules of the latter.

h3rmenOgTapliy (hi-me-nog'ra-fi), re. [< Gr. ijif/v,

a membrane, + -ypa^ia, < ypd^eiv, write.] A de-
scription of the membranes of animal bodies.

hymenoid (hi 'men-old), a. [< Gr. v/j.evoEt6^g,

membranous, < i/i^ {vjiev-), a membrane (see

hymen^), + eiSoe, form.] Eesembling a hyme-
nium in structure ; membranous : applied by
L6vill6 to certain fungi in which the mycelia
are united into a sort of membrane.
hymenoliclien (hi'''meu-o-li'ken), n. [< Gr.
vu^ (v/^ev-), a membrane, -I- Tiuxvv, lichen.] A
hchen having the character of the Hymenomy-
cetes.

hymenological (hi"men-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< hy-
menology + -ic-oi.] Of or pertaining to hymen-
ology.

hymenology (hi-me-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. v^rjv

Ivfjzv-), a membrane, + -Aoyia, < Ti^yeiv, speak:
see -ology.'] 1. The science or study of the
membranes of the animal organism.— 2. A
treatise on such membranes.
hymenomycetal (hi"men-o-mi-se'tal), a. Same
as hymenomycetoiis.

hymenomycete (hi"men-o-mi'set), m. One of

the Hymenomycetes.
The sporophore would be thought at flrst sight to be-

long to a Peziza rather than to a Symenomycete.
De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 302.

Hymenomycetes (hi"men-o-mi-se'tez), «. pi.

[NL. (Elias Fries, 1830), i Gr. viirjv (v/zev-), a
membrane,+ /^vkik, pi. iivktjteq, a mushroom.] A
subclass or an order of fungi, of the group Ba-
sidiomycetes, characterized by having a hyme-
nium on the free, exposed surface of the sporo-

Hymenoptera

phore, the compound structure which bears it.

It includes the Agaridni (which are typified by ttie com-

mon mushroom), Polyporei, Hydnei, Thele^hore^Clava-

riei, and the somewhat anomalous Tremellvm, which are

gelatinous.

hymenomycetoid (M'men-o-mi-se toid), a.

Same as hymenomycetous.
hymenomycetous (hi*men-o-mi-se'tus),a.
Pertaining to or having the characters of the

Hymenomycetes. Also hymenomycetal, hymeno-

Hymenopappese (ha^men-o-pap'o-e), n. pi.

[NL. (dassini), < Hymenopappus -t- -ece.y A
former tribe of composite plants, typified by
the genus Hymenopappus : now placed in the

tribe Helenioidew.

Hymenopappus (hi"men-o-pap'uB). n. [NL.

(C. L. L'H6ritier de Brutelle, 1788), so called

from the hyaline pappus, < Gr. ifi'fyv (ifJ^-), a

membrane, + NL. pappus, q. v.] A genus of

composite plants, of the tribe Helemoidece, the

type of the old tribe Hymenopappece. The heads

are homogamous and discoid, the bracts of the involucre

are free, the style-branches are linear and obtuse, and the

pappus scales short, obtuse, or nearly equal. They are

herbs with radical or alternate pinnisected leaves, and
corymbose white or yellow flower-heads. Seven species

are known, all natives of North America.

hymenophore (hi'men-o-for), n. Same as hy-

meniophore.
Hymenophorese (hi'men-o-fc're-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Presl, 1836), as hymenopliorum' + -«<e.] A di-

vision of ferns, not now recognized, including

the tribes Aspidiacew, Aspleniacew, etc.

hymenophorum (hi-me-nof'o-rum), n. [NL.,

< Gr. viSp), a membrane, + -^po(, < ^kpeiv = E.

6eari.] Same as hymeniophore.

Hymenophyllacese (hi'men-o-fi-la'sf-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Gaudichaud-Beaupr6, 1826), so called in

allusion to the fibny nature of the frond, < Gr.

vp,^ (ifiev-), a membrane, -f- tpMTiav, a leaf.] A
family of homosporous ferns. It is characterized
by having the sporangia borne on an elongated, often fili-

form, receptacle, surrounded by a complete transverse
ring opening vertically ; son terminal or marginal from
the apex of a vein ; indusium inferior, usually of the same
texture as the frond; fronds delicately membranous and
pellucid. There are only 2 genera, 'Hymenophyllum and
Trichomanss, andabout 175 species, mostly confined to the
tropics.

hymenophyllaceous (hi*men-o-fl-la'shius), a.

Having the appearance or characters of the Hy-
menophyllacew.
Hymenophyllese (hi"men-o-fil'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Endlicher, 1833), < Hymenophyllum + -ece.'] A
name originally employed to designate a tribe

of ferns, but including the same genera as the
HymencypTvyllaceoB.

Hymenophyllum (hi"men-o-fll'um), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ifo/v (i/tev-), a membrane, + ifiiiTAov = L.

folium, a leaf.] A genus of usually small and
sometimes very minute ferns, including a large
number of species with filmy pellucid fronds,

found chiefly in hot and damp tropical forests

;

the filmy ferns or lace-ferns. It is closely allied to
the genus Trichrnnaiws, from which it differs in having the
two valves of the Involucre separate and not blended into
a cup. None is found in North America. Two extinct

species of this genus have been described from the Car-
boniferous of Europe, one from the Cretaceous of Kansas,
and one from the Laramie group of Colorado. B. Tun-
iridgense, the Tunbridge fern, is a native of England.

hymenopter (hi-me-nop'tSr), n. A hymenop-
terous insect ; one of the Hymenoptera. Also
hym^nopteran.
Hymenoptera (hi-me-nop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL.
(Linnseus, 1748), neuter plural of hymenopte-
rus : see nymen<^terous.'] A large and impor-
tant order of the class Insecta. The order is

characterized by the 4 membranous wings, of which the
hind pair is almost always smaller than the front pair, and
has comparatively few nervures. The mouth bears man-

Parts of the Head and of the
Sting of the Bumblebee {Bamius),
highly magnified.

..4, section of head: A, ocellus; e,

antenna ; d, clypeus ; e, labrum ;
/*,

mandible; ^, epipharynx ; A, max-
illa ; t\ cardo ; J, k, /, mentum and
submentum; »i, ;«', labial palpus;
n, paraglossa ; o, lingua, or median
process of the ligula ; », occipital
foramen; 1,2, scleritesofhypopha-
rynx. B, the sting: a, quadrate
sderite, connected with one of the
lances of the sting ; b, duct of the

poison-gland ; /, grooved median piece in which the lances play ; k,
one of the lateral setose palpiform sheath-pieces ; ^, genital aperture.
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dlbles, and a lower lip or tongue sheathed by the maxillffi.
The tarsi are generally S-jointed, sometimes 4-jointea,
rarely S-jointed, and very seldom heteromerous. The ab-
'domen of the female is provided with a multivalve ovi-
positor, which may act as a sting, a saw, or a borer The
larvse are vermiform and footless, except in Phyllophaga
4u)d Xylophaga, In which they are caterpillar-like and have
feet. The Hymenoptera are usually placed at the head of
the class of insects, not only on account of their high struc-
tural development, but also with regard to their extraordi-
nary instinctive faculties and social qualities. In modem
systems the order is divided Into 8 series and 36 families.
The series are: (1) Phyllophaga, the saw-flies; (2) Xylo-
phaga, the homtails

; (3) Paraeitiea, with six families, the
«pecies of which are mainly parasitic

; (4) Tubviifera, or
•cuckoo-bees ; (6) Heterogyna, the four families of ants

;

^6) Foaaores, eleven families of sand- and wood-wasps ; (7)
JHploptera, with two families of solitary and one of social
-wasps; and (8) Anthophaa,wUb. the two families of bees.
In number of species this order stands next to Coleop-
iera; it probably includes nearly one fourth of all insects.
More than 1,000 genera are represented in Europe alone,
and there are over 7,000 described European species. Be-
tween 5,000 and 6,000 species have been described for
.America north of Mexico, and yet the extensive group of
Parasitica, is little known, especially in its smaller forms.—Fossorlal Hymenoptera. 8ee/o8sorm2.

lymenopteral (U-me-nop'te-ral), a. [< hyme-
nopter-ous + -al.1 Same as hymenopterous.
hymenopteran (M-me-nop'te-ran), n. [< Sy-
menoptera + -an.^ Same as'hy'menopter.

iymenopterist (M-me-nop'te-rist), n. [< Sy-
menoptera + -is*.] One who collects or studies
the Hymenoptera.

lljnnenopterologist (hi-me-nop-te-rol'o-jist), n.

[< hymenopterology + -isi.] One "who Is versed
in the study of Hymenoptera. Lubbock.
hymenopterology (hi-me-nop-te-roro-ji), n.

[< Hymenoptera + Gr. -'koyla, < Myeiv, speak:
see -ologyj} That department of entomology
which relates to Hymenoptera.
hymenopteron (M-me-nop'te-ron), n. [NL.:
sea'hymenopterous.l One of iSiB Hymenoptera.

liymenopterous (M-me-nop'te-rusil, a. [< NL.
hymenopterus, < Grr. i/iCT^nrEpof,membrane-wing-
ed, < i/i^, membrane, -f- nrepdv, wing.] Having
membranous wings; specifically, having the
characters of the Hymenoptera; pertaining to

the Hymenoptera. Also hymenopteral.

Symenothalamese (hi'''men-o-tha-la'me-e), n.

pi. [NL. (Lindley, 1846), < Gtr. v/i^, a mem-
brane, + 8d7ui/wg, a chamber.] A division of
lichens, now referred to the tribe Lecideacei.

hymenotomy (hi-me-not'o-mi), n. [< Gr. v/^^,

a membrane, + tq/j,^, a cutting, < H/iveiv, ra-

jiilv, cut.] 1. In anat., dissection of the mem-
branes of the animal body; hymenological
anatomy.—2. In surg., incision of the hymen,
practised in certain cases of imperforation of

the vagina, in order to give ^xit to blood re-

tained and accumulated in the cavity of the
uterus. Dunglison.
hymenillum (hi-men'u-lum), m.

;
pi. liym^nula

(-la). [NL., dim. of Gr. vfi^v (iifiev-), a mem-
brane : see hymen^, Jiymenium.'] In bof., a shield

containing asci. Cooke.

Hymettian (hi-met'i-an), a. [< L. Hymettius,

<Hymettus, < Gr. "r/iriTT6c, Hymettus : see def.]

Of or pertaining to Hymettus, a mountain of

Attica in Greece, celebrated for its flowers,

ioney, and marble; like that of Hymettus.
The mountain is covered with heather, the blossoms of

which give it, when seen from a distance, a rosy-purple

coloring.

A lovely bee . . . absconding himself in Hymettian
flowers. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 76.

Hymettian marble, a bluish-gray marblefrom the quar-

ries ofMount Hymettus. It is an excellent building-stone,

and was much used in antiquity, as at the present day.

Hymettic (M-met'ik), a. [< Hymettus + -«c.]

Same as Hymettian.

'The censor L. Crassus was much censured about the

year 650 on account of his house with six small columns

of Hymettic marble. , „ _„„
C. 0. MiUler, Manual of Archsol. (trans.), § 188.

hymn (him), n. [< ME. hympne, himpne, usually

ympne, impne, < AS. hymen, ymen, pi. ymnas, in

ME. mixed with OF. ymne, later hymne = Pr.

hymne, ymne = Sp. hinino = Pg. hymno = It.

inno = D. G. Dan. hymne = Sw. hymn, < LL.

hymnus (in eoel. use), < Gr. vjivog, a hymn, fes-

tive song, or ode in praise of gods or heroes.

Origin uncertain ; only once in Homer, in the

phrase vfivog aoiS^c, which may perhaps mean
lit. 'a web of song'; c£. injii, a web, iip-aiveiv =
AS. wefan, E. weave.] 1. In general, a ^li-

gious ode, song, or other poem: as, the Ho-

meric hymns; the hymns of Pindar, in Christian

literature the term covers a wide range of poems, includ-

ing those that embody not only adoration, thanksgiving,

confession, and supplication to God, but also instruction

and exhortation for men.

Noghte anely he hase comforthe in this, bot also in

inalmes and timvnes and antyms of Haly Kyrke.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.
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Than thai toke that haly tre [the cross], . . .

And bare it furth so tham omang.
With himpnes and with nobil sang.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 128.

Our solemn hymns to sullen dirges change.
Shak., B. and J., iv. '6.

Ourself have often tried
Valkyrian hymns, or into rhythm have daah'd
The passion of the prophetess.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Specifically— 2. A metrical formula of public
worship, usually designed to be sung by a com-
pany of worshipers. The hymns of the ancient He-
brews are technically called psalms. From the early
Christian period many traces of hymns remain, as in the
Magnificat, Benedictus, etc., in the New Testament, in
such references as 1 Cor. xiv. 16, Eph. v. 19, Jas. v. 13, etc.,
and in the universally recognized Gloria Patri, Gloria in
Excelsis, and Te Deum. The long succession of impor-
tant Greek and Latin hymnists begins with Ephraem
Syrus and Hilary of Poitiers (both of the fourth century)
respectively, though several productions of known au-
thorship antedate their time. Most of the great medieval
Latin hymnp were composed as sequences, the most fa-
mous being the Dies Irse. The Roman Catholic Church
possesses a large number of such hymns, mostly in Latin.
The Ueformation in Germany was distinguished by a re-
markable outburst of hymns of every description. Eng-
lish hymnody began in the sixteenth century, but was
principally conilned to metrical versions of the Psalms
until the first publication of Isaac Watts (in 1707) and
the hymns of Charles and John Wesley. Since then the
production of hymns has been constant and significant in
both England and America. Medieval and modern hymns
are nearly always divided into equal and similar sections
of from three to twelve lines or strophes each, which are
called sta/nzas or verses.

And when they had snug an hymn, they went out into
the mount of Olives. Mat. xxvi. 30.

Admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and spir-
itual songs. Col. iii. 16.

3. In a narrow sense, an extra-BibHcal poem
of worship: opposed to psalm. Specially used in
connection with the discussions about the propriety of
using any musical formulae in public worship which are
not directly derived from the Bible.

—

Abecedarian
hymns. See abeeedao'ian.—Angelic bynm, cberubic
hymn, communion hymn, MaiseUlalse hymn, etc.

See the qualifying words.

—

Evening hymn. Same as
even-sang, 1.

—

Seven great hymns, a collective name
for the following medieval Latin hymns : Dies Irse ; Hora
Novissima ; Jesu, dulcis memoi-ia ; Stabat Mater; Veni, Cre-
ator Spiritus ; Veni, Sancte Spiritus ; and YexlUa Regis.

hymn (him), v.; pret. and pp. hymned (himd or
him'ned), ppr. hymning (him'ing or him'ning).

[< hymn, n. Of. LL. hymni/re, sing hymns;
from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To celebrate or
worship in song; address hymns to; salute with
song.

As sons of one great Sire,

Hymning the Eternal Father.
Milton, P. L., vi. 96.

The mulberry-tree stood centre of the dance

;

The mulberry-tree was hymn'd with dulcet airs.

Cowper, Task, vL 697.

There the wild wood-robin
Hymns your solitude.

R. T. Cooke, Trailing Arbutus.

2. To express in a hymn ; sing as a hymn : as,

^'hymned thanks,'' J. Baillie.

The perpetual poem hymned by wind and surge.
Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 757.

II, intrans. To sing hymns.
And touch'd their golden harps, and hyrmiing praised
God and his works. Milton, P. L., vlL 258.

Around in festive songs the hymning choir

Mix the melodious voice and sounding lyre.

West, tr. of Pindar's Nemean Odes, xi

hymnal (him'nal), a. andw. [< hymn -V -al.'\ I.

a. Of or pertaining to hymns ; of the nature of

or suitable for a hymn.
The grave, majestic, hym/nal measure swells like the

peal of an organ. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 169.

II. n. A hymn-book.
hymnarf (him'nar), «. [< ML. hymnare, a hymn-
book, < LL. hymnus, ahymn : see hymn. Cf . hym-

nary.l A hymn-book.
That our Anglo-Saxon brethren were not slow in adopt-

ing these beautiful outpourings of the Christian poet we
know from one of jEUric's enactments, requiring each

clerk to have, along with other volumes, a hymnar.
Rock, Chuich of our Fathers, III. ii. 13.

hymnarium (him-na'ri-um), m. [ML.: seehym-
nary.'] A hymn-book.
But the reader will scarcely agree with his indulgent

estimate of Ken's epic and hymnarium.
The Academy, Nov. 3, 1888, p. 281.

hymnary (him'na-ri), n.; pi. hymnaries (-riz).

[< WL.hymnarius' {sa. liber), also hymnarium, a
hymn-book, < LL. hymniis, a hymn: see hymn.}

A hymn-book. [Rare.]

They [the vicars] were required to learn by heart, so as

to need no book, their psalter, their Hymnary, and their

Anthem-book. Contemporary Rev., LIII. 59.

hymn-book (him'buk), n. A book of hymns
for use in public worship,

hymnic (him'nik), a. l< hymn + 40.} Relating

to hymns; of the character of a hymn; lyric.

Hyoganoidei
Where she (faire ladle), tuning her chast layes
Of England's empresse to her hymnicke string.

For your affect, to hear that virgin's praise,
Makes choice of your chast selfe to beare her sing.

Mir. for Mags., p. 77S.

hymnisht, adv. [< hymn + -is7»l.] In the man-
ner of a hymn.

Sonnets are carroled hymnish
By lads and maydens. Stanihurst, .fflieid, ii. 248.

hymnist (him'nist), n. [< hymn + -tsf] A
composer of hymns ; one skilled in the writing
of hymns ; a hymnologist.

Our familiar hymnist, Watts.
H. W. Beecher, N. Y. Christian Union, Dec. 20, 1876.

hymnodist (him'no-dist), n. [< hymnody +
-ist.} A hymnist.
hymnody (him'no-di), n. [< ML. hymnodia, <
Gr. i/ivudia, the singing of a bynm, hymning,
< v/iv<j)66g, singing hymns, < v/ivoe, a hymn, +
ae'tieiv,a6eiv, sing: see ode. Ct. psalmody.} 1.
The act or artof singinghymns or sacred songs

;

psalmody.—2. Hymns collectively; the body
of hymns belonging to a particular period, coun-
try, sect, or author.

hymnographer (him-nog'ra-f6r), n. [< hymnog-
raphy + -ej-i.] A hymn-writer.
hymnography (him-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. as if

*ilJ.voypa(l>ia,^ vuvoypa^q, writing hymns, < vfivog,

a hymn, + ypa^civ, write.] The art or the act
of vn-iting hymns.
hymnologist (him-nol'o-jist), n. [< hymnology
+ -is*.] 1. A student ofhymnology; a connois-
seur in the history, classification, criticism, and
use of hymns.—2. A hymn-writer.
hymnology (him-nol'o-ji), n. [< LL. as if *hym,-
nologia, < Gr. i/ivoTMyia, < i/ivoUyo(, singing
hymns (> LL. hymnologus, a singer of hymns),
< ii/ivog, a hymn, -t- -Tioyia, < Myuv, speak : see
-ology.} 1 . The science of hymns, treating of
their history, classification, criticism, and use.—2t. Hymnody.
That hymn^logie which the primitive Church used at

the offering of bread and wine for the Eucharist.
J. Mede, Dialogues, p. 56.

hymn-tune (him'ttin), n. A musical setting of

a hymn, usually adapted for repetition with the
successive verses or stanzas. Certain kinds of
hymn-tunes are called chorals.

hymn-'writer (him'i'i''''ter), n. A writer or com-
poser of hymns; a hymnist.

hympnef, n. An obsolete form of hymn.
hyndlf, n. An obsolete form of hindX.

hynd^t, a. Same as hend?.

hyngt. An obsolete preterit of hang. Chaucer.

hyobranchial (hi-o-brang'M-al), a. [< hyo(id)
+ branchial.} Pertaining to the hyoid bone
and the branchiae.

Hyodon (M'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. i, the letter

upsilon, T (in ref . to hyoid), + bSob; (bdovr-) =
E. tooth.} The typical genus of Hyodontidce,
having teeth on the hyoid bone, whence the
name. H. alosoides is the common mooneye
or toothed herring of the United States. Le-
sueur, 1818. See cut under inooneye.

hyodont (M'o-dont), a. and n. [< Hyodon{t-).}

I. a. Having teeth on the hyoid bone ; specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the HyodonUdce.
H. n. A fish of the family Hyodontidce.

^70dontid3e (ha-o-don'ti-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Hyodon(t-) + -idee.} Afamily of malacopteiy-
gian fishes, represented by the genus Hyodon ;

the toothed herrings, or mooneyes. The body
is covered with large silvery cycloid scales; the head
is naked ; the margin of the upper jaw is formed by the
intermaxillaries mesially and by the maxillaries later-

ally, the latterbeing articulated to the ends ofthe former

;

the opercular apparatus is complete ; the dorsal fin be-
longs to the caudal part of the vertebral column; the
stomach is horseshoe-shaped, and without a blind sac ; the
intestine is short', with one pyloric appendage ; and the
ova fall into the abdominal cavity before exclusion. Ttiree
species are found in the Mississippi basin and the great
lakes of North America ; they have a distant resemblance
to a clupeoid fish.

hyo-epiglottic (hi''6-ep-i-glot'ik), a. [< hyo(id)
+ epiglottic.} Pertaining to the hyoidbone and
the epiglottis.

—

Hyo-epiglottic ligament, an elastic

band connecting the hyoid bone with the epiglottis.

hyo-epiglottidean (hi'''6-ep'''i-glo-tid'e-an), a.

Same as hyo-epiglottic.

hyoganoid (hi-o-gan'oid), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to the Hyoganoidei, or having their

characters.

II. n. One of the Hyoganoidei.

hyoganoidean (hi'^o-ga-noi'de-an), a. and n.

Same as hyoganoid.

Hyoganoidei (hi'^o-ga-noi'de-i), n. pi. [NL.,
< hyoiid) + NL. Ganoidei, q. v.] A superor-
der of true fishes, including the most teleoste-

oid of the ganoid fishes, ha'ving the hyoid ap-
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paratus and branehiostegal rays like those of hyoplastral (hi-6-plas'tra.l), a. Of or pertain-
the teleosts. it includes the orders Cycloganoidei and ing to the hyoplastron.
Shomboganoidei, represented in the existing fauna only hvoplastroil (hi-6-plas'tl'on), n. [< hyo{id) +
hy the ^mtidoE and ie;)wio«eeid«e, but in ancient tunes hav- ,,;,fo*i.o„ i TIib sppnTirl Intfivnl -nifiPfi of the
Ing numerous and diversified representatiTCs. GUI.

inosmon.^ IJie secontt latexai piece oi me
hyoglossal (hi-6-glos'al), a. and «. [< hyo{id) plastron of a turtle

:
a name given by Huxley to

+ Gr.7Ao<T(Ta,t6ngue, +-«;.] I. a. Pertaining what others call the %osfmmm. See second

to the hyoid bone and the tongue.-Hyoglossal ^'°-^ ™^®^ <^'««'of«l . , ,. ,-, , .„.
membrane, a fibrous sheet connecting the base of the HyopotanudSB (ha' o-po-tam'i-de), n. JH. [NL.,
tongue with the hyoid bone.— Hyoglossal muscle, the ' " ' . j.

t a . ..i
. .

byoglossus.

II. II. Same as hyoglossus.

hyoglossns (hi-o-glos'us), n. ; pi. liyoglossi (-i).

[NL., < hyo(id) + Gr. yTiMcna, tongue.] A mus-
cle of the hyoid bone and the tongue, in man
the hyoglossus is a thin, flat, somewhat square muscle,
arising from the whole length of the hyoid bone, on each
side of its body, and inserted into the side of the tongue
between the styloglossus and lingualis. The origin of the
muscle from diflerent parts of the hyoid bone, namely,
from the body and the lesser and greater comua,has caused
the description of the muscle as three, called basioglos^iis,

eeratoglossus, and chondroglossus. Also called baaiocerato-
chondroglossus.

hyoid (hi' old), a. and n. [= F. hyoide, < NL. hy-
oides,<. Gr. ioetd^c, shaped like the letter upsUon,
Y, now commonly printed T, v; oarovv vocidcc,

the hyoid bone (also called vipiXoeiS^c, iipsilon-
shaped, and ^a/il^SouSiig, lambda-shaped [A]

:

see upsilon, and lambda, lambdoid); < v, the let-

ter upsUon, + £i(5of, form.] I. a. Having the
form of the Greek letter upsilon, T. in biology
and embryology it is applied to the bony or hard parts
developed in the second postoral visceral arch of the em-
bryo, this being called the hyoid or hyoidean arch or ap-
%iaratus, as distinguished from preceding mandibular or
succeeding branchial parts.—Hyold bone. Same as hy-

H. n. The tongue-bone or os linguaa ; the

Hypapante

pended from the skull by a special suspenso-

riiim : the opposite of autostylic.

Most modern reseai'ches have also tended to emphasize

the distinction between fishes with autostylio and those

with hyostylie skulls.

A. S. Woodward, Cat. FossU Fishes, B. M., I. p. vu. (1889X

hyp, 11- and v. See /«>*.

hyp-. See Uypo-.

hypacusis (hip-a-ku'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. m6, un-

der,+ d/cotiaff, nearing, < oKobciv, hear: see acous-

tic] la pathol., diminished power of hearing.

hyp8esthesia(hip-es-the'si-a.),m. [NL.,< Gr.in-d,

under, + ostoftyiTif, perception: see esthetic, etc.]

In pathol., diminished capacity for sensation;

a dulled but not obliterated sensitiveness.

<" Hyopotamus + -idk'.'] A family of omnivo-
rous ungulate mammals, represented by the

genus Byopotamus and related to the Suidce, or

swine. Kowalewshy.
Hyopotaminae (hi-o-pot-a-mi'ne), k.^j?. [NL.,

< Myopotamvs + -mm.'} "The Myopotamidce re-

true molars, and with tubercles m transverse T" ^i '£;. ^

series separated by transverse valleys, and the . ^PS.T,i.o «' Pi„ral nf h,ir,n.tl,rnn
preceding three molars successively more and JyP?!& " wL««&f
more differentiated. Besides fl^opotom«s, the hypaethral, a. See ^peWira

o„K<'o^^l-,r nnntaina tliQ D-BTiiKj KnfhHnflmi. CAv- When processions of men and maidens bearing urns and
subfamily contams the geaas notlinoaon (.Ay

ia„jei.bj.^n<,hes, crowned with ivy or with myrtle, paced
mard) or Ancoaus (i'omei;. l. trt««, i»/.i. ^g„g those sandstone roads, chanting pseans and proso-

HyopotamUS (hi-6-pot'a-mus), n. [NL., < Gr. aiai hymns, toward the glistening porches and hypcethral

vg, a pig, hog (= L. sas'= E. SOW^), + irora/idg, cells. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 191.

river. Ci. hippopotamiis.'] A genus of fossil Jiypgethron (hi-pe'thron), n.y pi. hypcethra

non-ruminant artiodactyl mammals, supposed (-thra)-. [LL. hypcethrum, < Gr. inatdpov, the

to have been of aquatic habits and related to

swine, whence the name, given by Owen in

1848. The remains occur in the Tertiary strata, Eocene
and Miocene, of England and the continent of Europe.
The genus has been referred to the Suidce and to the An-
thracotheriidce, and also made the type of a family Hyopo-
tamidce.

hyoscapular (hi-6-skap'u-lar), a. [< hyo(id) +
scapular, q. v.] Pertaining to the hyoid bone
and to the scapula ; omohyoid.

hyoidean bone or collection of bones: so called hyoscine (hi'o-sia), ». l<Syosc{yamus)+ 4ne^.'\
from its shape m man. In man it is embedded in
the muscles of the root of the tongue, lying nearly hori-
zontal with its convexity forward, usually about on a level
with the lower border of the under jaw, considerably
above the Adam's apple ; but it is displaced in every act
of swallowing. This horseshoe-shaped arch forms the HyOSCyaiUeSB (hi
bony basis of the tongue. (See cut under mouiA.) No — • - ' • --

fewer than 10 muscles arise from or are inserted into it;

and it is besides suspended from the skull by the stylo-

hyoid ligament, and connected with the larynx by the
thyrohyoid membrane and ligament, and with the epi-

glottis by the hyo-epiglottic ligament. Its comparatively
small size and simple structure in man are unusual ; in
most animals the bone is either relatively larger, or con-
sists of a number of separate bones, indications of

i
which

are found In the human species in the several ossific

A non-crystallizable alkaloid obtainable only

as a syrup from Hyoscyamiis niger. it is known
in commerce as amxyrphous hyoscyamine, and its salts are

used in medicine to some extent.

sl-a'me-e), m. ^Z. [NL.

Diagrams of the mandibular (I, shaded) and hyoidean (II, unshad-
ed) arches of a lizard (A), a mammal (B), and an osseous lish (C).

I. McJk, Meckel's cartilaee : jirt, articulare ; Qu, quadtatum ; Mfii,

metapterygoid ; M, malleus; ^^, processus gracilis ; y/f, pterygoid

bone. II. /6', hyoidean comu ; 5^//, stylohyal ; .S, stapedius ; S/fi,

stapes ; Ssip, supra-stapedial ; Nm, hyoraandibular bone : Pc, peri''

otic capsule. The arrow is in the first visceral cleft.

centers from which the bone originates. Thus, the body
of the human hyoid is the basihyal ; the lesser cor-

nua or horns are the ceratohyals, and the greater cornua

are the thyrohyals. (See out under skull.) In a saurop-

sidan, as a bird, the so-called hyoid bone is the whole
skeleton of the tongue, consisting of several parts devel-

oped in a branchial arch, as well as hyoidean parts prop-

erly so called. These parts are the basihyal, glossohyal,

and ceratohyal or epihyal of thehyoidean arch proper; with
the urohyal or basibranchial, the epibranchial, andthe cer-

atobranchial, these three belonging to a branchial arch,

and the last two of them "
"

thyrohyal or greater comu
ments of the hyoid bone ol

hyal, glossohyal, urohyal, epihyal, ceratohyal, and stylo

hyaL

hyoideal (hi-oi'de-al), a. [< hyoid + -e-al.}

Same as hyoid.

This development [of the skull] relates to the protection

and support of the still more extraordinarily developed hy-

oideal and laryngeal apparatus [of the howlers].
Owen, Anat., II. 631.

hyoidean (hi-oi'de-an), a. [< hyoid + -e-an.]

Same as hyoid.

hyomandibular (hi^o-man-dib'ti-lar), a. and »-

P _

(Eeichenbach, 1837), < Hyoseyamus + -ete.] A
tribe of plants of the natural order Solanacece,

typified by the genus Byosoyamus, having the
lobes of the corolla plicate or imbricate, the
stamens all perfect, and the fruit a capsule.

hyoscyamine (hi-o-si'a-min), n. [< Syoscyamus
+ -ine^. Of. L. hyoscyaminus, < Gr. voanvajuvoQ,

of henbane.] A crystalline alkaloid (C117H23

NO3) obtained from Hyoscyamvs niger, or hen-
bane. When moist ith^ a strong alkaline reaction, and
a penetrating, narcotic, and stupefying odor like that of

nicotine. It neutralizes acids, forming salts, some of

which, particularly the sulphate, are used in medicine.
The alkaloid is extremely poisonous.—Amorphous hy-
oscyamine. Same as hyoBcine.

Hyoseyamus (hi-o-si'a-mus), n. [L., < Gr. ioa-

Kvafiog, henbane, lit. hog's bean, < iof, gen. of

if, a hog, + Kvafioq, a bean.] A genus of dicoty-

ledonous gamopetalous plants, of the natural
order Solanacece, type of the tribe Hyosoyameas.
They have a tnbular-campanulate calyx, an infundibuli-
form corolla with an oblique limb and imbricated unequal
lobes, and a capsule opening by a median transverse cir-

cumcision, the top falling off like a lid. They are herbs
with the leaves sinuate-dentate or incised, and yellowish
flowers in usually l-sided leafy spikes. About 10 species
are known, natives of the Mediterranean region and cen-
tral Asia. H. niger is the henbane or black henbane. See
cut under hen^)a/m.

Hyoseridese (hi"o-se-rid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Myoseris {-id-) + -ece.} A subtribe of compos-
ite plants, typified by the genus Syoseris. They
are herbs, having the pappusmore or less chaffy, small,with
alternate bristles, and the apex of the achenia truncate.

[NL., < Gr. if, abeing commonly known as the TT_„epria Chi-o<i'R-ri'»^ n
lu of the hyoid bone. The ele-

»yoseriS (.ni os e lis;, re. _

of an osseous flsh are the basi- hog, + (Jtpig, succory.] A small genus of com-
posite plants, of the tribe Cichoriacew, the type

of the subtribe Syoseridea, having the habit

uncovered part of a temple, < inri, under, +
a'ldiip, the sky: see ether^.} march., an open
court or inclosure ; a place or part of a buil(flng

that is hypethral, or roofless. See hypethral.

The light seems to have been introduced into what may
be considered a cour^ or hyptxthron, in front of the cell,

which was lighted tlirough its inner wall.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., L 266.

hypalgesia (hip-al-je'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iiriJ,

under, + aXy^mc, sense of pain, < alyelv, be in
pain, < a^yos, pain.] Inpathol., diminished sus-

ceptibility to painful impressions; incipient

analgesia.

hypalgia (hi-pal'ji-a,), n. [NL., < Gr. im6, un-
der, + alyog, pain.] Same as hypalgesia.

hypallage (hi-pal'a-je), n. [LL.,< Gr. iiraTiMyii,

an interchange, exchange, a figure of speech by
which the parts of a proposition seem to be in-

terchanged (metonymy, epidiorthosis, enallage,

hypallage), < viraTJidamiv, exchange, < iirii, un-
der, -I- aMdaaeti), change, > dXXo)^, change, ex-

change : see allagite. Of. enallage.'] In gram.
and rhet., a figure which consists in inversion
of syntactical relation between two words, each
assuming the constructionwhich in accordance
•with ordmaxy usage would have been assigned
to the other. Thus, in Virgil (^neid,iil. ei), "dare
classibus austros " (to give the winds to the fleets) is substi-

tuted for the usual construction "dare classes austrls " (to

give the fleets to the winds); the dative and accusative

—

thatis,theindu'ectand direct objects—having been inter-

changed. Hypallage is a bold departure from the custom-
ary mode of expression, and is almost entirely confined
to poetry.— Hypallage Of the aiUectiye, the transfer of

the attribute from that one of two interdependent substan-
tives with which it would usually agree to the other, espe-

cially from a substantive in the genitive to that govern-
ing it. See enaHage,

hypanisognatmsm (hi-pan-i-sog'na-thizm), n.

[As hypanisognathous + -ism."] In zool., that in-

equality of the teeth of opposite jaws in which
the lower are narrower than the upper; one of

two types of anisognathism, the other being
epanisognathism. Cope.

hypanisognathous ^hi-pan-i-sog'na-thus), a.

[< Gr. iiro, under, -I- aviaoq, unequal, uneven, +
yvaSoi, the jaw.] In zool., having the lower
teeth narrower than the upper. Cope.

Hypante (hi-pan'te), n. See Hypapante.
h3rpanthia, «. Plural of hypanthium.

poSte plants, of the'tribe Cichorkicece, the type ^lyPanthial (hi-pan'thi-gl), a. [< hypanthtum
i-. .,

r-
,

. '., „ ., , . the habit + -''^•] Of, pertainmg to, or resembling a hy-
panthium: as, a hypanthial receptacle

In i

and foliage of Tttmicacwm. The flower-Bcape is thick- -- .,. ;,_ -* ,,,. x - i i. ^7.
enedupwardandbears a single yellow flower-head. From nypantnium (m-pan thl-um), W.J Vi. h^pantma
their near allies they differ in that the achenia are of two (-a). [NIj., < Gr. i/irdj under, + dvaof, a flower.]
kinds ill each head, the outer corky and cylindrical, the in- *"' -

^ ., , ,

ner compressed or two-winged. The pappus is biserial,

and consists of narrow and unequal scales. Four species
are known from the Mediterranean region, one extending
into southern Germany. Zf. minima is the hog-succory.
Two fossil species very closely related to this genus have
been described, from the Miocene of Camiolaand Bohemia,
under the name Syoeerites.

[< hyoiid) + mandiluUr.] I. a. Pertaining to Wostemal (hi-6-st6r'nal), a. [< hyoHd) + ster- same as syconium.

hot, an enlargement or other development
of the torus tinder the calyx. Gray. This term
has been widely, but incorrectly, applied fo the fruit of
the flg and allied forms, which properly come under ey-

conium or hypanthodiwm,

hypanthodium (hi-pan-tho'di-um), n, [NL., <

Gr. iirS, under, + NL. anthodium, q.y."] In 6ot.,

the hyoid bone and to the mandible or lower

jaw.
The hyoidean arch becomes segmented into two note-

worthy portions, the upper of which is known as the hyo-

Tnandibular portion. Mivart, Enoyc. Brit., XXII. 114.

Hyomandibular bone, in fishes, the bone or element of

the suspensorium of the lower jaw next to or articulating

with the cranium. Also called epitympanic and temporal.

II. n. Same as hyomandibular bone.

hyomental (hi-o-men'tal), a. [< hyo{,id) +
mental^.'] " •

the chin.

nal.'] 1. Pertaining to the hyoid bone and the hypantrum (hi-pan'trum), re.; pi. hypantra
breast-bone; sternohyoid.— 2. In /jerpe*., of or
pertaining to the hyoplastron: as, a hyosternal
scute.

hyosternum (hi-o-st6r'num), n. [< hyo(id) +
sternum.'] The second lateral piece of the so-

called sternum— that is, of the plastron

a ehelonian ; the hyoplastron of Huxley. See
second cut under Chelonia.

Pertaining to "the hyoid bone and hyostylie (hi-o-sti'lik), a. [< hyo{id) + Gr.
(TTii^f,piUar, style.] Haying the lower jaw sus-

(-tra). [NL., < Gr. vwavrpoi, cavernous, with
caverns underneath, < iird, under, H- avrpov, a
cavern: see antre.] In anat., the recess in the
neural arch of a vertebra with which the hypo-
sphene articulates. See hypo^hene, and com-

of pare zygantrum.
ee Hypapante (hip-a-pan'te), n. [LGr. {matraw//,

a later form of iiravrii, equiv. to Gr. imdvTvoic, a
coming to meet, < imavrav, go to meet, < hro,
under, + avrav, come opposite to, < ivra, over



Hypapante

against, face to face : see ante-, anH-.'\ In the
Gr. Ch., a festival in memory of the meeting of
the infant Christ and his mother with Simeon
and Anna in the temple : same as the Western
Purification or Candlemas. Also Mypante.

bypapopliyses, n. Plural of liypapophysis.
hypapophysial (Mp-ap-o-flz'i-al), a. [< hypa-
pophysis + -al.'] Of or pertaining to a hypa-
pophysis : as, the Jiypapophysial arch.
bypapophysis (hip-a-pof'i-sis), n.

;
pi. liypapo-

physes (-sez). [NL., < Gr. viz6, under, + otto-

fvaiq, a sprout
or process

:

see apophy-
sis.'] Inanai.,
a median pro-
cess or apo-
physis from
the under or
veutralsideof
the centrum
of a vertebra:
opposed to

Lumbar Vertebra of Hare.

A, hypapophysis ; /, very long transverse pro-
cess ; r, spinous process ; fn. metapophysis ; az,
prezygapophysis.

The anterior por-
tion of the ring
of the human at-

las is regarded as
a hypapophysis

by those who hold that its body ankyloses with the axis
as the odontoid process of the latter.

hypargyrite (hip-ar'ji-nt), n. [< Gr. V7r6, tm-
der, -I- apyupof, silver, + -ite^.1 A massive vari-
ety of miargyrite obtained from Clausthal in the
Earz.
hyparterial (hip-ar-te'ri-al), a. [< Gr. iTrd, un-
der, + apnipla, artery.] Lyingbelow the artery,

as a bronchial tube.

hypaspist (hi-pas'pist), n. [< Gr. imaairujr^^, a
shiel(£bearer, armor-bearer, < iiraairil^eiv, serve
as shield-bearer, < iTrS, under, + aairlg, shield.]

In Gr. antlq., a shield-bearer or an armor-
bearer; an esqxure; in the Maeedonian army,
one of a royal guard of light-armed foot-sol-

diers, so called &om their shields.

hvpate (hip'a-te), n. [< L. hypate, < Gr. iK&Tt!

(so. x°P"^)> ^^ highest note as regards length
of string, but the lowest note as regards pitch,

fern, of ilrwaTOQ, highest, lowest, extreme, superl.

equiv. to imipTaroQ, superl. of iirip, over: see
hyper-.'] In ane. music, the first or lowest tone
in the lowest and in the next to the lowest tetra-

chords of the recognized system of tones, cor-

responding loosely to the modem B and E.
hypaton (hip'a-ton), n. [Gr. imarov, neut. of

iTrarof, highest': see fiypate.2 See tetrachord,.

hypazial (hi-pak'si-al), a. [< Gr. hz6, under,
+ L. axis.] In anat., beneath the vertebral
axis of the body ; situated on the ventral side of

or below the bodies of the vertebrse : opposed
to epcuxial,—Hypaxial muscles, those muscles lying
beneath the spinal column, on the ventral aspect of the
vertebral centra,

hypemia, n. An erroneous form of JiypTiemia.

Hypena (hi-pe'na), n. [NL. (Schrank, 1802),

< Gr. im^tj, the hair on the upper lip, mustache,
appar. < md, under, -I- -ijvri, perhaps = Skt. ana,

the part under the nose.] A genus of pyra-
hd moths, characterized by the small, rather

prominent head,
naked globose
eyes, simple an-
tennae, verylong
laterally com-
pressed palpi, a
projecting scaly
tuft on the
front, and un-
armed legs. It is
alarge andwide-spread genus, with over 100 species, large-

ly Asiatic and South American. H. proboseidiaHs is known
as the mout-moth, from the prominent palpi. H. hwmuh
is a hop-feeder in the United States. H. scabralis is a
common North American species whose larva feeds on
grass and clover.

Hypenidae (hi-pen'i-de), n. pi [NL., < Hypena
+ -idcB.] A family of moths, typified by the

genus Hypena, of the group Pyralidina. They
ave broad wings, the anterior ones often bearing tufts

of elevated scales, the anterior legs not tufted, palpi long
and ascending, and antennse in the male generally ciliate

or pubescent. It is an extensive group, of about 16 genera.

hyperi (hi'p6r), ». [Abbv. othypercritic] Ahy-
percritic. [Humorous and rare.]

Criticks I read on other Men,
And hypers upon them again.

Prior, Ep. to ¥. Shepherd, May 14, 1689.

hyper2 (hi'per), v. i. [Origin obscure.] To
move about actively; bustle. [Local, IT. S.]

' to bustle. "I must hyper about an' git tea."

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.
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hyper-. [= F. hyper- = Sp. hiper- = Pg. hyper-
= It. iper-, < L. hyper-, < Gr. inip, prep., over,
above, beyond, across, for, in behalf of, instead
of, about, concerning; prefix vKsp-, over, above
(in aU relations); = L. super, above, = AS.
ofer.E. over: see supe>--, over, over-.] A prefix
of Greek origin, meaning 'over,' and usually
implying transcendence or excess, it is freely
used as an English formative, often with only secondary
reference to the Greek. Specifically— («) In chem the
same as super-, indicating the highest of a series of com-
pounds: thus, hyperchlorie acid signifies the highest of
the series of chlorin acids, containing more oxygen than
chloric acid. The prefix per- is now generally used for
hyper-, as perchloric,permanganic, etc. (6) In andent and
medieval mmie: (1) Of intervals, measured upward- as-
cendmg

:
as, Ayperdiapente. (2) Of modes or scales, begin-nmg at a higher point, usually a perfect fourth above : op-

posed to hypo-. See hypo-, (c) In names of ecclesiastical
modes, a mere mark of distinction from thosewith the pre-
fix hypo- : thus, hyperdorian and Dorimi denoted the same
mode.

hyperabelian (hi'''p&r-a-bel'i-an), a. [< hyper-
+ Abelian'^.] In matll., similar to an Abelian
integral, function, or group, but more compli-
cated—Hyperabelian function, a function of two va-
nables connected with a discontinuous group of substitu-
tions of one of the following forms :

It „ ^^ +^ a'r,-f b'\

It „ a'l + b' a^ -f b \

\*'^' C',-(-d'' c ( +d)
h^peracanthosis (hi-per-ak-an-tho'sis), n. [<
Gr. mrep, over, + aimvBa, spine, + -osis.] Hy-
pertrophy of the stratum spinosum of the epi-
dermis.
hyperacidity (hi"per-a-sid'i-ti), n. [< Gr. vTTEjo,

over, -t- E. acidity, q. v.] "fexcessive acidity.

hyperactivity (lu"p6r-ak-tiv'i-ti), n. [< Gr.
vKcp, over, + E. activity, q. v.]' Over-activity;
excessive energy.

Organs which are in a state of hyperactivity easily be-
come diseased. Medical News, LIL 608.

hyperacuity (hi^pSr-a-ku'l-ti), n. [< Gr. vTTsp,

over, + B. acuity, q.'v.] Morbid acuteness.
A case of alleged hypnotic hyperaauity of vision.

Mind, XIL 154.

hyi>eracusis (hi'^per-a-ku'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
virep, over, + oKovaig, hearing, < dicovetv, hear: see
acoiistic.] In^oi/ioJ., excessive acuteness of the
sense of hearing.

hyiJeracuteness (hi"p6r-a-kut'nes), n. [< Gr.
invep, over, -1- E. aouteness, q. v.] Excessive
acuteness.

Subtlety and hyperaeuteness were the bane of Scholas-
ticism, and, by disgusting all serious minds, greatly con-
tributed towards its overthrow.

F. Wintertm, Mind, XIIL 389.

hyperadenosis fhi-p6r-ad-e-n6'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. imep, over, -4- aSfiv (aSev-), a gland, + -osis.]

In^flii7joZ.,theenlargement of lymphatic glands,
as in Hodgkin's disease.

hyperemia, hyperaemic. See hyperemia, etc.

hyperaeolian, hyperaeolic (hi-p6r-e-6'li-an,
-ol'ik). See under mode.
hypersesthesia (hi'''p6r-es-the'si-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. ivip, over, + aladriatQ, the faculty of sen-

sation: see cesfhesia.] In pathol., excessive

sensibility; exalted sensation. Also hyperes-

Hypena scabralis. natural size.

To such a degree has this hypercesthesia been observed

that patients have been known to scream violently when
the skin has been only touched.
F. B. Winslow, Obscure Diseases of the Brain and Mind, xx.

hyperaesthetic, a. See hyperesthetic.

hyperalgesia (hi"p6r-al-je'si-a), n. I^NL. , < Gr.

msp, over, + cAyriais, sense of pain, < alyelv, feel

pain.] In pathol., an abnormally great sensi-

tiveness to pain.

hyperalgesic (ha"per-al-je'sik), a. [< hyperal-

gesia + -Jc] Pertaining to or exhibiting hy-

peralgesia.

hyperalgia (M-per-al'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. virkp,

over, + alyoQ, pain.] Hyperalgesia.

hyperaphic (hi-per-af'ik), a. [< Gr. hrip, over,

+ aff), touch, < airrecv, touch.] Jnpathol., hav-

ing excessive sensitiveness to touch. Thomas,

Med. Diet.

hyperapophyses, n. Plural of hyperapophysis.

hyperapophysiai (hi-per-ap-o-fiz 'i-al) , a. [< hy-

perapophysis + -al.] In anat., pertaining to or

having the character of a hyperapophysis.

hyperapophysis (hi'»'p6r-a-pof'i-sis), m.; pi. hy-

perapophyses (-sez). [NL., < Gr. vTrkp, over, +
aird^vai^, a process: see apophysis.] A baek-

wardly projecting process of the neural spine

of a vertebra.

It is possible, however, for a neural spine to send back

a pair of processes Qiyperapophysei), as in Galago, etc.,

embracing the neural spine next below.
Mivart, Elem. Anat., p. 45.

hyperbola

hyperaspist (hi-per-as'pist), n. [< Gr. vTrepaa.

Kiariif, one who holds a shield over, a protector,
< iwepcujiriieiv, cover with a shield, < virep, over,
-t- dcTTTtf, a shield. Cf. hypaspist.] In Gr. an-
tiq., one who protected another engaged in
fighting by holding a shield over him; hence, a
protector or defender.

I appeal to any indifferent reader, whether C. M. be not
by his hyperaspist forsaken in the plain field.

Chillingworth, Works (ed. 1704), p. 26.

Such an opinion, if it should meet with peevish oppo-
sites on the one side, and confident hyperaspists on the
other, might possibly make a sect

Jer. yaj/ior.Works (ed. 1835), II. 326.

hyperbata, «. Plural of hyperhaton.
hyperbatic (M-p6r-bat'ik), a. [< Gr. ineplSaTt-
K6g, delighting in hyperbata, < vwepPaTm/, hyper-
baton: Bee hyperbaton.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of the figure hyperbaton; transposed; in-
verted.

hyperbatically(hi-per-bat'i-kal-l), adv. By
the figure hyperbaton ; by transposiuon or in-
version.

hyperbaton (hi-p6r'ba-ton), n.; pi. hyperbata
(-ta). [L., < Gr. virEpjlaTd;, transposed, verbal
adj. of wepjSaivew, step over, < virep, over, -I-

paivetv, go.] In gram, and rhet. : (a) A figure
consisting in departure from the customary or-
der by placing a word or phrase in an unusual
position in a sentence ; transposition or inver-
sion, especially of a bold or violent sort. Hy-
perbaton is principally used for emphasis : as, " Great is

Diana of the Ephesians" (Acts xix. 28), for "Diana of the
Ephesians is great," It also frequently serves to facilitate

clearness of connection between clauses. In ancient Greek
and Latin literature it was in constant use to produce a
rhythmical effect in sentences by arranging words on met-
rical ratherthan syntactical principles. It is mostfrequent-
ly used in poetry, being one of the principal means of differ-
entiating poetic diction from that of prose ; but it is by no
means rare in oratory in passages of an especially earnest
or passionate character, and it is verycommon in excited or
vehement conversation. Also called ira/ection. Seesynchy-
«is- (6) An instance or example of such trans-
position.

hyperbola (hi-per'bo-ia), n. [=P. hyperbole
= Sp. hip&rbola = Vg. Tiiyperbole = It. iperbola,

< NL. hyperbola, < Gr. imepPoXii, the conic section
hyperbola (so called by Apollonius because the
side of the rectangle on the abscissa equal to the
squareofthe ordinate overlaps thelatusrectum)
(see ellipse), lit. excess (see hyperbole), < iirep-

PaXKsLv, throw over, exceed, < mip, over, + p&7i^

/Ujv,throw.] 1 . A curve formed by the intersec-
tion of a planewith a double cone—that is, with
two similar cones placed vertex to vertex, so
that one is the continuation of the other. If the
plane cuts only one of the cones, the section is a circle, an
ellipse, or a parabola ; but if both cones are cut, the section
is a hyperbola. A hyperbola may be formed by throwing
upon a table the shadow of a
ball the top of which is high-
er than the source of light.

It has two asymptotes. If

through any point of the
curve lines be drawn paral-
lel to the asymptotes, the
parallelogram so formed will
be of constant area for any
given hyperbola. The point
of intersection of the asymp-
totes is the center of the hy-
perbola, and is equidistant
from the two intersections of
any line through it with the
hyperbola. The two lines

through the center bisectmg
the angles of the asymptotes
are the lines of the axes of the
hyperbola, and the curve is

symmetrical with respect to each of these. One of these
lines cuts the curve, and the points of intersection are
called the vertices of the hyperbola. The line between the
vertices is the major or transverse axis of the hyperbola.
If from the vertices lines be drawn parallel to the two
asymptotes, the two points at which these lines will meet
wUl be the extremities of the minor or conjugate axis.

Although the axes bear these names, the minor may be
longer than the major axis. The equation of the hyper-
bola, referred to its center and axes, is

The/oci of the hyperbola are two points on the line of the
transverse axis distant from the center as far as the ver-

tices are from the extremities of the conjugate axis. If

from any point of the cui-ve lines be drawn to the two
foci, the diilerence of the lengths of these lines is con-
stant for any given hyperbola, and the angle between
them is bisected by the tangent at that point. The eccen-

tricity of the hyperbola is the secant of half the angle be-
tween the asymptotes. The parameter or latus rectum
of a hyperbola is a chord through the focus perpendicular

- to the transverse axis.

2. An algebraic curve having asymptotes great-

er in numberby one than its order. Thismean-
ing was introduced by Newton Acute hyper-
bo^, a hyperbola which lies in the acute angle between
its asymptotes.—Ambigenal, angulneal, etc., hyperbo-
la. See the adjectives.— Circumscribed hyperbola,
a hyperbola that crosses both asymptotes.^Common or

Hyperbola.

DBE, GAH, are opposite
branches of a hyperbola ; F.
f.iozi', C, center: AB, trans-
verse axis ; a^, conjugate axis

;

NCP, a diameter.



hyperbola

conic hyperbola, a hyperbola proper, defined under (let. 1,

above.—CODjugate hyperbolas, two hyperbolas having
common asymptotes, the transverse axis of either being
the conjugate axis of the other.—Cubical hyperbola.
See cttiiicoJ.—Deficient or defective hyperbola. See
de/Ectent.—Equilateral hyperbola, a hyperbola whose
a^nnptotes are at right angles to one another, and whose
axes are consequenfly equal.—Focal hyperbola. See
/ocot— Infinite hyperbola, a hyperbola in the New-
tonian sense. See def. 2, above.—Inscribed hyperbola,
a hyperbolawhich does not cross its asymptotes.—Loga-
ritlunic hsrperbola, the section of a right cylinder hav-
ing a hyperbola as its base by a paraboloid. This name
was given by Booth in 1861.—Nodated hyperbola. See
nodoted.-Obtuse hyperbola, a hyperbola which lies in
the obtuse angle between its asymptotes.—Pitch hyper-
bola, a hyperbola the inverse squares of whose diameters
are proportional to the pitch of the parallel generators of
the c;^llndroid whose generators are the possible screws
of a rigid body having two degrees of freedom.

hyperbolseon (hi"per-bo-le'ou), n. See tetra-

cnord.

hyperbole (hi-p6r'bo-le), n. [= P. hyperbole=
Sp. hip6rhole= Pg. Hyperbole= It. iperbole, < L.
hyperbole, < Gr. ii^EppoTJj, excess, overstrained
phrase, etc. : see i^jrperftote, the same word with
aceom. L. termination.] In rhet., an obvious
exaggeration ; an extravagant statement or as-

sertion not intended to be understood liter-

aUy.

"When we speake in the superlatiue and beyond the
limttes of credil^ that is by the figure which the Greeks
call Hiperbole. Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 159.

Three-pil'd hyperboles, spruce affectation.

Figures pedantical.' Shah., L. L. L., v. 2.

No cit^ brings better home to us than Kagusa the East-
ern hyperbole of cities great and fenced up to heaven.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 226.

=Syn. See exaggeration.

hyperbolic (M-per-bol'ik), a. [= F. hyper-

boUque = Sp. hiperbdlieo = Pg. hyperboUco = It.

iperboUco, < L. hyperbolieus, < Gr. in-cp/3o/UKi5f,

extravagant, < mrepPoTJi, hyperbole : see hyper-

bole. In mod. use the adj. goes, also with hy-
perbola.'] 1. Pertaining to or of the nature
of hyperbole ; obviously exaggerating or exag-
gerated.

Among the Zulus the hyperbolic compliment to the
king, "Thou who art as high as the mountains," passes
from the form of simile into the form of metaphor when
he is addressed as "You Mountain."

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 401.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of the hyper-
bola.—3. Having a pair of real points at in-

finity. Thus, hyperbolic epaxe is so called because in it

every right line has two real points at infinity ; so hy-

perbolic tran^ormaUon, substitution, etc.—Hyperbolic
amplitude of any quantity. See amplitude.— Hyper-
bolic arc, an arc of the hyperbola.—Hyperbolic conoid.
See conoidi, 1 (a).—Hjrperbolic curvature, function,
geometry, etc. See the nouns.—Hyperbolic cylin-

droid, a solid generated b^ the rotation of a hyperbola
about its conjugate axis. Sir C. Wren.—H}[perbOlic leg
or branch of a curve, a leg or branch having an asymp-
tote or asymptotes.—Hyperbolic logarithm, a natural

logarithm, or one whose base is 2.7182818. See loga-

rithm.—Hyperbolic singularity of a function, an essen-

tial siugulanty : so called because such singularities of a
theta !^chsian function are connected with hyperbolic

substitutions of the fundamental Euchsian group.—Hy-
perbolic space, a space in which the sum of the three

angles of a friangle would be less than two right angles.—

Hyperbolic spiral, a spiral curve the law of which is

that the distance from the pole to the generatrix varies

inversely as the distance swept over.

hyperbolical (hi-per-bol'i-kal), a. [< hyper-

bolic + -aZ.] 1. Same as hyperbolic, 1.

You shout me forth

In acclamations hyperbolical.

As if I loved my little should be dieted
In praises sauced with lies. Shak., Cor., L 9.

The shewes in our Lady street being so hyperbolical in
pomp that day that it exceeded the rest bymany degrees.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 38.

I have a hyperbolical tongue ; it catches fire as it goes.
Qeorge Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 243.

2. Same as hyperbolic, 2. [Rare.]

hyperbolically (hi-per-bol'i-kal-i), adv. 1.

In a hyperbolic manner; with obvious exag-
geration ; in a manner to express more or less

than the truth.

. hyperbolically described by Homer as in-

Broome.
Scylla is

accessible.

Created natures allow of swelling hyperboles ; nothing
can be said hyperbolicdlly of God.

Sir T. Broume, Christ. Mor., iii. 2.

2. In the form of a hyperbola.

hyperboliform (M-p6r-bol'i-f6rm), a. [= P.
hyperboliforme ; as hyperbola + -form.'] Hav-
ing the form of a hyperbola of a higher kind.

hyperbolise, v. See hyperbolize.

hyperbolismi (M-p^r'bo-Uzm), n. [< hyi^erbo-

ui + 4sm.] In geom., a curve the equation of

which is derived from that of another curve by
writing xy for y.

hsrperbolism^ (hi-p6r'bo-lizm), n. [= P. ky-

perholisme; as hyperbole + -ism,] The use of
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hyperbole; the character of being hyperboli-
cal.

The hyperbolisms of the oriental style.

Horsley, Works, I. v.

hyperbolist (U-per'bo-list), n. [= Pg. hyper-

bolista; as hyperbole + -ist.] One who uses hy-
perbole.

hyperbolize (hi-p6r'bo-liz), v.; pret. and pp.
hyperbolized, ppr. hyperbolizing. [= P. hyper-

boliser = Sp. hiperbolizar ; as hyperbole + -ize.]

1. intrans. To use hyperbole ; speak or write

with obvious exaggeration.

The Spanish traveller . . . was so habituated to hyper-
bolize . . . and relate wonders that he became ridiculous.

Howell, Forreine Travell, xiv.

II. trans. To exaggerate ; represent or speak
of in a hyperboUoal manner.

Vain people hyperbolizing his fact, ... he grew by
their flattery into that madness of conceit

Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 203.

Also spelled hyperbolise.

hyperbolograph (hi-per-bol'o-graf), n. [< Gr.

vneppoyi, hyperbola, + ypifnv, write.] An in-

strument for the description or drawing of hy-
perbolas.

hyperboloid (M-p6r'b6-loid), n. [< Gr. vTiep-

^o'Mi, hyperbola, + eHof, form.] 1. A quadric
surface naving a center not at infinity, and
some of its plane sections hyperbolas. There
are two kinds of hyperboloid, those of one and of two
sheets. The hyperboloid of one sheet has a real inter-

section with every plane in space ; that of two sheets

has only imaginary intersections with some planes. In
either case aU the plane sections perpendicular to one of

the axes are ellipses, and those perpendicular to either of

the others are hyperbolas.

2. A hyperbola of a higher order.

hyperboloidal (hi-p6r-bo-loi'dal), a. [< hyper-

boloid + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a hyperboloid.

The crests of the teeth of a skew-bevel wheel are paral-

lel to the generating straight line of the hyperboloidal

pitch-surface. W. J. M. Hankine, Encyc. Brit., XV. 769.

hyperborean (hi-per-bo're-an), a. and n. [=
P. hyperborien, < LL. Syperboreanus, < L. hyper-

boreus, adj. (> It. iperboreo = Pg. hyperboreo =
Sp. hiperbdreo = P. hyperborSe), Hyperborei, n.

pl.,< Gr. vwepPdpeog, iwepl36peio;, adj., beyond the
north wind, '"firep^dpsoi, n. pi., the Hyperbore-
ans, an imaginary people in the extreme north,

< mep, over, beyond, + ^opsac, the north wind
(perhaps orig. the 'mountain' wind, 'Tn-ep/Sii-

peot, the people 'beyond the (Khipsean) moun-
tains'): see hyper-, Boreas, and oread.] I, a.

1. Situated in or inhabiting the far north: as,

the hyperborean regions; a hyperborean race;
the hyperborean phalarope.

From hyperborean skies,

Embodied dark, what clouds of Vandals rise I

Pope, Dunciad, iii. 86.

Hence— 2. Very cold; frigid.

The more chilly and pinching hyperborean atmosphere
in which they have grown up and been formed.

Craik, Hist. Eng. lit., I. 6.

3. [,cap.] Of or pertaining to the imaginary
race of Hyperboreans.—4. Arctic.

The first, or Hyperborean group (of the Native Kaces of
the Pacific States), comprises the tribes of Alaska and a
part of British America, and includes races perfectly dis-

tinct from one another. if. A. Bev., CXX. 37.

II. n. [cap.] 1. An inhabitant of the most
northern region of the earth, in early Greek legend
the Hyperboreans were a people who lived beyond the
north wind, and were not exposed to its blasts, but enjoyed
a land of perpetual sunshine and abundant fruits. They
were free from disease, violence, and war. Their naturid
life lasted 1,000 years, and was spent in the worship of
Apollo. In later times the Orceins gave the name to the
inhabitants of northern countries generally.

2. pi. In ethnol., a group of arctic races.

hyperbrachycephalic (hi-p6r-brak"i-se-fal'ik

or hi-p6r-brak-i-sef'a-lik), a. [As hyperbraehy-
eephal-y+ -ic] Extremely brachycephalio ; ex-
hibiting hyperbrachycephaly.
hyperbrachycephaly (hi-p6r-brak-i-sef'a-li),
n. [< hyper- + brachycephaly.] In erariiom.,

extreme brachycephaly; the character of a
skull of which the cranial index is over 85.

See craniometry.

hyperbranchial (hi-p6r-brang'ki-al), a. [< Gr.
mep, over, + fip&yxia, gills.] Situated over the
gills or branchiBB : as, the hyperbranchial groove
of the pharynx of a laneelet.

hyper-Calvinist (hi-p6r-kal'vin-ist), n. See

hypercriticize

Gr. virepKaTi^KTOC, < vwip, over, beyond, + koto-

7i!IKT6g, stopping off: see catalectic] In pros.r

having an additional syllable or half-foot (the-

sis or arsis) after the last complete dipody: as,

a hypercatalectic colon or verse. The epithet hy-

percatalectic, like brachycatalectic, is applicable to thosfr

meters only which are scanned by dipodles- that is, to

iambic, trochaic, anapestic, and occasionally and excep-

tionally to dactylic meters.

hypercatalexis(M-p6r-kat-a-lek'sis), n. [NL.,

< Gr. iwep, over, beyond,+ Karahi^tg, an ending,,

termination, catalexis : see catalexis.] In pros.,

excess of a final syllable or half-foot after the

last measure in a series or line measured by
dipodies. In classical poetry hypercatalexis is found
as the apparent excess of an arsis (metrically unaccented
part of a foot) at the end of one colon or series, the arsis,

at the beginning of the next being wanting ; so that if

such an arsis be reckoned to the second colon, all the-

measures would be complete : thus, v/ — w-|w_»./_|
-II---I

hypercatharsis (hi"p6r-ka-thar'sis), n. [NL.,

< Gr. iTTepKddapaic, excessive purging^ < inepKa-

0aipsaBai, be purged excessively, < iivep, over, +
KoBalpeiv, cleanse, pvirge, > KdBaptri^, a purging:
see catharsis, cathartic.] In tned., an excessive

purging ; action of the bowels excited by a vio-

lent cathartic.

hypercathartic (hi"p6r-ka-thar'tik), a. and n.

[< Gr. iwkp, over, -t- KaBaprucdi, purging (see

cathartic), after hypercatharsis.] I. a. Per-
taining to or of the nature of hypercatharsis.

II. n. A medicine which produces excessive

[< hyper- +

hypercardia (hi-p^r-kar'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vnip, over, + KapSia, heart.] In jjatfto^, hyper-
trophy of the heart. ~
hypercatalectic (hi-pfer-kat-a-lek'tik), a. [<

L. hypereatalecticus, equiv. to'hypercatalectus, <

purging.
hyperchloric (hi-p6r-kl6'rik), a.

chloric] Same as perchloric.

hyperchromasia (m'pSr-kro-ma'si-a,), n. [< Gr.
vwip, over, -I- ;i;pti/ia, color.] A pathological con-
dition marked by excess of pigment.
hyperchromatism (M-p^r-kro'ma-tizm), n. [<
Gr. virip, over, + xpa/ia(T-), color, + -ism.] A
state ofunusually heightened or intensified col-

oration, as that of melanism or erythrism, in an
animal.

hypercinesia, hypercinesis, etc. See liyper-

kinesis, etc.

hypercomplex (hi-p6r-kom' picks), a. [< hy-
per- + complex.] Composed of a number of
imaginaries or complex quantities. Thus, a quan-
tity ai -t- 6? -f , etc., where a, b, etc., are complex scalars,

while i, j, etc., are peculiar units, having their proper
multiplication-table, is a hypercomplex quantity.

hyperconic (hi-p6r-kon'ik), a. [< hyper- +
conic] In math., relating to the intersection

of two surfaces of the second order.

hypercoracoid (hi-p6r-kor'a-koid), n. [< Gr.
mip, over, + E. coracoid.] "The upper of the
two bones of typical fishes interposed between
the actinosts or fin-bearing elements and the
proscapula or principal bone of the scapular
arch. Called by Cuvier radial, by Owen ulna,

and by later naturalists scapula. See cut imder
scapulo-coracoid.

hypercritic (hi-p6r-krit'ik), n. [= P. hyper-

critique = It. iperoriUco; as hyper- + critic]

One who is critical beyond measure or reason

;

an over-rigid critic ; a captious censor.

hypercritical (hi-p6r-krit'i-kal), a. [< hyper-

+ critical. Cf. hypercritic] 1. Excessively
or captiously critical; judging adversely from
trivial or irrelevant considerations ; unduly fin-

ical or unjustly severe in judgment.

Such hypercritical readers will consider my business
was to make a body of refined sayings, only taking care to

produce them in the most natural manner. Swift.

I take the official oath to-day with no mental reserva-

tions, and with no purpose to construe the Constitution
or laws by any hypercritical rules.

A. Lincoln, First Inaugural Address.

2. Excessively exacting or scrupulous. [Rare.]

We are yet far from imposing . . . these nice and Aj/-

jiercnittcat punctilios, which some astrologers . . . oblige
our Gardners to. Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, Int.

hypercritically (hi-p6r-krit'i-kal-i), adv. In

a hypercritical manner; vsith excessive criti-

cism.

We cannot afford to speak contemptuously of any sort
of knowledge, and God forbid that we should speak con-
temptuously or hypercritically of any honest worker.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 13.

hypercriticise, v. t. See hypercriticize.

hypercriticism (U-p6r-krit'i-sizm), n. [< hy-
per- + criticism.] Excessively minute or se-

vere criticism.

To insist on points like these is mere hypercriticism..
Scotsman (newspaper).

hypercriticize, hypercriticise (M-pfer-krit'i-
siz), v. t.; pret. and pp. hypercriticized, hy-
percriticised, ppr. hypercritieizing, hypercriti-



hypercriticize

eising. [< hyper- + criUeize, criUme.l To crit-

icize with excessive severity; criticize cap-
tiously.

hyperCTCle (lu'p6r-si-kl), n. [< Gr. inzip, over,
+ KifcXog, circle.] A plane curve of the sixth
order and fourth class having the line at infin-

ity as a double tangent, which possesses the
property that two pairs of tangents to it may
be so taken that, whatever fifth tangent be con-
sidered, the two circles inscribed or escribed
in the two triangles formed each with one of
the pairs of fixed tangents and the variable
tangent have their points of contact with the
latter at a constant distance, it is necessaiy that
these circles and tangents be described in definite direc-
tions, In order to choose properly between the inscribed
and escribed circles,

hyperdeterminant (hi'pfer-df-tfer'mi-naiit), a.

and n. [< hyper- + determmant.'] t, a. In
math., invariantive.

II. n. In math., an invariant. This word, ori-

giaallyused byCayley from 1845 to 1852, is now
replaced by invariant.

byperdiapason (ha-p6r-di-a-pa'zon), n. [< Gr.
mkp, over, + diairaaav, diapason: see diapason.']

In ana. music, the interval of the octave when
measured upward; a superoctave.

byperdiapente (hi-per-(U-a-pen'te), n. [< Gr.
mip, over, + Si&izsvte, diapente : see diapente.]

In anc. mttsic, the interval of a perfect fifth

when measured upward.
hyperdiatessaron (lu-p6r-di-a-tes'a-ron), n.

[< Gr. vTuip, over, + oiaTeaadpuv, diatessaron:
see diatessaron.'] In anc. music, the interval
of a perfect fourth when measured upward.
byperdiazeuxis (lu-p6r-da-a-zub'sis), n. [<
Gr. vTrip, over, + did^ev^ig, diazeiixis: see dia-

inevais.] In anc. music, the separation of two
tetrachords by the interval of an octave, as
between the nypatou and the hyperbolseon.
See tetrachord.

hyperdistributive (hi'''p6r-dis-trib'u-tiv), a.

and n. [< hyper- + distributive.] I. a. Having
tiie distributive property as extended to sev-

eral variables simultaneously. Thus, if

the function, operation, or symbol, I", is said to be hyper-
distributive.

II. n. A hyperdistributive function.

byperditonos (hi-per-dit'o-nos), n. [< Gr.

mip, over, + dirovov, the major third: see di-

tone.] In anc. music, the interval of a major
third when measured upward.
byperdorian (hi-p6r-d6'ri-an), a. [< hyper- +
Dorian.] See under mode.
byperdoric (hi-p6r-dor'ik), a. [< hyper- +
Boric.] See under mode.
byperdmia (hi"p6r-du-li'a.),re. [NL.,< Gr. iwSp,

beyond, + dovTteia, service: see dulia.] The
worship offered by Eoman Catholics to the

Virgin Mary: so called because it is high-

er than that given to other saints, which is

known as ^Zia,. while the worship due to God
alone is called latria. See dulia. Also hyper-

duty.

byperdulical (M-p6r-dii'li-kal), a. [< hyper-

dulia + -dc-at] Of the nature of hyperdulia.

byperduly (hi'p6r-du-]i), n. [< F. hyperduUe,

< NL. hyperdulia, q. v.] Same as hyperdulia.

byperdynamic yd'per-di-nam'ik), a. [< Gr.

mep6vvafiog, of higher power, < ijrip, over, + ov-

va/u(, power: see dynamic] lapathol., char-

acterized by excessive violence or excitement,

as the vital powers in some kinds or states of

hypereliiptic (hi'^pSr-e-li^'tik), a. [< hyper- +
elliptic, q. v.] Transcending what is elliptic—

Hypereliiptic curve, a curve whose Cartesian ooo™-
nates are expressible rationallyby a parameter. A, and the

square root of an entire function, QA, of degree 2» + ^
where p is the class of the curve.—HypereUlPtlC lunc-

tlon, a function arising from the conversion of hypereliip-

tic integrals in the same manner in which elliptic func-

tions arise from the conversion of elliptic integrals.—

Hypereliiptic integral, the integral of the square root

of an integral function higher than the fourth degree.

byperemesis (hi-p6r-em'e-sis), n. [< G-r. imip,

over, + i/tsatf, vomiting: see emesis^.] mpa-
thol., excessive vomiting.
byperemetic (hi'/pSr-e-mefik), a. [< hypereme-

sis, after emetic, q. v.] Pertaining to or ailectea

with hyperemesis.
^ . .

byperemia, hypereemia (hi-p6r-e mi-a)> **•

[NL. hyperwmia,< Gr. as if "hrepaifiia (ef.mepai-

lum), have overmuch blood), < ii^^P, over,+ aijia,

blood.] In patlwl., an excessive accumulation

of blood in any part of the body.—Active or ar-

terial mrperemla, excess of blood due to dUatation oi

the artmoles, the velocity of the current being increased.
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— Passive or venous hyperemia, excess of Blood due
to obstruction of the outflow through the veins, the ve-
locity of the current being diminished.
byperemic, byperaemic (hi-per-e'mik), a. [<
hyperemia, hypercemia, + -ic] Inpathol., affect-
ed with hyperemia.
byperestbesia, n. See hypercesthesia.
byperestbesic (hi"p6r-es-the'sik), a. [< hyper-
estiwsia + 4c.] Same as hyperestheUc.

EypercBsthetic states. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 839.

byperestbesis (hi-'per-es-the'sis), n. Same as

byperkinetic

byperestbetic,hyperaestbetic(hi"p6r-es-thet'-
ik), a. [< hypercBsthesis, after esthetic, q. v.]
Morbidly sensitive; affected with hypersesthe-
sia. Also hyperesthesic.

The disorder [neuralgic dysmenorrhea] < . . is gener-
ally associated with a highly susceptible nervous temper-
ament, which may be defined as the hypercesthetic tem-
perament. M. Barnes, Dis. of Women, p. 195.

A sleepy, phlegmatic creature will get up from bed in
half the time it takes your hyperaisthetio patient to find
himself among all the confusion of worries he has drawn
around hun, and to shake himself free from them.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIL 923.

byperfucbsian (hi-pSr-fSk'si-an), a. [< hyper-
+ Fuchsian.] In math., resulting from an ex-
tension of the properties of the Fuchsian group
or function— Hyperfuchslan function, a function of
two variableswith afour-dimensional fundamental sphere
as its natural limit, and connected with the discontinuous
group of substitutions

/ ax-HbyH-c a^x+lify-|-o;\

V Ax-fBy-fC' Ax-1-By-l-C/"

Hyperfuchslan group. See groups.

bypergenesis (hi-per-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. iirip,

over,+ yiveaiQ, generation.] Excessive produc-
tion.

bypergenetic (hi"p6r-je-net'ik), a. [< hypergen-
esis, after genetic] Pertaining to or character-
ized by hypergenesis.
bypergeometric (hi-pfer-je-o-met'rik), a. [<
hyper- + geometric] Eesulting from an exten-
sion of the properties of the geometric series.

—Hypergeometrlc function, the function expressed by
a bypergeometric series, or by the equation

*a;-dny/d!C»H^s\—1)" \ (A.—k—IJn-k^-'-iai-l-
Ok

(_

(A—k—l)ii-k-l i/.n-k-lx Uky/da* = 0,

where ^x and if>« are integral functions of the nth and
(m—l)th degrees respectively, and A is a constant.—Hy-
pergeometrlc series. Same as Gaussian series (which
see, under Gaussian).

bypergeusia (M-per-ga'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
mep, over, + yevaiQ, the sense of taste, < jeveiv,

taste.] HypersBsthesia of the sense of taste.

byperbexapod (hi-p6r-hek'sa-pod), a. and n.

[< Gr. virip, over, + i^dnovg, six-footed.] I, a.

Having more than six legs, as an arthropod;
pertaining to the Hyperhexapoda, or having
their characters.

II. n. One of the Syperhexapoda.
Hyperbexapoda (hi*per-hek-sap'o-da), n. pi.

[NL.: seehyperhexapod.] Arthropodswithmore
than three pairs of legs ; the crustaceans, araeh-

nidans, and myriapods.
byperbidrosis,byperidrosis(hi"per-hi-dr6'sis,
-i-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. i^rep, over, -t- ISpaatg,

perspiration: see hidrosis.] lapathol., exces-

sive sweating.
Eyperia (hi-pe'ri-a), n. [NL.] The typical

genus of the family",Hjfpmi(i«.

Hypericese (M-per-is'f-e), n.pl. [NL.,< Hype-
ricum + -em.] £ tribe of plants of the natural

order Syperioinece, containing the genera Sy-
perieum and Ascyrum. They are characterized

by having the capsule septicidal, seeds not

winged, and smcJoth jietals.

Hypericinese (hi"per-i-sin'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.

P. de Candolle, 1824),< Hypericum + -in- + -em.]

A natural order of plants, of which the genus

Hypericum is the type. It contains 8 genera and 210

species. They are herbs, shrubs, or (rarely) trees, with

simple, opposite (rarely whorled) leaves, which are often

dotted with resinous glands. They have terminal or axd-

laiy. solitary, cymose or paniculate flowers, usually yellow

or white, with 5 sepals and usually B petals, and the numer-

ous stamens usuallyunited into 3 or 5 bundles at their base.

Also called Hypericacece, Hyperiecece, Byperiairux.

Hypericum (hi-pe-ri'kum, usually M-per i-

kum), rt,. [L., also hypericon, < Gr. mripeiKov

(also hripiiwv), neut., iTzipumg, fem., St.-John's-

wort, < iurd, under, + kpeiiai, also eplio], L. erice,

heath, heather: see Erica.] 1 . A large genus of

plants, the type of the natural order Hyperici-

nem, containing about 160 species, very gener-

ally distributed over the earth, characterized

by having pentamerous flowers with the sta-

mens commonly clustered into 3 to 5 parcels.

Branch otMyfericum aureutn, with
tiower and young fruit.

a, cluster of stamens ; b, fruit.

They are herbs or shrubs with cymose yellow flowers. R.
perforatum, or St.-John's-wort, is a small species, whicb
derives Its speciflc
name from the fact
that the pellucid
dots common to the
leaves of most of the
species are in it

peculiarly conspicu-
ous, so as to give
the leaf the appear-
ance of being per-
forated. It is a na-
tive of Europe, now
extensively natural-
ized in the United
States. n.Ascyron,
the great St. -John's-
wort of the eastern
United States, is a
tall shrubby plant
with pods an inch or
more long. H. Kal-
mianum, Ealm's
St.-John's-wort^ is a
bushy shrub 1 to 6
feet high, growing
along the northern lakes. H. nudicaule is the orange-
grass or pineweed, common in sandy flelds. H. imiiUum,
the dwari St,-John'S'Wort, only 8 to inches high, is com-
mon in low grounds everywhere in the eastern United
States. H, AndroscBmurfi, the tutsan or tutsan hypericum,
is a somewhat woody species of southern Europe and cen-
tral Asia. From its succulent capsule, which turns red
and then black, it is placed by some in a separate genus.
It was once considered a panacea. H. quadran^ulwm of
Europe is the St.-Peter's-wort or hard-hay, B. aureum is

a handsome species of the southern United States.

2. [2. c] A plant of this genus.

BypericuTn all bloom, so thick a swarm
Of flow'rs, like flies clothing her slender rods,
That scarce a leaf appears, Cowper, Task, vL 165-

byperideation (hi-per-i-df-a'shgn), n. [< hy-
per- + ideation.] Excessive mental activity;

restlessness of mind.
byperidrosis, n. See hyperhidrosis.

HyperiidaB (hi-pe-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hype-
ria + 4dm.] A family of amphipod crusta-

ceans, typified by the genus Hyperia. They have
a large subglobular head, large latem eyes, straight an-
tennie, palps to mandibles, the last five pairs of pereio-

pods ambulatorial, and the seventh pair not transform*
ed. £«presentatives occur in almost all seas. Also Hy-
perina.

Hyperiidea (hi"per-i-id'e-a), n.pl. [NL., < Hy-
peria + -idea.] A tribe or superfamily of am-
phipod crustaceans, having a free head, largo
lateral eyes, maxillipeds coalesced Into a kind
of operculum, uropods natatorial, and telson
undivided. It contains 16 families, ofwhich the
most important is the Hyperiidm.
byperinosis (M"per-i-n6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
vircp, over, + if (iv-), strength, fiber, -H -osis.]

lapathol., a condition of the blood in which it

forms on clotting an unusual amount of fibrin:

opposed to hypinosis.

byperinotic (hi"per-i-not'ik), a. [< NL. hype-

rinosis {-ot-) + -ic] Pertaining to or charac-
terized by hyperinosis.

byperioniau (M"p6r-i-6'ni-an), a. [< hyper- +
Ionian.] See under mode.
byperionic (hi"per-i-on'ik), a. [< hyper- +
Ionic] Same as hyperionian.

byperite (M'pe-rit), n. [Short for hypersthen-
ite.] A name"given at various times and by
various writers to rocks of very uncertain and
indeterminate character. Some of the rooks desig-

nated as hyperite belong with diabase, and others with
diorite. Some writers have used hyperite as the equiva-
lent of hypersthenite. The latest use of it, and that adopts
ed by Eosenbusoh, is by Tomebohm, who designates under
the name of hyperite a rock intermediate in character be-
tween normal gabbro and olivin gabbro. Also called hy-
perstheiie gabbro.

byperjacobian (hi"per-ia-k6'bi-an), a. [< hy-

per- + Jacobian.] In math., derived from a
complication of the idea of a Jacobian surface

or curve, if U = O is a surface of degree n, and i(> = 0,

1^ = 0, etc., are surfaces of the same degree in, generally
different from n, if DiU = u, DyU = v, DzU = w, DtU =
k, Ds* = a, Dytj) = 6, Dz(/> = c, Dti(> = d, Dii(< = a', IW" = V,
etc., and if A, A', etc., be symbols of any higher aeriva-

fives, let tlie following maMx be formed

:

u, V, w, h, AU, A'U, . . .

a, b, c, d, A(^, A'^, . . .

a', V, d, d', Ai((, A'i/(, . . .

This matrix must have one more column than it has rows.
From this two independent determinants may be formed

;

and these being equated to zero give the equations to the

hyperjacoMan surfaces of the system, while their inter-

section is the hyperjacobian curve.

bjmerkinesis, bypercinesis (hi^p6r-ki-ne'sis,

-si-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. inrip, over, + idviiatg,

movement, < Kwetv, move.] In pathol., abnor-

mal amount of muscular action ; spasmodic ac-

tion; spasm. Also hyperUnesia, hyperdnesia.

byperkmetic, byperemetic (hi'per-H-net'ik,

-si-net'ik), a. [< hyperkinesis, after kinetic]

Eelating to or characterized by hyperkinesis.



opposite of myopia,
and

Also hyperopia, hypermet-
ropy, ana hyperpresbyopia—Musol-ai^ liyperme- bulimia.

A,/+i,s^nVs'> a
tropla, hypermetropia in -wbiOi paraUel rays cannot be hyperortnodOX (tu-per-6r tbo-aoKs;, ».

parallel ray
verging the visual lines.— Latent hypermetropia, that
hypermetiopiawhich is not detected by finding the strong-
eat convex lens with which the patient can focus parallel

rays on the retina, but which, being due to involuntary

hyperlydian

hyperlydian (M-p6r-lid'i-an), a. [< Tiyper- +
Lydian.'] See under mode.

hypermedication (M-per-med-i-ka'slign), ».

[Chyper- + medication.] In med., the excessive

use of drugs.

Iiypermetamorpllic (hi-per-met-a-mor'fik), a.

[\ hyper- + metamorphic.'] Characterized by
or e>liibiting hypermetamorphism ; undergo-
ing repeated transformations.

hypermetamorphism (hi-per-met-a-m6r'fizm),

n. [< hyper- + metaviorphism.'] " In entom.,

the character of being subject to hypermeta-
morphosis ; the process of undergoing complete
transformation. Hypermetamorphism is a type of de-

velopment found in beetles of the families Meloidx, Mhipi.

phoHdce, and Stylopidce, in which an active larva-stage is

followed by one or two inactive stages (the last called the
pseudo-pupa)before the true pupa-state is attained. Many
of the insects characterized by liypermetamoi-phism are
parasitical in or on the bodies of Uymenoptera duiing at

least a part of their lives. Some insects pass through no
fewer than six recognizable stages after hatching from the
egjr and before reaching maturity. In thecaseof the blister-

beetles or meloids these stages have been severally named,
from the resemblance the larvse bear to those of certain

other insects, as, 1st, triungulin ; 2d, caraboid; Sd and 4th,

scarabseoid ; 5th, coarctate ; 6th, soolytoid.

Hypermetammphism is a term applied to certain con- hypermetropy (hi-p6r-met'ro-pi), n, [K.

ditions in which the larpa at one period of its life assumes kypermetropia."] Same as hypermetropia.
a very different form and habit from those of another pe- i,J±^-„,„A„;),„^ /i,; „., „{i, „s liA'i „-„\ /,

riod. Encye.Brit.,Xni.l4:7. hypermiXOlydian j;hi-^6r-mik-S9-Iid 1-am), a.

hypermetamorphosis (M-per
sis), n. [NL., < hyper- + metami
entom., complete metamorphosis; radical trans-

formation; change from one form to a very
different one. See hypermetamorphism.

Certain beetles . . . undergo what has been called a Av-
ver-metamorphosis— that is, they pass through an early .,,._.., ...

stage wholly diflerent from the ordinary grub-like larva, hypermynorama (hi-per-mir"i-o-ra ma), m

hyperphysical

npletely relaxed) hyperorexia(hi'p6r-6-rek'si-a),». l^^^-^fjf'
falls behind the retina; long-sightedness : the over,-*; fipef<c, alongmg:^see_(>rea5«.]^Jn^^a^^^^^
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whenthe accommodation is oomp
' "' " over,-i-Spef'C, aiongmg: se .. - .

excessive desire for food ; inordinate appetite

,

, .. l<J>y-

brought to a focus on the retina by an exertion of the eye. pgy- + orthodox.] Extremely orthodox.
—Facultativeliypermetropla,hypermetropiainwhich vVnprorthodoXV (hi-per-6r'th6-dok-si), n. [<
parallel rays canT>e focused on the retina without con- ,'^^. + orthodoxy.'] Extreme orthodoxy.

hyperorthognathic (hi-per-^r-thog-nath'ik), a.

iCkyperortlwgnathy + -io.] Bxceedingly or-

accommodation, may reveal itself after the use of convex thognatMc 'J'^J^H??,, TJ?^°-^^ no-^a-thi ) n
glasses for a while, or the instillation of atropin.- Manl- hyperorthognathy (^^^ i Z.^^i^T^il,Z-•- .=--. -f

[Oiyper- + orthognathy.] In cramom., exces-

sive orthognathy, as when the cranial index is

91 or over.

fest hj^ermetropla, that hypermetropia which is deter-

mined by finding the strongest convex lens with which
the patient can focus paraUel rays on the retina.—Bela-
tive hypermetropia, hypermetropia in which parallel "^ "'^ ""*; „„/„j «> m rf Civ tmtn
rays can1>e focused on the retina only by converging the hyperOSmia (hi-p6r-os mi-S,), n. \\ wr. virep,

visual lines. over, "1- baiifi, o&yii, a smell, odor: see osmtum.]

hypermetropic (hi"p6r-me-trop'ik), a. [< hy- In pathol., excessive sensitiveness to odors.

permetropia + -«c.] Pertaining to or affected hyperostosis (]n"per-os-t6'sis), n. U^^-> ^ "r.

with hypermetropia ; far-sighted. vTfip, over, + bareov, bone, + -osis.] 1. A mor-

When . . . the Aypermeirojjic eye loses its power of ad-
justment with age, then even dis&nt objects can not be
seen distinctly. Such persons, therefore, while young,
should habitually wear slightly convex glasses, which
make their'eyes normal. ie Conte, Sight, p. 52.

NL.

Unusual power of recollection.

The phenomena, whether of amnesia or hypemvnesia,
which mesmerists allege, reach no such marvallous pitch
as this. Proc. Soc. Psych. Researchf I. 288.

[NL., < Gr. iiTTE/D, over, beyond, -I- /iupiof, count ^ „»„„„.„
less, myriad, + ipafia, a view, < Spav, see. Cf. "i^peroireia
panorama.] An exhibition consisting of in- -

numerable views. Imp. Diet.

hypernic (hi'p6r-nik), n. [A trade-name, < hy-

per- + Nic{aragva wood), or nic(ric), itself <

Mc(aragua wood).] Among American dyers,

Nicaragua wood, or any other red wood or red-

wood extract of the same class. J, W. Slater.

hyperoa, n. Plural of hyperoon.

I^peroartia (hi"p6r-6-ar'ti-a,), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. imepQog, being above, upper (see hyperoon),

+ apTioc, complete, perfect, C&pn, just, exactly.]

A primary subdivision of m3rzonts,_ marsipo-

lampreys.

hyperoartian (hi"p6r-o-ar'ti-an), a. and m,

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p.

hypermetamorphotic (hi-per-met'''a-m6r-fot'-

ik), a. [< hypermetamorphosis (-oi-) + -40.]

Same as hypermetamorphic. [Rare.]

The extraordinary genus Sitaris (equally hypermeta-
morphotic), a parasite in bees' nests.

Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 149.

hypermetaphorical (hi-pfer-met-a-for'i-kal), a.

[Chyper- + metaphorical.] Excessively meta-
phorical.

Entangled, hypermetaphorical style.

Carlyle, Sartor Kesartns, p. 203.

hypermeter (hi-p6r'me-t6r), n. _[< LL. hy-

permeter (Diomedes, Marius Victorimis), < Gr.

iiripfieTpo^, going beyond the meter, beyond
measure, < iirip, beyond, -I- fierpov, meter, mea-
sure.] 1. Inpros. : (a) Averse or period hav-
ing one more syllable at the end than properly
belongs to the meter which it represents;

especially, a heroic hexameter with an addi-

tional syllable in the last foot, usually intended
to be elided by synaphea before a vowel be-

ginning the next line; a dolichurus. (6) A
period consisting of more than two or three

cola; ahyperme&on. (c) A line or meter with
one syllable beyond the last complete foot or

measure. The word is not infrequently found in this Hyperodon (hi-per'o-don), m,

sense in books on English versification ; but it is a depart- jeroodon,
ure from the original nomenclature of prosody.

2. Anything greater than the ordinary stan-

dard of measure. [Bare.]

When a man rises beyond six foot, he is an hypermeter,

and may be admitted into the tall club.
Addison, The Tall Club.

hypermetra, n. Plural of hypermetron. '

hypermetric (hi-p6r-met'rik), a. [As hyper-

meter +-ic.] In pros.: (a) Exceeding the cor-

rect measure ; having a syllable at the end in
excess of the meter represented; especially,

dolichurie : as, a hypermetric verse or line. (6)

Of more than usual length; more than dicolic

or tricolie : as, a hypermetric period. See hyper-

meter, hypermetron.

hypermetrical (hi-p6r-met'ri-kal), a. [< hy-

permetric + -al.] Same as Ivypermetric.

hypermetron (hi-p6r'me-tron), m.
;

pi. hyper-

metra (-tra). [< Gr. vnipfierpov, neut. of vntp-

lUerpof, beyond the meter: ses hypermeter.] In
anc. pros., a period exceeding the usual extent

of a meter; a period longer than the ordinary

line or verse,

bid outgrowth of bone from a bone.— 3. .An

overgrowth of bone; a normal (not morbid)

exostosis or increase of bony tissue.

These bones are rough with a hyperostosis of their sur-

laaes. Stand. Nat. HisL, III. 819.

Hyperotreta (hi'-'per-o-tre'ta), «. pi. [NL., <

Gr.ijrepvofj being above, upper (see hyperoon),

h Tpvrdg, perforated, verbal ad], of TETpaiveiv,

perforate.] A primary subdivision of myzonts,

embracing formswith the roof of themouth per-

forated by the single nasal canal, it has been

variously ranked as an order by J. Miiller, as a suborder by

Giinther, and as a class of vertebrates by E. B. Lankeater.

Its few living representatives have been combinedm one

family, Myodnidm, by some Ichthyologists, and by others

have been segregated into two, Myieinidee and Bdellostomi-

dee or Heptatremidce. Also called Hyperotreti.

hyperotretan (hi^pfer-o-tre'tan), a. and n. [<

+ -an.] 1. a. Pertaining to or
~ ' "

Alsohaving the characters of the Hyperotreta.

hyperotrete, hyperotretous.

II. n. One of the Myperotreta.

hyperotrete (hi'pfer-o-tret), a. and n. Same as

hyperotretan.

hyperotretous (hi'^pfer-o-tre'tus), a. [< By-
perotreta + -ous.] Same as hyperotretan.

hyperoxidation (hi-p6r-ok-si-aa'shon),_ n. [<

hyper- + oxidaUon.] Excessive oxidation.

hyperoxygenated (hi-p6r-ok'si-jen-a-ted), a.

[S hyper- + oxygenated.] Supersaturated with

-. , ,. J,
- oxygen,

branchiates, or Cyclostomata, including forms liyperoxygenation(M-p6r-ok'si-je-na'shon),».
with the roof of the mouth or palate entire or ^(Jiy^jer- + oxygenation.] The state of"bemg
imperforate, the single nasal duct not penetrat- hyperoxygenated.
ing it. Various values have been assigned to it. By J. hyperOXygenized (hi-per-ok'si-jen-izd), a. [<

r^SL^dl^LXr^d^r^ldVyVKLintsSw^^^^^^ fyf ^ oxygenized.] B^me ^s hypc'oxygen.

to the rank of a class of vertebrates. Its only living rep- atea.

reaentatives belong to the family of Petromyzontidce or hyperparasito (m-p6r-par a-Sit), n. [< hyper-

I.

+ parasite.] A hyperparasitic insect, or one

which exhibits hyperparasitism.
a. Pertaining to or having the'characters of the hyperparasitic (hi-p6r-par-a-sit'ik), a. [< %-
Smeroartia

II. n. One of the Syperoartia.
Same as Sy^

^yperoSdon (hi-pfer-o'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr.

per- + parasitic] Parasitic upon a parasite

;

characterizedby or exhibitinghyperparasitism,
as many insects.

Various parasitic and hyper-parasitic groups [of ants].

Nature. XXXIT. 16.

iTTWof, being above, upper, + bSovg (^ovr-) = hyperparasitism (hi-pfer-par'a-sit-izm), m. [<
E.toojft.] A genus of whales of the family P%- fly%r. + parasitiim.] lA enibm.,i-
seterida and subfamily Ziphiihce; the typical
bottle-nosed whales. They have a globular head,
rising abruptly from a small distinct snout, whence the
name botHenose. The vertebrse number 45 ; the cervical
vertebrse are ankylosed; and there is a small concealed
tooth at the end of each mandibular ramus. The details
of cranial structure are characteristic, in relation with
the peculiar shape of the head. H. rostratus and H. lati-

frons inhabit the northern Atlantic, attaining a length of
from 20 to 30 feet ; the former is the common bottlenose.
The genus was founded by LacSpMe in 1803. Anamacus
is a synonym.

HyperoodontidsB (hi-p6r-6-6-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Byperoddon(t-) + '-idoe.] A family of

the parasit-

ism of certain Ichneumonidce, ChalHdidm, etc.,

which in the larval state live in the bodies of

other insect parasites.

hyperph&ryngeal (hi"p6r-fa-rin'je-al), a. [<

Gr. virip, over, + ipdpvyS, throat (jmarynx) : see

pharynx, pharyngeal.] Situated over or above
the pharynx.

The hyperpharyngeal groove of Amphioxas.
Micros. Sdenee, XXVII. S50.

Gr. imepipov, an upper story or room, neut. of
imepQoc, being above, upper, < imp, above : see
hyper-.] In O. antiq. , an upper story in a build-
ing; particularly, a gallery over a side aisle in

hypermetrope (hi-p6r-met'r6p), n. [< hyper- weropia (hi-p6r-5'pi-a), n. [< Gr. iTTlp, over,
™«Jrop»a,without the sufSx.] A person affected "?P?/^^'4,

eye.] Same as hypermetropia.
'

with hypermetropia. hyperopic (hi-p6r-op'ik), a. [< hyperopia + 4,
When the hypermetrope wishes to examine anything «f_L--ir;__ j. 1,:- • ,'•

'i- -r

hyperphasia (hl-p6r-fa'zia), n, [NL.,< Gr. iirip,

over, + (jidaiQ, speaking, '< <pdvat, say, speak.]

toothed ^S"7amS'fr^m™hegenur^2/^^^^^^ ^ P°^'^^-> ^^^ °* «°^*'°^ °* *^« <"^Sans of

o(io»; same as the subfamily ^pMwcB. speech. .,..,._,.,. .,
'

, .

hyperphenomenal (hi"p6r-fl-nom'e-nal), a.

[CGr. inrip, over, -H (j)aivo/i£va,vihenomena: see
phenomenal.] Superior to the phenomenal;
noumenal.

Pertaining to or exhibiting hypermetropia.

The glass, however, which will correct the simple hy-
permetropia or myopia will not answer for the hyperopic
or myopic astigmatism. New York Ned. Jour., XL. 720.

close to him, an undue amount of convergence will direct

the axis of vision w a point nearer than the object looked

at. New York Med. Jour., XL. 719.

hypermetropia (hi'^pSr-me-tra'pi-a), n. [NL.,

< Gr. iKip, over, -f- fierpov, measure, -1- af (im-), hyperopsia (hi-p6r-op'si-a),

eye.] A natural or acquired condition of the ^ ''- ""' """ *"''
''

eyes in which the focus (that is, of parallel rays
over, + 6^if,view: see optic]
vision.

n. [< Gr. iirip.

Extremely acute

About the hyperphenomenal reality of our own exis-

tence, the existence of God, and the existence of matter.

.
EncycBrU.,X.lV. 761.

"*"-' hyperphrygian (hi-p6r-frij'i-an), a.

+ Phrygian.] See under mode.
hyperphysical (hi-p6r-fiz'i-kal), a. [< Jiyper-

+ physical.] Superior to matter; higher than
the physical ; immaterial.

[< hyper-

Vltal powers cannot be merely
believe in something hyper-phyt

'

ture of a souL

ihyslcal, and we must
something of the na-

WhewelL



hyperphysics

hyperphysiCS (U-pfer-fiz'iks), n. [< Gr. imlp,
over, + fvmm, physics: see pliysics. Cf. meta-
physics.'] The science of thatwhich transcends
physios.

Medicine, physios, metaphysics, and hyperphysicg.
Sckaff, Hist. Clirist. Church, I. § 15.

hyperplasia (Mjpfer-pla'si-a), n. [KL., < Gr.
vwep, over, + •kMbiq, aformitig, < Tz7M,aaei.v,iansi,

mold.] In pathol., overgrowth of a part due
to multiplication of its cells; excessive cell-re-
production. Compare hypertrophy, 1.

Interstitial hyperplasia of the connective tissne.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 659.

hyperplasic (hi-p6r-plas'ik), a. [< hyperplasia
+ -ic] Same as hyperplastic.

hyperplastic (hi-pSr-plas'tik). a. [< Gr. inrep,

over, + irhiaTdg, formed, < ir^aaaecv, form. Cf

.

hyperplasia.'] Pertaining to or exhibiting hy-
perplasia : as, a hyperplastic tonsil.

The cervix was composed of dense, hard, hyperplastic
tissue, almost cartilaginous in character.

Medical Ifews, XTTy. 383.

hyperpnoea (M-per-ne'a), ». [NL., < Gr. imep,

over, + inoiTJ, breathing, < irvelv, breathe.] In
pathol., energetic or labored respiration.

hyperpyrexia (hi"p6r-pi-rek'si-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. virep, over, + nvpiaaeiv, be feverish, < wpe-
T^f, afever: seepyretic] Inj)olf7»oZ., a high de-
gree of pyrexia or fever.

hyperpyrexial (hi''per-pi-rek'si-al), a. [< hy-
perpyrexia + -al.] Pertaining to or exhibiting
hyperpyrexia.
hj^per-resonance (hi-p6r-rez'o-nans), n. [< hy-

per- + resonance.] Exaggerated resonance.
hjrpersarcoma (lu'''per-sar-k6'ma), n.; pi. hyper-
sarcomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. virepaapiajfia,

overgrown flesh, <J {m-epaapKovaBai, have or get
an excess of flesh, < iir^p, over, + adp^ (aapn-),

flesh. Ct. sarcoma.] In j>atfeoZ., proud or fun-
gous flesh.

hypersarcosis (M^pfer-sar-ko'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ivepadpKuaic, an overgrowth of flesh, < iirep-

aapaovadai, have an excess of flesh: see hyper-
sarcoma.] Same as hypersarcoma.
hypersecretion (hi"per-se-kre'shon), n. [< hy-

per- + secretion.] Excessive secretion.

Catarrh is essentially a hypersecretion of the epithelium.
Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 378.

hypersensitive (hi-per-sen'si-tiv), a. [<

+ sensitive.] Excessively sensitive.

There have descended to us numerous persons whose
nerves are naturally hyperse/nsUive.

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 659.

hypersensitiveness (hi-p6r-sen'si-tiv-nes), n.

\Chypersensitive + -reess.] The state or char-

acter of being over-sensitive.

My pictures are likely to remain as private as the ut-

most hypersensitiveness could desire.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxvji.

hypersensual (M-per-sen'gu-al), a. [< hyper-

+ sensual.] Same as supersensual.

hyperspace (M'per-spas), n. [< hyper- + space.]

A space of more than three dimensions.

The notion of the quasi-geometrical representation of

conditions by means of loci in hyperspace Is employed by
Salmon.

\ Cayley, On Curves which Satisfy Given Conditions (1867).

hyperspherical (hi-per-sfer'i-kal), a. [< hyper-

+ spherical.] Originating from an extension

of the conception of spherical harmonics—Hy-
perspherical function of the first kind, the function

Pn (I, X) when 2<aiPn (l, x) is the development by powers
of a of l/{ii2—2oa; -|- 1)1.—Hyperspherical function
of the second Mnd, a function, Qn ft x), related to the

hyperspherical function of the first kind as Q is related to

P in ordinary spherical functions.

hjraerstene (hi'p6r-sten), n. An erroneousform
othypersthene.

hypersthene (M'per-sthen), n. [Sonamedfrom
its difficult frangibility as comparedvnth horn-
blende,withwhich it was formerly confounded;
< Gr. iTrip, over, + adevog, strength.] A mineral

related to pyroxene, but orthorhombic in crys-

tallization. It is a silicate of iron and magnesium. It

was early called Labrador hornblende. Its color is be-

tween grayish and greenish black, but often with a pecu-

liar copper-red luster or shimmer on the cleavage-surface,

due to the presence of minute inclusions. It is usually

found foUated and massive.— Hypersthene andesite.
See andesite.— Hypersthene gahhro. Same as hyperite.

—Hypersthene rock. Same as hypersthenite.

hypersthenia (hi-per-sthe'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

»"r£p, over, + adevo(, strength.]' Inpathol., a con-

dition characterized by extreme excitement of

all the vital phenomena.
hypersthenic! (hi-per-sthen'ik), a. [< hyper-

sthenia + -ic] In pathol, relating to, char-

acterized by, or producing over-excitement;

stimulating; stimulated.
186

2951

hypersthenic^ (hi-p6r-sthen'ik), a. [< hyper-
stltene + -ic] Containing hypersthene ; resem-
bUng hypersthene.
hypersthenite (hi-per-sthe'nit), n. [< hyper-
sthene + -ite^.] The name given by Naumann
to a crystalline aggregate of labradorite and
hypersthene, for wMoh the name norite is now-
preferred. It is a rock closely aDied to gabbro.
Also called hypersthene rock.

hyperthesis (hi-p6r'the-sis), «. [< Gr. imipSe-
ffif, a passing over, a transposition (also ex-
cess, the superlative degree), < imepTidlvai, put
over, set over, put off (in mid. exceed), < incp,
over, + TiBhai, set, put, > dccig, a putting down:
see thesis.] 1. In anc. pros., interchange of
quantity in two successive places of a logaoedic
series, so that in one of two lines metrically
corresponding, as in strophe and antistrophe,
a long is apparently transferred to a position
before a short, which it would normally suc-
ceed, or a short transferred so as to exchange
places with a preceding long. See poVysclie-
matic.—3. InjjftiZoi., a transfer or "attraction"
of a letter from the syllable to which it origi-
nally belonged to another syllable immedi-
ately preceding or following it; orthographic
transposition, or metathesis: thus, in Greek,
fd'Kaiva is used for */is7i,avta.— 3. In the Gr.
Ch., a fast in addition to those regularly ob-
served.

hyperthetic (ln-p6r-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. iirep-

Beriicdg, superlative (cf. hypertliesis), < imtpride-
vai, set over: see hyperthesis, and cf. superla-
tive.] Pertaining to, affeeted by, or exempli-
fying hyperthesis: as, the hyperthetic form (of

a foot or meter) ; a hyperthetic license.

hypertheticalt (hi-per-thet'i-kal), a. [As hy-
perthetic + -al.] Superlative.

"

But herein this case is ruled against such men, that
they affirme these hyperthetical or superlative sort of ex-
pressions and illustrations are too bold, and humbasted.

Chaptnan, Iliad, xv., Comment.

hypertrichosis (hi''per-tri-k6'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. vnep, over, + 6pif (Tpi^x-)t hair, + -osis.]

An abnormally large development of hair either
locally or generally over the body.
hypertridimensional (hi-per-tri-di-men'shon-
al), a. [< hyper- + tridimensional.] In math.,
having more than three dimensions.
hypertrophic (hi-p6r-trof'ik), a. [< hypertro-

phy + -ic.] Pertaining to hypertrophy; pro-
ducing or tending to produce hypertrophy.

hypertrophical (M-per-trof'i-kal), a. [< hyper-
trophy + -ic-al.] Of the nature of hypertrophy

;

hypertrophic.
hypertrophons (hi-per'tro-fus), a. [< hyper-

tropJir-y + -ous.] Characterized by hypertro-

phy: as, hypertrophoiis cirrhosis.

hypertrophy (hi-per'tro-fl), m. [< Gr. vTrip,

over, + rpofli, nutrition, < Tpe(jiciv, nourish.]

1. Id. pathol., an enlargement of a part of the

body ftom excessive growth or multiplication

of its elements; speeifleally, an enlargement
due to growth of the individual elements, as dis-

tinguished from hyperplasia, where there is a
multiplication of the cellular elements. Hence
—2. Figuratively, excessive growth or accu-

mulation of any kind.

Mghts of financial hypertrophy.
The Century, XXVX 419.

Language is not swift enough to give expression to his

[the hasheesh-eater's] rapid thoughts. There is, as it were,

an hypertrophy of ideas. What in the normal state would
cause very trifling discomfort, now (from the effects of

hasheesh) becomes an unbearable evil, and the patient

cries and begs for commiseration.
Pop. Sd. Mo., Aug., 1878, p. 483.

3. In hot, a general term for aU cases of ex-

cessive growth and increased size in the organs

of plants, whether the increase is general or

in a single direction, it includes enlargements, or

swollen and thickened conditions, which usually result

from a disproportionate formation of the cellular tissue

as contrasted with the woody framework of the plant, as

in the rootstocks of the cultivated carrots, turnips, etc.

;

elongations, as of roots searching for water ; and enation,

or excessive development^ consisting in the formation of

supplementary lobes or excrescences from various organs.

-Concentric hypertrophy, thickening of the heart-

wan with diminished cavity.—Eccentric hypertropny
of the heart, increase in size of a heart-cavity, accom-

panied by hypertrophy of the substance of its waU. Also

called hypertrophy with dilatatior.—Simple hypertro-

phy thickening of the heart-wall with unchanged cavity.

hypertrophy (hi-per'tro-fi), r. i.
;
pret. and pp.

hypertrophied, ppr. hypertrophymg. [< hyper-

trophy, n.] To become hj^pertrophous or en-

larged from excessive nutrition.

When a tissue manifests an abnormal tendency to over-

growth, it is said to hypertrophy. ^ . , ~,* Ziegler, Pathol. Anat. (trans.), l § 72.

Eyphantria

hypertypic (hi-pfer-tip'ik), a. [< hyper-+ typic.]
Surpassing the type; attypie to an extreme
degree. Compare hypotypic.
hypertypical (hi-pfer-tip'i-kal), a. [< hyper-
typic + -al.] Same as hypertypic.

They [Oceanic negroes] are represented, in what may
be called a hypertypical form, by the extremely dolicho-
cephalic Kai Colos, or mountaineers of the interior of the
Feejee Islands.

IT. H. Flower, Pop. ScL Mo., XXVIIL 318.

hypethral, hypaethral (hi-pe'thral), a. [< L.
hypwthnis, < Gr. maidpoc, under tEe sky, < vTzd

(= L. Siib), under, -f ai%, the sky: see etJwr^.]
Open to the sky; roofless; not covered in; in
the open air, as a court, inclosure, or place.

From time immemorial, in hot and rainy lands, a hy-
pfBthrat court surrounded by a covered portico, either
circular or square, was used for the double purpose of
church and mart. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 74.

To this day the Mohammedan mosque retains the outer
hypaethral court. Edinburgh Bev., CLXIII. 209.

It is noticeable, too, in passing, what a hypaethral story
it [" Don Quixote "] is, how much of it passes in the open
air, how the sun shines, the birds sing, the brooks dance,
and the leaves murmur in it. Lowell, Don Quixote.

In architecture hypethral is specifically applied to a sup-
posed ancient type of building lighted by the omission of
a large section of the roof. This notion is based uiwn in-
terpretations of Vitruvius and the negative evidence af-

forded until now by the lack of remains explaining meth-
ods of lighting among the ruins of Greek temples. It is

certain, however, that no Greek temple with its contained
art treasui-es was ever intentionally exposed in this way
to the weather. The temples called hypethral by Greek
writers were roofless either from accident or from being
unfluished. In the smaller Greek temples it is probable
that daylight was admitted only by the door, and that it

was supplemented by artificial light. In large temples,
such as the Parthenon at Athens, of which the cella in-

teriorwas 100 feet long, it Is improbable that the lighting
was wholly artificial ; but no satisfactory explanation has
yet been given of its management. It has been conjec-
tured that such interiors were lighted by a system of
narrow open channels in the roof, over the side aisles, or
by series of apertures in the roof serving as windows,
and capable of being closed. There was no break in the
ridge-line of the roof, and no superstructure or clearstory
rising above the roof. See cut imder temple.

hypha (hi'fa), «.; pi. hyphce (-fe). [NL., < Gr.
u^7, a weaving, a web, < iip-alveiv, weave, =
AS. wefan, E. weave : see web, weave.] The ele-

ment of a thaUus in Fungi; a cylindric thread-
like branched body consisting of a membrane
inclosing protoplasm, developing by apical
growth, and usually becoming transversely
septate as it develops. Gobel. it is the filament
or thread of a fungus. The vegetative or growing hyphse
taken in quantity are called the mycelium. The ascoge-
VMUS hyphae are the hyphEe or cells from which the asci
are derived, as in the sporocarps of some Ascamycetes. See
fungus.

hyphsemia, n. See hyphemia.
Hyphfflne (hi-fe'ne), n. [NL. (Gartner, 1801),
< Gr. i(j)aivew, weave : see hypha.] A genus of
palms of the tribe Borassew, vrith branching
trunks, each branch terminating in a tuft of
large fan-shaped leaves, from among which the
branching catkin-like spikes of flowers are pro-
duced. The diflferent sexes are in separate trees. The
fruit has a thick fibrous rind with a smooth polished skin,
inclosing a single hollow seed. Klne species are known,
natives of tropical Africa, Arabia, and Madagascar. H.
Thebaica is the gingerbread-tree or doom-palm.

hyphseresis, n. See hyplieresis.

hyphal (hi'fal), a. [< hypha + -al.] Pertain-
ing to or of the nature of a hypha : as, hyphal
tissue.

In Lichens the thallus consists of a hypluU element of
anastomosing and interlacing filaments.

Eneyc. Brit., TV. 107.

Hyphantes (hi-fan'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. v^dv-

r)?f, a weaver, <i^aivKv, weave: see hypha.] 1.

A genus of American orioles, of a family Icteri-

dce, established by Vieillot in 1816, in the form
Yphantes, for such species as the Baltimore ori-

ole and the orchard-oriole. See Icterus, 3.— 3.
A genus of arachnidans. Billberg, 1820.

Hyphantomis (hi-fan-tor'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.
vfavrriQ, a weaver, + dpvi^, a bird.] A lead-

ing genus of African weaver-birds, of the fam-
ily Ploceidce,

covering a
large num-
ber of spe-
cies usually
classed un-
der Ploceus
or Textor,
such as E.
cucullata. G.
B. Gray,
1840.

Hyphantria

\ rMT ^^'' Web-womi (Hyphantria cuned), natuial
a), TO. [iNLi., size, a, caterptltar ; £, pupa ; f, moth.



Hyphantria

< Gr. wfiivrpia, fern, of v^avTr/^, a weaver : see By-
phantes.'] A genus of bombycid moths, having
wings like those of Spilosoma, from which it

diflfers in the labial palpi, of which the second
joint isvery short, and the terminal joint almost
rudimentary. E. cuwa is a common species, which
loiTOS a web on forest- and shade-trees, in which the larvse
live gregariously ; they are known aa/aiJ web-worms. Har-
ris, 1841.

hyphasma (M-faz'ma), ». ;
pi. hyphasmata

(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. tHpaafta, a thing woven,
a web, robe, < wjiaivEiv, weave : see hypha.'] 1

.

In iot., a name formerly applied to certain non-
fructifying mycelial growths common in damp,
dark places. They probably represent the ster-
ile mycelia of some of the higher fungi.— 2. In
the Gr. Ch., one of four small pieces of cloth,
embroidered with the names or symbols of the
evangelists, placed on the angles of the mensa
or top of the altar, before it is vested with the
catasaroa and ependysis.
hyphemia, hypnsemia (M-fe'mi-a), n. [NL.
hyphcemia, < Gr. wfiai/wg, suffused with blood,
bloodshot, < vit6, under, + dl/ia, blood.] In
patliol. : (o) Deficiency of blood. (6) Extrava-
sation of blood.

hyphen (M'fen), n. [< LL. hyphen, n. and adv.,

< Gr. vtph, a sign (^) for joining two syllables

or words, also used in music, prob. to indicate

that two notes were to be blended together;
prop, an adv., ifev, or rather a phrase, i<f sv,

under one, into one, together, as one word:
vij)', aspirated form before the rough breathing
of vTf, the form before a vowel of vir6, under

;

ev, neut. aoc. of elg, one.] 1. In paleography,
a curve placed below the line so as to unite the
parts of a compound word, and to indicate that
they are not to be separated or read as distinct

words: as, SiooKovpot—that is, 6i6cKovpot, not

Atbg Kovpoi; irepuO^ov^—that is, ivepuAeovQ, not

•Ktpl kMov^; antevolans— that is, antevolans, not

ante volans, etc. in its use the hyphen is the exact op-
posite of the diastole or hypodiastole.

2. In writing aad printing, a short line (-) used
to connect two words or elements : namely, (o)

to connect two words which are so used as prop-
erly to form a compound word

; (6) to join syl-

lables which are for any pm-pose arbitrarily

separated, as in regular syllabication (as in

el-e-men-tal), at the end of a line to connect the
syllables of a divided word (as in the third line

of this paragraph), to indicate the pronuncia-
tion (as in the respellings for the pronuncia-
tions in this dictionary), and to indicate or sep-

arate the etymological parts of a word, stem,
affixes, etc., often without regard to the sylla-

bles (as in element-al, intro-duct-ion, su-spic-

ious). At the end of such an etymological element it

indicates a prefix, as a-, in-^ jpre-, etc.; before an element
it indicates a sufiix, as -a, -in, -ous, etc.

Hyphen is, as it wer, a band uniting whol wordes Joined
in composition : as, a hand-maed.

A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), p. 23.

hyphen (hi'fen), v. t. [< hyphen, «.] To join

by a hyphen, as two words, so as to form a com-
pound word. Also hyphenize, hyphenate.

hyphenate (hi'fen-at), v. t. ; pret. and pp. hy-

plienated, ppr. hyphenating. [< hyphen + -ate2.]

Same as hyphen.
hyphenation (M-fe-na'shon), n. [< hyphenate
+ -ion.'\ The act of joining with a hyphen, or

the state of being so joined; use of hyphens.

The folio does not differ in the way of italicising, hy-

phenation, etc., from scores of books at that time.
The Academy, April 21, 1888, p. 278.

hyphenic (hi-fen'ik), a. [< hyphen + -jc]

Of or pertaining to the hyphen.

The following I should call a hyphenic error.

N. and Q., Ist ser., IV. 204.

hyphenization (hi''fen-i-za'shon), n. [< hy-

phen + -ize + -ation.'] The act'of hyphening,

or the condition of being hyphened.

A neglect of mental hyphenization often leads to mis-

take as to an author's meaning, particularly in this age of

morbid implication. S. and Q., 1st ser., IV. 204.

hyphenize (M'fen-iz), v. t. Same as hyphen.

hypheresis, hyphaeresis (hi-fer'e-sls), n. [NL.
hyphceresis, < Gr. v^aipmi^, a taking away, in the

omission of a letter, < viaipelv, take away from
under, < vk6, under, + aipdv, take.] la philol.,

the act of taking away or shortening : as, syl-

labic hypheresis.

hyphodrome (hi'fo-drom), a. [< Gr. i^^, a
weaving, + Sp6/w^, a running.] In hot., having
all the veins except the midrib more or less

deeply buried in the thick mesophyl, and very
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indistinctly visible or wholly concealed : a term
introduced into the nomenclature of leaf-ner-

vation by Ettingshausen in 1854. See nei-vation.

Eyphomycetes (hi"f6-mi-se'tez), n. pi. [NL.
(Link, 1824), < Gr. v'fr/, a web (see hypha), +
fivurig, pi. ixvKriTeQ, a mushroom, fungus.] One
of the six principal groups into which all fungi

have been divided, characterized by having the

spores naked, on conspicuous threads, it in-

cludes Peronosporeie, Peniculium., etc. In modem sys-

tems of classification the Hyphomycetes are referred to

what are called fungi imperfecti, or imperfectly known
forms, many of which are known or suspected to be asex-

ual stages of Ascomycetes. The groups include all fungi

composed simply of branched or unbranched hyphee. Also

called filamentousfungi.

hyphomycetous (hi"fo-mi-se'tus), a. [< Sy-
phomycetes.'] Pertaining or relating to, or char-

acteristic of, the Hyphomycetes; contained in

the group Hyphomycetes : as, hyphomycetous
fungi.

The EntylomesB, on the other hand, are simple hypho-
mycetous forms, and other species, those especially which
live in leaves (species of Tilletia and Urocystis), are inter-

mediate between the two extremes.
He £ary. Fungi (trans.), p. 172.

hyphostromaf (M-fo-stro'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

v(^, a web, + arpaiM, a bed :' see stroma, 2.] In
hot., the mycelium or spawn of fungals. lAnd-
ley.

hypidiomorphic (hip-id^i-o-mdr'Ak), a. [< hyp-,

hypo-, + idiomorphic.'i Partially or incomplete-
ly idiomorphio.

The order being first plagioclase in more or less idio-

morphic lath-shaped individuals lying in aU positions,

then augite generally allotriomorphic, sometimes hypidi-

OTtiorphic. Arfier. Geologist, I. 204.

hypidiomorphically (hip-id"i-o-m6r'fi-kal-i),

adv. In a hypidiomorphic manner; not en-

tirely idiomorphically.

The rock is hypidiomorphically granular.
AwKr. Naturalist, XXTI. 209.

hypinosis (hip-i-no'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. i^d, un-
der, + ic (iv-), strength, fiber, + -osis.2 Inpa-
thol., that condition of the blood in which an
unusually small amount of fibrin is formed on
clotting : opposed to hyperinosis.

hypinotic (Mp-i-not'ik), a. [< hypinosis (-ot-)

+ -ic] Characterized by deficiency of fibrin.

hypisomerous (hip-i-som'e-rus), a. [NL., <

Gr. ind, under, + laojiEpriQ, isbmerous : see isome-
roits.'] In odontog., noting molars in which the
transverse ridges increase in number by one
on successive teeth : opposed to isomerons : cor-

related with anisomerous.

Hypnsei (hip-ne'i), n.pl. [NL.,< Hypnum, q. v.]

A natural order of pleurocarpous or lateral-

fruited mosses,-including the single genus Hyp-
num. Also called Hypnoidece and Hypnece.

hypnagogic (hip-na-goj'ik), a. [< Gr. iijrvof,

sleep, + ayuryd^, leading, < ay£iv, lead.] Lead-
ing to sleep ; inducing sleep ; hypnotic.

It has been noted by H. Meyer of "hypnagogic illu-

sions," and by Gruithuisen of hallucinations which con-
sist in the surviving of dream-images into waking mo-
ments, that they can give rise to after-images.

E. Oumey, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 180, note.

Hypnea (hip'ne-a), n. [NL., < Hypnum, q. v.]

A genus of re'd'or purple algse, belonging to
the order Floridew and the type of the sub-
order Hypnece. They have filiform fronds, virgately
branched, with subulate branchlets, composed of an in-

ternal layer of large roundish-angular cells, which become
smaller outward, and a cortex of small, colored, polygo-
nal cells. The tetraspores are zonate, and the cystocarps
are external and borne on the branchlets. The genus con-
tains 26 or 30 species, mostly tropical and ill-defined. H.
musciformis is found on the southern coast of New Eng-
land.

Hypneacese (hip-ne-a'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Agardh, 1876), < Hypnea' + -acece.'] An or-
der of red algsB, of the class Floridece, includ-
ing, according to Agardh, the tribes Endocla-
dieee and Hypnece and 7 genera.
Hypnese (hip'ne-e), n.pl. [NL. (Agardh, 1876),
< Hypnea -h -ece.'] In bat. : (a) A tribe, or ac-
cording to some authorities a suborder, of algas,

typified by the genus Hypnea. The fronds are fili-

form or compressed, and branching ; the tetraspores are
zonate; and the cystocarps are external or partly im-
mersed, and filled with a spongy cellular mass, in which
the spores are borne in small tufts on a branching fila-

mentous placenta,
(fi) Same as Hypncei.

hypnobate (hip'no-bat), n. [< Gr. tJTTvof, sleep,
+ ^ardg, verbal adj. of jiuiveiv, go, = L. venire
= E. come.'\ A sleep-walker ; a somnambulist.
[Rare.]
hypnobatia (hip-no-ba'ti-a), n. [NL., < hyp-
nobate, q. v.] Somnambulism; a condition of
the brainwMch occasions the individual to ex-
ecute during sleep some of those actions that
take place in the waking state.

hypnospore

hypnocyst (Mp'no-sist), n. [< Gr. fevof, sleep,

+ TOffrff, bladder (cyst).] A sleeping cyst; a

quiescent encysted protozoan which does not

sporulate.

The sclerotla are simUar to the hypno^sts and other

Protozoa. K B. Lankester, Encyc. But., XIX. 841.

Some of the Ciliata (notably the common Vorticelte)

have been observed to enclose themselves in cysts
;
but It

does not appear that these are anything more than hyp-

nocysts," from which the animal emerges unchanged after

a period of drought or deficiency of food.

K E. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 864.

Hypnodes (hip-no'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. virv6d?!c,

of a sleepy nature, drowsy, < vttvoq, sleep, +
eUoc, form.] A genus of crested gallinules,

the only species of which is H. cristata, of In-

dia, Ceylon, and Java. Meichenlach, 1853.

hypnogenesis (hip-no-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

vTTVog, sleep, -I- yeveati, generation.] The pro-

duction of hypnotism ; induction of the trance.

Also hypnogeny.

hypnogenetic (hip'-'no-jf-net'ik), a. [< hypno-

genesis, after genetic.'] Same as hypnogenous.

Physical methods [of hypnotization], especially hypno-

genetic zones, do not exist except as the results of sugges-

tion. Science, XII. 222.

hypnogenetically (hip"n9-je-net'i-kal-i), adv.

By hypnogenesis ; as regards hypnogenesis.

hypnogenic (hip-no-jen'ik), a. [< hypnogeny +
-ic] Same a'S hypnogenous.

Polarizing action is in general hypnogenic.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. B02.

hypnogenous (hip-noj'e-nns), a. [< Gr. imvog,

sleep, + -yevw, producing : see -genous.'] Pro-
ducing hypnotism ; inducing the hypnotic con-

dition
;
pertaining to hypnogeny. Also hypnO'

genetic, hypnogenic.

No attempt . . . has been made to correlate this hyp-
nogenous force.or suggestion at a distance with hypnoge-
Tious agencies employed in the subject's actual presence.

F. W. H. Myers, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, Oct., 1886,

[p. 127.

hypnogeny (hip-noj'e-ni),M. [< Gr. iiKvoQ, sleep,

-H -yhua : see -geny.] Same as hypnogenesis.

Certain recent events, however, have given special im-

portance to this topic of trance-induction or hypnogeny.
E. Oumey, Mind, XII. 214.

Hypnoideae (hip-noi'df-e), n. pi. [NL., < Hyp-
num + -oidece."] Same as Hypncei.

hypnological (hip-no-loj'i-kal), a. Of or per-

taining to hypnology.
hypnologist (hip-nol'o-jist), n. [< hypnology
+ -ist.] One versed in hypnology.

hypnology (hip-nol'p-ji), n. [< Gr. inrvog, = L.
somnus, sleep, -1- -loyia, < Mysiv, speak: see
-ology.'] The sum of scientific knowledge con-
cerning sleep.

hypnone (hip'non), n. [< Gr. vwoc, =L. somnus,
sleep, + -one.] A crystalline substance (Cg
HgO) fusing at 15° C, boiling at 98° C, used
in medicine as a hypnotic.
Various other hypnotics have been more recently pro-

posed, such as . . . hypnone and inethylal.
Medical News, LII. 647.

h]^hophobia (hip-rio-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
v!Tvoc, sleep, + 0<5/3of, fear.]' A morbid dread
of falling asleep.

hypnoscope (hip'no-skop), n. [< Gr. iwvo^,
sleep, + OKOTvelv, view.] See the extract.

The hypnoscope, which Is simply a small hollow mag-
net to be held on the finger, and, when thus giving rise to
peculiar sensations, is claimed to show that the holder is

a good hypnotic subject. Science, X. 188.

hypnosis (hip-no'sis), n. [< Gr. iirvog, sleep, +
-osis.] 1. The production of sleep. DungUson.— 2. The hypnotic state; hypnotism.
In hypnosis, spontaneous or induced, there is often an

exaltation of memory. Amer. Jour, of Psychol., I. 614.

hypnosperm (hip'no-spferm), n. [NL., < Gr.
vtrvog, sleep, -I- airtpfia, seed.] In hot., a rest-
ing spore ; in algsB, an oSsperm or zygosperm, as
the ease may be, which after the act of fertili-

zation has taken place sinks to the bottom of
the water, where it passes through a period of
rest before germinating. Also hypnospore.

It [the zygosperm] then remains dormant through the
winter as a resting cell or hyprwsperm, germinating in the
spring. Bennett and Murray, Crypt. Bot., p. 266.

hypnosporange (hip-no-spo-ranj'), n. [< hyp-
nosporangium.] Same'as liypnosporangium.
hypnosporangium (hip'''no-spo-ran'ji-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. iinvog, sleep, -t-' rmopd, spore, -I- ay-
yeiov, a cup.] In hot., a sporangium containing
or inclosing hypnospores.
hypnospore (hip'no-spor), «. [NL., < Gr. wTTvof,

sleep, -t- airop6,, a spore.] A resting spore ; a
spore that reposes some time before germinat-
ing. Compare hypnosperm.
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Alter the manner or nature of a tizes or produces Hypnotism in another^so
spore + -ie.l

hypnospore.
hypnotic (hip-not'ik), a. and n. [= F. hypnd-
tique, < LL. hypnoUcus, < Gr. vKvannSg, inelined
to sleep, putting to sleep, < virvovv, put to sleep,
< imvog, sleep, = L. somnus, sleep: see somno-
lent, etc.] T.a.l. Having the property of pro-
ducing sleep; tending to produce sleep; sopo-
rific.

The pnlse, in ftom fllteen to thirty minutes after the
hypnotic dose is taken, becomes accelerated some six or
eight beats in a minute, but faUs again to its previous rate
before sleep ensues.

Buck's Handbook ofMed. Sciences, III. 786.

2. Pertaining to or characterizedby hypnotism.
According to Weinhold, the hypnotic state begins in a

gradual loss of taste, touch, and the sense of temperature •

next colors are imperfeotly distinguished; then forms
grow indistinct; and then the eye is immovable and no-
thing is seen. The ear never slept in his experiments. The
subject believes, and at last does, all that is commanded.

G. 5. Hall, German Culture, p. 135.

II. n. 1. A medicine that produces or tends
to produce sleep; an opiate; a soporific.

He writes as an hypnotic for the spleen.
Young, To Pope.

It should not be forgotten that the activity of hypnotics
is increased by combination. Alien, amd Neurol., VIIL 79.

2. One who is subject to hypnotism; one in
whom hypnotism has been induced.
In certain oases the hypnotic is insensitive.

Science, XIII. 50.

It is a recognized faet that the senses of hypnotics fall
completely under the control of the hypnotizer.

N.A.£ev.,CSUVI.105.

hypnotically (Mp-not'i-kal-i), ad/e. By hypno-
tism ; as regards hypnotism.

It would be a conceivable hypothesis that the trance-
condition is produced hypnotically.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Mesea/rch, L 267.

hypnotisable, hypnotisation, etc. See ht/p-
notizable, etc.

spelled hypnotiser.

^W'.^arly hypnotizers, "mesmerizers," or "magnet-
izers, these experiments were successful, almost without
exception, with women only.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 139.

hypnotoid (hip'no-toid), a. [As hypnoUe +
-oid.^ Like hypnotism; somewhat hypnotic:
due to or resembling the hypnotic state.
Thewonderfulftj/jmotoMf sensitiveness.Ieading up,weeks

afterwards, to an accurately-timed hallucination
Proc. Amer. Soc. Psych. Research, Marol^ 1889, p. 295.

Hypnum (hip'num), n. [NL., < Gr. imvov, moss
growing on trees.] The largest genus of moss-
es, embracing 30 or more subgenera that have
by many authors been considered as genera.
It belongs to the series Pleurocarpi, in wUch the fruit is
lateral, and sessile upon the stems or branches, and the
sexual organs are in axlUaiy buds. The capsule is solid
long-pedicellate, cernuous or horizontal, more or less in-
curved, not pendent, and very rarely erect and regular
Thepenstomeisdouble, theouterconsistingof lestrong, i,.__„v_„__T,..i ,-,- -, „ . -,, ..^
densely articulate, lanceolate-acuminate teeth, the inner "yPODranCmate (ni-po-brang'kx-at), a. Per-

Hypochceridese

hypobole (hi-pob'o-le), n. [< Gr. inro^oA^, a
throwing under, a suggesting, reminding, < vwo-
paATiELv, throw under, < imd, under, -f- ^dXketv,
throw. Cf. hyperbole.^ In rhet., a figure in
which several things are mentioned that seem
to make against the argument or in favor of the
opposite side, but each of which is refuted in
order.

Hypobranchia (M-p6-brang'ki-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. vwd, under, +' Ppdjxia, giUs.] In zool.,
same as Itiferobrancliiata, 2.

hypobrancMal (hi-p6-brang'ki-al), a. and n. [<
Gr. ixd under, + Ppayxia, gills.]" I. a. Situated
below the gills, or beneath the branchial appa-
ratus in general—Hypobranclilal groove, in ascid-
lans, the endostyle. '

11. n. The internal piece of the inferior part
of the branchial arch in fishes.

Hypobranchiata (M-po-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.
[NL., as HypobrancMa '+ -alxfi.1 Same as /m-
ferolranchiata, 2.

of a broad membrane divided to (or nearly to) the middle
mto 16 carinate yellow segments, alternating with the

tainingto or having the characters of the Hypo-
branchia; inferobranchiate.

outer teeth and with intermediate cilia, which are either hVDobromitp Chi-no-bro'TniV^ n V( T,„r,^h^„solitary or in groups of 2 or 3. The genus is widely dis-
"yP""'-0^^% im-po-oro nut;, n. L^ hypobro-groups _.

tributed in all parts of the world.
! genus is widely dis-

There axe 200 North,,„ „„. ^„„„ ^„ ,„„ „„,,„ m-ous + -jte2.] A salt of hypobromous acid.
American and 90 or more British species. The genus is hypobromoUS (hi-po-bro'mus), a. [< Gr. mr6,
frequently found ill a fossil state, about 30 extinct spe- —-^— ' " '^ "'^

•
'-,„-, . .'

cies having been described from the Miocene and Qua-
ternary deposits of Europe, and from the arctic regions.
One species (H. Haydenii) occurs in the Green River

under, -I- E. brom{ine) + -ovi'.'] Used only in
the following phrase :—Hypobrpmous acid. HBrO,
an acid known only in its aqueous solution, which is a
light-yellow liquid having a strong oxidizing action and
a bleaching effect.

^°r hypocarpogean (hi-po-kar-po-je'an), a. [< Gr.

Jf0, under, -I- /capjrdfj^fruit, + y^, the earth.]

Polly had strictly forbidden ns.even ^ ^™ti™ that hypocastaiTuit (hi-p6-kas'ta-num), n.

group (Eocene) of Colorado^
hypoi (hi'po), n. Like hyp, an abbreviation of
hypochondria : commonly in the plural.

Same as hypogeai. [Bare.]
lypocastanumt (hi-po-kas'ta-num), n. [< Gr,
vTz6, under, + Kdorava,'chestnuts:.see Castan^a,
cliesten.'] A brown lake prepared from the

^ ^.^ _, „„„„ „„_ horse-chestnut; chestnut-brown.
mulphite of 'soda, a. chemical bypocatharsis (hi"po-ka-thar'sis), m. [NL., <
-'- ^ -''- --^- ' Gr. moKoSapaig, in lit. sense a purging down-

ward, < iTTOKoSatpeiv, purge downward : see ca-
tharsis.l In ^aiAoZ., a slight purging.

comer of the garret to Miss Mehitable, or
to look at it, alleging as a reason that "'t would bring on
her hypos." H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p.

""

hypo2 (hi'po), n.

breviation of hy;

In photog., a common ab-

extensively used in most photographic pro

hypnotism (hip'no-tizin), »i. [=V.hypnomme; -^^^^^^ „ <. i , n • t
as kypnoUc + -ism.! An abnormal mental con- ^?P°?, '^' ^f •' ?P^-' \ ^'- ^'^''•. ?"«?•' ™der . ^„„, - . ,, j-^,. ,

dition characterized by insensibility to most (™ all senses), with deriv. meanmgs through, Jiypocaust (hap o-l
_

impressions of sense, mth excessive sensibil- ^7' ^^^f.'' .^*''l.;
^^^ g^^^' *'^'';' ^i"ier, some- Sf^'t^*""'^

<=*'• ^^^i^^^rov, a, vaulted room

ity to some impressions, and an appearance of
total unconsciousness ; especially, that variety
of this condition which is artificially induced,
usually by concentrating the attention of the
subject upon some object of vision, as a bright
bit of glass, or upon the operator, who gener-
ally aids in producing the result by making a
few light passes with his hands, when in this
condition, the mental action and the volition of the sub-
ject arefoalarge extent under the control of the operator,o ^_ __ ^g^ called braidism.

Hypnotism or induced somnambulism, whether accom-
panied by consciousness or not, has been regarded as cov-
ering thewhole giound. Proc, Soc. Psych. Sescarch, 1. 219.

Hypnotism may be regarded as an artificial catalepsy.
Encyc. Brit., XV. 282.

hypnotist (Mp'no-tist), n. [As hypnot-ic +
-ist.^ One who hypnotizes, or believes in hyp-
notism.
Attention has been frequently called to the afiinity be-

tween transference of impressions obtained when the
" subject" is in a normal state, and those results which
have been held to indicate a special sympathy or "rap-
port" between a hypnotist or mesmerist and a sensitive
"subject." Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, 11. 12.

hypnotistic (hip-no-tis'tik), a. [< hypnotist +
ie.'] Eelating to or inducing hypnotism.

times diminutive in force ; = L. sub, under
see sub-.'] A prefix of (jrreek origin, cognate
with sub- of Latin origin, and meaning pri-
marily 'under,' either in place or in degree
('less,' 'lessthan'). Specifically— (a) in cAem., indi-
cating a lower place in a series of compounds, or inferior
strength, as %posulphurous acid, the lowest in the series
of sulphur acids : opposed to hyper- or per-, (b) In arts.
and medieval music : (1) Of intervals, measured downward,
as Aj/27odiapente : opposed to hyper- and epi-. (2) Of modes
and scales, beginning at a lower poinii usually a perfect
fourth below : opposed to hyper-.

hypoaeolian (hi"po-e-o'li-an), a. [< hypo- +
JEolian.] See under mode.

'

hypoaria (hi-po-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. itrd,

under, + iiapiov, dim. of ixiv= L. ovum, an egg.]
A pair of ganglia developed beneath the optic
lobes of typical fishes.

In most osseous fishes the corresponding fibres of the
prepyramidal tracts swell out suddenly, beneath the optic
lobes, into two protuberant well-defined oval ganglions
(hypoaria) ; their bulk is increased by added grey matter,
which variegates their outer surface ; they are well devel-
oped in the common cod, in which, as in some other fishes,

they contain a cavity (hypoarian ventricle).

Given, Anat. Vert., I. 279.

hypoarian (hi-po-a'ri-an), o. Of or relating to

the hypoaria—Hypoarian ventricle, a cavity within
each of the hypoaria.

hypnotizability (hip-no-ti-za-bil'i-ti), «. [< hypobacchius (hi"p6-ba-ki'us), ». ; vhhypobac-
hypnotimble: see-bility.] Susceptibility to hyp- g/j^^ (.j)_ [< (^p, iwo^aKxetog, < vTrd, under, +
notization,

The author has invented an improved " hypnoscope " or
little magnet, to be applied to the finger, and by the sen-
sations then' aroused to furnish a criterion of the hypno-
tiixMlUy of the subject. Amer. Jour, of Psycliol., I. 620.

hypnotizable (hip'no-ti-za-bl), a. [< hypno-
tise + -able.] Susceptible to hypnotizing influ-

ences. Also spelled hypnotisable.

A hypnotisable hysterical girl.

Alien, and Neurol., VII. 406.

hypnotization (hip%o-ti-za'shon), «. [< hyp^

PaK%elo( (sc. TTotif), bacchius: see bacchius.'] In
anc. pros. , a foot consisting of one short time or

i-k^st), n. [< L. hypocaustum,
r. indnavcTov, a vaulted room

heated by a furnace below, < viroKaieiv, bum or
heat from below, < vn6, under, below, -1- irniew,

burn, > mvardQ, verbal adj.: see causUc] In
arch., an arched fire-chamber, from which heat
is distributed through earthenware pipes to the
rooms above it. The term is also sometimes
appUed to a fireplace, furnace, or oven.

The stube, or stove, of a German inn derived its name
from the great hypoeaust, which is always strongly heated
to securethewarmth of the apartment in which it is placed.

Scott, Anne of Geiersteiu, xix.

In the rear were the reservoirs to contain the requisite
supply of water, and below them the hypoeaust or furnace,
by which it [the baths of Caracalla] was warmed with a
degree of scientific skill we hardly give the Itomans of
that age credit for. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 332.

Hypocephalidse (hi^po-se-fal'l-de), n.pl. [NL.
(Le Conte, 1876), < Hypocephalus + -idw.) A
peculiar and anomalous family of Coleoptera,
represented by the genus Hypocephalus.
Hypocephalus (hi-po-sef'a-lus), n. [NL. (Des-
marest, 1832), < Gr. V7r6, mi'der, + ne^aTJi, head.]
An aberrant genus of beetles, the type of the
family Hypocephalidce, represented by one spe-
cies, M. armatus of Brazil. This beetle is nearly
3 inches long, and of strange form, having an enormous
prothorax and curiously curved spiny legs. The position
of the genus has been much disputed ; Burmeister and
others place it with the prionine group of cerambycids,
while le Conte considers it to be allied to the rhyncho-
phorous series.

hypochil_(hip'o-kil),jre. Same as hypochiUtim.

syllable followed by two longs, thus, ^ : "y.P°'''"JS™. V?^"P,9"Pl i-um),TO.; pi. hypochilia

usually called bacchtus. See antwacchius, bac-

chius, palimbacchius.

hypobasal (hi-po-ba'sal), a. [< Gr. vttS, under, +
j8aCT(f, base.] Behind the basal wall: in botany,
a term used by Leitgeb to designate the pos-
terior half of the developing proembryo of vas-
cular cryptogams, or that part which becomes
the root.

(-a). [NL., < Gr. imS, under, + x^ih>i, the lip.]
In bot, the lower part of the labellum or Up of
certain orchids.

hypochlorite (hi-po-Mo'rit), n. [< hypochlo-
rous + -ite^.] In cJiem., a salt of hypochlorous
acid. The hypochlorites are usually prepared by leading
chlorin gas into a solution of an alkali hydrate, or over solid
calcium hydrate. Calcium hypochlorite is the chief con-
stituent of bleaching-powder.

Kate^frei/£,noL1d'^TlsoSled hypoblast (hi'po-blast) ». [< Gr i^rf, under, hypochlorousTM:po-H6'rus), a. [< hypo-
TJnnUL ^'^ Alsospeiiea + ^^^^^^.^ ^ shoot, a bud, a germj l.^bot; chlorous.] In cfeem.; appUed to an acid (HCIO)

Binet holds, many persons who are slightly hypnotiza-
ble may resist hypnotization successfully, and ought to be
responsible for consenting to submit themselves to the
experiment. Science, IX. 221.

hypnotize (hip'no-tiz), v. t.; pret. and pp. hyp-
notized, ppr. hypnotizing. [As hypnot-ic + -ize.]

To bring into the condition of hypnotism. Also
spelled hypnotise.

The hypnotising process may carry a sensitive " subject

"

in a minute or less from a condition of normal waking
Into hypnotic sleep. . „ .„

E. Gumey, Pioc. Soc. Psych. Keseaich, II. od.

the flat dorsal cotyledon of a^ass.— 2. In biol.

the internal or inferior layer of cells of the em-
bryo of metazoic animals, forming the endo-

derm or innermost membrane : the opposite of

epiblast: correlated with meso6to«f. Fromthehy-
poblast is ultimately developed the lining of the enteric

cavity, or the superficial layer of cells of the alimentary

canal and its annexes. Also endoblast. Foster and Balfour.

hypoblastic (hi-po-blas'tik), a. [< hypoblast +
-ic] Pertaining to a hypoblast; developed in

or ftom a hypoblast; endodermal: as, hypoblas-

tic cells.

having marked bleaching properties, obtained
in solution by distilling bleaching-powder with
dilute nitric acid. It is the active principle of
bleaching-powder.
Hypochoeridese (hi-p6-ke-rid'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1876), < Eypoeliwris {-^d-)

+ -em.] A subtribe of composite plants, typi-
fied by the genus Hypochoeris. They are annual
or perennial herbs with radical leaves, scapiform stems,
the bi-acts of the involucre in many imbiicated series,
more or less contracted achenia, and plumose or simple
pappus.



Hypochoeris

Hypochoeris (hl-po-ke'ris), n. [< 6r. vnoxotpi^,
a plant of the succory kmd, appar. (?) < M,
under, + xoipoQ, a pig-] A genus of yellow-
flowered herbs, of the natural order Compositce,
of the tribe Ciclioriacece, and type of the subtribe
SypochceridecB. About30specie3areknown,distributed
over temperate portions of the world. H. radicata of Eu-
rope, also sparingly introduced into the United States, is
the cat's-ear.

hypochont (hip'o-kon), n. An abbreviation of
hypochondria^: Davies. [Rare.]
You have droop'd within a few years into such a dis-

pirited condition that 'tis as much as a plentiful dose of
the best canary can do to remove the hypocon for a few
minutes. Tom Broimi, Works, IL 233.

Jiypochondert (hi-po-kon'd6r), n. [< hypochon-
drium, q. v.] Same as hypockondrium.
hypochondria^ (hi-po- or hip-6-kon'dri-a), n.

1= F. hypoohondrie = Sp. hipbeondria = Pg.
hypocondria = It. ipoeondria = G-. hypochondria
= Dan. Sw. hypokondri, < ML. hypochondria,
fern, sing., the morbid condition so called, sup-
posed to have its seat in the upper part of the
abdomen,<NL. hypockondrium/] Amorbid con-
dition characterized by exaggerated uneasi-
ness and anxiety as to one's health, and also
by extreme general depression ; low spirits: in
this sense often abbreviated hypo, or former-
ly hyp, hip. See hypo\ hipK Hypochondria, real
or affected, was formerly also called spleen, vapors, and
other vague names. Also hypochondnacism, hypocjwndri-
asis, hypochondriasm.

hypochondria'-^, n. Plural of hypockondrium.
hypochondriac (hi-po- or hip-o-kon'dri-ak), a.
and n. [< F. hypoch'ondriaque = Sp. hipocon-
driaco = Pg. hypocondriaco = It. ipocondriaco
(cf . D. Or. kypochondrisch = Dan. Sw. Jiypolcon-
drisJc) (see hypochondria^, < NL. hypochondria-
ens, < Gr. moxovSpiaKdg, affected in the hypo-
chondrium, < mox6v6piov : see hypochondrium.']
I. a. 1. In anat.: (o) Situated below the car-
tilages of the ribs— that is, under the "short
ribs": speoiflcally applied in human anatomy
to the region of either hypochondrium. See
third cut under abdominal. (Jb) Same as hypo-
chondrial.— 2. In entom., of or pertaining to the
hypochondria, or basal ventral plates of the ab-
domen: as, the hypochondriac segment.—S. In
patkol., suffering from hypochondria; morbidly
anxious about one's health, and affected with
general depression of spirits: also, character-
istic of or produced by hypochondria.
Bemocritus, that thought to laugh the times into good-

ness, seems to me as deeply hypochondriac as Heraclitus
that bewailed them. Sir T. Brovme, Keligio Medici, il. i.

Seized mth an hypochondriac alarm at every new sen-
sation. MacaiUay, Hitford's Hist. Greece.

There was a pleasurable illumination in your eye occa-
sionally, a soft excitement in your aspect, which told of
no bitter, bilious, hypochondriac brooding.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxvii.

II. n. A person affected with hypochondria

;

one who is morbidly anxious about his health,
and generally depressed.
Terrour has frequently excited languid hypochon^/riacs

to exertions they had deemed impossible.
T. Cogan, On the Passions, I. il. 3.

These hypochondriacs are the torments of their physi-
cians, and think they are insulted if their complaints are
called imaginary. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 97.

hypochondriacal (lu"p9- or hip"6-kon-dri'a-
kal), a. [< hypochondriac + -al.'] Same as hy-

pochondriac, 3.

bypochondriacally (hi'-'po- or hip'''o-kon-dri'a-

Sal-i), adv. In a hypochondriac or melancholy
manner.
hypochondriacism (hi"por or hip"o-kon-dri'a-

sizm), n. [< hypochondriac + -ism.'] Same as

hypochondria^.
hypochondrial (hi-p6-kon'dri-al), a. [< hypo'-

ckondrium + -al.] Situated lipon the flanis:

as, hypochondrial feathers. Also hypochondriac.
Macgillivray.

hypochondriasis(hi''''po-orhip"o-kon-dri'a-sis),

n. [NL., a more correct term for hypochon-
dria^; < hypochondrium + -iasis.] Same as hy-

pochondria^.
hypochondriasm (hi-po- orhip-o-kon'dri-azm),

n. [< hypochondria^ + -asm.] ' Same as hypo-

ckondrid^.

hypochondriast (hi-po- or hip-o-kon'dri-ast),M.
[Chypochondria^ + -ast.] One afBicted with hy-
pochondria ; a yiYPoiiiion&naia.

hypochondrief (hi'po-kon-dri), n. Same as hy-

pochondry.
hypochondrium (hi-po-kon'dri-um), n.

;
pi. hy-

pochondria (-a). [NI). (formerly Englished hy-

pochondry, pi. hypochondries, and hypochonder,

< P. hypochondre), < L. hypochondrium (in pi.),

< Gr. iirox6v6ptov, pi. inrox^vSpia, the soft part
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of the body below the cartilage and above the
navel, < i)K6, under, -f- x6vdpo(, a corn, grain, gris-

tle, cartilage, esp. of the breast-bone : see clion-

drus. E.enae hypochondria^, q.Y.] 1. In anat:
(a) In human anat., a superior and lateral part
of the abdomen, beneath the lower ribs ; one of

the specific regions of the abdomen, situated on
either side of the epigastrium, above the lum-
bar regions. See abdominal regions, imder ab-

dominal. (6) Some abdominal region corre-

sponding to the above, as the flank or side of

the rump of a bird; an Uiac region.—2. pi. In
entom., two lateral pieces at the base of the ab-
domen beneath, behind the metasternum and
posterior coxse : so called by Kirby. They are
found in many Coleoptera, etc., and are really parts of the
first ventral segment, which is hidden in the middle.

hypochondryt (hi'po-kon-dri), re. Same as hypo-
chondrium.

If from the liver, there is usually a pain in the right
hypocondrie. If from the spleene, hardnesse and grief in
the \et\,hypocondrie, arumbling, much appetite, and small
digestion. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 200.

hypocist (hi'po-sist), re. [< NL. hypoeistis, < L.
hypocisthis, < 'Gr. vKomaTig, improp. iTroKiadii, a
parasitic plant which grows on the roots of the
cistus, < vnd, under, below, + kiotoq, oistus.]

An inspissated juice obtained from a plant, the
Cytinus hypoeistis, natural order Cytinacece. The
juice is expressed from the unripe fruit, evaporated to
the consistence of an extract, formed into cakes, and dried
in the sun. It is an astringent, useful in diarrheas and
hemorrhages.

hypoclidia, n. Plural of hypoclidium.

hypoclidian (M-po-kli'di-an), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the hypoclidium : as, a hypoclidian pro-
cess. Also hypocleidian.

hypoclidium (hi-po-kli'di-um), n.; pi. hypoclidia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. 'ind, imder, -I- KAeig {lAeid-), a
key, the clavicle.] In ornith., the interclavic-

ular element of the clavicles of a bird ; an in-

feromediau process of the united clavicles, it
is well shown in the common fowl, where the hypocli-
dium is the thin fiat rounded bit of bone at the junction
of the legs of the merrythought or wishbone. See cut
under furcula. Also hypoclddium.

hypocoracoid (hi-po-kor'a-koid), re. [< Gr. iirS,

under, + E. coracoid.] lii ichtk., the lower one
of two bones which bear the actinosts or base
of the pectoral fin in most fishes. It was consid-
ered to be homologous with the cubital by Cuvier, with
the radius by Owen, and with the coracoid by later ichthy-
otomists.

hypocoristic (hi-'po-ko-ris'tik), a. and re. In
Gr. and Lat. gram.', same as diminutive.

hypocotyl (hi'po-kot-il), n. [Short for kypoeoty-
ledonous stem.] ' In bot., that part of the axis
which is below the cotyledons. Also called the
caulicle, and erroneously the radicle.

With seedlings the stem which supports the cotyledons
(i. e. the organs which represent the first leaves) has been
called by many botanists the "hypocotyledonous stem,"
but for brevity's sake we will speak of it merely as the hy-
pocotyl. Darwim, Movement in Plants, Int., p. 6.

hypocotyledonary (hi-po-kot-i-le'don-a-ri), a.

[C Gr. tm6, imder, + KOTvXrjS&p, cotyledon, +
-ary.] Pertaining to or resembling the hypo-
cotyl or hypocotyledonous stem.

Water-plants ; seed with little or no endosperm, but a
strongly developed hypocotyledonary axis to the embryo.

Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 6B3.

hypocotyledonous (hi-po-kot-i-le'don-us), a.

[C Gr. VTTO, under, + Korolridin), cotyledon, -f-

-ous.] In bot., situated under or supporting
the cotyledons. Darwin. See hypocotyl.
hypocotylous (hi-po-kot'i-lus), a. [< hypocotyl
+ -ous.] Of or pertaining to the hypocotyl.
Nature.

hypocrasst, ». A former spelUng of hippocras.
hypocrater (hi-po-kra'ter), re. [< Gr. moKparrj-
piov, the stand of a crater, < i7r6, under, -f- Kpar^p,
a mixing-vessel: see crater.] In arckceol., a
stand or foot designed to support a crater or
a vase of similar form, particularly an apodal
vase. See cut under dinos.

hypocrateriform (hi''''p9-kra-ter'i-f6rm). a. [<
Gr. vKOKpaT^pmv, the stand of a crater (see ky-
pocrater), + L. forma, shape.] In bot., salver-
shaped : an epithet applied to a corolla consist-
ing of a straight tube surmounted by a flat and
spreading limb, as in the cowslip and phlox.
hypocraterimorphous (hi"p6-kra-ter-i-mdr'-
fus), a. [NL., < Gr. iwoKpar'^piov', the stand of
a crater, + /^op^^, form,] Same as hypocrateri-
form.
hypocrisy (M-pok'ri-si), re.; pi. hypocrisies
(-siz). [< ME. hypoerisie, ypocrisie, etc., < OF.
ypocrisie, hypoerisie = Pr. ypoerisia = Sp. In-

pocresia = Pg. hypoerisia = It. ipocrisia, < LL.
hypocrisis, hypocrisy, also an imitation of a

hypoderma

KpiveaOai, „— , j— ., - j-— , - , . •. -.

Kpheadat, contend, dispute: see crisis, critic]

Dissimulation of one's real character or belief

;

especially, a false assumption of piety or vir-

tue; a feigning to be better than one is; the

action or character of a hypocrite.

In fraytour thei faren best of all the foure orders.

And [vsen] ypocricie in all that they werehen.
^ '

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), I. 284.

Beware ye of the leaven of the Pharisees, which is hy-

pocrisy. Lukexu. 1.

Next stood Hypocrisy, with holy leer.

Soft smiling and demurely looking down.
But hid the dagger underneath the gown.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, il. 664.

This then is hypocrisy— not simply for a man to de-

ceive others, knowing all the while that he is deceiving

them, but to deceive himself and others at the same tune.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 127.

=Syn. Pretense, cant, formalism, sanotimoniousneaa,

Pharisaism. See dissemble, dissembler, and deceit.

hypocrite (hip'6-krit), re. [< ME. hypocrite, ypo-

crite, < OF. hypocrite, P. hypocrite= Pr. ypocrita

= Sp. hipderita= Pg. hypoerita= It. ipocrita,ipo-

crito, < LL. hypoerita, a hypocrite; L., a mimic
who accompanied the delivery of an actor by
gestures ; < Gr. iiroKpcr^c, one who answers, a

player, also a pretender, hypocrite, < imoKpi-

veadai, answer, play a part : see hypocrisy.] Cfae

who assumes a false appearance ; one who
feigns to be what he is not, or to feel ov be-

lieve what he does not actually feel or believe

;

especially, a false pretender to virtue or piety.

Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for

ye are like unto whited sepulchres, which indeed appear
beautiful outward, but are within full of dead men's bones,
and of all uncleanness. Mat. xxiii. 27.

The fawning, sneaking, and flattering hypocrite, that will
do or be any thing for his own advantage, is despised by
those he courts, hated by good men, and at last tormented
by his own conscience. StiXlingfieet, Sermons, II. L

=Syn. Dissembler, Hypocrite (see disaenMer) ; Pharisee,
formalist^ cheat.

hypocritelyt (hip'o-krit-li), adv. Hypocriti-
cally.

He is re-hardned : like a stubborn Boy
That plies his Lesson, Hypocritely coy.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

hypocritic (hip-o-krit'ik), a. [< Gr. iiroKpm-

k6c, acting a part, < {moKpiT^g: see hypocrite.]

Hypocritical. [Bare.]
hypocritical (hip-o-krit'i-kal), a. [< hypocritic

+ -al.] Of, pertaining to, or proceeding from
hypocrisy ; characterized by nypocrisy ; dis-

sembling; feigned.

Indeed it is an easie matter for any to make a slight
formal profession, to run in a round of hypocnticall du-
ties, and live a moral civil lite. Eoplcms, Works, p. 733.

Make thy choice whether still to be subtle, worldly,
selfish, iron-hearted, and hypocritical, or to tear these sins
out of thy nature, though they bring the life-blood with
them I Hamtharne, Seven Oables, xvili.

=S37n. Dissembling, insincere, hollow, sham; sanctimo-
nious, canting, Pharisaical.

hypocritically (hip-o-krit'i-kal-i), adv. In a
hypocritical manner; with hypocrisy; without
sincerity.

Simeon and I,evl spake not only falsely, but Insidiously,
nay hypocritically. Oovemment qf the Tongue.

hypocritishf (hip'o-krit-ish), a. [< hypocrite +
-ish^.] Hypocritical.
The Lord . . . hath gathered him a flock, to whom he

hath given ears to hear that the hypoeritish wolves cannot
hear.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 4».

hypocycloid (hi-po-si'kloid), n. [< Gr. iir6,

der, -f- E. &/cloid.] In geom., a curve desori
by a point on
the circumfer-
ence of a cir-

cle which rolls / j p
upon the in-

side of another
circle.

hypodactylum
(hi-po-dak ' ti- Hypocycloid— C is the center of the
lum), ».;pl. /«?/- « of the moving, circle 1 />lsthepoint

p0ddct^M-\&).
'-""»»osepaat is traced.

[NL.,< Gr. {nr6,TmAer, + 66.ktv>xic, finger, toe.]
In ornith., the under side of the toe of a bird:
opposed to acrodactylum. [Rare.]
hypoderm (hi'po-dSrm), re. [< NL. hypoderma.]
1. In bot., same as hypoderma, 1.— 2. In arthro-
pods, an epithelial integumentary layer below
the cuticular or chitinized crust.
hypoderma (hi-po-dSr'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. im6,
under, + dip/m{T-), skin.] 1. In bot., the layer
of colorless cells just beneath the epidermis of
a leaf; also extended to the external cortex un-
der the epidermis of a stem: introduced in the

un-
desoribed

lixed,
of the



hypoderma

first sense by Kraus (1865). It is most common-
ly collenchyma. Also hypoderm.—Z. Icap.'l A
genus of hypodermic dipterous insects, or bot-
flies, of the family (Estridoe, species of which live
under the skin of various ruminant and other
hoofed quadrupeds. H. hovis is the bot-fly of the
ox. A related species, S. linearis, is known in
Texas as the lieel-fly, from attacking the heels of
cattle. CZarfc, 1815.— 3. [cap.'] Agenusofchi-
ropterous mammals, or bats. Geoffroy, 1829.
hypodermal (hi-po-d6r'mal), a. and n. [As hy-
podermic + -al.] I. a. Same as hypodermic.
[Bare.]

II. n. In sponges, a hypodermale.
hypodermale (hi"p6-d6r-ma'le), ».; pi. hypoder-
malia (-li-a). [NL. : see liypodermal.'] A pen-
tact sponge-spicule of the outer surface, with
immersed radial ray only. F. E. Schulze.
hypodermatic (hi"po-der-mat'ik), a. and n.

[As hypoderm-ic + -atic^.'] I. a. Same as hy-
podermic, [Rare.]

I should resort to hypodermatic injections.
Buck's Hwndbook of Med. Sciences, T. 11.

II. n. A hypodermic injection.

I again administered tiie hypodermatic of morphia.
Medical News,IJ.I. 293.

hypodemiatically (hi^po-der-mafi-kal-i), adv.
flypodermioally.

It is, moreover, impossible to use the bichloride hypo-
dermatically about the legs without producing abscesses.

Mejlical News, LII. 273.

Bypodermise (hi-po-d6r'mi-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Fries), < Gr. im6, imder, + dkpfm, the skin.] A
division of fungi, propagated, so far as known,
only by asexual spores, and growing under
and through the epidermis of living plants.
By Fries it was called an order, including the IfstUagi-
nece and JJredinace as suborders. De Bary (1861) made
it one of the four ^oups into which he divided the fungi,
without altering its application. In Cohn's system of
classification (1872) it was made a section of the order
Basidiospmfece, still including, however, the UstUagvnem
and UredmeOB. The studies of Be Bary and others have
thrownmuch additional light upon the life-history of these
forms, with the result of showing that the two groups are
not very closely related. Consequently, by later systema-
tists the Urediiiwoe have been raised to the rank of a class

coordinate with the Basidiomycetes^ and the TIstilaginece

included as an order in the class Zygomycetes, the division

Hypodermice being abandoned.

Iwpodennic (U-po-der'mik), a. and n. [< Gr.
tird, under, + 66p/Ia, the skin (cf . Jiypoderm), +
-ic] I. a. 1. Pertaining or relating to parts
under the sMn : subcutaneous ; employed in in-

troducing foreign substances under the skin:

speeificaUy applied to a mode of administering
medicines by introducing them under the skin:

as, a hypodermic syringe.

The galvanic excitation of the lower limb, or the hypo-
dermic injection of strychnine into it.

Prize Essays, Conn. Med. Soc, 1868.

2. Burrowing in or under the skin ; infestiug

the integuments : as, & hypodermic insect.— 8.

Of or pertaining to the hypoderm in arthro-

pods: as, a fimpoderm,ic layer; hypodermic cells.

II, n. 1. In med., a remedy introduced un-
der the sMn, as morphia or other narcotic agent.

—2. A hypodermic injection or syringe.

hypodermical (hi-po-der'mi-kal), a. Same as

hypodermic.

hypodermically (hi-po-der'mi-kal-i), adv.

a hypodermic manner; under the skin.

hypodermis (hi-po-d6r'mis), n. [NL., < Gr.

vToSepftlg, lit. imderskin, < iiriS, under, + 6ep/ia,

skin.] 1. In annelids, as the earthworm, a

thick layer, below the outicula, of reticulated or

nucleated tissue, in the meshes of which is a

copious transparent gelatinous substance. It

is considered by some as probably representing

both the dermis and the epidermis of other ani-

mals.— 2. In entom., a soft cellular substance

or tissue lining the abdominal wall of an insect,

within the chitinous investment. The more super-

ficial parts of it represent an ectoderm or epidermis, the

deeper portion being a parietal layer of the mesoderm.

hyppdermoclysis (hi'''p6-d6r-mok'li-sis), ».

[Mi., < Gr. iffo, under, + dep/ia, ^Mn, + lAvaic,

a drenching by a clyster.] The injection of

large quantities of a liquid, as water, under the

skin, with a view to replenishing the blood.

bypodiapason (M-po-di-a-pa'zon), «. [< Gr.

M, under, + StaTrcus&v, diapason : see diapason.]

In earh) music, the interval of an octave when
measured downward; a suboctave.

hypodiapente (M-p6-di-a-pen'te), n. [< Gr.

W, under, + (Sidn-Evre, diapente: sa&d%aperM.]

In early music, the interval of a perfect nrtti

when measured downward.
hypodiastole (M'po-di-as'to-le), n. [NL., < Gr.

vKodiacToT^i, a slight stop, a mark to divide the

In
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syllables of a word, < iiro, under, -t- SiaaTol?/, a
separation : see diastole.] In Gr. gram., same
as diastole, 3.

hypodiatessaron (hi-po-di-a-tes'a-ron), n. [<
Gr. iird, under, + 6i.aTe6ca.pm>, dia'tessaron : see
diatessaron.] In early music, the interval of a
perfect fourth when measured downward.
hjrpodiazeuxis (hl-po-di-a-zuk'sis), n. [< Gr.
uTTci, under, + didCev^ic, Aiaievais: seediazeuxis.]
In earZjf music, the separation of two tetrachords
by the interval of a fifth, as between the meson
and the diezeugmenon. See tetrachord.

hypodidascalt (hi"po-di-das'kal), n. [< L. hy-
podidascalus, < Gr.' imo6i6acmiog, an under-
teacher, < {mo, under, + 6i6aaiia7.oq, a teacher

:

see didascalic] An under-teacher. [Rare.]
There is the star of eloquence, under whom I am an hy-

podidascal— in English, his usher,
Shirley, Love Tricks, ill. 6.

hypoditone (hi-po-di'ton), n. [< Gr. in-ii, un-
der, -I- SWovav, the'major third : see ditone.] In
early music, the interval of a major third when
measured downward.
hypodorian (M-p6-d6'ri-an), a. [< hypo- +
Dorian.] See under mode"
hypodorianic (M-po-do-ri-an'ik), a. [< hypo-
dorian + -de.] See" under TOO^.

hypogeeal, hypogsean, etc. See hypogeal, etc.

Hypogsei (hi-po-je'i), ». pi. [NL., pi. of LL.
hypogceus, hypogevs, underground: see hypoge-
al.] A family of gasteromycetous fungi, re-
sembling the truffles in their habit of under-
ground growth.
hypogastria, n. Plural of hypogastrium.
hypogastric (hi-po-gas'trib), a. [< hypogastrium
+ -ic] In anat.', situated below the stomach;
specifically, of or pertaining to the hypogas-
trium,—Hypogastric artery, the principal branch of
the internal iliac artery of the fetus, passing out of the
body at the navel, and along the umbilical cord to the
placenta, whence also called umbilical artery. There are
a pair of these arteries, right and left. After birth the
portion of each which is outside the body is cast oif, and
that portion within the body which becomes an impervious
cord takes part in the formation of the urachus, while a
small portion which remains pervious becomes known as
the superior vesical artery. See cut under embryo.—Hy-
pogastric lobe of the carapace of a brachyurous crus-
tacean, one of the posterolateral subdivisions of the cara-
pace. See cut under Brachyura.—H3rpogastric plex-
uses, plexuses of sympathetic nerves derived from the
aortic plexus.— Hs^ogastrlc region, the hypogastrium.
See abdominal regions, under abdominal.

hypogastrium (hi-po-gas'tri-um), «.; pi. hypo-
gastria (-a). [NL., < Gr. im-oyacTptov, the lower
belly, neiit. of iiroyaaTpioQ, pertaining to the
lower part of the belly, abdominal, < vn6, under,
below, + yaarfip, belly.] In human, anat., the
lower part of the belly ; an abdominal region
below the umbilical region an^ between the
right and left iliac or inguinal regions. See
abdominal regions, under abdominal,

hypogastrocele (hi-po-gas'tro-sel), n. [< Gr.
iTroyaarpiov, the lower' beHy, + k^Xt/, a tumor.]
In pathol,, a hernia through the walls of the
lower belly.

hypogea, n. Plural of hypogewm.
hypogeal, hjrpogaeal (hi-po-je'al), a, [< LL.
hypogens, hypogceus, < Gr. im6yei.o(, later Attic

{nrdyaioc, under the earth, Tinderground, subter-

ranean, < viri, under, + y^, yaia, the earth, the
ground.] Subterranean; underground; in bot.,

growing beneath the surface of the earth, as

parts of plants, or in a few instances entire

plants, as the truffle and the tuckahoe. Also
hypogeous, hypogceous, hypogean, hypogcean.

This Boman site . . . is certain to reveal a rich Ajfpojeoi
harvest if it be systematically approached.

Athermum, No. 3067, p. 182.

hypogean, hypogaean (hi-po-je'an), a. [As
hypogeal + -an.] Same as hypogeal.

In any hypogean insect which continually uses its claws

in burrowing, the need of shedding and renewal of those

organs is apparent. Science, V. 519.

hypogee (hi'po-je), n. [< L. hypogeum : see hy-

pogeum.] Same as hypogeum.
The earlier accounts of the painted hypogees of Btruria.

C. 0. Miaier, Manual of Archaiol. (trans.), § 177.

hypogeiodyt (hi-po-ji'o-di), n.
_
[< Gr. virSyewc,

underground (see hypogeal), + hSdg, way.] The
art of laying out mines and tunnels and of map-
ping oaves; subterranean surveying. Dee,Fiet

to Euclid (1570).

hypogene (hi'po-jen), a. [< Gr. vir6, under, +
-yei^C, -produced : see -gen.] Produced or form-

ed under or below (the earth's surface) ; nether-

formed; specifloally,infireoi., said of rockswhich

have assumed their present form and structure

beneath the surface; Plutonic: a term applied

more especially to the granitic rocks: opposed

to epigene.

hypognathous
I proposed in the Principles of Geology the term "hy-

pogene," ... a word implying the theory that granite,
gneiss, and the other ci-ystalline formations are alike
netherformedrockSjOrrocks which have notassumed their
present form and stmcture on the surface.

Lyell, Elem. of Geology (ed. 1865X p. 9.

Hypogene or Plutonic action. The changes within the
earth caused by original internal heat and by chemical
action. A. Geitie, Geology (2d ed.), p. 178.

hypOgenOUS (M-poj'e-uus), «. [< Gr. vTr6, vm-
der^ -yevT/g, -produced (cf. hypogene), + -otis.]

1. Produced below or upon the under surface

:

applied to ftmgi growing upon the under side
of leaves: distinguished from epigenoms and
epiphyllous. Also hypophyllous.— 2. Growing
beneath the surface, as the cephalodia of some
lichens. Also hypomenous.
hypogeous, hjrpogaeous (hi-po-je'us), a. [< LL.
/(j'^opfszts, underground: see hypogeal.] Same
as hypogeal.

hypogeum, hypogseum (hi-po-je'um), n.; pi.

hypogea, hypogcea (-a). [L., < Gr. vKdyetov, ii^d-

yaiov, anunderground chamber, neut. of imdyeiog,

iTrii/afof, underground: seeliypogeal.] Inarch.,

Hypogeum.—Tomb of Khnoumhotpou, at Beni-Hassan, Egypt,
showing the so-called proto-Doric columns.

that part of a building which is below the level
of the ground, including cellars, vaults, etc,

;

also, any underground construction, chamber,
etc, as the syringes of ancient Egypt, or the
tombs of the Etruscans, Also hypogee.
Thetombs of Beni Hassan , , . are situated on the east-

ern side of the Nile, and are almost the only hypogea that
are so placed in Egypt, J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., 1. 110.

A series of hypogea or caves sunk in the solid rock.
Bneyc. Brit, II. 395.

hypogeusia (ha-pd-j5'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iivS,

under, + yevaig, the sense of taste, < yeieiv, give
to taste : see gttst^ .] Diminution of the sense
of taste.

hypoglossal (hi-po-glos'al), a. and n. [< Gr. V7r6,

under,+ y^iaaaa, the tongue,+ -al. Cf . hypoglos-
sis.] I. a. Situated under the tongue, wholly
or in part: specifically applied to a pair of

nerves.—Hypoglossal nerve, either of the twelfth or
last pair of cranial nerves of most vertebrates. It is the
motor nerve of the tongue and associate parts. In man
the hypoglossal arises from the medulla oblongata by sev-

eral filaments, in a line with the anterior roots of the spi-

n£d nerves, leaves the cranial cavity by the anterior con-
dyloid foramen, descends the neck deeply to a point oppo-
site the angle of the lower jaw, winds around the origin

of the occipital artery, crosses the carotid, and enters the
substance of the tongue between the mylohyoid muscle
and the hyoglossal. See second cut under bravn.

II. n. A hypoglossal nerve. Also hypoglos-

sus.

hypoglossi, n. Plural of hypoglossus.

hypoglossis, hypoglottis ^M-po-glos'is, -glot'-

is), n. [NL,, < Gr, viroyTMCctg, inroyXtn-Wf, a swell-

ing on the under side of the tongue, the xmder
surface of the tongue, < vtt6, under, -\- y/Macra,

y?MTTa, the tongue,] 1 , In anat. , the under part
of the tongue,— 2, Anything under the tongue.
(a) In pathol., a sublingual tumor. See ranula. (&) A
lozenge or pill to be kept under the tongue till dissolved.

3. In entom., an outer division of the mentum,
generally concealed or aborted, but visible in
certain Coleoptera.

hypoglossus (hi-po-glos'us), n.; pi. Ivypoglossi

(-i). [NL., < Gr. imd, under, + y%aaaa, tongue.]
1. In ichth.i (a) A nerve of some fishes, as
sharks, formed by the coalescence of the ven-
tral or anterior roots of the last three cranial

nerves, and extending to certain muscles of the
shoulder-girdle. (6) [cap.] A genus of fishes,

containing the halibut : same as Hippoglosstis.

Smith, 1833.— 2. In anat., same as hypoglossal.

hypoglottis, n. See hypoglossis.

hypognathism (hi-pog'na-thizm), n. [As hy-
pognatli-ous + -ism,] The quality or condition
of being hypognathous, Coues, 1864,

hypognathous (hi-pog'na-thus), a. [< Gr, vnd,

under, + yvddog, jaw,] In ormth,, having the



liypognatlious

under mandible longer than the upper, as the
black skimmer, JJ/ii/McftojJS nigra: applied either
to the bird or to its beak. Coues. See cut
under EJiyiichops.

hypogonation (lu»po-go-nat'i-on), )!. [< MGr.
vnoyomTwv, a kneeUng-eushion, < 6r. i>-o, un-
der, + ydm = E. A«ee.] Same as epigonation.

ll3T)0gyn (hi'po-jin), n. [As hypogyn-ovs.'] A
hypogyuous plant.

Hypogynae (hi-poj'i-ne), n. pi. [NL. (Sachs):
see hypogynous.'] A division of gamopetalous
plants in which the corolla is hypogynous. it
mclud^ the TubulijUirce with ft orders, the LabiaUJlorce
with 11 orders, the Diandrce with 2 orders, and the C<m-
torteiv with 5 orders.

hypogynic (hi-po-jin'ik), a. [As hypogyn-ow
+ -icT] Inserted in a hypogynous manner:
said of parts of a flower.

hypogynous (hi-poj'i-nus), a. [< mj.*hypogy-
nus, < Gr. iird, under, + ym?/, female (mod. bot.
pistil, ovary).] In tot., situated beneath the
pistil: applied to parts which, as in the iJanim-
culacece, are inserted or borne on the receptacle
of the flower, which has the sepals, petals, nu-
merous stamens, and many or few pistils, all
distinct and unconnected and inserted upon the
torus or axis, with the pistils at the summit.
—Hypogynous insertion. See imertion.

hypogyny (M-poj'i-ni), n. [As hypogyn-ous +
-J/.] In hot., the condition or state of being
hypogynous.
Hypohippus (hi-po-hip'us), n. [NL., prop.
*hyphippus, < Gr. iir'6, under, -1- iTrn-of, horse.] A
genus of extinct perissodactyl ungulate mam-
mals, of the family Anchitheriidw. J. Leidy,
loUO.

hypoiastian, hypoiastianic (M^po-i-as'ti-an,
-an'ik), a. l<hypo-+IasUan.2 See under moSe.
hypoionian, hypoionianic (hi'po-i-o'ni-an,
-an'ik), a. l< hypo-+ Ionian.'} See under mode.
hypojacobian (hi-po-ja-ko'bi-an), a. [< hypo-
+ Jacobian.^ InmaiA., Jacobian: so called in
contradistinction to hypeijacobian.

hypokinetic (hi-po-ki-net'ik), a. [< Gr. inro,

under, + Kivj/rrndg, moving: see kinetic.} Ex-
hibiting less than the normal amount of action.

hypolais Chi-po-la'is), n. [NL., < Gr. imo^at^,
some small bird.] 1. In ornith., an old (Aris-
totelian) name of some small European bird,
perhaps a warbler, sylvia, or beccafico, made by
Aldrovandi the same as curruca. Hence—(a) In
the form hippolais, the Linnean specific name of the icte-
rine warbler, Motacilta hippolais, the Sylma hypulais of
other writers, (b) [cap.] A genus of small sylviine war-
blers of Europe, etc., of which the icterine warbler, Hypo-
lais icterina, is the type : synonymous with AsUus, Cur-
ruca, Ficedula, etc. J. J. Kaup, 1829; Cabanis, 1850. Also
written Hippolais. C. h. Brehm, 1828,

2. [cap.} In entom., a genus of pyralid moths.
CriienSe, 1854.

Hypolepideae (hi-pol-e-pid'f-e), n. pi. [NL.
(F&e),<Mypol^isl-id-) + -ece J A tribe of poly-
podiaceous ferns, typified by the genus Hypole-
pis, now referred to the tribe Pteridece.

Hypolepis (M-pol'e-pis), n. [NL. (Bernhardi), <

Gr. vTfd, under,+ Aeirt'f, a scale, husk.] A genus
of polypodiaceous ferns, of the tribe Pt&ridece,

the type of the old tribe HypolepidecB. The sort are
marginal, placed usually in the sinuses of the frond, small,
subgloboae, uniform, and distinct. The fronds are from
twice to four times pinnate, with free veins. About a
dozen species are known, widely distributed in tropical
countries.

hypolydian (hi-po-lid'i-an), a. [< hypo- + Ly-
dian.} See under mode.

Hypoljrtreae (hi-po-lit're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Nees,
1834), < Bypolytrum + -6(8.] A tribe of plants
of the natural order Cyperacece, typified by the
genus Hypolytrum.

Hjnpolytrum (M-pol'i-trum), n. [NL. (Richard,

1805), < Gr. irKo, under, + i.mpm, a plant, loose-

strife.] A genus of monocotyledonous rush-
like plants, of the order Cyperacece, the type of

the tribe Hypolytrece. The inflorescence is in fasci-

cled or corymbose roundish panicles, which are many-flow-
ered ; there are 2 hypogynous, keeled, and compressed
scales, the exterior one being the largest ; there is no ca-

lyx ; and the stamens are 2 or 3 in number. About 25 spe-

cies are known, widely dispersed in tropical and subtropi-

cal countries.

hypomanikion (lu"p9-ma-nik'i-on), n. [< MGr.
vKOfiavcKiov, also vKo/iaviKov, < Gr. vird, under, +
fiavcKiov, sleeve : see epimanikion.} Same as epi-

manikion.
hypomanikon (hi-po-man'i-kon), n. Same as

epimanikion.

hypomenous (lu-pom'e-nus), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

mrojihetv, stay behind, remain, < imi, under, +
fiEveiv, remain : see remain.} Same as hypo-

genous, 2. Lindley.
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Il3momeral (hi-pom'e-ral), a. [< hypomere +
-a?.] Inferior or lower, as a part of a sponge

;

of or pertaining to a hypomere.
hypomere (hi'po-mer), n. [< Gr. im6, under,
+ piipoQ, a part.] That lower part of some
sponges which has all three fundamental lay-
ers, ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm, but
develops no flagellated chambers or ohoano-
some : distinguished from spongomere.

The lower half [of a Rhagon], which consists of all three
fundamental layers, maybe called the hypomere.

Encyc Brit., XXII. 415.

hypomixolydian (hi-po-mik-so-lid'i-an), a. [<

hypo- + mixolydian.} See uniier mo^e.
hyponastic (M-po-nas'tik), a. [As hyponasty
+ -ic.} Pertaining to or characterized by hy-
ponasty. Darwin.

When the upper surface of the organ [a leaf] is growing
the more rapidly the growth is said to be epinastic, when
the lower, hyponastic. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 68.

hyponasty (hi'po-nas-ti), n. [< Gr. iirS, under,
+ va(TT6(, close-pressed, solid, < vdaaetv, press
close.] In bot., increased growth along the low-
er surface of an organ or part of a plant, caus-
ing the part to bend upward. Compare epinasty.

hyponeuria (hi-po-nii'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. imS,

under, + vevpov, nerve.] In pathol., morbidly
diminished nervous energy. Dunglison.

hyponitrite (hi-po-ni'trit), n. [< hyponitr-ous
T -ite^.} A salt of hyponitrous acid.

hyponltrous (hi-po-ni'trus), a. [< hypo- + ni-

trous.} Used only in the following name:

—

Hypoiiltrous acid, an unstable acid (HNO) which can-
not be isolated, but is obtained in combination as a po-
tassium salt by the reduction of potassium nitrite.

hyponoia (hi-po-noi'a), )i. [< Gr. inrdvoia, hid-
den thought, deeper meaning, < iiTrmodv, think
seeretlj, suspect, < v7t6, under, + voeiv, think, <
v6og, mind.] In theol., a supposed hidden mean-
ing or double sense underlying the language of
the Bible.

hyponome (hi'po-nom), n. [< Gr. vTTovoiiri, an
underground passage, < vir6vo/iog, going under-
ground, < vit6, under, -1- v^/tetv, dwell in, inhabit.]
The ambulatory pipe or so-called fleshy funnel
of a oephalopod. A. Hyatt, Science, lU. 123.

hypopharyngeal (hi"^o-fa-rin'je-al), a. and n.

[CGr. V7V0, under, + ^d'pvy^, throat (pharynx).]
I. a. 1. Situated iDeneath the pharynx.— 2. Sit-
uated at the lower part of the pharynx.—3.
In entom., pertaining to the hypopharynx.

—

4. In ichth., specifically applied to the lower
pharyngeal bones: opposed to epipharyngeal.
See the extract.

There are [in osseous fishes] usually flve pair of bran-
chial arches connected by median ventral ossifications.
The posterior pair are single bones, which underlie the
floor of the pharynx, bear no bi-anchial filaments, but
commonly support teeth, and are called hypopharynyeal
bones. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 186.

Hypopliarsmgeal band, in ascidians, a ciliated tract
continued backward from the peripharyngeal band along
the middle of the neui'al surface of the pharynx to or
toward the esophageal opening. See out under Salpa.—
Hypopharyngeal fold, either of a pair of longitudinal
lamellse on the middle line of the branchial sac or pha-
ryngeal cavity of an ascidian.

II. n. One of the lower pharyngeal bones:
generally used in the plural.

hypopharynx (hi-po-far'ingks), ». ;
pi. hypo-

pharynges (-fa-rin'jez). [< Gr. inrd, under, -(-

^apvy^, throat (pharynx).] In entom., a fleshy
organ, generally strengthened with chitinous
sclerites, projecting from the floor of the mouth
at the opening of the pharynx or gullet. It some-
times has a tongue-like prolongation caUed the lingua, or
that name may be given to the whole hypopharynx. See
cut under HymeTwptera.

The anterior surface of the lingua and hypopharynx is
beset with fine hairs. Huxley, Anat. Invert, p. 863.

hypophet (hi'po-fet), ». [< Gr. {mo^Tj-nii, a sug-
gester, interpreter, < imo, under, + (^avai, speak.
Cf. prophet.} An expounder or interpreter.
Bunsen. [Rare.]

hypophloeodal (hi-po-fle'o-dal), a. Same as hy-
pophloeodic.

bypophloeodic (U'po-fle-od'ik), a. [As hypo-
phUeous + -ode + -ic.} In lichenol., living in
the periderm of a plant; situated beneath the
outer layers of the bark. Compare epiphlaeodic.

hypophloeous (hi-po-fle'us), a. [< Gr. vk6, un-
der, + ^/loidf, bark.] Same as liypophlceodic.

hypophora (hi-pof'o-ra), )?. [LL., < Gr. vTrcxpopd,

a putting under, subjoining, hypophora, < vno-
(pipeiv, carry away under, put under, subjoin, <
iird, under, + ^ipeiv = E. bear^.} In. rhet., the
statement of an opponent's objection or of an
argument which might be urged against the
speaker's or writer's position. The hypophora is
followed by the answer or counter-argument, called the

hypopodlnm

anihypophora. Hypophora and anthypophora frequently

take the form of a series of questions and answers. The
word hypophora has accordingly been used sometimes as

equivalent to eperotmis.

hypophosphate (M-pp-fos'fat), n. [< hypo-

phosph{orons) + -ateK} Same as hypophos-

phite.

hypophospMte (hi-po-fos'fit), n. [< hypo-

phospHorous) + -ite^.} In clietn., a salt obtain-

ed by the union of hypophosphorous acid with

a salifiable base.

hypophosphoric (la'po-fos-for'ik), a. Same as

hypophosphorous.

hypophosphorous (hi-po-fos'fo-rus), o. [<

hypo- ¥ piiosph<yroV:S.} In chem., containing less

oxygen than phosphorous acid contains—Hy-
pophosphorous acid, H3PO2, an acid formed by decom-
posing phosphides with water. It may be obtained as a
syrupy acid liquid or a white crystalline solid. Its salts

are used to some extent as medicine.

hsrpophrygian (hi-po-frij'i-an), a. [< Gr. two-

(pp'vytoi, ' m6, under,'+ ^pvyiog, Phrygian.] See
under mode.
Hypophthalma (hi-pof-thal'ma), n. [NL., <

Gr. iffo, under, + o66a%ii6q, eye.] "

\. pi. In La-
treiUe's system of classification (1831),the ninth

tribe of crabs of the division SeterocheUe, hav-
ing the hind pair of legs very small and either

dorsal or abortive.— 2. sing. A genus of

arachnids. Taczanowsky, 1873.

hypophyge (hi-pof 'i-je), n. [< Gr. inroijivyv, a
refuge (a recess), < iwoiptiiyuv, flee from under,
retire a little, < m6, xmder, -t- <l>evyciv, flee.] In
arch., a depression of curved profile beneath
some feature, as the hollow molding beneath
some archaic Doric capitals, as at Psestum and
Selinus ; an apophyge ; a scotia. See cut un-
der column.

hypophyllium (hi-po-fil'i-um), n.; pi. hypo-
phyllia (-a). [NL., <. Gr. {m6, under, + ^ii/Moi>

= L. foUum, leaf.] In bot., a petiole that has
the form of a small sheath, is destitute of la-

minse, and surrounds the base of certain small
branches, having the appearance of leaves, as
in asparagus.
hypophyllOUS (hi-po-fil'us), a. [< Gr. im6, un-
der,+ <i>v7m)v= li.folium, leaf, + -ous.} In bot.,

same as hypogenous, 1.

hypophyses, n. Plural of hypophysis.
hypophysial (hi-po-fiz'i-al), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the hypophysis. See conario-hypophysial.

hypophysical (hi-po-flz'i-kal), a. [< Gr. wrd,
under, + (^vamdQ, physical"] Inferior to the
physical; beneath or below the physical.

All kinds of knowledge were entirely familiar to him
[Jesus]: as the narrative expresses it, the physical and the
metaphysical, the hyperphysical and [the] hypophysical.

Stowe, Origin of Books of the Hibl^ p. 229.

hjrpophysis (hi-pof i-sis), n.; pi. hypophyses
(-sez). [NL., < Gr. imiifaxsii, an undergrowth,
a process, < vnofiiciv, make to grow from below,
pass, grow from below, grow up, < m6, under,
+ fveiv, make to grow, pass, ^vccdai, grow. ' Cf

.

epiphysis.} 1. The pituitary body of the brain,
which is lodged in the sella turcica of the sphe-
noid bone,_and attached to the tuber cinereum
of the brain by the infundibulum. It occurs in
all vertebrates except Amphioxua. It does not appear to
be of true nervous tissue, and its function, if any, is un-
known. Tho name is correlated with epiphysis as a name
of the oonarium. More fully called AMpopAystscereiiri. See
second cut under braiju

2. In bot.: (a) In angiosperms, the layer of
cells in the embryo resulting from the succes-
sive fission of the penultimate cell of the sus-
pensor, which g^ves rise to the primary root
and root-cap. (6) In mosses, an enlargement
of the pedicel at the base of the capsule. Also
called, less correctly, apophysis. See cut under
Andrewa.

^yP°Pi3.1 (hi-p6'pi-al), a. [< hypopus + -ial.}
Relating to the hypopus stage of certain aca-
roids. See hypopus, 2.

The hypopial period takes the place of that between
two ecdyaes In the ordinary life-history.

Michael, Jour. Linn. Soo. (1884)i XVII. S89t

hypoplastral (hi-po-plas'tral), a. Of or per^
taming to the hypoplastronof a turtle.
hypoplastron (hi-p6-plas'tron), ».; pi. hypo-
plastra (-tra). [< Gr. im6, under, -t- NL. plas-
tron, q. v.] The third lateral piece of the plas-
tron of a turtle: applied by Huxley ("Anat.
Vert.," p. 174) to what others oaU hyposternmi.
See second cut under Chelonia.
hypopodium (W-po-po'di-um), n.; pi. hypopo
dui (-a). [NL. (cf. LL. hypopodium, < Gr. iwo
TTddiw, a foot-stove), ' "

90-

inra-

, .. _, , ,, < Gr. iw6, under, -I- iroif
(7ro(5-) = E.foot.} In bot, the stalk or foot of
the carpels. Lindley. [Rare.]



hypopselaphesia

hypopselaphesia (M-pop-sel-a-f§ ' si-a) , n. [NL.

,

< Gr. im6, under, + injUijnimg', a toucliing, < ipv-
Jiaijiav, feel, touch.] In pathol., pai-tial loss of
the tactile sense.

hypopterate (M-pop'te-rat), a. [< Gr. vtz&kte-
poq, winged, < ino, under, + Trrepfo, a wing, +
-oiel.] In lot., having a wing produced at the
base or below. Lindley. [Rare.]
Hypopterygei (M-pop-te-rij'e-i), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. vTcd, under, + izTtpvi, irTepvyiov, a wing,
< nrepdv, a wing.] A family of pleuroearpous
or lateral-fruited mosses, with a peculiar ar-
rangement of the leaves, which are placed in
two opposite straight rows united on the upper
side of the stem, with a third median' row of
smaller stipuliform leaves on the under side.
The cells of the leaves are parenchymatous
and equal in all parts.

Hypopterygiaceae (hi-pop-te-rij-i-a'se-e), n.pl.
[NL., < Hypopterygei + -acece.] Same as Hy-
popterygei.

bypoptila, n. Plural of hypoptiVum.
bypoptilar (hi-pop'ti-lar), a. [< h/ypopUlum +
-ar"^^ Pertaining to the hypoptilum; hypora-
ohidian.

hypoptilum (hi-pop'ti-lum), ».; jil. JtypoptOa
(-la). [NL., < Gr. irrd, under, + tttiAov, feather.]
In omith., the aftershaft or hyporachis of a
feather; the whole of the supplementary plume
which springs from the stem of the main feather

• at the junction of calamus and rachis. Hypoptila
are usually present in the general plumage of birds, but
are wanting in some families, as owls, and are never de-
veloped on the remiges or reotrices. They are usually
much smaller than the main feather, but in some cases ai'e

about as lai'ge, when the feather appears to be double, but
with a single barrel. See hyporachis and Offtersfiaft, both
of which are more frequently used than hypoptUmn.

HypOIlUS (hi'po-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. irrd, under,
-P irovg = 'El. foot.'] 1. A supposed genus of
aearoids. Dug^, 1834. Hence— 2. \l. c] A
heteromorphous nymph of certain aearoids,
formerly supposed to be a generic type of the
aearoids.
The true hypopus is a heteromorphous nymphal form

of Tyroglyphus, and possibly of some allied, , or other
genera. Michael, Jour. Linn. Soc. (1884), XVII. 379.

hypopygia, n. Plural of hypopygium.
hypopygial (hi-po-pij'i-al), a. [< hypopygium
+ -al.] In entom., situatedunder the end of the
abdomen ; specifically, of or pertaining to the
hypopygium.—Hypopygialvalves,twooval oroblong
cleft plates on the lower side of the last abdominal seg-
ments, such as are found in many Tenthredinidce.

iypopynum (hi-po-pij'i-um), «.; pi. hypopygia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. vTvoKvyiov, the rump, <. imd,

under, -I- jrtij'i^, the buttocks.] In entom.: (a)

The lamellate clasping-organ at the end of the
abdomen of many male dipterous insects, de-

signed to retain the female. In some species

it is very large, and turned under the abdomen.
(J) The last visible ventral segment of an in-

sect's abdomen, immediately beneath the py-
gidium, or last dorsal segment. Eirhy.

hypppyum, hypopyon (hi-p6'pi-um, -on), n.

Wh., < Gr. vTTowvov, a kind of ulcer, neut. of

im&Kvog, tending to suppuration, < i>n6, under, -f-

7riov,.pus: see pus, pyemia.'] Ju pathol., wi et-

fusion of pus into the anterior chamber of the

eye, or that cavity which contains the aqueous
humor.
hyporachidian (lu"po-ra-kid'i-an), a. [< hypo-

rachis (-id-) + dan.'] Pertaining to or having
the character of the hyporachis. Also hypor-

hyporachis (hi-por'a-kis), n. [Nli.,_< Gr. vnop-

paxig, the hollow atiove the hip, < vno, under,

+ pdxic, the spine.] In omith.: (a) Properly,

the aftershaft ; the rachis aceessoria ; the stem
or seape of the supplementary feather which
grows upon many feathers of most birds.

Structural characters no less important separate the

Eheas from the Emeus, and, apart from their very differ-

ent physiognomy, the former can be readily recognized by

the rounded form of their contour-feathers, which want
the hyporrhaehiH or after-shaft that in the Emeus and

Cassowaries is so long as to equal the main shaft.

Eiicyc. Brit., XX. 505.

(J) The whole of such a supplementary feather;

a hypoptilum : more frequentlyhut less con-ect-

ly used in this sense. See hypoptilum and after-

shaft. Also written hyporrhachis.

hyporadial (hi-po-ra'di-al), a. [< hyporadu +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the hyporadii.

_

hyporadii (hi-p6-ra'di-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. vk6,

under, -h L. radim, q. v.] In omith., the acces-

sory radii or barbs of a feather. The barbs of the

hyporachis or hypoptilum are to the supplementary fea-

ther what the radii or baibs are to the main feather
;
tney

may bear barbules or hyporadioli, but never hamuli or

booklets.
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hyporadioli (hi-po-ra-di'o-li), n.pl. [NL., dim.
ofhyporadii.] The barbules of the hyporadii

;

the lesser processes borne upon the barbs of a
hyporachis or of a hypoptilum.
hyporchem, n. See hyporcheme.
hyporchema (hi-p6r-ke'ma), n.; pi. hyporche-
mata (-ma-ta). [NL.] Same as hyporcheme.
hyporchematic (hi"p6r-ke-mat'ik), a. [< hypor-
chema{t-) + -ie.] Consisting in or pertaining to
a hyporcheme or hyporchesis; characterizing
or employed in hyporohemes: as, a hyporche-
matic dance; hyporchematic rhythms Hypor-
Chematic prosodiac, in anc. pros., an episynthetio me-
ter, consisting of an anapestic prosodiac and an iambic
dimeter catalectic (c—ww—ww—

|
c— w_v^_w).

hyporcheme, hyporchem (hi'p6r-kem, -kem),
«. [< Gr. vTTopxvH-a, < imopx^ladm, dance with or
to music, < mo, under, + bpx^iadat, dance.] In
Gr. antiq. a,nd pros., a hymn or poem simg by
the maia body of the chorus, while some of their
number accompanied it with mimetic dancing
and gesticulation. Thehyporcheme, like thepaean, was
originally a hymn or song in honor of Apollo, but of a less
solemn character than the psean. This kind of compo-
sition is said to have been first developed by Thaletas in
the seventh century B. o., and we still possess fragments
of hyporchemes by Simonldes, Fratinas, Bacchylides, and
Pindar.

hyporchesis (hi-p6r-ke'sis), n. [< Gr. vndpxiaiQ,
a dancing to the hyporcheme : see hyporcheme.]
In Gr. antiq., a chorio dance with singing, ac-
companied by some of the chorus with panto-
mimic action. The poem sung was called a hy-
porclieme.

hyporrhythmic (hi-po-rith'mik), a. [< Gr.
moppvdfwg, subrhythmibal, < m6, under, + pv6-

Ii6q, rhythm : see rhythm.] Deficient in rhythm:
applied to" a heroic hexameter in which the end
of a foot coincides throughout with the end of
a word. Such a line, having as many dlereses as there
are feet ending within the line, and no true cesura, loses
all rhythmic coherence and continuity. An example is

:

Sparsis
II
hastis

|| longis || campus || splendgt gt |[ horrSt.
Enniws.

hyposcenium (hi-po-se'ni-um), m.j pi. hypo-
scenia (-a). [NL., < Gr. imoaK^tov, the wall un-
der the front of the stage, < iwo, under, -t- aKr/v!;,

the stage: see scene.] In the ancient Greek
theater, the low wall beneath the logeion or
front part of the stage, which was raised upon
it above the orchestra or konistra. This wall was
frequently ornamented with sculptured reliefs, as in the
Dionysiac theater at Athens, or with columns and other
architectural features, as in the theater of Epidaurus. A
night of steps in the middle or on either side afforded
communication between the stage and the 0L''vhe5tra.

hyposkeletal (hi-po-skel'e-tal), a. \< Gr. iitto,

under, -i- (jke?iet6v, skeleton, '4- -al.] In anat.,

developed, as muscles, below the endoskeleton:
opposed to episkeletal.

The hyposkeletal muscles are separated from the epi-

skeletal, not only by the endoskeleton of the trunk, . . .

but by the ventral branches of the spinal nerves.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 44.

hypospadia (hi-po-spa'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vnoaTvadiog or vvoomotalog, one having hypospa-
dia, < iin6, under, -I- arav, draw.] An arrest of

development of the male generative organs, the
urethra being more or less extensively open
along its under side. Also hypospadias.

hypospadiac (H-p6-spa'di-ak), a. and n. [< hy-

pospadia + -ac.] 1. a. Pertaining to or charac-
terized by hypospadia.

II. n. One who is affected by hypospadia.

hyposphenal (M-po-sfe'nal), a. [< hyposphene
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to a hyposphene;
characterized by or possessing a hyposphene,
as a vertebra; articulated by means of a hypo-
sphene : as, a hyposplienal process, vertebra, or

articulation. Also rarely diplosphenal.

hyposphene (hi'po-sfen), «. [< Gr. imo, under,

-I- a(p^, a wedge.] The median and single

wedge-shaped process situated on the neural

arch below the postzygapophyses of the verte-

brae of certain extinct reptiles of the Permian
period: so called by Cope, and later named
diplosphene hy Marsh. The process projects into the

neural canal from the hinder part of the neural arch, and,

with a corresponding formation on the fore part of the

neural arch of a succeeding vertebra, affords an articula-

tion additional to those made by the zygapophyses proper.

hyposporangiumt (hi"^9-spo-ran'ji-um), n. [<

Gr. iiTTo, under, + avopa, a spore or seed, + ay-

yelov, a vessel.] The indusium growing from

beneath the spore-case of a fern. Coolce. Also

called indusium inferior.

hypostasis (hi-pos'ta-sis), «. ;
pi. hypostases

(-sez). [NL., < Gr. 'vndaTanig, a supporting,

foundation, substance, reality, < hvoaraTog, sub-

stantially existing, lit. set under, < vipiardvat, set

under, pass, stand under, < imd, under,+ lardvat,

hypostatic

set, = L. stare — E. sta-nd.] 1 . That which un-
derlies something else ; that which forms the
basis of something ; foundation; support.— 2.
In tlieol., a person of the Trinity; one of the
thi-ee real and distinct subsistences in the one
undivided substance or essence of God. The
Christian uses of the term hypostasis started from the
meaning ' a reality ; a real personal subsistence or sub-
stance.' In this sense the word could be used of God
either as the Trinity or as each person of the Trinity. Ac-
cordingly, the meaning of the phrase " character of his [the-
Father's] hypostasis," in Heb. i. 8, has been vaiiously un-
derstood, the authorized version translating it *' express
image of his person," and the revised version, "the very
image [margin, the impress] of his substance," and the
general usage of the early church being unsettled down
to the time of the Arian controversy. In the Western
Church the word person (^persona, TTp6(rianov) had come
into use in the sense still retained by us, and hypostasis,
substance, or subsistence {substantia, sufjHstentia) was
used as equivalent to ' essence ' (ou<ri<i). The Greeks ob-
jected topersona or TrpoaoiTrov (properly, amask or di-amatic
character), as conveying the Fatripassian or Sabellian
idea of a mere difference of manifestation, and irpoamnov
never became thoroughly adopted as a Greek theological
term. At Alexandria, in the third and foui-th centuries, on
the other hand, hypostasis had come to be generally used
in the sense of 'person,' while at Antioch in the middle
of the foui-th centuiy there were two different parties
among the orthodox : the Meletians, who used hypostasis
in the sense of * person,' and the Eustathians, who used it as
equivalent to ' substance ' or 'essence ' (ovtrta). At a coun-
cil in Alexandria, A. P. 362, under St. Athanasius, it was
agreed that both parties were equally orthodox, and held
the same doctrine under a different terminology, and after
this the use of hypostasis in the sense of ' essence ' was
gradually abandoned.

That two natures . . . could have been concentred into
one hypostasis. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 759.

Essence denotes that which is common to Father, Son,
and Spirit. It denominates the substance, or constitu-
tional being, of the Deity, which is possessed alike and dif-

ferently by each of the personal distinctions. . . . Hypos-
tasis is a term which was more subtle in its meaning than
Essence. It denotes not that which is common to the
Three in One, but that which is distinctive of and pecu-
liar to them. Shedd, Hist. Christian Doctrine, I. 364.

3. In metaph., a substantial mode hy which the
existence of a substantial nature is determined
to subsistby itselfandbe incommunicable ; sub-
sistence.—4. A hypothetical substance ; a phe-
nomenon or state of things spoken and thought
of as if it were a substance.

With death the personal activity of which the soul is

the popular hypostasis is put into commission among pos-
terity, and the future life is an immortality by deputy
(according to Mr. Harrison's theory). Huxley.

5. Principle : a term applied hy the alchemists
to mercury, sulphur, and salt, in accordance
with their doctrine that these were the three
principles of all material bodies.— 6. In med. :

(o) A sediment, as of the urine; any morbid
deposition in the body. (6) An overfullness of
blood-vessels caused by a dependent position,

as of the veins of the legs (varicose veins), etc.;

hypostatic congestion.
Also hypostasy.

hypostasizatiou (hi-pos''''ta-si-za'shon), n.

Same as hypostatization.

hypostasize (hl-pos'ta-siz), v. t. [< hypostasis
+ -ige.] Same as hypostatize.

The hypostasizing of cause as will seems to us only a
more refined foim of the hypoetasizing of particular pro-
cesses or forces of Nature as persons, to which mythology
is largely referable. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 223.

hypostasy (hi-pos'ta-si), n. [< NL. hypostasis,

q. v.] Same as hypostasis.

'Wheir as in that vnion therest is an ineffable mysterie,
the two natures in Christ to haue one subsistence called
^ termed an hypostasie.

Bp. Gardiner, Explication, foL 117.

hypostatic (M-porstat'ik), a. [< Gr. moarart-
KOf, 'belonging to substance, < imdararog, sub-
stantially existing: see hypostasis.] 1. Ee-
lating to hypostasis; constitutive or elemen-
tary. The hypostatic principles are salt, sul-

phur, and mercury. See hypostasis, 5.

Of late, divers learned men, having adopted the three
hypostatieall principles, are very inclinable to reduce all

qualities or bodies to one or other of those three princi-
ples; and particularly assign for the cause of blaekness
the sooty steam of a dust or torrifled sulphur.

Boyle, Hist. Colours, Experiment xv.

2. In theol., personal, or distinctly personal;
pertaining to or constituting a distinct being
or substance. See hypostasis, 2.

Christians who . . . opposed the doctrine of a hypostat-
ic Logos, ... or of an independent personal subsistence
of the Divine Word. Enoyc. Brit., XVI. 719.

3. In med., arising from downward pressure;
caused hy dependence: as, hypostatic conges-
tion.— Hypostatic union, the union of two natures, the
divine and the human, in the one hypostasis or person of
Christ.

The personal or hypostatic union of the two natures in
Christ. Sehaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 80.



hypostatical

hypostatical (M-po-stat'i-kal), a. [< hypostat-
ic + -ai.] Same as hypostatic.

But the word hypostatical is understood only by those
. . . that are learned in the Greek tongue, and is properly
used ... of the union of the two natures of Chi-istin one
person. Hobbes, Ans. to Bp. Bramhall, p. 434.

hypostatically (H-po-stat'i-kal-i), adv. In a
nypostatio manner; personally; in actual sub-
stance.

The only true and eternal God hypostatically joined with
his holy humanity.

Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, § 20.

hypostatization (M-pos'^ta-ti-za'slign), n. [<
hypostatise + -ation.'] The act of fiypostatiz-
ing, or the state of being hypostatized. Also
hypostasization.

Cousin is correct in pointing outi from the Eealistic
point of view, that it is one tiling to deny the hypostatiza-
tion of an accident like colour or wisdom, and another
thing to deny the foundation in reality of those " true
and legitimate universals" which we understand by the
terms genera and species. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 421.

hypostatize (hi-pos'ta-tiz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
hypostatized, ppr. hyp'ostatizing. [< hypostatic
+ -ize.'] To attribute substantial existence
to ; make into or regard as a distinct individ-
ual subslJanoe or reality, a hypostatized attribute
is one which is itself regarded as the subject of attributes
or characters ; and a hypostatized relation is one treated
as having relations to other relations. Also hypostatise,
hypostasise, hypostasize.

We then hypostatise the zero ; we baptize it with the
name of the absolute. Sir W. HaTnUtoTu

If we can hypostatize the community, and treat it as an
individual with magnified but human wants and satisfac-
tions, th^n, for this leviathan, the ethical end will cor-
respond to what is called Utilitarianism or Universalistic
Hedonism. W. M. Sorley, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 43.

hyposterna, ». Plural of hypostemum.
hyposternal (hi-po-st6r'naO, a. 1. Situated
or occurring below the sternxmi; substernal:
as, hypostei-nal pain.— 2. Of or pertaining to
the hypostemum or hypoplastron: as, the hypo-
sternal scute of a tortoise. See plastron.

Ixyposternimi (hi-po-stfer'num), n.; pi. hypo-
sterna (-na). [NIj.,< Gr. imdarEfyvov, neut. of VTrd-

CTepvog, under the breast, < vird, under, + arip-

vov, the breast.] The third lateral piece of the
plastron of a turtle : called the hypoplastron by
Huxley. See second cut under Chelonia.
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hypostyle (hi'po-stil), a. and n. [< Gr. tmSarv-

Aof, resting on pillars set imdemeath, < imo,

under, + arvhig, a pillar: see style^.'] I. o.

In arch., having the roof supported by pillars:

as, the hypostyle hall at Karnak.

We come to a hypostyle hall of great beauty, formed by
two ranges of larger columns in the centre, and three rows
of smaller ones on each side.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 117.

II. n. In arch., a structure, with or without
inclosing walls, the ceUing of which is sup-

ported by columns; a covered colonnade; a

pUlared haU: applied specifically to the many-

hypostigma (hi-po-stig'ma), n.
;
pi. Ivypostlgmai

f-mi). [< Gr. vKoaTi-yiiTj, a'eomma, < i)it6, under,
-^ crny/i^, apoint: sees%ma.] Inpaleography,
a point like the modem period, used with the
value of a comma. Also hypostigme.

hypostoma (hi-pos'to-ma), B. ; pi. hypostomata
{lu-po-sto'ma-ta). ["NLV, < Gr, i-rrd, under, +
ardfia, mouth"] 1 . An inferior part or organ of

the mouth of arthropods and some otheranimals,
(o) The clypeus of dipterous insects, (b) The broad curved
sclerite behind the lamina labialis of rayriapods. Meinert.
(c) A median formation below and behind the mouth-parts
of some crustaceans, as the Eurypterida. Also called me-
tastoma. (d) The labium or under lip of trilobites. (e) The
proboscis of hydrozoans. Hyatt. Also hypostmne.

2. [cap.] Same as Hypostomus.
Hypostomata (hi-po-st6'ma-ta),«.jiZ. [NL., <

Gr. iiTTiS, under, + ardfia, mouth.] 1. An order

or suborder of fishes, confined to the eastern

seas, alone represented by the family Pegasidce,

of uncertain position, supposed to be related to

the mail-cheeked series of acanthopterygians.
Originally written in the French form Syposto-

mides by Dum^ril.—3. A group of echinoderms.
J. E. Gray, 1840.— 3. Infusorians in which the

mouth is inferior or ventral. Diesing, 1865.

ll3?postomatOUS (hi-po-stom'a-tus), a. [As hy-

postoma{t-) + -ous.']' Having the mouth in-

ferior or ventral, as some infusorians.

liypostome (hi'po-stom), n. [< Nli. hypostoma,

a. v.] Same as hypostoma, 1.

Hypostomid8e(hi-p9-stom'i-de), n.pl. [< My-
postomus + -icicE.]

" A family of nematogna-
thous fishes, named from the genus Syposto-

mus : same as Lorioariidce.

hypostomous (hi-pos'to-mus), a. [< Gr. mo,
under, + arS/ia, mouth.] In ichth., having the

mouth inferior.

Hypostomus (hi-pos'to-mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

im, under, + crd/m, mouth.] A genus of fishes,

in which the mouth is inferior and under the

snout, typical of the family Hypostomidce. La-
cepide, 1803. Also Hypostoma.

hypostrophe (hi-pos'tro-fe), n. [NL., < Gr.

viroaTpoft;, a turning about, recurrence, < mo-
crpE^Eiv, turn about, return,< ijrd, under, + cTpi-

(jiELv, turn: see strophe."] 1+. In med.: (a) The
act of a patient in turning himself. (6) Return

of a disease; relapse.— 3. In rhet., the use of

insertion or parenthesis ; return to the subject

after parenthesis.

Hypostyle Hall ofKamak, Egypt.

columned halls of a type characteristic of an-
cient Egyptian religious architecture. The cut
shows part of the interior of one of the greatest of these
halls. An exterior view of a later and smaller example is

given under Egyptian.

hyposulphite (hi-po-sul'fit), n. [< hyposul-

pn-urous + -ite'^.] A salt of hyposulphurous
acid (H2SO2). Sodium hyposulphite (hyposulphite of
soda) is the commercial name for sodium thlosulphite, a
salt of thiosulphurous acid (H2S2O3), which is used by
dyers for reducing indigo, and generally in the arts as a re-

ducing or deoxidizing agent—notably in photography, as
the usual chemical for ilxing plates and prints.

hyposulphuric (hi"p6-sul-fu'rik), a. [< hypo-
sulphurotis + -ic] Same as hyposulphurous.
hyposulphurous (M-po-sul'fer-us), a. [< hy-
po- + sulphurous.'] Next in a series below sul-

phurous : used only in the following phrase.
—Hyposulphurous acid, (a) An acid, HgSOa differ-

ing m composition from sulphurous acid only by having
one less oxygen atom in the molecule. (&) A totally dis-

tinct acid, H2S2O3, now called thiosvlphuria acid. See
thiosulphurie.

hyposyllogistic (M-po-sU-o-jis'tik), a. [< hypo-
+ syllogistic] Concluding necessarily like a
syllogism, but not strictly syUogistio.

hyposjmaphe (hi-po-sin'a-fe), n. [< Gr. inoav-
va(pri, <. inroawdvTEiv, comtiine slightly, < m6, un-
der, -I- awaiTTEiv, join together, combine, < cvv,

along with, -I- airrEiv, join.] In early music, the
separation of two tefxaohords by a tetrachord
conjunct with both, as between the hypaton
and the synnemenon. See tetrachord.

hypotactic (M-po-tak'tik), o. [< Gr. vnoTaKn-
Ko^, subordinate, subjoined, < mordaaEtv, place
under, subject: see hypotaxis.] Of

,
pertaining

to, or characterized by hypotaxis ; dependent

:

as, two temporal clauses in hypotactic con-
struction.

hypotarsal (hi-po-tar'sal), a. [< hypotarsiis -\-

-al.] Pertaining to or having the character of

the hypotarsus.
hypotarsus (hi-po-tar'sus), n.; pi. hypotarsi
(-si). [NL.,< Gb. m6, under, -t- rapadg, the flat of
the foot : see tarsiis.] In ornith., the talus or so-
called calcaneum ; a bony process or ossification

at the superior and posterior part of the main
tarsometatarsal bone, supposedto answerto dis-

tal tarsal elements of the reptilian or mamma-
lian foot. It is usually a prominent feature of the upper
end and plantar aspect of a bird's tarsus, and is perforated
by canals for the passage of tendons of flexor muscles of
the toes. See cut under tarsometatarsus.

hypotaxis (M-po-tak'sis)^ n. [NL., < Gr. m6-
Ta^ig, subjection, submission, < imoT&cBEiv, place
under, subject, < im6, under, + rdaoEiv, arrange.]
In gram., dependent construction : opposed to
parataxis.

Now to make hypotaxis out of parataxis, we must have
a joint. B. L. Gilderaleeve, Jour. Philol., XVI. 420.

hypothecation

hypotenusal, hypothenusal (hi-pot-, hi-poth-

e-nu'sal), a. [< hypotenuse, hypothenuse, + -al.]

Pertaining to a hypotenuse; of the nature of

a hypotenuse ; forming or formed by a hypote-

nuse.

Light Is incident in such a manner that the angle of in-

ternal incidence at the hypotenusal side is nearly equal

to the angle of total reflection. Airy, Optica^ prop. xvil.

hypotenuse, hypothenuse (hi-pot'-, hi-poth'-

e-nus), n. [Prop, hypotenuse, but the errone-

ous form hypothenuse is more common; < P.

hypotenuse = Sp. hipotenusa = Pg. hypothenusa

= It. ipotenusa, < LL. hypotenusa, < Gr. vtzoteL-

vovaa, or in full V rr/v dpB^v yuviav vwoTEivoima,

K/Uvpd, the side subtending the right angle,

ppr. fem. of imoTEivEiv, stretch under, subtend,

< vird (= L. sub), under, + teIvelv (= L. ten-

dere), stretch: seefeMdi, tonel.] Ingeom., the

side of a right-angled triangle opposite the right

angle.

hypothalli, n. Plural of hypothallus.

hypothalline (hi-p6-thal'in), a. [< hypothal-

lus + -inch] Keseinbling or pertaining to the

hypothallus.
hypothallus (hi-p6-thal'us), n.; pi. hypothalli

{-1). [NL., < Gr. md, under, + BoMdc, a young
shoot or branch, a frond.] In lichens, a mass
of delicate filaments upon which a thaUus is

first developed, it is a horizontal stratum, which is

developed immediately upon the prothallus, aud consists

of interlacing filaments or of elongated rounded cellules.

It is sometimes of a white or whitish color, but is usually

dark or blackish. A secondary form consists of vertical

rhizoid flbrillsE, which are usuaUy branching and tufted at

the extremities.

hypothec (hi-poth'ek), n. [= D. hypotheek =
G. Dan. hypothek= Sw. hypotek, < F. hypoihique

= Pr. hypoteca, ypotheca = Sp. hipqteea = Pg.
hypotheca = It. ipoteea, < LL. hypotheca, < Gr.

{mo&iKt!, a pledge, deposit, mortgage, < imondi-

vat, place under : see hypotliesis and theea.] 1.

Same as hypothecaUon, 1.

Possession, Usucaption, Bom'tarian ownership, and Hy-
pothek occupy together a prodigious space in the Koman
jurisprudence. iiaine. Early Law and Custom, p. 357.

2. In Scots law, a legal lien given to a creditor

upon property, to secure the payment of his

demand. It usually if not always implies that posses-

sion remains with the debtor, and that the creditor has
on^ a light of action. In case of vessels itmay be created

by agreement. Tacit or legal hypothec exists by implica-

tion of law, as in the case of a landlord's lien on crops for

rent, and the lien of an attorney or law agent for costs.

The term is also applied in a general sense to the prefer-

ence over other debts against an estate given by law to

some demands, such as funei-al expenses, wages, etc.

hypothecary (hi-poth'e-ka-ri), a. [< LL. hy-

potliecarius, < hypotheca,' a, pledge: see hy-

pothec] Of or pertaining to hypothecation
or mortgage : as, a hypothecary note (that is, a
note given in acknowledgment of a debt, but
which cannot pass into circulation). Also hy-

pothecatory—Hypothecary action, in eiwl law, an
action to enforce a Imiothecation of property by its sale,

aud the application of theproceeds to pay the debt.—Hy-
pothecary debt. See debt.

hypothecate (hi-poth'e-kat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

hypothecated, ppr. hypothecating. [< ML. hy-
pothecatus, pp. of hypothecare, hypothecate,
< LL. hypotheca, a pledge: see hypothec] 1.

To pledge to a creditor in security for some
debt or demand, but without giving the credi-
tor corporeal control; mortgage, leaving the
owner in possession.— 2. To put in pledge by
delivery, as stocks or effects of any kind, as
security for a debt or other obligation.
hypothecation (hi-poth-f-ka'shgn), n. [< ML.
hypotUecatio(n-),<, /j«pot7iecare,hypotheeate: see
hypothecate.] 1. M Bom. law, mortgage; a
contract lien given by a debtor to his creditor
as security, without giving him possession of
the property, it usually if not always related to real
property, while secui'ity upon personal property was given
by possession, and termed pipKus, or pledge.

The Athenian aTrorifirifiaTa, or hypotJiecations, were open
and notorious like our old feoflmenta.

Sir W. Jones, A Commentary on Iseeus.

2. In French law (hypothdque), a lien on im-
mova,ble property for security of a debt, with-
out giving the creditor possession. Legal hypothe-
cation is that which is implied bylaw ; judieiiU hypotheca-
tion, that which is established by a judgment of a court,
affecting particular real property or all the real property of
a particulai* debtor ; and conventional hypothecation, that
which is created by contract before a maifistrate or notary.
Immobilized shai'es in the Bank of France are deemed im-
movable property for the pm'pose of allowing hypotheca-
tion. Vessels may be the subject of conventional Bypothe-
cation.

3. In American financial usage, a pledge; alien
on personal property, particularly on negotia-
ble securities, ^ven by a debtor by transfer-



hypothecation

ring possession, with evidences of title, to Hs
creditor, in this use the term always implies creation
by contract, and that the secuiities hypothecated are put
or supposed to be put beyond the control of the debtor
until payment of his debt.

I would give
My lanrels, living and to live,

Or as much cash as you could raise on
Their value by hypothecation.

Halleek, The Recorder.

4. In modem commercial usage, the mortgage
of a vessel or her cargo, as in the phrase Itypothe-

caUon bond, a hottomry bond or respondentia
bond. See hoUomry and respondentia,

hypothecator (M-poth'f-ka-tqr), n. [< liypoth-

ecate + -or.'} One who pledges anything as
security.

hypothecatory (hi-poth'e-ka-to-ri), a. [< hy-
potliecate + -ory.} Same as hypothecary.

hypothecial (hi-j)o-the'si-al), a. [< hypothemim
+ -al.} Pertaining to the hypothecium.
hypotheciiun (hi-po-the'si-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

m6, under, + d^Kti, a case : see theca.} In hot.,

the ^yer, usually dense, of hyphal tissue im-
mediately beneath the hymenium.
hypothek, n. See hypothec.

hypothenar (hi-poth'e-nar), n. and a. [NL., <

Gr. imoBivap, the part of the palm next the fiii-

fers,< m6, under,+ devap, thepalm of the hand.]

. n. In anat. and zool., the fleshy prominence
upon the outer side of the palm of the hand
at the base of the little finger. See thenar.

Also called hypothenar eminence.

II. a. Pertaining to or situated upon the
hypothenar.—H3^othenar muscles, those muscles
which collectively act upon the metacarpal bone and the

base of the first phalanx of the little finger.

hypothenusal, hypothenuse. Seehypolenusal,

liypotenuse.

hypothesis (hi-poth'e-sis), n.
;

pi. hypotheses

(-sez). [= D. G. Dan. hypothese= Sw. hypotes

= F. Ivypothise = Sp. hipdtesis = Pg. hypothese

= It. ipotesi, < Gr. im66emc, a groundwork, foun-

dation, base, supposition, lit. a placing under,

that which is placed under, < vnorMyaL, place

under, < m6, under, + nOevai, place, put, > Beac;, a

putting: see ifeesjs. Ct. hypothec.} 1. A condi-

tion; that from which something foUows: as,

freedom is the hypothesis of democracy. [Bare-

ly used in BngUsh.]— 2. A proposition as-

sumed and taken for granted, to be used as a
premise in proving something else ; a postulate.

Sooner than abandon his theory, there is no extrava-

gance of hypothesis to which the superstitious man will

not resort. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 385.

When some hypothesis, absurd and vain,

Has filled with all its fumes a critic's brain.

Cowper, Prog, of Err., 1. 444.

8. A supposition; a judgment concerning an
imaginary state of thiu^s, or theimaginary state

of things itself concerning whose consequences

some statement is made or question is asked;

the antecedent of a conditional proposition : the

proposition disprovedbyreductio ad absurdum.

The angles BGH, GHD are equal to two right angles by
hypothesis. Play/air's Euclid, I. 28.

4. The conclusion of an argument from conse-

quent and antecedent ; a proposition held to be

probablytrue because its consequences, accord-

ing to known general principles, are found to

be true; the supposition that an object has a

certain character, from which it would necessa-

rily follow that it must possess other charac-

ters which it is observed to possess. The word

has always been applied in this sense to theories of the

planetary system. Kepler held the hypothesis that Mars

moves in an elliptical orbit with the sun in one focus, de-

scribing equal areas in equal times, the ellipse having a

certain size, shape, and situation, and the perihelion be-

ing reached at a certain epoch. Of the three coordinates

of the planet's position, two, determining its apparent po-

sition, were directly observed, but the third, its varying

distance from the earth, was the subject of hypothesis.

The hypothesis of Keplerwas adopted because it made tne

apparent places just what they were observed to be. A
hypothesis is of the general nature of an inductive conclu-

sion, but it differs from an induction proper m that it in-

volves no generalization, and in that it affords an explana-

tion of observed facts according to known general princi-

ples. The distinction between induction and hypotnesis

is iUustrated by the process of deciphering a despatch writ-

ten in a secret alphabet. A statistical investigation win

show that in English writing, in general, the letter « oc-

curs far morefrequentlythan any other; this general prop-

osition is an induction from the particular cases examineo.

If now the despatch to be deciphered is found to contain

26 characters or less, one of which occurs much more ire-

quently than any of the others, the Probable explanataon

is that each character stands for a letter, and the most tre-

quent one for e : this is hypothesis. At tbe outset, this is

a hypothesis not only in the present sense, but alsom that

of being a provisional theory insufficiently suPPorted. As

the process of deciphering proceeds, however, the infer-

ences become more and more probable, until P«ctioal cer

tainty is attained. StlU the nature of the evidence re-
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mains the same ; the conclusion is held true for the sake
of the explanation it affords of observed facts. Generally
speaking, the conclusions of hypothetic inference cannot
be arrived at inductively, because their truth is not suscep-
tible of direct observation in single cases ; nor can the con-
clusions of inductions, on account of then- generality, be
reached by hypothetic inference. For instance, any his-
torical fact, as tliat Napoleon Bonaparte once lived, is a
hypothesis ; for we believe the proposition because its ef-

fects—current tradition, the histories, the monuments,
etc.— are observed. No mere generalization of observed
facts could ever teach us that N apoleon lived. Again, we
inductively infer that every particle of matter gravitates
toward every other. Hypothesis might lead to this result
for any given pair of particles, but never could show that
the law is universal. The chief precautions to be used in
adopting hypotheses are two ; first, we should take pains
not to confine our verifications to certain orders of effects

to which the supposed fact would give rise, but to exam-
ine effects of every kind ; secondly, before a hypothesis can
be regarded as anything more than a suggestion, it must
have produced successful predictions. For example, hy-
potheses concerning the luminiferous ether have had the
defect that they would necessitate certain longitudinal os-

cillations to which nothing in the phenomenacorresponds

;

and consequently these theories ought not to-be held as
probably true, but only as analogues of the truth. As long
as the kinetical theory of gases merely explained the laws
of Boyle and Charles, which it was constructed to explain,
it had little importance ; but when it was shown that dif-

fusion, viscosity, and conductibility in gases were con-
nected and subject to those laws which theoryhad predict-

ed, the probability of the hypothesis became very great.

hypotrichously

The numerical estimates of a large savage population

must, of course, be in a great degi-ee hypothetical.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., note.

The great event of Wordsworth's school-days was the

death of his father, who left what may be called a hypo-

thetical estate, consisting chiefiy of claims upon the first

Eai'l of Lonsdale. Lowell, Among my Books, 2dser., p. 206.

Destructive hypothetical syllogism, a reasoning in

this form : If A is, B is ; but B is not, therefore A is not

—

Hypothetical argument. See ajg^iimorf.—Hypothet-
ical baptism. Same as conditional baptism tyfmch. see,

under (lap(ism).—Hypothetical period, In sra!»., a sen-

tence expressing a condition and conclusion, or composed
of a protasis and an apodosis.— Hypothetical propo-
sition, in logic : (a) A proposition consisting of an antece-

dent and a consequent clause; one which states that two
facts are in the relation of reason and consequent ; one
which excludes an event from the universe of possibihty.

(b) A proposition consisting of two or more clauses united

by conjunctions, or which states a relation to exist be-

tween different possibilities.—Hypothetical (juestlon,
a form of question allowed by the modern law of evidence
for the purpose of calling out the opinion of an expert wit-

ness, such facts as the interrogating counsel claims he
has already proved being stated as a hypothesis, and the

witness being requested to state to the juiy what his opin-

ion is, supposing or assuming such facta to be true.—Hy-
pothetical syllogism, a syllogism in which one of the

premises is a hypothetical proposition. The following is

an example of the form of inference which is usually con-

sidered as the direct hypothetical syllogism : If it lightens,

it will thunder ; it does lighten ; hence, it will thunder.

But some logicians refuse the name of syllogism to this in-

ference, and consider the simplest type of hypothetical syl-

logism to be : If it thunders, it will lighten ; if it rains, it

will lighten ; hence, if it rains, it will thunder.

II. n. A hypothetical proposition.

Universal abstract judgments and hypotheticals, on the

other hand, appear to assert merely necessary connexion
of ideal content, and therefore point only to that in the

real which is the ground of the consequence necessarily

following. Mind, IX. 128.

eses: for whatever is not deduced from the phsenoraena i,-™,-+'|,«4.;««n«. /"hT -nX fhc+'i Iral ^^ n/Jii T-n a.

is to be called an hypothesis; and hypotheses, whether me- 'l^°*S®*J??',lJy i^J"; 5-i„+i^^^
taphysical or physical, whether of occult qualities or me- " « .nn ^r^n-r.-na^n

chanical, have no place in experimental philosophy.
JSfewton, Frincipia (tr. by Motte), iii.

5. An ill-supported theory; a proposition not
believed, but whose consequences it is thought
desirable to compare with facts.

. An hypothesis is any supposition which we make (either

without actual evidence, or on evidence avowedly insuf-

ficient), in order to endeavor to deduce from it conclusions

in accordance with facts which are known to be real ; un-

I asked him what he thought of Locusts, and whether
the History might not be better accounted for, supposing
them to be the winged Creatures that fell so thick about
the Camp of Israel? but by his answer It appear'd he had
never heard of any such Hypothesis.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 61.

We have explained the phsenomena of the heavens and
of our sea by the power of gravity. . . . But hitherto I

have not been able to discover the cause of those proper-
ties of gravity from phsenomena, and I frame no hypoth-

h;^othetieal manner or relation; conjecturally.

whenever anatomical investigation shows the combined
action of several distinct fibres, the resulting sensation

may, hypothetically, be regarded as composite.
J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 69.

hypothetico-disjunctive (hi-po-thet'i-ko-dis-

jungk'tiv), a. Combining the characters of the

hypothetic anddisjunctive forms ofproposition.
—Hypothetico-disjunctive proposition, a hypotheti-

^ , cal proposition with a disjunctive consequent.

der the idea that if the conclusions to which the %j)0(fte«i8 hypothetist (hi-poth'e-tist), ». [< hypotliet(ic)
leads are known truths, the hypothesis either must be, or

at least is likely to be true. J. S. Mill.

Doomnentary,monophyletic,nel)ular,etc.,h3T)othe-
sls. See the adjectives.—Hypothesis ofdegeneration.
See degeneration. =Sy]1. Speculation, ete. See theory.

hypothesise, v. i. See hypothesize.

hjTPothesist (hi-poth'e-sist), n. [< hypothes(is)

+ -ist.} One who defends a hypothesis.

hypothesize (U-poth'e-siz), «. J.
;
pret. andpp.

hypothesized, ppr. hypothesizing. [< hypotheslis)

+ -ize.} To form hypotheses. Also hypothe-

sise, hypothetize.

One certain proof is, thatthe Greeks soon lost or entirely

neglected it, when they began to hypothesise.

Warburton, Divine legation, iii. § 4.

We might write and talk and hypothesize, theorize, and
reason 1

Shelley, in Dowden, I. 229.

hypothetic (hi-po-thet'ik), a. [='F.hypothetique

= Sp. hipoteiico'= Pg. hypotlietico = It. ipote-

tico (cf. D. G. hypothetisch = Dan. hypothetisTc

= Sw. hypotetish), < LL. hypotlieticus, one who
proceeds hypothetically, < Gr. vnoBenKSg, sup-

posed, hypothetical, < virodeaig, hypothesis : see

hypothesis.} Founded on or characterized by a

hypothesis; supposititious; conjectural.

Essential errors in first principles naturally and neces-

sarily lead to erroneous Inferences ; and it is in vain that

hypothetic notions will he assumed, in order to give the

desired consistency to any particular theory.

T. Cogan, Disquisitions, u. 1.

Hypothetic inference. See t»/ere««e.—Hypothetic
realism or dualism, the metaphysical doctrine that ob-

jects external to the consciousness of the subject, though

not immediately known, may be inferred to exist from the

phenomena of consciousness.

hypothetical (hi-p6-thet'i-kal), a. and n. [< hy-

pothetic + -al.} I. a. Same as hypothetic, and

the more common form.

;
pret. and pp.
[< hypothet{ic)

+'-ist.} Same as hypothesist,

hypothetize (hi-poth'e-tiz), v. i.

hypothetized, ppr. hypothetizing.

+ -ize.} Same as hypotliesize.

hypotrachelium (hi"p6-tra-ke'li-um), n.; -pi.

hypotrachelia (-a). [< L. hypotrachelium, in

arch., < Gr. virofpax^^iov, the lower ;^art of the

neck, the neck of a column, < vnorpaxv^i, nn-
der the neck, < i^6, under, + Tpaxn^i, the neck.]

In arch., in

the Doric or-

der, the junc-
tion of the cap-
ital and the
shaft, marked
by a bevel or

out around the
lower edge of

the capital

block. The chan-
neling is carried

across the hypo-
trachelium, upon
the capital, as far

as the annulets.

The hypotrache-
lium has the appearance of a sharp black line encircling

the shaft near its summit. Its material function was to

preserve the sharp arrises of the capital from chipping
when the block was put in place; its artistic function is

to serve as the first step in the transition from the verti-

cal lines of the shaft to the horizont£d lines of the entabla-

ture. Vitruvius applies the term hypotrachelium to the

entire neck of the capital, or that part which, while in

one block with the echinus, forms a continuation of the
shaft. Also incision, hypotrachelion.

Hypotricha (hi-pot'ri-ka), ». pi. [NL., < Gr.

vTTo, under, -t- 6pt^ (.Tpix-)> hair.] An order of

oiliate infusorians. These animalctdes are free-swim-

ming, and are mostly flattened or compressed; the loco-

motive cilia are confined to the inferior or ventral surtace,

and often variously modified ; the superior or dorsal sur-

face is usually smooth or glabrous, but occasionally bears

a few scattered or longitudinal rows of immotile setose

cilia ; the oral and an^ apertures are conspicuously de-

veloped, and ventrally located ; and trichocysts are rarely

developed. The order was founded by Stein, and is con-

trasted with Heterotrieha, Holotricha, and Pentricha. It

contains about 6 families and 40 genera.

[AsHypotriclia

Hypotrachelium (A, A), from a column of the
Parthenon.

I may notice bythe way that there is a great deal of va-

riation in thelanguage of logicians in regard to the terms

conditional and hypothetical. You are aware that oondi-

tionalis in Latin is commonly applied as a translation ot

hynothetikos in Greek; and by Boethius, who was the

first among the Latins who elaborated the logical doc-

trine of hypotheticals, the two terms are used convertibly

with each other. By many of the schoolmen, however,

the term %jJ0«;!e(Mo2 (hypotheticus) was used to denote

the genus, and the term conditional to denote the species, hypotriChOUS (hl-pot n-kus), a_
and from them this nomenclature has passed into many ^ .qus.} 1. Of or pertaining to the Bypotricha,

ll^! ^TtZe'TjS.^^'^6.'US7'TLTs^^.
ortooneofthem.-2.Havinglocomotorycilia

S^e is wrong If either term is to be used in subordi- confined to the under side of the body : specifi-

nation to the other, conditional, as the more extensive g^lly said of the Sypotricha.
term, ought to be applied to designate the genus

;
and so

JjyTjotrichOUSly (M-pot'ri-kus-U), adv. So as to
it ha^ accordingly been employed by the best_l^g^-s.^ TcSate nndemeatli. S. Kent.



Hypotriorchis

Hypotriorchis (hi-pot-ri-6r'kis), n. [NL. , < Gr.
moTpwpxis, a kind of broad-winged hawk, < vird,

under, + rptdpxnc, a kind of hawk, prob. the
buzzard, < rpidpxnc, with three testicles, < rpcif

(rpi-), = E. three, + ipx^i, a testicle.] A genus
of true falcons, of the subfamily Falco)Utt(e, of
small size, represented by such species as the
European hobby {H. subiuteo) and merlin {H.
cesalon), and the American pigeon-hawk (H. co-

lumharius): now commonly rated as a subgenus
of Falco. Boie, 1826.

hypotrochoid (U-pot'ro-koid), n. [< Gr. vw6,
under, + E. trochoid.'] A curve wmeh can be
traced by a point rigidly connected with a cir-

cle which roUs upon the interior of another
circle.

This curve [one described by a gyroscopic pendulum]
... is a species of hypotrochoid. Encyc. Bru., XI. 363.

hsrpotympanic (hi"po-tim-pan'ik), a. and n.

[CGr. iiyd, under, + Tv/inavov, a kettledrum:
see tympanum.'] I, a. Situated beneath the
tyinpanum : as, the hypotympanic bone.

IT, n. The so-called tympanic bone, as of
birds and reptiles, commonly called the quad-
rate or OS quadratuviywhich. in many vertebrates
below mammals forms the Buspensorium of the
lower jaw. Correlated with qaitympanic. See
quadrate, n. See outs at Crotalus and GalUnce.
hypotypic (hi-po-tip'ik), a. [< Gr. in6, tmder,
+ Ttiirof, type.] Subtypieal; not quite typical:
opposed to hypertypic.

hypotypical (hi-po-tip'i-kal),.a. [< hypotypic
T -al.J Same as hypotypic.

hypotyposis (hi"po-ti-p6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
vnoTvimaig, a sketch, outline, < iTroruTrovv, form
slightly, sketch out, < V7r6, under, + Tinrog, im-
pression, type.] 1. In j-7iei., vivid description
of a scene or an event, as though it were present
before the eyes of the audience ; an oratorical
word-picture.— 2. A sketch or outline of a sci-

ence.—The H3rpotyposes, the title of the exposition
of the Fyrrhouian philosophy by Sextus Empiricus.

hypoxanthic (hi-pok-san'thik), a. [< hypoxan-
th(ine) + -ic] Derived from or havmg the
character of hypoxanthine.
hypoxanthine (hi-pok-sau'thin), ». [< Gr.
md^avdog, yellowish- or lightish-brown (< imd,

under, + ^av06g, yellow), + -ine^.] A sub-
stance (C6H4N4O) found in the muscles, liver,

spleen, and other organs, which crystallizes in

needles and forms compounds with both acids
and bases. It is also produced during the pu-
trefaction of proteids. Also called sarcine.

hypoxid (M-pok'sid), n. [< Hypoxis {4d-).]

A plant of the order Sypooddacem. Idndley.

Eyppxidaceee (hi-pok-si-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,

< Hypoxis (-J(J-) + -acew.] A. former natm-al

order of plants, the genera of which are now
referred to the natural order Amaryllidacece,

tribe Hypoxidece.

Hypoxidese (hi-pok-sid'e-e), n.pl. [NL. fBob-
ert Brown), < Hypoxis (-id-) + -ece.] A tribe of

monoootyledonous plants, of the natural order
Amaryllidacem, typified by the genus Hypoxis.
The rhizome is tuberous or small ; the leaves are radical

(rarely a few on the stem) ; and the flowers aie solitary on
the scape, or sometimes spiked or racemose, rarely umbel-
late.

Hypoxis (hi-pok'sis), n. [NL. (Linnssus, prop.

Hypoxys, so called because the pod is acute at

the base), < Gr.
imS, under, -f-

ofvf, sharp.]
A genus of
plants of the
natural order

and the type of

the tribe Hy-
poxidem. The
perianth is e-part-

ed, and without
a tube; the 3

outer segments of

the perianth are
slightly herbace-
ous outside ; the
stamens are 6 in

number, and in-

serted upon a disk
surrounding the
ovary, which is 3-

celled ; and the
capsule opens by
a lid. They are
herbaceous plants
with mostly nar-

i-ow, sometimes
grass like leaves,

and single or race-

mose pretty flow-

ers. About 60 spe-
Hypoxis erccta. a, flower; *, stamen;

c, fruit ; rf, same, cut transversely.
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cies are known, widely distributed, but found mostly in

the tiopics. £f. erecta,the star-grass, is a yellow-flowered

species, a native of the United States. H. decumbms, of

the West Indies and Brazil, is called star-of-Bethlehem.

Hypoxylon (hi-pok'si-ion), n. [NL., < Gr. inS,

under, -f- fi)/lof, wood.] A large genus of as-

eomycetous fungi, having the stroma corky or

brittle, the perithecia immersed, and the spo-

ridia ovate or lanceolate, curved, simple, and
dark-colored. They grow on ti-ees, decaying wood,
dead branches, etc. H. vernicosum, which is loosely cel-

lulai', is eaten by the natives of Bhutan.

hypoxylous (hi-pok'si-lus), a. [< Hypoxylon.]

Of or pertaining to the genus Hypoxylon.

hypozeuxis (hi-po-ziik'sis), n. [LL., < Gr. vtto-

iev^ig, a subduing, a subordinate connection, <

vnoZevyvuvai, yoto under, subject, < vn6, under,

-f- (evyviivai, yoke: see eeugma.] la gram, and
rhet., a figure or construction in which, in a
succession of clauses, each subject has its own
verb: as, "The grass withereth, the flower

fadeth: but tlie word of our God shall stand for

ever," Isa. xl. 8. The following is another ex-

ample :

On the slope

The sword rose, the hind fell, the herd was driven,

Tire glimpsed. Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

If this supplie be made to suudrie clauses, or to one
clause sundrie times iterated, and by seuerall words, so as

eueiy clause hath his owne supplie, then it is called by
the Greekes Hypozeua^; we call him the substitute.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 138.

HypOZOa (hi-po-z6'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. iird,

under, + Cvo^i an animal.] Li eoiil., same as

Protozoa.

hypozoan (hi-po-zo'an), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having"the characters of the Hy-
pozoa; protozoan.

II. n. One ot the Hypoeoa ; a protozoan.

hypozoic'^ (hi-po-z6'ik), a. [< Gr. iurd, under, -l-

fu^, life.] In geol., below the limit of life.

hypozoic^ (M-po-zo'ik), a. [< Hypozoa + -ic]

jta zooL, pertaining to theHypozoa; hypozoan

;

protozoan.
hypped, hyppish. See hipped^, hippish.

Eypsibates (hip-sib 'a-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. as if

"viptpdnig, going aloft ; cf . hjitparog, set on high,

< iiijtt, on high (see hypsosis), + Pardg, verbal adj.

of jSaivetv, go, = E. come.] 1. A genus of very
long-legged grallatorial birds; the stilts. Also
called Himantopus. Nitzsch, 1829.— 2. A genus
of reptiles. Originally written Hypsibatus.

Hypsibrachycephali (Mp-si-brak-i-sef'a-li), ».

pi. [NL. , < Gr. vipi, on high, aloft {viiog, height),

+ ppaxvg, short, + Ktipakij, head.] In ethnol.,

those races of men that are characterized by
high broad skulls, such as the Malay inhabi-

tants of Madura.
hypsibrachycephalic (hip - si -brak"i -se - fal'ik

or -sef'a-lik), a. Having the characters of the
Hypsibrachycephali.
hypsibrachycephalism (hip - si-brak - i - sef ' a-

lizm), n. [As hypsihrachyceplial-ic + -ism.] In
ethnol., the presence or prevalence of high
broad skulls.

hypsicephalic (hip*si-se-fal'ik or -sefa-Uk),
a. [< Gr. v'^i, on high, -I- Ktifia^, head.] &igh,
as a skull ; exhibiting hypsicephaly.

hypsicephaly (hip-si-sef'a-li), n. [As hypsice-

j}hal-ic + -y.] The character of a skull the
cranial index of which is over 75. See crani-

ometry.

hypsiloid(hip' si-loid) , a. [<Gr. v^ikoei&tig,shaped
like upsilon, < v ipMv, upsilon, + eWof, form.]
Shaped like the Greek letter upsilon; curved
or arched like U.

The palatal index of the male . . . is exceptionally low,
viz. 1038, the general form of the palate being remarka-
bly hypsiloid. Anthropological Jour., XVIII. 9.

Hypsilophodon (hip-si-lof'o-don), n. [NL., <
Gr. vipt, on high, -H Xd^of, crest, ridge, + odoiig

(odovT-) = E. tooth.] Aremarkable genus of fos-

sil Mesozoie dinosaurs, of the group Ornitho-

seelida, found in the Wealden formation of the
Isle of Wight, and exhibiting to a high degree
the characteristics of birds, especially in the
beak and hind limbs. The ends of the premaxiUse
appear to have been toothless and beak-like, and the man-
dibular symphysis is excavated to receive them, almost
as in a parrot ; the ischia are very long and slender, with
a median veutral symphysis; the pubic bones are as
long and slender as in a typical bird, and directed down-
ward and backward, parallel with the ischia, leaving only
a very naiTow lengthened obtui-ator foramen divided by
the obturator process.

hypsilophodont (hip-si-lof 'o-dont), a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the ge-
nus Hypsilophodon.

It remains to be seen how far the hypsilophodont modi-
fication extended among the Ornithoscelida.

Huxley, Anat Vert., p. 226.

hypsometry

ilv of dinosaurs with four functional ^gits in

the hind feet, typified by the genus HypsOo-

nhodon. . . -/ -\ 7

Efypsiprymninae (hip'si-pnm-m ne), n. pi.

rNL < Hypsiprymnus+ -tnas.] A subfamily of

Macropodidm, typified by the genus -ff^J^prj/m-

nus: the kangaroo-rats, potoroos, or bettongs.

It contains smafl marsupials, a,bout as lajge as a i»bWt,

differing considerablyfrom the true kangaroosm anatomi-

cal charlcters, as well as in general appearance and habits.

They feed much on roots, which they dig up by means of

their fore leet, the three middle digits of which are elon-

gate. Besides Bypsiprymmis, the gi-oup includes such

genera as ^pyprymnus and Bettongia.

hypsiprymnme (hip-si-prim'nm), a. Same as

hypsiprymnoid (hip-si-prim'noid), a. [< Hyp-

siprymnus + -oid.] Kesembling a kangaroo-

rat; having the characters of the Hypsiprym-

nince.

As to the Didelphia, if we may trust the evidence which

seems to be afforded by their very scanty remains, a true

Hypsiprymnoid form existed at the epoch of the Tria^

contemporaneously with a Carnivorous form.
Hvaley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 199.

Hypsiprymnus (hip-si-prim'nus), n. [NL., <

Gr. v-^mpvfivoQ, with high stem, < *V"> 01 Wg'?>

aloft, + irpvftva, the stem of a ship, prop. adj.

(sc. vavg, ship), the hindmost, fem. of vpv/jv6g,

hindmost, endmost.] The typical genus of

Hypsiprymnince, including the true kangaroo-

rats or potoroos, such as H. murinus of New
South Wales, with a long scaly tail like a rat'a,

produced snout, and long coarse pelage. See

cut under kangaroo-rat.^

Hypsistarian (hip-sis-ta'ri-an), n. [< Gr. 'T'^j-

arapioi, pi., a Christian sect that distinguished

between d vijicarog de6g, the Most High God, and
6 Kariip, the Father; < vipiarog, highest, most
high, snperl. adj., < vfi, adv., on high, aloft.]

One of a monotheistic sect in the fourth cen-

tury, whose doctrines combined pagan, Jewish,

and Christian ideas. They were perhaps succesaora

of the Sabseans, but worshiped God only under the name
of the Most High, and regaMed fire and light as his spe-

cial symbols. They were found chiefly in Cappadocia.

HjTPSodon (hip'so-don),. n. [NL., < Gr. infit, on
high, -I- bdovg (Mow-) = E. tooth.] 1. A genus
of fossil fishes of large size, once considered
to be related to the pikes, with long, pointed,

and erect teeth. The remains occur in the Cre-
taceous formation of England. Agassiz,— 2.

II. c] A fish of the genus Hypsodon.
hypsodont (hip'so-dont), a. [< Gr. vrpi, on
high, -I- bSovQ {od'ovT-) = E. tooth.] Having
lengthened crowns and short roots, the neck
remaining long below the alveolar border of

the socket: applied to such teeth as the molars
of Bovidce, in distinction from the brachyodont
dentition of Cervidm. See brachyodont. [The
epithet has no reference to the ichthyie genus
HyjJsodon.]

Modification of [the selenodont form] from a brachyo-
dont to a hypsodont ^pe.

W. H. Flower, Encyc. Brit, XT. 429.

hypSOgraphy (hip-sog'ra-fi), «. [< Gr. vij/i, on
high, aloft,+ -ypai^ia,<, ypd^ejv, write, describe.]
See the extract.

Eidography, ... a word suggested as useful in discuss-
ing surveys, and having reference solely to the surface
form of the earth, its ups and downs, its hills and hollows.
The words hypsography and "topography" are each used
for this purpose ; but the first refers rather to elevation
than to foim, and "topography" has been and is used in
different senses, hence ite meaning is uncertain until de-
fined by the writer using it. Science, XII. 280.

hypsometer (hip-som.'e-t6r), n. [< Gr. iipi, on
high, aloft, + fdrpov, a measure.] A thermo-
metrical barometer for measuring altitudes, it
consists essentially of a delicate thermometer, with which
the temperature of the boiling-point of water at the given
height is determined.

hypsometric (hip-so-met'rik), a. [< hypsometer
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to hypsometry.
The accuracy of the barometer as a hyvsmnetrie instru-

ment may be very considerably increased.
J. D. Whitney, BaromeMc Hypsometry, Pref.

hypsometrical (hip-so-met'ri-kal), a. [< hyp-
sometric -i- -al.] Same as hypsometric : as, hyp-
sometrical maps, which exhibit the heights of
mountains, etc.

h3^S0metrically (hip-s6-met'ri-kal-i), adv. Ac-
cording to the rules and principles of hypsom-
etry.

hypsometry (hip-som'e-tri), n. [As hypsometer
+ -y.] The art of measuring the heights of
places upon the surface of the earth, either by
leveling, by the barometer, by the thermometer,
by trigonometrical observations, or otherwise.



hypsometry
Themany curious and Instructive results which a rather

extensive examination of the literature of hypnometry since
the beginning of the present century has brought to light.

J. D. Whitney, Barometric Hypsometry, p. 25.

hj^sophyl, hypsophyll (Mp'so-fil), n. [< Gr.
v^i, on high, 7*- fuUov, a leaf.'] The involu-
oral leaves, bracts and braeteoles, glumes and
palesB of flowers: a word introduced by Hen-
frey as a translation of the German HochUatt.
Compare cataphyllum, euphyllum.
hypsophyllary (hip - sof ' i - la - ri), a. [< hypso-
phyl + -ary.'\ Of, pertaining to, or of the na-
ture of hypsophyl.
hypsosis (hip-so'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. v^liaaiq, a
lifting high, elevation, < vipovv, lift high, < v^ii,

on high, aloft, v-^ov, on high (jnpog, height), prob.
connected with imkp, over, above: see hyper-.']
In the Gr. Ch,.: (a) The elevation of the eucha-
rist. (6) The elevation of the panagia. (,c)[cap.']

The Exaltation of the Cross; Holy-Cross day
(September 14th).

lypt, P- o. See Mppec^i.

Hj^tidese (hip-tid'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endli-
oher, 1836-40),< Hyptis (-«*-) + -ecB.'] A former
tribe of labiate plants, typified by the genus
Hyptis : now referred to the tribe Ocimoidece.
Also written Byptidds.

Hyptis (hip'tis), n. [NL. (Jacqnin, 1786), so
called because the limb of the corolla is turned
back; irreg.< 6r. vtztio^, laid back, supine, < i)n6,

under.] A very large genus of labiate plants,
of the tribe Ocimoidece. The calyx is ovoid-campanu-
late, with 5 very acute teeth ; the corolla is about as long
as the calyx ; and the upper lip has 4 entire lobes, the lower
lip 1, undivided. They ai'e herbs or shrubs of polymor-
phous habit. Two hundred and fifty species aie known,
all natives of tropical America, chiefly of Brazil. H. sko-
veolens of Cuba, Mexico, etc., is called spikenard.

Hypudseus (hip-u-de'us), n. [NL., < Gr. virov-

ialog, underground, subterranean, < iird, under,
+ otida?, poet., the ground.] A notable genus
of voles or field-mice, of the subfamily Arvi-
COlincB. The word is used in various senses : (a) As pro-
posed by niiger (1811), a synonyna of Armcola (Lac6pede),
and therefore nearly equivalent to the Arvicolmce collec-

tively, (b) As restricted by Keyserling and Blasins (1842),

and by Balrd (1887), a synonym of Evotomys (Coues, 1874),

the type being Mus rutilus of Pallas. See Bvotomys.

hypural (hi-pU'ral), a. [< Gr. vrtd, under, +
ovpd, tail.] Situated be-
neath or on the under side

of the tail: specifically ap-
plied in ichthyology to

bones beneath the axis of

the tail, supporting fin-

rays.

In most osseous fishes the hy-
pural bones which support the
fin-rays of the inferior division
[of the tail] become much ex-

panded, and either remain separate, or coalesce into a
wedge-shaped, nearly symmetrical bone.

Huxlly, Anat. Vert., p. 21.

hyrt, pron. See he^.

Hyraces (hi'ra-sez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of Hyrax.]
Same as Syracoidea. Wagler, 1830.

hyraceum, nyracium (hi-ra'sf-um, -si-um), «.

[NL., < Hyrax (-ae-), q. v.] A product of com-
mercial value derived from the hyrax, and im-

ported from the Cape of Good Hope as a sub-

stitute for castoreum.
h^acid (hi-ras'id), n. A mammal of the family

Eyracidjce; a hyrax.

Hyracidae (hi-ras'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Byrax
(-OC-) + -idee.'] The typical and only family of

the order Byracoidea. it' formerly contained only

one genus, Hyrax, but this has been subdivided by Gray
into Hyrax proper, Dendrohyrax, and Euhyrax. See out

under Hyrax.

hyraciform (hi-ras'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Byrax
(-ac-) + L. forma, shape.] Same as hyraeoid.

Hyracina (hi-ra-si'na), n. pi. [NL., < Byrax
{-ac-) + -ina.] 'Same as Byracoidea. C. L. Bo-

naparte, 1831.

hyracium, n. See hyraceum. „ , ^ . ,

Hyracodon (hi-rak'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. vpa^,

shrew-mouse, hyrax,+ odoii^ (dSovr-)= E. tooth. ]

A genus of primitive rhinoceros-like perisso-

daetylsfromthe Lower Miocene of North Amer-
ica, type of the family ByraoodonUdce. They
had 44 teeth, and only 3 digits on each foot. It

is sometimes referred to the EMnocerotidw.

hyracodont (ha-rak'o-d<mt), a. [< Byraco-

don(t-).'] Having the 'form of dentition char-

acteristic of Byraeodon, Byrax, and Minoceros,

in which the under molars have the external

tubercles crescentie in section, longitudinally

compressed, and continuous 'with the corre-

sponding internal tubercles.

Hyracodontida (hi-rak-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

CNL.,< Hyracodon(t-) + 4ckB.] A family of tos-
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sil rhinoceros-like perissodaetyls, established
for the reception of the genus Byraeodon.
hyraeoid (hi'ra-koid), a. [< NL. Byrax {-ac-)
+ -oid.] Resembling a hyrax; pertaining to
the Byracoidea, or having their characters.
Also hyradform.
Hyracoidea (hi-ra-koi'df-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Byrax {-ac-) + -oidea.] 'A'n order of mona-
delphian mammals, represented by the single
family Byracidas; the hyraxes. it combines in
its dentition characters of perissodactyl hoofed quadru-
peds with others of rodents, the molars being lilse those of
the rhinoceros in pattern, while the upper incisors are
long, curved, and grow from persistent piilps as in the ro-
dents. The dental formula Is : 2 incisors in each half-jaw
above and below, no canines, and 4 premolars and 3 molars
in each upper and lower half-jaw— in all, 86. There are
no clavicles. The fore feet are 4-toed, and the hind feet
3-toed ; both are padded underneath, as in carnivores and
rodents, not hoofed, as in ungulates; the digits end in
stout flat nails. This remarkable order of mammals, of
which no fossil remains are known, is the living remnant
of a very generalized type, combining characters of the
ungulates on the one hand and of the rodents and insec-
tiiwres on the other. The animals are of about the enze
of rabbits, and i:heir general appearance is suggestive of
these rodents ; they are known as rock-rabbits, and by other
names, and the order is also called Gliriformia andXoTTi-
nunguia. See Hyraeidce and Hyrax. Also Hyraces, Hy-
racina.

byracotherian (hi"ra-ko-the'ri-an), a. [< By-
racotherium -i- -an,.]

' Pertainin'g or related to
Byracotherium.
hyracotheriine (hi'*'ra-ko-the'ri-in), a. [< By-
racotherium -i- -j»el.]' Same as hyracotherian.
Hyracotherium (hi'ra-ko-the'ri-um), n. [NL.,
vGr. vpa^ {vpan-), a shrew-mouse, 4- dT/piov, a
wild beast.] A genus of fossil perissodaetyls
of the tapiroid section, referred to the family
ZopJliodontidw. Their dental formula is: 2 incisors
above and 3 below on each side, and 1 canine, 4 premolars,
and 3 molars in each upper and lower half-jaw— in all, 42.

The genus was based upon the skull of an animal of the size
of a rabbit, from the London clay. The generic term, as
used by De Blainviile (1844), has been definitely located
in the Lophiodontidce, and identified with Pachynolopkus
of Pomel (1847).

Hyrax (hi'raks), n. [NL., < Gr. i/pa^, a mouse,
shrew-mouse, = L. sorex, shrew-mouse: see
Sorex.] 1. The typical genus of the family Bj/-
racidce and order Byracoidea, having the molar
teeth like those of a rhinoceros in pattern, the
lower incisors only slightly notched, the up-
per incisors approximated, and the upper lip

cleft. It has 7 cervical, 22 dorsal, 8 lumbar, 6 sacral,

and 6 caudal vertebree. The genus contains the terres-

trial and saxicoline species of Africa and Syria, as H.

Termination of Spinal Col-
umn of Salmon, with many
expanded hypural bones.

Daman {Hyrax syriacus).

capensis, H. habessiniciis, H. syriacus, variously known
as coniAS, damans, rock-badgers, rock-rabbits, etc. It waa
formerly conterminous with the family Hyraeidce.

3. {I. c] An animal of the genus Byrax.
Hyrcanian (her-ka'ni-an), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the ancient Hyreania in Asia. Shak.,

Hamlet, ii. 2, 428.

hyre^t, "• *• See hire^.

liyre^t, pron. See Aei.

hyrnet, »• See herri^.

hyrse (hers), n. See hirse.

hyrst, n. See hurst.

hyson (hi'sn), «. [< Chinese hi eh'Hn, lit.bloom-

ing spring, i. e. first crop.] A brand of green

tea produced in China Hyson sMn, the refuse of

hyson tea.—Young hyson, hyson tea picked early :
call-

ed by the Chinese yu-chien (before the rains), in allusion

to the season of picldng.

hy-spy (hi'spi), ». See I-spy.

hyssop (his'up), m. [Formevlj hissop,msop ; ear-

lier without the aspirate,ME. isopp, ysope, < AS.

ysope = D. hijzop = MLG. isop = MHG. isope,

isop, ispe, G. isop, ysopp = Sw. Dan. isop = OP.

ysope, hysope, hyssope, F. hysope = Sp. hisopo =
Pg. hysopo, hyssopo = It. isopo, issopo, < L. hy-

sopum, hyssopum, hyssopus, ML. also ysopns, <

Gr. i(7(76)7rof, iiaaajTov, an aromatic plant, CHeb.
esoph, an aromatic plant, different from the

mod. hyssop, which is not found in Syria or

Egypt.] 1. A small bushy herb of the genus

Byssopus, natural order Lahiatece. H. officinalis,

hysteric

common in gardens, is aromatic and stimulating, and was
formerly used as an expectorant. Decoctions of the leaves
are used externally in bruises and
indolent swellings. SeeHyssopw.
2. In Scrip., a plant the
twigs of which were used
for sprinkling in the cere-
mony of purification, it is

supposed by some to have been
the caper-bush, Capparis spinosa,
and by others a plant or several
plants growing in Palestine and
allied with the European hyssop.

He [Solomon] spake of trees,
from the cedar tree that is in Leb-
anon even unto the hyssop that
springeth out of the wall.

1 KL iv. 33.

He took the blood of calves and
of goats, with water, and scarlet
wool, and hyssop, and sprinkled
both the book, and all the people.

Heb. ix. 19.

He passed the grave, to throw a
handful of earth into It, and sprin-
kle it with hyssop.

Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 8.

3. Eccles., same as asperso- Hyssop (Mjisk^us iiei-

rium,l. See quotation from f^j?/"'-
«.»»»".«.

Prescott under aspersion, 1.
— Solomon's hyssop, thought by some to be a minute
moss, Oymnostomum truncatvlum; by others identified
with the caper-bush, Capparis spinosa.—Wild liyssop.
Verbena hastata.

Hyssopideae (his-o-pid'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1846), < Byssopus {-id-) + -ece.] A former
subtribe of plants, containing the single genus
Hyssopus, belonging to the natural order ia-
hiatece. The genus Byssopus is now referred to
the tribe Satureinece.

Hyssopus (hi-s6'pus), n. [L. : see hyssop.] A
monotypic genus of plants of the natural order
Labiatecs, tribe Satureinece. The calyx is tubular,
15-nerved, equally 5-toothed, and naked in the throat;
the corolla equals the calyx, and has two lips ; the sta-

mens are 4 in number, exserted and diverging ; and the
nutlets are ovoid. It is a perennial herb with wand-like
simple branches, lanceolate or linear entire leaves, and
blue-purple flowers in small clusters crowded in a spike.
H. ojicinalis, the only species, originally from the Medi-
terranean region and middle Asia, but now widely culti-

vated and naturalized, is the hyssop of the gardens.

hystatite (his'ta-tit), n. [After the orig. G. hy-

statisches eisenere (Breithaupt) ; formation not
obvious.] A variety of menaccanite or titanic
iron.

hysteralgia (his-te-ral'ji-a,), n. [NL., < Gr. m-
rcpaXyrig, causing pains in the uterus, < iiaripa,

the uterus, + akyoq, pain.] In patltol., neural-
gia of the uterus.

hysteralgic (his-te-ral'jik), a. [< hysteralgia
+ -ic] Of, pertaining to, or afEected with hys-
teralgia.

hysteranthous (his-te-ran'thus), a. [< Gr. iia-

repog, later, after (see hysteresis), + avdoQ, a
fiower.] In 60*., putting forth leaves after the
appearance of the flowers : as, the willows, pop-
lars, etc., are hysteranthous plants.

hysterectomy (his-te-rek'to-mi), n. [< Gr.
vaTEpa, the uterus, -i-'eKro/i^, a cutting out, < ck,

out, H- T£/ivEiv, Ta/iElv, cut.] In surg., the ex-
cision of the uterus.

hysteresis (Ms-te-re'sis), n. [< Gr. ixrreprimg, a
coming short, deficiency, < varepelv, be behind
or later, come short, < varepog, later, latter, com-
ing after, behind, second (= AS. nttera, E. ut-

ter, outer), compar. (with superl. varaToq), from
a base "vS (= Skt. ud= AS. at, B. out) : see out.]

A lagging of one of two relatedphenomena be-
hind the other. The changes in the thermo-electric
and magnetic quality of stretched iron wire, due to cyc-
lical variations in the stress to which it is subjected, lag
behind the changes in stress, and this lagging is called
hysteresis. The word is applied also to other physical
phenomena of a similar character.

hysteria (his-te'ri-a), n. [< NL. hysteria, < Gr.
varipa, the womb, uterus (= L. uterus, for *ud-
terus (?), m., the womb, = Skt. udara, neut., the
belly), prob. fem. to varepoQ, latter (lower):
see hysteresis and uterus.] A nervous disease
involving no recognizable anatomical lesion,

,
characterized by unrestrained desire to at-

tract attention and sympathy, more or less co-
ordinated convulsions, globus and clavus hys-
tericus, anEesthesia, hyperassthesia, motor pa-
ralysis, vasomotor derangements, etc. Women
are much more frequently affected in this way
than men. . Also called hysterics.

It is impossible to conceive hysteria attacking one who
was not a social being, or one again who, Robinson Crusoe-
like, was planted alone on an uninhabited island.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 269.

hysteric (his-ter'ik), a. and n. [= P. hysterique
= Sp. histerico = Pg. hysterica = It. isterico {at.



hysteric

D. G. hysterisch = Dan. Sw. hysterish), < L. hys-
tericus, < Gr. vmcptKdc, suffering in the uterus,
hysterical, < varepa, the uterus: see Inisteria.i

1. a. 1. Relating to, resulting from, "affected
with, or subject to hysteria.

Parent of vapours, aiid of female wit^
Who give th' hysteHc or poetic fit.

fope, K. of the L., iv. 60.

2. Having the characteristics of hysteria ; emo-
tionally disordered; fitful; frantic.

With no hysteric weakness or feverish excitement, they
preserved their peace and patience. Bancroft.

Hysteric aura. See aural.

U, n. A fit of hysteria: commonly in the
plural.

The marquis sank down in his chair in a sort of hysteria.
BvXwer, Felham, Ixv.

A love of freedom rarely felt.

Of freedom in her regal seat
Of England ; not the schoolboy heat,

The blind hysterics of the Celt.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cix.

hysterical (his-ter'i-kal), a. [< hysteric + -al.'\

Same as hysteric, and the more common form.
With all his great talents, and all his long experience

of the world, he had no more self-command than a petted
child or a hysterical woman.

Ma£aulay, Frederic the Great.

The last hysterical struggle of rhyme to maintain its

place in tragedy. Suiinburne, Shakespeare, p. 41.

hysterically (his-ter'i-kal-i), adv. In a hys-
terical manner ; spasmodically.
hysteriform (his-ter'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. hysteria,

hysteria (in 2d sense < NL. Hysterium), + L.
forma, form.] 1. Eesembling or having the
character of hysteria.— 2. In hot., having the
form or appearance of fungi of the genus Hys-
terium.

Hysterineae (Ms-te-rin'e-e)", n.^l. [NL., < Hys-
terium + -in- + -e<B.] A family of aseomyee-
tous fungi, typified by the genus Hysterium.
hysteritis (his-te-ri'tis), ». [NL., < Gr. iaripa,

the uterus, + -iiis.'] In pathol., inflammation
of the uterus ; metritis.

Hysterium (Ms-te'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr. vote-

pof, later: see hysteresis.'^ A large genus of as-

comycetous fungi, having the perithecium labi-

ate, the border entire, and the asoi elongated.
They grow on decayed wood, branches, leaves,

etc.

hysterocele (his'te-ro-sel), n. [< Gr. icTEpa,

the uterus, + Kfjlrj', tumor.] A form of hernia
involving the uterus.

hysterodynia (his"te-ro-din'i-a), n. [< Gr.
varipa, the uterus, +"b6iv^, pain.] Pain of the
womb.
hystero-epilepsy (his"te-r6-ep'i-lep-si), n. In
pathol., a form of convulsive attack which pre-

sents a greater amount of coordination than or-

dinary epUepsy, and in this respect resembles
a hysterical attack. Also called hysteroid con-

vulsion.

hystero-epileptic (his"te-r6-ep-i-lep'tik), a.

Having the character of hysteria and of epi-

lepsy; hysterically epileptiform.

hysterogenic (his"te-ro-jen'ik), a. [< hystero-

geny -t- -ic] 1. Producing hysteria; also, re-

lated to the production of hysteria.

In order to illustrate further the intimate connection
between certain morbid forms of sleep and the hysterical

state, I shall briefly allude to the so-called " hysterogenic
"

and "hypnogenic" pressure points discovered by Profes-

sors Charcot and Pitres. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 737.

She presents various hysterogenic points, one cutaneous

In the precordial region, below the mamma, and one over

the right ovary. Alien, and Neurol., VIL 366.

2. In hot., a term applied to those intercellular

spaces in plants which are formed in old, part-

ly differentiated tissues. Compare ^roto^emc.
hysterogenous (his-te-roj'e-nus), a. [< hyste-

rogeny + -ous.']- Sanie as ' ""
'"
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hysterogeny (his-te-roj'e-ni), «. [< NL. hys-

teria, hysteria, + Gr. -yheia: see -geny.'] Pro-

duction of hysteria; induction of hysterics or

hysterical states.

hysteroid (his'te-roid), a. [< NL. hysteria, hys-
teria, -I- Gr. cldo'i, form.] Inpathol., resembling
hysteria : as, a hysteroid disease or symptom.

Hysteroid conditions and feigned diseases.

Alien, and Neurol., VI. 476.

Hysteroid convulsion. Same as hystero-epilepsy.

hysteroidal (his-te-roi'dal), a. [< hysteroid +
-al.] Same as hysteroid.

Their value ismuch diminished by theunmistakable hys-

teroidal impress which they bear. Medical News, L. 37.

hysterologyl (his-te-rol'o-ji), ». [< Gr. var^pa,

the uterus, + -loyla, < Uyciv, speak: see-ology.']

The knowledge of or a treatise on the uterus.

hysterology^ (his-te-rol'o-ji), n. [= F. hyst4-

rologie, < LL. hysterologia, < Gr. iaTepo?Myia,hjs-

teron-proteron, < varepog, later, latter; of. iare-

poMyo;, speaking last, < varepog, the latter ^see

hysteresis), + -h>yia, < Uyeiv, speak : see -ology.}

Same as hysteron-proteron, 1.

hysteromania (his'te-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr.

varipa, the uterus (see liysteria), + /mvla, mad-
ness.] 1. Hysterical mania; a mania develop-

ing in persons who have previously exhibited

hysterical symptoms, and which presents many
hysterical features, with delusions, haUueina-
tions, illusions, and an unrestrained endeavor
to attract attention.— 2. Nymphomania.
hysterometer (his-te-rom'e-t6r), n. [< Gr. ia-

repa, the uterus, + fiirpov, a measure.] An in-

strument for measuring the uterus ; a uterine

soimd.

hysteron-proteron (his"te-ron-prot'e-ron), n.

I'LL., < Gr." vdTcpov wp&TEpdi), lit. the latter first,

also called TrpMarepov, lit. the first last (latter);

neut. of varepoQ, later, latter, and irp&Tepog, oom-
par., former, fore, first (n-purof, superl., first).]

1. In rhet., a figure by which what should
come last in order of time or of logical sequence
is introduced first, and vice versa ; a transpo-
sition of words involving an inversion of the
natural and logical order of events or subjects.
The motive for the use of this figure is to mention first the
idea which is the more prominently before the mind. An
example is ;

" Moriamur, et in media arma ruamus " (Let
us die, and rush into the midst of the fray), Virgil, ^neid,
ii. S5S. Also called hysterology and prothysteron, and
sometimes considered the same as anastrophe.

2. Intogrjc, the fallacywhich consists in offering

as a proof of what is really an axiom some the-
orem which can be proved only by means of
that axiom.
hysterophore (his'te-ro-for), n. [< Gr. iaripa,

the uterus, + -(p6p6i, i ^epuv = E. bear^."] A
pessary for supporting the uterus.

Hysterophyta (his-te-rof 'i-ta), n. pi. [NL.
(Elias Fries, 1821), pi. of hysierophytv/m : see
hysterophyte.'] A section of thallophytes con-
taining the single class Fungi.

hysterophytal (Ms'^te-ro-fi'tal), a. [< Hystero-
phyta.'] Having the characters or appearance
of the Hysterophyta or Fungi.

hysterophyte (his'te-ro-fit), n. [< NL. Jiystero-

phytum, < Gr. varkpa, 'the uterus, + ^vt6v, a
plant.] Properly, a member of the Hystero-
phyta; a fungus of any kind; in common usage,
any fungus growing upon organic matter, from
which it derives its nourishment; a sapro-
phyte.
hysterotome (his'te-ro-tom), n. [< Gr. varipa,

the uterus, -t- TOfidg, cutting.] An instrument
for cutting the uterus ; especially, a knife or
scissors for enlarging the cervical canal of the
uterus.

hysterotomy (his-te-rot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. iarkpa,

the uterus, + Top.!], a cutting, < Tt/ivew, ra/ieiv,

hythe

cut.] In surg., the operation of cutting into

the uterus. ^ . , . , ,

hysterotrachelorrhaphy (his*te-ro-tra-ke-lor -

a-fi), V. [< Gr. iarepa, the uterus, + rpaxilMg,

the neck, + l>c4v, a sewing, < /idwretv, sew.] In

sttrg., a plastic operation on the neck of the

uterus.

hystriciasis (his-tri-si'a-sis), n. [NL., < L. hys-

trix {hystrio-), porcupine, + -iasis.] Same as

hystridsmus.

hystricid (his'tri-sid), n. A rodent mammal of

the family Hystrioidce.

Hystricidse (his-tris'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Hystrix

(Hystric-) + 4dai.'] Afamily of simplicident ro-

dents in which the pelage consists in part of

stout spines; the porcupines. They are of large size

as compared with other hystncine rodents. Some are ter-

restrial and fossorial, with very long spines, and confined

to the old world ; others are chiefly arboreal, with short

spines, and confined to the new world. The family is thus

divisible into two subfamilies, Hystricirue and Sphingu-

rince.'

Hystricinse (his-tri-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Hys-

trix (Hystric-) + -ince.'] A subfamilyof Hystrici-

da; the old-worldorground porcupines. Theyin-
habit the Palearctio, Indian, andEthiopian regions. There
are two leading genera, Hystrix and Atherura. The sub-

family is sometimes called Atherurince.

hystricine (his'tri-sin), a. [< L. hystrix (hys-

tric-), a porcupine, + -inel.] Eesembling or

related to a porcupine ; hystricomorphic.

hystricismus (his-tri-siz'mus), n. [NL., < L.

hystrix (hystric-), porcupine, + -ismus, E. -ism.'\

In pathol., an extreme form of ichthyosis, in

which the epidermis grows out into spines. Also
hystriciasis.

hystricomorph (his'tri-ko-m6rf), n. Anymem-
ber of the ^stricomorpha.
Hystricomorpha (his"tri-ko-m6r'fa), n. pi.

[NL., < L. Hystrix (Hystric-), < (jfr. varpt^

(iarpix-), porcupine, + /iiop0^, form.] A series

of simplicident rodents ; one of three prime di-

visions of I'odents, ineludingthe porcupines and
their congeners. The group is characterized by nor-
malupper incisors and distinct tibia and fibula, the angular
pai't of the mandible springing from the outer side of the
bony covering of the incisor. Thedentalformulais: 1 In-

cisor in each half-jaw above and below, no canines, and 1
premolar and 3 molars in each upper and lower half-jaw
— in all, 20 (except in Ctenodactylus, which has no premo-
lars). The skull has no distinct postorbltal process (except
in Choetonvys). The group corresponds to the HystridTWi
of Waterhouse, and includes the seven families Hydro-
choeridte, Camid^, Dinomyidce, Dasyproctida!,,Chinchil-
lidce, HystricidoB, and Octodontidce. There is the great-
est diversity in the external aspect and habits of these ani-

mals, few of which specially resemble porcupines in

general appearance. Except four remarkable outlying
genera of Octodontidce and the old-world porcupines of
the genera Hystrix and Atherura, the whole series is

American, and almost confined to South America; for
there are only three West Indian forms (as Ca^omysX
and only two species of porcupine, of the genus Erethi-
zon, occur in North America.

hystricomorphip (his"tri-ko-m6r'fik), a. [<
Hystricomorpha + -ic.'] Pertaining to the Hys-
tricomorpha, or having their characters; hystri-
cine, in a broad sense.

Hystrix (his'triks), n. [L., also written His-
trix (stem hystric- instead of *Mstrich-), < Gr.
vdTpi^ (iarpix-), a porcupine, in pi. bristles,

appar. < vq, a hog, + dpi^ (Tptx-), hair.] 1. The
typical genus of HystricidoB, formerly conter-
minous with the family, now restricted to the
common old-world porcupines, with very long
spines or quills, such as those used for pen-
holders. H. cristata is the leading species, in-
habiting southern Europe and uorttiern Africa.
See porcupine.—2. [Z. c] An animal of this
genus.
hyte (hit), a. [Origin obscure.] Mad ; crazy.
Also 'hite. [Scotch.]

The witching, curs'd, delicious blinkers
Ha'e put me hyte. Bums, To Major Logan,

hythe, ». See hitfie.



1. The ninth letter and
third vowel in the English
alphabet. The character comes,
like most of its predecessors (see
A, etc.), through the Latin and
Greek from the Phenician, and ul-
timately perhaps from the Egyp-
tian. The correspondences are as
follows

;

Egyptian.
Hieroglyphic. Hieratic.

? -^ I

Pheni-
cian.

Early
Greek and Latin.

The Phenioian character represented rather a consonant,
a y, than a vowel, hut it was converted to vowel value
by the Greeks, and has continued to bear that value since
(though In latin used as consonant also). Our "short i"
at it, etc., is not far from the original sound; yet nearer is
the sound which we perversely call "long e" (of mMe,
Tneet, meat, etc.), or the i of machine, pique, etc. Because
the words which anciently showed this latter sound have
in great measure changed it to a diphthongal utterance
(nearly a H- i, or the ai of aieU), we have come to call the
altered sound "long i. " The true i-Bounda (in piek, pique)
are close vowels, made with as near an approximation of
the organs as is possible without giving rise to a fricative
utterance. The approximation is made by the upper flat
surface of the tongue to the palate, at or near the point
where a complete closure makes a 4-sound. Hence the
i-sound has palatal afiinities, and it (as also in less de-
gree the e) is widely active in palatalizing a consonant:
for example, in converting in modern English a « to ch, a
<J toi an « to sA, a z to zh ; having in older English, and in
other languages, a like influence on a ft or g. Hence, also,
it is a vowel close to a consonant, and very nearly identical
with the consonantal y, into which it passes freely. (See
Y.) 1 has also gained iu many words before r the same
sound that e and « have in the same situation : for exam-
ple, Jir, first. It enters into various digraphs, as ai, ei, ie,

ai, ui.

2. As a symbol : (a) The number one in the

person ; the word by whieh a speaker or writer
denotes himself.

Mow i geten a grece that i gaynli knowe.
Wiiliam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 636.

But ilc am oold: me list not pley for age.
Chaucer, Prol. to Beeve's Tale, 1. 13.

So pray I to my lordes all,

Now in min age, how so befalle,
Thot Zmot stonden in their grace.

Gower, Conf. Amant., viii.

But here's the joy : my friend and / are one.
Shak., Sonnets, xliL

But as he grows he gathers much.
And learns the use of /, and me.
And finds "/ am not what I see.

And other than the things / touch."
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xlv.

[The pronoun may take (rarely) a qualifying adjective.

Poor / was slain when Bassianus died.

I AM, a title of Jehovah (Ex. iii. 14). The Hebrew word
here rendered /AM is equivalent in meaning to Jehovah,
and differs from it very slightly in form. In the margin
of the revised version it is rendered "I will be," and some
make it " I shall be." The word expresses absolute, and
therefore unchanging and eternal, being.

II. n. 1. The pronoun / used as a substan-
tive.—2. In metaph., the object of self-con-
seiousness ; that whieh is conscious of itself as
thinking, feeling, and willing; the ego.

It is I that perceive, I that imagine, I that remember,
I.that attend, I that compare, I that feel, I that desii'e, I
that will, I that am conscious. The I, indeed, is only
manifested in one or other of these special modes ; hut it
is manifested in them all ; they are only the phenomena
of the /, and, therefore, the science conversant about the
phenomena of mind is, most simply and unambiguously,

craft (altered from hand-craft in imitation of
handiwork), and (now spelled -y-) in every-
where. See these words, and compare J-1.

-i-2. [L. -i-, being the stem-vowel, original, eon-
formed, or supplied as a connective, of the first
element in the compound; = Grr. -o-, rarely -j-:

see -0-.] The usual ' connecting vowel,' prop-
erly the stem-vowel of the first element, of com-
pound words taken or formed from the Latin,
as in multiform, centA-ped, ens-i-form, omn-i-
potent, aur-iferoiis, bell-i-gerent, etc. in forming
New Latin compounds, the vowel is regularly -i-, as scut-i-
fera [< L. smtum (scuto-) + -/era], even when the second
element is Greek, as scut-i-phoo-a [< L. scutum (seuto-), +
Gr. 0opo;] ; but in the latter case the vowel -o-, proper to
Greek compounds, is often used, as scut-o-pterus [<L. scu-
tum (sauto-) + Gr. jTTepdj/]. Even when both elements are
Latin, the connective -o- is sometimes used; but itis prop-
erly confined to Greek and other non-Latin compouudL

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3.] -ial.° '[L. 4a, Gr. -ia, being -«-, stem-vowel, +

- . . —t,— Sir W. Hamiiton,M.eta.ph.,ix.
Koman notation. It is repeated for subsequent num- T34. (ii infer! An nhsnifitfi fniTn nf m/<.3
bers up to three (formerly to four) (II, III, IIII). These * ' Wi ™se»3- .a.n ODSOiete lorm ot aye^.

numerals placed after symbols of mghernumbers increase
their value: as, VI, six; VII, seven, etc.; XII, twelve;
LIII, fifty-three; formerly CIIII one huudi'ed and four.
Instead of the old IIII and Villi for four and nine, an I
is now prefixed to V or X to decrease the value by one

:

thus, rv, four; IX, nine.

Johns. I, I, they will clap, I warrant you.
Buckingham, The Behearsal, L

m, n. An occasional obsolete spelling of eye.

ThidercomethekyngeVrienof gorre, thatwasayonge .~^;''^^'
knyght, and moche preised in armes, and with hym iiij 1°, 1 . [\ ME. i = Icel. «, reduced form of in:
C [four hundred] knyghtes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 108. see in\ and cf. a^, reduced form of an, on, and
(5) In logic, a symbol of the particular affir-

mative proposition: derived from the second
vowel of the Latin word affirmo, I assert. See
Ai, 2 (6).

A doeth aifirme, E doeth denigh, which are bothe uni-
versall

:

I doeth affirme, O doeth denigh, which we particular call.

Sir T. Wuson, Rule of Eeason (1651).

(c) In chem., the symbol for «0(^»»e.—3. An ab-
breviation— (a) In dental formulsB, in gool., for
incisor. (6f) Same as i. e. (c) See i. e., i. q.

12 (i), pron. and n.
;
poss. my or mine, obj. (dat.

and ace.) me, pi. nom. we, poss. our or ours, obj.

(dat. and aec.) ^ts. [Also dial. I (pron. e), a,

ich; < MB. i, reduced form of (Northern) ik, as-

sibilated (Southern) ic'h,'uch, < AS. ic = OS. ic,

ik, ec = OFries. ik =I>.ik = MLGr. LGr. ik, ek

= OHG. ih, MHG. G. ich, = Icel. ek = Sw.jag=
Ban.jeg = Goth. «fc = W. * = L. ego (> It. io =
Pg. eu = Sp. yo = Pr. eu, ieu = OF. eo, jeo, jo,

mod. 'P.je = E. ego as a philosophical term:
see ego) =Gr. iy6, ky6v = Lith. as^= Lett, es =
OBulg. a3u,jazu= Euss. Pol. Bohem.ja = Skt.

aham, prob. standing for *agam, I, conjectured

to be compounded of a pronominal base a,

with an enclitic particle *-gam, *-ga, Skt. -ha,

Vedio -gha = Gr. -ye = Goth, -k in mi-Jc = AS.
me-c, E. me, Goth, thu-k = AS. the-c, E. thee,

Goth. si-Jc, oneself. The first personal pronoun
was declined in AS. as follows : sing. nom. ic,

gen. min, dat. and instr. me, ace. me, older mec;

pi. we, gen. User, ure, dat. and instr. Us, aco. its,

older usic; dual nom. wit (we two), gen. uncer,

dat. and instr. unc, older undt; with similar

forms in the other Teut. tongues. There are m
AS. and E. four apparent stems, represented by
J, we, we, and MS ; see me, we, our, us.^ l.pron.

The nominative case of the pronoun of the first

fll, nom. suffix^f first declension : see -al.] A
termination in Latin and Greek nouns (chiefly
feminine), many of them iu English use, being
-ol preceded by -i-, a stem-vowel, formative or
euphonic, as in tii^a, fasc4a, milit-ia, man4a,
scoria, etc. When such forms are Anglicized,
the termination becomes -^, as in family, from
Latin familia.

-ia^. [L. -ia, Gr. -la, being -«-, stem-vowel, -I- -a^,
nom. pi. suffix: see -aC] A termination iu
Latin and Greek nouns, many of them in Eng-
lish use, being -a^ preceded by -i-, a stem-vow-
el, formative or euphonic, as in regal-ia, satur-
nalAa, etc.

^ J „„„ .-..-.....j.-,.*.,.*^.. —i3jC —iSiCSil See —ac
saidtobeoonversantaboutthephenomenaof the/orthe TapfiP (I'a-tfil n TNT, < ar 'lAvTy a ntrmnti
Ego. Sir W. BamiUon, Meta.ph.,ix.

^^^"^^ ^1 a-Ke;, M. ISSlj., <. Ur. lip, a nymph,
' " ' companion of Proserpme ; cf. lax^, a cry, shout,

a joyous sound, < Idxetv, cry, shout.] A genus
of humming-birds of the family Trochilidce, of
whieh the type is the broad-biUed hummer, I.
latirostris, a Mexican species, occurring also in
the United States. D. G. Elliot, 1879. Also
called Circe.

iacintt, n. Bee jacinth.

-ial. A form of -al, being -al preceded by an
original or euphonic vowel i-. See -ai!.

laltris (i-al'tris), n. [NL., < Gr. IdX^iv (verbal
adj. la?i,T6g), send forth.] A genus of eolubri-
form ophidians, related to Dromieus, but hav-
ing no solid teeth on the maxillary bone behind
the long median one. The type is I. vultuosa
of Hayti. E. X>. Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sei.,
Phila., 1862, p. 73.

iamb (i'amb), n. [= F. iambe= Sp. yamho = Pg.
It. jarnbo, < L. iambus : see iambus.^ Same as
iambus. pSare.]
The license is sometimes carded so far as to add three

short syllables to the last iami. Brands.

Bayes. They do me the right. Sir, to approve of what I
do.

a2j reduced form of «»!.] A light form of i»i

as, "a worm i' the bud," Shak.
i-i. [MB. i-, y-, sometimes e-, a-, early je-, <
AS. ge- = OS. gi- = OFries. gi-, ge-, ie- = D.
ge- = MLG. LG. ge- = OHG. gon, gi-, ge- (ha-.

Ice-), MHG. gi-, ge-, G. ge- (extremely com-
mon) = Icel. g- (scarcely found except in glikr,

mod. Ukr = AS. geUe, E. Uke^, a.) = Goth, go-:
a general Teut. prefix, in some uses equiv.
to L. con- (com-, co-, etc.) = Gr. ftiji-, am-, to-
gether, with (see con-, syn-), but hardly of the
same origin.] A prefix (often spelled y-, and
sometimes e-anda-)commoninMiddleEnglish, iambelegus (i-am-bel'e-gus), n. [LL., < Gr.
as in i-blent, i-cast, i-don, i-take, i-cleped, i-wis, ia/j-pe^^syog, < lafi^oq, iambus, + eXsyo^, an elegiac
etc. (also spelled ii-blent, y-cast, y-don, etc.), poem: see iambus andi elegy."] la anc. pros., a,n

but entirely lost in modern English, except as episynthetiometer consisting of an iambic colon
traces remain in y-wis, adv. (sometimes erro- followed by a dactylic penthemimeres (half an
neously written I wis), and in y-clept and a few elegiac pentameter).
other archaic perfect-participle forms affected iambic (i-am'bik), a. and n. [= F. iambique =
by Spenser and other poets, and in alike, Sp. ydmbico = Pg. It. jamUco, < LL. iamMeas,

< Gr. Zffl/j/3<«:of, iambic, ? i(2/ij8of, an iambus : see
iambus.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the iambus;
employing iambics : as, iaraWc meter; tm. iam-
bic poet.—2. Consisting of an iambus, or of
iambics : as, an iambic foot ; an iambic verse or
poem—Iambic class (of feet). Same as diplasic or dou-
ble class. See diplasic.

II. n. lapros. : (a) Same as iambus, (b) Averse
or metrical period consisting of iambi. Iambics
have been a favorite or prevalent form of verse in the
poetry of many nations. They were used among the
Greeks from early times in popular poetry, especially of a
festive or a vituperative character. English heroic verse
is the iambic pentapody or trimeter brachycatalectic (^ —
w _

I

w — -^ -
I

^ —). Iambics of various lengths form the
great bulk of all English poetry, other meters being com-
paratively rai-e. Seecholiamb,Sipponactean,i8chwrriwgic,
scazon, trimeter, senarius, septenarius, octonaHus.

[< iambic + -al.]

aiong^, among, enough, everywhere, handiwork,
and a few other common words in which the
syllable concerned is not now recognized as a
prefix. This prefix was extremely common in Anglo-
Saxon, being used with nouns, adjectives, pronouns, and
adverbs (having with these a collective or generalizing
force, often so indefinite as not to be felt), but especially

with verbs (havingwith these a collective force often trans-

latable by together or vnth, or a completive or transitive

force, and hence much used in the formation of transitive

from intransitive verbs) ; in many instances it added no-
thing to the force of the verb to which it was prefixed. In
Anglo-Saxon many verbs, as in German all verbs, without
this or another prefix in the finite fonns, take it in the
past participle.

i-2. A form of the negative prefix in-^ before

gn- in some words of Latin origin, as in
"

ignore, ignorant, etc.

-i--'^. [See i-l.] An apparent connective, but lamblcal (i-am'bi-kal), a.

properly a prefix, in hand4-work and hand4- Same as iambic. [Bare.]



iambical

AmongBt us I name but two Iambical poets, Gabriel
Harvey and Richard Stanyhnrsti because I have seen no
more in this kind. Meres (Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 100).

iambically (i-am'bi-kal-i), adv. In the manner
of an iambic.
iambize (i-am'biz), v. t; pret. and pp. iamUzed,
ppr. iamUzing. [< Gr. la/ipil^ew, assail in iam-
bics, lampoon, < ta/i/3of, iambus, iambic verse,
a lampoon : see iamlus.'i To satiiize in iambic
verse. [Eare.]

Iambic was the measure in which they used to ianibize
each other. Twining, tr. of Aiistotle on Poetry, i. § 6.

iambographer (i-am-bog'ra-f6r), n. [< Gr. lafi-

Poypdfog, a writer of iambics, < lafipo^, iambus,
+ ypafeiv, write.] A writer of iambic poetry.
[Eare.]

Uont. I am an iambographer; now it is out.
Cata. For honour's sake, what's that?
Mont. One of the sourest versifiers that ever crept out

of Parnassus. Shirley, Maid's Kevenge, t 2.

iambographic (i-am-bo-^af'ik), a. [< Gr. la/i-

Poypd<pog, a writer of iambics (see ianibographer),
+ -fc.] 1. Of or pertaining to the writing of
iambics.—2. Accustomed to write iambic po-
etry. [Eare.]

The melic and iambographic poets.
Amer. Jowr. Philol., TIL 378.

iambtis (i-am'bus), n.; pi. iambi (-bi). [< L. iam-
6ms, < Gr. ia/i^og, an iambus, an iambic verse, an
iambic poem, esp. a lampoon; so called, it is

said, because first used by satiric writers ; < la-

jTTEiv, send or drive on, throw, assail with words,
= li.jacere (iacere), throw: see jaetitate, jefi.']

Id. pros., a foot of two syllables, the first short
or unaccented and the second long^ or accented.
The iambus of modern or accentual versification consists
of an unaccented syllable followed by an accented one,
without regard to the relative time taken in pronouncing
the two syllables. Thus in English verse the words Slight

,

dilated, emJtX, dhStf would all be treated as iambi, while on
the principles of ancient prosody the first of these words
would be an iambus, but the second a spondee(an anapestic
spondee, — -«), the third a trochee, and the last a pyrrhie.
The iambus of Greek and Latin poetry («.^ -^ is quantita-
tive, and as the first syllable is short, and the second being
long is equal to two shorts, the whole foot has a magnitude
of three shorts (is trisemic). Also called ia/mh, iambic.

-ian. A form of -an, being -an preceded by an
original or euphonic vowel i-. See -an.

lauthina (i-an'thi-na), n. [NL., fem. of ian-
tldnits, < Gr. lAvdivo;, violet-colored, < lav (*Flov),

violet (= Ii. vio-la, violet), -1- dvdog, a flower.] 1

.

The representative genus of the family lantlii-

nidce; the oceanic violet-snails. One of the best-
known species is I. fragilis. They are found floating in
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A member of the family of Spain, < 'iPvp^e, L. Iberes, HiSeres, sometimes

Iberi, Siberi, the inhabitants of Spain.] I. a.

1. Of or pertaining to ancient Iberia in Europe,

which included Spain and Portugal and part of

southern France: as, the Iberian peninsula.

Violet-snail {lanekina fras^is). a, float; *, eggs: tf, gills:

d, tentacles.

shoals on the open seas of warm latitudes, buoyed up by
the peculiar fioat attached to the ioo^ and are often oast

ashore in vast numbers during storms. The animal when
irritated pours out a violet secretion, serving to some ex-

tent for concealment, like the ink of the cuttlefish.

3. [?. c] A violet-snail.

lanthlnidse (i-an-thin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Jasw-

fhina+ -idee.] A family of oceanic gastropods,

having a small foot, the under side of which is

connected with a vascular appendage or float,

which buoys the animal in the watei, and un-

der which the eggs are received; the violet-

snails. The shell is thin and violet-colored, with a twist-

ed pillar, 4-sided aperture, and waved outer lip giving pas-

sage to exposed gills. The head is large, obtuse, and pro-

truded beyond the mouth, with a short proboscis and
bifid tentacles. The radula is without central teeth, but
has many long, cuiTed, pen-like teeth on the sides. The
remarkable appendage or float is several times as long as

the body. There was formerly much question as to the

position of the family, which has even been classed with
the Heteropoda.

lapetUS (i-ap'e-tus), n. [L., < Gr. 'lamTdc, in

myth, a Titan, son of Uranus and Ge.] 1. In
astron., the eighth, formerly called the fifth,

of the satellites of Saturn.— 2. In entom., a

genus of homopterous insects, of the family

Fulgoridce. St&l, 1863.

lapygian (i-a-pij'i-an), a. and n. [< L. lapygia,

Gr. 'lanvyia,^ L. lapyges, Gr. 'Knzvyzq (see lapyx),

+ -an.'] I. a. Ofor pertaining to lapygia, an
ancient division of southeastern Italy, so called

by the Greeks, corresponding to the peninsular

part of Apulia, anciently also called Messapia

and Calabria, and sometimes extended to the

whole of Apulia.

II. n. One of the ancient Italic race inhabit-

ing lapygia, including theMessapians and other

tribes.

iapygid (i-ap'i-jid),

lapygidte.

lapygidae (i-a-pij'i-de), n.pl. [ISTL. ,

<

lapyx (-yg-)

+ -idw.] A family of thysanurous insects, rep-
resented by the genus lapyx, having a pair of

anal forceps instead of bristles, and no mova-
ble appendages along the under side of the
body.
lapyx (i-a'piks), n. [NL., < L. lapyx, < Gr.
'IdTTDf (-vy-), the northwest or rather west-
northwest wind, pi. a river in Italy, also lapyx,
the son of Dsadalus, the mythical progenitor
(eponym) of the lapyges, L. lapyges, Gr. 'lajcvyec,

a people of southern Italy.] The representa-
tive genus of insects of the family lapygidce.
There are several eyeless species. I. solifugus is one of
southern Europe, of pale color, about half an inch long

;

/. gigas of Cyprus is twice as long. A United States spe-

cies is /. subterranaits, found under stones nearthe Mam-
moth Cave in Kentucky.

iarfine, ». [Ir., < iar, after, + fine, family,
tribe.] One of the groups of five into which
the ancient Irish clans or families were organ-
ized. See geilfine.

-iasis. [NL.,< L. 4asis,<. Gr. -iaai^, as in iXefav-

TiaaiQ, elephantiasis, ^Etpiaaig, phthiriasis, etc.,

from verbs in -aetv, contr. -av, the -i- being of

the stem, or euphonic] A termination of New
Latin names of diseases, as elephantiasis, phthi-
riasis, psoriasis, hypochondriasis. Also -asis.

iaspt, n. See jasp, jasper. Spenser.

lassidse, lassus. See Jassidm, Jassvs.

lastian (i-as'ti-an), n. [Gr. 'Idonof, Ionic, <

'Idf , Ionic : see Ionic] Same as Ionian.

iatraliptict (i-a-tra-lip'tik)j a. [< Gr. larpa-

?iU7tT)}g, a surgeon who practises by anointing,
friction, and the like ()J larpaTiemnK^, sc. rsx'^t
such practice), < larpdg, a physician, -t- aleiwr^g,

an anointer, < aTieifeiv, anoint.] Curing by oint-

ments and frictions The latraliptic method, in
Tned., same as epidermic method (which see, under epider-
mic).

iatric (i-at'rik), a. [< Gr. laTpmdg.^ lafpdg, a
physician, < laadai, cure, heal.] Eelating to

medicine or physicians.

iatrical (i-at'ri-kal), a. [< iatric -I- -al.] Same
as iatric.

iatrochemical (i-a-tro-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr.
larpdg, a physician, + E. chemical.] Of or per-
taining to the chemical theory of medicine : ap-
plied to a school of medicine of the seventeenth
century which, progressive in its tendencies,
applied with a certain exclusiveness and ex-

travagance chemical doctrines to the explana-
tion of physiological and pathological phenom-
ena : opposed to iatrophysical.

iatrochemist (i-a-tro-kem'ist), n. [< Gr. larpdi,

a physician, -h E. chemist: cf. iatromathemati-
cian.] A member of the iatrochemical school.

iatroliptict, iatroleptict, «• Erroneous forms
of iatraliptic.

iatrology (i-a-trol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. larpoTMyia,

the study of medicine, < iarpSg, a physician, -I-

-loyia, < Ae/eiv, speak: see -ology.] A treatise

on medicine or on physicians ; also, the science
of medicine.
iatromatliematical (i-a-tro-math-e-mat'i-kal),

a. [< Gt. larpdg, a physician, + E. rnathemaU'ial.
Seeiatromathematioian.] Same &aiatrophysical.

Some ia£ro7na£Aema£ica?professorsare too superstitious,
in my judgment. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 276.

iatromatliematiciau (i-a-tro-math''''e-ma-tish'-

an), n. [< Gr. larpdg, a physician, +' 'E.'mathe-
matician, after Gr. larpo/ja&ri/iaTiKol, pi., those
who practised medicine in conjunction with
astrology, < larpdg, a physician, + /ladTifiariKdg,

a mathematician.] A member of the iatro-
physical school.

iatromechanical (i-a-tro-mf-kan'i-kal), a. [<
Gr. iarpog, a physician, + B, mechanical.] Same
as iatrophysical.

iatrophysical (i-a-tro-fiz'i-kal), a. [< Gr. larpdg,

a physician, + B. physical.] A term applied
to a school of physicians which took its rise in
Italy in the seventeenth century. They sought to
explain the functions of the body and the application of
remedies by statical and hydraulic laws, and were eager
students of anatomy, since it was only by accurate know-
ledge of all the parts that they could apply their mathe-
matical and dynamical principles.

ib. An abbreviation of ibidem.

ibet. -An obsolete form of been^, past participle
of 6el.

I-beam (i'bem), n. Any form of rolled iron hav-
ing a cross-section resembling the letter I.

ibent. An obsolete form of been^, past partici-

ple of 6el.

Iberian^ (i-be'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. Iberia,

Hiberia, < Gr. 'l^-npia, the ancient Greek name

Roving the Celtick and Iberian fields.

Milton, Comus, L 60.

2. Of or pertaining to the inhabitants of Iberia

;

specifically, in art, noting the productions of

the earlier races of the Spanish peninsula,which

show no trace of Eomau influence.

II. n. 1. One of the primitive inhabitants of

Spain. The Basques are supposed to be de-

scendants of the ancient Spanish Iberians.—

2. The language of the ancient Iberians, of

which modern Basque is supposed to be the

representative.

Iberian^ (i-be'ri-an), a. [< L. Iberia, Siberia,

< Iberes, Hiberes,"(iT. "l^np^g, the ancient inhab-

itants of the region now called Georgia.] Of
or pertaining to ancient Iberia in Asia, nearly

corresponding to Georgia in Eussian Transcau-
casia.

From . . . Margiana to the Hyroanian cliffs

Of Caucasus, and dark Iberian dales.

Milton, P. R., iii. 818.

Iberidese (i-be-rid'e-e), «.»?. [Nh., < Iberis

{-id-) + -em.] Atribe'of cruciferous plants, typi-

fied by the genus Iberis,

now referred to the tribe

Thlaspidew.
Iberis (i-be'ris), ». PSTL.,

< Gr. l$t!pig, a kind of pep-
perwort, prob. < 'Ijir/pia,

Iberia, Spain, as its place
of growth.] A genus of
cruciferous plants, con-
sisting of annual, peren-
nial, and shrubby spe-
cies, distinguished byhav-
ing the two outer petals
larger than the others.
About 20 species are known,
mostly natives of the Mediter-
ranean region and of the East.
Several species ai-e cultivated in
gardens, under the name of can-
dytvft. The /. amura, or bitter
candytuft, is found growing wild
in the south of England. The
root, stems, and leaves possess
medicinal properties, but the
seeds ai'e most efficacious. It
is said to have been used by the
ancients in cases of rheumatism,
gout, and other diseases. /. urrtn

bellata is the purple candytuft.

iberite (i-be'rit), m. [< L. "'
""'"

Iberia, Spain, + -ite^.] A hydrated altered
iolite found in the Spanish province of Toledo.
ibex (I'beks), n. [< L. ibex, a kind of goat, the
chamois.] 1. A wild goat, the bouquetin, stein-
bok, or other species of the genus Ibex. There
are several different species, inhabiting mountain-ranges
of Europe, Asia, and Africa, the best-known of which, and
the one to which the name was originally given, is the
steinbok or bouquetin of the Alps and Apennines, Capra
ibex or Itex ibex. The male is about 4J feet long, and 2
^feet 8 inches high at the shoulders ; it sometimes attains
a weight of 200 pounds. The color is brownish- or reddish-
gray in summer, and gray in winter. The horns are veiy
large (sometimes 3 feet along the curve), closely approxi-

Candytuft {Iberis untbei-
ita). a, flower ; b, fruit

;

, \

Alpine Ibex or Steinbok {Cafra ibex).

mated at the base, diverging regularly to the tip, curved
sharply backward and outward, and longltudinaUy ridged
on each side, the flattened front between the ridges being
crossed with many transverse ridges or nodes. It has a
short dark beard, and the ears and tail are partly white.
The female is smaller, of a gray color, and its horns are
shorter and more like those of the domestic goat. The
kids are gray. The ibex of the Pyrenees is a closely related
species. Ibex pyrenaica ; its boms are more divergent for
some distance and then incurved at the tip, presenting



ibex

•when viewed together from the front a resemblance to a
lyre ; each horn ia compressed, and keeled in t<ont. See
tegagrus.

2. [cap.'] A genus of ibexes, or a subgenus
of Copra.

ibid. An abbreviation of ibidem.

Ibidse(i'bi-de),m.jj)i. [NL.] %3,ax%&slbididm.

ibidem (i-bi'dem), adv. [L., in the same place,

< ihi, there (< i-, pronominal root as in is, that,

lie (see fte^), + -6i, dat. or locative ending as iti

U-hi: see J«-i, &e-i, 6^1),+ -o!em, a demonstrative
sufBx as iai-dem, the same, etc.] In the same
place ; at the place or in the book already men-
tioned; used in order to avoid the repetition

of references. Commonly abbreviated to ibid,

ovib.

Ibides (i'bi-dez), n. pi. [L., pi. of Ibis, q. v.]

A series of altricial grallatorial birds, a sub-
order of Merodiones or Felargomorphm, corre-

sponding fco the Semiglottides of Nitzsch, and
composed of the two families Ibididce and Pla-
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is the most nearly cosmopolitan species, inhabiting chiefly and inserted on ahypogynousdisk; andal-celled,2-seeded
the old world, but straying to North America, and reaching ovai-y. They are evergreen shrubs,with ascending or climb-

cold-temperate latitudes in both hemispheres. Itisiiides- ing branches and smooth leaves. Three or four species

centwith green and black, varied by opaque dark-chestriut oidy are known, natives of tropical Africa,

tints. The white-faced glossy ibis, lOis guarauna, is a IcaclnaceaS (i-kas-i-na' se-e), n. pi, [NL., <
related species abundant in warm parts ot^America, and Xcacina + -acece.'] An order of plants, the gen-
found in the southwestern United States. The white ibis,

Eudocimus alius, inhabits the southern United States,

where it is known as the Spauvih curie w. The plumage of
the adult is pure white, with black-tipped wings. A splen-
did species of tropical and subtropical America is the scar-

let ibis, Eudocimus ruber, which when adult is scarlet,

with black-tipped wings. Many of the other species pre-

sent equally notable characters, as the Australian straw-
necked ibis ^Geronticus or Carphibis spiniaollis), the Afri-

can iGeronticus (Hagedashia) hagedash), the white Japa-
nese (GerontiGus (Nipponia) nippon), etc.

3. [cap.] [NL.] The leading genus of the family
Ibididw, formerly more than coextensive with
the family, but successively restricted to vari-

ous generic types of ibises, its curaent uses are now
for that group which the sacred ibis typifies, and for that of

which the scarlet ibis is the type. Modem genera which
have been detached from the old genus Ihis are Falci-nel-

lus of Bechstein, Geronticus, Evdodmus, Harpipritm, The-
risticus, Phimosus, Cermbis of Wagler, Thresktornis of G.

E. Gray, Pseudibis of Hodgson, Hagedashia of Bonaparte,
Leucibis, Carphibis^ Lophotibis, Comatibis, Molypbdopha-
nus, Bostrychia, Mipponia of K-eichenbach, and others.

3. Some bird like an ibis, or supposed to be an
ibis, as a wood-ibis or wood-stork. See Tanta-

Ibla (i'b'la), n. [NL.] A genus of cirripeds of

the order Thqraeica and family PolUdpedidce,
It is related

'

are dioecious,

of males with hermaphrodites.

talceidcB, or the ibises and spoonbills. They have
a schizorhinal skull, witli produced and recurved man-
dibular angle ; a sternum double-notched on each side

;

the carotids double; two normal intestinal caeca; an ex-

tremely small tongue ; an ambiens muscle ; a tufted oil-

gland ; no pulviplujnes ; tarsi reticulate (rarely scutellate)

;

the hallux not completely insistent; the middle claw
scarcely or not at aJl pectinate; and the sides of the
upper mandible deeply grooved for its whole length.

The Ibides are one of three series of Herodion£S, the
others being the Herodii proper, or herons, and the Cico-

nice, or storks. The genera and species are numerous.
Also Ibidides.

^^ ^^^.^^^

Ibididse (i-bid'i-de), n.pl. [NL <Ibis (Ibid-) j^^ , „ g^g ^j^^^
+ -«d<80 One of two families of lUdes, of the

j^^^ig^ (ib'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ibla + -idee.]
order Berodwnes; the ibises. They have a long, ^ family of cirripeds, named from the genus
Blender, subcylindric, and deourved bill, deeply groovedon -t^, r>ii_5.„_ni.^4_;t4.' Thlnan> W K Tenrh
the sides of the upper mandible, and resembling a cur- H'la. Onginally-wntteniO<oa!(B. W. M.I^eacn,,

lew's. There are about 24 species, differing much in minor 1825.
details of struotui'e, so that they have been made types of Ibycter (i-bik't6r), n. [NL., < Grr. 'i^VKT-ljp, in
almost as many genera. See ibis. Also Ibid<B. Cretan, one who begins a war-song.] A South

Ibidides (i-bid'i-dez), re. i)Z. Same as J6»des. ' -^ ° "

ibidine (i'bi-din), a. [< L. ibis (ibid-) +
-ine^.l Having the character of an ibis; of

or pertaining to the Ibides. Mncyc. Brit., III.

713.

Ibidorhynchus (iHii-do-ring'kus), n. [NL. , < Ur.

t/3if («/3«d-), ibis, -1- fAyxpg, biU.] A notable genus
of curlews, of the family Scolopaoidce: so called

from the likeness of the bill to that of an ibis.

/. strutliersi of Asia is the only species. G. B.

Gray, 1844. Originally written Ibidorhynclia.

N. A. Vigors, 1831.

ibigau, ibijau (ib'i-gou, -jou), n. The native

name of the earth-eater, giant night-jar, or

grand goatsucker of South America, Nyctibius

grandis, a bird of the family Caprimulgidce. See

era of which are now referred to the Olaciiiew,

tribe Icacinew. See Icacinece.

Icacineae (i-ka-sin'e-e), n.pl. [NL., < Icacina
+ -ece.] A tribe of plants of the natural order
Otoci«e(E, typified by the genus Jcaa/m. The mem-
bers are evergreen trees and shrubs, and are not known
to be of any special use. They are natives of the tropical

and subtropical regions of the old world.

icaco (i-kak'6), h. [Sp. Amer.] The cocoa-
plum, CUrysdbalanus Icaco, a native of Florida
and the West Indies. It is a shrub 4 to 6 feet high,
with fruit about the size of a plum, which is white, yel-

low, red, or pm-ple in color. It forms a favorite conserve
in the Spanish West Indian colonies.

-leal. [< L. -ic-al4s, more common in NL. : see

-ic and -aZ.] A compound adjective termina-
tion, usually equivalent to the simple -ie, as

hysteric, Ivysterical, but often slightly differen-

tiated, as in comic, comic-al, historic, historic-al,

politic, politic-al. when the form in -it> is used chiefly

or exclusively as a noun (either in singular or in plurtu

form), the adjective is regularly in -ic-ai; as, critic, crit-

ic-al, music, music-al, logic, logic-al, politics, politic-al, etc.

Adverbs formed from adjectives regulai'ly ending in -ic,

but which may have -ical, regularly take -oi- before -ly

:

as, graphic, graphic-al-ly; intrinsic, intrinsic-al-ly. See
-ic and -al.

id to ScdZiienMm ; in both genera some species -«-»""-"'• _ , _ /„„„/.,„
IS, while others present the unique combination IcanaU (l-ka'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. Icanus,

American genus of vulturine hawks, of the sub-

familyPoZ^6on»(B, isiXsaVy Valconidm, having the
nostrils circular, the head partly denuded, the

-ibility. The termination of abstract nouns
formed in -My from adjectives in -ible, as in

credibility, legibility, etc., from credible, legible,

etc. It is properly the double suffix -bility, vrith

a preceding original or euphonic vowel «-. Com-
pare -ability, and see -bility.

ibis (i'bis), n. [= F. So. Pg. ibis = It. ibi, < L.

ibis, < Gr. l^ic, ibis ; of Egyptian origin.] 1.

A bird of the tanmly Ibididce, or of the genus

Ibis in a wide sense. There are about 24 species, of

numerous modem genera, chiefly inhabitants of the lakes

and swamps of the warmer parts of the globe. They re-

semble herons, storks, and other large altricial gralla-

torial birds. They feed on fish, reptiles, and other animals,

chiefly aquatic, nest on the ground or in trees or bushes.

Jay a few eggs of a uniform color, and rear their young m

Ibycter antericamis,

tail normal, and the coloration chiefly black, it

is related to Daptrius, Milvago, Senex, and Phalcobaimis.

The type is the so-called gallinaceous eagle, FaVco aquili-

nus, now called Ibycter americanus, which is black, with

white abdomen and thighs, eyes and bare parts of head red,

and blue cere; its length is about 19J inches. (Vieaiot,

Analyse d'une Nouvelle Ornith. (1816), p. 22.) Gymnops is

a synonym. Also written Ibicter. Kanip, 1846^

the nest. The most notable species, and the one to which rpojDierlT -Jcfc.-Jfc, often -Jo«e, < ME. -ifc;

the name ibis appears originally to have been given, is

the sacred ibis of Egypt and other parts of Africa {Itna

religiosa), an obj ect of veneration among the old Egyptians,

Gr. 'iaapiog, pertaining to Icarus (L. Icaria, Gr.

'luapla, Icaria), < "Inapoc, Icarus in Greek legend,

a son of Dasdalus : see def .] I.a.l. Pertaining
or relating to Icarus, the son of Dsedalus, who,
to escape the wrath of Minos, is fabled in Greek
legend to have fled from Crete with his father

on wings fastened on with wax. In defiance of his

father's warning, he flew too high; the sun melted the

wax, and he fell into the ^gean ses^ between the Cyoladea
and Caria, hence known as the Icai'ian sea ; hence applied

to any foolhai'dy or presumptuous exploit or enterprise.

High-bred thoughts disdain to take their flight,-

But on th' learian wings of babbling fame.
Quarles, Emblems, i. 9.

3. (a) Kelating to loarus or Icaria, now Nika-
ria, an island in the learian sea, near Samos.
(b) Of or relating to Icaria, a deme of Attica

occupying a valley behind Pentelicus, noted
as the home of Thespis, the reputed founder
of (jreek tragedy, and as the traditional birth-

place of the drama and of the cult of Dionysus
in Attica.—3. Pertaining or relating to Icaria,

an imaginary country where an ideally perfect

communism prevailed, described in the work
"Voyage to Icaria" ( Voyage erelcarte), publish-

ed by the French communist Etienne Cabet in

1840; pertaining or relating to the principles

set forth in this work. An Icaria was established by
Cabet and a few hundred followers in 1849 at Nauvoo in

Illinois (after a failure in Texas in 1848), which, after some
dissensions and divisions, was removed to Adams county,

Iowa, in 1867. Another community was established in So-

noma county, California, in 1881, under the name of Ica-

riarSperanza. Their number has always been smalL

The learian system is as nearly as possible a pure de-

mocracy. The president, elected for a year, is simply an

executive oflicer to do the will of the majority,

Nordhog, Communistic Societies of the U. S.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Icaria.— 3. A
follower of the communist Cabet; a settler in

an learian commune.
The Icariams reject Christianity ; but they have adopted

the communistic idea as their religion. This any one will

see who speaks With them. But devotion to this ideahas
supported them under the most deplorable poverty and
long-continued hardship for twenty years.

Nordhoff, Communistic Societies of the U. S.

Icarianism (i-ka'ri-an-izm), n. [< learian +
-ism.'] The communistic system described by
Etienne Cabet as existing in Icaria (see Icor-

rian, a., 3), and advocated by him.

The apostles of Icarianism should, like Christ, whose
principles they were only carrying out, convert the world

by teaching, preaching, writing, discussing, persuading,

and by setting good examples.
R. T. Ely, French and German Socialism, p. 60.

[< Euss. ihra, dial, ilcro (= Pol. Serv.

Sacred Ibis of Egypt {Ibis riltguisa).

frequently mummified after death, and represented in pic- poiypetalous plants, of the natural order Ola

tographs upon their monuments. Bis about 2 feet long

,

j„g„ typg of the tribe Icacjwece. They have a

the plumage is wfiite and black ; the naked heaa, oui^
j.deft or 5-parted calyx ; 5 hypogynous valyate petals ; 6

and feet are black. The glossy bay, or Waok i^is (Ib^s » c^k ^ ^^^ iiinents, alternate with the petals,

JaUsmeHus, FalcineUus igneua, Plegadisfakimuus, etc.; Bi.am

= F. -ique = Sp. Pg. It. -ico (cf. D. G. -4sch

Dan. Sw. 4slc), < L. -icus = Gr. -Mog, a term,

consisting of the stem-vowel -i- (original or sup-

plied: see -i-2) + formative -co- = Gr. no-, +
nom. ending -s = Gr. -f ; = Goth, -a-gs = AS.

-ig, E.-2/1, q. v.] 1 . An adjective termination of

Latin or Greek origin, very common in adjec-

tives taken from Latin or Greek, as in public,

metallic, etc., and also much used in modern
formations, as artistic, electric, etc. Such words,

derived from or modeled upon Latin or Greek adjectives,

may be also or exclusively nouns, as public, mystic, logic,

music. In Middle English this termination was usuaUy .-p.-^i ,

written -ik or -ike; and from an early period do™ to the ^V?S'{' '".,-- _ R„i,pm' nlcra — Lith ilcrai =
nineteenth century the form -« (rfasswA:, OTiici, music*, OlSuig- ilcra - Uonem.jtKra — xjiin. »'»? —
ethicks, mathematicks, eto.) was used, some dictionaries Lett, ikra = Hung, ikra), roe, caviar.J Caviar,

retaining it till about 1840. Of the Boes of these foure kinds they make very great

3. In chem., a suffix denoting a higher state store of Jcary or Caueary. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. i79.

of oxidation than the termination -OMS,as/(smc j. j,g. ^j_ An obsolete spelUngofite/j. Chaucer.
hydrate, distinguished from ferrous by<^ate ^^^^''^^ See icWei.
phosphoric anhydnd, distmgmshed from i>ftos-

.^^
^.J^^^

^_ ^^^ spelled with c as if of P. ori-

ri7ioro«s anhydrid, etc. ginrsee-ce2),butprop.,asofteninearlymod.E.,
Icacina (i-ka-si'na), n. [NL-, prob. dim. of

|^.^^ ^ jjg ^ < ^g_ ^^ (^ oFries.

Sp. icaco.] AsmaU genus ot diaotpedonms .^ ^ -^ J.^ ^ ^-^^^^ ^^ ^ qHG. MHG. is, G.

eis — loel. iss = Sw. is = Dan. is = Goth. *eis

(not recorded), ice. The form suggests a con-

nection with iron, AS. isen, isern = Goth, ei-



ice

sarn; but evidence is lacking: see iron.l 1.
The solid form of water, produced by freez-
ing. It is a brittle, transparent solid, with a refractive in-
dex of 1.3. Water, under ordinary conditions, begins to
freeze at 32' F. (0" C), and in freezing expands by about
j>i of its bulk, exerting a great force against any surface
by which it is confined. The specific gravity of ice is
nearly 0.92, and hence it floats on the water with about
f^ of its volume submerged. The temperature of freez-
ing is lowered .0075* C. for every atmosphere of pressure.
Freezing is retarded by substances in solution ; thus, sea-
water freezes at about 27° F. (—3° C). Ice is produced in
unlimited quantities by the processes of nature in cold
climates. It may also be made artiflcially by ice-machiues
of various kinds. See iee-machine.

His wijf walked him with, with a longe gode . . .

Barfote on the bare ijs that the blod folwede.
Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 436.

I'-'flnde no peace and yet mie warre is done,
I feare and hope, and burne and freese like ise.

Wyatt, quoted in Puttenhain's Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 102.

The cold brook,
Candied with ice. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

The high rooks which surround the snug little bathing
cove made the water as cold as ice.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. i.

2. Same as iaing.—3. A frozen confection con-
sisting (a) of sweetened and flavored cream,
milk, or custard (cream-ice, ice-cream), or (6)
of the sweetened juice of various fruits (water-
ice).

—

Anchor ice. See anchor-ice.—Block ice, ice cut
or made artificially in blocks, for commercial and domes-
tic uses.

The cost of producing clear hlock ice in this country.
Sai. Amer. Supp., p. 8781.

Ice age, the period, more generally designated as the
glaciaTepoch (see glacial), during which there was a much
more extensive development of ice over certain portions
of the earth's surface than there is at the present time.
It is generally supposed that the glacial epoch occurred
in post-Tertiary times, but some geologists maintain that
there have been numerous repetitious of this condition.
— Ice system, a system of glaciers radiating from bue
common center or ice-cap : a term used by some geolo-
gists to distinguish regions where the glaciation has
diverged from several independent centers from those
where it has all moved in one direction, and in the main in-
dependently of the topographical features of the couutry.

Under such circumstances, Wales, Scotland, and Scan-
dinavia must have had their own ice-systems.

Bonney, Abstract of Proc. Geol. Soo. of London,
[Session 1876-76.

Inland ice. See ice-cap, l.— Sailing ice, ice loosened
from a pack, and scattered by the wind.—TO break the
ice. See iireaJ:.—Young Ice, in arctic regions, ice recently
formed, in contradistinction to that which has been form-
ed in a previous winter.

The winter fioes seemed fixed, and for three days we
had not moved, while the young ice, steadily forming,
was from four to six inches in thickness.

A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 128.

ice (is), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. iced,, ppr. icing. [=

MD. ijsen, I), ijzen = MLG. isen, break ice, =
OHG. isen, MHG. isen, Or. eisen, ice, freeze, =
Icel. isa, freeze, = Dan. ise = Sw. isa, ice; cf.

Dan. isne, chiU, run cold; from the noun.] 1.

To cover with ice ; convert into ice ; freeze.

'Tis chrystal, friend, ic'd in the frozen sea.

P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, v. 11.

This sight hath stiCfen'd all my operant powers,
Ic'd all my blood, benumb'd my motion quite.

Webster, Appius and Virginia, v. 3.

2. To apply ice to ; refrigerate ;
preserve in ice,

as meat.— 3. To cover with concreted sugar;
frost.

-ice. [< ME. 4ce, -ise, -is, < OF. P. -ice = Sp. -ido,

m., -icia, f., =Pg. -igo,Ta.,-iga, t.,-ice, -4se,va. and
f., = It. -izio, m., -izia, f ., < L. -i-tiv^s, m., -i-ti-a,

f., -i-ttiMn, n.: see -ceS.] A particular foi-m (in-

cluding the stem-vowel -i-) of the termination
-ce, of Latin origin, as in avarice, justice, malice,

notice, service, novice, etc.; also in words of later

formation, as in cowardice. In practice the ter-

mination is historically a feminine form of -ie.

ice-anchor (is'ang"kor), n. Naut., an anchor
with one arm, used for securing a vessel to a
floe of ice.

The ordinary ice-ainchxyr was a large iron hook bent
nearly at a right angle, with a point to be inserted in a
bole in t^e ice.

Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 166.

An ice-breaker or
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ice-auger (is'ft'''ger), n. An implement for bor-
ing ice, in ice-fishing, which has superseded
the ordinary ioe-chisel. It bores a 6-inch hole,

_
cutting out a plug of ice of that diameter.

ice-ax (is'aks), n. An ax for cutting or cleav-
ing ice ; especially, an ax used by alpine guides
and alpinists generally for cutting steps in
making the ascent of steep ice-slopes. The ax
is carried sometimes as a part of the alpenstock, and
sometimes as an entirely separate implement. The forms

_
in use ai'e much varied.

ice-bag (is'bag), n. A caoutchouc bag for hold-
ing broken ice when used as a cold application
in surgical treatment, especially for the eye,

spine, etc.

ice-banner (is'ban"er), n. See ice-feathers.

ice-beam (Js'bem), n. Naut., a plank or beam
used to strengthen the stem and bows of ships
when exposed to the concussion and pressure
of ice.

ice-bearer (is'bar"6r), n. hiphysics, a cryopho-
rus.

ice-belt (is'belt), n. Same as ice-foot.

On regaining the seaboard, the same frowning cliffs and
rock-covered ice-belt that we had left greeted us.

Kane, Sec. Grinnell Exp., I. 96.

iceberg (is'bfirg), n. [= D. ijslerg = Or. eis-

berg; adapted fromScand.,< Sw.Norw. is1>erg=:

Dan. Js6;erjr, lit. 'ice-hill': see ice a,niberg^ (berg^
in E. is due to the compound ice-berg) .] An ele-

vated floating mass of ice detached from a gla-

cier at the sea-level. The movement of the glacier
downward causes it to protrude into the sea, by which it

is in part supported until the weight becomes so great
that more or less of it breaks off, often with great noise
and commotion of the sea. This process is called calv-

ing. The portion detached from the glacier floats about,
driven by winds and currents, and is an iceberg. This
is the mode of formation of the best-known bergs—those
which often encumber a part of the North Atlantic in
spring and early summer, having come down from the
ice-clad ranges and high plateaus of Greenland. The
more or less completely frozen surface of the water in
the northern ^olar region is known as pacTc-ice, or sim-
ply pack, Jtoe-ice, fioe, and jloe-berg. (See floe and floe-
bergT) In regard to the icebergs of the Southern Ocean, it

is not known with certainty whether they are all glacier-
bom, or whether they are not in large part the result of
the direct freezing of the sea-water.

ice-bird (is'bSrd), n. The little auk or sea-dove,
Mergulus alle, or Alle nigricans. See cut under
dovelcie.

ice-blink (is'blingk), n. A peculiar appear-
ance in the air caused by the reflection of light
from the surface of an ice-pack or floating mass
of ice, or from land covered with snow. By it

the presence of ice may often be recognized at
a distance of 20 miles or more.

An ice-blink all along the horizon to leeward, indicat-
ing the situation of the pack.

R. M'Cormick, Arc. and Antarc. Voyages, I. 272.

ice-boat (is'bot), n. 1. A strong boat, pro-
pelled by steam, used to break a channel
through ice.— 2. A triangular or boat-shaped
frame mounted on runners, and fitted with a
mast, sails, etc., for sailing on ice. Two of the

ice-elevator

breaking channels through ice in a river or har-

bor.—S. The bowhead, or great polar whale,

Balcena mysUcetus: a whalers' name.
ice-brook (is'bruk), n. An ice-cold brook or

stream. "The allusion [in the extract] is to the ancient

Spanish custom of hardening steel by plunging it red-hot

in the rivulet Salo near Bilbilis [now Calatayud in Ara-

gonj." (Schmidt.) [Rare.]

I have another weapon in this chamber,
It is a sword of Spain, the ice-brook's temper.

Shak., Othello, T. 2.

ice-built (is'bilt), a. BuUt or composed of

ice.

Where shaggy forms o'er ice-built mountains roam.
Gray, Progress of Poesy.

ice-calorimeter (is'kal-o-rim''''e-t6r), n. See
calorimeter.

ice-canoe (is'ka-no''0, n. A boat with a very
broad flat keel'shod with iron runners, so that

it can be drawn readily over the ice : intended
for use on partly frozen lakes and rivers.

ice-cap (is'kap), «. 1 . a general or continuous
permanent covering of a certain area of land,

whether large or small, with snow, n6y6, or ice,

especially in the arctic regions. The continuous-
covering with snow and n^v6 of the higher and larger part

of Greenland is sometimes called the ice-cap, but more
generally the inZand ice.

A decided ice-cap was observed above the land at New-
man Bay, also one inshore of Cape Britannia, far away
towards the north-east.

Nares, Voyage to the Polar Sea, IL 72.

3. In therap., a rubber bag containing ice for
application to the head.

ice-chair (is'chSr), n. A chair set on runners
like a sled, in which a person is propelled on
the ice, usually by a skater.

ice-chest (is'chest), n. A form of domestic ice-

chamber having apartments for the ice and the
provisions, the food-chamber being cooled by
air conducted to it from the ice-box, or by the
cold side of the latter, which forms a part of

the inolosure of the food-chamber; a refrigera-

tor. E. S. Knight.
ice-chisel (is'chiz'el), «. An implement used,
especially by anglers in ice-flshing, for cutting
holes in ice. See ice-auger.

The ice-chisel, . . . called by the Eskimos too'-oke.

Science, IV. 82.

An appliance for grap-

Dunglison.

ice-apron (is'a''''prun).

Portion of Bridge over the Yssel, Holland, showing ice-aprons

(a, a, a) on the bank and in mid-stream.

starling placed on the up-stream side of a bridge-
pier to protect it from moving ice.

runners are placed at the ends of a runner-plank extend-
ing across the frame at the point of its grea^st beam, and
the third is carried on a pivot at the stern and serves as a
rudder.

ice-bone (is'bon), n. One of the numerous va-
riants of aitchbone.

ice-bound (is'bound), a. Obstructed by ice

;

frozen in; surrounded or hemmed in by ice, so
as to prevent progress or approach: as, an ice-

bound ship ; ice-bound coasts.

ice-box (is'boks), ». 1. .Aji ice-chest; a small
refrigerator.— 2. The compartment in a refri-

gerator or an ice-chest for containing the ice.

ice-breaker (is'bra%er), n. l. A structure of
masonry or timber (as a pier or row of piles)
for the protection of bridge-piers or of vessels
in dock from moving ice.— 2. An ice-boat for

ice-claw (is'kia), n.

pling blocks of ice.

ice-closet .(is ' kloz " et), n. A
large refrigerator, or a small
room for cold storage.

ice-cold (is'kold), a. [< ME.
Hscold, < AS. is-ceald (= D. ijs-

Icoud= Gr. eislealt= Dan. iskold,

Sw. iskalV), < is, ice, -1- ceald,

cold.] 1. Cold as ice; ex-
tremely cold.— 2. Id. patlwl.,
experiencing a morbid sensa-
tion of cold, compared by the
patient to that which would be
produced by the application of ice.

ice-cream (is'krem'), n. [Strictly iced cream.]
A confection made by congealing variously
flavored cream or custard in a vessel surround-
ed with a freezing-mixture.

The Deacon, not being in the habit of taking his nour-
ishment in the congealed state, had treated ^e ice-cream
as a pudding of a rare species.

0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, vii.

Ice-cream fork, a small table-fork, broad and with short
tines for eating ice-cream.

—

Ice-cream freezer, an ap-
paratus for making ice-cream, consisting of a can or metal-
lic vessel plunged in a tub or cylindrical casing filled with
broken ice and salt. The contents of the vessel are stirred
or whirled about by means of a dasher, or by rotation.—
Rock Ice-cream. Same as granite, 2.

ice-crusher (is'krush"'er), n. A device for

_
grinding or crushing ice.

iced (ist), p. a. 1. Covered with ice; convert-
ed into ice; frozen.— 2. Cooledwithioe; very
cold: as,ice^tea; iced ytiae.— 3. Covered with
concreted sugar; frosted: as, iced cake.—4. In
hot, covered with particles like icicles.

ice-drift (Is'drift), n. Masses of loose or float-
ing ice.

The strait was already flUed with ice-dr^t.
Motley, United Netherlands, III. 667.

ice-drops (is'drops), n. pi. In bot, transparent
processes resembling icicles.

ice-elevator (is'el"e-va-tor), n. A hoisting-
apparatus for lifting blocks of ice from the
water to the iee-house. The most common form is
an inclined plane extending from under the water to the
top gallery of the ice-house. On the incline tj'avel two
endless chains, with bars joining them at intei-vals. Cakes
of ice floated up to the foot of the elevator are caught by



ice-elevator

these bars and dragged up the incline. Arrangements
are also made for diverting the ice to any level of the
house. Another form, sometimes called an ime-eerew, oon-

Bists of an inclined plane in the form of a spiral. In the
well of the spiral is an upright shaft having radial arms

;

as the shaft revolves these engage the blocks of ice, and
push them up the spiral incline to the ice-house.

ice-escape (is'es-kap"), n. An apparatus con-
sisting of poles and ropes for rescuing persons
who have broken through the ice.

A number of sledge-chairs and an ice-escape were con-
veyed to the place of amusement.

Jllue. London, Jfews, Jan. 9, 1864.

ice-fall (is'fai), n. 1. The dislodgment and
fall of masses from a glacier, or from a floating
iceberg.

And then the ice-fall with its ringing, rumbling, crash-
ing roar, and the heavy, explosionlike voice of the final
plunge, followed by the wild, frantic dashing of the waters.

New York Independent, April 22, 1862,

2. A glacier. [Poetical.]

Ye ice-falla ! ye that from the mountain's brow
Adown enormous ravines slope amain. . . ,

Motionless torrents ! silent cataracts 1

Colei-idge, Hymn in the Vale of ChamounL

ice-feathers (is'feTH"6rz), n. pi. Peculiar
feather-like forms assumed by ice, occasionally
seen on and^near the summits of high moun-
tains, and especially on Mount Washington in
New Hampshire. Under certain exceptional condi-
tions of the weather the surface at times becomes covered
with a considerable thickness of ice, parts of which as-

sume a more or leas distinctly marked feathery appear-
ance. This feathery incrustation manifests itself especial-

ly on the edges of rocks, buildings, and projections of all

kinds, from which elongated masses of crystals sometimes
project with slight fan-like divergence for a distance of

two or three feet, pointing in the direction from which
the wind was blowing at the time of their foiTnation. This
phenomenon has been QR\\eA frost-feathers, frostmork, and
tcework; and those who have observed it as exhibited on
Lassen's Peak in California have named it ice-ianner,

ice-fern (Js'fem), n. A fern-like incrustation
of ice or hoar frost prodnced on the glass of

windows by the ireezing of insensible moisture.

Fine as ice-ferns on January panes.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

ice-field (is'feld), n. A great sheet or floe of

ice, at times so extensive in arctic seas that its

limits cannot be seen from the masthead.

The final breaking up of the ice in the Missouriwas one
of excitement to us. The roar and crash of the ice-fields

could be heard a great distance.

E. B. Custer, Boots and Saddles, p. 229.

ice-fishing (is'fish"ing), n. The act or method
of fishing through holes cut in the ice, usually

with hook and line. The most common mode
of ice-fishing is by means of the tilter or tilt-

up. See Miter.

ice-float (is'flot), n. Same as ice-floe.

ice-floe (is'flo), n. [=Dan. isflage, isflag=Norw.
isflak, isflahe, isfloJc = Sw. isflake, < is, ice, +
flage, Norw. flake, floe : see ice sknaflake^flaw^

floe.'] A large sheet of floating ice.

ice-foot (is'fut), n. A belt of ice, in northern

seas, built up chiefly by the accumulation of

the autumn snowfall, which becomes converted

into ice when it meets the sea-water, and thus

forms a solid wall from the bottom of the sea

upward, increasing in height as the snow accu-

mulates. The upper surface is level with the top of

high water, and the bottom of the ice-cliff is at the low-

water level. Also called ice-belt, ice-ledge, and ice-wall.

The separation of the true ice-foot from our floe was at

first a simple interval, which by the recession and advance

of the tides gave a movement of about six feet to our brig.

Kane, Sec. Grinnell Exp., I. 162.

The usual mode of travel is by dog-sleds along the ice-

foot which everywhere skirts the land.

SclUey and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 200.

ice-fork (is'ffirk), n. A three-tined fork of spe-

cial pattern, used for picking ice into fragments

before it is ground fine in an ice-crusher. Such

a fork, as used in the fisheries, has tapering tines about

1 inch wide and from 6 to 9 inches long, united above

and fitted with a socket for a wooden handle 4 or 5 feet

long.

187
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ice-fox (is'foks), n. The isatis or arctic fox,
Vulpes lagopits.

ice-glass (is'glas), n. Same as crackle-glass.
ice-gull (is'gul), n. 1. The glaucous gull or
burgomaster, Larus glaucus. See cut under hur-
gomaster.—2. The ivory-gull, Coites.

ice-hill (is'hil), n. [< ice + MIP-, translating ice-
lerg, q. v.] Same as iceberg. [Rare.]

ice-nook (is'huk), n.. l. A hook attached to a
pole, used in moving blocks of ice.—2. A small
ice-anchor.

ice-house (is'hous), n. [= Dan. ishus; as ice +
housed.'] A structure,usuallywith double walls,
packed between with sawdust or some similar
non-conducting material, used for the storage
of ice. Itu8uallyinclosesaj)itorwell,whichhaBadrain
to carry off the water resulting from the melting of the
ice. A year's supply of ice for private use is often kept in
a small ice-house constructed on this principle, sometimes
partly or wholly underground. Ice-houses for supplying
the trade in ice are commonly placed close to a lake or
stream, and fitted with elevators and other appliances for
gathering, storing, and shipping the ice. The term is
sometimes,but less properly, applied to cold-storagerooms
and large refrigerators.

Considering at how little expense and trouble an ice-
house can be constructed, it is surprising that any respect-
able habitation in the country should not have one at-
tached to it. Ure, Diet., 11. 878.

Icel. An abbreviation of Icelandic.

Icelandf (is'land), TO. [Also Island; abbr. of
Iceland dog, q. v.] An Iceland dog.

Our water-dogs and Islands here are shorn,
White hair of women here so much is worn.

Drayton, Mooncalf.

Iceland crystal. See crystal.

Iceland curt (is'land k6r). Same as Iceland
dog. Erroneously," Isling cur.

Hang hair like hemp, or like the Isling curs;
For never powder, not the crisping iron.
Shall touch these dangling locks.

Fletcher (and a/nother). Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

Iceland dogt (is'land dog). [Also Iseland (Is-

land, Isling) dog (or cur), also simply Iceland
(Island, etc.); supposed to have been brought
from Iceland.] A sort of shaggy, sharp-eared
white dog, formerly imported, or supposed to
be imported, from Iceland as a lap-dog.

thou prick-eared cur of Ice-
Shak., Hen.v., ii. 1.

Pish for thee, Iceland dog
land.

Use and custome hath intertained other dogges of an
outlandishe kinde, but a few, and the same beying of a
pretty bygnesse; I meane Iseland dogges, curled and
rough all over, which by reason of thelenght of theirheare
make showe neither of face nor of body. And yet these
curres forsoothe, because they are so strange, are greatly
set by, esteemed, taken up, and made of, many times in
the roome of the spaniell gentle or comforter.
A. Fleming, tr. of Cains on English Dogs (1576). (Nares.)

Icelander (is'lan-dSr), n. [= Dan. Islander,

Sw. Islander (Icel. Islendingr); as Iceland (<

ME. Island, Islond, < Icel. Island (Sw. and Dan.
Island = D. Ijsland = G. Island), < iss, ice, +
land, land : so called by the first Scandinavian
explorers, from the polar ice which filled the
fiords) -t- -eri.] A native or an inhabitant of

Iceland.

Iceland falcon, gull. See falcon, gull.

Icelandic (is-lan^iik), a. and to. [< NL. Islan-

dicus; the analogical E. form would be *Ice-

landisli = Icel. Islenzkr = Sw. Dan. Islandsk.]

I. a. Pertaining to Iceland, a large island be-

longing to Denmark, in the northernmost part

of the Atlantic ocean, east of Greenland.

II. TO. The language of the Icelanders or of

their literature, it is the oldest and best-preserved

member of the Scandinavian branch of the Teutonic fam-
ily of langu^es. In its older form, called Old Norse, it

stands as the type of the general Scandinavian speech as

first recorded (tenth and eleventh centuries), of which
Norwegian, Swedish, and Danish are the modem continen-

tal forms. Modern Icelandic dates from the Reformation

;

it preserves in great part the external form of the Old Ice-

landic, with considerable changes in pronunciation and
vocabulary. Many important historical, poetical, theo-

logical, and other works have been written in Icelandic,

from the tenth century to the present time. Abbreviated

Icel.

Iceland moss, spar, etc. See the nouns.

ice-leaf (is'lef), TO. Mullen, Veriascum Ihapsus.

ice-ledge (is'lej), n. Same as ice-foot.

ice-leveler (is 'lev''' el -er), n. An implement
used in clearing and cleaning the surface of ice

previous to sawing and gathering.

ice-loon (is'ldn), «. The great northern diver,

Colymhus glacialis or torquaius.

ice-machine (is'ma-shen''), to. A machine for

,the artificial production of ice. loe-machines are

based on one or the other of two general principles, or on a

combination of the two, namely, the principle of the ab-

sorption of the latent heat of vaporization or of liquefac-

tion from surrounding or contiguous bodies by substances

which evaporate or liciuefy at low temperatm'es, and the

principle of the conversion of heat into work by the ex-

pansion of previously compressed and cooled gas or vapor,

ice-plant

in such manner that the work performed is expended upon
another isolated volume of the same material which this
work aasists in compressing for subsequent use in expan-
sion. The prime mover is usually a steam-engine. The
compressed gas or vapor is led into and expanded in a
cylinder like that of a steam-engine. In machines em-
ploying compressed air, the air is first compressed in and
discharged from a compressor cylinder into a receiver. The
work of compression is thereby converted into heat in the
compressed ah. This heat is taken out of the air by vari-
ous methods, water at ordinary temperatm*es being gen-
erally used for this cooling. The air is next inducted to
an engine-cylinder, wherein it acts, fhst at full pressure and
then expansively, against a piston so connected that, dar-
ing the period of expansion, outer work is performed at
the expense of the heat remaining in the air at the begin-
ning of this period. Heat is thus converted into work, and
the temperatm'e of the air passed out of the cylinder is

greatly reduced. The cold air is generally passed into a
system of pipes surrounded by a saline solution which re-
sists Ireezing at very low temperatures, and this solution,
so refrigerated, is used to freeze water in metal molds set
in the cold brine. In ice-cream manufacture the mutual
liquefaction of ice and salt takes place at 0" F. when these
substances axe mixed in proper proportions, and the latent
heat of this liquefaction being extracted from the cream,
the latter freezes. Ether, ammonia, and sulphur dioxid are
the most impoi'tant substances used in machines which
operate upon the first principle. By cooling and compres-
sion these substances liquefy. They are then allowed to
evaporate and seize heat from saline solutions, which are
utilized for ice-making as above described, or which are
pumped through systems of piping for cooling storage- and
fermenting-rooms. Anhydrous ammonia has proved most
efficient for ice-machines, and is now more used than any
other material. See rffrigeratin^-machine, under r^r%-
gerate.

ice-mallet (is'mal''''et), m. A mallet used by
fishermen and others to break or crush ice.

iceman (is'man), n.; pi, icemen (-men). 1. A
man skilled in traveling upon ice.

The actual deposit of ice upon our decks would have
tried the nerves of the most experienced icemen.

Kane, Sec. Grinnell Exp., L 76.

The glacier [des Bois] maintains this wild and chaotic
character for some time ; and the best iceman would find
himself defeated in an attempt to get along it

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 41.

2. One who is engaged in the industry of
gathering and storing ice for commercial or
domestic uses; a dealer in ice; also, one who
distributes ice to customers.
ice-mark (is'mark), ». In geol., a scratch,
groove, or polished surface produced by glacial
action or left by a moving mass of ice ; any in-

dication of the former presence of ice,

ice-master (is'mas^ter), n. A pilot or seaman
of experience, employed to assist in navigating
through ice in the Arctic ocean,

ice-mountain (is'moun''''tan), n. Same as ice-

Thus are these amazing icemountains launched forth to
sea, and found fioating in the waters romid both poles.

Goldsmith, Hist. Earth (ed. 1790), I. 247.

ice-pack (is'pak), ». A great field of ice, con-
sisting of separate masses packed together or
lying closely adjacent to one another, as in the
arctic seas.

ice-pail (is'pal), n. A pail or bucket intended
to be filled with ice for cooling wine in bottles

or decanters. Such a vessel is sometimes made of fine

material, as porcelain, is fitted with a lining, cover, etc.,

and may serve as an ornament for a sideboard.

"This is as it should- be," said I, looking round at the
well-filled table and the sparkling spirits immersed in
the ice-pails. Bulwer, Pelham, xvii.

ice-paper (is'pa''p6r), to. Very thin, transpa-
rent gelatin in sheets, for copying drawings.
Also cailedi papier glad.

ice-pick (is'pik), n. A small hand-tool, shaped
like an awl, used for breaking ice.

ice-pit (is'pit), n. A pit dug in the ground,
lined with some non-conducting material, and
used for the storage and preservation of ice,

ice-pitcher (is'pich'er), m, A pitcher for hold-
ing iced water, often made of metal, with double
or non-conducting walls.

ice-plane (is'plan), n. l. In ice-liarvesUng, an
implement used in removing roughnesses and
irregularities from the surface of ice that is to
be cut. It is drawn by horses.—2. A tool for

removing snow-ice from the surfaces of ice-

blocks before storing them.— 3. An instru-

ment for shaving ice from the lump or block
for use in the preparation of cooling drinks, etc.

ice-plant (is'plant), to. A plant of the genus
Mesembryanthemum, the M. crystallinum,\>elong-

ing to the natural order Mcoideoe. it is sprin-

kled throughoutwith pellucidwatery vesicles which shine
like pieces of ice, and is indigenous in Greece, the Canary
Islands, and the Cape of Good Hope ; in the Canaries large
quantities of the plant are collected and burned, and the
ashes are sent to Spain for use in glass-making. It is

frequently cultivated. Also called dew-plant. The name
ice-plant is also applied to Rochea faZcata of the Crassvla-
cecB, but less commonly- Monotropa unijlora is sometimes
called the American ice-plant, from its white, transparent
color.



ice-plow

ice-plow (is'i)lou), n. An implement for cut-

ting grooves in ice, to divide it into blocks of

the right size

for harvesting.
It is a very nar-
row plane (practi-

cally, a saw) with
a series of blades
in line, each blade
being usually a
little longer than
the one before it.

It is usually made
withamarker that
serves to indicate
the position of the
next cut, or with
a guide that trav-
els in the last cut
made by the plow.
Sometimes called
an ice-cutter, or, if

for thin ice, or to

Ice-plows.

a, plow for cutting three parallel erooves in

moderately thick ice ; *, plow with five shares

following in the same groove, for cutting deep
ice ; c, ice-plow or -cutter with guide.

make only a slight cut and to be followed by a heavier

blow, an ice-marker.

ice-poultice (is'poV'tig), n. In med., a poultice

made by filling a bag or bladder with pounded
ice ; an ice-bag.

ice-quake (is'kwak), n. [< ice + quake, after

earthquake.^ The rending and cradling which
precede the breaking up of floes of ice.

icer (i's6r), n. One who ices : specifically, in

the fisheries, one who ices fresh fish in the hold
of a vessel.

ice-river (is'riv'''6r), n. A fanciful or poetical

name for a glacier.

It is indubitable that an ice-river . . . once flowed
through the vale of Hasli.

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 146.

ice-saw (is'sa), n. A large saw used for cutting

through the ice to free ships which have been
frozen in, or forcutting ice in blocks for storage.

ice-scraper (is'skra"per), n. An implement for

cleaning snow and dirt from the surface of ice

before cutting and storing it.

ice-screw (is'skrS), n. See ice-elevator.

ice-sheet (is'shet), n. A glacial covering or ice-

cap extending over a large area of country, as
that which is believed by many geologists to

have covered much of eastern North America
during the glacial period.

An epoch in which the retreating icesheet still occupied
the St. Lawrence valley. The American, X. 316.

ice-ship (is'ship), «. A ship fitted for passage
through ice.

The first [sealers] are distinctively ice-ships.

Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 113.

ice-spade (is'spad), n. A hand-tool used in

harvesting ice, to separate the blocks
partly out by the ice-plow. _ Q

ice-spar (is 'spar), ». A variety of

glassy feldspar, the crystals of which
resemble ice.

ice-stream (is'strem), n. 1. A more
or less continuous belt or stream of

ice-floes driven in a certain direction

by vrind or current, or both. Itisthe ice-

stream which sweeps around Cape Farewell

toward the north, bearing the last remains of

the heavy floes formed originally in the polar

sea, which is chiefly thus designated.

I found that we had run deeper into the ice-

stream than I had Intended, and was forced to

haul out from five to ten miles farther away
from the land. , ,

Nares, Voyage to the Polar Sea, I. 8. Ice-spade.

3. A stream-like glacier ; a stream of slowly

moving ice.

Near the village of Grindelwald, in the Bernese Ober-

land, there are two great ice-streams called respectively

the upper and the lower Grindelwald glaciers.

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 98.

ice-table (is'ta"bl), n. A flat, horizontal mass
of ice.

ice-tongs (is't6ngz), n.pl. 1. Large iron nip-

pers for handling ice.— 2. Small tongs for

taking up pieces of ice at table. They are

generally made like sugar-tongs, but longer,

and with larger claws or grapples.

ice-wall (is'wal), ». Same as ice-foot. Some-

times, however, an " ice-wall " isformed by the pressure of

the pack, which throws masses of ice on to the shore and

piles them up to a considerable height in the form of a

solid wall. Some of the belts of ice which line the arctic

shores are formed in part from the snow derived from the

land, and in part from the sea-ice thrown upon the shore

by the pressure of the pack.

I secured the ship to a small indentation of the ice-foot

or ice-wall. Nares, Voyage to the Polar Sea, II. 116.

ice-water (is'wa"ter), n. [In the second sense,

strictly iced water.'] 1. Water from melted

ice.— 2. Water cooled by ice ; iced water.

ice-whale (is'hwal), n. The bowhead, or great

polar whale, Balwna mysticetus : so called by
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whalemen because its habitat is among the
scattered floes, or about the borders of the ice-

fields or barriers.

ice-wool (is'wiil), n. Same as eis-wool.

icework (is'w6rk), n. See ice-feathers.

ice-worn (is'worn), a. Bearing the marks of

the former presence of ice ; smoothed, pol-

ished, grooved, or scratched by the movement
of masses of ice containing embedded detritus.

ice-yacht (is'yot)y n. An ice-boat.

ice-yachting (is'yof'ing), n. Sailing with ice-

yachts.

ice-yachtsman (is'yots'''man), n. One who
sails in an ice-yacht.

ichM,i>rore. A form of I, the nominative of the
first personal pronoun, in the southern dialect

of early English, and occasionally found in the
midland dialect.

ich^ti O" and pron. A Middle English form of

ich dien (ieh den). [< MHGr. Gr. ioh diene, ieli

dien, I serve: ich = AS. ic = E. 12; dienen,

OHGr. dionon = OS. thionon, serve, connected
with. 0H&. deo = AS. thedw = Goth, thitis, m.,

0H&. diu= 08. thiwi, thiu= AS. thedwe

=

Goth.

MiwJ, f., a female servant: see Wjew^.] I serve.
This was originally the motto of John of Luxemburg, King
of Bohemia, who was killed at the battle of CrScy in France
in 1346. It was adopted, together with his crest of three

ostrich-feathers, by Edward the Black Prince, who served

in that battle, and both have been retained by the Princes

of Wales since.

ichiboo, ichibu (e'chi-bo), n. [Jap., < icM, one,

-I- m, a division, name of a coin.] See bu.

Ichnenmia (ik-nu'mi-a), «. [NL.,< Gr. Ixvevfiav,

ichneumon; cf. ixvev/ia, a track.] 1. An aber-

rant genus of African ichneumons or mun-
gooses, of the subfamily Serpestince and fam-
ily Viverridce, having a long bushy tail and
hairy soles. The type is J. leucura or alMcauda. It

is of dark-gray color, due to annulation of the hairs with
black and white. St. Hilaire, 1837.

2. [I.e.] A species of this genus : as, the white-

tailed ichneumia.

ichneumon (ik-nii'mon), n. [< L. ichneumon,

< Gr. Ixveiifiav, an Egyptian animal which hunts
out crocodiles' eggs, the ichneumon, Pharaoh's
rat, lit. the ' tracker' (ef. Ixvcv/m, a track), < ix-

vsiieiv, track or trace out, hunt after, < Ixvo^, a
track or footstep.] 1. A carnivorous mammal,
a kind of mungoose ( Viverra ichneumon of Lin-

ichnology

lished by Leach in 1817 ; the cuckoo-flies, ich-

neumon-flies, or ichneumons. The family was for-

merly much more extensive than it is now, havmg been

restricted, by the exclusion of those ichneumons called

Adsciti (see Sraconidce), to those which have two recur-

rent nerves in each fore wing. These insects were for-

merly called Muscee tripUes, on account of the three

threads which spring from the abdomen, and Muacaim-

brantea, from their habit of vibrating the antennse. The

genera and species are very numerous, over 3,000 species

existing, it is said, in Europe alone. They are all para-

sitic on other insects, living usually as internal parasites.

The abdomen is attached to the hinder extremity of the

metathorax, between the bases of the posterior coxa.

The wings are veined, the anterior pair always exhibiting

perfect cells. The ovipositor is straight and often ex-

serted. The antenuse aie usually threadlike, and are

composed of more than 16 joints, with very lew exceptions

among the smaller species. The perfect insects feed

solely on the juices of flowers. Some of them have a very

long ovipositor, which is used to insert the eggs into the

bodies of those caterpillars which live beneath the bark

or in the crevices of wood ; when not employed, this ovi-

positor is protected by two slender sheaths that inclose

it on each side. Others, which have the ovipositor ahortj

place their eggs in or upon the bodies of caterpillars of

easier access; others again in the nests of wasps. See

cuts under Cryptus, Ophion, and Pimpla.

ichneumonidan (ii-nu-mon'i-dan), a. and «.

I. a. Having the characters of"the Ickneumo-

^^^^.^z^-^-

Pharaoh's Rat {Herpestes ichneumon).

nseus, nowknown as Herpestes ichneumon"), ioTinA.

in Egypt, belonging to the subfamily Serpestince
and family Viverridce. It is of slender form, some-
what like that of the weasel tribe. The body is about 19
inches long, and of agrizzled brownish andyellowish color,

due to the annulation of the hairs with different shaxles

;

the muzzle and paws are black, and the tail is tufted. It
feeds on various small mammals, reptiles, or other animals,
and has long been noted for devouring crocodiles' eggs, on
which account it was heldingreat regard by the Egyptians.
It is easily domesticated, and is useful in destroying ver-
min. Also called Pharaoh's rat.

2. [cap.] A genus of herpestine viverrine
mammals, containing the species I. pharaonis.
See Berpestes. Lacepede, 1797.— 3. In ewtom. :

(o) [cap.] A Linnean genus of hymenopterous
insects, formerly including most of the pupivo-
rous or parasitic hymenopters, now restricted
to certain species of ichneumon-flies which are
regarded as typical of the genuine Ichneumo-
nidce. (6) A species of the genus Ichneumon
or tSjTmlj Ichneumonidm ; an ichneumon-fly; a
cuckoo-fly.

Ichneumones (ik-nu'mo-nez), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of Ichneumon, 3.] In entom., the ichneumon-flies
or Ichneumonides. The group is divided into Ichneu-
mones genuini and IchTieumones adsciti, which correspond
respectively with the modern families lehneumonidoe and
BraconidcB.

ichneumon-fly (ik-nu'mon-fli), «. A cuckoo-
fly or ichneumon. See Ichneumonidce.

Ichneumouidse (ik-nu-mon'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ichneumon + -idai.] A family of Hymenop-
terapupivora or parasitic hymenopters, estab-

II. n. An ichneumon-fly or ichneumonid.

ichneumoniform (ik-nu-mon'i-f6rm), a. [< L.

ichneumon, ichneumon, -1- forma, form.] Hav-
ing the form or appearance of an ichneumon-
Ay-
ichneumonized (ik-nii'mgn-izd), a. [< ichneu-

mon + -ise -I- -ed"^.] Jzi'entom., infested with
ichneumon parasites : applied to the larvsa of

insects.

ichneumonology (ik-nii-mo-nol'o-ji), n. [< icJi-

neumon + Gr. -Xoyia, < /Uyeti', speak: see -ology.]

That department of entomology which is con-

cerned with the study of ichneumon-flies.

ichneumons (ik-nu'mus), a. [< ichneumr-on +
-ous.] In entom., parasitic ; having the habits

of an ichneumon: said of insects,which deposit

their eggs in or on larvae, as the Ichneumonidce,

Chalddzdce, and many others.

ichnite (ik'nit), n. [< Gr. Ixvoc, a track, foot-

step, footprint, -I- -ite^.] A fossil footprint;

the fossilized track or trace of an animal:

used mostly in compounds: as, ornithichnite,

sauroidichnite, tetrapodichnite. See these words,

and cut under /ooipnjit
Ichnocarpus (ik-no-kar'pus), n. [NL. (so

called in ref. to the' slender seed-vessel), < Gr.

Ixvog, a track, trace, -I- Kapirdg, fruit.] A genus
of plants of the natural order Apoeynacece, The
species are climbing shrubs, with opposite leaves, and flow-

ers in branched terminal panicles. /. frutescens is a native

of Ceylon and Nepal. It is sometimes used in India as a
substitute for sarsaparilla. It is cultivated as an orna-

mental plant.

ichnograph (ik'no-graf), n. [See ichnography.]
In drawing, a ground-plan. JE. M. Knight.

ichnographic (ik-no-graf'ik), a. [< ichnography
+ -ic] Pertaining to ichnography; describ-

ing a ground-plan.
ichnographical (ik-no-graf'i-kal), a. [< ichno-

graphic + -al.] Same as ichiwgraphic.

ichnography (ik-nog'ra-fi), n. [< L. ichno-

grrop/wa, <Gr. t;tT'o>'po0(a,a tracing-out, a ground-
plan, < Ixvoc, a track, trace, + -ypa<j>ia, < ypa/peiv,

write.] The art of tracing ground-plans; the

representation of a ground-plot, or of the site

of an object on a horizontal plane.

/cAjiog'rapAy,bywhichwe are tounderstand the very first

design and ordinance of a work or edifice, together with
every partition and opening drawn by rule and compass
upon the area or floor, by artists often call'd the geometri-
cal plan or plat-forme.

Evelyn, Architects and Architecture.

ichnolite (ik'no-Ut), n. [< Gr. Ixvog, a track,

footprint, -H ?J,6og, a stone.] A stone presenting
the impression of the foot of a fossil animal; a
fossil footprint or ichnite. See cut under /oo{-

pri7it.

Bones and teeth of the elephant and of the horse have
also been found in the sandstone beds above the ichnolites.

Science, IV. 273.

ichnolithological (ik-no-lith-o-loj 'i-kal), a.

Pertaining to ichnolithology ; ichnologlc'al.

ichnolithology (ik'-'no-li-thol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.
ip^of, a track, footprint, + Tiidoc, a stone, + -/to-

yia^ \ liyuv, s^eak: see -ology.] The science
of ichnolites ; ichnology.

ichnolitic (ik-no-Ut'ik), a. [< ichnolite ¥ -ic]
Having the character of an ichnolite.

ichnological (ik-no-loj'i-kal), a. Pertaining to
ichnology ; ichnolithological.

ichnology (ik-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. Ixvo^, a track,
footprint, -I- -TMyla, < Myeiv, speak : see -ology.]
That branch of paleontology which treats of
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fossil footprints; the science of fossil foot- ichthyographic (ik"thi-o-graf'ik), o. [(.icMliy- ichthyophagy (ik-thi-of'a-ji), ji. [< Gr. as if

prints; the study of those animals which are ography + -Jc] Pertaining to ichthyography. *lxSvo<liayia, the eating of ifish, < lx6vo(pdyog, eat-

fcttown only by their footprints. icntliyograpliy(ik-thi-og'ra-fi), ji. [IGt.Ix^vs, mg&sh: see ichthyoplmgous.'] The practice of

ichor (i'kdr), n. [= F. iclior = Sp. icor = Pg. a fish, + -ypafia, < ypi^uv, -write.] The desorip- eating fish.

ic/tor = It. ic<yre, < NL. ichor, < Gr. 'ix^Pt juice, tion of fishes ; a treatise on fishes ; descriptive ichthyopfathalmite (ik"thi-of-thal'mit), n. [<

the blood of the gods, the serum of blood, ichthyology. Gr. ix^vq, fish, + brfiaXixdQ, eye, + -ife^.j Figh-
lymph; cf.JK/ittif, moisture, k/^aivEiv, wet.] 1. In ichthyoid (ik'thi-oid), a. and m. [< Gr. i;i:0iio- eye stone. See apopliyllite.

6j'.andUcim.»»2/Wi.,aueth6realfluidbeiie'"edto e«5^f, fish-like, < t;i;6if, a fish, + eMof, form.] I. Ichthyophthira (ik"thj-of-thi'ra), »J. J)Z. [Nli.,

a. EesembUng a fish, or having the characters < Gr. ixOvg, fish, -1- (jiBcip, a loiise : see phtlii-

of a fish. riasis.'] An order of de^aded crustaceans par-

II, )!. A member of the Ichtkyopsida; any
fish-like vertebrate. Huxley, 1863.

AdMson, Spectator, No. 333. ichthyoidal (ik-thi-oi'dal), o. [< ichthyoid +
2. A thin, watery humor, like serum or whey; -al/\ Sa,me us ichthyoid,

a, thin, watery, acrid discharge from an ulcer, ichthyol (ik'thi-ol), n. [< Gr. 'txS'vt, fish, -t- -oZ.]

supply the place of blood in the veins of the
gods.

TTpon Dlomedea wounding the Gods, there fiow'd from
the Wound an Ichor, or pure kind ol Blood, which was not
bred from Mortal Viands.

a wound, etc,

Long, snajgr locks, still with loathsome ichor.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 412.

ichorsemia, n. See ichorrhoBmia.

ichorose (i ko-ros), a. [= F. ielioreux = Sp. It.

ieoroso; as ichor + -ose.] Full of ichor; icho-

rous.

ichorous (i'ko-rus), a. [< ioJior + -ous."] 1.

Like ichor; thin; watery; serous.—3. Full of

ichor; ichorose.

ichorrhaemia (i-ko-re'mi-a), m. [NL., < Gr.

Ix^p, ichor, + puv, flow, -f- aijia, blood.] In

A syrupy liquid with a bituminous odor and
taste, prepared by the dry distillation of a
bituminous mineral containing fossil fishes.

It has been used externally in the treatment of

various skin-diseases.

ichthyolatrous (ik-thi-ol'a-trus), a. [As ich-

thyolatry + -ous.'\ Of the nature of ichthyol-

atry; practising ichthyolatry ; worshiping ich-

thyomorphic gods.

ichthyolatry (ik-thi-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. 'ix^Q,

a fish, + 7M.Tpsia, worship.] Fish-worship; ado-
ration of a fish-god. See Dagorfi.

pail'iol., the condition of the blood when con- ichthyolic (ik-t£l-ol'ik), a. [< ichthyol + -Jc]

taminated by absorption from a suppurating Pertaiuiug to or composed of ichthyol.

part. Also spelled ichormmia. This is best met by using an ichthyolic ointment, or by

ichth. An abbreviation of ichthyology. paintingon a zincjohthyol-gelatine preparation afterward.

ichthidill(ik'thi-din),». [<Gr.Wf%fish,+ ..^, ,.^ ,.,„..- v.^ ^«'*«f/T'™fflt,
-W- + -i»V] A nitrogenous substance found ichthyollte (ik'thi-o-lit), «. [< Gr. cxBvc^&sh

in the eggs if cyprinoid fishes. + /^^f' .1*2?,^-] ^ fossihzed fish, or the cast

ichthin (ib'thin), n. [< Gr. ixSk,a. fish, + -in^.']
of a fossil fish,

ichthyologic (ik"thi-o-loo'ik), a _

-I- -Jc] Of or pertaining to ichthyology
lated to ichthyology.
ichthyological (ik"thi-o-loi'i-kal), a. [< ichthy-

ologic + -aZ.] Same as ichthyologic.

ichthyologically (ik'thi-o-loj 'i-kal-i), adv. As
regards ichthyology.

ichthyologist (ik-thi-ol'o-jist), n. [< ichthyol-

ogy + -is*.] One who is versed in ichthyology.

ichthyology (ik-thi-ol'o-ji), n. [= F. ichthyo-

logic z= Pg. ichthyologia = It. ictiologia, < Gr.

txBvg, a fish, + -?^oyia, < ?ieyeiv, speak : see

The nitrogenous constituent of the eggs of car-

tilaginous fishes. It is closely allied to albumin

ichthuliu (ik'thu-lin), n. [< Gr. IxSiiC, a fish,

+ vXn, matter, -f- -irfi.'l A constituent of the

eggs of certain fishes, especially oyprinoids,

containing from 52.5 to 53.3 per cent, carbon,

from 8 to 8.3 hydrogen, 15.2 nitrogen, 1 sul-

phur, and 0.6 phosphorus.
ichthyic (ik'thi-ik), a. [< Gr. lxSvlic6(, of a fish,

fishy, < IxBk, a fish.] Pertaining to fishes; hav-

ing the characters of a fi^h; ichthyomorphic

;

iohthyopsidan; piscine. B. Owen.

ichthyo-. [L., etc., < Gr. IxBvo-, combining form
of lxov(, a fish.] An element in compound words
of Greek origin, meaning 'fish.'

Ichthyobus (ik-thi'o-bus), n. See letiolus.

Ichthyocephali (ik""thi-6-sef'a-U), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. ixevg, a fish, + KE^a7Ji, head.] A group of

physostomous fishes, founded by Cope (1870) as

an order, including eels of the family Monopte-

ichthyocephalOTlS (ik'thi-6-sef'a-lus), a. Of or

i^S^S^i^S'^'tme as ichthyo- ^^^^^^ ^JTS^i^?V-^ns of

asitic upon fishes ; the fish-lice. Tliey have a suc-
torial mouth, no reapiratoiy organs, reduced or rudimen-
tary limbs, and external ovisacs in the female. Exclud-
ing some forms which have been included in this order,

but which are referable to rhizocephalous cirripeds or
elsewhere, the Ichthyophthira consist of the modern or-

ders Siphonostoma and Lerneeodea, the term being thus
synonymous with Hpizoa.

ichthyophthiran (ik"thi-of-thi'ran), a. and n.

[< Ichthyophthira + -a».] I. a. Pertaining to

or having the characters of the Ichthyophthira.

II. re. A fish-louse; one of the Ichthyopli-

thira.

ichthyopodolite (ik"thi-6-pod'o-lit), n. [NL.,

< Gr. ixSiiC, a fish, -t- trovg (wod-), = E. foot, +
'AiBog, stone.] A name given to fossil tracks or

traces of uncertain character supposed to have
been made bymembers of a hypothetical genus
Ichthyopodolites. BiuMand, 1844.

ichthyopsid (ik-thi-op'sid), a. and re. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Icli-

thyopsida. Also ichthyopsidan, ichthyopsidian.

The spinal accessory exists in no Ichthyopsid vertebrate.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 69.

II. n. A member of the Ichthyopsida. Also
ichtliyopsidan.

Kichthyology Ichthyopsida (ik-thi-op'si-da), n.pl. [NL., <

thyology; re- Gr. ix6vg, fish, + oi/jtf, appearance, view, -t-

-ida.'] One of three primary groups or prov-

inces of vertebrates in Huxley's classification

(the other two being Sauropsida and Mammor-
lia), comprising the amphibians or batrachians

and the fish and fish-hke vertebrates ; the bran-

chiate or anamniotio VerteTyrata. They have no
amnion, and at most a rudimentary allantois, and breathe

by gills during a part or the whole of life. They have

urinary organs in the form of persistent Wolffian bodies

;

a tubular, bilocular, or at most a trilocular heart ; never

fewer than two aortic aiches in the adult; nucleated

blood-corpuscles ; and no diapliragm, corpus callosum, or

mammary glands. Also called Brmwhiata, Branchiotoca.Cie. 'ixdvolayeiv, speak of fish.] The science of ^_^,^^^^ g„„„..
fishes ; that department of zoology which treats i^tlwropsidari (Ik-thi- op 'si -dan), a. and
of fishes, with reference to their structure, re- game as ichthyopsid.
lations to one another and to other animals, ^^j.^ .^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^i protovertebrates, namely pis-

classification, habits, and uses. Abbreviated eine and reptilian, or ichthyopsidan and sauropsidan.

ichth
*- '

Ifature, XXXV. 391,

ichthyomancy (ik'thi-o-man-si), n. [< Gr. as if ichthyopsidian (ik"'thi-op-sid'i-an), a. Same
*lxBvo/mvTeia, < ix6v6/iavnQ, one who prophesies as ' '

"

)y means of fish, <.4x6vg, a fish, + fiavriQ, a di-

eolla.

ichthyocoUa (ik"thi-9-kol'a), re. [L. (Pliny), <

by , .. -, . .

viner.] Divination by means of the heads or

the entrails of fishes.

[< Gr.

x6v6/iavTig, _ ^ .

fish : see ichthyomancy.'] Eelating to ichthyo-

mancy.
Gr. lxev6ico>.?M, fish-g;lue, i. e. isinglass, also (in

j j^tji^^omorpjia (ik"thi-6-m6r'fa), n.pl. [NL.,
Pliny) the fish which produces it, < ^x^e, fish, icmnyomorpa^ V

^^^^;^ ^ ^l^^^,^

^ T..„i, „!„.., =,.o,l«== S«« ,,.,«,,-

^y*^^;^^ an' order of X^MWa, or a suborder of

Batrachia, including the tailed batrachians.

The term was contrasted with Ophiomorpha

and Tlieriomorpha. It is equivalent to Ifrodela.

ichthyomorphic (ik"thi-6-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr.

ixSvi, a fish, + fiopn form.] 1. In zool., hav-

+ (cdXla, glue.] Fish-glue ; isinglass. See isin-

glass.

ichthyocoprolite (ik-'thi-o-kop'ro-lit), re. [< trr.

IxBvg, a fish, -I- KOTrpof, dung, -t- ?ueos, stone :
see

eoproUte.] The fossilized excrement of a fish.

ichthyocoprus (ik"thi-6-kop'nis), re. [NL., <

Gr. ixBk, a fish,+ K6npog, dung.] Same as tch-

thyocoprolite.
. , , ,

Ichthyocrinidae (ik"thi-o-krin'i-de), n. pi.

[NL. (Wachsmuth and Springer), < Ichthyo-

erinus + -Wcb.] A family of articulate cnnoids,

typified by the genus lohthyocrinus. They had

sm'all basal plates, the dorsal cup chiefly built up of ra-

Ichthyopterygia (ik-thi-op-te-ry i-a), ». pi.

[NL.,< Gr. IxBvg, afish, + irTcpv^ {iTTepvy-),nTepv-

yiov, a wing or fin.] 1 . An order of extinct rep-

tiles ; the ichthyosaurs. in Owen's classification of

1860 it is the third order of the class Beptilia, and in that

of 1866 the fifteenth order of Hcematocrya, or cold-blooded

vertebrates, having a fish-like body, with a very short neck

;

limbs adapted for swimming, and with more than 6 many-
jointed digits ; numerous short, biconcave vertebrse, and

no sacrum ; the anterior ribs with bifurcate heads ; epi-

stemum, clavicles, postorbital and supratemporal bones,

and parietal foramen present; small mamillaries ; long and

large premaxillaries ; the teeth confined to the maxillary,

premaxillary, and premandibular bones, and implanted in

a common alveolar groove ; large orbits with a circle of

sclerotic plates ; and two small nostrils. See outs under

Ichthyosauria and Ichthyosaurus.

2. [l. c] Plural of ichthyopterygiwm.
i: ±. : /;i_ 4-T,; «„ 4.^ -.Ji^'i «ing the characters of a fish, or morphologically ichthyopterygian (ik-thi-op-te-rij'i-an), a. and

refated to fishes; ichthyopsidan.—2. In myth

formed like a fish, altogether or in part; par-

taking of the form or character of a fish: as,

the ichthyomorphic gods of ancient Assyria and

Syria. BeeDagonK-- ».,.-_..,, .=,.^ .. [< (Jr.

of the pectoral fin-rays of a fish believed to

have been able to move upon solid surfaces by

„ means of these organs.
Ichthyocrinus (ik-thi-ok ri-nus), n. U^-Li.

i„j,tiiyophagi, ». Plural of ichthyopMgus.
(Conrad), < Gr. IxOk, Ash, + Kpcvov, .W (see

J^^tji* phagikt (ik-thi-of'a-jist), re. Kichthy-

erinoid).'] An extinct genus of cnnoids, typi-
\pJ^agy% -gj.] One who eats fish, or lives on

Most of them lived in the Devonian seas.

ichthyocrinoid (ik-thi-ok'ri-noid), re.

noid of the family Ichthyocrinidce.

A cri-

[NL.

[Prop.

*ichthyodorylite, < Gr. IxSv?, fish, + 'S6pv,_ a spear,

-I- mog, a stone.] The fossilized spine ot a

fish or fish-like vertebrate. lohthyodorulites are

chiefly the spines which armed the front of fedors^ flns

in selachians; but certain other extinct forrn^ named

v^eTrS-^^T^Sr- fouls ™t»s«^nce iehthyophagUS (ik-thi-of'a-gus), re

in deposits of the Devonian epoch, and many of the nsnes
j^^g^ (.,i). [NL.

of that age are known only from such remams. ^ - -

When, as in many cases, they mljjoid forms of the exoj

skeleton] take the form of spines, these are called dermal

defenses, and, in a fossil state, iMyodJoruVim.
' Hwdey, Anat. vert., p. in-

ophagy
a fisMiet. ._

ichthyophagous (ik-thi-of'a-gus), a. [< nl.

ichthyophagus, < Gr. lxBvo<l«iyoe (also tyfiv^yog),

eating fish, < IxSk, fish, + ^ayelv, eat.]
_

Bating

or subsisting on fish; fish-eating; piscivorous. __
A wretched ichthyophagousvepp\e must make shocking IchthyomiS (ik-

soldiers, weak as water. i)e QmBcey, Autobiog. Sketches,
^.j^^ . gj. / ^jg) „.

ithyophagus (ik-thi-of'a-gus), re. ;
pi. M'i%- — . -- ', -a.--

ophagi(-ii). [NL.: see ichthyophagm/s.] One

who eats fish; one who subsists on fish.

They are' still Ichthyophagi, existing without any other

subsistence but what the jea affords.

iJ. F. Burton, El-Medmah, p. 144.

re. I^ a. Pertaining to or having the characters

of the Ichthyopterygia; iohthyosaurian.

II. re. Orieott'heIchthyoi)terygia; aniohthyo-

saur.

ichthyopterygimn (ik-thi-op-te-rij'i-um), re.;

pi. ichthyopterygia (-a). [NL., < Gr. ixSvi, a fish,

-t- nripv^ {irrepvy-),

irrepiyiov, a wing
or fin.] The free

appendage of the
scapular or pelvic

girdle modified as
a fin: contrasted
with
tim.

Ichthyomidse (ik-

thi-6r'ni-de), re.

pi. Same as Ich-

thyornithidcB.

[NL., < Gr. Z;t:9fc

a fish, -I- bpviQ, a
bird.] A remarka-
ble genus of birds,

founded by Marsh Ichthyomis victor.



Iclithyornis

(1872) upon remains from the pteranodon beds,
of Cretaceous age, in Kansas : so called from
the resemblance of the vertebraB to those of

fishes. After Archieopteryx, of Jurassic age, Ichthyornis
and Hesperornis are the most uotable genera in orni-

thology; each furnishes a type of a primary division of
the class Aves, and they ai-e collectively known as Odon-
tornithes, or birds with teeth. Ichthyornis represents the
family Tchthyoniithidce and the order or subclass Odonto-
tormce, or birds with socketed teeth and biconcave ver-

tebrae, yet with developed wings, ankylosed metacarpals,
carinate sternum, and shoi-t coccyx, as in modern birds. I.

dispar, the leading species, was about as large as a pigeon.
Several other species are also described.

Ichthyornithes (ik-thi-6r'm-thez),M.^Z. [NL.,
pi. of Ichthyornis.'] Those birds in which the
vertebrte are biconcave, as the lehthyornithidce.

ichtliyornitMc(ik"thi-6r-nith'ik), a. [Aalehthy-
ornis (-nitli-) + -jc] Having the characters of

birds together with certain characters of fishes

;

specifically, having the characters of the lehthy-

ornithidce, especially biconcave vertebrss.

Ichthyornitnidae (ik"thi-6r-nith'i-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Ichthyornis (-nith-) + -idee.'] A family
of fossil birds of the order Odontotormce, typified

by the genus Iclithyornis, having biconcave ver-

tebrEe and socketed teeth. Also Ichthyornidm.

ichthyosarcolite (ik"thi-9-sar'ko-lit), n. [< Gr.

ix^ig, a fish, + cdp^ (aapK-), flesh, + At&of, a
stone.] A fossil bivalve shell of the genus
Caprinella, belonging to the isanilj Sippuritidce

(or Budistw). Desmarest.

ichthyosaur (ik'thi-o-sS,r), «. [< Ichthyosau-
rus.] A fish-like saurian ; a member of the or-

der Ichthyosauria.

Ichthyosauria (ik"thi-o-sa'ri-a), ». pi. [NL. , <

Ichthyosaurus.] An order of gigantic extinct

marine fish-Uke . f p a
JSepfjiJa, having -^ vPrflL^f§%.
somewhat the '*"" ^-^^-^^^^-f/

shape of a ceta-
cean mammal,
with an enor-
mous head, no
obvious neck,
and a tapering
body, with four
paddle-Uke flip-

pers, and prob-
ably a fin-Uke
expansion of

the caudal re-

fion. The verte-
rae are very short,

biconcave, and pe-
culiar in other re-

spects (see the ex-

tract); the spinal
column is without
a sacrum, and is

divisible only into
caudal and pre-
caudal regions, the
former being dis-

tinguished by the
presence of chev-
ron-bones, the lat-

ter by the presence
of ribs wliich do
not articulate with
the sternum. The
order is the same
as the Ichthyop-
terygia of Owen,
but is named more
conformably with
some other orders
of extinct reptiles.

Also Ichthyosaura,
Ichthyosauri.

2970

Skull and Parts of the Skeleton of Ichthyo.
saurus intermedins.

A, skull : Fr, yw, and La, frontal, jugal,
and lacrymal bones ; Mx, maxilla ; Pntx,
premaxilla; Prf, prefrontal; Pt, postfrontal

;

Pto, postorbital ; N, nasal orifice. The fol-

lowing bones are also shown : Pa, parietal

;

i2;', quadratojugal ; gw, quadrate; 5ff, squa-
mosal : St, an anomalous bone called " tem-
poral by Cuvier, suggested as a stapes (col-

umella of ear) by Huxley, or separate opis-

thotic. B, fore limb : /^, llumerus ; R, radi-
us ; L^, ulna ; r, radiale ; i, intermedium ; w,

ulnare ; Cp, i, 2, 3, 4, carpalia ; Mc, i, ii, ill,

iv, metacarpalia ; Ph, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, phalanges

;

7nr. fmi, radial and ulnar marginal ossicles.

C, a dorsal vertebra: C, centrum; NA,
neural arch: ^.rib; ^O, ventral ossifications.

D, hind limb: F, femur; Fb, fibula; T,
tibia ; t, tibiale ; i, intermedium ; f, fibu-

lare ; Ts. tarsalia ; Mt, inetatarsalia ; Ph,
phalanges ; mtb, tibial marginal ossicles.

E, pectoral arch, ventral aspect : Ci, clavi-

cle ; Icl, interclavicle ; Co, coracoid ; Sc,
scapula. F, pelvic arch, ventral aspect:
//, ilium ; Is, ischium ; Pb, pubis.

The vertebrse of Ichthyosauria in general have certain
charactei's by which they differ from those of all other
Vertebrata. Not only are the centra flattened disks, very
much broader and higher than they are long, and deeply
biconcave, . . . but the only transverse processes they
possess are tubercles developed from the sides of these
centra; and the neural arches are connected with two
flat surfaces, one on each- side of the middle line of the
upper surface of the vertebrae, by mere synchondroses.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 210.

ichthyosaurian (ik''thi-o-s4'ri-an), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to or having the characters of

the Ichthyosauria; iehthyopterygian. Also ich-

thyosauroid.

II. n. One of the Ichthyosauria or Ichthyop-

terygia; an ichthyosaur.

Ichtnyosauridae (ik"thi-o-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [<

Ichthyosaurus + -ddcs.] The ichthyosaurs as

the typical family of Ichthyosauria. C. L. Bona-
parte, 1831.

ichthyosauroid (ik"thi-6-sa'roid), a. Same as

ichthyosaurian.

Ichthyosaurus (ik"thi-6-sa'rus), n. [NL. ,< Gr.

iX^(, a fish, 4- aavpoQ, a lizard.] 1 . The typical

genus of Ichthyosauridm. I. communis is one of

the earliest- and best-known species.— 2. [I. c.
;

Ichthyosaurus (restored).

pi. ichthyosauri (-ri).] A species of the genus
Ichthyosaurus; an ichthyosaur.

The skull of Ichthyosaurus is remarkable for the great
elongation and tapering form of the snout, the huge or-
bits, the great supra-temporal fossae, and the closing over
of the infra-temporal fossae by plates of bone. . . . The
two rami of the mandible are united in asymphysis which,
for length, is comparable to that observed in the modem
Gavials and the ancient Teleosauria.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 210.

ichthyosis (ik-thi-6'sis), n. [< Gr. ix^it a fish,

+ -osis.] In pathol., a congenital disease of
the epidermis, in which it presents the form of

hard dry scales and plates. Also called fish-
skin disease.

ichthyotic (ik-thi-ot'ik), a. [< ichthyosis (-ot-)

+ 4c.] Pertaining to, characterized by, or
affected with ichthyosis.

The general health of ichthyotic subjects is usually
good. Duhring, Skin Diseases, pi. F.

ichthyotomist (ik-thi-ot'o-mist), n. [< iehthy-

otomy + -ist.] An ichtliyological anatomist;
a dissector of fishes.

It is called hypoglossal nerve by some ickthyotomists.
Owen, Anat., viii.

ichthyotomi^ (ik-thi-ot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. IxSk,
fish, + TOftij, a cutting, < ri/iveiv, ra/ielv, cut.]

The anatomy or dissection of fishes. Owen.
ichthys (ik'this), n. [Gr. txSk, IxeT2, lit. a
fish, chosen as an emblem and motto because
the order of its letters corresponds with the or-

der of the initial letters of the words by which
it is interpreted : 'Ir/aovs Xpcardg, Qeov Tidg, Sur^p,

'Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour.'] A word
foimd on many seals, rings, urns, tombstones,
etc., belonging to the early period of Christian-
ity, and supposed to have a mystical reference
to the name and office of Jesus Chi-ist. See the
etymology.

-ician. [F. -iden, < ML. -iei-an-us : see -ic and
-ian.] A compound termination of Latin origin,

forming nouns from adjectives in -»c or nouns
in -ic, -ics : as, geometrician, logician, mathemati-
cian, physician, statistician, etc.

Icica (is'i-ka), n. [NL., from the native name
of the plant.] 1. Agenusof plants, belonging
to the natural order Burseracem. b^ Bentham and
Hooker the species of Idea are referred to the genus Bur-
aera. The species are mostly large trees, natives of South
America, some of them attaining a height of above 100
feet. I. altisffima, the cedar-wQod of Guiana, is preferred
by the Indians for making canoes, on account not only of
its great size, but of its durability. It is also esteemed by
cabinet-makers as one of the best woods for bookcases, its

odor preserving the books from insects. /. heptaphylla
is the Hyawa tree or incense-wood of Guiana, It yields a
fragrant balsam.

2. [I. c] A transparent fluid resembling tur-
pentine in many of its properties, yielded by
some species of Icica.

Icichthyiuee (i-sik-thi-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Icichthys + -ince.] A subfamily of Icosteidce,

having the body covered with scales, and per-
fect ventral fins having one spine and five soft
rays.- Icichthys, the only genus, is represent-
ed by one species living in deep water off the
Califomian coast.

icichthyine (i-sik'thi-in), n. A fish of the sub-
family Icichthyinai.

Icichthys (i-sik'this), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. rf-

Ksiv, yield, give way (cf. AS. wioan, give way:
see ioeale), + Ix^vg, fish.] The typical genus
of Icichthyinm, with an imperfectly ossified or
yielding skeleton.

icicle (i'si-kl), n. [Early mod. E. also isiole,

etc. ; < ME. iseicMe, isiJcel, isyhle, ysekel, iseyoJcel,

isechel, iiseikMe, hysehyhylle, etc., < AS. is-gicel

(Leo) also ises (gen.) gicel (giccl), icicle, < is,

ice, + gicel, mod. E. dial, icicle, an icicle : see
ickle^. The word is thus a compound of ice +
icicle^. The latter element came to lose its in-
dependent meaning, and has suiEered under
popular etymology

j
explained in books as a

mere dim. termination -idle, as in article, parti-
cle, etc.^ it appears transformed in the obs. or
dial, forms ice-sickle, ise-sidkle, ice-shackle, ice-

shoggle, OSc. ieeshogle, icechokill, etc. ; = L6. is-

jakel, ishekel, icicle. Cf. MD. ijskekel.D. ijskegel

(Norw. iskegle), and simply MD. kelcel, keghel,

t>. kegel, icicle, merged in MD. keghel, D. kegel
= G. kegel, a cone, ninepin, = Dan. kegle, skit-

tle: see kail^, keep. The E. dial, ice-candle,

icicle, is an independent formation; so MD.
ijsdroppe, ijsdroppel, 'ice-drop,' G. eiszapfen =

icon

Dan. istap, ' ice-peg ' (see tap^), etc.] 1 .
A pen-

dent mass of ice tapering downward to a point,

formed by the freezing of drops of water or

other liquid flowing down from the place of at-

tachment.
As men may se in wyntre
rsekeles in eueses thorw hete of the Sonne

Melteth in a mynut-while to myst and to watre.
Piers Plowman (B), xiiL 227.

OhUuxiuoli [It.], Ise-sickles, dropping ises. Florio.

Whether the evedrops tall,

Or if the secret ministry of frost

Shall hang them up in silent icicles.

Coleridge, Frost at Midnight.

2. In her., same as goutte or drop, but reversed,

with the point downward. Compare gutt^ re-

versed, under guttS.

icicled (i'si-kld), a. [Formerly also iseled; <

icicle + -ed'^.] Covered with icicles: as, the

icicled eaves.

Bleak Winter is from Norway come.
And such a formidable groom,
With iseled beard and hoary head.

Cotton, Winter.

The bottom curve of that ieieled S on your soda foun-

tain. Howells, Wedding Journey.

icily (i'si-li), a^i;. \<icy + -ly^.] In an icy man-
ner; coldly; frigidly.

Faultily faultless, icUy regular, splendidly null,

Dead perfection, no more. Tennyson, Maud, it

iciness (i'si-nes), n. The state of being icy, or

of being very cold.

With the mercury almost down to freezing-point, and
an atmosphere of moist iciness, the body becomes be-

numbed, and the mind sluggish. Science, XII. 299.

icing (i'slng), n. [Verbal n. of ice, v. ; = Icel.

ising, sleet.] A coating of concreted sugar.

Also called, frosting and ice.

The splendid icvng of an immense . . . plum-cake.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 492.

-icity. [F. -idt^, etc., < L. -icita(t-)s : see -ic and
-ity'^ A compound termination of nouns (in

4ty) from adjectives in -ic (the c pronounced as

s before i), as cailiolidty, domesticity, electricity,

publicity, from catholic, domestic, electric, pub-
lic, etc. Comparatively few of these formations are

found in Latin; examples are Ivlyricity (LL. lubricitas),

mendicity (L. mendicitas), rusticity (L, rusticitas), etc.

icker (ik'er), n. [< ONorth. eher, cehher, the un-
contr. form of AS. edr, ear: see earK] An ear

of corn. [Scotch.]

A dalmen [occasional] icker in a thrave
'S a sma' request. Bums, To a Mouse.

ickle^ (ik'l), «. [E. dial., also written iccle; <

ME. ikel, ikyl, iekyll, ycle, ykle, ychele, yokle, igo-

kelle (the last two forms after the Scand.), < AS.
gzcel. an icicle, in comp. is-gicel, icicle, cyle-gicel,

lit. 'chill-ickle,' krim-gicel, ' rime-ickle,' poet.

hilde-gicel, 'battle-ickle,' i. e. dripping blood;
= LG. -jdkel in comp. is-jakel = Icel. jokull, an
icicle, also ice, a glacier, = Norw. jokul, jukul,

jukel, an icicle, = Dan. egel, in hus-egel (Aasen)

;

dim. of a primitive lost in AS., = Icel. jaMjS,
piece of ice, prob. = Ir. aigh = Gael, eigh = W.

, ia (for *iag), ice. In comp. ice-ickle, written
icicle: see icicle, where the variations of icicle

under popular etymology are mentioned.] An
icicle. [Prov. Eng.]
ickle^ (ik'l), n. Same as hickwall. [Northamp-
tonshire, Eng.]
icomet, icomenf. Middle English forms of the
past participle of come,
icon (i'kon), n.

;
pi. ieones and icons (i'ko-nez,

i'konz). [< L. icon, < Gr. ejkuv, alikeness, image,
portrait, similitude, semblance, phantom, < *rf-

KEiv, found only in pert. ind. htKa, etc., be or look
like, seem likely, seem fitting.] 1. An image
or representation; a portrait.

Someof ourown nation, andmanyNetherlanders, whose
names and icons are published, have deserved good com-
mendation. HakewUl, Apology.

Glory was his aim, and he [a dog] attained it ; for his
icon, by the hand of Caldecott, now lies among the trea-
sures of the nation. R. L. Stevenson, Character of Dogs.

2. In the Greek or Orthodox Eastern Church, a
representation of Christ, an angel, or a saint, in
painting, relief, mosaic, etc. There are always two
at least in a Greek church, one of Christ at the right of
the holy doors, as one faces toward the bema, and one of
the Theotocos on the left In accordance with the de-
cision of the seventh ecumenical council (the second of
Nicaea, A. D. 787), icons are honored with a relative worship
or adoration (irpoirKuVricris), manifested by kissing, offerings
of incense and lights, etc., but not with latria, or the su-
preme worship due to God alone. They are regarded as
sacred, and many are believed to be miraculous A small
icon, of the kind generally carried by the Russian peasant-
ry, is a triptych, diptych, or similar folding tablet, of wood
or metal, decorated in enamel or niello with representa-
tions of sacred subjects. Also eUc<m, ikon.



icon
When robbing a church, a man will often offer several

roubles worth of candles to a neighboring icon, if it will
only help huu to pull out the jewels of the one he is at-
tacking. A. J. C. Mare, Russia, t
The "mkacle-working" ikon of Our Lady of Kazan, m

the Kazan Cathedral at St. Petersburg, is adorned with
jewels to the value of $60,000.

O. Kennan, The Century, XXXV. 882.

8. In logic, a sign or representation which
stands for its object by virtue of a resemblance
or analogy to it.

Icons are so completely substituted for their objects as
to be hardly distinguished from them. Such are the dia-
grams of geometry. A diagram, indeed, so far as It has a
general signification, is not a pure icon; but in the mid-
le part of our reasonings we forget that abstraotness in

great measure, and the diagram is for us the very thing.
So in contemplating a painting, there is a moment when
we lose the consciousness that it is not the thing, the dis-
tinction of the real and the copy vanishes, and it is for the
moment a pure dream—not any particular existence, and
yet not general. At that moment, we are contemplating
an icon. C. S. Peirce, Amer. Jour. Math., VII. 181.

4. In scientific books, specifically, a plate, an

_:Gr.
. ^^ , dvnreiv,

equiv. to dveiv, dive, duck.] Presenting two
images, one direct, the other reversed, of the
same object : applied to a telescope otherwise
called diplantidian.

icones, n. Latin plural of icon.

iconic (i-kon'ik), a. [< L. iconicus, < Gr. elaovt-

Koc, representing a figure, copied, < ektiv, a fig-

ure, likeness : seeJcore.] 1. Of or pertaining to
a portrait or likeness or to portraiture ; of the
nature of a portrait.

The library also contains a magnificent series of por-
traits by Holbein, eighty-seven in number, highly finished
in sepia and chalk, representing the chief personages of
Henry VIII.'s court— all of them works of the highest
beauty, and marvels of iconic vigour.

'

Mncyc. Brit., XKIV. 601.

Perhaps, in dealing with the men that make portraits,
we may be allowed to use a word that is scarcely English,
and call them " iconic sculptors." . . . The French have
helped themselves to this convenient adjective, and we
may borrow it of them.

B. W. Gosae, The Century, xyXT 39.

2. Of, pertaining to, or resembling in any way
an icon or sacred image, or the style of such
image-paintings.—3. fii ar<, conventional : ap-
plied to such work as the statues of victorious
athletes commonly dedicated to divinities in
antiquity, or to memorial statues and portrait-

busts executed after fixed models or types, as
the busts of the sovereign set up in British
courts of justice.

Judging from the character of the heads, it seems prob-
able that most of the statues are iconic, and may be the
portraits of Cyprian priests and kings, dedicated, l&e those
from the Sacred Way at Branchidse, to the deity of the
temple. C. T. Newton, Art and Archeeol., p. 307.

Iconic alabastnuu. See alabastrum.

iconical (i-kon'i-kal),a. \<. iconic+ -atl Same
as iconic.

As the work is entirely iconical, or consists only of fig-

ures without any letterpress, catchword, alphabet, ornum-
ber to the pageSjlt was new, and uncommon to the book-
binders. H. Mendes da Costa, Elem. of Conchology, p. 36.

iconism (i'kon-izm), n. [< L. iconismus, < Gr.

e'lKovia/iSg, delineation; cf. s'lKdviana, a copy,
image, < e'lKavlt^ecv, image : see iconize.'] A fig-

ure or representation. [Kare.]

The fancy will employ itself ... in making some kind
of apish imitations, counterfeit iconisms, symbolical adum-
brations and resemblances. Cudworth.

iconize (i'kon-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. iconised,

ppr. iconizing. [< Gr. ewovlt^uv, mold into form,

give a semblance of, image, < eIk&i!, an image

:

see icon.] To form into a likeness or resem-
blance. [Eare.]

This world is an image always iconized, or perpetually

renewed. Cudworth.

iconoclasm
,

(I-kon'o-klazm), n. [= F. icono-

elasme, < Gr. e'lK^v', an image, + *K.hixjfi6Q, a
breaking, < kTmv, break.] 1. The act of break-
ing or destroying images ; specifically, a gen-

eral destruction of the images and pictures set

up in churches as objects of veneration earned
out by the Iconoclasts in the eighth and ninth

centuries, and by Protestants in the Nether-
lands in the sixteenth century.

The general feeling of the community, fostered dili-

gentlyby a numerous class of its most energetic and pious

members, the monks, continued unchanged in its averaion

to icomclatm; and, although at the end of his reign Con-

stantine aacceeded in imposing upon every citizen of Con-

stantinople anoathnever again to worship an image, there

can be little doubt that in a vast number of households

secret leanings to image worship had been intensified

rather than weakened by repressive measures.
Uneyc. BHt., XII. 713.

Hence— 2. The act of attacking cherished

beliefs or traditional institutions regarded as

_
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based on error or superstition ; the doctrine or
spirit of one who so attacks.
leonMlami, whether manifested in religion or in poli-

tics, has regarded the existing order of things, not as a
product of evolution, but as the work of artful priests
and legislators of antiquity, which may accordingly be
destroyed as summarily as it was created.

J. Fieke, Cosmic Philos., II. 47q.

The time has been marked by a stress of scientific icono-
clasm. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 7.

iconoclast (i-kon'o-klast), n. [= F. iconoclaste
= Sp. Pg. It. ioonoclasta^ < MGr. NGr. dmvo-
kUbttiq, < Gr. UKi>v, an image, + *KMaTt/c, a
breaker (cf. Klaarrjg, a vine-dresser), < kTmv,
break.] 1. A breaker or destroyer of images

;

a person conspicuously hostile to the use of
images in Christian worship. Specifically—(a)
leap.] One of a sect or party in the Eastern Empire in the
eighthand ninth centurieswhich opposed all use and honor
or worship of icons or images, and destroyed them when
in power. The party of Iconoclasts was originated by the
emperor Leo the Isaurian, and afterward continued or re-
vived by Constantino Copronymus and other emperors,
especially Leo the Armenian and Theophilus. The em-
perors named treated those who honored icons with great
cruelty, and after the death of the last of them the party of
Iconoclasts soon became extinct. See iconoclastic.

Under his [Constantinus Copronymus's] auspices a coun-
cil of iconoclasts was held, in which the adoration and the
use of images was condemned.

Jortin, Remarks on Eccles. Hist., an. 741.

(b) One of those Protestants of the Netherlands who, dur-
ing the reign of Philip II., riotously destroyed the images
in many of the Roman Catholic churches.
Henee^S. Any destroyer, denouncer, or ex-
poser of errors or impostures ; one who sys-

_
tematically attacks cherished beliefs.

iconoclastic (i-kon-o-klas'tik), a. [= Pg. ico-

noclastico; as iconoclast + -ic] Of or pertain-
ing to iconoclasm, or to the opinions and prac-
tices of the Iconoclasts

;
given to breaking im-

ages, or to exposing errors of belief or false
pretensions : as, iconoclastic enthusiasm.
Bothwere embellished with a profusion of statues ; most

of those at York were destroyed in the first emotions oi ico-

noclastic zeal. H. Swinburne, Travels through Spain, xliv.

Yet this question, thus prematurely agitated by the
iconoclastic emperors, and at this period of Christianity so
fatally mistimed, is one of the most grave, and it should
seem inevitable controversies, arising out of our religion.

Milman, Latin Christianity, iv. 7.

iconograph, (i-kon'o-gi-af), n. [< Gr. dK&p, an
image, + ypafuv, write : see iconography.] A
figured illustration ; the representation of any-
thing by its image, as in drawing or engraving.

The illustrations have never been surpassed by the most
expensive and careful iconographs. Science, IV. 28.

iconographer (i-ko-nog'ra-fer), n. [< iconog-
raphy + -er2.] A person versed in iconogra-

The lepidopteral iconographer, when the ultimate but-
terfly has been described, will sigh vainly for more fields

to conquer. Athenaeum, Jan. 7, 1888, p. 19.

iconograpMc (i-kon-o-graf'ik), a. [(.icono-

graph + -ic] Eelating to iconography; rep-
resenting or describing by means of pictures

or diagrams. A. Drummond.
iconograpllical (i-kou-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< son-
ographic + -al.] Same as iconogfaphic. [Bare.]

Namatia read aloud the history of her husband, but
she does not seem to have prescribed its iconographical
representation. AthencEum, Oct. 13, 1888, p. 488.

iconography (i-ko-nog'ra-fi), re. [= p. icono-

graphie = Pg. iconographia = It. iconografla,

< Gr. uKOVoypa(pla, a sketch, description, < eiiwvo-

ypa(jiog, a portrait-painter, < sIkCw, an image, +
ypa^eiv, write.] 1. That branch of knowledge
which relates to the representation of persons
or objects bymeans of images or statues, busts,

paintings, drawings, engravings on gems or

metals, and the like.—2. The art of producing
likenesses, portraits, or graphic representa-

tions ; the art of illustration.

As to the execution of the plates, no iconography of the

present time excels them. Science, VT. 308.

3. Pictorial representation in general; an il-

lustrative figure or collection of figures.

The Inspection alone of these curious iconographies of

temples and palaces affects one asmuch byreading, almost,
as by sight. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 269.

iconolater (i-ko-nol'a-ter), n. [= P. iconoUtre,

< Gr. e'lK&D, an 'image, + Mrpevg, a worshiper

;

cf. idolater.] An image-worshiper.

iconolatry (i-ko-nol'a-tri), n. [= Pg. iconola-

tria, < Gr. eiK&i), an image, + Tiarpeia, worship

;

cf. idolatry.] The worship or adoration of im-

ages; idolatry.

iconologlst (i-ko-nol'o-jist), n. [< iconology +
-ist.] One versed in iconology ; one who makes
a specialty of the study and identification of

statues, painted or engraved likenesses, etc.

I. IfIsraeli.

icosahedral

iconology (i-ko-nol'o-ji), n. [= Sp. iconologia
= Pg. iconologia, <' Gr. eiKovo7ix)yia, figurative
speaking, < e'lK/jv, a figure, image, + -Myia, <
AeyEiVj speak: see -ology.] 1. The science or
art of representation by efSgies or pictures.

—

2. A description of statues, pictures, engrav-
ings, etc.

iconomachalt, o- [Erroneously iconomical (see
the extract); with term, -al, = Sp. icon&maco
= Pg. It. iconomaco, < Gr. elmvoftaxog, warring
against images, < ein^v, an image, + /i&xcadai,
fight.] Eccles., opposed or hostile to pictures or
images.
We should be too iconomicai to question the pictures

of the winds, as commonly drawn in humane heads and
with their cheeks distended.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 22.

iconomachist (i-ko-nom'a-kist), ». [< iconom-
adh^ + -ist.] One who is opposed to and con-
tends against the use and eultus of icons ; an
iconoclast.

The noted iconomachist Antony of Sylseum was raised in
821 to the patriarchate of Constantinople.

Mobertson, History of the Christian Church, III. 300.

iconomachy (i-ko-nom'a-M), n. [< Gr. eIkovo-

Haxla., a war against images, < elKotiofi&xog, war-
ring against images : seeiconomachal.] Enmity
or opposition to icons or sacred images ; the
principles and conduct of the Iconoclasts.

The monastic party [at the Nicene Council of A. D. 787]
declared that ico'nomuchy was worse than the worst of here-
sies, because it denied the Saviour's incarnation.

Bobertson, History of the Ctiristian Church, III. 135.

iconomatic (i-kon-o-mat'ik), a. [Appar. abbr.
for *icononomatic, <[ Gr. e'lK&v, an image, + ovo-

iU(2(t-), name.] Expressing ideas or represent-
ing words by means of pictured objects : as,

iconomatic writing. Brinton.

iconomaticism (i-kon-o-mat'i-sizm), n. [< icon^
omatic + -ism.] A system of picture-writing,
or the representation of words by pictured ob-
jects.

How complete a system of iconoTnatieism, they [Egyptian
and Chinese characters] passed through is unknown.

Sci. Amur., N. S., LVL 66.

iconomicalt, a. See iconomachal.

iconophilism (i-ko-nof'i-lizm), «. [< Gr. siic6v,

an image, + ipi?iOc, loving, + -ism.] A liking or
taste for pictures or engravings. [Rare.]

He [a print-dealer] tells you that he instructs his cus-
tomers in bibliomania, in bibliopegy, in grangerism, in
iconophilism, in the knowledge of art.

New York Times, Feb. 12, 1888.

iconophilist (i-ko-nof'i-list), «. [< Gr. e'lKcJv,

an image, + <pi9i,oc, loving, -I- E. -ist] A con-
noisseur of pictures, en^avings, or prints ; a
collector or judge of prints. [Bare.]

The moral of that is, that in collecting prints all is not
rose-colored, and one must not think of becoming an
iconophilist without the study and application required
for any grave pursuit. New York Times, Feb. 12, 1888.

iconostas (i-kon'o-stas), n. Same as iconosta-

sis.

iconostasia, n. Plural of iconostasium.

iconostasion, iconostasium (i-kon-o-sta'si-on,

-um), n.
;
pi. iconostasia (-a). [Nli., <: NGr. eho-

voardc!tov,(. e'lKovdaTaciQ: 6^6 iconostasis.] In the
Or.Ch., a movable desk or stand on which icons
are placed, especially the icon of the festival or
the saint of the day.

iconostasis (i-ko-nos'ta-sis), re. [< NGr. dmv6-
araaig, < Gr. eUdiv, an image, + craaiq, a standing,
position, < 'iaraaBai., stand.] In Greek churches,
a high solid screen, usually of wood, reaching
at least half-way and often nearly or quite to
the ceiling of the church, and separating the
bema, chapel of prothesis, and diaconicon from
the rest of the church, it has three doora, the holy
doors in the center, leading directly into the bema proper
or sanctuary (iepareloi/), a door on the right of this, as one
faces the bema, admitting to the diaconicon or sacristy,

and one on the left opening into the chapel of prothesis.
It is from this last door that the processions known as the
Little and the Great Entrance (see entrance) emerge. The
doors, especially the central or holy doors, are provided
with a veil (amphithyra). As the choir of an Oriental

chm'ch does not intervene between the sanctuary and the
nave, the iconostasis afiswers in some respects both to the
Western altar-rails and to a rood-screen. Eitually it cor-

responds to altar-rails, as it divides the sanctuary from all

the rest of the church, the choir included.

icosacolic (i"ko-sa-k6'lik), a. [< Gr. eZKoffa/cu/lof,

of twenty clauses, K. cluoai, twenty,+ nahrv,mem-
ber, clause: see colmi^.] In ane. pros., con-
sisting of twenty cola (members or series) : as,

an icosacolic canticum. Also spelled eicosa-

colic.

icosahedral (i'ko-sa-he'dral), a. [Also icosihe-

dral; < ieosahedr-'on -I- -al.] i&avingtwentyfaces.
—Icosahedral ftmction. See polyhedralfunction, under
polyhedral.—Icoaaliedial group. See groupl.—Ico-



Regular Icosahedron.

Great Icosahedron.

icosahedral

sabedral nmuber, one of the numbers 1, 12, 48, 142, 256,
456, etc., whose form is in (57i2— bn + 2).

icosahedron (i 'ko-sa-he'dron), n. [Also written
icosaedron, icosihedron;
< Gr. uKoaaeSpov, a body
with twenty sides, neut.
of elKoa&edpoi, e'lKouiedpo;,

of twenty sides, < duoci,

twenty (see icosian), +
edpa, a seat, base, = E.
settle^, a seat.] A solid

bounded by twenty
planes, in the ordinary
regular icosahedron the faces
are equal equilateral trian-

gles, equally inclined each to
those adjacent to it. It has 12 verKces and 80 edges, 3
edges per face, 5 edges per vertex.—Great icosahe-
dron, a regular solid of which
each face subtends at the
center the space subtended
by 4 faces and 6 half-faces of
the ordinary icosahedron. It

has 20 faces, 12 vertices, 30
edges, 3 edges per face, 5 edges
per vertex. Each vertex is en-
wrapped twice by the series of
faces about it, and the cen-
ter is inclosed seven times.

—

Truncated jcosaliedron, a
dyocsetriacontahedron formed
by cutting down the corners of
the icosahedron parallel to the
faces of the coaxial regular dodecahedron until the ori-

ginal faces are regular hexagons, so that, the solid has 20
hexagonal and 12 pentagonal faces.

icosander (i-ko-san'der), n. [< KL. icosandrus

:

see ieosandrous.'] Jnbot., a plant havingtwenty
or more stamens inserted on the calyx.

Icosandria (i-korsan'dri-a), n. pi. [NL., < ico-

samdras, withtwenty stamens: see ieosandrous.^
In bot., the twelfth class in the Limiean system
of classification, distinguishedby havingtwen-
ty or more stamens inserted on the calyx, as in
the rose family. The plants in this class pro-
duce the most esteemed fruits.

icosandrian (i-ko-san'dii-an), a. [< Icosan-
dria + -ian.'] Same as ieosandrous.

ieosandrous (i-ko-san'drus), a. [< NL. ieosan-

drus, with twenty stamens, < Gr. eluoai,twenty, -I-

avrip (_av6p-), a male (in mod. bot. a stamen) : see

-androus.'] Of or pertaining to the Icosandria.

icosasemic (i"ko-sa.-se'mik), a. [< Gr. elmai,

twenty, + arjjia, a mark, cii/ulov, a mark, mora.]
In anc.pros., containing or amounting to twenty
semeia or nnits of time ; having or constituting
a magnitude of twenty morse or normal shorts

:

thus, a dactylic or anapestie pentapody is icosa-

semic. Also spelled eicosasemic.

icosian (i-ko'si-an), a. [< Gr. dmai, dial, dmri,
/leUaTi, FeiicaTt, twenty, = L. viginti= E. twenty

:

see twenty.'] Pertaining to twenty Icosian
game, a game in which there are twenty stations each
united with three others by paths, as the 20 vertices of
an ordinary dodecahedron are connected by the 30 edges.
Five stations being named as consecutive, a player endea-
vors to pass through all the other stations without passing
through any one twice.

icosidodecahedron (i"ko-si-d6"dek-a-he'dron),
n. [NL., < Gr. e'lKoai, twenty, + 66deKa, twetve,
-1- iSpa, seat, base.] In geom., a solid of thirty-

two faces formed by cutting down the corners
of the icosahedron parallel to the faces of the
coaxial regular dodecahedron untU the new
faces just touch at the angles, thus leaving 20

triangular and 12 pentagonal faces. It is one
of the thirteen -Archimedean solids.—Tnmcated
icosidodecahedron, a solid having 12 decagonal faces
belonging to the regular dodecahedron, 20 hexagonal faces
belonging to the icosahedron, and 30 square faces belong-
ing to the semi-regular triacontahedron. It is one of the
thirteen Archimedean solids.

icosihedral, icosiliedron. See icosahedral, ico-

sahedron.

iCOSitetrahedron (i"ko-si-tet-ra-he'drqn), n.

[NL. , < Gr. e'lKoac, = E. twenty, + rerpa-, Terrapes,

= E. four, + edpa, seat, base.] In crystal., a
solid, belonging to the isometric system, which
is contained by twenty-four similar four-sided

planes; a tetragonal trisoctahedron, or trape-

zohedron.
icosteid (i-kos'tf-id), re. A fish of the family
leosteidw.

Icosteidse (i-kos-te'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Icostetis

+ -idee.] Afamily of acanthopterygian fishes,

tj'pified by the genus Icosteus, to which differ-

ent limits have been assigned, (a) In a restricted

sense, fishes with aloose flaccid skin, unarmed head, long
dorsal and anal flns with scarcely differentiated spines,

and thoracic ventral fins : supposed to be related to the
StromateidiB. It was constituted for two deep-sea fishes

obtained off the Califomian coast. (6) The family as above
defined, together with the Bathymasteridce. It is scarcely

distinguishable from Stromateidce.

Icosteine (i-kos'te-in), n. A fish of the family

leosteidw.
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Icosteus (i-kos'te-us), re. [NL., irreg. ^ Gr. el-

Keiv, yield, give "way, + bariov, a bone.] The
typical genus of the family leosteidw, having a

Icosteus enigmaticus.

naked body with some spinules along the later-

al line, and quadriradiate ventrals. I. enigma-
ticus is a deep-sea fish of California.

icret, n. A word of dubious meaning and origin.

See the second extract.

As we find in the Survey booke of England, the king de-
manded in manner no other tribute than certain Icres of
Iron, and Iron barres. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 361.

An icre is ten Bars. Gibson, tr. of Camden (margin).

-ics. [< -ic + pi. -s^, after L. and Gr. plurals in
-ic-a, -m-a, neut. pi. of adjectives in -Jc-MS, -m-dg,

in names of sciences or arts, as in jiadriiuiTt'

Ka, mathematical (matters), interchanging with
forms in the fem. sing. L. -ic-a, or -ic-e, Gr. -iK-ii

{knLaTrjiai, knowledge, science, or rf;tw?, art, be-
ing understood), as imdijiMTiidi^ L. mathematica,
mathematice, mathematical (science). In F., G.,

etc., these words follow the fem. sing, form ; in
E. either or both forms are used: see exam-
ples.] A termination of Greek origin, denoting
a science or an art. Words with this termination are
properly plural, but are now commonly regarded as singu-
lar,being often accompanied byforms actually in the singu-
lar, as matliematics, hydrostatics, esthetics or esthetic, met-
rics or Tiietrv:, etc. In some cases the singular alone is in
use, as in logic, music, the adjective being then exclusively
in -ic-al, as logical, miusical, while in a few a distinction of
meaning has grown up, as between physic and physics.
Any adjective in -ic, applicable to a branch of knowledge,
may have an accompanying noun in -ics.

Icteria (ik-te'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Urepog, a cer-

tain bird : see icterus.] A notable genus of

American osoine passerine birds; the yellow-
breasted chats or chattering flycatchers. It was
founded by Vieillot in 1807, and has been variously re-

ferred to the Turdidae or thrushes, Vireonidce or greenlets,
or madethe type of the Icteriince as a subfamily of Sylvico-
lidoB or Devdr<Rcidce, It is characterized by a stout com-
pressed bill with high arched cuhuen, gi'eenish coloration
above, with bright-yellow breast and white abdomen, and
a size unusual in the last-named family. The type is /.

viretis or /. viridis, which abounds in the United States,

is migratory and insectivorous, a voluble and versatile
songster with remarkable powers of mimicry, and which
nests in shrubbery, laying usually four white eggs with
reddish speckles. /. longicavda is another species or va-
riety, inhabiting the southwestern portions of the United
States. See cut under chat^.

icteric (ik-ter'ik), a. and re. [= E. ictSrique =
Sp. icterico = Pg. icterico = It. itterico, < L. ic-

tericus, < Gr. krepi/cdf, jaundiced, < lurepoQ, jaun-
dice: see icterus.] I. o. 1. Affected with jaun-
dice.—2. Preventing or dispelling jaundice.

—

Icteric fever, icteric remittent fever, remitting Ic-
teric fever. See/eserl.

II. n. A remedy for jatmdiee.

icterical (ik-ter'i-kal), a. [< icteric + -al.]

Same as icteric.

Our understandings, if a crime be lodged in the will,

being like icterical eyes, transmitting the species to fdie

soul with prejudice, disaffection, and colours of their own
framing. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183B), 1. 167.

icterid (ik'te-rid), re. One of the leteridce.

Icteridse (ik'-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Icterus

+ 4d(B.] A large family of American oscine
passerine birds with 9 primaries, a conic-acute
bill with unnotchedtip, rictus without bristles,

and angulated commissure. The family is very
closely related to t\ie FringUlidcB ; it has also affinities

with the Cormdce, and represents in America the Sturni-
doe or starlings of the old world. There are upward of
100 species, assigned to many genera, containing the birds
vai-iously known as American starlings, blackbirds, ori-

oles or hangnests, meadow-larks, cow-birds, bobolinks,
etc. The family is divided by Coues into four subfami-
lies, Agelc^Tue or marsh-blackbirds, StumellincB or mea-
dow-larks, Icterince or orioles and hangnests, and Quisca-
litice or crow-blackbirds. A subfamily Icterince includes
all the American orioles or hangnests and related forms.

icterine (ik'te-rin), a. [< NL. icterinus, < Gr.
iKTEpoc, jaundice : see icterus.] Yellow, or mark-
ed with yeUow, as a bird; specifically, having
the characters of the leteridce or Icterinm.

icteritiOUS (ik-te-rish'us), a. [< L. icterus, Gr.
t/crepof, the jaundice, -t- E. -it-4ous.] Yellow;
having the color of jaundiced skin.

icteritous (ik-ter'i-tus), a. Same as icteriUous.

icteroid (ik'te-roid), a. [< Gr. *iKTepoetdrig,

contr. 'ucrep^Sjjg, jaundiced, < iKTepoc,^ jaundice,
+ eWof, form.] Yellow, as if jaimdieed.

ictus

icterus (ik'te-rus), n. [NL., < L. icterus, Gr.

inrepog, ja;unaiee ; also a bird of a yellowish-

green color, by looking at which, aocordmg to

the simple therapeutics of the ancients, a jaun-

diced person was cured— the bird died; cf.

iKTEpiai (so. AjSof), L. icterias, a yellowish kind

of stone.] 1. The jaundice.— 3. In hot., a yel-

low appearance assumed by wheat and some

other plants under the influence of prolonged

exposure to moisture and cold.— 8. [cap.] In

oriiith., a Brissonian (1760) genus of birds, ap-

proximately equivalent to themodem familjrlc-

teridce; subsequently used with various limita-

tions, or as conterminous with the subfamily

Icterince; now restricted to the American ori-

oles or hangnests, such as the Baltimore oriole.

Icterus galbula. The type is technically con-

sidered to be the troopial, Oriolus icterus (Lin-

naeus), now called Icterus vulgaris. See cut

under troopial.—4. [.cap.] A genus of mam-
mals. Griffith, 1827.

ictic (ik'tik), a. [< L. as if *icUcus, < ictus, a
blow : see ictus.] Sudden or abrupt, as if pro-

duced by a blow; marked. Bushnell. [Eare.]

Icticyon (ik-tis'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr. Ung, the

yeUow-breasted marten (taken in general sense

of a 'weasel')i + diav, a dog, = E. hound.] A
genus of Canidceyniih small molars, 1 above and
2 below on each side, containing I. venaUous,

the bush-dog of South America, a small, close-

haired species with short limbs and tail. The ge-

nus is a peculiar one ; it is sometimes referred wrongly to

the family MtisteKdoe, butbelongs to the true dogs, Canimx,
and is related to the African Lycaon and the Indian Cyon,
Lund, 1842. Also written Ictidoeyon.

ictide (ik'tid), n. An animal of the genus Ic-

tides (or Arctictis) ; a binturong : as, the black
ictide, Ictides ater.

Ictides (ik-15'dez), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. lia-ug,

the yeUow-breasted marten, -1- elSog, form.] A
genus of Viverridce, of the subfamily .4rci«c<in<E,

containing the binturongs : a synonym of Arc-
tictis.

Ictinia (ik-tin'i-a), n. [NL., < Qr. 'ucfivo^, a
kite.] A notable genus of kites, of the subfam-
ily Milvinm and family Falconidm, founded by
Vieillot in 1816. The tail is short and even ; the wings
are moderate, with the third and second primaries long-
est, and the first very short ; the feet are small; the tarsi

are scutellate in front ; the bill is small but robust, with
very convex culmen and small subcircular nostrils; and
the plumage is dark-plumbeous or bluish. There are two
species, both American, one of which is the common Mis-
sissippi kite, /. subcmrvlea or missiJisipiensis, and tile other
the South Arnerican, I. plumbea.

Ictiobinse (ik'''ti-o-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ictio-

lus + -incB.] A subfamily of Catostomidte,

with an elongate dorsal fin, compressed oblong
body, and an interparietal fontanelle. it em-
braces a few large fishes, inhabiting chiefly the Mississippi
and Great Lake basins, known as huffdlo-juihes or bufaloet,
and carp-suckers. See cut under carp-su£kffr.

Ictiobus (ik-ti'o-bus), n. [NL., a perversion
of Ichthyoius, < Gr. ixSiig, a fish, -f Soif, an ox
(taken for 'bufialo': see buffalo).] A genus
of fishes of the family Catostomidw, popularly
known as buffalo-fishes, typical of the subfam-
ily Ictiobince. Bafinesque, 1820. See cut under
carp-sucker.

Ictitherium (ik-ti-the'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
iKTig, the yellow-breasted marten, + diiplov, a
wild beast.] A genus of fossil carnivorous
mammals from the Miocene of Greece, of un-
certain systematic position: supposed to be-
long to the Viverridce, whence the name, given
by Gaudry; by others regarded as related to
the HycenidcB.

ictus (ik'tus), re.
;
pi. ictus. [L. ictus, a blow,

stroke, stab, thrust; in prosody or music, a
beating time, a beat; < icere, pp. ictu£, strike,
hit, smite.] 1. A stroke: as, ictus soils, sun-
stroke.— 2. In ^ros. and music, rhythmical or
metrical stress; additional intensity of utter-
ance or delivery distinguishing one time or syl-
lable' in a foot or series from the others. Metri-
cal ictus in poetry is analogous to syllabic stress or accent
in ordinary speech. In modern or accentual poetry an
ictus regularly coincides with the syllabic stress or accent
primary or secondary. In classical or quantitative poetiy
the ictus was also a stress-accent, but was independent of
the syllabic accent, which was a difference in tone or pitch.
It regularly attached itself to a long time or syllable as
contrasted with one or more shorts, but a long or longs
could be metrically unaccented. The conflict between ic-
tus and accent in ancient poetry may be exemplified by

Ccmnilbio jiin^om sWiili pr6pridmque dicdbo
(Virgil, JLneid, i. 73),

m w;hich the Mcent is m^ked and the syHablea bearing
the ictus are itaUeized. The part of a fdbt on which thS
ictus falls 18 called the thesis (but see arsis). In a dipody
one ictus is stronger than the other. la a colon the ictus of



ictus

onemeasure dominates aU others. A subordinate ictus can
also accompany the principal ictus within the same foot
icy (i'si), a. [< ME. *isy, < AS. isig (= D. ijzig,

G. eisig = Sw. isig); < is, ice, + -ig, E. -j/i.] 1.
Pertaining to, composed of, produced by, re-
sembling, or abounding with ice: as, an icy
sm-faee; iey coldness; the iey regions of the
north.

There is no armour against fate

;

Death lays his iey hands on Icings.
Shirley, Contention of Ajax and TJlysses, iil.

Tempt toy seas, where scarce the waters roll
Where clearer flames glow round the frozen pole.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 389.

Solar beams powerful enough to fuse the snows and blis-
ter the human skin . . . may pass through the air, and
still leave it at an icy temperature,

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 102.

2. figuratively, characterized by coldness or
coolness, as of manner, influence, etc.; frigid;
chilling; freezing; indifferent.

If he be leaden, icy, cold, unwilling.
Be thou so too. Shah, Rich. III., iii. 1.

/cywasthe deportmentwithwhichPhilip received these
demonstrations of aifection.

Motley, Dutch Kepublic, 1. 136.

=Syn. 2. Frosty, cold-hearted, atony,

icy-pearled (i'si-perld), a. Studded with span-
gles of ice. [Eare.]

So mounting up in icy-pearled car.
Through middle empire of the freezing air
He wander'd long, till thee he spied from far.

Milton, Ode, D. F. I., iii.

id.. An abbreviation of idem.

-id^. [Formerly also -ide (< F.); = F. -ide =
Sp. Pg. It. -ido, < L. -^dus, a term, forming ad-
jectives from verbs in -ere, -ere, or from nouns,
as in addus, aeid, < acere, be sour, aridus, arid,

< arere, be d;^, fluidus, flviid, < fluere, flow, vivi-

dus, living, < vimere, live, morlidits, morbid, <

morbus, disease, turhidus, turbid, < turba, dis-

turbance, etc. The suffix is I'eally -dvs (,-do-),

the -i- repr. the orig. or supplied stem-vowel;
it occurs without the vowel in absurdus, absurd,
blandus, bland, crudus, i-aw (crude), etc. Cf.

Grr. -hS-w, -'(<5)f) etc.: see -id^.] 1. A common
termination in adjectives (and nouns derived
from adjectives) of Latin origin, as in add, arid,

flmd, vivid, turbid, morbid, flaccid, frigid, torrid,

solid, etc. It is not used as a formative in Eng-
lish.— 2. [NL. -idum, neut. of L. -idus.'] In
cliem., a formative (also spelled -ide, and when
so spelled generally pronounced -id) suffixed to

names of elements to form names of com-
pounds, as in oxid, chlorid, bromide, iodide, sul-

pMd, etc., designating compounds of oxygen,
ehlorin, bromine, iodine, sulphur, etc. Usage is, in

general, in favor of the form -ide; but in new formations,

and in many of the old ones, the form -id is also in use.

-id2. [(1) L. NL. -is {-id-), pi. -id-es, fem.; (2)

L. NL. 4d-es, pi. -id-m; both of Greek origin:

see 4des, -idee, and -is2; cf. -ad^.'] 1. The ter-

mination of nouns Englishedfrom Latin orNew
Latin feminine nouns (ultimately Greek or on
the Greek model) in -is, as caryatid, hydatid, etc.

—2. In gool., the termination of nouns Eng-
lished from Latin or New Latin nouns in -idcB,

ssfelid, from Felidw, fringillid,'fcam FringillidcB,

etc. In this dictionary such English forms, being always
adjacent to their obvious primitives, are usually left with-

out etymologicail note.

-ida. [NL., assumed as a neut. pi. to -ides, pi.

AdcB."] In zool., a frequent termination of the

names of groups of animals, of no determinate
rank in the elassifioatory scale. Entomologists of-

ten use it for subfamilies, in which case it is the same as

-vtux. It may or may not be etymologically the same as

•oida.

-idae. [L. NL., pi. of -ides, < Gr. -iStiq, pi. -Jrtaj,

patronymic suffix: see ides.'] 1. In words of

Greek origin, a suffix denoting the descen-

dants of aperson to whose name the stiffix is at-

tached, or a family or kindred of a particular

origin : as, the Heraclidce, Homeridm, Mupatri-

d(8, etc. Speeiftcally— 2. In «o67., the regular

termination of the names of families, suffixed

to the stem of the name of the genus whence
that of the family is derived, as Felidm (from

Felis), Laniidm (from Lanius), Apodidw (from

Apus), etc. When the stem ends in -i-, the termination

is properly, according to Greek analogies, -adm, aa Lama-
doBj Simiadce, etc. ; but, for mechanical uniformity, zoolo-

gists prefer to use -idoB in all cases. See -id^.

Idsan (i-de'an), a. [< L. Idceus, < Gr. 'Idaio(,

< '16>i, L. Ida '(see def.).] Pertaining to Mount
Ida, (a) a mountain near the ancient Troy, or

(6) the chief mountain in Crete, the mystic

birthplace of Zeus : as, the Idrnan Zeus.

Here eke that famous golden Apple grew . . .

For which th'7<2oeo« Ladies disagreed.
.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vu. 64.
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Idalian (i-da'han), a. [< L. IdaUus, adj., <
Idalium, also liXalia, Gr. 'ISaXiov, a city in Cy-
prus.] Of or pertaining to the ancient town
of Idalia or Idalium in Cyprus, or to Aphrodite
(Venus), to whom it was consecrated; inhab-
iting Idalia.

Idalian Aphrodite beautiful.
Fresh as the foam, new-bathed in Paphian wells.

Tennyson, ffinone.

idei (id), n. [< Norw. id, also called idmurt
{murt, mort, small-fry, also a roach), = Sw. id,
ide ; in NL. idus.] A cyprinoid fish, Leuciscus
idus or Idtis melanoiiis. The golden ide is a culti-
vated variety, known as the arfe. It resembles the chub,
and is found in northern European waters.

ide^t, n. [ME. : see ides.] See ides.

The first [season in the year] . . . is Vere,andy'begyn-
neth the vij. ide of Feuerell and endurith to the vij. ide of
May. Arnold's Chron., p. 176.

-idei. [See 4^1.] 1. An obsolete form of -idi
in adjectives like acide, fluide, etc. See -id^, 1.— 2. In ehem., same as -id^, 2.

-ide2. [See -id2.] i. game as -id^, 1.—2. In
zool., same as -id^, 2.

idea (i-de'a), n. [Also dial, idee; •= F. id^e =
Sp. It. idea = Pg. idea, ideia = D. G. Dan. idee
= Sw. ide, < L. idea (idea, in ML. appar. idea)
(first in Seneca; Cicero writes it as Greek),
a (Platonic) idea, archetype, < Gr. Idea, form,
the look or semblance of a thing as opposed to
reality, a kind, sort ; in the Platonic philosophy
the Ideal were general or ideal forms, pattern
forms, archetype models, L. formce, of which,
respectively, all created things were the im-
perfect antitypes or representations; < Ue'tv,

see, = L. videre, see, = Skt. \/ vid, know, per-
ceive, = AS. witan, E. wit, know : see wit.] 1.
In the Platonic philosophy, and in similar
idealistic thought, an archetype, or pure im-
material pattern, of which the individual ob-
jects in any one natural class are but the im-
perfect copies, and by participation tn which
they have their being : in this sense the word
is generally qualified by the adjective Platonic.

The more probable view, Parmenides, of these ideas is

that they ai*e patterns fixed in nature, and that other things
are like them ; and that what is meant by the participation
of other tilings in the ideas is really assimilation to them.

Plato, Parmenides (tr. by Jowett), III. 249.

Socrates, he [Parmenides] said, I admire the bent of your
mind towai'ds philosophy ; tell me, now, was this your own
distinction between abstract ideas and the things which
pai-take of them ? and do you think that there is an idea of
likeness apart from the likeness which we possess, or of
the one and many, or of the other notions of which Zeno
has been speaking?

I think that there are such abstract ideas, said Soc-
rates.

Parmenides proceeded. And would you also make ab-
stract ideas of the just and the beautiful and the good, and
of all that class of notions ?

Yes, he said, I should.
And would you make an abstract idea of man distinct

from us and from all other human creatures, or of fire and
water?
I am often undecided, Parmenides, as to whether I ought

to include them or not.

Plato, Parmenides (tr. by Jowett), III. 246.

2. A mental image or picture. [Although Sir W.
Hamilton says that idea never was used in any language
in any but the Platonic sense (def. 1) until the time of

Desc^es, in English, as in French, tills second meaning
has been since the middle of the sixteenth centmy the
commoner one in literature.]

Within my hart, though hardly it can shew
Thing so divine to vew of earthly eye.

The fayre Idea of your celestial! hew
And every parte remaines immortally.

Spenser, Sonnets, xlv.

When he shall hear she died upon his words.
The idea of her life shall sweetly creep
Into his study of imagination.

Shale., Much Ado, iv. 1.

[Species] is called idea [of the Greeks], which is as much
to say as a common shape conceiued in the mind, through

some knowledge had before of one or two individuums
having that shape : so as after we have seen one wolfe, or

two, we beare the shape thereof continually in our minds,

and thereby are able to know a wolfe whensoever we find

him. Blundeoille, Aite of Logicke (1699), iv.

Yet still how faint by precept is expresst

The living image in the painter's breast

;

Thence endless streams of fair ideas flow.

Strike in the sketch or in the picture glow.
Pope, To Mr. Jervas.

3. In the language of Descartes and of English

philosophers, an immediate object of thought

—

that is, what one feels when one feels, or fancies

when one fancies, or thinks when one thinks,

and, in short, whatever is in one's understand-

ing and directly present to cognitive conscious-

ness. With the nominalists Berkeley and Hume the

meaning of the word hardly departs from def. 2, above.

With Beid, Dugald Stewart, and others it denotes an ob-

ject diflerent from the real thing and from the mind, but

mediating between them. But Hume uses the word idea

ideal

in a somewhat peculiar sense, to mean a sensation repro-
duced and worKed over.

Whatsoever the mind perceives in itself, or is the im-
mediate object of perception, thought, or understanding;
that I call idea. Locke, Human Understanding, II. viii. § 9.

Since therefore the objects of sense exist only in the
mind, and are withal thoughtless and inactive, I choose
to mark them by the word idea, which implies those prop-
erties. Bp. Berkeley, Hmuan Knowledge, I. 29.

All the perceptions of the human mind resolve them-
selves into two distinct kinds, which I call Impressions
and Ideas. The difference betwixt these consists in the
degrees offeree and liveliness withwhich they strike upon
the mind and make their way into our thoughts or con-
sciousness. Those perceptions which enter with the most
force and violence we name impressions ; and under this
name I comprehend all our sensations, passions, and emo-
tions, as they make their first appeaiance in the soul. By
ideas, I mean the faint images of these in thinking and
reasoning. Hume, Treatise of Humau Nature, I. L § 1.

The term idea is commonly used to include both images
and concepts, marking off the whole region of the repre-
sentative fi-om the presentative. But like the term no-
tion, it tends now to be confined to concepts.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., vil.

4. A conception of what is desirable or ought
to be, different from what has been observed;
a governing conception or principle ; a teleolo-
gical conception.

For anie understanding knoweth the skil of the artiflcer
standeth in that idea or foreconceit of the work, and not
in the work itselfe. Sir P. Sidney, Def. of Poesie.

I thought you once as fair
As women in th' idea are.

Cowley, The Mistress.

There is what I call the American idea. . . . This idea
demands, as the proximate organization thereof, a democ-
racy—that is, a government of all the people, by all the
people, for all the peopl e ; of coni'se, a government on the
principles of eternal justice, the unchanging law of God

;

for shortness' sake, I will call it the idea of Freedom.
Theodore Parker, Speech at Antislavery Convention,

[Boston, May 29, 1850.

5. In the Kantian philos., a conception of rea-
son the object of which transcends all possible
experience, as God, Freedom of the Will, Im-
mortality; in the Hegelian philos., the absolute
truth of which everything that exists is the ex-
pression—the ideal realized, the essence which
includes its own existence : in the latter sense
commonly used with the definite article; in
other a priori philosophies, an a priori concep-
tion of a perfection to be aimed at, not corre-
sponding to anything observed, nor ever fully
realized.

Idea is the thorough adequacy of thought to itself, the
solution of the contradictions which attach to thought,
and hence, in the last resort, the coincidence or equilib-
rium of subjective notion and objectivity, which are the
finite expression ofthatfundamental antithesis of thought.

WaZlaee, Logic of Hegel, Prolegomena, xxiii.

6. An opinion ; a thought, especially one not
well established by evidence.

That fellow seems to me to possess but one idea, and
that a wrong one. Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1770.

Unluckily Lord Falmerston became possessed with the
idea that the French minister in Greece was secretly set^
ting the Greek Government on to resist our claims.

J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, xix.

7. -An abstract principle, of not much immedi-
ate practical consequence in existing circum-
stances.

France went to war for the idea when she had nothing
else to go to war for ; and, having bound liberty hand and
foot at home, proclaimed herself again the apostle of lib-

erty. Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 238.

8. [^cap.] In entom., a genus of nymphalid but-
terflies, based on the Indian Nymplmlis idea :

now called flissWa. jFa&ridJts, 1808.— 9. Inmit-
«ic, a theme or subject; a phrase; sometimes, a
figure. Often called a musical idea Ahsolute
idea, the idea considered as the source of all reality.

—

Architectonic idea, the preliminary plan or sketch of a
science.—Association of ideas. See association.—Tis-
complex, duplex idea, a union of two or more complex
ideas in one.—Determinate idea. See determinate.—.
Innate idea. See innate.—Material idea, or idea In
the brain, an impression made upon the brain by an ex-
ternal object.— Platonic Idea. See def. 1.

ideaed, idea'd (i-de'ad), a. [< idea + -ed^.]
Provided with or possessed of an idea or ideas

:

used chiefly in compounds: as, a Qn64deaed
man.
The writer had omitted to put the idea'd words into red

ink; so they had to be picked out with influite diiflculty

from the mass of umdea'd ones.

C. Iteade, Love me Little, vi.

ideagenous (i-df-aj'e-nus), a. [< idea + -ge-

nous.] Generating or giving rise to ideas.

Each sensory impression leaves behind a record in the
structure of the brain— an ideagenous molecule, so to
speak; . . . it is these ideag'enoMS molecules which are the
physical basis of memory. Huxley, Animal Automatism.

ideal (i-de'al), a. and re. [< F. ideal, now ideal

= Sp. Pg. ideal = It. ideate = D. ideaal = G.
Dan. Sw. ideal, < LL. idealis, existing in idea,



ideal

< L. idea, idea: see idea."] I, a. 1. Of or per-
taining to or consisting In ideas.

The plays of children are endless imitation, and the
constant exercise of the ideal faculty.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 176.

Even now few Americans set a propervalue on the rela-

tive bearing of our ideal and intellectual progress thus
far. StedTtian, Poets of America, Int. , p. ix.

It will be understood that by an ideaX object is meant
an object present in idea but not yet given in reality-

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 229, note.

2. Existing only in idea; coufinedto thought or
imagination. Hence—(a) Not real or practical ; ima-
ginary ; visionary ; incapable of being realized or carried
out in fact; as, itiea?wealth or happiness; aa ideal Bfiheme
of benevolence.

He [Spenser] lifts everything, not beyond recognition,
but to an ideal distance where no mortal, I had almost
said human, fleck is visible.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 186.

(6) Conforming completely to a standard of perfection

;

perfect.

There will always be a wide interval between practical
and ideal excellence. SamMer.
Planning ideal commonwealths. Southey.

All virtue, all duty, all activeness of the human charac-
ter, are set out by him [Spenser], under the forms of chiv-
alry, for our instruction : but his ideal Imight is Christian
to the core. Gladstone, Might of Bight^ p. 211.

3. In philos., regarding ideas as the only real
entities

;
pertaining to or of the nature of ideal-

ism.
The advantage of the ideal theory over the popular faith

is this, that it presents the world in precisely that view
which is most desirable to the mind. Mmerson, Nature.

4. Arising from ideas or conceptions ; based
upon an ideal or ideals; manifesting or em-
bodying imagination; imaginative: as,the idleai!

school in art or literature; an ideal statue or
portrait.—Ideal beauty. See beavty.— Ideal bltan-
gent, a real line which touches a curve at two Imaginary
points.— Ideal chord, in geom., that part of a line not
really cutting a conic which lies between two points, H and
H', conjugate with respect to the conic and bisected by the
diameter through the pole of the line.— Ideal diameter.
See diatneter.—Ideal number, in the theory of complex
numbers, a number not in the scheme of complex numbers
considered in any investigation, but specially introduced
as a factor of a number which is prime so far as the system
of complex numbers considered is concerned.— Ideal
partition, in logic, a division of a whole into parts which
can be sundered only in abstraction, not in reality ; meta-
physical pai-tition. SirW,Ha7nilton.=%jn, 2. Imaginary,
fanciful, shadowy, unreal, chimerical.

II, n. 1. That which exists only in idea; a
conception that exceeds reality.

A rigid solid . . . is qxl ideal; no substance is absolute-
ly rigid. A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 199.

2. An imaginary object or individual in which
an idea is conceived to be completely realized;
hence, a standard or model of perfection : as,

the ideal of beauty, virtue, etc.; Bayard, the
ideaX of chivalry.

While the idea gives rules, the ideal serves as the arche-
type for the permanent determination of the copy ; and
we have no other rule of our actions but the conduct of
that divine man within us, with which we compai'e our-
selves, and by which we judge and better ourselves,
though we can never reach it. These ideals, though they
cannot claim objective reality, are not therefore to be
considered as chimeras, but supply reason with an indis-

pensable standard, because it requires the concept of that
which is perfect of its kind, in order to estimate and mea^
sure by it the degree and number of the defects in the
imperfect.
Kant, Critique of Pure Season, tr. by Max Miiller, II. 491.

.Esthetic effects call up not merely ideas, but ideals,

A great work of art improves upon the real in two re-

spects : It intensifies and it transfigures.
J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 70.

3. A standard of desire ; anultimate object or
aim ; a mental conception of what is most de-
sirable: as, one's ideo? of enjoyment; otiv ideals

are seldom attained.—Beau Ideal. See beavAdeal.
=Syn. 2. Pattern, Model, etc. See exa/mple.

idealess (i-de'a-les), a. [< idea + -less."} Des-
titute of ideas.

idealisation, idealise, etc. See
idealize, etc.

idealism (i-de'a-lizm), n. [= P, _
Sp. Pg. It. idedlismo = D. G. idealismus= Dan.
idealisme = Sw. idealism, < LL. idealis, ideal:

see ideal a,nd -ism."] 1. The metaphysical doc-
trine that the real is of the nature of thought

;

the doctrine that all reality is in its nature
psychical.

It is our cognizance of the successivenesa or transitori-

ness of feelings that makes us object intuitively to any
idealisTn which is understood to imply an identification

of the realities of the world with the feelings of men.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 37.

It is the ven essence of the Kantian idealism that ob-
jects are not there till they are thought.

K Caird, Philos. of Kani^ p. 327.

2. Pursuit of the ideal ; the act or practice of

idealizing; especially, imaginative treatment
of subjects; a striving after ideal beauty,
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truth, justice, etc.— 3. In art, the effort to

realize the highest type of any natural object
by eliminating all its imperfect elements and
combining the perfect into a whole which rep-
resents Nature, not as she is exhibited in any
one example, but as she might be—Absolute
idealism, the doctrine of G. W. F. Hegel (1770-1831),
that things derive their reality from their being made
by thought, which has an objective existence as a part
of the divine absolute idea (this being the organic unity
of all thought), and that things are not merely phenom-
ena to us, but ai'e of their inner nature phenomena or
thoughts. The term is by English writers sometimes ap-
plied to any dogmatic idealism, such as that of Berkeley.

—Berkelelan ideaUsm, the doctrine of Bishop Berke-
ley (1685-1753), that the souls of men and of God, and the
ideas in them, are the only existences, and that the real-

ity of external things consists only in their permanence
and coherency. Also called theistic, phenomenal, and em-
pirical idealism.— COBmothetic Idealism, the doctrine
that the external world exists, but that we have no im-
mediate knowledge of it.— Egotistical IdeaUsm, the
doctrine that ideas are modes of the human mind itself,

and are destitute of external prototypes.— Flchteanor
Bubjeotlve idealism, the doctrine of J. G. richte(1762-
1814), that the universal subject or ego (not the ego of an
individual person) is the source of the object, the external
world, or non-ego.— Objective Idealism, the doctrine of
F. W. J. von Schelling (1776-1854), that the relation be-
tween the subject and the object of thought is one of ab-
solute identity. It supposes that all things exist in the
absolute reason, that matter is extinct mind, and that the
laws of physics are the same as those of mental represen-
tations.—Transcendental idealism, the doctrine of Im-
manuel Kant (1724-1804), that the things to which the
conceptions of reality, actuality, etc., are applicable are
merely phenomena or appearances, and not things-in^
themselves, or things as they are apart from their relation
to the thinker. Things-in-thems^ves are held to be ab-
solutely unknowable.

idealist (i-de'a-list), n. [= F. idealiste = Sp.
Pg. It. idealista = D. Dan. Sw. idealist, < LL.
idealis, ideal: see ideal smd -isf^ 1. One who
holds some form of the philosophical doctrine
of idealism: opposed to realist.

All are idealists, to whom the world of sense and time
is a delusion and snare, and who regard the Idea as the
only substance. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Beligions, v. § 3.

2. One who pursues or dwells upon the ideal

;

a seeker after the highest beauty or good.

—

3. An imaginative, unpractical person; a day-
dreamer.—Cosmothetic idealist, one who holds that
we have no immediate Intuition of a real non-ego or exter-
nal world, but who nevertheless maintains that its exis-

tence is known inferentially by its effects in sensation. The
term was introduced by Sir W. Hamilton (Keid's Works,
note C).

idealistic (i-de-a-lis'tik), a. [< idealist + 4c.']

1. Relating or pertaining to the philosophical
doctrine of idealism or to idealists.-^2. Be-
longing to an ideal or ideals ; striving for or
imagining ideal perfection or good : as, ideal-

istic poetry or art; idealistic dreams.
ideality (i-de-al'i-ti), n. [= P. id4alit4 = Sp.
idealidad= ft. ictealitd,= Gr. idealitdt= Dan. Sw.
idealitet, < ML. *ideaKto(<-)s, ideality, < LL. ide-

alis,idea,l: see ideal a.nd-ity.'] 1. The condition
or quality of being ideal: opposed to reality;
in the Hegelian phUos., existence only as an ele-
ment, factor, or moment.
The reality of a body is its separateness as an isolated

object; its ufenJit;/ begins when its reality is abolished and
it has become a moment or dynamic element in a larger
unity. Wallace.

2. The faculty or capacity of forming ideals.

Thus we might expect to find, wherever the fancy, the
imagination, and the ideality are strong, some traces of a
sentiment innate in the human organization.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah,p. 326.

3. That which is ideal or unreal.

Sensuous certitude and the abstract classifications of
science have put to flight the winged and mist-clad ideal-
ities of philosophy. Jour. Spec. Phil., XIX. 34.

Transcendental ideality, existence regarded as depen-
dent upon the conditions of possible experience.

We maintain the empirical reality of space, so far as
every possible experience is concerned, but at the same
time its transcendental ideality : that is to say, we main-
tain that space is nothing, if we leave out of consideration
the condition of a possible experience, and accept it as
something on which things by themselves are in any way
dependent.
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Miiller, II. 25.

idealization (i-de'^a-li-za'shon), n. [= F. idea-
lisation= Sp. ideal&adon ; as idealise + -ation."]

The act of forming in idea or in thought; the
act of making ideal. Also spelled idealisation.

idealize (i-de'a-liz), v.; pret. and pp. idealized,
ppr. idealizing. [= P. idMiser = Sp. idealizar
= Pg. idealisar = D. idealiseren = Ot. idealisiren
= Dan. idealisere = Sw. idealisera; as ideal +
-ize.'] I. trans. To make ideal; give form to in
accordance with any preconceived ideal ; em-
body in an ideal form: as, to idealize a por-
trait.

The kinship of pity to love is shown among other ways
in this, that it idealizes its object.

E. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 18.

idemfactor

II. intrans. To form ideals.

Also spelled idealise.

idealizer (i-de'a-li-z6r), n. One who idealizes;

an idealist. Also spelled idealiser.

There is no idealizer like unavailing regret, all the more

if it be a regret of fancy as much as of real feeling.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 67.

ideally (i-de'al-i), adv. 1. In idea; in thought.

Factors ideally separated from their combinations.

B. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 321.

Truth to nature can be reached ideally, never histori-

cally. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 217.

2. According to an ideal.

idealogic (i-de-a-loj'ik), o. See ideologic.

idealogue (i-deVlog)> » See ideologue.

idealogy (i-de-aPo-ji), n. See ideology.

ideal-real (i-de'al-re'al), a. Both ideal andreal;

having the characteristics of ideal-realism.

The half-and-half systems, the ideal-real, as they are

called, held by so many in the present day in Germany,
are in the position of a professedly neutral person between

two hostile armies, exposed to the fire of both.
New Princeton Hev., I. 22.

ideal-realism (i-de'al-re'al-izm), n. A meta-
physical doctrine which combines the princi-

ples of idealism and realism. The ideal-reaUsm

of Schleiermacher, Beneke, Trendelenbuig, Ueberweg,
Wundt, and others consists in acknowledging the correct-

ness of Kant's account of the subjective origin of space,

time, and the conceptions of cause, substance, and the

like, and in holding, in addition, that these things have
also an existence altogether independent of the mind.
The ideal-reaUsm of Ulrici, B. Peirce, and others consists

in the opinion that nature and the mind have such a com-
munity as to impart to our guesses a tendency towardthe
truth, while at the same time they require the confiima-

tion of empirical science.

ideate (i-de'at), v.; pret. and pp. ideated, ppr.

ideating. [< idea + -ate^. Of. equiv. Sp. P^.

idear = It. ideare.] I. trans. If. To form in

idea or thought; fancy.

Letters mingle souls.

For thus friends absent speak. . . . But for these
I could ideate nothing which could please.

Donne, To Sir Henry Wotton.

2. To apprehend mentally so as to retain and
be able to recall ; fix permanently in the mind.
[Bare.]

II, intrans. To form ideas ; think.

Feeling in general is . . . the immediate consciousness
of the rising or falling of one's power of ideating.

G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 603.

ideate (i-de'at), a. and 91. [<. idea + -ate^."} I.

a. In metaph., produced by an idea, specifical-

ly by a Platonic idea ; existing by virtue of its

participation in an idea.

II. n. In metop7i., the correlative or object of

an idea ; the real or actual existence correlat-

ing with an idea. G. S. Lewes. ,

ideation (i-de-a'shgn), TO. [<. ideate+ ion.'] The
process or tfie act of forming ideas.

There is in it [the will] an element of conception, idea-
tion, or intellectual retentiveness.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 362.

ideational (i-de-a'shon-al), a. [< ideation+ -al.]

Pertaining to the faculty of ideation, or to the
exercise of this faculty; of or pertaining to the
formation of ideas.

What has never been presented could hardly be repre-
sented, if the ideational process were undisturbed: even
in our dreamswhitenegroes orround squares, for instance^
never appear. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 62.

ideative(i-de'a-tiv), o, [iideate+ 4ve.] Same
as ideational.

The acoustic images, by awaMng in the ideaUm field the
correlated ideas, render the words spoken by another in-

telligible. Alien, and Neurol, (trans.), VIIL 215.

idelt, a. An obsolete spelling of idle.

idem (i'dem), adv. [L. idem, m., ii.,eadem, f,, the
same, < «-, a pronominal root in is, he, that, etc.

(see ftei), + -dem, a demonstrative sufSx; cf,

ibidem. Hence identic, etc] The same; the
same as above or before: used to avoid repeat-
ing something already written. Abbreviated id.

idemfaciend (i-dem-fa'shiend), a. [< L. idem,
the same, + faciendus, ger. of facere, make,
produce : see fact.] Giving itself as product
when multiplied by a certain basis. Thus, if i

is the basis of a multiple algebra, and j is any
other vid such that ij = j, then j is said to be

idemfacient (i-dem-fa'shient), a. [< L. idem, the
same, + faeien(t-)Sj ppr. "of facere, make, pro-
duce : see fact.] Givmg itself as product when
multiplied into a certain basis. Thus, if i is the
basis of a multiple algebra, and j' is another vid
such that ji = j, then j" is said to be idemfacient.
idemfactor (i-dem-fak'tor), TO. [< L. idem, the
same, -1- factor, one who makes : see factor,] A
quantity or symbol which is at once idemfacient
and idemfaciend.



idempotent

Idempotent (i-dem'po-tent), ». [< l. idem, the
same, +poten{t-)s, having power: see potent.^
In mulUple algebra, a quantity wMeli multiphed
into itself gives itself. Ordinary unity is idem-
potent.

identic (i-den'tik), a. [Formerly identick, iden-
tique, < F. identigue = Sp. identico = Pg. It.
identico (cf. D. G. idenUsch= 1)0,11. Sw. identisk),
< ML. idenUcus, the same, < L. idenU- (in iden-
tidem, repeatedly), < idem, the same: see iden-
tity.'] Same as identical. [Rare.]

lady, your bright
And radiant eyes are in the right

;

The beard's th' identique beard you knew.
The same numerically true.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. i. 149.

To aggregate the particles of matter in identic shapes.
Dvix of Argyll.

identical (i-den'ti-kal), a. [< identic + -al.'}

1. Being the same; absolutely indistinguish-
able ; distinguishable only as points of view of
that which is one in its own being : also used
loosely to express the fact that two or more
things compared are the same in the particu-
lars considered, or differ in no essential point.
Absolute justice and absolute love are never antagonis-

tic, but identical.

Theodore Parker, Love and the Affections.

I cannot remember a thing that happened a year ago,
without a conviction, as strong as memory can give, that
1, the same identical person who now remember that event,
did then exist. Beid, Intellectual Powers, iiL 1.

The choice of a representative was once identical with
the choice of a chief. Our House ofCommons had its roots
in local gatherings like those in which uncivilized tribes
select head warriors. M. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 496.

2. Expressing identity.

That a ton equals a ton is an iden^tical proposition; that
the weight of a ton of coals equals the weight of 20 cwt.
of stones is an equivalent proposition.
6. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1st ser., U. it § 80.

Identical eoiuation. See e^uafe'on.— identical note,
in diplomacy, an ofBcial communication in terms agreed
upon by two or more governments, each of which sends
a copy to some power which they wish to influence or
warn by a simultaneous expression of unanimous opinion.
—Identical operation, an operation which leaves the
operand unchanged.—Identical proposition [ML.^ro-
positio identica, a phrase originating with the Scotists
in the 14th century], a proposition which is true by virtue
of the definitions of the terms together with the rules of
formal logic. Thus, " Everything that is at once tall and
either a man or a woman Is either a tall man or a tall

woman," is an identical proposition.

If those who blame my calling them trifling proposi-
tions had bat read, and been at the pains to understand,
what I had above writ in very plain English, they could
not but have seen that by identical propositionts I mean
only such wherein the same term, importing the same
Idea, is affirmed of itself : which I take to be the proper
Bigniflcatiou of identical propositions; and concerning all

such, I think I may continue safely to say that to pro-
pose them as instructive is no better than trifling. . . .

But IE men will call propositions identical wherein the
came term is not afflnned of itself, whether they speak
more properly than I others must judge.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. vllL § 3.

identically (i-den'ti-kal-i), adv. In an identi-
> eal manner ; with actual or intrinsic sameness

:

often followed by tlie same or alike to express
absolute sameness or likeness in every partic-

ular: as, two identically worded notes; their

views are identically the same or alike— identi-
cally true, in older writings, said of that which Is true

as a fact by virtue of the identity in existence of the sub-

ject and predicate ; now used in the sense of that which
Is true as an identical proposition or equation.

identicalness (i-den'ti-kal-nes), n. The state

or quality of being identical ; sameness.

She has an high opinion of her sex, to think they can

charm so long a man so well acquainted with their idem-

ticalness. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. 201.

identifiable (i-den'ti-fl-a-bl), a. [< identify +
-able.'] Capable of being identified.

identification (i-den'ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F.

identification = Pg. identifi^agSo : see identify

and -fication.'] 1. The act of making or prov-

ing to be the same ; the state of being made or

regarded as the same.
Iam not ready to admit the identification of the Eomish

Mth with Gospel faith. Bp. Watson, Charge.

Eesemblance itself may be fatal to identifi^atim when
the law of being is change. J. Ward, Bncyc. Bnt.,XX. 81.

2. The act or process of establishing the iden-

tity of something; the act or process of deter-

mining what a given thing is, or who a given

person is ; specifically, in nat. hist., the deter-

mining of the species to which a given specimen

belongs; also, the determination thus made.

identify (i-den'ti-fi), v. ;
pret. and pp. identified,

ppr. identifying. [= F. identifier = Sp. Pg.

idenUficar=It. identificare, identify, < ML. tden-

ticus, the same, + L. -ficme, < facere, make:

see identic and -fy.'] I. trans. 1. To make to

be the same; unite or combine in such a man-
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ner as to make one ; treat as having the same
use; consider as the same in effect; represent
as the same.
Let UB identify, let us incorporate ourselves with the

people. Burke, Economical Eeform.
To identify theology with the doctrine of the supernat-

ural IS, as I have pointed out, to narrow the meaning of
the word unnaturally. J. IL Seeley, Nat. E,eligion,p. 60.

2. To determine or establish the identity of;
ascertain that something met with is identical
with something otherwise known; ascertain
what a given thing or who a given person is

;

specifically, in nat. hist., to determine to what
species a given specimen belongs : as, the child
was identified by its clothing ; the owner identi-
fied his goods.
Ultima Thule, the furthest of the Britannic Isles, has

been identified with all sorts of localities.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 67.

3. To mark or characterize in such a way as to
show what the thing marked is; serve as a
means of identification for.

There is here not merely mental arrest but actual con-
flict; the voice perceived identifies Jacob, at the same
time the hands identify Esau.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX 62.

To identic one's self with, (a) To regard one's self
as being the essence or chief factor of.

As a statesman, he identified himself with the state.

Frescott, Ferd. and Isa., iL 25.

(b) To make one's self a part of (an organization, move-
ment, cause, etc.) ; be conspicuously active in the promo-
tion of : as, he early identified himself with the abolition
movement.

II. intrans. To become the same; coalesce
in interest, purpose, use, effect, etc. [Bare.]
An enlightened self-interest, which, when well under-

stood, they tell us, will identify with an interest more en-
larged than public. Burke, Eev. in Erance.

identism (i-den'tizm), n. [< ident(ic) + -dsm.]
The system or doctrine of identity: a name
applied to the metaphysicaltheory of Schelling.
See identity.

identity (i-den'ti-ti), n. [= F. identity = Sp.
identidad = Pg. identidade = It. identity = D.
identiteit = G. identitat = Dan. Sw. identitet,

< ML. identita{t-)s, sameness, < identious, the
same, < L. idenM- (in identidem, repeatedly), <
idem, the same: see identic and idem.] The
state of being the same; absolute sameness;
that relation which anything bears to itself;

loosely, essential or practical sameness. Prop-
erly, identity belongs only to the individual,
thing, being, event, etc.

In no form of government is there an absolute identity
of interest between the people and their rulers.

Macaulay, Mill on Government.

Absolute identity. See absolute.— Geneiio identity.
See jreBeric.-Personal identity. See personal.—Vlin-
clple of identity, in logic, the general formula A = A.
=Syn. See sameness.

ideogram (i'de-o-gram), n. [< Gr. iSia, idea, -I-

ypd/i/^a, a writing.] Same as ideograph. Isaac
Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 8.

ideograph, (i'df-o-graf),«. [< Gr. Ma, anidea, +
ypdfew, write.] A character, symbol, or figure

which suggests the idea of an object without,

expressing its name.
ideographic (i"df -o-graf 'ik), a. [= F. idSo-

graphique = Sp. ideogrdfico; as ideograph +
-jc.] Eepresenting ideas directly, and not

through the medium of their names: applied

specifically to that mode of writing which, by
means of symbols, figures, or hieroglypMes,

suggests the idea of an object without express-

ing its name. All written signs are believed to have
been ideographic in their origin, as are the Chinese charac-

ters, and the hieroglyphics of the ancient Egyptians for the

most part.

The picture-wiating of the Mexicans was found to have
given birth to a . . . family of ideographic forms.

B. Spender, Universal Progress, p. 19.

A few years ago a religious work was printed at Vienna

in the Mikmak language, in which no less than 5701 ideo-

graphic symbols are employed.
. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, L 21.

ideographical (i'"'de-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< ideo-

graphic + -al.] Same as ideographic.

ideographically (i"de-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In

an ideographic manner: as, a sentence ex-

pressed ideographically.

ideographics (i"de-o-graf'iks), n. [PI. of ideo-

graphic: see-Jcs.] A method ofwntmgm ide-

ographic characters. See ideographic.

ideography (i-de-og'ra-fi), n. [= P. idSographie

= Pg. ideograpHia, < Gr. idea, an idea, + -ypa^ia,

<jpa<j>EW, write.] The direct representation of

ideas by graphic signs. See ideographic.

ideologic (i"de-o-loj'ik), a. [Also idealogic; =
P. ideologique = Sp. ideoldgico = It. ideologico;

as ideology + 4c.] Same as
^--'---"'

Idia

His [Napoleon's] hatred of idealogues Is well known, but
the novel was that species of idealogic composition that
came least into collision with the principles of imperial-
ism. Chambers's Encyc.

ideological (i"de-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< ideologic
+ -al.] 1. Pertaining to ideology.
I would willingly have . . . persevered to the end in the

same abstinence which I have hitherto observed from ide-
ological discussions. J. S. Mill, Logic, IV. i. § 4.

2. Relating to or depending on the idea or sig-
nification. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, 1. 188.

ideologist (i-df-ol'o-jist), ». [= p. idMogiste;
as ideolog-y + -ist.] 1. One who is occupied
with ideas or ideals that have no real signifi-
cance or value ; one who indulges in theories
or speculations, or fabricates ideal schemes.
As to the cultivated and intelligent liberals of 1789, he

consigns them with aword to the place where they belong

;

they are ideologists : in other words, their pretended know-
ledge is mere drawing-room prejudice and the imagination
of the closet. Mew Princeton Rev., III. 294.

2. One who advocates the doctrines of ideol-
ogy-

The society of ideologists at Auteuil.
JEneye. Brit., XXHL 497.

ideologue (i-de'o-log), n. [Also, less correctly,
ideologue; < F. ideologue = Sp. idedlogo = Pg.
ideologo, < Gr. iSia, idea, -I- -Uyoc, < Myeiv,
speak: see -ology.] Same as ideologist.

Some domestic ideologue, who sits

And coldly chooses empire, where as well
He might republic.

MrSi Browning, Aurora Leigh, viit

ideology (i-de-ol'o-ji), n. [Also, less correctly,
idealogy; < '^. ideologic = Sp. ideologia = Pg.
It. ideologia, < Gr. ISia, idea, + -Tixiyta, < Myeiv,
speak: see -ology.] The science of ideas or of
mind ; a name applied by the later disciples of
the French philosopher Condillac to the his-
tory and evolution of human ideas, considered
as so many successive forms or modes of cer-
tain original or transformed sensations; that
system of mental philosophy which derives
knowledge exclusively from sensation.

Our neighbours . . . have made choice of the term ide-

ology ... to egress that department of knowledge which
had been called the science of the human mind.

D. Stewart, Philosophical Essays, iiL

ideomotion (i^'de-o-mo'shon), n. [< idea + mo-
tion.] In pliysiol'., motion induced by the force
of a dominant idea, and neither voluntary nor
purely reflex.

iaeomotor (i'df-o-mo'tor), a. [< L. idea, idea,
+ motor, mover.] In physiol., a term applied
by Dr. Carpenter to muscular movements re-

sulting from complete engrossment by an idea.

These he regarded as automatie, although ori-

ginating in the cerebrum.

In this paper he [Dr. Carpenter] also extended the idea
of reflex nervous function to the centers of sensation and
ideation, and enunciated the fundamental notions of "con-
sensual " and of ideo-motor action.

Pop. Sei. Mo., XXVIIL 548.

ideoprazist (i'''de-o-prak'sist), n. [< Gr. Uka,
idea, + npaStc, doing (see praxis),+ -ist] One
who is impelled to act by the force of an idea;
one who devotes his energies to the carrying
out of an idea. [Rare.]

He himself, says the Professor, was among the complet-
est Ideologists, at least 7d!€o^aici^s; in the Idea ... he
lived, moved, and fought. Ca/rlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 123.

ides (idz), n. pi. [In ME. idus, also In sing, ide;

F. ides = Sp. idus= Pg. idus, idos = It. idi = G.
idus, etc., = Gr. slSoi, < L. idOs, often eidus, pi.

of unused sing. *idiis (idu-), the ides.] In the
ancient Roman calendar, the eighth day after

the nones— that is, the 13th of January, Feb-
ruary, April, June, August, September, Novem-
ber, andDecember, and the 15th of March, May,
July, and October. The seven days after the nones
in each month are identified by their ordinal numbers be-
fore the ides (the Ides themselves included), as the eighth,
seventh, sixth, etc., day before the ides.

A soothsayer bids you beware the ides of March.
Shak., J. C, i. 2.

id est (id est). [L. : id, neut. of is, he, that, =
Goth, is, he (see he^ and Mt^, now it) ; est =
E. is.] That is; that is to say: usually written
with the abbreviation i. e.

Idia (id'i-a), n. [NL. (Meigen, 1826), < Gr. Mwf,
peculiar : "see idiom.] A genus of dipterous in-

sects, of the famUy Mtiscidce. They are of medium
size and blackish-gray color, sometimes reddish-yellow on
the abdomen. The eyes are naked ; the antennse are ap-
pressed, with the third joint half as long again as the sec-

ond; the bristle is comb-like; the legs are slim and slight-

ly hairy ; the middle tibise ai'e naked on the Inner side

;

the wings have no mai'ginal thorn ; and the abdomen is

of a flattened, round-oval figure. The species abound in
tropical countries : one is European and another North
American.



idiasm

idiasm (id'i-azm), n. [< Gr. I6iaafi6c, peoxiliar-

ity, < Idcd^eiv, be peculiar, < i6io(, peculiar : see

idiom.'] A peculiarity.

The idioms, idiotisms, aud, above all, the idiasms of
Shakespeare will be thoroughly understood, and so much
that now goes by the board in all modern editions will be
restored with intelligent reverence.
C. M. IngUby, Shakespeare : the Man and theBook, 1. 118.

idio-. [L. idio-, < Grr. icSio-f, one's ov<m,-private,

peculiar: see idiom.'] An element m com-
pound words of Greek origin, meaning 'one's

own,' 'private,' 'peculiar.'

idioblast (id'i-o-blast), n. [< Gr. ISio^, pecu-
liar, + Pmbto^J offshoot.] A term proposed
toy Sachs for certain individual cells or tissue-

elements which differ greatly, as regards their

contents, from the surrounding tissues. Such
are the resin-oeUs, tannin-cells, crystal-cells,

etc., found in various plants.

idiocrasy fid-i-ok'ra-si), m. [= P. idiocrasie,

idiocrase, < Gr. iSiokpaaia, a peculiar tempera-
ment, < ttSjof, one's own, peculiar (see idiom), +
update;, mixture, temperament : see crasis.] Pe-
culiarity of physical or mental constitution

;

that temperament or vital state which is pecu-
liar to a person ; idiosyncrasy. [Kare.]

idiocratic (id"i-o-krat'ik), a. [< idiocrasy

(-crat-) + -ic; ot. aristocraUc.'] Peculiar in re-

spect of constitution or temperament ; idiosyn-

cratic.

idiocratical (id"i-o-krat'i-kal), a. [< idiocratie

+ -al.] Same as idiocratic.

idiocy (id'i-o-si), n. [Also idiotey, < idiot + -cy;

not directly < Gr. iStarela, uneouthness, want of

education, also private life or business, < ISi&TTjg,

a private person, etc. : see idiot.] The state of

being an idiot ; natural absence or marked de-

fect of understanding ; mental imbecility. See

I will undertake to convict a man of idiocy if he can not
see the proof that three angles of a triangle are equal to

two right angles. F. W. Robertson.

idiocyclophanous (id"i-o-a-klof'a-nus), a. [<

'Gr. ISiog, peculiar, + kvk/m^, circle, + -^avijg, <

^aiveaBai, appear.] Same as idioplianous.

Idiodactylse (id"i-o-dak'ti-le), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. tdiof, peculiar, + SaKTv2/>g, finger, toe.] In
Sundevall's system, a group of oscine passerine
birds related to the crows, consisting of the
birds of paradise and sundry others, and con-
stituting the fourth family of the cohort Colio-

morplice.

idiooiuic (id'''i-o-dia'ik), a. [< Gr. Wioq, one's
own, + IdSl^, the pangs of labor.] In zool., re-

producing or bringing forth by means of a spe-
cial pore or opening of the body devoted ex-
clusively to this function, and through which
the genital products are extruded. When idio-

dlnio animals have a special gonaduct, this is

called an idiogonaduct.

The Porodinic group is divisible into Nephrodinic and
Idiodinic, in the former the nephridium serving as apore,
in the latter a special (tfitos) pore being developed.

E. -R. Lankester, Enoyc. Brit., XVI. 682.

idioelectric (id^'i-o-e-lek'trik), a. and n. [< Gr.

W(Of, one's own, peculiar, + E. electric] I. a.

Electric by virtue of its own peculiar proper-
ties, or manifesting electricity In its natural
state.

H, n. A term introduced by Gilbert for those
substances which become electrified by fric-

tion, in distinction from anelectric. This distinc-

tion was, however, based upon the erroneous idea that cer-

tain substances (as metals) could not be electrified in this

way.

idioglottic (id"i-o-glot'ik), a. [< Gr. ISwg, one's
own, + y?MTTiii6g, of the tongue: see glottic^.]

Using words or names invented in one's own
mind.
The boy soon gave up his idioglottic endeavors, learning

German before his next-born sister had reached tlie age
of beginning speech. SdeTice, XII. 146.

idiogonaduct (id"i-o-gon'a-dukt), n. [< Gr.
ISiog, one's own, + B. gonaduct, q. v.] The
gonaduct of an idiodinic animal.

The genital ducts of idiodinic forms may be called idio-
gonaducts, as distinguished from the nephrogonaducts of
nephrodinic forms. Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 682.

idiograph (id'i-o-paf), n. [< Gr. ISiog, one's
own, + ypdfew, write.] A mark or signature
peculiar to an individual ; a private mark or
trade-mark.
idiograpMc (id"i-o-graf'ik), a. [< idiograph +
-ic] Pertaining to or consisting of an idio-

graph or idiographs.

ioiogynous (id-i-oj'i-nus), a. [< Gr. iSioc, pecu-
liar, + yvv^, female (in mod. bot. pistil).] In
bot., not having a pistil.
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idiolatry (id-i-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. iSiog, one's

own, + hiTpda, worship.] Self-worship ; ex-

cessive self-esteem. [Bare.]

Idolatry . . . differs but a letter with idiolatry.

Bp. Andrews, Ninety-six Sermons, II. 393 (ed. 1841-44).

idiom (id'i-um), 11. [Formerly also ideom; D.
idioom = G. Dan. Sw. idiom = P. idioms = Sp.

Pg. It. idioma, < LL. idioma, < Gr. lSiu/j.a, a

peculiarity, property, a peculiar phraseology,
idiom, < iSiovcBat, make one's own, appropriate

to oneself, < idiog, one's own, private, personal,

peculiar, separate, in older Gr. FiSiog, prob. for
* Fs6wg, *BFe6tog, *aFejoc (= L. smis, one's own, his,

her, etc.), connected with aepelg, ace. oifieag, ape,

they, and with ov, = L. s\d, of oneself : see sui

generis.] 1. A mode of expression peculiar to

a language; a peculiarity of phraseology; a
phrase or form of words approved by the usage
of a language, whether written or spoken, and
often having a signification other than its gram-
matical or logical one. See idiotism, 1.

There are certain idioms, certain forms of speech, cer-

tain propositions, which the Holy Ghost repeats several

times, upon several occasions in the Scriptures.
Donne, Sermons, vi.

Some that with Care true Eloquence shall teach,

And to just Idioms fix our doubtful Speech.
Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st. 34.

2. The genius or peculiar east of a language

;

hence, a peculiar form or variation of lan-

guage ; a dialect.

The beautiful Provencal, . . . more rich and melodious
than any other idiom in the Peninsula.

Prescott, rerd. and Isa., Int.

=Syn. 2. Dialect, Diction, etc. See language.

idiomatic (id"i-o-mat'ik), a. [= F. idiomatique

= Sp. idiomdtieo = Pg. It. idiomatico (cf. G.
idiomatisch = Dan. Sw. idiomatislc), < NXi. idio-

maUous, < Gr. Idia/iaTiicSc:, peculiar, characteris-

tic, < Idlajiair-), a peculiarity, idiom: see idi-

om.] 1 . PecTiliar to or characteristic of a cer-

tain language
;
pertaining to or exhibiting the

particular east of a language or its charac-
teristic modes of expression.— S. Given to or

marked by the use of idioms : as, an idiomatic

writer.

Now, there is not in the world so certain a guarantee
for pure idiomatic diction, without tricks or affectation,

as a case of genuine excitement. De Quincey, Style, i.

Like most idiomatic as distinguished from correct writ-

ers, he [Dryden] knew very little about the language his-

torically or critically.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 76.

idiomatical (id^'i-o-mafi-kal), a. [< idiomatic
+ -al.] Idiomatic.

Milton mistakes the idiomatical use and meaning of
"munditiffi."

T. Warton, Milton's Smaller Poems, Horace, L 5.

His enthusiastic mode of thlnldng, and his foreign and
idiomatical manner of expressing himself, often excited
a smile on the grave cheek of the count.

Scott, Quentin Durward, xxv.

idiomatically (id"i-o-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In an
idiomatic manner; aecording'to the idiom of a
language.
idiomorphic (id"i-o-m6r'fii), a. [< Gr. IScog,

one's own, + |UO/o^^', form.] Having its own or
characteristic form. This term was introduced into
lithology by Rosenbusch, to indicate that a mineral form-
ing part of a rock-mass has the crystalline faces which
belong to it as a species, and that it has not been forced
by the other minerals with which it is associated to take
their form more or less completely.

The normal plutonic rocks are characterized by a struc-
ture in which idiomorphic constituents occur only in
small proportion. Geol. Mag., 3d dec, IV. 123.

idiomorphically (id"i-9-m6r'fi-kal-i), adv. In
an idiomorphic manner.

All of the constituents are idiomorphically developed.
Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 209.

idiomuscular (id"i-9-mus'ku-lar), a. [< Gr.
Mm?, peculikr, + E. muscular.] Pertaining to
muscle exclusively.— Idiomuscular contraction,
the contraction of muscular fibers when struck. The lo-

cal wheal which appears at the point struck, and usually
remains there, but sometimes divides and travels off in
either direction as a sluggish wave, is called the local, and
the contraction of the entire baud of fibers to the ends of
the muscle the general idiomuscular contraction.

idiopathetic (id'i-o-pa-thet'ik), a. [< idiopa-
tliy, after pathetic,' (^.'y.] Same as idiopathic.

idiopathetically (id'-'i-o-pa-thet'l-kal-i), adv.
Same as idiopathically.

idiopathic (id"i-9-path'ik), a. [< idiopath-y
+ -ic] Inpathol., of or pertaining to a primary
morbid state ; not secondary or arising from any
other disease : as, an idiopathic affection : op-
posed to symptomatic— iaiopa.tblo anemia, fever,
etc. See the nouns.

idiopathical (id"i-6-path'i-kal), a. Same as

idiosyncrasy

idiopathically (id"i-6-path'i-kal-i), adv. In the

manner of an idiopathic disease; not sympto-

matically. , . ,.

idiopathy (id-i-op'a-thi), n.; pi. tdiopathies

(-thiz). [= F. idiopathic = Sp. idiopaUa = Pg.

idiopathia = It. idiopatia, < Gr. Idwwaeeia, feeling

for oneself alone, < iSioTrad^g, affected for oneself

in a peculiar way, < W;o?, one's ovm (see idiom),

+ TToJdog, feeling, affection.] 1. InpatM., an

idiopathic character of disease; a morbid state

or condition not preceded and occasioned by
any other disease.— 2t. An individual or per-

sonal state of feeling; a mental condition pe-

culiar to one's self.

Men are so full of their own fancies and idiopathieatbai

they scarce have the civility to interchange any words

with a stranger. Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, Pref.

idiophanism (id-i-ofa-nizm), TO. [< idiopha-

n-ous + 4sm.'\ The property of being idiopha-

nous.
idiophanous (id-i-of 'a-nus), a. [< Gr. IStog,

peculiar, + -^avr/g, < ^aiveadat, appear,] Ex-
hibiting axial interference figures without the

use of polarizing apparatus: said of certain

crystals, as epidote. These figures are some-

times called epoptic figures. .Also idiocycloplia-

nous.

Idiophyllum (id^i-o-fil' um), to. [NL., < Gr.

Idwg, peculiar, + diiAAov, leaf.] A genus of fos-

sil ferns established by Lesquereux, based on
a small round or broadly obovate leaf found
at Mazon Creek, Illinois, in the lowest strata of

the middle coal-measures. This leal by its peculiar

areolation is closely related to Dictyophyllurn, but differs

from it in nothaving thepinnate characterwhich theleaves
of all the species referred to that genus have.

idioplasm (id'i-o-plazm), TO. [< 'Nil. idioplasma,

<Gr. idtog, one's own,+ 7rA(iff//o;, a thing formed:
see plasma.] Same as germ-plasma.

The chromatin must carry the hereditary characters, and
therefore has been termed the idioplasm.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 543.

idioplasma (id"i-6-plaz'ma), n. [NL.] Same
as germ-plasma.

idiopsychological (id"i-6-si-k9-loj'i-kal), a. [<

Gr. l6tog, one's own, + E. psychological.] Of or

pertaining to one's own mind.
The psychological method . . . may be divided into two

heads, according as we seek to develop moral science by
the interpretation of the conscience itself, or by tracing
the development of the moral out of the non-moral in the
study of psychological facts outside of the conscience.
"Idiopsychological" and "heteropsychological " are the
epithets employed to denote these two methods.

F. L. Patton, New Princeton Kev., 1. 181.

idiorepulsive (id^i-a-Te-pnl'siv), a. [< Gr.

Uiog, one's own, + E. repulsive.] Eepelling
itself.

The early theories regarded [electrical] phenomena as
produced either by a single fluid, idio-repulsive, but at-

tractive of all matter, or else as produced by two fiuids,

Q&cii idio-repulsive, but attractive of the other.
IT. R. Grove, Corr. of Torces, p. 88.

idiorrhythmic (id"i-o-rith'mik), a. [< Gr. XSiog,

one's own, + />v6/i6g, rhythm.] Self-regulated

;

consisting of self-governing members : an epi-

thet of those convents of the Greek Church in

which each member of the community is left

to regulate his own manner of life. Also writ-

ten idiorhythmic.

In an idiorrhythmic monastery each monk lives as he
pleases ; if rich he has a suite of apartments, if poor he
shares a cell with a brother. Discipline is kept up by pub-
lic opinion rather than by authority ; a monk is not bound
to attend vespers, but if he omitted to do so two days run-
ning without valid excuse his brethren would begin to

talk about his laxity and sliow signs of disapproval. In-

stead of an abbot an idiorrhythmic convent is governed by
a deliberative assembly and two or tliree annually elected
presidents. Athelstan Riley, Athos, or the Mountain of the

[Monks (1887), p. 66.

idiostatic (id"i-o-stat'ik), a. [< Gr. Idtog, one's
own, + cTaTiK6g, static: see static] Pertain-
ing to a mode of measurement of electri-

city in which no auxiliary electrification is em-
ployed.

The accessory electrometer or gauge is called an idio-
static electrometer.

J. E. R. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., L 86.

idiosyncrasy (id'-'i-o-sin'kra-si), TO.
; pi: idiosyn-

crasies (-siz). [= F. idiosyricrasie= Sp. It. idio-

sin-crasia =Pg. idiosyncrasia, < Gr. liioavyKpaaia,

also iStoavyKpamg, a peculiar temperament or
habit of body, < l6iog, one's own, peculiar, +
avyKpaaig, a mixture, tempering, < avyicepavvvvai,

mix with, < avv, with, -¥ Kspawvvat, mix, > Kpaaig,

a miring: s^eorasis.] A peculiarity of mental
or physical constitution or temperament ; char-
acteristic suseeptibiUtj or antipathy inherent
in an individual ; special mental disposition or
tendency.



idiosyncrasy

1 have no antipathy, or rather idio-syncrasy, in diet, hu-
mour, air, anything. Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, ii. 1.

That I am fond of indulging, beyond a hope of sympa-
*??','°.!?'''' retrospection, may be the symptom of some
sickly idiosimcrasy. Lamb, New Year's Eve.
Idiosyncrasies are, however, frequent ; thus we find one

person has an exceptional memory for sounds, another
for colours, another for forms.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 61.

idiosyncratic (id''i-o-sin-krat'ik), a. [< idiosyn-
crasy i-crat-) + -jcj Relating or pertaining to
idiosyncrasy ; of or arising from individual dis-
position or susceptibility : as, idiosyncratic sym-
pathy.
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idiotic (id-i-ot'ik), a. [= F. ..= Sp.

vate person: see idiot and -ic] If. tJneul-
tured; plain; simple. See extract under idiot-
ieal.— a. Pertaining to or resembling an idiot;
afaicted with idiocy; having the quality of idi-
ocy; very foolish; stupid.

The stupid succession [of Epicureans] persisted in main-
taming that the Sun, Moon, and Stars were no bigger than
they appear to the eye, and other such idiotic stuff against
mathematical demonstration.

Bentley, Free-Thinking, § 49.
Onlybycomparisonareweabletogeneralize,andtodis- jj:„+j„„ ,, tn„™i „* J- t-
iver what is idiosyncratic in these manifestations laiOtlCa, n. Jr'lural 01 id'ioticon

J. Nelson, Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 374. idlOtlCalt (id-i-ot'i-kal), a. [<
Same as idiotic, iVBoth sensory and non-sensory hallucinations ... are

idiosyncratic and unshared. B. Ourney, Mind, X. 162.

[< idiotic + -al.2

idiot (id'i-ot), n. and a. [Formerly also ideot;
< ME. idiot, ydiot = D. idioot = 6. Dan. Sw.
idiot, < OF. idiot, F. idiot = Sp. Pg. It. idiota,
an idiot, < L. idiota, an uneducated, ignorant,
inexperienced, common person, < Gr. itS«(jT;7f, a . , _.
private person, a common man, one who has idiotically (id-i-ot'i-kal-i), adv
no professional knowledge, an ignorant, ill-in- manner; very foolishly,
formed man, < ISiovadai, make one's own, < l6ioQ,

one's own, peculiar: see idiom.'] I. n. If. A
private person.

Truth IS content, when it comes into the world, to wear
our mantles, to learn our language ; it speaks to the most
idiotical sort of men in the most idiotical way. The rea-
son of this plSin and idiotical style of Scripture it may be
worth our farther taking notice of.

J. Smith, Select Discourses, VI., On Prophecy.

2. Same as idiotic, 2.

In an idiotic

St. Austin affirmed that the plain places of Scripture are
sufficient to all laics, and all idiots or private persons,

2t. An unlearned, ignorant, or simple person
I Estwarde and westwarde I awayted after faste.
And gede forth as an ydiote in centre to aspye
After fieres the Plowman.

Piers Plowman, (B), xvi. 170.

Christ was received of idiots, of the vulgar people, and
of the simpler sort.

"'

St. A fool or dupe ; one who is fooled.

Wenest thou make an ydiot of our dame?
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 311.

4t. A professional fool ; a' jester ; a clown.
The ideot likes vrith babies for to plaie ; . . .

A motley coate, a cockescombe, or a bell,
Hee better likes then Jewelles that exceU.

O. Whitney, Emblems (1686), p. 31.

The head of an ideat dressed in a cap and bells, and gap-
ing in a most immoderate manner. Spectator, No. 47.

5. A human being destitute of the ordinary
mental powers ; one who is born without un-
derstanding or discernment, or who has utterly
lost it by disease, so as to have no lucid inter-
vals ; one who, by deficiency of the intellectual
faculties, is xmfit for the social condition, or
for taking care of himself in danger.
Genetous idiots are rarely physically well made. They

appear to have received, in many instances, with the heri-

tage of a defective brain, an enfeebled, dwarfed, often crip-

pled body. Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 92.

6. In old Eng. law, one who has been without un-
derstanding or reasoning powers from his birth,

as distinguished from a lunatic. "At the pres-

ent day idiocy is considered as a species of in-

sanity or lunacy." {Bapalje and Lawrence.)

An idiot, or natural fool, is one that hath had no under-
andine from his nativity. Blachstone, Com., I. viii.

You are idiotically shouting yourself black in the face.
Sci. Amer., N. S., LVI. 106.

idioticalness (id-i-ot'i-kal-nes), n. The state

persons
of being an idiot. Bailey, 1731. [Rare.]

Jer. Taylor, idioticon (id-i-ot'i-kon), n.
;

pi. idiotica (-ka).
[NL., < Gr. ISioTutiv, neut. of IStanndQ, private,
taken in the sense of ISioq, peculiar to oneself:
see idiotic and idiom.'] A vocabulary or word-
book of a particular dialect ; a dictionary of
words and phrases peculiar to one part of a

^___ country. [Rare.]
'Blount, idiotisn (id'i-gt-ish), a. [= Dan. Sw. idiotisJc;

as idiot + -jsfti.] Idiotic.

And euerye man thought his own wysdome best, which
God hath proued stark folyshnesse all, and moost ydiot-
yshe dottage. Bp. Bale, Image of the Two Churches, i.

idiotism (id'i-ot-izm), n. [Formerly also ideolr-

ism; = D. G. idiotismus = Dan. idiotisme = Sw.
idiotism — P. idiotisme = Sp. Pg. It. idiotismo,
(. L. idiotismits, < Gr. iSuoTiu/^o;, the way or fash-
ion of a common person, a homely or vulgar
phrase, < ISiurlZtiv, put into common language,
< ISiiiTriQ, a private person, a common person:
S&& idiot anA -ism.'] 1. An idiom; a peculiarity
of phrase ; acurrentdeviationordeparturefrom
the strict syntactical rules or usages of a lan-
guage.

Scholars . . . sometimes . . . give terminations and
idiotiSTns suitable to their native language unto words
newly invented or translated out of other languages.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 166.

When they [the apostles] came therefore to talk of the
great doctrines of the cross, to preach up the astonishing
truths of the (3ospel ; they brought to be sure their old
idiotistns and plainness of speech along with them.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. ix.

The expression "in or with respect" is an idiotism.

P. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 85.

2. Apersonalpeculiarityof expression. [Rare.]

standing from his nativity. Bla^kstone,

II. a. Afaicted with, or indicating idiocy;

idiotic.
The tale of Betty Foy,

The idiot mother of an idiot boy.
Byron, English Bards and Scotch Eeviewers.

Ye mar a comely face with idiot tears.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Idiot Btitch, a name given to tricot stitch in crochet.

Diet, of Needlework.

idiot (id'i-ot), V. t. [< idiot, «.] To make or

render idiotic.

And being much befool'd and idioted

By the rough amity of the other, sank
As into sleep again. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

idiotcy (id'i-ot-si), n. [< idiot + -oy ; pro^. idi-

ocy, q. V. , the t being involved in the c]
as idiooy. [Rare.]

A state of mind which cannot comprehend the meaning
of an enactment or a penalty— as infancy, idiotcy, insMi-

ity, ignorance of the dialect spoken—excuses the indi-

vidUEd from punishment.
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 621.

Idiothalameae (id'''i-6-tha-la'me-e),».i>Z. [NL.,

< idiothalamus (see 'idiofhalamous) + -em.] A
division of lichens including ^the Vmielicanei,

OpegrapJiei, etc., now placed in several tribes.

Also written Idiothalami, Idiothalamia, and

Idiothalamii.

idiothalamous (id^i-p-thal's-mus), a. [< Ni..

idiothalamus, < Gr. iStog, one's own, + OaAafio^,

a room : see thalamus.] In hot. , having certain

parts of a different color and texture from the

thallus : applied to lichens.

Idiotism, or the use which is confined to an individual.
H. N. Day, Art of Discourse, § 287.

3. Idiocy; the state of being an idiot. [Rare.]

To say that this matter [the earth] was the cause of it-

self, this, of all other, were the greatest idiotism,.

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 49.

If in reality his philosophy be foreign to the matter pro-
fessed, ... it must be somewhat worse than mere igno-

rance or idiotism.
Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, iii. § 1.

The soul sinks into a kind of sleepy idiotism, and is di-

verted by toys and baubles. Goldsmith, Taste.

idiotize (id'i-ot-iz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. idiotized,

ppr. idiotizing. [< idiot + -ize. Cf. Gr. iSiurTil^uv,

put into common language : see idiotism.] To
become stupid. [Rare.]

Same idiotry (id'i-ot-ri), n. [< idiot + -ry.] Idiocy.

[Rare.]

I still keep up my correspondence with him, notwith-

standing his idiotry; for it is my principle to be constant

in my friendships.
Warturton, Note in Pope's Works (ed. 1761), V. 22.

Idiotypa (id-i-ot'i-pa), n. [NL., < Gr. ISiog, pe-

culiar, + TiiJTOf, type'.'] 1 . A genus of hymenop-
terous parasites, of the subfamily IHapriinm,

having the fore wings with a basal vein. Only
European species are known. Forster, 1856.

—

2. A genus of ortalid flies, containing one Cu-

ban species. Loew, 1873.

idiotype (id'i-o-lip), n. [< Gr. Idiog, peculiar, -I-

Tvnog, type.] An object or a substance typical

of a class ; one of a series exhibiting like pe-

culiarities. "A term applied by Guthrie (Chem. Soc.

Jour., xiii. 35) to bodies derived by replacement from the

idle

same substance, including the typical substance itself; am-
monia, for example, is idiotypic with ethylamine, phenyla-
mine, and all the organic bases derived from it by substi-
tution, and these are idiotypic one with the other. The
same term was appHed by Wackenroder (J. pr. Chem. , xxiv.
18) to certain non-crystalline organic bodies which, accord-
ing to his observations, exhibit certain similarities of struc-
ture." (Watts.)

idiotypic (id"i-o-tip'ik), a. [< idiotype + -ic]
Of or related to a particular class or type. See
idiotype.

idle (i'dl), a. and n. [< ME. idel, < AS. idel, emp-
ty, useless, vain, = OS. idal, idil = OFries. idel
= D. ijdel, vain, frivolous, trifling, = MLG. LG.
idel, empty, mere, = OHG. ital, empty, useless,
mere, MHG. itel, G. eitel, vain, conceited, tri-
fling, = Sw. idel, sheer, pure, downright, = Dan.
idel, sheer, mere, perhaps orig. 'clear,' = Gr.
Idapog, clear, pure (of springs), of common root
with Gr. aWyp, the upper, purer air (see etlter't-,

mthrioscope), aideiv, bm-n, Skt. V indh, kindle,
AS. ad, a fire, a funeral pile, dst, E. oast, a kiln

:

seeoasi.] I. o. 1. Empty; vacant; not occu-
pied: as, idle hours.
Huo thet wyle thanne by yherd ; ne come nagt beuore

god mid zuorde adrage and mid blodi honden ne ydel hon-
den. Ayenbyte oflnwit (E. E. T. S.), p. 218.

Bepent at idle times as thou may'st.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iL 2.

Dozing out all his idle noons,
And ev'ry night at play.

Cowper, Epitaph on a Hare.

2. Not engaged in any occupation or employ-
ment; unemployed; inactive; doing nothing.
The bee has thre kyndis [characteristics]. Ane es that

scho es neuer ydill.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

Why stand ye here all the day idle I Mat. xx. 6.

The Queen sat idle by her loom.
D. 6. Rossetti, Staff and Scrip.

3. In a state of disuse ; remaining unused.
Of antres vast, and desaiis idle,

Bough quarries, rocks, and hills whose heads touch hea-
ven.

It was my hint to speak. Shak., Othello, L 3.

The idle spear and shield were high up hung.
MUton, Nativity, 1. 55.

4. Useless; ineffectual; vain; bootless; una-
vailing; futile: as, idZerage.

They pass by me as the idle wind.
Which I respect not. Shah., J. C, iv. 3.

Apologies are idle things ; I will not trouble you with
them. Washington, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 400.

Yet life I hold but idle breath.
When love or honour's weighed with death.

Scott, I,, of the L., iv. 17.

5. Of no importance ; trivial; irrelevant; flip-

pant
;
pointless ; unprofitable : as, an idle story.

He did not smile, and say to himself that this was an
idle whim. 0. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, vL

Honour and shame, truth, lies, and weal and woe,
Seemed idle words, whose meaning none might know.

William, morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 302.

6. Acting idly or unconcernedly; careless; in-
different.

They are coming to the play ; I must be idle.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

7. Slothful; given to rest and ease ; averse to
labor; lazy: as, anidlefelloTf.

Gladde was Gaheret hem to be-holden, and so was his
companye, that a-gein diden so well that noon was foun-
den cowarde ne ydell. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii 285.

Will he be idle who has much t' enjoy?
Me therefore studious of laborious ease.
Not slothful. Cowper, Task, iii. 360.

8t. Wandering in mind; light-headed: an oc-
casional use in old plays. Malliwell.

Kath. Why do yon talk so?
Would you were fast asleep

!

Fra/iik. No, no, I'm not idle.

Ford and Dekher, Witch of Edmonton, iv. 2.

Idle wormst, worms which were believed or humorously
said to breed in the fingers of an idle person.

Keep thy hands in thy muff, and warm the idle worms
in thy fingers' ends. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iiL 1,

Shakspere refers to this belief in the following passage

:

Her waggoner, a small gray-coated gnat.
Not half so big as a round little worm,
Frick'd from the lazy finger of a maid.

Shak., E. and J., L 4.

To run idle, to run loose, without transmitting power or
producing effect : said of parts of machinery, as a loose
pulley, which serves only to preserve a strain on the driv-
ing-belt. =Syn. 6 and 7. Inactive, Inert, Idle, Lazy, In-
dolent, Slothful, Sluggish. The first three of these words
are not necessarily unfavorable in meaning ; the next four
are always so. Circumstances may make a man inac-
tive ; he may be idle for lack of work, or may rest from
toil by taking an idle hour ; disease may leave him quite
inert; but it is blameworthy to be lazy, ete. Fabius
showed a masterljr inactivity in opposition to Hannibal,
but one may be inactive when he ought to be at work.
All the words often apply to character or temperament,
and the last four always do so. To be inert is to be like
dead matter, destitute of motion or activity. To be idle is
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to be unemployed,whether through necessity, need of rest,

passing fancy, or permanent disposition. To be lazy is to

have a sti'ong repugnance to physical exertion, and es-

pecially to continued application. Slothful and sluggiah
express slowness of movement and a corresponding tem-
pei-ament or disposition. See IUUgss.

Il.t M. 1. Idleness; tudolenoe.

His brains rich Talent buries not in Idle.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bai'tas's Weeks, ii., Tbe Magnificence.

2. An indolent person.

Young Boies and Girles Saluages, or any other, bee they
neuer such idles, may tume, cane, or returne a fish, with-
out either shame or any great paine.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 189.

In idlct, in vain.

Eterne God, that thurgh thy purveiaunce
Ledest the world by certein governaunce,
In ydel, as men seyn, ye nothyng make.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 139.

Goddis name in ydil take thou not.

Bymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 104.

To 1)6 sick of the idlest, to be lazy. Nares.

Hodie nullam lineam duxi: I have beene sicke of t?ie idles

to-day. Withals, Diet. (ed. 1634X p. 568.

idle (i'dl), V.
;
pret. and pp. idled, ppr. idling.

[< ME. idlen, < AS. idlian, become useless (in

comp. d-idlian, make useless or vain), < idel,

idle : see idle, a.] I. intrans. To spend or waste
time in inaction or without employment.

The gossamers
That idle in the wanton summer air.

Shak., R. and J., 11 6.

My battle-harness idles on the wall.
Lowell, To G. W. Curtis.

II. trans. To spend in idleness; waste: gen-
erally followed by away: as, to idle away time.

If you have but an hour, will you improve that hour m-
lit&BA oi idling it away ? Chestefrjield.

idle-brainedt (i'dl-brand), a. Foolish; wander-
ing.

Is the man idle-brain'd for want of rest?
Cha/pman, Odyssey, xviii

idlefuUt (i'dl-ful), a. [< idle + -ful.'\ Marked
by or due to idleness ; indolent ; listless.

Keepes her in idlefvll delitiousnesse.
Marston, The Fawne, iv.

idleheadt, »• [ME. idelhed (= D. ijdelheid =
MliGr. idelheit= MHGr. iteleheit, G. eitetkeif) -yKidle

+ -head. Cf. idlelwod.'] Idleness. Chaucer.

idle-headed-)- (i'dl-hed"ed), a. [< idle + head +
-ed^ ; in part a perversion of addle-headed, q, v.]

1. Confused; foolish.

The superstitious idle-headed eld
Keceiv'd, and did deliver to our age.
This tale of Heme the hunter for a truth.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4.

2. Delirious; distracted.

He could not sleep, and for want of sleep became idle-

headed. £«ri(wi, Anat. of Mel., p. 611.

Upon this loss she fell idleheaded. Sir It. L'Bstrange.

idleliood(i'dl-hud), ». [<. idle + hood. Gt. idle-

head. ] The state ofbeing idle ; a habit of idling

;

idleness.
Thy craven fear my truth accused.
Thine idt^hood my trust abused.

Seott, Monastery, xii.

idlelyt (i'dl-li), ado. An obsolete form of

idly.

idleman (i'dl-man), ».; pi. idlemen (-men). A
feutleman. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
le-moss (i'dl-m6s), n. Same as heard-moss.

idleness (i'dl-nes), ». [< WK.ideVnesse, < AS. idel-

nes (= OS. idilnusse= OPries. idelnisse = OHGr.
italnissa), < idel, idle: see idle and -neas."] The
condition of being idle, in any sense of that
word; inactivity; slothfulness ; uselessness;
unprofitableness; worthlessness ; foolishness.

Finding by experience thatmany times idZenesse is lesse

hanuefull then vnprofltable occupation.
PvUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 258.

Either tohave it steril with idleness, or manuredwith in-

dustry. Shak., Othello, L 3.

=Syn. See idle.

idle-patedf (i'dl-pa^ted), a. [< idle + pate +
-ed^; in part a perversion of addle-pated, q. v.]

Idle-headed; foolish; stupid.

Let him be found never so idle-pated, he is still a grave
drunkard. Sir 27. Overbury, Characters, A Sexton.

idler (id'lSr), ». [< idle, v., + -ej-i.] 1. One
who idles; one who spends his time in inaction,

or without occupation or employment ; a loung-
ing or lazy person ; a sluggard.

An idler is a watch that wants both hands.
As useless if it goes as when it stands.

Cowper, Ketirementi 1. 681.

2. (a) Naut., a member of a ship's crew who is

not required to keep night-watch.

Having called up the tdiers— namely carpenter, cook,

and steward—we began washing down the decks.

R. U. Daim, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 8.
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(I)) On board a whaler, one who is not required
to assist in the capture of whales.— 3. In mach.

,

an idle-wheel.

idlesbyt (i'dlz-bi), n. [< idle + -s + -by, as in
rudesby.'] An idle or lazy person.

Those " nihil agentes," idlesbys, or " male ageutes," iU
spenders of their time.

Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 301.

idleshipt, «. [ME. idelship; < idle + ship."}

Idleness; sloth; laziness.
For of idelship

He [Loue] hateth all the felauship.
Gower, Cont. Amaut., iv.

idless, idlesse (i'dles), n. [Pseudo-archaic, <

idle -r -esse, in imitation of humhlesse, noblesse,

q. v.] Idleness. [Poetical and rare.]

Now a days, so irksome idless' slights
' And cursed charms have witch'd each student's mind.
That death it is to any of them all.

If that their hands to penning you do ca^L
Greene, Alphonsns, i.

idleton (I'dl-ton), n. [< idle + -ion, as in sim-

pleton.2 A lazy person. [Prov. Eng.]
idle-wheel (i'dl-hwel), n. 1. A wheel (C, fig. 1)

placed between two others {A and B) for the
purpose of transfer-

ring the motion from
one axis to the other
without change of

direction; a carrier-

wheel. If .4 and B were
in contact, they would re-

volve in opposite direc-
tions ; but in consequence
of the intermediate axis
of C they revolve in the
same direction, and with-
out any change of the ve-
locity-ratio of the pair.

2. A wheel that per-
forms a duty other
than the transmis-
sion of power, as the
preservation of a
strain on a belt, etc.
In fig. 2 the small wheel
rests upon the belt to
maintain its tension, and runs idly, transmitting no power
to other parts of the machine.

idly (ii'ii), adv. [Foimevly idlely ; < ME. ideZ-

lime, < AS. idellice (= MHG-. UelUche = Dan.
ideligen; cf. Sw. ideligen), < idel,\die: see idle

and-Zi/^.] In an idle manner; lazily; sluggish-

ly; carelessly; vainly; uselessly; unprofitably;
foolishly.

Thus may 30 sen my besy whel,
That got^ not ideliahe aboute.

Oower, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 111. (Halliwell.)

God would that (void of painfull labour) he
Should line in Eden ; but not idlely,

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

But it would hurt you both extremely to have her marry
herself idiy. Walpole, Letters, II. 468.

Idmonea (id -mo 'ne - a) , ». [Nil. , < Grr.'Id/iuv, in
legend, sou of Apollo, an Argonaut and seer:
ef. Idfiuv, kno-wing, skilful, < ISeIv, see, eldevai,

know: see idea.'] The typical genus of poly-
zoans of the family Idmo7ieidw. Lamarck.
Species of Tubulipora and Idmonea are common in the

shfdlow waters north of Cape Cod.
Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 241.

Idmoneidje (id-mo-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Id-
monea + -idee.'] A family of cyclostomatous
ectoproetous polyzoans, typified by the genus
Idmonea. The zoarium is usually erect, and the branch-
es are generally suboyliudrical and free or anastomosing.
Species occur in almost all seas. Also called Idmoneadce
and Homeridoi.

i-dot. A Middle English past participle of do^.
idocrase (i'do-kras), n. [< Gr. eldoc, form, shape,
figure, -t- KpaaiQ, mixture : see crasis.] The min-
eral vesuvianite.

idol (i'dol), n. [< ME. idoU = D. idool= G-. Dan.
Sw. idol, < OF. idole, also idele, idle, P. idole =
Pr. idola = Sp. Pg. It. idolo, < L. idolum, idolon,
an image, form, esp. an apparition, ghost, LL.
eccl. anidol,< Gr. udiAm, an image, aphantom,
ecel. an idol, < sldhat, know, middle uSeodai, be
seen, appear: see wit, and cf. idea. Cf. idolon,
idolum, eidolon.] 1. An image, effigy, figure, or
likeness of anything. [Obsolete or archaic]

Fie, lifeless picture, cold and senseless stone,
Well-painted idol, image dull and dead.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 212.

In many mortal forms I rashly sought
The shadow of that idol of my thought.

Shelley, Epipsychidion.

2. An image or similitude of a divinity; a rep-
resentation or symbol of a deity made, conse-
crated, or used as an object of worship.
Summe worschipen Symulacres, and summe Ydoles,

Mandeville, Travels, p. 164.

idolatrons

All the gods of the nations are idols. Pa. xovi 5.

Sullen Moloch, fled.

Hath left in shadows dread
His burning idol all of blackest hue.

MUton, Nativity, 1. 207.

Hence— 3. A person on whom or a thing on

which the affections are strongly set; any
object of absorbing devotion other than God
himself.

To the celestial, and my soul's idol, the most beautified

Ophelia. Shak., Hamlet^ it. 2.

The Prince wrote to his idol in the style of a worship-

per ; and Voltaire replied with exquisite grace and ad-

5ress. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

4. Aphantom or figment of the brain; a false

or misleading notion or conception ; an errone-

ous persuasion; a fallacy. See idolon.

The idols of preconceived opinion. Coleridge,

Bacon divided the fallacies or misconceptions that beset

mankind Into four classes : (1) idols of the tribe (idola tri-

6ms), fallacies incident to humanity in general ; (2) idols of

the den (idola speaiis), misapprehensions traceable to the

peculiar mental or bodily constitution of the individual;

(3) idols of the market-place (idola fort), errors due to the

influence of mere words orphrases ; (4) idols of the theatre
(idola theatri), errors due to the prevalence of imperfect
philosophic systems ormisleading methods of demonstra-
tion.

idolt, i>- t- [< iflol, n.] To worship ; make an
idol of ; idolize.

O happy people, where good Princes raign, , . .

Who idol not their pearly Scepters glory.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, it, Babylon.

idola, n. Plural of idolon.

idolantt, » [< idol + -ant.] An idolater.

A count-less hoast of craking idolants.

By Esay's Faith, is heer confounded all.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, iiii. S.

idolastert, idolastret, »»• and a. [ME. idolaster,

idolastre, < OF. idolastre, an erroneous form of

idolatre: see idolater.] I. n. Obsolete forms of

idolater.

He [Solomon] was a lecchour and an idolastre.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 1054.

II. a. Idolatrous.
'

Her yv'ry neck and brest of Alabastre
Made Heathen men of her more idolastre.

T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, iv. 368.

idolater (I-dol'a-tfer), n. [< ME. idolatre, < OF.
idolatre, F. iddtdtre = Sp. iddlatra = Pg. idola-

tra = It. idolatra, idolatro, < LL. (eccl.) idolo-

latres, < Gr. dduyioMrpric, an idol-worshiper, <

el6a?Mv, an idol, + JAtoiq, a workman for hire,

a hired servant, Tuarpevuv, work for hire, serve,

worship (> TMTpeia, service, worship : see latria),

< }MTpov, pay, hire. Cf. idolaster.] 1. A wor-
shiper of idols ; one who pays divine honors to

images, statues, or representations of anything

;

one who worships as a deity that which is not
God.
Thee shall thy brother man, the Lord from Heaven, . . .

Count the more base idolater of the two

;

Crueller as not passing thro' the fire

Bodies, but souls. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. An adorer; a devotee; a great admirer.

The lover too shuns business and alarms
Tender idolater of absent charms.

Cowper, Iletirement, L 220.

The idolater of minute rules will not be offended, as at

Aosta, with Doric triglyphs placed over Corinthian capi-
tals. B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 114.

idolatress (i-dol'a-tres), n. [< idolater -f -ess;

cf. It. idolatrice.] A female worshiper of idols.

That uxorious king, whose hearl^ though large.
Beguiled by fair idolatresses, fell
To idols foul. HUton, P. L., L 444.

idolatrical-l' (i-do-lat'ri-kal), a. [< ML. idola-

triCMs, < idolatria, idolatry": see idolatry.] Idola-
trous.

Themselves profess it to be idolatry to do so ; which is

a demonstration that their soul hath nothing in It that is

idolatrical. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 416.

idolatrize (i-dol'a-triz), v.
;
pret. and pp. idol-

atrized, ppr. idofatrizing. [< idolatr-y + -ize.

Cf . OF. idolatrier, P. idoldtrer= Pr. Sp. Pg. ido-

latrar = It. idolatrare, < ML. idololatrare, < Gr.
dStj'ko'hiTpuv, worship idols, < eiSuTuoMTprjQ, an
idolater: see idolater.] I. intrans. To worship
idols; practise idolatry. [Rare.]

And as the Persians did idolatrize
Unto the sun.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, L 1.

II. trans. To adore or worship idolatronsly;
make an idol of; idolize. [Rare.]
Apollo easilyperceived that Lipsius did manifestly idola-

trize Tacitus. Boccalini (trans.), p. 17. (Latham.)

idolatrous (i-dol'a-tms), a. [< idolatry + -ous.]

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of idolatry;
hence, practising or feeling superstitious ado-
ration: as, idolatrous veneration for antiquity,



idolatrous

Baptysed bella, bedes, . . altars, holye water, and the
devyll and all of Boche idotatrouse beggery.
Bp. Bale, Yet a Coarse at the Eomyshe Foxe, lol. 65 (1543).

Neither may the picture of our Saviour ... be drawn
to an idolatrous vise. Peacham, On Drawing.

2. Worshiping idols or false gods; hence, eher-
ishing tmdue reverence or affection; inordi-
nately or profanely devoted

My idolatrous fancy
Must sanctify his relics. Shak., All's 'Vrell, i. 1.

The Saxons were a sort of idolatrous pagans.
Sir W. Temple, Introd. to Hist. Eng.

3. Used in or designed for idolatry ; devoted
to idols or idol-worship : as, an idolatrous im-
age or temple.

And this idolatrous grove of images, this flasket of idols,
which I will pull down.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

idolatrously (i-dol'a-trus-li), adv. In an idol-
atrous manner; with undue reverence or af-
fection.

idolatry (i-dol'a-tri), «.; pi. idolatries (-triz).

[< ME. idolatrie, < OF. idolatrie, F. idoldtrie =
Fi.ydolatria = Sp. idolatria = Pg. It. idolatria,

< ML. idolatria, contr. of LL. idololatria, < G-r.

dSah)?MTpeia, idolatry, < etdu^o/ldrp^f, an idola-
ter: see idolater.^ 1. The worship of idols or
images; more generally, the paying of divine
honors to any created object; the ascription
of divine power to natural agencies, idolatry
exists in a variety of forms, as— (o) the worship of inani-
mate objects, as stones, trees, etc. ; (U) animal-worship

;

(c) the worship of the higher powers of nature, the sun,
moon, stars, fire, water, etc. ; (d) hero-worship, or the wor-
ship of deceased ancestors.

His eye survey'd the dark idolatries

Of alienated Judah. Milton, P. L., L 466.

What some fools are made by art,

Tliey were by nature, atheists, head and heart.
The gross idolatry blind heathens teach
Was too refin'd for them, beyond their reach,

Cowper, Hope, 1. 499.

Scientifically defined, idolatry is a mode of thought un-
der which all causation is attributed to entities.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 330.

2. Immoderate veneration or love for any per-
son or thing ; admiration hordering on adora-
tion.

Let not my love be call'd idolatry,

Nor my beloved as an idol show.
Shah, Sonnets, cv.

I loved the man [Shakspere], and do honour his mem-
ory on this side idolatry as much as any.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

And I, with wild Idolatry,
Begin [my prayers] to God, and end them all to Thee.

Cowley, The Mistress, The Thief.

idolet (i'dol-et), n. [< idol + -e*.] A small

idol. [Eare.]
idol-fire (i'dol-fir), n. A fire burned in honor
of an idol, or on a pagan altar. [Bare.]

Kegard gradation, lest the soul
Of Discord race the rising wind

;

A wind to puff your idol-fires,

And heap their ashes on the head.
Tennyson, Love Thou thy Land.

idolify (i-dol'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. idolifled,

ppr. tdolifying. [< L. idolum, an idol, + -ficare,

make : see -fy."] To make an idol of. [Rare.]

If it had been the fate of Nobs thus to be idolifled.

ffouthey. The Doctor, cxliv.

idolisation, idolise, etc. See idolization, etc.

idolisht (i'dol-ish), a. [< idol + -ish\'\ Idola-

trous; heathenish.

When they have stuftt their Idolish temples with the

wasteful pillage of your estates, will they yet have any

compassion upon you? ..

Milton, Church-Government, u., Con.

idolismt (i'dol-izm), n. [< idol + -Jsm.] 1.

The worship "of idols.

Much less permits he [the King] (throngh all his Land)

One rag, one relique, or one signe to stand

Of Idolwm, or idle superstition.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartaa'a Weeks, u.. The Decay.

2. A false or misleading notion; fallacy. See

idol, 4.

How wilt thou reason with them, how refute

Their idolisms, traditions, paradoxes?
MUton, V.Ti.,iy.2Si.

idolistt(i'dol-ist), w. [,<idol + -ist.'i Awor-
shiper of images; an idolater.

I . . . to God have brought

Dishonour, obloquy, and oped the mouths
Of idolista and atheists. Milton, S. A., 1. 4^.

idolization (i"dol-i-za'shon), n. [< idolize +
-ation.'] The act or habit of idolizing ;

immod-

erate veneration or admiration. Also spelled

idolisation.

idolize (i'dol-iz), v. ;
pret. and pp. idohzed, ppr.

idolizing. "[< i^"^ + "»««•] ) -*""*• '•

worship as an idol ; make an idol of.
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Here it Is not the Stile to claw and compliment with

the King, or idolize him by Sacred Sovereign, and Most
Excellent Majesty ; but the Spaniard, when he petitions
to his King, gives him no other Character hut Su'.

Howell, Letters, I. iiL 10.

Hence— 2. To reverence immoderately; love
or admire to adoration : as, to idolize a hero ; to
idolize children.

Not fearing either Man or God,
. Gold he did idolize.

Prior, The Viceroy, iv.

II. intrans. To practise idol-worship. [Eare.]

To idolize after the manner of Egypt. Fairbaim.

Also spelled idolise.

idolizer (i'dol-i-z6r), ji. One who idolizes; one
who venerates or loves unduly : as, an idoUzer
of Shakspere. Also spelled idoliser.

Though I be not such an idolizer of antiquity as Harris,
yet they have great charms for me.

Warburton, To Hurd, Letters, xlviii.

idoloclast (i-dol'o-klast), n. [< Gr. elSaXov, an
linage, idol, + "KXaarrig, a breaker, < kXciv, break.
Of. iconoclast.'] A breaker of idols or images

;

an iconoclast. Mare. [Rare.]
idolograpMcal (i-dol-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< Gr.
elSoTiov, idol, -I- yp&ijieiVy'yfvite, + Uc-al.'] Treat-
ing of idols or idolatry. [Rare.]

I should have looked at some of the Lisbon idols with
more satisfaction if I had been acquainted with their ad-
ventures, as recorded in this extraordinary idolograpMcal
work. Southey, Letters (1826), IIL 639.

idolon, idolum (i-do'lon, -lum), to.
;
pi. idola

(-la). [NL., < L. idolmn, < Gr. eMuJiov, an im-
age, phantom : see idol.'] 1. An image.— 2, A
false mental image or conception ; a mistaken
notion ; a fallacy. See idol, 4.

It is a treatise on the wisdom needed for the manage-
ment of the individual mind, so as that it may overcome
the idola or common tendencies to error against which
Bacon had warned mankind. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 757.

Those who read without acquiring distinct images of
the things about which they read, by the help of their
own senses, gather no real knowledge, hut conceive mere
phantoms and idola. Huxley, Crayfish, p. 6.

We avoid the "idola specus" by trusting Common
Sense,but what is to guard us against the "idolatribus"!

H. Sidgwkk, Methods of Ethics, p. 137.

Also spelled eidolon.

idolothytic (i-dol-o-thit'ik), a. [< Gr. dSaXddma,
meats sacrificed to idols, neut. pi. of elSaMBvrog,

sacrificed to idols, < ddaXov, idol, + Ovrd;, verbal
adj. of dveiv, sacrifice.] Permitting the eating

of meats sacrificed to idols. [Rare.]

Those who assert the lawfulness of eating meat offered

to idols—whether they are Gnostics or not, these last I

have called idolothytic Christiana, because I cannot devise

a better name, not because it is strictly defensible etymo-
logically. Hitxley, Nineteenth Century, XXV. 495.

idoloust (i'dol-us), a. [< idol + -ous.] Idol-

like; heathenish.

When such an image or idolouse prince is thus vp set or

constituted by authoritie, he maye in no wyse speake, but

oute of that spirit y' their coniurers, confessours I shuld

sai, haue put into him.
Bp. Bale, Image of the Two Churches, ii.

idol-shell (i'dol-shel), TO. A shell of the genus
Ampullaria ; a'kind of apple-shell. See cut un-

der Ampullariidce.

In the true ampuUarias, which are peculiar to tropical

America, and are called idol-shells by the Indians, the

pipe is long and the operculum horny,
P.P. Carpenter, MoUusca.

idol-worship (i'dol-wer^ship), n. The worship

of idols or imaged.

Idomenean (i-do-me'ne-an), a. and «. [In

form < L. IdomeneiiS, Gr. 'I6o/ievev(, a king of

Crete, the leader of the Cretans against Troy.]

I. a. Pertaining to the race of Idomeneans.

II. TO. One of a race of sublunary beings, of

which Dr. Reid, the metaphysician, pretends to

quote an account from the philosopher Anepi-

graphus. Having no peripheral sense except sight, they

conceive space to have but two dimensions. Heid, Human
Mind, § 9, Geometry of Visibles.

_

i-dont. AMiddle English past participle ot aoK

idonealt (i-do'nf-al), a. [< L. idoneus, fit,+ -al]

Idoneous.
Tho' they have Parts, with Fortune at their WiU

;

Fine paper too, idoneal Types for Jargon.

Quoted in JV. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 403,

idoneoust (i-do'ne-us), a. [= F. «ciome= Sp. idd-

neo = Pg. It. idoneo, < L. idoneus, fit, proper.]

Fit; suitable; convenient; adequate. [Rare.]

He expresses his conception and idea for the judicious

collocation, idoneous and apt disposition, right castmg

and oontrivement, of the several parts and rooms, accord-

ing to their distinct ofBces and uses.

Evelyn, Architects and Architecture.

Especially if, on the same sheet of paper, some other fit

mineral water or idoneous liquor be likewise dropped
Boyle, Works, IV. 806.

Idotea irrerata.
natural size.

idyl

idorgan (id'6r-gan), TO. [< Gr I6(ia), idea, +
bpyavov, organ.] " In hiol., an ideal or potential
organism ; a plastid, or any one of the Protozoa
or Protista, as a moner or amceba, as distin-
guished from any metazoie animal: implying
evolutionary potentiality to develop into all

higherforms of life,without the actuality of such
a process.

In his [Haeckel's] subsequent monograph on calcareous
Sponges, and in a final paper, he somewhat modifies these
categories by substituting one category of extreme com-
prehensiveness, that of the idorgan, in place of the three
separate orders of organs, antimeres, and metameres.

Erwyc. Brit.,xyi. 842.

Idotea (i-do'tf-a), TO. [NL. (Fabricius, 1793),
prop. Idothea, < (rr. 'ElSodsa, 'E'dodtrj, a sea-god-
dess, daughter of Proteus.] The typical genus of
Idoteidce. l. irrorata is a marine spe-
cies of wide distribution in the north-
ern hemisphere, abundant in tide-pools
along the North Atlantic coast. Also
written Idothea, Eidotea, Eidothea.

IdoteidsB (i-do-te'i-de), to. pi.
[NL.,< Idotea '+ -idw.] A family
of cursorial isopods, typified by
the genus Idotea. These small and
slender marine crustaceans have 4 an-
tennee in the same horizontal line, the
outer pair of which have a long many-
jointed filament; the branchial oper-
culum is weU developed; several of the
abdominal segments are united in a ter-

minal plate or caudal shield ; and the
last pair ot abdominal legs is modified
into an annulate operculum. Idotea, Chiridotea, and Arc-
turus are leading genera. Some of the species are known
as box-slaters. Also Arcturidce and Idoteoides.

idoteiform (i-do-te'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Idotea
+ L. forma, form.] In entom., resembling the
Idoteidce. Applied byKirby to certain unidentified Bra.
zllian larvae of flattened form, and with the last abdominal
segment greatly enlarged, found under bark in Brazil; they
probably belong to the coleopterous family HisteridoB.

idrialin, idrialine (id'ri-a-lin), «. [< idrial{ite)

+ -in^, -ine^.] A fusible inflammable sub-
stance, containing carbon, hydrogen, and oxy-
gen, obtained from idrialite.

idrialite (id'ri-a-lit), n. [< Idria (see def.) -f-

-lite.] A massive opaque mineral with greasy
luster and of greenish or brownish-black color,

found in the quicksilver-mines of Idria in Car-
niola, Austria. It is a hydrocarbon, and from its in-

flammability and the admixture of mercury it is called in-

flamma^ble cinnabar.

idrosis (i-dro'sis), TO. Same as Mdrosis.

Idumean, Idumssan (l-du-me'an), a. and to.

[< L, Idumwus, < Gr. 'ISovfiaiog, < 'ISov^ia, L.
Idumma, < Heb. Edom, Edom, lit. red.] I. a. Of
or pertaining to Idumsea or Edom, an ancient
territory and kingdom between Palestine and
Egypt, extending from the Dead Sea southward
to the gulf of^Akabah.

Herod was the name of a family of Idumoean origin.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 764.

II. TO. A member of the race inhabiting an-
cient Idumsea or Edom, represented in the Bible
as descendants of Esau; an Edomite.
Iduua (i-dii'na), n. [NL.] 1. A genus of old-

world warblers, of the family Sylmidce, having
as type iS^ZuJocaKg'ato of Europe and Asia: now
merged in Sypolais. Keyserling and Blasius,
1840.— 2. A genus of protozoans.—3. A genus
of crustaceans.—4. A genus of dipterous in-

sects, of the family Ortalidce. Loew, 1873.

Idunse (i-dii'ne), to. pi. [NL., pi. of Iduna.] A
group of warblers taking name from the genus
Iduna. M. Seebohm, 1881.

idust, «. [ME.jiJ-i. idus : see ide^, ides.] Same
as ides.

The last Idtts of March, after the yeer.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 39.

Idyia (i-di'ya), «. [NL. (also Idya), < Gr. eidvla,

fem. of £((5(jf ,
part, of elohai, know, 2d perf. of

*slSeiv, know, iSslv, see : see idea.] 1 . (o) A no-
table genus of comb-bearing jelly-fishes or cte-

nophorans, of the family .Berojite. (&) [I.e.] A
species of this genus.

One of the most beautiful of all the jelly-fishes is the
rose-colored idyia. It attains a length of three or four
inches, and in form is not very unlike an elongated melon
with one end cut square off. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 320.

2. A genus of crustaceans.

idyl (i'dil), TO. [Also written idyU; = D. G.
idylle = Dan. idyl = Sw. idyll, < F. idylle = Sp.
idilio = Pg. idyllio = It. idillio, < L. idyllium,

edyllium, < Gr. eiSvMtov, a short, highlywrought
descriptive poem, mostly on pastoral subjects,

< sl6o(, a form, shape, figure, image (see idol),

+ dim. term. -v^T^iav.] 1. Primarily, a poem
descriptive of rural scenes and events ; a pas-
toral or rural poem, like the idyls of Theocri-
tus, Goldsmith's "DesertedVillage," orBurns's



idyl

'Cottar's Saturday Night": applied also to
longer poems of a descriptive and narrative
character, as Tennyson's "Idylls of the King,"
and to prose compositions of similar purport
treated in a poetic style.

I heard her turn the page ; she found a small
Sweet Idylf and once morc^ as low, she read.

Tennyson, Princess, vii.

[Tennyson spells the word in both ways, as here given. J

2. Ail episode, or a series of events or circum-
stances of pastoral or rural simplicity, fit for an
idyl.—3. In music, a composition, usually in-
strumental, of a pastoral or sentimental char-
acter.

idylist, idyllist (i'dil-ist), n. [< idyl + 4st.^
A writer of idyls: anidyllic poet or writer; one
who depicts idyllic, or pastoral subjects, as a
painter.

The work of Mrs. Thaxter, Piatt, and other recent idyl-
lists, ... is natural, sympathetic— in short, thorougmy
American. Stedtnan, Poets of America, p. 47.

idyllic (i-dil'ik), a. [= F. idylligue (cf. D. G.
idyllisch = Dan. Sw. idyllisk); as idyl + -jc]
1. Of or belonging to descriptive or pastoral
poetry; having the form or sentiment of an
idyl.— 2. In sympathy with what is rural or
pastoral; suitable for an idyl; fit to be related
or described in an idyl: as, an idyllic custom;
an idyllic experience.

idyllical (i-dil'i-kal), a. [<.idyJMc + -al.'i Same
as idyllic.

idyllist, n. See idylist.

ie. A common English digraph, of various ori-
gin, (a) It occurs medially with the original power of
long i, namely e, in iield, field, wield, yield, belief, believe,
bier, lief, and some other words of Anglo-Saxon origin,
where it takes the place of early modem English ee^nglo-
Saxon e, y, e, y, ed, ce. In sieve it represents an English
and Anglo-Saxon short i. It also occurs medially with tJie

souud e in brief, chief, grief, niece, piece, relief, relieve, re-
prieve, retrieve, siege, mien, and other words of French and
other uon-English origin, representing in most of these an
eai'ly modem English ee, but an original French ie. (6) It
occurs terminally with the present sound of long i, name-
ly i, in hie, lie\ lie^, tie (and in drie, rie, etc., obsolete
spellings of dry, rye, etc.)^ and other words of Anglo-Saxon
origin, and also in ^1, ^ifiS me (and in cm, /rie, etc.ob-
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lowing, or supposing that; on condition that:

used in introducing a conditional sentence or

clause : as, I will go if you do ; if he is there, I

shall see him. in logic that which the conditional prop-
osition expresses is such knowledge that the additional
knowledge of the fact expressed in the clause introduced by
if would give us the knowledge of the fact expressed in
the other clause. " If A happens, £ happens," implies not
only that whenever A happens B happens, in the actual
circumstances, but that it would do so under a certain
variation of circumstances from those which actually
occur. Thus, " if I were to tlu'ow my inkstand on the
floor, I should spoil the carpet^" and "if the result of

throwing the inkstand on the floor would be to spoil the
carpet^ I shall not thi'ow it on the floor," may both be true
at once, although in logical form the propositions appear
to conflict.

"We mote," he seyde, "be hardy, and stalworthe, and wyee,
Oef we wol habbe oure lyf, and holde oure franchise."

Sob. of Oloueester, p. 165.

^he had pes at euen, he had non at morow.
Rob. of Brunne, p. 40.

Wherfore I preye to alle the Eederes and Hereres of
this Boke, zif It plese hem, that thei wolde preyen to God
for me. Mandeville, Travels, p. 316.

Yefe eny brother or sister falle in pouert, or in mischief,
eueiy brother or sister shal payen an halpeny in ye woke
to ye officers. English OUds (B. B. T. S.X p. 26.

Xf thou be the Son of God, command that these stones
be made bread. Mat. iT. 3.

[If was formerly often followed by that.

For certes, suche a maladie
As I now haue, and long haue hadde,
It might make a wise mau madde
Jf that it shulde longe endure.

Gower, Conf. Amant., !.]

2. Whether: used in introducing an object
clause.

The Duke is expected over immediately ; I don't know
if to stay, or why he comes. Walpole, Letters, II. 116.

She'll not tell me if she love me. Tennyson, Lilian.

He knows at last if Life or Death be best.

Lowell, Agassiz, vi. 2.

I know not if to pray
Still to be what I am, or yield, and be
Like all the other men I see.

M. Arnold, A Summer ITight.

3. Although; notwithstanding that: as, I am
Bolete spellings of cry, /rj/, etc.), and other words of French honest, if 1 am poor; heis strong, «/ he is little

and other non-English origin ; also terminally, with the
short sound of i, in /amiiie, ojmitie, etc., and other obsolete
spellings, where now -y is used {family, amity, etc.), the
plurals (families, etc.), however, retaining the original ie.

The digraph occurs also in other words of different origin.

-ie^. See -^1.

-ie^. See -^2.

See -w3.

An abbreviation of id est.

In. philol., an abbreviation of Indo-Euro-

Asif.

-ie3,

i. e.

I.E.
pean.

ieldf, V. t. An obsolete form of yield.

-ier^. [Also -yer; < ME. -ier, ./yer, -4ere, being
the suffix -eri preceded by -i-, formative of weak
verbs in AS. -ian, ME. -ien, -e»; see -e»i.] A
suffix denoting the agent, the same as -er^ with ifJalii
an original verb-formative preceding. It appears ^ '

in brazierl, grazier, hellier = hillier, and, spelled -yer, in
hillyer, another spelling of hillier, and lovyer, an obsolete
or dialectal variant of lover. In boxoyer, lawyer, sawyer,
the sufllx -yer is slightly difiEerent. See -yer.

-ier^ (-er'). [< F. -4er, ult. < L. -arivs: see -e»-2

and -eer.] Another form of the suffix -eer, re-
taining the French spelling, and occurring in
more recent words from the French, as in hrig-
adier, halberdier, etc. See -eer, -er^.

ier-oe (er-6'), n. [Sc, < Gael, iar-ogha, a great-
grandchild, < iar, = It. iar, after, + ogha = Ir.

ua, a grandchild: see o6 and oe.] A great-
grandchild. [Scotch.]

Till his wee curlie John's ier-oe.

When ebbing life nae mair shall How,
The lafit sad mournful rites bestow.

Bums, Dedication to Gavin Hamilton.

If, like <md, but, and other conjunctions, is sometimes used
as a noun, with reference to sentences so beginning.

What, quod the-protectour, thou seruest me I wene wt
iffes & with andes, I tel the thei haue so done, & that I
will make good on thy body traituor.

Sir T. More,Wovks (1677)i p. 66.

Your if is the only peace-maker ; much virtue in if.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

Where the frail hair-breadth of an if
Is all that sunders life and death.

Lowell, To Happiness.
See a£i.

You look
As if you held a brow of much distraction

:

Are you mov'd, my lord ? Shak., W. T., L 2.

If anything. See anything, adv.

conj. [ME. if alle; at. all-he, albeit, al-

] Even if; although.

If-aUe the knyghte were kene and thro,
Those owtlawes wanne the child hym fro.

US. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 102. {HalliweU.)

ife, n. [< OF. (and F.)if, yew, of Teut. origin,
= AS. tw = D. iif, etc. : see yew.'] The yew.

_
[Prov. Eng.]

ifeckst (i-feks'), interj. A corrupt form of im
faith.

Jfecks, you are a pretty little damsel.
Sheridan, The Duenna, iiL 7.

i-feret, adv. [ME., also ifeere, yfere, etc.: see
i» /ere, under /eej-i.] Together: same as »»/ere
(which see, under /eerl).

Than ferde thei alle forth i-fere fayn of here lines.
William qf Palerm (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2817.

And save hire browes joyneden ifeere,
Ther was no lakke in oght I kan espien.

y^j, ^j, ^j, ^j, „j — ^. „j, v/i, ^, „uD„ucx, uui,, = ,
Chaucer, TroUus, v. 813.

OHG. ibu, ooa, ube, upa, upi, MHG. ohe, oh, -i-ferous. See -ferous.

op, G. ob, if, whether, = loel. if, ef, if, = Goth, i-fett. A Middle English past participle of/eil.
«6a, «fta», whether, perhaps; with negative, mJ6a, ;i-form. See -/or»i.

mbai, if not, unless, in comp. jahai (< jah, and, ifrit (if-rif), n. Same as afrit.
also, + ihai, the contraction of jah with the ^i-fy. See -fy.
radical i explaining the other Teut. forms with i'gad (i-gad'), interj. Same as egad.
initial o or «), if ; orig. the dat. or instr. case They refus'd it, Igad, the silly Rogues.
('on the condition') of a noun represented by iacMn^Aam, The Rehearsal, ii S.

OHG. i6a, condition, stipulation, doubt, = leel. h that be all, said I, e'en bum your Play

;

«/) ef, neut., e/i, e/, m,, doubt, hesitation, > ifa, I'gad l we know all that as well as they.

efa, v., doubt, = Sw. jdf, an exception, chal- Prior, EpUogue to Phtedra.

lenge, '> jdfva, make an exception against, chal- Igdrasil, n. See Ygdrasil.
lenge. The notion to which Home Tooke gave ighet, n. A Middle English variant of e«el.
currency, that if, AS. gif, was ong. the impv. ightf. A Middle English form of ought, obso-
of the verb give (AS. gifan, impv. gif), in the lets preterit of owe.
assumed sense of 'grant, suppose,' has no foun- igloo (ig'lo), n. [Eskimo.] 1. Among the Es-
dation in fact.] 1. In case that; granting, al- kimos, a dome-shaped hut, usually built of

if (if), corio- [= So. gif < ME. if ef yef, gif gef
North, gif gef < AS. gif= OS. ef, of= OFries.
gef ief ef, of if= D. of, or, if, whether, but, =

igniftr

shaped blocks of hard snow, with a window
made of a slab of ice. In some cases the entrance
is protected by means of a smaller hut, called a storm.
igloo.

An igloo is usually built of snow. The word, however,
means house, and as their [Eskimos'] bouses consist of a
single room, it also means room. Sometimes, at points
that are regularly occupied during the winter months,
igloos are built of stones, and moss piled up around and
over them, so that when covered by the winter snows they
make very comfortable dwellings.

W. H. Oilder, Schwatka's Search, p. 2B6.

Hence—2. The excavation which a seal makes
in the snow over its breathing-hole. See seal.

ignarot (ig-na'ro), n. [It., = Sp. Pg. ignaro,
ignorant, < L. ignarus, not knowing, ignorant, (.

in-, not, + "gndrus, knowing, acquainted: see
ignorant, ignore.] An ignorant fellow; a block-
head.

This was the auncient keeper of that place,
And foster father of the Gyaunt dead

;

His name Ignaro did his nature right aread.
Spenser, F. Q., I. viiL 31.

It was intolerable insolence in such ign^iroes to chal-

lenge this for Popery, which they understood not
Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Ciesar, vtt<

Ignatian (ig-na'shan), a. [< L. IgnaUus (see
def.) + -an.] Of or pertaining to St. Igna-
tius, bishop of Antioeh, one of the apostolic
fathers, martyred at Home under Trajan about
A. D. 107— Ignatian epistles, epistles under the
name of St. Ignatfus, existing in three different forms or
recensions : the first, extant only in a Syriac version, con-
tains but three epistles, to Polycarp, to the Ephesians, and
to the Romans ; the second, or shoi'ter Greek foim (found
also in Latin, Aimeniau, Syriac, and Coptic translations),

consists of the same thi'ee epistles in a fuller text, with ad-
dition of four others, to the Smymseans, Magnesians, Phila-
delphians, and Trallians; the third, or longer Greek recen-
sion (also existing in Latin), presents in a still longer form
all seven epistles already named, together with six others.

The second foim was known in the Eastern Church from
early times, and continued in circulation side by side with
the thu'd form after the latter made its appeai-auce. In the
Western Church the thiid form was the only one known
for many centuries. The strong asseilions of these epistles
in favor of episcopacy caused continental Protestants in
the sixteenth century to regard them with suspicion, and
in the fli'st half of the seventeenth centuiy a vehement con-
troversy was kept up between Episcopalians and Presby-
terians, especially in England, as to their genuineness. The
controversy was revived again in the present centmy, when
the first or Syriac form of the epistles became known.

Ignatius' bean (ig-na'shus ben). See St. Ignor
tins' beans, under beari^.

ignaTllS (ig-na'vus), n. [NL., < L. ignavus (>
It. Pg. igna/Bo), inactive, lazy, < in-, not, + *gna-
i)«s,»a»MS, busy, diligent.] 1. The specific name
of the eagle-owl, £m6o ignavus.— 2. [cap.] A
genus of mammals. Klein.

igneo-aqueous (ig"ne-6-a'kwe-us), a. [< L. ig-

neus, of fire, + aqua, water : see aqueous.] Li
geol., formed by the joint action of fire and wa-
ter: thus, ashes thrown from a volcano into
water and there deposited in a stratified form
might properly be said to be of igneo-aqueous
origin.

igneous (ig'ne-us), a. [= F. ign6= Sp. igneo=
Pg. It. igneo, < L. igneus, of fire, fiery, bumiag, <
ignis, fire, = Skt. agni, fire.] 1. Pertaining to,

consisting of, having the nature of, or resem-
bling fire: as, jgrweojts particles ; i^weojAS appear-
ances.— 2. Produced through the agency of
fire, or as the result of volcanic and eruptive
forces : used in geology in contradistinction to
aqueous. A rock has an igneous origin when it has been
discharged from a volcano ; it has an aqueous origin when
deposited from water. All aqueous rocks are made up of
the debris of igneous ones, with the exception of such as
are the result of organic agencies— that is, such as have
been formed through the agency of plants or animals.
Some rocks,however, are at the sam e time of both aqueous
and igneous origin, as when volcanic ashes are thrown
into water, and deposited in a stratified form.—Igneous

_ fusion. Bee fusion.

ignescent (ig-nes'ent), a. and «. [< L. ignes-

cen{t-)s, ppr. of ignescere, take fire, kindle, bum,
< ignis, fire: see igneous.] I. a. Taking or
giving out fire ; emitting sparks of fire when
struck,as with steel; scintillating: eia,ignescent
stones. [Rare.]

II. n. Anything that emits sparks; specifi-
cally, a stone or mineral that gives out sparks
when struck with steel or iron. [Kare.]
Many other stones, besides this class of ignescents, pro-

duce a real scintillation when struck against steel.

Fowrcroy (trans.).

ignes fatui. Plural of ignis fatuus.
ignicolist (ig-nik'o-list), n. [< L. ignis, fire, +
colere, worship, + E. -ist.] Aworshiper of fire.

[Rare.]

In whatever region of the Earth this infatuated race of
Ignicolists took up their abode, the sacred Are immedi-
ately began to bum. Maurice, Ruins of Babylon, ii. 26.

ignifyt (ig'ni-fi), v. t. [< L. ignis, fire, + -ficare,
<facere, make : see -fy.] To make into fire.



ignify

The ignified part of matter was formed into the body of
the sun. Stukeley, Palaeographla Sacra, p. 20.

nigenous (ig-nij'e-nus), a. [< L. ignigenus,
ire-producing, < ignis, &T6,+ -genus, producing:
see -genous."] Engendered in or by fire. Bailey,
1731.

^ "'

ignipotent (ig-nip'o-tent), a. [= Sp. Pg. igni-
potente (cf. It. ignipossente), < L. ignipoten{t-)s,
an epithet of Vulcan, < ignis, fire, + potenh-)s,
mighty: seepotent.'i Presiding over fire; hav-
ing the force or effect of fire.

Vulcan is called the power ignipotent.
Pope, tr. of Homer.

It drives, ignipotent, through every vein.
Hangs on the heart, and burns around the brain.

Savage, On the Recovery of a Lady.

ignipuncture (ig-ni-pungk'tur), n. [< L. ignis,

fire, + pimctwra, piincture.|j In surg., punc-
ture with a red-hot styliform cautery.
Each gland should be treated by ignipuncture.

Medical ifews, LIII. 216.

ignis fatuus (ig'nis fat'u-us); pi. ignes fatui
(ig'nez fat'u-i). [NL., lit. 'fool's fire,' i. e. illu-

sive fire, a term first used in the ML. or NL. pe-
riod: It. ignis, fae; /atetts, foolish: see igneous
and fatuous.^ A meteoric light that sometimes
appears in summer and autumn nights, and
flits in the air a little above the surface of the
earth, chiefly in marshy places, near stagnant
waters, or in churchyards, it is generally supposed
to be produced by the spontaneous combustion of small
jets of gas (carbureted or phosphureted hydrogen) gener-
ated by the decomposition of vegetable or animal matter.
It has been popularly known in England by such names
as will-o'-the-vnsp, from its resemb^nce to a lighted wisp
of straw, Jack-o'-lantern, corpse-candle^ kit-of-tlie-candle-

stick, etc. Before the introduction of the general drain-
age of swamp-lands, the ignis fatuns was an ordinary
phenomenon in the marshy districts of England. It is

still regarded by the peasantry with superstitious awe, as
of evil portent, or as the treacherous signal of evil spirits
seeking to lure benighted travelers to destruction.

In a dark night, if an ignis fatuus do but precede us,
the glaring of its lesser flames does so amuse our eyes
that we follow it into rivers and precipices.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 22.

A light which illuminates centuries must be more than
an ignisfatuus. J. P. Clarke, Ten Great Beligions, ill. § 2.

ignitaMlity (ig-ni-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< ignitaUe :

see -hility.^ See igniUbility.

ignitable (ig-ni'ta-bl), a. [< ignite + -able.Z

See ignitible.

ignite (ig-nif), v.
;
pret. and pp. ignited, ppr.

igniting. [< L. igrdtus, pp. of ignire, set on fije,

make red-hot, < ignis, Are : see igneous.'] I.

trans. 1. To kindle or set on flre; cause to
bum : as, to ignite a match.—2. To make in-

candescent; cause to glow or scintillate with
heat: as, to ignite iron; in chem., to heat in-

tensely; roast.

A mode of forming nails, and the shafts of screws, by

pinching or pressing ignited rods of iron between indented

rollers.
" "

Ure, Diet., III. 384.

II. intrans. To take flre; begin to bum.
A fuzee feU upon the hot sand and ignited.

R. Richardson, Travels in Sahara.

igniter (ig-ni'ter), ffl. [< ignite + -e»-i.] One
who or that which ignites ; speeifleally, a sig-

nal-holder having a piston in the end for ignit-

ing a blue-light by compression.

An Infernal machine is a device containing an explosive

or highly combustible substance, and provided with a time

exploder or igniter. Sd. Amer., N. S., IVII. 187.

ignitibility (ig-ni-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [Also ignita-

bility; < ignitible : see -litity.l The CLuality of be-

ing ignitible : as, the ignitiiility of timber.

ignitiole (ig-m'ti-bl), a. [Also ignitable; < ig-

nite + ible.'] Capable of being ignited.

Now such bodies as strike flre have sulphureous or ig-

nitible parts within them, and those strike best which
• abound most In them. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

ignition (ig-nish'on), n. [< F. ignition = Sp.

ignicion = Pg. igriigSo = It. ignieione, < L. as it

*igniUo{n-),< ignire, set on flre: see ignite.] 1.

The act of igniting, kindling, or setting on fire.

Bailey.— 2. Mea,ns of igniting; provision for fir-

ing. [Bare.]

This arm [the breech-loading percussion-gun] is one of

the first in which cartridges containing then- own igmtim
were used. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 101.

3. The state of being ignited; a burning.

Cardinal Wolsey . . . is represented in his fury to have

condemned the volume to a public ignition.

I. Disraeli, Amen, of Lit., 1. iSi-

4. In ehem., the process of roasting or intensely

heating a substance.
.

ignivomoust (ig-niv'o-mus), a. [= F. «!

= Sp. igtiAvomo = Pg. It. ignivomo, < LL.
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vomus, vomiting fire, < L. ignis, fire, -I- vomere,
vomit.] Vomiting flre.

Toloanos and ignivormms mountains ... are some of
the most terrible shocks of the globe.

Derhami, Physico-Theology, iii. 3.

ignobility (ig-no-biri-ti), n. [= ME. igno-
byliie, < OP. ignobilite, P. ignobilitS = Sp. igno-
bilidad = Pg. ignobiUdade = It. ignobilitd, igno-
biltd,, < L. ignobilita(t-)s, want of fame, obscu-
rity, low origin, < ignobilis, unknown to fame

:

see ignoble.] The quality of being ignoble, in
any sense ; low birth or condition ; humble sta-
tion; ignobleness; meanness.

His ignobylite or vnworthines was torned in to sublym-
ite and heyth. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 161.

Pope Sixtus the flfth, who was a very poor man's son,
. . . would sport with his ignobility.

Bacon, Apophthegms.
Its [self-devotion's] object, whether described simply as

the service of the suffering and ignoble, or as the service
of God manifested in suffering and igTWbUity, is one which
the philosophic Greek would scarcely have recognized as
a form of the koKov.

T. B. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 259.

The sense of the ignobility of Egoism adds force to that
recoil from it which this perception of the conflict with
duty naturally causes.

-ff. Sidgvnck, IMethods of Ethics, p. 178.

ignoble (ig-no'bl), a. [< F. ignoble = Sp. ig-

noble, innoble = Pg. ignobil = It. ignobile, < L.
ignobilis, unknown, unknown to fame, obscure,
low-born, < in- priv. + *gnobilis, nobilis, known,
illustrious, noble : see in-^ and noble.] 1. Not
noble ; not illustripus ; of low birth or station.

You must aU confess
That I was not ignoble of descent.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, iv. 1.

3. Not honorable or worthy; mean in charac-
ter or quality; of no consideration or value.

This Clermont is a mean and ignoble place, having no
memorable thing therein. Coryat, Crudities, I. 23.

Go ! if your ancient but ignoble blood
Has crept through scoundrels ever since the flood.

Pope, Essay on Man, Iv. 211.

The grand old name of gentleman.
Defamed by every charlatan.

And soil'd with all ignoble use.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxl.

The ignoble noble, the unmanly man.
The beast below the beast in brutishness.

Browning, Ring and Book, 1. 138.

3. In some technical uses, lacking distinction;
of low grade; of little esteem. Specifically applied
—(a) Xn falconry, to those short-winged hawks, as species
of Astur or Accipiter, which chase or rake after the quarry

:

in distinction from the noble or long-winged falcons, which
stoop to the quarry at a single swoop. See liawk\ (&) In
omith., also to those birds of prey, as buzzards, harriers,

or eagles, which are not used in falconry. =S3^ 1, Ple-

beian, vulgar.— 2. Dishonorable, degraded, contemptible,
low-lived.

ignoblet (ig-no'bl), v. t. [< ignoble, a.] To
make ignoble or vile; degrade ; disgrace ; bring
into disrepute.

Making a perambulation or pilgrimage about the north-

em seas, and ignobling mauie shores and points of land by
shipwreck. Bacfm, Discourse in Prayse ofQueen Elizabeth.

ignobleness (ig-no'bl-nes), ». The condition

or quality of being ignoble or humble; un-
worthiness; meanness.

The low stoopings and descents of the holy Jesus to the

nature of a man, ... to the ignobleness of a servant.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 67.

Among those which I hope to be able to explain when
I have thought of them more are the laws which relate

to nobleness and ignobleness; that ignobleness especially

which we commonly call "vulgarity."
Ruskin, Elements of Drawing, iii. 9.

ignobly (ig-no'bli), adv. In an ignoble manner

;

unworthily; dishonorably; meanly; basely: as,

ignobly bom ; the troops fled ignobly.

York, then, which had the regency in Erance,

They force the king ignobly to displace.

Drayton, Miseries of Queen Margaret.

ignominious (ig-no-min'i-us), a. [= F. igno-

minieux = Sp. Pg. It. ignominioso, < L. ignorni-

niosus, disgraceful, shameful, < ignominia, dis-

grace: see ignominy.] 1. Marked with igno-

miny; incurring or attended with disgrace; de-

grading; shameful; infamous: as, ignominious

punishment; ignominious inttigaes.

This fellow here, with envious carping tongue.

Upbraided me about the rose I wear ; . •

With other vile and ignoimnious terms.
Sliak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

Thus doth soft pleasure but abuse the minde,

And, making one to servile thoughts descend,

Doth make the body weake, the judgement blinde.

An hateful life, an ignominious end.

Stirling, To Prince Henry, Son of James I.

The blundering weapon recoiled and gave the valiant

Kip an ignominious kick, which laid him prostrate with

uplifted heels in the bottom of the boat.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 113.

ignorance

2. Deserving ignominy; despicable in charac-
ter; contemptible.

One single, . . . obscure, ignominvms projector. Swift.

= Syn. Disgraceful, opprobrious, disreputable. See igno-
miny.

ignominionsly (ig-no-miu'i-us-li), adv. In an
Ignominious manner'; so as to impart or incur
disgrace; degradingly; basely.
ignominy (ig'no-mln-i), n. [Formerly also
contr. ignomy, q. v. ; < P. ignominie = Sp. Pg.
It. ignominia, < L. ignominia, disgrace, dis-
honor, ignominy, < in- priv. -I- 'gnomen, nomen
(-in-), name,fame,renown : see nomen, nominal.]
1. Infliction of disgrace or dishonor; the state
of being degraded or held in contempt; in-
famy.
Their generals have been received with honour after

their defeat; yours with ignominy after conquest.
Addison.

What was before me— the magic vista of romance, or
the bitter ignominy of a snub? Seribner's Mag., TV. 662.

2. That which brings disgrace or shameful re-
proach; a cause or source of dishonor.

Death, which Sir Thomas Brown has called the very
disgrace and ignominy of our natures.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, vL

=S3m. 1.0bloquy,Opprobrium, Infamy, Ignominy. These
words all started from the idea of one's being talked about
shamefully, so that one's name or fame is in great dis-

honor. Obloquy still stays at that point ; (^>probrium has
takenupsomewhatof the generalideaofbeinghelb in con-
tempt, whether the contempt is expressed or not ; infamy
carries the evil repute to an extreme, abhorrence and
loatliiug being now a part of the idea ; ignominy expresses
that peculiarly passive state of being in disgrace by which
one is despised and neglected, or it may express the result
of official treatment, judicial action, or personal conduct.
Ignominy may be supposed to be the state most humbling
and painful to the person concerned.

ignomioust, a. A contraction of ignominious,
like ignomy for ignominy.

As latelyliftinguptheleavesofworthywriters'works, . . .

Wherein, as well as famous facts, ignomious placed are.

Wherein the just reward of both is manifestly shown.
PeeU, Sir Clyomon, ProL

ignomyt, n. An obsolete contracted form of

The one of which doth bring etemall fame.
The other ignomie and dastard shame.

Mir. for Mags, p. 765.

ignoramus (ig-no-ra'mus). [L., lit. we take no
notice of (it), flrst pers. pi. pres. ind. of igno-
rare, be ignorant of, take no notice of, ignore

:

see ignore.] 1. In law, an indorsement, mean-
ing 'we ignore it,' which a grand jury for-

merly made on a bill presented to it for in-
quiry, when there was not evidence to support
the charges, by virtue of which indorsement all

proceedings were stopped, and the accused per-
son was discharged, it is now superseded in some
States by the phrase "not a true bill," or " not found "

;

but the jury is still said to ignore the biU or the indict-
ment. The indorsem ent " ignoramus" on a bill returned by
a grand jury properly implied no more than that the jury
deemed it inexpedient to pursue the matter ; but it was
often taken as an indication of ignorance or stupidity on
the part of the jury, thus leading to the present familiar
use a£ an Enghsh nonn. Also used attributively.

And I haue scene the best^ yea, naturall Italians, not
onely stagger, hut euen sticke faste in the myre, and at
last glue it oner, or glue their verdict with an Ignoramus.

Florio, It. Diet., Ep. Ded., p. 5.

Let ignoramus juries find no traitors

:

AaHgnoramus poets scribble satires.

Dryden, Prol. to the Duke of Guise.

2. n. An ignorant person ; especially, one who
lacks necessary knowledge; an ignorant pre-
tender to knowledge.

Ignoramus in the Law ! Can you bring an Action of
Theft for Trover or Conversion, or for one that having
borrow'd a Thing forswears it^ that puts a Trick upon one,
by some such Artifice?

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 274.

If ever you find an ignoramus in place and power, . . .

I dare undertake that, as fulsome a dose as you give him,
he shall readUy take it down, and admit the commenda-
tion, though he cannot believe the thing !

South, Sermons, II. 335.

ignorance (ig'no-rans), n. [< ME. ignorance, <

OF. ignorance, 'F. ignorance = Pr. ignoranUa,
ignoransa= Sp. Pg. ignorancia= It. ignorama,
< L. ignorantia, want of knowledge .or informa-
tion, < ignoran(t-)s, not knowing : see ignorant.]

The state ofbeing ignorant ; want of knowledge
in general, or concerning some particular mat-
ter; the condition of not being cognizant, in-

formed, or aware.

And how much are we bound to God, that he hath de-

livered us from these gross ignorances

!

Latimer, Misc. Selections.

O, answer me

;

Let me not burst in ignoramce

!

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.



Ignorance

Preach, my dear sir, a crusade against ignorarux; estab-
lish and improve the law for educating the common peo-
ple, Jefferson^ Correspondence, II. 45.

Acquired knowledge asserts itself, and will not let us
see as we saw in the day of our ignorance.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, II. 400.

Ignorance (more properly, ^oration) of the elencli.
See igiwratioru

ignorancyt, » Same as ignorance.

So sore haue car false prophets brought ye people out
of their wittes, & haue wrapped them iu darcknes, and
haue rocked them in blyndnes and ignorauncy.

Tyndale, Works, p. 157.

ignorant (ig'no-rant), a. and n. [< ME. igno-
rant, < OF. ignbrdht, F. ignorant = Pr. ignorans
= Sp. Pg. It. ignorante, < L. ignoran{t-)s, ppr.
of ignorare, have no knowledge of, be ignorant

:

see ignore.i I. a. 1. Destitute of knowledge in
general, or concerning some particular matter

;

uninstructed or uninformed; untaught; unen-
lightened.

1 am ashamed to be ignorant in what sea that island
standeth whereof I write so long a treatise.

Sir T. More, Utopia, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 9.

They be ignorant of poesie that call such long tales by
the name of Epitaphes ; they might better call them Ele-
gies. Puttenhain, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 46.

Fools, tdlke ignoramt of man and God I

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 319.

The Dutch governor was at this time (1781) absolutely ig-

noramt of the existence of awar between England andHol-
land. Lecky, Eng. iu 18th Cent., xiv.

S. Keeping one in ignorance. [Bare.]

I beseech you.
If you know aught which does behove my knowledge
Thereof to be inform'd, imprison it not
In ignorant concealment. Sha^., "W. T., L 2,

St. tJnconsoious ; unaware.
Ignorant of guiltj I fear not shame. Dryden.

4+. Done unconsciously orinnoeently; unknown
to one's self as being of the kind mentioned.

Alas I what ignorant sin have I committed ?

Shak., Othello, iv. 2.

5. Showing want of knowledge; arising from
or caused by ignorance : as, an ignorant pro-
ceeding; j(7»ora»* remarks.

Whose igrwrant credulity will not
Come up to the truth. Shak., W. T., ii 1.

=Syn. 1. Ignorant, Illiterate, UnZettered, Unlearned, un-
educated. Ignorant is the most general of these words
(as, he is an ignorant fellow), except where it is limited to
some subjector point (as, ignorarU of theways of the world).
Illiterate means nothaving read or studied, or, speciflcally,

not able to read. The illiterate are presumably ignorant
outside of their own work, but not necessarily so ; the ig-

norant are necessarily illiterate. In modern times it is as
reprehensible to be illiterate as to be ignorant. Unlettered
is used sometimes for illiterate and sometimes for un-
ZeorTied, withcorresponding measures of blame. Unlearn-
ed— that is, not learned— is, like ignorant, either general
or special: as, to be uTiZearTiecZ in theology; as learning is

the privilege of few, it is not especially blameworthy to be
even generally unlearned.

Man, proud man 1

Bress'd in a little brief authority,
Most ignorant of what he's most aseur'd.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 2.

The illiterate warriors of the Middle Ages revived To-
tems in the form of armorial bearings.

Quarterly Rev., CLXII. 203.

That imlettered, small-knowing soul.

Shak., 1. L. L., L 1.

"When they saw the boldness of Peter and John, and per-
ceived that they were unlearTied and igniyrant men, they
marvelled. Acts iv. 13.

This doctrine may have appeared to the unlemned light
and whimsical. Addirnn.

Il.t n. A person who is imtaught or unin-
formed; one who is unlettered or unskilled; an
ignoramus.
You are a herd of hypocritical proud igrunranti.

B. Joneon, Bartholomew Pair, v. 2.

I that was ere while the ignora/nt, the loyterer, on the
eudden by his permission am now granted to know some-
thing. MUto/n, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Ignorantin (ig-no-ran'tin), n. [F., < NL. Igno-
rantinus, < L. ignoram{t-)s, ignorant.] In pop-
nlar usage, one of a religious order properly en-

; titled Brethren of the Christian Schools (which
see, under brother).

ignorantism (ig'no-ran-tizm), n. [= ¥. igno-

rantisme=Sp. ignorantismo ; \ ignorant -i- -ism.']

Same as obscurantism.

Ignorantist (ig'no-ran-tist), «. [= F. ignoran-

tiste = Sp. ignorariUsta; < ignorant + -is*.]

Same as obscurant.

ignorantly (ig'no-rant-li), adv. In an ignorant
manner; wittiout knowledge, instruction, or
information : opposed to designedly.

Whom therefore ye ignorantly worship, him declare I
unto you. Acts xvil. 23.

ignoration (ig-no-ra'shon), n. [= Sp. ignora-

cion, < L. ignordtio(n-), ignorance, < ignorare,

not to know: see ignore.] A want of precise
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discrimination of an object from others ; the re-

fraining from precisely specifying what a pro-

posed object of imagination shall be— Ignora-
tion of coordinates, (a) A method in analytical geome-

try in which a single letter represents that quantity which
being equated to zero gives the equation to any given line,

circle, or other locus. (6) The dynamical theory of gen-

eralized coordinates.—Ignoration of the elench (igno-

ratio elemlii), in logic, a fallacy which consists in refuting

not the position of the antagonist, but another more or

less simUar position. Thus, if one party maintains that

it is dangerous to base the deflnition of a word upon its

derivation, and the other party replies by showing that

derivations frequently throw great light upon the mean-
ings of words, this reply is an ignoration of the elench.

ignore (ig-nor'), v. t.; pret. and pp. ignored,

ppr. ignoring. [= D. ignoreren= G. ignoriren=
Dan. ignorere = Sw. ignorera, < F. ignorer =
Pr. Sp. Pg. ignorar= It. ignorare, < L. ignorare,

have no knowledge of, mistake, take no notice

of, ignore, < ignarus, not knowing, < in- priv.

+ gnants, knowing (Gr. yvapi^eiv, mate known),
< *gno-scere, no-scere, = Gr.yiyv6aKEiv = E. know :

see Icnow.] 1. Not to know; be ignorant of.

Brute and irrational barbarians, who may be supposed
rather to igntyre the being of God than deny it.

Boyle, Works, II. 56.

2. To pass over or by without notice ; treat as

if not known ; shut the eyes to ; leave out of ac-

count; disregard: as, to J(jrnore facts.

Ignoring Italy under our feet,

And seeing things before, behind.
Mrs. Browning, First News from ViUatranca.

The moral law, ignoring all vicious conditions, defects,

and incapacities, prescribes the conduct of an ideal hu-
manity. B. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 70.

3. In law, to throw out as being unsupported
by evidence. See ignoramus, 1.

ignorement (ig-nor 'ment), n. [< ignore +
-ment.] The act of ignoring, or the state of

being ignored. Imp. Diet.

ignosciblet (ig-nos'i-bl), a. [< LL. ignoscibilis,

pardonable, Cl. ignoscere, pardon, forgive, ex-

cuse, < in- priv. + *gnoscere, noscere, know; cf.

ignore.] Pardonable. M. Philips, 1706.

ignotet (ig-nof), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg. It. igno-

to, < L. ignotas, unknown, < in- priv. +*gnotiis,

notus, known, pp. of *gnoscere, noscere, = E.
Tcnow.] I. a. Unknown; obscure.

Shall such very ignite and contemptible pretenders be
allowed a place among the most renowned of poetick
writers? E. Phillips, Theatrum Poeticum, Pref. (1676).

II. n. An unknown person.

Their judgement was, the girts of peace were slack, but
not broken. This is couched in the admonitions of an
ignite unto King James.

Bp. Backet, Abp. WiUiams, i. 169.

iguana (i-gwa'na), n. [NL., E., etc., E. also
guana, formerly g'Moreo, < Sp. iguana, from the
native Haytian name, given variously as igoa-
na, hiuana, yuana.] 1. A large lizard of the

Iguvine

and species closely related to it, such as the naked-necked

iguana of South America, /. delicatissima, and the horned

iguana of San Domingo, /. comuta.

iguanian (i-gwa'ni-an), a. and n. I. a. Re-

sembling or related to an iguana ; belonging or

relating to the Iguanidw.

The Iguanian lizards are lower than the Acrodont.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the rittesl^ p. 113.

II. n. An iguana, or some similar lizard.

Also igv/inoid.

iguanid (i-gwan'id), n. A lizard of the family

Iguanidse (i-gwan'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Iguana
+ -idee.] A family of lizards of the super-

family Agamoidea and order Lacertilia, typified

by the genus Iguana. The family was formerly of

larger extent than now, including acrodont forms now
referred to AgamidcB. Its distinctive character is the

pleurodont dentition. The species are characteristically

American, and chiefly inhabit the warmer ports of Amer-
ica ; but two genera occur in Madagascar, and one in the

Fiji Islands. The typical forms have a compressed body,

and are adapted to an arboreal life ; others, like the so-

called horned toads, have a flattened form and are of ter-

restrial habits ; a few are a<}uatic. Some attain a length

of 5 or 6 feet. A prominent feature of many of these liz-

ards is the development of dermal appendages in the form
of spines and crest along the back and elsewhere. The
flesh of some is an important article of food. Leading gen-

era of this family, besides Iguana, are Polychrus, Cydu-
ra, BoMliiCus, Phrynosoma, Sceloporus, Crotaphytus, BoU
brookia^ eta. By some Anolis is also referred to the fam-

ily, while by others it is considered typical of a peculiar

family ATWlidce or Anolididce. The species found in the

United States are all comparatively small and inoffensive

lizards, such as the common fence-lizard, the so-called

chameleon, the horned toads, etc. See cuts under Basilie-

eus, Cyclura, and iguana.

iguaidform (i-gwan'i-f6rm), a. [< iguana + L.

forma, form.] Resembling an iguana ; igua-

nian.

Ignanodon (i -gwan ' 6 - don), n. [NL. , < iguana
-\- Gr. bSoig (bSovr-) = E. tooth.] 1. The typi-

cal genus of the fossil family Iguanodontidce

:

so called from the resemblance of the teeth to

those of Iguana, The species, of which several are

described, were of gigantic size, some being 30 feet long.

They stood up on their hind limbs, which were long and
strong in comparison with the fore limbs ; the latter

were used for prehension rather than for locomotion.
The tail was long and heavy, serving to steady the ani-

mal in the erect posture and tor swimming. The best-

preserved specimen, an almost perfect skeleton, is that of

1. herni^sartensi^, found in Belgium, which, as mounted,
stands 14 feet high and covers a horizontal line 28 feet

long.

2. [I. c] A species or a specimen of the genus
Iguanodon or family IguanodonUdce. The name
is also loosely used for many related reptiles, being thus
almost synonymous with dinosaur or dino-faurUbn.

iguanodont (i-gwan'o-dont), a. and n. [< iguan-
odon{t-).] I, a. Having teeth like those of the

iguana : specifically appliecj. to the Iguanodon-
Udce.

II. n. An animal of the tainHjIguanodoniidtB.

Iguanodontidse (i-gwan-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Iguanodon{t-) + 4dm.] A family of

gigantic extinct dinosaurs, typified by the ge-
nus Iguanodon, belonging to the order Dino-
sauria (or Ornithoscelida), possessing clavicles

and an incomplete post-pubis. These enormous
saurians present a bird-like type of structure, especially in

the hind limbs. The pelvic bones are strikingly like those
of birds, especially in the length and sleuderness of the
ischium and pubis, and the obturator process of the former
bone. The hind limbs are enlarged in compaiison with
the fore limbs ; the anterior vertebrse ai-e slightly araphi-

coelous, the posterior fiat ; the premaxillse are beak-like
and toothless ; and the mandibular symphysis is notched
to receive the beak, as in some birds. The teeth are

large and broad, transversely ridged, implanted in sock-
ets and not ankylosed to the jaw, and worn down by

Tuberculated Iguana {Iguana tttbercutaia),

warmer parts of America, of the genus Iguana;
also, some similar lizard of a related genus.
The tpest-known species is the tuberculated iguana, /.
tuberculata, of the West Indies and South America. It
attains a length of 5 feet or more, and presents a rather
formidable appearance, but is inoffensive unless molested;
it feeds upon vegetables, and its flesh is much used for
food. The tail is very long, compressed, and tapering ; a
row of scales along the back is developed into a serrate
crest or dorsal ridge ; the head is covered with scaly plates

;

and the throat has a large dewlap. The iguana is of arbo-
real habits, spending much of the time in toees andbushes,
basking in the sun. It is easily approached, and is often
captured by means of a noose attached to a stick. Its col-
oration is variegated with brownish, greenish, and yellow-
ish tints.

2. [cap.] The typical and leading genus of
the family Iguanidm. It was formerly of great ex-
tent, but is now restricted to I. tubercvlata (see above),

Remains of Iguanodon.
1. Rightsideof lower jaw. a. a, two upper molars, external vlewl

0, same internal view ; c, external view of mature lower molar ; a,
internal view of same. 3. Fang. 4. Horn.

mutual attrition. There does not appear to have been any
dermal armor. Several genera besides Iguanodon have
been referred to this family, as BypsHophodim, Scelido-
saurus, and others ; its limits vary with ufferent writers.

iguanoid (i-gwan 'old), a. and n. Same as
iguanian.

Iguvine (ig'u-vin), n. Same as Etigubime.



ihleite

ihleite (e'lf-it), n. [After one IMe, superin-
tendent of mines at Mugrau, Bohemia.] A
hydrous iron sulphate forming an orange-yel-
low efB.orescence on graphite at Mugrau, Bohe-
mia, derived from the alteration of pyrites.
ihram (i-ram'), n. [Ar., < harama, forbid: see
harcnn, harem.] 1. The dress assumed by Mo-
hammedan pilgrims, it consists of two white cot-
ton cloths, each 6 feet long by 3i feet wide, one of which
is girded around the waistj and the other thrown over the
left shoulder and knotted at the right side.

The wife and daughters of a Turkish pilgrim of our
pai'ty assumed the ihram at the same time as ourselves.

S. F, Burton, El-Medinah, p. 858.

2. The state in which a pilgrim is held to be
from the time he assumes tms distinctive garb
until he lays it aside, when in this state, the pilgrim
is prohibited from hunting or slaying animals (except ver-
min, etc.), the use of i>8ifumes, anointing or shaving the
head, cutting the beard, paring the nails, covering the
face, kissing women, etc. Hughes, Diet, of Islam.

I. H. S. [In ME., ML., etc., written IHS, Ihs,
repr. Gr. IH2, a contraction, as the mark in-
dicates, of the full form IH20T2, L. lESUS, Je-
sus: see Jems. The Latin contraction, in its

ML. form, came to be regarded as an abbr. for
lesus Homimim Salvator, Jesus, Saviour of men,
or for In Roc Signo (vinces), by ttiis sign (con-
quer) (the motto inscribed with the cross on the
banner of Constantino), or for In Mae {cruce)
Salus, in this (cross) is salvation.] An abbre-
viation or symbol originally representing the
name of Jesus (see etymology), much used,
often in monogram, as a symbol or ornament
on churchwalls or windows, altars, altar-cloths,
prayer-books, tombstones, etc.

I-iron (i'i"6m), n. An iron beam, rod, or the
like, in section like a capital I. Compare an<-

gle-iron and I-iron.

ik^t, pron. A Middle English form of 22.

ik^t, a. A Middle English form of illfl.

ik^t, a(te. and conj. A Middle English form of
eke.

ikon, n. See icon, 2.

il-i. An unusual and un-English assimilation
of «>i-i before I, after the analogy of or by con-
fusion with il-^, iU^ : perhaps only in the rare
and obsolete illighten for inlighten, enlighten
(compare alighten^).

il-2. An assimilation (in Latin, etc.) of i»-2 be-
fore ?. (See ire-2.) In the following words, in
the etymology, the prefix jZ-2 jg usually referred
directly to the original i»-2.

il-i*. An assimilation (in Latin, etc. ) of the nega-
tive or privative prefix in-S before I. (See in-^. )

In the following words, in the etymology, the
prefix il-S is usually referred directly to the
original »»-3.

-il, -ile. [ME. -jZ, -ile, -yl, -yle, F. -il, -ile, fern.

4le, Pv. .41, -ile = Sp. Pg. -41 = It. -ile, < (1) L.
4lis, forming adjectives from verbs, being at-

tached to the inf. stem, as in agilis, agile, fa-
cilis, facile, fragihs, fragile, habilis, manage-
able, habile, etc., or to the pp. stem in -*- or- a-,

as inferUlis, fertile, /owifos, fossil, missilis, mis-
siloj texUlu, textile, volatilis, volatile, etc. (and
similarly to nouns, asfluviatilis, fluviatile, aqua-
MUs, aquatile, etc.), or tq noun-stems, as graci-

ha, slender, humilis, humble, etc. ; (2) L. -«7«s,

forming adjectives, and nouns thence derived,

from nouns, as mvUis, civil, hostUis, hostile, juve-

nilis, juvenile, sermMs, servile, etc. See the cor-

responding E. words. In older words this suffix

often appears as -le (syllabic I), as in gentle,

able, humble, etc., esp. in the compound form
-ble, < L. -bi-lis: see -le, -tie. The suffix is

prop, -l, L. -lis, the preceding vowel belonging
to the stem or being supplied. Cf . -al, -el^,-Mle. ]

A suffix of Latin origin; forming in Latin ad-

jectives and nouns derived from them, and less

frequentlynouns directlyfromverbs andnouns,
many of which formations have come into Eng-
lish. The proper English spelling when the vowel is

short is -U, as in Hml, foasU, etc., and formerly fertil,

fragU, hottil, etc. ; but in most cases -ile now prevails, as

in fertile, fragile, hostile, missUe, textile, volatile, juvenue,
• senile, etc. When the vowel is pronounced long, -ite

exclusively Is used, as in gentile and other nouns, and, m
an unapproved pronunciation, hostile, juvenile, etc. The
same original suffix appears as -le in gentle, able, humble,

etc., and is still further disguised in genteel and jaunty.

ilandt, n. The former and more correct spell-

ing of island^. „ .„

,

ilceif, ilchelf, a. Middle Enrfish forms of tm.
ilce^t, ilche^t, a. Middle English forms of

ildt (ild), V. An obsolete dialectal form of yielA

It occurs in the phrase God ild, for God yield.

See under God^.
ildet, n. A Middle English variant of tsle^:

188

a, ileum, terminating in the caecum,
the latter continuing in e, the colon; d,
the ileocsecal valve ; d, the vermiform
appendage, opening at c in the cae-
cum.
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ile^t, n. The former and more correct spelling
_
of isle^. Chaucer.

ile^t, n. The former and more correct speUing
of aisle.

ileSf (il), n. A form of ail^.

lie* (il), n. A dialectal form of oil.

ileSf, ». [ME.,< AS. «7,»ffe?, a hedgehog. See
echimis.^ A hedgehog.

ile6 (il), n. [Origin obscm-e
; perhaps a particu-

lar use of «e5.] A small flat insect found in
_
the livers of sheep. [Prov. Eng.]

ile'^t (il), n. Same as ileum.

Next to thebag of the stomacke, men and sheep have the
small guts called lactes, through which the meat pasaeth

;

in others it is named ile. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xi. 37.

ileSf. A former speUing of I'll, a colloquial con-
traction of / will.

-ile. See -il.

ileac (il'e-ak), a. [< ileum + -oc] Pertaining
to the ileum or lower bowels neao passion
Same as ileus, 1. See Uiae. >

ileitis (il-e-i'tis), n. [NL., < ileum + -itis.2 In
vathol., inflammation of the ileum.

ileocsecal (il"e-6-se'kal), a. [< ileum + cwcum
+ -al.'j Of or pertaining to both the ileum and
the csBcum.—neooaa-
cal valve, the valvu-
la Bauhini, the valve
guarding the opening of
the ileum at the ceecum.
See the extract. Also
called ileocolic valve.

The opening of the
small intestine into the
large is provided with
prominent lips, which
project into the cavity
of the latter, and oppose
the passage of matters
from it into the small in-
testine, while they readi-
ly allow of a passage the
other way. This is the
ileoccecal valve.
Huxley and Youmans,

[Physiol,, § 188.

ileocolic (il"e-6-kol'-

ik), a. [< I^L. ileo-

eolicus, < ileum + colon^: seecoKc] Of or per-
taining to the ileum and the colon.— ileocolic
artery. See ileocolica.—Ileocolic valve. Same as Ueo-
ccecal valve.

ileocolica (il"e-o-kol'i-ka), «. ;
pi. ileocoUcce (-se).

[NL., fem. of ileocolicus: see ileocolic.'] The
ileocolic artery, one of the larger branches of
the superior mesenteric artery, supplying parts
of the ileum and colon.

ileocolitis (il"e-6-ko-li'tis), n. [NL., < ileum +
colon^ + -jfc.] Inpaflwl., inflammation of the
ileum and colon.

Ileodictyon (iFe-o-dik'ti-on), n. [NL., < L. ile-

um, ilium, ileum, + Gr. dkrvov, a net.] A ge-
nus of gasteromycetous fungi with gelatinous
volva, and receptacle with hollow branches.
Several reported species, particularly I. cibarium, are eaten
by the New-Zealanders, and are called thunder-dirt.

ileoparietal (il"e-6-pa-rI' e-tal), a. [< NL. ileum,

ileum, -I- L.jjanes (pane*-), wall: seeparietal.]

Pertaining to the ileum and to the wall of the
body-cavity.—Ileoparietal band, in Brachiopoda, a
kind of mesentery which passes from the hind-gut to the
parietes of the ccelomatic cavity.

ileostomy (ll-e-os'to-mi), n. [< NL. ileum, ile-

um, + Gr. cTd'fta, mouth.] In aurg., the forma-
tion of an artificial opening into the ileum, as

between the jejunum and the ileum.

Jejnno-ileostomy and i\eo-ileoitomy were performed in

Identically the same way. The Lancet, No. 3420, p. 631.

ileotyphus (il"e-6-ti'fus), ». [NL., < ileum +
typhus.] Typhoid o:; enteric fever.

ilesite (ilz'it), n. [After M. W. lies, an Ameri-
can metallurgist (bom 1852).] A hydrous sul-

phate of manganese, zinc, and iron, found in

friable crystalline aggregates in Park county,

Colorado.

ileum (il'f-um), n. [NL. application of L. ile-

um, ilium\see ilium), or ile, usually in pi. ilia,

that part of the abdomen which extends from

the lowest ribs to the pubes, the groin, flank;

prob., like ileus, ult. < Gr. dXeiv, roll, wind, turn

:

see ileus. Hence (from L. ilia) ult. 'E.jade^, q.v.]

1. In amat,the lower one of three parts into

which the small intestine is divisible, continu-

ous with the jejunum and ending in the large

intestine: more fully called inteatinum ileum,

irom its many coils or convolutions. In man the

ileum is taken to be the terminal three fifths of the small

intestine, though its beginning is indistinguishable from

the ending of the jejmium; but it ends abruptly at the

csecum, or commencement of the colon. The ileum has on

an average a smaller diameter than the preceding part of

the intestine, and its coats are thinner and less vascular.

It lies chiefly in the umbilical, hypogastric, and right iliac

iliac

regions of the abdomen. In many animals, especially those
which lack a csecum or cseca, no ileum is certainly distin-
guishable either from preceding or succeedhig portions of
the hitestine ; but whenever the begiuniug of a colon can
be determined, a precedhig portion of the intestinal tract,
of however indefinite extent, is regaided as an ileum. See
cuts under ileoccecal and intestine.

2. Hence, in general, the lower pai-t, of inde-
terminate extent, of the small intestine; or,
when there is no distinction between large and
small intestine, a part of the intestine preced-
ing the csecum or the cssca.— 3. In eiitom., a
narrow part of the intestine of an insect, gen-
erally adjoining the ventriculus or stomach,
and divided from the broader colon or second
intestine by a constriction or valve. The ileum
may be long and convoluted or straight and short ; in the
Bemiptera and some Neuroptera it is entirely wanting.

ileus (il'e-us), n. [NL., < L. iUoa, < Gr. e'aedc,

or U(df, a grievous disease of the intestines, a
severe kind of colic, < ciAciv, El?iew, E^Aeiv, roll
up, wind, turn, in pass, also shrink up,/ *Fe?.=
L. volvere = E. wallow : see volute and wallow.
Cf. ileum.] 1. Inpatltol.^ severe colic, attended
with sterooraceous vomiting, due to intestinal
obstruction: also applied loosely to severe colic
of other origin. Also called ileac or iliac pas-
aion.— 2. Same as ileum.

Ilex (i'leks), n. [L., the holm-oak.] 1. A ge-
nus of trees and shrubs, of the natural order
Ilicinew, or holly tribe, it is characterized by having
the flowers more or less dioeciously polygamous ; the calyx
small, and with 4 to 6 teeth; the corolla rotate, and divided
into 4, rarely 5 or 6, parts ; 4 to 6 stamens ; and an ovary
with 4 to 6, rarely 7 or 8, cells forming a beiTy-like drupe.
The plants of this genus have alteniate, often thick, ever-
green leaves, and white flowers, usually axillary. It com-
prehends about 146 species, many of which are natives of
Central America, others occurring throughout the tropical
and temperate regions of the globe, being represented least
frequently in Africa and Australia. Among the most re-
markable of them are : /. Aquifolium, the common holly
(see hollyV) ; /. Balearica, the broad-leafed holly of Mi-
norca, a very handsome species ; and /. Paraguayensis,
whose leaves are consumed in large quantities in South
America, under the name of Paraguay tea or inat^. (See
Paraguay tea, under tea.) I. verticillata is the Virginia
winterberry or black alder. 7. Cossine is the yaupou. I.
laivigata is the smooth winterbeny of the eastern United
States ; 7. Dahoon, the dahoon holly of Virginia and south-
ward. 7. sideroxyloides of the West Indies is a large tree
called Dominica oak. The genus is widely known in a fos-

Winterberry i/lex verticillata).

X, flowering branch of the male plant ; 2, branch of the female plant,
with fruit ; a, single fruit on larger scale.

sil state, some 50 or 60 extinct species having been de-
scribed, chiefly from the Miocene of Europe, but ranging
from the Middle Cretaceous to the Quaternary. Several
occur in the Green Kiver Group (Eocene) of the Rocky
Mountain region.

2. [I. c] A tree or shrub of this genus.

There oft, in goat-skin clad, a sunburnt peasant
Like Pan comes frisking from his ilex wood.

Locker, An Invitation to Bome.

ilia, n. Plural of ilium.

iliac^ (il'i-ak), a. and n. [(1) Partly < L. iliacua,

relating to the colic, < ileos, the colic (see ileus)
;

(2) partly < P. ilia^ue= Sp. iliaco= Pg. It. iliaco,

< "SAt. iliacua (not in L. ), pertaining to the ileum,
< ileum, the lower part of the small intestine,

L. ileum, ilium, the ilia, the flank : see ileum.]

I. a. If. Pertainingto the ileum; ileac. Also
iiiacal.—2. Of or pertainingto the Uiumorflank-
bone.—Circumflex iliac artery, one of two principal
branches of the external iliac, arising opposite the origin of
the epigastric, and running along the inner lip of the crest

of theiUum.—External lUac artery,theouterand larger

branch of the common iliac, lying, in man, along the inner
border of the psoas magnus muscle, and extending to

Poupart's ligament, beneath which it passes and becomes
the femoral artery. Its chief branches are the epigastric

and circumflex iliac— Iliac artery, one of two arteries,

right and left, formed by the bifurcation of the abdomi-
nai aorta, and in turn bifurcating to form the external and



iliac

Internal iliac arteries on each side of the hody. More fully
called common iliac artery. In man the bifurcation oc-
curs opposite the body of the fourth lumbar vertebra.
Each common iliac is about two inches long, the right
being a little longer and somewhat more oblique than the
left ; no large branches are usually given off till the artery
forks into the external and the internal iliac, the latter sup-
plying tfce pelvic walls and viscera, the former continuing,
under the name of femoral artery^ to supply the lower
extremities.

—

Hiac crest. See crista ilii, under tn-ista.—
Qlac fascia, fossa, etc. See the nouns.— Dlac muscle.
Same as UiacuSf L

—

Iliac (properly lleac) passion. Same
as ileuSr 1-

He [Stephen] was suddenly taken with the Iliack Pas-
sion. Baker^ Chronicles, p. 51.

mac region. See ahdominal regimis, under abdominal.
—Hiac S3nnphy3ls, the junction of opposite ilia with
each other, or the junction of an ilium with another bone.
—mac vein, either one, right or left, of two veins corre-
sponding to and accompanying the iliac arteries, formed
by the union of the external and internal iliac veins, and
uniting to form the inferior vena cava or post-caval vein.
They bring blood from the pelvis and lower extremities.
See cut under em,bryo.—Internal lilac artery, the in-
ner, and in the adult the smaller, of the branches of the
common iliac. In the fetus it is comparatively much
larger, and known as the hypogastric artery, (See cut
under emtnryo.) It dips deeply into the pelvis, from the
point of bifurcation of the common iliac to the sacrosci-
atic notch, and divides into two main trunks, anterior and
posterior, which give off numerous branches to the walls
and contents of the pelvis. The principal of these are the
iliolumbar, lateral sa«ral, and gluteal, from the posterior
division, and the obtui-ator, internal pudic, sciatic, middle
hemorrhoidal, and several vesical arteries, together with
uterine and vaginal arteries in the female from the an-
terior.—Superficial circumflex iliac artery, a small
subcutaneous branch of the femoral artery, running paral-
lel with Poupart's ligament.

II. m. An iliac artery.

Hiac^ (il'i-ak), a. [< (Jr. 'I}uaic6(, Trojan, < 'I^tov,

nium, Troy: see Iliad.'] Of or pertaining to
ancient Hium, or to the Trojan war; Hian: as,

"the Iliac cycle." Gladstone.

iliaca\ (i-li'a-kal), a. [< iliac + -aZ.] Same as
iliao^, 1.

It is a strange iliacal passion that so hardens a man's
bowels. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 635.

iliacus (i-li'a-kus), ». ;
pi. jKaci (-si). [NL.: see

iliac^.] l.'The iliae muscle, occupying the
venter of the ilium or iliao fossa, and passing
over the brim of the pelvis to be inserted with
the psoas magnus into the trochanter minor of
the femur. See cut under muscle.— 3. In or-

nith., ihe technical specific name of the red-
wing or red-winged thrush, Turdes iliacus: prob-
ably given from the coloration of the flanks.

Iliad (U'i-ad), n. [= F. Iliade = Sp. Iliada =
Pg. It. niiide,^ L. Ilias (Iliad-), < Gr. 'ITua.^

('lXta6-), the Iliad, < 'Hmv (L. lUum, Ilion) or
'ITaoq (Li. Ilius), Hium, Troy, so eaUed, accord-
ing to tradition, from its mythical founder Hus,
Gr. 'I/lof.] One of the two great Greek epic
poems of prehistoric antiquity (the other bemg
the Odyssey), attributed to Homer. These poems
are considered by some scholars to represent not the work
of any one man, but an elaboration of a series of legends
sung by a school of ancient Ionic rhapsodists. The sub-
ject of the Iliad is the ten years' siege of Dium or Troy by
the confederated states of Greece under Agamemnon, king
of MycensB, to redress the injury done to Menelaus, king
of Sparta, in the carrying off of his wife, Helen, by the
Trojan Paris, to whom Helen was given by Aphrodite as a
reward for his decision in favor of Aphrodite in the con-
test of beautybetween her, Athena, and Hera. The direct
narrative relates only to a part of the last year, leaving the
fall of the city untold. The mighty deeds of the Greek
Achilles and of the Trojan Hector, son of King Priam,
supply some of the chief episodes of the poem. The Diad
and Odyssey were universally looked upon by the Greeks,
in spite of endless variations and differences from legends
received later, as an authoritative and inspired record of
the early history and the religious beliefs and doctrines of
their race. As epics, the first rank in poetiy has always
been conceded to them.

iliadize (il'i-ad-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. iUad-
ised, ppr. iliadieing. [< Hiad + -ise.1 To cele-

brate or relate as in the Iliad ; narrate epioally.

[Eare.]
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the Aquifoliacem, now placed between the nat-

ural orders Olacinem and CelastrinecB. There are

3 genera. Ilex, Bryonia, and Nemopanthes, and about 150

species, which aie distributed in North and South Ameri-

ca and Asia, with a few in Africa and Australia.

iliket, «• and adv. A Middle English form of

alilce.

But theire strokes were not alle I-like, flor Pounce smote

the kvnge vpon the helme that he enclyned vpon his horse

crowpe. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ui. 391.

Evere ylike faire and fresh of hewe

;

And I love it, and ever ylike newe.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 55.

Hic/ie fre fro thinges thre thowe twynne,

Sterilitee, inflrmitee, and synne.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 7.

ilio-aponeurotic (iFi-6-ap"o-nu-rot'ik), a. [<

NL. Uium + aponeurosis (-ot-) + -Jc] Pertain-

ing to the ilium, and having the character of an
aponeurosis.

iliocaudal (il"i-6-ka'dal), a. and n. I. a. [< NL.
ilium + li. eauda, tajl: see caudal.'] Ineool.,

of or pertaining to both the Uium and the tail:

applied to certain muscles connecting the Uium
with the tail.

II. n. An iUoeaudal muscle.

iliocaudalis (il"i-6-ka-da'lis), n.
;

pi. iliocauda-

les (-lez). [NL.] Same as iliocaudal.

iliococcygeal (iF'i-o-kok-sij'f-al), a. [< NL. ili-

um + coccyx {-yg-) : see coccygeal.] Pertaining

to the ilium and the coccyx; iliocaudal.

iliococcygeus (il'''i-6-kok-sij'e-us), n.
;

pi. ilio-

ooccygei (-i). [NL., < ilium + coecygeus.] A
muscle of some animals connecting the ilium

with the coccyx ; an iliocaudal muscle.

iliocostal (il"i-6-kos'tal), a. [< NL. ilium + L.

costo, rib: see costal.] Pertaining to the ilium

and to the ribs : as, the iliocostal muscle.

iliocostalis (il'''i-6-kos-ta'lis), n.
;
pi. iliocostales

(-lez). [NL. : see iliocostal.] A muscl« of the
back ; a part of the outer mass of the erector

spinsB. Also called sacrolumbalis.

iliofemoral (iF'i-o-fem'o-ral), a. [< NL. ilium
+ L./eTOwr, thigh: see femoral.] Pertainingto
the haunch-bone and the thigh-bone ; connect-
ing the ilium and the femur mofemoral liga-
ment, a special thickening of the capsular ligament of
the hip-joint.

iliohypogastric (U"i-o-hi-po-gas'trik), a. [<
NL. ilium + E. hypogastric] Pertainingto the
iliac and hypogastric abdominal regions: spe-
cifically applied to a nerve, a branch of the lum-
bar plexus distributed to those parts.

ilio-inguinal (il"i-6-ing'gwi-nal), a. [< NL.
ilium + L. inguen, groin: see inguinal.] Per-
taining to the Uiac region and to the groin : spe-
cificaUy applied to a nerve, a branch of the lum-
bar plexus distributed to those parts.

ilio-iscMac (il"i-6-is'ki-ak), a. [< NL. iUum +
.
ischium : see ischiac] Pertaining to the ilium
and the ischium; iliosoiatio: a,a, the ilio-ischiac

articulation or ankylosis.

ilio-isclliatic (il'^i-o-is-ki-afik), a. Same as

. . of whom it is Illiadized that your very
nose'drop't sugarcandie.

Nashe, Lenten Stufle (Harl. Misc., VI. 162).

Ilian (U'i-an), a. [< Ilium + -an.] Of or per-
taining to ancient Ilium or Troy, or to the
GrecoJJoman city -in the Trojan plain called

New Uium.
Hector on Ilian coins.

C. 0. Mailer, Manual ot Archceol. (trans.), § 415.

ilichet, adv. A Middle English form of alike.

ilicin, lliciae (U'i-sin), n. [< ilex (ilic-) + -in^,

-ine^.] The non-nitrogenous bitter principle

of Hex Aquifolium. It forms brownish-yellow
crystals, is very bitter, and is said to have feb-

rifuge qualities.

Ilicineee (il-i-sin'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (EndUcher,
1836-40), < Ilex (Ilic-) + 4n- + -ece^ A small
natural order of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants, the holly family, formerly referred to

iliolumbar (il"i-6-lum'bar), a. [< NL. ilium +
lumbus, loin: see lumbar.] Pertaining to the
haunch-bone and the loins, or to the Siae and
lumbar regions—Iliolumbar ligament, a fibrous
band between the last lumbar vertebra and the crest of
the ilium.

ilioparietal (U'''i-6-pa-]i'e-tal), a. An incorrect
form of ileoparietal. ' E. B'.'Lankester.
iliopectineal (il'i-o-pek-ti-ne'al), a. [< NL.
ilium + L. pecten (pectin-), eonilb.] Pertaining
to that crest or comb of the ilium which forms in
part the brim of the true pelvis mopectlneal
line, or iliopectineal eminence, a ridge on the ilium and
pubis, assisting In marking the distinction between the
true and the false pelvis ; morphologically, one of the bor-
ders of the ilium, slightly exhibited in man, but in some
animals an elongated process, even having an independent
center of ossification. Also called linea Uiopeotimea. See
cut under innominatum.

iliopectinium (il"i-6-pek-tin'i-um), ».; pi. ilio-
pectinia(-A). IKL.: see iliopectineal] Ai ilio-
pectineal part, or representation of a rudimen-
tary pelvis, such as exists in an amphisbsenid,
for example.
ilioperoneal (U'i-o-per-o-ne'al), a. and n. [<
NL. ilium + Gr. Trepfo^,' fibula : see peroneal.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to the ilium and the
fibula : applied to certain muscles.
n. n. A muscle which in many animals con-

nects the ilium with the fibula, thus repeating
substantially the connections of the longhead
of the human biceps femoris.

iliopsoas (U-i-op'so-as), n. [NL., < ilium +
psoas.] The iliacus and psoas magnus muscles
taken together, or some muscle which repre-
sents them.

ilk

Thus the two muscles, so far as their action goes, may
be considered as one, and are sometimes called the ilio-

psoas. Holden, Anat. (1885X p. 610.

iliopsoatic (U-i-op-so-at'ik), a. \< iliopsoas,

after psoatic] Pertaining to tne iUac bone and
the psoas muscle: as, the iliopsoatic muscle;
the iliopsoatic region.

iUosacral (U'^i-o-sa'kral), a. [< NL. Uium + sa-

crum: see sacral.] Of or pertaining to the .

ilium and the sacrum ; saoro-iliac : as, the ilio-

sacral arthron.

iliosciatic (iFi-6-si-at'ik), a. [< NL. ilium +
sciaticus, sciatic] Hio-ischiac.

In all ordinary birds, the ischium .... extends back,

nearly parallel with the hinder part of the ilium, and is

united with it by ossiflcatiou, posteriorly. The iliosciatic

interval is thus converted into a foramen.
MuaHey, Anat. Vert, p. 260.

iliotibial (U'^i-o-tib'i-al), a. [< NL. ilium +
tibia: see tibial.] Pertaining to or extending
betweenthe ilium and the tibia motlbial band,
the thickest part of the fascia lata of the femur, lying over
the vastus extemus, binding this muscle down, and giving
insertion to the tensor vaginse femoris and part of the glu-

teeus maximns.

ilium (il'i-um), n.
;
pi. ilia (-a). [NL., a spe-

cial application of L. ilium, ileum, the flank:

see ileum.] 'In anat., the anterior or superior
bone of the pelvic arch, commonly ankylosed
with the ischium and pubis at the acetabulum,
and then forming a part of the os innomina-
tum or haunch-bone, and effecting the principal

or only articulation of the pelvic arch with the
vertebral columuj especially with the sacrum.
The ilium is present in the great majority of vertebrates
above the fishes ; it is sometimes entirely free from the
vertebral column. It is primitively a prismatic cartila-

ginous rod, which ultimately becomes, as a rule, the most
expanded part of the haunch-bone, as in man. It fre-

quently ankyloses with some of the ribs as well as with
vertebrse, as in many Sauropsida. The shape and relative
position of the human ilium are highly exceptional, in
comparison with those of other vertebrates. See cuts un-
der Dromceus, Ichthyosauria, inn&minatum, and skeleUm.
— Crista iUl See arUita.

Uiupersis (U''''i-u-per'sis), n. [G., < Gr. 'JMov
rrtpaiq, the title of several poems : 'I^j'ov, gen. of
'iXiov, Dium, Troy (see Iliad) ; iripai^, destruc-
tion, sacking, < iripdeiv, waste, destroy.] In
classical myth., archceol., etc., the destruction
of Troy or nium ; hence, a poem or an account
treating of the destruction of Troy, or a graphic
or plastic representation of the destruction of
Troy, or of some episode connected with its

fall.

How far the scene of a besieged city may have been in-
fluenced by the Uiupersis of Polygnotos on the [Painted]
Portico just mentioned and again in the Lesche at Delphi
it is impossible to say.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, 11. 223.

ilixanthin (i-lik-san'thin), n. [Short for *iU-

cixanthin, < L. ilex (iUc-), holm-oak, + Gft.

^avddg, yellow, + -in^.] A crystalline coloring
matter found in the leaves of holly. It forms
a yellow dye on cloth prepared with alumina
or iron mordants.

ilfci (Uk), a. [< ME. ilke, ulke, ilce. assibilated
ilche, yehe, < AS. ilc, yle, the same, < *y, instr. of
a pronominal root rfepresented by Goth, is, he
(see he^), and L. i-dem, the same (see idem, iden-
tic), + -lie, connected with ge-lic, like, and ap-
pearing also similarly in each, which= So. whilk,

such = So. sic, So. fhilk, etc.] Same; very
same : often used absolutely with that. [Chiefly
Scotch.]

Then Sir Tristeram tooke powder forth of that box,
And blent it with warme sweet milke

;

And there put it unto the home,
And swUled it about in that ilke.

King Arthur ami the Eir>g of Cornwall (Child's Ballads,
[I. 243).

Of that lllL (a) Of the same (estate): a phrase added to
a person's surname todenote that this name and the name
of his ancestral estate are the same : as, Kinloch of that
ilk (that is, Elnloch of Kinloch).

The person of Cosmo Comyne Bradwardine, Esq., cf that
Uk, commonly called Baron of Bradwardine.

Scott, Waverley, Ixvl

Hence, blunderingly—(6) Ofthat sort or kind : as, men </
t?iat ilk. [Colloq.]

ilk2, ilka (ilk, il'ka), a. [So., < ME. ilc, ilk, <

AS. celc, each: see each. The final vowel in
ilka stands for the inflexive -e or for the at-

tached art. a.] Each; every.

Then all oyer pageantz fast followyng ilk one after oyer
as yer course is, without tarieng.

Proclamation by Mayor of York, 1894, quoted in

[York Plays, Int., p. xxxiv.

Get my shoon, my wig, my stick, and my flia day's coat
Sa(mn ami Gael, III. 113.

nka deal, every part ; wholly.

Sone the cause was declaret with a clene wit,
Of the iede,ilke-a-dele, to the derfe kynges.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3656.



Ukon

[ME., < «fc2 + on, oon,ilkont, ilkoonf, pron.
one.] Each one.

Than were arjiied in Humber thritty schippes & flue,
Jlkone with folk uiouh, ledy to bataile.

Sob. 0/ Brunne, p. 16.

Thurgh thelond they praysed hii Ukoone.
Chaucer, Phyeicians Tale, 1. 113 (HaxL MSS.).

ill (il), a. and n. [< ME. ille, < Icel. Ulr, in mod.
leel. usually with a short vowel, Ulr = Dan.
ild- = Sw. ill- (in oomp. ; independently only ity
as adv.), ill, contr. of the form which appears
in fuU in Goth, ubils, AS. yfel, E. evil, etc. : see
eviP-.'] I. a. 1. Inherently bad or evil; of per-
nicious quality or character; vicious; wicked;
malevolent. [In this abstract sense now ob-
solete, archaic, or local.]

That was the gifte that she gaf to me
In hir malice, wreth, and ill cruelte.

Xom. of Pwrtenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6691.

Inhumane soules, who, toucht with bloudy Taint,
lU Shepheards, sbeare not> but euen flay your (old.
To turn the Skins to Caasaklns of Gold.

Sylvester, St Lewis (trans.), L 644.

Such [fear] as HI men feel, who go on obstinately in
their iK courses, notwithstanding it.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, It. xv.

HI, "Ticious,"iscommon in East Tennessee, and, accord-
ing to Bartlett, also in Texas, where they ask, "Is your
dog «?" meaning vicious. Prot Scheie De Vere says,
too, that in Texas "an ill fellow" means a man of bad
habits. I heard a man in the Smoky Mountains say
"Some rattlesnakes are iller 'n others"; and another
said that "black rattlesnakes are the illest."

Trans. Amer. PhUol. Ase., XVII.

2985
I am ill at dates ; but I think it is now better than flve-

and-twenty years ago. Lamb, Elia, p. 241.

Agatha was HI at oontriyance ; but she managed some-
how to get away. Mrs. Craik, Agatha's Husband, vii.

[Except in sense 6, and in some established locutions un-
der the other senses, bad, evil, or some synonymous word
IS now more common than ffl.]—111 at ease. See at ease,
under ease— 111 blood. See bad blood, under blood.— Vl
nature. Seenature.=S-yji.e. Unwell, etc. Seesici.

il. n. 1. Evil; wrong; wickedness; deprav-

But she with vehement prayers urgeth still
Under what colour he commits this ill.

Shak., Lucrece, L 476.

The flrst steps towards ill are very carefully to be avoid-
^

J J
'"^° insensibly go on when they are once entered,

and do not keep up a lively abhorrence of the least unwor-
thiness. Steele, Spectator, No. 448.

It is better to fight for the good than to rail at the ill.

Tennyson, Maud, xxviiL

2. Misfortune; calamity; adversity; disaster;
disease

;
pain.

2. Causing evil or harm; baneful^ misehie- .„,

vous; pernicious; deleterious: as, it is an ill iir(U)7a(fc!" {< ME."ille, < Icel. «Zia = Sw,

Love worketh no ill to his neighbour. Rom. xiiL 10.

Nothing here [in Heaven] is wanting, but thewant of ills.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph over Death, st. 34.

Which of you all suspects that he is wronged.
Or thinks he suffers greater ills than Cato?

Addison, Cato, ill. 6.

Is there one who ne'er
In secret thought has wished another's ill I

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, v. 84.

3. Anything that is discreditable or injurious.

This is all the HI which can possibly be said of him.
Jefferson, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., IL 363.

jComltiallUt. See comitial.

ilia

= Dan. ilde, adv., iU, badly ; from the adj., be-
ing ult. identical with E. evil^, adv.'] 1. Badly;
imperfectly; unfavorably; unfortunately.

I play to please myselfe, all be it ill.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, June.

like most of theirs who teach,
I iU may practise what I well may preach.

Congreve, Of Pleasing.

jTZZ fares the land, to hastening ills a prey.
Where wealth accumulates, and men decay.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 51.

A time like this, a busy, bustling time^
Suits ill vrith writers, very ill with rhyme.

Crabbe, Works, L 169.
The speaker was ill informed.

Bancroft, Hist. Const., IL 247.

Shalt thou not teach me, in that calmer home,
The wisdom that I learned so ill in this?

Bryant, Future Life.

2. NoteasUy; withhardship, pain, or difficulty:

as, he is ill able to bear the loss.

Frugal only that her thrift

May feed excesses she can Ul aiford.
Cowper, Task, iL 651.

To go ill 'With. See to go hard (a), under go.—To take
It 111, to take offense ; be offended.

Look, when I serve him so, he takes it Ul.

Shak., C. of E., iL 1.

I was very desirous to go to my boat ; but it was said the
Sheik would take it HI ill would not stay and eat with him.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 113.

[Of themany compounds of HI with participles or particip-

ial adjectives, only such are given below as seem to have
some use or signification not obviously suggested by the
separate words. In general such pairs are properly com-
pounded (hyphened) only when they jointly stand in im-
mediate or constructive relation to nouns as direct quaU-
flers; in other cases Ul has only its regular adverbial ef-

fect.]

There was a flab, and it was a deil o' a flsh, and it was iUf (U), V. t. [< ME. illen, < Icel. Ula, harm: from

wind that blows nobody good.

There's some Ul planet reigns

;

I must be patient, till the heavens look
With an aspect more favourable.

Shak., W. T., it 1.

A good dish of prawns. ... I told thee they were Ul
for a green wound. 5ftD*., 2 Hen. IV., iL 1.

Neither is it Ul air only that maketh an ill seat.

Bacon, Building.

The image answered him : I am thy HI angell, Brutus,
and thou shalt see me by the city of Philippes.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 616.

3. Marked or attended by e'vil or suffering;
disastrous; wretched; miserable: as,an«22fate;
an ill ending.

An HI death let me die. B. Jonsort, Poetaster, v. 1.

Thou knowest that, for the most part, his servants come
to ia HI end, because they are transgressors against me
and my ways. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 126.

To whom no pain nor weariness seemed HI
Since now once more she knew herself beloved.

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 278.

4. Of bad import, bearing, or aspect ; threaten-
ing; forbiddmg; harsh; inimical: as, ill asms
travels fast ; an ill countenance.

But my noble Moor
Is true of mind, ... it were enough
To put him to m thinking. Shak., Othello, iil 4.

A Gallant Man is abovem words.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 47.

Pan came and ask'd, what magic caused my smart.
Or what HI eyes malignant glances dart?

Pope, Autumn, L 82.

5. In a bad or disordered state morally; im-
balanced; cross; crabbed; -unEriendly; unpro-
pitious; hostile: as, ill nature; iU temper; iU
feeling; illwUl.

iU to its young anes.
J. WUson, in Mrs. Gordon's Christopher North, i

6. In a disordered state physically; diseased;

impaired: as, to be ill of a fever; to be taken
ill; ill health.

Unquiet meals make Ul digestions. Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

My hand is soo Ul as I know not when I shall be able
to travel. Winthrop, Hist. New England, L 420.

Here to-night in this dark city,

When Ul and weary, alone and cold.

Tennyson, The Daisy.

7. Not proper; not legitimate or polite ; rude;
unpoUshed: as, iK manners; «M breeding.

Oli. What manner of man?
Mai. Of veryUl manner ; heTl speak vrith you, vpill you

or no. Shak., 1. N., L 5.

the adj.: see iU, a.] 1. To do e'vil to; harm;
injure.

And so, the Sparrow "with her angry bill

Defends her brood from such as would them Ul.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 5.

2. To slander; defame.

To Ul thy foe, doth get to thee hatred and double blame.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 100.

illabilet (i-lab'il), a. [< in-S + labile.] Not
liable to slip or err; infallible. £f. CTieyne.

illabilityt (il-a-bU'i-ti), n. [< illaUle + -ity.]

The quality of being illabile; infallibility.

And as he has treated all his disciples, so all lapsed in-

telligent beings must pass through Jesus Christ . . . be-

fore they arrive at perfect infallibility and HlabUUy.
G. Cheyne, Kegimen, p. 326.

That's an Ul phrase, a vile phrase : beautified is a vile iU-ad'Vised (il'ad-vizd'), a. Resulting from bad
"'"'' """^"^

' ' advice; injudicious; tending to ^rroneous orphrase. '
'

"
Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

The smoothest verse and the exactest sense

Displease ns, if HI English give offence.

Dryden and Soame, tr. of Boileau's Art of Poetry, l

Where Modesty's HI Manners, 'Tis but flt

That Impudence and Malice pass for Wit.

Congreve, Way of the World, L 9.

8. Unskilful; inexpert: as, I am iU at reckon-
ing.

dear Ophelia, I am flJ at these numbers ; I have not

«rt to reckon my groans. Shak., Hamlet, u. 2.

injurious consequences: as, b,ti iU-advised 'pio-

ceeding.

In the early part of 1860, Pius IX. had been Ul-advised

enough to abandon for a time the attitude of passive re-

sistance which constituted the real strength of the Papacy.

E. Dicey, Victor Eiamanuel, p. 246.

ill-affected (il'a-fek'ted), a. 1. Not well in-

clined or disposed: as, ill-affected adherents.

—

St. Affected with bad impressions. Spenser.

illative

illapsable^t (i-lap'sar-bl), a. [< illapse + -abU."]
Capable of illapsing, or liable to illapse.

illapsable^t (i-lap'sa-bl), a. [< in~s + lapse +
-able.] Incapable of lapsing or slipping.
Indeed, they may be morally immutable and Ulapsable:

but this is grace, not nature ; a reward of obedience, not
a necessary annex of our beings.

GlanvUle, Pre-existeuce of Souls,. viiL

illapse (i-laps'), V. i.
; pret. and pp. illapsed, ppr.

illapsing. [< L. illapsus, inlapsus, pp. of illabi,
inlabi, fall, slip, or flow into, < in, into, + labi,
fall, slip: see lapse.] To pass, glide, or slide:
usually followed by into. [Eare.]
Powerful being Hlapsing into matter. G. Cheyne.

illapse (i-laps'), n. [< L. iUapsus, inlapsus, a
fallmg, gliding, or flowing in, pp. of illabi, in-
laU, fall into: see illapse, v.] 1. A gliding
in or into; entrance as by permeation; influx:
used especially of the descent of the Holy
Spirit.

So let ns mind him [God] as to admit gladly his gentle
Hlapges. Barrow, Sermon, Trinity Sunday (1663).

Would we have our spirit softened and enlarged, and
made flt for the Hlapses of the divine Spirit?

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, n. xxi.

As a piece of iron, by the Ulapse of the flre into it, ap-
pears all over like flre ; so the souIb of the blessed, by the
illapse of the divine essence into them, shall be all over
divine. J. Norris, Miscellanies.

It was by the Hlapse of the dove that the Saviom- Mon
[according to the Marcosians] descended upon Jesus.

Harvey, Irenaeus (Cambridge, 1867), 1. 139, note.

2. Inspiration ; divine influx.

Those that pretend to a discovery of them had better
pretend to oracles, prophecies, Ulapses, and divinations,
then to the sober and steady maximes of philosophic.

Bp. Parker, Platoniok PhUos. (2d ei), p. 86.

3. A falling on; onset.

Passion's flerce iXlapse
Rouses the mind's whole fabrick.

Akenside, Pleasures of Imagination, iL

[Eare in all uses.]

illaqueable (i-lak'wf-a-bl), a. [< L. as if "il-

laqueabilis,(.illaqueare'jinlaqueare, insnare: see
iliaqueate.] Capable of being illaqueated or in-
snared. Cudworth. [Eare.]

iliaqueate (i-lak'wf-at), v. t. ; pret. and pp. il-

laqueated, ppr. illaqueaUng. [< L. illagueatus,
inlaqueatus, pp. of illagueare, inlaqueare (> It.

illaqueare = Pg. illaquear), insnare, < in, in, +
laqueare, insnare: see lace.] To insnare; en-
trap; entangle. [Eare.]

I am Ulaqueated, but not truly captivated into your
conclusion. Dr. H. More, Divine Dialogues.

illaqueation (i-lak-we-a'shon), n. [< L. as if

Hllaqueatio{nr-), < illaqueare, insnare: see iUa-
queate.] 1 . The act of illaqueating, or the state
of being illaqueated, insnared, or entrapped.
There is a sedncement that worketh by the strength of

the impression, and not by the subtUty of the Ulagueation.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL 225.

He also urgeth the word in-^faro in Matthew doth not
only signify suspension or pendulous Hlaqucation, . . .

but also^ suffocation, strangulation, or interception of
breath. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., viL 11.

2. A snare ; a noose. Johnson. [Rare.]
illation (i-la'shon), n. [= F. illaUon= Sp. ila-

cion = Pg. illdgao = It. illazione, < LL. illa-

tio(n-), inlattoin-), a carrying in, an inference,
a conclusion (tr. Gr. cTrupopi), < L. Hiatus, inla-

tvs, pp. of inferre, carry in, infer: see infer.]
1. The act of inferring from premises; infer-
ence.

We consider the collation and reference of the text, and
then the Ulation and inference thereof.

Donne, Sermons, L

2. That which is inferred; an inference; a de-
duction ; a conclusion.

From an illustration he makes it an Hlation.
Warburton, Works, XL Remarks on Tillard.

It is permissible to smile at such an Hlation from such
a major and minor. N. and Q., 7th ser., L 251.

3. In liturgies: (a) The act of bringing the
eucharistie elements into the church and pla-
cing them on the altar. (J) In the Mozarabic
Utu/rgy, the eucharistie preface. It is of great
len^h, and varies according to the Sunday or
festival.

illati've (il'a-tiv), a. and n. [= P. illatif= Sp.
ilativo = Pg. It. illativo, < L. iUativus, inlati/ims,

illative, < Hiatus, inlatus, pp. of inferre, infer:
see infer.] I. a. 1. Relating to illation; draw-
ing or able to draw inferences.

Sometimes, I s^, this illative faculty is nothing short
of genius. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent; p. 320.

2. Due to Hlation ; inferential; inferred.

His subtle demonstrations present me with an inferred
and Ulative truth at which we arrived not but by the help
of a train-of ratiocinations. Boyle, Works, IV. 421.



iUative

3. Denoting an inference : as, an illative word
or particle, as then and therefore.—jaaXive con-
version, in logie, that conversion In which the truth ol the
converse follows from the truth of the proposition given

:

thus, the proposition "No virtuous man is a rehel" he-
comes by Ulative conversion "No rebel is a virtuous man."— Illative sense, a name given by J. H. Newman to that
faculty of the human mind whereby It forms a final judg-
ment upon the validity of an inference.

n. n. 1. That which, denotes illation or in-
ference.— 2. An illative particle.

This [word] "for," that leads the text in, is both a rela-
tive and an illative; referring to what he had said in the
foregoing words ; and inferring a necessary consequence
of the one clause upon the other : " Purge out the old
leaven ; for ChriBt our Passover Is sacrificed for us."

Bp. Hall, Kemains, p. 186.

illatively (il'a-tiv-li), adv. By illation or infer-
ence.

Most commonly taken illatively.

Bp. Sichardgon, Observations on the Old Testament,
[p. 434.

illaudable (i-ia'da-bl), a. [= It. illaiidaUle, il-

lodaJnle, < L. iUatiSabiUs,inlaitcla1>iUs,Tiot praise-
worthy, < in- priv. -f- laudabilis, praiseworthy:
see laudable.'] Not laudable ; not to be ap-
proved or commended; provoking censure;
blameworthy.

All the commendable parts of speech were set foorth by
the name of figures, and all the illaudable partes vnder
the name of vices, or viciosities.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 130.

His actions are diversly reported, by Huntingdon not
thought UlaudaMe. MiltoUj Hist. Eng., v.

illaudably (i-lft'da-bli), adv. In an illaudable
manner; unworthily.

It is natural for people to form not illavdably too fa-

vourable a judgment of their own country. Broome.

illawarra-palm (il-a-war'a-pam), n. A culti-

vators' name for a palm, Ptychosperma Cun-
ninghamii {Seaforthia elegans or Arehontophce-
nix Cunninghamii), a<native of Queensland and
New South Wales.

ill-beseeming (il'be-se'ming), a. Unsuitable;
unbecoming; indecorous.

How ill-bese&ming is it in thy sex
To triumph, like an Amazonian trull.

Upon their woes whom fortune captivates

!

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., L 4.

ill-boding (il'b6"ding), a. Foreboding evil ; in-
auspicious; unlucky.

O malignant and iU-boding stars

!

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., Iv. 6.

My greatness threaten'd by ill-bodiTig eyes.
Drayton, Legend of Thomas Cromwell.

ill-bred (il'bred'), a. 1. Badly brought up;
impolite ; rude.— 2. Badly bred, as a mongrel
dog.

ill-breeding (iVbre'ding), a. Breeding mis-
chief or evil.

She may strew
Dangerous conjectures in iU-breedirig minds.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 6.

ill-conditioned (il'kon-dish'pnd), a. Being in
bad condition, or having bail qualities ; disor-

dered or disorderly. In geometry, a triangle
which has very unequal angles is said to be ill-

conditioned.

A populous place, but possessed with a very iH-covdi-
tioTied and Idle sort of people.

Bunycm, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 228.

Some ill-conditioned, growling fellow may say to me
''What's the use of these legal and equitable abuses?"

Dickens, Bleak House, xxxvii.

Yon whey-faced brother, who delights to wear
A weedy flux of Ul-coiiditioned hair.

0. W. Holmes, Moral Bully.

ill-deedie (il'de'di), a. Mischievous; trouble-
some. [Scotch.]

An ill-deedie, . . . wee;, rumblegairie urchin of mine.
Burm, Works, IV. 235.

ill-defined (il'df-find'), a. Not distinct; not
well marked out : as, an ill-defined sensation

;

specifically, in zool., without definite borders:
said of marks, depressions, etc.

ill-disposed (il'dis-pozd'), a. 1. Not friendly;
inclined to oppose or refuse.

Some, of an ill and melancholy natui-e, incline the com-
pany to be sad and ill-disposed; others, of a jovial nature,
incline them to be merry. Bacon.

2t. Unwell; indisposed.

Agam. Where is Achilles? i

Pair. Within his tent; hvA ill-disposed, toj \otA. . . .

Ulyss. We saw him at the opening of his tent : he is not
sick. Shak., T. and C, it 3.

lUeeebracesB (i-les-e-bra'sf-e), njpl. [NL., <

Illecebrum + -aceas.'i A sniall natural order of
dicotyledonous apetalous plants, chiefly con-
sisting of herbaceous weeds, found in the tem-
£erate parts of the world. They have small and regu-

r, often hermaphrodite, flowers, with the perianth herba*
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ceons or coriaceous, and with 4 or 6 lobes or parts. The
petals are wanting, or reduced to minute staminodia.
There are 17 genera and about 90 species, lUecebrum be-
ing the typical genus. The order is sometimes called Po-
ronychiacece.

iUecebrationf (i-les-e-bra'shon), n. [< LL. il-

lecebratus, inlecebratus, pp. of illecehrare, inlece-

brare, entice, < L. illecehra, inlecebra (> It. illece-

hra = Sp. {ohs.)iUcebra = Pg. illecebras, pi.), an
enticement, < illicere, inlicere, entice : see lece-

brotis.] The act of alluring, or the state of be-

ing allured ; enticement.

Modesty. . . restrainsthetoogreatfreedomthatyouth
usurps, the great familiarity of pi easant UlecebratUym, the
great continual frequentations of balls and feasts.

Tom Brown, Works, IV. 292.

illecebroust (i-les'e-brus), a. [= It. illeeebroso,

< L. illecebrosus, inlecebrosus, alluring, enticing,

seductive, < illecebra, inlecebra, an allurement,

charm, < illicere, inlicere, allure : see entice, il-

lect.'] Enticing; alluring; full of allurement.

He [Alexander] had rather se the harpe of Achilles,

wherto he sange, not the iUecebrous dilectatyons of Ve-
nus, but the vsJyant actes and noble affaires of excellent

priucis. Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, i. 7.

IllecebriUU (i-les'f-brum), n. [NL., < L. ille-

cebra, an allurement, charm: see illecebrous.]

A genus of herbaceous plants, of the natural
order Illecebracece, containing onlyone species,

I. verticillatum, a native of the south of Europe
and the north of Africa, it is a small prostrate
branched annual, with small leaves growing in pairs, and
axillary clusters ol small white, shining flowers ; it occurs
in the southwest of England.

illeck (il'ek), m. [Origin obscure.] A fish, the
gemmous dragonet, Callionymus lyra. Also call-

ed fox and sculpin. See eut tmder Calliony-

mus.
illectf, V. t. [< L. illectus, inlectus, pp. of illi-

cere, inlicere, alluxe, entice, < in, in, -^ lacere,

entice. Ci. allicient.'] To entice; allure.

Theyre superfluous rychesse illected theym to vnclene
lust and ydelnesse. S. Fish, Supplication for the Beggars.

illegal (i-le'gal), a. [= F. ilUgal = Sp. ilegal

= Pg. illegal = It. illegale, < ML. illegalis, < L.
in- priv. + legalis, lawful : see legal.] Not le-

gal; contrary to law; unlawful; illicit: as, an
illegal act ; illegal commerce. It usually implies
substantial contravention of law, as distinguished from
mere irregularity in procedure, and from error in judicial
decision.

In all times the Princes in England have done some-
thing illegal to get money. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 76.

Whatever else men call punishment or censure Is not
properly an evil, so it be not an illegal violence.

Milton, Church-Government, iL

If Hugh Capet laid hands on all the possessions of the
Duke of Normandy, this might be unjust and immoral;
but it would not be illegal, in the sense in which the ordi-
nances of Charles the Tenth were illegal.

Macavlay, Warren Hastings.

Corrupt and Illegal Practices Prevention Act. See
corrMj)«. =Syn. Illegal, Felonious, etc. (See crimmal.)

_ Unlawful, Illegitimate, etc. (See lawful.)

illegalise, v. t. See Ulegalize.

illegality (il-e-gal'j-ti), n. [= F. ilUgalitS =
Sp. ilegaUdad = Pg. illegalidade; as illegal -\-

-ity.] The condition or character of being il-

legal; unlawfulness: as, the illegality of tres-
pass, or of arrest without warrant.
He wished them to considerwhat votes they had passed,

of the illegality of all those commissions, and of the un-
justiflableness of all the proceedings by virtue of them.

Clarendon, Great Kebellion.

Here it is not, how long the people are bound to toler-
ate the illegality of our judgments, but whether we have
a right to substitute our occasional opinion in the place of
la''- Burke, Speech on Middlesex Election.

Its clear illegality was due to the principle . . that
the captor of a neutral vessel has no right to concern him-
self as to the persons who may be therein.

J. B. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 179.

illegalize (i-le'gal-iz), v. t. : pret. and pp. ille-
galized, ppr. illegaUzing. [< illegal + -ize.] To
render illegal or unlawful. Also spelled ille-
galise.

illegally (i-le'gal-i), adv. In an illegal man-
ner; unlawfully : as, to be arrested illegally.

Congress may pass, the President may assent to a mea-
sure which contradicts the terms of the constitution If
they so act, they act illegally, and the Supreme Courii can
declare such an act to be null and void.

B. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 192.

illegalness (i-le'gal-nes), n. Illegality
illegibility (i-lej-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< illegible: see
-Uhty.J The state or quality of being illegible

illegible (i-lej'i-bl), a. [= Sp. ilegible, < L. in-
priv. + LL. legibiUs, legible: see legible.] In-
capable of being read ; obscure or defaced so as
not to be decipherable ; loosely, hard to read.

"The secretary poured the ink-box all over the writings
andj^sp defaced them that they were made altogether fl-

Howell.

ill-fated

illegibleness (i-lej'i-bl-nes), n. Illegibility.

illegibly (i-lej'i-bli), adv. In an illegible man-
ner : as, a letter written illegibly.

illegitimacy (il-e-jit'i-ma-si), n. [< illegiti-

ma(te) -t- -cy.] The state or character of being
illegitimate; specifically, bastardy; spurious-

ness: as, the illegitimacy of a child; the illegiti-

macy of an argument.
illegitimate (il-e-jit'i-mat), a. [< ire-S -I- legiti-

mate, after P. itlegiUme = Sp. ilegitimo = Pg.

illegitimo = It. illegittimo, < LL. Hllegitimus, "in-

legitimus (in adv. illegiUme), not legitimate, <

L. in- priv. + legitimus, legitimate: see legiU-

mate.] Not legitimate, (o) Not in conformity with
law ; not regular or authorized ; contrary to custom or
usage ; spurious : as, an illegitimate production ; an iUe.

gitimate word.

Nor did I fear any illegitimate impression thereof, con-
ceiving that nobody woiud be at the charge of it. Brorrn.

A government founded on conquest may become thor-
oughly legitimate on the moiTowof the conquest; it may
remain utterly illegUimate five hundred years after it.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 418.

(6) Not logicall}[ inferred or deduced; not warranted;
illogical : as, an illegitimate inference.

Beat. Then if your husband have stables enough, yonll
look he shall lack no barns.
Marg. O illegitimate construction ! I scorn that with

my heels. Shak., Much Ado, liL 4.

(c) Unlawfully begotten; bom out of wedlock; bastard:
a^ an UlegitiTnate child. See legitimate.

Being illegitimate, I was deprived of that endearing ten-

derness . . . which a good man finds in the love ... of
a parent. Addison.

(d) In bot, produced by irregular or abnormal fertiliza-

tion. See phrase below.

These illegitimate plants, as theymay he called, are not
fully fertile. Darviin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 168.

legitimate fertilization, in bot., in dimorphic plants
the fertilization of a female plant by the pollen from a
male plant of the same form, this union being compara-
tively unfertile.— niegitlmate fimction. See function.
= S^. Unlawful, Illicit (see lawful) ; improper, unau-
thorized, unfair.

illegitimate (il-f-jit'i-mat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

illegitimated, ppr. illegitimating. [< illegitimate,

a.] To render or prove illegitimate ; attaint as
having been bom out of wedlock; bastardize.

The marriage should only be dissolved for the future,
without illegitimating the issue.

Bp. Bwnet, Hist. Keformation, an. 1530.

illegitimately (il-f-jit'i-mat-li), adv. In an
illegitimate manner; unlawfully; without au-
thority.

The mid-styled form of lythrum salicaria could be iUe-
S'itimoteiy fertilised with the greatest ease by pollen from
the longer stamens of the short-styled form.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 166.

illegitimation (il-e-jit-i-ma'shon), n. [= OF.
illegitimation ; as illegitimate -l-"-«o».] The act
of illegitimating, or the state of being illegiti-

mate, (a) Bastardy ; declaration of illegitimacy.

Without any appellation that would infer illegitima-
tion. jri»4ee; Heraldry (1816X1. 291.

(&t) Want of genuineness ; spuriousness.

Many such-like pieces . . . bear . . . the apparent
brands of illegitimation. E. Martin, Letters (166% p. 67.

illegitimatize (il-e-jit'i-ma-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. illegitmatized, ppr. illegitimaUzing. [< ille-

giUmate + -ize.] To render illegitimate ; ille-

Sltimate.
eviable (i-lev'i-a-bl), a. [< iw-3 + leoiable.]

Incapable of being levied or collected.
He rectified the method of collecting his revenue, and

removed obsolete and Ulevidble parts of charge.
Sir M. Bale.

ill-fa'ard, ill-faurd (il'fard), a. [< ill +fa'ard,
cfmtn.ot favored.] 1. Ill-favored; ill-looking;
ugly; repulsive.

Puir auld Scotland suffers eneugh by thae blackguard
loons o' excisemen, . . . the ill-fa'ard thieves.

Scott, Hob Koy, zWiL

2. Mean; discreditable; disgraceful.

Sae proud 's I am, that ye hae heard
O' my attempts to be a bard.
And think my muse nae that iU-fawrd.

Skinner, Misc. Poetry, p. 109.

[Scotch in both uses.]
illfare (U'far), n. [< ill -¥ fare^, after welfare.]
FaUure; adversity; infelicity. [Rare.]

I must own to the weakness of believing that material
welfare is highly desirable in itself, andlhaveyettomeet
with the man who prefers material illfare.

Huxley, Proc. Eoyal Soo., XXXIX 292.

Determining the welfare or ill-fare of men.
The Centum XXXin. 922.

ill-faringlyt (il'far"ing-li), adv. Unbecoming-
ly; ungracefully; awkwardly.
Another of our vulgar makers spake as illfaringly in

this verse. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, iii. 23.

ill-fated (il'fa'ted), a. 1. Bringing bad for-
tune.



ill-fated

Dedare, muee ! in what ai-fated hour
Sprung the fleroe strife, from what offended pow'r?

Pope, ifiad, L 11.

2. Having bad fortune.

Few were to be seen of all that proud array, which had
marched up the heights so confidently under the banners
of their ill-fated chiefs the preceding evening.

Preacott, Ferd. and Isa., it 7.

ill-faurd, a. BeeM-fa'ard.
ill-favored (il'fa,'vqrd),o. Hl-lookmg; deform-
ed; repulsive; ugly.

A poor virgin, sir, an ill-favoured thing, sir, but mine
own. Shale., As you like K^ y. 4.

About nine of the clock I went on shore, and hired an
Hl-favoured horse, and away to Greenwich, tomy lodgings.

Pepys, Diary, IL 826.

I had a fah- opportunity of observing his features, which,
though of a dark complexion, were not Ul-favoured.
Sairham, in Mem. prefixed to Ingoldsby Legends, I. 67.

ill-favoredly (il'fa'vord-U), adt;. 1. With de-
formity or ugliness.

Does my hair stand well ? Lord, how ill-favom'dly
You have dress'd me to-day ! how badly ! Why this cloak?

Fletcher (<md cmotheir), Queen of Corinth, ii. 2.

2t. Roughly; rudely.

He shook him very Ulfavouredly for the time, raging
through the very bowels of his country, and plundering
all wheresoever he came. Howell.

ill-favoredness (il'fa'vord-nes), n. The state
ofbeing ill-favored; ugliness; deformity. John^
son.

ill-footing (il'fut'ing), n. Dangerous position;
unsafe anchorage.

A shipwreck without storm or ill-footivg.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

ill-headedt (il'hed'ed), a. Wrong-headed; with-
out judgment.

Every man
Surcharg'd with wine were heedlesse and Ulhedded.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. 1. 3.

ill-humored (il'hii'mgrd), a. Of or in bad hu-
mor; out of sorts; cross; surly; disobligi:r^.

ill-humoredly (il'hu'mord-li), adv. With bad
humor; crossly; disobligingly.

illiberal (i-lib'e-ral), a. [= OF. illiberal, in-

liberal, F. iUiblrai = Sp. (obs.) iliheral = Pg.
illiberal = It. illiberale, < L. ilUberaUs, inUbe-

ralis, unworthy of a freeman, ignoble, ungen-
erous, < «M- priv. + Uberalis, of a freeman, gen-
erous, liberal: seeliberal.^ 1. NotUberal; ig-

noble, (a) Not free or generous; niggardly
;
parsimoni-

ous; penurious; stingy; shabby.

The earth did not deal out their nourishment with an
oversparing or illiberal hand. Woodward.

p) Not catholic; of narrow or prejudiced opinions or

judgment.

The charity of most men is grown so cold, and their re-

ligion so illiberal. Eikon BaeUike.

These move the censure and illib'ral grin

Of tools. Comper, Hope, 1. 744.

(c) Not manifesting or not promoting high culture ; con-

tracted; vulgar; coarse.

He is a great proficient in all the illiberal sciences, as

cheating, drinking, swaggering.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, ii. 1.

Not liberal science but illiberal must that needs be, that

mounts in contemplation merely for money.
Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst., 1 13.

The best of our schools and the most complete of our

university trainings give but a narrow, one-sided, and es-

sentially illiberal education—while the worst give what
is really next to no education at all.

HvnAey, Lay Sermons, p. 61.

2t. Not elegant: as, illiberal Latin. =S5ti. 1. (a)

Miserly, olose-Ssted, mean, selfish. (6) Uncharitable, nar-

row-minded.

illiberalism (l-lib'e-ral-izm), n. [< illiberal +
4sm.'] Illiberality.' Imp. Diet.

illiberality (i-lib-e-ral'i-ti), n. [= F. illibS-

raliU = Pg. illiberalidade = It. illiberalita, <

L. ilUberaUta{t-)s, inUberalita{t-)s, illiberality,

< ilUberalis, inliberalis, illiberal: see illiberal.^

The fact or quality of being illiberal or ungen-
erous; narrowness of mind; uncharitableness

;

meanness.
The illiberality of parents, in allowance towards their

children, is an harmfulleerrour, and . . . acquaints them
with shifts. Bacon, Parents and Children.

illiberalize (i-lib'e-ral-iz), v. t. ;
prat, and pp.

illiberaliged, ppr. 'ilUheralizing. [< illiberal +
-J0e.] To make illiberal.

illiberally (i-lib'e-ral-i), adv. In an illiberal

manner; ungenerously; uncharitably; igno-

bly; meanly.
One that had been bountiful only upon surprise and in-

oogitanoy illiberally retracts. Decay of Chrtstmn Piety.

Illiceae (i-lis'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de Oan-

doUe, 1824), < Illicium + -ew.'\ A former tribe

of plants of the natural order Magnoliacew, typ-

ified by the genus Illicium, now referred to the

Chinese Anise {IlUciutft anisatu?n),
a, flower; i, same, showing the ovary and

stamens, with the petals removed ; c. fruit,

seen from above ; a, fruit, seen from the side.
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tribe Winterece. Also written Illiciece and Uli-
dnecB.

illicit (i-Us'it), a. [= F. illieite = Sp. ilicito =
Pg. illieito = It. illicito, illecito, < L. illicitus, in-
lieitus, not allowed, forbidden, < in- priv. -t- li-

citus, allowed, pp. of licere, be permitted or
allowed: see license.'] 1. Not authorized or
permitted; prohibited j unlicensed; imlawfnl:
as, illiolt trade ; illicit intercourse.

One Ulieit and mischievous transaction always leads to
another. B«rte, Affairs of India.

2. Acting unlawfully; clandestine.

The abolition of this tax [on salt], by cheapening one of
the chief ingredients in the manufacture of glass, enabled
the illicit inanufacturer to compete successfully with the
fan- trader. 5. DoweU, Taxes in England, IV. 6.

Fallacy of an illicit process, fallacy of illicit par-
ticularity. See fallacy. =&Y0- UrUawfiil, Illegitimate,

_
etc.

_
See lawful.

illicitly (i-lis'lt-U), adv. In an ilUeit maimer;
unlawfully.
illicitness (i-lis'it-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being illicit; unlawfulness.

illicitoust (i-Us'i-tus), a. [< L. illiciims, not
allowed : see illicit.'] lUieit. Coles, 1717.
Illicium (i-lis'i-um), n. [NL., so called in al-

lusion to the perfume, < L. illicere, allure,

entice, charm: see illect.] A genus of eastern
Asiatic and American evergreen shrubs, be-
longing to the natural order MagnoUacem. The
plants of this ge-
nus' are called
ojniie-trees, from
their fine aromatic
scent. The seeds
of /. anieoAum
(Chinese anise), a
shrub growing 8
or 10 feet high,
are stomachic and
carminative, and
yield a very fra-
grant volatile oil.

The fruit is the
star-anise of the
shops. The Chi-
neseburnthe seeds
in their temples,
and Europeans
employ them to
aromatize certain
liqueurs or cor-

dials, such as ani-

sette. I. religiosum is a Japanese species, about the size of
a cherry-tree, held sacred by the natives, who decorate the
tombs of their dead with wreaths of its flowers, and burn
the fragrant bark as incense before their deities. From the
property of the bark of consuming slowly and uniformly,
the watchmen in Japan burn it powdered in a tube to

mark the time. The American species /. Floridanwm and
/. parvijloruni are natives of the southern United States.

The former is an evergreen shrub, 6 to 10 feet high, with
somewhat fleshy leaves and large flowers. The latter has
smaller flowera. Fruits of this genus have been recognized
in a fossil state in the London Clay OEocene)of the Isle of

Sheppey, and in the lignites of Brandon in Vermont, prob-

ably of the same age, and leaf-impressions in the (Ceta-

ceous of Bohemia.

illify (il'i-fi), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. illified, ppr.

illifying. [< ill + -^-fy.] To speak Ul of; give

an ill name to ; reproach or defame. [North.

Eng.]
Illigera (i-Uj'e-ra), n. [NL. (Blume, 1826),

named after J.'K. IMger, a noted naturalist.]

A small genus of climbing shrubs of the nat-

ural order Combretacece, suborder Gyrocarpew,

the type of the old group or suborder lUigera-

eece. They have hermaphrodite flowers, in which the ca^

lyx-tube is provided with a 6-parted limb and the corolla

has 6 linear-oblong petals. The leaves are alternate, and the

flowers are large and in lax pedunculate cymes. Six spe-

cies ai-e known, natives of India and the adjacent islands

of the Malay archipelago. H. appendievlata, a large woody
climber, is common in the tropical forests of Burma.

Illigeraceae (i-lij-e-ra'sf-e), n. pi. [NL., < 17-

ligera + -acece.] A former group or suborder

of plants of the natural order Combretacece,

now referred to the suborder Ctyrocarpem, the

species of which are distinguished from the

other members of the family by the fact that

their anthers dehisce by valves, in which re-

spect they resemble laurels.

iIHghtent (i-li'tn), v. t. [< «-l, ire-l, + Ughtenl.

Cf . enlighten.] To enlighten,

Th' illightened soul discovers clear

Th' abusive shows of sense.
Daniel, Civil Wars, v. 4.

The flesh is overshadowed with the imposition of the

hand, that the soul may be UlighUned by the Spirit

£p. Hall, Imposition of Hands.

illimitability (i-lim"i-ta-bil'i,-ti). n. [< illimi-

table: see-hility.] The quality of being iQimi-

table.

To know one's own limit is to know one's own illimita-

bHity. Veitch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. cxjixvii.

illimitable (i-lim'i-ta-bl), a. [= F. illimitable

= Sp. ilimitable, < L. in- priv. + ML. Umitabi-

illiteracy

lis, limitable : see limitable.] Incapable of be-
ing limited or bounded ; having no determinate
limits.

A dark
Illimitable ocean> without bound,
Without dimension, where length, breadth, and highth.
And time and place, are lost. Milton, P. L., Ii. 892.

His manners were preposterous in their illimitable ab-
surdity. J. T. Fields, Underbrush, p. 73.

This so vast and seemingly solid earth is but an atom
among atoms, whirling, no man knows whither, through
illimitable space. Hvaley, Lay Sermons, p. 14.

=&ya. Boundless, limitless, unlimited, unbounded, im-
measurable, inflnite, immense, vast.

illimitableness (i-lim'i-ta-bl-nes), n. The state
or quality of being illimitable.

illimitably (i-lim'i-ta-bli), adv. Without pos-
sibility of being bounded ; without limitation.

illimitation (i-Um-i-ta'shon), n. [= 'P.illimi-

tation, < L. ire- priv. + limitaho(n-), limitation:
see limitation.] The state of being illimitable

;

freedom from limitation. [Eare.]

Their popes' supremacie, infallibilitie, illimitation, tran-
substantiation, &c. Bp. Hall, ApoL against Brownists.

illimited (i-lim'i-ted), a. [<.in-S-i- limited.] Un-
limited. [Eare.]

Neither can any creature have power to command it

[to take a man's life], but those only to whom he hath
committed it by speciall deputation; nor they neither by
any independent or illimited authority.

Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, ii. 1.

illimitedness (i-lim'i-ted-nes), n. Absence of
limitation; boundlessness. [Kare.]

The absoluteness and illimitedness of his commission
was much spoken of. Clarendon, Great Rebellion, II. 610.

illinition (il-i-nish'on), n. [Irreg. < L. ilUnere,

inlinere, pp. illitus, inlitus, also iUinitus, vnlimi-

tus, smear or spread on, < in, on,+ Unere, smear,
spread: see liniment.] 1. A smearing or"rub-
bing in or on, as of an ointment or liniment ; in-

unction.—2. That which is smeared or rubbed
in.—3. A thin crust of extraneous substance
formed on minerals. [Eare in all uses.]

It is sometimes disguised by a thin crust or illinition of
black manganese. Kirwari.

Illinoisan, Ulinoisian (il-i-noi'an, -zi-an), a.

and n. [< Illinois, a State named from a tribe

of Indians so called (orig. by the F. explorers),

< Illini, their native name, said to mean ' men,'
+ -oiSf a F. term., = E. -ese.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to Illinois, one of the United States,
bordering on Lake Michigan.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the State
of Illinois.

A drama of like cast, and successfully adapted to the
stage, is "Pendragon," the work of an Ulinoisian, William
Young. The Century, XXX. 793.

Illinois-nut (il-i-noi'nuf), ». The pecan, Carya
olivceformis. See Mckory, 1.

illiquation (U-i-kwa'shon), n. [< L. in, in, +
liquatio(n-), a melting, "<C liquare, melt: see li-

guate.] The melting of one thing into another.

iUiquefactt (i-lik'we-fakt), v. t. [< LL. iUique-

factus, inliquefactus, melted, liquefied, < L. in,

in, to,+ Uquefactus, pp. of liquefacere, liquefy

:

see Uqiiefy, liquefaction.] To soften with moist-
ure; dissolve.

See bow the sweat fals from His bloodlesse browes.
Which doth Uliquefact the clotted gore.

Dailies, Holy Boode, p. 15.

illiquid (i-lik'wid), a. [= OF. illiquide = Sp.
iliquido, < L. in- priv. + liquidus, liquid: see
liquid.] In dvil and Scots law, not liquid, clear,

or manifest; not ascertained and constituted
either by a written obligation or by the decree
of a court : saiid of a debt or a claim.

Further progress was comparatively easy, the way be-
ing open for the construction of formulee upon illiquid

claims arising from transactions in which the practice of

stipulation gradually dropped out of use,

Encyc. Brit., XX. 708.

illisiont (i-lizh'on), ». [< LL. ilUsio(n-), im-

lisio{n-), a striking against, < L. illidere, inlir-

dere, pp. iUisu^, inlisus, strike against, < in, on,

against, -h Icedere, strike ; ef. collision, elision.]

The act of striking into or against something.

Cleanthes, in his Commentaries of nature, ... set this

down, that the vigour and firmitude of things is the iUi-

sum and smiting of fire. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 867.

Aristotle afflrmeth this sound [humming of bees] to be
made by the illision of an inward spirit upon a pellicle or
little membrane about the precinct or pectoral division

of their body. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iiL 27.

illiteracy (i-lit'e-ra-si), n. [< illitera{te) + -cy.]

1. The state of'beiag illiterate; ignorance of

letters ; absence of education.

Both universities seem to hitve been reduced to the same
deplorable conoition of indigence and illiteracy.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, IL 452.



illiteracy

Mohham'mad gloried in liis iUUeracy^ as a proof of hia

being inspired.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, IL 229, note.

The dense illiteracy in many parts of tlie United States,

shown by the last census, is an argument in behalf of
public education that uo statesman who loves humanity
can with sound reason oppose, N. A. Rev., CXL. SIO.

2. An error in tlie use of letters ; a literal or a
literary error. [Bare.]

The many blunders and illiteracies ofthe firstpublishers
of his [Shakspere's] works. Pope, Pref. to Shakespeare.

illiteral (i-lit'e-ral), a. [< L. iji- priv. + litera-

lis, litteralis, literal: see literal.^ Not literal.

Dawson. [Bare.]

illiterate (l-Ut'e-rat), a. and n. [= F. illettrS=
Sp. iliterato= 'Pg.'illiterato = It. illetterato, < L.
iUiteratus, inliteratiis, more correctly illitterattiSf

inlitteratus, unlettered, uneducated, < «;»- priv.

+ literatus, Utteratus, lettered, educated: see
literate.'] I. a. 1. Ignorant of letters or books

;

having little or no learning ; unlettered ; uncul-
tivated: as, the illiterate part of the population;
an illiterate tribe, in census statistics and education-
al works Uliterate is used in the specific sense of unable
to read; but in common use it implies only a notable or
boorish want of culture, a person unable to read being
said to be totally illiterate.

No more can ludgis Jllitturate
Discus ane mater (Weill I wat).
Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (B. E. T. 8.^ L 453.

The illiterate, that know not how
To cipher what is writ in learned books.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 810.

It is more than amere epigram to affirm that unlettered
laces must of necessity be illiterate.

Imao Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 3.

Intrepid, with muscles of steel, and finely formed, they
are very illiterate. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 26.

2. Showing iUiteraey or want of culture; rude;
baj-barous.

There are in many places heresy, and blasphemy, and
impertinency, and iMiterate rudenesses.

Jer. Taylor, Extempore Prayer.

Brown monks with long dangling hair, and faces kindly
l)ut altogether illiterate, hang about in desultory groups.

Scribner'a Mag., IV. 276.

=Sjm. Unlettered, TTnleamed, etc. See ignorant.

II. n. An illiterate person; one unable to
read or to write.

In Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, and some
German states, there are hardly any illiterates.

Pop. Sei. Ho., XXVII. 640.

These illiterates belong almost exclusively to the colored
race. N.A.Ilev.,CXLII.3S2.

illiterately (i-lit'e-rat-li), adv. In an illiterate

manner.
To unread 'squires illiterately gay;
Among the learn'd, as learned full es they.

Savage, To J'olm Powell.

illiterateness (i-lit'e-rat-nes), n. The state of
being illiterate; illiteracy.

What blindness pursues them, that they mark the
things He made only with their museum-labels, and think
they have exhausted its contribution when they have
never even been within sight of it? This is not even athe-
ism. It is simple illiterateness.

Nineteenth Century, XIX. 213.

illiterature (i-lit'e-ra-tur), n. [< L. j»- priv.
+ Uteratura, Utter'atura', literature.] Want of
learning; unlettered condition ; illiteracy; ig-

norance. [Rare.]

The more usual causes of this deprivation are want of
holy orders, illiterature, or inability for the discharge of
that sacred function, and irreligion. Ayliffe, Parergon.

The illiterature of the age approached to barbarism;
the evidences of history were destroyed.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 24T.

ill-judged (il'jujd'), a. Done without judg-
ment: injudicious; unwise.

lll-laiat, a. Badly conceived or proposed; un-
reasonable.

'Tis such another strange ill-laid request
As if a beggar should intreat a king
To leave his sceptre and his throne to him.

Beau, aiid FL, King and No King, ii. 1.

ill-lived (U'livd'), a. [< iU + life + -ed^.]

Leading a disreputable or wicked life.

A scandalous and ill-lived teacher. Bp. Hall.

ill-looked (il'lukf), a. Having an ill or bad
look; homelj; plain. Scott.

ill-looking (il'liik'ing), a. Having a bad look
or appearance

J
ugly; uncomely.

ill-mannered (il'man'erd), a. Of bad manners

;

uncivil; impolite; rude; boorish.

ill-natured (il'na'tnrd), a. 1 . Having a bad na-
ture or character.

It is impossible that any besides an ill-natured man can
wish against the Being of a God.

Shaftesbury, Letter concerning Enthusiasm, § 4, quoted
[in Fowler, p. 118.

£ich, foreign mould on their Ul-natured land.

J, Philips, Cider, i.
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2. Having a bad temper; churlish; crabbed;
surly; spiteful: as, an iJ^natered person.

It might be one of those Ul-natured beings who are at

enmity with mankind, and do therefore take pleasure in

fllUng them with groundless terrors. Atterbury,

3. Indicating ill nature.

The Ul^aaiured task refuse. Addison, tr. of Ovid.

4. Of uncertain temper; petulant; peevish; in-

tractable. [Scotch.]

He has a very kind heart; but 1 it's hard to live wl'

him, he's sae Ul-iiatured. Jamieson.

ill-naturedly (il'na'turd-li), adv. In an Ul-

natured manner; spitefully; surUly.

ill-naturedness (U'na'turd-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being ill-natureS; crabbedness; spite-

fulness.

illness (il'nes)^. [< ME. ilnesse, ylnesse; < ill

+ -neas.] If. Evilness; badness; wickedness;
iniquity ; moral perversion.

I haue lefte to hir the gardeins of Vulcan, whiche I
caused to make for her recreation. And If thou take it

from hir, thou shewest thyne ylnesse. Oolden Book, xlvii.

The best examples haue neuer such forse to moue to any
goodnes as the bad, vaine, light, and fond haue to all ilnes.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 68.

2t. Abad or unfavorable state or condition; un-
favorableness.

He that has his chains knocked o£F, and the prison-doors
set open, is perfectly at liberty, though his preference be
determined to stay, by the illness of the weather. Locke.

3. An attack of sickness; ailment; malady;
disease : as, he has recovered from ms illness.

This is the first letter that I have ventured upon, which
will be written, I fear, vacillantibus Uteris ; as Tully says.

Tyro's letters were after his recovery from an illTiess.

Atterbury,

=Syn. 3. Illness, Sickness, Ailment, complaint, disorder.

Sick and sickness have been considered until within the
present century essentially synonymous with HI and ill-

ness. Of late, English usage has tended to restrict sick

and sickness to nausea, and American usage has follow-
ed it so far as to regard illness as a rather more elegant
and less definite term: beyond that it does not seem like-

ly to go. An ailment is generally of small account, com-
paratively, and local: as, his ailment was only a headache.
None of these words represent ordinarily so serious an at-

tack as disease, but illness and sickness may do so. See
disease and debility,

illocable (i-lo'ka-bl), a. [= Pg. iUocavel, < L.
illocabilis, inlocabilis, lit. that cannot be placed,
< w-priv. -1- locabilis, < locare, place : see locate.]

In law, incapable of being placed out or hired.

illocal (i-16'kal), a. [< ML. illocalis, without
place,<im-priv.4- ZocoZis, local.] Without place;
not in any definite portion of space.

This is in itself very absurd, to suppose . . . finite and
particular beings to be thus illocal and immoveable, no-
where and every where.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 783.

Nor is the presence of Christ in the bread and wine (il-

local, uncircurascribed) based upon the fact that the body
of Christ is glorified. Bibliotheca Sacra, XIV. 686.

illocality (il-o-kal'i-ti), n. [< illocal + -%.]
Want of locality or place ; the state of not exist-
ing in a locality or place.

An assertion of the in extension and Ulocal^ of the soul
was long and very generally eschewed. Sir W. Hamvilton,

ill-off (il'6f '), a. Badly provided for; not in
comfortable circumstances : opposed to well-off.

Doubtless it is true that the greater part of the money
exacted comes from those who are relatively well-off. But
this is no consolation to the ffl-ojffrom whom the rest is
exacted. H, Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 73.

illogical (i-loj'i-kal), a. [< i»-3 -1- logical. Cf.
F. iUogique.] 1."Ignorant or negligent of the
rules of logic or soimd reasoning: as, anillogi-
cal disputant.

Even the most illogical of modem writers would stand
perfectly aghast at the puerile fallacies which seem to have
deluded some of the greatest men of antiquity.

Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

2. Contrary to the rules of logic or sound rea-
soning: as, an JHo^tcaZ inference.

What is there among the actions of beasts so illogical
and repugnant to reason? Cowley, Shortness of Life.

This distinction of precepts and counsels is illogical and
ridiculous, one member of the distinction grasping within
itself the other. South, Works, VIII. vi.

=Syn, 2. Inconclusive, inconsequent, unsound, fallacious,
sophistical.

illogicality (i-loj-i-kal'i-ti), ». [< illogical -I-

-ife^.] 1 . Hlogicalness ; want of logic or sound
reasoning.

It accuses the subtle Berkeley ... of illogicality.
RunHey, Lay Sermons, p. 329.

2. That which is illogical; a case of illogical-
ness.

Even Irish extraction would scarcely suffice to account
for the illogicality. H, Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL, § 406.

illogically (i-loj'i-kal-i), adm. In an illogical
manner.

lUude

illogicalness (i-loj'i-kal-nes), n. The quality

of being illogical; opposition to sound reason-

ing.

There are divers texts of the Old Testament applied to

Christ in the New, which, though they did not now inevi-

tably conclude against the present Jews,were without any
illogicalness employed against their ancestors.

Boyle, Works, IL 274.

ill-omened (il'o'mend), a. Having or attended

by bad omens ; ill-starred.

Eemembering his Ul-omen'd song, [she] arose

Once more VSso' all her height,
Tennyson, Princess, vi

illoricate (i-lor'i-kat), a. [< in-^ + toncate.]

In eool., not loricate; having no lorioa.

lUosporiacei (U-o-spo-ri-a'sf-i), n. pi. [NL.
(Fries, 1846), < lUosporium + -acei.] A division

of gymnomycetous fungi, of which the genus
lUosporium is the type. It is referred by Sao-
cardio to theMyphomycetes, family Tubereularieee.

niosporium (il-6-sp6'ri-um), n. [NL. (K. F. P.
von Martins, 1817), < Gr. (dial.) IMog, the eye,+
a-Kopa, a spore.] A genus of fungi placed by
Saccardo in the Myphomycetes, family Tvherew-

lariecB, having the conidia globtdar and agglu-

tinated by a gelatinous substance. They occur

among mosses and lichens and on the trunks of

trees.

ill-partt, a- Ill-conditioned. Nares.

King John, that ill-part personage.
Death qfJR. Earle qf Huntington (1601):

ill-set (U'sef), a- 1. Set or disposed to evU;
ill-natured; spiteful. [Scotch.]

Auld luckie cries ;
" Ye're o'er Ulset;

As ye'd hae measure, ye sud met."
The Farmer's Ma', St. 38.

2. Having the type incorrectly set ; ill-printed.

If lovers should mark everything a faulty

Affection would be like an ill-set book,
Wliose faults might prove as big as half the volume.

Middleton, Changeling, ii. 1.

ill-sorted (il'sdr'ted), a. 1. Hl-assorted; ill-

arranged ; hence, ill-matched ; UL-paired : as,

an ill-sorted couple.—2. Ill-suited; Ul-satisfied,

[Scotch.]

Tell be ill-sorted to hear that he's like to be in the pris-

on at Portanferry. Scott, Guy Mannering, xlv.

ill-starred (U'stSrd'), a. [< ill + star^ + -ed^.

Cf. disastrous.] Under the influence of an
evil star; hence, fated to be unfortunate;
ill-omened. [A word borrowed from astrol-

ogy-]

Now, how dost thou look now? O ill-starr'd wench I

Shak,, Othello, v. 2.

Then from thy foolish Heart, vain Maid, remove
An useless Sorrow, and an Ul-starT'd Love.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

ill-tempered (U'tem'pSrd), a. If. Distempered;

,

disordered.
Hath Cassius liv'd

To be but mirth and laughter to his Brutus,
When grief, and blood ill-iemper'd, vexeth him?

Shak,, J. C, iv. 3.

Put on a half shirt first this summer, it being veiy hot;
and yet so iU-tempered I am grown, thatiam afraid I shall
catch cold, while all the world is alraid to melt away.

Pepys, Diary, II. 139.

2. Having a bad temper; morose; crabbed;
petulant; surly; cross.

When I spoke that I was ill-tempet'd too.

Shak,, J. C, iv. 3.

=Syn. 2. See ill-natured.

illtn (ilth), TO. [< ill -\- -th; formed after the
analogy of wealth.] That which conduces to
ill or evil. [Eare.]
The squandering of a nation's labor in the production

not of wealth but of illth results in therobbery of the wage-
workers. Chiistian Union, Aug. 11, 1887.

ill-time (U'tim'), v. t. [< m + time, v.] To
do or attempt at an unsuitable time; mistime.
Wright. [Eare.]

ill-timed (U'timd'), p. a. Not at a suitable time;
unseasonable ; inopportupe.

Madness, we fancy, gave an Ul-tim'd Birth
To grinning Laughter, and to frantic Mirth.

Prior, Solomon, iii

He calls the speech as ill-timed as it was rare.
Froude, Ctesar, p. 622.

ill-treat (U'tref), v. t. To treat unkindly or
unjustly.

ill-turned (il'temd'), a. Badly fashioned or
composed.

He'd bid blot all, and to the anvil bring
These Ul-tomed verses to new hammering.

B, Jonson, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

illude (i-ltid'), V. t.; pret. and pp. illuded, ppr.
illuding. [< OF. Hinder = Pg. iUtidir = It. illvr

dere, < L. illudere, inludere, play with, sport or
jest with, seofiat, mock, deceive, < m, in, on,+
ludere, play; cf, allude, collude, delude, elude.}



' lUude
To play upon; mock; deceive witli false hopes.
[Now rare.]

Yes, quod he, sauynge that 1 take the bvddine by sorip-
ture for the more sure. For there wot 1 well God apeketh& I can not be Ulruded. Sir T. More, Works, p. 166.

Sometimes athwart sometimes he strook him strayt.
And falsed olt his blowes, f illude him with such bayt.

Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 9.
And of his lady too he doth reherse.
How shee illudes with all the ait she can
Th' ungratefull love which other lords began.

Sir J. Davies, Dancing.
illume (i-lum'), V. t; pret. and pp. jiijmed, ppr.
illuming. [< OF. illumer (= Pg. illtmiar =It.
illumare), contr. oiillMminer, < liAllimma/reAn-
taminare, light up: see illumine, illuminate.'] To
iUiunine; illuminate. [Poetical.]
When yon same star, that's westward from the pole.
Had made his course to illume that part of heaven
Where now it burns. Shale, Hamlet, 1. 1.

Her looks were flx'd, entranced, illumed, serene.
Crabbe, Works, IV. 188.

illuminable (i-lu'mi-na-W), a. [< LL. illumi-
ndbilis, < L. illuminare, light up: see illumi-
nate.'] Capable of being illuminated.
illuminant (i-lu'mi-nant), a. and n. [= It. il-

luminoMte, < L. iUurMnan(t-)s, inlumMian{t-)s,
ppr. of ilVuminare, inluminare, light up: see illvr-

minate.] I. a. Pertaining to illumination ; af-
fording light.

II. n. That -which illuminates or affords light

;

a material from which light is procured.
They are near enough to the truth . . . to represent the

actual relation of the two Ulum^inante.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXI. 686.

As lately as fifty years ago the candle was the chief illu-
mirumt In use. Science, XIII. 65.

With a new illuminant competing for favour, consum-
ers growled more openly at "bad gas" and high gas bills.

Nature, XXX 270.

illuminary (i-lii'mi-na-ri), a. [< illumine + -ary,
after luminary.] Pertaining to illumination;
niuminative. Scott. [Rare.]
illuminate (i-lii'mi-uat), v.

;
pret. and pp. illu-

minated, ppr. illuminating. [< L. illuminatus,
imluminatus, pp. of illuminare, inluminare (> ult.

B. illumine and iUume, q. v.), light up, illumi-
nate, < in, on, -I- luminare, light, < lumen (lumin-),
]ight: see luminate.] I. trans. 1. To give light
to; light up.

It [sherris-sack] illUTninateth the face ; which, as a bea-
con, gives wai'ning. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

God . . . made the stars.

And set them in the firmament of heaven
To illumijiate the earth, Milt(m, P. L., vii. 350.

Keason or Guide, what can she more reply.
Than that the Sun illuminates the Sky?

Prior, Solomon, i.

2. To light up profusely; decorate with many
lights, as for festivity, triumph, or homage : as,

to illuminate one's house and grounds ; the city

was illuminated in honor of the victory.—3.
To enlighten; inform; impart intellectual or
moral light to.

The light of natural understanding, wit, and reason, is

from God ; he it is which thereby doth illuminate every
man entering into the world. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 9.

The learned men of our Nation, whom he [Isaac Casa-
honus] doth exceedingly illuminate with the radiant
beames of his most elegant learning.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 43.

It was with a certain desperation that Shelley now
clung to his project of illuminating and elevating the
Irish people. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 266.

4. To throw light upon; make luminous or

clear; illustrate or elucidate.

To illuminate the several pages with variety of exam-
ples. Watts.

To Bridgewater House, to see the pictures, where we
met Sterling. His criticisms very useful and illumimit-

trig. Caroline Pox, Journal, p. 182.

5. To decorate in color by hand; adorn with

pictures, ornamental letters, designs, etc., in

colors, gold, silver, etc., in flat tints, especially

without shading, or with merely conventional

shading: as, the illuminated missals or manu-
scripts of the middle ages.

The large brazen eagle, upon the outstretched wings
of which lay open the heavy Grail, or widely-spreading

Antiphoner—from the noted and illuminated leaves of

which they [the rulers of the choir] were chanting.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 202.

I say illuminated, because the miniatures are painted in

bright colours on grounds of burnished gold— a true ex-

ample of the original meaning of the word.
The Academy, June 1, 1889.

Illuminated clock. See phosphorescent dial, under dial.

II. intrans. To display a profusion of lights,

in order to express joy, triumph, etc.

The [Irish] people eleven years afterwards illuminated

for General Grose on his return to the country, because

that general, " the one we have now among us, was kind

to the people " in-the rebellion. „^„ .„„
Gladstone, Nineteenth Century, XXII. 466.
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Gay London continues to illuminate on the Queen's

birthday and make merry at princely anniversaries and
^
royal festivities. Peep at Our Cousins, i.

illuminate (i-lu'mi-nat), a. and n. [= P. Mu-
ndnS = Sp. iluminado = Pg. illuminado = It. il-

mminato, < L. illuminatus, pp.: see the verb.]
1. a. 1. Enlightened; illuminated. [Obsolete
or poetical.]
And as he then looked behind him he could see the

earth no more, but the Isles all bright and illuminate
with a mild and delicate fire.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 993.

If they be UlumirMte by learning. Bacon.

S. Decorated with or as with colored pictures.
niurfmiate missals open on the meads.
Bending with rosaries of dewy heads.

R. H. Stoddard, Hymn to Flora.

II. n. One who makes pretension to extra-
ordinary light and knowledge. See illuminati.
Such illuminates are our classical brethren

!

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Ceesar, p. 16.

illuminati (i-lu-mi-na'ti), n. pi. [L., pi. of il-

fcjwMiatMs, enlightened: see illuminate, a.] If.
Eccles., persons who had received baptism, in
which ceremony a lighted taper was given to
them as a symbol of spiritual enlightenment.— 2. [cop.] A name given to different religious
societies or sects because of their claim to per-
fection or enlightenment in religious matters.
The most noted among them were the Alumbrados (the
Enlightened) of Spain in the sixteenth century, an ephem-
eral society of Belgium and northern France (also called
ChUrinets) in the seventeenth century, and an association
of mystics in southern France in the eighteenth century,
combining the doctrines of Swedenborg with tbemeUiods
of the freemasons.

3. [cap.] See Order of the Illuminati, below.

—

4. In general, persons who affect to possess ex-
traordinary knowledge or gifts, whether justly
or not ; persons who lay claim to superior know-
ledge in any department : often used satirically.

Any one can see that the book which forms the centre
of the group is not a Bible, and the illuminati know that
it is a photographic album. N'. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 283.

The great arcanum [the secret of futurity] can be mas-
tered only by the very few who have the requisite intel-
lectual capacity. . . . Let Sir John Herschel say what he
pleases, astronomical problems are a mere bagatelle to the
problems our Uluminuti have to solve. H. Rogers.

Order of the Illuminati, a celebrated secret society
founded by Professor Adam Weishaupt at Ingolstadt in
Bavaria in 1776, originally galled the Society of the Per-
fectibilists. It was deistic and republican in principle,
aimed at general enlightenment and emancipation from
superstition and tyranny, had an elaborate organization,
was to some extent associated with freemasonry, and
spread widely through Europe, though the Illuminati were
never very numerous. The order excited much antago-
nism, and was suppressed in Bavaria in 1785, but lingered
for some time elsewhere.

illumination (i-lu-mi-na'shon), n. [< 'M.'E. il-

lumynacyon = D. illuminatie = G. Dan. Sw. il-

luminaUon, < OP. illumination, P. illumination

= Sp. iluminacion = Pg. illuminacao = It. illu-

minaeione, KIjIj. illuminaiio(n-), inluminatio(n-),

a lightening up, < L. illuminare, inluminare, light

up: see illuminate.] 1. Supply of light ; ema-
nation of luminous rays ; light afforded by a
luminous body or substance.

The amount of illumination diminishes in proportion
to the square of the distance from the source of illumina-
tion. Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 23.

2. The act of illuminating, or the state of be-

ing illuminated ; a lighting up; specifically, an
unusual or profuse display of light ; decoration
by means of many lights, as in festivity or re-

joicing: as, the illumination of a city.

Bonfires, illuminations, and other marks of joyappeared,
not only in London, but over the whole kingdom.

JBp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1710.

3. Mental enlightenment; knowledge or in-

sight imparted.
The deuelle entirs than by fals illumynacyons, and faJs

sownnes and swetnes, and dyssaues a mans saule.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (B. E. T. S.), p. 17.

By leaving them [men] to God's immediate care for far-

ther illumination, he doth not bid them depend upon ex-

traordinary revelation. Stillingjleet, Sermons, II. vi.

There is no difficulty so great in Scripture but that, by

the supernatural illuminations of God's Spirit concurring

with our natural endeavours, it is possible to be mastered.
Bp. Atterbury, Sei-mons, II. ix.

4. In a special use, the doctrine of the Elumi-

nati; worship of enlightenment or knowledge.

One among many results of Scott's work was to turn the

tide against the Illumination, of which Voltaire, Diderot,

and the host of EncyclopBedists were the high priests.

J. C. Shairp, Aspects of Poetry, p. 105.

5. Pictorial ornamentation of books and manu-
scripts by hand, as practised in the middle ages

;

adornment by means of pictures, designs, and
letters in flat colors, gilt, etc., practised espe-

cially in devotional works : as, the art of illu-

mination.

illuminism
Perfect illuminatimi is only writing made lovely; the

moment it passes into picture-making it has lost its dig-
nity and function. Ruskln, Lectures on Arti 1 143.

6. A representation or design in an illumi-
nated work: as, the illuminations of a psalter.
In a glorious large folio Salisbury Missal, on vellum, and

written out towards the middle of the fourteenKi century,
now lying open before me, the T [beginning the canon or
Te igitur) is so drawn as to hold within it an illumination
of Abraham about to slay his son Isaac.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 103.

Circle of illumination, that ckcle on the earth which
separates places where it is day from places where it is
night ; that great circle on the earth whose plane is per-
pendicular to the line joining the centers of the earth and
sun.—Direct Illumination. See direct.

lUuminatism (i-lu'mi-na-tizm), n. [< illumi-
nate, a., + -ism,] Same' as illuminism.
illuminative (i-lu'mi-na-tiv), a. [= p. illumi-
natif = Sp. iluminativo'= Pg. It. iUuminatimo

;

as illuminate + -ive.] Having the power of pro-
ducing or giving light ; tending to enlighten or
inform; illustrative.

We then enter into the illuminative way of religion, and
set upon the acquist of virtues, and the purchase of spir-
itual graces. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 70.

What makes itself and other things be seen (as being ac-
companied by light) is called fire ; what admits the Ulu-
miTiative action of iire, and is not seen, is called air.

Sir K. Digby, Nature of Bodies, iv.

niuminative month. Same as synodi^al month (which
see, under Tnon^h).

illuminato (il-lo-mi-na'to), n. [It.: see illu-

minate, a.] One of the illuminati; a person
claiming to possess exceptional enlightenment.
An illuminato like Katkoif may write as if Eussia was

invincible ; practical men know better.

Contemporary Rev. LI. 692.

illuminator (i-lii'mi-na-tor), n. [= F. illumi-
nateur = Sp. iluminador "= Pg. illuminador =
It. illuminatore, < LL. illuminator, inluminator,
an enlightener, < L. illuminare, inluminare, en-
lighten, illuminate: see illuminate.] 1. One
who or that which illuminates or gives light ; a
natural or artificial source of light, literally or
figuratively: as, the sun is the primary illumi-
nator.

Some few ages after came the poet Geffery Chaucer, who,
writing his poesies in English, is of some called the first

iUwminator of the Englisll tongue.
Verstegan, Kest. of Decayed Intelligence, viL

The chemists will perhaps be ready ... to produce a
cheap illuminator from water. The Century, XXVI. 339.

2. One who decorates manuscripts, books, etc.

,

with ornamental pictures, designs, letters, etc.,

in the style called illumination.

As no book or document was approved unless it had
some ornamented and illuminated initials or capital let-

ters, there was no want of illuminators.
Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 682.

3. A lens or mirror in a microscope or other
optical instrument for concentrating the light.—4. A glass tUe or floor-light.— 5. An appa-
ratus for directing a beam of light upon some
object, as in lighting parts of the body in sur-
gical or medical examinations.— 6. A device
for carrying a small electric light into the mouth
in examining the teeth Opaque iUumlnator, an
illuminator for a microscope, formed by a circular disk of
thin glass, placed at an angle of 45° with the axis of the
instrument, and reflecting rays from a side aperture down-
ward upon the object.— Parabolic IUumlnator, in a
microscope, a reflector of semiparaboloid form placed over
an opaque object to illuminate it. It is silvered inside,
and the object is placed in its focus.

illumine (i-lu'min), v. t.; pret. and pp. illu-

mined, ppr. illumining. [= D. illumineren =
G. illuminiren = Dan. iUuminere = Sw. illumi-

nera, < F. illuminer = Pr. enlumenar, illuminar,
illumenar, ellumenar = Sp. iluminar = Pg. illu-

minar = It. illuminare, < L. illuminare, inlumi-
nare, light up : see illuminate. Cf . illume.] To
illuminate ; light up ; throw light upon, literally

or figuratively.

And as the bright sun glorifies the sky.
So is her face illumined with her eye,

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 486.

What in me is dark
Illumine, what is low raise and support.

Milton, P. L., L 23.

At civic revel and pomp and game.
And when the long-illumined cities flame.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington, viii.

illuminee {i-lu-mi-ne')i ». [< l^- illumine, < L.
illuminatus, pp. : see illuminate, a.] An illumi-

nate ; specifically, a member of a sect or of the
order of Illuminati.

illuminer (i-lu'mi-ner), n. Onewho illuminates;

an illuminator. [Ears.]

He [E. Norgate] became the best lUwminer or Limner
of our age. Fuller, Worthies, Cambridgeshire.

illuminism (i-lii'mi-nizm), n. [= P. illuminisme

= Sp. iluminismo = Pg. illuminismo; as illumine



illnminism

+ -ism.'] The principles or claims of illumi-

nati, or of a sect or tlie order of Illuminati.

Also illuminatism. [Eare.]

LUuministic (i-lu-roi-nis'tik), o. [< illumine +
-istic.'i Relating to illuminism, or to the Illu-

minati.

illuminize (i-lU'mi-niz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. il-

luminized, ppr. iUuminizing. [< illumine + 4,ze.']

To initiate in the doctrines or principles of the
lUmninati. Imp. Diet.

iUuminous (i-lu'mi-nus), a.' [Irreg. < illumine+
-ous, attei luminous.'] Bright; clear. [Bare.]

Tbis life, and all that it contains, to him
Is but a tissue of Ulumirwus dreams.

Sir H. Taylor, Edwin the Fair, ii. 2.

illupi (il'u-pi), TC. [E. Ind.] An evergreen tree,

Bassia longifolia, a native of India. The flowers
are roasted and eaten, and are also boiled to a jelly ; the
leaves and milky juice of the unripe fruit are used medi-
cinally ; the bark contains a gummy juice used in rheu-
matism, and the bark itself is used as a remedy for the cure
of itch. The seeds furnish an oil called Ulupi-oU. Also
written Ulupie, ilpa, Ulipoo, Ulep^, and elloopa.

illupi-Oil (il'u-pi-oil), n. A fixed solid oil ob-
tained from the seeds of Bassia longifolia. See
illupi, and Bassia oil (under Bassia).

illuref (i-liir'), V. t. K in-'-^ + lure; a var. of
allure^.] To lure; allure; entice.

The devil ensuareth the souls of many men by illurinff
them with the muck and dung of this world to undo them
eternally. Fitller.

illusion (i-lii'zhon), n. [= D. illusie = G. Dan.
Sw. illusion = P" illusion = Pr. illusio = Sp. ilur-

sion = Pg. illusSo = It. illusione, < L. illusio[n-),

inlusio{rC-), a mocking, jesting, irony, < illudere,

inludere, pp. illusus, inlusus, play with, mock:
see jMitde.] 1. That which illudes or deceives

;

an unreal vision presented to the t)odily or men-
tal eye ; deceptive appearance ; false show.

All her furniture was like Tantalus's gold described by
Homer, no substance, but mere illusions.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 447.

Have you more strange illusions, yet more mists.
Through which the weak eye may be led to error?

Beau, and PI., Woman-Hater, v. i.

Still less can appearance and illusion be taken as iden-
tical. For truth or illusion is not to be found in the ob-
jects of intuition, but in the judgments upon them, so far
as they are thought. It is therefore quite right to say
that the senses never err, not because they always judge
rightly, but because they do not judge at all.

Kant, Critique of Pure Keason (tr. by Max Miiller), p. 293.

The cleverest, the acutest men are often under an illu-

sion about women; . . . their good woman is a queer
thing, half doll, half angel; their bad woman almost
always a fiend. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xx.

Specifically— 2. In psychol., a false perception
due to the modification of a true perception by
the imagination : distinguished from false ap-
pearances due to the imperfection of the bodily
organs of sense, such as irradiation, and from
hallucinations, into which no true perception
enters. Bee 'hallucination, 2.— 3. The act of de-
ceiving or imposing upon any one ; deception

;

delusion; mockery.
I told my lord the duke, by the devil's illusions

The monk might be deceiv'd. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 2.

In Cappadocia was seated the Citie Comana, wherein
-was a Temple of Bellona, and a great multitude of such as
were there inspired and rauished by deuillish illusion.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 320.

This world is all a fleeting show.
For man's illusion given.
Moore, This World is all a Fleeting Show.

The daring was only an illusion of the spectator.
Emerson, Courage.

4. A thin and very transparent kind of tulle.

—Fantastic illusion, a perception which is influenced
by an excited imagination, as when a bush is supposed to
be a bear.— Physiological Illusion, an illusion in which
perception is influenced by memory and ordinary expec-
tation, as when one fails to detect a typographical error

:

same as illusion, 2. =Syn. Delusion, Illusion, etc. See
iJUlugion.

illusionable (i-lu'zhon-a-bl), a. [< illusion +
-able.] Sub,iect to illusions; liable to be de-
ceived; easily imposed upon. [Eare.]

Burke was not a young poet, but an old and wary states-

man, . . . onewhohadbeenin the maturity of his powers
and reputation when those illusionable youths [Words-
worth and Coleridge] were in their cradles.

The Academy, Sept. 6, 1879, p. 167.

illusionist (i-lii'zhgn-ist), n. [< illusion + -ist.]

1. One who is subject to illusion; one who
trusts in illusions.

The man of sense is the visionary or illusionist, fancy-
ing tliiugs as permanencies, and thoughts as fleeting phan-
toms. Alcott, Tablets, p. 174.

2. One who produces illusions for deception or
entertainment; specifically, a sleight-of-hand

performer.
Jugglers, and illusionists, and sleight-of-hand perform-

ers of every grade, prefer examining committees com-
posed of leading citizens—and instinctively dread the
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criticism of children and of day-laborers, who, being un-

able to read or write, or to think or reason according to

the books, are obliged to trust their instincts.

Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 337.

illusive (i-lu'siv), a. [= Sp. ilusivo = Pg. illu^

sivo; < L. as if Hllusivus, < illudere, inludere,

pp. illusus, inlusus, illude: see illude.] Deceiv-

ing by illusion ; deceitful; false; illusory.

I am that Truth, thou some illuaioe spright.

B. Jonson, The Barriers.

In yonder mead behold that vapour
Whose vivid beams illusive play

;

Far oflf it seems a friendly taper

To guide the traveller on his way.
J. G. Cooper, Tomb of Shakspeare.

illusively (i-lu'siv-li), adv. In an iUusive inan-

ner.

illusiveness (i-lu'siv-nes), ». The quality of

being illusive ; deception; false show.

illusor (i-lu'sor), n. [< LL. illusor, inlusor, a

mocker, scoffer, < L. illudere, inludere, pp. illu-

sus, inlusus, mock, illude : see illude.] A de-

ceiver; a mocker. [Eare.]

The English lords, who then held the king in tutelage,

. . . refused hun [Leo V. of Armenia] in the first instance

his passport— said that though he proffered peace he only

wanted money ; he was an illusor, and they would have

nothing to do with him.
Stuiis, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 197.

illusory (i-lu's6-ri), a. and n. [= F. il

Sp. ilusorio = Pg. It. illusorio, < LL. iUusor, in-

lusor, a mocker, < L. illudere, inludere, pp. illu-

sus, inlusus, mock: see illude.] I. a. Causing
illusion; deceiving or tending to deceive by
false appearances ; fallacious.

Illusory creations of imagination. J. Caird,

A wider scope of view, and a deeper insight, may see

rank, dignity, and station all proved illusory, so far as

regards their claim to human reverence.
Havjthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

=Syn. Deceptive, delusive. See delusion.

Il.t ». .An illusion; a cheat. Nares.

To trust this traitor upon oath is to trust a divell uppon
his religion. To trust him uppon pledges, is a meare il-

lusorye. Letter of Queen iHizdbeth (1699).

illustrable (i-lus'- or il'us-tra-bl), a. [< L. as
if *illustrabilis, < illustrare, light up : see illus-

trate.] Capable of being illustrated ; admitting
of illustration.

Who can but magnifie the power of decussation, inser-

vient to contrary ends, solution and consolidation, union
and division illustrable from Aristotle in the old nucifra-
gium or nut-cracker. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, ii.

illustrate (i-lus'- or il'us-trat), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. illustrated, ppr. illustrating. [< L. illus-

tratus, inlustratus, pp. of illustrare, inlustrare

(> It. illustrare = Pg. illustrar = Sp. ilustrar

= P. illustrer), light up, make light, illumi-

nate, < illustris, inlustris, lighted up, bright:
see illustrious.] 1. To illuminate ; make clear,

bright, or luminous. [Archaic]
He had a star to illustrate his birth ; but a stable for

his bedchamber. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183B), I. 807.

Swamps and twilight woods which no day illustrates.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 136.

2. To give honor or distinction to ; make dis-

tinguished or illustrious
;
glorify.

Your honour's sublimity doth illv.strate this habitation.
Shirley, Maid's Revenge, iii. 2.

Matter to me of glory, whom their hate
Illustrates. Milton, P. L., v. 739.

Jurists turned statesmen have illustrated every page,
every year of our annals. R. Choate, Addresses, p. 136.

3. To make plain and conspicuous to the mind;
display vi'ndly ; also, to make clear or intelligi-

ble; elucidate.

The sense was dark ; 'twas therefore fit

With simile to illustrate it.

Cowper, To Robert Lloyd, 1. 62.

We alluded to the French Revolution for the purpose
of Ulu.strating the effects which general spoliatK)n pro-
duces on society. Macaulay, West. Rev. Def. of Mill.

Instead of illustrating the events which they narrated
by the phUosophy of a more enlightened age, they judged
of antiquity by itself alone. Macaulay, History.

Each new fact illustrates more clearly some recognized
law. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 323.

4. To elucidate or ornament hy means of pic-
tures, drawings, etc. (a) To furnish with pictorial
illustrations : as, to illustrate a book. (6) To grangerize.

illustratet (i-lus'- or il'us-trat), a. [< L. ilhts-
tratus, pp. : see the verb.] Famous ; renowned

;

illustrious.

The right reuerend and illustrate lord.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 73.

The king's command, and this most gallant, illustrate,
and learned gentleman. Shak., L. L. L, v. 1.

illustration (il-us-tra'shon), n. [= D. illustra-
tie = G. Dan. Sw. illustration = F. illustration
= Sp. ilustracion = Pg. ilVustraqeto = It.

illustriously

traeione, < L. inustratio(n-), inlustratio(n-), vivid

representation (in rhet.), < illustrare, inlustrare,

li^t up, illustrate : see illustrate.] 1. The act

of illustrating, or of rendering clear or obvious

;

explanation; elucidation; exemplification.

Analogy, however, is not proof, but illustration.

Stubbs, Const Hist., | ».

2. The state of being illustrated or illumined.

[Obsolete in the literal sense.] '

One Conradus, a devout priest, had such an illuslratior,.

such an irradiation, such a coruscation, such a light at

the tops of those fingers which he used in the consecra^

tion of the sacrament, as that by that light of his fingers'

ends he could read in the night as well as by so many can-

dles. Donne, Sermons, viii.

The incredulous world had, in their observation, slipped

by their true prince, because he came not in pompous
and secular illustrations.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 43.

3. That which illustrates, specifically— (a) A com-
parison or an example intended for explanation or cor-

roboration.

A graver fact, enlisted on your side.

May furnish ulustration, well applied.

Cowper, Conversation, L 206.

(6) A pictorial representation, map, etc., placed in a book
or other publication to elucidate the text.

4. Ulustriousness ; distinction. [Bare.]

It would be a strange neglect of a beautiful and ap-

proved custom ... if the college in which the intellec-

tual life of Daniel Webster began, and to which his name
imparts charm and illustration, should give no formal ex-

pression to her grief in the common sorrow.
R. Choate, Addresses, p. 24L

illustrative (i-lns'tra-tiv), a. [< illustrate +
-4,ve.] Tending to illustrate, (a) Tending to eluci-

date, explain, or exemplify : as, an argument or a simile

illustrative of a subject.

Purging and pruning with all Industrie . . .

What's dull or flaccid, nought illustrative.

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, I. ii. 41.

(M) Tending to make glorious or illustrious ; honorific.

illustratively (i-lus'tra-tiv-U), adv. By way
of illustration or elucidation.

They being many times delivered hieroglyphically, met-
aphorically, illustratively, and not with reference unto ac-

tion. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

illustrator (i-lus'- or il'us-tra-tor), n. [= P.

illustrateur = Sp. ilustrador = Pg. illustrador=
It. illustratore, t LL. illustrator, inlustrator, an
enlightener, < L. illustrare, inlustrare, illustrate

:

see illustrate.] 1. One who illustrates, or ren-

ders bright, clear, or plain ; onewho exemplifies

something in his own person.

To the right gracious i7Z««trator of virtue . . . theEarle
of Montgomrie. Chapman, Ded. of Sonnet

2. One who draws pictorial illustrations.

The finest work of the illuminator, the illustrator, and
the binder. 0. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LX. 219.

illustratory (i-lus'tra-to-ri), a. [< illustrate

+ -ory.] Serving to' illustrate; illustrative.

[Eare.]

illustret, 'J. *• [< F. illustrer, illustrate : see il-

lustrate^ To illustrate.

All illustred with Lights radiant shine.
, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

illustrious (i-lus'tri-us), a. [= P. illustre= Sp.
ilustre = Pg. It. illustre, < L. illustris, inlustris,

lighted up, bright, clear, manifest, honorable,
-illustrious, < in, in, + Hustrum, light (ML. a
window) : see luster. Cf. illustrated] 1+. Pos-
sessing luster or brilliancy; luminous; bright;
shining.

The Cliff parted in the midst, and discovered an illus-

trious concave, filled with an ample and glistering light
B. Jonson^ Hue and Cry.

Quench the light; thine eyes are guides illustrious.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, Iv. 3.

2. Distinguished by greatness, genius, etc.;

conspicuous; renowned; eminent: as, an il-

lustrious general or magistrate; an illustrious

prince or author.

There goes the parson, O illustrious spark!
And there, scarce less illustrious, goes the clerk

!

Cowper, On Observing Some Names of Little Note.

3. Conferring luster or honor ; brilliant; tran-

scendent; glorious.

His right noble mind, illustrious virtue.
And honourable carriage. Shak., T. of A., ilL 2.

Illustrious acts high raptures do infuse.
And every conqueror creates a muse.

Waller, Panegyric on Cromwell.

=Syn, 2 and 3. Distinguished, Eminent, etc. (see fa-
mous); remarkable, signfd, exalted, noble, glorious.

illustriously (i-lus'tri-us-li), adv. In an illus-

trious manner; conspicuously; eminently; glo-
riously.

He disdained not to appear at festival entertainments,
that he might more illustriously manifest his chulty.

Bp. Atterivry.



iUustriousness

illustriousness (i-lus'tri-ns-nes), n. The con-
dition or quality of being illustrious; eminence;
Sfeatness; grandeur; glory.
uxurious (il-ug-zu'ri-us), a. [< in-S + Um-

rious.1 Not luxurious. [Rare.]
The Widow Vanhomrigh and her two daughters quitted

the UluxuHous Boil of their native country lor the more
elegant pleasures of the English court.

Orrery, On Swil(» ix.

ill-will (il'wil'),». Enmity; malevolence. [Not
properly a compound.]

Bo«. Why look you 60 upon me?
Phe. For no Ul will I bear you.

Shttk., As you Like iti ill. 5.

=Syn. Attimosity, Ill-will, Erwidty, etc. See mmrwgtty.
ill-willer (il'wU'Sr), n. One who wishes an-
other ill; an enemy.
As whowould sayherowne ouermuch lenitie and good*

nesse made her Ul willers the more bold and presumptu-
ous. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 181.

Queen Elizabeth knowing well that she had drawn many
Ul-willers against her State, she end eavour'd to strengthen
it by all the means she could devise.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 332.

ill-willy (il'wil'i), a. [Sc, also «ZZ-m2Ke; <ill-

will + -3/1.] 1. Ill-disposed; ill-natured; ma-
licious.

An Ul-wUly cow should have short horns.
Scotch proverb,

as, an ill-willy wife.
One who wishes evil

to another; an enemy.
ill-wrestingt, a- Misinterpreting

;
putting a

had construction upon matters.

Now this ill-wresting world is grown so bad.
Mad slanderers by mad ears believed be.

Shak., Sonnets, cxl.

illy (il'i)) «<*"• [< i^h <"'•> + -?y^'] In ail iH or
evil manner; not well; unsatisfactorily; ill.

illly, though correctly formed from the adjective Ul, is

not in conunon or good use, the adverb ul being pre-
ferred.]

How Uly they [the Papists] digested it may be seen by
this passage. Strype, Hemorials, i. 2.

Wbereby they might see how illy they were served.
£. Knoa; (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 366).

Thou dost deem
That I have Uly spared so large a band,
Disabling from pursuit our weaken'd troops.

2. Grudging; niggardly:
ill-wisher (il'wish'er), n.

lUyrian (i-lir'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Illyrius,

Ulyrian, iZi^rta, "Illyria, < Illyrii, Gr. 'llAvpioi,

thelllyrians.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to Ulyria or
Illyricum, an ancient region east of the Adri-
atic, comprising in its widest extent modem
Albania, Bosnia, Servia, Croatia, Dalmatia,
etc., conqueredbytheRomans andmade a prov-
ince, and later a prefecture.— 2. Pertaining
to modern Illyria, a titular kingdom of Austria-

Hungary, comprising at present Carinthia, Car-

niola, and the Maritime Territory.— 3. Pertain-

ing to the modern Serbo-Croatian race or lan-

guage.—Ulyrian Provinces, a government formed by
Napoleon in 1809, comprising various territoriestaken from
Austria, lying north and east of the Adriatic. It was under
French control, was abolished in 1814-15, and in 1816 was
made a nominal kingdom of the Austrian empire. See
def. 2.

II. ». 1. A native of ancient Illyrioum. The
lUyrians were perhaps allied, to the Thracians,

and are now represented by the Albanians.

—

2. An inhabitant of the modern titular king-

dom of Illyria.—3. A member of the Serbo-

Croatian race, now living in the territory of

ancient Illyricum.

ilmenite (il'men-it), n. [< Ilmen (see def.) +
-ite2.] A mineral of a black color and subme-
tallio luster, consisting of the oxids of iron and
titanium, and isomorphous with hematite. The
original ilmenite is from the Ilmen mountains (in the

southern Urals),but the samemineral iscommon elsewhere.

Some of its varieties are crichtonite, hystatite, washing-

tonite, etc. Also called tUanie iron ore and memachtmite.

ilmenium (il-me'ni-um), n. [NL., < Ilmen (see

def.) + -ium.'\ A name given by Hermann to

an element supposed by him to be present in

the BBSchynite from the Ilmen mountains (in the

southern Urals), also in yttrotantalite and some
related minerals. His conclusions have not

been accepted by other chemists.

ilmenonitile (il"men-6-r8'til), n. [< Ilmen (see

def.) + rutile.'] A variety of rutile from the

Ilmen mountains (in the southern Urals), con-

taining some iron sesquioxid.

ilomet, adv. [ME., < AS. gelome (= OHG. g%-

«o»»o), frequently.] Often; frequently.

Of thismis farindepruyde he herde tellen ofteand i-tom«.

Soij/ iJooti (E. E. T. S.), p. 51.

ilpa (il'pa), n. Same as illupi.
.

ilvaite (li'va-it), n. [< L. Ilm, Elba, + -^te^:^

A silicate of iron and calcium occumng m
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black prismatic crystals. It is found in the
island of Elba and elsewhere. Also called Urn-
rite and yenite.

Ilybius (i-lib'i-us), n. [NL., < Gr. Mg, mud,
slime, + /3(of, life.] A genus of water-beetles,
of the family ByHsCidce. There
are about 15 North American and anum-
ber of European species, separated from
Colymbetes and other related genera by
having the penultimate joint of the lar

bial paJpi as long as the last joint, and
by the more convex form of the body.
/. ater, of the United States, is an ex-
ample. .Bricftsoji, 1832. Properly Jij/o-

biVfS.

Ilysanthes (il-i-san'thez), n.

[NL. (Eafinesque), < Gr. IXvq, iiynus Hirutiii-

mud, + avflof, a flower; from its j;SiJ^?=)*°'"
habit.] Agenus of annual herbs,
of the natural order Scrophularirwce, tribe Gra-
Uolece, It is characterized by a 5-parted c^yx, a corolla
with the upper lip erect and 2-Iobed and the lower lip
spreading and thrice cleft, and 2 included stamens. They
are small smooth plants with opposite leaves and small
axillary purplish flowers or the upper racemed. J. gra-
tioloidet of the eastern United States is the false pimper-
Tiel.

Ilysia(i-lis'i-a), n. [NL., <Gr. Uvg, mud,slime.]
A genus of sliort-tailed serpents, of the family
Tortricidce. The coral-snake of Guiana is I. scy-
tale. Also called Tortrix.

imA. An assimilated form of »n-l before a la-

bial. In the foUovring words, in the etymology,
the prefix imA is usually referred directly to
the original «n-l.

iin-2. An assimilated form (in Latin, etc.) of
i«-2 before a labial. In the following words, in
the etymology, «m-2 is usually referred directly
to the original in-^.

im-8. An assimilated form (in Latin, etc.) of
the negative or privative in-^ before a labial.

In the following words, in the etymology, im-^
is usually referred du-eetly to the original •m-S.

image (im'aj), ». [< ME. image, ymage, < OP.
image, F. image = Pr. image, emage = Sp. imd-
gen = Pg. imagem = It. immagine, imagine, im-
mage, image, < L. imago (imagin-), a copy, like-

ness, image, < *im, root of imitari, copy, imitate

:

see imitate. Hence imagine, etc.] 1 . A likeness

.or similitude of a person, animal, or thing; any
representation of form or features, but more
especially one of the entire figure, as by sculp-

ture or modeling ; a statue, effigy, bust, relief,

intaglio, portrait, etc. : as, an image in stone,

bronze, clay, or wax; a painted or stamped
image; to worship idolatrous images.

And before that Chirche is the Tmage of Justynyan
the Emperour, covered with Gold.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 8.

I saw an Image, all of massie gold,

pon an Altare fair
Spenser, Kuines of Time, 1. 491.

Placed on high upon an Altare faire.

Spe "

Thou Shalt not make unto thee any graven image: . . .

thou Shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them.
Ex. XX. 4.

I have bewept a worthy husband's death.

And liv'd by looking on his images.
Shak., Kich. in., IL 2.

2. A natural similitude, reproduction, or coun-

terpart; that which constitutes an essentialrep-

resentation, copy, or likeness : as, the child is

the very image of its mother.

They which honour the law as an image of the wisdom
of God himself are notwithstanding to know that the same
had an end in Christ. Booker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 11.

Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.
Gen. L 26.

This play is the inMge of a murther done in Vienna.
ShaJc., Hamlet, iil. 2.

The married state, with and without the affection suit-

able to it, is the completest image of heaven and hell we
are capable of receiving in this life.

Steele, Spectator, No. 479.

3. A concrete mental bbject, not derived from

direct perception, but the product of the ima-

gination; a mental picture.

Can we conceive

Image of aught delightful, soft^ or great? Prior.

The image of his father was less fresh in his mind.
Disraeli.

4t. Semblance; show; appearance; aspect.

For by the image of my cause I see

The portraiture of his. Shak., Hamlet v. 2.

The Apocalyps of Saint John is the majestick image of

a high and stately Tragedy. ^ -d. , -,

MUton, Church-Government, Pref., il.

The face of things a frightful image bears.

Dryden, .Slneid.

5. In rliet, a metaphor so expanded as to pre-

sent a complete likeness or picture to the miud;

a similitude wrought out by description; an il-

lustrative comparison: as, a metaphor suggests

imagery

a likeness, but an image paints it with a few
verbal touches.

Images ... are of great use to give weight, magnifi-
cence, and strength to a discourse. Lmtdon Eneyc.

6. An optical counterpart or appearance of an
object, such as is produced by reflection from
a mirror, refraction by a lens, or the passage
of luminous rays through a small aperture.
See vision, mirror, and lens.— 7. In maift., when
imaginary quantities are represented by points
on a plane, a point representing any given
function of a quantity represented by another
point, the former point is said to be the image
of the latter—Aerlaa Image. See aeWo!.—After
image. See after-image.—Double image. See double.
— Electric image (as defined by Maxwell), an electrified
point, or system of points, on one side of a surface which
would produce on the other side of that sm-face the same
electrical action which the actual electrification of that
surface really does produce. (Thomson. )— Inverted im-
age. See iem.—Multiple images, images formed by
refiection and re-refiection in two mirrors, as in a kaleido-
scope.— Negative or accidental image, the image
which is perceived when the eye, after looking intently
at a bright-colored object, is directed to a white surface.
The color is complementary to that of the original, on
account of the fatigue dnd consequent failure to act of the
neiTOUB mechanisms called into play in the first instance.

—Worship of images. See image-worship.

image (im'aj),?). t.; pret. and pp. imaged, ppr.
imaging. (< image, n. Ct. imagine, v.] 1. To
form an image of ; represent by an image ; re-

flect the likeness of; mirror: as, mountains
imaged in the peaceful lake.

My soul, though feminine and weak.
Can image his ; e'en as the lake.
Itself disturbed by slightest stroke,

Befiects the invulnerable rock,
Scott, L. of the L., iv. 10.

They in their leaf-shadowed microcosm
Image the larger world.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

Yet a few great natures even then began to compre-
hend the charm andmystery which the Greeks had imaged
in their Pan. J. A, Symxmde, Italy and Greece, p. 243.

2. To present to the mental vision ; exhibit a
mental picture of

;
portray to the imagination.

The Might of Satan to the Gates of Hell is finely imaged.
Addison, Spectator, No. 309.

3. To form a likeness of in the mind; call up
a mental image or perception of; imagiue.

Condemn'd whole years in absence to deplore.
And image charms he must behold no more.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 362.

The prolonged effort to recall or image colors or visual
forms tires the visual organs.

O. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 642.

4. To be like ; resemble : as, he imaged his

brother. Pope.
imageable (im'aj-a-bl), a. [< image + -able.']

Capable of being imaged or imagined. [Eare.]

image-breaker (im'aj-bra'"k6r), n. One who
breaks or destroys images ; an iconoclast.

imaged (im'ajd), a. [< image + -ed^.] Deco-
rated with human figures : applied to porcelaiu

and fine pottery: as, an imaged tea-service.

imageless (im'aj-les), a. [< image + -leas.']

Having no image ; not using images.
But a voice

Is wanting ; the deep truth is imageless. Shelley.

image-mug (im'aj-mug), «. A pitcher or jug
formed in the general shape of a human being,

or of a head and bust.

imagert, n. [ME. imageour, < OF. Hmageor, ima-
geur (also imagier, imager), a sculptor, < image,
an image.] One who images; a sculptor or
painter.

Now this more peer-les learned imager.
Life to his lovely picture to confer.
Did not extract out of the elements
A certain secret chymik quint-essence.

Du Ba/rtas (trans.).

imagery (im'aj-ri or -er-i), n. [< ME. imagerie,

ymagerie, < OP. (also P.) imagerie, imagery; as
image + -ry.] 1. Representation in an image
or by images ; formation of images by art; also,

images collectively.

Giue eueiy one his particular name, as Kesemblance by
Pourtrait or Imagery, which the Greeks call Icon, Resem-
blance morall or misticall, which they call Parabola, &
Resemblance by example, which they call Faradigma.

Putteiiham, Ai-te of Eng. Poesie, p. 201.

You would have thought . . . that all the walls.

With painted imagery, had said at once—
Jesu preserve thee

!

Shak., Kich. IL, v. 2.

Those high chancel screens sui-mounted by imai^c)!/ and
paintings, by which the chancel arch was often completely

filled up. S. Scott, Hist. Eng. Church Architecture, p. 49.

2t. A type or general likeness ; similitude.

Dress your people unto the imagery of Christ.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL IZT.

They are our brethren, and pieces of the same imagery
with ourselves. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 53.



imagery

3. Descriptive representation; exhibition of

ideal images to the mind; figurative illustra-

tion.

I wish there may be in this poem any instance of good
imagery. Dryden.

That poverty of thought and profusion of imagery which
are at once the defect and the compensation of all youth-
ful poetry. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 216.

4. Mental representation; formation of images
in the mind; fanciful or fantastic imagination.

It might be a mere dream which he saw ; the imagery
of a melancholick fancy. Bp. AtterTmry,

What can thy imagery of sorrow mean?
Prior, Solomon, iL

image-worship (im'aj-w6r"ship), n. The wor-
ship of images ; as a term of reproach, the wor-
ship of idols; idolatry. The veneration of images, as
the crucifix, or paintings or statues of the Virgin Itory or
of the saints, is practised in the Eoman Catholic and Ori-
ental churches. The Homan Catholic doctrine concerning
such veneration is, "that the images of Christ, of the Vir-
gin Mother of God, and of the other saints, are to be had
and retained particularly in temples, and that due honor
and veneration are to be given them ; not that any divinity,

or virtue, is believed to be in them, on account of which
they are to be worshipped ; or that any thing is to be asked
of them; or that trust is to be reposed in images, as was
of old done by the Gentiles, who placed their hope in idols

;

but because the honor which is shown them is referred to
the prototypes which those images represent ; in such wise
that by the images which we kiss, and before which we un-
cover the head and prostrate ourselves, we adore Christ,
and we venerate the saints whose similitude they bear."
jDecreeso/iAe Council o/Trejie (quoted in Scha£E's "Creeds
of Christendom," II. 201).

imagilett, «. [< It. as if *imagiletto, < imagine,
immagine, image : see image and -let.'\ A small
image.

Italy affords finer alabaster, whereof those imagilets
wrought at Leghorn are made.

Fuller, Worthies, Staffordshire, III. 124.

imaginable (i-maj'i-na-bl), a. [< F. imaginable
= Pr. ymaginable = Sp. imaginable = Pg. imagi-
navel = It. imaginabile, now immaginabile, also
immaginevole, < ML. imaginabilis, < L. imaginari,
imagine: see imagine.^ Capable of being im-
agined or conceived.
He ran Into all the extravagances imaginable.

Steele, Spectator, No. 82.

imaginableness (i-maj'i-na-bl-nes), n. The
state of beia^ imaginable.

"

imaginably (i-maj'l-na-bli), adv. So as to be
capable of being imagined; in a conceivable
manner; possibly.

We found it so exceeding (and scarce imaginably) difli-

cult a matter to keep out the air from getting at all In at

any imperceptible hole or flaw. Boyle, Works, 1. 10.

imaginal (i-maj'i-nal), a. [= OP. imaginal, <

LL. imaginalis, figurative, < L. imago (imagin-),

image, figure: see«m«g'«.] 1. Characterized by
imagination; imaginative. [Rare.]— 2. Given
to the use of rhetorical figures or images. North
British Bev. [Rare.]— 3. In entom., of or per-
taining to the imago or perfect state of an in-

sect.— Imaginal disk. See the extract.

The apodal maggot [of Muscidcel when it leaves the egg,

carries in the interior of its body certain regularly ar-

ranged discoidal masses of indifferent tissue, which are
termed imaginal disks. ... As the imaginal disks de-

velop, the preexisting organs contained in the head and
thorax of the larva undergo complete or partial resolu-

tion. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 386.

imaginantt (i-maj'i-nant), a. and m. [= P.
imaginant= It. immaginante, <L. imaginan(t-)s,

ppr. of imajriJian, imagine: seeimagine.J 1. a.

Imagining; conceiving.

And (we will enquire) what the force of imagination is,

either upon the body imaginant, or upon another body.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 900.

II. n. One who imagines ; an imaginer.

It is an inquiry of great depth and worth concerning
imagination, now and how far it altereth the body proper
of the imaginant.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 186,

Story is full of the wonders it works upon hypochon-
drical imaginants; to whom the grossest absurdities are
infallible certainties, and free reason an impostour.

Glanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xi.

imaginarily (i-maj'1-na-ri-li), adv. By means
of the imagination; in imagination.

You make her tremble;
Do you not see 't imaginarily ?

Ford, Lady's Trial, ii. 1.

imaginarineSS (i-maj'i-na-ri-nes), ». The con-
dition or quality of being imaginary.

imaginarity (i-maj-i-nar'i-ti), n. [< imaginary
+ -ty^.] ia. math., the state of being imagi-

nary.

imaginary (i-maj'i-na-ri), a. and«. [= P. ima-
ginaire = Pr. imaginari = Sp. Pg. imaginario

= It. immaginario, < L. imaginarius, seeming,
imaginary, LL. also, lit., pertaining to an im-

age, < imago (imagin-), an image : see image.']
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1. a. 1. Existing only in imagination or fancy;

due to erroneous belief or conception ; not real

;

baseless; fancied: opposed to acteaZ.

Besides real diseases, we are subject to many that are

only imaginary, for which the physicians have invented

imaginary cures. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 6.

Imaginary ills and fancied tortures. Addison, Cato.

Most of the names throughout the work are as imagi-

nary as those of its pretended authors.
Tieknor, Span. Lit., I. 192.

Nor, surely, did he miss
Some pale, imaginary bliss

Of earlier sights whose inner landscape still was Swiss.

Lowell, Agassiz, iv. 2.

2. In math., unreal and feigned in accordance

with the theory of imaginary quantities—De-
parture of an imaginary quantity, its argument.

See argument, 8.— Imagtoary calculus, ens, etc. See

the nouns.— Imaginary coordinate, a cobrdmate whose
value is imaginary.—Imaginary curve, a feigned curve

every point of which is imaginary.—ImaginaiT envelop,
the real curve which results from the substitution for the

imaginary coordinates, x = a + bi,y = c + di, otaf = a +
b, y" — e -^ d, upon the assumption that dyld/ic is real.

—

Imaginary exponent, an exponent which is an imagi-

nary quantity.—Imagmary geometry, analytical ge-

ometry in which the coordinates are allowed to take una-

ginary values.—Imaginary Integral, an integral which
appears under an Imaginary form, usually on account of

an imaginary constant being added to it.—Imaginary
line a feigned line some of the coefficients of the equation

to wtich are imaginary.—Imaginary point, in analyti-

cal geom., a feigned point one or more of the coordinates

of whicli are imaginary quantities.

—

Imaginary projec-
tion, a central projection from an imagmary center or

upon an imaginary plane.—Ima^ginary quantity, in alg.,

an expression of the form A + Si, where i is a symbol the

square of which is negative unity (—1). The object of in-

troducing imaginary quantities is to avoid a multitude of

distinct cases between which it is not desired to discrim-

inate, and to state what is true in general terms. Thus, a
quadratic equation, as Aa;2 -)- Ba; -I- C = 0, is said to have
two roots. But these roots are real and distinct only if B3
— 4AC is positive. It this quantity vanishes, the two roots

coalesce; andifitis negative, theybecome imaginary. The
introduction of imaginaries greatly facilitates the reason-

ing of mathematics, even in cases where the conclusion
has nothing to do with imaginaries. The greater part of

the known propositions of higher analytical geometry are

only true when account is taken of imaginary quantities.

Imaginary quantities are feigned quantities, or they may
be considered as quantities outside the ordinary system of

quantity. Also called impossible quantity.—bnagtnary
tangent, a feigned tangent which is an imaginary line.

—

Imaginary transformation, a transformation by means
of equations containing imaginary coefficients. =Syn. 1.

Heal, fanciful, fancied, visionary, unreal, shadowy, 'Dto-

pian. Imaginary and imaginative are never synonymous

:

imaginary means existing only in the imagination
_;
ima-

ginative means possessed of or showing an active imagi-
nation.

II. m. ; -<p\.imagirMries {-nz). In a^g"., an ima-
ginary expression or quantity Conjugate ima-
-glnaries. See conjugate.

imaginatet (l-maj'i-nat), a. [< L. imaginatus,

pp. of imaginare, give an image of: see image,
f.j Imaginative.
Whereas the imaginate facultle of other living creatures

is unmoveable, and alwaies continueth in one.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, vii. 12.

imagination (i-maj-i-na'shon), n. [< ME. imagi-
naeioun, ymaginacioun, < OP. ymagination, yma-
ginacion, P. imagination = Pr. ymaginatio, ema-
genassio = Sp. imaginacion = Pg. imaginagao =
It. immaginazione, < L. imaginatio(n-), imagina-
tion, < imaginari, imagine : see imagine.] !. The
act or faculty of forming a mental image of an
object ; the act or power of presenting to con-
sciousness objects other than those directly
and at that time produced by the action of
the senses; the act or power of reproducing
or recombining remembered images of sense-
objects ; especially, the higherform of this pow-
er exercised in poetry and art. imagination is
commonly divided into reproductive and productive ; re-
productive imagination being the act or faculty of repro-
ducing images stored in the memory, under the sugges-
tion of associated images

; productive imaginatitm being
the creative imagination which designedly recombines
formet experiences into new images. The phrase produc-
tive imagination is also used in the Kantian philosophy
to denote the pm'e transcendental imagination, or that
faculty by which the parts of the intuitions of space and
time are combined into continua.

The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven

;

And, as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name.
Such tricks hath strong imagination;
That, if it would but apprehend some joy,
It comprehends some bringer of that Joy

;

Or, in the night, imagining some fear.
How easy is a bush suppos'd a bear.

Shale, M. N. D., v. 1.

It is evident that true imagination is vastly different
from fancy ; far frpm being merely a playful outcome of
mental activity, a thing of joy and beauty only, it per-
forms the initial and essential functions in every l5ranch
of human development. Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 201.

2. An image in the mitid; a formulated con-
ception or idea.

imagine

Experience techith that colerik men jeueth to aumme
ymagynaciouns, and sangueyn men beu ocupied aboute

summeothere ymagynadoune. „ . ,,x
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. I'umivall), p. 17.

My brain, methinks, is like an hour-glass,

Wherein my imaginatums run like sands.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, lu. 2.

He that uses the word " tarantula " without having any
imagination or idea of what it stands for pronounces a

good word, but so long means nothing at all by it.

Locke, Human Understanding, IIL x. 32.

3. The act of devising, planning, or scheming;
a contrivance ; scheme ; device

;
plot.

Wenynge is no wysdome ne wyse ymagynaeioun.
Homo proponit et dens disponit and gouemeth alle good

vertues. Piers Plowman (B)^ xx. 33.

Thou hast seen all their vengeance and all their imagi-

nations against me. Lam. lii. 60.

I was at iny wits' end, and was brought into many ima-
ginations what to do.

Capt. £. Boderihcum (Aiber's Eng. Garner, I. 36).

4. A baseless or fanciful opinion.

For my purpose of proceeding in the profession of the

law, so far as to a title, you may be pleased to correct that

imagination where you find it. Donne, Letters, xxxii.

We are apt to think that space, in itseU, is actually

boundless ; to which imagination the idea of space or ex-

pansion of itself naturally leads us.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xriL 4.

Combinatory imagination. See combinatory.r-Crea-
tive imagination. See creative. =Syn. 1. Imagination,
Fancy. By derivation and early use fanxy has the same
meaning as imapinaiioTi, but the words have become more
and more distinctly separated. (See Wordsworth's pre-

face to his "Lyrical Ballads.'') Imaginatimi, is the more
profound, earnest, logical. Fancy is lighter, more spor-

tive, and often more purely creative. We call "Hamlet"
and "Macbeth" works of Shakspere's imaginaiiim, the
"Midsummer Night's Dream" and "The Tempest" of his

fanjay.

Consider for a moment if ever the Imagination has been
so embodied as in I'rospero, the Fancy as in Ariel, the

brute 'Understanding as in Caliban.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 199.

Warm glowing colors /ffljicj/ spreads
On objects not yet known.

Mrs. H. More, David and Goliath, ii.

imaginational (i-maj-i-na'shon-al), a. [< ima-

gination + -oZ.] Of or relating'to the imagi-

nation; imaginarjr.

imaginati've (i-maj'i-na-tiv), a. [< ME. imagi-

natif, < OP. (and P.) imagtnaUf— Pr. ymagina-
tiu = Sp. Pg. imaginativo = It. immaginatmo,
< ML. *imaginativus, < L. imaginari, pp. ima-

ginatus, imagine : see imagine.] 1. Forming
images; endowed with imagination; given to

imagining: as, the iTOag'Jreo<«»e faculty; &ti ima-

ginative person.

Milton had a highly imaginative, Cowley a very fanci-

ful mind. Coleridge.

Of all people children are the most imaginative.
Macaulay, Mitford's Hist.

Sir Thomas Browne, our most imaginative mind since

Shakespeare. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 153.

2. Characterized by or resulting from imagi-

nation ; exhibiting or indicating the faculty of

imagination.

I think it [the third canto of the Burgatorio] the most
perfect passage of its kind in the world, the most imagi-
native, the most picturesque. Macaulay, Dante.

The more indolent and imaginative complexion of the
Eastern nations makes them much more impressible.

Emerson, Eloquence.

His [.Alfred's] love of strangers, his questionings of trav-

ellers and scholars, betray an imaginative restlessness.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 168.

3t. Inq-uisitive ; suspicious; jealous.

Nothyng list hym to been ymaginatyf,
11 any wight had spoke wml he was oute
To hire [her] of love, he hadde of it no doubt

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, L 366.

The kynge enclyned well thereto, but the duke of Bur-
goyne, who was sage and ymagynatyue, wolde nat agree
therto. Bemers, tr. of froissart's Chron., II. clxxxl.

=Syn. Inventive, creative, poetical. See imaginary.

imaginatively (i-maj'i-na-tiv-li), adv. In an
imaginative manner; -with or by the exercise
of imagination.

To write imaginatively a man should have— imaginar
tion

!

Lowell, Among my IBooks, 1st ser., p. 36.

imaginativeness (i-maj'i-na-tiv-nes), n. The
quality of bein^ imaginative.
imagine (i-maj'm), v.; pret. and pp. imagined,
ppr. imagining. [< ME. imaginen, imagenen, <

OP. ymaginer, imaginer, F. imaginer= Pr. imagi-
nar, ymaginar, emaginar = Sp. Pg. imaginar=
It. immaginare, < L. imaginari, picture to one-
self, fancy, imagine, < imago {imagin-), a copy,
likeness, image: see image.] I. trans. 1. To
form a mental image of

;
produce by the imagi-

nation ; especially, to construct by the produc-
tive imagination.

For to have bettere understondynge, I seye thus, Be
ther ymagyned a Figure that hathe a gret Compas ; and
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nboute the poynt of the gret Compas, that is clept the
Centre, be made another litille Compas.

The caliphate .

ate.

will necessarily be im-
imagitte ours^ves the

Our view of any transaction
perfect . . . unless we can .

agents or spectators.
Whately, On Bacon's Essay on Studies.

And tar beyond,
Iniagined more tlian seen, the skirts of France.

T&nnystm, Princess, Conclusion.

3. To conceive in the mind ; suppose ; conjec-
ture.

The grett^rst preseruaolon of peas and gode rule to be
hadde withm the tonne and shire of Eristowe that can be
ymagened. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 426.

Thatwhich hithertowe have set down is . . . sufficient

to shew their brutlshness, which imagine that religion
and virtue are only as men will account of them.

is also called EI Imdmah, the Tmam- imbecllitatet (im-be-sil'i-tat), V. t. [< imbeciU

JlfondemiJe Travels n 185 • ^ , , .^ rm ^

^'^^"^- «"«- ^"- ''I*-
ity + -ate^.} To weaken ; render feeble.:Bonam«e, iravels, p. IM. jmaret (im'a-ret), ». [Turk, imare*.] A kind imbecility (im-be-sU'i-ti),«. i<OF.m,beeilete,

of hospice or hostelry for the free aooommoda- imbecilUte, F. imbecitliU = Sp. imhecilidad =
tion of Mohammedan pilgrims and other trav ~ - - .

elers in the Turkish empire.

Their Hospitals they call Imarets; of these there are
great vse, because they want Innes in the Turkes domin-
ions. They found them for the reliefe of the poore, and
of Trauellers, where they haue food allowed them (differ-

ing according to the vse of the place), and lodging places,
without beds. They are open for the most part to all men
of all religions. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 299.

On the brink
Of a small imaret's rustic fount.

Moore, Paradise and the Peri.

imaum, n. See imam.
imbalmt, v. t. An obsolete form of embalm.

fl-oo7«r, Eccles. Polity, i. 10. imban (im-ban'), «'. *• [< Jm-1 + 6aml.] To ex-
Well, I will lock his counsel in my breast
And what I do imagine, let that rest.

Shah., 1 Hen. VI., n.

If the Kebellion is at all suppressed in any time, I ima-
gine some of our troops will go. Walpole, Letters, II. 15.

3. To contrive in purpose ; scheme ; devise.

How long will ye imagine mischief against a man!
Ps. htii. 3.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Surmise, Ouess, etc. (see conjeeture), fancy,
picture to one's self, apprehend, believe, suppose, deem.

—

3, To plan, frame, scheme.

II. mtrans. 1. To form images or concep-
tions; exercise imagination.— 2. To suppose; ija'bart (im-bar~) v. t.

fancy; think.
'

The matter was otherwise received than they imjogined.
Baeofti, Physical Fables, iL

My sister is not so defenceless left

As you imagine. Milton, Comus, 1. 415.

imaginer (i-maj'i-ner), m. 1 . One who imagines,
or forms ideas or conceptions ; a contriver.

Others think also that these im,aginers invented that
they spake of their own heads.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 121.

2t. A plotter ; a schemer.

For men of warre inclosed in fortresses are sore vmagy-
ners. Bevners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. clxvii.

communicate, in a civil sense ; cut off from the
rights ofman, or exclude from thecommon privi-
leges of humanity. J. Barlow. [Bare.]

imband (im-band'), V. t. [< «»-l + bancP-.l To
form into a band or bands. [Bare.]

Beneath full sails imhanded nations rise. J. Barlow.

imbankt, v. t. An obsolete form of embank.
imbankiuentt, n. An obsolete form of embank-
ment.

imbannered (im-ban'erd), a. [< iM-2 + ban-
ner + -ed^.'] Furnished with banners.

To bar out. See embar.

So do the kings of France unto this day.
Howbeit they would hold up this Salique law.
To bar your highness claiming from the female

;

And rather choose to hide them in a net
Than amply to imbar their crooked titles,

Usurp'd from you and your progenitors.
Shak., Hen.v., i. 2.

[The sense of imbar in this passage is disputed ; it may be
an error. Some editions have imbare, which is defined
"to make or lay bare ; expose."]

imbargof, n. An obsolete form of embargo.

imbarkt, v. An obsolete form of embark,

imbarkationt, ». An obsolete form of embarka-

imbarkmentf, i

imbarrent, «. *.

Same as embarkment.
Same as embarren.imagines, n. Latin plural of imago

imaging (im'aj-ing), n. [Verbaln. oiimage, v.-\
imbaset,"'-' *• Same as embase.

The forming of mental images; expression by imbastardizet (im-bas'tar-diz), v. t. Same as
means of imagery. embastardiee.
Imaging is, in itself, the very height and life of poetry, imbathet (im-baTH'), v. t. Same as embatke.

Dryden, State of Innocence, Pref.
jm^jattle (im-bat'l), V. t. Same as embattle^.

imagining (i-maj'i-ning),M. [(.WE.imagininge; i]iibattled{im-bat'ld),p. a. 8a.me a.s embattled.

verbal n. of imagine, v.'] 1. The act of form- jmbayt, v. t. An obsolete form of embay'^.

ing images in the mind.— 2. That which is imbayed (im-bad'), !>. «• Same as embayed.
{,v,o^r,<>ri imbecile (im'be-sil or im-bes'il), a. and n. [<

OP. imbecile, imbedlle, F. imbecile = Sp. Pg. im-

becil = It. imbecille, < L. imbecillis, inbecillis, usu-

ally imbecillus, inbecillus, weak, feeble ; origin

unknown. The common derivation < in, on, +
bacillus, a staff (as if referring to the feeble

steps of age), is improbable. The first syllable

is more likely in- priv. Hence imbecile, v., and
its doublet embezzle, q. v.] I. a. 1. Without
physical strength; feeble; impotent; helpless.

[Bare.]

We in a manner were got out of God's possession ; were

in respect to him become imbeeile and lost.

Barrow, Works, II. xxii.

2. Mentally feeble; fatuous; having the men-
tal faculties undeveloped or greatly impaired.

See imbecility.
The man became

Imbecile; his one word was "desolate."

Dead for two years before his death was he.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. Marked by mental feebleness or incapacity

;

indicating weakness of mind; inane; stupid:

as, imbecile efforts ; an imbecile speech

imagined.
Present fears

Are less than horrible vmaginings.
Shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

3t. Scheming; plot; contrivance.

There were iij lordes came on to the kyng,
Desireng hym on huntyng for to goo,

flull ontrewly ther with ymagenyng.
Generydes (E. B. T. S.), 1. 963.

imaginoust (i-maj 'i-nus), a. [= It.

noso, imaginoso, < ML. *imaginosm, < L.

(imagin-), image : see image.'] Full of or char-

acterized by imagination ; imaginative.

There is a kind of cure

To fright a lingering fever from a man
By an imaginous fear.

Chapman, Mons. D'Olive, v. 1.

imago (i-ma'go), n. ;
pi. imagos, imagines (-goz,

i-maj'i-nez). [NL. use of L. imago, an image,

likeness : see image.2 In entom., the final, per-

fect stage or state of an insect, after it has

undergone all its transformations and become
capable of reproduction. The name is due to the

fact that such an insect, having passed through its larval

stages, and having, as it were, cast off its mask or disguise,

has become a true representation or image of its species.

See cut under DijJtera.
• c, i\ r

imam, imam, imaum (i-mam', i-mam ), n. l—
F. Sp. Pg. iman = Pers. Turk, imam, < Ar.

imam, a guide, chief, leader, < amma, walk be-

fore, preside.] A Mohammedan chief or leader.

Specifloally— (a) The religious title of the four successors

of Mohammed, and of the four great doctors of the four

orthodox sects: hence, a Mohammedan prince or religious

leader: as, the7mam of Muscat. (6)Thetitleof the great

leaders of the Shiites or Shiahs. These are All, believea

by them to have been constituted by Mohammed the Imam
or head of the faithful (called calif by the Sunnis), and his

ten successors, the twelfth being yet to come in the per-

son of the Mahdi or Messiah predicted by Mohammea. (ci

The personwho leads the daily prayers in the mosque, ana

receives its revenues.

The word imdm literally means the chief, or guide.

In public prayer it signiiles the officiating minister, whose

words the people repeat in a low voice, and whose ges-

tures they imitate ; he Is a delegate of the supreme Imam,

the successor of Mahomet. ,,-.,» \ „ m
J. Darmesteter, The Mahdi (trans.), p. 87.

imamate (i-mam'at), «. [< imam + -ateS.'] The

office or function of an imam ; the calitate.

Pg. imbecillidade = It. imbeoillitd, < L. imbecil-

lita{t-)s, inbecillita{t-)s, weakness, feebleness,
< imbecillis, inbecillis, weak: see imbecile, o.]

The condition or quality of being imbeoUe or
impotent; weakness of either body or mind,
but especially of the latter. Mental imbecility is

such a weakness of mind, owing to defective development
or to loss of faculty, as to incapacitate its subject lor the
ordinary duties of Ute, and tor legal consent, choice, or re-

sponsibility.

Cruelty . . . argues not only a depravedness of nature,
but also a meanness of courage and imbecility of mind.

Sir W. Temple, Introd. to Hist Eng.

No one can doubt that his [Petrarch's] poems exhibit,
amidst some imbecility and more affectation, much ele-

gance, ingenuity, and tenderness. Ma<:avlay, Dante.

Though to the larger and more trifling part of the sex
[men] imbecility in females is a great enhancement of
their personal charms, there is a portion of them too rea-

sonable and too well-informed themselves to desire any-
tliing more in woman than ignorance.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, xiv.

= Syn. Infirmity, InibecUity, etc. (see debility) ; feeble-

ness, childishness, idiocy, dotage.

imbed, v. t. See embed.

imbeluc (im-bel'ik), a. [< L. in- priv. + belli-

cus, warlike : see bellic. Cf. L. imbellis, inbellis,

unwarlike, < in- priv. + bellum, war.] Not war-
like or martial; unwarlike. [Bare.]

The imbellick peasant, when he comes first to the field,

shakes at the report of a musket.
F. Junius, Sin Stigmatized, p. 423.

imbellisht, v. t. An obsolete form of embellish.

imbellisbingt, n. Same as embellishment.

The devices and imbellishings of man's imagination.
Milton, Church-Government, i. 2.

imbenchingt (im-ben'chiug), n. [< in-^ +
bench + -jreg'i.] A raised work like a bench.
Parkhurst.
imber, imber-diver, imber-goose (im'b6r, -di-'-

vfer, -gcis), n. Same as ember-goose.

imbezzlet, i>. t. AJn obsolete form of embezzle.

imbibe (im-bib'), v.
;
pret. and pp. imbibed, ppr.

imbibing. [< ME. *enbiben, F. irnbiber = Sp.
Pg. embeber = It. imbevere, < L. imbibere, inbi-

bere, drink in,< in, in, -f- bibere, dimk: see bib\

bibulous.'] I. trans. 1. To drink in; absorb by
or as if by drinking: as, a sponge imbibes moist-

ure.
Various are the Colours you may try.

Of which the thirsty Wooll imbibes the Dye.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love;

So barren sands imbibe the show'r.
Cowper, Friendship, 1. 184.

This is a delicious evening, when the whole body is one <

sense, and imbibes delight through every pore.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 140.

2. To receive or admit into the mind; imbue
one's mind with : as, to imbibe errors.

It is not easy for the mind to put off those confused no-

tions and prejudices it has iTtibibed from custom. ' Locke.

One wise rule of behaviour, deeply imbibed, will be use-

ful to us in hundreds of Instances.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. viL

Sf. To cause to drink in; imbue.
Metals, corroded with a little acid, turn into rusi^ which

is an earth tasteless and indissolvable in water ; and this

earth, imbdbed with more acid, becomes a metallick salt.

Newton.

II. intrans. To drink; absorb liquid or moist-
ure.

to watch the thirsty plants
Imbibing I Tennyson, Princess, ii

imbiber (im-bi'ber), n. One who or that which
imbibes.

Salts are strong imbibers of sulphureous steams.
Arhuthnot.To Americans, the whole system of Italian education

seems calculated to reduce women to a state of imSeraie Jjnbibltion (im-bi-bish'on), n. [= F. imbibi-

tzon= Sp. vmbibicion; as tmbibe + -ition.] Thecaptivity before marriage. Howells, Venetian Life, xxL

= Syn. 2 and 3. Foolish, driveling, idiotic. See debility.

II
'

n. One who is imbecile.

imbecilet (im'be-sil or im-bes'il), v. t. [Earlier

also imbecil, imbecill, imbecell, etc., and, with

devious forms, imbezzle, embezzle, etc. (see em-

bezzle, ult. a doublet of imbecile, v.) ;
from the

adj.] 1. To make imbeeile ; weaken.

It is a sad calamity, that the fear of death shall so imbe-

cile man's courage and understanding that he dares not

suffer the remedy of all his calamities. ..

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, lu. § 7.

2. To embezzle.
Princes must, in a special manner, be guardians of pu-

oUs and widows, not suffering their persons to be op-

pressed, or theur states imbeoiled, or in any sense be ex-

posed to the rapine of covetous persons.
'^

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, in. 2.

He brought from thence abundance of brave armes

which werlhere reposited ; but in the late warres much

"'
'"""AZlylwiU^^Soc. MS., p. 240. (Halliu.ell.) imblazet. v. t. An obsolete form of emblaze.

act of imbibing ; the absorption of a liquid into

the passages or pores of a body.

Beside the common way and road of reception by the

root, there may be a refection and imbibition from with-

out ; for gentle showrs refresh plants, though they enter

not the roots. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, iv.

A drop of oil let fall upon a sheet of white paper, that

part of it which by the imbibition of the liquor acquires

a greater continuity and some transparency will appear
much darker than the rest. Boyle.

The variation in the amount of water present produces

a corresponding variation in the volume of the cell-wall;

hence the absorption of water or imbibition by the cell-

wall has come to be termed its " swelling-up."
Vines, PhysioL of Plants, p. 14.

imbittert (im-bit'er), v. t. An obsolete form of

embitter.

imbitterert (im-bit'6r-6r), ». An obsolete form
of embitterer.



Imblazon

imblazont, v. An obsolete form of emblazon.
imboccatura (im-bok-ka-to'ra), n. [It., moutli,
bit ; of. imboccare, feed, disembogue : see em-
bogue, embouchure.'] The mouthpiece of a wind-
instrument.
imbodiert, imbodimentt, etc. Obsolete forms
of embodier, etc.

imboilt, V. Same as emboil.

imboldent (im-bol'dn), v. t. Same as embolden.

imbolisht) v. t. [A dubious word, appar. a var.
of abolish, confused with imbecile, v., embezzle,
v.] To steal; embezzle.

You poore theeves doe only steale and puiloyne from
men, and the liarme you doe is to imbollish meu's goods,
and bring them to poverty.

Greene, Thieves Falling Out (Harl. Misc., VIII. 391).

imbonityt (im-bon'j-ti), n. [< LL. imbonita{t-)s,

inbonita(J>-)s, inconvenience, lit. ' ungoodness,'
< L. in- priv. + bonita{t-)s, goodness, < bonus,
good: see 60TOMS, 6o«»<2/.] Want of goodness or
of good qualities.

All fears, griefs, suspicions, discontents, imhonities, in-

suavities are swallowed up. Burtoti, Anat, of Mel., p. 262.

imborderf (im-b&r'der), V. t. An obsolete form
of emborder.
imborsation (im-b6r-sa'shon), n. [< It. imbor-
sazione, < imborsare, put in a purse : see im-
burse.'] In central Italy, the act of placing in

a purse or sack (Jborsa) the names of candidates
for certain municipal offices, to be afterward
selected by lot. According to Sismondi, this

method is still in use.

The magistrates who were now in offices, having great
power, took upon themselves to constitute a signory out
of all the most considerable citizens, to continue forty
months. Their names were to be put into a bag or purse,
which was called imborsation, and a certain number of
them drawn out by lot at the end of every second month;
whereas before, when the old magistrates went out of
office, new ones were always chosen by the council.

J. Adams, Works, V. 32.

imbosbf , «. [For *imbpss, < imboss= emboss^, v.

,

with ref. to embossed, 6.] The foam that comes
from a hunted deer. Nates.

For though he should keep the very middle of the
stream, yet will that, with the help of the wind, lodge
part of the stream and imbosh that comes from him on the
bank, it may be a quarter of a mile lower, which hath de-
ceived many. Gentleman's Recreation, p. 73.

imbosom (im-buz'um), V. t. See embosom.
imbossf, 11. t. An obsolete form of emboss'^,

imbosturet (im-bos'tur), «. [< imbost, pp. of
imboss = embQss^, + -urej\ Embossed work.

Leareh. This Is no rich idolatry.

KVif. Yes, sure,
And set out to the full height ; there nor wants
Imhosture nor embroidery.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, iv. 3.

imboundt (im-bound'), v. t. Same as embound.
imbow (im-bo'), v. t. See embow.
imbowel, imboweler, etc. See embowel, etc.

imbower, v. See embower.
imbowmentt (im-bo'ment), n. See embowment.
imbracet, imbracementt, etc. Obsolete forms
of embrace^, etc.

imbraidf , v. t. Same as embraid^.
imbrangle, v. t. See embrangle.

imbraveti i>. t. Same as embrave.

imbreed (im-bred'), v. Same as inbreect.

imbreket (im-brek ), n. The houseleek, Sem-
pervioum tectorum.

imbrex (im'breks), n.; pi. imbrices (im'bri-sez).
[L., < imber {imbr-), a shower, heavy rain, rain-
water, = Gr. bji^po^, a shower.] 1 . A gutter-tile

or other tile of curved surface ; a pantile.

The absence of imbrices, which are a necessary adjunct
in the formation of a Soman tiled roof.

Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XVII. 193.

2. One of the scales or compartments of an
imbrication.

Imbricatse (im-bri-ka'te), n. pi. [NL. (Reichen-
bach, 1828), fem. pi. of L. imbricatus : see imbri-
cate, o.] A division of plants foxmded upon the
purely artificial character of imbricate leaves
or scales, including the orders Lycopodiacece,
BalanophorecB, and Cytinacem.

imbricate (im'bri-kat), v.; pret. and pp. imbri-
cated, ppr. imbricating. [< L. imbricatus, pp. of
imbricare, cover with gutter-tiles, form like a
gutter-tile, < imbrex (imbric-), a hollow tile, a
gutter-tile: see imbrex.] I. trans. To lay or
lap one over another, so as to break joint, as or
like tiles or shingles, either with parts all in
one horizontal row or circle (as in the estiva-
tion of a calyx or corolla, when at least one
piece must be wholly external and one inter-

nal), or with the tips of lower parts covering
the bases of higher ones in a succession of rows
or spiral ranks.

I, imbricate flower-bud o{Al-
thaa rosea; 2, imbricate scales

of the cone of liemlock-spruce
CTsuga Canadinsis^.
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The fans consisted of the trains of peacocks, whose
quills were set in a long stem so as to irrOiricate the
plumes in the gradation of their natural growths.

Beclfford, Vathek.

II. intrans. To overlap serially.

In all essential family characters they [Eehitwthuria
and Calveria] agree. The plates imbricate in the same
directions and on the same plan.

Sir C. W. Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 164.

imbricate (im'bri-kat), a. [= F. imbriqv4= Sp.
•Pg. imbrieado, < L. im-
bricatus, pp. : see the
verb.] 1. Bent and
hollowed like a gutter-
tile or pantile.— 3. Ly-
ing one over another or
lapping, like tiles on a
roof; parallel, with a
straight surface, and ly-

ing or lapping one over
another, as the scales on
the leaf-buds of plants,

the scales of fishes andof
reptiles, or the feathers
of birds.— 3. Decorat-

ed with a pattern resembling a surface of lap-

ping tiles.—4. Consisting of lines or curves
giving a resemblance to a surface of overlap-

ping tiles : as, an imbricate pattern—Imbricate
antennsa, antennse in which the joints are somewhat
conical, each attached by its narrow end to a deep hollow
on one side of the preceding one, as in Prionus. See cut
under Prionus.— Imbricate elytra, elytra one of which
laps slightly over the other.

imbricated (im'bri-ka-ted), a. [< imbricate +
-ed^.] Same as imbricate.

A close-fitting mail of flattened cells coats our surface
with a panoply of im^cated scales.

0. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 233.

imbricately (im'bri-kat-li), adv. In an imbri-
cate manner.
imbrication (im-bri-ka'shon), n. [= F. imbri-
cation; as imbricate + -ion.] 1. The state of

being im-
bricate ; an
overlapping
of the edges
(real or sim-
ulated), like

that of tiles

or shingles.

And let us
consider that
all is covered
and guarded
with a well-
made tegument, beset with bristles, adorned with neat im-
bripations, and many other fineries.

Derham, Physico-Theology, viil. 6.

2. Masonry laid in ornamental designs, in stone
of various colors, brick, terra-cotta, or a com-
bination of these materials.— 3. A hollow re-
sembling that of a gutter-tile.

imbricative (im'bri-ka-tiv), a. [= F. imbri-
catif = Sp. imbricatiio; < imbricate + -ive.]

Forming an imbrication ; imbricated. [Eare.]
imbrices, «. Plural of imbrex.
imbrierf, v. t. [< inA + brier.] To entangle
in a thicket, ^ '

Imbrication.—Roof and Column.

Why should a gracious prince imbrier hiroaelt any longer
in thorns and do no good, but leave his wooU behind him?

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 192.

imbroccata, imbrpcata (im-bro-ka'ta), ».
[Also imbroccato, embrocado; < It. imbroccata, a
hit or thrust with the sword, < imbroccare, hit the
mark, < in, on, in, -1- broccare, spur, urge, orig.
thrustwith a sharp point,broach : see broach,v.]
In /e»eimg', a thrust in tierce. Gifford.
You have your passages and imbrocatas in courtship, as

the bitter bob in wit B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, v. 2.

The special rules, as your punto, your reverse, your stoc-
cato, your imbroccato, your passada, your montanto.

£. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 6.

imbroderf, v. t. Same as embroider. [In the
quotation it refers to tattooing.]

Theirwomen [of Virginia] imiiroder their legges, hands,
&c., with diuera workes, as of Serpents, and such like, with
blacke spots in the flesh. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 762.

imbrodryt, «. Same as embroidery.
The gardens without are very large, and the parterrs of

excellent imbrodry, set with many statues of brasse and
™arlile. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 14, 1664.

imbroglio (im-bro'lyo), n. [It., confusion, <
imbrogliare, confuse, embroil: see embroil^.]
1. An intricate and perplexing state of affairs;
a misunderstanding of a complicated nature,
as between persons or nations; an entangle-
ment.
This wide-weltering, strangely growing, monstrous stu-

pendous imbroglio of Convention business.
Carlyle, French Eev., III. ii. 3.

imide

2. An intricate or complicated plot, as against

a person, or of a romance or drama.

The terms of the letter, and the explosion of the eaily

morning, fitted together like parts in some obscure and
mischievous imbroglio.

B. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 95.

3. In music, a passage in which the rhythms of

different voice-parts are conflicting or contra-

dictory.

imbroidert, i>. t. See embroider.

imbroilt, i>. t. See embroiP.
imbrotbert, »• *• -An obsolete variant of em-
broider.

imbrownt, ''. See embrown.
imbrue (ini-br8')i «• *• ;

pret. and pp. imbrued,
ppr. imbruing. [Formerly also imbrew, embrue,
embrew; < ME. imbrowen, < OP. embruer, embru-
ver, embreuver, embruvrer, embeverer, embevrer,

give to drink, make drunk (refi. drink), imbrue,
bedabble, ien- + "bevrer, give to drink, < bevre,

< L. bibere, drink: see bib'^, and cf. bever^. Cf.

imbibe.] 1. To wet or moisten ; soak; drench
in a fluid, now especially in blood ; bedabble.

Youre handes eke that they in no manere
Imbrowe the cuppe, for thanne shuUe uoone be lothe
Withe yow to drynke that ben withe yow yfere.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

Are not the mad, armed mob in those writings instigat-

ed to inibrue their hands in the blood of their fellow-citi-

zens? B. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 385.

Who has not heard how brave O'Keale
In English blood itnbru^d his steel?

Scott, Eokeby, It. 6.

2. To soak into, as a fluid, especially blood.

When smoking strains of crimson blood
Irnbru'd the fatten'd ground.

Chatterton, Bristow Tragedy.

imbruement (im-bro'ment), n. [< inibrue +
-ment.] The act of imbruing, or the state of
being imbrued.
imbrute (im-brof), v. See embrute.
imblld (im-bud'), v. i. ;

pret. and pp. imbudded,
ppr. imbudding. [< in-^+ bud^.] To put forth
buds. [Rare.]

What a return of comfort dost thou bring,
Now at this fresh returning of our blood

;

Thus meeting with the op'ning of the Spring,
To make our spirits likewise to imbud.

Daniel, To the King's Majesty.

imbue (im-bii'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. imbued,

ppr. imbuirig, [< OP. imbuer, F. imboire = Sp.
Pg. imbuir = It. imbuire, < L. imbuere, inbuere,

wet, moisten, soak, < in, in, + -buere, allied to
bibere, drink: see bib\ imbibe. Cf. imbrue.] 1.

To impregnate by steeping or soaking: used
especially with reference to dyes.

Clothes which have once been thoroughly imiued with
black cannot well afterwards be dyed into lighter colour.

Boyle.

2. To tincture deeply; cause to become im-
pregnated or penetrated: as, to imbue the minds
of youth with good principles.

Thy words, with grace divine
Imiued, bring to their sweetness no satiety.

Milton, P. L., viiL 216.

A thoughtful mind, imbued with elegant literature.

Sumner, Hon. Joseph Stoiy.

If we are really imbued with the grace of holiness, we
.
shall abhor sin as something base, irrational, and pollut-
ing. J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 13.

imbuement (im-bu'ment), n. [< imbue + -ment.]
The act of imbuing, or the state of being im-
bued.
imburset(im-b6rs'), v. t. [Also embwse; < OP.
embourser= It. imborsare, < ML. imbursare, put
in a purse, pocket, pay, < L. in, in, + bwsa,
burse, purse: see burse, purse. Ct. reimburse.]

_
To supply money to ; stock with money.
imbursementt (im-b6rs'ment), n. [< imburse
+ -ment.] The act of imlj'ursing or supplying
money.
imbusbmentt, n. An obsolete form of ambush^
ment, Latimer,
imbutiont (im-bu'shon), n. [< L. imbuere, in-

buere, pp. imbutus, inbutus, wet, moisten : see
imbue.] The act of imbuing ; imbuement.

imellt, imellet (i-mel'), adv. andprep. [E. dial.

amell; ME. imell, emell, emelle, omell, < loel. a
milli, a milium, (or equiv. OSw. i mceUi = Dan.
imellem), amid^< a, = E. on (or « = B. in), + mid-
hil, medhal, mid, middle: see middle,] I. ai^"-

In the middle ; between.
Sen erthe is vayne and voyde, and myrknes emtH.

York Plays, p. 6.

II. prep. Amid ; among.
My lorde I we haue bourded with this boy,
And holden hym full bote emMe vs.

York Plays, p. 269.

imide (i'mid or i'mid), n. [An arbitrary vari-
ation of amide.] In chem., a substituted am-



imide

cnonia in which two hydrogen atoms of ammo-
nia are replaced by a bivalent acid radical, and
the whole acts as a monobasic acid. An imide
therefore contains the group NH, as carbimide,
CO.NH.
imitability (im"i-ta-bil'i-ti), ». [ivmitaUe: see

^i'*)).'] The character of being imitable.
According to the multilariousnessof fiaiimitaMXity, so

are the possibilities ot being. Narris.

imitable (im'i-ta-bl), a. [< F. imitable = Sp.
imitable = Pg. imitavel = It. imitabile, < L. imi-
tabilis, that may be imitated, < imitari, imitate

:

see imitate.'] 1. Capable of being imitated or
copied.

The rapid courses ot the heavenly bodies are rather imi-
lable by our thoughts than our corporeal motions.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 33.

Simple and imitable virtues, which are within every
man's reach, but which, unfortunately, are not exercised
by many, or this world would be a paradise.

Irvinfff Sketch-Book, p. 28.

2. Worthy of imitation. [Rare.]

As acta of parliament are not regarded by most imitable
writers, I account the relation of them improper for his-

tory. Sir J, Hayward.

imitableness (im'i-ta-bl-nes), ti. The quality
of being imitable ; imitability.

imitaucy (im'i-tan-si), n. [< imitan(t) + -cy.']

A tendency to imitate ; the habit of imitating.
[Kare.]
The servile iTnita-ncy ... of mankind might be illus-

trated under the different figure, itself nothing original,

of a flock of sheep. Carlyle, Misc., III. 67.

imitant (im'i-tant), n. [= It. imitante, < L. imi-

to»(t-)s, ppr. 61 imitari, imitate : see imitate. ]
That winch imitates ; hence, a counterfeit arti-

cle. [Bare.]
The tendency, therefore, is to lower the quality and fin-

ish of confectionery, to foster the lise of iwAtants and adul-
terante, and to give the well known houses a monopoly of
the business. Sei. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 136.

imitate (im'i-tat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. imitated,

ppr. imitating. [< L. imitatvs, pp. of imitari (>
It. imitare = Sp. Pg, imitar = F. imiter), copy,
portray, imitate, a deponent freq., < V **™i
whence also imago {imagin-), a copy, image : see

image.] 1, To use as a model or pattern;
make a copy, counterpart, or semblance of.

The ornament [of Italian thirteenth-century painted
glass] shows the influence of Byzantine conventions, but
the ornameutists imitated natural forms of foliage sooner
than northern artists. Encyc. Bnt., X. 668.

2. To take example by, in action or manner

;

follow or endeavor to copy as an exemplar ; act

in the manner or character of; pattern after.

Despise wealth and imitate a god. Cowley.

All we ought, or can, in this dark State,

Is, what we have admir'd, to imitate.

Congreve, To the Memory of lady Gethin.

The tendency to imitate those about us is a very impor-

tant aid to the development of the will.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p 612.

=Syn. Imitate, Counterfeit, Mimic, Ape, Mock. Imitate

is the general word for the expression of the idea common
to these five words. To counterfeit is to imitate exactly or

as closely as possible, more often for a dishonest purpose

;

to mimic is to imitate in sport or ridicule, as to mimic
one's affectations in speech or carriage ; to ajie is to im-

itate with servility. Mock, whose first meaning was to

imitate in derision, has changed ground so as now gener-

ally to mean to deride by imitation, or, still more broadly,

to treat with scorn, to tantalize.

imitation (im-i-ta'shon), n. and a. [= F. imt-

tation = Sp. imita(a.on = Pg. imitagSo = It. imi-

taziorie,< L. imitatio(n-), imitation, < imitari, imi-

tate: see imitate.] I. n. 1. The act of imitat-

ing; an imitating or copying.

Imitation is a facultie to expresse liuelie and perfltelie

that example which ye go about to fol[l]ow.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 116.

It seemeth the idolatrous Priests carried the Tabernacle

of their IdoU on their shoulder, in apish imitation of the

true Priests and Leuites. Purchas, Pilgrimage; p. 68.

The peculiai notes of birds are acquired by imitation.

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 222.

2. That which is made or ]produced by imi-

tating ; hence, in general, a likeness or resem-

blance; a simulated reproduction or represen-

tation ; more loosely, a likeness or resemblance

in general.

Both these arts are not only true imitations of nature,

but of the best nature.
, „ . ».

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Paintnig.

Pleasing and ingenious imitations of the manner of the

great masters appear. Macaulay, Dryden.

The waiters exhibited in their eagerness a good imita-

tirni of unselfish senrioe. , . „„
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgnmage, p. SO.

8. Specifically, in music, the process or act of

repeating a melodic phrase or theme, either

at a different pitch or key from the ongmal,

or in a different voice-part, or with some rhyth-
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mic or intervallic modification not so great as
to destroy the resemblance. The original phrase
or theme is often called the antecedent, and the imitation
the conseqmnt. Imitation is reckoned one of the chief
beauties of polyphonic writing and of composition in gen-
eral. Its esthetic value lies in the combined unity and
variety that it introduces into intricate works, and in the
opportunity it affords for ingenuity and skill. Imitation
is said to be utrict when the succession of intervals is
identical in both antecedent and consequent, and free
when some modification of the one appears in the other.
The commonest regular varieties of free imitation are :

by augmentation (augmented imitation), in which the
rhythmic value of the several tones is systematically in-
creased, as when quarter-notes are represented by half-
notes; by diminution {diminished imitation), in which
the rhythmic value of the several tones is systematically
lessene'd, as when quarter-notes are represented by eighth-
notes; by inversion {inverted imitation, inverted counter'
point, or imitation in contrary motion), in which every
upward interval in the antecedent is represented in the
consequent by an equivalent downward interval, and vice
versa ; and retrograde or reversed imitation, in which the
intervals of the antecedent are taken in reverse order in
the consequent. The interval of pitch by which the con-
sequent is separated from the antecedent is indicated by
calling the imitation at the fifth, at the octave, etc. Strict
imitation is canonic, and the result, if of some extent, is a
canon (which see) ; imitation is also the basis of fiiQfugue
(which see).

II. a. Made in imitation; counterfeit; not
genuine ; copied: as, imitation stone, lace, gold,
etc.

imitational (im-i-ta'shon-al), a. [< imitation
+ -al.] Relating to or characterized by imita-
tion. [Rare.]

imitationist (im-i-ta'shon-ist), n. [< imitation
+ -ist.] One who practises imitation ; a mere
imitator; one who wants originality. Imp. Diet,

imitati've (im'i-ta-tiv), a. [= F. imitattf= Sp.
Pg. It. imitativo, K ML. *imitativtis, < L. imitari,

imitate: see imitate.] 1. Imitating or inclined
to imitate or copy.
At present, we are become an imitative, not to say a

mimic, race. Giford, Int. to i'ord's Plays, p. xlii.

2. Aiming at imitation; exhibiting or designed
to exhibit an imitation of a pattern or model.

The doctrine which he [Aristotle] established, that poet-

ry is an imitative art, when justly understood, is to the
critic what the compass is to the navigator.

Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

3. Formed after or presenting a similitude of

a model, pattern, or original.

This temple, less in form, with equal grace,

Was imitative of the first in Thrace.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, ii. 527.

In the genesis ol language the interjection, even if not
technically a part ot speech, and the onomatopoetic or
imitative words^ must be regarded as the primary linguis-

tic utterances. O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Bng. Lang., xiv.

In the 6th century capital-writing enters on its period

of deciidence, and the examples of it become imitative.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 162.

imitati'vely (im'i-ta-tiv-li); adv. In an imita-

tive manner ; by imitation.

imitativeness (im'i-ta-tiv-nes), n. The char-

acter or quality of being imitative.

imitator (im'i-ta-tor), n. [= F. imitateur = Sp.

Pg. imitador = It. 'imitatore, < L. imitator, one

who imitates, < imitari, imitate: see imitate.]

One who imitates, copies, or patterns after a
model.
A seiyile imitator, who, without one spark of Cowley's

admiraijle genius, mimicked whateverwas least commend-
able in Cowley's manner. Macauiay, Hist. Eng., vL

imitatorship (im'i-ta-tor-ship), n. [< imitator

+ -ship.] The office or state of an imitator.

But when to servile imitatorship

Some spruce Athenian pen is prentized,

'Tis worse than apish.
Marston, Scourge of Villanie, iii. 9.

imitatress (im'i-ta-tres), n. [< imitator + -ess.

Cf . imitatrix.] A female imitator.

imitatrix (im'i-ta-triks), n. [= F. imitatrice =
It. imitatrice, < L. imitatrix (-trie-), tern, of »mi-

toior, an imitator: see imitator,] Same as wi-
tatress.

Friend, they either are men's souls themselves

Or the most wittie imitatrixes of them.
Sir Gyles Gdosecappe (1606), iii. 1.

immaculacy (i-mak'u-la-si), n. The state of

being immaculate.
immaculate (i-mak'u-lat), a. [< ME. immacu-

late =F. immacule = Sp. inmaculado = Pg. «)w-

maeulado = It. immacolato, < L. immaeulatus,

inmaculatus, unspotted, unstained, < in- priv. +
maculatus, syotteA: see maculate.] 1. Unspot-

ted; spotless; stainless; pure; undefiled; with-

out blemish or impurity: as, an immaculate

reputation; immaculate thoughts; an immacu-

late edition.

"To keep this commandment immaculate and blame-

less
" was to teach the gospel of Christ without mixture

of corrupt and unsound doctrine. ...^
Booker, Eccles. Polity, ui. 11.

immanent
Thou sheer, immaculate, and silver fountain.

Shak., Eich. II., v. a
Thy ruin grand

With an immutculate charm whicli cannot be defaced.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 28.

2. In zodl. and bat., without spots or colored
marks; unicolored—Immaculate conception, in
Bom. Cath. theol., the freedom from original sin which
the Virgin Mary possessed from the time of her concep-
tion in the womb of her mother: now an established dog-
ma of the church. The controversy regarding this dogma
commenced about the twelfth century. Itwas debated by
the schoolmen, the universities, the orders of the Jesuits,
l?ranciscans, and Dominicans, and the councils of Basel
and Trent. Opinion gradually prevailed in its favor, and it

was formally proclaimed by Pope Pius IX., December 8th,
1864, iii the bull " IneffabUis Deus." The feast ot the Im-
maculate Conception is observed in the Koman Catholic
Church on December 8th.

Gregory XV. . , . forbade anyone to accuse those who
denied the invmaculate conceptitm of heresy or mortal sin.

Catholic Diet., p. 429.

Immaculate Heart. See heart. =S7n. Unspotted, stain-
less, unsullied, unblemished, untarnished.

immaculately (i-mak'u-lat-li), ac^v. In an im-
maculate manner; with spotless purity.

immaculateness (i -mak ' u- lat - nes), ». The
character ofbeing immaoidate; spotless purity.

CandourandimmacitiafeTiesse of conversation is required
ot such as are sequestred for God by some vow or conse-
cration. W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xii. § 2.

immailedt(im-mald'), a. [< i»-2 -I- maiP- -I- -ed'^.]

Wearing mail or armor.
Whilst their inhabitants, like beards of deere
By kingly lyons chas'd, fled from our armes
If any did oppose instructed swarmes
Of men immayVd.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, it 4.

inuualleable (i-mal'f-a-bl), a. [= Sp. inmalea-
ble; as in-^ + malleable.] Unmalleable; in-

capable of being extended by hammering.
Though it [aqua fortis] make not a permanent solution

of crude tin, it quickly frets the parts asunder, and, re-

duces it to an im/malleable substance,
Boyle, Works, IV. 319.

immanacle (im-man'a-M), V. t.; pret. and pp.
immanacled, ppr. immdnacling. [< in-^ + man^
afle,] To put manacles on; manacle.

Although this corporal rind
Thou hast immanacled. Milton, Comus, 1. 666.

immanation (im-a-na'shon), n. [< L. in, in,

-t- manare, pp. manatus, Sow; cf. emanation,]
A flowing or entering in.

A quick immanation of continuous fantasies.

Lamb, To Coleridge.

immane (i-man'), a. [= Pg. immano = It. im-
mane, cruel, savage, < L. immanis, inmanis, huge,
vast, cruel, savage, inhuman ;

perhaps < in- in-

tensive («»-2) -i- magnus, great.] Monstrous in

size or character ; huge
;
prodigious ; monstrous-

ly perverse, savage, cruel, etc. [Archaic]

What immane difference is there between the twenty-
fourth of February and commencement ot March ?

Evelyn, Sylva, L 18.

He had been brought veiy close to that irmnane and
nefandousBurke-and-Hare businesswhich made the blood
ot civilization run cold in the year 1828.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. ot life, p. 44.

immanely (i-man'li), a(?«. Monstrously; huge-
ly. [Archaic]
A man of excessive strength. Valiant, liberal, and fair

of Aspect, but iminanely Cruell. MiMon, Hist. Eng., i.

immanence (im'a-nens), n. [< imma/nen(t) +
-ce.] The condition of being immanent; in-

herence; indwelling.

Immanence implies the unity of the intelligent princi-

ple in creation in the creation itself, and of course includes
in it every genuine form of pantheism. Transcendence
implies the existence of a separate divine intelligence,

and of another and spiritual state of being, intended to
perfectionate our own.

J. D. Morell, Manchester Papers, No. 2, p. 108.

A modification of a prevailing Latin conception of the
divine transcendence by a clearer and fuller appreciation

. . . ot the divine immanence. Prog. Orthodoxy, p. 16.

immanency (im'a-nen-si), n. , Same as imma-
nence.

Christ, aswe have seen, never reflected on transcendency
and immane-ney. Westminster Rev., CXXVL 469.

immanent (im'a-nent), a. [= F. immanent =
Sp. inmanente = Sg. It. immanente, < LL. im-

manen(t-)s, inmanen(t-)s, ppr. of immanere, in-

manere, remain in or near, < L. in, in, + manere,

remain : see remain. Cf. remanent, remnant.]
Remaining within; indwelling. This word (in

its Latin form, immavens) was introduced in the thir-

teenth century to express the distinction, of which Aris-

totle makes much, between doing (or acting within one's

self) and making (or producing an external effect). An
immanent action is one whose effect remnins within the

subject and within the same faculty, while a transient or

transitive action produces an effect upon something dif-

ferent from the subject, or at least upon something differ-

ent from the faculty exercised. In modem philosophy

the word is applied to the operations of a creator con-
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celved as in organic connection with the creation, and to

Buch a creator himself, as opposed to a transient or tran-
scendent creating and creator from whom the creation is

conceived as separated. The doctrine of an immanent
deity does not necessarily imply that the world, or the
Boul of the world, is God, but on^ that it either is or is in
God.

The workes of God, which are either inward and imwwt-
Tient, or outward and transient.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 6.

Conceiving, as well as projecting or resolving, are what
the schoolmen call immanent acts of the mind, which pro-
duce nothing beyond themselves. But painting is a tran-
sitive act, which produces an effect distinct from the op-
eration, and this effect is the picture.

JReid, Intellectual Powers, iv. 1.

In the doctrine of the eternal Son revealing the Father,
imminent in nature and humanity as the life and light
shining through all created things, as the divine reason in
which human reason shares, there was the recognition of

. . . the tie which binds the creation to God in the closest
organic relationship.

A, Allen, Continuity of Christian Thought.

Immanent act. See act.—Immanent action. Seeoc-
timij and def. above.—Immanent cause. See cause, 1, and
effictent cause, under ejjicient.—Immanent principle, in
the Kantian philos. , a principle limited to the realm of ex-
perience: opposed to transcendentaZ principle,

Immanes (i-ma'nez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. im-
manis, monstrous, enormous: see immane.'] A
Buperfamily group, by Newton made an order,
of recently extinct gigantic ratite birds of New
Zealand, containing the two families Dinorni-
thidce and Palapterygidce. Dinornithes is a syn-
onym.
immanifest (i-man'i-fest), a. [= OF. immani-
feste = It. immanifesto, < LL. immanifest-us, < L.
irir- priv. + manifestus, manifest.] Not mani-
fest or apparent. [Rare.]

A time not much unlike that which was before time,
immanifest and unknown.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 6.

immanityf (i-man'i-ti), n. [= P. immaniU =
It. immanitd,, < L. immanita{t-)s, inmanita(t-)s,
hugeness, vastness, cruelty, savageness, < im-
manis, inmanis, buge, cruel, savage: see im-
mane.'] The condition of being immane; mon-
strosity; savageness.

^

Ko man can hut marvel, saith Comineus, at that barba-
rous immanity, feral madness, committed betwixt men of
the same nation, language, and religion.

JBurton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 39.

They were so far from doing what Nestorius had sug-
gested that they restrained him from his violence and im-
manity. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 297.

immantle (im-man'tl), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. im-

mantled, ppr. immantling. [< Jre-3 -H mantle.'\

To envelop as vrith a mantle. [Poetical.]

The dewy night had with her frosty shade
Immantled all the world, and the stiff ground
Sparkled in ice.

6. Metcher, Christ's Triumph over Death.

joy to him in this retreat^

Invmardled in ambrosial dark.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxix.

Immanuel, Emmanuel (1-, e-man'ii-el), n.

[LL. Emmamtel, < Gr.'E/iuavov^^, < fiieb. Im-
manuel, lit. 'God with us,' < im, with, + anu,
us, + el, God.] A name that was to Ije given
to Jesus Christ (Mat. i. 23) as the son born of
a virgin predicted in Isa. vii. 14. As a personal
name, also written Emarmel.
immarcesciblet (im-ar-ses'i-bl), a. [Improp.
written immaroessible ; = F. immarcescible, for-

merly improp. immareessihls, = Sp. inmareesible
= Pg. immarcesdvel = It. immarcescibile, < LL.
immarcescibilis, inmarceseibilis, unfading, < L.
in- priv. + marcescere, wither, fade : see mar-
cescent.'] Unfading.
They should feed the flock of God, and the great Bishop

and Shepherd should give them an immarcessible crown.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 351.

immarcesciblyt (im-ar-ses'i-bli), adv. TTnfad-
ingly.

The honour that now I reach at is no less than a crovrn,
and that not fading and corruptible hntimmarcessi-
hly eternal, a crown of righteousness, a crown of glory.

Bp. Hall, Invisible World, ill. § 12.

immarginate (i-mar'ji-nat), a. [< L. in- priv.
-I-NL. marjriMaiJts, marginate.] Having no mar-
gin. Specifically—(a) In bot, destitute of arim or border.
Oray. (6) In evXom. , without a defined margin ; having no
raised or thickened border ; without an impressed line
parallel to the edge.

immartial (i-mar'shal), a. [< L. in- priv. +
jnartiaZJs, warlike, martial : see mariiaZ.] Not
martial ; not warlike. [Bare.]

Assay not me like one,

Yong and immartiall, with great words, as to an Amazon
Same. Chapman, Iliad, vii

immaskt (im-mask'), V. t. [< i»-2 -I- maslc.2 To
cover with or as with a mask ; disguise.

Cases of buclfl:am ... to immask our noted outward
garments. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2.
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immatcbablet (i-maoh'a-bl), a. [< in-s -f

matehable.~\ Incapable of being matched; peer-
less.

Where learned More and Gardiner I met.
Men in those times immutchable for wit.

Drayton, Legend of X. Cromwell.

immatclllesst (i-maoh'les), a. [< mj-S (here in-

tensive) + matc/iiess.] Incomparable; match-
less. JDavies.

Thou great Soveraigne of the earth,

Onelie immatcTdesse Monarchesse of hearts,

G. Markham, Sir B. Grinuile (Ded. to the Fairest).

immaterial (im-a-te'ri-al), a. and n. [= F. im-

maUriel= Sp. inmaterial= Pg. immaterial = It.

immateriale ; as in-^ + material.'] I. a. 1. Not
consisting of matter ; not material.

Forms immaterial are produced by an efficient cause in

the matter : but the matter itself does not contribute to-

wards the action. All forms of natural things, thehuman
soul excepted, are material, which only is irmnaterial.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Angels are spirits immaterial and intellectual.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

The most elementary study of sensation justifies Des-

cartes' position, that we know more of mind than we do
of body ; that the immaterial world is a firmer reality than
the material. Hvaley, Sensation and Sensiferous Organs.

2. Without special significance or importance

;

of no essential consequence ; unimportant.

It may seem im.material whether we shall not recollect

each other hereafter. Cowper.

Specifically, in Jaw : (a) Not relevant; having no bearing
on the question : as, immaterial evidence. (6) Not abso-
lutely essential to constitute the cause of action or de-

fense : as, an immaterial averment (a statement of un-
necessary particulars).—Immaterial cognition. See
cognition.— Immaterial form, in metaph. See form.
= Syn, 2. Unessential, non-essential, insignificant.

II. n. Something not material.

As well might nothing bind immensity,
Or passive matter immaterials see,

As these should write by reason, rhyme, and rule,

Or he turn wit whom nature doom'd a fool,

W. Barte, Essay on Satire.

Thus more perfect apprehenders misconceive im/mate-
rials; our imaginations paint souls and angels in as dis-

similar a resemblance.
GlanvUle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, viL

immaterialise, v. t. See immateriaUze.
immaterialism (im-a-te'ri-al-izm), n. [= F.
immat6rialisme = Sp. inmaterialismo = Pg. im-
materiaUsmo; as immaterial + -ism.] 1. The
doctrine that,immaterial substances or spirit-

ual beings exist or are possible.— 3. The doc-
trine that there is no material world, but that
all things exist only in the mind ; idealism.

Immaterialism IB the doctrine of Bishop Berkeley, that
there is no material substance, and that idl being may be
reduced to mind, and ideas iu a mind.

Fleming, Vocah. of Philosophy.

immaterialist (im-a-te'ri-al-ist), ». [=F. JOT-

mat4rialiste = Sp. idmaterialista = Pg. immate-
rialista; as immaterial + -ist.] One who be-
lieves in or professes immaterialism.
Going to England very young, about thirteen years ago,

he [Berkeley] became founder of a sect there called the
imirw,teri^ists, by the force of a very curious book upon
that subject. Swift, To Carteret, Sept. 3, 1724.

immateriality (im-a-te-ri-ari-ti), n. [= F. im-
materialite = Sp. iwmaterialidad = Pg. immate-
rialidade = It. immateriaUtd,; as immaterial +
-ity.] 1. The character or quality of berag im-
material or spiritual : as, the immateriality of
the soul.

There are exterminating angels, that fly wrapt up in the
curtains of invmateriality and an uncommunicating na-
ture. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), U. 8L

2. An inunaterial existence or essence; that
which is without matter.

A school of French philosophers to-day . . . speak of
man as the anion of an organism with an irmnateriality.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXII. US.

3. The character of being unimportant, non-
essential^ or irrelevant.

immaterialize (im-a-te'rl-al-lz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. immaterialized, ppr. immateriaUzing. [= P.
immaterialiser = Sp. inmaterialisar; as immate-
rial + -iee.] To make immaterial or incor-
poreal; separate or free from matter. Also
spelled immaterialise.

For though possibly assiduity in the most fixed cogita-
tion be no trouble or pain to immaterialiid spirits, yet is
it more then our embodyed souls can bear without lassi-
tude or distemper. Qlanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xiL

immaterially (im-a-te'ri-al-i), adv. [< imma-
terial + -ly^.] 1. Not corporeally.— 3. Unim-
portantly; not necessarily or essentially.
immaterialness (im - a - te ' ri - al - nes), «. The
character of being immaterial';' immateriality.
immateriatef (im-a-te'ri-at), a. [< jre-s -i- ma-
teriate.] Not consisting of matter; incorpo-
real; immaterial.

immediacy
And besides, I practise as I do advise : which is, after

long inquiry of things immerse in matter, to interpose

some subject which is immateriate, or less materiate.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 116.

immatter (l-mat'6r), n. [< in-^ -^ matter.

Cf. immaterial.'] That which is immaterial, or

not matter. Ashhv/mer, Eeichenbach's Dynam-
ics (1851), p. 29, note. [Rare.]

immature (im-a-tur'), a. [= OF. immature =
Sp. inmaduro = Pg. immaturo = It. immature,
< L. immaturus, inmaturus, unripe, < in- priv. +
maturus, ripe, mature: see mature.] 1. Not
mature or ripe ; not complete in growth or de-
velopment; hence, unfinished; not perfected:
as, immature fruit; an immature youth; imma-
ture plans or counsels.

The earth was form'd, but In the womb as yet
Of waters, embryon iimnature involved,
Appear'd not Milton, P. L., vii 277.

2t. Coming before the natural time; prema-
ture ; too early.

We are pleased, and call not that death inwiatwe, if a
man lives till seventy. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

The immuUure death of Mr. Eobinsou in Holland.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., i 3,

^'Syn. 1. Haw, green, crude, nnflnished, undigested.

immatured (im-a-tiird'), a. [< to-S + maimed.]
Not matured; not ripened.

immaturely (im-a-tflr'U), adv. In an immatme
manner; unripely; prematurely; crudely.

immatureness (im-a-tiir'nes), n. Immaturity.
imma'turity (im-a-tii'ri-ti), n. [= OF. immor
turite, F. immaturiti '= It. immaturitd, < L.
immaturita(,t-)s, inmaturita{t-)s, unripeness, <

immatwrus, inmatwus, unripe: see immature.]
The state or character of being immature; un-
ripeness; incompleteness; crudeness.

How far the validity of contracts may be affected by the
contractor's immaturity of age, it belongs to human laws
to determine. Beattie, Moral Science, iii L
Shelley appears always to have labored under an essen-

tial im/maturity; it is very possible that if he had lived a
hundred years he would never have become a man.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 99.

immazet(im-maz'),«. *. [< in-^ + mane.] To
involve in a, maze or labyrinth; entangle.

The prementioned Planters, by Tolerating all Beligiona,
had immazed themselves in the most intolerable confu-
sions and inextricable thraldomes.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 22.

immeabilityt (im'e-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< L. as if

*immeabilita(t-)s, <' ^vmmedbilis, < in- priv. +
meabilis, passable, < meare, pass, go: see mea-
tus.] Impassableness; impermeability.

Such a state of the fluids at last affects the tender capil-
lary vessels of the brain, hy the viscidity and imimeamity
of the matter impacted iu them.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, vl § 29.

immeasurability (i-mezMur-a-bU'i-ti), ». [<
immeasurable : see -bility.] Incapability of be-
ing measured ; immeasurableness.
immeasurable (i-mezh'ur-a-bl), a. [= F. imr
mesurable = It. immiswalnle; as »»-3 -I- mea-
su/rable; ult. identical with immenswabls, q. v.]

Incapable of being measured ; immense ; mnit-
less ; indefinitely extensive.

Safe have you gain'd the peaceful port of ease,
Not doom'd to plough tb' immeameraXle seas.

Pitt, MaAi, iii

Man's measures cannot mete the iirnnea^urabU AIL
M. Arnold, Empedocles on MtnA.

immeasurableness (i-mezh'ur-a-bl-nes), n.

The state of being immeasurable or incapable
of measurement; limitless extent.

Eternity and imm£asurableness belong to thought
alone. F. W. Sobertson.

immeasurably (i-mezh'-Or-a-bU), adv. To an
inameasurable extent or degree.

Where wilds im/mcasurably spread
Seem length'ning as I go.

Ooldanuik, The Hermit, st 2.

immeasuredf (i-mezh'urd), a. [< i»-8 + mea-
sured.] Unmeasured; xmlimited.

They brought forth Geaunts, and such dreadful wights
As far exceeded men in their immeatur'd mights.

Spenser, F. Q,, n. x. 8.

A stream, that silently but swiftly glides
To meet eternity's immea»ured tides 1

Broome, Death.

immechanicalt (im-f-kan'i-kal), a. [< «-* +
mechanical.] Not mechanical; not consonant
with the laws of mechanics.
Nothing will clear a head possessed with immechanical

notions. Mead.

immechanicallyt (im-e-kan'i-kai-i), adv. Not
mechanically.
immediacy (i-me ' di-a-sl), n. [< immedia{te)
+ -cy.] The character of being immediate.



immediacy
(0) Direct relation or connection; freedom from any In-
tervening medium. '

He asserts that, in his doctrine of perception, the exter-
nal reality stands, to the percipient mind, face to face, in
the same immediacy of relation which the idea holds in
the representative theory of the philosophers.

Sir W. Hamilton.
(J) Speciflcally, the condition of being in direct relation
with a head or chief; the feudal rank next to that of the
suzerain.

He led our powers

;

Bore the commission of my place and person

;

The which imm^diaey may well stand up.
And call itself your brother. Shak., Lear, v. 3.

AU immediate church territory was secularized except
a little part of that of Mayence, and, this not sufficing,
all but six of the fifty-one imperial towns and the villages
of the same class lost their immediacy,' and were put into
the hands of princes who received compensation.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. ii., p. 398.

(c) In metaph., direct presence ; spontaneous existence, not
dependent on anything ; absolute or non-relative being.

The a priori aspect or immediacy of thought, where there
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Knowing myself to take and hold the said Archbishopric

immediately and only of your Highness, and of none other
Abp. Cranmer's Oath of Omee, in R. W. Dixon's Hist,

[Church of Eng., iii., note.

If the sun were in the zenith or immMiately overhead
the most vivid effects would be found on the horizon. '

Spottiswoode, Polarisation, p. 81.

2. Without lapse of time; without delay; in-
stantly.

And Jesus put forth his hand, and touched him, saying,
I wUl ; be thou clean. And immediately his leprosy was
cleansed. Mat. viii. a
Hell eat but half a dozen bits, and rise immediately.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii 4.

=Syu. 2. Instantaneously, promptly, forthwith, straight-
way.

immediateness (i-me'di-at-nes), ». The char-
acter or quality of being immediate, in any sense

_
of that word.
immediatism (i-me'di-a-tizm), n. [< immediate

ism.'i The quality of being immediate.
IS a mediation not made by anything external but by a re- immediralilfi Ci-Tnfid'i-kn-hn o F— Sn i«™/./7i
flection into seU, is anothername for universality, the com- X^/I t^

^ ^- if^yj' ' L- oP- »»»«edj-

placency or contentment of thought which is so much at
<"*'"* = J^t. %mmeaicablle, < Li. %mmeaMaOllls, ire-

ease with itself that it feels an innate aversion to descend medicabilis, incurable, < in- priv. -t- medicabilis,
to particulars. ffejrei, tr. by Wallace, curable: see medicable.] Not amenable to med-
A primitive immediacy or absolute identity of subject ioine; incapable of being healed; incurable,

and object at some point back of all of individual expert- Mv m-iofa
ence perhaps Is thus postulated. x- < * »i • . . j. „

. ,. , ,. ,f.-
«• ^''«' «^™- '="l'-«. P- "^ R^S^TlnrfeX?fnd"^^Tnf

immediate (i-me'di-at), a. [= F. immediat = UUton, S. A., L 620.

Sp. inmediato = Pg. It. immediato, < ML. *im- But who rams down
not mediate, < L. in- priv. + ML Evil, the irHMi«iiica6ic plague?

.., mediate: see mediate, a.] 1. Not . .

SAeiiej/, Prometheus Unbound, ii. 4.

separated from its object or correlate by any immelodioust (im-e-lo'di-us), a. [< in-S -i- melo-
third or medium; directly related; indepen- ^*oks.] Unmelodious.
dent of any intermediate agency or action : 'When immelodioiw winds but made thee [a lute] move,
opposed to remoie; as, an mmetJJate cause. And bu-ds on thee their ramage did bestow.
".....,,.,. Drummond, Sonnets, ii. 10.
He hath bin pleas d to make himselfe the agent and t?}^ j«,*«.,«..««_t.i«. /' i- -uin r -i^

nwdtaf performer of their desires. immemoraWet (i-mem o-ra-bl), a. [= P. jjre-

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus. memorable = Sp. inmemorable = Pg. immemo-
Moses mentions theimmediate causes of the deluge, the

rains and the waters ; and St. Peter mentions the more
remote and fundamental causes, that constitution of the
heavens. Burnet,

The sensible qualities are the irmnediate objects of the
senses ; a substance invested with those qualities, the me-
diate. " - .-

immerit

inunenseness (i-meus'nes), ». The character

_
or state of being immense ; immensity.
immensiblet (i-men'si-bl), a. [< L. in- priv.
+ mensus, pp. of metiri, measm'e : see mete^,
measure.^ Immeasurable.

For should I touch thy minde (intangible,
Fraught with whateuer makes or good or greal^
As learning, language, artes immensihle,
Witt, courage, courtosie, and all compleat),
I should but stralne my skill to do thee wrong.

Davies, To Worthy Persons.

immensity (i-men'si-ti), ». ; pi. immensities
(-tiz). [= F. immeimte = Pr. immensiiat, iii-

mensitat = Sp. inmensidad = Pg. immensidade
= It. immensity, < L. ivimeimta{t-)s, irnneiisi-
ta{t-)s, unmeasurableness, < immensus, inmen-
sus, unmeasurable : see itnmense.'i 1. The char-
acter or state of being immense, (a) immeasur-
ableness; boundlessness; infinitude.

Tlirongh the thick Fogs of Adversity ... we come to
see God, and the Immensity of his Love, in a fuller Pro-
portion. Howell, Letters, I. vL 56.

By the power we find in ourselves of repeating aa often
as we will any idea of space, we get the idea of immemity.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xvii. 5.

0>) Vastness ; hugeness ; enormous extent or degree : as,
the immensity of the Itoman empire.

A glimpse of the immensity of the material system is
granted to the eye of man. Is. Taylor.

2. That which is immense ; an extent not to be
measured; infinity; especially, infinite space or
the universe in space.

All these Illustrious worlds.
Lost in the wild^ of vast irmmensUy,
Are suns.

ravel = It. immemorabile, immemorial, < L. im-
memorabilis, inmemorabilis, not worth mention-
ing, also silent, < in- priv. + memorabilis, to be
mentioned: see memorable.'] Not memorable

;

not worth remembering. MinsJieu, 1617.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, immemorial (im-e-mo n-al), a. [= &p. znme-

The Consistory, like the Bishop, is under the immediate
direction of the Holy Governing Synod.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 1184.

2. Havingno space or object intervening; near-
est; proximate; having the closest relation:
as, immediate contact; the immediate neighbor-
hood.

What ! rate, rebuke, and roughly send to prison
Th' immediate heir of England

!

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 2.

These two commandments are immediate to each other,
and of the greatest cognation.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183B), I. 216.

8. Without any time intervening; without any
delay; present; instant: often used, like simi-

lar absolute expressions, with less strictness immemorially (im-e-mo'ri-al-i), adv. In an im-

morial = Pg. immemorial; as mj-S + memorial.']
Not within the bounds ofmemory ; of unknown
duration ; extending back beyond record or tra-

dition.

All the laws of this kingdom have some memorials in
writing, yet all have not their original in writing ; for some
obtained their force by irmnemorial usage or custom.

Sir M. Hale.

A country belonging to a people who were in posses-
sion for time immemorial.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xvii.

In the oldest forms of nobility, the origin of the dis-

tinction is strictly immemorial ; there is no record of the
way it began, no record how this and that house in a state
came to be looked on as more noble than others.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 282.

than the literal meaning requires: as, an im-

mediate answer; immediate despatch.

'Tis time we twain
Did show ourselves 1' the field ; and, to that end,
Assemble me immediate council.

Shak., A. and C, L 6.

Immediate are the acts of God, more swift

Than time or motion. Milton., P. L., vii. 176.

The dead lulls of tropical seas are the immediate fore-

runners of tornadoes. Ve Quineey, Philos. of Kom. Hist.

The commander of the Swiss, and some other officers,

were for immediate action. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

4. In metaph., indemonstrable; intuitive; of

the character of a direct perception not worked
overby the mind, immediate truths are of two kinds,

those which are the direct testimony of the senses, and
general axioms : the existence of both kinds is in ques-

tion.

memorial manner ; from time out of mind.
The territory of Saba, which immemorially has been

the mart of frankincense, myrrh, and balsam.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 444.

immense (i-mens'), a. and n. [< F. immense=
Sp. inmenso = Pg. It. immsnso, < L. immensus,
inmensiis, unmeasured, boundless, < in- priv. +
mensus, pp. of metiri, measure : see mete^, mea-
sure.'] I. o. 1 . So great as to be beyond mea-
surement ; immeasurable ; limitless ; bound-
less ; incomprehensible.

Witness this new-made world, another heaven, . . .

Of amplitude almost immense. Milton, P. L., vii. 620.

God Is too large, too immense, and then man is too nar-

row, too little to be considered ; for who can fix his eye
upon an atom? DoBKe, Sermons, vii.

2. Of vast extent, bulk, or quantity; very great;
huge; inordinate: as, an imraen,«e territory; an
immense sum; an immense eater (a coUoqmal
expression).

A comer cupboard, knowingly left open, displayed im-
mense treasures of old silver and well-mended china.

Irving, Sketeh-Book, p. 430.

Where certainty is mediate, one judgment is often spo-

ken of as the ground of another ; but a syllogism is still

psychologically a single, though not a simple, judgment,

and the certainty of It as a whole is immediate.
J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 83,

Immediate agglutination, certainty, evidence. See

the nouns.—Immediate oontraxles. See contrary.—

Immediate good, that which is recognized as an end in

itself, and is not merely useful in bringing about some end.

—Immediate inference, the name first given by Wolf
to a necessary inference from a single premise, because it

has no middle term, being a mere transformation of a prop-

osition.-Immediate knowledge, (o) Knowledge of a

thing or an event in its existence, as here and now, by a con-

sciousness of its direct presence. In this sense, immediate
knowledge does not imply a perception of the thing-in-

Itself, but only a real and direct consciousness of the reac-

tion between self and not-self. (S) Knowledge of an ob-

ject as it exists, so that the qualities of our cognition are

the qualities of the thing-ln-ltself.—Immediate tesU-

mor^, in law, testunony to the personal experience of the

immediately (i-me'di-at-li), adv. l. Inanim-
mediate manner; witiout the intervention of immense!:^ _(i-mens_^ 10, ^a^t>.

I could only distinguish an immense vaultj like a high
cavern, without aisles. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 139.

3. Very good or fine; very striking, attractive,

or interesting. [Slang.]

The afterpiece is said to be immense.
Florida Times-Union, Feb. 8, 1888.

=Syn.
II.

cal.]

1 and 2. Excessive, etc. See enormous,

n. Infinite space; immensity. [Poeti-

When this ball of rock and clay

Crumbles from my feet away.
And the solid shores of sense
Melt into the vague immense.

Whittier, Andrew Kykman's Prayer.

To an immense

anything; proximately; directly. extent or degree ; exceedingly.

Blackmore.

Mightjr Eome, to the north, lying at no great length in
the idle immensity around it.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 172.

3. A vast extent, degree, bulk, or quantity; a
very great amount.
immensivet (i-men'siv), a. [< OP. immefisif;
as immense + -ive.] Immense.

Then this immensive cup
Of aromatlke wine,

Catullus, I quafie up
To that terce muse of thine,

Herrick, Hesperidea, p. 84.

immensurability (i-men^su-ra-bil'i-ti), «. [<
imm^nsurable : see -bUity.] '

T'lie quality of be-
ing immensurable ; immeasurableness.
immensurable (i-men'gu-ra-bl), a. [= p. im-
mensurable = Sp. inmensurdble = Pg. immensw-
ravel = It. immenstwabile, < LL. immensy/rabilis,
immeasurable, < L. ire- priv. + LL. mensura-
hilis, mensurable : see mensurable.] Incapable
of being measured; immeasurable.

The law of nature, ... a term of immensuraitZe extent.
Ward.

immensurate (i-men'gu-rat), a. [< LL. imTnen-
suratus, not measured', <' L. in- priv. + LL.
mensurattis, measured, pp. of mensurare, mea-
sure: see mensurate, measure, v.] Unmeasured;
immeasurable. [Bare.]

Created nature . . . fell into an immensurate distance
from it [heaven]. W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. ix. § 1.

immer (im'fer), re. Same as ember-goose.

immerdt (i-merd'), v. t. [< F. emmerder, cover
with dung, < L. in, on, + merda, dung.] To
cover with dung.

Let daws delight to immerd themselves in dung, whilst
eagles scorn so poor a game as flies.

Quwrles, Emblems, Int.

immerge (i-m6rj'), v.
;
pret. and pp. immerged,

ppr. immerging. [= P. immerger = Sp. inmer-
gir = It. immergere, < L. immergere, inmergere,
dip or plunge into, < in, in, + mergere, dip,

plunge: see merge. Ct. emerge.] l.i trans. To
plunge into or under anything, especially into
a fluid; immerse.

The church of God . . . was then holy, not in title only
and design, but practically and materially, and persecut-
ed, and not immerged in secular temptations.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), n. 29.

You may immerge it, replied he, into the ocean, and it

will stand. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, The Wig.

II. intrans. To disappear by entering into

any medium, as a star into the fight of the sun,

or the moon into the shadow of the earth.

immerger (i-mer'jer), re. That which immerges
or dives : specifically applied in ornithology to
the Mergitores or divers.

immer-goose (im'6r-gos), re. A dialectal vari-

ant of ember-goose.

immeritt (i-mer'it), re. [< in-S -t- merit, re.]

Want of merit or worth ; demerit.

When I receive your lines, and find there expressions
of a passion, reason and my own immerit tell me it must
not be for me. Stickling.



unmerited

Immeritedt (i-mer'i-ted), a. [<iw-S + merited.']

Unmerited.
Those on whom I have in the plenteousest manner

showered my bounty and immerited favour have darted
on me. King Charles, in the Princely Pelican, p. 279.

immeritoust (i-mer'i-tus), o. [= F. imm&riU=
Sp. inmerito = Pg. It. immerito, < L. immeritxis,

inmeritus, undeserving, < in- priv. + meritus,

deserving: see merit, v."] Undeserving.
And gives sentence that his conJuting hath bin em-

ployed about frothy, immeritous, and undeserving dis-

coui-se. Miitorif Colasterion.

immersable, immersible (i-mer'sa-bl, -si-bl),

a. [< immerse + -able, -ible.'] Capable of being
immersed. Coles, 1717.

immerse (i-m6rs'), v. t.; pret. and -pp. immersed,
ppr. immersing, [< L. imm^rstis, inmersus, pp.
of immergere, inmergere, dip or plunge into : see
immerge!] 1. To plunge into anything, espe-
cially a fluid; sink; dip.

More than a mile iTnmersed within the wood.
Dryden, Theodore and Honoria, 1. 89.

These the Moldaw's raging flood
Swept with their wattled cotes, as o'er its banlu
It rose redundant, swoln with beating rains,

And deep immers'd beneath its whirling wave.
Warton, Eclogues, 1.

He, . . . vmtners'd
Deep in the flood, found, when he sought it not^

The death he had deserv'd. Cowper, Taslc, vi. 664.

2. Specifioally, to baptize by immersion.— 3.
Figuratively, to plunge into, as a state, occu-
pation, interest, etc.; involve deeply: as, toim-
merse one's self in business.

Wheu I see a person wholly imTnersed in affairs of the
World, or spending his time in luxury and vanity, can I

possibly think that man hath any esteem of God or of his
own Soul? StUlingJleet, SeruLons, 1. V.

He who is immersed in what concerns person or place
cannot see the problem of existence. Emerson, Intellect.

The Queen, im/mersed in such a trance, . . .

Game to that point where first she saw the King
Bide toward fier from the city.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

immerset (i-m6rs'), a. [= Pg. It. immerso, <
L. immersus, pp.: see the verb.] Immersed;
buried ; covered ; deeply sunk.

And besides, I practise as I do advise : which is, after

long inquiry of things imm^erse in matter, to interpose
some subject which is immateriate, or less materiate.

Baeon, Nat. Hist, § 115.

immersed (i-m6rst'), p. a. 1. Deeply plunged
into a fluid, or, figuratively, into some state, oc-
cupation, etc.— 2. In bot. : (a) Growing wholly
under water, as aquatic plants. (6) Originat-
ing beneath the surface of the matrix, or be-
neath the soil. In mosses the capsule is said to be im-
mersed when covered over and concealed by the leaves of
the perich&etium. The fructification of lichens is immersed
when sunk or plunged into the tballus.

8. In entom,, said of a part which is somewhat
or wholly sunken in another part, as the head
when it is covered by the prothorax immersed
eyes, eyes which are not raised above the surface of the
surrounding integument, appearing partly covered by it^

as in certain beetles, etc.

immersible, a. See immersable.

immersion (i-mSr'shon), n. [= F. immersion
= Sp. inmersion = Fg. immersSo = It. immer-
sione, < LL. immersio(n-), inmersio{n-), < L. im-
mergere, inmergere, pp. immersus, inmersus, dip
or plunge into : see immerse, immerge.] 1. The
act of immersing, or the state of being im-
mersed; a sinking or dipping into a fluid.

The Monitor, with only twelve feet iTrnnersion, could
take any position. T?ie Century, XXlA. 744.

Specifically— 2. Amode of administeringbap-
tism by dipping or plunging the whole person
into water.

In baptism we are sunk under water, and then raised
above the water again : which was the manner of baptis-
ing in the Christian church, hy imTnersion, and not by as-

persion, till of late times. Donne, Sermons, xxix.

3. Figuratively, the act of overwhelming, or the
state of being deeply engaged ; absorption: as,

immersion in scientific studies.

Too deep an immersitm in the affairs of life. Atterbury.

4. In astron., the disappearance of a celestial

body by passing either behind another or into
its shadow: opposed to emersion. Theocculta-
tion of a star is immersion of the first kind ; the eclipse
of a satellite, im^mei'sion of the second kind. Also called
incidence.

5 . In microscopy, the placing of a drop of liquid,

such as water, between the object-glass and the
object. The rays of light thus pass into the objective
from a denser medium than the air which is otherwise
present, and there is consequently less loss of light at the
two reflecting surfaces; such an objective (iTnmersion-
objective or i7nrnersion-lens) has the advantage of greater
working distance than a "dry objective." If instead of
water a.liquid having the same refractive and dispersive
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powers as the glass is employed, the method is called Ao-

m^geneous immersUm,
6. In ceram., the application of the glaze to a

piece of pottery by plunging it into a vessel

filled with the glaze in a liquid state—im-
mersion ^d^. See gilding.

_

immerSionist (i - m6r ' shon - ist) , m. [ < immer-

sion + -i6«.] One who holds that immersion is

essential to Christian baptism. See Baptist, 2.

Immersores (im-er-s6'rez), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of immersor, dipper, < L. immersus, pp. of im-

mergere: see immerse.] In Macgillivray's sys-

tem, an artificial order of birds which dive, as

the water-ouzels and kingfishers. [Not in use.]

immesh (im-mesh'), "• *• [< «™-^ + mesh. Cf.

enmesh.] To involve in or as in the meshes of a

net; entangle; enmesh. Alsoinmesh.

I thus became immeshed in the web he had spun for my
reception. Dickens, David Copperfleld, lii.

immethodedt (i-meth'od-ed), a. [< in-^ +
method + -ed2.] Unmethodical.

Their sudden thoughts, immethoded discourses, and slov-

enly sermocinations. Waterlwuse, Apology, p. 167.

immethodical (im-f-thod'i-kal), a. [< in-S +
methodical.] Not methodical; without system-
atic arrangement; disorderly; irregular; con-

fused.

In grammar, rhetoric, logic, my education was imper-

fect^ because immethodical.
J. Adams, Letters to his Wife, cxlvii.

immethodically (im-e-thod'i-kal-i), adv. In an
immethodical manner; without order or regu-
larity; irregularly.

immethodicalness (im-e-thod'i-kal-nes), n.

The condition or qualityofbeingimmethodical;
want of method; confusion.

immethodize (i-meth'od-iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. immethodized, ppr. immethodieing. [< in-^

+ method + 4ze.] To render immethodical.
[Eare.]

immetrical (i-met'ri-kal), a. [< in-3 + metri-

cal.] Not metrical ; unmetrical.

French and Italian most immetricaU,
Their many syllables, in harsh collision,

Fall as they brake their necks.
Chapman, Iliad, To the Reader, 1. 164.

Lamb allowed the meaningless and immetrical word
"destiny" to stand at the end of this line, in place of the
obviously right reading [" disdain "].

Swinburne, in Nineteenth Century, XXI. 83.

immeuble (i-me'bl), n. [P.: see immobile.]
In French laio, an immovable ; real property.

—

Immeubles flctlfs, quasi-immovable property ; mixed
property.

immewt, ". *. See emmew.
immigrant (im'i-grant), a. and n. [= F. im-
migrant = Sp. inmigrante = Pg. i/mmigrante, <
L. immigran(t-)s, ppr. of immigrare, remove
into : see immigrate.] I. a. Immigrating ; hav-
ing immigrated.
Our first colonial period . . . transmits to us a body of

writings produced by immigrant Americans.
M. C. Tyler, Hist. Amer. Lit., II. 7.

As to the origin of these iTnmigrant cells, it may be re-
garded as certain that they have passed inwards from the
epithelium. E. A. Sehafer, Proc. B,oy. Soc, XXXVIII. 90.

II. n. One who or that which immigrates, as
a person, an animal, or a plant ; specifically, a
person who migrates into a country for the
purpose of permanent residence : correlative to
emigrant, as strictly used.

It is to the age of Burke,' and of his fellow liberalists
who came just after him, that we are beholden for the
word immigrant. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 283.

It has become more and more the habit of the richer
class in Ireland to go to England for its enjoyment, and
to feel itself socially rather English than Irish. Thus the
chasm between the immigrants and the aborigines has
grown deeper. J. Bryce, New Princeton Rev., III. 64.

immigrate (im'i-grat), v. i.; pret. and pp. im^
migrated, ppr. immigrating. [< L. immigratus,
pp. of immigrare, inmigrare (> Sp. inmigrar =
P. immigrer), remove into, < in, m, -1- migrare,
remove: see migrate. Cf. emigrate.] To pass
or come into, as a new habitat or place of resi-
dence; especially, to remove into a country of
which one is not a native for the purpose of
permanent residence ; migrate or be conveyed
into and settle in another country or region.

The carrying of fatty particles into the laoteals after a
meal containing fat by the immigrating leucocytes.

K A. Sehafer, Proc. Roy. Soc, XXXVIII. 89.

=Syil, Emigrate, etc. See migrate.

immigration (im-i-gra'shon), n. [= P. immi-
gration = Sp. inmigracion = Pg. immigragSo, <
L. asit *immigratio{n-), < immigrare, inmigrare,

pp. immigratits, inmigratiis, remove into : see
immigrate.] The act of immigrating; the act
or process of passing or removing into a eoun-
tiy for the purpose of permanent residence.

immitigal)le

The tnuittofrtioTM of the Arabians into Europe.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, 1, lOL

A great tide of immigration sets continually to Amer-

ica. Theodore Parker, Sermons, Int,

CommlsslonerB of Immigration, in the United States,

officers appointed to supervise the entrance and trans-

portation of immigrants, and to care for their interests

generally.

imminence (im'i-nens), n. [= p. imminence =
Sp. inminenda= Pg! imminencia

=

It. imminema,

< L. imminentia, inminentia, < imminen{t-)s, in-

minen{t-)s, ppr. of imminere, inminere, project

over: see imminent.] 1. The quality or condi-

tion of being imminent.

, The imminence of any danger or distress. Fuller.

2. That which is imminent; impending evil or

danger.
Dare all imminence that gods and men

Address their dangers In. Shak., T. and C, v. 11.

The morbid imminenees of this age [puberty] are few

;

disorders of the nervous system, chorea and epilepsy, may
arise : ancemia and rheumatism aie common enough.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 1161.

imminent (im'i-nent), a. [= F. imminent =
Sp. inminente — fg. It. imminente, < L. immi-

nen(t-)s, inminen{t-)s, ppr. of imminere, inmi-

nere, project over or toward, overhang, < in, on,

-f- minere, project. Ct. eminent, prominent] 1.

Overhanging; fixed pendently or so as to over-

look; projecting from above. [Archaic]

Their eyes ever imminent upon worldly matters.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., iL

The gloom of high-lying, old atone cities, imminent on
the windy seaboard. E. L. Stevenson, Foreigner at Home.

Hence— 3. Threatening or about to fall or to

occur; impending threateningly; hanging over

one's head.
Of hair-breadth 'scapes i' the immanent deadly breach.

Shak., Othello, L 3.

Void of all fear, they run into imminent dangers.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 40.

Commingled with the gloom of imminent war,
The shadow of His loss drew like eclipse.

Tennyson, Idylls of the King, Ded.

imminently (im'i-nent-li), adv. In an immi-
nent manner ; threateningly.

immingle (im-ming'gl), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. imn

mingled, ppr. immingling. [< inA + mingle,]

To mingle ; mix or unite together. [Eare.]

In graceful dance imrniimgled, o'er the land.

Pan, Pales, Flora, and Pomona play'd.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, iL

immin'Utiont (im-i-nu'shon), n. [< L. imminu-
tio{n-), inminuUo{n-), a lessening, < imminuere,

inminuere, pp. imminutus, inminutus, lessen, <

in, in, on, + minuere, lessen: see minish,] A
lessening; diminution; decrease. Bp, Cosin;

Say.
And where is the absurdity of Dr. Spencer's gradual de-

clension or vnmiinution of the theocracy, which Mr. W.'s
gradual withdrawing of the extraordinary providence is

not liable unto? Warburton, Divine Legation, v. 2.

immiscibility (i-mis-i-bU'i-ti), n, [= P. im-

miscibilitS = Sp. inmisdbilidad; as immiscible

+ -ity : see -bility.] The character of being
immiscible ; incapability of being mixed.
immiscible (i-mis'i-bl), a, [= P. immiscible =
Sp. inmisdble = Pg. i/mmisdvel, < ML. *immisei-
bilis, unmixable, < L. in- priv, + ML. misdbilis,

mixable : see misdble,] Not miscible ; incapa-
ble of being or becoming mixed, as oil and wa-
ter.

It is incredible . . . that this . . . is the result of such
a chaos of immiscible and conflicting particles.

Cudworth, Intellectual System.

immission (i-mish'on), n, [= P. immissidn =
Sp. inmision, < L. immissio(n-), inmissio(n-), a
letting in, < hnmittere, inmittere, pp. immissus,
inmissus, let in: see immit.] 1. The act of im-
mitting or sending in; injection: correlative

to emission.

It is ordinarily impossible never to wander with a
thought or to be interrupted with a sudden immission
into bis spirit in the midst of prayers.

Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, ii. 12.

2. That which is immitted or sent in.

Faith ... is presented to be an infused grace, an im-
mission from God. Jer, Taylor, Great Exemplar, Pref.

immit (im-mif), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. immitted,

ppr. immitting. [= It. immittere, (^ii. immittere,
inmittere, send or let in, < in, in, -4- mittere, send.
Cf. admit, emit, etc.] To send in; inject: cor-

relative to emit.

Having stopped it [arecelver] closewith a screw, I filled

it further with air, which I immitted.
£os/;e. Works, IV. 633.

immitigable (i-mit'i-ga-bl), a. [< in-S + miti-
gable.] Not mitigable; incapable of being
mitigated or appeased.
These immitigable, these iron-hearted men. Harris.



immitigably

immitigably (i-mit'i-ga-bli), adv. In an im-
mitigable manner.
immix (im-miks'), ». *. l<in^^ + mix. Cf.equiv.
li. immiscere, inmiscere, < in, in, + miscere, mix.]
To mix; mingle.

Samson, with these inmiix'd, inevitably
Pull'd down the same destruction on himself.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1657.

immixable (i-mik'sa-bl), a. [< ijj-3 + mixable.l
Not capable of being mixed ; immiscible.

Fill a glass sphere with such liquors as maybe clear, of
the same colour and immixable.

Bp. waUns, Mathematical Magick.

immixedt (i-miksf), a. [< in-Z + mixed.'] TJn-
mingled; pm-e.

Where it doth steddy stand, all-uniform.
Pure, pervious, immix't, innocuous, mild.

Br. B. More, Psyohathanasia, II. ii. 22.

Now to assure you, sir, how pure and immixed the de-
sign is from any other than the public Interest.

Boyle, Works, VI. 291.

immixturet (i-miks'tOr), n. [< in-3 + mixture.']
Freedom from mixture ; absence of alloy.

So that we are, as I may say, allowed what our nature
aboundeth the most In, which is sorrow, to make up that
wherein our loue is the most defective, which is simpli-
city and wimKctMre.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xiv. § 3.

immobile (i-mo'bil), a. [Formerly immoile; =
F. immobile, also immeuhle = Sp. inmoble = Pg.
immobil, immovel= It. immobile, < L. immobilis,
inmobiUs, immovable, < «»-priv. + mobilis, mov-
able: see mobile.] Not mobile; incapable of
moving or of being moved; immovable; fixed;
stable.

immobility (im-o-bil'i-ti), n. [= p. immoUUU

=

Pr. immobilitat = Sp. inmovilidad = Pg. immo-
bilidade = It. immobility, < LL. immobilita(t-)s,
inmobiUta(t-)s, immovableness, < L. immobiUs,
inmobilis, immovable : see immobile.] The char-
acter or condition of being immobile or irre-
movable; fixedness.

The great legislative changes that were effected at the
Eevolution— the immobility of the judges, the reform of
the trials for treason, etc. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Gent., i.

immobilization (i-mo'-'bi-li-za'shon), n. Amak-
ing immobile ; reduction to immobility.

ImmoMHzation [of a diseased joint] should not be con-
tinued longer than necessary. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 780.

immobilize (i-mo'bi-liz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
immobilised, ppr. immobiUzing. [< immobile +
4ze.] 1. To render immobile; fix so as to be
or become immovable.
In cases of doubt it is better to abstain from much

handling, and treat the case as if it were compound, using
every means to keep thewound aseptic, and to immobilize
the limb. Buck's Handbook of Med. ScienGes, III. 235.

2. To deprive of the capacity for mobilization.

Four French army corps and half of the French fleet are
immobilized. Ctmteiwporrary Rev., LII. 885.

immoblet, «• Same as immobile.

And therefore be lawes called holy, because it is not
lawful! to breke them ; but they be ferme and immoble.

Joye, Expos, of Daniel, v.

immoderate (i-mod'e-rat), a. [= P. immodSrS
= Sp. inmo^ado ="Pg. immoderado = It. im-
moderato, < L. immoderatus, inmoderatus, with-
out measure, < in- priv. + m^deratus, mea-
sured: see moderate, a.] Not moderate; not
confined to just or reasonable limits; exces-
sive; extravagant; unreasonable.

So every scope, by the immoderate use,

Turns to restraint. Shak., M. for M., i. 3.

It is not the greatness of men's condition, but their im-
moderate love to the world, which rains and destroys their

souls. StUlingfieet, Sermons, I. zii.

=Syn. Intemperate, exorbitant, inordinate.

immoderately (i-mod'e-rat-li), ado. In an im-
moderate degree ; excessively ; unreasonably.
immoderateness (i-mod'e-rat-nes), n. The
character or condition of being immoderate;
excess; extravagance.

It is for the Christian heart to be taken up with other
desires, such as wherein there can be no danger of im-
moderatenese. Bp. Hall, Contentation, § 23.

immoderation (i-mod-e-ra'shon), n. [= P. im-

mod&ation = Sp. inmoderadon = Pg. immode-
ra^; < L. in- priv. + moderatio(n-), modera-
tion.] Excess ; want of moderation.
immodest (i-mod'est), a. [= F. immodeste =
Sp. inmodesto = Pg. It. immodesto, immodest,
< L. immodestus, inmodestus, unrestrained, ex-

cessive, imraoderate, < in- priv. + modestus, re-

strained, moderate, modest: see modest.] 1.

Not modest as regards one's pretension or as-

sertions; forward; arrogant.

For a man to deny that ever such things happened . . .

is so immMest a thing as any sober man would be ashamed
ot Bp. Wilkins, Natural Religion, i. 7.
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I am not imnwdesi enough to assume to speak for other

"f*??"' ''"* '"" ™y o«'° part I have become rather tired
of African travellers. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 197.

2. Not modest in conduct, utterance, or signifi-
cance

; wanting delicacy or propriety ; espe-
cially, showing lewdness of thought or feeling;
indelicate; indecent.

To gain the language,
'Tis needful that the most vmmodeat word
Ee look'd upon and learu'd.

STiak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. i.

Immodest words admit of no defence,
For want of decency is want of sense.

Jioscommon, Translated Verse, 1. 113.

immodestly (i-mod'est-li), adv. In an immod-
est manner.
immodesty (i-mod'es-ti), «. [= P. immodestie
= Sp. inmodestia = Pg. It. immodestia, < L. im-
modestia, inmodestia, unrestrained conduct, im-
modesty, < immodestus, inmodestus, immodest:
see immodest.] Want of modesty, (a) Forward-
ness ; arrogance or want of proper reserve.

I am thereby led into an immodesty of proclaiming an-
other work. Sir H. Wotton, Beliquise, p. 71.

(b) Indecency; iodelioaoy; unchastity.

Pray you, think it no immodesty, I kiss you.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 7.

immolate (im'o-lat), v. t.; pret. and pp. immio-
lated, ppr. immolating. [< L. immolatus, inmo-
latus, pp. of immolare, inmolare (> It. immolare
= Pg. immolar = Sp. iwmolar = F. immoler),
sacrifice, orig. sprinkle (the victim) with sacri-
ficial meal (meal mixed with salt), < in, on, -f-

mola, meal mixed with salt, grits, also a mill:
see milU, mole^.] To kill as a sacrificial victim

;

offer in sacrifice ; make a sacrifice of.

Barbarous worshippers, who not on}yimmolate to them
[their deities] the lives of men but . . . the virtue and
honour of women. Boyle, Works, V. 262.

The ministers . . . had offered to immolate at the same
shrine the most valuable of the national acquisitions.

Burke, A Begicide Peace, iii.

In Peru, where there were habitual human sacrifices,
men taken captive were immwlated to the father of the
Yncas, the Sun. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 259.

=Syil. See sacrifice, v.

immolation (im-o-la'shon), «. [= F. immola-
tion = Sp. inmoiacion = Pg. immolagSo = It.

immolazione, < L. immolatio{ii-), inmolatio(n-), <
immolare, inmolare, sacrifice : see immolate.] 1.
The act of immolating, or the state of being im-
molated.

In the picture of the iTn/nwlation of Isaac, or Abraham
sacrificing his son, Isaac is described as a little boy.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 8.

Oh, if our ends were less achievable
By slow approaches than by single act
Of im/molation, any phase of death.
We were as prompt to spring against the pikes.
Or down the fiery gulf> as talk of it.

Tennyson, Princess, iii

2. A sacrificial offering; a sacrifice.

We make more barbarous iTnTnolation^ than the most
savage heathens. Decay of Christian Piety.

immolator (im'o-la-tor), n. [= F. immolateur
= Sp. inmolador = Pg. immolador = It. immo-
latore, < L. immolator, inmolator, < immolare,
inmolare, sacrifice : see immolate.] One who im-
molates or offers in sacrifice.

immomentt (i-mo'ment), a. [< in-S + moment,
taken as equiv. to nibm^ntotis.] Trifling.

Say, good Geesar,

That I some lady trifles have reserv'd,

Immoment toys. Shak., A. and G., v. 2.

immomentoust (im-o-men'tns), a. [< in-^ + mo-
mentous.] Not morientous ; unimportant.
immonasteredt, a. [< »w-2 -l- monaster{y) +
-e<?2.] Dwelling secluded in a monastery.

Immonaster'd in Kent, where first she breath'd the air.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxiv. 1272.

immoral (i-mor'al), a. [= P. immoral = Sp.

inmoral = Pg. immoral = It. immordle, < ML.
*immoralis, < L. iit- priv. + moraUs, moral : see

moral.] 1. Not moral; not conforming to or

consistent with the moral law; unprincipled;

dissolute; vicious; licentious.

A flatterer of vice is an immoral man. Johnson.

Give up money, . . . give the earth itself and all it con-

tains, rather than do an immoral act.

Jefferson, Gorrespondence, I. 285.

Morality is deeply interested in this, that what is im-

moral shall not be presented to the imagination of the

young and susceptible in constant connection with what
is attractive. Macmday, Comic Dramatists.

2. Contrary to good order or public welfare

;

inimical to the rights or common interests of

others : a legal and commercial sense.

He [a political leader] would be less immoral, even

though he were as lax in his personal habits as Sir Robert

immortality
Walpole, if at the same time his sense of the public welfare
were supreme in his mind.

George Eliot, Theophrastus Such, xvi.

When we call a thing immoral in a legal sense, we do
not mean so much that it is ethically wrong as that, ac-
cording to the common understanding of reasonable men,
it would be a scandal for a com-t of justice to treat it as
lawful or indifferent, though the transaction may not
come withm any positive prohibition or penalty.
Quoted in Eapalje and Lawrence's Law Diat., 1. 627, note.

_ "=Syn. Illegal, Wicked, etc. See criminal.
immorality (im-o-ral'i-ti), «.; pi. immoralities
(-tiz). [= P. immofalite = Sp. inmoralidad
= Pg. immoralidade = It. immorality, < ML.
*immoralita{t-)s, immorality, < 'immoralis, im-
moral : see mraoraZ.] 1. The character of be-
ing immoral; transgression of the moral law;
immoral thought or action; wickedness; dis-
soluteness

; licentiousness.

A restlessness in men's minds to be something they are
not, and have something they have not, is the root of all
wnmdralUy. Sir W. Temple, Life and Fortune.

2. An immoral act or practice.

Luxury and sloth, and then a great drove of heresies and
iTmnoralities, broke loose among them.

Milton, Bet. of the People of England.

immorally (i-mor'al-i), adv. In an immoral
maimer; in violation of morality; viciously;
licentiously.

immorigeroust (im-6-rij'e-rus), a. [< j»-3 +
morigerous.] Rude; uncivil; disobedient.
Every indignation against the person of the man in us

is pride and self-love, and towards others ungentleness,
and an immorigerous spirit.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 211.

immorigerousnesst (im - o - ri
j

' e -ms -nes), ».
Eudeness; incivility; dis'obediejace.

We shall best know that our will is in obedience, by
our cheerful managing, by our swift execution, for aU de-
grees of delay are degrees of immorigerouimess and un-
willingness. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 5fi.

immortal (i-m6r'tal), a. and n. [< ME. im-
mortal, inmortal ="F. immortel = Sp. inmortal
= Pg. immortal = It. immortaU, < L. immortalis,
inmortalis, undying, < in- priv. + mortalis, lia-

ble to death, mortal: see mortal.] I. a. 1.
Not mortal; not liable or subject to death;
having imlimited existence ; undying.
Whertore thou scholdest thenke and impresse it in thi

mynde that nothing is inmmtalle but only God, that made
alle thing. Mandeville, Travels, p. 295.

Unto the King eternal, immnrtal, invisible, the onlywise
God, be honour and glory for ever. 1 Tim. i. 17.

Perhaps the longing to be so
Helps make the soul irmnortal.

Lowell, Longing.

Hence— 2. Unceasing; inextinguishable; im-
perishable; destined to endure for all time: as,

immortal hopes ; immortal fame.
I have

Imjmortal longings in me.
Shak., A. and C., v. 2.

Xap me in soft Lydian airs.

Married to invmortal verse.
MiZton, L'Allegro, L 137.

That breast imbued with such immortal fire.

Byron, Childe Harold, IL 39.

3t. Indefatigable; unchanging.
This I was glad of, and so were all the rest of us, though

I know I have made myself an im/mortal enemy by it.

Pepys, Diary, Jan. 29, 1668.

=SyiL Perpetual, Hverlasting, etc. (see eternal); incor-
ruptible, deathless, enduring, unfading.

II, n, 1. One who is immortal, or exempt
from death or annihilation.— 2. One of the gods
of classical mythology : usually in the plural.

Never, believe nie,

Appear the Immortals,
Never alone.

Coleridge, Visit of the Gods (Imit. of Schiller).

The Forty Immortals, the members of the French Acad-
emy : an affected designation, alluding to the perpetuity
of their number and succession, and to their supposed en-
during fame in their several departments of literature.

—

The immortals, (a) The classical divinities. See def.
2, above, (b) The name of the royal guard of ancient Per-
sia, the members of which were magnificently equipped
and numerously attended.

immortalisation, immortalise. See immortal-
ization, immortalize.

immortalist (i-m6r'tal-ist), n. [< immortal +
-ist.] One who holds that the soul is immortal.

This learning they had from the inhabitants by Ister,
who were called Imnwrtalists, because in the midst of all
their dark notions of things they saw this clearly, that
virtuous and good men do not die, but their souls do go
into blessed regions.

Jer. Taylor, Funeral Sermons, 392. {Latham.^

immortality (im-dr-tal'j-ti), n. [= F. immor-
tality = Sp. inmortaliddd = Pg. immortalidade
= It. immortalitd, < L. immortalita(t-)s, inmor-
talita(t-)s, undyingness, < immortalis, i'nmor-

teMs, undying: see immortal,] 1. The condl-



immortality

tion or quality of being immortal ; exemption
from death or annihilation ; unending exis-

tence.

Jesus Christ, who hath abolished death, andhathbrought
life and immortality to light through the gospel.

2 lim. i. 10.

After many a summer dies the swan.
Me only cruel immortality
Consumes. Tennyson, Tithonus.

We have strongly within us the sense of an undying
principle, and we transfer that true sense to this life and
to the body, instead of interpreting it justly as the prom-
ise of spiritual immortality.

Hawthorne, Septimius Felton, p. 14.

3. Exemption from oblivion; perpetuity: as,

the immortality of fame.
I held it ever,

Virtue and cunning were endowments greater

Tlian nobleness and riches : . . .

. . . ImiiMrtality attends the former.

Making a man a god. Shak, Pericles, ill. 2.

Thoughts whose very sweetness yieldeth proof

That they were bora for immortality.
Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, iii. 48.

Conditional Immortality, in theol. See conditional.

immortalization (i-m6r"tal-i-za'shon), n. [<

immortalize + -ation.'] The act of immortaliz-

ing, or the state of being immortalized. Also

spelled immortalisation.

immortalize (i-m8r'tal-iz), v.; pret. andpp. jm-

mortalized, ppr. immortalizing. [= F. immorta-

liser = Sp. inmortalizar= Pg. immortalizar= It.

immortaligzare; as immortal + -ize.'] I. trans.

1. To render immortal ; endowwith immortal-

ity : as, the demigods immortalized by Jupiter.

— 2. To exempt from oblivion ; bestow unend-
ing fame upon

;
perpetuate.

Drive them from Orleans, and be irmmyrtalis'd.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 2.

Sometimes, misguided by the tuneful throng,

I lools for streams immortalized in song.

That lost in silence and oblivion lie.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

Blest be the Art that can imimortalize,

The Art that baffles Time's tyrannic claim
To quench it. Cowper, My Mother's Picture.

II. intrans. To become immortal. [Rare.]

Fix the years precise
When British bards began to immortalise.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, 11. i. 54.

Also spelled immortalise.

immortally (i-raov'tal-i), adv. 1. In an im-
mortal manner ; eternally ; with exemptionfrom
death or from oblivion.

There is your crown

:

And He that wears the crown immortally
Long guard it yours

!

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

,
Therefore she is immortally my bride

;

Chance cannot change that love, nor time impair.
Brownvng, Any Wife to any Husband.

2t. Exceedingly: as, "immortally glad," Eev.

B. Burton.
immortelle (im-6r-ter), »• [F., fem. of immor-

tel, undying: see immortal.'] Any one of the
flowers commonlycalled everlasting, or a wreath
made of such flowers. From their papery texture,

these flowers retain their natural color and appearance
after drying, and are therefore much used for wreaths for

graves, or dyed of other colors for ornamental purposes.
See everlasting, n, 3.

Alas for love, alas for fleeting breath—
Immortelles bloom with Beauty's bridal roses.

Locker, A Human Skull.

immortificationt (i-m6r''''ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [=
P. immortification = Sp. inmortificacion = Pg.
immortificagao = It. immortificazione ; as in-^ +
mortification.'] Want of mortification or sub-
jection of the passions.

Arguments of an ill condition, of immnrtijhation of
vicious habits. Jer, Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 328.

immotile (i-mo'til), a. [< in-S + motile.'] Not
motile ; stationary ; not moving.

Propagation by means of three immwtile organs, gener-
ally placed upon distinct plants.

B. C. Wood, Smithsonian Cont. to KnowL, XIX. 213.

immoundt, "• *• [<^ *"-^ + mound.] To inclose
within mounds or high banks ; dam up.

The sUuer fronted Star . . .

Pours with less pow'r her plentious influence
Vpon these straight and narrow streamed Fennes
And In-land Seas, which many a Mount immounds,
Then on an Ocean vast and void of bounds.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, t 3.

immo'vability (i-mo-va-bil'i-ti), n. [< immova-
ble: see -bility.] The condition or quality of
being immovable ; steadfastness.

immovable (i-mo'va-bl), a. and n. [= OF. im-
movable, immouvaiie, F. immouvable = Sp. im-

momble; as in-^ + movable. Cf. immobile.] I.

a. 1. Incapable of being moved or displaced

;

too heavy or firm to be moved; firmly fixed;

fast.

3000

Population, we see, produces a sward of grass round an-

cient cities in the most desert parts of Africa, wliich keeps

the sand immoveable till the place is no longer inhabited.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 11.

Immovable, inflx'd, and frozen round.
Milton, P. L., it 602.

2. Not to be moved from a purpose; steadfast;

fixed ; that cannot be induced to change or al-

ter: as, a man who remains immovable.

Mr. Jorkins has his opinion on these points. . . . Mr.

Jorkins is immovable. Dickens, David Copperfleld, xxiii.

3. Incapable of being altered or shaken; un-

alterable ; unchangeable : as, an immovable pur-

pose or resolution.—4. That cannot be affected;

not impressible ; impassive ; unfeeling.

How much happier is he who . . . remains irrmiovabU
and smiles at the madness of the dance about him?

Dryden, Don Sebastian.

5. In law, not liable to be removed; perma-
nent in place ; real, as distinguished from per-

sonal.

There are things immovable by their nature, others by
their destination, and others by the objects to which they
are applied. Bouvier.

Immovable feast. See/eas(l.=S3m. Firm, stable, un-
shaken, rooted, resolute.

II. n. That which cannot be moved; specifi-

cally, in law, land, or any appurtenance fixed

to or running with the land. Immovables are

things that are stationary by nature, as land and trees, or

are so made by the hand of man, as buildings and their ac-

cessories, or by the objects to which they apply, as servi-

tudes.

Also immoveable.

immovableuess (i-mo'va-bl-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being immovable.
immovably (i-mb'ya-bli), odi;. In an immova-
ble manner ; so as not to be moved or altered

;

unalterably; unchangeably.
immundt (i-mund'), a. [= F. immonde = Sp.

inmundo = Pg. immimdo = It. immondo, < L. im-

mundiis, inmundus, unclean, < in- priv. + mwn-
dtts, el6a,n: see mundation.] Unclean.

Imrrmnd and sordid manner of life.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 151.

immundicityt (im-un-dis'i-ti), n. [= F. im-

mondicitS, irreg. < ML. immundidtia, for L. im-

munditia, inmunditia, iincleanness, < immundus,
unclean: see immund.] Uncleanness.

Whosoever will enter into a course of purging his na-

ture of that humour . . . shall recover the right savour
and gust of purity by the same degree he Is cleansed from
tile other im/niwndicity.

W. Montttgtie, Devoute Essays, I. xii. § 3.

immune (i-mtin'), a. and n. [= OP. immun, im-
mune = Sp. inmune = Pg. It. immune, < L. im-
munis, inmunis, exempt from public service or

charges, free, exempt, < in- priv. -I- munis, serv-

ing, munus, service, duty, charge ; cf . common,
commune'^.] I. a. Exempt; specifically, pro-
tected by inoculation : as, an immune animal.

II. n. One who is exempt ; specifically, one
who is protected from a particular disease by
inoculation or by a previous attack.

immunity (i-mii'ni-ti), n.;. pi. immwnities (-tiz).

[= P. immunite ='Pr. immunitat = Sp. inmuni-
dad = Pg. immunidade = It. immunita, < L. im-
munita{t-)s, inmunita(t-)s, exemption from pub-
lie service or charges, < immunis, exempt from
public service or charges: see immune.] 1.

Exemption from obligation or responsibility in

any respect, conferred by law or a sovereign
act; freedom from legal liability; an exemption
conferred, as from public service or charges,

' or from penalty for any particular act or course
of conduct ; hence, special privilege ; liberty to

do or refrain from doing any particular thing.

The old Hans had extraordinary/mmumiies given them
by our Henry III. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 8.

When they could hope in nothing but their innocence,
irmnunity was offered them again if they would confess.

H. Webster.
Claims restitution of the dowry paid,
Immunity from paying any more.

Browning, Eing and Book, 1. 191.

2. Exemption from any natural or usual lia-

bility.
But man is frail, and can but ill sustain
A long immumiy from grief and pain.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 82.

Do men desire the more substantial and permanent gran-
deur of genius ? Neither has this an inmiunity. He who
by force of will or of thought is great, and overlooks thou-
sands, has the charges of that eminence.

Emerson, Compensation.

3. In eccles. usage, the exemption of certain sa-

cred places and ecclesiastical personages from
secular burdens and functions, and from acts

regarded as repugnant to their sanctity. This
immunity is of three kinds : (1) local, giving to the sacred

immutation

place the character of a refuge or asylum to any one flee-

ing to its protection (see sanctuary) ; (2) real, exempt-

ing the property of the church and the clergy from eecu-

lar jurisdiction and taxation ; (3) personal, exempting the

clergy themselves from the civil duties incumbent on other

citizens and from lay jurisdiction. These ecclesiastical im-

munities, once very numerous, are now very much re-

stricted.

4. See the quotation.

I have hitherto described the association of freemen

whose rank was equal, or but slightly different, and who
lived together upon terms of equality. Outside this asso-

ciation there were two other forms of society. There was

the Household, considered as a corporate body, without any

relation to other Households. There were the relations of

the Household to its inferiors arising from their common
subordination. The independent position of the House-

hold may be called Immunity, as opposed to the Commu-
nity. W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 232.

Congregation of Immunities. See congregation, 6 (a\

immure (i-miir'), v. t.; pret. and pp. immured,

ppr. immuring. [Formerly also enmure; < OP.

emmurrer = Pr. enmurar, emurar, < ML. jmm«-

rare, shut within walls, < L. in, in, + mums, a

wall: see mural, mure.'] If. To surround with

walls; wall; fortify; protect.

Alexander dying, Lysimaohus . . . immwred it [the city]

with a wall. Sandys, Travailes, p. 18.

Such things whichwere great instruments of public ends,

and things of highest use, were also, in aU societies of men,

of greatest honour, and immured by reverence and the se-

curity of laws. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 1S5.

2. To inclose within walls ; hence, to shut up

or confine, in general.

I mean, setting thee at liberty, enfreedoming thyperson;

thou wert immured, restrained, captivated, bound!
Shale, L. L. L., iii. 1.

Irmnured
In the hot prison of the present

M. Arnold, Growing Old.

immuret (i-mur'), n. [< immure, v.] .An inelo-

sure ; a wall.

Troy, within whose strong immures
The ravish'd Helen, Menelaus' queen.

With wanton Paris sleeps. Shak., X. and C, ProL

immurement (i-mtir'ment), n. [< immure +
-went.] The act of immuring, or the state of

being immiured ; imprisonment.

Our peregrinations made it very clear that Carcassonne

was impregnaljle ; it is impossible to Imagine, without hav-

ing seen them, such refinements of immurement, such in-

genuities of resistance. B. Jmnee, Jr., Little Tour, p. 161.

=Syn, Incarceration, etc. See captivity.

immusicalf, a. [< m-S + musical. Cf. LL. imr

musicus, inmusicus, unmusical.] Unmusical.

All sounds are either musical sounds,which we call tones,

. . . which sounds are ever equal: or immusi^al sounds,

which are ever unequal. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 101.

immutability (i-mii-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. im-

mutability = Sp. inmuiabilidad = Pg. immutabi-

lidade= lt. immutabilitd,, <L. immutabilita(t-)s,

inmutabilita{t-)s, unehangeableness, < immuta-
6JHs,««TOMia6jMs,unchangeable: seeimmutabh.]
The quality of being immutable ; immutable-
ness; unehangeableness; invariableness.

God, willing more abundantly to shew unto the heirs of

promise the immutability of his counsel, confirmed it by
an oath. Heb. vi. 17.

The Egyptians are the Healthiest People of the World,

by reason of the immutability of their Air.

Greenhill, Art of Embalming (ed. 1705), p. 147.

immutable (i-mii'ta-bl), a. [< ME. immutable,

< OF. immutable, also immuatle, F. immuable =
Sp. inmutable = Pg. immutavel = It. immutabile,

< L. immutabilis, inmutabilis, unchangeable, <

in- priv. -t- mutabilis, changeable : see muta-
ble.] 1. Not mutable ; not capable or suscep-

tible of change; not subject to mutation; un-

changeable; invariable; unalterable.

That by two immutable things, in which it was impos-

sible for God to lie, we might have a strong consolation.

Heb. vi. 18.

"Such," continues the Arabian [chronicler], "was the

immutable decree of destiny."
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., L 16.

2. In zoifl., not subject to variation in different

individuals of a species
;
permanent: a,s, immu-

table characters or marks Immutable accent.
See accent, 7. =Syn. Constant^ stable, permanent, unde-

viating, fixed.

immutableness (i-mii'ta-bl-nes), n. Unehange-
ableness ; immutability'.

immutably (i-mu'ta-bli), adv. In an immuta-
ble manner; unchangeably; invariably.

immutatet (i-mii'tat), a. [< L. immutatus, in-

mutatus, unchanged, < in- priv. + mutatus,

changed: see mutate.] Unchanged.
immutationt (im-u-ta'shon), m. [= OP. immu-
tation = Sp. inmutacion = It. immutazione, < L.

immutatio(n-), inmutatio(n-), < immutare, Jw-

mMtare, change : see immute.] Change; trans-

formation; substitution of one thing for an-

other.



immutation
Some euldent detect, or surplusage, or disorder, or vm-

mutation in the same speaches notably altering either the
congruitie grammatical!, or the senoe, or both.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 136.

,Lo, what delightful immuiations
On her soft flowing vest we contemplate

!

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, I. L 23.

Natural immutatlont is where the form of that which
brings about the change is received in the thing that un-
dergoes the change as it existed in the fonner, as where
one body heats another.— Spiritual Immutatlont is

where the form of the first tiling is received in the second
in esse spirituale. Thus, wlieii a colored object aflects the
eye the latter does not become colored.

inunutet (i-miit'), v. t. [= OP. immuer, inmwer
= Sp. inmutar = Pg. immutar = It. immutare,
< L. immutare, inmutare, change into something
else, < in, in, + mutare, change : see mute^. Cf

.

commute.'] To change into another form ; trans-
form.

God can immediately im/mute, change^ corrupt . . ,

whatsoever pleaseth his divine majesty.
Salkeld, Treatise of Angels, p. 106.

Although the substance of gold be not immuted, or its

gravity sensibly decreased, yet that from thence some ver-

tue may proceed ... we cannot safely deny.
Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., ii. 5.

imou-pine (im'o-pin), n. A valuable New Zea-
land tree, Daerydiwm cupressinum. The trunk a.t-

tains a height of 80 feet and a thicliness of from 4 to 6 feet.

The wood is red, solid, and heavy. Also called rimu.

imp (imp), n. [< ME. impe, ympe, < AS. impe =
Sw. ymp = Dan. ympe (W. imp, < E.) = OP. P.
ente (> D. ent) = Pr. empeut, a scion, shoot, twig,

< ML. »»ipo*j«s, a graft: seeimpyV.'] If.Ascion;
shoot; graft; bud; slip.

"I am Wrath," quod he ; "I was sum tyme a frere.

And the couentes gardyner for to graffe ympes;
On limitoures and listres lesynges I ymped,
Tyl thei here leues of low speche lordes to plese."

Piera Plowman (B), v. 137.

Of fleble trees ther comen wrecched ympes.
Chaucer, ProL to Monk's Tale, 1. 68.

When the . . . clifl was made, they held it open with a
wedge of wood . . . untiU such time as the impe or graffe

. . . were set handsomely close within the rift.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, rvii. 14.

2t. A son; offspring; progeny.

A lad of life, an imp of fame. Shale., Hen. V., iv. 1.

Let us pray for . . . the Idng's most excellent majesty
and for . . . his beloved son Edward, our prince, that

moat angelic imp. Pathway of Prayer.

An angel's trumpe from heauen proclaim'd his name
lesus who came lost Adam's -imjie^ to saue.

England's Welcome to James (1603).

3. A young or small devil.

They be impious idolaters, wicked heretics, persons ex-

communicable, yea, and cast out for notorious improbity.

Such withal we deny not to be the im,ps and limbs of Satan.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 1.

The serpent, subtlest beast of all the field, . . .

Fit vessel, fittest imp of fraud. Milton, P. L., ix. 89.

4. A mischievous or pert child.

The little imp fell a squalling. Sw^ft.

5t. A spirit other than a devil.

Te sacred irnps that on Pamasso dwell.

And there the keeping have of learnings threasnres, . . .

Guyde ye my footing. Spenser, F. Q., VI., ProL, st. 2.

6. Something added or united to another thing

to repair or lengthen it out; particularly, a

feather inserted in a broken wing of a bird.

See imp, v. t., 2.=Syn. 3. Sprite, hobgoblin.

imp (imp), 1). t. [< ME. impen, < AS. *impian (in

Sonmer, not authenticated) = MLG. inpoten =
OHG. impiton, impton, imphon, MH(3r. impfeten,

impfen, Qt. impfen = 8w. ympa = Dan. ympe =
OP. and F. enUr (> D. enten) = Pr. empeltar, en-

peutar,< ML. Hmpotare, graft,< jto^o«ms, agraft,

< Gr. ift^Tog, implanted, inborn (> e/jfureveiv, im-

plant, graft), < efi^vew, implant, pass, grow in.

< h, in, + (j>veiv, produce, pass, (jiveadai, grow (>

#w-ifo, a plant).] 1. To graft. [.Archaic.]

Thus taught and preched hath Besoun,
But Love spilte her sermoun.
That was so ymped in my thought
That hir doctrine I sette at nought

Eom. of the Rose, 1. 5137.

Come to aid me in my garden, and I will teach thee the

real French fashion of imping, which the Southron call

grafflng. ^"o**-

The heraldic nurseryman, skilled to imp a slip of Sorog-

gins on a stock of De Vere or Montmorenoi.
Lmoell, Study Windows, p. 349,

2. To extend or enlarge by something inserted

or added; extend or mend, as (in falconry) a

broken or deficient wing by the insertion of a

feather; qualify for flight or use ; strengthen.

Euen the best translation is, for mere necessitie, but

an euill imped wing to flie withall.

Ascham, The Soholemaster, p. 127.

Thence gathering plumes of perfect speciUation,

To tntpe the wings of thy high flying naynd.

Spenser, Heavenly Beautie, 1. 136.
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Imp out our drooping country's broken wing.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1.

3. To rob. Hallmell. [Prov. Eng.]
impacablef, a. [< L. i»-priv. + ML.pacaUHs,
payable, lit. to be appeased, < L. pacare, ap-
pease, pacify, < pax {pao-), peace : see pay'i-,

peace.'] Not to be appeased or quieted; un-
appeasable.

So happie are they, and so fortunate.
Whom the Pierian sacred sisters love.
That, freed from bands of impacaUe fate
And power of death, they live for aye above,

Spenser, Kuines of Time, L 395.

impackett, impaquett, v. t. [< OP. empagueter,
pack up, < erir + paquete, pack up : see packet,
v.] To pack up

;
place in a packet.

I had several letters impaqueted with many others.
Evelyn, Memoirs, Nov. 10, 1699.

impackment (im-pak'ment), ». [< i»-2 -I- pcuik
+ -ment.] The state of being closely surroimd-
ed, crowded, or pressed, as by ice. Kane.
[Rare.] (TVebster?)

impact (im-pakf), v. t. [< OF.impacter, empac-
ter, press close together, < L. impactus, inpac-
tus, pp. of impingere, inpingere, strike against:
see impinge.] To drive close; press closely or
firmly

;
pack in.

Such a state of the fluids at last affects the tender ca-
pillary vessels of the brain, by the viscidity and immea-
bility of the matter impacted in them.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, vi 30,

When I was . , . wont to ride impacted between the
knees of fond parental pair. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, it

Impacted ftacture, in swrg., a fracture in which the
fragments are driven firmly together, so that they will not
move on one another.

impact (im'pakt), n. [< impact, v.] The act of
striking against something; a blow ; a stroke.

The quarrel, by that impact driven
True to its aim, fied fatal. Southey.

The impact of barbarian conquest split up the unity of
the lAtin tongue as it did that of the Latin empire.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 6.

Slight puffs of dust were beaten upward by each im-
pact of his horse's hoofs. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 196.

Specifically— (a) In mech., the blow, or act of striking, of
a body having momentum; also, the change of momen-
tum in amount and direction produced by such a blow.

In gases, the molecules are fiying about in all directions,
frequently coming into collision and rebounding ; and it

is on these mutual impacts that the slowness of diffusion
among gases depends.

G. H. Lewes, Proba. of Life and Mind, II. iv. § 74.

(b) In gun., the single blow of a projectile against a
fixed or moving object.— Center of impact, in gun., the
mean point of impact of a number of projectiles fired at

a given distance with the piece always aimed at the cen-
ter of the tai'get. It is determined by measuring the hori-

zontal and vertical distances of each point of impact from
the lower left-hand corner of the target. The sum of the
vertical distances divided by the number of shots will give
the vertical coordinate for the center of impact, and
the sum of the horizontal distances divided by the num-
ber of shots will give the horizontal codrdinate, estimated
from tliis same corner. The distance of the center of im-
pact from the center of the target is called the absolute

mean deviation.

impaction (im-pak'shgn), n. [< L. impactio{n^),

inpaetio(n-), a striking against, impact, < Jm-
pingere, inpingere, pp. impactus, inpactus, strike

against : see impact, impinge.] The act of im-
pacting, or the state of being impacted ; close

fixation.

iTnpaction of a tooth within the maxillary bone.
T. Bryant, Surgery, p. 432.

Should the cause of morbid action be impaction of feces,

. . . they must . . . be exercised or ui'ged along the bowel
by prudent force. Medical News, LII. 585.

impaintt (im-panf), v. t. [< m-2 + paint.]

To paint ; adorn with colors.

Never yet did insurrection want
Such water-colours to impaint his cause.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. L

impairl (Im-par'), v. [< ME. empairen, em-

peiren, empeyren, enpeyren, enpayren, < OP. em-

peirer, empirer, P. empirer = Sp. empeorar =
Pg. empeiorar = It. impeggiorare, < ML. impejo-

rare, make worse, < L. in, in, + pejorare, ma,k6

worse, < pejor, worse, a compar. associated with

mate, bad: seepejorative: Ct.appair.] I. trans.

To make worse ; diminish in quantity, value,

excellence, strength, or any other desirable

quality; deteriorate; weaken; enfeeble: as, to

impair the health or character ; to impair one's

fortune.
Why couet we combraunse, or cachyng of harme.

In enpayryng of our persons & pyllyng our goodes?
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2281.

Wherein it [night] doth impair the seeing sense.

It pays the liearing double recompense.
Shak., M. N. D., Ul 2.

It will impair my honesty.

And strike deep at my credit.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 1.

=3y&. To lessen, decrease, reduce, injure.

impalement

Il.t intrans. To become worse; be lessened
or enfeebled; deteriorate.

Flesh may impair, quoth he, but reason
Can repair. Spenser, F. Q.

She was many days impairing, and endur'd the sharpest
conflicts of her sicknesse with admirable patience.

Evelyn, Diary (1636).

impair1+ (im-par'), m. [(.impair^, v.] Diminu-
tion; decrease; loss; injury; disgrace.

Go to, thou dost well, but pocket it [a bribe] for all

that ; 'tis no impair to thee, the greatest do 't.

Chapman, Widow's Tears, ii. 1.

Of the outward husk of the cod, good cordage ; of the
inward, brushes, &c.—such and such like afford they yearly
without empair to themselves. Sandys, Travailes, p. 80.

impair^t, a. [Appar. < p. impair, unequal : see
impar.] Unequal; unworthy; imjust.

For what he has he gives ; what thinks, he shows

;

Yet gives he not till judgment guides his bounty.
Nor dignifies an impair thought with breath.

Shak., T. and C, iv. 6.

[Some editions read impure.]

impairer (im-par' er), ». One who or that which
impairs.

impairment (im-par'ment), n. [< ME. empare-
ment, enpeirment, < OF. empirement, < empirer,
etc., impair: see impajrl and -meni.] The act
of impairing, or the state of being impaired;
diminution; decrease; injury.

I laboured, and wasted my youth and the vigour of my
days, more to the service of my country and the impair-
ment of my health than the improvement of my fortune.

Dryden, Character of Polybius.

impalatable (im-pal'a-ta-bl), a. [< irir^ + pal-
atable.] Unpalatable. "Todd. [Rare.]
impale, empale^ (im-, em-pal'), v. t.

;
pret. and

pp. impaled, empaled, ppr. impaling, empaling.

[< p. empaler = Sp. Pg. empalar= It. impalare,
? ML. impalare, impale, < L. in, in, on, + palus,

a, pole, stake : see pale^, pole^.] 1 . To fix upon
a stake; drive or thrust a sharpened stake
through : an ancient and Oriental mode of cap-
ital punishment.

With what life remains, impaled and left
- To writhe at leisure round the bloody stake.

Addison, Cato, iii. 5.

The King impaled him for his piracy.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien,

Hence—3. Figuratively, to render helpless as
if pierced through or impaled : as, to impale a
person upon his own argument or upon the
horns of a dilemma.

I point a moral for you : I have no right to impale
others upon it. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, vL

3 . To surround or inclosewith or as with stakes,

posts, or palisades.

TTntil my mis-shap'd trunk, that bears this head.
Be round impaled with a glorious crown.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

Frost-fearing myrtle shall impale my head.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, L 1.

4. (a) In her., to display side by side on one
shield, separated palewise each from the other,

as when the arms of husband and wife are rep-

resented together. Hence— (6) To place side

by side as of similar importance and significa-

tion.

Ordered the admission of St. Patrick to the same, to be
matched and impaledyfith the blessed Virgin in the hon-
our thereof. Fuller.

impalement, empalement (im-, em-pal'ment),
n. [< P. empalement (= Sp. empalamiento), < em-
paler, impale : see impale.] 1 . The act of im-
paling, or putting to death by driving a stake
through the body.— 2. The act of inclosingwith
stakes, or paling.—3. A paling or hedge; an
inclosure ; hence, a floral inclosure or flower^

cup.

The rules of Church-discipline are not only commanded,
but hedg'd about with such a terrible impalement of com-
mands, as he that will break through wilfully to violate

the least of them must hazard the wounding of his con-

science even to death. Milton, Church-Government, i. 2.

The flower's forensic beauties now admire,
The impalement, foliation, down, attire,

Couch'd in the pannicle or mantling veil,

That intercepts the keen or drenching gale.

Brooke, Universal Beauty, iv.

4. A piece of ground inclosed by pales ; an in-

closed space.— 5. In her., the marshaling side

by side of two escutcheons combined in one.

See impale, 4. The
common case of im-
palement is that of
the arms of husband
and wife; a bishop
also impales his own
arms with those of

the see, the arms of
the see occupying A ^ B AT"*^B
the dexter half. In in,paie,nent. The aims of the wife iB>
some cases other om- Unpaled with those of the husband {A}.



impalement
cers, as the heads ot colleges in England, and always
kings-at-arms and often heralds, use impalement in charg-
ing their arms. In early heraldry impalement consisted
in giving half of each original escutcheon, hut in modern
times the whole of each escutcheon is placed right or left

of the pale.

A most interesting account of the assignment of arm
and impalement borne by the father of Shakespeare.

The American, VIII. 381.

impallidt (im-pal'id), V. t. [< in-S + jjaZKd!.]

To make pallid or pale.

This [envy], the green sickness ot the soul, that feeding
upon coals and puung rubbish impalids all the body to an
hectique leanness. Feltham, Resolves, ii 54.

impalmt (im-pam'), «. *• [= OF. empalmer,
strike with the hand, box, = Sp. empalmar,
dovetail, = Pg. empalmar, palm, conceal in the
palm of the hand, = It. impalm,are, give into
another's hand, betroth, < L. in, in, + palma,
pahn: seepalm^.J To grasp; take in the hand.
Cotgrave.

impalpability (im-;pal-pa-bil'i-ti), m. [= F.
impalpability = Pg. impatpahiUdade ; as impal-
pable + -ity.l The quality or state of being
impalpable, or imperceptible by touch.

He tGregory the Great] and Eutychius, the Patriarch of
Constantinople, had a curious dispute, whether the bodies
of the righteous after the resurrection should be solid or
thinner than the air? Gregory was for the palpability, and
Eutychius for the impalpability,

J&rtin, Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

impalpable (im-pal'pa-bl), a. [= F. impalpable
= Sp. impalpable i= tg. impalpavel = It. im-
palpabile; as in^ + palpable.'] 1. Incapable
of being perceived by touch ; wanting palpable
substance or consistency; too imsubstantial or
too fine to be felt, in chemical analysis a fragment
of a rock or mineral Is often required to be ground or pul-

verized to 80 tine a powder that when it is rubbed between
the fingers no grit is perceptible. This is called reducing
to an impalpable powder.

When these things come to pass, you will no longer be
a warden, but a brown and impalpable powder in the
tombs of Dulwich. Sydney Smith, to John AUen.

Twenty-nine times the Prince changed his encampment,
and at every remove the Duke was still behind him, as
close and seemingly as impalpable as his shadow.

Motley, Dutch Kepublic, II. 255.

Hence— 2. That cannot be graspedby the in-

tellect ; incomprehensible ; intangible : as, imr-

palpable distinctions.

His own religion from its simjple and vmpalpable form
wasmuch less exposed to the ridicule of scenic exhibition.

T. Wa/rton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 200.

Our ordinary distinctions become so trifling, so impal-
pable, so ridiculously visionary. Hawthorne, Old Manse.

=Syn. Imperceptible, intangible, unsubstantial

impalpaoly (im-pal'pa-bli), adv. In an im-
palpable manner ; in a manner not readily felt

or apprehended; inappreciably.

impalsy (im-p&l'zi), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. impal-

sied, ppr. impalsying. [< in-^ + palsy.] To
strike with palsy

;
paralyze ; deaden.

impanate (im-pa nat), v, t.
;
pret. and pp. im-

panated, TpTpT.impanating. [< MX;.'*impa»a<«s,

pp. of Hmpanare, embody in bread (> Sp. em-
panar, inclose in bread), < L. in, in, into, +
j)am«, bread.] JJctfZes., to embody in bread. See
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impanel, impannel (im-pan'el), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. impaneled,. impanneled, impanelled, impan-
nelled, ppr. impaneling, impanneling, impanel-

ling, impannelling. [Also empanel, empannel; <

AE. empaneler, impanel, < in-^ + panel, panel

:

see panel.] 1 . To write or enter in a list or on
a piece of parchment, called a,panel; specifical-

ly, to make a list of; form, complete, or enroll,

as a body of persons to be called as jurors in a

coui-t of justice.— 3. More loosely, of a jury,

to draw or select from the panel and swear in.

Therefore a Jurie was impaneld streight

T' enquire of them, whether by force, or sleight,

Or theur owne guilt, they were away convayd!
, E. Q., VI. vii. 34.

If the elements really contain such immense treasures,

what need have we to look up to the uatural body above?
or what have we to do but t» look down to those irnipa-

nated riches? Waterland, Works, VIII. 249.

impanate (im-pa'nat), a. [= Pg. impanato, <

ML. *impanatus, pp. : see the verb.] Embodied
in bread.

Therefore in'this mystery of the sacrament, in the
whiche by the rule of our faithe Ghristes body is not im-
panate, the conuersion of the substance of the visible

elementes shuld not therfore be.

Bp. Oardijner, Explication, Transubstantiation, fol. 115.

This speech meaneth not that the body of Christ is ivy.

panate. Crammer, Ans. to Gardiner, fol. 369.

impanation (im-pa-na'shon), n. [= F. impa-
nation = Sp. *empanacion = Pg. impanaq&o =
It. impanaeione, < ML. *impanatio(n-), < Hmpa-
nare, embody in bread: see impanate, v.] In
theol., the doctrine that the body and blood of
Christ are locally included in the bread and
wine after consecration. It differs from tranmib-
stanMation, or the doctrine that the bread and wine are
actually changed by the consecration into the body and
blood of Christ. The term has been erroneously em-
ployed to designate the Lutheran view of Christ's mysti-

^ cal presence in the eucharist. See consubstantiation.

impanator (im'pa-na-tor), n. [= F. impana-
teur, < IVIL. impanator, X *impanare, impanate

:

see impanate, v.] Eccles., one who holds the
doctrine of impanation. Imp. Diet.

impanet (im-pan'), v. t. [< ML. Hmpanare, em-
body in bread: see impanate, v.] To impanate.
Bale.

The moment he had uttered these words, in the theory

of the English law, it was not possible to impanel an im-

partial jury in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 284.

impanelment, impannelment (im-pan'el-,

ment), n. [< impanel + -ment.] The act of im-

paneling, or the state of being impaneled ; the

act of enrolling in a list : as, the impanelment

of the jury. iUso empanelment, ei
' "

impaquett, v. t. See impadket.

impart (im-par'), a- and n. [= OF. impair, im-

par, F. impair (see impair^) = Sp. Pg. impaf=
It. impari, < L. impa/r, impar, xmequal, < in- priv.

+ par, equal: see par, pair, peer^.] I. a. Un-
equal.

II. n. A thing unequal to another with which
it is associated.

Those things die said tobe impars of which one Is greater

or less than the other ; to wit, either in quantity of bulk or

perfection ; and so silver and gold, gold and virtue, are es-

teemed to be impars.
Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, L xxi., ax. 17.

imparadise (im-par'a-dis), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

imparadised, ppr. imparadising. [= It. impara-
disare; as in-"^ + paradise.] To put in para-
dise, or in a place of high felicity; make su-

premely happy. Also emparadise.

Now had he ripen'd all his hopes at full,

Imparadisd his soul in dear content.
Ford, Fame's Memorial.

Jmparadised in one another's arms.
Milton, P. L, iv. 506.

imparalleledt (im-par'a-leld), a, [< im-S -4-

paralleled.] Unparalleled.

That this dear price should be paid for a little wild
mirth, or gross and corporal pleasure, is a thing of such
imparalleled folly that, if there were not too many in-

stances before us, it might seem incredible.

Bp. Burnet, Bochester, p. 168.

impardonablef (im-par'don-a-bl), a. [= F.
impardonnable= Sp. imperdonable= Pg. imper-
doavel = It. imperaonabile ; as »»-S + pardon-
able.] Unpardonable.
There are . , . some fearful lest the enormity of their

crimes be so impardonable that no repentance can do
them good. Booker, Eccles. Polity, vL 6.

impardonablyf (im-par'dgn-a-bU), adv. Un-
pardonably ; without pardoning.

He might be an hap^y arbiter in many Christian con-
troversies; but must irm/ardonably condemn the obsti-

nacy of the Jewes. Sir T. Brovym, Vulg. Err., vii. 16.

imparidigitate (im-par-i-dij'i-tat), a. [< L.
impar, inpar, unequal (see impar), -I- digitus,

finger: see digit, digitate.] In sool., having an
odd or uneven number of digits,whether fingers
or toes, as one, three, or five; anisodactyl; pe-
rissodaotyl. The human hand or foot, the hoofs
of a horse, etc., are imparidigitate.

imparipinnate(im-par-i-pin'at), a. [i'L.impar,
inpar, unequal, -I- pinnatus, feathered : seepJM-
nate.] In 5o*., unequally pinnate,
as a pinnate leaf with a single leaf-

let at the apex. Also odd-pinnate.

imparisyllabic (im-par"i-si-lab '-

ik), a. [= F. imparisyllabique; <
L. impar, in/par, unequal,-!- syllaba,

syllable.] Not consisting of an
equal number of syllables im-
parisyllabic noun, in gram., a noun
which has not the same number of sylla-

bles in all the cases, as Latin lapis, lapi-

dis, Greek oSou'?, oSovto^.

imparity (im-par'i-ti), n. [= F.
imparity = It. imparith, < L. as if lSo?ES'1
*imparita{t-)s, unequalness, < im,-

par, inpar, unequal: see impair^.] 1. Want
of parity, equivalence, or correspondence; in-

equality; disproportion; difCerence of degree,
rank, excellence, amount, quantity, etc.; quan-
titative diversity.

What otner imparity there was among themselves, we
may safely suppose it depended on the dignity of their
birth and family. Milton, Church-Government, i. 5.

Universally you cannot affirm any imparity where the
ground is preoccupied by disparity. De Quineey, Style, iii.

impart

St. Numerical unevenness; indivisibility into

two equal portions.

What verity Is there in that numeral conceit, in the

lateral division of man, by even and odd; . . . and so by

parity or imparity of letters in men's names, to determme

misfortunes on either side of their bodies ?

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 6.

impark (im-park'), v. f. [Formerly also em-

park; < OF. emparguer, enparher, emparchier,

impark, < en- + pare, park: see park.] 1. To
inclose for a park; make into a park by inolo-

sure ; sever from a common.—2. To inclose or

shut up in or as if in a park.

When the laws had appropriated rivers, and divided

shores, and imparked deer, and housed pigeons, it became
theft to take them without leave.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 8.

The wild boar of the forest, wilder than the wilderness

itself, that will not be held nor emparked -witbiD any laws
or lunits. Bp. King, Vitis Palatina (1614), p. S2.

imparl (im-parl'). V. i. [Formerly also emparl;

< DF. emparler, <. en- + parler, talk: see pari,

parley.] If. To hold a parley; consult.

The Lord Baglione imparld with these hostages, which
were then come for that purpose of the articles of peace.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 127.

S. In law, to hold a consultation for arnica^

ble settlement or adjustment, as of a suit or

claim.

WUch being read and heard, the said Charles pravB

leave to imparl therein here until the octave of the Holy
Trinity. Blackstone, Com., III., App. xxil.

imparlance (im-par'lans), n. [Formerly also

emparlaunce; < OF. emparlance, < emparler, talk:

seeimparl. Gf.parlance.] If. Mutual discourse;

conference; parley.

Eull oftentimes did Eritomart assay
To speake to them, and some emparlance move.

Spenser, T. Q., IV. ix. 31.

After many imparlances and days of humiliation, by
those of Boston and Eoxbury, to seek the Lord for Mr.
Welde his disposing, ani the advice of those of Plimouth
being taken, etc., at length he resolved to sit down with -

them ot Boxbury. Wimthrop, Hist. New England, L 98.

2. In law : {a) In the old common law, leave

to delay putting in a plea to the declaration,

or other responsive pleading, untU a future

day: an extension of time to plead, founded
on the representation or fiction that the appli-

cant desired time to negotiate for a compro-
mise. (6) The continuance of a cause till an-
other day, or from day to day ; extension of

time to put in a response to the adversary's
claim or defense.

This now, if I may borrow our lawyer's phrase, is my
wife's imparlance; at her next appearance she must an-

swer your declaration.
MidMeton, Anything for a Quiet Life, ii. 1.

Special imparlance, an imparlance in which there is a
saving ot all exceptions to the writ or county or of all ex-

ceptions whatsoever.

imparoiis (im'pa-rus), a. [< L. jm-, not, -f -pot-

rus, (.parere, bring forth.] Having never been
pregnant : applied to a woman.
imparsonnee (im-par-so-ne'), a. and n. [< ML.
impersonatus, < L. «m-,"in, + persona, person,

ML. parson: see parson.] I. a. Id. Eng. eccles.

law, presented, instituted, and inducted into

the possession of a parsonage or rectory.

II. n. A clergyman inducted into a benefice.

Sapalje and Lawrence.
impart (im-parf), V.

'

[< OF. empa/rlm = Sp.

impartir = It. impartire, < L. imperUre, inper-

Ure, also impartire, inpartire, give part in, share

with, < in, in, -1- parUre, part, divide, <par(t-)s,

part, share: see part.] I, trans. 1. To give

part in
;
grant a share or portion of.

Expressing well the spirit within thee [Adam] tree.

My [God's] image, not imparted to the brute.
Milton, P. L., viil. 441.

2. To communicate
;
give.

God hath deprived her of wisdom, neither hath he im-
parted to her understanding. Job xxxix. 17.

Please you, to shew the bounty ot yoiu: mind, sir, to im-
part some ten groats, or half a crown, to our use.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ilL 1.

To the nails the hheiina imparts a more brighl^ clear,

and permanent colour than to the skin.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, L 46.

3t. To part; share; divide; parcel out: fol-

lowed by witli.

This first Volume, which if thou shalt as thanketully
accept, as I haue willingly and freely imparted with thee,

I shall bee the better encouraged.
Hakluyt's Voyages, To the Reader.

4. To communicate knowledge of; makeknown;
show by words or tokens.

These be those reules which worthle Master Cheke dyd
impart vnto me concemyng Salust.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 169.



Impart

Gentle lady,
When I did first impart my love to you.

SAaA., M. oIY., ULZ.
I came to impa/rt a secret to you.

Congreve, Way o£ the World, ii. 6,

5t. To take part in; partake of; share.

Grieves it thee
To impart my sad disaster? . . .

Thou shared'st a fortune with me in my greatness,
Webster, Appius and Virginia, v. 3.

When you look this nosegay on.
My pain you may impart. JHunday.

=Syn. 1 and 2, Communicate, Impart (see communicate),
reveal, disclose, discover, divulge.

II. intrana. To give a part or share ; make a
dispensation or gift.

He that hath two coats, lethim impart to him tliathath
none. Luke iii. 11.

Tnc. Did not Minos ijjipart?

Crls. Yes, here are twenty drachms he did convey.
B. JoTistm, Poetaster, iii. 1.

impartation (im-par-ta'shon), n. [< impart +
-ation.2 The act of imparting.

All are now agreed as to the necessity of this impa/rta-
tion. Is, Taylor,

impartenert, n. [< impart + -n-er, as in^ar*-
Men] One who imparts.

Not much vnlike to the figure of reference is there an-
other with some little dinersitie which we call the im-
jiarfeTiej*,becausemanytimes, in pleading and perswading,
we thinke it a very good pollicie to acquaint our iudge or
hearer or very aduersaiie with some part of our Couusell.

Puttenham, Ai'te of Eng. Poesie, p. 190.

imparter (im-par'ter), n. 1. One who im-
parts.

By whose friendly communication they may often learn
that in a few moments which cost the importers many a
yeai 's toil and study. Boyle, Works, II. 61.

2t. One made to impart; a financial dupe.

His chief exercises are, taking the whiff, squiring a
cockatrice, and making privy searches for imparters.

B, Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Characters.

Imparters, as the name signifies, were persons drawn
in by artful pretences to part with their money to such
impudent impostors as Shift. The word is often found
in Jonson.

Gifford, Note to B. Jonson'S EveryMan out of his Humour.

impartial (im-par'shal), a, [= F. impartial =
Sp. Pg. imparcial = It! imparziale, < ML. *vmpa/r-

tialis, impartial, < L. in- priv. + ML. partialis,

partial: see partial.2 1. Not partial; not fa-

voring one more than another; unprejudiced;
equitable; just: as, an iwjpariiai judge or judg-
ment; impartial ta,YOTs,

Men ought to take an impartial view of their own abili-

ties and virtues. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 332.

The King's impartial Anger lights on all.

From My-blown Acoa'ron to the thundring BaAl.
Cowley^ Davideis, ii.

Nature is im^or^iann her smiles. She ia impartial alao

in her frowns. Channing^ Perfect Life, p. 68.

2t. Indifferent; not taking part. Schmidt,

In this I'll be impartial; be you judge
Of your own cause. Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

3t. [By apparent association with in part, or

else by improper assumption of the prefix as

intensive.] Partial. [An erroneous use.]

Cruel, unjust^ iynpa/rtiall destinies,

Why to this day have you preserv'd my lite?

Shak., E. and J. (4to ed. 1597).

You are impartial, and we do appeal
From you to judges more indifferent.

Swetnam, The Woman-Hater. (Nmres.)

=Sy]l. 1. Unbiased, fair, honorable, even-handed.

impartialist (im-par'shal-ist), n, [< impar-

tial + -isf] One who is"impartial. [Rare.]

And truly, for my part, I am professedly'enough an im-,

parUalist not to stick to confess to you, Theophilus, that

I read the Bible and the leamedest expositors on it with

somewhat particular aims and dispositions.
Boyle, Works, II. 276.

impartiality (im-par-shi-al'i-ti), n, [= F. im-

partialite= Sp. impardalidad= Pg. impardali-

dade = It. imparzialitd,, < ML. Hmpartialita{t-)s,

< *impartialis, impartial: see impartial.'] The
character of being impartial; freedom from
bias; disinterestedness; fairness: as, impar-

tiality of judgment or of treatment.

Impartiality is the soul of mercy, as well as justice.

Bp, Atterbury, Sermons, I. u.

There is a certain impartiality necessary to make what
a man says bear any weight with those he speaks to.

Steele, Tatler, No. 242.

=Syn. Fairness, honor, justice, fair play, candor.

impartially (im-par'shal-i), adv. In an im-

partial manner; without bias; without preju-

dice; justly; fairly.

God, whose equall hand impartially doth temper

Greatnesse and goodnesse. Cltapman, Odyssey, xix.

impartialness (im-par'shal-nes), n. Impar-

tiality. [Bare.]
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He spoke of it as a thing that would give him assurance

of your majesty's itrmartialness in the general affair.

Sir W. Temiple, To the King, Jan. 29, 1675.

impartibilityi (im-par-ti-bU'i-ti), n. [< im-
partible^: see -Ulity.] The quality of being
impartible or communicable. Blaekstone.
impartibility2 (im-par-ti-bil'i-ti), ». [= p.
impartibilit6 = Sp. impartihilidad = Pg. impar-
tihilidade; as impartiole^ + -ity.] The quality
of being impartible or not subject to partition.

As numerous as is the multitude of individuals by par-
tition, so numerous also is that principle of unity by uni-
versal impartibUity. Harris, Hermes.

impartible! (im-par'ti-bl)^ a. [< impart +
-ible.] Capable of being imparted, conferred,
bestowed, or communicated.
impartible^ (im-par'ti-bl), a. [= F. imparti-
ble = Sp. impartible = Pg. imparti/oel = It. im-
partibile, < L. imparUbilis, inparUbilis, < L. in-

priv. +jjar iJftjZis, partible: see partible.] Not
partible or subject to partition : as, an impart-
ible estate.

Furthermore the very present time which we call now
is said to be impartible and indivisible.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 835.

But our current Real Property Law is coloured through-
out by the feudal view of land, which is that, when held
in individual enjoyment, it is primaiily impartible or in-
divisible. Maine, E^rly Law and Custom, p. 341.

imparticled (im-par'ti-kld), a. [< »ra-3 + par-
tided.] Not particled; not consisting of par-
ticles.

impartment (im-part'ment), n. [< impart +
-ment.] The act of imparting or communicat-
ing ; also, that which is imparted or communi-
cated; communication; disclosure.

It [the ghost] beckons you to go away with it.

As if it some impa/rtment did desire
To you aloue. Shak., Hamlet, i. 4,

impassable (im-pas'a-bl), a. [< i»-3 + passa-
ble.] Not passable ;"that cajinot be passed, or

passed over: as, an impassable road.

Over this gulf
Impassable, impervious, let us try
Adventurous work. Milton, P. L., x. 254.

An exploring party . . . were appalled by the aspect of

the Appalachian chain, and pronounced the mountains im-
passable. Bancroft, Hist. V. S., I. 44.

^Syn. Impervious, impenetrable, pathless.

impassableness (im-pas'a-bl-nes), n. The state

of being impassable.
impassably (im-pas'a-bli), adv. In an impas-
sable manner or degree.

impassibility (im-pas-i-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. im-
passibilite = Sp. impasibilidad = Pg. impassi-

bilidade = It. impassibiUtct, < LL. impassibili-

ta{t-)s, inpassibilita(t-)s, impassibility (tr. Gr.

awoBeta: see apathy), <. impassibilis, inpassibilis,

impassible : see impassible.] The character or

condition of being impassible, in either sense

of that word.

By this gift of impassibility their bodies are freed from
all miseries which our bodies now suffer.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 385.

Two divinities, one would have thought, might have
pleaded their prerogative of impassibility, or at least not
have been wounded by any mortal hand.

Dryden, Ded. of .^neid.

=S3m. Indifference, Insen^bUity, etc. See apathy.

impassible (im-pas'i-bl), a. [= P. impassible

= Sp. impasible = Pg. impassivel = It. impas-
sibile, < LL. impassibiUs,inpassibilis, not capable

of passion, passionless, < L. in- priv. + JAj.pas-

sibilis, capable of passion, feeling, or suffering:

see passible^.] 1. Incapable of suffering; in-

sensible to pain or harm.
Before the incarnation of Christ we could not, in pas-

sive graces, imitate God, who was impassible.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), IL 43.

Secure of death, I should contemn thy dart.

Though naked, and impassible depart. Vryden.

3. Not to be moved to passion or sympathy;
having or exhibiting no emotion.

Gwendolen, keeping her impassible air, as they moved
away from the strand, felt her imagination obstinately at

work. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, vii. 64.

impassibleness (im-pas'i-bl-nes), n. Impassi-

bility.

impassion (im-pash'on), «. t. [Formerly also

empassion; = It. impassionare, < ML. *impas-

sionare, move with passion, < L. in, in, + pas-

sio(n-), passion: see passion,] To move or af-

fect strongly with passion.

Then do not thou, with teares and woes, impassion my
affects. Chapman, Iliad, ix.

The Damzell was full deepe empassioned.

Both for his griefe, and for her peoples sake.

Whose future woes so plaine he fashioned.
Spenser, F. Q., IIL ill. 43.

Beyond a mortal man impassion'd far.

Keats, Eve of St Agnes, st. 36.

impaste

impassionable (im-pash'gn-a-bl), a, [< impas-
sion + -able,] Easily excited"to anger; suscep-
tible of strong emotion.
impassionate^ (im-pash'gn-at), v, t; pret. and
pp. impassionated, ppr. impassionating. [< ML.
impassionatus (as adj.), pp. of *impassionare,
move with passion: see impassion.] To affect
powerfully ; stir with passion.

Our Saviour Christ was one while deeply impassionated
with sorrow, another while very strongly carried away
with zeal and anger.

Dr. H. More, Def. of Moral Cabbala, L

impassionate^f (im-pash'on-at), a. [Formerly
also empassionate ; < ML. irhpassionatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Strongly affected; stirred by
passion.

The Briton Prince was sore empassionate.
Spenser, F. Q., V. ix. 46.

impassionate^f (im-pash'gn-at), a, [< L. i»-

priv. -I- MLi.passionatv^, passionate.] Without
passion or feeling ; dispassionate.

It being the doctrine of that sect [the Stoics] that a wise
man should be impaseionate. Bp. Hall.

impassioned (im-pash'gnd), p. a. Actuated or
animated by passion ; expressive of passion or
ardor of feeling ; animated ; excited.

The young Herodotus had wandered forth in a rapture
of impassioned curiosity, to see, to touch, to measure, all

those great objects whose names had been recently so
rife in men's mouths. De Quincey, Herodotus.

It is not easy to speak too favourably of the poetry of
« this play in the more impassioned passages.

Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xxxi.

impassive (im-pas'iv), a. [< in-S -I- passive.]
1. Not susceptible of pain or suffering; in-
sensible; impassible.

Too unequal work we find.

Against unequal arms to fight in pain.
Against unpain'd, impassive.

Milton, P. L., vi. 465.

Impassive as the marble in the quarry. Be Quincey.

2, Not showing sensibility or emotion; un-
moved; apathetic: as, an impasswe manner.
Under their impassive exterior they preserve memories,

associations, emotions of burning intensity.
Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 126.

impassively (im-pas'iv-li), adv. In an impas-
sive manner; without sensibility to pain or

suffering ; without sign of feeling or sensibility.

impassiveness (im-pas'iv-nes), n. The char-

acter or state of being impassive or insuscep-
tible of suffering ; insensibility. »

By this means they arrogated no less to man's sufdcien-

cy then even the power of remaining in a calme apathy
and impassiveness in all offencive emergencies.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, L vi. § 1.

impassivi'^ (im-pa-siv'i-ti), n. [< impassive
+ -ity.] Lnpassiveness.

We have cold aristocratic impassivity, faithful to itself

even in Tartarus. Carlyle, French Rev., III. iv. 7.

impastation (im-pas-ta'shgn), n. [= F. im-

pastation = Pg. impastagSo, < ML. impasta-

tio{nr), < impastare, impaste: see impaste.] 1,

The act of impasting or making into paste.

—

2. That which is made into paste ; especially,

a combination of various inaterials of different

colors and consistencies, baked or united by a
cement and hardened hj the air : used of works
in earthenware, porcelain, imitation of marble,

etc.

impaste (im-pasf), v. t,
;
pret. and pp. impasted,

ppr. impasting, [Formerly also empaste; = OF.
empaster, F. empdter= Sp. empastar = Pg. iin-

pastar= It. impastare, cover with paste or plas-
ter, < ML. impastare, put or cook in paste or

dough, mix, < L. in, on, + TiL. pasta, paste: see

paste,] 1 . To make into paste ; knead.

Now is he total gules ; horridly trick'd

With blood of fathers, mothers, daughters, sons;
Bak'd and impasted with the parching streets.

Shak., Hamlet, iL 2.

2. In painting, to lay on thickly and boldly the
colors of. A picture is said to be impasted when heavily

loaded with colors so blended together that the work
seems continuous, and as if painted with a single stroke

of the brush. The expression is used also of colors put
in their proper places, and not blended together, so that

in this sense a figure may be said to be impasted in the

same sense that it is said to be painted.

Impasting is the term applied to laying colours in thick

masses on the lights. Encyc. Brit, XVIII. 138.

impaste (im-pas'to), n. [It., < impastare, cover

with paste or plaster: see impaste.] In paint-

ing, the thick laying on of pigments. Compare
impaste, 2.

Impasto is the application of thick and opaque pig-

ments undiluted with any medium except the oil they are

ground iu, and not too much of that. It differs from
loading in being less prominent and in covering a larger

surface. P, G. Hamerton, Giaphlo Arts, p. 806.



impatible

impatiblet (im-pat'i-bl), a. [= It. impaWbile,

< L. wipatihilis, inpatibilis, impetihilis, inpeti-

bilis, < in- priv. + poti, sufllei-: see passion.']

1. Incapable of being borne or endured; in-

tolerable. Cockeram.— 2. Incapable of suffer-

ing ; impassible.

A spirit^ and so impatible of material fire. Ftdler.

Thus you see what be the powers and faculties of the
soul of this universality, . . . entring into the frail, mor-
tal, and passible instruments of bodies, however they be
in themselves incorruptible, impatible, and the same.

Holland, tr. of Plutai-eh, p. 854.

impatience (im-pa'shens), n. [< ME. impacien ce,

iiipacience, < OF. impadence, impascknce, F. im-
patience= Pr. inpaeiencia= Sp. Pg. inqtaciencia

= It. impazienza, impazienzia, < L. impatien-
tia, inpatientia, impatience, < impatien{t-)s, in-

^a<ie»(f-)s, impatient : see impatient.'] 1. The
state or character of lacking patience; rest-

lessness under existing conditions; eager de-
sire for relief or change.
Impatience makes an ague to be a fever, and every fever

to be a calenture. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 262.

The longer I continued in this scene, the greater was my
iTnpatieTice of retiring from it. Bp. Surd.

2. Intolerance of anything that thwarts or
hinders; passionate vehemence; in a milder
sense, quickness of temper ; touchiness.

Your fierce impatience forc'd us from your presence,
Urg'd us to speed, and bade us banish pity.

JohmoTi, Irene, v. 11.

His bldody sword he brandish'd over me.
And, like a hungry lion, did commence
£ough deeds of rage and stern impatierux.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

impatiencyt (im-pa'shen-si), n. Same as im-
patience.

With some impoMentyyhe bare the length of his oration.

Sir P. Sidney, Ai'cadia, v.

With what impatie'ncy
Of grief we parted

!

Massinger, Great Duke of Florence, v. 3.

Impatiens (im-pa'sM-enz), n. [NL. use (re-

ferring to the elasticity of the valves of the
seed-pod, which discharge the seeds when ripe

or when touched) of L. impatiens, impatient:
see impatient.] A genus of annual plants of

the natural order G-eraniacem and tribe Bal-
saminem, having curious irregular flowers, in
which the calyx and corolla are colored alike

and are not clearly distinguishable. The sepals
are apparently 4 in number ; the anterior one (apparently
interior as the flower hangs on its stalk) is largest and
forms a spurred sack. The petals are 2 in number, un-
equal-sided and 2-lobed; the stamens 5, and short; and
the pod has 5 valves, which coil elastically and project the
seeds in bursting, whence the popular names sTiapweed
and touch-me-not. Besides the above described flowers,
there are other inconspicuous ones that are fertilized in
the bud. About 135 species are known, of which 2 are
North American, 3 European or North Asian, 20 African,
and the rest from tropical Asia, known as balsam andjew-
el-weed. The American species are /. pallida, the pale
touch-me-not, and 1. fulva, the spotted touch-me-not.
(See cut under balsam.} The latter has become natu-
ralized in England. The common European species is

1. Noli-tangere, the yellow balsam, touch-me-not, or quick-
in-hand. /. balsamina is much grown for the beauty of
its flowers, and is well known as a highly ornamental an-
nual by the names garden-halnaTn and Indi/'s-alippei:

impatient (im-pa'shent), a. and to. [< ME. im-
pacient, < OP. impacient, P. impatieni = Pr. in-

£acient = Sp. Pg. impacienit, — It. impaziente,_ <

. impatien{t-)s, inpatieni t-)s, that cannot or will

not bear or endure, impatient, < in- priv. +pa-
tien(t-)s, bearing, enduring, suffering: see pa-
tient.] I. a. 1. Not patient; not bearing or en-
during with composure or patience; uneasy
under existing conditions, and eager for relief

or change ; excited by opposition or the thwart-
ing of one's desires

;
quick-tempered.

You are of an impatient spirit, and an impatient spirit
is never without woe. Steele, Spectator, No. 438.

The impatient man will not give himself time to be in-
formed of the matter that lies before him.

Addison, Spectator.

So she, impatient her own faults to see,

Turns from herself, and in strange things delights.
Sir J. Davies, Immortal of Soul (ed. 1819), Int.

2. Intolerant ; non-endurant ; resistant : as,

impatient of control.

Impatient of any interruptions, he spent the whole of
his time that could be spared from the duties of his par-
ish in reading and writing. Bp. Hurd, Warburton.

Peltigera venosa, perhaps always less impatient of cold,

was particularly fine.

Tuckerman, Genera Lichenum, p. 38.

3. Prompted by or springing from impatience

;

exhibiting or expressing impatience: as, an im-

patient manner.
What, will you tear

Impatient answers from my gentle tongue?
Shak., M. N. D., lii. 2.
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To assuage

Th' impatient fervour. Cowper, Task, iii. 602.

4t. Not to be borne ; intolerable.

Ay me ! deare Lady, which the ymage ai't

Of ruefuU pitty and impatient smart.
Spmser, F. Q., II. i. 44.

=Syn. 1 and 3. Restless, unquiet, hasty, eager, precipi-

tate, impetuous, vehement'

II. TO. One who lacks patience. [Rare.]

I have heard and seen some ignorant impatients, when
they have found themselves to smart -with God's scourge,
casta sullen frown back upon him with "cilr me ciedis?"

Seasonable Sermons, p. 39.

impatiently (im-pa ' shent-li), adv. In an im-
patient manner ; with impatience, uneasiness,
or restlessness ; intolerantly.

impatront, v. t. [< OP. impatroner = It. impa-
dronire, put in possession of, make master of

;

as JTO-2 -t- patron.] To put in possession; in-

vest with power.
He . . . impatroned himselfe with three peeces of ordi-

nance, which he caused to be haled into the Tower.
Itemarkable Occurrences in the Northerns Parts (1642),

[p. 10.

impatronizationt (im-pa''''tron-i-za'shon), to.

[= P. impatronisation; as impatronize + -ation.]

Absolute seigniory or possession; the act of
putting into full possession, as of a benefice.

impatronizet, empatronizet (im-, em-pa'tron-
iz), V. t, [As impatron + -ize.] Same as im-
patron.

They [the Spaniards] have now twice sought to impa-
tronize themselves of this kingdom of England.

Bacon, War with Spain.

His father Le.wis , . . did impatronize hiinselfe upon
the duchle of Burgondie and earldome of Artoys.

Fenton, Guicciardin (1699).

impave (im-pav'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. impaved,

ppr. impaving. [< «to-2 -h pave.] To pave in;

form in a pavement. [Rare.]

Climbing a tall tower:
There saw, impaved, with rude fidelity

Of art mosaic, in a roofless floor,

An Eagle with stretched wings, but beamless eye.
Wordsworth, On Revisiting Dunolly Castle.

impavid (im-pav'id), a. [= Sp. impdvido = Pg.
It. impavido, < L. impavidus, fearless, < ire- priv.
-f- pavidus, fearing: see pavid.] Fearless; un-
daunted; intrepid. [Rare.]

Placid Lord TJllin received the n^ws by telegraph ; . . .

he put the message into his pocket without remark, and
won the rubber before he rose. . . . Impavid as the Hora-
tian model-man. Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, xviiL

impavidly (im-pav'id-li), adv. In an impavid
manner; fearlessly; undauntedly; intrepidly.
Tliaclieray. [Rare.]

impawn (im-pan'), V. t. [Formerly also empawn;
= Sp. empeHar= Pg. empenhar= It. impegnare;
as «TO-2 + pawn^.] To put in pawn; pledge;
deposit as security.

Go to the king ; and let there be impawn'd
Some surety for a sale return again.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

Alas I what comfort is there left for me,
If those dear jewels be impawn'd to thee.

Dekker and Webster (?), Weakest Goeth to the Wall, ii. 3.

A wise man will never im/pawn his future being and
action, and decide beforehand what he shall do in a given
extreme event. Nature and God ^vill instruct him in that
hour. Em^rsoii, War.

impeach (im-peeh'), v. t. [Formerly also em-
peach, empeche; < ME. empechen, empeshen (>m-
pesh, q. v7), < OP. empescher, empeescher (ML. re-
flex impecMare), F. empiclier, hinder, stop, bar,
appar. = Pr. empedegar, < ML. impedicare, inpc-
dicare, catch, entangle, lit. fetter, < L. tn, in,

+ pedica, a fetter, < pe{d-)s, foot (see foot),
but mixed in sense with OP. empacher = Pr.
empaichar, empaiiar, enpazar, empechar = Sp.
empachar = Pg. empachar, overload, = It. im-
pacdare, delay, appar. < ML. as if HmpacUare,
< L. imptngere, pp. impactus, strike against, fas-
ten upon, fasten: see impact, impinge. The same
radical elements are involved in depeach, des-
patch, q. V. Hence, by variation, appeach, and,
by apheresis of this, peach^, q. v.] If. To hin-
der; impede.

Empeche his head. Us lace ; have at his gorge

;

Beare at the breste, or sperue him one the side.
Knyghthode and Batayle, quoted in Strutt's Sports and

[Pastimes, p. 186.

Swelling throbs empeaeh
His foltring toung with pangs of drerinesse.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 11.

The Scots were assembled ... to impeach the passage
of our said army.

Exped. in Scotland (Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. 116).

2. To call in question; accuse of wrong or
error; bring discredit onj disparage; accuse:
as, to impeach one's motives; to impeach the
credit of a witness.

impeachment

He . . doth impeach the freedom of the state

If they deny him justice. Sliak., M. of V., iii Z

I doubt not of your generosity, but people unacquainted

with your temper impeach you with avarice.
Gentleman Instructed, p. 635.

To speak favourably of a character you have oppressed

would be impeaching your own.
Ooldsmith, Good-natured Man, iiL

3. Specifically, to prefer charges of official

misconduct against, before a competent tribu-

nal ; bring to account by trial for malfeasance

in office. See impeachment, 3.

And arm'd with G?ruth impeaoh'd the Don
Of his enormous Crimes.

Prior, The Viceroy, vi

In regard to the President, it was their duty to make a
specific charge, to investigate it openly, and to impeach
him before the Senate, if the evidence afforded reasonable

ground to believe that the charge could be substantiated.

G. T. Curtis, Buchanan, IL 247.

The impeached minister, like the king who is put on his

trial, when he has become weak enough to be impeached,

may remain too strong to be acquitted.
Stubbs, Const Hist, § 371.

4. To call to account ; charge as answerable.

The first donee in tail may commit waste without be-

ing ijnpeached. Z. Swiift,

To Impeach a witness, to adduce evidence Intended

to meet the testimony of the witness by showing him to

be upworthy of credit =Syn. Charge, Indict, etc. Sea
accuse.

impeacht (im-pech'), »• [<. impeach, v.] Same
as impeachment.

If they may (without impeocA) enjoy their wills, no
quieter creatures under heaven.

ChapTnam, All Fools, iii. 1.

Oursell
Will here sit by, spectator of your sports

;

And think it no impeach of royalty.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

impeachable (im-pe'cha-bl), a. [< OF. em-
pechable, empeschable, tHat may be arrested;

as impeach + -able.] Liable or making liable to

be impeached; chargeable with wrong-doing;
censurable ; liable to be called in question.

Had God omitted by positive laws to give religion to the
world, the wisdom ol his providence had been impeach-
able. Grew.

Owners of lands in fee simple are not im.peachable for

waste. Z. Swift.

The impeachable offences are "treason, bribery, or other
high crimes or misdemeanors."

J. Buchanan, in Curtis, II. 255.

impeacher (im-pe'cher), TO. If. One who or

that which impeaches or hinders.

So that instead of finding Prelaty an im^peacher of schism
or faction, the more I search, the more I grow into all

persuasion to think i-ather faction and she, as with a spou-
sal Txag, are wedded together, never to be divorc'd.

Milton, Church-Governmeni^ i. 6.

2. One who brings or institutes an impeach-
ment ; an accuser.

impeachment (im-pech'ment), n. [< OP. em-
peschement (ML. reflex impechiamentum), F. em-
pSchement, hindrance, < empescher, hinder: see

impeach.] 1. Hindrance; impediment; obstruc-
tion. [(Obsolete except in law. See impeaeh-
inent of waste, below.]

I do not seek him now;
But could be willing to march on to Calais
Without impeachment. Shak., Hen. V., iii. 6.

The Earl of Wanvick, having Notice that his Father the
Earl of Salisbuiy was upon march to meet him, passeth
over his Men, and, without Impeachment, joined with him
and his Friends near Exeter. Baker, Chronicles, p. 196.

2. A calling in question ; accusation of wrong
or error; disparagement: as, an impeachment
of one's motives or conduct, or of the credi-

bility of a witness.
To let him spend his time no more at home>
Which would be great impeachment to his age.

Shak., T. G. of v., i. 3.

Without any impeachment of the prosperous operation
ol our system, prejudices may arise between the different

sections of the country, etc. Everett, Orations, I. 201.

3. A calling to account ; arraignment; the act

of charging with a crime or misdemeanor;
specifically, the exhibition of charges of mal-
administration against a high public officer

before a competent tribunal, in the United States,

the House of Representatives has the sole power of im-
peachment of the President, Vice-President, and all civil

officers of the United States ; the Senatehas the sole power
to try all impeachments, the Chief Justice presiding at the
trial of a President ; and a two-thirds vote is necessary
for conviction. In the case of State officers, there is gen-
erally a similar division ol functions between the upper
and the lower branch of the legislature. In the history ol
the federal government there have been seven cases of im-
peachment, the most famous being that of President John-
son in 1868. In only two cases, both of district judges, was
a verdict ol guilty given. In Great Britain, impeachments
are made in the House ol Commons and tried by the House
ol lords. Prominent Impeachments in English history
were those ol Lord Eacon and Warren Hastings.



impeachment
The practice of impeachment directed against Michael

de la Pole in 1386 was revived in 1460 for the destruction
of his grandson. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 371.

Articles of Impeachment. Seearticie.— court of im-
peacliment, a tribunal, usually the upper branch of a
legislature, sitting on the trial of articles of impeachment.— Impeaclimeiit of a witness. See impeach, v. t— Im-
peacnment of waste. In law, a restraint from commit-
ting waste upon lands or tenements, or a demand of rec-
ompense for waste, done by a tenant to the prejudice of
the right of another's estate or interest in the property.
impearl (im-p6rl'), v. t. [Also empearl; < ire-2

+ 2>earl.'i 1. To form into pearls or the resem-
blance of pearls.

Dew-drops which the sun
Impearls on every leaf and every flower.

Milton, P. L., V. 747.

2. To decorate with, or as if with pearls.
The Mountains, or the Howry Meads,

Impearld with tears, that sweet Aurora sheads.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 8.

Husht as the falling Dews, whose noiseless Show'rs
Imperle the folded Leaves of Ev'ning Flow'rs.

Congreve, To Sleep.

Proud be the rose, with rains and dews
Her head impearling.

Wordsworth, To the Daisy.

impeccability (im-pek-a-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. im-
peecaUUU = Sp. impedaUlidacl = Pg. impecca'
UUdade = It. impeccaUUtd,, < ML. HmpeccaUli-
ta(t-)s, < LL. impeccabilis, inpeceabilis, not lia-

ble to sin: see impeooable.l The character of
being impeccable ; exemption from liability to
do wrong.
This last state may be the finishing operation, to eter-

nize the infallibility and impeccability of all lapsed, sen-
tient, and intelligent beings. G. Cheyne, Regimen, p. 326.

The impeccability of the Bishop of Home was not as yet
an article of the Koman creed.

Milman, Latin Christianity, iv. 6.

impeccable (im-pek'a-bl), a. [= F. impeccable
= Sp. impeoahle = Pg. impeocavel = It. impec-
cabile, < LL. impeccabilis, inpeceabilis, not liable
to sin, < L. in- priv. + *peccabilis, liable to sin:
see peccable.'] Not liable to err; not subject
to sin; exempt from the possibility of doing
wrong.

If we honour the man, must we bold his pen impecca-
ble ? Sp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, p. 43.

We perhaps may think it very convenient that we
should at first have been made impeccable, and secured
from falling. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. vii.

I may do a virtuous action without being impeccable.
J. H. Nevyman, Gram, of Assent, p. 215.

impeccance (im-pek'ans), n. [= P. impeccance
= Sp. impecancia = Pg. impeccancia, < LL. im-
peccantia, inpeccantia, sinlessness, < *impec-
ean{t-)s, *inpeccan(t-)s, impeccant: see impec-
cant.'] Same as impecoancy.

impeccancy (im-pek'an-si), n. The condition
or character of being impeccant or impeccable

;

impeccability; sinlessness.

She [the Church of Rome] stands upon it, that she can-
not erre, and stubbornely chalenges unto her chaire a cer-

tain iinpeccancie of judgment.
Bp. Hall, No Peace with Rome.

impeccant (im-pek'ant), a. [= Sp. inipecante,

< LL. *impeccan{t-')s, *inpeccan{t-)s (in deriv.

noun), < L. in- priv. + peccan{t-)s, sinning, sin-

ful, ppr, of peccare, sin: s&epeccant.] Doing no
wrong; sinless; unerring.

With a vengeance selecting, from all other classes.

Poor dogs of some sort, and impeccant half-asses.
Byrom, To G. Lloyd.

impectinate (im-pek'ti-nat), a. [< in-^ + pec-
tinate.'] In entom., not pectinated ; simple : as,

an impectinate antenna.
impecuniosity (im-pe-kii-ni-os'i-ti)^ n. [= P.

imp^cuniosite; &s impecunious + ^ty.] The state

of being impectmious or destitute of money

;

want of money
;
poverty.

I have had lately recourse to the universal remedy for

the impecuniosity of which I complain.
Seott, Quentin Durward, Int.

impecunious (im-pe-ku'ni-us), a. [= P. im-

pecunieux; as in-o + pecunious.] Having no
money; poor; penniless.

Who let in that rag there amongst us? Put him out, an

impecunious creature. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

The other impecunious person contrived to make both

ends meet by shifting his lodgings from time to time.

W. Blacfc.

impedance (im-pe'dans), n. [< impede + -ance.]

Hindrance; speciflc'ally, in elect., an apparent

increase of resistance due to induction in a cir-

cuit.

'A few words may suffice to explain the nature of the

impedance which alternating currents meet with in pass-

ing through a conductor. Elect. Bev. (Eng.), Xi-I V. 61S.

impede (im-ped'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. impeded,

ppr. impeding. [= Sp. Pg. impedir = It. impe-

dvre, < L. impedire, inpedire, entangle, insnare,
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hinder, lit. catch or hold the feet of, < in, in, on
+ pes (ped-), toot, z='E. foot. Ci. expede.] To
be an obstacle to ; stand in the way of ; hinder

;

obstruct.

It is one of the principal tenets of the trtilitarians that
sentiment and eloquence serve only to impede the pur-
suit of truth. Macaulay, Mill on Government.
The pathless ocean does not impede, it accelerates the

progress of the intellectual energy.
Everett, Orations, I. 421.

_ =Syn. To clog, retard, delay, check, fetter, hamper.
impedible (im-ped'i-bl), a. [= It. impedibile; as
impede + -ible.] Capable of being impeded.
Every internal act is not in itself impedible by outward

violence. Jer, Taylor, Ductor Dubltantium, i.

impediment (im-ped'i-ment), n. [= P. impedi-
ment (in pi.) = Sp. Pg. "It. impedimenta, < L.
impedimentum, inpedimentum, a hindrance, pi.
impedimenta, inpedimenta, baggage, esp. mili-
tary baggage, < impedire, inpedire, impede : see
impede.] That which impedes or hinders pro-
gress; hindrance; obstruction; obstacle.

Thus far into the bowels of the land
Have we maroh'd on without impediment.

Shak., Rich, in., v. 2.

Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Shak., Sonnets, cxvi.

Hott countries are subject to greevous diseases, and
many noysome impediments, which other more temper-
ate places are freer from.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 28.

Let the laws be purged of every barbarous reminder,
every barbarous impediTnent to women.

Emerson, Woman.
Diriment impediments of marriage. See diriment.—
Impediment In speech, a defect which prevents distinct
articulation. = Syn. Difficulty, Obstruction, etc. (see obsta-
cle); encumbrance, bar, barrier, check.

iinpedimentf (im-ped'i-ment), V. t. [= It. im-
pedimentare, impedimentife, impede; from the
noun.] To impede.
Lest Themistocles . . . should have withstood and im-

pedimented a general good.
Bp. Beynolds, On the Passions, xv.

impedimenta(im-ped-i-men'ta), n.pl. [L.,

pi. of impedimentum, a hindrance : see impedi-
ment, n.] Things which hinder, impede, or en-
cumber; specifically, articles taken with one
on a journey which impede one's progress; espe-
cially, military baggage ; supplies carried along
with an army; in general, baggage. '

I will only state that I and my impedimenta—which
consisted of a hand-bag and an overcoat—went ashore in
three boats. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 218.

impedimental (im-ped-i-men'tal), a. [< im-
pediment + -al.] Pertaining to or of the na-
ture of impediment ; hindering; obstructing.

The impedimental stain which intercepts her fruitive
love. W. Montague, Devoute Essays, 11. vii. § 3.

impeditet (im'pf-dit), v. t. [< L. impeditus, in-

peditus, pp. of impedire, inpedire, impede : see
impede. Gt. expedite.] 1. To impede.

Digestion in the stomach, and other faculties there,
seemed not to bemuch impedited. Boyle, Works, VI. 457.

2. In astrol., to affect by evil stars.

The moon is impedited in the highest degree when in
conjunction with the sun. Lilly,

impeditet (im'pe-dlt), a. [= Sp. Pg. impedido
= It. impedito, ? L. impeditus, inpeditus, pp. : see

the verb.] Hindered; obstructed.

Our constitution is weak, our souls apt to diminution
and impedite faculties.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 900.

impeditiont (im-pe-dish'on), n. [= Pg. im-

pedigSo = It. impedizione, < L. impeditio{n^), in-

peditio(n-), a hindrance, obstruction, < impedire,

inpedire, pp. impeditus, inpeditus, hinder: see

impede.] A hindering. Coles, 1717.

impedi'tive (im-ped'i-tiv), a. [= OP. impeditif

= Sp. Pg. It. impeditivo, < ML. impeditivus, <

L. impedire, inpedire, pp. impeditus, inpeditus,

hinder : see impede.] Causing hindrance ; ob-

structive; impeding.

There are other cases concerning things unlawful by
accident, in respect to the evil effect of the same : to wit,

as they may be impeditive of good, or causative, or at the

least (for we must use such words) occasionative of evil.

Bp. Sanderson, Promissory Oaths, ill. § 11.

What were more easy tlian to say that six legs to that

unweildy body had been cumbersome and impeditive of

motion ; that the wings for so massie a bulk had been

uselesse? Bp. Hall, Soliloquies, xxiii.

impel (im-pel'), i>. t; pret. and pp. impelled,

ppr. impelling. [Pormerly also impell ; = OP. im-

peller= Sp. impeler

=

Pg. impellir= It. impellere,

< L. impellere, inpellere, push, drive, or strike

against, drive forward, urge, impel, < in, on, +
pellere, drive. Cf. compel, expel, pro^iel, repel.

Hence impulse, etc.] To drive or urge forward

;

press on; incite or constrain to action in any

impenetrable

way : as, steam is the impelling force of a loco-
motive.

The wave behind impels the wave before.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xv. 271.

Practice . . . urges and impels to action, choice, and
determination. Bacon, Physical Fables, x., ExpL

And shame and doubt impell'd him in a course
Once so abhorrd, with unresisted force.

Crabbe, Works, V. 19.

With fire and sword
Come Spoilers, horde impelling horde.

Wordsworth, The Highland Broach.

=Syn. Prompt, Induce, etc. (see actuate); to influencek
push on, force on, move, lead, set on. (See list under
incite.)

impellent (im-pel'eut), a. and n. [< L. impel-
len(t-)s, inpellen{t-)s, ppr. of impellere, inpellere,
drive forward: see impel.] I. a. Having the
property of impelling.

Such ponderous bodies do take an enforc'd flight from
an exterior impellent swiftness. Boyle, Works, VL 427.

II. n. A power or force that impels or drives
forward; motive or impelling power.

S. What do you mean by voluntary oaths?
C. Those that no other impellent but myself, or my own

worldly gain or interest, extort from me.
Hammond, Pract. Catechism, ii. 8.

impeller (ini-pel'6r), n. One who or that which
impels.

Is it possible to be an effect produced without a cause?
Is it [a moving stone] impelled without an impeller}

Clarke, Second Defence of the Immateriality, etc.

He [Ignatius] is by his very nature an impeller of men.
Quarterly Rev., CLXII. 470.

impen (im-pen'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. impenned

or impent, ppr. impenning. [< inA + pen^.] To
pen in ; confine or inclose in a narrow place.

Yet these from other streames much different;
Eor others, as they longer, broader grow

;

These, as they run in naiTOW banks impent,
AiQ then at least, when in the main they flow.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, iii.

But notwithstanding all this, a man at rest in his cham-
ber (like a sheep impenn'd in the fold) is subject only to
unusual events, and such as rarely happen.

Feltham,, Resolves, ii. 59.

impend (im-pend'), V. [= Pg. impender = It.

iinpendere, < L. impendere, inpendere, hang over,
overhang, be imminent, < in, on, + pendere,
hang: see pendent.] I. intrans. To overhang;
be ready to fall; be imminent; threaten; be
on the point of occurring, as something evil.

Destruction hangs o'er yon devoted wall,

And nodding Ilion waits th' impending fall.

Pope, Iliad, ii.

An extensive lake displayed its glassybosom, reflecting
on its broad surface the impending horrors of the moun-
tain. Goldsmith, Asem.

Il.t trans. To hang over. pBare.]

We seriously consider the dreadful judgments that now
impend the nation. Penn, Liberty of Conscience, Pref.

impendence, impendency (im-pen'dens, -den-
si), n. [< impenden(t) + -ce, -cy.] The state
of being impendent or overhanging; a mena-
cing attitude.

Far above, in thunder-blue serration, stand the eternal
edges of the angry Apennine, dark with rolling impen-
dence of volcanic cloud. Buskin.

impendent (im-pen'dent), a. [= Pg. It. im-
pendente, < L. impenden{t-)s, inpenden(t-)s, ppr.
of impendere, inpendere, impend: see impend.]
Impending; imminent; threatening: as, an m-
pendent evil.

What if all

Her stores were open'd, and this firmament
Of hell should spout her cataracts of fire.

Impendent horrours, threatening hideous fall

One day upon our heads ? Milton, P. L., iL 177.

Lo ! with upright sword
Prefiguring his own impendent doom.
The Apostle of the Gentiles.

Wordsworth, Near Aquapendente.

impenetrability (im-pen''''e-tra-bil'i-ti), n. [=
p. impenetrabilim = Sp. impenetrabilidad = Pg.
impenetrabilidade = It. impenetrabilitd; as im-
penetrable + -ity: see -bility.] 1. The char-
acter or condition of being impenetrable; in-

capability of being penetrated, in any sense
of that word.— 2. In. physics, specifically, that
property of matter which prevents two bodies
from occupying the same space at the same
time ; that property of matter by which it ex-
eludes all other matter from the space it occu-
pies.

Matter possesses impenetrability, which means that no
two portions of matter can occupy the same place at the
same time.

W. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature (Ist ed.), p. 11.

impenetrable (im-pen 'e-tra-bl), a. [= p. im-
penetrable = Sp. impenetrable = Pg. impenetra-

vel = It. impenetrabile, < L. impenetrabilis, in-

penetrabilis, not penetrable, < in- priv. + pene-



impenetrable

trahilis, penetrable: see penetrable.'] 1. Inoar

pable of being penetrated ; not penetrable, in

any sense of that word.

Highest woodB, impenetrable
To star or sun-light. UMan, P. L., ix. 1086.

These instances of canning, which she thoaght impene-
(rodje, yet which everybody saw tlirough.

Gold»mitht Vicar, xvi

The progress of the most salutary inventions and dis-

coveries is buried in immenetraUe myst^y.
Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

2. SpeeiflcaUy, in physics, having the property
of preventing any other substance from occu-
pying the same place at the same time.
impenetrableness (im-pen'e-tra-bl-nes), n.

Impenetrability.

We may consider that motion does not essentially be-
long to matter, as divisibility and impenetrableness are be-
lieved to do. Boyle, Works, V. 210.

impenetrably (im-pen'e-trar-bli), adv. In an
impenetrable manner

;

' so as to be impene-
trable.

The inviolable saints.

In cubic phalanx firm, advanced entire.

Invulnerable, impenetrably arm'd.
Maton, P. L., vL 400.

impenitence (im-pen'i-tens), n. [= F. imp&ni-
tence mSp. Pg. impenitenda = It. impenitenza, <

LL. impcenitenUa, inpcenitentia, < imp(eniten(t-)s,

JMpa5»ite»(t-)s,impenitent: see impenitent,'] The
condition of being impenitent; want of peni-
tence or repentance; obduracy; hardness of

heart.

He will advance from one degree of wickedness and itti-

penitence to another. Rogers.

T thought you would not slay impenitent—
Teased first contrition from the man you slew—
I thought you had a conscience.

Erovming, Ring and Book, II. 299.

impenitency (im-pen'i-ten-si), n.
;

pi. impeni-
teneies (-siz). Same as impenitence.

What is this sin ? Final impenitency, and, some say, im-
pugning of the truth.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1660.

He undertook a grief great enough ... to satisfy for
the impetdtendes of all the world.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 318.

impenitent (im-pen'i-teiit), a. and n. [= P.
impenitent = Sp. Pg. It" impenitente, < LL. im-
pomiten(t-)s, inpmniten{t-)s, not penitent, < L.
jm-priv. -I- ^jffim<e»(S-)s, penitent: see penitent.]

I. a. Not penitent; not repenting of sin; not
contrite; obdm'ate.

I pity the flatteries and self applauses of a careless and
wnpemtent heart. Bp. Hall, Soliloquies, xL

So died
Impenitent, and left a race behind
Like to themselves, distinguishable scarce
From Gentiles^ MUton, P. R., iii. 423.

H. n. One who does not repent; a hardened
sinner.

When the reward of penitents and punishment of im-
penitents is once assented to as true, 'tis impossible but
the mind of man should wish for the one, and have' dis-

likes to the other. Hammond.

impenitently (im-pen'i-tent-li), adv. In an im-
penitent manner; without repentance or con-
trition for sin ; obdurately.

impenitiblet, a. [< L. in- priv. + pmnitere, re-

pent, + 4ble.] Incapable of repentance.

As death works upon man, and concludes him, and makes
him impemtihle for ever, so works the fall upon the angels,

and concludes them for ever too. Donne, Sermons, xxlv.

impennate (im-pen'at), a. and n. [< L. in- priv.
-1- j)e»«ai'!ts, winged : seepennate.] I. a. Fea-
therless or wingless; specifically, character-
ized by short wings covered with feathers re-

semblmg scales, as the penguins.
II. n. A bird, as the penguin,with short wings

covered with scales.

Impennes (im-pen'ez), «. pi. [NL., < L. in-

pnv. -I- penna, a wing.] A group of birds, the
penguins. Also called Spheniscidm and Spkenis-
comorphm. IlUger. See Aptenodytidm.

impennoust (im-pen'us), a. [< L. i»- priv. -I-

penna, a wing.] Wingless ; haviug no wings

;

apterous.

It is generally conceived an earwig hath no wings, and
is reckoned amongst impenrums insects by many.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 27.

Impeoplet (im-pe'pl), v. t. [< iw-2 -I- people.]

Same as empeople.

Thick were the Walls vmpoopled with the stories

Of those whom Chastity had clothed In White.
J. Beawmont, Psyche, iii. 44.

imper. An abbreviation of imperatke.

imperancet (im'pe-rans), n. [< ML. Hmperan-
Ua, < L. imperare, inperare, command : see jm-
perate.] Command; mastery. Halliwell.
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imperantt (im'pe-rant), a. [= Sp. Pg. impe-

rante, < L. imperdn{1h)s, inperan{t-)s, ppr. of

imperare, inperare, command: see imperate.]

Commanding.
imperate (im'pe-rat), a. [< L. imperatus, in-

peratus, pp. of imperare, inperare, command, or-

der, enjoin, < in, m, on, -f- parare, make ready,

order: see ijare. Ct. empire.] Performed by a

faculty other than the will, at the command of

the will : opposed to elicit.

I see the energy of my soul in every particle of my body,

though not using intellectual actions in every part^ yet

using some that are imperate.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankmd, p. 22.

Imperate act. Seeoct.

imperative (im-per-a-ti've), n. pi. [NL., tem.

pi. {sa. fericB, feasts) of imperatwus, imperative

:

see imperative.] In Bom. antiq., special or ex-

traordinary feasts or holidays. Seeferia.

imperatival (im-per-a-ti'val or im-per'a-ti-

val), a. [< imperative + -al.] In gram., be-

longing or peculiar to the imperative mode.
imperative (im-per'a-tiv), a. and n. [= D. im-

peratief= Or. Dan. Sw. imperativ, the impera-

tive mode, = F. imp6ratif= Sp. Pg. It. impera-

tivo, < L. imperativus, inperativtts, of a command,
imperative (as a noun, sc. modus, the imperative

mode), < imperare, inperare, command, order:

see imperate.] I. a. 1. Expressing command;
containing positive command; peremptory;
absolute: as, imperative orders.

The suits of kings are imperative.

Bp. flaij, David with Bathsheba and Uriah.

2. Not to be avoided or evaded ; that must be
attended to or performed; obligatory; binding:

as, an imperative duty or necessity.

The priest who needs must carry sword on thigh
May find im,perative use for it.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 319.

Imperative mode, the mode or form or set of forms
of a verb which express command, entreaty, advice, or ex-

hortation : as, come here ; restrain yourself ; be comforted.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Imperious, Imperative (see imperious),
absolute, express, positive, decided, not to be gainsaid.

II. n. 1. In jrram., amode or verbalformwhich
expresses command, entreaty, advice, or exhor-
tation.—2. In philos., a deliverance of con-
science ; a monition of the moral sense.

By imperative, in general, every proposition that ex-

presses a possible free action, by which a certain end is

to be realized, is to be understood.
Kant, tr. by Richardson.

Such precepts are merely, what Kant calls them. Hy-
pothetical Imperatives ; they are not addressed to any one
who has not first accepted the end.

H. Sidgtvick, Methods of Ethics, p. 7.

But when the instruction has been conveyed, the self-

imposed imperative to turn it to account for the better-
ing of life remains to be given : and it is only from a
conscience responsive to an ideal of virtue that it can
proceed. T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Etliics, § 307.

Categorical imperative. See categorieal.

imperatively (im-per'a-tiv-li), adv. 1. In an
imperative manner

;
peremptorily.—2. Byway

or in the manner of the imperative mode.
imperativeness (im-per'a-tiv-nes), n. The
character of being imperative or obligatory;
absolute requirement.

All the animal functions, in common with the higher
functions, have . . . their i/mperativeness.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 76.

Neither [theory] explains the imperativeness with which
recognized moral law speaks to the human heart.

Pop. Soi. Mo., XXXIII. 418.

imperator (im'pf-ra-tor), n. [L., also inpera-
tor, OL. induperator, endoperator, a command-
er, emperor, < imperare, inperare, command:
see imperate. Hence ult. E. emperor.] 1. In
Bom. hist. : (a) In general, a commander, chief,
or ruler : in this sense a descriptive title (placed
after the name) of any one possessing the im-
perium or power of enforcing his authority, as
a general, or a consul, proconsul, or other ma-
gistrate. (6) In later times, more especially,
a general-in-chief or holder of an independent
command during active service : a title often
conferred by the senate on a victorious gen-
eral, or acclaimed by his army.
The powers of the imperator or commander of the Ro-

man army ceased on his return to the city.

Encyc. Brit., HI. 80.

(c) After the fall of the republic, the ofBoial
title (used as a prenomen) of the monarch or
supreme ruler as permanent generalissimo of
the Eoman armies; emperor: originally con-
ferred by the senate for a term, and afterward
assumed in perpetuity.

This senior-junior, giant-dwarf, Dan Cupid, . . .

Sole imperator, and great general
Of trotting paritora. Shak., L. L. I., iU. 1.

imperceptible

2. [cap,] In eool., a genus of trochifonn pro-

sobranchiate gastropods, of the family Twrln-

nidcB. Montfort.

Imperatoria (im-
per-a-to'ri-a), n.

[NL:, fern." of L.
imperatori/us, of or

belonging to a
general or com-
mander: seeimpe-
ratory.] A genus
of plants, of the
natural order Vm^
lelliferCB, now USU- s„^^al«- imperialis.

ally regarded as
a section of reucedanwn. i. Oslruthium, the great

masterwortj grows in moist pastures in various parts of

Scotland, and wasformerly much cultivated as a pot-herb.

The root yields the vegetable resin imperatorin.

imperatorial (im-jer-a-to'ri-al), a. [As impera-

tory + -al] 1. Of or pertaining to the title

or office of imperator or emperor: as, "impera-
torial laurels," C. Merivale.— 2. Like an im-

perator ; of a commanding nature or quality;

imperial.
Moses delivered this law after an imperatorial way, by

saying, thou shalt do this, and thou shalt not do that.

Norris, The Beatitudes, p. 239.

The imperatorial character of the language itself [latin]

— the speech of masters, not of men.
O. P. Marsh, Leots. on Eng. Lang., Iv.

Also imperatory.

imperatorian (im-per-a-to'ri-an), a. [As w«-

peratory + -an.] Imperatorial. [Rare.]

He professed not to meddle by any Imperatorian or

Senatorian power with matters of Religion.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 143.

imperatorin (im-per'a-to-rin), n. [< Impera-
toria + 4n^.] A vegetable resin found in the

root of Imperatoria Ostruthium, or great master-
wort. It forms long transparent prisms, has an acrid

burning taste, and is neutral, fusible, and soluble in alco-

hol and ether.

imperatoriousf (im-per-a-to'ri-us), a. [< L.

imperatorius : see imperatory.] Same as im-

peratorial. Davies.

You have heard his Majesty's speech, though short, yet

full and princely, and rightly imperatorUtus, as Tacitus

said of Galba's. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 9.

imperatory (im-per'a-to-ri), a. [= F. impira-

toire = Sp. Pg. It. imper'atorio, < L. imperatorius,

of or belonging to a general or commander, <

imperator, a general: see imperator.] Same as

imperatorial.
AU which stand

In awe of thy high imperatory hand.
Chapman, Hymn to Hermea

imperceivable (im-p6r-se'va-bl), a. [< fe-s +
perceivable.] Imperceptible. [Rare.]

There is yet another way by which a temptation arrives

to its highest pitch o^ prober hour ; and that Is by a long
train of gradual, imperceivable encroaches of the flesh

upon the spirit. South, Works, VI. vj^

imperceivableness (im-per-se'va-bl-nes), n.

Imperceptibleness. [Rare.]
And this imperceivaMeness of the impressions made

upon our souls by the Holy Spirit was that which onr
Saviour signified to Nicodemus, in the third of St. John.

Abp. Sharp, Works, IIL v.

imperceivedt (im-pfer-sevd'), a. [< in-^+ per-

ceived.] Unperceived.
Then finding the bladder to be pumped up, we would

have tied up the contained air, but could not do it by
reason of an imperceived hole. Boyle, Works, V. 620.

imperceptibility (im-pfer-sep-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [=
P. imperceptibilit4= Sp. imperceptibilidad= Pg.

imperceptibilidade = It. impercettibilitd; as im-

perceptible + -ity : see -hility.] The character

or state of being imperceptible ; imperceptible-

ness. Ash.
imperceptible (im-p6r-sep'ti-bl),a.andm. [=F.
imperceptible= Sp. imperceptible= Pg. impercep-

tivel = It. impercetUbile, < ML. impercepUbilis,

not perceptible, < L. in- priv. + percepWrilis,

perceptible.] 1. a. Not perceptible ; that can-

not be perceived, (a) incapable by nature of affect-

ing the senses.

Seem'd washing his hands with Invisible soap
In imperceptible water. Hood, Miss Kilmansegg.

<h) Too minute, fine, gradual, subtle, or evanescent to be

discerned by the senses ; producing an excitation of the

nerves less than the threshold of sensation. See threshold.

Strange play of Fate ! when mightiest human things
Hang on such small imperceptwU things.

Cowley, Davideis, iv.

Its operation is slow, and in some cases almost imper-
Burke.

The three-millionth part of a milligramme of a salt of

Sodium, an imperceptible particle of dust to the naked
eye, is yet capable of colouring the fiame yellow, and of

giving the yellow line ol Sodium in the spectroscope.
Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 152.



imperceptible
He [Heraohel] was (as he said himself) led on by almost

imperceptible degrees from evident clusters, such as the
Pleiades, to spots without a trace ol stellar formation.

A. II. Gierke, Aatron. In 19th Cent., p. 28.

Imperceptible Increase, that kind or rate of progress
which cannot be perceived by inspection, unless inspec-
tion be made at different times so as to compare the differ-
ent stages of progress : thus used in the law of accretion.

II. m. That wMoh cannot be perceived witli
the naked eye, or realizedby sensation. [Rare.]

I should be wonderfully pleased to see a natural history
of imperceptibles. Tatler, No. 119.

imperceptibleness (im-per-sep'ti-bl-nes), n.
The quality of being imperceptible.

imperceptibly (im-per-sep'ti-bli), adv. In an
imperceptible manner; so as not to be per-
ceived.

imperception (im-p6r-sep'shon), n. [< in-S +
perception.^ Want of perception.
Why then may not a spirit that has subtiler fingers

than the finest matter, I mean the spirit of Nature, lay
hold on that imperceptive part of the soul, or on the soul
itself, in the state of sUence, of irwperceptiim^

Dr. H. More, Philos. Writings, Gen. Pref.

No one, not even Sydney Smith's Scotchman, is willing
to confess his imgperception of humor. Seiemse, XII. 306.

imperceptive (im-p6r-sep'tiv), a. [< im-^ +
perceplmje.'} Not perceiving, or not able to per-
ceive.

Te would gaze on God
With vnt/p&rceptive blankness.

Mrs. Brovmmg.
Thus both conceived perceptivity to arise from a certain

combination or aggregation of iTn^erceptive particles.
A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. i. 9.

impercipient (im-per-sip'i-ent), a. [< in-S +
percipient.'] Not perceiving; having no power
to perceive.

The insensible, impercipient body.
Mind, No. 36, July, 1884.

imperdibilityt (im-p6r-di-bil'i-ti), n. [< im-
perdible : see -biUty.'] The state or quality of
being imperdible.

Neither are those precious things of greater use to the
making of vessels and utensils, unless some little niceties
and curiosities, by means of their beauty, imperdibility,
and ductility. Derhami, Physioo-Theology, v. 9, note 5.

imperdible (im-per'di-bl), a. [= Sp. imperdi-
ble; at. F. imperdable: < L. in- priv. -I- *perdi-
bilis, that may be lost, (.perdere, lose: see j)er-

dition.] Not capable of being lost; not easy
to be lost.

But as they [wisdom and knowledge] are harder in
their acquisition, so are they more imperdible and steady
in their stay. Felthmti, On Eccles., il 11.

imperence (im'pe-rens), n. A vulgar corrup-
tion of impertinence"

imperfect (im-p6r'fekt), a. and n. [In mod.
use altered (like perfect) to suit the orig. L.

;

< ME. imparjit, inparflt, inperfit, < OF. impar-
* feit, F. imparfait = Sp. imperfecta = Pg. im-

perfeito = It. imperfetto, < L. imperfeetus, im-

perfeetiis, unfinished, incomplete, < in- priv. -I-

^ej/ec*MS, finished, complete, perfect: see per-

fect.'] I. a. 1. Not perfect; lacking complete-
ness, correctness, or excellence ; falling short

of a standard or ideal; defective; incomplete:
as, an imperfect copy of a book; imperfect

vision.

Upon this foreseide plate ben compassed certein cerclis

that hihten almicanteras, ol which som of hem semen
perflt circles and somme semen inperfit. Chaucer.

Something he left imperfect in the state, . . . which
imports to the kingdom so much fear and danger that

his personal return was most required. Shak., Lear, iv. 3.

He stammered like a child, or an amazed imperfect

person. J^er. Taylor.

We ascended the hUls to the south, passing by several

grots, on which there were some very vmperfect remains

of Greek inscriptions.
Pococke, Description of the East, IL L 146.

2. Characterized by or subject to defects; not

completely good ; fraU; inadequate.

My prayers and alms, imperfect and defil'd.

Were but the feeble efforts of a child.

Caliper, Truth, 1. 577.

As year succeeds to year, the more
Imrperfect life's fruition seems.

Locker, Reply to a Letter.

3. In gram., designating incomplete or contin-

uous action, or action or condition' conceived

as in process when something else takes place,

as in Latin amdbat, French aimait, Greek ilve,

as distinguished from the simple past forms

(aoristic), without further implication, amavit,

aima, iXvae. in the languages most familiar to us only

past time is thus distinguished ; and hence the English

simple past tense, or preterit, is often, but improperly,

caHeA imperfect, e tt
4. In music. See the phrases below.— of. Un
just; unfair.

3007
The! wllnen and wolde as best were for hemselua
Thauh the kyng and the comune al the cost hadde,
Al reson reproueth such imparfit puple.

Piers Plowman (C), Iv. 389.

Imperfect cadence. See cadence.—irapenect demon-
stration. See a jjosteriori.— Imperfect evolute. See
ei»i«te.— Imperfect flower, in dot., a flower wanting cer-
tain parts that are usually present, as one wanting either
stamens or pistils.— Imperfect intervals, in music, in-
tervals a half-step shorter than perfect intei-vals, as imper-
fect fourths or fifths.—Imperfect measure, rhythm,
time, m medieval mmsic, all non-triple rhythms.—Im-
perfect melody. See melody.— Imperfect metamor-
pnosis, In entom., a metamorphosis in which the pupa-
stage is not well marked, the insect remaining active
and gradually changing its external form in successive
molts. Also called incomplete metamorphosis.— Imper-
fect mouth, in entom,, a mouth in which some of the
trophl are partly or wholly aborted, or so modified as not to
be apparent : a term applied by Kirby to the mouths of
all suctorial insects.— Imperfect note. See )jo«e.—Im-
perfect number, a number whose aliquot parts added
togethermake a sum either greater or less than the num-
ber itself, and which is called an abundant number in the
former case and a defective number in the latter.—Im-
perfect proof, a proof in which some essential part, espe-
cially a premise, is unexpressed.— Imperfect stop, in
organ-building, an Incomplete stop. =Syn. 1. Incomplete,
faul^.— 2. Weak, erring.

II. n. In gram., an imperfect tense ; a past
continuous tense.
imperfectt (im-p6r-fekt'), v. t. [< imperfect, a.]
To render imperfect.

I withdrew myself to think of this ; and the intense-
ness of my thinking ends in this, that by my help God's

. work should be imperfected, if by any means I resisted
the amazement. Donne, Letters, cxxiv.

imperfectibility (im-p6r-fek-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [=
F. imperfectiUlitS = Pg. imperfecUUUdade; as
imperfectiUe + Aty: see -UUty.] The state or
condition of being imperfectible or incapable
of perfection. Imp. Diet., Supp.
imperfectible (im-per-fek'ti-bl), a. [= P. im-
perfectible = Sp. imperfectible = Pg. imperfecti-
vel; aa in-^ + perfectible.] Incapable of being
made perfe.et. Imp. Diet., Supp.
imperfection (im-per-fek'shon), n. [< ME. im-
perfeceioun, < OP. vmperfecUon, F. imperfection
= Sp. imperfecaion = Pg. imperfei^So = It. im-
perfeeione, <LL. imperfecUo(n-), iriperfectio{n-),

imperfection, < L. imperfeatiis, inperfectus, im-
perfect: see imperfect.] 1. The character or
condition of being imperfect ; want of perfec-
tion; defectiveness; faultiness.

Laws, as all other things human, are many times full
of imperfection. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. An imperfect detail; a particular in which
perfection is lacking; a defect, physical, men-
tal, or moral.

Gretly [wrong] is it noght, hurtyng no reson.
By no menes of vmperfeccion.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6678.

Euery man may decently reforms by arte the faultes
and imperfections that nature hath wrought in them.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 240.

Sent to my account
With all my imperfections on my head.

Shak., Hamlet, L 6.

=Syn. Defect, deficiency, incompleteness, fault, failing,
weakness, frailty, foible, blemish, vice.

imperfectly (im-per'fekt-li), adv. In an im-
perfect manner or degree; not fully or com-
pletely.

imperfectness (im-per'fekt-nes), n. The state
or quality of being imperfect.

We cannot do our works so perfectly, by the reason of
our corrupt flesh, but that there is some imperfectness
therein, as in the works of them that be not their crafts-

master.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860),

[p. 173.

imperforable (im-per'fo-ra-bl), a. [= Pg. vm-
perforavel, <.'L. in- priv. H- *perforabilis, < per-
forare, perforate: see perforate.] Incapable
of being perforated or bored through.

Imperforata (im-p6r-fo-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. ot imperforatus : see imperforate.] A
division of the Forammifera, including such
families as Gromiidce, ZituoUdce, and Miliolidce,

in which pseudopodia protrude from only one
end of the body, the rest of which is incased in

an imperforate membranous or hardened exo-
skeleton: opposed to Perforata.

imperforate (im-per'fo-rat), a. [< NL. imper-

foratus, < L. in- priv. -I- perforatus, pp. otper-

forare, perforate: see perforate, a.] Not per-

forated; having no perforations, foramina, or

pores; atresial; in eool., specifically, of or per-

taining to the Imperforata imperforate ear-
shells, shells of an ear-like form like Haliotis, but with-

out perforations, such as Stomutia, Sigaretus, etc., for-

merly supposed to be related to the ear-shells (Haliotidoe),

but now known to be very remote from them.

imperforated (im-pgr'fo-ra-ted), a. Imperfo-

rate. [Kare.]

imperialism

imperforation (im-per-fo-ra'shon),«. [=:P.im-
perforation = Sp. imperforacion"= It. imperfora-
zione; as imperforate + 4on.] The state of be-
ing imperforate or without aperture. [Rare.]
imperial (im-pe'ri-al), a. anan. [Early mod.
E. also emperial; < "ME. imperial, emperial, em-
perale, < OP. imperial, emperial, F. impmal =
Pr. emperial, imperiau, enperiau = Sp. Pg. im-
perial = It. imperiale, < L. imperialis, inperiaUs,
of the empire or emperor, < imperium, inperium,
empire: see imperate, empire.] I. a. 1. Of or
pertaining to an empire, or to an emperor or
empress.
He hunseUe sate much higherthen any of his nobles in a

chaire gilt^ and in a long garment of beaten golde, with an
emperial crowne vpon his head. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 238.

Now Sabrine, as a Queen, miraculously fair.
Is absolutely plac'd in her Em.perial Chair
Of oiystal richly wrought. Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 2.

My due, from thee, is this imperial crown.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 4.

The imperial ensign, which, fuU high advanced.
Shone like a meteor. Milton, P. L., i. 636.

2. Of or pertaining to supreme authority, or to
onewho wields it; sovereign; supreme; august;
commanding.

The philosophre despised hys coinage.
He tnowght vertu was more imperialle.

Political Poem,s, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 27.

I ne myhte nat loiowen what that womman was of so
imperial auctorite. CluiAicer, Boethins, L prose L
3. Fit or suitable for an emperor; hence, of
imposing size or excellence.

Bidharboursopen,public ways extend; . . .

These are imperial works, and worthy kings.
Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 204.

Imperial blue. Same as spirit-blue.—Imperial Cham-
ber, in the old German empire, a superior court of justice
established by Maximilian I. in 1496.— Imperial city.
(a) [cap.1 Eome, as the capital of the Roman empire, (fi)
In the old German empire, a city directly subordinate
to the empire, having a seat and vote in the Reichstag.
The constitutions of such cities varied greatly, some being
democratic and others aristocratic. Of the flfty-one im-
perial cities existing in the eighteenth century, nearly all
lost their practical independence in 1803, and were an-
nexed to other states. Three of them—Hamljurg, Bremen,
and Lubeck— are members of the modern German empire.
—Imperial dome or roof, in arcTi., a dome or roof of
which the form is generated by the revolution around the
apex of the dome of an ogee curve of which the concave
arc is directed toward the apex.—Imperial drink. See
drink.—Ixofeiial folio. See folio, 4.—Imperial Indlc-
tlon. See indicUon, 2 (6).—Imperial paper. See II.,

6.—Imperial Parliament, the Parliament of the Brit-
ish empire : so called since the legislative union of Great
Britain and Ireland, January 1st, 1801.—Imperial pound,
yard, gallon, etc., the new pound, yard, gallon, etc., of
Great Britain.—Imperial problem, the problem to di-
vide a circumference into four equEU parts by the com-
passes alone : so called because proposed and solved by
Napoleon I., emperor of the Trench.— Imperial yellow
porcelain, in eeram^, a variety of Chinese porcelain hav-
ing a uniform yellow glaze, said to be reserved for the use
of the imperial family or court. The name is also loosely
given to porcelain of any make supposed to resemble the
preceding in color.

II. M. 1. A gold coin issued by imperial
authority; specifically, a Russian gold coin
of the eighteenth century, of the value of 10
rubles. The half-imperial, of 5 rubles, is still

coined.— 2. In arch., an imperial roof or dome.— 3. The top of a carriage, especially of a dili-

gence ; hence, a case for luggage carried on the
top of a coach.

The trunks were fastened upon the carriages, the impe-
rial was carrying out. Miss Edgeworth, Belinda, xxr.

Couriers and ladies'-maids, imperials and travelling car-
riages, are an abomination to me.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. I.

4. A small part of the beard left growing from
the middle of the chin near the under lip, the
rest being shaved off: so called from the em-
peror Napoleon III., who wore his beard in this
way.— 5. Anything of unusual size or excel-
lence, as a large decanter, etc.— 6. A size of
writing-paper, 22 X 30 inches ; also, a size of
printing-paper, 22 X 32 inches.— 7. A size of
slates, 2 feet wide and from 1 foot to 2^ feet in
length.— 8t. A rich fabric in use throughout the
middle ages, the material and nature of which
are unknown, except that it was often enriched
by the use of gold.— 9t. A game at cards men-
tioned as having been played by Henry VUI.
HalUwell.— 10. A beverage made by dissolving
half an ounce of cream-of-tartar in three pints
of boiling water, and adding four ounces of
white sugar and half an ounce of fresh lemon-
peel—Double Imperial, a size of printing-paper mea-
suring 32 X 44 inches.-Half Imperial, a size of heavy
paper or mill-board, 23^ x 16^ inches.

imperialism (im-pe'ri-al-izm), n. [= F. imp^
rialisme = Sp. Pg. imperialismo; as imperial +
-4sm.] 1. Imperial state or authority; the sys-
tem of imperial government.



imperialism

Soman imperialism had divided the world into master
and slave.

C. a. Pearson, Early and Middle Ages of Eng., xxxiy.

2. The principle or spirit of empire
;
promotion

of or devotion to imperial interests.

Under the pretext of Imperialism and farseeing states-

manship^ the habitual and hitherto incurable fault of our
Governments— especially of Tory Governments—has been
to look too far ahead.

W. R. Greg, llisc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 39.

imperialist (im-pe'ri-al-ist), n. [z= F. imperi-

aliste= Sp. Pg. imperialista; as imperial + -ist.2

1. A suljject or follower of an emperor; one
who upholds the cause of an emperor or an
empire ; specifically, one of the partizans of
the empire, or of the combatants for the impe-
rial cause, as in the thirty years' war in Ger-
many (1618-48).— 2. One who favors imperial
government, or government by an emperor; one
who favors the establishment or maiatenance
of an empire.

imperialistic (im-pe"ri-a-lis'tik), a. [< impe-
rial + -istic/] Of or pertaining to imperialism
or imperialists ; favoring imperialism.

Confessed hia own imperialistic faith.

The Century, XXVIII. 542.

imperiality (im-j)e-ri-al'i-ti), n.
;
pi. imperiali-

ties (-tiz). [= It. impenalitd,, devotion to the
cause of an emperor; as imperial + -ity.'] 1.

Imperial power. Smart.— 2. An imperial right
or privilege, as the right of an emperor to a
share of the produce of mines, etc.

The late empresshaving, by ukases of grace, relinquished
her iTnperialities on the private mines, viz. the tenths of
the copper, iron, silver, and gold. W. Tooke.

imperialization (im-pe'ri-al-i-za'shon), n. [<
imperialize + -ation.^ Formation or conversion
into an empire ; establishment or extension of

imperial power.

The [British] Government have blundered fatally in
their struggles after imperialization.

N. A. Sev., CXXVII. 405.

imperialize (im-pe'ri-al-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

imperialized,, ppr. imp'erializing. [< imperial +
-ize.'\ To make imperial; endow with imperial
form, character, or authority.

The Boman Church is the child of the Koman Empire

:

. . . but the imperialized Church has its own peculiar
activities. Contemporary iieu., LI. 214.

imperially (im-pe'ri-al-i), adv. In an imperial
manner—Imperially crowned, in her., crowned with
a regal or imperial crown, as distinguished from a ducal
coronet or the like : said of a bearing.

imperialtyt (im-pe'ri-al-ti), n. [< imperial +
-ty^.'] Imperial power.
A short Uoman imperialty or empire.

Sheldon, Miracles, p. 165.

imperiet) ri. An obsolete form of empery.

So also he can not wel indure in his hert an other to be
joyned with hym in imperie or governance.

Taverner's Adagies (15B2), 1. 1.

imperil (im-per'il), V. t.; pret. and pp. imperil-

ed ov imperilled, ppr. imperiling or imperilling.

[Formerly also emperil; < in-^ + peril."] To
bring into peril ; endanger.

But Braggadochio said, he never thought
For such an Hag, that seemed worse then nought,
His person to emperill so in fight.

Spenser, F, Q., IV. iv. 10.

VTill I imperil the innocence and candour of the author
by this calumny? B. Jowson, Magnetick Lady.

=Syn. See list under endanger.

imperilment (im-per'il-ment), n. [< imperil +
menW] The act of putting in peril; the state
of being in peril ; imminent danger. [Rare.]

We must weigh the gain of any particular deception
against the imperilment of mutual confidence involved
in any violation of truth.

H. Sidgvncic, Methods of Ethics, p. 293.

imperious (im-pe'ri-us), a. [Formerly also em-
perious; = F. imperieux = Sp. Pg. It. imperio-
so, < L. imperiosits, inperiosus, full of command,
powerful, domineering, imperious, < imperium,
inperium, command: see imperate, empire.'] If.

Imperial.

The most renowned and Mmperious Cajsar.

Bakluyt's Voyages, II. 145.

Imperious Cffisar, dead, and turn'd to clay.

Shale, Hamlet, v. 1.

As when it was decreed by aU-foredooming Fate,
That ancient Home should stoop from her emperious state.

Drayton^ Polyolhion, v. 254.

2. Of a domineering character or quality; dic-

tatorial ; overbearing : as, an imperious tyrant
or temper.

Be not too imperious ouer hir, that will make hir to
bate thee, nor too submisse [demisse], that will cause hir
to disdaine thee. Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 475.
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To his experience and his native sense

He ioin'd a bold imperious eloquence.
Crabbe, Works, IV. 7.

3. Of an urgent or pressing nature ; overmas-
tering; compiilsory; imperative: as, imperious

circumstances ; an imperious necessity.

Imperious need, which cannot be withstood.

Makes ill authentic for a greater good.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii 837.

The newspaper is as imperious as a nkase ; it will be
had, and it will be read.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 6.

=Syn. 2. Authoritative, Dogmatic, etc. (see magisterial),

tyrannical, despotic, wilful, determined.— 2 and 3. /'«-
pervms, Imperative. Imperious applies to the spirit or
manner of the person ruling or giving a command, and of

rule in general ; imperative, to the nature of a command.
An imperious person is determined to have his will obeyed

;

imperious rule is characterized by the haughty, overbear-
ing, and determined nature of the ruler. An imperative
command is absolute, express, peremptory, and not to be
questioned or evaded. Imperative is not properly appli-

cable to persons.
The knight

Had vizor up, and show'd a youthful face,

Itnperious, and of haughtiest lineaments.
Tennyson, Geraint.

No theory could be conceived more audacious than the
one rendered imperative by circumstances.

De Quincey, Secret Societies, ii.

imperiously (im-pe'ri-us-li), adv. It. Imperi-
ally ; in imperial state.

Witliin their beloved Priapus is imperiously enthronized
upon a Brasen Mount.

S. Clarke, Geographical Descriptions (1671), p. 29.

2. In an imperious manner; commandingly

;

dictatorially; with pressing urgency.
imperiousness (im-pe'ri-us-nes), n. The quali-

ty of being imperious; arrogance; haughtiness;
urgency.

Imperiousness and severity is an ill way of treating men
who have reason to guide them. Locke.

imperishability (im-per"i-sha.-bil'i-ti), n. [=
F. impirissdbiliU; as imperishable + -ity: see
-Mlity.'] The character or quality of being im-
perishable.

imperishable (im-per'i-sha-bl), a. [= F. im-
p4rissable; as ire-S -1- perishable.] Not perish-
able; not subject to destruction or decay; in-

destructible ; enduring permanently : as, an im-
perishable monument ; imperishable renown.

Incapable of mortal injury.
Imperishable; and, thougli pierced with wound.
Soon closing, and by native vigour heal'd.

Milton, P. L., vi. 435.

imperishableness (im-per'i-sha-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being imperishable.
imperishably (im-per'i-sha-bli), adv. So as to
be imperishable.

still light my thoughts, nor listen to a prayer
Would make thee less imperishably fair

!

Lowell, Endymion, i.

imperium (im-pe'ri-um), m.
;

pi. imperia (-a).

[L. : see imperial, empire.] 1. In Bom. anUq.,
a military chief command ; specifically, the au-
thorityto command the nationalmilitary forces,
conferred by ,a special law upon a general or
upon the governor of a province. See imperator.

Before setting out for hia province, the governor, clad in
the purple military robe of his office, offered sacrifice on
the Capitol; then immediately after receiving the imperi-
um or military command he marched out of the city (for
the imperium could only be exercised outside of Eome and
was forfeited by staying in the city).

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 886.

2. Empire; an empire—Imperium in Imperio
[L.], an empire within an empire; a state within a state.

No State or Federal Government would willingly consti-
tute an imperiumin imperio formed of one race unit.

Contemporary Bev., L. 133.

impermanence (im-per'ma-nens), n. [= F. im-
liermanenee = Sp. Pg. impernianenoia; as imper-
manen{t) + -ce.] Want of permanence or con-
tinued duration.

Melancholy impermanence of human blessings.
Seward, Letters (1796), iv. 264.

The deplorable impermanence of first impressions.
U. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 144.

impermanency (im-p6r'ma-nen-si), n. Same
as impermanence.

Distilling out of the serious contemplation of the muta-
bility of all worldly happiness a remedy against the evil of
that fickleness and imperma/nency.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. vi. § 2.

impermanent (im-per'ma-nent), a. [= F. im-
permanent = Sp. Pg. impermanente; as i»-3 -I-

permanent.] Not permanent ; not enduring.
We conclude, That Adam is here condemned to a mortal,

flitting and impermanent state, till he reach his sethereal or
pure fiery vehicle. Dr. II. More, Def. of Phil. Cabbala, iii.

impermeability (im-^6r"me-a-bil'i-ti), n. [=
F. impermeabilite = Sp. impefmeab'Uidad = Pg.
impermeabilidade = It. impermeabilita ; as im-

impersonality

^ + -ity: see -Mlity.] The character

or property of being impermeable ; impermea-

bleness.

impermeable (im-per'me-a-bl), a. [= F. im-

permeaUe = Sp. impermeable = Pg. impermea-

rel = It. impermeabile; as in-^ + permeable.]

Not permeable ; not permitting the passage

of a fluid (especially water) through its sub-

stance.

The sandy soil of the Landes of Gascony is malarious.

At a depth of about three feet is an impermeable stratum,

brown in color and strong in structure, known as the

alios. Ductus Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 621.

impermeableness (im-per'mf-a-bl-nes), n.

The state of being impermeable.
impermeably (im-per'me-a-bli), adv. In an im-

permeable manner.
impermeator (im-per'me-a-tor), n. [< L. in, in,

+ LL. permeator, one who passes through: see

permsator.] In a steam-engine, an instrument

or device for forcing oil uniformly into the cyl-

inder for lubricating the walls of the cylinder

and the piston. This term has been recently adopl>

ed to distinguish this class of lubricators from those which
supply oil through a wick or by the action of gravity. Im-

Sermeators are constructed on various principles. Con-

ensed water accumulating in a reservoir from steam ad-

mitted through a small pipe, and uniformly displacing oil

from the reservoir, and causing it to flow thi-ough a duct

into the cylinder, has been successfully used.— Mechani-
cal impermeator, a combined receptacle and force-

pump, the action of which uniformly supplies oil to the

cylinder of a steam-engine. The gearing of one form of

impermeator consists of a ratchet^lever worked from the

nearest valve-rod, which operates a nut fitted to a screw

on a idunger, thus moving the plunger a definite distance,

and forcing into the cylinder a specific quantity of oil at

each revolution of the crank-shaft.

impermissible (im-per-mis'i-bl), a. [< Jn-3 -I-

permissible.] Not permissible; not to be per-

mitted or allowed. [Rare.]

imperscrutable (im-per-skro'ta^-bl), a. [= F.

imperscrutable = Sp. imperscrutable = It. im-

perscrutabile ; as oti-3 -f perscrutable.] Not ca-

pable of being searched out.

imperscrutableness (im-per-skro'ta-bl-nes), n.

The state of not being capable of scrutiny.

Imperseverant (im-per-se-ver'ant), a. [= It.

imperseverante; as in-^ + perseverant.] Not
persevering; inconstant. [In the following

passage perhaps used in the opposite sense,

im- being taken as intensive.

This imperseverant thing loves him in my despite.
Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 1.]

impersistent (im-p6r-sis'tent), a. [< CT-3 -I-

" persistent.] Not persistent or enduring.

The unconformity in this case is, however, indicated

... by the occurrence at the line of junction of an
eroded and hnpersistent bed of hard, fine-grained. Coal-

measure sandstone ("cank"). Oeol. Jour., XLV. i. 7.

impersonal (im-per'sgn-al), a. and n. [= F. im-

personnel = Pr. Sp. impersonal = Pg. impessoal
= It. impersonale, < NL. impersoncUis, < L. in-

priv. -f-perso«aKs, personal: see personal.] I.

a. Not personal, (a) Not existing or manifested as

a person ; having no conscious individuality ; not endued
with personality.

Impersonall, . . . L. Impersonalis. Minsheu, 1617.

Dark creed, and mournful eastern dream
Of power, i/mpers&nal and cold.

Whittier, Questions of Life.

Koutine work was credited to the assistants in charge,
and not to the impersmud olfice. Science, IX. 334.

(6) Not relating to a person, or to any "particular person
or persons; having no personal reference; not bearing
the stamp of any particular personality : as, an impersonr
al remark.

Even love, which is the deification of persons, must be-

come more impersonal every day. Emerson.

What I long for is Imowledge—some other knowledge
than comes to us in formal, colorless, imperfionai precept.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 200.

(c) In gram., said of a verb not used with a personal sub-

ject, or employed to express action without specification

of an actor, and hence used only in the tliird person, and
either without a subject expressed, or with only the indef-

inite it (French il, German es, etc.) : thus, Latin me toedet,

French il m'ennuie, German es drgert mich, it Irks me ; or

German mich dilnkt, methinks—that is, (to) me (it) seems
(methinks is nearly the sole relic left in English of the

pure impersonal con struction without subject) ; or it raiTis

— that is, rain is going on ; or Latin pugnatur, it is fought
— that is, fighting is going on. In many quasi-impersonal
phrases tlie it is a grammatical subject anticipating a
logical subject that comes later: thus, it hurts one to

fall— that is, falling hurts one ; and so on.

Wher note that verbes impersonalles be oftentimes
turned into personallea. Udall, Flowres, fol. U.

II. n. That which wants personality; an im-
personal verb.

Impersonals be declined throughout all moods and
tenses ; a verb impersonal hath no nominative case be-

fore him. Johnson, Eng. Gram., Accidence.

impersonality (im-p6r-so-nal'i-ti), H. [= F.

impersonnalite = Sp. impersonaUdad = Pg. inir



impersonality

ie;a,s impersonal+ 41^.2 The charac-
ter or condition of being impersonal: absence
of personality.

Junius is pleased to tell me that he addresses himself
to me personally. I shall be glad to see him. It is his
impersonality that I complain of.

Draper, Letters of Junius, iv.

impersonally (im-p^r'son-al-i), adv. In an im-
personal manner ; -without individual agency or
relation.

It will be well to indicate the kind of law which origi-
nates imperrsonally from the prevailing sentiments and
ideas. R. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 633.

impersonate (im-p6r'son-at), v. t.; pret. and
pp. impersonated, ppr. impersonating. [< in-^
+ personate.'] 1. To invest with personality

;

ascribe the qualities of a person to ; represent
in bodily form

;
personify ; embody.

The assertion you see is, that the Jews and Christians, as
well as theHeathens, iynpersonated Chance under the name
of Fortune. Warburton, Bolingbroke's Philosophy, iii.

Little bustling passions that eclipse.
As well they might, the imperaonated thought.
The idea, or abstraction of the kind.

Wordsworth, Prelude, viii.

Lewis XIV. and Frederick the Great impersonate the
two principles, or aspects of the one principle, that might
gives right. Stubis, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 231.

2. To assume the person or character of; per-
sonate, especially on the stage: as, to imper-
sonate Hamlet.
impersonate (im -p6r 'son - at), a. [See imper-
sonate, v.] Personified;" invested with person-
ality.

If Love impersoTiate was ever dead,
Pale Isabella kiss'd it, and low moan'd.

Keats, Isabella.

impersonation (im-per-so-na'shon), n. [< im-
personate + -ion.] The act of impersonating,
or the state of being impersonated, (a) Repre-
sentation in personal form, or as a personality

; personifi-
cation.

Falkland and Caleb Williams are the mere impersoTia-
tions of the unbounded love of reputation and irresisti-
ble curiosity. Talfourd, Lamb.

(&) Representation of a person ; personation : as, an im-
personation of Lear.

impersonator (im-per'so-na-tgr), n. [< imper-
sonate + -or.] One who impersonates.
impersoniflcation (im-per-son"i-fi-ka'shon), n.

[< impersonify, after personification.] imper-
sonation. [Rare.]

Impersonijiaations of the powers of evil.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 143.

impersonify (im-per-son'i-fl), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. impersonified, ppr. impersonifying. [< m-2
+ personify.] To impersonate. [Rare.]

He, or some other man, . . . iTtipersonifiesMumboJum-
bo. Livingstone's I^fe Work.

imperspicuity (im-per-spi-kii'i-ti), n. [< im-
perspicuous + -ity.] Lack 6i perspicuity or

clearness to the mind. [Rare.]

Yet whoso will not lose the acuteness and elegancy in

the one or suffer the dismembering in the other must in

some things hazard the imperspicuity of his style.

Instructionsfor Oratory (Oxford, 1682), p. 98.

imperspicuous (im-per-spik'u-us), a. [< L.
imperspieuus, inperspicuus, not clear, < in- priv.

+ perspicuus, olea,r : see perspicuous.] Not per-

spicuous; not clear; obscure. [Rare.]

impersuadable (im-per-swa'da-bl), a. [< iri-3

+ persuadable.] Incapable of being persuaded;
impersuadable. [Rare.]

impersuadableness (im-per-swa'da-bl-nes), n.

The character of being impersuadable ; inflexi-

bility. [Rare.]

You break my heart, indeed you do, by your impersuad-
ablmess. Tom Bromn, Works, I. 3.

impersuasible (im-p6r-swa'si-bl), a. [= OP.
vmperswmhle = It. impersuasibile ; as J«-3 +
persuasible.] Not to be moved by persuasion

;

unpersuadable. [Rare.]

Every pious person ought to be a Noah, a preacher of

righteousness ; and if it be his fortune to have as imper-

suasible an auditory, if he cannot avert the deluge, it will

yet deliver his own soul. Decay of Christian Pieiy.

impertinence (im-per'ti-nens), «. [= p. »»»-

pertinence = Sp. Pg. impefiineneia = It. imper-

Unenza, < ML. impertinentia, < 'L.impertinenCt-)s,

inper1men{t-)s, not belonging : see impertinent.]

1. The condition or quality of being imperti-

nent or irrelevant ; the condition of not being

appropriate to the matter in hand ; irrelevance.

They [Virginian courts] used to come to the merits of

the cause as soon as they could without injustice, never

admitting such impertinences of form and nicety as were

not absolutely necessary. Beverley, Virginia, iv. 1 22.

2. That which is impertinent; that which is

irrelevant or out of place, as in speech, writing,

or manners.
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Nothing is more easy than to represent as impertinences

any parts of learning that have no immediate relation to
the happmess or convenience of mankind.

Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

We were taken up next morning in seeing the imperti-
nences of the carnival. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 27, 1646.

3. Conduct unbecoming the person, society,
circumstances, etc.; incivility; presumption;
forwardness.

It is always considered a piece of impertinence in Eng-
land it a man of leas than two or three thousand a year
has any opinions at all on important subjects.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, ii.

Tickets
! presents ! —said I.—What tickets, what pres-

ents has he had the impertinence to be offering to that
young lady? 0. W. Holmes, The Professor, iv.

4. In tew, matter (especially in a pleading or
an affidavit) which is immaterial in substance,
and from prolixity or extent is so inconvenient
as to render its presence objectionable. =S3tl 3

_
Pertness, Effrontery, etc. See impudence,
impertinence (im-per'ti-nens), V. t.

;
pret. and

pp. impertinericed, ppr. impertinendng. [< im-
pertinence, «.] To treat with impertinence,
rudeness, or incivility ; affect as with imperti-
nence. [Rare.]

I do not wonder that you are impertinenced by Rich-
court. Walpole, To Mann (1756), III. 166.

impertinency (im-per'ti-nen-si), n. Same as

Nevertheless the governour . . . considered the M?ipe»*-
tinency and inaigniflcanoy of this usage [of drinking to one
another] as to any of those ends that are usuallypretended
for it. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., ii. 4.

impertinent (im-per'ti-nent), a. and n. [= F.
impertinent = Sp. Pg. Ityimpertinente, < L. im-
pertinen{t-)s, inpertinen(t-)s, not belonging, <
in- priv. + pertinen(t-)s, belonging: see perti-
nent.] I. a. 1. Not pertinent ; not pertaining
to the matter in hand ; not to the point ; irrele-

vant; inapposite; out of place.

TUs insertion is verylong and vtterly impertinent to the
principall matter, and makes a great gappe in the tale.

Puitenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 141.

To church again, where we had an Oxford man give us
a most impertinent sermon upon "Cast your bread upon
the waters," etc. Pepys, Diary, I. 254.

2. Negligent of or inattentive to the matter in
hand; careless; frivolous. [Rare.]

'Tis not a sign two lovers are together, when they can be
so impertinent as to inquire what the world does. Pope.

3. Contrary to the rules of propriety or good
breeding; uncivil; speaking or acting presump-
tuously or offensively

;
pragmatical; meddling:

as, impertinent behavior ; an impertinent boy.

He has a very satirical eye, and if I do not begin by be-
ing impertinent myself, I shall soon grow afraid of him.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, vi.

=Syn. 3. Impertinent, Officious, saucy, impudent, inso-
lent, rude, unmannerly, pert, bold. Impertinent means
forward, intrusive, generally from curiosity, but some-
times with undesired advice, etc.; officious means forward
to offer and undertake service where it is neither needed
nor desired. A busybody may be either impertinent or of-

ficious, or both. See impudence.

II. n. One who interferes in what does not
concern him ; one who is rude, tmcivil, or offen-

sive in behavior ; a meddler ; an intruder.

We are but curious impertinents in the case of futurity.
Pope.

impertinently (im-per'ti-nent-li), adv. In an
impertinent manner ; irrelevantly ; officiously

;

presumptuously.
impertransibility (im-per-tran-si-biL'i-ti), n.

[Cimpertransible : see -hility.] The condition

or quality of being impertransible ; incapabil-

ity of being overpassed or passed through.

[Rare or obsolete.]

The impertransibility of eternity.

Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind, p. 110.

impertransible (im-per-tran'si-bl), a. [< li.in-

priv. + ML. pertransiMlis, that may be gone
through, < L. pertransire, go through, < per,

through, + transire, go over: see transit.] Not
to be passed through or over; impassable.

[Rare or obsolete.]

imperturbability (im-per-t6r-ba-bil'i-ti), n.

[= P. imperturhahilite = Sp. imperturhabilidad

= Pg. imperturbabilidade = It. imperturhdbilita

;

as imperturbable + -ity: see -bility.] The con-

dition or quality of being imperturbable.

imperturbable (im-per-ter'ba-bl), a. [= F.

imperturbable = Sp. imperturbable = Pg. imper-

turbavel = It. imperturbabile, < LL. imperturba-

bilis, inperturbabilis, that cannot be disturbed,

< in- priv. + *perturbabiUs, that can be dis-

turbed: see perturbable.] Incapable of being

perturbed or agitated; unmoved; self-contain-

ed; calm.

Impetrate
He sustained reverses with imperturbable composure.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., L 3.

imperturbably (im-pfer-ter'ba-bU), adv. In an
imperturbable manner ; with'serenity.
imperturbationt (im-p6r-ter-ba'shon), n. [=
It. imperturbazione, < LL. imperturi'atio{n-), in-
perturbatio{n-), < L. imperturbatus, inperturba-
tus (> It. imperturbato = Pg. imperturbado, un-
distm-bed), < in- priv. + perturbatus, pp. otpei--
turbare, disturb: seeperturb.] Absence of per-
turbation; calmness; serenity.
In our copying of this equality and imperturbation, we

must profess with the Apostle, we have not received the
spirit of the World, but the spffit which is of God.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xix. § 2.

Imperturbedt (im-per-tferbd'), a. [< «»-3 -1-

perlurbed.] Unperturbed. Bailey, 1776.
imperviability (im-per"vi-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< im-
perviable: see -bility.] The state or quality
of being imperviable ; imperviousness. Bdin-
burgh Bev. [Rare.]
imperviable (im-p6r'vi-a-bl), a. [< impervi-ous
+ -able.] Impervious. MdinburghMev. [Rare.]

imperviableness (im-pfer'vi-a-bl-nes), n. Im-
perviability. Craig. [Rare.]
impervious (im-p6r'vi-usj, a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

impervio, < L. impervius, inpervius, that cannot
be passed through, < in- priv. + pervius, that
can be passed through: see pervious.] Not
pervious; not to be passed through or pene-
trated ; impermeable ; impenetrable : as, a sub-
stance impervious to moisture.

But lest the diflculty of passing back
Stay his return, perhaps, over this gulf
Impasaable, imperviofus, let us try
Adventurous work. Milton, P. L., x. 254.

Leafylanes, renderedbymatted andover-arching branch-
es alike impervixtus to aliower or sunbeam.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 130.

Whether an Egoist who remains obstinately i/mpervious
to what we have called Proof may be persuaded into
practical Utilitarianism by a consideration of Sanctions.

H. Sidgwiclc, Methods of Ethics, p. 461.

= Syil. Impenetrable, impassable, pathless.

imperviously (im-per'vi-us-li), ad!0. In an
impervious manner; impenetrably; imperme-
ably.

imperviousness (im-per'vi-us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being impervious.
imperyt, n. [MB. imperie, etc.: see empery.]
An obsolete variant of empery.
impesh (im-pesh'), V. t. [< OP. empescJier, P.
empMier, hinder, impede: see impeach.] To
hinder; prevent; interfere with. [Scotch.]

Hardly ony man of whataomever quality can walk upon
the streets, nor yet stand and confer upon the streets, nor
under stairs, but they are impeshit by numbers of beggars.
Quoted in mbton-Turnei^s Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 353.

impestf (im-pesf), V. t. [< im-2 -1- pest.] To
fill with pestilence ; infect.

O'er seas of bliss Peace guide her gondelay,
Ne bitter dole vmpest the passing gale.

Pitt, Epistles, Imit. of Spenser.

impestert (im-pes'ter), d. *. [< w-2 -f pester.]
To vex ; tease

;
pester.

impeticost, v. t. A nonsense-word put by
Shakspere in the mouth of a fool: perhaps a
misprint.

Sir And. I sent thee sixpence for thy leman ; had'st it?
Clo. I did impeticos thy gratillity. Shak., T. ST., iL 3.

impetiginous (im-pe-tij'i-nus), a. [= p. imp4-
tigineux = Pg. It. impetiginoso, < LL. impeti-
ginosus, inpetiginosus, < L. impetigo, inpetigo
(-jriw-), impetigo: see impetigo.] Relating to or
of the nature of impetigo.
impetigo (im-pe-ti'go), n. [= P. impetigo= Sp.
impeUgo = Pg. impetigo = It. impeUgime, impe-
tiggine, < L. impetigo, impetigo, impetigo, < impe-
tere, inpetere, rush upon, attack: see impetus.]
Inmed.,a, name formerly given to various pustu-
lar eruptions, and at present usually retained
in the designation of two diseases, impetigo
contagiosa and impetigo herpetiformis. The former
is a pustular eruption, with febrile symptoms and without
itching. It is suspected of being contagious and due to a
fungus, and usually occurs in children. The latter is a
rare pustular eruption, resembling herpes, as yet found
only in pregnant women, and of grave prognosis.

impetrablet (im'pf-tra-bl), a. [= p. impdtrable
= Sp. impetrable = 'Pgl impetravel= It. impetra-
bile, < L. impetrabilis, that may be obtained, <

impetrare, inpetrare, obtain : see impetrate.] 1

.

Capable of being impetrated or obtained by
prayer or petition.— 2. Capable of impetxa-
tion; persuasive.

How impetrable hee was in mollifying the adamantinest
tiranny of mankinde.

Nashe, Lenten Stutfe (Harl. Misc., VI. 167).

impetratef (im'pe-trat), v. t. [< L. impetratus,
inpetratus, pp. of impetrare, inpetrare (> It. im-



impetrate

petrare = Sp. Pg. Pr. impetrar = OF. empetrer,
empitrer (> ME. impetren: see impetre),F. im-
peirer), accomplish, effect, get, obtain, < in, in,

+ patrare, accomplish, effect.] To obtain by
entreaty or petition.

Whlclie desyre impetrated and obteyned, the messenger
shortly returned to his lorde and prmce.

Hall, Klch. III., an. 8.

impetrationt (im-pe-tra'shqn), n. [< OF. impe-
traeion, F. impStraiion = Sp. impetradon= Pg.
impetragao= It.impetrasione, < L. iinpetratio(n^,
< impetrare, get, obtain: see impetrate.^ The
act of impetrating or obtaining by prayer or
petition; procurement; specifically, in old Eng-
lish statutes, the procurement from the court
of Rome of benefices and church ofilees in Eng-
land which by law belonged to the disposition
of the king and other lay patrons.
When I Jasti it is first an act of repentance fcr myself,

before it can be an instrument of impetration for him.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), I. 905.

In those better blessings, earnestness of desire, and fer-
vour of prosecution, was never but answered with a gra-
cious vmpetratiou. Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead, Iv. § 6.

impetrativet (im'pf-tra-tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

impetraUvo; as impetrate + -iwe.] Able or tend-
ing to impetrate or obtain by entreaty.

Thy prayers, which were most perfect and impetrative,
are they by which our weak and unworthy prayers receive
both life and favour.

Bp. Hall, The Walk upon the Waters.

impetratoryt (im'pe-trar-to-ri), a. [= Pg. It.

impetratorio ; as impetrate '+ -ory.'] Containing
or expressing entreaty.

The celebration ... is impetratory, and obtains for
as, and for the whole church, all the benefits of the sac-
rifice which is now celebrated and applied.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. 808.

impetret, ^. *• [ME. impetren, < OF. impetrer, <
L. impetrare, obtain: see irnpetrate.'^ To im-
petrate or obtain by prayer or entreaty.

For which it semyth that men mowen speke with God,
and by reson of suppUcacion be conjoynyd to thilke cleer-
nesse that nis nat aproched no rather or that men besekyn
and impetrent [var. emprenten; read impetren] it.

Chaucer, BoethiuB, v. prose 3.

To impetre of her ye graceand ayde of her moste mercy-
lull countynaunce to accomplisshe this werke.

JFabyan, Chron., I. xxviL

impetiiOBity (im-pet-u-os'i-ti), ». [= F. im-
petuositS = Sp. impetuosid'acl = Pg. impetuosi-
dade = It. impetuositd, < ML. impetuosita(t-)s, <
L. impetuosus, inpetuosus, impetuous : see impet-
uous.'] The character or quality of being im-
petuous ; vehement or rash action, temper, or
disposition; sudden orviolent energy in thought
or act.

I will . . . drive the gentleman . . . into a most hide-
ous opinion of his rage, skill, fury, and impetuosity.

Shale, T. N., iii. i.

Audacity and irnpetuosity which may become ferocity.

Carlyle, French Rev., Ill, ili. 2.

impetUOSO (im-pet-^-o'so). [It. : see impetus
ous.] In music, impetuous : noting passages to
be so rendered.
impetuous (im-pet'u-us), a. [= F. imp^tueux
= Sp. Pg. It. impetUOSO, < LL. impetuosus, in,-

petuosus, < L. impietiis, inpetus, a rushing upon,
an attack: see »TOpe<j«s.] Having or character-
ized by great impetus ; rushing with force and
violence; acting with sudden, vehement, or
rash energy; performed or delivered with sud-
den, overbearing force : as, an impetuous tor-

rent ; an impetuous charge or harangue.
The passions are roused, and, like a winter torrent, rush

down impetvous. Goldsmith, Metaphors.

The brave impetuous heart yields everywhere
To the subtle, contriving head !

M. Arnold, Bmpedocles on Etna.

=Syn. Precipitate, hot, furious, vehement, passionate.

impetuously (im-pet'u-us-li), adv. In an im-
petuous manner; with sudden force ; violently;

rashly.

And therewithal! attonoe at him let fly

Their fiuttring arrowes, thicke as flakes of snow.
And round him flocke impetuously,
like a great water flood. Spenser, F. Q., 11. xL 18.

impetuousness (im-pej'u-us-nes), n. The con-
dition or quality of being impetuous; impetu-
osity; vehemence.
Ho [Hannibal] veiy well knew how to overcome and

asswage the fury and impetuousness of an enemy.
North, tr. of Thevet's Gutenberg, p. 70.

impetus (im'pe-tus), n. [= Sp. impetu= Pg. It.

impeto, < L. impetus, inpetus, a rushing upon, an
attack, assault, onset, < impetere, inpetere, rush
upon, attack, < in, upon, + petere, seek, fall

UTpon: sef> petition.] 1 . Energy of motion ; the
power with which a moving body tends to main-
tain its velocity and overcome resistance : as,

3010

the impetus of a cannon-ball ; hence, figurative-

ly, impulse; impulsion; stimulus.
The quicksilver, by its sudden descent, acquires an im-

petus superadded to the pressure it has upon the score of

its wonted gravity. Boyle, Works, I. 138.

His scholars and teachers . . . did exactly as he told

them, neither running nor faltering, but marching with
cool, solid impetus. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xvii.

He, meanwhile, felt the im^tus of his indignation di-

rected toward Philip. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 5.

This . . . gave a great impetits to the construction of

iron bridges. , Scribner's Mag., III. 659.

2. In gun., the altitude due to the first force of

projection, or the space through which a body
must fall to acquire a velocity equal to that with
which a ball is discharged from a piece.— 3.

The sudden force of passion. [Rare.]

He with a great impetus returns to them with ^his

Money, t^ows it among them with that, said farewel to

them all, I have sinned, in that I have betrayed the inno-
cent blood. StiXlingfieet, Sermons, I. vi.

impey (im'pi), n. Same as impeyan.
impeyan (im'pi -an), n. [Short for Impeyan
pheasant.] Same as Impeyanpheasant.
Impeyan pheasant (im'pi -an fez 'ant). A
kind of East Indian pheasant, a variety of mo-
naul: so called by Latham, in 1787, after Sir

Elijah Impey, or his wife Lady Impey, who
tried to bring living examples of this pheasant
to England. Lady Impey's pheasant was at first classed
as Phasianus impeyanus or impeianus; but it is now
known as Lophophorus impeyanus, and the name is ex-

Iinpeyan Pheasant i^Lophophortts impeyanus'),

tended to some other species of the restricted genus Lo-
phophorus or Impeyan/us. The head is crested, and the
plumage of the male is of the most brilliant, changing,
metallic hues—green, steel-blue, violet, and golden bronze.
The female and young are brown, mottled with gray and
yellow. The bird is capable of domestication. Its Ne-
pdlese name monaul signifies ' bird of gold.' These fine
birds inhabit the colder or more elevated regions of India
and countries adjoining on the north.

Impeyanus (im-pi-a'nus), n. [NL.] A genus
of Phasianidw, containing the Impeyan pheas-
ants or monauls: now called Lophophorus. B.
P. Lesson, 1831.

Impey pheasant (im'pi fez'ant). Same as Im-

impliee(im'fe),«. [African.] The African sugar-
cane, AndropogonSorghum, var. sacchara tum, re-
sembling the Chinese sugar-cane or sorghum.
impi (im'pi), n. [African.] A band of Af-
rican warriors; a native military expedition.
impicturet (im-pik'tur), V. t. [< ™-2 -(- picture.]
To impress with or as if with a representation
or appearance.

His pallid face, impictured with death,
She bathed oft with teares.

Spenser, Astrophel, 1. 163.

impiercef (im-pers'), v. t. [Also empierce, en-
pierce; < »»-2 -I- pierce.] To pierce through;
penetrate.

He feeds those secret and vrnpiereing flames,
Nurs'd in fresh youth, and gotten in desires.

Drayton, Moses, L

impierceablet (im-per'sa-bl), a. [< in-S +
piercedble.] Notpierceable; incapable of being
pierced.

For never felt his imperceable bresfc
So wondrous force from hand of living wight.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xi. 17.

Your weapons and armour are spiritual!, therefore irre-
Bistable, therefore impierceahle.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 76.

impiermentf, n. An obsolete variant of im-
pairment. Bailey.

impiety (im-pi'e-ti), n.
;
pi. impieties (-tiz). [=

F. inipi4t6 = Pr. impietat = Sp. impiedad = Pg.
impiedade = It. impieta, < L. impieta(t-)s, in-

pieta{t-)s, impiousness, < impius, inpius, impi-
ous: see imjnovs.] 1. The condition or qual-
ity of being impious or devoid of piety ; irrever-
ence toward the Supreme Being ; ungodliness

;

wickedness.

The succeeding prosperities of fortunate impiety, when
they meet with punishment in the next, or in the third

impious

age, or In the deletion of a people five ages after, are ths

greatest arguments of God's providence, who keeps wrath
in store. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), I. 76.

2. An impious act ; an act of wiokednqss or

irreligion.

Then, if they die unprovided, no more is the king guilty

of their damnation than he was before guilty of those im-

rmtiee for the which they are now visited.^
SAoft.,Hen.V.,lv.l.

3. Violation of natural duty or obligation to-

ward others ; want of reverence or respect, in

general; undutifulness, as toward parents: as,

filial impiety.

To keep that oath were more impiety

Than Jephtha's, when he sacrificed his daughter.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 1.

impignorate (im-pig'no-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

impignorated, ppr. impignorating. [< ML. im-

pignoratus, impigneratus, pp. of impignorare,

impignerare, put in pledge, pledge, < L. in, in,

+ pignerattis, ML. also pignoratus, pp. otpigne-

rare, Ml. also pignorare, pledge, ipignus (pig-

nor-, pigner-), a pledge: see pignoration.] To
pledge or pawn. [Rare.]

On September 8, 1468, the sovereignty of Orkney and Shet-

land was temporarily pledged (impignorated) to the Crown
of Scotland in security for part of the dowry of the Princess

Margaret of Denmark and Norway, at that time betrothed
to King James III. Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 686.

impignoration (im-pig-no-ra'shon), m, [< ML.
impignoratio(n-), a pledging, < impignorare,

pledge : see impignorate.] The act of pawning
or pledging ; transfer of possession or dominion
as security for the performance of an obliga-

tion.

All arrestments, reprisals, and vmmgnorations of what-
soeuer goods and marchandises in England and Prussia,
made before the date of these presents, are from hence-
forth quiet, free, and released. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 151.

His [the parent's] right of sale . . . was restricted to
young children, and permitted only when he was in great
poverty and imable fo maintain them, while their impig-
noration by him was prohibited under pain of banish-
ment. JEncyc. Brit., XX. 706.

imping (im'ping), n. [< ME. impynge; verbal
iL.ot imp,v.] 1. A graft; something added to
a thing to extend or repair it.— 2. In falconry,
the operation or method of mending broken
feathers.

impinge (im-pinj'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. impinged,

ppr. impinging. [< L. impingere, inpingere (>
It. impingere, impignere = Pg. impingir), pp. im-
pactus, inpactus, push, drive, or strike at, into,

or upon, < in, in, on, -hpingere, strike: see pact.
Cf. impact.] To come in collision; coUide;
strike or dash : followed by on, upon, or against.

A ship that is void of a pilot, must needs impinge upon
the next rock or sands. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 265.

When light comes out of a vacuum and impinges upon
any transparent medium, say upon glass, we find that the
rate of transmission of all the light is diminished.

W. K. Clifford, First and Last Catastrophe.

impingement (im-pinj 'ment), n. [< impinge -I-

_
-ment.] The act of impiiging.
impingent (im-pin'jent), a. [< L. impingen{t-)s,
inpingen{t-)s, ppr. of impingere, inpingere, im-
pinge: seeimpinge.] Falling or striking against
or upon something; impinging.
imping-needle (im'ping-ne"dl), n. la falconry,
a piece of tough, soft iron wire about two inches
long, tapering from the middle to the ends, and
rough-med so as to be three-sided, used tomend
a hawk's broken wing-feather. Enauc. Brit.,
_IX._70.

impinguatet (im-ping'gwat), v. t. [< L. im-
pinguatus, inpinguatus, pp. of impinguare, in-
pimguare ( > It. impinguare=Sp. impmgrar),make
fat, become fat, < in, in, + pinguis, fat: see
pinguid.] To fatten ; make fat.

Frictions also do more fill and im/pinguate the body
than exercise. Bacon, Nat Hist., § 877.

impinguationt (im-ping-gwa'shon), n. [= It.

impinguazione; as impinguate + -ion.] The act
of making or the process of becoming fat.

impious (im'pi-us), a. [= F. impie = Sp. im-
pio= Pg. It. impio, < L. impius, inpius, irrever-
ent, undutiful, ungodly, < in- priv. -I- pius, rev-
erent, dutiful, godly : seepiouji.] 1. Not pious;
lacking piety or reverence for God; irreli-

gious; profane; wicked.
An impious, arrogant^ and cruel brood

;

Expressing their original from blood.
JDryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., L 208.

The impious challenger of Pow'r divine
Was now to learn that Heav'n, though slow to wrath,
Is never with impunity defied. Cowper, Task, yl 646.

2. Characterized by want of piety; of an irrev-
erent or wicked character: as, an impioMS deed;
impious writings.

Save me alike from foolish pnae.
Or impmus discontent. Pope, IJniverBal Prayer.



impious
The war which Truth or Freedom wages
With impious fraud and the wrong of ages.

Whittier, The Preacher.

=Syil. Unrighteous, Profane, etc. See irreligious.

impiously (im'pi-iis-li)j adv. In an impious
manner; profanely; wickedly.

Ungrateful times ! that impiously neglect
That worth that never times again shall show.

Dcmiel, Civil Wars, v.

impiOUSUess (im'pi-us-nes), n. The condition
of being impious ; impiety.

impiret, »• An obsolete and corrupt form of
umpire. Buloet.

impish (im'pisli), a. [< imp + -is7tl.] Having
the qualities or behavior of an imp ; devilish.

impishly (im'pish-U), adv. In an impish man-
ner; like an imp.
impiteoust (im-pit'f-us), a. [Var. of impitous
{as piteous ot pitous): see impitou.s.'] Pitiless;

merciless; cruel.

In mean shyppes men scape best in a mean sea, soner
than in great carrackes in the waues of the roryng and
impiteoits seas. Golden Book, xliii.

impitoust, a. [< OF. impiteux, pitiless, < in- priv.

+^j<etta;, piteous: see pitous, piteow.^ Pitiless.

And of all weather heware that you do not ryde nor^o in

great and Impytoue wyndes.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 248.

implacability (im-pla-ka-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. im-

placability = Pg. implacabilidade= It. implaca-

UUtA, < LL. implacabilita(t-)s, inplacabilita(t-)s,

< L. implacabilis, inplacabilis, implacable : see

implacable.^ The quality of being implacable

or inexorable ; a state of irreconcilable enmity
or anger.

These men have necessarily a great dread of Bonaparte
a great belief in his skill, fortune, and implacability.

Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

implacable (im-pla'ka-bl), a. [= F. impUea-
ble = Sp. implacable = Pg. implacavel = It. im-

placabile, < L. vmplacabilis, unappeasable, < »«-

priv. + placabilis, appeasable: see placable.']

1. Not placable; not to be appeased; not to be
pacified or reconciled ; inexorable : as, an imy

placable prince ; implacable malice.

I find the Malayans in general are implacable Enemies

to the Dutch, Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 117.

An implacable feud that admits of no reconciliation.

Goldsmith, National Concord.

To forget an enmity so long and so deadly was no light

task for a nature singularly harsh and implacable.
Macaulay, Hist. Bng., vii.

2. Not to be relieved or assuaged. [Bare.]

Which wrought them pain
Implacable, and many a dolorous groan.^

Milton,T ^

=Syn. 1. Belentless, etc. (see inexorable),

unforgiving, vindictive, pitiless, rancorous.

implacableness (im-pla'ka-bl-nes), n.

cability.

There is most ordinarily much severity, and persecu-

tion, and imoJacffiWewess and irreconcileablenesB.

Sir 3f. Ha2«, Discourse of Beligion.

implacably (im-pla'ka-bli), adv. In an impla-

cable manner or degree ; with resentment not

to be appeased or overcome,

3011 impliable

implaint, "• *• [MB. implaynen, < L. in- + pla- impleader (im-ple'd6r), n. One who impleads

narejiaake-plane: seeplane, plain.] To plaster, or prosecutes another; an accuser; an im-

Oyldregges mixt with clay thou must implayne
Thi wowes with, and leves of olyve,

In atede of chat upon thi wowes dryve.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

peacher.
Ye envious and deadly malicious, ye impleaders and

action threateners, how long shall the Lord suffer you in

His house in which dwelleth nothing but peace and char-

ity ! Harmar, tr. of Beza's Sermons (1687), p. 176.

To pledge
;
pawn.

implant (im-planf), «). <. [=F.implanter, OF.
. , , ,. , .,,

emplanter = Pg. implantar = It. impiantare, < ^^P-^^^^f^
U^ii-plej

),J}.
t.

ML. impiantare, Ut. plant in (found in sense of
""

'

" "

'install, invest'), < L. in, in, + plantare, plant:

see plant, v.] 1. To plant, set, fix, or lodge;
cause to take root or form a vital union: with
in : as, to implant living tissue from one part
of the body in another; to implant sound prin-

ciples in the mind.

[< im-2 -f- pledge.']

Sherwood. [Bare.]
The Lower Lis

They to the utterance will dispute, for there
Their chief, who lacks not capability.

Will justly deem their all to be impledged.

Nature has implanted fear in all living creatures.

Bacon, Eable of Pan.

Another cartilage, capable of motion, by the help of

some muscles that were implanted in it. Bay.

2t. To cause to be supplied or enriched; imbue
or endow : with with.

Implant me vMh grace. Bp. Ball, The Eesurreotion.

Minds well implanted with solid and elaborate breed-
ing. Hilton, Hist. Eng., iii.

Implanted crystals. See crystal.

=

Syn. 1. Implant, In.

graft. Inculcate, Instil, Infuse. Principles may be im-
planted in the mind in childhood ; they are ingrafted on
an existing stock later in life ; they are inculcated (trod-

den in) by authority or by discipline, sometimes without
taking root. Sentiments and gentler thoughts are in-

stilled (dropping as the dew), or they are infused (poured

in) by more vigorous effort. Infused sentiments are often

more partial and less permanent than those that are in-

stilled. (Angus, Hand-Book of Eng. Tongue, | 40.) Im-
plant, ingraft, and imculeate denote most of vigorous ef-

fort ; incTjZcate and inMil most of protracted work ; instil,

and next to it infuse, most ot subtlety or quietness on
the part ot the agent and unconsciousness on the part ot

the person acted upon. The first three words apply most
often to opinions, beliefs, or principles ; the last two to

sentiments or feelings ; but a sentiment or feeling may
also be implanted.

implantation (im-plan-ta'shon), «. [= F. im-

plantation = Pg. implantacao ; as implant +
-ation.] The act of implanting, or the state of

being implanted; the act of setting or fixing

firmly in place.

Whose work could it be but his alone to make such pro-

vision for the direct implantation of his church?
Booker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 8.

Their mode of implamtation varies, but they [teeth] are

not ankylosed to the jaws. Buxley, Anat. Vert., p. 266.

Articulation by Implantation. Same as gomphosls.

implate (im-plaf), v. t.; pret. and pp. iwjpJaiet?,

ppr. imputing. [< fe-S + plate.] To cover or

protect with plates; sheathe; plate: as, toiwi-

plate a ship With iron. [Rare.]

implausibiiity (im-pia-zi-bil'i-ti), n. [< «m-

Sir B. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, II., v. 2.

implement (im'plf-ment), n. [= OF. emple-

ment = Pg. implemento, < LL, implementum, in-

plementum, a filling up, < L. implere, inplere, fill

up: see implete. Cf. complement, explement, sup-

plement.] 1. The act of fulfilling or perform-
iag: as, in implement of a contract. [Scotch.]
— 2. Whatever may supply a want ; especially,

an instrument, tool, or utensil; an instrumental

appliance or means: as, the implements of trade

or of husbandry.
Such imnplements of mischief as shall dash
To pieces and o'erwhelm whatever stands

Adverse. UUton, P. L., vL 488.

Speaks Miracles ; is the Drimi to his own Praise— the

only implement of a Soldier he resembles, like that being

full of blustering Noise and Emptiness.
Congreve, Old Batchelor, L 5.

A golden bough, we see, was an important implement,
^

and ot very complicated intention in the shows of the

mysteries. Warburton, Divine Legation, iL 4.

Flint Implements. See flint. =Syn. 2. Instrument,

Utensil, etc. See tool.

implement (im'ple-ment), V. t. [< implement,

n.] 1 . To fulfil or satisfy the conditions of ; ac-

complish.
The chief mechanical requisites of the barometer ara

implemented in such an instrument as the following.
Nichol.

2. To fulfil or perform; carry into effect or exe-

cution: as, to implement a contract or decree.

[Scotch.]
Bevenge ... in part carried Into effect, executed, and

implemented by the hand of Vanbeest Brown.
Scott, Guy Mannenng.

3. To provide, supply, or fit with implements

or instrumental means.
Whether armed lor defence, orimplemented lor industry.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 362.

implemental (im-ple-men'tal), a. [< imple-

ment + -al.] Acting"or employed as an imple-

ment ; serving to implement.

The implemental forces by which he is to work.
BushneU, Forgiveness and Law.

implausible , ^ . ,

sible.] Not plausible; not having the appear-

ance of truth or credibility; of dubious aspect.

Nothing can better improve political schoolboys than

the art ot making plausible or implausible harangues

against the very opinion for which they resolve to deter-

mine, ^^y*-

implausibleness (im-pia'zi-bl-nes), n. Implau-

. , ,, sibility.

No kind of people are observed to be more implacably jmnlausiblv (im-pl^'zi-bli), adv. In an omplau-
and destructively -vious^^-e^other than ttese.

^^ 'Xe ordufe'ous Wner.

implacement (im-plas'ment), n. Same as em-

placement.

We understand that the heavy steel guns are to be

mounted in Moncrieffi i^placerne^s^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^

implacental (i^-pla-sen'tal), a. and«. [< NL.

implacentalis, < L. in- pnv. + ^h. placenta.] I.

a. Having no placenta; not placental; specili-

eally, pertaining to the Implacentaha or having

their characters. Also implaeentate.

II. n. An implacental mammal, as a marsu-

pial or a monotreme. ,.„..., 7 r-MT
ImplacentaUa (im"pla-sen-ta'h-a), «-i'«- C^^v
neut. pi. of implacentalis : see implacental.] A
group of mammalia constituted by the marsu-

pials and monotremes, representing the sub-

classes DidelpUa and Ormthodelphw, as toge-

ther contrasted with the PlacentaUa or Mono-

delphia. Though the marsupials and monotremes agree

wit^ each other and differ from other .m^^flf '°^°^?
features, as the absence of a placenta, •> "XaXev do
respects they differ from eadh other as much asj^ey qo

from other mammals collectively, ^he term /m^i««^n

tcdia, therefore, has no exact o aBSiAcatoiy signiflcanc^,^

ing now only a convenient collective te™ *o^n°««^™
m&s which kre devoid of a placenta. Also Implaeentaia,

. and rational.
'

Perm, Liberty

iZTaSata amWsen-ta'ta), n. pi Same impleadablet (im-ple'da-bl), a. [< in-S +pUad.
implacentaha (im pig- s ..j,

^ ^^ pleaded agamst or evaded.

^vl2^lnU^%-V^fen^^', - [< NL-«- " An ^penetrable judge, an i».Z.«.«We indictment, an

TiS:r<^ ^^ Pri^- + ^- -P'""'"*"-^ intolerableanguish shall se.e^_u^on^th^_
^^^^^_ ^ ^^^

Same as irnplacental.

to'plenus, full: seeplenty. Cf . complete, deplete.]

To fill; pervade. [Bare.]

It was the purpose of Mr. Calhoun ... to implete the

Government silently with Southern principles.

New York Independent, July 31, 1862.

impletion (im-ple'shon), n. [< LL. impletio(n-),

inpletio{n-), < implere, inplere, pp. impletus, in-

pletus, fill up: see implete.] 1. The act of im-

pleting or filling, or the state of being full.

He [TheophrastuB] conceiveth . . . that upon a plenti-

ful impletion there may perhaps succeed a disruption of

the matrix. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 16.

The depletion of his [man's] natural pride and self-seek-

ing in order to his subsequent spiritual iiwpletion with all

Divine gentleness, peace, and innocence.
B. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 256

2. That which fills up; filling. Coleridge.

implex (im'pleks), a. and n. [— F. implexe= Pg.

implexo, < L. implexus, inplexus, pp. of implee-

tere, inplectere, plait or twist in, entwine, inter-

weave, entangle, < in, in, -1- plectere, weave,

plait. Cf. complex.] I. a. Infolded; intricate;

entangled; complicated. [Bare.]

The fable of every poem is, according to Aristotle's divi-

sion, either simple or implex. It is called simple when
there is no change of fortune in it ; implex, when the for-

tune of the chief actor changes from bad to good, or from

good to bad. Addison, Spectator, No. 297.

II. n. In math., a doubly infinite system of

implexion (im-plek'shon), n. [< L. implex-

io{n-), inplexio(n-), an entwining, entangling,

< implectere, inplectere, pp. implexus, inplexus,

entwine, entangle: see implex.] The act of

.

infolding or involving, or the state of being in-

„»<^>,. „ J-
. - „,,.«„„ folded or involved; involution. [Bare.]

..t.n..d justified Wy^^^^^^^^^

entangled; interlaced.

impliable (im-pU'a-bl), a. [= F. impliable; <

j)i-3 + pliable.] TsTot pliable ; not to be ad-

justed or adapted. [Bare.]

impleacht (im-plech'), «• *• [< in-^ + pleach.]

To interweave.
These talents [lockets] of their hair.

With twisted metal amorously impleach'd.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 20B.

implead (im-pled'), i>. t. [Formerly also em-

plead, emplete; < ME. empleden, empleten, < AF.
empledier, enpledier, OF. emplaidier, enpleider,

etc.,plead,pursue a,t1a,-vr,<en-+pledier,plaidier,

etc., plead: seeplead.] 1. To sue or-proseeute

by judicial proceedings: as, the corporation

shall have power to plead and be impleaded.

The ordre of pledgynge that me pledeth in the Cytee of

Wynchestre ys by swych a^vys, that euerych man ot the

Iraunchyse that is empled may habbe thre resonable so-

mounces to-lore shewynge sif he hit habbe wele.

. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 360.

The barons of Poiotou legally impleaded John for his

treatment of the Count of la Marche.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 218.

2. To impeach ; accuse.

Antiquity thought thunder the immediate voice pi Ju-

niter and impleaded them of impiety that relerr d it to

naturall causalities. Glanmlle,Vanity of Dogmatizing, xii.

We are not the only persons who have impleadM per-



impliable

All matters rugged and impliable to the design must be
suppressed or corrupted. Roger Norths Examen, p. 32.

implicate (im'pli-kat), v. t: pret. and pp. im-
plicated, ppr. implicating. [< L. implicatus, in-

plicatas, pp. of implicare, inplicare (> It. impli-
care = Sp. Pg. impUcar = Pr. inpUcar = P. im-
pliqiwr), infold, involve, entangle, < in, in, +
pUcarc, fold: see plait, plicate. Cf. implicit,

and see employ, imply, older forms from the
same L. verb.] 1. To infold or fold over; in-
volve; entangle.

I will not implicate you with ambages and circum-
stances. Shirley, Love Tricks, iii 5.

The meeting boughs and implicated leaves
Wove twiligl^t o'er the Poet's path.

Shelley, Alastor.

Bocks maybe squeezed into new forms, bent, contorted,
and implicated. Stnerice, IIL 482,

3. To cause to be affected; show to be con-
cerned or have a part ; bring into connection
or relation: with by, in, or with: as, the dis-

ease implicates other organs ; the evidence im~
plicates several persons in the crime.

The high laws which each man sees implicated in those
processes with which he is conversant.

Em&rson, Compensation.

Confucianism is deeply iTnplicated with it [ancestor.
worship]. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 68.

"We know that the brain is pathologically implicated in
insanity. Alien, and Neurol., VIII. 633.

' =Syn. Implicate, Involve, Entangle. Implicate and i?i-

volve are similar words, but with a marked difference.
The first means to/oW into a thing; the second, to roU into

it. What is folded, however, may be folded but once or
partially ; what is involved is roUed many times. Hence,
men are said to be implicated when they are only under
suspicion, or have taken but a small share in a transac-
tion ; they axe said to be involved when they are deeply
concerned. • In this sense implicate is always used of per-
sons; inyoiuemay be used of persons or things; both words
being always metaphorically employed. Entangle is used
either literally or metaphorically, and signifies to involve
so that extrication is a matter of extreme difilculty.

implica'te (im'pli-kat), n. [< implicate, «.] The
thing implied; that which results from impli-

cation.

The implicate of the moral imperative is not liberty but
constraint. Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 96.

A great deal of the historic socialism has been regarded
as a necessary implicate of idealism.

Enjiyc. Brit., XXII. 206.

implication (im-pli-ka'shgn), re. [= P. impli-

cation = Sp. implicacion = Pg. wrepMcapto = It.

mtpUcazione, < L. implicatio{n-), inpUeaUo(nr-),

an ent'wiiiing, entanglement, intermixing, < »»-
plicare, inplicare, pp. implicatus, inplicatus, en-

twine, implicate : see implicate, V.2 1. The act

of implicating, or the state of being implicated

;

involution ; entanglement.

Jesus "made a whip of cords," to represent and to

chastise the implications and enfoldings of sin.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 163.

2. That which is implied but not expressed;

an inference that may be drawn from what is

said or observed.
Paint a body well.

You paint a soul by implication.
Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, L

The protest of Luther, when its logical implications are

nnfolded, involves the assertion of the right of each in-

dividual to decide for himself what theological doctrines

he can or can not accept. J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 265.

implicative (im'pli-ka-tiv), a. and n. [< im^ili-

cate + 4ve.'\ I. a. Tending to implicate or to

imply; pertaining to implication.

Considering of the . . . offensive passages in his book

(which, being written in very obscure and implicative

phruses, might well admit of doubtful interpretation),

they found the matters not to be so evil as at first they

seemed. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 147.

In the Rationalistic philosophy, ... as we find it in

Leibnitz, "the implicative nature of thought" . . . may
be said to be preserved. Mind, IX. 444.

Il.f n. A thing of hidden meaning ; a state-

ment or writing implying something different

from its literal meaning. [Rare.]

When I remember me that this Eglogue . . . was con-

ceiued by Octavian the Emperour to be written to the

honour of Pollio, a citizen of Eome, and of no great nobUi-

tie the same was misliked againe as an implicatiue, no-

thing decent nor proportionable to Pollio his fortunes

and calling. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 126.

implicatively (im'pli-ka-tiv-li), adv. By im-

plication. [Rare.]

In revealing the confession of these men, it is implica-

tively granted, their fault was not then to be punished,

. and so it appears no fault. , , , ^ ^ ....

Str e. JS«c*, Hist. Eich. IIL (1646), p. 102.

implicit (im-plis'it), a. {= P. implicite = 8p.

implioito = Pg. It. impUcito, < L. implicitus,

inplicitus, later pp. of impUcare, inplicare, in-

fold, involve, entangle: see implicate, «,] 1.

Infolded; entangled. [Rare.]
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Th' humble shrub,

And bush with frizzled hair impiiei*.

Milton, P. L., vii. 823.

In his woolly fleece

I cling implicit. Pope.

2. Complicated; involved; puzzling. [Rare.]

If I had the ill nature of such authors as love to puz-

zle, I also might leave the foregoing enigma to be solved,

or, rather, made more implicit, in such ways as philoso-

phy might happen to account for.

Brooke. Fool of Quality (ed. 1792), I. 203.

3. Implied; resting on implication or infer-

ence ; that may or should be understood, though

not irectly expressed ; tacitly included.

Now that both the titles are conjunct, we may observe

the symbol of an impjscii and folded duty.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 170.

imply

cation; beseech or entreat; pray or petition

earnestly.
They ship their oars, and crown with wine

The holy goblet to the powers divine,

Imploring all the gods that reign above.
Pope, Odyssey, it 472.

2. To pray or beg for earnestly; seek to ob-

tain by supplication or entreaty: as, to im-

plore aid or pardon.
I kneel, and then implore her blessing.

Shak., W. T., v. 3.

=Syil. Bequest, Beg, etc. See ask^ and solicit,

tl. intrans. To supplicate ; entreat.

Who knows what tale had been to tell, if she

Had met his first proud look aU tearfully.

With weak imploring looks?
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, H. 326.

A good present behaviour is an implicit repentance for jjnpjoret (im-pl6r'), n. [< implore, V.} Earnest
any miscarriage in what is past. Sfeeie, Spectator, Ho. 374.

g^^piigation.
An implicit recognition of human fellowship when as

yet there was no explicit recognition of it possible.

H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 16L
, - , . , ^ i. •

4. Involved in or resulting from perfect con- j^PJ^EfJj.^^-^^'^lf^^ S"'aI^ X^
Menee in or deference to some authority or uqplormgly (im-plor mg-H), aav. in

witness ; hence, submissive ; unquestioning

:

blind : &s, implicit faith; implicit assent; impli

cit obedience.
Implicit faith is belief or disbelief without evidence.

Dr. John Brovm, An Estimate, etc. (ed. 1768), I. 66.

Those parliaments . . . presume even to mention privi-

id freedom, who, till of late, received directions

from the throne with implicit humility.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ivi.

To him the whole nation was to yield an immediate and
implicit submission. Burke, Present Discontents.

5t. Submissively yielding; unquestioningly imployt, imploymentt.

With percing wordes and pittifull implore.
Spenser, ¥. Q., n. v. 37.

One who implores.

_ ]i), adv. In an im-

ploring manner.
implosion (im-pl6'zhon), n. [< Mi-2 + -mloston,

after explosion, q. v. Cf. ML. implodere, put

on with clapping, inflict.] A sudden eoUapse

or bursting inward: opposed to ea^jtosiom. [Re-

cent.]
What Sir Wyville Thomson ingeniously characterized

as an implosion: the pressure having apparently been

resisted until it could no longer be borne, and the whole

having been disintegrated at the same moment
Library Mag., April, 1880.

Obsolete variants of

or.niyZpl^tZ^:Ziio:elhebmne..lo. implumodf (tal-pl5nid'), a. i.<J'^+f^^-'i
Tom Broam, Works, IL 30. Plumeless ; deprived of plumes or feathers.

obedient; trusting confidently or blindly

A parcel
him.

None of these great prescribers do ever fail providing

themselves and their notions with a number of implicit

disciples. Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

This curious dish
Implicit Walton calls the swallow-flsh.

IL Fra/nck, Northern Memoirs, p. 293.

Cecilia was peremptory, and Mary became implicit.

Mies Burney, Cecilia, x. 8.

employ, employment.

At which sad sight, this poor implumed crew
Stand faintly trembling in their sovereign's view.

Drayton, The OwL

impliimoiisf (im-pie'mus), a. [Cf. Sp. Pg. It.

implume; < L. implumis, inpVwmis, without fea-

thers, < i»- priv. +pluma, feathers: seejjtose.]

Unfeathered; featherless.

noi implunget, i>. t. See empUnge.

diction in terms.—Implicit differentiation. See dif- juto, < in, in, + pfeere, rain : see pfe
ferentiation—Implicit function. See/M»M;«o«.=Syil. oVoionf RnrnnnTimisBs a ha.sin to
3. Tacit.-4. Unreserved, unhesitating, undoubting. ancient IComan nouses, a oasin to

ram
see pluviotis.'] In

receive the

implicitly (im-pUs'it-li), ad». 1. By implica-
tion; virtually.

He that denies this [the providence of Ood] doth im-
pticitly deny his existence. Bentley.

Their rights have not been expressly or imvlioitly al-

lowed. Burke, Policy of the Allies.

2. Trustfully; without question, doubt, or hesi-

tation.

Mandates issued, which the member is bound blindly
and implicitly to obey.

Burke, Speech at the Conclusion of the Poll, 1774.

implicitness (im-pUs'it-nes), n. The state of

being implicit; the state of trusting without
reserve.

impliedly (im-pli'ed-li), adv. By impUoation

;

so as to imply ; virtually.

If a gentleman at the servant's request sends for a phy-
sician, he is not liable to pay the doctor's bill unless he
. . . expressly or impliedly engages to be answerable.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 806.

imploration (im-plo-ra'shon), n. [= P. im-
ploration = Sp. imploracion = Pg. imploragao
= It. implorazione, < L. imploratio(n-), inplo-

ratio{n-), < implorare, inplorare, implore: see
implore.'^ The act of imploring; earnest sup-
plication.

Wicked hearts

A, impluvium; S, compluvium.

rain-water, situated in the middle of the atrium
or hall, below the compluvium or open space
in the roof. See atrium and compluviMm.
The atrium contained a large quadrangular tank or iTn-

pluvium. ... On the west side of the impluvium, below
the step of the tablinum, the pavement represented five

rows of squares.
Baring-Oould, Myths of the Middle Ages (1884), p. 842.

doe all they can to avoid the eyes imply (im-pli'), V. *.; pret. and pp. implied, ppr,

of His displeased justice, and if they cannot do it by col-

ours of dissimulation, they will doe it by imploration of
shelter. Bp. Hall, Jeroboam's Wife.

imploratort (im-plor' a-tor), ». \_=F.implora^
tewr = Pg. implorador = It. imploratore, < L.
as 'f Hmplprator, < implorare, inplorare, pp. im-
plorattis,inploratus,iaiploie: see implore.'} One
who implores or entreats.

Do not believe his vows ; for they are brokers

;

Not of the eye wMch their investments show.
But mere imploraiors of unholy suits.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

imploratory (im-pl6r'g-to-ri), a. [< implore +
-atory.'] Earnestly supplicating; imploring;
entreating.
That long exculpatory imploratory letter.

Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, viL

implore (im-plor'), v.; pret. and pp. implored,
ppr. imploring. [Formerly also emplore; = P.
implorer= Sp. Pg. implorar = It. implorare,< L.
implorare, inplorare, invoke with tears, beseech,
< in, in, on, upon, + plorare, cry out, weep. Cf

.

deplore.^ I, trans. 1, To call upon in suppli-

er M!E. implien, empUen, < OP. as if

emptier, var. of empleier, employer, < L. impU-
care, infold, involve : see implicate. Cf . employ,

a doublet of imply, and see pl/y, apply, reply.}

If. To infold ; inclose ; inwrap.
The wateres imedlyd wrappeth or implieth many fortu-

nel happis or maneres [tr. L. mistaque fortuitos implicet

nnda modos]. Chaucer, Boethius, v. meter 1.

Striving to loose the knott that fast him tyea,

HimseUe in streighter bands too rash implyes.
Spenser, F. Q., L xi. 28.

And as a poplai\ shot aloft, set by a river side.

In moist edge of a mightie fenne his head in curls implide.
But all his body plaine and smooth, Chapma/n, Hiad, Iv.

2. To contain by implication ; include virtual-

ly; involve; signify or import by fair inference
or deduction ; hence, to express indu'ectly ; in-

sinuate.

Your smooth eulogium, to one crown addrest.
Seems to imply a censure on the rest.

Cowper, Table-Talk, L 92.

Whoeverwishes to imply, in any piece of writing, the ab-
sence of everything agreeable and inviting, calls it a ser-

mon. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iii



imply
Self-knowledge does not come as a matter ol coarse ; It

impliea an effort and a work.
J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, L 49.

All necessity for external force implies a morbid state.
H. Speneer, Social Statics, p. 25.

Doctrine of implied powers, the doctrine that the
Constitution of the United States grants to the govern-
ment by implication powers in addition to those expressly
defined In it— Implied allegiance. See ailegiame, 1.— Implied contract. See co7iirac«.— implied discord,
in rnimc, a harmonic interval which is not in itself disso-
nant, but which forms part of a dissonant chord, as a minor
third in a diminished seventh chord.— Implied Interral,
in figured bass, an interval not indicated, but .

understood, as where the third is unplied by it,-)- , I

-

the indicated sixth. See flgoie.—Implied '£^ r^ -
malice, trust, warranty, etc. See the :

—

nouns. = S3fn. 2. Imply, Involve. The der-
ivatlon of these words—folding and rolling one thing
into another— is not particularly helpful in showing the
difference between them. When a thing is implied, it is
fairly to be inferred from the words used or the acts per-
formed ; when a thing is involved, its connection is neces-
sary, so that the things in question cannot be separated.
What is implied precedes in the order of nature, and is
generally a thing left unspoken but understood ; what is
involved follows in the order of nature, and must be done
or suffered. An action implies ability or preparation, and
involves consequences. The act of signing an enlistment-
roll implies that one is of age and otherwise legally able
to enlist ; it involves the necessity of obeying orders, en-
during hardships, and incurring risks.

Experience implies failure, not failure every time, but
failure one or more times, and the history of business
proves that this implication is fully justified by fact.

L. P. Ward, Dynam. Sociol., II. 660.

It [feudalism] involved the presence on the soil of a large
mass of men who had almost no rights.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 8.

impnet, n. A Middle English form of hymn.
Chaucer.

impocket (im-pok'et), V. t. [< jjj-2 + pocket.']

To put in the pocket. [Rare.]

There he sat, hands impocketed.
M. BethaTR-Bdwards, Next of Kin—Wanted, Yriii-

impoisont, impoisonerf, etc. Same as empoi-
son, etc.

impolarilyf (im-p6'lar-i-li), adv. [< in-3 +
polary + -ly^.'\ Not in the direction of the
poles.

Being impolarily adjoined unto a more vigorous load-
stone, it will in a short time exchange its poles.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iL 3.

impolarizable (im-po'lar-i-za-bl), a. [< in-S

+ polarisable.'] Not subject to polarization:

sometimes said of a voltaic battery.

The same may be said of Cloris Baudot's so-called impo-
larizable battery.

E. Bospitalier, Electricity (trans.), p. 240.

impolicy (im-pol'i-si), 11. [< Jre-3 + policy^.

C£ P. impoUoe, indecorum, want of poUcy.]
The quality of being impolitic; inexpediency;
unsuitableness to the end proposed or to be de-

sired: as, the impolicy of a measure or a course

of action.

Those who governed Scotland under him [Charles II.1

with no less cruelty than im/policy, made the people of that

country desperate. Mailett, Amyntor and Theodora, Pref.

The extreme impolicy of the course which was adopted
was abundantly shown by the event

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, L

impolishedt (im-pol'isht), a. [< «»-3 + pol-

ished. Cf. impolite.] UnpoUshed; crude.

These impolished leaves of mine.
Nash, Unfortunate Traveller (1693).

In hopes also of a short vacation for the consummation

of my Malayan grammar, I humbly beg the return of that

impolished specimen. Boyle, Works, VI. 614.

impolite (im-po-lif), a. [= r. impoU = Pg.

impoUdo, < L. i'mpoUtus, inpolitus, unpolished,

rough, unrefined, < in- priv. + politus, polished

:

&e& polite.] It. Unpolished; unfinished.

To your honour's hands, as the great patron of languages

and arts, this impolite grammatical tract of the Malayan

dialect presumeth to make its submissive addresses.
Boyle, Works, VI. 614.

3. Unpolished in manner ; not polite ; iU-man-

nered ; rude ; uncivil.

The vain egotism that disregards others is shown in var

rious impolite ways. Eclectic Mag., XX VI. 601.

impolitely (im-po-lit'U), adv. In an impolite

manner; uncivilly; rudely.
.

impoliteness (im-po-lit'nes), n. Incivility;

rudeness.

The impoliteness of his manners seemed to attest his

sincerity.
Chesterfield.

impolitic (im-pol'i-tik), a. [= P. impolitique =
Sp. impoUMco = Pg. It. impolitico, impolitic; as

in-S + politic] Not politic; not conforming

to or in accordance with good policy; inexpe-

dient; injudicious: as, an impolitic ruler, law,

or measure.
In effect » would be the most unjust and impolitick

of all things, unequal taxation. „„„„„!«* '

Burke, A Kegioide Peace, ui.
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It is always an impolitic thing to impose on a great

power conditions so ignominious and dishonouring as to
produce enduring resentment. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., L

impoliticalt (im-po-Ut'i-kal), a. [As impolitic
+ -al.] Impolitic.

It will be no difficult matter to prove that the Crusades
were neither so unjustifiable, so impolitical, nor so unhap-
py in their consequences, as the superficial readers of His-
tory are habituated to esteem them.

Mickle, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, vii., notes.

impoliticallyt (im-po-lit'i-kal-i), adv. ImpoU-
_
ticly._

impoliticly (im-pol'i-tik-li), adv. In an impoli-
tic manner ; without policy or expediency ; un-

_ wisely; indiscreetly. TooJce.

impoliticness (im-pol'i-tik-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being impolitic.

imponderability (im-pon'der-a-bU'i-ti), n.

[= P. impond^rabUiti = It. imponderdbilita ; as
imponderable + -^ty: see -bility.] The quality
of being imponderable.
imponderable (im-pon'd6r-a-bl), a. and n. [=
P. imponderable = Sp. imponderable = Pg. im-
ponderavel = It. imponderabile ; as im-S + pon-
derable.] I. a. Not ponderable; not capable
of being weighed ; without gravity.

No one wave of this imponderable medium [ether] can
give the requisite motion to this atom of ponderable mat-
ter. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 18.

Spirit,which floods all substances with its life, is the sol-

vent force quickening the imponderable essences.

Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 129.

II. n. In pfei/siGS, a thingwhich has no weight:
a term formerly applied to heat, light, electri-

city, and magnetism, on the supposition that
they were material substances, and still used
of the hypothetical tmiversal medium, ether.

imponderableuess (im-pon'der-a-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being imponderable.
imponderoust (im-pon'der-us), a. [< i«-3 -I-

ponderoHS.] Not ponderous ; imponderable.
If they produce visible and real effects by imponderous

and invisible emissions, it maybe unjust to deny the pos-
sible efficacy of gold in the non-omission of weight or de-
perdition of any ponderous particles.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., ii 5.

imponderousnesst (im-pon'der-us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being imponderous.
imponet (im-p6n'), V. t. [= Sp. importer = Pg.
impor =z It. imporre, imponere, < L. imponere, in-

ponere, pp. impositus, inpositus^ put, place, lay,

or set in or upon, set over, give to, < in, on,

upon, -t- ponere, put, place : see ponent. Cf. im-
pose.] To lay down; lay as a stake or wager.

The king, sir, hath waged with him six Barbary horses

;

against the which he has imponed, as 1 take it six French
rapiers and poniards. Shak. , Hamlet, v. 2.

imponent (im-p6'nent), a. and n. [< L. imjio-

nen(t-)s, inponen(t-)s, ppr. of imponere, inponere,

impone, lay on : see impone.] I. a. Imposing;
competent to impose, as an obligation. [Rare.]

Were there no Church, . . . moral duties would still be
associated with the imagination of an imponent authority,
whose injunctions they would be supposed to be, though
the authority might be single instead of twofold.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 323.

II. n. One who imposes; one who enjoins

or prescribes. [Rare.]

Having previously discarded the imagination of Church
or King or Divine Lawgiver as imponenis of duty.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, I 323.

impoof (im-pof), n. [S. African; also iinpoofo,

impoofoo.] The South African eland or canna

;

the so-called elk of the Cape, Antllope oreas

(Pallas), now Oi-eas canna. See eland.

impoon (im-p6n'), m. [S. African.] Theduyker
or diving-buck of South Africa, Cephalophus
mergens. See cut under Cephalophiis.

impoorf (im-p6r'), V. t. [< in-^ + poor. Cf.

empover, impoverish.] To impoverish. Sir T.

Browne.
impopulart (im-pop'u-lar), a. [= P. impopu-

laire = Sp. Pg. impopidar = It. impopolare; as

in-S H- popular.] Unpopular. BolingbroTce.

imporosi'ty (im-po-ros'j-ti), n. [= P. imporo-

site; as imporou^ + -iiy.] "Want of porosity;

extreme compactness or denseness in texture.

The porosity or imporosity betwixt the tangible parts,

and the greatness or smallness of the pores.
Bacon, Sat Hist, § 846.

imporous (im-p6'rus), a. [< in-^ + porous.]

Destitute of pores; extremely close or com-
pact; solid.

If all these atoms should descend plum down with equal

velocity, as according to their doctrine they ought to do,

being all perfectly solid and imporous, . . . they would
never the one overtake the other.

Bay, Works of Creation, L

import (im-porf), V. [= OP. emporter, impor-

ter, carry, P. emporter, carry away, prevail, «m-

importable

porter, import, matter, signify ; also, more re-

cently, in the lit. sense of the L., introduce,
import, = Sp. Pg. importar = It. importare, sig-

nify, express, < L. importare, inportare, bring
in, introduce from abroad, bring about, occa-
sion, cause, < in, in, ¥ portare, cany: seeport^.
Cf. export, etc.] I. tram. 1. To bring from
without; introduce ftom abroad; especially, to
bring from a foreign country, or from another
state, into one's own country or state : opposed
to export : as, to import wares and merchandise.

Others import yet nobler arts from France,
Teach kings to fiddle, and make senates dance.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 696.

From Greece they [the Latins] derived the measures of
their poetry, and, indeed, all of poetry that can be irtu-

ported. Macaulay, History.

Wheat and corn are extensively imported into Cork.
Eneyc. Brit., VI. 406.

Hence— 2. To bi'ing or introduce from one use,
connection, or relation into another : as, to im-
port irrelevant matter into a discussion.

There is also such a thing as a consciousness of the ulti-

mate unity of all pursuits that contribute to the perfec-
. tion of man, which may import a certain enthusiasm of
humanity into the devotion with which tlie scholar or ar-

tist applies himself to his immediate object
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 148.

3. To bear or convey in meaning or implica-
tion ; signify ; mean ; denote ; betoken.

His [God's] commanding those things to be which are,

and to be in such sort as they are, . . . importeth the es-

tablishment of natm'e's law. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 3.

The message imported that they should deliver up their
arms. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, t 92.

Pan, as the name imports, represents the universe.
Baeon, Fable of Pan.

4. To be of importance, interest, or conse-
quence to; concern; have a bearing upon.

Her length of sickness, with what else more serious
Importeth thee to know, this bears.

Shak., A. and C, i. 2.

All Men know there is nothing imports this Island more
than Trade. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 62.

In these four sciences. Logic, Morals, Criticism, and
Politics, is comprehended almost everytlilng which it can
any way import us to be acquainted with.

Hume, Human Nature, Int.

You never will know the two things in the world that
i/mport you the most to know. 'WaXpole, Letters, II. 406.

II. intrans. To have significance ; be of im-
portance.

It is the depth at which we live, and not at all the sur-

face extension, that imports.
Emerson, Works and Days, p. 164,

import (im'port), n. [= OP. emport, a carrying
away, influence, favor, importance ; from the
verb: see import, v.] 1 . That which is import-
ed or brought from without or from abroad;
especially, merchandise brought into one coun-
try from another: usually in the plural: op-
posed to export.

I take the imports from, and not the exports to, these
conquests, as the measure of these advantages which we
derived from them. Burke, Late State of the Nation.

Whatever shadings of mortality.
Whatever imports from the world of death
Had come among these objects heretofore,

Were, in the main, of mood less tender.
Wordsworth, Prelude, iv.

2. The intrinsic meaning conveyed by any-
thing; the significance borne by, or the inter-

pretation to be drawn from, an event, action,

speech, writing, or the like; purport; bearing:
as, the import of one's conduct.
The oath of the President contains three words, all of

equal import: that is, that he will preserve, protect ^"id

defend the Constitution.
D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7, 1834.

Ha ! how the murmur deepens ! I perceive
And tremble at its dreadful import. Bryant, Earth.

3. Importance; consequence; moment.
I will propound to your learned imitation those men of

import that haue laboured with credit in this laudable
kmde of Translation. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 3.

And tell us, what occasion of im/port

Hath all so long detain'd you from your wife.

Shak., T. of the S., iii 2.

Such idle Themes no more can move.
Nor any thing but what's of high Import

Congreve, Paraphrase upon Horacei, I. xix. 2.

=Syn. 2. Sense, gist, tenor, substance.

importable^ (im-por'ta-bl), a. [= OF. empor-
table, that can be carried away; as import +
-able.] Capable of being imported.

importable^t (im-p6r'ta-bl), a. [< ME. import-

able, inportable, < OP. "importable = Sp. (obs.)

importable = Pg. importavel = It. importabile,

importevole, < LL. importabilis, inportdbilis, that

cannot be borne, insupportable, < L. in- priv.

+ LL. porf-aiilis, that can be borne : see port-

able.] Unbearable; not to be endured or car-

ried out.



importable
This storie is seyd nat for that wyves sholde
Folwen Grlsild as in humilitee,
For it were impoHahle, though they wolde.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1058.
BiudoDS that hen importable
On lolkes shuldris thinges they ooaohen
That they nyl with her fyngris touchen.

Horn, of the Base, L 6904.
The tempest would be importabU if it beat always upon

him from all sides. Life of Firmin, p. 80.

importablenesst (im-por'ta-bl-nes), n. The
quality or state of being unendurable.
But when, by time and continuance, the mind is accus-tomed to It, though the yoke be the same, yet it finds nosuch seventy and importableness in it.

Sir M. Hale, Preparative against Affliction.

importance (im-p6r'tans), re. [= F. impor-
tance = Sp. Pg. iinportancia = It. importanza, <
Mil. importantia, importance, < L. importan(t-)s,
inportan{t-)s, important: see important.'^ 1.
The quality of having much import or mo-
ment; consequence; concernment; momen-
tousnesB.

Their priests were next In dignity to the King, and ot
nis Counsell in all businesses of importance.

Sandys, I'ravailes, p. 81.

Not a question of words and names, as Gallio thought
It, but a matter of the highest importance to the world.

Stillinfffleet, Works, II. i.

This accident of noblesse was a matter of curious and
exceptional importance at this Court [thatof Louis XVIII.],
which was Itself an accident. H. Adams, Gallatin, iv. 568.

2. Personal consequence or consideration;
standing; dignity; social or public position.

Thy own importance know.
Nor bound thy narrow views to things below.

Pope, R. of the L., i 36.

The man who dreams himself so great,
And his importance of such weight,
That all around, in all that's done.
Must move and act for him alone.

Cowper, The Retired Cat.

3. Pretentiousness
;
pompousuess : as, he -tralk-

ed in with an air of great importance.—4t. Sig-
nificance; meaning; import.
The wisest beholder . . . could not say if the impor-

tance were joy or sorrow, «. . -.^ -.

3014 importunity

portation. importation into the United States can be importunet (im-pOr-tun' or im-p6r tun), a. and
' -

....^,--.,—. A>.—J.
^_ 1<,WE. importune, < OF. {also 'P.)importun

= Sp. Pg. It. importune, < L. importunits, inpor-

tunus, unfit, unsuitable, troublesome, rude, un-
mannerly, orig. without access, < in- priv. +
partus, access, a harbor : see port^. Cf. the op-
posite opportune.'] I. a. 1. Unseasonable; in-

opportune; untimely.

I trow I haue this day done you much tribulation with
my importune obiections of very litle substance.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1673), fol. 53.

The musical airs which one entertains with most de-

lightful transports to another are importune.
Glanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xiii.

Further way
It [the stroke] made, and on his hacqueton did lyte.

The which dividing with importune sway,
It seizd in his right side. Spenser, F. Q., II. viii 38.

2. Importunate.

Oft they did lament his lucklesse state,

And often blame the too importune fate

That heapd on him so many wrathfuU wreakes.
Spenser, F. Q., I. xii. 16.

Pru. Flies are busy.
Lady F. Nothing more troublesome,

Or importune. B. Jonson^ New Inn, ii. 2.

"What doth not importune labour overcome?
Foxe (Arber's Bug. Garner, I. 108);

H. n. An importunate person; one offen-

sively persistent.

In Spaine it is thought very vndecent for a Courtier to
craue, supposing that it is the part of an importwne.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 24S.

made only at ports of entry constituted by law. All goods,

wares, and merchandise so imported must be entered at a
custom-house by presenting a bill of lading, a statutory

declaration of the importer describing the goods, and an
Invoice which, if one hundred dollars or more in value,

must have been duly certified by the United States consul

at the port or place of exportation. Entry may be made
by an authorized agent or attorney if the importer is sick

or absent. If the goods are free of duty, a permit to de-

liver is issued subject to official inspection and verification

of the goods. It the goods are dutiable, the duties are

estimated at the custom-house and paid in United States

coin or equivalent government notes, and an order is is-

sued to send at least one package out of every ten to the

appraiser's stores for examination, the importer being per-

mitted to take the residue under bond to produce them if

called upon to do so within a specified time. Goods which
are reported by the appraiser to tlie collector as being
undervalued are subject to duty on the excess value, if

the duty is ad valorem, and are subject to additional duty
on the whole appraised value, varying according to the
percentage of excess value, as a penalty. If the appraised
value exceeds the declared value by more than fifty per
cent., the entry shall be deemed presumptively fraudulent
and the goods seized. An .appeal may be taken on ques-
tions of value and protest made on questions of classifica-

tion to one of the United States general appraisers and
from him to a board of three United States general ap-
praisers, whose decision is final on questions of value.
Goods may be warehoused in bond for three years and
may be withdrawn within that time on payment of duty,
or for bonded transportation, or export without payment
of duty. A drawback or refund of duty, less one per cent.,

may be obtained upon the exportation from a bonded
warehouse of goods on wtiich duty has been paid, and up-
on the exportation of goods manufactured from material
on which import duty has been paid, subject to regula-
tions prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. Goods
may be transported in bond, without appraisement, im- , . ,. A.-/.. ,i- & r

mediately from the importing vessel at the port of first importune (im-ppr-tun ,
formerly also im-p6r

arrival to other ports of entry designated by the Secretary tun), V.

of the Treasury. ^ .

2. One who or that which is brought from
abroad; a person or thing brought into one
country from another : as, the coachman was importune, a.'\

a recent importation; this umbrella is an im-
portation. [CoUoq.]— Sf. The act of carrying
or conveying; conveyance.
The instruments of the vital faculty which serve for im-

portation and reception of the blood.
J. Smith, Portrait of Old Age, p. 239.

pret. and pp. importuned, ppr. imper-

ii F. importuner = Sp. Pg. importu-
nar = It. importunare, < ML. importunari, be
troublesome, < L. importunus, troublesome : see

I, trans.

i; pi;

r de:

1. To press or harass

5t. A matter of weight or moment.
A cunning man, hight Sidrophel, . . .

To whom all people, far and near.
On deep importances repair.

S. Butlcr,MuiibTSLS, II. lit 110.

6t. [Cf. important, 3.] Importunity; urgency,
Meywood.

Maria writ
The letter, at Sir Toby's great importance.

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

The shortness of time, and this said bringer's impor-
tance is only the let [that] I neither send you spectacles,
the price of the Paraphrases, nor thanks for your cheese.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 6.

importancyt (im-p6r'tau-si), «. [As impor-
tance : see -cy.'] Importance.

We consider
The importancy of Cyprus to the Turk.

Shak., Othello, 1. 3.

important (im-p6r'tant), a. [< F. important
Pg. It. imporiante, < ML. importan{t-)s,

Shak., W. T., v. 2. importer (im-p6r'ter), re. One who imports ; a
merchant or other person, or a corporate body,
by or forwhom goods are brought from another
country or state : opposed to exporter.

importlesst, a. [< import + -less.'] Without
import; of no weight or consequence.

Matter needless, of importless burden.
Shak., T. and C, i. 3.

importrayt, v. t. [< jre-2 -f portray.] To por-
tray; depict.

Wbome Philautus is nowwith all colours imnortramn<t
in ye Table of his hart.

Iryly, Euphues and his England, p. 311.

importunablet (im-pgr-tii'na-bl), a. [< impor-
tune + -able.] Insupportalile ; onerous.
Importunable burdens. Sir T. More.

importunacy (im-p6r'tii-na-si), re. [< impor-
tuna(te) + -cy.] The' quality of being impor-
tunate; importunity; urgent solicitation or
pressure,

important, momentous, prop. ppr. of L. impor- importunate (im-p6r'tii-nat), a. [< ML.
tare, inportare, bring in, introduce, ML. (Eom.)
signify, express : see import.] 1 . Of much im-
port ; bearing weight or consequence ; momen-
tous; grave; significant.

The dawn is overcast, the morning lowers.
And heavily in clouds brings on the day.
The great, the important day, big with the fate
Of Cato and of Rome. Addison, Cato, i. 1.

The recognition of the right of property in ideas is only
less important than the recognition of the right of prop-
erty in goods. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 160.

2. Consequential; pretentious; pompous: as,
an important manner.— Sf. [Appar. confused
with importunate. Cf. importunate, 1.] Impor-
tunate; eager; pressing.

If the prince be Uioimportant, tell him there is measure
in everything. Shak., Much Ado, ii X.

importantly (im-p6r'tant-li), adv. 1. In an
important manner; weightUy; forcibly.

It is not likely
That when they hear the Roman horses neigh,
Behold their quarter'd fires, have both their eyes
And ears so cloy'd importantly as now.
That they will waste their time upon our note.
To know from whence we are. 5Aa*., Cymbeline, iv. 4.

2. Pompously.— 3t. Importunately.
importa'tion(im-por-ta'shon), n. [=F. importa-
tion = Sp. importdeion = Pg. importacdto = It.

importazione, < ML. *importatio{n-), < L. impor-
tare, inportare, hving in: see import.] 1. The
act or practice of importing, or of bringing in

or introducing from another country or state :

as, the importation of live stock : opposed to eX'

portunatus, pp. of importunari, importune : see
importune, v. According to the sense in E.,
the form should be Hmportunant, < ML. impor-
tunan{t-)s, ppr.] 1. Troublesomely solicitous
or pressing; vexatiously persistent; pertina-
cious.

They may not be able to bear the clamour of an impor-
tunate suitor. '- -

In fancy leave this maze of dusty streets.
For ever shaken by the importunate jar
Of commerce. Bryant, A Rain-Dream.

I am not without anxiety lest I appear to be importu-
nate in thus recalling your attention to a subject upon
which you have so recently acted.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 438.

2t. Troublesome; vexatious.

with solicitation; ply or beset with unremit-
ting petitions or demands; crave or requii»
persistently.

She with great lamentation, and abundance of tears,

importuned Jupiter to restore her.
Bacon, Physical Fables, xL

2\. To crave or require persistently; beg for
urgently.

AH this is no sound reason to importune
My leave for thy departure.

Ford, Broken Heart, L 1.

Sf. To annoy; irritate; molest.

Of his two immediate successors, Eugenius the Fourth
was the last pope expelled by the tumults of the Roman
people, and Nicholas the Fifth, the last who was impor-
tuned by the presence of a Roman emperor.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, Ixx.

4t. [A false use, by confusion with import.]
To import; signify; mean.

But the sage "wisard telles, as he has redd.
That it importunes death.

Spenser, F. Q., IIL i. 16.

=Syn. 1. Bequest, Beg, Tease ^Bee aski); appeal to, plead
with, beset, urge, plague, worry, press, dun.

II. intrans. To make requests or demands
urgently and persistently.

I shall save Decorums if Sir Rowland importunes. I
have a mortal Terror at the Appiehension of offending
against Decorums. Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 5.

Creditors grow uneasy, talk aside.
Take counsel, then importune all at once.

Brouming, Ring and Book, 1. 154.

importunelyt (im-p6r-tiin'li or im-p6r'pn-li),
adv. 1. Importunately.

Wtout any fere of God, or respect of his honour,murmure
or grudge of yo worlde, he -would importunely pursue hys
appetite. Sir T. More, Works, p. 63.

The Palmer lent his eare unto the noyce.
To weet -who called so importunely.

denser, F. Q., II. viii. 4.

S. Inopportunely.
The constitutions that the apostles made concerning

deacons and widows are, with much importunity, but
very importunely, urged by the disciplinarians.

Bp. Sanderson.

hum?n mVS'tL"wo*?ld'^lSfoTer*''
^-'^«"'«'" '"s importuner (im-pOr-tu'n6r), re. One who im-

Donne, Hist. Septuagint p 142
portunes or urges -with earnestness and persis-
tence.importunately (im-p6r'tu-nat-li), adv. In an

importunate manner ; with' persistent or ur-
gent solicitation.

importunateness (im-p6r'tu-nat-nes), n.
portunity.

She with more and more importunateness craved.
Sir P. Sidney.

importunatort (im-p6r't^ii-na-tor), re. [= Sp
Pg. importunador, < ML.' as if *importunator',
< importunari, importune : see importune.] An
importimer.

Preclude your ears against all rash, rude, irrational in-
novating importuners.

Abnegators and dispensers against the law of God but
tyrannous importunators and exactors of theu' own

'

Sir B. Sandys, State of Religion.

,

Waterhouse, Apology (ie53X p. 187.

"^- importunity (im-p§r-tu'ni-ti), n. ; pi. importu-
nities (-tiz). [< F. importunity = Sp. importu-
nidad = Pg. importunidade = It. importunitd, <
L. importunita{t-)s, inportunita{t-)s,vinsnitBMe-
ness, unfitness, troublesomeness, < importunus,
inportunus, unfit, troublesome : see importune.]
It. Unseasonableness ; inopportunity.
Euery thing hath its season,which is called Oportunltie,

and the vnfitnesse or vndeoency of the time is called Im-
portunitie.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 274.



importimity

3. The act or state of being importunate
;
per-

tinacity in solieitatiou or demand; persistent
urgency or insistence.

By much Importunity and hia own Presence, he got of
the Abbot of Ramsey a hundred Pounds.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 82.

Indeed, Sir Peter, your frequent importunity on this
subject distresses me extremely.

Shendan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

Lib'ral of their aid
To clam'rouB Importunity in rags.

Cowper, Task, Iv. 414
The army demand with importunity their arrears of

pay. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., XT.

imposable (im-p6'za-M), a. [= p. imposdble;
as impose + -able.'\ 1. Capable of being im-
posed or laid on.-^2t. Capable ofbeing imposed
upon or taken advantage of. [Eare.]

If he had been a dissolute ranting man, as some were,
or a weak imposable wretch, they had liked him much
better. Soger North, Lord Guilford, II. 64.

imposableness (im-p6'za-bl-nes), n. The state
or quality of being imposable.
impose (im-p6z'), «. ; pret. and pp. imposed, ppr.
imposing. [< F. imposer, OP. imposer, emposer,
enposer, lay on, impose, taking the place of L.
imponere, pp. impositus, lay on, impose : see im-
pone smdpose^, and cf. appose\ compose, depose,
etc.] I. trans. 1. To lay on, or set on; put,
placCj or deposit: as, to impose the hands in or-
dination or confirmation. [Obsolete or archaic
except in this use.] '

Cakes of salt and barley [she] did impose
Within a wicker basket. Chapman, Odyssey, It.

He Bprinkleth upon the altar milk, then vmposeth the
Iioney. B, Jonson, Sejanus, T. 4.

Bishops had a power of imponingTaxain, tor collating ol
orders, which presbyters have not.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 194.

5. To lay as a burden, or something to be
borne or endured; levy, inflict, or enforce,
as by authority, power, or influence : as, to m-
pose taxes or penalties ; to impose one's opin-

.
ions upon others.

In the Sound also there be some extraordinary Duties
imposed, whereat all Kations begin to murmur.

Howell, Letters, I. tL 4.

If laws be imposed upon us without our personal or im-
plied consent, we cannot be accounted better than slaves.

' Quoted in BanerqfVs Hist. U. S., I. 169.

Bach man, too, is a tyrant in tendency, because he
would impose his idea on others.

Ewjerson, Nominalist and Bealist.

The race doininant enough to maintain or innpose its

language usually more or less maintains or imposes its

civilization also. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 44.

3. To obtrude faUaoiously or deceitfully; palm
ofl; pass off.

Our poet thinks not fit

To impose upon you what iie writes for wit.
Dryden.

He ... is either married, or going to be bo, to this lady,

whom he imposed upon me as his sister.

Goldsmith,, Good-natured Man, v.

4. Toflxupon; impute. [Kare.]

This cannot be allowed, except we impute that unto the

first cause which we impose not on the second.
Sir T. Browne.

5t. To subject by way of punishment.

Impose me to what penance your invention

Can lay upon my sin. Shale., Much Ado, v. 1.

6. In printing, to lay upon an imposing-stone

or the bed of a press and secure in a chase, as

pages of type or stereotype plates. Pages or plates

constituting a form or sheet are imposed in such order

and at such intervals that they will appear in their right

places and with the desired margin when the sheetprmted
&om tliem is folded.

II. intrans. 1. To lay or place a burden or

restraint; act with constraining effect: with

upon : as, to impose upon one's patience or hos-

pitality.

It is not only the difficulty and labour which men take

in finding out of truth, nor again that, when it is found,

it imposeth upon men's thoughts, that doth bring lies in fa-

vour: Bacojj, Truth (ed. 1887).

2. To practise misleading trickery or impos-

ture ; act with a delusive effect : with upon : as,

to impose upon one with false pretenses.

Do we hope to impose upon God, as we sometimes do

upon men, by a mere form of godliness, without the pow-

er of it?
• Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xx.

The Catalogue alone of these Stamps, no bigger than

two small Almanacks, cost me 14 Livres; so much Stran-

gers are imposed upon by the Crafty Booksellers of Kue
St. Jaques. Lister, Journey to Pans, p. loe.

imposet (im-p6z'), ». {<impose,v.'\ Command;
injunction.

According to your ladyship's »n^o»e,

I am thus early come. Shah., T. G. of v., Sv. i.
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imposer (im-p6'z6r), n. One who imposes or
lays on ; one who enjoins or exacts.
The imposers of these oaths might repent. I. Walton.

imposing (im-po'ziug), p. a. Impressive; com-
manding; stately; striking: as, an imposing
manner.
Large and impomig edifices imbosome^ in the groves of

some rich valley. Bp. Hobart.

The silence and the solemn grandeur of the immense
buildings around me were most imposing.

R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 124.

He is almost always more fortunate, and sometimes
powerful and imposing. Ticknor, Span. Lit., L 220.

imposingly (im-p6'zing-li), adv. In an impos-
ing manner.
imposingness (im-p6'zing-nes), n. The eondi-

_
tion or quality of being imposing or impressive.
imposing-stone (im-po'zing-ston), n. A slab,
originally of carefully leveled stone, but now
often of iron, resting upon a frame, on which
pages of type or stereotype plates are imposed,

_
andonwhich type-correctingin thepage isdone.
imposing-table (im-p6'zing-ta"bl), n. Same as
imposing-stone.

imposition (im-po-zish'on), n. [< ¥. imposition
= Pr. emposidOjimposiUo = 8p. imposicion =
Pg. imposigSo = It. imposieione, < L. imposi-
Uo{n-), inposiUo(n-), a laying upon, applica-
tion, < imponere, inponere, pp. impositus, inposi-
tus, lay upon: see impone, impose.'] 1. A pla-
cing, putting, or laying on: as, the imposition
of hands in ordination or confirmation.

The ancient custom of the Church was, after they had
baptized, to add thereunto imposition of hands with effec-
tual prayer. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, T. 66.

5. The act of positing or fixing; affixment; at-

tachment: with on or upon.
By our apprehension of propositions I mean our imposi'

tion of a sense on the terms of which they are composed.
J. H. Nevmia/n, Gram, of Assent, p. 7.

3.A laying or placing as a burden or obligation;
the act of levying, enjoining, enforcing, or in-

flicting: as, the imposition of taxqs or of laws.

Disciplined
"ExoTa shadowy types to truth; from flesh to spirit;

l^om im^sitixm of strict laws to free
Acceptance of large grace. MilUm, P. L., xiL 304.

4. In printing, the laying of pages of type or
plates upon an imposing-stone or the bed of a
press, and securing them in a chase. See im-
pose, V. t., 6.— 5. That which is laid on, enjoin-
ed, levied, enforced, or inflicted, as a burden,
tax, duty, or restriction ; specifically (in the
plural), in Eng. Mst., duties upon imports and
exports imposed at the pleasure of the king.

Fortune layeth as heavy impositioTis as virtue.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, il. 333.

All the commodities that go up into the country, of

which there are great quantities, are clogged with impo-
sitions as soon as they leave Leghorn.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), L 491.

The order of the Jesuits was enriched by gjiim.position

on the fislieries and fur-trade. Ba/nero/t, Hist. U. S., 1. 19.

Most important of all, there was the question of Impo-
sitions, that is, of the King's right to impose duties at will

upon exports and imports. £!. A. Abbott, Bacon, p. 120.

6. A trick or deception; a fraud; an imposture.

Being acquainted with his hand, I had no reason to

suspect an iTnposition. Smollett.

In none of these [treaties of the United States with
Japan] do we find as cunning devices of diplomatic impo-
sUion. Jf. A. Bev., CXXVIL 410.

7. An exercise imposed upon a student as a
punishment ; a task.

Literary tasks, called impositions, or frequent compul-
sive attendances on tedious and unimproving exercises in

a college halL Warton.
I may with Justice

Accuse my want of judgment, to expect
He should perform so hard an imposition.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, iv. 1.

Case of the impOBltions. Same as Bates's case (which

see, under easel).—Imposition ofhands. See hamd.

Impositive (im-poz'i-tiv), a. [< in-^ + positive,

with ref. to impose.] Not positive. [Rare.]

He [the psychological speculator] requires it to be grant-

ed that his system ia positive and that yours is impositive.

De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 276.

impossibility (im-pos-i-bil'j-ti), n.
;
pi. impos-

sibilities (-tiz). [= P. impossibilite = Pr. im-

possibilitat = Sp. imposiUUdad = Pg. impossi-

Ulidade = It. mnpossiUlitd,, < LL. impossibili-

ta{t-)s, inpossibilita(t-)s, < L. impossibilis, im-

possible: see impossible.] 1. The quality of

being impossible; incapability of being or be-

ing done.

They confound difficulty with impossibility. South.

3. That which is impossible; that which can-

not be or be done.

impost
A poet without love were a physical and metaphysical

impossibility. Ca/rlyle, Boms.

The distribution of wealth which the Democratic pro-
gramme demands is a scientific iTupossihUity, and no laws
could accomplish it. Mallock, Social Equality, p. 39.

3t. Helplessness; impotence.
When we say Lead us not into temptation, we learn to

know our own impossibility and infirmity. ff ff ff

Latimer, Works (Parker SocX L 432.

impossible (im-pos'i-bl), a. and n. [< ME. im-
possible, inpossible, < OP. (also "P.) impossible =
Pr. impossible, inpossible = Sp. imposible = Pg.
imposswel = It. impossibile, < L. impossibilis, in-
possibilis, not possible, < in- priv. -1- possibilis,
possible: see possible^ I. a. 1. Not possible;
non-existent or false by necessity, (a) Beyond
the strength or power of the agenL (6) Not possible from
the nature of thingB; contrary to a general principle or
law of nature or of thought ; that not only is not, and
will "not exist or happen, under actual circumstance^
but would not be under any circumstances, within cer-
tain limits. (See possible.) The modes of specializing
these limits constitute the diiferences between the vari-
ations of the meaning of the word, whicli are often dis-
tinguished by means Of adverbs applied to the adjective
impossible, or of the corresponding adjectives applied to
the abstract noun impossibility. If the limits are the
widest possible, so that no change either in the facts or
laws of the universe could make the object spoken of
real, the latter is said to be logically impossible: as A
that is not A. So Berkeley maintains that a Uiing not
thought of is logically impossible. If the principles of
mathematics would have to be changed to make the ob-
ject real, it is mathematically impossible: tlius, it is inathe-
matically impossible to turn a closed bag inside ou^; but
if space had four dimensions, this could be done. It is
in tills sense that imaginaries are sometimes termed iTn-

possible quantities. By modem mathematicians mathe-
matical impossibility is generally regarded as a higher
grade of physical impossibility. If no change of special
facts without new laws of nature would suffice to realize
the object, it is said to be physically impossible: as aper-
petual motion. But in a second sense this phrase means
beyond the strength or physical resources of the agent,
no matter what efforts he might make : thus, it is physi-
cally imi^ossible for the Portuguese to overrun and con-
quer Africa. A supposed action utterly inconsistent with
the moral character of the agent is said to be morally jm-
possible. This plirase is also used to mean 'extremely im-
probable '

: thus, for a pitched coin to turn up heads and
tails alternately for a hundred throws is morally impos-
sible.

With men this is impossible; hut with God all thingB
are possible. Mat xix. 26.

It is impossible that any man should feel for a fortress
on a remote frontier as he feels for his own house.

Macaulay, History.

Of what contraries consists a man t

Of what impossible mixtures I vice and virtue.
Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, v. 1.

Consciousness itself is impossible apart from limit.
Veitch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. civ.

2. In law, in a stricter sense, prevented only
by the act of God or a public enemy. Whatever a
person binds himself by contract to do, if not absurd, is

not regarded as impossible in this sense, if it miglit be ac-
complished by human means, these obstacles only except-
ed ; and his practical inability is not deemed to render per-
formance impossible.

3. Excessively odd ; not to have been imagined

;

such as would not nave been thought possible

:

as, she is a most impossible person; he wears
an impossible hat. [An affected Prench use.]

Is there a cupola ship changed to a broadsider, or an un-
serviceable three-decker converted into an impossible frig-

ate, without costing the nation the charge of many Vice-
roys? Blackwood's Mag., XCVI. 605.

Impossible quantity, in math,, an imaginary quantity.
See imaginary. =SyR. Impossible, Impracticable. Impos-
sible means that a thing cannot be effected or even sup-
posed to be effected, being theoretically as well as prac-
tically incapable of accomplishment ; while impracticable
refers ratl^r to a thing so hard to effect, by reason of diffi-

culties, that its accomplishment is beyond our power and
practically out of the question. Thus, it may be imprac-
ticable to extort money from a miser, but it is not impos-
sible; or the construction of a railway over a morass
may be impracticable, but not imjpossible if all considera-
tions of outlay are thrown aside. It has been said that
"nothing is impossible, but many things are impracti-
cable."

Il.t n. An impossibility. Chaucer.

impossibly (im-pos'i-bli), adv. Not possibly.

impost (im'post), n. [In def . 1, < OP. impost, P.
impot, m. (= Pg. imposto, m., It. imposta, t.),

< ML. vmpostus, m., imposita, f., a tax imposed

;

ia def. 2, < P. imposte = Sp. Pg. It. imposta, f.,

an impost in arch.; < L. impositus, inpositus,

pp. of imponere, inponere, lay upon, impose : see
impone, impose.] 1. That which is imposed or
levied; a tax, tribute, or duty; particularly, a
duty or tax laid by government on goods im-
ported ; a customs-duty. To prevent interference
with national commerce by the separate States, the Con-
stitution of the United States (art. I. § 10) provides that
"no State shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay
any imposts or duties on imports or expiorts, except what
may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection
laws : and the net produce of all duties and imposts, laid

by any State on imports or exports, shall be for the use of
the treasury of the United States."



impost

Slacken the reans of our late Servitude

:

Lighten our gall'd backs ol those Burthens rude,
Those heauy Imposts of thy Father.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, U., The Schisme.

Tithes were hated as an unequal and oppressive impost

falling upon a people who were already sunk in the lowest
depths of poverty, and religious feeling had little or no-

thing to say to the antipathy.
Lechy, Bng. in 18th Cent., xvL

2. In arch., the point where an arch rests on a
wall or column ; also, the condition of such rest-

ing ormeeting, in classic architecture theimpost is tyj)-

ically marked by a horizontal member ; but in medieval
work many different forms
of imposts are used, and
such horizontal members
or moldings are frequently
absent. Imposts have been
classified as continuous im-
posts (see phrase below);
discontinuous imposts,
where the arch-moldings

Continuous Impost Shafted Impost {A, A).

abut and are stopped on the pier ; shafted imjposts, where
the arch-moldings spring from a capim and are different

from those of the pier; and banded invposts, where the
pier and arch have the same moldings.

3. In sporting slang, a weight placed upon a
horse in a handicap race. KrWs Guide to the

Twrf.— Continuous Impost, in arch., the continuation
of the arch-moldings down the pillar that supports the
arch, without any member to mark the impost-poiiit— that
is, tlie point at which arch and pillar meet. See intxrpene-

tration, 2. =Syn. 1. Duty, Assessment, etc. See tax, n.

imposter (im-pos'tfer), re. See impostor.

imposteroust, a. See imposturous.

imposthumatet, impostniunationt, etc. See
irnpostumate, etc.

impostor (im-pos'tqr), n. [Also imposter; <

F. imposteur = Sp. tg. impostor = It. vmpos-
tore, < LL. impostor, inpostor, a deceiver, oontr.

of Jj.impositor, inpositor, one who imposes (used
only of one who imposes or applies a name), <

imponere, inponere, pp. impositus, inpositus, lay
on, impose : see impone, impose."] One who im-
poses on others : a person who practises decep-
tion, usuallyunder a false guise or an assumed
character.

Witches and old women and impostors have had a com-
petition with physicians.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL 190.

impostorioiist (im-pos-to'ri-us), a. [< impostor
+ -ious; cf. impostorous, prop, imposturous.']

Same as impostv/rous.

I was formerly acquainted with the impostori^ms nuuns
of Loudune in France, which made such noise amongst
the Papists. Evelyn, Diaiy, Aug. 6, 1670.

impostoroust, a. See imposturous.

impostorsbip (im-pos'tor-ship), n. [Also im-
postersMp; < impostor -f -ship.] The character
or practices of an impostor.

Inclining rather to make this phantasm an expounder,
or indeed a depraver of Saint Paul, than Saint Paul an ex-

aminer and discoverer of this invpostership.
Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

impostress (im-pos'tres), n. [< of', imposte-

resse; as impost{o)r + -ess.] A female impos-
tor. Bacon.
impostriz (im-pos'triks), n. [< ML. impostrix,

fem. of L. impostor, an impostor : see impostor.]

Same as impostress. Fuller.

impostroust (im-pos'tms), a. Same as impos-
turous.

impostumatet, imposthumatet (im-pos'tu-
mat), V. [Corrupt forms of apostemate, as im~
postume, imposthume of aposteme, apostem : see
apostemate, impostume.] I. trans. To affect

with an impostume or abscess ; make swollen
or bloated.

He [Lord Kutland] . . . fell a casting and vomiting up
divers little imposthumated Bladders of congealed Blood.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 32.

II. intrans. To form an abscess; gather;

collect pus in a cyst or cavity; hence, to draw
to a head, as an abscess.

That high food of spiritual pride and confidence . . .

will be sure to irnpostumate in the soul.

Hammond, Works, IV. 674.

impostumatet, imposthumatet (im-pos'tu-
mat), a. and n. [Cforrupt forms of apostemate,
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q. v., SiS impostume ot aposteme.] I. a. Swollen
with corrupt or purulent matter ; affected with
an abscess.
When the friend of Philotimus, the physician, came to

him to be cured of a sore finger, ... he let his finger

alone, and told him "that his liver was imposthutnate."

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5), I. 754.

n, n One who is affected with an impos-
tume; one who is swelled or bloated.

A Samian peer, more studious than the rest

Of vice, who teem'd with many a dead-bom jest . . .

(Ctesippus nam'd), this lord Ulysses ey'd,

And thus burst out th' im^posthumate with pride.
Pope, Odyssey, xx. 358.

impostumationt, imposthumationt (im-pos-

tii-ma'shon), n. [Corrupt forms of apostema-

tion, q. v.] 1. The act of forming an abscess.

Bailey.— 2. An abscess; an impostume.

We do find his wound
So festered near the vitals, all our art,

By warm drinks, cannot clear th' imposthumMion,
Webster, Devil's Law-Case, ill. 2.

The imposthumation is supposed to have proceeded,
not from his fall last year, but from a blow with a tennis-

ball. Walpole, Letters, IL 247.

impostumet, imposthumet (im-pos'tum), n.

[C OF. empostume, a corrupt form of apostume,
and that of aposteme, an abscess: see apostem,

aposteme, of which impostume is thus merely a
corrupt form.] A collection of pus or purulent
matter in any part of an animal body ; an ab-
scess.

And such imposthumes as Phantaste is

Grow in our palace? We must lance these sores.

£. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, v. 3.

I have learned nothing but that the Prince of Orange
died of an imposthume in his head.

WcUpole, Letters, IL 271.

impostumet, imposthumet (im-pos'tum), v. [<

impostume, n.] Same as impostumate.

How can an vmposthumed heart but yield forth evil

matter by his mouth? Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iiL

imposturaget (im-pos'tu-raj), n. [< impostwre
+ -age.] Imposition.

Many other.practices of human art and invention, which
help crookedness, lameness, dimness of sight, &c., no man
is so foolish as to impute to the devil's invention, or to
count them any hurtful imposturage.

Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 127.

imposture (im-pos'tfir), n. [= F. imposture =
Sp. Pg. It. impostura, < LL. impostura, inpos-

tura, deceit, < L. imponere, inponere, pp. imposi-

tus, inpositus, impose upon, deceive: see impone,
impose.] 1 . The act or conduct of an impostor

;

deception practised, usually imder a false or
assumed character; fraud or imposition.

Form new legends,
And fill the world with follies and impostures.

Johnson, Irene.

Tis more than strange; my reason cannot answer
Such argument of fine imposture.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, ii 3.

2t. An imposing or putting; imposition, or an
imposition ; that which is imposed or laid on.

At midday he stayed a while, to see the passage of a ty-
rannicall and treacherous imposture.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 27.

=Syn. 1. Trick, cheat.

imposturedt (im-pos'turd), a. [< imposture +
-ed,^.] Having the nature of imposture ; deceit-
ful. [Eare.]

What have vile I to do with noble Day
Which shews Earth Heav'ns bright face? that face

which I

Want only scorn'd, and cast my love away
Upon impostur'd lust's foul mystery.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iL 136.

imposturioust, a. [< imposture + 4ous.] Same
as imposturous.

Yet there are some imposturious companions that im-
pute so much devinltie to the devell . . . that they at-
tribute unto him the truth of the knowledge of Things.

Hystorie of Hamblet (1608), iv.

imposturous (im-pos'tu-ms), a. [Also va-
riously imposturious, impostorous, imposterous,
impostrous, impostorious, the last forms being
associated with impostor, imposter; but prop.
imposturous, < imposture + -ous.] Having the
character of an impostor or of imposture ; de-
ceitful.

Thou takest upon thee the habit of a grave physician,
but art indeed an impostorous empiric.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 2.

[He] protested against him and Mr. Humfrey, that they
were a couple of imposterous knaves.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 234.

Yet even his [Plato's] evidence . . . will not be found
to justify the charges of corrupt and immoral teaching,
imj)08<ro«« pretence of knowledge, &c., which themodem
historians pour forth in loud chorus against them.

Orote, Hist. Greece, ii. 67.

imposturyt (im-pos'tu-ri), n. [< imposture +
-^3.] Same as imposture.

impounder

But the Aegyptians, soon weary of their oppression^ not

long after the impostury of Mahomet . . . called in the

Saracens to assist them in the expulsion of the Greeks.
Sandys, Travalles, p. 88.

impotable (im-p6'ta-bl), a. [< LL. impotaUlis,

inpotahilis, < in- priv. + potabilis, drinkable:

see potable.] Undrinkable ; unfit for drinking.

Distilled water is made impotable and unhealthy byany
traces of that [hydrochloric] acid.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVL 632.

impotence (im'po-tens), n. [< ME. impotence,

< OF. (also F.) impotence = Er. inpotencia =
Sp. Pg. impotenoia = It. impotenzia, impotenga,

< L. impotentia, inpotentia, powerlessness, in-

ability, ungovemableness, < impoten(t-)s, inpo-

ten{t-)s, powerless, impotent: see impotent]

1. The condition or quality of being impotent

;

want of power or vigor, physical, intellectual,

or moral; weakness; feebleness; inability; de-

fect of power, more especially adventitious

power, to perform anything.

impotence of mind, in body strong 1

Milton, S. A., L 52.

In their complete military impotence, the Popes looked

abroad for some foreign succour, and they naturally turned
to the I'ranks, whose martial tastes and triumphs were
universally renowned. Lecky, European Morals, IL 283.

2. Complete failure of sexual power inthe male;

also, rarely, such weakness in the female.—3.

Want of self-restraining power; ungovernable
passion.

The being your sister \fould anew inflame me
With much more impotence to dote upon her.

Fletcher and Massinger, A"(^ery Woman, ii. 1.

Will he, so wise, let loose at once his ire,

Belike through impotence, or unaware?
Milton, P. L., ii. 166.

impotency (im'po-ten-si), n. Same as impo-

tence.

impotent (im'po-tent). a. and n. [< ME. -im-

potent, < OF. (also P.) impotent = Pr. inpotens

= Sp. Pg. It. impotente, < L. impoten(t-)s, in-

potenlt-)s, powerless, weak, feeble, without
self-control, ungovernable, < in- priv. -t- po-

ten,{t-)s, powerful: see potent.] I. a. 1. Not
potent; lacking power, strength, or vigor, phys-

ical, intellectual, or moral; powerless; weak;
feeble.

There sat a certain man at Lystra, impotent in his feet,

. . . who never had walked. Acts xiv. 8.

Bishops then grow to be most vigorous and potentj

when Pnnces happ'n to bq most weak and impotent.
Milton, EikonoUastes, xvii

Weak to protect^ or impotent to wound.
Crabbe, Works, L 200.

3. Wholly lacking in sexual power: said of

the male, and rarely of the female.— 3. Lack-
ing the power of self-restraint; destitute of

self-command ; ungovernable.

sacred hunger of ambitious mindes.
And i/mpotent desire of men to raine 1

Spenser, F. Q., V. xil 1.

An impotent lover
Of women for a flash, but, his fires quenched.
Hating as deadly.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, iiL 2.

II. n. 1. One who is feeble. Infirm, or lan-

guishing under disease.

Your task shall be.
With all the fierce endeavour of your wii^
To enforce the pained impotent to smile.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

2. A male without sexual power.
impotently (im'po-tent-li), adv. 1. In an im-
potent manner; without strength or force.— 2.

Without self-restraint ; beyond power of con-
trol.

He loves her most impotently.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 676.

impound (im-pound'), V. t. [Formerly also

empound; <. in-^ + pound^^.] 1. To put, shut,

or confine in or as iii a pound or close pen:
restrain within bounds ; confiaie : as, to impound
stray horses, cattle, etc.

She hath herself not only well defended.
But taken and impounded as a stray
The king of Soots. Shak., Hen. V., L 2.

The things distreined must in the first plaoe be carried

to some pound, and there impounded by the taker.

Blackstone, Com., III. L

2, To take and retain possession of, a* a forged
document produced as evidence in a trial and
directed to be held in custody of the law, in

order that a prosecution may be instituted in

respect of it.

impoundage (im-poun'daj), n. [< impound +
-age.] The act of impounding, as stray cattle.

impounder (im-poun'd6r), n. One who im-
pounds.



impoverish

Impoverisll (im-pov'er-ish), v. t. [Formerly
enmoverish, emporish (cf. empover, impoor); <
OF. empovriss-, enpoveriss-, stem of certain parts
of empovnr, enpoverir (equiv. to appovrir, F. ap-
pauvrir) = Sp. Pg. empobrecer = It. impoverire,
make poor, < L. in, in, + pauper, poor: see
poor, poverty.-] 1. To make poor; reduce to
poverty or indigence.

It is no constant rule that trade makes riches ; for there
may be trade that impoverishes a nation.

Sir W. Temple, United Provinces, vL
2. To make poor in quality or character; re-
duce in vigor, capacity, productiveness, etc.;
cause to deteriorate.

Nothing can more certainly tend to impoverish all that
is most beautilul in human thought and lifethan a gener-
ally accepted belief that man is essentially a beast in ori-
gin and nature.

St. O. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 174.

impoverisher (im-poV'er-ish-er), n. One who
or that which impoverishes.
impoverishlyt (im-pov'er-ish-li), adv. So as to
impoverish. Imp. Diet.

impoverislunent (im-pov'6r-ish-ment), n. [<
OF. empoverissement; as impoverish + ment.']
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evil) upon, pray to, call upon, < in, upon, + pre-
can, pray: see pray.] 1. To pray for; express
a strong desire for; invoke: in a good sense.
[Bare.]

Beset as he has been on all sides, he could not refrain
[from writing], and would only imprecate patience till he
shall again have "got the hang" (as he calls it) of an ac-
complishment long disused.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 6.

Specifically— 2. To call down by prayer, as
some evil upon an enemy, or in anger; invoke
or express a malevolent desire for, as something
evil.

Thefalling sicknesse is usuall among the lewes, and they
use to impreeate it to each other in their anger, as they also
doe the plague. Pwrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 218.

1 on them
Did impreeate quick ruin, and it came.

Shelley, The Cenci, iv. 1.

Curses always recoil on the head of him who imprecates
tbem. Emerson, Compensation.

3. To invoke a curse or evil upon; curse.
In vain we blast the Minister of Fate,
And the forlorn physicians imprecate.

Rochester, Death of Mary, Princess of Orange.

= F. im-The act of impoverishing, o? the state of being imprecation (mi-pre-ka'shon), n. [=
impoverished; a reducing to indigence; reduc- i"'f««*»o» = Sp. imprecacion = Pg. imp ^

tion of vigor, capacity, fertiUty, etc. ; deteriora^ T 7 »'»2"'?''«^f?«.
< L. imprecaUo{n-), inpreea-

tion
-r

.-
> J J

> feo(ra-), an invoking (of evd), < impremri, impre-

Latterly, from the impm,eTlsh.mera of the higher classes S^^J?^^ "^^"^ = T^
impreeate.] The act of

in this cointiy [Egypt], the demand for whitfslaves has
™Preeatmg or invokmg evil ; a malediction ; a

been small jB. IT. £o«c, Modem Egyptians, I. 234. prayer or expressedwish that a curse or calam-

impowert (im-pou'6r), v. t. An obsolete form ^^^ ™ay befall some one.

ot empower. This was done by a maner of imprecation, or as we call

impracticability (im-prak'ti-ka-bil'i-ti), n. [< "^^ toi°i?|ht ™on°thlm
"' *"* ^^^^' '"'^ ^"^"^ ^^

impracUcable : see -Ulity.] 1. The character PuMenAom, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 46.
of bemg impracticable. With imprecatiam thus he flU'd the air.

There would be a great waste of time and trouble, and ^^^ angiy Neptune heard th' unrighteous prayer,
an inconvenience often amounting to impracticaiility, if Pope, Odyssey, ix. 629.

consumers could only obtain the articles they want by =Syn. Curse, Execration, etc. See maledietion.
treating du^ectly with the producers. J. S. Mzll. imprecatory (im'pre-ka-to-ri), a. [= F. imprS-
2. Untractableness ; stubbornness. catoire= 8p.imprecdtorio; a,simprecafe + -ory.]
impracticable (im-prak'ti-ka-bl), a. and n. [= Of the nature of or containing an imprecation

;

F. irnpraticable == Sp. impracticable = Pg. im- invoking evil or a cuise; maledictory: as, the
praUcavel = It. impraticabile; as in-^ + practi- imprecatory passages in the Psalms.
cable.] I. a. 1. Incapable of accomplishment; imprecision (im-pre-sizh'qn)^. [=F. iwipr^ci-
not to be practised, performed, carried out, or sion; as i«-3 + precision.^ Want of precision
effected by the means at command. or exactness ; defect of accuracy. Imp. Diet.
Every scheme of public utility was rendered impracti- imprognf (im-pren'), V. t. [< OF. empreigner,

caWe by their [the baronsl continual petty wars witli each impreigner, etc, F. impr4gner= Sp. Pg. JTOpreg'-
other. Mickle, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, Int.

2. Incapable of being used; unfit for the pur-
pose intended or desired; unserviceable; un-
available; of persons, unmanageable; untraet-
able.

The fiction of a material finite universe, moving forward
in an infinite empty space, cannot be admitted. It is al-

together unreasonable and im,practicable.

Clarke, Leibnitz, Fifth Paper.

A poor imjwociwaWe creature! I tried once or twice to impregnability (im-preg-Tia-bil'i-ti), «. [< im-
know if he was fit for business ; but he had scarce talent pregnable : see -bility.] The state of being im-
to be groom-porter to an orange-barrow. pregnable.

eo;<temrtA. Good-natured Man, ii. impregnable (im-preg'na-bl), a. [Formerly
Syn. 1. Impossible, Impractieable._^See impossOile.—l also impreignable (the g in this word, as also in

iiar = It. impregnare, < LL. imprcegnare, inprceg-
nare, impregnate : see impregnate.] To impreg-
nate. [Poetical.]

As Jupiter
On Juno smiles, when he impregns the clouds
That shed May flowers. Milton, P. L., iv. 600.

No wholesome scents impregn the western gale.
But noxious stench ezhal'd by scorching heat.

Cooper, Hymn to Health.

and'2, Imprdeticable, Unpraeiieal. The meanings of the
two words approach each other at two points, but still

are clearly distinct : (1) Of a thing : impracticable, not pos-
sible to be done without expense or sacrifice greater than
is advisable ; unpractical, not dictated by or in harmony
with the lessons of experience in actual work : as, an un-
practical plan. (2) Of a person : impracticable, not easily

managed ; unpractical, not showing that sort of wisdom
which is the result of experience in affairs.

II. n. One who is unmanageable, unreason-
able, or stubborn.

A body of men chosen without solicitation of their own
- . . would scorn such work, but the lawyer regards them
generally as . . . impracticables.

Pop. Sd. Mo., XXXn. 762.

impracticableness (im-prak'ti-ka-bl-nes), n.

The character of being impracticable.

The greatest difficulty in these sieges was from the ij»-

practicablen£S8 of the ground.
Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times.

And indeed I do not know a greater mark of an able

minister than that of rightly adapting the several facul

the simple form pregnable, being erroneously
inserted, as in foreign, sovereign, and of course
orig. not pronounced) ; < OF. imprenable, F. im-
prenable (= Pr. emprenable, imprenable), that
cannot be taken, < in- priv. + prenable, that
may be taken: see pregnable.] 1. Not preg-
nable ; not' to be taken or reduced by force

:

as, an impregnable fortress.

A castle, seated upon the top of a rock, impregrwhle.
Sir P. Sidney.

With him were the horse of Sir Arthur Haslerigge, so

well armed that (if of proof as well within as without) each
souldier seemed an impregnable fortification.

Fuller, Worthies, Wiltshire.

2. Not to be moved, shaken, of overcome; in-

vincible : as, impregnable virtue.

A just man is impregnable, and not to be overcome.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 363.

Pearls and golden Bullets may do much upon the im-
pregnablest Beauty that is. Howell, Letters, ii. 4.

tiesof men; nor is any thing more to be lamented than the

impracticableness ot doing this in any great degree under impregnableneSS (im-preg na-bl-nes), n. im-
our present circumstances. Sm/f,Present State of Affairs, pregnability. Bailey, 1727.

impracticably (im-prak'ti-ka-bli), adv. In an impregnably (im-preg'na-bli), adv. In an im-

impracticable manner.
"

pregnable manner ; in a manner to defy attack.

Morality not impracticably rigid. Johnson. impiCgnantt (im-preg'nant), a. and ». [< LL.

impractical (im-prak'ti-kal), a. [< «b-3 +
practical.] Unpractical, [ftare.]

A man who had never got ahead in the world, and who
never tried to; a many-sided indefinite sort of man; a man
who had proved himself in all the active concerns of We
a visionary and impractical fellow. Harper s Mag.

imprecate (im'prf-kat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. im-

precated, ppr. imprecating. [< L. imprecatus,

inprecatus, gp. oi imprecari, inprecari (> It.Jm-

imprcBgnan(t-)s, ppr. of imprcegnare,impregnate

:

see impregnate.] I. a. Impregnating; making
pregnant. In die quotation, used erroneously

for impregnate, a.

Nor was it [chaos] yet immregnant by the voice of God.
Sir T. Brovmc, Keligio Medici.

II. n. That which impregnates. [Kare.]

It [interest] is the pole to which we turn, and our sym-

pathizing judgements seldom decline from the direction of

^ecare = Sp. Pg. vmpreem), invoke (good or mUmprogrMnt. ffionmiie, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xiv

impresario

impregnate (im-preg'nat), V.
;
pret. and pp. im-

pregnated, ppr. impregnating. [< LL. improeg-
natus, pp. of imprcegnare, inprwgnare (> It. im-
pregnare = Sp. Pg. impregnar = F. imprigner,
> E. impregn, q. v.), make pregnant, < L. in,
in, + prcBgnan(t-)s, pregnant: see pregnant.]
1. trans. 1. To make pregnant, as a female;
cause to conceive

;
get with young; fertilize.

—

2. To transmit or infuse an active principle
into; fecundate; fertilize; imbue.
The winds that blow from . . . the western desert are

impregnated with death in eveiy gale.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, ixix.

3. To infuse into, as particles of another sub-
stance ; communicate the qualities of another
substance to, as (in pharmacy) by mixture, di-
gestion, etc.; saturate.

The air of this place [Vesuvius] must be very much tm-
pregnated with saltpetre.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 439.

Impregnating-tube. In certain forms of fungi the an-
therid arises by the side of the oosphere, either as a branch
from it or terminal from a hypha near it, and is applied
closely to its wall, through which it sends a delicate tube,
the impregnating-tube. Through this tube the gono-
plasm enters the oosphere, and the act of impreghation
is accomplished.

II. intrans. To become impregnated or preg-
nant. [Bare.]
Were they, like Spanish jennets, to impregnate by the

winds, they could not have thought on a more proper in-
vention. Addison, Spectator, No. 127.

impregnate (im-preg'nat), a. [< impregnate,
v.] Eendered prolific or fruitful ; impregnated.
[In the second extract impregnate is used by mutake in
the sense of impregnable.']

There Juno stopp'd, and (her fair steeds unloos'd)
Of air condens'd a vapour circumfus'd

:

For these, impregnate with celestial dew.
On Simois' brink ambrosial herbage grew.

Pope, Iliad, v. 968.

Bring me the caitiff here before my face,
Tho' made impregnate as Achilles was.

D'Urfey, Two Queens of Brentford, iL

impregnation (im-preg-na'shon), n. [= F. im-
pregnation= Pr. impregnacio, enpregnacio= Sp.
impregnaeion = Pg. impregnagSo = It. impreg-
nazione, < ML. impr(iegnaUo(n-), < LL. imprceg-
nare, inprcegnare, impregnate : see impregnate.]
1. The act of impregnating, or the state of be-
ing impregnated ; fertilization; fecundation.
Impregnation is the physical admixture of protoplasmic

matter derived from two sources, which may be either de-
ferent parts of the same organism, or different organisms.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 32.

2. Intimate mixture of parts or particles; infu-
sion; saturation.— 3. Thatwithwhich anything
is impregnated.
What could implant in the body such peculiar vmpreg-

nations! Derham, Physico-Theology.

4. In geol., an irregular form of mineral depos-
it, not a true vein, but having some of the char-
acters of one. See segregation, segregated vein
(under vein), and carbona.

impregnatory (im-preg'na-to-ri), a. [< impreg-
nate + -ory.] Eclating to or connected with
impregnation; impregnating.
According to Berkley, "the spermatozoids vary a little

in shape. Derb&s and Solier figure many of them with a
delicate appendage, . . . There can, however, be Uttle
doubt that they are truly impregnatory organs."

S. Benttey, Botany, p. 383.

imprejudicate (im-pre-jo'di-kat), a. [< iM-3 -t-

prejudicate.] Not prejudged; unprejudiced;
not prepossessed; impartial.

The solid reason of one man is as sufficient as the clam-
our of a whole nation, and with imprenidicated apprehen-
sions begets as firm a belief as the authority or aggregated
testimony of many hundreds.

Sir T. Bromne, Vulg. Err., i 7.

imprenablet (im-pre'na^bl), a. An obsolete
variant of impregnable.

"

impreparation (im-prep-a-ra'shon), n. [< i»-S

+ preparation.] Lack oiprepairation; unpre-
paredness; unreadiness.

Which imprepa/ration and unreadiness when they find
in us, they turn it to the soothing up of themselves in that
cursed fancy. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2.

impresa (im-pra'sa), re. [It. : see imprese, im-
press^, and ernprise.] A device : an Italian term
often used in English, especially of such devices
as were peculiarly personal in their character.

See device, 7, and impress^, re., 2. Also imprese.

My impresa to your Lordship, a swan flying to a laurel
for shelter; the mot^ amor est mihi causa.

Webster, Monumental Column (end).

impresario (im-pre-sa'ri-o), n. [It. impresario,
undertaker, stage-manager, < impresa, enter-
prise, = E. emprise: see emprise.] A ma,nager,
agent, or conductor of a troupe of operatic
or concert singers ; also, rarely, a tea(Sier or
trainer of such singers.



Imprescribable

imprescribable (im-prf-skri'barbl), a. [< in-^

+ prescrihdble.'\ Same as imprescriptible.

The ownership of land was by the law of the islands

[Orkney] reserved to the descendants of the original oc-

cupant, by an inalienable and imprescribable entail.

WestminsUr Rev., CXXVni. 688.

imprescriptibility (im-prf-skrip-ti-bil'i-ti), n.

[= F. impresaripUhiliU = Pg. nnprescriptihi-

lidade; as imprescripUble + -ity: see -bility,2

The character of being imprescriptible.

The Pontifical letters of Gregory XIII. , in 1580, by which
the rights and dues belonging to the State were recalled
to vigour, and their imprescriptibility established.

me. Diet., IV. 869.

imprescriptible (im-prf-skrip'ti-bl), a. [= F.
imprescriptible = Sp. imprescriptible = Pg. im-
prescriptivel = It. imprescrittibile ; as in-^ +
prescriptible.'] Not founded on prescription;
existing independently of law or convention;
not justly to be violated or taken away. Also
imprescribable.

Brady went back to the primary sources of our history,

and endeavoured to show that Magna Charta, as well as
every other constitutional law, were but rebellious en-
croachments on the ancient uncontrollable imprescripti-
ble prerogatives of the monarchy. HaUwm.

The award of the tribunal of posterity is a severe deci-

sion, but an iviprescriptiMe law.
I. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 254.

imprescriptible (im-prf-skrip'ti-bli), adv. In
an imprescriptible manner.

impreset, impress^t (im-pres', im-pres'), n.

[Early mod. E. also impresse; < OF. imprese (=
Sp. empresa, emprise = It. impresa), a mark,
badge, as of a knight undertaking an enter-

prise, a particularuse of emprise, an enterprise

:

see emprise. Of. impresa.^ A badge, cogni-
zance, or device worn by a noble or his retain-

ers ; an impresa.

The beautiful motto which formed the modest imprese
of the shield worn by Charles Brandon at his marriage
with the king's sister. Lamb, Melancholy of Tailors.

His armour and attire of a sea colour, his impress a fish

called a sepia. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Imblazon'd shields,

Impresses quaint, caparisons and steeds.
Milton, F. Ii., U. 35.

impress^ (im-pres'), V. [< ME. impressen, e»-

precen,<.OF.empresser,impresser,<.'L.impressus,
inpressus, pp. of imprimere, inprimere (> It. im-
primere = Sp. Pg. imprimir = Pr. enpremar =
P. imprimer), press into or upon, stick, stamp,
or dig into, < in, in, upon, + premere, press : see

press^. Cf. imprint^.'] I. trans. 1. To press
upon or against ; stamp in; mark by pressure;
make an impression upon.

As easy mayst thou the intrenchant air

With thy keen sword impress as make me bleed.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

He did impress
On the green moss his tremulous step.

Shelley, Alastor.

The cartonnage of Queen Ahmes Nofretari is impressed
in parts with a reticulated sexagonal pattern.

Harper's Mag., LXV. 192.

Hence—2. To affect forcibly, as the mind or

some one of its faculties; produce a mental
effect upon : as, to impress the memory or ima-
gination ; the matter impressed him favorably.

Nothing impresses the traveller more, on visiting the
once imperial city, than the long lines of aqueducts that
are seen everywhere stretching across the now deserted
plain of the Gampagna. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 373.

3. To produce or fix by pressure, or as if by
pressure ; make an impression of ; iniprint, lit-

erally or figuratively : as, to impress figures on
coins or plate ; to impress an image on the mem-
ory.

There is impressed upon all things a triple desire or ap>-

petite proceeding from love to themselves.
BoAum, Advancement of Learning, it 273.

In proportion as an incident force impresses but little

motion on a mass, it is better able to impress motion on
parts of the mass in relation to each other.

H. Spencer, Prin. of BioL, § 9.

A self-sustained intellectual might is impressed on evary
page. Whipple, Essays, I. 177.

Hence—4. To stamp deeply on the mind; fix

by inculcation.

But nothing might relent her hasty flight,

So deepe the deadly feare of that foule swaine
Was earst impressed in her gentle spright.

r, r. Q., HL It. 49.

We should . . . impress the motives of persuasion npon
our own hearts until we feel the force of them. WatU,

To keep man in the planet, sho [Nature] impresses the
terror of death. Emerson, Old Agei

Impressed forces. See/or«i, 8 to).

Il.t intrans. To be stamped or impressed ; fix

itself.
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Swioh feendly thoughtes in his herte impresse.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 60.

impress^ (im'pres), n. [< ME. *empresse, en-

presse, < LL. impressus, inpressus, a pressing

upon, < L. imprimere, pp. impressus, press upon

:

see impress^, v.] 1. Amarkorindentationmade
by pressure ; the figure or image of anything
imparted by pressure, or as if by pressure;

stamp; impression; hence, any distinguishing

form or character.

Baz'd out my impress, leaving me uo sign,

Save men's opinions and my living blood.
Shah., Rich. II., iii. 1.

They [angels] were the lieutenants of God, sent with the

impresses of his majesty.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 899.

Every day our garments become more assimilated to

ourselves, receiving the impress of the wearer's character.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 26.

2t. Semblance; appearance.

This noble cite of ryche enpresse

Wat3 sodanly ful wlth-outen sommoun
Of such vergynej.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), L 1096.

impress^ (im-pres'), V. t. [An alteration, in

simulation of impress^ of imprest^ (as press^,

T^tet. prest^) : see imprest'^.'] 1. To compel to

enter into public service, as seamen; take into

service by compxilsion, as nurses during an epi-

demic.
About a year after, being impressed to go against the Pe-

quods, he gave ill speeches, for which the govemour sent
warrant for him. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 289.

2. To seize; take for public use: as, to impress
provisions.

The second five thousand pounds impressed for the ser-

vice of the sick and wounded prisoners. Evelyrh.

impress^ (im-pres'), n. [< impress^, «.] Im-
pressment.

Your ships are not well mann'd

;

Your mariners are muliters, reapers, people
Ingross'd by swift impress. Shak., A. and C, iii. 7.

They complain of these impresses and rates as an unsup-
portable grievance. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 353.

impress^t, n. See imprese.

impressed (im-presf), p. a. In eool. and bot:
(a) Lower than the general surface, and ap-

pearing as if stamped into it : as, an impressed
line or dot. (6) Having one or more impres-
sions.

impress-gangt (im-pres 'gang), n. A press^
gang.

impressibility (im-pres-i-bU'i-ti), n. [< im-
pressible: see -hilii^.2 The quality of being
impressible.

They [blue eyes] are sure signs of a tender impressibility

and sympathysing disposition.
PhUos. Letters on Physiognomy, p. 220,

Increased irtvpressibUity by an external stimulus re-
quires an increased peripheral expansion of the nervous
system on which the stimulus may fall

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., | 295.

impressible (im-pres'i-bl), a. [= F. impressi-
ble= Pg. impressivel; as impress^ + -i6te.] Ca-
pable of being impressed; susceptible of re-
ceiving impression.

Without doubt an heightened and obstinate fancy hath
a great influence upon ireipressible spirits. '

Olanmlle, Witchoraftj p. 86, § 7.

The Bushman is impressible by changes in the fleld of
view which do not impress the European.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 80.

impressibleness (im-pres 'i-bl-nes), n. Impres-
sibility.

impressibly (im-pres'i-bli), adm. In an im-
pressible manner.
impression (im-presh'on), n. [< ME. impres-
sioun, < OF. (also F.) impression = Pr. empres-
sio = Sp. impresion = Pg. impressao = It. im-
pressione, < L. impressio{n-), inpressio(n-), a
pressing into, impression, assault, < imprimere,
inprimere, pp. impressus, inpressus, press in or
into: see impress!.] 1. The act of impressing,
imprinting, or stamping, or the state of being
impressed or stamped.
And the divine impression of stol'n kisses,
That seal'd the rest, should now prove empty blisses?

Donne, Expostulation (ed. 1819).

2. That which is impressed, imprinted, or
stamped; a mark made by or as if by pressure

;

a stamp; an impress.
An unlick'd bear-whelp,

That carries no impression like the dam.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ill. 2.

Honours, like an impression upon coin,may give an ideal
and local value to a bit of base metal.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, Bed. to a Great Man.
He took off an impression of the look and key, and had

a key made. Mrs. Riddell, City and Suburb, p. 463.

Specifically— 3. In printing, a copy taken by
pressure from type, or from an engraved or

impressionability

stereotyped plate or block, or from an assem-

blage of them.

He can also print wonderful counterproofs from the

original impressions. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 335.

4. The aggregate of copies of a printed work
made at one time.

He did, upon my declaring my value of it, give me one

of Lilly's grammars of a very old impression, as it was in

the Catholique times, at which I shall much set by.

Pepys, Diaiy, II. 210.

5. Animage; an appearance in the mind caused
by something external to it. [This is the ear-

liest philosophical use of the word, and is a
translation of the Stoic rvTruai^.']

Hence oiu" desires, feares, hopes, love, hate, and sorrow,

In fancy make us heare, feele, see impressions.

Lord Brooke, Human Learning (1633), st. 13.

However late in the evening I may arrive at a place, I

cannot go to bed without an impression^

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 76.

Turner's advice was to paint your " impressions," but

he meant by impressions something very different from
the impressMms of the modern impressionists.

The Portfolio, No. 228, p. 232.

6. The first and immediate effect upon the

mind in outward or inward perception ; sensa-

tion : as, the impressions made on the sense of

touch. [This precise use of the word was intro-

duced by Hume.]
All perceptions of the human mind resolve themselves

into two distinct kinds, which I shall call impressions and
ideas. The difference betwixt these consists in the de-

grees of force and liveliness with which they strike upon
the mind, and make their way into our thought or con-

sciousness. Those perceptions which enter with most
force and violence we may name impressions; and under
this name I comprehend all our sensations, passions, and
emotions, as they make their first appearance in the soul.

Hum^, Human Nature, L §1.

A fresh condition of the brain is an important element

in the retention of impressions.
jr. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 23L

Mere vm^pressions are isolated and unconnected. They
have no relation to each other, and hence no relation to

any object more permanent than themselves.
E. Caird, Philos. of Eant, p. 199.

7. Effect, especially strong effect, produced on
the intellect, oonscience, or feelings ; the sensi-

ble result of an influence exerted&om without.

Sir, I have so many and so indellible iTnpressions of

your favour to me as they might serve to spread over all

my poor race. Donne, Letters, liii.

We speak of moral impressions, religious impressions,

impressions of sublimity and beauty.
Fleming, Vooab. of Fhiloa.

He [Thoreau] was forever talking of getting away from
the world, but he must be always near enough to it . . .

to feel the impression he makes there.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 204.

8. A notion, remembrance, or belief, especial-

ly one that is somewhat indistinct or vague.

Whatever be the common impressions on the poini^

there are singular facilities in England for the cultivation

of Iloman law. Maine, Village Communities, p. 878.

My impression is that they are the buildings Fa !Hian

describes as preaching halls— the chaitya or ceremonial
halls attached to the great dagobas.

J. Fergusson, Hist Indian Arch., p. 198.

9. That which is impressed; a thing producing
a mental image.

The Font du Oard [at Nimes] is one of the three or four

deepest im,pressions they [the Bomans] have left ; it speaks
of them in a manner wiUi which they might have been
satisfied. H. Jamxs, Jr., Little Tour, p. 171.

lOf. Impressing force or power.

Universal gravitation is above all mechanism, and pro-

ceeds from a divine energy and impression. Bentley.

11. In painting : (a) The first coat, or ground
color, laid on to receive the other colors, (ft)

A single coat or stratum of color laid upon a

wall or wainscot of an apartment for orna-
ment, or upon timber to preserve it from moist-

ure, or upon metals to keep them from rusting.
— 12. In eool., an impressed or sunken dot,

short line, or small space on a surface.

The head has a lunate impression on each side. Say.

Action of the first Impression, an action which has
no known precedent; a case presented for adjudication
which, being brought on a state of facts such as have not

previously given rise to actions, must be determined on
general principles.— Colic Impression, an impression on
the under surface of the liver, marking the hepatic flex-

ure of the colon.—Oonfluent, digital, muscular, etc.,

Impressions. Seethe adjectives.—RenallmpresBlon,
an impression on the under surface of the liver, caused
by the right kidney.

impressionability (im-presh^on-a-bil'l-ti), n.

l< impressionable: see -biUty.'\
" Tte quality of

being impressionable; susceptibility to impres-
sions

;
great sensibility.

Our difference of wit appears to be only a difference of
impressionability, or power to appreciate faint, fainter,
and infinitely faintest voices and visions.

Emerson, Success.



Impressionable

impressionable (im-presh'oa-a-bl), a. [= F.
impressionnable ; as impression + -able.'] Sus-
ceptible of impression; capable of receiving
impressions; emotional.
The only special impressionable organs for the direction

of their actions. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 437.

Here was this princess paying to him such attentions
as must have driven a more mwressionable man out of his
senses. W. Black, Princess of Thule, p. 32.

The public is like a child, as simple and as impression-
''bin- Nineteenth Century, XX. 420.

impressionableness (im-presb'on-a-bl-nes), n.

_
Impressionability. Imp. Diet. "tRare.]
impressional (im-presh'on-al), a. [(.impression
+ -oJ.] Relating or pertaining to impression

;

conformable to or guided by impressions or im-
mediate or momentary effects on the mind: as,
the impressional school of art or of literature.

The resemhiance, after all, could scarcely be called
physical, and I am loath to borrow the word impressional
from the vocabulaiy of spirit mediums.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 279.

impressionalist (im-presh'on-al-ist), n. [< im-
pressional + -is*.] Same as impressionist.

As there is no limit to the number of our impressions,
so there is no end to the descriptive efforts of the vm-
pressianaliats. The Nation, Sept. 14, 1876, p. 163.

impressionary (im-presh'on-a-ri), a. [< impres-
sion +-ary.'\ Same as impressionistic. ArtJour-
nal, No. 53, p. 140.

impression-cup (im-presh'gn-kup), n. A me-
tallic holder for the wax used to obtain an im-
pression of the teeth in making artificial teeth.
Also called impression-tray.

impressionism (im-presh'on-izm), n. [< im-
pression + -ism.i In art and lit., the doctrines
and methods of the impressionists ; the doctrine
that natural objects should be painted or de-
scribed as theyfirst strike the eye in their im-
mediate and momentary effects—that is, with-
out selection, or artificial combination or elab-
oration.

That aim at tone and effect, and nothing more, which
is merely the rebound from photographic detail into the
opposite extreme of fleeting and shadowy Im^-essionism.

F. T. Palgrave, Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 88.

Impressionism implies, first of all, impatience of de-
tail. The Century, XVIII. 482.

impressionist (im-presh'on-ist), n. [= F. im-
pressioniste ; as impression + -ist.] One who
yields to the influence of impressions, as in
descriptive writing ; specifically, a painter who
aims to reproduce his immediate and momen-
tary impressions of natural objects ; one who
attempts to render only the larger facts of
mass, color, and effect, without regard to ex-
actness of form or completeness of detail and
finish.

Some artists say, "We do not paint truth of fact, but
truth of impression." . . . The modern French sect of
Impressionistes have tried ... to carry the theory out in
practice. P. G. Hamerton, Graphic Arts, p. 30.

impressionistic (im-presh-on-is'tik), a. [< im-
pressionist + -ic] Of or pertaining to the im-
pressionists ; characterized by impressionism.

We have frequently found English critics speaking of
any French work not belonging to the classical school as
iveipressionistic. Saturday Bev., 'So. 1474.

impressionless (im-presh'on-les), a. [< «J»-

pression + -less.] Without impression or ef-

fect; unimpressible.
impression-tray (im-presh'on-tra), n. Same as
impression-cup.

impressive (im-pres'iv), a. [= Pg. It. inipres-

sivo; as impress^ + -roe.] 1. Making or tend-

ing to make an impression ; having the power
of affecting or of exciting attention and feel-

ing; adapted to touch the feelings or the con-

science: as, an impressive discourse; an im-

pressive scene.

The faint sound of music and merriment . . . but ren-

dered more impressive the monumental silence of the pile

which overshadowed me. Irving, Alhambra, p. 84.

Few scenes of architectural grandeur are more im-
pressive than the now ruined Palace of the Caesars.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 364.

2. Capable of being impressed; susceptible;

impressible. [Rare.]

A soft and impressive fancy.
J. Spencer, Prodigies, p. 75.

=Syn. 1. Moving, stirring, afEecting, touching, powerful.

impressively (im-pres'iv-U), adv. In an im-

pressive manner ; forcibly.

impressiveness (im-pres'iv-nes), n. The char-

acter or quality of being impressive.

impressment (im-pres'ment), n. [< impress^ +
-ment.'] The act of impressing; the act of seiz-

ing for public use, or of compelling to enter

the public service; compulsion to serve :
as.
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the impressment of provisions, or of sailors or
nurses.

In modern times, princes raise their soldiers by con-
scription, their sailors by hnpressment,

Everett, Orations, 1. 124.

impressor (im-pres'or), n. [= OF. empressor,
impressem; < ML. impressor, one who presses
upon or prints, NL. a printer, typographer, < L.
imprimere, pp. impressus, press : see impress^.']
One who or that which impresses.

It is the first rule that whatever is not oflered to the
memory upon very easy terms is not duly tendered. For
fancy is the receiver and impressor.

Boyle, Works, VI. 333.

impressuret (im-presh'm-), n. [< impress^ +
-we.] A mark made by pressure; indenta-
tion; impression; stamp; dent.

I knew not what fair impressure [in old editions impres-
sier] I received at first ; but I began to affect your society
very speedily. Middleton, Michaelmas Term, ii. 1.

The impressure her Lucrece, with which she uses to
seal. SAaft., T. N., U. 6.

imprest! (im-presf). A former and still occa-
sional spelling of impressed, preterit and past
participle of impress^.
imprest^ (im-presf), V. t [< »»-2 + prest^.
Hence impressK'] To advance on loan. [Eng.]
Nearly £90,000 was set under the suspicious head of se-

cret service, imprested to Mr. Guy, secretary of the trea-
sury. Hallam.

imprest^ (im'prest), n. [< imprest^ «.] A form
of loan; money advanced. See the extract.
[Eng.]
Moreover, sometimes the King's money was issued by

Way of Prestj or Imprest de priestito, either out of the
Eeceipt of Exchequer, the Wardrobe, or some other of the
King's Treasuries. Imprest seems to have been of the
Nature of a concreditum, or accommodatum. And when
a man had money imprested to him, he immediately be-
came accountable to the Crown for the same.

Madox, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., I. 253.

Imprest accountant. See the extract.

An "imprest" means an advance of public money, to
enable the person to whom it may be made to carry on
some public service ; and the person to whom the advance
is made is called the imprest accountant. ^

Ure, Diet., II. 888.

Imprest money, money paid on enlisting soldiers ; also,

money advanced by the crown for the purpose of being
employed for its use. [Eng.]— Imprest office, a depart-
ment of the admiralty which provides for loans or ad-
vances to paymasters and other officers. [Eng.]

imprevalence, imprevalency (im-prev'a-lens,
-len-si), n. [< i»-3 -I- prevalence, -c^.] In-
capability of prevailing; want of prevalence.
[Rare.]

That nothing can separate God's elect from his ever-
lasting love, he proves it by induction of the most power-
ful agents, and triumphs in the impotence and impreva-
lence of them all, Bp. Hall, Eemains, p. 276.

impreventability (im-pre-ven-ta-bil'i-ti),«. [<
impreoentable: see-ftJK^.] The state or quality
of being impreventable. Imp. Diet.

impreventable (im-pre-ven'ta-bl), a. [< JM-3

+ preventable.'] Not preventable; incapable of

being prevented ; inevitable. Imp. Diet.

imprevisibility (im-pre-viz-i-bil'i-ti), n. [<
imprevisible : see -bility.] The quality of being
imprevisible or unforeseeable.

The notion of impremsibUity. Mind, XII. 622.

imprevisible (im-prf-viz'i-bl), a. [< in-S +
previsible.] That cannot be foreseen.

It must be allowed that the whole conception of which
these strictly imprevisible acts form part can not be sci-

entifically disproved. T. Whittaker, Mind, XIII. 119.

imprevision (im-pre-vizh'on), n. [= F. impri-

vision = Pg. imprevisao; as in-S -t- prevision.]

Lack of foresight ; carelessness with regard to

the future ; improvidence.

The whole realm of beggary and imprevision will make
a hitch forward. The Century, XXVI. 826.

imprimatur (im-pri-ma'ter). [L. (NL.), 3d
pers. sing. pres. subj. pass, of imprimere, press

upon, NL. print : see impress^, print.] 1. Let
it be printed : a formula signed by an official

licenser of the press and attached to the mat-

ter so authorized to be printed.— 2. n. A li-

cense to print, granted by the licenser of the

press; hence, a license in general.

As if the learned grammatical pen that wrote it would
cast no ink without Latin ; or perhaps, as they thought,

because no vulgar tongue was worthy to express the pure

conceit of an imprimatur. Milton, Areopagitica.

As if a lettered dunce had said '"Tis right,"

And imprimatur ushered it to light.

Young, Satires, vii.

imprimef, v. i. [< in-^ + prime.] To imhar-

bor the hart. Halliwell.

imprimeryt (imrprim'6r-i), n. [< F. imprimerie,

printing, a printing-office or printing-house, <

imprimer, print, press : see imprint, impress^.]

imprison

1. The art of printing. E. Phillips, 1706.—2.
A printing-house.
You have those conveniences for a great imprimeine

which other universities cannot boast of.

Laid Arlington, To Oxford University.

_ 3, A print ; an impression. E. Phillips, 1706.
imprimingt, n. [< L. in, in, + pnmus, first, +
'E.-ingi. Ct.imprimis.] First action or motion.
And these were both their springings and imprimings,

as I may call them. Sir B. Wotton, Reliquiffi, p. 184.

imprimis (im-pri'mis), adv. [L., alsoinprimis,
and prop, as two words, in primis, lit. in the
first, among the first things : in, in

; primis, abl.
neut. pi. of primus, first : see prime.] la. the
first place; first in order: a word introducing
a series of specified particulars, as in the be-
ginning of a will.

In-primis, Grand, you owe me for a jest
I lent you, on meere acquaintance, at a feast.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, IxxiiL

imprint (im'print), n. [Formerly emprint, <
OF. empreinte (F. empreinte = Pr. emprenta =
Sp. It. imprenta), impression, stamp, mark, <
empreint, pp. of empreindre, F. empreindre = Pr.
enpremar = Sp. Pg. imprimir = It. imprimere,
impress, imprint, < L. imprimere, inprimere,
press upon,impress, NL.print: see impress^,and
et. print.] 1. An impression made by printing
or stamping; hence, any impression or im-
pressed effect.

Though a hundred and fifty years have elapsed since
their supremacy began to wane, the imprint of their
hands is everywhere discernible.

Bicckle, Hist. Civilization, n. v.

3. The publisher's name, place, and date (if

given) in a book or other publication, on the
title-page or elsewhere (originally often at the
end of a book); also, the printer's name and
address: called respectively thepublishe7''s and
the printer's imprint.

But Pedro Venegas de Saavedra was a Sevilian gentle-
man, and Antonio hints that the imprint of the volume
may not show the true place of its publication.

TicJmor, Span. Lit., HI. 29.

imprint (im-prinf), v. t. [Formerly also em-
print, enprint; < late ME. emprinten, enprinten;
< OF. empreinter, emprainter, stamp, engrave;
from the noun: see imprint, n. In E. the noun
is rather from the verb. Cf . impress^ and print,
v.] 1. To impress by printing or stamping;
mark by pressure; stamp: as, a character or
device imprinted on wax or metal.

They cut off the noses of men, and imprinted pictures
in the flesh of women, whom they ouercame.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 396.

2. To stamp, as letters and words on paper, by
means of inked types

;
print.

Enprynted by Wylliam Caxton at Westmestre.
Colophon of Caxton'8 Quatuo}- Sermones.

Howbeit, two feats they may thank us for. That is the
science of imprinting, and the craft of making paper.

Sir T. More, Utopia, iL 6.

The soul of man being therefore at the flrst as a book,
wherein nothing is and yet all things may be imprinted;
we are to search by what steps and degrees it riseth unto
perfection of knowledge. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i 6.

3. To impress, as on the mind or memory;
stamp.
[Some] haue with long and often thinking theron ith-

prirUed that feare so sore in theyr ymaginacion that some
of them haue not after cast it of without greate difflcultie.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 1197.

It seeming to me near a contradiction to say that there
are truths imjprinted on the soul which it perceives or
understands not ; imprinting, if it siguify anything, being
nothing else than the making certain truths to be per-
ceived. Locke, Human Understanding, L il 6.

imprison (im-priz'n), v. t. [Formerly empris-
on; < ME. imprisonen, < OF. emprisonner (F. em-
prisonner= Pr. empreisonar= It. imprigionare),
imprison, < en- + prison, prison: see prison.]
1. To put into a prison; confine in a prison or
jail; detain in custody.

The Kynge, foryetyng his royalle honeste, toke this

Geffray, and imprisoned him.
Bob. of Gloucester, p. 464, note.

When a debt is ordered to be paid by instalments, non-
payment of any instalment constitutes a default for which
the debtor may be imprisoned.

Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XLIII. 338.

2. To confine, limit, or restrain in any way or

by any means.
Sad ..Esculapius far apart

Emprisond was in chaines remedilesse.
Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 36.

They haue much gold, hut hold it an high offence to im-
prison it, as some do with va, in Chests or Treasuries.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 429.

Try to imprison the resistless wind. Dryden
= Syn. 1. To incarcerate, immure.



imprisoner

imprisoner (im-priz'n-er), n. One who impris-
ons another.
imprisonment (im-priz'n-ment), n. [= F. em-
prisonnement = It. imprigionamento; as impris-
on + -ment.'] The act of imprisoning, or the
state of being imprisoned; confinement in or

as if in piison ; any forcible restraint within
bounds.

Impi-isonment and poison did reveal
The worth of Socrates.

Daniel, To H. Wriothealy.

All his sinews woxen weake and raw
Through long enprigov/meM, and hard constraint,
Which he endured in his late restraint.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 2.

Constractive imprisomnent, such a restraint upon per-
sonal liberty, though without actual imprisonment within
walls, as the law may treat as equivalent to actual im-
prisonment for the purpose of giving redress.—Duress of
Imprisonment. See duress.—False imprisonment,
any imprisonment which is without lawful authority.
=SiyiLlncarceration,eta.(aee captivity); custody, duress,
durance,

improbability (im-prob-a-bil'i-ti), n. [= p.
improbabiliU = Sp. improhabUidad = Pg. im-
probdbilidade= It. improbabilitd, ; < L. as 2 *im-
proiabilita{t-)s, < imprdboMlis, inprohabilis, im-
probable : see improbable and -bility.'] Want of
probability; imlikelihood.

It is a meere improbability, yea and an impossibility,
that ttiis should be the true Serpent.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 115.

improbable (im-prob'a-bl), a. [= F. improbable
= Sp. improbable = Pg. improvavel = It. impro-
babile, not probable, < L. improbabiUs, inproba-
bilis, not deserving of approval, < in- priv. -l-

proiabilis, deserving of approval: seeprobable.']
Not probable; not likely to be true; not to
be expected under the circumstances of the
case.

If this were played upon a stage now, I could condemn
it as an improbable fiction. Skak., T. N., iii. 4.

When two armies fight, it is not improbable that one of
them will be very soundly beaten.

Macavlay, Sir William Temple.

improbably (im-prob'a-bli), adv. In an improb-
able manner; without probability.

Dioneth, an imaginary Icing of Britain, or duke of Corn-
wall, who improbably sided with them against his own
country, hardly escaping. Milton, Hist. Eng., iil

A few years more may, not improbably, leave him [Gib-
bon] without one admirer.

Bp. Hwrd, On the Prophecies, App.

improbate (im'pro-bat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. im-

probated, ppr. improbaUng. [< L. improbatus,
inprobatus, pp. of improbare, inprobare (> ult.

E. improve^, q. v.), disapprove, < in- priv. -t-

probare, approve : see prove. Cf. approbate,
reprobate.'] To disallow; refuse to approve.
Bailey. [Eare.]

improbation (im-pro-ba'shon), n. [= P. impro-
bation = Pg. improvagSo, i L. improbatiotn-),
inprobatio{nr-) , disapproval, < improbare, inpro-
bare, disapprove: see improbate.] If. The act
of disallowing; disapproval. Bailey.— 2. In
Scots law, the act by which falsehood or forgery
is proved; an action brought for the purpose
of having some instrument declared false or

forged.

improbative (im-prob'a^tiv), a. [= P. improba-
tif^ It. improbativo; as improbate -i- -ive.] Dis-
proving or disapproving; tending to disprove;
containing or expressing disproof or disapprov-
al. [Eare.]

"The form or mode of treatment," he [Dante] says, "is
poetic. Active, . . . probative, improbative, and positive
of examples." Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 44.

improbatory (im-prob'a-to-ri), a. [< improbate
-^ -ory.] In Scots tew, "saine as improbatiue.

'

improbity (im-prob'i-ti), n. [= P. improbitS=
Pg. improbidade = It. improbltd, < L. improii-
ta(t-)s, inprobita{t-)s, badness, dishonesty, < im-
probus,inprobus,'ba,d, < j»-priv. +probus, good:
see probity.] Lack of probity ; want of integ-

rity or rectitude of principle ; dishonesty.

Nor yet dissembling the great abuse whereunto . . .

this [the custom of processions] had grown by men's im-
probity and malice. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 41.

improficience (im-pro-fish'ens), n. [< j/i-3 -f

profidence.] Same as improfidency.

But this misplacing hath caused a deficience, or at least

a great improjieience, in the sciences themselves.
Ba/ion, Advancement of Learning, ii.

improficiency (im-pro-fish' en-si), n. [< m-S -I-

proficiency.] Lack of proficiency.

For my part, the excellency of the Ministry, since waited
on by such an improficiency, increases my presaging fears

of the approaching misery of the people.
Boyle, Works, I. 36.

improfltablet (im-prof'i-ta-bl), a. [= F. im-

profitable; as in-^ + profitable.] Unprofitable.
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Perceyuynge the improfytaMe weedes apperlng which
wyll annoy his come or herbes.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, L 23.

improgressive (im-pro-gres'iv), a. [< P. im-
progressif; asin-^ + progressive.] Unprogres-
sive. [Eare.]

Cathedral cities in England, imperial citieswithoutman-
ufactures in Germany, are all in an improgressive condi-
tion. De Quincey.

improgressively (im-pro-gres'iv-li), adv. Un-
progressively. Hare. [Rare.]

improlifict (im-pro-lif'ik), a. [< in-^ + pro-

lific.] Unprolifio." Latham.
improlificatet (im-pro-lif'i-kat), V. t. [< im-2 H-

prolifi^ate.] To impregnate.

[This] may be a mean to improlificate the seed.

Sir T. Browns, Vulg. Err., vii. 16.

improminent (im-prom'i-neut), a. [< irtr^ 4-

prominent.] In zool., not prominent; less

prominent than usual ; but little raised above
the surface or advanced from a margin.

imprompt (im-prompf), a. [< L. impromptus,
inpromptus, not ready, < «»- priv. -I- promptiisj

ready: see prompt.] Not ready; unprepared;
sudden. [Eare.]

Nothing, I think, in nature, can be supposed more terri-

ble tlian such a rencounter, so imprompt t so ill-prepared

to stand the shock of it as Dr. Slop was.
Sterna, Tristram Shandy, ii 9.

impromptu (im-promp'tii), adv. [< L. inpromp-
tu, in readiness : in, in

;
promptu, abl. otpromp-

tus, readiness, <. promptiis,TeaAj: see prompt.]
Offhand; without previous study or prepara-
tion : as, a verse written impromptu.
impromptu (im-promp'tH), a. and n. [= P. im-
promptu, n.; < impromptu, adv.] I. a. Prompt;
ofEhand; extempore ; extemporized for the oc-

casion: as, an impromptu epigram.
He made multitudes of impr&mptu acquaintances.

Q. A. Sala, Make your Game, p. 213.

II. n. 1 . Something said or written, played,
etc., at the moment, or without previous study
or preparation; an extemporaneous composi-
tion or performance.
These [verses] were made extempore, and were, as the

French call them, impr<ymptus. Dryden.

2. In. music : (a) An extemporized composition;
an improvisation. (6) A composition in irregu-
lar form, as if extemporized ; a fantasia.

improper! (im-prop'fer), a. [< MB. improper,
< OF. and P. impropre = Pr. impropri = Sp.
impropio, improprio = Pg. improprio = It. im-
propio, improprio, < L. improprius, inproprius,
not proper, < in- priv. -I- proprius, proper : see
proper.] If. Not proper or peculiar to any in-
dividual; general; common.
They are not to be adorned with any art but such im-

proper ones as nature is said to bestow, as singing and
poetry. Fletcher.

2, Not of a proper kind or quality ; not adapted
to or suitable for the purpose or the circum-
stances; unfit; unbecoming; indecorous: as,
an improper medicine; an improper appoint-
ment ; improper conduct or language.

The banish'd Kent, who in disguise
FoUow'd his enemy king, and did him service
Improper for a slave. Shah., Lear, v. 3.

3. Not proper in form or method; not accord-
ing to nature, truth, rule, or usage ; abnormal

;

irregular; erroneous: as, improper develop-
ment ; improper fractions ; improper pronunci-
ation; an improper use of words.

He disappear'd, was rarify'd

;

For 'tis improper speech to say he dy'd

:

He was exhal'd. Dryden.
And to their proper operation still

Ascribe all good ; to their impnroper, ill.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 68.

Improper conversion, in logic. See conversi(m, 2.

—

Im-
proper fraction. See/i-oction, 4. = Syn. Unsuitable, in-
appropriate, unseemly, indecorous.

improper^t, v. t. [< ML. impropriare, take as
one's own: see impropriate, v.] To impropri-
ate.

Man is impropred to God for two causes.
Bp. Fithcr, Works, p. 267.

Improper and inclose the sunbeams to comfort the rich
and not the poor. Bp. Jewell, Works, IL 671.

improperationt(iui-prop-e-ra'shon), «. [< L.
as if *improperaUo{n-), < "improperare, inprope-
rare, pp. improperatus, inproperatus, reproach,
taunt, appar. for Hmprobrare, < in, in, on, -I-

probrum, a disgrace.] A reproach ; a taunt.
Omitting these ianproperatima and terms of scurrility.

Sir T. Browne.

improperia (im-pro-pe'ri-a), n. pi. [ML., pi. of
LL. improperium, J/iproperiMw, a reproach: see
improperyT] Antiphons and responses which on

impropriation

Good Friday are substituted for the usual mass
of the Eoman ritual. They are sung according to the

revision of Palestrina in 1660 only in the Sistine Chapel at

Home, but to other plain-chant melodies in England and
some parts of the continent of Europe. .

improperly (im-prop'6r-li), adv. [< ME. vm-
properlich; < improper'^ + -ly^.] In an improp-
er manner; not fitly; unsuitably; incongruous-
ly: as, to speak or write »»jpropej%.—improperly
eciuivalent, in the theory of numbeiB, said of two forms
either of which can be converted into the other by a trans-
formation the determinant of which is equal to negative
unity.

impropertyt (im-prop'6r-ti), n. [< improper'^-

+ -ty, after property. Cf. impropriety.] Im-
propriety.

impropew't, n, [< OP. improperie, also impro-
pere, XliL. improperiwa, improperium, reproach,
< L. improperare, inproperare, reproach, appar.
a corruption of *improbrare, reproach, cast
upon as a reproach, < in, on, + probrwm, a re-

proach.] Eeproach.
Sara, the daughter of Baguel, desiring to be delivered

from the impropery and imbraiding, as it would appear,
of a certain default wherewith one of her father's hand-
maidens did imbraid her and cast her in the teeth, forsook
all company. Becon, Works, 1. 131.

impropitioust (im-pro-pish'us), a. [< in^ +
propitious.] Not propitious ; unpropitious.

I am sorry to hear in the mean time that your dreams
were impropitioug. Sir H. Wotton, Behquise, p. 574,

improportiont (im-pro-p6r'shon), n. [< in-S -i-

proportion.] Lack of proportion.

If a man be inclined to a lesser good more than to a
greater, he will, in action, betake himself to the lesser
good and desert the greater, merely out of the impropor-
tion of the two inclinations or judgments to their objects.

Sir K. Digby, Nature of Man's Soul, xi

improportionablet (im-pro-por'shon-a-bl), a.

[CML. improportionabiUs, (."L. im- priv. -I- LL.
proportionabilis, proportionable : see propor-
tionable.] Not proportionable.

I am a rhinoceros if I had thought a creature of her
symmetry could have dar'd so improportionable and ab-
rupt a digression. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, l 3.

improportionatet (im-pro-p6r'shon-at), a. [=
Sp. Pg. improporcionado = It. improporzionato;
as i»-3 -1- proportionate.] Not proportionate;
not adjusted.

The cavity is im^proportionate to the head.
J. Smith, Portrait of Old Age, p. 69.

impropriate (im-pro'pri-at), v.
;
pret. and pp.

impropriated, ppr. impropriating. [< ML. «jm-

propriatus, pp. of impropriare, take as one's
own, < L. in, in, to, + proprius, own : see prop-
er. Cf. appropriate, expropriate. Cf. also im-
proper^.] I, irons. 1. To appropriate for one's
own or other private use ; appropriate.

For the pardon of the rest, the king thought it not fit it

should pass by parliament : the better, being matter of
grace, to impropriate the thanks to himself.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VIL
Well may men of eminent guifts set forth as many

forms and helps to praier as they please, but to impose
them upon Ministers lawfully call'd, and sufficiently tri'd,

as all ought to be, ere they be admitted, is a supercilious
tyranny, impropriating the Spirit of God to themselves.

MUton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst

2. In Eng. eccles. law, to place in the hands of

a layman, for care and disbursement, the profits

or revenue of ; devolve upon a layman or lay
corporation.

Impropriating the lining of the Altar to them that lined
not at the Altar. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 130.

n.t intrans. To practise impropriation; be-
come an impropriator.

Let the husband and wife infinitely avoid a curious dis-
tinction of mine and thine. . . . When either of them be-
gins to impropriate, it is like a tumor in the flesh, it draws
more tlian its share.
Jer. Taylor, The Marriage Eing (Sermon on Eph. v. 32, 33).

impropriate (im-pro'pri-at), a. [< ML. impro-
priatus, pp. : see the verti.] If. Appropriated
to private use.

Man gathered [the general mercies of God] . . . into
single handfuls, and made them impropriate.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 904.

2. In Eng. eccles. law, devolved into the hands
of a layman.

Many of these improjjriote Tithes are . . . the spoils of
dissolved Monasteries.

Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 280t

impropriation (im-pro-pri-a'shon), n. [= Pg.
impropriacSo, < ML. impropriaiio(n-), < impro-

friare, take as one's own: see impropriate, v.]

t. The act of appropriating to private use;
exclusive possession or assumption.
The Gnosticks had, as they deemed, the impropriation

of all divine knowledge.
Loe, Blisse of Brightest Beanty (1614), p. 29.
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3. In Eng. eccUs. law : (a) The act of putting 3. That may be used to advantage or for thethe revenues of a benefice into the hands of I bettering of anything.

ligation to provide for the perlormance of the spiritual ,.„„„,, ,. .., ,,
Sxr TBrowm.

duties of the parish from the impropriated revenues. UnprovableneSS (im-pro'va-bl-nes), n. Improv-
To make an Impropriation, there was to be the Consent .

^'''ility-
, ,

of the Incumbent, the Patron, and the King ; then 'twas improvaoly (im-pro'va-bli), adv. So as to be
confirmed by the Pope. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 109. capable of improvement.
Appropriation is the term for the possession of a bene- improvel (im-pr6v'), v. ; pret. and pp. inwroved.

flee by a spiritual corporation, ijMiroiJriatiom for its pos- -™ —--- "<'—i^ "
- -^ ^^^ ^>iuv^i„,

session by a layman. Bncyo. Brit, XXIV. 209,

(6) That which is impropriated, as ecclesiasti-
cal property.

With impropriations he hath turned preaching into pri-
vate masses. Latimer, 6th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

These impropriaUons were in no one instance, I be-
lieve, restored to the parochial clergy. Hatlam.

impropriator (im-pro'pri-a-tor), n. [= Pg. im-
propriador, < ML. impropriator, < impropriare,
take as one's own : see impropriate.^ One who

ppr. improving. [Early mod. E. emprowe, en-
prowe, < OF. (AT.) "emprower, a var., with pre-
fix em-, en- (imr-^), of apprawer, approuer, im-
prove: see approve^."} I. trans. 1. To make
better; ameliorate the condition of; increase in
value, excellence, capability, estimation, or the
like ; bring into a better, higher, more desir-
able, or more profitable state: as, to improve
the mind by study; to improve the breeds of
animals ; to improve land by careful tillage

. -. - - Where lands lye in common unfenced, if one man shall
impropriates

; especially, m JSng. eccles. law, a improve his land by fencing in several, and another shall
layman who holds possession of the lands of "''''' ^^ ^^° *^'^^ improve shall secure his lands against
'

• '
" ----- other men's cattle, and shall not compel such as joyn upon

him to make any fence with him, except he shaJl so ith-
prove in several as the other doth.
Mass. Colony Laws, etc. (§ 7, A. D. 1642), quoted in Piok-

[ering.

Nothing can be im,proved beyond its own species, or
farther than its original nature will allow.

Dryden, Albion and Mbanius, Pref.

My improved lot in the Town of Alexandria ... I give
to her [Martha Washington] and to her heirs forever.

Will of George Washington.

2. To turn to advantage or account ; use profit

the church or of an ecclesiastical living.

While sacrilege abounds, while impropriators are seiz-
ing each their four or six or more parishes, and giving the
cure of souls to their grooms or bailifs.

Bveer, in Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.

This design he thought would be more easily carried on
if some rich impropriaton could be prevailed upon to re-
store to the Church some part of her revenues, which they
had too long retained. JJ. Nelson, Bp. Bull.

impropriety (im-pro-pri'e-ti), ».; pi. improprie-
ties {-^z). l< F. improp'ri^tS = Fr. improprie- „ , -^

I tat = Sp. impropiedad, impropriedad = Pg. im- ^^^7 j niake use of : as, to improve an opportu-
propriedade = It. impropieta, impropriety, < L. '"^yj ^-o improve the occasion.
improprieta{t-)s, inproprieta(t-)s, impropriety,
< improprius, inproprius, improper: see improp-
er^. Ct. improperty.l 1. The quality of being
improper; unfitness or unsuitableness to char-
acter, time, place, or circumstances ; unseemli-
ness : as, impropiriety of language or behavior.
EUzabeth, however, had never been blind to the impro-

priety of her father's behavior as a husband.
Jana Austen, Pride and Prejudice, xlii.

2. That which is improper; an erroneous or
unsuitable expression, act, etc.

This was the sum of my speech, delivered with great
improprieties and hesitation.

Svrift, Gulliver's Travels, ii. 3.

=Syn. 1. Indelicacy, unseemliness.— 2. Mistake, blunder,
slip.

—

Barbarigm, Solecism, Impropriety. In treatises
on rhetorical style these words have distinct meanings.
" Purity . . . implies three things. Accordingly in three
different ways it may be injured. First, the words used
may not be English. This fault hath received from gram-
marians the denomination of harbarism. Secondly, the
construction of the sentence may not be in the English
idiom. This hath gotten the name of soleaisnu Thirdly,
the words and phrases may not be employed to express
the precise meaning which custom hath affixed to them.
This is termed impropriety." (G. Campbell, Philos. of
Rhetoric, ii. 3, Pref.) " In the forms of words, a violation
of purity is a barbarism; in the constructions, a viola-

tion of purity is a solecism; in the meanings of words aud
phrases, a violation of purity is an iimpropriety." (A.
Phelps, Eng. Style, i.) Examples of barbarisms in English
are h^, pled, proven, systemize; of solecism, " Who did
you see?" of improprieties, "There let him lay" (Byron,
Childe Harold, iv. 180), and the use of enormity for en/)r-

nwusness, or of exceptionable for exceptional.

improsperityt (im-pros-per'i-ti), n. [< OP. iin-

prosperite; as improsper-ous + -ity, sttter pros-
perity.'] Lack of prosperity or success.

The prosperity or improsperity of a man, or his fate

here, does not entirely depend upon his own prudence or

imprudence. Jortin, On Eccles. Hist.

improsperoust (im-pros'per-us), a. [= F. im-
prospere = Sp. imprdspero = Pg. It. improspero,

, \ L. improsper, inprosper, not fortunate, < in-

priv. + prosper, fortunate: see prosperous."]

Unprosperous.
Now seuen revolving years are wholly run.

Since this improsperous voyage we begun.

His [Chaucer's] Englysh well alowed,
So as it is cnprmoed.
For as it is enployd,
There is no EngUsh voyd.

Skelton, Philip Sparow.

Ann Cole . . . was taken with very strange fits, wherein
her tongue was improved by a dsemon, to express things
unknown to herself. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vi. 8.

A day or two afterwards, three quails were caught in the
public square, and the commandant improved the circum-
stance by many quaint homilies.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 60O.

It is quite as difficult to improve a victory as to win
one. Preacott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

3. To increase in force or amount; intensify
in any respect. [Bare.]

A lake behind
Improves the keenness of the northern wind.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 112.

I fear we have not a little improved the wretched in-
heritance of our ancestors. Bp. Porteous.

Improving-fumace. Same as caXeining-fumace (which
see, under /«rjMice).=Syn. 1. Correct, Better, eto. See
am^nd.

II. intrans. 1. To grow better in any way

;

become more excellent or more favorable ; ad-
vance in goodness, knowledge,wisdom, amount,
value, etc.: as, his health is improwngr; the price
of cotton improves daily.

We take care to improve in our frugality and diligence.
Bp. Attertniry.

lie does not consider in whose hands his money will
improve most, but where it will do most good.

Steele, Spectator, No. 49.

If we look back five hundred years or one hundred years
or fifty years or any smaller number of years, we shall find
that all Western governments have improved, while the
Turk alone has gone back.

E. A. Freeman, .Amer. Lects., p. 419.

St. To increase
;
grow. [Bare.]

Domitian improved in cruelty toward the end of his
reign. Milner.

To Improve on or upon, to make additions or amend-
ments to ; bring nearer to perfection or completeness.

As far as their history has been known, the son has
regularly improved upon the vices of the father, and has
taken care to transmit them pure and undiminished into
the bosom of his successors. Junius, Letters.

improsperouslyt (im-pros'p6r-us-li), adv.

prosperously.

The with'ring leaves improsp'rmcsly doth cast.

Drayton, Legend of Matilda.

improvability (im-pro-va-bil'i-ti), n. [< im

Dryden, Moeid, v. jmprove^t (im-pr5v'), v. t. [A var. of approve^,
Un by confusion with improve^.] To approve

prove; test.

The most im,prov*d young soldier of seven kingdoms.
Middleton and Bowley, Fair Quarrel, ii. 1.

^ ^___ - ,, _ improve^! (ini-prov'), ». t [<. F.improuver =
pfovaileT'see -Mlity.] Tte state or quality of Sp. Pg. improvar= It. improvare, < L. improiare,

being improvable ; susceptibility of improve-
ment, or of being made better, or of being used

to advantage.
improvable (im-pre'va-bl), a. [< improve'^ +
-able.] 1. Capable ol being improved; sus-

ceptible of improvement ; that may become or

be made better.

Man is accommodated with moral principles, improvor

inprobare, disapprove : see improbate.] To dis-

approve; censure; blame.
None of the phisitions that have any judgement im-

provetk [these medicines], but they approve them to be
good. Paynel's Button. (Wares.)

Good father, said the king, sometimes you know I have
desir'd

You would improve his negligence, too oft to ease retir'd.

Chapman, Iliad, x. 108.

ble by the exercise of his t^^^^^^
„, jj,„^i„a. impjOVe^t (^-VfX2' "' *"

^^f*^" ^^''^f '
<

~, ' ,

*
in-S -f prove. Of. OP. improvable, unprovable.]

I have a fine spread of rmprovable l™d|^^^_
spectator. To disprove ;

prove false ; refute.

improvidence
Erasmus hath improved many false books, which ye

have feigned and put forth in the name of St. Jerome,
Augustine, Cyprian, Dionyse, and of other.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, eto. (Parker Soc, 1850X p. 135.

improvement (im-prov'ment), n. [< OP. (AP.)
emprowement, enprowement, empruement, enprue-
ment, var. of aprowement, etc., improvement:
see approvement^ and improve^.] 1. The act
of improving or making better, or the state of
being made better ; advancement or increase
in any good quality; betterment.
The improvem£nt of the ground is the most natural ob-

taining of riches. Bacon, Riches.

This gift of God . . . was capable of improvement by
industry, and of defailance by neglect

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL 268.

There is no faculty whatever that is not capable of im-
provement. Huxley, Origin of Species, p. 146.

3. Profitable use or employment; practical
or advantageous application: as, the improve-
ment of one's time. The concluding part of a dis-
course or sermon, enforcing the practical use or applica-
tion of the principles taught, was formerly called the im-
provement.

It on^ remains that I conclude with a few words of
farther improvement. Doddridge, Funeral Sermons. U.

They might be kept close together, both for more sattie
and defence, and ye better improvement of ye generall im-
ployments. Bradford, Hymouth Plantation, p. 168.

I shall make some improvement of this doctrine.
Tillotson.

Improvement as applied to the conclusion of a sermon
is now obsolete, and was always a technicality of the pul-
pit only. A. Phelps, Eng. Style, p. 370.

3. Use; practice; indulgence. [Bare.]
The corruption of men's manners by the habitual im-

provement of this vicious principle. South, Works, V. L

4. A betterment ; that by which the value or
excellence of a thing is enhanced ; a beneficial
or valuable change or addition, in patent law an
improvement is an addition to or change in some specific
machine or contrivance, by which the same effects are
produced in a better manner than before, or new effects
are produced. An improvement in real property is some-
thing done or added to it which increases its value, as cul-
tivation or the erection of or addition to buildings.

This place [Gethsemane] was formerly covered with
olive-trees, but it is now without any improvement.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 24.

But my aunt's bell rings for our afternoon's walk round
the improvements. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, L 1.

I know of only one example of its use [in England] in
the purely -American sense, and that is, " a very good im-
provement for a mill " in the ' 'State Trials " (Speech of the
Attorney-General in the Lady Ivy's case, 1684).

Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

Policy of Internal improvements, in U. S. hist, the
policy of constructing or developing roads, canals, har-
bors, rivers, eto., at national expense. The question at one
time (about 1820-60) entered largely into politics, and the
policy was on principle opposed by the Democrats as an
undue stretch of the Constitution, and supported by the
Whigs. Particular applications of it, however, have been
favored by members of all parties, and for a long period
large appropriations have been made, generally each year,
for the improvement of rivers and harbors, and similar
works,

improver (im-pro'ver), ?>. 1. One who or that
which improves.

Cold and nakedness, stripes and imprisonments, racks
and torments, are these the improvers of an excellent con-
stitution? StiUingfieet, Sermons, I. ix.

Chalk is a very great improver of most lands.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

3. One who labors at a trade for the purpose
ofmereasinghis knowledge or skill, andwho ac-
cepts the opportunity of improvement as com-
pensation in whole or in part for services ren-
dered.— 3. A pad or cushion worn by women
with the object of improving the figure or the
hang of a dress ; a bustle.

impro'Videdf (im-pro-vi'ded), a. [< iM-3 +
provided.] 1. Unprovided.
He was in ieopardye of his lyfe, and all improuided for

dread of death, coacted to take a small balynger, and to
sayle into Fraunce. Hall, Edw. IV., an. 23.

3. Unforeseen; unexpected.
She suborned hath

This crafty messenger with letters vaine.
To worke new woe and improvided scath.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xii. 34.

imprO'Vidence (im-prov'i-dens), n. [= OP. im-
providence = Sp. (obs.) fg. improvidenoia =
It. improvidenza, < LL. improvidentia, inprovi-

dentia, unforesightedness, < *improviden{t-)s,

*»Mproui(ZeM(*-)s,unforesighted: seeimprovident.
Of. imprudence.] The quality of being improvi-
dent; lack of providence or foresight; thrift-

lessness.
The house is gone

;

-And, through improvidence or want of love
For ancient worth and honorable things.
The spear and shield are vanished.

Wordsworth, Excursion, viL

= Syn. Imprudence, carelessness, thoughtlessness, sbift-
lessness, unthrift. See wisdom.
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improvident (im-prov'i-dent), a. [= Pg. im-
promdente, < L. ''improviden{t-)s, *inproviden(t-)s
XiiideTiy.improvidentiaa,TidQontT.impruden{^)s:
see imprudent), equiv. to improvidtis (> It. Pg.
improoido = Sp. imprdvido), Tinforesighted, < in-
priv. + providus, foresighted : see provident.']
Not provident; wanting foresight; neglecting
to provide for future needs or exigencies ; un-
thrifty.

^ '

The followers of Epimetheus are improvident, see not
far before them, and prefer such things as are J^reeable
for the present. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Bxpl.

When men well have fed, the blood being warm.
Then are they most improvident of harm. Daniel.

The colonists . . . abandoned themselves to improvi-
dent idleness. Baneroft, Hist. V. S., I. 106.

=Syil, Imprudent, shiftless, careless, prodigal. See wis-
dom.

improvidently (im-prov'i-dent-li), adv. Vith
improvidence ; without foresight or forecast.

A weak young man improvidently wed.
Cratibe, Worlss, VIII. 6.

improving (im-pr6'ving), n. [Verbal n. of im-
prove^, «.] The act of making improvement.

—

Improving lease, in Scots law, a lease of more than
ordinary duration, granted for the sake of encouraging
the tenant to make permanent improvements in the con-
dition of the holding, in the hope of reaping the benefit

_ of them.

improving (im-pro'ving), p. a. Tendingto cause
improvement; affording means or occasion of
improvement; that maybe used to advantage.

Life is no life without the blessing of an improving and
an edifying conversation. Sir E. L'Estrange.

Beneath thehumorous exaggeration ofthe story I seemed
to see the face of a very serious and improving moral.

Lowell, Democracy.

improvingly (im-pro'ving-U), adv. In an im-
proving manner.
improvisate (im-prov'i-sat), V. t. and i.

;
pret.

and pp. improvisated, ppr. improvisating. [<
NL. as if Hmprovisatus, pp. of *improvisare, ivn-

provise: see imjjroOTse.] To improvise. [Rare.]

His [Gladstone's] extemporaneous resources are ample.
Pew men in the House can improvisate better.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 161.

improvisate (im-prov'i-sat), a. [< NL. Hmpro-
visatus, pp. : see the verb.] Unpremeditated;
impromptu. [Bare.]

improvisation (im-prov-i-sa'shon), n. [= F.
improvisation = Sp. improvisacion = Pg. im-
provisagSo, < NL. *improvisatio(nr-), < *impro-
visare, improvise: see improvise.] 1. The act
of improvising; the act of composing poetry
or music extemporaneously.

Poverty in rhyme is one of the reasons why the talent
of iTnprovisation, so common and so astonishingly devel-

oped in degree in Italy, is almost unknown in England
and among ourselves.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxiii.

2. A product of extemporaneous composition;
an impromptu poem or musical performance.

Most of the Italian rispetti and stomelli seem to heim-
provisatioTis ; and to improvise in English is as difficult as
to improvise in Italian is easy. Enxyc. Brit., XIX. 272.

improvisatize (im-pro-viz'a-tiz), V.
;
pret. and

pp. improvisatized, ppr. imp'rovisatizing. [Irreg.

< improvisate + -ize.] Same as improvisate.

improvisator (im-prov'i-sa-tor), n. [= P. irrir

provisateur = Pg. improvisador = It. improv-
visatore,<. ^li.*improvisator,<. *improvisare,iru-

provise : see improvise.] One who improvises

;

an improviser.

improvisatore, n. Same as improvisator.

improvisatorial (im-pro-viz-a-to'ri-al), a. [<

improvisator + -al.] Relating to or fiaving the
power of extemporary composition, as of rimes
or poems.
Hence, in the deepest and truest sense, Scott, often

called the most iTHprovisatorial, is the least im,provisa-

torial of writers. Athenaeum, No. 3068, p. 197.

improvisatory (im-pro-viz'a-to-ri), a. Same as

improvisatorial.

That improvisatory knack at repartee for which he
[Samuel Foote] was already conspicuous in certain fash-

ionable circles. Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote.

improvise (im-pro-viz' or -vez'), v.; pret. and
pp. improvised, ppr. improvising. [< P. impro-

viser = Sp. Pg. improvisar= It. improvvisare, <

NL. Hmprovisare, improvise, < L. improvisus,

inprovisus (> It. improwiso = Sp. Pg. improviso),

xmforeseen, < in- priv. + provisus, pp. of provi-

dere, foresee : see provide, provise.] I. trans.

1. To compose and recite or sing without pre-

meditation ; speak or perform extemporaneous-
ly, especially verse or music.— 2. To do or per-

form anything on the spur of the moment for

a special occasion; contrive or bring about in

an offhand way.

3022
Charles attempted to improvise a peace. Motley.

The young girls of the country wreathe themselves into

dances, and improvise the poetry of motion.
Howells, Venetian Life, xvii.

II. intrans. To compose verses or music ex-

temporaneously; hence, to do anything on the

spur of the moment or in an offhand way.

Theodore Hook improvised in a wonderful way that even-

ing; he sang a song, the burden of which was "Good-
night," inimitably good, and which might have been writ-

ten down. Greville, Memoirs, Jan. 15, 1835.

improviser (im-pro-vi'zer or -ve'zSr), n. One
who improvises ; an improvisator,

improvisiont (im-pro-vizh'o^ n. [< in-S +
provision. Cf. improvise.] Want of forecast;

miprovidence.

The sad accidents which afterwards happened did not
invade and surprise hiin, in the disadvantages of igno-

rance or improvision. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 287.

improvisot (im-pro-vi's6), a. [< L. improviso,

on a sudden, prop. abl. of improvisus, unfore-
seen: see improvise.] Not studied or prepared
beforehand; impromptu; extemporaneous: as,

"improviso translation," Johnson.

improwisatore (im-pro-ve-za-to're), «.; pi. im-
prowisatori (-to're). [It.: see improvisator.]

Same as improvisator.

improwlsatrice (im-pro-ve-za-tre'che), n.
;
pi.

improvvisatrici (-chi). [It., fern, of improwisa-
tore.] A woman who improvises.

imprudence (im-pro'dens), n. [= F, imprudence
= Sp. Pg. imprudeneia = It. imprudenza, im-
prudenzia, < L. imprudenUa, inprudentia, lih-

foresightedness, < impruden{t-)s, inpruden{t-)s,

untoveai^teiL: Bee imprudent.] 1. The quali-

ty of being imprudent ; want of prudence, cau-
tion, circumspection, or a due regard to con-
sequences; heedlessness; indiscretion; rash-
ness.

Good with bad were match'd, who of themselves
Abhor to join ; and, by imprudence mix'd.
Produce prodigious b&ths. Milton, P. L., xl. 686.

2. An imprudent act.

It were a strange imprudence, choosingly, to entertain
those inconveniencies.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL 283.

imprudent (im-pro'dent), a. [= P. imprudent
= Sp. Pg. It. impru'dente, < L. impruden(t-)s,
inpruden{t-)s, unforesighted, imprudent, < in-

priv. + pruden(t-)s, foresighted, prudent: see
prudent. Ct. improvident] Not prudent; want-
ing prudence or discretion ; not careful of con-
sequences; indiscreet; rash; heedless.

And thus, by the imprudent and foolish hardines of the
French earle, the Frenchmen were discomfited, and that
valiant English Imight ouermatched.

HakluyVs Voyages, II. 35.

The spirit of the person was to be declared caitive and
vmprudent, and the man driven from his troublesome and
ostentatious vanity. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 62.

= Syn. Incautious, careless, unadvised, inconsiderate.

imprudently (im-pro'dent-li), adv. In an im-
prudent manner; with imprudence.
He so imprudently demeaned hymselfe that within

shorte space he came into the handes of his mortall ene-
mies. Hall, Hen. VI., an. 89.

imp-treet (imp'tre), n. [ME. impe tre, ympe tre;

< imp + tree.] A grafted tree.

Loke, dame, to morwe thatow be
Bigt here under this ympetre.

Sir Orfeo, quoted in Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 189.

Apparently it is her sleeping under an ym^pe (or graft-
ed) tree that gives the fairies power over Heurodys.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 190.

impuberal (im-pu'be-ral), a. [< L. impuies, in-
pubes (-puier-), not grown up (< in- priv. +
pubes (puber-), grown up: see puberty), + -al.]

Not having reached puberty. [Rare.]

In impuberal animals the cerebellum is, in proportion
to the brain proper, greatly less than in adult.

Sir W. Hamilton.

impuberty (im-pii'bfer-ti), n. [< in-S + puber-
ty. Cf. impuberal] The state of not having
reached the age of puberty.
impubic (im-pii'bik), a. [< L. impubes, inpu-
bes, not grown up, + -ic] Below the age of
puberty.
impudence (im'pii-deus), n. [< MB. impudence,
< OP. (also P.) impudence = Sp. Pg. impudencia
= It. impudenza, < L. impudentia, inpudcntia,
shamelessness, < impwden(t-)s, inpuden{t-)s,

shameless: see impudent] The character or
quality of being impudent, (a) Want of modesty

;

shamelessness ; indelicacy.

Eing. What dar'st thou venture?
Hel. Tax of impude-nce,

A strumpet's boldness, a divulged shame.
Shah., All's Well, ii. 1.

(i>) Impudent behavior; brazenness; effrontery; insolence.

impugnation

Gome, leave the loathed stage.

And the more loathsome Age,
Where pride and impudence (in fashion knit)

Usurp the chair of wit

!

B. Jomon, Just Indignation of the Author.

Off, my dejected looks ! and welcome impudence !

My daring shall be deity, to save me.
Fletcher (and another). False One, iv. 3.

Well, for cool native impudence, and pure innate pride,

you haven't your equal. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

=Syn. Impertinence, Impudence, Effrontery, Saucinem,

Pertness, Rudeness, audacity, insolence, assurance, pre-

sumption, boldness, face. Impertinence is primaiily non-

pertinence, conduct not pertaining or appropriate to the

circumstances, and is hence a disposition to meddle with

what does not pertain to one, and more specifically un-

mannerly conduct or speech. Impudence is unblushing

impertinence manifesting itself in words, tone^ gestures,

looks, etc. Effrontery is extreme impudence, which is not

abashed at rebuke, but shows unconcern for the opinion

of others ; it is audacious and brazen-faced. Saueiness is

a sharp kind of impertinence, chiefly in language, and pri-

marily from an inferior. It is, in language, essentially the

same with pertness, which, however, covers all indecorous

freedom of bearing toward others ;
pertness is forwardness

inappropriate to one's years, station, or sex. Eudeness is

the only one of these words seeming to refer primarily

to character; in this use it implies manners or language

which might be expected from lack of culture or good
breeding, and includes what is said or done from a de-

sire to be offensive or uncivil. See arrogance.

impudencyt (im'piu-den-si), m. 1. Lack of pu-

dency; shamelessness; immodesty.

We, viewing their incontinencie, should flye the lyke

impudencie, not follow the like excesse.

Lyly, Euphues, Auat. of Wii, p. 98.

2. Effrontery; insolence.

Pray heaven she can get him to read ! he should do it

of his own natural impudeney.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 1.

impudent (im'pti-dent), a. [< ME. impudent =
P. impudent = Sp. tg. It. impudente, < L. impv^

den(t-)s, inpuden{t-)s, shameless, < in- priv. +
puden{t-)s, ush&med: seepudent.] 1. Immod-
est; shameless; brazen; indelicate.

With that a Joyous fellowship issewd
Of Minstrales making goodly meriment,
With wanton Bardes, and Ilymers impudent.

F. Q., III. xii. 5.

A woman impudent and mannish grown
Is not more loath'd than an effeminate man.

Shak., T. and C, ilL 3.

2. Offensively forward in beha'vior ; intention-
ally disrespectful; insolent; possessed of un-
blushing assurance.

Nor that the calumnious reports of that impudent de-
tractor . . . hath at all attached, much less dejected me.

£. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

3. Manifesting impudence ; exhibiting or char-
acterized by disrespect toward or disregard of

others.

There is not so impudent a thing in Nature as the sawcy
Look of an assured Man, confident of Success.

Congreve, 'Way of the World, iv. 5.

Apartments so decorated can have been meant only for
. . . people for whom life was impudent ease and com-
fort. H. Jaanes, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 208.

=Syn. 2. Bold, bold-faced, brazen-faced, presumptuous,
pert, rude, saucy. See impudence.

impudently (im'pu-dent-li), adv. In an impu-
dent manner ; insolently.

At once assail

With open mouths, and impudently rail. Sandys.

impudicity (im-pu-dis'i-ti), n. [< P. impudir-

citS, < ML. Hmpudi'oita(t^s ; equiv. to It. impudi-
cizia = Sp. Pg. impudicicia, < L. impudicitia,
inpudicitia, immodesty : < impudieus, inpvMcus,
immodest, < in- priv. + pudicus, modest, < pu-
dere, feel shame.] Lack of pudicity; immod-
esty; shamelessness.
Many of them full of impudicitie and ribaudrie.

PuttenhUm, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 85.

impugn (im-pun'), V. t [Pormerly also empugn;
< ME. impugnen, inpugnen, <,0P. (also P.) im-
pugner = Pr. impugnar, enpugnar, empunhar =
Sp. Pg. impugnar = It. impugnare, impungare,
< L. impugnare, inpugna/re, attack, assail, im-
pugn, < in, on, against, -I- pugnare, fight, < pug-
na, a fight: see pugnacious. Cf. expugn, op-
pugn.] To attack by words or arguments;
contradict ; assail ; call in question ;

gainsay.

And which [what sort of] a pardo'un Peres hadde alle the
peple to oonforte.

And how the prest impugned it with two propre wordes.
Piers Plomman (B), vii. 147.

The Commons were insisting on severer measures
against heresy, and still were impugning the laws and
courts, by which only heresy could be extirpated.

Stulibs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 282.

impugnable (im-pu'na-bl), a. [= Sp. impugna-
ble =^ It. impugnabile ; as impugn + -able.] Ca-
pable of being impugned.
impugnation (im-pug-na'shon), n. [= F. im-
pugnation = Pr. Sp. impugnacion = Pg. impug-



impugnation

na^o = It. impugnazione, < L. impugnaUo(n-),
iwpugnaUoiri^), an attack, < impugnare, inpug-
nare, attack: see impugn.'] Assault: opposi-
tion; contradiction. [Bare.]
The filth is a perpetual impugnation and self-conflict,

either pait labouring to oppose and yanquish the other.
Bp. Hall, Eemedy ol Discontentment, § 18.

No one can object any thing to purpose against prseex-
Istenoe from the unoonceivableness of it, until he know
the particular frame of the hypothesis, without which all
impugnattuns relating to the manner of the thing will be
wide of the mark, and but little to the business.

OlanviUe, Pie-existence of Souls, iv.

impugner (im-pu'n6r), n. One who impugns;
one who opposes or contradicts.

I mean not only the seditious libellers, but immumers
of the king 3 regalities.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 99.

impugnment (im-pun'ment), TO. [< impugn +
ment.'] The act of impugning, or the state of
being impugned. [Bare.]

It must not be an impugnment to his manhood that he
cried like a child. B. Howard, Jack Ashore, xlvii.

impuissancet (im-pu'i-sans), to. [< F. impuis-
sance, < impuissant, powerless : see impuissant.']
Powerlessness ; impotence; feehleness.
As he would not trust Ferdinando and Maximilian for

supports of war, so the impuiBSance of the one, and the
double proceeding of the other, lay lair lor him for occa-
sions to accept ol peace. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

John de la Casse was a genius of fine parts and lertile
fancy; and yet . /. he lay under an impuiasance, at the
same time, of advancing above a line and a half in the
compass of a whole summer's day.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 16.

impuissantf (im-pu'i-sant), a. [< P. impuissamt,
powerless, < in- -priv. -( puissant, -powertvl: see
puissant.] Powerless; impotent; feeble.

. Craving your honour's pardon for so long a letter, car-
rying so empty an offer ol so impuissant a service, but yet
a true and unfeigned signification ol an honest and vowed
duty, I cease. Bacon, To the Lord Treasurer Burghley.

impulse (im'puls, formerly im-puls'), to. [=
Sp. Pg. It. impulso, < L. impulsus, inpulsus, a
push, pressTire, incitement, < impellere, inpel-

lere, pp. impulsus, inpulsus, push on, impel: see
impel.] 1. Force communicated suddenly;
the effect of an impelling force ; a thrust ; a
push.

To-day I saw the dragon-fly. . .

An inner impulse rent the veil
01 his old hask. Tennyson, Two Voices.

The sensation of red is produced by imparting to the
optic nerve four hundred and seventy-four millions of mil-
lions of invpulses per second.

Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. Q&.

A shuttlecock which has its entire state ol motion sud-
denly changed by the impulse of the battledore.

W. E. Cliford, Lectures, L 76.

Specifically— 2. Inmech.: (a) An infinite force

or action enduring for an infinitely short time,

so as to produce a finite momentum. Strictly

speaking, there is no such natural force ; but mathema-
ticians find it convenient to treat such actions as the blow
ol a hammer as il ol this nature. (6) The resultant

of all such forces acting on a body at any in-

stant, resolved into a couple and a force along
the axis of that couple, (c) The momentum
produced by a force in any time.

The product ol the time of action of a force into its in-

tensity il it is constant, or its mean intensity if it is vari-

able, is called the Impulse of the force.

Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, art. xlix.

3. A stimulation of the mind to action; the

impelling force of appetite, desire, aversion, or

other emotion; especially, a sudden disposition

to perform some act which is not the result of

refiection ; sudden determination.

He abandoned himself to the impulse of the moment,
whether for good or evil. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 19.

The term impulse (Trieb) is commonly confined to those

innate promptings of activity in which there is no clear

representation of a pleasure, and consequently no distinct

desire. J. Sully, Outlines ol Psychol., p. 580.

Does he take inspiration Irom the Church,
Directly make her rule his law ol lite?

Not he : his own mere impulse guides the man.
Browning, King and Book, II. 225.

4. Any communication of force ; any compel-

ling action; instigation.

Meantime, by Jove's impulse, Mezentius armed
Succeeded Turnus. Dryden, MaeiA, x. 976.

He [Dean Stanley] was a constant preacher, and gave a

^eat impulse to the practice already begun ol inviting dis-

tinguished preachers to the abbey. „„„ ,_„* ^ Eniyc. Brit., XXII. 462.

5. A mental impression ; an idea. [Bare.]

I had always a strong impulse that I should some time

recover my liberty. Swift, GuUiver's Travels, u. 8.

6. Shock; onset. [Bare.]

Unmov'd the two united Chiels abide.

Sustain the Impulse, and receive the War.

Prior, Ode to Queen Anne (1706), St. IS.

3023
Impulse of a motion, the system ol impulsive forces
required to produce the motion, compounded into a single
impulsive wrench.—Impulse-wheel. See wAe*!.—Ner-
vous impulse, the molecular disturbance which travels
along a nerve from the point of stimulation. In the con-
duction of such impulses, which serve as stimuli to pe-
ripheral or central organs, the function ol nerve-flbers con-

_
sists. = Syn. 3. Inclmeement, etc. (see motive), incitement.

impulse (im-puls'), V. t.; pret. and pp. impulsed,
ppr. impulsing. [< L. impulsus, inpulsus, pp. of
impellere, inpellere, impel: see impel,v., ajia. im-
pulse, TO.] To give an impulse to ; incite ; in-
stigate.

I leave these prophetesses to God, that knows the heart,
. ._. whether they were impulsed like Balaam, Saul, and
Caiaphas, to vent that which they could not keep in, or
whether they were inspu-ed like Esaias and the prophets
of the Lord. Bp. Haeket, Abp. Williams, ii. 49.

impulsion (im-pul'shgn), to. [< F. impulsion =
Pr. impulsio = Sp. impulsion = Pg. impulsao =
It. impulsione, < L. impulsio{n-), inpulsio^n-), a
pushing against, pressure, < impellere, inpellere,

pp. impulsus, inpulsus, push against: see im-
pel, impulse.] 1. The act of impelling or im-
parting an impulse ; impelling force or action.

Medicine , . . considereth the causes of diseases, with
the occasions or impulsions.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 193.

They know the right and left-hand file, and may
With some impulsion no doubt be brought
To pass the A B C ol war, and come
TJnto the horn-book.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 1.

2. Moving or inciting influence on the mind

;

instigation; impulse.
Thou didst plead

Divine impvZsimi prompting how thou mightst
rind some occasion to inlest our loes.

Miltmi, S. A., L 422.

Surely it was something in woman's shape that rose be-
lore him with all the potent charm ol noble impvlsion
that is hers as much through her weakness as her strength,

Lowell, Wordsworth.

impulsive (im-pul'siv), a. and to. [= P. im-
pulsif= Pr. impulsiu = Sp. Pg. It. impulsivo;
as impulse + ^ve.] I. a. 1. Having the power
of driving or impelling : moving ; impellent.

His ^uick eye, fixed heavily and dead.
Stirs not when prick'd with the impulsive goad.

Drayton, Moses, ii.

Poor men ! poor papers! We and they
Do some irnpulsive lorce obey. Prior.

2. Actuated or controlled by impulses ; swayed
by the emotions: as, an impulsive child.— 3.
Besulting from impulse: as, impulsive move-
ments or gestures.— 4. In mech., acting hy in-
stantaneous impulse, not continuously: said
of forces. See forced, 8 (a). =Syn, 2. Rash, quick,
hasty, passionate.

II, re. That which impels; impelling cause
or reason. [Bare.]

Every need is an impulsive to this holy office.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 1836), I. 226.

impulsi'vely (im-pul'siv-U.), adv. In an impul-
sive manner ; by impulse.

impulsi'veness (im-pul'siv-nes), to. The char-
acter of being impulsive or actuated by im-
pulse.

That want ol impulsiveness which distinguishes the
Saxon. G. H. Lewes, Banthorpe.

impulsort (im-pul'sor), TO. [= OF. impulseur,<. L.
impulsor, inpulsor, one who impels, < impellere,

inpellere, pp. impulsus, inpulsus, impel : see im-
pel, impulse.] One who or that which impels.

The greater compression is made by the union ol two
impuZsors. Sir T. Broume, Garden ol Cyrus, ii.

impunctate (im-pungk'tat), a. [< jn-3 + punc-
tate.] Not punctate ; not marked with points.

Also impunctured.

impunctual (im-pungk'tu-al), a. [= It. im-
ptmtuale; as in-3 -I- punciu'dl.] Not punctual.

[Bare.]
impunctuality (im-pungk-tu-al'j-ti), n. [=
It. impuntuMlitd, ; as impunctual + -ity.] Lack
or neglect of punctuality. [Bare.]

Unable to account lor his vmpun£tualUy, some of his

intimates were dispatched in quest of him.
Observer, No, 139. (Latham.)

impunctured (im-pungk'turd), a. Same as im-

punctate.

impunet (im-piin'), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. impune,

< Ii. impunis, without punishment, < in- priv.

+ pcena, punishment, penalty : Beepain,penal.]

Unpunished.
The breach of our national statutes can not go impune

by the plea of ignorance. Bev. T. Adams, Works, I, 235,

impunelyt (im-pfin'li), adv. Without punish-

ment. Nares.

Thou sinn'st impunaly, but thy fore-man paid

Thy pennance with his head ; 'twas bnm'o, 'tis said.

Ovien's Epigrams Englished (1677).

impurity

impuniblet (im-pil'ni-bl), a. [= Pg. impunivel
= It. impunibile, not deserving pimishment, <
L. in- priv. + ML. punibilis, punishable, < L.
jjMBJre, punish: see punish.] Not punishable.
impuniblyt (im-pu'ni-bU), adv. Without pun-
ishment ; with impunity.
Xenophon represents the opinion ol Socrates, that . . .

no man vmpunibly violates a law established by the gods.
Ellis, Knowledge ol Divine Things, p. 66.

impunity (im-pti'ni-ti), TO.
;
pi. impunities (-tiz).

[S F. impunit4= Sp. impunidad = Pg. impuni-
dade = It. impunitd,, < L. impunita{t-)s, inpuni-
ta{t-)s, omission of punishment, < impunis, in-
punis, without punishment: see impune.^ 1.
Exemption from punishment or penalty.
Impunity and remissenes, lor certain, are the bane ol a

Commonwealth, Milton, Areopagitica, p. 25.

The impunity with which outrages were committed in
the ill-lit and ill-guarded streets ol London during the
first hall ol the eighteenth century can now hardly be
realised. Lecky, Bng. in 18th Cent., iiL

2. Freedom or exemption from injury, suffer-
ing, or discomfort.

The thistle, as is well known, is the national emblem ol
Scotland, and the national motto is very appropriate', be-
ing "Nemo me impune lacesset," Nobody shall provoke
me with impunity. Brande.

impurationt (im-pu-ra'shon), TO. [< L. *impu-
ratioin-), < *impur'are, make impure: see im-
pure, v.] The act of making impure.

And lor these happy regions, which are comlortably
illumined with the saving doctrine ol Jesus Christ, may
it please you to forbid their impurati<m by the noysome
fogges and mists of those mis-opinions, whose very prin-
ciples are professedly rebellious,

Bp. Hal', Christ and Ctesar.

impure (im-piir'), a. [= P. impur= Sp. Pg. It.

impuro, < L. impurus, inpurtts, not pure, < in-
priv. -I- purus, pure: see pure.] 1. Not pure
physically; mixed or impregnated with extra-
neous, and especially with offensive, matter;
foul; feculent; tainted: as, impure water or
air ; impure salt or magnesia.
Breathing an iTnpure atmosphere injures the mind as

weU as the body. Huxley and Youmans, Physiol,, § 395.

2. Not simple or unmixed; mixed or combined
with something else : said of immaterial things.

Unless one surface of theprism be covered by an opaque
plate, with a narrow slit in it parallel to the edge of the
prism, the spectrum produced in this way is very impure,
i. e. the spaces occupied by the various homogeneous rays
overlap one another. P. G. Tail, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 693.

3. Not pure morally; unchaste; obscene; lewd:
as, impure language or ideas ; impure actions.

Mine eyes, like sluices, . , .

Shall gush pure streams to purge my impure tale.

Shak., Lucrece, 1, 1078.

One could not devise a more proper hell for an impure
spirit than that which Plato has touched upon. Addison.

4. Of a contaminating nature ; causing defile-

ment, physical or moral ; unclean ; abominable.
Defaming as impure what God declares
Pure, and commands to some, leaves free to all.

Milton, P. L., iv, 746.

The notion that there is something impure and defil-

ing, even in a just execution, is one which may be traced
through many ages, and executioners, as the ministers of
the law, have been from very ancient times regarded as
unholy. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II, 41.

5. Not in conformity with a standard of cor-

rectness, simplicity, etc.: as, an impure style of
writing—Impure syllogism, a syUogism which in-
volves an immediate inference. =Syn. 1. Dirty, filthy.—
2, Coarse, gross, ribald, vulgar, immodest, bawdy.

impuret (im-piir'), V. [< L. *impurare (in pp.
impuratus), make impure, < impurus, inpurus,
impure: see impure, a.] I. trans. To make im-
pure; defile.

,

What longer suffering could there be, when Religion it

self grew so void of sincerity, and the greatest shows of
purity were impur'd? Milton, Bist. Eng., v.

H. intrans. To grow impure. Davies.

Pure, in she [the soul] came ; there living, Shee impures;
And suffers there a thousand Woes the while,

Sylvester, tr, ol P, Mathieu's Memorials ol Mortality.

impurely (im-pur'li), adv. In an impure man-
ner ; with impurity.

impnreness (im-ptir'nes), n. The quality or
condition of being impure ; impurity.

Impuritant (im-pU'ri-tan), n. [< in-3 + Puri-
tan.] One who is not a Puritan. [Bare.]

II those who are tearmed Rattle-heads and Impuritans
would take up a Resolution to begin in moderation of
haire, to the just reproach of those that are called Puri-
tans and Round-heads, I would honour their manlinesse.

i'. Ward, Simple Cobler, p, 32.

impurity (im-pii'ri-ti), TO.; pi. impurities (-tiz).

[= F. impurete = Pr. impuritat = Sp. impuridad
= Pg. impuridade = It. impurita, <. L. impuri-
ta{t-)s, inpurita{t-)s, impurity, < impurus, inpu



impurity

rus, impure : see impure.'] 1 . The condition or
quality of 'beiiig impure, in either a physical or
a moral sense.

The soul of a man grown to an inward and real impu-
^y- MUtan, Divorce, ii. 6.

Our Saviour, to shew how much God abhors Impurity,
. . . declares that the uumortifled Desires and inward
Lusts are very displeasing to God; and therefore, that
those who hope to see God must be Pure in Heart.

StUlingJleet, Sermons, III. vli.

2. That which is or makes impure, physically
or morally: as, impurities in a liquid.

But no perfection is so absolute
That some impwrUy doth not pollute.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 864.

=Syn. 1. TJncleanness, dirtiness, fllthiness; immodesty,
^
ribaldry, grossness, vulgarity.

impurple, v. t. See empurple.
imputability (im-pu-ta-liil'i-ti), n. [= p. im-
putahiliU = Sp. impuiabili&d = Pg. vmputabi-
lidade; as imputable + 4ty : see -6»K%.] The
character of being imputable.

If now we can say what is commonly presupposed by
imputability, we shall have accomplished the first part of
our undertaking, by the discovery of what responsibility
means for the people.

F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 6.

Imputable (im-pu'ta-bl), a. [= p. imputable =
Si^.imputable = Pg. impwtavel= It. impiitabile

;

as impute + -a&Ze.] 1. That may be imputed,
charged, or ascribed; attributable.

These [sins], I say, in the law were imputable, but they
were not imputed. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 434.

This circumstance is chiefly imputable to the constancy
of the national legislature. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

2t. Aocusable ; chargeable with fault.

The fault lies at his door, and she is in no wise ittvputa-
ile. Ayliffe, Parergon.

imputableness (im-pu'ta-bl-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being imputable ;' imputability.

'Tis necessaiy to the imputableness of an action that it
be avoidable. Norris.

imputably (im-pii'ta-bli), adv. By imputation.
imputation (im-pu-ta'shon), «. [= P. imputa-
tion = Sp. imputddon = Pg. imputagao = It.

imputazione, < LL. imputatio(n-), inputatio(n-),
a charge, an account, < imputare, inputare,
charge, impute: see impute.'] 1. The act of
imputing or charging; attribution; ascription:
as, the imputation of wrong motives.

If 1 had a suit to Master Shallow, I would humour his
men with the imputation of being near their master.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1.

This [self-conscious volition] is th'' ^pndition oiimputa-
Hon and responsibility, and here beijs the proper moral
life of the self. F. H. Bradley, Etmoal Studies, p. 267.

2. That which is imputed or charged; specifi-

cally, an attributidn of something censurable
or evil ; censure ; reproach.

Truly I must needs lay an imputation of great discre-
tion upon myselfe. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 189.

Let us be careful to guard ourselves against these
groundless vniputations of our enemies, and to rise above
them. Addison.

Doctrine of imputation, in theol., the doctrine that the
Bin of Adam is attributed or laid to the charge of his pos-
terity, so that they are treated as guilty because of it,

and that the righteousness of Christ is attributed or cred-

ited to the believer, so that he is treated as righteous be-
cause of it.—Mediate Imputation, the doctrine that not
the guilt, but only the consequences of Adam's sin, attach
to his descendants.

imputative (im-pu'ta-tiv), a. [= p. imputatif
= Sp. Pg. imputativo', < LL. imputativus, charg-
ing, accusatory, < L. imputare, charge, im-
pute: see impute.] Coming by imputation;
imputed.
Some say they have imputative faith ; but then so let

the sacrament be too : that is, if they have the parents'

faith, . . . then so let baptism be imputed also by deriva-
• tion from them. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), II. 394.

The fourth is the imjmtative righteousness of Clirist,

either exploded or not rightly understood.
B. Nelson, Bp. Bull.

imputatively (im-pti'ta-tiv-li), adv. By impu-
tation.

impute (im-piit'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. imputed,

ppr. imputing. [< P. imputer = Sp. Pg. impii-

tar = a. imputare, < L. imputare, inputare, en-

ter into the accountj reckon, set to the account
of, attribute, < in, m, to, + putare, estimate,

reckon: see putative. Cf. compute, depute, re-

pute.] 1. To charge; attribute; ascribe; reek-

on as pertaining or attributable.

Let net my lord impute iniquity unto me.
2 Sam. xts. 19.

God imputes not to anyman the blood he spills In a just
cause. MTj,ton, Eikonoldastes, xix.

Men oft are false ; and, if you search with Care,

TouTl find less Fraud imputed to the Fair.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.
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We impute deep-laid, far-sighted plans to Caesar and

Napoleon ; but the best of their power was in nature, not
in them. Emerson, Spiritual Laws.

2. To reckon as chargeable or acousable

;

charge; tax; accuse. [Bare.]

All that I say is certain ; if you fail,

Do not impute me with it ; I am clear.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, L 1.

And they, sweet soul, that most impute a crime.
Are pronest to it^ and impute themselves.

Tennyson, Merlin.

3. To attribute vicariously; ascribe as derived
from another: used especially in theology. See
doctrine of imputation, under imputation.

Thy merit
iTnputed shall absolve them who renounce
Their own both righteous and unrighteous deeds.

MUton, P. L., ill. 29L

4. To take account of; reckon; regard; con-
sider. [Bare.]

If we iTnpute this last humiliation as the cause of his
death. Oibbon.

Imputed malice. See malice.—Imputed quaUtyt.in
metaph., the power of a body to affect the senses, aa color,
smell, etc.

Secondary and imputed qualities, which are but the
powers of several combinations of those primary ones,
when they operate without being distinctly discerned.

Locke.

=Syn. Attribute, Ascribe, Befer, etc. See attribute.

imputer (im-pii't6r), n. One who imputes or
attributes.

imputrescible (im-pu-tres'i-bl), a. [< im-S +
putrescible.] Not putrescible; not subject to
putrefaction or corruption.

imrigh, iinricll(im'ri6h), n. [< Gael, eanraich,

soup.] A sort of strong soup, made of parts
of the ox, used in the Highlands of Scotland.

A strapping Highland damsel placed before Waverley,
Evan, and Donald Bean, three cogues or wooden vessels
. . . containing imrich, Scott, Waverley, xvii.

in^ (in), prep, and adv. [With the simple form
in became merged in later ME. and early mod.
E. several deriv. forms, inne, etc. I. prep, (a)

< ME. in, yn, < AS. in = OPries. D. MLGf. La.
OHG. MHG. G. in = leel. i = Sw. Dan. i =
Goth, in = Olr. in = W. yn = L. im = Gr. kv,

hi, dial. Iv, in; related to Gr. ava = Groth. ana
= OHG. ana, MHG. ane, an, G. ore = AS. an,
on, E. on: see o»l, and cf. in^, an-\ ana-, im-l,

Jre-2, etc. (b) < ME. inne, ine, earlier innen, < AS.
innan, in, within, = OS. innan = OPries. inna =
OHG. innana, innan, innena, MHG. G. innen =
leel. innan = Dan. inden, inde = Sw. innan, inne
= Goth, innana, from within, within, (c) \. ME.
inne, < AS. inne = OS. inne = OPries. inne =
OHG. inna, inni, inne, MHG. G. jnwe, within, etc.
n. adv. (a) < ME. in, < AS. in = OS. OPries. in
= OHG. MHG. in, also, with lengthened vowel,
OHG. MHG. in, G. ein = Icel. inn = Sw. in =
Dan. ind= Goth, inn, adv., in. (J) < ME. inne,
innen, < AS. innan, etc. (c) < MB. inne, < AS.
inne = Goth, inna, etc.: in forms similar to
those of the prep. See I. With these are as-
sociated numerous other deriv. forms. In early
use (AS. and early ME.) the prep, in was often
interchangeable with the related ore, which was
indeed generally used in AS. where in now ap-
pears. In ME. and mod. poet, and dial, use, in
G. dial., and reg. in Scand., the prep, in is re-
duced to i, in present E. commonly printed *'.]

1. prep. A vvord used to express the relation of
presence, existence, situation, inclusion, action,
etc., within limits, as of place, time, condition,
circumstances, etc. 1. Of place or situation

:

(a) Within the bounds or limits of ; within : as,
in the house; in the city; to keep a subject in
mind.
His word was vn mine heart as a burning fire.

Jer, XX. 9.

These letters lay above fourteen days in the bay, and
some moved the govemour to open them.

Winihrop, Hist. New England, I. 869.

The king pitched his tents in a plantation of olives, on
the banks of the river. Irving, Granada, p. 66.

Ordinary language justifies us in speaking of the soul
as in the body, in some sense in which this term does not
apply to any other collection of material atoms.

G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 636.

(b) Among; in the midst of.

Than the hete was so hoge, harmyt the Grekes,
With a pestylence in the pepuU pynet hom sore

:

Thai fore out to the Aides, fellyn to ground.
And droppit to dethe on dayes full thioke.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8410.

2. Of time : (a) Of a point of time, or a period
taken as a point : At.

In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.
Gen. L 1.

In

In the instant that I met with yon.

He had of me a chain. Shak., C. of E., Iv. 1.

(6) Of a course or period of time: Within the

Umits or duration of; during: as, in the pre-

sent year ; in two hours.

In the while that kynge Leodogan toke thus his coun-

seile of his Icnyghtes, entred in the kynge Arthur and his

companye in to the Paleise. ilerlin (E. E. T. S.), iL 203.

Whosoever were vanquished, such as escape vpon their

submission in two dayes after should line.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, 1. 136.

We left Alexandria in the afternoon.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, L 17.

(c) Of a limit of time: At the expiration of:

as, a note due in three months.

In a bond "payable in twenty-five years" means, at the

end of that period, not within nor at any time during the

period. Anderson, Diet. Law, p. 629.

3. Of action: Under process of; undergoingthe
process or running the course of : used espe-

cially before verbal nouns proper, or the same
used participially.

Forty and six years was this temple in building.
John a. 20.

This space, extending Eastward from Ob, a Kusse was a
Summer in trauelling, and lined there 6 yeares.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 431.

Not much better than that noise or sound which musi-

cians make while they are in tuning their instruments.
Bacon, Advancement of learning, n. xxiv. § 1.

The Moorish cavaliers, when not in armor, delighted i»
dressing themselves in Persian style.

Irving, Granada, p. 5.

4. Ofbeing: Within the power, capacity, or pos-
session of : noting presence within as an inher-

ent quality, distinguishing characteristic, or

constituent element or part, or intimacy of re-

lation: as, he has in him the making of a great

man ; it is not in her to desert him.

At that day ye shall Imow that I am in my Father, and
ye in me, and I in you. Jolin xiv. 20.

If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature.
2 Cor. v. 17.

Why, thou dissemblest, and
It is in me to punish thee.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 1.

But to glue him his due, one wel-fnrnisht Actor has
enough in him for fiue common Gentlemen.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Player.

5. Of state, condition, circumstance, or manner:
In the condition, state, etc., of: as, in sickness
and in health

;
painted in yellow ; in arms (arm-

ed); in doubt; in very deed; paper in quires;
gi'ain in bulk ; the party in power.
He in the red face had it. Shale., M. W. of W., i. 1.

Look to my shop ; and if there come ever a scholar in
black, let him speak with me.

Beau, and FL, Woman-Hater, iii. 3.

I am at this instant in the very agonies of leaving col-

lege. Oray, Letters, L 16.

Muley Abul Hassan received the cavalier in state, seated
on a magnificent divan. Irving, Granada, p. 12.

How could I know that your son would arrive in safety?
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 67.

6. Of range, purview, or use: With regard to;
within the range of : as, ire politics ; irettieology
or philosophy; ire botany, etc.— 7. Of number,
amount, quantity, etc. : (a) Within the body or
whole of; existing or contained in: as, there
are ten tens in a hundred ; four quarts in a gal-
lon; the good men in a community. (6) To
the amount of; for or to the payment of, ab-
solutely or contingently: as, to amerce, bind,
fine, oi* condemn i/n a thousand dollars.

Whereupon the Thebans at their returne home con-
demned euery man in the summe of ten thousand
Drachmes. North, tr. of Plutarch, Pelopidas, p. 321.

Lord Elibank, a very prating, impertinent .Tacobite, was
bound for him in nine thousand poimds, for wliicli the
Duke is determined to sue him. Walpole, Letters, II. 40.

8. Of material, form, method, etc. : Of ; made of

;

consisting of; with: as, a statue in bronze; a
worker in metal ; to paint in oils ; a book written
in Latin ; a volume in leather or cloth ; music in
triple time.

Crispe heris & clene, all in cours yelowe.
All the borders blake of his bright ene.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 3968.

For I wiU raise her statue in pure gold.
Shak., R. and J., v. 8.

It [a newspaper] is in Turkish and Arabic.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 861.

But besides these statues in wood and stone, a lew in
bronze have also been discovered.

Lmcj/ Jlf. Mitchell, Hist. Ancient Sculpture, iL

9. Of means or instruments: By means of;
with; by; through.
In thee shall all nations be blessed. Gal. ill. 8.

You shew your loves in these large multitudes
That come to meet me.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, a 1



in

1, very providently preventing the worst, dlBmounted
from my horse, and lead him in iny hand.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 89.

10. Of cause or occasion: From; because of;
on account of; fertile sake of: as, to rejoice in
an ancient lineage ; in the name of God.

If tears must be,
I should in justice weep 'em, and for you.

Fletclier, Valentinian, Iv. i.

Old All Atar had watched from his fortress every move-
ment of the Christian army, and had exulted in all the
errors of its commanders. Irving, Granada, p. 68.

Every feature in that marvelous scene delighted him,
both in itself and for the sake of the innumerable associa-
tions and images which it conjured up.

Trevelyan, Macaulay, I. 322.

11. Of end: With respect to; as regards; con-
cerning.

And they glorified Ood in me. Gal. L 24.

ITor the slaughter committed, they were in great doubt
what to do in it. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 300.

There is nothing else I could disobey you in.

Sheridan, The Duenna, L 3.

Men adroit
In speech, and for communion with the world
Accomplished. Wordswmih, Prelude, xiii.

12. Of proportion or partition: From among;
out of: as, one in ten.

Few in millions
Can speak like us. Shak., Tempest, ii. 1.

18. Of motion or direction : Into : as, to break
a thing in two ; to put in operation.

I wil the, withouten drede.
In suche another place lede.

Chattcer, House of Fame, 1. 1914.

"Hence, villain 1 never more come in my sight.

Shak., Eich. II., v. 2.

His Pipe in pieces broke.
Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

14. Of purpose, intent, or result: For; to; by
way of : as, to actm self-Kiefense; m conclusion.

It is not many years ago since Lapirius, in wrong of his
elder brother, came to a great estate by gift of his father.

Steele, Spectator, No. 248.

In answer to the breath of prayer.
Whittier, Cypress-Tree of Ceylon.

15. According to: as, »k alllikelihood.

In all decencie the stile ought to conforme with the na-
ture of the subject.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 126.

16t. Occupied with.

He was much in the troublesome thoughts of the sins

he had committed, both since and before he began to be
a Pilgrim. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 212.

17. On; upon: as, im the whole; mi guard: in

various archaic uses now more commonly ex-

pressed by on.

And on this daye it was founden of Helayne in the

mounte of caluarye. Holy Rood (B. E. T. S.X p. 1S4.

*'In condicioun," quod Conscience, "that thow konne
defende

And rule tlii rewme in resoun.

"

Piers Plowman (B), ziz. 474.

In the third day of May,
To Oarleile did come
A kind curteous child.

The Boy and the Mantle (Child's Ballads, I. 8).

In his retume he discovered the Towne and Country

of Warraskoyack.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, 1. 166.

A certain rule could not be found out for an equal rate

between buyer and seller, though much labor had been

Taestowed in it. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 380.

We were forced to cut our mainmast by the board

;

which so disabled the ship that she could not proceed in

her voyage. B. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 342).

Inact,actual; existing.—Inaction, (a) See action, (b)

In law. See the extract.

A thing is said to be j» action when it is not in posses-

sion, and for its recovery an action is necessary.
Bapalje and Lawrence.

Inactto. Seeac«.—Inall. Seeoii.—Inandforltself,

in the Hegelian phUos., in the relations aad .connections

which are reaUy essential to it, and developed out of it.—

In as far as, to the extent that.

Self-fertilization is manifestly advantageous in as far

as it insures a full supply of seed. , ^ „»
Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 57.

In as mucb as, or inasmuch as, seeing that; consider-

ing that; since.-In batteiy. (a) Prepared for action

:

said of a field-gun. (6) Having the top carnage run tor-

ward to the front end of the chassis: applied to heavy

guns in the firing position.— In blank. <fl)
With blank

spaces to be filled out; in outline: as, to issue commis-

sions in Uamk. (6) With the name only: said ofthe in-

dorsement of a bill or note by merely writing one s name

on it.—In boards, in bookbinding: (a) Having the siue-

boards laced or tipped to the rounded back, preparatory

to covering with cloth or leather. (6) Bound with boards.

See board, 11.—In bulk, in the heap; not packedm bags,

barrels, boxes, or other separate packages : as, a cargo or

grain in bua.—ta course. See course^.

Incourse . . . it must have been the owner of the chest-

nut, and no one else. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. a.

In energy, in operation.-In itself (as a thing), apart

from what is not essential to it; apart from its relations.
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especially from its relation to the mind and senses ofman

;

as it is intrinsically.

A thing Imown in itself is the (sole) presentative or in-
tuitive object of knowledge, or the (sole) object of a pre-
sentative or intuitive knowledge. A thing known in and
through something else is the primary, mediate, remote,
real, existent or represented, object of mediate know-
ledge. ... A thing to be known in itself must be known
as actually existing, and it cannot be known as actually
existing unless it be known as existing in its when and
its where. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, xvii.

In that, for the reason that ; because.

Some things they do in that they are men ; . . . some
things in that they are men misled and blinded with error.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

In the abstract, viewed abstractly; not taking account
of inessential conditions.— In the concrete, as tilings are
found in the real world.

II. adv. 1. In or into some place, position,

or state indicated by the context: an elliptical

use of the preposition in : as, the master is not
in (in the house, or at home) ; the ship is in (in

port) ; come in (into the room, house, etc.) ; to

keep one's temper in (in restraint, or withiu
bounds).
Whiche havyn ys callyd Swafane, in Turkey,And whanne

we war inne we cowd nott get owt nor kaat our Anker.
Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 62.

They went in to Hezekiah the Idng. 2 Chron. xxix. 18.

Well, would I were mi, that 1 am out with him once.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 2.

I am in.

And what was got with cruelty, with blood
Must be defended. Fletcher, Double Marriage, i 2.

It being for their advantage to hold in with us, we may
safely trust them. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 133.

The old Finn stood already with a fir torch, waiting to
light us in. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 146.

2. Inward ; coming in, as toa place.

I see tliat there are three trains m and three out eveiy
Sabbath. TroUope, Barchester Towers, p. 29.

3. Close; home.
They [left-handed fencers] are in with you, if you offer

to fall back without keeping your guard. Tatler.

4. In law, in possession ; in enjoyment ; invest-

ed : used in expressing the nature or the mode
of acquiring an estate, or the right upon which
a seizin is founded : thus, a tenant is said to be
in by the lease of his lessor (that is, his title

or estate is derived from the lease).— 5. Naut.,
furled or stowed: said of sails.— 6. In advance
or in addition; beyond what was the ease, was
expected, or the like; to the good; thrown in:

as, he found himself five dollars im. [Colloq.]

And so you have the fight in, gratis. Dickens.

7. Into the bargain : as, ten cents a dozen and
one thrown in. [Colloq.] —To be In for (a thing), to
be destined to receive, suffer, or do (something); be bent
upon or committed to : as, to be infor a beating ; \jobein
for a lark.

I VMS infer a list of blunders.
Ooldemith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv.

To be or keep In with, (a) To be or keep close or near

:

as, to keep a ship in with the land. (6) To be or keep on
terms of friendship, familiarity, or intimacy with.—To
bind In, come In, give in, etc. See the verbs.—To
breed In and in. See breed.—to have one's hand in.
See hand.—To throw in, to add in excess ; give beyond
what is bargained or paid for : as, the remnant of the piece
was thrown in.

ini(in), m. [<.in\ adv.'] 1. A person in office;

specifically, iapoliUcs, a member of the party
in power.

And doom'd a victim for the sins
Of half the outs and all the ins.

Chaiterton, Prophecy.

There was then [1755] only two political parties, the ins
and the outs. The ins strove to stay in, and keep the outs
out ; the outs strove, to get in, and turn the ins out.

J. Button.

The disappointed Outs are lukewarm and often envious
of the Ins. New Princeton Rev., I. 67.

The "ins "... always have . . . averred, with a fervor
which can only spring from heartfelt conviction, that the
incoming of the "outs" will be shortly followed by the
final crack of doom. N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 459.

2. A nook or comer : used chiefly in the phrase
ins and outs—ins and outs, (a) Nooks and corners

;

turns and windings : as, the ins a/na outs of a garden, or of

an old house.

Take my arm; I can guide you better so. It's dark,

and I know the ins a/nd outs.

C. F. WoolsMi, Jupiter Lights, xv.

Hence—(6) All the details or intricacies of a matter: as,

the ins and outs of a question.

Mrs. Harper was standing moralizing on the ins and
outs of family life. Mrs. Craik, Agatha's Husband, xiiL

in^t (in), V. t. [Also inn, now with ref. only to

inn, n. ; < ME. irmen, < AS. innian, get in, lodge,

< inn, in, in: see Mil, prep.'] To get in; take or

put in; house.

And Goddls mercy schal ynne my com,
And fede me with that that y neuere sewe.

Hymns to 'Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 69.

-in

All was irnned at last into the King's Bame.
Bacon, Hist. Heniy VII. (ed. 1641), p. 67.

infi(m)jprep. [L.,=AS. andE.iw, etc.: seerai.]

A Latm preposition, cognate with English in.
It occurs in many ptirases more or less current in English
use, as in loco parentis, in absentia, in esse, vn posse, in
statu quo, etc.

in^t, n. An obsolete spelling of inn.

In. In chem., the symbol for indium.
in. An abbreviation of inch or inches.

in-i. [ME. in-, < AS. in- = OS. OFries. T>. in-

= OHG. MHG. G. in-, with long vowel OHG.
MHG. JTO-, G. em- = Icel. i-, inn- = Dan. ind^=
Sw. in-= Goth, in-= L. jm- (>E. in-^, q. v.) = Gr.
EV-; being the prep, and adv. ineomp. : see »»!.]

A prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, being the prepo-
sition and adverb in so used, it is ultimately
identical with i7i-2 of Latin origin ; but the latter in Eng-
lish apprehension is often unmeaning, while in-l always
conveys the distinct sense of 'in' or 'into,' as in iribom,
inbred, iTicome, inla/nd, inlet, inmate, inside, insight, in-
snare, inwrap, etc. In ingot, however, the prefix is un-
felt, the word being no longer recognized as a compouud.
In consequence of its formal and original identity with
in-2, it may assume the same phases, becoming tTn- before
a labial, as in impark, impen, imbitter, imbody, immesh,
imrvmingle, or varying to e?i-, as in en^loud^enfetter, before a
labial to em-, as in embed, embody, emMtter, etc., the dis-

tinction being purely historical and depending on the ori-

gin, native or foreign, of the primitive. In the etymologies
of this dictionary it depends on the origin of the primitive
whether the prefix in-, meaning ' in,' is mai-ked inA or m-2.

in-2. [ME. in-, en-, < OP. in-, reg. en-, mod. P.
i/n^, en- = Sp. in-, en- = Pg. in-, en,- = It. in-, <
L. in-, being the prep, in (see in^) in comp.,
and conveying, according to the verb, the no-
tion of rest or existence in, or of motion, direc-
tion, or inclination into, to, or upon; often mere-
ly intensive, and in later use sometimes with-
out assignable force. In classical L. in- gener-
ally remained tmchanged in aU positions, but
later was usually assimilated, im- before a la-

bial, il- before I, ir- before r, whence the same in
mod. languages. In OP., and hence in ME.
and mod. P. and E., reg. en-, but with a constant
tendency to revert to the L. im-, the form in en-
often ceasing to be used in E. or being used
alongside of im- without distinction.] A prefix
of Latin origin,being the Latinpreposition in so
used. It is ultimately identical with in-l of English ori-

gin,having the same literal sense ; but it is often merely in-

tensive, and in manywords has inmodem apprehension no
assignable force. Before a labial in- in later Latin, and
hence inBomance, English, etc., becomes im-, as in imbibe,
imperil, vmmanent, etc. ; before I it becomes il-^ as in illar-

tion, illude, illumine, etc. ; before r it becomes ir-, as in ir-

radiate, irrigate, etc. In many words derived in fact or
form tlirough the French, in- interchanges with or has dis-

placed the earlier English and French en.-, the tendency
being to use in- whenever there is a corresponding Latin
form in ivr, as in i/nclose or enclose, inquire or enquire, etc.

See in-i, enA, evA. This prefix occurs unfelt, with the ac-

cent, as en- in envy.

in-3. [ME. im-, «m-, OP. em-, im-, F. en-, in- =
Sp. Pg. i«- = It. im-, < L. im- = Gr. hv-, before
a consonant a-, called a- privative, = Goth,
OHG. AS. E., etc., «?i-, not, -less, without: see
«m-l, am-5, a-18. In classical L. the negative im-

generally remained unchanged in aU positions

;

but later it was subject to the same assimila-

tions and changes as i)J-2 above. In OF., and
hence in ME. and mod. P. and E., sometimes
em-, but then in E. unfelt as a negative, as in
em-em^(cf.im-i»Bica?,etc.).] Aprefix ofLatin ori-

gin, having a negative or privative force, 'not,

-less, without.' it is cognate with the English prefix

un-1, with which it may, interchange in English forma-
tions ; but the rule is to use in- with an obvious Latin
primitive and vjn- with a native or thoroughly naturalized
primitive, as in vnani/mate, incredulous, inxtccessible, in-

equality, as against unliving, uribelieving, una^proaeh-
iible, unequal, etc. The two forms coexist in inedited,
unedited, incautious, uncautiAiUS, etc. This prefix in-3 as-

sumes the same phonetic phases as in-\ in-^, as in i/m-

partial,immense, vmrneaswrable, illiterate, irregular, etc.

;

it is reduced to i- in ignore, ignorant, etc. It occurs un-
felt^ with the accent, in enemy, ernmity.

-ini, -ine^. [1. ME. -in, -ime, < OP. and F. -m,
-ime = Pr. -in, -ina = Sp. 'Pg. It. -imo, -ima, < L,
(a) -vnus, -ma, -mum = Gr. -ivog, -tv?/, -tvov,

forming adjectives, as in adamamtmus (< Gr.
aSaftdvTivog), adamantine, pristmus, pristine,

etc. ; and sometimes nouns, as cophinus, < Gr.
K6(j>tvog, a basket

; (6) -inus, -ina, -mum, form-
ing adjectives, and nouns thence derived, from
nouns, as in canimis, < canis, a dog, divinus, <

divus, a god, equinus, < equus, a horse, /emimi-

nus, < femina, a woman, peregrinus, < pereger,

a traveler, etc. ; very common in proper names,
orig. appellatives, as Augustimis, Calvinus, Cris-

pinus, Justimis, etc. 2. ME. -im, -ime, OP. and
P. -ime = Sp. Pg. It. -imo, < L. -ina, forming
fem. abstracts from verbs (from the inf. or
through derivatives) or from xm.determined
roots, as in rapma, rapine (E. also, through
P., ravin, ra/ven^), < rapere, snatch, ruina, ruin, <



-m
ruere, fall, doctrina, teaohing, < doctor, a teacher
(< dooere, teach), medidna, medicine, < medicus,
physician, vagina, sheath, etc. In -inus, -inus,
-dims, -enus, -omis, -unus, etc., the suffix is prop.
*-no-,*-na-, being the extremely common Indo-
Eur. suffix *-na- with a preceding vowel be-
longing or supplied to the stem. The suffix
-in, -ine appears sometimes as -en and is ult. =
AS. and E. -en : see -e)i% and ef. -an, -ane, -ain,
-one, -une. In margin, origin, virgin, eta., the
suffix, not felt as such, is historically distinct,
though related (L. -o, -in-, -in-): see these
words.] 1. A suffix of Latin (or Greek) origin
forming, in Latin, adjectives, and nouns thence
derived, from nouns, many of which formations
have come into or are imitated in modern
Latin and English. The proper English speUing,
when the vowel is short, is -in, which was formerly in use,
alongside of -tn«, in all cases, as in genuin, feminin, etc.

;

but in present spelling -ine prevails, whether the vowel is
short, as in genuine, feminine, masculine, etc., or long, as
in canine, cbivine, equine, etc. The form -in occurs in a few
words, especially old contracted forms, as matin, a., mat-
ins, eoffln, cousin, pilgrim (for *pilgrin), alongside of -ine,
as in lupin, lupine. In proper names -irie is found, as in
Augustme, Collatine, but regularly -in, as in Augustin,
Austin, Calvin, Crispin, Justin, etc.

2. A suffix of Latin origin occurring, unfelt in
English, in nouns formed as nouns in Latin, as
in ravin or raven^ (doublet rapine), ruin, dis-
cipline, doctrine, medicine, etc. It occurs also
in its Latin form -ina (which see), and is ulti-
mately identical with -in^, -ine^.

-m2, -ine2. [F. -ine = Sp. Pg. It. NL. -ina, <
L. -ina = Grr. -jw?, fem. of the adj. suffix above
described, -i»i, -mei; used in Gr. as a fem.
formative dim. and patronymic (= AS. and E.
-en= G. -in : see -en^), as in ijpalvri, > L. heroina,
> F. hSroine, > B. heroine, whence its use in
NL. -^na, E. -in^, -ine^, in forming the names
of chem. derivatives.] 1. A suffix of Latin or
Greek origin, ultimately identical with the fem.
of the preceding (-ml, -ine^), occurring as a
feminine formative in heroine.— 2. The same
suffix used in a special manner in chemical and
mineralogical nomenclature, forming names of
some of the elements, as in bromine, chlorin, etc.,

but usuallyderivatives, as in glycerin, acetin, etc.
In spelling usage wavers between -in and -ine. In this
dictionary, in accordance with the proper pronunciation,
and with the best recent usage in chemistry, the form -in
is generally used in preference to -ine when both forms
are in use. In chemistry a certain distinction of use is

attempted, basic substances having the termination -ine

rather than -in, as aconUine, aniline, etc., and -in being
restricted to certain neutral compounds, glycerides, glu-
cosides, and proteids, as albtimin, palmitin, etc. ; but this
distinction is not observed in all cases. In names of min-
erals -iTie is generally used. From its chemical use the
suffix has come to be much used in the formation of trade-
names, more or less absiu'd, of proprietary "remedies,"
" cures," soaps, powders, etc.

-ina^. [NL. Sp. Pg. It. -ina, < L. -ina, fem. of

-inus: see-«Miand-»m2.] The feminine form of
the suffix -j»l, -mel, in the Spanish, Portuguese,
Italian, New Latin, and Latin form, occurring
in some English words adopted from or formed
after one or another of these languages, as in

farina, vagina, and other original Latin nouns.
This suffix is common in New Latin feminine
generic and specific names.

-ina^. [NL., L., neut. pi. of 4nus, adj. suffix : see
-ml, -mel.] A suffix of Latin or New Latin
names of groups of animals, being properly ad-

jectives in the neuter plural, with animalia (ani-

mals) understood, as in Anoplotherina, Siderina,

etc.

inability (in-a-bil'i-ti), n. [= It. inabilita ; as

jm-3 -I- ability" Ct.inhability.'] 1. The state of

being unable, physically, mentally, or morally;
want of ability; lack of power, capacity, or
means : as, inability to perform a task, or to pay
one's debts.

Others, . . . once seated, sit.

Through downright inability to rise.

Cov^per, Task, i. 480.

There seems to be, in the average German mind, an i?i-

ability or a disinclination to see a thing as it really is,

unless it be a matter of science.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 292.

Highly nervous subjects, too, in whom the action of the

heart is greatly lowered, habitually complain of loss of

memory and inability to think.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 101.

Specifically— 2. In theol., want of power to

obey the law of God. Theologianshave distinguished

between natural inability, or a supposed total natural

incapacity to obey the divine law without special divine

grace, and mmral inability, or a want of power due, not
to incapacity, but to a perverted will.=Syil. Disability,

Inability (see disability), weakness, incapacity, incompe-
tence, impotence.

inablet, v. An obsolete form of enable.

inablementt, » Same as enablement.
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inabstinence (in-ab'sti-nens), n. [= P. inah-
sHnence; as m-3 + abstinence.'] "Want of ab-
stinence ; indulgence of appetite. [Rare.]

What misery the inabstincTice of Eve
Shall bring on men. Milton, P. L., xi. 476.

inabstractedf (in-ab-strak'ted), a. [< m-3 -I-

abstracted.] Not abstracted. HooTcer.

inabusivelyt (in-a-bu'siv-U), adv. [< in^ +
abusively.'] Without abuse.

That infinite wisdom and purily of intention which re-

sideth in the Deity, and which makes power to consist in-

abuaively only there, as in its proper sphere.
Lord North, Light in the Way to Paradise (1682), p. 91.

inaccessibility (in-ak-ses-i-bil'i-ti), n. [= F.

inaccessibility = Sp. inaccesibilidad = Pg. in-

aceessibilidade ; as inaccessible + -^iy.] The
character of being inaccessible, or not to be
reached or approached.
That side which flanks on the sea and haven needs no

art to fortify it, nature having supplied that with the in-

accessibility of the precipice. Butler, Remains, I. 41T.

inaccessible (in-ak-ses'i-bl), a. [= F. inac-

cessible = Sp. inaccesible = Pg. inaccessivel= It.

inaccessibile, < LL. inaccessibilis, unapproach-
able, < in- priv. + accessibilis, approachable

:

see accessible.] 1. Not accessible; not to be
reached or approached.

The stars awaken a certain reverence, because, though
always present, they are inaccessible. Emerson, Nature.

He was pleased to say that he found me by no means
the remote and inaccessible personage he had imagined.

0. W. Bolmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 66.

2f . Unapproachable in power.
Curb your tongue in time, lest all the Oods in heav'n
Too few be and too weak to help thy punish'd insolence,
When my inaccessible hands shall fall on thee.

Chapman, Iliad, i. 650.

Inaccessible altitude. See oztitu^.—Inaccessible
distances. See distance.

inaccessibleness (in-ak-ses'i-bl-nes), n. The
quality or state of being inaccessible.

inaccessibly (in-ak-ses'i-bli), adv. So as to be
inaccessible ; nnapproachabiy.

Ev'n in the absence of Emathia's prince
At Athens, friendship's unremitted care
Still in Sandauce's chamber held the queen
Sequester'd, inaccessibly immur'd.

Glover, Athenald, xzi.

inaccommodatet (in-a-kom'o-dat), a. [< in-S +
accommodate, a.] Inconvenient; incommodi-
ous; cramped.
Halfe of their company dyed, . . . being infected with

ye scurvie & other diseases, which this long voiage <te their
inacomodate condition had brought upon them.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 91.

inaccordant (in-a-k6r'dant), a. [< m-3 -t- ac-
cordant.] Not in accordance ; not agreeing.
inaccuracy (in-ak'ii-ra-si), n.

;
pi. inaccuracies

(-siz). [{inaccuraite'j + -cy.] 1. The state of
being inaccurate ; want of accuracy.

A few instances of inaccuracy . . . can never derogate
from the superlative merit of Homer and Virgil.

Goldsmith, Metaphors.

We may say, therefore, without material inaccuracy,
that all capital, and especially all addition to capital, are
the result of saving. J. S. Mill.

2. That which is inaccurate; a mistake; a
fault ; a defect ; an error.

The single description of a moonlight night in Pope's
Hiad contains more inaccuracies than can be found in all

the Excursion. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

= S3m. 1. Incorrectness, inexactness.— 2. Slip, inadver-
tence, blunder.

inaccurate (in-ak'u-rat), a. [< in-S {- accu-
rate.] Not accurate; not exact or correct ; erro-
neous ; of persons, disposed to commit errors

;

careless as regards accuracy of statement.

He is often inaccurate in his statement of facts, and
sometimes hasty in his generalizations.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, vi.

A notion may be inaccurate by being too wide.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 369.

=Syn. Incorrect, inexact, blundering, loose.

inaccurately (in-ak'u-rat-li), adv. In an inac-
curate manner ; incorrectly; erroneously.

inacoLUaintance (in-a-kwan'tans), n. [< m-3 -1-

acquaintance.] IJnaequaintance.

An inacquavntance with the principles of gravitation.
W. Russell, Mod. Europe, IV. 290.

inacquiescent (in-ak-wi-es'ent), a. [< in-3 -t-

acquiescent.] Not acquiescent or acquiescing.
inactt (in-akf), V. t. [< OT-2 -f act. Cf. enact.]
To bring into action or a state of activity.

The soul in this condition was united with the most
subtile and ethereal matter that it was capable of inact-
ing. Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, xiv.

inaction (in-ak'shon), n. [= F. inaction = Sp.
inaccion = Pg. inacgao = It. inazione; as in-S

+ action.] Want of action ; abstention from
labor; idleness; rest.

Inadeguation

If, dead to these caUs, you already languish In slothful

inaction, what will be able to quicken the more sluggish

current of advancing years? H. Blair, Works, I. xi.

One by one, the noiseless years had ebbed away, and left

him brooding in charmed inaction, forever preparing for

a work forever deferred.
H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 302.

inactive fin-ak'tiv), a. [= F. inactif= Sp. Pg.

inacUvo, < ML. inactivus, inactive, < L. in- priv.

+ acOms, active : see active.] Not active or act-

ing, (a) Incapable of action ; without power of movement
or exertion ; inert ; lifeless : as, matter is of Itself inactive,

(b) Inoperative; not producing results; ineffective: as, an
inactive medicine or chemical agent, (c) Not disposed or

prepared to act ; in a state of non-action ; idle ; indolent

;

^uggish : as, an inactive man ; inactive machinery.

I never saw anything so weak and inactive as the poor
horses were ; they had not agility enough to avoid one
stroke. ff. Swinburne, Travels through Spain, xl.

A limb was broken ; . , . and on him fell, . . .

Yet lying thus inactive, doubt and gloom.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

(d) Marked by inaction or sluggishness ; destitute of activ-

ity ; as, an inactive existence ; the inactive stage of insect

life (that is, the period of metamorphosis, generally passed
in concealment). =Syn. Inert, Lazy, etc. (see idle), passive^

supine.

inactively (in-ak'tiv-li), adv. In an inactive

manner; idly; sluggishly; without motion, ef-

fort, or employment.
Mark how he [your son] spends his time ; whetherhe in-

actively loiters it away when . . . left to his own inclina-

tion. Locke, Education, § 126.

inacti'Vity (in-ak-tiv'i-ti), n. [= F. inactivity

= Pg. inactividade ; "as inactive + -ity.] The
condition or character of being inactive ; want
of action or exertion; indisposition to act or
exert one's self; sluggishness.

The commons, faithful to their system, remained in a
wise and masterly inactivity.

Sir J. MacHntosh, Causes of Revolution of 1688, vii.

=S3T1. See idle.

inactuatet (in-ak'tu-at), v. t. [< »»-2 -1- actu-
ate. Cf. inact.] To put in action.

The plastick in them is too highly awakened to inactu-
ate only an aerial body.

Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, xiv.

inactuationt (in-ak-tu-a'shon), n. [< inactuate
+ -ion.] Operation.
That those powers should each of them have a tendency

to action, and in their turns be exercised, is but rationid
to conceive, since otherwise they had been superfluous.
And . . . that they should be inconsistent in the su-
preraest exercise and inactuation, is to me as probable.

Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, xliL

inadaptability (in-a-dap-ta-bU'j-ti), ». [< in-

adaptable : see -biliiy.'] W'ant of adaptability ^

incapacity for adaptation.

This system is supposed to have the drawback of in-
adaptability to extensions.

The Engineer (London), No. 1483.

inadaptable (in-a-dap'ta-bl), a. [= Sp. ina-
daptable; as m-3 -t- adaptable.] That cannot
be adapted; not admitting of adaptation; un-
suitable.

inadaptation (ia-ad-ap-ta'shon), n. [< iw-S +
adaptation.] The state of being not adapted,
fitted, or suited.

inadaptive (in-a-dap'tiv), a. Same as inadapt-
able.

inadequacy (in-ad'e-kwa-si), n. [< inadequa(te)
+ -cy, after adequacy.] 'The state or quality of
being inadequate, insufficient, or disproportion-
ate ; incompleteness ; defectiveness.
A generation ago discussion was taking place concern-

ing the inadequacy and badness of industrial dwellings.
H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 61.

inadequate (in-ad'e-kwat), a. [= P. inad4quat
= Sp. inadecuado = Pg. inadequado = It. m-
adeguato; as m-3 + adequate.] Not adequate

;

not equal to requirement ; insufficient to effect
the end desired; incomplete ; disproportionate

;

defective.
Inadequate ideas are such which are but a partial or

incomplete representation of those archetypes to which
they are referred.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxxi. 1.

A scene the full horrors of which words . . . would be in-
adequate to express. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 197.

=Syn. Incommensurate, incompetent,

inadequately (in-ad'e-kwat-li), adv. In an in-
adequate manner; not fully or sufficiently.

Though in some particulars that sense be inademately
conveyed to us. Bp. llurd, To Dr. Leland.

inadequateness (in-ad'e-kwat-nes), n. The
state or quality of being inadequate; inade-
quacy; insufficiency; incompleteness.
That may be collected generally from the in/adequate-

ness of the visible means to most notable productions.
J. Goodman, Winter Evening Conferences, p. IL

inadequationt (in-ad-e-kwa'shon), «. [< in-S -f

adequation.] Want of exact correspondence;
incongruity.



inadeciuatlon

The diflerence only arising from inadequation of lan-
guages.
Quoted in Puller's Moderation of Church of Eng., p. 418.

inadherent (in-ad-lier'eiit), a. [= p. inadhe-
rent= Pg. inadherente; as *h-3 + adherent.^ Not
'adhering; specifically, in bot, free, or not at-
tached to any other organ, as a calyx when per-
fectly detached from the ovary.
inadnesion (in-ad-he'zhon), n. [< in-S + adhe-
sion.'] The state or quality of not adhering;
want of adhesion.
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Inae(iVlivalvia(in-e-kwi-val'vi-a), n.pl. [NL.,

<

Li. in- priv. -I- oequus, equal, + valva, the leaf of

a door.] 1. In Lamarck's classification (1801),
one of two divisions of his conchiferous Ace-
phalcea, containing the inequivalve bivalves
and the braehiopods": opposed to Mguwalvia, 1.— 2. In Latreille's system (1825), one of two di-

visions (called families) of pedunculate Bra-
cMopoda, represented by the genus Terebra-
tula : opposed to Mqmvalvia, 2.

Porcelain clay is distinguished from colorific earths
^ inaffabillty (iQ-af-a-bil'i-ti)^?}. [= F. JMafa- .

character ot

}J Uliti; as inaffdble + 4<m.'] Want of affabiUty ; inamorata (i
inadhesion to the fingers. Eirwa/n,

inadhesiTe (in-ad-he'siv), a. Not adhesive.
inadmissibility (in-ad-mis-i-bil'i-ti), ». [= F.
inadmissibilite ; as inadmissible '+ dty.'] The
'quality of being inadmissible, or not proper to .•__ff.-„4.„4.,-„„. /• ^. „i, +5'c,v,rT,^ «,

Se admitted alfowed, or recei'ved: .s^Jinad. ^+^ff«P*t» ^'^^fj^to^'^^.o^.
rmssimUty of au argument or of evidence,

inanimate

inamissiblef (in-a-mis'i-bl), a. [= F. inamissi-

ble = Sp. inamisible = Pg. inamissieel = It. in-

ammissibile, < LL. inamissibilis, that cannot be
lost, < itv- priv. + amissibilis, that may be lost:

see amissible.] Not to be lost.

Had we been so txt in an inaTnUnhla happinesse from
the beginning, there had been no vertue in the world, nor
any of that matchlesse pleasiu-e which attends the exer-

cise thereof. Glativillt, Pre-existence of Souls, viit

inamissiblenesst (in-a-mis'i-bl-nes), n. The
character of being inainissible. Bailey, 1727.

m-am-o-ra'ta), m. [ilt.innamorata,

reserve iu conversation. Coles, 1717.

inaflfable (in-af'a-bl), a. [= F. inaffaUe; as in^
+ affable. Cf. ineffable, of the same ult. forma-
tion.] Not affable ; reserved. E.Phillips, 1706.

uaffectationt (in-af-ek-ta'shon), n. [<«m-3

+ aff'ectaUon.] Freedom from affectation. JS.

inadmissible (in-ad-mis'i-bl), a. [= F. inad- A^^§^^i'}I?t =. f«^^'tB,^> a r< in-S + aWecm-^
missible = Sp. inadmisible = Pg. inadmissivel =
It. inammissibile ; as in-^ + admissible.] Not
admissible ; not proper to be admitted, allowed,
or received: as, inadmissible testimony; inad-
missible treatment of disease; an inadmissible
proposition. '

He, the said Warren Hastings, did, on pretence of cer-

tain political dangers, declare the relief desired to be with-
out hesitation totally iTiad-missible.

Burke, Charge against Warren Eastings.

inadmissibly (in-ad-mis'i-bli), adv. In a man-
ner not admissible.

inadvertence (in-ad-ver'tens), n. [= F. inad-
vertance = Sp. Pg. inadvertenda = It. inamver-

tenza; as inadvcrten(t) + -ce.] 1. The condi-

tion or character of being inadvertent; inat-

tention; negligence; heedlessness.— 2. An ef-

fect of inattention ; an oversight, mistake, or

fault proceeding from mental negligence

iejjx. of. innamorato : seeiinamorate.'] A woman
with whom one is in love.

The carriage stopped, as I had expected, at the hotel
door ; my flame (that is the very word for an opera inamo-
rata) alighted. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xv.

inamoratet (in-am'6-rat), a. [Early mod. E.
also inamourate; = F. enamour^ = Sp. enamora-
do= Pg. enamorado, namorado= It. innamorato,
< ML. inamoratus, pp. of inainorare, cause to
love, inamorari, fall in love, < L. in, in,+ amor,
love: see amm\ Cf. enamour.] Enamoured.

His blood was framde for euerie shade of vertue
To rauish into true inanuiurate flre.

. „ C/iffii)m<m, Monsieur D'Olive, iv. 1.

'«^ff'Norai'J^'etr/
"^^' «-[<-' + «^^'-^*-

inamorato (in-am-o-ra'to), n. [< It. inn^m<,.
sive.i JMot aggressive. r«M- bbh i«.a«7.n™,*fl.1 A man who is in love;

after F. inaffecti = It. inaffettato = Sp. inafec-

tado, < L. inaffectatus, not affected.] Unaf-
fected. Minsheu, 1617.

inaffectedlyt (in-a-fek'ted-li), adv. Unaffec-
tedly. Cockeram"

The strong individuality and the inaggressive nature of

the early cults. W. E. Heam, Aryan Household, p. 82B.

inaidable (in-a'da-bl), a. [< in-S -t- aid + -able.]

Not to be aided. [Bare.] Stefc., All's Well, ii. 1.

inaja-palm (in-a-ja'pam), «. A lofty South
American palm, Maximiliana regia, having a inamour (m-am'or), v. t. Same as enamour.

trunk upward of 100 feet high, and leaves in-and-in (in'and-iu'), adv. [< ml + and +
from 30 to 50 feet long, and whose woody »»!.] 1. From animals of the same parent-

rato: see inamorate.]
a lover.

If a man had such an army of lovers (as Castillo sm-
poseth), he might soon conquer all the world, except by
chance he met with such another army of inam-oratog to

oppose it. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 517.

spathes are used by the Indians as cradles and
by hunters to cook in. The fruit is eaten by
the Indians and much relished by monkeys.

I do not dwell on this topic at present, but content my- inalienability (in-al"yen-a-bil'i-ti), n. [= P.
seUwithnotioingtheseriou8ina(Ji)er«eru»otregardlngthe inali^abiliti = Pg. inalienabilidade = It. ina-
genus "Feelmg" as made up excluswe^_ rfpUa^re aad ^^^^^,.. ^, ,„fii,,,„j,i, + .^ft,.] The state

or quality of being inalienable.

nalienable (in-al'yen-a-bl),a. [=P. inaMmin
ble= Sp. inalienable = !Pg. vnaUenavel = It. in-

alienabile; as «n-3 + alienable.] Incapable of

being alienated or transferred to another ; that

cannot orshouldnot be transferred orgivenup.

A. Bain, Mind, XII. 578.

=S71L Oversight, etc. See negligence. . -. - _ - ,.

inadvertency (in-ad-v6r'ten-si), n. Same as inalienable (m-al yen-a-bl), a.

inadvertence.

Such little Blemishes as these, whenthe Thought is great

and natural, we should, with Horace, impute to a pardon-

able Inoidvertency. Addison, Spectator, Ko. 285.

inadvertent (in-ad-v6r'tent), a. [= P. inadver-

tant = It. inavvertente (in adv.); as in-S + ad-

vertent.] 1. Not properly attentive ; heedless

;

careless; negligent.

However, he allows at length that men may be dishon- .,
- „, j a 4.

est in obtruding circumstances foreign to the object; and inalienably (m-al yen-a-Dll), adv. BO as noi
we may be inadvertent in allowing those circumstances to

^^ ^^ alienable : as, rights inalienably vested,
impose upon us. _t. ,

Warburton, Postscript to Ded. to the Free-Thinkers.

One of the first things to be done after the resumption

was to consolidate and render inalienable, or, so to speal^

amortize the crown lands. Stuibs, Const. Hist., § 365.

inalienableness (in-al'yen-a-bl-nes), n. Ina-

lienability. Bailey, 1727.

An inadvertent step may crush the snail.

That crawls at evening in the public path.
Coi/iper, Tasl^ vL 564.

2. Unconscious; imintentional; accidental.

Another secret charm of this book [White's "Natur^
History of Selbome "] is its inadvertent humor, so much
the more delicious because unsuspected by the author.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 2.

=SyiL Inattentive, unobservant, thoughtless.

inadvertently (in-ad-v6r'tent-U), adv.

inadvertent manner; heedlessly; carelessly

iuoonsiderately ; unintentionally.

She inadvertenay approached the place . . .where I

sat writing. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxrv.

inadvertisementt, » [< »»-^ + adverUsement.]

Inadvertence.

Constant objects lose their hints, and steal^an inadver-

tiaement, upon us. Sir T. Broume, Christ. Mor., ui. 10.

inadvisability (in-ad-vi-za-bil'i-ti), n. [< in-

advisable: see -bility.] "^ "~ '''" '

inadvisable

The sacred rights of conscience in/ilienaHy possessed

by every man. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., L 7.

inaUmental (in-al-i-men'tal), a. [< in^ + ali-

mental.] Not supplying aliment ; affording no
nourishment.
The dulcoration of things is worthy to he tried to the

full ; for that dulcoration importeth a degree to nourish-

ment ; and making of things irudvmental to become ali-

mental may be an experiment of great profit, for making
new victuid. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 649.

^lil'^ inalterability (in-M"ter-a-bil'i-ti), n. [= F.

inalterabilite = Sp. inalterabilidad = Pg. inalte-

rabilidade = It. inalterabilitA; as inalterable +
ity.] Unalterability.

From its lightness and inalteraMlity in the air, alumi-

num has been applied to the preparation of small weights.

W. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., I 661.

inalterable (in-&rter-a-bl), a. [= P. inaltera-

ble = Sp. inalterable = Pg. inalteravel = It. in-

alterabile ; &s in-S + alterable.] Unalterable.

Tie quality of being inam (i-nam'), »• [Hind., < Ar. in'dm, a favor,

gift, present, donation.] In India: (a) A fa-

inamellert, »• An obsolete
tn,m; inamiabilityt (in-a-'mi-a-bil'i-ti), n.

inadvisable (in-ad-vi'za-bl), o. l< in-^ + ad- Tor; aboon.' Hence— (&) A gift or grant, usu

visabU.] Unadvisable." ,
. , .,

ally of rent-free lands, made for religous en

-inse pnii. L.,fem.pl.of-J»«s; see^»i,-«»ei.] dowments or for services rendered to the state,

A suffix forming New Latin names of sub- Encyc. Brit., XV. 186.

famiUes of animals, being properly adjectives inamelt, v. An obsolete form of enamel.

in. the feminine plural, vnth besti<e (beasts) un- j.^g tombe is . . . couered

dsTstooi, a.s in Felinm, Canince, ete. The fam- inamelled with golde. .

ily names end in -idee. _

in seanali jure (in e-kwa'H jo're). [L
.

cequali, abl. neut. of mgualis, equal; jure, a.bl.

otjus, right : see equal &n6.jus.] In equal rignt

:

said of persons having confliotrag claims ot ap-

parently equal validity. In such a case the maxim of

the law is that the position of the de£f"dant is fup^^^el
that is to say, whichever claim is asserted by leg^^»««l*-

tags is to be treated as mferior to the other, because he .._.._
, . ,,. r, • ,_i. -1,7 1

who takes legal proceedings against another has the our
jj,,™j^^let (in-a'mi-a-bl), a. [< wi-3 + amiabU.]

den of showing a better right than his adversary ha£.
^^f^a^able Coles, 1717.

cequilibrio, abl. of iBquilibrium, equilibrium
:
see °'".,,-

^ ^ obsolete variant of enameler.

equilibrium.] See equiUbrium, 1.
lutmiiioxi,

able : see -biUty.] The state or quality of being

unamiable.
Insomuch as the reprover oversteps the exact truth of

occurrences, in order to heighten their interest, and to

make the wished-for impression, his cutting inamiabibty

is usually met with flat, direct negation by the party cas-

tigated. Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote.

age; from animals closely related by blood:

as, to breed in-and-in.—3. With constant in-

teraction of any Mnd.
The whole flotsam and jetsam of two minds forced in

and in upon the matter in hand from every point of the
compass. B. L. Stevenson, Talk and Talkers, L

in-and-in (in'and-in'), n. [< in^and-vn, ado."]

An old gambling game played by two or three

persons with four dice, each person having a
box. In implied a doublet, or two dice alike out of the
four; im-amd-in, two doublets, or all four dice alike.

He is a merchant still, adventurer.
At inrand-in. B. Jonson, New Inn, iii. L

At Passage and at Mumchance, at In'and In,

Where swearing hath bin counted for no sinne.

Travels of Twelve-Pence (1630), p. 73. {EailiweU.)

inane (in-an'), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg. inane, < L.
indnis, empty, void, appar. < in- priv. + *-anis,

an element of unknown origin and meaning.]

I. a. Eiiipty ; void; especially, void of sense or

intelligence; senseless; sUly.

Vague and inwne instincts. Is. Taylor.

Shylock hesitated for a moment on the threshold, and
exhibited a species of inane surprise at finding a child

instead of his brother-comedian, Mr. Effingham, in the

apartment. J. E. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. xxviii.

For what inane rewards he still must try

To pierce the inner earth or scale the sky.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise^ II. 194.

=Syn. Frivolous, puerile, trifiing.

II. n. That which is void or empty; void

space; emptiness; vacuity.

When one can find out and frame in his mind clearly

and distinctly the place of the universe, he will be able to

tell us whether it moves or stands still in the nndistin-

guishable inane of infinite space.

Iioeke, Human Understanding, n. xiiL 10.

Pinnacled dim in the intense inane.
SJielley, Prometheus Unbound, iii 4.

Folly and Fear are sisters twain

:

One closing the eyes.

The other peopling the dark iTume
With spectral lies.

Whittier, My Sonl and I.

inangnlar (in-ang'gu-lar), a. [< in-3 + angvr-

lar.] Not angular. [Rare.]

inaiiiloillientt (in-a-nil'o-kwent), a. [< L. ina-

nis, empty, -I- loquen{t-')s, ppr. of toqvi, speak,

talk.] Same as ma»iZog«OMS. Coles, 1717.
inanis,

empty

J...
. talk;" loquacious^ garrulous. Bailey, nz\.

l<.mamt- jnanimateit (in-an'i-mat), v. t. [< ML. inani-

, , , ,._ i „ talk.] Same as ma»Moo«OMS. Coles, 1717

EaUu^^syZai^:n^u. inaniloquOUSt (in-a-nil'o-kwus), a, [<L. in

T 1 r^ empty, + iooMJ, speak, talk.] Given to ei

ite variant of ewameier. t.„iv.''i„„,,„„in's. tramilous. Bailev. 173

matus, pp. of inanimare (> It. inanimare, inani-

mire), put life in, animate, < L. in, in, + anima,

life: see animate, v.] To infuse life or vigor

into; animate; quicken.

Though she which did inanimate and flll

The world be gone, yet in this last long night

Her ghost doth walk. Donne, Anat. of World, L

inanimate^ (in-an'i-mat), a. [= P. inanimS =
Sp. Pg. inanimado = It. inanimato; as im-3 +
animate, a.] 1. Not animate; having lost life

or vital force : as, the inanimate body of a man.



an inam-
rather to

inanimate
Nature inanimate employs sweet sonnds.
But animated Nature sweeter still.

Cowper, Task, i. 197.

The stars and planets attract each other according to
the laws which we know regulate inanimate bodies on
the earth. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 192.

2. Not animated; mthout vivacity or 'brisk-
ness; spiritless; inactive; sluggish; dull: as,
jjMinmate movements; inanimate conversation.

All the people in the date villages . . . had i

mate, dejected, grave countenance, and seemed
avoid than wish any conversation.

Bnux, Source of the Nile, I. 64.

_ = Syn. Dead, lifeless, inert^^ soulless, spiritless.

inanimated (in-an'i-mar-ted), p. a. Made inani-
mate; without life; without animation; life-
less; spiritless. [Rare,]

O fatal change ! become in one sad day
A senseless corpse ! inaninyited clay I

Pope, Iliad, xxii. 661.

Everything that comes from them is flat, inanimated,
and languid. Ooldsmith, Sequel to A Poetical Scale.

inanimateness (in-an'i-mat-nes), n. The state
of being inanimate ; want of spirit ; dullness.

Albeit the mover had been more excellent, might not
the motion have been accounted less perfect, by reason of
the deadness and inanimateness of the subject mov'd?

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. ii. 3.

inanimationit, n. [< ML. as if *inanimaUo(n-),
<i»ommare, animate: see inanimate^.] Infu-
sion of life or spirit; vivifying influence.

Habitual joj; in the Holy Ghost, arising from the inani-
tnation of Christ living and breathing within us.

Bp. Hall, Christ Mystical.

inanimation^ (in-an-i-ma'shon), n. [< in-S +
animation.'] Inanimateness. [Rare.]

inanitiate (in - a -nish ' i - at) , a. [Irreg. iina-
niU{on) + -ate^'.'] Affected with inanition; ex-
hausted by lack of nourishment.
inanitiate (in-a-nish'i-at), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.

inaniUated, ppr. inanitiatirig. [fireg. < inani-
U(on) + -ate^.] To affect with inanition; ex-
haust by lack of nourishment.
inanitiation (in-a-nish-i-a'shon), n. [< inani-
tiate + -ion.] The state of being inanitiated,
or exhausted from lack of nourishment : usually
called inanition.

inanition (in-a-nish'on), n. [< F. inanition= Pr.
inanieio = Sp. inanicion = Pg. inanigcio, < LL.
ma»i<io(»i-),emptuiess,<L. inanire, pp. inanitus,
make empty, < inanis, empty: see inane.] The
condition or consequence of being inane or
empty; hence, exhaustion from lack of nour-
ishment, either physical or mental ; starvation
due to deficiency or mal-assimilation of food.

And as he must not eat overmuch, so he may not abso-
lutely fast ; for, as Celsus contends, repletion and inani-
tion may both doe harme in two contrary extreames.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 236.

I was now nearly sick from inanition, having taken so
little the day before. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, v.

inanity (in-au'i-ti), n.
;
pi. inanities (-tiz). [<

F. inanity = lt"inanitct, < L. inanita{t-)s, empti-
ness, empty space, < inanis, empty: see inane.]
1 . The state of being inane, (at) Emptiness ; va-
cuity.

This opinion excludes all such inanity, and admits no
vacuities, but so little ones as no body whatever can come
to but will be bigger than they, and must touch the cor-
poral parts which those vacuities divide.

Sir E. Digby, Nature of Bodies.

(6) Mental vacuity ; senselessness; silliness; frivolity.

But nothing still from nothing would proceed

:

Baise or depress, or magnify or blame.
Inanity will ever be the same.

C. Smart, The Hilliad.

To flow along through a whole wilderness of iTumity,
without particularly arousing the reader's disgust.

De Quincey, Khetoric, p. 227.

(c) Hollowness ; worthlessness.

He prevented the vain and presumptuous Hussian from
seeing the minuteness and inanity of the things he was
gaining by his violent attempt at diplomacy. Zinglake.

2. An instance of frivolity or vanity: as, the
inanities of his conversation.

inantherate (in-an'th6r-at), a. [< t?j-3 + an-
ther + -ate^.] In bot., bearing no anther: ap-
plied to sterile filaments or abortive stamens.

in antis (in an'tis). [L. : in, in ; antis, abl. of

antce, pi'ojectiug ends of walls, etc. : see anta^.]

In classical arch., between antse or pilasters: a
phrase noting porticoes or buildings without
a peristyle, of which the side walls are pro-

longed beyond the front, forming antse, which
with columns between them support an entab-
lature. See anta^.

External facades high up in the cliffs, consisting each
of two columns in antis. Encyc. Brit., II. 388.

inapathy (in-ap'a-thi), n. [< J»-3 + apathy.]

Peeling; sensibility. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.
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inapertOUS (in-a-p6r'tus), a. [< L. inapertus,
not open, < jn-priv. + apertus, open : see apert.]
In hot., not open: applied to an unopened co-
rolla. [Rare.]

inapostatet (in-a-pos'tat), a. [< L. in- priv.
+ LL. apostata,\ Ore. aTTocTanj^, taken in the
lit. sense, ' standing away' : see apostate.] Not
stamling or turning away ; attentive.

The man that will but lay his eares
As inapostate to ttae thing he heares.
Shall be [by ] his hearing quickly come to see
The truth of travails lesse in bookes then thee.

Herrick, Hesperides, p. 864.

inappealable (in-a-pe'la-bl), a. [< in-S + ap-
pealable.] Unappealaljle.
inappeasable (in-a-pe'za-bl), a. [= F. ina-
paisahle; as in-^ \- appeasable.] Not to be ap-
peased.
inappellability (ia-a-pel-a-bU'i-ti), n. [< in-

appellahle: see-6»Kft/.] 1. Incapability of being
appealed from : as, " the inappellability of the
councils," Coleridge.— 2. The condition of be-
ing without appeal.

inappellable (in-a-pel'a-bl), a. [= Sp. inape-
lable = It. inappeilabile ; as in-^ + appellable.]

Not to be appealed from ; not admitting of ap-
peal: as, " inappellable Biafhotitj," Coleridge.

Inappendiculata (iu-ap-en-dik-u-la'ta), n. pi.

[NL.: see inappendieulate.] A section of bi-

valve moUusks whose external branehise are
destitute of posterior extensions or appendages.
Some (for example, Astrea, Area) are tetra-
branehiate and others (Ludna) dibranchiate.
inappendieulate (in-ap-en-dib'u-lat), a. [< L.
in- priv. + appendieula, dim. of appendix, an
appendage: see appendage, appendix.] 1. In
2od7., unprovided with appendages, as the bran-
ehise of certain bivalve or lamelUbranehiate
moUusks of the group Inappendiculata.—2. In
bot., not appendaged, as the anthers in some of
the genera of the Ericacece, in distinction from
those genera in which they are appendaged.
inappetence (in-ap'f-tens), n. [< F. inappi-
tence = Sp. inapetericia = Pg. inappetencia =
It. inappetenza; as in-^ + appetence.] 1. Lack
of appetence ; failure of appetite.

Some squeamish and disrelished person takes a long
walk to tne physician's lodging to beg some remedy for
his inajipetence. Boyle, Works, VI. 23.

2. Lack of desire or inclination. See appetence.

inappetency (in-ap'f-ten-si), n. Same as j»-

appetence.

Ignorance may be said to work as an inappetejicy in
the stomach, and as an insipidness, a tastelessness in the
palate. Donne, Sermons, xxvii.

inapplicability (in-ap'li-ka-bil'i-ti), n. [= F.
inapplicability; asinapplicable + -ity.] The qual-
ity of being inapplicable ; unsuitableness.

You have said rather less upon the inapplicaMUty of
your own old principles to the circumst^ces that are
likely to influence your conduct against these principles,
than of the general maxims of state.

Burlce, To Sir H. Langrishe.

The inapplicability of this method has alreadybeen ex-
plained. J. S. Mill, Logic, V. 3.

inapplicable (in-ap'li-ka-bl), a. [= F. inap-
plicable = Sp. inaplicaile = Pg. inapplica/oel

;

as i»-3 -f- applicable.] Not applicable; inca-
pable of being or not proper to be applied ; not
suited or suitable ; not fitting the case : as, the
argument is inapplicable to the case.

If such an exhortation proved, perchance.
Inapplicable, words bestowed in waste.
What harm, since law has store, can spend nor miss?

Browning, King and Book, II. 166.

=Syn. Unsuitable, inappropriate, inapposite, irrelevant.

inapplicableness (in-ap'li-ka-bl-nes), ». The
state of being inapplicable or unsuitable.
inapplicably (in-ap'li-ka-bU), adv. In an inap-
plicable manner.
inapplication (in-ap-li-ka'shon), n. [= F. in-
application = Sp. inaplicadon = Pg. inapplica-
gao; as »n-8 -t- application.] Lack of applica-
tion; negligence; indolence. Bailey, 1731.
inapposite (in-ap'o-zit), a. [< j»-3 + apposite.]
Not apposite; not fit or suitable; not perti-
nent : as, an inapposite argument.

I assured her gravely I thought so too ; but forbore tell-

ing her how totally inappo^e her application was.
Mrs. H. Mare, Ctelebs, I. 236.

inappositely (in-ap'o-zit-li), adv. Not perti-
nently; not suitably.

inappreciable (in-a-pre'shi-a-bl), a. [= F. in-

appreciable = Sp. inapreciabte = P g.innprecia-
vel = It. inapprezzabile, < ML. inappreUaUUs,
not to be estimated; as im-3 + appreciable.]
Not appreciable; not to be valued or estimated;
hence, of no consequence.

inaquate

After a few approximations the difference becomes <n-

appreciable. Hallam, Introd. Lit of Europe.

Glory was the cheap but iTiappreciable meed bestowed
by the economical sovereign.

/. D'lsraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 135.

inappreciation (in-a-pre-shi-a'shgn), n. [< in-S

-f- appreciation.] Want of appreciation.

inappreciati've (in-a-pre'shi-a-tiv), a. [< »»-*

+ appi-eciative.] ISfbt appreciative; not valu-

ing or justly esteeming.

We are thankful for a commentator at last who passes

dry-shod over the turbide onde of inam^redative criticism.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 47.

inapprehensible (in-ap-re-hen'si-bl), a. [= It.

inapprensibile, < LL. inapprehensibilis, not ap-
prehensible, < in- priv. + apprehensibilis, appre-
hensible: see apprehensible.] Not apprehensi-
ble or intelligible.

Those celestiall songs to others inapprehensible, but not
to those who were not defll'd with women.

MUton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

For here is a predicate which he sufficiently apprehend^
what is inapprehensible in the proposition being conflnea
to the subject. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 13.

inapprehension (in-ap-re-hen'shpn), n, [< »»-3

+ appreliension.] Want'of apprehension. Bp.
Surd.
The young men . . . discussed the politics of the prov-

ince and scrutinized the behavior of their English rulers
with more or less inapprehanmm.

Harper's Mag., IXXVl 693.

inapprehensive (iu-ap-rf-hen'siv), a. [< »m-S

+ apprehensive.] Not apprehensive; without
apprehension ; without suspicion or fear.

Neither are they hungiy for God, nor satisfled with the
world ; but remain stupid and inapprehensive, without
resolution and determination.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X L 689.

For when were they ever more secure and inapprehen-
sive of their danger than at this time?

Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. L

inapproachable (in-a-pro'cha-bl), a. [< m-S +
approachable.] Unapproachable.
inapproaohably (in-a-pro'cha-bU), adv. Un-
approachably.
inappropriate (iu-a-pro'pri-at), a. [< in-S +
appropriate.] Not appropriate or pertinent;
not proper ; unsuitable : as, inappropriate re-
marks.

It may be aggravated by inappropriate remedies.
P. M. Latham^ Lects. on Clinical Medicine.

inappropriately (in-a-pro'pri-at-li), adv. Not
appropriately or suitably.

inappropriateness (in-a-pro'pri-at-nes), ra. Un-
suitableness ; unfitness.

inapt (tn-apf), a. [= F. inapte= It. inatto; as
»n-3 + apt. Cf. inept.] 1. Not apt in kind op
character; ill adapted to the purpose or occa-
sion; unsuitable; not fit or qualified: as, a per-
son inapt for a particular service.

In intelligence the bronco has no equal, unless it is the
mule—though this comparison is inapt, as that hybrid
has an extra endowment of brains, as though in compensa-
tion for the beauty which be lacks.

The Century, XXXVII. 842.

2. Not apt in action or manner; not ready or
skilful ; dull ; slow ; awkward ; unhandy: as, an
inapt student or workman. Also unapt. See

inaptitude (in-ap'ti-tud), n. [= F. inaptitude
= Sp. inapUtud (of. Pg. inaptidffo) = It. inattitu-
dine; as iro-S + aptitude.] 1. Lack of aptitude
or adaptation ; unsuitableness ; unfitness.

From diffidence, and perhaps from, a certain degree of
inaptitude for extemporary speaking,' he took a less pub-
lic part in the contests of ecclesiastical politics than some
of his contemporaries. Blair, Dr. Hugh Blair.

2. Lack of readiness; unskUfulness; awkward-
ness; unhandiness: as, ireopfttodc in workman-
ship. See ineptittide.

The bursting of the 43-ton breech loading Woolwich
gun on board the " CoUlngwood " is another illustration of
theinaptitude characteristic of the h. oryof our national
armaments. Broad Arrow, May 6^ 1886.

inaptly (in-apt'li), adv. In an inapt manner;
unntly; unsuitably; awkwardly.
inaptness (in-apt'nes), n. The quality of be-
ing inapt; inaptitude; unreadiness; awkward-
ness.

The poor man held dispute
With his own mind, unable to subdue
Impatience through inaptness to perceive
General distress in his particular lot.

Wordsworth, Excursion, II.

We often hear persons who have a constitutional or ha-
bitual ijiaptjiess to pronounce an r, andwho turn it into a
w, or an L Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 93.

inaquate (in-a'kwat), a. [< L. inaquatits, pp.
of inaquare, turn into water, < in, into, + aqua,
water: see aqua.] Transformed into water;
embodied in water. [Rare.]
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inaquate

™»nJ^iw f^f^% » ^^
it

'""y."^"^ '° ">8 bread but sacra-

St^TjrJ'w r*,.*,?"?'^^*^
^° ™panation thereof, no morethan the Holy Ghost is inaquate : that is to say. made wa-

ter, beyng saoramentally joyned to the water ta baptism.
Cranmer, Ans. to Gardiner, p. 368.

inactuation (in-a-kwa'shon), n. [< inaquate +
rion.2 Embodiment in or transformation into
water. [Rare.]

Tlie TOlution to the seconde reason is almost soundely
handled, alludynge from impanaoion to inaquation, al-

S"2"^A^''' ^^ "^"^"^ ^y^^ in Scripture, this water is the
Holy Gnoost.

Bp. Gardiner, Explication, Transubstan., foL 127.

inar (e'nar), K. [Ir.] An outer garment worn
by the ancient Irish, in theusual representations it
appears as a sleeved frock worn over the lelnidh. the kilt
ol which shows below it.

Over the lenn came the inar, a kind of closely fitting
tunic reaching to the hips. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 257.

inarable (in-ar'a-bl), a. [= It. inarabile; as
<n-3 + arable.'] Not arable; not capable of
being plowed or tilled.

inarch (in-arch'), V. t. [Formerly also enarch;
< in-S + arcfei.] To graft by approach; graft
by uniting to the stock, as
a scion, without separating
the scion from its parent
tree.

inarching (in-ar'chlng), n.

[Verbal n. of inarch, v.] The
act of grafting by approach;
approaching.

We might abate the art of Tallar
cotius, and the new inarching of
noses.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., ill. 9.

inarm (in-arm'), v. t. [< inA + arm^.'] To em-
brace in or as if in the arms ; encirele. [Rare.]

Warwickshire you might call Middle-Ingle, for equal-
ity of distance from the in/imiing ocean.

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, xiii.

Behold the mountain rillet, become a brook, become a
torrent, how it inarms a handsome boulder.

G. Meredith, The Egoist, xxxvii.

Inarticulata (in-ar-tik-u-la'ta), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of LL. inartieulatus : see articulate.2

1. Deshayes's name, given in 1836, of a divi-

sion of Brachiopoda containing those braohio-
pods which have inarticulate or non-articulate
valves, including the families lAngulidw, Disci-

nidce, and Craniidw: now called Lyopomata.
See Articulata. Ecardines is a synonym.— 2.

One of two divisions of the cyclostomatous ec-
toproctous polyzoans, containing the families
IdmoneidcB, Tubuliporidce, Diastoporidce, Lichno-
poridce, and Frondiporidce, which have the zoa-
rimnwithout intemodes : opposed toArticulata.

Also called Incrustata.

inarticulate (in-ar-tik'u-lat), a. [= F. inar-

ticule = Sp. Pg. inarUeulaSU) = It. inarticolato,

< LL. inartieulatus, not articulate, not distinct,

< L. in- priv. + LL. artioulatus, pointed, articu-

late: see articulate.] 1. In anat. and sool., not
articulated; having no articulation or joint;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Inarticu-

lata; lyopomatous; ecardinal.

In the calcareous sponges the spicules are frequently

regularly disposed; and in the Sycons in particular a
definite arrangemenl^ on two plans, the articulate and
inarticulate, can be traced in the skeleton of the radial

tubes- Encyc. Brit., XXTI. 418.

2. Not articulate ; not uttered or emitted with
expressive ortntelligiblemodulations, as sounds
or speech; not distinct or with distinction of

Mingling with these inartieuZate sounds in the low mur-
mur of memory. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, ix.

3. Not articulating or speaking; incapable of

expressing thought in speech.

That poor earl who is inarticvlate with palsy.
WaXpole, Letters, II. 379.

Inarticulate with rage and grief.

WiUiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 186.

inarticulated (in-ar-tik'u-la-ted), a. [< in-^ +
articulated.] 1. In 0od7., not articulated; not

jointed; inarticulate.—2. In Brachiopoda, of

or pertaining to the Inarticulata; having the

shell hingeless ; lyopomatous.
inarticulately (in-ar-tik'u-lat-li), adv. In an

inarticulate manner ; with indistinct utterance

;

indistinctly.
_

inarticulateness (in-ar-tik'u-lat-nes), n.
_
The

state or quality of being inarticulate ;
indis-

tinctness of utterance ; want of distinct articu-

lation.
_ , q

inarticulation (In-ar-tik-u-la'shon), n. [< tn-''

+ articulation.] Inarticulateness. [Rare.]

The oracles meaned to be obscure : but then it was by

the ambiguity of the expression, and not by the "iar«i«t(a-

«om of the words. Chesterfield.
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m articulo mortis (in ar-tik'u-16 mdr'tis). [L.

:

in, in; articulo, abl. of articiilus, joint, article;
mortis, gen. of mor(*-)s, death: see mortal.] In
the article of death ; at the very point of death

;

in the death-struggle. See article.

inartificial (in-ar-ti-fish'al), a. [= F. inartifi-
ciel; as in-8 -I- artificial'.] 1. Not artificial;
not according to the rules of art ; formed or per-
formed without art or artifice: as, inartifidal
work; an inartifi&,al style.

The allegation is very inartificial, and the charge pee-
vish and unreasonable.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 254.

An iruvrtificial argument depending upon a naked as-
severation. Sir T. Broume, Vujg. Err., L 7.

2. Simple; artless; without contrivance or af-
fectation : as, an inartificial manner.
His [James Hogg's] vanity was so inartificial as to be

absolutely amusing.
S. C. Hail, in Personal Traits of Brit. Authors, p. 97.

Inartificial argument, in rAet. See artificial argument,
^
under artificial.

inartificially (in-ar-ti-fish'al-i), adv. In an in-
artificial or artless maimer; in a manner re-
gardless of the rules of art ; without art.

If, in the definition of meditation, I should call it an un-
accustomed and unpractised duty, I should speak a truth,
though somewhat inartificially.

Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, L 4.

The incidents were inartificially huddled together.
Scott, Monastery, Int.

inartificialness (in-ar-ti-fish'al-nes), n. The
_
state_ of being inartificial. [iS'are.]

inartistic (in-ar-tis'tik), a. [< in-S + artistic]
Not artistic; not conformable to the rules or
principles of art; deficient in liking for or ap-
preciation of art.

An author's growth, and the happiness of both parties,
are vastly imperilled by his union with the most affection-
ate of creatures, if she has an inartistic nature and a dull
or commonplace mind. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 134.

inartistical (in-ar-tis'ti-kal), a. [< ira-S + artis-

tic + -al.] Same as inariistic.

The originality and power of this [dramatic literature]
as a mirror of life can not be contested, howevermuch may
be said against the rudeness and inartistical shape of the
majority of its products. Whipple, Ess. and Bev., II. 12.

inartistically (in-ar-tis'ti-kal-i), adv. In an
inartistic manner ; without conformity to the
principles of art.

inasmuch (ui'az-much')> O'^- [Orig. a phr.,
in as mv^h, < MB.m as moche : see in^, as^, much.
Cf . forasmuch.] 1 . In so far ; to such a degree

:

followed by os.

Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of
these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.

Mat. XXV. 40.

2. In view of the fact; seeing; considering:
followed by as.

He was not worthy of death, iTiasmuch ashe hated him
not in time past. Deut. xix. 6,

The very force and contrivance of these collects [of our
liturgy] is highly useful to raise and to enliven our de-
votions, inasmuch as they generally begin with the awful
mention of some of God's attributes.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, IL xx.

inassimilation (in-a-sim-i-la'shon), n. [< in-3

+ assimilation.] Want of assimilation; non-
assimilation.

It is one of the frequent occurrences in inassimilation
that the organism is not uniformly well nourished.

Alien, and NeuroL, VI. 541.

inattention (in-a-ten'shon), n. [= F. inatten-

tion; as JTO-3 + attention"] 1. Want of atten-

tion ; failure to fix the mind attentively on an
object or a subject; heedlessness; negligence.

The universal indolence and ijiattention among us to

things that concern the publick. Tatter, Ko. 187.

2. An act of neglect ; failure of courtesy. =syn.
1. Thoughtlessness, absence of mind, carelessness. See
n^gligffnce.

inattenti'Ve (in-a-ten'tiv), a. [= F. inattenttf;

as in-^ + attentwe.] Not attentive ; not fixing

the ndnd attentively; heedless; careless; neg-
ligent : as, an inattentive habit.

What prodigies can pow'r divine perform
More grand than it produces year by year.

And sdd in sight of inattentive man ?

Cowper, Task, vL 120.

=Syn. Abstracted, Preoccupied, etc. See absent.

inattenti'vely (in-a-ten'tiv-li), adv. In an in-

attentive manner; without attention; careless-

ly; heedlessly.

In a letter to Addison, he expresses some consciousness

of behaviour inattentively deficient in respect.
Johnson^ Pope.

inattentiveness(in-a-ten'tiv-nes),re. The state

of being inattentive; inattention.

The perpetual repetition of the same form ofwords pro-

duces weariness and inattentiveness in the congregation.

Foley, Moral Philos., v. 5.

inaugurator

inaudibility (in-a-di-bil'i-ti), n. [< inaudible:
see -bility.] The state or quality of being in-
audible.

inaudible (m-a'di-bl), a. [= F. inaudible= Sp.
inaudible = Pg. inaudivel = It. inaudibile, < LL.
inaudibilis, not audible, < L. in- priv. + (ML.)
audibilis, audible: see audible.] Not audible;
incapable of being heard: as, an inaudible whis-
per.

A soft and lulling sound is heard
Of streams inaudible by day.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Sylstone, iv.

inaudibleness (in-a'di-bl-nes), n. Inaudibility.
inaudibly (in-a'di-bU), adv. In an inaudible
manner; so as not to be heard.
inaugurt (in-a'g6r), v. t. [< F. inaugurer = Sp.
Pg. inaugurar= It. inaugurare, < L. inaugurare,
inaugurate : see inaugurate.] To inaugurate.
Inaugured and created king. Latimer.

inaugural (in-a'gu-ral), a. and n. [< F. inau-
gural = Sp. Pg. inaugural = It. inaugurate; as
inaugur + -al, after aiigural.] I. a. Pertaining
to, connected with, or forming part of an inau-
guration : as, inaugural ceremonies.
The inaugural address was sufiiciently imperious in

tone and manner. Milman, Latin Christianity, viL 2.

II. n. An inaugural address.

General Jackson, ... in his first inaugural, declared
that a national debt was "incompatible with real inde-
pendence." Jv. A. Rev., CXLin. 210.

inaugurate (in-&'gu-rat), v. t.; pret. and pp. in-
augurated, ppr. inaugurating. [< L. inauguratus,
pp. of inaugurare (> ult. E. inaugw), practise
augury, divine, consecrate or install into office

with augural ceremonies, < in, in, + augur, an
augur: see augur. Gi. exaugurate.] 1. To in-
troduce or induct into office with suitable cere-
monies ; invest formally with an office.

The seat on which her Kings inaugurated were.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xvii. 188.

If a church has power to call a pastor, it has power to
ijiaugurate him as pastor—that is, install him.

Bibliotheca Saera, XLIU. 414.

2. To make a formal beginning of; put in ac-
tion or operation; initiate, especiallysomething
of dignity or importance: as, to inaugurate a
reform.
We will inaugurate the new era for the noblest man-

hood and the purest womanhood the world has ever seen.
T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xv.

Unwilling ... to inaugurate a novel policy . . . with-
out the approbation of Congress, I submit for your con-
sideration the expediency of an appropriation for main-
taining a Charge d'Afiaires near each of those new States.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 168.

[The word is often inelegantly applied in this sense, espe-
cially in newspapers, to &ivial or ignoble subjects.

Their [special agents'] object is not to prevent crime,
but to inaugurate it.

Gazette (\fashington, D. C), Jan. 11, 1874.]

3. To institute or initiate the use of, especially
by some formal opening ceremony: as, to irMu-
gurate a railroad, a public building, or a statue.

inauguratet (in-a'gu-rat), a. [= Sp. Pg. inau-
gurado, < L. inauguratus, pp. : see the verb.]
Inaugurated; invested with office; inducted;
installed.

In this manner being inaugurate and invested in the
klngdomes, bee [Numa] provideth by good orders, lawes,
and customes, to reedifie as it were that citie.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 14-

inauguration (in-a-gu-ra'shon), n. [< F. in-

auguration = Sp. inauguracim = Pg. inaugura-
gao = It. inaugurazione, < LL. inauguratio{n-), a
beginning (not found in lit. sense 'consecration
by augury'), < L. inaugurare, inaugurate : see
inaugurate.] 1. The act of inaugurating or in-

ducting into office with solemnity ; ceremonial
investiture with office.—2. The act of solemnly
or formally introducing or setting in motion
anything of importance or dignity; a definite

beginning or initiation: as, the inauguration of
a new era or a new system.— 3. A ceremonial
or formal introduction or opening, as of some-
thing intended for public use : as, the inaugu-
ration of a monument or an exhibition. (Among
the ancientBomans the act of inauguration (not expressed
by inauguratio, but by a circumlocution with the verb)
consisted in the consultation of the auspices by the au-
gurs, and sometimes by other priests, to ascertain the wiU
of the gods with reference to the induction of men into
ofiice or to anyproposed public measure or proceeding. If
the signs were deemed favorable, the declaration of that
fact completed the inauguration,]

—

Inauguration day.
See (2<zj/i.

inaugurator (in-a'gu-ra-tor), n. [= F. inaugu/-

rateur = Pg. inaugurador; as inaugurate + -or.]

One who inaugurates ; one who begins or initi-

ates.

Geoi^e I. . . . comes on the stage of English History
... as the inaugurator of a period of national prosperity.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 3.



inauguratory

inauguratory (in-a'gu-ra-to-ri), a. [= Pg. in-
auguratorio; as inaugurate + -ory.'] Pertain-
ing or suited to inauguration.

Alter so many inauguratory gratulations, nuptial
hymns, and funeral dirges, he must be highly favoured by
nature, or by fortune, who says any thing not said before.

JoktisoTi, Dryden.

inauratet (in-&'ra,t), v. t [< L. inauratus, pp.
of inaurare (> It. inaurare), cover or overlay
with gold, < in, on, + aurare, cover with gold,
gild, iaurum, gold: see aurate^. Cf. deaurate.']
To cover with gold; gild. E. Phillips, 1706.

inaurate (in-a'rat), a. [< L. inauratus, pp.:
see the verb.] 1+. Covered or seeming to be
covered with gold; gilded; gilt. Maunder.—
2. In entom., having metallic golden luster, as
strise, punctures, fovete, and depressed margins
in certain Coleoptera.
inaurationt (in-&-ra'shon), ». [< inaurate +
ion.'} The act or process of gilding or overlay-
ing with gold.

Some sort of their iTiauratioti, or gilding, must have been
much dearer than ours. Arbuthnot^ Anc. Coins.

inauspicatet (in-§,s'pi-kat), a. [< L. inauspi-
catus, without auspices, with bad auspices, un-
lucky, < in- priv. -I- auspicatus, pp. of auspicari,
consecrate by auspices: see auspicate.'] Ill-

omened; unlucky.

With me come bum those ships inauapicaU;
Fori Cassandra's ghost in sleep saw late.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil (1632).

inauspicious (in-as-pish'us), a. [< »re-3 + au-
spiciotis.] Not auspicious; ill-omened; un-
lucky ; linfavorable : as, an inauspioious time.

0, here
Will I set up my everlasting rest,

And shake the yoke of inauspicious stars
From this world-wearied flesh.

Shak., R. and J., v. 3.

It was with that inauspicious meaning in his glance that
HoUingsworth first met Zenobia's eyes, and began his in-
fluence upon her life. Havjlhorne, Blithedale Romance, iv.

=Syn. TJnproj)itious, unpromising, untoward.

inauspiciously (in-as-pish'us-li), adv. In an in-
auspicious manner; unluckily; unfavorably.
The regicide enemies had broken up what had been so

iTiauBpiciously begun and so feebly carried on.
Burke, A Regicide Peace, iiL

inauspiciousness (in-as-pish'us-nes), n. The
quality of being inauspicious; unfavorableness.
Bailey, 1727.

inautaoritative (in-4-thor'i-ta-tiv), a. [< »»-*

+ authoritative.'] Having no authority; unau-
thoritative.

inauthoritativeness (in-S,-thor'i-ta-tiv-nes), n.

The quality or state of being inauttoritative or
without authority or commission. [Bare.]

I furnished them not with precarious praters, ... in

whom ignorance and impudence, inability and inauthori-
tativeness, contend which shall be greatest.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 53.

We cannot close the volumes without being struck with
the general looseness and absence of all regard for author-
ity which pervade them. This should not be. . . . Far-

reaching interests will not excuse inauthoritativ&ness.
Nature, XXXVII. 442.

in banco (in bang'ko). [ML. : L. in, in, on ; ML.
hancus, bench: see 6a«fci, bench.] In full bench

;

at a session where a quorum of all the judges
are present, as distinguished from a branch of

the court. A trial in banco is one held before a number
of judges for the sake of greater deliberation, so that ques-
tions arising may be determined at once by a consultation
of the full bench. Also in banc, en ba/nc.

inbarget (in-barj')> v. t. [< j»-2 + 'barge'^.] To
cause to embark, as on a barge or bark.

Whither his friends she caused him to iaibarge.

Drayton, Miseries of Queen Margaret

inbam (in-bam'), v. t. [< inA + 6or»l.] To
deposit in a bam.
A fair harvest, . . . well inned and inbarned.

Herbert, Priest to the Temple, xxx.

inbassetf, n. A Middle English variant of em-
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Thenne with a barre inbete it, batte it ofte.

And playn* it rough.
Palladium, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S), p. 155.

inbeing (in'be-ing), n. [< in-''- + being.] In-

herence ; inherent existence.

AVhen we say the bowl is . . . round, . . . the boy is . . .

witty, these are proper or iulierent modes ; for they ha,ve

a sort of inbeing in the substance itself, and do not arise

from the addition of any other substance to it.

Watts, Logic, i. 2.

inbent (in'bent), a. [< in-^ + bent'':] Bent or

turned inward.
Indent eyes

Can scarce discern the shape of mine own pain.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 550).

I can distinguish no regular markings on the inbent sur-

faces of the radials between the spines.
Geol. Jour., XLV. 1. 152.

inbind (in-bind'), v. t.
;
pret. and mj. inbound,

ppr. inbinding. [= D. inbinden = G. einbinden

= Dan. indbinde= Sw. inbinda; as fo-i + bind.]

To bind or hem in ; inclose.

On the green banks which that fair stream inbound
Jlowers and odours sweetly smiled and sinelled.

Fairfax.

inblandt, v. t. [ME. inblanden (= Dan. ind-

blande = Sw. inblanda, intermingle, inter-

sperse); < inA + blandK] To mingle; blend.

Wyth chynne & cheke ful swete,
Bothe quit & red in-blande.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X L 120B.

inblownt(in'bl6n),a. [UnA + blown'^.] Blown
into. Cudworth, Intellectual System, I. iii. § 29.

inboard (in'bord), adv. [< in^- + board.] 1.

Within the hull or interior of a ship or boat;
also, in the middle part of the hold of a ship

:

as, stow the freight well inboai;d.— 2. Within
the rail or bulwarks ; toward or nearer to the
center : as, to draw the sail inboard.

inboard (in'bord), a. [< inboard^ adv.] 1. In
the interior of a ship or boat ; being within the
hull or hold: a.s, inboard oaxgo: opposed to o«t-

board.

New bulkheads and inboard works, new spars, rigging,

sails, and boats, were added.
C. F. Hall, Polar Exped., p. 28.

2. Not projecting over the rail or bulwarks

:

as, an inboard spar or sail.

inbond (in'bond), a [< inA + bondX.] In
arcli., laid length-
wise across a wall,

as a brick or stone

;

formed in whole or
part ofmaterials so
laid, as a wall : op-
posed to outbond,
where the brick or
stone is laid with
its length parallel
to the face of the
wall. Inbond and out-
bond bricks or stones
are called respectively
headers and stretchers.

See bond^, 12.

in, in ; bonis, abl. of
In goods ; in re-

incalculable

inbreaking (in'bra-king), n. [< «»-i + break-

iiig.] The act of breaking in; i»cursion; m-
vasion; inroad. [Rare.]

inbreathe (in-breTH'), v. t; pret. and pp. in-

breathed, ppr. inbreathing. [< MB. inbrethen;

< in-i + breathe.] To infuse by breathing; com-
municate by inspiration.

Sphere-born harmonious sisters, Voice and Verse,

Wed your divine sounds, and raix'd power employ,

Dead tilings with inbreathed sense able to pierce.

Milton, Solemn Mnsick, 1. 4.

inbred (in'bred),iJ. a. [Pp.otinbreed.] 1. Pro-

duced or developed within ; innate; inherent;

intrinsic : as, inbred modesty or good sense.

His face and carriage

Seem to declare an in-bred honesty.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 2.

No natural, inired force and fortitude could prove equal

to such a task. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii. , Expl.

2. Bred in-and-in. =Syn. 1. Innate, Ingrained, etc.

inbreed (in'bred or in-bred'), v. t. [Also im-

breed; <4n-'- + breed.] 1. To breed, generate,

or develop within.

To inbreed in us this generous and christianly reverence

one of another. Milton, Church-Government, ii.

2. To breedfrom animals of the same parentage
or otherwise closely related; breed in-and-in.

inburning (in'bfer-ning), a. [< i»-i + burning.]

Burning within.
Her inhuming wrath she gan abate.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 17.

inburst (in'bferst), n. [< i»-l + burst] A burst-

ing in from without; an irruption : opposed to

outburst. [Kare.]

Let but that accumulated insurrectionary mass find en-

trance, like the infinite inburst of water.
Carlyle, French Rev., I. vil. 9.

inby, inbye (in'bi), adv. [< in^ + by^.] To-
ward the interior; nearer to; speciflcally, in

coal-mining, toward the interior of a mine, and
away from the shaft or other place where the

surface is reached : the opposite of outby. Also
in-over.—To go inby, to go from the doOT toward the
fire. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

inca (ing'kS,), n. [Sometimes written ynca; =
P. inca, incas = It. inca, < Sp. Pg. inca, < Peruv.
inca (see def. 1).] 1. One of the princes or

rulerswho governed Peru or one of its divisions

previous to the Spanish conquest.— 2. [_cap.] A
member of the dominant tribe in Peru previous
to the Spanish conquest.—3. In ornith, : (a) A
name of Leadbeater's cockatoo {Cacattia lead-

beateri) of Australia, having the crest red, yel-

low, and white. (6) [NL.] The technical spe-
cific name of various birds: used only with a ge-
neric term. {G)[^oap.] [NL.] A genus of terns or
sea-swallows, Stei'nince, related to the noddies,

Inbond and Outbond Wall.
A, header; E, B, stretchers.

inbeamingf (in'be-ming), ». [< i»-l + beam-
ing.] The ingress of light ; irradiation.

And, for aU these boastings of new lights, inbeamings,

and inspirations, that man that follows his reason, both in

the choice and defence of his religion, will find himself

better Ui and directed by this one guide than by an hun-
dred Directories. South, Works, IV. vii.

inbearing (in'bar-ing), a. [< in-'- + bearing.

Cf. overbearing.] Officious ; meddlesome. Ja-

mieson. [Scotch.]

Then out it speaks an auld skipper.

An inbearing dog was hee—
" Ye've stay'd ower lang in Noroway,
Spending your king's moiiie."

Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, III. 340).

iabea,ti,v.t. [Ml^.inbeten; < in-'- + beaf-.] To
beat in.

in bonis (in bo'nis). [L.
bona, q. v. Cf. bomis, boon^.]
speet of his goods.

inborn (in'bom), a. [< in-'- + Jor«i.] 1. In-
nate; implanted by nature.

I cannot make you gentlemen ; that's a work
Rais'd from your own deservings; merit, manners.
And in-born virtue does it.

Fletcher (and another?), Nice Valour, v. 3.

An inborn grace that nothing lacked
Of culture or appliance.

Whittier, Among the Hills.

2t. Native; aboriginal.

The hills ... on everie side with winding in and out
mounted up aloft, and were passable for none but the in-
born inhabitants that knew the wayes verie well.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus (1609).

= Syn. 1. Innate, Inbred, etc. See inherent.

inbreadt, i>- t. [< in-'- + bread'- (tr. ML. im-
panare: see impane).] To embody in bread;
impanate. Davies.

We must believe that He cometh down again at the
will of the priests to be impaned or inbreaded for their
bellies' commonwealth. Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 206.

in-breadt, »• The extra piece or number of a
bakers' dozen. See bakers' dozen, under balcer.

inbreak (in'brak), n. [= D. inbreuk = G-. ein-
bruch; sls inA + Irredk.] A sudden, violent in-
road or incursion; an irruption: opposed to
outbreak. [Rare.]

Deshnttes and Varigny, massacred at the first inbreak,
have been beheaded. Carlyle, French Rev., I. vii. 10.

He saw that he had cleared the way for the inbreak of
materialist scepticism, which he loathed.

The American, IX. 186.

Inca Tern ilnca mystacalis).

having dark plumage with a bundle of white
curly plumes on each side of the head. The only
species is Sternainca (Lesson), now/reca mysta-
calis (Jardine). See Ncmia. (d) A bird of this

genus.—4. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of scara-
bsBoid beetles, comprising a number of large
robust Mexican and Central and South Ameri-
can forms, usually of a reddish-bronze color,

flying activel} at midday and frequenting flow-
ering trees. Serville, 1825.— 5. A name given
about 1850 to some varieties of alpaca cloth,

—

Inca dog, a kind of South American dog, unlike any of
the canines peculiar to that country, and supposed to be
derived from the Mexican wolf.

Incadaet (ing'ka-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Inca + -adai.]

A family of lamellicom beetles, taking name
from the genus Inca. Burmeister, 1842.

incage, v. t. See encage.

incalculability (in-kal''''ku-la-bil'i-ti), n. [< in-

calculable : see -bility.] The quality of being
incalculable, or indeterminable by calculation.

The one set of machines are characterized by their cal-

culabUity—the other by their incalcuUMlity.
B. Stewart, Cons, of Energy, p. 169.

incalculable (in-kal'ku-la-bl), a. [= P. incal-
culable = Sp. incalculable' = Pg. incalculavel =



incalculable

It. incalcolaUle ; &b m-S + calculable.'] 1. Not
caloiilaWe;-_ incapable of being ealoulated or
reckoned ; indeterminable by calculation.
They may even in one year of such false policy do mis-

chiefs incalculable. Burke, Scarcity.

2. Not to be reckoned upon ; that cannot be
forecast. [Rare.]

It is only the great poets who seem to have this unso-
licited profusion of unexpected and incalculable phrase.

Lowell, Democracy.

incalculableness (in-kal'ku-la-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being incalculable."
incalculably (in-kal'ka-la-bli), adv. In an in-
calculable degree or manner ; immeasurably.
incalescence (ia-ka-les ' ens), n. [= It. inca-
lescenza; as incalescen{t) + -ce.] The state of
being incalescent; the state of growing warm;
incipient or increasing heat.

The two ingredients were easily mingled, and grew not
only sensibly but considerably hot, and ttat so nimbly,
that the iTicalescence sometimes oame to its highth in
about a minute of an hour by a minute clock.

Boyle, Works, L 104.

incalescency (in-ka-les'en-si), n. Same as in-
calescence.

The oil preserves the ends of the bones from incalea-
cemcy, which they, being solid bodies, would necessarily
contract from a swift motion. Ray, Works of Creation.

incalescent (in-ka-les'ent), a. [< Ii. incales-

cen(t-)s, ppr. of incalescere, grow warm or hot,
< m, in, to, + calescere, grow warm : see cales-

cence."] Growing warm ; increasing in heat.

incalzando (in-kal-tsan'do). [It., ppr. pf in-

calzare, incaldare = OSp'. encalea/r = Pr. en-

causar = OF. enchaucer, chase, pursue, follow
on the heels of, < L. in, on, + calx {calc-), heel

:

see calx^.] In music, same as stringendo.

incameration (in-kam-e-ra'shon), n. [= P.
ineamSraUon = Pg. incdmeragSo'= It. mcame-
razione, confiscation ; < ML. *incameratio{n-), <
*inca'merare (in pp. incameratus, confined to a
chamber), < L. in, in, + camera, chamber : see
camera.] The act or process of incorporating
with the fiscal department of a government, as
an estate or other source of revenuej particu-

larly, annexation to the Pope's exchequer or

apostolic chamber.
incampt, «. An obsolete form of encamp.
incampmentt, n. An obsolete form of encamp-
ment.

Incan (ing'kan), a. [< Inca + -an.] Of or per-

taining to the Ineas of Peru. Also, rarely, In-

carial.

We have no accurate knowledge of the Incan history

earlier than the century before the invasion of the Span-

iards under Pizarro. Stand. Nat. Hist., VI. 216.

incandesce (in-kan-des'), V.
;
pret. and pp. in-

candesced, ppr. incandescing. [< L. incandescere,

become warm or hot, glow, Hndle, < in, in, +
candeseere, Idndle, glow: see candescent.] I.

intrans. To glow with heat ; be or become in-

candescent.
A wire which remained dull at ordinary atmospheric

pressure incandesced when a moderate vacuum was ob-

tained. Nature, XXKVII. 570.

II. trans. To cause to glow or become in-

candescent.

A wire . . . incandesced by alternate or direct currents.

Nature, XSXVII. 448.

incandescence (in-kan-des'ens), n. [= F. in-

candescence = Sp. Pg. incandescencia = It. in-

candeseenea; as incandescen(t) + -ce.] The con-

dition of being iucandescent ;
glowing heat.

Barely candescence.

The main source of light is Incamdesemce.
Tail, Light, § 26.

incandescency (in-kan-des'en-si), n. Same as

incamdescence.

A platinum wire 18 B. W. G. and 15 feet long was raised

tayvnA incandescency. . t -uto
Dredge's Electric Illumination, 1. 15a

incandescent (in-kan-des'ent), a. [= F. incan-

descent = Sp. Pg. It. ineandescente, < L. incan-

descm{t-)s, ppr. of i-ncandescere, become warm
or hot, glow : see incandesce, candescent. ] Glow-

ing with heat; rendered luminous by heat.

Barely candescent.

Holy Scripture becomes resplendent, or, as one might

say, incandescent throughout. -'«• ' "l/'or.

When bodies retain a solid or liquid form when incan-

descent, thett constituent molecules give out rays of light.

J.N. Loekyer, Spect. Anal., p. 120.

Incandescent electric light. See electric light, under

incane'scent (in-ka-nes'ent), a. [< L. incanes-

cen(t-)s, ppr. of imcane'scere, become gray or

hoary, < in, in, on, + canescere, become gray:

see canescent.] Same as canescent.
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incanous (in-ka'nus), a. [< L. incanus, quite
gray, < in, in, on, + canus, gray.] Hoary; ca-
nescent.

incantation (in-kan-ta'shon) , n. [< ME. inean-
tacion = F. incantation ='Sp. incantadon = It.

incantazione, < LL. incantatio(n-), < L. incantare,

chant a magic formula over, enchant: see en-

chant.] The art or act of enchanting by utter-
ing magical words,with ceremonies supposed to
have magical power ; also, the formula of words
or the ceremony employed.

My ancient ijica/ntations are too weak,
And hell too strong for me to buckle with.

Shak., 1 Hen. TI., v. 3.

The incantation backward she repeats.

Inverts her rod, and what she did defeats. Oarth.

' Medicine was always joined with magick ; no remedy
was administered without mysterious ceremony and i7^

cantation. - Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., L 2.

incantator (ia'kan-ta-tor), n. [LL. (> ult. E. en-

chanter), < L. incantare, enchant: see enchant,
enchanter.] An enchanter. [Bare.]

This neophyte, moreover, was a wizard, an aspirant in
more supernatural arts, an iTicantator, a spirit-seer

!

I. D'Israeli, Amen, of lit., II. 296.

incantatory (in-kan'ta-to-ri), a. [= It. incam-
tatorio, < LL. as it *'incantatoritis, < incanta-
tor, enchanter: see incantator.] Dealing by
enchantment; practised in incantation ; magi-
cal.

Fortune-tellers, juglers, geomancers, and the like m-
cantatory impostors. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 3.

It is related that the necromancers of Thessaly added
the blood of infants to that of black lambs in their inca/n-

tatory rites, that the evoked spirits would render them-
selves objective from the exhalations of the blood.
Gentleman's Mag., quoted in Pop. Set Mo., XXVL 212.

incantingt (in-kan'ting), a. [Ppr. of *incant, <

L. jwcawtore, enchant: seeerecfeaw*.] Enchant-
ing; ravishing; delightful.

Incamting voices, . . . poesy, mirth, and wine, raising

the sport commonly to admiration.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels In Africa, p. 306.

incanton (in-kan'tgn), v. t. [< vn-'^ + cantori^.]

To unite in or incorporate as a canton.
When the cantons of Bern and Zurich proposed at a gen-

eral diet the incorporating Geneva in the number of the
cantons, the B.oman Catholick party . . . proposed at the
same time the vncant(min^ of Constance, as a counterpoise.

Addison, Travels in Italy, Switzerland.

incapability (in-ka-pa-bil'i-ti), n. [< incapa-

ble: see -bility.] The character or condition
of being incapable ; want of mental or physical
capacity, or of legal competency ; inability or

disability.

You have nothing to urge but akind of inca^aMlif^ in

yourself to the service. Suckling.

incapable (in-ka'pa-bl), a. and n. [< F. inoa-

paMe, < LL. incapabilis, incapable, < L. »»- priv.
4- LL. capabilis, capable: see capable.] I. a.

Not capable, (a) Lacking in capacity, ability, or fit-

ness; inefficient; incompetent; inadequate.

The wheelbarrow of this civilization is ... a ponder-
ous, incapable body. Howells, Venetian Life, xx.

(&) Lacking sufiScient capacity or capaciousness; insuffi-

cient, unfit, or unqualified: in this and the succeeding
uses commonly followed by of.

Is not your father grown imaapable
0/ reasonable affairs? SAa*., W. T., iv. 3.

c) Not capable of receiving or admitting ; not suscepti-

.e : as, his lot is incapable of amelioration.

We find this our empyreal form
Znca^ioHeo/ mortal injury. ifatoTi, P. L., vt 434,

(d) Not capable of understanding or comprehending;
wanting appreciation ; uuconscious. [Bare.]

She chanted snatches of old tunes.

As one incapable of her own distress.

Sliak., Hamlet) iv. 7.

Incapable and shallow innocents.

You cannot guess who caus'd your father's death.
Shak., Rich. III., it 2.

(«) Not capable legally; unqualified; disqualified by law;

wanting legal warrant or capacity.

Their lands are almost entirelytakenfrom them,and they
are rendered incapable o/ purchasing any more. Swift.

=Syn. Incapable, Unable. Incapable properly denotes

a want of passive power, the power of receiving, and is

applicable particularly to the mind, or said of something

inanimate ; as, a body once dead is incapable of restora-

tion to life. The word often applies to moral inability:

as, he is quite incapable of doing a thing so base ; or other-

wise it approaches essentially the more active meanings

of unable. Urmble denotes the want of active power or

power of performing, being applicable to the body or to

the mind: we could not say that Achilles was unable to

be wounded, but we could say that Achilles was incapable

of a wound. In law capable and incapable refer more fre-

quently to legal qnaliflcation, able and unable to physical

facility or hindrance : as, a man may not be legally inco-

pable of doing an act, yet from circumstances be practi-

cally unable t» do it.

II. n. One who lacks mental or physical ca-

pacity, either general or special.

The preservation of imsapables is habitually secured by

our social arrangements. H. Spencer, Prin. of BioL , f 170.

a,;

incapsulate

"All prisoners who have certificates from the doctor,

step out!" shouted Captain Gudeem, and twenty-five or
thirty incapables—some old and infirm, some pale and
emaciated from sickness— separated themselves from the
main body of convicts. The Century, XKXVII. 36.

incapableness (in-ka'pa-bl-nes), n. Incapabil-
ity. Bailey, 1727.

incapably (in-ka'pa-bU), adv. In an incapable
manner.
incapacious (in-ka-pa'shus), a. [= Sp. Pg. in-

capaz = It. incapace, < LL. incapax, incapable,
< L. in- priv. -I- capax, capable, capacious : see
capacious.] 1. Not capacious; not spacious;
of small content or compass ; contracted.

Souls that are made little and incapacious cannot en-
large their thoughts to take in any great compass of times
or things. Burnet.

St. Incapable.
Can art be so dim-sighted, learned sir?

I did not think her so incapacious.
Middleton and Bjowley, Fair Quarrel, il 2.

incapaciougness (in-ka-pa'shus-nes), n. The
condition of being incapacious ; want of con-
taining space ; contractedness.

incapacitate (in-ka-pas'i-tat), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. incapacitated, ppr. incapacitating. [< im-S

+ cmaditate, Cf. equiv. Sp. Pg. incapacitar.]

1. To deprive of capacity or natural power;
render or make incapable : followed by from
OT for.

Physical weakness incapacitated him from the public
practice of his art.

J. W. Hales, Int. to Milton's Areopagitica.

Concentrated attention, unbroken by rest^ so prostrates
the brain as to incapacitate itfor thinking.

B. Spencer, Prin. of BioL, § 62.

3. To deprive of competent ability or qualifi-

cation; render unfit; disqualify: as, insanity
incapacitates one for marriage.

The old law of Scotland declared that a butcher should
not sit upon a jury; he was incapacitated /by his profes-
sion. W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 196.

Any one deliberate habit of sin incapacitates a man for
receiving the gifts of the Gospel.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 95.

3. To deprive of legal or constitutional capa-
city orprivilege; withhold or nullifythe right of.

The people cannot incapacitate the king, because he
derives not his right fi'om them, but from God only.

Dryden, Vind. of Duke of Guise.

It absolutely incapacitated them from holding rank, of-

fice, function, or property.
MUman, Latin Christianity, xi. 7.

incapacitation (in-ka-pas-i-ta'shon), n. [< in-

capacitate + -ion.] the act of incapacitating,
or the state of being incapacitated ; the act of

disqualifying; disqualification.

If they suffer this power of arbitrary incapacitation to
stand, they have utterly perverted every other power of

the House of Commons. Burke, Present Discontents.

incapacity (In-ka-pas'i-ti), n. [= F. incapacity

= Sp. imcapacidad = Pg. incapacidade = It. in-

capadtcl; as in-S + capacity.] 1. Lack of ca-

pacity; lack of ability or qualification; ina-

bility; incapability; incompetency.

Heaven, seeing the vncapacity of . . . [philosophy] to
console him, has given him the aid of reh'gion.

'

Goldsmith, Vicar, xxiz.

The eldest son of a rich nobleman
Is heir to all his incapaidties.

Shelley, The Cenci, iL 2.

The chief cause of sectarian animosity is the incapa-
city of most men to conceive hostile systems in the light
in which they appear to their adherents, and to enter into
the enthusiasm they inspire.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, 1. 141.

2. In law, the lack of legal qualification; that
condition of a person which forbids a given
act on his part, and makes the act legally in-

efficacious even if he does it: as, infancy.con-
stitutes an incapacity to contract; a trust cre-

ates in the trustee an incapacity to buy the trust

property for himself at lus own sale. =syn. Dis-
ability, disqualification, unfitness.

in capita (in kap'i-ta). [L. : im,in ; capita, ace.

pi. of caput, head (person) : see caput.] In or
among the persons.

in capite (in kap'i-te). [L. (ML.), in chief: L. •

in, in ; capite, abl. of L. caput, head, chief : see

caput and chief.] In old law, in chief, a tenant
in capite, or in chief, was anciently a tenantwho held lands
under the king without any intermediate feudal superior,

more speciflc^ly one holding by virtue of a direct grant
by the crown to him or his ancestor. Tenure in capite did
not include cases where a tenant of a mesne lord became
a tenant under the crown by escheat or forfeiture of the
mesne lord's estate. It was abolished in England by 12
Charles II., xxiv. (1672).

incapsulate (in-kap'su-lat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

incapsulated, ppr. incapsulating. [< L. in, in,

+ capsula, a box, chest (see capsule), + -ate^.]

1 . ^ame as encapsulate.— 2. To put one inside
of another, like a nest of boxes ; insert repeat-



incapsulate

edly ; compose by parenthesis within parenthe-
sis : applied metaphorically to certain Ameri-
can-Indian languages in which various modi-
fying elements are inserted in a verb-form.
incapsulation (in-kap-su-la'shon), n. [< incap-
sulate + -ion.'] The act of incapsulating, or the
state of being incapsulated.

The sentences [of the Mexican language] are formed by
a sort of incapsulation,_ and may be compared to those
boxes shut up one within another which afford so much
amusement to cliildren.

F. W. Farrar, Families of Speech, p. 177.

Incarcert (in-kar's6r), V. t. [< F. incarc&rer =
Pr. encareerar = Sp. encarcelar= Pg. encarcerar
= It. incarcerare, < ML. incarcerare, imprison:
see incarcerate.] To incarcerate.

This grieves mee most, that I for grievous sinne
iTicai-ceT'd lye within this floating Inn.

Z. Boyd, riowers of Zion.

incarcerate (in-kar'se-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

incarcerated, ppr. incarcerating. [< ML. incar-
ceratus, pp. of incarcerare (> ult. E. incarcer,

q. v.), imprison, < L. in, in, + career, a prison:
see carcerate.] 1. To imprison; confine in a
jail.— 2. To confine; shut up or inclose ; con-
strict closely : as, incarcerated hernia.

Contagion may be propagated by bodies that easily in-
carcerate the infected air, as woollen clothes. Harvey.

incarceration (in-kar-se-ra'shon), TO. [= p. inr-

carc^ation = Pr. encar'ceration ^ Sp. encarcela-
don = It. incarceragione, incarceraeione, < ML.
incareeratio(n-), < incarcerare, imprison: see in-
carcerate.] 1. The act of incarcerating or im-
prisoning; imprisonment.

It [the doctrine of preexistence] supposeth the descent
into these bodyes to be a culpable lapse from an higher
and better state of life, and this to be a state of incarcera-
tion for former delinquencies.

GlanvUle, Pre-existence of Souls, iv.

2. In SM?^., obstinate constriction, asofahemia,
or retention, as of the placenta in childbirth;
strangulation, as in hernia. =Syn. 1. Imprisomment,
Confi-nemcnt, ete. See captivity.

incarcerator (in-kar'se-ra-tor), n. [< incarce-
rate + -or.] One who incarcerates or shuts up
in prison.

incardinate^f, a. A perversion of incarnate^.

The count's gentleman, one Cesario : we took him for a
coward, but he's the very devil incardinate.

Shah., T. N., v. 1.

incardinate^ (in-kar'di-nat), V. t.; pret. and
pp. incardinated, ppr. incardinating . [< ML. in-

cardinatiis, pp. of ineardinare (also cardinare),
receive or install (a priest) into a church, lit.

'hinge' (fit in so as to attach), < L. in, in, -j-

cardo (cardirt-), a hinge : see cardo, cardinal.]
To attach corporately or as a cardinal part, as
a priest to a particular church.
[The idea] that cardinal priests were those refugees from

persecution who were received and incardinated into the
clerical body of churches more happily circumstanced.

Emyyc. Brit., V. 96.

Incarial (ing-ka'ri-al), a. [< Inca + -ari-al.]

Same as Incan. [Kare.]

The . . . Museum oi Incarial Antiquities [in Cuzco].
Bncyc. Brit, VL 744.

incarnt (in-kam'), 13. [< F. incarner, OF. en-
charner = Pr. Sp. Pg. encarnar = It. incarnare,
become incarnate, < LL. incarnari, be made
flesh, become incarnate, ML. also incarnare,
invest with flesh, incarnate : see incarnate'^, v.]

I. trans. To invest with flesh; incarnate.

The iiesh will soon arise in that cut of the bone, and
make exfoliation of what is necessary, and incarn it.

Wiseman, Surgery.

II. intrans. To become invested or covered
with flesh.

The slough came oflE, and the ulcer hmpily vncarned.
Wiseman, Surgery.

incarnadine (in-kar'na-din), a. [< F. incar-
nadin, for *incarnatin ('= Sp. enearnadino, flesh-
colored), < incarnat, flesh-colored: see incar-
nate'^, a.] Of a carnation-color; pale-red. [Ar-
chaic]

Such whose white satin upper coat of skin.
Cut upon velvet rich ijicarTiadine,

Has yet a body (and of flesh) within.
Lovelace, To my Lady H.

incarnadine (in-kar'na-din), «. t.; pret. and pp.
incarnadined, ppr. incarnadining. [< incarna-
dine, a.] To dye red or carnation; tinge with
the color of flesh.

No ; this my hand will rather
The multitudinous seas incarnadine,
Making the green one red.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2.

[In some editions erroneously incarnardine.]

Lo ! in the painted oriel of the west,
Whose fanes the sunken sun inca/madities.

Longfellow, Sonnets, The Evening Star.
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incarnardinet, v. t. An erroneous form of in- incarniflcatlon (in-kar''''ni-fi-ka'shqn), n. [<

carnadine. in-^ + carnification.] Formation into or em-
incarnate^ (in-kar'nat), v.; pret. and pp. in- bodiment in flesh; incarnation. [Kare.]

carnated, ppr. incarnating. [< LL. incarnattis, Incarvillea (in-kar-vil'e-a), n. [NL. (A. L. de

pp. of incarnari, be made flesh, become inoar- Jussieu, 1789), namedafterP. d'/ncaTOKe,aJes-

nate, ML. also incarnare, invest with flesh, in-

carnate, < L. in, in, on, + caro (earn-), flesh:

see carnal. Of. incarn.] I. trans. To clothe

with flesh ; embody in flesh.

They believed in Christ to be incarnated, and to suffer

death.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, ete. (Parker Soc, 1860), p. 245.

This essence to incarnate and imbrute.

That to the highth of deity aspired I

Maton, P. I., ix. 166.

Given a human foible, he [Shakspere] can incarnate it IncarviUese (in-kar-vil'e-e), n. pi.
in the nothingness of Slender, or make it loom gigantic •• .-. . _ —
through the tragic twilight of Hamlet.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 316.

II. intrans. To form flesh; heal, as a wound,
by granulation. [Rare.]

My uncle Toby's wound was nearly well ; . . . 'twas just

beginning to incarnate, Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 6.

incarnate^ (in-kar'nat), a. [< MB. incarnate,

embodied in flesh, ='F. incarnat = Sp. Pg. en-

carnado = It. incarnato, incarnate, flesn-cel-

ored, < LL. incarnatus, pp., incarnate: see the
verb.] 1. Invested with flesh; embodied in
flesh.

Who for us men and for our salvation came down from
heaven, And was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Vir-
gin Mary, And was made man.

Book of Commwn Prayer, Kicene Creed.

Here shalt thou sit incarnate, here shalt reign
Both God and Man. Milton, P. L., iii. 315.

2. Of a red color; flesh-colored.

In one place they are of a fresh and bright purple, in
another of a glittering, irucamate, and rosate colour.

Kolland, tr. of Pliny, xiv. 1.

The tubes of the corolla of the common red and incar-
nate clovers (Trifolium pratense and incamatum) do not
on a hasty glance appear to differ in length.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 97.

incarnate^t (in-kar'nat), a. [< «»-3 + carnate.]
Not carnate or in the S.esh ; divested of a body

;

disembodied. [Rare.]

I fear nothing . . . that devil carnate or incarjiate can
fairly do against a virtue so established.

Richardson, Clarissa Haxlowe, V. 46.

incarnation (in-kar-na'shon), n. [< ME. in-
carnacion, incarnacioun, <"0F. i/ncarnatiun, in-

carnation, incarnacion, F. incarnation = Pr.
encarnatio = Sp. encarnaeion = Pg. encarnacSo
= It. incarnaeione, < ML. incarnatio\nr-), < LL.
incarnari, be made flesh, ML. also incarnare,
invest with flesh: see incarnate'^.] X. The act

uit missionary in China, who first sent speci-

mens of this plant to Bernardde J ussieuin 1743.]

A monotypic genus of dicotyledonous gamo-
petalous plants, of the natural order Bignonia-

cem and tribe Tecomece. The calyx is campanulate,
with the apex 5-lobed ; the corolla has an ample tube ; the
stamens are didynamous and included; and the ovary is

2-celled. The single species, /. Sinensis, is a native of
China, and is an erect branched annual or biennial herb,
with alternate 2- to 3-pinnate leaves, and large red flowers

in terminal racemes.

[NL. (End-
licher, 1836-40), < Jncarvillea -t- -e<B.] In End-
licher's classification, a suborder of the Bigno-
niacece, typified by the genus Incarvillea: by De
Candolle reduced to the rank of a subtribe.

incase, encase (in-, en-kas'), v. t.; pret. and
pp. incased, encased, ppr. incasing, encasing. [<

in-^,en-^,+ case^.] Toincloseinorasinacase;
cover or smTound with something.

Oh ! in that portal should the chief appear.
Each hand tremendous with a brazen spear.

In radiant panoply his limbs incased.

Pope, Odyssey, i. 833.

I can conceive nothing more impressive than the eastern
view of this great range [the Cordilleras], as forcing the
mind to grapple with the idea of the thousands of thou-
sands of years requisite for the denudation of the strata

which originally encased it.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 500.

Incased pupa, in entom., a pupa which is protected by
a cocoon.

incasement, encasement (in-, en-kas'ment), ».

[< incase, encase, + -ment,] 1 . The act of inclos-

ing in a case, or the state of being inclosed in or
as if in a case.
That mythical period of universal iTicasement in ice, of

which, as I have elsewhere endeavoured to show, in so far
as Canada is concerned, there is no evidence whatever.

Dawson, Geol. Hist, of Plants, p. 283.

2. That which forms a case or covering; any
inclosing substance.

Several parts of the outer tunic of the animal's body
[Pollicipes polymerus] presented the remarkable fact of
being calcified, but to a variable degree ; whereas in sev- ,

eral specimens from California there was no vestige of
'

this encasement. Darwin, Cirripedia, p. 314.

Theory of incasement, an old theory of reproduction
which assumed that when the first animal of each species
was created, the germs of aU other individuals ofthe same
species which were to come from it were incased in its ova.
The discovery of spermatozoa developed the theory in
two opposite directions: the ovulists, or ovists, held stUl
to the theory of incasement in the female, while the ani-
malculists, or spenuists, entertained the theory of incaae-

(in-kask'), v. t. [< in-2 + cosfci.] Toof assuming flesh or a human body and the "icasKt ^m-KasK ;. v.t. \s in-' -t

nature of man : the state of beinjr incarnated, "^^^^r with or as if with a casque.

of incarnating or clothing with flesh; the act
. ment in the male.

of assuming flesh or a human body and the ™caSKt
nature of man ; the state of being incarnated. „. ^.^ ^ .

In theology the doctrine of the incarnation is the doc- ™™ ^^ ^^ mcask his pate m his hat.

trine that the Divine Being has assumed human nature, Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, I. i IS.

or has dwelt on the earth in a human form. The doc- incast (in'kast), TO. [< jtoI + casf^.] Something
trine has been held in both forms in the Christian church, thrown in in additioT. • nn nTnnn^t <rivfiTi hv aThe orthodox opinion is that God, in Jesus Christ his Son

^"?o^*^ 1" m aaoiuon
,
an amount given Dy a

not merely assumed a human body, and became subjeci seller above the exact measure, as a pound m a
to the limitations of the human flesh, but also that he a«- stone of wool, or a fleece in a pack.

^^^fi'l F^"^"' ^^^A
"^'"/e',™* ^° '8 at once truly God incastellated (in-kas'te-la-ted), a. [< ML. in-and truly man. Hmdu mythology represents Vishnu as enitellntiis fnrtifv wifli a n«JL (.oofollafo ^having undergone certain avatars, descents, or incorpora.

easteuatus, tOTtTly with a castle, castellate, <.

tions or incarnations, but they are in part in other than ^- *™» ^'^i
"'" Castellwm, a castle : see castellate.]

human forms.
^
Confined or inclosed in a castle. Coles, 1717.

Also thei beleeven and spekn gladly of the Virgine Ma- incastelled (in-kas'teld), a. \As ineastell{ate)
ne and of the /Mcarnacioan. jlfa»MfeOT!ie, Travels, p. 132. + -ed'^.] 1 . Inclosed in a oastle. Imp. Diet.

2. In s«rg'.,the process whereby a wound heals, .
— 2t. Hoof-bound. Crabh.

theaffectedpartbecomingfilledwithnewflesh; incatenation (in-ka-te-na'shgn), n. [< ML.
granulation.— 3. A representation in an incar- incatenatio{n-), < incatenare, enchain, < L. in, in,

+ catena, a chain : see ctoJTO. Cf. enchain.] The
act of chaining or linking together. [Rare.]

A philosopher . . . sedulous in the incotetuttion of flea%
or the sculpture of a cherry-stone.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, cviii.

Incau-

nateform; a personification ; a visible embodi-
ment

; a distinct exemplification in form or act.
Shall it take two or three generations of weaiy experi-

menting to bring into existence some incarnation of ma-
terial force like the steam-engine, and may it not take a

£f4'pl?SV^5^i°Si^fttn%^^tTwS^^^^^ incauteloust, a. [< in-s + cautelous.]

know? J. Fiske, Cosmic PhUos., I. 26.
^^°^^'

Of the universal mind each individual man is one more -.
•*" ^^fu*^^ °^ °*!H ** *'^^ expressions of the Judges,

incarnation. Emf?sm ntstoT ^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ »»'"'«*«'''«».^^ loj' to the faction.

., ,„, , .„ ,

M,merson, metoTy.
iioffej- JFortft, Examen, p. 288.

ft J«rn«tl°n 5^ i*r?''*'°''-~^t- ^ *"*'' mcautelouslyt. adv. Licautiously.

inrarnaHvPt rhi WT,fi^til^"^*".?"- ^'^^'t incautelousnesst, ». Incautiousness.

^nca^ltif- Pr t«T«r«V,lT^' % ^""^ "' l^= ^^ ^^ '»'= °>^'"'^ ^ '"« P'«=i°° strengthened, and the per-iricarnam= I'r. encarnatm = Sp. Pg. encarna- son whom it respects weakened, this by inhaatcloimiess
Uvo = It. incarnaiivo; as incarnate + -vve.] I. aid credulity, that by restraint and suppression,
a. Causing new flesh to grow; healing.

"

-Bp. iJes/woiete, The Passions, p. 144.

This is generally observed, that all sorts of wax be emol- incaution (in-k4'shon), n. [< »to-3 + eauUon.]
litive, heating, and incamative. Lack of Caution ; heedlessness.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxii. 24. Lest through inoautio7i falling thou may'st be
A joy to others, a reproach to me. Pope.

As though perfection on disorder hung.
And perfect order from incaution sprung.

T J i. .J AY, ^ Brooke, Univers^ Beauty, ii.

rii'tn"!andprt'StTanlSI?^"S5,''L^^^^^^ iUCautiOUS (in-kft'shus), a. [< in-S + oauUom.
conunon iTicarKoMue used in such cases. Cf. L. JTOCaMiMS, incautious.] Not cautlOTlS

J
un-

Wiseman, Surgery, I. 9. wary ; not cii'cumspect ; heedless.

II. TO. A medicine that tends to promote the
growth of new flesh and assist nature in the
healing of wounds.



incautious

The OBtrlch, silliest of the feather'd kind
Commits her eggs incautious to the dust'
Forgetful that the foot may crush the trust.

Cowper, Tirocinium, L 791.

.=Syii. Indiscreet, imprudent, impolitic, unclroumspeot,
inconsiderate.

incautiously (in-ka'slius-li), adv. In an incau-
tious manner; unwarily; heedlessly. Byrom.
incautiousness (in-ka'shus-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being incautious ; lack of cau-
tion or foresight; unwariness.
incavate (in-ka'vat), a. [< L. incavatus, pp. of
incavare, make hoUowt see encave, «.] Made
hollow; hollowed.
incavated (in-ka'va-ted), a. Same as inca-
vate.

incavation (in-ka-va'shon), n. 1. The act of
making hollow.— 2. AHbllow; an excavation;
a depression.

incave, v. t. See encave.

incavem (in-kav'fem), v. t. [< i»-2 + cavern.']
To inclose in a cavern.

Then Lid creeps on along, and, taking Thrushel, throws
Herself amongst the rocks ; and so ineavem'd goes, . . .

To bellow under earth. Drayton, Polyolbion, L 222.

incavo (in-ka'v6), n. [It., a hoUow, cavity, <
L. m, in, + cavus, hollow : see caveK Cf . en-
cave.] The hollowed or incised part in an in-
taglio or an engraved work.

There is no enamel, hut the whole of the iTicavo is filled
with gold. A. SesbUt, S. K. Cat., Glass Vessels.

incedet (in-sed'), ». i. [< L. incedere, go, step, or
march along, triumph, i in, in, on, + cedere,
go.] To go along, step, or march in pride or
exultation.

incedingly (in-se'ding-li); adv. [< inceding,
ppr. of incede, -I- -ly^.] Triumphantly. [Bare.]
Even in the uttermost frenzy of energy is each mcenad

movement royally, imperially, incedingly upborne.
Charlotte Bronte, ViUette, xxiii.

incelebrity (in-se-leb'ri-ti), n. [< L. as if 'inee-
lebrita{t-)s, < inceleber, not famous, < in- priv. +
celeber, famous: see celebrate, celebrity.'] Lack
of celebrity. Coleridge.

incendt (in-send'), V. t. [< L. incendere, set on
fire, kindle, bum, < in, in, on, + candere, shine,
glow, be on fire : see candid. Cf . accend, in-

cense^.'] To inflame ; make fiery.

Oh, there's a line intends his lustfull blood

!

Marston, Scourge of ViUanie, vi.

They fetch up the spirits into the brain, and with the
heat brought with them, they incend it beyond measure.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 255.

incendiarism (in-sen'di-a-rizm), n. [< incen-
diary + -ism.] The act or practice of an in-

cendiary ; malicious burning.
incendiary (in-sen'di-a-ri), a. and n. [= F. in-

cendiaire= Sp. Pg. It. incendiario, < L. incendia-
rius, causing a me ; as a noun, an incendiary

;

< incendium, a fire, conflagration, < incendere,

set on fire: see incend.] 1. a. 1. Causing or
adapted to cause combustion; used in starting

a fire or conflagration ; igniting; inflammatory:
as, incendiary materials ; an incendiary match
or bomb. Specifically— 2. Pertaining or re-

lating to or consisting in malicious or criminal
setting on fire or burning: as, an incendiary
mania ; the incendiary torch ; an incendiary fire.

Bum the parish ! Bum the ratmg.
Burn all taxes in a mass.

Hood, Incendiary Song.

3. Tending to excite or inflame passion, sedi-

tion, or violence.

With this menace the incendiary informer leftDeI'Me,
in order to cany his threats into execution.

Hist. Buelling (1770), p. U6.

The writing of incendiary letters . . . calls for . . .

condign and exemplary punishment.
Paiey, Moral Philos., II. ix.

The true patriot, unmoved by frightened and angry de-

nunciation. wiU close his ears to incendiary utterances.

JV. A. Rev., CXLII. 525.

Incendiaiy l&atcli, a match made by boiling slow-match

in a saturated solution of niter, drying it, cutting it into

pieces, and plunging it into melted flre-stone. Farrow,
Mil. Encyc, 1. 666.—Incendiary shell, a cast-iron or steel

"shell filled with a combustible composition. The compo-
sition, when ignited by a fuse or the flash of the cha^e,
bums with an intense flame for several minutes. For
smooth-bore guns the shell is spherical, and is pierced by
two or more holes, from which the flames issue. It is

used in bombarding for setting fire to cities, shipping,

wooden barracks, etc.

II. n. ; pi. incendiaries (-riz). 1. Apersonwho
maliciously sets fire to a house, shop, banij or

other inflammable property; one who is guilty

of arson.

The stables of the Castle Berlifltzing were discovered to

be on flre ; and the unanimous opinion of the neighbor-

hood added the crime of the incendiary to the already

hideous list of the Baron's misdemeanors and enormities.

Poe, Tales, 1. 477.
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2. One who or that which excites or inflames ; a
person who excites antagonism and promotes
factious quarrels ; a violent agitator.

To these two*above-named causes, or incendiaries, of
this rage, I may very well annex time, place, etc.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 606.

Incendiaries of figure and distinction, who are the in-
ventors and publishers of gross falsehoods, cannot be re-
garded but with the utmost detestation, Addison.

incendiousf (in-sen'di-us), a. [= It. incendioso,
< LL. incendiosus, burning, < L. incendium, a
fire, burning: seiQ incendiary.] Promoting fac-
tion or contention. Bacon.
incendiouslyt (in-sen'di-us-li), adv. So as to

_
promotecontention.
incensation (in-sen-sa'shgn), n. [= Sp. incen-
saeion = It. incensazione,\ ML. as if "incensa-
<io(m-), < incensare, bum incense : see incense^,
v.] The burning or offering of incense. [Rare.]
The Missal of the Roman Church now enjoins incensa-

tion before the introit. Eneye. Brit., XII. 721.

incensei (in-sens'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. incensed,

ppr. incensing. [Formerly also insense; < L. in-
census, pp. of incendere, set on fire, inflame : see
incend. This verb in the lit. sense is different
from incense^, which is from the noun incense^.]
1+. To set on fire; cause to bum; inflame;
kindle.

Twelve Trojan princes wait on thee, and labour to incense
Thy glorious heap of funeral. Chapman.

Now belches molten stones and ruddy flame,
Imienst, or tears up mountains by the roots.

Addison^ ,^eid, ill.

2t» To make hot or eager; enkindle; incite;
stimulate.

To fly the boar before the hoar pursues
Were to incense the boar to follow us.

Shah, Kich. III., iii. 2.

To incense us further yet, John, in his apocalypse, makes
a description of that heavenly Jerusalem.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 69S.

WiU God incense his ire
For such a petty trespass?

Milton, P. L., ix. 692.

In particular—Sf. To bum as incense; use in
burning incense.

Virtue is like precious odours, most fragrant when they
are incensed, or crushed. Bacon, Adversity (ed. 1887).

After this, the said Prelate goeth to an Altar there,
richly adorned, on which is a red Table, with the name
of the Great Can written in it, and a Censer with Incense,
which he incenseth in stead of them all, with great reue-
rence performed vnto the Table.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 417.

4. To enkindle or excite to anger or other pas-
sion; inflame; make angry; provoke.
Augustus, . . . being greviouslyin.ce7ised against them

of Cremona, deprived them of their grounds.
Coryat, Crudities, 1. 138.

=Syn. 4. Irritate, Provoke, etc. (see exasperate), offend,
anger, chafe, nettle, gall.

incense^ (iu'seus), n. [< ME. encens, < OF. en-
cens, F. encens = Pr. encens, ensens, ences, eees,

esses = Sp. incienso = Pg. It. incenso, < LL. in-

eensum, incense, orig. neut. of L. incensus, pp.
of incendere, set on fire, inflame : see incense^,

incend.] 1. Any aromatic material, as certain
gums, which exhales perfume during combus-
tion; a mixture of fragrant gums, spices, etc.,

with gum-resin, compounded for the purpose of
producing a sweet odor when burned. The sub-
stance most generally used for incense, and therefore often
specifically so called, isolibanum orfrankincense. (See oli-

banum.) The burning of incense as an act of worship ex-
isted among the Jews, and is practised In both the Eastern
and Western churches of the present day, as well as by
Buddhists and others.

And he made . . . the pure incense of sweet spices, ac-
cording to the work of the apothecary. Ex. xxxvii. 29.

Nadab and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, took either of
them his censer, and put flre therein, and put incense
thereon. Lev. x. 1.

2. The perfume or scented fumes arising from
an odoriferous substance, as frankincense, dur-
ing combustion ; the odor of spices and gums
burned as an act of worship in some religious

systems.

A thick cloud of incense went up. Ezek. viii. 11.

As the incense wafts its fragrance now throughout the
material building. Bock, Church of our Fathers, i. 209.

A mist
Of incense curl'd about her, and her face
WeUnigh was hidden in the minster gloom.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

3. Any grateful odor, as of flowers ; agreeable

perfume or fragrance.

See Nature hastes her earliest wreaths to bring.

With aU the incense of the breathing spring.

Pope, Messiah, L 24.

4. Figuratively, gratifying admiration or at-

tention; flattering regard and deference; hom-
age; adulation.

incension

Die, unhallow'd thoughts, before you blot
With your uncleauness that which is divine

;

Offer pm-e incense to so pure a shrine.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 194.

Or hea^ the shrine of luxury and pride
With incense kindled at the Muse's flame.

IT _i J it Oray, Elegy.
He courted the soft wicense of flattery.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25.

incense^ (in'seus or in-sens'), v.
;
pret. and pp.

incensed, ppr. incensing. [< ME. incensen, en-
censen, encencen, < OF. encenser, F. encenser =
Pr. encessar = Sp. Pg. incensar = It. incensare,
< ML. incensare, perfume with incense, < LL.
incensum, incense: see incense^, n. Hence also
cense^,v. Cf. imceresel, «.] I. irans. 1 . To per-
fume with incense.

Al the hous of the pacient sohal be encensid strongly
. . with frankencense, mirre, and rosyn, terhentyn and
rew«. Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 24.

The procession goes to the two other altars, and then
again to the high aitar, where the pilgrim is incensed, and
coming down to the lower end of the church, he puts out
his candle, and the litany is said.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. L 12.

2. To offer incense to; worship; flatter extrava-
gantly.

She myghte in his presence
Doon sacriflce and Jupiter encense.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, L 413.

He is dipp'd in treason and overhead in mischief, and
now must be bought off and incensed by his Sovereign.

QejUZeman Instructed, p. 212

Il.t intrans. To bum or offer incense.
After the custom of the presthod, he wente forth by

lot and eutride into the temple to encencen; and al the
multitude of the puple was without fourth and preyede
in the hour of enccncyng. Wyclif, Luke i. 9, 10,

They nolde encense ne sacrifice ryght nought.
Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 395.

incense-boat (in'sens-bot), n. A vessel, fre-
quently of a boat-like shape (that is, with a hol-
low, roundedoblong body rising at the ends),
used to hold incense for transfer to the censer
or thurible.

incense^breathing (in ' sens - bre '''' THing) , a.
Breathing or exhaling incense or fragrance.

The breezy call of i/ncense-Jyreathing mom.
Gray, Elegy.

incense-bumer (in'sens-b6r'''n6r), n. A stand,
vase, etc., upon or in which to burn incense.
Chinese and Japa-
nese incense-burn-
ers are familiar as
ornaments, often
being fantastic
bronze figures of
men or animals.

incense-cedar
(in ' sens - se "-

dar), n. The
wliite or post ce-

dar, Libocedrus
decurrens, a na-
tive of the Pa-
cific coast of the
United States,

from Oregon
south, growing
on the moun-
tains. It is a large tree with light, soft, but
durable wood.
incense-cup (in'sens-kup), «. 1. An incense-
bumer, small and of simple form.— 2. One of
a class of small pottery vessels, such as are
found in prehistoric graves. Their use is un-
known.
incensement (in-sens'meut), n. [< incense^ +
-ment.] The act of incensing, or the state of
being incensed; especially, heat of passion;
fiery anger.

His incensement at this moment is so implacable that
satisfaction can be none but by pangs of death.

Shak., T. N., iii, i.

incenser (in-sen'ser), n. One who or that which
incenses, inflames, or excites.

Seneca understanding, by the report of those that yet
somewhat regarded virtue and honour, how these lewd
incensers did accuse him. North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1005.

incense-tree (in'sens-tre), n. 1 . A South Amer-
ican tree of the genus Bwsera {Idea).— 2. In
the West Indies, a tree of the genus Trichilia
(T. moschata).
Also incense-wood.

incensiont (in-sen'shgn), n. [= OF. incension
= It. incensione, < L. incensio(n-), < incendere,

pp. incensus, set on fire: see incense^.] The
act of kindling or setting on fire, or the state of
being exposed to the action of fire.

Sena loseth somewhat of its windiness by decocting;
and generally subtile or windy spirits are taken off by in-
cension or evaporation. Bacon, Nat Hist., § 23.

Japanese Incense-bumer.



mcensive

incensivet (in-sen'siv), a. [= OP. incensif =
It. incensivo, < L. as if *incen»ivus, < incendere,

pp. incensus, set on fire : see inceiwe^.2 Tend-
ing to inflame or excite ; inflammatory.

To be extremely hated and inhumanely persecuted,
without any fault committed or just occasion offered, is

greatly iruxnsive of humane passion.
Barrow, WorliS, III. x.

Incensort (in-sen'sor), n. [= F. encenseur =
Sp. inoensor, < LL. iruiensor, an inciter, instiga-

tor, < L. incendere, kindle, incite: see jmcejwei.]

Same as incenser.

Many priests were impetuous and importunate iiiceTi-

sors of the rage. Sir J. Hayward.

incensorilim (in-sen-s6'ri-nm), n.
;

pi. incenso-

ria (-a). [ML. : se'e incensory, censer'-.'] A cen-
ser. See thurible.

incensoryf (in'sen-so-ri), n. [< ML. incensori-

um, a censer, < JA^. incensum, incense: see in-

cense^ and censer^, nit. < ML. incensorium.'] The
vessel in which incense is burned ; a censer.

A cup of gold, crown'd with red wine, he held
On th' holy ineensory pour'd.

Chapman, niad, xL 686.

Other Saints lie here, decorated with splendid orna-
ments, lamps, and incensories of greate cost.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 14, 1646.

incensurable (in-sen'shgr-a-bl), a. [= Sp. in-

censurable = Pg. incensuravel; as in-^ + cen-

surable."] Not censurable ; uneensurable.
incensurably (in-sen'shor-a-bli), adv. So as
not to deserve censure ; imdensurably.

Incentive (in-sen'tiv), n. and n. [I. a. = Pg.
incenUvo, < L. incentivus, that strikes up or sets

the tune, LL. serving to incite, < inoinere, ^p.
incent^ts, sound (an instrument), sing, < in, in,

on, -I- canere, sing: see chant, n. n. = Sp. Pg.
It. incentivo, < LL. incentivum, an incentive,
neut. of incentivus, serving to incite: see I.

Sometimes used as if connected with incen-

sJw and incensei.] I, a. 1. Inciting; encourag-
ing.

Competency is the most iitcentive to industry.
Decay of Christian Piety.

2t. Setting fire ; igniting ; firing ; incendiary.

Part incentive reed
Provide, pernicious with one touch to fire.

MUton, P. L., vi B19.

Whilst the cavem'd ground,
With grain incentive stor'd, by sudden blaze
Bursts fatal, and involves the hopes of war.
In fiery whirls. J. Philips, Cider, 1.

II. n. That which moves the mind or stirs

the passions; that which incites or tends to
incite to action; motive; spur: as, pride is a
powerful incentive.

Love seems to be the appetite, or inc&ntive, of the primi-
tive matter. Bacon, Physical Fables, viii., Expl.

Every great life is an incentive to all other lives.

0. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 186.

Incentives come from the soul's self.

Browning, Andrea del Sarto.

=Syn. Impulse, etc. (see motive), stimulus, incitement,
encouragement, goad.

incentively (in-sen'tiv-li), adv. In an incen-
tive or inciting manner; as an incentive.

incentorti »• [An Irreg. form of incensor.J

Same as incendiary.

incentret (in-sen'ter), V. [< »n-2 -I- center''-.']

. To center.

Nor is your love incentred to me only in your own breast,

but full of operation. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, 1 135.

incept (in-sepf), v. [= OP. incepter, begin, <

L. inceptus, pp. of incipere, begin, Ut. take in,

take up (not used in the lit. sense), < in, in, on,

-t- capere, take: see capable, etc.] I, trans.

To take in ; seize. [Rare.]

Which will carry such ijicepf^ matters along with them
in their slow movements from place to place.

E. d. Schdfer, Proo. ftoy. Soc, XXXVIII. 88.

II. intrans. To commence or begin; specifi-

cally, in old universities, to become a qualified

candidate for the degree of master of arts ; ori^

ginally, to begin teaching under the license of

a univgrsity.

The M. A. incepts in about three years and two months
from the time of taking his first degree, though he does
not become a full M. A. till the July following— three
years and a half in all.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 348.

What is technically known as admission to that degree
[licentia docendi] was really nothing more nor less than
receiving the chancellor's permission to imxpt.

Encyc. Bnt., XXIIl. 835.

inceptingf (in-sep'ting),^). a. [< incept + 4ngK'i
Incipient; beginning.
Incepting poets and philosophers must pay for their

whistle. Spectator.

inception (iu-sep'shon), TO. [= OP. inception,

< L. inGepUo{nr-), < irikpere, pp. inceptus, begin,
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lit. take in, take up: see incept."] 1. A taking

in, as by swallowing; the process of receiving

within. [Bare.]

The result is the immersion of the mbuth and nostrils,

and the inception, during efforts to breathe while beneath

the surface, of water into the lungs. -&. A- Poe.

2. The incipient or initial stage; beginning;

commencement.
Therefore if we can arrive at the inception of religion,

... we have reason to conjecture that the inception of

mankind was not long before.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 166.

The inception of the blockade was somewhat irregular.

J. B. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 31.

If . .we arrange the schools of Greek philosophy in

numerical order, according to the dates of their inception,

we do not mean that one expired before another was

founded. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIU. 621.

3. 'Laentom., a starting-point; the place of be-

ginning, as of a longitudinal mark, etc. In this

sense the inception maybe at either end, and must be de-

termined by the context : as, the inception of a dark line

on the costal border.

4. The formal quaUfloation of a master of arts

in the old universities, preliminary to taking his

degree ; the solemn act kept by the candidate

for the degree of master of arts immediately

before receiving the degree; the commence-
ment.
By inception was implied the master's formal entrance

upon, and commencement of, the functions of a duly li-

censed teacher, and his recognition as such by his brothers

in the profession. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 835.

inceptive (in-sep'tiv), a. and n. [= OP. incep-

tif, < Nh. inceptmus, < L. inSpere, -pp. inceptus,

begin: see incept.] I. a. 1. Beginning; start-

ing ; noting the initial point or step : as, an »«-

ceptive proposition ; an inceptive verb (one that

expresses the beginning of action).

Inceptive and desitive propositions : as, the fogs van-

ish as the sun rises ; but the fogs have not yet begun to

vanish, therefore the sun is not yet risen.

Watts, logic, m. ii. § 4.

You see, in speaking, or by sound or ink.

The grand inceptive caution is to think.
Byrom, Art of Eng. Poetry.

2. In math., serving to initiate or jiroduce:

applied to such moments or first principles as,

though of no magnitude themselves, are yet
capable of producing results which are: thus, a
point is inceptive of a line ; a line, of a surface

;

and a surface, of a solid. fFallis.

II. n. That which begins or notes beginning,
as a proposition or a verb. Also inchoative.

inceptively(in-sep'tiv-li), adv. In.an inceptive
manner.
inceptor (in-sep'tor), n. [= Sp. (obs.) inceptor,

< LL. inceptor, <"L. incipere, pp. inceptus, be-
gin: see incept.] 1. A beginner; one who is

in the rudiments. [Bare.]—2. One who is

about to take the degree of master of arts at
an English or other old university, having ful-

filled all the conditions.

Next foUow'd y» disputations of the Inxeptor Doctors
in Medicine, the speech of their Professor it. Hyde, and
so in course their respective creations.

Evelyn, Diary, July 10, 1669.

The Inceptor or candidate then began his speech, where-
in I found little edification.

Locke, quot. in Dr. J. Brown's Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 60.

inceration (in-se-ra'shon), n. [= p. inc4ration,

< L. as if *incerdtio{n-)','<. incerare iyit. incerare,
= Sp. Pg. encerar), pp. inceratus, cover with
wax, < in, on, + cera, wax: see cere.] 1. The
act of covering or treating with wax ; waxing.

He's ripe for inceration, he stands warm.
In his ash-fire. B. Jonaon, Alchemist, iL 1.

2. The act of incorporating wax with some
other body ; also, the operation of communicat-
ing to a dry substance the consistence of wax.
Also called encerosis. Dunglison, Med. Diet,
incerative (iu'se-ra-tiv), a. [As incerat{ion)
+ -ive.] Sticking like wax. Cotgrave.

inceremonioust (in-ser-f-mo'ni-us), a. [< in-3
+ ceremonious.] Unceremonious.
One holds it best to set forth God's service in a solemn

state and magnificence ; another approves better of a sim-
ple and incerem&nious devotion.

Bp. Hall, SoliloquieB, xvii.

incertaint (in-s6r'tan), a. [< MB. incertain, <
OP. (also P.) incertain; as »re-3 + certain. Of.
L. incertus (> It. P^. incerto = Sp. incierto), un-
certain.] tJncertain.

To be worse than worst
Of those that lawless and incertain thoughts
Imagine howling ! Shak., M. for M.. iiL 1.

A Wanderer, and subject to incertain Removes, and
short Sojourns in divers Places before.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. B.

incertainlyt (in-s6r'tan-li), adv. Uncertainly.
Answer incertainly and ambiguously. Hidoet

Incest

incertainty (in-s6r'tan-ti), n.
;

pi. incertainties

(-tiz). [< OP. inceriavnete, < incertain, incer

tain: see incertain. Ct certainty, uncertainty.]

Uncertainty.
The hazard

Of all incertainties. Shak., W. T. , iii. 2.

Arranging the opinions of men only to show their incer-

tainty. Ooldmiith, Int. to Hist, of the World.

incertitude (in-s6r'ti-tud), n. [< p. incertitude

= Sp. incertidumbre, obs. incertttud = It. incer-

titudine, < ML. incertitudo (-din-), imcertainty,

< L. incertus, uncertain, < in- priv. -f- certus,

certain: see certain, certitude.] 1. The state

or condition of being uncertain ; doubtfulness

;

uncertainty arising from'doubt or hesitation.

The incertitude and instability of this life, and of hu-

mane affaires. Holland, tr. ol Plutarch, p. 716.

He fails and forfeits reputation from mere incerlitude

or irresolution. Is. Taylor.

3. Obscurity; indefiniteness.

Visit it [London] ... in the autumn, and towards the

close of the day, when the gray incertitude lies on the

mighty city. Tlie Century, XXVI. 821.

incessablet (in-ses'a-bl), a. [< OP. incessable

= Sp. incesable= It. incessabile, < L. incessabilis,

imeeasing, < in- priv. + *cessabilis, < cessare,

cease : see cease.] Unceasing ; continual.

He heard likewise those incessalle strokes, but could not

espy the cause of them.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, I. lit 6.

incessablyt (in-ses'a-bli), adv. Continually;

unceasingly; without intermission.

incessancy (in-ses'an-si), n. The quality of

being incessant; uiuiitermitted continuance.

[Bare.]
Whose white bones wasting lie

In some farre region, with th' incessancie

Of showres powrd downe vpon them.
Chapman, Odyssey, L

incessant (in-ses'ant), a. [= P. incessant =
Sp. incesante = Pg. It. incessante, < LL. inces-

san{t-)s (in adv. incessanter), < L. in- priv. +
cessan(t-')s, ppr. of cessare, cease: see cease.]

Continued or repeated without interruption or

intermission; unceasing; ceaseless: as, inces-

sant i&ins', incessant (i\.a,vaov.

From skies descending down, a swarme of bees beset the
bowes,

IncessaM thick with noise. Phaer, .^neid, vlL

The people are proud, clever, and active, and all engaged
in incessant cares of commerce.

Quoted in C. Elton's Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 20.

=Syil. Continuous, Incessant, Continual, Perpetual; un*

remitting, unremitted. Continuous means unbroken,
and is passive ; incessarit means unceasing, and is active.

The former is preferable to note duration, condition, or

result ; the latter, to describe the exertion by which tha

condition or result is produced. We speak of a conttnu.

ous or an incessant fever, according as we think of the fe-

ver as a state or as an activity ; and similarly of a continu-

ous or incessant strain of music, and the corUinuous orin-
cessant murmur of a brook ; but only of a continuous rail-

road-track or telegraph-wire. Continual regularly im-
plies the habitual or repeated renewals of an act, state,

etc.: as, a continual succession of storms. In the Bible

continual is sometimes used for continuous, but the dis-

tinction here indicated is now clearly established. Per-

petual is continuous with the idea of lastingness : as, per-

petual motion. It is often used in the sense of continual:

as, I am sick of such perpetual bickerings. In either

sense, unless the thing Is really everlasting, it is used by
hyperbole, as implying that one sees no end to the mat-
ter. See eternal.

incessantly (in-ses'ant-li), adv. [< ME. inces-

santU; < incessant -f- -ly^.] 1. In an incessant
manner ; with constant repetition ; unceasingly.

The frosty riorth wind blowes a cold thicke sleete.

That dazzles eyes ; flakes after flakes, incessantly descend-

ing. Chapmart, Iliad, xix.

He was so incessantly given to his devotion and prayers
as no man more in the whole house.

Coryat, Crudities, L 183.

2t. Instantly; immediately.
If I see him I fear I shall turn to Stone, and petrifle in-

cessantly. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 8.

If I catch any one among you, upon any pretence what-
soever, using the particle or, I shall incessantly order him
to be stripped of his gown, and thrown over the bar.

Addison, Charge to the Jury.

incessantness (in-ses'ant-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being incessant'.'

incessiont(in-seBh'gn),K. [<L. &sMincessio{n-),
< incedere, pp. incessvs, go along, go forward:
SQeincede.] Agoing; progression; locomotion.

The incession or local motion of animals is made with
analogy unto this figure.

Sir T. Brovme, Garden of Cyrus, iii

incest (in'sest), n. [< ME. incest, < OP. (also

P.) feceste = Sp. Pg. It. incesto, < L. incestum,
unchastity, incest, neut. of incestus, unchaste
(> incestous (incestu-), m., incest), < /re- priv. +
castus, chaste: see chaste.] The offense of co-

habitation or sexual commerce between per-
sons related within the degrees wherein mar-



incest

riage is prohiMted by the law or established
usage of a oountry. In this offense illegitimate
consanguinity is of the same effect as legitimate.
—Spiritual Incest, (o) Sexual intercourse between
persona who have been baptized or oonflrmed together

:

sometimes recognized as an offense by ecclesiastical au-
thorities in the middle ages, (b) The holding, by a vicar
or other beneficiary, ol two benefices, one of which de-
pends upon the collation of the other.

incestuous (in-ses'ta-us), a. [< F. incestuem
= Pr. encestuos = Sp. Pg. It. ineestuoso, < LL.
tneestuosus, < L. incestus (mcestu-), incest: see
incest.J 1. Gjiilty of incest : as, an i»ces«Mo«s
person.
We may easily guess with what impatience the world

would have heard an incestuous Herod discoursing of
chastity. South, Sermons.

2. Involving the crime of incest : as, an mces-
tuows connection.
For have we not as natural a sense or feeling of the

voluptuous? yes, he will say, but this sense has its proper
object, virtuous love, not adulterous or incestuous.

WmrburUm, Ded. to the Freethinkers, Postscript.

incestUOUSly (in-ses'tu-us-li), adm. In an in-
cestuous manner ; in a manner to involve the
crime of incest.

incestuousness (in-ses'tu-us-nes), n. The state
or quality of being incestuous.

inch.1 (inch), n. and a. [< ME. inche, ynche, < AS.
ynee, ince, an inch, < L. uncia, Sicilian (Jr. ovyida,

atwelfth part, as an inch (one twelfth of a foot),
an oxmce (one twelfth of a pound), orig. a small
weight; of. &r. Sy/cof, bulk, weight. See ounce\
a doublet of incfe.] I, n. 1. A lineal measure,
the twelfth part of a foot, it is of Uoman origin, and
wasformerly divided into 12 lines. The text-books of arith-
metic, following an old statute, divide the inch into 3 bar-
leycorns. A binary division is most common in rough
mechanical work, while for finer work it is divided into
thousandths (as in gunnery), or even into ten-thousandths
(by makers of gages only). The English inch is equal to
2.61 centimeters. The old Scotch inch was slightly long-
er than the English, being one thirty-seventh part of the
Edinburgh ellwand. Sea foot, 10. AbbreviatedTiji.

Arthur smote hym on the lifte shuldre in to the flesshe
two large ynohe. Merlin p!. E. T. S.}, iiL 629.

Most ancient measures have been derived from one of
two great systems, that of the cubit of 20.63 inehee, or the
digit of .729 inch. Eiusye. Brit., XSIV. 483.

2. Proverbially, a small quantity or degree;
the least part or amount.

There's not a lord in England breathes
Shall gar me give an inch of way.

Duel of Wharton and Stuart (Child's Ballads, VIII. 261).

With me they'd starve, for want of Ivory

;

For not one Ijich does my whole House afford.

Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xL

St. A critical moment.
Lay hands upon these traitors, and their trash.

Beldame, I think, we watch'd you at an inch.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., L 4.

If it fall out, we are ready ; if not, we are scatter'd

:

I'll wait you at an tmcfe. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, Iv. 2.

At Inches, very near or close. [Prov. Eng.]—Auction
or sale by inch of caudle. See auetion.—By IncheB, or

Inch by inch, by slow or small degrees ; very gradually.

The plebeians have got your fellow-tribune,

And hale him up and down ; all swearing . . .

They'll give him death by inches. Shak., Cor., v. 4.

No, don't kill him at once. Sir Eowland, starve him grad-

ually. Inch by Inch. Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 12.

Every inch, in every respect; completely; every whit.

All spoke of one who was every inch the gentleman and
the parson. Bulwer, My Novel, xi. 2.

Ulners' inch, the amount of water that will pass in 24

hours through an opening 1 inch square under a pressure

of 6 Inches.

II. a. Measuring an inch in any dimension,

whether length, breadth, or thickness—Inch
stuff, in carp., deal boards sawed one inch thick.

inchi (inch), V. [< inch\ w.] I. trans. 1. To
drive or force by inches or small degrees: as,

to inch one's way along. [Kare.]

Like so much cold steel inched through his breast-blade.

Browning, King and Book, 1. 118.

2. To deal out by inches; give sparingly.

Ainsworth. [Bare.]— 3. To mark with lines an

inch apart.

II. intrans. To advance or retire by small

degrees; move reluctantly or by inches : as, to

inch away from the fire. [Bare.]

Now TumuB doubts, and yet disdains to yield.

But with slow paces measures back the field,

And inches to the walls. Dryden, MneiA, ix.

incll2 (inch), n. [< Gael, innis, an island: see

innis, ennis."] An island, inch is an element fre-

?aent m names of small islands belonging to Scotland
:
as,

nchoolm, JncAkeith. It appears also in many names of

places on the mainland, which before the last elevation

of central Scotland were islands : as, the Inches of Perth.

In Irish names it appears in the forms Innis, Ennu.

He disbursed, at St. Colmes' inch.

Ten thousand dollars. Shak., Macbeth, t 2.

inchacet, i>. t. An obsolete spelling of enchase^.

inchafeti "• Same as enchafe.
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inchaint, »• *. An obsolete form of enchain.
inchamber (m-oham'ber), v. t. [< jb-2 + cham-
ber. Cf. vncameraUon.'} To lodge in a cham-
ber. Sherwood.
inchantt, inchantert, etc. Obsolete forms of
enchant, etc.

incharget. »• *• Same as encharge.

inchantablef (in-char'i-ta-bl), a. [< »»-3 -i-

charitaile.'] Uncharitable"
Is not the whole nation become sullen and proud, ig-

norant and suspicious, incharitable, curst, and, in fine, the
most depraved and perfidious under heaven?

Evelyn, Apology for the Boyal Party.

incharityf (in-char'i-ti), n. [< F. incharitS; as
M-3 -I- charity.'] Uncharitableness.

Some charg'd the Popes
Of meere ineharitie, for that
To wreake their priuate spight

Gainst kingdomes kingdomes they incense.
Warner, Albion's England, v. 24.

It is high incharity to proceed . . . severely upon meer
suppositions. Perm, Liberty of Conscience, v.

inchase (in-ohas'); i>. t. Same as enchase'^.

inchastef, a. [= Sp. Pg. ineasto (rare) = It. in-

casto (L. incestus : see incest) ; as i»-3 + chaste.']

Unchaste.
Now you that were my father's concubines.
Liquor to his mchaste and lustful fire.

Have seen his honour shaken in his house.
Pede, David and Bethsabe, p. 476.

inchastityt (in-chas'ti-ti), n. [< P. indhasteti
=z It. incasUtd, ; as j»-3 -f- chastity.'] Unchastity.

'Tis not the act that ties the marriage knot^
It is the will ; then must I all my life

Be stained with inchoititie's foul blot.

P. Barma/y, Sheretine and Mariana.

inched (incht), a. [< inch^ + -ed'^.] 1. Con-
taining inches : used in composition. [Kare.]

Made him proud of heart, to ride on a bay trotting-
horse over ioMi-inched bridges, to course his own shadow
for a traitor. Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

2. Marked with inches for measuring: as, an
inched staff or rule.

inchestt. enchestt (in-ehesf, en-chest'), V. t.

[< ir\r-^ + ehest^.] To put into a chest; keep in
or as if in a chest.

Thou art Joves sister and Satumus childe

;

Yet can they [thy] breast enchest such anger stUl?
'Vicars, .Sneid (1632).

inchipint, n. Same as inchpin.

inchmealf (ineh'mel), adv. [< vncK^ + -meal.
Cf. piecemeal, etc.] . By inches; inch by inch:
often with iy preceding.

God loves your soul, if he be loth to let it go inchmeal,
and not by swallowing. Bonne, Letters, xi.

All the infections that the sun sucks up
From bogs, fens, flats, on Prospero fall, and make him
By inch-meal a disease 1 Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

inchoant (in'ko-ant), a. [< L. inchoan{t-)s, in-

cofea»( <-)«, ppr. of inehowre, incohare,hegm: see
inchoate.] Inchoating; beginning inchoant
cause, the procatarctic cause ; that which extrinsically
excites the principal cause into action.

inchoate (in'ko-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. incho-

ated, ppr. inchoaUng. [< L. inchoatus, inco-

hatiis, pp. of inchoare, prop, incohare (> Olt.

incoare = Sp. incoar), begin, < in, in, on, to,

-I- *cohare, not otherwise found.] To begin.
[Bare.]

Conceives and inchoates the argument.
Browning, King and Book, I. 42.

inchoate (in'ko-at), a. [= Sp. incoado = Pg.
inchoado = It. incoato, < L. inchoatus, pp. : see

the verb.] Recently or just begun ; incipient

;

in a state of incipiency; hence, elementary;
rudimentary; not completely formed or estab-

lished: as, inchoate Tights.

Philosophers dispute whethermoral ideas . . . were not
once inchoate, embryo, dubious, unformed.

JU. Arnold, Lit. and Dogma, i.

Each one of us has the prerogative of completing his

inchoate and rudimental nature.
J. B. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 336.

In his early days Maximilian had tempted him [Henry]
with the offer of the Empire, he himself to retire on the

popedom with an inchoate claim to canonization,
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 262.

Inchoate right of dower. See dowerZ.

inchoately (in'ko-at-li), adv. In an inchoate

manner; rudimentarily.

inchoatio (in-ko-a'shi-6), n. [< LL. inehoa-

tioin-),incohati6(n-): seeinchoation.] Inplain-

song, the intonation or introductory tones of a

melody. See intonaUon^. 3.

inchoation (in-ko-a'shon), n. [< LL. inchoa-

tio{rir-), incohaUo(n-), < L. inchoare, incohare, be-

-gin: see inchoate.] The act of beginning; in-

ception; rudimentary state.

Then doth baptism challenge to itself but the inchoa-

tion of those graces the consummation whereof depend-

eth on mysteries ensuing. Hooker, Bccles. Polity, v. 67.

incidence

The Eeligion of Nature is a mere inchoation and needs
a complement^— it can have but one complement^ and that
very complement is Christianity.

J. H. Sevman, Gram, of Assent, p. 473.

inchoative (in-ko'a-tiv), a. and n. [= F. incho-
atif= Pr. enchoatiu = Pg. inchoaUvo = Sp. It.

incoalmo, < LL. vnehoativus, incohativus, < L.
inchoare, incohare, pp. inchoatus, incohatus, be-
gin: see inchoate.] I. a. 1. In the state of in-
ception or formation; incipient; rudimentary.
These acts of our intellect seem to be some inchoative or

imperfect rays. W. Montague, Devoute Essays, L 387.

2. Expressing or indicating beginning; incep-
tive : as, an inchoati/oe verb (otherwise called i»-
cepUve).

II. n. That which beginis, or that which ex-
presses the beginning of, an action or state;
specifically, in gram., an inchoative verb.
The Latins go farther and have a species of verbs derived

from others which do the duty of these tenses ; and are
themselves for that reason called inchoatives or inceptives.

Harris, Hermes, i. 7.

inchpint (iuch'piu), n. [Also corruptly inohipin,
inne-pin; appar. < inch^ + pin.] The sweet-
bread of a deer. Also called/at^Mf.

Oras boyau [F.l or Boyau culier (the right gut) ; in
beasts called the Inchon or Inne^n. Cotgrave.

Mar. Although I gave them
All the sweet morsels call'd tongue, ears, and doncets.

—

Btib. What, dud the ^)u;A^n?
Mar. Yes. B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, t 2.

inch-pound (inch'pound), n. A unit of energy,
being the work done in raising a pound through
an inch, it is equal to about 1,162 centimeter-grams, or
about 1,130,200 ergs ; but its value varies in different locali-
ties, being dependent on gravity.

inchurchf (in-chferch'), V. t. [< in-1 + church.]
To form or receive into a church.
They that left Eoxbuiy were irwhurehed higher up the

river at Springfield. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., i. 6.

inchworm (inch'w6rm), n. A dropworm or
measuring-worm. See looper.

incicurable (in-sik'u-ra-bl), a. [< L. i»8- priv,
-I- *cicura1nlis, < cumrare, tame, < cicur, tame.
Cf. L. incicur, not tame.] Not to be tamed;
untamable. Ash. [Kare.]

incddet (in-sid'), V. t. [= Pg. incidir = It. in-

cidere, < L. inddere, cut into, cut open, < in, in,

+ ccedere, strike, cut. Cf. incise.] 1. To cut
into.— 3. In med., to resolve or disperse, as a
coagulated humor.
Saponaceous substances, which iTicide the mucus.

Arbuthnot.

incidence (iu'si-dens), n. [< F. incidence = Sp.
Pg. inddenda = ft. inddenza, < ML. inddenUa,
a falling upon, < L. inddenit-)s, falling upon:
see incident.] If. A subordinate occurrence
of thing; an incident; something incidental
or casual.

These meaner zndd&nces. Bp. Hall, Solomon's Choica.

He that hath wounded his neighbour is tied to the ex-
penses of the surgeon and other incidences.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iiL 4.

2. The manner of falling; direction of the line

of fall ; course.

You may alter the in^^idence of the mischief, but the
amount of it will inevitably be borne somewhere.

H. Spencer, Study of Soclol., p. 22.

The incidence of our taxation is, I believe, as equitable
as it can be made ; the amount of it is far lighter than it

used to be. W. B. Greg, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 110.

It [hearth-money] was hated on account of its in,cidence

on a poorer class of persons than had been usually taxed
under the easy regime of the subsidies.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 43.

3. In physics, the falling or impinging of a ray
of light or heat, etc., upon a surface: used es-
pecially with reference to the direction of the
ray.

In equal incidences there is a considerable inequality ot
refractions. Newton, Opticks.

4. In astron., same as immersion, 4.— 5. In
geom., the situation of two figures in which
theyhave something more in common thanthey
would have in some other situation, but do not
completely coincide. The fourkinds of incidence that
are particularly considered are : Ist, that of a point and a
line when the former lies on the latter ; 2d, that of a point
and a plane when the former
lies in the latter; 3d, that
of two lines when they cut
each other; and 4th, that of
a line and a plane when the
former lies in the latter.

—

Angle of incidence, (a)

In physics, the angle formed
by the line of incidence and
a line drawn from the
point of contact perpen-
dicular to the plane or sur-

face on which the incident ray or body impinges. Thus,
if a ray EC impinges on the plane AB at the point C, and

Angle of Incidence.
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a perpendicular CD be erected, then the angle ECD is

generally called the angle of incidence. Some authors

make ACE the angle of incidence.

Those bodies which give light by reflexion, can there

only be perceived where the angle of reflexion is equal to

the angle of incidence.
Bp. Wilson, Discovery of a New World.

(i) In gun. , the angle which the longer axis of a projectile

makes with the surface struck.'— Axis of incidence, the
normal to a surface at the point at which a ray or Dody
strikes upon it.—Cathetus of Incidence. Same as axis

ofincidence.—Incidence formula, in cJiwmeraiiBe^eom.,
a formula expressing the number of incidences between
different figures. For example, one such formula expresses
the following proposition : In any uuidimensional system
of curves the number of them which cut a given straight

line added to the number which touch a given plane give
the number which so cut a plane that the tangent at the
point of intersection cuts a given straight line.—Plane of
incidence, the plane passing through the Incident ray (EC)
and the normal to the surface (CD). See figure above.

incidencyt (in'si-den-sl), n. Same as incidence, 1.

But wise men, philosophers and private judges, take in
the accounts of accidental moments and incidencies to the
action, said Cicero. Jer. Taylor, Of Repentance, lit 3.

incident (in'si-dent), a. and n. [< F. incident

= Sp. Pg. It. inoidente, < L. inciden{t-)s, ppr.

of incidere, fall upon, < j», on, + cadere, fall

:

see cadent.^ I. a. 1. Palling or striking upon
something, as a ray of light or a projectile; im-
pinging or acting upon anything from without.

That there may be continuous changes of structure in
organisms, there must be continuous changes in the iTiei-

dent forces. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 169.

If light be incident at the polarizing angle, the reflected

and refracted rays will be at right angles to one another,
Spotti»woode, Polarisation, p. 9.

2. Likely to happen; apt to occur; hence, natu-
rally appertaining; necessarily conjoined.

1 have been looking at the fire, and in a pensive man-
ner reflecting upon the great misfortunes and calamities
vncident to human life. Steele, Tatler, ^o. 82.

Truly and heartily wUl he know where to find a true
and sweet mate, without any ilsk such as Milton deplores
as incident to scholars and great men. JUjnerson, Love.

3. Appertaining to or following another thing;
conjoined as a suhordlnate to a principal thing

;

appurtenant : as, rent is incident to a reversion.

To whom it was incident as a fee of his office.

PuttenhaTn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 238.

4t. Suhordinate ; casual; incidental.

Men's rarer inA^ident necessities and utilities.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Incident proposition, in logic, a subordinate proposi-
tion or clause inserted in a principal proposition, and
called determinative or explicative according as it forms
an essential or only an accessory member of it: as, Na-
ples, where I met my friends, is a beautiful city. =Syn.
Incident, Liable. "Incident is improperly confounded
with liable. Says a living writer, 'The work was incident
to decay.' He should have turned it end for end. Decay
may be iru:id&nt to a work ; the work is liable to decay."
A. Phelps, Bug. Style, p. 871.

The regular jealous-flt that's incident
To all old husbands that wed brisk young wives.

Brovmi/ng, Iling and Book, I. 76.

Proudly secure, yet liable to fall Milton, S. A., 1. 55.

II, n. 1. Thatwhich falls out or takes place;
an occurrence; something which takes place
in connection with an event or a series of events
of greater importance.

A writer of lives may descend, with propriety, to minute
circumstances and familiar incidents.

H. Blair, Khetoric, xxxvL

The incident had occurred and was gone for me ; it was
an incident of no moment, no romance, no interest in a
sense ; yet it marked with change one single hour of a
monotonous life. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xii.

2. A thing necessarily or frequently depending
upon, appertaining to, or legally passing with
another that is the principal or more impor-
tant; a natural or characteristic accompani-
ment.
Representative Councils, &c., are a mere inAiident and

not an essential to Corporations. The whole body is the
Corporation.

Quoted in English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xxii.

To every estate in lands the law has annexed certain
peculiar ineidents which appertain to it as of course with-
out being expressly enumerated. BurriU.

3. In decorative art, the representation of any
action, often much conventionalized, hut still

to be recognized: thus, a frieze may consist of

a number of incidents relating ooUeetively some
historical event. =Syn. 1. Occurrence, Circumstance,
etc. See events.

Incidental (in-si-den'tal), a. and n. [< incident

+ -al.'\ I. a. Occurring, inseparably or fortu-

itously, in conjunction with something else,

usually of greater importance; of minor im-
portance ; occasional ; casual : as incidental ex-

penses.

The pleasure incidental to the satisfaction of an inter-

est cannot he attained after loss of the interest itself.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 161.
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It would be very useful indeed to have a record of the

incidental discoveries, and of the minor studies which
every historical scholar makes in the process of his work.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 54.

Poverty has one irwidentdi advantage ; it lets things fall

to ruin, but it does not improve or restore.

B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 215.

In England inequality lies imbedded in the very base
of the social structure ; in America it is a late, in£idenA.al,

unrecognized product. Gladstone, Might of Bight, p. 179.

=S3ni. Chance, Casual, etc. See accidental.

II. n. Something subordinate or casual: of-

ten used in the plural to mean minor expenses.

Somany weak, pitiful ijiddentals attend onthem. Pope.

Your father said that I might pay you five francs a day
for incidentals and pocket money.

Jacob Abbott, Hollo in Paris, L

incidentally (in-si-den'tal-i), adv. In an in-

cidental manner ; as an incident ; casually.

I . . . treat either purposely or incidentally of . . .

colours. Boyle, Works, I. 665.

incidentaryt, «• [< incident + -ary."] Inci-

dental.

He had been near fifty years from the county of Car-

narvon and the town of Conway, unless by inddentary
visits. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 208.

incidentless (in'si-dent-les), a. [< incident +
-less.'i Without incident ; xmeventful.

My journey was incidentless, but the moment I came
into Brighthelmstone I was met by Mrs. Thrale.

Mme. DArblay, Diary, II. 168.

incidentlyt (in'si-dent-li), adv. Incidentally.

Itwas iriaidently moved amongst the judges what should
be done for the king himself, who was attainted.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. YII.

incindermentt (in-sin'der-ment), n. [< j«-2 +
cinder + -ment. Cf. incinerate.'} Incineration.

Hee, like the glorious rare Arabian bird.

Will soon result from His incinderment.
Dames, Holy Hoode, p. 26.

incinerable (in-sin'e-ra-bl), a. [< ML. as if *in-

cinerdbilis, < inciner'are, bum to ashes : see in-

cinerate.'] Capable of being reduced to ashes:

as, incinerable matter. [Rare.]

Other incinerable substances were found so fresh that
they could feel no sindge from fire.

Sir T. Browne, TJrn-burial, iiL

incinerate (in-sin'e-rat), «. *. ;
pret. and pp.

incinerated, ppr. incinerating. [Formerly also

enoinerate; < ML. incineratvs, pp. of incinerare

(> It. incenerare = Sp. Pg. Pr. incinerar = F.
incin4rer), burn to ashes, < L. in, in, to, + cinis

{ciner-), ashes : see cinerary.1 To bum to ashes.

Near the same plot of ground, for about six yards com-
passe, were digged up coals and incinerated substances.

Sir T, Browne, Urn-burial, ii.

incineratet (ia-siu'e-rat), a. [< ML. incinera-

tus, pp. : see the verb.] Burnt to ashes.

Fire biUTiethwood, making it flrstluminous, then black
and brittle, and lastly broken and incinerar. Bacon.

incineration (in-sin-e-ra'shgn), n. [= F. in-

cin4ration = Pr. incineratio"= Sp. indneradon
= Pg. incineragUo =: It. incenerazione, < ML.
incim,eratio{n-), < incinerare, bum to ashes : see
incinerate.'] The act of incinerating or redu-
cing to ashes by combustion.
Tobacco stalks maybe mentioned as yielding upon fncin-

emtion large quantities of potassium salts.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf.,1. 255.

incinerator (in-sin'e-ra-tor), n. [< ML. as if

^incinerator, < incinerare, incinerate : see incin-
erate.] A furnace or retort for consuming, or
reducing to ashes, any substance or body.
The ineiTierator (Dr. Sargeant's Patent), for destroying

the refuse of hospitals, asylums, workhouses, etc.
The Engineer, LXVIl., p. xxvlL of adv'ts.

incipience, incipiency (in-sip'i-ens, -en-si), n.

[< incipient.] The condition ofbeing incipient

;

beginning; conmiencement.
incipient (in-sip'i-ent), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. indpi-
ente, < L. incipien(t-)s, ppr. otincipere, begin, lit.

take up, < in, on, + capere, take : see capable.
Ci.incept] Beginning; commencing; entering
on existence or appearance.
He dashed my incipient vanity to the earth at once.

Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

Its blasting rebuke causes incipient despotism to perish
in the bud. D. Webster, Speech, Oct. 12, 1832.

Incipient cause, a cause which extrlnsically excites the
principal cause to action; a procatarctlo or inchoating
cause.

incipiently (in-sip'i-ent-li), adv. In an incipi-
ent manner.

in-circle (in's6r-kl), n. [< jwl + circle.] An
inscribed circle,

incircle (in-s6r'kl), ». *. \<.in-^ + circle.] Same
as encircle.

incirclett (in-ser'klet), n. Same as enoirclet.

incircumscriptible (in-s6r-kum-skrip'ti-bl), a.

[= P. indrconscriptible = It. indrcoscrittibile

;

incision

as in-S + drcumsoriptible.] Incapable of being

circumscribed or limited; illimita.ble.

The glorious bodie of Christ, which should bee capable

of ten thousand places at once, both in heaven and earth,

invisible, indreumscriptible.
Bp. Hall, The Old Eellgion, § 2.

incircumscription (in-s6r-kum-skrip'shon), n.

[< in-S + dreumseripUon.] The condition or

quality of being incircumscriptible or limit-

less.

His mercy hath all its operations upon man, and returns

to its own centre, and incircumscriptioji, and infinity, un-

less It issues forlli upon us.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 914.

incircumspect (in-s6r'kum-spekt), a. [= P.

indrconspect = It. indrcospetto ; as «re-3 + dr-

cwmspect] Not circumspect; heedless.

Out fashions of eating make us . . . nnlusty to labour,

. . . incircumspect, inconsiderate, heady, rash.

Tyndale, Works, p. 227.

incircumspection (in-sfer-kum-spek'shon), n.

[= p. indrconspeciion; as in-^ + drcumspec-
tion.] Want of circumspection; heedlessness.

An unexpected way of delusion, and whereby he more
easily led away the incircumspection of their belief.

Sir T. Browne, Vidg. Err., i. 11.

incircumspectly (in-s6r'knm-spekt-li), adv.

Not circumspectly.

The Christians, inuading and entring into the munition
in&,rcumspectly, were pelted and pashed with stones.

Hakluyt^B Voyages, II. 35.

incise (in-siz'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. incised, ppr.

incising. [< F. indser, < L. vndsus, pp. of in-

ddere, cut into: see indde.] To cut'in or into;

form or treat by cutting; specifically, to en-
grave; carve in intaglio.

I on this grave thy epitaph incise.

Carew, Death of Dr. Donne.

The hair is indicated by masses broadly modelled, with
ineised lines on the surface.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, 1. 110.

Whereon a rude hand is inAiised— a favorite Mohamme-
dan symbol of doctrine. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 135.

incised (in-sizd'), jj. a. 1. Cut; caused by cut-

ting: as, an indsed wound.^2. In bat. and en-

tom., appearing as if cut ; having marginal slits

or notches, as an oak-leaf or an insect's wing.
—Incised enamel. Same as chamuplevi enamel. See
enamel.— Incised waxe. See ware^.

incisely (in-sls'li), adv. [< Hndse, a,., incised

(< L. indstis, pp.: see incise, v.), + -ly^.] With
or by incisions or notches. Eaton. [Bare.]

incisiform (in-si'si-f6rm), a. [Shortfor Hndsori-
form, < NL. indsor, incisor, + L. forma, form.]
lazool.: (a) KesembUng an incisor tooth; inci-

sorial: as, "lower canvaes indsiform," Flower.

In the genus Dinoceras there are three incisor teeth,

and a sm^ incisiform canine on each side.
Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXTX. 187.

(6) More particularly, having the form or char-
acter of the incisor teeth of a rodent

;
gliriforn^

as teeth. See indsor.

incision (in-sizh'on), n. [< P. imcision = Pr.
incizio = Sp. incision = Pg. indsSo = It. ind-
sione, a cutting into, < L. indsio(n-), a cutting
into, used only in fig. senses, division, cesura,

< inddere, pp. indsus, out into : see indde, in-

dse,] 1. The act of incising or cutting into a
substance ; specifically, the act of cutting into
flesh, as for the purpose of bloodletting.

A fever in your blood 1 why, then incition
Would let her out in saucers.

'

Shak., L. L. 1., iv. 8.

With nice incision of her guided steel
She [the chisel] ploughs a brazen field.

Cowper, Task, 1. 708.

When as Nature teaches us to divide any limb from the
body to the saving of its fellows, . . . how much more is

it her doctrine to sever by incision ... a sore, the gan-
green of a limb, to the recovery of a whole man?

Milton, Tetraohordon.

2. A division or passage made by cutting; a
out or cutting; a gash.

Let us make incision for your love,
To prove whose blood is reddest.

Shak., M. of V., it 1.

3. Figuratively, trenchancy; incisiveness.
[Bare.]

Thebards performed the function of public censors with
sharp incision. J. s. Blackie.

4. In bot. and entom., a, sUt or deep notch re-
sembling a cut.— 5 . In Doric arch. , same as hy-
potrachelium. Sometimes, especially in provincial ex-
amples, the incision is repeated to emphasize the separa
tiou of the shaft and capital. See cut under hypotrache-
liuTn.

6t. A cutting away ; removal, as by an acid or
a drug.

Abstersion is a scouring off or incision of viscous hu-
mours. Bacon.
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Incisive (in-si'siv), a. and n. [< F. i/ncisif =
Pr. incisiu = Sp. Pg. It. incisivo, < L. as if *in-
cisivus, < incidere, pp. moisus, cut into : see in-
cide, incise.'] I, a. 1. Having the quality of
cutting into or dividing the substance of any-
thing; cutting, or used for cutting: as, the
incisive teeth.— 2. Figuratively, sharply and
clearly expressive; penetrating; trenchant;
sharp ; acute.

A quick-witted, outspoken, incisive fellow.
0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, L

When Annie asked about their families, she answered
with the incisive directness of a country-bred woman.

HoweUs, Annie Kilburn, v.

St. Having the power of breaking up or dis-
solving viscid or coagulated humors.
The flf-tree sendeth from it a sharpe, piercing, and in-

cisive spirit. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 608.

The colour of many corpuscles will cohere by being pre-
cipitated together, and be destroyed by the effusion of
very piercing and indHae liquors. Boyle.

4. In anat. and zool. : (a) Having the character,
function, or situation of an incisor tooth; in-
cisorial. (6) Pertaining in any way to an in-
cisor ; situated near incisors ; containing inci-
sors: synonymous with premaxillary or inter-
maxillary and prepalatine incisive bones the
premaxillary bones.—Incisive edge or tooth, a sharp
prominence at the base of the mandible in certain insects,
used for cutting.—Incisive foramen. Sime as canalis
Micisi»M«(which see, under canalis).—Incisive fossa. See
/ossai.—Incisive teeth, the incisors.

II. n. In entom., the incisive edge of the man-
dible of a beetle. See incisive edge, above.
incisively (in-si'siv-li), adv. In an incisive,
sharp, or penetrating manner; penetratingly;
trenchantly; sharply; acutely.

"In that case," she says, in£i8ivalp, "I can not under-
stand his consenting to become the bearer of such a mes-
sage." Rhoda Broughton, Second Thoughts, i. 3.

Incisiveness (in-si'siv-nes), n. The character
or quality of being incisive.

incisor (in-si'sor), n. and a. [= It. incisore, <

NL. indsor, a "cutting tooth (of. ML. inaism;
a surgeon), < L. incidere, pp. indsus, cut into

:

see incise.] I. n.
;
pi. incisors, indsores (-sgrz,

in-si-s6'rez). In a7iat. and zooL, an incisive or
cutting tooth ; a front tooth ; any tooth of the
upper jaw which is situated in the premaxillary
or intermaxillary bone, or any corresponding
tooth of the lower jaw. The name was originally
given to those teeth which have shai-p edges and a single
fang, and are situated in front of the canines of either
jaw. It is now technically used of teeth, whatever their
character, which are situated as above described. When
there are no upper incisors, the lower incisors are those
situated nearest the symphysis of the lower jaw. Incisors
are technically distinguished chiefly in mammals. Most
mammals possess them in both jaws. The typical number
is 6 above and below ; but this number is frequently re-

duced to 4 or 2, sometimes to none, in one or both jaws.

The number in eitlier jaw is always even, and there is

usually the same number in each jaw. A striking ex-

ception to this is seen in the ruminants, which usually

have only lower incisors, biting against a callous pad in

the upper jaw. (See cut under Rumimintia.) Among the
most highly specialized incisors are those of the rodents
or Glires, which are perennial, persistently growing from
open pulps, with fangs rooted through much of the extent
of each jaw, and with the cutting edges beveled like an
adz; teeth of this character are sometimes termed gliri.

form. (See cut under Rodentia.) In dental formulae an
incisor tooth is designated by the letter i. An incisor of

the milk-dentition, or deciduous incisor, is designated di.

See cut under tooth.

II. a. 1. Same as incisorial: as, an indsor
tooth.— 2. Of or pertaining to the incisor teeth

:

&s, indsor neTves incisor canal, foramen. Same
as caiudis incisivus (which see, under ea/nalis).

incisorial (in-si-so'ri-al), a. [< incism- + .jal.]

Having the character of an incisor tooth ; inci-

sive, as a tooth.

incisory (in-a'so-ri), a. [= F. indsoire = Sp.

Pg. incisorio; as incise + -ory.] Having the

property of cutting ; incisive.

incisure (in-sizh'ur), n. [= F. incisure = Pg-

It. indsura, < L. indsura, a cutting into, < in-

cidere, pp. indsus, cut into : see indse.] A cut

;

an incision; a slit-like opening; a notch.

In some creatures it [the mouth] is wide and large, in

some little and narrow, in some with a deep incisure up
mto the head. Derham, Physioo-Theology, iv. 11.

incitant (in-si'tant), m. [< L. indtan(t-)s, ppr.

of incitare, incite : see incite.] That which in-

cites or stimulates to action ; an exciting cause.

Smart.
incitation (in-si-ta'shon), «. [= F. indtation

— Sp. indtadon = Pg. indtagSo = It. indta-

zione, < L. indtatio(n-), < indtare, pp. indtatus,

incite: see indte.J 1. The act of inciting or

moving to action ; incitement.

All the affections that are in man are either natural, or

by chance, or by the incitation of reason and discourse.

J^er. Tai/ior, Works (ed. 1836), I. 67.
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2. That which incites to action ; that which
rouses or prompts; incitement; motive; in-
centive.
The whole race of men have this passion in some degree

' implanted in their bosoms, which is the strongest andno-
blest incitation to honest attempts. Tatler, No. 23.

incitative (iu-si'ta-tiv), n. [=0F. indtatif=
Sp. Pg. It. indtaiivo; as indte + -ative.] A
provocative ; a stimulant ; an incitant.

They all carried wallets, which, as appeared afterwards,
were well provided with incitatives, and sucli as provoke to
thirst at two leagues' distance. Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote.

incite (ia-sif), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. mated, ppr.

indting. [< P. indter= Sp. Pg. indtar= It. in-
citare, < L. indtare, set in motion, hasten, urge,
incite, < in, in, on, + dtare, set in motion, urge

:

see citei.] To move to action; stir up; insti-
gate ; spur on.

Antiochus, when he incited Prusias to join in war, set
before him the greatness of the Itomans. Bacon.

If thou dost love, my kindness shall iTicite thee
To bind our loves up in a holy band.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1.

=Syn. Impel, Indiice, etc. (see cuiivate), stimulate, urge
on, rouse, fire, provoke, excjte, encourage, animate, set on,

_
drive, persuade. See list under impel.

incitement (in-sit'ment), n. [< P. indtement
= Sp. indtamento, inisitamiento = Pg. It. indta-
mento, < L. indtamentum, an incentive, incite-
ment, < indtare, incite: see indte.] 1. The act
of inciting ; instigation.—2. That which incites
the mind or moves to action ; motive ; incen-
tive ; impulse ; spur ; stimulus ; encouragement.
Duke William had Incitements to invade England, and

some Shew of a Title. Ba*er, Chronicles, p. 2L
From the long records of distant age.
Derive inciternents to renew thy rage.

Pope, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, L

inciter (in-si't6r), n. One who or that which
incites or moves to action.

All this [these?] which I have depainted to thee are in-
citers and rousers of my mind.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iii. 6.

incitingly (in-si'ting-li), adv. In an inciting
manner ; so as to excite to action.

incitive (in-si'tiv), a. [< incite + -we.] Hav-
ing the power or capacity to incite. [Eare.]

The style is thus instructive and incitive.

T. W. Hunt, JTew Princeton Kev., Nov., 1888, p. 363.

incitomotor (in-si-to-mo'tor), a. [Irreg. < L.
incitare, incite, + motor, a"mover: see motor.]
In physiol., inciting to motion; causing muscle
to act.

incitomotory (in-si-to-mo'to-ri), a. [As indto-
motor + -y.] Same as indiomotor.

inoivilt (in-siv'il), a. [= F. indvil = Sp. Pg.
indvil = It. indvile, < L. indviUs, impolite, un-
civil, < ire-priv. -I- dvilis, civil: see dvil.] Un-
civil.

Cym. He was a jirince.

Gui. A most incivil one. The wrongs he did me
Were nothing prince-like. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 6.

incivility (in-si-vil'i-ti), n.
;
pi. indvilities (-tiz).

[= P. indvilitS = Sp. indvilidad = Pg. indvilir-

dade = It. indvilita, < LL. indmlita{t-)s, inci-

vility, < L. indvilis, uncivil: see indvil.] If.

Jjaek of civilization ; an uncivilized condition.

By this means infinite numbers of soulsmay be brought
from their idolatry, bloody sacrifices, ignorance, and in-

civility, to the worshipping of the true God. Raleigh,

2. Lack of civility or courtesy; rudeness of

manner toward others; impoliteness.

Cour. How say you now? is not your husband mad?
Adr. His incivility confirms no less.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 4.

3. An act of rudeness or ill breeding.

No person offered me the least incivility.

Ludlow, Memoirs, L 88.

=Syn. 2. Disrespect, uninannerliness.

incivilization (in-siv"i-li-za'shon), n. [< in-S

+ dvilization.] The state of being uncivilized;

lack of civilization; barbarism. Wright.

incivillyt (in-siv'i-li), adv. Uncivilly; rudely.

incivism (in'si-vizm), n. [< F. indvisme; as

»»-3 + dvism. The words dvisme and indvisme

came into use duiing the first French revolu-

tion, when an appearance of active devotion to

the existing government was the great test of

good citizenship, and incivism was regarded as

a crime.] Neglect of one's duty as a citizen.

Give up your indvisme, which at most is only a century

old, for with all his faults the Irish gentleman of 17S2

was Irish, and did not try to be West British.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 251.

There were rumors of coming trouble, and of an un-

healthy condition of the banks ; but it was considered

incivism to look too curitfusly into such matters.

The Century, XXXTII. 369.

inclamationt (in-kla-ma'shgn), n. [< LL. in-

clamatio(n-), a crying out, < L. inelamare, cry out

inclination

against, < in, on, + clamare, cry out: see claim\
exclaim, eta.] A shout; an exclamation.

She foretold
Troy's ruin : which, succeeding, made her use
This sacred inclamation: "God" (said she)
"Would have me utter things uncredited."

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, iiL 1.

These idolatrous prophets now rend their throats with
indamatioris. Bp. Hall, Elijah with the Baalites.

inclasp, v. t. See enclasp.
inclaudent (in-kia'deut), a. [< L. in- priv. -t-

dauden{t-)s, ppr. of claudere, close: see close^.]
In bot, not closing.

inclavated (in-kla'va-ted), a. [< ML. inclava-
tus, pp. of inclavare, fasten with a nail, < L. in,

into, + clavare, fasten with a nail : see clavate^.]
Set ; fast fixed.

inclave (in-klav'), a. [< L. in, in, -1- clavuSj a
nail. Ct. enclave.] In fter., shaped like a series
of dovetails, or cut at the edge in a series of
dovetail or patt6 projections alternating with
notches of the same shape : thus, a chief inclave
projects into the field below in dovetailed pro-
jections.

indent, v. See inkle^.

indent, n. See inkle'^.

inclemency (in-klem'en-si), n. [= F. inclS-

mence = Sp. Pg. inclemenda = It. inclemenza, <
L. inclementia, < inclemen(t-)s, inclement: see
inclement.] The character of being inclement

;

lack of clemency, (a) Severity of temper ; umner-
cifulness or harshness of feeling or action.

The inclemcTicie of the late pope labouring to forestall
him in his just throne. Bp. Hall, Impress of God, ii.

(6) Severity of climate or weather; tempestuousnesa.

Or on an airy mountain's top to lie.

Exposed to cold or heaven's inclemency.
Dryden, Lucretius, iii. 73.

(c) Adversity; disagreeableness.

Providence, tempering the inclemency of the domestic
situation, sentthem Glovanna. ifoweZZs,Venetian Life, vii.

inclement (in-klem'ent), a. [=F. iyicUment=
Sp. Pg. It. inclemente, < L. inclemen(t-)s, un-
merciful, harsh, < in- priv. + clemen(t-)s, mild:
see clement.] Not clement, (a) Unmerciful; harsh;
severe ; adverse. (6) Severe, as climate or weather ; tem-
pestuous, disturbed, or extreme, as the elements or tem-
perature.

The inclem&nt seasons, rain, ice, hail, and snow.
Milton, P. L., X. 1063.

inclemently (in-klem'ent-li), adv. In an in-

clement manner.
inclinable (in-kli'na^bl), a. [= OF. inclinable,

< L. inclinabilis, < inclinare, lean upon: see in-

cline.] If. Leaning; tending.

If such a crust naturally fell, then it was more likely
and inclmable to fall this thousand years than the last.

Bentley.

His [Otway's] person was of the middle size, about five

feet seven inches high, inclinable to fatness.
Quoted in Malone's Dryden, p. 468, note.

2. Having a mental bent or tendency in a cer-

tain direction; inclined; somewhat disposed:
as, a mind inclinable to truth.

She was more inclinable to pity her than she had de-
served. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iiL

3. Capable of being inclined.

inclinableness (iu-Wi'na-bl-nes), n. The state

of being inclinable ; inclination.

Her i7iclinablen£8s to conform to the late establishment
of it. Strype, Memorials Edw. VI., an. 1551.

inclination (in-kli-na'shgn) ,n. [< ME. inclina-

doun = F. inclirmison, inclination = Pr. eneli-

natio = Sp. inclinadon = Pg. inclinagSo = It.

incMnazione, incUnazione, < L. inclinatio(n-), a
leaning, bending, inclining, < inclinare, lean
upon: see incline.] 1. The act of inclining,

or the state of being inclined; a leaning; any
deviation from a given direction or position.

There was a pleasaunt Arber, not by art,

But of the trees owne inclination made.
Spenser, F. Q., m. vi. 44.

2. In geom. and meek., the mutual approach,
tendency, or leaning of two bodies, lines, or

planes toward each other, so as to make an
angle at tha point where they meet, or where
their lines of direction meet. This angle is

called the angle of inclination.—3. The angle
which a line or plane makes with the horizon

;

declivity. In gunnery inclination is the elevation or de-
pression of the axis of a piece above or below a horizontal
plane passing through the axis of the trunnions, supposed
to be horizontal

4. An inclined surface; a slope or declivity,

as of land.

They [the Arabs] dashed over rocks, ... up and down
steep inclinations. Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 77.

5. A set or bent of the mind or will; a disposi-

tion more favorable to one thing or person than
to another; a leaning, liking, or preference:



inclmation

as, an inclination for poetry; a strong inclina-
tion toward law.

All handled Tears ou one kind Word 111 feast

:

A thousand more will added be,
If you an Inclination have for me.

Cowley, The Mistress, My Diet.

When Habit and Custom is joyned with a vicious In-
elination, how little doth human Beason signifle?

StUlingfteet, Sermons, III. viiL

I shall certainly not balk your inclinations.
Sheridan, The Bivals, Iv. 3.

6. A person for whom or a thing for which one
has a liking or preference. [Rare.]
Monsieur Hoeft^ who was a great inclmati(m of mine.

Sir W. Temple, Works, L 468. (Latham.)

7. In Gr. and Latin gram., same as enclisis.—
Angle of inclination. See def. 2.—Inclination com-
pass. Same as dipping-compass.—Inclination ofan or-
Dit, in astron., the angle which the plane of an orbit makes
with the ecliptic.— Inclination of the groove, the an-
gle made by the tangent to the groove of a rifled gun at
any point with the rectilinear element of the bore passing
through that point. See timst.—Inclination or dip of
the needle. See dip.—Prayer of inclination, in Orien-
tal liturgies, a prayer between the Lord's Prayer and the
communion, expressing adoration, humiliation, and a de-
sire for worthy reception of the sacrament. Its character
varies considerably, however, in different liturgies. In
the liturgies of Constantinople it is introduced by the ex-
hortation "Let us bow down (incline) our heads to the
Lord," and other liturgies contain a similar direction, or
allusions to this posture of bowing down from which the
prayer takes its name. By English liturgiologists it is also
called the prayer of hwnMe access. The Coptic liturgy
of St. Basil has, in addition, a prayer o.f inclination after
the eommunion, preceding the benediction. The name
prayer of inclination or of houmig dovm the head (evxv
T^s Ke<^aAoKAt<r(a9) is also given to a prayer for protection
during the night, said at hesperinon (vespers), and to a
prayer for forgiveness of sins, at orthron (lauds), in the
Greek Church. In the Syriac baptismal of&ces prayers of
inclination are said secretly by the priest, invoking sanc-
tification of the water and of the candidate. =Syn. 1. Obli-
quity, slope, slant.— 5. Propensity, Bias, etc. (see ftentl),

_
proclivity.

inclinatorium (in-kli-na-to'ri-tmi), n.; pi. in-
clinatoria (-a), p^. (cl. ML. inclinatorium, an
elbow-rest), neut. of *incUnatorius, < L. mcli-
nare: see incline.^ The inclination compass or
dipping-needle. See dipping-needle.

incline (in-kliu'), v.
;
pret. and pp. inclined, ppr.

inclining. [Formerly also encline; < ME. in-
clinen, encUnen, < OF. encliner, incliner, F. in-

cliner = Pr. enclinar, inclinar= Sp. Pg. inclinar
= It. incliinare, inclinare, < L. inclinare (= Gr.
iyKlivetv), bend down, lean, incline, < in, on, -I-

clvnare, lean: see dine, decline, recline, etc.] I.
intrans. 1. To bend down: lean; turn oblique-
ly from or toward a given direction or position

;

deviate from a line or course ; tend : as, the col-
umn incUnes from the perpendicular.
Thei rode a softe paas, theire hedes eTtcZyned vnder theire

hehnes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 440.

Your nose inclines.
That side that's next the sun, to the queen-apple.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

2t. To bow; bend the head or the body, espe-
cially as a mark of courtesy or respect.

Whan thei ben thus apparaylled, thei gon 2 and 2 to-
gedre, fuUe ordynatly before the Emperour, with outen
speche of ony Woord, saf only enclynynge to him.

Ma/ndevUle, Travels, p. 234.

If that any neighebor of myne
Wol nat in chirche to my wyf enclyne^ . . .

Whan she comth home, she rampeth m my face.
Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 14.

3. To have a mental bent or tendency; be dis-
posed; tend, as toward an opinion, a coxirse of
action, etc.

[They] holde of hym theire londes and theire fees in
honour, ffor he hath made hem alle enclyne to hym by his
prowesse. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 619.

Their hearts ijiclined to follow Abimelech. Judges ix. 3.

4. To tend, in a physical sense ; approximate.
The flower itself is of a golden hue.
The leaves inclming to a darker blue.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Qeorgics, iv.

5. In marching, to gain ground to the flank, as
well asto the front. Wilhelm, Mil. Diet Inclining
dial. See dial.

H. trans. 1. To bend down; cause to lean;
give a leaning to; cause to deviate from or to-

ward a given line, position, or direction ; direct.

Just as the twig is bent, the tree's inclined.
Pope, Moral Essays, i. 160.

2. To bend (the body), as in an act of reverence
or civility; cause to stoop or bow.

Soft himselfe inclyning on his knee
Downe to that well. Spenser, F. Q., II. ii. 8.

With due respect my body I incli-ned,

As to some being of superior kind. Dryden.

3. To give a tendency or propension to ; turn

;

dispose.

I will incline mine ear to a parable ; I will open my dark
saying upon the harp. Ps. xlix. 4.
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Incline my heart unto thy testimonies. Po. cxlx. 36.

The presence of so many of our countrymen was inclin-
ing us to cut short our own stay. Frottde, Sketches, p. 95.

Inclined dial, engine, plane, etc. See the nouns.

incline (in-klin ), n. [< ME. encline, < OF. en-
clin, an inclination, bow, disposition, < encliner,

incline: Bee incline, «.] If. An inclination; a
bow.

He salujed the soverayne and the sale aftyr,

like a l^ge aftyre kynge, and mad his enclvnes,

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 82.

3. An inclined plane ; an ascent or a descent,
as in a road or a railway; a slope.

The traveller does not go there [to Cincinnati] to see
the city, but to visit the suburbs, climbing into them, out
of the smoke and grime, by steam inclines and grip rail-

ways. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 430.

3. A shaft or mine-opening having consider-

able inclination. The words shaft, incline, and leeel

express all possible conditions of a mine-opening in re-

spect to position with reference to the horizontal plane.
If the incline is worked " to the rise," the material mined
is transported downward by some self-acting arrange-
ment; if "to the deep," it is raised by a steam or other
engine.

incliner (in-kU'nfer), n.^ "1. One who or that
which inclines.— 2. An inclined dial. Ash.
inclining (in-Mi'ning), n. [Verbal n. of in-

cline, v."] 1. Disposition; inclination. [Bare.]

Were you not sent for? Is it your own inclining? Is
it a free visitation? Shak., Hamle^ ii. 2.

2t. Side; party.
Hold your hands.

Both you of my inetiniTig, and the rest.

Shah., Othello, i. 2.

inclinometer (in-kli-nom'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < L.
inclinare, incline, + Gr. /ihpov, measure.] 1 . In
magnetism, an apparatus for determining the
vertical component of the earth's magnetic
force.— 2. An instrument for ascertaining the
slope of an embankment; a clinometer or bat-
ter-level.— Chain-inclinometer, a device attached to

^ a surveyors' chain to indicate its departure from a level.

inclip (in-klip'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. vnclipped,

ppr. inclipping. [< inA + ciipi.] To grasp;
inclose; surround. [Eare.]

Whate'er the ocean pales, or sky inclips.
Is thine, if thou wilt have 't Shah., A. and C, ii. 7,

incloister (in-klois't6r), V. t. See encloister.

Such a beatific face
Ineloieters here this narrow floor.

That possess'd all hearts before.
Lovelace, Epitaph on Mrs. lE'ilmer,

inclose, enclose (in-, en-kl6z'), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. inclosed, enclosed, ppr. inclosing, enclosing.

[< ME. enclosen, < OP. (also F.) enclos, pp. of
enclore, inclose, include (cf. enclose, an inplo-
sure): see include. Cf. close'^.'] 1. To close
or shut in ; environ or encompass, as a space,
or an object or objects within a space ; cover
or shut up on all sides ; include or confine : as,

to inclose land with a fence ; to inclose a letter
in an envelop.

Thai hadde a semli sijt of a cite nobul.
Enclosed comeliche a-boute with fyn castel-werk.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2220.

The peer now spreads the glitt'ring fortex wide,
T' inclose the look. Pope, R. of the L., iii. 148.

2. To insert in the same cover or inclosure vnth
an original or the main letter, report, or other
paper in a matter: as, he inclosed a report of
the proceedings.

I now dispatch the inclosed copies of the treaty. In order
to his Majesty's ratification.

Sir W. Temple, To Lord Arlington.

Sf. To put into harness.

They went to coach and their horse vndose. Chapman.

incloser, encloser (in-, en-klo'zer), n. Onewho
or that which incloses ; one who separates land
from common grounds by a fence.

The grand encloser of the commons, for
His private profit or delight, with all
His herds that graze upon 't are lawful prize.

Maasimger, Guardian, il 4.

inclosing-net (in-klo'zing-net), n. 8eefish-net.
inclosure, enclosure (in-, en-klo'ziir), n. [<
inclose + -ure. Cf. OP. enclosture'j encloture,
an inclosure.] 1. The act of inclosiag, or the
state of being inclosed.

The primitive monks were excusable in their retiring and
enclosures of themselves. Donne, Letters, xx.

2. The separation and appropriation of land
by means of a fence ; hence, the appropriation
of things common ; reduction to private pos-
session.

Let no man appropriate what God hath made common.
. . . God hath declared his displeasure against such en-
closure. Jer, Taylor.

3. That which incloses; anything that envi-
rons, encompasses, or incloses within limits.

inclusion

Within the inclosure was a great store of houBCS.
Hakluyt's Voyages, III. SIL

Much more might be written of this antient wise Re-
public [Venice], which cannot be comprehended within
the narrow Inclosure of a Letter. Howell, Letters, I. i. 36.

The kingdom of thought has no i7iclosure8, but the Muse
makes us free of her city.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 807.

4. That which is inclosed or shut in ; a space
or an object surrounded or enveloped. Spe-
cifically—5. A tract of land surrounded by a

'. fence, hedge, or equivalent protection, together
with such fence or hedge.

Delicious Paradise,
Now nearer, crowns with her enclosure green,
As with a rural mound, the champain head
Of a steep wilderness. , Milton, P. L., iv. 188.

6. A letter or paper inclosedwith another in an
envelop. See inclose, 2.— inclosure Acts, English
statutes, especially those of 1801 (41 Geo. III., c. 109) and
1846 (8 and 9 Vict., c. 118X for acquiring and divesting
rights over common and waste landis, usually by allotting
them among adjoining landowners, which could previous-
ly be done only by means of private acts of Parliament.—
UlclOBure CommiSBioner, in Eng. law, an officer, for-

merly appointed under special acts, but in recent times one
of a permanent board, empowered to take proceedings tor
the inclosing and allotting to private ownership of lands
formerly held as commons or as subject to rights of com-
mon, which preclude cultivation.

inclosurert (in-kl6'zur-6r), n. [< inclosure +
-eri.] One who makes an inclosure of land ; in
the extract, a squatter.

And so live meanly and poorly^ and, turning Cottiers or
Inclosurers on some Highway Side, are commonly given
to pilfering and stealing and intertainers of Vagabonds,

Statute (1666), quoted in Ribton-Tumer's Vagrant^ and
[Vagrancy, p. 448.

incloud (in-kloud'), i>. t. [< in-^ + cloud^.']

Same as enclotid.

include (in-kl6d'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. included,

ppr. including. [< ME. includen, eneluden =
OP. enclore, endure, F. inclure = Pr. endl/ure =
Sp. incluvr = Pg. incluir, enchidir = It. inchiu-
dere, indudere, include, < L. inclvAere, shut in,

include, < in, in, -I- claudere, shut, close : see
closed, V. Cf. conclude, exchide, etc.] 1. To
confine within something; hold as in an inclo-
sure; inclose; contain.

The flouring tree trunk in leed
Enclude, or in an odder skynne it wynde.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 116.

Where likeliest he might find
The only two of mankind, but in them
The whole included race. Milton, P. L., ix. 416.

2. To comprise as a part, or as something in-

cident or pertinent; comprehend; take in: as,

the greater includes the less ; this idea includes
many particulars ; the Roman empire included
many nations, in logic a term is said to include under
it the subjects of which it can be predicated, and to in-
clude mithin itself its essential pre&cates.

The loss of such a lord includes all harms.
Shak., Rich. Ill,, i. S.

3t. To conclude; terminate.
Come, let us go ; we will include all jars
With triumphs, mirth, and rare solemnity.

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4.

Included clypeus or nasus, in entom., a clypeus or na-
sus lying between two lateral produced parts of the frontj
as in most heteropterous Hemiptera. Such a clypeus is

often called a %«««.-Included stamens, in bot, stamens
which do not project beyond the mouth of the corolla, as
in CijMAona.—Included style, in bot, a style which does
not project beyond the mouth of the corolla, as in the pea
and dead-nettle.

includible (in-klo'di-bl), a. [< include + -ible.'\

Capable of being included. Bentham.
Inclusa (in-klo'sa), n. pi. [Nli., neut. pi. of
L. inclusus, pp_. oi indudere : see include?] In
Cuvier's classification, the fifth family of his
Aeeiphala testacea, including the clams, razor-
shells, pholades, ship-worms, and some other
lamellibranoh or bivalve moUusks which have
the mantle open at the anterior extremity, or
near the middle only, for the passage of the
foot. In some the mantle is prolonged at the posterior
end to a tube of great length, as in the razor-shells. The
bivalves of this tribe are remarkable for their powers of

_ burrowing into clay, sand, wood, or even stone.

inclusef, a. [MB. incluse, < L. inclus^ls, pp, of
indudere, inalade: see include.'] Inclosed; shut
in; cloistered; recluse.

Thou sail be safe as ane ankir incluse, and noghte anely
thou bot all cristene men.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

inclusion (in-kl6'zhon), n. [= P. inclusion =
Sp. inclusion = Pg. iiiclusao =It. inohitisione, in-

dusione, < L. inclusio(n-), a shutting up, < in-

cZ«wtej-e, pp. »»cZ«s«s, include : see include.] 1.

The act of including, or the state of being in-

cluded.

The Dutch should have obliged themselves to make no
peace without the inclusion of their allies.

Sir W. Temple, To the Duke of Ormond.



Sections of Crystals, with symmetrically
arranged inclusions. I, auerite ; 2, leiicite.
(After Zirkel.)

inclusion

The logical procesa oj Inclusion la the same both in the
mina ot the animal and in the mind of a philosopher.

O. H. Lewes, Proba. ol Lile and Mind, IlT iL § 51.

2. That whioli is iacluded or inclosed, used in
mineralogy of a body, usually minute, such as a liould
or a small crystal,

which is inclosed /.„j.„̂
within the mass of ^;— ~-J-^

another. Thus, to-

paz often contains
i/nclitsions consist-
ing ot liquid car-
bon dioxid. The
inclusions in a
crystal have often
a definite orienta-
tion with reference
to the crystallo-
eraphic axes, aa
for example in the
mineral leuoite. According to the nature of the inclosed
substance, the inclusions are spoken of aa gas iTtclusions,
glass imsluslons, Jluid induitiims, etc., and the cavities
themselves are called gas-cavities or gas-spores, glass-cavi-
ties, etc.— Copula of inclusion, in logic. See copula,.—
Fluid inclusion. See def. 2.—Formal inclusion. See
formal.

inclusive (in-Mo'siv), a. and », [= F. incTmif
= 8p. Pg. It. inclttswo, < L. as if Hnelusivus, < ire-

cludere, pp. imelvsus, include : see inclose.^ I. a.

X. Inclosing; encircling; oomprehensive ; in-
cluding : with of.

The iTiclusive verge
Of golden metal that must round my brow.

Shah., Rich. III., iv. 1.

2. Included in the number or sum; compre-
hending the stated limit or extremes : as, from
Monday to Saturday inclusive (that is, taking
in both Monday and Saturday).

II, n. A term of inclusion.

This man is so cunning in his vnclusiues and exclusiues
that he dyscerneth nothing between copulatiues and dis-
iunctiues. Sir T. More, Works, p. 943.

inclusively (in-klo'siv-U), adv. In an inclusive
manner ; so as to include : as, from Monday to
Saturday inclusively.

incoagulable (in-ko-ag'u-la-M), a. [= P. in-

coagulable = Sp. incoagulable; as in-^ + coagu-
lable.l Not coagulable ; incapable of being co-
agulated or concreted. Boyle, Works, HI. 527.

incoercible (in-ko-er'si-bl), a. [= F. incoercible

= Pg. incoerdvet; as in-^ + coercible.'] 1. Not
to be coerced or compelled; incapable of being
constrained or forced.—3. Inphysios, incapable
of being reduced to a liquid form by any amount
of pressure. Certain gases were formerly sup-
posed to have this property. See gas.

incoexistencet (in-ko-eg-zis'tens), n. [< in-^ +
coexistence.] The opposite oi coexistence.

The coexistence or i-ncoexisteTice ... of different ideas

in the same subject.
Locke, Human Understanding, IV. ill. 12.

incog (in-kog'),«. An abbreviationof jmcog'mto.

He has lain incog ever since. Tatler, No. 230.

What! my old guardian I —What ! turn inquisitor, and
taie evidence incog ? Sharidan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

incogent (in-ko'jent), a. [< in-^ + cogent.] Not
cogent; not adapted to convince. [Rare.]

[They] reject not the truth itself, but incogent modes In

which it ia occaaionally presented.
The Nation, Jan. 6, 1870, p. 14.

incogitability (in-koj"i-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< in-

eogitable: see -hility.] The character of being
inoogitable, or incapable of being thought, or

of being directly and positively thought. Sir

W. Hamilton:
incogitable (in-koj'i-tar-bl), a. [= OF. incogita-

ble= It. incogitabile, < "L. incogitabilis, unthink-

ing, unthinkable, < j»-priv. + cogitabili's, think-

able, conceivable : SQQ cogitable.] Not cogita-

ble; unthinkable.

If Sohelling'a hypothesis appear to na incogitable, that

of Cousin ia seen to be self-contradictory.
Sir W. BamUton.

incogitance, incogitancy (in-koj'i-tans, -tan-

si), n. [< L. incogitantia, thoughtlessness, <

vncogitan{t-)s, thoughtless, unthinking: see in-

eogitant] The quality of being incogitable;

want*of thought, or of the power of thinking;

thoughtlessness.

He passes the time with incogitamey, and hates the em-

ployment, and suffers the torment of prayers which he

loves not. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 718.

incogitant (in-koj'i-tant), a. [= OF. incogitant

= Pg. incogitante, < L. incogitan(t-)s, untumi-

ing, thoughtless, < in- priv. + cogitan(t-)s,vipT.

of cogitare, think: see cogitate.] 1. Not think-

ing; thoughtless.

Men are careless and incogitant, and slip into the pit of

destruction before they are aware. „ . _ „
J. Goodman, Winter Evening Conferences, u.

2. Not capable of thinking : opposed to cogi-

tant.
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As mind is a cogitant substance, matter is incogitant.

J. Bowe, Works, L 65.

inco^tantly (in-koj'i-tant-li), adv. In an in-
cogitant manner; without consideration.

I did not incogita/ntly speak of irregularities, aa if they
might sometimes be but seeming ones.

Boyle, Works, V. 217.

incogitative (in-koj'i-ta-tiv), a. [< in-3 -)- cogi-
tative.] Not cogitative ; nonthinking; lacMng
the power of thought.

It is as impossible to conceive that ever bare incogita-
tive matter should produce a thinking intelligent being
as that nothing should of itself produce matter.

Locke, Human Understanding, rv. x. 10.

incogitativity (in-koj"i-ta-tiv'i-ti), n. [< in-
cogitative + -ift/.J The quality of being incogi-
tative ; want of thought or the power of think-
ing. [Rare.]
God may superadd a faculty of thinking to incogitativ-

ity. W. Wollaston, Religion of Nature, § 9.

incognisable, incognisance, etc. See incog-
nizable, etc.

incognita (in-kog'ni-ta), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg.
It. incognita, < L. incognita, fern, of incognitus,
unknown: see incognito.] I. a. Unknown or
disguised : said of a woman or a girl.

II. n. A woman unknown or disguised.

Ha! Violantel that's the lady's name of thehouse where
my incognita is. Mrs. Centlivre, The Wonder, v. 1.

incognito (in-kog'ni-to), a. and n. [== P. Sp.
Pg. incognito, < It. incognito, < L. incognitus,

unknown, < in- priv. + cognitus, known: see
cognition.] I. a. Unknown ; disguised under an
assumed name and character: generally with
reference to a man, usually of some distinction,

who passes, actually or conventionally, as in
travel, under an assumed name or in diggxiise,

in order to avoid notice or attention.

I' th' dark o' th' evening I peep out, and incognito make
some visits. Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

II. «. 1. A man unknown, or in disguise, or
living under an assumed name.— 2. Conceal-
ment; state of concealment; assumption of a
disguise or of a feigned character.

His incognito was endangered. Scott.

incognizability (in-kog"ni- or in-kon'''i-za-bil'i-

ti), n. The state of being incognizable or un-
known.
incognizable (in-kog'ni- or in-kon'i-za-bl), a.

[< w-3 + cognizable.] Not cognizable; such
as no finite mind can know ; not to be known
by man; not to be recognized. Also spelled

The relation of unlikeneaa ... is imognOMe unless
there exist other relations with which it may be classed.

B. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 381.

inCOgnizance (in-kog'ni- or in-kon'i-zans), n.

[= OF. incongnoissance; as i»-3 + cognizance.]

Failure to recognize, know, or apprehend.
Also spelled incognisance.

This incognizance may be explained on three possible

hypotheses. Sir W. Ba/milton.

incognizant (in-kog'ni- or in-kon'i-zant), a.

[= OP. incongnoissant ; as in-^ + cognizant.]

Not cogHzant ; failing to cognize or apprehend.
Also spelled incognisant.

Of the several operations themselves, as acts of volition,

we are wholly incognizant. Sir W. Ba/milton.

incognoscibility (in-kog-nos-i-bn'i-ti), n. [=
It. ineognoseibilitd; as incogrtoscibw + -ityi see

-iility.] The state of being incognoscible, or

beyond being known.
If . . . the imperial philosopher should censure the

still incognoscible author for st^l continuing in incognos-

cibility, ... I should remind him of the Eleusinian Mys-
teries. Southey, The Doctor, interchapter xix.

incognoscible (in-kog-nos'i-bl), a. [= F. inr-

cognoscible = Sp. incognoscible = Pg. incognos-

dvel= It. incognoscibile, < L. incognosciUUs, not

to be known, < in- priv. + eognoscibilis, to be

known: see cognoscible.] Not cognoscible;

such as cannot be known or recognized ; incog-

nizable.

Incognito I am andwish to be, and incognoscible it is in

my power to remain. Southey, The Doctor, interchapter xx.

incoherence (in-ko-her'ens), n. [= F. incoM-

rence = Sp. Pg. incoherenda = It. incoerenza;
+ -ce.] 1. Want of physical

coherence or cohesion ; the state or quality of

not holding or sticking together; looseness;

separateness of parts : as, the incoherence of

particles of sand; the incoherence of a fluid.

The smallneas and incoherence of the parts domake them
easy to be put in motion. Boyle, Works, I. 388.

2. Want of coherence or connection in thought

or speech; incongruity; inconsequence; incon-

sistency; want of agreement or dependence of

incombustible

one part on another: as, incoherence of argu-
ments, facts, or principles.

I find that laying the intermediate ideas naked in their
due order shows the incoherence of the argumentations
better tlian syllogisms. Locke.

The system of his politicks, when disembroiled, and
cleared of all those incoherences and independent matters
that are woven into this motley piece, will be aa follows.

Addison, Whig Examiner, No. 4.

incoberency (in-ko-her'eu-si), n. Incoherence.
incoherent (in-ko-her'ent), a. [= P. incoherent
= Sp. Pg. incoherente= It. incoerente ; as in-^ +
coherent.] 1. Without physical coherence or
cohesion; loose; unconnected; not coalescing
or uniting.

His armour was patched up of a thousand i-ncoherent
pieces. Swift, Battle of Books.

The pollen ia so incoTierent that clouds of it are emitted
if the plant be gently shaken on a sunny day.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 401.

2. Without coherence or agreement ; not prop-
erly related or coordinated ; incongruous ; in-
consistent ; inconsecutive : chiefly used of im-
material things: as, incoherent thonghta.

No prelate's la^vn with hair-shirt lined
Is half so incoherent as my mind ; . . .

I plant, root up ; I build, and then confound.
Pope, Imit, of Horace, I. L 166.

These are only broken, incoherent memoirs of this won-
derful society. Steele, Spectator, No. 324.

incoherentific (in-ko-her-en-tif'ik), a. [< inco-

herent + L. -flews, < j^acere,'make.] Causing in-
coherence. Coleridge. [Rare.]
incoherently (in-ko-her'ent-li), adv. In an in-
coherent manner ; without coherence of parts

;

disconnectedly.

It , . . [is] the nature of violent passion to . . . make
man speak incoherently. Beattie, Moral Science, IV. i. 3.

The middle section of the country through which some-
what incoherently permeated Massachusetts and Virginia
ideaa. J. Schouler, Hist. U. S., p. 11.

incoherentness (in-ko-her'ent-nes), n. Want of

coherence; incoherence. Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]

incoheringt (in-ko-her'ing), a. Incoherent.

They entirely, or for the moat part, consist of lax inco-

Tiering earth. Derham, Physico-Theology, iii. 2.

incohesion (in-ko-he'zhon), n. [=F. incoMsion;
as iM-3 + cohesion,] Absence of cohesion ; in-

coherence.

Our own Indian Empire, . . . held together by force in
a state of artificial equilibrium, threatens some day to il-

lustrate by its fall the incohesion arising from lack of con-
gruity in components. B. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 450.

incoincidence (in-ko-in'si-dens), n. [< Mi-3 -f-

coincidence.] Want of coincidence or agree-
ment.
incoincident (in-ko-in'si-dent), a. [< m-3 -I-

coincident.] Not coincident; not agreeing in

time, place, or principle.

incolantt (in'ko-lant), n. [As L. incola, an in-

habitant (< incolere, cultivate, inhabit, dwell in,

< in, in, + colere, cultivate: see cult), + -ant.]

An inhabitant.

The sinful incolants of his made earth.
Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, xvi.

incolumityt (in-ko-lii'mi-ti), n. [< OP. incolu-

mite = Sp. incolumidad, <. L. incolumita(t-)s, un-
injured state, soundness, < ineolumis, uninjured,
safe, < j»- intensive + columis, safe. Cf . calam-
ity.] Safety; security.

The Parliament is necessary to assert and preserve the
national rights of a People, with the incolumity and wel-
fare of a Country. Bowell, Letters.

incombiningt (in-kgm-bi'ning), a. [< to-S -I-

combining, ppr. of "combine, v.] Incapable of

combining or agreeing; disagreeing; disjunc-

tive.

To sow the sorrow of man's nativity with seed of two
incoherent and incombinin^ dispositions.

Milton, Divorce, L 1-

incombret, v. t. An obsolete variant of encum-
ber.

incombroust, a. Same as encumbrous.

incombustibility (in-kgm-bus-ti-bil'i-ti), n.

[= P. incombustibilite = Sp. incombusiibilidad

= Pg. incombustibilidade = It. incombustibilita

;

as incombustible + 4ty : see -bility.] The prop-
erty of being incombustible.

incombustible (in-kom-bus'ti-bl), a. and n. [=
P. incombustible = Sp. incombustible = Pg. in-

combustivel = It. incombustibile ; as Jn-S + conh

bustible.] I. a. Not combustible; incapable of

being burned or consumed by fire.

Manye philosophoris clepid this quinta easencia an oile

incombustible.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. I'urnivall), p. 10.

In Euboea'a isle

A wondrous rock is found, of which are woven
Vests incombustible. Dyer, The Fleece, IL



incombustible

IL )!. A substance or thing tliat will not
bum, or cannot be consumed by fire,

incombustibleness (in-kom-bus'ti-bj-nes), n.

Incombustibility.

incombustibly (in-kom-bus'ti-bli), adv. So as

to resist combustion.
income (in'kum), ». [< ME. income = D. in-

Tcomen = Gr. einkommen (in sense 6) = loel. inn-

Tcvama, income ; cf . D. inkomst = Dan. indkomst
= Sw. inlcomst (in sense 6) ; as iriA + come.'] 1+.

A coming in ; arrival ; entrance ; introduction.

Bot Kayous at the iitGome was kepyd unfayre.
Marte Arthun (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2171.

At mine inc(ytne I lowted low.
Ih-ant, tr. of Horace's Satires, i. 6.

Pain pays the income of each precious thing.
Shak,, liUcrecCj 1. 334.

2. A new-comer or arrival ; an incomer. [Old
Eng. and Scotch.]
An Income, incola, aduena.

Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S.), p. 166.

The new year comes ; then stir the tipple ; . . .

Lat's try this income, how he stands^

An' eilt us sib by shakin' hunds. Tarras, Poems, p. 14.

St. An entrance-fee.

Though he [a farmer] payneuerso great an annuallrent,
yet must he pay at his entrance a fine, or (as they call it)

an income of ten pound, twenty pound, . . . whereas in
truth the purchase thereof is hardly worth so much.

Stubbes, Anat. of Abuses (1683), ii. 29.

4. A coming in as by influx or inspiration;

hence, an inspired quality or characteristic, as
courage or zeal; an inflowing principle. [Ob-
solete or archaic]

Whose presence seemed the sweet in,c(mt£

And womanly atmosphere of home.
Whittier, Snow-Bound.

5. A disease or ailment comingwithoutknown
or apparent cause, as distinguished from one in-

duced by accident or contagion. ' See ancome,
oncome. [Scotch.]

Her wheel . . . wasnaelangerof onyusetoher, forshe
had got an income in the right arm, and coudna spin.

Gait, Sir Andrew Wylie, III. 191.

Maister John, this is the mistress ; she's got a trouble in
her breast— some kind o' an income, we're thinkin'.

Dr. John Brown, Uab and his Friends.

6. That which comes in to a person as payment
for labor or services rendered in some office,

or as gain from lands, business, the investment
of capital, etc. ; receipts or emoluments regular-
ly accruing, either in a given time, or, when un-
qualified, annually; the annual receipts of a
person or a corporation; revenue : as, an income
of five thousand dollars; his income has been
much reduced ; the income from the business is

small.
Whose heirs, their honors none, their income small.
Must shine by true descent, or not at all.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 356.

Income bonds. See Sondi.—Income tax, a tax levied
in some countries and states on incomes above a specified
limit. From 1861 to 1872 an income tax wa^ levied by the
United States government. As arranged in 1862, incomes
under $5,000 were taxed 5 per cent, (with exemption of
8600 and paid house-rent), incomes of over 85,000 and not
over $10,000 were taxed 7| per cent., and those over S10,000
were taxed 10 per cent, without exemption. There were
various modifications ; the exemption limit was raised in
1866 to $1,000, and in 1870 to $2,000. In Great Britain and
Ireland the tax is assessed at a rate per pound fixed from
time to time by Parliament. Since 1877 there is an abate-
ment of £120 on incomes under £400. while incomes un-
der £150 are not charged. A tax of 2 per cent, on the
amount of income over and above S4,000 was adopted by
Congress in 1894 as part of the (Wilson) tariff act, to be
levied from January 1st, 1896, until January 1st, 1900. It
was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court,
April 8tb, 1895, on the ground that it was a direct tax and
that the act imposing it was repugnant to the provisions
of the Constitution concerning such taxes. =Syn./»«»ree,
Rmenue, Value, Pro/it Revenue is the income of a gov-
ernment or state, without reference to expenditures ; moflt
is the gain made upon any business or investment when
both the receipts and the expenditures are taken into ac-
count Propertymay have TOiMS and yield neltherlJlcOMi*
not profit
incomer (in'kum''^), re. 1. Onewho comes in;
a new-comer ; an immigrant.
This body was continually reinforced by fresh incomers

from the north. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 372.

2. One who comes in place of another; a suc-
cessor: used of tenants, occupants, office-hold-

ers, etc., and opposed to outgoer.—3. One resi-
dent in a place, but not a native; one who
enters a company, society, or community.
[Scotch.]
There was Mr. Hamilton and the honest party with him,

and Mr. Welsh with the new incomern, with others wlio
came in afterwards. Home, Battle of Bothwell-Bridge.

4. In shooting, a bird which flies toward the
sportsman.

incoming (in'kum'''ing), re. [< «n-l -I- coming,
verbal n. of come, «.] 1. The act of coming in,

entering, or arriving.
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He, at his first imormning, charg'd his spere
At him that first appeared in his sight.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iv. 40.

2. That which comes in; income; gain; source
of revenue.

Manyincomin^sare subject to greatfluotuations. Tooke.

incoming (in'kum"ing), a. [< «»-i -t- coming,
ppr. of come, v.] 1 . Coming in as an occupant,
office-holder, or the like : as, an incoming ten^

ant; the incoming administration.— 2. Coming
in as the produce of labor, property, or busi-

ness; accruing.

It is . . . the first and fundamental interest ot the la-

bourer that the farmer should have a full incoming profit

on the product of his labour. Burke, On Scarcity.

3. Ensuing: as, the i»co«««g^ week. [Scotch.]

incomityt (in-kom'i-ti), re. [< «»-3 + comiti/.]

Lack of comity; incivility. Coles, 1717.

in commendam. See commendam.
incommensurability(in-kg-men"su-ra-bil'i-ti),
n. [=='E'.incommensurabiliU= Sp.jrecorewereswro-

Hlidad = Pg. incommensuraMUdade= It. income

mensurabiliid,, < incommensurable:- see -bility.l

The property of being incommensurable.

Aristotle mentions the incomnfiensuraHlity of the diag-

onal of a square to its side, and gives a hint of the manner
in which it was demonstrated.

Reid, Intellectual Powers, vi. 7.

incommensurable (in-ko-men'gu-ra-bl), a. and
n. [= F. incommensurable = S'p.'irecoremerestt-

rable = Pg. incommensuravel = It. incommensui-
raUle; as in-S + commensurable.'] I. a. Not
commensurable j having no common measure

:

thus, two quantities are incommensurable when
no third quantity can be found that is an ali-

quot part of both ; in aritli., having no common
divisor except unity. See commensurable.

All primes together are generally called (by arithmeti-
cians) numbers in/iom/mensurable, which is as much as to
say, as numbers not able to be measured together by any
one number; for although all true numbers universally
are measurable together by an unit, yet sith unitie caus-
eth no alteration, neyther by division nor yet by multipli-
cation, but the numbers measured or multiplied by it al-

wayes retume immutably the selfe same both for quotient
and product that they themselves were before, therefore
they are named numbers incommensurable.

T. Hill, Arithmetick (1600), xi.

Incommensurable in power, havhig incommensurable
squares. Euclid, x., def. 2.

II. re. One of two or more quantities which
have no common measure.
incommensurableness (in-ko-men' gu-ra-bl-
nes), re. Incommensurability.'
incommensurably (in-ko-men'gu-ra-bli), adv.
In an incommensurable iuanner.

"

incommensurate (in-ko-men'gu-rat), a. [<
in-^ + commensurate.] 1. Not commensurate

;

not admitting of a common measure.— 2. Not
of equal measure or extent ; not adequate : as,

means incommensurate to our wants.
incommensurately (in-ko-meri'gu-rat-li), adv.
Not in equal or due measure or proportion.
incommensurateness (in-kg-men'gu-rat-nes),
re. The state of being incommensurate.
incommiscible (in-ko-mis'i-bl), a. [= It. in-
commiscibile, < LL. incommiscibilis, that may not
be mixed, < L. in- priv + LL. corr^iseibilis,
that may be mixed, < li.commiscere, mix: see
commix.] Incapable of being commixed or com-
mingled; that cannot be mixed or combined.
Coles, 1717.

incommixturet (in-kg-miks'tiir), re. [< in-S +
commixture.] The state of being unmixed.
In what parity and inccmvmixture the language of that

people stood, which were casually discovered in the heart
of Spain, between the mountains of Castile, ... we have
not met with a good account.

Sir T. Brovme, Miscellanies, viii.

incommodatet (in-kom'o-dat), v.t. [< L. vneom-
modatus, pp. of incommodare, inconvenience:
see incommode. Cf . accommodate.] To incom-
mode.
The soul is . . . incormnoiated with a troubled and

abated instrument. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 85.

incommodatet, a. [< L. incommodatus, pp. : see
the verb.] Uncomfortable.
The scurvy and other diseases, which this long voyage

and their imiommodate condition had brought upon them.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 60.

incommodation (in-kom-o-da'shgn), re. [< in-
commodate + -i07i.] The' act of incommoding,
or the state of being inoommodated or incom-
moded.
incommode (in-kg-mod'), V. t.; pret. and pp. in-
commoded, ppr. incommoding. [< P. incommo-
der = Sp. incomodar = Pg. incommodar = It.

incomodare, < L. incommodare, inconvenience, <
incomm^dus, inconvenient: see incommode, a.,

and cf . commode.] To subject to inconvenience

incommunicated

or trouble; distiu'b or molest; worry; put out;

as, visits of strangers at unseasonable hours

incommode a family.

I descended more conveniently, tho' not without being

much incommoded by the sand which falls down from the

top. Poeocke, Description of the Eastj I. 63.

'Tis scarce credible that the mind of so wise a man as

my father was could be so much incommoded with so small
a matter. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 26.

=SjTi. To discommode, annoy, try.

incommodet (in-kg-mod'), «• and re. [= F. iv-

commode = Sp. inedmodo = Pg. incommodo = It.

imcomodo, incommodo, < L. incommodus, incon-

venient, < in- priv. + commodus, convenient:
see commode.] I. a. Troublesome; inconve-
nient.

To be obliging to that Excess as yon are ... is a dan-
gerous Quality, and may be very incormnode to you.

Wycherley, Love in a Wood, Ded,

II. re. Something troublesome or inconve-
nient.

Praying you effectually to follow the same, always fore-

seeing that the number be not too great, in avoiding
anndry incommodes and inconveniences that might follow
thereof. Quoted in Strype'e Memorials, an. 161d.

incommodementt (in-kg-mod'ment), re. [< in-

commode + -ment.] Tlie act of incommoding,
or the state of being incommoded; inconve-
nience. Cheyne, EngUsh Malady (1733), p. 315.

incommodious (in-kg-mo'di-us), a. [< in-^ +
commodious, after L. incommodus, inconvenient:
see incommode, a.] Not commodious; incon-
venient; tending to incommode ; not affording

ease or advantage
;
giving trouble ; annoying.

I may safely say that all the ostentation of our grandees
is just like a traine, of no use in the world, but horribly
cumbersome and incommut2iou5. Cowley, GTeatnesB.

incommodiously (in-kg-mo'di-us-li), adv. In
an incommodious manner; inconveniently; un-
suitably.

incommodiousness (in-kg-mo'di-us-nes), n.

The condition or quality of being incommodi-
ous; inconvenience; unsuitableness.

incommodity (in-kg-mod'i-ti), re.; pi. incmn-
modities (-tiz). [< i*'. incommoditS = Pr. inconi-

moditat, encommoditat= Sp. incomodidad = Pg.
incommodidade= It. incomoditd,, < L. incommodi-
ta(t-)s, inconvenience, < incommodus, inconve-
nient: a^e incommode, a.] It. Inconvenience;
trouble; disadvantage.

Verily she [Nature] commandeth thee to use diligent cir-

cumspection, that thou do not seek for thine own com-
modity that which may procure others incormnodUy.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Eobinson), ii. 7.

2. That which is incommodious or trouble-
some; anything that incommodes or causes
loss; an inconvenience ; a trouble.

For fear that either scarceness of victuals, or some other
like irhcormtbodity, should chance.

Sir T. More Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 1.

There came into .^jlgypt a notable Oratour, whose name
was Hegesias, who inueyed . . . much against the ineo.

modities of this transitory life.

Puttenham,, Ai'te of Eng. Poesie, p. 118.

The . . . voyage . . . has burdened him with a bulk of

incommodities such as nobody will cai'e to rid him of.

Hawthorne, Scarlet letter. Int.

incommunicability (in-ko-mii"ni-ka-bil'i-ti), n.

[= Sp. incomunieabilidad = Pg. incommunica-
bilidade; <. incommurdcaile : see -bility.] The
quality of being incommunicable, or incapable
of being imparted to another.
incommunicable (in-kg-mu'ni-ka-bl), a. [= F.
incommunicable = Bp.'inconmnicable = Pg. in-

communicavel = It. incomunicabile, < LL. in-

communicdbilis,<, L. ire- priv.+ *communicabilis,
communicable: see communicable.] Not com-
municable; incapable of being communicated,
told, or imparted to others.

Hee, contrary to what is heer profess'd, would have his

conscience not an incom/municable but a universal con-
science, the whole Kingdoms conscience.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, zL

incommunicableness (in-kg-mii'ni-ka-bl-nes),
re. Incommunicability.

As by honouring him we acknowledge him God, so by
the iTicovmnunicablenegs of honour we aclsnowledge him
one God. J. Mede, Apostasy of Latter Tlme^'p. 93.

incommunicably (in-kg-mu'ni-ka-bli), adv.

In a manner not to be'commimicated or im-
parted.

To annihilate is, both in reason and by the consent of
divines, as incommunicably the effect of a power divine
and above nature as is creation itself. Hakewill, Apology.

incommunicatedt (in-kg-mu'ni-ka-ted), a. [<
»«-3 -f- commtmicated.] "Not communicated or
imparted.

Excellences, so far as we know, incommunicated to any
creature. Dr. H. More, Antidote against Idolatry, ii.



inconrmunicating

incommimicatingt (in-ko-mu'ni-ka-ting), a.

[< JB-S + communicating.'] Not communicating

;

having no commimion or iatereouise. Sir M.
Bale.
incomnmnicative (in-kg-mu'ui-ka-tiv), a. [=
Pg. incommwmcatwo ; <'jre-3 + communieati-oe.']
Not disposed to impart to others, as informa-
tion or ideas ; reserved ; uncommunicative.
Her chill, repellent outside—her diffident mien and in-

communi£ative habits. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vyj.

incommimicatively (in-kg-mu'ni-ka-tiv-li),
adv. In an incommunicative manner.'
inconuuunicatiTeness (in - ko -mu'ni -ka - tiv-

nes), n. The quality of being incommunicative.
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In matters which the royal tribunal was incompetent to

decide, a right o£ appeal under royal licence was recog-

nised. Stubhe, Const. Hist., § 403.

incompasslonateness (in. - kom - pash ' on - at -

nes), n. Lack of compassion or pity. "Gran-
ger, Com. on Eeclesiastes, p. 94. ^ ^ ^ ^^ ,. ,.- j

inco'mpatibmty(m-k9m-pat-i4,ii;i-ti),». £or- i^Xvet^My'i^X^^tent-n), adv. In
an incompetent manner ; insufieiently ; inade-

merly also incompetibility ; = P. incompaUMlite
= Sp. incompatibilidad = Pg. incompaUbilidade
= It. incompatibilitd, ; as incompatible + 4tty:

see -bility.'] The quality or condition of be-
ing incompatible; incongruity; irreeoncUable-
ness.

Whoever, therefore, believes, as we do most firmly be-
lieve, in the goodness of God, must believe that there is

no incoTfi^atibility between the goodness of God and the
existence of physical and moral evil.

Maeaulay, Sadler's Law of Population.

The Carthusian is bound to his brethren by this agree- inpnrnnati'hlA l^n ^rnm.na^.'^-\^\'\ a a.nAn \"Pctr-
ing spirit of incommunicativeness. incompatlDie ^m-Kom-pai 1 Di;, a. auixn. ir or

Z/am!>, Quakers' Meeting, merly also mcoMjpeijWe; = F.mcomgafefiZe ==

Sp. incompatible = Pg. ineompativel= It. income incomplete (in-kom-plef), a. [= Y. ina

patibile; as in-^ + compatible.] I. a. 1. Not plet= Sp. Pg. incompleto = It. inconwiuto,incommutability (in-kg-mu-ta-bil'i-ti), re. [=
Sp. inconmutabilidad = Pg. incomrnutabilidade
= It. ineommutabilitd, ; as incommutable + -ity:

see -bility.] The condition or quality of being
incommutable.
This order, by its own ineonvmutaWUty, keeps all things

muteble within their several ranks and conditions, which
otherwise would run into confusion.

Boethiim (trans., Oxf., 1674), p. 187.

incommutable (in-kg-mii'ta-bl), a. [= F. in-

commutable, OF. mcommudSle = Sp. inoonmuta-
hle = It. ineommutabile, < L. incommutabilis, un-
changeable, < in- priv. + oommutabilis, change-
able : see commutable.] Not commutable ; in-

capable of being commuted or exchanged with
< another.
incommutableness (in-ko-mu'ta-bl-nes), ».

Incommutability.
incommutably (in-ko-mii'ta-bli), adv. With-
out reciprocal change.
incompact (in-kom-pakt'), a. [= OF. incom-
pact; as »re-3 +"compact^.] Not compact; of

loose consistence as to parts or texture; not
solid. Coles, 1717.

incompacted (in-kom-pak'ted), a. Same as inr-

compact. Boyle, Works, I. 546.

incomparabillty (in-kom"pa-ra-bil'i-ti),«. [=
Pg. incomparabilidade ; as incomparable + 4ty

:

see -bility.] The quality of being incompara-
ble or not admitting comparison ; especially,

unapproaehed excellence.

The absolute incoTnparability of work done [in astron-

omy] with the costliness and variety of the instrumental

»"*« Soience,m.m9
patible -^th each other. See I., 2.

incomparable (in-kom'pa-ra-bl), a. and n. [< incompatibleness (in-kom-pat'i-bl-nes), n. In-

ME. incomperable, < OF. (also P.) incomparable compatibility.
= Sp. incomparable = Pg. incomparavel= It. to-

-
•

eomparabile, < L. incomparabilis, that cannot be
equaled, < irir priv. + comparabilis, that can be
equaled: see comparable.] I. a. Not conapar-

able ; admitting of no comparison ; especially,

without a match, rival, or peer; unequaled;

transcendent.

Her words do show her wit vncoTnparable.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

He was of incomparable parts and great learning.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 16, 1661.

They are incommardble models for military despatches.
Maeaulay, History.

=Syn, Matchless, peerless, unrivaled, unparalleled, non-

pareiL

n. n. In orwith., the painted finch, Cyanospiza

or Passerina ciris, more commonly called non-

pareil.

quately.

incompetibilityt, incompetiblet. Obsolete
forms of incompatibility, incompatible. Sir M.
Hale; Milton; Hammond.
Incompletae (in-kgm-ple'te), n.pl. [NL. (J. G.
Gmelin, 1768), so called as lackiag a corolla,

fem. pi. of Lli. incompletus, incomplete.] A
division of plants embracing the Apetalce. As
used by Batsch, it included the Aniejitacem, Agrostales,
and Spadieales; as used by Reichenbach, the Amentaceae,
UrticacecB, etc. The name is now sometimes used for the

~ incom-

completo^ < CL. incompletus, incomplete, i L.
in- priv. + completus, complete : see complete.]

Not complete ; not fully finished or developed

;

lacking some part or particular; defective; im-
perfect.

When I consider that I doubt, in other words that I

am an incomplete and dependent being, the idea of a com-
plete and independent being, that is to say of God, occurs
to my mind with . . . much clearness and distinctness.

Descartes, Meditations (tr. by Veitch), iv.

Our knowledge of the vibrations of particles will be in-

complete until the vibration is known from the extreme
violet (invisible) to the extreme red (invisible).

J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 144.

Incomplete equation. See equation—Incomplete es-
tates. See estate, 5 (6).—Incomplete flower, a flower
wanting some essential component part, as one or more of

the four kinds of organs which constitute a complete flow-

er. Such are apetalous, monochlamydeous, staminate,

and pistillate flowers.—Incomplete inference. See in^

/ererwe.—Incomplete metamorphosis. Same as im,-

perfect metamorphosis (which see, under imperfect).^Jja.-

complete stop, in organ-building, a stop or set of pipes

which contains less than the full number of pipes ; a half-

ten* implies a standard, as of truth, right, or fitness • as. stop. ,,,,., ,-/iJ\ TT 14.J
it is inconsistenf with one's duty or profession. Incongru- incompleted (m-kgm-ple ted), a. Uncompleted.
ityisa. want of suitableness, matching, or agreement, pro- Without entering into the details of an incompleted re-
ducing surprise, annoyance, or a sense of the absurd

:
as, search, I may indicate the general character of the results

incongruous colors ; he had gathered a party of the most
j, ^gans of a diagram. Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXIV. 415.

incongruous people. Drunkenness is incomyaiiWe with . ' , . , ,. i i-j.<t\ „j., t„ ;„ „«
efficiency in an official, inconsisten* with his manifest duty incompletely (m-kgm-plet h), adv. In in an-

and perhaps his pledges, and incongruouswith the dignity eomplete manner ; imperfectly,
of his place. Inconsistent has somewhat wider uses : as, incomuleteneSS (in-kom-plet'nes), ». The state
a man, or his course, or his statements, may be quite m- „ y,„.*' „ :_„„™TiiAfp "laA nt anma T>a,rt or nar-
comistert, one part of his course or one statement furnish- ot bemg incomplete

,
lacK 01 some pan or par

ing a standard by which judgment is formed. ticular ; deiect.

II. n. pi. Persons or things that are incom- incompleteness—va-ut of beginning, middle, and end
' .-.-.„

_is [the] ... too common fault of [Emerson's poems].
O. W. Holmes, E. W. Emerson, xiv.

And I smiled to think God's greatness flowed around our
incompletcTiess.

Mrs. Browning; Ehyme of the Duchess May, Conclusion.

incompletion (in-kgm-ple'shgn), n. [< «»-3 H-

completion. Cf . incomplete.] Incompleteness

;

the state of being unfinished.

Independence means isolation and in£<ympletion ; asso-

ciation is the true life. The Century, XXVI. 828.

I have lost the dream of Doing,
And the other dream of Done, . . .

_

First recoil from incompletion, in the face of what is won.
Mrs. Browning, Lost Bower.

[= F. incom-

eompatible; incapable ofharmonizing or agree-
ing; mutually repelling; incongruous.

You are incompatible to live withal.

B. Jonjion, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

Now the necessary mansions of our restored selves are

those two contrary and incompatible places we call heaven
and heU. Sir T. Brovme, Beligio Medici, i. 49.

The critical faculty isnot of itself incompatible with una-
ginative and creative power. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 99.

Black and white are not incompatible save as attributes

of the same thing. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 62.

S;peoifically— 3. That cannot coexist or be con-

joined, as mutually repellent substances, or in-

gredients in a medicine which react on each
other, causing precipitation or serious change
of composition, or remedies which have oppo-
site medicinal properties. Such substances are

distinctively called incompaUbles.=Sya. Incom-
patible, Inconsistent, Incongruous, unsuitable, discordant,

irreconcilable. Incompatible has reference to action or ac-

tive qualities : as, incompatible medicines ; those who are

of inamvpatible temper cannot well coi)i)erate. Inconsis-

incompatibly (in-kgm-pat'i-bli), adv. In an
incompatible manner; inconsistently; incon-

gruously.

incompe'tence (in-kom'pf-tens), n. [= F. in-

competence= Sp. Pg. inco'mpeteneia = It. incom-

petenza; as incompeten{t) + -ce.] Same as in-

competency.

incompetency (iri-kom'pe-ten-si), n. [As in-

competence: see -cy.] 1. The character or con-

dition of being incompetent; lack of compe-
tence ; inability, whether physical, moral, or in- incomplex (in-kom'pleks), a.

= It. incomplesso;
Not complex; uncom-

tellectual; disqualification; incapacity; inade- plixe''= Sp. Pg. inco

quaey. as ire-3 + complex.]

Ournot being able to discern the motion of a shadow of pounded; simple,

a dial-plate . . . ought to make us sensible of the incom- Uieearisinbirdsthemost simple and incon^pfea; of any
petcncy of our eyes to discern the motions of natural

g^jjaal's ear. Derham, Physico-Theology, vii. 2, note 4.

[heavenly] bodies. Boyle, Works, 1. 447. ^ -^^^-^^ (in-kom'pleks-li), adv. In an in-

complex manner ; -without complexity or con-

[heavenly] 1

Alleged incompetency on the part of the people has been

Th°e'^Kc\l?oTbiSg'^ro^;rlwe^^ fuSSi: as, the divine mind.cognizes incom-

parability; excellence beyond comparison,

incomparably (in-kom'pa-ra-bli), adv. In an

Incomparable manner; beyond comparison.

incomparedf, a. [< in-^ + compared, pp. of

compare^, v.] Not matched; peerless.

That Mantuane Poetes ineompared spirit.

Spenser, To Sir T. Walsmgham.

t. An obsolete form of encom-incompassf, v.

incompassiont (in-kom-pash'gn), n. [=It. «re-

comvassione ; as in-^ + compassion.] IjacK oi

2. In law, lack of qualification for the perform-

ance of a legal act, or to serve a legal purpose,

as incapacity for acting in court as judge, juror,

or witness, from personal interest, lack of juris-

diction, or other special or legal imfitness.

incompetent (in-kom'pf-tent), a. [= F. in-

competent = Sp. Pg. It. incompetente^ < LL. in-

competen(t-)s, insufficient, < L. in- pnv. + com-

peten(t-)s, sufficient: see competent] 1. Not
competent; wanting ability or qualification;

unable; incapable; inadequate

plexly those things that in their own nature

are complex.
incompliablet (in-kgm-pH'a-bl), a. [< i«-3 +
complidble.] Not disposed to comply. Mouv^

incompliance (in-kgm-pli'ans), n. [< incom-

plianif) + -ee.] The quality of being incom-
pliant; refusal or failure to comply; animyield-

ing or unaccommodating disposition.

They wrote to complain, 18 July, adding thather [Mary's]

incompliance in religion gave countenance to the distnrb-

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvt

compassion or pity.

We are fuU of incompassion; we have lit'l?,'?J,l°^-'ff^"

ing of their griefs. Bp. Sanderson, Sermons (1681), p. 14S.

incompassionate (in-kgm-pash'gn-at), a. [<

«»-3 + compassionate.] Not compassionate;

void of compassion or pity; destitute ot ten-

derness. Sherburne, Poems, Lydia (loal)-

incompassionately (in-kgm-pash'gn-at-ii), adv.

In an incompassionate. manner ; without pity

or tenderness.

Plead not, fair creature, without sense of pity.

So incompassionately, 'gainst a service

In nothing faulty more than^ure £bedien^ce.^^
.^ ^

would

ances,

Some men were ambitious, and by incompetent means iricomDliailt (in-kom-pli'ant), a. [< in-^ + com-
ould make

^^%^^'^^-^y-,^^fj^^% n, Pref. pliant.] Not compliant; not yieKUng to soli-
jer. aywr vvorKs i ;, , citation ; not disposed to comply. Also uncom-

Incompetent as he was, he bore a commission which _. '

eave him military rank in Scotland next to Dundee.
Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., xii.

3. In law, not competent ; not qualified ; in-

capacitated. In the law of evidence incompetent is

most apprr

—

'-

for which *w «. . .,

incompetence which results from having no just bearing

on the subject. Inadmissible indicates that form of m-

pliant.

We find three incompliant prelates more this year un-

der confinement in the Tower: Gardiner, bishop of Win-
chester ; Heath, of Worcester ; and Day, of Chichester.

Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1650.

In anmost appropriately used of evidence not fit for the puroose
in„njv,nliantlv (in-kom-pli'ant-li), adv.

for which it is offered. Irrelevant mdicates that kmd of l^^OmpU^liy
^^ or ,m?ieiaing manner. Also

uu uio =.»"j— ' -
.,. ^,, , uncompliantly.

competence which results from ffiere being °o|"itabl«^-
incomportablct (in-kom-p6r'ta-bl), a. [= Sp.

legation in the pleading to justify admission. See ^ncapar
^^^^"'g^l^j^ifl Pg. incomporUtvel = It. incoL

city, 2,



incomportable

portaiile, incomportevole ; as in-3 + eonvporta-
ole.1 Intolerable; nnbearable.

It was no new device to shove men out of their places
by contriTlng iivsomportaUe hardships to be put upon
them. Boger North, Examen, p. 39.

incomposedt (in-kom-pozd'), a. [< «jj-3 + com-
posed.'] Discomposed; disordered; disturbed;

With faltering speech and visage iiicomposed.
Milton, P. Ii., ii. 989.

incomposedlyt (in-kom-po'zed-li), adv. In a
disorderly or discomposed manner. Sp. Sail.
incomposite (ia-kom-poz'it), a. [= Sp. incom-
puesto = Pg. ineomposto, < L. iricompositus, not
well put together, < m- priv. + compositus,
put together: see composite.] Not composite;
unoompounded; simple Incomposite numliers.
Same as prime numbers. See prvme.

incompossibility (in-kom-pos-i-bU'i-ti), n.

[= Sp. ineomposibilidacC= Pg. incompossibili-
dade = It. incompossibilitct; as incompossible +
4ty: see -hility.'] The state or condition of be-
ing incompossible ; incapability of coexistence

;

incompatibility. [Rare.]

However, you grant there is not an incompossibility be-
twixt large revenews and an humble sociablenesse ; yet
you say it is rare. Bp. HcUl, Def, of Humb, Hemonst., § 18.

" It is yet unknown to men," Leibnitz says on one oc-
casion, *' what is the reason of the incompossibility of dif-

ferent things" (i. e. the impossibility of different things
existing together). B. Caird, Fhilos. of Kant, p. 83.

incompossible (ia-kom-pos'i-bl), a. [= p.
incompossible = Sp. incomposible = Pg. incom-
possioel= It. ineompossibUe ; as m-3 + compos-
sible.'] Not possible to be or to be true toge-
ther; incapable of coexistence; incompatible.
[Eare.]

Ambition and'taith, believing Ood and seeking of our-
selves, are incompetent, and totally incoTnpossible.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 167.

If there be auy positive existences which are ineompos-
sible— i. e, which cannot be combined without opposition
and conflict— . . . then it is obvious that all positive ex-
istence cannot be combined in God.

B. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 84.

incomprelienset (iu-kom-prf-hens'), a. [< LL.
incomprehensus, not comprehended, < L. i»-
priv. + compreliensus, pp. of comprehendere,
comprehend: see comprehend.'] Not compre-
hended, or incomprehensible.

Thou must prove immense,
Incomprehence in virtue. Ma/rston, Sophonisba, v. 2.

incomprehensibility (in-kom-prf-hen-si-biri-
ti), n. [= F. incomprehensibiliU '= Sp. incom-
prensibilidad = Pg. incomprehensibilidade = It.

ineomprensibiUtd,X'M.li.incomprehensibilita{t-)s,

< L. ineomprehensibilis, that may not be seized

:

see incomprehensible.] The character of being
incomprehensible, in either sense of that word.
The constant^ universal sense of all antiquity unani-

mously confessing an incomprehensibility in many of the
articles of the Christian faith. South, Sermons, III. 217.

Incomprehensibility implies the negation of any limit in
substantial presentiality or presence (as the Schools say)
80 far as affects the mode of the Divine existence in itself,

as well as all things real and possible. The iTieomprehen.
sibility^ of God is sometimes expressed by this formula,
"God is in all and beyond all." . . . ^\xt in^ompreheTisi-
hility must not be corrfused with ubiquity, for the first is

essential to God, the latter is contingent on the existence
of place ; in other words, on creation.

Bp. Forbes, Explanation of the Nicene Creed, p. BO.

incomprehensible (in-kom-prf-hen'si-bl), a. [<
ME. incomprehensibele, < OF. incomprehensible,
F. incomprehensible= Pg. incomprehensivel= Sp.
incomprensible = It. ineomprensibile, < L. ineom-
prehensibilis, that cannot be seized, or compre-
neuded, < in- priv. -I- comprehensibilis, compre-
hensible: see comprehensible.] 1. Not to be
comprehended or comprised within limits; il-

limitable.

Presence everywhere is the sequel of an infinite and in-
comprehensible substance. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 55.

The Father i-neonvprehenMble, the Son incomprehensible:
and the Holy Ghost i7iconiprefte7Wi6Ze. . . . Also there are
not three incomprehensibies, nor three uncreated ; but one
uncreated, and one incom^ehensible. Athanasmn Creed.

2. Not to be comprehended or understood;
that cannot be grasped by the mind. That is in.
cowprehensible which may be known or believed as a fact,

but of which the mode of existence or of operation, or of
coming to pass, cannot be understood.

Surely Socrates was right in his opinion, that philoso-
phers are but a soberer sort of madmen, busying them-
selves in things totally incomprehensible, or which, if they
could be comprehended, would be found not worthy the
trouble of discovery. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 50.

Strength is iThcow/prehensiMe by weakness.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

incomprehensibleness (in-kom-prf-hen' si-bl-

nes), n. Incomprehensibility.

The distance, obscurity, incomprehensibleness of the joys
of another world. Stillingfleet, Works, IV. iv.
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incomprehensibly (in-kom-pre-hen'si-bli), adv.
In an incomprehensible manner ; to an extent
or a degree which is incomprehensible.

Thou art that incompreliensibly glorious and infinite

self-existing Spirit, from eternity to eternity, in and from
whom all things axe. Bp. Ball, Holy Rapture.

incomprehension (in-kom-pre-hen'shon), ». [<
in-3 -1- comprehension.] Lack of comprehen-
sion or understanding. Bacon.
incomprehensive (in-kom-pre-hen'siv), a. [<

iB-3 + comprehensive.] Not comprehensive

;

not including or comprising enough; unduly
Umited or restricted.

A most ineompreh^nsive and inaccurate title.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetiy, IV. 4.

incomprehensively (in-kom-pre-hen ' siv-li),

adv. Not comprehensively; to a limited ex-

tent.

incomprehensiveness (in-kom-pre-hen ' siv-

nes), n. The quality of being Incomprehen-
sive.

incompressibility (in-kom-pres-i-bil'i-ti), n.

[= FT incompressibility = Pg. incompressibili-

dade; as incompressible + 4ty: see -biliiy.] The
quality of being incompressible or of resisting

compression.
incompressible (in-kgm-pres'i-bl), a. [= F.
incompressible = Pg. mcompressiuel ; as Jn-3 -t-

compressible.] Not compressible ; incapable of

being reduced in volume by pressure.

incompressibleness (in-kom-pres'i-bl-nes), n.

Incompressibility.

incomputable (in-kgm-pii'ta-bl), a. [< ML. in-

computabilis, not computable, < L. in- priv. +
computoWHs, computable: see computable.] Not
computable; incapable of being computed or
reckoned.
iUcbncealable (in-kon-se'la-bl), a. [< «m-S +
concealable.] Not to be concealed, hidden, or
kept secret; unconcealable.

The inconcealaile imperfections of ourselves . . . will
hourly prompt us our corruption.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vil 10.

inconceivability (in-kgn-se-va-bil'i-ti)) n. [=
F. inconcevabilUS = It. inconcepibilitd ; as irt-

conceivable -I- -ity.] The quality of being in-
conceivable.

That inconceivability is the criterion of necessity is mani-
festly erroneous.

Hamilton, Note to Beid's Intellectual Powers, iv. S.

The incomseivahility of its negation is the test by which
we ascertainwhether a given belief invariably exists or not.

H. Spencer, Psychology (1855), § 7.

The history of science teems with iticonceivabilities
which have been conquered, and supposed necessary
truths which have first ceased to be thought necessary,
then to be thought true, and have finally come to be
deemed impossible.

J. S, Mill, Examination of Hamilton, ii.

The test of inconoeivability, the unimaginableness or
incredibility of the contradictory opposite of a proposi-
tion, regarded as the absolute criterion of truth, or uni-
versal postulate. This test had long been used and known
by this name, but had been discredited, when brought
again into notice by the advocacy of Herbert Spencer.
The doctrine is : first, that there is a fixed set of first prin-

inconcinnous

have fixed that two straight lines should . , . enclose a
space; for this involves a contradiction.

Perrier, Institutes of Metaph., Int., § 27.

Q>) Unacceptable to the mind because involving a viola-

tion of laws believed to be well established by positive
evidence, as a perpetual motion.

How two ethers can be diffused through all space, one
of which acts upon the other, and by consequence is re-

acted upon,without retarding, shattering, dispersing, and
confounding one another's motions, is i/nconceivable.

Newton, Opticks.

A contradiction is incmiceivable only when all experi-
ence opposes itself to the formation of the contradictoiy
conception. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. xiil

The mistaking mere effects of association for ultimate
facts, the negative of which is really, and not apparently
only, inGonce%vaMe.

Hodgson, Phil, of Keflection, II. vt § 6.

<fi) Unimaginable by man on account of an inseparable
association, although not perhaps involving any contra-
diction nor even physically impossible, as the perception
of color without extension. [This is the sense m which
Herbert Spencer professes to use the word exclusively.]

For my part, I see evidently that it is not in my power
to frame the idea of a body extended and moved, but I
must withal give it some colour or other sensible quaUty
which is acknowledged to exist only in the mind. In
short, extension, figure, and motion, abstracted from all

other qualities, are inconceivable.
Bp. Berkeley, Principles of Human Knowledge, L 1 10.

A mere hypothesis . . . which, even as a hypothesis, is

absolutely inconceivaMe.
Dr. T. Brown, Phil, of the Human Hind, xxx.

(d) Unimaginable to a particular person from novelty, as
the idea that parallel straight lines meet at infinity.

It seems inconceivable that A should move until B hath
lefit its place. Olanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, vl

We might be able to aim at some dim and seeming eon- (t

ception how matter might at flirst be made, and begin to
exist, by the power of that eternal first Being ; but to give
beginning and being to a spirit would be found a more
inconceivable effect of omnipotent power.

Locke, Human Uuderstanding, IV. x. § 18.

(e) Capable of being conceived only by a negative or rela-

tive notion, such as the idea of infinity.

We cannot think a quality existing absolutely, in or of
itself. We are constrained to think it as inhering in
some basis, substratum, hypostasis, or substance; but
this substance cannot be conceived by us except nega-
tively— that is, as the unapparent, the inconceivable cor-

relative of certain appearing qualities.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, App. I. (A).

(/) Incredible ; not to be imagined as believed in by any
man, as the supposition of an event undetermined by a
cause. [This is the meaning which J. S. Mill undertakes
to show is really attached to the word by Spencer.]

Things are often said to be inconceivable which the mind
is under no incapacity of representing to itself in an im-
age. It is often said that we are unable to conceive as
possible that which, in itself, we are perfectly well able
to conceive : we are able, it is admitted, to conceive an
imaginary object, but unable to conceive it realized. This
extends the term inconceivable to every combination of
facts which to the mind simply contemplathig it appears
incredible. [Foot-note.— I do not mean what is really in-

credible.] J. S. MUl, Examination of Hamilton, vl

inconceivableness (in-kon-se'va-bl-nes), n.

The quality of being inconceivable.

An alleged fact is not therefore impossible because it is

inconceivable, for the incompatible notions in which con- •

sists its inconceivableness need not each of them really

belong to it in that fulness which involves their being in-

compatible with each other.
J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 49.

ciples: second, that recognition of the truth of these is at- inconCCivably (in-kon-se'va-bli), adv. La an
talned by the principle of excluded middle, that if one
proposition is false its opposite must be true ; and third,
that inconceivability is a guaranty of impossibility, or at
least of a congenital necessity of thought. To understand
the real significance of the doctrine, it is to be remarked
that it conflicts with the following opinions, more or less
widely held : flrst, that there is no fixed set of first truths,
but that reasoners must under different circumstances«;_„„_„._4.{vi„j. /,•« i,„« „^ m t,i\ „ r a« »>
set out with different assumptions ; second, that the evi-^IlCO'lCeptlble+ (m-kon-sep tl-bl), a. [= bp. ««-

dence of mathematical truth is a positive.perception of conceptwle; as in-o + eoncepUble.] Inconceiv

inconceivable manner; beyond the power of

conception.
Without foundation, and placed iTiconceivably in empti-

ness and darkness. Johnson, Vision of Theodore.

So inconceivably minute a quantity as the one twenty-
millionth of a grain. Darwin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 272.

able.

It is inconceptible how any such man, that hath stood

the shock of an eternal duration without corruption, . . .

should after be corrupted.
Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind, p. 86.

[< Jn-3 +

Fidler.

relations, and not a feeling of dilemma or powerlessness

,

third, that the principle of excluded middle plays but a
small part in reasoning, and that even the principle of
contradiction, with which the former is often confounded,
is only of secondary importance ; and fourth, that incon-
ceivability, as ascertained by direct trial, is exceedingly de-
ceptive evidence that a proposition is impossible or likely inconcemingt (in-kon-sfer'ning), a.
long to remain incredible. _ concerning.] Unimportant; trivial,

^n«^^?nKlf°\
(m-kon-se va-bl), a. [= F. *»- .^^^^ LlinconcerLg matters.

concevable = Sp. mcormebtble = Pg. inconcebivel . . . r a tj.- •„
= It. imooncepibile; as in-S + conceivable.] In-

incpncinnt.a. [=Sp. inconmno=lt.^nconmnno,

capable of being conceived, or realized in the i ^- ^«eon<!mnus, inelegant: see inconcmnous.]

imagination; incredible; inexplicable. An ex-
Same as »»co«oj««o<«.

pression which conveys no conception whatever but is Dissimilar and inconeinn moleculse, i. e. atoms of difler-

mere gibberish, is not called inconceivable, but unintelligi- ^°* magnitude and figures.

We. The word inconceivable (see also unconceivable) is used Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 16.

in the loUowing senses in philosophy: (a) Involving a inconcinnity (in-kon-sin'i-ti), re. r< L. incon-
contradiction m terms, such as the idea of a non-existent '"^""tr'r.",'-"' .^ , • •. "'/'

.
L^ "•

. ,

being.

The school-philosophers, ... to solve the more mys-
terious phsenomena of nature, nay and most of the familiar
ones too, they scruple not to . . . have recourse to agents
that are not only invisible but inconceivable, at least to
men that cannot admit any save rational and consistent
notions. Boyle, Atmospheres of Consistent Bodies.

cinnita{t-)s, inelegance, < incondnnus, inele-

gant: see incondnnous.] Lack of eoncinnity,
congruousness, or proportion, or an instance of

such lack ; unsidtableness.
Such is the ineondnnify and insignificancy of Grotius's

interpreting of the six seals.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 184.

whirS?rjSl'64con^a^dS^;nonst^si^«^^^^ inconcinnoust (in-kon-sin'us), a. [Also incor^

sible ; more shortly, it is a truth in the fixing of which ciwre, q. v.
, < h. mcoiicimms, inelegant, < tn-

nature had only one alternative. . . . Nature could not priv. + concinnus, well-ordered, elegant: see



inconcinnous

concinnous.] Unsuitable; incongruous; want-
ing proportion ; discordant. Craig.
inconcludentt (in-kon-klo'dent), a. [= P. in-
eoncluant, < L. in- priv. + conduden{U)s, ppr.
of coneludere, conclude : see conclude.^ Not con-
clusive ; not furnishing adequate grounds for a
conclusion or inference.

The depositions of witnesses themselves, as being false,
various, contrariant, single, iruioncltident.

Ayliffe, Parergon.

inconcludingt (in-kon-klo'ding), a. [< jn-3 +
concluding.'] Inconclusive. Bp. Pearson.
inconclnsion (in-kon-kl6'zhon), n. [< JM-3 +
conclusion.'^ Inconblusiveness. [Bare.]

It was a real trouble to her for a time that Dr. Morrell,
after admitting the force of her reasons, should be con-
tent to rest in a comfortable incondusion as to his con-
duct. Howells, Annie KUbum, xxx.

inconclusive (in-kgn-klS'siv), a. [< j»}-3 + con-
clusive. ] 1 . Not conclusive in evidence or argu-
ment; not leadiag to a determination or con-
clusion; not decisive or convincing; indeter-
minate.
Preservation of hair alone, as a trophy, is less general;

doubtless because the evidence of victory which it yields
is ineoncluHve. H, Spencer, Prin. of Soclol., § 352L

Wb must not be expected to accept facts and to make
Inferences in the case of Bed Indians and Australians on
evidence which we should set aside as iiwonclusive if we
were making Inquiries about Greeks or Germans.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 252.

2. Not conclusive in action ; reaching no defi-

nite conclusion or result; producing no conclu-
sive effect; ineffective; ineflcient: as, incon-
elusive experiments.
Our guide was picturesque, but the most helpless and

ineaadiimve cicerone I ever knew.
Howellt, Venetian life, p. 215.

inconclusively (in-kon-klS'siv-li), adio. In an
inconclusive manner.
inconclusiveness (in-kon-klo'siv-nes), n. The
condition or quality of being inconclusive.

The novelist must be the blindest of leaders if he fail

to secure temporary adherents to his conclusions about
life and death and immortality, or worshippers for the
moment of his unrecognized inooncliMvoBH^ss.

The Nation, XIVII. 459.

inconcoctf (in-kon-kokt'), a. [< m-^ + concoct,

a.] Inconcoeted.

While the body to be converted and altered is too
strong for the efficient that should convert ... it, it is

(all that whUe) crude and imetmcoet.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 838.

inconcoctedt (in-kon-kok'ted), a. [< inr-^ + con-

cocted.'] Not concocted or fuUy digested; not
matured; unconcocted.
When I was a child, and had my organlcal parts less

digested and inconcoeted.
Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind, p. 23.

inconcoctiont (in-kon-kok'shon), n. [< in-^ +
concoction.'] The state of being undigested;
unripeness.

The middle action, which produceth such imperfect
bodies, is fitly called inquination, or inconcoction, which
is a kind of putrefaction. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

inconcrete (in-kon-kref), a. [< LL. inconcre-

tm, not concrete", bodily, < L. «w- priv. -I- con-

crefes, concrete.] Not concrete; abstract; dis-

crete.

All our affirmations, then, are only inconcrete, which is

the affirming not one abstract Idea to be another, but one

abstract idea to be joined to another.
Locke, Human Understanding, III. vui. 1.

inconcurringt (in-kon-k6r'ing), Q,. [< «m-3 +
concurring.'] Not concurring; discrepant.

Deriving effects not only from inconcwrrimg causes, but

things devoid of all efficiency whatever. „ , ^
SiirT. Broiime, Vulg. Err., i. 4.

inconcussible (in-kon-kus'i-bl), a. [Also, im-

piop.,inconcussable}'= OF.ineoncussil)le,<'lj.in-

priv. -I- LL. concussibilis, that can be shaken, <

L. concutere, pp. eoncussus, shake: see concuss.]

Not concussible ; unshakable.

As the roundell or Spheare is appropriat to the heauens,

so is the square for his inconcussable steadmesse

likened to the earth. P«i«e»Afflm,Arteof Eng.Poesie,p.83.

incondensability (in-kon-den-sa-bil'i-ti), n.

[< incondensable : see -Ulity.] The quality ot

being incondensable. Sometimes written ^n-

condensibility.

incondensable (in-kgn-den'sa-bl), a. [< «»-'* +
condensable.] Not condensable; incapable ot

being made more dense or compact. S. Spen-

cer, Prin. of Biol., J 2. Sometimes written tn-

condensible. ^.^ .

incondite (in-kon'dit or in'kon-dit), a. [< L. *»-

conditvs, not put together, not ordered, disor-

dered, < ii\r priv. + oonditus, put together: see

CMdite^, condiment] VI constructed; unpol-

ished; rude. [Bare.]
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Now sportive youth

Carol incondite rhymes^ with suiting notes,
And quaver unharmonious. J. Philips, Cider, iL

His actual speeches were not nearly so ineloquent, in-
condite, as they look. Carlyle.

inconditionalf (in-kon-dish'on-al), a. [< ot-3 +
conditional.] XJuoonditionai ; without qualifi-
cation or limitation.

Krom that which Is but true in a qualified sense, an i«-
conditional and absolute verity is inferred.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i i.

inconditionatef (in-kon-dish'on-at), a. [< «n-3
-I- conditionate.] ITndonditioiieci; not liiiited
by conditions.; absolute.

Their doctrine who ascribe to God, in relation to every
man, an eternal, unchangeable, and %ncimditimm,te decree
of election, or reprobation. Boyle, Works, I. 277.

inconformf, a. [< «»-3 + conform, a.] Not con-
formed; disagreeing or variant.

A way most charitable, most comfortable, and no way
inxonfttrm to the will of God in His Word.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Cburcli, p. 291.

inconformablet (in-kon-f6r'manbl), a. [< in-S

+ conformable.] Unconformable.
Two lecturers they found obstinately incoi^ormable to

the Idng's directions. Heylin, Abp. Laud (1671), p. 190.

inconformityt (in-kon-f6r'mi-ti), n. [< iM-3 -f-

conformity.] Nonconformity; incompliance.
We have thought their opinion to be that utter incon-

formity with the church of Home was not an extremity
whereunto we should be drawn for a time.

Booker, Eccles. Polity.

inconfusedf (in-kqn-fiizd'), a. [< »»-3 + con-
fused.] Not confused; distinct; clear.

So that an the curious diversitie ot articulate sounds of
the voice of man, or birds, will enter into a small orany, in-

coriifiieed. Bacon, Nat, Hist., § 192.

inconfusiont (in-kon-fii'zhon), n. [< in-^ +
confusion,] Freedom from confusion ; distinct-
ness.

,
The confusion in sounds, and the inconfimon Jn species

visible. BacoiQ,, Nat. Hist., § 226.

inconfutable (in-kon-fn'ta-bl), a. [< in-^ +
confutable.] Not to be confuted or (fisproved.

inconfutably (in-kon-fti'ta-bli), adv. La an in-

confutable manner; imanswerably. Jer. Tay-
lor.

incongealable (in-kon-je'la-bl), a. [= F. in-

congelable, < L. incongela6ilis, that cannot be
frozen, < in- priv. -1- *congelabiUs, that can be
frozen: see congealable.] Not to be congealed
or frozen ; uncongealable.

This train oil, swimming upon the surface of the water,
and being incori^ealable by the cold. Boyle, Works, II. 517.

incongenial (in-kon-je'nial), a. [< «»-3 -1- corir-

genial.] Uncongenial. Craig.

incongruet, o- [< F. incongru, < L. incongru/us,

inconsistent: see incongruous.] Incongruous.

To allow of irwongrue speech, contrary to the rules of
grammar. - BlwndeviXle.

incongruence (in-kong'grS-ens), n. [= Sp. Pg.
incongmeneia = It. incongruenza, < LL. incon-

gruentia, inconsistency, < L. incongruen{t-)s, in-

consistent: Bee incongrvsnt.] Lack of congru-
ence or agreement; incongruity.

The humidity of a body is but a relative tiling, and
depends . . . upon the congruity or incongrueiwe of the
component particles of the liquor in reference to the
pores of those . . . bodies that it touches.

Boyle, Works, I. 391.

incongruent (in-kong'grS-ent), a. [= It. «»-

congruente, < L. imcongrueri{t-)s, inconsistent, <

inn priv. + congruen{t-)s, consistent : see con^

gruent.] Incongruous.

But sens we be now occupied in the defence of poetes,

it shall not be in^ongritent to our matter to shewe what
profytte maye be taken by the dyligente redynge of aun-

cient poetes. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 13.

incongruity (in-kon-grS'i-ti), n. ;
pi. incongrui-

ties (-tiz). [= F'.'ineongruitS = Sp. incongrvA-

dad = Pg. incongrmda^ = It. incongruitd,; as

incongru-ous + -ity.] 1. The quality of being

incongruous ; want of congruity or mutual fit-

ness; unsuitableness of one tmngto another;

lack of adaptation.

Humor in its first analysis is a perception of the incon-

gruous, and, in its highest development, of the ineongru-

itv between the actual and the ideal in men and life.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. lS2.

2. That which is incongruous ; something not

suitably conjoined, related, or adapted: as, this

episode is an incongruity.

She, after whom what form soe'er we see

Is discord and rude incongruity.
Bonne, Anat. of World.

What pleasant incongruities are these? to see men grow

rich by Vows of Poverty, retired from the world, and yet

the most unquiet and busle in it?

StiUingJleet, Sermons, II. ii-

mconscious

incongruous (in-kong'grtj-us), a. [= F. incon-

gru = Sp. Pg. It. incongruo, < L. incongruus,
inconsistent, < in- priv. 4- congruus, consistent

:

see congruous.] 1. Not congruous ; incapable
of reciprocally fitting and agreeing; unsuited
or unsuitable ; inhannonious.

As the first ship upon the waters bore
Incongruous kinds who never met before.

CraM)e, Works, 1. 178.

Incongruous mixtures of opinion. Is. Taylor.

The eastern emperours thought it not incongruous to
choose the stones for their sepulchre on the day of their
coronation. Comber, Companion to the Temple, iv. 1.

2. Consisting of inappropriate parts, or of parts
not fitly put together; disjointed: as, an i?icom-

gruous story.

The result was an incongruous framework, covered with
her thronging, suggestive ideas.

Sted/num, Vict. Poets, p. 142.

=SyTl. Incovmstent, etc. (see incompatible), unsuitable^
unsuited, unfit, inappropriate, ill-matched, out of keep-

_ing.

incongruously (in-kong'gro-us-li), adv. In an
incongruous manner; unsuitably; inappropri-
ately; disjointedly.

But in the course of the sentence he drops this con-
struction, and passes very incongruously to the personi-
fication of art. H. Blair, Ebetoric, xxiii.

incongruousness (in-kong'gr§-us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being incongruous, inhar-
monious, or inappropriate.

That inequality and even i/ncongniousness in his [Diy-
den's] writing which makes one revise his judgment at
every tenth page. Lowell, Amongmy Books, 1st ser., p. 22.

in-conic (in'kon-ik), n. [< in?- + conic.] In
math., an inscribed conic.

inconnectedf (in-kg-nek'ted), a. [< *»-S + con-
nected.] Unconnected.

It being surely more reasonable to adapt different mea-
sures to different subjects than to treat a number of in^
connected and quite different subjects in the same mea-
sure. Bp. Rurd, On Epistolary Writing.

inconnectiont, inconnexionf (iQ-kg-nek'shon),
n, [= F. inconnexion = Sp. inconexion = Pg.
imvormexSo ; as in-3 -I- connection, comiexion,]
Lack of connection; disconnection.

Neither need wee any better or other proofe of the in-
conneaeion of this vow with holy orders than that of their
own Dominicus a Soto.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, L 3.

inconnexedt (in-kg-neksf), a, [< LL. incon-

nexus, inconexus, not connected, < L. mj- priv.

+ cormexuSfConexus, pp. of connectere, conectere,

connect.] Lacking connection; disconnected.

inconnexedlyt (in-kg-nek'sed-U), adv. Without
connection or dependence ; disconnectedly.

others ascribe hereto, as a caute, what perhaps but cas-
ually or inconnexedly succeeds.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 9.

inconnexiont, n. See inconnecUon.

inconnu (in-kg-nu'; P. pron. ai-ko-nii'), n. [P.,

unknown: see incognito.] In icJith., a salmo-
noid fish, the Mackenzie river salmon, Stenodus
maeJcenm, resembling the whitefishes, Corego-

Inconnu, or River-salmon ISiencdus tnackenzif).

nus, but with a deeply cleft mouth, much-pro-
jecting lower jaw, broad lanceolate supramaxil-
laries, and teeth in bands on the vomer, pala-
tines, and tongue, it inhabits the Mackenzie river
and its tributaries in northwestern Canada, and reaches a
large size. It was an unknown fish to the Canadian voya-
geurs who first saw it, and the name perpetuates the im-
pression first conveyed.

inconscient (in-kon'shient), a. [= F. incon-

sdent; as in-^ + conscieni'.] Unconscious; sub-
conscious; wanting self-consciousness. [Bare.]

The old doctrines did not recognize in the brain the or-

ganic conditions of thought, and suspected not the im-
mense efficacy of the inconscient, which is the foundation
of mental life. Tr. for Alien, and Neurol., VI. 486.

inconscionablet (in-kon'shgn-a-bl), a. [< JM-3

+ conscionable.] Unoonseionable ; not con-
scientious.

His Lord commaunded him, and it was the least thing
he could doe for his Lord to sweare for him ; soe incon-
scionaMe are these common people, and so little feeling
have they of God, or theyr owne sowles good.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

inconscious (in-kon'shus), a. [< Jre-3 + con-

scious.] Unconscious. JBeattie, [Rare.]



inconsecutive

inconsecutive (in-kon-sek'u-tiv), a. [< in-^ +
consecutive.'\ Not succeeding in regular order

;

disconnected.

Clement of Alexandria has preserved excerpts of a very
inconsecutive character. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 38.

inconsecutiveness (in-kon-sek'u-tiv-nes), w.

The quality of being inodiisecutive, or without
order.

The inconsecutiveness of the primitive mind is curious-
ly evident in other ways. Andover Sev., VIIL 240.

inconsectuence (in-kon'se-kwens), n. [= p.
inconsequence = Sp. ineohsecuencia = Pg. in-

consequencia = It. inconseguenza, < L. inconse-
quentia, < inconsequen{t-)s, inconsequent: see
inconsequent.'^ 1. The condition or quality of
being inconsequent; want of proper or logical
sequence ; ineonclusiveness.

Strange that jrou should not see the irwomequence of
your own reasoning. Bp. Hurd, To Eev. Dr. Leland.

2. That which is inconsequent ; something that
does not properly follow; an unrelated or mis-
placed sequence.

All this seems remarkable and strange, when we con-
sider only the absurdities and inconsequences with which
such fictions necessarily abound.

Ticlmor, Span. lit., III. 92.

Though Eant certainly did not overlook the inconse-
quences, or over-estimate the value of common sense, yet
he clearly recognised that the distinction between it and
science is a vanishing one.

K Caird, Fhilos. of Kant, p. 203.

inconsequent (in-kon'se-kwent), a. [= P. in-

cons^quent = Sp. inconheouente = Pg. inconse-
quente = It. ineonseguente, < L. inconseq^len(t-)s,

not consequent, < in- priv. + eonsequen{t-)s, con-
sequent: see consequent.'] 1. iNot consequent

;

not resulting from what has preceded; out of
proper relation; irrelevant: as, inconsequent le-
marks; his actions are very inconsequent.— 2.
Not foUowing from the premises ; of the nature
of an inference the conclusion of which might
be false though the premises were true; illo-

gical; formally fallacious.

Men rest not in false apprehensions without absurd and
inconsequent deductions from fallacious foundations and
misapprehended medium^ erecting conclusions no way
inferrible from their premises. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

inconsequential (in-kon-sf-kwen'shal), a. [<
i»-3 -f- consequenUaf] 1. Not consequential;
not following from the premises ; without cause
or without consequences; illogical; irrational:

as, inconsequential reasons or actions.

That marvelous and absolutely inconsequential princi-
ple by which a given man finds himself determined to
love a certain woman.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 116.

2. Of no consequence or value. [Kare.]

As my time is not wholly incon^quential, I should not
be sorry to have an early opportunity of being heard.

Miss Bumey, Cecilia, ix. 8.

Trying to be kind and honest seems an affair too sim-
ple and too inconsequential for gentlemen of our heroic
mould. R. li. Stevenson, Scrlbner's Mag., lY. 765.

inconsequentiality (in-kon-se-kwen-shi-al'i-
ti), Ji. \<.inconsequential + -ity.'] 1. The state

of being inconsequential.—2. That which is

inconsequential. [Rare.]
inconse(iuentially(in-kon-se-kwen'shal-i),a(?u.
In an inconsequential manner; without regular
sequence or deduction.

He infers inconsequentially in supposing that, from the
inconsistency of a certain relation concerning revelation,
there never was any revelation at all.

Wariurton, View of Bolingbroke's Philosophy, iii.

inconsequently (in-kon'se-kwent-li), ad/o. In
an inconsequent manner; irrelevantly.

With the exception of its flowery ending, in which, a
little ineongequently, the author descants on the bless-

ings of universal peace, the whole of this chapter is sensi-

ble. The Academy, No. 886, p. 269.

inconsequentness (in-kon'se-kwent-nes), n.

The quality of being inconsequent or irrelfe-

vant; inconsequence.

There is always some inconsequentness or incoherency
in madness, but there is more of this in Swift.

Pop. ScL Mo., XX. 81«.

inconsiderable (in-kon-sid'er-a-bl), a. [= OP.
inconsiderable= Sp. mconsideraMe = Pg. incon-

sideravel= It. inconsiderabile ; as »n-S H- consid-

erable.'] Not considerable; notworthyof con-
sideration or notice; unimportant; trivial; in-

significant; small.

I am an inconsiderable fellow, and know nothing.
Sir J. Denham, The Sophy, iii. 1.

The buildings of what is plainly no inconsiderable city

stand out against their mountain background.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 95.

The troubles between them were inconsiderable till 1448
and 1449, when the hard proceedings of the Constable
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against others of the friends and relations of Mendoza led
him into a more formal opposition.

Ticlmor, Span. Lit., I. 338.

=Syn. Petty, slight, trifling, immaterial.

inconsiderableness (in-kon-sid'fer-a-bl-nes), n.

The quality or condition of being inconsider-

able or unimportant.
From the consideration of our own smallness and in-

considerableness in respect of the greatness and splen-

dour of heavenly bodies let us with the holy psalmist

raise up our hearts. Bay, Works of Creation.

inconsiderably (in-kon-sid'6r-a-bli), adv. In an
inconsiderable manner or degree ; very little.

inconsideracyt (in-kon-sid'6r-a-si), n. [< in-

considera{te) + -ey.'i The quality of being

inconsiderate; thoughtlessness; want of con-

sideration: as, "the inconsideracy of youth,"

inconsiderate (in-kon-sid'6r-at), a. [= P. in-

consid6r6 = Sp. Vg"inconsiderado = It. incon-

siderato, < L. inconsideratus, not considerate, <

in- priv. + consideratus, considerate: see con-

siderate.] 1. Not considerate ; not guided by
proper considerations; thoughtless; heedless;

inadvertent.
Tolly and vanity in one of these ladies is like vice in a

clergyman : it does not only debase him, but make the

inconsiderate part of the world think the worse of reli-

gion. Steele, Spectator, No. 854.

It is too much the fashion of the day to view prayer
chiefly as a mere privilege, such a privilege as It is incon-

siderate indeed to neglect, but only inconsiderate, not sin-

tul. J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, 1 245.

Like an inecmsiderate boy.

As in the former flash of joy,

I slip the thoughts of life and death.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxii.

2. Inattentive ; negligent ; without considera-
tion : followed by of.

He . . . cannot be . . . inconsiderate of oaitiaHties.
Decay qf Christian Piety.

St. Inconsiderable; insignificant.

A little vneonsiderate peece of brass. E. Terry (1655).

=Syn. Careless, inattentive, incautious, negligent, hasty,
giddy, harebrained.

inconsiderately (in-kon-sid'^r-at-li), adv. In
an inconsiderate manner ; without due consid-
eration; thoughtlessly; heedlessly.

The President . . . found his company planted so in^

considerately, in a place not onely subiect to the rivers
invndation, but round invironed with many intollerable
inconueniences.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith'sWotks, 1. 236.

inconsiderateness (in-kon-sid'6r-at-nes), n.

The condition or qualityofbeinginconsiderate

;

heedlessness; thoughtlessness; inadvertence.

Their inconsiderateness therefore brands theirbretheren
with crimes whereof they were innocent.

Bp. Ball, Altar of the Keubenites.

Prudence and steadiness will always succeed in the long
run better than folly and inconsiderateness.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, I. ii. 28.

inconsideration,(i>i-kon-sid-e-ra'shgn), n. [=
p. inconsid^ration = Sp. inconsideradon = Pg.
ineonsideragSo = It. inconsiderazione, < LL. in-
consideratioin-), < L. in-priv. + consideratio(r^),
consideration: see consideration.] Want of due
consideration; disregard of consequences; in-
considerate action.

The greatness of .lohn's love, when he had mastered the
first inconsiderations of his fear, made birn to return a
while after into the high priest's halL

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 1835), I. 292.

inconsistence (in-kon-sis'tens), n. [= p. tn-
consis<arece= Sp. Fg. incons'i'stencia ; asinconsis-
ten{t) + -ce.] Inconsistency. [Rare.]
What inconsistence is this?

Bentley, Of Free-thinking, § 1.

inconsistency (in-kon-sis'ten-si), n.
;
pi. incon-

sistencies (^siz). \_As inconsistence : see -emc^.]
1. The quality of being inconsistent; want of
consistency or agreement between ideas or ac-
tions; contradictory relation of parts or par-
ticulars ; intrinsic opposition in fact or in prin-
ciple; incongruity; contrariety; discrepancy.
There is no kind of inamsistency in a government being

democratic as far as the privileged order is concerned
and oligarchic as far as concerns all who lie outside the
privileged order. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 287.

2. A want of consistencyin feeling, idea, or act

;

lack of agreement or uniformity in manifesta-
tion; incongruity.

The fool lies hid in inconsistencies.
Pope, Moral Essays, i. 70.

It is good to be often reminded of the inconsisteney of
human nature, and to learn to look without wonder or dis-
gust on the weaknesses which are found in the strongest
minds. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

=Syn. Incoherency, IrreconcUability, discrepancy, con-
tradictoriness. See incompatible.

inconsistent (in-kon-sis'tent), a. [= P. in-
consistant = Sp. Pg. It. inconsistente ; as in-^

inconspicuousness

+ consistent.] 1. Not consistent in conception

orinfaot; wantingcoherence or agreement; dis-

cordant; discrepant.
When we say that one fact is inconsistent with another

facti we mean only that it is inconsistent with the theoiy
which we have founded on that other fact.

llacaulay. Mill on Government

2. Lacking seH-agreement or uniformity ; self-

contradicting.
Now let him alone, Hal, and you shall hear the incoiir

sistent old so^^ist contradicting all he has said to-night.

J. Wilson, Noctes Ambroslants, April, 1882.

Man, in short, is so inconsistent a creature that it is im-
possible to reason from his belief to his conduct^ or from
one part of his belief to another.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const Hist

=Syil. 1. Incongruous, etc. See incompatible.—2. Con-
tradictory, etc. See contrary.

inconsistently (iu-kgn-sis'tent-li), adv. In an
inconsistent or contoadictoiry manner; incon-
gruously; disorepantly.

This is the only crime in whichyour leading politicians
could have acted incon^steatly. Burke, Kev. m Erance.

inconsistentnesst (in-kgn-sis'tent-nes), n. In-

consistency.
No contradictious inconsistentnesse.

Dr. H. More, Infinity of 'Worlda, at 49.

inconsistiblet (in-kgn-sis'ti-bl), a. [< mi-8 -t- eo-n^

sist+ -ible.] Inconsistent; variable. [Rare.]

It hath a ridiculous phi^ like the fable of the old man,
his ass, and a boy, before the incon«istible vulgar.

Roger North, Examen, p. 629.

inconsistingt (in-kgn-sis'ting), a. [< im-S +
consisting,] Inconsistent.
The persons and actions ofa Farce are aU unnatural, and

the manners false : that is, inconsistin^ with the characters
of mankind. Dryden, ParaHel of Poetry and Painting.

inconsolable (in-kgn-s6'la-bl), a. [= P. i/neon-

solable = Sp. inconsolable = Pg. inconsolavel =
It. inconsolabile, < L. inconsolabilis, inconsola-
ble, < in- priv. -1- consolahiUs, consolable: see
consolable.] Not consolable; incapable of be-
ing consoled or alleviated: as, an inconsoldble

mourner; inconsolable grief.

Judge what I endured, terrified with dreams, tormented
bymy apprehensions. I abandoned myself to despair, and
remained inconsolaMe. Dryden, Letter in Drydeh's Life.

Her women will represent to me that she is vnconsolor
ble by reason of my unkindness. Addison.

With inconsolable distrese she griev'd.
And from her cheek the rose of beauty fled.

Falconer, Occasional Elegy.

inconsolableness (in-kgn-so'la-bl-nes), n. The
state of being inconsolable.

inconsolably (in-kon-s6'la-bli), adv. In an in-

consolable manner or de^ee.
inconsolatelyt (in-kon'so-lat-li), adm. [< Hvr
consolate (not recorded) ('= It. inconsolatb, < L.
in- priv. + consolatus, consoled, pp. of conso-

lare, console: see console, consolate, v.) + -ly^.]

Without consolation; disconsolately.
Rejoyce . . . not in your transitory honours, titles, trea-

sures, which will at the last leave you inconsolatdy am-
rowfull. Bp. Hall, Ser. Preached to his Majesty, 6aL iL 20.

inconsonance (in-kon'so-nans), n. [< incoti-

sonan{t) + -ce.] Disagreement; want of har-
mony; discordance.
inconsonancy (in-kon'so-nan-si), n. Same as
inconsonance.

inconsonant (in-kon'so-nant), a. [= OP. iih-

consonnant, < LL. inconson'an(t-)s, unsuitable, <

L. ire- priv. -I- consonan(t-)s, sounding together,
suitable: see consonant.] Not consonant or

agreeing ; discordant.
They carried them out of the world with their feet for-

ward, not incorisonant unto reason.
Sir T. Browne, Um-burial, iv.

He is of too honest a breed to resort to . . . measures
vnconsonAini with the English tongue.

Stedman, Vict Poets, p. 250.

inconsonantly (in-kon'so-nant-U), adv. In an
inconsonant or discordant manner.
Inconspicuse (in -kpn - spik ' tt - e), n.pl. [NL.
.(Reiehenbaeh, 1828), fern. pi. of LL. inconyii-

cuus, not conspicuous: see inconspicuous.] A
very heterogeneous group of plants, embracing
the Taxacece, Santalacem, and Mquisetacece.

inconspicuous (in-kgn-spik'u-us); a. [< LL.
inconspicuus, not conspicuous, < L. «m- priv. +
corespicttits, conspicuous : see conspicuous.] Not
conspicuous or readily discernible; not to be
easily perceived by the sight; so small or un-
obtrusive as readily to escape notice.

Socrates in Xenophon has the same sentiment, and says
that the Deity is inconspicuous, and that a man cannot
look upon the sun without being dazzled.

Jortin, On Bodes. Hist

inconspicuously (in-kgn-spik'u-us-li), Ofde. In
an inconspicuous manner.
inconspicuousness (in-kon-spik'ii-u8-nes), n.

The state of being inconspicuous."



inconstance

inconstancet (in-kon'stans), n. [< ME. incon^
stance, < OF. inconstance, F. inconstance = Sp
Pg. inconstancia = It. inconstanza, < L. incon-
stantia, inconstancy, < inconstan{l>-)s, mcon-
stant: see inconstant.'] Inconstancy.

But in her laoe semed great variaunce—
Wmle parflte truth, and whiles inomstaunce.

Chaucer, Testament ol Creseide.
Some do menace, wrong, and insult over their inferiors

never considering the uncertainty and inconrtamee of
mutable fortune, nor how quickly that which was aloft
may be flung down. Bolland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 421.

inconstancy (in-kon'stan-si), n. [As incon-
stance: see -ey. Cf. constancy.'] 1. Lack of
constancy in action, feeling, etc. ; mutability or
instability; nnsteadiness; fickleness: as, the
inconstancy of a flame, or of one's temper.

A quicke capacitye,
Berayde with blots of light Incomtamcie.

Qaaeoigm, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 68.

Irresolution on the schemes of life which ofEer to our
choice, and irtmnetancy in pursuing them, are the greatest
causes of all our unhappiness. Addison, Spectator.

2. Lack of sameness or uniformity; dissimili-
tude.
As much inconatancy and confusion is there in their

mixtures or combinations ; for it is rare to find any of
them pure and unmixt.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.
=Syn. Changeableness, vacillation, wavering.

inconstant (in-kon'stant), a. [< ME. .incon-
staunt, < OF. (also F.'j'inconstant = Sp. Pg. It.

inconstante, < L. inconstan{t-)s, inconstant, <
vrtn priv. + constan(t-)s, constant : see constant]
Not constant; subject to change; not firm;
unsteady; fickle; capricious: said chiefly of
persons: as, inconstant in love or friendship.

0, swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon.
That monthly changes in her circled orb.

Sfiak., K. and J., ii. 2.

At several Hopes wisely to fly.

Ought not to be esteem'd Inconstancy;
'Tis more inctmstant always to pursue
A thing that always flies from you.
owley. The Mistress, Eesolved to be Beloved, ii.

The captives gazing stood, and every one
Shrank as the inconstant torch upon her countenance

shone. Shelley, Kevolt of Islam, viii. 28.

=Syn. Unstable, vacillating, wavering, volatile, unsettled,
uncertain.

inconstantly (in-kon'stant-li), adv. In an in-
constant manner ; not steadily.

Inconstrictipedes (in-kon-strik-tip'e-dez), n.

pi. [NL., < L. in- priv. + constrictus, con-
stricted, + pes (ped-) = B. foot.] A subclass
of birds, proposed by Hogg in 1846 upon physi-
ological considerations : opposed to ConstricU-
pedes, and approximately eorresjionding with
the PrcBCOces of Bonaparte, and with the Ptilo-

pcedes or Dasypcedes of Sundevall. [Not in use.]
inconsumable (in-kgn-su'ma-bl), a. [< in-3 -i-

consumable.] Not consimiable; incapable of

being consumed.
Whereof [asbestos] by art were weaved napkins, shirts,

and coats irieonsumable by flre.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 14.

When the identical loan is to be returned, as a book, a
horse, a harpsichord, it is called inconsumable, in opposi-
tion K) corn, wine, money, and those things which perish.

Paley, Moral Fhilos., i. 6.

inconsumably (in-kon-su'ma-bli), adv. So as

to be inconsumable.
inconsummate (in-kon-sum'at), a. [< LL. in-

consummatus, unfinished, < IJ. in- priv. + con-

SttOTwatMS, finished: see consummate.] Not con-

summated; unfinished; incomplete.

Conspiracies and vnconswmmate attempts.
Sir M. Hale, Hist. Pleas of the Crown, 3dii

inconsummateness (in-kon-sum'at-nes), n.

The state ofbeing inconsummate or incomplete.

inconsumptiblef (in-kon-sump'ti-bl), a. [< OF.
inconsomptible, inconsmnpUhle; as »m-3 + con^

sumpt + -ible.] Not consumable; inconsuma-
ble. Sir K. Digly, Nature of Bodies, viii.

incontaminate (in-kon-tam'i-nat), a. [= OF.
incontamin6 = Sp. Pg. incontaminado = It. in-

contaminato, < L. incontaminatus, not contami-

nated, .< in- priv. + contaminatus, contami-

nated: see contaminate.] Not contaminated;
not adulterated

;
pure.

Being [as you are] free and incontaminate, well home,
and abhorring to dishonour . . . y seUe.

Evelyn, Memoirs, I., Letter to CoL Money.

' incontaminateness (in-kon-tam'i-nat-nes), n.

TJncorrupted state.

incontentationt (in-kon-ten-ta'shon), n. [<

in-S -t- eontentation.] Discontent; dissatisfac-

tion. Goodwin.
incontestability(iii-kon-tes-ta-bil'i-ti),«- [<»^
contestable : see -bility.] The character or qual-

ity of being incontestable.
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incontestable (in-kon-tes'ta-bl), a. [= F. in-
contestable = Sp. incontestable = Pg. incontes-
tavel = It. incontestabile ; as in-S -t- contestable.]
Not contestable ; not admitting of dispute or
debate; too clear to be controverted; incontro-
vertible; indisputable.
Our own being furnishes us with an evident and incon-

testable proof of a deity. Locke.

The genius and daring of Bolingbroke were, indeed, in-
contestable, but his defects as a party leader were scarcely
less. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., p. 141.

=Syn. Indisputable, irrefragable, undeniable, unquestion-
_
able, indubitable.

incontestableness (in-kon-tes'ta-bl-nes), ».

_
The quality of being ineontestablQ.

incontestably (iu-kon-tes'ta-bli), adv. So as
not to be contested or disputed; in a manner to
preclude debate ; indisputably; ineontroverti-
bly; indubitably.

It [tragedy] must always have a hero, a personage ap-
parently and incontestaJbly superior to the rest, upon
whom the attention may be fixed and the anxiety sus-
pended. Johnson, Rambler, No. 166.

As the company with which I went was incomUstably
the chief of the place, we were received with the greatest
respect. Goldsmith, Vicar, xix.

incontestedt (ia-kon-tes'ted), a. [< in-S -f con-
tested.] Not contested ; uncontested.
We may lay this down as an incontested principle, that

chance never acts in perpetual uniformity and consistence
with itself. Addison, Spectator, No. 543.

incontigUOUS (in-kon-tig'u-us), a. [< LL. in-
contiguus, that cannot be touched (not con-
tiguous), < L. in- priv. + conttguus, touching,
contiguous: see contiguoiis.] Not contiguous

;

not adjoining ; not touching; separate.

They seemed part of small bracelets, consisting of equal-
ly little incontiguous beads.

incontiguously (in-kon-tig'u-ns-U), adv. Not
contiguously; separately. Wright.
incontinence (in-kon'ti-nens), n. [< ME. in-
continence, < OF. (also F.) incontinence = Pr.
imcontinenza = Sp. Pg. incontinenda= It. incon-
Unenza, < L. incontinentia, inability to contain,
< incontinen(t-)s, not containing: see inconti-
nent.] 1. The quality of being incontinent;
want of continence or holding in ; unrestrained
movement or flow ; superabundant outpour.

The Carlylists, with their theoretic admiration of silence,
and their practical iTicontinance of chatter.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 30.

Specifically— 3. Lack of due restraint of the
appetites or passions ; intemperance in sexual
intercourse; unchasteness; licentiousness.

Beauty . . . had need the guard
Of dragon-watch with unenchanted eye,
To save her blossoms, and defend her fruit.
From the rash hand of bold Incontinence.

Milton, Comus, 1. 397.

This is my defence

;

I pleaa'd myself, I shunn'd iTwontiTienee.

Dryden, Sig. and Gnis., 1. 454.

3. In med., the inability of any of the physical
organs to restrain discharges of their contents

;

involuntary discharge or evacuation: as, incon-
tinence of urine.

incontinency (in-kon'ti-nen-si), n. [As ««com-
tinence: see -oy.] Incontinence.

Come together again, that Satan tempt you not for your
incontiTiency. 1 Cor. vii. 5.

incontinent (in-kon'ti-nent), a. and n. [= F.
incontinent= Pr. encontenen = Sp. Pg. It. incon-
Unente, < L. i')icontinen{t-)s, not containing or
retaining, not holding back, immoderate, < »»-

priv. + continen{t-)s, contaiuing, continent: see
conUnent.] I, a. 1. Not continent; not holding
or held in; unceasing or unrestrained: as, an
incontinent tattler ; an incontinent flow of talk.

Specifically— 2. Unrestrained in indvilgenee of

appetite or passion ; intemperate in sexual iu-

teroourse; unchaste; licentious.—3. 'bxmed.,

unable to restrain natural discharges or evacua-
tions.—4. Not delayed; immediate; ofEhand.

[Colloq.]

Hath any one a smoky chimney?—here is an inconti-

nent cure

!

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 136.

II. n. One who is incontinent or unchaste.

O, old iTwontinent, dost thou not shame,
When all thy powers in chastity are spent^

To have a mind so hot?
jB. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 9.

incontinent (in-kon'ti-nent), adv. [< ME. *«»-

continent, encontynent, ML. inconUnente, without
holding back, < L. incontinen{t-)s, not holding

back: see incontinent, a.] Incontinently; in-

stantly; immediately. [Archaic]

"Madame," quod he, "right now enconf^/nent

I wold that he hym self were with yow here."

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2819.

inconveniency
And put on sullen black, iTicontinent.

Shah., Rich, n., v. 6.

So he took his old flat cap, and threadbare blue cloak,
and, as 1 said before, he will be here incontinent.

Scott, Kenilworth, xix.

incontinently (in-kon'ti-nent-li), adv. 1. In an
incontinent manner; witli'out restraint; with
unrestrained appetites or passions ; specifically,
with undue indulgence of the sexual appetite.
—2. Without holding back; without delay;
forthwith; at once.
Who, beeing willyng to haue the matche made, was con-

tent incontinemtlye to procure the meanes.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 83.

I will incontinently drown myself. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

The rabble incontinently took to their heels ; even the
burgomafiters were not slow in evacuating the premises.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 458.

He enjoined the generals incontinently to hang and
strangle all persons the moment they should be taken.

Motley, Dutch KepubUc, II. 189.

incontractedt (in-kon-trak'ted), a. Not con-
tracted; uncontracted.

This dialect uses the incontracted termination both in
nouns and verbs. BlackmaU, Sacred Classicks, L 288.

incontroUable (in-kon-tro'la-bl), a. [Formerly
also incontroulable ; i F. incontrdlable; as in-3 +
controllable.] Not controllable ; uncontrollable.
[Bare.]

Absolute, irreaistible, incontroulable power,
£p. Mountagu, Appeal to Ceesar, v.

incontroUably (in-kon-tro'la-bli), adv. [For-
merly also incontroulably ; i incontroUable +
-ly"^.] Uncontrollably. [Rare.]
As a man thinks or desires in his hearty such indeed he

is, for then most truly, because m«st incoruroulably, he
acts himself. South, Works, VIII. i.

incontrovertibility (in-kon-tro-v6r-ti-bil'i-ti)

,

n. [<. incontrovertible: see -biiity.] The state
or quality of being incontrovertible.

incontrovertible (in-kon-tro-ver'ti-bl), a. [=
Sp. incontrovertible = Pg. iticontrovertivel = It.

incontrovertihile; as Jn-3 + controvertible.] Not
controvertible; too clear or certain to admit
of dispute or controversy.
incontrovertibleness (in -kon - tro -v6r ' ti - bl -

nes), n. Incontrovertibility.

incontrovertibly (in-kon-tro-v6r'ti-bli), adv.
In an incontrovertible maimer.
inconvenience (in-kon-ve'niens), ». [< ME.
inconvenience, yneonvenyns, < OP. inconvenience
(also inconvenance), F. inconvenance = Sp. Pg.
inconveniencia = It. inconvenienza, < LL. incon-
venientia, inconsistency, ML. inconvenience, <
L. inconvenien(t-)s, inconsistent: see inconve-
nient] 1. The quality of being inconvenient;
want of convenience.—2. Incommodiousness

;

embarrassing character; troublesomeness ; un-
fitness: as, the inconvenience of an ill-planned
house.

All this inconuenience grew by misuse of one word,
which being otherwise spoken & in some sort qualifled
had easily holpen all.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 226.

He only is like to endure austerities who has already
found the inconvenience of pleasures.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, Bed.

3. That which incommodes or gives trouble or
uneasiness ; anything that impedes orhampers

;

disadvantage; difficulty.

Yf thou be trobyllyd with ynconvenycTis,
Arme the alway with Inward pacyens.
Boofce of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i 70.

Is not this exposition playne ? This taketh away all irt-

conueniences? By this exposition God is not the auctor
of euiU? Barnes, Works, p. 280.

Man is liable to a great many iVjConveniences every mo-
ment. TUlotson.

=Syn. Awkwardness, unwieldiness, inconunodiousness,
trouble, annoyance.

inconvenience (in-kon-ve'niens), v. t.-, pret.
and pp. inconvenienced, ppr." inconveniencing.

[< inconvenience, n.] To put to inconvenience

;

incommode.
For it is not the variety of opinions, but our own per-

verse wills, who think it meet that all should be con-
ceited as our selves are, which hath so inc&nvenicTiced the
church. Hales, Golden Kemains, Eom. xiv. 1.

The early Spanish missionaries in America were incon-
venienced byEnding that the only native word they could
use for God also meant devil.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, 1 153.

inconveniency (in-kon-ve'nien-si), re.
;

pi. itt-

conveniencies {-siz). [As inconvenience: see-c^.]
Same as inconvenience. [Rare.]

I think that the want of seasonable Showrs is one of
the greatest Ineonveniencies that this part of the Country
suffers. Dampier, Voyages, II. iii, 84.

To attain the greatest number of advantages with the
fewest irwonvenieneies. Goldsmith, Pret to Hist. Eng.



inconvenient

inconvenient (in-kon-ve'nient), a. [< ME. in-

convenient, < OF. inconvenient, P. inconvMent
= Pr. inconvenient, inconvenien = Sp. Pg. It.

inconveniente, < L. inconvenien(t-)s, not accor-
dant, inconsistent, < in- priv. + convenienlt-)s,

accordant, convenient: see convenient.'] Not
convenient, (a) Giving trouble or uneasiness ; embar-
rassing ; incommodious ; inopportune : as, an inconvenient
house ; iTuonvenient customs,

Th' empliatic speaker dearly loves f oppose,
In contact inccmvenient^ nose to nose

!

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 270.

(6) Unfit ; unsuitable ; inexpedient.

Time may come, when men
With angels may participate, and find
No inco7ivenient diet nor too ligiit fare.

Milton, P. L., T. 495.

=Syn. Troublesome, cumbrous, cumbersome, unwieldy,
awkward, unhandy.

inconveniently (in-kon-ve'nient-li), adv. In an
inconvenient manner"; so as to cause trouble or
emlDarrassment; incommodiously.
You speak unseemly and inconveniently, so to be against

the ofUcers for taking of rewards.
Latimer, 6th Sermon bef. Edw. YI., 1549.

There is many an holy soul that dwels iTwonverderhtly,
in a crazy, tottering, ruinous cottage, ready to drop downe
daily upon his head. £p. Hall, Mourners in Sion.

inconversable (in-kon-vfer'sa-bl), a. [= Sp.
inconversable = It. inconversabile ; as j»-3 +
conversable.'] Not conversable ; uncommunica-
tive; unsocial; reserved.

inconversant (in-kon'v6r-sant), a. [< Jre-S +
conversant.'] Not conversant; not acquainted
or familiar.

Though himself not inconversant with these, he did not
perceive of what utility they could be. Sir W. Hamilton.

inconvertedt (in-kon-v6r'ted), a. [< «m-3 +
converted.'] Not converted or turned.

Wheresoever they rested, remaining inconverted, and
possessing one point of the compass, whilst the wind per-
haps had passed the two and thirty.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., lii 10.

inconvertibility (in-kon-vSr-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [<
LL. inconverUbilita{t-)s, unchangeableness, <

incoTwertibilis, unchangeable: see income&rtible.]

The quality of being inconvertible ; incapabil-
ity of being converted into or exchanged for
something else : as, the inconvertibility ot bank-
notes or other currency into gold or silver.

inconvertible (in-kgn-v6r'ti-bl), a. [= E. in-

convertible = Sp. inconvertible =" Pg. inconverU-
vel = It. inconvertibile, < LL. inconvertibilis, un-
changeable, < in- priv. + convertibilis, change-
able: Bee convertible.] Not convertible ; inca-
pable of being converted into or exchanged
for something else : as, one metal is inconvert-
ible into another; inconvertible bonds (bonds
that cannot be exchanged for others of a differ-

ent tenor).

It entereth not the veins, but taketh leave of the per-
meant parts, and accompanieth the inconvertible portion
into the siege. Sir T. Brmune, Vulg. Err., iii. 10.

There could never exist any motive to make notes le-

gally inconvertible, save for the purposes of state-banking.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 437.

inconvertibleness (iu-kon-v^r'ti-bl-nes), ».

Inconvertibility.

inconvertibly (in-kon-v6r'ti-bli), adv. So as
not to be convertible or transmutable.
inconvincible (in-kon-vin'si-bl), a. [= OF. in-
convincible = Sp. ineonvencible, < LL. inoonvin-
cibilis, not oonvincible, < L. ««-, not, + *convin^
cibilis, convincible. ] Not convincible ; incapa-
ble of being convinced.
Wone are so vnconvirunble as your half-witted people.

Government of the Tongve, p. 195.

inconvincibly (ia-kon-vin'si-bli), adv. So as
not to be capable of being convinced. Sir T.
Browne.
inconyf, a. [Prob. < P. inconnu, unknown (< L.
iruiognitus, unknown : see incognito), used like
the ult. related uncouth, in the abbr. form unco,
in the sense of 'strange, rare, fine.' Cf. unco.]
Bare; fine; pretty.

O' my troth, most sweet jests 1 most incony vulgar wit

!

Shale, L. L. 1., iv. 1.

0, a most incony body I

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 2.

O superdalnty canon, vicar incony I

B. JonBon, Tale'of a Tub, iv. 1.

incoopf, V. t. [Also incoup; < inA + coop.] To
coop in ; inclose.

With sodain blindness [Elisha] smites the Syrian Troup
The which in Dothan did him round incoup.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Scliisme.

incoordinate (in-ko-6r'di-nat), a. [< vi-S +
coordinate.] Not coiJrdinate.

incoordinated (in-ko-6r'di-na-ted), a. Incoor-
dinate.
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incoSrdination (in-ko-6r-di-na'shon), n. [= P.
incoordination; as in-^ + coordination.] Lack
of coordination.

incopresentability (in-ko-pre-zen-ta-bil'i-ti),

n. [^incopresentable: see -biUty.] The char-

acter of being ineopresentable. [Rare.]

Certain sensations or movements are an absolute bar
to the simultaneous presentation of other sensations or
movements. We cannot see an orange as at once yellow
and green, though we can feel it at once as both smooth
and cold ; we cannot open and close the same hand at the
same moment, but we can open one hand while closing the
other. Such incopresentability or contrariety is thus more
than mere difference, and occurs only between presenta-

tions belonging to the same sense or to the same group of

movements. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 46.

ineopresentable (in-ko-pre-zen'ta-bl), a. [<
in-S + CO- + presentable.] Not presentable to-

gether. [Eare.]

At the beginning, whatever we regard as the earliest dif-

ferentiation of sound might have been ineopresentable with
the earliest differentiation of colour, if sufficiently diffused,

just as now a field of sight all blue is incopresentableyviih

one all red. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 46.

incoronate (in-kor'o-nat), a. [< L. as if *in-

coronatus, pp. of *incoronare, < ill, in, on, +
coronare, crown: see crown, v. Of. enerovin.]

Crowned. [Eare.]

I saw hither come a Mighty One,
With sign of victory incoronate,

LongfeUow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, iv. 53.

incorporalt (in-k6r'po-ral), a. [= P. incorpo-

rel = Pr. Sp. inaorporal"= It. incorporale, < L.
incorporalis, bodiless, < in- priv. + corporalis,

bodily: see corporal^.] 1. Not in bodily form;
incorporeal.

Alas, how is 't with you.
That you do bend your eye on vacancy,
And with the incorpmrcil air do hold discourse?

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

2. Not consisting of matter; immaterial.
Learned men have not resolved us whether light be cor-

poral or ineorporal. Baleigh.

incorporalityt (in-k6r-po-ral'i-ti), n. [= F.
incorporaUti = It. incorporaUia, < LL. incorpo-
ralita(t-)s, bodilessness, < L. incorporalis, bodi-
less : see ineorporal.] The quality of being in-
corporal; immateriality; incorporeality.

incorporallyt (in-k&r'po-ral-i), adv. Without
matter or a body ; immaterially; incorporeally.
incorporate! (in-k6r'po-rat), V.

;
pret. and pp.

incorporated, ppr. incorporating. [< L. incor-
poratus, pp. of incorporare (> It. incorporare =
Sp. Pg. incorporar = Pr. encorporar, incorpo-
rar = P. incorporer), unite to a body, embody,
< in, in, + oorporare, embody: see corporate.]
1. trans. 1. To form into a body; combine, as
different individuals, elements, materials, or
ingredients, into one body.
The Apostle afflrmeth plainly of all men Christian that,

be they Jews or Gentiles, bond or free, they are all incor-
porated into one company, they all make but one body.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii.' 1.

The process of mixing [gunpowder] is in some mills dis-
pensed with entirely, the incorporatmg mills being made
to do the work of the drum ; but it causes more waste.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 311.

2. To unite with a body or substance; unite
intimately; work in; introduce and combine
so as to form a part.
To them who are incorporated into Christ> their head,

there can be no beheading. Donne, letters, IxxvL
The Hans-Towns, being a Body-politic incorporated in

the Empire, complain'd hereof to the Emperor.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 3.

Every animal sustains itself and grows by incorporating
either the materialscomposing other animals or those com-
posing plants. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 448.

3. To place in a body; give material form to;
incarnate ; embody.
The idolaters who worshipped their images as gods sup-

posed some spirit to be irusorporated therein.

incorporeal

combined; be worked in: usually followed by

4. To form into a body corporate or politic;
constitute as a corporation, with power to act
as one person, and have perpetual succession;
confer corporate rights upon: as, to incorpo-
rate a city or a town; to incorporate a bank or a
railroad company.
Izacke says that "the cordwainers and curriers were

first incorporated by grant under the common seal of the
city 21 a. II. 1387."

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 331, note.
Hence merchants, unimpeachable of sin
Against the charities of domestic life,
Incorporated, seem at once to lose
Their nature. Cowper, Task, iv. 678.

Who do not believe Congress has the power to incar-
p&rate a bank, under any form.

Z>. Webster, Senate, March 18, 1834.

= Syn. 1 and 2. To blend, merge, consolidate.
II. intrans. To unite with another body so

as to make a part of it ; be mixedj blended, or

Painters' colours and ashes do better incorporate loith

oil. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

He never suffers wrong so long to grow.
And to incorporate with right so far.

As it might come to seem the same in show.
Daniel, Civil Wars, v.

I'll wed my Daughter to an Egyptian Mummy, ere she
shall incorporctte imth a contemner of Sciences, and a de-

famer of virtue. Congreve, Love for Love, il 5.

Far from incorporating with them, he was regarded as

a foreigner and an enemy. JPrescott, Ferd. and Isa,, ii. 15.

incorporatei'(in-k6r'p6-rat), a. [< L. ineorpora-

to, pp.: see the verb.] Incorporated; united
in onebqdy; mixed; conjoined; intimately as-

sociated.

"True is it, my incorporate friends," quoth he [the belly],

"That I receive the general food at first,

Whicli you do live upon." Shah., Cor., i. 1.

We most heartily thank thee, for that thou . . . dost
assure us . . . that we are very members incorporate in
the mystical body of tliy Son.

Book of Common Prayer, Communion Office.

Gazing on thee, sullen tree.

Sick for thy stubborn hardihood,
I seem to fail from out my blood

And grow incorporate into thee.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ii.

incorporate^ (in-k6r'po-rat), a. [< in-S + cor-

porate.'] i. Not corporeal ; not bodily or ma-
terial ; not having a material body.
Moses forbore to speak of angels, and things Invisible

and incorporate. Baleigh.

2. Not corporate; not existing as a corpora-
tion: as, an incorporate 'bank.

incorporation .(in-k6r-po-ra'shon), n. [< ME.
incorporacion, < OP. and'P, incwporation = Pr.

incorporatio = Sp. incorporacion = Pg. incor-

poragSo = It. incorporazione, < LL. incorpdra-
tio(n-), an embodying, embodiment, incorpora-
tion, < incorporare, embody, incorporate: see

incorporate^.'] The act of incorporating, or the
state of being incorporated, (a) The act of combin-
ing or mixing different ingredients into one mass ; spe-

cifically, in nud., the mixtiwe or combination of drugs
with liquids or soft substances in order to give them a
certain degree of consistence.

A mercurial spirit must be superadded, which by its ac-
tivity may . . . promote the more exquisite mixture and
incorporation of the ingredients. Boyle, Worlis, I. 646.

(6) The act of uniting with another body, substance, or
mass ; combination into a structure or organization ; in-
timate union. ^
In him we actually are, by our actual incorpora^on into

that society which hath him for their head.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

The incorporation of one town with another, though ef-

fected with brilliant results in the early histoiy of Attika,
involved such a disturbance of all the associations wliich
in the Greek mind clustered about the conception of a
city that it was quite impracticable on any large or gen-
eral scale. J. Fiske, Amer. PoL Ideas, p. 59.

(c) The act of placing in a body, or of giving material form

;

incarnation ; embodiment. [Ilare.] (d) In law, the forma-
tion or existence of a legal or political body by the union of
individuals, constituting an artificial person.

This yere, there was a greate controversye ,betwene the
Mayor and Citesens of the one partie, and tlie companye
of the Taylors of the other partie, for and concemynge a
new incorparaxion. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.X p. 302.

(e) The body so formed. [For this sense the more appro-
priate word IS corpoiution, ]

—

Articles ofincorporation.
See articles of assodati^m, under article.— Incorporation
by reference, the bringing into one document, in legal
effect, of the contents of another by referring to the latter

in such manner as to adopt it. Tlius, the rule that & deed
of lands must describe or identify the land is satisfied by
its referring to another Q)ecified deed, the description in
which is then said to be incorporated by reference.

incorporative (in-k6r'p6-ra-tiv), a. [< incor-

porate^ + -me.] Tending to incorporate. Spe-
cifically applied In philolo^ to languages, also called vn-

tercalative and polysynthetic, as the Basque and the lan-

guages of the ISTorih American Indians, which tend to com-
bine the various modifiers of the verb, as the object and
adverbs, into one word with it. Thus, in Basque, hoporu, to

wash, hopocuni, to wash hands, Jwpoaduni, to wash feet.

incorporator (ia-k6r'po-ra-tor), n. [= It. i»-

corporatore,; as incorporate^ -i- -or.] One who
forms a corporation; speoiflcaUy, one of the
persons named in an act of incorporation; one
of the original members of an incorporated
body or company.
Mr. ... of Georgia expressed a fear that the incor-

porators would, after getting their Bill, come back and ask
the Government to maintain the enterprise by subscrip-
tions. The Engineer, LXYIl. 58.

incorporeal (in-k6r-p6're-al), a. [< iw-S + cor-

poreal. Cf. Sp. incorpdreo = It. incorporeo, <

L. incorporeus, bodiless, < in- priv. + corporeus,
bodily: see corporeal.] 1. Not corporeal ; not
consisting of matter, or not having a material
body; immaterial.

This time, because it is an incorporeal thing, and not
subject to sense, we mock ourselves the flneliest out of it.

B. Jonson, Epicoene^ i. L



incorporeal

Thua incorporeal spirits to smallest forms
Reduced tneir shapes immense.

Milton, P. L, t 789.

S. In law, existing in contemplation of law,
and enjoyable as a right (as distinguished from
that which has tangibla form), as a franchise,
or a right of way.- incorporeal hereditament.
See 1iereditwment.=Syn. 1. Unsubstantial, spiritual dis-
embodied.

incorporeaUsm (in-k6r-po're-al-izm), n. [< in-
corporeal + -ism.] The coniiition of being in-
corporeal; immateriality; incorporeal spiritual
existence, or belief in such existence.

So in like manner did all the other ancient atomista gen-
erally, before Democritus, joyn theology and inaorporeal-
i«m with their atomical physiology.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 27.

incorporealist (in-kdr-po'ra-al-ist), n. [< vn-
corporeal + -is*.] One who" Relieves in incor-
poreaUsm or incorporeal existence.

Those atomick physiologies that .were before Democri-
tus and Leucippus were all of them incorporealists.

Cvdworth, Intellectual System, p. 26.

incorporeality (in-k6r-p6-re-al'i-ti), n. [< in-
corporeal + 4ty.'\ The character of being in-
corporeal ; incorporeity.

incorporeally (in-k6r-po'rf-al-i), adv. In an
incorporeal manner; without body or embodi-
ment; immaterially.

The sense of hearing striketh the spirits more immedi-
ately than the other senses, and more incorporeally than
the smelling. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 121.

incorporeity (in-k6r-po-re'i-ti), n. [= F. in-
corporeite = Kr. incorp'oreitat = Sp. incorporei-
dad = Pg. incorporeidade = It. incorporeiw, ; as
incorporeifll) + -ity.'] The quality of being in-
corporeal; disembodied existence; immateri-
ality.

incorporingt, n. [ME., verbal n. of Hneorpor,
<L.»»corpoj'fl(re, embody: see incorporate^,^ In-
corporation.

Eek of our materes encorporing.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 262.

inoorpset (in-k6rps'), v. t. [< «jj-2 -f- corpse,

body.] To incorporate.

He grew into his seat,

And to such wondrous doing brought his horse,
As he had been incorps'd and demi-natur'd
With the brave beast. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

incorrect (in-ko-rekt'), a. [= F. incorrect =
Sp. Pg. incorre'cto = It. incorretto, < L. incor-

rectus, uncorrected, unimproved, \ in- priv. +
correetus, correct: see correct.'] 1. Not cor-

rect in form or structure ; not according to a
copy or model, or to established rule; faulty.

The piece, you think, is incorrect?
Pope, ProL to Satires, L 45.

2. Not correct as to fact; inaconrate; errone-
ous ; untrue : as, an incorrect statement, nar-
ration, or calculation.— 3. Not correct in man-
ner or character; improper; irregular; disor-

derly: as, foco/rec* habits.

I will therefore only observe to you that the wit of the
last age was yet more incorrect than their language.

Dryden, Def. of Epil. to Conq. of Granada.

4t. Not corrected or regulated; not chastened
into proper obedience.

'Tis unmanly grief;

It shows a will most incorrect to heaven,
Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

incorrectionf (in-ko-rek'shgn), n. [= P. incor-

recUon = 8p. incor'reeoion = Pg. incorrecgao =
It. incorreeione, < L. as if *ineorrectio{nr-), < i»-

eorrectus, incorrect: see incorrect.'] Want of

correction; incorrectness.

The unbridled swing or iiicorrection of ill nature mak-
eth one odious. Arnway, The Tablet (1661), p. 9.

incorrectly (in-kg-rekt'li), adv. In an incor-

rect manner; inaccurately; not exactly: as,

incorrectly copied; incorrectly stated.

incorrectness (in-ko-rekt'nes), n. 1. The con-

dition or quality oi being incorrect; want of

conformity to truth or to a standard or rule

;

inaccuracy.—2. That which is incorrect; an
error.

As to his speech, you see it ;
people hold it very cheap,

tho' several incorrectnesses have been altered in the prmt-

ed copy. Oray, Letters, L 139.

incorrespondence (in-kor-e-spon'dens), n. [<

in-S + correspondence.] Lack of correspon-

dence; disproportion. Coleridge.

incorrespondency (in-kor-e-spon'den-si), n.

Same as incorrespondence.

incorresponding (In-kor-e-spon'ding), a. L<

i»-3 + corresponding.] Not corresponding.

Coleridge. „
incorrigibiUty (in-kor"i-ji-bil'i-ti), «. [= i-

incorrigibiliti = Sp. in^orregimhdaa = rg. tn-

192
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corHgibilidade = It. incorrigibiUtd,, < ML. incor-
rigibilita{t-)s, < LL. incorrigibilis, incorrigible:
see incorrigible.] The quality or state of be-
ing incorrigible ; incapability of correction or
amendment.

incorrigible (in-kor'i-ji-bl), a. and n. [= P.
incorrigible = Sp. incorregille = Pg. incorrigi-
vel = It. incorrigibile, incorreggibile, < ML. in-
corrigibilis, not corrigible, < in- priv. + corrigi-
6iiis, corrigible : see corrigible.] I. a. 1. Inca-
pable of being corrected or amended.
What are their thoughts of things, but variety of in-

corrigible errour? Sir E. L'Estrange.

2. Bad beyond correction or reform ; irre-
claimable: as, an incorrigible sinner or drun-
kard.

There are not only diseases incurable in physic, but
cases indissolvable in laws, vices incorrigible in divinity.

Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, ii. 9.

He was long considered as an incorrigible dunce.
Goldsmith, Taste.

=5yn. Incurable, hopeless, irrecoverable, irreclaimable

;

graceless, shameless, hardened.

H. n. One who is incapable of amendment
or reform.

A small room where my incorrigibles are kept for forty
hours without food in solitary confinement.

Idvin-gstone's I/i^e Work, p. 424.

incorrigibleness (in-kor'i-ji-bl-nes), n. Incor-
rigibility; the quality of not admitting of cor-
rection.

What we call penitence becomes a sad attestation of our
incorrigihlerwss. Decay of Christicm Piety.

I would not have chiding used, much less blows, till

obstinacy and incorrigibleness make it absolutely neces-
sary. Locke,

incorrigibly (in-kor'i-ji-bli), adv. In an incor-
rigible manner; irreelaimably.
incorrodible (in-kp-ro'di-bl), a. [< irt-3 + cor-
rodible.] Incapable of being corroded.
incorrupt (in-ko-rupf ), a. [= OP. incorrupt=
Sp. Pg. incorrupto = It. incorrotto, < L. incor-
ruptus, uninjured, not corrupt, < «n- priv. +
corruptus, corrupt: see corrupt.] 1. Not cor-
rupt physically; not affected by corruption or
decay ; not marred, impaired, or spoiled : used
of organic matter of any kind.

And mortal food, as may dispose him best
For dissolution, wrought by sin, that first

Distempered all things, and of incorrupt
Corrupted. Milton, P. L., xi. 56.

2. Not corrupt spiritually; not defiled or de-
praved; pure; sound; untainted; above the
influence of corruption or bribery.

Most wise, most honourable, and most incorrupt judges.
Shirley, The Traitor, iii. 1.

incorruptedt (in-ko-rup'ted), a. [< in-^ + cor-
rupted.] Not corrupted; uncorrupted.

And breath'd into their incorrupted breasts
A curious wish, which did corrupt their wiU.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, Int. (ed. 1819).

incorruptibility (in-ko-rup-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [<
ME.Hncorruptibilitee, incorrumptibiletee= P. in-

corruptibilite= Pr. incorruptibilitat= Sp. incor-
ruptibilidad = It. incorrottibilitct, < LL. incor-

ruptibilita(t-)s, < ineorruptibilis, incorruptible:
see incorruptible.] The character or quality
of being incorruptible ; incapability of corrup-
tion.

The vertu of brennynge watir is sich that naturely it

drawith out of gold aUe the vertues and propirtees of it,

and it holdith incorrumptibiletee and an euene heete.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 7.

incorruptible (in-ko-rup'ti-bl), a. and n. [<

ME. incorrupUble, < OP. (also P.) incorruptible

= Sp. incorruptible = Pg. incorruptivel =lt.in-
corrottibile, < LL. ineorruptibilis, incorruptible,

< ill- priv. + corruptibilis, corruptible : see cor-

ruptible.] I. a. 1. Not corruptible physically;

incapable of corruption or decay.

The vertu therof [quintessence of antimony] is incor-

ruptible and memeilous profitable.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 10.

The dead shall be raised incorruptible. 1 Cor. xv. 52.

2. Not corruptible morally; not liable to per-

version or debasement ; that cannot be affected

by contaminating influences, especially bribery

or hope of gain or advancement: as, incorrup-

tible principles ; an incorruptible judge.

An integrity incorruptible, and an ability that always

rose to the need.
Emerson, Address, Soldiers' Monument, Concord.

TL.n.pl. leap.] .EccJes., the AphthartodocetsB.

incorruptibleness (in-ko-mp'ti-bl-nes), n. In-

corruptibility.

incorruptibly (in-kg-mp'ti-bli), adv. In an in-

corruptible manner"; so as not to admit of cor-

ruption.

increasableness

incoiTUption (in-ko-rup'shon), n. [= F. incor-
ruption = Sp. incorrttpcion= Pg. incorrupgao=
It. incorruzione, < LL. incorrU2)tio(n-), incorrup-
tion, < L. incorruptus, not corrupt: see incor-
rupt.] The condition or quality of being incor-
rupt ; absence of or exemption from corruption.

It is sown in corruption ; it is raised in incorruption.
1 Cor. XV. 42.

incorruptive (in-ko-rup'tiv), a. [= OP. i7icor-

ruptif; as in-3 + corruptive.] Not liable to cor-
ruption or decay. [Rare.]

[The lyre] struck
For sounds of triumph, to proclaim her toils
Upon the lofty summit, round her brow
To twine the wreath of incorruptive praise.

AkenMde, Pleasures of Imagination, t 435.

incorruptly (in-ko-rupt'li), adv. In an incor-
rupt manner; without corruption.

Observation will show us many deep counsellors of state
and judges to demean themselves incorruptly in the set-
tled course of affairs. Milton, Church-Government, i. 1.

incorruptness (in-ko-rupt'nes), n. The con-
dition or quality of iJeing incorrupt, physically
or morally ; exemption from decay or deterio-
ration; immunity from contaminating influ-
ences.

Probity of min(L integrity, and incorruptness of man-
ners is preferable to fine parts and subtile speculations.

TToodward.

incountert, v. and n. An obsolete form of en-
counter.

incouraget, incouragementt, etc. Obsolete
forms of encourage, etc.

incrassate (in-kras'at), v.; pret. and pp. in-

crassated, ppr. incrassating. [< LL. inerassa^
tus, pp. of incrassare (> Pg. incrassar = Sp,
incrasar), make thick, < L. in, in, + crassare,
make thick, < crassus, thick: see crass.] I.

trans. To make thick or thicker ; thicken ; spe-
cifically, in phar., to make thicker, as a fluid,

by the mixture of something less fluid, or by
evaporating the more fluid parts.

Some find sepulchral vessels containing liquors which
time hath incrassated into jellies.

Sir T. Broume, Urn-burial, UL

Of such concernment too is drink and food,
To incrassate and attenuate the blood.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, iv.

II. intrans. To become thick or thicker.

Their spirits fattened and inora^sated within them.
Hammond, Works, IV. 651.

incrassate (in-kras'at), a. [= Pg. inerassado, <

LL. incrassatus, pp.: see the verb.] 1. Thick-
ened, or made thick or thicker; inspissated;
fattened ; swollen from fatness.

Their understandings were so ^oss within them, being
fattened and incrassate with magical phantasms.

Hammond, Works, IV. 657.

2. In 6o*., becoming thicker by degrees; swell-

ing or swollen.—3. In entom. , gradually swollen
in one part, generally toward the apex incras-
sate antennse, such antennse as are much thickened
in one part, but not at the base or apex.— Incrassate
femora, such femora as are.much thickened and formed
for leaping, as in the grasshoppers.—Incrassate Joint, a
joint thicker than the adjoining ones.—Incrassate mar-
gin, a margin somewhat swollen and rounded, without
any sharp edge.

incrassated (in-kras'a-ted), a. Same as incras-

sate.

incrassation (in-kra-sa'shon), n. [< incrassate

+ -ion.] 1. The act of incrassating or thick-

ening, or the state of becoming incrassated or
thickened; inspissation; fatty enlargement.

The incrassation of the hind legs does not, as in the
Halticse, indicate saltatorial powers. Westwood.

2. A swelling out as if from fatness ; a thick-

ening.

Whatsoever properlynourisheth before its assimulatlon,
by the action of natural heat it receiveth a corpulency or
incrassation progressional unto its conversion.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., iii. 20.

incrassative (in-kras'a-tiv), a. and n. [< i»-

crassate + -ive.] I. a'. Having the quality of
thickening.

II. n. That which has the power to thicken;
specifically, a medicine, as a mucilaginous sub-
stance, formerly believed to thicken the humors
when too thin.

The two latter indicate restringents to stench, Mid i?i-

crassatives to thicken the blood.

increasable (in-kre'sa-bl), a. [< increase +
-aile.] Capable of being increased.

increasableness (in-kre'sa-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being increasable.

The necessity of enlarging infinitely means no more
than that we find an indefinite in^:easablencss of some of
our ideas, or an impossibility of supposing any end of
them. Law, Enquiry, L



increase

increase (in-kres'), v.
;
pret. and pp. irwreased,

ppr. increasing. [Formerly also encrease; <

ME. increassen, inoressen, incresen, encressen,

encrescen, encresen, < OP. *encreiser, encreistre,

encresire, encroistre, encricier = Pr. encreisser =
It. increscere, < L. increscere, increase, < in, in,

on, + crescere, grow : see crescent, crease^.'] I.

inirans. To become greater in any respect ; be-
come enlarged, extended, or multiplied; grow
or advance in size, quantity, number, degree,
etc. ; augment ; multiply ; wax, as the moon.

Of been the swarmes nowe begynne encrese,
Nowe in the hony combe is bredde the bee.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 166.

The Lord malce you to increase and abound in love one
toward another. 1 Thes. iii. 12.

The people also besprlnMe the Bride with wheat, crying
out. Increase and multiplie. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 214.

While the stars bum, the moons increase.
And the great ages onward roll. Tennyson, To J. S.

II. trans. To make greater in any respect

;

enlarge or extend in bulk, quantity, number,
degree, etc. ; add to ; enhance ; aggravate : op-
posed to diminish.
Nothynge elles thei diden but ete and drinke, and en-

creced her peple that assembled euery day.
Merlin (E. B. T. S.), ii. 231.

Hie thee from this slaughterhouse.
Lest thou inerease the number of the dead.

Shah, Rich. IIL, It. 1.

I can never see one of those plays which are now writ-
ten, but it inffreases my admiration of the ancients.

Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

This increases the difficulties tenfold.
Jefferson, Correspondence, 1. 286.

increase (in'kres, formerly also in-kres'), n.

[< ME. encres, encrese, encresse, < OF. (AF.)
encresse, encrece, enoreas, increase; from the
verb.] 1 . A growing larger, as in size, number,
quantity, degree, etc.; augmentation; enlarge-
ment; extension; multiplication.

Dear goddess, hear I

Suspend thy purpose, it thou didst intend
To make this creature fruitful 1 . . .

Dry up in her the organs of increase,
Shak., Lear, i. 4.

God made the woman for the use of man,
And for the good and iKiffrease of the world.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

2. The amount or number added to the origi-

nal stock, or by which the original stock is aug-
mented; increment; profit; interest; produce;
issue ; offspring.

Take thou no usury of him, or increase. Lev. xxv, 36.

All the increase of thine house shall die in the flower of

their age. 1 Sam. ii. 33.

Beyond Eoanoak are many Isles full of fruits and other
Katurall increases.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, L 85.

3. In astron., the period of increasing light or

an increasing luminous phase; the waxing, as
of the moon.

Seeds, hair, nails, hedges, and herbs will grow soonest,

if set or cut in the increase of the moon. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Imperceptible increase. See imperceptible. = Syu. 1
and 2. Enlargement, growth, addition, accession, expan-
sion.

increasefult (in-kres'ful), a. [< increase, n., +
-ful.'] Full of increase ; abundantly productive.

To cheer the ploughman with increaseful crops.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 958.

increasementt (in-kres'ment), n. [< increase +
-mejif.] Increase ; aggrandizement.
Then it is worthy the considei-ation, how this may im-

port England in the increascment of the greatnesse of

France, by the addition of such a countrey.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 66.

increaser (in-kre's6r), n. One who or that
which increases.
The medicine being the increaser of the disease, as when

fire is quenched with oile. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 326.

Craven's trsLCtion-increaser . . . has lately been tried
on the New York, Lake Erie, and Western.

The Engineer, LXV. 425.

increase-twist (iu'kres-twist), n. In firearms
and ordnance, a system of rifling in which the
twist or inclination of the spiral grooves to the
axis of the bore increases from the breech to
the muzzle. See twist.

increasingly (in-kre'sing-li), adv. In an in-

creasing maimer; growingly: as, increasingly

uncomfortable.
increate (in'krf-at), a. [ME. increate; = F.
incr^e = Sp. Pg. increado = It. increato; < L.
i?j-priv. -1- creatus, created: see create."] Not
created; uncreated. [Poetical.]

Myn owen sone with me increate
SchaUe doun be aente to be incarnate. I/ydgate.

Since God is light,

And never but in unapproached light
Dwelt from eternity, dwelt then in thee,

Bright effluence of bright essence increate.

MUton, P. L., ill. 6.
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increatedt (in-kre-a'ted), a. Same as increate.

The unexpressible notions rising out of a fruitive con-
templation of the increated verity.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xxi. § 1.

incredibile dictu (in-krf-dib'i-le dik'tii). [L.:

incredibile, neut. of incrediUlis, incredible ; dic-

tu, abl. supine of dicere, say : see diction.'] In-

credible to relate ; strange to say.

incredibility (in-kred-i-bil'i-ti), n.
;
pi. incredi-

bilities (-tiz). [= F. incredibility = Sp. incre-

dibilidad = Pg. incredibilidade = It. incredibi-

litd, < LL. incredibilita(i-)s, incredibility, incre-

dulity, < L. incrediUlis, incredible : see incredi-

ble.] 1. The quality of being incredible or be-

yond belief.

For objects of incredibility, none are so removed from
all appearance of truth as those of ComeiUe's Andromede.

Dryden.

2. That which is incredible.

Heat his mind with incredibilities. Johnson.

incredible (in-kred'i-bl), a. [= OP. incredible

(also vernacularly increable, P. incroydble) =
Sp. increible = Pg. incredivel, increivel, incrivel

= It. incredibile, < L. incrediUlis, not to be be-

lieved, < in- priv. + credibilis, to be believed:

see credible.] 1. Not credible ; that cannot be
credited; surpassing the possibility of belief.

Which might amaze the beholders, and seeme incredible

to the hearers. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 298.

Is it incredible, or can it seem
A dream to any, except those that dream,
That man should love his Maker?

Cowper, Conversation.

An oak growing in the sea, and a sea-weed on the top of

a hill, are incredible combinations.
H. Spencer, Prin. of BioL, § 27.

2. Surpassing belief as to what is possible

;

hard to believe ; unimaginable ; inconceivable.

In Asia there is no Beer drank at all, but Water, Wine,
and an incredible variety of other Drinks.

Howell, Letters, ii. 54.

incredibleness (in-kred'i-bl-nes), n. Incredi-

bility.

The very strangeness, or incrediblersesSj of the story.

Casaubon, Credulity and Incredulity (1668), p. 180.

incredibly (in-kred'i-bU), adv. 1. In an in-

credible manner ; in a manner to preclude be-
lief.— 2. Beyond prior belief or conception; un-
imaginably; inconceivably.

The arts are incredibly improved.
Hakewill, Apology, p. 245.

increditablet (in-kred'i-ta-bl), a. [< Mj-3 +
creditable.] Discreditable.
Hypocrisy and dissimulation are always increditaile, but

in matters of religion monstrous.
Gentleman Instructed, p. 145.

increditedt (in-kred'i-ted), a. [< *»-8 + credit-

ed.] Discredited; disbelieved.

He [Hazael] was brought to this z&ii-inerediicd mischief

;

as impossible as at flrst he judged it, at last he performed
it. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 364.

incredulity (in-kre-dii'li-ti), n. [= OP. encre-
dulitet, P. incredulity ="Pr. increduUtat = Sp.
incredulidad = Pg. incredulidade = It. incredii-

litd, < L. incredulita{t-)s, unbelief, < incredulus,
unbelieving: h^^ incredulous.] The quality of
being incredulous or indisposed to believe; a
withholding or refusal of belief; skepticism;
unbelief.

Of everyspecies of incredulity, religious unbelief is infi-

nitely the most irrational. Buckminster.

The human mind not infrequently passes from one ex-
treme to another ; from one of implicit faith to one of ab-
solute incredulity. Story, Speech, Cambridge,Aug. 31, 1826.

=Syd.. Disbelief, distrust, doubt.

incredulous (in-kred'u-lus), a. [= P. incrSdule
= Sp. Pg. It. inereduio, < L. incredulus, unbe-
lieving, unbelievable, < in- priv. + credulus, ie-
lieviag: see credulous.] 1. Not credulous ; not
disposed to admit the truth of what is related;
not ^ven to believe readily; refusing or with-
holding belief; skeptical.

These [witnesses] may be so qualified as to their ability
and fidelity that a man must be a fantastical incredulom
fool to make any doubt of them.

Bp. Wilkins, Natural Eeligion, i. 1.

*' I am the man." At which the woman gave
A hd^-incredvlous, half-hysterical cry.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2t. Not easy to be believed; incredible.

No dram of a scruple, no scruple of a scruple, no obsta-
cle, no incredulous or unsafe circumstance.

Shale, T. N., iii. 4.

incredulously (in-kred'u-lus-li), adv. In an
incredulous manner; with incredulity.
incredulousness (in-kred'u-lus-nes), n. Incre-
dulity.

incremablet (in-krem'a-bl), a. [< OP. increma-
ble, < LL. as if *incremabilis, < in- priv. -f- cre-

"^'j, combustible, < L. cremare, bum: see

increscent

cremate.] Incapable of being burned; incom-
bustible.
Incombustible sheets made with a texture of asbestos,.

iticrcmable flax, or salamander's wool.
Sir T. Brmime, Urn-burial, ilL

incremate (in-kre'mat), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
incremated, ppr. incremating. [CLL. as if *««-

crematiis, pp. of "incremare, < L. in, in, + cre-

mare, bum, cremate: Bee cremate.] To cremate.

incremation (in-kre-ma'shon), n. [< LL. as if

*incrematio(tt-), < Hncrema're, burn: see incre-

mate.] The act of burning or of consuming by
fire, as a dead body ; cremation.
Not very long after we passed those incremations I was

seated in the drawing-room of the Bengal Club, with mir-
rors and lights. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 126.

increment (in'krf-ment), n. [= P. increment
= Sp. Pg. It. increikento, < L. incrementum,
growth, increase, < increscere, increase : see in-

crease.] 1. The act or process of increasing;,

a growing or swelling in bulk, quantity, num-
ber, value, or amount; augmentation.

Divers conceptions there are concerning its [the Nile's]'

increment or inundation. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err. , vL 8.

Faith in every of its stages, at its flrst beginning, at its-

increment, at its greatest perfection, is a duty made up of

the concurrence of the will and the understanding.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 146.

2. Something added; an increase or augmenta-
tion; specifically, in math., the excess (positive

or negative) of the value which a functionwould
have if its independent variable were increased
by any amount, especially by unity, over the

value which it has for any particular value *f
the variable; the difference of a function; also,

an arbitrary supposed increase of an indepen-
dent variable.

Here heaps of gold, there incrernents of honours.
Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

All scale-readings begin at zero, and extend by practi-

cally uniform increments to the maximum reading.
Science, XIIL 99.

3. In rhet., a species of amplification which con-
sists in magnifying the importance of a subject
(person or thing) by stating or implying that it

has no superior, or that the greatest of all others
is inferior to it : as. Thou hast slain thy mother.
What more can I say? Thou hast slain thy
mother.— 4. In Latin gram., a syllable in an-

other form of a word additional to the nimiber
of syllables in the nominative singular of a.

noun, adjective, etc., or the second person sin-

gular of the present indicative active of a verb.
The increment nearest the beginning of the word is called
the flrst, and those succeeding it are the second and third
respectively, the last syllable not being counted. Thus in
i-lii-2ne-3n-&«s from i-ter, avr^di-^vis-^se-tisiroia au-di-o,

au-dis, the increments ai'e numbered as indicated.

5. In her., the state of the moon when crescent:

as, the moon in her imcremejit.—Method of Incre-
ments, the calculus of finite differences, especially that
part which treats of the differences and sums of different

forms of functions.

incremental (in-kre-men'tal), «. [< increment
+ -al.] Pertaining'to or in"the nature of incre-

ment or increase.

The exclusion of the rule of "subtraction" and the sub-
stitution of what the writer calls ^^increm^ntaX or com-
plementary addition." Nature, XXXIII. 29.

incrementationt, n. [ME. incrementacion, <ML.
incrementatio(n-), increase, < L. incrementum, in-

crease: see increment.] Increase; growth.

In Marche and September putacion
To chastens is inci'ementacion.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 217.

increpatet (in'kre-pat), V. t. [< L. inerepatvs,

pp. of increpare (} It. increpare = Sp. Pg. incre-

jtar = OF. increper, encreper), make a noise,

exclaim against, < in, on, + erepare, make a.

noise : see crepitate.] To chide ; rebuke.
increpationt (in-kre-pa'shgn), n. [= OP. irir

crepaUon = Sp. inci'macion = Pg. increpa^=
It. increpaeione, < LL. increpatio(n-), a chiding,

< L. increpare, exclaim against, chide: see in-

orepate.] A chiding or rebuking; censure.

God was angry ; but yet ... it was but such an anger
as ended in an instruction rather than in an increpation.

Donne, Sermons, V.

When they desired to know the time
of his restoring their kingdom, ... his ^^ 7
answer wasakindeof soft vncrepation to
them, and a strong instruction to all

times.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xvl § 6.

increscent (in-kres'ent), a. [<
L. increseen{t-)s, ppr! of jjicres-

cere, increase : see increase.] In- Heraldic tepre-

creasing; growing; augmenting; Sf°P„cr°esce«T

swelling : specifically applied to o' crescent incres.

the moon. "=="'

Between the increscent and decrescent moon.
Tennyson, Gareth and ijnette.



Increst

increBt+(m-krest'),?j.«. [,<m-^+crest.2 Toorest.

^1.° ',?^'?? billows floT'd upon her breast,
Which did their top with coral red increst.

Drwmmond, Sonnets, i. 13.

incriminate (in-krim'i-nat), v. t.; pret.andpp.
incriminated, ppr. incriminating. [< ML. in-
criminatus, pp. of incriminare (> It. incrimimire
= 8p. Pg. incrimiiiar = Pr. encriminar= P. in-
criminer), accuse of crime, < L. in, on, + erimi-
nare, accuse of crime: see cfriminate.'\ 1. To
charge with a crime ; accuse; criminate.
In cases in which the clerk . . . was accused, the cler-

ical immunity from trial by the secular judge was free-
ly recognised. If the ordinary claimed the myiiminated
clerk, the secular court surrendered him for ecclesiastical
trial. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 399.

The evidence, it is said, does not incriminate the higher
members of the corporation as individuals, although it
shows that they assented to a loose general application of
the city's funds. Mew York Times, March 2, 1887.

2. To make a subject of accusation; charge as
a crime. [Rare.]

Fifteen years had passed since the incriminated acts
were committed. Leeky, Eng. in 18th Cent., jdii.

=S3TL 1. Acciise,.Charg^ Indict, ete. See accuse.

incriminatory (in-krim'i-na-to-ri), a. [< incrim-
inate + -ory.2 Tending to' criminate ; accusa-
tory. Athenceum.
incroacht, incroachmentt, etc. Obsolete forms
of encroach, etc.

fncroyable (F. pron. an-krwo-ya'bl), n. [P.,
lit. incredible : see incredible.'] In Prance, dxir-

ing the time of the Directory (about 1795-9),
a man or woman who affected a grotesque and
extreme foppishness in dress.

The republican [French] young man of fashion, the in-
eroyabU. Westminster Sev., CXXVIII. 947.

incniciatedt (in-kro'shi-a-ted), a. [< in-S +
cruciated.2 Untormented; free from torture.

His ignorance gave him ... a kind of innocence, where-
by he [(Fdipus] might have passed away his life ineruci-
ated, without the sense of so fatal misfortunes.

Feltha/m, Resolves, ii. 31.

incruentalt (in-krg-en'tal), a. [< L. incruentus,
not made bloody, < in- priv. + cruentus, bloody,
< critor, blood.] Not bloody; not aeeompanied
with blood.

He musters out as many places as he can find that
make any mention of liturgy, oblation, holy victim, iji-

cruental sacrifice.

Brevint, Saul and Samuel at Endor, p. 408.

incrust, encrust (in-^ en-krust'), v. t. [< OP.
encrouster, P. encroufer, also incrtister = Sp.
Pg. incrtistar = It. incivsiare, < L. imenistare,

cover with a rind or crust, < in, on, + crusta,

crust: see crttst.] 1. To cover with a crust;
form a crust or coating on the surface of4 coat

;

overlay : as, an ancient coin inerusted with rust.

In the Persian Gulf a ship had her copper bottom en-
crusted in the course of twenty months with a layer of

coral two feet in thickness. Darvnn, Coral Reefs, p. 106.

All the wonderful acuteness and dialectics of the Greek
mind were employed for centuries in inorusting the Chris-

tian faith with the subtile and curious conceits of the
Oriental systems. Stilli, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 256.

As Christiaqity spread over the Koman world, it became
encrusted with pa^an notions and observances.

J. Fislee, Idea of God, p. 79.

2. In decorative art, to cover vnth a different

and generally more precious material in plates

or pieces of appreciable thickness, requiring

to be held in place by cramps, hooks, cement,
or other appliances.

The principal [chapels of St. Peter's] are four, inerusted

with most precious marbles and stones of various colours.

Evelyn, Diary, Eome, Nov. 19, 1644.

3. To apply or inlay, as mosaic, slabs of pre-

cious marbles, enameled tiles, or the Uke, so

as to form a decoration or covering.

The form of the cross, the domes, the inerusted decora-

tion [of St. Mark's], were all borrowed from the East, and

all had their prototypes in Byzantine buildings.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 54.

In good [mosaic] work not a trace [of cement] should

appear between the encrusted stones and the marble, not

even when seen through a magnifying glass.

Birdwood, Indian Arts, II. 49.

Inerusted enamel See enomeJ.—Inerusted work,
in metal, work the surface of which is decorated by attach-

ing to it ornaments also in metal, as silver on copper,

copper on brass, etc. In some instances one metal is in-

cnisted on another, as tin on brass, and then cut through

in figured patterns. A modern mechanical method con-

sists in painting the design on the metal surface in water-

color, then varnishing the unpainted parts, and placing

the object in a dilute bath of nitric acid. After the painted

parts are bitten in by the acid, the object is electroplated,

the deposit forming on the unvarnished parts. On remov-

ing the varnish, the plated parts appear as inerusted.

Incrustata (in-krus-ta'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of L. incmstatvs, incrustate : see incrustate,

«.] A division of oyolostomatous polyzoans

:

same as Inarticulata, 2: opposed to Madicata.
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incrustate (in-krus'tat), v. t. [< L. inm-ustatus,

pp. of incrustare, incrust: see incrust.] To in-
crust; form an merustation on. [Eare.]

If it was covered with mud, it musthave been incrustated
mud. Ooldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxzix.

Masses of calcareous tufa which have been formed upon
the borders of in^rustatinff springs.

J. CroU, Climate and Cosmology, p. 187.

incrustate (in-krus'tat), a. [< L. incrustatiis,

pp.: see the verb.] 1. Inerusted.
The finer part of the wood will be turned into air, and

the grosser stick baked and incrustate upon the sides of
the vessel. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. In bot. : (a) Coated, as with earthy matter.
(6) Grrowing so firmly to the pericarp as to ap-
pear to have but one integument : said of seeds.— 3. Incrusting; forming a crust, as a poly-

_
zoan or a lichen.

incrustation (in-krus-ta'shon), n. [Also rarely
encrustation; = P. incrustation = Sp. incrusta-
don =z Pg. incrusta^So, < LL. incrvstatio(n-), < L.
incrustare,in(iv\mt: aeei incrust.] 1. The act of
incrusting ; the act of covering or lining with
any foreign substance; the state of being in-
crusted.

It [St. Mark's] is the purest example in Italy of the great
school of architectui'e in which the ruling principle is the
incrustation of brick with more precious materials.

Ruskim,, Stones of Venice, II. iv. § 24.

2. A crust or coat of anjrthing on the surface
of a body ; a covering, coating, or scale, as of
mineral substances deposited by a spring or
stream, or by the water in a steam-boiler ; an
eflorescence, as of salt or soda on the surface
of the ground.
The application of hydrochloric acid removed the sta-

lactite encrustation by which the letters had hitherto been
obscured. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 235.

The countiy at this point is inexpressibly dreary and
volcanic-looking, the salt incrustations lying thick upon
the earth. O'Donom/n, Merv, L

A merely sceptical age will create nothing; but an age
of uniuquiring credulity will hand down to later genera-
tions its most sacred truths disfigured and imperilled by
a thick inaruxtation of error.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 266.

3. An inlaying of anything, as a plaque, tile,

lacquer, veneer, mosaic, or the like, into orupon
the surface, as of a cabinet, mantelpiece, etc.

Had the whole church been finished as it was designed, it

would have presented one splendid though bizarre effect
of incrustation. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 251.

4. An inerusted or inlaid object or substance.

The material of the structure was brick, but the whole
surface of the building [St. Marks], within and without,
was to be covered with precious incrustations of mosaic
or of marble.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 54.

The doorways are a labyrinth of intricate designs, in
which the utmost elegance of form is made more beautiful
by incrustations of precious agates and Alexandrine glass-
work. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 102.

Cameo tncrustation. See cameo.

incrustive (in-kms'tiv), a. [< incrust + -ioe.]

Pertaining to a crust,- or to the formation of a
crust.

incrustment (in-kmst'ment), n. [= It. incros-

tamento; as incrust + -ment.] That which is

formed as a crust ; incrustation ; hence, any
foreign matter with which something is over-

laid or surrounded. Also encrustment.

The work of disengaging truth from its encrustment of

error. Is. Taylor.

incubate (in'ku-bat), v.
;
pret. and pp. incubat-

ed, ppr. incubating. [< L. incubatus, pp. of in-

eubare (> Sp. encobar, incubar= Pg. incubar). Me
in or upon, < in, in, on, + cubare, lie.] I, trans.

To sit upon for the purpose of hatching ; hatch
out, or produce by hatching: often used figura-

tively: as, to incubate eggs; to incubate a book
or a project.

Still fewer [fishes] nidificate and incubate their ova.

Owen, Comp. Anat., viii.

II. mtrans. 1. To sit, as on eggs, for the

pxirpose of hatching; brood: as, a bird that

ineabates for two weeks.— 2. lapathol., to go
through the stage or process of incubation.

See incubation, 2.

incubation (in-ku-ba'shon), n. [= P. incuba-

tion = Sp. incubdmon = Pg. incubagSo = It. in-

cubazione, < L. inmbaUo(,n-), < incubare, lie in

or upon: see incubate.] 1. The act of sitting,

as on eggs, for the purpose of hatching; brood-

ing; hatching: often used figuratively, as of

writings, schemes, etc.

First, the Swiss Eepublicks grew under the guardian-

ship of the French monarch. The Dutch EepubUcks were

hatched and cherished under the same incuiation.

Burke, A Regicide Peace, IL

Incubation is performed, as is well known, by the fe-

male of nearly all Birds. Eruyyc. Brit., III. 776.

incubiture

2. In pathol., the unnoticed or unknown pro-
cesses or changes which occur in the interval
between the exposure to an infectious disease
and the development of its first symptoms.
This [whooping-cough] has generally one week, or even

two, of incubation before the first febrile and catarrhal
symptoms appear. Quain, Med. Diet.

3. A lying in or vithin; specifically, the act of
sleeping in a ten pie for the purpose of obtaining
revelations by dreams, or in the hope of being
visited by the god and relieved of some ailment,
as in the Greek sanctuaries of .^sculapius.
This place was celebrated for the worship of .Xsculapius,

in whose temple incubation, i. e. sleeping for oracular
dreams, was practised. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. HI.
A type of the usual method, which was called incubation

or eyitoi>7)(7n, is the oracle of Amphiaraus near Oropus, be-
side the spring where the hero had risen from the earth to
become a god. The inquirer, after abstaining from wine
for three days and from all food for twenty-four hours,
slept in the temple on the skin of a ram which he had sac-
rificed. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 808.

Artificial Ineubatlon, the hatching of eggs by artificial
warmth, as practised from antiquity in Egypt and China,
Of late years this industiy has become general in Europe
and America.—Period Of incubation, (a) In omith.,
the length of time required to hatch eggs, or during which
a bird incubates them, (b) In pathol., the period that
elapses between the introduction of the morbific principle

_
and the outbreak of the disease.

incubative (in'ku-ba-tiv), a. [(.incubate + -ive.]

Of or pertaining to incubation or the period of
incubation; of the nature of incubation; in
patliol., relating to the period during which a
disease is supposed to be hatching in the system
before manifesting itself.

The germs of all the incubative diseases are reproduced
in the bodies of the sick. Quain, Med. Diet.

incubator(in'ku-ba-tpr),». [<.'LL.incubator,07i6
who lies in a place,< L. incuhare, lie in or upon,
incubate : see incubate.] One who or that which
incubates, as a bird. Specifically—(a) A bird that
sits upon or shows a disposition to sit upon eggs, (b) A
machine for the artificial incubation of eggs. While many
different incubators are in use, they are essentially alike

Incubator.

.4 W, hot-air tank ; B B, tray for holding pans of water ; C, C, egg-
trays ; D, D, ventilators ; E, automatic regulator ; F, rod connecting
thermostat with regulator ; G, lamp ; H, thermostat ; /, thermometer.

in principle, and comprise a case containing one or more
drawers or trays for holding the eggs, some form of hot-
water or hdt-air apparatus (usually a lamp for heating),
and, in the most practical forms, a thermostat of some
kind for regulating the temperature, besides ventilators,
appliances for saturating the heated air in the interior with
moisture, etc. Some incubators are also fitted with appli-
ances for turning the eggs without opening the machine.

The egg which the birds . . . cannot cover may be hatched
artificially in an incubator. Stand. Nat. Hist., IV. 37.

(c) A suitable appliance for the artificial development of
germs in the cultivation of micro-organisms.

Artificial cultivations of micro-organisms in suitable
nourishing media in the incubator.

E. Klein, Micro-Organisms and Disease, p. 9.

(d) See couveiise, 2.

incubatory (in-tu'ba-to-ri), a. [< incubate +
-ory.] Pertaining to incubation; employed in
the process of incubation. See ovicyst.

The ascidiozooids develop incubatory pouches.
Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 617.

incubet (in-kub'), v. t. [< m-2 + cube.] To
make a cube of; place or fix as if forming part
of a cube.

So that Prelaty . . . must be fain to inglobe or incube
herself among the Presbyters.

Milton, Church-Government, i 6.

incubi, n. Latin plural of incubus.

in-CUblC (in'kii-bik), n. [< wi 4- cubic] In
math., an inscribed cubic.

incubituref (in-ku'bi-tur), n. [< L. incubitus,

pp. of mcMJare, lieupon: see incubate.] 1. The
act of incubating ; incubation.

The incvMture of the female [bird] on the back of the
male. Elli^, Knowledge of Divine Things, p. 153.

2. The state of being covered, as in incuba-
tion ; a covering.



incubiture

The last [circumstance) is the use of those strings, as
Cardan supposes, lor the better keeping them together in
tliis incubiture.

Dr. H. JUore, Antidote against Atheism, iL 12.

incubons (ing'- or iu'ku-bus), a. [< NL. inen-
hus, adj., lying upon : see incubus.'] In hot., im-
bricate in such a manner that the apex of a leaf
lies on the base of the next one above, as in the
Jungermanniacew.
incubus (ing'- or in'ku-bus), n.; pi. incubuses,
ineubi (-bus-ez, -bi). [MB. incubus; = F. incube
= Sp. incubo= Pg. It.incubo; < lAj.ineubus, night-
mare, ML. a demon supposed to be the cause of
nightmare, < L. incubare, lie upon : see incubate.']

1. The nightmare.— 2. An imaginary being or
demon, supposed to be the cause of nightmare

;

especially, such' a being of the male sex who
was supposed to consort with women in their
sleep, la the middle ages this belief was accepted by
the church and the law. Deformed children were sup-
posed to be the results of such association. Compare
sttccubiis.

For ther as wont to wallcen was an elf,

Ther walketh now the lymytour hym self, . . .

Wommen may now go saufly up and doun

;

In every bussh or under every tree,

Ther is noon oother incubus but he.
And he ne wol doon hem but dishonour.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 24.

Belial, the dissolutest spirit that fell.

The sensualest ; and, after Asmodai,
The fleshliest iTuntima. Milton, T.'R.,iL 162.

A not less distinct product of the savage animistic theo-
ry of dreams, as real visits from personal spiritual beings,
lasted on without a shift or break into the belief of mcdise-
val Christendom. This is the doctrine of the ineubi and
succubi, those male and female demons which consort
with men and women.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 173.

3. Figuratively, a heavy or oppressive burden;
especially, a heavy weight on the mind; any-
thing thatprevents the free use of the faculties.

Debt and usury is the inculms which weighs most heavi-
ly on the agricultural resources of Turkey.

Farley, Resources of Turkey.

4. {cap.] In entom., a genus of parasitic hyme-
nopters of the t3,Tm\.j Braconidoe : synonymous
with Microgaster of Latreille. Schrank, 1802.

incudal (ing'ka-dal), a. [< incus {incud-) + -al.]

In zool. and ariat., of or pertaining to the incus.

incudate (ing'ku-dat), a. [< incus {incud-) +
-ate^.] Having an incus, as the mouth-parts
of a rotifer: as, trophi incudate.

incudes, n. Plural of incus.

lncudius(ing-]di'di-us);TO.; pl.incudii(_-i). [NL.,
Kli. incus (incud-), ajTiTnl: see incus.] A muscle
or Kgament of the tympanum, oftener called
laxator tympani : correlated with malledius and
stapedius. Coues, 1887.

in cuerpo. See cuerpo.

inculcate (in-kul'kat), v. t.; pret. and pp. in-

culcated, ppr. inculcating. [< L. inculeatus, pp.
of inculcare (> It. inculeare = Sp. Pg. inoulcarz=
F. inculquer), tread in, tread down, force upon,
< in, in, on, + calcare, tread, < calx, heel: see
calk^.] To impress by frequent admonitions,
or by forcible statement or argument; enforce
or stamp upon the mind.

I shall be pardoned if I have dwelt long on an argu-
ment which 1 think . . . needs to be ificulcated.

Locke, Human Understanding, III. v. 16.

Innocent had sent to Ijondon two persons charged to
inculcate moderation, both by admonition and example.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vL

=Syn. Ingraft, Instil, etc. See implant.

inculcation (in-kul-ka'shon), n, [= F. ^n^}ulca-

tion = Sp. inculcacion = It. inculcazione ; from
the verb.] The act of Inculcating or impress-
ing by repeated admonitions ; forcible or per-
sistent teaching.
By these frequent inculcations of the Archbishop and

some of his fellow Bishops, and by their discreet behaviour
towards the Queen, she was at length brought off from the
fancy of images. Strype, Abp. Parker, 1. 193.

The days that are to follow must pass in the inculcation
of precepts already collected, and assertions of tenets al-

ready received. Johnson, Rambler, No. 161,

inculcator (in-kul'ka-tor), n. [= Pg. ineulca-
dor = It. inculcatore, < LL. inculcator, < L. in-

culcare, tread in or down : see inculcate.] One
who inetilcates or enforces.
Des Cartes, . . . the greatest example and ijicitlcator

of this suspension [of assent], declares that he would have
it practised only about human speculations, not about hu-
man actions. Boyle, Works, IV. 183.

inculcatory (in-kul 'ka-to-ri), a. [< inculcate +
-ory.] Intended or fitted to inculcate.

As typical and inculcatory, nothing could have been
more admirable than these sacrifices.

Mark Hopkins, Discussions for Young Men, p. 233.

inculkt (in-kulk'), V. t. [< F. inculquer, < L. in-

culcare, tread in or down : see inculcate.] To
inculcate.
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I am here compelled to inculk and iterate It with so
many words.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850),p. 245.

Pride and covetousnesse, by corrupt blast blowne.
Into my hart inculked by fancie fond.

J. Heywood, The Spider and the Flie(1556).

inculpt, V. t. [< F. inculper, < ML. inculpare,

iacu5)ate : see inculpate.] To inculpate.

For if Chrysostom'a impatience and headlong desire

slew him, why shuld mine honest proceeding and care be
incvlped therewithal? Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, ii. 6.

inculpable (in-kul'pa-bl), a. [= OF. incoupa-

ble, F. inculpable ="Sp. in^iulpaiile = Pg. in-

culpavel = It. incolpabile, < LL. ineulpabilis,

unblamable, < L. in- priv. + culpabilis,. blama-
ble : see culpable.] Not ctilpable ; not meriting

blame ; innocent.
The case is such in the rules of morality that no igno-

rance of things lying under necessary practice can be
totally inculpable. South, Works, VII. x.

inculpableness (in-kul'pa-bl-nes), n. The con-

dition or quality of being inculpable; blame-
lessness.

True puritee oonsiststh in the ineulpdblenesse and in-

nocencie of the heart. J. Udall, On Luke xi.

inculpable (in-kul'pa-bli), adv. In an inculpa-

ble manner; without blame ; innocently.

Those things which are not in our power—that is, such
things in which the flesh is inculpably weak.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5X I. 676.

inculpate (in-kul'pat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

culpated, ppr. inculpating. [< ML. ineulpatus,

pp. of inculpare (> It. ineolpare = Sp. inculpar

= Pr. encolpar = F. inculper), bring in fault, <

L. in, in, + culpa, fault : see culpable, culprit]

To expose to blame or imputation of wrong-
doing; incriminate.

They renewed their prayers to be excused from serving
in the council of state, in order that they might not be
afterwards inculpated for the faults of others.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 383.

inculpation (in-kul-pa'shqn), n. [= F. incul-

pation= It. incolpazione, i ML. *inculpatio(n-),

< inculpare, inculpate: see inculpate.] The act
of inculpating, or the state of being inculpated

;

incrimination.
Among the lower, or rather the lowest, political tactics,

inculpation of a retiring administration has often been
resorted to for promoting the success of the opposite
party. S. T. Curtis, Buchanan, II. 246.

inculpatory (in-kul'pa-to-ri), a. [< inculpate
-I- -ory.] Tending to inculpate or criminate

;

criminatory: opposed to exculpatory: as, in-

culpatory disclosures.

It furnished especial facilities for destroying inculpa-
tory evidence. TA« American, VIIL 69.

incult (in-kulf), a. [= F. inculte = Sp. Pg.
inculto = It. incolto, inculto, < L. incultus, un-
tilled, uncultivated, < in- priv. -t- culius, pp. of
colere, till, cultivate: see cult.] Untilled; un-
cultivated; wild; hence, unpolished ; unrefined;
rude, as style. [Bare.]

Let them be rude, stupid, ignorant, intuit.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, To the Reader, p. 62.

Her forests huge,
Incult, robust, and tall, by Nature's hand
Planted of old. T?iomson, Autumn, 1. 884.

incultivate (in-kul'ti-vat), a. [< L. in- priv. +
ML. cuUivatus, pp. of cultivare, cultivate : see
culUvate.] Uncultivated; untaught. [Bare.]
Hence grew the impostures of charms, and amulets,

and other insignifloant ceremonies : which to this day im-
pose upon common belief, as they did of old upon the
barbarism of the incultivate heathen.

GlanvUle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xil

incultivated (in-kul'ti-va-ted), a. [< inculti-
vate + -ed^.] Uncultivated.
The soil, though incultivated, so full of vigour that it

procreates without seed.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 380.

incultivationt (in-kul-ti-va'shou), n. [< jm-3 -|-

culUvation.] Lack or neglect of cultivation.

In that state of incultivaHon which nature in her luxu-
riant fancies loves to form.

Berington, Hist. Abeillard, p. 108.

inculturet (in-kul'tur), n. [= Sp. Pg. inoul-
tura; < L. in- priv. + eultura, culture: see
culture.] Lack or neglect of culture.
The inculture of the world would perish into a wilder-

ness, should not the activeness of commerce make it an
universal city. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 49.

incumbency (in-kum 'ben-si), n.
;

pi. incum-
bencies (-siz). [= Sp. fg. incumbenda = It.

incumbenza; as incumben(t) ¥ -ey.] 1. The
state of being incumbent; a lying or resting
on something: as, the incumbency of a burden.
[Bare or obsolete.]— 2. That which is incum-
bent ; a superincumbent weight, physical, men-
tal, or moral ; hence, a grave duty, responsibil-
ity, or obligation. [Rare.]

incur

We find them more trt«il, and not so well quallfled to

support great iJicuinAenciM and weights.
Evelyn, Sylva, I. in. § 17.

The duties of a man, of a friend, of a husband, of a

father ; and all the incuinbeneUs of a family.
Donne, Letters, xxril.

3. Tlje state of being an incumbent or holder
of an office ; the discharge of official or stated

functions of any kind, especially of eccleslaB-

tical functions ; specifically, the state of hold-
ing or being in possession of a church benefice.

Some things are mine by possession, some by use ; some
by title, some by inwuinlberKy.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, liL 3.

These flues are only to be paid to the bishop during his
incunt^ewyy in the same see. Swift.

incumbent (in-kum'bent), a. and n. [< L. in-

cumben{t-)s, ppr. of incumbere, lay oneself down
upon, recline upon, < in, on, + *cumbere, nasal-

ized form of cuba/re, lie down: see cumbent. Cf.

incubate.] I, a. 1. Lying or resting on some-
thing.

He steers his flight

Aloft, iTKurnbent on the duslcy air.

Milton, P. L., i. 226.

Meanwhile, incwnibeiit o'er the shining share
The master leans. Thomson, Spring, 1. 41.

Specifically— 2. Lying, leaning, or resting

lengthwise, in whole or in part, upon a surface

to which there is only one point of actual at-

tachment or none . (o)in iio«. , said of cotyledons wheif
the back of one is applieii to the radicle, as in some of tile

Crueiferce ; said of an anther when it is flixed by themiddle
or any other part of the back, and lies along the inner side
of the filament, (p) In zool., said of hairs, spines, etc., and
of organs which lie against the surface to which they are
joined, (c) In amith,, said of the hallux or hind toe of a
bird when its whole length rests on the ground or is ap-
plied to a supporting object^ owing to its insertion on a
level with the anterior toes, id) In entovn., said of wings
which, in repose^ lie horizontsdly one over the other.

3. Lying or resting as a duty or obligation;
imposed, and pressing to performance.

.

The goodness and excellency of God are more /7tcu7?i&en{

and actually pressing upon their spirit than any considera-
tions of reward. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 842.

It . . . appeared a duty incumbent upon me to attempt
to reclaim them. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxvi.

II. n. One who discharges stated functions

;

the holder of an office of any kind; especial-

ly, one who discharges ecclesiastical functions;
one who holds a benefice.
Many livings in Oxfordshire, Berkshire, Buckingliam-

shire, and Northampton were rendered vacant by the
suspension of the inaumlients from the steeples of their
churches. B. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

incumbentesst (in-kum' ben-tes), n. [(.incum-
bent \- -ess.] A female incumbent. [Bare.]
You may make your court to my Lady Orford by an-

nouncing the ancient barony of Clinton, which is fallen
to her by the death of the last irumnbentess.

Walpole, Letters (1760), m. 371.

incumbently (in-kum'bent-U), adv. In an in-

cumbent manner.
incumber, incumberingly. See encumber, en-
cumberingly.

incumbitiont (in-kum-bish'gn), n. [Irreg. < L.
incumbere, lie or lean upon (see incumbent), -t-

-ition.] A lying upon or among something.
The souls of connoisseurs themselves, by long friction

and incuTfibition, have the happiness, at length, to get all

be-virtued, be-pictured, be-butterflied, and be-flddled.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 3.

incumbrance,incumbrancer. Seeencum&mnr^,
encumbrancer.
incumbroust, a. Same as encumbro^^s.
incunabula (in-ku-nab'u-la), n. pi. [L., neut.
pi., cradle-clothes, swadcUing-olothes, hence a
cradle, birthplace, origin, < in, in, + cunabula,
neut. pi., a cradle, dim. of eunee, fern, pi., a cra-
dle. Cf. cunabula.] 1. The cradle or early
abode ; the place in which a thing had its ear-
liest development, as a race, an art, etc.; hence,
first trace; beginning; origin.

It is also in Orissa, if anywhere, that we may hope to
find the irbcunabula that will explain much which is now
mysterious in the forms of the temples and the origin of
many parts of their ornamentation.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 435.

2. In ornith., a breeding-place ; the resort of a
bird to breed.— 3. In bibliography, books print-

ed in the infancy of the art; generally, books
printed before ^e year 1500: in this sense
rarely with a singular incunabulum.
Including such rare works as 430 Incunalmla, from A. D.

1469'to 1610. Cat. Union Theol. Sem., 1882-3.

incur (in-k6r'), j;.; pret. and pp. incurred, ppr.
incurring. [Early mod. E. also incurr, incurre;
< ME. incwrren, encorren, < OP. encorre, encorir,
encourir, F. encourir = Pr. encorre, encorrer =
Sp. incurrir = Pg. incorrer = It. incorrere, < L.
incurrere, run into, run toward, meet, < in, into,
on, + currere, run : see current^.] I. trans. It,



mcur
To run upon; impinge upon; run against or

He that is no longer affected with a benefit tiian it incurs
the sense, and suffers not itself to be disregarded, is far
from being gratefulL Barrow, Works, I. viii.

2. To encounter, as some undesirable or in-
jurious consequenee ; become liable or subject
to through one's own action; bring upon one's
self : as, to incur liabilities.

For so AotsBon, by presuming far.
Did, to our grief, incur a fatal doom.

B. Jonsoh, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

I know I incur the imputation of unnecessary hardness
and stoicism from those who compose the Court and Par-
liament of Love. Emerson, Love.
Sweden was slow in incurring the resentment of Napo-

leon. Woolsey, Introd, to Inter. Law, App. ii., p, 407.

Il.t intrans. To enter; pass; occur; come
to pass.

If anything incurr to you of curious, . . . you will
greately oblige that assembly of virtuosi [the Eoyal Soci-
ety] in communicating any productions of the places you
travellthro. Evelyn,'i:oMx. William London at Barbados.
Light is discerned by itself, because by itself it incurrs

into the eye. South, Works, V. vii.

incurability (in-knr-a-bil'i-ti), 11. [= P. incura-
MliU = Pg. incurabiUdade; as incurable + n.ty:
see -MUty.'i The state of being incurable.
incurable (in-kur'a-bl), a. and n. [< ME. incur-
able, < OP. (also P.) incurable = Pr. Sp. incura-
ble = Pg. incuravel= lt. incurabile, < LL. incura-
bilis, not curable, < in- priv. + curabilis, curable

:

see curable.'] I. a. 1. Not curable; beyond the
power of skill or medicine : as, an incurable dis-
ease.

Your Absence, if it continue long, will prove to me like
the Dust of Diamonds, which is iTicurable Poison.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 3.

It is . . . the last attempt that God uses to reclaim a
people by, and if these Causticks [flres] will not do, it is
to be feared he looks upon the wounds as incurable.

Stillingjleet, Sermons, 1. 1.

2. Not admitting correction: as, incurable evUB.
=Syn. Irremediable, remediless, hopeless, irreparable,
incorrigible.

II. n. A person diseased beyond the possi-
bility of cure.

If idiots and lunatics cannot be found, incurables may
be taken into the hospital. Swift.

incurableness (in-lmr'a-bl-nes), n. Incurabil-
ity.

incurably (in-kur'a-bli), adv. So as to be in-

curable; to an extent or degree that renders
cure or remedy impossible ; irretrievably.

We cannot know it is or is not, being incurably igno-
rant. Locke.

incuriosity (in-kfl-ri-os'i-ti), n. [= p. incurio-

site= It. incuriosity, < LL. incuriosita{t-)s, care-
lessness, <L.iracMn()SMS, careless: seeineurious.']

The state or character of being incurious ; want
of curiosity; inattentiveness ; indifference.

But his [Pilate's] incuriosity or indifference, when truth
was offered to be laid before him as a private man, . . .

shews him in a light much less excusable.
Warburton, Works, IX. i.

incurious (in-ku'ri-us), a. [= P. imeurieux =
Sp. Pg. It. inctirioso, \ L. inouriosus, careless,

negligent, < in- priv. + curiosus, careful: see

curious.] 1. Not curious; careless; negligent;

indifferent.
The gods look down,

Injurious of themselves.
Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, i.

Of immortality the soul when weE «mployed is incuri-

ous. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

His faint incuriotis ease he nursed.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 177.

2. Not curious or striking; deficient in interest.

In cdnflrmation of these truths, we may conclude this

part of our subject with a not incurious anecdote.

John Brown, An Estimate, etc., I. 67.

It is no incurious part of the economy of nature that

manure and high cultivation should banish those coarse

hardy plants, and substitute the finer grasses in their

room, in a scanty degree, which are commonly gone by

November. Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 196.

incuriously (in-ku'ri-us-U), adv. In an incuri-

ous manner.
incuriousness ([in-ku'ri-us-nes), n. The quality

of being incurious ; incuriosity.

incurrence (in-kur'ens), n. [< incurren{t) +
-ce.] 1. The act of incurring, bringing on,

or subjecting one's self to something: as, the

incurrence of guilt.— 3. Incursion; entrance.

Davies. [Rare in both uses.]

We should no more think of the Blessed Deity without

the conceit of an infinite resplendence than we can open

our eyes at noonday without an incMrr«»ce and admission

of an outward light. Bp. Hall, Works, V. 421.

incurrent (In-kur'ent), a. [< L. incurren{U)s,

ppr. of incurrere, riin into or upon: see incur.]
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Running inward; entrant: with reference to
the place of entrance or inflow : as, an incur-
rent orifice.

Running down the middle of the triangular plate is the
central string of tissue, the rachis, and at its end the in-
c«rre«f blood-vessel. Biol. Lab. ofJohns Hopkins, III. 39.

incursion (in-ker'shon), n. [= P. incursion =
Sp. incursion = Pg. incursSo = It. incursione, <
L. incursio{n-), a running against, onset, < in-
currere, run against: see incur.] A running in
or into something; an inroad or invasion.
The Moorish cavaliers, whose greatest delight was a

tala, or jiTed&tory incursion into the Christian territories.

Irving, Granada, p. 7.

Sins of daily iTicursion, and such as human frailty is

unavoidably liable to. South, Sermons.

=Syu. Irruption, raid.

incursive (in-k6r'siv), a. [= P. incursif, < L. im-
cursits, pp. of incurrere,run in (see incur),+ -ive. ]
Making incursions; invading; aggressive.

incurtaint (in-kSr'tan), v. t. Same as eneurtain.
incurvate (in-k6r'vat), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. in-

curvated, ppr. incurvating. [< L. incurvatiis, pp.
of ineurvare, bend in: see incurve.] To turn
from a right line or straight course; curve;
crook.
Age doth not rectify, but incurvate our natures, turning

bad dispositions into worser habits;
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 42.

incur'vate (in-k6r'vat), a. [< L. incurvatus, pp.:
see the verb.] Curved inward or upward.
incurvation (in-k6r-va'shon), n. [= P. incur-
vation = It. incurvazione, \ L. incurvaUo(n-), a
bending, < ineurvare, bend: see incwrve.] 1.
The act of incurving or bending.
He made use of acts of worship which God hath appro-

priated, as ivjcurvation and sacrifice.
ci,..-n.-^^^.^.

2. The state of being incurved or bent; curva-
ture, as of the spine ; crookedness.
The first refie6tions of a crooked tree are not to straight-

ness, but to a contrary incurvation.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183B), IL 262.

incurvature (in-k6r'va,-tur), n. [= Sp. encor-
vadura = It. incurvaturd, incurvature, < ML.
incurvatura, incurvature (applied to a bishop's
staff); as incurvate + -ure.] A curving or the
state of being curved.
The greater incurvature of the wind in rear than in

front of hurricanes in the southern Indian Ocean is next
considered. Nature, XXXVIIL 369.

Specifically, in entom. : (a) The state of being curved in-
ward. (6) A part or margin curved inward, or toward the
median line.

incurve (in-kerv'), v.
;
pret. and pp. incurved,

ppr. incwving. [= Sp. encorvar = Pg. encur-
var, < Xi. ineurvare, bend in, < in, in, + curvare,
bend : see curve, v.] I, trans. To make crooked

;

bend; curve; specifically, to cause to curve or
bend inward: as, the incurved antennae of an
insect.

Yon hollow trunk,
That with its hoary head incurv'd salutes
The passing wave. Somerville, The Chase.

II. intrans. To curve or bend inward.

To find the direction of the storm-centre, we must know
the incurving angle of the wind's spiral. Sdenee, III. 42.

incurvity (in-k6r'vi-ti), n. [< L. incurvus, bent
(< in, in, + curvus, bent, curved: see curve, a.),

+ -ity.] The state of being bent or crooked

;

crookedness ; a bending inward.

Being the hieroglyphick of celerity, and swifter than
other animals, men best expressed their [the dolphins']
velocity by incurvity, and under some figure of a bow.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 2.

incus (ing'kus), n.; pi. incudes (ing'ku-dez).
[L., an anvil, < incudere, forge with a hammer

:

see incuse.] In zool. and anat.: {a) One of the
bones of the inner (middle) earof a mammal: so
named from its fancied resemblance to an an-
vil. It is the middle one of the chain of bones, or ossicula

auditus, the other two being the malleus and the stapes.

The human incus strikingly resembles a bicuspid tooth

;

it has a body and two processes, short and long, diverging
from each other at nearly a right angle. The long pro-

cess ends in a small globular head, the orbicular or lenticu-

lar process, tipped with cartilage and articulated with the
head of the stapes. The body of the incus articulates with
the malleus. Both articulations are movable. The len-

ticular process exists as a separate ossification in early life.

In vertebrates below mammals the homologies of the in-

cus are much disputed, and different bones or cartilages

have been taken as its representative, especially those

which constitute a proximal element of the hyoidean arch.

See«aj-i, andcutundertj/miJOMic. (J) Xn MoUfera, the

anvil or median piece of the trophi of a wheel-
animalcule, upon which the mallei work. See
malleus, mastax.

incuse (in-kuz'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. incused,

ppr. incusing. [< L. incusu,s, pp. of incudere,

forge with a hammer, lit. pound down, < in,

on, + cudere, strike, pound.] To impress by
striking or stamping, as a coin. [Bare.]

I. Reveree of coin of
^g'rna, with early incuse
square.— British Muse-
um. 2. Reverse of coin
of Phocis, with later in-
cusesquare, inclosingthe
type.— British Museum.

ach coin size of the

indart
The back of this coin is incused with a rudely-executed

impression of a lion's head. H. N. Humphreys.

incuse (in-kuz'), a. and to. [< L. incusus, pp. of
incudere, forge with the hammer: see incuse,
v.] I. a. Hammered, stamped, or struck in;
having a pattern impressed or stamped upon
the surface.

The coin hasbeen driven into the die, and not struck with
it, and the imsuse impression has been made before or after
the other. Knight, Anc. Art and Myth. (1876), p. 63.

In some few instances the types of two cities are com-
bined on the same coin, in token of an alliance. As art
advanced, the inxuse repetition fell into disuse, and a type
in relief was substituted for it.

0. T. Newton, Art and ArchsGol., p. 407.

The reverse type [of a coin] is a flaming torch in an in-
cuse square. Encyo. Brit., XVIL 640.

Incuse square, in numis., the intaglio impression or
sinking produced on Greek coins
by the punch or die from which
they were struck. Such rude sink-
ings constituted the sole "type"
of one side of many of the earliest
Greek coins ; but later Greek coins
have a design in relief placed with-
in the incuse square. The incuse
square is chiefly found on coins is-

sued before 400 B. 0.

II. n. Am. impression; a
stamp, as that on a coin made
by the surface upon which
the object rests to be struck
by the die.

Antiquaries have supposed this
incuse to be merely the impression
of something put under the coin to
make it receive the stroke of the die
more steadily.

Knight, Anc. Art and Myth.
[(1876)k p. 63.

incussf, V. t. [< L. incussus,

pp. of incutere, strike upon: iriSSiL?
see incute. Of. concuss, dis-

cuss, percuss.] To strike. Malliwell.
The first events are those which incusse a daunting-

nesse or daring. Da/niel, Hist. Eng., p. 4.

in CUStodia legis (in kus-to'di-a le'jis). [L.:
in, in ; custodid, abl. of custodia, custody ; legis,

gen. of lex, law: see custodia, custody, legal, lex.]

In the custody of the law; taken into the charge
of an officer of the court under its authority

:

said of property of which the court thus as-

sumes charge pending litigation about it.

incut (in'kut), a. Set in by or as if by cutting

;

specifically, in. printing, inserted in a reserved
space of the text instead of in the margin : as,

incut notes at the sides of the pages in a book.
incutet, v. t. [= It. incutere. < Li. incutere, strike
upon or into, inspire with,< »», in, on,+ quatere,

shake, strike.] Same as incuss.

This doth irwute and beat into our hearts the fear of
God, which expelleth sin. Becon, Works (1848), p. 63.

ind. An abbreviation (a) of indicative; (b) of
the Latin in dies, daily, every day, used in
medical prescriptions.

indagatet (in 'da -gat), v. t. [< L. indagatus,

pp. of indagare '(> It. indagare = Sp. Pg. jndo-
gar), trace out, track, investigate.] To seek or
search out. Bailey.

indagationt (in-da-ga'shon), n. [= Sp. indaga-
oion = Pg. indagdgao = ft. indagazione, < L. in-

dagatio(n-), a searching, investigation, < inda-
gare, seareh: see indagate.] The act of search-
ing; search; inquiry; examination.

In her [the soul's] indagations ofttimes new scents put
her by. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Chymists seem not to have taken notice of what impor-
tance such experiments may be in the indagation of the
nature, and especially of the number of the elements.

Boyle, Works, 1. 483.

indagativet (in'da-ga-tiv), a. [< indagate +
-we.] Searching or inclined to search into or
after; investigating.

The church might not be ambitious or indagative of
such employment. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 244.

indagatort (in'da-ga-tgr), n. [= Sp. Pg. inda-
gador= It. indagatore, < L. indagator, < inda-
gare, seaveh: Bee indagate.] A searcher; one
who seeks or inquires with diligence.

Awake, ye curious indagators, fond
Of knowing all but what avails you known.

Toung, Mght Thoughts, v.

indagatoryt (in'da-ga-to-ri), a. [< indagate +
-ory.] Pertaining to indagation indagatory
suspension of opinion, reserve of definitive judgment
with the intention of further inquiry.

indamaget, i>- 1. An obsolete form of endamage.
indangert, v. t. An obsolete form of endanger.

indart (in-dart'), V. t. [Formerly also endart;
< »«-2 -i- dart.] To dart inward.

But no more deep will I endart mine eye
Than your consent gives strength to make it fiy.

Shak., £. and J., i. 3.
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indet, a. [ME., also ynde, < OF. inde, ynde, az-

ure, violet-colored, < L. India, India: see In-

dia.'] Azure-colored.

It had hewes an hundred payre
Of gras and flouris, ynde and pers.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 67.

The tother hew next to fynde
Is al blew, men callea ynde. Cursor Mundi.

indeart, indearingt, etc. Obsolete forms of en-

dear, etc.

indeavourt (in-dev'or), v. An obsolete form of

endeavor.

indebtt (in-def), v. t. [< in-'^ + debt. Earlier
in p. a. indebted.2 To place in debt ; bring un-
der obligation.

Thy fortune hath indebted thee to none.
Daniel, To the King's Majesty.

indebted (in-det'ed), p. a. [Early mod. E. in-

detted, < ME. endetted, after OP. endeU, endelU,
P. endettS = Sp. endeudado = Pg. endividado =
It. indebitato, < ML. indebitatus, pp. of indebitare,

charge with debt, indebitari (> It. indebitare =
Sp. endeudar = Pg. endividar = Pr. endeptar =
OP. endeter, endetter), be in debt, < L. in, in, +
debitum, debt: see debt.'] 1. Owing; being un-
der a debt or obligation; having incurred a
debt ; held to payment or requital.

And yet I am endetted so therby
Of gold that I have borowed, trewely.
That whyl I lyve, I shal It quyte never.
Chawier, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L ISl.

A grateful mind
By owing owes not, but still pays, at once
Indebted and discharged. Milton^ F. L., iv. 57.

S. Beholden ; under obligation ; owing grati-

tude, care, recognition, and the like.

Few consider how muchwe are indebted to government,
because few can represent how wretched mankind would
be without it. Bp. Atterbury.

Indebted to some smart wig-weaver's hand
For more than half the tresses it [her head] sustains.

Cowper, Task, iv. 643.

indebtedness (in-det'ed-nes), «. 1. 'The state
of being indebted, without regard to ability

or inability to pay the debt.— 2. The amount
owed; debts collectively: as, the indebtedness
of an individual or a corporation.

indebtment (in-det'ment), n. [< indebt +
-ment.] The state of being indebted; indebt-
edness.

Fear thou a worse prison, if thou wilt needs willingly
live and die in a just indebtment, when thou mayest be at
once free and honest. Bp. Hall, Balm of Oilead.

The gentlemen of this country had . . . become deeply
involved in that state of indebtment which has since ended
in so general a crush of their fortunes.

Jefferson, in Wirt's Patrick Henry (ed. 1841), p. 45.

indecencet (in-de'sens), n. [< p. ind4cence =
Sp. Pg. indeeenda"^ It. indecema, < L. inde-

centia, unbecomingness, unseemliness, < inde-

cen{t-)s, unbecoming, unseemly, indecent: see
indecent.'] Same as indecency.

Carried to an indeceince of barbarity.
Bp. Burnet, Hist. Reformation, III., Int.

indecency (in -de 'sen -si), n.; pi. indecencies

(-siz). lAa indecence": Bee -cy.'] 1. The quality

or condition of being indecent; want of de-

cency; unbecomingness; especially, extreme
vulgarity or obscenity of speech, action, or
representation; immorality.

Pope . . . was shocked at the indecency of a rake who,
at seventy, was still the representative of the monstrous
profligacy of the Restoration. Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

2. That which is indecent or unbecoming;
language, or behavior, or pictorial representa-
tion, etc., that violates modesty or decorum

;

specifically, that which is obscene or grossly
vulgar.

They who, by speech or writing, present to the ear or
to the eye of modesty any of the indecencies I allude to,

are pests of society. Beattie, Moral Science, I. ii. 5.

Public Indecency, in law, the exhibition of something
indecent : an indefinite term, ordinarily excluding mere
Indecency of language. The courts, by a kind of judicial
legislation, in England and the United States, have usu-
ally limited the operation of the term to public displays
of the naked person, the publication, sale, or exhibition of
obscene books or prints, or the exhibition of a monster

—

acts which have a direct beanng on public morals, and af-

fect the body of society. McJunkins v. State, 10 Ind. 14.5.

=Syn, 1. Indelicacy, etc. (see inxLccorwrn); immodesty,
grossness, obscenity.

indecent (in-de'sent), a. [= p. indScent =
Sp. Pg. It. indecent'e, <Ii. indecen(t-)s, unbecom-
ing, unseemly, indecent, <M2-priv. + decen{t-)s,

becoming, seemly, decent: see decent.] Not de-
cent, (a) Unbecoming ; unseemly ; violating propriety
in language, behavior, etc.

Who [Job] behaved himself with admirable patience
and submission to the will of God, under all his severe af-

flictions, insomuch that he did not suflter an indecent ex-

presslontocomefromhim. StUlvngfleet, Sermons, II. ix.
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(6) Grossly vulgar ; offensive to modesty; obscene; lewd.

When wine has given indecent language birth.

And forc'd the floodgates of licentious mirth.
Cowper, Conversation, 1. 263.

=Syn. (6) Indelicate, indecorous, immodest, gross, shame-
ful, impure, filthy, obscene, nasty.

Indecidua (in-df-sid'u-a), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of indedduus, not deciduous : see indecidu-

ous.] A series of placental mammalians which
are indeciduate ; the Nondeciduata : opposed to

Dedduata.
indeciduate (in-de-sid'u-at), a. [< mj-s + de-

ciduate.] Not deciduate,' as a placenta : applied

also to those placental mammals in which the

uterus develops no decidua or deciduous mem-
brane. See dedduate.

indeciduous (in-de-sid'u-us), a. [< NL. inde-

oiduus, < L. »»-priv. + decidtius, falling: see de-

ciduous.] Not deciduous or liable to fall, as

leaves; lasting; evergreen.

The indeeiduotis and unshaven locks of Apollo.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 21.

indecimablet (in-des'i-ma-bl), a. [< Jtt-3 -)- *de-

cimable, < decima{te) + -able.] Not liable to de-

cimation ; not liable to the payment of tithes.

Cowell.

indecipherable (in-de-si'f6r-a-bl), a. [< in^
+ deoiplierdble.] Not decipherable ; incapable

of being deciphered or interpreted.

indecision (in-de-sizh'on), n. [= P. indecision

= Sp. indecision = PgiindeaisSo ; as in-^ + de-

cision.] Want of decision; vacillation of pur-
pose; irresolution.

*

Indecision ... is the natural accomplice of violence.
Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs.

=Syn. Irresolutimi, etc, (see decision) ; vacillation, hesi-

tation, uncertainty.

indecisive (in-de-si'siv), a. [= p. indicisif;

as in-S + decisive.] Not decisive ; not bringing
to a decision; inconclusive.

Hence it was that operations languid and indecisive be-
yond any recorded in history . . . make up the military
history of Italy during the cotu-se of nearly two centuries.

Macaulay, MachiavellL

indecisiveness (in-de-si'siv-nes), n. The state

of being indecisive ; an unsettled state.

indeclinable (in-df-kli'na-bl), a. and «. [= P.
indeclinable= Sp. indeclinable= Pg. indeelinavel

= It. indeclinabile, < L. indeclinabilis, inflexible,

unchangeable, indeclinable, < in- priv. + de-

clinabilis, declinable : see decMnable.] I. a. In
gram., not declinable ; not varied by declen-
sion; showing no variety of form for case, num-
ber, or the like.

II. n. In gram., a word that is not declined.

In ways first trodden by himself excels.
And stands alone in indecUnables

:

Conjunction, preposition, adverb.
Churchill, Kosciad.

indeclinably (ia-df-kli'na-bli), adv. If. With-
out declining or turning aside.

To follow indecZwiaW?/ . . . the discipline of the Church
of England. Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Csssar, p. 111.

2. Without grammatical declension.
indecomposable (in-de-kom-po'zar^bl), a. [= P.
indecomposable; as i»-3 + decomposable.] Not
decomposable ; incapable of decomposition, or
of being resolved into parts or elements.
The general indecomposable character of the lava in this

Archipelago. Darmn, Geol. Observations, i. 129.

indecorOUS(in-de-k6'rus or in-dek'6-rus),a. [=
It. indecoro (ef. Sp. Pg. It. indecoroso, < ML. in-
decorosus), < L. indecorus, unseemly, unbecom-
ing, < i?i-priv.+ decerns, seemly, becoming: see
decorous.] Not decorous ; violating propriety
or the accepted rules of conduct ; unseemly.
Graceful and becoming in children, but in grown . . .

men indecorous, as the sports of boyhood would seem in
advanced years. J. B. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 123.

= Syn. Unbecoming, unseemly, improper, rude, unman-
nerly.

indecorously (iu-de-ko'ms-li or in-dek'o-rus-
li), adv. In an indecorous manner.
indecorousness (iu-de-ko'rus-nes or in-dek'6-
rus-nes), re. The quality of being indecorous;
violation of propriety or good manners.
indecorum (iu-de-ko'rum), n. [= Sp. Pg. in-
decoro, indecorum, < L. indecorum, neut. of in-
decorus: see indecorous.] 1. Lack of decorum;
impropriety of behavior; violation of the ac-
cepted rules of conduct.— 2. An indecorous or
unbecoming act; a breach of decorum.
As if a herald, in the atohievement of a king, should com-

mit the indecorum to set his helmet sideways and close,
not full-faced and open in the posture of direction and
command. Milton, Tetrachordon.

Indecorums in respect of stylemaypossibly be accounted
for as attempts at humor by one who has an imperfect no-
tion of its ingredients.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 261.

indefectible

=Syn. Indecorum, Indelicacy, Indeeemsy. An iiideeopim

violates a rule or rules of civility or order : as, it is an tnde-

corwm to interrupt a speaker in debate ; an iTidelicacy and
an indecency aie a low and a high degree of violation of the
rules of modesty : as, there would be a manifest indelicacy,

not to say iTuHeccncy, in his putting himself forward for a
public office ; indelicacies or indecencies in speech or action.
Indecency is used rather freely for anything shameful in
conduct.

indeed (in-ded'), adv. [< MB. indede; beii^
the prep, phrase in deed, sometimes with adj.

in very deed, in fact : see ini and tjeed.] In fact

;

in reality; in truth: used emphatically, or as
noting a concession or admission; or interjec-

tionaUy, as an expression of surprise; or in-

terrogatively, for the purpose of obtaining con-
firmation: as, do you believe it? yes, indeed;
indeed! that is surprising; indeed? I can hardly
believe it.

Be it done euynm dede as thi dissire Is 1

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2426.

Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile I

John 1. 47.

No man can justly censure or condemn another, because
indeed no man tru^ knows another.

Sir T. Brovme, Eeligio Medici, ii. 4.

The name of freedom, iiideed^yrsts stiU inscribedon their
banners, but the spirit had disappeared.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

[Originally written separately as two words, as still when
an adjective, as very, qualifies the noun.

And in very deed for this cause have I raised thee up,

for to shew in thee my power. Ex. ix. 16.J

indefatigability (in-df-fat^i-ga-bil'l-ti), n. [<

indefatigable : see -bility.] The state or quality

of being indefatigable ; unweariedness
;
persis-

tency.

His indefatigability of study cannot be paraUeled.
Life ofBp. Andrews (;\m!S).

indefatigable (in-df-fat'i-ga-bl), a. [= OF.
indefatigable, < L. indefatigamlis, that cannot be
tired out, < in- priv. + *defatigabiUs, that can
be tired out : see defatigable.] Not defatigable

;

incapable of being fatigued; not easily ex-

hausted ; not yielding to fatigue ; unremitting
in labor or effort.

Of all men they [learned men] are the most ind^attga.
ble, if it be towards any business that can hold or detoin
their mind. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 21.

The French were indefatigable in their efforts to obtain
a naval ascendency on the coast.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

=SyiL Unwearied, untiring, tireless, unflagging, perse-

vering, assiduous, persistent, sedulous.

indefatigableness (in-df-^fat'i-ga-bl-nes), n.

Indefatigability.

indefatigably (in-df-fat'i-ga-bli), od». In an in-

defatigable manner; without weariness; with-
out yielding to fatigue.

A man indefatigably zealous in the service of the church
and state, and whose writings have highly deserved of
both. Dryden.

indefatigationf (in-df-fat-i-ga'shon), n. [< Mj-3

+ defatigation.] Unweariedness.
Holding themselves to be not inferiour (as indeed they

were not) either to the indefatigation or skill of the Greek
geographers. J. Gregory, Posthuma (1660), p. 267.

indefeasibility (in-de-fe-zi-bil'i-ti), n. [< in-

defeasible : see -bility.'] The quality or character
of being indefeasible, or not liable to be made
void: aSj the indefeasibility of a title.

indefeasible (in-df-fe'zi-bl), a. [Formerly also

indefeisible ; < Jn-3' -t- defeasible.] Not defeasi-

ble ; not to be defeated ormade void ; that can-

not be set aside or overcome.
others objected that, if the blood gave an indefeasible

title, how came it that the Lady Jane's mother did not
reign ? Bp. Burnet, Hist. Ketormation, an. 1553.

indefeasibleness (in-de-fe'zi-bl-nes), n. In-

defeasibility.

indefeasibly (in-de-fe'zi-bli), adv. In an inde-

feasible manner; so as not to be "defeated or

made void ; so as not to be set aside or over-

come.
As' truly and as ind^easibly royal as the House of Stu-

art. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvi.

indefectibility (in-df-fek-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [= P.

indefeetibilite = Sp. indefecUbilidad = Pg. indc-

fectibilidade = It. indefettibilitA ; as ind^ecti-
ble + My : see -bility.] The quality of being
indefectible, or subject to no defect or decay.

His [God's] unity first, then his eternity and indefecti-
bility, his immense omnipresence.

Barrow, Works, II. viii.

indefectible (in-de-fek'ti-bl), a. [= P. indi-

fectible = Sp. indefectible = Pg. indefectivel =
It. indefettiUle, < ML. *indefectibilis (in deriv.

indefectibiliter), < L. in- priv. + iiL.^defectibiUs.
defectible : see defectiUe.] Not defeotible ; not
liable to defect, failure, or decay; unfailing;
not defeasible.



indefectible

Certitudes, indeed, do not change, but who shall pre-
tend that assents are ituUfectiMe >

J. H. Newman, Oram, of Assent, p. 232.

illdefectivej(in-d§-fek'tiv), a. [= Pg. indefec-
tivo = It. indefettivo, < ML. mdefeeUvus, not de-
fective, imperishable, < L. in- priv. + LL. de-
^ec«J«MS, imperfect: see defective.] Not defec-
tive; perfect; complete. [Rare.]
Repentance and forgiveness stand in the breach, and

supply the impossibilities of ind^ective obedience.
South, Works, Till. xii.

indefeisiblef, a. An obsolete spelling of inde-
feasible. Dr. H. More.

indefensibility (in-de-fen-si-bil'i-ti), n. The
quality or state of being indefensible.

indefensible (in-df-fen'si-bl), a. [= OF. end^-
fensible, also indefensahle ; as i»-3 + defensible.^
Not defensible; that cannot be defended, main-
tained, or justified, by either force or speech

:

as, an indefensible frontier; conduct that is in-
"ile.

Thomas . . . had seen three instances of persons raised
from the dead by our Saviour, . . . which must needs
. . . render his unbelief and doubting of our Saviour's
own resurrection (so unquestionably attested) utterly in-
dtferisible. Smth. Works, V. iv.

indefensibleness (in-de-fen'si-bl-nes), «. The
character ofbeingindefensible ; indefensibility.

indefensibly (in-de-fen'si-bli), adv. In. an in-
defensible manner; so as to admit of no de-
fense.

If there is propriety, however, in thus representing the
amours of gndlty intoxication, by which figure Milton calls
it, some of the terms of expression are still indefensibly
indelicate. Mickle, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, ix., note 32.

indefensivet (in-df-fen'siv), a. [< in-S + de-

fensive.] Having no defense ; undefended.
The sword awes the ind^etisive villager.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 337.

indeficiencyt (in-de-fish'en-si), n. [< indefi-

<»en(t) + -cy.'i The quality of being indeficient

or unfailing.

A sermon about the indeficiency of faith, final perse-
verance, etc. Strype, Abp. Parker, an. 1595.

indeficientt (in-de-fish'ent), a. [= OP. indefici-

ent= Sp. Pg. It. indefioiente, < LL. indefieien(t-)s,

not deficient, < L. in- priv. + deficien{t-)s, defi-

cient: see deficient.'] Unfailing.
In this field [Heaven]

The indeficient spring no winter fears.

Fletc?ier, Christ's Triumph after Death, st. 37.

indefinable (in-de-fi'na-bl), a. [< in-^ + defina-

ble.] Not definalile ; incapable of being defined

or exactly described ; not susceptible of defini-

tion: as, an meie^reaftie boundary; a3i indefinable

word ; indefinable sensations.

That scramble afterthe undefined and indefinable rights

that ends always in despotism.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 107.

indefinably (in-de-fi'na-bli), adv. In an inde-

finable manner; so as not to be capable of defi-

nition.

indefinite (in-def'i-nit), a. [= F. indifiMi =
Sp. indefinido = Pg. indefinido, indefinito = It.

indefinito, < L. ind^nitus, indefinite, < inr- priv.

+ definitics, limited, definite: see definite.] ' 1.

Not definite; not defined; not precise; .vague:

as, an indefinite time, proposition, term, or sen-

sation.
It were to be wished that, now that those begin to

quote chymical experiments that are not themselves ac-

quainted with chymical operations, men would leave off

that indefinite way of vouching "the chymists say this

or "the chymists aflrm that." Boyle, Works, I. 460.

2. Infinite in number. The term was introduced by

Pascal. Descartes distinguished between the indefinite,

-which has no particular limit, and the infinite, which is in-

comparably greater than anything having a lunit. The dis-

tinction is considered as highly important by many meta-

physicians.

The indefinite Is sometimes confounded with ttie infi-

nite; though there are hardly two notions which, mth-

out being contradictory, differ more widely. The indefi-

nite has a subjective, the infinite an objective relation.

The one is merely the negation of the apprehension of

lunits, the other the negation of the existence of limits.

Sir W. Bamilton, Logic, iv.

The strength of a bar of metal is the total effect of an

indefinite number of molecular adhesions.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 29.

3. Specifically, in bot., uncertain in number or

too great to be easily counted: for example,

the stamens when more than 10, and not clearly

in multiples of the groundnumber of the flower,

are said to be indefinite.— 4:. In logic, mdeter-

minate in logical quantity; not distmguishmg

between '
' some " and '

' all."

Indefinite propositions, those in wljich the subject is

. notTvertJy of articulately declar^ to be either universal,

particular; or individual. Sir W. Bamilton, Logic, xiil

Indeflnite article. See aHicU, 11.- Indefinitegrowa
Sbl^he^ttS mode of gro^ of those branoSes that
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grow onward indefinitely until arrested by the cold of au-
tumn, as in the rose, raspberry, sumac, and honey-locust.
The terminal or uppermost buds are consequently young
and unmatured, and are usually killed by the frosts of
winter.— Indefinite inflorescence, a flower-cluster that
develops internode after intemode of the axis, and one
or more bracts at each node, with a flower in the axil
of each bract, until its strength or capability is ex-
hausted. Also called indeterminate infiorescen^e.—In-
definite Integral, in math., an integral In which the
limits of integration are not fixed, the upper limit being
variable and the lower limit being usually left arbitrary.

—

Indefinite numeral, pronoun, etc. See the nouns.—in-
definite proposition, in logic, a proposition which has
for its subject a common term without any sign to indi-
cate distribution or non-distribution: as, "man is mor-
tal."—Indefinite term, in logic, an infinite or inflnitated
term ; a term with a sign of negation prefixed, as non-
man. =Syjx. 1. Undefined, loose, unlimited, indetermi-
nate, uncertain, vague, inexact, obscure, indistinct, con-
fused.

indefinitely (in-def'i-nit-li), adv. With indefi-

niteness; without settled limitation or preci-
sion; infinitely.

In his [Theobald's] reports of copies and editions he is

not to be trusted without examination. He speaks some-
times indefinitely, when he has only one.

Johnson^ Pref. to Shakespeare.

indefiniteness (in-def'i-nit-nes), n. The char-
acter of being indefinite, undefined, unlimited,
or not precise and certain.

The indefiniteness of the charge implies a generality.

Bp. HcUl, Best Bargain.

indefinitude (in-de-fin'i-tud), n. [= It. indefi-

nitudine; as in-^ H- definitude.] 1. Number or
quantity beyond determination or estimation.
[Kare.]
They arise to a strange and prodigious multitude, if not

indefinitude, by their various positions, combinations, and
conjunctions. Sir 3£. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

3. Indefiniteness ; want of precision.

This is indeed shown in the vacillation or indefinitude
of Aristotle himself in regard to the number of the modes.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, iv.

indefinityf (in-df-fin'i-ti), n. [< indefinite +
4,ty.] Vagueness; indefinitude.

He can insinuate the vilest falsehoods in the world, and
upon trial come off upon the ambiguity or indefinity of his
expressions. Soger North, Examen, p. 144.

indeformable (in-de-f6r'ma-bl), a. [< i»-3 -I-

deformable.] Rigid; incapable of deformation.

No visible motion is produced in an ordinary inde/onn-
aWe body, such as we meet in nature, by the action of two
equal forces acting in opposite directions along the same
line. Minchin, S^tics, I. 5.

indelliscence (in-de-his'ens),»}. [iindeJiiscenif)

+ -ce.] In bot., tHe property of being indehis-

cent.

indeMscent (in-de-his'ent), a. [< in-^ + dehis-

cent.] In &o*.,not dehiscent; not opening spon-
taneouslywhen mature, as a capsule or anther.

The capsule is indehiecent, and the spores are set free

only by its decay. Beasey, Botany, p. 358.

indelebility, indeleble, etc. See indelibility, etc.

indelectable (in-df-lek'ta-bl), a. [= OF. inde-

lectable; a,sin-^ + delectable.] Not delectable

;

unpleasant; unamiable.

Then stiffened and starched . . . into dry and indelect-

able affectation, one sort of these scholars assume a style

as rough as frequently are their manners.
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VIII. 327.

indeliberate (in-de-lib'e-rat), a. [= F. indS-

libM = Sp. Pg. incleliberado = It. indeliberate;

as «w-3 + deliberate.] Not deliberate; unpre-
meditated.
A man drinks himself into a present rage, or distraction

of mind; in which condition he is perhaps carried to com-
mit a rape or a murder, which action is indeed in itself

sudden and indeliberate. South, Works, VII. x.

indeliberatedt (in-de-lib'e-ra-ted), a. [< in-S

+ deliberated.] Notdelilierated upon.
Actions proceeding from blandishments, or sweet per-

suasions, if they be indeliberated, as in children who want
the use of reason, are not presently free actions.

Abp. Bramhall.

indeliberately (in-de-Ub'e-rat-li), adv. In an
indeliberate manner; wittout deliberation or

premeditation.
indeliberation (in-df-lib-e-ra'shon), n. [= F.

indilib^aUon = Sp. indeliberadon = Pg. inde-

liberagSo=lt. indeliberazione; as ire-3 + delibera-

tion.] Lack of deliberation.

She shbuld have no liturgy at all, but the worship of

God be left to the managing of chance, and indeliberation,

and a petulant fancy.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL 253.

indelibility, indelebility (in-del-i-bil'i-ti, -f-

biL'i-ti), ». [iindelible: see-bility.] The qual-

ity of being indelible.

My lords, upon a late occasion this question of the in-

delibility of the sacred characteroametobemuch agitated

in this house. Horsley, Speech, April 13, 1804.

indelible, indeleble (in-del'i-bl, -f-bl), a.

[Prop, indeleble; = F. indileUU = Sp. indfile-

indemnitor

ble = Pg. indelevel = It. indelebile, < L. indele-

bilis, that cannot be destroyed, < in- priv. + dele-

bilis, that can be destroyed: see deleble.] 1.

Not deleble; not to be blotted out; incapable
of being effaced or obliterated.

Moreover, the character of the chancellour is esteemed
so sacred and inviolable that it remains altogethermdeZe-
ble but by death onely. Evelyn, State of France.

There is an indelible mark of goodness in those who sin-
cerely possess it. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

He carried with him into his new service the brand not
only of failure, but of indelible disgrace.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

2. Not to be annulled. [Rare.]

They are endued with indelible power from above to
feed, to govern this household. Bp. Sprat.

Indelible ink. See iKfti. =Syn. 1. Ineffaceable, ingrain-
ed, abiding.

indelibleness, indelebleness (in-del'i-bl-nes,

-f-bl-nes), n. The quality of being indelible.

indelibly, indelebly (in-del'i-bli, -f-bli), adv.

So as to be indelible ; so as not to be blotted out
or effaced. ,

Let the characters of good things stand indelibly in thy
mind. Sir T. Broume, Christ. Mor., ill. 10.

indelicacy (in-del'i-ka-si), ». ;
pi. indelicacies

(-siz). [tindeliea(te) -i- -cy.] The character or
quality of being indelicate; want of delicacy;
coarseness of manners or language; offensive-

ness to modesty or refined taste.

There is no wonder, therefore, that Lord £aimes . . .

should have expressed himself upon this subject of the in-

delicacy of English comedy. H. Blair, Bhetoric, xlvil.

=S711. Indecency, etc. (see indecorum), grossness, vulgar-
ity.

indelicate (in-del'i-kat), a. [= F. indSlicat; as
iK-3 + delicate.] Not delicate ; wanting deli-

cacy; offensive to a refined sense of propriety,

or to modesty or purity of mind; beyond the
bounds of proper reserve or restraint.

He . . . seemed . . . most eager to preserve the ac-

quaintance, and without any indelicate display of regard
. . . was soliciting the good opinion' of her friends.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 225.

Immorality and indelicacy are different things. Rabe-
lais is indelicate to the last degree, but he is not rpally

immoral. Congreve is far less indelicate, but far more
immoral. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 347.

indelicately (in-del'i-kat-li), adv. In an in-

delicate manner; with indelicacy; unbecom-
ingly; indecently.

indemnification (in-dem^ni-fi-ka'shon), w. [<

indemnify + -ation : see -fication.] 1. The act

of indemnifying or securing against loss, dam-
age, or penalty.^ 2. That wmch indemnifies

;

reparation ; reimbursement.
indemnify (in-dem'ni-fi), V. t.

;
pret. and pp.

indemnified, ppr. indemnifying. [< L. indem-
nis, unhurt, + facere, make : see indemnity and

-fy.] 1. To preserve or secure against loss,

damage, or penalty ; save harmless : followed

by against, formerly Taj from.

I believe the states must at last engage to the mer-
chants here that they wUl indemnify them from all that

shall fall out. Sir W. Temple, To Lord Arlington.

2. To make good to ; reimburse ; remunerate

:

followed ^jfor.
Its enterprising navy indemnified the nation for the

scantiness of its territory at home.
Prescott, rerd. and Isa., Int.

Of the servile Hindoos we are told that " they iMdcmnt-

/y themselves /or their passiveness to their superiors by
their tyranny, cruelty, and violence to those in their pow-
er." H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 461.

3. To engage to make good or secure against

anticipated loss ; give security against (future

damage or liability). =Syn. Compensate, Becompense,
Bemunerate, Eeimbiirse, Indemnify, Requite. Compensate
and recompense are very general words for paying or ren-

dering an equivalent^ in money or otherwise. Either of

them may mean to make a loss good to one. Remuner-
ate has not this meaning, being confined to the idea of pay-
ment for expense or service with money or its equivalent.

To reimburse a person is to make a loss or expenditure

good to him with money. Indemnify formerly meant to

save a person from damage or loss, but now much more
often means to make good after loss or the damage of

property. To requite is to render a full return. Ret^uite

is perhaps more often used in a bad sense. Archaically

recompense may be used in a good or a bad sense for re-

turn: as, "Recompense to no man evil for evil," Rom. xii-

17; "RecompeTise injury with justice, and recompense
kindness with kindness," Confucius, Analects (trans. X.i- 4.

The others are always used in a good sense. See reqaital.

indemnitee (in-dem-ni-te'\ n. [Irreg. < indem-

nit(j/) + -eel.] The persun to whom indemnity
or promise of indemnity is given. [This word is

of recent origin ; and although objection has been made
to its formation, its analogy to other ttegal terms and its

'

convenience have given it considerable currency.]

indemnitor (in-dem'ni-tor), n. [Irreg. < indent'

nit{y) + -or.] One who Has promised to indem-
nify another person against loss or liability.



indemnity

indemnity (in-dem'ni-ti), n. [< F. indemniU
= Sp. indemnidad = tg. indemnidade = It. in-

denuita, < LL. indemnita{t-)s, security from loss

or damage, < L. indemnis, unliurt, vmdamaged,
< in- priv. + damnum, hurt, damage : see dam-
age.1 1. Seciu'ity given against or exemption
granted from damage, loss, injury, or punish-
ment.

I am content to grauntMm for the while that they wyl
sufficiently prouide for tbindempnitye of the witnesses.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 970.

2. Indemnification; compensation for loss,

damage, or injury sustained; reimbursement.
A promise is held out of an indemnity, in the shape of

new territory, for the expenses of Prussia in the war,
should it come to a happy issue.

Wooleey, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. ii., p. 408.

3. In law, that which is given to a person who
has assumed or is about to assume a responsi-
bility at the request or for the benefit of aii-

other, in order to make good to him any loss
or liability which has or may come upon him
by so doing. More specifloally— (o) The actual reim-
bursement of such loss or discharge of such liability. (6)

A transfer, mortgage, or pledge of property, or the giving
of an obligation, to provide for future reimbursement or
discharge in case loss or liability should occur. There is

an important distinction, in this latter use of the term as
designating a contract for future protection, between in-

demnity against loss and indemnity against liability. If
the object of a contract for indemnity is expressed as be-
ing to secure against loss or damage, or in other equiva-
lent words, the obligation becomes enforceable only when
actual loss or damage has been incurred. If it is expressed
to be against liability, or in equivalent words, the obliga-
tion is enforceable whenever the person to whom it is

given becomes liable, by conduct or forbearance such as
was contemplated, and the other does not promptly relieve
him of the liability by satisfying it at once, so as to prevent
his incurring loss or damage. Thus, upon an indemnity
" against costs," the party is entitled to receive not what
costs he is liajjle to ^ay, but only what costs he has ac-
tually paid.—Act of indemnity, an act or decree absolv-
ing a public officer or other person who has used doubt-
ful powers, or usurped an authority not belonging to him,
from the technical legal penalties or liabilities therefor,
or from making good losses incurred thereby. In Great
Sritain an indemnity act was formerly passed every year,
until the general act of 31 and 32 Vict., c. 72, § 16, was pass-
ed to absolve those who had failed to take an oath of office
required of them.—Bond of Indemnity. See bondl .

indemonstrability (in-df-mon-stra-bil'i-ti), ».

[< indemonstrable : see -li'ility.'\ The condition
or quality of being indemonstrable.
indemonstrable ^n-de-mon'stra-bl), a. [= F.
ind&nontrable = Sp. ikdemostrdble, \ LL. inde-
monstrabilis, that cannot be proved, < j»-priv.+
demonstrabilis, that can be proved : see demon-
strable.'] 1. Not demonstrable; incapable of
being demonstrated.

Because the degree of malignity in every errour was
oftentimes undiscernable, and most commonly indemon-
strable, their zeal was alike against all.

Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, § 2.

2. Immediately evident; axiomatical; not ca-
pable of being made more evident.

We find likewise some of the axioms of geometry men-
tioned by Aristotle as axioms, and as indevwnstrahle prin-
ciples of mathematical reasoning.

Seid, Intellectual Powers, vi. 7.

indemonstrableness (in-de-mon'stra-bl-nes),
n. The character of being indemonstrable.
indenization (in-den-i-za'shon), n. Same as

indenizet (in-den'iz), v. t. Same as endenize.

indenizen (in-den'i-zn), v. t. Same as endeni-
zen.

indent^ (in-denf), v. t. [< inA + dent\ after
indent'^.'] 1. To make a dent or depression in,

as by a blow or by pressure ; dent or dint.

With shields indented deep in glorious wars.
Pope, Odyssey, xix.

2. To dent or press in; form as a dent or de-
pression.

There was a struggle within her, which found expression
in the depth of the few last lines the parasol indented into
the table-cloth. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iv. 2.

indent^ (in-denf), V. [< ME. indenten, endenten,
indent (def. I., 2), < OP. endenter, ¥. endenter =
Sp. Pg. endentar= It. indentare, < ML. indenture,
make notches in like teeth, notch, jag, indent
(a document), < L. in, in, + den(t-)s = E. tooth :

see dent^.'i I. trans. 1. To make notches in
resembling teeth ; cut into points or jags like

a row of teeth; notch; jag; serrate.

Our siluer Medway (which doth deepe indent
The Howrie Medowes of My natiue Kentt.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

Thus did he indent a passage for this Riuer.
<l Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 83.

Told upon fold of the indented hills and islands melt-
ing from the brightness of the sea into the untempered
brilliance of the sky.

J. A. Synumds, Italy and Greece, p. 208.
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The niches which surround the three high doors . . .

and indent the four great buttresses.
H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 11.

Specifically—2. Formerly,to notch the edges of

(two copies of a writing, as a deed, covenant,

articles of agreement, etc., inwhich twoparties
had an interest), as a conventional means of

identification and security, it was the custom to

write duplicates of the deed or covenant on one sheet, and
then cut them apart by a waving or jagged line. One part

was given to each party in interest, and its genuineness

could be subsequently attested by the coincidence of its

indented margin with the indented margin of the other

part.

And for to deliuere, be bill endented, to the newe Aldir-

man and maistres, alle manere of omemens and other

diuerse nescesaries to the fraternite longynge.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 460.

Articles of agreement, indented, between the spectators

or hearers . . . and the author.
B. JoiMOK, Bartholomew Pair, Ind.

Hence— 3. To covenant or bargain for; trans-

fer by covenant ; indenture.

We should follow his word in serving of him, and take

it no less than idolatry or image-service, whatsoever thing
is indented by man, saint, or angel, and not by him, con-

cerning his worship and service.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 318.

Below them [the upper and ruling classes] were the in-

dented servants, some of whom were convicts, and some of

whom had bound themselves for a term of years to defray

the expenses of their transportation.
Johns Hopkins Sist. Studies, III. ii.

4. In type-setting and writing, to throw or sink

inward by a blank space in the margin, as the
first line of a paragraph; hence, to begin, or
exceptionally to begin and end, with a fixed

amount of blank space, whether evenly or un-
evenly, as lines of poetry or of type specially

arranged. See indention^.

Indenting after a Break ... is an m Quadrat ... set

at the beginning of a line. But when verses are indented,
two, three, or four m Quadrats are used.

J. Moxon, Mechanical Exercises, II. 226.

Authors should make the beginning of a new paragraph
conspicuous to the compositor, by indenting the first line

of it far enough to distinguish it from the preceding line.

Stower, Printer's Grammar, p. 164.

II. intrans. If. To move in a zigzag course

;

wind in and out ; double in moving.
His head growes giddy, and his foot iTidents,

A mighty fume his troubled brain torments.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Ark.

Then Shalt thou see the dew-bedabbled wretch [the hare]
Turn and return, indenting with the way.

Shak., YenuB and Adonis, 1. 704.

2. To contract; bargain; make a compact.
Shall we buy treason? and indent with feres?

Shah, IHen. IV., i. 3.

The Pol^mdevaindented with Henry Duke ofAnjou, their
new chosen king, to bring with him an hundred families
of artificers into Poland.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Keader, p. 68.

I fire with indignation, when I see persons wholly des-
titute of education and genius indent to the press.

Goldsmith, Polite Learning, xi.

indent^ (in-denf), n. [< indent^, !).] 1. A cut
or notch in the margin, or a recess like a notch

;

an indentation.

It [the Trent] shall not wind with such a deep indent,
To rob me of so rich a bottom here.

Shak., IHen. IV., iii. 1.

The deep-worn ruts
Of faith and habit, by whose deep indent
Prudence may guide if genius be not lent.

Lowell, The Brakes.

The Bay of Ohaleurs or other important indents of the
coasts.' Westminster Rev., CXXV. 402.

2. A writing, as a deed, covenant, contract, or-
der for goods, articles of agreement, etc., hav-
ing the edges indented (see indent^, v. t., 2,3);
hence, any covenant.

In negotiating with princes we ought to seeke their fa-
uour by humilitie, and not by sternnesse, nor to trafflcke
with them by way of indent or condition, but frankly, and
by manner of submission to their wila.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 299.

3. An indented certificate issued by the United
States government at the close of the Revolu-
tion, for the principal or interest due on the
public debt. Burrill.

indentation^ (in-den-ta'shon), n. [< indent^ +
-ation. In form the same as indsntaUorfi, which
goes with indenf^, the verbs indent^ and indent"^
being partly confused: see indent^ and inden-
tion^.'] A small hollow or depression; a dent or
slight pit, as from a blow or from pressure ; an
impressed cavity: as, the indentations in a bat-
tered shield.

She showed the indentations made by the lieutenant-
governor's sword-hilt in the door-panels of the apartment.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, v.

An indistinct indentation of a round stamp, about the
size of an American one-cent piece.

JT. andQ., 6th ser., XI. 270.

indenture

indentation^ (in-den-ta'shon), n. [= p. indent

tation = Pg. endentagSo, <'ML. as if "indenta-

Uo(nr-), a notching, < indentare, notch, indent

:

see indent^.] 1. The act of indenting, or the
state of being indented ; the act of notching,

or of cutting into points or inequalities like a
row of teeth.— 2. A cut or notch in a margin;
a recess or depression.— 3. In printing. See

Indented Molding.

Indentee border,
wise.

indented (in-den'ted), p. a. [< indent^ + -ed^.

Cf . equiv. P. indents= Sp. Pg. endentado, < ML.
indentatus, pp. of in-

dentare, indent: see««-
dent''^.] 1. Havingthe
edge or margin cut into
points like teeth; zig-

zag: a,s,ajTi indented vsr
per; an indented mold-

ing. Indented moldings are a common orna-

mental feature in medieval architecture.

It [a snake] unlink'd itself.

And with indented glides did slip away.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3.

Specifically— 2. In entom. : (a) Having one or
more angular notches : said of mar^ns and of

the edges of color-marks. (6) Having one or
more sharp depressions : as, an indented stria, or

surface.— 3. !m her., like dancett6, but cut with
smaller teeth : thus, a fesse indented will have
eight ornine points, as opposed tothree or four of
danoett6. Also inraced and dancM.— indented at
a dl8tance,inA?r.,having notches or projecting teethwith
a shorthorizontal outline between them. It is usual to ex-

press in the blazon the number of dents—that is, notches or
projections.—Indented battery. Seeftafterj/.-indent-
ed embowed, in her., same as AocietJ.—Indented in
point, in her., having the dents or notches of the whole
width of the bearing, so that the points reach alternately to

the opposite sides. Thus,a fesse indented inpoint, or afesse
indentedperfesse in point, is divided by a zigzag line which
touches both of its edges.— Indented line, in fort., aser-

rated line having salient and reentering
angles and sides which defend each
other.—Indented parapet, a parapet
having vertical recesses in its interior
slope, forming standing-places for the
men to fire along the front of the work.

indentee (in-den-te'), «• [< P-
indents, mdented: see indented.]
In ^ej'..having indentsnotjoined
to each other, but set apart.

indentilly (in-den-til'i), a. [<
OP. endentelS, equiv. to endentS, indented : see
indented, and cf. dentil, dentel.] In her., hav-
ing long indents, somewhat re-

sembling piles conjoined : as, a
fesse indentilh) at the bottom.
indention! (in-den'shon), n. [<
indent^ + -ion.] A dent or
denting in: an impressed hol-

low ; a slight depression.

Should the piece of paper [adhering to ^,55^ indentilly
the block] remain unnoticed for some at the bottom,
time, it will make a small indention in
the block, and occasion a white or grey speck in the im-
pressions printed after Its removal.

Chatto, Wood Engraving, p. 664.

indention^ (in-den'shon), n. [A short form for

indentation^, with ref . to indent^, indenting, in

printers' use.] In type-setting and writing, am
indenting or sinking inward by a blank space,
as of the beginning of a line beyond that of ad-
joining lines; hence, any determinate space
left before the beginning, or exceptionally af-

ter the end, of lines, whether alternating or
equal throughout, as in poetry, etc.

The mere indention of an em [is] scarcely perceptible
when the measure is very long.

Adams, Typographia, p. 113.

Diamond Indention, in printing, an indenting of every
line after the first with even shortening on both sides, and
with an increasing blank, so that the printed lines tend to a
point on the last line.—Hanging indention, an indention
of uniform amount at the beginning of each line except
the first, that one being of full width, and so overhanging
the others, as with the matter below a title-word in thia

dictionary. A paragraph so indented is called a hanging
paragraph.—Motto indention, an Indention formhig a
blank ofabout one half the width of the measure on the
left-hand side.

indentmentf (in-denfment), n. [< indenf +
-ment.] Indenture. Sp. Sail.
indenture (in-den'Jur), n. [< OF. endenture, <

ML. indentura (cf. It. imdentatura), an inden-
ture, < inderetore, indent: see indent^.] 1. The
act of indenting, or the state of being indent-
ed; indentation.

The general direction of the shore ... is remarkably
direct east and west, with only occasional iTidentures and
projections of bays and promontories.

Jmtford, Hist. Greece (ed. 1829X VIII. 817.

Till lips and teeth bite in their sharp indenture.
A. C. Swinburne, A CameOk



indenture

2. In lam: (af) A deed between two or more
parties with mutual covenants, having the edge
indented for identification and security. See
indent^, n., 2.

Their [the JayaiiB'] Crlsses or Daggers are two foote
long, waued Indenture fashion.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 542.

Each [deed] should be cut or indented ... on the top
or sid^ to taUy or correspond with the other: which deed
so made is called an indenture. Blackstone Com. II. xx.

(6) Now, in general, a deed or sealed agreement
between two or more parties.

It was a common clause in the indentures of children
apprenticed in Hereford that they should not be com-
pelled to live on Salmon more than two days in a week.

Quoted in Walton's Complete Angler, p. 126.

,
Then, strongly fencing ill-got wealth by law.
Indentures, Cov'nants, Articles they draw.

Pope, Satires of Donne, il. 94.

The sherifl is himself to bring up the names of the per-
sons chosen and the writ, until by the statute of Henry IV.
in 1406 the indenture tacked to the writ is declared to be
the sheriff's return. » Stubhs, Const. Hist., § 419.

indenture (in-den'tur), v.
;
pret. and pp. inden-

tured, ppr. indenturing. [< indenture, ».] I.
trans. If. To indent; wrinkle; furrow.

Though age may creep on, and indenture the brow.
Woty, Autumnal Song.

2. To bind by indenture : as, to indentwre an
apprentice.

I was suspected to be some runawayindentured servant.
FramMin, Autobiog.,.p. 37.

Il.t intrans. To run in a zigzag course ; dou-
ble in running.

They took
Their staves in hand, and at the good man strook

;

But, by indenturing, still the good man scap'd.
Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 134.

indepartablet, a. [ME., < in-s + departable.']
Not to be parted; indivisible.

Thre persons in-depairtaUe perpetuel were euere,
Of o wyl, of o wit. Piers Plowman (0), xix. 27.

independence (in-df-pen'dens), n. [= F. ind4-
penaance = Sp. Pg. independenda = It. indepen-
denea, indipendensa, < NLi. *independenUa, C*in-
dependen{t-)s, independent: see independent.'}
1. The state of being independent ; exemption
from dependence upon another or others, or
from another's control; self-support or self-

government.
Let fortune do her worst, whatever she makes us lose,

as long as she never makes us lose our hones^ and our
iTidependeTice. Pope.

We commonly say that the richman can speak the tiiith,

can afford honesty, can afford independence of opinion and
action ;— and that is the theory of nobility.

Emerson, Farming.

By independence we intend to set forth the negative side
of sovereignly— that is, to deny that any other state has
any right to interfere with the exercise of a state's rights
and sovereign powers. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 37.

3. That which renders one independent; prop-
erty or income sufficient to make one indepen-
dent of others ; a competency.
In old-fashioned times an independengf was hardly ever

made without a little miserliness as a condition.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, L 12.

Declaration OfIndependence, in u. s. %wt., a document
promulgated by the second Continental Congress, setting
forth the reasons for severing the connection of the thir-

teen colonies with Great Britain, and proclaiming their ex-

istence as "free and independent states." TheDeclaration
openswith a preamble in regard tohuman rights, recapitu-
lates the offenses of the reigning king (George III.) toward
the colonies, recounts the efforts made by them for recon-

ciliation, and closes with a solemn assertion of indepen-
dence. A resolution in favor of independence was intro-

duced by Eiohard Henry Lee of Virginia, June 7th, 1776,

and after debate was referred to a committee of five. The
chairman of this committee, Thomas Jefferson, drafted the
Declaration, which was reported June 28th, debated from
the 1st to the 3d of July, slightly modified, and, after con-
siderable opposition, passed on July 4th by the votes of 12

of the 13 colonial delegations (the New York delegation re-

fusing to vote). The signatures of the members were af-

fixed at differenttimes.—Independence day. Seedayi.

—Law of independence. See laws of motion, under
motion. =Syn. 1. Idberty, etc. See freedom.

independency (in-df-pen'den-si), n. [As inde-

pendence: see -CI/.y 1. InSependenee.
To support the independency of the other powers of

Europe. Goldsmith, Seven Years' War, 1.

There is no such thing as an absolute independency of

antecedents. W. Sha/rp, D. G. Bossetti, p. 39.

2. Hccles., the principle that the individual

congregation or church is a society strictly

voluntary and autonomous, standing directly

under the authority of Jesus Christ, living in

immediate dependence on him, and responsi-

ble to him alone for its beliefs and acts as a

Christian society; speoifleally, the principles

of the Independents or English Congregation-

alists, as distinguished from those of the Con-

fregationalists of the United States, indepen-

eney is distinguished from Episcopacy by having no gra^
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dation of ministerial or clerical orders, and no officials su-
perior to the laity and invested with administrative or
judicial authority ; and from Presbyterianisra by having
no gradation of courts or representative bodies possessed
of legislative and judicial functions. (See Independent,
»., and congregationMism.) In its extreme form it is the
absolute freedom of the local church from external con-
trol of any kind. Also independ^ntism,.
The Leyden church is the purest of Independency, alikem England and America. Eneye. Brit., XII. 726.

indesert

great political power at the time of the Long Parliament
and the Commonwealth.
3. [cav. or I.[cap. or I.e.} Jji politics: (a) One who acts
independently of any organized party ; one who
opposes or supports measm-es or men on in-
dependent grounds.
When the Chicago convention was held, the Yomig Re-

publicans ofMassachusetts and the Independents of Peim-
sylvania joined with the scratchers of New York in send-
ing a representation. Tlie Nation, XXXV. 422.

(6) One of an organized party assuming the
name "Independent"; speeifieallv, in U. S.meriy also ina&penoant; = F. indfendant= Sp. poliUcs, a member of the party otherwise called

^g.jnde^mdente = It. mdependente, indipen- the Greenback party.

The ground being . . . cleared for the work of refcim,
the Independents propose in their resolutions to get rid
of "the gold base fallacy," and issue paper money on "the
faith and resom-ces of flie Government."

The Nation, XVIII. 388.

tre-

es

Independency is possible without Congregationalism.
B. W. Bale, Manual of Cong. Principles, p. 76.

independent (in-de-pen'dent), a. and.B. [Por-
meiiy also indepenclant ; = P. indfendant= Sp.

dente, < NL. *independen(t-)s, not dependent, <
L. ire-priv. -I- dependen{t-)s, dependent: see de-
pendent.'} I. a. 1. Not dependent; not requir-
ing the support or not subject to the control or
controlling influence of others ; not relying on . , , . ,

others for direction or guidance ; not subordi- indepenttentedf (in-de-pen'den-ted), a. [< i

nate ; of things, not standing in a relation of de- ff^tl t
* " j '-' *

^°"^erned by the principl

pendenee to something else : used absolutely or
followed by of, formerly sometimes by ore : as, a
person's fortunes in life are quite independent of
the configuration of the planets at his nativity.
The town of St. Gaul is a Protestant republick, indepen-

dent of the abbotj and under the protection of the can-
tons. Addison.

of the Independents.
The new titles or style of bodyed and congregated, asso-

ciated or independented, and new-fangled churches.
Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 43.

independentism (in-de-pen'den-tizm), «. [<
independent + -ism.} Same a.s independency, 2.

An&ba^tisme OTPieBbytensme, or IndepeTidentiimi^ . .

.

rudely justled Episcopacy out of the Church of England.
£p. GiMHien, Tears of the Church, p. 664.

A. Hamilton, Works, IL 55. independently (in-de-pen'dent-li), adv. 1. In
I am independent, sir, as well as rich ; I am my own an independent manner ; with independence.

—

mistress. Charlotte Bronte, J&ne Syie, xxxvii. 2. Apart from or without regard to something
3. Not due to or connected with dependence ; else : followed by of: as, independently of being
pertaining to or permitting freedom of action; safe, it is more beneficial.

Let us, for a moment, imagine the legislature of New
York independent on that of Great Britain.

free of control or restraint : as, an independent
income, estate, or position ; independent action.

Choosing rather far
A dry but independent crust, hard eam'd.

Cowper, Task, iv. 409.

Dispose lights and shadows, without finishing every-
thing independently the one of the other. Drydon.
Independently of the strength of its works, it [Tarento]

was rendered nearly inaccessible by its natural position.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., iL 10,

3. Not subject to bias or influence; seU-di- independingf (in-de-pen'ding), a. [< in-^ +
recting. ' -.--.-• .. - . -

For a' that, an' a' that.
His riband, star, an' a' that.

The man o' independent mind.
He looks an* laughs at a' that.

Bums, For A' That.

_ ] Not depending or dependent ; in-
dependent.

These, therefore, being distinct and proper actions, do
necessarily evince an vndepending and self-subsisting
agent. Bp. Hall, Invisible World, ii. 1.

4. Proceeding from or expressive of a spirit indepravatet (in-dep'ra-vat), o. [< LL. inde-
pravatus, uncorrupted, < L. in- priv. -f- depror-
vatvs, pp. of depravare, corrupt, deprave: see
deprave.} Undepraved; pure.

let these Wounds, these Woundes indeprauate.
Be holy Sanctuaries for my whole Man.

Davies, Holy Koode, p. 28.

[< L. inde-
precabilis, that cannot be averted by prayer, <
in- priv. + deprecaUUs (LL.), that may be en-
treated: see depreeable.} Incapable of being
deprecated. Coles, 1717.

indeprehensiblet (in-dep-rf-hen'si-bl), a. [<
LL. indeprehensibilis, indiscbverable, < in- priv.
+ *deprehensibilis, that can be seized: see dep-
rehensible.} Incapable of being seized or appre-
hended; incomprehensible.
A case perplexed and ivdeprehensiUe.

Bp. Morton, Discharge of Imput.,,p. 174.

[< Jre-S -I-

deprivable.} 1. Ineapable'of being deprived.

—

2. Incapable of being taken away. [Rare.]

It [the sovereign good] should not be transient nor de-
rived from the will of others, nor in their power to take
away;hutbedurable, self-derived, and . . . indeprivable.

Harris, Happiness, i.

inder (in'd^r), a. and «. [ME. *inder (in adv.
inderly),va,T. of. enter, eut\ve: see entire.} I.t a.

Entire.

II. n. A large quantity. [Prov. Ehg.]

of independence; free; easy; self-confident;
bold ; unconstrained: as, an independent air or
manner.— 5. Irrespective; exclusive; without
taking note or notice : followed by of.

A gradual change is also more beneficial, independent
0/ its being more safe. Brougham. . vi • j / i

I mean the account of that obligation in general under indeprecable (m-dep re-ka-bl)^ a^

which we conceive ourselves bound to obey a law, inde- ""»""
pendervt o/ those resources which the law provides for its

own enforcement. B. Ward.

6. [cap.} Of or pertaining to the Independents
or CongregationaUsts ; belonging to the Inde-
pendents.
A very famous Independent minister was head of a col-

lege in those times. Addison, Spectator.

How had that man of God and exemplary Independent
minister, Mr. Ainsworth, of persecuted sanctity, conduct-
ed himself when a similar occasion had befallen him at
Amsterdam? George Eliot, Felix Holt, xv.

7. In mafh., not depending upon another for ^^^'^P-Jif}'}^ .p^^^^^^^^^il.^
its value: said of a quantity or function.

—

8. Having a competency; able to live well
without labor ; well-to-do.

As I am an idle personage, . . . and pay my bill regu-
larly every week, I am looked upon as the only indepen^
dent gentleman of the neighborhood.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 300.

Functions independent of a group of operations,
a set of n functions such that none of the n operations of

the group performed on any one of them gives another of

them.— Independent chord or harmony, in music, a -•-jpl'i^i ^^r." -rMTj; -, vSt nf mtprhi pnfi/rphi ^
chord that is complete, concordant, and final in itself, not inaeriyt, aav. isiuh., a var. 01 enieriy, entweiy.i

needing another chord to form a resolution or completion Jintirely ; lully.

of it.—Independent circuits, in math. See circuit.— For certeyne she was right inderly fayre.
Independent company, contractor, covenant. See And, as the writeng makith remembraunce,
the nouns.— Independent drill, amachine-tool contain- fluU womanly of speche and oountenaunce.
ing four drills so arranged that each drill in turn may be Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 675.
used in forming the same hole. See drJKi.- Indepen- q,v v y^ f

. ,* .--j,-.;,,

dent equations. See ^jjioition.- Independent Evan- Mto hTOlschuldlbe theSre
geUcal Church of Neuch^teL See church.

-

Indepen- Sow MS Soc Antia 134T74 malliwell >
dent party. Same as erMK6ac7i ^xtris/ (which see, un-

wow, JHiS. isoc. Antiq. !«, i. 74. (aamweu.)

der^reeniacS).—Independent treasury, variable, etc. indescnbaDle (m-des-kri'ba-bl), a. and n. [<
Seetheno\mi. = &ya.6.Congregati<in(d,Independent. See in-3 + desoribaile.} I. a. Not describable; in-
coTwregational:

II. n. 1. One who acts with independence;
one who acts in accordance with his own wiU,

judgment, or conscience.— 3. [cap.}^ Eecles.,

one who maintains the principles of indepen-

capable of being described.

II. re. pi. Trousers. [A humorous euphe-
mism.]
A pair of indescribables of most capacious dimensions.

Dickens, Sketches (Greenwich Fair).

dency, or the feeedom Of the local church from
jnciescribably (in-des-kri'ba-bli), adi,. In an

external control; specifically, in England, a
i^deseribabli manner ; so as not to admit of

name given to a Congregationahst. The Inde- j„„„,j_j.j„_
pendents of England differ from the Congregationalists ."jTlJii 'VV- ,.„ ,„„ >„ ,+4„v „ r/ ,„ <? j.
of the United States in laying less stress upon and making lUdeSCriptlVe (m-des-krip tlv), a. [< m-i -h

less provision lor the fellowship of the local churches, desaiptive.} Not descriptive ; not containing
The name Congregationalists is assumed by both the Eng- g^ -j^gj; description. [Eare.]
lish and American bodies ; the use of the name 7m(te;)e»- .j. /;„ ^s.^aw-.m „ r< »m,3 -I- rf(.ww2 1
dent as a denominational title is almost exclusively con- moesert (m-ae-zert j, n. L^ vn^ -f aesert".}

fined to Great Brltam. The EngUsh Independents attained Lack of merit or desert. [Ware.]
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•Tia my own indesert that gives me fears. mlnate series. In
f»«*-' »

f«'\«„=„Ywf
*«"»» P™'=^«'*

Sterfe, Lying Lover, ii. 1. by the powers of an indetOTminate quantity

. ., . X ,• J /• -<.^ XT i. J * . indeterminately (m-de-ter'mi-nat-U), adi;. So
Indesignate (m-des'ig-nat), o. Not designate

; ^^T.^hTl^H^tfi^inatfi: mdefinitelv: without
indefiiiite.

indesinent (in-des'i-nent), a. [= It. indesi-

nente; < in-^ + desinent.'] Not ceasing; perpet-

ual. [Rare.]

as to be indeterminate'; indefiuitely; without

precision.

The unpractised mind . . . indeterminately feels and

thinlts about itself and the field of its existence.

J. Martineaii, Materialism, p. 18.

The last kind of activity . . . Is much more noble, more s-i^-tprTninateness rin-de-ter'mi-nat-nes), n.
indesitKnt, and indefeasible than the first. ''t^u u i ?l„iJ;^ 3o+ovTr,iTiatfi • la/k of

A. Baxter, Human Souls, I. 351. The character of being indeterniiiiate
,
lacJi ot

Without settled limits; want of precision; indeflmteness.

We have but to remember that, growing clustered to-
indesinently (in-des'i-nent-li), adv
cessation. [Rare.]

His verdant blood
In brisk saltation circulates and flows
Indentiffntly vigorous.

C. Smart, The Hop-Garden,

indesirablet (in-de-zir'ar-hl), a. [< Jm-3 + fl

sirable.'] Undesirable.
indestructibility (in-de-struk-ti-hil'i-ti)

gether as Oysters do, they must interfere with one an-

other in various ways and degrees, to see how the inffle-

terminateness of form and the variety of form are ac-

counted for. H. Spencer, Pnn. of Biol., § 261.

Index Of indeterminateness. See index.

indetermination (tn-df-ter-mi-na shon), n. [=
F. inditendnaUon = Sp. indeterminacion = Pg.

- ~ '" --J-'— - .•«"-. as im-3adestructlblllty (m-de-struk-ti-hil i:ti
, »•

i;aetermmacao = It. indetermmaziom; as
[= F. ^ndestrucUM^te = Sp. ind^strucMiUdM

Ydetermination.:^ Lack of determination
=.Pg: indestmcUbihdade; as tn-S+ destruct^- Z,.:SI.^ „r wJ^riTiff state, as of the miunsettled or wavering state, as of the mind;

want of fixed or stated direction.

By contingents I understand all things wiiioh may be

done and may not be done, may happen or maynot hap-

pen, by reason of the indetermination or accidental con-

currence ot the cause. Ahp. Bramhall, Ans. to Hoboes.

Undeter-

bility.'] The character of being indestructible

as, the indestrucUbilUy of matter and energy.

illdestructible (in-de-struk'ti-hl), a. [= F.
indestructible = Sp. indestructible = Pg. inde-

struetivel := It. indistruttibile, Sisin-S + destruc-

tible.'] Not destructible; inoapahle of being de-jjj^g^gyjjjjjjg^ (in-de-t6r'mind), a.
stroyed. mined.
Our consciousness of the Absolute is not negative but

^j^^ eternal height ot indetermin'd space 1

positive, and is the one indestructible element of conscious- ^j^g eternal depth of condescending grace I

neas, *

' which persists at all times, under all circumstances, ^
Brooke Universal Beauty, v.

and cannot cease until consciousness ceases." . . . ^. n_ ,. / -' . \ r.^ - q
H. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 465. indetermimsm (m-de-t6r mi-nizm), TO. [< Ml-^

+ determinism.'] The doctrine that, though the
inde^ructibleness (in-df-struk'ti-bl-nes).

Indestructibility.

indestructibly (in-de-struk'ti-bli), adv. So as

to be indestructible.'

indeterminable (in-de-ter'mi-na-hl), a. [= F.
indeterminable= Sp. indeterminable'= Pg. inde-

terminavel = It. indetermijiabile, < LL. indeter- ... . . j. ,. j- j.. , • 4.\ rA„ „•„

minabilis, that cannot be defined, < in- priv. + indeterminist (in-de-t6r nu-nist), to. [As «-

deUrminaUlis. that can be defined: see deter- determm-ism + -^st.] A behever in mdetermi-

[<«TO-3-t-

Not deyirgmate or deprived of

wiU is somewhat influenced by motives, it is

not entirely governed by them, but has a cer-

tain freedom and spontaneity. Sodgson.

The cloisters of Christendom resounded ... with dis-

nutatious about determinism and indeterTninism.
Pop. Sd. Mo., XX. 441.

determinabilis, that can be defined: see deter-

minable.'] 1. Incapable of being determined, .'^™'.
. .... ,- . ,.. -.%

ascertained, or fixe^. indevir^nateHin-de-v6r>-^iat),_a.

Either the question is in(2dtermina&Ze, or, which is worse, T^j-^tlif-^.
men will never be convinced. virgmiiy.

Jcr. 2'asJo)-, Works (ed. 1836), L 3, Ded. SJr°'»-"i,'," -^ • ." ' ^ Ml ^lio gtill lives indemrginate.
2. Not to be determined or ended; intermina- Chapman, Homeric.Hymn to Venus.

"ble. [Rare.] indevotet (in-de-vof), a. [= F. ind^ot = Sp.
His memory is indetermimable and unalterable, ever re- Pg. indevoto = It. indevoto, indi/ooto, < LL. *re-

membering to do us good.
, ., ,c,=^^ t ,.7 (?efO«MS, undevout, < ire- priv. + L. deiioiiJS, at-

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 37. - - ' _'_ . ^ .
- - '

3. In nat. hist., not definable ; incapable of sjje-

ciaUzation: said of a specimen wmch, from its

nature or condition, cannot be properly classi-

fied and named.
indeterminableness (in-de-ter'mi-na-bl-nes),

re. The character of being'indetermihahle.

indeterminate (in-df-ter'mi-nat), a. [< ME.
indeterminat = F. in'determin^ '=, Sp. Pg. inde-

terminado = It. indeterminato, < LL. indetermi-

natus, undefined, unlimited, < L. in- priv. -f- de-

terminatus, defined, limited: see determinate, a.]

Not determinate ; not settled or fixed; not def-

inite; uncertain; not precise; not exclusively
possessing either of a pair of contradictory at-

tributes.

The greatest part of the questions and controversies
that perplex mankind, depending on the doubtful and un-
certain use of words, or (which is the same) indeternmuite
ideas, which these are made to stand for.

Locke, Human Understanding, To the Reader.

taehed, faithful, LL. devout: see denote, devout,

a.] Not devout ; indevout.

There are so many of the same arguments, and so inde-

vote an age. BerUley, Letters, p. 181.

indevotedt (in-df-vo'ted), a. [<ire-3 -1- devoted.]

Not devoted.

Mr. Cowley's connections with some persons indewted
to the excellent chancellor.

Bp. Burd, Dialogues, iii., note.

indeyotion (in-df-vo'shon), to. [= F. ind^vo-

tion = Sp. indev'ocion = Pg. indevogSo = It.

indevozione, indi/vozione ; as iTO-3 -f- demotion.]

Lack of devotion; absence of devout affec-

tions; impiety; irreligion.

If we live in an age of indevotion, we think ourselves
well assoiled if we be warmer than their ice.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 57.

The greatness of the example may entice us on a little

farther than the customs of the world, or our own inde-
votions, would engag^ us.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 84.

The rays of the same colour were by turns transmitted .^ J.
Citi .15 Trnn+M n T< i« 3 -^ flei^ivtit

at one thickness, and reflected at another thickness, for l^?®y"J^* > n v7^ i^
^' I \- ," aevout.

an indeterminate number of successions. Ct. ireriewoW.J JNot devout; irreligious.
Newton, Opticks. ^ wretched, careless, indevout spirit.

Indeterminate analysis, a branch of algebra in which Jer. Taylor, Sermon (1663).
there is always given a greater number of unknown quan-

,-ti,1i»t Cin'rlpksl n • -nl imHeve^ »n<7»>/.o CinMolr
titles than of independent equations, on which account the l??5*ir7=_f •''™ ' ^ P»«?««> }na%ces (in aeJi-

number of solutions is indefinite.— Indeterminate CO-
efficients, in rtytth. , a method of analysis invented by Des-
cartes, the principle of which consists in this, that if we
have an equation of the form

A -(- Bi 4- Ca;2 + Da:3 -|- &c. = 0,

in which the coeflBcients A, B, C are constant, and x a
variable which may be supposed as small as we please,

each of these coefiicients, taken separately, is necessarily
«qual to 0.— Indeterminate constant, contract, cur-
vature, equation, etc. See the nouns.—Indeterminate
form, in math., one of the forms

^, 2-, X 00, 00, ooO, iM etc.,

whose values are indeterminate until some equation
is established between the two quantities which enter
into each of them.— Indeterminate inflorescence, in
hot. , same as indefinite inflorescence. See indefinite.— In-
determinate multljllier, in alg., a multiplier whose
value is at first left indeterminate, and afterward fixed
to suit the exigencies of the problem.— Indeterminate
problem, in math. , a problem which admits of an infinite

number of solutions, or one in which there are fewer im-
posed conditions than there are unknown or required re-

sults.—Indeterminate quantity, in math., a quantity
that admits of an infinite number of values.—Indeter-

-di-sez). [Formerly also indice (< F.); =
F. index, formerly indice = Sp. indice = Pg. It.

indice, an index, < L. index (itidic-), a discover-
er, informer, spy ; of things, an indicator, the
forefinger, a title, superscription; < indicare,
point out, show: see indicate.] 1. That which
points out; anything that shows, indicates, or
manifests.

Whatever stripes of iU-luck La Fleur met with in hia
journeyings, there was no index in his physiognomy to
point them out by. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 34.

The standing army, the arsenal, the camp, and the gib-
bet do not appertain to man. They only serve as an in-
dex to show where man is now ; what a bad, ungoverned
temper he has, what an ugly neighbor he is ; how his af-

fections halt ; how low his hope lies. .Bmeraon,War.

2. In logic, a sign which signifies its object by
virtue of being really connected with it. De-
monstrative and relative pronouns are nearly pure indi-
ces, because they denote things without describing them

;

so are the letters on a geometrical diagram, and the sub-
script numbers which in algebra distinguish one value
from another without showing what those values are.

index

3. Something intended to point out, guide, or

direct, as the hand of a clock" or a steam-gage,

the style of a sun-dial, an arm of a guide-post,

or the figure of a hand (II^°).

There was a san-dial in the centre of the court ; the

sun ahone on the brazen plate, and the shadow of the

index tell on the line of noon.
Peacock, Melmcourti xxxii.

4. A detailed alphabetic (or, rarely, classi-

fied) list or table of the topics, names of per-

sons, places, etc., treated or mentioned m a

book or a series of books, pointing out their

exact positions in the volume.

Methinks tis a pitiful piece of knowledge that can be
learnt from an index, and a poor ambition to be rich in

the inventory of another's treasure.
Olanmlle, Vanity ot Dogmatizing, xv.

English grammars usually draw the distinction that

indexes is the form used in speaking of the plural of index,

as of a book, while indices is the scientific term, as in

algebra, N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 69.

5t. Prelude; prologue.
Ab me, what ae^

That roars so loud, and thunders in the index!
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

An index and obscure prologue to the history of lust

and foul thoughts. Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

6. (a) In anat. , the forefinger or pointing finger.

(6) In ornith., the principal or middle digit of the

wing of a bird : so called by those who hold that
it is homologous with the forefinger of a mam-
mal ; by those who hold that the middle digit

of the wing is the middle digit of a mammal,
the poUex or thumb of a bird's wing is called the

index.— 7. In math., the figure or letter which
shows towhat power a quantity is involved ; the

exponent, in the theory qfnumbers the index of a num-
ber to agiven base for a given prime modulus of which that

base is a prime root is the iTidex of the power of the base

which is congruous to the number. (See exponent, 3.) The
index-law is the principle that aiaf = a* -h e. The word
index is, besides, used in various special senses in mathe-

matics. See phrases below.

8. In crystal., in the notation of WheweU and
Miller, one of three whole numbers which de-

fine the position of a face of a crystal: in the

notation of Bravais, four numbers constitute

the indices of a face of a hexagonal crystal.

—

9. In musical notation, a direct.— 10. [cap.]

Same as Index Expurgatorivs.

The Index and Inquisition still aurvive, and the cen-

sures of the Church are not obsolete, though her last

offices are more frequently rejected than withheld.
Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 297.

Alveolax, basilar, cephalic, facial, etc., index. See

erareiometrj/.— Discriminantal index. See diterimi-

7Mn«ffli.— Index finger. See def. 6 (a), and index-finger.

—Index Librorum Frohlbitorum (Index of Prohibit-

ed Books), Index Expurgatorlus (Expurgatoiy Index),

catalogues of books comprising respectively those which
BrOman Catholics are absolutely forbidden to read, and
those which they must not read unless in editions expur-

gated of objectionable passages. They are prepared by the
Congregation of the Ridex, a body of cardinals and their

assistants. Pope Paul IV. published a list of forbidden

books in 1567 and 1569. The Council of Trent in 1662 at-

tempted the r^ulation of the matter, but finally referred

it to the Pope. He (Pins IV.) published the "Index Tri-

dentinus " in 1664, often reprinted with additions under
the title " Index Librorum Prohibitorum."—Index of a
line relatively to a quadric surface, the quotient of the

square of its secant by the fourth power of the paral-

lel semidiameter.— Index Of a logarithm, otherwise

called the characteristic, the integral part which precedes

the logarithm, and is always one less than the number of

integral figures in the given number. ThuSj if the given

number consist of four figures, the index of its logarithm

is 3 ;. if of five figures the index is 4, and so on. See loga-

rithm.— Index of a plane relatively to a quadric surface,

the product of its distances from its pole and from the

center of the quadric- Index Of a point relatively to a

quadric surface, the product of its two distances from the

surface in any direction divided by the square of the paral-

lel semidiameter.— Index Of a series of curves of order

n satisfying in(n-|-3)— 1 conditions, thenumber of these

curves passing through an arbitrary point.—Index of

friction. Same as coefficient offrictwrn, (which see, under

coe^cien*).—Index of indeterminateness of a problem,

the excess of the number of unknowns over that of the

really independent equations. —Index of refraction, in

optics, the ratio between the sines of the angles of inci-

dence and refraction for a ray of light passing from one

medium (usually the air) into another. Thus, this ratio

for a ray passing from air into water is about 4 : 8, or, more

exactly, 1.336, which is therefore the index of refraction

of water. Also called refractive index. See refraction.

The index of refraction in the passage of light from one

medium into another must be equal to the relation that

the rapidity of propagation of light in the first medium
bears to its rapidity in the second.

Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 236.

Index rerum, an index of subjects.— Index verborvun.
an index of words ; a verbal index.

index (tn'deks), v. t.' [< index, «.] 1. To point

out, as an index; indicate. [Rare.]

Whose iron-gray wool and wrinkled face indexed his age

at near sevenfy years. The Century, XXIX. 688.

2. To make an index to, or place in an index:

as, to index a book, or the contents of a book.



Index
Where are the Somerset County records kept? Havethey beea indexed and calendared; or are theyStUl in ut-

ter confusion ? N. and Q., 7tb ser., IL W.
index-correction (iu'deks-ko-rek^shon), n. In
astron., the correction that lias to beappUed to
an observation taken with an instmment that
has an index-error.

index-digit (in'deks-dij*it), n. The forefinger

;

the ludex-flnger; also, that digit in other ani-
mals which represents the human index.
index-error (in'deks-er"or), n. The reading of
the graduated limb of an astronomical or oSier
instrument in the position of the telescope in
which the reading ought to be zero.
index-finger (in'deks-flng"g6r), n. The fore-
finger: soealledfromitsbeingusedin pointing.
index-gage (in'deks-gaj), n. A measuring in-
strument with a pointer and dial, or some other
means of indicating the distance between its
jaws. The object to be measured is placed be-
tween the jaws, and the scale gives the mea-
surement.
index-glass (in'deks-glas), n. In reflecting as-
tronomical instruments, a plane speeultmi, or
mirror of quicksilvered glass, which moves with

, the index, and is designed to reflect the image
;

of the sun or other object upon the horizon-
j

glass, whence it is again reflected to the eye of
. the observer. See sextant.

. indexical (in-dek'si-kal}, a. [< index + -ic-al.']

Having the form of an index; pertaining to an
index.

- Besides lists of Indexes and indeaAcal works.
The American, THE. 267.

, indexicalljr (in-dek'si-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of an index.

I would have the names of those scribblers printed in-
dexieaZLy at the beginning or end of the poem, with an
account of their works for the reader. " '

"'

3057
to a boatd of control in London, and in 1834 the property
of the companywas vested in the crown and administered
for it by the company ; but in consequence of the Indian
mutiny of 1867 - 58 all powerwas in 1858 transferred to the
crown.—India cotton, a heavy kind of figured chintz
used for upholstering.—India docks, in London, exten-
.sive docks and warehouses for the accommodation of the
sliipping engaged in the East and West India trade.—
India ink, or China Ink, or Chinese Ink, a black pig-
ment made originally and principally in Cluna and Japan
(though inferior imitations are maue elsewhere). It is
probably madefrom a carefullyprepared lampblack, which
is formed into a paste with a solution of gum in water and
pressed into and dried in molds, forming sticks of vari-
ous shapes. Also Indian ink.— India matting, a land of
grass matting made in India, usually from Cup&nm coryin-
bogus.—lama, mull, a thin, soft muslin made in India,
and used for dresses and trimmings. See mulL—Ia^a,
myrrh. See mj/rrft.—India opium. See opiam.—In-
dia I)aper, a thm, soft, absorbent paper, usually of a pale-
bufl tint, made in China and Japan, and imiCated in Europe
and the United States, where it is used for the first or
finest impressions of engravings, called India proofs.—
India proof, an early and choice impression taken from
an engraved ^late or block on India paper.—India rub-
ber. Reeindia^-rubber.—India senna. SeesenTia.—In-

^ dia shawl, a Cashmere shawl. See CashTnere.

indiadem (in-di'a-dem), V. t. [<»n-2 + diadem.']
To place or set in a diadem, as a gem. [Rare.]

Whereto shall that be likened? to what gem
Indiadevned?

Indian
secutively traced, in spite of many patent resemblances
to European art, as in the palace of Madura. The carved
decoration is usually exceedingly rich and varied, intro-
ducing freely human and animal forms, and often cov-

index-law(in'deks-l&),»s. Inmath. 8eeindex,7.
indexless (in'deks-les), a. [< index + -less. J
Destitute of an index.
My bewildering vndexless state. Carlyle, in Froude.

indexlessness (in'deks-les-nes), n. The state
of being without an index. [Rare.]

Certainly no reader of the last year's volume of the Ga-
zette can complain, in Carlyleanphrase, of its iniexlessness.

Aimer. Naturalist, XXIL 174.

index-machine (in'deks-ma-shen"),m. Inweav-
ing, a modification of the Jacquard loom me-
chanism, in which the cards of the original
Jaoquard device are replaced by a shedding
motion, effecting the same results as the cards
so far as the pattern is concerned, but afford-

ing some advantages not obtainable in the prim-
itive device ; a dobby. In one form of index-ma^
chine pins arranged in accordance with the prescribed
pattern are inserted in the bars or slats of a lath-work, the

. bars corresponding to the cards of the older device. In all

kinds of index-machines the devices employed have for
their object to throw in or out of action a series of hooks
or bars which actuate the healds to form a shed for the
passage of the shuttle according to a preyiously conceived
system. The attachment is sometimes placed at the top
and sometimes at the end of the loom. In Eccles's im-

provement a device is added for throwing the shedding
motion out of action, and to permit the weaving of plain
borders for handkerchiefs, etc.

indexterity (in-deks-ter'i-ti), n. [= F. index-

t^iU; as in-^ + dexterity.] Lack of dexterity,

skill, or readiness in any respect ; clumsiness

;

awkwardness; unskilfulness.
The indexterity of our consumption-curera demonstrates

their dimness in beholding its causes.
Harney, Consumptions.

indfine (ind'fln), n. [Ir., < ind, head, + fine,

tribe, family. ] One of the groups intowhich the
ancient Irish clans were divided. See geilfine.

The eldest member of the larflne moved into the Ind-

fine; and the eldest member of the Indfine passed out of

tlie organization altogether.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 209.

India (in'di-a). [< L. India, < Grr. IvS'm, India

:

see Indian.'^ In an attributive use: Indian;

pertaining to India or the East Indies ; made in,

named from, or connected with India: as, In-

dia goods; the India trade, in English law or

usage India generally means "all territories and places

within her Majesty's dominions which are subject to thd

Gtovernor-General of India." The principal territories

under British administration are Bengal, Madras, Bom-
bay, Northwestern Provinces, Central Provinces, Panjab,

Assam, and Burma. Many native states are under British

protection.—East India Company, a company formed

for carrying on commerce in India and the East Indies.

Various companies were organized under this name about

the seventeenth century, as the Dutch, Swedish, Danish,

Prench, etc. , East India Companies. The most famous was

the English East India Company, chartered in 1600 ;
it

founded many factories in India in the seventeenth cen-

tury, and in the eighteenth acquired extensive political

gower over a large part of the country. It was governed

y a court of directors, chosen from the wealthiest stock-

holders. A joint share in the governmentwas in 1784 given

Indiaman (in'di-a-man),m.; T^LIndiamen (-men).
In general, a ship engaged in the India trade

;

specifically and strictly, a ship of large ton-
nage, formerly officered and armed by the East
India Company for that trade.
Indian (in'di-an), a. and n. [Also in IT. S. col-
loq. or dial, use Injin, Injun; = F. Indien = Sp.
Pg. It. Indiana (cf. D. Indiaansch = Q-. Indian^
isch = Dan. Sw. IndiansTc, a.), < LL. Indianus,
< L. India, Gr. 'IvSla, India, L. Indus, Grr. 'lvS6g,

an Indian, < L. Indus, Gr. '1v66q, the river so
called, OPers. Sindu, Zend Mindu, Pers. Hind.
Hind,<.Skt.sindku,a,-nver.'\ I. a. 1. Of, per-
taining, or relating to India or to the Indies
(now specifically called the East Indies in dis-
tinction from the West Indies), or to the lan-
guages of India.

The springs
Of Ganges or Hydaspes, Indian streams.

MUtan, P. L., iii 436.

Ere yet the mom
Breaks hither over Indian seas.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxvi.

3. Pertaining or relating {a) originally to the
West Indies or their inhabitants

; (6) now, in an
extended sense, to the whole race of American
Indians or aborigines: as, Indian arrows; an
Indian blanket ; an Indian name.

Then smote the Indian tomahawk
On crashing door and shattering lock.

Whittier, Pentucket.

Listen to this Indian Legend,
To this Song of Hiawatha

!

Longfellow, Hiawatlia, ProL

3. Made of maize or Indian com: as, Indian
meal ; Indian bread.

If I don'tmake a johnny-cake every day, Kier says, " Ma,
why don't you make some Indian bread?"

Mrs. Whitcher, Widow Bedott, p. 70.

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, an officer of the Inte-
rior Department of the United States government charged
with the management of the Indian tribes and of the
transactions of the government with them.—East Indian
cork-tree. Seecorft-(ree.—Indian aconite. Same as .^e-

pdl aconite (which see, under aconite).—Indian agency.
See ageney, 4.—Indian apple, the May apple. Podophyl-
lum pelttmim.—^diajl architecture, the architecture
peculiar to India or Hindustan. It comprehends a great
variety of styles, which have been classified as the Bud-
dhist styles, as exemplified not only in the Buddliist
works within theborders of Hindustan, but also in those
of Burma, Ceylon, Java, China, and Tibet (see Buddhist);
the Jain style, developed from preexisting styles after

A. D. 460 ; the Dravidian or Tamul style of southern In-

dia (see TamuV); the Northern Hindu, Indo-Aryan, or
Sanskrit style, a cognate style occurring in the valley of

the Ganges and its tributaries (see San^skrit); the Cha-
lukyan style, prevailing in the intermediate region be-

tween the last two ; the Modem Hindu, Indian-Saracenic,

or Mohammedan, comprehending the forms assumed by
Indian architecture under the influence of Mohamme-
dan ideas and traditions ; and the local developments pe-

culiar to Cashmere and some other districts. No stone

architecture existed in India before 250 B. c. The earliest

stone buildings reproduce closely the details and construc-

tive forms of the elaboratelyframed and decorated wooden
architecture previously practised, forms more proper to

construction in stone being gradually developed. The
buildings of the first five or six centuries of stone archi-

tecture are Buddhist. Among the most remarkable of

the works of Indian architecture are the rock-cut temples

and halls, such as those at EUora, where series of courts,

pillared chambers, porches, cells, and cloisters extend

for miles, all excavated from the solid rock, and covered

with elaborate carving. Lofty towers and pagodas, and
the conical pseudo-domes of the Jains, bmlt in horizon-

tal courses, are also characteristic. A system of horizon-

tal architraves is consistently applied ; and many of the

piers and columns in the later works display capitals re-

sembling closely those of some medieval styles ofEurope.

But no regular order appears, like those of the classical

styles ; nor can the development of an arched style be oon-

ering piers, arches, and flat surfaces, both without and
within. Sculpture was at its best in the fourth and ilfth
centuries A. D., but shows the Oriental characteristic of
decline almost from the beginning. Animals and botani-
cal details are well done ; the human figure, though life-

like, is conventionalized and not beautiful. Indian archi-
tecture has been very thoroughly and intelligently treated
by native writers.—Indian balm, the purple trillium or
birthroot, a native of North America. See Trillium.—
Indian bark, bay, beau, bee-Mng. See the nouns.—In-
dian berry, Ana-mirta paniculata, a climbing shrub of
the natural order Menispermaceoe, a native of India and
the Malay islands. It bears panicles of flowers 1 to 1^ feet
long. The fruity when dried, is known as Coccultts Indieus.
See Cocevlus.— Indian blue. Same as iTwiigo.^Indian
bread. Seedef. 3.— Indian cUckweed. Seechickweed.— Indian chocolate. See Geum.—Indian club, a heavy
club shaped somewhat like a large bottle, used in gym-
nastic exercises to develop the muscles of the arms, chest,
etc.

—

TTifHq.Ti copaL Same as white dam/mar-resin(which
see, under dam/mar-resin).— TTiriia.Ti com, a native Amer-
icanplant, Zea Mays, otherwise called maize, and its fruit.

See maize.

The Summers [in New England] are commonly hot and
dry, there being seldom any !Rain, yet are the Harvests
good, the Indian Com requiring more heat than wet to
ripen it. S. Clarke, Plantations of the English in

[America (1670), p. 29.

Bldlan couch-grass, a name sometimes given to the
Bermuda grass, Cynodon Dactylon. See Bermuda- grass,
under grass.—Indian Councils Act. See couneil.—In-
dian country, a term which has varied in application
with the changes in Indian occupation of landswithin the
territory of the United States. It is now understood as
meaning all the country to which the Indian title has not
been extinguished, whether within a reservation or not,
except, perhaps, the regions occupied by Indians in Alaska,
whose title to the soil, or right of occupancy, is disputed.

—Indian cress. See eress.—Indian crocus, a name for
some of the species of the genus Ccelogyne iPleione), of
the Qrchidece. They are dwarf epiphytal plants with
large, handsomely colored flowers, and are natives of the
alpine regions of northern India.— TnrHfl.n cucumber.
Same as (m«uml)er-root.—Indian currant. Seec«rran(2.
—Indian dart or dart-iron, a peculiar harpoon used
in killing swordflsh.—Indian dnigt,auame for tobacco.
Na/res.

His breath compounded of strong English beere
And th' Indian drug would suffer none come neere.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

Indiaji elm,the slippery elm, Ulmusfulva.—Indianfan-
palm, fig. See the nouns.—Indian file. See files.

The party . . . moved up the pathway in single or In-
dianfile, Scott, Waverley, xxxviiL

Indian fire, a pyrotechnic composition, usedas a signal-
light, consisting of sulphur, realgar, and niter. It bums
with a brilliant white flame.—Indian fort. SeeTnoutid-
builder.—TTiriia.Ti geranium. See geranium.—Indian
ginger. Same as wUd ginger. See ginger^.—Indian
giver, one who takes back a gift after having bestowed it

upon another : in allusion to the fact that an Indian expects
an equivalent for his gift, or its return. [CoUoq., U. S.]—
Indian grass. See tmJiet.—Indian greenflnch. Same
as yelUm finch (which see, under /»cAi).—Indian ha-
zelnuts. Same as ionduc-seeds.—Indian heliotrope,
hemp. Indigo. See thenouns.—Indian hen, the Ameri-
can \iitteTnjBotaurus mugitans or B. lentiginosus. See bit-

tern^.—Indian Jnlr
,

See India ink, under India—In-
dlaji ipecac. Ivy, jalap, lake, etc. See the nouns.—
Indian meal, meal made from maize or Indian com.
—Indian millet. See miKet.-Indian mound. See
numnd-buUder.— Indianmyrobalan. Same as hara-nut.
— TTiilig.Ti oak, the teak-tree, Tectona grandis. See teak.—
Tnriij^.Ti ocher. Same as Indian red (which see, under
red).—Indian ox, the brahmlny bull.— Indian physic.
See Oillenia.—Indian pipe. See Indian-piipe.—Indian
plague. See plague.— Indian plantain. SeeCacaZia.

—

Indian pudding, {a) Same as hasty-pudding, 2. [Rare.]

He was making his breakfast from a prodigious earthen
dish, filled with milk and Indian pudding.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 152.



Indian

(b) A baked, boiled, or steamed pudding made with Indian
meal, molasses, and suet, and in New England in former
times fdmost universally, and still quite extensively, form-
ing a part of the Sunday dinner.

The Indian puddiiig, with, its gelatinous softness, ma-
tured by long and patient brooding in the motherly old
oven. H. B. Stowe, Minister's Wooing, xvi.

Indianred. reed, reservation, rice, etc. See the nouns.
—Indian ringworm. Same as dhooie's itch (which see,

under d/ioMc).—Indian shot. See Indian-shot— ludlaja.

steel. Same as wootz.— Indian summer, in the United
states, a period in autumn characterized by calm and ab-
sence of rain. This condition is especially well mani-
fested in the upper Mississippi valley, where it is in con-
spicuous contrast with the climatic phenomena which pre-
cede and follow it. West of the belt of States lying adja-
cent to the Mississippi the rainfall is so small that the chief
characteristic of the Indian summer is not exceptional
enough to excite attention; and from the Mississippi val-

ley eastward, the autumnal periods of calm and dryness
become more and more irregular in their occurrence, and
are, on the whole, of shorter duration. Hence in the
Eastern States any period of unusually quiet, dry, and
hazy weather, even if it lasts only a few days, maybe des-
ignated the Indian summer, provided it occurs at any
time between the middle of September and the early part
of December. The haze which fills the air at such times
is simply the dust and smoke which are not blown away
by the wind, but float near the earth's surface. The name
is due to the fact that the phenomena of the Indian sum-
mer aremuch more distinctly marked in the region chiefly
occupied by the Indians at the time this term became cur-
rent than they are in the more eastern regions, to which
the white population was chiefly limited prior to the be-
ginning of the present century. •

That delicious season known as " Indian Swmmer " is

often prolonged into December, when a calm, soft, hazy
atmosphere fills the sky, through which day after day, the
sun, shorn of his beams, rises and sets like a globe of fire.

J. W, Foster, The Mississippi Valley, p. 205.

What visionary tints the year puts on.
When falling leaves f^ter through motionless air

!

Lowell, An Indian-Summer Eeverie.

Thewarm, late days of Indian Summer came in, dreamy
and calm and still, with just frost enough to crisp the
ground of a morning, but with warm trances of benignant,
sunny hours at noon. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 337.

Indian tobacco, a plant, Lobelia infiata : same as gagrbot.
—Indian turnip,
a North American
plant, ArisoEfma
triphyllum, which
has a veiy acrid
root resembling a
small turnip, one
or two leaves; di-

vided into three
leafiets, and blos-
soms resembling
those of plants of
the genus J.ru7n.

—

Indian waJnut.
See walnut.—In-
dian yellow. See
yellow.— Ot^bt oi
the Indian Em-
pire, an order in-
stituted in 1878 for
British subjects in
India, to commem-
orate the assump-
tion by Queen Vic-
toria of the title of
Empress of India,
andopen to natives
as well as to per-
sons of European
extraction.—west
Indian bark. See
haria.

II. n. 1. A
member of one
of tlie native
races of India
or the East In-
dies ; an East
Indian.

The fig-tree, not that kind for fruit renown'd,
But such as at this day, to Indimia known.
In Malabar or Decan spreads her arms.

Milton, P. L.,ix. 1102.

2. A European who resides or has resided in
the East Indies ; an Anglo-Indian.

He [Colonel Newcome] appeared at Bath and at Chel-
tenham, where, as we know, there are many old iTtdians.

Thackeray, Newcomes, xxi.

Our best India/ns, ... in the idleness and obscurity of
home [G-reat Britain], . . , lookback with fondness to the
count]^ where they have been useful and distinguished.

Mphinstone, in Colebrooke, I. 366.

3. An ahoriginal native of North or South
America: so named by Columbus and other
early navigators, who thought that the lands
discovered by them were parts of India, in Eng-
lish writers of the sixteenth century this name is confined
to those tribes with whom the Spaniards came in contact

;

after 1600 it is applied also to the aboriginal inhabitants
of North America generally.

Now we are ready, I think, for any assault of the Indi-
ans; . . .

Let them come, if they like, be it sagamore, sachem, or
pow-wow. LoTi^fellow, Courtship of Miles Standish, i.

He was an Ii^ian of the Llanos, . . . and had actually
been upon the Oronoco. Kin^sley, Westward Ho, xxi.

Indian Turnip {Arisama triphylhim).

%, inflorescence, the spathe turned back;
bt male, and c, female spadix.
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Mr. Presoott, In Schoolcraft's Indian Tribes, also states
that the North American Indians do not pray to the Great
Spirit. Sir J. hubbock, Orig. of Civilization, p. 264.

East Indian, a native or an inhabitant of the East Indies.

—Eed Indian, one of the aborigines of America : so called

from the copper color of their skin. Also called red man
and, colloquially, redsMn.—West Indian, a native or an
inhabitant of the West Indies.

Indian (in'di-an), V. i. [< Indian, n., 3.] To
prowl about or live like an Indian. [CoUocl.,

U. S.]

Jake Marshall and me has been Indianing round these

'ere woods more times 'n you could count.

S. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 189.

indianaite (in-di-an'a-it),re. [< Indiana + -i*e2.]

A kind of white clay foimd in Lawrence comity,

Indiana, and used in making porcelain.

Indian-arro'W (in'di-an-ar'''o), n. The buming-
bush, Euon/ymus atropurpurea, a small ornamen-
tal American shrub.

Indian-cup (ia'di-an-kup), n. A plant of the
genus Sarracenia; a piteher-plant.

Indianeer (iu'^di-a-ner '), »• [< Indian + -cer.]

An Indiaman. [Rare.]

Indian-eye (in'di-an-i), n. A pink, Dianthus
plwnarius: so called from the eye-shapedmark-
ing of the corolla.

Inuan-heart (in'di-an-hart), n. A plant of

the genus Cardiospermum, particularly C. eorin-

dum: so called fromthe prominent,white, heart-
shaped soars on the seed, which mark the point
of attachment.
Indianian (in-di-an'i-an), a. and n. [< Indiana
(see def.) 4- -»o».] 1. a. Of or pertaining to

Indiana, one of the interior States of the United
States.

II. n. An inhabitant or a native of the State
of Indiana.

Indianlst (in'di-an-ist), ». [< Indian + 4st.2

A student of, or an expert in, the languages
and history of India.

The problems remained unsolved, because the Sino-

logues had known no Sanskrit and the Indianists had
known no Chinese.

F. W. Farrar, Pamiliea of Speech, p. 13.

indianite (in'di-an-it), n. [< Indian, a., 1, -I-

-^te2.] In mineral., a variety of anorthite found
in the Camatic, where it is the gangue of corun-
dum.
Indian-pipe (in'di-an-pip), n. The corpse-

Elant or pme-sap, Monotropauniflora : so named
•om the resemblance of the plant when in

flower to a white clay pipe. See cut under
Monotropa.
Indian-poke (in'di-an-pok), n. The American
white or false helletiore, Veratrumviride.
Indian-root (in'di-an-r6t), n. The American
spikenard, Aralia racemosa.

Indian-sal, Indian-saul (in'di-an-sal, -sai), n.

A large East Indian tree, Shorea rohusta, the
wood of which is widely used in Bengal, and
ranks next to teak. Also called sal-tree.

Indian's-dream (iu'di-anz-drem), n. A North
American fern, Pellcea atropurpurea.
Indian-shoe (in'di-an-sho), n. The moccasin-
flower, Cypripediurn,': so called from the resem-
blance of the inflated lip to a moccasin.
Indian-shot (in'di-an-shot), n. A plant of the
genus Canna, particularly C. Indica: so called
from the hard shot-like seeds, of which there
are several in the pod. See cut under Canna.
india-rubber (iu'di-a-rnb'er), n. 1. An elastic
gummy substance, tlie inspissated juice of vari-
ous tropical plants; caoutchouc; gum elastic.
There are several plants which produce india-rubber : an
Indian plant, Ficus elastiea; several African plants of
the genus Landolphia, the most important of which are L.
Kirkii and L. Petersiana ; and a Central American species,
Castilloa elastiea. Brazilian or Ceararubber is the product
of Manihot Olaziomi. The Para rubber is the product of
several species of the genus Hevea, particular^' B. Bra-
sUiensis and H. Ouianenms. Pure india-rubber is whitish,
andinthinsheetsissemi-transparent. Itsspeciflc gravity
is given as 0.925 ; its density is not permanently increased
by pressure. It is the most freely elastic of all known sub-
stances. Its elasticity may be removed by stretching it
and placing it in this condition in cold water, but is re-
gained by immersion in warm water. It yields to pressure
in any direction, and returns instantly to its original form
when the pressure is removed. Cold renders it hard and
stiff, but never brittle. Heat makes it supple, it melts
at a temperature of 248" F., partially decomposing, and
forming a viscous mass which does not again become solid
when cold. It vaporizes at 600" F. At a red heat it yields
a gas at the rate of 80,000 cubic feet per ton, which has a
high Illuminating power. When ignited in contact with
the air it burns freely, with a bright flame and a great deal
of smoke. India-rubber dissolves in bisulphid of carbon,
naphtha, benzol, washed ether, and chloroform and in the
oils of caj eput, lavender, sassafras, and in turpentine. An
oily liquid which is an excellent solvent is obtained from
the gum itself by ejiposing it to a temperature of 600" F.
in a close vessel. When treated with sulphur, as in the
process of vulcanizing, india-rubber becomes black and
takes a horny consistence, retaining its elasticity even
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when cold, and is more easily worked, so that its value

for many commercial purposes is greatly increased. Since

the process of vulcanization was discovered (by Charles

Goodyear in 1344), pure rubber is rarely used, the vulcan-

ized or changed rubber being far preferable for almost
every use.

2. Anovershoe made of india-rubber. [Colloq.,

U. S.] -^India-rubber tree, the name of several trees

which produce india-rubber, but particularly of Fieus
elastiea. In Florida and the West Indies F. pedurumlata
is so designated.— India-rubber vine, an East Indian
twining asclepiadaceous plants Cryptottegia grandiflora,
now also introduced sparingly ini» the West Indies. It
yields a very pure caoutchouc.

Indie (in'dik), a. [< L. Indieus, < Gr. 'IvStKd;,

pertaining to India or the Indians, < 'Ivdia, In-

dia, 'Iv66g, Indian: see Indian.'] Originating
or nourishing in India: a comprehensive epi-

thet sometimes applied to the Indo-European
(Aryan) languages of India, including the an-
cient Sansknt, Prakrit, and Pali, and the mod-
em Hindi, Hindustani, Marathi, Bengali, etc.

indicalf (in'di-kal), a. [< L. index (indie-), an
index, + -al.] iJelated to or derived from in-

dexes.

I confess there is a lazy kind of Learning which is only
indieaZ. FvUer, Worthies, Norfolk.

indican (in'di-kan), n. [< NL. indieum, indigo

(see indigo), -i-'-an.] The natural glucoside

(CgeHsiNOiy) by the decomposition of which
indigo blue is produced from the various spe-

cies of indigo-producing plants, it forms a trans-

parent brown syrup, the aqueous solution of which has a
yellow color, bitter taste, and slightly acid reaction. By
the action of dilute mineral acids it splits up, forming in-

digo blue, indigo red, and indiglucin.

indicant (in'di-kant), a. and n. [< L. indi-

can{t-)s, ppr. of indica/re, show, point out: see
indicate.'] I. a. Serving to indicate, point out,

or suggest.

II. n. That which serves to point out or in-

dicate ; specifically, in med., that which indi-

cates a suitable remedy or treatment, as a
symptom or combination of symptoms, or the
history of the case.

indicate (in'di-kat), v. t.; pret. and pp. indi-

cated, ppr. indicating. [< L. indicatus, pp. of

indieare (> It. indieare = Sp. Pr. indicar = F.
indiquer), point out, indicate, < in, in, to, +
dicare, declare, orig. point : see diction. Cf. in-

dex.] 1. To point out; show; suggest, as by
an outline or a word, etc.: as, the length of a
shadow indicates the time of day ; to indicate a
picture by a sketch.

Above the steeple shines a plate
That turns and turns to indicate
From what point blows the weather.

Cowper, The Jackdaw (trans.).

Awhite-waBhed, high-roofed, one-storied buildingin front
was indicated as the d&k bungalow and posting station.

W. a. Bussell, Diary in India, 1. 186.

2. Especially, to give a suggestion of; serve
as a reason or ground for inferring, expecting,
using, etc.; also, merely suggest; hint: as, a
falling barometer indicates rain or high wind

;

certain symptoms indicate certain remedies in
the treatment of disease.

Surely the uniformity of the phenomenon indicates a
corresponding uniformity in the cause. MacavXay, Milton.

Indicated duty, the work done by a steam-engine per
unit weight of coal consumed, as shown by the steam-
engine indicator.— Indicated iiorse-power. See hcrsc-

power.—Indicated power, thepower of the steam-engine
as measured by the instrument called an indicator, =SyiL

_ To mark, signify, denote, manifest^ evidence, betoken.

indication (tn-di-ka'shon), n. [= P. indication

= Pr. indicatio = Sp. indicadon= Pg. indicagSo
= It. indicazione, < L. indicaUo(n-), a showing,
< indieare, show: see indicate.] 1. The act of

indicating or pointing out ; a showing; exhibi-
tion; manifestation; prognostication.

Without which yon cannot make any true analysis and
indication of theproceedings of nature. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. That which serves to indicate or point out;

intimation; information; mark; token; sign;

symptom.
And that in the plain table there had not been only the

description and indication of hours, but the configurations
and indications of the various phases of the moon, the mo-
tion and place of the sun in the ecliptick, and divers other

curious indications of celestial motions.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 340.

There is a wonderful passion, if I may so speak, in hu-
man nature for the Immutable and Unchangeable, that

gives no slight indication of its own Immortality.
Channing, Perfect Life, p. 109.

indicati'Ve (in-dik'a-tiv), a. and n. [= F. in-

dicatif = Pr. indicaUu = Sp. Pg. It. indicativo

= Or. indicativ, < LL. indicativus, serving to

point out, < L. indieare, pp. indicatus, point
out.] I. a. 1 . Pointing out ; bringing to notice

;

giving intimation or knowledge cf something
not visible or obvious ; showing.
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And 1 understand . . . the truth of this manner of op-
eration in the instance of Isaac blessing Jacob, which in
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and, in general, news of a character likely to aSect the
money-market. Also called ticker.

optativl'fnSSSltrv^
''^"^''"^ ^ '^ f"™'. iridimtive, Indicatoridje (m"di-ka-tor'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

Jer. Taylor, Divine institution of the Office Ministerial. ^. ^n^ioator + -idcB.] A family of zygodactyl

It often happens that clouds are not so iTidicative of a
storm as the total absence of clouds.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XXV. 674.

2. In gram., noting that mode of the verb which
indicates (that is, simply predicates or afHims),
-without any further modal implication: as, he
writes; he is writing; they run; has the mail
arrived f

II. n. In gram., the indicative mode.
I., 2. Abbreviated ind.

inoicatively (in-dik'a-tiv-li), adv. In a mi
to show or signify.

indicator (in'di-ka-tor), n. [= P. vndieateur =
Sp. Pg. indicador = It. indicatore, < LL. indica-
tor, one who points out, < L. indicare, point out:

see indicate."] 1. One who indicates or points
out ; that which points out, directs, or reports,
as a grade-post on a railroad, the pointer on a
steam-gage, etc. it is used in compound names to de-

scribe a number of gaging or indicating appliances : as,

let^-indicator, speeCi-indicator, etc.

Reasoning by analogy, we find that. In many cases of
bodily disease, the state of the mind is the first indicator
of the mischief going on In the system.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 213.

Specifically

—

(a) A steam (cylinder) pressure-gage. It
is an apparatus for recording the variations of pressure
or vacuum in the cylinder of a steam-engine. The accom-
panying cut represents a type of the indicator. The pipe
with the stop-cock is screwed to the cylinder so that when
the cock is opened the pressure
of the steam within may enter
the cylinder above, press the pis-

ton upward against the action
of a spring constructed to give
a definite resistance In pounds
per square inch, and cause the
lever-arm to rise and mark on
the hollow cylinder at the left

a vertical trace, the altitude of
which measures the pressure.

A card or a sheet of paper may
be fitted to this cylinder, and
the trace be made on the paper.
The hollow cylinder Is free to re-

volve, if drawn bythe loose cord
banging from it. To operate the
indicator, the cord is connected
with some moving part of the
engine so that a single stroke of indicator,

the piston causes the cylinder
and the card to revolve once (the return being secured by
a spring) as the pencil makes one mark. Since the pencil-

mark is timed to one stroke of the engine, the resulting

curved line on the card

ment: as, an mdictoJfe offender.— 2. That may
subject one to an indictment ; that may be pun-
ished by a proceeding commenced by indict-

_. . -u . J, 1 r J J. j-T. -u -1- i""/^ -^ ment: as, sm indictable oSeuse.picanan birds, related to the barbets (Captto-
indictee ( n-di-te'), n. [< indict + -eeL] One

KidcB) and woodpeckers (Piadfls); the honey- '^jjojgi^^^e^g^
-i* ln " J

guides or indicators, it^^a^aaU^f^^Uyof^ab^^^^^
indicter. indictor (in-di't6r, -tor), «. One who
indicts.

species of small dull-colored birds, noted for serving as
guides to places where honey may be found. They build
pensile nests, lay white eggs, and some are said to be par-
asitic, like cuckoos. Three species inhabit the Oriental
region, Iridieator xanthonotus of India, 1. mdlayanus of
Malacca, and /. a/rchipelagieus of Borneo. The rest are

g African, as /. major, etc.
oee Indicatorinae (ia-di-ka-t6-ri'ne),.TO. j)i. [NL.,<

Indicator + -i»<B.] The toney-guides as a sub-
family of Cuculi^e, or of some other family of
zygodactyl birds. W. Swainson; G. B. Gray;
A. M. Garrod.
indicatory (in'di-ka-to-ri), a. [< indicate +
-ory.'] Serving to show or make known ; show-
ing.

The box which covers the coil and indicatory part of
the thermometer is merely to protect it from accidental
injury. Sir C. W. Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 294.

indicatrix (in-di-ka'triks), re. [NL., fern, to in-

dicator.'] 1. In gfeow., the curve of intersection

of any surface with a plane indefinitely near
and parallel to the tangent-plane at any point.
The indicatrix is a hyperbola, a pair of parallel lines, or an
ellipse, according as the surface Is anticlastic, cylindrical,

or synclastic, at the point of tangency.

2. In the theory of equations, a curve which
exhibits the joint effect of the two middle cri-

teria of Newton's rule, in the ease of an equa-
tion of the fifth degree having all its roots ima-
ginary— Spherical indicatrix, the spherical curve
&aced on a unit sphere by the extremity of a radius drawn
parallel to the tangent of a tortuous curve.

iadicavit (in-di-ka'vit), n. [L., he has shown,
3d pers. sing. perf. ind. act. of indicare, show:
see indicate.] In Eng. eccles. law, a variety of

the writ of prohibition.

indicet (in'dis), n. [< P. indice, < L. index, in-

dex : see index.] An index.

Too much talking is ever the indice of a foole.

D. Jamon, Discoveries.

indices, n. Latin plural of index.

indicia (in-dish'i-a), n.ph [L., pi. of indicium,

a notice, informaibion, discovery, sign, mark,
token, <i>idea;(iMdM!-), index: see index.] Dis-

criminating marks; badges; tokens; indica-

tions; symptoms: as, indicia of. fraud; indicia

of disease.

And then maister More saith yet further that vpon in-

dightmentes at Sessions the indighters vse not to shewe y«
names of them that gaae them informacion.

Sir T. More, Worker p. 987.

indiction (in-dik'shon), n. [= P. induction, <
L. indicUo{n-), a declaration of imposition of a
tax, LL. a space of 15 years, < indicere, declare

:

see indict.] If. A declaration; proclamation.

After a legation " ad res repetendas," and a refusal, and
a denunciation, and ivMetitm of war, the war is left at
large. Bacon.

The emperor subscribed with his own hand, and in pur-
ple iak, the solemn edict or indictiMh.

Gibbon, Decline and FaU, xviL

2. A fiscal i)eriod of fifteen years, established
by Constantine the Great after the reorganiza-
tion of the Roman Empire, being the term dur-
ing which the annual tax on real property was
paid on the basis of a valuation made and pro-
claimed at the beginning of each quindecen-
nial period. This became a common and con-
venient means for dating ordinary transactions.

By a very easy connection of ideas, the word iTuLiction

was transferred to the measure of tribute which it pre-

scribed, and to the annual term which it allowed for pay-
ment. Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xviL

Hence—3. In chron., a year bearing a num-
ber, or the number attached to the year, show-
ing its place in a cycle of fifteen years, count-

ing from A. D. 313. To find the indiction, add 3 to

the number of the year in the vulgar era, and divide by
15 ; the remainder-is the indiction, or, if there is no re-

mainder, the indiction is 15. There were three varieties,

differing only in the commencement of the year : the

original Greek or Constantinopolitan, reckoned from Sep-

tember 1st of what we consider the previous year; the

Boman or PimtificaX (a bad designation, since it was not

used preferentially in ttie bulls of the popes), beginning
with the civil year, January 1st, December 25th, or March
25th ; and the ConstoMtinian, Imperial, or Coesarean (due
to a blunder of the Venerable Bede), beginning September
24th.

Giuen in the moneth of November, and vpon the tenth
Indiction. Hakluyt's Voyages, IL 20.

The name and use of the Indicti^ms, which serve to as-

certain the chronology of the middle ages, was derived

from the regular practice of the Boman Tributes.
Gibbon. Decline and Fall, xvil

Tt^rZL'f^n^lZt^J^ in.Uciblet(in-dis'i-bl) «. ^<.Yi.tdica,le,<m.,
j^aictiveKin dik'tiv) a r<LL indicUvus <L

lie curves are called indicator-dia- indiaUhs, that cannot be said, < j»- pnv. + diet- incUCTlvet (m-am nv;, a. l^ -iJ^- ^n^atmvus, s ij.

^
Ulis, <

-b. dicere, sa,j: see diction.] Unspeak- ^nd^cere,Jp^p.^nd^ctus,deela,ve:see^nd^ct,^nd^c-

able; inexpressible.

If the malignity of this sad contagion spend no faster

before winter, the calamity will be indicibte.

Evelyn, To Lord Cornebery, Sept. 9, 1666.

pressure or vacuum
stroke. Such graphic
grams, the marked card being called an indicator-card.

See indicator-diagram, under diagram, (b) The dial

and pointer of a signal-telegraph used on private lines,

where rapidity of delivery of the messages is not impor-

tant. It consists of a dial having the letters of the al-

phabet printed upon it, and a pointer that traverses the

^je^'rktiroflhe'worf indiC0t,». An obsolete form of i»^^o.,
.

transmitted, thus spell- indicollte (m-dik'o-llt), n. [< Gr. ivdiKov, rndi-

ing out the message. See go^ -|- XiBog, stone.] lii mineral. , a variety of
telegraph, (o) In a ml- tourmaline of an indigo-blue color, sometimes

menHoi maxkSS'"tl'e with a tinge of azure or green Also indigolUe.

position of a particular indict (in-dif), " t- [Pormerly also ere&c*; the
objectinthefieldofview. c is a mod. insertion, in imitation of the orig.

tion.] Proclaimed; declared.

In all the funerals of note, especially in the publick or

i-ndictive, the corpse was first brought, with a vast train

of followers, into the forum.
Kennet, Antiquities of Kome, IL 5.

indictment (in-dit'ment), n.

endictment; i indict -i- -ment.]

Wheatstone's Indicator-telegraph.

Quekett's indicator was
a steel finger connected
with the eyepiece. (iJ)In

mining, an arrangement
by means of which the
position of the cage in

the shaft is known to the

man in charge of the

winding-engine, (e) In
the theory ofnumbers,the
exponent of thatpower of

any number less than and
prime to anj; modulus,
which power is the least

power of the same number congruous to unity. (/) J"
anat., the extensor indicis, a muscle which extends the

forefinger, as in the act of pointing. It arises from tie back

of the ulna, and is inserted into the index-flnger, which

can thus be straightened independently of the other lin-

gers. [In this sense only the plural is indicatores.]
_

2. In ornith.: (a) A honey-guide ;' a species

of the genus Indicator or family Indicatondx.

(b) [cap.] The typical and leading genus of

Indicatoridce, established by Vieillot in 1816.

/. major and I. minor are examples. See Indtca-

toncte.—Celestial indicator, an apparatus for finding

the relative positions of the principal stars and constella-

tions.—Hydraulic indicator. See AydraWic.—Inmoa-

tor-caxd. See def. 1 (os), above.- Indicator-diagram.
See def. 1 (a), above.—Indicator muscle, the extensor

indicis.—low-water Indicator, a device *or showing

the depth of water in a steam-boiler. The usual form is a

glass tube, placed vertlcaUy at the end of the boiler, in

which the water rises : commonly called a «'?«f
"«'<'«'*:„A"

another form the depth of water is indicated by a pointer

on a dial.-StOCk indicator, an electnc-telegraph ma-

L. ;
prop., as the pron. shows, indite, endite, the

older form being now differentiated in sense

;

< OP. enditer, endicter, inditer, indicter, indict,

accuse, point out, < L. indictare, declare, ac-

cuse, freq. of indicere, pp. indictus, declare, ap-

point (in sense appar. in ^art confused with L.

indicare, point out), < in, m, + dicere, say: see

diction.] 1. To compose; write: properly and
still usually written indite (which see.) [Ob-

solete or archaic.]— 2t. To appoint publicly

or by authority; proclaim.

And therefore, as secular princes did use to indict or per-

mit the indiction of synods of bishops, so, when they saw

cause they conflrm'd the sentences of bishops and passd

them into laws. Jer. Taiylor, Rule of Conscience, ill. 4.

I am told we shall have no Lent indicted this year.

3. To find chargeable with a criminal offense,

and in due forms of law to accuse of the same,

as a means of bringing to trial : specifically said

of the action of a grand jury. See indictment.

No matter in the phrase that might indict the author of

affectation. Shak., Hamlet (Globe ed.), u. 2.

About the same Time, Robert Tresilian, Chief Justice,

came to Coventry, where he indicted two thousand Per-

gong. Baker, Chronicles, p. 143.

You are here indicted by the names of Guildford Dud-

ley, Lord Dudley, Jane Gray, Lady Jane Gray^ of capital

[Formerly also

1. The act of

indicting; accusation; formal charge or state-

ment of grievances ; formal complaint before

a tribunal.
All their lives.

That by indictment , and by dint of sword.

Have since miscarried under Bolingbroke.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

2. In tow, the formal complaintbywhich a crim-

inal offense, found by the grand jury to have

been committed, is by it charged against the

supposed offender for presentation to the court,

that he may be put on trial, it is generally draft-

ed by the public prosecutor, and is termed a hill until it

has received the sanction of the grand jury, which must
be by the concurrence of at least twelve of the jurors,

attested by oath or affirmation.

An indictment is a written accusation of one or more
persons of a crime or misdemeanor, preferred to, and pre-

sented upon oath by, a grand jury.
Blaekstonc, Com., IV. xxlii.

3. In Scots law, a form or process by which a

criminal is brought to trial at the instance of

the lord advocate, it runs in the name of the lord

advocate, and, addressing the panel by name, charges the

latter with being guilty of the crime for which he is to

be brought to trial.- BUI of indictment. See def. 2.—

Finding an indictment, the act of the grand jury, on

investigating an offense, m approving an indictment of

the supposed offender.

indictor, n. See indicter.

indienne (F. pron. an-di-en'), »• Cf•. feni- of In-

dien, Indian: see Indian.] Printed calico, es-

pecially that printed in bright colors with a

rather small pattern: the Prench term, often

chine which records automatically in letters and figures ju^gtable (in-di'ta-bl), a. [< mdict + -able.]

on a strip of paper called a tape, the names and pnces
r-onable of being indicted; liable tO mdlCt-

of stock and other funds sent out from a central office, X. oapauio e

SeSgr «^S£!^J^iin'r4'at ind&Sin-dif'e-rens), re. .[< P. indiff^
queen smajesy

gee JcMe rence = Sp. indiferencM = Pg. tndifferenga =
f7^.\--PJ^E'';^rf':;^ht'„ ^V'/^wl;* + -aMe.^ lt.indifferenza,<-L.indifferenUa,<indifferen(t-)s,

indifferent: see indifferent.] 1. The state or



indifference

"being indifferent, as between persons or things

;

albsence of prepossession or bias ; impartiality.

He is through such pryde farre fro such indifference &
equiUe as ought aud must be in the judges which he
sayth I assigue. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1008.

After praise and scom,
As one who feels the immeasui'able world,
Attain the wise indiff&rence of the wise.

Tennyson, A Dedication.

3. The state of being indifferent or apathetic

;

the absence of definite preference or choice;

want of differentiation or variation of feeling;

al)sence of special interest; apathy; insensi-

bility.

Many, we may easily suppose, have manifested this will-

ingness to die from an impatience of suffering, or from
that passive indiff'ereriice which is sometimes the result

of debility and bodily exhaustion. Sir R. HaXford.

This absolute indifference to the sight of human suffer-

ing does not represent the full evil resulting from the
gladiatorial games. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 295.

3. The character of being indifferent or imma-
terial ; want of essential difference with respect
to choice, use or non-use, etc.; immateriality;
unimportance: as, the wdJj^ereMce of particular
actions or things.—4. The condition of being
indifferent in character or quality; a falling

short of the standard of excellence ; compara-
tive mediocrity: as, the indifference of one's

penmanship or work.
Also indifferency.

Doctrine of indifference, an opinion current in the
twelfth century concerning the question of the nature of

universals : namely, that nothing exists except individuals,

but that, if the mind neglects the peculiar properties of

this or that individual, and considers only those characters
wherein one individual agrees with others, the object of

thought, though still the individual, is in the state of be-

ing a species or genus.—Liberty Of indifference, free-

dom from necessity; the freedom of the will: so called
because before the choice or election is made the action
of the will is undetermined as to acting or not acting,

a state called indifference of action,— Point of mag-
netic Indifference. See nuignetic.=Byji, 1, Neutral-
ity, etc. See neutrality.— 2. Insensibility, ImpassUtility,
etc. (see apathy) ; Inattention, etc. (see riegligence); care-

lessness, coolness, coldness, heedlessness, nonchalance.

—

4. Poorness, low grade.

indifferencedt (in-dif'e-renst), a. Having an
appearance of indifference. Davies.

I again turned to her, all as indifferenced over as a girl

at the first long-expected question, who waits for two
more. liiehardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. 186.

indifferency (in-dif'e-ren-si), n. Same as in-

difference.

An I had but a belly of any indifferency, I were simply
the most active fellow in Europe. Shale, 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

Thus do all things preach the indifferency of circum-
stances. The man is all. Emerson, Compensation.

indifferent (in-dif'e-rent), a. and n. [< MB. in-

different, < OF. indifferent, F. indifferent = Sp.
indiferente = Pg. It. indifferente, < L. indiffe-

ren(t-)s, not different, < «»- priv. + differen{t-)s,

different: see different.'] I. a. 1 . Without dif-

ference of inclination; not preferring one per-

son or thing to another; neutral; impartial; un-
biased; disinterested: as, an jredi^erewf judge,
juror, or arbitrator.

My lords, be as, the law is.

Indifferent, upright ; I do plead guilty.

Beau. <md Ft., laws of Candy, v. 1.

This general and indifferent temper of mine doth more
nearly dispose me to this noble virtue.

Sir T. Browne, Ueligio Medici, ii. 2.

2. Feeling no interest, anxiety, or care ; un-
concerned ; apathetic : as, a man indifferent to

his eternal welfare.

I'll give you your Hevenge another time, when you are
not so indifferent; yon are thinking of something else

now, and play too negligently.
Congreve, Way of the World, i. 1.

In every man's career are certain points
Whereon he dares not be indifferent.

Browning, Bishop Blougram's Apology.

3. Not making a difference ; having no influ-

ence or preponderating weight; immaterial;
of no account : as, it is indifferent which road
we take.

Dangers are to me indifferent. Shak., J. C, i. 3.

4. Regarded without difference of feeling ; not
exciting special interest ; uninteresting.

Mutual love gives an importance to the most indiffer-

ent things, and a merit to actions the most insignificant.

Steele, Spectator, No. 263.

I cannot say that I particularly wish him to have more
aflfection for me than he has. . . . When people are long
indiffererU to us, we grow indifferent to their indifference.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxi.

5. Falling short of any standard of excellence

;

of common or mediocre quality or kind ; only
passable or tolerable ; ordinary.

Ham. Good lads, how do ye both?
Bas. As the indifferent children of the earth.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.
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I am mypelf indifferent honest ; but yet I could accuse

me of such things &at it were better my mother had not

borne me. Shah., Hamletj iii. 1.

A man who has been brought up among books, and is

able to talk of nothing else, is a very indifferent compan-

ion. Addison, The Man of the Town.

6. In hiol., undifferentiated; primitive; com-

mon; not specialized

—

indifferent cells or tis-

sues. See cei!.— Indifferent equUibrlum. See egui-

libnum, l.=Syn. 2. Cold, cool, lukewarm, mattentive,

II, n. 1. One who is indifferent or apathetic.

The mass of Cliristians throughout the world are even

now no better than indifferen^s.
Contemporary Sev.,lJll. 180.

2. That which is indifferent or an object of

indifference; that which affords no decisive

ground of choice.

Now, where there are no indiffereiits and no choice be-

tween them, rights are never wider than duties.

F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 191.

indifferentiated (in-dif-e-ren'sM-a-ted), a. [<

in-3 + differentiate + -ed'-^.] Not differentiated.

indifferentism (in-dif'e-ren-tizm), n. [< indif-

ferent + 4sm.'] 1. Systematic indifference;

avoidance of choice or preference ; specifically,

the principle that differences of religious belief

are essentially unimportant ; adiaphorism.

The zeal for liberal studies, the luxury of life, the re-

ligious indifferentism, the bureaucratic system of state

government, which mark the age of the Italian Eenals-

sance. J. A. Syrtwnds, Italy and Greece, p. 171.

A large number of voters abstained from indifferentism
rather than from real hostility to Home Hule.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 699.

3. In metaph, the doctrine of absolute identity

;

the doctrine that to be in idea or thought and
to exist are one and the same thing. See abso-

lute identity, under absolute.

indifferentist (in-di£'e-ren-tist), n. [< indif-

ferent + ^st.'] One wio is indifferent or neu-
tral in any cause ; specifically, one who adopts
the attitude of religious indifferentism.

indifferently (in-dife-rent-U), adv. 1. In an
indifferent manner ; wittout difference or dis-

tinction; impartially; without concern or pref-

erence.

Set honour in one eye, and death i' the other.
And I will look on both indifferently.

Shak., J. C, i. 2.

You are both equal and alike to me yet, and so indif-
ferently affected by me as each of you might be theman if

the other were away. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 2.

Grant . . . that theymay truly and indi^ereni^y minis-
ter justice.

Book of Commwn Prayer, [English] Communion Service,

[Prayer for Church Militant.

2. Not particularly well, but still not ill ; tol-

erably; passably.
I hope we have reformed that indifferently with us.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

But I am come tomyself indifferently well since, I thank
God for it. Sowell.

I took my leave very indifferently pleased, but treated
with wondrous good breeding. Gray, Letters, I. 123.

indiffusible (in-di-fu'zi-bl) , o. [< in-S -t- diffusi-
ble.] Not diffusible.

indigence (in'di-jens), n. [< F. indigence, <li.in-
digentia, need, want, < indigen{t-)s, needy: see
indigent.] The condition of being indigent ; in-
sufficiency of means of subsistence; poverty;
penury.

It is the care of a very great part of mankind to conceal
their indigence from the rest. Johnson.

=Syn. Penury, Ward, etc. See poverty.

indigency (in'di-jen-si), n. Same as indigence.
Bentley.

indigene (in'di-jen), a. and n. [< F. indigine,
< L. indigenus, bom in a country, native: see
indigenous.] I. a. Indigenous; native.

They were Indigene, or people bred vpon that very
soyle. HaUuyt's Voyages, I. 491.

II. n. One who or that which is native or indi-
genous; a native or aborigine ; an autochthon.

It might have been expected that the plants which
would succeed in becoming naturalized in any land would
generally have been closely allied to the indigenes; for
these are commonly looked at as specially created and
adapted for their own country.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 112.

indigenous (in-dij'e-nus), a. [= F. indigene =
Sp. indigena = Pg. indigena = It. indigeno, < LL.
indigemuSfhoraia a country, native, L. indigena,
a native, < indu, within (< in, in), 4- gignere, ge-
ner^j bear: s&e-genous.] 1. Bom or originat-
ing in a particular place or country; produced
naturally in a country or climate ; native ; not
exotic.

Negroes . . . are not indigeiwu^ or proper natives of
America. sir T. Broime.
He belonged to the genuinely indigenous school of Span-

ish poetiy. Tieknor, Span. Lit., I. 336.

indigestion

Under the Frankish law, "the tything-man is DecannB,

the hundred-man Centenarius " ; and whatever may have
been their indigenousvaraes, divisions into tens and hun-
dreds appear Us have liad ... an independent origin

among Germanic races. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 612.

3. Figuratively, innate; inherent; intrinsic.

Joy and hope are emotions indigenous to the human
mind. Is. Taylor.

=S3fn. Native, etc. See original, a.

indigenously (ia-dij'e-nus-li), adv. In an in-

digenous manner ; by indigenous means.
The art seems not to have indiffen^msly extended beyond

that stage in any but arid regions. Science, XI. 220.

indigent (in'di-jent), a. [< F. indigent = Sp.

Pg. It. indigente" <. L. indigen{t-)s, needy,_ ppr.

of indigere, need, be in want of, i indu, in, -I-

egei-e, need, be in want.] 1+. Wanting; lack-

ing : followed by of.

Such bodies have the tangible parts indigent o/moisture.
Bacon, Nat. Hist.

How do I see that our Sex is naturally indigent of Pro-
tection ? Steele, Grirf A-larMode, iL L

2. Lacking means of comfortable subsistence

or support; wanting necessary resources;

needy; poor.

The nakedness of the indigent worldmay be clothed from
the trimmings of the vain. Goldsmith, Vicar, iv.

=Syil. Destitute, necessitous, reduced.

inihgently (in'di-jent-li)/ad4;. In an indigent

or destitute manner,
indigestt (in-di-jesf), a. and n. [= F. indigeste

= Pr. indigest = Sp. Pg. It. indigesto, < L. in-

digestus, unarranged, < m-'priv. + digestus, pp.
of digerere, arrange, digest: see digest.] I. a.

Not, digested; crude; unformed; shapeless.

To fortify the most indigest and crude stomach.
B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

Me thinkee a troubled thought is thus exprest.

To be a chaos rude and indigest.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, L 2.

II. n. A crude mass; a disordered state of

affairs.

Be of good comfort, prince ; for you are bom
To set a form upon that indigest

Which he hath left so shapeless and so rude.
/SAaJ;.,E. John, V. 7.

indigested (in-dl-jes'ted), a. [< i»-3+ digested.]

1. Not digested in the stomach; not changed or

prepared for nourishing the body; undigested;

crude.
All dreams, as in old Galen I have read,

Are from repletion and complexion bred.

From rising fumes of indigested food.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, L 142.

2. Not regularly disposed or arranged; not re-

duced to form and method ; mentally crude : as,

an indigested scheme.
They cannot think any doubt resolv'd, and any doctrine

confirm'd, unlesse they run to that indigested heap and
frie of Authors which they call Antiquity.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

In hot reformations, in what men more zealous than
considerate call making clear work, the whole is generally

crude, haxsh, and indigested. Burke, Economical Beform.

3. In^fiar., not digested; not prepared or soft-

ened with the aid of heat, as chemical sub-

stances.— 4t. In med., not advanced to suppu-
ration : as, an indigested wound.
indigestedness (in-di-jes'ted-nes), n. The
state of being indigested.

They looked on the Common Law as a study that could

not be brought into a scheme, nor formed into a rational

science, by reason of the indigestedness of it.

Quoted In Bp. Burnet's Life of Hale.

indigestibility (in-di-jes-ti-bU'i-ti), n. [= F.

indigestibilite = Pr. indigestibilitat= It. indiges-

tibilitd; as indigestible + -ity.] The state or

quality of being indigestible.

indigestible (in-di-jes'ti-bl), a. [< F. indiges-

tible = Sp. indigestible =lt. indigestibile, < LL.
indigestibiUs, < in- priv. -t- digestibilis, digestible

:

see digestible.] 1. Not digestible physically;

unassimilable, as food.

Brown bread, oatmeal porridge, etc., are taken for the

very aperient action they induce, owing to the irritating

nature of the indigestible busies they contain.
Quain, Med. Diet

2. Not digestible mentally ; not to be assimi-

lated by the mind; not to be stomached or

brooked; incomprehensible or tmendurable:
as, an indigestible statement ; an indigestible af-

front.

Who but a boy, fond of the florid and the descriptive,

could have poured forth such a torrent of indigestible

similes? T. Warton, Poems attributed to Rowley, p. 79.

indigestibleness (in-di-jes'ti-bl-nes), n. Indi-

gestibility.

indigestibly (in-di-jes'ti-bU), adv. Not diges-

tibly ; so as not to be digested.

indigestion (in-di-jes'chpn), n. [= F. indigeS'

tion = Sp. indigestion = tg. indigestSo = It. in-



indigestion

digesUone, < LL. indigesUo(n-), indigestion, <
im- priv. + digesUo(n-), digestion.] Want of
digestion ; incapability of or difficulty in digest-
ing food

f
dyspepsia.

Fat Brom Van Bummel, who was suddenly carried off
by an mdigestiim. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 393.

indigestive (in-di-jes'tiv)j a. [= OF. indiges-
tif; as i»8-3 + digestive.'] Affected by indiges-
tion; dyspeptic.

She was a cousin, an indigestive single woman,who called
her rigidity religion. Dickens, Great Expectations, xxv.

indigitatet (in-dij'i-tat), v. t. [< ML. indigita-
tus, pp. of indigitare, < L. in, in, on, + digitus,
a finger: see digit.] To indicate with or as if
witti the finger

;
point out.

Horace, . . . Juvenal, and Persius were no prophets,
although their lines did seem to indigitate and point at
our times. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 6.

We are not to indigitate the parts transmitted. Harvey.

indigitationt (in-dij-i-ta'shon), m. [< indigi-
tate + -don.] The act of pointing out with or
as if with the finger ; indication.

We shall find them [the stewards of Christ] out by their
proper direction and indigitation.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 30.

Which things I conceive no obscure indigitation of prov-
idence. Dr. H. More, Antidote against Atheism.

indiglucin (ia-di-glo'sin), n. [< Gr. IvSik6v, in-
digo, + yhjKi)^, sweet, + -in^.'] A pale-yellow
syrupy mass (CeHjnOe) obtaiaed from the li-

quid from which indirubin has been separated,
by adding excess of acetate of lead, filtering,

and treating with excess of ammonia. This
precipitate is decomposed with sulphureted hy-
drogen and purified with animal charcoal.

indignt(in-din'),fl!. ICME.indign, indigne (also
undign), < OP. (also P.) indigne = Sp. Pg. in-
digno = It. indegno, < L. indignus, unworthy, <

wtr priv. + dignua, worthy: see digne, and cf.

condign.] Unworthy.
It were the most indigne and detestable thinge that

good lawes shulde be subiecte and under euyll men.
Joye, Expos, of Daniel, vi.

And all indign and base adversities
Make head against my estimation t

Shak., Othello, i. 3.

She her selfe was of his grace indigne.
~ mr, V. Q., lY. i. 30.

'Indignancef (in-dig'nans), n. [< ML. indignan-
tia, indignation, < 'L."indignan(t-)s, indignant:
see indignant.] The quality of being indignant

;

, indignation.

With great indignaunce he that sight forsook.
Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 13.

indignancyt (in-dig'nan-si), n. Same as in-

nce.

Engrossed by the pride of self-defence, and the iTidig-

TiajKy of unmerited unkindness, the disturbed mind of

CamUla had not yet formed one separate reflection.

Miss Burney, Camilla, iii. 1.

indignant (in-dig'nant), a. [< L. indignan(t-)s,

ppr. otindignari (/'It. indignare, indegnare =
Kp. Pg. indignar = Pr. indignar, endignar = P.

indigner), consider as unworthy, be angry or

displeased at (of. indignus, unworthy: see in-

dign), < in- priv. + dignari, consider as worthy,

K dignus, woithy: see digne.] Affected with in-

dignation; moved by mixed emotions of anger

and scorn; provoked by something regarded as

unjust, ungrateful, or unworthy.

When the British warrior queen.
Bleeding from the Boman rods.

Sought, with an indignant mien,
Counsel of her country's gods.

Cowper, Boadicea.

=Syn. Incensed, provoked, exasperated.

indignantly (tn-dig'nant-U)^ adv._ 1. In an in-

dignant manner; with indignation.— Sf. Un-
worthily; disgracefully; with indignity. [An
erroneous use.]

To others he wrote not, especially the mayor, because

he took himself so indignantly used by him as he dis-

dained so far to grace Wm.
Strype, Abp.Whitgift, an. 1602.

indignation (iu-dig-na'shon), n. [< ME. indig-

naeion, indignaoioun, < OP. (also P.) indigna-

tion = Pr. indignacio, endignacio = Sp. indig-

naeion = Pg. indignacSo = It. indignazione, <

L. indignatio(n-), displeasure, < indignari, pp.

indignatus, he disTplea.seA at: see indignant.] 1.

Anger, especially anger excited by that which

is unjust, ungrateful, or base ; anger mingled

with contempt or abhorrence ; scornful displea-

sure.
And why that he maked hyt thus.

This was the resoun y-wyss—
That no man sohulde sytt aboue other,

Ne haue OTdJiynoaoMM of hys brother.

Arthur (ed. Furmvall), L 48.
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When Haman saw Mordecai in the king's gate, that he

stood not up, nor moved for him, he was full of indigna-
tion against Mordecai. Esther v. 9.

The resentful feeling sometimes receives the name of
"Bighteous Indignation," from the circumstance that
some great criminality or flagrant wrong has been the in-
stigating cause. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 144.

2. Effect of indignant feeling ; anger expressed
or manifested in judgment, punishment, or vio-
lence.

0. let them [the heavens] . . . hurl down their indigna-
tion

On thee, the troubler of the poor world's peace !

Shak., Bich. III., i. 3.

_
The face [of the Colossus] is something disfigured by

time, or indignation of the Hoores, detesting images.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 102.

Indignation meeting, a meeting of the public, or of any
particular class of citizens, called for the purpose of giv-
ing formal expression to indignation against something
done or threatened, and to devise means to correct or
prevent it. [U. S.]

_
Instead of those indignation meetings set on foot in the

time of William the Testy, where men met together to
rail at public abuses, groan over the evils of the time, and
make each other miserable, there were joyous meetings
of the two sexes to dance and make merry.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 404.

^ =Syn. 1. Vexation, Indignation, etc. See angerl.

indlgnifyt (in-dig'ni-fi), V. t. [< Jn-3 -I- digni-

fy; or as indign + -i-fy.] To treat unworthily
or unbecomingly.
Where that discourteous Dame with scornfull pryde
And fowle entreaty him indignifyde.

Spenser, F. Q., VL i. 30.

indignity (in-dig'ni-ti), n.
;
pi. indignities (-tiz).

[= P. indignity = Sp. indignidad = Pg. indigni-
dade = It. indignita, indegnitct, < L. indigni-
ta{t-)s, unworthiness, unworthy behavior, < i»-

(?jg'«!<5, unworthy : see indign.] If. Unworthi-
ness; shamefulness ; base character or con-
duet.

Fie on the pelfe for which good name is sold.

And honour with indignitie debased

!

Spenser, F. Q., ^V. xi. 63.

He had rather complaine than offend, and hates sin
more for the indignity of it than the danger.

Bp. Hall, An Humble Han.

3. Contemptuous conduct unjustly directed to-

ward another; any action designed to lower
the dignity of another; injury accompanied
with insult.

Stung with the thousand indignities I had met with,
I was willing to cast myself away. GoZdsmitA,Vicar, xx.

To a native of rank, arrest was not merely a restraint,
but a foul personal indignity.

Macatday, Warren Hastings.

=Syn. Insult, Indignity, etc. (see affront); contumely,
slight, disrespect, dishonor.

indlgnlyt (in-din'li), adv. In an indign man-
ner; unworthily.

Saviour, didst thou take flesh for our redemption to
be thus indigyily used? Bp. Hall, The Crucifixion.

The Israelites were but slaues, and the Philistins were
theire masters : so much more indignely, therefore, must
they needs take it, to be thus affronted by one of theire

owne vassals. Bp. Hall, Samson's Victory.

indigo (in'di-go), n. [Pormerly also indico;

= D. Gr. Dan. Sw. indigo = P. indigo, < Sp. fc-

digo, indico, OSp. endico = Pg. indico = It. in-

dico, Olt. indigo, endego = MHGr. indich, G. in-

dich, < L. indieum, < G-r. Iv6ik6v, indigo, lit. In-

dian (sc. (pap/iaKov, dye), neut. of 'IvdiK6g, L. In-

dicus, Indian, < 'Ivdia, India : see Indie, Indian.]

1 . A substance obtained in the form of a blue
powder from leguminous plants of the genus
Indigofera, and used as a blue dye. See indigo-

plant. Indigo does not exist ready-formed in the indigo-

plant, but is produced by the decomposition of a glucoside

called indican. The plant is bruised and fermented in vats

of water, depositing ablue substance,which is collected and
dried in the form of the cubic cakes seen in commerce. In
this state indigo has an intensely blue color and an earthy

fracture, the kind most esteemed being that which, when
rubbed by a hard body, assumes a fine copper-red polish.

The indigo of commerce, besides indigo blue, consists of

indigo red, indigo brown, and some earthy glutinous mat-

ters. Also called Indian blue.

2. The violet-blue color of the spectrum, ex-

tending, according to Helmholtz, from G two
thirds of the waj[ to P in the prismatic spectrum.

The name was introduced by Newton, but has

lately been discarded by the best writers.

—

Bastard indigo or false Indigo, an American legumi-

nous shrub, Amorpha fruUcosa. Also called wild indigo.

See Amorpha.— Oaxjniae of Indigo. See indigo cor-

mi««.—Egjrptlan ind^O, a leguminous plant, Tephrosm

Apottinea, a native of Egypt. It is narcotic, and yields a

fine blue dye. The leaves are occasionally mixed with Al-

exandrian senna, and the plant is commonly cultivated in

Nubia for its indigo.— False indigo, (a) See bastard

indigo. <b) An American leguminous plant, Baptima aus-

tralis. See Baptisia. Also called blue false indigo and

vnld indigo.—laOian Indigo, the common indigo of cul-

tivation, Indigofera tinctoria.-ladigo blue, the blue

coloring matter of indigo, C16H1QN2O3 ; the constituent

on which the value of commercial indigo depends. It is

a crystalline solid, without odor or taste, and insoluble in

indigometry
water, alcohol, or ether ; but when exposed to the action
of certain deoxidizing agents, it becomes soluble in al-

kaline solutions, losing its blue color. It is precipitated
without color by the acids, and instantly becomes blue
again on exposure to the air. Indigo blue may be prepared
from commercial indigo by treating it with dilute acids,
alkalis, and alcohol, or by acting with oxidizing agents
upon indigo white. It forms fine right rhombic prisms-
which have a blue color and metallic luster. In solution
it is employed occasionally in dyeing, under the name of
Saxony or liquid blue. Also called vat-blue and indigotin.
—Indigo brown, a brown resinous compound obtain-
ed by boiling an aqueous solution of indican for some
time, and then treating with an acid. It consists of a
mixture of indihumin, CgHsNOs, soluble in alcohol, and
indiretin, CigHivNOin, insoluble in alcohol. Indihumin
is probably the indigo brown of Berzellus.—Indigo car-
mine, the sodium salt of indigotin disulphonic acid
(see indigo extraet, below), which is ilsed for dyeing silk
in a sulphuric-acid bath. It is sometimes used as a wa-
ter-color in painting, and as a washing-blue in laundries.
—Indigo extract, the solution obtained by dissolving in-
digo in strong sulphuric acid. It Is the indigotin disul-
phonic acid. It is used in dyeing wool.— Indigo red, a
substance (CgHsNO) obtained by the decomposition of
indican, especially when oxalic or tartaric acid is used.
It forms long red needles, insoluble in caustic alkalis,
but soluble in cold concentrated sulphuric acid, giving a
beautiful purple color. This solution, on dilution with
water, can be used for dyeing silk, cotton, and wool. It
is not affected by boOing with dilute sulphuric acid and
bichromate of potassium, a character which distinguishes
it from indigotin. Also called indigo purple and indi-
rubin—Indigo white, a crystalline substance (CuHia
N2O2) obtained by subjecting commercial indigo to Ine
action of reducing agents, such as alkaline fluids contain-
ing iron protosulphate, or a mixture of grape-sugar, alco-
hol, and strong soda lye. It forms a yellow solution in
alkaline fluids, but on free exposure to the air absorbs oxy-
gen and is reconverted into indigo blue. This is the best
method of obtaining the latter in a pure state, whence
indigo white is also called indigogen Soluble indigo.
Same as indigo carmine.—Sulphate of indigo, a dyers'
n&me for indigo extract. (See above.)

—

Wild Indigo. See
Amorpka and Baptisia.

indigo-berry (in'di-go-ber'i), n. 1. The name
of the fruit of several species of East Indian
rubiaceous trees of the genus Bandia, particu-
larly B. dumetorum and B. uliginosa. The name
is of no obvious appUeation, as the berry is-

yellow.—3. The fruit of the South American
plant Passiftora tuberosa.

indigo-bird (in'di-g6-b6rd), n. A painted-finch
of North America, Cyanospiza or Passerina cya-
nea, belonging
to the family
FringilUdce. it
is about 6^ inches
long. The male is

indigo-blue, rich
and constant on
the head, glancing
greenish on some
parts, and the face,

back, wings, and
tail are blackish.
Thefemale is plain
brown, with a
black stripe along
the gonys. it In-
habits the eastern
United States and
Canada, nests in
bushes, lays 4 or 5
bluish-white eggs,
and is often kept as
a cage-bird for the
beauty of its plu-
mage and song.
Also called indigo-
jinch.

indigo-broom
(in'di-go-brom), n. The wild indigo, Baptisia
tinctoria.

indigo-copper (in'di-g6-kop*6r), n.

same as covellin.

Indigofera (in-di-gof'e-ra), n. [NL., < indigo +
L. fei-re = E. bear^.] "A'large genus of plants,

of the natural order Leguminosoe, tribe Galegem,
and type of the subtribe Indigoferece, including
about 220 species, indigenous in the wanner
parts of Asia, Africa, and America. They are
herbs or shrubs, with pinnate or digitate leaves, and small
rose-colored or purplish flowers in axillary spikes or ra-
cemes. Some of the species yield indigo. See indigo-plant.

Indigoferese (in"di-go-fer'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham),< Indigofera + -ece.] A subtribe of

plants, of the natural order Leguminosai and tribe
GalegecB, typified by the genus Indigofera. They
are herbs or shrubs having axillary flowers in racemes or
spikes, and a two-valved legume. Also called Indigofer(e.

indigo-finch (in'di-go-finch), n. Same as indi-

go-bird.

indigogen, indigogene (in'di-go-jen, -jeni, n.

[= P. indigogkne; as indigo + -gen.] Same as
indigo white.

indigolite (in'di-go-lit), n. Same as indicolite.

indigometer (in-di-gom'e-ter), n. [< indigo +
Gr. fterpov, a measure.] An instrument for as-

certaining the coloring power of indigo.

indigometry (in-di-gom'e-tri), n. [< indigo +
Gr. -/ierpia, < iiirpov, a measure.] The art or

Indigo-bird

{.CyaHosJrixa or Passerttta cyanea).

In mineral.,



Indigo-plant {Indigqfera tinctorial).

a, flower ; d, fruit.

indigometry

metliod of determming the coloring power of

indigo.

indigo-mill (in'di-go-mil), TO. A mill for grind-
ing indigo into a paste, it is a quadrangular tank
with semi-cyliudrical bottom, having two lids so arranged
as to leave between their inner margins a parallel-sided
opening. A set of six iron rollers pivoted to a swinging
frame operate upon the indigo at the bottom of the tank,
the frame being caused to oscillate by a bar attached to it

and extending upward through the opening between the
lids, the bar being pivoted to a support at the upper end
and actuated by a crank-mechanism. The paste when suffi-

ciently triturated is drawn oft through a stop-cook.

indigo-plant (in'di-go-plant), ». A plant of
the genus Indigofera, from which indigo is

obtained. xhe
species most com-
monly cultivated
under this name is

1. tinctoria, a na-
tive of the East In-
dies and other parts
of Asia, and grown
in many parts of Af-
rica and America.
It is ashrubby plant
about 3 or 4 feet
high, with narrow
pinnate leaves and
long narrow pods.
Ihe West Indian
indigo-plant Is /.

AfiU, a short-pod-
ded plant, native of
the West Indies and
the warmer parts of
America, and culti-
vated in Asia and
Africa. Both are
extensively grown
for making indigo.

indigo-snake
(in di-go-snak),
ri. The gopher-snake, /Spitoies coatperi. [Local,

southern' U. S.]

indigotate (in'di-go-tat), n. [= F. indigotate;
as indigot(icy + -ate^.'] A oompoimd of indi-

gotio acid with a salifiahle base or a metallic
oxid: as, indigotate of ammonia or of mercury.

indigotic (in-di-got'ik), a. [= F. indigoUque =
^^.indigdtico; as indigot{in) + -ic] 1. Pertain-
ing to or derived from indjgotin.— 2. In &o*.,

ver^deep blue—Indigotic acid, an acid prepared by
treating indigotin with oxidizing agents.

indigotin (in'di-go-tin), TO. [< indigo + -t- in-

serted + -irfi.2 Same as indigo blue (which see,
under indigo).

indigo-weed (in 'di-go -wed), m. The wild or
false indigo. See BapUsia.
indihumin (in-di-hii'min), n. [< indi(go) + hu-
mus + -iTO^.] See indigo brown, under indigo.

indilatoryt (in-dil'a-to-ri), a. [< »»-* + dilato-

ry.'] Not dilatory or "slow.

Since you have firmed— new orders— you would be
pleased in like manner to give them a new form of indUa-
tury execution.

Cabbala, Sup., Comwallis to the Span. King, an. 1654.

indiligencet (in-dil'i-jens), m. [= F. indiligence

= Sp. Pg. 'indiligencid= It. indiligenza; as in-^

+ diligence^.] Lack of diligence ; slothfulness.

Ifweputoff our armour too soon, we . . . are surprised
by indiligence and a careless guard.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 641.

Is it not ... an indignity, that an excellent conceit
and capacity, by the indiligence of an idle tongue, should
be disgrac'd ? B. Jonson, Discoveries.

indiligentt (in-dil'i-jent), a. [= F. indiligent

= Pg. indiUgente; as in-S + diligent.] Not
diligent ; idle ; slothful.

A person that hath right on his side is cold, indiligent,
lazie, and unatitive, trusting that the goodness of his cause
will do it alone. Jer. Taylor^ Works, II. vii.

indiligentlyt (in - dil 'i -jent -U),adv. Without
diligence.

I had spent some years (not altogether indiligently) un-
der the ferule of such masters as the place afforded.

Bp. Hall, Account of Himself.

indiminishablef (in-di-min'ish-a-bl), a. [< in-S
-\- diminishable.'} Undiminishable.
Have they not been bold of late to check the Common

Law, to slight and brave the indimininhahle Hajestie of
our highest Court, the Law-giving and Sacred Parliament?

MilUm, Reformation in Eng., ii.

indin (in'din), TO. [< indiigo) + -in^.'] A crys-

talline substance (CieHioNgOg) of a beautiful
rose color, isomeric with indigo blue.

indirect (in-di-rekt'), a. [= F. Pr. indirect =
Sp. Pg. indirecto = It. indiretto, < L. indirectus,

not direct, < in- priv. -1- directum, direct : see di-

rect.] 1. Not direct in space ; deviating from
a straight line ; devious ; circuitous : as, an in-

direct course in sailing.

pity and shame, that they, who to live well
Enter'd so fair, should turn aside to tread
Paths indirect, or in the midway faint

!

MUton, P. L., xi. 631.
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2. Not direct in succession or descent; not

lineal; of irregular derivation; out of direct

line from the prime source or origin : as, indi-

rect descent or inheritance ; an indirect claim;

indirect information.
His title, the which we ilnd

Too indirect for long continuance.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 3.

3. Not direct in relation or connection; not

having an immediate bearing or application

;

not related in the natural way; oblique; in-

cidental; inferential: as, an indirect answer;

am. indirect e&eat; indirect t&xes.

The direct effect of this change was important. The
indirect effect has been more important stilL

Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

The second kind of indirect labour is that employed in

making tools or implements for the assistance of labour.

J. S. Milt, Pol. Econ., I. ii. § 4.

The direct losses occasioned by the decay of our ocean

commercial marine are insignificant In comparison with
the indirect losses due to the loss of trade from an in-

ability to make exchanges promptly, regularly, and cheap-

ly with foreign countries.

D. A. Wells, Merchant Marine, p. 39.

4. Not direct in action or procedure; not in the

usual course; not straightforward; not fair and
open ; equivocal : as, indirect means of accom-
plishing an object.

He needs no indirect or lawless course
To cut oflE those that have offended him.

Shak., Eich. III., i. 4.

They [the covetous] made new principles, and new dis-

courses, such whicli were reasonable in order to their pri-

vate indirect ends, but not to the public benefit.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 11, Pref.

Indirect dealing will be discovered one time or other.
TUlotson.

The judges ought to be plentifully provided tor, that
they may be under no temptation to supply themselves
by indirect ways.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, Conclusion.

Indirect demonstration. See demonstration.— Indi-
rect discourse, the form in which, in any language, the
words or thoughts of another are reported, as distinguish-

ed from direct discourse, or the reporting of them in the
other's own words. It involves subordinate or dependent
construction, the use of certain tense or mode forms, ete.

Thus, he said he was on the way and should soon arrive is

indirect discourse; hesaid, '^lamonthewayandshallsoon
arrive," is direct. Also called, in Latin, oratio obligua.—
Indirect equUibration, the adjustment of a group of
organisms to changing circumstances by the destruction
of members of the group or by atrophy of organs which
are not adapted to those circumstances.—Indirect evi-
dence, in la/w, evidence which raises an inference as to
the truth of a matter in dispute, not by means of the ac-

tual knowledgewhich any witness had of the fact, or actual
statement of it by a competent document, but by showing
collateral facts which render the main fact more or less
probable or certain.—Indirect inference. See infer-
ence.—Indirect object, in gram., a substantive word
dependent on a verb less immediately than an accusative
governed by it : usually said of a dative, answering to an
English noun with to or for.—Indirect predication.
See direct predication, under direct.— In<urect proof,
in logic, same as apagoge, 1 (M.—Indirect sylloglsin, a
syllogism whose cogency can be made more evident by a
reduction—Indirect tax. See (aa;.— Indirect testi-
mony, testimony given for another purpose than that of
making known the fact directly testified to. =Syn. 1-3.
Roundabout, tortuous.— 4. Unfaii-, dishonest, dishonor-
able.

indirection (iu-di-rek'shon), TO. [= F. indirec-
tion; as indirect + -ion.']' Oblique or irregular
course or means ; unfair or deceitful action or
proceeding; indirectness.

I had rather coin my hearty
And drop my blood for drachmas, than to wring
From the hard hands of peasants their vile trash
By any indirection

!

Shak., J. C. , iv. 3.

He [Franklin] was ... a Statesman . . . who never
solicited an office, nor used any indirection to retain one
when it was in his possession.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, p. 16.

indirectly (in-di-rekt'li), adv. 1 . In an indirect
manner ; not in a straight line or course ; not
expressly; not by direct or straightforward
means.

St. Paul, that calls the Cretans liars, doth it but indi-
rectly, and upon quotation of their own poet.

Sir T. Brovme, Heligio Medici, ii. 4.

Political control indirectly entails evils on those who
exercise it, as well as on those over whom it is exercised.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 443.

The University of Oxford finds in Aristotle one of her
most powerful engines of ethical, and indirectly of Chris-
tian teaching. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 129.

2. Unfairly; crookedly.
If any reports have come unto your Lordship's ears that

in the causes of my Lord of Essex I have dealt indirectly,
I assure your Lordship they have done me wrong.

E. Waterhoiise (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 472).

indirectness (in-di-rekt'nes), TO. The condition
or quality of being indirect; obliquity; unfair-
ness; dishonesty.

indiretin (in-di-re'tin), TO. [< indi(go) -h ret-
for res{in) + -dn^.] See indigo brown, under in-
digo.

indiscreet

indirubin (in-di-r8'bin), n. Same as indigo red

(which see, under indigo).

indiscernible (in-di-z6r'ni-bl), a. and n. [= P.

i/ndisoerndble = Sp. indiscernible = Pg. indis-

cernioel = It. vndiscernihile ; as »to-3 + discern-

ible.] I. a. Not discernible ; incapable of be-

ing discerned; not visible or perceptible.

These small and almost indiscernible beginnings and
seeds of ill humour have ever since gone on in a very visi-

ble increase and progress.
Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1689.

II. n. That which is not discernible—prin-
ciple of the Identity of indlscemibles, the doctrine

of Leibnitz that things altogether alike are one and the

same individual.

indiscernibleness (in-di-zer'ni-bl-nes), TO. In-

capability of being discerned.

I should haue shew'd you also the indiscernibleness (to

the eye of man) of the difference of these distant states,

till God by his promulgate sentence haue made the sepa-

ration. Harrmumd, Works, IT. 494.

indiscernibly (ia-di-z6r'ni-bli), adv. In an in-

discernible manner ; so as not to be seen or per-

ceived.

indiscerpibility (in-di-s6r-pi-bil'i-ti), ». [< in-

discerpiole: SQe-bility.] The condition or qual-

ity of being indiscerpible. >.

Endowing it [a being] with such attributes aa are es-

sential to it, as indiscerpibility is to the soul of man.
Sr. B. More, Immortal, of Soul, Pref.

indiscerpible (in-di-s6r'pi-bl), a. [< jro-s -f-

discerpible.] Notdisoerpible; incapable of be-

ing destroyed by dissolution or separation of

parts.

I have taken the boldness to assert, that matter consists

of parts indiscerpible, understandingby iTidiscerp^le parts

particles that have indeed real extension, but so little that
tliey cannot have less and be anything at all, and there-

fore cannot be actually divided.
Dr. H. Mare, Immortal, of Soul, Pref.

Which supposition is against the nature of any imma-
terial being, a chief property of which is to be indiaeerpi'

ble. GlanvUle, Pre-existence of Souls, lii.

indiscerpibleness (in-di-s6r'pi-bl-nes), to. In-

discerpibility. Also indiscerptibleness.

indiscerpibly (in-di-ser'pi-bU), adv. In an in-

discerpible manner. Also indiscerpUbly.

indiscerptibility (in-di-s6rp-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [<

'^s: see-bility.] Same as JTO^Mceryi-

indiscerptible (in-di-serp'ti-bl), a. [< ««-3 +
discerptible.] Same as indiscerpible.

Truth or absolute existence is one, immutable, uncon-
ditioned, indiscerptible,

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, 1. 124.

He also [E. Montgomery], taught by biological research,

is quite convinced that the feeling and thinliing subject
is an identically enduring, indiscerptible unity.

Mind, IX. 367.

indisciplinable (in-dis'i-plin-a-bl), a. [= F.

indisciplinable = Sp. indisciplinable = Pg. vn-
~

: It. indisdplinabile, < ML. indis-

<'L. in- priv. -1- LL. disciplinabilis,

disciplinable : see disciplinable.] Incapable of

being disciplined, or subjected to discipline

;

undisciplinable.

Kecesslty renders men of phlegmatick and dull natures
stupid and indiseipUnable.

Sir M. Bale, Provision for the Poor, Pref.

indiscipline (in-dis'i-plin), «. [= F. indiscipline

= Sp. Pg. indisciplina, < LL. indisciplina, want
of education, < L. in- priv. -I- discipUna, edu-
cation: see discipline.] Lack of discipline or

instruction; disorder.

The [army of the] Scots . . . not only exacting contri-

butions, but committing . . , great excesses of indisci-

pline. Hallam, Const. Hist., II. 176.

But there were degrees in demoralization ; the ^migr^s
and the English contended for the prize of indiscipline.

Athenceum, No. 3074, p. 393.

indiscoverable (in-dis-kuv'6r-a-bl), a. [< «»-*

-1- discoverable.] Undiscoverat>le.

Nothing can be to us a law which is by us indiscover-
able. Conybeare, Sermons, II., 166.

indiscoveryt (in-dis-kuv'6r-i), to. [< »n-3 + dis-

covery.] Want of discovery; failure of a search
or an inquiry.

Although in this long journey we miss the intended
end, yet are there many things of truth disclosed by the
way ; and the collateral verity may, unto reasonable specu-
lations, requite the capital indiscovery.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., vi. 12.

indiscreet (in-dis-kref), a. [= F. indiscret =
Sp. Pg. It. indiscreto; as «n-3 -f discreet] Not
discreet; wanting in discretion or prudence;
not in accordance with sound judgment.
By the indiscreet steering of Ralph Skinner, their boat

was overset. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 103.

A devotee is one of those who disparage religion by
their indiscreet and unseasonable introduction of the
mention of virtue on all occasions.

Steele, Spectator, No. 864.



indiscreet

It is on these occasions that the wise man shows his
wisdom above the indiscreet, who must needs tell all he
knows at all times. Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 88.

=Syn. Imprudent, unwise, injudicious, inconsiderate,
rasn.

indiscreetly (in-dis-kret'li), adv. Li an indis-
creet manner; without pi-udeuce or judgment.
To speak indisereetly what we are obliged to hear by

being hasped up with thee in this publiok vehicle, is in
some degree assaulting us on the high road.

Spectator, No. 132.

indiscreetness (in-dis-kret'nes), n. Want of
discreetness ; indiscretion.

indiscrete (in-dis-kref), a. [< L. indiseretus,
not separated, < im-priv. + discretus, separated:
see discrete.'] Not discrete or separated.
The terrestrial elements were all in an indiscrete mass

of confused matter. Povmall, Antiquities, p. 132.

indiscretion (in-dis-kresh'on), n. [= F. ««-
discretion = ft. indiscreUo =' Sp. indiscrecion =
Pg. indiscri^ao = It. indiscrezione,indiscrisione;

as J»-3 + discretion.] 1. The condition or qual-
ity of tieing indiscreet ; want of discretion or
judgment; imprudence; rashness.

My friend's rash indiscretion was the bellows
Which blew the coal, now kindled to a flame.

Ford, LadyB Trial, iii. 3.

Misfortune is not crime, nor is indiscretion always the
greatest guilt. Burke.

2. An indiscreet or imprudent act; a step show-
ing lack of judgment or caution.

By what they haue done in his absence, the world may
see what they would haue done in his presence, had he
not prevented their indiscretions.

Quoted in Capi. John Smith's Works, I. 233.

indiscriminate (in-dis-krim'i-nat), a. [< m-s
-I- discriminate.^ . Not discriminate ; not care-
fully discriminated or discriminating; undis-
tinguishing; promiscuous: as, indiscriminate
praise ; an indiscriminate faultfinder.

Could ever wise man wish, in good estate.

The use of all things indiscriminate?
Bp. Hall, Satires, V. iii. 26.

All parties strangely rushed into a war, destined . . .

to subvert, crush, and revolutionize, with i^yZiscriminate

fury, every continental party and government drawn into

its vortex.
,

Sverett, Orations, 1. 497.

indiscriminately (in-dis-krim'i-nat-li), adv. In
an indiscriminate manner ; without distinction;

confusedly
;
promiscuously.

The common people call wit mirth, and fancy foUy : fan-

ciful and folliful they use indiscriminately. Shenstone.

Luxuiious mansions are dropped down indiscriminately
among mean abodes and the homes of dirt.

Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 104.

indiacriminating (in-dis-krim'i-na-ting), a. [<

i»-3 -I- discriminating.] Undisoriminating ; not
making distinctions.

Undevelbped intellectual vision is just as indiscrimi-

nating and erroneous in its classings as undeveloped physi-
cal vision. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 5.

The confiscation was absolutely indiscrvminating.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

indiscrimination (in-dis-krim-i-na'shgn), n.

[< in-S + discrimination.] The quality of be-

ing indiscriminate ; want of discrimination or

distinction.

Since God already had hindered him [Herod] from the

executions of a distinguishing sword, he resolved to send

a sword of indiscrimination and confusion.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 73.

indiscriminative (ia-dis-feim'i-na-tiv), o._ [<

Jn-3 -I- discriminative.] Not discriminative;

making no distinction.

indiscussedt (in-dis-kusf), a. [< LL. indiscus-

sus, not discussed, < L. in- priv. + discussvs,

pp. of discutere, discuss : see discuss.] Not dis-

cussed.

But upon reasons light in themselves or indiscussed in

me I might mistake your often long and busie letters.

Donne, To Su- H. G.

indisin (in'di-sin), n. [Irreg. < indi(go) + -s-

inserted + -in^.] A violet coloring matter ob-

tained when aniline containing toluidine is ox-

idized. Also called mauvein and Perkin's violet, having

been discovered by Perkin in 1856. It is little used in dye-

ing at the present day.

in disparte (in dis-par'te). [It.: in, m; dts-

parte, ajiart, aside; of. dispart.] In dramatic

music, aside.

indispensability (in-dis-pen-sa-bil'i-ti), ». [=
F. indispensability= Sp. indispensaoihdaa= S^g.

indispensabilidade = It. indispensabilitd; as in-

dispensable + -4^/: Bee-UUty.] 1. The state or

quality of being indispensable ; indispensable-

ness.

Contraiy to aH their notions about the eternity and in-

dispensability of the natural law.
, j •«

p. Skelton, Deism Kevealed, ill.

1 have nothing to do with Its possibUity, but only wia
its indispensability. BusUn, Lectures on Art.
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2t. The condition of being without dispensa-
tion or license.

The indispensability of the first marriage.
Lord Herbert.

indispensable (in-dis-pen'sa-bl), a. [Former-
ly also, improp. , indispensible; = F . indispensable
= Sp. indispensable = Pg. indispensavel = It.

indispensabile, < ML. *indispensabiHs (in adv.
indispensabiliter), < L. in- priv. + ML. dispen-
sabilis, dispensable: see dispensable.] If. "Not
to be set aside, evaded, or escaped ; inevitable.

Age and other indispensable occasions. Fuller.

All other learned men thought the law was moral and
imdispensaMe. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Reformation, an. 1632.

2. Not to be dispensed with; not to be omit-
ted or spared ; absolutely necessary or requi-
site.

1 went as far as Hounslow with a sad heart, but was
obliged to return upon some indispensible affaii-es.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 17, 1678.

I find from experiments that humble-bees are almost in-
dispensable to the fertilization of the heart's-ease (Viola
tricolor), for other bees do not visit this fiower.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 79.

_
All of us alike. Pagan, Mussulman, Christian, have prac-

tised the arts of public speaking as the most indispensa-
ble resource of public administration and of private in-
trigue, De Quincey, Style, it

3t. Not permissible by dispensation or license

;

incapable of being legalized.

Zanchlus . . . absolutely condemns this marriage, as
incestuous and indispensable.

Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, Add. i.

indispensableness (in-dis-pen'sa-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being indispensable or
absolutely necessary.

Thus these fathers bore witness io the indispensableness
of classical literature for a higher Christian education, and
the church has ever since maintained the same view.

P. Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, III. § 4.

The Presbyterians in England were the first to assert the
indispensableness of a particular form of organization.

The Century, XXXII. 488.

indispensably (in-dis-pen'sa-bli), adv. In an
indispensable manner; necessarily; unavoid-
ably.

It was thought indispensably necessary that their ap-
pearance should equal the greatness of their expectations.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.

indispersedt, a. [< in^^ + dispersed.] Unsoat-
tered; not dispersed abroad. Dr. S. More.
indispose (in-dis-p6z'), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. in-

disposed, ppr. indisposing. [< F. indisposer (of.

Sp. indisponer = Pg. indispor), indispose, < in-

priv. -I- disposer, dispose : see dispose.] 1. To
render averse or unfavorable ; disincline.

The capricious operation of so dissimilar a method of

trial in the same cases, under the same government, is of

itself sufficient to indispose every well regulated judgment
towards it. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. Ixxxiii.

When our hearts are in our work, we shall be indisposed

to take the trouble of listening to curious truths (if they
are but curious), though we might have them explained
to us. • J. H. Neimnan, Parochial Sermons, i. 214.

Professor Dowden's pleadings for Shelley, though they
may sometimes indispose and irritate the reader, produce
no obscuring of the l^th.

M. Arnold, Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 25.

2. To render unfit or unsuited ; disqualify.

Nothing can be reckoned good or bad to us in this life

any farther than that it prepares or indisposes us for the
enjoyments of another. Bp. Atterbury.

indisposed (in-dis-p6zd'),^.'a. Affected with
indisposition or illness ; somewhat ill; slightly

disordered.

It made him rather indisposed than sick. /. Walton.

Acres. Odds blushes and blooms! she has been as

healthy as the German spa.

Faulk. Indeed !— I did hear that she had been a little

Sheridan, The Elvals, ii. 1.

indisposedness (in-dis-p6'zed-nes), n. The
condition or quality of being indisposed; dis-

inclination; indisposition.

Not that we should in the midst of a sensible indis-

nosednessot heart fall suddainly into a fashionable devo-

Hon. Bp- Sail, Extremes of Devotion.

indisposition (in-dis-po-zish'on), n. [< F. in-

disposition = Sp. indisposicion = Pg. indispo-

sicSo= It. indisposizione, < ML. indispositio(n-),

unsuitableness, < L. in- priv. + dispositio(n-),

disposition: see disposition, indispose.] 1. The

state of being indisposed in mind; disiaelina-

tion; unwillingness; aversion; dislike: as, an

indisposition to travel.

The mind by every degree of affected unbelief con-

tracts more and more of a general indisposition towards

believing. Sp. Atterbury.

2. Lack of tendency or appetency : as, the in-

disposition of two substances to combine.— Sf.

Unsuitableness ; inappropriateness.

indissolubly

This is not from any failure or defect in the illumina^
tion itself, but from the indispbsitimi of the object, which,
being thus blacken'd, can neither let in nor transmit the
beams that are cast upon it. South, Works, III. ii.

4. Slight iUness or ailment; tendency to sick-
ness.

He [the Prince] came back with Victoiy, yet he brought
back with him such an Indisposition of Body that he was
never thoroughly well after. Baker, Chronicles, p. 125.

Two kinds of disease are apt to beset the emigrant : the
first is the climatic indisposition already mentioned; the
second, the real climatic disease. Science, VII. 169.

=S3m. 1. Reluctance, backwardness.— 4. Distemper, Mal-
ady, etc. See disease.

incQsputability (in-dis-pu"- or iu-dis"pu-ta-bil'-
i-ti), n. [= F. indisputability = Pg. indi'sputa-
bilidade; as indisputable H- -ity.] Indisputable-
ness.

indisputable (in-dis-pu'- or in-dis'pfi-ta-bl),
a. [= F. indisputable = Sp. indisputabh = Pg.
indisputavel = It. indisputabile, < LL. indisputa-
bilis, indisputable, < L. in- priv. -I- disputabilis,
disputable: see disputable.] Not disputable;
not to be disputed ; undoubtedly true ; incon-
trovertible; incontestable.

For it shallbesufficientfor himtohave . . . the king's
indisputable prerogative. Sir T. More, Utopia, Introd. Dis.

iThe two regions of indisputable certainty are the two
extremes of the mental world. Sensation and Abstraction.

ff. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind (ed. 1874), I. 266.

=Syn. Unquestionable, undeniable, irrefragable, indu-
bitable, certain, positive, obvious.

indisputableness (in-dis-pfl'- or in-dis'pu-ta-
bl-nes), n. The state or quality of being indis-
putable.

indisputably (in-dis-pii'- or in-dis'pu-ta-bli),

adv. In an indisputable manner ; in a mianner
or degree not atouttiug of dispute; unques-
tionably.

Physical pain is indisputably an evil, yet it has been
often endured, and even welcomed.

Maca/ulay, Mill on Government.

indisputedt (in-dis-pii'ted), a. [< in^ + dis-

puted.] Undisputed.

This moral principle of doing as you would be done by
is certainly the most indisputed and universally allowed
of any other in the world, how ill soever it may be prac-
tised by particular men.

Sir W. Temple, Popular Discontents.

indissipable (in-dis'i-pa-bl), a. [= It. indis-

sipabile; as ms-3 4- dissipable.] Incapable of
being dissipated. Imp. Diet.

indissociable (in-di-so'shia-bl), a. [< LL. in-

dissociabilis, inseparable, < li. in- priv. -I- disso-

ciabilis, separable: see dissociable,] Incapable
of being dissociated or separated ; inseparable

:

as, indissociable states of consciousness. H.
Spencer.

indissolubility (in-dis'o-lu-bil'i-ti), n. [=P.
indissolubility = Sp. indisolubilidad = Pg. indis-

solubilidade = It. indissolubilita ; as indissoluble
-(- -ity.] The quality of being indissoluble, (a)

Incapability of being dissolved or liquefied. See dissolve^

1, and solution.

From whence steel has its firmness, and the parts of a
diamond their hardness and indissolubility. Locke.

(fi) Perpetuity of obligation or binding force.

To give this contract [marriage] its most essential quali-

ty, name^ indissolubility. Warburton, Works, IX. xviL

indissoluble (in-dis'o-lu-bl), a. [= F. indisso-

luble = Sp. indisolubte = Pg. indissoluvel = It.

indissolubile, < L. indissolubilis, that cannot be
dissolved, < in- priv. -I- dissolubilis, that can be
dissolved: see dissoluble.] 1. Not dissoluble or
dissolvable ; incapable of being dissolved. See
dissolve, 1, and solution.

Their union will be so indissoluble that there is no pos-

sible way of separating the diffused elixir from the fixed

lead. Boyle.

2. Not dissoluble in force or obligation; not
to be rightfully broken or violated

;
perpetual-

ly binding or obligatory ; firm ; stable : as, an
indissoluble covenant.

I do not find in myself such a necessary and indissolu-

ble sympathy to all those of my blood.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 6.

The most distant provinces of the Peninsula were knit

together by a bond of union which has remained indis-

soluble. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 15.

Indissolu'ble association. See association.

indissolubleness (in-dis'o-lu-bl-nes), n. Indis-

solubility.

The most durable perseverance of the i-ndissolubleness

of the alcalisate salt . . . is (in great part) a lasting effect

of the same violence of the fire. Boiyle, Works, V. 209.

indissolubly (in-dis'o-lu-bli), adv. In an indis-

soluble manner; so as not to be dissolved, sun-

dered, or broken.
On they move

Indissolubly firm. Milton, P. L., vi. 69.



indissolvable

indlssolvable (in-di-zorva-M), a. [Formerly
also iudissoMhle; < j'«-3 + dissolvable.'] That
cannot be dissolved or loosened; indissoluble.

It is from God that two are made one by an indissolvable

tie. Warburton, Works, IX. xvii.

indissolvableness (in-di-zol'va-bl-nes), n. In-
dissolubility.

indistancyt (in-dis'tan-si), n. [< in-^ + dis-

tance.] Lack of distance or separation ; close-

ness.

By way oJ determination and indistancy.
Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, v.

indistinct (in-dis-tingkt'), a. [<.ME.*mdisUnct
(in adv. indistinctly) ; = F. Pr. indistinct — Sp.
indistinto = Pg. indistincto = It. indistinto, < L.
indistinctus, not distinguishable, obscure, < in-

priv. -1- disUnctus, distinct: see distinct.] 1.

Not distinct to the senses ; not clearly distin-

guishable or perceptible ; not to be discrimi-
nated; confused; blurred; obscure: as, indis-

tinct outlines ; an indistinct sound.
That which is now a horse, even with a thought
The raclc dislimns, and makes it indistinctj

As water is in water. Shak.^ A. and C, iv. 12.

Nature speaks her own meaning with an indistinct and
faltering voice. J. Caird.

2. Not distinct to the mind ; not clearly defined
as to parts or details; indefinite; confused: as,

indistinct notions. See clear, 6.—3. Not giving
or having distinct impressions, images, or per-
ceptions; dim; dull; imperfect: a.s,- indistinct

vision; an «»d!js<mc< remembrance.
Thy indistinct expressions seem
Like language utter'd in a dream.

Cowper, To Mary (1793).

=Syil. Undefined, indistinguishable, dim, vague, uncer-
tain, ambiguous.

indistinctiblet(in-dis-tingk'ti-bl), a. '\<.in-^ +
distinct + -ihle.] Indistinguishable.

A favourite old romance is founded on the indistinctible

likeness of two of Charlemagne's knyghtes, Amys and
Amelion. T. WartoTi, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III., Dis. on

[the Gesta Romanorum.

indistinction (in-dis-tingk'shgn), n. [= F. ««-

distinction = Sp. indistindon = Pg. indistincgdio

= It. indistinzione; as in-^ + distinction.] 1.

Lack of distinction in kind or character; con-
fusion ; indiscrimination.

The indistinction of many of the same name . . . hath
made some doubt. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

There is nothing in any one of these so numerous love
songs to Indicate who or what the lady was. . . . Was it

always one woman? or are there a dozen here immortal-
ized in cold indistiTiction?

-R. L. Stevenson, Charles of Orleans.

2. Absence of distinction in condition or rank

;

equality; sameness.
An indistinction of all persons, or equality of all orders,

is far from agreeable to the will of God. Bp. Sprat.

8. Indistinctness ; obscurity; dimness. [Eare.]

The winds bore the warning sounds away

;

Wild indistinction did their place supply

;

Half heard, half lost, th' imperfect accents die.

W. Harte, Euloglus.

indistinctive (in-dis-tingk'tiv), a. [< in-S -i-

distinctive.] 1. Indistinguishable from others.— 2. Not capable of distinguishing or of mak-
ing distinction.

inustinctiveness (in-dis-tingk'tiv-nes), n. 1.

The state or quality of being indistinguishable
from others.

The general indistinctiveness from distance.

De Quincey.

2. Incapacity for distinguishing or making dis-

tinctions. Worcester, Supp.
indistinctly (in-Ais-tmgkt']!), adv. [< ME. in-

distinctly; < indistinct + -ly^.] 1. In an in-
distinct manner; not clearly or definitely;
obscurely; dindy: as, the border is indistinct-

ly marked; the words were indistinctly pro-
nounced.
In its sides it was bounded distinctly, but on its ends

confusedly and ZTidistiTictly. Newton, Opticks.

2t. Without distinction or preference.
The hoore [white]

And every hewe [of swine] to have in places warme
Is indistinctly good, and may not harme.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 99.

indistinctness (in-dis-tingkt'nes), n. 1. The
quality or condition of being indistinct ; confu-
sion; uncertainty; obscurity; faintness; dim-
ness: as, indistinctness of vision or of voice.

—

2. In psychol., that character of apprehension
which consists in a deficiency of conscious-
ness of the parts of the concept or idea appre-
hended. SensKAms indistinctjiess is the want of distinc-
tion between the parts of a sensation ; intellectual indis-
tinctness is the want of distinction between the parts of
an intellectual cognition.
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As a last source of indistinctness may be mentioned the

intrusion of feeling into the intellectual domain.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 407.

indistingnisliable (in-dis-ting'gwish-a-bl), a.

[< i»-3 + distinguishable.] Not distmguishable;

incapable of being distinguished, separated, or

discriminated.

The screams which accompany bodily suffering are in-

distinguishable from those which accompany suflenng of

mind. . H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 496.

indistingnishableness (in-dis-ting'gwish-a-bl-

nes), n. The state or quality of being indis-

tinguishable. 3. Spencer.

indistinguishably (in - dis - ting ' gwish - a- bli),

adv. So as not to be distinguishable.

indistinguishedt (in-dis-ting'gwisht), a. [<»»-3

+ distinguished.] Indiscriminate; confused.

In that imdistinguisht mass all things seemed one.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., iii. 14,

indistingnishingt (in-dis-ting'gwish-ing), a.

[< in-3 -\r distinguishing.] Undistinguishing

;

indiscriminative. Johnson.

indistributable (in-dis-trib'u-ta-bl), a. [< in-3

+ distributable.] Incapable of distribution or

apportionment.
That in respect of which all are to count alike cannot

be happiness itself, which is indistributable.

E. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 236.

indisturbance (in-dis-ter'bans), n. [< im-3 -I-

disturbance.] Freedom from disturbance ; re-

pose; tranquillity; calmness.

What is called by the Stoicks apathy, and by the Scep-

ticks indisturbance, seems all but to mean great tranquil-

lity of mind. Temple.

inditch (in-dich'), V. t. [< inA + ditch.] To
bury in a ditch.

Deserv'dst thou ill? well were thy name and thee,

Wert thou inditched in great seorecie.
Bp, Hall, Satires, iii. 2.

One was cast dead into the Thames at Stanes, and
drawne with a boat and a rope downe some part of the
river, and dragged to shore and indiched.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

indite (in-dif), " ;
pret. and pp. indited, ppr.

inditing. [Formerly also endite; < MB. enditen,

< OF. enditer, enditier, inditer, etc., write, ac-
cuse: see indict.] I. trans. 1. To put into
verbal form ; compose ; write.

He cowde songes make and wel endite.

Juste and eek daunce, and wel purtreye and write.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 95.

Nigel writing his verses, polishing the great medieval
satire Burnellus, or inditing the prose letter in which he
castigates the faults of the secular clergy.

Stubbs, Medieval and ]tfodern Hist., p. 145.

2. To conceive the form of ; arrange for utter-
ance or writing : only in the place cited.

My heart 3s inditing & good matter. [Revised version,
"My heart overfloweth with a goodly matter. "] Ps. xlv. 1.

3t. In the following passage, to invite: per-
haps a misprint.

She will indite him to some supper.
Shak. (Globe ed.), E. and J., iL 4.

II. intrans. To compose ; write.

Thou art young and handsome yet, and well enough
To please a widow ; thou canst sing, and tell
These foolish love-tales, and indite a little.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, ii. 1.

inditement (in-dit'ment), n. [< indite + -ment]
1. The act of inditing.— 2t. That which is in-
dited; an indictment.

The inditement was drawn, and the case pleaded before
the govemour of Macedon, for that the Romans did send
no governours at that time into Greece.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 410.

inditer (in-di'ter), n. [Formerly also enditer;
< ME. enditer, enditour, < OF. enditour, < enditer,
indite: see indite.] One who indites ; a writer
or scribbler.

The first were of enditours
Of olde Cronike, and eke auctours.

Qower, Conf. Amant., viii.

Himself will be acknowledged, by all that read him, the
basest and hungriest enditer that could take the boldness
to look abroad. Milton, Colasterion.

The Muses are no longer invoked by every unhappy in-
diter of verse. Story, Misc. Writings, p. 867.

indium (in'di-um), n. [NL., < L. ind(icum),
indigo, a blue pigment (see indigo), + -ium.]
Chemical symbol. In ; atomic weight, 114. A
rare metallic element found in the zinc-blende
of Freiberg, Saxony, and some other localities,
and discovered by means of the spectroscope

:

so called from its giving a blue line in the
spectrum, it is a very soft lead-colored metal, with
metaUio luster, and much resembles lead in its physical
qualities. Its compounds impart a violet tint to flame.
indivertible (in-di-v6r'ti-bl), a. [< in-S + di-
vertible.] Not divertible; incapable of being
turned aside or out of a course.

individualism

indivertible from hia way as a
Lamb, Blia, p. 152.

Thomas Coventry,
moving column.

individablet (in-di-vi'da-bl), a. [< in-^ + di-

vidable.] Not dividable ; indivisible.

The best actors in the world . . . for . . . scene indi-

vidable, or poem unlimited. Shak., Hamlet, it 2.

individedt (in-di-vi'ded), a. [< w-3 -I- divided.]

Undivided.
St. Cyril, in his first book against Julian, thinks there

was a representation of the blessed individed I'rinity.

Bp. Patrick, On Gen. xviii. 2.

individual (in-di-vid'u-al), a. and n. [= F.

individuel = Sp. Pg. individual = It. indimidu-

ale, < Mil. individualis (cf. F. individu = Sp.

Pg. It. individuo), < L. indiuiduum, an indivisi-

ble thing, neut. of individuus, indivisible, im-

divided, < «re- priv. + dimduus, divisible: see

dividuous.] I. a. If. Indivisible; inseparable.

He [Don Carlos] hath neither Oflice, Command, Dignity,

or Title, but is an individual Companion to the Xing.
Howell, Letters, I. iii 9.

To have thee by my side

Henceforth an individual solace dear.
Milton, P. L., iv. 486.

2. Not susceptible of logical subdivision; de-

terminate in every respect ; having a continu-

ity of existence in all its changes ; not divisi-

ble without loss of identity.

Under his great vicegerent reign abide
United, as one individual soul.

Milton, P. L., V. 610.

Everything in nature is individual, and 'tis utterly ab-

surd to suppose a triangle really existent which has no
precise proportion of sides and angles.

Hume, Human Nature, I. § 7-

3. Of but one person or thing; pertaining or

peculiar to, or characteristic of, a single person
or thing, or each separate person or thing: ap-

posed to collective: as, individual ob&T&atei; in-

dividual labor or effort ; individual action.

As touching the manners of learned men, it is a thing
personal and iTidividxial.-

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 29.

Their individual imperfections being great, they are

moreover enlarged by their aggregation.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

The members of a primitive horde, loosely aggregated,

and without distinctions of power, cooperate for immedi-
ate furtherance of indimduxil sustentation, and in a com-
paratively small degree for corporate sustentation.

H. Spender, Prin. of Sociol., § 448.

4. Serving or intended for the use of one person
only : as, an individual salt-cellar. [CoUoq.]

—

5. Of which each is different or of a different de-

sign from the others : as, a set of individual cof-

fee-cups (that is, a harlequin set) indi'vldiial
difference, liability, etc. See the nouns.— Individual
property, property which belongs to one person and is

not shared by others with whom he is united: as, the in-

dividual property of a partner.

II. n. A single thing; a being, animate or

inanimate, that is or is regarded as a unit.

And the individual withers, and the world is more and
more. Tennyson, Locksley Hall,

(o) That which is not susceptible of logical subdivision,

but is completely determinate, so that only one of a pair

of contradictory attributes can be possessed by it.

Every genus, though one, is multiplied into many ; and
every species, though one, is also multiplied into many, by
reference to those beings which are their proper subordi-
nates. Since then no imLividual has any such subordinates^
it can never in strictness be considered as many, and so is

truly an individual aa well in nature as in name.
Harris, Hermes, iv.

(6) A thing which by being in only one place at one time^

or otherwise, has a continuity of existence in time, (c) Es-

pecially, a human being ; a person.

The tyranny of an individual is far more supportable
than the tyranny of a caste. Macaulay, Mirabeau.

A " nation " is really changed, so far as the individuals
composing it are concerned, every moment of time by the
operation of the laws of population.

Eneye. Brit., XXIl. 464.

(d) In biol., any organism or part of an organized whole
regarded as having (actually or in certain relations) an in-

dependent existence. The word is often applied specifi-

cally to one of a group or colony of organisms to distin-

guish it from the colony or group. Thus, many botanists

regard each bud as a true individual, the whole plant or
tree constituting a colony or compound organism.

A biological individual is any concrete whole having a
structure which enables it, when placed in appropriate
conditions, to continuously adjust its internal relations to

external relations, so as to maintain the equilibrium of its

functions. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 74.

(e) A person merely; a man. [CoUoq.]—Vague Indi-
vidual, something indicated as individual, but not ex-
plicitly designated, as "that man": opposed to determi-
nate individual. See determinate. =Syn. Personage, eUs.

See person.

individualisation, individualise, etc. See j»-

dividualization, etc.

individualism (in-di-vid'u-al-izm), n. [= F.
individualisme = Sp. Pg. individualismo ; < in-

dividual + -ism.] 1. The quaUty of being dis-



IndiTidualism

tinot or individual; subsistence as a distinct
entity; individual character.— 2. Individual-
ity or independence in action; the principle of
acting according to one's own will or for one's
own ends ; individual as opposed to associate
action or common interests.

The institution [communism] provides that there shall
be no quarrelling about material interests ; individualism
Is excluded from that department of affairs.

J. S. Mill, Socialism, p. 114.

Human progress has been by strong societies with a
well-developed social and public virtue. The excessive
development of individualism within a society has been
its weakness and ruin. Enajc. Brit., XXII. 219.

Henee—3. That theory of government which
favors the non-interference of the state in the
affairs of individuals : opposed to socialism or

Socialism and individualism are merely two contrary
general principles, ideals, or methods, which may be em-
ployed to regulate the constitution of economical society.

Mae, Contemporary Socialism, p. 209.

4. In logic: (a) The tendency to the doctrine
that nothing is real but individual things. The
doctrine is, for example, that the laws of nature are not
real, but only the things whose mode of behavior is for-
mulated in these laws.

Is such a more adequate philosophy to be found in the
idealistic individualism of Leibnitz?

E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 71.

(6) The doctrine of pure egoism, or that no-
thing exists but the individual self.

individualist (in-di-vid'u-al-ist), n. and a. [=
r. individualiste = Sp. tg. individualista; as
mdividual + -^st,"] I. n. One who accepts any
theory or doctrine of individualism.

The extremest vndimdualist would shrink from destroy-
ing government altogether, and repealing the whole of
the criminal law. Westminster Rev., CXXVI. 148.

II. a. Of or pertaining to individualism; in-
dividualistic.

The world has not been made on this Socialist principle
alone, nor on this individualist principle alone.

Contem/porary JRev., LIV. 380.

individualistic (in-di-vid"u-a^]is'tik), a. [< in-

dioidual + -ist-ic.'] Of or pertaining to individ-
naUsm or to individualists.

English socialism is individualistic, but tends toward a
gradual elimination of the personal element from politics,

indastry, and commerce. N. A. Rev., CXX. 280.

individuality (in-di-vid-u-ari-ti), n.
;

pi. indi-

vidualities (-tiz). [= P. individimliU = Sp. in-

dmidualidad = Pg. individualidade = It. indi-

vidualitd, < ML. indimdualita(t-)s, < individualis,

individual: see individual and 4ty.~\ 1. The
condition or mode of being individual, (a) The
being individual in contradisUnction to being general, (b)

Existence independent of other things; that which makes
the possession of characters by the subject a distinct fact
from theirpossession by another subject, (c) The unity of
consciousness; the connection between all the different
feelings and other modifications of consciousness which
are present at any one instant of time, (c2) The simplicity
of the soul; the indivisible unity of the substance of the
mind as it exists at any instant, (e) Personality ; the essen-
tial characters of a person. [This use of the word, which
has not a wide currency, tends to vagueness, owing to con-
fusion with the meaning (6).]

According to Kant, it cannot be properly determined
whether we exist as substance or as accident, because the
datum of individuality is a condition of the possibility of

our having thoughts and feelings.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xix.

Individuality, like personal identity, belongs properly

to intelligent and responsible beings. Consciousness re-

veals it to us that no being can be put in our place, nor
confounded with us, nor we with others. We are one and
indivisible. Ji'^erom^.Tocab. of Philos.

Any one of the myriads of millions of molecules might
take the place of any other. But if each is considered as

having some destiny to fulfill, some end to which it is

adapted, that end defines its individuality.

N. Porter, Human Intellect, §627.

Individuality in its highest form is not merely negative
and exclusive, but also positive and inclusive ; it is not

merely the consciousness of a self in opposition to other

tilings and beings, but also the consciousness of a sell m
relation to and unity with them.

E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 80.

2. The particular or distinctive character of an
individual; that quality, or aggregate of quali-

ties, which distinguishes one person or thing

from another; idiosyncrasy: as, a person of

marked individuality.

I have heretofore been proud of my individuality, and

resisted, so far as one may, all the world's attempts to

merge me in the mass.
G. W. Curtis, Int. to Cecil Dreeme, p. 2.

3. A personality; a personage; an individual.

[Eare.]

Crispi's . . . tall figure and snow-white mustache make
him one of the striking individualities of the Chamber,

and he has in his face the unmistakable loot of » ™™ »'

power and courage. Harper's Mag., IXXVl. isfi.
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4. The existence, efforts, interests, or concerns
of the individual as distinguished from the in-
terests or concerns of the community.
To them the will, the wish, the want, the liberty, the

toil, the blood of individuals is as nothing. Indwriduality
is left out of their scheme of government. The state is
all in all. Burke, A Eegicide Peace, ii

individualization (in-di-vid"u-al-i-za'shon), n.

[= p. individualisation = Sp. individualihadon
= Pg. individvMisacao.'} The act of individu-
alizing, or the state of being individualized.
Also spelled individualisation.

That minuteness of individualisation which we have no
sufficient store of similars to entrap.

Hodgson, Phil, of Eeflection, II. v. § 2.

individualize (in-di-vid'u-al-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. indimdualized, py-t' ikdlviduaUeing. [= P.
indimdiialiser = Sp. indimidualizar = Pg. indi-
vidualisar; as individual + -ize.'\ 1. To note
or consider separately or as individuals: as,
careful observation individualizes the features
of a landscape.— 2. To stamp with individual
character; give a distinctive character to; dis-
tinguish: as, Carlyle's peculiar style strongly
individualizes his works.
Also spelled individualise.

individualizer (in-di-vid'u-al-i-zer), n. One
who or that which individualizes. Also spelled
individualiser. Imp. Diet.

individually (in-di-vid'u-al-i), adv. 1. In an
individual or distinctive manner; as individ-
uals; separately: as, apple-trees differ mdmcJ-
ually, but not specifically; all were individually
summoned.
How should that subsist solitarily by Itself which hath

no substance, but individually the very same whereby
others subsist with it? Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. Indivisibly; incommunicably.
I dare not pronounce him omniscious, that being an

attribute individually proper to the Godhead.
Hakewill, Apology.

3. Personally; in an individual capacity, as
distinguished from oflfieial or corporate capaci-
ty. See individual, a., 3.

individuand (in-di-vid'u-aud), a. [< ML. in-

dividuandus, gerundive of individuare, individ-
uate : see individuate.'] In logic, capable of be-
ing embodied in an individual ; bringing a gen-
eral form into individual existence Individu-
and nature, any general form or character constituting
the essence of a species or other general class.

individuant (in-di-vid'u-ant), a. [< ML. indi-

viduan(t-)s, ppr. of individuare: see individu-

ate.] Bringing a general form into individual
existence—Individuant difference, a special foi-m
or individual difference, conceived as the principle of in-
dividuation.

individuate (in-di-vid'u-at), v. t.; pret. and pp.
individuated, ppr. individuating. [< ML. indi-

viduatus, pp. of individuare (> It. individuare =
Sp. Pg. individuar = P. individusr), make indi-

vidual, < L. individuus, individual: see individ-

ual.] To make individual; give the character
of individuality to ; discriminate or mark as
distinct; individualize.

Two or more such aggregates, . . . well individuated
by their forms and structures, are united together.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 186.

The conception of the most complex matter and its

manifold energies individuated as a living organism.
Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 18.

individuate (in-di-vid'u-at), a. [< ML. indi-

viduatus, pp.: see the verb.] If. Undivided;
indivisible.

O Thou, the third in that eternal trine.

In indimduate imity divine I

The Student (1751), II. 311.

2. In metaph., rendered individual; brought
down from the ideal world of forms to the
world of individual existence ; individuated.

See the wonder of beauty matched with the individuate
[i. «., peculiar to this individual] adjunct, unsoiled con-

stancy. Ford, Honour Triumphant, iii.

Individuate nature, a general form as it exists in an
individual

individuation (in-di-vid-u-a'shgn), n. [= P.
individuation = Sp. indmduadon = Pg. indivi-

duagao = It. individuazione, < ML. individua-

tio(n^), < individuare, individuate: see individ-

uate.] 1. In metaph., the determination or

contraction of a general nature to an indi-

vidual mode of existence ; the development of

the individual from the general. The principle of

individuation is the (supposed) general cause of such
transformation of the general into the individual. Dur-

ing the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries there was

much controversy among the scholastic philosophers as

to what this principle may be, whether matter or form,

or a peculiar and indescribable haecceity. The diflcuUy

has reappeared in later metaphysical thought, as in the

philosophy of Schopenhauer; it is, indeed, inherent in

indivulsively

every idealistic system which begins with thought, or the
general, as the first principle.

What is the individuation of the soul in the state of
separation? Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 62.

2. Separate or individual existence or indepen-
dence; that by which such individuality is de-
veloped and maintained.
Grouping under the word Individuation all processes

by which individual lite is completed and maintained,
and enlarging the meaning of the word Genesis so as to
include all processes aiding the formation and perfecting
of new individuals, we see that the two are fundamen-
tally opposed. B. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 327.

individuator (in-di-vid'ii-a-tor), n. One who
or that which individuates.

He is composed of the same individual matter, for it
hath the same distinguisher and individMator, to wit, the
same form or soul.

Sir K. Digby, On Browne's Ueligio MedicL

individuifyt (in-di-vid'u-i-fi), v. t. [< L. indi-
viduus, individual, + -flcare, make: see -fy.]
To individualize.

The statute of additions was made in the first of King
Hem7 the Fifth to ijidividuifie (as Imay say) and separate
persons from those of the same name.

Fuller, General Worthies.

individuityt (in"di-vi-dii'i-ti), n. [= P. indi-
viduitd =z Sp. (obs.) individuidad = It. indivi-
duitcL, < LL. individuita{t-)s, indivisibility, < L.
individuus, indivisible : see individual.] Sepa-
rate existence ; individual character.

Zorobabel's Temple, acquiring by Herod's bounty more
beauty and bigness, continued the same Temple, God's
unintennitted service (the life and soul thereof preserv-
ing the individ/uity or oneness of this Temple with the
former. Fuller, Pisgah Sight, III. iv. § 6.

indivinet (in-di-vin'), a. l<in-^ + divine.] Un-
godly; unholy.

His brother Clarence (0 crime capitall I)

He did rebaptize in a butt of wine.
Being jelous of him (how soere loiall):

A Turkish providence most indivine.
Davi£8, Microcosmos, p. 57.

indi'Vinityt (iu-di-vin'i-ti), n. [= P. indivinite;

as in-S + divinity.] Lack of divinity or divine
power.
How openly did he [Ammon] betray his indivinity unto

Croesus . . . [with] the excuse of his impotency upon the
contradiction of fate ! Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 10.

indivisibility (in-di-viz-i-biri-ti), n. [= p. indi-
visibility = Sp. imdivisibilidad = Pg. indivisibi-

lidade = It. indivisibilita ; < indivisible + -^ty.]

The state or property of being indivisible.

When I speak of indivisibility, that imagination create
not new troubles to herself, I mean not such an indivisi-

bility as is fancied in a mathematical point ; hut as we
conceive in a sphere of light made from one lucid point
or radiant center.

Dr. H. More, Antidote against Atheism, App., x.

A pestle and mortar will as soon bring any particle of
matter to indivisibility as the acut^at thought of a mathe-
matician. Locke.

indivisible (in-di-viz 'i-bl), a. and n. [= P.
indivisible = Pr. endi/visible = Sp. indivisible =
Pg. indivisivel= It. indivisibiU, < LL. indivisibi-

lis, not divisible, < in- priv. + divisibilis, divisi-

ble : see divisible.] I. a. Not divisible into parts
or fragments ; incapable of being divided, sep-

arated, or broken; inseparable.

Let there be, therefore, betweene our selves and our
subjects, an indiuisible vnltie of friendship and peace,
and safe trade of marchandise. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 12g.

The right of sovereignty in all nations is inalienable
and indivisible. J. Adamhs, Works, IV. 308.

II. n. That which is indivisible ; specifically,

in.geom., one of the elements, supposed to be
infinitely small, into which a body or figure may
be resolved.

It is not with evidences of fact as it is with logical or
mathematical demonstrations, which seem to consist in
indivisibles, for thatwhich thus is demonstratively true is

impossible to be false.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 129.

The method of indivisibles, a method of calculating
areas, volumes, centers of gravity, etc., invented by Bona-
ventura Cavalieri in 1635, and more or less used until the
invention of the integral calculus. It is a modification of
the ancient method of exUaustions.

indivisibleness (in-di-viz'i-bl-nes), n. Indivisi-
bility.

indivisibly (in-dl-viz'i-bli), adv. In an indi-

visible manner ; so as not to be capable of di-

vision.

iudivision (in-di-vizh'on), n. [= OP. indivision

= Sp. indivision; < L. in- priv. + divisio{n-), di-

vision: see division.] The state of being undi-
vided. [Eare.]

I will take leave to maintain the indivision of the Church
of England in the dogmatical point of faith. Bp. Hall.

indivulsivelyt (in-di-vul'siv-U), adv. [< in-^ +
divulsive + -ly^.] Inseparably; so as not to be
torn or rent asunder.



indivulsively

They [the highest souls] are so near akin to that highest
good of all as that they so naturally and indivrdsively

cleave to the same. Cudaorth, Intellectuid System, p. 666.

Indo-. [< Gr. 'Ivdo-, stem of 'lv66g, Indian:

see Indian.'] An element in compound geo-
graphical or ethnological adjectives and nouns,
meaning ' Indian,' concerning or involving
India (together with some other country or peo-
ple) : as, Jttdo-Chinese, Indian and Chinese, re-

lating to India and China.

Indo-Briton (in'do-brit'on), ». A person of

British parentage bom in India.

Indo-CMnese (in'do-old-nes'), a. Of or per-
taining to Indo-China, the southeastern pen-
insula of Asia, or to its people or their lan-

guages.
indocibUity (ia-dos-i-bU'i-ti), n. [< LL. indo-
cibilita{t-)s, unteaohableness, < indocibilis, un-
teaehable : see indocibiB.'] The state or quality
of being indocible or unteachable; indocility;

unteacnableness. [Bare.]
indociblet (in-dos'i-bl), a. [= OP. indocible, <

LL. indocibilis, unteachable, < iti- priv. + dod-
fttJis, teachable : aeedooible.] Notdooible; not
capable of being taught or trained, or not easily
instructed; intractable; unteachable. [Bare.]

Enough, if nothing else, to declare in them a disposi-

tion not only sottish, hut indocible^ and averse from all

civility and amendment.
Milton, Articles of Peace with the Irish.

They are as ignorant and iridocible as any fooL
ir. Griffith, Fear of God and the King (1660), p. 72.

iBdociblenesst (in-dos'i-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being indocible. [Bare.]

Peevishness and indocibleiiess of disposition.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), n. 312.

indocile (iu-dos'il or in-do'sil), a. [= F. in-

docile = Sp. inddcil = Pg. indocil = It. indo-
cile, < L. indocilis, unteachable, < in- priv. +
dociZis, teachable : see docile.] Not teachable;
not submissive to instruction or guidanoe ; in-

tractable.

Some of the Elephants are very gentle and governahle,
others are more indocil and unruly.

I>ampier, Yoyages, II. L 69.

It was an indocile, a scornful, and a sarcastic face ; the
face of a man difflcidt to lead, and impossible to drive.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, iv.

indocility (in-do-sil'i-ti), n. [= F. indociliU
= Sp. indociliddd = "Pg. indodlidade = It. in-

docilitd, < LL. indodMta(t-)s, < L. indocilis, un-
teachable : see indocile.'] The state or quality
of being indocile; unteaohableness; intract-

ableness.

It I still persevere in my old opinions, it is no small
comfort to me that it is not with regard to doctrines
properly yours that I discover my irtdodlity.

Burke, To Sir H. Langrishe.

indoctt (in-dokt'), «• [= Sp. indocto = It. inr-

dotto, < L. indoctus, unlearned, < in- priv. +
doctus, learned, taught, pp. of docere, teach:
see docile.] Unlearned.

Sick stomachs much receive, not much concoct

;

So thou know'st much, I know, yet art indoct.
Owen, Epigrams (1677).

indoctrinate (in-dok'tri-nat), V. t.; pret. and
pp. indoctrinated, ppr. indoctrinating. [For-
merly also endoctrinate; < ML. *indoctrinatus,

pp. of *indoctrinare (> It. indottrinare = Sp.
indoctrinar = OP. endoctriner, endotriner), in-

doctrinate, < in, in, + doctrinare, teach, < doc-
trina, teaching: see doctrine.] To imbue with
learning, or with a particular doctrine or princi-
ple; cause to hold as a doctrine or belief; in-

struct.

A master that . , . took mnch delight in indoctrinat-
ing his young unexperienced favourite. Claremdon.

If a teacher have any opinion which he wishes to con-
ceal, his pupils will become as fully indoctrinated into
tliat as into any wMch he publishes.

Emerson, Spiritual Laws.

indoctrination (in-dok-tri-na'shon), n. [< in-

doctrinate + -ion.] The act of indoctrinating,
or the state of being indoctrinated; instruc-
tion in doctrines or principles.

indoctrinator (in-dok'tri-na-tor), n. [< indoc-
trinate + -or.] One who indoctrinates, or in-

structs in principles or doctrines.

indoctrinet (in-dok'trin), v. t. [Also endoc-
trine; < ML. *indoctrinare, indoctrinate: see i»-

doctrinate.] To indoctrinate.

Ftolemteus Fhiladelphus was endoctrined in the science
of good letters hy Strabo.

Donne, Hist. Septuagint (1633), p. 2.

indoctrinization (in-dok"tri-ni-za'shgn), «. [<
indoctrine + -dze + -ation.] Instruction in
doctrine; indoctrination.

We have, Protestant and Komanist alike, a common es-

sential Christianity, abundantly sufficient for thepurposes
ot Republic schools, and all that remains for specific in-
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dmtriniattion may easily be left to the Sabhath-sohools

and the churches respectively.
. . „ ttt »»

A. A. Hodge, New Princeton Bev., m. 82.

Indo-English (in'do-ing'gUsh), a. and n. I. o.

Of or relating to the English who are bom or

reside in India.
. .

H. n. pi. English who are born or reside in

India. j t
Indo-European (in'do-ii-ro-pe an), a. and n. 1.

a. Of IncSa and Europe : a term applied to a

family of languages also called Ai-yan and some-
times Japhetic or Sanskritic or (by the Germans)
Indo-G^nnanic, and generally classified into

seven chief branches, viz. Indie or Indian (San-

skrit, Hindustani, eto.),Iranian or Persic (Zend,

Pehlevi, Parsii Persian, etc.), Celtic, Greek,

Italic (Latin, Oscan,Umbrian, and the Bomance
tongues), Slavo-Lettic (Russian, Lithuanian,

Lettish, etc.). and Teutonic or Germanic (in-

eluding English, German, etc.). But the Slavo-

Lettic branch u also divided into two, Slavic and Lettish

;

the Armenian is better separated from the Iranian, in

which it has been generally included ; and the Albanian is

now regarded as belonging to the family, and an indepen-

dent brauchlet.

II. n. A member of one of the races speak-

ing the Indo-European languages ; an Aryan.

Indogsea (in-do-je'S), n. [NL., < L. Indus {In-

dia) + Gr. ytiia, earth.] In zoogeog., the In-

dogsean realm. See Indogwan.

Indogsean (in-do-je'an), a. [< Indogma + -an.]

In godgeog., Indian or (jriental: noting a prime
division or zoological realm of the earth's land-

surface, including in general terms Asia south
of theHimalayas (south of the isotherm separat-

ing the Eurygsean realm) and eastward through
Farther India and the Indomalayan archipel-

ago to Wallace's line.

indogene (in'do-jen), n. [For ^indigene, < indigo
+ -e)ie; or for *indigogene, < indigo + -gene,

-gen. ] An intermediate product obtained from
propiolic acid, which is converted into, indigo-

blue by dilute acids and alkalis in the presence
of air.

Indo-Gtermanic (in'do-j6r-man'ik), a. Aword
sometimes used, especiallyby German scholars,

as equivalent to Indo-European or Aryan.
indoin (in'do-in), n. [< ind(ig)o + -in^,] A
blue flocculent precipitate obtained when pro-
piolio acid in smphurie-acid solution is treated
with reducing agents such as metallic iron, zinc,

or copper. It differs from indigo in not easily
yielding a sulphonio acid on heating.

indol (in'dol), m. [< ind(igo) + -ol.] A crys-
talline compound, having feeble basic proper-
ties, formed artificially in the reduction of in-

digo-blue by zinc-dust, it is also produced in the
pub'efaction of albuminoids, hut is antiseptic in its effect.

It is largely used in an aqueous solution as a test for lig-

nlfled cell-walls, staining them a bright red.

indolence (in'do-lens), «. [= F. indolence =
Sp. Pg. indolencid'= It. indolenza, indolenzia,
idleness, < L. indolenUa, freedom from pain, <
*indolen{t-)s, free from pain: see indolent.]

The state of being indolent, (a) Freedom from
pain, grief, care, or trouble. [Obsolete except in medical
use. See indolent, 1.]

I have ease, if it may not rather be called indolence,
Bp. Hough.

Indolence is methinks an intermediate state between
pleasure and pain, and very much unbecoming any part
of our life after we are out of the nurse's arms.

Spectator, No. 100.

For mere indolence resultingfrom insensibility or join'd
with it, if it be happiness, is a happiness infinitely dimin-
ish'd: that is, it is no more a happiness than an unhappi-
•ness, upon the confine of both, but neither.

WoUaaton, Religion of Nature, § 17.

(b) Love of ease ; indisposition to labor ; avoidance of ex-
ertion of mind or body ; idleness ; laziness.

Their houses [in Nioomedia] are mostly up the side of
the hills, and the Christians live towards the top, as it
does not suit so well with the Turkish indolence to take
the pains to ascend so high.

Pococke, Description of the Eaatj 11. ii. 96.

They passed their lives in voluptuous indolence.
Irving, Alhamhra, p. 822.

=Syn. Sloth, slothfulness, inertness, sluggishness. See
idle.

indolency (in'do-len-si), n. Same as indolence.
As there must be indolerusy where there is happiness, so

there must not be indigency. Bp. Burnet.
Let Epicurus give indolency as an attribute to his gods,

and place m it the happiness of the blest. Dryden.
Even these men themselves have had recourse to indo-

lency [iirovi'a], and the good state and disposition of the
oody- Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 480.

Despair is the thought of the unattainableness of any
good, whichworks differently in men's minds ; sometimes
producing uneasineas or pain, sometimes rest and indo-
lency. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 11.

indolent (in'do-lent), a. [= p. indolent = Sp.
Pg. It. indolente, < L. *indolen(t-)s, free from

indorse

pain, < in- priv. + dolen{t-)s, ppr. of ddlere, be
mpain, grieve: see dolent.] 1. In med., caus-

ing little or no pain : as, an indolent tumor.

—

2. Avoiding, or characterized by the avoidance
of, exertion ; indulging or given to indulgence
in ease; indisposed to labor; lazy; listless; slug-

gish: as, an indolent person or life.

Ill fits a chief who migh^ nations guides . . .

To waste long nights in indolent repose.
Pope, Iliad, U. SO.

Some are too indoleM to read anything till its reputa-
tion is established. Johnson, Bambler, No. 2.

They [Indians] become drunken, indolent, feeble, tliier-

isli, and pusillanimous. irvin^, Sketoh-Dook, p. 844.

=Syn. Lazy, Slothful, ete. (see idle); Supine, Carelest,

etc. (see lisUesa).
'

indolently (in'do-lent-li), adv. In an indolent
manner; without activity or exertion; lazily.

Calm and serene yoy, indoleTUly sit. Addison,

indoles (in'do-lez), n. [It., an inborn or na-

tive quality, <: indu, witmn (< in, in), + "olere,

grow : see adolescent.] Natural disposition or

temperament; natural tendencies or procliv-

ities, whether of mind or body. [Bare.]

indomablet (in-dom'a-bl), a. [< OF. indomable
= Sp. indomable = Pg. indomavel = It. indoma-
bile, < L. indomabilis, untamable, < in- priv. +
domabilis, tamable: see domable.] Indomita-
ble. Coles, 1717.

indomitable (in-dom'i-ta-bl), a, [= P. in-

domptable, < ML. Hndomiiabilis, untamable,< L.

»7i- priv. + ML. *domitabilis, tamable, < domi-

tare, tame: see domable.] That cannot be
tamed, subdued, or repressed ; untamable : ap-

plied chiefly to human beings and their attri-

butes : as, indomitable energy, obstinacy, cou-

rage, etc.

He [Warren Hastings] pursued his plan with that calm
hut indomitable force of will which was the most striking

peculiarity of his cliaracter. Macautay, Warren Hastings.

Of his perilous adventures.
His indomitable courage.

Longjfellow, Hiawatha, iv.

indomptablet (in-domp'ta-bl), a. [< P. indomp-
table, < ML. indomitabiliS, untamable: see in-

domitable.] Indomitable. TooTce.

indomptiblet (in-domp'ti-bl), a. An erroneous
form of indomptable. Irving.

Indonesian (in-do-ne'si-an), a. [< L. Indi, <

Gr. 'IfWf, Indian,'-!- v^aoQ, island.] Of or from
the East Indian islands. [Bare.]

The presence of this [pre-Malay Cancasio] Indonesian
element, as it is called by Dr. Hamy, maynowbe regarded
as an ascertained fact. Encyc.Brit.,Xv.iU.

indoor (in'dor), a. [< indoors, prep. phrase.] 1.

Situated, carried on, performed, employed, etc.,

within doors, and not in the open air: as, an
indoor service.

Indoor amusements only became more lively and varied
in consequence ot the stop put to outdoor gayety.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xviii.

2. Downward (into the cylinder): as, the in-

door stroke of the piston of a Cornish engine.
[Cornwall, Eng.] —Indoor reUef, stroke, eto. See
the nouns.

indoors (in'dorz'), prep. pJir. as adv. [< «»l +
doors; cf . adoors and outdoors.] Within doors;
into or inside a house or building.

A pretty face is well, and this is well.
To have a dame indoors, that trims us up,
And keeps us tight. Tennyson, Edwin Morria

Indo-Paciflc (in'do-pa-sif'ik), a. Belating to

the Indian and Pacific oceans.—indo-Paoiflc re-
gion, the tropical portion of the confluent Indian and
Paciiic oceans regarded as a continuous ocean or area,

indophenol (in-do-fe'nol), n. [< ind(ig)o +
phenol.] A coal-tar color used in dyeing, pro-

duced by the simultaneous oxidation of a phe-

nol and a paradiamine. it comes into commerce as

a blue powder resembling Indigo. It produces on cotton

and wool indigo-blue shines, fast to light and bleaching-

powder, but destroyed by even weak adds,—Bidopheiiol
blue. Same as naphthol blue (which see, under naphthot).

indorsable, endorsable (in-, en-ddr'sa-bl), a.

[< indorse, endorse, + -able.] Capable of being
indorsed.

indorsation, endorsation (in-, en-ddr-sa'-
shon), n. [< indorse, endorse, + -aUon,] The
act of indorsing.

Endorsation means the act ot endorsing, endorsement
the result of that act. N. and Q., 7ui ser., IV. 96.

indorse, endorse (in-, en-d6rs'), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. indorsed, endorsed, ppr. indorsing, endorsing.

[= P. endosser, OP. endosser, endoser = Pr. en-

dossar = Sp. endosar = Pg. endossar = It. in-

dossare, < ML. indorsare (also indossare, after

Bom.), put on the back, indorse, < L. in, on, +
dorsum, the back: see dorse^.] If. To place

something on the back of; burden; load.
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TSoi wanted . . . elephants indorsed with towers
Of archers. Milton, P. &., ilL 329.

2. To write one's name, or some brief remark,
statement, or memorandum, on the back of (a
paper or document), as in assigning, or guar-
anteeing the payment of, a note or bill of ex-
change, or in briefing or docketing legal papers,
invoices, etc.: as, the biU was indorsed to the
bank; he was looking for a friend to indorse
his note; a letter indorsed "London, 1868":
loosely used of writing added upon any part of
a document.
The direction is Individuall, as Beza himseU takes it

;

as if a letter be indorsed team the lords of the connsell to
the Bishop of Durham or Salisbury.

Bp. Hall, Del of Homb, Bemonst
What he [Hastings] has eTidorsed on the bonds, or when

he made the endorsement^ or whether in fact he has made
it at all, are matters known only to himself.

Burke, Affairs of India.

3. To sanction; ratify; approve: as, to wt-
dorse a statement or the opinions of another.

This perchance may be your policy, to endorse me yonr
brother, thereby to endear me the more to you.

Howell, Letters, iv. 1.

Mr. Mill does not endorse the Berkeleian denial of the
objective reality. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 82.

4. In her., to place back to back.
Terrible creatures to the rabble rout, but which conch

or rise, turn the head regardant or extend the paw, dis-

play or indorse their wings, at Merlin's beck.
The Century, TfYTT 178.

Indorsed writ^ in Eng. law practice, a process for com-
mencing an action, bearing an indorsement showing the
demand sued tor : used in some cases to dispense with the
formality and delay of pleading.

indorse, endorse (in-, en-d6rs'), «• [< indorse,
endorse, v.'] Inftcr., a bearing like the pale,but
of one fourth its width, it may be borne in any part
of the field, and is commonly charged one indorse on each
side of the pale. It is often considered a sabordinary.

indorsed, endorsed (in-, en-d6rst'), a. In her.-.

(a) Placed back to back: ssiTue as adorsed. (b)

Having an indorse on each side: sai(^ of the
pale.

indorsee, endorsee (in-, en-d6r-se'), «• [< in-

dorse, emdorse, + -eel.] The person or party to
whom any right is assigned or transferred by
indorsement, as by Indorsing a biU of exchange
or other negotiable instrument.
indorsement, endorsement (in-, en-d6rs'-
ment), n. [= P. endossement = Pg. endossa-
mento, < ML. *indorsamentum (also, after Bom.,
indossamenMrn), < indorsa/re, indorse: see in-

dorse.^ 1. Superscription; a noting of the con-
tents of any paper on its back; a docketing;
briefing.

As this collection will grow daily, I have digested It into

several bundles, and made proper endorsements on each
particular letter. Tatter, No. 164.

2. In law, an incidental or subsidiary writing

upon theback of apaper, writing, or other docu-

ment, to the contents of which it relates or per-

tains. A memorandum indorsed is more permanently
and Inseparably connected with the principal document
than one made upon another paper and annexed.

More specifically—3. In commercial law: (a)

The signature of the payee of a note, biU, or

check, or that of a third person, written on the

back of the note or biU in evidence of his trans-

fer of it, or of his assuring its payment, or both.
An indorsementmay be : (1)m full, mentioning the name
of the person in whose favor the indorsement is made ; (2)

m blani, consisting simply of the name of the indorser

written on the back of the instrument without qualifying

words ; (3) dbsoliUe, binding the indorser to pay on no oth-

er condition than the failure of the prior parties to do so,

and of due notice to him of their failure (an indorsement

in blank by a party or holder is in legal effect absolute)

;

(4) condttimal, containing some other condition to the in-

dorser's liability; fi) restrictive, so worded as to restrict

the further negotiability of the Instrument ; (6) qualified,

without recourse ; (7) j(^nt, made when a note Is payable

to several persons who are not partners. Successive irir

dorsemmts are made by several persons rendering them-

selves liable in the order in which they indorse. (6) The
transfer or assurance so manifested.—4. Eat-

iflcation; sanction; approval.

It has so narrow a basis, therefore, that it can never re-

ceive the endorsement of the public.
American Publwhers Circular.

He [Classen] gives BOttlcher's work a hearty i^^j!^
ment. Amer. Jour. PhUol., VI. 506.

Accommodation indorsement. See aecommwdatwn
biU, under accommodation.— Yiajili indorsement, see

def. 3 (a) (^.—Indorsement without recourse, an in-

dorsement hj which a payee or holder, by wntmg witn-

out recourse," or similar words, with his name, merely

transfers the paper without assuming any liability upon

it— Irregrulai' indorsement, an indorsement made Dy a

stranger before indorsement by the payee, and usuauy m-

tended to be a mere assurance of payment to the payee

without the indorser becoming an apparent party to any

transfer of the paper.—Special Indorsement, an in-

dorsement with qualifying words, such as, "pay to A. b.

or order," or "for collection."
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indorser, endorser (in-, en-d6r's6r), n. The
person who indorses or writes his name on the

_
back of a note or bill of exchange.
indorser, endorser (in-, en-ddr'sor), n. Same
as indorser,

indotint (in'do-tint), «. and a. [< Jnd(ia ink)
+ tint.'] I, ri. Txi photog., a print produced in
printing-ink by a special process from a gela-
tin surface bearing an image in relief, or the
process by which such prints are produced: as,
an indoUnt, or a picture in indotint.

II. a. Of, pertaining to, or noting such pic-
tures, or the process by which they are pro-
duced.
indowt, V. t. An obsolete form of endow.
Indra (in'dra), n. [Skt., of unknown deriva-
tion.] In Jffindu myth., in the oldest or Vedic
religion, the god of the thunder-storm, whose
office it is to transfix the demon that hides and
keeps back the rain, and to pour this out upon
the earth. He Is the most conspicuous and most lauded
god in the Vedic pantheon. In the later religion he is the
chief of the gods of second rank. He is represented in
various ways in painting and sculpture.

indraft, indraught (in'draft), n. [< «mi -l-

draft^, draught^^ 1. A drawing in; a draft or
drawing of something into a place or situation

;

an inward flow or current, as of air, cause.d by
some attracting or impelling force or an under-
current of sea-water.

Those foure Ind/ra/ughts were drawne into an inward
gulfe or whirlepoole. HaTcluyts Voyages, L 122.

Having been long tossed in the ocean of this world,'he
will by that time feel the indroAigM of another.

' SwT.Browne, Christ. Mor., ill 22.

A new indrafi of rough barbaric blood was poured into
the population. Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 36.

2t. An opening from the sea into the land; an
inlet ; a passage inward.

Ebbs and floods there could be none when there were
no indraughts, bays, or gulphs to receive a flood. Raleigh.

Navigable rivers are indraughts to obtain wealth.
Bacon.

indraw (in-drfl,'), v. i. [< imX + dra/iv.'] To draw
in or inward.
He trauailed alone, and purposely described all the

Kortheme Islands, with the i/ndravmug seas.

BaMuyt'a Voyages, 1. 122.

The moon is continually moving faster and taster, as if

upon an indrawing spiral which ultimately would precip-
itate her upon the earth. New Princeton Rev., I. 51.

indrawn (in'drtin), a. [< in^ + drawn.] Drawn
in; introverted; manifesting or indicative of
mental abstraction or introspection: as, an in-

drawn look. [Kare.]

"Lancaster—the name is not unknown to me," re-

marked Mr. Grant, but in an indrawn tone, characteristic

of a man accustomed to communing with himself.
J. Hawthorns, Dust^ p. 17.

A pace or two behind him stood Mr. Peck, regarding
the effect of this apparition upon the company with the
same dreamy, indrawn presence he had in the pulpit.

Howells, Annie Kilbum, xvliL

indreadt (in-dred'), v. i. [< MJ-2 + dread. Of.

adread.2 To fear or be afraid.

So Isaak's sonnes ind/readin^ tor to feel

This tyrant, who pursued him at the heel,

Dissundring fled.

T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, L 67.

indrencht (in-drench'), «. t. [< J»-2 -t- drench^]

To overwhelm with water ; drown; drench.

Reply not in how many fathoms deep
liey lie indreneh'd. Shak., T. and C, L 1.

indri (in'dri), n. [= P. indri, < Malagasy »»-

dri, man of the woods.] The babakoto, Indris

or Liohanotus brevicaudatvs, a lemurine quad-

ruped of Madagascar, belonging to the sub-

family Indrisince and family LemwridoB. GOie tall

induce
is extremely short ; the hind Ihnbs are disproportionately
long ; and both hands and feet are, on account of their
large size and the separation of the thumbs and great toes,
well fitted for grasping. Hie muzzle is short and nearly •

naked ; the pelage is soft and woolly, and very variable iu
coloration. The animal is of about the size of a cat, lives
In trees, and has a wailing cry.

Indris (in'dris), n. [NL., < indri, q. v.] The
typical genus of Indrisince, having 30 teeth, a
rudimentary tail, long hind limbs, prehensile
paws, a short snout, and a woolly coat. Geoffroy
St. Silaire. See indri. Also called lAchanotits.

Indrisinae (in-dri-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Jndris
+ incB.] A subfamily of Lemuridw, compris-
ing the genera Jndris or lAchanotus, Avahis or
Microrhynchiis, and Propitheous. The indri and

_
avahi are leading representatives.
indubious (in-dti'bi-us), a. [< L. induhius, not
doubtful, < in- priv. + dulnus, doubtful: see du-
bious.'] 1. Not dubious or doubtful; certain.—2. Not doubting; unsuspecting.

Hence appears the vulgar vanity of reposing an iTidu.
bums confidence in those antipestilential spirits. Hanxy.

indubiously (in-du'bi-us-li), adv. "Without
doubt; undoubtedly.

Clearly and inditbiously the election of bishops and
presbyters was in the apostles' own persons.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), n. 219.

indubitable (in-dti'bi-ta-bl), a. [= P. indubi-
table = Sp. indubitable = Pg. indubita/vel = It.

imdubitabile, < L. indubitabiUs, that cannot be
doubted, < in- priv. + dubitabilis, that can be
doubted: see dubitable.] Not dubitable; too
plain to admit of doubt: as, indubitable proof.

There may be an induhitaMe certainty where there is

not an infallible certainty.

Bp. Wilkins, Natural Beligion, t 3.

When general observations are drawn from so many
particulars as to become certain and induHtable, these
are jewMs of knowledge. Watts, Improvement of Mind.

=S3m. See list under indisputable.

indubitableness (in-dii'bi-ta-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being indubitable.

indubitably (in-du'bi-ta-bU), adv. In an in-

dubitable manner; unquestionably; vrithoutor

beyond doubt; evidently.

These are oracles indubitably clear and infallibly cer-

tain. Barrow.

Had he lived in the age of the crusades, he would indu-
bitably have beaded one of those expeditions himself.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., 11. 21.

An Inference of this kind could not so indubitably be
drawn. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, iL

indubitate^t (in-dii'bi-tat), v. t. [(.'L.indubita-

tus, pp. of indubitare, doubt of , < in, in, + <J«-

bitare, doubt: see dubitate.] To cause to be
doubted; bring into doubt. Sir T. Browne.

indubitate^t (in-du'bi-tat), a. [< L. indubita^

tus, not doubted, < in- priv. + dubitatus, pp. of

dubitare, doubt: see doubP; n.] Undoubted;
evident; certain.

Thou hast an heir indubitate.
Whose eyes already sparkle majesty.

Chapman, Alphonsus, Emperor of Germany, iv. 3.

induce (in-dus'), v. t.; pret. and pp. indiiced,... , -=(5F. • -

Indri, or Babakoto [{ndrts brevicaiidaius).

ppr. inducing, [< MB. endueen (=

(> E. endued), P. enduire = Pr. enduire, endurre
= Sp. inducir = It. indurre, indiicere), <'L. in-

dueere, lead in, bring in or to, introduce, < in,

in, + ducere, lead: see du^t. Cf. abdu.ce, ad-
duce, conduce, produce, etc. Cf. also induct.]

If. To lead in; bring in; introduce.

In til a potto of erthe CTiduce a floure,

TJppon his bough downe bounden ther to dwelle.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 162.

In place of these foure Trocheus ye might indmce other
feete of three times, as to make the three Billables.

Puttenham,, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 105.

These inducedthe masquers,whichweretwelve nymphs.
B. Jon^son, Masque of Blackness.

2t. To draw on
;
place upon.

There are who, fondly studious of Increase,

Bich foreign mould on their ill-natur'd land
Induce laborious. J. Philips, Cider, L

And o'er the seat^ with plenteous wadding stufl'd,

Induced a splendid cover. Cowper, Task, i. 82.

3. To lead by persuasion or influence; pre-
vail upon; incite.

I do believe^
Induced by potent circumstances, that
Ton are mine enemy. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

Fray what could induce him to commit so rash an ac-

tion? Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, i.

4. To lead to ; bring about by persuasion or in-

fluence ; bring on or produce in anyway ; cause

:

as, his mediation induced a compromise ; opium
induces sleep.

Let the vanity of the times be restrained, which the
neighbourhood of other nationshave induced,andwe strive
apace to exceed our pattern. Bacon, Advice to Villiers.
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Apoplexy,iJwZuwrfby the excesses of the preceding night,

Sir Giles's confidential leedi pronounced to be the cause of

his Buddeu dissolution.

Barhanif Ingoldsby Legends, I. 18.

Solitude iTiduced reflection, a reliance of the mind on
its own resources, and iudividuality of character.

Lowellj Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 205.

5. la physics, to cause or produce by proximi-
ty without contact or apparent transmission,

as a paj'ticular electric or magnetic condition in

a body, by the approach of another body which
is in an opposite electric or magnetic state.

—

6. To infer by induction.

From a sufficient number of results a proposition or law
is iTiduced, the authority of which increases with the num-
ber and weight of those results. Science, XII. 304.

=Syn. 3 and 4. Impel, Induce, etc. See actuate, and list

under incite.

induced (in-diist'), p. a. Caused by induction.
— Induced current, in elect, a current excited by the
variation of an adjacent current or of the surrounding
magnetic field. See induction, 6.—Induced magnetism,
magnetism produced in soft iron when a magnet is held

- near, or a wire through which a current is passing is coiled
round it. See inditction, 6.

inducement (in-diis'meut), n. [< induce +
-ment.^ 1. That which iiiduces; anything that
leads the mind to wiU or to act ; that which in-

fluences one's conduct; motive ;
incentive.

If this inducement move her not to love,
Send her a letter of thy noble deeds.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. i.

All Mankind abhorr suffering so much that one of the
great InduceTnents to the study of Morality of old was to

find out some Antidotes against the common Accidents of
Life. StiUingJleet, Sermons, III. v.

2t. A preamble, preface, or introductory ex-

planation; an induction. B&einducUon, n., i.

HowBoeuer (in these wretched dales) the dedication of
Bookes is growne into a wretched respect ; because the In-
duceitients looke a wrie, sometimes from vertue, pointing
at ostentation (which is grosse), or at flatterie (which is

more base^, or else at gaine, which is the most sordid of all

other. Sir T. More, Dedication, Int. to Utopia, p. clxxi.

3. In law, a statement which leads to the main
statement ; facts and circumstances stated by
way of preliminary to show out of what the act

or transaction directly in question arose. =Syn.
1. Incentive, etc. (see motive), incitement. See actuate.

inducer (in-dii'ser), n. One who or that which
induces, persuades, or influences.

induciae (m-dii'shi-e), n. pi. [L. , more correct-

ly indutiw, a cessation of hostilities, a cessa-
tion, pause, delay.] In Scots law, the days
which intervene between the citation of a de-
fender and the day of his appearance in the ac-

tion or process: more fully called indudcB legates.

inducible (in-dii'si-bl), a. [< induce + 4ble.']

1. Capable of being induced; that may be
caused, brought about, or made to take place.—3. Capable of being inferred by induction;
that may be concluded or inferred.

That the extreme and remote parts of the earth were in
this time inhabited is also inducible from the like testi.

monies. Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Eit., vi. 6.

induct (in-dukt'), V. t. [< L. inductus, pp. of

inducere, lead in: see induce.^ 1, To intro-

duce; initiate.

We may be pretty certain that Mr. Rowson profited, in
his turn, by his young master's liberality and gratitude
for the pleasures to which the footman inducted him.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ivl

2. To introduce, especially into an office or em-
ployment; put formally in possession; inaugu-
rate or install.

The prior, when inducted into that dignity, took an oath
not to alienate any of their lands,

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Reformation, an. 1553.

Malone . . . inducted himself into the corresponding
seat on the other side. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vii.

inductance (in-duk'tans), n. [< induct + -ance.']

Power of induction ; specifically, the coefficient

of self-induction. See induction, 6.

The term commonly employed to denote the electrical
inertia-like effect is " seK-induction," which is becoming
gradually shortened to inductance. Science, XII. 18.

inductativet (in-duk'ta-tiv), a. [ME. inducta-

tife; appar. < induct +'-ative, but prob. intend-
ed for inductive.^ Serving to induct.

Or natural goodnes of enery substance, is nothing els

than his substaunciall being, which is ycleaped goodnes,
so as it is indu^tatife, by meanes into the first goodnes.

Chaitcer, Testament of Love, ii.

inducteOUS (in-duk'te-us), a. [Irreg. < induct
+ -eoMS.] In elect., rendered electropolar by
induction, or brought into the opposite electric

state by the influence of inductive bodies.

inductile (in-duk'til), a. [< in-^ + ductile.^

Not ductile ; not capable of being drawn into
threads, as a metal.

inductillty (in-duk-til'i-ti), n. [< inductile +
-ity.'] The quality of being inductile.
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induction (in-duk'shon), n. [< ME. induccim,

< OF. (also F.) induction = Pr. uiductio = op-

induceion = Pg. indua-Oo = It. indusione, < L.

inductio{n-), a leading in, bringing in or upon,

an inference (tr. Gr. inayayv), < inducere, lead

in: see induce, induct.^ 1. The act of inducting

or bringing in.— 2. SpecifieaUy, the introduc-

tion of a person into an office with the custom-

ary forms and ceremonies ; installation; espe-

cially, the introduction of a clergyman into a

benefice, or the official act of putting a clergy-

man in actual possession of the church and its

temporalities,to which he has been presented:

usually performed by virtue of a mandate un-

derthesealofthebishop.—St. Beginning; com-

mencement ; introduction.

These promises are fair, the parties sure.

And our induction fuU of prosperous hope.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., m. 1.

Hots have I laid, inductions dangerous,

By drunken prophecies, libels, and dreams.

To set my brother Clarence and the king

In deadly hate the one against the other.

Shak., Rich. III., 1. 1.

Some straight way said (their tungs with enuy fret)

Those wanton layes inductions were to vice.

G. Whetstone, Remembrance of Gascoigne. (.Arber.)

4. In a literary work, an introduction or pre-

face; a preamble; a prologue; a preliminary

sketch or scene; a prelude, independent of

the main performance, but exhibiting more
or less directly its purpose or character: as,

the induction to Shakspere's "Taming of the

Shrew."
Gentlemen, Inductions are out of date, and a prologue

in verse is as stale as a black velvet cloak and a bay gar-

land. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ProL

The opening or induction to these tales contains perhaps

the most poetical passages in Berceo's works.
Ticlawr, Span. Lit., I. 28.

5. In logic, the process of drawing a general
conclusion from particular oases ; tl^e inference

from the character of a sample to that of the
whole lot sampled. Aristotle's example is : Man, the
horse, and the mule are animals lacking a gall-bladder

;

now, man, the horse, and the mule are long-lived animals

;

hence, all animals that lack the gall-bladder are long-lived.
Logicians usually make it essential to induction that it

should be an inference from the possession of a character
by all the individuals of the sample to its possessionby the
whole class ; but the meaning is to be extended so as to
cover the case in which, from the fact that a character is

found in a certain proportion of individuals of the sample,
its possession by a like proportion of individuals of the"

whole lotsampled is inferred. Thus, if one draws a handful
of coffee from a bag, and, finding every bean of the hand-
ful tobeaflne one, concludes that all the beans in the bag
are fine, he makes an induction ; but the character of the
inference is essentially the same if, instead of finding that
all the beans are fine, he finds that two thirds of them are
fine and one third inferior, and thence concludes thatabout
two thirds of all the beans in the bag are fine. On the other
hand, induction, in the strict sense of the word, is to be
distinguished from such methods of scientific reasoning
as, firsts reasoning by signs, as, for example, the inference
that because a certain lot of coffee has certain characters
known to belong to coffee grown in Arabia, therefore this
lot grew in Arabia; and, second, reasoning by analogy,
where, from the possession of certain characters by a cer-
tain small number of objects, it is inferred that the same
characters belong to another object, which considerably
resembles the objects named, as the inference that Mars
is inhabited because the earth is inhabited. But the term
induction has a second and wider sense, derived from the
use of the term inductive philosophy by Ba^on. In this
second sense, namely, every kind of reasoning which is

neither necessary nor a probable deduction, and which,
though it may fail in a given case, is sure to correct itself
in the long run, is called an induction. Such inference
is more properly called ampliative inference. Its char-
acter is that, though the special conclusion drawn might
not be verified in the long run, yet similar conclusions
would be, and in the long run the premises would be so
corrected as to change the conclusion and make it cor-
rect. Thus, if, from the fact that female births are gen-
erally in excess among negroes, it is inferred that they will
be so in the United States during any single year, a prob-
able deduction is drawn, which, even if it happens to mil in
the special case, will generally be found true. But if, from
the fact that female births are shown to be in excess among
negroes in any one census of the United States, it is in-
ferred that they are generally so, an induction is made, and
if it happens to be false, then on continuing that sort of
investigation, new premises will be obtained from other
censuses, and thus a correct general conclusion will in the
longrun be reached. Induction, as above defined, is called
philosmhical or real induction, in contradistinction iofor-
mal or logical induction,which rests on acomplete enumer-
ation of cases and is thus induction only in form A real
induction is never made with absolute confidence, but the
belief in th6 conclusion is always qualified and shaded
down. Socratic induction is the foi-mation of a definition
from the consideration of single instances. Mathematical
induction, BO called, is a peculiar kind of demonstration
introduced by Fermat, and better termed Fermatian in-
ference. This demonstration, which is indispensable in
the theory of numbers, consists in showing that a certain
property, if possessed by any number whatever, is neces-
sarily possessed by the number next greater than that
number, and then in showing that the property In ques-
tion IS m fact possessed by some number, N ; whence it
follows that the property is possessed by every number
greater than N. - .

induction

Socrates used a kind of induceion by askyng many qnoe-

tions, the whiche when thei were graunted he broughte

therupon his conflrmacion concerning the present con-

troversie ; which kinde of argumente hath nis name of

Socrates himseU, called by the learned Socrates induction.

Sir T. WHson, Rule of Reason.

Our memory, register of sense,

And mould of arta, as mother of induction.

Lord Brooke, Human Learning (16S3), st M.

Inductions will be more sure, the larger the experience

from which they ai'e drawn. Bancroft, Hist. Const, L 5.

6. In physics, the process by which a body hav-

ing electrical or magnetic properties calls forth

similar properties in a neighboring body with-

out direct contact j electrical influence, statical

or electrontatic inditction is the production of an electtictd

charge upon a body by the influence of another body which
is chaiged with statical electricity. For example, if a

brass sphere A charged with electricity is brought near to

a neutral conductor £, it calls forth or induces in it a state

of electrification opposite to that of A on the nearer end a,

and of the same kind on 6. The presence of electricity on
the surface of B may be sho^vn by the divergence of the

pith balls. The electricity at a is bound by the charge on
A, while that at b is free. If a ground connection is made,

as by touching B with the flnger, that at 6 will pass ofl;

leaving only the opposite kind of electricity on B, which,

if the sphere A is removed, will then diffuse itself over

the whole surface and be tree, B becoming charged bj

statical Induction.

induction with negative electricity if that of A be positire.

It can be shown by experiment that the inductive influ-

ence is transmitted through the non-conducting medium,
which may be considered as in a state of strain or ten-

sion. It is found, further, that the character of the me-
dium determines the amount of induced electricity. The
power of a non-conducting substance to transmit this in-

fluence, as compared with that of dry air, is called its «j«-

eijw inductive capacity, or dielectric capacity. For exam-

ple, for glass it is several times that of dry air. The prin-

ciple of statical induction is involved in the electrophorus,

in the Holtz and other influence or iudnction machines,

and in the condenser, as in the Leyden jar. Voltaic or

electrodynamic induction is the production of an elecbic

Voltaic Induction.

current by the influence of another independent current
When the current is induced by the action of a mag-
net, or when a magnetic condition is induced by an ele*

trie current^ the phenomenon is spoken of as eleetromag.

netic induction. Supposewe have a smfdl coil or bobbin ot

rather coarse insulated copper wire connected with avoli

talc battery, called the primary coil. A, and another larger

hollow coil of finer wire, also insulated, called the iecon"

dary coil, B, whose poles are connected with a galvanom'
eter. It will be found that if .4 is first inserted within S,

and then a current is sent through A, at the instantwhen
the circuit is made a momentary current (yndmed eat-

rent) will be induced in B, opposite in direction to that

of A ; also that, when the primary circuit is broken, there

will be a momentary induced current in the same direc-

tion as that in .li— that is, a direct current will be ininceo

in B. If, further, the primary current is rapidly made and

broken, the wire of the secondary coil will be continually

traversed by a current, but one whose direction is contin-

ually alternating. A similar result will be produced u
the primary current is varied rapidly in strength, an in-

crease in strength producing an inverse, and a decrease a

direct current Thirdly, if while A is continually traversed

by a current it is flrst inserted within B and then with-

drawn, an induced current will be caused In B, flrst in-

verse and on the withdrawal direct, and so on. Similarly, if

a magnet is flrst introduced within B and then withdrawn,
the result is to induce in B a current respectively invoree

and direct to the amperian currents of tJiQ magnet consid-

ered as a solenoid. (See Ampire's theory, under themy.)
Again, If a piece of soft iron is placedwithin the coil B, ana a

magnet is rapidly approached and withdrawn from U, tli>
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effect (see magnetic induction, below) is to magnetize tlie
soft iron,and witli the approach of the magnet this magnet-
ism increases in strength, and (analogous to case 3, above)
a current inverse to the amperlan current is induced, and
conversely vrhen the magnet is taien away The princi-
ples of wttaw! and electromagnetic indwtion are used in
the indnction-coil (which see), in all magneto-electric and
dynamo-electric machines (see under electric), and also in
the telephone (which see), and in many other devices In-
duced currents can be made to have a very high electro-
motive force, It being in many cases comparable with that
produced by a Holtz machine ; but this depends upon the
relative flneness of the wire of the secondary coil as com-
pared with that of the primary coU. An electric current
may also mduce (aswhen it is made and broken) a current
oaUed an extra current, in the conductor through whioli
It Itself passes ; this is called self-imliwtim. Magnetic in-
duction 18 the production of magnetic properties In amag-

Magnetic Induction.

netic substance, as a bar of soft iron, by a neighboring
magnet. The effect of the magnet is to develop the mag-
netic polarity of each molecule of the soft iron, and hence
to make the whole bar a magnet, with poles reversed as
compared with the inducing magnet. If several pieces of
soft iron are placed near together, the inductive effect is

transmitted nom the ilrst to the second, and so on. The
magnetic induction in a magnet, or magnetic medium, is

the force which would exist within a narrow crevice cut
out of the magnet with its plane sides normal to the direc-
tion of force. See magnetic.—Flow of induction. See
;&H»i.—Induction by simple enumeration. See enu-
meration—Mutual Induction, the reaction of two elec-
tric circuits upon each other, due to variations in the dis-
tance between them or in the strength of the current car-
ried by them.—Peristaltic Induction, a term applied by
Thomson to the mntnal electrostatic induction between
the wires of a multiple cable.— Self-induction, the re-
action of difEerent parts of the same circuit upon one
another, due to variations in distance or current strength.
See def. 6, above.

inductional (in-duk'shon-al), a. [< incl^u>Uon

+ -aZ.] Relating to or characterized by induc-
tion; inductive.

induction-balance (In-duk'shgn-baVans), n.

An electrical device consisting of two primary-
coils through which an alternating current is

sent, and two secondaiy coils so connected that
the currents induced in them just balance or
neutralize each other. This condition is indicated by
the silence of a telephone connected with the secondaiy
coils ; but if the current in one of the coils is varied in in-

tensity, as by introducing within it a piece of metal, the
balance will be disturbed, and this is announced by the
telephone. The instrument has been used to measure the
change of conductivity of metals by certain alloys. A sim-
plided modification of it was employed to search for a
bulletin a human body, the proximity of the metal being
sufScient to disturb the balance.

induction-bridge (in-duk'shgn-brij), n. An in-

duction-balance arranged in'a manner similar

to a "Wheatstone's bridge and- used for induc-

tion and other electrical measurements.
induction-coil (in-duk'shgn-koil), n. In. elect.,

an apparatus for producing ctirrents by induc-

tion, and for utilizing them, it consists essentially

of two coils wound on a hoUow cylinder, within which is

a core formed of a bar of soft iron or a bundle of soft

iron wires. One of the coils (see induction, 6), called the

primary coil, of comparatively coarse wire, is connected

with the battery by means of an arrangement for making
and breaking connection with it, so as to produce tempo-

rary currents ; the other, the secondary coil, of very fine

wire, is wound round the first, but carefully insulated

Irom it, and in it is generated a current by induction

Induction-coiL

•every time the current begins or stops in the primary coil.

The currents produced by the induction-coil may have

a very high electromotive force and hence great power of

overcoming resistance. With a very large induction-coil,

in the construction of the secondary coU of which nearly

300miles of wire were used, sparks over 40 inchesm lenftn

have been obtained. The induction-coil is often called

the SuhmkorffcoH, or inductonum. See transforrmr.

induction-machine (in-duk'shon-ma-shen ), n.

A machine for generating electricity by means
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of induction: generally applied to machines
_
generating static electricity by induction.
induction-pipe (in-duk'shpn-pip), M. In a
steam-engine, the pipe through which the live

_
steam passes to the steam-chest.

induction-port(in-duk'shon-p6rt), ?!, The open-
ing from the steam-chest of a steam-engine,
into the cylinder through which live steam
flows : also analogously used for simUar open-

_
ings in air-engines, gas-engines, etc.

induction-valve (in-duk'shon-valv), n. In an
engine, the valve oontroUing the induction of
live steam to the cylinder.
inductive (in-duk'tiv), a. [= OF. and F. induo-W = Pr- inductiu = Sp. Pg. induotwo = It. in-
duttivo, < LL. inductivus, serving to induce or
to infer, < L. inducere, pp. mductus, induce, in-
duct : see induce, induct.'] 1 . Leading or draw-
ing; inducing; tempting: with to. [Eare.]

A brutish vice.
Inductive mainly to the sin of Eve.

Milton, P. L., xi 519.

2. Tending to induce or cause; productive:
with of. [Rare.]
They may be probable and inductive of credibility.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

3. In logic, pertaining to or of the nature of in-
duction: as, inductiiie syllogism, reasoning, or
proof.

To fulfil the conditions of inductive inquiry, we ought
to be able to observe the effects of a cause coming singly
into action, while all other causes remain unaltered.

Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 20.

4. Having the character of an induction or
prologue; introductory.

The introduction or exposition forms an integral part
of the action, even if (as with the Greeks) it be presented
in the form of a Prologue, or (as in some of our older Eng-
lish plays and in many modern dramas) by means of a sepa^
rate Induction, or even by an inductive Dumb-show.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., p. xL

5. Id. elect.: (a) Able to produce electricityby
induction: as, inductive force. (6) Operating
by induction: as, an inductive electrical ma-
chine, (c) Facilitating induction; susceptible
of being acted on by induction: as, certain
substances have a great inductive capacity. See
induction, 6.

Those substances which are good dielectrics are said to
possess a high inductive capacity.

S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 56.

Dr. John Hopkinson is pursuing his examination of the
specific inductive capacity of oUs and other liquids.

Nature, XXXVn. 303.

Inductive inference. See viduction, 5.— Inductive
pMlosopliy, the name given by Bacon to science founded
on induction or observation ; experimental science.— In-
ductive reasoning. See deductive reasoning, under de-
ductive.— Inductive retardation, in telegraphy, the re-
tardation of speed, or the slowness of signaling, caused
by the electrostatic capacity of the line.—Inductive sci-
ence, any special branch of science founded on positive
observed fact. Formerly, when induction was supposed
to be peculiarly appropriate to physics and natur£d his-

tory, the phrase was usually restricted to those sciences,

but at the present day it would be understood to embrace
almost every science, when properly pursued, except
mathematics and perhaps theology and law.— Specific
Inductive capacity. See ca:^acUy and induction.

inductively (in-duk'tiv-li), adv. In an induc-
tive manner; by induction or inference.

It [revilingl is utterly useless to all rational intents and
purposes, and this I shall make appear inductively, byre-
counting the several ends and intents to which -with any
colour of reason it may he designed ; and then, by show-
ing how utterly unfit it is to reach or affect any of them.

South, Works, YIII. viL

inductivity (in-duk-tiv'i-ti), n. [< inductive +
-ity.] The power or capacity for induction;
specifically, a measure or coefficient of induc-

tion, as of magnetic induction ; specific induc-

tive capacity.

-When the inductivities are equal, there is a material

simplification. Philos. Mag., XXVI. 367.

inductometer (in-diik-tom'e-ter), «. [Irreg. <

induct(ion) + Gv. fihpov, measure.] An instru-

ment used by Faraday formeasuring the degree
or rate of electric induction, or for comparing
the specific inductive capacities of various sub-

stances, consisting of three insulated metallic

plates, placed parallel to and at equal distances

from one another, each exterior plate being
connected with an insulated gold leaf of an
electroscope.

inductor (in-duk'tgr), n. [< L. inductor, one

who stirs up, an instigator, Ut. 'one who leads

in,' < itidueere, pp. inductus, lead in : see induce,

induct.] 1. One who inducts ; the person who
inducts another into an office or charge.— 2.

In elect., any part of an instrument or appa-

ratus which acts inductively on another or is

so acted upon, See earth-imu^tor.

indulge

inductorium (in-duk-to'ri-um), n.
;
pi. indueta-

ria,inductormms (-a, -umz). [NIi. (cf. L. induc-
torium, a covering)', < L. inducere, pp. inductus,
lead in, bring on: see induce, induct.] Same as
induction-coil.

A large inductorium, capable of giving a spark in air of
about twenty inches in length.

Jour. Franklin Inst, CXXL, Supp.,p. 43.

inductoscope (in-duk'to-skop), n. [Irreg. <
induct(ion) -f Gr. anoTreiv, view.] An instru-
ment for detecting magnetic or electric induc-
tion.

induct-pipe (ia-dukt'pip), n. A pipe which in-
ducts or lets in air, etc.

inductric (in-duk'trik), a. [Irreg. < induc{tion)
+ (elec)trio.] In elect., acting on other bodies
by induction, as an electrified body; relating

_
to induction. Faraday.
indue^ (in-dii'), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. indued, ppr.

induing. [Also endue (see endue^); < li.induere,
put on (dress), get into, prob. < indu-in, < in,
in: see inX. Cf. Gr. hSvecv, get into.] 1. To
put on, as a garment. [Archaic]

That with a clean and purified heart
The fitlier I may indue my robe.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

By this time the baron had indued a pair of jackboots
of large dimensions. SciM-

2. To clothe ; invest. [Archaic]
Indud with robes of various hue she files.

And flying draws an arch (a segment of the skies).

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., x.

See where she stands ! a mortal shape indued
With love and life and light and deity.

Shelley, Epipsychidion.

The more I strove to indue myself in actual righteous-
ness, the wider gaped the jaws of hell within me.

H. Ja/mes, Subs, and Shad., p. 126.

indue^ (in-dii'), V. t.i pret. and pp. indued, ppr.
induing. [Avar, of endus^, q. v.] 1. To fur-
nish; supply; endow.

He it indv£d, of his liberality.
With pleasant possessions <& large liberty.

Rob. of Gloucester, II. 697, App.
Of thosei some were so from their sourse indevid
By great Dame Nature. Spenser, E. Q., n. ii. 6.

Lords of the wide world, and wild watery seas.
Indued with inteUectual sense and souls.

Shak., C. of B., a 1.

St. To inure ; accustom.

Her clothes spread wide

;

And, mermaid-like, a while they bore her up

:

Which time she chanted snatches of old tunes.
As one incapable of her own distress.
Or like a creature native and indued
Unto that element. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

induement (in-dii'ment), n. [< ind^le^ + -ment]
Same as enduetnent.

"

They sit still, and expect guifts, and prostitute every i7i-

duement of grace, every holy thing to sale.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

indulge (in-dulj'), v.; pret. and pp. indulged,
ppr. indulging. [= It. indulgere, < L. indulgere,

be kind or complaisant to, give oneself up to,

appar. < iti, in, on, + *dulgere, of uncertain ori-

^n, connected by some with dulcis, sweet, gra-
cious, by others -with 6r. doXix^Q, long, Skt.
dirgha, long.] I. trans. 1. To be kind or com-
plaisant to; yield to the wish or humor of;
gratify by compliance ; refrain from restrain-
ing ; humor : as, to indulge a child.

Pelham . . . felt that an ally [like Pitt] so little used
to control, and so capable of inflicting injury, might well
be indulged in an occasional fit of waywardness.

Macauluy, William Pitt.

Georgiana, who had a spoiled temper, a very acrid spite,

a captious and insolent carriage, was universally indulged.
Charlotte Brtmte, Jane Eyre, ii.

2t. To grant, as a favor ; bestow in compliance
with desire or petition; accord.

But we indulge ourselves no such liberties as these.
Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

Ancient privileges, favours, customs, and acts of grace
indulged by former kings to their people must not with-
out high reason and great necessities be revoked by their
successors. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ilL § 2.

3. To give way to ;
give free course to: as, to

indulge a propensity or a passion.

In the first ranks indulge thy thirst of fame

;

Thybrave example shall the rest inflame.
Pope, niad, xv. 558.

[Theyjthinkif they are abstemious -with regard to . . .

wine, they may indulge their other appetites.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Iviii.

The Indulged, in Scottish hiet., those ministers of the
Presbyterian Church who in the reigns of Charles n. and
James IL accepted government toleration and protection.
See indiUgence, 5.

Thefeudbetween the Indulged and the "non-Indulged "

took the place of that between Besolutioners and Protest-
ers. Encyc. Brit, XIX. 683.

=8301. 1. Humor, ete. (see gratify); favor, pamper.



indulge

H. intrans. 1. To gratify one's self freely;

give free course to the gratmeation of one's de-

sires or appetites : followed by in before the ob-

ject of desire, etc. : as, to indulge in the use of

tobacco.

Mostmen are more willing to indulge in easy vices than
to practise laborious virtues. Johnson,

2t. To yield; give way: with to.

He mast, by indulgii^ to one sort of reprovable dis-

course himself, defeat his endeavours against the rest.

Government of the Tongue.

indulgement (in-duli'ment), TO. [< indulge +
-ment.'\ Indulgence. [Itare.]

indulgence (in-dul'jens), to. [< ME. indulgence
= F. indulgence = Pr. indulgeneia, endulgeneia,

endulgensia = Sp. Pg. indulgeneia = It. induU
genza, < L. indiilgentia, < indulgen(t-)s, indul-

gent: see indulgent."] 1. The act of indulging;
forbearance of restraint or control; gratifica-

tion of desire or humor; also, the character of

being indulgent. '

As you from crimes would pardon'd he.
Let your mdidgeTice set me free,

Shak., Tempest, Epil.

Some sons
Complain of toomuch rigour in their mothers

:

I of too much indulgence.
Fletcher (and anotha% Fair Maid of the Inn, 1 1.

It was by this indulgence of men in their sms^ that vUe
Sect of the Gnostlcks gained so much ground m the be-
ginnings of Christlani^r. Stillingfiet. Sermons, II. 11.

2. Something with which one is indulged or

gratified; a favor granted ; an act of grace.

Hee was for his bllnde zeal punished with bllndnesse

;

of which, sooue after hee recouered by dlulne imLuXgence.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 827.

8. In com., forbearance of present payment

;

an extension, through favor, of the time in

which a debt can be paid : as, to grant an in-

dulgence of three months on a note.— 4. In
Bom. Cath. theol.: (a) Remission of sins: used
in this sense by the earlier ecolesiastioal writ-

ers. (6) A remission of the punishment which
is still due to sin after sacramental absolu-
tion, this remission being valid in the court of

conscience and before God, and being made by
an application of the treasure of the church on
the part of a lawful superior. Eusebius Amort,
History of Indtilgenees, quoted in Cath. Diet.
Indulgences are classed asplenary orpartial,gen,eral (that

is, for the whole church) or particular, etc.

An Indulgence is a remission, granted out of the Sacra-
ment of Penance, of that temporal punishment which,
even after the sin Is forgiven, we have yet to undergo
either here or in Purgatory.

Full Catechism of Catholic Religion (1863).

Indulgence cannot be obtained for unforgiven sin. Be-
fore any one can obtain for himself the benefit of an in-

dulgence the guilt must have been washed away and the
eternal punishment, if his sin has been mortal, must have
been forgiven. Cath. Diet.

(c) Eelaxation of an ecclesiastical law, or ex-
emption of a partictilax individual from its

provisions: properly called dispensation.— 5.
In Scottish hist., in the reigns of Charles 11.

and James 11., permission to hold religious

services.

His uncle's family attended the ministry of one of those
numerous Presbyterian clergymen who, complying with
certain regulations, were licensed to preach without inter-

ruption from the government. This indulgence, aa it was
called, made a great schism among the Presbyterians, and
those who accepted of it were severely censured by the
more rigid sectaries, who refused the proffered terms.

Scott, Old Mortality, v.

Coneregation of Indulgences. See congregation, 6 (a).

—Declaration of Indmgence, in Eng. hist., a royal
proclamation promising greater religious freedom to non-
conformists. The principal were : (a) A proclamation by
Charles II. in 1671 or 1672, promising the suspension of
penal laws relating to ecclesiastical matters which were di-

rected against nonconformists. It was rejected by Parlia-

ment. (&) A proclamation by James II. in 1687, annulling
penal laws against Roman Catholics and nonconformists,
andabolishing religious tests foroffloe. The refusal to read
this declaration by several prelates led to their trial, and
was one of the causes of the revolution of 1688.—Sale o£
Indulgences, in the Mom. Cath. Ch., formerly, the grant-
ing of the remission of temporal penalties for sins by au-
thorized agents of the Pope in return for certain pay-
ments. This waa at times largely practised to raise money
for various ecclesiastical purposes, and was often accom-
panied by great abuses. The sale of indulgences by the
Dominican preacher Tetzel in 1517 called forth the oppo-
sition of Luther and the publication of his theses, and thus
led to the German Beformation. =SyiL 1. Lenience, ten-
derness, kindness. See gratify,

indulgencyt (in-dul'jen-si), TO. Indulgence.
indulgent (in-dul'jent), a. [= F. indulgent
= Sp. Pg. It. indulgente, < L. indulgen(t-)s, ppr.
of indulgere, indulge : see indulge."] Disposed
or prone to indulge, humor, gratify, or give
way to one's own or another's desires, etc., or
to be compliant, lenient, or forbearing ; show-
ing or reaidy to show favor; favorable; indis-
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posed to be severe or harsh, or to exercise ne-

cessary restraint : as, B.n indulgent parent; to

be indulgent to servants.

God or angel guest

Withman, as wiUi his friend, familiar used _

To sit indulgent. Milton, P. L., ix. 8.

The feeble old, indulgentoi their ^e.
Dryden, Maeii, v. 936.

Indulgent gales,

Supply'd by PhcBbus, fill the swelUng sails.
*^*^

Pope, Hiad, l 624.

He was quick to discern the smallest glimpse of merit;

he was indulgent even to gross improprieties, when ac-

companied by any redeemmg talent. Macaulay, BrydeiL

=Syn. Lenient, forbearing, tolerant, gentle. Seefl'ra^^.

indulgential (in-dul-jen'shal), a. [< L. mduU
gentia, indulgence, + -al.] Relating to eccle-

siastical indulgences.

'Tis but getting some of those rusty pieces which Pope

Sixtus the Filth found once under the rubbish of an old

wall then presently you are fitted with rare indulgential

privileges. Brevint, Saul and Samuel, x.

indulgently (in-dul'jent-li), adv. In an indul-

gent manner; with indulgence, leniency, or

compliance, or without severity or restraint.

My mother, father.

And uncle love me most indulgently.

Being the only branch of all their stocks.

Beau, and FL, Four Plays in One.

indulger (in-dul'jSr), m. One who indulges.

And if (as Saint Peter saith) the severest watchers of

their nature have task hard enough, what shall be hoped
of the indulgers of it?

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xlil. § 5.

indulgiatet, v. t. [Irreg. < indulge + -ate^.] To
indulge. Davies.

Sergius Oratus was the first that made pits for them
about his house here, more for profit than to indulgiate

his gluttony. Sandys, Travailes, p. 293.

induline (in'du-Un), to. [< ind(igo) + -ul^ L.

dim. suffix, + -ine^.] A name of various coal-

tar colors used in dyeing. The various members of

the group called indulines axe made by different processes,

but all possess somewhat similar dyeing properties. Those
used for dyeing cotton are Insoluble in water, and require

to be dissolved in alcohol. For dyeing wool and silk they
are made soluble in water by strong sulphuric acid. They
all yield dark dull-blue colors similar to indigo. They are
fairly fast to lights only moderately so to weak alkalis, but
withstand the action of acids perfectly. These colors are
all closely related to violanillne (which see). Those solu-

ble in alcohol are obtained by phenylizing violanillne.

They are known by a variety of commercial names, as imi-

laniline, nigrosine, Mberfela blue, bengaline, aniline gray,
CoupieT^s blue, Boubaix blue, etc.

indult (in-dulf), ». [= P. indult = Sp. Pg. It.

indulto, < LL. indultum, an indulgence, privi-

lege, neut. of L. indultus, indulged, pp. of in-

dulgere, indulge : see indulge.] If. An indul-
gence; license; permission; grant.
The free and voluntary indult of temporal princes.

Bp. Sanderson, Works, IL 246.

2. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., a license or permis-
sion granted by the Pope for the performance
of some act not sanctioned by the common law
of the church; an exemption; a privilege.

In former times iTidults chiefly related to the patronage
.

of church dignities or benefices. Cath. Diet.

Of course every Roman Catholic knows that now mass
may not be said after midday, except by a special indult.

N. and Q., 6th ser., XII. 271.

3. In Spain, an impost formerly paid to the
king on everything brought in galleons from
America.
indultt (in-dulf), V. t. [= Sp. Pg. induUar =
It. indultare, < L. indultus, pp. of indulgere, in-
dulge: see indulge.] To indulge; grant; per-
mit; accord.

So many magnificent coUegea, athensees, houses and
schooles, founded and erected for them and their profes-
sors, and endowed with lands, . . . and vnto them royale
priulledges indvlted. Stow, Universities, xlvUL

indultift, TO. [ME., < OF. HndulUf, < L. indul-
tus, pp. of indulgere, indulge: see indult, in-
dulge.] Indulgence; luxury.

Than of brod cloth a jerde, be my lyf

;

Me thinketh this is a verry indultyf.
Occleve. (BalKwell.)

indulto (in-dul'to), TO. [< It. indulto; indult:
see indult.] Same as indult.

indumentum (in-du-men'tum), n. [L., a gar-
ment, < induere, put on (clothes) : see indv^^.]
1. In iot., any hairy covering or pubescence
which forms a coating. Gray.— 2. In ornith.,
plumage; a bird's feathers, collectively con-
sidered.

induperator (in-du'pe-ra-tor), TO. [L., var. of
imperator, emperor: see imperator, emperor.]
An emperor: used affectedly in the passage
quoted.

To chaunt and carroU forth the alteza and excelsltude
of this monarchall fludy induperator.

jyiwte, Lenten Stufle(Harl. Misc., VI 157)

indusium

induplicate (in-du'pli-kat), a. [< L. in, in, on,

+ dupUcatus, pp. of dupHcare, double: see du-

plicate.] In hot. : (a) Having the edges bent
abruptly toward the axis : said of the parts of

the calyx or corolla in estivation. (6) Having
the edges rolled inward and then arranged
about the axis without overlapping: said of

leaves in vernation.

indupUcation (in-dti-pli-ka'shon), to. [< indu-

plicate + -ion.] The state of being indupli-

cate ; something induplicate.

The whole induplication is enclosed in a transparent
structureless membrane.

Frey, Histol. and Histocbem. (trans.), p. 389.

induplicative (in-du'pli-ka-tiv), a. [As indu-

plicate + -ive.] Same as induplicate.

indurablet (in-diir'a-bl), a. An obsolete form
of endurable.

induranceti «• -An obsolete form of endurance.

indurascentt (in-du-ras'ent), a. [< indur{ate)

+ -ascent, equiv. to -escent.] In tot, harden-

ing by degrees, as the permanent petioles of a
tragacanth-bush. _ Lindley.

indurate (in'du-rat),' v.
;
pret. and pp. indv^

rated, ppr, indurating. [< L. induratas, pp. of

indurare, harden, < in, in, -I- durare, harden:

see dure and endure.] I. intrans. 1. To grow
hard; harden; become hard: as, clay indurates

by drying and by extreme heat.— 2t. To be-

come fixed or habitual; pass into use; inure.

And now, through custom or rather corruption, it has
indurated that a mass priced at three or lour denais or

one shilling is bought and sold by a blind people and by
wicked slmoniacal priests.

Quoted in Pusey's Eirenicon, p. 37.

II. fe-flSTOS. 1. To make hard: as, extreme heat

indurates clay.
On the flood.

Indurated and flx'd, the snowy weight
Lies vmdiBSolv'd. Cowper, Task, v. 98.

2. To make hard in feeling; deprive of sensi-

bility; render obdurate.

And love's and friendship's finely pointe4 dart
Fall blunted from each indurated heart.

Goldmiith, TraveUer, L 232.

induratet (in'du-rat), a. [= OF. endure; < L.

induratus, TpT^.: see the verb.] Hardened; un-

feeling; indurated.

And if he persever with indurate minde the space of

twoo yeares. Holinshed, Ghron.

The nature of those hard and indurate adamant stones

is to draw all to them.
Tyndale, Ana. to SirT. More, etc. (Parker Soo.,1850),p.l3.

indurated (in'du-ra-ted), p. a. In bot., zobl.,

and flTOat, hardened; made thick and dense;

calloused: as, an iwdMroted swelling: applied in

entomology to hard spots or elevations on a soft

surface, etc.

induration (in-du-ra'shon), TO. [= P. vndjwror

Uon = Sp. indurdcion = Pg. induraqSo ; as in-

durate -P 4on.] 1. The act of hardening, or

the process of growing hard; the state of be-

ing indurated or of having become hard.

Fire is the cause of induration, but respective to clay.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, IL 16L

2. Hardness of heart; insensibility; obduracy;
want of pliancy.

A certain induration of characterwhichhad arisen from
long habits of business. Coleridge.

3. An indurated, hardened, or callous part.

—

Brown induration of the lungs, a hardening or indn-

ration of the lung-tissue, which becomes'red in colorwith
brown spots scattered through it. The capillaries are di-

lated, and there is more or less Increase of the connective
tissue and epithelial proliferation. The brown spots are

due to small extravasations of blood. Such tissue occurs

in the lungs of persons affected with mitral disease, and is

produced by the passive hyperemia consequent on the

cardiac lesion.

indurative (in'du-ra-tiv), a. [= It. induralxeo;

as indurate + -ive.] Producing induration;

hardening: as, an induratvoe process.

Indurative changes In the solid viscera lead to venoua
obstruction. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 265.

induret, v. An obsolete form of endure.

indusia, to. Plural of indusium.
indusial (in-dii'zi-al), a. [< indusium + -al.]

Composed of or containing indusia or the eases

of larvae Indusial limestone, in geol., a fresh-water

limestone found in Auvergne, France, supposed to be com-

posed of the agglomerated indusia or cases of the larvse of

caddis-flies.

indusiate (in-dii ' zi-at), a. In hot., having an.

indusium.
The indvmite soma of this family of Ferns.

Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 395.

indusiated (in-du'gi-a-ted), a. Same as indv^

siate.

indusium (in-du'zi-um),».; -pi. indusia {-'&) [L-i

a tunic, < induere, put on: see indue^,]" 1. T^



1, part of a fertile pinnule of Lygodium
falmatum sliowinff tile scaie-lilce imbricate
indusia. 2, pinnule of Cystapteris hulbifera
with hood-like indusiura. 3, part of a pin-
nule ^Asptenium Trichomanes with linear
indusium. 4, pinnule of Aspiditttn acrosti-
choides with orbicular indusium. 5, pinnule
of iVoadsia obtusa showing the inferior in-
dusium which early bursts into irregular lobes.
6, section of a pinnule of Lastrea Jilix-mas
through the sonis, showing the origin of the
indusium from the tissues of the frond i a, a,
indusium; *, frond; c, c, sporangia. (Fig. fi

highly magnified.)

indusium
Som. antiq., one of the two tunics commonly
worn by both men and women, probably the
outer tunic, though some archEeologists have
contended that it was the inner tunic of the
women.—2. In hot.: (a) The covering of the son
or fruit-dots in
ferns. Frequent-
ly tlie indasium
is only an excres-
cence at the epi-
dermis— that is,

the epidermis is

simply luted up
and forms a cov-
ering of various
shapes, being
sometimes lateral,

sometimes shield-
8haped,sometimes
spherical, etc. In
other cases it is

formed by an out-
growth of the tis-

sue of the frond
itself, and may
then be composed
of several layers
of cells, and its

border may be en-
tire or ciliate. In
thel^S'odieiseach
sporangium is in-

closed in apocket-
shaped formation
from the tissue of
the leaf, as if in a
bract. In certain
genera, as Alloso-
rus, CheUanthes^
PterCs, etc., the
margin of the
frond is folded or
rolled back over
the sori, forming a
sort of false indu-
sium, as there is

no new formation
from the frond. In certain other forms it is beneath the
sporangia, as in Woodina, when it is said to be inferior.
Called by Cooke hyposporangium. (J) A collection
of hairsunited so as to form a sort ofcup, and in-

closing the stigma of a flower.—3. Inentom. , the
coat or covering of a larval insect, as the case
of a caddis-worm.—4. In anat., the amnion,
the innermost membrane enveloping the fetus.

industrial (in-dus'tri-al), a. and n. [= OF.
industrial, F. industries = 8p. Pg. industrial=
It. industriale, < ML. industrialis, pertaining to

. industry, < L. industria, industry : see indus-
try,'] I. a. Pertaining to industry or its re-
siuts ; relating to or connected with productive
industry or the manufacture of commodities:
as,the industrial arts ; an industrial exhibition

;

industrial activity or depression.

Much of the national loan has been taken by citizens of
the industrial classes. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 16S.

The breakingdown ofthe ancient political divisions . .

.

is furthered by that weakening of them consequenton the
growing spirit of equality fostered by industrial life.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Soclol., § 462.

Indliatllal accession, in Scots law, the addition made to

the value of a subject by human art or labor exercised

thereon.

—

Industrial school, a school for teaching one
or more branches of industry ; also, a school for educating
neglected children, reclaiming them from evil habits, and
training them to habits of industry. =Syn. Industrious,

Industrial. See industrious.

II. n. A person engaged in an Industrial

pursuit; a producer of commodities; a handi-

craftsman.
Of Oomte's three fundamental classes of society, . . .

the second or proletariate was subdivided into merchants,

industrials, and agriculturists. If. A. Sev., CXX. 266.

In the modest houses scattered along the mountain-

slopes may be found the establishments of these indus-

trials, in which the working force of the whole family

finds active employment. Pop. Sd. Mo., XXIX. 360.

industrialism (in-dus'tri-al-izm), n. [= F.in-

dustrialisme ; as industrial + -isro.] Devotion

to industrial pursuits and interests; predomi-

nance of industrial interests or activity; also,

the characteristics of industrial life, especially

of the manufacturing industry.

Has he not seen the Scottish Brassmith's Idea [the

steam-engine] . . . rapidly enough overturning the whole

system of Society ; and for Feudalism and Preservation of

the (Same, preparing us, by indirect but sure methods,

/jMitMtrmZMm and the Government of the Wisest/
Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, u. 4.

When industrialism, has grown predominant, the vio-

lence and the deception which warriors glory in come to

be held criminal. 3. Spencer, Data of Ethics, | 38.

That vindictive and short-sighted revolution which is

extirpating it [the monastic system] from Europe is de-

stroying one of the best correctives of the excessive m-

dustrialism of our age. Leeky, Europ. Morals, ni. 166.

industrialist (in-dus'tri-al-ist), a. [=V.in-
dmtrialiste; as industrial + -»st] Marked by

the influence of industrialism; charactenzed

by indiistry.

3071
What Saint-Simon desired . . . was an industrialist

state directed by modern science. Erwyc. Brit., XXI. 197.

industrialize (in-dus'tri-al-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. industrialized, ppr. industrializing. [< m-
dustrial + 4ze.'] To imbue with the spirit of
industrialism; interest in industrial pursuits.
Contempt of civilians, patronage of "trades-people,"

survive from the middle-age predominance of the no-
blesse, through this necessity, with a persistence that
strikes our industrialized sense as puerile.

New Princeton Rev., V. 328.

industrially (In-dus'tri-al-i), adv. In an indus-
trial manner; vfith reference to industrial pur-
suits or interests.

industrious (in-dus'tri-us), a. [= P. indus-
trieux= Sp. Pg. It. industrioso, < L. industriosus,
diligent, active, industrious, < industria, dili-
gence, industry: see industry,] 1. Given to
industry; acting or working with diligence;
sedulous: as, a person «n(?«s<ncms in business.
Hehimself, . . . being very excellently learned, and i?i-

dustrious to seeke out the trneth of these thinges concern-
ing the originall of his owne people, hath . . . sett downe
the testimonyes of the auncientes truely.

Spenser, State of Ireland,

He is not so well opinlon'd of himselfe as industrimis
to make other, and thinke [thinks] no vice so preiudiciall
as blushing.

Bp. Earle, lUicro-cosmographie, A Forward Bold Man.
Frugal and industrious men are commonly friendly to

the established government. Sir W, Temple.

Supply
Is obvious, plac'd within the easy reach
Of temperate wishes and ind/ustrious hands.

Coviper, Task, i. 599.

3. Marked by industry; done with or charac-
terizedby diligence ; busily pursued,performed,
or employed: as, animdustriousViie; indaistrious
researches.

They gape and point
At your industri&as scenes and acts of death.

Shah, K. John, ii. 2.

Yet man, laborious man, by slow degrees . . .

Flies all the sinews of industrious toil.

Cowper, Heroism, L 69.

3t. Expert; clever; shrewd.

They that be called industrious do most craftely and
depely vnderstande in al affayres what is expedient, and
by what meanes & wayes they may sonest exployte them.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, L 23.

=Syn. Industrious, Industrial ; busy, laborious, active,
hard-working, sedulous. IndvMrious, having the activity
or the moral quality of industry; industrial, connected
with the application of industry to manufactures : as, the
industrious ant; industrial statistics.

Headlong sent
With his vndustrious crew to build in hell.

Milton, P. L, t 751.

An industrial spirit creates two wholly different l^pes
of character—a thrifty character and a speculating char-
acter. Leelcy, Europ. Morals, 1. 146.

industriously (in-dus'tri-us-li), adv. In an in-

dustrious manner; with habitual diligence; as-

siduously.

Principles, let me add, which were still more industrU
ously disseminated at the Involution by Locke, at the Ac-
cession by Hoadly, and a hundred years before either by
Hooker. Mason, Ded, to Soame Jenyns.

industriousness (in-dus'tri-us-nes), n. The
quality of being industrious ; diligence.

Industrialism is not to be confounded with industrious-

ness. B. Spencer, Pop. ScL Mo., XX. 1.

industry (in'dus-tri), n,
;
pi. industries (-triz).

[Early mod. B. also industrie, industree; = D.
Gr. industrie = Dan. Sw. industri, < E. industrie

= Pr. imdwstria, endustria = Sp. Pg. It. indus-

tria, < L. industria, diligence, activity, industry,

< industrius, OL. indostruus, diligent, active, in-

dustrious; formation unknown.] 1. Habitual
diligence in any employment or task, whether
bodily or mental; sedulous attention to busi-

ness; assiduity.

During which time, in every gpod behest.

And godly worke of Almes and charitee^

Shee liim instructed with great iTidustree.

r, F. Q.,I.x.45.

inebriate

= Syn. 1. Application, Diligence, etc. (see assiduity) ; ac-
tivify, laboriousness.

indutet (in-duf ),a. [< L. indmtus, pp. of induere,
clothe: see iredael.] Clothed; indued. Salliwell.

indutive (in-da'tiv), a, [< L. induere, pp. in-

dMte, puton: seejji^Mei.] In 6ot., having the
usual integumentary covering: said of seeds.
[Eare.]

indUTise (in-dti'vi-e), n. pi, [L., clothes. < in-
duere,-pui,on: B&eindue^.] In 6oi., the withered
leaves which remain persistent on the stems of
some plants.

induvial (iu-du'vi-al), a, [< induviw + -al.]

In bot., persistent as an envelop: applied to a
calyxwhen it is persistent and covers the fruit,

as that of Physalis Alkekengi. [Barfe.]

induviate (in-du'vi-at), a. [< induvke + -ate^.]
In bot,, covered with induvisB.

indweller (in'dwel"6r), n. [< to! + dweller,]
One who dwells in a place; an inhabitant.
[Chiefly poetical.]

Since which, those Woods, and all that goodly Chase,
Doth to this day with Wolves and Thieves abound:
Which too-too true that lands in-dwellers since have found.

Spenser, F. Q., VEL vi. 6S.

An houseready to fall on the head of the indweller.
Bp. Sail, Occasional Meditations, § 110.

indwelling (in'dweKing), a. DweUing within

;

living interiorly; specifically, abiding in the
mind or soul; having a permanent mental
lodgment: as, an indwelling faith.

These souls may become temples for indwelling Divin-
ity. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 25.

Energy . . . is the symbol expressive of that JTUiwellin^
capacity of doing work possessed by every agent.

0. H. Lewes, Frobs. of Life and Mind, 1st ser., V. L § 4.

Indwelling grace. See grace.

indwelling (In'dweFing), n. [< ME. indwelling,

< i»l + dwelling.] A dwelling within; espe-
cially, lodgment or habitation in the mind or
soul.

The personal indwelling of the Spirit in believers.
South, Works, V. vH

Then will humanity on earth be the partner of its Re-
deemer's love, the sanctuary for his indwelling.

BiUiotheca Sacra, 'XJTU 606.

inet, n. pi. A Middle English form of eyen,
former plural of e^ei,

-inei. See -inK
-ine^. See 4n^,
inearth (ia-6rth'), v. t [< »»-l + earth^. Cf.
interi-,] To put into the earth ; inter. [Poet-
ical.]

Kor did I then comply, refusing resf^

Till I had seen in holy ground inearth'd
My poor lost brother.

Sterile with idleness, or manured with industry.
Shale., Othello, L 3.

3. Productive labor; specifically, labor em-
ployed in manufacturing; manufacture; hence,

a particular branch of work; a trade : as, the

iron industry; the cotton industry: often used,

in the plural, of trades in"general: as, the arts

and ind/usfries of a country.

The food of labourers and the materials of production

have no productive power ; but labour cannot exert its

productive power unless provided with them. There can

be no more industry than is supplied with materials to

work up and food to eat. J. S. Mm, PoL Bcon., I. v. 1.

The industry of making straw hats began at Hatboro',

as many oiier industries have begun in New England,

with no great local advantages.
Howells, Harper's Mag., LXXVU. 130.

The Ethiop, keen of scen^
Detects the ebony.

That deep-inearth'd, and hating light,

A leafless tree, and barren of all fruity

With darkness feeds her houghs of raven grain.
Southey, Thalaba, i.

inebriacy (in-e'bri-a-si), n, [< inebria(te) +
-cy.] The habit of drunkenness.

No faith in any remedy for inebriacy, except as an aid
to . . . strong purpose ... of the one who suffers from
it. Christian Union, Dec. 27, 1876.

inebriant (in-e'bri-ant), a. and n, [== OF. ine-

briant, < L. inebrian(t-)s,ypT. of inebriare, make
drunk : see inebriate.] I. a. Intoxicating.

n. n. Anything that intoxicates, as opium,
inebriate (in-e'bri-at), v.

;
pret. and pp. inebri-

ated, ppr. inebriating. [< L. inebriatus, pp. of
inebriare (> It. inewiare = Sp. Pg. inebriar =
Pr. enieurar, enimrar= P. enivrer), make drunk,
< in, in, + ebriare, make drunk, < ebrius, drunk:
see ebrious,] I. trans, 1. To make drunk; in-

toxicate.
The bubbling and loud hissing urn

Tlirows up a steamy column, and the cups
That cheer but not inebriate wait on each.

Cowper, Task, iv. 40.

2. Figuratively, to exhilarate extravagantly;
intoxicate mentally or emotionally.

Let me be wholly inebriated with love, and that love
wholly spent in doing such actions as best please thee.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 73.

The Water blush'd, and started into Wine
Full of high sparkling vigour, taught by mee
A sweet inebriated extasy.

Crashaw, tr. of Grotius, quoted in N. and Q.,
[7th ser., V. 30L

The inebriaMng effect of popular applause. Macaulay,

II.t intrans. To become intoxicated or stupe-
fled.

Fish that come from the Euxine Sea into the fresh water
do inebriate and turn up their bellies. Bacon.

inebriate (in-e'bri-at), a. and n. [< L. inebri-

atus, pp. : see the verb.] I. a. Drunk; intoxi-
cated, literally or figuratively.



inebriate 3072
Thus spake Peter as a man ineftrtoJe and made drounken ineducabiUan (iii-ed"u-ka-liil'i-ail)i ^- ^^^ "•

with the swetenesse of this vision, not knowing what he t ^ Pertaininc to the Ineducai'ilia, or having
saved. J. Udall, On Luke ix. TV" . i , ®
TT A I. V4. 1 J 1 J tneir characters.
11. n. A habitual druakard.

Ij_ „_ ^ ineducabilian mammal.
Some inebriates have their paroxysms of inebriety ter- ineducable fin-ed'u-ka-bl), a. i^ '"^"^ "'" ^^Au-

mlnated by much pale urine, profuse sweatc.etc._
. ^^j^^

-j Not edueable; not capable of being
DarwiTU

inebriation (in-e-bri-a'shon), n. [= OP. ine-

briation, inebriadon = It. ikebriazione, < LL. in-

ebriaUo{n-), drunkenness, < L. inebriare, pp. in-

taught.

He is childish, not to say babyish, in intellect, and in-

eiucabU beyond the first standard. „„,,t n™
Pop. Sei. Mo., XXVI. 272.

ebriatits, make drunk: see inebriate.'\ The act ineffabiUtv fin-ef-a-bil'i-ti), »• [= F. ineffa-
«f H^^Kvicfi tv,. =fofo .f v..,-„„ i^o-K.i„fo^ .

J .^.^^ ^ g »
inefaUMad "= Pg. ineffaUliOade =

It. ineffabilita; as ineffable + -ity: see -biUty.1

The condition or quality of being ineffable;

_ . . did not preserve him [Na- unspeakableness.
poleon]from the ineftrwfion of prosperity, or restrain him inpfl^v,lp Cin-ef'a-bl') a. r= F. ineffable = Sp.
from indecent querulousness in adversity.

mcuauic V'^"=-^ iT %' ', - Tf. ;„„^„hnc < f,
Maoavlav. HaUam's Const. Hist. tnefabU = Pg. ineffavel = It. %neffa,b%le, <. U

of inebriating, or the state of being inebriated;
drunkenness; hence, extravagant exhilaration
of any kind; mental or moral intoxication.

Reason and philosophy

Macaulayf Hallam's Const. Hist.

"Thou art an homuncnlus, Abel," responded Master
EUiman, waving to and fro betwixt inebriation and an at-

tempt to be merry. S. Judd, Margaret^ ii. 6.

inebriety (in-f-bri'e-ti), ». [< L. in- intensive
+ ebrieta{t-)s, drunkenness: see ebriety, and cf.

inebriovs.'] Drunkenness; intoxication.

Sudden partial loss of conscionsuess of variable dura-
tion he brieves to occur in the majority of cases of in-
ebriety when there are no symptoms of intoxication,

Amer. Jour. Psychol.^ 1. 518.

inebriism (iu-e'bri-izm), ». [Irreg. < inebrious
+ -ism; or abbr. of Hnebriatism!] Habitual
inebriety.

Dr. has written an original and instructive book,
and he can be congratulated upon having made a perma-
nent contribution to the subject of inebriism.

Alien, and SeuroL^ VIL 716.

inebrious (in-e'bri-us), a
in- intensive + ebrius, drunken: see ebrious^^

1. Drunk or partly drunk; inebriated.

The worthy but inebrious burgomaster Vandunk.
A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., IL 217.

2. Causing drunkenness ; intoxicating.

Whilst thou art mixing fatal wines below.
Such that with scorching fever All our veins.

And with inebrious fumes distract our brains.
Tom Brown, Works, IV. 331.

inechet, i>. t. [ME., < irei + eclie, now elce: see

eke, t!.] To add ; insert.

If that I at loves reverence
Have any word ineched for the bestc^

Doth therwithal ryght as youxeselven leste.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1329.

inedia (in-e'di-a), n. [= Sp. Pg. It. inedia, <

L. inedia, abstinence from food, fasting, starva-

tion, < in- priv. + edere, eat: seS eat, edible.']

1. Starvation.— 2. Abstinence; an eating less

than usual. E. Phillips, 1706,

ifable = Pg. .--^—
ineffabilis, unutterable, < in- priv. + effabihs,

that can be uttered: see effable.] 1. Incapable

of being expressed in words; unspeakable;

unutterable; inexpressible: as, the ineffable

joys of heaven; ineffable disgust.

A book which comes from God ... is given to us, on

Surpose to open to us some discoveries concerning the

ivlne nature, its essence, and ineffable perfections.

Sp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. x.

In their branching veins

The eloauent blood told an ineffable tale.

SheUey, Alastor.

2. That must not be spoken: as, the ineffable

name. See Jehovah.

ineffableneSs (in-ef'a-bl-nes), ». The quality of

being inefEable or unutterable; unspeakable-
ness.

[=It.ime6noso, <L. ineffably (in-ef'a-bli), adv. In an inefEable
' ' " manner; so as not to be expressed in words;

unspeakably.
But in this indefinite description there is something

ineffably great and noble. Guardian, No. 89.

ineffaceable (in-e-fa'sa-bl), a. [= F. ineffa^a-

ble; as ot-3 + effaceable.'] Not effaceable ; in-

capable of being effaced.

The mediaeval systems of education have left marks in
history as ineffaceable a& mediEeval theories of government
in Church and State. StiM, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 361.

ineffaceably (in-e-fa'sarbli), adv. In an inef-

faceable manner ; so as not to be effaceable.

ineffectiblef (in-e-fek'ti-bl), a. [Also iiwffecta-

ble; < in-^ + effectible.'] 1. That cannot be
effected; impracticable.— 2. That cannot be
effected by ordinary physical means; super-
natural; occult.

There he, in an ineffectible manner, communicates him-
self to blessed spirits, both angels and men.

Bp. Sail, Soul's rareweU to Earth.

inedibility (in-ed-i-bil'i-ti), «[.< i^^mip .- see
ineflfective (in-e-fek'tiv), a. [= p. i^effeetif=

-mty.J The quahty or condition of being m- 'fTg" >^_^^(!i,o . ^^i^s ^ effective.] Not effec-
edible.

A great many species [of beetles] with a soft shell, that

invites attack, are protected by their inedibility, and are

usually lustrous and bright. Science, VIII. 661.

inedible (in-ed'i-bl), a. [< ML. inedibilis, not
eatable, < L. in- priv. -I- LL. edibilis, eatable

:

see edible.] Not eatable ; unfit or unsuitable

for food: as, inedible roots; an inedible fiait.

A very peculiar and yet widely current mode of protec-

tion is by becoming distasteful apd inedible to the attack-

ing animal. Science, VIII. 561.

inedita (in-ed'i-ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L,

tive ; not producing any effect, or the effect de-

sired ; wanting effective energy or operation

;

inefficient; impotent: as, iwe^ecJTOe efforts ; an
ineffective blow.
An ineffective pity and a lazy counsel, an empty bless-

ing and gay words, are but deceitful charity.
Jer. Taylor, Works, I. xii.

The rules and prohibitions of morality, talcen by them-
selves, are ineffective, but heaven and hell all can under-
stand. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Heligion, p. 161.

ineffectively (in-e-fek'tiv-li), adv. In an inef-
fective manner ; without effect ; weakly.

nes), m. Thequal-

[< i«-3 + effec-

tual.] Not effectual ; not producing or not able
to produce the desired effect ; of no efficacy

;

inefficient : as, an ineffectual remedy.
Thou thyself with scorn

And anger wouldst resent the ofEer*d wrong.
Though ineffectual found. Milton, P. L,, ix. 301.

Even our blessed Saviour's preaching, who spake as
never man spake, was vneffectutU to many.

Stillingfieet, Works, II. x.

All day they [the army of the Christians] made ineffec-
tual attempts to extricate themselves from the mountains.

Irving, Granada, p. 92.

=Syn. Fruitless, Unavailing, etc. See useless.

ineffectuality (in-e-fek-tu-al'i-ti), m. [< inef-
fectual + -ity.] 1. The quality of being inef-
fectual; ineffectualness.— 2. That which is in-
effectual; something that fails to produce the
desired effect. [Rare.]

Lope de Vega . . . plays at best, in the eyes of some lew,
as a vague aurora borealis, and brilliant ineffectuality.

Carlyle, Sir Walter Scott.

of the cerebellum exposed, and whose corpus ineffectually (in-e-fek'tu-al-i), adv. In an in-

callosum is oblique, ends before the vertical effectual manner ; without effect ; in vain.

of the hippocampal sulcus, and has no well-de- Hereford was surprised on the 18th of December by
fined rostrum . The series exactly corresponds with the Colonel Birch and Colonel Morgan, after it had been be-

Microsthenea of Dana and with the Lissencephala of Owen, sieged for about two months ineffectually by the Sootts.

See EducabUia. C. L. Bonaparte; T. N. GUI. Ludlow, Memoirs, L 146.

pieces written but not published.

The luminous exposition of the grammar and the happy
choice of the pieces in the chrestomathy— all iiieiJifo

—

with the admirable notes drawn from an enormous read-

ing in MS. sources, make them altogether diflerent from
ordinary text^books. Mneyc. Brit., XXI. 141.

inedited (in-ed'i-ted), a. [< in-S + edited, af-

ter L. ineditus (> It. Pg. inedito = Sp. inMito =
P. inSdit), not made kaown: see inedita.] Not
edited; unpublished; not made known by pub-

lication; not issued: as, an teefJifed manuscript.

An inedited coin of Michael Palseologus, Emperor of

Nictea. .WMmis. CArom., 3d ser., I. 277.

Ineducabilia (in-e^"ii-ka-bil'i-a), n. pi. [NL.,

neut. pi. of ineducabilis, < jre-pnv. + educabilis,

edueable : see Mducabilia.] The lower one of

two main series of monodelphian or placental

mammals, consisting of the orders Chiroptera,

InsecUvora, Glires or Bodentia, and Bruta or

Edentata, whose cerebrum is comparatively

small, leaving much of the olfactory lobes and

inelegant

ineffectualness (in - e - fek 'tu - al - nes), n. The
condition or quality of bein^ ineffectual ; want

of power to produce effect ; inefficacy.

The ineffectualness of the mountebank's medicines was

soon discovered. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Keformation, an. 1648.

ineffervescence (in-ef-6r-ves'ens), «. [< «»-s 4-

effervescence.] Lack of effervescence ; a state

of not effervescing.

ineffervescent (in-ef-er-ves'ent), a. [< i»-S -I-

effervescent] Not effervescent or effervescing;

not subject to effervescence.

ineffervescibility (in-ef-fer-ves-i-bil'i-ti), n. [<

ineffervescible : see -bility.] The quality of be-

ing inefferveseible.

ineffervescible (in-ef-6r-ves'i-bl), a. [< in-3

+ effervescible.] Not capable of effervescence.

inemcacious (in-ef-i-ka'shus), a. [< L. ineffl-

cax (> It. inefficaee = Sp. ineficaz = Pg. inefficaz

= n. ineficax = P. inefficaee), inefficacious, <

in- priv. + efficax, efficacious : see efficacious.]

Not efficacious ; not Jiaving power to produce

the effect desired; of inadequate force.

The authority of Parliament must become inefficacious,

as all other authorities have proved, to restrain thegrowth

of disorders either in India or in Europe.
Burke, Affairs of India.

inefficaciously (in-ef-i-ka'shus-li), ad^. In an
inefficacious manner ; without efficacy or effect.

inefficaciousness (in-ef-i-ka'shus-nes), n. The
character or quality of being inefficacious ; lack

of effect, or of power to produce the desired ef-

fect.

To this we may probably impute that strange ineffiea-

ciousness we see of the word. Alas 1 men rarely apply it

to the right place. Lively Oracles, p. 194.

inefficacy (in-ef'i-ka-si), n. [= Sp. ineficacia =
Pg. It. ineffieacia, < LL. inefficacia, < L. inefficax,

inefficacious: see inefficacious.] Lack of effi-

cacy or power to produce the desired effect ; in-

effectualness; failure of effect.

I suppose they must talk of assignats, as no other lan-

guage would be understood. All experience of their in-

efficacy does not in the least discourage them.
Burke, Rev. in France.

inefficiency (iu-e-fish'en-si), n. [< inefflmn{t)

+ -cy.] The condition or quality of being in-

efficient; lack of efficiency; incompetency; in-

adequacy.
The inefficiency of our own minds as causal agents.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 382.

inefficient (in-e-fish'ent), a. [< J»-S -1- efficient.]

Not efficient; not producing or not capable of

producing the desired effect; incapable; incom-
petent; inadequate: as, «»ie;i^cie»tmeasures; an
inefficient poUce.
He is as insipid in his pleasures as inefficient in eveiy

thing else. Chesterfield.

inefficiently (in-e-fish'ent-U), adv. In an ineffi-

cient or incapable manner.
inelaborate (in-e-lab'o-rat), a. [< «»-3 + elab-

orate.] Not elaborate; not wrought with care.

Coles, 1717.

inelastic (in-e-las'tik), a. [< Jm-3 -I- elastic.]

1. Not elastic
J
not returning after a strain;

lacking elasticity.— 8. Incompressible; rigid;

unyielding.— Inelastic fluids. See^iMM, l.

Doubtless the period is not far distant when the elastic

and the inelastic fluids will be distinguished by appropri-
ate designations in English.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., ix.

inelasticate (in-e-las'ti-kat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

inelasticated, ppr. inelasticati/ng. [< inelastic +
-ate^.] To make inelastic ; deprive of elasticity.

Each thread [of caoutchouc] is inelasticated individually
in the act of reeling. Ure, Diet., I. 701.

inelasticity (in-e-las-tis'i-ti), n. [< in-^ + elas-

ticity.] The character of being inelastic ; lack
of elasticity.

inelegance (in-el'e-gans), n. [= p. iniUgance
= It. ineleganza, ^ LL. ineleganUa, inelegance,
< li. in- priv. -t- eleganUa, elegance: see ele-

gance.] 1. The state or character of being in-

elegant; want of elegance or refinement; lack
of any quality required by good taste.

Whene'er his images betray'd
Too strong a light, too weak a shade,
Or in the graceful and the grand
Confess'd inelegance of hand.

Cavithome, Birth and Education of Genius.

She was conspicuous from the notorious iTielegance of
her figure. T. Hook, Jack Brag.

2. That which is inelegant or ungraceful: as,

inelegances of style.

inelegancy (in-el'e-gan-si), n. Same as inele-

gance.

inelegant (in-el'e-gant), a. [= P. mMSgamt =
Sp. Pg. It. vnelegante, < L. imelegan{t-)s, not ele-

gant, < j»- priv. + elegam{t-)8, elegant: see ek-



inelegant

gant.;\ Not eli-gant; ungraceful; unrefined; de-
toient m any quality required by correct taste.
[Obsolete as used in the first extract.]

_ . ^ , , Most ample fruit,
OI beauteous form, . . . pleasing to sight,
But to the tongue inelegant and flat.

J. Philips, Cider, i.

Modern criticks, having never read Homer but in low
and iweJesranJ translations, impute the meanness of the
translation to the poet. W. Broorm, Notes on the Odyssey.
=Syn. TJngraceful, homely, plain, clumsy, ungainly, rough,

inelegantly (in-el'e-gant-li), adv. In an inele-
gant manner; ungracefully; rudely.
Nor will he, if he have the least taBte or application, talk

indeganUy. Chestarfleld.

The pediment of the southern transept is pinnacled, not
melegd/ntly, with a flourished cross.

T. Warton, Hist, of Kiddington, p. 8.

ineligibility (in-ein-ji-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. inSU-
gihiliU, < ML. meUgihilita(t-)s, < meligiUUs, in-
eligible: see ine%46ie.] 1. Lack of eligibility
in anyrespect ; the character of being unworthy
to be selected or chosen; unfitness; inexpedi-
ency: as, the ineligibility of a suitor.— 2. Spe-
cifically, the condition of being ineligible to a
specified of&oe or employment; disqualification
for election or choice : as, the ineligiiility of a
candidate.

ineligible (in-el'i-ji-bl), a. [= F. inMigible =
Pg. inelegivel = It. ineligiUle, < ML. ineligibilis,

that cannot be chosen, < in- priv. -1- *eligibilis,

that can be chosen: see eligihle.l 1. Not eligi-

ble, in general; tmworthy of choice; unsuitable;
inexpedient : as, an ineligible site for a building.

In the first view, appeals to the people at fixed periods
appear to be nearly as ineligible as appeals on particular oc-
casions as they emerge. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 60.

2. Specifically, not eligible to a specified office

or post of honor ; legally or otherwise disquali-
fied.

He that cannot be admitted cannot be elected ; and, the
votes given to a man ineligible being given in vain, the
highest number of an eligible candidate becomes a major-
ity. Johnson, The False Alarm.

I wish that at the end of the four years they had made
him [the President] forever ineligible a second time,

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 266.

ineligibly (in-el'i-ji-bli), adv. In an ineligible

manner.
ineliminable (in-f-lim'i-na-bl), a. [< fa-s +
eliminable.'] Not'eliminable; that cannot be
eliminated, thrown out, or set aside.

The number of laborers is an inslvndnable element in the
problem. What is the amount of possible wages?

F. A. Walker, N. A. Rev., CXX. 108.

inelo(luence (in-el'o-twens), n. [< ineloquen{t)

+ -ce.] The state or quality of being inelo-

quent ; want of eloquence ; a hajbit of silence or

reserve in speech.

To us, as already hinted, the Abbot's eloquence is less

admirable than his ineloquence,Ta.li gre^t invaluable talent

of silence. Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 11.

ineloquent (in-el'o-kwent), a. [= F. inMoquent

= Pg. It. ineloquente, < IJL. ineloquen{t-)s, < L. iTi-

priv. + eloqaen{t-)s, eloquent: see eloquent.']

Not eloquent; wanting the quality or charac-

teristics of eloquence.

To whom thus Raphael answer'd heavenly meek

:

Nor are thy lips ungraceful, sire of men,
Nor tongue ineloquent. Milton, P. L., viu. 219.

ineloquently (in-el'o-kwent-li), adv. In an in-

eloquent manner; without eloquence.

ineluctable (in-e-luk'ta-bl), a. [= F. in4luc-

table = Pg. ineluctavel= It. ineluttaUle, < L. ine-

Imctabilis, < in- priv. + eluctabilis, that may be

escaped from, <eluctari, struggle out: see eluo-

tate.) Not to be overcome or escaped from.

She realized that she and he were alike helpless—both

struggling in the grip of some force outside themselves,

inexorable, ineliictable.
. _,

Sirs. B. Ward, Robert Elsmere, xxvm.

ineludible (in-e-lu'di-bl), a. [= Sp. includible;

as in-S + eludible.'] Not eludible; not to be

eluded or escaped.

One would think that an opinion so very obrioxiouB, and

so lyable to such grand inconveniences, should not be ad-

mitted but upon most pressing reasons and ineludible de-

monstrations. Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, u.

inembryonate (in-em'bri-on-at), a. [< in-s +
embryonaU.'] Not embryonate; not formed m
embryo. [Bare.] ,. _ .

inemendablet (in-e-men'da-bl), o. [= It. tm-

mendabile; as in-^ + emendable.] Not to be

emended; not to be atoned for: said formerly

of certain crimes. Kersey, 1708.

Inenarrablet, a. [< OP. inenarrable, F. m^»ar-

rable = Sp. menarrable = Pg. inenarravel = it.

inenarraUle, < L. inenarrabilis, that cannot De

described, <in- priv. + enarraUUs, that can be

3073

described, < enarrare, describe, relate in detail

:

see enarration.'] Incapable of being narrated
or told.

'

This blyssed Lorde is to be set by aboue al thynge, he is
to be loued best^ for his inenarrable goodnes.

Bp. Fisher, Seven Penitential Psalms, Ps. cxlvii.

The princes then, and nauie that did bring
These so inenarrable troopes, and all their soyles, I sing.

Chapman, Iliad, ii.

inenchyma (in-eng'ki-ma), n. [NL., < L. in, in,

+ Gr. eyxvfia, an infusion: see enchymatous.']
In hot., a fibrocellular tissue the elements of
which have the appearance of spiral vessels.
Baillon.

inept (in-epf ), a, [= P. inepte= Sp. Pg. inepto
= It. inetto, < L. ineptus, unsuitable, improper,
senseless, < j?i- priv. + aptus, suitable: see apt.
GL inapt] 1. Not apt, fit, or suitable ; inapt.

The Aristotelian philosophy is inept for new discoveries,
and therefore of no accommodation to the use of life.

Glanmlle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xix.

The genius of the order [of Druids] admitted of no inept
member. For the acolyte unendowed with the faculty of
study, all initiation ceased.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., 1. 18.

2. Inappropriate; out of place; foolish.

To view attention as a special state of intelligence, and
to distinguish it from consciousness, is utterly inept.

Sir W. Ea/mUton.

The suggestion which from a later standpoint appears
inept may be recognized as ingenious from the earlier.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. 303.

Inepti (in-ep'tS), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. ineptus,
stupid: seeinept.] 1. A term proposed by HU-
ger (1811) to include birds related to the dodo,
Didus ineptus.— 2. In Bonaparte's system of
classification (1854), the fourth order of Aves,
of his subclass Insessores (see Altrices), consist-
ing of the family Dididce, in which he misplaces
the genera Mpyornis and Pezophaps, together
with his Ornithoptera and Cyanornis: the last

two are equivalent to Apterornis of Selys. The
group is thus an artificial one.

ineptitude (in-ep'ti-tud), n. [= OF. and F. in-

eptitude = Sp. ineptitud = It. inettitudine, < L.
ineptitudo, < ineptus, inept: see inept. Of. in-

aptitude.] The quality or state of being inept

;

lack of aptness or adaptation ; unfitness ; un-
suitableness ; inaptitude ; foolishness.

To avoid therefore that ineptitude for society, which is

frequently the fault of us scholars, . , . I take care to visit

all publick solemnities. Tatler, No. 203.

The unthinking ineptitude with which even the routine
of life is carried on by the mass of men.

B. Speneer, Study of SocioL, p. 303.

It would seem likely that the French word [Topinam-
bour] is an endeavour to imitate phonetically the red In-

dian name of the plant [artichoke], a process for which
the French usually show an extraordinary ineptitude.

N. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 110.

ineptly (in-ept'li), adv. In an inept manner;
unsuitably; awkwardly; foolishly.

They [the Peripateticks] ineptly fansied . . . [the crys-

talline humour of the eye] to be the immediate organ of

vision wherein all the species of external objects were
terminated. Say, Works of Creation, ii.

ineptness (in-ept'nes), ti. The quality of being
inept; tmfitness; awkwardness; ineptitude.

The feeblenesse and miserable in^ptnesse of Infancy.
Dr. B. More, Pre-exlstency of the Soul, Pref.

ineauable (in-e'kwa-bl or in-ek'wa-bl), a. [<

4M-3 + equable.] Not equable; not uniform;
changeable; fitful: as, an inequable climate or

temper.
inequal (in-e'kwal), a. [< ME. inequal, < OP.
inequal, F. inegdl = Sp. inigual = It. ineguale,

inuguale, inequale, < L. inaqualis, not equal, un-

even, < »»-priv. -I- cequalis, equal: see equal.]

1+. Unequal; unjust.

"Welcome all toils the inequal fates decree.

While toils endear thy faithful charge to thee.

Shenstone, Judgment of Hercules.

Such a divulsion may be made in glass by but an inequal

motion between the neighbouring parts.

Bayle, Works, I. 4B9.

2. In entom., covered with irregular elevations

and depressions: said of a surface

—

ineciual

bour, an hourformed by dividing the day (from sunrise to

sunset) and the night (from sunset to sunrise) into twelve

parts each.

inequalitarian (in-f-kwol-i-ta'ri-an), ». [< in-

equality + -arian.] A believer in inequality

;

one who upholds the principle of social or po-

litical inequality. [Bare.]

In practice they [the English people] aie what I may
call determined imequalUarians.

Gladstone, N. A. Kev., CXXVIL 202.

inequality (in-e-kwol'i-ti), n.
;

pi. ini
__

(-tiz). [= Of. inequalite, F. inSgaliti = Sp. in-

igualdad = It. inegualitcb, < L. incequalita(t-)s,

unequalness, unevenness, < incequMis, TraeqaaX:

inequitate

see ineqtial.] 1. Lack of equality in character

or attributes ; unlikeness between things of the
same kind; diversity; disparity: a,s, inequality in

size, numbers, etc.; the inequality ot the &ngeTS.

Though human souls are said to be equal, yet is there

no small iTieguality in their operations.
Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., iil 14.

2. Lack of equality in the state or condition
of a person or thing ; want of uniformity of re-

lation, level, surface, etc. ; variation or variable-
ness; unevenness: as, inequalities of temper;
inequalities of rank or fortune; inequalities of

the earth's surface.

An infinite variety of inequalities and shadowings, that
naturally arise from an agreeable mixture of hills, groves,

and valleys. Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 483.

Inequality of condition is . . . indispensable to pro-

gress. Calhoun, Works, I. 56.

The inequality . . . desired by the artist and the man
of science is an inequality in fame ; that desired by the
productive laborer is an inequality in riches.

W. B. Mallock, Social Equality, p. 123.

3. Injustice; partiality.

We sometimes find men complaining of inequalities in
events, which were indeed the effects of a most equal
providence. Warburton, Divine Legation, v. § 4.

4. In astron., the deviation in the motion of a

planet or satellite from its uniform mean mo-
tion.— 5. In alg., an expression of two unequal
quantities connected by either of the signs of

inequality > or < ; thus, a>h, signifying that
a is greater than b, and a <.b, signifying that a
is less than b, are inequalities Diurnal inequal-
ity. See diumaL^-Tixsi taeciViailtyiiiTusqualitassolU'
ta), that inequality in the motion of a planet or of the moon
which is irrespective of its angular distance from the sun.
In the case of a planet it is corrected by the equation
of the argument, in that of the moon by the equation
of the orbit (see both, under equation).— Second ine-
qualltyt (incequalitas aUigata), that inequality in the mo-
tion of a planet or of the moon which depends upon its an-
gular distance from the sun, and disappears at oppositions
and conjunctions. In the case of the moon it is the evec-
tion(whichsee).—Thlrdinequalltytofthemotionofthe
moon, the variation (which see).—FouTtll Inequalityt
of the motion of the moon, an inequality discovered by
Tycho Brahe, consisting in a quicker motion of the moon
while the sun is in perigee than while he is in apogee.
Its greatest effect upon the longitude is about 12'.

inequation (in-e-kwa'shon or -zhgn), n. [< in-^

+ equation.] ta math., an inequality. See in-

equality, 5. .

inequidistant (in-e-kwi-dis'tant), a. [< im-S -I-

equidistant.] Not equidistant ; not equally dis-

tant.

inequilateral (in-e-kwi-lat'e-ral), a. [< in-^ +
equilateral.] 1. Not equilateral; having un-
equal sides: as, an inequilateral triangle.— 2.
In conch., specifically, having the anterior and
posterior ends of each valve, as divided by an
imaginary vertical line from the umbones, un-
equal. All true or lamellibranch bivalves are more or
less inequilateral, while the brachiopods, with very few
exceptions, are equilateral. Those lamellibranchs which
are least inequilateral, as for example the iMcinidce, are
described as subequilateraL See in^quivalve.

3. In Foraminifera, not having the convolu-
tions of the shell in the same plane, but ob-
liquely wound around an axis.—4. In bot., un-
symmetrical from the greater development of

one side, as the leaves of Begonia, the elm, etc. .

in equilibrio (in e-kwi-lib'ri-6). See equilib-

rium, 1.

inequilobate (in-e-kwi-16'bat), a. [<L. «m-priv.

-I- csquus, equal, -I- NL. lobus, lobe: see lobate.

Cf. equilobed.] Unequally lobed; having un-
equal lobes.

inequipotential (in-e"kwi-po-ten'shal), a. [<
OT-3 + equipotential.] In a condition ofunequal
stresses

;
potentially unstable.

inequipotentiality (in-e"kwi-p6-ten-shi-ari-
ti), n. [< inequipotential + -ity.] A condition
of potential instability, as that of a glacier.

inequitable (in-ek'wi-ta-bl), a. [< mj-3 +
equitable.] Not equitable; not according to
the principles of equity; unjust.

Nor when they were in partnership with the farmer, as
often was the case, have I heard that they had taken the
lion's share. The proportions seemed not in^uitdble.

Burke, Rev. in France,

Inequitable government can be upheld only by the aid
of a people correspondingly inequitable in its sentiments
and acts. B. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 398.

inequitably (in-ek'wi-ta-bli), adv. In an in-

equitable manner ; unjustly; unfairly.

Conditions which if passed into law would, it is con-
tended, press inequitably upon employers.

The Engineer, LXV. 303.

inequitatet (in-ek'wi-tat), v. t. [< L. inequita-

tus, pp. of inequitare, ride upon oi: over, < in,

on, + equitare, ride: see equitation.] To ride
on ; ride over or through. Sir I. More.



InecLuitels

Inequitelse (in-e-kwi-te'le), n.pl. [NL., prop.
*Iniquitelm,< L. iniguus, unequal (see iniquous),
+ tete,web.] A group of true spinning-spiders,
having conical, convergent, slightly exserted
spinnerets arranged ia a rosette, eight unequal-
ly large eyes arranged in two transverse rows,
and very slender legs : opposed to TuUtelce and
OrUtelcB. These spiders spin irregular webs,
the threads of which cross in all directions,
whence the name.

ineqtlity (in-ek'wi-ti), n.
;

pi. inequities (-tiz).

[< j«-3 + equity. Cf. iniquity, ult. of the same
formation.] Lack of equity or abstract jus-
tice

; disagreement with equitable principles

;

injustice ; also, an unjust action or proceeding.
The inequity implied by It [militant organization] rami-

fleB throughout all social relations.

B. Spencer, Data of Ethics, S 109.

The looseness, the uncertainty, the recklessness, the pos-
sible misapprehension, of this form of vengeance [the ven-
detta], apart from higher considerations, is its condemna-
tion. To this we must add its radical inequity.

N. A. Hev., CXXXLS. 74.

Ineauivalve (inrg'kwi-valv), a. [< in-^ + equi-
vawe.'] In conch., having unequal valves, as
a bivalve mollusk; having one of the valves
larger than the other : applied both to lameUi-
branch bivalves, in which the valves are lat-
eral, and to brachiopods, in which the valves
are a dorsal and a ventral one. An inequilateral
valve is uusymmetrical in itself ; an i-nequivalve bivalve
has one valve unsymmetiical with the other. An oyster-
shell is both inequilateral and inequividve, having a flat
valve and a deep valve, neither of which is equal-sided.

The shell [of a brachiopod] is always inequivalve and
equilateral : that is to say, each valve is symmetrical within
itself, and more or less unlike the other valve.

Huadey, Anat Invert., p. 387.

inequivalTed (iu-e'kwi-valvd), a. [< inequi-
valve + -6(^2.] Same as inequivaVoe.

inepfllivalvular (in-e-kwi-val'vn-lar), a. [< ine-
quivalve, after valvular. '\ Same as inequwalve.

ineradicable (in-f-rad'i-ka-bl), a. l< in-S +
eradicable.'] Not eradicable ; incapable of be-
ing eradicated.

An ineradicable bloodstain on the oaken stair yet bids
defiance to the united energies of soap and sand.

Barbara, Ingoldsby Legends, L 16.

ineradicably (in-f-rad'i-ka-bli), adv. In an in-
eradicable manner ; so as not to be eradicable.

inerasable (in-f-ra'sa-bl), a. [< in^ + erasa-
ble.'] Not to be erased or obliterated: as, the
inerasable records of sin.

inergeticalt (in-6r-jet'i-kal), a. Having no en-
ergy or activity.

Those eminent stars and planets that are in the hea-
vens are not to be considered by as as sluggish inergeticaZ
bodies, or as if they were set only to be as bare candles to
us, but as bodies full of proper motion, of peculiar opera-
tion, and of life. Boyle, Works, V. 640.

inenn (in-^rm'), a. [= F. inerme = Sp. Pg. It.

inerme, < L. inermis, unarmed, < in- priv. + arma,
arms: see arnfl.] In 6o<., unarmed; destitute
of prickles or thorns, as a leaf. Also inermous.
Inenues (in-er'mez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. in-

ermis, unarmed : see inerm.'] A group of achee-
tous gephyrean worms, represented by such
genera as Sipunculus and Priapulus; the spoon-
worms, or Sipunmilaeea proper: opposed to Ar-
rnata or ChmUfera. Also Inermi.
Inermia (in-er'mi-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. inermis, unarmed: see inerm.'] A tribe of
dictyonine sUioious sponges without uncinates
and scopulsB. It contains the family Meandro-
spongicke.

inennian (in-6r'mi-an), a. [< Inermia + -an.]

Of or pertaining to the Inermia.
inermous (in-er'mus), a. Same as i/nerm.

inerrability (in-6r-a-bU'i-ti), n. [< inerrable:

see -Hlity.'] The condition or quality of being
inerrable; freedom or exemption from error or
from the possibility of erring; infallibility.

It is now meet, that I add some few words : viz., what
our opinion is of file inerrdlnlity of a General Council,
truly so called, and qualifled as hath been formerly de-
scribed. Hwmmond, A Parsenesis, v. § 13.

inerrable (in-6r'a-bl), a. [= Sp. inerrable =
It. inerrabile, < IJL. vnerrabilis, unerring, < in-

priv. + 'errabilis, erring: see errable.2 Incapa-
ble of erring; exempt from error or mistake

;

infallible.

He [the Sonne] is the profoundite of thy inerrable wyse-
dom, so yt he knew what was profytable for us, and what
was acceptable to thee.

Bp. Fisher, Seven Penitential Psalms.

inerrableness (in-er'a-bl-nes), n. Inerrability.

Infallibility and t7ierraitei!««« . . . [are] assumed and in-

closed by the Bomish Church. Hanrnumd, Works, I. 479.

inerrably (in-er'a-bh), adv. With freedom
from error; infallibly.
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inerrancy (in-er'an-si), n. [= Sp. inerrancia;

as inerran(J:) + -cy.] The quality of being in-

errant ; freedom from error.

In neither case does it [Article XIX.] militate against

the inerrancy of the whole Church collectively.

Pumy, Eirenicon, p. 40.

A writermustbe enviably confident of his own perceptive
inerrancy, thus to set up . . . his Individual aversion and
approbation as criteria for the decisions of his fellow-be-

ings. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 196.

inerrant (in-er'ant), a. [= Sp. Pg. inerrante;

as inr-S + erranlX.] Unerring; free from error.

Is there any one who does not hold that the original
autograph manuscripts of the Holy Scriptures were abso-

lutely inerrant f Christian Union. XXXY. 20.

inerratic (in-e-rat'ik), a. [< OTi-8 + erratic.']

Not erratic or wandering; fixed.

inerringt (in-6r'ing), a. [< J«-S + erring, ppr.

of err, v.] Unerring.
inerringlyt (in-6r'ing-li), adv. Unerringly.
GlanviUe.

inert (in-6rt'), «• [= ^- inerte = Sp. Pg. It.

inerte, < L. iner(,t-)s, unskilled in any art, inac-

tive, indolent, <i»-priv.+ar(<-)«, art: see arfi.]

1 . Having no inherent power of action, motion,
or resistance ; without inherent force ; inani-

mate; lifeless: applied to matter in its intrin-

sic character: as, an inert vaaBS of clay; an inr-

ert corpse.

But if youl say that motion is not of the nature of mat-
ter, but that it is inert and stupid of it self—then it must
be moved from some other.

Dr. H. More, Antidote against Atheism, ii. 1.

Then the head fell back upon his shoulder, and there
was a piteous murmur and a fiutter, as he laid his imert

burden on the grass. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 291.

3. Indisposed or imable to move or act ; inac-
tive; sluggish: as, an iJierf drug.

Accordingly, as we ascend from creatures that are inert
to creatures that are vivacious, we advance from weak to
strong skeletons, internal or external.

B. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 2.

Is it not strange, if the albuminate of mercury is so i»-
ert, that the disinfection of these cultures should be so
successful? Science, XIII. 64.

Inert pupa, in entom., a pupa which exhibits no move-
ments, or omy very slight ones : opposed to active pupa.
=Syn. Inactive, Lazy, eta. (see idle); lifeless, passive.

inertia (in-6r'shia), n. [= P. vnertie = Sp. Pg.
inercia = It. inerzia, < L. inertia, lack of art or
skill, inactivity, indolence, NL. inertia (def. 2),
< iner(t-)s, unskilled, inactive: see inert.] 1.
Lack of activity; sluggishness; passiveness;
inertness.—3. mphysics, that property of mat-
ter by virtue of which it retains its state of
rest or of uniform rectiUnear motion so long
as no foreign cause changes that state. Also
called vis inertiw (force of inertia). Quantitative-
ly considered, inertia is the same as mass. lihe term was
introduced by Kepler. See massZ and momentum.
How the force mast be applied which causes a body, in

spite of its inertia, to move on a curve, is easily under-
stood from some common instances.

Tail, Properties of Matter, § 116.

The ether by means ofwhich light is transmitted,though
possessed of inertia, is not, like the atmosphere, affected
by the force of gravity.

W. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., 1. 141,

3. In m£d., want of activity; sluggishness: a
term especially applied to the condition of the
uteruswhen it does not contractproperly in par-
turition—Center of inertia. See centeri.—Elec-
tric inertia, the resistance offered by a circuit to sud-
den changes of current, due to self and mutual induction,
bat not to electrostatic charge.—Ellipsoid Of inertia.
See eUipeoid.—Ill-verse elllpBOid of inertia. See mo-
mental ellipsoid, under «iiip8owi. — Magnetlo Inertia,
that property of a magnetic substance which prevents
its being instantaneously magnetized when subjected to
magnetic force.—Moment Of Inertia, (a) Of a body or
system of bodies upon or round an aids, the sum of the
prodncts obtained by multiplying each element of mass
by the square of its distance from the axis. (6) With re-
gard to a plane or pointy the sum of the elements of mass
each multiplied by the square of its distance from the
given plane or point.—Principal screw of inertia, one
of a system of screws equal in number to the degrees of
freedom of the body whose inertia is considered, such that
an impulsive wrench about any one of these screws will
make the body begin to twist about that screw alone. See
gorew.—Product of inertia, with reference to two or-
thogonal axes or two planes perpendicular to those axes,
the sum of the elements of mass each multiplied by the
product of its distances from the two planes.—Beduced
Inertia of a machine, the mass which, concentrated at the
driving-point, would have the same kinetic energy as the
entire machine.—The principal axes of inertia. See
aans^.

inertial (in-6r'shial), a. [< inertia + -al.] Per-
taining to inertia; of the nature of inertia.

This the author attempts by means of the subsidiary
conceptions which he puts forward of "the inertial sys-
tem , the inertial scale, inertial rotation, and inertial rest.

"

Mind, XII. 161.

inertion (in-6r'shon), n. [Irreg. < inert+ -ion.]
Inertia; inertness; absence of exertion. [Bare.]

inessential

Inaction, bodily and intellectual, pervading the same
character, cannot but fix disgust upon every stage and
every state of life. Vice alone is worse than such double
inertion. Miss Bumey, Camilla, I. 6.

The young and impatient poet was mortified with the
inertion of public curiosity.

/, lyIsraeli, Calam. of Authors, U. 76.

inertitudet (in-6r'ti-tud), n, [< 'L'L.HnerUtudo
(given from a glossary in the erroneous form
inersitudo), inertia, < L. iner(t-)s, inert : see in-

ert.] Inertness. Coles, 1717.

inertly (in-6rt'li), adv. In an inert manner;
inactively; sluggishly.

Dread Chaos, and eternal Night ! . . .

Suspend awhile your force inertly strong.
Pope, Sunciad, iv. 7.

inertness (in-6rt'nes), n. The state or quality

of being inert, (a) Lack of activity or exertion; ha-
bitual indisposition to action or motion ; sluggishness.

It is not humanity, but laziness and inertness of mind,
which produces the desire of this kind of Indemnities.

Burke, Policy of the Allies.

The Universities are not, as in Hobbes's time, " the core
of rebellion," no, but the seat of inertness.

Emerson, Eugltive Slave law.

(6) The state of being inherently destitute of the power of
motion or action; that property by which bodies tend to
persist in a state of rest^ or of motion derived from exter-

nal force. See ineirtia.

So long and deep a swoon as is absolute insensibility

and vnertnesse may much more reasonably be thought t>o

blot out the memory of another life.

Qlammlle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, v.

The especial characteristic by whichwe distinguish dead
matter is its vnertness. B. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 68.

inemdite (in-er'9-dit), a. [= It. vne/rudito, <

L. ime/rvMints, uninstructed, < in- priv. + eru-

dilMS, instructed: see erudite.] Not erudite;
unlearned. Imp. Diet.

inescapable (in-es-ka'pa-bl), a. [= OP. ines-

ehapable; as mi-3 -1- escapable.] Not to be
eluded or escaped, or escaped from; inevitable.

She was looking along an inescapable ^ath of repulsive
monotony. George Eliot, Darnel Deronda, xxvi.

Looking back over the history of the nation, we can now
see that the civil war was inescapable.

The Century, XXXTV. 165.

inescatet (in-es'kat), V. t. [< L. inescaius, pp.
of inescare (> It. ineseare), allure with bait, <
in, in, + esca, bait-.] To bait ; allure vdth bait

;

allure; tempt.
Proteus like in all formes and disguises [they] goe abroad

in the night, to mescate and beguile young women.
Burton, Anat. of MeU, p. 496.

inescationt (in-es-ka'shon), n. [< LL. inesca-

tio{n-), < inescare, aUure with bait : see inescate.]

The act of baiting or alluring; temptation.
Herein lies true fortitude and courage, in overcoming

all the deceitful allurementa and ivjescations of flesh and
blood. Ballywell, Excellence of Moral Virtue(1692), p. 107.

inescutcheon (in-es-kuch'on), n. [< »»-2 +
escutcheon.] In her., a
small escutcheon, or
the representation of a
shield, used either as a
bearing or charged upon
the escutcheon for a spe-
cial purpose, as an es-
cutcheon of pretense, or
very small and borne in
chief by a baronet, in
which case it is charged
with the red hand of Ul-
ster. When there are several ineseutcheons,
they are usually called escutcheons.
inesite (in'e-rat)^ n. A hydrated silicate ofman-
ganese and calcium, occurring in masses having
a fibrous and radiated structure and flesh-red
color. It is found In the Dillenburg region, Germany,
and also in Sweden, where it has been called rhodotUiU.

inespeciallyt, adv. [An erroneous form, due
to a confusion of in especial, improp. written
as one word, with especially.] Especially.

Inespecially for as muche as, a great number of hys soul-
dyers beinge eyther deade or maymed wyth woundes, the
matter was driuen to so hard a point that lewe remayned
able to make defence. Golding, tr. of Caesar, fol. 136.

in esse (in es'e). [L. (NL.): in, in; esse, be(here
used as a noun, being): s&e ens, essence.] Li be-
ing; in actuality; actually existing. Compare
in posse.

Over the sofa, Mrs. Bayham Badger when Mra Dingo.
Of Mrs. Bayham Badger in esse I possess the original,
and have no copy. Dickens, Bleak House, xiii

inessential (in-e-sen'shal), a. [< j»-3 + esserk-

Ual.] 1. Not essential';' unessential.
The setting of flowers in hair, and of ribands on dresses,

were also subjects of frequent admiration with you, not
inessential to your happiness. RuMn.
2. Immaterial. [Eare.]

His inessential figure oast no shade
Upon the golden floor. Shelley, Queen Mab, viL

Inescutcheon.
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Slct!p'?i^Sari*E^eSttontt'B ^^^'^^ (i""^')' "• '• [^^''l^ ™°d- ^- ^««'/ < inexhalable (in-eks-ha'la-bl), a. [< in^ +
£rooie,' ConBtantia.

in-^ + ewe^.'] To dip or plunge into water. exhalable.l Not exhalable ; incapable of being;

inestimable (in-es'ti-ma-bl), a. r< ME ines-
^^ [when] the sharp, cruel Lawks they at their backs do exhaled or evaporated.

timable, <, OF. (alBoF.^'inesiim'nhU — T>^ Jn^a' m,. ^'®T' . . ^.^ . ^ „ .
A new-laid egg will not so easily be boiled hard, because

timable - Sn iZtiimnhlV^ ^ . ' , " ™e™8el™B for very fear they instantly i»eaw«. it contains a greater stock of hunid parts, which must be
Tt ilw-T^-^-;

*7*«*'^«0'e.= Pg. inesUmavel = Jroj/ion, Polyolbion, xx. 234. evaporated before the heat can bring the incicAaZaSJe parts

f;-rtv1t I^'oM^'jIw^* ™i¥'^'>®^*^™*^l®' in ex. An abbreviation of w(ae)ea;er^«e. See into consistence. 5ir T. Bro«»«, Vulg. Eir., vL 28.

lllolwVtf 1 "x^'f:T°'^^y°*est™a'*i°'i: ei^ergue. inexhaustedt (in-eg-zas'ted), a. [< iji-S + ea;-
Beeemraaoje.j 1. JNot to be estimated or com- inexact (in-eg-zakt'), a. i= ¥. inexact = B^. hausted.] Unexhausted.
putea, Deyona measure. Pg. inexaeto = It. mesatio; as in^ + ea;aci.] A quarre of free stone . . . minlstreththatinea;AaM««e<i

' The i»w«M»)Mpie wasting and consumption of the an- Not exact : not precisely correct, accurate, or Pl®°'y °' ^*"°« ^°^ ^^^ houses. Caryat, Crudities, I. 27.

oient revenues of the realm"waa noticed as "manifestly punctual. I*ay. we might yet carry it farther, and discover,hi the

?^**^„„«^w S?'2i?'™*°° *''®'^^8*8rantof asub- iflp-rap+i+iiilo /tt, <.<» roV'M ^•^lrl^ m V— V im smallest particle of this little world, a new i««a;A(t«««e(J
sidy to queen Elizabeth. ineXaCtltUtte (m-eg-zak tl-tud), ». \=h.m- fund of matter, capable of being spun iut into another uni-

S. X»otoe!J, Taxes in England, H. 28. exacUtuOe = B^. mexacUtud ; &S %n^ + exactl- verse. Spectator, No. 420.

2. Of very great value or exoeUence: as, MJesJi-
*"*-^ ^he state or character of being inexact inexhaustibility (in-eg-zfts-ti-bil'i-ti), ». [<in-

mdbU blessings. or maocurate
;
mexaotness. exhaustible: see -bility.-] Inexhaiistibleness.

A most inestimabU rich crosse, very gorgeously adorned eYhlhWn^'^« ^iU,»^S=^wt»rffS»'?„2?^wW^'^nfh inexhaustible (in-eg-zas'ti-bl), a. [= OF. in^
withwondrousabundanceof pretioSSs '^'^"""^

K~°a^d%Xt have Mien exhausMble: <in-S -^ exhausUble.-] Notexhaus-
Coryat, Crudities, I. 46. ^jie„. a^ murol., VI. 315. tible; incapable of being exhausted, spent, or

,..,,. Heaps of pearl. We have another example furnished of geographical wearied; unfailing: as, an «BexfeaMSi»6fe supply
JijMSOTiaWe stones, nnvalued|emlsj^

^^
imxactitude. The Amerimti, Will. 379. ot water ; inexhaustible -patience.

The heathen Philosophers thought that virtue wi for
i^f^^^'Ctly (in-eg-zakt'U), adv. In an inexact An inexhaueme flow of anecdote. Macaulay.

Its owne sake inestimable, and the greatest gaine of a '^^P^s'^j '"^ot exactly; not with accuracy or pre- They [mountaineers] are, however, almost inexhaustible
teacher to make a soule vertuous. cision ; not correctly. by toil. A. B. Longstreet, Georgia Scenes, p. 207.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Eemonst. He [William of Orange] spoke and wrote Rrench, Eng- Inexhaustible bottle, a toy used by conjurers, consist-

inestimably (in-es'ti-ma.bli), adv. Soasto be ^^i^f^S^^^iS^'''-''^a*Zia7M^'!^':y^ c^lZ°^Z''i^T'ifAl%^^''^Z^,S^-^^
meapable of being estimated or rated.

ThiselementofeLthquake motion, the velocity of trans- £L^^'S^^?«'^!„*^tTSS'n%^r?fl£l\"^^
^a^rrtv'SuTgrrStn^cJStilfrfqtZt

™'-'-t^»-«''*-«'>^'B-sMsveiy.^^.^.^_own. '^l^^J^l^lf^^f^^j^^ilo^X'T^^^^

•""'^ww- ,^ ... .

^"^''^.^o'l'^ n- 388. inexactness (in-eg-zakt'nes),». The quality 'i^l^\%^^ii^X:t^:^'"JZ^^''^'^^e
meunt (.m e-unt), n. [< li. imens (meimt-), ppr. of being inexact ; incorrectness ; want of pre- bottom of the vial, and permitting the liquor to escape,

of wire, go in, begin : see miUal.'] In math., a, cision. inexhaustibleness (in-eg-zas'ti-bl-nes), m.

point of a curve. inexcitability (in-ek-si-ta-bil'i-ti), «. {< mex- The state of being inexhaustible. Bailey, 1727.

The line through two consecutive ineunts of the curve (Stable : see -bility.'] Tlie state or quality of inexhaustibly (in-eg-zfis'ti-bli), adv. In an
is the tangent at the imunt. The point of Intersection of being inexcitable. Boaet. inexhaustible manner or degree,
two

"""^"^^X'^^SIh MemoS-^^Z'antt^^^^ inexcitable (in-ek-si'ta-bl), a. [= F. inexdta- Cambridge is delightfuUy and inexhaustibly rich.Cwey bixtn Memou- on Quantics a869), § 186.
j^^^ ^ ^ inexcitabilis, < in- priv. + LL. exoita- B. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 302.

ineunt-point (in e-unt-pomt), ». Same as «ra- JjZm that maybe excited: see ea!<»to6ie.] Un- it [a scientific pursuit] may be full of an occupation for

eunt. excitable ; not to be easily excited or roused. *••? thoughts so imxhaustibly interesting as to m^e en-

inPTraHiblpCin-B-va'yi-hn « r^ «» 3 -^ o)i/j<»"*7<i T
^".' >-, ""- -v "^ ^-s. j^ ^ <^ ..^ a^^^,

nui, m such a man s life, an extmct and almost fabulous

^1; f „ i-lri^^- ?^ „^ ^' * J-
evastbte.i vThat pleasure, late emploid, letts humour steepe fori of evU. f. £. Seetey, Nat. Religion, p. 116.

Notevasible; incapable of being evaded. ThyliSdsintliisineawifa6iesleepe? i. x- /• a ,^- -. r^ • a :1
inevidencet (in-ev'i-dens), n. [= Pg. inevi- Chapman, tr. of Homer's Hymn to Venus, mexhaustive (m-eg-zas tiv), a. l<-jrh^ + ex-

dencia; as in-S + evfdence.-] The quaUty of inexcusability (in-eks-ku-za-bil'i-ti), ». [<««- ^^s*^f-^ 1- Not e^diaustive; that does not

being inevident ; lack of evidence ; obscurity, excusabt: see -bility.] ThS quaHty or state of
exhaust, empt;^ or totally consume.- Sf. Not

Charge them, says St. Paul, that they trust not in un- being inexcusable or unjustifiable. " "® exnaustea orient,
certain riches-that is, in the obscurity or «»emdence^^ The worst of all the sins committed by.thejeaguers in That inexhaustT^wcSiTj^Zd.
riLues. jiarrow, worKS, i. i«». historjr, surpassing murder itself m criminality and jneiB- Thomson Spring 1 477

inevidentt(m-ev'i-dent),a. \=Vg.imevidente; <!™«6»2%. was breaking up the Harkh^loV hunt
ineast fin-ec-zist") » « K fe-S + emsi 1

'

To
< j»-s -f- ffoident.] Not e^dent ; not clear or ob- . v, ,. , ^^f""^T'

"'" *' ^^ ^J
^^- ^ISfL^mlthS^ else • inL™ PRare 1

vious • obscure TRare 1 inexcusable (in-eks-ku'za-bl), a. [= F. iwex- exist m sometnmg else
,
mnere. L-Kare.J

™. „ u J J 1, *!, • , eusable = It. ineseusabile, < Ij. inexeusabilis, < The ancients, holding the eternity of forms and ideas,
They may as well be deceived by then- own weakness V„ , JT ~ .,„' ^.-t^" °„„ „' Oi^ "JZ JZ..„„i.il n supposed them substances inexisting within the divine

as persuaded by the arguments of a doctrine which other "J-"
+ exemab%Us, excusable: see excusable.] ^^^ A TMcier, light of Nature, II. i. ll.

men, a« wise, call inemdent. Not excusable; incapable of being excused or ._„_.„4.._„„i ,/.„„_ •_/.„„_, „ r q„ -„„
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 294. justified: as, ii^excjable foUy. Hun^a^tllf+^Ze^h^]' ExisW^wHh'

ineviUbpy (in-eyn-ta-bil'i-ti) .. [= OF, Th^i^fore tbou ^^ ,™^™„,,e, O m^ fnTSer" t Also'SLJ " ^ "'*'''

inevitabilite, < ML. inevitabilita(t-)s, < li. znevt- art, mat juagesi. j»>m. u. i.
> . 4. ... * v 1 iu^..u

inhni<, iTiAT^fa-hlfi- iep, inmtablpS The state Of all hardnesses of heart, there Is none so ijMMttsaiie aa Concerning these gifts we must observe also that there
taOMJS, mevitaoie. see mev%mote. i _

ine stare
that of parents towards their children. Speetatm.So.lSl. was no small difference amongst them, as to the manner

or Character of being mevitable
;
inevitable- ^^^ unjustifiable, unpardonable, indefensible.

"' '"^'^ i^mx^tence in the person|who h^^h^»-^j
^^^

Tmhition falls under the in^taUKty of such ac
inexcusableneSS (in-eks-ku'za-bl-nes) n. The They [spirits] axe not divided from the subsistence of th^

„!,^tc „h,>h iithir ^™,M ,,?t hTfo?efleen OT not T,?^
character or state of being mexcusable. rather, but are in the Father, and the Father in them, by

vonted

'

i^ r»»for wSks (ed ?836)V7? IT^ir inexeimabUness is stated upon the supposition of a certain inexistenee, or inhabitation so called.
vented. J0r. laylor, worKsCea. is^s), 1 77.

^.^^ ^^^ ^.j^.^^_ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^yy^ ^^ ^^ ^^ £„„_ y^^^^ jj ^
inevitable (in-ev'i-ta-bl), a. \==Oii.%nemable, not glorify him as God. Sowift, Sermons, II. 268. jnexistence^ (in-eg-zis'tens), m. [_=¥. inexis-
F. inivitahle = Sp. inevitable = Pg. in^itavel = inexcusably (in-eks-ku'za-bU), adv. In an in- tence; as Jm-3 + existence.] Lack of existence;
It. inevitabile, < li. inevitabilis, unavoidable, < excusable manner; unpardonably. non-existence.
in- priv. + wtoMife, avoidable

:
see e«fel6te.J He that sins against these inward checks presumes, and. When we talk of these as instances of i»i«a*«ence, we do

Not evitable ; unavoidable ; admitting 01 no es- ^^at is more, he presumes inexcusably. not mean that, in order to live, it is necessary we should

cape or evasion: as, «Mew*a6ie calamities. So«eA, Works, VII. xi. be always in jovial crews. SteeJ^ Spectator, No. 100.

Thei would destroy ye fre wil of man & lay ys weight of inexcussiblet (in-eks-kus'i-bl), a. [< in-3 + ex- inexistencyt (ia-eg-zis'ten-si), n.
; pi. inexisten~

their owne synnes to y» charge of God's inmytable pre- ^^g + .me,] Not to be seized and detained by eies (-siz). Same as inexistenceK
aciens, <fc their own ineuitable a?s'j?y- law. If you examine what those forms and ideas were, you

*"? T inexcUSSiblyt (in-eks-kus'i-bU), <t(to. Inanin- wiU And they wrae not God. nor attributes, nw yet dis-

Alcides bore not long his flymg foe, oTonaaihln ^otitibt *""* substances, but znexisteneies m him : which mexu-
But bending his jmera(a6?e bow, _

eii^uooiuio uiauiioi.^ (cni^was a very convenient term, implying somewhat that

Reachd him in air, suspended as he stood, inexecraDie (in-CK se-Kra-Dl), a. LAppar. \ was both a substance and not a substance, and so carrying

And in his pinion flx'd the feather'd wood. «re-2 intensive + esecraftie; but prob. an orig. the advantages of either.

Drj/dem, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. misprint for 4«e»om6Ze.] Most execrable. The
. .

^. r«o*er, Light of Nature, II. i. 15.

Not warped . . . into that constraint or awkwardness form occurs only In the following passage, where some inexistent^t (in-eg-zis'tent), a. [= Sp. Pg. in-
whioh is the i»«m'«ffliJe effect of conscious exposure to pub- modern editions substitute iweawraSfe. existmte; asi»i-2 + existent.] Existinginsome-
""gaze. DeQmncey,htne,i. 0, be thou damn'd, jn«Mcra5ie dog I thing else ; inherent. Also inexisUnq

.

me profound ignomnce of al^^ And for thy life let Justice be accusd.^ ^ ^^'^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ y^

emiaftJemamanwhohadpa^edMehithertamtow™. ^-i ,. ,-,-,. ^«™-. J>^- ™ ';'
"^ j^ actually i»j«s;iste«i in ^he vegetable and animal bodies,Lady Eolland, in Sydney Smith, v. mexecutable (m-ek-se-ku'ta-bl), a. [< *»-S -^

_ _ , y^ jt ^ould not necessiily follow that earth, as i
Inevitable accident, (a) An accident which ordmaiy executable.] Not executable ; incapable of be- preexistent element, does with other principles convene
and reasonable human care or foresight could not guard

^ executed, performed, or enforced. to ™ake up those bodies. Boyle, Works, I. 578.

^^'(wki^J^lX^^'aX-^i^t^blla^^^^ Thekinghasaxiceptedthisconstitution,knowingbefore- inexistent^ (in-eg-zis'tent), a. [< i»-3 -1- ex-

pannot be avoided or evaded- that which is sure to hap- hand that it will not serve ; he studies iti and executes it tstent.] Not existing; having no existence
;

pen:as.itisinvaintoflghtaialnst«AeinemteMe. in the hope mainly that it wUl be found i««x|<nt(aWe. pertaining to non-existence.

inevitableneSS (in-ev'i-ta-bl-nes), n. The state
_ ,.,.,. ,^T/^l'-

^^'^"^
^J" ."•J' f;

Oh sleep ! thou sweetest gift of heaven to man,

or character of being inevitable ; inevitability, inexecution (in-ek-se-ku shgn), n. [< *»-= + still in thy downy arms embrace my friend,

, ^ „•,.,=*. • „•»„!,/.,„„.. in that, execution.] Lack or neglect of execution; non- Nor loose him from his »«ea;tseCTj« trance.

it seemed tolhem some kind of cause to the accomplish- He . . . decided quarrels arising between husbands and inexorability (in-ek'so-ra-bU l-tl), n.^ [= 1.

ing thereof. Donne, Sermons, vi. ^ives, without there ever being any inexecution or com- imexorahiUtS = Pg. inexorabilidade z= It. ineso-

{npvitablir Cin-ev'i-ta-bli), adv. In an inevita- plaint against his decisions and decrees. rabilitd, : see inexorable and -bility.] The Char-

lie mtnK so as t! render escape or evasion JP--;.'
*- »' Vaxillas Hist. Medici d^ex P-joe. ^er or quality of being inexorable or unyield-

oie maimtii
,
ou "= "" t^. ^ iuexeition (in-eg-zer'shon), n. [< in-3 + exer- jug to entreaty.

impossible
;
unavoidably.

^^^-j ^^^^ ^^ exertion; defect of effort or f^^ fever's iixoraMlity not only grieves but amazes

xj^ii^tt"" ''hsX^S^^sJi^^I^. action. Imp. Diet. me. 'jcA^o^mn BoswelL



inexorable

inexorable (in-ek'so-ra-bl), a. [= F. inexora-m = Sp. inexorable = Pg. inexoravel = It. in-
esorabils, < L. inexorabilis, < in- priv. + exora-
ftjiis, that can be moved by entreaty: see ex-
orable. ] Not to be persuaded or moved by en-
treaty or prayer

; unyielding; unrelenting: as,
an inexorable creditor ; inexorable law.

You are more inhuman, more inexorable,
O, ten tunes more, than tigers of Hyrcania.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., L 4.

They pay off their protection to great crimes and ereat f'A'''cnmmals by being inexorable to the paltry frailties of httle ^ union. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. xxxiL
™™- Burke, Nabob of Aroot

„ ... But sheao Bamt— inexorable— no tenderness—
Too haid, too cruel. Tennyson, Princess, v.

=Syn. Jnexonaie, Unrelenting, Relentleaa, Implacable-
Immovable. Inexorable, literally not to be moved orchMged by prayer or petition, expresses an Immovable
S^Jlf^*!?

refusing; to do what one is entreated to dowhether that be good or bad ; it is also used figuratively •

as, inexorable death, time, fate. The other three words
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inexpedient (in-eks-pe'di-ent), a. [< in-S +
expedient.'] Not expedient"; not suited to the
purpose or the circumstances ; not judicious or
advisable.

A little reflexion will shew that they (certain pursuits]
are indeed inexpedient—that is, unprofitable, unaxlvisable,
improper in a great variety of respects.

Bp. Hurd, Works, VIL xlviii.

It is indeed possible that a tax might be laid on a par-
ticular article by a state which might render it inexpedi-
ent that a further tax should be laid on the same article

inexpressible

inexpiably (in-eks'pi-a-bli), adv. In an inex-
piable manner or degree; so as to admit of no
atonement.

Excursions are inexpiably had

;

And 'tis much safer to leave out than add.
RoHcommon, On Translated Verse.

inexpiatet (injpks'pi-at), a. [< Llr. imexpiatus,
not expiated, < L. in- priv. + expiatus, pp. of ex-
jjiare, expiate : sea expiate.] Not expiated, ap-
peased, or pacified.

To rest inexpiate were much too rude a part.

Syn. Unadvlsable. .Chapman, Iliad, ii

inexpediently (in-eks-pe'di-ent-U), adv. Not inexplainable (in-eks-pla'na-bl), a. [< j«-3 -f-

_ expediently; unfitly. explainable.] Not explainable; incapable of
inexpensive (m-eks-pen'siv), a. [< fe-3 -I- ex- being explained; inexpUcable. Bailey, 1731.
penswe.] Not expensive or costly. inexpleablyt (in-eks'plf-a-bli), ad?;. [Irreg. <
Leavmg Millioent to bemoan his want of appetite, and L. inexplebilis, insatiable, <^«»-priv. + *explebilis,

to devise elegant but i«ea;pen4Me suppers. < exvlere, Sll ino : see expletive.] Insatiablv.
.B.S. SAejjpard, Charles Auchester,iii.l. ,^ . ... . .\^ ..,. , , ., ,„What were these harpies but flatterers, delators, and the

apply to feelmg, which is generally bad bat unrelerSirM inexperience (in-eks-pe'ri-ens), n. [= F. in- inexpleably covetoxial
and relentleas may by figure apply also to action : as, an «^rc(enw pursuit

; a relentless massacre. Implacable ap-
plies whoUy to feehng, meaning unappeasable, and in thjsuse is the strongest of the three ; it goes with such strongwords as anvmosity and resentment.

Kieft was inexorable, and demanded the murderer.
Bancroft, Hist. U. S., II. 289.

Slaughter'd by the ireful arm
Of unrelenting Clifford. Shak., 3 Hen. VI., u. i.

Only in destroying I find ease
To my relentless thoughts. MUton, P. L., ix. 130.

Let there be nothing hetween us save war and implacable
hatred. Longfellow, Courtship of Miles Standish, iv.

inexorableness (in-ek'so-rar-bl-nes), n.
state or quality of being inexorable.
The former aversation and inexorableness is taken away.

Chillingworth, Sermon on Bom. viii. Si!

inexorably (in-ek'so-ra-bli), adv. In an inex-
orable maimer; so as to be immovable by en-
treaty.

There find a Judge inexorably just.

Cowper, Hope, L 227.

inexpansible Jin-eks-pan'si-bl), a. [< i»-3 -f

Sandys, Travailes, p. 8.

experience = Sp. inesperiencia = Pg. inexperi- inexplicability{in-eks''''pli-ka-bil'i-ti),». r=P
enda = It. inesperienza, < LiL. inexperientia, in-

experience, < L. in- priv. + experienUa, expe-
rience : see experience.] Want of experience,
or of knowledge gained by experience: as, the
inexperience of youth.

Prejudice and self-suflBciency naturally proceed from in-
experience of the worid and ignorance of manldnd. inexplicable (in-eks'pU-ka-bl), a. and n. [= F.

'*'"*
inexplicable= Sp. inexplicable= Pg. inexplicavel

inexpUcabilit4; as inexplicable + -ity : see -biUty.]

The character or quality_ of being inexplicable;
also, something that is inexplicable.

The insistence upon this one ultimate inexpliealnlityl^
no solid basis for the natural science of mind or body.

Mini, IX. 870.

]

[<«»l-3

_ Incapable of being expanded, di-
lated, or diffused. Tyndall.
inexpectablet (in-eks-pek'ta-bl), a. [< j»-3 +
expectable.] Not to be expected; not to be
looked for.

With what inexspectable, unconceivable mercywere they
answered

!

Sp. Hall, Works, V. 223.

inexpectant (in-eks-pek'tant), a. [< to-3 -f
expectant.] Not expecting; unexpectant.

Loverless and inexpectant of love.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xiii.

inexpectationf (in-eks-pek-ta'shon), «. [< in-S
+ expectation.] The state of having no expec-
tation or prevision.

It is therefore fit we take heed of such things as are like
Mnltiplylng-glasses, and shew fears either more numerous
or higger far than they are. Such are inexpectation, un-
acquaintance^ want of preparation.

Pelfham, Resolves, ii. 5.

inexpectedf (in-eks-pek'ted), a. [< iw-S -I- ex-
pected.] Not expected; unexpected.
An imposed and inexpected end. Ford, Line of Life.

inexpectedlyt (in-eks-pek'ted-li), adv.
+ expected + -ly^.] Unexpectedly.
How could it bee otherwise, when those great spirits of

hers, that had beene long used to an uncontrolled sover-
aigntie, finde themselves so inexpectedly suppressed.

Bp. Hall, Athalia and Joash.

inexpectednesst (in-eks-pek'ted-nes), n. Un-
expectedness.
The inexpectedness of pleasing objects makes them mauy

times the more acceptable. Bp. Hall, Esther Suing.

inexpectlyt (iu-eks-pekt'li), adv. [< j«-S -)- ex-
pect{ed) + -ly^.] Same as inexpectedly.

I startled to meet so inexpecUy with the name of Bishop
Ball disgracefully ranked with Priests and Jesuits.

Bp. Hall, Works, VIIL 503.

inexpedlblet (in-eks-ped'i-bl), a. [< L. inexpe-
dibilis, that cannot be extricated, < in- priv.
+ "expedibilis, < expedire, expedite, extricate:
Beeexpede.] Cumbersome; not to be got rid of.

Bailey.

inexpedience (in-eks-pe'di-ens), n. [< inexpe-
dienit) + -ce.] Inexpediency. Johnson. [Bare.]
inexpediency (in-eks-pe'di-en-si), n. [< inex-
pedien(t) -t- -cy.] The condition or quality of
being inexpedient, inappropriate, or unadvisa-
ble ; unsnitableness to the purpose or circum-
stances ; inad^disability.

By this subscription they seemed to allow the lawful-
ness of the garments, though on account of the inexpedi-
ency of them they declined to use them.

Strype, Abp. Parker, an. 1654.

It is not the rigour but the inexpediency of laws and acts
of authority which makes them tyrannical.

Foley, Moral Philoa., vi. 5.

We hug the hopes of constancy and truth.
But soon, alas ! detect the rash mistake
That sanguine inexperience loves to make.

Cowpar, Valediction, 1. 56.

The inexperienced (in-eks-pe'ri-enst), a. [< «»-3 -I-

experienced.] Lacking, or "characterized by
lack of, experience or the knowledge^ or skill
gained by experience ; not experienced.

But (as a child, whose inexperiene'd age
Nor evil purpose fears nor knows) enjoys
Night's sweet refreshment, humid sleep sincere.

J. Philips, Cider, ii.

In his letter introductory to Green's Arcadia, Nash uses
the expression '*in my inexperienced opinion."

F. Hall, False Philol., p. 32.

Left . . . the poor inexperienced bride
To her own devices.

Browning, Ring and Book, L 67.

=SyiL Unpractised, unversed, "raw," "green."
inexperiencedness (in-eks-pe'ri-enst-nes), n.
Lack of experience ; inexperience. [Bare.]
The damsel has three things to plead in her excuse : the

authority of her parents, the persuasion of her friends, and
the inexperieficedness of her age.

Bailey, (r. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 318.

inexpert (in-eks-pert'), a. [= F. inexpert= Sp.
Pg. inexperto= It. inesperto, < L. inexpertus, tm-

= It. inesplicabile, < L. inexplicabilis, that cannot
be unfolded or loosed, < i»-priv. + explicabilis,

that can be unfolded : see explicable.] I. a. Not
explicable ; incapable of being explained or in-
terpreted; not to be made plain or intelligible:
as, an inexplicable mystery,
The groundlings, who for the most part are capable of

nothing but inexplicable dumb shows and noise.
Shak., Hamleti iiL 2.

Their views become vast and perplexed, to others in-
explicable, to themselves unceriain.

Burke, Rev. in France.

That night, by chance, the poet watching
Heard an ines^licable scratching.

Cowper, Retired Cat
There is always a charm to me In the inexplicable wind-

ings of these wayward tracks.

Higginson, Oldport Days, p. 242.

=Syn. Unaccountable, incomprehensible, inscrutable
mysterious.

II. m. i)?. Trousers ; "inexpressibles." [A
humorous euphemism.]
He usually wore a brown frock-coat without a wrinkle,

light inexplieables without a spot.

Dickens, Sketches (Mr. Minns).

+^^,1 V,rf„»„',",.;7 ^'
T™^"' ""' ^"•"r-^-t"".""^!'^- inexplicableness (in-eks'pli-ka-bl-nes), re. The

fw^;J^T*°"'®'^! unproved, < ««- pnv. 4- ex- state or quality of being iiexplieable.

^ZZ'.^m'J^7"^'"''^V ""^
f^'"'9.

^''* inexplicably (in-eks'pfi-ka-bU), adi. In an

aVtSrirpracTc"^ ^°°"^^'^^ °' iS!?„^-^A\-^-?^i -, ^ -^ - to a degree
that cannot be explained,

But what of all this, now the power of godliness is
denyed by wicked men. How then? what is their case!
Surely inexplicably, inconceivably fearefulL

Bp. Hall, The Hypocrite.

inexplicate (in-eks'pli-kat), a. [< ira-3 + ex-
plicate.] In bot. , not completelyrolled or closed

_
up, as the apotheeia of some lichens. [Bare.]
inexplicit (in-eks-plis'it), a. [< i»-3 -I- explicit.]
Not explicit or clear in terms or statement ; not
clearly stated.

Lack of ex- inexplorable (in-eks-plor'ar-bl), a. [= F. in-

ifpTrniahlpriTi pVs't,) = >.n „ r w- ^, ^^^/o^Oible ; &B in-S + expldrable.] Not explor-inexpiaDle (lu-eks pi-a-bl), a. [^F.mexptable able; incapable of being exnlored seareled.= Sp. inexpiable = Pg. inexpiavel = It. inespia- or discovered.
^ explored, searciied,

*!_'A-?-_!?i^"l^''*! !¥* S^'^ot ¥ atoned inexplosive (in-eks-pl6'siv), a. [< in^ -H ex-
plosive.] Not liable to explode ; not of an ex-

By this means the secrets of state are frequently di-
vulg'd, and matters of greatest consequence committed to
inexpert and novice counsellors, utterly to seek in the full
and mtimate knowledge of affairs past.

MUton, Free Commonwealth.
O [Albion] inexpert in arms,

Yet vain of freedom, how dost thou beguile
With dreams of hope these near and loud alarms <

Akenside, To the Country Gentlemen of England.

In letters and in laws
Not inexpert. Prior.

inexpertness (in-eks-pert'nes), n.
pertness.

toT-. BeeexpiabU.] 1. Not to be expiated; ad-
mitting of no expiation or atonement: as, an
inexpiable crime or offense.

If they do follow hun into error, the matter is not so in-
expiable. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), IL 372.

Should I offend, by high example taughti
'Twould not be an inexpiable fault.

Pomfret, Love's Triumph over Reason.

2. Not to be satisfied or appeased by expiation;
implacable.

nieywm not speake one to another: so inexpiable ha-
tred doe the other lewes conceiue against them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 143.

My love how couldst thou hope, who took'st the way
To raise in me inexpiable hate? Milton, S. A,, L 839.

As well might we in England think of waging inexpia-
ble war upon all Frenchmen for the evils which they have
brought upon us in the several periods of our mutual hos-
tilities. Burke, Rev. in France
Inexpiable war, a war between Carthage and its mer-
cenary troops which lasted for about three years after the
close of the first Punic war (241 b. c).

inexpiableness (in-eks'pi-a-bl-nea), n. The
state of being inexpiable.

plosive nature or character; free from explo-
sions.

(Joing forth to enjoy themselves hi the mild, inexplosive
fashion which seems to satisfy Italian nature.

Howells, Venetian Life, xviL
The inexplosive materials of which dynamite is eom-

VoanAeA. The American, Vni. 38.

inexposablet (in-eks-p6'za-bl), a. [< j»-3 -f ex-\
pose + -able.] Secure or'free from exposure.
Those whom nature or art, strength or sleight, havemade inexposable to easy ruin may pass unmolested.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, L 83.

inexpressible (in-eks-pres'i-bl), a. and n. [<
in-3 -(- expressible.] I. a. Not expressible; in-
capable of being expressed; that cannot be
uttered or represented in words; unspeakable;
unutterable

: as, inexpressible grief or joy.

Distance inexpressible
By numbers that have name.

Milton, P. L., viil. 113.

She bore an inexpressible cheerfulness and dignity in her
^P^*- Addison, Religions In Waxwork.
=Syn. Unspeakable, indescribable, ineffable.



inexpressible

n. ». i)Z. Trousers ; "unmentionables." [A
humorous euphemism.]
Such "mixed spirlta" ... as could condescend to don

at the same time an Elizabethan doublet and Bond-street
imxpressibles. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 89.

inexpressibly (in-eks-pres'i-bli), adv. la an
inexpressible manner or degree ; unspeakably;
unutterably: as, an inexpressibly dreary day.

It [the hair] is . . . fastened with a bodkin, in a taste
which we thought inexpressibly elegant.

Cook, Second Voyage, II. xii.

inexpressive (in-eks-pres'iv), a. [= F. inex-
pressif=: Pg. inexpresswo; as «w-3 + expressive.']
1. Not expressive; -wanting expression; not dis-
tinctly significant or representative : as, an in-
expressime gesture or portrait.

The inexpressive semblance of himself. AlcensHe.

2. Not to be expressed; inexpressible; ineffa-
ble. [Kare.]

The ineicpresslve strain
Diffuses its enchantment.

Akenslde, Pleasures of the Imagination, 1. 124.

Harplngs high of inexpresHve praise.
W. Mason, Eltrida, Chorus, Ode.

inexpressiveness (in-eks-pres'iv-nes), n. The
state or qualitjr of being inexpressive.
inexpugnable (in-eks-pug'- or in-eks-pu'na-bl),
a. [= P. inexpugnable = Sp. inexpugnable =
Pg. i/nexpugnavel = It. inespugnabile, < L. i/nex-

pugnabilis, that cannot be taken by assault, <
MS- priv. + expugnabilis, that can be taken by
assault: see expugnable.'] Not expugnable;
that canuot be overcome by force, nor taken by
assault; unoonctuerable ; impregnable.

Its lofty embattled walls, its bold, projecting, rounded
towers, that pierce the sky, strike the imagination, and
promise inexpugnable strength.

Burke, A Begicide Peace, iv.

This had been not only acknowledged by his Highness
himself, but with vehement and inexpiignable reasons and
authorities defended. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., 11.

inexpngnably (in-eks-pug'- or in-eks-pti'na-

lo\i), adv. In an inexpugnablemanner; impreg-
nably: as, " inexpugnably lodged," Dr. H. More.
inexsuperablel (in-ek-su'pe-ra-bl), a. [For-
merly also inexuperable ; < Tilinexsuperabilis, in-

surmountable, < in- priv. + exsuperabilis, sur-

mountable : see exsuperable.] Not to be passed
over or surmounted ; impassable; insurmount-
able. Coles, 1717.

inextended (in-eks-ten'ded), a. [< in-^ + ex-

tended.] Unextended; without extension.

They suppose it [the soul] to be inextended, or to have
no parts or quantity.

Watts, Essay towards Proof of a Separate State, § 1.

inextensibility(in-eks-ten-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< in-

extensible : see -bility.] The quality of being
inextensible.

Its quality of inextensiUlity [that of timber] is greatly

diminished In value to the constructor on account of the

comparatively slight resistance it offers to compressing

power. Enayc. Brit., IV. 448.

inextensible (in-eks-ten'si-bl), a. [= F. inex-

tensible = Pg. inextensivel ; as *m-3 + extensible.]

That cannot be stretched ; not extensible : ap-

plied in geometry to a surface which can be bent
in any way, but only so that each element re-

mains unchanged in magnitude and shape.

A physical line is flexible and inextensible, and cannot

be cut/ Encye. Bra., XIV. 127.

The famous theorem that, in whatever way a flexible and

inextensible surface may be deformed, the sum of the

principal curvatures at each point will always be the same.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIII. 698.

inextension (in-eks-ten'shon), n. [< in-^ + ex-

tension.] Lack of extension; unextended state.

in extenso (in eks-ten'so). [ML. (NL.) :
L. m,

in; ML. extenso, abl. of extensum, a full state-

ment, an original from which an abridgment

is made, neut. of L. extensus, pp. of extendere,

stretch out: see *m1, in% extend.] At full

length; in full; without abridgment: as, to

print a paper in extenso.
,

inexterminable (in-eks-ter'mi-na-bl), a. L=
F. inexterminable, < LL. inextermmabihs, < «»-

priv. + exterminabilis, exterminable : see extm--

minable.] Not exterminable ; incapable of be-

ing exterminated. ....„, J-J n

inextinct (in-eks-tingkf), a. [< «»-3 + extinct.]

Not extinct or quenched.

inextinguiblet (in-eks-ting gwi-bi), a. .1=/
inextinguible = Sp. inestinguiUe = Pg. inext%n^

quivel = It. inestinguibile; as in-S + *exUngia-

ble, < L. extinguere, extinguish (see exhngmsh),

+ -ible.] Inextinguishable.

Being once afire, it [bitumen] is imxtinguMe, unlesse

it be bv throwing dust upon it.
. «...n DC oy uuoY- B

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p, 444.
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inextingnishable (in-eks-ting'gwish-a-bl), a.

[< in-^ + extinguishable.] Not extingiiishable

;

incapable of being extinguished; imqueneh-
able.

So under fieiy cope together rush'd
Both battels main, with ruinous assault

And inextinguishable rage. Milton, P. L., vi. 217.

The just Creator condescends to write.

In beams of iTiextmguishable lighij,

His names of wisdom, goodnes^ pow'r, and love.

On all that blooms below, or shines above.
Cotvper, Hope, 1. 134.

inextinguishably (in-eks-ting'gwish-a-bli),
adv. In an inextinguishable manner; so as
not to be extinguished.

inextirpablet (in-eks-ter'pa-bl), a. [= F. inex-

tirpable = Pg. inextirpavel = It. inestirpabile, <

L. inexsUrpabilis, that cannot be rooted out, <

in- priv. + *exstirpabilis, that can be rooted out,

< exstirpare, root out: see extirp, extirpate.]

Not extirpable ; incapable of being extirpated.

E. Phillips, 1706.

in extremis (in eks-tre'mis). [L. : in, in; ex-

tremis, abl. pi. of exiremus, extreme : see foi,

inM, extreme.] In extremity. Used specifically—

(a) Of a person at the point of death, implying a mortal
wound or illness under which the sufferer, if conscious, is

aware that his end is near, (b) Of a person or thing in ex-

treme danger.

inextricable (in-eks'tri-ka-bl), a. [= F. inex-

tricable = Sp. inextricable = Pg. inextrica/oel =
It. inestricabile, inestrigabile, < L. inextricabilis,

that cannot be disengaged or disentangled, <

in- priv. -f- *ea;«ncaM?M, that can be disengaged:
see extrioable.] Not extrieable ; that cannot be
freed from intricacy or perplexity ; not permit-
ting extrication.

To deceive him
Is no deceit^ but justice, that would break
Such an inextricable tie as ours was.

B, Jonson, Alchemist, v. 2.

She trembling stands, and does in wonder gaze,

Lost in the wild vnextri^iable maze. Blackmore.

Man
To man, were grappled in the embrace of war.
Inextricable butby death or victory. Shelley, Hellas.

inextricableness (iu-eks'tri-ka-bl-nes), n. The
state of being inextricable.

There is no perplexity in thee, my God, no inextricable-

ness in thee. Donne, Devotions (1625), p. 122.

inextricably (in-eks'tri-ka-bli), adv. In an in-

extricable manner ; beyond extrication or dis-

entanglement.

Her adamantine grapple from their decks
Fate threw, and ruin on the hostile fleet

iTiextricably fasten'd. Glover, Leonidas, vii.

The sesthetic and religious elements were inextricably

Interwoven. J. Caird.

inextricatet (in-eks'tri-kat), a. [< LL. inextri-

catus, unextrieated, undeveloped, < L. in- priv.

+ extrieatus, pp. of extricare, extricate : see ex-

tricate.] Permitting no extrication or escape;
inextricable.

But the equall fate

Of God withstood his stealth ; inextricate

Imprisoning bands, and sturdy churlish swaines.

That were the heardsmen, who withheld with chains

The stealth attempter. Chapman, Odyssey, xl.

inexuperablet, <»• Sa^ne a.a inexsuperable. Cock-

eram.
ineyet (in-i')) ''• *• [LateME. eneye; < imA, en-l,

-f eyei. Cf. inoculate.] To inoculate or bud;
propagate, as a tree or plant, by the insertion

of a bud.

Let sage experience teach thee all the arts

Of grafting and in-eyeing. J. Philips, Cider, i.

inf. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin infra,

, below; (6) ot infinitive; (c) ot infantry.

in facie curiae (in fa'shi-e kU'ri-e). [L. : in,

in
;
fade, abl. of fades, face ; curias, gen. of

curia, court : see in\ in'^, face^, fades, curia.]

Before the court.

in facie ecclesiae (in fa'shi-e e-kle'zi-e). [L.:

in, in; facie, abl. ot fades, face; ecclesice, gen.

of ecclesia, church : see i»i, in^, face\ fades,

ecclesia.] Before the church; with priestly

sanction; with ecclesiastical publicity: said of

marriage solemnized by the church, as distin-

guished" from a clandestine or a purely secular

contract.

infair, n. See infare.
_

infallt (in'fai), n. [< fei + fain.] An incur-

sion ; an inroad. [Rare.]

Lincolnshire, infested with in/alls of Camdeners, has its

own Malignancies too.
'

Carlyle, Cromwell, Letters, May, 1643.

infallibilism (in-fal'i-bi-lizm), n. [< infallible

(ML. infallibilis) + -ism.] The principle of pa-

pal infallibility; belief in or adherence to the

dogma of infallibility.

infame

infallibilist (in-fal'i-bi-list), n. [< infallible

(ML. infallibilis) + -ist.] One who maintains
the dogma of the infallibility of the Pope.

Plantier, Archbishop of Nismes, . . . was a zealous in-

fallibilist. Harper's Weekly, June 19, 1875.

infallibility (in-fal-i-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. infaiU
libiliti = Sp. infalibilidad = Pg. infallibilidade

= It. infallibilitd,, < NL. infallibilita(t-)s, < ML.
infallibilis, infallible: see infallible.] 1. The
quality of being infallible, or incapable of error
or mistake ; entire exemption from liability to
error. In theology the doctrine of the infallibility ofthe
church is the doctrine that the church as a whole cannot
err in its spiritual faith and its religious teaching, and that
consequently the religious teaching of the church is infal-

libly true. In Eoman Catholic theology the doctrine of
the infallibility of the Pope is the doctrine that when the
Pope speaks ex cathedra (that is, when he speaks officially

and on matters of faith and morals) he is divinely guarded
from all error. The theory of the Pope's official infallibility

was long maintained by ultramontane theologians as the
basis of pontifical supremacy ; but it was first promulgated
as a binding dogma by the Vatican Council in 1870, in the
restricted form above given. See Old Catholics, under
catholic.

Infallibility is the highest perfection of the knowing
faculty, and consequently the firmest degree of assent.

Tillotson.

The highest infallibility in the teaghers doth not pre-
vent the possibility or the danger of mistaking in the hear-
ers. Stillingfleet, Works, IV. ii.

Infallibility. . . is just that which certitude is not; it is

a faculty or gift, and relates not to some one truth in par-

ticular, but to all possible propositions in a given subject-

matter. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 214.

2. Incapability of failure; absolute certainty

of success or effect: as, the infallibility of a
remedy.
The prestige of the gun with a savage is in his notion of

its infalliUlity. Kane, Sec. Grinnell Exp., I. 216.

infallible (in-fal'i-bl), a. [= F. infaillible = Sp.

infalible = Pg. infallivel = It. infallibile, < ML.
infallibilis, not fallible, < in- priv. + fallibilis,

fallible : see /aHiftfe.] 1. Not fallible in know-
ledge, judgment, or opinion ; exempt from fal-

lacy or liability to error; unerring.

It is humane frailly to err, and no man is infallible here
on earth. Milton, True Eeligion.

For not two or three of that order, . . . but almost the

whole body of them, are of opinion that their infallible

master has a right over kings, not only in the spirituals

but temporals. Dryden, Keligio Laid, Pref.

A man is infallible whose words are always true, . ; .

but a man who is certain in some one definite case is not
• on that account infallible.

J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 215.

2. UnfaiUng in character or effect; exempt
from uncertaiuty or liability to failure ; abso-

lutely trustworthy.

To whom also he shewed himself alive after his passion

by many infallible T»roofs. Acts i. 3,

There is scarcely a disorder incident to humanity against

which our advertising doctors are not possessed with a
most infallible antidote. Goldsmith, Quack Doctors.

His face, that infallible index of the mind.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 150.

He . . . mended china with an infallible cement.
B. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 64.

infallibleness (in-fal'i-bl-nes), ». Infallibility;

exemption from liability to failure or error.

I have not at all said enough of the infallibleness of fine

technical work as a proof of every other good power.
Buskin^ Lectures on Art.

infallibly (in-fal'i-bli), adv. In an infallible

manner; without failure or mistake; certainly;

surely.

If this disorder continues, learning and philosophy is in-,

fallibly torn to pieces. Bacon, Physical Fables, iii. , Expl.

The lessening of the sun's heat would infalliily dimin-

ish the quantity of aqueous vapour, and thus cut off the
glaciers at their source. Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 21.

infamationt(in-fa-ma'shon),m. [<.¥.infamation
= Sp. infamadon=: Pg. infamaqax) = It. infama-
zione, < LL. infamatio{n-), calumny, defamation
(not found in sense of 'reproach, rebuke'), <

infamare, disgrace, defame, also reproach, re-

buke, blame: see infame,v.] Eeproaoh; blame;
censure.

For vpon thys lesson he bryngeth in, as you see, his

charitable infamiacion of the cleaigies crueltie.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 915.

infamet (in-fam'), a. [< F. infdme = Pr. Sp.

Pg. It. infame,<. L. infamis, without (good) fame,
of ill fame, < in- priv. + fama, fame : see fame.
Cf. infamous.] Infamous.

I believe it Is the flrst time that a scandalous infame
state libel was honoured with a direct encomium in a sol-

emn History that titles itself compleat.
Boger North, Examen, p. 142.

infamet (in-fam'), v. t. [< F. infamer = Pr. in-

famar, enfamar = Sp. Pg. infamar = It. infa-

mare, < L. infamare, bring into iU repute, de-



infame

fame, < infamis, of ill fame : see infame, a., in-

famous.'] To reproach; censure; defame.

Yet bicaase he was cruell by nature, he was i^fatned by
writers. Holinshed, Cliron., I. 8.

Livia Is infamed for the poisoning of her husband.
Bacon, Empire (ed. 1887).

Hitherto obscured, infamed.
And thy fair fruit let hang, as to no end
Created. MUton, P. L., ix. 797.

infamed (m-famd'), p. a. Defamed or dis-

graced: specifically applied in heraldry to a
Hon or other beast shown without a tail.

infamize (in'fa-miz), v. t.; pret. and pp. i»/a-

mized, ppr. infamizing. [< infame, a., + -ize.]

To make infamous ; defame. [Rare.]

With scomfnll laughter (grace-less) thus began
lo infamize the poor old drunken man.

Sylvester, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Ark.

Is some knot of riotous slanderers leagued
To infamize the name of the king's brother?

Coleridge, Zapolya, 1 1.

infamonizet (in-fam'o-iuz), v. t. A perverse ex-
tension of infamize. ' [Ludicrous.]

Dost thou infamAmize me among potentates? thou Shalt

die. Shak., L. L. 1., v. 2.

infamort, n. [< infame, v., + -or.'] One who
brings infamy or disgrace.

Nor Eome shall not repute theim as hir naturall chil-

dren, but as cruell enemies ; and not for augmentours of
the commonweltb, but infamours and robbers of clem-
ency. Golden Book, xL

infamous (in'fa-mus, formerly also in-fa'mus),
a. [< OF. infameia, < ML. infamosus, equiv.
L. infamis, of ill fame, Ul spoken of: see in-

fame, a., famous.] 1. Of ill fame; famous or
noted for badness of any kind ; notoriously evil

;

of vile character or quality; odious; detestable:
applied to persons or things.

Is it not pity, I should lose my life

By such a bloody and infamous stroake?
Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, v. 1.

We had a very infamcus wretehed lodging.
Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

As the Christians are worse here than in any other parts,
so also the Turks indulge those vices here to the highest de-
gree for which they are generallyivfamoue; with many of
them, drinlcing wine takes the place of opium ; butthey are
secret in this practice.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 126.

The islanders, however, were not alone guilty of this in-

/a9nou« trade in men. Sowell8,Yeneti3n1Jie,xyi.

After all, perhaps, the next best thing to being famous
or infamous is to be utterly forgotten, for this also is to
achieve a kind of definite result by living.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 347.

2. Involving or attributing infamy ; branded,
or that brands, vrith infamy: as, an infamous
crime ; infamous punishment.
Tnfam^ms punishments are mismanaged in this country,

vith respect both to the crimes and the criminals.
PaZey, Moral Fhilos., vt 9.

Infamous crime or offense, in law: (o) In the common-
law rule of evidence disqualifying convicts to testify as
witnesses or serve as jurors, an offense a conviction of
which would at common law disqualify the person as a
witness or juror, because creating a strong presumption
against truthfulness ; in general, an offense punishable in
a state prison. (&) In the constitutional provision that no
one can be held to answer for an infamous offense without
presentment or indictment by grand jury, a crime punish-
able capitally or by imprisonment in a state prison or peni-
tentiary, with or without liard labor. In this sense re-

stricted by some authorities to those offenses which in-
volve falsehood and are calculated to affect injuriously the
public administration of justice.—Syn. 1. Wicked, Rei-
wms, ete. (see aArodou^ ; disgraceflu, shameful, grossly
dishonorable, nefarious, execrable, ignominious.

infamously (in'fa^mus-li), aim. In an infamous
manner or degree; odiously; scandalously; dis-

gracefully.

M'ow was the time to unlock the sealed fountain of
roy^ bounty whichhad been imfamously monopolized and
huckstered. Burke, Present Discontents.

infamousness (in'fa-mus-nes), n. The condi-
tion, quality, or character of being infamous;
infamy. Bailey, 1727.

infamy (in'fa-mi), n. [= F. infamie, OF. in-

fame = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. infamia, < L. infamia,
iU fame, < infamis, of ill fame : see infame, a.,

infamous.] 1. Evil fame; public reproach or
disgrace ; scandalous repute.

Fie, what dishonour seek ye ! what black infamy !

FleUher, Loyal Subject^ v. 6.

Wilfnl perpetrations of nnworthy actions brand with
most indelible characters of ivfaimy the name and mem-
ory to posterity. Eikon BaHlike.

2. Infamous character; disgraeefnlness ; scan-
dalousness ; extreme baseness or vileness : as,

the infamy of an action.— 3. In lam, the pub-
lic disgrace or loss of character incurred by
conviction of an infamous offense. See infa-

mous. =sya. 1. Obloquy, Opprobrium, ete. (see ignominy\
dishonor.— 2. Wickedness, atrocity, villainy, shamefulness.
See atrocious.
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infancy (in'fan-si), n. [= F. enfance = Sp.

Pg. infancia '=. It. infanzia, < L. infantia, in-

ability to speak, infancy, < infan{t-)s, unable
to speak, an infant: see infant.] If. Inabil-

ity to speak distinctly ; want of utterance ; ver-

bal hesitation.

So darkly do the Saxon Annals deliver their meaning
with more than wonted infancy. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

3. The state of being an infant
;_
the earliest

period of life, in formal classification reckoned
as extending to the seventh year, but commonly
or popularly as including only about two years,

or the time of teething, after which childhood
begins.
Great God, which hast this World's Birth made me see,

Vnfold his Cradle, shew his Infancy.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, IL, Edea

The Babe yet lies in smiling infamxy.
MUton, Nativitjr, L 151.

Heaven lies about us in our infancy.
Wordsworth, Immortality, st 5.

3. In common law, the period of a person's life

from birth to the age of majority or legal capa-
city, at the end of the twenty-first year; non-
age; minority.— 4. Figuratively, that period
in the history, existence, or development of a
thing which corresponds to the earliest years
of childhood ; the mst age, beginning, or early

period: as, the «»/ancy of the world; vae infancy
of an institution or an art.

The difference between the riches of Itoman citizens in

the infamey and in the grandeur of Home will appear by
comparing the first valuation of estates with the estates

afterwards possessed. Arbutknjot, Weights and Measures.

infandoust (in-fan'dus), a. [< L. infandus, un-
speakable, < in- priv. + fandus, gerundive of

fari, speak : see fate.] Unspeakable ; unspeak-
ably odious.
This infandmis custom of swearing, I observe, reigns in

England lately more than anywhere else,

Bowell, Letters (10th ed.), I. v. 11.

infangtheft (in'fang-thef), n. [ME. (ML.),
repr. AS. infangenethedf, < infangen, pp. of in-

fon, onfon, seize (< in, on, on, -I- fon, pp. fong-
en, seize: seefang), -h tliedf, thief. Cf. ouifang-

thef.] In old Eng. law, the privilege of the lord
of a manor to sit in jud^ent upon thieves
taken on his manor.
They shall haue Infwngthefe, and that they shall be

wreckefree, lastagefree, and louecopfree.
Charter granted by Edw. I. to Barons of the Cinque Fortes,

• [quoted in Hakluyt's Voyages, L 117.

In 20 Edward I. (1292), the prior of Kerfcmel was called,

on a Quo Warranto, to show his right to have sheriff's turn,

assize of bread and beer, wreck of sea, waif, infangenthef,
to hold pleas of withernam, in Kertmel in Fumeys, and to
be exempt for himself and men from fines and amercia-
ments, and from suit and service to county and wapen-
take. Quoted in Baines's Hist. Lancashire, IL 678.

infant (in'fant), n. and a. [= F. enfant, OF.
enfant (> ul't. ME. faunt) = Pr. enfan, effan,
efan = Sp. Pg. It. infante, < L. infan{t-)s, a
child that cannot yet speak, an infant, prop,
adj., not speaking, < in- priv. + fan{t-)s, ppr.
of fari, speak: see fable.] I. n. 1. A child
during the earliest period of its life ; a young
child. See infancy.

And the stretis of the citee schulen be flllid with in-
fauntis and maydens pleynge in the stretis of it.

Wyclif, Pistil on the Ilii Wednesday of Advent, Zech. viii

From fields of death when late he shall retire,
Ko infamt on his knees shall call him sire.

Pope, Hiad, v. 498.

2. In law, a person who is not of full age ; spe-
cifically (in (Jreat Britain, the United States,
etc.), one who has not attained the age of twen-
ty-one years. Technically, by an appUoation of the old
rule that the law does not regard fractions of a day, it has
been settled that a person becomes of age at the be^ning
of the last day of the twenty-first year. See age, n., 3.

3f. A noble youth. See child, n., 8.

The Infant [Arthur] heaikned wisely to her tale.

Spenser, F. Q., TL viii. 25.

The noble infant [Uinaldo] stood a space
Confused, speechless.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xvL 34.

Infant-class, Infant-BChool, a class of or school for in-
fants or young children, usually under seven years of age.

II. o. 1. Of, pertaining to, characterized by,
or characteristic of infancy; heno6, tender;
infantUe; incipient: as, i«/a»* beauty; infant
fortunes.— 2. Of or pertaining to the legal state
of infancy; minor.
A very important part of the law of infancy ... is that

which determines the obligation of the parents in respect
to infant children. Amer. Cye., IX. 267.

3. Figuratively, not yet fully grown; stUl in
an early stage of development or growth: as,
ira/a»t colonies; an infant hud.

Within the infant rind of this weak flower
Poison hath residence, and medicine power.

Shak., £. and J., a 8.

Infantry

Onr humble petition to your honors . . . is^ that you
will be pleased to continue yom- favorable aspect upon
these poor infant plantations.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 368.

Shall I shriek if a Hungary fail?

Or an infant civilisation be ruled with rod or with knout?
Tennyson, Maud, iv.

infantt (in'fant), V. t. [< F. enfanter = Pr. en-

fantar, effantar, efantar =z It. infantare,^ bring

forth, < LL. infantare, nourish as an infant,

< L. infan{t-)s, an infant: see infant, n.]
_
To

bring forth as an infant; hence, to give origin

or rise to.
But newly he was imfanted.

And yet already he was sought to die.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Victory in Heaven.

If we imagine that all the godly Ministers of England
are not able to new mould a better and more pious Liturgy

then this which was conceav'd and infanted by an idola-

trous Mother, how Irasely were that to esteeme of Gods
Spirit I JMuton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Have not I invention afore him? learning to better that

invention above him? and infanted with pleasant travel ?

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, iv. 1.

infanta (in-fan'ta), TO. [Sp. Pg.,fem. of iji/ante;

see infante.] A Spanish or Portuguese princess

of the royal blood. See infante.

infante (in-fan'te), n. [Sp. Pg., an infant,

child; specifically, as in def.: see infant, and
cf. child, n., 8.] A son of a Spanish or Portu-

guese sovereign; in specific use as a title, a
younger prince of the royal blood. The oldest son
or heir apparent in Spain is cfdled Prince of Asturias, and
the heir apparent of Portugal was called Prince of Brazil

until that country became independent.

infanthood (in'fant-hud), n. [< infant -t- -hood.]

The state of beiiig an infant ; infancy.

infanticidal (in-fan'ti-si-dal), a. [< infanUoide
-¥ -al.] Eelating to infanticide.

infanticide^ (in-fan'ti-sid), n. [= F. infanti-

cide = Sp. Pg. It. infanticida, < LL. infantidda,

one who kiUs an infant, < infan{t-)s, an infant,

H- -dda, < ccedere, kill.] One who kills an in-

fant.

Christians accounted those to be infanticides . . . who
did but only expose their own infants.

Chrittophalgia (1680), p. 62.

infanticide^ (in-fan'ti-sId), n. [= F. infavti-

cide = Sp. Pg. It. infanUddio, < LL. infantici-

dium, the killing of an infant, < L. infan(t-)s,

an infant, + -eidium,< ccedere, kill.] The killing

of an infant ; specifically, the destruction of a
child^whether newly bom, in the course of par-

turition, or still inutero; child-murder, in Chris-

tian and Hebrew communities infanticide has always been
regarded as not less criminal than any other kind of mur-
der ; but in most others, in both ancient and modem times,

it has been practised and regarded as even excusable,
and in some enjoined and legally performed, as in cases

of congenital wealcness or deformify among some of the
communities of ancient Greece.

InfaTiticide, OB is weWkno-wn, vfaa . . . admitted among
the Greeks, being sanctioned, and in some cases enjoined,
upon what we should now call " the greatest happiness
principle," by the ideal legislations of Plato and Aristotle,

and by the actoal legislations of Lycurgus and Solon.
Lecky, Enrop. Morals, II. 27.

Though among the Tasmanians the paternal Instinct is

described as having been strong, yet there was irifanticide,

and a new-bom infant was buried along with its deceased
mother. H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 37.

infantile (in'fan-tU or -til), a. [= Sp. Pg. in-

fantil = It. infantile, < L. infantilis, of or be-
longing to infants, < infan{U)s, an infant: see

infant^ 1. Of or belonging to infants or little

children; pertaining to or characteristic of in-

fancy or an infant.

The flie lies all the winter in these balls in its infantile
state, and comes not to its maturity till the foUowing
spring. Derham, Physico-Theology, viii 6.

2. Of the character of an infant; infant-like.

The children at any age, however incapable of choice
in other respects, however immature, or even ir^fantUe,
are yet considered sufficiently capable to disinherit their
parents. Burke, Popery Laws.

Hectic infantile fever, infantile remittent fever.
See/eserl.—InfantUeparalyBis. Seeparalyiis.=STa.
Infantine, ete. See chudlike.

infantine (in'fan-tin or -tin), a. [< infant +
-j«e.] Same as infantile.

The sole comfort of bis declining years, almost in infan-
tine imbecility. . Burke, Marriage AcL

infantlyt (in'fant-li), a. ^< infant + -ly^.] In-
fant-like ; infantile ; childish.

He utters such single matter in so infantly a voice.
Fletcher (find another). Queen of Corinth, lit L

infantry (in'fan-tri), n. [< F. infanterie, < Sp.
infanteria= Pg. infanteria= It. infanteria, fan-
teria, infantry; < Sp. Pg. infante = It. infante,
fante, a young person, a foot-soldier (orig. ap-
par. a page to a knight: see infant, n., 3), < L,
j»i/o»(*-)s, an infant: see infant.] 1. Soldiery



Infantry

^8endng on foot, as distinguished from caval-
iry; that part of a military establishment using
:small-arms, and equipped for marching and
fighting on foot, constituting the oldest of the
arms" into which armies are conventionally

divided: as, a company, regiment, or brigade
of infantry. Abbreviated inf.

Clayarhouse, . . . leading them Chls cavalry] in Bouad-
.rons through the intervals and round the flanks of the
royal infantry, formed them in line on the moor.

Scott, Old Mortality, xbt
Ab soon as mounted infantry begins to attempt ma-

noeuvres on horseback, it necessarily becomes a very infe-
.rior cavalry. Encye. BHt., XXIV. 359.

2. [As if directly < infant, n.,l,+ ry.'\ In-
ifants in general; an assemblage of children.
[Humorous.]

There's a schoolmaster
Hangs all his school with his sharp sentences,
And o'er the execution place hath painted
Time whipf^ as terror to the vnfa/ntry.

B. Jonson, Masques, Time Vindicated.

^infantryman (in'fan-tri-man), n.
; pi. infantry-

men (-men). A foot-soldier.

To re-enforce his own small body of cavalry with picked
infantryrmn. Tram. Amer.Philol. Asa., xv.bS.

:infarcet (in-fars'), V. t. Same as enfarce.
By fury changed into a horrible figure, his face infareed

with rancour. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, fol. 99 b.

My facts [deeds] infarst my life with many a flaw.
Mir. for Mags., p. 146.

Betweene which . . . they are rather infareed . . . than
otherwise laid and reared orderly.

IloUand, tr. of Pliny, xxxv. 13.

'infarct (in-farkt'), n. [< L. *infarotus, prop, in-
fa/rtus or infarsits, pp. of infarcire, stuffed: see
enfarce.'\ In ^aJfeoZ., that which stuffs; the sub-
stance of an infarction.

A hemorrhagic ir^farct is a firm, red, usually wedge-
shaped patch, which is found in certain organs as the ef-

fect of arterial embolism. Quain, Med. Bict., p. 434.

infarcted (in-fark'ted), a. [< LL. Hnfarctus,
pp. (see infarct), + -ed^.] Characterized by in-

farction; stuffed; obstructed.

Sclerosis of the cortex in infantile syphilis . . . may
possibly be sometimes primary, although generally it is

the result of inflammation in irtfarcted areas.
The Lancet, No. 3411, p. 64.

infarction (in-fark'shon), n. [< infarct + -ion."]

The act of stuffing or filling ; the condition of

•being stuffed; the substance with which some-
thing is stuffed or filled. Formerly applied in pathol-
ogy to a variety of morbid local conditions ; now usually

i restricted to certain conditions caused by a local fault in
the circulation.

An hypochondriack consumption is occasioned by an
infarction and obstruction of the spleen. Uarveiy.

The congestion and infarction following embolism are

Iproduced by an afllux of arterial blood into the territory

from collateral channels. Q%udn, Med. Diet.

Just aa a capsule forms around any foreign body, as
• around a bullet or an old infarction.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sdenees, III. 413.

Embolic Infarction, the morbid condition in the area
' of distribution of an end-artery after it is obstructed as by
an embolus. This may be red by reflux engorgement of

its vessels and hemorrhage into the tissues (hemorrliagic

infarction), or this engorgement may be wanting and the

color of the necrosed tissue may be light (white infarc-

tion). The term hemorrhagic infarction is sometimes ap-

plied to simple hemorrhage into the tissues.

dnfare (in-far'), "• »•; pre*- and pp. infared,

ppr. infarimg. [< ME. infaren, < AS. infaran

(= OFries. infara = D. invaren = MLQ-. in-

varen = G. einfahren), < in, in, +faran, fare,

go: see/arel.] To go in; enter. [Local, Eng.]

infare (in'far), n. [< ME. infare, < AS. infaru,

a going in, invasion, infmr, entrance, < infaran,

go in: see infare, «.] 1. An entertainment

(given to friends upon newly entering a house

;

a housewarming. Jamieson.

And quhen the houssis biggit wer,

He gert purway him rycht weiU thar

;

For he thouoht to mak an infar,

And to mak gud cher till his men.
Barbour, The Bruce, xvl 340 (MS.).

•-2. A wedding reception; the housewarming
•entertainment given byanewlymarried couple.

[Prov. Eng., Scotch, and U. S.]

J»4^are (groom's wedding dinner).
vvtt ak

Trans. Armr. Phdol. Ass., XVII. 46.

There could be no wedding in a Hoosier village thirty

or forty years ago without an infare on the foUowing day.

In those days the faring into the house of the bndegroom s

parents was observed with great rejoicing.

E. Eggleston, Boxy, xxix.

Also infair. ,, ry <j j.

'infashionablet (in-fash'on-a.bl), a. [< m-s +
fashionable.'} Unfashionable. .„.,,.

dnfatigablet (in-fat'i-ga-bl), a. r=.F. infattgor-

Ue = Sp. infatigahle = Pg. V%'^^'^^?}.=Jh
imfaUcatile, infaUgaUle, < L. »<«^#ffJ' ^i^f
cannot be Wearied, < in- pnv. + (Lh.) fatigor
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hilis, that maybe wearied : seefaUgable. ] Inde-
fatigable.

Th' infatigable hand that never ceas'd.

Damiel, Civil Wars, vi

infatuate (in-fat'u-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. in-

fatuated, ppr. infdtuaUng. [< L. infatuatm, pp.
of infatuare (> It. mfalmare = Sp. Pg. infatvMr
= P. infatuer), make a fool of, ^in, in, +fatu-
Ma, foolish: seefatuous.'] If. To make foolish;
reduce to foolishness, or showthe foolishness of.

God hath infatuated your high subtle wisdom.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc. , 1860), p. 234.

We are furnished with answer enough to infatuate this
pretence for lay-elders.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 249.

Almighty God . , . infatuated his [Shaftesbury's] coun-
sels, and made him slip his opportunity.

Dryaen, Post, to Hist, of League.

2. To affect with folly; inspire with an ex-
travagant or foolish passion beyond the con-
trol of reason; excite to extravagant feeling
or action: as, to be infatuated with pride, or
with a woman.

Certainly then thatpeople mustneedsbe mad or strange-
ly infatuated that build the chief hope of thir common
happiness or safety on a single Person.

MUton, Free Commonwealth.
Such is the bewitching nature of spiritual Pride and

Hj^ocrisie that it infatuates the minds of Men to their
ruin. StUlingfieet, Sermons, I. viii.

Some the style [of a book]
Infatuates, and through labyrinths and wilds
Of error leads them, by a tune entranc'd.

Coviper, Task, vi. 103.

infatuate (in-fat'u-at), a. [< L. infatuatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Infatuated.

There was never wicked man that was not infatuate.
Bp. Hall, Asa.

infatuated (in-fat'u-a-ted), p. a. Manifesting
extravagant folly; caused by infatuation: as,

an infatuated passion for cards. =S3m. Absurd,
Silly, Foolish, etc. (see absurd) ; deluded, doting. See also
list under foolish.

infatuation (in-fat-u-a'shpn), re. [=P. infatu-
ation = Sp. infatuakon = tg. infatuagao, < LL.
infatuatio{n-), < L. infatuare, infatuate: see in-

fatuate.'\ The act of infatuating, or the state
of being infatuated; extravagant folly; fatu-
ous devotion or passion : as, infatuation tot an
unworthy object.

Such is the infatuation of self-love, that, though in the
general doctrine of the vanity of the world all men agree,
yet almost every one flatters himself that his own case is

to be an exception from the common rule.

H. Blair, Works, II. vii.

The infatuations of the sensual and frivolous part of

mankind are amazing ; but the infatuations of the learned
and sophistical are incomparably more so. Is. Taylor.

infaust (in-fftsf), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. infausto, <

L. infaustus, unfortunate, impropitious, < in-,

not, +/aMS<M«, propitious.] Unlucky; unfor-
tunate; inauspicious. [Rare.]

It was aainfaust and sinister augury for Austin Caxton.
Bulwer, The Gaxtona, vii. 1.

Taurus, . . . whose infaust aspect may be supposed to
preside over the makers of bulls and blunders.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 303.

infaustingt (in-fS,s'ting), n. [< infaust + 4ng^.']

Unluekiness ; ill fortune.

Hee did with all bring a kind of malediction and in.

fousting upon the marriage as an ill prognosticke.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 196.

infeasibility (in-fe-zi-bil'i-ti), re. [< infeasible

:

see -bility.'] The condition or quality of being
infeasible ; impracticability.

The infeasibility of the thing they petitioned for to be
done with justice gave the denyaU to their petition.

Fuller, Oh. Hist., III. v. 42.

infeasible (in-fe'zi-bl), a. [<«re-3 + feasible.']

Not feasible; incapable of aooomplishment

;

impracticable.

It was a conviction of the king's incorrigible and infat-

uated adherence to designs which the rising spirit of the .

nation rendered utterly infeasible. Hallam.

infeasibleneSS (in-fe'zi-bl-nes), re. Infeasi-

bility.

Presently then, in conformitie to this order, he began
the work ; and being disabus'd in point of the infeasable-

ness, pursu'd his task, and perfected it in lesstime than he
had before lost in sleeping.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. vi. § 3.

infect (in-fekt'), v. t. [< ME. infecten, enfecten,

< OP. mfecter, P. infeeter = Sp. Pg. infeotar =
It. infettare, infect, < L. infectus, pp. of inficere,

put in, dip in, dye, mix, spoil, infect, < in, in,

-I- facere, do, make : see fact. Cf. affect, eon-

feet, etc.] 1. To affect as with something in-

fused or instilled; imbue; impregnate; per-

meate : used especially of that which is baa or

hurtful, but sometimes also of that which is

good or indifferent.

infection

He [a dead dragon] Enfecte the farmament with his felle

noise [offensive savor].

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 936.

One droppe of poyson infecteth the whole tunne of Wine

;

one leafe of Colloquintida marreth and spoyleth the whole
pot of porredge. l/yly, Euphues (1679), p. 39.

Breathing ... a holy vow
Never to taste the pleasures of the world,
Never to be infected with delight.

Sliak., E. John, iv. 3.

Men have used to infect their meditations, opinions, and
doctrines with some conceits which they have most ad-
mired. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 66.

Our sweating hinds their salads now defile.

Infecting homely herbs with fragrant oU.
Dryden, tr. of Perslus's Satires, vL 91.

I hadbeen reading Fichte, and Emerson, and Carlyle, and
bad been infected by the spirit of these great men.

Tyndall, Pop. ScL Mo., XXVT. S34.

Specifically— 2. To taint with disease or the
seeds of disease, either physical or moral: as,

to infect a person with smallpox ; literature in-

fected with immorality.

Infected be the air whereon they ride.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

Till I [Sin] in man residing, through the race.
His thoughts, his looks, words, actions, all infect.

MUtm, P. L., X. 608.

But vice and misery now demand the song.
And turn our view from dwellings simply neat
To this infected row we term our street

Crabbe, Works, I. 42.

3. In law, to taint or contaminate with illegal-

ity, or expose to penalty, seizure, or forfeiture.
=Syn. To poison, pollute, deflle.

infectt (in-fekf), a. [< ME. infect, enfecte, <
OP. infect, < L. infectus, pp.: see the verb.] 1.

Infected; tainted; affected unfavorably.

A grete laboure is to correcte
A molde in this maner that is enfecte.

Palladius, Husbondrie (B. E. T. 8.), p. 11.

Beware of subtle craft and guyle, therewith be not infect.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 96.

And in the imitation of these twain . . . many are in-

fect. Shak., T. and C;, i. 3.

2. Contaminated with illegality; having a flaw
in the title.

Al was fee symple to him in eflecte.

His purchasyng mighte nought ben enfecte [var. siispect].

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 320.

3. Marred; discolored; darkened.
The homes of the fuU'e moene waxen pale and infect by

the boundes of the derke nyght.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 6.

infectedness (in-fek'ted-nes), re. The fact or
state of being infected.

The infectednsss of the patient is flrsfcmade known to the
observer by . . . general pyrexia. Quam, Med. Diet.

infeeter (in-fek'ter), re. One who or that which
infects.

infectible (iu-fek'ti-bl), a. [< infect + -ible.']

Capable of being infected.

Such was the purity and perfection of this thy glorious
guest [Christ] that it was not possibly infectible, nor any
way obnoxious to the danger of others' sin.

Bp, Hall, Contemplations.

infection (in-fek'shon), re. [= P. infection =
Pr. infectio, infecdo = Sp. infecdon = Pg. infec-

gao = It. imfemone, < LL. infectio(n-), a dyeing
(infection), < L. inficere, pp. infecttis, dye, mix,
infect: see «»/ec<.] 1. The act of infecting, (a)

Communication of some quality, property, or state, whe-
ther good or bad, by contact^ diffusive or emanative influ-

ence, example, etc.; more especially, the communication
of some taint or noxious or pernicious quality or element,
etc.; contamination; taint.

There, while her tears deplor'd the godlike man
Through all her train the soft infection ran

;

lie pious maids their mingled sorrows shed,
And mourn the living Hector, as the dead.

Pope, Iliad, vi. 645.

Mankind are gay or serious by infection.

Johnson, Kambler.

(b) The communication of disease or of disease-germs,
whether by contact with a diseased person or with mor-
bid or noxious matter, contaminated clothing, etc., or by
poisonous exhalations from any source. Compare conta-
gion, 1.

There was a strict order against coming to those pits,

and that was only to prevent infection. De Foe.

(c) Contamination by illegality, as in possessing contra-

band goods, etc.

In 1744, under Louis XV., a regulation freed neutral
ships from the infection of the hostile cargo, but the same
enactment ordained that neutral goods, the growth or fab-

ric of enemies, sliould be confiscated.

Woolaey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 174.

2. That which infects, or by which some qual-

ity or state is communicated, (a) That which
taints, poisons, or corrupts by communication from one
to another ; contaminating influence : as, the infection of
error, or of an evil example.

It was her [Queen Margaret's] chance to light
Amidst the gross infection of those times.

Daniel, Civil Wars, v.



infection

(b) That by which disease is ormay be commanicated ; an
infecting agency ; morbific emanation or influence ; vims.

Thoa hast eyes
LUie flames of sulphur, which, mettiinks, do dart
Iriifection on me.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, iii. 8.

If he bring with liim his bill of health, and tliat he is now
cleare of infection and of no danger to the other sheep,
then with incredible expressions of joy all his brethren re-
ceive him. Mitton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

Finding that the sickness had been ceased at Christo-
phers three months before they came forth, so as there
could be no danger of infection in their persona, they gave
them liberty to continue on shore.

Winthrop, Hist New England, IL 381.

3. In gram., a modification of a vowel-sound
by another following, whereby the first takes
on the sound of the second: applied to such
modification in Celtic speech. Windiscli, Irish
Gram, (trans.).

infectious (in-fek'shus), a. [= P. infectieux;
as infectUfin) + -ous.'] 1. Communicable by
infection; easily diffused or spread from per-
sontoperson or from place toplace, as a disease,
a moral influence, or a mental condition : spe-
cifically applied to diseases which are capable
of being communicated from one to another, or
which pervade certain places, attacking per-
sons there, independently of any contact with
those already sick. Infectious diseiases include
contagious and miasmatic diseases.

In a house
Where the infectious pestilence did reign.

Shak., £. and J., v. 2.

Grief a£ well as joy is infectious. KaTnes.

Infectious horrour ran from face to face,
And pale despair,

Armstrong, Art of Preserving Health.

His gayety was so irresistible and so infectious that it

carried everything before it.

Lady SoUandj in Sydney Smith, iv.

2. Capable of communicating infection; that
infects, taints, or corrupts ; contaminating : as,

infectious clothing; inftctiousair; an infectious

vice.

Which haue made all the worlde druncken and mad
with her poyson and infectious drincke.

J. UdaZl, On Eev. xviii.

Thy flatteries are infectious, and 111 flee thee
As 1 would do a leper.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

It [the court] is necessary for the polishing of manners,
. . . but it is infectUms even to the beat morals to live al-

ways in it. Dryden, Ded. of Virgil's Georgics.

Every sewage contamination which chemistry can trace
ought, prirn^ facie, to be held to include the possibility of
infectious properties.

F. Frankland, Exper. iu Chem., p. 611.

3. In law, capable of contaminating with ille-

gality; exposing to seizure or forfeiture.

Contraband articles are said to be of an infectious na-
ture. Kent.

=Syil. 1. Catching, communicable.— 2. Contaminating,
poisoning, defiling.

infectiously (in-fek'shns-li), adv. In an infec-

tious manner; by infection.

The will dotes that is inclinable
To what infectiously itself affects.

Without some image of the affected merit.
Shak., T. and C, iL 2.

infectiousness (in-fek'shus-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being infectious : as, the infectiousness of

a disease, of an evil example, or of mirth.

Sometimes the plague ceases, or at least very notably
abates of its infectiousness and malignity.

Boyle, Works, V. ea.

infective (in-fek'tiv), a. [< ME. infeetif, < OF.
infectif= Sp. infectivo = It. infettivo, < L. mfee-
tivus, serving to dye (in neut. pi. as noun, dye-
8tuff8),< infectus, pp. of inficere, dye, infect : see
infect.'] 1+. Of a nature to infect or affect inju-
riously; injurious.

Whenne it is nppe and hath fertilitee,

Tnme it efte in, it donngeth best the vynes,
All other donnge is infecHfoi wynes.

Palladiug, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 171.

2. Infectious; tending to communicate or
spread, or capable of communicatipg, infection.

yt is ordered that all such persons as have any notori-

ous infective decease uppon him shall not be aente to the
said house of correction to remayne there.

Harl. US., quoted in Kibton-Tumer's Vagrants and
fVagiancy, p. 118.

Tme love, well considered, hath an infective power.
Sir P. Sidney.

All infective material . . . should be destroyed.
Science, TV. 441.

The morbidj)roducts are absorbed, and originate tuber-
culosis by an infective process. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 697.

infectiveness (in-fek'tiv-nes), n. Infective

quality or power.
The conversion of ordinarily harmless microphytes into

agents ai deadly infectiveness. Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 715.
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Tile essential feature of malignancy was due not to in-

fectiveness, but to the indefinitely sustained activity of

certain lowly organised cells. The Lancet, No. 3414, p. 222.

infectivity (in-fek-tiv'i-ti), n. [< infective +
-iti/.] Tendency or capacity to infect ; infec-

tiousness.

It is from the London Congress that another important

advance dates its conflrmation, namely the possibility of

attenuating the different viruses, varying their infectivity,

and preserving them by means of suitable cultures.

N.r. Med. Jour., XL. 306.

infecund (iu-fe-kund' or in-fek'und), a. [< ME.
infecunde = l'. inficond = Sp. Pg. infecundo =
It. infecondo, < L. infeeundus, uniruitful, < in-

priv. + fecundus, fruitful : see fecund.'] Not
fecund; not bearing; unfruitful; barren.

Fesanntea up to bringe is thus to doo

:

Take noon but of oon yere ; for, infecunde
Are olde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

infecimdity (in-fe-kun'di-ti), n. [= F. inf^-

condiU = Sp. infe'cundiddd = Pg. infecundidade

= It. infecondita, < L. infeoundita{1r-)s, unfruit-

fulness, < infecundus, unfruitful: see infecund.]

The state of being infecund ; absence of fecun-

dity; unfruitfulness ; barrenness.

Such a state of original promiscuity as that which Mc-
Lennan and Morgan postulate tends nowadays to a patho-

logical condition very unfavourable to fecundity ; and in^-

fecundity, amid perpetually belligerent savages, implies

weakness and ultimate destruction.
Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 205.

infecundoust (in-fe-kun'dus), a. [< L. ire/e-

cuMdMS, unfruitful: see jn/ecMred.] Unfruitful;

infecund.
That the Aristotelian physiology cannot boast itself the

proper author of any one invention, is pnegnant evidence
of its infecundous deficiency.

GlanvUle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xix.

infeeblet (in-fe'bl), v. t. An obsolete form of
enfeeble.

inreftment (in-feft'ment), n. [< infeft, pp. of

*infeff, infeoff, + -merit.] In Scots law, the old
process of giving symbolical possession of heri-

table property, the legal evidence of which is

an instrument of sasine.

The Sacrament [the Lord's Supper] is one of the seals of
the covenant of grace which God makes with believers in
Christ ; & by it He gives them seisine and infeftment of all

the benefits of the covenant, and of the glorious inheritance
purchased for them by Christ.

Rev. J. WUlison, Practical Works.

Base infeftment, a disposition of lands by a vassal, to be
held of himself.— Infeftment in seciaity, a temporary
infeftment to securepayment of some debt Infeftment
Of relief a similar security to relieve a cautioner.

infelicinc (in-fe-U-sif'ik), a. [< L. infelix {-ic-),

unhappy (see infelicity), + -ficus, < facere,
make.] Productive of unhappiness. [Rare.]
The breach of any moral rule is pro tanto infelicific,

from its injurious effects on moral habits generally.
H. Sidgvdck, Methods of Ethics, p. 423.

infelicitous (in-fe-lis'i-tus), a. [< in-3 + felici-

tous.] 1. Not felicitous, happy, or fortimate

;

unhappy: as, an j«/eKcito«« marriage.—2. Un-
skilful; inapt; inappropriate; ill-timed: as, an
infelicitous expression.

infelicity (in-fe-lis'j-ti), n.; pi. infelicities (-tiz).

[= F. inf4licit4 = Sp. infeliddad = Pg. infelici-

dade = It. infelicita, < L. infelieita{i')s, misfor-
tune, unhappiness, ill luck, < infelix, unfruitful,
unfortunate, unhappy, <i»-priv.+/eMa, happy:
see felicity.] 1. Lack of felicity or good for-
tune; unhappiness; misfortune; misery.
To suppreaae and hide a mans mirth, and not to hane

therein a partaker, or at least wise a witnes, is no little
griefe and infelicity.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 36.

One of the first conoforts which one neighbour adminis-
ters to another is arelation of the like infelicity, combined
with circumstances of greater bitterness.

Johnson, Bambler, No. 62.

2. Unfavorableness ; inappropriateness ; inapt-
ness : as, the infelicity ofthe occasion.
With characteristio infelicity he blundered into the

room. Bret Harte, Shore and Sedge, p. 171.

3. An inapt, unskilful, or imperfect mode of
expression, or the expression itself: as, infe-
licities of style.

Errors and ij^feiicitif* are . . . thoroughly wrought into
onr minds, as parts of onr habitnal mode of expression.

Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 16.

infelonious (in-fe-16'ni-us), a. [< j«-3 -|- feloni-
ous.] Not felonious; not legally punishable.
The thought of that infelonious murder [of a canaiy-

bird] had always made her wince.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, iii

infelt (in'felt), a. [< ini +felt.] Felt within
or deeply ; heartfelt.

The gentle whispers of murmuring love, the half-smoth-
ered accents of in^feU passion.

Life of Quin (reprint ISSTi P- 37.

inference

infeodationt, n. Same as infeudaHon.

infeofff, V. t. An obsolete form of enfeoff.

infeofimentt, infeofmentt, n. Obsolete forms
of enfeoffment.

infer (in-fer'), V.
;

pret. and pp. inferred, ppr.

inferring. [= P. inf4rer = Sp. Pg. infervr= It.

inferire, < L. inferre, bring in or upon, bring
against, infer, < in, in, on, + ferre = E. hear^.

Cf. illation.] I. trans. If. To bring in, on, or
about; lead forward or advance ; adduce.

One day inferres thatfoile
Whereof so many yeares of yore were free.

Arthur, A Tragedy, F 4, b. {Nares.)

Without doing, inferring, or Inflicting, or suffering t»
be done, inferred, or inflicted, to them or any of them, in

body or goods, any disturbance or impeachment.
Hakluyt's Voyages, L 212.

What need I infer more of their prodigal glisterings

and their spangled damnations, when these are arguments
sufficient t« show the wealth of sin?

Middleton, Black Book.

When the King preferreth any to the dignitie of a Man-
darine, or to a higher office, their cnstome is to put vp a.

libell of supplication, inferring their insufficiencie, with
many modest refusals. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 440.

2. To form as an opinion or belief in conse-
quence of something else observed or believed

;

derive as a fact or consequence, by reasoning
of anykind ; accept from evidence or premises

;

conclude.

The wit no sooner concelaeth that there Is a God, but
the will inferreth that he onght to be worshipped.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 81.

Judging from the past^ we may safely vnfer that not on&
living species will transmit its unaltered likeness to a dis-

tant futurity. Darvrln, Origin of Species, p. 436.

From mere difference we can infer nothing.
J. Sully, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 415.

3. To bear presumption or proof of ; imply.

To stay with follies, or where faults may be.

Infers a crime, although the party free.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, r. 3-

Creation inferring providence (forwhat father forsaketh
the child that he hath begotten), and providence presup-
posing creation. Baleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 44.

Wbat he dared not do inferred some peril, I suppose.
S. Choate, Addresses, p. 292.

II. intrans. To conclude ; reach a conclusion

by reasoning.
I do not, brother.

Infer as if I thought my sister's state

Secure. Milton, Comn^ L 408.

To infer is nothing but, by virtu e of one proposition laid

down as true, to draw in another as true.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xviL 4.

inferable (in-fer' ar-bl), a. [< infer + -able. Cf.

inferrible.] Capable of being inferred or de-

duced; that may be concluded from evidence
or premises. Sometimes inferrible.

I have seen much of human prejudice, suffered much
from human persecution, yet I see no reason hence in-

ferable which should altermy wishes for their renovation.
Shelley, in Dowden, I. 218.

If excess of pressure arrests nerve-action, and if the
normal amount of pressure allows the normal amount of
nerve-action ; then it is inferable that nerve-distnibances
wIU pass with undue facility if the pressure is deficient.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 1 26.

inferet, adv. See infere, under/eeri.

inference (in'f6r-ens), n. [= p. inference =
Sp. Pg. inferendd, < ML. inferentia, inference,

< L. inferre, infer: see infer.] 1. The forma-
tion of a belief or opinion, not as directly ob-

served,but as constrainedby observations mad©
of other matters or by beliefs already adopted;
the system of propositions or judgments con-

nected together by such an act in a syllogism
—namely, the premises, or the judgment or

judgments which act as causes, and the con-
clusion, or the judgment which results as an
effect ; also, the belief so produced. The act ol

inference consists psychologically in constmcting in the
imagination a sort of diagram or skeleton image of the es-

sentials of the state of things represented in the premises,

in which,by mental manipulation and contemplation, rela-

tions that had not been noticed in constructing it are dis-

covered. In this respect inference is analogous to ex-

periment, where, in p&ce of a diagram, a simplified state

of things is used, and where the manipulation is real in-

stead of mentaL Unconscious inference is the determina-
tion of a cognition by previous cognitions without con-

sciousness or volunta^ controL The lowest kind of con-

scious inference is where a proposition is recognized as
inferred,bntwithont distinct apprehension of the premises
from which ithas been inferred. The next lowest is the sim-
ple consequence, where a belief is recognized as caused by
another belief, according to some rule or psychical force,

bnt where the nature of this rule or leading principle is not
recognized, and it is in truth some observ^ fact embodied
in a habit of Inference. Sncb, for example, is the celebrated
Inference of Descartes, Cogito, ergo sum (' I think, there-

fore I exist '). Higherforms of inference are the direct syl-

logism (see syllogimt); apagogic inference, or the redcc-
tio a4 absurdum, which involves the principle of contradic-
tion: dilemmatlc inference,which involves the principle
of excluded middle; simple inferences turning upon rela-
tions ; Inferences of transposed quanti^ (see below) ; and



Inference
the Fermatian inference (see Fermatian). Scientific in-

2. Reasoning from efeeot to cause; reasoning
trom signs; conjecture from premises or cri-
teria; hypothesis.
An exoeUent dlBcoarae on . . . theinexpreseiWeliappi-

neas and satiafaction ol a holy life, with pertinent ij^er-
ences to prepare us for death and a future state.

Evelyn, Dlaiy, Nov. 21, 1703.

He has made not only illogical inferences, but false state-™^"™- Macavlay, Mltford's Hist. Greece.

Take, by contrast, the word inferenee, which I have been
using

:
It may stand for the act of inferring, as I have used

It; or for the connecting principle, or inferentia, between
premises and conclusions ; or for the conclusion itself.

J. a. Newman, Gram, of Assent p. 254.

Alternative Inference. See alternative.—AmtiiisAX-ve
Inrereuce. See explicative inference, below.—Analogi-
cal inference, the inference that a certain thing, whSih
Jfl known to possess a certain number of characters be-
longing to a limited number of objects or to one only,
also possesses another character common to those ob-
jects. Such would be the inference that Mars is inhab-
ited, owing to its general resemblance to the earth. Mill
calls this inference from particulars to particulars, and
makes it the basis of Induction.—Apagogical Infer-
ence, an Inference reposing on the princMe of contra-
diction, that A and not-A cannot be predigated of the
same subject ; the inference that a proposition is false
because it leads to a false conclusion. Such is the ex-
ample concerning mercury, under deductive inference,
below.—ComparatlTe inference. See comparative.—
Complete Inference, an inference whose leading prin-
ciple involves no matter of fact over and above what
is implied in the very conception of reasoning or infer-
ence: opposed to incomplete inference, or enthymeme.
Thus, If a little girl says to herself, "It Is naughty to do
what mamma tells me not to do ; but mamma tells me
not to squint ; therefore, it is naughty to squint," this is
a complete Inference ; while if the first premise does not
clearly and explicitly appear in her thought, although
really operative in leading her to the conclusion, it ceases
to be properly a premise, and the inference is incomplete.
—Correct Inference, an inference which conforms to
the rules of logic, whether the premises are true or not.
—Deductive mference, inference bom a general prin-
ciple, or the application of a precept or maxim to a par-
ticular case recognized as coming under it: a phrase
lopsely applied to all explicative inference. Example:
Mercury is a metal, and mercury is liquid ; hence, not all
metals are solid. The general rule here is that all metals
are solid, which is concluded to be false, because the ne-
cessary consequence that mercury would be solid is false.

—Direct deductive inference, the simple inference
trom an antecedent to a consequent, in virtue of a belief
In their connection as such. Example : Allmen die; Enoch
and Elijah were men ; therefore they must have died.

—

Di^unctive Inference. Same as alternative inference.
-Explicative inference, an Inference which consists
in the observation of new relations between the parts of a
mental diagram (see above) constructed without addition
to the facts contained in the premises. It infers no more
than is strictly Involved in the facts contained in the
premises, which it thus unfolds or explicates. This is the
opposite or ampliative inference. In which, in endeavoring
to frame a representation, notmerely of the facts contained
in the premises, but also of the way in which they have
come to present themselves, we are led to add to the facts

directly observed. Thus, if I see the full moon partly

risen above the horizon. It is absolutely out of my power
not to imagine the entire disk as completed, and then par-

tially hidden ; and it will be an addition to and correction

of this Idea if I then stop to reflect that since the moon
rose last the hidden part may have been torn away : the
inference that the disk of the moon is complete is an irre-

sistible ampliative inference. All the demonstrations of

mathematics proceed by explicative inferences.— Fer-
matian inference. See Fermatian.—Kypotbetic in-

ference, the inference that a hypothesis, or supposition,

is true because its consequences, so far as tried, have
been found to be true ; in a wider sense, the inference that

a hypothesis resembles the truth as much as its conse-

quences have been found to resemble the truth. Thus,

Schliemann supposes the story of Troy to be historically

true in some measure, on account of the agreement of

Homer's narrative with the findings in his excavations, all

of which would be natural results of the truth of the hy-

pothesis.—Immediate inference. Seeimmediaie.-In-
complete inference. See complete inference, above.—

Indirect inference, any inference reposing on the prin-

ciple that the consequence of a consequence is itself a con-

sequence. The same Inference will be regarded as direct

or indirect, according to the degree of importance attached

to the part this principle plays in it. Example : All men
die ; but if Enoch and Elijah died, the Bible errs ;

hence,

if Enoch and Elijah were men, the Bible errs.— Inductive

inference. See induction, 5.— Inference of transposed
auantity, any inference which reposes on the fact that

a certain lot of things is finite in number, so that the in-

ference would lose its cogency were this not the case.

The following is an example : Every Hottentot kiUs a aoc-
'

tentot ; but nobody la kiUed by more than one person

;

consequently, every Hottentot la killed by a Hottentot

If the foolish first premise is supposed to hold good oi

the finite number of Hottentots who are Ihang at any

one time, the Inference Is conclusive. But if the mnniie

succession of generations is taken into account, then eacn

Hottentot might kUl a Hottentot of the succeeding gener-

ation, say one of his sons, and yet many might escape be-

ing killed.- Leading principle of Inference, the for-

mula of the mental habit governing an inference.—He-

ceasaxy Inference, an explicative inferencem which It 18

logiSly impossible for the premises to be true without

thltratLfaieconoluBion.-1*obaWelnference,akln^
of inferenceembracing all ampliative and some explicative

inference, in which the premises are recognized as possibly

true without the truth of the conclusion, but in which it is

felt thatthereasoner isfoUowing arulewhichmaybe
trust-

ed to lead him to the truth in the main and in the long run.
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—Rlcardlan inference, the mode of inference employed
by Elcardo to establish his theory of rent. See Sicardian.— Statistical inference, an inference in regard to the
magnitude of a quantity, where it is concluded that a
certain value is the most probable, and that other possi-
ble values gradually fall olt in probability as they depart
from the most probable value. All the inferences of
those sciences which are dominated by mathematics are
of this character. = Syn. Aruilyaii!, Anticipation, Argu-
ment, Argunuintation, Assay, Assent, Asauw.ption, Conclu-
sion, Conjecture, Conviction, Corollary, Criterion, hecision.
Deduction, Demonstration, Dilemma, Discovery, ElerKh,
Enthymeme, Examination, Bxperiinent, Experimentatiffn,
Finding, Forecast, Oeneralization, Guess, Hypothesis, Illa-
tion, Induction, Inquiry, Investigation, Judgment, Lem-
7na, Moral, Persuasion, Porism, Prediction, Prevision^ Pre-
swmption. Probation, Prognostication, Proof, Ratioaina-
tion, Reasoning, Research, Sifting, Surmise, Test, Theorem,
Verdict. Of these words, illation is a strict aynonym for
inference in the first and principal meaning of the latter
word, but is pedantic and little used. Reasoning has the
same meaning, but is not used as a relative noun with of;
thua, we speak of the inference of the conclusion from
the premises, and of reasoning from the premises to the
conclusion. A reasoning may consist of a series of acts
of inference. Ratiocinatimi is abstract and severe reason-
ing, involvingonlynecessaryinferences. CoMciMSioB diflers
from inference mainly in being applied preferentially to
the result of the act c^led inference ; but conclusion would
further usually imply a stronger degree of persuasion than
mferen/ie. Conviction and persuasion denote the belief
attained,_or its

;
attainment, from a psychological point of

- view, while inference, illation, reasoning, ratiocination,aiid
conclusion direct attention to the logic of the procedure.
Conviction is perhaps a stronger word than persuasion;
and more confined to serious and moral inferences. De-
cision, judgment, finding, and verdict are inferences from
which practical results will immediately follow. Discov-
ery is the inferential or other attainment of a new truth.
Analysis,assay,exarnination,experiment,experimentation,
inquiry, investigation, and research are processes analo-
gous to inference, and also Involving acts of Inference.
Anticipation, assent, assumption, andpresumption express
the attainment of belief either without inference or con-
sidered independently of any inference. Presumption is

used for aprobable inference or for the ground of it. Argu-
ment, argumentation, demonstration, probation, and proof
set forth the logic of inferences already drawn. Criterion
and test are rules of inference. Elench is that relation
between the premises which compels assent to the conclu-
sion ; it is translated " evidence " in Heb. xL 1, where an
Intellectual perception is meant. Corollary, deduction,
dilemma, enthymeme, forecast, generalization, induction,
lemmia, moral, porism, prediction, prevision, prog'nostica-
tion, sifting, and theorem are special kinds of inference.
(See these words.) Conjecture, guess, hypothesis, and sur-
mise are synonyms of inference in its secondary sense.
Ouess and surmise are weaker words.

inferential (in-fe-ren'shal), a. [< ML. inferen-
tia, inference, -I-" -aZ.] Of or pertaining to an
inference; deduced or deducilDle by inference.

It is not an inferential, but a palpable fact, that Eng-
land is crowded. H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 15.

The faith of Christ is not Identical with the body of in-

ferential theology which is the growth of later ages.
Contemporary Rev., L. 356.

inferentially (in-fe-ren'shal-i), adv. In an in-

ferential manner; "by way of inference.

It is shown inferentially that movements correspond to
the action of the central nerve-mechanism.

F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 50.

inferis (in-fe'ri-e), n.pl. [L., < inferi, the in-

habitants of the infernal regions, the dead: see

inferior, infernal.'] Among the ancient Romans,
sacrifices offered to the souls of deceased mem-
bers of their families.

inferior (in-fe'ri-or), a. and n. [= F. infSrieur

= Sp. Pg. inferior = It. inferiore, < L. inferior,

lower, inferior, compar. of inferus, low, nether,

underground, orig. a compar. Cf . Skt. adhara,

lower, related with adhas, down, beneath.] I.

a. 1. Lower in space; situated below or in

a lower position; subjacent: as, the inferior

laaxiUary bone; the inferior limb of the moon.

The right membrana tympani was entirely destroyed,

with the exception of a narrow rim, the remains of the in^

ferior and posterior portions of the membrane.
O. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 245.

The mouth, instead of opening in the inferior part of

the head, as in common sharks, was at the extremity of

the head, the jaws having the same bend.
Nature, XXX. 366.

2. Lower in grade or in any scale of reckon-

ing; less important or valuable; of smaller

consideration ; subordinate : as, goods of infe-

rior quality; a man of inferior rank.

Our nation is in nothing inferiour to the French or Ital-

ian for copie of language, subtiltie of deuice, good method
and proportion in any forme of poeme.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 48.

The body, or, as some love to call it our inferiour nature,

is wiser in its own plain way, and attends its own business

more directly than the mmd, with all its boasted subtUty.

Burke, Vmd. of Nat. Society.

Why be at the charge of providing logic of the best

quality, when a very inferior article will be equally ac-

ceptable? Macavlay, Gladstone on Church and State.

3. In iot, growing below some, other organ.

An inferior calyx is one that is insertefbelow the ovary,

or free ; an inferior ovary is one with adnate or superior

calyx. Compare superior.

infernal

4. In asiron.: (a) Situated or occurringbetween
the earth and the sun : as, the inferior planets

;

an inferior conjunction of Mercury and Venus,
(i) Lying below the horizon: as, the inferior
part of ameridian.— 5. Inmusic, lowerin pitch.—6. In entom., pertaining to the lower or ven-
tral surface of an insect; below; nearer the
ventral surface than other parts.— 7. In print-
ing, occupying the lower part of the shank of
the type; standing below other type in the
same line: as, the inferior figures used in
chemical notation—inferior antennae or eyes,
antennaj or eyes situated on the lower surface of the
head.— Inferior court, (o) Acourt not of general juris-
diction,

(fi) A court the proceedings or determinations
of which are subject to the supervision or review of an-
other court, of general jurisdiction, of the same state. Eew
phrases in law are more indeterminate than this. It is a
well-settled maxim that jurisdiction is presumed in favor
of the proceedings of superior, but not those of inferior,
courts. The rule originated in England,where the courts of
Chancery, Queen's (or King's) Bench, Common Pleas, and
Exchequer, all having an ancient common-law existence,
and general, though not identical, jurisdiction, were
known as the superior courts ; and the distinction between
them and inferior courts of special or limited jurisdiction
was clear. In American law the term is variously used,
without an exact meaning, except as afiorded by the con-
text-Inferior marglnof a wing, the margin lying be-
neath when the wing is folded against the body ; the an-
terior margin : used principally in describing the tegmina
of grasshoppers, ete.—Inferior surface of a wing, the
surface lying beneath when the wing is spread.—Inferior
valve, in zoiil., the valve of an adherent bivalve by which
it is united to other substances.—Inferior Wings, in en-
tom., the posterior or hind wings : so called because they
fold under the anterior pair.

II, n. A person who ranks below another;
one who holds a lower place ; a subordinate

:

as, an inferior in qualifications or experience;
the inferiors in a great household.

It is fit I should commit offence to my inferiors.

Shak., Cymbeline, 11. 1.

A person gets more by obliging his inferiour than by
disdaining him. South, Sermons.

The man who chooses to be with his inferiors is de-
graded. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 248.

inferiority (in-fe-ri-or'i-ti), n. [= F. infSrio-
riU = Sp. inferioridad ='Pg. inferioridade = It.

inferiority, i ML. inferiorita{t-)s, < L. inferior,

lower: see inferior.'} 1. The state of being in-

ferior, especially in degree or quality ; a lower
state or condition.

The genuine effect of a nearer or more attentive view of
infinite excellency is a deep sense of our own great in-

feriority to it. Boyle, Works, V. 154.

I declare I always feel my inferiority almost too much
when I am with people who can really talk— talk like
that. C. F. Woolson, Jupiter Lights, xv.

3. In logic, the character of a sign, name, prop-
.osition, or inference which is applicable to only
a part of the cases to which another is applica-
ble.

inferiorly (in-fe'ri-or-li), adv. In an inferior
manner, position, or relation; on or in the di-

rection of the lower part or the inferior surface

:

as, an insect marked inferiorly with black, or
having a band dilated inferiorly.

infernal (in-fer'nal), a. and n. [< ME. infernal,

< OF. enfernal, infernal, F. infernal = Pr. infer-

nal, yfernal = Sp. Pg. infernal = It. infernale,

< TiL.infernalis, belonging to the lower regions,

< L. infernus, lower, underground, belonging
to the lower regions, < inferus, low : see infe-

rior.'] I, a. 1. Pertaining to the lower re-

gions, or regions of the dead, the Tartarus of
the ancients.

The flocking shadows pale
Troop to the infernal jail

;

Each fetter'd ghost slips to his several grave.
Milton, Nativity, 1. 233.

Aa deep beneath th' infernal centre hurl'd
Aa from that centre to th' ethereal world.

Pope, Iliad, viii. 19.

thou, whose worth thy wond'rous works proclaim

;

The flames, thy piety ; the world, thy fame

;

Though great be thy request, yet shalt thou see
Th' Elysian fields, th' iiifernaX monarchy.

Garth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiv.

3. Pertaining to or resembling hell; inhabiting
hell; suitable or appropriate to hell or its in-

habitants; hellish ; fiendish; diabolical: as, i»-

fernal cruelty. [Often used colloquially as an
adjective of emphasis, equivalent to outrageous:
as, an infernal shame ; an infernal nuisance.]

A goat's rough body bore a lion's head

;

Her pitchy nostrils flaky flames expire;
Her gaping throat emits infernal fire.

Pope, Iliad, vi 224.

The instruments or abettors in such infernal dealings.
Addison, Spectator, No. 243.

To look at Him who form'd us and redeem'd, . . .

To recollect that, in a form like ours,

He bruis'd beneath his feet th' infernal powers.
Cowper, Charity, 1. 584.



infernal

Well, it is the most nnacconntable affair I 'sdeath! there
is certainly some infernal mystery in it I can't compre-
hend I Sheridan, The Daenna, iii. 1.

Iifemal fig, Argemone MiaAeana, the prickly poppy or
>Iexican poppy : probably so called on acconnt of the very
prickly pod. Also called devil's-fig.—Infernal macblne,
a machijae or apparatus, osoally disgiiised as some familiar
and harmless object^ contrived to produce explosion, for
the purpose of assassination or other mischief,—Infer-
nal Stone (lapis infemalis), a name formerly given to
lunar caustic, aa also to caustic potash. =Syn. 1. Tarta-
rean, Stygian.— 2. Devilish, Satanic, flendlike, nefarious.

II, n. 1. Aninhabitantof hell or of the low-
er regions.

That instrument ne'er heard.
Struck by the skilful bard,

It strongly to awake

;

But it th' ii^fernals scar'd.

And made Olympus quake,
Drayton, To Himself and the Harp.

2. A person or thing of an infernal character
in any sens% or of supposed infernal appear-
ance: specifically applied to a fire-ship, tor-

pedo, infernal machine, or the like.

This [part of the line] the commodore ordered to be in-

stantly cut away, for fear of hanling up another of the in-

fenuus, as he termed it.

Men and Mann&rg in America, p. 189.

lofernality (in-ffer-nal'i-ti), n. [= 8p. infernali-

dad = Pg. infernalidade = It. infernalitd; as in-

fernal + -iiy.'] The character or condition of

Toeing infernal; hellishness.

The appalling union of the Infallibility of Heaven with
the infemality of Hell. Lowe, Bismarck, II. 261.

infernally (in-f6r'nal-i), adv. In an infernal or
devilish manner; diabolically; outrageously.

All this I perceive is iv/emaUy false. Bp. Socket.

inferno (in-ffer'no), n. [< It. inferno, hell (the
title and subject of one part of Dante's " Divi-
na Commedia "), < L. infernus, of the lower re-

gions, inferna, the lower regions : see infernal.']

Hell; the infernal regions.

The lights of the town dotted and flecked a heaving in-

ferno of black sea with their starlike specks, beyond which
tumbled the upward avalanches of the breakers.

IT. H. Mtistai, Diary in India, 1. 19.

infero-. [Mod. combining form of L. inferus,

low, or inferior, lower.] An element in some
recent scientific compounds, meaning 'low" or
' lower,' and implying that something is below,
on the lower side, or inferior in position or
relation. =SyiL Infero-, Infra-. In zoology these pre-
fixes refer to position or relation of parts, not to quantity,
quality, or degree. Infero- generally means low or down
with reference to the thing itself ; infra- means below or
under something else ; but this distinction is not always
observed. Thus, i7^e?-obranchiate means having the giUs
low down; ifV^'^branchial would mean being below the
gills.

infero-anterior (in"fe-ro-an-te'ri-or), a. [< L.
inferus, low, that is Ibelow, + anterior, that is

in front: see anterior.'] Situated below and
in front.

inferobranch (in'fe-ro-brangk), n. One of the
Inferobranchiata. 8. P. Woodward. Also infe-

roirancliian.

Inferobranchia (in*fe-ro-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL. , < L. inferus, low, that is below, -1- iranchice,

gUls.] Same as Inferobranchiata, 2. Latreille,

1825.

inferobranchian (in"fe-ro-brang'ki-an), a. and
n. I. a. Same as inferoirancMate.

U. n. Same as inferobranch.

Inferobranchiata (in^fe-ro-brang-ki-a'ta,), n.

pi. [NL., neut. pL of "inferobranchiatus: see
inferobranchiate.] 1. In the old systems of

De Blainville and Cuvier, an order of nudi-
branchiate gastropods having lamellar gUls un-
der an expanded mantle, as the families PhyU
lidiidm and Biphyllidiidce. in De Blainville's classi-

fication (1825) they were the fourth order of his second sec-
tion of Faraeej)halophxrra Tnonmea, composed of the two
genera Phyllidia and Idngtiella.

2. In later systems, a suborder of nudibran-
chiates extended to include forms without
branchise, but otherwise resem'bling the typi-

cal forms. Thuseztended,theorderembracestbefam-
ilies Phyltidiidce^ HypobrancJueidtB, Pleurophylliidoe, and
VermatobranchitdoB.

Also called Inferobranchia, Bypobranchia,
Hypobranchiata, Dipleurobranchia.

inferobranchiate (in'fe-ro-brang'ki-at), a.

and n. [< NL. inferobranchiatus, < L. inferus,

low, that is below, + branchim, gills.] I. a.

Having the giUs inferior in position; specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the Inferobranchiata.
Also inferobranchian.

H. n. A member of the Inferobranchiata.

inferolateral (in'fe-ro-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. in-

ferus, low, that is ijelow, -f- idius {later-), side:

see lateral.] Situated below and to one side;

inferior and lateral. Huxley, Anat. Invert.
, p.

322.
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inferomedian (in"fe-ro-me'di-an), a. [< L. in-

ferus, low, that is 'below, + medianus, that is

in the middle, < medius, middle: see median.]

Situated in the middle of the under side.

inferoposterior (in'^fe-ro-pos-te'ri-or), a. [< L.

inferus, low, that is below, + posterior, compar.

of ^osfertw, coming after : see posterior.] Situ-

ated below and behind.

inferrible (in-f^r'i-bl), a. [< infer(r) + -dbU.]

See inferable.

From this experiment made in two receivers, it seems

to be inferrible that air produced from cherries doth pro-

mote the alteration both of colour and also of firmness in

apricocks. Boyle, Works, IV. 634.

infertile (in-f6r'til), a. [= F. infertile = Pg.

infertil = It. infertile, < LL. infertilis, not fer-

tile, < L. in- priv. +fertiU8, fertile : see fertile.]

Not fertile; not fruitful or productive; barren;

sterile: as, a,n infertile soil; infertile ideas.

Ignorance being of itself, like stiff clay, an infertile

soil, when pride comes to scorch and harden it. It grows

perfectly impenetrable. Oovemment of the Tongue.

If we say "Man is man," the proposition is infertile, be-

cause the identity is simply affirmed.

O. B. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. ii. S 79.

The offspring are usually entirely infertile.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 129.

infertility (in-fSr-til'i-ti), n. [= F. infertility

= Pg. infertilidade, i LL. infertilita(t-)s, < in-

fertilis, not fertile : see infertile.] The condi-

tion of being infertile; unproductiveness; bar-

renness : as, the infertility of land.

Commonly the same distemperature of the air that oc-

casioned the plague occasioned also the infertility or

noxiousness of the soil, whereby the fruits of the earth b&.

came either very small, or very unwholesom.
SirM. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 214.

infestt (in-fesf), a. [< L. infestus, disturbed,

molested, unsafe, attacking, hostile, trouble-

some, < in, in, on, -I- *festus, for *fedtus, ifen-
dere, strike : seefend'^-.] Hostile; hurtful; mis-
chievous; harassing; troublesome.

But with fierce fury and with force infest.

Upon him ran. Spenser, F. Q., VI, iv. S.

For well she knew the wayes to win good will

Of every wight, that were not too infest.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. vi, 41.

Toward others he was so infest and cruell.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus (1609).

infest (in-fesf), v. [< OF. (also F.) mfester
= Sp. Pg. infestar = It. infestare, < L. infestare,

attack, molest, < infestus, hostile: see infest, a.]

I. trans. To attack ; molest ; harass ; haunt or
prowl around mischievously or hurtfnlly; at-

tack parasitically.

The part of the desert towards the convent was very
much infested with a large yellow hornet^ call'd Dembel^
that stings the beasts as well as men.

Poeoeke, Description of the Bast^ 1. 158.

The cares that infest the day
Shall fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And as silently steal away.

Longfellow, The Day is Done.

This cow was soon after stolen by a notorious thief named
Drac, who infested the neighbourhood.

O'Curry, Anc. Irish, IL xx.

The county of Suffolk was eroecially agitated, and the
famous witch-finder, ^latthew Hopkins, pronounced it to
be infested with witches. Lecky, Eationsdism, 1. 125.

=Syn. To annoy, harass, tormenti plague, vex, molest^
overrun,

H.t intrans. To become confirmed in evil;
become habitually vicious.

Their vitious living shamefully inoreaseth and augment-
eth, and by a cursed custome so grown and infested that a
great multitude of the religious persons in such small
houses do rather choose to rove abroad in apostasie than
to conform themselves to the observation of good religion.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., vL 310.

infestation (in-fes-ta'shon), n. [= P. infesta-
ti<m = Sp. infestacion = Pg. infesta^ = It.
infestazione, < LL. infestatio{n-), a molesting,
troubUng, < L. infestare, molest: see irifest, v.]
1. The act of infesting or harassing; harass-
ment; molestation.

Touching the infestation of pirates, he hath been care-
ful. Bacon, Speech in the Star-Chamber, 1617.

Infranchiz'd with full liberty equal to their conquerors,
whom the just revenge of ancient pyracies, cruel captivi-
ties, and the causeless infestation of oar coast had war-
rantably call'd over, and the long prescription of many
hundred years. MUUm, Articles of Peace with the Irish.

2. A harassing inroad; a malignant or mis-
chievous invasion.

The experiences of remorse and horror I was undergo-
ing were diabolic infestations, rather than any legitimate
operation of the Divine spirit within me.

a. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 123.

infester (in-fes'ter), n. One who or that which
infests.

infesteredt (in-fes't6rd), a. [< iB-3 -I- fesUr^ +
-ed^.] Eankling; inveterate.

infidel

infestive^t (in-fes'tiv), a. [< infest + -ive.]

Troublesome; annoying.
Foy I will all their ships Inflame, vrith whose infestive

smoke,
Fear-shrunk, and hidden near their keels, the conqaer'd

Greeks shall choke. Chapman, Iliad, viii. 161.

infestive^ (in-fes'tiv), a. [= Pg. infesti/tto, < L.
infestivus, not festive, not agreeable, < in- joiv.

-I- festivus, festive : see feslme.] Not festive

;

cheerless; joyless. Cockeram. [Bare.]

infestivity (m-fes-tiv'i-ti), n. [< infesUve +
4ty.] Lack of festivity; lack of cheerfulness

or mirth. Johnson. [Kare.]

infestnoUBf (in-fes'tu-us), a. [As infest, a., +
Ju-ous.] Mischievous ; harmful ; noxious. Also

inf
The natural pravity and clownish malignity of the tuI.

gar sort are, unto princes, as irtfestiums as serpents.
Boom,

Caus'd them from out his kingdom to withdraw,
With this infestioui skill, some other-where.

Daniel, To Sir Thos. Egerton.

infeudation (in-fa-da'shon), n. [Formerly also

infeodation; = F. infiodation= Sp. enfeiidaeion

= Pg. enfeudacSo = It. infeudazione, < ML. in-

feudatioln-), < infeudare, infeodare, confer in

fee, < in, in, +feudum, a feud, fee: see feud?.]
Inkng. law: (a) The act of conferring an estate

in fee; the relation of lord and vassal estab-

lishedby the grant and acceptance of an estate

in fee.

The relation of the lord to the vassals had originally

been settled by express engagement, and a person wishing
to engraft himself on the brotherhood by commendation
or infeudation came to a distinct understanding as to the
conditions on which he was to be admitted.

Maine, Ancient Law, p. 353.

(6) The granting of tithes to laymen.
A decree of the Council of Lateran, held A. D. 1179, only

prohibited what was called the infeodatimh of tithes, or
their being granted to mere laymen.

Slackstone, Com., IL iil

infibulate (in-fib'u-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

fibulated, ppr. infibulating. To clasp or confine

with or as with a buckle or padlock; attach a
clasp, buckle, or ring to.

infibnlation (in-fib-u-la'shon), n. [= F. infibu-

lation = Pg. infibulagSo= it. infibulazione,<.ML.

*infibulaMo(n-), < L. irMmlare, put a clasp or

buckle on, < in, on, -1- fibula, a clasp : seefibvla.]

1. The act of clasping or confining with or as
with a buckle or padlock.— 2. The attachment
of a ring, clasp, buckle, or the like to the sexual
organs in such manner as to prevent copulation.
This operation was very generally practised in antiquity
upon both young men and young women, but in later
times chiefly apon the latter; and it is said to be still in
use in some parte of the East.

infidel (in'fi-del), a. and n. [= F, infidiU= Sp.
Pg. inflel = It. imfedele, faithless, nnfaithfm,
unbelieving, < L. infidelis, unfaithful, faithless
(LL. unbelieving, ML. also as noun, an unbe-
liever), < i«-priv. +fidelis, faithful: see fidelity,

feaP-.] I, a. 1. Without faith; unbelieving;
disbelieviiig; especially, rejecting the distinc-

tive doctrines of a particular religion,while per-
haps an adherent of some other religion.

The barbarous Turk is satisfied with spoil

;

And shall I, being possess'd of what I came for,

Prove the more infidel?
Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, t. L

Specifically

—

2. Eejeeting the Christian re-

ligion while accepting no other; not believing
in the Bible or any divine revelation: used es-

pecially of persons belonging to Christian com-
munities.— 3. Due to or manifesting unbelief.

Through profane and infidel contempt
Of holy writ. Cowper, Task, L 74a

H. n. 1. An unbeliever ; a disbeliever ; one
who denies the distinctive tenets of a particular
religion.

And sore we war ofleryd to be dryif in to Barbaria,
where Dwellyth ower Mortall Enimys; as Turkes, Mam-
nolnks, Sarrazyns, and other infdAys.

Torkmgton, Diarie of Bng. Travell, p. 69.

Now, infidel (Shylock), I have thee on the hip.
ShaJc., M. of VT, iv 1.

On her white breast a sparkling cross she wore,
Which Jews might kiss, and infULds [Mohammedans]

adore. Pope, E, of the L., B- 7.

Mohammed . . . now began to threaten the infMs
with the judgment of God for their contempt of His mes-
sage and His messenger. Encyc. Brit., XVL 549,

Specifically— 2. A disbeliever in religion or
divine revelation in general; especially, one
who denies or refuses to believe in the Christian
religion while accepting no other ; one who re-

jecte the inspiration of the Scriptures, or the
divine origin and authority of Christianity as
revealed in the Bible.

Have merey upon all Jews, Turks, Infidels, and Heretics.
Book of Common Prayer, Collect tor Good Friday.



infidel

8t. In feudal law, one who violated fealty.
Bapalje and Lawrence. =Syn. mid, Unbeliever. Du-
believer, Oeut, Atheist, Agnostic, Skeptic, Freethinker.
The word infidel Is generally used In opprobrium. Itmay
mean either a disbeliever In cue's own religion as opposed
to another (as a Christian in the view ot a Mohammedan,
or the contrary), or a deist an atheist, or an agnostic.
(See below.) In strict use, however, it is not applicable
to one who has never heard ot Christianity, nor to one
who rejects some particular doctrine oj the Christian
church, while he accepts Christianity as a divinely re-
vealed religion, nor to one who is in avowed doubt respect-
ing the lundamental doctrines of Christianity, but willing
to be taught and persuaded. The first is a heathen, the
second a heretic, the third a skeptic. Unbeliever and dis-
believer are negative in form, but disbeliever is positive In
its implication that one actually refuses to believe ; the
tmfteiicucr only fails to believe. (See disbel^f.) Unbeliever
is almost always general, applying to Christianity as a
whole ; disbeliever is specific, but has a wider range of pos-
sible application : ea, a disbeliever in the divine right of
kings. A deist believes in a God, but denies the fact or
possibility of a revelation. An atheist denies the existence
of a God. An agnostle denies (a) any possible or (6) any
actual knowledge concerning God and a future life. A
skeptic either doubts whether any truth or principle can
be philosophically established, or, speciflcally, doubts the
truth of all propositions in the field of religion. Free-
tAi»*er, though inoffensive by derivation, is opprobriously«i,

tobelaused, the freedom of thinking being held ,

or license. None of these words draws the line distinctly
between honesty and dishonesty in the treatment of the
evidences of Christianity,

The Saxons were Infidels, and brought in with them Di-
versity of Idols, afterwhose names they gave Appellations
to the several Days of the Week. Baker, Ciromcles, p. 2.

I love to consider an infidel, whether distinguished by
the title of deist, a*heist, ovJree-thinker, in three different
lights : in his solitudes, his afflictions, and his last mo-
ments. Addison and Steele, Tatler, No. 111.

By night an atheist half believes a God.
Young, Night Thoughts, v. 172.

He on the thought-benighted skeptio beamed
Manifest Godhead.

Coleridge, Religious Musings, 1. 31.

infidelity (in-fl-del'i-ti), n. ;
pi. mfidelities (-tiz).

[< P. injid6UU= Pr" infideUtat= Sp. infidelidad
= Pg. infideUdade = It. infedelitA, infedeltA,

infidelitd,, unfaithfulness, unbelief, < L. infideli-

ta(t-)s, -unfaithfulness, < infidelis, unfaithful,

unbelieving: SQe, infidel.^ 1. Lack of faith or

belief; unbelief; disbelief: with reference to

the essential tenets of any religion.

The promyses of God can not be dlsapointed by mannes
infidelite, as S. Faule saith.

Bp. Gardiner, Explication, fol. 78.

That the fume of an Agath will avert a tempest, or the

wearing of a Chrysoprase make one out of gold, as some
have delivered, we are yet, I confesse, to believe, and in

that infidelity ai'e likely to end our days.

Sir T. Browne, Pseud. Epid. (1646), u. 5.

Speciflcally— 3. Disbelief in revealed religion;

rejection of the doctrine of inspiration of the

Scriptures or of the divine origin of Christian-

ity ; or, yet more broadly, disbelief in all forms

of religious faith. Thus, infidelity includes atheism,

or disbelief in God; deism, or belief in God accompanied
with disbelief in Christianity; and agnosticism, or disbe-

lief in the possibility of extramundane knowledge.

I hear with sorrow . . . that a very anti-ciiristian arti-

cle has crept in the last number of the Edinburgh Review.

. . . You must be thoroughly aware that the rumour of i«-

fiielity decides not only the reputation, but the existence

of the Review. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, viii.

3. Breach of trust ; unfaithfulness to a charge

or an obligation; dishonesty; disloyalty; de-

ceit: as, the infidelity of a friend or a servant.

I have had, in twenty years' experience, enough of the

uncertainty of princes, the caprices of fortune, . . . and

the i»/We!t«w of friends. „ . ,„„„
Sir W. Temple, Memoirs from the Peace in 1697.

The infidelities of the post-offices, both of England and

France, are not unknown to you.
Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 325.

Speoifioally— 4. Unfaithfulness to the mar-

riage-vows; adultery.

Too much Indulgence has been shown to the extrava-

gance, dishonesty, and domestic infidelity ot men of wit.

L(yrd John Sussell, in Lady Holland's Sydney Smithy vi.,

infleldt(in-feld'),®. * l< in-'^ + field.-] To in-

close, as a piece of land ; make a field ot.

infield (in'feld), a. [< ini- -H/eitJ.] Under crop

;

noting arable land which is still kept under

crop: distinguished from outfield. [Scotch.J

grSl%tl,Trw,rd?e^dgeT.a*^g|^J
St which cattle are fondest. Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 196.

in-field (in'feld), n. [< «»! + field.] In base-ball.

See field, n.,3.
. „ . i_

in fieri (in fi'e-ri). [L. : in, m; fieri, become

(here as a noiin, becoming), used as pass, ot

facere, make, do: see^a*.] lu process; yet in

the making: said of legal proceedings which,

though actually pending, have not yet been

completed, and therefore may yet be molded as

accuracy and justice require.
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infilet (in-fil')> «• <• l<in-^+file3. Ct enfile.]
To place in a file ; arrange in a file or rank.
HolUmd.

infill (in'fil), v.t. [< irai 4- fim, v.] To fill in

;

fill.

The impressions have been produced by the infilled
tracks and burrowings of marine animals.

Oeol. Mag., N. S., IV. 89.

infilling (in'fil-ing), n. [Verbal n. of infill, v.]
That which fills in, or has been made to occupy
cavities or vacant places of any kind or dimen-
sions: same &s filling.

The skeleton is more or less extensively composed of
phosphate of lime, with the chambers occupied, through-
out or in part, by phosphatlc infilling.

'

Amer. Geologist, I. 266.

infilni(in-film')ji;. *. [<in-'^ + film.] To cover
with a film, as m gilding.

infilter (iu-fil'ter), v. t. [= P. infiltrer = Sp.
Pg. infiltrar = It. infiltrare; as in-^ + filter^.]

To filter or sift in.

infiltrate (in-fil'trat), v.; pret. and pp. infil-

trated, ppr. infiltrating. [< in-^ + filtrate. Cf

.

infilter.] I. intrans. To pass by filtration; per-
colate through pores or interstices.

The water infiltrates through the porous rock.
Addison, Travels in Italy.

II. trans. To pass into or through the pores
or interstices of; filter into or through.
The quantity [of rain] which infiltrated the chalk dis-

trict in the neighbourhood of King's Langley to replenish
the springs and rivers of that neighbourhood was ascer-

tained and recorded.
T. Bailey Denton, Sanitary Engineering, p. 25.

infiltrate (in-fil'trat), TO. [(.infiltrate, v. Ct. fil-

trate, n.] That which infiltrates; specifically,

inpathol., the substance which passes into the
tissues to form a morbid accumulation, as the
fat of fatty infiltration.

infiltration (in-fll-tra'shqn), n. [= P. infiltra-

tion = Sp. infiltramon= Pg. infiltra^So= V!i. in-

filtrazione; a& infiltrate + 4on.] 1. The act or

process of infiltrating.

The landslips are occasioned by infiltratimis of water
into ground which retains it in great quantity.

Trans, in J, C. Brown's Reboisement in France, p. 249.

2. Inpathol., a morbid condition of any portion
of tissue produced by the accumulation in it

of substances introduced from without : distin-

guished from degeneration, where the substance
abnormally present is producedfrom the tissue

" itself through faulty metabolism.— 3. That
which infiltrates ; a fiuid, or matter carried by
a fiuid, which enters the pores or cavities of a
body.

Calcareous infiltrations filling the cavities of other
stones. Eirwan.

Albuminous Infiltration. Same as cloudy swelling

(which see,under cloudy).—AmjloiA infiltration. Same
as lardaceous disease (which see, under lardaceous).—Fat-
ty infiltra'tlon, the deposit in the cells of globules of fat,

taken up by the cell from without, and not formed by the
degeneration of llie proteid substance of the celL

infini'tant (iQ-fin'i-tant)j a. [< ML. infini-

to»(<^)s, ppr. of infinitdre, infinitate : see infini-

tate.] m logic, applied to a sign of negation
which is closelyconnected with a general term,

as the non in «on-existent.

infinitary (in-fin'i-ta-ri), a. [< infinite + -aiij.]

Pertaining to infinite quantity—Infinitaryprop-
erty of a mnction, in math., a property belongmg to

the function when the variable becomes infinite.— Infini-

tary type of fie, a quantity having a finite ratio to/x:f'x
when X becomes infinite.

infinitate (in-fin'i-tat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

finitated, ppr. infinitating. [< MXi. infinitare

(Abelard), negate, mark as infinite, < L. infini-

te, infinite: see infinite.] To render infinite

;

in logic, to negate by attaching a sign of nega-

tion to: said particularly of terms, as objects

of the action, and also of propositions.

infinitation (in-fin-i-ta'shon), n. [< infinitate

-I- -ion.] The act or result of infinitating.

infinite (in'fi-nit), a. and n. [< ME. infinite,

infymte = P. infini = Pr. infinit, enfenit = Sp.

Pg. M. infinito, < L. infinitus, boundless, un-

limited, without end, endless, indefinite, < «V
priv. + finitus, bounded, ended : see finite.] I.

a. 1. Immeasurably or innumerably great ; so

great as to be absolutely incapable of being

meaSTired or counted. Space is the most familiar

example of an object ordinarily conceived to be infinite.

Anaximander and other early Greek philosophers appear

to have called this aTreipoi-, unbounded, and the Latm in-

finitum is a translation of this.Greek word. The two

ideas, that of the immeasurable and that of the unbound-

ed, were confused by the early Greeks, and also by some

modern phUosophers, as Hobbes and Hegel. Ordmary

geometry regards space as both unbounded and im-

measurable; but the hypothesis of modern geometers

concerning the properties of space, called elliptic non-

Euclidean geometry, makes space measurable (in that it

supposes that a point proceeding along a straight line,

infinite

after having traversed a vast but finite distance, would
return from behind to its original starting-point), and this-

supposition, which is entirely self-consistent, leaves space
unbounded just as the surface of a spherical body, such as-

a pea, or the circumference of a circle is unbounded. But
it is no more the usage of ordinary language than of math-
ematics to call the surface of a pea ii^niU. On the other
hand, geometers conceive that if from an unbounded and
immeasurable (infinite) right line a small part be cut
off, what remains, having two terminals, is bounded but
immeasurable; and in ordinary as in mathematical lan-
guage such a linewould be called infinite. Thus, the usual
and mathematicalmeaning of the word infinite departsfrom
the suggestion of its etymology. Mathematicians speak of
the ratios of infinite quantities ; such an expression sup-
poses that the arrangement of the units or elements re-
mains essentially unchanged in the measurement. Thus, a
line two inches long, comprising an infinity of points, may
be said to have twice as many points as one which mea-
sures only one inch and also comprises an infinity of points

;

but this only means that the former multitude appears
twice as great as the latter when the points are not com-
pletely disintegrated. So orders of infinity are spoken of.

(See infinitenmal.) These expressions have led metaphy-
sicians to suppose that the infinite quantity of the mathe-
maticians is not the maximum, and consequently is not
truly infinite. But the points of a line, however short, can
be brought into a one-to-one correspondence with those of
all space— that is, for every point in all space there is a
distinct and separate point in the line, and that although
the space considered have an infinite multitude of dimen-
sions ; so that the multitude of points in a line is the great-
est possible quantity. Mathematicians distinguish, how-
ever, two kinds of infinity. The multitude of finite whole
numbers may be said to be infinite, since the counting of
them cannot be completed. But the multitude of points
upon a line, which corresponds to the multitude of num-
bers expressible by an infinite series of decimals, is in-

finitely greater, in that it cannot be brought into a one-
to-one correspondence with the former. If oo represents
the former multitude, 10* will represent the latter, so
that the former is anfdogous to a logarithmic infinite, or
infinite of order zero. The former is said to be improperly
or discretely infinite, the latter properly or continuously in-

finite.

In the extension Of space-construction to the infinitely

great, we must distinguish betweenunboundedness and m-
finite extent ; the former belongs to the extent-relations,

the latter to the measure-relations.
Miemann, Hypotheses at the Bases of Geometry (tr. by

[W. K. Clifford), IIL § 2.

2. All-embracing; lacking nothing; the great-
est possible; perfect; absolute: applied only to

Divinity.

But shining with such vast, such various Light,
As speaks the Hand that form'd them [stars] Infinite.

Prior, Solomon, i.

Thatwhich is conceived as absolute and infinite must be
conceived as containing within itself the sum not only of

all actual, but of all possible modes of being.
MoMsell, Limits of Religious Thought.

3. Boundless; unbounded; endless; without
limit; interminable, in this sense the surface of a
pea is infinite,while a plane of immeasurable extentwhose
continuity is interrupted by one small hole is finite. [Rare,

except by confusion with def. 1 (which see).]

The environment of any finite portion of space is and
must be necessarily other portions of space. But if any
limited space has space for its environment, it is not lim-
ited by it, but continued by it. Any possible limited or
finite apace is continued by an environment of space, and
the whole of space is i«/ini*e. . . . Self-environmentisthe
characteristic of the infinite.

W. T. Harris, Philos. in Outline, § 10.

4. By hyperbole, indefinitely extensive; be-

yond our powers of measuring or reckoning.

Gratiano speaks an infinite deal of nothing.
Shak., M. of V., 1. 1.

What a piece of work is a man 1 How noble in reason 1

how infinite in faculty 1 Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Man differs from man ;
generation from generation ; na-

tion from nation. Education, station, sex, age, acciden-

tal associations, produce infinite shades of variety.

Macaulay, Mill on Government.

5. [Tr.Gr. di5p(£rrof: see aomi.] In Zoffic, mod-
ified, as a term, by a sign of negation infinite
being, a being in whose mode of existence there is no de-
fect ; specifically (the Infinite Being), God ; the absolute
Deity.— Infinite decimal, a decimal which is intermi-
nate, or which may be carried to infinity. Thus, if the di-

ameter of a circle be 1, the circumference is 3.14159265,

etc., carried to infinity.— Infinite distress, divisibili-

ty, group, hyperbola, etc. See the nouns.— Infinite
ellipse. Same as eiJipfois.— Infinite series, a series the
terms of which go on increasing or diminishing without
coming to an end. See series. = Syn. Boundless, immea-
surable, illimitable, interminable, limitless, unlimited, un-
bounded.

II. n. Anything which is infinite^ in any sense

.

Speciflcally—(o) [cap. or I. c] In philos., the Infinite

Being ; the absolute Deity.

The nothingness of the finite is due to an implicit con-

sciousness of the Infinite that is rising within the spirit.

J. Caird, in Faiths of the World.

The finite is relative to something else ; the infinite is

self-related. F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 71.

The being of the Infinite may be a consciousness, but it

is not our consciousness, nor is ours related to it as the
part to the whole, or in any way necessary to it.

Veitch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. cxliii.

(6) In math., a fictitious or supposed quantity, too great

to be capable of measurement. See infiniAesimdl.

It is already a doctrine of Aristotle's that an infinity

can never be actu (i. e. actual and givenX but only poten-

tly, ... He expounds the antinomies in his short way.
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and then says, "A mediator Is required" ; niron whicli he
gives the solution that the infnite, both of the world in
space, and in time and in division, is never before the re-

gressus, or progresaus, but in it. This truth then lies in
the rightly apprehended conception of the infinite. Thus
one misunderstands himself if he imagines that he can
think the infinite, of whatever kind it may be, as some-
thing objectively present and complete, and independent
of the regressus.
Schopenhauer, Will, tr. by Haldane and Kempe, ii. 115.

If Zero is the sign of a vanished quantity, the Infinite is

the sign of that Continuity of Existence which has been
ideally divided into discrete parts in the affixing of limits.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, IL vL § 5.

(ct) A large number ; a crowd.

Their gates are walled vp; and there are infinite of
Frier-like companions passing to and fro in the Citie,

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 428.

Gods defend me.
What multitudes they are, what infinites

!

Fletcher, Bonduca, iii. 5.

Arithmetic of Infinites, a name given by Dr. Wallis to
a method invented by him for the summation of infinite

series.

infinitely (in'fi-nit-li), adv. Innumerably; im-
measurably; incomparably; in the highest con-
ceivable degree : often used in hyperbole : as,

to be infinitely obliged for favors.

I am a soldier, and a bachelor, lady

;

And such a wife as you I could love infinitely.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, i. 6.

We know that a good constitution is infinitely better
than the best despot. Macaulay, Milton.

Matter is concluded not to be infinitely divisible.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Phys., p. 194.

infiniteness (in'fi-nit-nes), n. The state of be-
ing infinite ; infinity ; immensity.

Let us always bear about us such impressions of rever-

ence, and fear of God, that we may humble ourselves be-
fore his AlmightineBS, and express that infinite distance
between his infiniteTiess and our weaknesses. Jer. Taylor.

If we consider the quality of the person appearing, that
he was no other than the eternal Son of God, how ought
we to be wrapt with wonder and astonishment at the in-

finiteness of the dlvlue condescention I

Abja. Sharp, Works, I. xL

infinitesimal (in"fi-ni-tes'i-mal), a. and n. [=
F. infinitesimal = Sp. Pg. infinitesimal = It.

infinitesimale, < NL. infinitesimalis, infinitesi-

mal, < infinitesimus (fem. infinitegima (> It. in-

finitesima = Pg. infinitesima = F. infinit^me),
Be. pars, an infinitesimal), a quasi-ordinal nu-
meral, a term of an infinite convergent series

which is preceded by an infinite number of
terms, hence infinitely small, < infinitum, a
quasi-cardinal, neut. of L. infinittis, infinite:

see infinite. For the ordinal termination, cf.

centesimal, millesimal, etc.] I. a. Infinitely

or indefinitely small ; less than any assignable
quantity.

The distance between them may be either infinite or
infinitesimal, according to the measure used.

E. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol.

Its [homeopathy's] leaders have long ceased to insist

upon infinitesimal dosage as an essential principle of
treatment. Pop. Sci. Uo., XXIL 537.

Infinitesimal analysis, in math. See analysis, 3 (c).

—

Infinitesimal transformation. See tramformaiAxm.

n. n. In math., a fictitious quantity so small
that by successive additions to itself no sensi-
ble quantity, such as the imit of quantity,
could ever be generated, if a is a finite quantity,
and i an Infinitesimal, we always assume a \-i — a,^ fun-
damental proposition of the Infinitesimal calculus; but
whether this is because the infinitesimal is a fictitious

quantity strictly zero, or because equality is used in a
generalized sense in which this is true, is a question of
logic, concerning which mathematicians are not agreed.
Most writers use the method, of limits (which see, under
limit), which avoids this and other difficulties. It is as-

sumed that all the mathematical operations, can be per-
formed on these quantities. Every power of an infinitesi-

mal is infinitely smaller than any ii^erior power of the same
InfinitesimaL (Bee infinite, 1.) Any Infiiilte&imal may be
assumed as abase or standard, by comparison with which
the magnitudes of others are estimated. The base itself

is said to be of the first order, its square of the second
order, its cube of the third order, etc. Hnite quantities
are of the zero order of infinitesimals, and infinite quan-
tities are generally of negative orders. The logarithm of
any infinitesimal of a finite order is of order zero, although
it is infinite. In like manner, in every order of infinitesi-

mals there are quantities infinitely greater and quanti-
ties infinitely smaller than the power of the base of that
order. The square, cube, etc., of an infinitesimal of the
zero order remains of the zero order : yet there is nothing
peculiar about these infinitesimals ; any one of them might
have been taken as the base, and then its square would
have been reckoned as of the second order, while the infi-

nitesimal in comparison with which it was of the zero
order would now appear as of the infinite order.

Infinites are composed of finites in no other sense than
as finites are compbsed of infinitesinuUs,

Dr. Clark, Fourth Beply to Leibnitz.

infinitesimally (in"fi-ni-tes'i-mal-i), adv. By
infinitesimals ; in infinitely small quantities

;

to an infinitesimal extent or in an infinitesimal

degree.
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Just as he himself forms an infinitesimally smaU part
of the universe, so his personal knowledge is utterly in-

commensurate with the sum total of existence.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 13.

infinitionf (in-fi-nish'gn), n. [= OP. infinicion,

< L. infinitio{n-), boundlessness, infinity, < in-

^wiiMS, boundless : see infinite.'] Infinitation;

negation.
For what joy is so great but the conceipt

Of falling to his InfinUion
Of blacke Non-essence will confound it streight?

navies, Wittes Pilgrimage, p. 23.

infinitival (in-fin-i-ti'val or in-fln'i-ti-val), a.

[< infinitive + -al.'] Ingram., of or belonging

to the infinitive.

To all verbs, then, from the Anglo-Saxon, to all based

on the uncorrupted infinitival stems of Latin verbs of

the fh-st conjugation, and to all substantives, whenceso-
ever sprung, we annex -able only.

F. Hall, -Able and Eeliable, p. 47.

infinitive (in-fin'i-tiv), a. and n. [= P. infini-

tif= Pr. infinitiu, enfenitiu = Sp. Pg. It. infini-

tivo — D. infinitVDUs = G. Dan. Sw. infinitiv, <

LL. infinitivws, unlimited, indefinite (modus
infinitivus or simply infinitvvus, the infinitive

mode), < L. infinitus, unlimited: see infinite.1

1. a. In gram., unlimited; indefinite: noting
a certain verb-form sometimes called the i»-

finitive mode. See II.

II, n. 1. Ingram., a certain verb-form ex-

pressing the general sense of the verb without
restriction in regard to person or number, as
English give, German geben, French donner,

Latin dare, (rreek Sidovai. in the grammar of Lat-

in and of the most familiar modern languages, it is used
as the representative form of the whole verb-system. It

is by origin simply a verbal noun in an oblique case (often-

est dative); and hence its tendency to use with a stereo-

typed prefixed preposition, as to in English, zu(~ English
to) in German, at (== English at) in Scandinavian, de ('of')

or d (' to ') in French, and so on ; but the preposition is no
part of the infinitive. In the old grammars, and in many
recent ones, it is called a mode; but the term is objec-

tionable, and is going out of use. Abbreviated ii^.

2t. An endless quantity or number; an infinity.

Fie, that the spyrit of a single man
Should contradict innumerable wills

;

Fie, that infinititten of forces can
Nor may eifect what one conceit fulfills.

Q.-Markham, SirE. Orinuile, p. 69.

Historical infinitive. See historical, 4.

infinitively (in-fin'i-tiv-U), adv. In gram., in

the manner of an infinitive.

infinite (in-fi-ne'to), a. [It., = E. infinite, q. v.]

In music, perpetual, as a canon whose end leads •

back to the beginning.
infinitude (in-fin'i-tiid), n. [= F. infimtude, <
ML. as if *infinitudo, < L. infinitus, Infinite:

see infinite.'] 1. The state or quality of being
the greatest possible, or inconceivably great:
as, the infinitude of power or grace.

And thou the third subsistence of Divine Infinitvde, il-

lumining Spirit, the joy and solace of created thingB.
Milton, Keformation in Eng., il

Such wide and undetermined prospects are as pleasing
to the fancy as speculations of eternity or infinitude are
to the understanding. Spectator, No. 412.

2. Infinite extension; infinity; innumerable or
immeasurable quantity: as, an infinitude of
space or of stars.

We see all the good sense of the age cut out, andminced
into almost an infinitude of distinctions.

Addison, Spectator.

The infinitude of the universe, in which our system
dwindles to a grain of sand.

Svmner, Speech, Cambridge, Aug. 27, 1846.

infinituple (in-fin'i-tii-pl), a. [(.infinite +
-uple, as in duple, qttadruple, etc.] Multiplied
an infinite number of times. Wollaston. fEare.]

infinity (in-fin'i-ti), n. [= P. infinite = Pr.
infinitat, enfenitat = Sp. infinidad = Pg. in-
finidade = It. infinite, < L. infinita(t-)s,'bomid-
lessness, endlessness, < infinitus, boundless,
endless : see infinite.] 1. The condition of be-
ing infinite or the greatest possible; immea-
surableuess; innumerability; perfection: as,
the infinity of God; infinity of duration.

One whose eternity passeth al time, and whose infinity
paseeth all nombre, that is almightye.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 636.

If we dare not trust God with the circumstance of the
events and stay his leisure, ... we disrepute the infinity
of his wisdom. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 35.

This endless addition or addibility . . . of numbers . . .

is that . . . which gives us the clearest and most distinct
idea of infinity, Loclce, Human Understanding, IL xvi. 8.

2. Unlimited extension; figuratively, exhaust-
less quantity or number: as, inconceivable in-

finity; an infinity of details.

Here has been that infinity of strangers I

B. Jonson, Devil Is an Asa, v. 1.

Adom'd with an infinity of statues, pictures, stately
altars, and innumerable reUques.

Evelyn, Diary, >'ov. 19, 1644.

infirmary

In an infinity of things thus relative, a mind which sees

not infinitely can see notliing fully.

Shaftesbury, MoraUsts, ii. § 4, quoted in Fowler, p. 111.

3. In geom., the part of space at an infinite dis-

tance from the part chiefly considered. Owing
to the mechanical properties of the straight line, the most
Important mode of geometrical transformation is that
which transforms every straight line into a straight line,

its position only being changed. But this transforms the
part of space at infinity into a plane, just as in a perspec-
tive view of an unbounded plane the infinitely distant parts
are compressed into a line. Hence, mathematicians gen-
erally speak of the plane at infinity, or the line at infinity
in a plane. In analytical geometry the plane at inflnity is

best considered as two coincident planes, fastened together
at an imaginary nodal circle, and constituting a degenerate
sphere, called the sphere at infinity. (See absolute, »., 2.)

In the theory of functions, the most important mode of
transformation of the plane is one which preserves the
magnitudes of all angles, and this transforms the infinite-

ly distant parts of the plane into anoint; hence, in that
branch of mathematics, ftiepoint at mflnityia spoken of.—
Infinity plug, in elect., a plug in a resistance-box which
when removed from its seat opens the circuit (makes the
resistance infinite).

infirm (in-fferm'), a. l<'i/LE. infirm, < OF. in-

firm, enferm, anferm, em/arm, P. imfirme = 'Pt.

eferm, enferm = Sp. Pg. enfermo = It. infermo,

infirmo, < L. infirmus, not strong or firm, < in-

priv. + firmus, strong: see firm.] 1. Not firm,

stable, or strong; lacking stability or solidity;

faltering; feeble: as, an infirm support; an in-

firm judgment.
The Sonne . . . may . . . natbythe/n/!rm«lyhtof his

beemes brekyn or percen the Inward eutrailes of the erthe.

Chaticeir, Boethius, v. meter 2.

Lady M. Infirm of purpose 1

Give me the daggers. Soai:., Macbeth, it 2^

Infirm the stalks, unsolid are the leaves.

Dryden, It. of Ovid's Metamorph., xv. 807,

He who fixes on false principles treads on infirmgrouni.
South, Sermons.

Speoifleally— 3. Not sound in health; impaired
in health or vitality; enfeebled; weak: as, in-

firm in body or constitution.
Here I stand, your slave,

A poor, infirm, weak, and despis'd old man.
Shak., Lear, iii. 2,

The unhealthful east^

That breathes the spleen, and searches ev'ry bone
Of the infirm, is wlioleBome air to thee.

Cou^per, Task, iv. 36S.

3. Voidable; obnoxious to legal objection that
may destroy apparent efficacy. =syn. LVacillat.
ing, wavering, shaky.— 2. Enfeebled, debilitated, sickly,

decrepit^ shackly.

infirmt (in-f6rm'), v. t. [< P. infirmer = Pr.

enfermar, enfirmar= Sp. Pg. enfermar, infirmar
= It. infirmare, < L. infirmare, make infirm,

weaken, ML. also be infirm or sick, < infirmus,

infirm : see imfirm, a.] 1. To weaken; enfeeble.
If they be strong, you do what you can to infirm their

strength. J. Bra4A»'<i. letters (Parker 8oc.,185S),n. 120.

2. To make less firm or certain ; render doubt-
ful, questionable, or dubious.

Some contrary spirits will object this as a suflicient re».

son to infirm all those points. Raleigh, Essays,

This is not m/Zrmed because we read how God doth seem
in some things to alter bis wiU, before not determined, but
dependant upon man's behaviour.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), n. 180.

Socrates,. . . professing to affirm nothing, but to in;!nn
thatwhich was affirmed by another, hath exactly exprrased
all the forms of objection, fallacy, and redargution.

Uaeon, Advancement of Leaning, ii 221

infirmarert (in-fSr'ma-rer), n. [< ML. infirmari-

us (see infirmMrian) -f E. -eri.] Same as infir-

marian. I. Campbell, St. Giles Leet., Ist ser.,

p. 78.

infinuarian (in-f6r-ma'ri-an), n. [< ML. infir-

marius (as defined) (see irifirmary) + -an.] An
officer in a monastery who has charge of the

qtiarters for the sick.

Antony de Madrid . . . had to nurse St. Stanislaus in

ills last illness, as infirmarian of Sant' Andrea.
Mfe of St. Kotka, p. 83.

The Community [Frferes des Ecoles Chr^tiennes], which
during tlLe whole time of the war had sent five hundred in-

firmaria/ns into the battle fields.

Quarterly Bev., CLXIL 354.

infirmary (in-f6r'ma-ri), m. ; pi. infirmaries

(-riz). [Formerly enfermerie, by apheresis/er-
mary,fernwry.ferm^)ry,firmary, etc. (seefeme-
ry); < OP. enfermerie {a\so fermerie), F. infirme-

rie= Pr. effermeria, efermaria = Sp. enfermeria
= Pg. enfermaria = It. infermeria, < ML. infir-

marium, an infirmary orhospital (cf. infirmarms,
m., one in charge of the sick), < L. infirmus, in-

firm: see infirm, a.] A place for the treatment
of the infirm, or persons suffering from disease
or injury.

Here, In the farthest Nook of the Meadow, is alitHe Ban-
quetting House ; there I sup sometimes In Summer, and I
make Use of it, as an Infirmary, tt any of my Family be
taken ill with any infectious Disease.

N. Bailey, tr. of CoUoquies of Erasmus, L 200.



mfirmary
More partlcularly-(a) A general hospital for the inhah-
itants of a small town, or for the members oJ an inatltation.
as a convent or school. (6) A bureau or office for gratui;
tous aid and advice to outdoor patients in general, or for
the treatment of special infirmities or defoi-mities, as of
the eye, ear, throat, etc.

infirmativet (in-ffer'ma-tiv), a. [= p. infirma-
tvf; as infirm + -ative.^ "Weakening: tendine
to make void. Cotgrave.

infirmatoryt (in-ttr'ma-to-ri), ». [Also infirmi-
tory; < ML. infi,rmatormm, also infirmitorium,
an mfirmary, < L. infirmus, infirm: see infirm,
o.] An infirmary.

The Infirmitory where the sick lay was paved with va-
rious colour'd marbles. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 26, 1645.

infirmity (in-f6r'mi-ti), n.
;
pi. infirmiUes (-tiz).

[< ME. mfi/rmite, < OF. enfermete, enfermeteit,
F. mfirmM = Pr. enfermetat, infermetat = Sp.
enfermedad = Pg. enfermidade = It. mfermith,
< L. infirmita{t-)s, infirmity, < infirmus, infirm:
a&einfirm.'] 1. Tfiestateof being infirm; weak-
ness ; especially, an unsound or unhealthy state
of the body; a malady: as, the »?i^rmjiie« of age.
A certain man was there which had an infirmity thirty

and eight years. John v. 6.

3. A weakness; failing; fault; foible.

We then that are strong ought to bear the infirmities of
the weak, and not to please ourselves. Itom. xv. 1,

We cannot " be perfect, as our heavenly Father is," but
shall have more of human infirmities to be ashamed of
than can be excused by the accrescences and condition of
our nature. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 89.

Natural Inflrmlty, a natural incapacity of regulating
one's actions according to a natural hiw.=Syn. Indispo-
sition, Malady, etc. (see disease) ; Imbeeility, etc. (see de-
bility).

infirmly (in-f6rm'li), adv. In an infirm man-
ner.

The chosen sceptre is a withered bough.
Infirmly grasped within a palsied hand.

Wordsworth, French Army in Bussia.

infirmness (in-fSrm'nes), n. The state of being
infirm ; infirmity ; weakness.
The infirmness and insufficiency of the common peripa-

tetick doctrine (about colour). Buyle, Works, I. 695.

infistulated (in-fis'tu-la-ted), a. [< ML. infisttu-

latus, pp. of infistulare (> OF; infistuler), pro-
duce a fistula in, < L. in, in, on, + fistula, a
fistula: see fistula.J Converted into a fistula

;

full of fistulas. Bailey.

infit (in'fit), V. t. [< inT- + fifi. Cf. outfit.'\

To furnish with supplies for use on shore.
[Local.]

The merchant is as anxious to " infit " as he was to "out-
lit" him, but the man must now bring an order from the
agent or owner of the vessel. Fisheries of U. 5., V. ii. 226.

infitter (in'fit-er), n. One who furnishes men
with such supplies and articles of clothing as
they may need when their vessel returns from
a fishing-cruise. Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 226.

[Local.]

infix (in-fiks')) i>. t. [< OF. infixer, < L. imfixus,

pp. of infigere, fix in, thrust in, < in, in, +
fi^ere, fix: see fi,x.'\ 1. To fix or fasten in;

insert forcibly; implant firmly: as, to infix a
•dart; to infix facts in the memory.

The poysnous sting which infamy
Infixeth in the name of noble wight.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. vi. 1.

How vain those cares ! when Meges in the rear

Full in his nape inftcVJ the fatal spear.
Pope, Hiad, v. 96.

S. To insert additionally or aocessorily. See

infix, n.

Of the infixing of a letter between the first and thud
radical there seems to be no sure proof.

' Amer. Jawr. Philol., IV. 347.

infix (in'fiks), n. [< infix, ».] Something in-

fixed ; in gram. , an element having the value of

a suffix or a prefix, but inserted in the body of

a word, as practised in some languages.

Sometimes it [the derivative element] is intercalated in

the body of the word, and is then called an infix ; but that

method' of derivation is rare. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX. 103.

infixion (in-fik'shon), n. [< L. as If *infixio(,n-),

< infigere, pp. injixuSj infix: see infisc.'] The

act of infixing; insertion. See infix, n.

The infixion of a nasal in the formation of tense-stems.

Encyc. £n(. , XVIII. 789.

inflame (in-flam'), v.; pret. and pp. inflamed,

ppr. inflaming. [Formerly also enflame; < ME.
*enflammen, enflawmen, < OF. enflammer, ¥.en-

flammer = Pr. enflamar = Sp. inflamar = Pg.

inflammar = It. inflammare, < L. inflammare,

set on fire, inflame, < in, in, on, +flamma, flame

:

see^ame.j I. trans. 1. Tosetonfire; kindle;

cause to burn with a flame.

Old wood inflam'd doth yield the bravest fire.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

exagge-

=r
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A flash
Of enflamed vowAeT, whose whole light doth lay it
Open to all discovery. B. Jonaon, New Inn, L 1.

The sunlight may then be shut off, and a photo made
on the lower half of the plate of the spectrum of any sub-
stance infiamed In the electric light.

Sd. Amer., K. S., LVHL 17.

3. To raise to an unnatural or morbid heat;
make hot or red as i£ from flame ; excite in-
flammation in: as, wine inflames the blood; the
skin is inflamed by an eruption.

For not the bread of man their life sustains.
Nor wine's inflaming juice supplies their veins.

Pope, niad, v. 426.

3. To excite to a high degree ; stimulate to high
or excessive action or emotion; exacerbate;
make violent: as, to inflame the passions; to
imflame the populace.
But nowe Pryde, Covetyse and Envye han so enflawmed

the Hertes of Lordes of the World.
JUandeville, Travels, p. 3.

Such continued ill usage was enough to inflame the
meekest spirit. Steift, Conduct of Allies.

The particular skill of this lady has ever been to inflame
your wishes, and yet command respect.

Steele, Spectator, No. 113.

The meditations of a single closet, the pamphlet of a
single writer, have inflamed or composed nations and
armies. £. Choaie, Addresses, p. 129.

4. To aggravate in amount; magnify
rate. [Rare.]

I have often seen a good sideboard, or a marble chim-
neypiece, though not actually put in the bill, inflame the
reckoning confoundedly.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

3. To fire, arouse, nettle, incense, enrage.

i,ntrans. To take fire; burst into flame;
glow with ardor of action or feeling.

Fierce Phlegethon,
Whose waves of torrent fire infl/ime with rage.

Milton, P. L., it 681.

inflamed (in-flamd'), p. a. In her., either burn-
ing, as a torch (see flamant), or
decorated with separate flames
along the edge, as abend, fesse,
or the like.

inflamer (in-fla'mer), n. One
who or that which inflames.

Interest is . . . agreatiTi^oTner, and
sets a man on persecution under the
colour of zeal.

Addison, Spectator, No. 185.

inflammability (in-flam-a-bil'i-ti), n. [= F.
inflammability = Sp. infldmahilidad = Pg. in-

flammahilidade = It. infi,ammabilitd; as inflam-
mable + -ity: see -bility.'] 1 . The state or qual-
ity of being inflammable ; susceptibility of tak-
ing fire : as, the inflammability of alcohol.— 2.
Liability to sudden excitement; excitability;
fieriness.

He has one foible, an excessive inflammability of tem-
per. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 90.

inflammable (in-flam'a-bl), a. [= F. inflam-
muble = Sp. inflamable"= Pg. inflammavel = It.

infiammabile, < L. as if *infiammabiUs, < infiam-
mare, set on fire: see inflame."] 1. Capable of
being set on fire; susceptible of combustion;
easily fired.

The term "naphtha" originally included all infiammaUe
fiuids produced during the destructive distillation of or-

ganic substances. Ure, Diet., IIL 386.

3. EasUy excited or inflamed; highly excitable.

In this infimnmnable state of public feeling, an incident
occurred which led to a general explosion.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 6.

Mrs.Ducklow's inflammable fancy was so kindled by it

that she could find no comfort in prolonging her visit.

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 43.

Inflammable airt, hydrogen : formerly so called on ac-

count of its inflammability.— Inflammable cinnabar.
Same as idrialite.

inflammableness (in-flam'a-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being inflammable ; inflammability.

I do not think the easy inflamxnableness of bodies to be
always a sure proof of the actual sensible warmth of the
minute parts it consists of. Boyle, Works, III. 336.

inflammably (in-flam'a-bli), adv. In an in-

flammable manner.
inflammation (in-fla-ma'shon), n. [= D. in-

flammatie= G. Dani'Sw. inflammation (in sense

3), < P. inflammaUon = Pr. enflamacio, inflame-

macio = Sp. inflamacion = Pg. inflammagao =
It. inflammagione, infiammazione, < L. inflam-

matio(n-), a setting on flre, < inflammare, set on
fire: see inflame."] 1. The act of inflaming;

the act of setting on fire or of taking fire, ac-

tually or figuratively.

For prayer kindleth our desire to behold God by specu-

lation; and the mind, delighted with that contemplative

Bend inflamed.

sight of God, taketh every where new inflammatiom to

pray. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 34.

inflated

Inflammations of air from meteors may have a power-
ful effect upon men. Sir W. Temple.

The temperature at which infiammation occurs varies
widely with different substances.

Boscoe and Schorlemmer, Chemistry, L 182.

2. A fiery, heated, or infiamed condition, es-
pecially as resulting from passion, excessive
stimulation, as by intoxicating liquors, etc.
[Rare.]

They are generally fools and cowards : which some of us
should be too, but lor inflarmnation.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

The inflammation of fat and viscous vapours doth pres-
ently vanish. Bp. WilMns, Dsedalus.

I like London better than ever I liked it before, and sim-
ply, I believe, from water-drinking. Without this, Lon-
don is stupefaction and inflammation.

Sydney Smith, Letters, cvii.

3. In pathol., a morbid condition usually char-
acterized by swelling, pain, heat, and redness.
The inflamed tissue contains blood in excess, or is hyper-
emic, and the blood-vessels are so modified as to allow a
large transit of plasma and blood-corpuscles through their
walls; these extravasated materials accumulate in the
surrounding tissues, which exhibit more or less profound
derangement of nutrition.

This acrimonious soot produces another sad eflect, by
rendering the people obnoxious to inflammations.

Evelyn, Fumifugium, i

Adhesive inflammation, croupous inflammation,
etc. See the adjectives.—Parenchymatous inflam-
mation. Same as cloudy swelling (which see, under
cloudy).

inflammative (in-flam'a-tiv), a. [= OP. in-

flammatif; as inflammai(ion) + -ive.] Causing
inflammation; having a tendency to inflame;
inflammatory. Bailey. [Bare.]
inflammatory (in-flam'a-to-ri), a. [= F. inflam-
matoire = Sp. inflamatorio = Pg. infiammatorio
= It. infiammatorio, < ML. as if *inflammatoriws,
< L. infiammare, inflame: see infiame.] X.
Tending to inflame, or to excite or produce
inflammation: as, inflammatory -meAiames.— 2.
Of the nature of, or accompanied or caused by,
the morbid condition called inflammation : as,

inflammatory rheumatism.— 3. Of, pertaining
to, or indicative of inflammation, or an inflamed
condition: as, inflammatory symptoms.— 4.
Tending to excite passion, desire, etc. ; of a
nature to rouse anger, animosity, tumult, sedi-
tion, etc.: as, an inflammatory harangue.
Far from anything injkmmiatory, I never heard a more

languid debate in this house. Burke, American Taxation.

Who, kindling a combustion of desire.
With some cold moral think to quench the fire, . . .

Howe'er disguised th' infljim/matory tale.

Camper, Prog, of Err., L 327.

Inflammatory fever. See fever^.

inflatable (in-fla'ta-bl), a. [< inflate + -able.]

Capable of inflation; that may be inflated or
distended.

An inflatable proboscis overhanging the mouth [of the
hooded seal]. Science, IV. 340.

inflate (in-flaf), v. t.; pret. and pp. inflated,

ppr. inflating. [< L. inflatus, pp. of inflare

(> It. enfiare = Sp. Pg. vriflar = Pr. enflar, eflar

= P. enfler), blow into, puff up, < in, in, + flare,

blow: see flatus.] 1. To swell or distend by
inhaling or injecting air or gas; distend in any
manner : as, to inflate the lungs, a bladder, or a
balloon.

When passion's tumnlts in the bosom rise.

Inflate the features, and enrage the eyes.

To nature's outline can we draw too tpae.

Or nature's colours give too full to view?
J. Scott, Essay on Fainting.

Notwithstanding the enormous size of the balloon, M.
Godard asserted that it could be inflated in half an hour.

Eneye. Brit., 1. 193.

3. To swell or extend unduly ; expand beyond
proper or natural limits; raise above the just
amount or value : as, to inflate the currency or
prices ; to inflate the market (that is, the price
of marketable commodities, as stocks).— 3. To
puff out or up; make swollen or turgid.

Poems ... so inflated with metaphor that they may
be compared to the gaudy bubbles blown up from a solu-
tion of soap. Goldsmith, Metaphors.

4. To puff up; elate: as, to inflate one with
pride or self-importance.

The crowd, ... if they find

Some stain or blemish in a name of note, . . .

Inflate themselves with some insane delight.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Are we to refrain from acts of benevolence, because we
may inflate ourselves upon them with our insane pride?

Gladstone, Might of Bight, p. 289.

inflate (in-flaf), a. [< L. inflatus, pp.: see the
verb.] Inflated. E. Phillips, 1706.

inflated (in-fla'ted), p. a. 1 . Swollen or puffed
out by air or gas; hence, in zoSl. and bat., dis-
tended or dilated in every direction, and hol-
lowed out, as ifbyinflation: as, ire^ted petioles;



inflated

inflated bladderwort : applied in conchology to
rotund shells of light, thin texture, in contra-
distinction from ventricose.— 2. Turgid; bom-
bastic; pompous: as, in^tetj oratory.—inflated
antenna or pedlpalp, one having the terminal joint
much larger than the rest and irregularly globular.— In-
flated Joint, a joint that is round and bladder-like,

inflater (in-fla'ter), K. l< inflate + -er^.'i One
who or that which inflates or distends; spe-
cifically, one who inflates prices. As applied
to certain mechanical appUances, also spelled
inflator.

The clamor of contending infiaters ... at the stock
exchange. The American, VHL 84.

inflatile (in-fla'til), a. [= OP. vnflaUl, < LL.
inflatilis, of or for blowing, < inflare, blow in

:

see inflate and flaUle.'i In music, sounded by
means of air : as, inflatile instruments (that is,

wind-instruments).
inflatingly (in-fla'ting-li), «Kto. In a manner
tending to inflate.

inflation (iu-fla'shgn), n. [= P. inflation= Pr.
inflacio, enflazon = Sp. iriflacion = Pg. inflagao
= It. enfiagione,i L. inflatio{n-), a blowing into,
blowing up,<i)j;?are, blow into: see infl.ate.'] 1.
The act of inflating or distendingwith air or gas.
The improvements that have been made in the manage-

ment and inJUsbUtn of balloons in the l^t ninety years
have only had reference to details. Encye. Srit., 1. 189.

2. The state of being inflated or distended;
distention: as, the inflation of the lungs.—3.
Undue expansion or elevation; increase be-
yond the proper or just amount or value : as,

inflation of trade, currency, or prices ; inflaUon
of stocks (that is, of the price of stocks).—4.
The state of being pufied up ; turgidness

;
pre-

tentiousness ; conceit: as, inflaUon of style or
manner.

If they should confidently praise their works.
In them it would appear injlation.

E. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

inflationist (in-fla'shon-ist), n. [< inflation +
48t.'] One who inflates; one who causes or
favors inflation; specifically, in the United
States, one who favors increased issues of pa-
per money : opposed to contractionist.

Mr. il. . . . will have double work to do trying to get
the inflationists to be satisfied with the "Fathers' Dol-
lar." The Nation, XXVII. 169.

The cry that we want "sufficient money for the de-
mands of trade " is the cry of the inflationist, the dema-
gogue, or the ignoramus. N. A. Rev., CXLUI. 100.

inflator, n. See inflater.

inflatus (in-fla'tus), n. [L., a blowing into, <

inflare, blow into : see inflate.'] A blowing or
breathing into; hence, inspiration; aflatus:
as, "ineffable inflatus," Mrs. Browning.

inflect (in-flekf), V. [= P. inflscMr =:lt. inflet-

tere, < L. infleetere, bend, inflect, < in, in, -I-

flectere,'beud: see^xi.] I. trans. 1. To bend;
turn fi'om a direct line or course.

Are they [rays of light] not reflected, refracted, and in-
./Zec^by one and the same principle? Nei/rton, Optielsa.

The outer integiiment is tn,^f€(2 inwards, , . . and be-
coming of excessive tenuity, runs to near the bottom of
the sack. Darwin, Cirripedia, p. 53.

2. In gram., to vary, as a noun or verb, by
change of form, especially in regard to end-
ings; decline, as a noun or adjective, or conju-
gate, as a verb; more specifically, to denote a
change of office in (words), not by added ele-

ments only, but more or less by alteration of
the stem or root itself.

The irreconcilability of the Norman and the Saxon modes
of inflecting adjectives compelled the EngUsh to discard
them both. ff. P. 3far«A, Lecta. onEng. Iatng.,xxiv.

3. To modulate, as the voice.

II, intrans. To receive inflection; undergo
grammatical changes of form.

The verb inflects with remarkable regularity.
Science, UL 560.

inflected (in-flek'ted),j). a. 1. Bent or turned
from a direct line or course : as, an inflected t&j
of light.—2. In zool., anat., and bat., bent or
turned inward or downward: as, the inflect-

ed mandibular angle of marsupials; inflected

leaves, stamens, or petals.—3. In gram., denot-
ing change of office by variation of form: as,

an inflected verb.—Inflected arch or curve, an ogee
arch or curve.

inflection, inflexion (in-flek'shon), n. [Prop.
inflexion (ef . flection, flexion) ; = P. inflexion =
Sp. inflexion = Pg. inflexao = It. inflessione, <

li. inflexio{n-), a bending, < infleetere, pp. in-

flexus, bend: see inflect.] 1. The act of in-

flecting, or the state of being inflected ; a bend
or bending.
They afiten it [the elephant] hath no joynt, and yet

concede it walks and moves about ; whereby they conceive

3086

there may be a progression or advancement made in mo-
tion without inflemon of parts.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iiL 1.

The first step is seen to be the subdivision of the endo-

chrome, and the inflexion of the ectoplasm around it.

W. B. Cwrpenter, Micros., § 262.

2. In optics, the peculiar modification or devia-

tionwMch light undergoes in passing the edges

of an opaque body, usually attended by the

formation of colored fringes : more commonly
called diffraction.

The course of Light-rays is altered not onlybyrefraction
when they pass from one transparent medium into ano-

ther, and by reflexion when they fall on polished surfaces

which they do not enter, but also by inflection at the

edges of objects by which they pass.

IT. B. Carpejiter, Micros., § 156.

3. In gram., the variation of nouns^ etc., by
declension, and of verbs by conjugation; more
specifically,variationinpartbyinternalchange,
and not by added elements alone.

Inflections are the changes made in the forms of words,

to indicate either their grammatical relations to other
words in the same period, or some accidental condition of

the thing expressed by the inflected word.
6. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xv.

We have ... as corresponding present and preteril^ I
lead and I led, ... I give and I gave. These two are the
only tenses distinguished by real inflection in our verb.

WhitTiei/, Essentials of Bng. Grammar, p. 103.

4. Modulation of the voice in speaking, or any
change in the pitch or tone of the voice in sing-

ing.

The airs [of the Spanish muleteer] are rude and simple,
consisting of but few inflections. Irving, Alhambra, p. 13.

5. In geom., the place on a curve where a tan-

gent moving along the curve by a rolling mo-
tion changes the direction of its turning, and
begins to turn back ; a stationary tangent. The
point of tangency at an inflection is called a point of in-

flection or point ofcontrary^ flexure ; but as it is now usual
to consider a curve as being as much generated by the
rolling tangent as by the moving point, geometricians
spealc of the inflection, meaning the tangent which be-
comes here for an instant stationary, and do not mention
the point without special reason for doing so.—Plane in-
flection, a stationary osculating plane in the generation
of a non-plane curve. Through three consecutive points
of the curve let a plane be described; then, if the infl-

nitely neighboring parts of the curve preceding and fol-

lowing these pointe lie on opposite sides of the plane,
there is a ^^n£ infleiAion at that place ; otherwise, not.
Or, the tortuous curve may be considered as the envelop
of a lAoving plane, and this plane as always turning about
an instant^eons axis lying within itself ; then, where the
direction of rotation of the plane is reversed, there is a
^ane inflection. =Syn. 4. Inflection, Modulation, Accent.
Inflection and modulation may be the same;, but nwdvla-
tion is always musical and agreeable, while infljection may
be harsh; moduiation also may refer to more delicate
changes of pitch in the voice than are expressed by inflec-

tion. Accent is used to express such habitual inflections
or moduUtUons as mark a person, district, race, rank, etc.

:

as, an Irish accent; the Parisian accent. See emphasis.

inflectional, inflexional (in-flek'shon-al), a.

[< inflection, inflexion,+ -al.] 1. Pertaining to
or having inflection.— 2. In gram., exhibiting
inflection; inflective; pertaining to inflection.

The radical nature of the vowel sounds, together with
the delicate inflexional machinery of the Aryan languages,
must be reckoned among the chief reasons why the final
stages of alphabetic development should in so many cases
have been ^ected by Aryan nations.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet^ L 49.

Inflectional languages. See under agglutinate.—In-
flectional tangent of a plane curve, the tangent at
inflection. See inflection, 5.—Inflection^ tangents to
a surface at any given point, in geom., two lines having
each a three-point contact with the surface : they are the
asymptotes of the indlcatrix, and of course are only real
in case the surface is saddle-shaped.

'

inflectionless, inflexionless (in-flek'shon-les),
a. [< inflection, inflexion , + -less.] Character-
ized by loss or absence of inflection.

The language [modem English] had at length reached
the all hut inflexioTiless state which it now presents.

J. A. H. Murray, Encyc. Brit., TUL 398.

inflective (in-flek'tiv), a. [< inflect + -ive. Cf

.

inflexiveK] 1. Having the power of bending.
Although this inflective quality of the air be a great in-

cumbrance and confusion of astronomical observations,
yet is it not without some considerable beneflt to naviga-
tion.

B. Hooke, Posth. Works (ed. Derham), Navigation, p. 446.

2. In gram., exhibiting or characterizedby in-
flection, or variation of the grammatical char-
acter of words in part by internal change : dis-
tinguished from agglutinative.

The Caucasian dialects present many exceptional and
difficult features, and are in great part of so high a grade
of structure as to have been allowol the epithet inflfctive
by those who attach special importance to the distinction
thus expressed. Whitney, Encyc Brit, YvrrT 780.

infledged (in-flejd'), a. [< in-S -\- fledged.]
Not feathered; unfledged. [Rare.]
He thereinmade nests for many birds which otherwise,

being either infledged or maimed, must have been ex-
posed to wind and weather. FuUer, Worthies, BeAshire.

inflicter

inflesh (in-flesh'), v. t. [< inA + flesh.] Same^
as enflesh.

Who th' Deity infleiht, and man's flesh deified.

P. FUteher, Purple Island, vL
Himself a fiend infleshed. Sovthey.

inflex (in-fleks'), V. t. [< L. inflexus, pp. of in-

fleetere, ttenA: BOG inflect.] To inflect; bend;,
flex or curve inward.

David's right-heartedness became injlenfd and crooked.
Feltham, On Luke xiv. 20.

inflexed (in-fleksf), p. a- Tumedj bent, spe-
cifically—(a) In hot., bent Inward. An inflexed leaf Isi

one that is curved upward and has the apex turned in-

ward toward the stem. (&) In zoiU, infiected; bent or
folded downward or inward : as, an inflexed margin.

The inflexed portions of the elytra, along the sides, are
called epipleursB. Leconte.

Inflexed head. In entom., a head so much bent that the
superior surface forms an acute angle with the pronotum,
as in a roach.

inflexibility (in-flek-si-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. in-

flexibilite = Sp. inflexibilidad = Pg. inflexibili-

dade= It. inflessibilita; as inflexible + 4ty: see
-hility.] The quality of being inflexible; inca-

pability ofbeing bent; unyielding stiffness; ob-
stinacy of will or temper ; flrmness of purpose.

That grave inflexibility of soul
Which reason can't convince, nor fear control.

Churehai.

=Syn. Tenacity, resolution, perseverance; doggedness,.
stubbornness, obstinacy.

inflexible (in-flek'si-bl), a. [= P. inflexible =
Sp. inflexible = Pg. inflexioel = It. inflessibile, <
Ii. inflexiMlis, that cannot be bent, < in- priv.

+ flexibilis, that can be bent : see flexible.] 1

.

Not flexible ; incapable of bending or of being
bent ; rigid : as, an inflexible rod.

I had previously seen snakes in frosty mornings in my
path with portions of their bodies still numb and inflexi-

ble, waiting for the sun to thaw them out.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 46.

2. Unyieldingin temper or purpose; thatwiU
not yield to prayers or arguments ; firm in pur-
pose; incapable ofbeing turned; notto be pre-
vailed on.

Let him look into the errors of Fhocion, and he will be-

ware how he be obstinate or inflexible.

Baeon, Advancement of Learning, L 20.

Be not unlike all others, not austere
As thou art strong, inflexible as steel.

Maton, a. A., L 818.

A man of an npright and inflexible temper, in the exe-
cutions of his country's laws, can overcome all private
fear. Addisam.

3. Not to be changed or altered; unalterable;
not permitting variation.

The nature of things is inflexible. Watts.

In religion the law is written and iriflexible.

Qotdsmith, Vicar, xxL

=SyiL 1. Bigid, stiff.—2. Inexorable, inflexible, resolute^
steadfast, unbending, unyielding, immovable, unrelenting;
obstinat^ stubborn, dogged.

inflexibleness (in-flek'si-bl-nes), n. InflexibU-

inflexibly (in-flek'si-bli), adv. In an inflexible

manner; rigidly; inexorably.

All those who adhered inflexibly to the Jacobite inter-

est opposed every step that was made with great vehe-
mence. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1706.

inflexion, inflexional, etc. See inflection, etc.

inflexivel- (in-flek'siv), a. [< inflex + 4ve.] In-

flective. [Bare.]
inflexive^ (in-flek'siv), a. [< iM-3 +flexive.] In-

flexible; inexorable. [Eare.]

And to beare safe the burthen undergone
Of foes inflexiue, and inhuman hates.
Secure from violent and harmefnl fates.

Chapma-n, tr, of Homer's Ode to Mars.

inflexnre (in-flek'sur), n. [< inflex + -we. Cf.

flexure^ An inflection; abend or fold.

The contrivance of nature is singular in the opening
and shutting of bindeweeds, performed by five inflexures.

Sir T. Browne, Garden of Qtus, iiL

inflict (in-flikt'), ». *. [< L. inflictus, pp. of in-

fligere (> It. infliggere = Sp. Pg. Pr. infligir =
P. infliger), strike on or against, < in, on, + fli-

gere, strike. Cf. afflict, conflict.] To lay on or
impose as something that must be borne or suf-

fered ; cause to be suffered : as, to inflict pun-
ishment on offenders; to inflict a penalty on
transgressors.

On him, amidst the flying numbers found,
Eurypylus inflicts a deadly wound.

Pope, niad, v. 104.

Death . . . was never inflicted except for murder.
Bancroft, Hist U. S, I. 251.

So ended the year 1744, during which a fearful sum of
human misery had been inflicted on the world.

ieeiy, Eng. in 18th. Cent, iii.

inflicter (in-flik't6r), n. One who inflicts.



inflicter

But yet, with fortitude reslgn'd,
ni thank th' inflieter of the blow.

Chatterton, The Eeslgnatlon.

infliction (in-flik'shqn), n. [= F.inJUction= 8p.
inflicmon = Pg. inflic^So = It. inflieione, < LL.
inflictio(n-), < L. injhgere, pp. inflictus, strike
on or against, inflict: see infiict.'] 1. The act
of inflicting or imposing: as, the inJUcUon of
punishment.

Sin ends certainly to death ; death not only as to merit,
but also as to actual influttion. South, Sermons.

a. That -which is inflicted; suffering or punish-
ment imposed.

Gods, let me ask ye what I am, ye lay
All your inflietiom on me? hear me, hear me

!

Fletcher, valentinian, v. 2.

God doth receive glory as well from his mflictions and
punishments as from his rewards.

Abp. Sharp, Works, III. xii.

inflictive (in-flik'tiv), a. [= F. mflictif= Sp.
Pg. inJUctivo; as inflict + -we.'] Tending or
able to inflict.

Though Britain feels the Mows around,
Ev'n from the steel's inflictive sting
New force she gains.

Whitehead, Ode, For his Majesty's Birthday, June 4, 1779.

inflorescence (in-flo-res'ens), n. [= F. inflores-
cence = Pg. inflorescencia, < LL. infloreseen{t-)s,
ppr. of infloresoere, begin to blossom, < L. in, in,

+ floreacere, begin to blossom : see florescence. ]
1. A beginning to blossom; a flowering; the
unfolding of blossoms.— 2. In 6ot., the arrange-

Inflorescence.

I, spike of Ptantago; a, simple umbel of Aselepias; 3, corymb of

Pyrtis ardui&oliai 4, raceme of CoHVallaria majalis; 5, spadix

of Calla within the spathe i 6. head of Cefhalanthus : 7, female

catkin of Satix; 8, anthodium of Solidago; 9, compound umbel of

Stum; 10, panicle of Cantophyllum; 11, cyme of Cerasttum.

ment of flowers on the axis and in relation to

each other. This term, meaning literally time of flower-

bearing, was first proposed by Linnaeus, and should be re-

placed by the more correctterm ffl»«Ao(aa;is,which isformed

on the analogy of phyllotaxis. Inflorescence is really the

subject of ramification or branching, but is also interested

in part in foliation and phyllotaxy.' Notwithstandmg the

seeminglymany diverse kinds of infiorescence, they are all

reducible to two fundamental types, the definite or cymoae

and the indefinite or botryose. The figures above illustrate

some of the most important modifications of the two

types.

We may properly count those deviations of structure

which constitute infloreicenoe as among the morphologi-

cal dlfEerentlations produced by local innutrition.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., I 240.

Acropetal or centripetal inflorescence. See centHp-

6«a!.-CentrlfUgal, definite, or determinate inflo-

rescence. See ce»en/'«fl'ai.— Conglobate, mdeflnite,

etc., Infloreaoehoe. See the adjectives.—Indeterml-

nalte inflorescence. Same as indefinite inflorescence.

inflow (in'flo), n. [< 4«1 + .noui\ ».] The act of

flowing in or into ; that which flows in ;
mflux.

The sole communication . . . with the arctic basin is a

strait so shallow as only to permit an inflow of warm sur-

face water. J. Croll, Climate and Time, p. 137.

inflowed (in-flod'), a. [< in-^ + floic^ + -ed^-'i

That has flowed in. [Bare.]

Either of these [prescriptions], if timely g>P»e4 ^'"
not only resist the influx, but dry up the ««rt»w«2 hu-

mour. Wiaeman, Chirurgioal Treatises, 1. 3.
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inflowering (in-flou'6r-ing), «. [< im-a + flower
+ -iregfi,] In perfumery, the process of extract-
ing the aroma of flowers by absorbing the es-
sential oils in an inodorous fatty body, without
recourse to heat; enfleurage.

Certain flowers, such as jasmine, tuberose, violet, cas-
sia, either do not yield their attars by distillation at all,

or do it so sparingly as not to admit of its collection for
commercial purposes. ... In these cases the odours are
secured by the processes of inflowering (enfleurage), or by
maceration. Eneye. Brit., XVIII. 626.

influence (in'flij-ens), n. [< ME. influence, < OF.
influance, influence, F. influence = Pr. Sp. Pg.
influencia = It. influenza, < ML. influentia, a
flowing in, < L. influen(,t-)s, flowing in: see in-

fluent.'] If. A flowing in ; direct influx of en-
ergy: followed by into.

God hath his influence into the very essence of all things.
Booker, Eccles. Polity, V. 66.

Those various temperaments that have ingredience and
influence into him [man].

Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankmd, p. 158.

2. In astrol., the radiation of power from the
stars in certain positions and collocations, af-

fecting human actions and destinies; a sup-
posed positive occult power exerted by the
stars over human affairs.

Inflitence [F.], a flowing in, and particularlyan influence,
or influent course, of the planets ; their vertue infused
into, or their course working on, inferiour creatures.

Cotgrave.

The astrologers call the evill influences of the Starrs,

evil aspects. Bacon, Envy.

He is my star ; in him all truth I flnd,

, All influence, all fate.

J. Fletcher, Honest Man's Fortune.

3. Outgoing energy or potency that produces
effects (primarily internal), or affects, modifies,
or sways by insensible or invisible means that
to which it is directed or on which it operates

:

sometimes used for the effect produced: as, the
inflmence of heat on vegetation; the influence of
climate on character ; the influence of the moon
on the tides; the influence of example on the
young.

Foreknowledge had no influence on their fault.

MUton, P. L., ill. 118.

It was not without the influence of a Divinity that his
decessor Augustus, about the time of Christ's nativity, re-

fused to be called Lord.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), 1. 43.

We do not yet know precisely how early the Bactrian
kingdom extended to the Indus, but we feel its influence
on the coinage, on the sculpture, and generally on the
arts of India, from a very early date.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 48.

4. Ca;pacity or j^ower for producing effects by
insensible or invisible means ; authority; pow-
er; ascendancy over others; sway: as, a man
of influence; a position of great influence.

This town [Bayreut] is under the influence of the Maio-
nites and Druses, as many other places areunder the Arabs.

Poeoclce, Description of the East, II. 1 91.

She was wise, shrewd, and loving, and she gradually
controlled her little charge more and more by simple in-

fluence. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 299.

5. In elect, and magnetism, same as induction, 6.

When anjr magnetic body is placed in a magnetic fleld,

it becomes itself a magnet. This is a magnetisation by
influence, or induced magnetisation.

, Athlnson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 289.

Physical influence, in metaph. See physical influm, un-
der influx. = Syn. 4. Influence, Authority, Ascendancy,
etc. See authority.

influence (in'flo-ens), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. influ-

enced, ppr. influmidng. [= F. influeneer; from
the noun.] To exercise influence on ; modify,
affect, or sway, especially by intangible or in-

visible means; act on or affect by the trans-

mission of some energy or potency: as, the

sun influences the tides ; to influence a person
by the hope of reward or the fear of punish-
ment.
These experiments succeed after the same manner in

vacuo as in the open air, and therefore are not influenced

by the weight or pressure of the atmosphere. Newton.

This standing revelation ... is sufiicient to influence

their faith and practice if they attend. Bp. Atterbury.

Who will say that the esteem and fear of the world's

judgment, and the expectation of worldly advantages, do
not at present most powerfully influence the generality of

men in their profession of Christianity?
J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, 1. 130.

The career of Charles the Great has influenced the his-

tory of the world ever since.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 222.

=Syn. To lead, induce, move, impel, actuate, prevail

upon.

influence-machine (in'flij-ens-ma-shen"), n.

In elect., a machine for producing charges of

electricity by induction. See induotiim, 6, and
electric.

influx

influeneer (in'flij-en-s6r), n. One who or that
which influences."

influencive (in-flp-en'siv), a. [< influence +
-ive.] Tending to influence; influential. [Bare.]

How influendve and inevitable the sympathy

!

S. Choate, Addresses, p. 168.

influent (in'flg-ent), a. [< ME. influent, in-

fluential, < OP. influent, P. influent = Sp. Pg.
It. influente, influential, < L. influen(t-)s, flow-
ing in, ppr. of imfluere, flow in, < in, in, +fluere,
flow: see fluent.] 1. Flowing in.

The chief intention of chirurgery, as well as medicine,
is keeping a just sequilibrium between the influent fluids
and vascular solids. Arbuthnot, Aliments, v. 3.

They . . . laid down the reported lake in its supposed
position, showing the Nile both influent and effluent.

Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 163,

2t. Exerting influence ; influential.

I ilnd no office by name assigned unto Dr. Cox, who was
virtually influent upon all, and most active. Fuller.

And as it [humility] is healthful for their own minds,
so it is more operative and influent upon others than any
other vertue. W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. ix. § 2.

influential (in-flg-en'shal), a. [< influence (ML.
influentia) + -al.] Having or exerting power
or influence; possessing or characterized by
the possession of influence, or of power to in-

fluence: &s, influential tneuAs.
Thy infl^ntial vigour reinspires
This feeble flame. W. Thompson, Sickness, ill.

With a discontented people, the wrong-thinkers are
certain to be most influential, and they may therefore
come to have the making of our laws.

N. A. Bev., CXXXIX. B14.

influentially (in-flij-en'shal-i), adv. In such a
manner as to exercise influence ; so as to affect,

sway, incline, or direct.

Of those who are to act influentially on their fellows^
we should expect always something large and public in;

their way of life, something more or less urbane and com-

.

prehensive in their sentiment for others.
B. L. Stevenson, John Enox.

influenza (in-fl§-en'za), n. [= P. influema, <

It. influensa, influenza, lit. influence: see in-

fltience.] 1. An epidemic catarrh of an ag-
gravated kind, attended with serious febrile

symptoms and rapid prostration, it attacks all

ages and conditions of life, but is not frequently fatal
except to the aged, or the very young, or to those suffer-

ing from other diseases. So caUed because supposed to
be due to some peculiar atmospheric influence.

In all cases of influenza all depressing treatment should
be avoided. Quain, Med. Diet.

The year [18371 began with the infiuenza. Everybody
had it. The offices of the various departments of the Civil

Service were deserted because all the clerks had influent
za. Business of all kinds was stopped because merchants,
clerks, bankers, and brokers all had influenza; at Wool-
wich fifty men of the Royal Artillery and Engineers were
taken into hospital daily, with influenza. The epidemic
seems to have broken out suddenly, and suddenly to have
departed. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 19.

2t. A prevailing influence ; an epidemic.

The learned Michaelis has taken notice of this fatal
attachment, and speaks of it as a strange illusion; he
says that it is the reigning influenza, to which all are
liable who make the Hebrew their principal study.

J. Bryant, New System (1774), 1. 199.

influingt, n. [< L. influere, flow in: see influx

ent.] Influence. Davies.
Canst thou restrain the pleasant influing
Of Pleiades (the Ushers of the Spring)?

Sylvester, Job Triumphant, iv. 451.

influx (in'fluks), n. [= P. influx= Sp. influjo=
Pg. influxo = It. influsso, < L. influxus, a flowing
in, < influere, p'p. influxus, flow in: aeeinfl^ient^

1. The act of flowing in; an inflow: as, an in-

flux of light.

The influx of the knowledge of God, in relation to this-

everlasting life, is infinitely of moment. Sir M. Hale.

It is man's power to combine and direct the spiritual
elements of his being, his power to free the intellect from
prejudice and open it to the influx of Truth.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 16.

2. Infusion; intromission.

Up to the present time philosophers have inferred the
existence of a spiritual influx proceeding from the soul
into the body.

Swedenborg, Christian Psychol, (tr. by Gorman), p. 101.

St. Influence; power.

Your Lordship knows that there be divers ]\leridians

and Climes in the Heavens, whence Influxes of differing

Qualities fall upon the Inhabitants of the Earth.
Howell, Letters, ii. 60.

4. A flowing or coming in; continuous intro-

gression : as, a great infliat: of goods into a coun-
try.

The influx of food into the Celtic region, however, was
far from keeping pace with the influx of consumers.,

Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xvii.

Henry II. avoided either ruling or controlling England
by foreign ministers, and did very little to encourage an.

ii)flux of foreign ecclesiastics.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 136.

.



itifln-g

5. The place orpoint at which one stream flows

into another or into the sea : as, at tlie influx of

the brook—Physical ^Tifln-g or influence, in metaph.,
the process of producing effects of sensation upon tlie mind
by a causal action through the brain. The doctrine is that
matter can act immediately upon mind, and be acted upon
by it, by direct causation.

influxion (in-fluk'shon), n. [= F. influxion, <

LL. infliixio(n-), a flowing in, < L. influere, pp.
influxtis,&owin.: seeinflux/i An influx or flow-
ing in; inflow; infusion; intromission.

The retiring of the mind within itself is the state which
is most susceptible of divine infiuxions.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL 204.

Preserve the brain from those sudden injkixums of blood
to which it would . . . be . . . exposed.

Holden, Anat. (1885), v. 735.

influxioniSIIl(in-fluk'shon-izm), n. [(.influxion
+ -ism.^ The doctrine of physical influx. See
infltix.

inflimonist (in-fluk'shon-ist), n. [< LL. in-

fluxionista; as influxion + -ist.] An adherent
of the metaphysical theory of physical influx.

See influx,

iuflmdoust (in-fluk'shus), a. [< inflva + -Jo«.s.]

Influential.

Men will be men while there is a world, and as long as
the moon hath an inJltLOcious power to make impressions
upon their humours, they will be ever greedy and covet-
ous of novelties and mutation. Soiffellj England's Tears.

infiuzivet (in-fluk'siv), a. [< influx + -ive.']

1. That flows or tends to flow in.— 2. Influ-

ential ; that has or exerts a modifying, direct-
ing, or swaying influence.

He is the infiuxive head, who both governs the whole
body, and every member which is in any way serviceable
to the body. Holdsworthj Inauguration Sermon (1642), p. 9.

influxivelyt (in-fluk'siv-li), adv. In an influx-

ive manner ; by influxion.

infold (in-fold'), V. t. [Also enfold; < i»-l +
/oitP.] 1. To wrap up or inwrap; involve;
inclose.

So were the weeds infolded with the water, not to be
waded, nor by boat to be past thorow.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 73.

So that ilrst intelligible world infoldeth the second : in
this are nine Spheres, moued of the immoueable Empy-
rean. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 175.

Doth gouty Mammon's griping hand infold
This secret saint in sacred shrines of sov'reign gold?

Q^iarleSf Emblems, ir. 13.

Infold his limbs in bands. Blachnwre.

Z. To clasp with the arms ; embrace.
Let me infold thee,

And hold thee to my he£u*t.

Shak., Macbeth, L 4.

infoldment (in-fold'ment), n. [< infold +
-ment,'] The act of infolding, or the state of
being infolded. [Rare.]

infoliate (in-fo'li-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. imfo-

liated, ppr. infoUating, [Also enfoliate; < in-^
+ foliate.'] To cover or overspread with leaves.
[Bare.]

Long may his fruitful vine infoliate and clasp about him
with embracements. Howell.

inforcet, inforcementt. Obsolete forms of en-

force, enforcement.

in fore (in fo're). [L. (NL.): in, in; fore, fut.

inf. of esse (Ind. sum), be : see ens and 6el.] In
prospect; prospective; future: as, the governor
in fore (the future governor). Compare in esse,

in posse.

inforestt (in-for'est), v. t Same as enforest.

All such [forests] as were found to haue been inforegted
since the first coronation of Henry the second to be disaf-
forested. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 128.

inform^ (in-f6rm'), V. [Early mod. E. also en-

form; < ME. informen, enformen, < OP. enfor-
mer, enfourmer, informer, F. informer = Sp. Pg.
informar= It. informare (ef . D. informeren= &.
informiren = Dan. informere = Sw. infoTTnera), <
L. informare, give form to, delineate, sketch,
inform, instruct, < in, in, on, + formare, form:
see form, «.] I. trans. 1. To impart form or
essence to, the object of the verb denoting some
kind of matter, and the result being the pro-
duction of a thing of some definite kind; de-
termine the character or quality of; hence, to
animate; actuate.

If the potter please t' inform the clay, . . .

That proves a vessel, which before was mire.
Quarles, Emblems, iv, 8.

If one soul were so perfect as to inform three distinct
bodies, that were a petty trinity.

Sir T. Browne, Eeligio iledici, L 12.

Her constant beauty doth inform
Stillness with love, and day with light.

Tennyson, The Day-Drearo, Sleeping Beauty.

2. To enlighten; teach; instruct; advise: as,

to inform one how he should proceed.
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Thou Shalt observe to do according to all that they »»
form thee. Deut. ssvii. 10.

Princesse, my Muse thought not amys
To enfoi-me your noble mynde of this.

Puttenham, Partheniades, xiil.

That you are poor and miserable men
My eyes inform me.

MetcJier (and anollier), Sea Voyage, lii. 1.

3. To communicate information to; acquaint

with facts ; apprise.

Tertnllus . . . informed the governor against Paul.
Acts xxlv. 1.

4t. To make known; disclose; teU of or about.

He commanded, of his specyalle grace, to aU hia Snb-

gettes, to lete me seen alle the places, and to enforme me
pleynly aUe the Mysteries of every place.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 82.

Haply thou mayst inform
Something to save thy life.

Shai., All's Well, Iv. 1.

At the court it was informed that some of Salem had
taken out a piece of the cross in their ensign.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 462.

My servant talk'd to a favourite janizary of the Aga's

he had appointed to be with me, as if he was a spy, and
had informed what presents I had made.

Poeocke, Description of the East, 1. 119.

5t. To guide ; direct.
If old respect.

As I suppose, towards your once gloried friend.

My son, now captive, hither hath inform'd
Your younger feet, . . . say if he be here,

MUton, S..A., L 335.

=Syn. 1. To inspire, quicken.— 2 and 3. Of inform of:

To apprise of, signify, communicate, disclose, reveal, ac-

quaint with, advise of, notify or notify of, teach.

II. intrans. If. To take form or shape; be-
come visible.

It is the bloody business which informs
Thus to mine eyes. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1.

2. To give intelligence or iniformation : gener-
ally with against or on.

Alb. Knows he the wickedness?
Mess. Ay, my good lord; 'twaahe inform'd against him.

Shak., Lear, iv. 2.

Informing form, in -metaph. Seeform.

inform^t (in-fdrm'), a. [= OF. (and F.) in-

forme = Sp. Pg. It. informe, < L. informis, that
has no form, < in- priv. + forma, form, shape.
Cf. deform^, a.] Without regular form ; shape-
less ; deformed.

An office that . . . joins in marriage as Cacus did his
oxen, in rude, inform, and unhallowed yokes.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed./1835), IL 261.

You. . . who are able tomake even these iyywTne blocks
and stones daunce into order. Evelyn, To A. Cowley.

informar(in-f&r'mal), a. [= Sp. informal; as
i?8-3 -I-formal^ 1 . Kot formal ; not in the regu-
lar or usual form or manner ; not according to
rule or custom ; unceremonious; irregular: as,

an informal writing ; informal proceedings ; an
informal visit.

The proffered cession of Yenetia was neither accepted
nor refused, and there ensued a sort of informal suspen-
sion of hostilities, which was neither war nor peace.

S. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 292.

I saw everything up to Gravelotte in virtue of an in-
formal scrap of permission General von Goeben had given
me asI passed through CJoblentz on my way to the front.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 39.

2t. Distracted or deranged in mind.
These poor informal women are no more

But Instruments of some more mightier member
. That sets them on. SAa*., M. for M., v. 1.

informality (in-f6r-mal'i-ti), re.; pi. informali-
<fe*(-tiz). [= Sp. informalidad: as informal -f-

4ty.i The state of being informal ; want of reg-
ular or customary form ; an informal act or pro-
cedure : as, the informality of legal proceedings
may render them void.

But theyconcluded that,whatever informalitiesor nulli-
ties were pretended to be in the bulls or breves, the Pope
was the only competent judge of it.

lip. Burnet, Hist. Keformation, an. 1531.

informally (in-f6r'mal-i), adv. In an informal
manner; irregularly; without the usual forms;
unceremoniously.
informant (in-f6r'mant), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg.
It. informante, < L. informan{t-)s, ppr. of infm--
mare, inform : see inform^.'] I. a. Giving form

;

transmuting matter by communicating to it a
form ; informing— Informant act, in metaph. See
act.—Informant fomi, in m.etaph., a form which affects
the specific essence of a thing, which penetrates the being
of the matter, and is not merely extrinsioally joined to it,

as an assistant form, producing only motioiL

II. n. One who informs or gives information;
an informer.

It was the last evidence of the kind. The informant was
hanged. Burke, Aflairs of India.

"Ahmed," said the informant, "spurns at restraint, and
scoflis at thy authority." Irtring, Alhambra, p. 466.

=S3m. Informant, Informer. Informant is special, re-
lating only to a given occasion : as, who was your inf&rm-

informative

ant! Informer may be special or general, relating to

one occasion or, more commonly, to ft practice or occupa-

tion, as implying a habit of informing, or a dishonorable

betrayal of knowledge gained in confidence. It has as-

quired odious associations.

This sour informer, this bate-breeding spy, . , .

This carty-tale, dissentious Jealousy.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 655.

in forma pauperis (in f6r'ma p^'pe-ris). [L.:

in, in ',forma, abl. otforma, form ;
pmperis, gen.

of pauper, poor : see form and pauper.] In the
character of apanper. Courtsof equityhaving discre-

tionary power to award or refuse costs adopted the practice
of granting leave to sue, without liability to costs in case of
unsuccess, to suitors showing a good cause of action, and
making oath to poverty, the privilege being confined to
those not having above £.5 or $20. I'he power to grant
such leave is now generally extended by statute to com-
mon-law courts, and in some jurisdictions the limit has
been increased.

information (in-f$r-ma'shon), «. [< ME. infor-

macion, enformadon (= D. informatie = (i. Dan.
Sw. information), < OF. information, F. informa-

tion= Sp. informaciion= Pg. informa^o = It. in-

formagione,<. L. informatio(n-), outline, sketch,

idea, conception, representation, < informare,

sketch, inform: see inform.] 1. Communica-
tion of form or element; infusion, as of an ani-

mating or actuating principle. [Rare.]

There does not seem any limit to these new inf&muitiOTis

of the same Spirit that made the elements at first.

Emerson, Works and Days.

2. Knowledge commimieated or received; par-

ticular intelEgenee or report; news; notice: as,

to get information of a shipwreck.

Also whan the Prelate of the Abbeye is ded, I have un-
dirstonden, be informaeioun that his Lampe quenehethe.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 60.

I went, in Suez, to the house of a Greek priest, and the

next day met with a Turkish captain of a ship, a very

obliging man, who gave me several inforrmatMns in rela*

tion to the navigation of the Ked sea.

Poeocke, Description of the East, 1. 138.

H was at a loss in what manner to communicate bis

information to the officer in command at Bedford.
Cooper, The Spy, vL, note.

3. Knowledge inculcated or derivedj known
facts or principles, however communicated or

acquired, as from reading, instruction, or ob-
servation: as, a man of various information;
the imformaMon gathered from extended travel.

Sweet bashfulness ! it claims at least this praise:
The dearth of information and good sense
That it foretells us always comes to pass.

Cowper, Task, iv. 71-

His information is various, and his learning catholic, as

well as profound. N. A. Rev., CXLII. 595.

4. In law : (a) An official criminal charge pre-

sented, usually bythe prosecuting officers of the

state, without the interposition of a grand jury.

Wharton, This is the sense in \^hich it is more com-
monly used in American law. In American constitutional
law, clauses securing trial by jury in prosecutions by in-

dicfsnent or information are construed as excluding com-
plaints before local magistrates for minor offenses, such
as have always been summarily tried. (6) A criminal
charge made under oath, before a justice of the

peace, of an offense punishable summarily.
Seeking tales and informations

Against this man. Shak., Hen. vni., v. 3.

InforTnations were given in to the magistrates against
him [Fust] as a magician, and searching hia lodgings a
great number of copies [of the Bible] were found.

/. ITIsraeli, Curios, of Lit., L 133.

(c) A complaint, in a quitam action in a court of

common-law jurisdiction, to recover a penalty
prescribed by statute or ordinance, {d) In Eng.
law

J
a complaint in the name of the crown, in a

civil action, to obtain satisfaction of some obli-

gation to, or for some injury to the property or

property rights of, the crown, (e) In Scots law,

a written argument in court.— 5. In metaph.,

the imparting of form to matter. In logic the in.

formation of a term is the aggregate of characters predica-
ble of it over and above what are implied in the definition.

[This meaning is found in Abelard.J

The sum of synthetical propositions in which the sym-
bol is subject or predicate is the information concerning
the symbol. C. S. Peirce.

BUI of information, an information ; the document or

pleading stating the ground of complaint.—Criminal
information, in ?au7. Seeerim,inai.—^officio Infoima-
tions, in Eng. law, the term by which purely public pBoae-

cutionsby information were designated (usually had in the
King's Bench), as distinguished from croum informations,
by which prosecutions in the interest of private or prop-
erty rights were designated (had in the Exchequer), and
from qui tam, informations, or informations qui tam, those
prosecuted for a penalty which the informer is entitled
to take or share.— Information of Intrusion, a suit

in the English Exchequer against a trespasser on crown
lands, or the pleading by which such a suit was insti-

tuted.

informative (in-fdr'ma-tiv), a. [= P. informa-
tif= Sp. Pg. It. informativo; as inform -I- -aUve.]
1. Having power to form or animate.



informative
Many put out their force informative
In tneu ethereall corporeity.

Dr. H. More, Psyohathanasia, I. ii. 24.

2. Didactic
; instructive : as, a simply inform-

ati/oe rather than dogmatic spirit.

J^^-
~—r'^ editorial notes are, moreover, precisely what

editorial notes should be —informative, elucidatory, some-
times speculative and suggestive.

The Academy, June 29, 1889, No. 895, p. 439.

informatory (in-f6r'ma-t6-ri), a. [< inform +
-at-ory.'] Pull of information; affording know-
ledge; instructive.

The passage is informatory, but too long to quote fully.
N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 801.

informed^ (in-f6rmd'), p. a. [< inform^ v., +
-ed2.] Formed; animated; actuated.
Man is a soul, informed by divine ideas, and bodying

.
forth their image. Alcott, Tablets, p. 166.

Informed breadth and depth, the logical breadth and
depth of a term In a given state of positive knowledge or
Information.

informed^ (in-f6rmd'), a. [< in-S + formed.
Ct inform^.^ Unformed; formless; shapeless.

So, after Nilus inundation.
Infinite shapes of creatures men doe fynd
Informed in the mud on which the Sunne hath shynd.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vi. 8.

Conceptions, whether animate or inanimate, formed or
informed. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, ii. 3.

Informed stars, in aatron., stars not included within
the figures of any of the ancient constellations. Ptolemy,
in his star-catalogue, under each constellation begins with
a list of stars each described as being situated in this or
that part of the human or other figure supposed to be
represented. After this follows another list, headed oi

n-cpl aiiTov djudpt^ioToi, stars lying without the figure, Latin
etellce informes, informed stars.

informer (in-fdr'm6r), M. l. One who informs
or animates.
Informer of the Planetary Train

!

Without whose quickening glance their cumbrous orbs
Were brute unlovely mass, inert and dead.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 104.

2. One who imparts Intelligence or gives in-
formation ; an informant.— 3. In law, one who
communicates to a magistrate a knowledge of
a violation of law ; a person who lays an in-

formation against or prosecutes in the courts
one who offends against the law or any penal
statute. Such a person is generally called a common
informer, if he makes it his business to lay informations
for the purpose of obtaining a reward.

But these are call'd informers; men that live

By treason, as rat-catchers do by poison.
Beau, and FL, Woman-Hater, v. 2.

Hence—4. One who makes a business of in-

forming against others ; a mischief-maker.
But woo to suche informers, who they be.

That maketh their malice the mater of the power.
Skelton, Euell Information.

=Syn. Informant, Informer. See informant.

informidablef (in-f6r'mi-da-bl), a. [< in-^ +
formidable.'] Not formidalile ; not to be feared
or dreaded.

Oflunb
Heroic built, though of terrestrial mould

;

Foe not informiddble 1 Milton, P. L., ix. 486.

informityt (in-f6r'mi-ti), n. [== OF. informiU—
Sp. informidad = It. informitd,, < LL. informi-

ta(t-)s, unshapeliness,< L. j»/or»»«s, unshapely,
shapeless : see inform^.'] Lack of form ; shape-
lessness.

If we affirm a total informityjicannot admit so forward
a term as an abortment. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 6.

informoust (in-f6r'mus), a. [< L. informis,

shapeless: see informity.'] Of no regular form
or figure; formless; shapeless.

That a bear brings forth her young informows and un-

shapen ... is an opinion . . . delivered by ancient writers.

SsV T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 6.

in fore conscientiae (in fo'ro kon-si-en'shi-e).

[L.: in, in
;
foro, abl. otforum, a court; consci-

entice, gen. of conscientia, conscience : seeformn
and con.science.'] In the court of the conscience

;

according to the verdict of the moral sense.

in foro domestico (in fo'ro do-mes'ti-ko). [L.:

in, in
;
foro, abl. of forum, a court ; domestico,

abl. neut. of domesticus, domestic : see forum
and domestic.'] In a domestic court; in a tri-

bunal of the home jurisdiction, as distinguished

from a foreign court.

in foro seculari (in fo'ro sek-u-la'ri). [L.: m,

in; foro, abl. ot forum, a court; seculari, abl.

neut. of secularis, secular: see forum and secu-

lar.] In a secular court; according to the law

of a civil tribunal, as distinguished from that of

an ecclesiastical court. „ . - ^

infortunatet (in-f6r'iu-nat), a. [MB. infortu-

nate = Pr. infortunat = Sp. Pg. infortunado =
It. infortunato, < L. infortunatus, unfortunate, <

in- -pTiy.+fortunatus, fortunate : seefortunate.]

Unfortunate.
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Of alle lovers the most infortunate.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 63.

infortunatelyt (in-f6r'tu-nat-li), adv. Unfor-
tunately.

infortunet (in-f6r'tun), n. [< ME. infortune, <
OF. infortune, F. infortune = Sp. Pg. infortunio
= It. infortunio, infortwno, < L. infortunium,
mischance, misfortune, < in- priv. + fortuna,
chance, fortune : seefortune.] 1. HI fortune;
misfortune.

Yf thei be merchauntes, dyvision of heritage is bettyr
than commvnion, that the infortune of oone hurte not
the other. Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumlvall), p. 33.

For of Forti^nes sharp adversite
The worste kynde of infortune is this

:

A man to han ben in prosperite.
And it remembren, when it passed is.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1626.

The infortune is threatened by the malignant and ad-
verse aspect, through means of a youth, and, as I think, a
rival. Scott, Eenllworth, rvili.

2. In astrol., the planet Saturn or Mars, or even
Mercury when he is much afSicted. W. Lilly.

infortunedt, a. [ME., < infortune + -edK Cf.

infortunate.] Uiifortunate.

I, woful wrech and infortuned wight.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 744.

infortunity (in-f6r-tii'ni-ti), n. [= OF. infortu-
nite, < L. infortunita{t-)s\ misfortune, < in- priv.
-1- fortuna, fortune. Of. infortunate.] Misfor-
tune.

other there be that ascribe his infortunitie only to the
stroke and punishment of God. Hall, Edward IV., an. 9.

They [the Komans] are well tamed with the infortunitie
of this battell. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 1162.

infossous (in-fos'us), a. [< L. infossus, pp. of
infodere, dig into, < in, in, -I- fodere, dig: see
foss^.] In hot., sunk in, as veins in some
leaves, leaving a channel.
infoundt (in-found'), V. t. [< ME. infounden, <

OF. infondre, infundre = Sp. Pg. infundir, < L.
infundere, pp. infusus, pour iiL < in, in, + fun-
dere, pour : see founds. Cf. infund, infuse.] To
pour into ; infuse.

Wynedregges olde in water let infounde;
Yeve hem this drinke, anoon thai wol be sounde.

Palladiua, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 211.

But I say God is hable in such wyse to inspire and in-

founde the faythe, if that him lyste.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 682.

infra. [L. infra, adv. and prep., on the under
side, below, LL. ML. also 'within,' oontr. of in-

fers,, abl. fem. {se. parte) of inferus, low, below:
see inferior.] A Latin preposition meaning
'below, beneath,' occurring in some phrases
occasionally used in English.

infra-. [L. j»/ra, prep, and adv., used as a pre-

fix: see infra.] A prefix of Latin origin, mean-
ing 'below, 'beneath..'=SjrL.Infero; Infra-. Seein^
/ero-.

infra actionem (in'fra ak-shi-6'nem). [L.: in-

fra, below, within; deUonem, ace. of actio(n-),

action (canon): see action.] In the canon of
the Roman mass, a prayer: same as communi-
cantes.

infra-axillary (in"fra-ak'si-la-ri), a. [< L. in-

fra, below, + axilla,'as2\: see axilla, axillary.]

1. In hot., situated beneath the axil, as a bud.
— 2. In zool. and anat., situated below the ax-

illa or armpit.

infrabrancnial (in-fra-brang'ki-al), a. [< L.
infra, below, -I- hrandhice, gills : see hranckial.]

In conch., situated below the gUls: applied es-

pecially to the inferior chamber of the pallial

cavity.

infrabuccal (in-fra-buk'al), a. [< L. »»/?«, be-

low, + bucca, cheek (moiith): see buccal.] Sit-

uated beneath the buccal mass or organ of a
mollusk: as, an infrabuccal nerve.

infraclavicular (in"fra-kla-vik'u-lar), a. [< L.

infra, below, + clavicula, clavicle : see clavicu-

lar.] Situated below or beneath the clavicle

or collar-bone.—Infraclavicular fossa or triangle,
a space below the clavicle bounded by that bone above, by
the upper border of the great pectoral muscle below and
on the inner side, and by th e fore border of the deltoid mus-
cle on the outer side. Deep pressure in this region com-
presses the ajdllary artery against the second rib.— Infra-
clavicular region, a region of the front of the chest

bounded above by the clavicle and below (in ordinary

usage) by the thu-d rib.

infraconstrictqr (in"fra-kon-strik'tor), n. [<

L. infra, below, + NL. "constrictor, q. v.] The
inferior constrictor muscle of the pharynx.

infracortical (in-fra-k6r'ti-kal), a. [< L. infra,

below, + cortex (cortie-), barfi (NL. cortex) : see

cortical.] Lying or occurring below the cere-

bral cortex.

infracostal (in-fra-kos'tal), a. and n. [< NL.
infracostalis, < L^' «w/ra,"below, + casta, rib.]

infrahyoid

1. a. In a»at, situated below or beneath a rib;
subcostal: as, an infracostal artery, nerve, or
muscle.

II. n. An infracostal muscle.
infracostalis (in"fra-kos-ta'lis), n.; pi. infra-
costales (-lez). [NL. : see infracostal.] An
infracostal muscle, in man there are a series of in-
fracostales, arising from the under side of a given rib,
and inserted into the first, second, or third rib next below.
In their oblique direction they resemble internal intercos-
tal muscles. They occur most frequently on the lowerribs.

infract! (in-frakf), V. t. [< L. infractus, pp.
of infringere, break off, break, weaken: see
infringe.] To break off; violate; interrupt.
[Kare.]

Falling fast from gradual slope to slope.
With wild infracted course, and lessen'd roar.
It gains a safer bed, and steals at last
Along the mazes of the quiet vale.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 604.

infract^t (in-frakf), a. [< L. infractus, un-
broken, < in- priv. + fractus, broken: see frac-
tion.] Unbroken; sound; whole.

Had I a brazen throat, a voice infract,
A thousand tongues, and rarest words refin'd.

Mir. for Mags., p. 785.

Their [martyrs'] faith infract with their owne bloods did
seal.

And never did to any Tyrant stoop.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, ilL 23.

infracted (in-frak'ted), a. In eool., bent sud-
denly inward, as if partly broken; geniculate.

infractible (in-frak'ti-bl), a. [< infract^+ -ible.]

Capable of being infracted or broken. [Rare.]
infraction (in-frak'shon), n. [= F. infraction
= Sp. infraccion = Pg. infrac^ao = It. infra-
zione, < L. infractio(jn-), a breaking, < infringere,

pp. jn/ractes, break: see infract^.] X. The act
of infracting or breaking; a breakage or frac-
ture. [Rare.]

Very distinct in type from the infraetions and extrava-
gant distortions of the osteomalveic skeleton.

Q/uain, Med. Diet., p. 997.

2. Breach; violation; infringement: as, an j»-

fracUon of a treaty, compact, or law.

An infraction of God's great law of Eight and of love.
Summer, Cambridge, Aug. 27, 1846.

Whoso suggests or urges the infraction of another's
rights must be held to have transgressed the law of equal
freedom. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 167.

infractor (in-frak' tor), n. [= F. infracteur =
Sp. Pg. infractor, '(. ML. infractor, one who
breaks or violates, < L. infringere, pp. infractus,
break: see infract^.] One who infracts or in-

fringes ; a violator ; a breaker.

Who shall be depositary of the oaths and leagues of
princes, or fulminate against the perjur'd infractors of
them? Lord Herbert, Hist. Hen. Vni., p. 363.

infractous (in-frak'tus), a. [< L. infractus, pp.
ot infringere, 'break: see infract^, infringe.] In
hot., bent abruptly inward. [Rare.]

infra dig. (in'fra dig). [An abbr. of L. infra
dignitatem : infra, below ; dignitatem, ace. of dig-
nita{t-)s, dignity: see dignity.] Beneath one's

dignity; unbecoming to one's character, posi-

tion, or status in society. [Colloq.]

infra-esophageal (in"fra-e-so-faj'e-al), a. [<
L. infra, below, + cesophagus, esophagus: see
esophageal.] Same as subesophageal.

The nervous system in the Amphipoda consists of supra-
OQSophageal or cerebral ganglia, united by commissures
with an infra-oesophageal mass.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 316.

infraglottic (in-fra-glot'ik), a. [< L. infra, be-
low, + NL. glottis, glottis: see glotUs, glottic^.]

Situated below the glottis.

infragrant (in-fra'grant), a. [< «re-3 -I- fra-
grant.] Not fragrant ; inodorous.

We shall both be a brown infragrant powder in thirty

or forty years. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, xii.

infragular (in-fra-gu'lar), a. [< L. infra, be-
low, + gula, the "throat: see gular.] Subeso-
phageal, as a ganglion of certain moUusks.
The under part of the infragular ganglion is 6-lobed [in

Helicidce], whilst it is 4-lobed in Limacidse.
Knighfs Cyc. Nat. Hist. (1866), IIL 6B.

infrahuman (in-fra-hu'man), a. [< L. infra,

below, H- feMma»tts, human : see human.] Hav-
ing attributes or qualities lower than the hu-
man in the scale of being : the opposite of su-

perhuman.
We must conceive of it [ultimate entity] as either intel-

lectual or unintellectual, and if it is not human, then as

superhuman or infrahuman.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 65.

infrahyoid (in-fra-hi'oid), a. [< L. infra, below,
-t- NL. %oi^e«, hyoid: seehyoid.] Situated be-
low the hyoid bone: specifically applied in hu-
man anatomy to a region of the front of the
neck, and to a group of muscles in this region.



InArahyoid

as the sternohyoid, sternothyroid, thyrohyoid,
and omohyoid, eolleotively known as depressors

of the OS huoides: opposed to suprahyoid.

iiuralabialis (in-fra-la-bi-a'lis), n.
;
pi. infrala-

biales (-lez). [Nli.,"< L. infra, below, + labium,
lip : see labial.'] A muscle of the lower lip,

commonly called the depressor labii inferioris.

Coues and Shute.

infralapsarian (in-fra-lap-sa'ri-an), a. and n.

[< L. infra, below (after), + lapsus, fall, lapse
(see lapse, n.), + -arian.] I. a. Pertaining to
infralapsarianism or to those who hold it.

II, n. [cap.] One who believes in infralapsa-
rianism.

infralapsarianism (in"fra-lap-sa'ri-an-izm), n.

[< infralapsarian + -isni'.'] In theoL, the doc-
trine, held by Augustinians and by many Cal-
vinists, that God planned the creation, permit-
ted the fall, elected a chosen number, planned
their redemption, and suffered the remainder
to be eternally punished. The Sublapsarians be-
lieve that God did not permit but foresaw the fall, while
the Supralapsaiians hold that God not only permitted but
decreed It.

Even the Canons ot Dort, the Westminster Confession,
and the Helvetic Consensus Formula, which are most pro-
nounced on the doctrine of decrees, stop within the limits
of ("nfralapsarianimi.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 162.

inframanunary (in-fra-mam'ar-ri), a. [< L. in-

fra, below, -I- mamma', breast : see mamma/ry.']
Lying below the breasts inframanunary re-

f
Ion, the region of the front of the chest bounded above
y the sixth rib and below by the lower limit of the chest.

inframarginal (in-fra-mar'ji-nal), a. [< L. in-

fra, below, 4- margo'l-girir-), breast: see margi-
nal.'] In entom., below or posterior to the mar-
ginal cell in an insect's wing inframarginal
cell, an outer cell in the anterior wing of certain aphids,
or plant-lice, behind the marginal cell, and limited pos-
teriorly by the fureal vein.— Inframarginal convolu-
tlon, the superior temporal convolution.

inframaxillary (in-fra-mak'si-la-ri), a. and n.

[< L. infra, below, -t- maxilla, jaw: see maxilla-
ry.] I. a. 1. Situated under the jaws; submax-
illary: 3.s,the inframaxillary nersras.— 2. Of or
pertaining to the inferior maxillary or lower
jaw-bone in general ; mandibular TTifram a-riu
laxynerve, the third or lower division of the fifth cranial
or trifacial or trigeminuB nerve, more commonly called
the inferior maxillary dimsion.

II. «.; Tp\. infram^xillaries(-Tiz). The man-
dible or lower jaw-bone of a vertebrate; the
inferior maxillary bone. See intermaxillary.

inframe (in-fram'), v. t. Same as enframe.
This nature in which we are infra/mM answers to the

subjective frame-work of our own mind.
Hoppin, Old England, p. 198.

Inframedian (in-fra-me'di-an), a. [< L. infra,
below, 4- medius, nilddie : see median.] In zoo-
geog., below the median belt or zone: applied
to one of five zones into which the sea-bottom
has been divided with reference to its fauna.
The inframedian is succeeded by the abyssal
zone. See zone.

inframercurial (in^fra-m6r-kn'ri-al), a. [< L.
infra, below, -I- Mercuriiis, Mercury: see mer-
curial.] Same as intramercurial.

inframnndane (in-fra-mun'dan), a. [< L. in-

fra, below, -f- ?WM»^W, the world: see mundane.]
Lying or being beneath the world; belonging
to the lower regions or infernal world.
Infranatural (in-frar-nat'u-ral), a. [< L. infra,
below, -I- natura, nature : see natural.] Below
nature; subnatural; hypophysical: the opposite
of supernatural. See hypophysical.

If there is a craving in man for the preternatural gener-
ally, there seems to be a special tendency in the human
mind, when left to itself, to hanker after the infra-natural
forms of It. H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 421.

infranchiseK infranchisementt. Obsolete
forms of enfranchise, enfranchisement.

infrangibillty (in-fran-ji-bil'i-ti), 71. [(.infran-
gible: see -bility.] The state or quality of be-
ing infrangible ; infrangibleness.

infrangible (in-fran'ji-bl), a. [< F. infran-
gible = Sp. infrangible = It. infrangibile ; as
jM-3 -f- frangible.] 1. Not capable of being
broken or separated into parts.

The primitive atoms are supposed infrangible.
G. Cheyne.

The sword broke short, nor could the force withstand
(No earthly temper of a mortal hand
Could arms divine, infrangible sustain);
The brittle weapon shiver'd on the plain.

Eoole, tr. of Taaso's Jerusalem Delivered, vil.

3. Nottobe violated or infringed; inviolable:

as, an infrangible oath.

in&angibleness (in-fran'ji-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being infrangible.
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infra-ObliOLUUS (in"fra-ob-li'kwus), ». ;
pi. in-

fra-obliqui (-kwi). [NL., < L. infra, below, -I-

obliquus, oblique: see obliguus.] The lower

oblique muscle of the eyeball; the obliquus

inferior.

infra-ocular (in"fra-ok'u-lar), a. [< L. infra,

below, + oculus, eye: see ocular.] In entom.,

below the compound eyes: said of antennae

when they are inserted beneath these eyes.

infra-orbital (in"fra-6r'bi-tal), a. [< L. infra,

below, + 01-bita, orbit: see orbital.] Situated

on the floor of, or below, the orbit of the eye;

suborbital: chiefly applied to a branch of the

trifacial nerve, to the track of that nerve along

the floor of the orbit, and to a foramen on the

cheek just under the orbit, whence the nerve

emerges infra-orbital canal, foramen, etc. See

the nouns.

infra-orbitar (in'''fra-6r'bi-tar), a. Same as in-

fra-orbital.

infra-orbitary (in"fra-6r'bi-ta-ri), a. Same as

infra-orbital.

infrapatellar (in'''frar-par-tel'ar), a. [< L. infra,

below, + patella, the kneepan.] Below the

patella.

infrapose (in-frSr-poz'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

fraposed, ppr. infraposing. [< L. infra, below,

+ E. pose: seepos^.] To place under or be-

neath.

I had further an opportunity of seeing ... his own dis-

covery of an instance of terrestrial surface infraposed to

the drift-gravels at the east end of the Isle of Wight.
Attiten, Proc. GeoL Soc, No. 42.

infraposition (in"fra-po-zish'on), n. [< L. in-

/ra, below, -I- i)o*!<io(n-), position: BeeposiUon.]

Position or situation beneath or under.

infraradular (in-fra-rad'u-lar). a. [< L. infra,

below, -I- NL. radula, q. v.] Situated under or

below the radula or lingual ribbon of a mol-
lusk.

On the top of the muscles oftheinfraradular sheet there
are two ganglia united to each other and to their fellows

on the opposite side.

B. J. H. Gibsm, Trans. Eoy. Soc. of Edin., XXXn . 627.

infrarectus (in-fra-rek'tus), n.
;

pi. imfrarecti

(-ti). [< L. infra, below, -I- rectus, right : see
rectus.] The lower straight muscle of the eye-
ball; the rectus inferior. See cut under eye-

ball.

infra-red (in'fra-red), a. [< L. infra, below, -I-

E. red^.] Below the red. OChe infra-red rays of the
spectrum are those invisible rays which have a greater
wave-length and are less refrangible than the red rays
at the lower end of the visible spectrum. (See tpectrwm.)
Contrasted with vltra^^oiolet.

infrascapular (in-fra-skap'u-lar), a. [< L. i»-

fra, below, + scapula, shoulder-blade: see
scapular.] Situated beneath the scapula—that
is, on its under surface or venter; lying be-
neath the shoulder-blade ; subscapiilar.

infrascapularis (in-fra-skap-u-la'ris), n.; pi.

infrascapulares (-rez)." [NL. :'see infrascapu-
lar.] The teres minor. See teres.

infraserratus (in"fra-se-ra'tus), n.; pi. vnfra-
serrati (-ti). [< li.'infra, below, + serratus,
serrate: see serrate^ The serratus posticus
inferior.

infraspinal (in-fra-spi'nal), a. [< L. infra, be-
low, + spina, spine: see spinal.] Same as in-

infraspinate (in-fra-spi'nat), a. [< L. infra,
below, + spina, spiiie : see spinate.] Same as
infraspinons.

infraspinatas (in"fra-spi-na'tus), n.
;

pi. in-
fraspimati (-ti). [NL" : see infraspinate.] The
muscle which occupies the infraspinous fossa,
and is inserted into the middle facet of the
greater tuberosity of the humerus.
infraspinous (in-fra^spi'nus), a. [< L. infra,
below, + sjnna, spine: see spinous.] Situated
below the spine of the scapula. Also infraspi-
nal, infraspinate—Infraspinous fascia, fossa, etc.
See the nouns.

infrastapedial (in'-'fra-sta-pe'di-al), a. and n.

[< L. infra, below, -I- stapes, stirrup, mod.
stapes.] I. a. Situated below the axis or main
part of tne stapes or columella auris : specifl-
cally applied to an element or part of that
bone in some animals, as birds, supposed by
Flower to represent the stylohyal bone of a
mammal.
The stylo-hyal of a mammal is not fau-ly developed in a

bird, unless contained in or represented by another claw
of the stapes (an tnfra-atapedial element)

Coues, Key to N. A. B^ds (1884), p. 186.

n. n. An inferior element of the columella
auris; an infrastapedial bone.

Infra-stapedial, which will unite with ... the stylo-
hyal- Coue», Key to N. A. Birds (1884), p. 154.

infrigidatlon

in&astigmatal (in-fra-stig'ma-tal), a. [< L.
imfra, below, -I- NL. stigma, q. v.] In entom,,

situated belowthe stigmata orbreathing-pores:
as, an infrasUgmatal line on a larva.

infrastipular (in-fra-stip'u-lar), a. [< L. in-

fra, below, + NL. s'Upula, q. v.] In bot, situ-

ated below the stipules : applied to outgrowths,
usually in the nature of spines, below the stip-

ules, as in some roses.

infrathoracic (in"fra-tho-ras'ik), a. [< L. in-

/ra, below,-f-NL. tfeorax, q. v.] 1. Situated he-
low the thorax.— 2. Situated on the lower part
of the thorax : specifically applied to the lower
six pairs of thoracispinal nerves.

infratrocMear (in-fra-trok'le-ar), a. [< L. in-

frd, below, + trochtea, pulley: see trochlea.]

Situated below the trochlea or pulley of the
superior oblique muscle of the eyeball, at the
inner comer of the orbit of the eye: as, the
infratrochlear nerve, a branch of the fifth cra-

nial nerve, which issues from the orbit below
the trochlea.

He had relieved the pain in a glaucoma absolutnm by
lacerating the in/ratroehlear nerve—Badal's operation.

Medical Newt, XT.IX. 186.

in fraudem legis (in fr&'dem le'jis). [L. : in,

in; fraudem, ace. otfraus, fraud; Ugis, gen. of
lex, law: see fraud and lex.] In fraud of the
law: said of something devised so as to evade
or circumvent the law or to pervert its pro-

ceeding, in such sense as to be void on that
account.
infravaginal (in-frar-yaj'i-nal), a. [< L. infrUf

below, -1- NL. vagina, vagina: see vaginal.]

Situated below the vaginal junction: as, the
infravaginal cervix uteri.

infrequence (in-fre'kwens), n. [= F. infr4-

quence = Sp. infrecuen<Ha = Pg. it0-equenma =
It. infrequenza, < L. infrequentia, a small num-
ber, fewness, solitariness, < infrequen(t-)s, sel-

dom, rare, infrequent: see infrequm.t.] Same
as infrequency. [Kare.]

Is it solitude and infrequeiiee of visitation? This may
perhaps be troublesome to a man that knows not to en-

tertain himself. Bp. Hall, Free Prisoner, § 4.

infrequency (in-fre'kwen-si), n. [As infre-

quence : see -ency.] 1 . The state of being in-

frequent or of rarely occurring; tmcommon-
ness; rareness.

Either through desuetude, or imfreqtieneu, or meer for-

mality of devotion, he has suffered his mind to grow alien-

ated from God. Tmmg, Sermons (1678), p. 18.

2t. The state of being little frequented; seclu-

sion; solitude.

It was the solitude and infrequency of the place that

brought the dragon thither.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1078.

infrequent (in-fre'kwent), a. [= P. infrequent

= Sp. infrecuente = tg. It. imfrequente, < L.

wfrequen{t-)s, infrequent, seldom, rare, < in-

priv. -l-/r6gji«m(*-)«, crowded, frequent: see fre-
quent.] 1. Not frequent or customary; rare;

uncommon; unaccustomed.
The acte where of [frugality] is at this daye as infre-

quent or out of use amonge all sortes of men as the termes
beStraunge vnto them which haue not bene well instruct,

ed in Latyn. Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, iiL 21.

A sparing and infrequent worshipper of the Deitybetrays
an habitual disregard of him.

Wollaiton, Heligion of Nature, S L

2. In zool., being, as component parts, far

removed from one another; distant; not nu-

merous or close: as, infrequent spines, punc-
tures, etc.

infrequently (in-fre'kwent-li), adv. Not fre-

quently.

infriction (in-frik'shon), n. [< »m-2 + friction.]

A rubbing in, as of a medicine.
The inflammation, he said, set in after the fonrth in-

/rieticn. Medical Newt, UH. lOL

infrigidatet (in-frij'i-dat), v. t. [< LL. infrigir

datus, pp. of infrigidare, make cold, < L. in, in,

to, -I- frigidare, make cold, < frigidus, cold : see

frigid.] To chill ; make cold ; refrigerate.

Whose coldness as it seems did not infrigidate those

upper parts of the glass to whose level the liquor itself

did not reach. Boyle, Works, L 8S3.

infrigidationt (in-frij-i-da'shon), n. [= OF. in-

frigidation, < LL. infrigidatio(n-), a cooling, <

infrigidare
J
make cold: see infrigidate.] The

act of infngidating or making cold; refrigera-

tion.

The infrigidatiiin of that air by the snow.
Boyle, Works, U. 618.

jiadame de Bonrignon . . . used to boast that she had
not only the spirit ot continency in herself, but that she
had also the power of communicating it to all who beheld
her. This the scoffers of those days called the gift ot in-

frigidation. Tatler, No. 126.



InfHnge

inflringe (in-frinj'), «.; pret. and pp. mfringed,
ppr. infnnging. [< L. mfrmgere (> It. m-
fnngere = Sp. Pg. infrmgir = F. enfremdre),
break off, break, bruise, weaken, destroy, < in,
in, +frangere, break : see fraction, and of. mj-
/rocti.] I, frores. 1. To commit a breach or in-
fraction of; act contrary to, as a law, right, or
obligation; transgress, either by action or by
negligence; violate; break.
The King told them it never was In his Thought to ra-

fnnge their Liberties. Baker, Chronicles, p. 180.

Why shouldwe attempt to imfrimge the rights and prop-
erties 01 our neighbors?

Washington, quoted in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 456.

He could infringe the francWses of the fellows of a col-
lege and take away their livings.

D. Webster, Speech, March 10, 1818.

St- To annul or hinder.
Homilies . . . do not Marina's the efficacy, although but

read. Booker, Bcoles. Polity.

All our power
To be infringed, our freedom and our being.

Milton, P. E., i. 62.

II. intrans. To encroach; trespass; intrude:
followed by on or upon : as, to infringe upon
one's rights.

The sides of the front are dilated, infringvag on the eyes.
Mom.

=Syil. Encroach wpon. Trench upon, etc. See trespass,
V. i.

infringement (in-frinj'ment), n. [< infringe +
-menf] A breach or infraction, as of a law,
right, or obligation; violation; transgression.

We scarce ever had a prince who, by fraud or violence,
had not made some infringement on the constitution.

Burke, Vind. of Nat. Society.

Where an attempt at infringement was made, the aggres-
sor found himself matched against a wide and powerful
union of powers instinctively actuated by the intention
of right. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 213.

Infringement of copyright, patent, or trade-mark,
such a copying, imitation, or reproduction as violates the
exclusive right of the owner, and therefor will sustain an
action. = Syn. Breach, non-fulBlment, invasion, intrusion,
trespass, encroachment.

infringer (in-frin'j6r), n. One who infringes or
violates ; a violator.

To see the infringers of this commandment to be im-
prisoned, he gave charge to all justices, maiors, sheriffs,

bailifls, and constables.
Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1548.

infringiblet (in-frin'ji-bl), a. [< OF. infringible,

infrangible, < L. in- priv. 4- frangere, break.]
Unbreakable; iudissoluble. [Rare.]

Hauing betwixt themselues sealed with their hands the
infringible band of faith and troth in the heart, . . . hee

, tooke leaue of his faire lady.
Breton, An Olde Man's Lesson, p. 13.

infructuose (in-fruk'Ju-os), a. Same as infruc-

infructuous (in-fruk'tu-us), a. [= P. infruc-

tueux = Pr. infruotuos = Sp. Pg. infruotuoso

= It. imfruttuoso, < L. infructuosus, unfruitful, <

in- priv. + fructuosus, fruitful: see fricctuous.^

Not fruitful; unproductive; unprofitable.

Lutheranism . . . bound itself hastily to definitions and
formulce which produced new divisions, and a scholasti-

cism more bitter, controversial, and infructiwm than the

old. Contemporary Sev., LIV. 715.

infructuously (in-fruk'tu-us-li), adv. In an in-

fructuous manner; uselessly; unprofitably.

He [the actor] soon found that his art was infructuously

employed in obtaining applause ; his reputation began to

depend upon press notices. „„^-,, „„
Dion Boucicault, N. A. Eev., OXLV. 36.

infrugal (in-fr5'gal), a. l< in-S + frugal.'] Not

frugal; extravagant; prodigal; wasteful.

What should betray them to such infrugal expences of

time, I can give no account without making severe reflex-

ions on their discretion. „ , ^ „,
J. Goodman, Winter Evening Conferences, p. 21.

infrugiferoust (in.-fr9-jif'e-rus), a. [< in-s +
frugiferous.'] Not bearing fruit. Bailey, mi.

infucatet (in'fu-kat), v. t. [< LL. infucatm,

painted, as if pp. of Hnfueare, paint, <m, in,

on, +fticare, paint, <fucus, paint: seefucus.j

To paint; stain; daub. Coles, 1717.

infucationt (in-ffi-ka'shon), n. [< vnfucate +
-4on.'] The act of painting or stammg, espe-

cially the face. E. Phillips, 1706.

infula (in'fu-la), n.; pi. infulw (-le). [h., a

band, a woolen fillet.] 1. In Bom. anMq.,3.

flock of white and red wool, drawn mto the

form of a wreath or fillet, worn on the head on

solemn occasions, as by priests and vestals,

and bound to the head of sacnfloial victims.

Brides also carried wool on a di=^«rtph they twisted

into an infula and fixed upon the husband s door on enter-

sfEccU^ia) In the anient chwdk, a head-cov-

ering of Christian priests or bishops. (O; in

3eval times, a chasuble. Cc) One of the two
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lappets of a miter. Formerly called/anow.— 3.
In her. : (o) A cap or head-dress used as a bear-
ing. Many different forms have been used. (6)
One of the ribbons of a miter or of the electoral
crown, generally represented as fringed.

Two short bands of some rich material, fringed at the
ends, form the infvlm of a mitre, and depend from i^ one
on either side. Eneyc. Brit., VI. 463.

infumate (in'fu-mat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. infu-

matedj ppr. inyumaUng. [< L. infumatus, pp.
of infumare, smoke : see infume.'] To dry by
smoking; smoke.
Infumated, smoked ; dried in the smoke. Bailey, IIS!.

infumate (in'fu-mat), a. [< L. infumatuSf'pp.:
see the verb.] "In entom., clouded slightly with
brownish black; shaded as if with smoke.
infumated (in'fu-ma-ted), a. Same as infu-
mate.

infumation (in-fu-ma'shon), n. [< infumate +
4on.2 The act of drying or curing in smoke

;

smoking. Bailey, 1731.

infnmet (in-fum'), «. *• Same as enfume.
infund (in-fund'), V. t. [< L. infundere, yovi
in: see »»/0Mre<?, an older form. Ct.fuse^.J To
pour in. Dailies.

They are . . . only the ministers of Him which imfund-
ethaai poureth into all men grace. Becon, Works, it 662.

infundibula, n. Plural of infundibulmm.
infundibular (in-fun-dib'u-lar), a. [< infwn-
dibulum + -ar^.] Same as infundibuliform.

Infundibulata (in-fun-dib-u-la'ta), n.pl. [NL.,
neut.pl. ot infundibulatus : see'infundiiulate.i
Gervais's name for the marine polyzoans as an
order of Folyzoa which have the cell-mouth cir-

cular and infundibulate. it corresponds to the
modern order Gym/nolcemata, and contains the Chilosto-
mata, Cyclostomata, and Ctenostomata, as distinguished
from the Phylactolceimata.

infundibulate ^n-fun-dib'u-lat), a. [< Nil. inn

fundilmlatvs, < L. infundibulwm, funnel : see in-

fundiiulum.] 1 . Having a funnel or infundibu-
lum ; specifically, of or pertaining to the Infun-
dibulata.— 2. Same as infundibuliform.

infundibuliform (in-fun-dib'u-li-f6rm), a. [<
L. infundibulum, a fimnel, -t- forma, shape.]
Having the form of a funnel;
funnel-shaped.
Where the sac of an Inguinal hernia

passes through the internal ring, the inr

fundihuliform process of the transver-
salis fascia forms one of its coverings.

M. Gray, Anat.

Specifically—(a) In 6ot.,having theform
of a tube enlarging gradually upward
and spreading widely at the summit:
said of a gamopetalous corolla, as that of
a morning-glory. (&) In entom., applied
to joints of the antennae, etc., when the
basal part is cylindrical or nearly so, and
the apical part gradually increases in di-

ameter; distinguished from crateriform.

Also infundibular, infundibulate.

Certain ciliated infundibuliform organs . . . occur on
the intestinal mesentery of Sipunoulus.

Encye. Brit., II. 70.

Infundibuliform fascia. See fascia.

infundibulum (in-fun-dib'u-lum), n.
;
pi. infun-

dibula (-la). [L., a funnel, lit. that which is

poured irito, < infundere, pour into, < in, into,

+ fundere, pour: see found^, fuse^. Hence
ult./wra»e/.] 1. in anat., a funnel-shaped organ
or part.— 2. Inzool.: (a) The funnel or siphon
of a cephalopod, formed by the coalescence or

apposition of the epipodia: supposed by Hux-
ley to be formed by the union and folding into

a tubular form of processes which correspond
to the epipodia of pteropods and branohiogas-
tropods. See cut under Dibrancliiata. (6)

One of the gastric cavities of the Ctenophora,

intowhich the gastric sac leads: a chamber con-

necting the gastric cavity with the entire sys-

tem of canals of the body, and also leading to

the aboral pores. It corresponds to the com-
mon axial cavity of aetinozoans. See cut under
Ctenopkora. (c) The dilated upper extremity

of the oviduct of a bird, which receives the

ovum from the ovarium, corresponding to the

fimbriated extremity of the Fallopian tube of a

mammal.— 3. [cap.] A genus of moUusks.

—

Infundibula of the kidney, (a) The calyces. (6) The
two or three main divisions of the pelvis of the kidney,

formed by the confluence of the calyces.—Infundibula
of the lungs, the elongated and funnel-shaped sacs set

with air-cells which terminate the air-passages of the

lungs.—Infundibulum ofthe brain, the funnel-shaped
downward prolongation of the floor of the third ventricle,

which it connects with the pituitary body,—Infundibu-
lum Of the cochlea, the thin plate of bone, shaped like

one half of a funnel divided longitudinally, at the apex of

the modiolus of the ear. It is the termination of the lam-

ina of hone which divides the turns of the cochlea from
one another.— Infundibulum of the ethmoid bone,
the passage in the ethmoid bone which leads up from the

Infundibuliform
Corolla of Datura
Stramonium.

infuse

middle meatus ot the nose to the anterior ethmoid cells.

—Infundibulum of the heart, the conictd upper part
of the right ventricle, from which the pulmonary artery
arises. Also called conus arteriosus (arterial cone),

infuneralt (in-fu'ne-ral), V. t. [< in-Z + fune-
ral.'] To bury witfi funeral rites.

As though her flesh did hut infuneral
Her buried ghost. O. Fletcher, Christ's Victory.

infurcation (in-fer-ka'shon), n. . [< «-2 + fur-
cation. Cf . ML. infurcare, suspend on a gibbet,
< L. in, on, -H furcare, fork, gibbet.] Aforked
expansion or divergence. Craig.

infuriate (in-fu'ri-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. infu-

riated, ppr. infuriating. [< ML. vnfuriatus, pp.
of infuriare, enrage, < L. in, in, -t- furiare, en-
rage, < furia, rage, fury : see fury.] To render
furious or mad ; enrage ; make raging.

They tore the reputation of the clergy to pieces by their
infuriated declamations and invectives, before they lacer-
ated their bodies by their massacres.

Burke, A Begicide Peace, ii.

infuriate (in-fu'ri-at), a. [< ML. vnfuriatus,

pp.: see the verb.j Enraged; raging; mad:
as, an infuriate lunatic.

A mine with deadly stores
Infuriate burst, and a whole squadron'd host
Whirl'd through the riven air.

W. Thompson, Sickness, v.

infuscate (in-fus'kat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. imfus-

cated, ppr. infuscating. [< L. infuscatus, pp. of
imfuscare, make dark or dusky, < im, in, + fua-
care, make dark, < /m«ci«, dark, dusky: seej%s-
cous. Cf. obfuscate.] To darken ; make dusky;

_
obscure. Bailey. [Eare.]

infuscate (in-fus'kat), a. [< L. infuscatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] In entom., clouded with brown;
darkened with a fuscous shade or cloud: as,

apex of the wing infuscate.

infuscation (in - fus -ka ' shon) , n. [< infuscate
+ -ion.] The act of darkening; obscuration;
the state of being dusky or clouded. Bailey.
[Rare.]

infuse (in-fiiz'), V. *.; pret. and pp. infused, ppr.
infusing. [< ME. enfusen = F. infuser, < L. in-

fusus, pp. of infundere, pour in, spread over : see
infund, infound.] 1. To pour in or into, as a
liquid; introduce and pervade with, as an in-

gredient : as, to infuse a flavor into sauce.

'Tis born with aU : the love of Nature's works
Is an ingredient in the compound man
Infus'd at the creation of the kind.

Cowper, Task, iv. 733.

2. To introduce as by pouring; cause to pene-
trate; insinuate; instil: with into: chiefly in
figurative uses.

Many other axioms and advices there are touching those
proprieties and effects which studies do infuse and instU
into manners. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, il. 299.

It is tropically observed by honest old Socrates that
heaven imfuses into some men at their birth a portion of
intellectual gold. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 312.

- It [Alexander's conquest] had the effect of uniting into

one great interest the divided commonwealths of Greece,
and infusing a new and more enlarged public spirit in^
the councils of their statesmen. Emerson, War.

3. To steep; extract the principles or quali-

ties of, as a vegetable substance, by pouring a
liquid upon it ; make an infusion of.

Yet such [Eack] as they have they esteem as a great
Cordial ; especiallywhen Snakes and Scorpions have been
infused therein, as I have been informed.

Dam/gier, Voyages, II. i. 53.

One ounce of dried leaves is infused in ten ounces of

warm water. . Core.

4. To affect or modify by infusion; mingle;
hence, to imbue ; tinge : followed by with.

Drink infused with flesh will nourish faster and easier

than drink and meat together. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Methinks a woman of this valiant spirit

Should, if a coward hear her speak these words,
Infuse his breast with magnanimity.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. i.

Besides, the Briton is so naturally infusld
With true poetic rage that in their measures art
Both rather seem precise than comely.

Drayton, Polyolbion, vi. 252.

5t. To pour, or pour out ; shed; diffuse.

Yf ofte uppon the rootes as thai stonde
The boles galle enfused be.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 88.

With those clear rays which she infus'd on me,
That beauty am I bless'd with which you may see.

Shall., 1 Hen. VI., L 2.

Infused cognition. Seeco3m7ion.=Syn. 2. InMU, In-
culcate, etc. See implant.

infuset (in-ftiz'), n. [< L. infusus, a pouring in,

< infumdere, pp. infusus, pour in : see infuse, ».]

An infusion.

Vouchsafe to shed into my barren spright

Some little drop of thy celestiall dew.
That may my rymes with sweet imfuse embrew.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, 1. 47.



infnser

infoser (in-fu'zer), n. One who or that which
infuses.

It was a strange exaction of N'ebuchadnezzar upon hiB
magi to declare to him not onely the meaning, but the
very dream, as if they had been the infuieri of it.

W. Montague, Devonte Essays, I. xvi § 6.

infasibilityi (in-fu-zi-bil'i-ti), n. [< infusible^
+ -ity : see -bility.^ Capability of heing infused
or poured in.-

inflisibility^ (in-fu-zi-bU'i-ti), n. [= P. mfusi-
biliU = Sp. infusibilidad = Pg. infusibiUdade =
It. infusibilitd,; as infusihy^ + 4ty: see -biUtyJ]
Incapability of being fused or dissolved.

infusible^ (in-fu'zi-bl), o. [As infuse + -ible.'\

Capable of being infused. [Bare.]
From whom the doctrines being infusible into all, it

will be more necessary to forewarn all of the danger of
them. Ha/mmoTui.

infusible^ (iu-fu'zi-bl), a. [= F. Sp. infusi-
ble = Pg. infusivel= It. infusibile; as J«-3 + fu-
sible.'] Not fusible ; incapable of fusion or of
being dissolved or melted: as, an infusible cru-
cible.

infusibleness (in-fu'zi-bl-nes), ». InfusibUity.
infusion (in-fa'zhon), n. [= F. infusion = Vi.
infusio, enfuzio ="Sp. infusion = Pg. infusSo =
It. infusione, < L. infusio(n-), a pouring in, a
watering, < infundere, pp. infusus, pour in: see
infound, infuse.'] 1. The act of infusing, pour-
ing in, imbuing, or instilling: as, the infusion
of good principles.

Oar language has received innnmerahle elegancies and
Improvemente from that infusion of Hebraisms which are
derived to it out of the poetical passages in Holy Writ.

Addison.

In Italy the question of rights had become so compli-
cated that nothing but the infusion of an element of idea
could have produced even a semblance of order out of the
chaos. StubbSf Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 222.

2. That which is infused or diffused; something
poured in or mingled.
With what infusUm doth it [deceitfulness] so far intoxi-

cate mankind to make them dote npon it, against the con-
victions of reason and dictates of Conscience.

StUlingJleet, Sermons, H. iiL

She could not conceive a game wanting the spritely tn-
fusion of chance. Lwmb, Mrs. Battle's Opinions on Wliist

There is then an undoubted British infusion in the Eng-
lish people. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 149.

3. The process of steeping a substance, as a
plant, in water, in order to extract its virtues.—4. A liquid extract or essence obtained by
steeping a vegetable substance.

Infusions are generally prepared bypouring boiling wa-
ter upon the vegetable substance, and macerating in a
tightly closed vessel till the liquid cools.

U. 8. Dispensatory, p. 788.

5. A pouring, or pouring out, as upon an ob-
ject; affusion: formerlyusedof that method of

baptism in which the water is poured upon the
person.

The priests, when they baptize, shall not only pour wa-
ter on the head of the cMldren, but shall plunge them into
the laver. This shows that baptism by infusion began to
be introduced in cold climates. Jortin, On Eccles. Hist.

The infant is represented as seated naked in the font^

while from a vessel the priest pours the water npon the
head. Originally used only for sick or infirm persons,
the method of baptism by infusion became gradually the
established practice, and all doubts as to its validity were
removed by appeal to papal and other high authoriW-

Bncyc. Brit., IX. 361.

Uethod of Infusion, in Iteer-tnanuf., a method of pre-
paring the mash by treating the bruised malt with water
at a temperature of 70° to 75°.

infusive (in-fu'siv), a. [< infuse + -ive.] Hav-
ing the power of infusion ; capable of infusing
or imbuing.

Still let my sohg a nobler note assume.
And sing th' infusive force of Spring on Man,

Thomson, Spring, L 866.

Infusoria (in-fa-so'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.
infusorium, q. v.] 1. A name given by Otho
Ft. Miiller to an indiscriminate assemblage of

minute, and for the mostjiart microscopic, ani-

mal and vegetable organisms frequently devel-

oped in infusions of decaying organic sub-
stances. The Infusoria in this sense comprehended va-

rious desmids, diatoms, and other low plants, with many
protozoan animalcules, and also rotifers or wheel-animal-
cnles. Some of these organisms were known to Linnaeus,
and thrown by him into a genus which he called Chaos,
at the end of his class Vermes. Lamarck, Gmelin, and
others followed Miiller in his understanding of Infusoria.
Cuvier made Infusoria the fifth class of Radiata, divided
Into two orders, Rotifera and Somogenea. See Microzoa,
Polygastrica.

2. A class of minute, mostly microscopic, aiii-

malcules, provisionally regarded as the highest
class of Protozoa. They are endoplastic, having a nu-
cleus ; there is a mouth and a rudimentaiy stomach or
gastric cavity ; there are vibratne cilia or flagella, but no
properpseudopodia. Most are aquatic and free-swimming,
and some are internal parasites ; but others form colonies
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by budding, and when adult are fixed to some solid object.

The body consists of an outer transparent cuticle, a corti-

cal layer of firm sarcode, and a central mass of soft or semi-

liquid sarcode, which acts as a stomach, and in which vac-

uoles may appear. A nucleus, which is supposed to be

an ovary, having attached to it a spherical particle, the

Infusoria in a Drop ofWater, highly magnified.

1, 1, Astasia hamaiodes; 2, 2. Phacus longicauda; 3,3, Stentor

fiolymorfihus; 4, Codosiga botrytis; s, Dinobrytm sertularta; 6,

Rkifiidatiendron splendidum; 7, Anthephyza vegetans
;^, Dtn-

drosoma wrgaria; o, Acinetaferrum equinum; 10, Podophrya
gemtnipara; n, Chuodon cuc-utlus; vza, Styljmychia mytilus;
12*, the same, alMut to separate ; 12c, the same, full oi Spharophrya
(parasites); zyz.Vorticelta microstoma; 13*, the same, individuals

separating; 14, Aspidisca lyncaster.

nucleolus, supposed to be a spermatic gland, is embedded
in the cortical substance. Contractions of the body are
effected by sarcode fibers. Reproduction takes place va-

riously. The cilia or flagella are not only organs of loco-

motion, but form currents by which food is carried into

the mouth. The Infusoria have been variously subdi-

vided. A current classification is by division of the class

into four orders, based on the character of their cilia or
fiagell£L namely, Ciliata, Flagellata, ChomwJlageUata, and
Suetona or TentacuUfera. By S. Kent, the latest monog-
rapher, the InfK^oria are called a "legion" or superclass
of Protozoa, and include the sponges ; and they are divided
into three classes, FlageUata or Mastigophora, Ciliata or
Trieh^Ttora, and TentacuUfera.

Excluding from the miscellaneous assemblage of hete-
rogeneous forms which have passed under this name
the Desmideae, Diatomacese, Volvocinese, and Vibrionidse,
which are true plants, on the one hand, and the compara-
tively highly organized Botifera on the other, thereremain
three assemblages of minute organisms, which may be
conveniently comprehended under the general title of in-
fusoria. These are— (a) The so-called " Monads," or In-
fusoria fUigellata ; (b) the Acinetse, or Infusoria tentacu-
lifera; and (c) the Infusoria ciliata.

Muxley, Anat. Invert., p. 89.

infusorial (in-fu-s6'ri-al), a. [< infusorium +
-al.] In zool. : (a) Developed in infusions, as
animalcules. (6) Containing or consisting of in-
fusoriaus : as, infusorial earth, (c) Having the
characters of the Infusoria; pertaining in any
way to the Infusoria Inflisorlal earth, a very fine
white earthresembling magnesia,but composed largely of
the microscopic sUicious shells of the vegetable organisms
called diatoms. Deposits are foundnot infrequently under
peat-beds, and also on a large scale in certain parts of the
United States, especially in the western part of the Great
Basin in Nevada, Oregon, and California, where there are
masses of rock, hundreds of feet in thickness, largelymade
up ofinfusorial earth, occurring usually interstratifiedwith
volcanic materials, and often in connection with a fine-
grained white ash, from which the infusorial beds are not
easily distinguished by the eye. This earth is used for
polishing articles of metal, and as an absorbent in mak-
ing explosives with nitroglycerin. Also called infusorial
silica and foesa flour and sold in the United States with
the trade-name of eikclro-sUiam. See IXatomacew, dy-
namite.

The mixture of nitro-glycerin and infusorial earth (Eie-
selguhr) called dynamite or giant powder is now one of
the commonest explosives met witiL

yc. Brit., XVI. 445.

infusorian (in-fa-so'ri-an), n. and a. [< mi/m-
sorium + -an.] I. n. "An infusorial animal-
cule ; one of the Infusoria.

H. a. Same as infusorial.

infusorifonn (in-fii-s6'ri-f6rm), a. [< infusori-
um + -form.] Infusorial in form ; resembling
an iufosorian.

As KOlliker first pointed out, the Dicyemids produce
two very distinct kinds of embryos,which he distinguished
by the terms vermiform and infusoriforTn.

Stand. Nat. Bist., 1. 197.

Infusorifonn emtoyo, in Dieyemida, the embryo of a
rhombogenous dicyema. It is bilaterally symmetrical,
and consists of an um, a ciliated body, and two refractive
bodies. See cut under Dicyema.

infusorium (in-fu-s6'ri-nm), n. [NL., neut. of
*infusorius (cf. LL. infusorium, equiv. to suffw-
sorium, a vessel for pouring, < infusor, one who
pours), < L. infundere, pp. infusus, pour in: see
infuse, infusion.] One of the Infusoria; an in-
fusorial animalcule.

An ij\fusorium swims randomly about.
B. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 10.

-ing

infusory (in'fu-so-ri), a. and n. [< NL. *infu-

sorius : see infusorium.] I. a. Infusorial, as an
animalcule, or as earth containing infusorial
shells.

II. n.
;
pi. infusories (-riz). An infusorian.

in futuro (in fu-tii'rd). [L.: in, in; futuro,
dat. of futurvsj future : see future.] In the
future ; at a future time ; for the future.

ing (ing), n. [< ME. ing, < AS. ing = Icel. eng,

i., a meadow, engi, neut., meadow-land, = Dan.
eng = 8w. dng, a meadow.] A meadow ; es-

pecially, a low meadow near a river. The word
is found in some local names, as Ingham, Ing-
thorpe, BorMng, Beeping, Wapping, etc. Coles;

Bailey. [Prov. Eng.]

Bill for dividing and Inclosing certain open common
fields, ings, common pastures, and other commonable
lands, within the manors or manor and townsliip of Hem-
ingby, in the county of Lincoln.

Journals of the Bouse of Commons, 1773,

Those alluvial flats which are locally known asinffg.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, HX, 239.

In the lowest situation, as in the water-formed base of
a rivered valley, or in swampy dips, shooting tip among
the arable lands, lay an extent of meadow grounds, or tTigs,

to afford a supply of hay, for cows and working stock, in
the winter and spring months.

Maine, Tillage Communities, p. 91.

-ingi. [< ME. 4ng, -yng, 4nge, -ynge, < AS. -wig,

later also -ing (^ OS. -ung = OFries. -mg =
D. ^ng= ML&. LG. -ung = OHG. -un^a, MHG.
-wnge, -^ng, G. -wng = Icel. -wngr = Dan. -ing =
Sw. -ing), a suffix forming nouns of action or be-
ing fromverbs.] A suffix ofAnglo-Saxon origin,

usually forming nouns from verbs, expressirg
the action of the verb. Such nouns may be fonned
from any verb whatever, and are usually called verbal

Tumns, being in grammars and dictionaries 'usually ac-

counted a part of the verb-inflection. It is often a mere
chance whether, in a particular instance, the form in -ing

is ireated as a noun or as a verb. These verbal nouns are
now identical in form with the present form of adjectives

(present participles) in -ing2. In sentences like "he is

building a house," the form in -ing^, though originally a
noun in -ing^ is now regarded as a present participle in

-ing^, and treated, with the auxiliary is, as a finite nansi-
tive verb. Strictly, all verbal nouns in -ingl, being inde-

pendent words, and no part of the verb, should be entered
and deflned separately in the dictionaries; but their great

number (limited only by the number of verbs) makes this

impracticable, and their mixture with the verb, from
which their meaning can always be inferred, makes it nn-
necessaiy. In this dictionary verbal nouns are entered
when there is anything noteworthy in their use or history

;

others are, to save space, ignored, or if noticed, as in

quotations, are included under the original verb. The
suffix -mg as attached to verbs is equivalent bi force to the
Latin suffix -tioi.n-), E. -timi, (-ation, etc.). In some words,
as evening, morning, no accompanying verb is in use.

-ing2. [< ME. -ing, -yng, -mge, -ynge, an altera-

tion, through confusion with the verbal-noun
suffix -ing''; oforig. -end, -ende, -dnde (-and, -ande),
< AS. -ende (in derived nouns -end) = OS. -ende

= OFries. -and = D. -end = MLG. -ende, LG.
-end = OHG. -anti, -enti, -ende, MHG. G. -end

= Icel. -andi = Dan. -ende= Sw. -aride = Goth.
-ands (jands,-dnds,-jdnds) = L. -an(t-)s, -en{t-)s,

-ien{t-)s = Gr. -ov (-ovr-), suffix of ppr. of verbs,

all such present participles being also usable as

simple adjectives, and such adjectives as nouns
of agent: see -anf^, -ent, which are thus ult.

identical with -dng^.] A suffix of Anglo-Saxon
origin, the regular formative of the English
present participle of verbs, as in coming, blov-

ing, hearing, leading, etc., such participles be-

ing often used as ordinary adjectives, as in 'the

coming man,' 'a leading citizen,' 'a charming
woman,' etc. It corresponds to the Latin suffixes -ant,

-ent (which see). By reason of the alteration and the
mixture of idiomatic uses of the verbal noun (in -tnpi)and
the verbal adjective (present participle), great confusion
has resulted, and in many constructions the form in -inff

may be referred with eqiud propriety to either origin.

See -ing'i:

-ing3. [<ME.-in5', < AS. -iB^= OHG.-«n^,-»«e,
MHG. -ing, -mng, G. -v,ng = Icel. -^ngr, -ingr,

orig. an aidj. suffix.] A suffix of nouns, denot-
ing ori^n, and hence a connnon patronymic,
remaining in some English family or local

names and having usually a derivative or pat-

ronymic force, ' son of . . . ,' as in Anglo-
Saxon BiUing, son of Bill (literally, 'a sword');
Beorming, son of Beorm; Mthelvmlfing, son of

Ethelwidf ; oethling, son of a noble, etc. Such
jatronymic names, extending to all the members of a par-
ticular family, or tribe, or community, gave rise to many
local names formed of such patronymics, prtjperly in geni-
tive plural, with ham, home (village), as in Anglo-Saxon
Beormingaham, 'the Beormings' town,' Birmingliam;
ir<x2»ni7aA£m,WalsingIiam-, Snottingaham, Nottingham;
etc. In some words, as farthing, herring, ridiita^, whit-
ing^ (a fishX lording, gelding, the suffix is less definite. In
penny and Hng the suffix is disguised.

ing*. -Aji apparent suffix in some local names,
being ing, a meadow, in composition, as in
Dorking, etc.
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tNL-:^°* ^- -^mer. origin.] IngeSB (in'jf-e), n.pl. [Nl,., < Inga + -ew.l A
^..?f„.^l°LP^^''*^ °^ *lie natural order Le- tribe of plants of the natural order Lej?MTOfeo«<E,

typified by the genus Inga, having regular flow-
ers, a valvate calyx and corolla, many, often
very numerous, stamens, and the pollen-grains
ag^egated.
ingelable (in-jel'a-bl), a. [< L. HngelaUUs, <
in- priv. + *gelabiUs, that may be frozen, < ge-
lare, freeze: see geaP-.l Incapable of being

_
congealed.

ingeminatet (in-iem'i-nat), V. t. [< L. ingemi-
natus, pp. of ingeminare, redouble, repeat, < in,
in, + geminare, double : see geminate.} To re-
double; repeat.

Euclia . . . appears in the heavens, singing an applau-
sive Song or Fsean of the whole, which she takes occasion
to ingeminate in the second chorus.

B. Jonson, Love's Triumph.
He would often ingeminate the word peace, peace

!

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

ingeminatet (in-jem'i-nat), a. [< L. ingemina-
*«t«,pp.: see the verb.] Redoubled; repeated.
In this we are sufficiently concluded hy thatingemiTiate

expression used by St. Paul; "In Jesus Christ nothing
can avail but a new creature."

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 185.

ingeminationf (in-jem-i-na'shon), n. [< ingemi-
nate + -ion.'] Repetition; reduplication; iter-
ation.

The iteration and ingemination of a given eifect, mov-
ing through subtile variations that sometimes disguise
the theme. De Quincey, Style, L

ingent, n. A Middle English form of engine.

Agaynste jeauntis on-gentill haue we joined with in-
gendis. York Plays, p. 292.

ingendert, ingenderert. Obsolete forms of e«-
gender, engenderer.

y wiiiiiiiwotjoM type
of the tribe In-
gem. They are
large unarmed
shrubs, or trees
growing to a height
of 60 feet or more,
with spikes or
heads of large red
or white flowers,
and abruptly pin-
nate leaves. The
pods are flattened
or roundish, with
thickened edges,
and the seeds are
enveloped in a
Bweet, generally
white, pulp. About
160 species are
known, all natives
of South America.
I. feirruginea is a
beautifiu species
sometimes culti-
vated in conserva-
tories. J. sero, call-

ed inga-tree and
coco-wood, has pods
about 6 inches
Iqng, curved like a

Flowering Branch of Inea/errHeinea.Inet
a, flower ; b, fruit.

siclQe, and leaves with winged stalks. I. speetabilis is a
large showy tree of the Isthmus of Panama, and is culti-
vated for its edible pods, as is also I. Peuillei of Peru. It
is an ancient form, five extinct species having been recog-
nized in a fossil state in the Cretaceous and Tertiary forma-
tions of Europe.

ingaget, ingagementt. Obsolete forms of en-
gage, engagement.

ingalleyt, «. «. [< in-^ + galley.'] To confine in
the galleys.

It pleased the judge in favour of life to ingally them^v ^xv^oaou Kilo juugc iii xavuui Ul ilia WJ VlbfJUfjbU uiBUl .
- J i CI J

for aeaven yeares. Copley,WitB, Fits, and Fancies (1614). ingenflruret, »• oee engenarure.

ingan, ingun (ing'gan, -gun), n. Dialectal cor-
ruptions of inionX, a variant of onion.

And if frae hame
My pouoh produc'd an ingan head.
To please my wame.

Ramsay, A Miser's Last Speech.

ingenet, n. [< L. ingemum, genius: see inge-

nious, engine, ingine.] Genius; wit; ingenuity.
ingenerf, n. Same as enginer.

ingenerabilityi (in.-jen"e-ra-bil'i-ti), n. [<«w-
generahle^: s&Q-bility.] Capability of being in-
generated or produced within. [Rare.]

ingangt (in'gang), n. [< ME. ingang, ingong, < ingenerability^t (in-jen"e-ra-bil'i-ti), n. [< in-

A&. ingang(=OFiies. ingong, ingung = 1). in-

gang = MLG. inganlc = OHG. ingang, inkang,
imcanc, MHG. inganc, G. eingang = Icel. inn-
gangr = Dan. indgang = Sw. ingdng), < in, in,

+ gang, a going: see gang.] An entrance
or entranoeway; specifically, the porch of a
church,

ingannationt (in-ga-na'shon), «. l=lt. ingan- ingenerable^t (in-jen'e-ra-bl), o. [=F. ii

see -bitity.] InoapaTiility of being
generated.
ingenerablei (in-jen'e-ra-bl), a. [< L. as if

Hngenerabilis, that may' be generated, < inge-
nerare, ingenerate, generate: see ingenerate^.]
That may be ingenerated or produced within.
[Rare.]

nagione, < ingannare, cheat, dupe, <

fraud: see inganno.] Cheat; fraud.

Whereunto whosoever shall resign their reasons, either
from the root of deceit in themselves or inability to re-

sist such trivial ingannations from others, . . . yet are
they still within the line of vulgarity, and democratical
enemies of truth. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 3.

inganno (in-gan'no), n. [It., fraud, error, =
OF. engan, engaingj engen, m., etc., engaigne, en-

gane, etc., f., address, trick, ruse, dexterity,

etc.; ult. < L. ingenium, ingenuity: see engine,

etc.; a,\so ingannation.] In tomsjc, an interrupted
cadence (which see,under cadence) ; also, an un-
expected or sudden resolution or modtdation.

ingaolf, V. t. An obsolete form of enjail.

rahle = 8p. ingenerahle == It. ingeneralile ; as
ire-S -I- generable.] Not generable; incapable
of being engendered or produced.
Xenophanes holdeth the world to be eternall, ingener-

ahle, uncreated, and incorruptible.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 670.

I must mind you that, if you will not disbelieve Hel-
mont's relations, you must confess that the tiia prima are
neither ingenerahle nor incorruptible substances.

Boyle, Works, I. 602.

ingenerablyt (in-jen'e-ra-bli), adv. Not' by
generation ; so as not to IJe generable.

Endued with all those several forms and qualities of
bodies ingenerably and incorruptibly.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 3^

ingate (in'gat), n""7<ln^''+"gate^T"M. En- ingeneratei(in-jen'e-rat),«.«.; pret.andpp »»-
BM. V. \ B /) .

L a J
generated, ppr. mgenerating. [< L. tngeneratus.trance

;
passage inward.

One noble person, who . .

that evill that is looked for.

stoppeth the ingate of all

Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. Id. founding, the apertui-e in a mold through
which fused metal is poured : also called inset

and tedge.— 3. In coal-mining, an entrance to a

mine from the shaft.

ingather (in-gaTH'er), V. [< ml + gather.] I.

trans. To gather in; bring together.

Two senatua consults . . . enabled the [benefloiary]

.

pp. of ingenerare (= It. ingenerare, etc. : see ere-

gender), generate within, generate, engender,
< in, in, + generare, generate: see generate, and
ef. engender, gender, v.] To generate or pro-

duce within. [Rare.]

Those noble habits are ingenerated in the soul.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

The Spirit of God must . . . ingenerate in us a true hu-
mility, and a christian meekness of spirit.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 6.

to treat directly with debtors and creditors of the testa- ..-^ ,.., -.,
r<' T. onnenprn-

tor's and himself ingather the corporeal items of the in- ingenerate-^ (m-jen e-rat;, a. \_\li. ingenera
«;i B auu iiiiiiooii « tfi. i-_ „ ., „

ijts, pp. of »»fl'ereemj-e, generate withm : see «m-

generate, v.] Generated within; inborn; in-

nate.

ingather ^.

heritance. Encyc. Brit., XX. 707.

II. intrans. To gather together.

Then the ingathering streams are to branch off like the

Nile into as many channels to empty the river as had

united to fill it. Th^ Advance, March 24, 1887.

ingathering (in'gaTH''''6r-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

ingather, i).] The act of gathering or collecting

together; specifically, the gathering in or stor-

ing of a harvest.

Those virtues were rather feigned and affected things

to serve his ambition than true qualities ingenerate in

his judgement or nature. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

By your Allegiance and ingenerate worth, . . .

By everything, I you conjure to be
True to yourselves. J. Beav/mont, Psyche, It. 204.

''•
., ^, 1 ., ingenerate^ (in-jen'e-rat), o. [<L. in- priv.

l£!?«i™2°'J^°»^^e1nSL^^^^^^^^ + generatus W- oi "generare, generate: see
the prisoners of God are in the prisons ., • .. ,. ,
some infl'ot/ierinys amongst your neighbours for the relief

Bp. Ridley, in Bradford'sWorks (Parker Soc, 1863), 11. 400.

Feast Of Ingathering. Same as Feast of Tabernacles

(which see, under tabernacle).

The feast of ingathering, which is in the end of the year,

when thou hast gathered in thy labours out of the field

J^X. XXIU. 10.

generate.] Not generated; unbegotten; not

brought into existence or not receiving being

by generation. At the time of the Arian controversy

the Arians used a corresponding word (ayecijToO of God
the Son in the sense 'not receiving being by generation,'

while the orthodox understood i^ as so applied, in the

sense ' not brought into existence, increate, and discrimi-

nated the word from ayivvTiros, unbegotten.

ingeniousness

ingeneration (in-jen-e-ra'shon), n. [= It. in-

generazkme, < L. as if '^ingen&ratio{n-), < ingene-
rare, produce, engender: see engender and gen-
erate.] The act of ingenerating or producing

_
within. Bushnell.

in genera (in jen'e-re). [L. : in, in; genere, abl.
of genus, kind : see genus.] In kind; in like or
similar articles, as distinguished from »m«peae,
or the very same article.

ingeniatet (in-je'ni-at), V. t. [< ML. ingeniatus,

pp. of ingeniare, contrive: see engine, v.] To
contrive; plan.

I must all I can ingemate
To answer for the same.

Daniel, Funeral Poem.

ingenio (in-je'ui-6; Sp. pron. in-ha'ni-6), n.

[Sp., = Pg. ingenho, engenho: see engine.] En-
gine; mill; works; specifically, sugar-works;
a sugar-plantation. [Cuba.]
The ingenios or sugar estates, with large buildings and

mills for sugar-reflning and distillation of rum, are the
most important industrial establishments of the island
[Cuba]. JSncyc. Brit., VI. 681.

ingeniosityt (in-je-ni-os'i-ti), n. [== E'. ing4ni-
osite = &p.ingeniosidad, ('Mli.ingeniosita(t-)s, <
L. ingeniosus, ingenious : see ingenious.] The
quality of being ingenious; -wit; ingen-uity; con-
trivance ; ingeniousness.

The like straine of wit was in Lucian and Julian, whose
very images are to bee had in high repute for their in-
geniosity, but to be spurned at for their grand impiety.

Optick Glasse of Humours (16S9).

Whose cunning or ingeniosity no art or known specific
can possibly reach to by imitation.

Cudumrth, Intellectual System, p. 68. (Latham.)

ingenious (in-je'nius), a. [= F. ingSnieux= Pr.
enginhos = Sp. engekoso, ingenioso = Pg. enge-
nhoso, ingenioso = It. ingenioso, < L. ingeniosus,
ingenuosus, endowed with good natural capa-
city, gifted with genius, < ingenium, innate or
natural quality, nature, natural capacity, ge-
nius, a genius, an invention (> ult. E. engine,
obs. ingine, ingen, and contr. gin^, q. v. ), < in, in,

+ gignere, OL. genere, produce: see genus.] 1.

Possessing inventive genius or faculty ; apt in
inventing, contriving, or constructing ; skilful

in the use of things or words: as, an ingenious
mechanic; an ingenious author.
The Natives [of Guam] are very ingenious beyond any

People in making Boats, or Proes, as they are called in
the East-Indies, and therein they take great delight.

bamjoier, Voyages, I. 298.

As chance is the operator assigned in a fortuitous con-
course of atoms, we would know what this chance, this wise
and ingenious ^ist, is. Brooke,Vnivevs&l Beauty, ii. , note,

2t. Mentally bright or clever; witty; convers-
able.

We had ye greate poet Mr. Waller in our companie, and
some other ingenious persons. Evelyn, Diary, July 5, 1646.

3. Marked or characterized by inventive ge-
nius: displaying or proceeding from skill in
contrivance or construction ; witty or clever in
form or spirit ; well conceived; apt: as, an i»-

genious machine ; an ingenious process or per-
formance; iJig'ereioMS criticism.— 4t. Manifest-
ing or requiring mental brightness or clever-

ness; intellectual; impro-ving.

Here let us breathe, and haply institute

A course of learning, and ingenious studies.
Shak., T. of the S., L 1.

5t. Ingenuous. [Ingenious and ingenuous were for-

merly often used interchangeably, and sometimes it is dif-

ficult to determine which sense was really intended.]

Amintor, thou hast an ingenious look,

And shouldst be virtuous : it amazeth me
That thou canst make such base malicious lies.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 1.

Such was the Operation of your most ingenious and af-

fectionate Letter, and so sweet an Entertainment it gave
me. Howell, Letters, I. i. 32.

The [early] printers did not discriminate between . . .

ingenuous and ingenious.
O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., zx.

= Syn. 1. Inventive, bright, acute, constructive. See gc'
nius.

ingeniously (in-je'nius-li), adv. 1. In an inge-

nious manner; vsdth ingenuity; with skill ; -wit-

tily; cleverly.

It was ingeniously said of Vaucanson that he was as
much an automaton as any which he made.

I. Disraeli, Lit. Char., p. 137.

2f. Ingenuously; frankly.

For my part, I ingeniously acknowledge that hitherto
... I never fawned upon any man's fortunes, whose per-

son and merit I preferred not. Ford, Line of Life.

ingeniousness (in-je'nius-nes), Ji. 1. The qual-
ity of being ingenious or prompt in invention;
ingenuity.— 2+. Cleverness; brightness; apt-
ness.

He shewed as little ingenuity as ingeniousnesse who cav-
illed at the map of Grecia for imperfect because his fa-

ther's house in Athens was not represented therein.
Fuller, General Worthies, xxv.



ingemousnesB

St. Ingenuousness; candor.

Tlie greater appearance of ingenumsnees, as well as in-

nocence, there is in the practice 1 am disapproving, the
more dangeroas it is. Boyle, Works, II. 444.

ingenitet (in-jen'it), a. [= Sp. ingenito = Pg.
It. ingenito, < L. irigenitus, inborn, pp. of imgig-

nere (OL. ingenere), ingenerate, implant, < in,

in, + gignere (OL. genere), produce, generate,

pp. genitvs, bom: see genus. Cf. ingenuous.^
Innate; inborn; native; ingenerate.

It is natural or iTigeniU, which comes by some defect of
the organs and over-mnch brain. BurUm.

So what you Impart
Comes not from others principles, or art.

But is itigemte all, and stiU your owne.
Cartwright, Poems (1661).

Since their ZTigemte gravity remains,
What girder binds, what prop the frame sustains?

Sir E. Blaekmore, Creation, iv.

ingenitun (in-je'ni-um), n. [L., ability, ge-
nius: see ingenious, engine.'] Bent or turn of

mind ; innate talent. [Bare.]

It [a poem] will serve to show something of Jan's youth-
ful ingeniuTn. Geo. MaeDoncUd, What's Mine's Mine, p. 96.

ingen'Ue (an-zha-nii'), n. [F., fem. of ing4nu, <

L. ingenuus, ingenuous: see ingemuyus.] An
ingenuous, artless girl or young woman; a
woman or girl who displays innocent candor
or simplicity; specifically, such a character
represented on the stage, or the actress who
plays it.

Was this lady moreorlessofawoman of the world than
he had imagined? Was there not after all something of

the inginvs about her? To be sure, a widow cannot, as a
general thing, be accurately described as an ingenue; but,
practically, this widow might be so.

J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 67.

He must be entreated ... to permit us more of beauty
and of charm than is vouchsafed by the scanty utterances
of the iiigdnue of the present play.

TTie Academy, April 6, 1889, p. 245.

Ingenuity (in-jf-nii'i-ti), n. [= F. ing&nuite =
Sp. ingenuidaa =z ?g. ingenuidade = It. inge-

nuita, ingenuity, cleverness, < L. ingenuita{1>-)s,

the condition or character of a free-born man,
frankness, < ingenuus, native, free-bom : see in-

genuous. The senses are in part (2, 3) depen-
dent on the related adjective ingenious.] If.

Ingenuousness; frankness; openness of heart.

He had found upon Oath such a Clearness of Ingenuity
In the Duke of Bncklngham that satisfied him of his In-
nocency. Howell, Letters, L liL 29.

See the ingenuity of Truth, who, when she gets a free
and willing hand, opens herself faster than the pace of
method and discours can overtake her.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 22.

True faith is full of ingenwUy and hearty simplicity,

free from suspicion, wise and confident.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 1,

2. The quality of being ingenious ; inventive
capacity or faculty; aptness in contrivance
or combination, as of things or ideas; skill

;

cleverness: as, ingenuity displayed in the con-
Btruction of machines, or of arguments or

plots.

I think their greatest ingenuity [that of the Achinese]
is in building their 'Flying Proes ; which are made very
smooth, kept neat and clean, and will sail very weU.

Dampier, Voyages, IL L 127.

I do not know what can occur to one more monstrous
than to see persons of ingenuity address their services
and performances to men no way addicted to liberal arts.

Steele, Spectator, No. 188.

There Is no limit to the ingenuity of a lover in framing
excuses for the actions of the person beloved.

Mrs. Olipftant, Poor Grentleman, xlL

3. Ingenious contrivance; skilfulness of de-
sign, construction, or execution: as, the inge-

nmty of a machine ; the ingenuity of a puzzle
or a poem. =Syn. 2. Abilities, Cleverness, etc. (see ge-
nius); mventiveness, turn, knack, smartness.

ingenuous (in-jen'u-us), a. [= F. ing&nu = Sp.
Pg. It. ingenuo, < L'. ingenuus, native, free-bom,
noble, upright, frank, candid, < ingignere (OL.
ingenere), ingenerate : see ingenite.] If. Free-
born; of honorable extraction.

Kods and ferulas were not used by Ammonlus, as being
properly the punishment of slaves, and not the correction
of ingenuous freebom men. Dryden, Plutarch, n. 359.

2. Generous; noble: as, ajx ingenuous axAoT or
zeal.

Nothing depraves ingenuous Spirits, and corrupts clear
Wits, more than Want and Indigence.

HoweUf Letters, L vi 14.

3. Free from restraint or reserve ; frank; open;
candid: used of persons or things : as, an ingen-

uous mind ; an ingenuous confession.

And In 's ingenuous countenance having read
Pure characters of Worth, he doubted not
All freest Trust In his fair Slave to put.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, 1 140.
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That finest color In nature, according to the ancient

Greek, the blush of an ingenuous youth.
Sumner, Oratxons, I. 169.

Elaborate sculptures, full of ingenuous Intention aiid of

the reality of early faith, are in a remarkable state of pre-

servation. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 79.

4t. Same as ingenious.

Let ns spend . . . all our desires and stratagems, all our

witty and ingenuous faculties, . . . towards tte amvmg
thither. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, ii. 1 4.

=Syn. 3. Frank, Naive, etc. (see candid); unreserved, art-

less, guileless, straightforward, truthfuL

ingenuously (in-jen'u-us-U), adv. In an ingen-

uous manner; frankly; openly; candidly.

ingenuousness (in-jen'u-us-nes), n. 1. The

character of being ingenuous; openness of

heart; frankness; candor.

In Petrarch's [sonnets] all ingenuousness is frittered

away Into ingenuity. „ , , i „m
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 369.

2f. Same as ingenuity, 2.

Byhisi7Me»i««Mn«««he[thegoodhandicraftsman]leave8

his art better than he found it. Fuller, Holy State, u. 19.

ingenyt, »• [< L- ingenium, innate or natural

quality, genius : see ingene, ingine, engine.'] Wit;

ingenuity; genius.

According to the nature, ingeny, and property of Satan,

which is a liar, and the father of all lying.
Beam, Works, p. 277.

Sir, I receive your son, andwiU wind up his ingeny, fear

It not. Shirley, Love Tricks, ill. 5.

ingere (ia-jer'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. ingered, ppr.

ingering. [Also ingire, injeer; < F. ingdrer= Sp.

Pg. ingerir = It. ingerire, thrust in, refl. thrust

oneself in, meddle, < li. ingerere, carry or put
in: see ingest.] To thrust in or introduce by
indirect means ; insinuate. [Scotch.]

To ingire hymself to latyne King.
Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 315.

This is a shaft out of the heretic's quiver—a stratagem
from first to lastj to injeer into your confidence some es-

pial of his own. Scott, Abbots xvlL

ingenninate (in-jer'mi-nat), V. t.; pret. and
pp. ingerminated, ppr. ingerminating. [< in^ +
germinate.] To cause to germinate or sprout.

North British Bev.

ingest (in-jesf), V. t. [< L. ingestus, pp. of in-

gerere, carry, put, pour, or throw into or upon,
< in, in, + gerere, carry: see ges1^.] To put,

bring, or throw in: used chiefly of the intro-

duction of substances, as food, into the body.

Some the long funnel's curious mouth extend.
Through which ingested meats with ease descend.

Blaehmore.

It may be premised that the fate which befalls a given
example of ingested food does not depend solely upon the
theoretical power of the digestive juices to act upon it.

Brtcyc. Brit., XVIL 676.

ingesta (in-jes'ta), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of in-

gestus, pp. of ingerere, carry or put in: see i/n-

gest.] Substances introduced into an organic
body, especially through the alimentary pas-
sage ; hence, any things put or taken in and in-

corporated, as into the mind : opposed to egesta.

Objects are taken up from without Into the Interior of
the growing and moving Plasmodium, one may say engulf-
ed tw it, . . . and they may be provisionally termed the
solid ingesta. be Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 425.

For the time being, the bulk of the ingesta must be de-
termined by the existing capacity.

H. Spencer, Bdncation, p. 244.

ingestion (in - jes ' chon), n. [= F. ingestion =
Sp. ingestion = Pg. ingestUo, ingestion, < LL.
ingestio{n-), an uttering, < ingerere, pp. inges-
tus, carry or pour in: see ingest.] The act
of throwing, putting, or taking in, as into
the stomach: as, the ingestion of Tnilk or other
food: opposed to egestion.

ingestive (iu-jes'tiv), o. [< ingest + -voe.] Of
or pertaining to ingestion; having the function
of ingestion.
The dermal pores take on the function of ingestive ca-

nals. Gegentmar, Comp. Anat. (trans-X P. 113.

Inghamite (ing'am-it), n. [< Ingham (see def
.

)

-1- -»te2.] A member of an English denomina-
tion founded by Benjamin Ingham (1712-72),
which combines elements of Methodism and
Moravianism. The conversion of Ingham to Sande-
manian views led to the disruption and nearly total ex-
tinction of the denomination.

IQgipe (in'jin or in-jin'), n. [< ME. ingyne; a
var. of engine,^t. < L. ingenium, ability, genius,
Mil. an ingenious contrivance, an engine : see
engine, ingenious, ingeny, etc.] 1|. Mental en-
dowment; natural ability; ingenuity: same as
engine, 1.

A tyrant earst, but now his fell ingine
His graver age did somewhat mitigate.

Fairfaa, Tasso, L 83.

And this is there counted for a grete myracle, bycause
it is done without mannes ingyne.

Sir R. Wiyiforde, Pylgrymage, p. 64.

inglorious

Sejanus labours to marry Livla, and worketh (with an
his ingine) to remove Tiberias from the knowledge of pub.
lie business. B. Jonson, Sejanus, Argument

Thou may'st find . . . a strop whereon to sharpen thine
acute ingine. Scott, Monastery, xv.

2t. An artful contrivance; a subtle artifice:

same as engine, 2.

This boast of law, and law, is but a form,
A net ol Vulcan's filing, a mere ingine.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iU. i.

3 (in'jin). A mechanical contrivance; a ma-
chine : same as engine, 4. [Now only a prov.

Eng. and U. 8. pronimoiation of engine.]

inginert, n. Same as enginer.
'

He is an architect, an inginer,

A soldier, a physician, a philosopher,
B. Jonson, Neptune's Triumph,

inginoust, a. Same as enginous.

ingire, v. t. See ingere.

ingiitt (in-g6rt'), «• *• Same as engirt.

ingle^ (ing'gl), n. [< Grael. aimgeal, fire, l%ht,

sunshine, = Com. engil, fire; prob. < L. ignis

= Skt. agni, fire : see igneoits.] If. Fire; flame;

blaze. [Scotch.]

Sum vtheris brocht the fontanis wattir far^
And sum the haly ingil with thame bare.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of VirgU, p. 410.

2. A household fire or fireplace. [Scotch.]

His wee bit ingle, blinkin' bonnHy,
His clean hearth-stane, his thriftie wifle's smile, . .

.

Does a' his weary kiaugh an' care beguUe.
Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night

ingle^t (ing'gl), n. [Also engle (irreg. enghle);

in form exactly as if < ME. engle, engel, < AS.
engel, angel (see angel); but the connection

lacks confirmation. Also, with epithesis of n
(from the art. an, or poss. mine), ningle. The
history is obscure, the word being usually taken

in a sinister sense.] 1. A favorite, particu-

larly a male favorite, in a bad sense ; a para-

mour.
What I shall I have my son a stager now ? an enghle for

players? B. Jonson, Poetaster, 1. 1.

2. In a general sense, a person beloved; a

friend.

Ingle, I prithee make recourse nnto ns; we are thy

friends and familiars, sweet ingle.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, U. 4.

His quondam patrons, his dear ingles now,
MassiTiger, City Madam, iv. 1.

*^Ha! my dear friend and ingle, Tony Foster!" he ex-

claimed, seizing upon the unwUllng hand.
Seott, EenHworth, ill.

ingle^^t (ing'gl), V. t. [Also engle; < ingl^, n.]

To wheedle; coax.

Do not ingle me ; do not flatter me.
Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, IL 2,

I'll presently go and enghle some broker for a poet's

gowiL B. Jonson, Poetaster, it 1.

ingle-cheek (Ing'gl-chek), n. The fireside.

[Scotch.]
There, lanely, by the ir^le^ckeek,
I sat and ey'd the spewing reek.

Bums, The Vision.

ingle-nook (ing'gl-ntik), ». A comer by the

fire. [Scotch.]

The ingle-nook snpplles the simimer fields,

An' aft as mony gleefa' maments yields.
Fergusson, An Eclogue.

ingleside (ing'gl-sid), n. A fireside. [Scotch.]

It's an anld story now, and everybody tells it, as we were
doing, their alu way by the ingleside.

Scott, Guy Mannerlng, xiL

inglobate (in-glo'bat), a. [< iK-3 + globate.]

Formed into a globe or sphere, as nebulous
matter aggregated by the force of gravity.

inglobe (in-glob'), v. t; pret. and pp. inglobed,

ppr. ingloJnng. [< mz-2 -I- globe.] To make a

globe of; fix within or as if within a globe.

So that Prelaty . . . must be fain to inglobe or incnbe
herself among the Fresl)yter6.

Milton, Church-Govemment, L 6.

inglorious (in-gl6'ri-us), a. [= F. inglorieux

= Sp. Pg. It. inglorioso, < ML. *ingloriosus, in-

florious,<L.im-priv. 4- grJor»o«««, glorious. Cf.

I. inglorius, without glory, < in- priv. + gloria,

glory.] 1. Not glorious ; without fame or re-

nown; obscure..

The inglorious arts of peace.
Marvell, CromweU's £.etam from Ireland-

Some mute, inglorious Milton here may rest.

Gray, Bl^y.

2. Dishonorable; disgraceful; ignominious.

Inglorious shelter in an alien land.

J. Philips, Blenheim.

Me wonld'st thou move to base inglorious flight?

Pope, niad, v. 811.

=Syn. 1. ITndlstinguished, unhonored.—2. Discreditable^
disreputable.



inglorlously

ingloriously (in-glo'ri-us-li), adv. In an inglo-
rious manner; without glory, fame, or honor.

inglonousness (in-glo'ri-us-nes), n. The state
or quality ot being inglorious; want of fame
or honor.

inglutt, V. t. Same as cnglut.
But alasae, Deuouring Hme, that swalloweth his owneoff-Bpnng, waa not content to haue irwitiiS hiainSWe paunch with the flesh ot those beZs and men!

Punhm, Pilgrimage, p. 628.

ingluvial (in-gl8'vi-al), a. [< inglimies + -alA
Ot or pertaining to the ingluvies.

ingluvies (in-glo'vi-ez), n. [L., perhaps < in,
in, + glutire, swallow: see glut.'] In zool., a
crop, craw, or some other dilatation of the di-
gestive tube situated in advance of the true
stomach or digestive cavity proper. Speciflcally-
(a) In omith., the crop or craw.

^ r i

The oesophagus of many birds becomes modified into a
special pouch— the crop or craw, ingluvies, where the
food is detained to be macerated in a special secretion
hefore passmg on to the true stomach.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 212,
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This fellow would ingraft a foreign name
Upon our stock. Dryden.

2. To subject to the process of grafting, as a
tree; furnish with a graft.— 3. Figuratively,
to set or fix deep and firm; infix; implant.
The ingrafted love he bears to Caesar. Shak., J. C, ii. 1.

For a spur ot diligence therefore we have a natural thirst
after knowledge ingrafted in us.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 7.

The most frightful maxims were deliberately engrafted
into the code o^ morals. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 7.

The dialogue [in the Greek drama] was ingrafted on
the chorus, and naturally partook of its character.

Maeaulay, Milton.

4t. To inoculate. Compare inoculate, 1.

The small-pox, so fatal and so general amongst us, is
here entirely harmless, by the invention of ingrafting,
which is the term they give it.

Lcuiy M. W. Montagu, Letters, xxxi.

_ =Syn. 3. Inmleate, etc. See implant.

ingraftt, engraftt (in-, en-graft' ),p.a. Ingraft-
ed. [Eare.]

tt) In mammal., the paunch or rumen of a ruminant (c)
Hatred is ingraft in the heart of them all.

In entom., an expansion of the esophagus forming a kind ^''"''^ Buckhurst, quoted in Motley's United Netherlands,
of preliminary stomach or crop, before the proventricu- [II. 123.
lus. In many haustellate insects it is transformed into mcraftatimi Citi-frraf tS'shonl « V< onnrnft A-an expansible sucking-stomach, and in some groups it

™eTa»aTilon (.m-grai-ta snon;, n. [Singrajt-i-
is wanting. The ingluvies lies in the posterior part -«""»•] Same as mgraftnient. [Bare.]
of the thorax or partly in the abdomen. See cut under mgrafter, engrafter (in-, en-grafter), n. One

who ingrafts,Blattida,

ingluvin (in-glS'vin), n. [< L. mglwvies, the
crop, maw, -I- -ire^.] A preparation made from
the gizzards of fowls, used as a substitute for
pepsin and to allay vomiting.

ingoing (in'go-ing), n. [< ME. ingoing; verbal
n. of Hngo, v.] The act of entering; entrance.
Bit is ful hard, hi myn hed ! eny of ow aile
To gete im-gaynge at that gat bote grace beo the more.

Pierg Plowman (A), vi. 117.

The ushers on his path would bend
At ingoing as at going out.

D. G. Rossetti, Dante at Verona,

ingoing (in'go-ing), a. Groing in; entering: op-
posed to outgoing : as, an ingoing tenant.

ingoret, v. t. Same as engore^.

ingorgef, v. See engorge.

ingot (ing'got), n. [< ME. in^ot, a mold for
molten metal, orig. that which is poured in (=
MHGr. inguz, G. einguss, a pouring in, an in-

got), < AS. *ingoten, pp. of *vngedtan (not
found) (= D. ingieten = (3-. eingiessen = Dan.
indgyde = Sw. ingjuta), pour in, < in, in, + ged-
tan (= D. gieten = G. giessen = Icel. gjota =
Dan. gyde = Sw. gjuta = Goth, giutan), pour:
see gush, and ef. gut, from the same AS. verb
gedtan. The E. lingot, ingot, orig. I'ingot, i. e.

le (def. art.) ingot, is from E.] If. A mold
into which to pour metals ; an ingot-mold. .

And for I wot wel ingot have I noon,
Goth, walketh forth, and brynge us a chalk-stoon

;

For I wol make oon of the same shap
That is an ingot, if I may han hap.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 195.

2. A mass of metal east in a mold, ingots of
!gold and silver are of various sizes and shapes. Those
produced in the United States mint for coining are about
12 inches long and i inch thick, the width varying from 1

to 2i inches, according to the size of the coin to be made.

Some others [heaps of gold] were new driven, and distent

Into great Ingowes [read ingotee] and to wedges square.
Spenser, F. Q., II vii. 5.

Whoso . . . hath seen rich Ingots tride,

When forc'd by Fire their treasures they diuide

(How fair and softly Gold to Gold doth pass,

Siluer seeks Siluer, Brass consorts with Brass).

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

Again I say to thee, aloud, Be rich.

This day thou Shalt have ingots ; and, to-morrow.
Give lords th' affront. S. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

ingot-mold (ing'ggt-mold), n. A flask in which
metal is east into blocks or ingots. Those for

cast-steel are made of cast-iron, in two parts separating
longitudinally, and secured by collar-clamps and wedges.
-E'. H. Knight.

ingO'Wet,» An error for ingot, found in Spenser.
It is a mere misprint, or else one of his sham archaisms.

See quotation under ingot, 2.

ingracioust, «. Ungracious. SoUand.
ingraflft (m-graf'), V. t. [< in-^ + firm/a.] To
ingraft.

ingrave

Ingrassian (in-gras'i-an), a. [< Ingrassias
(see def.) + -an.'] Pertaining to the Italian
anatomist Ingrassias (sixteenth century) In-
grassian procesaes, the lesser wings of the sphenoid
bone ; the orbitosphenoids,

ingrate (in'grat), a. and n. [< ME. ingrat,< OP.
(and F.) ingrat = Sp. Pg. It. ingrato,< h. ingra-
tus, unpleasant, disagreeable, unthankful, < in-
priv. + gratus, pleasing, thankful: see grate^,
grateful.] I. a. Unthankful; ungrateful.
Porchase al the pardoun of Paumpelon and of Rome,
And indulgences yknowe and be ingrat to thy kynde,
Ihe holygost huyreth the nat ne helpeth the, be thow

certayu. piers Plowman (C), xx. 219.

Who, tor so many benefits received,
lurn'd recreant to God, ingrate and false.

Milton, P. »., iii. 138.

II.'w. .An imgratefnl person; one who re-
wards favors with enmity or treachery.

Ingrate, he had of me
All he could have. Milton, P. L., iii. 97.

ingratefult (in-grat'fia), a. [< in-S + grateful.
Cf. ingrate.] Ungrateful.
Ingratefid to heaven's bounty.

Massinger, Emperor of the East, v. S.

What he gives
(Whose praise be ever sung) to man in part
Spiritual, may of purest spirits be found
No ingrateful food. Milton, P. L., v. 407.

ingraftment, engraftment (in-, en-graft'- ingratefullyt(in-grat'ful-i),0(j!;. Ungratefully.
ment), n. [Formerly also engraffment; < in- mgratefulnesst (in-grat'ful-nes), n. Ungrate-
graft + -ment.] 1. The act of ingrafting. .fulness.

In the planting and engraftment of Classical learning
mgratelyt, adv. UngratefuUy.

in England at that time, St. John's College, Cambridge Nor may we smother or forget,
—founded on 9th April 1511— had a most distinguished

""--- - • - .

share. Aseham, The Scholemaster, p. 3.

_
2. That which is ingrafted.

ingrail, ingrailed, etc. Same as engrail, etc.

ingrain, engrain (in-, en-gran'), v. t. [< ME.
engreynen; < in-2 + grain^, v. ; with special ref

.

to the phrase iB^raim; see under ^rai»i,n.] 1.
To dye with grain or the scarlet dye produced
by the kermes-insect; hence, from the perma-
nence and excellence of this dye, to dye in any
deep, permanent, or enduring color.

And round about he taught sweete flowres to growe

:

The Rose engrained in pure scarlet die.

Spenser, Tirgils Gnat.

Seest how fresh my flowers bene spredde.
Dyed in Lilly white and Cremsin redde.
With Leaves engrained in lusty greene?

Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

2. To dye in the grain or raw material before
manufacture. Hence— 3. To work into the
natural texture; imbue thoroughly; impreg-
nate the whole substance or nature of, as the
mind.

Our fields ingrain'd with blood, our rivers dy'd.
Daniel, Civil Wars, iii.

Mere sensuality, and even falsehood, would vanish away
in a new state of existence ; but cruelty and jealousy seem
to be ingrained in a man who has these vices at all.

Helps.

It may be admitted that this taste for calling names is

deeply ingrained in human nature.
H. N. Oxenhamt, Short Studies, p. 4.

The heaven of silver that was sent but lately
From Ferdinando.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, p. 18B.

ingratiate (in-gra'shi-at), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

ingratiated, ppr. ingratiating. [< ML. as if
,

Hngratiatus, pp. of Hngratiare (> It. ingragiare),
bring into favor, < L. in, in, 4- gratia, favor,

fra.ee: see grace.] 1. To establish in the con-
dence, favor, or good graces of another ; make

agreeable or acceptable : used reflexively, and
followed by toith.

The Alcmaeonides, to ingratiate themselves u<th the
oracle, . . . rebuilt it [the temple of Delphi] with Parian
marble. J. Adams, Works, IV. 486.

I wanted, at first, only to ingratiate myself with Lady
Teazle, that she might not be my enemy with Maria.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

2. To introduce by exciting gratitude or good
will ; insinuate or recommend by acceptable
conduct or sentiments : absolute or with into.

. had already ingratiated himself into
Cook.

In order to ingratiate myself, I stept in to his assist-
ance. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 5.

Perhaps the mention of the duke's name was designed

,

to ingratiate him into their toleration.
/. D'Israeli, Curiosities of Lit., IV. 398.

St. To recommend.
What difficulty would it [the love of Christ] not ingra-

tiate to \xs1 ffcwremoTid, Works, IV. 564.

4t. To bring into a state of grace.

God hath ingratiated us ; He hath made us gracious in
the Son of His love. T. Brooks, Works, V. 220.

The old man
our favor.

weaken what is not yet destroyed.
Leeky, Rationalism, I. 80.

4t. To lay on, as color.
Thenne engreyne

A smaller coote [of whitewash] above on that, and thenne
A thridde on alle, as small as it may renne.

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 16.

=Syn. 3. Ingrained, Iribred, Inborn, etc. See inherent.

ingrain (in'gran), a. and n. [< ingrain, v., or
the T^hiase ingrain.] I, a. If. Dyed with grain
or kermes. See grain^, 11.— 2. Dyed in the
yarn or thread before manufacture : said of a
textile fabric.— 3. Belonging to the fabric from
the beginning ; imparted to it in the thread or

yam: said of a color used in dyeing ingrain
carpet. See carpet.

II. n. 1. A yam or fabric dyed with fast

colors before manufacture.

—

2. A quarter of a
chaldron of coals given in excess of the mea-

.^. , . . . , ,,„ sure when the total exceeds 5 chaldrons.
According to our humamtie and gracious ms'm/eei dis- . ...

rin-OTfl-Tnat'i siyTn) n K
position, the requests of her Maiestie were accepted of vs. UlgrammauiClsm (in-gra-mat 1-sizm;, n. l\

HaUuyt's Voyages, II. 143. in-o + grammatic + -Mm.] An ungrammatical

His [King Richard's] greatest Trouble was with Philip form or construction. [Eare.]
King of France, in whom was . . . ingraffed a Spleen gjie has discarded the present tense, but remains con-
against K. Richard. Baker, Chronicles, p. 65. gtant to her quotations and ingrarmnaticisms.

ingraft, engraft (in-, en-graft' ), v. t. [Former- Athenceum, No. 3150, p. 304.

ly also engraff; < «w-2 + graft^.] 1. To insert, ingrapplet (in-grap'l), v. [< iffl-2 -I- grapple.]

as a scion of one tree or plant into another, for I. trans. To grapple; seize on.

propagation; propagate by insertion; hence, to

fix as on or in a stock or support; embed; in-

sert : as, to ingraft a peach on a plum.

Faith ingrafts us into Christ.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 23.
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The virtue of dogmas had been so ingrained in all re-
ligious thought, by the teaching of more than twelve cen- . ... , ,. ^,. , ,, .- „
turies, that it required a long and painful discipline to ingratitude (m-grat 1-tud), n. [= F. ingrati-

—'•--•• i -^ ' - . tude =:'Pt.ingratitut =Sp. ingratitud z=
'Pg. in-

gratitude = It. ingratitudine, < LL. ingratitudo
{-din-), unthankfulness, < L. ingratus, unthank-
ful: see Wfl'rflite. Ct. gratitude.] Lack of grati-
tude ; indisposition to acknowledge or recipro-
cate favors ; a state of unthankfulness for bene-
fits conferred.

Look how two lions fierce, both hungry, both pursue
One sweet and selfsame prey, at one another fly.

And with their armed paws ingrappled dreadfully.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xii. 292.

II. intrans. Same as engrapple.

Blow, blow, thou winter wind,

^ Thou art not so unkind
As man's ingratitude.

Shah., As you Like it, ii. 7 (song).

You have alaw, lords, that without remorse
Dooms such as are beleper'd with the curse
Of foul ingratitude unto death.

Beau, and PI., Laws of Candy, v. 1.

It is the ingratitude of mankind to their greatest bene-
factors, that theywho teach us wisdom by the surest ways
. . . should generally live poor and unregarded.

Dryden, Plutarch.
=Syn. See grateful.

ingratuityt, n. [Irreg. < L. ingratus, ungrate-
ful ; as if < w-3 + gratuity.] Ingratitude.

Did Curtius more for Rome than I for thee.
That willingly (to sane thee from annoy
Of dire dislike for ingratuitee)
Do take vpon me to expresse thy joy?

Davies, Mlcrocosmos, p. 19.

ingraveH (iu-grav'), v. t. [< »«-l -I- graved.

Cf. engrave^.] An obsolete form of engrave^.

ingrave^t (in-grav'), v. t. [< inA + graved.
Cf. engrave^.] Same as engrave^.

Or els so glorious tombe how could myyouth have oraved,
As in one self same vaulte with thee haply to be ingraved t

Bomeus and Juliet, i. 338. (Nares.)



mgrave
At la^t the; came where all his watry store
The flood in oDe deep channel did ingrave.

Fairfax.

ingravescent (in-gra-ves'ent), a. [< L. ingra-
vescen(t-)s, ppr. of ingrave'scere, grow heavier, <

in, in, + gravescere,p:ow'b.ea.vy,<. gravis, heavy,
grave.] Iiij?oifeoZ.,inoreasingingravity; grow-
ing more severe : as, ingravescent apoplexy.
ingravidatet (in-grav'i-dat), V. t. [< LL. Mj-

gravidatus, pp. of ingravidare, make heavy,
make gravid, impregnate, < in, in, + gravidare,
make gravid, < gravidas, gravid: see gravid.'\

To impregnate.
ingravidationf (in-grav-i-da'shon), n. [< in-

gravidate + 4on.'i The act of ingravidating or
impregnating, or the state of being pregnant
or impregnated.

ingreatt (in-graf), v. t. [< inA + great.'] To
make great.

It appeareth that there is, in all things, a desire to di-

late and to ingreat themselves.
Fotherby, Atheomastix (1622), p. 174.

ingrediencef (in-gre'di-ens), n. [< ingredien(t)
+ -ce.] 1. A going or"entering into as an in-
gredient.

Those various temperaments that have ingredwnce and
influence into him [man].

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 158.

2. [Appar. orig. an erroneous spelling of in-
gredients.'] An ingredient.

No poorer ingrediAfices than the liquor of coral [or] clear
amber. Middletim, Mad World, iii 2.

ingredienced (in-gre'di-enst), a. [< ingredi-
ence+ -ed^.] Having ingreiiients; compounded.
[Rare.]

May the descending soot never taint thy well itigredi-
enced soups. Lamb, Ella, p. 1S7.

ingrediencyt (in-gre'di-en-si), n. [As ingredi-
ence: see -cy.] The state of being an ingre-
dient; ingredience.

It should be upon the acconnt of its ingrediencu, and
not of its use, that anything should be affirmed or denied
to be an element. Boyle, Works, I, 516,

ingredient (in-gre'di-ent), a. and n. [< F. in-

gredient = Sp. Pg. It.'ingrediente, an ingredient
(II., 2); < L. ingredien(t-)s, ppr. of ingredi, go
into, enter, engage in, begin, < in, into, -1- gradi,
go, walk: see graded, gradient.] I.t a. Enter-
ing as a component part ; constituent.

He makes a bishop to be ingredient into the deflnition
of a church. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 234.

II. n. If. A person entering; an incomer.
If sin open her shop of delicacies, Solomon shews the

trap-door and the vault ; ... if she discovers the green
and gay flowers of delice^ he cries to the ingredients, Xatet
anguis in herb^—The serpent lurks there.

Ren. T. Adavts, Works, 1. 159.

2. That which enters into a compound, or is a
component part of a compound or mixture ; one
of the elements of a combination or composi-
tion, as a dish, drink, or medicine.

This even-handed justice
Commends the ingredients of our poison'd chalice
To our own lips. Shalt., Macbeth, i. 7.

There's one main ingredient
We have forgot, the artichoke.

B. Jonson, Keptnne's Triumph.
Rethought him ... a very flE3 gentleman ; and such

as consider what powerful ingredients a good figure, fine
clothes, and fortune are, in that character, will easily for-
give her. Goldsmith, Vicar, viL

ingress (in'gres), n. [< ME. ingress; = Sp. in-
greso = Pg. It. ingresso, < L. ingressus, a going
into, < ingredi, pp. ingressus, go into: see in-
gredient. Of. congress, egress, etc.] 1. A go-
ing in; the act of entering or passing in; en-
trance. •

Til Octob'r from the ingresse of this moone
Ys Coriander (sette) is [in T] tatty londe.

PaUadius, Hnsbondrie (K E. T. 8.), p. 114.

The phsenomena seem very favourable to their hypothe-
sis that suppose congelation to be effected by the ingress
of frigoriflck atoms into the water or other bodies to be
congealed. Boyle, Works, IL 530.

For your ingress here
Upon the sldrt and fringe of our fair land,
Tou did but come as goblins in the night.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. Provision for going in ; a place of entrance :

as, the ingress and egress are on opposite sides.

Whenne thou dredest hail or hevynesse
Lete honge it in thi yates or ingrens
Of hous or towne.

PaUadius, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 35.

3. In astron., the entrance of the sun into a
sign of the zodiac, or of a planet upon the disk
of the snn in a transit ; in astroil., the transit
over the part of the zodiac occupied by the sun,
moon, medium eseli, or ascendant.—4. In canon
law. See access, 7.—Ingress paper. See paper.
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ingress (ui-gres'), " «• [< L. ingressus, pp. of

ingredi, go into, enter: see ingredient.] To go

in or enter. Dwight. [Eare.]

ingression (in-gresh'on), n. [= OF. ingression

= Sp. ingresion, < L. ingressio(n-), an entering,

< ingredi, pp. ingressus, enter : see ingress. ] The
act of entering, as into union or incorporation

with something; a passing into or within.

Mercury . . . may happily have a more powerful tjt-

O7««»ion into gold than any other body.
Sir K. Digby, Of Bodies, c. 15.

Traces are manifest [among critics of the Iliad] of an

inclination to suffer the ingression of antique forms.

Amer. Jour. PhiM., VIL 371.

ingressive (in-gres'iv), a. [< ingress + -dve.]

Entering; denoting entering on or beginning.

The sigmatic aorist is decidedly ingressive, and we do
not want the ingressive action here, however desirable it

may be in the fijaal sentence proper.
Amer. Jour. Philol., VL 71.

ingressu (in-gres'u), n. [That is, a writ de in-

gressu, of entry: L. die, of ; ingressu, abl. of i«-

^ressiw, entry, ingress: see ingress,n.] 1alaw,a,

former writ of entry into lands and tenements.

ingressus (in-gres'us), n. [L., ingress: see in-

gress.] In Mng. law, the relief which the heir

at full age formerly paid to the head lord for

being allowed to enter as owner of the fee,

after lands had reverted by the tenant's death
or by forfeiture.

Ingnan falcon. See falcon.
ingrievet (in-grev')) » *• [< in-^ + grieve^.] To
make more grievous.

Phalantus' disgrace was ingrieved, in lieu of comfort, of

Artesia, who, telling him she never looked for other, bade
him seek some other mistress. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

ingroove (in-grov'), v. t.; pret. and pp. in-

grooved, ppr. ingrooving. [< m-1 -t- groove.]

To groove in
;
join or fix as in a groove.

So let the change which comes be free
To ingroove itself with that which flies.

And work, a joint of state, that plies
Its office, moved with sympathy.

Tennyson, Love Thou thy Land.

ingrosst, ingrossert. Obsolete forms of en-
gross, engrosser.

ingrowing (in'gro-ing), a. [< inl + growing.]
Growing inward; in surg., growing into the
flesh: as, an ingrowing nail.

ingrowth (in'groth), n. [< i»l -f- growth.]
Growth inward; also, thatwhich grows inward.
In embryonic development the [retina] ... is an out-

growth from the brain, the [lens] ... an ingrowth from
the epidermis and cutaneous tissues.

Le Conte, Sight, p. 24.

The pouch is nothing but an ingrowth of part of the
blastoderm. HuaHeg, Crayflsh, p. 209.

ingnunt, a. A provincial corruption of ig^woraBt.

Pray, take my fellow, Balph ; he has a psalm-book;
I am an ingrmn man.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, v. 1.

inguen (ing'gwen), n. [L.] The groin. E.
Phillips, 1706. [Bare.]
ingniltyt (in-gil'ti), a. [<.in-S + guilty.] Guilt-
less j innocent. £p.flaZi,Cont.Haman Hanged.
ingmnal (ing'gwi-nal), a. [= P. inguinal= Sp.
Pg. inguinal = It. inguinale, < L. inguinalis, <
inguen (inguvn-), the groin.] Of or pertaining
to the groin : as, an inguinal tumor or hernia.
—Inguinal arch. Same as crural arch (which see,
under (rroraJ).—Inguinal canaL See canati.—lngai-
nalglands. Seeglhnd.—Inguinal hernia. Seehemia.—Inguinal lings, external and internal, the abdominal
rings. See oMommal.

ingulf, V. t. See engulf.

ingumnent, ". See engulfment.
ingun, n. See ingan.

ingurgitate (in^6r'ji-tat), «. ;
pret. andpp.ira-

gurgitated, ppr. ingurgitating. [< L. ingurgita-
tus, pp. of ingurgitare (> It. ingurgitare = Sp.
ingurgitar = P. ingwrgiter), plunge into, gorge,
< in, in, -1- gurges (gurgiU), a guLf : see gorge.]
1. trans. 1. To swallow greedily or in great
quantity.

Ingurgitating sometimes whole half glasses.
Cleaveland, Poems, p. 112.

2. To plunge; engulf.

If a man do but once set his appetite upon it [pleasure],
let him ingurgitate himself never so deep into it, yet shall
he never be able to Sll his desire with it.

Fotherby, Atheomastix (1622), p. 206.

n. intrans. To drink largely; swill.

Nothing pesters the body and mind sooner than to be
still fed, to eat and ingurgitate beyond all measure.

Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 283.

ingurgitation (in-ger-ji-ta'shon), «. [= F. in-
gurgitaUon = Sp. ingurgitaeion, < LL. ingurgi-
taiio{n-), immoderate eating and drinking, < L.
ingurgitare, plunge into, gorge : see ingurgitate.]
1. The act of swallowing greedily or in great
quantity.— 2. That which is thus swallowed.

inhabitance

It is written of Epicurus that, after his disease waa
judged desperate, he drowned his stomach and senses
with a large draught and ingurgitation oi wine.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, it 197.

ingUStable (in-gns'ta-bl}, a. [< L. ingustabiUs,
that cannot be tasted, < in- priv. + gustdbilis,

that may be tasted: see gustahle.] That can-
not be tasted; tasteless; insipid. Also, less

properly, vngustible.

The body of that element [air] is irtgustable^oli of all

sapidity. Sir T. Browne, Tnlg. Err., iiL 21.

ingwortt (ing'wSrt), n. [< ing + wort.] The
meadowwort or meadowsweet.
inbabilef (ia-hab'U), a. [= P. inhabile = Sp.
Pg. inhabit= It. imabile, < L. inhdbilis, that can-
not be managed, unfit, unable, < in- priv. + ha-

hilis, that can be managed, fit : see habile, hable,

able^. Of. inable.] 1. Not apt or fit; imfit;

not convenient: as, inhabile matter.— 2. Un-
skilled; unready; unqualified: used of persons.
Bailey, 1727. [Bare.]

inhabiiityt (in-ha-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. inhaUlitS,

inhabilete = Sp. mhaiilidad = Pg. inhabilidade

= It. inabilita, < L. as if *inhabilita{t-)s, < in-

habilis, inhabile : see inhabile. Of. inability.]

The quality of being inhabile ; imfltness ; in-

aptness ; want of skill ; inability.

Whatever evil blind ignorance, . . . inhabUity, an-
wleldiness, and confusion of thoughts beget, wisdom pre-

vents. Barrow, Works, L i.

inhabit (in-hab'it), v. [Formerly also enhabit;

< ME. inhabiten, enhabiten, enabiten, < OP. inha-

biter, enhabiter = It. inabitare, < L. inhabitare,

dwell in, < in, in, -1- habitare, dwell : see habit,

v.] I. trans. 1. To live or dwell in; occupy
as a habitation or dwelling-place; have an
abode or residence in.

Zif it hadde Byveres and Welles, and the Lond also were
as it is in other parties, it scholde ben als fulle of Peple
and als fulle enhabyted with Folk as in other Places.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 48.

With Biches full £.ife & myche Banke godys.
The yle weU enaMt & onest with in,

And lyuet after law of the lell gentils.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 2858.

Thus saith the high and lofty One that inJiabiteth eter-

nity.
'

Isa. Ivii. 15.

To inhabit a mansion remote
From the clatter of street-pacing steeds.

Cowper, Catharina.

2t. To make at home ; hence, figuratively, to be
bound by the tie of residence.

She that I serve, ywis, what so thou seye^
To whom myn herte enhabit is by right,
Shal han me hoUy hires, til that I deye.

Chaucer, Troilns, ir. 443.

n, intrans. 1. To dwell; live; abide.

Nother man ne woman dorste ther-ynne enhainie.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.)t lit 666.

thou that dost inhatnt in my breast.
Shale, T. G. ol V., v. 4.

2f. To rest or be kept fixedly.

Her eye inhaiMs on him. Fletcher, Mad Lover, iiL 4.

inhabitablei (in-hab'i-ta-bl), a. [Of. AP. en-

habitable, inhabitant; <'LL. inhabitabilis, that
can be inhabited, < L. inhdbita/re, inhabit: see
inhabit] Capable of being Inhabited, or of

affording habitation; suitable for habitation;
habitable.

The fixed stars are aU of them suns, with systems of in-

habitable planets moving about them. Lodce.

inhabitable^t (in-hab'i-ta-bl), a. [< ME. in-

habitable, < OP. (also 'F.y'inhabitable = Sp. in-

habitable = Pg. inhabitavel = It. incMtahile, in-

abitevole, < L. inhabitabilis, that cannot be in-

habited, < i»- priv. + habitabilis,'haMta,'ble: see
habitable.] Not habitable ; nninhabitable.

He caused it [the town] to be defaced and razed flat to
the earth, and made it inhabitable.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 217.

In Ynde and abonten Ynde ben mo than 5000 iles gode
and grete, that men daellen in, withouten tho that ben
inhabitable. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 161.

Some inhabitable viAce,
Where the hot snn and slime breeds nought but monsters.

B. Jonson, Catiline, v. L

inhabitance, inhabitancy (in-hab'i-tans, -tan-

si), n. [< inhabit + -ance, -ancy.]
'

1. Resi-
dence ; abode in a dwelling-place for the time
being, it is distinguished from the temporary sojourn
of a transient person ; but, as often used, it does not ne-
cessarily imply the finality of intention respecting abode
that is implied by domicile. Inhabitance refers rather to
the actual abiding; domieOe to the legal relation, which
is not necessarily suspended by absence.

Persons able and fit for so great an employment ought
to be preferred without regard to their inhabitancy.

HaUam.
He [Sterling] is come to look at some habitations with

an eye to inlutbuaney. Caroline Fox, Joornal, p. Ui
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2t. The state of being inhabited ; inhabitation, inhabitort, n. See inhaUter.

Here
B nothing, sir but poverty and hunger; • ' -

•
Ho promise of mhabitance; neither track
Of beast nor foot of man.

Fletcher (find another). Sea Voyage, Iv. 1.

inhabitant (in-hab'i-tant), a. and n. [< AF
OF. inhabitant, < L. mhabitan(t-)s, ppr. of in-
hatntare,iDha,\)it: BeeinhaUt.l I. a. Inhabit-
ing; resident. [Kare.]
The irihtaitant householders resident in the borough

;.: • " "highly probable the word burgess . . . meant
literally the free mhatntant householder of a borough.

Hattam, Hist. Eng., IIL 46.
The rates were levied by select vestries of the inhaU-

tamt householders. Macavlay, St. Denis and St. George.

inhabitresst (in-hab'i-tres), n. [< inhaUter +
-e«s.] A female inhabitant.
The church here called the inhoMtreas of the gardens.

Bp. Riehardaon, Obs. on Old Test. (1665), p. 350.

ilthablet,v. t. [<.*inhable,inable,a.'] To make
unable; disable.

Sik fault as inhabUa the person of the giuer to be a
distributer of the sacrament.

Acts James VI., 1697 (ed. 1814), p. 167.

in hac parte (in hak par'te). {Li.: in,\n; liac,

abl. fem. of hie, this (see he^); parte, abl. of
pars, St -part: seepart.^ On this part or side

;

„ . ., = - in this behalf.
y-.'!^- -'^^^""fnt; one who dwells in a place, inhalant (in-ha'lant), a. [= It. inalante, <

as distinguished from a transient or occasional L. inhalan{t-)s, ppr. of imhala/re, breathe on
lodger or visitor, in law the term inhabitant is used (breathe in) : see inhale.'] That inhales ; serv-
technicaUy with varying meaning in respect of perma- ine for inhalfltinti' as tTiB inhnljint and r.t anency of abode. In some of the few England States the Jl,,„t. klTi ;

?' ^S, tne «»ftaWTOt encl ot a
word is used (in the plural) of the citizens of a to™ to

^°*
' ,

® inhalant pores of sponges (that is, the
their collective capacity as a body corporate. pores through which streams of water enter).
To this [parish] meeting all those who had benefit of the °®^ outs under Porifera and Spongilla, Also

i*!!?-?! -J"/™
transacted might come : that is to say, all Spelled inhalent.

householders, and all who manured land within the par-
ish. Such were technically termed inhabitants, even
though they dwelt in another town.

E. Ohanning, Town and County Gov't in Eng. Colonies
[of North America.

The Jackal is not an importation from anywhere else
into Cnrzola ; he is an old inhabitant of Europe who has
kept his ground in Curzola after he has been driven out
of other places. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 204.

Capital Inhabitant, in English municipal corporation
law, a chief inhabitant ; an inhabitant or citizen chosen
as a member of the common council of the city, from
among the inhabitants and citizens at large, and corre-
sponding to the oommon-councilmen or assistant alder-
men of American municipalities.

inhabitatet (in-hab'i-tat), v. t. [< L. inhaUta-
tus, pp. of inhabitare, dwell in: see inhabit.']
To inhabit; dwell in.

Of all the people which inhaUtate Asia.
Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 992.

inhabitation (in-hab-i-ta'shon), n. [= AT.
enhabitacion = It. inabitazione, < LL. inhabita-
tio(n-), a dwelling, < L. inhabitare, dwell in : see
inhabit.'] 1 . The act of inhabiting, or the state
of being inhabited.

Temporary hollow clay idols . . . which receive no
veneration for themselves, and only becoiqe objects of inhalent (in-ha'lent) a
worship when the officiating brahman has invited the JtiIioIot- Cin Vlo'l&^^ ».
deity to dwell in the image, performing the ceremony of

innaier im-na ler;, n.
_ , . „ ceremony c

the "adhivasa" or inhabitation.
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 163.

2t. Population ; the mass of inhabitants.

Noise call you it^ or universal groan.
As if the whole inhabitation p^Tizla:a I

miton, S. A., 1. 1512.

inhabitative (in-hab'i-ta-tiv), a. [< inhabitate
-ive.] Of or pertaining to inhabitation.

" " " n. [<

These inhalent and exhalent currents go on, so long as
the animal [the fresh-wator mussel] is alive and the valves
are open. Huxley, Biology, xi.

inhalation (in-ha-la'shon), n. [= F. inhalation
= 8p. inhaladon = Fg.'mhalafSo = It. inalazi-
one, < L. as if *inhalatio(n-), < inhalare, inhale

:

see inliale.] 1. The act of inhaling; inspira-
tion

; an indrawing, as of air or medicinal va-
pors into the lungs.

The medicine of inhalation is still in its infancy.
Leclcy, Europ. Morals, 1. 166.

2. 'iaphar., a preparation intended to be in-
haled in the form of vapor.
Stimulating moist inhalations can be prepared with

various volatile oils. Quain, Med. Diet.

inhale (in-hal'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. inhaled, ppr.

inhaling. [= F. inhaler = Pg. inhalar = It. in-
alare, < L. inhalare, breathe on (breathe in), <
in, in, into, on, -I- halare, breathe. Cf. exhale^-.]

To draw in, as air into the lungs ; draw in by
breathing, or by some analogous process.

That play of lungs, inhalimg and again
Kespiring freely the fresh air. Cowper, Task, i. 137.

Same as inhalant.
One who inhales.

—

3. In med., an apparatus for inhaling vapors
and volatile substances, as steam of hot water,
vapor of chloroform, iodine, etc.— 3. An appa-
ratus which enables a person to breathe with-
out injury in a deleterious atmosphere, as that
used by persons of delicate lungs to prevent
damp or cold air from entering the lungs, or
that used by cutlers and others who breathe

inhabitativeness (in-hab'i-ta-tiv-nes), n. [< an atmosphere charged with metallic particles;

inhabit + -ative-ness.] Inhalaitiveness. a respirator.

inhabited! (in-hab'i-ted), p. a. [< inhabit + inhancet, inhancement. Obsolete forms of

-ed^.] X. Dwelt in; having inhabitants : as, a enhance, enhancement.

thinly inhabited country.
How had the world

Inhabited, though sinless, more than now.
Avoided pinching cold and scorching heat?

Milton, P. L., X. 690.

St. Lodged.
Touch. I am here with thee and thy goats, as the most

capricious poet, Ovid, was among the Goths. inbarmnTiinifa CiTi-linr-Tnn'ni-iis> n P— P i«
Jaq. [Aside.] O knowledge ai-inhabited / worse than *?'^^™"'"""^

i_ ?>_ ° ^^^^h "" L-.-"., «»

Jove in a thatched house ! SAaft., As you Like it, iii. 3.

inharmonic (in-har-mon'ik), a. [= Pg. inhar-
mmiico; as i»-3 -H harmonic.] Not harmonic;
not according to the principles of harmony in
music; inharmonious; discordant Inharmonic
relation. Same aa false relation(which see, under/a^se).

inharmonical (in-har-mon'i-kal), a. [< inhar-
monic + -al.] Same as inharmonic.

harmonieux = Sp. Pg. inharmonioso ; as ira-S +
harmonious.] 1 . Not harmonious in sound ; des-
titute of musical harmony; discordant: as, in-

harmonious voices ; inharmonious verse.

Sounds inharmonious in themselves and harsh.
Cowper, Task, i. 207.

2. Not harmonious in sentiment, action, or re-
lation; disagreeing; conflicting: a.s, inharmo-
nious proceedings ; inharmonious colors.

inhabited^t (in-hab'i-ted), a. [< »»-3 H- habited.

Cf. F. inhabits = Sp. Pg. inhabitado = It. inabi-

tato, uninhabited.] Not habited ; uninhabited.
Posterity henceforth lose the name of blessing.

And leave th' earth inhabited, to purchase heav'n.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iii. 1.

inhabitedness (in-hab'i-ted-nes), n. The state

of being inhabited or occupied.

inhabitert, inhabitorf (in-hab'i-t6r, -tor), m. inharmoniously (m-har-mo'ni-us-li), adv. In
[< inhabit + -er^, -or.] An inhabitant. an inharmonious manner; without harmony;
Woe to the inhabiters of the earth I Rev. viii. 13. _ discordantly.

The length of this side is (according to the opinion of inharmoniOUSneSS (in-har-mo'ni-us-nes), n.

the Inhabiters) seuen hundred miles. The character or quality of being inharmoni-
iyij/, Euphues and his England, p. 247. o^g. want of harmony; discord. A. Tucker,

inhabitiveness (in-hab'i-tiv-nes), n. [(.inhabit Light of Nature, I. i. 13.

+ -ive + -ness.] laphren., a propensity for re- inharmony (in-har'mo-ni), n. [= F. inharmonic
maining in an accustomed place of habitation; = Sp. inharmonia; asin-S + harmony.] Want
love of locality, country, and home: supposed of harmony; discord; disharmony. [Eare.]
to be indicated by a posterior cranial develop- inhauler (in'hA-ler), n. [< ««! -I- hauler.] Naut.,

ment called the organ of inhabitiveness. Combe a rope employed to haul in the jib-boom,
gives the propensity a larger scope, as indicated by the jnhauntt (in-hanf or -hant'), v. t. [< in-^ +
'^lJ!deTp^^n^ogy°^

'''^^ "' '''^"''*''''''"'^'' haunt] To frequent
;
haunt.

Some persons think that inhabitiveness may give the de-

light to see foreign countries, and to travel, but it is quite
I.*.,, , ^,T • • _1_

the reverse; the former delight depends on Locality, inhaust (in-hast'), v. t. [< L. jm, in, +
Those who have InhabiHvenesa large, and Locality small, j^jj pp_ gf Jiaurire, draw : see haust^. Cf. ex-

^griiLatLrerbX^lefurh^erd^e'ttSt! ha^tst.] To draw or drink in. [A humorous

Cmdie, System of Phrenol. (ed. 1843), I. 213. coinage. J

This creeke with runing passa4ge thee channel inhaunt-
eth. Stanihurst, jlineid, i. 168.

inherit

He was irihausting his smoking tea, which went rolling
and gurgling down his throat.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xxii.

inhearse (in-hers'),». t.
;
pret.andpp.inftearseti,

ppr. inhearsing. [Formerly also inherse; < to-2
+ hearse^.] To put into a hearse.

See, where he lies, inhersed in the arms
Of the most bloody nurser of his harms.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., Iv. 7.

inheeldt, inhieldt, v. t. [ME. inhilden, inhield-
en, inhelden; < in, in, -I- hilden, helden, pour, in-
cline : see heeld.] To pour in.

Ye in my nakyd herte sentement
Inhilde [var. inhield.]

Chaucer, Troilus, ill. 44.

inhellt, v. t. [< mi-1 + heW-.] To consign to
hell; put in hell.

She, for whose sake
A man could flnde in his heart to in-hell him-selle.

Marston, What you Will, iv. 1.

inhere (in-her'), ?;. i.; pret. and pp. inhered,
ppr. inhering. [< L. inhcerere (> It. inerire =
Pg. inherir), stick in, stick, inhere, < in, in, -t-

hwrere, stiak: see hesitate. Ct. adhere, cohere.]
1. To be in, as an accident is in a substance;
be related as an accident to a substance, as the
predicate of a proposition is related to its sub-
ject, or an adjective to its substantive.
An accident cannot inhere in another accident.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, Monitio Logica, I. v. 5 1.

2. TodweUorexist as an element; have place
as a quality or attribute; belong intrinsically;
be innate or characteristic.

So fares the soul which more that power reveres
Man claims from God than what in God inheres.

Paniell, Donne's Third Satire versified.

The leading influence of Soman absolutism, a tendency
that inhered in It from the start, aided essentially in pro-
ducing a sense of equality among men.

G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 52.

inherence (in-her'ens), n. [= P. inherence =
Sp. Pg. inherencia = It. inerenza, < ML. inhmren-
tia, < L. inhceren{t-)s, inherent: see inherent.]
1. The state of being inherent or of inhering

;

intrinsic existence.—2. Tlie relation to its sub-
ject of an accident, or that which cannot exist
out of a substance as subject. Thus, the rela-

_
tion of mortality to man is inherence.

inherency (in-her'en-si), n. Same as inher-
ence.

Borrowing his little and imaginary complacency from
the delight-that I have, not from any inherency of his own
possession. Jer. Taylor, Works, II. xviii.

inherent (in-her'ent), a. [= F. inMrent = Sp.
Pg. inherente = It. inerente, < L. inhceren(t-)s,

ppr. of inharere, stick in, inhere : see inhere.]

1. Inhering; infixed; sticking within; strongly
lodged or incorporated. [Rare.]

I will not do 't

:

Lest I surcease to honour mine own truth,
And, by my body's action, teach my mind
A most inherent baseness. Shak., Cor., iil. 2.

Fvil. I can forgo things nearer than my gold.
Piero. But not your love, Fulgoso.
Ful. No, she's inherent, and mine own past losing.

Ford, Lady's Trial, li. 1.

2. Existing as an element, quality, or attri-

bute; innately characteristic; intrinsic: as,

inherent color ; inherent beauty of character.

There was inherent in them [the bishops] a power of
cognition of causes, and coercion of persons.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 206.

I consider an human soul without education like mar-
ble in a quarry, which shows none of its inherent beauties
till the skill of the polisher fetohes out the colours.

Spectator, No. 215.

The forms . . . have an inherent power of adjustment
to each other and to surrounding nature.

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 268.

Condition inherent. See coriOition.— Inherent form.
In metaph. See/orm. =Syn. 2. Inherent, Innate, Inborn,
Inbred, Ingrained, native, natural. Inherent implies per-
manence and Inseparableness : as, an inherent weakness or
defect. Innate and inborn are literally the same, but I'n-

nate is chiefly the word of philosophy, while inborn is the
word of common life and literature : as, it is disputed whe-
ther there are innate ideas or an innate belief in a God,
but few deny that there are inborn aptitudes for excellence
In certain kinds of.work; he has an inborn love of truth.
Inbred applies to that which is worked into one by breed-
ing or training, or, more figuratively, by habit : as, inbred
laziness. Ingrained applies to that which has become
thoroughly worked Into the texture or fiber, literally or
figuratively : as, ingrained baseness. See intrirmc, under
inner.

inherently (in-her'ent-U), adv. By inherence

;

inseparably.

inherit (in-her'it), V. [< ME. inheriten, enheri-

ten, < OF. enheriter, inheriter, < LL. inhereditare,

appoint as heir, ML. also put in possession, in-

herit, < L. in, in, -1- lieres {hered-), heir: see heir

a.nd heritage.] I. trans. 1. In tow, to take by
descent from an ancestor; get by succession,
as the representative of the former possessor;



inherit

receive as a right or title descendible by law
from an ancestor at Ms decease : as, the eldest
son of a nobleman inherits his father's title.

In law it is used in contradistinction to acquiring by will

;

but in popular use this distinction is often disregarded.

When he maketbhls sons to inherit that which he hath,
. . . he may not make the son o£ the beloved firstborn be-
fore the son of the hated, which is indeed the flrstbom.

Beut. xxi. 16.

Though a man's body is not a property that can be in-
heritcd, yet his constitution may fitly be compared to an
entailed estate. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, I 71.

2. To receive from one's progenitors as part of
one's physical or mental constitution

;
possess

intrinsically through descent.

Habits are inherited, and have a decided influence : as in
the period of the flowering of plants when transported from
one climate to another. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 25.

Some peculiar mystic grace
Made her only the child of her mother.
And heap'd the whole inherited sin . . .

All, all upon the brother. Tennyson, Maud, xiii.

3. To receive by transmission in any way ; have
imparted to or conferred upon; acquire from
any source.

Good Master, what shall 1 do that 1 may inherit eternal
life? Mark x. 17.

An Crenerall Instructioun to Kyngis,how thay sal alsweill
inhereit the Heuin as the erth.

Lavder, Dewtie of Kyngis CE. E. T. S.), To the Eedar.

4. To succeed by inheritance. [Bare.]

For surely now our household hearths are cold

:

Our sons inherit us ; our looks are strange.
Tennyson, Lotos Eaters, Choric Song.

5t. To put in possession ; seize : with of.

It must be greats that can inherit us
So much as 0/ a thought of ill in him.

. Shak., Kich. II., L 1.

II. intrans. To be vested with a right to a
thing (specifically to real property) by opera-
tion of law, as successor in interest on the death
of the former owner ; have succession as heir

:

sometimes with to.

Thou Shalt not inherit in our father's house.
Judges xi. 2.

The king and all our company else being drowned, we
will inherit here, Shak., Tempest, iL 2.

The children of a deceased son inherited to the grand-
father in preference to a son or jointly with him.

Brovgham.

inheritability (in-her'''i-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< in-

heritable: see iility.'] The quality of being in-
heritable, or of being descendible to heirs.

inheritable (in-her'i-ta-bl), a. [< OF. (AF.)
inheritable, enheritable, < inheriter, inherit: see
inherit audi -able.'] 1. Capable of being inherit-
ed; transmissible or descendible from the an-
cestor to the heir by course of law; heritable

:

as, an inheritable estate or title.

While property continued only for life, testaments were
useless and unknown; and, when it became inheritable,
the inheritance was long indefeasible.

BlackgUme, Com., IL L

2. Capable of being transmitted by or received
from progenitors : as, inheritable qualities or in-

firmities.

All organic beings are modifiable, [and] all modifications
are inheritable. H. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 338.

3. Capable of inheriting; qualified to inherit.

By attainder . . . the bloodof the person attmnted is so
corrupted as to be rendered no longer inheritable.

BlackaUme.

inheritahly (in-her'i-ta-bli), adw. By inheri-
tance ; byway of inheritance ; so as to be capa^
ble of being inherited.

He resumed the grants at pleasure, nor ever gave them
even for life, much less inheritable/. Brougham.

inheritaget (in-her'i-taj), n. [< ME. inheritage,
enheritage; < inherit + -age. Cf. heritage.']

Possession.
I graunte yow inheritage
Peaceably withoute strive.

Isle of Ladies, 1. 1192.

Where standeth a little Chappell, . . . the inheritage of
the C^argy, a family that for this thousand yeers have re-

tained a prime repute in this Island..

Sandys, Travailes, p. 174.

inheritance (in-her'i-tans), «. [Formerly also
enheritance; < OF. (AF.) enheritance, enheri-
taunce, inheriting, < enheriter, inherit : see in-

herit.] 1. Theactof inheriting, in any sense of
that word : as, the inheritance of property or of
disease.

Yon shall understand that Darius came not to his em-
pyre by inherUaunce, but got into ye seate of Cyrus by the
benefite of Bagoas, hys eunuche.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, foL 143.

In these laws of inheritaTice, as displayed under domes-
tication, we see an ample provision for the production,
through variability and natural selection, of new specific
forms. Darwin,\ai. of Animals and Plants, p. 61.
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Or how should England, dreaming of his sons,

Hope more for these than some inheritance

Of such a life, a heart, a mind ?

Tennyson, Idylls of the Kmg, Ded.

We are led to the conclusion that the oldest customs of

inheritance in England and Germany were in their remote

beginnings connected with a domestic religion and based

upon a worship of ancestral spirits, of which the hearth-

place was essentially the shrine and altar.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 216.

2. In law, the estate oast upon the heir by
law immediately on the death of the ancestor

{Broom and JBadley); a legal right to real prop-

erty not limited by years or the owner'slife,

so that it wUl pass by descent; an estate inur-

ing to a person and his heirs ; real estate. See

estate of inheritance, under estate.

The commons prayed that neither in parliament nor
council should any one be put on trial for articles touch-

ing freehold and inheritance. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 371.

3. That whieh is or may be inherited; the im-

movable property passing in a family by de-

scent ; in a more general sense, any property

passing by death to those entitled to succeed;

a patrimony; a heritage.

And Rachel and Leah answered and said unto him. Is

there yet any portion or inheritavice for us in our father's

house? • Gen. xxxi. 14.

In all his ancient inheritances, he hath houses built after

their manner like arbours.
Capt. John Smith, Works, L 142.

My father's blessing and this little coin
Is my ijiheritance.

Beau, and Fl., Enight of Burning Pestle, iL 2.

4. A possession received by gift or without pur-
chase ; a permanent possession.

Meet to be partakers of the inheritance of the saints in
light. CoL L 12.

5t. Possession ; ownership ; acquisition.

You will rather show our general lowts
How you can frown, than spend a fawn upon them.
For the inlieritaTice of their loves. Shak., Cor., iii. 2.

Against the which, a moiety competent
Was gaged by our king ; which had retum'd
To the inheritance of Fortinbras,
Had he been vanquisher. Shak., Hamlet, I. 1.

Canons of inheritance. See caTumi.— Inheritance
Act, an English statute of 1833 (3 and 4Wm. IV., c. 106) re-

castmg the law of descent.—Inheritance tax law, astat-
ute imposing a tax on those acquiring property by inheri-
tance or will : sometimes taxing only collateral relatives
and strangers, and in such case commonly called a collat-

eral-inheritance tax law.— Several Inlieritance, a sev-
eral estate of inheritance ; as, where a partition between
two heirs allotted the land for half of the year to each in
turn, their cotenancy was terminated and each was said
to have a several inheritance ; orwhere land was given to
two persons (who could not possibly intermarry) and their
issue, they had a joint inheritance for their joint lives, and
their issue had several inheritance.— Words Of inheri-
tance, expressions in a conveyance or will manifesting an
intent that the grantee or devisee should take more than
a life estate, the usual words being "and to his heirs for-
ever," added after the designation of the grantee; com-
monly also with the words "and assigns," to manifest in-
tent that the estate is assignable. By statute in many of
the United States words of inheritance are not required
in order to pass an estate of inheritance.

inheritor (in-her'i-tor), n. [< ME. enheritour,
< AF. *enheritour, an heir, < enheriter, inherit :

see inherit.] An heir ; one who inherits ormay
inherit.

Thierry was tho a full noble knyght

;

Gaffray ther hym made hys enheritour
Ofl! all the centre which he hild hym dyght.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), L 6120.

From that time forward the priests were not chosen out
of the whole number of Levites, as our bishops, but were
bom inheritors of the dignity.

Milton, Church-Government, L 4.

inheritress (in-her'i-tres), n. [< inheritor +
-ess.] An heiress; a female who inherits or is
entitled to inherit. Also inheritrix.

Joanna II,, the inheritress of the name, the throne, the
licentiousness, and the misfortunes of Joanna L

Itilman, Latin Christianity, xiiL 10.

inheritrix (in-her'i-triks), n. [< AF. inheritrix;
fern, form of inheritor.] Same as inheritress.

Thou then whom partial heavens conspired in one to frame
The proof of beauty's worth, th' inheritrix of fame.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng, Gamer, I. 565).

inhersef, i>. t. An obsolete form of inhearse.
inhesion (in-he'zhon), n. [= It. inesione, < LL.
inh(BSio(n^), a hanging or adhering to, < L. in-
hcerere, -pTp. inhwsns, inhere: see inhere.] The
state of existing or being fixed in something;
inherence.
Many have maintained that body is only a collection of

qualities to which we give one name ; and that the notion
of a subject of inhesion, to which those qualities belong
is only a fiction of the mind.

Eeid, Intellectual Powers, iL 8.

in-hezagon (in'hek''sa-gon), n. [< in{seribeS)

_
+ hexagon.] An inscribed hexagon.

inhiatet, v. i. [< L. inhiatus, pp. of inhiare,
gape, stand open, < in, in, on, + Mare, gape

:

see hiatus.] To open the jaws
; gape.

in hoc
How like gaping wolves do many of them inhiate and

gape after wicked mammon. Becon, Works (1843), L m.
inhiation-Kiu-hi-a'shon), n. [<'LL.inhiatio(n-),

an opening of the mouth, < L. inhiare, open the
mouth, gape : see inhiate.] An opening of the
jaws; a gaping, as in eager desire.

A thirst and inhiation after the next life, and afrequen-
cy of prayer and meditation in this, Donne, Letters, xx.

inhibit (in-hib'it), V. t. [< L. inhibitiis, pp. of
inhibere (> It. inibire = Pr. 8p. Pg. inhibvr = P.
inhiber), hold back, restrain, forbid, < in, in, on,

+ habere, have, hold: see habit. Cf. exhibit,

prohibit.] 1. To hold back; hinder by obstruc-
tion or restriction ; check or repress.

Bather than they would be suspected of any lothsome
infirmity, which might inhibit them from the Princes pres-
ence, or enterteinment of the ladies.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 262.

What shall be done to inhibit the multitudes that fre.

quent those houses where drunk'nes is sold and harbour'd?
Milton, Areopagitica, p, 24.

2. To forbid; prohibit; interdict.

InhMtyng them upon a greate payn not once to ap-
proche ether to his speche or presence.

Hall, Union, etc., 1548, Hen. V., foL 1. ^Ealtiwell.)

Humaine weakenes, that pursueth still

What is inhibited. Marston, The Fawne, v.

It [the treaty-making power vested in the government
of the United States] is . . . limited by all the provisions
of the constitution which inhibit certain acts from being
done by the government. Calhoun, Works, I. 203.

inhibiter, inhibitor (in-hib'i-ter, -tor), n. i.

One who or that which inhibits.

They operated as inhibitors of digestion.
Medical News, LUL 23.

2. Specifically, in Scots law, a personwho takes

out inhibition, as against a wife or a debtor,

inhibition (in-hi-bish'on), n. [= P. inhibition

= Sp. inhibidon= Pg. inhibigSo = It. inibizione,

< L. inhibitio(n-), a restraining, < inhibere, re-

strain : see inhibit.] 1 . The act of inhibiting,

or the state of being inhibited
;
prohibition; re-

straint; embargo.
Mahomet . . . made a strict Inhibition to all his Sect

from drinking of Wine, as a Thing profane.
HoweU, Letters, it 54.

This is the Question beer, or the Miracle rather, why
his onely not agreeing should lay a negative ban* and in-

hibitian upon that which is agreed to by a whole Farla-

ment. Milton, Eikonoklastes, tL

2. In Eng. law, a writ to forbid a judge from
further proceedings in a cause depen&ig he-
fore him, issuing usually from a mgher eccle-

siastical court to an inferior one, on appeal.

—

3. In physiol., the lowering of the action of a
nervous mechanism by nervous impulses reach-

ing it from a connected mechanism.
Now, however skiKully we may read older statements

between the lines, no scientific— that is, no exact—know-
ledge of inhibition was possessed by any physiologist nntH
Weber, by a direct experiment on a living animid, discov-

ered the inhibitory influence of the pneumogastric nerve
over the beating of the heart.

M. Foster, Encyc. Brit., XIX. S3.

It is evident, therefore, that reflex actions may be re-

strained or hindered in their development by the action

of higher centres. This is termed the "inhibition of re-

flex action." Encyc. Brit., irTT 28.

Inhibition against a debtor, in Scots law, a writ pass-

ing under the signet, whereby the debtor is prohibited
from contracting any debt which may become a burden
on his heritable property, or whereby his heritage may
be attached or alienated to the prejudice of theinMbiter's
demand.— Inhibition against a Wife, at the instance of

a husband, in Scots law, a writ passing the signet wliich

prohibits all persons from dealing with the wife or giving
her credit.

inhibitive (in-hib'i-tiv), a. [< inhibit + -ive.]

Inhibitory.

inhibitor, n. See inhibiter.

inhibitory (in -tib'i-to-ri), a. [=¥.inhibi-
toire = Sp. Pg. inhihiiorio = It. vnibitorio, <

ML. inhibiioritis, inhibitory, < L. inhibere, in-

hibit: see inhibit.] Inhibiting or tending to

inhibit; holding back ; curbing, restraining, or

repressing; cheeking or stopping.

Pain . . . has an inhibitory effect on all the reflex ac-

tions. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 101.

We referred a short time back to the phenomena of

"inhibition." It is not too much to say that the discov-

ery of the inhibitory function of certain nerves marks one

of the most important steps in the progress of physiology
during the past half-century.

M. Foster, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 23.

Inhibitory nerves, nerves which, when stimulated, di-

minish or repress action. Thus, the vagus contaiiis fibers

which on stimulation lower the pulse-rate.

inhieldt, inhildef, v. t. See inheeld.

inhive (m-hiv'), v. t ; pret. and pp. inhioed, ppr.

inhiving. [i inA + hive.] To put into a We;
hive, ptare.]

in hoc (in hok). [L. : in, in; hoc, abl. of hoe,

neut. of hie, this: see hie jacet.] Herein; in

this respect.



inhold

Inliold (in-hold'), V. t.: pret. and pp. inheU, ppr.
inhomng. [< in-i + AoJ(Ji.] To have inherent;
contain within. [Rare.]

Light . . . which the Bun inholdeth and casteth forth.

Haleigh,

inholdert (in-h61'd6r), n. An indweUer, or
anything indwelling; an inhabitant or occu-
pant; in the extract, the active forces of na-
ture.

I [Dame Nature] do possesse the worlds most regiment

:

As if ye please it into parts divide.
And every parts inholders to convent,
Shall to your eyes appeare incontinent.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 17.

inhoopt (in-h6p'), V. t. [< ivA + hoop\'] To
confine or inclose as with a hoop or hoops;
coop up.

His quails ever
Beat mine, inhoop'd, at odds.

Shale, A. and C, ii. 3.

inhospitable (in-hos'pi-ta-bl), a. [< OF. inhos-
pitable = 8p. inhospitable; as in-S + hospitable.']

Not hospitable ; indisposed to exercise hospi-
tality

|
unfavorable or inimical to visitors ; not

affording accommodation or shelter : as, an in-
hospitaWe tribe ; inhospitable wilds.

Since toss'd from shores to shores, from lands to lands,
Inhospitable rocks, and barren sands. Dryden, .^^eid.

Jael, who with inhospitable guile
Smote Sisera sleeping, through the temples nail'd.

Milton, S. A., 1. 989.

Have you no touch of pity, that the poor
Stand starv'd at your inhospitable door?

Cowper, Prog, of Brr., 1. 250.

inhospitableness (in-hos'pi-ta-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being inliospitable.

inhospitably (in-hos'pi-ta-bli), adv. In an in-
hospitable manner ; unkindly.

inhospitalt, a. [< OF. inhospital = Sp. inhospi-

tal; as in^ + hospital.] Inhospitable.

Lonely hermit's cage inhospitaU.
Bp. Hall, Satires, iv. 5.

inhospitality (in-hos-pi-tal'i-ti), n. Inhospita-
bleness. Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead, x. § 2.

inhuman (in-hu'man), a. [= F. inkumain =
Sp. Pg. inhumano = It. inumano, inhuman, < L.
inhwmarms, not suitable to the human condition,

rude, savage, ill-bred, also LL. superhuman, <

L. »»-priv. + ?»MOTfls»MS, human: seei human. Cf.

inhMmane.] 1. Not human; not governed by
feelings proper to human nature; specifically,

not humane; hard-hearted; unfeeling; cruel.

He did not only scorn to read your letter.

But, most inhiiman as he is, he curs'd you,
Curs'd you most bitterly.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 2.

Princes and peers, attend ! while we impart
To you the thoughts of no inhuman heart.

Pope, Odyssey, vii. 246.

2. Not proper to human nature ; destitute of

human quality; specifically, showing want of

humanity; marked by unfeelingness or cruelty.

Thy deed, inhuman and unnatural,
Frovolies this deluge most unnatural.

Shak., Eioh. III., i. 2.

Thou most unjust, most odious in our eyes I

Irihwrnan discord is thy dire delight.

The waste of slaughter, and the rage of flght.

Pope, Iliad, v. 1098.

The place yielded to the Emperor, whose soldiers soon

surrendered themselves to the inhv/man excesses of war.
Sumner, Orations, I. 221.

=S3aL Pitiless, merciless, brutal, ruthless, remorseless.

inhumane (ia-hu-man'), a. [Formerlyidentical

with inhuman, but in present form and accent

like Ivwmane, directly from the I/.; < L. inhwma-
nus, savage, inhuman, < in- priv. + humarms,

human, humane : see inhumam,.] Not humane

;

inhuman; hard-hearted; cruel.

Bloudwas so odious in each Bthnicke's sight,

Tliat who did lull (as inhumane) none lov'd.

Stirling, Doomes-day, The Fifth Hour.

inhumanelyt (in-ha-man'li), adm. Inhumanly.

inhumanity (in-hii-man'i-ti), n. [= F. inhu-

manitS = Sp. imhumanidad = Pg. inhumawidade

= It. irmrnanitA, < L. inhtmanita(t-)s, inhuman
conduct, barbarity, ill breeding, < inhumanus,

inhuman: see inhuman.] The state or quality

of being inhuman or inhumane; cruelty; bar-

barity.

Howsoeuer the bodies of these men before the Floud

were composed, certain their mindes were disposed to all

monstrous inhumanity) which hastened their destruction.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 38.

Man's inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands mourn!

Bums, Man was made to Mourn.

=Syil. Unkindneas, brutality, ruthlessness. _

inhumanly (in-hii'man-li), adv. In an inhuman

manner; with craelty; barbarously.
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inhumatet (in'hu-mat), v. t. [< L.

pp. of inhuma/re', bury: see inhume.] To in-
hume. Bailey, 1731.

inhumation (in-hu-ma'shgn), n. [= Sp. in-
humaoion = It. imimazione, < L. as if "inhu-
matio{n-), < inhumare, bury : see inhumate.] 1

.

The act of burying in the ground, especially as
opposed to incremation ; interment.

The soberest nations have rested in two ways, of simple
inhumation and burning. Sir T. Broume, Um-burial, i.

In the year 1810, a case of living inhumation happened
in France, attended with circumstances wTiich go far to
warrant the assertion that truth is, indeed, stranger than
fiction. Poe, Tales, I. 827.

2. In chem., a method, now obsolete, of digest-
ing substances byburying the vessel containing

_
them in warm earth or manure.
inhume (in-hum'), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. inhumed,

ppr. inhuming. [= P. inhumer = Sp. inhumar
= It. inumare, < L. inhumare,bury in the ground,
< in, in, + hunms, ground: see humus. Cf. ex-
hume.] 1. To deposit in the earth, as a dead
body; bury; inter.

They had a neate Chapell, in which the heart of the
Duke of Cleve, their founder, lies inhum!d under a plate
of brasse. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 17, 1641.

No hand his bones shall gather or inhume.
Pope, Iliad, xxi. 376.

2. In chem., to digest in a vessel surrounded
with warm earth or manure.— Sf. To serve as
a tomb for.

We took notice of an old-conceited tomb, which in-
humed a harmless shepherd.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 126.

ini. [NL.,L.,masc. pi. of -jJiMS; see -«rei, -i»ei.]

A suffix forming New Latin names of some
groups in zoology, as in Acanthurini, Salmowini,

Iniai (in'i-a), n. [NL., from a S. Amer. name.]
A genus of delphinoid odontocete cetaceans,
type of the family Iniidce. it contains the Ama-
zonian dolphin, I. geoffrensis or /. boliviensis, about 8 feet
long, with the dorsal fln a mere ridge, a long cylindrical
snout, the jaws armed with from 104 to 132 teeth, the verte-
bree about 40, the ribs 13, and the sternum consisting of a
single piece. F. Cuvier, 1836.

inia^, «. Plural of inion^.

inial (in'i-al), a. [< inion^ + -al.] In anat., of
or pertaining to the inion.

iniid (in'i-id), n. A member of the family

Iniidse (i-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Inia (native
name in Bolivia) + ^dee.] A family of dol-
phins, of the order Cete and suboider JDenUeete,

typified by the genus Inia. They have the pro-
longed rostrum and other characters of the BelpMnoidea,
lacrymal bones coalesced with the jugals, the tubercular
and capitular articulations of the ribs blending posteri-
orly, unossifled costal cartilages, rudimentary maxillary
crests, teeth mostly with complete cingulum, eyes of mod-
erate size, and a transversely crescent-shaped blow-hole.
Also Iniinae, as a subfamily of Platanistidx.

inlmaginablet (in-i-maj'i-na-bl), a. [= F. ini-

maginable = Sp. inimaginatile = It. inimagina-
bile; as m-3 + imaginable.] Unimaginable;
inconceivable. Bp. Pearson.
inimical (i-nim'i-kal), a. [<. Ul'L. inimicalis,

unfriendly, hostile, i L. inimicus, unfriendly,
an enemy : see invmicous, enem/y^.] 1 . Having
the disposition or temper of an enemy; un-
friendly; hostile : chiefly applied to private en-
mity.

I am sorry the editors of the Keview should so construe
my article ds to suppose it invmical to tlie free circulation

of the Scriptures. Sydney Smith, To John Murray.

2. Adverse; hurtful; repugnant.
Associations in defence of the existing power of the sov-

ereign are not, in their spirit, invmieal to the constitution.
Brand, Political Associations (1796).

The reaction which ensued throughout the continent
upon the collapse of the revolutionary outbreak was in-

imical to the political principles for which Sardinia had
contended. B. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 109.

=Syn. Averse, Adverse, etc. (see hostile), unfriendly, an-
tagonistic, opposed, hurtful.

inimicality (i-nim-i-kal'i-ti), ». [< inimical +
-ity.] The state of being inimical; hostility;

urfriendliness. Boucher.

inimically (i-nim'i-kal-i), adv. In an inimical,

adverse, or unfriendly manner.
inimicitioust, a. [< L. as if *inimicitiosus, < ini-

micitia, hostility, < inimicus, hostile : see inimi-

cous.] Inimical; unfriendly.

His majesty's subjects, with all the inimicitious passions

which belong to them. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 23.

inimicoust (i-nim'i-kus), a. [< L. inimicus, un-
friendly, hostile, < in- priv. + amicns, friendly,

a friend, < amare, love : see amor. Cf. enemy\
ult. < L. inimicus.] Inimical.

And indeed (besides that they [radishes] decay the teeth)
experience tells us that ... it is hard of digestion, in-

imicous to the stomaclL Evelyn, Acetaria.

iniquitous

inimitability (iu-im"i-tar-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. in-

imitdbiliti: SQeinimitabiea,nA.-bility.] Thequal-
ity of being inimitable.

Truths must have an eternal existence in some under-
standing : or rather they are the same with that under-
standing itself, considered as variously representative,
according to the various modes of inimitabUity or parti-
cipation. Norris.

inimitable (in-im'i-ta-bl), a. [= F. inimitable
= Sp. inimitable = Pg. inimitavel = It. inimita^
bile, (. L. inimitabilis, that may not be imitated,
< ire- priv. -I- imitabilis, that may be imitated

:

&&Q imitable.] Not imitable; incapable of be-
ing imitated or copied; surpassing imitation.

Thick with sparkling orient gems
The portal shone, invmitfMe on e£^h
By model or by shading pencil drawn.

MUton, P. L., iii. 608.

The original national genius may now come forward in
perfectly new forms, without the sense of oppression from
inimitable models. Be Quincey, Style, iii.

^ =Syn. Matchless, peerless.

inimitableness (in-im'i-ta-bl-nes), «. Inimita-
bility.

inimitably (in-im'i-ta-bli), adv. In an inimi-
table manner; to a degree beyond imitation.

Charms such as thine, inimitably great. Broome.

These two small but mftuiioWj/ line Poems ["L'Allegro"
and '

' II Penseroso "] are as exquisite as can be conceived.
H. Blair, Khetoric, xl.

in infinitum (in in-fi-ni'tum). [L. : in, in; in-

finitum, ace. neut. of infinitus, infinite : see in-

finite.] Without limit ; indefinitely.

in initio (in i-nish'i-6). [L.: in, in; initio, abl.
of initium, a beginning : see initial.] In the be-
ginning; at the outset.

in integrum (in in'tf-gmm). [L. : m, in ; in-

tegrum, aeo. neut. of integer, entire: see integer,
entire.] Entire.

inin'7itum(inin-vi'tum). [L.: ire, in; MMJJteOT,

ace. of invitus, unwilling, reluctant.] Against
the unwilling; compulsory. A decree divesting an
insolvent or bankrupt of his property by adverse proceed-
ings is said to be in invitum, as contrasted with a volun-
tary assignment for the benefit of creditors.

iniome (in'i-6m), n. Any member of the Iniomi.
Iniomi (in-i-o'mi), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. wiov, the
muscle at the back of the neck (see inion^), -^

ajiog, shoulder: see humerus] A suborder or
an order of teleost fishes, having the shoulder-
girdle disconnected from the side of the crani-
um and at most impinging upon the back of the
cranium at the nape or nuchal region, and the
coracoid bones and aetinosts normally devel-
oped. It includes fishes of the families Syno-
dontidcB, Scopelidie, Chauliodontidm, Alepisavri-
drn, Sternoptychidce, and a number of others.

iniomous (in-i-o'mus), a. [< Iniomi + -ous.]

Pertaining to the Iniomi, or having their char-
acters.

The characteristics and families of iniomous fishes.

Science, VIL 374 a.

inionH (iii'yS^)? ™' [Also corruptly ingan, in-

gen, ingun; var. of onion: see onion.] An on-
ion. This pronunciation is shown,without the
changed spelling, in the second extract.

Your case in lawe is not worth an inion.
J. Heywood, Spider and Flie (1566).

And you that delight in trulls and minions,
Come buy my four ropes of hard St. Thomas's imitms.
B. Taylor, Hog hath Lost his Pearl (Hazlett's Dod^ey,

[XI. 436).

inion^ (in'i-on), «.; pi. inia (-a). [< Gr. Iviov,

the muscle between the occiput and the back,
the back of the head, the nape of the neck, <

if (iv-), a sinew, fiber, lit. strength, force, orig.

*fif z= L. vis (w-), force : see vim.] In anat., a
ridge of the occiput to which muscles of the
nape are attached; now, specifically, the ex-
ternal occipital protuberance.
Iniophthalmat (in"i-of-thal'ma), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Ivlov, the muscle at the back of the neck,
+ b(j)6a?\,/i6g, eye.] A tribe of proboscidiferous
gastropods, having the eyes sessile behind the
tentacles. The principalfamilies are^ctoonJd<E,
PyramidelUdcB, and Solariidce.

iniquitablef, a. [Var. of inequitable, after ini-

quity.] Same as inequitable.

Who ever pretended to gainsay or resist an Act of Par-
liament, although ... it may be as iniquitdble as any
action of a single person can be?

Boger North, Examen, p. 333.

iniquitous (i-nik'wi-tus), a. [< iniquity + -ous.]

Characterizedby iniquity; unjust; wicked: as,

an iniquitous bargain.

In this city Athens there were parties, and avowed ones
too, for the Persians, Spartans, and Macedonians, sup-
ported each of them by one or more demagogues pen-
sioned and bribed to this iniquitous service.

Burke, Vind. of Nat. Society.



Iniqnitous

Las Caaafl lived to repent, , . , declaring afterwards
that the captivity of blaclc men is as iniquitous as that of
Indians. £07icro/«, Hist. TJ. S., 1.135.

=Syn. Illegal, Wicked, etc. (see criminal); unfair, ineqni-
table, unrighteous, unprincipled, nefarious.

imquitously (i-nik'wi-tus-li), adv. In an ini-

quitous manner; unjustly; wickedly.
His grants were from the. aggregate and consolidated

funds of judgments iniquitously legal.
Burke, To a Noble Lord.

iniquity (i-nik'wi-ti), n.; pi. iniquities (-tiz).

[< ME. iniquite, <"0P. iniquiteit, iniqmte, P. ini-

quite = Pr. iniquitat, inequitat = Sp. iniquidad
= Pg. iniquidade= It. iniquitd., < L. imqmta{t-)s,
unequalness, injustice, < iniquus, unequal, un-
just: see iniquous. Of. equity, inequity.'] 1.
Lack of equity ;

gross injustice ; unrighteous-
ness ; wickedness : as, the iniquity of the slave-
trade.

Some contesting for privileges, customs, forms, and that
old entanglement of iniquity, their gibberish laws, though
the badge of their ancient slavery.

Milton, Tenure of !Kings and Magistrates.

There is a greater or less probability of an happy issue to
a tedious war, according to the righteousness or iniquity of
the cause for which it was commenced. Bp. Smalridge.

2. A violation of right or duty ; an unjust or
wicked action ; a wilful wrong or crime.

Your iniquities have separated between you and your
God. Isa. lix. 2.

-He himself dispatches post after post to demand jus-
tice, as upon a traitor ; using a strange iniquity to require
justice upon himwhom he then waylayd and debarr'd from
his appearance. Milton, Eikonoklastes, viil.

3t. In Scots law, inequity; a judicial act or de-
cision contrary to law or equity.—4t. [cap.']

A comic character or buffoon in the medieval
English moralities or moral plays, often other-
"wise called the Vice, and sometimes by the name
of the particular vice he represented. His chief
'business was to make sport by tormenting the imperson-
ated Devil, and he was the prototype of the later clown or
lool. Punch, and Harlequin.

Thus, like the formal Vice, Iniquity,
1 moralise two meanings in one word.

SlMk., Kich. in., iil. 1.

That was the old way, gossip, when Iniquity came in,

like Hokos Fokos, in a juggler's jerkin, with false skirts,

like the knave of clubs. B. Jonson, Staple of News.

=Syil. 1 and 2. Sin, Transgression, etc. See crime.

iniqUOUSt (in-i'kwus), a. [= P. iniqtie= Pr. inio,

enic = Pg. It. iniquo, < L. iniquus, unequal, un-
even, unjust^ < in- priv. -I- cequus, equal: see
equal.] Unjust; wicked; iniquitous.

Whatsoever is done thro' any unequal affection is ini-

quous, wicked, and wrong.
ShaStesbury, Inquiry concerning Virtue, L ii. § 3.

inirritability (in-ir''''i-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< mirri-
tdble : see -mlity.] The quality of being inirri-

table ; good nature.

inlrritable (in-ir'i-ta-bl), a. [< i»}-3 -1- i/rritable.]

Not irritable; good-natured; in physiol., not
reacting to stimulation.

inirritative (in-ir'i-ta-tiv), a. [< J»-3 -I- irrita-

tive.] Not irritative ; not producing or attend-
ed with irritation or excitement.

inisle (in-il'), v. t. [< in-^ + isle^.] Same as

enisle.

Into what sundry gyres her wonder'd self she throws.
And oft inisles the shore, as wantonly she flows.

Drayton, Polyolbion, viii 448.

Gambia's wave inistes

An ouzy coast, and pestilential ills

Diffuses wide. liyer. The Fleece, iv.

initial (i-nish'al), a. and n. [< P. initial = Sp.

Pg. inieial = tt. iniziale, < L. initialis, of the
beginning, incipient, initial, < imitium, begin-
ning, < inire, go in, enter upon, begin, < in, in,

+ ire, go: see iter, iterate, etc.] I. a. 1. Ctf or
pertaining to the beginning; incipient: as, the
initial step in a proceeding.

The highest form of the incredible is sometimes the
initial form of the credible.

De Quincey, Secret Societies, t

In the case of voluntary attention the initial stimulus
is some internal motive.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 94.

Even when the initial move has been made by the mis-
sionary, the trader, scenting the chance for gain, is not
slow to foUow. Pop. Sei. Mo., XXVI. 235.

2. Placed at the beginning; standing at the
head: as, the initial letter ot a word, or of a

chapter in a book.
There, now, is an initial letter

!

Saint Ulric himself never made a better!
Finished down to the leaf and the snail,

Down to the eyes on the peacock's tail I

Longf^lffw, Golden Legend, iv.

Initial cells, in 6ot., the cells from which the primordial
layers or masses of nascent tissue arise.—Tnltinl letter.
See IL, 1, 2.— Initial line. See polar coordinates in a
jiiane, under coordinate.—Tnlfial stress. See stress.—
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Initial tension, the stress developed in the consecutive

elementary cylinders of a composite cylinder, or the body
of a built-up gun, by the method of fabrication, or, in the

case of a cast gun, by cooling from the interior. Initial

tension is produced by shrinking over another a heated

tube or hoop that will have a slightly smaller diameter

when coolecf or by forcing it over by hydrostatic pressure.

Each cylindrical layer compresses the one beneath it. In

a properly constructed guu the greatest initial tension

exists in me exterior cylindrical layer, and decreases pro-

gressively toward the bore, where the initial tension is

negative, or becomes an initial compression. The initial

tension should never exceed the elastic limit of the mate-
rial.

n. TO. 1. Theinitialorfirstletter of aword;
an initial letter. A person's initials are the first let-

ters in proper order of the words composing his name. To
sign a paper with one's initials is to write only the first let-

ter of each of one's names, including the surname. A per-

son's surname being known or separately written, his ini-

t^ls are the first letters of his other names : as, what are

Mr. Jones's initials?

2. The first letter of a book or writing, or of

any division of it, distinguished from the body
of the text by larger size or more ornamental
character, or both. The initials of medieval manu-
script books axe often works of high art, elaborate in de-

sign and bright in color, generally red. Ornamented and
colored initials were also used in many early printed books,
sometimes separately executed by hand. Tjimodem books
initials, when used, are either plain or ornamental; and
they are still sometimes printed in red.

No book or documentwas approved unless it had some
ornamented and illuminated initials or capital letters.

Bneyc. BrU., XYTTT. 682.

3. In plain-song, a, tone with which a melody
may begin, in strict usage the initials for each mode
are prescribed, and called absolute initials.

initial (i-nish'al), V. t.; pret. and pp. initialed

or initialled, ppr. initialing or initialling. [<
initial, n.] To put one's initial or initials to or
on; sign or mark with initials : as, an imitiaUd
handkerchief; initialed paper.

Oval plaque, . . . initialed by the artist.

Cat. Soulages Coll., p. 100.

initially (i-nish'al-i), adv. In an initial man-
ner; at the beginning; at first.

The vibration of the ether is initially of the nature of
a forced vibration. A. Daniell, Prln. of Physics, p. 432.

initiate (i-nish'i-at), v.; pret. and pp. initiated,

ppr. initiating. [< LL. initiatus, pp. of initiare

(> It. iniziare = Sp. Pg. inicia/r = P. initier),

begin, originate (in classical L. only the spe-
cial sense 'initiate'), < L. irdtimm, beginning:
see initial.] I. trans. 1. To begin or enter
upon; make a beginning of; introduce; set
going or on foot.

Mutual dependence of parts is that which imUiates and
guides organization of every kind.

H. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 331.

A few gentlemen met at a room, or office, in "the Klrem-
lin," a building so called, in Buffalo, and then and there
imUaied the "Anti-Hasonic party."

N. Sargent, Public Men and Events, L 140.

2. To introduce by preliminary instruction or
forms; guide primarily; admit formally; in-
duct: as, to initiate a person into an ar^ or
into a society.

The first Element of his knowledge is to be shewne the
Colledges, and initiated in a Taueme by the way, which
hereafter hee will leame of himselfe.
Bp. EarlCf Micro-cosmographie, A meere young Gentle-

[man of the Vninersitie.

You are not audacious enough ; you must frequent or-
dinaries a month more, to initiate yourself.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, iiL 1.

I was not initiated into any rudimente till neere four
yeares of age. Evelyn, Diary, p. 7.

The bookseller . . . initiated Leonard into many of the
mysteries of the bibliographist.

Bulwer, My Novel, vi 16.

The Initiated^ those who have been formally instructed
on any particular subject, or in the theories of any par-
ticular association, especially a secret one ; specifically in
the early church, those who had been baptized and ad-
mitted to the full privUeges of the church, and to a know-
ledge of the more exalted teachings of Christianity.

n.t intrans. To do the first act; perform the
first rite ; take the initiative.

The king himself initiates to the pow'r
Scatters with quiv'ring hand the sacred flour.

Pope, Odyssey, iiL 564.

initiate (i-nish'i-at), a. and n. [< L. initiatus,

pp. : see the verb.] I. a. If. Pertaining or in-
cident to the beginning or introduction ; initial
or initiatory.

Come, we'll to sleep : my strange and self abuse
Is the initiate fear, that wants hard use.

Skak., Macbeth, iiL 4.

2. Initiated; commencing; introduced to know-
ledge; prepared for instruction.

To rise in science, as in bliss,
Iratiate in the secrets of the skies

!

Toung, Sight Thoughts, vL
Initiate tenancy by the couitesy. See courtesy of
England, under courtesy.

inition

n. m. One who is initiated; speeiflcally, one
who has been admitted to a knowledge of or
participation in secret doctrines, mystic rites,

or the like.

initiation (i-nish-l-a'shon), n. [< P. initiation

= Sp. inioiadon= Pg. iniciacSo = It. iniziazione,

< L. initiatio(n-), an initiation (in mysteries or
sacred rites), < initiare, begin^ initiate: Bee ini-

tiate.] 1. The act of initiating or setting on
foot; a beginning or starting: as, the initiation

of a new enterprise.— S. Introduction by pre-
liminary instruction or ceremony; initial gui-
dance or admission, especially in some set or
formal way, as into knowledge of or participa-
tion in anything, membership in an associa-
tion, or the like.

Silence is the first thing that is taught us at our initia-

tion into the sacred mysteries.
W. Broome, Notes on the Odyssey.

John Ogilby was one who, from a late initiation into
literature, made such a progress as might well style him
the prodigy of his time.

Winstanly, quoted in Pope's Dunciad, L 141, notes.

In cases of children^ and much more so in the case of
strangers, a special initiation was required before any per-
son could be admitted as a member of the HouseholdT

W. E. Eearn, Aryan Household, p. 131.

initiative (i-nish'i-a-tiv), a. and n. [< P. ini-

tiative, n., = Sp. vnidativo, a., = Pg. inidaUva,
n., = It. imziaUvo, a., < ML. HniUaMuus, serving
to initiate, < LL. initiare, begin, L. initiate : see
initiate.] I. a. Serving to initiate; initiatory,

II. re. 1. An introductory act or step; the
firstprocedure in any enterprise ; leading move-
ment: as, to take the initiative.

When aU reinforcements should have arrived,I expected
to take the initiative by marcliing on Corinth, and had no
expectation of needing fortifications.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, L 332.

She was the only one whose mind was disengaged and
free to follow every new initiative.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xlvi

2. The power of commencing, originating, or

setting on foot; the power of taking or the
abUity or disposition to take the lead: as, the
popular branch of a legislature usually has the
initiative in making appropriations.

And if private enterprise is more advantageous than
joint-stock management, because it has more initiative

and adaptability, so joint-stock management is for tiie

same reason more advantageous than the official central-

ised management of all industry.
J. Bae, Contemporary Socialism, p. 36L

The Emperor reserves the initiative concerning the
rights of the Serbs on the basis of the wishes of their Na-
tional Congress. Nineteenth Century, XIX. 457.

Nobody felt so deeply as Mr. Lincoln the terrible em-
barrassment of having a general in command of that mag-
nificent army who was absolutely without iniHaJHee.

The Century, XXXVL 919.

initiator (i-nish'i-a-tgr), n. [= P. initiateur =
It. iniziatore, inizzaiore, < LL. initiator, a be-

ginner, founder, < initiare, begin, L. initiate:

see initiate.] One who or that which initiates.

An absolutely uniform species . . . would be deprived
of that initiator of change which maintains its existence
as a species. H. Spencer, Prin. of BioL, i 96.

Gaetano Cenni, in voL L of his "Dissertations," does not
agree with Benedict XIV., but thinks Leo IX. was the
initiator of the Golden Bose. N. and Q., 7th ser., VL 114.

Those sublime initiators without whom the Academy
would be but a collection of fossils.

Sei. Amer. Supp., p. 9086.

initiatory (i-nish'i-a-to-ri), a. and n. [< initiate

+ -ory.] I. a. 1. t>f,' pertaining to, or suita-

ble for a beginning or introduction; introdnc-
tory: as, an initiatory step.

The initiatory movements of the States General were
concerted by Lafayette and a smaU circle of friends.

Everett, Orations, L 487.

2. Initiating or serving to initiate; introdu-
cing by instruction, or by prescribed formali-

ties.

It hath been ener the fashion of God to exercise his

champions with some initiatory inconnters,
Bp. Hall, Samson's Marriage.

Two initiatory rites of the same general import cannot
exist together. J. M. Mason.

n. n.; pl.initiatories^-xiz'). An introductory
process or form.
Baptism is a constant initiatory at the proselyte.

L. Addison, State of the Jews, p. 67.

initiatriz (i-nish'i-a-triks), n. [= It. iniziatriee,

inizzatrice, < LL. initiatrix, fem. of initiator, a
beginner, a founder: see JKiiiator.] A female
initiator.

initiont (i-nish'on), n. [< OP. initimi, vnicion,

< ML. *initio(n-), a beginning, < L. inire, pp.
initus, hegm: aee initial.] A beginning.
Here I note the inition of my lord's friendship wlUi

Mountjoy. Sir Jt JTouTiton, Fragmenta Keg., Lord T



InjealouB

osed the olde king as he oaUed home his sonne.
DoMiel, Hist. Eng., p. 93.

inject (m-jekf), V. t. [< F. injecter = Sp. inyec-
tor = Fg. iwjectar = It. injettare,< L. injectare, direct contact of water,
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Plaster of Paris, white or colored, makes the usual hard
injection.- Hypodermic injection. See hypodermic, l.

Injection-COCK (in-jek'shon-kok), m. In a steam-
engine, the cock by whioh cold water is thrown

_
into a condenser.

illjectioix-condenser(in-jek'shon-kon-den"s6r),
" A vessel in which steam is condensed by the

lay on, apply, freq. of injicere, inicere, pp. injec- injection-engine (in-jek'shon-en"jin), n. A
w<s, tnrow or put in, into, or upon, < in, in, on, steam-engine in which the steam is condensed
IfTI?' ^''f^^

see jetT-. Of. adject, conject, by a jet of cold water thrown into the con-
ayecz, eject, ete.j i. To throw in; cause to denser.
passm by impulsion or driving force, as a fluid injection-pipe (in-iek 'shon-pip), n. A pipe
into a passage or cavity : as, to ir^ect medicine through which water is injected into the oou-Dy means Ota syringe; to jre/eci cold water into denser of a steam-engine, to condense the
B, steam-condenser. steam. ^ '

1 observed three vertical dikes, so closely resembling injection-Syringe (in-jek'shon-sir"inj), n. In
^ot^douht S??n M*„'i»?,°i''^'"^ ^'Sfl'" ^^^^ ""»' I I'd anat., a synnge used in injecting.

^^.y^^^n''i^:!^!^^^^''''""'°^^°''*"'--^' injection-valle (in-jek'shon-valv), n. The
Darwin, GeoL Observations ii 439 valve controlling the entrance of water into

2. To treat by injection; charge with an iml . ^^e condenser of a steam-engine.

jelled fluid. ' ^^ ^™ ^° ™ injection-water (in-jek'shon-wa"ter), ». The
Another method of anatomical preparation consists of !=+!»

^^'°^- '^ ^^^^^^ ™*°
*i?®

condenser of
injecting the vessels with some colored substance .

a.steam-engine in order to condense the steam.
Amer. Cyc'., I. 459. UUectoP (in-jek'tor), n. [= P. injecteur, < L. as

Since almost any animal injected may afford some organ ^ *ifljeetor, < injieere, pp. injectus, throw in : see
irorth preserving, it seems better to employ permanent """'-"*"' '^ ^- — -^i--^ —i----- =-^--i-

colors for tinging the mass.
C. 0. Whitman, Microscopical Methods, p. 224.

When the whole brain is to be preserved, its vessels
should be injected under slow pressure till the fluid comes
out of the veins. Alien, and Neurol, VI. 661.

3. Figuratively, to introduce arbitrarily or in-
appropriately; insert out of place or unseason-
ably; lug in: as, to i»s;ec* a polemical argument
into a prayer.

Csesar also, then hatching tyranny, injected the same
scrupulous demurs to stop the sentence of death.

Milton, Eikonoklastes.

The District Attorney tried to inject an objection.
New York Evening Post, April 27, 1S86.

4t. To cast or throw in general.

They . . . surround
The town with walla, and mound inject on mound.

Pope, Odyssey.

llljecta (in-jek'ta), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of iri-

^'ec*t<«, thrown in : see ire/ee*.] Things thrown
in; substances injected: opposed to ejecto.

injected (in-jek'ted), p. a. Filled as by injec-
tion; hyperemie; bloodshot.

After massage the eyes were still more injected, but on
the day following were less so than before massage.

Buck's Hamdbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 660.

The whole eyeball was highly injected, and tender to the
touch. The Lancet, No. 3421, p. 570.

] One who or that which injects; spe-
cifically, an apparatus for forcing water into a
steam-boiler, it was first reduced to practical form by
Giilard, hence often called Oiffard's injector. It is essen-
tially a j'et-pump, in which a jet of steam is continuously
changed by rapid condensation to a water-jet the mole-
cules of which are obliquely directed toward the longitu-
dinal axis of the jet by the conical nozle through which
the steam issues. There results from this a jet of water
very much smaller than the steam-jet from which it is
condensed, but retaining the same velocity. The entire
energy of the jet is thus applied to a much smaller area
than the cross-section of the steam-jet, this area being in-
versely as the density of the water is to that of the steam
before condensation. Thus, a considerable part of the
pressure upon the area of the steam-jet being concentrat-
ed upon a much smaller area by the conversion Of the
energy in the water-jet into work, the latter is competent
to force other water into the boiler. The essential parts of

Giffard's Injector.

the Giftard injector are shown in the diagram, in which
a is the steam-pipe with conical nozle c, & the water-
supply pipe, d d e, combining-tube, e a water-tube lead-
ing to the interior of the boiler, and/ an overflow forwater
and steam. A check-valve prevents back-flow. Adjust-
ability of the steam-nozle and various modifications which
increase efficiency and render the injector more conve-
nient in use have been added by other inventors. In op-
eration steam flows through the pipe a, and, driving the
air out of d, produces a partial vacuum in &. Water rising
through 6 to fill the partial vacuum surrounds the steam-
nozle and steam-jet, sudden condensation follows, and
the energy of the water-jet so produced drives it and
the water which has entered d past the central opening
'Yad d and past the check-valve into the tube «, and
thence into the boiler. The proportion of water to steam
requires careful adjustment. In the Sellers injector the
combining-tube is self-acting, and regulates the supply
of water to the pressure of the steam. In other injectors
a separate lever must be moved to adjust the apparatus to
the pressure, to prevent waste of steam or water. In the
diagram the excess of either water or steam escapes be-
tween the opposed nozles at/. Injectors are also used
to obtain a vacuum in continuous r£dlroad-brakes, but in
this instance the apparatus seems to be more properly an

jected, as a fluid ;~specifically, any substance or .^i^°*2.':_^^|2f°f°T: . . ,, , . _,, ,

preparation forcedlnto an animal body to pre- l?^!*'**"^-^?^^!? (in-jek tgr-valy), ». The valve

serve it, display it, or otherwise fit it for dlsseo-
I'etween the boiler and the mieetorm the sup-

tion or other examination. There are many kinds of Sirri. °lf ,v,fw^f ' ^ "" P''^^®'^*^ *^^

Injections, all reducible to three categories: (1) Preserva- .
DaCK-now 01 tne water,

tive injections, which retard or arrest decomposition, thus IDjeer, V. t. bee mgere.
keeping a subject, or any part of one, fit for dissection. Ar- iiyelly (in-jel'i), V. t.

;
pret. and pp,

senio is the usual basis of such injections. (2) Pigmentary ..... ,, . ~ . . „ _ _
injections, which contain coloring matters that tinge or
stain certain parts of a different color from their surround-
ings, thus displaying them. Injections often combine the
preservative and coloring properties. (3) Gaseous injec-

tions, as air, used to display a tissue or organ by distention
or inflation. Quicksilver is also used as an injection to in-

filtrate and distend minute vessels.

5. The state of being hyperemie or blood-

shot : as, the injection of the conjunctiva of an
inflamed eye.

Massage is contra-indicated when it is found to cause
excessive injection, and especially if there be photophobia
and laohrymation ; and it must not be employed in the

presence of iritis. 4«i«i.w,4.9i n^ +
BucKs Bandhook of Med. Sciences, IV. 660. iBjOmL ^,V.T.

injection (in-jek'shon), n. [= F
op. inyeccion = Pg. injecgSo = It. ir^ezione,K L.
injectio(n-), a throwing in, < injieere, inicere, pp.
injectus, throw in: see inject.^ 1. The act of in-
jecting or throwing in; the act of forcing in,

as a fluid into a passage, cavity, or substance
of loose texture : as, the injection of a drug by
means of a syringe ; the injection of cold water
into a steam-condenser to produce a vacuum.— 3. In anat., the act of injecting a body for
dissection; the process of filling the vessels or
other cavities of a body, or some part of a body,
with a preservative, coloring, or other fluid.

—

3. Specifically, in med., the giving of an enema

;

also, the enema given.— 4. That which is in

ijellying. [< m-2 -I- jelly.'] To bury in

6. Figuratively, a throwing in, as of a remark,
hint, or suggestion; an injected saying or in-

fluence. [Bare.]

One thing he hath irrefragably proved. That there is no

ppr. vn]

jelly.
A pasty costly-made.

Where quail and pigeon, lark and leveret lay,
Like fossils of the rock, with golden yolks
Imbedded and injellied. Tennyson, Audley Court.

injoint, V. t. An obsolete form of enjoin.

injoint^ (in-joinf), v. t. [< fc-2 -f- joint.] To
unite together as with joints

;
join. [Bare.]

The Ottomites, reverend and gracious.
Steering with due course toward the isle of Ehodes,
Have there injointed them with an after fleet.

Shak., Othello, i. S.

[< in-3 + joint.] To unjoint;
disjoin.

'

Those miserable wretches had their ears crept and their
noses cut off, for that the foresaid bridge by a mighty tem-
pest was injoynted and broken.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 126.

temptation which a man is subject to, but what might be inSoy* j,. An obsolete form of enjov.
suggested by our own corruption, without any TO^ertMm J-^''. ,..,, (-, t, ;„-„„,,„^,,,
of Satan. Fuller, Worthies, Gloucestershire. injUCUnQt jm-jo Kunaj, a. L<- L'' injueunaus,

Hard injection, an injection which is used in a fluid
unpleasant < v,i- pnv. + jmundus, pleasant:

"ate7a™afteTOard solidifies or sets, on cooling or drying. S&& jocund.] Unpleasant. Bailey.

injunction

injncundityt (in-jg-kun'di-ti), n. [< L. i)^
cundita(t-)s, unpleasantness, < iryucundus, un-
pleasant: see imjucund.] Unpleasantness; dis-
agreeableness. Cockeram.

injudicable (in-jS'di-ka^bl), a. [< in^ + judi-
cable.] Not cognizable by a judge. Bailey.

injudicial (in-j6-dish'al), a. [< in-S + judicial]
Not judicial ; not according to the forms of law.

in judicio (in jij-dish'i-o). [L. : i», in; judicio,
abl. of judicium, judicial investigation, trial

:

see judicial, juise.] In court; in judicial pro-
ceedings.

injudicious (in-jij-dish'us), a. [= F. imjudi-
cieux; as in-3 + judicious.] 1. Not judicious
in thought, speech, or action ; deficient in judg-
ment; imprudent: as, an injudidous ally.

It Is painful to be thus obliged to vindicate a man who,
in his heart, towered above the petty arts of fraud and
imposition, against an injudicious biographer, who un-
dertook to be his editor, and the protector of his memory.

A. Murphy, On the Life and Genius of Dr. Johnson.

2. Not judicious in character or kind; ill-

judged or ill-advised; contrary to sound judg-
ment or discretion ; unwise : as, an injtidicious
measure.
One of the victims of his [James II. 's] injudicious par-

simony was the poet laureate. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vit
The most iTCJuSicioTO! charity . . . has commonly a ben-

eficial and softening influence upon the donor.
Lec^, Europ. Morals, II. 80.

=Syn. Indiscreet, inconsiderate, imprudent, rash, hasty.
injudiciously (in-J9-dish'us-li), adv. In an in-
judicious manner; unwisely.
The artillery, also, was so injudiciously placed as to be

almost entirely useless. Irving, Granada, p. 66.

injudiciousness (in-j6-dish'us-nes), n. The
_
quality_ of being injudicious or unwise.

injunction (in-jungk'shpu), n. [= F. imonc-
tion = Pr. injunction = Cat. injundo, < LL. in-
juncUo(nr-), a command, < L. injungere, pp. in-
junctus, command, enjoin: see enjoin.] 1. The
act of enjoining or directing ; admonition as to
action or duty ; requirement.
The institution of God's law is described as being estab-

lished by solemn injunction. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. That which is enjoined ; a command, order,
or admonition.
I shall most willingly conform to any other Injunctions

of your Lordship's, and esteem them always as Favours.
Howell, Letters, ii. 17.

My wife always generously let them have a guinea each,
to keep in their pockets, but with strict injunctions never
to change it. Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

3t. An obligation; engagement; imposition.

Ar. I am enjoin'd by oath to observe three things. . . .

Por. To these injunctions every one doth swear
That comes to hazard for my worthless self,

Shak., M. of V., ii. 9.

His error was imperious, and would command all other
men to renounce their own reason and understanding, till

they perish'd under the injunction of his aU-ruling error.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, vi.

4. In law, a judicial process or order requiring
the person to whom it is directed to do or to
refrain from doing a particular thing.

She is always contriving some improvements of her
jointure land, and once tried to procure an injunction to
hinder me from feUing timber upon it for repairs.

Johnson, Bambler, No. 35.

5t. Conjunction; union.

It can be but a sorry and ignoble society of life whose
inseperable injunction depends meerly upon flesh and
bones. Milton, Divorce, ii. 9.

Ad interim injunction, injunction pendente lite,
interlocutory injunction, preliminary injunction,
provisional iqjunction, temporary injunction, an
injunction granted in an action, before the rights of the
parties have been tried, as a provisional remedy, for the
purpose of maintaining the subject of the action in statu
quo meanwhile, as distinguished from a final injunction,
which is awarded only by judgment. The terms are in-
terchangeably used, except that preliminary injunction is
more appropriate where the application is made at the
commencement of the action than where it is delayed

;

temporary, ad interimr, and preliminary are more appro-
priate to indicate an injunction for a transient period, as
until further order, or until a hearing of the defendant
in opposition, while pendente lite indicates that the in-
junction is intended to continue till judgment, and in-
terlocutory is not often used of an ex parte injunction.

—

Common injunction, an injunction such as is ordinarily
incident to actions of a class (such, for instance, as cred-
itors' suits), and commonly granted in default of opposi-
tion, or even without notice, and which remains in force
until answer and the further order of the court, as distin-
guished from a fipeeial injunction, which is ordinarily ex-
pressed to continue in force until answer or further order.
—Mandatory injunction, an injunction which in effect
commands the doing of an act, as, for instance, the re-
moval of a wall, by forbidding the person to whom the in-
junction is addressed to permit the wall to remain.—Per-
manent injimction. (a) An injunction which is final or
perpetual, as distinguished from one pending the action.
(6) An injunction granted to continue pending the action,
as distinguished from one merely terwporary, or until op-
position can be heard.— Special injunction, a prohibi-



injunction

tory writ or interdict against some act of a party, such as
waste, nuisance, piracy, etc.

injuret, »• A Middle English form of injury.

injure (in'jor), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. injured, ppr.

injuring. [Formerly also injury, q. v. ; < OF.
injurier, injurer, F. injurier= Pr. enjuriar = Sp.
Pg. injuriar= It. ingiuriare, < L. injuriari, do an
injury, injm'e, < injurin, an injury: see injury.']

To doharmto ; inflictdamageor detrimentupon

;

impair ordeteriorate in anyway ; subject to any
deleterious or noxious action orinfluenee ; hurt

;

harm ; a word of very wide application : as, to
injure property by misuse or neglect ; to injure
the health by overwork or dissipation ; to injure
another's reputation by slander; to injure the
cause of morality by bad example.
When have I iryur'd thee? when done thee wrong ?^
Oi thee?— or thee?—or any of yoor faction ?

A plague upon you all

!

SAat., Kich. ni.,i 3.

Ay me ! can Pity injure Justice so
As to relieve me with a gracious glance ?

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 148.

He [Bacon] thoughthe could serve Essex without injur-
ing himseU. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

=SyiL To mar, disfigure, abuse, maltreat, wrong.

in jure (in jo're). [Xi.: m, in; jure, abl. otjus
(j«r-), right, law: seejitsil.] Inlaw; in juris-

prudence— Confession In jure, in Bom. law. See
eonjeasion. 1 (e).

iiyured (in'jijrd), p. a. Manifesting a sense of
injury; hurt; offended.

The keeper had fired four times at an Indian, buthe said,

with an injured air, that the Indian had slapped around
so '8 to spile everything S. L. Clemens, Bongliing It, iv.

injurer (in'jgr-6r), n. One who or that which
injures or harms.

lU deeds are well turned back upon their authors

;

And 'gainst an injurer the revenge is jnst.

B. Jomon, Catiline, iv. i.

Thenpright judge will countenance right, and discoun-
tenance wrong, whoever be the injurer or sufferer.

Bp. Atterbury.

An injured man maybe moved by an impulse of pityto
spare his injurer^ while a regard for justice and a desire
of revenge combmed impel him to inflict punishment.

H. Sidgvrick, Methods of Ethics, p. 349.

injuria (in-jo'ri-a), n. [L. : see injury."] In
law, a violation of rights ; a wrong of such na-
ture that the law will take cognizance of it.

Injury Includes all kinds of hurt. Injuria does not in-

clude those that are done without any violation of right,

as where one consente to undergo a surgical experiment,
or where a child is punished by its parent, or where pub-
lic authority changes the grade of a road which it has free
right to change,impairingthe use and value of the property
of the abutting owner. In all these cases there may be
injury, but no injuria. Such a case is damnum absque
injuria.— Ii^xailL absque danmo [L.: injuria, injury
<8ee injury); absque « abs, off, from, with generalizing
mflfiz -que), without ; damno, abl. of damnum, harm : see
damnum^ a violation of one s rights without causing any
barm, as where, to a stream which was already sufficiently
polluted by others to complete the nuisance to an own-
er below, another wrong-doer adds other foul matter; or
where one sets his foot on another's land against objection,
but doing no harm. In such cases the law gives aremedy,
but the absence of damage is considered in determining
the measure of relief or redress.

injurious (iu-j6'ri-us), a. [< F. injurieux= Pr.
enjurios = Sp. Pg. injurioso = It. ingiurioso, <
L. injuriosus, acting unjustly, wrongful, inju-
rious, < injuria, wrong, injury: see injury.] 1.

Tending to injure or impair; inflicting harm,
wrong, or mischief; of a harmful nature or
quality ; deleterious; detrimental; hurtful: as,

an injurious action or speech; conduct injuri-

ous to health or morality.

Tho' I have been content to let you debate the Matter
of Succession, yet I advise you to beware, that you be not
injuiious to your Prince's Patience.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 335.

One part of carbonic acid in a thousand parts of re-
spired air indicates the presence of an amount of organic
matter which, according to Dr. Parkes, is perceptible to
the senses and positively injurious to health.

Huxley and Ymimans, PhysioL, § 383.

2. Prone to injure; having disposition or ca-
pacity to inflict harm or suffering; hostile;

dangerous.
Did injurious nature bind

My soul earth's 'prentice, with no clause to leave her?
Quurles, Emblems, v. 13.

The result is the death of his proud and injurious en-
emy. Ticknor, Span. Lit. , L 130.

Yet beauty, though injurious, hath strange power.
After oSence returning, to r^ain
Love once possess'd. MUton, S. A., L 1003.

3. Abusive; insulting.

Injurious doke, that threat'st where is no cause.
SAaiS:.,2Hen.VL,L4.

Sharp was his voice, which, in the shrillest tone.
Thus with injurious taunts attack'd the throne.

Pope, niad, iL 274.

= Syn. 1. Damaging, disadvantageous, prejudicial, mis-
chievous, destructive.
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injuriously (in-jo'ri-us-li), adv. In an injurious

or hurtful manner; wrongfully; mischievously;

abusively; maliciously.

I mean that defence of myself to which every honest

man is bound when he is injuriously attacked in print.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, Pref.

The poison of the cobra acts far more injuriously on the

protoplasm of the higher animals than on that of Drosera.

Darurin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 209.

LDJuriousness (in-jo'ri-us-nes), n. The quality

of being injurious or harmful; hurtfulness.

Some miscarriages might escape, rather through sudden
necessities of state than any propensity either to injuri-

ousness or oppression. Eikon BasUike.

injury (in'j6-ri), n.; pi. injuries (-riz). [< ME. in-

jurie, also injure; < OF. (and F.) injure = Pr.

injuria, enjuria = Sp. Pg. injuria= It. ingiuria, <

L. injuria, wrong, violence, harm, injurj;, < in-

jurius, acting unlawfully or -wrongfully, injuri-

ous, < in- priv. + jus (jur-), law, right : seejusO-.]

1. That which injures; harm inflicted or suf-

fered; mischief; damage; hurt.

And put to all iniuryea yt myght be deuysed, and fynal-

ly condempned to deth.
Sir E. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 29.

She us'd few words.
But yet enough to make me understand
The baseness of the injury you did her.

Beau, arid Fl., Maid's Tragedy, v. 4.

There is no such injury as revenge, and no such revenge
as the contempt of an injury.

Sir T. Brovme, £.eligio Medici, ii 7.

The former [private] wrongs are an infringement or pri-
vation of the private or civil rights belonging to individu-
als considered as individuals; andare thereupon frequent-

ly termed civil injuries. Blackstorte, Com., HI. L

2t. Injurious speech; detraction; calumuy.

He fell to bitter invectives against the French king, and
spake^ the injuries he could devise of Charles. Bctcon.

Mess. "Tell him," quoth she, "my mourning weeds are
done.

And I am ready to put armour on."
E. Edw. . . . But what said Warwick to these rn^rreg?

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, iv. 1.

Ciyll injury, a violation of a right of a party, as distin-
guished from a criminal offense ; a wrong in respect of
which the law entitles the injured party to redress for Ills

own benefit against the wrong-doer, as distinguished from
the amenability of the wrong-doer to punishment by the
state. The same act may be both a civil injnry and a
criminal offense, as an assault or a libeL Civil injury has
been sometimes defined as the violation of the right of an
individual as an individual ; but by this is meant only the
same distinction. The violation of a private right of a
corporation, or even of the state, such as the breach of a
contract with the government, is a civil injury as truly as
if it affected only an indivlduaL—Irreparable injury.
See irreparable.=&jn. 1. Injury, Detriment, Damage,
Hurt, Harm, Mischief, Injustice. These words represent
evil inflicted with or without intention, except tliat in the
last three instances it is presumably intentionaL Each has
considerablerange of meaning, /n^ur^is the generalword,
but usually expresses more than slight loss ; da^nage is a
diminution of value greater than detriment; harm is pre-
sumably less In degree and kind ; by hurt we mean some-
thing more serious, especially something physical and at-
tended with pain ; mischiefmay be great, especially wide-
spread, and is often the result of wantonness or love of
eviL Injustice is the strongest in its expression of inten-
tion. Detriment is chosen when the smallest degree of
harm is to be included: as, it is the duty of the dictator
to see that the state suffers no detriment. S^e loss.

injuryt (in'jij-ri), ». *. [< injury, n.] To injure;
hurt; harm.
They are always in mntuall wars one with another, yet

will not they iniury a stranger.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 624.

That accordingly lustice may equally be done vnto our
marchants by you & your subiects. which marchants hane
in like sort bene iniuried. Hakluylfs Voyages, L 159.

Pray, use me like a gentleman ; take all, but injury not
my body. Middleton, Your Five Gallants, iit 2.

injustt, a. [< ME. injust, < OF. (and F.) injuste
= Pr. injust = Sp. Pg. injusto = It. ingiusto, <
L. injustus, not just, < in- priv. -f Justus, just

:

see jus(^.] Unjust.

This is the descripcion of a wyfced and iniust indge.
Joye, Expos, of Daniel, iii

injustice (in-jus'tis), n. [< F. injustice = Pr.
Sp. injusticia = Pg. injusUga = It. ingiustizia, <
L. injustttia, injustice, < injustus, not just : see
injust.]

_
Lack of justice or equity; unjust ac-

tion; •violation of another's rights; wrong in-
flicted.

Thrice is he armd that hath his quarrel just.
And he but naked, though lock'd up in steel.
Whose conscience with injustice is corrupted.

Sliak., 2 Hen.VI, iii. 2.

ItveregieAtinjustiee
. . . that honest creditors should

be cousened and defrauded of thesumme of thirty or forty
thousand duckats. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 167.

The idea to which the name injustice is given being the
invasion or violation of that right [proper^].

Locke, Human Understanding, TV. ilL 18.

=Syn. Damage, Harm, etc. (see injury); unfaimess foul
play, grievance.

t!
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injnstifiablet (in-jus'ti-fi-a-T)!), a. [< tn-3 +jus-

tifiable. J Not j ustifiable ; unjustifiable.

Or whether it was that they blindly resolved to follow
that injvMifiable precedent of pafising over so necessaiy a
rule to all courts, of giving the partys accused an hearing.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. J&eformation, an. 1540.

injnstlyt, adv. Unjustly.
The Bm^onions beynge sore displeased assembled a

greate army, bothe to renenge their querrellea and also to
recouer againe l^e tounes from thelm imiutely taken.

HaU, Hen.v., an. 11.

infe-i (ingk), w. [Early mod. E. also incJc; < AIE,

inke, ynkej inc, enk, enke, eneke = D. inkt^ < OP.
enqu€j enche, F. encre = Pr. encaut = It. inchio-

strOj ink, < LL. encaustumj < LGr, eyKavarovj pur-
ple ink, later (MGr.) anyink,neut.of tyKavarocQ

encaustus), burnt in; see encaustic. Other
words for 'ink' are Sp. Pg. tinta, G. Unie, dinte

(see tint) ; Sw. ildk, Dan. bUek (see hlaek) ; NGr.
/leMvTj (bldkek), etc.] 1. A colored fluid of slight

viscosity used for writing or drawing, or a more
viscous colored substance used in printing; dis-

tinguished as icriting-ink and printing-ink. Com-
mon black writing-ink is generallymade of an in^sion of
galls, copperas, and gum arabic. The coloring matter is

the gallotannate of iron, which is suspended in water
by gum arabic; a little logwood is generally added to
deepen and improve the color. Solphate of copper is

also sometimes used in making writing-ink, but is rather
injurious than otherwise. Printing-ink is a mechanical
mixture of boiled oil and a black or colored pigment
For most inks linseed-oil is used, generally with some
rosin ; but rosin alone is used for the coarsest inks, and
nut-oil or other fine oil for the finest. The pigment for
black ink is lampblack or other carbonaceous matter.
Soap is added to increase the facility of impression.

Y haue mo thingis to write to gou, and I wolde not bi
parchemyn and CTike [var. ynke\. Wycliff 2John 12(Parv.)L

And where also he asked penne and yiike, and wrote of
his sone. i Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 39.

He pronounced all these words unto me with his mouth,
and I wrote them with ink in the book. Jer. zzxvi. 18.

2. In zool., the inky fluid of a cephalopod, as
the cuttlefish.—Blue "Writing-ink, an ink consisting
of sulphate of indigo dissolved in water or of Chinese bine
made soluble with oxalic acid.—Book-in^ a printing-
ink prepared from refined gas-black and other ingredients
mixed vriih a thicker and more careftdly prepared oil than
news-ink.—China ^tiTt See India ink, under India.—
Coi^lng-ln^ an ink composed partly of a soluble mate-
rial, as gum arabic, sugar, or glycerin, to prevent it from
drying too rapidly or thoroughly. When lett^s or manu-
scripts written with it are placed against a moistened
sheet, a part of the ink is transferred, making a reversed
copy. Translucent paper is used for taking the copy, which
is tamed over to bring the copied letters into their normal
position,andread from the op{K}Btte side.—^Diamondlnk,
a dilate solution of hydrofluoric acid, preserved in gutta-
percha bottles^ and used for writing on glass.— Gold or
silver JTlTc, writing-fluid in which gold or sQver, or some
imitation of either metal, is suspended in a stde of fine

division in water by means of gam arabic or honey.— In-
delihle Inlf, a special ink so made as to make amark that
cannot easily be obliterated by washing or use : used espe-
ciaJly formarking linen, etc. Such ink is usoallymade efll-

cacioasbythe incorporation ofachemical agent, as nitxate
of silver. Also caMeAinarking-ink.—Tndla nr TTi^li^n InTr

See India, a.—divisible ^TtTf Same as tympaUtetie ink.

—LltilOgraphic InlE, an ink used in lithography forwrit-
ing on stone, orfor transferring autQgraphicallyfrompapo'
to stone. Itisacomp<ffiitionof virgin wax, drywhite soap,
tallow or lard, shellac, mastic, and lampblack.—Hark-
tng-ink. (a) Same as indelible ink. (6) A mixture of
lampblack and turpentine used with a brush or stencil for

marking packing-cases and other packages.—Mews-lnk.
a printing-ink usually made of lampblack and linseed'Oil
sightly boiled.—Fexmanent Ink. Same as indelible ink.

—Bedwrittng-ink; a solution ofalum coloredwithbrazQ-
wood or an ammoniacal solution of cochineal, much used
for the specific parts of
formal writings, as rec-
ords, deeds, diplomas,
etc.— Safety-Ink. (a)
A delicate printing-ink
for checks, to prevent
tampering. (6) A writ-
ing-ink which cannot
be changed by chemi-
cals. — Sym^tkefic
inikf a writing -fluid
which remains invisi-

ble on the paper until
it is developed by some
mean^ sach as exjKv
sure to heat, strong
light, or chemical re-

action. Solutions of
cobalt thus become
blue or green, a very
dilute sulphuric acid
blackens, and lemon-
joice turns brown.
Also caUed invisible

tTut—To sling ink,
to write, especially to
make a business of
writing. [Slang, U. S.]

illkl(iilgk),r. t. [<
ink\ ».] 1. To
color with ink.

—

2. To spread ink
over ; daub with
ink.— To ink £att.
See/ofi, a.

Alimentaiy Canal of CDttlefidi (5^/i0
officinalis),

a, aims ; bi, ink-bae : ittB, buccal
mass ; gb, buccal eani^ion ; **, poste-
rior saliTazy glands ; e, es(^>hagii5: A,
liver

;_
dh, he[»tic duct ; v, stomach ; v*.

pvloric caecum ; gsp, aitaochnic gan-
glitm: ^intestine.
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ink2 (ingk), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. In faU
conry, the neck, or that part from the head to
the body of the bird that a hawk preys upon.
Halliwell.—2. The socket of a mill-spindle.

ink-bag (mgk'bag), n. A bladder-shaped sac
found in some dibranohiate oephalopods, con-
taining a black and viscid fluid resembling ink,
by ejecting which, in case of danger or pursuit,
they can render the surroimding water opaque
and thus conceal themselves. This fluid is used to
some extent in the fine arts, under the name of sepia, from
the genus which first supplied it for commerce. Alaoink-
gland, ink-aac. See cut on preceding page
ink-ball (ingk'bai), n. 1. Same as laVX, 9.—
2. A kind of round oak-gall, produced by some
cynipid, and containing tannin enough to be
used in making a poor quality of ink.

The juice of poke-herries, compounded with vinegar, or
the distillation of a vegetable productknown as "ink balls,"
usurped the place of ink. The Century, XXXVI. 765.

iuk-bencb. (ingk'bench), n. The inking-table
of a printing-press.

inkberry (ingk'ber"i), ».; Tpl.inlcberries (-iz). 1.
An elegant shrub, Bex glabra, found on the At-
lantic coast of North .Mierica. it grows from 2 to
more than i feet high, has slender, flexible stems and lea-
thery evergreen leaves, shining on the surface and of a
lanceolate form, and produces small black berries.

2. The plant i?a»diaacM(eato, called the WestIn-
dian inkberry.— 8. The plant MolUnedia macro-
phylla (Kibara macrophylla of authors), called
the Australian or Qiieensland inkberry.

inkbeny-weed (ingk'ber"i-wed), n. The poke-
weed, Phytolacca decandra.
ink-block (ingk'blok), n. In printing, a small
square table, sometimes with a slightly raised
rim, used with some hand-presses, on which
printing-ink is spread out or distributed in a
thin film, to be taken up by the inking-roller.

ink-bottle (ingk'bof'l), n. An inkstand; also,

the receptacle for ink in an inkstand. [Eng.j

Take a little bit of glass, as a wine-glass, or the ink-
bottle, and play it about a little on the side of your hand
farthest from the window.

Ruskin, lilem. of Drawing, p. 51.

ink-brayer (ingk ' bra "er), n. In printing, a
short wooden cylinder fitted with a handle,
used to spread ink on an ink-block.

ink-cup (ingk'kup), n. A dip-cup for ink, usu-
ally of glass or india-rubber.

ink-cyUnder (ingk'siF'in-der), n. In a print-

ing-machine, a revolving drum of iron, usually
placed between the inkmg-trough and the ink-
ing-rollers to facilitate the even distribution of

printing-ink.

ink-duct (ingk'dukt), n. A contrivance which
conducts printing-ink from an ink-fountain to

the distributing-table or rollers. It is usually

an iron roller made to vibrate and revolve at

stated intervals.

inker (ing'k^r), n. 1. A device on a recording
instrument by which the dot or trace is made.
Knight.— 2. One of the large rollers on a print-

ing-press which apply the ink to the type.

inket (ing'ket), ». [<»»&i + -e*.] An inkstand.

[Eng.]
A small mahogany table furnished with a papier maohe

M;et and blotting-case.
Mrs. Baddell, Her Mother s Darlmg, iv.

inkfish (ingk'fish), «. Same as calamary, 1.

ink-fountain (ingk 'foun" tan), n. An iron

trough attached to a printing-press to contain

ink and control its flow to the inking-roUers;

an inking-trough.
ink-gland (ingk'gland), n. Same as ink-bag.

inkholder (ingk'hoFd^r), n. A vessel for hold-

ing ink; the part of an inkstand that contains

the ink. , , .^ ^ ,

inkhom (ingk'ham), n. and a. [< ME. *ynh-

horn, enhhorn; < inlc^ + horn."] l.n. 1. A port-

able case for ink andwriting-instruments, made
of a horn, or (usually) of wood or metal, for-

merly in common use in Europe, and still m
some parts of the East. See kalamdan.

One man among them was clothed with linen, with a

writer's inkhom by his side. Bzek. ix. i.

Hang him with his pen and inkhom about his neck.

The notary had his smaU table, his ink-horn and quills,

his books, papers, and assistant scrivener, i° a° ™f\™
the lower hall. S%e Century, XXXVII. 87.

2. In her. See penner. .

II.t a. Pertaining to an inkhorn, or to a writ-

er or pedant; bookish; pedantic.

Hee that can catche an j/mfe hmne terme by the taile,

him they coumpt to be a fine Englishman and a good rhe-

torician; Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric, p. 165.

Strange and *»J:Aor«8 tearmes.oirauge »u
Ascham-, The Scholemaster, p. 111.
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Inkhom mate, a fellowwho carries an inkhom ; a book-
ish or pedantic man.

And ere that we will suffer such a prince.
So kind a fatlier of the commonweS,
To be disgraced by an inkhom mate.
We, and our wives, and children, all will fight,

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., lit 1.

inkhornismt (ingk'h6rn-izm), n. [< inkhorn +
-Jsm.] A bookish, pedantic, or bombastic ex-
pression.

Singing his love, the holy Spouse of Christ,
Like as she were some light-skirts of the rest.
In mightiest inkhomisms he can thither wrest.

Bp. Hall, Satires, II. vili 12.

inkhornizet (ingk'h6rn-iz), v. i. [< inkhorn +
4ze.'i To use inkhorn terms. Cotgrave.

Escorcher le Latin [F.], to inkhomize it, or use inkhorn
tearmes. Cotgrave.

inkbornizert (ingk'h6rn-i-z6r), n. One who
inkhornizes. Cotgrave.

inkindlet (in-kin'dl), v. t. An obsolete form of
enkindle.

inkiness (ing'ki-nes), n. The state or quality
of being inky.

inking-ball (ing'king-b41). n. Same as ballX, 9.

inking-pad (ing'Mng-pad), «. An absorbent
pad of felt or other porous material for hold-
ing and supplyiilg ink to hand-stamps and
other printing and recording devices.

inking-roller (ing'king-ro"16r), n. Id. printing,

an elastic cylinder made of a composition of
glue and molasses, or of glue, glycerin, and
sugar, cast in a mold around a spindle or stock,

for applying ink to type by being rolled over it.

Inking-roUers (first made of cloth covered with leather)

did not entirely supersede inking-balls for ordinary use till

the early part of the nineteenth century. The stock was
originally of wood, but is now usually of wrought-iron.
The diameter of inking-rollers for power-presses is about

8i inches, but as formerly made for hand-presses it was
considerably more. Inking-rollers are rotated on a table
or in contact with other rollers to spread the ink evenly
before they are rolled over the types or plates for the im-
pression. On different kinds of presses they are used
either singly or in gangs of two or more. Also ink-roller.

inking-table (ing'king-ta"bl), n. In printing, a
table of wood, iron, or stone, used with some
kinds of hand- and power-presses, on which
printing-ink is evenly spread out in a thin film,

to be taken up by the inking-roller or gang of

rollers, which conveys it to the type.

inking-trough (ing'king-tr6f), n. The reser-

voir fromwhich an inking-roller is suppliedwith
ink: called by American printers ink-fovrntwin.

ink-knife (ingk'nif ), n. In printing, a long blade
in the ink-duct regulated by means of keys so

as to govern the amount of ink to be given at

each impression.

inkle^ (ing'kl), v. t. ; pret. and pp. imkled, ppr.

inkling. [< ME. *mMe», «mcte»j hint at; origin

uncertain.] 1. To hint at; disclose. In this

use somewhat uncertain, being found only in

the following passage

:

A brem brasen horde bringes hee soone,
Imped in iuory, too incle the truthe.

With goode siluer & golde gailich atired.

Alisaunder of Macedome (E. E. T. S.), L 615.

2. Tohaveahintorinklingof ; divine. [Bare.]

"He has stolen a hundred thousand pounds." "John,"
cried my mother, " you are mad !" And yet she turned as

pale as death, . . . and she inkled what it was.
£. D. Blaekmore, Loma Doone, lii.

inkle^ (ing'kl), ». [Also incle, appar. for Hngle,

which stands for lingle (the I being appar. mis-

taken for the P. def. art. le, before a vowel V),

thread, shoemakers' thread: see lingle, lingel.']

1. A kind of tape or braid formerly employed
as a trimming, being sewed upon the surface as

in modern braided work. It was either of a sin-

gle color or of several in stripes.

He hath ribands of all the colours i' the rainbow :. . .

inkles, caddisses, cambrics, lawns. Shak., W. 1., ir. 4

My wife is learning now, sir, to weave inkle.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful lady, v. 3.

'I twitch'd his dangling Garter from his Enee;
He wist not when the hempen String I drew

;

Now mine I quickly doff of Inkle Blue.
Gay, Shepherd's Week (1714), p. 37.

2. A material formerly used for decorative

needlework, either crewel or embroidery-wool,

or perhaps silk or flax.

Her art sisters the natural roses;

Her inkle, sUk, twin with the rubied cherry.

Shals., Pericles, v., Erol.

He can thread needles on horseback, or draw a yard of

inkle through his nose.
B. Jonson, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

3. In modern use, a broad linen tape; wrought
spinel.

Spinel is bleached yarn for the manufacture of the tape,

and is known as unwrought inkle. E. H. Knight.

inkwood
The majority [of wicks] consist of inkle, a fine flax yam.

Spans' JSncyc. Manuf., I. 590.

inkling (ingk'Hng), n. [< ME.inkling, ynkiling;
verbal n. of inkle^, v.'] 1. A hint; an intima-
tion; a slight or imperfect idea or notion.

He was thither come with all his hoste and power be-
fore the confederates hearde any inkelyng of his marchyng
forward. Hall, Hen. IV., an. 6.

Whilst these Things were enacted. Cardinal Wolsey had
an Inkling of the King's Affection to Anne BuUen, Daugh-
ter of the viscount Rochford. Baker, Chronicles, p. 277.

Aug. I thought you, Julio, would not thus have stolen
a marriage without acquainting your &ieuds.
Jul. Why, I did give thee inklings.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, v. 5,

2t. Inclination; desire. Grose.

ink-mushroom (ingk'mush"rom), n. A name
given to species of the genus Coprinus, which
is closely allied to the genus Agariaus or eom-
inon mushrooms, from which it differs by the
habit of deUquesoing into a blackish fluid re-
sembling ink, whence the popular name.
in-kneed (in'ned), a. Knock-kneed.
inknit (in-nif), V. t.; pret. and pp. inknitted or
inknit, ppr. imknitting. [< jml + Knit.'\ To knit
in. Southey.

inknot (in-nof), 1). t.; pret. and pp. inknotted,
ppr. inknotUng. [< «»i + knot^.'] To bind with
or as if with knots.

John Stafford, archbishop of Canterbury, when the land
was more replenished with silver, inknotteth that priest
in the greater excommunication that should consecrate-
"poculum stanneum." Fuller, Holy War, p. 131.

ink-nut (ingk'nut), n. The astruigent fruit-

of several species of Terminalia, as T. Chebula,
T. Bellerica, etc., usedby the natives of India in
producing a permanent black. It is exported,
under the name of niyrdbalan.

ink-pad (ingk'pad), n. Same as inking-pad.

ink-pencil (ingk'pen"sil), n. A pencil fllled

with a coloring material of varied composition
that makes an ink-like mark,which is indelible

and can be reproduced in the copying-press.

ink-plant (ingk ' plant), m. A low European
shrub, Coriaria myrtifolia, used indyeing black.

ink-pott (ingk'pot), n. and a. I. n. An ink-

horn ; an inkholder.

II, a. Pedantic : same as inkhorn.

To use many metaphors, poetical phrases in prose, or
incke-pot termes, smelleth of affectation.

Wright, Passions of the Mind (Cens. Lit., IX. 175).

ink-powder (ingk'pou'''der), n. A powder from
which ink can be readily made by steeping it

in water. This is generally supposed to he a modern in-

vention, but in 1718 James Austen introduced in London
"Persian ink-powder."

ink-roller (ingk'rd''''16r), n. Same as inking-

roller.

Turning the vnJM'oUer on the leff^ which takes its sup-
ply from another roller. Ure, Diet., IV. 683.

ink-root (ingk'rSt), n. The marsh-rosemary,
Statice lAmonium, var. Caroliniana.

ink-sac (ingk'sak), n. Same as ink-bag.

inkshed (ingk'shed), ». A shedding or spill-

ing of ink: a facetious imitation of blood-

What inkshed springs from altercation 1

What loppings off of reputation

!

Lloyd, A Familiar Epistle, To J. B., Esq.

ink-slinger (ingk'sling'''6r), n. A professional

writer; one who makes a business of writing.

[Slang, U. S.]

inkstand (ingk'stand), n. A small cup-like re-
ceptacle, with orwithout a cover, for holding the
ink used in writing. Inkstands are of various mate-
rials, as glass, porcelain, metal, etc., or of combinations-
of materials (as a glass cup or ink-well in a wooden or

metallic conteiner), and ofmany forms, as the globular, the
well, the fountain, the chambered, and the invertible ink-
stands.

ink-stone (ingk'ston), n. 1. Native copperas
or iron sulphate (also called iron vitriol and,

in mineralogy, melanterite), or a stone contain-

ing this substance : used in making ink.— 2.

A slab of slate, sometimes of marble or other
stone, used for rubbing down the Chinese and
Japanese solid ink known in Europe as In-

dia ink, usually made with a gradual slope ter-

minating in a well at one end. Occasionally it is

carvedaroundthe edge, or hasa border of sculp-

ture. See writing-box.

ink-table (ingk'ta"bl), n. An inHng-taMe.

ink-well (ingk'wel), n. . A cup or reservoir for

ink in use, fitted into the top of a desk, an ink-

stand, or other convenient receptacle
|
the con-

taining part of an inkstand, as distmguished
from the frame.

inkwood (ingk'wud) , n. A small tree, Sypelate
paniculata, a native of southern Florida and the
West Indies.



ink-writer

ink-writer (ingk'ri'tfer), n. In teleg., a record-
ing instrument using ink.

The form of inBtrament [telegrwli recorder] almost
universally ased in Europe makes the record in ink, and
hence is sometimes called the viik-vrrUer.

Encyc. Brit, XXHI. 119.

inky (iag'M), a. [< ink^ + -^1.] Consisting of
ink

; containing ink ; smeared or stained with
ink; resembling ink ; black.

'Tis not alone my inhy cloak, good mother, . . .

That can denote me truly. Shak., Hamlet, L 2.

Seing these North-easteme Seas are so frozen and im-
passable, 1 will therefore in an vnHe Sea flnde an easier
passage for the Header. Purehcu, Pilgrimage, p. 435.

Peter had a son, who . . . would needs exchange the
torn and inky fustian sleeves for the bine jacket and white
lapelle. Scott, Bedgauntlet, ch. i.

Strew'd were the streets around with milk-white reams,
FLow'd all the Canongate with i-riky streams.

Byron, English Bards and Scotch Beviewers.

Inlace (in-Ias')* ^- t- Same as enlace.

inlagaryt (in-lag'a-ri), n. [< ML. (AL.) m-
lagaria (E. as if *inlav!ry), < *inlagus, inlaw:
see inlaw. Cf. utlagary.'\ The restitution o£
an outlaw to the protection and benefit of the
law. Minsheu.

inlagationt (in-la-ga'shon), n. [< ML. (AL.)
mlagatio(n-), K irilagare, inlaw, see inlaw. Cf.

utlagation.'] Same as inlagary. Coles, 1717.

inland (in'land), n. and a. [< in^ + land.'] I.

n. 1 . The interior part of a country.

Besides, her little rills, her in-lands that do feed,
Which with their lavish streams do furnish every need.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 403.

The rest were all

Far to the inland retired, about the walls
Of Pand^moniom, city and proud seat.

MUton, P. L., X. 423.

2. In feudal law, land reserved by the lord of
the manor to be cultivated by his serfs or used
for the manor, as distinguished from the lands
occupied or enjoyed by the tenants. See out-

land.

U. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the interior, as
distinguished from the coast ; away or retired
from uie sea or the main ocean : as, an inland
town or lake.

In this wide Inland sea, that bight by name
The Idle lake, my wandring ship I row.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vt 10.

Where brief sojourners, in the cool, soft air.

Forgot their imamd heats, bard toil, and year-long care.

Whittier, Tent on the Beach.

The Istrian hills, . . . and the higher mountains be-
yond them, tell us something of the chsu^acter of theinland
scenery. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 98.

In the act of July 2, 1864, § 7, that no property seized
npon " any of the irUand waters of the United States " by
the naval forces shall be r^arded as maritime prize,

"inland " applies to all waters upon which a naval force
could go, other than bays and harbors on the sea-coast.

Anderson, law Diet.

2. Carried on within a country; domestic; not
foreign: as, inland trade.—3. Confined to a
country; drawn and payable in the same coun-
try: as, an inland biU of exchange (distinguish-
ed from a foreign bill, which is drawn in one
country on a person Uving in another).—4t.
Somewhat refined or polished; civiUzed: op-
posed to upland, the old expression for 'rustic'

An old religions uncle of mine taught me to speak,who
was in his youth an inland mail, one that knew courtship
too well. Shak., As you Li^e i1^ ilL 2.

Inland ice. ?ieeiee-cap,i.—Inland navigation, reve-
nue, etc. See the nouns.—Inland sea, a large body of
salt water only slightly or not at an connected with the
ocean. The only true inland seas are the Black (with that
of Azov), Caspian, and Aral, in Europe and Asia ; but the
name is sometimes applied to great lakes, as Lake Superior
in North America. The Dead Sea and the Sea of (xalilee

are small lakes, the former of salt water. The so-called
Inland Sea of Japan (the Suwonada) is a part of the Pacific
ocean inclosed by three of the principal islands.

Inland (in'laiid), adv. [< inland, o.] In or
toward the interior of a land.

Tet am I inland bred.
And know some nurture.

Sfuxk., As you Like it, iL 7.

The greatest waves of population have rolled inland
from the east. Sharon Turner, Hist. Anglo-Saxons, 1. 1.

inlander (in'lan-d6r), n. One who lives in the
interior of a country, or at a distance from the
sea.

The inlanders . . . live of milke and flesh, and clad
themselves in skins. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 29.

inlandisht (in-lan'dish), a. [< inland + -i«fei.]

Inland ; native : opposed to outlandish.

Thou art all for inlandish meat, and outlandish sawces.
Eede, God's Plea for Xineveh (1657). (Latham.)

inlapidatet (in-lap'i-dat), v. t. [< L. in, in, +
lapis (lapid-), stone : see lapidate.] To convert
into a stony sabstanee

;
petrify.

There are some natural spring waters that will inlapi-

date wood. Bacon, Nat. Hist.. § 85.
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inlardf (in-lard'), V. t. Same as enlard.

inlarget, inlargementt. Obsolete forms of en-

large, enlargement.

inlatef, n. An obsolete form of inkt.

inlawt, n. [ME. inlagh, inlage (ML. (AL.) *in-

Ugus), < AS. in, in, + lagu, law. Cf. outlaw.]

One being within or restored to the protection

and benefit of the law.

inlaw (in-ia'), «• *• [< ME. inlawen, Hnlagen

(> ML. {Al,.)inlagare: see inlagary, inUu/ation),

inlaw; < inlaw, n. Cf. outlaw.] To clear of

outlawry or attainder; restore to the protec-

tion <ftnd benefit of the law.

It should be a great incongruitie to haue them to make
lawes who themselves were not iniaioed.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. Til., p. 12.

Swegen wasinlawed

—

that is, his outlawrywas reversed.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest^ IL 76.

The scandalous inlavnn^ of such a criminal.

J. B. Green, Short Hist Eng., p. 98.

inlay (in-la'), "• *• ;
pret. and pp. inlaid, ppr.

inlaying. [Formerly also enlay; < in-'>- + lay^^.]

If. To lay in, as a hiding-place ; conceal.

From the world's common having sever'd thee.

Inlaid thee, neither to be seen nor see.

Donne, Elegy.

Of all the inlaid Islesher sovereign Seveme keeps.

That bathe their amorous breast^within her secret deeps.
Drayton, Polyolbion, iv. 19.

2. To lay in; provide; store up. [Prov.Eng.]
— 3. To lay or insert in something ; fix into or

upon something, as for ornamentation.

When I every day see Greek, and Eoman, and Italian,

and Chinese, and Gothic architecture embroidered and
inlaid upon one another. WaXpole, Letters, IL 455.

4. To decorate with ornamental materials laid

in a common groundwork; ornament with in-

serted work: as, to inlay a cabinet with ivory
or ebony; an iwiaid table.

A broad rich Baldrick there extendeth round.
In-laid with gold vpon an azure ground.

Sylvester, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Magnificence.

But these are things related of Alexander and Caesar,

and, I doubt, thence borrow'd by the Monks to inlay thir

story. Milton, Hist. Eng., vL

A thousand tumbling rUls inlay
With silver veins the vale.

T. Wairbm, The First of April.

Inlaid applian&appllqu^ embroideryinwhich thepieces
of cloth are fitted close together, so as to make a sort of
mosaic.

inlay (ih'la or in-la'), n. [< inlay, v.] 1. That
which is inserted or laid in something else,

especiallyfor the production of ornamental ef-

fect.
The sloping of the moon-lit sward
Was damask-work and deep inlay
Of braided blooms unmown, which crept
Adown to where the waters slept,

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

In the Crimean tombs have been found many precious
fragments, showing how ivory inlays, gilding, and colour
were applied lor the decoration of wood.

C. T. Newton, Art and ArchseoL, p. 398.

2. An ornamental design produced by inlay-
ing one material in another, or by inserting
several materials in combination, as in a mo-
saic.

This delicate and beautiful work belongs to the time
of Aurangzib (the sixth Mogul Emperor, A. r. 1658-1707).
. . . The inZaj/, much ofwhich has unfortunate^ been de-
stroyed, is remarkable for excessive minuteness and finish
of execution. Birdwood, Indian Arts, IL 43.

inlayer (in'la-6r), «. l. One who produces in-
laid work for artistic decoration.

The swelling bunches which are now and then found
on the old trees afford the inlayer pieces curiously cham-
bletted. Evelyn, Sylva, xvlii. § 5.

2. Something laid in; something forming an
inner layer, sheathing, or coating.

The two ends joined by overlapping with a proper in-
layer of paper. J. Tluxmson, Hate and Felting, p. 63.

Into each cone of wool or bat an inlayer is now placed
to prevent the inside from matting. Encyc. Brit., '^L 519.

3. In ^00?., an entoderm : correlated with mid-
layer and outlayer.

inlaying (in-la'ing), n. [Verbal n. of iniay, v.]

The art of decorating articles, as arms, furni-
ture, objects of art, etc., with pieces of wood,
metal, marble, ivory, tortoise-shell, etc., dis-
posed in patterns and let into the surface. See
buhl, damascene work (under damascene), and
marquetry.
When I was at Florence the celebrated masters were,

for Pietra Commessa (a kind of mosaiq or iTilaying of va-
rious coloured marble, and other more precious stones),
Dominlco Benettl and Mazzottt Evelyn, IMary, May, 1645.

inleaguet (in-leg'), v. t. [< ira-2 + league^:]
An obsolete form of enleague.

With a willingness iTileague ourblood
With his, for purchase of full growth in friendship.

Ford.

inliimine

inleagnert (in-le'g6r), v. i. [< in-i^ + leaguer^.]

To encamp with an army; lay siege.

Scylla did inleaguer before the City of Athens.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 161.

inleakt (in'lek), n. [Also inleck; < i»i + leak.]

A hole where water leaks in.

Graunt plancks from forrest too clowt oure battered in-

leeks. Stanihurst, ,£neid, iii. 538.

inlet (in-let'), V. t.; pret. and pp. irUet, ppr. in-

letting. [< ME. inleten (= D. XG. inlaten) ; <
jB-i- -1- let^, v.] If. To let in; admit.

Upon the inletting at this external air, the water was
not again Impelled to the very top of the tube whence it

began to fall, but was stopped in its ascent near an inch
beneath the top. Boyle, Works, 1 48.

3. To insert; inlay.

All round the framing of the doors tablets of solid ivory,

chased with arabesques, are inlet, and the topmost pait

of each panel is marked off for an even richer display of

chased tablets and crosses.
Quoted in Edinburgh Rev., CLXIIL 39.

inlet (in'let), n. [< ME. inlate (= LG-. inlat =
Gr. einlass) ; < inlet,-v. Cf. outlet.] 1. A pas-

sage or opening by which an inclosed place

may be entered
;
place of ingress ; entrance.

Doors and windows, inlets at men and of lights I couple

together. Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

He commanded us rather to "put our eyes out " than to

suffer them to become an offence to us—that is, an inlet

of sin. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 21S.

An increase of our possessions is but an inlet to new
disquietudes. Ooldsmith, Good-natured Man, L

Though barks or plaitod willows make you hlv^
A narrow inlet to their cells contrive.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

2. A waterway leading into a sea or lake, and
forming part of it; a strip of water miming
from a larger body into the land; a creek; a

channel.

On the inmost shore of one of the lake-like inUts of the

Hadriatic . . . lay his own Salona, now desolate, then one
of the great cities of the Soman world.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 140.

Shallows on a distant shore.
In glaring sand and inlets bright.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

3. Inserted material. Simmonds.
inlettert (in-let'6r), v. t. [< i«-2 + letter.] To
engrave with or in letters; inscribe.

When he had razed the walls of Thebes, she offer'd to

re-edify them, with condition this sentence might bat on
them be inletter'd: *' Alexander pulled them down, but
Phryne did rebuild them." Feltham, Besolves, L 46.

inlicheHi <idv. A Middle English form of irUy.

inliche^t, adv. A Middle English form of alike.

inlier (in'li-6r), n. [< ml -f- lier.] In geol., a

part of one formation completely surrounded
by another that rests upon it : opposed to out-

lier.

inlightt, v. i. [ME. inligten, < AS. inlihtan, in-

lyhtan, inledhtan, enlighten, < in, on, + lihtan,

l^ht: see lighi^-, v.] To shine.

He hath inli^ted in oure hertis.

Wydif, 2 Cor. iv. 6 (OA).

inli^tent (in-li'tn), v. t. [< ME. inligtnen; <

jn-f-l- lighten^. Cf . imlight and enlighten.] An
obsolete form of enlighten.

in limine (in Um'i-ne). [L.: in, in; limine,

abl. of iimen, threshold: see elimiruite.] On the

threshold; at the outset. Technical objections to

the regularity of legal proceedings are for the \aosX. iMiit

required to be taken in limine, and are waived by going

on without objecting.

inlistf, inlifftmentt. Obsolete forms of eTUist,

enlistment.

inlivet (in-liv'), v. t. Same as enlive.

What she did here, by great example, well,

T" inlive posteritie, her fame may telL
Ben Jonson, Elegy on Lady Anne Pawlet

inlockf (in-lok'), V. t. [< i«-i -H loeki-.] Same
as enlock. Coigrave.

in loco (in 16 'ko). [L. : in, in; loco, abl. of

locus, place : see locus.] In place ; in the par-

ticular place in question.

in loco parentis (in lo'ko pa-ren'tis). [L.:

in, in ; toco, abl. of locus, ylaee ;
parentis, gen.

of paren(t-)s, parent.] In place of a parent.
One who has voluntarily assumed to stand in loco parentis

cannot ordinarily claim to be reimbmsed from the child's

property for support.

inlook (in'luk), n. [< tnl + look.] Introspec-

tion.

A hearty sincere iTiZooi: tends . . . innomannertoself-
gloriflcation. Caroline Fox, JouinaL

in-lot (in'lot), n. [< ini -I- lot] In parts of

the United States acquired from Prance, one of

the lots in a village, large enough for houses,
outhouses, and gardens, and so occupied. Such
lots generally contain about half an arpent.

inlnminet (in-lu'min), v. t. Same as enlumine-



inly

Inlyt (in'U), a. [< mi + .lyl.;\ Internal; in-
ward. '

Didst thou but know the iiUy touch of love,
Thou would8t as soon go kindle Are with snow
As seek to quench the fire of love with words.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 7.

inly (in'U), adv. [< ME. My, incOy, inUche; <
»»l + -ly^.'\ 1. Internally; inwardly; within;
secretly.

So inly ful of drede. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 31.

I will do . . . whatever irUy rejoices me and the heart
approves. Emerstm, Self-reliance.

I inly curse the bore
Of hunting still the same old coon.

Lowell, Without and Within.

St. Heartily; fully; ienoe, extremely.
Then vnto ther way went thay ful nere.
For the mone gan shine inly fair and clere.

£om. ofPartenay (E. B. T. S.), 1. 168.

Perdie, so farre am I from envie,
That their fondnesse inly I pitie.

Spenaer, Shep. Cal., May.

Inmantlet (in-man'tl), V. t. [< j»-2 + mantle.']
To inwrap as in a mantle ; enshroud.

The dewy night had with her frosty shade
Inmantled all the world. G. Fletcher.

inmate (in'mat), n. and a. [< inX or inn +
mate^.] I. n. One who is a mate or associate
in the occupancy of a place ; hence, an indwell-
er; an associated lodger or inhabitant: as, the
inmates ot a dwelling-house, factory, hospital, or
prison.

Beligion, which before had bin a prinate in-male in
Adams housbold, was now brought into publike exercise.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 34.

He ia but a new fellow,
An immate here In Home, as Catiline calls him.

B. Jonson, Catiline, ii. 1.

Without acquaintance of more sweet companions
Than the old inm/ites to my love, my thoughts.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy^ i. 1.

So spake the enemy of mankind, enclosed
In serpent, inmate bad I Milton, P. L,, ix. 495.

Il.t a. Dwelling in the same place ; residing
jointly.

Now grown
Suspected to a sequent king, who seeks
To stop their overgrowth, as inmate guests
Too numerous. Milton, P. L., xli. 166.

None but an iivmate foe could force us out.
Dryden, Aurengzebe.

Unknowing that beneath thy rugged rind
Conceal'd an inmate spirit lay confin'd.

Hoole, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, vi.

inmatecyt (iu'mat-si), n. [< inmate + -cy.]

The state or condition of being an inmate.
[Eare.]
As became a great mind, thither the Doctor repaired,

like a good Christian, and found our laughing philosopher
in the usual plight of such an inmatecy, poor and penny-
less. Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. clxvii., note.

inmeat (in'met), n. [< ME. inmete, inmette =
Sw. inmate, intestines; as i»i + meat.] 1. pi.

The entrails.

Ewyne into inmMie the gyaunt he hyttez.

Morte Arthure CE. E. T. S.), 1. 1122.

I shall try six inches of my knife

On thine own inm^ats.
Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, II., iii. 1.

2. Part of the intestines of an animal used for

food, as the sweetbread, kidneys, etc. Jamie-

son. [Scotch.]

The hide, head, feet, and in-meat were given for at-

tendance. Maxwell's Select Transactions, p. 275.

in medias res (in me'di-as rez). [L. : in, in

;

medias, ace. fern. pi. of mediits, that is in the

middle; res, ace. pi. of res, a thing: see res.]

Into the midst of things or matters. -

inmellet, adv. and prep. A variant of imdl.

in memoriam (in me-mo'ri-am). [L. : in, in,

to; memoriam, ace. of memoria, memory.] In

memory (of); to the memory (of); as a memorial

(to): a phrase often put at the beginning of

epitaphs or obituary inscriptions or notices.

inmesh (in-mesh'), v. t. [< in-^ + mesh. Cf.

immesh.] Same as immesh.

inmewt (in-mu'), v. t. [< in-^ + mewK] Same
as enimew.

I have seen him scale

As if a falcon had run up a traine.

Clashing his warlike pinions, his steel'd curasse.

And at his pitch m?B«w the town below him.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, u. 1.

in-midt, P^ep- [ME. : see amid.] Amid.

He fel wete
In-myd the see, and ther he dreynte.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 923.

in-middest, P'rep- [ME. : see amidst.] Amidst.

Ryght even in-m/yddes of the wey
Betwexen hevene and erthe and see.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 714.
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inmoevabletef, n. An obsolete form of im^
Chaucer.

iDm.OTa.g\, prep. AMiddle Englishform of among.
inmongest, prep. A Middle English form of
amongst.

inmoret, a. [< iriX + -more. Cf . inmost.] Inner.

Of these Angles, some part having passed forward into
the inmore quarters of Germanic, . . . went as farre as
Italic. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 131.

inmortalf, a. An obsolete form of immortal.
in mortua manu (in mdr'tu-a ma'nu). [L.: in,
in; mortua, abl. fem. of moriutis, dead; manu,
abl. of »ia»Ms, hand: see mortmain.] In a dead
hand ; in mortmain.
inmost (in'most), a. and n. [< ME. inmost, in-
mest, ynmast, inemast, innemest, < AS. irmemest,
with superl. suffix -est, < *innema, superl. of
inne, in: see foi and .^most.] I. a. superl. 1.

Furthest within ; remotest from the boundary,
surface, or external part : as, the inmost recess-
es of a forest.

The silent, slow, consuming flres.

Which on my inmost vitals prey.
Addison, Travels in Italy.

2. Deepest; most interior or intimate; most
real or vital.

From thy inmost soul
Speak what thou know'st, and speak without controul.

Pope, Iliad, i. 107.

O ye powers that search
The heart of man, and weigh his imnost thoughts,
11 1 have done amiss, impute it not I

Addison, Cato, v. 1.

To enthrone God in our inmAist being is an immeasur-
ably grander aim than to dispose of all outward realms.

' Channing, Perfect Life, p. 16.

After a calm of fifteen years the spirit of the nation was
again stirred to its inwiost depths.

Macaulay, Horace Walpole.

II. n. The most interior part. [Eare.]

He shot through the shild & the shene maile.
To the ynmast of his armur, angardly fast.

Destruction of TrayXE. B. T. S.), 1. 6402.

Briefly partake a secret ; but be sure
To lodge it in the inmost of "thy bosom.

Ford, Fancies, ii. 2.

inn^ (in), n. [Early mod. B. also in; < ME. inn,

in, < AS. inn, in (= Icel. inni), an inn, a house,
a chamber, < in, inn, in,within: see «wl, pre^.
and adv.] 1+. A house; a dwelling; a dwell-
ing-place; an abode.

For who-sb wolde senge a cattes 8kyn_,

Than wolde the cat wel dwellen in his in;
And if the cattes sl^n be slyk and gay.
She wol nat dwelle in house half a day.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 350.

Thou most beauteous inn,
Why should hard-favour'd grief be lodg'd in thee,
When triumph is become an alehouse guest?

Shale, Bich. IL, v. 1.

2t. Habitation; abode; residence.

Which good fellowes will sone take a man by the sieve,

and cause him to take up his inne some with beggary, etc.

Ascham, Toxophilus, p. 47.

Therefore with me ye may take up your In
For this same night. Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 33.

3. A house for the lodging and entertainment
of travelers; in law, a public house kept for

the lodging and entertainment of such as may
choose to visit it, and providing what is neces-
sary for their subsistence, for compensation ; a
tavern; a public hotel, in consequence of thushold-
ing out the house as a place of public entertainment, the
keeper comes under obligation to serve all comers, and to

answer, within restrictions provided by the law, for the
safety of their property.

And she brought forth her firstborn son . . . and laid

him in a manger ; because there was no room for them in

the inn. Luke ii. 7.

When I leave this Life, I leave it as an Inn, and not as

a Place of Abode. For Nature has given us our Bodies as

an Inn to lodge in, and not to dwell in.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 183.

4t. A college or building in which students
were lodged and taught: now retained only
for the Inns of Court, in London. See below.
[Eng.]— 5t. The town residence of a person
of quality; a private hotel: as, Leicester Inn.

[Eng.]
Clifford's Inn was the residence of the Lords Clifford,

Scrope's Inn of the family of the Scropes, and Mack-
worth's Innmay have been, and in all probability was, the

town residence of the Mackworths.
jy. and Q., 7th ser., IL 141.

Inns a courtt. See inns of court.— Inns of chancery,
colleges in London in which young students formerly be-

gan their law studies. These are now occupied chiefly by
attorneys, solicitors, etc.—Inns Of court, (o) Nbn-cor-
porate legal societies in London, which have the exclusive

privilege of calling candidates to the bar, and maintain
instruction and examinations for that purpose.

Shal. He is at Oxford still, is he not?
Sil. Indeed, sir, to my cost.

Shal. He must, then, to the inns of court shortly. I

was once of Clement's Inn. Shak,. 2 Hen. IV., iiL 2.

innate
Much desired in England by ladies, inns a court gentle-

men, and others. Wit's Interpreter (1656), p. 27.

(&) The precincts or premises occupied by these societies
respectively. They are the Inner Temple, Middle Tem-
ple, Lincoln's Inn, and Gray's Inn. The first two origi-
nally belonged to the Knights Templars, whence the name
Temple.

The Queen [Dulness] confers her titles and degrees.
Her cliildren first of more distinguished sort,
Who study Shakespear at the Inns of Court, . . .

Shine in the dignity of F. E. S. Pope, Dunciad, iv. 668.

_ =Syil,_3. Hotel, House, etc. See tavern.

innif (in), V, [< ME. innen, < AS. innian, put in,

lodge, < in, inn, in : see imi, v. Now taken as
directly < inn\ n.] I. trans. To furnish enter-
tainment and lodging to; place in shelter.

He hadde brought hem into his cite.

And ynned hem. Chaueer, Knight's Tale, L 1334.

Eche man al nizt inned him where he migt,
& whan hit dawed delluerli dede hem homward.

William of Palerne (B. B. T. S.), L 2479.

Cock. When came you?
Easy. I have but inn'd my horse since.

Middleton, Michaelmas Term, i. 1.

II. intrans. To take up lodging; lodge.

Art sure old Mayberry mns here to-night?
Dekker and Webster, North-ward Ho, I. 1.

Where do you intend to inn to-night ?

Addison, Tory Foxhunter.

inn^t, adv. An obsolete form of »»i.

innascibilityf (i-nas-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< Hnnascihle
(= Sp. inacible), < LL. innascibilis, that cannot
be bom, < L.' in- priv. + nasoibilis, that can be
bom, < moscj, be bom: see nascent.] Incapa-
bility of beiug bom ; hence, self-existence.

InnasoHnltty we must admitt
The Father. Dames, Mirum in Modum, p. 17.

innatablet (i-na'ta-bl), a. [< L. in- priv. +
natabilis, that caii swim, < nare, pp. natus,
svrim. Cf . L. innabilis, that cannot be swimi
in, < im- priv. + nare, swim.] That cannot be
swum in. Bailey.

innate (in'nat or i-nat'), «• [= F. innS = Sp.
Pg. It. innato, < L. immatuSi ^^'^^'^i PP- ot im-

nasci, be bom in, grow up m, (.in, in, + nasd,
bebom : see natal, native. Cf . agnate, cognate.]

1. Inborn; natural; pertaining to the inherited
constitution of body or mind ; not derived or
acquiredfrom any external source; especially,

native to the mind; instinctive: as, an innate
tendency to virtue or vice ; innate ideas.

There is a great deal of difference between an invjtte

law and a law of nature ; between something imprinted
on our minds . . . and something that we, being ignorant
of, may attain to the knowledge of by the use and due ap-
plication of our natural faculties.

Locke, Human Understanding, I. iii. 13.

Now shine these Planets with substantial Bays?
Does irmMe Lustre gild their measur'd Days?

Prior, Solomon, i.

The greater height, weight, and fertility of the crossed
plantsmay be attributed to their possessing greater innate
constitutional vigour.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 285.

So far from the mathematical intuitions being in/note,

the majority of mankind pass to the grave without a sus-

picion of them. Lewes, Frobs. of Life and Mind, i. § 189.

Dryden knew Latin literature very well, but tha.t innate
scepticism ofr his mind which made him an admirable
critic would not allow him to be subjugated by antiquity.

Lowell, New Princeton Rev., 1. 154.

2. In hot. : (a) Borne on the apex of the support-
ing part : as, an innate anther, which is one that
directly continues and corresponds to the apex
of the filament. (&) Bom within ; originating
withinthe matrix, orwithin the substance of the
plant.—Innate Idea, an idea which arises not from sen-

suous experience, but from the constitution of the mind;
an idea which the mind possesses independently of sense-
experience, though it may not be conscious of it except on
tlie occasion of such experience. The question of the exis-

tence of such ideas is a much-disputed point in philosophy.
Their existence is denied especially by the followers of
Locke, who aflirm that sense-experience is the source of all

ideas ; thatwithoutthe senses themind is an unwritten tab-

let— tabula rasa. None of their opponents, however, not
even the Platonists, who have attributed some of our ideas
to a reminiscence of a previous state of existence, have
maintained that there are ideas innate in the sense that
they are actually in the consciousness at birth, and do not
require any occasion to call them forth. Nor haa any one,

on the other hand, carried the doctrine of the tabula rasa
to such an extreme as to deny that the character of the feel-

ings excited in us by given excitations depends to some ex-

tent upon the nature of the mind. Accordingly, there are
strictly only differences of degree between the opinions of

philosophers in regard to this matter. Modern scientific

psychologists cairy the belief in innate ideas further than
did any of its older metaphysical advocates ; but their atti-

tude toward the question is a radically different one, being
based not upon metaphysical presuppositions and natural
judgments, but upon the principles and methods of mod-
ern science. =Syn. 1. Inborn, Inbred, etc. See inherent

innatet (i-nat'), v. t. [< innate, a.] To bring
or call into existence ; inform.

The First Innating Cause. Marston, Antonio's Bevenge.



innated

innatedt (i-na'ted), a. [< innate + -ed^.] In-

nate; mbom.
Their countenances labouring to smother an innated

Bweetnes and chearefulnes.
Decker, Entertainment of James L (1604), sig. E, 4.

In the true regard of those innated virtues, and fair

parts, which so strive to express themselves in you, I am
resolved to entertain you to the best of my unworthy
power. B. Jongon, Every Man out of his Humour, U. 3.

innately (in'nat- or i-nat'li), adv. In an innate
manner ; by birth.

innateness (in'nat- or i-nat'nes), n. The qual-

ity of being innate. Bailey.

umative (i-na'tiv), a. [< in-^ + native, after

innate.'] Native or natural. [Rare.]

All that love
Which by innative duty I did owe her
Shall henceforth be converted into hate.

Marlowe^ Lust's Dominion, iv. 2.

And some innative weakness there must be
In him who condescends to victory
Such as the Present gives, and cannot wait.

Lowell, Abraham Iiincoln.

innatnrallyf u-nat'u-ral-i), adv. Unnaturally.
Fabyan.
innavigable (i-nav'i-ga-bl), a. [= P. innavi-

gable = Sp. innavegable = Pg. innavegavel =
It. innavigabile, < L. innavigabilis, not naviga-
ble, < in- priv. + navigabilis, navigable: see

navigable.'] Not navigable ; unnavigable.

If you so hard a toil will undertake.
As twice to pass the innavigable lake.

Dryden, ^neid, vl 204.

inne^tf prep, and adv. An obsolete form of in^-.

inne^t) >*• An obsolete form of inn^.

innectt, v. t. [< L. innectere, fasten together,

< in, in, to, + neetere, tie, fasten ; cf . annect,

connect.] To fasten together.

He . . . gave(in allusion of his two Bishopricks, which
he successively enjoyed) two annulets inneeted in his pa-

ternal coat. Puller, Worthies, Durham.

inner (in'6r), a. and n. [< ME. inner, innere,

inre, < AS. innera, innra, inra, adj. (innor, adv.)

(= OPries. inre= OHG. innor, innero (also inna-

roro, innerero), MHGr. inner, G. inner= Dan. in-

dre= Svr. inre), eompar. of inne, in, in: see iti^.]

1. a. 1. Further inward; interior: as, an inner

chamber ; the inner court of a temple or palace

:

opposed to outer.

They cast them Into prison, charging the jailor to keep
them safely ; who, having received such a charge, thrust

them into the inner prison. Acts xvL 24.

2. Inward; internal; not outward: as, to re-

fresh the inner man, physically or spiritually.

This attracts the soul,

Governs the inner man, the nobler part.
Milton, P. B., IL 477.

Some o'erflowing rays,

Streamed from the inner glory, shall abide
Upon thy spirit through the coming d^s.

Bryant, The Life that Is.

3. In BoSl. and anat, lying nearer the median
line.—4. Coming from within; inward j not
loud; smothered, as if coming from far within.

[Bare.]
With an inner voice the river ran.

Tennyson, Dying Swan.

5. Not obvious; dark; esoteric: -as, an inner

meaning.

—

Inner apical nervures, in the anterior

wings of certain Hymenoptera, two diagonal cross-veins,

between the median and submedian veins, inclosing the
apical celL Also called the submarginal nervures.— In-
nerbarrister. Same as fteTicAer, 1.—Inner form, house,
light, etc. See the nouns.— Inner mar0nal cell, an
apical cell behind the first longitudinal vem, and limited
posteriorly by the second longitudinal, found in the wings
of certain Diptera.— Inner margin of the wing, in en-

tom., the part of the posterior margin extending from the
base to the posterior angle or to the anal angle, when ei-

ther of these is present. In the Hymenoptera it includes
the edge from the base to the inner angle, which is a notch
in the posterior border of the wing, formed by the junction
of the internal and submedian veins.—Inner part or
voice, in music, a voice-part intermediate between the
highest and the lowest, as, in ordinary four-part music, the
alcoorthe tenor.

—

Innerpedal, inmusic, apedal ororgan-
point in an inner voice-part. See organ^point.—Inner pe-
rldlnm. 8eeperidiuni.—Inner sense. S&rae as infernal
sense (which see, under iniemaZ).

—

Inner tunic. See ftt-

nic. =syjL 1 and 2. Inner, Inward, Internal, Interior, In.
trinsic. Inner^ interruU, and interior are primarily physi-
cal, the others moraL Inner, as a comparative, is opposed
to outer: as, the mUer door was of oak, and the inner of
baize. Within the inner may be an inmost or innemwst.
Inward is opposed to outward or visible. An example of
the occasiomd use of inward in a physical sense is

:

The sovereign'st thing on earth
Was parmaceti for an inward bruise.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i 3.

Internal is opposed to exterruzl: as, the intevTuU arrange-
ments of a house ; aainterruUhijnTy; the internal ^eaot
a volcano. Internal applies to all that is within the sur-

face or boundary; iTiieriorgenerallyapplies to that which
is at some distance within it ; as, they pressed on into the
interior districts. Intrinsic indicates that a quality is in

or belongs to a person or thing by nature, as opposed to

that which is extrinsic, or added in any way from without:
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the inirinsic worth of an honorary medalmaybe veiysmall

in proportion to the esteem in which it is held. See m-
lierent.

The cloud filled the inner court. Ezek. x. 8.

How angerly I taught my brow to frown.

When inward joy enforc'd my heart to smUe!
Shak., T. G. of V., i. 2.

For nearly two hundred years after the age of Tacitus

very little is known of the internal history of the German

tribes, and nothing new of then- political institutions.
'

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 20.

With Shakespeare the plot is an interior organism, in

Jonson an external contrivance. „
, , . ,_„

Zowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 198.

Among the many noted critics and essayists . . . there

is none who has . . . justified his popularity by compo-

sitions of more intrinsic excellence than Thomas Babing-

ton Macaulay. Whipple, Ess. and Itev., L 12.

II. n. 1. The division of a target next to and
outside of the center. See target—2. A shot

which strikes the inner of a target.

innert, adv. [ME. innere (= MHG. innere); <

inner, a.] Purther within.

Woldethey . . . letehempleye intheporche,and presse

non ynnere. Bichard the Bedeless, in. 195.

innerestt, a. superl. [ME. . also inrest (= OPries.

inrost, inrest = OHG. irMorost, innerost, MHG.
innerest, innerst, G. innerest, innerst = Dan. in-

derst = Sw. innerst) ; < inner + -esii.j] Inmost.

Thilke cercle that is innerest or most withlime.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

innerly (in'er-li), a. [= D. innerliflc = MHG.
G. innerlich = Dan. inderlig = Sw. innerlig; as

inner + -ly^.] Inward; deep-seated. [Bare.]

So mature^ so large, and so innerly was his [Dr. W. H.
Scott's] knowledge, that after his death letters of sorrow

came . . . indicating that he was considered twice his

real age. Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 286.

innerly (in'er-li), adv. [< ME. innerly, inwardly

(= D. innerlijlc, intrinsically, = Dan. inderlig,

excessively); iimner+ -ly^.] Within; inwardly.

[Hare.]
The swerd of the Lord . . . innerly fattid [L. irusrassa-

tus est adipe,Vulgatel it iswith tabz of blod of lombis and
of get [goats]. Wydif, Isa. xxxlv. 6 (Oxf.).

The white hardback, a cream-like flower, innerly blush-

ing, S. Judd, Margaret, it 1.

innermoret, adv. [ME., also innermare; < in-

ner + -more.] Purther vrithin.

Wold come non vnnermare
For to kythe what be war.

Sir Perceval (Thornton Eom., ed. Halliwell), L 1233.

innermost (in'er-most), a. superl. [< inner -i-

-most.] Purthest inward; most remote from
the outward part.

The words of a talebearer are as wounds, and they go
down into the innermost parts of the belly. Prov. xviiL 8.

innermostly (in'er-most-li), adv. In the inner-
most part or place. [Rare./

His ebon cross worn ^nnermostly.
Mrs. Brovming, Aurora Leigh, v,

innervate (i-n6r'vat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. inner-

vated, ppr. innervating. [< L/. in, in, + nervus,

nerve (see nerve), + -ate^ ] To give nervous
influence to ; stimulate through nerves ; in-

nerve : as, the facial nerve innervates the mus-
cles of expression.

The olfactory ganglion in the lamellibranch would in-
nervate the gills, adductor muscle, mantle, and rectum,
parts which in gastropods are innervated from the visceral
ganglia. Bncyc. Brit., XVm. 106.

We not only dream of speaking and being spoken to, but
we actually innervate the appropriate muscles and talk in
our sleep. jfew Princeton Bev., Y. 26.

The digestive organs are ooainly innervated by the pnen-
mogastrics. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIV. 643.

innervation! (in-er-va'shon), n. [< LL. inner-
vis, nerveless (< in- priv. -I- nervus, nerve), +
-ation.] A state ol' nervelessness. Ogilvie.

innervation^ (in-er-va'shon), n. [= P. inner-
vation; < innerve + -ation.] 1. The act of in-
nervating or innerving; in physiol., supply of
nervous influence or control; the sending of
stimulation to some organ through its nerves.
Counting requires a series of innervations, if not of ac-

tual muscular contractions. Mind, XL 59.

tTneqnal innervation of the two sides of the face is com-
mon. Mind, IX. 96.

Derangements of function precede abnormalities of
structure, hence the innervation must be at fault before
the organ fails. Alien, and Neurol., VI. 529.

2. In anat., the disposition of the nervous
OTBtem In an animal body or any part of it.

—

Feeling or sensation of innervation, a feeling which
is supposed by many psychologists to accompany acts of
innervation, and to account in the main for the sense of
effort. Others deny that there is any sense of effort apart
from ordinary sensations from the part.

The sensations of innervation constitute a uniform state
of mind, though there are appreciable differences of de-
gree at different stages of the movement.

J. Suily, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 158.

innocence

innerve (i-n6rv'), v. t; pret. and pp. innerved,

ppr. innerving. [=lt.innervare; as in-^ + nerve.]

To give nerve to; invigorate; strengthen.

inness (in'nes), n. [< i«i + -ness.]
_
The condi-

tion or state of being in or within; inwardness;
interiority. [Rare.]

Gravitation knows nothing of inness and outness.

Argyll, Nineteenth Century, XXIIX 166.

It is the mersion only, the position of inness, which is

called for. J. W. Dale, Classic Baptism, p. lOo.

innestt, a. [ME., also ynnest; < in^ + -es(i.

Cf. innerest, inmost.] Inmost.

He hath cast awai hise ynnette thingis.

Wyclif, Ecclus. X. 9 (Purv.).

innholder (in'h61"d6r), n. A jjerson who keeps
an inn or house for the entertainment of travel-

ers ; an innkeeper; a tavemer.

You shall also inquire whether . . . butchers, tnn-AoZd-

ers, and victuallers, do sell that which is wholesome and

at reasonable prices. Bacon, The Judicial Charge, etc.

No innholder, vinter, alehouse-keeper, common victual-

ler, common cook, or common table-keeper shall utter or

put to sale upon any Friday . . . any kind of flesh victnals.

Privy Council (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 30o).

The " Licensed Victuallers' Association," as the Guild or

Trades society of inn-lwlders and keepers of public bouses

is termed, is a wealthy and powerful body.

S. J. Hinton, Eng. Sadical Leaders, p. 215.

inning (in'ing), n. [< ME. innings, < AS. innung,

a putting in, verbal n. of innian, put in: see

inf,v.,inn\v. The second sense is recent.] If.

A bringing or taking in ; an ingathering, as of

grain ; a winning or gaining. Tusser Sedivivus.

By the ill-judged gaining, or, as the old technical phrase

is, inning, of two thousand acres of marsh out of the sea,

Campbell, Survey. {Latham.'^

2. The time during which a person or party is

in, or in action, in a game or an operation; a
turn : usually (in Great Britain always) in the

plural form, whether with a singular or a plural

sense. Specifically

—

(a) In cricket, base-ball, and simi-

lar games, as much of the game as is played (1) while one

side is at the bat (in this case often called a half-4nnings

with respect to the next use), or (2) while each side in turn

is at the bat— that is, between the appearance of one side

at the bat and its reappearance.

The Marylebone men played carelessly in their second

innings, but they are working like horses now to save the

match. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Engby, it o.

All-Muggleton had the first innings.
Dickens, Pickwick Papers, vii.

(6) The term of office of a person ; the time during which

a party is in power ; more generally, any opportunity for

activi^ or infiuence : as, it is your innings now.

3. Land inclosed,when recovered from the sea.

SaUiwell.
innis. See ennis.

innitencyt (i-ni'ten-si), n. [< L. inniten(t-)s,

ppr. of inniti, leaii upon, rest upon, < in, on, +
nitt, lean.] A resting upon; pressure.

The innitency and stresse being made upon the hypo-

mochlion or fulciment in the decussation.
Sir T. Brovme, Garden of Cyrns, ii.

inniziont (i-nik'shon), n. [< L. innixiis, pp. of

ire»itj, rest upon: see innitency.] Incumbency;
a resting upon. Derham.
innkeeper (in'ke'''p6r), n. The keeper of an

inn; an innholder; a tavemer; in tow, one who
holds himself out to the public as ready to ac-

commodate all comers with the conveniences

usually supplied to travelers on their journeys.

The shirt; to say the truth, stolen from my host of Saint

Alban's, or the red-nose innkeeper of Daventry.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

innoblef, v. t. An obsolete form of ennoble.

innocence (in'o-sens), ». [< ME. innocence, <

OF. (also P.) {nnocence = Pr. innocencia, igno-

cencia = Sp. inocencia = Pg.innoceneia = It.

innocenza, innocenzia, < L. innocentia, harmless-

ness,blamelessness, uprightness, < innocen{t-)s,

harmless: seeinnocent.] 1. Harmlessness; in-

noxiousness : as, the innocence of a neutral arti-

cle of diet in disease.

—

2. Freedom from moral

wrong ; untainted purity of heart and life ;
un-

impaired integrity; sinlessness; artlessness;

as, the innocence of childhood; angelic inno-

cence.
Is all the counsel that we two have shar'd.

The sisters' vows, the hours that we have spent;

When we have chid the hasty-footed time
For parting us— 0, is it all forgot?
All school-days' friendship, childhood imuceneef

Shak., M. N. D., lit 2.

Eeceive bim pleasantly, dress up your Face in Innocence
andSmiles ; and dissemble the very want of Dissimulation.

Congreve, Old Batchelor, iii. 1-

In Eden, ere yet innocence of heart
Had faded, poetry was not an art

Couiper, Table-Talk, L 586.

3. Freedom from legal or specific wrong; ab-

sence of particular gmlt or ta!mt
;
guiltlessness

:

as, the prisoner proved his innocence.



innocence
It waa

. . [the king's] interest to sacrifloe Bacon uuthe supposition of his goUt ; but not on thesuppoS o1
his innocence. " ""i'f"."'i'"" "»
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langs or venom-glands ; they have solid hooked teeth In
both Jaws, the body scaled, and the head plated. The
term is equivalent to Colubrina or Colufmformia, and
most snakes belong to this group of ophidians.

noi on tne supposition ol

MacaulaPf Lord Bacon.

4. Freedom from legal taint; absence Of iUe- . .^ ,. r .,. ^.^~ -, t, - " ,,
gality : said of things, particularly of property lll^OCUlty (i-no-ku'i-ti), n. [= F. mnocmt^, < L,
that might be contraband of war: as the inno- ^^ '^ *innoemta{t-)s, < innoouus, harmless: see
ccKCc of a cargo or of merchandise.— 5. Simple-
mmdedness; mental imbecility; want of know-
ledge or of sense ; ignorance or idiocy.
He was torn to pieces with a bear: this avouches the

shepherds son; who has not only his innocence (which
seems much) tojustify him, butahandkerchief,andrings,
of his, that Fanlma knows. Shak. W. T. v. 2I

6. The bluet, ab««toMa cwrulea. SeeHoustonia.
innocency (in'o-sen-si), n.; pi. innocenmes (-Biz).
The state or quality of Ijeing innocent; inno-
cence; an innocent trait or act.

If euer the nature of man be giuen at any tyme more
than other to reoeiue goodnes, it Is in innocencie of yong
ysares. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 45.

Euthless stare turned in upon one's little ijmoceTMics of
heart. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xvi.

innocent (in'o-sent), a. and n. [< ME. innocent,
innosent, < OF. (also F.) irmocent = Pr. mno-
eent, ignocen = Sp. inocente = Pg. innocente =
It. innocente, < L. innocen(t-)s, hannless, Wame-
less, upright, disinterested, < in- priv. + rto-

cen(t-)s, ppr. of nocere, harm, hurt : see nocent.']

1. a. 1. Free from any quality that can cause
physical or moral injury; harmless in effect;
innoxious.

Down dropp'd the boW ; the shaft with brazen head
Fell inTiocent, and on the dust lay dead.

Pope, Iliad, xv. B47.

I hope scarcely anyman has knownme but for his bene-
fit, or cursorily but to his imocent entertainment.

Johnson, To Mrs. Thrale, July 9, 1783.

2. Free from any moral wrong; not tainted
with sin; upright; pure: as, iJi»oce»t children

;

an innocent action.

The aidless innocent Lady, his wish'd prey,
Milton, Gomus, 1. 674.

3. Free from legal or specific wrong; guiltless:
as, to be innocent of crime.

Of all this werk the kyng was innocent.
And of ther falsed no thing perseyuyd.
The more pite he shuld be so disseyued.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 957.

I am innocent of the blood of this just person ; see ye
to it. Mat. xxvii. 24.

4. Free from illegality: as, innocent goods car-
ried to a belligerent.— 5. Artless; naive.

Shall I tell you your real character? . . . You are an
inTwcent fox

!

C, Reade, Love me Little, xiv.

Chaucer indeed made a very innocent use of the words
tragedy and comedy when Jie applied them simply to
poems ending happily or unhappily.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 7.

6. Simple ; wanting knowledge or sense ; im-
becile; idiotic.

I can find out no rhyme to'"lady " but "baby," an inno-
cent rhyme. Shak., Much Ado, v. 2.

That same he is an innocent fool.

Dick 0' the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 69).

7. SmaU, modest, and pretty: applied to chil-

dren and flowers. [CoUoq.]—innocent convey-
ance. See conveyance. =Syii. Guiltless, spotless, im-
maculate, sinless, unblamable, blameless, faultless, clean,

clear.

II. n. 1. An innocent person, especially a
little child, as free from actual sin.

Also in thy skirts is found the blood of the souls of the
poor innocents. Jer. ii. 34.

Oh, wicked men

!

An innocent may walk safe among beasts

;

Nothing assaults me here.
Beau, and Ft., Philaster, iv. 2.

2. An artless or simple person; a natural; a

simpleton; an idiot.

The shrieve's fool, . . . a dumb i?moce»*, that could not

fiay huu nay. Shak., All's Well, Iv. 3.

Then she hits me a blow o' the ear, and calls me Inno-

cent/ B. Jonson, Epicosne, i. 1.

3. Same as innocence, 6. [U. S.]

Filling his hat with wild violets, sorrel, and the frail,

azare Innocents. '

,, ,,„
Marion Barland, The Hidden Path, p. 410.

Innocents' day, a church festival celebrated in the Eo-

man Catholic and Anglican churches on the 28th of De-

cember, in commemoration of the innocents murdered

by Herod. Also called Holy Innocents and Childermas.

—Massacre or slaughter of the innocents, the mur-

der of the children of Bethlehem by Herod, as recorded

in Mat. ii. 16. .

innocently (in'o-sent-li), adv. In an innocent

manner; harmlessly; guilelessly.

Innocua (i-nok'u-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. jfJ. of L.

innocuus, innocuous: see innocuous.'] The in-

nocuous serpents ; the eolubriform or non-ven-

omous serpents; in some systems, one of three

suborders of Ophidia (the other two being Sus-

pecta and Venenosa). The Innocna have no poisou-

imnocnous.'} The quality of being innocuous;
harmlessness. [Bare.]

innocuous (i-nok'u-us), a. [= Sp. It. innociw,
< L. innocuus, harmless, < in- priv. -1- no(yuus,
harmful, < nocere, hurt : see nocent.'] 1 . Harm-
less; producing no iU effect; incapable of harm
or mischief.
A generous lion will not hurt a beast that lies prostrate,

nor an elephant an innocuous creature.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 348.

The doves and squirrels would partake
From his innocv/ms hand his bloodless food.

Shelley, Alaator,

Under the guidance of a forester armed with an innoc-
uous gun, Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p, 117.

Specifically— 2. ln'herpet., not venomous.
innocuously (i-nok'u-us-li), adv. In an in-
nocuous manner; harmlessly; without injuri-
ous effects.

Where the salt sea vnnoeumisly breaks.
Wordffworth, Excursion, lit

innocuousness (i-nok'u-us-nes), n. The state
or quality of being innocuous ; harmlessness.
Their [Dominicans'] innotmousness in Ireland is surpris-

ing, because one can trace in them ancestral traits of
paganism which might have held on in Ireland as many
others did. The Century, XXXVIIL 117,

innodatet (in'6-dat), v. t. [< L. innodaPus, pp.
of innodare (> tg. innodar), fasten with a knot,
< in, in, + nodare, < nodus= B. hnot: see node.]
To hind up in or as if in a knot ; knot up.

Those which shall do the contrary we do in/nodate with
the like sentence of anathema.

Fuller, Church Hist,, Ii ii. 24.

innominable (i-nom'i-na-bl), a. and». [< ME.
innominable, < OF. innoinmable = It. innomina-
Tyile, < LL. innommdbiUs, that cannot be named,
< L. in- priv. + *nominaoiUs, that can be named,
< nomimare, name: see nominate.] I.f a. Not
to be named ; unnamable.

And then namely of foule thyngs innommwMe.
Testament of Love, i.

II. n.pl. "Inexpressibles"; trousers. [Hu-
morous.J
The lower part of his dress represented innomincibles

and hose in one, Southey, The Doctor, p. 638.

innominata^ (i-nom-i-na'ta), n.; pi. innomi-
natcB (-te). [NL., fem. sing, of LL. irmomi-
natus, nameless: see innominate.] In anat.:
(as) The innominate or; brachiocephalic artery;
the anonyma ; one of the great arteries arising
from the arch of the aorta, in man there is but
one innominata, the right, arising from the beginning of
the transverse part of the arch of the aorta, ascending ob-
liquely to the light for an inch and a half or two inches,
and dividing opposite the sternoclavicular articulation
into the right subclavian and right common carotid ar-
tery. It rests ui)on the trachea behind, has the left com-
mon carotid to its left and the right lung and pleura to
its right, and is covered in front by the manubrium ster-

ni, the right sternoclavicular articulation, the origins of
the sternohyoid and sternothyroid muscles, tJie remains
of the thymus gland, the left brachiocephalic vein, the
right inferior thyroid vein, and the right inferior cervi-
cal cardiac branch of the pneumogastric nerve. See cut
under lung, (ft) An innominate or braohiocepha-
lie vein ; a vein which joins another to form a
preeava or superior eaval vein, in man there are

- two innominatse, right and lefl^ each formed primarily by
the union of the internal jugularwith the subclavian vein,
and usually receiving other veins, as vertebral, thyroid,
thymic, mammary, pericardiac, and intercostal, especially
on the left side. The right and the left vein differ much
in length and direction : the former is nearly vertical, ly-

ing alongside the innominate artery, and about an inch
and a half long ; the latter crosses the root of the neck
nearly horizontally, passing in front of the origins of the
three great branches of the aortic arch, and is about three
inches long. See cut under lung.

innominata^, n. Plural of innominatum.
innominate (i-nom'i-nat), a. [= F. innominS
= Sp. Pg. innominado = It. innominato, < LL.
innominatus, unnamed, nameless, < L. in- priv.

-t- nominatus, named: see nominate.] Hav-
ing no name; anonymous: in anat., specifi-

cally noting an artery, a vein, and a bone. See
innominata\ innominatum innominate artery.
Same as innominatal (a).—Innominate bone. Same as
innoTninutum.—Innoniinate contract, cause of ac-
tion, right. In Rom. law, an innominate contract was an
unclassiiled contract. Some transactions more complex
than the ordinary classes of contracts were thus termed,
such as exchange, compromise, etc. In modern usage
the term innominate cause of action, contract, or right is

sometimes used to designate one which has not some recog-

nized short name like bond or deed, foreclosure or parti-

tion, but requires description, such as a contract for sup-

port during life, or an action to determine conflicting

claims to real property.— Innominate vein. Same as

innominata^ (dj.

innovation

innominatum (i-nom-i-na'tum), n.; pi. innomi-
nata (-ta). [NL., neut. of LL. innominattis,
nameless : see innominate. The bone was prob.
so called as being left nameless after the con-
crescence of the three named bones of which
it is composed.] 1. In anat., the innominate
bone, more expressly called os innominatum;
the naxmch-hone, flank-bone, hip-bone, or os
coxes. It is formed of three confluent bones, the ilium,
ischium, and pubis ; it forms, with its fellow of the oppo-
site side and with the sacrum and coccyx, the bony basin
called the pelvis ; and it furnishes the socket for the femur
or thigh-bone, thus making the hip-joint. The two in-
nominataform the hip-girdle or pelvic arch. In man each
innominatum is articulated behind with the sacrum by the
sacro-iliac synchondrosis, and joined in front with Its fel-
low by the pubic symphysis. The iliac part is flattened
and expansive ; the ischiao and pubic parts are narrower,
andby their rami meet again to circumscribe the obturator

Outer [A) and Inner (S) Surface of Right Humah Innominate Bone.
a, acetabulum ; at, anterior inferior spinous process of ilium ; as,

anterior superior spinous process of ilium ; au, auricular surface for
articulation with sacrum; c, crest of ilium ; i, ischium; i7, iliac fossa ;

i>, iliopectineal eminence ; «, cotyloid notch ; o, obturator foramen ;

p, horizontal ramus of pubis ; pi, posterior inferior spinous process
of ilium ; ps, posterior superior spinous process of ilium ; s, spine of
iscnium; /, tuberosity of ischium ; jy, symphysis pubis. Between j
and i is the lesser sciatic notch ; between s and pi is the greater
sciatic notch.

foramen. The three parts of the compound bone come
together at the acetabulum or cotgrloid cavity. The main
axis of the bone is in the direction of the iliopectineal line,
which forms the brim of the true pelvis- The right and
left innominate bones are together called ossa innomimata.
See also cut under pelvis,

2. Something whose use and name are un-
known: atermusedfrequentlyin schedules and

_
the like with respect to objects of antiquity.
in nomine (in nom'i-ne). [L.: im,, in; nomine,
abl. of nomen, name: see nomen.] 1. In the
name (of a person mentioned).— 2. In medieval
music : (a) A certain kind of motet or antiphon

:

probably so called because once written for a
text containing the words "in nomine." (&)
Noting a fugue in which the answer does not ex-
actly correspond to the subject ; a free or '

'nom-
inal" fugue.

innovatei(in'o-vat), v.; pret. and pp. innovated,
ppr. innovating. [< L. innovatus, pp. of inno-
vare (> It. innovare = Sp. Pg. Pr. innovar = P.
innover), renew, < in, in, -t- novare, make new,
< novvs = E. new : see novel. Of. ennew.] I.t
trans. 1. To change or alter by bringing in
something nevr.

It is objected that to abrogate or inmovate the Gospel
of Christ, if men or angels should attempt it, were most
heinous and cursed sacrilege.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 10.

Wherein Moses had innouated nothing, as some will
haue him, neither in the letters, nor in the Language, but
vsed them as they were long before his time.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 48.

2. To bring in as new ; introduce or perform
by way of innovation.

So that if any other do inmmate and brynge vp awoorde
to me afore not vsed or not hearde, I would not disprayse
it. J. Udall, On Luke, Pref.

Every moment alters what is done,
And inntyoates some act till then unknown,

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph,, xv. 277,

II. intrans. To bring in something new

;

make changes in anything established: with
on and sometimes in before an object.

It were good . . . that men in their innovations would
followthe example of time itself, which indeed innovateth
greatly, but quietly. Bacon, Innovations (ed. 1887),

Though he [Horace] innovated little, he may justly be
called a great reflner of the Roman tongue.

Dryden, Def. of Bpil. to Conq. of Granada, ii.

The Bill, however, does indirectly innxivate upon the
British practice. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXLX. 702,

innovation (in-o-va'shon), n. [= F. innova-
tion = Pr. ennovacio = Sp. innovacion = Pg.
innovagdlo = It. innovazione, < LL. innovatio(n-),

< innovare, renew: see innovate.] 1. The act
of innovating; the introduction of new things
or methods.
Some of them desirous of innouation in the state, oth-

ers aspiring to greater fortunes by her libertie and life.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng, Poesie, p. 207,

Innovation is not necessarily improvement.
Story, Misc. Writings, p. 369.



Innovation

2. A novel change in practice or method ; some-
thing new introduced into established arrange-
ments of any kind; an nnwonted or experi-
mental variation.

There can hardly be discovered any radical or funda-
mental alterations and innovatums in nature.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 173.

Private property, though an iimovation, may still he a
wholesome innovation. But an innovation it certainly is

;

the property of the tribe is older than the property of the
individuaL E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects, p. 284.

3. In Scots law, the exchange, with the credi-
tor's consent, of one obligation for another, so
as to make the second obligation come in the
place of the first, and be the only subsisting ob-
ligation against the debtor, both the original
obUgants remaining the same. Also called
novation.—4. In hot., a newly formed shoot or
extension of the stem : used especially with ref-

erence to the mosses, in which the new shoot
becomes independent by the dying o£E behind
of the parent axis.

innovationist (in-o-va'shon-ist), w. [iinnova-
tion + -ist.'] One who favors or practises ia-

novation; a believer in or advocate of experi-
mental change.
innovative (in'o-va-tlv), a. [< innovate +
-ive."] Tending to ijring in something new;
introducing or tending to introduce innova-
tions ; characterized by innovations.

Some writers are, as to manner and diction, conserva-
tive, wliile others are inTwvative.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 27.

innovator (in'o-va-tor), n. [= F. innovateur
= Sp. Pg. innovador = it. innovatore, < L. as if

Hnnovator, < innovate, renew: see innovate."]

One who innovates ; an introducer of changes.

Myself
Attach thee as a traitorous innovator,
A foe to the public weal. Shak.,Cor.,uL'L

innoxious (i-nok'shns), a. [= Pg. innoxio, < L.
innoxius, harmless, < in- priv. + noxi/us, harm-
ful: see moxJOMS. Gt. innocv.oibs.'] Not noxious
or harmful ; doing no harm ; innocuous : as, an
innoxUms drug.

Thrice happy race ! that, innocent of blood,
From milk, innoxwug, seek their simple food.

Pope, niad, xiiL 12.

innoxionsly (i-nok'shus-li), adv. In an innox-
ious manner; harmlessly!
innoxiousness (i-nok'shus-nes), n. The state
or quality of being innoxious ; harmlessness.

innuatet, v. t. [Irreg. < L. innuere, nod to, in-

timate (see innuent), + -ate^.] To intimate;
signify; insinuate.

As if Agamemnon would innuate that, a^his sow (be-
ing spayedjis free from Venus, so had he never attempted
the dishonour of Briseis. Chapman, Iliad, xiz.. Comment.

innubilous (i-nu'bi-lus), a. [< L. innuUlus, un-
clouded, < in- priv. -1- nubila, a cloud.] Free
from clouds; clear. Blount. [Bare.]

in nuce (in nii'se). [L. : in, in; nuce, abl. of
nux, nut.] In a nutsheU.
innuendo (in-ii-en'do). [L., abl. ger. of imwur-

ere,,give a nod or sign, intimate, hint: see in-
nuent.'] 1. [L.] Intimating; insinuating; sig-

nifying: a word used at the beginning of an ex-
planatory parenthetical clause in Latin (Middle
Latin), and stiU occasionally in English, plead-
ings, introducing the person or thingmeant : as,

he (innuendo the plaintiff) did so and so.—2. n.;

pi, innusndos or innuendoes (-doz). An oblique
hint; an indirect intima,tion about a person or
thing; an allusive or inferential suggestion:
commonly used in a bad sense, but sometimes
in an innocent one . Also, erroneously, imuendo.

Pursue your trade of scandal picking, . . .

Your innuendoes, when you tell us
That Stella loves to talk with fellows.

Swift, Stella's Birthday.

What is the universal sense of want and ignorance, but
the fine innuendo by which the soul makes its enormous
claim? Emerson, The Over-Soul.

Solomon's Proverbs, I think, have omitted to say, that
as the sore palate findeth grit, so an uneasy consciousness
heareth innuendoes. George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 327.

=Sy]L See hintl, v. t (end of comparison).

innnentf (in'u-ent), a. [< L. innuen(t-)s, ppr.
of innuere, give a nod, nod, intimate by a noa
or sign, hint, < in, in, to, + *nuere, = Gr. vevetv,

nod : see nod. ] Conveying a hint ; insinuating

;

significant.

Innuit (in'u-it), n. [Eskimo, lit. the people.]
The native name of the Eskimos.
The Eskimo do not speak of themselves by the name so

commonly given them by foreigners, but simply and
proudly as Innuit, that is 'the people,' as though they
vere the only people on the face of the earth.

Quarterly Eev.
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innumerability (i-nu"me-ra-biri-ti)i »• L=
Sp. innumerabilidad = Pg. innumeraUlidade =
It. innumeraUUtd,: as innumerable + -ity.] The
state of being innumerable.

innumerable (i-nu'me-ra-bl), a. [< MB. innu-

merable, < OF. innumerable, also innombrable,

F. innombrable = Sp. innumerable = Pg. innu-

meravel = It. innumerabile, < L. innumerabilis,

that cannot be numbered, < in- priv. + nume-

rdbilis, that can be numbered: see numerable.]

1. Thatcannotbecoimted; incapable of being

enumerated or numbered for multitude ; count-

less ; hence, indefinitely, very numerous.

Beholdyng them with countenaunce right stabill,

Hym semyd they were pepill innumerable.
Oenerydes (E. B. T. S.), 1. 1988.

Te cedars, with innumerable boughs
Hide me, where I may never see them more 1

Milton, P. L, ix. 1089.

2. Not measurable by rhythmical numbers;
unmusical; tuneless. [Bare.]

The grasshoppers spin into mine ear

A small innumerable sound.

A. Lanvpman, quoted in Harper's Mag., LXX.VIII. 822.

=Syn. 1. Unnumbered, numberless, myriad.

innumerably (i-nu'me-ra-bli), adv. Without
number; in mimbers so great as to be beyond
counting.

innumerous (i-nii'me-rus), a. [= Sp. vnnHmero
= Pg. It. inmimero, ^L. innumerus, numberless,

countless, < »n- priv. + numerus, number : see

number. Ct. numerous.] Without number; num-
berless; innumerable. [Poetical.]

In tMs close dungeon of innumerous boughs.
Milton, Comus, 1. 349.

As in a poplar grove when a light wind wakes
A lisping of the innumerous leaf and dies.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

innutrition (in-u-trish'gn), n. [< inr^ + nutri-

tion.] Lack of nutrition; failure of nourish-
ment.
/jinwiriiMm will afterwards cause prostration or paraly-

sis, fl. Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL, § 26.

innutritions (in-u-trish'us), a, [< iw-S -I- nutri-

tious.] Not nutritious ; deficient in nourishing
qualities ; supplying little or no nourishment.
The innutritious residuum is eventually cast out by the

way it entered. Huxley and Martin, Elem. Biology, p. 96.

innutritive (i-nti'tri-tiv), a. [< in-^ + nutritive.]

Not nutritive or nourishing; supplying little

or no nutriment.
Ino (i'no), n. [L., < Gr. 'Ivij, a sea-goddess,
daughter of Cadmus and Hermione, also called
Zeucothea.] 1. A genus of crustaceans. Olcen,

1815.— 2. A genus of lepidopterous insects, of
the family Zygcenidm: synonymous with Pro-
cris. W. E. Leach, 18X9.—3. A genus of cole-

opterous insects. Laporte, 1835.—4. A genus
of moUusks. Hinds, 1843.

-ino. [Sp. Pg. It. -ino, m., < L. 4nus, m., -inum,
neut.: see-i»l,-»nel.] The Spanish,Portuguese,
and Italian form of the sufSx -irel, -j»el, occur-
ring in some nouns more or less current in Eng-
lish, as in albino, bambino, casino, merino, etc.
inobediencet (in-o-be'di-ens), n. [< ME. inobe-
dience, < OF. inobedience •= Sp. Pg. inobediencia
= It. inobbediemia, < LL. inobwdientia, inobau-
dientia, < inohmdien{t-)s, not obedient : see imobe-
dient] Disobedience; neglect of obedience.

I hadde in custom to come to scole late ; . . .

Wex obstynat by inobedience.
Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. xliv.

Ther is inobedience, avauntynge, ypocrisie, despit, arro-
gance, impudence, etc. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

inobedientt (in-o-be'di-ent), a. [< ME. inobe-
dient, < OF. inoiedient = Sp. Pg. inobediente =
It. inobediente, inobbediente, < LL. inoboedien{t-)s,
not obedient, ppr. of inobcedvre, not to obey, <
L. in- priv. -I- obcedire, obey : see obedient] Dis-
obedient.
Jn-dbedient to holy churche and tohem that ther semen.

Piers Plowman (C), vil 19.

Inobedient is he that disobeyeth for despit to the co-
mandementz of God and to hise sovereyns and to his
goostly fader. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

inobedientlyt (in-o-be'di-ent-U), adv. In a dis-
obedient manner ; disobediently.
Whom I have obstinately and inobediently oflended.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Eeformation, an. 1536.

inobeisancef, n. [ME. inobeishaunce,< OP. ino-
beissance, disobedience ; as in-3 + obeisance.]
Disobedience. Wyclif.

inobeisantt, a. [ME. inobeisant, < OF. inobeis-
sant, disobedient; as »n-3 -)- obeisant.] Dis-
obedient. Wyclif.

inobservable (in-ob-zer'va-bl), a. [< i«-3 -f-

observable.] Incapable of "being directly ob-
served even with the aid of instruments.

inoculate

inobservance (in-ob-zfer'vans), n. [= F. inoh-

servanee = Sp. Pg. inobsefvancia, < L. inobser-

vantia, inattention,< (LL.)i»o6»er'ya»(<-)«, inat-

tentive : see inobservant.] Lack of observance

;

neglect of observing ; nonobservance.
Breach and inobservance of certain wholesome and pol-

itic laws for government. Bacon, The Judicial Charge.

Infidelity doth commonly proceed from negligence, or
drowsy inobservance and carelessness. Barrow,'£he Creed.

inobservancy (in-ob-zer'van-si), n. The act or
habit of nonobservance ; inobservance.

This unpreparednesB and inobservancy of mind.
Hodgson, quoted in Pop. ScL Mo., XXUV. 727, note.

inobservant (in-ob-z6r'vant), a. [= Sp. Pg.
inobservante, < LL. inobservan(t-)s, inattentive,

unobserving, < L. «»- priv. -f- observan{t-)s, at-

tentive : see observant.] Not taking notice ; not
quick or keen in observation ; vmobservant.

If they are petulant or unjust, he, perhaps, has been
inobservant or imprudent. £p. Hurd, Works, VL xxilL

inobservation (in-ob-zfer-va'shon), n, [= P.
inobservation ; as i«-3 + observaUon.'] Neglect
or lack of observation. [Eare.]

These writers are in all this guilty of the most shame-
ful inobservation. Shudtford, The Creation, p. 118.

inobtrusive (in-ob-trS'siv), a. [< i«-3 -I- ob-

trusive.] Unobtrusive.
inobtrusively (in-gb-tr8'siv-li), ado. Unob-
trusively.

inobtrusiveness (in-ob-tr5'siv-nes), n. Unob-
trusiveness.

Inocarpeae (i-no-kar'pf-e), n. pi. [NL. (Eei-

chenbach, 1841), < Inoc'arpus + -e<B.] A section

of plants of the natural order Legummosce, in-

cluding the genus Inocarpus. This arrangement
is no longer accepted, the genus Inocarpus be-
ing referred to the tribe Valbergiece.

inocarpin (i-no-kar'pin), n. [< NL. Inocarpus,

< Gr. if 0-V-), a fiber, nerve, lit. strength, force

(oiig. "Fig, = h.ms (vir-), force: see vim), +
Ka/mdg, fruit.] A red coloring matter con-

tained in the iuice of Inocarpus eduUs, a tree

growing in Tahiti.

Inocarpus (i-no-kar'pus), n. [NL. (Porster,

1776), < Gr. (f (Iv-), a fiber (see inion^), + mpirdi,

a fruit, in allusion to tne fibrous envelops.]

A small genus of plants of the natural order
LegvmimoscB, tribe DaTbergiew, type of the old

section Inocarpece. They are large unarmed trees,

with unifoliate coriaceous leaves and yellow flowers in ax-

illary spikes. Only three species are idiiown, natives of the

Pacific islands and the Indian archipelago. 1. edvlis, the
Fiji chestnut, which is a large tree, furnishes seeds that are

much prized as food by the natives of the Indian aicM-
pelago. When roasted they taste not unlike chestnuts.
The juice yields the red coloring matter inocarpin.

inoccupation (in-ok-u-pa'shon), ». [= P. in-

occupation; as m-3 + oeoupatian.] Lack of

occupation. Sydney Smith.
Inoceramus (i-no-ser'a^-mus), n. [< Gr. Iq (iv-), a
fiber, -I- idpa/wg, a tile,"shell

:

see ceramic] A genus of fos-
sil bivalve moUusks of the
family AvicuUdm, character-
istic of the Cretaceous pe-
riod. The genns was founded by
Sowerby. The shell has a long
straight hinge furnished with nu-
merous ligamentary pits, and the
form is oval or oblong with prom-
inent umbones. The internal layer
of the shell is nacreous and the ex-
ternal thick, prismatic, and fibrous.

_
Numerous species pe described. i,u,ccramM sulcaim.

inocnlability (m-ok'tt-la-
bU'Wiy, n. [=F.inoculabilit^; a,s inoeuldble

-I- -ity.] The character or state of being in-

ooulable.
The inoculability of tubercle.

Austin Flint, Pract of Medicine, p. 4t

inoculable (in-ok'tl-la-bl), a. [< inocuKate) +
-able.] Capable ot being inocnlated, as a per-

son, or of being communicated by inoculation,

as a disease.

inocular (in-ok'u-lar), a. [< L. in, in, + ocit-

lus, eye: see ocular.] In entom., within the

compound eyes: said of the antennae of insects

when they are inserted in notches in the inner

margins of the eyes,which partly surround their
bases, as in many Cerambyddoe.
inoculate (in-ok'u-lat),». t.

;
pret. andpp. jnocu-

lated, ppr. inooul'aUng. [< ME. inoculate, < L.
inoculatus, pp. of inoculare, ingraft an eye or

bud of one plant into (another), implant, < »«,

in, + oculus, an eye: see ocular. Ct. inoeuU
a,n(\. imeye.] 1. To graft by budding; insert a

bud or germ in, as a tree or plant, for propaga-
tion.

In Aprill flgtreen inoculate
May best be there as drie landes be.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. &.\ p. 127-



inoculate
Virtue cannot so inocvXate our old stock but we shaOl

reUsh of it. stmk., Hamlet, lli. 1, 119.

Hence— 2, To introduce a foreign germ or ele-
ment into ; specifically, to impregnate with dis-
ease by the insertion of virus ; treat by inocula-
tion for the purpose of protecting from a more
malignant form of the disease : as, to inoculate
a person for the smallpox: often used figura-
tively. /
inoculation (in-ok-u-la'shqn), n. [< ME. inocu-
ladon = F. inoculation = Sp. inoculacion = Pg.
inoeulagao

=

It. inoculazione, < 'L'L.inoculatio(n-),
an inoculating, ingrafting, < L. inoculare, pp. in-
oeulatus, ingraft, implant: see inoculate.'] 1.
The act or practice of grafting by budding.

Nowe have I made iTwcvlaeion
Of pere and appultree; the experience
Hath proved wel.

PaUadiue, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 165.

I^uit comes slowly from the kernel, but soon by inocu-
lation or incision. Baoan, Physical Fables, iv., Expl.

Hence—3 . The ingrafting of any minute germ
in a soil where it will grow ; especially, the act
or practice of communicating disease by intro-
ducing through puncture infectious matter into
the tissues ; the introduction of a specific ani-
mal poison into the tissues by puncture or
through contact with a wounded surface ; spe-
cifically, in med., the direct insertion of the
virus of smallpox in order, by the production
of a mitigated form of it, to prevent a more
severe attack of the disease in the natural way'.
The operation was introduced into Europe from the East
by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, and was first performed
in London in 1721. It was superseded about 1800 by the
milder and more successful practice of inoculating with
vaccine virus. See vaeeinatiim.—Inoculation of grass-
lands, in agri.j a process for securing a luxuriant growth
of grass, consisting in preparing the soil as if it were to
be seeded down with grass-seed, but covering it first with
small fragments of turf taken from the best old pasture-
land, after which grass-seed mixed with clover in the or-

dinanr way is scattered over the surface, and the field is

rolled to press down the pieces of sod and press in the
seed.

inoculative (in-ok'u-la-tiv), a. [< inoculate +
-JBe.] Pertaining or relating to inoculation;

inooulatory.

Cultivation of spores of molds, etc., is . . . found to
cause a depreciation of their inoculative efficacy.

Pop. Sd. Mo., XX. 425.

The few inoculative experiments that have been made
upon monkeys have been unsuccessful. ScieTice, XI. 140.

inoculator (in-ok'u-la-tor), n. [= P. inoculor-

teur = Sp. Pg. inooulador, < L. inoculator, an
ingrafter, < inoculare, ingraft : see inoculate.']

A person who or a thing which inoculates;

one who or that which propagates by inocula-

tion.

Holy relics . . . are inocidatora of all manner of con-

tagious diseases. Sia- S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 62.

inoculet, «• *• [ME. inooulen, < ,0P. (and P.)

inoouler = Sp. Pg. imooular = It. inoccMare, in-

oculare, < L. inoculare, ingraft: see inoculate.]

Same as inoculate, 1. Palladius.

inodiatet (in-o'di-at), v. t. [< ML. Hnvdiatus,

pp. of Hnodiare, > It. inodiare, innodiare (rare),

bring into hatred, make hateful, annoy, < L. in,

in, + odium, hate : see odium. Of. annoy, ult.

< ML. *inodiare.'] To make hateful.

God Intends, in the calamities which he inflicts upon a
~ pardoned person, partly to give the world fresh demon-

strations of his hatred of sin, and partly to imdwtesaA
imbltter sin to the chastised sinner. South,W orks, VI. vi.

inodoratet (in-6'do-rat), a. [< «m-3 + odorate.]

Inodorous.

Whites are more inodorate (for the most part)than flow-

ers of the same kind coloured. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 507.

inodorous (in-6'do-rus), a. [= P. inodore= S,v-

mddoro = Pg. It. inodoro, < L. inodorus, with-

out smell, < im- priv. + odor, smell: see odor,

odorous.] Destitute of odor; having no scent

or smell.

The white of an egg is a viscous . . . modoroMS liquor.

Arhwtlmot, Aliments.

inodorousness (in-6'do-rus-nes), n. The state

or quality of being inodorous ; absence of odor.

inoffensive (in-o-fen'siv), a. [= P. inoffenstf=

Sp.' inofensivo = Pg. inoffensimo; as «»-'* + offen-

sive.] Not oflensive; giving no offense ;
domg

no harm ; not causing disturbance or uneasi-

ness ; free from anything of a displeasing or

disturbing nature: as, an inoffensive animal;

inotTensive remarks.
For drink the grape

She crushes, iTCO/en»i»e must, and meaths

From many a berry. Hilton, P. L., v. 346.

Tillotson, the most popular preacher of that age, and in

manners the most inoffemive of m^^^^_
^.^^ ^^^_^ ^,
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inoffensively (in-o-fen'siv-li), adv. In an in-

offensive manner;"without giving offense; in a
manner not to offend, disturb, or displease.

inoffensiveneSS (in-o-fen'siv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being inoffensive ; harmlessness.

inofB.cial (in-o-fish'al), a. [= P. inofficiel; as
te-3 + offleiai'.] Not official ; destitute of ofB.-

cial character or authority; unofficial: as, in-

official intelligence.

It raised him into a new moral power in the state ; an
inofficial dictator of principle. Everett, Orations, I. 515.

inofB.cially (in-g-fish'al-i), adv. In an inofficial

manner; without official character or authority.

inofS.clous (in-p-fish'us), a. [= P. inoffideux =
Sp. inoficioso = Pg. inofficioso = It. inofficioso,

imoffizioso, < ML. inoffidosus, contrary to duty,

harmful, < L. in- priv. + offUAosus, dutiful, of-

ficious: see officious.] Eegardless of the ob-
ligations incident to one's office or position;

contrary or inattentive to duty. [Eare.]

Up, thou tame river, wake

;

And from thy liquid limbs this slumber shake

;

Thou drown'st thyself in vnoffi.cious sleep.

B. Jonson, K. James's Coronation Entertainment.

Let not a father hope to excuse an vmffieious disposition

of his fortune by alleging that "every man may do what he
will with his own." Paley, Moral Philos., III. iil. 9.

Inofficious testament or will, a testament or will dis-

posing of property contrary to the dictates of natural af-

fection and to just expectations.

inogen (in'o-jen), n. [< Gr. if (Iv-), nerve, fiber,

+ -yevijQ, producing: see-fiiem.] Ahypothetical
complex substance which is assumed by certain

physiologists to decompose in the muscular tis-

sue during contraction, yielding carbonic acid
and lactic acid and a nitrogenous body, and to

be re-formed during repose.

inogenlc (in-o-jen'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

inogen.

inoilt, V. t. Same as enoil. Davies.

If it [tlie oil] be wanting, that king is yet a perfect mon-
arch notwithstanding, and God's anointed, as well as if he
was inoiled. Strype, Cranmer, ii. 1.

inomet. AMiddleEnglishpastparticipleof mm.
Inomycetes (i-no-mi-se'tez), n. pi. [NL. (Mar-
tius, 1817), < Gr. k ('"-), a fiber, + /ivKve, pi.

/iiiaiTe^, a mushroom.] A former division of

hyphomycetous fungi.

inoperable (in-op'e-ra-bl), a. [< in-^ + opera-

ble.] That cannot be operated on. [Rare.]

The treatment of inoperable uterine cancer.
Medical News, XtVIII. 462.

inoperationf (in-op-e-ra'shon), n. [< LL. as if

*inoperatio(n-), < indperari, effect, produce, < L.
in, in, + operari, work, operate: see operate.]

Agency; intimate influence; inworking.

A true temper of a quiet and peaceable estate of the soul

upon good grounds can never be attained without the in-

operation of that Holy Spirit from whom every good gift,

and every perfect giving, proceedeth.
Bp. Hall, Remedy of Discontentment, § 25.

inoperative (in-op'e-ra-tiv), a. [< J»-3 + ope-

rative.] Not operative or operating; destitute

of activity or of effect ; inert : as, laws rendered
inoperative by neglect; inoperative remedies.

I do not want to issue a document that the whole world
will see must necessarily be inoperative, like the Pope's

bull against the comet 1 Lmcoln, in Raymond, p. 213.

inopercular (in-o-per'ku-lar), a. [< iw-S -I- oper-

cular.] Same as inopereulate. Sir S. Owen.

Inoperculata (in-o-p6r-ku-la'ta), «. pi. [NL.,

neut. pi. of inopereulatus, without an opercu-

lum: see iriiopereulate.] A division of Pulmo-

nifera containing those univalves the shell of

which has no operculum, such as snails. Most
of these moUusks are inopereulate, as the families Heli-

chdce or snails, LimaGidoe or slugs, Limnoeidts or pond-
snails, and others. In many species which hibernate,

however, there is formed a temporary operculum called

the epiphragm. See Opereulata.

inopereulate (in-o-pfer'ku-lat), a. [< NL. ino-

pereulatus, < L. in- priv. + operculatv^, cover-

ed: see operculate.] 1. Having no true oi)er-

culum, as a snail ; specifically, of or pertaining

to the Inoperculata.

The rest [of the PvXmonifera] are moj?erc«Zaie, and some-
times shell-less. 5. P. Woodward, MoUusca (1875), p. 286.

2. In 6oi., not provided with an operculum or

lid.

Also inopercular, inoperculated.

inoperculated (in-0r-p6r'ku-la-ted), a. Same as

inopereulate.

inopinablet (in-o-pi'na-bl), a. [< OF. inopina-

ble = Sp. inopiriable = Pg. inopinavel = It. ino-

pinaUle, < L. imopinaUlis, not to be supposed,

< in- priv. + opindbilis, that is supposed, im-

aginary, < opinari, suppose: see opine.] Not

to be expected. Zatimer, Works, I. 476.

inopinatet (in-op'i-nat), a. [= Sp. Pg. inopi-

nado = It. inopinato, innopinato, ( L. inopina-

inorganic

tus, not expected, < in- priv. + opinatus, pp. of
opinari, suppose, expect: see opine.] Unex-
pected.

Casuall and iTiopinate cases, as wounds, poysons, burn-
ings, plagues, and other popular harmes.

Time's Storehouse, 760, 2. (Laitham.%

inopportune (in-op-or-tiia'), a. [= F. inoppor-
tun = Sp. iiioportuno = Pg. It. inopportuno, <
L. inopportu/nu^, unsuitable, < »»- priv. + op-
portunus, suitable : see opportune.] Not op-
portune; inconvenient; unseasonable; unsuit-
able; inappropriate; unfit.

God at first makes all alike ; but an Indisposed body, or
an iTiopportune education, or evil customs superinduce va-
riety and difference. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 302.

=Syn. Untimely, ill-timed, msdapropos.

inopportunely (in-op-or-tiin'li), adv. In an in-

opportune manner ; unseasonably; at an incon-
venient time.

inopportuneness (in-op-or-tun'nes), n. The
character or quality of being inopportune.
The inopportuTietiess of the proposal at a time of for-

eign war, when the rebellion, too, in Ireland was not com-
pletely suppressed, was the main argument of Fox and
his followers in opposition at Westminster.

Quarterly Bev., CXLV. 629.

inopportunity (in-op-or-tu'ni-ti), n. [= p.
inopportunite =z Sp. inoportunidad = It. inop-
portunita; as inopportune + -ity, after opportu-
nity.] Lack of opportuneness; unseasonable-
ness. [Bare.]

The light; . . . hidden under the bushel of misappre-
hension or inopportunity, flames forth at fitting moment.

Aleott, Tablets, p. 146.

inoppressive (in-o-pres'iv), a. [< ««-3 + op-
pressiue.] TJnoppressive ; not burdensome.
inopulent (in-op'u-lent), a. [< fc-3 H- opulent.]

Not opulent ; not wealthy ; not affluent or rich.

inorb (in-6rb'), V. t. [< jji-2 -I- ori.] To form
or constitute as an orb.

Sceptred genius, aye inorbed.
Culminating in her sphere.

Emerson, Hermione.

inordert, v. t. [< in^^ + order.] To order;
arrange. Bowell.

inordinacy (in-6r'di-na-si), n. [< inordina(te)

+ -cy.] The state of being inordinate; a go-

ing beyond prescribed order or proper bounds

;

disorderly excess; immoderateness : as, thewi-
ordinacy of desire or other passion.

'Tis, I say, great odds, but that we should be carried to
inordinaay, and exceed the bounds the divine laws have
set us. OlanmMe, Pre-existence of Souls, ii.

inordinancyt (in-6r'di-nan-si), n. Same as in-

ordinacy. Davies.

inordinate (in-6r'di-nat), a. [= OF. inordon^
= Sp. inordmado = It. inordinate, < L. imordi-

natus, not arranged, disordered, irregular, <

in- priv. + ordinatus, pp. of ordinare, arrange,

order: see ordinate, order, v.] Beyond pre-

scribed order or proper bounds; not adequate-
ly limited or restrained; disorderly; exces-

sive ; immoderate : as, inordinate demands ; in-

ordinate Yanity: rarely applied to persons.

Marcus Antonius . . . was indeed a voluptuous man^
and inordinate. Bacon, Love (ed. 1887).

Sir, this is from your wonted course at home

:

When did you there keep such inordinate hours?
Go to bed late, start thrice, and call on me ?

Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

Much incapacity to govern was revealed in this inordi-

nate passion to administer.
Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 613.

Inordinate proportion, a statement of equality of ratios

in which the order of statement of the terms is irregular.

inordinately (in-6r'di-nat-li), adv. In an in-

ordinate manner; excessively; immoderately.

The commons thought they had a right to the thinga

that they inordinately sought to have.
Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

inordinateness (in-6r'di-nat-nes), n. Inordi-

nacy; immoderateness; excess. Bp. Sail.

inordinationt (in-6r-di-na'shon), n. [= It. in-

ordinazione, < LL. inordinati6(n-), disorder, ir-

regularity, < L. inordinatus, disordered: see

inordinate.] Irregularity; deviation from rule

or right; inordinateness.

Some things were made evil by a superinduced prohibi-

tion, as eating one kind of fruit ; some things were evil

by inordination. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 10, Pref.

inorganic (in-6r-gan'ik), a. [= P. inorganique

= §p. inorgdnico = Pg. It- inorganico; as in-^

+ organic] 1. Not organic; not organized;

specifically, not having that organization which
characterizes living bodies. See organic and
organism.
The horizontal lines of surface decoration break in-

juriously upon the vertical lines of the windows, and thei

forms of the highly ornamented gables are curiously in-

organic.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 22a



inorganic

Both [Comte and Spencer] saw that Evolution begins
-with inorganic matter and ends with human society.

L. F. Ward, Dynam. SocioL, L 145.

3. Not produced byvital processes : as, an jh-

orjanic compound.— 3. TxipMlol., of unmtend-
ed or accidental origin; not normally devel-

oped: as, the distinctions of Uad and led, of

man and men, of was and were, which are of

phonetic origin; or the i of Fr. vient (L. venit),

as compared with that of mats (L. magis).
—Inoiganlc Chemlstiy, the branch of chemiatiy which
treats of those substances which do not contain car-

bon. Formerly organic chemistry treated of substances
produced by anlm^ or vegetable organisms or formed by
metamorphoses of such organisms, which iuTarlably con-
tained carbon, and asually both hydrogen and oxygen,
-while nitrogea was present in very many of them. Miey
were called organic cornpounds. Inorganic chemistry
treated of all other substances. It was the prevalent
opinion that organic substances could be produced only
by a force peculiar to living organisms, called vital force.
But since many so-called organic compounds have been
made artiflcially from inorganic mater^ls, the distinction
has disappeared. Organic chemistry is now the chemistry
of carbon and all its compounds, and inorganic chemistry
is the chemistry of all other elements and compounds.

inorganical (iu-fir-gan'i-kal), a. [< i»-3 + or-

ganical.'i Same as inorganic. Boyle.

inorganically (in-^r-gan'i-kal-i), adv. Without
organs or organization.

inorganisable, inorganisation, etc. See inor-

ganizdble, etc.

jnorganityt (in-6r-gan'i-ti), n. [Irreg. < i»-

organ(ic) + -ity.'] The quajity or state of be-
ing inorganic.

This is a sensible and no inconsiderable argument of

the inorganity of the souL
Sir T. Broume, Beligio Medici, L 36.

inOTganizable (in-6r'ga-ni-za-bl), a. [< tTO-3 +
organizable.'i Not organizable ; incapable of

being organized. Also spelled inorganisable.

It [the brain] is exposed to the effects of aufemia and
hypenemia, Uie latter being sometimes accompanied by
organizable or inorganizable exudates.

B. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 34.

inorganization (in-dr^gan-i-za'shon), n. [<
JTj-S + organization.'] The state of being unor-
ganized; absence of organization. Also spelled
inorganisation.

No other department of study will do so much [as that
of chemical action] to take away the idea of grossness, of
irwrganiaUion, which the untrained mind applies to the
world of matter. Science, YI. 66.

inorganized (in-6r'gaJi-izd), a. [< in-^ + or-

ganized.] Not having organic structure; un-
organized. Also spelled inorganised.

inornate (in-6r-nat'), a. [< inr^ + ornate.] Not
ornate; plain.

His [Lord Stowell's] style is chaste^ yet not inornate.
Encyc. Brit., yxTT 580.

inorthographyt (in-dr-thog'ra-fi), n. [< j»-3 -4-

orfhograpJiy.] Incorrect orthography; a mis-
spelling. Feltham.

inosculate (in-os'ku-lat), V. ;
pret. and pp. in-

osculated, ppr. inosculating. [< L. in, in, on, -1-

osculum, dim. of os, mouth (> osculari, kiss):

see osculate.] I, trans. To unite by openings,
as two vessels in an animal body ; anastomose.

It is an opinion . . . that the sap circulates in plants
as ttie blood in animals ; that it ascends through capillary
arteries in the trunk, into wlilch are inosculated other
vessels of the bark answering to veins.

Bp. Berkeley, Siiis, § 34.

The latter [the Boman code] has been adopted, or, if I
may say so, inosculated, into the juridical polity of all

continental Europe, as a fundamental rule.

Story, Misc. Writings, p. 505.

n. intrans. 1. In anat., to unite by little

openings; have intercommunication by run-
ning together, as the vessels of the body; anas-
tomose : as, one vein or artery inosculates 'with.

another.

The underlying muscles and inosculatiiig fibrous tissue.

Darwin, Cirripedia, p. 190.

Hence— 2. To unite or be connected so as to
have intercommunication or continuity; run
together; blend by beingconnected terminally.

Drear, dark, inosculating leaves. Crabbe.

The several monthly divisions of the journal may irtos-

cuiate, but not the several volumes. De Quincey.

inoscnlation (in-os-ku-la'shon), n. [= F. inos-

culation = It. inosculazione ; as inosculate +
-ion.] 1 . The union of two vessels of an ani-
mal body by openings into each other, so as to
permit the passage of a fluid; anastomosis.
Hence—2. Some analogous union or relation;

a running together; junction : as, in botany,
the inosmtaHon of the veins of a leaf, or of a
scion with the stock in grafting.

There has been a perpetual inosculation of the sciences
and the arts. H. Spencer, UniverBal Progress, p. 138.
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inosic (i-nos'ik), a. [Appar. < Hnase (< Gr.

if (ir-), strength, force, nerve, fiber, + -ose) +
-ic] In chem., a word used onlym the follow-

ing phrase InOEiC acid, a name given by Liebig to

an acid found in the mother-liquor of the preparation of

creatine from flesh-juice. Its existence as a definite com-

pound is doubtful.
, . o -

inosite (in'o-sit), n. [< inos-ic + -tte^.] A sac-

charine substance (C6H12O6 + aHgO) found

in the muscular substance of the heart a,nd m
the lungs, kidneys, brain, etc. It has been found

in the urine in some cases of glucosuria and of albuminu-

ria, and it exists also in several plants. It is very swert,

and does not undergo alcoholic fermentation, but yields

lactic acid when fermented.

inonghf, a., n., and adv. An obsolete form ot

enough.

in-over (iu-o'ver), adv. [< in^ + over.] It-

Also ; besides. Withals.—2. Nearer to any ob-

ject; close: opposed to o«*-ofer. [Scotch.]

Syne she sets by the spinning-wheel,

Taks them in^o'er, and warms them weeL
W. Beattie, Tales, p. 32.

in-over (in'o'ver), a. Same as inhy.

in ovo (in o'vo). [L. : in, in; ovo, abl. of ovum,

an egg: see ovum.] In the egg; in an inchoa-

tive state.

inower (in-d'er), adv. Same as in-over.

inoxidizable (in-ok'si-di-za-bl), a. [< in-f +
oxidizable.] In chem., that cannot be oxidized

or converted into an oxid.

inoxidized (in-ok'si-dizd), a. [< »n-3 -1- 03M-
ized.] Not oxidized.

The newly-formed pigment is separated from the inox-

idized copper by washing on a sieve.

Workshop Beceiptt, 2d ser., p. 411.

ini)-. For words formerly SO beginning, see imp-.

in-parabola (in'pa-rab'o-la), n. [< in{scribed)

+ parabola.] An inscribed parabola.

inpartf, n. [< »»2 -l- part] An inward part.

O, my breast, break quickly

;

And shew my friends my iTi-parts^ lest they think
I have betrayed them. B. Jonson, Catiline, lit L

in partibus infidelium (in par'ti-bus in-fi-de'-

li-um). [L.: in, in; partibus, abl. pi. otpar(t-)s,

a part, portion, region ; infidelium, gen. pi. of
infidelis, unbelieving, infidel : see i^del.] In
the regions of infidels ; in countries inhabited
by unbelievers: inthe J?om. Cath. Ch., a phrase
describing titular bishops (called briefly bishops
in partibus) consecrated to a see which former-
ly existed but has been lost to the church.
inpatht (in'path), n. [< inl -I- path.] An in-

tncate way. Davies.
Italy is hence parted by long crosse dangerous inpaths.

Stanihurgt, .^Ineid, ilL 396.

in-patient (in'pa^shent), n. [< in^ + patient.]
A patient who is lodged and fed as well as
treated in a hospital or infirmary. See out-pa^
tient.

in.pectore (in pek'to-re). [L.: in, in; pectore,
am. of pectes, breast, bosom: see pectoral.] In
or -witlun the breast ; in reserve : as, a cardinal
in pectore (one whose appointment has notbeen
promulgated).
in-pensioner (in'pen*shon-er), n. [< t»l + pen-
sioner.] In the British army, a pensioned man
who is lodged and maintained in a public in-
stitution: opposed to out-pensioner, who lives
where he pleases.

in-pentabedron (iu'pen-ta-he'dron), n. [<
in{seribed) + pentahedron.]" An inscribed pen-
tahedron.

inperfitt, a. AMiddle English form of imperfect.
in perpetnum (in p6r-pet'u-um). [L. : in, in,
on, for

;
perpetuum, ace. otperpetuus, perpetual

:

see perpetual, perpetuity.] Ei perpetuity; for
ever.

in persona (in p6r-s6'ua). [L. : in,m; persona,
aw. of j>ersoj8a, person:"see person.] In person.
See in propria persona.

in personam (in pfer-so'nam). [L. : in, in, to,
against; ^ersoream, ace. ot persona, person: see
person.] Against the person: used in law of
a right resting in a purely personal obligation
of another, and of proceedings to enforce a
right by judgment binding only on the party
proceeded against, such as a suit to recover a
debt : in contradistinction to a right or a pro-
ceeding in rem, which binds all the world, such
as a proceeding to condemn a ship or to dis-

_
solve a marriage. See action, 8 (6).

in petto (in pet'to). [It. : m, in
; petto, < h.pectus,

breast. Gt.inpectore.] In or -within the breast;
in reserve ; not disclosed.

in-polygon (in'pol'i-gon), n. [< in{scribed) -i-

_
polygon.] An inscribed polygon.
in posse (in pos'e). [NL. : L. in, in; posse, be
able, can (used as a noun) : see posse, possi-

inquest

He.] In a potential state of being; not yet
actually existing, but ready to come into exis-

tence when certain conditions are fulfilled.

in potentia (in po-ten'shia). [li. : in, in; po-
tentid, abl. oipotentia, power : see potent, power,
etc.] Potentially; in possibility.

in potestate parentis (in p6-tes-ta'te pa-ren'-
tis). (Ti. : to, in; potestate, abl. ot potesta(t-)s,

power; parentis, gen. of paren{t-)s, a parent:
see potestat, parent.] Subject to the authority

of a parent.

inpour (in'por), n. [< tni + pour.] Same as

inpouring.

The perpetual inpour ot a coin made full I^al tender
for its face. Beport Sec. Treasury, 188^ I. xxxvii.

inpouring (in'p6r*ing), n. [< inf- + pouring.]

A pouring in ; a great influx.

With this inpouring of labor came railroads, factories,

and a thousand prolific industries.
jy. A. Bev., cxxvn. 4.

May we describe Christiaiiity as a vast extension and
deepening of all the higher ranges of homan conacioos-

ness, bymeans of which the inpouring ot divine influence,

in gre^y increased volume, was made possible?

F. H. Johnson, Andover Bev., TIL 290.

in prsesenti (in pre-zen'ti). [L. : in, in; pr(B-

senti, abl. of prcesen{t-)s, present: see present.]

Now; at the present time: in contradistinction

to in futuro. The promise of marriage at the betrothal

is a promise in futuro ; that at the wedding is a promise
inprtBsentL

inpravablet (in-pra'va-bl), a. [< i^^-3 + prava-

ble.] Not capable of'beii^ corrupted.

He . . . set before his eyes alway the eye of the ever-

lasting judge and the inpravable judging-place.
Becon, Works, L 105.

in propria causa (in pro'pri-a k4'za). [L. : in,

in; propria, abl. fern, otproprius, own, proper:

causa, abl. of causa, cause: see proper and
cause.] In his or her own suit.

in propria persona (in pro'pri-a p6r-s5'na).

[Ii. : in, in; propria, abl. fern, otproprius, ovm,

proper; persona, abl. of persona, person.] In

one's own person ; by or through one's self and
not another.
inpuris naturalibns (in pii'ris nat-u-ral'i-bns).

[L. : in, in; puris, abl. neut. pi. of^ru«, pure,

mere ; naturalibus, abl. neut. pi. of naturaUi,

natural.] In mere natural guise ; entirely un-

clothed; naked.
inpushing (in'push^ing), TO. [< jnl -(- pushing.]

A pushing in.

This is accomplished by inpushings of the epiblast at tbe

extremities of the body. Stand. Nat. HisL, Int., p. xi

inpntf (in-put'), V. t. [ME. inputten; < in^ +
put^.] To put in; put on. Wyclif.

input (in'put), re. [< input, v.] Contribution, or

share in a contribution. [Scotch.]

An ilka friend wad bear a shore o' the burthen, some-

thing might be dune— ilka ane to be liable for their ane

inpUL Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xil

in-quadric (in'kwod'rik), n. _[< in{scribeS) +
quadric.] An inscribed quadric surface.

in-quadrilateral (in'kwod-ri-lat'e-ral), ». [<

in(scribed) + quadrilateral.] An "inscribed

quadrilateral.

inquartation (in-kwar-ta'shon), n. [< t»-2 +
quartation.] In metal., same as quartaHon.

inqueret, v. See inquire.

inquest (in'kwest), n. [Early mod. E. also in-

quist; < ME. enquest, enqueste, < OP. enqueste,

F. enquite= Pr. enquesta= It. inchiesta, inquiry,

< L. inquigita, ML. inquista (sc. res), a thing

inquired into, an inquiry, prop. fem. of ingvi-

situs, inquistus, pp. of inquirere, inquire into:

see inquire. Cf. quest.] 1. Inquiry; search;

quest.

For-thy, syr, this enmiest I require yow here,
That 30 me telle wiui trawthe, if euer ge tale herde
Of the grene chapeL

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (K K T. S.X L 1056.

This is the laborious and vexatious inquest that the soul

must make after science. Sovih, Works, L vi.

2. Tulaio: (a) A judicial inquiry, especially an

inquiry held before a jury ; specifically, a pro-

ceediii^ before a jury to determine the amount
to be recovered in an action, when there is no

trial in the ordinary sense, because the right to

recover has been admitted; in common use, a

coroner's inquest.

Also that the Baillies from this tyme take [not] eny «-
quest for the kynge, but by xij trewe justand lawfnlle men.

Fiiglish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 400.

(6) The jury itself.

The next day the govemour charged an inquest, and
sent them abosjrd with two of the magistratea

Winthrop, Hist. New Eng., L 271.

Cknroner's inquest. See coroner.— Great Inquest*, a

grand jury.



inciuest
And that the price ol ale be seased at eueiy lawdav bv

•thegm enquett, or by the moate party of them
Engliah ei(rfs(E. E. T. S.), p. 382.

^^iS^*^'*®**- See ffaJi/osa; lam, under lawi.—la.-

51 f=^l? *''™''\*° inquiry made by the aherifl, coroner,
or esoheator, or by commissionera specially appointed, aot^

Hff,.Tl^» =f
^*"* °* ^ '"^' <ion«em&g any ma&r that en-

titles the state or sovereign to the posseaalon ol real or per-
sonal property, as to determine the right to lands claimed
to be held by aliens. The term is also loosely used of an
inquiry into a.person's right to the poaaeasion of an office
held by the government to be forfeited.

The proceeding [hnpeaohment of Judge Pickering] was
a mere inquest of office under a judicial form.

H. Adams, John Randolph, p. 133.

inquiett (ia-kwi'etj, v. t. [< F. ingmSter = Pr.
Sp. Pg. inqmetwr = It. inquieUre, mquietare, <
L. mquietare, make unqmet, disturb, < imqme-
tus, unquiet: see inqimt, a.] To disturlj; dis-
quiet.

That no person or persons, bodiea pollUo or corporate,
&c., be troubled. Impeached, sued, inquieted, or molested,
for or by reason ol any offence.

Milton, Articles of Peace with Irish.

inauiett (ia-kwi'et), a. [< P. inquiet= Sp. Pg.
It. ingmeto, < L. mquietus, restless, unquiet, <
in- pnv. + quietus, quiet: see quiet, a.] Un-
quiet.

inquietationt (in-kwi-e-ta'shon), n. [= P. in-
quiStation = Sp. inquietaeion "= Pg. inquietagSo
= It. inqmetaeione, < L. inquietatio(n-), disturb-
ance, < inquietare, disturb : see inquiet, v."] The
^ot of disquieting; disturbance.

To the high displeasure of God, the inquyetaeon & dam-
age of the Kyngis People, & to the marvaylous disturb-
ance of the Gomon Weale of this Realme.

Lams (tfHen. VIII. (1630), quoted In Elbton-Tumer's
[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 73.

How many aemely personagls, by outrage in riote, gam-
inge, and excesae of apparaill, be induced to theft and
robry, and aomtime to murder, to the inquietatian of
good men? Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, 11. 7.

Inquietnesst, «. Inquietude ; disturbance.
It will gender aediclona and vprorea and miche inqvi-

etenes in thy realme. Joye, Expos, of Daniel, vi.

inquietude (in-kwi'e-tud), n. [< P. inquietude
= Pr. imqwietut = Sp. inquietucl = It. inquiefu-
dine, < LL. inqmetudo, restlessness, < L. inquie-
fe«s, restless, unquiet : see inquiet, a.'i 1. Lack
of quietude or tranquillity; restlessness of
manner or feeling; unrest.— 3. Disturbance
of mind or body; a feeling of uneasiness or
apprehelision ; disquietude.

There mighty Love
Has flx'd his.hopes, iiiquietudes, and fears.

Johnson, Irene, lii. 1.

Inquilinae (iu-kwi-li'ne), «. pi. [NL., fem. pi.

of L. inqiiilinus, a sojourner, tenant, lodger:
see i/nqwiUme.'] A group of hymenopterous in-

sects, the guest gall-flies, a division of Cynipi-

dw, containing those cynipids which are unable
to produce galls themselves, and consequently
lay their eggs in galls made by other insects.

inquiline (in'kwi-lin), n. and a. [= Sp. Pg.
It. inquilino, < L. imquilinus, an inhabitant of

a place which is not his own, for *incolimis, <

im,Bola, an inhabitant, < mi, in, + colere, inhabit

:

see culture.'] I. n. In eoiil., an animal that

lives in an abode properly belonging to another,

either at its expense, as certain insects that live

in galls made by the true gall-insects, or merely
as a cotenant, as a pea-crab which lives in an
oyster-shell, or a sea-anemone growing on a
crab's back ; a commensal. See cut under can-

msodal.
There are several genera of gall-fliea which, although

they live in galls, do not produce them. These are known
as guest gall-flies or inquUines. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 510.

II, a. Having the character of an inquiline;

commensal

—

inquiline gall-fly. Same as guest-fly.

inquilinons (in-kwi-li'nus;, a. [< inquiline +
-oits.] Same as inquiline. Mneyc. Brit., X. 46.

inquinatet (in'kwi-nat), v. t. [< L. inquinatus,

pp. of imquinare (> It. inqmnare = Sp. Pg. in-

quinar), defile, Ijefoul, < w, in, on, + OL. cunire,

void excrement.] To pollute ; contaminate.

For an opinion it was of that nation [the ^Egyptian] that

Ibis feeding upon serpents, that venemous food so »»-

guinated their ovall conceptions, or eggs within their

bodies, that they sometimes ^ame forth in serpentine

shapes. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., in. 7.

inquinationt fin-kwi-na'shon), n. [= Pg- in-

QuinaGSo, < LL. inquinaUo^n-), < inqmnare, de-

file : see inqmnate.1 The act of defiling, or the

state of hemg defiled; pollution; corruption.

And the middle action, which prodaoeth such imPfrfect

bodies, la fitly called (by aome of the ancients)»«»«<\7
or incootion. Bamn, Ifat. H)St.

, § 837.

inquirable (in-kwir'a-bl), a.
.
[< inqmre +

-able.] Capable of being inquired into, sub-

ject to inquisition or inquest.

196

3111
Taking In hand to shewe the articles inquirable before

the luatice. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 17.

inquirancet, enquirancet, »• [ME. enquiramce,
enqueraunoe ; as inquire + -ance.] Inquiry.

Of Goddes myatery and his working
Make never, my childe, to ferre enquerawnce.

MS. Cantab M. I. «, f. 166. (HaZliwell.)

inquiration (iu-kwi-ra'shon), n. [Irreg. < in-

quire + -ation.] Inquiry. [Prov. Eng.]
A decent woman aa spoke to her about . . . making

aecret inquiration concerning of me,
Dickens, David Copperfleld, 11.

inquire (in-kwir'), v.; pret. and pp. inquired,
ppr. inquiring. [Also enquire; < ME. inqueren,
enqueren, < OP. enquerre, enquerir, F. enquArvr
= Pr. enquirer, enquerir, enquerre, inquerer =
Sp. Pg. inqui/ri/r = It. inquerire, inquirere, inchi-
erere, < L. inquirere, seek after, search for, in-
quire into, < in, into, 4- quwrere, seek : see query,

fuest. Of. acquire, exqui/re, require, conquer.]
. trans. If. To search for; seek out; make

investigation concerning.
She pulled off her gowne of greene.
And put on ragged attire,

And to faire London she would go.
Her true love to enquire.

TheBaiUfsDaughteroflsHngioniCba&'BBaMsbdSiIV.im).

2. To ask about (a thing or person); seek know-
ledge of by asking.

Of euery man he enqueryd the certente,
Whiche of his men were ded and which were take.

Generydes (B. B. T. S.), U 2666.

Into whatsoever city or town ye shall enter, enquire
who in it la worthy. Mat. x. 11.

There mighty uEitions ahall inquire their doom.
Pope, Wlndaov Forest, 1. 381.

3t. To call ; name.
Now Cantium, which Kent we comenly inquyre.

Spenser, V. Q., II. x. 12.

4t. To ask of; question.

She asked and enquired hym of many thinges, and he
her taught all her askynge for the grete love that he hadde
to hlr. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), Hi. 418.

To inquire out, to find or find out by question
; gain

knowledge of by inquiry or investigation: as, to inquire
out the plana of an enemy.

Enquire her out, do'st hear. Fellow? And tell her her
Nephew, Sir WilfuU Witwoud, is in the House.

Congreve, Way of the World, ill. 14.

=Sjni, Ask, Inquire, Question, etc. See as&l.

n, intrans. 1. To seek for knowledge or in-

formation; make inquisition or investigation;
use means for discovering or learning some-
thing.

That Is the path of righteouaneas,
Though after it but few ertquires.

Thomas the Rhymer (Child's Ballads, I. 111).

The most Antichristian Councel, and the most tyran-
nous Inquisition that ever inquifd.

Milton, Areopagitlca, p. 12.

He who inquires has not found ; he is in doubt where
the truth lies. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Aaaent, p. 181.

S. To ask for information; seek knowledge of
something by asking a question or questions:
as, I will inquire about it.

Sir, it seems your nature ia more constant than to in-

quire after state-newa. Beam, and FL, PhUaater, 1. 1.

[The principal prepositions used after inquire are of be-
fore the person or subject questioned

; far, and sometimes
after, before a thing the discovery or possession ol which
is desired ; about, concerning, or after, and sometimes of,

before a thing about which information is sought; and
into before a subject for detailed investigation or exami-
nation. At is used before the place where or source
whence information ia Bought, and by (in the Bible) be-

fore the peraon through whose agency inquiry is made.]

inquireti «• [< imquive, «.] Inquiry; search;
investigation.

At last from Tyre,
Fame answering the most strange inquire, . . .

Are letters brought. Shak., Pericles, lii., Prol.,1. 22.

inquirendo (in-kwi-ren'do), n. [< L. {de) in-

qvArendo, (of) inquiring, abl. ger. of inquirere,

inquire: see inquire.] In law, an authority
given in general to some person orpersons to in-

quire into something for the advantage of the
crown or state.

inquirentt (in-kwir'ent), a. [< L. inquiren{t-)s,

ppr. of inquirere, inquire: see inquire.] Mak-
ing inquiry; inquiring; seeking to know.

Delia's eye.
As in a garden, roves, of hues alone
Inquirent, curious. Shenstan^, Economy, ii.

inquirer (in-kwir' er), n. One who inquires,

searches, or examines ; a seeker; an investiga-

tor. Also

inquisition

inquiringly (in-kwir'ing-li), adv. In an in-
quiring manner; by way of inquiry. Also era-

Expert inquirers after truth;
Whose only care, might truth presume to speak.
Is not to find what they profess to seek.

Oowper, Tirocinium, 1. 192.

inquiring (in-kwir'ing), p. a. Given to inquiry
or investigation; searching; inquisitive: as, an
inquiring mind or look. Also enquiring.

inquinstf (in-kwir'ist), n. [< inquire + -ist.]

An inquirer.

But the inquirist keeping himself on the reserve aa to
employera, tne girl refused to tell the day or to give him
other particulars. Michardson, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. 321.

inquiry (in-kwir'i), n.; pi. inquiries (-iz). [Also
enquiry; an extended form of inquire, enquire,
n., perhaps suggested by query?] 1. Search
for truth, information, or knowledge; exami-
nation into facts or principles : as, an inquiry
into the truth of a report.

I have been engaged in physical inquiries. Locke.

Learning stimulated inquiry; inquiry created doubt.
Story, Misc. Writings, p. 431.

2. The act of inquiring; a seeking for infor-
mation by asking questions ; interrogation; in-
quisition.

He could no ^ath nor tract of foot descry,
No by inquine learne, nor ghesse by ayme.

SpeMser, F. Q., VI. iv. 24.

The men which were sent from Corneliua had made enir

quiry for Simon'a house, and stood before the gate.
Acts X. 17.

3. A question ; an interrogation ; a query.
It is an inquiry of great wisdom, what kinds of wits and

natures are most apt and proper for what sciences.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 267.

Inquiries none they made ; the dreadful day
No pause of words admits, no dull delay.

Pope, Iliad, v. 631.

Court of inquiry. See court.—Writ of Inquiry, a writ
directing an inquest; more speoiflcally, a process ad-
dreaaed to the sheriff of the county in which the venue in
the action ia laid, stating the former proceedings in the
action, and commanding the sheriff that by the oath of
twelve honest and lawful men of his county he diligently
inquire what damages the plaintiff has sustained, and re-
turn the inquisition into court. This writ is necessary
alter ^n interlocutory judgment, the defendant having let
the proceedings go by default, to ascertain the question
of damage8.=Syn. 1. Investigation, Scrutiny, etc. (see ex-
amination and inference), study.— 3. Query, InUrroga.
tion. See question.

inquisiblet (in-kwiz'i-bl), a. [Irreg. < h. in-
quirere, pp. inquisitus, inquire into (see inquire),
+ 4l>le.] Admitting of judicial inquiry. SirM.

_
Sale.

inquisitet, i>- »• [< L. inquisitus, pp. of inquirere,
inquire into: see inquire, v.] To make inquisi-
tion; inquire. Da/oies.

He inquisited with justice and decorum, and determined
with as much lenity towards his enemies aa ever prince
did. Roger North, Lord Guilford, II. 40.

inquisition (in-kwi-zish'on), n. [== P. inquisi-

tion = Pr. inquisido = Sp. inquisidon = Pg. in-

quisigSo = It. inquisizione, < L. inquisiUo{n-), a
seeking or searching for, a seeking for grounds
of accusation, < inquirere, pp. inquisitus, seek
for, inquire into: see inquire.] 1. The act of
inquiring ; close search or examination ; inves-
tigation; inquiry.

The two principal senses of inquisition [are] the eye and
the ear. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 1. 8.

But what concerns it thee, when I begin
My everlasting kingdom? Why art thou
Solicitous? What moves thy inquisiti^m?

Milton, P. a., ill. 200.

But it is dangerous to institute an inquisition into the
motives of individuals. Everett, Orations, I. 289.

2. In law : (a) Inquiry by a jury impaneled by
the sheriff, a coroner, or aboard of commission-
ers, to ascertain facts necessary for judicial or
legal purposes other than the trial of an ac-
tion. The term is used ol a proceeding, or the verdict
on a proceeding, taken by a magistrate or administrative
officer and a jury to inquire into a matter ol fact con-
cerning any special case, as distinguished from the trial

by jury in court of a contested issue between parties.

(6) The document emhodying the result of
such inquiry.—3. [cap.] In the Bom. Cath. Cli.,

an ecclesiastical court, ofiioially styled the Holy
Office, for the suppression of heresy by the de-
tection and punishment of heretics and by other
means. Punishment of heretics, even by death, was
practised from the fourth century onward, but the In-
quisition proper arose in the twelfth century. It was de-
veloped In the thirteenth century by Pope Innocent III.
and the aynod ol Toulouse, and extended to France,
Spain, Italy, Germany, and other countriea. The original
inquisitors were the bishops in their own dioceses, with
special assistants. On the formal organization of the In-
quisition, it waa placed in charge of the Dominican order,
under a central governing body at Rome called the Con-
gregation of the Holy Office. The Spanish Inquisition
waa reorganized and put under the control ol the state
at the end of the fifteenth century, and became especially
noted for its severity and the number of its victims, who
(as el^^where)were burned or otherwise punished, accord,
ing to sentence, by the aecular authority. (See auto defe.)
The {O-oceedings ol the court were conducted with the ut-
most secrecy; and the confidential officers employed by it

were called familiars. It was at its height in the six-
teenth century, and its methods were extended into Por-



inquisition 3112 insane

ilnie^'?h?^,S'ae?ee''ofthe'^^^^^^ i«3«mtor.] Making Btrict inquiry ; inquisi- The Saracens ... conquered Spain. ..^-oodea Aqaitah.

the eighteenth century. It was suppreaeed In France In
t""*!.

intrnnii To makfi an inroad- pneroaph
1772, In Portugal under John VI. (died 1826), and in Spain Under whose inquiHtorioue and tyrannical duncery no ,

"•• j»f
«»«• J- o maJse an inroaa

,
encroacn

,

flnaUyml834. The Congregation of the Holy Office stiU free and splendid wit can ever flourish. depredate. L^are.J
exists as a branch of the papal system, but its chief con- MUtan, Church-GoTemment, iL A growing liberalization is inrnoMv^i upon the old doc-
cem is now with heretical literature.— Inaulsitlon of innnini4.i.<>a.. /;„ i™^„'i +™o> « V( ir,y,tns«inr trine of future everlasting punishment
the dead, InauiBltion post mortem, m to "an in-

mamsitress (in-kwiz i-tres), «. [< inqumtor » f p^ g^ „^^ 3^1^^
quest had to determine the devolution of property by + "«««•] Afemale inquisitor; an inquisitive or • j lm'va-Ai-r\ n r< inroad + -«•! 1 An
escheat on the death of one leaving no heif6.isyn. 1. curious woman. ^ °

,?., ^ re„.^i ' ^
I" er .J An

fi'^'',^^^':^^'/^""?'^'?'*- uf^'f"™*™**^-. littleJe8uitin3m«(rmasshewas,shecouIdseething8 ''^I.^''^'^-
LKare.J

,,,,„„„,„,, „^inqUlSltlOnt (m-kwi-zish'on), c. «. [< inquisi- in a true light. Charlotte BrorUe, vmette, xxvi. The Danes never acquired in this land a long and peace-

tion 111 To anViinot trv i'T.nn;oU;^« «« ;„„ ,..,.,, ry-r able possession thereof, living here rather as tnroaer»than

invP^tiifltB vT ^ ^ ^' i^<l'"Siturientt(in-kwi^ inhabitants. J-uMer, Worthies, xilv.

innirisiSmil Hnt^ ^l=1,'«„<.n ., r/ •
if "wgMWiMrJenC^)*, ppr. of 'i»gttisi<MrJre, desire jjiroiu joroit ^. ;. Obsolete forms of enroZi.

^^» + .S?1 1 ^/tP^^iV.^'l^' if
^ '"f" *° ^l-^"' ^ desiderative verb, < inqmrere, pp. inroUed (in'rdld), a. [< inl + rolled.-] In bot.,

iSvin^idsitio;™^^^ ^>,^LA"^tf'; ^»3«^'"«. ii^qiiir«= «ee i«^«tra.] Given to in- ^j^j^a in as the apex or margin of a leaf,

or harTS^uh^v^i^Eori^l ^ qmsition,ormaMngstrietinquiry; inquisitorial. y.^ile specimens [of Byimea xL<rf/<«™«J from the«i uaiou iu4iiu;i
,
uiquiBiLoiidi.

jljjg ^^ t^g j.3,g morsell so officiously snatcht up and West Indies are more robust and do not so frequently
It is thought irony, addressed to some hot bigots then so ilfavourdly imitated by our inquinUurient Bishops. Jiave inroUed apices. Farlow, Marine Algee, p. 157.

in power, to shew them what dismal effects that inoMm- Ifiiton, Areopagitica, p. 18. . ,, 4^,«l™«^+i r>v,<>nl/»to ^'/^..m=. of .»«timua spirit with which they were possessed would^ve Inraced fin-rast") a K in 2 + race - rase 1 ^^?P^^^^'
ipolmentt. Obsolete forms of ev.

on bterature in general, at a time when public Uberty
inracea (in-rasx ;, a. y. iii-'- -t- race _ rase.\ roller, enrolment.

looked with a very sickly face ! .
In ner., same as indented, .1 inrUDtion (in-rup'shon), n. [A 'restored' form

Warburton, Ded. to the Freethinkers, an. 1738. inracinatc (m-ras'i-nat), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. m- ^f irruption.-] A breakingin ; irruption. [Bare.]

_
2. Of or pertaining to the Inquisition. radnated, ppr. inracinating. [< F inraciner, en-

^^^ true mouth (in the development of an aurelia) then
inqiUSltlonary (in-kwi-zish'on-a-ri), a. [< in- root (< L. tn, in, -I- racine, a root), + -ate^. U. forms by inruption at the opposite pole.

quisition + -ary.] Inquisitional. [Bare.] deracinate.] To root; implant. Imp. Diet. Bneyc. Brit, XII. bii.

inquisitive (iu-kwiz'i-tiv), a. [< ME. engMe«;ft/, inraget, ». t An obsolete form of e»^ra<ife. inrush (in'rush), n. [_< in^ + rush, n.] A rush-

< OF. inqui8itif,F.inquigitif= 8p. inquigitivo,< inrailt (in-ral'), v. t. [< in-^ -t- lat/l.] Same ingin; a sudden invasion or incursion; an ir-

L. as if *inquisitivus, < inquirere, pp. inquisitus, *s enrail. ruption.
inquire into; Bee iyiquire.] 1 . Addicted to in- It plainly appeareth that in things indifferent, what the Jlordecai was so possessed by the new <nru»A of belief

Quirvorresearch* disnosedto seek information* whole Church doth think convenient for the whole, the that he had forgotten theabsenceof any other condition to

^TToV, +„ «™r,-„ ™ ;Lt„ Z„ t-t 1
"'"."""I same if any part do wilfully violate, it may be reformed the fulfilment of his hopes.given to prying mto matters

, eagerly ounous. and inrailed agam by that general authority whereunto George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, ixrvilL
Whan these four hundred of the castell come to these each particular is subject. Hooi«r, Eccles. Polity, iv. 13. j—_,_i,i /;_ _„-i,/\ ,. ; r/ «••>! -1- «-«/o)i ^1 Tn

sex score, Ewein white honde, that was more e»gu««i(f/, i„^„„4.,„„, „ , a „ „>>„„iof^ *„...„„« .,^„„„f„„.,
mrusnt (m-rusn ;, t. i. \_^in'- ^ rusn, v.} lo

asked of whens thei were. Merlin (E. E. T. S^, iL Wri inraptUTet, v.t.Aji obsolete form of enrapture, rush in.

8h,Iamnott»w«m(iiw in re (in re). [L.: J»,m; re, abl. of res, athmg: The sea . . . inrmMh upon a little region called

Of secrecies without an invitation. see res.] In the matter or : used especially in Keimes. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 654,

Ford, Broken Heart, it 3. legal phraseology. in sscnla SSeCulorum (in sek'ii-la sek-u-16'-
Errors ... are incident oftentimes even to the best inredt, a. [ME. inred, inread; < )n-l ^intensive) rum). fL. : in, in, unto; 8<Beula,'ad'e. pi., scBCu-

..^r.o.tinauUiti^oij..r. -h reel.] Very red. Jor«m, gen pi., of »<.c«J«m anage: see*eo«Z«r.]
„,,,,,. . i- • He was nowthir whyit no Wake, To ages of ages ; to all eternity : a phrase oe-
2. Marked by inquiry; questioning; cunous ; And .an] inred man he was. eurring in a common Latin fori of doxology.
hence, searching out; bringing to view.

_ . ,, , .
^^"^ ®'^'*' ^ «""

insafe^t (in-saf'ti), «. [< in-S -1- «a/efy.] ]Sck
That our desires of serving Christ be quick-spirited, inreglStcrt, f- t. An obsolete form of enre^wfer. of safetv Naunton

active, and effective,J«^u««i^ for o^po^n^ in rem (in rem). [L : «, in to; rem, aec. of res, insaUvate (in-sal'i-kt), v. t. ; pret. and pp. i,v.Jer. Taylor. WoAs(^^^ L 181- a thing: see res.] In relation to a thing: as, salivated, ppr. insalivating. (On^ + sativate.]

Inquititite attention while I read.
^n action i« rem : opposed to m personam. See To salivate, or mix with the saliva, as food.

CoMrper, Task, iv. 52. _
ac««>», 8 (6). - ^-, ... „ . Meal, if fed alone, especially to young calves, should be

A girl in a white-flgured gown at work, . . . white win- m rerum natura (m re rum na-tu ra). [Li. : m, spread thinly on the bottom of troughs, so that it wiU be
dow-curtaios about her, and the inquisitive light stream- in ; rerum, gen. pi. of res, a thing ; natura, abjl. eaten slowly, and be insalivated. Science, IV. 576.

tag around her. Ixag. of Art, VIL 163. of natura, nature.] In the nature of things

;

insalivation (in-sal-i-va'shon), n. [< «n-2 +
.=Sy^.£n/'njy. el?- (?eemri<««), inquiring. from the very constitution of things. salivation.] In pfea*!<)Z., the mixing of the sa-
mquisitively (m-kwiz i-tiv-li), ode. La an in- j. u. R. j. An abbreviation of Latin lesus Naza- Uva with the food L the act of eatiig.
quisitiye manner; with cunosity to obtam m- renu«,JJei/M(te>r«ra(Jesusof Xazareth,Kingof insalubrious (in-sa-lii'bri-us), a. [< in-S +
formation; with scrutiny. the Jews): an ecclesiastical inscription in desig- salubrious.] Not salubrious; unfavorable to

inquisitiveness (in-kwiz i-tiv-nes), n. The nation of Christ in the Christian church, taken health ; unwholesome : as, iniaiuferiou* air.
cha,racter of being inquisitive

;
the disposition from the writing placed by Pilate over Christ's i .^^

'

aded not to venti^e over land bv reason ofto inquire ask questions, or investigate
;
cu- cross (John xix. 19). th'eT^affi^^ll^t tt."^ Si^.^^

nosity to learn: as, the inquisitiveness of the inricht, «• <• An obsolete form of enri^ih. Sandys, Travaile8,p. 234.

human mmd. inringt, «. <• An obsolete form of erenno'. .
=SJ!p- See *«ri«%. ,-,,,,

inquisitor (m-kwiz i-tor), n. [= F. inquisiteur inriset, v. i. [ME. inrisen (tr. L. insurgere) ; < insalUDnty (m-sa-lu bn-ti), n. [< tn-3 + salu-

:=8y.Pg.inquisidor=zlt.inquisiiore,(.lj.inqui- inA + rise-^.] To rise up. Wyclif.
ority.] Lack of salubrity; unhealthfnlness

;

sitor, a seeker, searcher, < inquirere, pp. in- inrisert, «• [ME. irerisere (tr. L.j»«Mroe?^(^)«); imwholesomeness.
quisitus, inquire into: see inquire.] 1. One < i»n«e -f -erl 1 One who rises up Wvclif Where the soil was rich Itwas generally marshy, and its

who inqmres or investigates; partieul^ly, one inro (in'ro), n. [Jap., < Chin, yin, a seal or S^* '"^'""^
*''""lSS7l?^/?hi'G?^twhose official duty it is to inquire and exam- stamp, + ling, a basket. Chin, fbecomes Jap. .-^Zf,^ ,:„ „„,.- .f"f""'"*''

^«denc the Great,

ine
:
as, the inquisitors of the Holy OfSce or In- r, and Chin. -an^, -ing, -ung, and -Ung usually '^^}?^t¥x ^^ll^^t^' t"' i^T ^^'t T"-""

qnisition. become Jap. -o.] A ImaU ornamental nest of 1"X' -1 h.^rfl \^ °* salutary < L. in-

Whereas God hath appointed them, ministers of holy boxes of lacquer-ware, ivory, etc., carried by Sr^r" t,ff:"^'^'*i
saluta^: see salvMry.] 1.

things, they make themselves mqumtors of mens per- j„„„i,p|,e at the Hrdlp niid naprl +n >iolrl tlip
-INot salutary not favorable to health or sound-

sons a great deal farther than neea is. c^fif^^Ltl^^ ^ s
' r •

to hold the unwholesome.
Hooker. Eccles, Polity, v. 64. seal (hence the name), medicines, perfumes, or a , .

'=°""'°'

„ .. J .^ .
»""«*'^. J^'^"^-^""''J'> '• "^

+>,o lito mv.i, .^«. J V So wwdiMtory are the conditions of the environment of
He dismissed the unpertment inguuitors. the lilse. Theboxra fit upon one another in such a way the poor in the cities that only by fittuig themselves to

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 268. as to form a single flattened cyhnder with almost invisible unfavorable conditions is life worth living
Where they looked for proof, it was in a way more be- "°^M''S''*^k^S'° h^!'* ^^^^^^ ^? » silk cord which p<^. Soi.Mo., XXV. 487.

.«tnin».-«/n«Wyir«than iiirtiTHs
passes through tubular holes at the Sides, and to which o -M^t „„«„. 1 4. ;, 1. t j. j^-coming t«9«mt<,« than j^es _^ ^ ^^ ^^<^^

'"f.^^if"S«
" " bob " by which' the inro is sns- 2 Not safe; not tending to safety; productive

/ * pended from the girdle. 01 evil.

Sf. An inquisitive or curious person. JfeJi/jam. inroad (in'rod), «. [< ral + road.] 1. Apred- insalveable (in-sal'va^bl), a. [< in-S + salvea-

taSS^SS'^p'^^^inlortS^af'alS'st^?'' atoiy. or hostile incursion; a raid, by public blf.] That cannot besalved or healed ; irreme-

inauisitor-general (in-k^'i-tor-jen'e-ral), «. enemies; a temporary or desultory invasion. diable. [Rare.]

The head of the court of inquisition in several Neither wer there any more inrodes now by land as Admgiaeeinsalveable. Jfi(Mfe«o7i,ramilyofLove,iv.4.

European countries, as Spain, the Netherlands, SSa^1!ongtato*°th^e!r?StSS^°*'""^""' *'"" in-samet, a*??-. [ME., < j»l -f «ame.] Together;

etc. The most noted in history were Torque- Holland, tr. of livy, p. 786. ^^ °^^ place.

mada (appoinied in 1483) and his successors in in the 1st century b. c. the great Scythian inroad ex-
Women that be of yueU name,

the Spanish Inquisition. pelled the Macedonians from Bactria.
n„„i. It.^ ,?'* ,^^4"'l"?^- ..* x .o

inquiffltorial (in-kwiz-i-to'ri-al), a. [= F. in- ^""« Taylor. The Alphabet, II, 326.
. ^»* of Precedence^ E. T S., extra serO, l 48. .

Quisitorial = 8p. inquisitorial; as inquisitor + 2. Forcible entrance; powerful or sudden in- insana,DlJlty (in-san-ar-bil .i-ti), n. [= Pg. in-

^al] Pertaining to inquisition; specifically, flux or incursion; forcible or insidious en- fanabilidade; a^ msanable + -ity: see -biltty.]

pertaining to the Inquisition, or resembUng its croachment. .
The state of being msanable or incurable,

practices; making strict or searching inquiry. The lummous mferior orbs, inclosed insanaWe (in-san a^bl), a. [= OF . insanable =
X, i,fi »K» i.yi7„, nf„~,i,i .„.. „.,„v,o»r.„o„t r.r fho ^o™ Chaos, and the inroad of Darkness old. op. msanable = Pg. tnsanavel = It. insanabile, <
For a while the latter [Marsh! was unobservant 01 the vrn*^^ -o r ta ^n, t -• j..w/.. •_ t.i • .1 -l-i-

inquisitorial survey with which he was regarded. . ^ ^ ., .„,
•^^'<'"' ^- ^- i^'- *2i. L. msanabtlis, incurable, < m- pnv. + sanabilis,

Barham, ingoldsby Legends, 1. 138. ,j^j ^ a£k M i t
'

•
curable : see sanable.] Not sanable ; incapable

The bishops themselves could and did exercise strin- jjake cruel inroads i/my biSii"'
°* being cured or healed; incurable. For the

gent inquisitorial powers. Catholic Diet. Cowper, To Eobert Lloyd. ,
legal Sense, see insanity.

The council of five (at Carthage] had criminal jurisdio- ^jj Englishmen who valued liberty and law saw with inSanableneSS (in-san'a-bl-nes), n. Insana-
tion and inquisitorial power. J. Adams. Works, IV. 471. nneasiness the deep inroad which the prerogative had bility.

inquisitorially (in-kwiz-i-to'ri-al-i), adv. In an made into the province of the legislature. insanably (in-san'a-bli), adv. So as to be in-

inqoisitorial manner. J/<«!o«toj/, Hist. Eng., it curable.

inquisitorioust (in-kwiz-i-to'ri-us), a. [< ML. inroad (in'r6d),». [<inroad,n.] I.t iran«. To insane (in-san'), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. i»wano. < L.
'inquisitorius, < L. inquisitor, an inquisitor: see make an inroad intoi invade. insanus, unsound in mind, insane, < in- pnv. +



insane

saniis, sound, sane: see same.] 1. Not sane-
unsound or deranged in mind ; crazy.

irSn^'^ ^h"^
Dryden'B death she [Lady Elizabeth] became

iTwane, and was confined under the care o( a female at-
**""*•"• Malone, Dryden.

2. Characteristic of a person mentally de-
ranged; hence, wild; insensate; senseless.

„ . . ,
The crowd, that if they find

Some Btain or blemish in a name of note, . . .

Inflate themselves with some insaTie delight.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. .[Attrib. use of imane used as a noun in
the pi.] Devoted to the use or care of the in-
sane: as, an insame asylum.— 4f. Making in-
sane ; causing insanity.

Or have we eaten on the ineane root
That takes the reason prisoner?

Shak., Macbeth, i, 3.

_ =Syn. 1. Crazed^ lunatic, demented, maniacal.
insanely (in-san'li), adv. In an insane man-
_
ner ; madly ; without reason.
insaneness (in-san'nes), n. Insanity.
insaniatet (in-sa'ni-at), «. t. [Irreg. < L. in-
sanire, be insane, < insanus, insane : see insane.']
To make unsound, distempered, or insane.
Does not the distemper of the body insaniate the soul?

FeUh<im, Kesolves, i. 64.

insaniet (in-sa'ni), n. [< OF. insanie = 8p. Pg.
It. insania, < L. insania, unsoundness of mind,
insanity, < insanus, insane: see insane.] In-
sanity; madness; insane folly.

Heclepethacalf,cauf ; . . . This is abhomlnable(which
he would call abominable) ; it insinuateth me of imsanie.

Shak., L. L. I,., v. 1,

In the days of sixth Henry, Jack Cade made a brag.
With a multitude of people ; but in the consequence.

After a little insanie they fled tag and rag,
For Alexander Iden he did his diligence.

Wilfred Holme, Pall and Evil Suooesse of Rebellion.

insanify (in-san'i-fi), V. 1.
1
pret. and pp. insani-

fied, ppr. insanifying. [< insane + -i-fy.y To
make insane ; madden. [Eare.]

There may be at present some very respectable men at
the head of these maniacs, who wonldirisanify them with
some degree of prudence, and keep them only half mad if

they could. Sydney Smith.

insanitary (in-san'i-ta-ri), a. [< in-S + sani-

tary.] Not sanitary; not salubrious; violating
sanitary rules or requirements.

Misery, insanitary dwellings, and want of food account
for this high mortality. Uncyc. Brit., XXI. 81.

Mr. Punch draws attention to the insanitary state of
London slums. Fortnightly Eev., N. S., XL. 64.

insanitation (in-san-i-ta'shgn), n. An insani-

tary condition ; lack of proper sanitary arrange-
ments. [Eare.]

Insanitation, he said, did not cause the disease [chol-

era]. . The American, IX. 25.

insanity (in-san'i-ti), n. [= p. insamti, < L.

insanita(t-)s, unsoundness of mind, insanity, <

insanus, insane: see insane.] A seriously im-
paired condition of the mental functions, involv-

ing the intellect, emotions, or will, or one or

more of these faculties, exclusive of temporary
states produced by and accompanying acute in-

toxications or acute febrile diseases. From the

denotation of the word are also usually excluded mental
defects resulting from arrested development and idiocy,

and such conditions as simple trance, ecstasy, and cata-

lepsy, and often senile dementia. The forms of mental
disease are very varied, and no classification is universally

accepted. The following is that of Krafft-Ebing (1888)

:

A. Mental disease in the developed brain, (a) Function-

al psychoses, or mental diseases without recognizable ana-

tomical lesion. (1) Psychoneuroses, mental diseases de-

veloped in brains not congenitally weak, nor impaired by

early disease, such as meningitis and other cerebral dis-

eases, including melancholia, mania, mania haUucinatoria,

acute dementia. (2) Psychical degenerations, diseased

states developing in brains weak from birth or from early

disease, including reasoning mania, parancea, periodical

insanity, and insanities consequent on certain neurotic

conditions, as neurasthenia, hypochondria, hysteria, or

epilepsy. (B) Mental diseases with recognized anatomi-

cal lesions. Including delirium aoutum, dementia paraly-

tica, senile dementia, cerebral syphilis. To these may be

added, as constituting, however, a link between a and 6,

mental derangement forming part of chronic alcoholism

and morphinism. B. Mental defect from arrested develop-

ment, or idiocy. Insanity develops at aU ages, but most

frequently in women between twenty-five and thirty-flve,

and in men between thirty-flve and fifty. The age of pu-

berty, the menopause, and old age are times of peculiar

liability to mental disease. Among the factors of msan-

Itv mav be mentioned congenital predisposition ;
the ner-

vous strain of modern life; lack of rest and amusement,

and consequent indulgence in stimulants of various kinds

;

poor food: severe illness ; failure of organs other than the

brain, resulting in prolonged cerebral anemia and toxe-

mia; poisons, such as alcohol, opium, ergot, chloral, ab-

sintheTlead, and mercury ; sexual excesses ;
child-bearing

and lactation; injuries to the head; ^nd severe and d^

pressing emotions. Ordinarily several of these factora

combini to produce the derangement The percent^e

of cures varies in different hospitals from 20 to 60, de-

pending largely on the classes of cases which predomi-

nate.
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AU power of fancy over reason is a degree of insanity.
Johnson, Uasselas, xliii.

The frenzy of the brain may be redress'd,

By med'cine well applied ; but, without grace,

The heart's insanity admits no cure.
Cowper, Task, vi. 523.

Insanity is an expression only of functional and organic
disorder ; remove tne disorder upon which the insanity
depends, and the return to mental soundness is secured.

Alien, and Neurol., VI. 543.

In its legal use, insanity consists in the lack of such mental
soundness as renders a person criminally responsible, or
capable of making a valid contract, conveyance, or will,

or of managing his own affairs. There is great differ-

ence of opinion as to what extent of disease or imperfect
development, and what, if any, aberrations of mind not
traceable to disease or imperfection of the brain, should

. be regarded as constituting this degree of mentalunsound-
ness. The tendency of legal opinion has long been to en-

large the scope of the word, and extend the rules as to in-

sanity to derangements not recognized in earlier times,
when insane was used as the equivalent of mad or luna-
tie, and insanity generally implied /uror or mania, or, at
least, obvious forms of total defect of responsible under-
standing. What constitutes legal insanity— that is, exon-
erative or incapacitating insanity— in doubtful cases is

now universally regarded as depending upon the relation
between the defect in the particular mind and the nature
of the act in question. Thus, insanity, as a defense in crim-
inal law, means, according to the rule in England and in
many of the United States, incapacity to distinguish be-
tween right and wrong, in respect to the act in question, or
incapacity to be conscious of acting contrary to law ; while
by some authorities inability to control the will (irresist-

ible morbid impulse) also is recognized as insanity. Insan-
ity in reference to the law of contracts is generally under-
stood to mean such a defect as incapacitates from a ration-
al assent, considering the nature of the contract, whether
marriage, partnership, sale, etc. Insanity (or, as more com-
monly expressed, unsoundness of mind) in reference to the
law of wills is generally understood to mean such a defect
as incapacitates from knowing or collecting in mind the
facts respecting the property to be disposed of and the per-
sons naturally and justly to be considered in its disposal, or
from making an intelligent and rational choice as to its

disposal. It has often been defined too narrowly, as con-
sisting only in delusion. It is a disputed question whe-
ther the existence of disease or defect in the brain itself

is an essential fact. Some of those who hold that one or
the other always characterizes insanity are understood to
assert that the disease or defect may be inferred from the
irrationality of conduct, without other independently ade-
quate evidence.

That insane persons accused of crimes sometimes feign
insanity has long been recognized, and the examiner must
remember that the discovery of deceit on the part of a sus-

pected feigner is not proof of sanity.

.

Buck's Handbook cf Med. Sciences, IV. 88.

Affective insanity, moral insanity.—Circular insani-
ty. See cwcuZa?*.— Conununicated insanity, insane
delusions communicated by an insane person to a person
predisposed to insanity, who thereby becomes insane.

—

Emotional insanity, derangement of the emotional
powers, or inability to control one's impulses.

—

Homi-
cidal insanity, an irresistible desire to kill.

—

Impul-
sive insanity, instinctive monomania,— Insanity of
action, moral insanity.—Insanity Of adolescence, he-
bephrenia.

—

Insanity of doubt. See the extract.

The peculiar borderland of insanity known as the in-

sanity of doubt. The patient has a morbid impulse to do
things over and over again, for fear they are not done ex-

actly right. Science, X. 53.

Insanity of grandeur, megalomania.—Insanity of
persecution, insanity in which delusions of being perse-
cuted are prominent features.— Insanity of puberty,
hebephrenia.

—

Eatatonic insanity, katatonia.—Moral
insanity, irresistible inclination to perverse and IQegal
action.

What is most difficult to deal with in the way of legal
responsibility is the state termed moral insanity, where
the subject is not beyond being influenced by motives of
prospective pain or pleasure, but has contracted such a
furious impulse towards*some one crime that the great-
est array of motives that can-be brought to bear is not
sufficient. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 490.

Partial insanity, monomania.—Pellagrous insanity,
insanity appearing as a feature of pellagra.—Periodical
insanity, a form of mental degeneration in which similar
periods or mania or melancholic condition recur at regular
intervals. Between such attacks the nervous system shows
more or less extensive departure fi-om a normal condition.

It includes circular insanity.—Primary delusional in-
sanity, a primary derangement characterized by some-
what fixed, systematized, and limited delusions. There is

little or no mental enfeeblement at first.—Primary in-
sanity, paranoea.— Secondary delusional insanity, a
form of insanity characterized by the presence of delusions
with mentsd enfeeblement, and developed out of various
other forms of derangement, such as mania or melancholia.
It either constitutes the final term in the mental decline,

or is succeeded by terminal dementia.— Suicidal insan-
ity, a form of instinctive monomania characterized by an
intense desire to commit suicide. = S3m. Insanity, Inmacy,
Derangement, Craziness, Madness, Mania, Frenzy, Deliri-

um. Z?isam{2/isthescientifloandcolorles8word for marked
disturbance of the mental functions as above described.

Its various forms are enumerated in the classification

given, and will be found defined under those names. Im-
nacy, aside from its derivation, suggests a condition of

some permanence, and is in literary and legal use. De-
rangement is a softened form of expression for insanity.

Craziness expresses the same thing as insanity, but with a
suggestion of contempt and an implication of peculiar and
absurd behavior. It seems to imply a certain amount of

incoherence and dementia. Madness, as far as it goes
beyond the generic meaning of insamiy, suggests violence
in act or expression ; so too, and to a greater degree, do
mania (especially in its popular use) and frenzy. Deliri-

um indicates a lack of attention to surrounding things and

insatiety

the presence of accredited illusions and hallucinations,
with more or less extensive delusions. It is applied espe-

cially to temporary states, as in fevers. Most or all of

these words may be used by hyperbole to denote foolish
or peculiar actions not indicative of insanity.

Blasting the long quiet of my breast
With animal heat and dire insanity?

Tennyson, Lucretius.

I have found
The very cause of Hamlet's lunacy,

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 49.

The wretch who neglects or maltreats the unfortunate
subject of mental derangement intrusted to his care, if not
himself insane and irresponsible, should be regarded with
universal contempt.

Chambers, Library of Universal Knowledge, VIII. 41.

There is no crasinessewe feel, that is not a record of God's
having been offended by our nature.

Bp. Mountagu, Devoute Essays, II. x. 2.

Madness in great ones must not unwatched go.

Shak., Hamlet, iiL 1. 197.

It is perfectly certain that the brain of a man suffering
from melancholia differs altogether from that of one in
acute TTiama. Quain, Diet, of Med., p. 715.

Demoniac phrensy, moping melancholy.
And moon-struck madness. MUton, P. L., xi. 485.

Delirium this is call'd which is mere dotage,
Sprung from ambition first.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iii. 3.

insaporyl (in-sap'o-ri), a. [< L. in- priv. +
sapoTj taste (< sapere, taste, know), + -^i.]

Tasteless ; wanting flavor ; insipid.

However ingrate or insapory it seems at first, itbecomes
grate and delicious enough by custom.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 311.

insatiability (in-sa-shia-biri-ti), n, [= F. in-

satiahiliU= Sp. insaciabilidad, = Pg. insaciahili-

dade= It. insaBiaUlitd, < LL. insaUabilita{t~)s, <
L. insatiahiliSf insatiable : see insatiable.'] The
state of being insatiable ; unappeasable desire
or craving; insatiableness.

He [Mr. Sverdrup} is believed to recognize the foUy of
Uadical insatiability, and the mischief that would result
were Norway to insist on measures which Sweden thinks
it impossible to accept, Nineteenth Century, XSIII. 61.

insatiable (in-sa'shia-bl), a. [= F. insatiable

= Sp. insaciable = Pg. insaciavel = It. insazia-
bilCj < L. insatiabiliSj that cannot be satisfied,

< itt-priv. + *saUaoiUSj tliat can be satisfied:

see satiable.] Not satiable ; incapable of being
satisfied or appeased; inordinately greedy : as,

insatiable desire ; insatiable thirst.

She was a rhymer at the a^e of ten. . . . Apparently, too,

she had a mind of that fine northern type which hungers
after learning for its own sake, and to which the study of
books or nature is an instinctive and insatiable desire.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. lie.

The populace are instinctive, free-born, insatiable beg-
gars. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 57.

= Syn. Unappeasable, unquenchable, voracious.

insatiableness (in-sa'shia-bl-nes), n. Insatia-
bility; unappeasable craving or greed.

As the eye in its owne nature is covetous, in that it is

not satisfied with seeing (Eccl. i. 8), so the eye of the cov-
etous bath a more particular insatiablenesse.

Bp. Hall, Fashions of the World.

insatiably (in-sa'shia-bli), adv. In an insatia-

ble manner; so as to be insatiable.

We lounged about tlie gentle close, and gazed insatiably
at that most soul-soothing sight, the waning, wasting after-

noon light. H. James, Jr^, Pass. Pilgrim, p. 44.

insatiate (in-sa'shiat), a. [< LL. insatiatus,

unsatisfied, < L. in- priv. + satiatus, pp., satis-

fied: see satiate.] Not to be satisfied or sated;
insatiable : as, insatiate greed.

The insaciate couetous men are neuer content, nor wyll
open their affection, but locke vp theyr treasures.

Golden Booh, xvii.

Hate
Bred in woman is insatiate.

Lust's Dominion, ii. 3.

Innatiate archer I could not one suffice?

Thy shaft fiew thrice : and thrice my peace was slain.

Young, Night Thoughts, i. 212.

inSatiately (in-sa'shiat-H), adv. In an insa-
tiate manner; so fts not to be satisfied.

But youth had not us therewith to suffice

;

For we on that insatiately did feed
Which our confusion afterwards did breed.

Drayton, Pierce Gaveston.

He [Mahomet] was^so insatiately libidinous that he is

not ashamed to countenance his incontinency by a law.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 321.

insatiateness (in-sa'shiat-nes), n. The state
or quality of being insatiate or insatiable.

Bailey, 1727.

insatietyt (in-sa-ti'e-ti), n. [= OF. insatiete, <
L. insatieta(t-)s, < in- priv. + satieta{t-)s^ satie-

ty: see satiety.] Absence of satiety; unsatis-
fied desire or demand.
A confirmation of this insatiety, and consequently un-

profitableness by a cause thereof :
" when goods increase,

they are increased that eat them,"
Granger^ On Ecclesiastes (1621), p. 123.



insatisfaction

insatisfaction (in-sat-is-fak'shon), n, [< in-3
+ satisfaction.'^ Lack of satisfaotion; dissatis-
faction. [Eare.]

In all natures you breed a farther expectation than can
hold out, and so an insatitfaction in the end..

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 296.

Nor will it acquit the ineati^action of those which
quarrel with all things. Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., L 6.

insaturablet (in-sat'ur-a-bl), a. [< in-S + sat-
vrdble.'i Incapable of li'euig saturated or glut-
ted; insatiable.

Enemies . . . whose hatred is insaturable. Tooker.

insciencet (in'siens), n. [= OP. insaience =
Pg. insciencia, < IJ. inscientia, ignorance, < insd-
en(t-)s, ignorant: see inscien^.'] Ignorance;
want of knowledge or skill ; nescience.

inscienti (in'gient), a. [< L. in, in^ + scien{t-)s,

ppr. of scire, know.] Endowed with insight or
discernment. [Rare.]

Gaze on, with inscieTit vision, toward the sun.
Mrs. Brovmvng, Aurora Leigh, ix.

inscient^t (in'gient), a. [= OF. and F. imdent
= Pg. It. insciente, < L. inscien(t-)s, not know-
ing, Ignorant, < in- priv. + sci€n(t-)s, knowing,
ppr. of scire, know : see science.'i Not knowing

;

ignorant; unskilful. Coles, 1717.

insconcet, v. t. An obsolete form of ensconce.

inscribable (in-skri'ba-bl), o. [< inscribe +
-able.'] Capable of being inscribed.

inscribableness (in-skti'ba-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being inscribable.

inscribe (in-skiS)'), v. t.; pret. a,TiAm. inscribed,

ppr. inscribing. [= F. inscrire = Pr. inscrire =
Sp. inscribir = Pg. inscrever = It. inserivere,

iscrivere, < L. inscribere, write in or upon, < in,

in, + scribere, write : see scribe.'] 1. To write
or engrave ; mark, as letters or signs, by writing
or engraving ; specifically, to display in writing
on something durable or conspicuous : as, to in-

scribe a name on a roll^ tablet, or monument.
In all you writ to Home, or else

To foreign princes, "Ego et Eex meus"
Was still inecrib'd. Shak., Hen. VIIL, iii 2, 316.

And 'midst the stars inscribed Belinda's name.
Pope, E. of the L., v. 150.

2. To write or engrave the name of, as on a list

or tablet; enroll in writing: as, to 'be inscribed

among the councilors.

Am I inscribed his heir for certain?
B. Jonson, Volpcne, L 1.

3. To mark with characters or words.

Oh let thy once-loved friend inscribe thy stone.
And with a father's sorrows mix his own.

Fope, Epitaph on Harcourt.

The finest collections of inscribed Greek marbles are of
course at Athens. Ihu^c- Brit., XUI. I2i,

4. To dedicate or commend (a book or other
writing) by a short address less formal than a
dedication.
One ode, which pleased me in the reading, ... is {71-

Mribed to the present Earl of Rochester. Dryden.

5. To imprint deeply ; impress : as, to inscribe

something on the memory.— 6. In geom., to

•draw or delineate in or within, as chords or
angles within a circle, or as a rectilinear figure

"within a curvilinear one. A figure having angular
points or vertices (as a polygon or polyhedron) is said to

be inscribed in a figure having lines, curves, or surfaces,

when every vertex of the former is incident upon the lat-

ter ; a curved figure is said to be inscribed in a polygon or
polyhedron when every side (in the former case) or every
face (in the latter) is tangent to it.— Inscribed hyper-
bola. See hyperbola.

inscribed (in-skribd'), p. a. In entom., having
conspicuous, more or less angulated, colored
lines or marks, somewhat resembling written
letters.

inscriber (in-skri'b6r), n. One who inscribes.

Diagrams . . . which Kircher has passed by unnoticed,

as though making no part of the inscriber's hitention.

Povmall, Study of Antiquities, p. 48.

inscriptible (in-skrip'ti-bl), a. [= F. inscrip-

tible = It. inscrittibile; < L. inscriptus, pp. of in-

scribere, inscribe, + -ible.] Capable of being
inscribed or drawn in or within anything: spe-

cifically applied in geometry to certain plane
figures and solids capable of being inscribed in

other figures or solids—insciiptlble quadrilat-
eraJ, a quadrilateral four of whose vmices lie on the cir-

comference of a circle.

inscription (in-skrip'shon), n. [= F. inscrip-

tion = Pr. escriptio = Sp. inscripcion = Pg. in-

seripgao = It. inscrizione, iscrizione, < L. inscrip-

tio(n-), a writing upon, inscription, title, < in-

scribere, pp. imcriptus, wi'ite upon : see inscribe.']

1. The act of inscribing, in any sense of that

word.—2. Inscribed symbols, letters, orwords;
specifically, a descriptive, explanatory, or illus-

trative memorandum, as a name, title, motto,
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panegyric, etc., written, engraved, or stamped,

as on a monument, a medal, etc. : as, an inscrip-

tion on a tombstone, on a gem, a book, or a

picture; the inscriptions on the obverse and
reverse of a coin or a medal.
Upon the highest Mountain amongst the Alps She left

this ostentous Inmription, upon a great Marble PiUar.

Bowell, Letters, I. v. 29.

With sharpen'd sight pale antiquaries pore,

Th' imcriptim value, but the rust adore.

Pope, Epistle to Addison, L 86.

Monna Giovanna, his beloved bride, . . .

Enthroned once more in the old rustic chaff.

High-perched upon the back of which there stood

The image of a falcon carved in wood.
And underneath the inscription, with a date,

_

"All things come round to him who will but wait.

Long/eUow, Wayside Inn, Student's Tale.

Specifically—3. In archmol., a historical, reli-

gious, or other record cut, impressed, painted,

or written on stone, brick, metal, or other hard
surface : as, the inscription on the Rosetta or the

Moabite stone; the cuneiform inscriptions on
rocks or brick cylinders ; the inscriptions on the

Egyptian temples or in the Roman catacombs

;

the inscriptions on Greek vases, votive tablets

of terra-ootta, etc. it is to such inscriptions that our
knowledge of Egyptian, Assyilan, and some other ancient

languages and mstltutions is chiefly due ; and study of

the mass of such records left by the Greeks and Eomans
has corrected and completed an understanding of the his-

tory and civilization of these peoples, and contributed
greatly to what we know of their language, their laws,
theirmethods of thought, their traditions, and their public
and private institutions and industries of all kinds.

Soman Iruariptions (by which general name are desig-

nated, in classical archaeology, all uon-literary remains of
the Latin language, with the exception of coins, letters,

and journals) fall into two distinct classes, viz. (1) those
which were written upon other objects of various kinds,
to denote their pecul^r purpose, and in this way have
been preserved along with them; and (2) those which
themselves are the objects, written, to be durable, as a
rule, on metal or stone. Eneyc. Brit., XIII, 124.

4. A form of complimentary presentation or

offering of a book or work of art, less elaborate
than a dedication.— 5. In early church music, a
sign or motto, or both combined, placed at the
beginning of a canon written in an enigmatical
manner, to showhow it was to be resolved. The
inscription was often designedly more puzzling
than the canon itself.—6. In theciuii law, a con-
sent by an accuser that, if the accusation be
false, he will submit to the same punishment
which would have been inflicted upon the ac-
cused had he been guilty.— 7. Entry on the
calendar, as of a cause in court Ancyrene In-
scription. See Aruyyrene.

inscriptional (in-skrip'shon-al), a. [< inscrip-

tion + -al.] Of or pertaining'ito an inscription

;

having the character of an inscription.

Jnscripti^mdt hexameters,
Amer. Jour. PhUol., VIII. 610.

inscripti've (in-skrip'tiv), a. [< L. inscriptus,

pp. of inscribere, inscribe, -i- -ive.] Of the
character of an inscription; inscribed.

When the bells of Bylstone played
Their Sabbath music— "God us ayde !

"

That was the sound they seemed to speak

;

Inscriptive legend which I ween
May on those holy bells be seen.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Eylstone, viL

inscroll (in-skrol'), V. t. [< «»-2 -h scroll.] To
write on a scroU. [Rare.]

Had you been as wise as bold.
Young in limbs, in judgment old.
Your answer had not been in^croU'd.

Shak., M. of V., ii 7, 72.

inscrutability (in-skro-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< in-
scrutable : see -Jnlity.] The character of being
inscrutable or not subject to scrutiny.

So let all our speculations, when they are admitted to
the most familiaritie with these mysteries, be still afraid
to inquire directly what they are, remembering that they
are God's own inscrutabUUie.

W. MontagiK, Devoute Essays, II. L 1 3.

inscrutable (in-skro'ta^bl), a. [= F. inscruta-
ble = Sp. inscrutable = Pg. inscrutavel = It.

iscrutabile, inscrutabile, < LL. inscrutabilis, in-
scrutable, < L. in- priv. + "scrutabilis, scruta-
ble: seeserutable.] Incapable of being searched
into or scrutinized ; impenetrable to inquiry or
investigation; incognizable: as, the ways of
Providence are often inscrutable.

The historian undertook to make as intimately ac-
quainted with a man singularly dark and inscrutable.

Macavlay, History.

Every mind is thus inscrutaMe to every other mind.
Jewms, PoL Econ-, p. 15.

=Syn. Impenetrable, undiscoverable, incomprehensible,
unsearchable, mysterious.

inscrutableness (in-skrO'ta-bl -nes), n. The
character of being inscrutable ; inscrutability.

insect

inscrutably (in-skrS'ta-bU). adv. In an in-

scrutable manner ; so as not to be discovered
or explained ; mysteriously.

But there are cases in which it Is inscrutably revealed

to persons that they have made a mistake in what Is of
the highest concern to them.

Hawthorne, Septimlas Felton, p. 68.

insculpt (in-skulp'), v. t. [= OF, inseukier =
Sp. Pg. insculpir = It. imsculpere, < L. %nscul-

pere, cut or carve in or upon, engrave, < in,

m, + sculpere, cut, engrave : see sculp, sculp-

ture.] To engrave; carve.

Engraven morelyvely inhis minde than any forme may
be insculped upon metall or marble.

Palace of Pleasure, II. 8 4. (Ifaret.)

And what's the crown of all, a glorious name
Insculp'd on pyramids to posterity.

UasslMger, Bashful Lover, iv. 1.

insculpsit (in-skulp'sit). [Ii., 3d pers. perf . ind.

of insculpere, carve in, engrave: see insculp.]

He engraved, (it): a word appended to an en-

graving, with the engraver's name or initials

prefixed.

insculpt (in-skulpf), a. [< L. insculptus, pp.
of insculpere, cut or carve in: see insculp.] In

bot., embedded in the rock : said of some sax-

icolous lichens.

insculptiont (in-skulp'shon), n. [< LL. insculp-

tio(n-), a cutting or carving, < L. insculpere, cut

or carve in: see insculp.] The act of engraving,

or that which is engraved; carved inscription.

What is it to have
A flattering, false insadption on a tomb.
And in men's hearts reproach?

Toumeur, Bevenger's Tragedy, t

insculpture (in-skulp 'tur), n. [= OF. inseulp-

ture = Pg. insculptura; as insculp + -twre, after

sculpture.] Sculpture ; an engravedinscription.
My noble general, Timon is dead

;

Entomb'd upon the very hem o' the sea;

And on his grave-stone this inMulpture.
Shak., T. of A., v. 4, 67.

insculpture (in-skulp'tOr), v. t. Same as en-

sculpture. Glover, AtlTenaid, viii.

in se (inse). [L.: i», in; «e,refl.pron., sing, and
pi., abl., itself.] In itself; in themselves.

inseat (in-se'), v. t. [< j»-i + sea.] To engulf

in the sea.

Horse and foot insea'd together there.

Chapnum, Iliad, xl 637.

inseal (in-sel'), v. t. Same as enseal.

inseamt, v. t. See enseaml.

insearcnt (in-s6rch'), v. Same as ensearch.

insecablef (in-sek'a-bl), a. [= F. ins^cable =
Sp. insecable = 'Pg.'inseccavel = It. inseeabile, <

L. insecabilis, that cannot be out up, < in- priv.
-¥ (ZiL.) secabilis, that can be cut, < secure, cut

:

see section.] Incapable of being divided by a
cutting instrument ; indivisible. Bailey.

insect (in'sekt), n. and a. [= D. G. Dan. 8w.
insekt= F. insecte= Sp. Pg. insecto= It. insetto,

< L. insectum, an insect (cf. Or. Ivro/wv, insect,

of same lit. sense), prop. neut. of insectus, pp.
of insecure, < in, in, + secure, cut : see seeUon.
The name was orig. applied to those insects
whose bodies seem to be cut in or almost di-

vided in segments. See Entoma.] 1. n. 1. A
small, usually winged and many-legged, inver-

tebrate creature whose body appears to consist
of several segments: a term used in popular
speech without exactitude, being applied not
only to flies, fleas, dragon-flies, butterflies,

moths, bees, wasps, crickets, grasshoppers,
roaches, beetles, bugs, Uce, and other familiar
creatures properly called insects, but also, im-
properly, to other small creatures whose struc-
ture andrelations are not popularly understood,
as the so-called coral insect, which is an actino-
zoan.

So morning insects, that in muck begun.
Shine, buzz, and fly-blow in the setting sun.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 27.

May insects prick
Each leaf into a galL Tennyson, Talking Oak.

2. In zool., any member of the class or other
division of animals called Insecta,- an arthro-

pod; acondylopod; an articulated animal with
articulated legs, especially one with six such
legs; ahexapod. aeeInsectaa.ndSexapoda,l.
—Compound eyes of Insects. See eyei.—Ooial In-
sect, deciduous insects, etc. See the adjectives.—To
expand an insect. See eapand.
H. a. 1. of, pertaining to, or of the nature

of an insect or insects: as, insect transforma-
tions ; insect architecture.

The insect youth are on the wing.
Eager to taste the honied Spring.

Oray, Spring.

2. Like an insect in any respect; small; mean;
contemptible.



Insecta

Insecta (in-sek'ta), n.pl. [L., pi. of msectum,
mseot

: see insect.'] A class or other large di-
vision of invertebrated animals, to which dif-
ferent hinits have been assigned, (a) with Lin-

tera Lepidoptera, Neuroptera, Bymenoptera, Diptera,and 4p(era. But the last of these orders inotadedcrusl

™=^™h "V'^
.^"hnldans. so that in this sense Insecta cor-responds to the Cuvierian AHiculata, the LatreiUean Con-

dylopoia, or the modern Arthropoda, one of the main
branches of the ani-
mal kingdom. (!i)

With Latreille, by „
exclusion of Cms-

-a
9'-

tacea and Arach- 'G'J^ ^

nUa (but with re-
tention of Myriapo-
da), the third class
of articulated ani-
mals with articulat-
ed legs, divided into
twelve orders : My-
Hapoda, Thmanura,
Parasita, SwitoTia,
Coleoptera, Orthap-
tera, Bemiptera,
Neuroptera, Byrne-
rumtera, Jjepi4s>ptera,
Shipiptera, ana'Dtp-
tera. (c) By exclu-
sion of Myriapoda,
the six-footed ar-
ticulated animals

;

hexapod arthropods,
or Bexapoda. In
this, the current use
of the word, the In-
secta constitute the
largest class of the
Arthropoda. They
have the head, tho-
rax, and abdomen
distinct or distin-

guishable from one
another; 3 pairs of
legs in the adult, all

situated upon th6
thorax; a pair of an-
tennse ; tracheal res-

piration ; and dis-

tinct sexes. The so-

mites or segments of
the body numbernot
more than 20, 11 be-
ing assumed as the
typical number. The
head, apparently a
single segment, is

presumed to consist
of several coalesced
somites : besides the
antennffi, it bears a
pair of eyes, simple
or oftener com-
pound, and the usu-
ally complicated
mouth-^arts. The
thorax is composed
of three definable
segments, the pro-
thorax, mesothorax,
and metathorax, the
last two of which
usually bear each a
pair of wings, either
fitted for flight, or,

in the case of the anterior pair, modified into wing-covers
• or elytra, which may or may not cover all the abdominal
segments. The abdominal segments, in adult insects,

have no wines or legs ; but some of the terminal segments
may be modified into external sexual organs (of either

sex), as ovipositor, etc., or bear long filaments. The legs

are always jointed, and normally consist of 5 principal

divisions : coxa, trochanter, femur, tibia, and tarsus ; the

tarsal segment being composed of from 1 to 6 joints,

and usually ending in a pair of claws. Insects are always

produced from eggs, though in some the phenomenon of

parthenogenesis occurs, as in plant-lice. Nearly all in-

sects undergo metamorphosis, or more or less complete

transformation from the embryo to the imago. Among
the many classifications of Insecta which have been pro-

posed, that which is primarily based upon the absence,

incompleteness, or perfection of metamorphosis is now
usually adopted, giving the three subclasses Ametabola,

Bemimetabola, and Metahola (Bolometabola). The Ameta-

bola are wingless as well as not subject to metamorphosis.

By some they are made to include four orders, Anoplura,

Mallophaga, CoUembola, and Thysanura; but the first two

of these orders are often differently placed, and the last two

merged in one. The Eemimelahola undergo incomplete

metamorphosis, the larva differing from the maago chiefly

in being smaller and wingless, and the pupa being gen-

erally active, or at least capable of movement. The ov-

AeraBemiptera(Bomoptera and Beteroptera), Orthopia,

and Pseudmeuroptera are hemimetabolous. The Meta-

bola (Bolotnetabola)unieigo complete transformation, the

larva being worm-like, as a caterpillar, maggot, or grub,

and the pupa quiescent. These have five leadmg orders

:

Neuroptera, Diptera, Lepidoptera, Coleoptera, a.na uy-

menoptera, to which Aphaniptera and Strepsiptera are

sometimes added. Sundry other orders of •f'^ecto are

adopted by some writers, as Thysanoptera, Euplexoptera.

The class /jwecte is by far the largest class of animals,

outnumbering all the rest of the animal kingdom in gen-

era, species, and individuals. There are known to be more

than 200,000 species, and there are doubtless many thou-

sands undescribed. They exist in aU parts of ttie world,

and play a most important part m ^e economy of ani-

mated nature, furnishing food to one another and to num-

"erless other knimals, and affecting vegetable hfe both by

assisting in the fertilization of plants and bydevouiing

or otherwise destroying them.

ca
Morphology of Parts of the Head of an In-

sect, giving nomenclature.

I., II., III., side, upper, and under views
of head of cockroach [^Blatta orientalis),
I. and II. : a, epicranial suture on the epi-
cranium, e, branching to b, the fenestrse ; /,
antennae ; g, eyes ; lb, labrum ; ?»», man-
dibles ; ca, cardo ; si, stipes ; ga, galea

;

pi, palpus of maxilla ;/, palpus of labium,
or labial palp, borne upon the palpiger; q,
mentum and submentum of labium; ^, the
margins of the occipital foramen : ic, two
infenor cervical sclerites; Ic, lateral cervi-

cal sclerites ; pn, pronotum of prothorax.
III. Labium and right maxilla, from be-
low: letters as before, except la, lacinia

of maxilla ; pg, paraglossa ; /{', ligula ; m,
mentum ; sm, submentum.
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insectarium (in-sek-ta'ri-um), n.; pi. insecta-

riums, insectaria (-umz, -a). [NL., < L. msectum,
insect, + -arium.'] A place in which a collec-

tion of living insects is kept ; an entomologi-
cal vivarium ; also, the collection itself.

The inseotariimi at the Zoblogical Gardens.
W. A. Forbes.

insectary (in'sek-ta-ri), «.; pi. insectaries (-riz).

[< NL. insectarium, (I. v.] Same as insectarium.

We hope that the time is near when the need of an In-
sectary for entomological work will be as fully appreciated
as is the necessity for a propagating house for the horti-

culturist or a conservatory for the botanist.

J. E. Comstock, Amer. Nat., Dec, 1888, p. 1129.

insectationt (in-sek-ta'shgn), n. [< L. insecta-

Uo(n-), a pursuing, pursuit, < insectari, pursue,
follow upon, freq. of insequi, follow upon: see

insequent.] Persecution; calumniation; back-
biting.

My soule stirred by mine owne conscience (without iji-

sectdtion, or reproche laieng to any other mans).
Sir T. Jfore.Works, p. 1431.

insectatort (in'sek-ta-tor), n. [< L. insectator,

a pursuer, < insectatrif pursue : see insectaUon.']

1. A prosecutor or adversary at law.— 3. A
persecutor. Bailey.

insectean (in-sek'te-an), a. [< insect + -e-an.']

Of or pertaining t'o'ihe Insecta; insectiform:
as, an insectean form or organ,

insectedt (in-sek'ted), a. [< L. inseclus, pi). of
insecare, OToA ia.: see insect.'] Incised; out into

segments like an insect.

We can hardly endure the sting of that small insected
animal [the bee]. Bowell, Letters, ii. 6.

insect-fungi (in'sekt-fun'ji), n.pl. Fungi para-
sitic upon insects, as the Entomophthoreoe, of

which the principal genus is Empusa, which
attack the house-fly and other insects, and
Botrytis Bassiana, which produces the disease
known as musoardine in silkworms. See cut
under Cordyceps.

insect-gnu (in sekt-gun), n. A small bellows
for blowing-insect-powder into crevices in walls
and furniture, or for distributing it upon house-
plants ; a powder-blower.
iusecticidal (in-sek-ti-si'dal), a. Pertaining to

the killing of insects, or having the property of
killing them.

insecticide^ (in-sek'ti-sid), n. [< L. imsectum,
an insect, -I- -cida, a killer, < ccBdere, kUl.] One
who or that which kills insects.

Its [the starling's] varied song, its sprightly gestures, its

glossy plumage, and, above all, its character as an insecti-

cide—which last makes it the friend of the agriculturist
and the grazier—render it an almost universsd favourite.

A. Newton, Encyc. Brit, XXII. 467.

When the value of Paris green as an itisecticide was first

discovered, Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 354.

insecticide^ (in-sek'ti-sid), n. [< L. insectum,
an insect, + -^yidium, a killing, < ccedere, kill.]

The act of killing insects.

insectiform (in-sek'ti-f6rm), a. [< L. insectum,
an insect, -1- forma, form.] Having the form
of an insect; insect-like; insectile.

Illustrated with the marvelous likenesses of two hun-
dred figured or rather insectiform stones.

A. D. White, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 440.

insectifuge (in-sek'ti-fuj), n. [< L. insectum,

an insect, + fugare, cause to flee.] A sub-
stance which serves as a preventive or protec-
tive remedy against insects by expelling them,
but not necessarily killing them.

insectile (in'sek-til), a. and n. [= Sp. insectil;

as insect+ ile.'] I. a. Insect-like ; having the
nature or character of an insect; insectiform:

as, insectile animals.

Insectile animals, for want of blood, run all out into

legs. Bacon.

II. n. An insect. [Rare.]

It is destruction of all the hopes and happiness of in-

fants, a denying to them an exemption from the final con-

dition of beasts and insectiles.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 388.

Insectivora (in-sek-tiv'o-ra), n.pl. [NL., neut.

pi. of insectworus: see" insectivorous.] 1. In
mammal. : (a) An order of placental quadrupeds,
comprising small mammals of the most varied

forms, aspects, and habits, terrestrial and fos-

sorial, arboreal, or natatorial, and mostly in-

sectivorous, but in one group flying and fru-

givorous. They have a relatively small, smooth cere-

brum, the hemispheres of which are one-lobed and do not

cover the cerebellum ; the uterus bicomuate ; the testes

abdominal or inguinal ; the penis pendent or suspended

;

the placenta discoidal deciduate ; the dentition diphyo-

dont and heterodont ; the teeth enameled, and tjfpically

3 incisors, 1 canine,t4 premolars, and 3 molars in each

side of each jaw, hut variable (always more than two
lower incisors, and the molars tuberculate and rooted);

limbs well developed, and ambulatorial or modified for

climbing, swimming, or flying ; clavicles present (except

insecurity

in Potamogalidce) ; the carpal and metacarpal bones well
developed and differentiated ; the feet unguiculate and
nearly always five-toed ; and the body furry or spiny.
The order is divisible into two suborders, Dermoptera
or Pterophora, containing the Galeopithecidce or fiying-
lemurs, and Insectivora vera or Beslice, including all the
rest, which consist of ten families with many genera
and numerous species, the most familiar of which are the
shrews, moles, and hedgehogs. (6) A division of the
order Chiropiera, including the insectivorous
as distinguished from the frugivorous bats.
The name being preoccupied by another order of animals,
the term Animalivora has been proposed as a substitute
for Insectivora in this sense.

2. In entom., a group of insectivorous hyme-
nopterous insects. J. 0. Westwood.
Insectivorse (in-sek-tiv'o-re), n.pl. [NL.]
In Temminck's classification (1815), an order of
insectivorous birds, such as swallows. -Also
Insecti/vores. [Not in use.]

insectivore (in-sek'ti-vor), n. An insectivorous
animal; one of the Insectivora or Insectioorai

;

especially, a member of the order Insectivora.

Insectivores (in-sek-tiv'o-rez), n. pi. [NL.

:

see Insectivora.] Same as InsecUvorce.

insectivorous (in-sek-tiv'o-ms), a. [= F. in-

sectvvore = Sp. insectivora = Pg. insecUvoro =
It. insettivoro, < NL. insecUvorus, < L. insectum,
insect, -I- vorare, devour.] 1. Feeding or sub-
sisting on insects, as an animal or a plant, a
number of insectivorous plants have in recent times been
shown to exist, as the genera Dionoea and Drosera.

Drosera is properly an insectivorous plant.
Da/twvn, Insectiv. Plants, p. 134.

2. Of or pertaining to the Insectivora, in any
use of that name, or having their characters.

insect-net (in'sekt-net), n. A light hand-net
used for the capture of insects, a usual form con-
sists of a hoop of wire attached by a ferrule to a wooden
handle, and carrying a bag of mosquito-netting, thin mus-
lin, or bobbin-net lace. The depth of the bag is a little

more than twice its diameter.

insectologerf (in-sek-tor o-jer)^ n. [As msectoZ-
ogy+-er^ One who studies insects; an ento-
mologist.

The insect itself is, according to modem insectologere,

of the ichneumon-fly kind. Derham, Physico-Theology.

insectologyt (in-sek-tol'o-ji), n. , .= F. insecto-

logie = Pg. insectologia, < L. insectum, insect,

+ Gr. -Tuoyia, < T^yeiv, speak : see -ology.] The
science of insects ; entomology.
insect-powder (in'sekt-pou'der), «. A drypow-
der used to kill or expel insects ; an insecticide

or insectifuge. The principal kinds, used against mu-
seum and household pests, are the Persian, made from
the dry flowers of Pyrethrwm roseum; the Dalmatian
(also called Persian), from those of Pyrethrum cinerariee-

folium; and the Californian, 2I30 made from the last-

named plant, all of which are known as buhach.

insecure (in-se-lmr'), a. [= Sp. inseguro; as
jn-3 + secwrel] 1. Not secure, firm, or safe

;

liable to give way ; unsafe.

Am I going to build on precarious and insecure founda-
tions? Bp. Burd.

Four columns had shown such weakness that thevault-
ing arches and the walls that rested upon them had be-
come insecure.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 171.

2. Not fully assured ; not free from apprehen-
sion, fear, uncertainty, or doubt ; uncertain.

He ... is continually insecure not only of the good
things of this life, but even of life itself. TUlotson.

But is she truly what she seems?
He asks with insecure delight,

Asks of himself and doubts.
Wordsworth, White Doe of Eylstone, i.

insecuret, "• *• [< insecure, a.] To make inse-

cure; imperil.

Every degree of recession from the state Christ first put
us in, is a recession from our hopes, and an insecuring our
condition.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), Great Exemplar, 1. 187.

insecurely (in-sf-kiir'li), adv. In an insecure
manner ; without security or safety.

When I say secured, I mean in the sense in which the
word should always he understood at courts, that is inse-

curely. Chesterfield.

insecureness (in-se-kur'nes), n. Insecurity.

insecurity (in-sf-kii'ri-ti), ». [= F. ins6curit4;

a,%in-^ + security. (Si. insecure.] 1. The state
of being insecure or unsafe; liability to give
way, be lost, or become unsafe or fraught with
danger; want of secureness or stability; in-

stability; liability to damage or loss: as, the
insecurity of a staircase or of a foundation.

There is also a time of insecurity, when interests of all

sorts become objects of speculation.
Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs.

In drawing, the picture is not faultless ; there is a touch
of insecurity in some of the outlines.

Earper's Mag., LXXVI. 176.

2. Lack of assurance or confidence, especially
in regard to one's safety, or the security or



insecurity

stability of sometHng; apprehensiveness of
change, loss, or damage ; doubt ; uncertainty

:

as, a feeling of insecurity pervaded the com-
munity.
With what insecurity of truth we ascribe effects . . .

unto arbitrary calculations. Sir T. Brovme.

insecutiont (in-se-ku'shon), n. [< LL. insecu-
tio{ti-), a pursuing, < hl'msequi, pp. insecutvs,
pursue: see insectation.^ A following after
something; close pursuit.

.Xacides, that wishly did intend
(Standing asteme his tall neckt ship) how deepe the skir-

mish drew
Amongst the Greeks, and with what ruth the imecviion

grew. Chapman, Iliad, xi.

inseminate (in-sem'i-nat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

inseminated, ppr. inseminating. [< L. insemi-
natus, pp. of inseminare, sow or plant in, < in,

in, + seminare, sow, plant, < semen, seed: see
semen. Cf. disseminate.'] To sow ; inject seed
into; impregnate. Cockeram. [Kare.]
insemination (in-sem-i-na'shon), n. [= F. in-
semination, < L. as if *inseminaUo(n-), < insemi-
nare, sow or plant in: see inseminate.'] The
act of sowing or of injecting seed ; impregna-
tion. Coles, 1717. [Rare.]
insensate (in-sen'sat), a. [< LL. insensatus, <
in- priv. + sensatus, endowed with sense, < L.
sensus, sensation, sense: see sense.] 1. Not
endowed with sense ; destitute of the power of
feeling ; naturally senseless ; inanimate.

The silence and the calm
Of mute insensate things. Wordsworth.

2. Wanting or deprived of sense ; destitute of
natural sense or feeling ; stupid.

As their own ruin on themselves to iuTitei,

Insensate left, or to sense reprobate.
Milton, S. A., 1. 1685.

We wonder that aman could possibly be so sottish ; and
yet we ourselves by temptation become no less insensate.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations (ed. 1836), it 47.

3. Marked by want of sense or feeling; mani-
festing insensibility ; irrational; maniacal.

Wisely they
Despise the insensate barbarous trade of war.

Thomson, Winter, 1. 844.

The vast, black, raging spaces, torn and wild,
With an vnsensate fury answer back
To the gale's challenge.

C. Thaxter, At the Breaker's Edge.

insensateness (in-sen'sat-nes), n. The state of

being insensate or senseless ; want of sense or
feeling; stupidity.

insense^t, v. t. An obsolete spelling of incense^.

insense^ (in-sens'), v. t.; pret. and pp. insensed,

ppr. insensing. [Appar. < mi-2 -1- sense; but
most instances cited are certainly to be re-

ferred to incense^ (formerly often spelled in-

sense), in a similar meaning. Prob. the more
mod. instances (dial.) are understood as < in-<^

+ sense.] Toinstruct; inform; make to under-
stand. Grose.

insenselesst (in-sens'les), a. [< in^ (here cimiu-
lative) + senseless.] Senseless; without feel-

ing; insensible. [Kare.]

In other men 'tis but a hufl
To vapour with, instead of proof.
That, Uke a wen, looks big and swells,

Insenseless, and just nothing else,

5. Butler, Hudibraa, 11. O. 394.

insensibility (in-sen-si-bil'i-ti), ». [= P. in-

sensibilite = Sp. insensibilidad = Pg. insensibili-

daie = It. insensibilitd, ; as insensible + -ity.]

1. Lack of physical sensibility; the state of be-
ing insensible to physical impressions ; absence
of feeling or sensation.

There holdeth me sometyme by Almighty God as it were
euen a swone, and an in.sensibiliiie for woonder.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 12.

InsenxibUity to suffering was no longer professed; in-

domitable strength was no longer idolised; and it was felt

that weakness and sorrow have their own appropriate vir-

tues. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I, 256.

2. Lack of moral sensibility, or the power to

be moved or affected; lack of tenderness or
susceptibility of emotion.

Peace (if insensibUity may claim
A right to the meek honours of her name).

Cowper, Hope, 1. 235,

One preat cause of our iTisemibility to the goodness of

our Creator is the very extensiveness of his bounty,
PaUy.

Man only can be aware of the insengibUity ofman towards
a new gown. Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p, 54,

=Syn. Indifference, InseTisibility, Impassibility, ete. See
apathy.

insensible (in-sen'si-bl), a. and n. [= P. insen-

.fible = Sp. insensible = Pg. insensivel = It. in-

sensibile, < LL. insensihilis, that cannot be felt,

that cannot feel, < L, in- priv. + sensibilis, sensi-
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ble: see sensible.] I. a. 1. Not perceptible by

the senses ; imperceptible ; inappreciable.

The delicate graduation of curves that melt into each

other by insensible transitions. '• Vaira.

Aheady in the distance the white waves, the "skipper's

daughters," had begun to flee before a breeze that was stiu

insensible on Aros. R- L. Stevenson, Merry Men,

In inland seas, such as the Mediterranean, the tides are

nearly insensible except at the ends of long bays.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 354.

2. Not sensible to the mind; not consciously

apprehended or appreciated ; unconscious.

How many persons do you meet, the insensible influence

of whose manners and character is so decided as often to

thwart their voluntaiy influence

!

Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 191,

There are insensible transitions between the humble
salaams of the Hindoo, the profound bow which in Eu-

rope shows great respect, and the moderate bend of the

head expressive of consideration,
E. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol,, i 885.

3. Without the power of feeling or sensation;

without corporeal sensibility.

How gladly would I meet
Mortality my sentence, and be earth

Insensible

!

MUton, P. L, x. 777.

Anything which renders a human being totally insen-

sible, sometimes for hours, to the sharpest pain, must be
attended with considerable danger to life,

E. T. Tibbits, Med. Fashions, p, 21.

4. Not susceptible of emotion or passion ; void

of feeling or tenderness : as, to be insensible to

the sufferings of others.

Art thou grown
Insensible in ill, that thou goest on
Without the least compunction?
Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 2.

Nothing disturbs the tranquillity of their souls, equally
insensible to disasters and to prosperitjr.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 68,

Laura was . . . not insensible to the renown which his
sonnets brought her.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 9.

5t. Void of sense or meaning; meaningless.

If it make the indictment insenMble or uncertain, it shall
be quashed. Sir M. Hale, Hist, Pleas of the Crown, ii. 24.

Insensible caloric, an obsolete term for latent heat. See
heat.=SyiL 1. Imperceivatole,—4. Dull, torpid, senseless,
unconscious, unfeeling, unsusceptible, indifferent, hard,
callous.

Il.t n. One who is lacking in sensibility; a
thoroughly apathetic person.

His reason and the force of his resolutions enabled him
on all occasions to contain himself, and to curb the very
first risings of passion—and that in such a degree that he
was taken almost for an insensible.

Soger North, Lord GuUford, II. 53.

What an insensible must have been my cousin, had she
not been proud of being Lady Grandison.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 405.

insensibleness (in-sen'si-bl-nes), n. Insensi-
bility.

And Paneetius, one of the wisest of the Stoicks, is so far
from making insensibleness of pain the property of a wise
man that he makes it not the property of a man.

Stillingjleet, Sermons, I, vi,

insensiblist (in-sen'si-blist), n. [< insensible

+ -ist.] One who is insensible to emotion or
passion; one who is apathetic or who affects
apathy. [Rare.]

Mr, Meadows, . . . since he commenced insensiblist,
has never once dared to be pleased.

Miss Bumey, Cecilia, iv. 2.

insensibly (in-sen'si-bU), adv. In an insensi-
ble manner ; so as not to be felt or perceived

;

imperceptibly.

His behaviour in an assembly [is] peculiarly graceful
in a certain art of mixing insensibly with the rest, and be-
coming one of the company, instead of receiving the court-
ship of it, Steele, Spectator, No, 340.

The war of Granada had insensibly trained up a hardy
militia. Prescott, Ferd, and Isa., ii, 8,

insensitive (in-sen'si-tiv), a. [= Pg. It. insensi-
tivo; as in-^ + sensitive.] Not sensitive; hav-
ing little or no sensibility.

In certain cases the hypnotic is insert^tive.

Science, XIII. 60.

People have lived and died without the use of eyes, but
nobody has ever grown up with an insensitive skin.

G. C. Robertson, Mind, XIIL 423.

insensitiveness (in-sen'si-tiv-nes), n. The
quality of being insensitive.

The relation between depth of sleep and frequency of
dreams seems explicable on the supposition that the in-
sensitiveness to outside excitations present in deep sleep
also induces inscTisUiveness to internal impressions.

Science, XIII, 88,

insensuous (in-sen'su-us), a. [< inS -f sensu-
aus.] Not sensuous; not addressing itself to
or affecting the senses.

That intermediate door
Betwixt the different planes of sensuous form
And form insenimous. Mrs. Brouming,

insert

insentient (in-sen'shient), a. [< w-3 -f- sen-

tient.] • TiJot sentient;"not having perception,

or the power of feeling.

The mind is the sentient being ; and as the rose is in-

sentient, there can be no sensation, nor any thing resem-

Ming sensation, in it. Beid, Intellectual Powers, Ii. 18.

inseparability (in-sep'-'a-ra-bil'i-ti), n. [= P.

insiparabiliti = Sp. inseparabilidad = Pg. irt-

separabilidade, < LL. inseparabiUta(t-)s, insepa-

rableness,< L. <»aepara6»/M, inseparable : see in-

separable.] The condition or cpality of being
inseparable or incapable of disjunction.

The parts of pure space are immovable, which follows

from their inseparability, motion being nothingbut change
of distance between any two things,

Locke, Human Understanding, II, xiii. § 14.

inseparable (in-sep'a-i'ft-W), «• [= F. im4pa/rar

hie = Sp. inseparabte = Pg. inseparavel = It.

inseparabile, < L. inseparamUs, that cannot be
separated, < L. »»- priv. + separabilis, separa-

ble.] Not separable ; incapable of being sepa-

rated or disjoined; not to be parted.

He fell into a sort of criticism upon magnanimity and
courage, and argued that they were inseparable.

Steele, Spectator, No. 390.

Clouds, and Intermingling mountain-tops.

In one inseparable glory clad.

Wordsworth, Prelude, x.

Liberty and TTnion, now and forever, one and imepara-
ble. Webster, Second Speech on Foote's Eesolution.

Inseparable accident, in logic, an accident which can-

not be separated from its subject.—Inseparable ad-
junct, in logic, an adjunct which cannot reallybe separated

from its subject, although the latter may be conceived
without the adjunct.— Inseparable asBOdatlcn. See

assomation Inseparable prefix, in gram., a prefix not

having also the ch£ucter of an independent word, and so

not separable or to be separated from the forms to which
it is added : aabe-(ot begin, etc.) in English and German,
re- and con- in Latin, etc.

inseparableness (in-sep'a-ra-bl-nes), n. In-

separability.

inseparably (in-sep'a-ra-bli), adv. In an in-

separable-manner; so as not to be capable of

being separated.

Which shall I first bewail.
Thy bondage or lost sight?
Prison within prison
Inseparably dark? Milton, 8. A., 1. 194.

The wheat and the tares grow together insepmably,
and must either be spared together or rooted up together.

Maeanilay, Leigh Hunt,

inseparate (in-sep'a-rat), a. [= It. inseparato,

< LL. inseparatus, not separate, < L. in- priv.+
separatus, separate : see separate.] Not sepa-

rate; united.

Joy, which is inseparate from those eyes.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 668).

inseparation (in-sep-a-ra'shon), n. [< insepa-

rate + -ion.] In bat.,' the congenital union of

contiguous organs, as the petals of a gamopeta-
lous corolla : a term proposed by Masters as a

substitute for the terms coalescence and adna-
tion.

inseparizedt, a. [Irreg. < insepar(ate) + -4ze +
-ed^.] Inseparable.

Knew well the Cares from Crowns i/nsepari^d.
Sylvester, Memorials of Monalitie, st. 43.

insei^uentt (in'se-kwent), a. [< L. inseguen{t-)s,

ppr. of inseqm, follow upon, pursue, < in, on, +
sequijioMow. seesequent.] Following on; sub-
sequent.

The debt was not canoell'd to that rigid and hard ser-

vant, for if he had his Apocha or quietance, to speak after
the manner of men, he were free from all insequent de-
mands. .Bp. Ha<!*e«, Abp.WiUlams, i. S.',,

inserenet (in-se-ren'), a. [< L. inserenus, not
serene, < i»-priv.+ seremis, serene: see serene.]

Not serene ; unserene.
inserenet (in-se-ren'), V. t. [< inserene, a.] To
deprive of serenity ; disturb.

Death stood by.
Whose gastly presence inserenes my face,

Davies, Holy Boode, p, IS,

insert (in-s6rt' ), v. t. [< L. insertus, pp. of in-

serere (> It. inserire = Sp. Pg. Pr. inservr = F.

ins&rer), put, bring, or introduce into, insert, <

ire, in, -f .serecc, join: seesmes. Ct. exsert] 1.

To put in; place or cause to be placed in or
among ; introduce : as, to insert a key in a

lock ; to insert an advertisement in a newspa-
per.

I will not here insert any consolatory sentences.
Burton, Anat, of MeL, p. 680.

Now the cleft rind inserted graffs receives,
And yields an offspring more than Nature gives.

Pope, Vertumnus and Pomona, L 18.

Since I have communicated to the world a plan which
has given offence to some gentlemen whom It would not
be very safe to disoblige, I must insert the following re-

monstrance, Addison, The TaU Club



insert

2. In armt. and zool., to attach, as a muscle or
ligament to a bone. See insertion, 3.- inserted

Sm^" *° en»»»«<i 'olumn (which see, under cSi-

Insert (m's6rt), m. [< imert, v.] SometUng
inserted. SpeoiflcaUy_(a) An additional sentence orpassage annexed to a proof to be inserted in tlTe print -a
S^^L i*?fv?."

the postaa service, a paper, clroufir, eto.,

fe%Si"c^':'et?.''^
"' ^ "^"'P^P^'- « *•"« l-™» «" ^

Inserted (in-s6r'ted), p. o. Put or set in. Spe-
cifloally—(a) In 6o«., attached to or growing out ol some
part

:
said especially of the parts of a flower : as, the calyx

corolla, and stamens of many flowers are inserted on the
receptacle (ft) In entom.: (1) Having the base covered
To'; a,!^^"^ ,

"*= opposed to/ree; as, an ijwerteti head.
(2) Situated In; sponging from: as, antenna) inserted at
the sides of the front, (c) In amat., having an insertion,
as a muscle or ligament ; attached, as the smaller or more
movable end of a muscle : as, the muscle arises from the

_
humerus and is inserted In the ulna.

insertion (in-s6r'shon), n. [= F. insertion =
Pr. insercio = 8p. insertion = Pg. imereSo = It.
inserzione, < LL. insertio{n-), a putting in, in-
grafting,< L. inserere, yTp.insertus, put in, insert:
see Jmser*.] 1. Aputting in; the aotof insert-
ing, or placing, or settingsomething in or among
other things : as, the insertion of a beam in a
wall.

I would not be understood to speak in prejudice of Lu-
can, who has not only adorned his subject by this digres-
sion from it, but fully compensated for its unseasonable
insertion.

W. h. Lewis, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, iv. 667, note.

2. That which is inserted. SpecifloaUy—(a) A pas-
sage or paragraph inserted in the text of a writing.

He softens the relation by such insertions, before he de-
scribes the event. Broome.
The redactional msertimi displaced It [theprayer of Solo-

mon in 1 Ki. viii.] in one recension and led to its mutila-
tion In the other. Eneye. Brit, XIV. 84.

(!i) A band of lace or other ornamental material inserted
in a plain fabric for decorative purposes. Such bands are
often made with both edges alike, and with a certain
amount of plain stuff on either side, to allow them to be
sewed on strongly.

3. Place or manner of attachment, (a) In hot.,

the place or the mode of attachment of an organ to its
support (6) In anat., the place or the mode of attach-
ment of a muscle to the part to be moved: opposed to
origin. There is no absolute distinction between the
origin and the insertion of a muscle, these being converti-
ble terms, as referring to the two ends of tlie muscle ; but
the more movable point of attachment is usually consid-
ered the insertion, (c) In zool., attachment of a part or
organ, with special reference to the site or manner of such
attachment.—Epig3mou8 Insertion, in hot., an insertion
on the summit of the ovary. See out under epigynous.—
Hypogynous Insertion, in hot., an insertion beneath the
ovary.— Perlgsmous Insertion, in hot,, an insertion upon
the calyx surrounding the ovary.

Insertort, insertourt (in-s6r'tor), n. See the
quotation.

Your first figure of toUerable disorder is [Parenthesis],

or by an English name the llnsertour], and is when ye will
seeme for larger information or some other ipurpose, to
peece or graSe in the midst of your tale an vnnecessary
parcell of speach. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 140.

inservet (in-s6rv'), v. t. [< L. inservire, be of

service to, serve, be devoted to, < in, in, to, +
servire, serve: see serve.'] To conduce to; be
of use to.

He had inserved to the Villany to please the Tyrant.

E. Phillips, World of Words (1706).

Inservientt (in-s6r'vi-ent), a. [< L. inservi-

en{t-)s, ppr. of inservire, serve: see inserve.'] Of
use in the attainment of an end; assisting.

The other (by which tis conceived the drink, doth pass)

is the weazon, rough artery, or wind-pipe, a part inseroi-

ent to voice and respiration.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 8.

By conducting the spirits into the nerves and muscles

mservient to the motion of the limbs, [music] doth make
the patient leap and dance. Boyle, Works, II. 181.

insessiont (in-sesh'gn), n. [< LL. imsessioCn-),

< L. insidere, pp. insessus, sit in or upon, < in,

in, on, + sedere, sit: see session,'] 1. The act

of sitting in, on, or upon; especially, the act

of sitting in a bath ; a sitz-bath.

Also ointments, baths, insessions, foments, and other

such like medicines made of things having restrictive ver-

tue, do proflt. Burrough's Method of Physioh (1624).

2. That in, on, or upon which one sits.

Insessions be bathing-tubs half full, wherein the patient

may sit.
Holland.

Insessores (in-se-s6'rez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of LL.

insessor, a besetter, waylayer, lit. 'one who sits

upon,' < L. insidere, pp. insessus, sitm or upon

:

see insession.] In ornith. : (a) The perchers; in

Vigors's system of classification, adopted by

Swainson and many others, an extensive order

of birds, of arboreal habits, having the teet nt-

ted for perching, with 3 toes in front and 1 be-

hind, and not raptorial. A majority of all birds were

included in this order, of which the leading types were Co-

nirostres, Dentirostres, Tenuirostres, and Fissirostres. Tbe

group thus constituted corresponds exacUy to no modem
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order, but is nearly equivalent to Passeres together with
those Picarioe which are not yoke-toed, thus including all

the true passerine or passeriform birds, andmany others.
The term has been used with varying latitude of defini-
tion, and is now obsolete, the group of birds it designated
being an artificial one. (J) In Bonapaii;e's dichoto-
mous physiological classification of birds, one of
two subclasses of Aves (the other being called
Grallatores), including those (chiefly monoga-
mous) birds which rear their young in the nest.
As the term had been before employed in a very
different sense, it was subsequently changed to
Altrices. (e) In Coues's system of classification

(1884), the perchers proper : same as Passeres.

inseSBorial (in-se-s6'ri-al), a. [As Insessor-es +
4al.] Of or pertaining to the Insessores; ha-
bitually perching, as a bird; suited for perch-
ing, as a bird's foot.

In the most accomplished inaessorial foot, the front toes
are cleft to the base, or only coherent to a slight extent

;

the hind toe is completely incumbent, and as long and
fiexible as the rest. Coues, Key to T!l. A. Birds, p. 129.

inset (in-sef), i>. t; pret. and pp. ireset, ppr. in-

setting. [< ME. insetten. < AS. inselMn, ONorth.
insetta, appoint, lit. setm (= D. inzetten=MLG.
LCJ. insetten = G-. einsetzen = Dan. indscette =
Sw. insdtta), < in, in, -1- settan, set: see se«i.]

To set in ; infix or implant.

The sorwe that is inset greveth the thought.
Chwucer, Boethius, ii. prose 3.

inset (in'set), n. [< inset, v.] 1. That which is

set in ; an insertion ; specifically, in hoolchind-

ing, a leaf or leaves inserted in other leaves
previously folded, usually in the center of the
folding. The inset of a sheet of duodecimo consists of
the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth pages of the sheet. A
map or print specially inserted in a book is also an inset.

2. Influx, as of the tide.

The inset into the Bay of Biscay, which, when it exists,
runs at the rate of a mUe the lionr.

T. Q. Bowles, Flotsam and Jetsam, p. 244.

3. Sa^rae as ingate, 2.

inseverable (in-sev'6r-a-bl), a. [< in-S + sever-

able.] Incapable of being severed.

We had suffered so much together, and the filaments
connecting them with my heart were ... so inseverable.

De Quincey, Autobiog. Sketches, i. 88.

inshadet, v. t. See enshude.

inshave (in'shav), n. [< ml -I- shave.] A coop-
ers' tool for dressing the inner sides of barrel-
staves.

insheathe, ensheathe (in-, en-sheTH'), v. t.;

pret. and pp. insheathed, ensheathed, ppr. in-

sheathimgiensheathing. [<.in-^,en-^, + sheathe.]

To sheathe
;
put into a sheath. [Bare.]

On high he hung the martial sword insheath'd.
J. Hughes, Triumph of Peace.

The outer lobe ensheathvng the long, sharp-toothed in-

ner lobe. -Packard.

inshell (in-shel'), v. t. [< ivA + shell.] To hide
in or as in a shell.

Thrusts forth his horns again into the world.
Which were inshell'd when IVlarcius stood for Kome.

Shale, Cor., Iv. 6, 45.

inshelter (in-shel'tSr), v. t. [< in-^ + shelter.]

To place in shelter; shelter. Shak.
insMp (in-ship'), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. msMpped,

ppr. inshipping. [< inA + ship.] To place on
board a ship ; ship ; embark.

See them guarded.
And safely brought to Dover, where inshipp'd.
Commit them to the fortune of the sea.

Shak, 1 Hen. VI., v. 1, 49.

When she was thus inshipp'd, and woefully
Had cast her eyes about.

Daniel, Hymen's Triumph.

inshore (in'shor'), prep. phr. as adv. [< »»i -I-

shore^; cf. ashore.] Near the shore; toward
the shore ; on the shore side : as, the ship lay,

or was moving, inshore.

In-shore their passage tribes of sea-gulls urge.
Craite, Works, II. 12.

The Polaris was anchored just inshore of the largest ice-

berg seen since entering Kennedy channel.
C. F. Hall, Polar Expedition, p. 110.

inshore (in'shor), a. [< inshore, adv.] Situ-

ated near the shore; relativelynear to the shore;

specifically, as applied to fishing or fisheries,

situated within about five miles of the shore

:

opposed to offshore: as, inshore fishing, in the
mackerel-fishery, when a school is raised within the limit,

it is still inshore fishing, no matter how far out the school
may be followed.

With a high tide and an inshore wind, their homes and
lives were always in danger of destruction.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 51.

In former days the inshore cod and halibut fisheries on
the coast of New England were exceedingly valuable.

Science, XII. 220.

inshrinet, *> t> -^ obsolete form of enshrine.

insidious

inshroudt, v. t. An obsolete spelling of e»-
shroud.

insiccation (in-si-ka'shon), re. [< Xi.in, in, -I-

siccare, pp. siccatus, dry :" see siccate.] The act
of drying in.

inside (in'sid or in-sid' ), m. and a. [< imX + side,

n.] I. ». 1. The inner side or part; the interior,

as opposed to the outside or exterior: as, tho
jmsjde of the hand ; the ««sj(?e of a house ; thein-
side of a newspaper.

Show the inside of your purse to the outside of his hand.
Shak., W. T., iv. 3, 833.

If I had an ostrich in my inside— I would drink till

twelve every night, and eat broiled-bones till six every
morning. Trollope, The Claverings, I. 277.

2. pi. Interior parts or appurtenances ; things
within. Specifically— (a) The entrails. (S) Internal
thoughts or feelings, etc.

We count him a wise man that knows the minds and
insides of men. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 100.

3. An inside passenger in a vehicle.

So down thy hill, romantic Ashboum, glides
The Derby dilly, carrying three insides.

6. Canning, in Loves of the Triangles, L 178.

The lord lieutenant . . . alone pretended to the mag-
nificence of a wheel-carriage . . . bearing eight insides
and six outsides. The insides were their Graces in person.

Scott, Old Mortality, ii.

Inside of a sheet, in printing, the side which is folded
in ; that side of a sheet which contains the second page

;

an inner form. See form, 6.— Inside. Of a BWOrd-hilt,
that part of a sword-hilt which corresponds to tile inside
or palm of the hand when the sword Is held as on guard.
Compare outside.—Patent Inside. See patent.

II. a. Being on the inside ; inner ; interior

;

internal : as, an inside view ; an inside seat in
a coach.

Is whispering nothing?
Is leaning cheek to cheek? is meeting noses?
Kissing with inside lip? ... is this nothing?

Shah., W. T., i. 2, 287.

Inside gear. See gear.—loBUe geaxing, teeth cut on
the concave side of an arc.— j^slde tin, in bookMnding,
a sheet of thin metal placed between the cover and the
fly-leaf, before the process of pasting down, with intent to
keep the leaves smooth and prevent dampness.—To have
the inside track, to have the inner -side of a track or
course in racing and running ; hence, colloquially (as the
inner side is shorter on the curves than the outer), to have
the advantage ; be in a position of superiority.

inside (in'sid), adv. and prep. [< inside, n.] I.

adv. 1. Of space: To, into, or in the interior;

within.

A woman asked the coachman, "Are you full inside?"
. . . Lamb put his head through the window and said,

"I am quite full inside; that last piece of pudding at
Mr. Oilman's did the business for me."

Leslie, Autobiographical Recollections.

2. Of time or space : Within the limit : followed
byo/. [U.S.J
Both animals had been Idlled inside of five minutes.

Hartford CouroMt, Jan. 13, 1887.

II. prep. In the interior of; within: as, in-

side the circle ; inside the letter.

insider (in-si'd6r), n. [< inside + -er^.] 1.

One who is inside ; one who is within the limits

of some place, structure, society, organization
(as achurch), etc.

Yet he was, or he meant to be, as pious as he was ag-
gressive, and he cordially believed that his interest in the
welfare of souls, outsiders and nominal insiders, was as
good as the best. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 891.

Hence— 2. One who has some special advan-
ta^Oj as in a business enterprise. [CoUoq.]
insidiatef (in-sid'i-at), v.t. [< L. insidiatus, pp.
of insidiari (> It. insidiare = Sp. Pg. insidiair),

lie in wait, lie in ambush, < insidice, an am-
bush: see insid/ious.] To lie in ambush for.

Heywood.
insidiationt (in-sid-i-a'shon), n. [< OP. insi-

diation,<'ML.*insidiatio(n^)^(. h.insidiarijlie in
wait : see insidiate.] An insidious or teeach-
erous act.

Though heaven be sure and secure from violent rob-
bers, yet these by a wily insidiation enter into it, and rob
God of His honour. Jiev. T. Adams, Works, I. 131.

insidiatort (in-sid'i-a-tor), n. [= P.
teur = Sp. Pg. insidiador = It. insidiatore, < L.
insidiator, one who lies in wait, < insidiari, lie

in wait : see insidiate.'] One who insidiates or
lies in ambush.

Tliey [kings] are most exposed to dangers and disaster?,

. . . having usually . . . many both open enemies and
close insidiatours. Barrow, Works, I. x.

insidious (in-sid'i-us), a. [= P. insidieux =
Sp. Pg. It. insidioso, < L. insidiosiis, cunning,
artful, deceitful, < insidice, a lying in wait, an
ambush, artifice, stratagem, < insidere, lit. sit

in or upon: see insession.] 1. Lying in wait;
hence, deceitful ; sly ; treacherous.

Till, worn by age, and mouldering to decay.
The iimdious waters wash its base away. Canning.



insidious

I wished never to see the lace again of that ingidimis,
good-for-nothing, old grey impostor. Lamb, Eoast Pig.

2. Designed or adapted to entrap ; deceptive;
insnaring : as, insidious arts.

Till, uuemploy'd, she felt her spirits droop,
And took, i-nsidious aid ! th' inspiring cup.

Crabbe, Works, I. 126.

What cannot be denied is extenuated, or passed by with-
out notice; concessions even are sometimes made: but
this insidious candour only increases the effect of the vast
mass of sophistry. Macaulay, History.

Insidious disease, disease progressing to a serious con-
dition without exciting the notice or al^m of the patient
or his friends. =Syn. Crafty, wily, cunning, artful, guile-
ful, snaky, foxy.

insidiously (in-sid'l-Tis-ll), adv. In an insidi-
ous manner ; deceitfully ; treacherously.

Pope was not the only man he [Addison] insidiowily in-
jured, though the only man of whom he could be afraid.

Johnstm, Addison.

insidiousness (In-sid'l-us-nes), n. The quality
of being insidious; deeeitfnluess ; treachery.
insist (in'sit), n. [< ME. insiht, insigt, insight
(=D. inzigt= G. einsicht = Dan. indsigt = Sw.
insigt); < i»i + sight.'] If. Perception; ob-
servation.

So that to fore ne behynde
He seeth no thyng, but as the blynde,
Withoute insight of his courage.
He doth meruailes in his rage.

Oower, Conf. Amant., vL

2. Mental vision ; intellectual discernment or
penetration.

Man, y sente thee kindell in-H^te
Of VDdir-stondyng, skil, & wltt,
To rewle thi silf bl resoun rigt.

Politiml Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 185.

Franklin had an immense reason, which gave him a
great insight and power in all practical, philosophic, and
speculative matters.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, p. 38.

Could ever a man of prodigious mathematical genius
convey to others any insight into his methods?

Emerson, Spiritual Laws.

3. The immediate cognition of an object; in-

tuition. [Bare.]=S;n. 2. See list under ocitTaen.

insightedt (in 'si-ted), a. [< insight + -ed^.]

Possessed of insight.

Justus Lipsius, deepely insighted in understanding old
authors. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 687.

insign (in'sin), V. t. In her., same as ensign, 2.

inslgnlai (in-sig'ni-a), n. pi.- [= F. insigne =
Sp. Pg. insignia; < L. insignia, insignia, pi. of

insigne, a badge of honor or of oflSce, neut. of
insignis, distingviished by a mark, remarkable,
distinguished, < in, in, on, + signum, mark,
sign: s&e sign. Ct. ensign.'] 1. Badges or dis-

tinguishing marks of office or honor: as, the
insignia of an order of knighthood. The insignia

of an honorary order are the crosses, medallions, stars,

ribbons, etc., which are worn by its members on occasions
of ceremony. Militarymen wear these when in uniform,
and civilians when in evening dress. The size of each
badge is Hxed by statute of the order ; but there has been
introduced a custom of wearing miniature crosses, me-
dallions, etc., a number ofwhich can be worn at once sus-

pended from a gold chain round the neck and hanging
on the shirt-bosom, or attached to the lapel of the coat.

When the cross, medallion, etc., is not worn, it is custom-
ary to wear a small rosette or knot of ribbon in the but-

tonhole, the color being that of the ribbon of the order.

The knot or rosette is worn by members of the lowest
class, the ribbon by all others. See c&rdon, cross, star,

collar, rosette, ribbon, and cut under garter.

2. Marks, signs, or visible tokens by which any-
thing is known or distinguished.

Rags,which are the reproach of^poverty, are the Beggar's
robes, and graceful insignia of his profession.

Larnb, Decay of Beggars.

insignificance (in-sig-nif'i-kans), n. [= F. in-

signifiance = Sp. Pg. instgnifieandd; as insig-

nifican(t) + -ce.] The quality or condition of

being insignificant; lack of significance or

import ; unimportance ; triviality ; meanness

;

want of force, influence, or consideration.

Higher motives and deeper thoughts, such as engross

the passions and the souls of men, and sink into compara-
tive insignijtcance the comforts of social life.

Story, Misc.Writings, p. 410.

insignificancy (in-sig-nif'i-kan-si), n. Same as

insignificance.

There is hardly a rich man in the worldwho hasnot such

a led friend of small consideration, who is a darling for

his insignificancy. Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

insignificant (in-sig-nif'i-kant), a. [= F. in-

signifiant = Sp. Pg. It. insignificante ; as in-^

+ significant. ] 1 . Not significant ; void of sig-

nification; without meaning.

Till you can weight and gravity explain.

Those words are irtsigniftcant and vain.

Sir R. Blackmore.

2. Answering no purpose ; having no weight or

effect ; unimportant ; trivial.

3118

Laws must be insignificant without the sanction of re-

wards and punishments, whereby men may be induced to

the observance of them. . .

Bp. WUkins, Natural Religion, i. 11.

He considers no anecdote, no peculiarity of manner, no

familiar saying, as too inngnificatit to illustrate the op-

eration of laws, of religion, and of education, and to mark
the progress of the human mind. Macaulay, History.

3. Without weight of character; mean; con-

temptible: as, an insignificant fellow. =syn. 2.

Immaterial, inconsiderable, trifling, paltry, petty.

insignificantly (in-sig-nif'i-kant-li), adv. In an
insignificant manner ; without meaning ; with-

out importance or effect.

The vulgar may thus heap and huddle terms of respect,

and nothing better be expected from them ; but for people

of rank to repeat appellatives insignificantly is a loUy not

to be endured. Steele, Tatler, No. 204.

insignificative (in-sig-nif'i-ka-tiv),^ a. [< LL.
insignificativus, not significative (only as a noun
(sc. modus), applied to the infinitive), < i«-priv.

-I- significativus, significative : see significative.]

Not significative; signifying nothing; not ex-

pressive by means of external signs. [Bare.]

The ordinary sort of the unmeaning eyes are not indeed

utterly insignificative : lor they shew their owners to be

persons without any habitual vices or virtues.

Philosophical Letters upon Physiogruymy (1751), p. 230.

insimulatet (in-sim'u-lat), v. t. [< L. insimu-

latus, pp. of insimutdre, accuse, charge, < in,

against, + simulare, represent, pretend: see

simulate.] To accuse ; charge.

That he [Christ] might give spiritual comfort to all sorts

of women, first to those who should be unjustly suspected

and insimxdated of sin and incontinency, when indeed they
were innocent, he was content to come of a mother who
should be subject to that suspicion. Donne, Sermons, iii.

insincere (in-sin-ser'), a. [< L. insincerus, not
genuine, not candid, < in-priv. -I- sincerus, genu-
ine, candid, sincere: seesincere.] If. Not genu-
ine; unsound; imperfect.

But, ah ! how insincere are all our joys

!

Which, sent from heaven, like lightning make no stay.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis.

Oh, why, Penelope, this causeless fear.

To render sleep's soft blessing insincere?
Pope, Odyssey, iv. 1060.

2. Not sincere in character ; making a false or

hypocritical show of opinions or feelings.

We might call him [Horatio] insincere : not thathe was
in any sense a hypocrite, but only that he never was and
never could be in earnest.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 217.

3. Not sincere in quality; simulated; decep-
tive; false.

Tell her again, the sneer upon her face.

And all her censures of the work of grace.
Are insincere, meant only to conceal
A dread she would not, yet is forc'd to feel.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 785.

=Syn. 2. Disingenuous, uncandid, double-laced, hollow.

insincerely (in-sin-ser'li), adv. In an insincere
manner ; without sincerity ; vrith duplicity,

insincerity (in-sin-ser'i-ti), n. ;
pi. insincerities

(-tiz). [= F. insinc^iU = Pg. insimceridade, <

li. as if *insincerita{t-)s, < insincerus, insincere

:

see insincere.] The quality of being insin-
cere; want of sincerity or ingenuousness; dis-

simulation; hypocrisy; deeeitfulness ; dupli-
city.

What men call policy and knowledge ol the world is

commonly no other thing than dissimulatioo and insin-
cerity. H. Blair, Works, V. xvii.

He raised his voice unceasingly in condemnation of the
fashionable insincerities of his day.

A. Dobson, Int. to Steele, p. xL

insine'Wt (in-sin'u), v. t. [< j«-l + sinew.] To
strengthen

;
give vigor to.

All members of our cause, both here and hence,
That are insinew'd to this action,

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1, 172.

insinking (in'sing^king), n. [< inl -I- sinking.]
A sinking in ; a depression.

An insinking of the suriace of the body.
Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 400.

That the primary stigma formed by the insinking of the
respiratory book is not the functional one of the adult.

J. S. Kingdey, Micros. Science, N. S., XXV. 538.

insinuantf (in-sin'u-ant). a. [z= F. insinuant=
Sp. Pg. It. insinuaiite, < L. insinuan(t-)s, ppr.
of jn^inware, insinuate : aee insinuate.] Insinu-
ating.

Commonlyless inventivethan judicious, howsoeverprov-
ing very plausible, insinuant, and fortunate men.

Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 78.

insinuate (in-sin'u-at), v.
;
pret. and pp. insin-

uated, ppr. insinuating. [< L. insinuatus, pp.
of insinuare (> It. insinuare = Sp. Pg. insinuar
= Pr. insinuar, ensinuar = F. insinuer), bring
in by windings or turnings, wind or creep in,
steal in, < in, in, + sinus, a winding, bend, bay.

insinuator

fold, bosom: see sinus, sine.] I. trans. 1. To
bring in tortuously or indirectly ; introduce by
devious means or by imperceptible degrees;
worm in.

There is no particular evil which hath not some appear-
ance of goodness whereby to insinuate itself.

Hooker, Bccles. Polity, I 7.

He insinuated himself into the very good grace ol the
Duke of Buckingham. Clarendon, Oreat Rebellion.

2. To hint obliquely ; suggest indirectly, or by
remote allusion.

Wilt thon insinuate what I am, and praise me.
And say I am a noble fellow ?

B. Jonson, Alchemist, li. i.

Blohim ; which word, as is sayd, is of the plural num-
ber, insinuating the Holy Trinity.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 6.

Yon would seem to insinuate. Madam, that I have par-
ticular reasons. Goldsmith, Oood-natured Tdaa, i.

=STn. 2. Intimate, Suggest, etc. See hinti, v. t.

II, intrans. 1. To move tortuously; wind.
[Bare.]

Close the serpent sly.

Insinuating, wove with Gordian twine
His braided train. Milton, P. L., Iv. 848.

2. To creep or flow softly in ; enter impercep-
tibly or stealthily. [Bare.]

Pestilential miasmas insinuate into the humours and
consistent parts of the body. Harvey.

Sf. To gain on the affeetions or confidence by
cautious or artful means ; ingratiate one's self.

He would insinuate with thee, but to make thee sigh.

Shak., Rich. IIL, I 4, 152.

I, ... to insinuate with my young master, . . . have
got me afore in this disguise.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iL 2.

4. To make hints or indirect suggestions.

insinuating (in-sin'u-a-ting), p. a. Tending to
enter treacherously ; insensibly winning favor
or confidence.

His sly, polite, insinuating style

Could please at Court, and make Augustus smile.
Pope, Epil. to Satires, i. U.

He warns us against it [hypocrisy] as leaven, as a subtle
insinuating evil which will silently spread itself through-
out the whole character.

J. H. Nevrman, Parochial Sermons, L 134.

insinuatingly (in-sin'u-a-ting-li), adv. In an
insinuating manner ; by insinuation,

insinuation (in-sin-u-a'shon), n. [= F. inmiu-

ation= Pr. insinuation = Sp. insinuadon = Pg.

insimiofdo = It. insinuazione, < L. insinuatio{nr-),

< i7!»?u«ire, insinuate : see insinuate.] 1. The
act of insinuating ; a creeping or winding in; a
tortuous or stealthy passage, as into crevices,

or (figuratively) into favor or affection.

Their defeat
Does by their own insinuation grow.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2, 69.

2. The art or power of pleasing and stealing

into the affeetions.

He had a natural insinuation and address which made
him acceptable in the best company.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

3. That which is insinuated ; a suggestion or
intimation by indirectallusion ; an oblique hint

;

an innuendo.
For he gaue them an insinuadon & signification therof,

in that he said, And yt bred that I shall geue you is my
fleshe. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1112.

As Fear moves mean Spirits, and love prompts Great
ones to obey, the Insinuations of Malecontents are di-

rected accordingly. Steele, Conscious Lovers Ded.

4. In civil law, the lodging of an alleged will

with the officer charged with the duty of re^s-
tering wills, as a step toward procuring its

probate, and establishing it as a part of the

records.— 5. In rhet., a kind of exordium, in

which the favorof the judge or hearers is sought
to be gained indirectly or by special considera-
tions, in spite of a discreditable client, an un
favorable case, prejudice or weariness on the
part of the judge, etc. : distinguished from thO'

exordium or proem in the narrower sense, in
which a favorable hearing is claimed or solicit-

ed directly and openly.
His insinuation being of blushing, and his division of

sigh^ his whole oration stood upon a short narration.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

=Syn. 3. Intimatimi, Suggestion, etc. See hinti, v. t.

insinuative (in-sin'u-a-tiv), o. [= Sp. Pg. in-

sinuativo; a,8 insinuate + -ive.] 1. Making in-

sinuations; hinting; insinuating.
Is a man conscionable? he is an hypocrite ; ... is he

wisely insinuative .' he is a flatterer.

Bp. Haa, Great Impostor.

2. Stealing into the affections ; ingratiating.

Any popular or irmnuative carriage of himself.
Bacon, Obs. on a libel.

insinuator (in-sin'u-a-tor), n. [= Pg. insinuar
dor, < LL. insinuator, an'introdueer, < L. insinu-



insinuator
are, 'bring in, insinuate: see i.] One

ster liev.

insipid (m-sip'id), a. [= p. insipide = Pr. in-
sipid = Sp. tnsipido = Pg. It. insipido, < LL. w-
8ipidus,ta.stelesB, < L. ijj- priv. + sapid/us, hav-
ing a taste, savory: see sapid.'] 1. Without
any taste; not exciting the sense of taste: with-
out flavor or savor.

wfhi* F^P"'®, divers ways of bringing this to trial,
there being several mnpid bodies which I have found thisway diversiflable. jjoyle, Works, IV. 263.

2. Wthout a definite taste; having a taste
which from its faintness andundecided charac-
ter appears negative, insufficient, or slightly
disagreeable ; flat in taste.
A faint blossom and insipid fruit. Goldsmith, Taste.

Hence—3. Without power to excite interest
or emotion; without attraction; uninterestine;
dull; flat.

^'

When liberty is gone,
life grows insipid, and has lost Its relish.

Addison, Cato, ii. 3.

A refined, insipid personage, however exalted in station,
was his aversion. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, Iv.

=Syn. 3. Lifeless, stale, tame, prosaic, stupid.

insipidity (in-sl^pid'i-ti), ». [= F. insipidity=
Pr. insipiditat, < LLl' as if *insipidita{t-)s, < «»-
sipjdtts, tasteless: aeiB insipid.] The quality of
being insipid, (o) Tastelessness.

My friend led the way up the slopes of his olive-orchard,
. . . and rewarded my curious palate with the insipidity
of the olive which has not been salted.

The Century, XXX. 207.
(6) Dullness ; lack of Interest.

Dryden's lines shine strongly through the insipidity of
Tate's. Pope.

insipidly (in-sip'id-li), adv. In an insipid man-
ner; without spirit or life; without flavor.

insipidness (in-sip'id-nes), n. Insipidity. Boyle.
insipience (in-sip'i-ens), n. [< ME. *insipienee,
incypyens, < OP. indpienee = Sp. Pg. insipienoia
= It. ins^ienza, insipienzia, < L. insipientia, un-
wisdom, < insipien{t-)s, unwise: see insipiertt.]

Lack of sapience or wisdom; folly; foolishness.
[Bare.]

Whan In women be fownd no incypyens,
Than put hem in trust and confydens.

Sonffs and Carols (ed.Wright), p. 67.

Your accession Is grateful, my most gentle lump of in-

sipience. Shirley, Love Tricks, iii. 5.

insipient (in-sip'i-ent), a. and n. [= OP. in-

sipient =8p. Pg. It.' insipiente,<, L. insipien(t-)s,

unwise, < «Ji- priv. + sapien(t-)s, wise: see sapi-

ent.] I. a. Not sapient or wise; unwise; fool-

ish. [Bare.]
There are very learned men who distinguished aud put

a great difference between the insipient man and the fool.

Clarendori, Tracts. (Latham.)

II. n. An unwise person. [Rare.]

Verely, if he admitte the booke of Sapience to be true
and autentike, I feare me it will go nye to proue hym an
insipient for grauntyng that there is a purgatory.

Fryth, Works, p. 40.

insist (in-sisf), V. i. [< F. insister = Sp. Pg.

insistir= It. insistere, < L. insistere, stand upon,
follow, pursue, apply oneself to, persevere, per-

sist, < in, in, on, + sisters, stand, < stare, stand:

see state. Qt. assist, consist, desist, etc.] If. To
stand or rest; find support : with on or upon.

The angles on one side insist upon the centres of the

bottom of the cells [ofa honeycomb] on the other side. Ray.

2. To rest, dwell, or dilate earnestly or re-

peatedly; urge: withowor wpore; as, I must jm-

Bist upon your coming.
We indst rather upon what was actual then what was

profitable. Milton, Eikonoklastes, ix.

I shall not insist upon the clime nor soil of the country,

its commodities, or discommodities.

N. Morton, New England s Memorial, p. 11.

3. To assert or argue emphatically ; express a

desire or a belief with urgency or persistence.

Yet I insisted, yet you answer'd not. ^ „ .. , „,,
Shale, J. C, II. 1, 246.

Now, as I have already i»sis(eS, the presence in our

consciousness of the first principles of morality is an in-

dubitable fact. Fortmightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 73.

4t. To be urgent in action; proceed persistent-

ly; persevere.
•' ' '^ Nor still insist

To afflict thyself in vain. Milton, S. A. ,
1. 913.

He first trod this winepress, and we must irmit in the

same steps. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 70.

insistence (in-sis'tens), n. [= F. insistance =
Sp ,Pg. imisteneia = It. vnsistenza, tnststenzia;

a.s insisten{t) + -ce.] 1. The act of insisting;

urgent or persistent maintenance ot an opm-

ion, principle, right, or the likej perseverance

in pressing or supporting anything.
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He [Turgot] habitually corrected the headlong insis-

tence of the revolutionary philosophers.
J. Morley, Burke, p. 173.

2. Persevering action; demonstrative persis-
tence; pertinacity.

What tones were those that caught our own,
Filtered through light and distance,

And tossed them gayly to and fro

With such a sweet insistence ?

B. P. Spofford, Poems, p. 14.

insistent (in-sis'tent), a. [= P. insistant =
Pg. insistente, < 'L."insisten{t-)s, ppr. of insistere,

insist : see «»s«s*.] If. Standing or resting on
something.
That the breadth of the substruction be double to the

insistent wall. Sir H. Wotton, Eeliquise, p. 19.

2. Urgent in dwelling upon anything; persis-

tent in urging or maintaining.

The British shopkeeperhas been insistent on a purchase.
The Century, XXL 947.

I suspect that Virgil . . . was also an insistent ques-
tioner of every sagacious landholder.

D. G. Mitchell,Wet Days, Virgil.

Hence—3. Extorting attention or notice ; co-
ercively staring or prominent ; vivid; intense.

A world of colonial and Queen Anne architecture, where
conscious lines and insistent colors contributed to an effect
of posing which she had never seen off the stage.

W. D. Howells, Annie Eilbum, x.

4. In orjijffe., standing on end: specifically said
of the hind toe of a bird when its base is in-
serted so high on the shank that only its tip

_
touches the ground : correlated with incumbent.

insistently (in-sis'tent-li), adv. In an insistent
manner; pressingly.

" Then tell me what better I could do," said Gwendolen,
insist^tly. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxvi.

insisturet (in-sis'tur), n. [< insist + -Mre.] A
dwelling or standing on something; fixedness.

The heavens themselves, the planets, and this centre,
Observe degree, priority, and place,
Insisture, course, proportion, season, form.
Office, and custom, in all line of order.

Shak., T. and 0., L 3, 87.

insitiencyt (in-sish'i-en-si), n. [< L. in- priv.
-I- sitien(t-)s, ppr. of *j*ire, thirst, < siUs, thirst.]

Freedom from thirst.

The insitieTicy of a camel. Grew.

insitionf (in-sish'on), n. [< L. insitio{n-), an
ingrafting, < inserere, pp. ihsitus, sow or plant,
implant, ingraft, < in, in, + serere, sow.] The
insertion of a scion in a stock; ingraftment.

The flesh of one body transmuted by insition Into an-
other. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 3.

in situ (in si'tu). [L. : in, in; situ, abl. of
situs, site: see site.] In its site or position;
in its original or proper location ; in place ; in
the place which it occupied at the time it was
formed or (in speaking of artificial construc-
tions) built : in geological use applied to a mass
of rock which is in its proper place, as a part
of the formation to which it belongs, whether
stratified or unstratified.

inskonset, v. t. An obsolete form of ensconce.

insmitef, v. t. [MB. insmiten (awkwardly tr.L.

incutere); < inA + smite.] To strike in. Wyclif.

insnare, ensnare (in-, en-snar'), v. t.
;

pret.

and pp. insnared, ensnared, ppr. insnarimg, en-

snaring. [< i»-i, em-l, + snare.] To take in a
snare; allure; entrap.

That the hypocrite reign not, lest the people be en-
snared. Job xxxiv. 30.

That bottled spider
Whose deadly web ensnareth thee about.

Shak., Rich. III., L 3, 243.

insnarer, ensnarer (in-, en-snar'er), n. One
that insnares.

insna'ringly (in-snar'ing-li), adv. So as to in-

snare.

insnarlt (in-snarl'), V. t. Same as ensnarl^.

insobriety (in-so-bri'e-ti), n. [= Pg. insobrie-

dade; as i«-3 +' soirieiy.] Lack of sobriety;
intemperateness; drunkenness.

No sooner had we parted than he had visibly lapsed
again into hiccoughs, incoherency, and other ugly testi-

monials to insobriety.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 121.

insociabilityt (in-so-shia-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. in-

soddbilitS = Sp. insociaiilidad= Pg. insoGidbili-

dade; as insociable + -ity: see -bility.] Unso-
ciability. Warburton, Divine Legation, v. 4.

insociablet (in-so'shia-bl), a. [= P. insociable

= Sp. insociable = Pg. insoeiavel = It. insocia-

bile, < L. insodabiUs, that cannot be joined to-

gether, unsociable, < in- priv. + sociabilis, that

can be joined together, sociable : see sociable.]

1. Unsociable; not inclined to society or con-

versation.

insolent

If this austere insociable life

Change not your offer made in heat of blood.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2, 809.

2. Incapable of being associated or conjoined.

Lime and wood are insociable.

Sir H. Wotton, Eeliquise, p. 19.

insociablyt (in-so'shia-bU), adv. Unsoeiably.
insociatet (in-s6'shi-at), a. [< »«-3 + sociate.]

Not associated ; xmsocial ; solitary.

The most honoured state of man and wife
Doth far exceed the insodate virgin-life.

B. Jonson, The Barriers.

insolate (in'so-lat), v. *.; pret. and pp. insolated,

ppr. insolating. [< L. insolatus, pp. of insolare

(> Pg. Sp. insolar= F. insoler), place in the sun,
expose to the sun, < in, in, + sol, sun : see sol,

solar.] To expose to the rays of the sun; af-

fect by exposure to the sun, as for drying, ripen-
ing, arousing or stimulating (as the vital forces
of a patient), or the like.

Insolated paper retains the power of producing an im-
pression for a very long period, if it is kept in an opaque
tube hermetically closed.

W. B. Grove, Corr. of Forces, p. 125.

insolation (in-soJa'shon), n. [= F. insolation

= Sp. insolaoion = JPg. insolagSo, < L. inso-

latio\n-), < insolare, place in the sun: see in-

solate.] 1. Exposure to the sun's rays; sub-
jection to the influence of solar heat and light,

as for drying, maturing, or the production of
chemical action; in med., treatment by expo-
sure to the Sim, in order to stimulate the vital

forces.

I am almost become confident that one of my ther-

mometers, by such insolation as may be had in England

,

from our stone walls, hath lost some inches of liquor.
Boyle, Works, VL 394.

The insolation [of the ground in northern valleys] dur-
ing the day interferes but slightly . . . with the equilib-
rium of air strata obtained during the night.

Science, III. 563.

2. A local injury of plants caused by exposure
to too strong light, or to the rays of the sun
concentrated as by inequalities in the glass of

a greenhouse, producing excessively rapid evap-
oration which kills the part affected.—3. The
state of being heated by the sun; the effect of

esjjosure to the sun's rays; specifically, as ap-
plied to persons, sunstroke.
The comparative calmness of the atmosphere, the clear-

ness of the sky, the dryness of the air, and the strong inso-

lation which took place under these circumstances.
Encyc. Brit.

Disabled in the deserts by insolation produced by ex-

cessive heat. The Century, XXIX. 661.

in-sole (in' sol), «. [< mi -t- solei.] 1. The
inner sole of a boot or shoe : opposed to out-

sole. See cut under 6oot— 2. A thickness of

some warm or water-proof material laid inside

a shoe.

insolence (in'so-lens), ». [< ME. insolence, <
OF. (also P.) insolence = Sp. Pg. insolenda
= It. insolenza, insolenzia, < L. insolentia, un-
accustomedness, unusualness, excess, immod-
eration, arrogance, insolence, < insolen{t-)s, un-
accustomed, unusual: see insolent,] If. The
quality of being rare ; unusualness. Spenser.
— 2. Overbearing or defiant behavior; scorn-

ful or presumptuous treatment of others; in-

sulting speech or conduct.

Then wander forth the sons
Of Belial, fiown with insolence and wine.

Milton, P. L., i. 502.

O monster ! mix'd of insolejice and fear.

Thou dog in forehead, but in heart a deer

!

Pope, niad, i. 297.

3. An insolent act; an instance of insolent
treatment; an insult. [Bare.]

Loaded with fetters and insolences from the soldiers.

Fuller.

=Syn. 2. Pride, Presumption, eta, (see arrogance) iiude-
ness, abusive language or conduct, sneering,

insolencet (in'so-lens), «.*. [<. insolence, n.] To
treat with haughty contempt. [Bare.]

The bishops, who were first faulty, insolenced and as-

saulted. Eikon Basilike.

insolency (in'so-len-si), n. It. Same as inso-

lence, 1. [Eare.]

"

Every evil example . . . is a scandal; because it invites
others to do the like, leading them by the hand, taking off

the strangeness and insolency of the act.

Jer. Toj/ior, Works (ed. 1835), I. 277.

2. Insolent character or quality; manifesta-
tion of insolence. [Bare.]

No laws will serve to repress the pride and insolency of
our days. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 476.

insolent (in'so-lent), a. [< ME. insolent, < OF.
(and ¥.)insoteni= Sp. Pg. It. insolente, < L. in-

solen{t-)s, unaccustomed, unwonted, unusual,
immoderate, excessive, arrogant, insolent, < in-

priv. + sol€n{t-)s, ppr. of solere, be accustomed.



insolent

tie wont.] If. Unwonted; unusual; uncom-
mon.
They admitted all men that desired it ; . . . sometimes

-with some little restraint in great or insolent cases (as in
the case ot apostacy, in which the council of Aries denied
absolution). Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, v. 4.

2. Showinghaughty disregard of Others; over-
'bearing; contemptuously impertinent.

Ajax. A paltry, insolent fellow I

Nest. How he describes himself

!

Shak., T. and C, ii 3, 218.

Does not the insolent soldier
Call my command his donative? and what can take
More from our honour?

Fletcher (and another 7), Prophetess, v. 1.

3. Proceeding from insolence; insulting; su-
percilious : as, insolent words or behavior.

The rugged frowns and insolent rebuffs
Of knaves in office, partial in the work
Of distribution. Cowper, Task, iv. 411.

4. Producing the effect of insolence; exces-
sive; unbearable. [Rare.]

I shall hate the insolent monotony of ocean all my days,
r. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, viit

6t. Unfrequented; lonely.

Where is lande nnkept & insolent.
Take from the trunncke al clene until so hie
As beestes may by noon experiment
Attayne, and there let bowes multiplie.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 209.

=Syn, 2 and 3. Ijisolent, Insultinff; abusive, impudent,
contemptuous. Insolent is now chiefly used of language
that is intentionally and grossly rude, defiant, or rebel-
lious. Where it applies to conduct^ the conduct includes
language as the most offensive thing. Insulting is freely
applicable to either words or deeds that are intended to
lower a person's self-respect ; as, an insulting gesture.
Ijisolent generally implies prid^ but insulting does not.
A man may be insolent or insulting to his superior, his in-
ferior, or his equal See arrogance and afront, n.

insolently (in'so-lent-li), adi). If. Unusually;
strangely.

The interpreter of Hans Bloome names it [Ttenia] the
top of a pillar, but very insolently; it being indeed the
small fascia part of the Doric architrave.

Evelyn, Architects and Architecture.

2. In an insolent manner; with contemptuous
pride: haughtily; rudely; saucily.

insoliblet, a. An obsolete form of insoluble.

insolidt (in-sol'id), a. [= OF. insolide; <L. in-

solidus, not solid, < in- priv. -I- solidus, solid:

see solid."] Not solid; incoherent; flimsy.

The second defect in the eye is an insolid levity.

Sev. T. Adams, Works, II. 381.

insolidity (in-so-lid'i-ti), «. [= OF. insolidite;

as sii-3 + soXidity,'] IJack of solidity; weakness

:

as, the insolidity of a wall.

in SOlido (in sol'i-do). [L.: in, in; solido, neut.
abl. of solidus, solid: see solid.'] Jointly. Anum-
ber of persons are said to be liable in solido when they are
liable severally to the same extent, each for the whole.

insolnbility (in-sol-u-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. insolu-

bility = Sp. insoluhilidad = Pg. insolubilidade=
It. insolubrUitct, < LL. insoliiMlita(t-)s, insolubil-

ity,< L. iiisolubilis, insoluble : see insoluble.] 1.

Lack of solubility ; incapability of being dis-

solved.
Cocaine itself is not employed for administration on

account of its insolubility, but its salts dissolve in water
readily and several are in use.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, XL 219.

2. Incapability of being solved, as a problem
. or a doubt ; inexpUoability.

insolnble (in-sol'ti-bl), a. and n. [< ME. *in-

soluble, insolible, <'OF. (and P.) insoluhle = Sp.

insoluble = Pg. insoluvel = It. insolubiU, < L. iii-

solubilis, that cannot be loosed, < in- priv. -I-

«oZ«W»«, that can be loosed: see soluble.] I. a.

It. That cannot be loosed or undone.

Another prest, . . . the -which is not maad vp the laws
of fleischly maundement, but vp vertu of lyf insolible, or
that may not be vndon. Wydif, Heb. viL 16.

2. Xot soluble ; incapable of being dissolved.

Absolutely insoluble bodies are,without exception, taste-

less. G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 312.

3. Incapable of being solved or explained; not
susceptible of solution or explanation.

Frerea fele sithes to the foike that thei prechen
Meuen [move] motifs meny tymes insoltbles and fallaces.

That bothe lered and lewed of here by-leyue douten.
Piers Plowman (C), xviL 231.

For one great insoluble problem of astronomy or geology
there are a thousand insoluble problems in the life, in the

character, in the face of every man that meets you in the
street. Stubbs, Mrfieval and Modern Hist., p. 74.

n. «. A thing which is insoluble ; a problem
that cannot be solved.

This is an insolible;

If I strogel, slanndred shal I be

;

To satistye it is but impossible.
Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 43.

insolnbleness (in-sol'ii-bl-nes), n. Insolubility.

Boyle, Works, m. 624!
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insolvable (in-sol'va-bl), a. [= F. insolvable

;

as in-S + solvable.] 1. Not solvable; incapable

of being solved or explained: as, an insolvable

problem or difficulty.— 2. Incapable of being

paid or (Uscharged. Johnson.— 3. Incapable

of being loosed.
To guard with bands

Insolvable these gilts thy care demands

:

Lest, in thy slumbers on the wat'ry main.

The hand of rapine make our bounty vain.

Pope, Odyssey, viii.

insolvency (in-sol'ven-si), n. [='0F. insolvence

= Sp. Pg. insolveneia; as insolven{t) + -cy. Cf.

solvency.] 1. The condition of being insolvent;

want of means or of sufficiencyfor the discharge

of aU debts or obligations; bankruptcy; failure

of resources : as, the insolvency of a person or

of an estate, when used of traders or merchants, and
in bankrupt and insolvent laws generally, insolvency sig-

nifies the inability of a person to pay his debts as they
become due in the ordinary course of business. But the
mere fact that a debtor having ample assets is unable in

an emergency to pay every existing obligation as it be-

comes due, is not regarded as insolvency if he is able to

avoid making any actual default by obtaining further

credit, or if the exigency is a general pahic suspending all

business, and his suspension of payment is temporary and
terminates with the restoration of a reasonable degree of

general confidence.

2. A proceeding for the application of all the
assets to the payment of debts by judicial au-
thority: as, a petition in JTWotoerac^ Assignee In
insolvency. See assignee.—JtiBtibaxee In insuvency.
See discharge. = Syn, Bankruptcy, etc. Seefailure.

insolvent (in-sol'vent), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg.
insolvente; as in-S -^ solvent.] I. a. 1. Not sol-

vent; unable or inadequate to satisfy all claims;

bankrupt : as, an insolvent debtor or estate.

When a person is unable to pay his debts, he is under-
stood to be iTisolvent. Thus an instrument executed by
an indebted person, reciting that "he is indebted to divers
persons in considerable sums of money, which he is at
present unable to pay in full," admits his insolvency.

Cunningham v. Norton, 125 U. S., 77.

We see that most nations are insolvent, cannot satisfy

their own want^ have an ambition out of all proportion
to their practical force. Emerson, Self-reliance.

Of positive truth he was bom insolvent.
J. T. Fields, Underbrush, p. 72.

2. Of or respecting insolvency or bankruptcy:
as, insolvent laws insolvent law, a law providing
for the release of a debtor from imprisonment for debf^
or from debt itself, on a surrender of his property. The
term is often defined as extending only to laws which do
this at the application of the debtor. In the United States
the term has recently become extended to cover State
laws which release the debtor at the application of either
party, in contradistinction to the Unit&fStates or national
bankmptcy laws, which, wherever in force, suspend the
State laws to a considerable extent. See ba-nkruptcy laws,
under bankruptcy.

n. n. A debtor who is not solvent. See in-
solvency,

insomnia (in-som'ni-a), n. [= P. insomnie =
Sp. insomnio = Pg. insomnia = It. insonnio, <
L. insomnia, sleeplessness, < insomnis, sleep-
less, < Hi- priv. + somnus, sleep: see somno-
lent. ] Sleeplessness ; inability to sleep, espe-
cially when chronic.
Various cases are on record in which absolute tTuoinnia

has lasted not only for days but even for weeks, inter-
rupted onlybymere snatchesof sleep. Quain, Med. Diet.

Insomnions (in-som'ni-us), a. [< L. insomniosus,
< insomnia, sleeplessness : see insomnia.] Af-
fected with insonmia ; sleepless, or restless in
sleep : as, insomnious patients. Blount.
insonmolence (in-som'no-lens), n. [= Pg. in-

somnolencia; as in-S + somnolence.] Sleepless-
ness; insomnia. [Bare.]
Twelve by the kitchen clock !— still restless !—One ! O,

Doctor, for one of thy comfortable draughts !—Two ! here's
a case of insomnolence! Sout/tey, The Doctor, vl A, 1.

insomuch (in'so-much'), adv. [Orig. written
separately, in so much. Cf. inasmuch.] To
such a degree; in such wise; so: followed by
that, and formerly sometimes by as.

There wee found a mightie riuer, insomuch that wee
were constrained to imbarke our selues, and to saile ouer
it. Hakluylfs Voyages, L 113.

And he answered him to never a word ; insomuch that
the governor marvelled greatly. Mat. xxviL 14.

insouciance (in-sb'si-ans, F. an-s6-syons'), re.

[< F. insouciance, < insouciant, careless, heed-
less : see itisouciont.] The quality of being in-
souciant ; heedless indifference or unconcern

;

carelessness of feeling or manner.
It was precisely this gay insouciance, this forgetfulness

that the world existed for any but a single class in it, and
this carelessness of the comfort of others, that made the
catastrophe (the French Eevolution] possible.

Lowell, New Princeton Eev., 1. 164.

insouciant (in-s6'si-ant, F. an-sS-syon'), n.

[< F. insouciant, careless, heedless, < in- priv.
-1- souciant, ppr. of soucier, care, < soud, care.]
Destitute of care or forethought; heedless of

inspector

consequences or of the future ; indifferent ; un-
concerned.
What race would not be indolent and insoueiant when

things are so arranged that they derive no advantage from
forethought or exertion? J. S. Mill.

insoul (in-s61'), r. t. [< im-1 + soul.] 1. See
ensoul. Jer. Taylor.— 2. To place one's sot.1,

or the affections of one's soul, in.

Modest she was, and so lovely ; That whosoever look't

but stedfastly upon her, could not, but insoul himself in

her. Feltham, Resolves, L 9.

inspan (in 'span), v.-. pret. and pp. inspanned,

ppr. inspanning. [< T>. inspannen (= G. e!«-

spannen), yoke, as draft-oxen, < in, in, + spdn-

nen, stretch, tie, join, = E. span: see inX and
span.] I. trans. To yoke to a vehicle; make
ready by yoking up : as, to inspan the oxen or

the wagon. See outspan. [S. African Eng.]

The oxen and they [the Kafirs] reached us undrowned,
however, and were inspanned to our cart.

Fr&ude, Sketches, p. 221.

II. intrans. To yoke oxen to a cart, espe-

cially in preparation for a journey : as, they
inspanned and started. [S. African Eng.]
inspect (in-spekt'), V. [= F. inspeeter, < L. in-

«pectore,look at, observe,view,freq. of ijispjcere,

pp. inspectus, look at, inspect, < in, in, on, at,

-I- specere, look, view: see species, spectacle, etc.

Gf. aspect, expect, etc.] I. trans. To view closely

and critically ; examine (a thing or place) in or-

der to ascertain its quality or condition; espe-

cially, to examine officially in order to make a
formal report.
The eye of the mistress was wont to make her pewter

shine, and to inspect every part of her household furniture

as much as her looking-glass.
Addison, Pretty Disaffection.

=SyiL To scrutinize, investigate, oversee.

n.t intrans. To look closely; examine: with
into. Vavies.
Their General . . . was a great Mandarin, and was the

person appointed by the King to inspect into our English
Trafflck. Dwmpier, Voyages, n. i. 79.

He had not more vigilantly inspected into her sentiments
than he had guarded his own from a similar scrutiny.

Miss Bumey, CecHia, L L

inspectt (in'spekt), n. [< L. inspectus, a look-

ing at, inspection, < inspicere, pp. inspectus, look

at: see inspect, v.] Inspection.

Not so the Man of philosophic eye.

And inspect sage. Thomson, Autnmn, L 1134.

inspectingly (in-spek'ting-li), ado. In an ex-

amining manner.
inspection (in-spek'shon), n. [< ME. inspec-

cioun, < OP. (and F.)'inspection = Pr. iwpee-

tkm = Sp. inspecdon= Pg. inspecgSo = It. ispe-

zione, inspezione, < L. inspeetio{n-), an examina-
tion, inspection, < inspicere, j)p. inspectus, look

at: see inspect.] The act of inspecting; criti-

cal examination ; close or careful survey ; spe-

cifically, a formal or official inquiry by actual

observation into the state, efficiency, safety,

quality, etc., of something of special moment,
as troops, police, buildings, steam-vessels,
drugs, etc.

Xat hym advert and have inspeedoun
What ther befyl in Awstynes tyme.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 137.

Conceal yonrsel' as well 's ye can
Frae critical dissection

;

But keek through ev'ry other man
Wi' sharpen'd, sly inspection.

Burns, To a Toung Friend.

_ =Syn. Investigation, Search, etc. See ecmmiiuUion.

inspectional (in-spek'shon-al), a. [< inspection

+ -ah] Of or pertaining to inspection; giving
results by direct inspection : applied to an in-

strument from which results are read directly
or by inspection, no reduction or calculation
being required.

inspection-car (in-spek'shon-kar), n. On rail-

roads, a large hand-oar provided with seats, or

a platform car fitted with a hood and seats de-

signed to be pushed before an engine, for use
in inspecting the road.
inspective (in-spek'tiv), a. [< LL. inspectivus,

contemplative, considering, < L. inspicere, pp.
inspectus, look at: see inspect.] Pertaining to

inspection; inspecting; that may be inspected.

These three draughts npon paper belong as much to the
ordonance as the disposition, shewing and describing the

measures and dimensions of the in^)ective parts, order,

and position. Ecelyn, Architects and Architecture.

inspector (in-spek'tor), n. [= F. inspecteur =«

Sp. Pg. inspector = It. ispettore, inspetiore, < L.

inspector, one who views or observes, < inspi^

cere, pp. inspecfits, view: see inspect.] 1. Ctoe

who inspects or oversees; one whose duty it is

to secure by supervision the projjer perform-
ance of work of any kind, or to ascertain by



inspector

examination the quality or condition of the
work, or of any article offered for sale or trans-
ler

;
a public officer charged with such duties

:

as, the inspectors of election or of police ; an
inspector of weights and measures, gpeciflcally— «J. An initiate m the mysteries of Eleusis;
an epopt or seer.

These doetrlnes were conveyed under aUegories and
SSS^}^,'""*n- i V*? completely initiated were called
mspectars. H. P. Knight, Anc. Art and Myth. (1876), p. 5.

inspectorate (in-spek'tor-at), n. [< inspector +
-aterf.] 1 . A district under the charge or super-
vision of an inspector; specifically, one of the
two larger administrative districts into which
western Greenland is divided.—2. A body of
inspectors or overseers.
inspector-general (in-spek'tor-jen'e-ral), n.
An officer charged with the oversight of"some
system of inspection, as that of an army, a class
of public works or of machinery, etc.— super-
vising Inspector-general of steam-vessels, an officer
of the Department of Commerce and Labor of the United
States, who, with the aid of a board of inspectors, admin-

_ isters the steamboat-Inspection laws.

inspectorial (in-spek-to'ri-al), a. [< inspector
+ -4.01.1 Of or pertaining £b an inspector; re-
lating to inspectors.

We are then confronted by a question which was once
proposed in an inspectorial report. The Times (London).

inspectorsMp (in-spek'tor-ship), m. [(.inspector
-I- -s'hip.'\ The office of an inspector; the dis-
trict embraced under the jurisdiction of an in-
spector

—

Deed of inspectorship, an agreement be-
tween an embarrassed debtor and his creditors, providing
for forbearance, and the carrying on of the business mean-
while by the debtor, under the inspection and control of
a committee of the creditors, called inspectors, to whom
power is usually given to extend the period fixed by the
deed.

inspectress (in-spek'tres), n. [= F. inspectrice;
as inspector + -ess.] A female inspector.

Inspectress General of the royal geer.
Wolcot, Peter Pindar, p. 36.

inspersef (in-sp6rs'), v. t. [< L. inspersus, pp.
of tnspergere, scatter into or upon, < in, in, on,
+ spargere, scatter: see sparse. Of. asperse,

disperse.'} To sprinkle upon. Bailey.

inspersiont (in-sp6r'shon), n. . [< LL. insper-

sio{n-), a scattering or sprinkling upon, < L. in-

spergere, pp. inspersus, scatter upon: see in-

sperse.'] The act of sprinkling; a sprinkling.
Chapman, Iliad, xi.

inspeximust (in-spek'si-mus), n. [L., we have
inspected (1st pers. pi. perf. ind. act. of inspi-

cere, look into, inspect: see inspect): the first

word in many old charters and letters patent.]

An exemplification; a royal grant.

An inspeximus consists of a recital that a previous
document has been inspected, and a oonflrmatoryregrant
thereof. N. and Q., 6th ser., XII. 411.

insphere, v. t. See ensphere.

in-sphere (in'sfer), n. [< in{scriied) + sphere.}

An inscribed sphere.

inspirable (in-spir'a-bl), a. [= 8p. inspirable

= Vg.inspiravel; asinspire + -able.} 1. Capa-

ble of being inspired or breathed; that may be
drawn into the lungs; inhalable, as air or va-

pors.

To these inspirable hurts, we may enumerate those they

sustain from their expiration of fuliginous steams.
Harvey.

3. That may become inspired or infused with

something; capable of being affected by or as

if by inspiration.

inspirant (in-spir'ant), n. [< L. %nspiran{t-)s,

ppr. of inspirare, inspire : see inspire.} An in-

spirer ';
one who inspires or incites. [Bare.]

He presented and read the following lines which he

[Hartley Coleridge] had written, . . . Aunt Charles bemg
t\i&impirant. Caroline Fox, Soxansi, v- »

inspiration (in-spi-ra'shon), «. [< MB. iJwpi-

raciom, < OF. (also F.) inspiration = Pr. tnspi-

ratio = Sp. inspiradon = Pg. tnspira^So = it.

ispirazione, inspirazione,<. LL. inspwatho(n-), in-

spiration, < L. inspirare, inspire: see inspire.}

1 The act of inspiring or breathingm ; a draw-

ing into the lungs, as of air; inhalation; the

first movement in the act of respiration, fol-

lowed by expiration.— 2. A breathing or in-

fusion into the mind or soul; an awakening or

creation of thought, purpose, or any mental

condition, by some specific external influence;

intellectual exaltation; an inexplicable cogni-

tion, as the knowledge of an axiom, according

to a priori philosophers.

Thei hopen that thorghe inspiradoun of God and of

him thei Bchulle have the betterConseUle.
^^^^^,^^ ^ ^^

The inspiration of the Almighty giveth them under-

standing. *""' '^"- "•
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Childhood, that weeps at the story of soSering, that shud-
ders at the picture of wrong, brings down its inspiration
"from God, who is our home. " O.W. Solmes, Essays, p. 92.

3. In theol., an influence directly and immedi-
ately exerted b^ the Spirit of Grod upon the soul
of man : in Christian theology, used especially
with reference to the Old and New Testaments,
regarded as written under the direct influence
of God exercised upon the thoughts and feelings
of the writers. This doctrine of the inspiration of the
Scriptures has been maintained in various forms, and with
various definitions of the nature and extent of the divine
influence, the principal being the following : (a) verbal in-
spiration, the immediate communication or dictation to
the writers of every word written ; (b) plenary inspira-
tion, inspiration which is full, complete, entire : Involving
the doctrjne that the Bible was inspired in all its parts and
the writers in all their faculties, so that every statement
of the inspired writers, whether moral and religious, or
only chronological or scientific, is to be accepted as true
and authoritative

; (c) moral inspiration, inspiration only
for a definite purpose, namely, the moral and spiritual re-

demption and development of the race, so that the Bible
is to be accepted as authoritative only in matters of re-

ligious faith and practice ; (d) dynamical inspiration, in-

spiration regarded as acting upon and through the natural
faculties: in contrast to (e) mechanical inspiration, inspi-
ration regarded, as an influence which merely uses human
organs as an instrument for expression. Thus, dynamical
inspiration is nearly equivalent to moral inspiration, the
one word indicating, however, rather the method employ-
ed, the other the themes to which inspiration is supposed
to be limited; while rnechanical inspiration is nearly
synonymous with verbal inspiration.

All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profit-

able for doctrine, for repro^ for correction, for instruc-
tion in righteousness. [In Wyclif, " Al scripture of God
ynspired is profitable," etc.; in the revised version,
"Every scripture inspired of God is also profitable," etc.]

2 Tim. iii 16.

Inspiration then, according to its manifestation in Scrip-
ture, is Dynamical and not Mechanical: the human pow-
ers of the divine messenger act according to their natural
laws,even when these powers are supernaturally strength-
ened. Man is not converted into a mere machine, even in
the hand of God.

Weslcott, Introd. to Study of Gospels, Int., p. 14.

4. The state or condition of being inspired ; de-
termination or purpose excited by a specific ex-
ternal influence; commimicated bent of mind.

The knights . . .

On Emily with equal ardour look.
And from her eyes their inspiration took.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, ii. 433.

5. That which is impressed by an inspiring in-

fluence ; a thought or an emotion borne in upon
one by an occult prompting or impulse.

Holy men at their death have good inspirations.
Shak., M. of V., i. 2, 31.

The age which we now live in is not an age of inspira.-

tions and impulses. Abp. Sha/rp, Works, IV. iv.

It is ever an inspiration, God only knows whence ; a
sudden, undated perception of eternal right coming into
and correcting things that were wrong ; a perception that
passes through thousands as readily as through one.

Emerson, Misc., p. 408.

inspirational (in-spi-ra'shgn-al), a. [< inspi-

ration + -al.} Of or pertaining to inspiration

;

partaking of inspiration.

In their inspirational states they [the sacred writers]
were sometimes dynamical, sometimes mechanical.

Jf. A. Rev., CXXVI. 321.

inspirationist (in-spi-ra'shon-ist), n. [< inspi-

ration + -ist.} One who believes in the inspi-

ration of the Scriptures, or in direct supernatu-
ral prompting of any kind.

inspirator (in'spi-ra-tor), ». [= F. inspiratewr
= Sp. Pg. inspirador = It. ispiratore, inspira-

tore, < LL. inspirator, inspirer, < L. inspirare,

breathe in, inspire : see inspire.} In a steam-en-
gine, a double injector, or two combined injec-

tors cooperating, the one raising the water from
the pump-chambers or reservoirs and deliver-

ing it to the other, which forces it into the boil-

er. Instead of delivering the water to the boiler, the sec-

ond injector might throw the water outboard, in which
mode of operation it would be an ejector, and it is some-
times so called. See injector.

inspiratory (in-spir'a-to-ri or in'spi-ra-to-ri),

a. [< irispi/re + -atory.} ' Pertaining to inspira-

tion or inhalation.

inspire (in-spir'), v.
;
pret. and pp. inspired, ppr.

inspiring. [< ME. inspiren, ynspyren, enspiren,

< OF. inspirer, espirer, F. inspirer= Pr. Sp. Pg.
inspirar = It. inspirare, ispirare, < L. inspirare,

blow or breathe into or upon, animate, excite,

inflame, < in, in, 4- spi/rare, breathe : see spirit.

Cf. aspire, conspire, expire, etc.] I. trans. 1.

To breathe in; draw into the lungs ; inhale: as,

to inspire pure air: opposed to expire.

By means of sulphurous coal smoaks the lungs are sti-

fled and oppressed, whereby they are forced to inspire and
expke the air with difficulty. Harvey.

It seems as if the intellectresembled that law of nature
by which we now vnspiire, now expire the breath.

Em^erson, Intellect.

in-square

2. To breathe into; infuse by or as ifby breath-
ing.

Her harty wordes so deepe into the mynd

,

Of the yong Damzell sunke, that great desire
Of warlike armes in her forthwith they tynd.
And generous stout courage did inspyre.

Spenser, I'. Q., III. ill. 67.

Still he breatheth and inspireth light into the face of his
chosen. Bacon, Truth (ed. 1887),

The buildings have an aspect lugubrious.
That inspires a feeling of awe and terror
Into the heart of the beholder.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, vi.

Hence— 3. To actuate or influence ; animate;
affect, rouse, or control by an infused, animat-
ing, or exalting influence.

Zephirus e«k with his swete breethe
Bnspired hath in every holte and heethe
The tendre croppes.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. toC. T., 1. 7.

What zeal, what fury, hath inspir'd thee now?
Shak., L. L. L., Iv. 3, 229.

Descend, ye Nine, descend ^_nd sing

;

The breathing instruments inspire.

Pope, St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 2.

The expression, the sentiment, the thought, the soul,
which itispWes the work.

SumTi^r, Speech, Cambridge, Aug. 27, 1846.

Speciflcally—4. To guide or control by divine
influence; instruct or infuse with spiritual or
divine knowledge.
A prophet then, inspir'd by heav'n, arose,
And points the crime, and thence derives the woes.

Pope, Iliad, i. 498.

Any one is inspired, as we now speak, just as far as he
is raised internally, in thought, feeling, perception, or ac-
tion, by a Divine movement within.

Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 30.

II. intrans. 1 . To inhale air ; draw air into
the lungs : opposed to expire.

If the inspiring oaA expiring -organ of any animal be
stopped, it suddenly yields to nature. •

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 25.

2+. To blow; blow in.

Her yellow lockes, crisped like golden wyre.
About her shoulders weren loosely shed.
And, when the winde emongst them did inspyre.
They waved like a penon wyde dispred.

Spenser, E. Q., II. iii. 80.

inspired (in-spird'), p. a. 1. That is or has
been inhaled ; taken into the lungs : as, inspired
air.— 2. Actuated, guided, or controlled by di-

vine influence ; informed, instructed, or direct-

ed by the Holy Spirit: as, an inspired teacher.— 3. Produced under the direction or influence
of inspiration: as, the inspired writings (that
is, the Scriptures).

inspirer (in-spir'6r), n. One who or that which
inspires.

Inspirer and hearer of prayer,
Thou Shepherd and Guardian of thine.

Toplady, Hymn.

inspiringf (in-spir'ing), n. [Verbal n. of in-

spire.} Inspiration.

Attributed to a secret instinct and i«Si?in*n^ . . . touch-
ing the happinesse thereby to ensue in time to come.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 207.

inspiringly (in-spir'ing-li), adv. In an inspir-

ing manner ; in such a way as to inspire, as
with courage, hope, etc.

inspirit (in-spir'it), V. t. [< »m-2 -1- spirit. Cf.

inspire.} To infuse or excite spirit within ; en-
liven; animate; give new life to; encourage;
invigorate.
But a discreet use of proper and becoming ceremonies

. . . inspirits the sluggish, and inflames even the devout
worshipper. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xiii.

The life and literature of a people may be irispirited,

stimulated, modifled, but not habitually sustained and
nourished, by exotic food or the dried fruits of remote
ages. G. P. Marsh, Hist. Eng. Lang., i.

=S3m. To inspire, rouse, cheer, stimulate, fire.

inspissate (in-spis'at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

spissated, ppr. inspissating. [< LL. inspissatvs,

pp. of Hnspissare, thicken, < L. in, in,-t- spissare,

thicken : see spissate'.} To thicken, as a fluid,

by evaporation; bring to greater consistence
by evaporation.

Wine sugred inebriateth 1 ess than wine pure— the cause
is, for that the sugar doth inspissate the spirits of the
wine, and maketh them not so easie to resolve into va-
pour. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 726.

inspissate (in-spis'at), a. [< LL. inspissatus,

thickened: see the verb.] Thick; inspissated.

inspissation (in-spi-sa'shon), m. [^<. inspissate

+ 4on.} The act of inspissating, or the state
of being inspissated; increased consistence, as
of a fluid substance.
What more opposite to subtilization and rarefaction

than inspissation and condensation?
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 881.

in-square (in'skwar), )(. [_<.in(scribed)+ square.'^

An inscribed square.



inst.

inst. An abbreviation (a) of the adjective iM-

stant; (6) of instrumental.

instability (in-sta-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. instability

= Sp. instabilidaa = I'g. instahilidade = It. in-
stabilitd,, < L. instaiilita(t-)s, unsteadiness, < in-
stabilis, unsteady : see instable.^ The state of
being unstable ; want of stability or firmness,
physical or moral; liability to fall, faU, give
way, or suffer change.
The ancertainty, inetalnlity, and flactuatlng state of hu-

man lile, which is aptly represented by sailing the ocean.
Bacon, Physical Fables, iL, ExpL

instablet (in-sta'bl), a. [= p. instable = Sp.
instable = Pg. instavel = It. instabile, < L. in-

stabilis, unsteady, < in- priv. + stdbilis, steady,

_
stable : see stable'^.'] Not stable ; unstable.

instablenesst (in-sta'bl-nes), n. ITnstableness;
instabiEty. Howell.

install, instal (in-stai'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

installed, ppr. installing. [Formerly also en-
stall; < P. installer = Sp. instalar = Pg. in-

staUar = It. installare, < ML. installare, put in
a place or seat, < in, in, + stallum, < 0H&. stal,

a place, = E. stall : see stall.'] 1 . To place in a
seat

;
give a place to.

Mr. Weller, after duly iiwlaUirig Mr. Pickwick and Mr.
tinkle inside, took his seat on the box by the driver.

Dickens, Pickwick, ifgr^T

2. To set, place, or instate in an office, rank, or
order; invest with any charge, office, or rank
sfith the customary ceremonies.

And, to be had in the more repntacion among tbe peo-
ple, he [the cardinal] determined to heiTistalled or inthro-
nised at Yorke with all the pompe that might be.

HaU, Hen-YHL, an. 22.

3. To place in position for service or use. [A
Gallicism.]

This Foad has recently been inMalled by the . . . Elec-
tric Kailway and Motor Company. Scienee, XTTT. 116.

installation (in-sta-la'shgn), n. [< p. instal-

laUon = Sp. instalddon = Pg. installa^So = It.

installaisione, < HL. installaUo(^t^), < installare,

install: see install.'] 1. The act of installing

;

the formal induction of a person into a rank,
an order, or an official position: as, the instal-

lation of a Knight of the Garter; the installation

of a clergyman over a charge. In the Church ol
England the installation of a canon or prebendaiy of a
cathedral consists in solemnly inducting Him into his stall

in the choir and his place in the chapter. The installation

of an archbishop or a bishop is called enthronization. In-

stallation differs from ingtUution, which is the act by
which a bishop commits the spiritual care of a parish to

the clergyman nominated, and also from indvciion into a
parish, which gives him temporal possession of the goods
and income annexed to the cure of souls. In non-epis-
copal churches installation is a religious service placing
the minister elect over his particular charge, ana dilfers

from ordiTiation in that the latter inducts the clergyman
Into the pastoral office generally, while ingtallation places
him over the particular church or parish to which he Is

called : he is ordained but once ; he is ingtaUed whenever
he takes a new parish.

2. A placing in position for service oruse; also,

a complete mechanical apparatus or "plant" in
position and ready for use : especially used of
electrical apparatus. [A Gallicism.]

instalment, installment (in-stal'ment), n. [<

install + -ment.] 1. The act of installing or

giving possession of an office with the usual
ceremonies or solemnities ; installation.

The inglcdment of this noble duke
In the seat royal. Shak., Uich. HI., iii. 1, 163.

2. The seat in which one is installed. [Bare.]

The several chairs of order look you scour
With juice of balm and every precious flower.

Each fair instalment, coat, and several crest.

With loyal blazon, evermore be bless'd

!

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5, 67.

3. A partial payment on account of a debt due

;

one of several parts into which a debt is divided

for payment at different times: as, to pay for a
purchase by or in instalments; to sell goods on
instalments (that is, on condition of taking pay
by instalments, sometimes with a stipulation

thatin default of payment of an instalment the

seller may retake the goods and keep by way of

forfeiture what has been paid).—4. A part of

anything produced or furnished in advance of

the remainder; one of a number of parts pro-

duced at different times : as, to publish a novel

or to deliver stores in or by instalments.

An acquisition of exclusive privile«e may be an asser-

tion of a right which, if the surrounding classes were al-

ready free, would look like usuppation, bnt which, when
they are downtrodden, gives a glimpse and is itself an in-

ttalment of liberty. StiMs, Const. Hist, § 485.

Instalment plan, a system adopted by some traders in

substantial articles, such as furniture, sewing-machines,

pianos, etc., by which the seller retains the ownership un-

til payment, and stipulates for the right to retake the

article, without return of some or any part of what has
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already been paid, if the buyer makes default in any in-

stalment.

instamp (in-stamp'), V. t. Same as enstamp.

instance (in'stans), n. [< MB. instaunce, < OF.

(and P.) instance = Pr. instanssa, instanda =
Sp. Pg. instaneia= It. istama, instanza, istanzia,

instanzia, < L. instantia, a being near, presence,

also perseverance, earnestness, importunity,

urgency, LL. also objection, instance, < in-

stan{t-)s, urgent: see instant.] If. Presence;

present time.
Thou ne shalt nat demen it as prescience of thinges to

comen, but thou shalt demen it more ryatfully that it is

science of presence or of instaunce that neuer ne fayleth.

Chaueer, Boethius, p. 174.

2. A happening or occurring; occurrence; oc-

casion: as, it was correct in the first instance;

a court of first instance (that is, of primary ju-

risdiction).— 3. A case occurring; a case of-

fered as an exemplification or a precedent ; an
example ; originally, a case offered to disprove

a universal assertion : as, this has happened in

three instances.

It is almost without instance contradictory, that ever

any government was disastrous that was in the hands of

learned governors. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i 17.

With eyes severe, and beard of formal cut.

Full of wise saws and modem i'nxtances.

Shak., As you Like il^ iL 7, 158.

As to the puff oblique, or puff by implication, it is too

various and extensive to be illustrated by an instance.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 2.

Hence— 4t. Evidence; proof; token.
I have receiv'd

A certain insta/nce that Olendower is dead.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii 1, 103.

For instance of thy safety,

I offer thee my hand. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, 1. 8.

5t. An impeUing motive ; infiuenee ; cause.

But he that temper'd thee bade thee stand up,
Oave thee no instaffux why thou shouldst do treason.

Shak., Hen.v., it 2, 119.

6t. The process of a suit.

The instance of a cause is said to be that judicial pro-

cess which is made from the contestation of a suit even
to the time of pronouncing sentence in the cause, or till

the end of three years, Ayliffe, Parergon.

7. In Scots law, that which may be insisted on
at one diet or course of probation.—8. The act
or state of being instant or urgent ; insistence

;

solicitation; urgency. [Now only archaic or
technical except in the phrase at the instance of. ]

The puple criede to the Lord with gret instaunce.
Wydif, Judith iv. 8 (Oxt).

It becomes vs Conncellors better to vse i-nstance for our
friend then for the ludges to sentence at ingtance.

. Puttenhwm, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 235.

But, Mr. Todd, surely there is no such instance in the
business that ye could no' wait and look about you. €hU.

At the instance of, at the solicitation or suggestion of.

Edmund Earl of Arundel, John Daniel, and Thomas
Micheldene, at the Instance of Mortimer, are all three be-
headed. Baker, Chronicles, p. 112.

Causes of Instance, causes which proceed at the solici-

tation of some party.—For instance, for example : in-

troducing a case to illustrate a general statement.—In-
stance court, a branch of the former court of admiralty
in England, distinct from the prize-court, and having juris-

diction in cases of maritime contracts and torts committed
at sea, or intimately connected with maritime subjects.
See adimiraUycmjLrt,xmAev admiralty.—Instance Side Of
the court, a district court of the United States sitting in
the exercise of its ordinary jurisdiction in admiralty to de-
termine questions of private right, etc^ as distinguished
from prize causes, =SyiL 3. Pattern, Model, etc. See ex-
ample.

instance (in'stans), v.
;
pret. and pp. instanced,

ppr. instancing', [< instance, n.] I. trans. 1.
To cite as an instance ; adduce in illustration
or confirmation; mention as an example.

I shall uotinstance an abstruse author.
Mitten, Eikonoklastes.

It is not a natural, but a religions sobriety, and may be
ijuitanced in fasting or abstinence from some Idnds of
meat. Jer. Taylor, Works, I., Pref.

He instances some lewd Practices at Feasts, and by the
bye touches the Xobility.

Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xL, Arg.

2. To furnish an instance or example of; ex-
emplify; manifest. [Bare.]
Never think yourself safe because you do your duty in

ninety-nine points ; it is the hundredth which is to be the
ground of your self-denial, which must evidence, or rather
instance and realize, your faith.

J. H. Nevrman, Parochial Sermons, t 68.

Jl.t intrans. To take or receive example or ex-
amples; give orfind illustration: followedbyiji.

This stoiy doth not only instajice in kingdoms, but in
families too. Jer. Taylor.

A teacher ... (I might i-nstance in St. Patrick's dean)
Too often rails to gratify his spleen.

Cowper, Charity, L 499.

instancy (in'stan-si), n. Instance ; insistency.

Those heavenly precepts which our Lord and Saviour
with BO great instancy gave. Hooker, Gccles. Polity, L 10.

instanter

You will bear me out with wbatinstancy I besought yon
to depart. E. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 148.

instant (in'stant), a. and n. [< OP. (and P.) in

stant = Sp. Pg. It. instante, < L. instan( t-)s, stand-

ing by, being near, present, also urgent, impor-

tunate, ppr. of instate, stand upon, press upon,

urge, pursue, insist, < in, on, upon, -f- stare.

stand: see state.] I, a. 1. Present; current;

now passing: as, on the 8th of June instant;

the 10th instant (that is, the 10th day "in the
present month," Latin instante mense) . [Now rare

or obsolete except as opposed to ultimo or proximo after

the name of a month, or with the word numth under-

stood (then often abbreviated inst.).]

I never knew
The perfect treasure thou bronght'st with thee more
Than at this instant minute.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, iL 1.

The bride-day, you say, is to be on the thirtieth of the

instant month. Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxxviL

3. Immediate ; with no interval of time inter-

vening; instantaneous.

The wreath he won drew down an instant curse.

Cowper, Charity, L 6L

The victories of character are instant.
Envirson, Conduct of Life.

Sf. Immediate in succession ; very next.

Upon the instant morrow of her nuptials.
Marston, Insatiate Coantesse, v.

4. Insistent; urgent; earnest; pressing. [Ob-

solete or archaic]

Preach the word ; be instant in season, out of seasoa
2 Tim. Iv. 2.

We are too much wearied and disquieted with tbe im-

portunate and zTistant complaints of our subiectfl.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 161.

Say our rites are instant. B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 1

TL, n.l. A particular point of time regarded

as present.
I can, at any unseasonable instamt of the nighty appoint

her to look out at her lady's chamber-window.
Shak., Much Ado, iL 2, 16.

The great rtile, methinks, should be, to manage the in-

stant in which we stand with fortitude, equanimity, and
moderation. Steele, Spectator, No. 374.

2. A point in duration^ a moment ; a very small

period or interval of time : as, he will return in

an instant.

This gracious aU-conunanding beauty fades in an in-

stant. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 536.

Ajavnstant . . . is thatwhich takes up the time of only

one idea in our minds without the succession of another,

wherein therefore we perceive no succession at alL

Locke, Human Understanding, IL xiv. 10.

3+. Application; instance.

Upon her inMant unto the Bomanes for aide.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 687.

=Syn. 2. Minute, etc See nrumient.

instantt (in'stant), a<i». [<. instant, a.] Instant-

ly; very soon!'

Here he will instant be ; let's walk a turn.

B. Jonson, Sejanuf^ L 2.

Instant he flew with hospitable haste.
Pope, Odyssey, L 167.

instantt (in'stant), V. t. [< OP. instanter, press

upon, < L. instdn(t-)Sj pp. of instate, press upon:
B&e instant, a.] To importune; urge.

Pilate would shed no innocent blood, but laboured to

mitigate the bishops' fury, and instamted them, as they
were religious, to shew godly favour.

Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 242.

instantaneity (in''stan-ta-ne'i-ti), n. [< instan-

tane-ous + -ity.] Tlie quality of being instan-

taneous; instantaneousness. Shenstone.

instantaneous (in-stan-ta'ne-us), a. [< ML.
"instantaneus, instantaneous, < L. instan(t-)s,

instant: see instant and -aneous. Of. momen-
taneous,c<miemporaneous,ete.] 1. Done or pro-

duced in an instant ; occurring or acting with-
out any perceptible lapse of time.

The work is done by iTistantaneaus call

;

Converts at once are made, or not at alL
Crahbe, Works, IL 65.

2. In mecli., existing in or referring to an in-

stant of time; momentary: s,s, inSlajitaneous

position, displacement, velocity, acceleration,

ett. (that is, the position, etc., at any instant).
—Instantaneous azls, Instantaneons Blldine axis.
See axis^.— Instantaneous center of roUlngTSee ceTi-

teri.— Instantaneous photograpli. Seephotography.

instantaneously (in-stan-ta'nf-us-li), adr. In

an instant; in a moment; in an indivisible

point of duration.

instantaneoiisness (in-stan-ta'nf-us-nes), n.

The character of being instantaneous.
instantanyt, a. [< ML. "instantaneus : see in-

stantaneous.] Instantaneous.
An instantany and entire creation of the world.

Bp. HaU, Cases of Conscience, ilL 10.

instanter (in-stan't6r), adv. [< L. instanter, ur-

gently, pressingly, ML. also presently, at once.
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< «n«ton(t-)g presentjurgent: see imtant, a.] At < L. vnstauratm; a restorer, renewer, < instaw-
xnepresenttune; umnediately; without delay: rare, renew, restore: see instaurate.'] A re-
as, the parW was compelled to plead in«*a»ter. storer.

m^^ ^tWn°taX5X'&' "ln"»^"iL?Sli^ 'They pretend to be the great ir^aurator. of his em-
when Bald ol an acY S"e Zl' In op" ^JXtt'u'^l P^«- 'O'- ^- ^O''' ^y^^*^ °' Godliness, p. 203.

^r?^ ^.,™''*°»''^£°'!.*''* J?™8 "' *-^^ conrt for the day; instauret (in-star'), «• <• [< L. instaurare, re-

&°tt"cUrlfoffl^°foJ'?^eX.''''^'°^^*^^>'°"'°' «*°^«' rinew: see'mtorate.] To renew or

Ay, marry will I, and that instanter.
renovate.

Barhaan, Ingoldsby Legends, L 84.

•™.^*?*^.^ (in-stan'shal), a. [< instance (L. irv-
stantia) + -al.'i Pertaining to or of the nature instead (in-sted'), prep. phr. [Prop
ot an instance or example ; iUustrating by in- (ME. in stede), two words, m stead, a
stances. [Bare.] • - "•- .. . '

At length all these are found to be inetantial cases of
taiB great law of attraction acting in various modes.

Theodore Parker, Sermons.

instantly (in'stant-li), adv. if. At the same
time ; simultaneously.

He . . . chid his truant youth with such a grace
As If he master'd there a double spirit
Of teaching, and of learning, imtantly.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2, 65.

2. Immediately after; vyithout any intervening
time : as, to be instantly MUed.

Be not too hasty when ye face the enemjr,"
Nor too ambitions to get honour inatamtly.

Fletcher, Humorous lieutenant, i. 1.

3t. With urgency; insistently; earnestly; as-
siduously.

J:X:'^:^^%S'^.'^i'^'^^Zi^tlfZt^ insteadfast (in-sted'fast), a. [< ir^3 + ,uad.

] To

All things that show or breathe
Are BOW imtaur'd, saving my wretched brest.

Marston, What you Will, 1 1.

as orig.

and still so

written when the article or a pron. is used (in

the stead, in Ms stead, etc.): see imi and stead.']

1. In the. stead; in place or room; hence, iu

equivalence or substitution: followed by o/.

In that Taleye is a Feld where Men drawen out of the
Erthe a thing that men clepen Cambylle ; and the! ete it

in stede of Spice, and thel bere it to selle.

MandevOle, Travels, p. 67.

Let thistles grow instead o/ wheat, and cockles instead
0/ barley. Job xxi. 40.

Especially he [the orator] consults his power by making
instead of taking his theme. Emersmn,, Eloquence.

2. In its stead; in place of it, or of the tiling

or act mentioned.
To rase

Quite out their native language, and instead
To sow a jangling noise of words unlmown.

MUton, P. L., xiL 54.

do this. Luke viL 4. fast.1 Not steadfast or frm.

Instar (in-star'), i7.«.; pret. and pp. instarred, . ny of Hesiod._ [Bare.]

ppr. instarring. [< j»-i + star.] 1. To set or ^P*5®P ("i-step^), v. t [< wA +
adorn with stars or with brilliants; star.

"
^steep or soak ; drench.

York, all haggled over.
Comes to him, where in gore he lay insteep'd.

And takes him by the beard.
Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 6, 12.

instellation (in-ste-la'shqn), n. [< L. in, in, +
stellatus, starred : see stellate, and cf . constella-

tion.] A putting among the stars. [Bare.]

Shakspere has been long enthroned in imstellati&n.

J. Wilson, Noctes Ambrosianse, April, 1832.

instep (in'step), n. [Formerly instup, instop

{instep being perhaps in simulation of step),

perhaps orig. Hnstoop, i. e. in-bend, < in^ +
stoop^.] 1. The arch of the foot; the highest
part of the upper side of the human foot, near
its junction with the leg; technically, the up-
per surface of the tarsus.

Low at leave-taldng, with his brandish'd plume
Brushing his instep, bow'd the all-amorous EarL

Temfbyson, Geraint.

Hence— 2. A corresponding part of the hind
limb of some animals, as the front of the horse's
hind leg from the hock to the pastern.
instigate (in'sti-gat), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. insti-

gated, ppr. instigating. [< L. instigatus, pp. of
instigare (> It. insUgare, isUgare = Sp. Pg. in-

stigar = Pr. instigar, istiguar = P. instiguer),

stimulate, set on, incite, urge, < in, on, + *sti-

gare, akin to sUnguere, push, goad: see distin-

guish,, stigma, stimulus.] 1. To stimulate to an

tarv.] In the Engli'sh universities,™ a state^of aetioi
t, -u ^

™,;{iWn. «„hWtt.««oUe^atelaws.disciDline. goadon; urge: generally in a bad sense
: as, to

instigate one to commit a crime.

By . . . vaunts of his nobility [the duke]
Did instigate the bedlam brain-sick duchess
By wicked means to frame our sovereign's falL

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1, 61.

If a servant Z7i^i£7a£e« a stranger to kill his master, . . .

the servant is accessory. Blackstone.

2. To stir up ; foment ; bring about by incite-

ment or persuasion : as, to instigate crime or
insurrection ; to instigate a quarrel. = Syn. Impel,
Induce, etc. (see activate) ; tempt, prevail upon. See list

under incite.

instigatingly (in'sti-ga-ting-li), adm. Ineiting-

Where pansies mixt with daisies shine,
And asphodels inslan'd with gold.

W. Harte, The Ascetic.

2. To make a star of ; set as a star.

Our heart is high iiMtarr'ilin brighter spheres;
Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iv. 2.

Instate (in-stat')^. t.
;
pret. and pp. i/nstated,

ppr. instating. [Formerly also enstate; < Jm-2
-I- state.] 1. To set or place; establish, as in
a rank or condition.

Hard was the thing that he could not persuade,
In the king's favour he was so instated.

Drayton, Miseries of Queen 3Iargaret.

Do what you please—only oust Roguery and instate
Honesty. T. Wimthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xvlL

2t. To invest.
For his possessions,

Although by confiscation they are ours,

We do instate and widow you withaL
Shak., M. for M., v. 1, 249.

He knew the place to which he was to go
Had larger titles, more triumphant wreathes
To instate him with. Webster, Monumental Column.

instatement (in-stat'ment), n. [< instate +
-ment] The act of instating; establishment.

We expect an instatement of the latter.

Hervey, Meditations, I. 83.

in statu pupillari (in sta'tu pu-pi-la'ri). [L.:

in, in; statu, abl. of status, condition, state;

er^tS-Sh'Sa^e^^aTtro^ S|k'orcourse; incite to do something; setor

pupilage; subject to collegiate laws, discipline, go^don; urge: generally in a bad sense

and officers.

in statu quo (in sta'tu kwo). [L. : in, in; sta-

tu, abl. of status, condition, state
;

gtw>, abl. of

qui, who, which.] In the condition in which (it

was before) : a part of the phrase in statu quo

ante fuit, or ante lellum, in the condition in

which it was before, or before the war, used

with reference to the restoration of anyperson
or property to the situation existing at a pre-

vious time (in this case, sometimes, in statu quo

ante), or to the maintenance of the present sit-

uation unchanged. - - ,.- -,

instauratet (in-sta'rat), v. t. [< L. mstaura- ly
;
temptmgly.

r i:, .
tua, pp. of instaurare (> It. instaurare = Sp. instigation (m-sti-ga'shrai), n. [= F. instiga-

Pff instaurar = F. instaurer, > E. instaure, and tion = Sp. mstigaeion = Pg. msUgaqaa = It. is-
fi- ' .

. J.-— .-— .„„*.•„_—— ^ T i..^j.A—
*io(n-), < in-

The act of

instigating; incitement, as to'wrong-doing;
temptation; prompting.

As if the lives that were taken away by his instigation

were not to be charged upon his account.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

All the baseness and villainy that both the corruption of

nature and the instigation of the devil could bring the sons

of men to. South, Sermons.

What wonder, then, that the words of that prediction
should have succeeded in setting and keeping at variance
two families already predisposed to quarrel by every insti-

gation of hereditary jealousy? Poe, Tales, I. 476.

ult. iwtore,"e»sfore)7"setup,restore,'repair,re- tigazione, insUgazione, < 11

new, repeat, <in,ia, + *staurare, set up, found stigare, instigate
:
see insUgate.]

also in resto«rare, set up again, restore: see '">^-«<-""'- -„,t..,n,.nt. „= fn

store, enstore, restore.] To restore ; repair.

instauration (in-sta-ra'shon), n. [= P. »»-

stauration = Sp. instauracion = Pg. instaura-

eSo = It. instaurasione, < L. instauratioin-), a

renewal, repetition, restoration, < instaurare,

renew: see instaurate.] Eestoration; renewal;

repair. , ,. . ....
I rather thought^ and with religion think,

Had all the characters of Love been lost, . . .

That both his nature and his essence might

Have found their mighty ijMto«TO«iffra here. ........ ,,.- ^ , ,. t, .^ ..

B. Jonson, New Inn, m. 2. mstlgator (in sti-ga-tor), n. [= F. instigateur

inatauratort (ui'sta-ra-tor), n. [= P. instau- = Pr. isUguador = Sp'.' Pg. insUgador = It. isti-

ratem' = Sp Pg. instaurador = It. instauratore, gatore, instigatore, < L. instigator, an instigator,

instinct

< instigare, instigate : see instigate.] One who
or that which instigates ; an inciter.

He aggravated the guilt ot his perfidy. In the most atro-

cions degree, by being himself the first mover and instiga-
tor of that injustice.

Burke, Charge against Warren Hastings.

instil, instill (in-stil'), v. t.; pret. and pp. in-

stilled, ppr. instilling. [< P. insUller = Sp. in-

sUlar = Pg. insUllar = It. insUllare, < L. insUl-
lare, pour in by drops, < in, in, on, -I- stillare,

drop, < s*iJte, a drop : see s<iH2. Ct. distil.] 1.

To pour in by drops.

The juice of it being boiled with oile, and so dropped or
instated into the head, is good for the paines thereof.

Holland, tr. of Hlny, xx. 17

The starlight dews
All silently their tears of love instil.

Byron, Childe Harold, liL 87.

Hence— 2. To infuse slowly or by degrees into
the mind or feelings ; cause to be imbibed ; in-

sinuate; inject.
How hast thou inslill'd

Thy malice into thousands

!

MUton, P. L., vL 269.

=S3jn. Infuse, etc. See implant.

instillation (in-sti-la'shon), «. [= F. instilla-

tion = Sp. instilacion = Pg. instillaqSo, < L. in-

stillatio(n-), < instillare, pour in by drops: see
instil.] 1. The act of instilling or of pouring in
by drops or by small quantities; the act of in-

fusing or insinuating into the mind.
Those petty qualities . . . are every moment exerting

their influence upon us, and make the draught of life

sweet or bitter by Imperceptible ijistillations.

Johnson, Kambler, No. 72.

2. That which is instilled or infused.

instillator (in'sti-la-tor), n. [< L. as if *instilla-

tor, < instillare, pp. insiillatus, instil : see instil.]

One who instils or infuses ; an instUler. Cole-

ridge. [Bare.]

instillatoiy (in-stU'a-to-ri), a. l<instil-\-

-atory.] Eelating to instillation. Imp. Diet.

instilier (in-stil'6r), n. One who instils.

Never was there such a juggle as was played inmy mind,
nor so artful an inMiXUr of loose principles as my tutor.

P. Skelton, Deism Kevealed, viii.

instilment, instillment (in-stU'ment), n. [<
instil + -ment.] The act of instOling; also, that
which is instilled.

instimulatet (in-stim'u-lat), v. t. [< L. instim'o-

latus, pp. of insUmulare, push or urge on, < in,

on, -I- sUmulare, prick, urge: see stimulate.] To
stimulate; excite. Coles, 1717.

instimulationt (in-stim-u-la'shgn), n. [< in-

stimulate + -ion.] The act of stimulating, incit-

ing, or urging. Bailey, 1731.

instinct (in-stingkf), a. [< L. instinetus, pp.
of instinguere, incite, instigate, < in, in, on, -1-

stinguere, prick: see sUng, stimulus, etc. Cf. dis-

tinct, extinct.] Urged or animated from with-
in; moved inwardly; infused or fiUed with
some active principle : followed by with.

Forth rush'd with whirlwind sound
The chariot of paternal Deity, , . .

Itself instinct with spirit. Milton, F. L., vi 762.

What betrays the inner essence of the man must be so
grasped and rendered [by the painter] that all that meets
the eye— look, attitude, action, expression— shall be in-

stinct with meaning. «/. Caird.
The close buds.

That lay along the boughs, instinct with life, . . .

Feared not the piercing spirit of the North.
Bryant, Winter Piece.

instinctt (in-stingkf), V. t. [< L. instinetus,

pp. of instinguere, impel, instigate: see in-

stinct, a.] To impress as by an animating
influence; communicate as an instinct.

TJnextinguishable beauty, . . . impressed and itisiincted
through the whole. BenUey.

instinct (in'stingkt), n. [= D. Q-. Dan. Sw. in-
stinkt = P. instinct= Sp. instinto= Pg. instincto
= It. instinto, istinto, < L. instinetus, mrp\i\se, in-
stigation, < instinguere, pp. instinetus, impel: see
instinct, a.] 1. A special innate propensity,
in any organized being, but more especially in
the lower animals, producing effects which ap-
pear to be those of reason and knowledge, but
which transcend the general intelligence or ex-
perience of the creature ; the sagacity of brutes.
Instinct is said to be blind— that is, either the end is not
consciously recognized by the animal, or the connection of
the means with the end is not understood. Instinct is

also, in general, somewhat deficient in instant adaptability
to extraordinary circumstances.

The lion will not touch the true prince. iTistinct is a
great matter. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., it 4, 299.

Habit differs from instinct, not in its nature^ but in its

origin ; the last being natural, the first acquired. Held.

It will be universally admitted that instincts are as im^
portant as corporeal structures lor the welfare of each
species under its present conditions of life. Under changed
conditions of life it is at least possible that slight modifi-
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cations ol inatinct might be profitable to a species ; and it
it can be shown that instincts do vary ever so little, then
I can see no difficulty in natural selection preserving and
continually accumulating variations of instinct to any ex-
tent that was profitable. It is thus, as I believe, that all the
most complex and wonderful imtineta have originated.

Darwin, Origin of Species (1889), p. 187.

Instinct is purposive action without consciousness ol
the purpose. . . . The end to which a definite kind of in-
stinctive action is subservient is not conceived once lor
all by a mind standing outside the individual like a provi-
dence, and the necessity to act conformably thereto ex-
ternally thrust upon the individual as. something foreign
to him ; but the end of the instinct is in each single case
unconsciously willed and imagined by the individual, and
the choice of means suitable to each special case uncon-
sciously made.
B. von Hartmann, Philosophy of the Unconscious, tr. by

[Ck>upland, A. iil

Every animal that has well-developed eyes presents an
instance of the adaptation of means to purpose by uncon-
scious formative intelligence, which is quite as definite as
that shown in any motor instinct, and far more delicate
and subtle. Murphy, Habit and Intelligence, xxvii.

All instincts probably arose in one or other of two ways.
(1) By the effects of habit in successive generations, men-
tal activities which were originally intelligent become, as
it were, stereotyped into permanent instincts. ... (2)
The other mode of origin consists in natural selection, or
survival ol the fittest, continuously preserving actions
which, although never intelligent, yet happen to have
been of benefit. Romanes, Encyc. Brit., XIIL 167.

2. Natural intuitive power; innate power of
perception or intuition.

They tpoets] came by instinct diuine, and by deepe med-
itation, and much abstinence (the same assubtiling and
refining their spirits), to be made apt to receaue visions.

Puttenham, Artie of Eng. Poesie, p. 4.

Willingly would I now have gone and asked Mrs. Beed's
pardon ; but I knew, partly from experience and partly
from instinct, that was the way to make her repulse me
with double scorn. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, iv.

The truth was felt by instinct here

—

Process which saves a world ol trouble and time.
Brouming, King and Book, L 182.

instinctiont (in-stingk'shon), n. [< OF. i»-
stinetio(n-), < L. as if *insUncUo(n-), < insUn-
guere, pp. insUnctiis, impel: see instinct.^ 1.

Iiistinct.—2. Instigation; inspiration.

Tulli in his Tnscolane questions supposeth that a poete
can not abundantly expresse verses sufficiente and com-
plete, or that his eloquence may flowe without labour,
wordes well sotmyng and plentuouse, without celestial in-
stinction. Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, L 13.

instinctive (in-stingk'tiv), a. [< instinct + -ive.']

Prompted by or of tlie nature of instinct.

Baised
By quick instinctive motion, up 1 sprung.

Milton, P. L., viii 269.

An action which we ourselves should require experience
to enable ns to perform, when perlormed by an animal,
more especially Dy a very young one, without any expe-
rience, and when performed by many individuals in the
same way, without their knowing for what purpose it is

performed, is usually said to be instinctive.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 201.

A sceptre once put in the hand, the grip is instinctive.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st sCr., p. 232.

Whether young children have an instinctive dread of

the dark might of course be determined by a careful col-

lection ol testimony.
J. Stilly, Sensation and Intuition, p. 13.

instinctively (in-stingk'tiv-li), adv. In an in-

stinctive manner; by force of instinct.

They prepar'd
A rotten carcase ol a boat, not rigg'd,

Ifor tackle, sail, nor mast; the very rate
Instinctively have quit it.

Shak., Tempest, L 2, 148.

We instinctively demand that everything in God's plan
shall stand in the strict unity ol reason.

Bushnell, Nature and the Supemat., p. 261.

instinctivity (in-stingk-tiv'i-ti), n. [< instinc-

tive + -t^.] The character of being instinctive
or prompted by instinct. [Kare.]

There is growth only in plants ; but there is irritability,

or— a better word

—

instinctivity, in insects. Coleridge.

instipnlate (in-stip'u-lat), a. [< in-^ + stipu-

late^ In J)ot., having no stipules: same as ex-

stipulate.

institorial (in-sti-to'ri-al), a. [< L. institorius,

< institor, an agent, factor, broker, huckster,

< insistere, pp. itwtitus, stand upon, follow, pur-

sue : see irmst.J In law, pertaining to an agent

or factor.—Institoiial action, an action allowed in

Roman law against the principal npon contracts ol those

whom he employed as managers or superintendents of a
farm or any other particular branch ol business.

institute (in'sti-tut), v. t: pret. and pp. insti-

tuted, ppr. instituting. [< L. institutus, pp. of

instituere (> It. instituire, istituire = 8p. Pg.

instituir = F. insUtuer), set up, place or set

upon, purpose, begin, institute, < in, in, on, +
statuere, set up, establish: see statute. Cf.

constitute.'] 1. To set up; establish; put into

form and operation ; set afoot: as, to institute

laws, rules, or regulations ; to institute a gov-
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emment or a court ; to institute a suit or an in-

vestigation.

The last particular in the fable is the Games ol the

torch, instituted to Prometheus.
Bacm, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

Here let us breathe, and haply institute

A course ol learning. Shak., T. ol the S., i. 1, 8.

The monastic and hermit's life was instituted here in

the lourth century by St. Saba ; they say, there have been
ten thousand recluses here at one time.

Pococke, Description of the Easf, n. 1. 34.

2. To establish in an ofaee ; appoint ; in eccle-

siastical use, to assign to a spiritual charge ; in-

vest with the cure of souls: used absolutely, or

followed by to or into.

When Timothy was instituted into that office [to preach
the word of God], then was the credit and trust of this

duty committed unto his faithful care.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill. 11.

Cousin of York, we institute your grace
To be our regent in these parts of France.

Shak., 1 Hen. Vi, iv. 1, 162.

A Rev. Alexander Pope was instituted to the living of

Thruxton, Hants, Jan. 6, 1630. N. and Q. , 6th ser., IX. 374.

Sf. To ground or establish in principles; edu-
cate; instruct.

A painfull School-master, that hath in hand
To institute the flowr of all a Land,
Giues longest Lessons vnto those where Heav'n
The ablest wits and aptest wills hath giv'n.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

They have but few laws. For to people to instruct and
institute very few do suffice.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), iL 9.

Instituted s^;n, in logic, a sign which is not natural,

but estabhshedTeither by human convention (as a clock-

bell to strike the hours) or by divine ordinance, as a sac-

rament, which is a visible sign of an invisible grace, ac-

cording to St. Augustine. =S;iL 1. To ordain, settle, fix,

set in motion,

institutet, a. [ME. insUtut; < L. institutus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Instituted; established.

When this newe parsoun is inMitut in his churche.
He bithenketh him hu he may shrewedlichest worche.

Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 326.

institute (in'sti-tiit), n. [= D. instituut = G.
Dan. Sw. institut, < F. institut = Pr. istitut =
Sp. Pg. instituto = It. instituto, istituto, < L. in-

stitutum, a purpose, design, regulation, ordi-

nance, instruction, etc., prop. neut. of institw-

tus, pp. of instituere, set up, institute : see in-

stitute, v.] 1 . An established principle, rule, or
law ; a settled order.

Water sanctified by Christ's inMitute, [was] thought lit-

tle enough to wash off the original spot.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., L

We profess ourselves servants ol so meek a Master, and
disciples of so charitable an institute.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), n. 293.

Greek ijistitutes require
The nearest kindred on the fnn'ral stage
The dead to lay. Glover, Atbenaid, xxvt

2. pi. A collection of established laws, rules,

or principles; a book of elements, especially in
junsprudenee : as, the Institutes of Justinian;
ErsMne's "Institutes of the Law of Scotland";
Calvin's "Institutes of the Christian Religion."
The word implies a systematic statement ol the law or of
the principles of the subject tr^ted, in analytic form, in a
single and complete work, as distinguished from a mere
compilation or collection, and from a commentary ; but it

does not necessarily imply that it is established by any
formal authority.

3. An established body of persons ; an insti-

tution; a society or association organized for
some specific work, especially of a literary or
scientific character: as, a philosophic or edu-
cational institute; a mechanics' institute; the
Institute of Civil Engineers ; the National iro-

stituie of France, or specifically the Institute
(see below).

The title of Member of the Institute is the highest dis-
tinction towhich a Frenchman of culture can aspire ; it is

the crowning honor of his career.
Harper's Mag., LXXVUL 501.

4. In Scots law, the person to whom the estate
is first given in a destination. Thus, where a per-
son executing a settlement dispones his lands to A, whom
failing, to B, whom failing, to C, eto., A is termed the iti-

stitvie, and all who lollow him in the succession are heirs,
or substitutes, as they are also termed.— Institute Of
France, an organization lormed in 1795 to bring into one
body the previously existing national academies, and call-

ed at first the National Institute. It was at first divided
into three and afterward four classes. It underwent vari-
ous modifications, and, as finally constituted in 1832, con-
sists ol the five great academies. See academy, 3.

—

Tn-
stitate of tbe Blessed Virgin M£^, a Roman Catho-
lic order ol women, founded by Mary Ward in England in
1611. It is thought to be the only Roman Catholic order
of English origin since the Reformation. Also called £n^-
lish Ladies and English Virgins.— Instltutefl of Justin-
ian, an elementary work on Roman law composed in the
reign of the Emperor Justinian(who reigned 627-6.5), and
forming part ol the Corpus Juris Civilis.—Institntes of
medicine, a name lor the more scientific parts ol medical
teaching.—Teachers' institate, in the system olcommon

institution

schools In the United States, an assembly of teachers ol
elementary or district schools, convened by a county su-

perintendent or other school anthority, to receive or give
normal instruction. The work consists <A a briel course
ol class exercises, lectures, and examinations.

instituter (in'sti-tu-ter), n. [< institute, v., +
-eri. Cf . institutor.'] See institutor.

institution (in-sti-tu'shgn), n. [< ME. institu-

cion, < OF. (and F.) institution = Pr. institutio,

istitutio = Sp. instiiucion= Pg. instituigdo = It.

instituzione, istituzione, < L. institutio{nr-), < insti-

tuere, pp. institutus, set up : see institute, ».] 1.

The act of instituting or setting up; establish-

ment; effective ordination: as, the institution

of laws or government ; the institution of an in-

quiry.
There is no right in this partition,

Ne was it so by institution

Ordained first, ne by the law ol Nature.
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, L 144.

That the institution and restitution ol the world might
be both wrought with one hand. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. Establishment in office; in ecclesiastical use,

instatement in a spiritual charge ; investment
with the cure of souls. See installation.

For institueion & induccion he schal gene moche ol this

god that is pore mennus.
Wyclif, Works Hitherto Unprinted, p. 248.

I, A. B., receive these keys d the House ol God at your
hands, as the pledges ol my Institution.

Book of ConmKm Prayer, Office of Institution.

Sf. Establishment in learning; instruction.

His learning was not the effect of precept or institution.

4. Established rule or order; a principle of

procedure in any relation; custom; more spe-

cifically, an established habit of action, or body
of related facts, regulating human conduct in

the attainment of a social end, and constituting

an element in the social organization or civil-

ization of a community: as, government, the

family, a language, is an institution.

Never any Religion or Institiction in the World made it

so much its business to keep men from doing evil, and to

perswade them to do good, as the Christian doth.
Stillingjleet, Sermons, IL ilL

Literary losterage was an institution nearly connected
with the existence ol the Brehon law schools.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 242.

5. An established custom or usage, or a char-

acteristic. [Chiefly colloq.]

The camels form an institution oi India—possibly apart
ol the traditional policy— and they must be respected ac-

cordingly. Times (LondonX April, 1858.

The pillory was a fiourishing and popular institution in

those days. Authors stood in it in the body sometimes.
Thaekeray, Eng. Humorists, p. 207.

6. An establishment for the promotion of some
object ; an organized society orbody of persons,
usually with a fixed place of assemblage and
operation, devoted to a special pursuit or pur-

pose : as, an edncational institution; a charita-

ble institution; the Smithsonian Institution at

"Washington.
This led in 1796 to the formation ol a Trade-Society, the

so-called Instttutian, among the Clothworkers at Halilax,

to prevent people Irom carrying on the trade in violation

ol custom and law.
English GUds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. ctadL

Institution, in a statute exempting property ol charita-

ble ivMitutions Irom taxation, signifles an organization
which is permanent In ite nature, as Gontradistingnlshed
Iromanundertaldngwhichistranslentortennioraiy. Itde-

Xates corporations or other organized bodies created to

inister charities, and exempts the property which they
own and use lor their charitable purposes, and that only.

Humphries v. Little Sisters of the Poor, 29 Ohio Statute!^

[201.

7t. A system of the elements or rules of any
art or science ; a treatise or text-book.
There is another manuscript ol above three hundred

years old, . . . being an institutimi ol physic. Evelyn.

8. Eccles. : (a) (1) The origination of the eu-

charist, and enactment of its observance, by
Christ. (2) The words used by Christ in in-

stituting the eucharist, m the various forms as

recorded in Scripture (Mat. xxvi. 26-28; Mark
xiv. 22-24; Lukexxii. 19, 20; ICor. xi. 23-25),

or transmitted by tradition; in liturgies, the

part of the prayer of consecration of the en-

charistie elements in which these words are re-

peated. Also called more fully the com memora-
tion, recital, or words of institution, in its fullest

form, as exemplified in Oriental liturgies, in the Scotch

communion office ol 1764, and in the American Prayer-

book, the prayer ol consecration consists ol three princi-

pal parts, the institution, oblation, and epiclesis or invo-

cation. In nearly all the older liturgies (except the Bo-
man) the institution seems principally conceived in the

character ol a recital of Christ's words and actions at the

last supper, the great oblation and epiclesis consummating
the observance commanded by him ; while In the Western
liturgies, including the Roman and that ol the Church ol

England, but not the Mozarabic in its original lorm. nor
the Scoteh and American offices, the institution, with the



institution
manual acts, is regarded as the lull and complete act ol
consecration, and there is no invocation.
The true Eastern doctrine seems to be that there mustbe co-operation ol the words ol institution and ol the in-

vocation ol the Holy Ghost, belore the bread and wine be-come the Body and Blood ol Christ.
J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, L 485.

(6) The act by which a bishop commits the
cure of soids under himself in a parish within
his diocese to a priest as rector or vicar, in theChurch of England^ the presentee must previously havemade the declaration ol assent, taken the oaths ol alle-
giance and canonical obedience, and made the declaration
against simony. Institution is given by the bishop or his
commissary reading an instrument, the seal ol which the
clergyman being instituted holds, kneeling belore himWhen the bishop is patron ol the benefice, the same act
becomes collation instead ol institution. Alter institution
induction admits to temporal possession ol the goods and

• income attached to the cure ol souls. In the American
Episcopal Church induotiou is not separate Irom institu-
tion, and there is a public office ol institution, set lorth in
1804 as the office ol induction and revised in 1808 and
1886. The bishop, 11 satisfied that a clergyman is a quali-
fied minister and duly elected, may act as institutor him-
self or appoint a presbyter to act in his stead. The office
consists in reading the letter ol institution, presentation
by the senior warden or other vestryman ol the keys ol
the church to the new incumbent, his reception within
the altar-rails by the institutor, who presents him with
the Bible, I'rayer-hook, and books ol canons, and in the use
ol proper psalms, lessons, anthem, and prayers, alter which
the instituted minister offers special prayers, and, alter a
sermon, celebrates the holy communion.—Literary and
Scientific Institutions Act, an English statute ol 1854
(17 and 18 Vict., c. 112) which authorizes the gilt or sale
ol land (not more than one acre) to institutions established

_
lor the promotion ol science, literature, art, etc.

institutional (in-sti-tu'shgn-al), a. [< institu-
tion + -al.'i 1. Of or pertaining to an institu-
tion or to institutions ; of the nature of an in-
stitution; instituted; organized.
Some day patriotism may justily itsell, but it cannot

yet be expressed except in the form ol devotion to some
vnsiitutioTial letish or to a particular flag,

Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, § 16.

Throughout many ages Trench and English history,
both external and institutional, are bound together as
closely as any two national histories can be.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 66.

2. Relating to elementary knowledge ; elemen-
. tary; institutionary.— 3. Relating to the ofice

of institution.

institutionalism (in-sti-tu'shon-al-izm), n.

[< institutional + 4sm.'] The cfiaraeter of be-
ing institutional; in theol., the spirit which lays
great emphasis on the institutions of religion.

institutionary (in-sti-tii'shqn-a-ri), a. [< insti-

tution + -ary. ] 1 . Of or relating to an institu-

tion or to institutions; institutional.

Events are by no means more important than the insti-

tutionary development which they cause or accompany.
H. H. Bancroft, Cent. America, Int.

2. Containing the first principles or doctrines

;

elementary; rudimentary.
That it was not out ol lashion Aristotle declareth in his

politicks, amongst the inetitviimary rules ol youth.
Sir T. Browne,

3. Pertaining to appointment to an ecclesias-

tical office. Davies.

Dr. Grant had brought on apoplexy and death by three

great institutionary dinners in one week.
Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xlvii.

institutist (in'sti-tii-tist), n. [< institute + -»s*.]

A writer of institutes or elementary rules and
instructions. [Rare.]

Green gall the institutists would persuade us to be an

effect ol an over-hot stomach. Harvey, Consumptions.

institutive (in'sti-tu-tiv), a. [< institute + -fee.]

1, Tending or intended to institute or estab-

lish.

These words seem institutive, or collative ol power.
Barrow, The Pope's Supremacy.

2. Established; depending on institution.

As lor that in Leviticus ol marrying the brother's wile,

it was a penal statute rather than a dispense ; and com-

mands nothing injurious or in it sell unclean, only prelers

a special reason ol charity belore an institutive decency.

Milton, Divorce, ii. 6.

institutively (in'sti-tu-tiv-li), adv. In an in-

stitutive manner; by way of institution; m
accordance with an institution. Harrington,

Oceana (ed. 1771), p. 146.

institutor (in'sti-tu-tor), n. [= F. instituteur ==

8p. Pg. instituidor = It. insUtutore, istitutore, <

L. institutor, a founder, an erector, < instituere,

pp. institutus, set up, begin, found: see insU-

tute.] 1. One who institutes, establishes, or

founds ; a founder, organizer, or originator.—

2. In the Anglican Ch., one who institutes a

clergyman as rector or vicar of a parish; the

bishop instituting or a presbyter appointed by

him to perform the office of institution.

Then shall the Priest who acts as the Institutor receive

the Incumbent within the rails ol the Altar.

Book of Common. Prayer, Office ol Institution.
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3t. An instructor ; one who educates.

Neither did he this lor want ol better instructions, hav-
ing had the learnedest and wisest man reputed ol all Brit-

ain the inatituter ol his youth. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

The two great aims which eveiy institutor ol youth
should mainly and intentionally drive at. Walk»r.

Also spelled instituter.

institutress (in'sti-tu-tres), n. [< institutor +
-es«.] A female institutor; a foundress. Archm-
ologia, XXI. 549.

instopt(in'Stop' ),«.* l<in-^ + stop.'] To stop;
close ; make fast.

With boiling pitch another near at hand
(From Iriendly Sweden brought) the seams instops.

Lryden, Annus Mirabilis.

instoret, v. t. See enstore.

instr. An abbreviation of instrumental.

instreaming (in'stre"ming), «. [< «mi + stream-
ing.'} A flowing in; influx.

There is first the instreaming ol the external world
through the senses, as impressions.

J. Le Conte, Pop. Soi. Mo., XXXn. 312.

He put out his ungloved hand. Mordecai, clasping it

eagerly, seemed to leel a new instreaming ol confidence.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xl.

instrewt, «. t. [ME. *instrewen, "instruen, in-

strien; < jn-1 + strew.^ To strew about; spread.
Sum lande is wont salt humoure up to throwe
That sleeth the corne. There douves dounge instrie,

And leves of cupresse eke on it sowe.
And eree itynne.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 180.

instruct (in-strukf), v. t. [< L. instructus, pp.
of instruere (> It. instruire, istruvre = Sp. Pg.
instruire = Pi.estruyre = F. instruire), 'bwiiK,

erect, construct, set in order, prepare, furnish,
teach, instruct, < in, in, + struere, join toge-
ther, pile up, build: see structure. Of. construct,

destruct.^ If. To put in order ; form; prepare;
guide.

The Maids in comely Order next advance

;

They bear the Timbrel, and instruct the Dance.
Prior, Solomon, iii.

They speak to the merits ol a cause, after the proctor
has prepared and instructed the same lor a hearing be-
fore the judge. Ayliffe, Parergon.

2. To impart knowledge or information to;
inform; teach; specifically, to train in know-
ledge or skill; teach or educate methodically.

Paul writeth unto Timothy, to instruct him, to teach
him, to exhort, to courage him.
Tyridale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860), p. 19.

Sir, il I have made
A fault ol ignorance, instruct my youth.

BeOAi. and FL, Philaster, ii. 1.

At present the most . . . mstracted intellecthas neither
the knowledge nor the capacity required lor symbolizing
In thought the totality ol things.

H. Spencer, Pop. Soi. Mo., XXIV. 361.

3. To direct or command; furnish with orders
or directions : as, to instruct an envoy or a body
of delegates.

She, being belore instructed ol her mother, said. Give
me here John Baptist's head in a charger. Mat. xiv. 8.

4t. To notify; apprise.
I have partly instructed Sir F. Drake ol the state ol

these countries.
WU'lms, quoted in Motley's Netherlands, II. 103.

5. In Scots law, to adduce evidence in support
of; confirm; vouch; verify: as, to instruct a
claim against a bankrupt estate. =syn. 2. To in-
doctrinate, school, drill, train. See instruction.— 3. To
prescribe to.

instructt (in-strukf), a. [< L. instructus, pp.
of instruere, build, furnish, instruct: see in-

struct, «.] 1. Furnished; equipped.
Ships instruet with oars. Chapman.

2. Instructed; taught.
Who ever by consulting at thy shrine
Return'd the wiser, or the more instruct.
To fly or follow what ooncern'd him most?

MUton, P. E., 1 439.

instructert (in-struk't6r), n. [< instruct + -er^.

Ci. instructor.'} A teacher; an instructor.
What need we magnifle the humane nature as the great

instructer in this business, since we may with a little ob-
servation find verymuch the Uke in brutes aswellasmen?

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 32.

instructible (in-struk'ti-bl), a. [< instruct +
-ible.'] Capable of being instructed; teachable

;

docile.

A king ol incomparable clemency, and whose heart is

instructible lor wisdom and goodness.
Bacon, Submission to the House ol Lords.

instruction (in-struk'shon), n. [= F. instruc-

tion = Pr. instrucUo = "Sp. instrucdon = Pg.
instrucgSo = It. instrueione, istruzione, < L. in-

strucUo(^n-), building, erecting, constructing,
arranging, LL. instruction, < instruere, pp. in-

«/n«ctMS, build, instruct : see instruct.'] 1. The
act of instructing or teaching ; communication
of knowledge; education; enlightenment.

instrument
My instruction shall serve to naturalize thee, so thoa

wilt be capable ol a courtier's counsel.
Shak., All's Well, i. 1, 222.

Those discoveries and discourses they have left behind
them for our instruction, Locke,

2. Knowledge imparted; edifying discourse or
precepts; teaching.

And, also, geue 3e do pretende
Haue heuinlie loye vnto jour ende.
Than lollow this nyxt Instruetioun, .

Maid lor jour Eruditioun.
Lauder, Dewtie ol Kyngis (B. B. T. S.), 1. 169.

Eeceive my instruction, and not silver. Prov. viii. 10.

3. Direction given; order; command; mandate:
commonly in the plural.

The admiral had received instructions not to touch at
Hispaniola on his outward voyage.

Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 8.

My vnstructitms are that this boy is to move on.
Dickens, Bleak House, xix.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Training, Discipline, Nurture, Cultiva-
tion, Instruction, Teaching, Educatifm ; indoctrination,
schooling, breeding, advice, counsel. Training is the de-
velopment of the mind or character or both, or some fac-
ulty, at some lengthy by exercise, as a soldier is trained or
drilled. Discipline is essentially the same as training/, liut
more severe. JV«ri«re,,by its derivation, expresses a ten-
der, continuous, and protracted training, beginning at an
early age. Cultivation, in the active sense, is often used
ol the training, discipline, or development ol some single
department of the nature : as, the cultivation of the under-
standing, the taste, the conscience. (See culture,) Teach-
ing is the general word for the imparting of knowledge

:

as, the profession ol teaching. Instruction has the im-
parting ol knowledge lor its object, but emphasizes, more
than teaching, the employment ol orderly arrangement in
the things taught. Tuition is the most external or lonnal
of these words, representing the act. Education is the
largest word of all the list, having for its object, like train-
ing and discipline, the development of the powers ol the
man, but generally also a symmetrical development ol the
whole man, the mind and the moral nature, by instruction,
exercise, etc. Education is the word chosen to express the-

best ideas that men have ol the process ol teaching and
discipline that shall make the wisest, noblest, and most
effective kind ol man.

instructional (in-struk'shon-al), a. [< instruc-

tion + -al.'] Of or pertaining to instruction;
promoting education ; educational.

01 the instructional work it is hardly necessary to speak,
lurther than to say that it follows the modern methods of
teaching the physical sciences. Science, VIII. 574.

instructive (in-struk'tiv), a. [= F. instructif
= Pr. insiructiu = Sp. Pg. instructivo = It. in-

struttivo, istrutUvo, < ML. as if *instructivus, <

L. instruere, pp. instructtis, instruct: see in-

struet.'] Serving to instruct or inform; con-
veying knowledge.

Say Memory ! thou Irom whose unerring tongue
Instructive flows the animated song.

Falconer, The Shipwreck, iii.

In both cases the conlusion is instructive, as pointing
to the way in which Slavonic and Turanian nations were
mixed up together, as allies and as enemies, in the his-
tory ol these lands. E. A, Freeman, Venice, p. 160.

There was a lecture occasionally on an instru^itive sub-
ject^ such as chemistry, or astronomy, or sculpture.

W, Besant, Fllty Years Ago, p. 87.

instructively (in-stmk'tiv-li), adv. In an in-
structive manner; so as to afford instruction.

instructiveness (in-stmk'tiv-nes), n. The
quality ofbeing instructive

;
power of instruct-

ing.

instructor (in-struk'tor), n. [= F. instructeur
= Pr. istruidor = SpV Pg. instructor = It. in-

.struttore, < L. instructor, a preparer, ML. an
instructor, < instruere, pp. instructus, prepare,
instruct: see instru^f] 1. One who instructs;
a teacher; a person who imparts knowledge to
another by precept or information.

Wisdom was Adam's instructor in Paradise, wisdom en-
dued the lathers who lived belore the law with the know
ledge ol holy things. Booker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 1.

Poets, the first instructors ol mankind,
Brought all things to their proper native use.

Boscommon, tr. ol Horace's Art ol Poetry.

2. Specifically, in American colleges, a teacher
inferior inrank toa professor. The exact mean-
ing of the term varies in difEerent institutions.
See tutor.

instructress (in-struk'tres), n. [< instructor +
-ess. Ct. instructrice.'i A female instructor; a
preceptress.

instructricet (in-struk'tris), n, [= It. instrut-
trice, < ML. as if *instructrix, fem. of instructor

:

see instructor.'] Same as instructress.

Knowledge also, as a perleyt instructrice and mastresse,
. . . declareth by what meane the sayde preceptes ol rea-
son and societie may be well vnderstande.

Sir T, Elyol, The Govemour, iii. 3.

instrument (in'stro-ment), n. [< ME. instru-
ment, enstrement = T>. G. Dan. Sw. instrument,
< OP. instrument, estrument, P. instrument =
Pr. instrument, instrumen, estrument, estrumen,
esturmen = Sp. Pg. instrumento= It. ins trumento,
istrumento, strumento, < L. instrumentum, a tool, .



instrtiment

instrtuneut, means, furtherance, dress, apparel,
document, < instruere, construct, prepare, fur-
nish; see instrtict.'] 1. Something that serves
as a, means to the effecting of an end; any-
thing that contributes to the production of an
effect or the accomplishment of a, purpose ; a
means ; an agency.
Then wash all the instruments of the sences, as the eiea,

the ears^the nostrils, themoath, the tongue, the teeth, and
all the lace, with cold water.

Babeee Book (B. E. T. S.X p. 265.

Neither yield ye your members as imtruments of nn-
nghteousness unto sin, but ... as imtruments of right,
eousness unto God. Rom. vt 13.

The lowly classes, clouded by despair, were driTen some-
tun^ to admit the terrible thought that religion, which
Is the poor man's consolation and defence, might alter
all be but an ingtrument of government In the hands ol
their oppressors. Bancroft, Hist. Const., XL 366.

Intellect is not a power, but an instrnmemt—noi a
thmg which itself moves and works, but a thing which is
moved and worked by forces behind It.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 382.

Specifically— 2. Something used to produce a
mechanical effect ; a contrivance with which to
perform mechanical work of any kind; a tool,
implement, utensil, or machine.

Sound all the lofty instruments of war.
And by that music let us all embrace.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2, 98.

The agriculture appeared to me extremely good, the in-
struments very clumsy.

Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Sydney Smith.
Among their instruments [in the Hippocratio era] were

forceps, probes, directors, syringes, rec&l speculum, cathe-
ter, and various kinds ol cautery. Eneyc. Brit., XXII. 674.

Specifically—3. In music, a mechanical con-
trivance or apparatus for producing musical
sounds—that is, for setting up, eitherin a solid
body or in a confined body of air, vibrations suf-
ficiently rapid, regular, and definite to produce
tones systematically related to one another. An
instrument involves a vibration-producing agency a vibra-
tile body, usually a resonator of some kind, and various
appliances for regulating the pitch, the force, the dnrar
tion, and often the quality of the tones produced. Instru-
ments may be grouped by reference to any one of these
characteristics. Thus, with respect to the vibration-pro-
dncing agency, they are— (a) inflatUe, blown by the breath,
as a flute ; by mechanically compressed air, as an organ or
a concertina; or by the wind, as an seollan harp

; (6) per-
cussive orpulsatile, struck together, as cymbals ; by aham-
mer, as a pianoforte, a bell, or a arum ; or by the hand,
as a tambourine; (c) plucked, pulled aside and then re-
leased, as the strings of a harp or guitar, or the teeth of a
music-box ; {d) fricative, rubbed by the finger, as musicsd
glasses ; b^ a bow (bow-instruments), as a violin and its
many relatives; or by a wheel, as a hurdy-gnrdy. Again,
with respect to the vibratile body, instruments are— (a)
pn&wmatM, as the foundation-stops in a pipe-organ ; (6)
stringed, as a harp, a violin, or a pianoforte

; (c) tongued
or reed, as an oboe, a clarinet, or a reed-organ (properly
all the metal wind-instruments belong here); (d) tym-
panic, as a drum or a tambourine ; (e) moating entire,

as a bell or a tuning-fork. The resonators used are vari-
ous, and difficult of classification. Again, with respect to
the means of fixing the desired piteh of the tone, instru-
ments are

—

(a) offixed intonatioTi, as the lyre, which has
a separate string for each tone desired ; the pianoforte
and organ (keyed instruments), which are fitted with keys
or levers to determine which of several vibratile bodies
shall be used ;-the guitar, which is fitted with frets over
wliich the strings can be shortened ; the flute, which
has flnger-holes by stopping which the effective length of
the vibrating column of air can be altered; the comet-
k-piston^ which has valves by which the air-column can
be supplemented ; or the trombone, the tube of which
slides into itself ete. ; (6) Tiarmonie, producing the tones
of a harmonic scale according to the method of blowing,
as the born, trumpet, ete.; (c) of free intonation, as the
violin and its relatives, on which (although the strings are
first tuned to fixed pitehes) the player may produce any
conceivable gradation of pitch. Instruments may also be
grouped as—(a) solo, mdodic, producing usually but one
tone at a tim^ as a violin, a flute, a horn, ete. ; (6) con-
certed, harmoniCf polyphonic, producing many tones at
once, as a pianoforte, an organ, a harp, a lute, ete. Final-
ly, they may be grouped as— (a) popular, used lor com-
paratively crude music; or (6) orchestral, developed into
great periection of form, and applied to the performance
of highly artistic music, especially in orchestral combi-
nation. Popular instruments everywhere belong to the
classes represented by the pipe, the harp, the lute,'the
drum, and the cymbals. The modem orchestra is com-
posed of the following classes : (a) Stringed, including
violins, violas, violoncellos, bass viols, and harps; {b)

wood wind, including flute^ oboes, English horns, clari-

nets, bassoons ; (c) hra^ss wiTidj including French horns,
trumpets (comets^ trombones, ophicleides, etc; (d) per-

cussive, including tympani, long drums, triangles, ete.

For an account ot the human voice as a musical instru-

ment^ see voice.

In tliat place was had fnl gret mynstracy

;

Both hye and has instrumentes sondry.

Bmn. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.X L 945.

Tantrum Clangley,—a place long celebrated for the skill

ol its inhabitante as performers on instrumenM of percus-

sion. T. Hardy, Under the Greenwood Tree, v. 2.

4. One who is used by another; a human tool.

The finest Device ol all was, to have five ol the Duke of

Gloucester's Instruments manacled and pinioned like

Traitors. Baker, Chronicles, p. 221.

The bold are but the instruTnents of the wise. Dryden,
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When the Protector wished to put his own brother to

death, without even the semblance ol a trial, he louud a
ready instrument in Cranmer.

Maeauiay, Hallam's Const Hist

5. In law, a writing given as the means of cre-

ating, securing, modifying, or terminating a
right, or affording evidence, as a writing con-
taining the terms of a contract, a deed of con-
veyance, a grant, a patent, an indenture, etc.

One ol the first acts performed by the new solicitor gen-
eral was todraw up aninstrument which authorizedWalker
and his proselytes to hold their benefices, notwithstand-
ing their apostasy. Maeauiay, Hist. Eng., vi.

The curious ingtrument by which Manfred, in Majr, 12S9,

undertook the protection ol the city still exists in the
Sienese archives.

C. B. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 107.

AhBOlute, active, chromatic Instmment. See the
adjectives.—^:uss instrument. See win^instrwment,
— dTcular Instruments. See circular.—Diatonic In-
struments. See diatmu:.—Equatorial Instrument.
See equatorial, n.—Instruments of evidence. See evi-

dence,—Negotiable, notarial, ete., instrument. See
the adjectives. =Syn. 2. Implement, Utensil, ete. See tooL

instrament (in'stro-ment), V. t. [= OF. in-

strumenter, play on an insti'ument ; from the
noun.] In mitsic, to compose or arrange for in-

struments, especially for an orchestra; score.

instrumental (in-stro-men'tal), a. and n. [= F.
instrumental = Pr. instrumefiital, istntmental =
Sp. Pg. instrumental = It. instrumentale, istru-

mentale, strumentale, < ML. Hnstrumentalis (in

adv. instrumentaliter), < L. instrumentum, in-

strument: see instrument.'] I, a. 1. Of the
nature of an instrument or tool; serving as an
instrument or means ; used or serving to pro-
mote or effect an object; helpful; serviceable

:

as, the press has been instrumental in enlarging
the bounds of knowledge.

All second and iTistrumental causes, without that oper-
ative faculty which God gave them, would become guto-
gether silent, virtueless, and dead. Raleigh, Hist. World.

My chief inducement . . . was to be instrumental in
forwarding your happiness.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, il

The instrmnental weapon of investigation, the spectro-
scope, has made important advances. Science, IV. 182.

2. Pertaining to, made by, or prepared for
instruments, especially musical instruments.
Specifically, in mu»ic, noting a composition or a passage
intended for instruments rather than for the voices or in
a style not germane to the voice : opposed to vocal.

Sweet voices, mixed with i-nstrum^rUal sounds.
Ascend the vaulted roof.

Dryden, Cym. and Iph., L 579.

The Nightingale . . . breathes such sweet loud music
out of her little instrumental throat.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 26.

Among the earliest specimens of iTistrumental accompa^
niment that have descended to ns may be mentioned the
organ parts to some of the services and anthems by Eng-
lish composers of the middle of the 16th century.

Grove, Diet. Music, I, 20.

3. In gram., serving to indicate the instrument
or means : applied to a ease, as in Sanskrit, in-
volving the notion of by or with, in Anglo-Saxon
and other Teutonic tongues this case is merged, with a
few exceptions, in the dative ; in the Latin, with the ab-
lative. Abbreviated inst. or instr.

Could we make out the Teutonic as lt>»was a thousand
years earlier, we might perhaps find a complete instru-
mental form, with an ablative and a locaMve, the perfect
apparatus of Indo-European noun-inflection.

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 50.

Instmmental score. See score.

H. n. If. An instrument.
Unto the deep, fruitful, and operative study ol many

sciences . . . books be not the only in,strum£7itals.
Bacon,, Advancement ol Learning, iL 112.

2. The instrumental case. Compare I., 3.

The other treats similarlythe instrum^ental, considering
the A. S. iaiiye-instrumental as corresponding to an old-
er instrumental, under the i'ngtrum£7k4U ol accompani-
ment, ol means, ol causey of manner.

Am£r. Jour. PhUol., YL 3.

instrumentalist (in-stro-men'tal-ist), n. [<
instrumental + -ist.'] In music, a performer
upon an instrument: opposed to vocalist.

Our own early minstrels . . . [united] the now separate
ofilces of poet, vocalist, and instrumentalist.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 26.

instrumentality (in"'stro-men-tal'i-ti), n.
; pi.

instrumentalities (-tiz). [< instrumental + -dty.l
1. The state or character of being instrumen-
tal; subordinate or auxiliary agency; agency
of anything as means to an end.
This I set down, to let the world see that Cranmer was

not at all concerned in those niceties which have been so
much inquired into since that time, about the instrumen-
talUy of faith in justification.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Eeformation, an. 1540.

2. An instrumental means or agency; some-
thing serving as an instrument : as, preaching
is the great instrumentality in the spread of
religion.

insubordination

instrumentalizet (in-strp-men'tal-iz), v. t. [<
instrumental + -ize.~] To form as an instru-

ment; produce as an agent or agency.

In the making of the flrst man, God first instrumental-
ised a perfect body, and then infused a living soul.

Bev. T. Adams, Works, IIL 147.

instrumentally(in-stro-men'tal-i), adf. 1. As
an instrument, means, or tool ; by way of an
instrument; in the nature of an instrument;
as means to an end.

From thence they wiU argue that, the end being essen-
tially beneficial, the means become instrumetitally so.

Burke, Popery Laws.

2. By means ol an instrument, a tool, or a ma-
chine.
The 13th I took the height ol it instrumentally, stand-

ing near the sea side, which I lound to be 34 mlnntee, the
sun being 28 degrees high. Boyle, Works, Y. 709.

3. With instruments of music.

The earlier lathers ol the church . . . condemned mu-
- sical devotion when instruinentally accompanied.

W. Mason, Church Mnsick, p. 27.

instrumentalness (in-strB-men'tal-nes), n.

Instrumentality; usefulness to an end or pur-
pose.

The instrumanlalness (A riches to works of charity.

Hammond.

instrumentary (in-str^-men'ta-ii), a. [= OP.
instrumentavre, < ML. *instrummtarius (in neut.
instrumentarium, a chartulary), < L. instrumen-
tum, an iaatramsnt: see instrument.'] 1. Con-
ducive to an end; instrumental. [Eare.]^2.
In Scots law, of or pertaining to a legal instru-

ment : as, instrumentary witnesses.

instrumentation (in^sta-S-men-ta'shon),*!. [=
p. instrumentation = Pg. instrumentagao ; as
instrument + -ation.] 1. Use of instruments;
work done by means of instruments, especially
in surveying and the like.

Something more is needed than the Engineer, stiff with
hisinstrum^entation and his equations and his economies
of line.

D. G. MitcheU, Bound Together (Highways and Parks).

2. Instrumental means or aid; faeidty fur-

nished by instruments; intermediate agency.
[Bare. ]

Otherwisewe have no sufficient instrumentation for our
human use or handling of so great a fact and our personal
appropriation of it, . . . no fit medium of thought re-
specting it. H. BushneU.

3. In music, the process, act, or science of
composing or arrangingmusic for instruments,
especially for an orchestra, it includes a know-
ledge of the technical manipulation, compass, tone-qual-
ity, and mutual adaptabUi^ ol all recognized instruments.
It is one ol the most advanced branches of the genend
science ol composition.

instrumentist (in'strp-men-tist), n. [= P.
instrumentiste = Sp. Pg. instrumentista ; as in-

strument + 4st.'] A performerupon a musical
instrument ; an instrumentalist.
instupf, n. An obsolete form of instep.

instylet (in-stU'), «. t. [Also insUle; < i»-2 -(-

style^.] Same as enstyle.

This Bobbin (so much talked on)
Was once a man ol fame,

InstHed earle of Huntington,
Lord Bobert Hood by name.

True Tale ofBoUn Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 355).

Whereof, I avow, I account nought at all, knowing no
age so justly to be instiled golden as Qiia of our sovereign
lady queen Anne. Gay, Shepherd's Week, Proem.

insnaTl^t (in-swav'i-ti), n. [= Pg. insuavi-
dade = It. insuavitA; as in-^ + suavity.'] Lack
of suavity; unpleasantness.
AU fears, griefs, suspicions, discontents, imbonities, tn-

suavities, are swallowed up and drowned in this Euripns,
tliis Irish Sea, this Ocean ol Misery.

Burton, Anat. ol MeL, p. 215.

insubjection (in-sub-jek'shon), n. [< in^ +
subjecUon.] Lack of subjection ; a state of dis-
obedience to authority or control. Todd.
insubmergible (in-sub-mfer'ji-bl), a. [< in-3 +
submergible.'] Incapable of being submerged.
The latter, insuimergible — so designated, although ac-

tually overflowed by the torrent, and expected and In-
tended to be so at times, and it may be frequently—be-
long to a class of embankments which have been long in
use. Quoted in J. C. Brown's Beboisement in France, p. SO.

insubmission (in-sub-mish'on), n. [< in-3 -I-

suJmission.] Want of submission; disobedi-
ence; insubordination. Wilhelm, MiL Met.
insubordinate (in-sub-6r'di-nat), a. [=F. JB-
subordonne = Sp. Pg. insubordinado = It. insub-
ordinato; as iM-3 + subordinate.] Not subor-
dinate or submissive ; not submitting to author-
ity; refractory. =Syn. Disobedient, unruly, disorderly,
turbulent^ mutinous.

insubordination (in-sub-dr-di-na'shon), n. [=
P. insubordination = Sp. insubordindcion = Pg.
insubordinaqSo = It. insubordinazione.] The



insubordination

quaUty of being insubordinate ; want of subor-
dination; refraotoriaess; disobedience; resis-
tance to lawful authority.

The mmbordmation of the demoralized army was be-
yond the influence of even the moat popular of the gen-*™8- Arnold, Hist. Kome.

Military mmbordmation is so grave and, at the same
time, so contagious a disease, that it requires the prompt-
est and most decisive remedies to prevent it from leading
to anarchy. Leelcv, Bng. in 18th Cent., iii.

insubstantial (in-sub-stan'shal), a. [= F. in-
substentiel = 8p. inaubstancialjX ML. insubstan-
tiaUs,^ not substantial, < L. in- priv. + LL. suh-
storeWaMs, substantial : sqb substantial.'] Unsub-
stantial.

The great globe itself,
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve

;

And, lilte this ineubstavUaZ pageant faded,
Leave not a rack behind.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1, 155.

We elders ... are apt to smile at the flrst sorrow of
lad or lass, as though it were some mmbstamUal creature
of the element, which has no touch of our afflictions.

E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 98.

insubstantiality (in-sub-stau-sM-al'i-ti), n. [<
insubstantial + iiy.'] The quality ofbeing in-
substantial; unsubstantiality.
insubstantiated (in-sub-stan'shi-a-ted), a. [<
in-'^ + substantiate + -ed2.] Kmbodiedin sub-
stance or matter ; substantially manifested.

A mind or reason . . . insubstantiated or embodied.
Orote.

insuccationf (iu-su-ka'sbon), n. [< L. insuoa-
tus, pp. of insucare, improp. insuccare, soak in,

< in, in, + sueus, improp. suocus, juice : see sua-
eulent.] The act of soaking or moistening;
maceration.

As concerning the medicating and insiuxation of seeds,
... I am no great favourer of it. Evelyn, Sylva, I. i. § 5.

insuccess (in-suk-ses'), ». Same as unsuecess.

insuccessfulnesst (in-suk-ses'ful-nes), n. Un-
successfulness. Davenant, Gondlbert, Pref.

insucken (in'suk-n), a. [< j»l + sucken.2 In
Scots law, in the servitude of thirlage, pertain-
ing to a district astrioted to a certain mill : as,

an insucken multure or toll. See multure, out-

sucJcen, sucJcen, and thirlage.

insudatet, «• [< L- insudatus, pp. of insudare,
sweat in or at a thing, < in, in, -r suda/re, sweat

:

see sudation.'] Accompanied with sweating.
Nares.

And such great victories attain'd but seild,

Though with more labours, and imsudate toyles.

Heywood, Troia Britannica (1609).

insuet, i>. An obsolete form of ensue.

insuetude (in'swf-tiid), n. [= It. insuetudine, <

L. insuetudo (-din-), < insuetus, unaccustomed, <

in- priv. + suetus, accustomed, pp. of suescere,

be accustomed; et. consuetude, desuetude.] The
state of being unaccustomed or unused; un-
usualness. [Rare.]

Absurdities are great or small in proportion to custom
or imsuetude. Landor.

insufferable (in-suf'6r-a-bl), a. [< *n-3 + suf-

ferable.2 Not sufferable; not to be endured;
intolerable ; unbearable : as, insufferable cold

or heat ; insufferable wrongs.

Then turn'd to Thracia from the field of flght

Those eyes that shed insufferable light.

Pope, Iliad, xiii. 6.

Though I say nothing to your own conduct, that of your
servants is inmfferable.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv.

The fine sayings and exploits of their heroes remind us

of the insufferoMe perfections of Sir Charles Grandison.
Macaulay, History.

insufferably (in-suf'6r-a-bli), adv. In an insuf-

ferable manner; to an 'intolerable degree : as,

insufferably bright ; insufferably proud.

His [Persius's] figures are generally too bold and dar-

ing : and his tropes, particularly his metaphors, insuffer-

ably strained. Vryden, tr. of .Tuvenal, Bed.

inSTlfficience (in-su-fish'ens), n. [< MB. inmf-

fieiens (in older form insuffisance, q. v., < OF.

(also F.) insuffisance); < OF. insufficience = Pr.

Pg. insuffUsienda = Sp. insuficiencia = It. insuf-

fidema, < LL. insuffidentia, insufficience, iin-

sufficien(t-)s, insufficient: see insufficient.'] In-

sufficiency. [Rare.]

And I confess my simple insuficiens ;

Litil haf I sene, and reportit weU less,

Of this materls to haf experience.
. . ,.„

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), 1. 102.

We will give you sleepy drinks, that your senses, unin-

telligent of our imuffldenee, may, though they cannot

praise us, as little accuse us. SImk., W. 1., 1. 1, in.

insuf&ciency (in-su-flsh'en-si), «. .
[As insuf-

ficience: see -oy.] Lack of sufficiency; deh-

cieney in amount, force, or fitness; inadequate-
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ness; incompetency: as, insuffieieney of sup-
plies ; insufficiency of motive.

If they shall perceiue any iMsuffusieneie in you, they will
not omitte any occasion to harm you.

Halduyt's 'Voyages, 11 172.

At the time when our Lord came, the insuffieieney of the
Jewish religion, of natural religion, of antient tradition,
and of philosophy, fully appeared.

Jtyrtin, Christian Religion, iv.

Active insufficiency of a muscle, the inability of the
muscle to act, owing to too close approximation of the
points of origin and insertion, as in the case of the gas-
trocnemius when the knee is bent.

insufB.cient (in-su-flsh'ent), a. [< ME. insuffi-

eient (also insuffisant, qi v., < OF. (also F.) in-

suffisant); < OF. imsuffici,ent= Sp. insufldente =
Pg. It. insuffidente, < LL. insuffiden(t-)s, not
simcieut, < L. in- priv. + suffiden(t-)s, suffi-

cient: see suffident] Not sufficient; lacking
in what is necessary or required ; deficient in
amount," force, or fitness ; inadequate ; incom-
petent: as, insufficient provision or protection;
insuffident motives.

All other insufflciant [to play in the pageants] per-
sonnes, either in connyng, voice, or peraonne, to discharge,
ammove, and avoide.

Quoted in York Plays, Int., p. xxxvii.

The bishop to whom they shall be presented may justly
reject them as incapable and insuffment.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

It may come one day to be recognized that the number
of legs, the villosity of the skin, or the termination of the
OS sacrum, are reasons insufficient for abandoning a sensi-
tive being to the caprice of a tormentor.

F. P. Cobbe, Peak in Darien, p. 14B.

insuf&ciently (in-su-fish'ent-U), adv. In an in-

sufficient manner; inadequately; with lack of
ability, skill, or fitness.

insufB.sancet, n. [ME. , < OP. insuffisance, insuffi-

cience: see 4»SM^cJe»ce.] Insufficiency. SaU
liwell.

AUe be it that I dide none my self for myne unable in-

suffisance, now I am comen hom.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 315.

insuf&santt, a. [ME., < OP. insuffisant, insuffi-

cient : see insufficient.] Insufficient.

What may ben ynow to thatman, to whom alle the world
McmdeviUe, Travels, p. 293.

insuf9.ate (in-suf'lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. insuf-

flated, ppr. insufflating. [< LL. insufflatus, ;pp.

of insufflare, blow or breathe into, < L. im, in,

into, upon, + suffiare, blow from below, < sub,

below, under, + flare = E. blow^ : see flatus.]

1. To blow into; specifically, in med., to treat

by insufflation. Hee i7isuffiaiion,d.— 2. Eocles.,

to breathe upon, especially upon catechumens
or the water of baptism. See insufflation, 2.

insufflation (in-su-fla'shon), n. [= P. insuf-

flation = Pg. insuffkicdlo = It. insufflazione, <

LL. insufflaUo(n-), a blowing into, < insufflare,

pp. insufflatus, blow or breathe into : see insuf-

flate.] 1. The act of blowing or breathing on
or into.

The Journal of the Franklin Institute observes the meth-
od of insufflation and evaporation referred to is simplythe
blowing of streams of air, not necessarily heated, into a
liquid warmed by some usual means to some desired tem-
perature, which may or may not be the boiling point of
the liquid. . Vre, Diet., IV. 860.

3. Eccles., the act or ceremony of breathing
upon (a person or thing), symbolizing the influ-

ence of the Holy Ghost and the expulsion of an
evil spirit. This ceremony is used in some ancient and
Oriental rites, in exorcism of the water of baptism, and in
the Greek and Roman Catholic churches and elsewhere in
exorcism of catechumens. See exsufflatiiyn.

Thus St. Basil, expressly comparing the divine insuffia-

tiim upon Adam with that of Christ, John xx. 22, upon the
apostles, tells us it was the same Son of God, "by whom
God gave the insufflation, then indeed together with the
soul, but now into the soul."

Bp. Bull, State of Man before the Fall.

They would speak less slightingly of the insufflation and
extreme unction used in the Romish Church. Coleridge.

3. In med., the act of blowing air into the mouth
of a new-born child to induce respiration, or of

blowing a gas, vapor, or powder into some open-
ing of the body.

insufflator (in'su-fla-tor), n. [NL., < LL. insuf-

flatus, pp. of insufflare, blow into: see insuf-

flate.] 1. A form of injector for impelling air

into a furnace, it is practically an injector blower.

By a slight change in the apparatus it becomes a hydro-
carbon burner or blower, for delivering a stream of oil

mingled with air and steam under pressure to a furnace.

2. A medical instrument for blowing air, or a
gas, vapor, or powder, into some opening of the
bodjr. See insufflation, 3.

insuitf (in'siit), n. A word found only in the
place cited, and undoubtedly a printer's error.

Most modern editions have "infinite cunning"

in place of the old "infuite comming."

insulate

And, in fine.
Her vnauit coming with her modem grace,
Subdued me to her rate.

Shak., All's Well, V. 8, 215.

insuitability (in-su-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< insuitable:
see -bility.] IJnsuita'bleness ; incongruity.
The inequality and the insuitability of his arms, and his

grave manner of proceeding.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 10.

insuitablet (in-sH'ta-bl), a. [< wi-3 -I- suitaUe.]
Unsuitable.

Many other rites of the Jewish worship seemed to him
insuitaMe to the divine nature.

Bp. Burnet, Life of Rochester.

insula (in'gu-la), n.
;

pi. insulm (-le). [L., an
island : see isle^.] In anat., a portion of the cer-
ebral cortex concealed in the Sylvian fissure,
consisting of five or six radiating convolutions,
the gyri operti. it lies just out from the lenticular nu-
cleus. Also called island of Beil, loiule of the Sylvian
fissure, lobule of the corpus striatum, and central lobe. See

_
cut under gyrus.—Insula Belli. Same as insula.

insular (in'su-lar), a. and n. [= F. insulaire
= Sp. Pg. ijisular, < L. insularis, of or belong-
ing to an island, < insula, an island, perhaps i
in, in, + salum, the main sea, = Gr. adlos, surge,
swell of the sea. Hence ult. (< L. insula) E.
isle^, isolate, etc.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to
an island; surrounded by water: opposed to
coritinental.

Their insular situation defended the people from inva-
sions by land. J. Adams, Works, IV. 605.

2. Hemmed in like an island; standing alone

;

surrounded by what is different or incongru-
ous : as, an insular eminence in a plain.

But how insular and pathetically solitary are all the
people we know

!

Emerson, Society and Solitude.

3. Of or pertaining to the inhabitants of an
island; characteristic of insulated or isolated
persons; hence, narrow; contracted: as, insu-
lar prejudices.

England had long been growing more truly insular in
language and political ideas when the Reformation came
to precipitate her national consciousness. -

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 149.

4. In entom., situated alone: applied to galls
which occur singly on a leaf.— 5. In anat., of
or pertaining to the insula of the brain, or is-

land of Reil— Insular sclerosis. See sclerosis.

II. n. One who dwells in an island; an is-

lander.

It is much to be lamented that our insuZars . . . should
yet, from grossneas of air and diet, grow stupid or doat
sooner than other people. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, § 109.

insularism (in'gu-lar-izm), n. [< insular +
4sm. ] The quality of being insular in personal
character; narrowness of opinion or concep-
tion; mental insularity.

His [Alfred's] freedom from a narrow insularism.
J. B. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 95.

insularity (in-gu-lar'i-ti), n. [= F. insularitS;

as insular + -ity.] Tfie state of being an island,

or of being insiilar in situation or character

;

restriction within or as within an island ; that
which is characteristic of an island or of the
inhabitants of an island ; insularism.

In his flrst voyage to the South Seas, he discovered the
Society Islands, determined the insularity of 'New Zea-
land, . . . and made a complete survey of both.

Cook, Third Voyage, v. 3.

We may rejoice in and be grateful for the inMblai-ity

of our position, but we cannot escape from the inherent
solidarity of all civilised races.

W. B. Oreg, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 35.

Cosmopolitanism is greater than selfish insularity.
Westminster B«e., CXXV. 615.

insularly (iu'gu-lar-li), adv. In an insular
manner.
insulary (in'gu-la-ri), a. and n, [< L. insularis,

insular: see insular.] I. a. Same as insular.

[Rare.]

Druina, being surrounded with the sea, is hardly to be
invaded,havingmany other insulary advantages, Howell.

II. n. Same as insular. [Rare.]

Clearly, therefore, it is not for us, poor insularies that
we are, to judge of the moral aspect of the *' Naturalist

"

movement. Contemporary Bev., LI. 61.

insulate (in'gu-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. insu-

lated, ppr. insulating. [< LL. insulatus, made
like an island, pp. of insulare (> It. isolare (>
ult. E. isolate) = P. insuler), make like an island,
<.' insula, islanA: sf>e insular.] 1. To make an
island of (a place) by surrounding it with water.
An impetuous torrent boiled through the depth of the

chasm, and, after eddying round the base of the castle-
rook, which it almost insulated, disappeared in the ob-
scurity of a woody glen. Peacock, Melincourt, i,

2. To place in an isolated situation or con-
dition; set apart from immediate contact or
association with others; detach; segregate.

'
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In Judaism, the special and inmiZated situation of tlie
Jews has unavoidably impressed an exclusive bias upon
its principles, j)e Quincey.

Everything that tends to iimUate the individual— to
surround him with barriers ol natural respect, so that
each man shall feel the world as his, and man shall treat
with man as a sovereign state with a sovereign state—
tends to true union as well as greatness.

Emerson, Misc., p. 96.

3. In elect, and tliermotics, to separate, as an
eleetrifled or heated body, from other bodies
by the interposition of a non-conductor ; more
specifically, in the case of electricity, to sep-
arate from the earth (since an electrified body
tends to part with its electricity to the earth).
This is accomplished by supporting the body by means of
Bilk, glass, resin, or some other non-conductor, or surround-
ing it with such materials. See insulator. Also isolate.

4. In chem., to free from combination with
other substances.
insulate (in'gu-lat), a. [< L. insulatus, insu-
lated: see the verb.] In entom., detached
from other parts or marks of the same kind.
— Insulate vein, a discal vein or nervure of the wing
not connected wim another.

insulation (in-§u-la'shon), m. [< insulate +
-ion.'] 1. The act of insulating or detaching,
or the state of being detached, from other ob-
jects.— 2. In elect, and thermotics, that state
in which the communication of electricity or
heat to other bodies is prevented by the in-
terposition of a non-conductor; also, the mate-
rial or substance which insulates. See insulate
a,nd insulator.— 3. The act of setting free from
combination, as a chemical body; isolation.

insulator (in'gu-la-tor), n. [< insulate + -or.]

One who or tliat which insulates ; specifically,

a substance or
body that inter-

rupts the commu-
nication of elee-

|C' tricity or heat to
surrounding ob-
jects ; a non-con-
ductor; anything
throughwhich an
electric current
will not pass.
The figures show the
usual forms of in-

sulators employed
in telegraph-lines to
support the wire on
the post. They are
frequently made of
porcelain or glass,

Insulators. ^1,4 j^ tjjg gjiape ol
-4,gIassinsuUtorusedoii WesternUmon

j,„ inverted CUp.
lines, usuaUy supported by an oak stalk. „" „j" J^Vv7i,„ Z^f?
,B. donble-cup in^ator used on English round which the wire
lines : c. c', cnps of brown earthenware : is wrapped or IS at-
d, an iron stalk by means of which the in- tached by a hook de-
^'*'£™.*"'"°*°°°^*™°'"'°'°'°' pending from it, or
^P'-P"'"- thelikl. In the case
of electricity the commonest insulators for supports are
glass, porcelain, and vulcanized rubber ; and for covering
wires conveying currents, silk, cotton, gutta-percha, and
rubber. These substances do not absolutely prevent the
communication of electricity, but a good glass Leyden
jar, for example, will hold a charge for montlis. No per-
fect insulator for either electrici^ or heat is known, and
the distinction between conductorsand insulators is some-
wliat arbitrary.

insuloust (in'su-luis), a. [< LL. insulosus, full

of islands, < L. insula, island: see insular.]

Abounding in islands. Bailey.

insulset (in-suls'), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. insulso, <

L. insulsiis, unsalted, insipid, < in- priv. + sal-

sus, salted, pp. of salere, salt: see salt^, sauce.]

Dull; insipid; stupid: as, " insulse and frigid

affectation," Milton.

insulsityt (in-sul'si-ti), n. [< li. insulsita(t-)s,

tastelessness, insipidity, < 2 /tsateiis, unsalted, in-

sipid: see insulse.] Dullness; insipidity; stu-

pidity.

To j ustify the councils of God and fate from the instdsi-

ty of mortal tongues. MiUon, Divorce, iL 3.

insult (in-sulf), V. [< F. insulter= Sp. Pg. insul-

tor= It. insultare, < L. insultare, leap or spring at

or upon, behave insolently toward, insult, IIL.

attack, freq. of insilire, leap at or upon,< in, on,

at, + satire, leap: see salient, and ef. assault,

exult, result.] \.trans. 1. To leap upon; specif-

ically, to make a sudden, open, and bold attack

upon; attack in a summarymanner, and with-

out recourse to the usualforms of war. [Rare .]

An enemy is said to inguU a coast when he suddenly
appears upon it, and debarks with an immediate purpose
to attack. Stocqueler.

2. To offer an indignityto; treat contemptuous-
ly, ignominiously, orinsolently, eitherbyspeech
or by action; manifest scorn or contempt for.

Kot so Atrides : he, with wonted pride,

The sire inmdted, and his gifts deny'd.
Pope, Hiad, L 493.
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A stranger cannot so much as go into the streets of the
town [Damiata] that are not usually frequented by them
without being itisvlted.

Pococke, Description of the East, L 19.

I shall not dare insult your wits so much
As think this problem difficult to solve

!

Browning, King and Book, II. 271.

II. intrans. 1+. To leap or jump.
And they know how.

The lion being dead, even hares insult.

Daniel, Funeral Poem.

There shall the Spectator see some insulting with joy;

others fretting with melancholy. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

2. To behave with insolent triumph; exult con-

temptuously: with on, upon, or over. [Obso-
lete or archaic]

You I afford my pity ; baser minds
Insult on the afflicted.

Fletcher (and another 1), Prophetess, iv. 5.

I insult not over \as misfortunes, though he has him-
self occasioned them. Dryden, Duke of Guise.

What then is her reward, that out of peevishness.

Contemns the honest passion of her lover.

Insults upon his virtue? Shirley, Love Tricks, Iv. 2.

insult (in'sult), n. [< LL. insultus, insult, scof-

fing, lit. a leaping upon, < L. insilire, pp. insul-

tus, leap upon, insult : see insult, v.] If. The
act of leaping on anything.

The bull's irisidt at four she may sustain.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii. 99.

2. An assault ; a summary assault ; an attack.

[Rare.]
Many a rude tower and rampart there
^Repelled tlie insult of the air.

Scott, Marmion, vl 2.

3. An affront, or a hurt inflicted upon one's
self-respect or sensibility ; an action or utter-
ance designed to wound one's feelings or igno-
miniously assail one's self-respect; a manifesta-
tion of insolence or contempt intended to pro-

voke resentment ; an indignity.

To refuse a present would be a deadly insult—enough
to convert the would-be donor into an inveterate and im-
placable enemy. O'Donovan, Merv, xiv.

And I heard sounds of insult, shame, and wrong,
And trumpets blown for wars.

Tennyson, Fair Women.
4. Contemptuous treatment ; outrage.

Yet e'en these bones from insult to protect.
Gray, Elegy.

To taJce an insult, to submit without retaliation to
something regarded as insulting : as, I will take no in-

sults from you. = Syn. 3. Indignity, etc. See affront.

insultable (in-sul'ta-bl), a. [< insult + -able.]

Capable of being insulted ; apt to feel insulted

;

quick to take insult.

Civility has not completed its work if it leave us unso-
cial, morose, insultable, Alcott, Tablets, p. 71.

insultancet (in-sul'tans), n. [< insultan{t) +
-ce.] Insult; insolence.

I staid our ores, and this insuMance vsede

;

Cyclop ! thou shouldst not hane so much abusde
Thy monstrous forces. Chapman, Odyssey, ix.

insultant (in-sul'taut), a. [< L. insultan{t-)s,

ppr.of insultare, insalt: see insult, v.] Inflicting

insult ; wounding honor or sensibility ; insult
ing. [Rare.]

Meanwhile for thy insvltant ambassage.
Cherub, abide in chains, a spy's desert.

Bickersteth, Yesterday, To-day, and Forever, viiL 376.

insultationt (in-sul-ta'shon), « . [= OF. insulta-

tion= It. insultazione, < L.' insultatioin-), a leap-
ing upon, a 8Colfing,< insultare, leap upon: see
insult, v.] The act of insulting or treating with
indignity ; manifestation of contempt or scorn.
When he looks upon his enemies dead body, 'tis with a

kind of noble heavines, not insultation.
Sir T. Overbury, Cliaracters, A Worthy Commander.

The impudent insultations of the basest of the people.
Prideaux, Euchologia, p. 185.

insulter (in-sul't6r), n. If. One who attacks.
Her lips are conquerors, his lips obey.
Paying what ransom the insuUer willeth.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 550.

2. One who insults or offers an indignity.
insulting (in-sul'ting), p. a. If. Attacking;
injurious.

And the flre could scarcely prenaile against the insult-
ing tyrannic of the cold, to warme them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 434.

2. Containing or inflicting insult; derogatory
or abusive : as, insulting language. =Syn. Insolent,
Insulting (see insolent) ; abusive, blackgnarcC ribald.

insultingly (in-sul'ting-U), adv. In an insult-
ing manner ; with insolent contempt.
insultmentt (in-sult'ment), n. [< insult +
-ment.] The act of insulting; an insult.

He on the ground, my speech of insultment ended on
his dead body. Shak., Cymbeline, ilL 5, 145.

insumet (in-sum'), v. t. [< L. insumere, take,
assume, < ire, in, -I- sumere, take : see sumption.
Cf. assume, eonsume, etc.] To take in; absorb.

insurance

In dressing the roots be as sparing as possible of th&
fibres, . . . which are as it were the emulgent veins, which
insume and convey the nourishment to the whole free.

Ecelyn, Terra (ed. 1826), p. 25.

insuperability (in-sii"pe-ra-biri-ti), n. [< in-

superable: see -bility.] "The quality of being
insuperable.

insuperable (in-sii'pe-ra-bl), a. [< OF. insur

perable, insoperable = Sp. insuperable = Pg. in-

superavel= It. insuperabile; as in-3 + superable.]

Xot superable; incapable of being passed over,

overcome, or surmounted.
Overhead up grew

Insuperable highth of loftiest shade,

Cedar, and pine, and fir, and branching palm.
Milton, P. L., iv. 138>

The difficulties of his task had been almost iruuperaHUy
and his performance seemed to me a real feat of magic.

B. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 278.

=Syn. Insurmountable, impassable, unconquerable, in-

vincible.

insnperableness (in-su'pe-ra-bl-nes), «. Th&
character of being insuperable or insurmounta-
ble; insuperability.

insuperaluy (in-su'pe-ra-bU), ad/B. In an insu-

perable manner; insurmountably; inextricably.

Manywho toil through the intricai? of complicated sys-

tems are in^uperahlyembarrassed with the least peiplezify
in common affairs. John»m, Bambler, No. 180.

insupportable (in-su-por'ta-bl), a. [= F. in-

supportable = Pg. insupportavel, < LL. insup-

portabilis, not supportable, < in- piiv. + *sup-
portabilis, supportable: see supporUMe.] 1.

Not supportable ; incapable of being support-
ed or borne; insufferable; intolerable.

To those that dweU under or near the Equator this,

spring would be a most pestilent and insupportable Sum-
mer. Bentley.

Too weak to bear
The insupportable fatigue of thought.

Cowper, Task, vi 106.

2t. Irresistible.

That when the knight he spide^ he gan advance.
With huge force and insupportable mayne.
And towardes him with dreadfnll fury prannce.

Spenser, F. Q., I. viL 2.

insupportableneSS (in-su-por'ta-bl-nes), n.

The quality of being insupportable ; insuffera-
bleness ; the stat« of being beyond endurance,
insupportably (in-su-por'tar-bli), adv. 1 . So i s
not to be supported or endured; intolerably.

Who follows his desires, such tyrants serves
As will oppress him insupportably.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, v. 1.

2t. Irresistibly.

When insupportably his foot advanced.
Milton, a. A., L 138.

insupposable (in-su-po'za-bl), a. [< »7i-3 +
supposable.] Not snpposable ; incapable of be-
ing supposed.
insuppressible (in-su-pres'i-bl), a. [< in-3 +
suppressible.] Not suppressible ; incapable of
being suppressed or removed from observation.
insnppressibly (in-sn-pres'i-bli), adv. So as
not to be suppressed or concealed.
insuppressi'Ve (in-sn-pres'iv), a. [< in-3 +
suppressive.] Incapable of being suppressed;
insuppressible. [Bare.]

But do not stain
The even virtue of our enterprise.
Nor th' insuppressive metal of our spirits.

SAat.,j;C., it 1,134.

Man must soar

;

An obstinate activity within.
An insuppressive spring, will toss him up
In spite of fortune s load.

Toung, Night Thoughts, viL

insurable (in-shor'a-bl), a. [< insure + -able.]

Capable of being insured against loss, damage,
death, and the Eke ; proper to be insured in-
surable interest. See insurance, 2.

The French law annuls the latter policies so far as they
exceed the insurable interest which remained in the in-
sured at the time of the subscription thereot Walth.

insurance (in-shor'ans), n. [= OP. enseuranee,
assurance, < enseurer, insure: see insure.] 1.
The act of insuring or assuring against loss ; a
system of business by which a company or cor-
poration (called an insurayice company, or, rare-
ly, assurance company or society) guarantees the
insured to a specified extent and under stipu-
lated conditions against pecuniary loss arising
from such contingencies as loss of or damage to
property by flre or the efforts to extinguish fire

(fire^nsurance), or by shipwreck or disaster at
sea (marine insurance), or by explosion, break-
age, or other accidents to property, or the loss
of future earnings, either through disablement
(accident-insurance) orthrough death (life4nsur-
anee), etc. Also called assurance. Specifically— 2. In law, a contract by which one party, for
an agreed consideration (Which is proportioned
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to the risk involved), undertakes to compensate
the other for loss on a specified thing, from
specified causes. The party agreeing to make the
compensation is usually called the insurer or underwriter,
the other the insured or assured, the agreea considera-
tion the premium, the written contract a policy the
events insured against Hslrs or perils, and the subject,
right, or interest to be protected the insurable interest.
Buaoier,

3. The premium paid for insuring property,
life, etc.—4t. Engagement; betrothal.

Dyd I not knowe afore of the insurance
Betweene Gawyn Goodlucke and Christian Custanoe?

Udall, Roister Doister, iv. 6.

Agreement for insurance. See agreement.— Co-ia.-
surance, insurance in which two or more parties are
jointly responsible for any loss which may come upon
certain specified property; specifically, a form of insur-
ance in which the insured, in consideration of a reduced
rate of premium, agrees to maintain insurance upon his
property to a certain specified extent, say 80 per cent.
of its actual cash value, and failing to do so becomes
his own insurer for the difference, and in case of par-
tial loss is jointly responsible with the insurance com-
pany in that proportion.— Graveyard Insurance, a
method of swindling insurance companies by means of
insurance effected on the life of a very old or infirm
person, who, through collusion with the medical ex-
aminer, may be personated by one of robust health, or
otherwise falsely passed upon.

—

Hazardous Insurance.
See AaaanioM*.— Insurance broker, one whose busi-
ness it is to procure insurance for other persons, or to
act as broker between owners of property and insurance
companies.— Insurance commissioner, in some of the
United States, a State oflcer who in behalf of the public
maintains a supervision over the affairs of insurance com-
panies.— Insurance company, a company or corporation
whose business is to insure against loss or damage.— In-
Burance policy. See def. 2, above. =Syn. Assurance,
Insurance. See the extract.

The terms insurance and assurance have been used in-
discriminately for contracts relative to life, fire, and ship-
ping. As custom has rather more frequently employed
the latter term for those relative to life, I have in this
volume entirely restricted the word assurance to that
sense. If this distinction be admitted, assurance will
signify a contract dependent on the duration of life, which
must either happen or fail, and insurance will mean a
contract relating to any other uncertain event, which may
partly happen or partly faiL
Babbage, Comparative View of Institutions for Assurance

[of Lives (1826), quoted in Encyo. Brit., XIII. 169.

[The distinction here made has not become established,

although it is observed to some extent, especially in Great
Britain.]

iusurancert (in-sh6r'an-s6r), n. [< insurance +
-efi.] An insurer; an imderwriter.

The far-fam'd sculptor, and the laurell'd bard,

Those bold insurancers of deathless fame.
Supply their little feeble aids in vain.

Blair, The Grave.

insure (in-shor'), V.
;
pret. and pp. insured, ppr.

insuring. [Also ensure; ME. insuren, ensuren,

enseuren, < OP. (AP.) enseurer, assure, < en- +
eeur, sure. Of. assure, which is earlier.] I,

trans. 1 . To make sure, certain, or secure
;
give

assurance of; assure: as, to JwsMJ-e safety to any-

one.
The knyght ensured hym his feitli to do in this maner.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 684.

I ensure you, very many godly men in divers places give

daily thanks unto God in prayer for you.

T. Lever, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 137.

It is easy to entaU debts on succeeding ages, but how
to ensure peace for any term of years is difficult enough.

Swift.

Specifically— 3. To guarantee or secm-e indem-

nity for future loss or damage (as to a building

from fire, or to a person from accident or death)

on certain stipulated conditions ; make a sub-

ject of insurance ; assure : as, to insure a ship

or its cargo, or both, against the dangers of the

sea ; to insure a house against fire.

Take a whiff from our fields, and your excellent wives

Will declare it's aU nonsense insuring your lives.

0. W. Holmes, Berkshire Festival.

3t. To pledge ; betroth.

There grew such a secret love between them that at

lenKth they were insured together, Intending to marry.

a. Cavendish, Wolsey (ed. Singer, 1826), I. 67.

=Syn. Insure, Assure. Assure may express the making
certain in mind : as, I was assured of safety by his friendly

manner ; injure has not this sense. Insure is a possible

word to express the making certain in fact, and is more
common than ensure: as, his lack of money insured his

early return; assure has not this sense. Insure and assure

are both used of the act of pledging a payment of money
upon loss or death, but assure is rarely used in that sense

in the United States.

II, intrans. To undertake to secure or assure

against loss or damage on receipt of a certain

payment or premium; make insurance : as, the

company insures at a low premium.

insurer (in-shor'er), n. 1. One who or that

which insures or makes sure or certain.

The mysterious Scandinavian standard of white silk,

having in its centre a raven, ... the supposed insurer

of victory. Preble, Hist, of the Flag, p. 164.

2 One who contracts, in consideration of a

stipulated payment called a premium, to m-
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demnify a person or company against certain
perils or losses, or against a particular event

;

an underwriter.

That the chance of loss is frequently undervalued, and
scarce ever valued more than it is worth, we may learn
from the very moderate profit of insurers.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Xations, i. 10.

insurge (in-s6rj'), v.; pret. and pp. insurged,

ppr. insurging. [Early mod. E. insourge; <F.in-
surger = Sp. Pg. insurgir= It. insurgere, < L. in-

surgere, rise upon, rise up against, < in, upon, +
surgere, rise: see surge.^ I.t intrans. To rise

against anything ; engage in a hostile uprising

;

become insurgent.

It is the devilishe sort of men that insourgeth and reis-

eth garboile against the veritie. J. Udall, On Luke xxiii.

What mischief hath insurged in realmes by intestine,

devision. Hall, Hen. IV., Int.

If in the communicacion or debating therof, either

with her Sonne or his counsail, ther shulde insurge any
doubte or difflculte, . . . she wolde interpone her au-

thority. State Papers, Wolsey to Hen. VIIL, 1527.

II. trans. To stir up to insurrection. [Eare.]

The news of the dispute between England and Spain
about Nootka Sound in 1790 recalled him [Miranda] to

England, where he saw a good deal of Pitt, who had de-

termined to make use of him to insurge the Spanish colo-

nies, but the peaceful arrangement of the dispute again
destroyed his hopes. Emiyc. Brit., XVI. 498.

insurgence (in-s6r'jens), ». [= P. insurgence;

as insurgen{t) + -ce'.] Same as insurgency.

There was a moral insurgence in the minds of grave
men against the Court of Kome.

George Eliot, Romola, Ixxi.

insurgency (in-s6r'jen-si), n. The state or con-
dition of being insurgent; a state of insurrec-

tion.

Our neighbors, in their great revolutionary agitation, if

they could not comprehend our constitution, imitated our
arts of insurgency. I. Disraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 363.

insurgent (in-s6r'jent), a. and n. [< P. insur-

gent = Sp. Pg. It. iksurgente, < L. insurgen{t-)s,

ppr. of insurgere, rise up or to, rise up against

:

see insurge.'] I. a. Rising against lawful au-

thority or established government ; engaged in

insurrection or rebellion : as, insurgent chiefs.

In the wildest anarchy of man's insurgent appetites and
sins, there is still a reclaiming voice. Chalmers.

Many who are now upon the pension rolls, and in re-

ceipt of the bounty of the Government, are in the ranks
of the insurgent army, or giving them aid and comfort.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 174.

II. n. One who rises in forcible opposition to

lawful authority; one who engages in armed
resistance to a government or to the execution
of laws.

Rich with her spoils, his sanction will dismay,
1 And bid the insurgents tremble and obey.

Falconer, The Demagogue.

The insurgents rode about the town, and cried, Liberty !

liberty ! and called upon the people to join them.
J. Adanu, Works, I. 103.

To advance is the only safety of insurgents.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

= Syn. Insurgent, Rebel, Traitor. An insurgent differs

from a rebel chiefly in degree. The insurgent, opposes the

execution of a particular law or scheme of laws, or the
carrying out of some particular measure, or he wishes to

make a demonstration in favor of some measure or to

express discontent; the rebel attempts to overthrow or
change the government, or he revolts and attempts to place
his country under another jurisdiction. A traitor is one
who breaks faith or trust by betraying his country or vio-

lating his allegiance, especially a sworn allegiance; the
word is applied in strong reprobation to one who, even
without express breach of faith, makes war upon his sov-

ereign or country, or goes over from the side to which his

loyjdty is due. See insuiTe(Aion.

insurmountability (in-ser-moun-ta-bil'i-ti), n.

[(.insurmountable: see -hility.] Tte character

of being insurmountable.
insurmountable (in-ser-moun'ta-bl), a. [= P.

insurmontahle ; as m-3 + surmountable.'] Not
surmountable ; incapable of being surmounted,
passed over, or overcome.

The face of the mountain towards the sea is already by
nature, or soon will be by art, an insurmountable preci-

pice. H. Svnnbvirne, Travels through Spain, Till.

insurmountableness (in-ser-moun'ta-bl-nes),

n. The state of being insurmountable.

insurmountably (in-ser-moun'ta-bli), adv. So

as not to be surmounted or overcome.

insurrect (in-su-rekf), 13. i. [< L. insurrectus,

pp. of insurgere, rise up : see insurge, insurgent.]

If. To rise up.
Richard Franck, in his Northern Memoirs, p. 202, uses

insurrect of " vapours." F. Hall, False Phllol., p. 73.

2. To rise ; make an insurrection. [CoUoq.]

If there's any gratitude in free niggers, now they'll in-

surrect and take me out of prison.
Vanity Fair, April 5, 1862.

insurrection (in-su-rek'shon), n. [= P. insur-

rection = Sp. insurrecdon "= Pg. insurreigUo =

Insusceptive

It. insurrezione,<.'L'L.insurrcctio(n-}{vi\a,g\o%S),

a rising up, insurrection, < L. insurgere, pp. in-

surrectus, rise up: see insurgent.] 1+. A ris-

ing up ; uprising.

He [an impulsive man] lies open to every insurrection

of ill humour, and every invasion of distress.

H. Blair, Works, II. ii.

2. The act of rising against civil authority or
governmental restraint; specifically, the armed
resistance of a number of persons to the power
of the state ; incipient or limited rebellion.

It is found that this city of old time hath made insur-
rection against kings, and that rebellion and sedition have
been made therein. Ezra iv. 19.

In the autumn of 1806 his [Napoleon's] troops pene-
trated into Prussian Poland, where French agents had
stirred up an insurrection, and in 1807 the Russians, Prus-
sia's only hope, were defeated at Friedland.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. ii., p. 403.

It is not the insurrections of ignorance that are danger-
ous, but the revolts of intelligence. Lowell, Democracy.

WMsky Insurrection or Eebellion, an outbreak in

Pennsylvania in 1794 against the enforcement of an act of

Congress of 1791 imposing an excise duty on all spirits dis-

tilled within the United States, A large body of militia

was sent to the disturbed district, but the insurrection

was suppressedwithout bloodshed. = Syn. 2. Insurrection,

Sedition, Rebellion, Revolt, Mutiny, Riot. The first five

words are distinguished from the last in that they express
action directed against government or authority, while riot

has this implication only incidentally if at all. They ex-

press actual and open resistance to authority, except sedi-

tion, vrhich may be secret or open, and often is only of a
nature to lead to overt acts. An insurrection goes beyond
sedition in that it is an actual rising against the government
in discontent, in resistance to a law, or the like. (See in-

surgent, n.) Rebellion goes beyond insurrection in aim, be-

ing anattempt actuallyto overthrow the government,while
an insurrection seeks only some change of minor impor-
tance. A rebellion is generally on a larger scale than an in>-

gurrection. Areuolf has generally the same aim as arebel-

lion, but is on a smaller scale. A revolt may be against mili-

tary government, but is generally, like insurrection, sedi-

tion, and rebellion, against civil government. A mutiny
is organized resistance to law in an ai-my or navy, or some-
times a similar act by an individual. All these words
have figurative uses. When literally used, only insur-

rection and revolt may be employed in a good sense. The
success of a rebellion often dignifies it with the name of a
revolution. A riot is generally a blind and unguided out-

burst of fury, with violence to property and often to per-

sons ; as, the draft-note in New York city in 1863.

insurrectional (in-su-rek'shon-al), a. [= F.

insurrectionnel = Sp. insurreccional ; as insuf-

rection + -al.] Of or pertaining to insurrec-

tion ; consisting in insurrection.

insurrectionary (in-su-rek'shon-a-ri), a. [< in-

surrection + -ary.] Of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of insurrection ; favoring or engaged in

insurrection : as, insurrectionary acts.

The author writes that on their murderous insurrec-

tionary system their own lives are not sure for an hour,

nor has their power a greater stability.

Burke, A Regicide Peace, iv.

A proclamation was issued for closing the ports of the
insurrectionary districts by proceedings in the nature of

a blockade. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 143.

insurrectionerf (in-su-rek'shon-er), n. An in-

surrectionist. [Rare.]

What had the people got if the Parliament, instead of

guarding the Crown, had colleagued with Venner and
other insurrectioners ? Roger North, Examen, p. 418.

insurrectionise, v. t. See insurrectionise.

insurrectionist (in-su-rek'shon-ist), n. [< in-

surrection + -ist.] One who favors, excites, or

is engaged in insurrection ; an insurgent.

It would tie the hands of Union men, and freely pass
supplies from among them to the insurrectionists.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 143.

insurrectionize (in-su-rek'shon-iz), «. t.; pret.

and pp. insurrectionized, ppr. insurrectionizing.

[< insurrection + -ize.] To cause an insurrec-

tion in. Also spelled insurrectionise. [Rare.]

" The Western Powers," he [Bismarck] wrote, "are not
capable of insurrectionising Poland."

Lowe, Bismarck, I. 201.

insusceptibility (in-su-sep-ti-bil'i-ti), re. [<

insusceptible : see -bility.] The. character or

quality of being insusceptible ; want of sus-

ceptibility.

The remarkable insusceptibility of our household ani-

mals to cholera. Science, III. 657.

insusceptible (in-su-sep'ti-bl), a. [= P. in-

susceptible; as «B-3 + susceptible.] Not suscep-

tible, (a) Incapable of being moved or affected in some
way or by something : with of.

It is not altogether insusceptible of mutation, but a
friend to it. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 854.

Who dares struggle with an invisible combatant? . . .

It acts, and is insusceptible of any reaction.

Coleridge, quoted in Choate's Addresses, p. 16.5.

(!)) Not liable to be moved or affected by something : with
to.

Venomous snakes are insusceptible to the venom of their

own species. The Academy, May 25, 1889, p. 363.

insusceptive (in-su-sep'tiv), a. [< j«-3 + sus-

ceptive.] Insusceptible. [Rare.]



insusceptive

The sailor was wholly inmsceptive ol the softer passions,
and, without regard to tears or arguments, persisted in
his resolution to make me a man.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 198.

insusurrationt (in-su-su-ra'shon), n. [< LL.
insusurratiout-), a, whispering to or into, < in-
susurrare, whisper into or to, insinuate, sug-
gest, < L. in, in, to, + susurrare, whisper, mur-
mur: see susurration.'] The act of whispering
into the ear; insinuation.

The other party insinuates their Boman principles by
whispers and private imtuiurratiam.

Legenda Lignea, Pref. A. 4 b : 1663. (Lattiom.)

inswatlie (in-swasH'), v. t. [< inA + swathe.']
Same as en-swafhe.

int. An abbreviation (a) of interest and (6) of
introduction.

iutack (in'tak), n. Same as intake, 4.

Intact (in-takt'), a. [= P. intact = Sp. Pg. in-
tacto = It. intatto, < L. intactus, untouched,
uninjured, < in^ priv. + tactus, pp. of tangere,
touch: see tangent, tact.] Untouched, espe-
cially by anything that harms or defiles ; unin-
jured; left complete, whole, or unimpaired.
When the function is needless or even detrimental, the

structure still keeps itself intact aa long as it can.
H. Spencer, Prin. of SooioL, § 444.

intactable (in-tak'ta-bl), a. [< Mj-3 -1- tacta-
ble.] Not perceptible to the touch.

intactible (in-tak'ti-bl), a. Same as intactable.
E. Phillips, 1706.

intactness (in-takt'nes), n. The state of being
intact or unimpaired; completeness.
The intactTiess of the cortical motor region is a neces-

sary condition for the development of a complete epilep-
tic attack. Alien, ancl JSeurol., "VX 449.

Intaeniolata (in-te'-'ni-o-la'ta), n. pi. [NL. ; <
in~^ + Tmniolata.] A' giovip oi Sydrozoa con-
taining such as the Campanulariidw and the
Sertulariidw : opposed to Tceniolata. Samann.

intagliate (in-tal'yat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

tagliated, ppr. intagliaUng. [< It. intagliato, pp.
of intagliare, cut in, carve: see intaglio.] To
engrave or cut in the surface of, as a stone, or
to form by engraving or cutting in, as a design
on the stone.

Clay, plaster-bf-Paris, or any artificial stone compound
may be used, wliich is pressed into the mould, so that the
inttigliated lines In this will appear upon the plaque or
tile. C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 422.

intaglio (in-tal'yo), n.; pi. intaglii, intaglios

(-ye, -yoz). [< It. intaglio (= F. intaille), in-

taglio, < intagliare, cut in, carve: see intail,

entail.] 1. Incised engraving as opposed to
carving in relief; ornamentation by lines, pat-
terns, figures, etc., sunk or hollowed below the
surface.
Two large signet rings, on one of which a hunting scene

and on the other a battle were engraved in intaglio.

C. T. Newton, Art and ArchseoL, p. 263.

Hence— 2. A figure or work so produced; an
incised representation or design. Specifically—
(a) A precious or semi-precious stone in the surface of
which a head, figure, group, or other design is cut ; an in-

cised gem. (&) Any object ornamented by incised engrav-
ing, (c) In a more industrial sense, any incised or sunk
design mtended as a mold for the reproduction of the de-
sign in relief ; an incised or countersunk die.

Bas reliefs beaten into a corresponding intaglio previ-
ously incised in stone or wood.
C. D. M. Fortnum, S. K. Cat. Bronzes of European Origin.

intaglio (in-tal'yo), v. t. [< intaglio, n.] To
incise ; engrave with a sunk pattern or design.

[Eare.]

The device intaglioed upon it [a finger-ring] is supposed
to be flowers bursting from the bud.

Art Jour., N. S., vm. 46.

intaglio-rilevato (in-tal'yo-re-le-va'to), n.

[It.] In sculp,, same as cavo-rilievo.

intagliotype (in-tal'yo-tip), n. [< intaglio +
type.] A process of producing a design in in-

taglio on a metallic plate, resembling somewhat
the graphotype process. The plate is first coated
with zinc oxid rendered very uniform and smooth by hy-

dmolic pressure. Upon this surface the design is traced
with an oily ink. The coating is then washed with a solu-

tion of zinc chlorid, the effect of which upon the parts not
protected by the ink is to harden them, leaving the parts

under tlie ink-tracings in a friable condition. When these
friable parts are removed by brushes or other implements,
the design is left in intaglio. From the plate so prepared
stereotype or electrotype plates are obtained for use in

printing. Other solutions are sometimes substituted for

the zinc chlorid.

intailt, v. and n. See entail.

intake (in'tak), 71. [< inl + take.] 1. A tak-

ing or drawing in.— 2. That which is taken in.

Specifically— 3. Quantity taken in.

The annufQ in-tdke and out-put of these constituents on
a hectare of beech forest. Nature, XXXIX. 511.

4. A tract of land, as of a common, inclosed;

an inclosure
;
part of a common field planted or
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sown when the other part lies fallow. Halli-
well. Also intack. [North. Eng.]— 5. The
point at which a narrowing or contraction be-
gins, as in a tube or a stocking.

After the Norman Conquest, when a great part of the
first City was tum'd into a Castle by King William I., it

is probable they added the last intake southward in the
angle of the Witbam.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, IIL 4.

6. In hydraul., the point at which water is re-

ceived into a pipe or channel : opposed to out-

let.

The intakes [of the London water-supply] were removed
further from sources of pollution, and more efilcient ar-

rangements for filtration were adopted.
Nature, XXX. 165.

7. In mining: (a) The airway going inbye, or

toward the interior of the mine. (6) The air

moving in that direction.

intakeholder (in'tak-h61"der), n. One who
holds or possesses an intake. Also intaeklwlder,

[Prov. Eng.]

Poor People, as Cotlers, Tntackholders, Prentices, and
the like, who are engaged by Trades [Isle of Man].

Statute (1664), quoted in Eibton-Turner's Vagrants and
[Vagrancy, p. 446.

intaker (in'ta-ker), n. 1. One who or that
which takes or draws in.— 2t. A receiver of

stolen goods. Spell. Gloss.

intaminatedt (in-tam'i-na-ted), a. [= It. in-

taminato, < L. intaminatus, unsullied, < in- priv.

+ *taminatus, pp. of *taminare in oomp. con-

taminare, sully, contaminate : see contaminate.]
XJncontaminated.

The inhabitants use the antient and intammuited Frisic
language, which is of great affinitywith theEnglish Saxon.

Wood, Athense Oxon.

intangibility (in-tan-ji-bil'i-ti), n. [< intangi-

ble: see -bility.] The quality of being intangi-
ble.

intangible (in-tan'ji-bl), a. [= F. intangible =
Sp. intangible = It. intangibile; as in-^ + tangi-

ble.] Not tangible ; incapable of being touched

;

not perceptible to the touch: often used figura-

tively.

Tom was not given to inquire subtly into his own mo-
tives, any more than into other matters of an intangible
kind. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 5.

A point imperceptible to the eye, a touchstone intangi-
ble by the finger, ^ke of a scholiast and a dunce.

Sviinbume, Shakespeare, p. 234.

intangibleness (in-tan'ji-bl-nes), n. Intangi-
bility.

intangibly (iu-tan'ji-bli), adv. So as to be in-
tangible.

intanglet (in-tang'gl), v. t. See entangle.

intanglementf (in-tang'gl-ment), n. Same as
entanglement.

intastablet (in-tas'ta-bl), a. [< in-S + tastable.]

Tasteless; unsavory.

Something which is invisible, intastahle, and intangible,
as existing only in the fancy, may produce a pleasure
superiour to that of sense. Grew.

integer (in'te-jer), n. [= P. intkgre = Pr. »n-
tegre, entegre:= Sp. integro = Pg. It. integro, < L.
integer, untouched, unhurt, unchanged, sound,
fresh, whole, entire, pure, honest, < in- priv. -1-

tangere,toTieb.: see tangere, tact. 'Ftovo.'L. inte-

ger, through OP., comes E. entire: see entire.]

An entire entity
;
particularly, in arith., a whole

number, in contradistinction to a fraction.
Thus, in the number 54.7, 54 is an integer, and .7

a fraction (seven tenths of a unit).

integrability (in'te-gra-biri-ti), n. [< integro-
ble: see -bility.] The qnality of being integra-
ble; capability, as of a differential equation, of
being solved by means of known functions.
integrable (in'tf-gra-bl), a. [= p. integrable
= Pg. integravel; as integr{ate) + -able.] 1.
Capable of being integrated; that may be
formed into, or assimilated to, a whole.
An organism whose medium, though unceasingly dis-

integrating it, is not unceasingly supplying it with inte-
grable matter. H. Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL, § 184.

2. In math., capable of being integrated, as a
mathematical function or differential equation.
—Integrable fnnction. see/unction,—Integrable in
finite terms. Seejinite.

integral (in'te-gral), o. and M. [= P. integral
= Pr. Sp. Pg. integral = It. integrate, < ML.
integralis, < L. integer, entire : see integer.] I.

a. 1. Kelating to a whole composed of parts
spatially distinct (as a human body of head,
trunk, and limbs), or of distinct units (as a
number).
The integrale partesmake perfeicte the whole, and cause

the bigness thereof.
.
Sir T. Wilson, Enle ofReason (1552).

A local motion keepeth bodies integral and their parts
together. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

integral

An integral whole is that which lias pert out of part.

Farts int^ral, because each is endued with bis proper
quantity, not only differ in themselves, but also in site, or
at least order; so that one is not contained in another.
For tliis it is to have part out of part. . . . This whole is

termed mathematical, because quantity Is ofmathematical
consideration : vulgarly, integral.

Burgersdidus, tr. by a Gentleman, Monitio Logica,
[I. iiv. 12.

Whole integral is that which consisteth d integral

parts, wMch though they cleave together yet they are
distinct and severall in number, as mans body, consisting

of head, brest, belly, legs, etc.

BlundemUe, Arte of Logicka

Hence, andbya reversion to the classicalmean-
ing of wteper— 3. Unmaimed; unimpaired.

No wonder if one . . . remain speechless . . . (though

of integral principles)who, from an infant, should be bred

up amongst mutes, and have no teaching.
Holder, Elem. of Speech, App., p. 115.

3, Intrinsic ; belonging as a part to the whole,

and not a mere appendage to it.

It is a little uncertain whether the groups of figures at

either end of the verandah are integral, or whether they

may not have been added at some subsequent period.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 261.

All the Teutonic states in Britain became first depen-
dencies of the West-Saxon king, then integral parts of his

Idngdom. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 186.

4. In math. : (a) Of, pertaining to, or being
a whole number or undivided quantity. (6)

Pertaining to or proceeding by integration:

as, the integral method Integral calculus, a
branch of the infinitesimal or differentml calculus, which
is partly the inverse of the pure differential calculus in
the narrower sense. The integral calculus is sometimes
taken to include the solution of differential equations,

and in that case a comprehensible definition of it can be
given : namely, it is the complete discussion of differential

equations. So considered, it has the theory of functions
as an outgrowth. But the subject of differential equations
is sometimes excluded from the integral calculus ; and
then the latter is left without any clear unity, including
the finding and discussion of integrals, apartof the theory
of functions, the theory of spherical harmonics, the theory
of residuation, etc. The integral calculus is distinguished
from the differential calculus in the narrow sense by the

far greater importance in it of imaginaries. Compare cal-

cuius, 3.—Integral curvature, fimctlon, etc. See the
nouns.

H. TO. 1. An integral whole; a whole formed
of parts spatially distinct, or of numerical parts.
— 2t. An integral part.

They all make up a most magnificent and stately tem-
ple, and every ijitegral thereof full of wonder.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 372.

3. In math., the result of integration, or the
operation inverse to differentiation. An integral

is either the int^ral of a quantity or the integral of an
equation ; and the latter phrase has two senses, (a) The
integral of a function is relative to an independent vari-

able, and is taken between limits, which, however, may
remain indefinite. A dejinite iittegral is conceived as
resulting from the multiplication of eacli value of the
function by the corresponding value of the differential of

the independent variable, as this variable passes through
a continuous series of values from one of tlie limits,

called the first, lower, or inferior, to the other, called the
second, upper, or superior, followed by the addition of

all the infinitesimal products so obtained. Suppose, for

example, that the value of a quanti^ y depends upon that
of another quantity x, so that y = Ex, where F signifies

some operation performed on x; then, measuring off x
and y, upon the axes of a system of two rectangular coor-
dinates, we shall get a plane curve. (See the figure.) Let
OX and OY be the axes of x and y respectively. Let A be
the point for which x = a,y = 0; and B the _point for

which X = b, y = 0. t..* -n i— *, s.,*. « !..„»,— -

while y=¥a; and
let Q be the point

Let P be the point for which x~a,

Y
for which x = b,

wMley=Fb. Then
conceive the whole
space APQB to be
filled up with lines
parallel to the axis
of Y, at infinitesi-

mal distances from
one another. Then
y6x win measure i„t«graL
the mflnitesimal ox is the ajis of X, OY of Y. Tie arei
area between two .^.^0 . /"' ^
of these Imes, the ^"^"^ ""^V .

-'•'^•

axis of abscissas and the curve; and the sum of all sucL
infinitesimals, or the integral ofy relatively to x from x=a

rb
to a= 6, written / yAx, will measure the whole area

^ a
APQB. It is to be understood tliat we never pass from
one limit to the other tlirough infinity ; but if the first

limit is greater than the second, the sign of the definite
integral is reversed. This gives a distinct idea of a definite
integral, in case the variable is real. If the variable is

imaginary, the definite integral is still conceived as the
sum of aU the values of i/dx from one limit to the other;
only there is in this case an infinite variety of different
paths by which the variable can pass from one limit to
the other. It is found, however, that in the plane of the
imaginary variable there are generally certain points such
that integration round one of them in a closed contour
gives a constant value not zero, and but for that the path
of integration does not affect the result, for all ordinary
functions. An indefinite integral is a function of the in-
dependent variable with an arbitrary constant or wholly
indeterminate constant added to it, and such that if ita
value for one value of the independent variable is sub.



integral

tracted from another, the difference is the definite integral
from the first value of the independent variable to the
second. If A is the indefinite Integral of B relative to C,
then alsoB Is the differential coefficient of A relative to C.
(6) An integral of a differential equation or system of snch
equations is a system of a lower order (it may be a single
equation, and it may be one or more ordinary equations}
from which the first system is deducible. If the order of
the second system is lower than the firstby one, the former
is tifirst integral; if by two, a second integral, etc. A com-
plete integral is one which contains the greatest possible
number of arbitrary constants for an inte^al of thatorder.
A singvXar ijitegraZ is one which contains a smaller num-
ber of arbitrary constants, but is not a particular case of
any irreducible complete integral A general integral is
one which contains the greatest possible number of arbi-
trary functions ; but the complete integral of an ordinary
differential equation is also termed a general integral. A
particular integral is a particular case of a complete inte-
gral having a smaller number of arbitrary constants, (c)
A quantity or expression which a system of differential
equations makes to be constant is also termed an integral
ofthat system.—Abellan Integral. See Abelian.—Cii-
CUlax integral, an integral taken round a circle in the
glane of the imaginary variable, any pole of the function
eing the center.— Closed integral, an imaginary inte-

gral whose um)er and lower limits coincide, a circuit being
described by the variable in the course of the integration.
—Complete integral. See complete.—Coaiae integral.
See cosine.—DirlcUetlan integral, an integral of the
form

/a

which for A = 00 has a finite and determinate value other
tlian zero and independent of a. Such, tor example, is

r" sin hx

fJ -Ax.

Elliptic, Eulerlan, exponential integral. See the ad-
jectives.—First integral, the result of performing the
operation of taking the integial once.—Fourieilan inte-
gral, a double integral of the form

/ft ^a
Ay / ix. *(», y\

-'

which, after the performance of the integration relatively

to y, becomes a Dirichletian integral.— Hyperelllptic,
imaginary, etc., integral. See the adjectives.— Uite-
gral of the first kind, an Abelian integral for which the
second member of Abel s formula vanishes.— Integral of
the second kind, an Abelian integral forwhich the second
member of Abel's formula is rational.^Integral of the
third kind, an Abelian integral forwhich the second mem-
ber of Abel's formula involves a logarithmic function.

—

Irreducible integral, an integral not a rational integral

homogeneous function of integrals of lower degree.—lin-
ear Integral, an integral along one or more straight lines

in the plane of the imaginary variable.—Llme-integraL
surface-integral, volume-integral, having different

values at different points of space, the integral obtained
by brealLing a curve, a surface, or a solid into equal ele-

mentary portions, and taking the sum of the products ob-

tained by multiplying each by the value of the quantity
integrated at that point—Open integral, «m integral

whose two limits are unequal.

integralism (in'te-gral-lzm), n. [< integral +
-ism.'] Same as integrality.

The philosophy developed from universology he [Ste-

phen Pearl Andrews] called itUegrali^m.
Appletmia Ann. Cyc, 1886, p. 683.

integrality (m-te-gral'i-ti)>»- [=F.m*_
as integral + ity.l The quality of being in-

tegral; entireness. [Rare.]

Such as in their integrality support nature.
Whitaher, Blood of the Grape.

integrally (in'tf-gral-i), adv. In an integral

manner; wholly; completely.

integrant (in'te-grant), a. and n. [= F, inte-

grant= Sp. Pg.'lt. tntegrante, < L. integran(t-)s,

ppr. of integrare, make whole, repair, renew:

Bee integrate.] I, a. 1. GoiBg to the formation

of an integral whole.

In the integrate whole of ahuman body, the head, body,

and limbs, its inteffrara parts, are not contained in, but

each lies out of, each other. Hamilton.

If the sun was not created till the Fourth Day, what be-

comes of the astronomic tewhing that earth has been from
the beginning an integrant part of the solar system?

ft D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 140.

2. Intrinsic : same as integral, 3, but modified

in form by an affectation of precision.

A process ... of degeneration is an iwtegramt and ac-

tive part of the economy of nature.
MaudsUy, Body and Will, p. 237.

Integrant molecule, in Hatty's theory of crystals, the

smallest particle of a crystal that can be arrived at by me-

chanic£d division.

II. n. An integral part.

integrate (in'te-grat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. inte-

grated, ppr. integrating. [< L. integratus, pp.

of integrare (> It. integrare = Sp. Pg. integrar

= F. int6grer), make whole, renew, repair, be-

gin again, < integer, whole, fresh: see integer.]

1. To bring together the parts of; bring to-

gether as parts; segregate and bring together

like particles.

All the world must grant that two distinct substances,

the soul and the body, go to compound and i»«eprate the

—on South, Works, VII. 1.
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There is a property in the horizon which no man lias

but he whose eye can integrate all the parts— that is, the
poet. Emerson, Nature.

2. To perform the mathematical operation of

integration. The mean value of a quantity over a space
or time is obtained by integrating that quantity ; hence,
instruments wliich register the mean values of quantities
or the totals of their instantaneous effects are called in-

tegrating instruments ; as, an iiUegrating thermometer.

—

Integrating factor. Seefactor.—To integrate a dif-
ferential, in the integral calculus, to determme from that
differential its primitive function.

integrate (in'tf-grat), a. [< L. integratus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Summedup ; resulting from the
aggregation of separate parts; complete.

Phi. How liked you my quip to Hedon, about the gar-
ter? Was 't not witty?
Mor. Exceeding witty and integrate.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, ii. 1.

This whole is termed mathematical, because quantity is

of mathematical consideration : vulgarly, integral, more
properly, integrate. Bwgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

integration (in-te-gra'shgn), n. [= F. intS-

graUon= Sp. integracion = Pg. imtegragSo = It.

integrazione, < LL. integraUo(n-), a renewing,
restoring, s L. integrare, renew, restore : see

integrate.] 1 . The act of integrating, or bring-

ing together the parts of an integral whole;
the act of segregating and bringing together
similar particles.

Integration of parts means the connected pl^ of them,
so that, one being affected, the rest are affected.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 96.

The term integratitm we have already partly defined as

the concentration of the material units which go to make
up any aggregate. But a complete definition must rec-

ognize the fact thAt, along with the integration of wholes,

there goes on (In all cases in which structural complexity
is attained) an integration of parts. This secondai^ inte-

grationmay be defined as the segregation, or grouping to-

gether, of those units of a heterogeneous aggregate which
resemble one another. A good example is afforded by
crystallization. . . . Integration is seen in the rising of

cream upon the surface of a dish of milk, and in the frothy
collection of carbonic acid bubbles covering a newly-filled

glass of ale. J. Fiske, Cosmic PhUos., I. 336.

2. In math., the operation inverse to differ-

entiation ; the operation of finding the integral

of a function or of an equation.—3. The infer-

ence of subcontrariety from " Some A is B "

to " Some A is not B."—Constant of integration,
the constant which must be added to every integral with
one limit fixed, in order to get the complete expression
for an indefinite integral: denoted by the letter C.— Fi-
nite IntegTation, the summation of any number of terms
of a series whose law is known.—Gaussian method of
approximate integration. See Oamesian—Indefi-
nite, definite integration. See indejinite integral, un-
der integral.— Integration by parts, integration by the
formula

/livdt = u /"vdt- /[^vdt)^ . dt,

by means of which many expressions are integrated.—
Integrationbyquadratures, the numericalapproxima-
tion to the value of an integral—Limits Of integration,
the initial and terminal values of thd variable, oetween
whlcha definite integral is taken.—Fath ofintegration,
the path on the plane of imaginary quantity along which
a complex variable is supposed to vary in Integration.—
Sign of integration, the character/, modified from a
long S for sunrnia (sum), used to signify the process of in-

tegration. It was invented by Leibnitz.

integrative (in'tf-gra-tiv), a. [< integrate +
-we.] Tending to integrate or complete ; con-
ducive to integration or the formation of a
whole.

The integrative process which results in individual evo-

lution. H. Spencer, Prin. of BloL, § 333.

integrator (in'tf-gra-tor), «. [< integrate +
-or.] An instrument for performing numerical
integrations. There are a great variety of such instru-

ments, as planimeters, tide-integrating machines, inte-

grating thermometers, etc.

integripalliate (in^tf-gri-pal'i-at), a. An in-

frequent but more correct form of integropal-

liate.

integrity (in-teg'ri-ti), n. [= P. intigrite= Pr.

integritat = Sp. integridad = Pg. integridade

= It. integrity, < L. integrita(t-)s, unimpaired
condition, wholeness, entireness, purity, inno-

cence, honesty, < integer, untouched, unimpair-
ed, whole: see integer. Fxom li. integrita(t-)s,

through the OF,, comes B. entirety, q. v.] 1.

The state of being integral ; tinimpaired extent,

amount, or constitution ; wholeness ; complete-

ness.

In Japanese eyes every alien became a Bateren (padre),

and therefore an evil person harbouring mischievous de-

signs against the integrity of the empire.
Fortnightly Eev., K S., XLI. 681.

To violate the integrity of one part of the Key of India

is to impair the value of the whole of it.

Marvin, Gates of Herat, v.

2. Unimpaired condition; soundness of state;

freedom from corruption or imjiurity.

intellect

Your dishonour
Mangles true judgment, and bereaves the state
Of that integrity which should become it.

Shak., Cor., ill. 1, 158.

We plead for no more but that the Church of God may
have the same purity and integrity which it had in the
primitive tunes. StOltngfleet, Sermons, 1. ix.

3. Unimpaired morality; soundness of moral
principle and character; entire uprightness or
fidelity.

The moral grandeur of independent integrity is the
subllmest thing in nature. Buclcminsler.

Our foe.
Tempting, affronts us with his foul esteem
Of our integrity. UUtan, P. L., ix. 329.

There is no surer mark of integrity than a courageous
adherence to virtue in the midst of a general and scan-
dalous apostaoy. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xii.

Law of integrity, in logic, the principle that in any in-

quiry all the Known faets should be taken into account.
=Syn. 1. Completeness.— 3. Probity, Uprightness, etc.

See honesty.

Integropallla (in''''te-gro-pal'i-a), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of *integropalUs : see integropallial.] A sub-
division of the lameUibranchiate moUusks, in
which the pallial line in the interior of the
shell is unbroken in its curvature and presents
no indentation, and which have either no si-

phons or short unretraetile ones.

integropallial (in''te-gro-pal'i-al), a. [(.li. inte-

ger, whole, + pallium, mantle.^ Same as in-

tegropalliate.

integropalliate (in'^tf-gro-pari-at), a. [< Ii.

integer, whole, + palli/um, mantle : seepalliate.]
In conch., having
the pallial line in-

tegral or unbroken
by a notch or sinus,

as a bivalve moUusk
or lamellibranch:
opposed to sinupaU
Mate, Also integri-

palliate, integropal-
lial. Left Valve of Oyster {Osfrea iiir-

, riniana), showing unbroken pallial
Integropalliate andsi- impression, m, m, nt.

nupalliate, . . . applied
to LamelUbranchs wliichhave thepalliallineevenlyround-
ed or notched. Hualey, Anat. Invert., p. 413.

integument (in-teg'u-ment), n, [= P. integu-

ment =z Sp. It. integumento, < L. integumentum,
a covering, < integere, cover, < im,, upon, -I- te-

gere, cover: see tegmen, tegument.] 1. In gen-
eral, a covering; that which covers or clothes.

Many and much in price
Wfere those integuments they wrought, t' adome thy ex-

equies. Chapman, Iliad, xxii.

Specifically—2. That which naturally covers
or invests any animal or vegetable body, as a

skin, shell, case, crust, or rind; especially, a
continuous investment or covering, as the cu-

taneous envelop or skin of an animal body,
with or without its special appendages. The
integument may be thin, soft, and membranous, as a flexi-

ble skin, or variously thickened, hardened, crustaceous,
chitlnous, etc., as the shells of crustaceans and moUusks
or the hard cases of insects ; and it often bears particular
outgrowths or appendages, as hairs, feathers, or scales.

integumental (in-teg-u-men'tal), a. [< integuf

ment + -al.] Same as' integumentary.

An integumental pit or genital cloaca.

Buxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 276.

integumentary (in-teg-a-men'ta-ri), a. [< in-

tegument -t- -ary.] 1. Cfovering or investing in
general, as a skin, rind, or peel.— 2. Pertain-

ing to or consisting of integument ; tegumen-
tary; integumental; cutaneous.
integumentation (in-teg'^u-men-ta'shon), n.

[< integument + -ation.] The act of covering
with integument; the covering itself.

intellect (in'te-lekt), n. [= F. intellect = Sp.

(obs.) inteleeto= Pg. intellecto = It. imtelletto, <

L. intelleotus, a perceiving, perception, under-
standing, < intellegere, intelligere, perceive, un-
derstand: see intelligent.] 1. The understand-
ing ; the sum of all the cognitive faculties ex-

cept sense, or except sense and imagination.
The Latin word intelleotus was used to translate the Greek
i/oCs, which in the theory of Aristotle is the faculty of the
cognition of principles, and that which mainly distin-

guishes man from the beasts. Hence, the psychologists of

the Scotch school use intellect as the synonym of common
seme, or the faculty of apprehending a priori principles.

The agent or active intellect, according to Aristotle, is the
impersonal InteUectthat has created the world (see phrase
below) ; the passive, patient, or possible intellect is that
which belongs to the individual and perishes with him.
But with St. Thomas Aquinas the distinction is quite dif-

ferent^ the possible intellect being the faculty receptive of

the intelligible species emitted by things, while the agent
intellect is the power of operative thought. The term pure
intellect, said to be used by St. Augustine, and certainly as

early as Scotus Erigena, had always denoted the divine in-

tellect, unmixed with matter, until Kant (adopting, as was
his frequent practice, the terminology of Loscher) applied
it to intellect as separated, tu its use or application, from



intellect

•sense. Practical intellect is distinguished from theoretical
or speculative, by Aristotle and all other psychologists as
having an end in view. The Platonists at aU periods dur-
ing the middle ages made intellect a special cognitive fac-
ility, higher than reason and lower than intelligence—
namely, the faculty of understanding and conceiving of
things natural but invisible, as soul and its faculties and
operations. (Intellectus more often means the cognitive
act, product (concept), or habit than the faculty.) With
Kant the intellect is, first, in a general sense, the non-
sensuous, self-active faculty of cognition ; the faculty of
producing representations, of bringing unity into the
matter given in sense, of conceiving objects, and of judg-
ing

;
the faculty of concepts, or rules, of discursive cogni-

tion ; the faculty of a priori synthesis, of bringing the
manifold of given representations under the unity of self-
consciousness

; and secondly, in a narrower sense, the
faculty of conceiving of intuited objects and of forming
concepts and judgments concerning them, but excluding
the pure use of the understanding, which in the Kantian
system is reason.

Intellect, sensitivity, and will are the three heads under
"Which the powers and capacities of the human mind are
now generally arranged. In this use of it the term intel-
lect includes all those powers by which we acquire, retain,
and extend our knowledge, as perception, memory, imagi-
nation, judgment, &o. Fleming, Vocab. of Philos.

The intellect is only a subtler and more far-seeing sense,
and the sense is a short-sighted and grosser intellect.

W. Wallace, Epicureanism, p. 93.

I was readily persuaded that I had no idea in my intel-
lect which had not formerly passed through the senses.

Descartes, Meditations (tr. by Veitch), vi.

2. Mind collectively ; current or collective in-
telligence: as, the intellect of tlie time.

The study of barbaric languages and dialects— a study
that now absorbs so much of the most adventurous intel-
lect of philology. Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 256.

3. pi. /Wits; senses; mind: as, disordered in
his intellects. [Obsolete or vulgar.]—Agent in-
tellect [L. intellectus agens,^ tr. Gr. vovi iroitiTiKo^, crea-
tive reason], in the Peripatetic philosophy, a being, facul-
ty, or function, the highest form of mind, or the highest
under the Deity. To determine with precision what Aris-
totle meant by it is an insoluble problem, and it has been
understood in the most widely dilferent senses by differ-
ent philosophers : sometimes it is regarded as consisting
of the intellectual relations really existing in outward
things and acting upon the understanding as upon a per-
ceptive faculty ; sometimes it is conceived as a divine life

which at once animates the soul and creates the objects
of its knowledge ; sometimes it is believed to be a living
being, a sort of angel, imparting knowledge to the mind

;

sometimes it is made a faculty creative of the ideas which
the possible intellect then apprehends ; sometimes it is

little more than the power of abstracting general notions
from singulars ; sometimes it is treated as an uncon-
scious activity of thought : and each of the senses of the
term has had its varieties. =Syn. 1. Soul, Spirit, etc. See
mind.

intellected (in'te-lek-ted), a. [< intellect +
-ecP.'] Endowed with intellect: having intel-
lectual powers or capacities. [Rare.]

In body and in bristles they became
All swine, yet intellected as before.

Cowp&r, Odyssey, x. 297.

intellectible (in-te-lek'ti-bl), a. [< ML. intel-

lectihilis, < L. intelligere, pp. intellectus, under-
stand: see intellect.'] In metaph., of the nature
of a pure selt-subsistent form, apprehended
only by the reason. See intelligible, 2.

intellection (in-te-lek'shon), n. [= F. intellec-

tion = Pr. entellectio = Sp. inteleccion = Pg. in-

tellecgaio = It. intellezione, < L. intellectio(n-),

understanding (in L. used only in a teohnieal
sense, synecdoche, but in ML. in lit. sense),

< intellegere, intelligere, perceive, understand:
eee intellect, intelligent.'} 1. An act of un-
derstanding; simple apprehension of ideas;
mental activity; exercise of or capacity for

thought.

I may say frustra to the comprehension of your intellec-

tion. B. Jonson, Case is Altered, i. 2.

The immortality of man is as legitimatelypreached from
the intellections as from the moral volitions.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 301.

So exquisite was his [Spenser's] sensibility that with him
sensation and intellection seem identical, and we " can al-

most say his body thought."
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 176.

In thinking, or intellection, as it has been conveniently
termed, there is always a search for something more or

less vaguely conceived, for a clue which will be known
when it occurs by seeming to satisfy certain conditions.

J. Ward, Bncyc. Brit., XX 76.

2. In rliet., the figure also called synecdoche.

Intellection . . . isatrope, when wegatherorjudge the
whole by the part or part by the whole.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Uhetoric (1563), p. 177.

intellective (in-te-lek'tiv), a. [= F. intellectif

= Pr. intellectiu = Sp. intelectivo = Pg. iiitellec-

tivo = It. intellettivo, < ML. as if *intellectiviis, <

L. intellegere, intelligere, pp. intellectus, mider-
atand: see intellect, intelligent.'] 1. Of or per-

taining to the intellect; having power to un-

derstand, know, or comprehend.
According to his power intellective, to understand, to

wUl, to nill, and such like. Blundeville.
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For the total man, therefore, the truer conceptioit of

God is as "the Eternal Power, not ourselves, by which all

things fuim the law of their being
;

" by which, therefore,

we fulfil the law of our being so far as our being is aes-

thetic and inteUective, as well as so far as it is moral.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma.

2. Produced by the understanding. Harris.—
3. Capable of being perceived by the under-
standing only, not by the senses.

Instead of beginning with arts most easy, . . . they pre-

sent their young unmatrioulated novices with the most
intellective abstractions of logick and metaphysicks.

Milton, Education.

4t. Intellectual; intelligent.

In my iudgment there is not a beast so intellectiue as

are these Eliphants. Hakluyfs Voyages, II. 236.

Intellective cognition. See cognition.

intellectively (in-te-lek'tiv-li), adx. In an in-

tellective or intelligible manner.

'Sotintellectiuely to write

Is learnedly they troe.

Warner, Albion's England, ix. 44.

intellectual (in-te-lek'tu-al), a. and n. [= P.
intellectuel = Pr. intellectual = Sp. intelectual =
Pg. intellectual = It. intellettuale, < LL. intellec-

tualis, pertaining to the understanding, < L. j»-

ieHectes, understanding : see intellect.] I. a. 1.

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of intellect

or understan(£ng; belonging to the mind; per-

formed by the understanding; appealing to or
engaging the intellect or the higher capacities

of man; mental: as, raieKecteaZpowersoropera-
tions ; intellectual amusements.

What is the whole history of the intellectual progress
of the world but one long struggle of the intellect of man
to emancipate itself from the deceptions of nature?

Lecky, Europ. ]^orals, I. 66.

Knowledge of. books, and a habit of careful reading, is

a most important means of intellectual development.
J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 312.

2. Perceived by the intellect; existing in the
understanding; ideal.

In a dark vision's intellectual scene. Cowley.

3. Having intellect, or the power of under-
standing; characterized by intellect, or the ca-
pacity for the higher forms of knowledge: as,

an intellectual being.

Could have approach'd the eternal light as near
As th' intellectual angels could have done.

Sir J. Davies, Immortality, Int.

Intellectual cognition. See coamMon.—intellectual
distinctness, the separate apprehension of the different
marks which enter into any idea.

—

Intellectual feel-
ings. See the extract.

It will also be convenient to include under the one term
intellectual feelings not only the feelings connected with
certainty, doubt, perplexity, comprehension, and so forth,
but also what the Herbartian psychologists—whose work
in this department of psychology is classical—have called
par excellence the formal feelings— that is to say, feelings
which they regard as entirely determined by the form of
the flow of ideas, dnd not by the ideas themselves.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 69.

Intellectual indistinctness. See indistinctness, 2.—
Intellectual Intuition, an immediate cognition, or an
intuition of a general truth : a phrase invented by Kant for
the purpose of denying the existence of the thing, which
was afterward asserted by Hchte.

II. n. The intellect or understanding; men-
tal powers or faculties : commonly in the plural.
[Now rare.]

By these Extravagancies and odd Chimera's of my Brain
you may well perceive that I was not well, but distem-
per'd, especially in my Intellectuals.

Howell, Letters, ii. 29.

Her husband . . . not nigh,
Whose higher intellectual more I shun.

Milton, P. L., ix. 483.

A person whose intellectuals were overturned, and his
brain shaken out of its natural position.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

intellectualisation, intellectualise. See in-
telUctualization, intellectualiee.

intellectualism (in-te-lek'tii-al-izm), n. [< in-
tellectual + -ism.] 1. Exercise of intellectu-
ality; devotion to intellectual occupation or
thought.

The.whole course of study is narrowed to a dry intel-
lectualism. The American, V. 278.

2. Belief in the supremacy of the intellect ; the
doctrine that all knowledge is derived from
pure reason.

Here again he [Cameades] opposed a free intellectual-
ism to what was, in reality, the slavish materialism of the
Stoics. J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 314.

intellectualist (in-te-lek'tu-al-ist), n. [< in-
tellectual + -ist.] One who' intellectualizes

;

a devotee of the intellect or understanding;
one who believes or holds that all knowledge is

derived from pure reason,

Intelligence

Upon these intellectualiits, which are, notwithstanding,
commonly taken for the most sublime and divine philoso-

phers, Heraclitus gave a just censure.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L

These pure and seraphic intellectualista forsooth de-
spise all sensible knowledge as too grosse and materiall

for their nice and curious faculties.

. Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 62.

To satisfy all those intellectualists who might wish to
do the computing and theorizing for themselves.

Piazzi Smyth, Pyramid, p. 172.

intellectualistic (in-te-lek''''tu-a-lis'tik), a. [<
intellectualist + -ic] Of of pertaining to in-

tellectualism, or the doctrine of the intellectu-

alists.

Of what may be called spiritualistic or intellectualietie

pantheism. T. Whittaker, Jilind, XII. 466.

intellectuality (in-te-lek-tu-al'i-ti), n. [= F.

intellectualite = Sp. intelectualidad = Pg. inteU

lectualidade = It. intellettualitd, < LL. intellec-

tualita(t-)s, < intellectualis, intellectual: see in-

tellectual.] The state of being intellectual; in-

tellectual endowment; force or power of intel-

lect.

A certain plastiok or spermatick nature, devoid of all

animality or conscious intellectuality.

Hallywell, Melamproncea (1681), p. 84,

He [Hogg] was protected by a fine non-conducting web
of intellectuality and of worldliness from all those influ-

ences which startle and waylay the soul of the poet, the
lover, the saint, and the hero. F. Dowden, Shelley, 1. 67.

intellectualization (in-te-lek''''tu-al-i-za'shgn),

n. [< intellectualise + -ation.] A making in-

tellectual; development of the intellect. Also
spelled intellectualisation.

A superficial intellectualization is to be secured [in

schools] at the cost of a deep-seated demoralization.
S. Spencer, Study of Socio}., p. 373.

'

intellectualize (in-te-lek'tu-al-iz), V. t; pret.

and pp. intellectualiged, ppr. intellectualizing.

[= P. intellectualiser ; as intellectual + -ize.]

1. To treat or reason upon in an intellectual
manner.— 2. To inform or endow with intel-

lect ; cause to become intellectual; develop the
intellect or intellectuality of.— 3. To give or

attribute an intellectual or ideal character or

aspect to ; idealize.

Leibnitz intellectualised perception, just as Locke sen-

sualised the conceptions of the understanding.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 606.

The biological bond which hinds man to the past and
to the outer world has an intellectualizing effect upon our
conceptions. N. A. Sev., CXX. 259.

Also spelled intellectualise.

intellectually (in-te-lek'tii-al-i), adv. In an
intellectual manner ; by means of the under-
standing ; with reference to the intellect.

intellectualness (in-te-lek'tu-al-nes), n. The
quality of being intellectual"; intellectuality.

Is it impossible to combine the hardiness of these sav-

ages with the intellectualness of the civilized man?
Thoreau, Walden, p. 16.

intelligence (in-tel'i-jens), n. [< ME. intellin

gence, intelligens, < OF.' (also F.) intelligence =
Pr. intelligencia, entelligencia = Sp. inteligeneia

= Pg. intelligencia = It. intelligenza, < L. intel-

legentia, intelligentia, discernment, understand-
ing, intelligence, < intellegen{t-)s, intelligen(t-)s,

discerning, intelligent : see intelligent.] 1. The
quality of being intelligent; understanding; in-

tellect; power of cognition.
God, of himselfe incapable to sense.
In 's Works, reueales him t' our intelligence.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

The intelligence is not one thing among others in the in-

telligible world, but the principle in reference to which
alone that world exists, and, . . . therefore, there is no-
thing in the nature of intelligence to prevent it from un-
derstanding a universe which is essentially the object of
intelligence. E. Caird, Hegel, p. 153.

Intelligence is that which sees itself, or is at once object
and subject.

J. Watson, Schelling's Transcendental Idealism, p. 37.

2. Cultivated understanding; acquired know-
ledge ; information stored up in the mind.

An ancient, not a legendary tale.
By one of sound intelligence rehears'd.

Cowper, Task, vi. 480.

Common instinct is sufficient to guard against palpable
causes of injury ; intelligence alone can protect us from
the latent and deeper agencies of physiological mischief.

Huxley and Youmaiw, Physiol., § 380.

3. Exercise of superior understanding; address;
skill: as, he performed his mission with much
intelligence.

Cedes regned in the marches tho;
Sagilly hym ruled to intelligens.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6315.

4. Mutual understanding; interchange of in-
formation or sentiment; intelligent inter-
course : as, a glance of intelligence passed be-



intelligence

-tween them; to have intelUgence with the en-
emy.

From whence I found a secret means to have
InteUigmoe with my kind lord, the king.

Drayton, Pierce Gaveston.
The Inhabitants could not long live in good intelUgence

among themselves ; they fell into dissentions.
J. Adams, Works, IT. 616.

5. Information received or imparted ; commu-
nicated knowledge ; news: as, intelUgence of a
shipwreck.

I can give you intelligence of an intended marriage.
Shak., Much Ado, i. 3, 46.

6. An intelligent being; intellectual existence;
concreteunderstanding: as,God is the Supreme
Intelligence.

How fully hast thou satisfied me, pure
Intelligenm of heaven, angel serene

!

Milton, P. L., viii. 181.

The great Intelligences fair
That range above our mortal state.

Te/miyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxv.

Intelligence department, a bureau of statistics or of
information with regard to certain specified matters ; espe-
cially, in the militaiy and naval establishments of several
counMes, a department which collects and prepares ab-
stracts of all the information attainable concerning the
resources of all civilized nations for waging offensive or
defensive wars. The subj ects of information relate chiefly
to organization ofarmies, topography and routes, speed and
armament of naval vessels, defenses, strategy and tactics,
etc.—IntelUgence office, an office or place where infor-
mation may be obtained, particularly respecting servants
to be hired. =Syn. 1. Understanding, intellect, mind, per-
ception,common sense.

—

6.Admce,Tidi'ngs,eUi.(aeenew8),
notification.

Intelligencet (in-tel'i-jens), v. t. [< intelligence,

«.] To convey intelligence; telltales; tattle.

If you stir far in this, I'le have you whipt, your ears
nail'd for intelligenaing o' the pillory, and your goods for-
feit. BeoM. and Fl., Scormul Lady, iii. 1.

intelligencer (in-tel'i-jen-s6r), n. [< intelli-

gence, v., + -eri.] One who or thatwhich sends
or conveys intelligence ; one who or that which
gives notice of private or distant transactions;
a messenger or spy. [The word was formerly much
used in the specific sense of *a newspaper.']

Alas, I know not how to feign and lie.

Or win a base intelligencers meed.
' MiddUton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

It was a carnival of intellect without faith, . . . when
prime ministers and commanders-in-chief could be ivAel-

tigencers of the Pretender, nay, when even Algernon Sid-

ney himself could be a pensioner of France.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 400.

intelligencyt (in-tel'i-jen-si), n. Same as in-

From flocks, herds, and other natural assemblages or
groups of living creatures, to human intelligencys and cor-

respondencys, or whatever is higher in the kind.
Shafteslmry, Misc. Reflect., iii. 2.

intelligent (in-tel'i-jent), a. [< F. int

Sp. Pg. It. intelUgertte] < L. inteUegen(t-)s, intelli-

gent *-)s, discerning, understanding, ppr. otinteV-

legere, intelUgere, see into, perceive, discern, dis-

tinguish, discriminate, understand, < inter, be-

tween, + legere, gather, collect, pick, choose,

read : see legend.'] 1 . Having the faculty of xm-
derstandtng; capable of comprehending facts

or ideas : as, man is an intelligent being.

If worms have the power of acquiring some notion, how-
ever rude, of the shapes of an object and of their burrows,

as seems to be the case, they deserve to be called intelli-

gent. Darwin, Vegetable Mould, p. 97.

2. Having an active intellect
;
possessing apti-

tude or s^U; weU informed: as, 3,11 intelligent

artisan or officer.

There is nothing that . . . may more easily deceive the

unwary, or that may moj^e amuse the most intelligent ob-

fierver. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 381.

3 . Markedby or indicating intelUgence ; .
guided

by knowledge or comprehension : as, the intelli-

gent actions of ants; an intelligent answer.

Vallandigham . . . waa too far away for irateffifl'ent and
efficient direction. The Century, XXXVIII. 653.

4t. Having knowledge ; cognizant: followed by

of-
The eagle and the stork

On cliffs and cedar-tops their eyries build

:

Part loosely wing the region ;
part, more wise.

In common, ranged in figure, wedge their way,

Intelligent of seasons. Milton, P. L., vii. 427.

5t. Bearing intelligence
;
giving information

;

communicative.
Servants, who seem no less

;

Which are to France the spies and speculations

Intelligent of our state. Shak., Lear, iii. 1, 25.

= Syn. 2. Oormnon-sense, etc. (see sensible) ;
quick, bright,

acute, discerning, sharp-witted, clear-headed.

intelligential (in-tel-i-jen'shal), a. i<intell%-

gence (L. intelligenUa) + -al.'] 1. Pertaining

to the intelligence ; relating to or capable of

understanding; intellectual.
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That grand prerogative of our nature, a hungering and
thirsting after truiih. as the appropriate end of our intelli-

gential, and its point of union with our moral, nature.
Coleridge, The Friend, ii. 9.

The generality of men attend . . . hardly at all to the
indications ... of a true law of our being on its aesthetic

and intelligential side.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

2. Consisting of intelligence or concrete mind.

Food alike those pure
Intelligential substances require.

Maton, P. L., V. 408.

3t. Intelligent.
In at his mouth

The devil enter'd ; and his brutal sense,

In heart or head, possessing, soon inspired
With act vntelMgenMal. Milton, P. L., be. 190.

4. Conveying intelligence ; serving to transmit
information.

The New York telegraph of&ce, radiating 260,000 mUes
of intelligential nerves to ten thousand mind-centers in
America. The Century, XXVI. 692.

intelligentiaryt (hi-tel-i-jen'shi-a-ri), n. [< in-

telligence (L. intelUgentia) + -or!/.] One who
conveys intelligence ; one who communicates
information ; an intelligencer. HoUnshecl.
intelligently (in-tel'i-jent-li), adv. In an in-

telligent manner; so as'to manifest knowledge
or understanding.

intelligibility (in-teFi-ji-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. in-

telligibility = It. intelUgibilita, < L. as if *intel-

legibilita(,t-)s, < intellegihilis, intelligible: see
intelligible.i 1. The quality or character of

being intelligible; capability of being under-
stood.

I call it outline, for the sake of immediate intelligibili-

ty; strictly speaking, it is merely the edge of the shade.
Raskin, Blem. of Drawing.

2t. The property of possessing intelUgence or
understanding ; intellection.

The soul's nature consists in intelligibility. GlanvUle.

a.

in
intelligible (in-tel'i-ji-bl), a. [= F,

hie = Sp. inteligible = Pg. intelligivel = It. in-

telligibile, < L. intellegibiUs, intelUgibiUs, that
can be understood, < intellegere, intelUgere, \in-

derstand: see iuieffig'ewfc] 1. That can be un-
derstood ; capable of being apprehended by the
intellect or under3tanding; comprehensible.

If Charles had been the last of his line, there would
have been an intelligible reason for putting him to death.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2. In the Kantian philosophy, capable of being
apprehended by the understanding only; in-
capable of being given in sense or applied to it.

In the middle ages intelligible and intellectibU were care-
fully distinguished, the former word having its ordinary
present sense, and the latter that of being apprehended
only by the intellect acting alone, without the senses.
The distinction became Hater somewhat broken down,
and finally Kant introduced the use of intelligible defined
above.

A real division of objects iiito phenomena and noumena,
and of the world into a sensible and intelligible world, is

therefore quite inadmissible, although concepts may very
well be divided into sensible and intelligible. No objects
can be assigned to noumena, nor can they be represented
as objectively valid. . . . With all this, the concept of a
noumenon, if taken as problematical only, remains not
only admissible, but, as a concept to limit the sphere of
sensibility, indispensable. In this case, however, it is not
a purely intelligible object for our understanding, but an
understanding to which it could belong is itself a problem,
if we ask how I could know an object not discursively by
means of categories, but intuitiv6ly,'and yet in a non-sen-
suous intuition— a process of which we could not under-
stand even the bare possibility. ... If by purely intel-

ligible objects we understand things which, without all

schemata of sensibility, are thought by mere categories,
such objects are simply impossible.
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Mtiller, II. iii.

Intelligible form.in metaph. See/orm.— Intelligible
matter, in metaph., that which is distinguished as mat-
ter by the understanding.

Aristotle divides nuiiter into intelligible and sensible

:

and intelligible is that when in accidents or other simple
things the mind distinguishes between material and for-

mal. So letters are said to be the matter of words, words
of speech. Burgersdieius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Intelligible species. See species. =S3m. 1. Comprehen-
sible, perspicuous, plain, clear.

intelligibleness (in-tel'i-ji-bl-nes), re. The qual-

ity of being intellimble ; intelUgibility.

intelligibly (in-tel i-ji-bli), adv. In an intelU-

gible manner; so as to be understood; clearly;

plainly: as, to write or speak intelligibly.

intemeratet (in4em'e-rat), a. [= OF. intemer4
= Pg. It. intemerato, ^'L. intemeratus, undefiled,

< iiv- priv. + temeratiis, pp. of temerare, defile:

see temeration.'] Pure; undefiled.

The entire and iMemerate comeliness of virtues.

Partheneia Sacra, Pr. A. iiij. b: 1633. (Latham.)

intemeratenesst (in-tem'e-rat-nes), n. The
state of being intemerate, pure, or undefiled.

intemperature

They [letters] shall therefore ever keep the sincerity and
intemerateness of the fountain whence they are derived.

Donne, Letters, x.

intemperament (in-tem^6r-a-ment), n. [= Pg.
intemperamento ; as Jn-3 -H "teniperamewi.'] A
physically bad state or constitution. [Bare.]

The inter/vpera/ment of the part ulcerated. Harvey.

intemperance (in-tem'per-ans), m. [z= F. in-

temperance = Sp. intemperancia = Pg. intempe-
ranga = It. intemperama, < L. intemperantia,
want of mildness, inclemency (as of weather),
want of moderation, excess (intemperantia vini,

immoderate use of wine), insolence, arrogance,
< intemperan(t-)s, immoderate, given to excess,
intemperate, incontinent, profligate: see intem-
perant, temperance.'] 1. The quality of being
intemperate ; lack of temperance or modera-
tion ; immoderateness or excess in any kind of

action ; excessive indulgence of any passion or
appetite.

Boundless intemperance
In nature is a tyranny. SAosft., Macbeth, iv. 3, 67.

God is in every creature ; be cruel toward none, neither
abuse any by intemperance. Jer. Taylor.

Their fierce and irregular magnificence, their feverish
and strenuous intemperance of rhetoric.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 536.

2. In a restricted sense, excessive indulgence
in intoxicating drink ; habitual lack of temper-
ance in drink, with or without actual drunken-
ness.

The Lacedemonians trained up their children to hate
drunkenness and vnt&mp&raTwe by bringing a drunken man
into their company. Wa.tts.

intemperancyt (in-tem'per-an-si), n. Same as
intemperance. North, tr. of'tlutarch, p. 619.

iutemperant (in-tem'per-ant), a. and n. [< L.
intemperan{t-)s, ppr., intemperate, immoderate,
given to excess, profligate, < in-, not, -H tempe-
ran{t-)s, ppr. of temperare: see temper, temper-
ate.] I.t a. Intemperate.

Socheasbeintemperaunt—that is, foloers of theirnaugh-
tie appetites and lustes.

Udcdl, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 15.

II. n. One who is intemperate ; especially,

one who uses alcoholic liquors intemperately.
Dr. Bichardson.
intemperate (in-t'em'p6r-at), a. [< ME. intemr-

perat = P. intempere = It. intemperate, < L.
intemperatus, untempered, inclement (of the
weather), immoderate, excessive, < in- priv. -I-

temperatus, tempered, moderate, temperate:
see temperate.] 1 . Immoderate in conduct or

action; not exercising or characterized by
proper moderation : as, intemperate in labor or

in zeal ; intemperate in study.

They understand it not, and think no such matter, but
admire and dote upon worldly riches and honours, with
an easie and intemperat life.

Milton, Church-Government, ii., Concl.

2. In a restricted sense, immoderate in the
use of intoxicating drink; given to excessive
drinking.— 3. Immoderate in m.easure or de-
gree; excessive; inordinate; violent: a,s,intetn-

jjerate language; intemperate actions ; anintem-
perate climate.

The fitful philosophy and intemperate eloquence of Tal-
ly. • Sumner, Orations, I. 143.

Intemperate habits, habitual and excessive indulgence
in the use of alcoholic drinks ; in law, the habit of drink-
ing to intoxication when occasion offers, sobriety or ab-
stinence being the exertion. Stone, J., in Tatum vs.

State, 63 Ala., 162.

intemperately (in-tem'per-at-li), adv. In an
intemperate manner; immoderately; exces-
sively.

As little or rather less am I able to coerce the people
at large, who behaved very unwisely and intemperately on
that occasion. Burke, Conduct of the Minority.

intemperateness(tn-tem'per-at-nes),re. 1. The
state of being intemperate; want of modera-
tion; excessive indulgence: as, the intemper-
ateness of appetite or passion.

For a Christian to excuse his intemperatenesse by his
natural inclination, and to say 1 am borne cholericke,
sullen, amorous, is an apology worse than the fault.

Bp. Hall, Heaven upon Earth, § 7.

2t. Disturbance of atmospheric conditions; ex-
cess of heat or cold.

I am very well aware that divers diseases . . . may be
rationally referred to manifest intemperatenesses of the
air. Boyle, Works, V. 60,

intemperaturet (in-tern'per-a-tur), n. [< OP.
intemperature ; < in- priv. + temperature, tem-
perature: see temperature.] Intemperance; ex-
cess.

The prince was layed vpon his bed bare headed, in his
ierkin, for the great heat and intemperature of the' wea-
ther. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 37.



intemperature

Yet doth it not follow that any one man, with the mul-
titude, should run to Rome to suck the infection of dis-
solute intemperature. Ford, Line of Life.

Great intemperatures of the air, especially in point of
heat. Boyle, Works, V. 68.

intemperoust (m-tem'p6r-us), a. [Irreg. <
iinemperiate) + -ous.'\ Intemperate.

And rather would, hearts so iniemperous
Should not enjoy mee, than imploy mee thus.

" ' »•, tr. rf Du Bartas.

intempestivet (in-tem-pes'tiv), a. [== F. inr
tempesUfz= Sp.Pg. It. mtempeslwo, < L. intem-
pestivus, untimely, unseasonable, < m- priv. +
tempestivus, timely, seasonable : see tempesUve.']
Unseasonable; untimely.
Intempestive laughing, weeping, sighing.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 233.

intempestivelyt (in-tem-pes'tiv-li), adv. Un-
seasonably.

That sound true opinion that in all Christian professions
there is way to salvation (which I think you think) may
have been so incommodiously or mtempestively sometimes
uttered by you. Donne, Letters, xo.

intempestivityt (in-tem-pes-tiv'i-ti), n. [< L.
intempestwita(t-)s, untimeUness, i'intempesikms,
untiniely: Beemtempestive.'] Untimeliness; un-
seasonableness.

Our moral books tell us of a vice which they call aKai-
pia, intempeativity ; an indiscretion by which unvrise and
unexperienced men see not what behts times, persons,
occasions. Hales, Sermon at Eton, p. 4.

in tempo (in tem'po). [It. : in, in ; tempo, time

:

see tempo,'] In mitsic, in strict rnythm.
intenablet (in-ten'a-bl), a. [= F. intenable;
as«»-3 + tenable.'] '1. Not tenable; imtenable;
not to be held or maintained.

His Lordship's proposition may be expressed in plainer
terms, "That the more the world has advanced m real
knowledge, the more it has discovered of the intenable
pretensions of the GospeL" Waa^burton, Wotks, IX. xiii.

2. Incapable of containing. Also intemble,

I know I love in vain, strive against hope

;

Yet, in this captious and inienible sieve,
I still pour in the waters of my love.
And lack not to lose still.

Shak., AU's Well, L 3, 208.

intend (in-tend'), V. [Early mod. B. also en-

tend; < ME. intenden, entenden, < OP. entendre, P.
entendre = Pr. entendre = Sp. Pg. entender =
It. intendere, intend, < L. intendere, stretch out,

extend, aim at, stretch toward, direct toward,
turn to, purpose, intend, ML. also attend, < in,

in, upon, to, + tendere, stretch: seetend^. Cf.

attend, contend, extend, etc.] I. trans. If. To
stretch forth or out; extend or distend.

With sharpe intended sting so rude him smott
That to the earth him drove, as stricken dead.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xi 38.

Unless an age too late, or cold
Climate, or years, damp my intended wing.

Milton, P. L., ix. 46.

By this the lungs are intended or remitted. SirM. Bale.

2. To direct; turn; fix in a course or tendency.
[Archaic]

' Tyre, I now look from thee then, and to Tharsus
Intend my traveL SMh., Bericles, i. 2, 116.

Guide him to Fairy-land who now intends
That way his flight. Crabbe, Works, 1. 193.

For example, a man explores the basis of civil govern-
ment. Let him intend his mind without respite, without
rest, in one direction. Emerson, Intellect.

Our forefathers, by intending their minds to realities,

have established a harmony of thought with external nar

ture which is a pre-established harmony in our nature.
Maudsley, Body and WiU, p. 11.

3t. To fix the attention upon ; attend to ; su-

perintend.

There were Virgins kept which intended nothing but to

weaue, and spinne, and dye clothes, for their Idolatrous

seruices. PureMs, Pilgrimage, p. 882.

Herodicus . . . did nothing all his life long but intend

his health. Baxon, Advancement of Learning, iL 270.

I pray you intend your game, sir ; let me alone.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, v. 3.

Intend at home,
While here shall be our home, what best may ease

The present misery. Milton, P. L., ii. 467.

4. To fix the mind upon, as something to be
done or brought aboilt; have in mind or pur-

pose ; design : often used with the infinitive

:

as, I intend to write ; no deceptionwas intended.

Whatsoeuer mischiefe they entend to practise against a

man, they keepe it wonderfully secrete.
Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 65.

When he intends any warres, he must first have leave

of the Great Tnrke. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, L 38.

Sir John North delivered me one lately from your Lord-
ship, and I send my humble Thanks for the Venison you
intend me. BoweiU, Letters, I. iv. 21.

For why should men ever intend to repentj if they did

not think it necessary? Stillingfleet, Sermons, II. ill
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5. To design to signify; mean to be under-

stood; have reference to.

The words . . . sounded so as she could not imagine
what they might intend. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, il.

By internal war we intend movements more serious and
lasting than sedition. Woolsey, Intiod. to Inter. Law, § 136.

6t. To pretend; make believe; simulate.

Intend a kind of zeal both to the prince and Claudio.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 2, 85.

Ay, and amid this hurly I intend
That all is done in reverend care of her.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1, 206.

7t. To look for; expect.
I that alle trouthe in yow entende.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1649.

8t. To intensify; increase.

The magnified quality of this star [Sirius], conceived to

cause or intend the heat of this season.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. IS.

II. intrans. If. To stretch forward; extend;

move; proceed.

When your mayster iniendeth to bedward, see that you
haue Fyre and CandeU suflycyent.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 69.

He intended homewards. He by this

Needs must have gain'd the city.

Chapman, Revenge for Honour, iii. 1.

Now breaks, or now directs, intending lines.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 63.

2+. To attend
;
pay attention.

Ech to his owen nedes gan entende.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 424.

A man that Iniend/yth to mynstrels, shalle soone be wed-
dyd to povCTte, & his Sonne shalle hyte derisione.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fomivall), p. 31.

They were the first that entended to the obseruation of
nature and her works.

Pvitenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 4.

3. To have intention; be inclined or disposed.
[Rare.]

If you intend so friendly as you say, send hence your
armes. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 210.

To Intend fort, to design to go to.

I shall make no stay here, but intend for some of the
electoral courts. Richardson.

intendablet (in-ten'da-bl), a. [< intend +
-able.] Attentive. Hallimell.

intendance (in-ten'dans), n. [< MB. enten-

daunce, < OF. (and 'P. )'intendance = Sp. Pg. in-

tendencia = It. intendenza; as intend + -ance.]

1. Intendancy; superintendence; direction;

business management; specifically, in Prance,
official superintending authority, or a body oi
official Intendants, especially of the army.
Probably in the history of modem organisations there

is no greater instance of stupendous and abject failure
than the French Intendance.

Arch. Forbes, Experiencesof War, 1871, II. 338.

As to improving the arrangements . . . for making the
stafl and the intendance [in France, 1867] more efficient,

not a thought was bestowed on these important matters.
Fdinburgh Mev., CLXIV. 303.

2t, Attention; care; guidance-
But the maide whom wee would haue specially good

requireth all intendamee both of father and mother.
Vives, Instruction of a Christian Woman, i. 1.

intendancy (in-ten'dan-si), n. [Formerly also
imtendency; <intendm(t) + -cy. Ct. intendance.]
The office or employment of anintendant; the
district, duties, direction, etc., committed to the
charge of an intendant.
Hence we went to see Dr. Oibbs, a famous poet and

countryman of ours, who had some intenderuiy in an Hos-
pital built on the Via Triumphalis.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 26, 1646.

Promoted to the imtendamey of Hispaniola.
Jefferson, Correspondence, L 234.

intendant (in-ten'dant), n. [Formerly also in-

tendent; < P. vntenddnt= Sp. Pg. It. intendente, a
steward, surveyor, intendant, C L. intenden(t-)s,
ppr. of intendere, exert oneself, endeavor, in-
tend, ML. also attend: see intend. Intendant,
after the P., is the common form, while inten-
dent, after the L., is the reg. form in the aora-
Tpowad superintendent. Ci.dependant,dependent.]
Onewhohasthe oversight, direction, ormanage-
ment of some public business; a superinten-
dent ; a manager : used as a title of many pub-
lic officers in France and other European coun-
tries: as, an *«te»(ia»* of marine ; @.nintendcmt
of finance.

Subordinate to him are four other intendents.
Evelyn, State of France, Lewis XIV.

Nearchus, who commanded Alexander's fleet, and One-
sicrates, his intendant general of marine, have both left
relations of the Indies. Arbuthrwt.

Yon young gallant—
Your miserly intendant and dense noble

—

All— all suspected me. Byron, Werner, iii. 1.

A French medical oflicer of the navy who was going back
to his duties as Intendant of Pondicherry.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 5.

intenerate

Speotflcally— (a) In Canadian law, the second officer in
Canada under the French rule, having civil and maritime
jurisdiction, (p) In Mexican law, the chief oflicer of the
treasury or of the district; a high functionary having
administrative and some judicial power : in this use also

written, as Spanish, intendente.

intended (in-ten'ded), p,a. and n. I, p. a. Pur-
posed; to be, or to be done, according to an
agreement or design : as, an intended entertain-

ment; her mfeMtierf husband.
II. n. An intended husband or wife : with a

possessive pronoun preceding. [Colloq.]

If it were not that I might appear to disparage her in-

tended, ... I would add that to me she seems to be
throwing herself away. Dickens, David Copperfield, xxil.

intendedly (in-ten'ded-li), adv.^ With purpose
or intention ; intentionally.

To add one passage more of him, which is intendedl])

related for his credit. Strype, Abp. Parker.

intendencyt, intendentt, «• See intendamyt
intendant.

intenderi (in-ten'd6r), n. One who intends,

intender^t (in-ten'd6r), V. t. Same as entender.

Night opes the noblest scenes, and sheds an awe
Which gives those venerable scenes full weight.

And deep reception in th' i/ntendered heart.
Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 781.

intendimentt (in-ten'di-ment), n. [< ML. in-

tendimentum, attention: see intendment.] At-
tention; patient hearing; consideration; un-
derstanding; knowledge; intention.

Into the woods thenceforth in haste shee went,
To seeke for hearbes that mote him remedy

;

For shee of herbes had great intendiment.
Spenser, F. Q., III. v. 82.

The noble Mayd still standing all this vewd.
And merveild at his straunge intendiment.

Spenser, F. Q., IIL xii. 6.

intending (in-ten'ding),^. a. Designing or pur-
posing to be or become.

If the intending entomologist should content himself
with merely learning a string of names by rote, he musk
expect to find his lesson a hard and repulsive one.

J. O. Wood, Insects at Home, p. 18.

And what to intending emigrants will prove very useful.

Contemporary Rev:, L. 303.

The construction of a roof for an equatorial room (tech-

nically called the "dome," whatever maybe its precise
form) is a great crux to the intendi/ng buUder of an ob-
servatory. Nature, XXXIII. 67.

intendment (in-tend'ment), n. [Barly mod. E.
also«n<e«dme»<;< ME. ewfewfiemenf, understand-
ing, sense, < OP. (also P.) entendement = Pr.
entendement, entendemen, intendemen = Sp. en-

tendimiento = Pg. entendimento = It. interidi-

mento, < ML. intendmnentvm., attention, intent,

purpose, understanding, < L. intendere, intend,
ML. also attend: see intend. Cf. intendiment.']

If. Understanding; intelligence.

Mannes hedde imaginen ne can,
Ne entendement considere, ne tonge telle

The cruel peynes of this sorwful man.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1696.

By corruption of this our flesh, man's reason and^niend-
m£nt . . . were both overwhelmed.

Sir T. Wilson (Arbor's Eng. Gamer, I. 464).

2t. Intention; design; purpose.
We do not mean the coursing snatchers only.
But fear the main intendment of the Scot,
Who hath been still a giddy neighbour to us.

Shale., Hen. V., 1. 2, Hi.

See the privacy of this room, how sweetly it offers itself

to our retired intendments.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Eevels, ii. 1.

Therefore put in act yonr resolute intendments.
Dekker and Webster, Sir Thomas Wyatt.

3. True intent!on or meaning: specificallyused
of a person or a law, or of any legal instru-
ment— In the intendment of law, in the judgment of
law ; according to the legal view ; by a presumption of law.

The time of their absence is in the intendment of law
bestowed to the Church's great advantage and benefit.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 81.

intenebratet (in-ten'e-brat), v. t. [Cf. It. «»-

tenebra/re, darken ; < L'. in, in, -1- tenebrare, dark-
en, < tenebrcB, darkness : see tenebrm,] To dark-
en; obscure; make shadowy.
A pretty conjecture intenebrated by antiquity.

Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiss, p. 261.

intenerate (in-ten'e-rat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
intenerated, ppr. inteneratirw. [< ML. *intene-
ratus, pp. of Hntenerare (> ft. intenerare), make
tender, < L. in, in, -1- tener, tender: see tender.]
To make tender ; soften. [Rare.]
So have I seen the little purls of a stream sweat through

thebottom of abank and intenerate the stubborn pavement
till it hath made it fit for the impression of a child's foot.

Jer. Taylor, Sermons (1661), p. 204.

Thus she [Nature] contrives to intenerate the granite
and feldspar. Emerson, Compensation.

inteneratet (in-ten'e-rat), a. [< ML. Hntene-
ratus, pp.: see the verb.] Made tender; ten-
der; soft; intenerated.



inteneration

inteneration (in-ten-e-ra'shon), n. [< mtem-
rate + non.'] The act of intenerating or mak-
ing soft or tender. [Rare.]
Kestauration of some degree of youth, and imtmeration

of the parts. Boom, Nat. Hist., § 56.

inteniblet (in-ten'i-bl), a. [< in-3 + *tenible

_
for tenable : see tenable.'] Same as intenable, 2.
mtensate (in-ten'sat), v. t.: pret. and pp. inten-
sated, ppr. intensaUng. (< intense + -ateK]
To make intense or more intense; intensify.
[Rare.]

' •'

Poor Jean Jacques 1 . . . with all misformations of Na-
ture mtensated to the verge of madness by unfavourable
fortune. Carlyle, Diderot.

iutensation (in-ten-sa'shon), ». [< intense +
-ation.] The act of intensating: elevation to
a higher degree of intensity. [Rare.]
There are cooks too, we know, who boast of their diabolic

ability to cause the patient, by successive mtenmtions of
their art, to eat with new and ever new appetite, till he ex-
plode on the spot. Carlyle, Diderot.

intensative (in-ten'sa-tiv), a. [< intensate yt-

we.] Making intense or more intense ; adding
intensitj;; intensifying. [Rare.]
intense (in-tens'), a. [< F. intense = Sp. Pg.
It. intenso, < L. intensus, stretched tight, pp. of
intendere, stretch out: see intend.] 1. Exist-
ing in or having a high degree ; strong

;
pow-

erful: as, intense pain; intense activity; hence,
extreme or absolute of its kind; having its
characteristic qualities in a high degree.
I fear that your Love to me doth not continue in so con-

stant and iTitense a Degree. Howell, Letters, I. v. 1.

The national and religious prejudices with which the
English were regarded throughout India were peculiarly
intense in the metropolis of the Brahminical superstition.

MaoaiUay, Warren Hastings.

!Prom the interne, clear, star-sown vault of heaven.
O'er the lit sea's unquiet way.

M. Arnold, Self-dependence.

A passion so intense
One would think that it well
Might drown all life in the eye.

Tennyson, Maud, xxiv. 8.

I prefer a winter walk that takes in the nightfall and
the intense silence that ere long follows it.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 61.

2. Exhibiting a high degree of some quality or
action.

[He was] studiously intejise in acquiring more know-
ledge. N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 311.

3. Susceptible to strong emotion; emotional.
[Recent cant.]

Scene, a drawing-room in Passionate Brompton.
Fair Esthetic (suddenly, and in deepest tones, to Smith,

who has Just been introduced to take her in to dinner).

Aie yon. Intense?
Dvb Uaurier, English Society at Home, pi. 49.

4. In photog., same as dense, 3.

intensely (in-tens 'li), adv. 1. In an intense
degree; with intensity; extremely; very: as,

weather intensely cold.—^Sf. Attentively; ear-

nestly; intently.

To persons young, and that look intensely if it be dark,
there appear many strange images moving to and fro.

J. Spencer, "Vanity of Vulgar Prophecies, p. 103.

3. With intense feeling or emotion.

He lived intensely in his own imaginings, wise or idle,

beautiful or feebly extravagant. M. Dowden, Shelley, 1. 41.

intenseness (in-tens 'nes), n. The state or

character of being intense, in any sense of that

word; intensity.

He was in agony, and prayed with the utmost ardency
and intenseness. Jer. Taylor.

intensification (in-ten'si-fi-ka'shgn), n. [As

intensify + -ation.] 1. The act of"intensifying

or of making intense.

The result of training for prize-fights and races is more
shown in the prolongation of energy than in the intensi-

Jication of energy. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 303.

Specifically— 3. In photog., the process of

thickening or renderingmore opaque the chem-
ical deposits in the film of a picture, intensifica-

tion is required to Improve the prmting quality of a neg-

ative, when the exposure has been ill-timed or the sub-

ject badly lighted. It is sometimes effected, in the case

of too short exposure, by carrying the development to an

extreme, but more commonly the negative is intensified

by a new chemical process after development.

intensifier (in-ten'si-fi-6r), n. One who or

that which intensifies. Specifically—(a) In pho-

tog., one of the substances which, when applied to a neg-

ative, increase the opacity of the deposit already formed.

(6) In physical and mechanical appliances, an appara-

tus for intensifying or increasing the pressure upon a

mass of confined air or other fluid. Two directly con-

nected pistons of different areas, .working in separate cyl-

inders supplied with proper valves, constitute the mam
features of the apparatus. The smaller cylinder receiving

the fluid at a given pressure on one side of its piston, the

latter Is thereby moved to the end of its stroke, and its

valve is closed to prevent escape of the fluid. Next, the

fluid is, at the same pressure, admitted into the larger
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cylinder, on the opposite side of its piston to that upon
which the admission was effected in the smaller cylinder.

The fluid in the smaller cylinder is thus compressed, and
its pressure upon each unit of interior surface of the cyl-

inder is intensified in the exact ratio of the areas of the
pistons. By a series of these intensiflers, or by properly
proportioning the cylinders and pistons, pressure is thus
increased without limit, except such as is introduced by
the limits of strength in materials.

intensify (in-ten'si-fi), V.
;
pret. and pp. inten-

sified, ppr. intensifying. [= F. intensifier; < L.
intensus, intense, + -ficare, (.facere, make.] I.

trans. 1. To render intense or more intense;
heighten the action or some quality of.

We have seen the influence of universal empire expand
ing, and the influence of Greek civilisation intemUyiMg,
the sympathies of Europe. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 290.

2. Specifically, in photog., to render more
opaque, as the chemically affected parts of a
negative. See intensification, 2.

II. intrans. To become intense or more in-

tense ; act with greater effort or energy.

intension (in-ten'shon), n. [= Sp. intension =
Pg. intensao = It. iniensione, < L. intensio(n-), a
stretching out, < intendere, pp. intensus, stretch
out: see intend, intense.] 1. Intensity, quan-
tity, or dejgree of a quality, action, or effect.

The greatness of the glory eternal consists not only in
the eternity of its duration, but in its intension also, as
being supreme. Jer. Taylor, Worlts (ed. 1835), I. 376.

Art demands, in addition to the dimension of extension,
a dimension of intension or degree.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 348.

2. The act of making intense ; intensification.
[Rare.]
It is by alternate intension and remission of effort that

rhythm is made obvious to our senses.

J. Badley, Essays, p. 95.

3. In logic, a term used by Sir William Hamil-
ton for the sum of the characters given in the
definition of a term: intended to replace the
term comprehension.—latenBiou. and remission of
format, in metaph., higher and lower degrees of substan-
tial forms as they exist in the individuals : for instance,
one thing may be supposed to possess the elemental form
of fire in a more intense state than another thing. This
doctrine was held by Duns Scotns and his followers, but
was denied by the rest of the scholastic doctors.

intensity (in-ten'sj-ti), n. [= p. intensity =
Sp. intensidad = Pg. intensidade= It. intensitd,

< L. as if *intensita{t-)Sy < intensus, tight: see
intense.] 1. The character or state of being
intense ; the quantity or degree of a quality,
action, or effect; degree; speoifloally, a high
degree. Intensity (as opposed to extension) is a quan-
tity which is not apprehended by a successive synthesis,
but all at once ; a quantity the parts of which are not
separately identifiable, and which has an absolute mini-
mum.
The intensity of the heat was tremendous : the tar melt-

ed in the seams of the deck ; we could scarcely bear it even
when we were under the awning.

M. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 2.

It is no doubt also true that intensity of antecedent de-
sire intensifies the pleasure of fruition when that comes
— the pleasure not only appears, as Plato thought, but ac-
tually is greater. H. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 124.

The intensity and persistence of grief at the loss of a
friend measures the depth of the affection.

J. Sitlly, Outlines of Psychol., p. 491.

Wealth of expanded and convoluted cerebral hemi-
spheres is, in some general way, a measure of the rich-
ness and intensity of mental life.

Q. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 246.

2. In physics and mech., the amount or degree
of energy withwhich a force operates or a cause
acts ; effectiveness, as estimated by the result

;

the magnitude of a force, measured in appro-
priate units: a,8, the intensity ot gta,vita,tion. in
electricity, the intensity ofa current is properlyits strength
(expressed in amperes) ; in popular language, however, it

is often used of the electromotive force or potential-dif-
ference of the current, as when a voltaic battery, coupled
in series, is said to be arranged for intensity.

The intensity of light depends upon the extent of the
vibrations of the height of the waves.

Spottiswoode, Polarization, p. 32.

The intensity of magnetization of a uniformly magnet-
ized body is defined as the quotient of its moment by its

volume. J. D. Everett, Units and Phys. Constants, p. 121.

3. Used absolutely: Intense feeling or emo-
tion; also, the exhibition or embodiment of in-

tense feeling or emotion.

But this led him to search the Bible and dwell upon it

with an earnestness and intensii^/ which no determination
of a calmer mind could have commanded.

Soutliey, Bunyan, p. 32.

In proportion to the intensity needful to make his
(Wordsworth's] nature thoroughly aglow is the very high
quality of his best verses.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 243.

4. In photog., opacity or density, as of a nega-
tive. See intensification, 2 Chromatic, colorlflc,
magnetic, etc., intensity. See the adjectives.— Inten-
sity of a pressure or other stress, the total force divided
by the area over which it is distributed.

intent

intensive (in-ten'siv), a. and n. [= F. inten-

sif= Sp. Pg. It. intensioo, < NL. intensivus, < L.
intensus, intense: see intense.] I. a. 1. Per-
taining or referable to intensity or degree ; in-

opeasing in intensity or degree ; making or be-
coming intense ; intensifying.

The pressure [of population], from being simply exten-
sive, has also become intensive.

Amer. Anthropologist, 1. 17.

Those persons requiring the intensive treatment [in vac-
cination] have to come again in the afternoon.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 858.

2. Intense.

A very intensive pleasure follows the passion or displea-
sure. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 266.

The elevating force is more intensive in the Chilian An-
des than in the neighboring countries.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 90.

3t. Intent; unremitted; assiduous.
Hereupon Salomon said, kisse me with the kisse of thy

mouth, to note the intensive desire of the soule.
Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

4. In gram., expressing intensity or a high de-
gree of action or quality ; serving to give force
or emphasis : as, an intensive particle or prefix.
Many particles and prefixes, as well as verbs, are called
intensive, especiaXiy in Latin and Greek grammar, even
when their force is not expressible by paraphrase or trans-
lation. Prefixes originally intensive often become neu-
tral.—Intensive distance, difference in the degree of
some quality.

The intensive distance between the perfection of an an-
gel and of a man is but finite. Sir M. Hale.

Intensive distinctness, distinctness and completeness
in logical depth.—Intensive gas-burner. See gas-bum-
«r.— Intensive proposition, a proposition in which the
subject is viewed as the containing whole.— Intensive
quantity, (a) A continuous quantity the parts of which
cannot be separately identified, and which has an absolute
minimum ; degree ; intensity.

That quantity which can be apprehended as unity only,
and in which plurality can be represented by approxima-
tion only to negation = 0, 1 call intensive quantity. Ev-
ery reality therefore in a phenomenon has intensive quan-
tity—that is, a degree.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Hiiller.

(6) Logical comprehension or depth ; the sum of the char-
acters predicable of a term ; the sum of consequences from
agiven fact.— Intensive sublimity, sublimity due to the
high degree of some quality.

II, n. Something serving to express inten-
sity, or to give force or emphasis; specifically,

in gram., an intensive particle, word, or phrase-
intensively (in-ten'siv-li), adv. In an inten-
sive manner; by increase of degree ; as regards
intensity or degree.

An object is intensively sublime when it involves such
a degree of force or power that the Imagination cannot at
once represent, and the Understanding cannot bring under
measure, the quantum of this force ; and when, from the
nature of the object, the inability of the mind is made at
once apparent, so that it does not proceed in the ineffec-

tual effort^ but at once calls back its energies from the at-

tempt. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xlvi.

Frequently the linguistic material available is of a pre-
carious quality, intensively and extensively.

Trans. Armr. PhUol. Ass., XVL, App., p. xiL

intensiveness (in-ten'siv-nes), n. The charac-
ter or quality of being intensive; intensity.

He chose a solitary retired garden, where nothing might
or could interrupt or divert the intensivcTiess of his sorrow
and fear. Sir M. Hale, Christ Crucified.

intent (in-tenf), a. [= OF. intent = Sp. Pg.
It. intento, < L. intentus, stretched, strained,
eager, intent, pp. of intendere, stretch, intend,
attend: see intend. Of. intent, n.] 1. Firmly
or steadfastly fixed or directed (upon some-
thing); fixed with strained or earnest atten-
tion: as, an intent look or gaze; his thoughts
are intent upon his duty.

People whose hearts are wholly bent towards pleasure,
or intent upon gain, never hear of the noble occurrences
among men of industry and humanity.

Steele, Spectator, No. 248.

But this whole hour your eyes have been intent
On that veiled picture.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

2. Having the mind bent or earnestly fixed
upon something; sedulously engaged or set-
tled: usually with on or upon: as, a person in-

tent upon business or pleasure.

The patient fisher takes his silent stand.
Intent, his angle trembling in his hand.

Pope, Windsor Forest, L 138.

Her head erect, her face turned full to me,
, Her soul intent on mine through two wide eyes.

Brovming, Ring and Book, I. 302.

3t. Earnestly attentive; strongly devoted:
with to.

Distractions in England made most men intent to their
own safety. Eikon Basilike.

intent (in-tenf), «• [Early mod. E. also entent;

< ME. intent, usually entent, entente, < OP. en-
tent, m., entente, P. entente, f ., = Pr. enten, m.,
ententa, f., = Sp. Pg. It. intento, m., intent, < L.
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intentus, m., purpose, intent, ML. also a stretch-
ing out, < L. intendere, pp. intentus, stretch out,
intend: see intend. Cf. intent, a.] 1. That
which is intended; purpose; aim; design; in-
tention; meaning.

Ne no tbing wist thai what it ment
That thai honnrd with gude entent.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 88.

I ask therefore for what intent ye have sent for me?
Acts X. 29.

He [my guide] too went readily in with me ; it may be
not knowing my intent was to buy.

Dampier, Voyages, n. i. 91.

Bat Dante recked not of the wine

;

Whether the women stayed or went,
His Tisage held one stem intent.

D. G. JRossetti, Dajite at Yerona.

2. In law: (a) Personal intention; the state
of mind in respect of intelligent volition ; the
voluntary purposing of an act: often distin-
guishable from the motive which led to the for-
mation of the intent. See criminal intent, be-
low. (6) The tendency imputable by law to an
act ; the constructive purpose of an action, for
which the doer may be responsible, although
the actual intent was not wrongful : as when a
conveyance is said to be intended to defraud
creditors, because, although it may have been
without actual dishonest intention, it neces-
sarily has that tendency.—Sf. Notion; idea;
thought; opinion.

To myn entent ther is best abydeng,
I wote he will be gladde of your comyng.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 829.

4t. Attention; heed.

Awake, doagter myne.
And to my talkyng take entent.

Early Bng. Poems, p. 141.

The lesse lyght all-way to the nyght sail take entent.
York Playgf p. IL

Criminal intent, the intent to do the criminal act or to
omit the duty, if the law makes the act or omission an of-

fense, irrespective of whether the person knew of the law,
and in many cases irrespective of whether he knew the
tacts which bring the act or omission within the law, and
irrespective of motive. Thus, for example, if a person,
-whether from the motive of pleasure in the noise, or anger
at a cat, discharges a firearm from his window in a city

^th recldess disregard of human life, and Idlls a person
who is unknown to him, witliin range, the ariminal intent

is the intelligent purpose to discharge the gun in a highly
dangerous manner, as distinguished alike from the motive,
from any purpose to violate law, and from any purpose to

kill a human being. If he was insane in the legal sense,

-or if the discharge was accidental, there was no criminal
intent ; otherwise the intent was criminal, although he
had an innocent motive, and was ignorant of the law and
of the existence of the bystander.— Specific intent, ac-

tual intent.—To all Intents and purposes, in every re-

spect ; in all applications or senses ; in a looser use, prac-

tically ; substanti^ly, hut not literally.

To all intents and jmrposes, hewho will not open his eyes
is for the present as blind as he that cannot.

Soitth, Sermons.

intentt, v. t. [< L. intentare, stretch out to-

ward, freq. of intendere, stretch out: see in-

tend.'] To accuse ; charge. Nares.

For of some former she had now made known
They were her errors, Trhilst she intented Browne.

Verses prefixed to Brovme's Pastorals.

intentationt (iu-ten-ta'shon), n. [= It. inten-

tazione, < L. intentatioin-),' a, stretching out to-

ward, \ intentare, stretch out toward: see in-

tent.'] The act of intending, or the result of

such an act ; intention. Jip. Hall, Ahab and
Naboth.

intentio (in-ten'shi-6), n. [L. , a stretching out

:

see intention.] In anc. music, the process or

act of passing from a lower to a higher pitch.

intention (in-ten'shon), n. [< ME. intendon,

entencioun, < OF. intendon, entencion, intention,

F. intention = Pr. entencio, entensio = Sp. in-

tendon = Pg. intengao = It. inienzione, < L. in-

tentio(n-), a stretching out, exertion, attention,

design, purpose, intention, < intendere, pp. in-

teiitus, stretch out, intend: see intend.] 1.

Direction of the mind ; attention ; hence, un-
common exertion of the intellectual faculties;

closeness of application; fixedness of atten-

tion; earnestness. [Archaic]

O, she did so course o'er my exteriors with such a greedy
intention, that the appetite of her eye did seem to scorch

me up like a burning-glass ! Shak., M. W. of W., i. 3, 73.

I suHer for their guilt now, and my sonle

(Like one that lookes on ill-affected eyes)

Is hurt with mere intention on their follies.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, i. 5.

\^Tien the mind mth great earnestness, and of choice,

flies its view on any idea, considers it on all sides, and will

not be called o£E by the ordinary solicitation of other ideas,

it is that we call intention or study.
Locke, Human Understanding, IT. xix. 1.

It [reading well] requires a training such as the athletes

underwent, the steady intention almost of the whole life

to this object Thoreau, Walden, p. 110.
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2. The act of intending or purposing.

It is evident that "good interUion" is of the very es-

sence of an act of duty, and not "good results " nor "plea-

surable feelings " felt in its performance.
Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 160.

3. That which is intended, purposed, or meant

;

that for which a thing is made, designed, or

done; intent; purpose; aim; meaning; desire:

often in the plural, especially (in colloquial

use) with regard to marriage.

The chief intention of pfllars, in Egyptian buildings, be-

ing to support a weighty covering, it was necessaiy they

should be very strong.
Pocoeke, Description of the East, L 216.

Therefore have they ever been the instruments of great

designs, yet seldom understood the true intention of any.

Sir T. Broicne, Volg. Err.

So little intention had we of shooting bears thatwe had
not brought rifle or even gun with us.

Fronde, Sketches, p. 79.

He unbosomed himself with the simplicity of a rustic

lover called upon by an anxious parent to explain his in-

tentiona. 0. W. Holmes, Essays, p. 109.

4t. A straining or putting forth of action ; ex-

ertion; intension.

The operations of agents admit of intention and remis-

sion. Locke.

5. In surg., and figuratively in other uses, nat-

ural effort or exertion; course of operation
;
pro-

cess: as, the wound healed by first or by sec-

ond intention . See below.

The third intention is dellgation, or retaining the parts

so joined together. Wiseman, Surgery.

You discern at a glance that it is only what was natural

to him and reached by the first intention.

Stedman, Vict Poets, p. 45.

6+. A mental effort or exertion; notion; con-

ception; opinion.

A monke, by our Lordes gras.

Off Maillers it is myn entencion.
Sam. ofPartenay (E. E. T. 3.\ L 2643.

7f. Understanding; attention; consideration.

Thi passioun & thi mercy
We take to oure entensumn.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (K E. T. S.), p. 21.

8. In law, intent ; the fixing of the mind upon
the act and thinking of it as of one which wiLL

be performed when the time comes. Stephen ;
Earris. It depends on a joint exercise of the
will and the understanding.—9. In scholastic

logic, a general concept of the mind. [This use of
the word (Latin intentio\ first found in a translation from
Avicenna, was common throughout the thirteenth, four-
teenth, and fifteenth centuries. Aquinas says that the in-

telligible species or first apprehension is the beginning,
while the intention is the end of the process of thought]
—Declaration of Intention. See declaration.—First
intention, in logic, a general conception obtained by ab-
straction from the ideas or images of sensible objects.

—

Second Intention, in logv:, a general conception obtain-
ed by reflection and abstraction applied to fim intentions
as objects. Thus, the concepts man, animal, and thing are
first intentions; bat if we reflect that man is a species of
animal, and animal a species of organism, we see there is

no reason why this process should not be continued until
we have a concept embracing every other object or being
(ens) ; and this concept, not obtained by direct abstraction
from the species offered by the imagination, but by think-
ing about words or concepts, is a second intention. In
particular, the concepts of a genus, of a species, of a spe-
cific difference, of a property, and of an accident were
considered to be derived from the consideration of par-
ticular genera, species, differences, properties, and acci-
dents, and so to be second intentions par excellence. At
the present day such terms as being, nothing, identity,
negation, and the like are called terms of second inten-
tion when it is desired to emphasize the fact that they are
obtained by abstraction from the logical relations of other
terms.—Special Intention, the celebration of the eu-
charist for a specific object Lee's Glossary.—To heal
by first intention, in surg., to cicatrize without sup-
puration, as a wound.—To heal by second intention,
in surg., to unite after suppuration, as the borders of a
wound.
intentional (in-ten'shon-al), a. and n. [= Sp.
Pg. intendonal= It. intenzionale = P. intention-

nel; as intention + -al.] I. a. 1. Done with
intention, design, or purpose; intended; de-
signed.

The glory of God is the end which evew intelligent
being is bound to consult, by a direct and intentixmal
service. Rogers.

2. In metaph., pertaining to an appearance,
phenomenon, or representation in the mind;
phenomenal; representational; apparent In-
tentional abstraction, being, etc. See the nouns.—
Intentional enst. Same as intentional, n.—Intentional
existence, existence as an immediate object of conscious-
ness. =Syn. 1. Premeditated, contemplated, studied.

H.t H. In metaph., an appearance having no
substantial existence.

To a true being are opposed beings of reason, as genus,
species, etc., . . . secondly, the fictitious or feigned, as
chimxra, centaure, etc., . _. . thirdly, appearances, or as
they commonly say inteniionals, as the rainbow, colours
appearing, species's and spectres of the senses and under-

inter-

standing, and other things whose essence only consists in
their apparition. Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

intentionality (in-ten-shg-nal'i-ti), n. [< in-

tentional + 4ty.] The character or fact of be-

ing intentional ; designedness.

To render the analysis here given of the possible states

of the mind in point of intentionality absolutely complete,
it must be pushed to such a farther degree of minuteness,
as to some eyes will be apt to appear trifiing.

Bentham, Introd. to ^nciples of Morals, vliL

intentionally (in-ten'shon-al-i), adv. In an
intentional maimer; witfi intention or designj
of purpose ; not casually.

intentioned (in-ten'shond), a. [< intention -f-

-ed^.] Having intentions or designs, of a Mnd
specified by some qualifying term : as, well-in-

tenOoned; iil-intentioned.

intentivet (in-ten'tiv), a. [< ME. ententif, <

OP. ententif= 'Pt. entenUu=It. intentivo, < LL.
intentivus, intensive (said of adverbs), \ L. in-

tendere, pp. intentus, stretch out: see intend.

Cf. intensive.] 1. Having an intent or pur-

pose; intent; attentive.

Who is so trewe and eke so entenlyf

To kepe him, syk and hool, as is his make?
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 44.

While Vortimer was thus intentive for his C!ountrey"s

liberty, Eowena the former King's Wife, being Daughter
to Hengist, was as intentive to bring it into Servitude.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 4.

But her most intentive care was how to unite England
and Scotland in a solid friendship.

Baker, C^ironicles, p. 367.

Objects
Worthy their serious and iTitentive eyes.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

3. Of or pertaining to attention.

Cor sonls for want of spirits cannot attend exactly to so

many intentive operations. Burton, Anat. of MeL
, p. 256.

intenti'^elyf (in-ten'tiv-U), adv. [< ME. en-

tentifly; < intentive + -ly^.] Attentively; in-

tently.

And for his grete bewte the maydenys be-hilde hym
often ententifiy. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 608.

Whereof by parcels she had something heard.
But not intentively. Shak., Othello, i. 3, 155.

intentivenesst (in-ten'tiv-nes), n. Closeness
of attention or application of mind; attentive-

ness. TV. Montague, Devoute Essays, ii. 224.

in'tently (in-tent'li), adv. In an intent man-
ner; with close attention or application; with
eagerness or earnestness ; fixedly.

And he be-heilde hym ententely that he loked on noon
other, and after that he be-heUde his felowes, that were
stUle and koy, that seiden not o worde, bat be-heilde hym
that spake. Merlin (JB. E. T. S.), iL 318.

intentness (in-tent'nes), n. The state of be-

ing intent; close or earnest attention or ap-

plieation.

interl(in-ter'), ". *•; pret. and pp. inferred, ppr.

interring. [Formerly enter; < ME. enteren, <

OP. enterrer, P. enterrer = Pr. Sp. Pg. enterraf

= It. interrare,<. ML. interrare, put in the earth,

bury, < L. in, in, + terra, earth: see terra.] 1.

To place in the earth and cover with it. [Bare
in this general sense.]

The best way is to inter them as you farrow pease.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

Specifically— 2. Tobniy; inhume; place in a

grave, or, by extension, in a tomh of any kind.

The princes entred in to the town gladde and ioyfuU,
and dide entere the deed corps.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Iii. 603.

To be enterit in a towmbe, as a triet qwene^
And laid by hir legis, tlmt the loud aght

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.)i 1 1158&

The evil that men do lives after them

;

The good is oft interred with their bones.
Shak., J. C, ilL 2, 8L

inter^ (in'tfer), prep. [L., in the midst, be-
tween, during, among (in comp. also under,
down: see inter-) (= Skt. antar, within), < in,

in, within, + -ter, a compar. suffix, = E. -der,

-ther, -ter, in under, other, after, etc. Cf. under.]
A Latin preposition meaning 'between' or
' among,' used in some Latin phrases occurring
in English books, as in inter nos (between or

among ourselves), inter arma silent leges (la-^vs

are silent among arms— that is, in time of
war), etc., and very common as a prefix. See
inter-.

interi't, v. A Middle English form of enter^.

inter-. [Early mod. E. also enter- (a form stUl
extant in entertain, enterprise, etc.); ME. enter-,

enfre-, rarely »nter-,< OF. entre-,inter-,<. F.entre-,

inter- = Sp. Pg. entre-, inter- = It. enter-, in-

ter-,<. L. intei-- (changed to intej- before I, name-
ly, in intellegere, inteUigere, understand: see in-

tellect, intelligent, etc.), a very common pre- -



inter-

fix, beiug the adv. and prep, inter used with
verbs and nouns, with the meaning ' between,
among, amid, during,' in some instances
under, down': see inter^.'] A common prefix
meaning 'between' or 'among' or 'during,' oc-
curring in many English words taken from the
Latin, either directly or through Middle English
and Old French or French forms (being then
in Middle English also enter-, and so retained
in some modemforms : see enter-), or formed in
English on the Latin model. Words formed In
English with this prefix may h&ve the second element of
non-Iatln origin, as in interdash, interknow, intertangle,
interweam, etc. The second element is (in th'e original)
either a verb, as in interact, v., intercalate, intercept, in-
terchange, etc., or a noun, as in ivieract, »., intm-axls, in-
terml, intervale, etc. The prefix is freely used in English
In the making of new compounds, often without immedi-
ate reference to its latin status. In such cases, in the
following etymologies, it is, for the sake of brevity, usually
treated as an English prefix, and not carried back to the
Latin preposiijon, as in other cases. For the relation of
inter- to the second element in adjectives, compare the
similar relation of ante-, anti-, etc.

interaccessory (in"t6r-ak-ses'g-ri or in-t6r-ak'-
se-so-ri), a. [< inter- + accessory.'} In anat.,
situated between accessory processes of verte-
brse: aa, an interaccessory iciascle.

interacinous (in-ter-as'i-nus), a. [< L. inter,

between,+ NL. aoimis, q. v.] Situated or oc-
curring between the acini.
The growth [of a tumor] is accompanied by a strong

vascularization of the interacinous connective tissue.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 353.

interact (in-tSr-akf), n. [= F. entr'acte = 8p.
Pg. entreacto; as inter- + act, ».] In the drama,
the interval between two acts, or a short piece
between others ; an interlude ; hence, any in-
termediate employment or time.

interact (in-t6r-akt'), V. i. [< inter- + act, v.}

To act reciprocally; act on each other.

The two complexions, or two styles of mind—the per-
ceptive class, and the practical finality class— axe ever in
counterpoise, iiiteracting mutually.

Emerson, English Traits, xiv.

interaction (in-t6r-ak'shgn), n. [(.interact, v.,

after aci*o«.] Mutual or reciprocal action ; ac-
tion or influence of things upon each other.

The interaction of the ^toms throughout infinite time
rendered all manner of combinations possible. Tyndall.

There can be no morality when there is not interaction
between the moral subject and the moral object.

H. N. Day, Princeton Eev., Sept., 1879, p. 311.

interactional (in-ter-ak'shon-al), a. [< inter-

action + -al.'] Pertaining iJo or of the nature
of interaction. [Rare.]
The sum of beiug consists of the two systems of sub-

stantial forms and inieraciionaZ relations, and it reappears
in the form of concept and judgment, the concept repre-

senting being and the judgment being in action.

JSncyc. Brit., XXI. 412.

interactive (in-ter-ak'tiv), a. [< inter- + ac-

tive. ] Mutually active ; acting upon or influ-

encing each other.

These phenomena are ever intermingled and interac-

tive. t^. Fisfte, CosmicPhilos.,I. 39.

interadditive (in-tfer-ad'i-tiv), a. [< inter- +
additive.'] Inserted parenthetically, or between
other things, as a clause in a sentence. Cole-

ridge.

interagency (in-t6r-a'jen-si), n. [Winter- +
agency.] The act or acts of one acting as an
interagent; intermediate agency.

interagent (in-ter-a'jent), n. [< inter- + agent. ]

An intermediate ageiit.

Domitian . . . tried by secret ijitera^ents to corrupt the

fidelity of Cerialis. Gordon, tr.of Tacitus.

inter alia (in'ter a'li-a). [L.: inter, among;
alia, neut. pi. ace. of alius, other: see alias.']

Among other things or matters : as, he spoke,

inter alia, of the slavery question.

interallf, n. An obsolete variant of entraiP-.

When zephyr breathed into the watery interall.

G. Fletcher.

interalveolar (in"t6r-al-ve'6-iar), a. [< inter-

-{ alveolar.] 1. In zoSl, situated between the

alveoli: applied to the transverse muscleswhich

connect the apposed surfaces of the five alve-

oU of the dentary apparatus of a sea-urchin.

See lantern of Aristotle, under lantern.— 2. In

anat., situated between or among the alveoli

of the lungs.

interambulacra, n. Plural of interambulacrum.

interambulacrai (in-t6r-am-bu-la'kral), a.

[= F. interambulacrai; as inter- + ambulacral.]

1 In eohinoderms, situated between ambula-

cra ;
interradial. See cut under Astrophyton.

Transverse muscles connect the two interambulaeral

pieces, the oral edges of which are articulated with a long

narrow plate, the torus angularis.
^ „ -oa

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 483.

2. Of or pertaining to interambulacra.
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interambulacrum (in-t6r-am-bu-la'krum), n.
;

pi. interambulacra (-kra). [< inter- + ambula-
crum.] In gool., one of the imperforate plates
which occupy the intervals of the perforate
plates, or ambulacra, in the shells of echino-
derms. See ambulacrum.
interamnian (in-ter-am'ni-an), a. [< LL. inter-

amnus, between two rivers,"< L. inter, between,
+ amnis, a river. ] Situated between two rivers

:

applied specifically to Mesopotamia.
From one end of the Inter-a/mnian country to the other.

Piazzi Smyth, Pyramid, p. 76.

interanimate (in-t6r-an'i-mat), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. interanimated, ppr. interanimating, [< in-

ter- + animate.] To animate mutually.

When love with one another so
Imteranimates two souls.

Domne, The Ecstasy.

interantennal (in"t6r-an-ten'al), a. [< inter-

+ antennw + -al.] Situated between the an-
tennsB: as, the interantennal clypeal region of

a myriapod—Interantenrfal ridge, a longitudinal
ridge or carina between the antennae, seen in many Hyme-
noptera.

interarborationt (in-tfer-ar-bo-ra'shon), n.

[< inter- + arhor^ + -ation.] Tlie intermixture
of the branches of trees standing in opposite
ranks.
And though the i/nter-a/rhoration do imitate the Areo-

stylos, or thin order, not strictly answering the proportion
of intercolumniations

;
yet in many trees they will not ex-

ceed the intermission of the columnes in the court of the
Tabernacle. Sir T. Broume, Garden of Cyrus, iv.

interarticular (in"ter-ar-tik'u-lar), a. [= F.
interarticulaire ; as inter- + arUcular.] Situ-

ated in a joint (that is, between the articular

ends of the bones that compose the joint).

—

Interarticular cartUage, flbrooartilage. See carti-

lage.

interar3rtenoid (in-t6r-ar-i-te'noid), a. [< in-

ter- + arytenoid.] Situated between the ary-
tenoids.

This inflammatory action in the interarytenoid space is

responsible for the spasmodic attacks characterizing per-

tussis. Medical News, LII. 601.

interatomic (in'''t6r-a-tom'ik), a. [< inter- +
atom + -4c.] Existing or actingbetween atoms,
especially those of a single molecule.

It may be also [admitting] an interatomUs energy, be-
tween the atoms of the individual molecules.

Bncyc. Brit., XVI. 611.

interaulic (in-t6r-&'lik), a. [< L. inter, 'be-

tween, + aula, a hall: see aulic] Existing
between royal courts : as, " interaulic politics,"

Motley. [Bare.]

interauricular (in"ter-a-rik'u-lar), a. [< in-

ter- + auricula, auricle, + -ar'^.] In anat., situ-

ated between the auricles of the heart : as, the
interauricular septum.
interaxal (in-ter-ak'sal), a. [iinteraxis+ -al.]

In arch., situated in an interaxis.

interazillary (in-ter-ak'si-la-ri), a. [< L. inter,

between, + axilla, axil, -I- -ary-.] In hot., situ-

ated between the axils of leaves.

interaxis (In-ter-ak'sis), n. [< L. inter, be-
tween, + axis, axis: see axis^.] In arc'h., the
space between axes.

interbastationf (in"ter-bas-ta'shon), n. [< in-

ter- + baste^ + -ation.] Patchwori;. [Rare.]

A metaphor taken from interiastation, patching or piec-

ing, sewing or clapping close together.
J. Smith, Portrait of Old Age (1666), p. 184.

interbedded (in-t6r-bed'ed), a. Same as in-

terstratified.

Interbedded or contemporaneous [rock].

Geikie, Encyc. Brit., X. 307.

interblend (in-tfer-blend'), v. t.; pret. inter-

blended, pp. interblended or interblent, ppr. in-

terhlendmg. [< inter- + 'blend'^.] To blend or
mingle so as to form a union.

Three divisions of the Apocalypse, though the first and
second interblend imperceptibly with each other.

E. H. Sears, Fourth Gospel the Heart of Christ, p. 100.

interbrachial (in-ter-bra'ki-al), a. [< inter-

+

bracMum + -dl.] Situated between braohia,

arms, or rays, as of a starfish ; interradial ; in-

terambulacrai : as, the interbrachial area of an
ophiurian.

The reproductive organs . . . open by orifices on the
ventral surface of the body or in the interbrachial areas.

H. A. Nicholson, Zobl. (5th ed.), p. 196.

interbrain (in'ter-bran), n. [< inter- + brain.]

The diencephalon.
interbrancnial (in-ter-brang'ki-al), a. [< infer-

+ branchia + -al.] Situated between or among
branchiBB or gills.

interbreed (in-t6r-bred'), « [< inter- + breed.]

I. trans. To breed by crossing species or varie-

ties; cross-breed.

intercalation

II, intrans. 1. To practise cross-breeding, as

a farmer.— 2. To procreate with an animal
of a different variety or species : as, hens and
pheasants interbreed.

interbreeding (in-tfer-bre'ding), «. The pro-
cess of breeding between different species or
varieties; cross-breeding; hybridization.
interbringt (in-ter-bring'), V. t. [< inter- +
bring.] To bring mutually.

Bless'd pair of swans, oh, may you interbrmg
Daily new joys, and never sing.

Donne, Eclogue, Dec. 25, 1613.

intercalar (in-ter'ka-lar), a. [= F. intercalaire
= Sp. Pg. intercalar= It. intercalare, < li.imter-
calaris (also intercalarius), of or for insertion
(dies or mensis intercalaris, an inserted day or
month), < intercalare, insert: see intercalate.]
Intercalary.

Which is the cause that the king's reputing the third of
these intercalar dales to be desasterous and dismal

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1062.

intercalare (in-ter-ka-la're), n.
;
pi. intercalaria

(-ri-a). [NL., neut. of L. intercalaris: see in-

tercalary.] The opisthotio bone of the skull.
Gegenbatir; Cope.

intercalary (in-ter'ka-la-ri), a. [= It. interea-
lario, < L. intercalarius, equiv. to intercalaris

:

see intercalar.] 1. In chron., inserted in the
calendar out of regular order, as an extra day
or month; having an additional day or month,
as one of a cycle of years. The lunar reckoning and
other features of the Greek, Koman, and other ancient
calendars made the year of twelve months too short, and
intercalary days and months were officially added at inter-

vals to adjust the diflference. Since the reformation of the
calendar by Julius Cflesar, in 46 B. c, only one intercalary
day in every fourth year, or leap-year, has been required,
the 29th of February.

Ve Adar was an intercalary month, added, some years,
unto the other twelve, to make the solar and lunary year
agree. Raleigh, Hist. World, II. iiL § 6.

The names of the Parthian months were as follows: . . .

together with an intercalary month inserted occasionally,
called Embolimus.

B. V. Head, Historia Kumorum, p. 692.

Hence— 2. Inserted or coming between oth-

ers; introduced or existing interstitially : as,

intercalary beds in geology.

How shall these chapters be annominated? Intercalary
they shall not. That word will send some of ray readers
to Johnson's Dictionary for its meaning; and others to

Sheridan or Walker for its pronunciation.
Southey, Doctor, interchapter i.

The truth was that the poet began his career at an in-

tercalary transition period. Stedman, Vict, Poets, p. 209.

3. In biol., intermediate in character between
two types, yet not representing the actual ge-

netic passage from one form to the other; in-

terposed or intercalated, yet not biologically
transitional.

It seems not improbable that these ancient corals rep-
resent an intercalary type between the Hexacoralla and
the Octocoralla. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 149.

Intercalary days. (<rt In chron., see def. l, and bissextus.

(h) In med.,the days Intervening between the critical days
or crises of a disease.—IntercaUiry growth, in bot., a
form of growth observed in certain fungi and algss, in
which the new part is intercalated into the old. In Edo-
gonium, for example, the cells frequently present a striated

appearance at one extremity, the striation being the result

of intercalary growth— that is, just below the septum of

the cell a ring or cushion of cellulose is formed, and at

this point the cell-wall splits, as if by a circular cut, into

two pieces, which separate from each other, but remain
attached to the ring or cushion. The process is repeated,
the next ring forming a little further away from the sep-

tum.

The typical form of intercalary growth takes place in

. definite belts which surround the cell,
• Bessey, Botany, p. 22.

Intercalary verse, a refrain.

intercalate (in-ter'ka-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

intercalated, ppr. intercalating. [< L, interca-

latus, pp. of intercalare (> It. intercalare = Sp.

Pg. intercalar = F. intercaler), proclaim the
insertion of a day or month in a calendar, < in-

ter, between, + calare, call: see calends.] 1.

In chron., to insert in the calendar by procla-
mation or authority, as an extra day or month.
See intercalary, 1.

In the time of Solon, and probably that of Herodotus
also, it was the custom with Greeks to add, or, as it is

termed, to intercalate a month every other year,
Priestley, History, xiv.

Hence— 2. To insert between others ; intro-

duce interstitially ; interject or interpolate, as
something irregular or unrelated.

So ^vrote Theodoret in days when men had not yet inter-

calated into Holy Writ that fine line of an obscure mod-
era hymn, which proclaims . . . that " There is no repen-
tance in the grave," C. Kingsley, Hypatia.

intercalation (tn-ter-ka-la'shon), n. [= F. in-

tercalation = Sp. interealacion = Pg. intercaUi-

gao = It. intercalazione, < L. intercalatio(n-), <



intercalation

intercalare, intercalate: see intercalate.'i 1-
In chron., an official insertion of additional
time, as a day or a month, in the regular reck-
oning of the calendar, to make the year of the
right length. See intercalary, 1.

The niunber of days required to bring tile lunar year into
correspondence with the solar had been supplied by ir-
regular iiOercaUMona at the direction of the Sacred Col-
lege. Froude, CsBsar, p. 472.

Hence— 2. The insertion of anything between
other things ; irregular interposition or inter-
jection, as, in geology, the intrusion of layers
or beds between the regular rocks of a series.

IntercaioHons of fresh-water species in some localities.

Mantell.

Effective scale of Intercalations, in math. See effec-
tive.

intercalative (in-tSr'ka-la-tiv), a. [< interca-
late + 4ve.'] Tending 'to intercalate; that in-
tercalates; iapMlol., same as incorporative.
intercanal (in*t6r-ka-nal'), n. [< inter- + ca-
naU.'\ In sponges, an incurrent canal.
These canals are the intercwnals of Haeckel, now gener-

ally known by their older name of incurrent canals.
Bncyc. BrU., XXII. 413.

intercarotic (in''t6r-ka-rot'ik), a. [< inter- +
carot{id) + •4c.'] Situated between the exter-
nal and internal carotid arteries : as, the in-
tercarotic ganglion or glandule. See ganglion.

This gland [Luschka's] should be considered as an arte-
rial gland, of which the iTUercarotic gang^on la another
example. Holden, Anat. (1885), p. B07.

intercarotid (ui*t6r-ka-rot'id), a. [< inter- +
carotid.] Same as intercarotic.

intercarpal (in-ter-kar'pal), a. [< inter- + ear-
pus + -al.] Situated between or among carpal
bones : as, intercarpal ligaments.
intercede (in-ter-sed'), v.; pret. and pp. inter-

ceded, ppr. interceding. [= F. interceder = Sp.
Pg. interceder = It. intercedere, < L. intercedere,

come between, intervene, interpose, become
surety, etc., < inter, between, + cedere, go: see
cede.] I. vntrans. If. To come between; pass
or occur intermediately; intervene.
Miserable losses and continual had the English, by their

frequent eruptions, from this time till the Norman con-
quest : 'twixtwhich irdercedeg two hundred and seventy-
nine years.

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, L

2. To make intercession; act between parties
with a view to reconcile those who differ or eon-
tend; plead in favor of another; interpose;
mediate : followed by mth, formerly sometimes
by to.

1 to the lords will intercede. Milton, S. A., 1. 920.

She being certainly informed, that they first sued to the
French K. for help, denied the Kequest, yet promised to
intercede earnestly vdth the K. of Spain for Peace.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 351.

Il.t trans. To pass between.
Those superficies reflect the greatest quantity of light

which hare the greatest refracting power; that is, which
intercede mediums that differ most in their refractive den-
Bitie& Newton, Opticks, IL iiL 1.

intercedencet (in-t6r-se'dens), n. [< intercede
+ 'Cnce.] Intercession;"intervention; inter-

mediation.
Without the intercedeTice of any organ.

Bp. Reynolds, The Passions.

intercedent (in-t6r-se'dent), a. [= OP. inter-

cedent, < L. interceden(J;-js, ppr. of intercedere,

gobel^een: se>e intercede.] Passing between

;

mediating; pleading. Ash,. [Rare.]

interceder (in-ter-se'der), n. One who inter-

cedes; a mediator; an intercessor.

intercellular (in-ter-sel'u-lar), a. [< L. inter,

between, + NL. cellula, ceUiile, + -ar^.] Situ-

ated between or among cells ; interstitial in a
cellular tissue : as, the intercellular substance or
matrix of cartilage, in a broad
sense, all tissues or histological

structures consist of intercellular

substance except in so far as they are

composed of cells themselves.—In-
terceUnlar passages, in anat.,

the ultimate ramifications of the

lobular bronchikl tubes, beset with
air-cells or alveolL—Intercellular
spaces, in hot., spaces or passages
of greater or less size which occur
within the tissues of plants. They
are formed by the separation of the

walls of the cells through unequal
growth, or by the breaking down of intermediate cells.

These spaces may contain only air or air and watery sap,

or some of the substancesusu^y formed in cells, as resin,

crystals, etc. The intercellular spaces occurring within
plants of loose tissue are generally connected with one an-

other, and with the outer air by means of stomata.

intercensal (in-ter-sen'sal), a. [< L. inter, be-

tween, + census, census:' see cefisus.] Occur-

ring between the taking of one census and
another. [Rare.]

a, a, a. Intercellular
Spaces.
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Experience, however, has shown the rate of increase of

the London population to have been very steady in previ-

ous intercensal periods. The Lancet, No. 3436, p. 26.

intercentra, ». Plural of intercentrum.

intercentral (in-ter-sen'tral), a. [< interoen~

trum + -al.] Passing between or connecting

centers; situated between vertebral centra;

having the character of an intercentrum.

Intercentral Nerve-Fibres. These, which do not convey
impulses to or from peripheral parts and nerve-centres,

but connect one centre with another, form a final group
in addition to efferent and afferent nerve-flbrea.

Martin, Human Body (3d ed.), p. 187.

intercentrum (in-t6r-sen'trum), ». ;
pi. inter-

centra (-tra). [NL., < L. inter, between, +
centrv/m, center (centrum).] In anat., an inter-

mediate vertebral centrum; a centrum inter-

polated between two others, as in the extinct

batraehian order Ganoeephala. Such a centrum oc-

cupies the position, and to some extent has the relations,

of the intervertebral substance of ordinary vertebra.

intercept (in-ter-sepf), ii- t. [< P. intercepter

= Sp. Pg. interceptar = It. intercettare, < L. in-

terdpere, pp. interceptus, take between, inter-

cept, < inter, between, + capere, take : see ca-

pable.] 1. To take or seize by the way ; inter-

rupt the passage or the course of; bring to a
halt or a stop: as, to intercept a letter or a mes-
senger; to intercept rays of light.

1 then . . .

March'd toward Saint Alban's to intercept the queen.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 1, 114.

I believe in my conscience I intercept many a thought
which heaven intended for another man,

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, viii. 11.

If we take any gas, such as oxygen, and pass light
through it,we find that that gas intercepts, or weakens, cer-

tain particular colors. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, L 169.

2. To interrupt connection with or relation to

;

cut or shut off by interposition or interference

;

obstruct : as, to intercept one's view or outlook..

We must meet first and intercept his course. Dryden.

From the dry fields thick clouds of dust arise,

Shade the black host, and intercept the skies.

Pope, Hiad, xi. 196.

St. To interrupt; break off; put an end to.

To intercept this inconvenience,
A piece of ordnance 'gainst it I have plac'd.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 4, 14.

God wUl shortly intercept your brethe.
Joye, Expos, of Daniel, x.

4. In math., to hold, include, or comprehend.
Right ascension is an arc of the equator, reckoning to-

ward the east, intercepted between the b^;inning of Aries
and the point of the equator which rises at the same time
with the sun or star in a right sphere. Bailey.

Intercepted axis, in geom., the abscissa.— Intercept-
ing trochanter, a trochanter intervening between the
coxa and the femur so as to separate them entirely.

intercept (in'ter-sept),K. [(.intercept, v.] That
which IS intercepted; specifically, in geom., the
part of a line lying between the two points at
which it is intersected by two other lines, by
a curve, by two planes, or by a surface.
intercepted (in-ter-sep'ted), p. a. In astral.,

included between two cusps Intercepted sign,
in astrol., a sign found between the cusps of two houses
and not in either of them.

interceptor (in-ter-sep't6r), n. One who or
that which intercepts ; an opponent.

Thy intercepter, full of despight, bloody as the hunter,
attends thee at the orchard end. Shak., T. N., iii 4, 242.

interception (iu-ter-sep'shgn), n. [= P. inter-

ception = Pr. interceptio = Sp. in^cepwm =
Pg. intercepcHo = It. intercezione, < L. intercep-
tio(n-), a taking away (interception), < intera-
pere, take between, intercept: see intercept.]

1. The act of intercepting; a stopping or cut-
ting off; obstruction; hindrance.

The pillars, standing at a competent distance from the
outmost wall, will, by inierception of the sight, somewhat
in appearance diminish the breadth.

Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

Loving friends, as your sorrows & afflictions have bin
great, so our croses & interceptions in our proceedings
hear have not been smaU.

Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 138.

2t. Intrusion; intervention.

We might safely suppose the ice to be as solid as entire
pieces of ice are wont to be with us, and not to be made
up of icy fragments cemented together, with the intercep-
tion of considerable cavities filled with air.

Boyle, Works, n. 542.

interceptive (in-ter-sep'tiv), a. [< intercept +
'ive.] Serving to intercept or obstruct.

intercerebral (in-t6r-ser'e-bral), a. [< inter- +
cerebral.] Situated between the right and left

cerebral hemispheres, or connecting two cere-
bral ganglia: as, an intercerebral commissure.
intercession (in-ter-sesh'on), n. [= F. inter-

cession = Sp. intercesion = Pg. intercesscU) = It.

interchange

intercessione, < L. intercessio(n-), a coming be-

tween, intervention, intercession, < intercedere,

pp. intercessus, come between, intercede: see
intercede.] 1. The act of interceding; media-
tion; interposition between parties; solicita-

tion or enteeaty in behalf of, or sometimes
against, a person or an action.

And when he was in tribnlacion, he besought the Lorde
hys God, and humbled hymselfe exceadynglie before th»
God of bis fathers, and made intercessUin to hym.

Bible 0/1651, 2 Chron. xxxiii, 13.

His perpetual intercessUm for us (which is an article of

faith contained in plainest words of Holy Scripture) does
not interfere with that one atonement made upon the
Cross. Pusey, Eirenicon, p. 35,

2. In liturgies, a petition or group of petitions

for various orders of men and classes in the
church, whether living or departed; a form of
conjoint or mutual prayer for or with the liv-

ing, the departed, saints, and angels Great In-
tercession, in liturgies, the intercession in the canon of
the liturgy, as distinguished from intercessions outside
the canon.—Intercession of Cihrlst, the pleadhig of
Christ with God in heaven on behalf of the redeemed
(Heb. vii. 25).—Intercession of saints, grayer offered

in behalf of Christians living on earth by saints—that is,

by the faithful departed in the intermediate state or in
heaven (especially those canonized as saints) 'and by an-

gels. The doctrine of the intercession of saints was gener-
ally believed in among the Jews and early Christians, and
is authoritatively taught by the Orthodox Greek and other
Oriental churches and by the Boman Catholic Church.

intercessional (in-t6r-sesh'on-al), a. [< inter-

cession + -al.] Of, pertaining to, or containing
intercession or entreaty: as, an intercessional

hymn.
intercessionatef (in-ter-sesh'on-at), V. t. [< in-

tercession + -ate^.] To intercede with. [Rare.]

To intereessionate God for his recoveiy.
Nash, Terrors of the Night.

intercessor (in-ter-ses'or), n. [= P. intercesseur

= Sp. intercesor = Pg. intercessor = It. interees-

sore, < L. intercessor, one who intervenes, a me-
diator, surety, fulfiller, performer, etc., < inter-

cedere, pp. intercessus, intervene, intercede : see
intercede.] 1. One who intercedes or makes
intercession, especially with the stronger for
the weaker; a person who pleads with one in
behalf of another, or endeavors to reconcile
parties at variance ; a mediator.

Christ doth remain everlastingly a gracious intercessor,
even for every particular peniteniJ.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vl 5.

The generality of the Mooslims regard their deceased
saints as intercessors with the Deity.

I!. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 304.

2. Eccles., in the early African Church, an ofS-

cerwho during a vacancy of a see administered
the bishopric tiU a successor was elected. Also
called interventor.

intercessorial (in''t6r-se-s6'ri-al), a. [< inter-

cessory + -al.] Pertaining to an intercessor or
to intercession ; intercessory. [Rare.]
intercessory (ia-tfer-ses'o-ri), a. [= OP. inter-

cessoire; < ML. intercessorius, intercessory, < L.
intercessor, intercessor : see intercessor,] Con-
taining intercession ; interceding.

The Lord's prayer has an intercessory petition for onr
enemies. Barbery, Modem Fanatfcfim (1720X p. 39.

in'terchain (in-t^r-chan' ), v. t. [< inter-+ chain.]
To chain or link together; unite firmly.

Two bosoms interchained with an oath.
Shak., M. N. D., ii. 3, 49.

interchange (in-ter-ehanj'), V.
;
pret. andpp. in-

terchanged, ppr. interchanging. [Formerly also
enterchange; < ME. enterchangen, entrechaungen,
< OF. entrechangier, < entre, between, + charir

gier, changer, ohange: see change, v.] 1. trans.

1. To exchange mutually or reciprocally; put
each of in the place of the other; give and take
in reciprocity: as, to interchange commodities;
to interchange compliments or duties.

The hands the spears that lately grasp'd.
Still in the mailed gauntlet clam'd.
Were interchanged in greeting deM-.

Scott, L. of L. M., V. 6.

With whom, friends
And foes alike agree, throughout his life
He never interchanged a ci^ word.

Browning, King and Book, 1. 179.

Sweet Is the scene where genial friendship plays
The pleasing game of interchanging praise.

O. W. Holmes, An After-IMnner Poem.

2. To cause to follow one another alternately:
as, to interchange cares with pleasures.

But then bee had wlthall a strange kind of interchang-
ing of large and inexpected pardons with seuere execu-
tions. Bacon, Hist. Hen. 'VII., p. 236.

H, intrans. To change reciprocally; succeed
alternately.
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Xy^X^^^S^^^^^^'^^^^^J^l^Z^c'^l intercipientt (in-tto-sip'i-ent), a.and n. [< L,
-, . _j . , - ^i —I' - —. * i'^t^olMngmg changes
ol fortune, they begat of a just war the best ohUd—pe^e.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, il.

interchange (in'tsr-cliaiii), n. [= OP. entre-
change; from the verb.] 1. The act of ex-
changing reciprocally; the act or process of

inter(yipien(t-)8,'pTpi. of intempere, intercept: see

] I. a. Intercepting; seizing or stop-
ping on the way

II. n. One who or that which intercepts or
stops on the way. Wiseman.

[= OF. interd-givlng and receiving with reciprocity: as an ill*ercision(ni-t6r-sizh'on),». ^=^^ o- ^.».™..„^.
tntercftOMgre of civilities or kind offices. sion=It.intermsi<me,<hL.mtercisw(nr-),&exLt- intercoccygean (in"t6r-kok-sii'e-an), o. Same

intercommon

interclusus, shut off: see mtercUide.] Intercep-
tion ; a cutting or shutting off.

The interclusion of commerce. Biaset, Burke, I. 41L

intercoccygeal (in"t6r-kok-sij'e-al),a. [< wter-
+ eoecijx {coccyg-) + -e-al.'] Situated between
portions of the coccyx.—intercoccygeal fibrocar-
tUage. See fibroeartilage.

Ample iaterclumge of sweet discourse.
Shak., Eioli. TO., v. 3, 99.

Their encounters, though not personal, have been royal-
ly attorneyed with interchange of gifts, letters, loving em-
•><^'le«- Shak., W. T., L 1, 30.

It is this recognition of something like our own con-
scious self, yet so widely sundered from it, which gives
something of their exquisite delight to the interchanges
of feeling even of mature men and women.

J. Svlly, Sensation and Intuition, p. 262.

2. -Alternate succession: as, the imiercfecmg'e of
light and darkness.

Sweet vntercha/nge
Of hill, and valley, rivers, woods, and ^alns.

„ . „ ,
.Jfiieon, P. L., ix. 115.

=Byn. 1. See excha/nge.

interchangeability (in-t6r-chan-ja-bil'i-ti), ».

[< interchangeable : see -hiUty.'] The state of
being interchangeable ; interehangeableness.
interchangeable (in-ter-chan'ja-bl), a. [= OF.
entrechangeable ; as interchange + -o6Ze.] 1.
Ca/pable of being interchanged; admitting of
exchange.

So many testimonies, interchangeable warrants, and
counterrolments, running through the hands and resting
in the power of so many several persons, is sufficient to
argue and convince all manner of falsehood.

Bacon, Office of Alienations.

2. Appearing in alternate succession.

Darkness and light hold inierehangeable dominions.
Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus.

interehangeableness (in-t6r-ohan'ja-bl-nes), n.
The state of being interchangeable.
interchangeably (in-t6r-ohan'ia-bli), adv. In
an interchangeable manner; reciprocally; al-

ternately.
The lovers interchangeably express their loves.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, Arg.

The terms clearness and distinctness seem to be em-
ployed almost interchangeably.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 228.

Interchangeably posed, in her., , ,
placed or lying across one another, as
Three fishes, three swords, three arrows,
etc., the head of each appearing be-
tween the tails, hilts, or butts of the
others.

interchanged (in-t6r-ohanjd'), a.

In her. , same as counterehanged, 2.

Interchangement (in-ter-chanj'-
ment), n. [< OF. entrechange-
ment; as interchange + -ment.']

mutual transfer. [Kare.]
A contract . . .

Strengthen'd by irUerehangement of your rings.
Shak., T. N., v. 1, 162.

interchanger (in-ter-chan'j6r), n. One who or
that which interchanges ; specifically, in artifi-

cial ice-making, atankeontaininga coil of pipes,

or its equivalent, through which the brine cool-

ting through, < L. vnterddere, pp. interdsvs, cut
through, cut asunder, < inter, between, -I- ccedere,

cut.] A cutting off; interception. [Rare.]

Whenever such intereiffwn of a life happens to a vicious
person, let all the world acknowledge it for a judgment.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 267.

Some sudden interdsions of the light of the sun.
J. Spencer, Prodigies, p. 238.

iutercitizenship (in-tfer-sit'i-zn-ship)^ n. [< in^

ter- + citizenship.^ The principle of citizenship
of a person in different political communities

as intercoccygeal.

intercollegiate (in'-'ter-kg-le'ji-at), a. [< L. jh-
ter, between, + collegium, college : see eollegi-
ate.2 Between colleges ; of orpertaining to (Af-
ferent colleges in participation : as, an intercol-
legiate contest or discussion.

intercolline (in-t6r-kol'in), a. [< L. inter, be-
tween, + collis, a lull: see colline.'] Lying be-
tween hills or hillocks : as, an intercolline ham-
let. Specifically, in geology, applied by Lyell to the hol-
lows which lie between the conical hillocks made up of

at the same time ; the ri^t to the privileges of .
accumulations from volcanic eruptions. [Hare.]

a citizen in all the states of a confederation, intercolonial (in"t6r-kg-16'ni-al), a. [= F. in-
tercolonial; < L. inter, between, + colonia, col-The Articles of Confederation were framed with the

grand_ principle of intercitizenship, which gave to the
American confederation a superiority over every one that
preceded It. Bamcroft, Hist. Const., II. 121.

interclavicle (in-tfer-klav'i-kl), n. [< inter- +
clavicle.'] In gool. and anat., a median mem-
brane bone developed between the clavicles,
or in front of the breast-bone, in many Ver

ony, -1- -al.J Between colonies ; of or pertain-
ing to different colonies in intercourse : as, in-
tercolonial commerce.
Happily for the national interests of British North

America, its public men agreed at this critical juncture
in their affairs to a political union, which has stimulated
intercolonial trade. Westminster Bev., CXXV. 404.

tebrata. Different names have been given to a bone intercolonially (ui"t6r-ko-16'ni-al-i), adv. As
answering to this deflnition.
alone in Manvma-
lia a true interclav-
icle occurs, it is

the large T-shaped
bone which pro-
longs the sternum
anteriorly, bearing
upon its arms the
small splint-like
clavicles. In a
bird, when devel-
oped, it is always
incorporated with
the clavicles, as the
hypoclidium. (See
cut under fureida.)
In a reptUe, when
developed, it is

distinct from the
clavicles, and in a
turtle it is the en-
toplastron or enio-
sternum, the me-
dian anterior piece
of the plastron.

In the monotremes, where

Ventral View of Shoulder-girdle of a Young
Duckbill ifirnithorhynchusparadoxus).

cl, clav-
ecr. epi-

(See second cut un-
dei

Interchangeably
posed.

Interchange

;

ict, interclavicle, er tau-bone
icle ; J, J, scapula ; cr, coracoid
coracoid ; ost, omosternum ; r, r, two pairs
of sternal ribs ; gl, glenoid fossa of shoul-
der-joint.

er Ckelonia.) In
a frog it appears to be represented by the omosternum,
(See cut under OTnosternum.) Certain presternal elements
in placental mammals are sometimes called interclavicles.
In some fishes the interclavicle is an intermediate element
of the scapular arch, and, like the supraclavicle and post-
clavicle, is variously homologized by different writers.
See postdavicle and quotation under supraclavicle.

interclavicula (in"ter-kla-vik'u-la), n.; pi. in-
terelaviculce (-le). [NL., <! L. inter, between, +
NL. cla/vicula, q. v.] Same as interclavicle.

In many Vertebrata, the inner ends of the clavicles are
connected with, and supported by, a median membrane
bone which is closely connected with the ventral face of
the sternum. This is the interclavicula, frequently called
episternum. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p.

""

ed by the ice-naaohine, after extracting all the
interclavicular (in"t6r-kla-vik'u-lar), a. [=

he«.t, T,os«,h1« frorr, the ice-moldfi ,t, the icp-
j,_ interclaviculai^e; <h. inter, hdiwein, + NL.
olavicula, q. v., + -«w3.] 1. Situated between
clavicles : as, the interclamcular space ; inter-

clavicularligamenii. Specifically used—(a) luherpet.,
with reference to the entoplastron of a tortoise or turtle

:

as, the interclamcular scute. See plastron, and cut under
ea/rapace (flg. 2). (6) In ornith., with reference to the in-
ternal inferior air-sac of the neck of birds.

a-j. „+„.q •v,;,t™.>.>,X „„„ +™„ 2. Of or pertaining to an interclavicle.
Situated^between any two intercloset (in-t6r-kldz'), v. t. [Also enterclose

as, an interehondral articula-
(^f, qF. entreclos, pp.); '< inter- + closeL Of.
interclude.'] To shut in or within ; confine.

heat possible from the ice-molds in the ice

making tank, is caused to fiow. Water placed in
the interchanger in contact with the exterior surface of the
coil is cooled preparatoiy to being placed in the molds for
freezing it, thus increasing the economical efficiency of the
apparatus.

interchapter (in't6r-chap-t6r), n. [< imter- -h

chapter.J An interpolated chapter. Southey.

interchondral (ia-t6r-kon'dral), a. [< inter- +
chondrvs + -o«.]

costal cartilages:

tion.

intercidencet (in-t6r'si-dens), n. [< interci-

den(t) + -ce3.] A ooming'or falling between

;

an intervening occurrence.

between colonies.

intercolumnar (in"'t6r-ko-lum'nar), a. [= F.
intercolumnaire = Pg. intercolumnar, < L. inter,
between, -1- colmnna, column: see cohimnar.]
Between two columns; specifically, in anat.,
extending between the pillars or columns of
the external abdominal ring.

Recumbentfigures fill the spandrils of the arches thrown
over the inter-columnar spaces. '

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 190.

Intercolumnar fascia. See /oscia.—intercolunmar
fibers, transverse fibers on the surface of the aponeurosis
of the external oblique muscle, extending across the up-
per part of the external abdominal ring, between its pHlara
or columns.

intercolumniation (in'ter-ko-lum-ni-a'shgn),
n. [< L. i/ntercolumnium, the space between
two columns (< inter, between, -f- columna,
column: see column), + -ation.'} 1. In arch.,
the space between two columns, measured at
the lower part of their shafts, usually taken as
from center
to center. This
space, in the
practice of the
ancients, varied
in proportion in
almost every
building. Vitru-
vius enumerates
five varieties of
intercolumnia-
tions, and as-

signs to them
definite propor-
tions expressed
in measures of

the inferior di-

ameter of the
column. These are : the pycnostyle, of one diameter and
a half ; thesystyle, of two diameters ; the diastyle, of three
diameters ; the areostyle, of four or sometimes five diame-
ters ; and the eustyle, of two and a quarter diameters. It
is found, however, on examining the remains of ancient
architecture, that the intercolumniations rarely if ever
agree with the Vitruvian dimensions, which must there-
fore, like nearly all other theories of Yitruvius,be regarded
as arbitrary.

2. The system of spacing between columns,
particularly with reference to a given building.

The position of the other two [columns] must be de-
termined either by bringing forward the wall enclosing
the stairs, so as to admit of the intercolumniation east and
west being the same as that of the other columns, or of
spacing them so as to divide the inner roof of the pronaoa
into equal squares. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 269.

Intercolumniation.

..4, areostyle; 5, coupled columns; C, diastyle:
D, eustyle.

I see not why it should be impossible for art to inter-
dose some very minute and restless particles, which, by Iti+orj-ninViatt (in tpr tmYi'>in+1 „
their various and incessant motions, may keep kmetallme intercomDatt (m-ter-Hoin pat), n

body in a state of fluidify. \B(^ie, Works, I. 638. epmOat.] A combat; fight.

[< inter- -I-

Talking of the instances, the insults, the intercidences,

communities of diseases, and all to shew what books we intercloudt (in-ter-kloud'), v. t. [< inter- +
have.read, a.d that we k^w^ae_ -or^l^^j^^iot ^loud^,^ To^hut within iiouds.

-

intercidentt (in-t6r'si^ent) a [< L. interci- iT^l'ii^l^^^^^l^Tltt
"^

den(t-)s, ppr. of mteroidere, fall between, <.vn-
.

.7 j BanUl, Civil Wars, v.

ter, between, + cadere, faH: see caMnt, easel.]
j^tgrgi^flg^ (in-t6r-kl6d'), v. t. [= OF. entre-

FaUing or coming between other things ; inter- -^ ,..'>.._ l
. . ,

vening.
Nature rouses herself up to make a crisis, not only upon

improper, and, as physicians call them, intereident days,

such as the third, fifth, ninth, &c., . . . but also when
there appear not any signs of coction.

Bi^le, Free Enquiry, p. 226.

intercilium (in-tSr-sil'i-um), n.; pi. intercilia

(-a). [LL.^< L. inter, between, + ctlkm, eyelid

:

clore, entreclorre = It. i/nterchiudere, intercludere,

< L. intercludere, shut off, shut in, < inter, be-
tween, -f- claudere, shut, close : see closed. Of

The combat granted, and the day assign'd.
They both in order of the field appear.
Most richly furnish'd in all martial kind.
And at the point of intercombat were.

Daniel, Civil Wars, t

intercomet (in-ter-kum'), V. i. [< inter- -I- come.']

To intervene ; interpose ; interfere.

Notwithstanding the pope's int&rctyming to make him-
self a party in the quarrel, the bishops did adhere to their
own sovereign. Proc. against Garnet (1606), Rr. b. (Rich.)

by something intervening; intercept; cutoff,

laying siege against their cities, intercluding their ways
and passages, and cutting off from them all commerce with

^ , ,^, „„„„„ . - other places or nations. Pocoeie, On Hosea, p. 63.

see oUium.] The space between the eyebrows ; interclusiont (in-t6r-kl6'zhqn), n. [= 8p. in-

the glabella. See cut under craniometry. terclusion, < L. interclusio(n-), < intercludere, pp.

interclosej] To shut off from a place or course intercommon (in-tfer-kom'gn), v. [< ME. en-
^ ^'

' '
' ' ' '

' " tercomenen,entercomhnen,i'tyF.entrecommuner,
enfreeomuner, intercommon; as inter- + com-
mon, V. Cf. intercommune.'] I. intrans. 1. To
participate or share in common; act hy inter-
change ; also, to keep commons or eat together.
[Rare.]



intercommon
That thowe cannyst nat^ percaase anoder can,
To entyrcomyn as a brodyr dothe with a-noder.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Famivall), p. 22.

To this adde that precept of Aristotle, that wine be for-
borne in all consumptions : lorthatthe spirits of the wine
do prey upon the roscide jayce of the body, and intereom-
num with the spirits of the body, and so deceive and rob
them of their nourishment. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 66.

2. In Eng. law, to graze cattle reoiproeally on
eaeli other's common ; use 'two commons inter-
changeably or in common.
Common because of vicinage, or neighbourhood, is

where the inhabitants of two townships which lie con-
tiguous to each other have usually intereommaned with
one another. Blackstone, Com., IL lii.

II,t trans. To denounce for criminal commu-
nication orfeUowsMp. See intercommoning.
But it appeared that there had been no such designs,

by this, that none came into it but those desperate inter-
comvwned men who were as it were hunted from their
houses into all those extravagances that men may fall in.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1679.

mterconmioiiage (in-tSr-korn'on-aj), n. [< Jn-
tercommon + -age.'] Mutual commonage ; in
Eng. law, a privilege enjoyed by the inhabi-
tants of two or more contiguous manors or
townships of pasturing their cattle in com-
mon.
interconunonert (in-ter-kom'gn-6r), m. One
who iutereommons or intercommunes; specifi-

cally, a joint communicant.
They are intercommoners by snSiance with God, chil-

dren, and servants. Oataker.

intercommoilillgt (in-ter-kom'on-ing), n. [Ver-
bal n. of intercommon, «.] Denunciation or out-
lawing for criminal communication or feUow-
ship.

And upon that great numbers were outlawed ; and a
writ was issued out, that was indeed legal, but very sel-

dom used, called intercmnmcning^ ; because it made all

that harboured such persons, or did not seize them, when
they had it in their power, to be involved in the same
guilt. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1676.

intercommune (in"ter-kg-muii'), v. i.; pret.
and pp. intereommuned, ppr. intercommuning.
[In older form intercommon, q. v. ; < OP. entre-

communer, < ML. intercommunicare, communi-
cate, < L. inter, between, -f- communicare, com-
municate, commune: see commune^.] 1. To
commune together or jointly; lonite in com-
munion or intercourse.— 2. To hold communi-
cation or intercourse : as, to intercommune with
rebels. [Scotch.]—Letters of intercommuning,
in Scotch hist., letters from the Privy Council prohibiting
all persons from holding any kind of intercourse or com-
munication with those therein denounced, under pain of
being regarded as art and part in their crimes. E. D.

In the year 1676 letters of intercommuning were pub-
lished. HaUam.

intercommniiicability (ui"ter-ko-mii"ni-ka-
bil'i-ti), n. [< intercommunicaile : see -bility.']

The quality of being intercommunicable ; ca-
pability of being mutually communicated.
The intercommunicabUity of scarlet fever and diphthe-

ria. Quoted in MiUicwn's Morbid Germs, p. 28.

intercommunicable (in'ter-ko-mii'ni-ka-bl), a.

[< intercommuHie(ate) + -able. Cf. communi-
caile.'] Capable of being mutually communi-
cated. Coleridge.

intercommunicate (in't6r-ko-mii'ni-kat), v.;

pret. and pp. intercommunicated, ppr. intercom-

municating. [< ML. intercommunicatus, pp. of

intercommunicare, communicate: see intercom-

mune and communicate.'] I. intrans. To have
or hold reciprocal communication.
H. trans. To communicate reciprocally;

transmit to and from each other.

The raytf coming from the vast body of the sun, and
carried to mighty altitudes, receive one from another and
intercommuniMUe the lights, as they be sent to and fro.

Holland, tr. of PlntaTch, p. 954.

intercommtmication (in''ter-ko-mu-ni-ka'-
shon), n. [= F. intercommunieation, < ML.
iniercommunicatio(nr), < intercommunicare, com-
municate: sae intercommunicate.] Reciprocal
communication or intercourse.

The free intercommumcation between the basal spaces
into which the auricles open and from which the arteries

proceed. Owen, Anat.

It is hard to say what . . . may be due to the more
highly organised state of society, the greater activity of

its forces, the readier intercommunication of its parts.

Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 186.

Common felons are allowed almost unrestricted inter-

communication and association in the forwarding prisons,

and are deported as speedily as practicable to Siberia.

G. Eennan, The Century, XXXV. 781.

intercommunion (in'ter-ko-mu'nyon), n. [<

inter- + communion.] Communion one with
another; intimate intercourse.

That seemingly unsociable spirit so necessary in them
to prevent . . . an entire r7iicrc/,^m?nHnMm with the idola-

trous religions round them. Law, Theory of Religion, IL
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intercommunity (in"ter-ko-mii'ni-ti), n. [<

inter- + community.] 1. Recil)rocal eonmnmi-
cation or possession ; community.

It admits of no tolerance, no intercommunity of various

sentiments, not the least difference of opinion.

Bp. Lowth, To Warburton, p. 13.

2. The state of living or existing together in

harmonious intercourse.

When, in consequence of that intercommunity of Pagan-

ism, . . . one nation adopted the gods of another, they

did not always take in at the same time the secret wor-

ship or mysteries of that god. .,

Wariurton, Divine Legation, u. 4.

intercomplexity(in"ter-kgm-plek'si-ti), «. [<

inter- H- complexity.] A mutual involvement
or entanglement.

IntercompleaAties had arisen between all complications

and interweavingsof descent from three original strands.

De Quincey, Spanish Nun, § 20.

intercondylar (in-ter-kon'di-lar), a. [< inter-

+ condyle + -ar^.] Same as 'intercondyloid.

intercondyloid (in-tfer-kon'di-loid), a. [< inter-

+ condyle + -oid.] In anat., situated between
two condyles: as, the intercondyloid fossa of

the femur, a depressed space between the inner

and the outer condyle of that bone.

interconnect (in'ter-ko-nekf), V. t. [< inter-

+ connect.] To connect or conjoin mutually
and intimately.

So closely interconnected, and so mntuaUy dependent.
H. A. Nicholson.

interconnection (in"t6r-ko-nek'shon), n. [<

inter- ¥ connection.] The state or condition
of being interconnected; intimate or mutual
connection.
There are cases where two stars dissemble an invtercon-

ncction which they really have, and other cases where
they simulate an iTiterconTiection which they have not.

De QuiTicey, System of the Heavens.

intercontinental (in-t6r-kon-ti-nen'tal), a. [=
F. intercontinental, etc.; < inter- + continental.]

Subsisting between different continents: as,

intercontinental trade.

intercontradictory (iu-ter-kon-tra-dik'to-ri),

a. [< inter- + contradictory.] Contradictory
one of the other, as statements or depositions.

interconyersion (in^ter-kgn-ver'shon), n.

[< inter- + conversion.] Keeiprocal conver-
sion ; interchange of form or constitution.

Till it shall be shown . . . how their inierconversion
[that of forms of molecular movement] is effected.

Sir J. Hersehel, Pop. Lccts., p. 473.

interconvertible (in'ter-kgn-ver'ti-bl), a. [<
inter- + convertible.] Convertible each into the
other; capable of being exchanged equiva-
lently, the one for the other: as, interconverti-

ble terms.
intercoracoid (in-ter-kor'a-koid), a. [< inter-

+ coracoid.] Situated between the eoracoids

:

as, the intercoracoid part of the sternum.
intercorallite (iu-ter-kor'a-lit), a. [< inter- +
corallite.] Situated between coraUites ; noting
space or substance so placed: as, intercorallite

walls ; intercorallite tissue.

intercosmic, intercosmical (in-ter-koz'ndk,
-mi-kal), a. [< inter- -t- cosmos, the universe:
see cosmical.] Between the constituent parts
of the universe.

The doctrine of attenuated matter scattered through
the intercosmical spaces of organized systems is distinct.

Winehell, World-Life^ p. 49.

intercostal (in-ter-kos'tal), a. and n. [= F. in-

tercostal = 8p. Pg. intercostal= It. intercostale,

< NL. intercostalis, < L. inter, between, + costa,

rib: see costal.] I. a. Situated or interven-
ing between successive ribs of the same side
of the body: as, intercostal muscles, vessels,
spaces

—

Intercostal artery^ an artery, generally a
branch of the thoracic aorta, situated in an intercostal
space. There are generally as many such arteries as there
are such spaces, and the artery usually hugs the under bor-
der of a nb. In man there are 11 pairs, the one or two up-
permost of which are branches of the subclavian artery,
the remaining pairs being derived directly from the aorta.
They run to some extent in a groove inside the lower bor-
der of the rib, and between the external and the internal
layer of intercostal muscles.—Intercostal fascise. See
/a«cta.—IntercoBtal gland, a lymphatic gland situated
in an intercostal space. In man there are several inter-
costal glands, of small soa, near the heads of the ribs, and
between the layers of intercostal muscles. Hiey empty
for the most part into the thoracic duct.

We have seen these intercogtal qlands enlarged and dis-
eased in phthisis. Eolden, Anat. (1885), p. 213.

Intercostal keelson, muscle, eto. See the nouns.—In-
tercostal nerve, an anterior branch of any spinal nerve
which runs in an intercostal space to a greater or less
extent. In man there are 12 pairs of such nerves. They
are sometimes divided into upper and lower, or pector^
and abdominal, sets of 6 pairs each.

—

Intercostal neu-
ralgia, neuralgia of an intercostal nerve.— Intercostal
vein, a vein running with and corresponding to an inter-
costal artery, and usually emptying into an azygoua vein.

intercrural

—Intercostal vesBel, an intercostal artery, vein, or lym-
phatic duct.

II. n. An intercostal structure, as an artery,

and especially a muscle ; an intercostalis.

The intercostals are two layers of muscular fibers occu-

pying the intercostal spaces, running obliquely, and for

the most part between any two successive ribs. They are
respiratory in function'.— External intercostals, the
outer layer of intercostal muscles, running obliquely

downward and forward from one rib to another. In man
there are 11 on each side of the chest.—Ihtemal inter-
costals, the inner layer of intercostal muscles, the direc-

tion of whose fibers crosses that of the external layer.

Some of them usually run over more than one intercostal

space ; such are caUed svJbcontaZs or infracostals.

intercostalis (in"ter-kos-ta']is), n.; pi. inter-

costales (-lez). [NL.: see intercostal.] hxanat.,

an intercostal ; one of the intercostal muscles.

intercostohumeral (iu-ter-kos-to-hu'me-ral),

a. and n. [< intereost(al) + humeral.] I. a.

Proceeding from an intercostal space to the up-

per arm : specifically applied to certain nerves.

II. n. An intercostohumeral nerve.

The posterior lateral branch of the second intercostal

nerve ... is larger than the others, and is called the iji-

tercosto-humercU, becatise it supplies the integuments of

the arm. . . . The corresponding branch of the third in-

tercostal is also an intercosto-humeral nerve.
Holden, Anat. (1886), p. 332.

intercostohumeralis (in-ter-kos-to-hii-me-ra'-

Us), n.; pi. intercostohumerales (-lez). [NL.:

see intercostohumeral.] An intercostohumeral

nerve.
intercourse (in'ter-kors), n. [Formerly also

entercourse ; < ME. entercourse, entrecourse (also

intercurse, after L.), < OF. entrecors, entrecours,

intercours, intercourse, < L. intercursvs, a run-

ning between, intervention, interposition (ML.
also intercommunication), < intereurrere, pp.
intereursus, run between, intervene : see inter-

eur, intercurrent.] 1. Communication between
persons or places ; frequent or habitual meet-

ing or contact of one person with another, or

of a number of persons with others, in conver-

sation, trade, travel, etc.; physical interchange;

reciprocal dealing : as, the intercourse between
town and country.

At the last shall ye come to people, cities, and towns,

wherein is continual intercourse and occupying of mer-
chandize and chaffare.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Eobinson), L

Euen then when in Assyria it selfe it was corrupted by
entercourse of strangers. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 47.

By which [bridge] the spirits perverse
With easy intercourse pass to and fro.

Milton, P. L., IL 1031.

2. Mental or spiritual interchange ; reciprocal

exchange of ideas or feelings; intercommu-
nion.

Food of the mind [talk] or this sweet intercourse
Of looks and smiles. JftJton, P. L., ix. 238.

Thou wast made for social interconrse and gentle greet-
ings. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 54.

The neighboring Indians in a short time became accus-
tomed to the uncouth sound of the Dnteh language, and
an intercourse gradually took place between them and the
new comers. Jrving, Knickerbocker, p. 101.

His intercourse with heaven and earth becomes part of

his daily food. Emerson, Nature.

Sezoal Intercourse, coition.

intercoxal (in-ter-kok'sal), a. [< inter- + coxa
+ -al.] in. entom., situated between the coxae

or bases of the legs Intercoxal process, a pro-
jection of the hard integument between the cox£e; spe-

cifically applied to a process of the firat ventral segment
of the abdomen extending between the posterior coxal
cavities. It is found especially in many Coleoptera.

intercross (in-ter-krds'), V. [< inter- + cross^.]

I. trans. To cross reciprocally ; specifically, in

biol., to fertilize by impregnation of one spe-

cies or variety by means of another; inter-

breed.
These plants [those cajrable of self-fertilization] are fre-

quently intercTOfised, owing to the prepotency of pollen
from another individual or variety over the plant's own
pollen. Darwin, Cross and Self FertHiiation, p. 2.

Natural species . . . are nearly always more or less ster-

ile when intercrossed.

A. R. 'Wallace, Fortnightly Eev., N. S., XL. 301.

H. intrans. In 'biol., to become impregnated
by a different variety or species, or, in the case
of hermaphrodites, by a different individual.

Cultivated plants like, those in a state of natore fre-

quently intercross, and win thus mingle their constitu-

tional peculiarities.
^

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 255.

intercross (in'ter-krds), «. [^intercross, v.] An
instance of cross-fertilization. Darwin.
intercrural (in-t^r-kro'ral), a. [< inter-+ crura
+ -al.] Tnzool.: (a)Of or'pertainingtothespsiee
between the crura or rami of the under jaw; in-

terramal; submental. (6) Situated between
the crura cerebri, as the interpeduncular space
or area at the base of the brain.



Intercnltural

intercultural (in-ter-kul'tur-al), a. [< inter- +
culture + -al.'] IntermedSate'in the process of
cultivation.

By "intercuUural tillage," Dr. Sturtevant means tilline,
Btirrmg the soil, while the plant is growing. The value of
mtercultural tillage has long been understood.

P<yp. Set. Mo., XIII. 376.

The interaMurca tillage should be applied whenever the
upper soil has regained . . . its oonneoflon with the lower
«°"- Nature, XXXVII. 624.

intercurt (in-t6r-Wr'), V. i. [Early mod, E. en-
tereorre, < OF. entrecorre, entreeourre, < L. mter-
currere, run between, run along v?itli, mingle
with, intercede, < inter, between, + currere. run

:

see current^. Cf. concurj decur, incur, etc.] To
run or come between ; intervene.

I [Wolsey] as your lieutenaunt being alwaies propioe and
redy to entercorre, as a loving mynister tor the staWishiug
•fee. of good amyte bitwene your hignes and hym.

State Papers, Wolsey to Hen. VIII., 1627.

So that there intercur no sin In the acting thereof.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, II. iv. 9.

intercurl (in-ter-k6rl'), V. t. [< inter- + curl}
To curl or twine between ; entwine.
Queen Helen, whose Jacinth-hair curled by nature, but

intercurled by art (like a fine brook through golden sands),
had a rope of fair pearl. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

intercurrence (in-t6r-kur'ens), n. [< intercwr-
ren(t) + -ce.] 1. A running or coming be-
tween; intervention. [Bare.]

We may . . . consider what fluidity salt-petre is capa-
ble of, without the interciarenee of a liquor.

Boyle, Hist. Huidlty, xvi.

2t. An intervening oeourrenoe; an incident.

To be sagacious in such intereurrences is not supersti-
tion, but wary and pions discretion.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mer., i. 29.

intercurrent (in-tfer-kur'ent), a. and n. [= P.
intercwrrent = Sp. interourrente = Pg. intercor-
rente, < L. imtercurren{1^)s, ppr. of imtercurrere,
run between, intervene: see intercur.} I. a.

1. punning between or among ; occurring be-
tween; intervening. [Bare.]

Transacts with the Dane, with the French, the rupture
with both ; together with all the intercurrent exploits at
Guiny, the Mediterranean, West Indies, and other signal
particulars. Evelyn, To my Lord Treasurer.

The ebbing and flowing of the sea Des Cartes ascribeth
to the greater pressure made upon the air by the moon,
and the inte/rcurrent ethereal substance, at certain times
(of the day, and of the lunary month) than at others.

Boyle, Works, I. 41.

2. Specifically, in patliol., occurring in a pa-
tient already suffering from some disease ; said

of a second disease.

He died of in;tercurreni disease.
Alien, and Neurol., VI. 404.

Il.t »• Something that intervenes; an inter-

currence ; an incident.

[Fortune] having diversifled and distinguished even
from the beginning our enterprise, like a play or enter-

lude, with many dangerous in^rcurrents, was assistant

and ran with us, at the very point and upshot of the exe-

cution thereof. Hollamd, tr. of Plutarch, p. 998.

intercnrset, « An obsolete form of irttercourse.

intercutt (in-tfer-kuf), v. t. [< inter- + cut.} To
intersect.

The countrey whence he sprung ... is so inlayed and
everywhere so intercutt and indented with the sea or

fresh navigable rivers that one cannot tell what to call it,

either water or land. Howell, Parly of Beasts, p. 6.

intercystic (in-t6r-sis'tik), a. [< inter- + cyst

-f- -«c.] Lying or occurring between cysts : as,

the intercystic tissue o£ a cystic tumor.

interdash (in-t6r-dash'), i>. t. [< inter- + dash.}

To intersperse. [Rare.]

A prologue inierdasKd with many a stroke.
Cawpeir, Table-Talk, 1. 538.

interdealt (in'tto-del), n. [Also enterdeal; <

inter- + dealK} 1. Intercourse; conduct.

To leame the enterdeale of Princes strange.

To marke th' intent of counsells, and the change
Of states. Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 785.

2. Commerce; trafSc.

The trading and irOerdeale with other nations rounde

about have chaunged and greatly altered the dialect ther-

of

.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

interdental (in-t6r-den'tal), a. [< L. inter, be-

tween, + .den(,t-)s = B. tooth: see dental.} Oc-

curring or produced between the teeth.

The interdental sound of z. Ertcyo. Brit., XXII. 360.

Interdental space, the space or interval between the

cogs of a geared wheel.

interdentil, interdentel (m-ter-den'til, -tei),

n. l<inter- + dentil, dentel.} In arc/j., the space

between two dentils.

interdependence, interdependency (mnfer-

de-pen'dens, -den-si), n. [= F. tnterd^en-
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dance; as inter- + dependence, dependency.}
Mutual dependence.
There is an intimate interdependence of intellect and

morals. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

The wonderful interdependence shown by Darwin to ex-

ist between insects and plants in the fertilization of the
latter. E. D. Dope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 146.

interdependent (in'^tsr-df-peu'dent), a. [<
inter- + dependent.} Mutually dependent.

And this because phenomena are independent not less

than interdependeni.
O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. 88.

Ignorance, intemperance, immorality, and disease

—

these things are all in;terd£vendeiii and closely connected.
Westmnsler Rev., CXXV. 16.

Painting, for example, is an interdependent process, and
both in its execution and results its interdependence lies

in purely physical combinations of visible and touchable
materials. Argyll, Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 162.

interdestructiveness(in-ter-de-struk'tiv-nes),
n. [< inter- + destructweness.} Mirtual destruc-
tiveness. Godwin, Mandeville, 11. 103.

interdict (in-t6r-dikt')) V. t. [In MB. entredi-

ten, < OF. entredit (pp. of entredire) ; < L. inter-

dictus,jpp. of interdicere (>It. interdicere, inter-

dire = Sp. entredicer, interdecir = Pg. entredizer,

interdizer = OP. entredire, F. interdire), inter-

pose by speaking, contradict, forbid, < inter, be-
tween, -1- dicere, speak, say: see diction.} 1. To
declare authoritatively against, as the use or
doing of something; debar by forbidding; pro-
hibit peremptorily.

Let the,brave chiefs their glorious toils divide,
And whose the conquest, mighty Jove decide

;

While we from interdicted fields retire.

Nor tempt the wrath of heav'n's avenging sire.

Pope, Iliad, v. 43.

Nature, however, ... is an excellent friend in such
cases ; sealing the lips, interdicting utterance, command-
ing a placid dissimulation. Cha/rlotte BrontS, Shirley, vii.

2. To prohibit from some action or proceeding

;

restrain by prohibitory injunction; estop; pre-
clude.
To prevent their seeking relief from the slow agonies of

this torture,they would heinterdicted the use of knives and
forks, and every other instrument of self-destruction.

Everett, Orations, I. 500.

They [the Plantagenets] were interdicted from taxing

;

but they claimed the right of begging and borrowing.
Maeawlay, Hist. Eng., i.

Specifically— 3. Eccles., to cut off from com-
munion with a church; debar from ecclesias-
tical functions or privileges.

The reame was therefore nygh thre yere enderdited, and
stode a-cursed that neuer manes body ne womans was
byried in noon halowed place.

Merlin (B. E. T. S.), iii. 466.

Becket had gotten him more Friends at Rome, and by
their means prevailed with the Pope to give him Power
to interdict some Bishops in England that had done him
Wrong. Baker, Chronicles, p. 57.

= Syn. Prohibit, etc. See forbid.

interdict (in'ter-dikt), n. [In MB. enterdit, <

OF. entredit, F. interdit = Pr. entredich = Sp.
entredicho, interdicto = Pg. interdicto = It. in-

terdetto; < L. interdietum, a prohibition, neut. of

interdiotus, pp. of interdicere, forbid, prohibit:
see interdict, v.} 1. An ofOicial or authorita-
tive prohibition ; a prohibitory order or decree.

No interdict
Defends the touching of these viands pure.

MUtrni, P. B., ii. 369.

2. In Bom. law, an adjudication, by a solemn or-

dinance issued by the pretor, in his capacity of

governing magistrate, for the purpose of quiet-
ing a controversy, usually as to peaceable pos-
session, between private parties. More specifi-

cally— (a) in earlier times, a prohibition or injunction in-

cidental or introductory to an action, forbidding interfer-

ence with possession until the right should have been de-
termined; (6) in later times, the extension of this remedy
so as to include not merely such injunctive relief, but also
production or discovery (called exMbitory interdict or in-

terdict for production), and the delivery of possession, the
reinstatement of a previous situation, or other undoing
of a wrong (called interdict of restitution). Throughout
the various extensions of the term Uie characteristic idea
seems to have been the act of the pretnr in assuming in
some sense the functions of a plaintiff or a prosecutor on
grounds of public policy, somewhat as in modern practice
the court makes orders or decrees upon some subjects,
which, though made in a private controversy, it will en-
force in the name of the people by proceedings for con-
tempt.

3. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., an ecclesiastical sen-
tencewhich forbids the right ofChristian burial,

the use of the sacraments, and the enjoyment
of public worship, or the exercise of ecclesi-

astical functions, interdicts may be general, as ap-
plied to a country or city, or particular, as applied to a
church or other locality ; they may be loeai, as applied to
places, personal, as applied to a person or some class of
persons, or mixed, as directed against both places and per-
sons. General and local interdicts have rarely been pro-
nounced since the middle ages.

interdigitation

The pope sent his nuncio to no purpose, and then put
the city under an interdict. J. Adams, Works, V. 22.

4. In Scots law, an injunction. See suspension.

interdiction (in-ter-dik'shon), n. [= F. inter-

diction= Sp. interdiccion ='Pg. interdiccSo = It.

interdizione, < L. interdictio{n-), a prohibiting,
< interdicere, pp. interdictus, prohibit, forbid:
see interdict, v.} 1, The act of interdicting; au-
thoritative prohibition ; declaratory estoppel.

The truest issue of thy throne
By his own interdiction stands accurs'd.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 8, 106.

Sternly he pronounced
The rigid interdicti(m, which resounds
Yet dreadful in mine ear. Milton, P. L., viii. 334.

By this means the Kingdom was released of the interdie-
tion. Baker, Chronicles, p. 73.

2. In law, judicial restraint imposed upon one^
who, from unsoundness of mind, wealmess, or
improvidence, is incapable ofmanaging his own
affairs, or is liable to imposition. An inquisitioa
of lunacy relates to the present or past. The interdiction
expressed or implied by the confirmation of the inquisition
and the appointment of a guardian relates to the future,
and from the time of interdiction no act of the person ia
valid without the intervention of the court.

3. In Bom. law, an edict or decree of the pre-
tor, to meet the circumstances of a particular
ease, but granted usually from considerations
of a public character. See interdict, n., 2.—4.
Same as interdict, n., 4.—interdiction of fire and
water, banishment by an order that no man should sup-
ply the person banished with fire or water, the two neces-
saries of life. Bapalje and Lawrence.

interdictive (in-t6r-dik'tiv), a. [< interdict +
-ive.} Of the nature of an interdict ; constitut-
ing an interdict; prohibitory.

A timely separation from the flock by that interdictive
sentence ; lest his conversation unprohibited, or unbrand-
ed, might breathe a pestilential murrain into the other
sheep. Miltmi, On Def. of Humb. Hemonst.

interdictory (in-t6r-dik'to-ri), a. [< LL. inter-

dictorius, prohibitory, < L'. interdicere, pp. inter-

dictus, prohibit : see interdict, v.} Serving to
interdict or prohibit.

interdifferentiation(in-t6r-dif-e-ren-shi-a'-
shon), w. [i inter- -i- differentiation.} Differen-
tiation between or among.

interdiffuse (in"t6r-di-fuz'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

interdiffused, ppr. interdiffusing. [< inter- +
diffuse.} To diffuse or spread among or be-
tween. North British Bev. [Eare.]

interdiffusion (in"t6r-di-fn'zhon), ». [< inter-

+ diffusion.} The act of interdiffusing; mu-
tual diffusion.

In the case of molten metals the interdiffusion may be
extremely rapid. Sci. Amer, Supp., p. 8788.

interdigital (in-t6r-dij'i-tal), a. [=F. interdigi-

tal; < L. inter, between, + digitus, finger : see
digital.} Situated between digits ; connecting
fingers or toes one with another. The webbing
of a duck's foot is interdigital; so is most of the
membrane of a bat's wing.
interdigitate (in-ter-dij'i-tat), v.; pret. and pp.
interdigitated, ppr. interdigitating, [< L. inter,

between, 4- d«g'it«s,finger: see digitate.} I, trans.

To insert between the fingers ; interweave like

the joined fingers of the two hands. [Rare\]

II. intrans. 1. To be interwoven; commin-
gle like interlocked fingers.

The groups of characters that are essential to the true
definition of a plant and animal interdigitate, so to speak,
in that low department of the organic world from whicli
the two great branches rise and diverge. Owen.

2. In anat., specifically, to interpose finger-like

processes or digitations between similar pro-

cesses of another part, as one muscle may do to
another ; inosculate by means of reciprocal ser-

rations : followed by with. Thus, the human serra-

tus magnus muscle intffrdigitQtes by several of its serra-

tions with similar processes of the external oblique muscle
of the abdomen.

In certain species of Mustelus ... a rudimentary pla-
centa is formed, the vascular walls of the umbilical sac
becoming plaited, and interdigitating with similar folds of
the wall of the uterus. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 120.

interdigitation (in-ter-dij-i-ta'shon), n. [< in-

terdigitate + 4on.} 1. The act of inserting be-
tween the fingers, or of inserting the fingers

of one hand between those of the other ; hence,
the state of being inextricably interwoven or
run into each other, as is the case with the
characters of the lowest classes of plants and
animals ; intermixture.— 2. In anat., specifi-

cally— (a) Reciprocal digitation; the state or

quality of being interdigitated or reciprocally

interposed by means of digitate processes, in-

terdigitation presents an appearance a& of two saws with
the teeth of one set in the spaces between the teeth of

the other. (&) The set of spaces between digits

or finger-like processes.



interduce

interdnce (in't6r-dfls), n. [< L. inter, between,
+ ducere, lead: see ducfi In carp., same as
invertie.

interepimeral (in-tfer-ep-i-me'ral), a. [< inter-
+ epimera + -al.'] Situated between epimera

:

as, the interepimeral membrane. Buxleu, Anat.
Invert., p. 269.

Interepitnelial (in-ter-ep-i-the'li-al), a. [< in-
ter- + epithelial.'] Situated between or among
epithelial cells. Also intra-epithelial.

interecLTUnoctial (in-ter-e-kwi-nok'shal), a. [<
inter- + equinoctial.'] Coming between the
equinoxes.

Spring and antonin I have denominated equinoctial
periods. Summer and winter I have called interequinoe-
tial intervals. Aiiatic Sesearchee.

interesst (in'ter-es), V. t. [Also interesse; < OF.
interesser, P. interesser (formerly chiefly in pp.
interesse), interest, concern, OF. also damage,
= Pr. interessar = Sp. interesar = Pg. interessar
= It. interessare, concern, interest, < L. interesse,
be between, be distant, be different, be present
at, be of importance, import, concern (impers.
interest, it concerns), < inter, between, + esse,
be: see 6el. Cf. interest.] To iuterest; con-
cern; affect; especially, to concern or affect
deeply.

To whose young love
The vines of France and milk of Burgundy
Strive to be itUerest'd. Shak., Lear, i. 1, 187.

To love our native country, and to study its benefit and
its glory, to be interessed in its concerns, is natural to all
men, and is indeed our conmion duty.

Dryden, Epiok Poetry,

interesst (in'ter-es), n. [Also interesse; < ME.
interesse (= Gr. Dan. interesse = Sw. intresse), <
OP. interesse= Pr. interesse = Sp. interes = Pg.
It. interesse,< ML. interesse, n. , concern, iuterest,
premium on money lent, right, etc., < L. inter-
esse, v., concern: see interes8,v.] Interest; con-
cern ; deep concern.

That false forsweryng have there noon interesse.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 210.

But wote thon this, thou hardy Titanesse,
That not the worth of any living wight
May challenge ought in Heavens interesse.

Spenser, F. Q., VH. vi 33.

interesse termini (in-ter-es'e ter'mi-ni).
[ML.: jftieresse, interest (see interess, ».); ter-

mini, gen. of terminus, end, ending : see term, n.]
The right of entry npon land vested in a lessee.
It is not an estate, but an interest for the term ; and the
right may be exercised by the executors or administs^tors
of the owner if he dies without having entered.

interest (in'ter-est), n. [Late ME. interest (=
D. interest), < OP. interest, interest, concern,
also damage, prejudice, P. interSt, interest,
profit, advantage, < L. interest, it concerns, it

is to the advantage, 3d pers. sing. pres. ind.
impers. of interesse, concern: see interess, v.

Practically interest is a later var. of interess,
n.] 1. That which concerns or is of impor-
tance ; that which is advantageous, or connect-
ed with advantage or welfare; concern; con-
cernment; behoof; advantage: as, the com-
mon interests of Ufe ; to act for the public in-
terest.

We destroy the Common-wealth, while we preserve our
own private Interests^ and neglect the PubUck.

Sdden, Table-Talk, p. 58.

'Tis for the fowler's interest to beware
The bird intangled should not 'scape the snare.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, L 444.

Inglorious slave to irttfrest, ever join'd
With fraud, unworthy of a royal mind

!

Pope, Iliad, L 195.

By the term interests 1 mean not only material well-be-
ing, but also all those mental luznries, all those grooves
or channels for thought, which it is easy and pleasing to
follow, and painful and difficult to abandon.

Leety, Europ. Morals, n. 203.

The provinces were ruled, or rather plundered, in the
interest oi the privileged class, above all in the interest of
the leading members of the privileged class.

E. A. ^eeman, Amer. Lects., p. 332.

2. The feeling that something (the object of
the feeling) concerns one ; a feeling of the im-
portance of something with reference to one's
self ; a feeling of personal concernment in an
object, such as to fix the attention upon it;

appreciative or sympathetic regard: as, to feel
an interest in. a person; to excite one's interest

in a project ; a subject of absorbing interest.

From all a closer irderest flourish'd up.
Tenderness touch by touclL

Tennyson, Princess, viL

Something further is necessary to that lively interaction
of mind and object which we call a state of attention

;

and this is interest. J. SuOy, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 92.

A little more than a year ago the whole world was fol-

lowing with intense interest the fortunes of the English
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flying column dispatched by Lord Wolseley from Korti to

cross the desert of Matammeh.
Westminster Rev., CXXV. 657.

3. Personal or selfish consideration; regard to

private benefit or profit : as, his actions are con-

interfemoral

Tested In Interest, conferred in title or ownership, al-

though it may be as yet expectant, and not with a present
right of possession. See vested.—Vested Interest, an in-

terest completely assured, and constituting such a right as
a change in the law generally ought not to take away ex-
cept for public nse and upon compensation.

troUed by interest; the clashing of rival inter- interest (in'ter-est), v. t. [A var. of earlier in-

teress, v., prob. through confusion of interessed
= inUrest, pret. and pp. of the verb, with inter-

est, ».: see interess.] If. To concern; affect; be
of advantage or importance to.

After his retume for England, he endevoored by his
best abilities to interest his Conntrey and state in those
faire Begions. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, n. 266.

Or rather, gracious sir.

Create me to this glory, since my cause
Doth irilerest this fair qnarreL Ford.

Z. Toengage the attention of; excite concern
in ; stimulate to feeling or acfaon in regard to
something.
The multitude is more easily interested for the most nu-

meaning badge, or the most insignificant name, than for
the most important principle. Macmday. Milton.

To interest the reader in a contest against heresy in the
East, and then transport him to a battle against Erastian-
ism in the West. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, t 8,

We are interested in a thing when we are affected by it

either pleasurably or painfully.

J. Sully, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 83.

3. To cause to take a personal concern or share

;

induce to participate : as, to interest a person
in an enterprise.—4f. To place or station.

Interested him among the gods. Chapman.

interested (in'ter-es-ted), j5. a. 1. Concerned
in a cause or in consequences ; hence, biased
by personal considerations; concerned chiefly
for one's private advantage; also, springing
from or iiu&ueneed by self-interest or selfish-

ness : as, an interested witness.

His familiars were bis entire friend^ and could have no
interested views in courting his acquaintance.

Steele, Spectator, No. 497.

Ill successes did not discourage that ambitious and in-
terested people. Arbuthnet, Anc. Coins.

We have no interested motive for this undertaking, be-
ing a society of gentlemen of distinction.

Oc^dsnath, ;&Iagazine in Miniature.

2. Having an interest or share ; having money
involved : as, one interested in the funds.

In an iu-

ests.

"Interestand passion" may "come in, and be too strong

for reflection and conscience," but still reflection and con-
science are always present with us to bear witness against

them. Fomer, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 145.

A man never pleads better than where hisown personal
tjitere^ is concerned. .4ddiKm, Trial of the Wine-brewers.

Interest . . . onght in reason to be treated as an objec-

tion to the credit of a witness, and not to his competence.
Nineteenth Century, XX 455.

4. Influence from personal importance or ca-

pability; power of influencing the action of
others : as, he has interest at court ; to solicit a
person's interest in behalf of an application.

Come, come, Lydia, hope for the best—SirAnthony shall

nse his interest with Mrs. Malaprop.
Sheridan, The Bivals, L 2.

Ingeniously made interest with the Pope
To set such tedious regular forms aside.

Brovming, King and Book, L 191.

5. Personal possession or right of control;
share or participation in ownership: as, to
have great interests in a county; an interest in
a stock company; also, anything that is of im-
portance from a commercial or financial point
of view; a business; property in general: as,

the mining interests.

Anjon, a Dutchy, Main, a County great.
Of which the English long had been possest;

. And Manns, a city of no small receit.

To which the duke pretended interest.

Drayton, Miseries of Qneen Margaret.

. All your interest in those territories

Is utterly bereft you: all is lost.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, iii 1, 84.

The Priests and Levites they bid consider what would
become of them all if the Law of Moses was abrogated,
by which their interest was upheld.

SUMinyfleet, Sermons, I. iiL

The contest was for an interest then riding at single an-
chor. De Quineey, Essenes, it

6. In law, in the most general sense, legal eon-
eem of a person in a thing or in the conduct of
another person, whether it consist in a right of .

enjoyment in orbenefitfrom property, or a right interestedly (in'ter-es-ted-li), adv.

of advantage, or a subjection to liability in the .
terested manner; with interest.

event of conduct; more specifically, a right in interestedness(in'ter-es-ted-nes), n. The state

property, or to some of those uses or benefits
from wiiieh the property is inseparable, in a
narrower sense it was used in the English common law of
real property, to designate a right less than an estate, such
as a lease or an easement, etc.

7 . Payment, or asumpaid, for the use ofmoney,
or for forbearance of a debt.

of being interested, or of having an interest in
a question or an event; hence, regard for one's
own private views or profit.

I might give them what degree of credit I pleased, and
take them with abatement for Mr. Solmes's interestedness,
if I thought fit. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, II. 243.

fixed ratio (agreed upon by ?hepS;es)^%^e'^&^ interesting (in'ter-es-ting), J,, a.
.
Exciting or

and is to he paid at certain stated times, as once or twice a^apt«a to excite mterest ; engaging the atten-
a year. The money lent or dne is called the prijtdpal, tion or curiosity: as, an interesting story.

per^.,OTsmiplyttiipercent. The rate p?r Senilis
<«n'«^"™<*- ^. «<«», OutUnes of PsychoL, p. 450.

usually BO much a year, or per annum. Sometimes the interestingly (in' ter-es-ting-li), od». In an
rate is mentioned as so much per month; gioo at 1 per interesting manner
cent._per month is equal to ?100 at 12 per cent, per annum. <^+„.>„„«„™»„„ /-JI/aa- i: \ rm.
ieffaHn«ereg»8therateestablishedbylaw,andaisalways mtereStingneSS (m tto-es-ting-nes), n. The
understood that legal interest ia intended when no specific luality of being interesting.
rate is mentioned. Interest greater than the legal rate is
usury, and is prohibited by law. In certain jurSdictions,
however, it is allowable to give and receive higher than
legal rates by special contract between the parties. In- . . _- /.,.., ,
terest may be either simple or compound. Simple inter- interlace (m ter-fas), n. [< inter- + face.] A
««« is the interest arismg from the principal sum only, plane surface regarded as the common boun-
and, though not paid, is not itself chargeable with inter- flarv of two bndifis
est Compound interest is the interest paid not only on ~y uouies.

the original or principal sum, but also on the interest as it "'^ interface of the two liquids in the axial line.
falls due and, remaining unpaid, is added to the principaL £ncye. Brit., XV. 264.

Who pawn their souls and put them out at Miterasi for a interfacial (in-ter-fa'shial), a. [< L. inter, be-
veiy srnaU present advantage, althongh they are sure in tween, -I- fades, face : see facial, and cf. inter-a very Uttle time to lose both their /Jitereg« and the Prin- f„„j,i 1 t^ „^r>«„ )„„i j j 'oTi X_
cipaltoo. Stmngfleet, Sermo^,£^ i'^'^ .} ^ 9eom^ included between two
TT Q Q ii,- jj V \, .

faces: thus, an jKier/ocmi angle is formed byHence—8. Something added or thrown in by the meeting of two planes.—2. Pertaining toway of premium or enhancement; an added an interface.
quantity over and above what is due, deserved, interfasdcnlar (in'ter-fa-sit'u-lar), a. [< in-
orexiiected.

ter- + fofciele + -arS.] l.H anat., eiUiated

Xo special beauty or interesUnyness of the locality can
directly cause the delight.

H. Spencer, Prin. ofPsychoL, | 54.

or occurring between fascicles: as, interfascic-
ular veins ; interfascicular spaces.—2. In iot,
lying between the fascicles or fibrovasenlar
bundles. InterfascicolaT camblnm is that part of the
cambium zone which lies between the flbrovascular bun-
dles inthe stems of gymnosperms and dicotyledons. Bas-
Un.

or expected
With all speed.

You shall have your desnres, with interest
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3, 49.

Beneficial interest, a right or interest to be enjoyed for
one's own benefit, as distinguished from the right of a
trustee for the benefit of another.— Chattel interest
See ehatia.—'EllVitable interest, such an interest as is
recognized and protected by courts of equity, although it
might not be atcommon law.— liiBiiTable interest See interfectionf (in-tfer-fek'shon), m. K Ii. '««e^•-
^n*«ra7l^,2.— InterMtOTnointerest, aprovislonina feciiofn-1. a MUinff < inferftWp rm ivfj^rferti/jipolicy of insurance signifying that ttie contract will be tUii j _Ii' 'v"r^' ^ "'^J'^'ere, pp. tnierjecms,

executed even thongh the insured have no insurable in-
^"' destroy, mtermpt, ht. put between, < inter,

terest in the subject-matter.—landed Interest See between, -H/ocere, do: see/act.] Killing; mur-
ianifed.—Maritime interest. See maranne.—Party in der. Bailey.

L. inter,

. , ^ , , „_. see /ctb-
interest for a person, to secure influence on wi behalf. oral.] Situated between the thighs ; connect-
I made interest with Mr. Blcgg the beadle to have him ™g ^h^ hind limbs: as, the interfemoral mem-

as a Minder. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, L 16. brane of a bat.



interfere

interfere (in-tfer-fer'), v. i. ; pret. and pp. in-
terfered, ppr. mterfering. [Formerly also en-
terfere; < ME. enterferen. < OF. entreferw, ex-
change blows, F. interfSrery interfere, < ML.
'mterferire, strike between, < L. inter, between,
+ ferire, strike.]. 1. To take a part in the af-
fairs of others ; especially, to intermeddle ; act
in such a way as to cheek or hamper the action
of other persons or things.

So cautiouB were our ancestors in conversation, aa never
to inter/ere with party disputes in tlie state. Sv^t.

Our war no interferiTig kings demands.
Nor sluai be trusted to Barbarian hands.

Bawe, tr. of liUcan's Fbarsalia, viii.

A Sheik Arab, who lives here [Suez], has really all the
power, whenever he plesises to interfere.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 138.

2. To clash ; come in collision ; be in opposi-
tion: as, the claims of two nations may inter-

fere; the two things interfere with each other.

Nature is ever irtterferlng with Art. Emerson, Art.

3. In farriery, to strike one hoof or the shoe
of one hoof against the fetlock of the opposite
leg (of the same pair): said of a horse.—4. In
physics, to act reciprocally upon one another
so as to modify the effect of each, by augment-
ing, diminishing, or nullifying it: said of waves
of light, heat, sound, water, etc. See interfer-
ence, 5.

When two similar and equal series of waves arrive at a
common point, they intcTfere, as it is called, with one
another, so that the actual disturbance of the medium at
any instant is the resultant of the disturbances which it

would have suffered at that instant from the two series
separately. P. ft TaU, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 606.

=Syn. 1. Intermeddle, Intervene, etc. See interpose,

interference (in-ter-fer'ens), n. [= F. inter-

ference = Pg. interferenSia = It. interferenza

;

as interfere + -ence.'] 1. The act of interfer-

ing; interposition; especially, intermeddling.

This circumstance, which is urged against the bill, be-
comes an additional motive for our interference.

Burke, On Fox's East India Bill.

A part of the European powers have attempted to es-

tablish a right of interfereaee to put down revolutionary
principles in that continent.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 45.

2. A clashing or collision; the act of coming
into violent contact.—3. In farriery, a strik-

ing of one foot against the one next to it, as

one hind foot against the other.—4. In Amer.
patent law, the conflict between two patents or

applications for patent which claim in whole
or in part the same invention. Hence, to go into

interference (pt an application for a patent) is to be reserved
for the purpose of litigating the question in the patent of-

fice before the application shall be granted.

5. Inphysics, the mutual action of waves of any
kind (whether those in water, or sound-, heat-,

or light-waves) upon one another, by which, un-
der certain conditions, the vibrations and their

effects are increased, diminished, or neutral-

ized. The term was first employed by Dr. Young to ex-

press certain phenomena which result from the mutual
action of the rays of light on one another. In genera], if

two systems of waves come together, they interfere—that

is.they unite to reinforce or destroyone another, the actual

disturbance of the medium at any instant being the re-

sultant of the two disturbances considered separately.

For example, if the two systems are of equal intensity and
in the same phase, the result wiU be a doubled disturb-

ance ; if, however, they are half a wave-length apart, the

result will be rest. Thus, two sounds of the same pitch and
intensity produce a note of double the intensity when they

meet in the same phase, the point of condensation of one
corresponding to that of the other; when, on the other

hand, the point of maximum condensation of the first cor-

responds to that of rarefaction of the other, they destroy

each other. Again, if two notes differing but slightly in

pitch (say one vibration per second) are sounded together,

there will be one instant in each second when the two
wave-systems will nearly coincide in phase, and one when
they will be half a wave-length apart ; the result is that

they alternately strengthen and weaken each other at

these moments, and the ear perceives the pulsations in the

note called beats (see beat^, 7). The same principles hold

true in the case of light, as was first shown by Young. The
interference of light-waves is illustrated by the phenom-

ena of diffraction (see diffraction) : thus, a diffraction grat-

ing gives with monochromatic light a series of light and

dark bands (interference fringes), corresponding respec-

tively to the points of maximum and minimum motion re-

sulting from the mutual action of the two wave-systems;

for the former they are in the same phase, for the latter

they differ in phase by half a wave-length. If white light

is employed, a series of spectra

(interference spectra) of different

orders is obtained. Newton's

rings, obtained, for example, when
ordinary light is reflected from a

convex lens of long focus pressed

upon a plate of glass, are circular

interference spectra. The colors

of thin films, as of oil on water or

of a soap-bubble, are due to inter-

ference, as is also the iridescence

ofsome antique glass or of mother-

. J ~ t of-pearL Still again, the beauti-

'"'SSSSf5^"uL°'^ fVflgures produced'when a sec-
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tlon of a uniaxial crystal cut normal to the axis, or of a bi-

axial crystal cut normalto the bisectrix, is viewed in con-
verging polarized light are similar phenomena, and are

hence called interference figures. Eeoently (1888-9) Hertz

Interference Figures of a Biaxial Crystal : (i) when the axial plane
(passing through the two ovals) is inclined 45° to the vibration-planes

of the polarizer and analyzer, and (a) when it is respectively parallel

and perpendicular to them.

has shown that electric waves, produced, for example, by
induction dischargesbetweentwometal surfaces and prop-
agated through space, also exhibit under proper conditions
interference phenomena. These waves may have a length
"of several feet. See wave. =Syn. 1. Mediation, Interven-

tion, etc. See interposition.

Interferer (in-t6r-fer'6r), n. One who or that
which interferes.

interferingly (in-t6r-fer'ing-li), ad^. In an
interfering manner ; by interference ; by in-

termeddling.
interflbrillar (in"t6r-fi-bril'ar), a. [= F. in-

terfibrillavre ; as inter- + JWrilla + -arS.] Sit-

uated between fibrils.

Tumours in which we have ... a swollen and semi-
liquid condition of the interflbrHlar substance.

Ziegler, Pathol. Anat. (trans.), i. § 143.

interfibrillary (in-ter-fi'bri-la-ri), a. Same as

interfibrillar.

interfibrous (in-ter-fi'brus), a. [< inter- +
fiber^ + -ous.'\ Situated between fibers.

Pressing the combined lime and inierfibrous matter out
of the tissue. Eneye. Brit., XIV. 384.

interfilamentar (in-t6r-fll-a-men'tar), a. [< in-

ter- + filament + -ar^.^ Situated between fila-

ments. E. jB. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 689.

interfiUet (in-t6r-fil'et), v. t. [< imter- + flUet.'\

To bind in and over ; weave. [Bare.]

There is an actual predominance of the practical or
ethical aim, not only as the immediate motive and ulti.

mate goal of his endeavor, but constantly interfilleted and
interwoven with the theoretical tissue.

Harpei's Mag., LXXVUI. 387.

interflow (in-t6r-fl6'), V. i. [< inter- + flow'^.']

To flow between. ,

What way the current cold
Of Northern Ocean with strong tides doth interflow and

swell. HoUand, tr. of Camden, p. 12.

interfluent (in-t&r'fl8-ent), a. [< L. interfm-
en(t-)s, ppr. of interf/iwre, flow between, < imter,

between, +jffiMere, flow: sb6 fluent.^ 1. Flow-
ing between ; flowing back and forth.

The agitation of some interfluent subtile matter.
Boyle, Works, II. 503.

2. Flowing together; harmoniously blending:
of sounds, forms, etc.

As written by Chaucer, it was picturesque, full of music
and color^ the inter/?«e7if, luxurious pentameter couplet,
revived by Hunt and Keats.

Stedman, The Century, XXIX. 508.

interfluous (in-t6r'flb-us), a. [< L. interfluus,

flowing between, (, interflmere, flow between:
see interfluent.'} Same as interfluent.

Haled to hear, under the stars or moon,
One nightingale in an interfluous wood
Satiate the hungry dark with melody.

Shelley, The Woodman and the Nightingale.

interfold (in-t6r-fold' ), v. t. [< inter- + foW-.}
To fold one into the other; fold together.

Life's most beautiful Fortune
Kneels before the Eternal's throne ; and, with hands in-

terfolded.

Praises thankful and moved the only Giver of blessings.

Longfellow, tr. of Tegn^r's Children of the Lord's Supper.

interfoliaceous (in-ter-fo-li-a'shius), a. [< L.
in,ter, between, + foUtm, leaf: see foUaceousJ]
In hot., situated between opposite leaves: as,

interfoUaceous stipules in the BuMaceie.
interfoliate (in-ter-fo'li-at), «. *. ;

pret. and
pp. interfoliated, ppr. interfoliaUng. [< L. in-

ter, between, + folium, leaf; see /oKafe.] To
interleave.

So much [improvement of a book] as I conceive is neces-

sary, I will take care to send you with your ivterfoUated

copy. Evelyn, To Mr. Place, Aug. 17, 1696.

Almost immediately upon receiving information tha* a
new work is to be produced, he [the stage-manager] inter-

foliates the piano score with blank leaves, upon which he
notes what is to occur simultaneously with the playing of
certain bars of music on the page opposite.

Seribner's Mag., IV. 443.

interfiretted (in-t6r-fret'ed), a. [< inter- +
fret^ + -ed2.] In her., same as interlaced, but
applied especially to objects which are closed

intergrade

so that the interlacing cannot be separated:
as, two keys interfretted by their bows.

interfriction (in-tfer-frik'shon), n. [< inter- +
friction.} A rubbing together; mutual frio-

tion. [Rare.]

Kindling a fire by interfriction of dry sticks.

De Quineey, Spanish Nun, § 16.

interfrontal (in-ter-fron'tal), a. [= F. inter-

frontal; a,s inter- + frontai'.} Situated between
the right and left frontal bones, or the right and
left halves of the frontal bone : as, an imterfrorir

tal suture.

interfulgentt (in-t6r-ful'jent), a. [< L. inter-

fulgen{t-)s, ppr. of interfuXgere, shine between,
< inter, between, +fulgere, shine: aee fulgent.}
Shining between. Bailey.

interfuse (in-ter-fiiz'), V. t. ; pret. and pp. in-

terfused, ppr. interfusing. [< L. interfusus, pp.
of (LL.) interfundere, pour between, \ inter, he-
tween, +/MTO(fe»'e, pour: Bee found^, fuse^.} 1.

To pour or spread between or among ; dilfuse
throughout

;
permeate or cause to permeate.

Th6 kingdom of China is in all parts thereof interfused
with commodious riuers. HaJduyt's Voyages, II. ii. 89.

The ambient air, wide interfused.
Embracing round this florid earth.

Milton, P. L., vii 89.

Ice upon ice, the well-adjusted parts
Were soon conjoin'd, nor other cement ask'd
Than water interfusd to make them one.

Cowper, Task, v. 148.

And through chaos, doubt, and strife.

Interfuse Thy calm of life

WhUtier, Andrew Eykman's Prayer.

2. To fuse together or interblend ; associate

;

make interdependent.

A people amongst whom religion and law were almost
identical, and in whose character both were so thoroughly
interfused. . Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, ii.

interfusion (in-tSr-fu'zhon), n. [< LL. interfu-

sio(n-), < interfundere, pp. interfusus, pour be-
tween : see interfuse.} The act of pouring or
spreading between ; an intimate intermingling.

I foresaw that I should flnd him a true American, full

of that perplexing interfusion of refinement and crudity
which marks the American mind.

B. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 24.

interganglionic (in-t6r-gang-gli-on'ik), a. [<
inter- + ganglion + 4c.} Situated between
ganglia; connecting ganglia: specifically ap-
plied to the commissures or connecting nervous
cords of ganglia, especially of the sympathetic
system.

intergatoryt (in-tSr'ga-to-ri), n. A contraction
of interrogatory.

Let us go in

;

And charge us there upon inter'gatoriee,

And we will answer all things faithfully.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1, 99.

I have an entrapping question or two more
To put unto them, a cross intergatory.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, v. 2.

intergenital (in-ter-jen'i-tal), a. [< inter- -i-

genital.} Situated between the genitals: ap-
plied to the calcareous plates of echinoderma
which are attached to and come more or less

between those which bear the orifices of the
genital organs.

intergernt (in-t6r-g6m' ),'v.i. [< inter- -I- gem.}
To exchange grins or snarls. Davies.

The angry beast [a badger] to his best chamber flies.

And (angled there) sits grimly inter-geming.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

interglacial (in-t6r-gla'shial), a. [< inter- +
glacial.} Ingeol., formed or occurring between
two periods of glacial action: as, interglacial

beds ; an interglacial period.

interglandular (in-ter-glan'du-iar), a. [< in-

ter- + glandular.} Situated between glands.

interglobular (in-t6r-glob'u-lar), a. [< inter-
-\- globular.} Situated between globules.

Interglobuiar spaces are represented as black marks.
Mieros. Science, XXIX. L 16.

intergradation (in'-'tfir-gra-da'shon), n. [< inr-

tergrade + -aUon.} Intermediate gradation.

intergrade (in-t6r-grad')( v. i.; pret. and pp.
intergraded, ppr. intergrading. [< inter- +
graded, v.} To become alike gradually, or ap-
proach in character by degrees, as one animal
or plant compared with another; be graduat-
ed with diminishing degrees of difference, or
graded into one another, as two or more spe-
cies. See the extract.

I compromised the matter by reducing to the rank of
varieties the nominal species that were known or believed
to intergrade. . . . We treat as "specific" any form, how-
ever little differentfrom the next, thatwe do not know or
believe to intergrade. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 79.



intergrade

Intergrade (in'tfer-grad), n. [< inter- + grade\
».] An intermediate grade.
That nephele, north of the belt, breeds trae, la certain,

because the inUr^aiei and slope are not found here.
Nature, XiXIX. 194.

Intergrowth (in't6r-gr6tli), n. [< inter- +
growth.'] A growing together; a growth be-
tween.
There are not wanting signs of an intergrowth of the

two minerals. OeoJ. Jour., XLIV. 449.

intergyral (in-t6r-ji'ral), a. [< ititer- + gyrus
+ -ai.] Situated between gyri of the brain.

interhemal, interhaemal (in-ter-he'mal), a.
and n. [< inter- + hemal.'] I. a. Situated
between hemal spines— Interhemal bone, inter-
hemal spine, in ichth,, one of the dermal bones or spines
which support the rays of the median or unpaired fins of
fishes on the hemal or lower side of the body : so called
from their situation deepin the flesh betweenhemal spines.
See inttmeurdl.

H. n. An interhemal bone.
A series of interluBmals. Erusyc. Brit., VTT 641.

interhemicerebral (in-tfer-hem-i-ser'f-bral), a.

[< inter- + hemicerehrum.l Situated" between
the hemispheres of the brain.

interhyal (in-ter-hi'al), a. and n. [< inter- +
hy{oid) + -al.] I. a. Situated betweenOT among
parts of the hyoid arch of a fish, in relation
with the hyomandibular and sympleetie bones.
The lower part of the (hyoid] arch retains Its connec-

tion with the upper part^ in fishes, by means of an inter-
hyal piece. Stand. Nat. Hist., IIL 21.

II. n. An intermediate osseous or cartilagi-
nous element of the hyoid arch of a fish, con-
necting its upper and lower parts, in relation
with the hyomandibular and sympleetie bones

;

an element connecting the hyomandibular with
the branehiostegal arch.

interim (in't6r-im), adv. [L., in the mean
while, meantime, < inter, between, -1- *im, eqmy.
to eum, ace. of is, that: see he^.'] In the mean
while ; meantime.

1 hope some gentleman will soon be appointed in my
room hete who Is better able to serve the publlck than 1
am. Interim, 1 am, gentlemen, your most obedient ser-

vant.
Benedict Arnold, Letter, May 23, 1775 (Amer. Archives).

interim (in't6r-im), n. and a. [< interim, adv."]

1, n. 1. The mean time; time intervening.

Between the acting of a dreadful thing
And the first motion, ^0 the interim is

Like a phantasma, or a hideous dream.
Shak., J. C, ii. 1, 64.

2. A provisional arrangement for the settle-

ment of religious differences between Protes-
tants and Roman Catholics in Germany during
the Reformation epoch, pending a definite set-

tlement by a church council. There were three in-

terims : the Katisbon Interim, promulgated by the em-
peror Charles V. , July 29th, 1541, but ineffective ; the Augs-
burg Interim,proclahnedalso by CharlesV.,May 16th, 1548,
but not carried out by many Protestants ; and the Leipsic
Interim, carried throngh the diet of Saxony December 22d,

1548, by the efforts of the elector Maurice, and enlarged
and published as the Greater Interim in March, 1549 ; it

met with strenuous opposition. Religious toleration was
secured for the Lutherans by the peace of Fassan, 1552.

H. a. Belonging to or connected with an in-

tervening period of time; temporary: as, an
interim order.

The first and second interim reporte of the Eoyal Com-
mission appointed to enquire into the Depression of Trade.

Quarterly Rev., CLXTTT. 151.

Interim decree, iu Scots law, a decree disposing of part of
a cause, but leaving the remainder unexhausted.

—

Mter-
im factor, a receiver or curator appointed for temporary
service. In Scots law it was formerly usual for creditors

of a bankrupt to appoint a manager, called an interimfac-
tor, to preserve the estate until a trustee should be chosen.
This practice was superseded by that of the court appoints

ing a judicial factor.

interimist (in'ter-im-ist), n. [< interim + -is*.]

Eceles., a German Protestant who accepted one
of the interims.

interimistic (in't^r-i-mis'tik), a. [< interimist

+ -ic] Pertaining to the decree of Charles V.
in 1548 at Augsburg, known as the Interim, or

to the subsequent agreement of Melanchthon
and others partially in accord with this.
' The Emperor had strongly nrged upon the ambassadors
the settling of a form of religion agreeable to the Jnfer-

imigtic doctrine.
Bi/rchnuin, to Bullinger, Dec., 1549, in E. W. Dixon, Hist.

[Church of Eng., IIL 98, note.

interinhlbitive (in'ter-in-hib'i-tiv), a. [< in-

ter- + inhibitive.J Mutually inhibitive.

An impairment of the iTiterinhibitive functions.

Maudtley, Body and WiU, p. 267.

interior (in-te'ri-or), a. and n. [Early mod. E.

interiour, < OP. interior, interieur, F. intSrieur =
Pr. Sp. Pg. interior = It. interiore, < L. interior,

inner, compar. of "interns, < inter, within, be-

tween; see mter2.] I. a. 1. Being within; in-
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side of anything that limits, incloses, or con-

ceals; internal; further toward a center: op-

posed to exterior or superficial: as, the interior

parts of a house or of the earth.

Aiming, belike, at your interior hatred.

That in your outward action shows itself.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3, 65.

This fall of the monarchy was far from being preceded

by any exteriour symptoms of decline. . . . ITie interiour

were not visible to every eye. Burke, A Begicide Peace, L

2. Inland; remote from the limits, frontier, or

shore : as, the interior parts of a country ; an
interior town.—3. Of or pertaining to that

which is within; inside: as, an interior view.

O that you could . . . make but an interior survey of

your good selves! Shak., Cor., iL 1, 43.

4. Pertaining to the immediate contents of

consciousness ; relating to that which one can
perceive within one's self; inward; inner; in-

most; mental.
The Earle of Northumberlande . . . began secretely

to communicate his interior imaginacions and priule

thoughtes with Kichard Scrop, Archebishop of Yorke.
HaU, Hen. IV., an. 6.

Rather desiryng soner to die then longer to Hue, and
perauenture for this cause, that her interiour we sawe
priuily, and gaue to her a secrete monicion of the great
calamities and aduersities which then did hang ouer her
bed. HaU, Edw. IV., an. 10.

Sense, Inmost, interior, intemaL This was introduced,

as a convertible term with consciousness in general, by the
philosophers of the Cartesian school, and thus came to be
frequently applied to denote the source, complement, or
revelation of immediate truths. It is however not only
iu itself vague, but is liable to be confounded with in-

ternal sense in other very different significations. We
need not therefore regret that in this relation it has not
(though Hutcheson set an example) been naturalized in

British Philosophy. Sir W. Hamilton.

5. In eratom., inner ; lyingnext to the body or the
median line interior angle. See angled, 1.—Inte-
rior epicycloid, in ffeom., a hypocycloid.—Interior pal-
pi, in entom., the labial palpL—Interior planets, in ae-

tron., the planets that are between the es^h's orbit and
the sun.—Interior screw, a screw cut on the interior

surface of anything hollow, as a nut or a tap-hole.--In-
terior slope, in fort., the slope from the superior slope
to the tread of the banquette. See cut under parajpet.

= Syn. Inward, Internal, etc. See inner.

II. n. 1. The internal part ; the inside.

The fool multitude, that choose by show,
Not learning more than the fond eye doth teach,
Which pries not to th' interior.

5A(l*.,M.ofV.,il9, 28.

2. In art: (a) An inside part of a building,
considered as a whole from the point of view
of artistic design or general effect, convenience,
etc.

There is a grandeur and a simplicity in the proportions
of this gre^t temple [the Pantheon] that render it still one
of the very finest and most sublime interiors in the world.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., L 311.

(&) A picture of such an inclosed space, or of
any subject considered as within such an inclo-
sure, or under the conditions of lighting, etc.,

obtaining therein.—3. That part of a country
or state which is at a considerable distance
from its frontiers.

Her frontier was terrible, her interiour feeble.
Burke, A Begicide Peace, 11.

In some regions . . . rivers afford, if not the only means
of access to the interior, still by far the easiest means.

S. SpeiuxT, Prin. of SocioL, g 112.

4. The internal or domestic affairs of a country
as distinguished from its external or foreign af-
fairs—Department of the Interior. See department.

interiority (in-te-ri-or'i-ti), n. [= P. int&rio-
riti = Sp. interioridad = It. interiorita, < ML.
interiorita{t-)s, < L. interior, being within: see
interior.1 The quality of laeing interior; in-
wardness. [Rare.]
He had been a breaker of the law in its essential spirit.

In its interiority, all the way through.
H. W. Beecher, Plymouth Pulpi^ March 19, 1884, p. 496.

interioriy (in-te'ri-or-li), adv. In the interior
part; internally; inwardly.

The divine nature sustains and interiowrly nonrisbeth
all tilings. • Sonne, Hist. Septuagint, p. 205.

interj. An abbreviation of interjection.

interjacence (in-t6r-ja'sens), n. [< interjacen(J.)

-t- -ce.] A lying or being between,
interjacency (in-t6r-ja' sen-si), ». 1. Same as
interjacence.

England and Scotland [are] . . . divided only by the i».
terjacency of the Tweed and some desert ground.

Sir M. Hale.

2. That which is interposed or lies between.
[Bare.]

Its fluctuations are but motions subservient; which
windes, stormes, shores, . . . and every interjacency ir-

regulates. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., viL 17.

interjacent (in-ter-ja'sent), a. [= Pg. interja-

cente; < L. inter, between, + jaoen(t-)s, ppr. of

interjectural

jacere,\ie:seejacent. Ct. adjacent, etc.] Lying
or being between ; intervening: as, interjacent

isles.

Observations made at the feet, tops, and interjacent parts

of high mountains. Boyle, Works, L 89.

The Saxon forces were employed in subduing the mid-

land parts of Britain, interjacent between their two first

established colonies. Sir W. Temple, Hist. England, Int.

interjacnlate (in-ter-jak'u-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. interjaculated, ^pr. interjaculating. [< inter-

+ jaculate.] To ejaculate in the midst of con-

versation; interject (a remark).
" Diea I que n'ai-je pu le voir? " interjaculates Made-

moiselle. Thackeray, Newcomes, viL

interjangle (in-ter-jang'gl), V. i.
;
pret. and pp.

interjangled, ppr. interjangling. [< inter- +jan^
gle.] To make a dissonant, harsh noise one
with another.

The divers disagreeing cords

Of interjangling ignorance. Dani^, Musophilus.

interject (in-t6r-jekt'), v. [< L. interjectus, pp.
of interjacere, interjicere, throw between, put
between, < inter, between, + jacSre, throw: see

jetK Cf. abject, adject, eonject, deject, yect, in-

ject, etc.] 1. trans. To throw in between other

things; insert; interpolate.

But Athryilatus, the physician, a Thasian bom, inter-

jected some stay of fcrther searching into this canse.

BMand, tr. of Plutarcta, p. 664.

II, intrans. To come between; interpose.

[Rare.]
The confluence of soldiers, interjecting, rescued him.

Sir O. Buck, Hist Elch. m., p. 6L

interjection (in-ter-jek'shon), n. [= P. inter-

jectio{n-) = Pr. interjeetio = Sp. interjecdon =
Pg. inteijeigSo = It. interjezione, < L. interjec-

tiolrir-), a throwing or placing between, in gram,
an interjection, in rhet. a parenthesis, < inter-

jacere, interjicere, throw between: see inter-

ject.'] 1. The act of throwing between; an in-

terjecting.—2. The act of ejaculating, exclaim-
ing, or forcibly uttering.

Laughing causeth a continual expulsion of the breath,

with theloudnoisewhich maketh the interjeeUan of laugh-
ing. Bacon.

3. In gram., an inte^ected or exclamatory
word ; a word thrown in between other words
or expressions, but having no grammatical re-

lation to them, or used independently, to indi-

cate some access of emotion or passion, and
commonly emphasized to the eye in writing by
a mark of exclamation, as o'h! ah! alas! hur-

rah ! Inteijectlons are regarded as constituting a part
of speech by themselves, although they are properly no
"part of speech," but holophrastic utterances, oiiginally
more or less instinctive, though coming, like the rest en

speech, to be used conventionally. Some interjections,

however, are transformations or abbreviations of ordinary
words, as alas, zounds, 'sdeath, gad. Abbreviated intetj.

Dij vestram fidem, O good Lord, it standeth always in
the place of an interjection of meruayling, and not of call-

yng on. Udall, Hewers Xtrans.), foL 98.

As 1 am cholerick, I forbear not only swearing, but all

interjections of fretting, as pugh 1 pish I and the like.

Tatler, No. L

4. A manner or means of expressii^ emotion
with the effect of an interjection. [Rare.]

'
' He rent his garments " (which was the interjection of

the country, and custom of the nation).
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 293.

interjectional (in-ter-jek'shon-al), a. [< inter-

jection + -al.] 1. Thrown in between other
words or expressions; interjected: as, an in-

terjectional remark.
Another explanation understands this clause as an inter-

jectional suggestioD of the evangelist himself. . . . Butwhy
should both evangelists make the same interjectional sug-
gestion at the same place?

J. A. Alexander, On Mark xiii. 14.

2. Partaking of the character of an interjec-
tion ; consisting in or characterized by excla-
mations.
Demosthenes, ... in an interjectumal form, ... in-

vokes the vengeance of the gods on Philip of Macedon.
6. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Ijmg., xiiL

The staccato sharpness of interjectional croaks and brit-

tle calls from the river edge and swamp.
Harper's Mag., LXXVUL 48.

interjectionally (in-t^r-jek'shon-al-i), adv. In
an interjectional manner ; by way of interjec-
tion.

She had said interjectionally to her sister, "It would be
a mercy, Fanny, if that girl were well married !

"

Qecrge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, ix.

interjectionary (in-t6r-jek'shgn-a-ri), a. [< t»-
terjection + -ary.] Same as interjectional.

interjectural (in-t6r-jek'tn-ral), a. [< 'inter-
jecture (< L. interjectura,'sin insertion, < inter-

jacere, interjicere, throw between: see interject)

+ -al.] Same as interjectional. [Rare.]



interjectural

He started back two or three paces, rapt out a dozen in-
terjectural oaths, and asked what the devil had brought
you here. Sheridan, The Kivals, ii. 1.

interjoin (iu-t6r-join'), v. t. [< OP. entr^omdre,
< L. interjungere, jointogetherX inter, between,
+ jungere, join: eee join. Of. intwjuncUon,]
To join one with another ; combine.

So, (ellest foes . . . shall grow dear friends,
And intejy'oiji their issues. Shak., Cor., iv. 4, 22.

interjoist (in'tfer-joist), n. [< inter- + joist.']

In building, the space or interval between two
joists.

interjunction (in-tSr-jungk'shon), n. [< vnter-
+ jimetion, Gt. inteiyoin.] A"mutual joining.
Smart.

interknit (in-t6r-nit'), «. *. ; pret. and pp. inter-
knitted or mterhnit, ppr. interhmtting. [< inter-
+ imt.] To knit together. [Rare.]

interknot (in-ter-nof), V. t; pret. and pp. in-
terknotted, ppr. i/nterlenottmg. [< imter- + tojo*!.]

To knot together mutually and intricately.
[_JtCar6 . J

Millennial oaks irUerknotted their python roots below
its surface, and vouchsafed protection to many a frailer
growth of shrub or tree. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 743.

interknowt (in-t6r-no'), v. t. \imter- + fcrnoiei.]

Same as enter-lmow.

How familiarly do these prophets interknow one an-
other! Bp. HcUl, Rapture of Elijah.

tnterknowledget (in-ter-nol'ej), n. [< inter- +
knowledge.'] Keciprocal knowledge.
See them in mutuall inter-knowledge, enjoying each

other's blessednease. Bp. Hall.

interlace (in-t6r-las'), v.; pret. and pp. inter-

tocedjppr. imterlaci/ng. [Formerly also enterlace;

< ME. entrelacen, < OF, entrelaeier, entrelacer,

e»*retes«er, interlace, < entre-, between,+ lacier,

laeer, tie, entangle, lae'e : see laee, v.] I. trams.

To cross one with another; interweave: as, to
fetertoce wires; hence, to mingle ; blend, in the
mathematical theory of knots, to interlace three or more
closed bands is to put them together so that no two are
linked together, and yet so that they cannot be separated
without a breach of continuity.

St. Paul, when he boasts of himself, doth oft interlace
" I speak like a tooL" Bacon, Praise (ed. 1887).

Very rich flesh coloured marble interlaced with veynes
of white. Coryat, Crudities, I. 62.

They acknowledged what services he had done for the
commonwealth, yet interlacing some errors, wherewith
they seemed to reproach him.
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inter- + line^, n. Cf. interline^, v.] A line be-
tween other lines.

interlamination (in-tfer-lam-i-na'shon), n. [< interline^ (in'ter-lin), n. [< OF. entreligne; as

inter- + lamination.] The state of being inter-

laminated.
interlap (in-ter-lap'), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. inter-

lapped, ppr. interlapping. [< inter- + lap^.]

To fold or infold mutually ; lap one with an-

other.

The innermost layer ... is composed wholly of fine

interlaced fibers of the optic nerve. JJe Conte, Sight, p. 55.

II. intrans. To cross one another as if woven
together, as interlacing branches ; intertwine

;

blend intricately.

Her bashful shamefastnesse ywrought
A great increase in her faire blushing face.

As roses did with lilies interlace.

Spenser, F. Q., V. iii. 23.

Interlacing arches, in arch., au arcature of which the
arches intersect
as in the figure.

They are fre-

quent in medie-
val architecture
of the twelfth
and thirteenth
centuries.

interlaced
(in-t6r-last'),

p. a. In her.,

represented
as interWO- interlacing Arches, Norwich Cathedral, Eng-

. , „ land.
ven: said of
sickles, crescents, and the like,

two or three in number. Com-
pare interfretted.

interlacement (in-t6r-las'-

ment), n. [< OF. entrelacement,

enirelassement, an interlacing, <

entrelacer, interlace: see inter-

lace and -ment.] An interla-

cing; interweaving; intertwining. Imp. Diet.

interlacing (in-t6r-la'sing), «. [Verbal n. of

interlace, v.] The act of interweaving or cross-

ing threads or lines; the threads or lines so

interwoven or crossed Animal interlaclngs, a

name given to the decoration of early Northern ana es-

pecially Irish manuscripts, and other works of art, distin-

guished by a free employment of interwoven bands which

are finished with heads, paws, etc., of animals.

interlamellar (in-t6r-lam'e-lar), a. [< inter-

+ lamella + -arS.] Between lamellffl: as, the

interlamellar spaces of the cornea.

interlaminar (in-t6r-lam'i-nar), a. l<inter-

-\- laminar.] Same as interlaminated.

interlaminated (in-t6r-lam'i-na-ted), a. [<

inter- + laminated.] Placed between lammse

or plates; inclosed by laminse.

Three Crescents
Interlaced.

Thus, in case of any serious accident, the whole of the

mains can, by one turn of a screw, be disconnected from
the dynamos, the interla/pping pieces all dropping out.

Meet. Rev. (Eng.), XXIV. 281.

interlapse (in't6r-laps), n. [< inter- + lapse.]

The lapse or flow of time between two events;
interval. [Rare.]

These dregs are cidcined into such salts, which, after a
short interlapse of time, produce coughs. Harvey,

interlard (in-t6r-lard'), «. t. [< OF. entrelarder,

mix in between, mingle (different things, as
fat and lean) together, lit. put fat in between
(the lean), < entre, between, + lard, tat: see

lard, n. and v.] 1. To mix, as fat with lean;

hence, to insert between or among other things

;

sandwich.

Your fourth [verse] of one bissillable, and two mono-
sillables interlarded.

PvMenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 103.

2. To mix; diversify by mixture or by interjec-

tion : as, to interlard discourse with oaths.

Those other Epistles lesse guestion'd are yet so inter-

larded with Corruptions as may justly indue us with a
wholsome suspition of the rest.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

Ignorant and illogical persons are natutaUy very prone
to interlard their discourse with these fragmentary ex-

pressions [expletives].

O. P. Marsh, Lecta. on Eng. Lang., xiiL

=Syn. 2. To intersperse, intermix.

interlardment (in-tfer-lard'ment). n. [< OP.
entrelardement, an interlarding, < entrelarder,

interlard: see interlard and -^ment.] The act of
interlarding, or the state of being interlarded;
intermixture.

I know thou cheerest the hearts of all thy acquaintance
with such detached parts of mine [letters] as tend not to
dishonour characters or reveal names ; and this gives me
an appetite to oblige thee by inierlard/memt.

Bichwdson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. 89.

interlayf (in-ter-la' ),v.t. [< inter- + lay^.] To
lay or place among or between. Daniel, Civil

Wars, iv.

interleaf (in't6r-lef), n.
;
pi. interleaves (-levz).

[< inter- + leaf.] One of a number of (blank)
leaves inserted between the leaves of a book
for notes and additions.

interleague (in-tSr-leg'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
interleagvsd, ppr. imterleagmng. [< inter- +
league^. ] To combine in a league ; engage in
joint action.'

Their strength the Fire, the "Water gave
In interleagved endeavor.

BttJuer, Eridolin (tr. from Schiller).

interlea'7e (in-t6r-lev'), v. t.; pret. and pp. in-

terleaved, ppr. interleaving. [< inter- + leaf
{lea/oe^).'] 1. To insert a leaf or leaves in: as,

to interleave a book with blank leaves or with
illustrations.

If he may be said to have kept a commonplace, it was
nothing more than a small interleaved pocket-almanack, of

about three inches square.
Bp. Hurd (Warburton's 'WoiTsB, I. 87).

An irOerleaved copy of Bailey's Dictionary, in folio, he
[Johnson] made the repository oi the several articles.

Sir J, Hawkins.

2. To insert between leaves : as, to interleave

engravings, or blank leaves for notes or addi-
tions, in a book.

interlibel (in-ter-li'bel), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. irir-

terlibeled, interliielled, ppr. interlibelmg, inter-

libelling. [< inter- + libel.] To libel mutually
or reciprocally. Bacon.
interline^ (in-ter-Un'), v. *.; pret. and pp. in-

terlined, ppr. interJmmg. [< OF. entreligner, <

ML. interlineare, write between lines, < L. in-

ter, between, + linea,'\me: aeeline^.] 1. To
insertbetween lines : as, to interline corrections
in a writing.—2. To write or print between the
lines of, as of something already written or

printed.

Then the accuser will beready to interline the schedules
of thy debts, thy sins, and iaeert false debts.

Donne, Sermons, ix.

The minute they had signed was in some places dashed
and interlined. Bp. Burrtet, Hist. Reformation, an. 1530.

3. To write or print in alternate lines: as, to

interline Greek with Latin.

When, by . . , interlining Latin with English one with
another, he has got a moderate knowledge of the Latin
tongue, he may then be advanced.

Locke, Education, 1 168.

There is a network of wrinkles at the temple, and lines
and interlines about the brow and side of the nose.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 11.

interline^ (in-tfer-lin'), v. t; pret. and pp. in-

terlined, ppr. interlining. [< inter- + line^, v.]

To insert, as a thickness of fabric or material,
between the lining and the outer surface of (a
garment) : as, a cloak lined with sUk, and in-

terlined with flannel.

interlineal (in-tfer-Un'e-al), a. [= Sp. Pg. in-

terUneal; as inter- + Une^ + -al. Cf. Uneal.]
Between lines ; interlinear. Imp. Diet.

interlinear (in-t6r-lin'e-ar), a. [= P. interli-

n4aire = Sp. interlinear ='lt. interlineare, < ML.
interlinearis, being between lines, < L. inter,

between, + linea, Ene: see line^. Cf. interline^,

v.] 1. Situated between the lines; inserted
between lines ; hence, intermediate : as, inter-

linear corrections. Also interlineary.

He sometimes saved his cash
By interlinear days of frugal hash.

CraVbe, Works, IV. 110.

2. Having interpolated lines; interlined: as,

an interlinear translation (one in which a line

of the translated text is followed by a corre-
sponding line of the translation) interlinear
system, the Hamiltonian system of teaching languages,
by using texts with interlined translations.

interlinearily (in-ter-lin'e-a-ri-li), adu. Same
as interlinearly. Bp. Salt, Great Impostor.

interlinearly (in-t6r-lin'e-ar-li), adv. In an
interlinear manner; by interlineation.

interlineary (in-ter-lm'f-a-ri), a. and n. [<
ML. interlinearis : see interlinear.] I. a. Same
as interlinear.

Devotion is no marginal note, no interlineary gloss, no
paienthesis thatmaybe left out; it is no occasional thing,
no conditional thing. Donne, Sermons, xxiiL

II. n.; yl. interlinearies (-riz) . A book hav-
ing interlined matter. [Rare.]
The infinit helps of interlinearies, breviaries, synopses,

and other loitering gear. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 41.

interlineation (in-ter-lin-e-a'shgn), n. [< ML.
*interlineaUo{'n-), < interlineare, interline: see
interline^.] The act of interlining; alteration

or correction, as of written or printed matter,
by interlinear insertion ; also, that which is in-

terlined; specifically, in tow, an alterationmade
in a wi'itten instrument by inserting anymatter
after it is engrossed.
Of these lines, and of the whole first book, I am told

that there was yet a former copy, more varied, and more
defoiTsed witli interlineations. Johnson, Pope.

Gerald took a sh^ of manuscript from his hand. It

was written in pencil and showed many corrections and
interlineations. The Century, XXXVII. 303.

interlining^ (in-t&r-li'ning), n. [Verbal n. of

interline^, v.] Same as interlineation.

We blot out this hand-writing of God's ordinances, or
mingle it with false principles and interlinings of our
own. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 800.

interlining^ (in-ter-ll'ning), n. [Verbal n. of in-

terline'^, v.] A layer of textile fabric or other
material placedbetweenthe lining andthe outer
surface, as of a garment.

interlink (in-t6r-lingk'), v. t. [< inter- + link^,

v.] To join together by or as by links ; unite

by strong ties, as of interest or affection.

These are two chains which are interlinked, which con-
tain and are at the same time contained.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, § 71.

Many an incomparable lovely pair
With hand in hand were interlinJced seen.

Making fair honour to their sovereign queen.
Sir J. Dairies, Dancing.

interlink (in'ter-lingk), n. [< inter- -I- Hwfcl,

n.] A link in a chain ; hence, an intermediate
step in a process of reasoning. Coleridge.

interlobular (in-ter-lob'u-lar), a. [< inter- +
lobule + -ar^.] Situated between or among
lobiiles: specifically said of structures in the
liver, and correlated with intralobular inter-
lobular veins, branches of the portal vein which ramify
between the lobules of the liver. Also called peripheral
veins, as distinguished from central or intralobidar veins.

interlocationf (in"ter-lo-ka'shon), n. [< inter-

+ location.] A placing between ; interposition.

Your eclipse of the sun is caused by an interlocation of

the moon betwixt the earth and the sun.
BueMngham, Rehearsal.

interlock (in-ter-lok'), v. [< inter- + tocfcl.] I.

intrans. To be locked together; mutually en-

gage, clasp, or cling; embrace: 3sS,^e interlock-

ing boughs of a wood.
In the first, the edges of the bones are in close contact^

often interlocking by means of projections of one bone fit-

ting into corresponding depressions of the other.
W. H. Flower, Osteology, p. 8.



interlock

Interlockiiig system of signals, in raaroading, any
system ol devices whereby signals denoting the positions
of switches at stations, junctions, and bridges are, by
means of locking mechanism, connected with and con-
trolled by the switch mechanism, in such manner that
anj^ movement of the switches operates the proper signal
to Indicate to en^e-drivers and others the position in
which the switch is set. Various systems have been in-
troduced, and they have added greatly to the safety of
moderr railway traffic.

II, trans. To lock or clasp together; look or
Htob. one in another: as, cattle sometimes in-
terlock their horns.

My lady with her fingers irOerloet^d.

Teanyeon, Aylmer's FIdd.

taterlocular (in-t6r-lok'u-lar), a. [< inter- +
loculus + -ar/i Sitiiated'between lociili; of or
pertaining to an interloculus.

The internal cavity of the corallites is divided into a
series of closed longitudinal chambers or interloeidar
spaces. Geol. Jour., XLIV. 209.

interloculus (in-t6r-lok'u-lns), n.
; pi. interlocuU

(-li). [Nil., < inter- + 'loculus.'] A space or
chamber between any two loenli, as of a coral.

This matrix usually infills the cups and some of the in-
terloeidi in the specimens. 6eol. Jour., XLV. 130.

interlocution (in " ter - lo -ku ' shgn), ». [= F.
interlocution = Sp. interlooucion\= Pg. interlo-
cuqao = It. interlocnzione, < L. interloeutio(n-), a
speaking between, < interloqui, speak between,
interrupt, < «»fer, between, + logui, speak: see
locution.'] 1. Interchange of speech; alternation
in speaMng; dialogue.

It [rehearsal of the Psalms] is done byinierloouUon, and
with a mutuall retume of sentences from side to side.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 37.

A good continued speech, without a good speech of i-n-

terlocuiion, shewes slownesse. Bacon, Discourse.

The Hearer of prayer invites iTiterlocution with man.
Is. Taylor, Nat. Hist. Enthusiasm (ed. 1853), p. 47.

2. Intermediate discussion or argument;- in
law, an intermediate act or decree before final

decision.

interlocutor (in-ter-lok'u-tor), n. [= F. inter-

locuteur = Sp. Pg. in,teriocutor = It. interlocu-
tore, < L. as it Hnterlooutor, < interloqui, speak
between: see interlocution.'] 1. Onewho speaks
in a dialogue or takes part in a conversation.

The itUerloeutors in this dialogue are Socrates and one
Minos, an Athenian, his acquaintance.

BenUey, On Phalaris.

2. In Scots law, a judgment or sentence pro-
nounced in the course of a suit, but which does
not finally determine the cause. The term, how-
ever, in Scotch practice, is applied indiscriminately to
the judgments or orders of any court of record, whether
they exhaust the question at issue or not.

interlocutory (in-ter-lok'u-to-ri), a.
' [= F. i»-

terlocutoire = Sp. Pg. It. interlocutorio, < L. as
if "interlocutoritis, < interloqui, speak between:
see interlocutor.] 1. Consisting in or partak-
ing of the character of dialogue

;
pertaining to,

characterized by, or participating in conversa-
tion; conversational: as, interlocutory instruc-
tion; an interlocutory encounter.
There are several interlocutory discourses in the Holy

Scriptures. Fuidei.

The recitative consequently is of two kinds, narrative
and iriberlocutory. Jago, Adam, an Oratorio.

2. Spoken intermediately ; interjected into the
main course of speech ; specifically, in law, ut-

tered or promulgated incidentally; not deter-

minative or final in purport: as, an interlocu-

tory argument ; an interlocutory order, decree,
or judgment (that is, one relating to a particu-
lar question or point in a ease, but not to the
final issue).

It is easy to observe that the judgment here given is not
final, but merely fntertocMtoiy. Black8tone,Cam.,TILxsiv.

The effect of the Governor's eloquencewas much dimin-
ished, however, by the int£rlocutory remarks of De Herpt
and a group of Ms adherents.

UoOey, Dutch Eepublio, EL 359.

S. In law, intermediately transacted; taking
place apart from the main course of a cause.

The interloeutory hearings before thejudges in chambers
were numerous.

a. J. Hinton, Eng. Sadical Leaders, p. 321.

IntedocatoiT injunction. See injunction.— Inter-
locutoiT Judgment or decree, a judgment or decree
which, though it may determine the substantial rights of

the parties, yet is preliminary to a further hearing and
decision on details, or amounts, or other questions involv-

ing such matters, and necessary to be determined before
a judgment can be awarded that can be executed or ap-

' pealed from : as, a decree adjudging that plaintiff is en-

titled to an accounting from defendant, and directing the
account to be taken, in order that he may have a final de-

cree for the balance found due.

interlocutress (in-t6r-lok'u-tres), n. [< inter-

locutor + -ess. Cf. interlocutriee.] A female
interlocutor.

For ten minutes longmore felt a revival of interest in

his irUaioeutreiS. B. Jamee, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 367.
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interlocutriee (in-tfer-lok'u-tris), ». [_=¥. in-

terlocutriee = It. interlocutriee, < L. as if Hnter-

locutrix; eee interlocutrix.] An interlocutress.

Have the goodness to serve her as auditress and inter-

locutriee. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xlv.

interlocutrix (in-ter-lok'u-triks), n. [As if L.,

fem.of *interlocutor: see interlocutor.] An. in-

terlocutress.

interlope (in-ter-16p'), i>. i.; pret. and pp. im-

terloped, ppr. interloping. [< interloper, q. v.]

1 . To run between parties and intercept the ad-

vantage that one should gain from the other

;

traffic without a proper license; forestall.

Saints may not trade, but they may interlope.

JJryden, The Medal, L 41.

Thepatron iadesiredtoleaveoflhls interloping trade, or

admit the knights of the Industry to their share. Tatter.

2. To obtrude one's self into a business in which
one has no right.

interloper (in'ter-16-per), n. [< D. enterlooper,

a coaster, a coasting vessel, hence a smuggler,

smugglingvessel (one that runs inand out along
the coast),< F. entre, between (see enter-, inter-),

+ D. looper (= E. leaper), a runner, < loopen= E.

leap, run: see ieopi, lope. The F. interlope, Sp.

int^lope, an interloper (vessel), interloping, are

from E.] 1. One who trades without license.

Whatever privileges are allowed your company at Dort
wiU be given by the other towns, either openly or covert-

ly, to all those interlopers who bring their woollen manu-
facture directly thither.

Sir W. Temple, To the Gov. and Comp. of Merchant
[Adventurers, March 26, 1675.

2. One who interferes obtrusively or officious-

ly; one who thrusts himself into a station to

which he has no claim, or into affairs in which
he has no interest.

The untrained man, . . . the interloper as to the pro-

fessions. J«. Taylor.

interlucatet (in-t6r-lu'kat), v. t. [< L. interlu-

catus, pp. of interlvAMre, let the lightthrough (sc.

trees, by cutting away some of the branches), <
inter,between, -t- Ivxc (luc-), light: see ligktK] To
admit light through, as by removing branches
of trees. Cockeram.

interlucatioU'l' (in " t6r -lu -ka ' shon), n. [< L.
interlucatio(n-), < interluiare: see interlucate.]

The act of thinning a wood to let in light.

interlucent (in-ter-lu'sent), a. [< L. interlu-

cen( t-)s, ppr. of interlucefe, shine through, be vis-

ible, < inter, between, -t- lucere, be light, shine

:

see lucid.] Shining between.
interlude (in'tfer-lud), n. [Formerly also en-
terlude; < ME. entrelude, < OF. entrelude, < ML.
interludimm, an interlude, < L. inter, between,
+ Uidus, play: see liidierous.] 1. In dramatic
art, an intermediate entertainment ; a short in-
dependent performance introducedon the stage
between the parts or in the course of the mam
entertainment; also, any similar by-play or
episode or incident occurring in other circum-
stances.^2. In the early English drama, a
play; particularly, a play from real life, dis-
tinguished from the mysteries and moralities.
They were generally short and coarse. The first plays dis-
tinctively so called were those of John Heywood, begin-
ning about 1521, although the name had previously been
applied occasionally to dramas of any kind, and at an early
date to the moralities.

Their new comedies or clulll enterlvdea were played in
open paniUons or tents of llnnen cloth or lether, halle dis-
played that the people might see.

PvtlUnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 29.

Comedy is the immediate successor of the Interludes,
which are themselves only a popularized form of the Mo-
ralities, abstractions having been converted into individ-
ual types. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram, lit., Int, p. xxL
The Interlude— a short humorous piece, to be acted in

the midst of the Morality for the amusement of the peo-
ple—had been frequently used, but HCTwood isolated it

from the Morality, and made of it a kind of farce. Out of
it, we may say, grew English comedy.

Stopfard Brooke, Primer of Eng. Lit., p. 79.

3. In music, a subordinate passage or compo-
sition inserted between the principal sections
of a work orperformance . Specifically—(a) A short
instrumental or vocal piece inserted between the acts of
a drama or an opera; an intermezzo. (J) An instrumental
passage between the stanzas or the lines of a hymn or
metrical psalm.

Interludes are played, in Germany, not between the
verses of the Choral, but between the separate lines of
each veree. Groee, Diet Music,

(c) An instrumental piece between successive p^ts of a
chnrch service.

interluded (in't^r-lu-ded), a. Inserted as an
interlude; having interludes.

interluder (in't^-lu-der), n. One who performs
in an interlude. [Eare.]
They make all their scholars play-boys! Is 't not a fine

sight to see aU our children made ivterluden?
B. Jomon, Staple of >"ews, ilL 2.

intermaxillary

Here are a certain company of players— . . ,

Country comedians, interluders, sir.

UiddMon {and another). Mayor of Queenborongh, v. 1.

interludial (in-ter-lii'di-al), a. j;< ML, inter-

ludimm, interlude, + -oJ.j' Perfcaaning to or of

the nature of an interlude.

At first [comedy was] wholly unregarded as a sjihere for
art uses, then admitted for tnterlvMdl purposes in a fab-

rication styled intermezzo, that was pliyed between the
acts of a serious composition. Erieye. Brit., XVIL 94.

interluencyt (in-t6r-lii'en-si), «. [< L. inter-

luen{t-)s, ppr. of interluere, wash, under, flow
between, < inter, between, + hiere, wash: see

lave, lotion.] A flowing between; interposition

of water. [Kare.]

Those parts of Asia and America which are not dis-

joyned by the inter-lueney of the sea m^ht have been
formerly in some age of the world contiguous to each
other. Sir JU. Hale, Grig, of Mankind, p. 193.

interlunar (tn-ter-lu'nar), a. [= P. imterhi-

navre = Pg. interlmw/r;" <. L. inter, between, +
luna, the moon : see lunar.] Pertaining to the
moon's monthly interval of invisibility; be-

tween the periods of moonlight: as, interlunar

nights. The interlunar cave is the place of seclusion into
which the moon was anciently supposed to retire at such
times.

And silent as the moon.
When she deserts the night,

Hid in her vacant interluTuir cave.

Uaton, S. A., 1. 89.

Prometheus , . . repairs to a certain exquisite inter,

lunar cave, and there dwells in tranquillity with his be-
loved Asia. S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 100.

interlunaryt (in-ter-lii'na-ri), a. Same as in-

terlunar.

If we add the two Egyptian days in every month, the
interlunafry and plenilunary exemptions, eclipses of sun,

etc. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 13.

interlyt, adn. A Middle English form of en-

He teUes tham so that like aman may fele.

And what the! may interly knowe
Yf thei were dyme [obscure],

What the prophettis salde in ther aawe,
All longis to hym. York PU^a, p. 208.

intermarriage (in-ter-mar'aj), n. [< imter- +
rrMrriage.] 1. Marriage contracted between
members of two families, classes, tribes, or
races ; connection or relation by virtue of such
marriage: as, the estates of the families were
united by JrtterTOamagie.— 2. Consanguineous
marriage; marriage between persons nearly
related by blood. [Eare.]

Intermarriage certainly predisposes to disease.
Quain, Diet, of Med., p. 384.

intermarry (in-tfer-mar'i), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

intermarried, ppr. intermarrying. [< inter- +
marryK] To become connected by marriage,
as two &imilies, clans, classes, or tribes.

About the middle of the fourth century from the build-
ing of !Rome, It was declared lawful for nobles and plebe-
ians to intermarry. Svnft, Contests in Athens and IU>m&
As the Gentoo tribe never interma/rry, India may prop-

erly be said to contain four different nations.
MicUe, Inq. into the Bramin Philosophy.

intermaxilla (in'ter-mak-sil'a), n.; pL inter-

maxillce (-e). [< inter- -I- maxitla.] The inter-
maxillaTy or premaxillary bone ; the premax-
illa. See intermaxillary, n.

intermaxillary (in-ter-naak'si-la-ri), a. and n.

[< L. inter, between, + OTaa»Ho,'jaw: see max-
illary.] I. a. (a) Situated between the max-
illary or upper jaw-bones : specifically applied
to the intermaxilla or premaxiUa. (6) Of or
pertaining to the intermaxilla: as, intermaxil-
lary teeth (that is, in mammals, incisors), (c)
In Crustacea, situated between those somites
of the head which bear the maxillsB : as, the iu-
termaxillary apodeme (which is developed from
the membrane connecting the two maxiUaxy
somites)—Intermaxillary lobe, in entmn., a name
given by Straus-Durckheim to the mazillaiy lobe or apex
of the TTiaTiHa.

U. n.; -pi. intermaxillaries (-nz). 1. The in-
termaxilla or premaxilla ; one of a pair of bones
of the upper jaw, situated between or rather
in front of the maxillary bones, and in relation
with its fellow of the opposite side, in man it ia
smaU, and speedily unit^ with the supramaxillary, with
obliteration of all signs of Its previous distinctness. In
most mammals it is large, permanently distinct^ and
prominent; and, being usually rather in front of the su-
perior maxfllaries than between them, it is oftener called
premax3lary. Whatever its size, shape, or situation, it is
the bone of the upper jaw which bears the incisor teeth,
when these occtir. In birds it is bv tar the largest and
principal bone of the upper mandible. It is single and
median, representing a coalesced pair of bones ; it repr&-
sents that part of the upper jawwhich is sheathed in horn,
and its shape conforms with that of the beak. It has
usnaUy three prongs one of which mounts to the fore-
head, the other two running along the psdate. See cuts
under Anura, BaUmMce, Crotalue, and OaHbuB.



intermaxillary

2. One of the foremost pair of the upper jaw-
bones in most teleostean fishes, onee generally-
supposed to be homologous with the intermaxil-
lary of the higher vertebrates.— 3. The inter-
maxillary lobe of an insect. See I.

intermeant (in'ter-men), n. [< inter- + mean^.'\
Something done in the mean time ; an interact.
The propensity to laugh at the expense ot good sense

and propnety Is well ridiculed in the Intermeane at the
end of the first afit of the " Staple of Newea " by Jonson.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 282.

intermeationt (in"t6r-me-a'shon), n. [< L. as
if *intermeaUo{n-), < fatemearej'pass through or
between, < inter, between, + meaire, pass : see
meatus.'\ A flowing or passing between. Bm-
l&y, 1731.

intermeddle (in-t6r-med'l), v.
; pret. and pp.

intermeddled, ppr. imtm-meddMmg. [< MB. enter-
medlen, entremedlen.i OF. entremedler, entremes-
ler, entremeller C> ME. intermellen: see inter-
mell), F. entremSler (= Pr. entremesolar = Sp.
entremezelar = It. iniramischim-e), intermeddle,
< entre, between, + medler, mesler, etc., mix,
meddle: Bee inter- axidi meddle.'] I. intrans. 1.
To take part in some mattery especially, to in-
terfere bfaoiously or impertinently; take part
in business with which one has no concern.
Heniy, Earl of Northumberland, who, though on King

Richard s Side, intermedclled not in the Battel, was incon-
tinently taken into Tavour, and made of the Council.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 233.

And [they] over boldly intermeddle with duties whereof
no charge was ever given them.

Hooker, Eocles. Polity, v. 62.

It is usually thought, with great Justice, a very imper-
tinent thing in a private man to intermeddle in matters
which regard the state. Steele, Guardian, No. 128.

2t. To give one's self concern.

Through desire a man^ having separated himself, seek-
eth and vrdeirmeddXefh with all wisdom. Prov. rviii. 1.

=Syil. Interfere, Intervene, etc. See interpose.

Il.t trans. To intermix; mingle; mix up.

Agein the peple of Pounce Antonye, that alle were en-

termedled with the peple of Arthur, that foughten full

harde on that oo part and the tother.

Merlin (E. B. T. S.), Hi. 402.

He hath intermedled in Tula hiataiie certaine things con-
trary to the trueth. Bakluyt's Voyages, I. 572.

This kynde of wbrkemanshippe imtermedled of stone and
timber ... is no euil syght.

Balding, tr. of Gsesar, fol. 191.

Veritie is perfect when it is not intermedZed with fals-

hood. DevU Conjui'd (1596).

intermeddler (in-t6r-med'16r), ». One who in-

termeddles ; a meddler in affairs which do not
concern him, or with which he cannot properly
interfere.

Nor did I ever know a Man that touoh'd on Conjugal
Affairs could ever reconcile the jarring Humours, but in

a common hatred of the IntermecUer.
Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, i. 1.

" The consequence was, as but too often happens," wrote
the afflicted intenneddler, "that all concerned became in-

imical to me." E. Bowden, Shelley, I. 106.

intermeddlesome (in-t6r-med'l-sum), a. [<

intermeddle + -some.] Prone to intermeddle

;

meddlesome. Imp. IHct.

intermeddlesomeness (in-t6r-med'l-sum-nes),

n. The quality of being intermeddlesome.

Imp. Diet.

intermedia, n. Plural of intermedium.

intermediacy (in-t6r-me'di-a-si), n. [< inter-

media{te) + -cy.] The state of being interme-

diate, or of acting intermediately ; intermediate

agency; interposition; intervention.

In birds the auditory nerve is affected by the impres-

sions made on the membrane by only the intermediacy of

the columella. Derham, Pnysico-Theology, iv. 3, note 20.

intermedial (in-t6r-me'di-al), a. [< L. vnter-

medius, that is between (see intermeaiwrn), +
-al.] Intermediate; intervening; intervenient.

Since aU thy creatures obey thy word, I alone may not

disorder the creation, and cancel those bands and vnter-

meiJianinks of subordination.
, j ,„„c^ t c^

Jer. Taylor, Worts (ed. 1835), I. 64.

Black white, red, or any other of the intermedial colours.
'

Evelyn, Soulptura, i. 6.

intermediant (ia-t6r-me'di-an), a. [< L. wfer-

medius, that is between (see intermedium), +
-an.] Lying between ; intermediate. Blount.

intermediary (in-t6r-me'di-a-ri), a. and ».

[= F. intermSdiaire = Sp. intermediar -= It. m-
termedAario ; < L. intermedins, that is between

(see intermedium), + -ary.] I. a. Being or oc-

curring between; having an intermediate po-

sition or action: as, an intermediary process.—

Intermediary ftmction, in bmSA, a function holomor-

iihio inthe whole plane wiich satisfles the conditions

where u and o>' are quasi-periods.
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II, n.
;
pi. intermediaries (-riz). One who or

that which interposes or is intermediate; an
intermediate agent; a go-between.

They [senates] have been instruments, but never inter-
' * ' Ltmdor.

England was acting only as an intermediary.
The AUantie, XLIX 701.

Sometimes two or three intermediaries would be em-
ployed. J. B. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 183.

The enterprising Hellenes becoming the intermediaries

between the native Libyan population of the interior and
the outer world. B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 726.

intermediate (in-t6r-me'di-at), v. i.
;
pret. and

pp. intermediated, ppr. intermediating. [< ML. in-

termediatus, pp. of intermedmre, come between,
act as a mediator, < L. intermedins, that is be-
tween: see OTfer«edliMJ». Ct. mediate.] To act

intermediately; intervene; interpose.

Ill teUye what conditions threaten danger,
Unless you intermediate. Ford, Lady's Trial, v. 1.

By interposing your intermediating authority, endeavour
to avert the horrid cruelty of this edict.

Miltm, Letters of State, Oliver to Gustavus Adolphus.

intermediate (in-t6r-me'di-at), a. and n. [=
F. interm4diat, < ML. intermediatus : see inter-

mediate, v.] I. a. Situated between two ex-

tremes ; coming between, in either position or
degree; intervening; interposed: generallyfol-

lowed by between when the extremes are men-
tioned : as, an intermediate space ; intermediate

obstacles.

Arviragus, the king's son, . . . having escaped with life

in the late battle, had employed the intermediate time in
privately collecting his father's scattered forces, to put
him again into a condition of facing the enemy.

W. Mason, Caractacus, Arg.

These plants are beautifully iiUermediate between, the
oxllp and the primrose.

'

Darwin, Different Forms of Mowers, p. 70.

Intermediate area, a part of an insect's wing between
the subcostal and the internal vein.— Intermediate ge-
nua, in logic, a genus narrower than the widest and wider
than the narrowest class.— Intermediate grade or

school. In the system of graded common schools in the
United States, the grade or department next above the
primary and below the grammar grad^. See grammar-
school, 2.—Intermediate palpi, the maxillary palpi of
those insects in which the outer lobes of the maxillse

are palpiform, so that apparently there are three pairs of

galpi, two on the maxillse and one on the labium, as in the
icirwieJMZce and CaraWte.— Intermediate rafter. See

rafter.— Intermediate state, in theol., the state or con-
dition of souls after death and before the resurrection
of the body ; by extension of meaning, the place of de-
parted spirits, as distinct from both earth and heaven;
Hades.— Intermediate terms, in arith. and alg., the
terms of a progression or proportion between the first and
last, which are called the extremes: thus, in the propor-
tion 2 : 4 : : 6 : 12, four and six are the intermediate terms.
— Intermediate witness or authority, one who wit-

nesses to a thing not by virtue of his own direct know-
ledge of it, but resting on other testimony.

II. n. 1. In mafA., a syzygetic function: thus,

if U and V are quantics of the same order, and
if /I and ft are indeterminate constants,XU + nY
is an interm^ediate of U and V.—2. An interme-
diary. [Rare.]
That sea he had read of, though never yet beheld, . ; .

gladly would he have hailed it as an intermediate betwixt
the sky and the earth.

B. Macdonaid, Warlock o' Glenwarlock.

intermediately (in-tSr-me'di-at-li), adv. In an
intermediate manner; by way'of intervention.

intermediation (in-ter-me-di-a'shon), n. [<
intermediate + -«o», after mediation.'] The act'

of intermediating, or the state of being inter-

mediate; intervention; interposition; interme-
diacy.

An externalactionbeing related toa feeling onlythrough
an intermediate nervous change, the intermediation can-

not well be left out of sight.

B. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 77.

The latter consists of a lateral arch upon each side, unit-

ed ... by the inter7nediati(m of medial basal elements
below. Hvadey, Anat. Vert., p. 114.

intermediator (in-t6r-me'di-a-tor), n. [< ML.
intermediator, a middleman, < L. "inter, between,
-I- LL. mediator, one who mediates: see mediae

tor.] A mediator between parties ; any person
or thing that acts intermediately.

In touch, it is the epidermis . . . which is the inter-

mediator between the nerve and the physical a^ent.

Hwdey and Youmans, Physiol., § 240.

intermedietto (in-t6r-me-di-et'6), n. [It.,

dim. of intermedio, an interlude: see interme-

dious.] A short interlude.

in'termedionst, a. [= F. intermide = Sp. Pg.

It. intermedio, intermediate ; as a noun, an in-

terlude ; < L. intermediums, that is between : see

intermedium.] Intermediate.

There was nothing intermedious, or that could possibly

be thrust in between them.
Cudwarth, Intellectual System.

intermezzo

intermedium (in-tto-me'di-um), n.
;

pi. inter-

media (-a). [< L. intermedium, neut. ot interme-

dium, that is between, < jwfer.between, -t- medius,
middle: see medivmi.] ' 1. Intermediate space.
[Eare.]— 2. That which intervenes ; an mter-
vening agent or medium.
The influence of the elastic intermedium on the voltaic

arc. W. -R. Brove, Corr. of Forces, p. 7.

3. In anat. and zool., a median carpal or tarsal
bone of the proximal row, so called from its

situation between the ulnare and the radiale
in the carpus, and between the tibiale and the
fibulare in the tarsus. See cuts under carpus
and lohthyosauria.

intermeett, v. i. [Early mod. E. entremeete; ap-
par. < inter- + meet^, but perhaps for intermete,

old form of intermit, mingle.] To meet toge-
ther; mingle.

Upon her cheekes the LiUie and the Kose
Did entremeete wyth equaU change of hewe.

Bascoigne, Dan Bartholomew of Bath.

interment (in-ter-mel'), V. [< ME. intermellen,

entermellen, < OP. entremeller, var. of eniremesler
(P. ewiremJfer), intermix : see intermeddle.] I.

trans. To intermix; intermingle.

II. intrans. To interfere; meddle.

But thay loved eche other passynge well.
That no spyes durst with thame intermm.

MS. Lansd. 208, f. 19. (Haaiwell.)

To . . . \m\&\y intermel
With sacred things.

Margton, Scourge of Villanie, Satire ix. 110.

intermembral (in-ter-mem'bral), a. [< L. «»-

ter, between, -f- membrum, meniber, -I- -al.] Ex-
isting (as a relation) between the limbs: as,

intermembral homology (the homological corre-

spondence between the fore and hind limbs of

vertebrates or the corresponding members of

other animals).

intermenstrual (in-t6r-men'stro-al), a. [< in-

ter- + menstrua + -al.] Occurring between the
menstrual periods,

interment (in-ter'ment), n. [< ME. enterment,

entierment, < OF. enterrement, < ML. mterramen-
fem, burial, < interrare, bury, inter: seeimter'^

and -ment.] The act of interring or depositing

in the earth ; burial ; sepulture.

Achilles hade appetite, & angardly dissiret.

The Citie for to se, and the solemne fare
At the entierment full triet of the tru prinse.

Destruction of Troy (E. B. T. S.), L 9106.

Interment in churches of favourite martyrs and apostles

was at one time much sought after. Encyc. Brit. , IX. 826.

intermention (in-ter-men'shon), V. t. [< inter-

+ mention.] To mentionamong others; include
in mentioning. [Kare.]

There is scarce any grievance or complaint come before
us in this place wherein we do not find him [Archbishop
Laud] intermentioned. Grvrmtone. (Latham.)

intermesenterial(in-ter-mez-en-te'ri-al), a. [<

inter- + mesentery + -al.] Same as iniermesen-

teric. G. C. Bourne, Micros. Science, XXVIII.
34.

intermesenteric (in-t6r-mez-en-ter'ik), a. [<

inter- + mesentery + -4o.] Situated between
mesenteries; in Actinozoa, noting specifically

the chambers between the partitions or mes-
enteries which radiate from the gastric sac to

the body-wall. See cut under Actinozoa.
' As the mesenteries increase in number, the tentacles

grow out as diverticula of the intermese;nteric spaces.
HviAey, Encyc. Brit., 1. 130.

intermesst, n. [< OP. entremes, P. entremets,

something put between, a side dish: see entre-

mets.] An interlude.

I likewise added my little History of Chalcography, a
treatise of the perfection of Paynting, . . . with some
other intermesses which might divert within doores.

Evelyn, To Lady Sunderland.

intermett, v. [ME. intermetten: see entermit.]

Same as entermit.

For loue of hir even cristene thei intermettid hem with
worldely besynes in helpynge of hir sugettis ; and sothly
ttmt was charite.

Ha/mpdle, Prose Treatises (E. B. T. S.), p. 25.

intermetacarpal (in-ter-met-a-kar'pal), a. [<
inter- -f- metacarpus •\- -aZ.] SituatecL between
metacarpal bones: as, intermetacarpal liga-

ments.
intermetatarsal (in-ter-met-a-tar'sal), a. [<
inter- \- metata/rsal.] Situated between meta-
tarsal bones : as, intermetatarsal ligaments.

intermew (in-ter-mu'), 'W. i. [< inter- + mew^.
Of. LL. intermutatus, interchanged.] To molt
while in confinement : said of hawks.
intermezzo (in-ter-med'z6), n. [It., < L. inter-

medium, that is 'between: see intermedium.] 1.

A light and pleasing dramatic entertainment



intermezzo

introduced between the acts of a tragedy, com-
edy, or grand opera: later, a ballet divertisse-
ment introduced in like manner.
The theatre itseU came to snpplemeut its waning attrac-

tions by every apecles of iUegltimate intermezzo.
A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit, L 10.

2. In music : (a) A short musical work of light
character inserted between the acts of a serious
drama or opera ; a burlesque or comedy. The
intermezzo was the germ of the opera bouCEe or
comic opera. (6) A short composition, with-
out any definite musical form, introduced in
an extended musical work, or a piece composed
in a similar style.

intermicatet (in-t6r-mi'kat), v. t. [< L. infer-
micatus, pp. of intermieare, glitter among, < in-
ter, between, among, -I- mcare, glitter, shine:
see jBtca.] To shine between or among. Sloimt.
intermicationt (in^'ter-mi-ka'shon), n. [< in-
termicate + -don. ] A shiningbetween or among.
Bailey.

intermigration (in'ter-ml-gra'shon), n. [< iro-

ter- + migration.'] Eeciproeal migration; ex-
change of persons or populations between dis-
tricts or countries.

Nay, let ns look upon men in several climates, though in
the same continent, we shall see a strange variety among
them in colour, figure, stature, complexion, humour ; and
all arising from the difference of the climate, though the
continent be but one, as to point of access and mutual in-
tercourse, and possibill^ of interrmgraUmu.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 200.

interminable (in-ter'mi-na-bl), a. [= p. inter-
minable = Sp. interminoMe = Pg. interminavel
= It. interminaMle, < LL. interminabilis, endless,
< in- priv. -I- *terminabilis, terminable : see ter-
mindble.] Without termination; endless; hav-
ing no limits or limitation; unending; long
drawn out: as, interminable space or duration;
interminable sufferings.

As if they would confine the IntermiruMe,
And tie him to his own prescript,
"Who made our laws to hind us, not himself.

uaton, S. A., L 307.

The word
That, finding an vnUrmindble space
TTnoccupied, has filled the void so well.

Cowper, Task, v. 658.

=Syn. Limitless, illimitable.

interminableness (in-tSr'mi-na-bl-nes), n. The
state of being interminable ; endlessness.

The vnUmwndbleTieis of those torments which after this
life shall Incessantly vex the impious.

AnrwtaUong on Glani^Ue, etc (1682), p. 59.

interminably (in-ter'mi-na-bli), adv. In an in-
terminable manner or extent ; endlessly.
interminatel (in-ter'mi-nat), a. [= OP. inter-

mine = It. interminato, < L. interminatus, un-
bounded, < in- priv. -I- terminatus, bounded: see
terminate, o.] Not terminated; unbounded;
unlimited; endless.

Within a thicket I reposde ; when round
1 ruified vp falne leaues in heaps, and found
(Let fall from heauen) a sleepe interminaU.

Chapman, Odyssey, viL

The Epicurean hypothesis admits not of such an ivier-

minate division of matter, but will have it stop at certain
solid corpuscles, which, for their not being further divisi-

ble, are called atoms, aro/ioi. Boyle, Works, ILL 661.

Interminate decimal, a decimal conceived as carried
to an infinity of places : thus, the decimal .010010001 +,
where the number of ciphers between successive ones is

conceived to increase in arithmetical progression to in-

finity, is an interminate dedmud.

interminate^t (in-ter'mi-nat), V. t. [< L. inter-

minatus, pp. of interminari, also interminare,

threaten, < inter, between, + minari, threaten

:

see menace.'] To menace.
Enough, enough of these intenmnated judgements,

wherewith ... I might strike your hearts with just hor-

rour. Bp. HaU, Hemains, p. 163.

interminationf (iu''ter-mi-na'shon), n. [< LL.
interminatioin-), < L. interminari', threaten : see
interminate^.] A menace or threat.

It were strange that it should be possible for all men to

keep the commandments, and required and exacted of all

men with the inlerminatum or threatening of horrid pains.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), n. 430.

intermine (in-ter-min'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

termined, ppr. intermining. [< inter- + mine^.]

To intersect or penetrate with mines.

Her large oaks so long green, as summer there her bowers
Had set up all the year, her afr for health refin'd.

Her earth with aUom veins so richly iidermin'd,
jyrayton, Polyolbion, xxviiL 344.

intermingle (in-ter-ming'gl), v.; pret. and pp.
intermingled, ppr. intermingling. [< inter- +
mingle.] I. trans. To mingle or mix together

;

mix up; intermix.

Ill irtiermingle everything he does
With Cassio's suit. Shak., Othello, iii 3, 25.
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II. intrans. To be mixed or incorporated.

They will not admit any good part to intermingle with
them. Shak., Much Ado, v. 2. 64.

So sportive is the light

Shot through the boughs, it dances as they dance,

Shadow and snnshiue, intenmngling quick.
Cainper, Task, L 347.

intermingledom (in-ter-ming'gl-dum), n. [<

intermingle + -doro.] Something which inter-

mingles. [Humorous.]
The case is filled with hits and ends to ribbons, pat-

terns, and so forth, of all manner of colours, faded and
fresh ; with intemangledomi of gold-heater's skin plasters

for a cut finger.

Bicluirdsm, Sir (Jharles Orandison, VI. 184.

interministerinm (in-t6r-min-is-te'ri-um), ».

[Formed after the analogy of interregnum; <

L. inter, between, + ministerium, ministry: see

ministry.] The period between the dissolution

of one ministerial government and the forma-
tion of another. [Bare.]

The regency are so temporizing and timid, especially in
this interminirierium, that I am in great apprehension of

our having the plague. Walpde, To Mann, Joly 31, 1743.

intermiset (in't6r-miz), n. [< P. entrendse, in-

tervention, interference, < entremettre, pp. en-

tremis, intervene : see intermit.] Interference

;

interposition. Bacon.
intermisst, n. [< L. intermissus, an intermis-
sion,< intermittere, pp. intermissus, intermit: see
intermit.] Intermission.

In which short iniermiss the King relapseth to his for-

mer errour. S. FannarU, Hist. Edw. IL (1680)i p. 94.

intermission (in-tfer-mish'on), n. [= p. inter-

mission = Pr. intermissio = Sp. intermision =
Pg. intermissao = It. intermissions, < L. inter-

missio(nr-), a breaking off, interruption, inter-

mission, < intermittere, pp. intermissus, break
off: see intermit.] 1. The act of intermitting,
or the state of being intermitted; temporary
cessation; pause: as, to labor without inter-

mission ; intermission of the pulse.

Thou hast no intermisgitm of thy sins.

But all thy life is a continued iU.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, v. 4.

The ^irit of man cannot demean it selfe lively in this
body without some recreating intenruisnon of labour, and
serious things. MiWm, Church-Government, Pref., ii.

2. In med., the temporary cessation or subsi-
dence of a disease, as fever ; interval between
paroxysms. Intermisgi&n is an entire cessation, as dis-
tinguished from remission or abatement of fever.

3. Period of cessation; an intervening time;
interval ; specifically, recess at school.

But, gentle heavens.
Cut short all intermission; front to front
Bring thou this fiend of Scotland and mysell

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3, 232.

Times have changed since the jackets and trousers used
to draw up on one side of the road, and the petticoats on
the other, to salute with how and courtesy the white
neckcloth of the parson or the squire, if it chanced to pass
during intermission.

LoweU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 242.

4t. Interference.

No other . . . towns, whom those Countries did no
way concern, shall in any part meddle byway of friendly
intermission tending to an accord.

Eeylin, Hist. Presbyterians, p. 126.

=Syn. 1 and 3. Best, SuspemUm, etc. (see step ».), inter-
val, interruption, respite.

intermissive (in-t6r-mis'iv), a. [< L. intermis-
sus, pp. of intermittere, intermit, + -ive.] In-
termitting; coming by fits or after temporary
cessations; not continuous.

Wounds will I lend the French, instead of eyes.
To weep their intermissive miseries.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, L 1, 88.

Make pleasure thy recreation or intermissive relaxation,
not thy Diana, life, and profession.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 23.

intermit (in-ter-mlf), V.
;
pret. and pp. inter-

mitted, ppr. intermitting. [< ME. intermetten,
entermeten, < OP. entremettre, intremettre, P. en-
tremettre = Pr. entremetre = It. intermettere, <
L. intermittere, pp. intermissus, leave off, break
off, interrupt, omit, leave an interval, cease,
pause, <j»fer, between,+ miWere,send: see mis-
sion. Ct. amit^, admit, commit, omit, eta.] I.
trans. 1. To put a temporary stop to ; suspend
or delay; interrupt : as, to intermit one's efforts.

Tet once againe, my muse, I pardon pray.
Thine intermitted song if I rei)eate.

Wyatt, Death of the Conntesse of Pembroke.
If nature should intermit her course, and leave alto-

gether, though it were but for a while, the observation of
her own laws, . . . what would become of man himself?

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, L 3.

Thou intermittest not
Thine everlasting journey.

Bryant, Elver by Night.

2+. To omit; pass by or over; neglect.

intermizedly

Fray to the gods to irUemdt the plague
That needs must light on this ingratitude.

ShtOc., J. C, L I, 58.

Wer't your case,

You being young ax I am, would you intermit

So fair and sweet occasion ?

Webster and Rowley, Cure for a Cuckold, t. 1.

II. intrans. To cease or break off for a time;
come to a temporary stop ; stop or pause at in-

tervals: as, a spring that mjermite once in three
minutes ; an intermitting pulse.

Why inlennete, of what thou hast to done?
Cartwright, Ordinary, iv. 2L

That power [of self-dislocation] by which a sequence of

words that naturally is directly consecutive commence^
intermits, and reappears at a remote part of the sentence.

De Quineey, Bhetoric.

=Syn. Subside, etc. See abate.

intermittence (m-tfer-mlt'ens), n. [< intermit-

ten{t) + -ce.] The state or condition of being
intermittent ; intermitting character or quality

:

as, the intermittence of a fever, or of a spring.

The intermittence [of the heart] continued antQ the end
of the voyage. B. W. Sichardson, Prevent. Med., p. 471.

intermittency (in-tfer-mit'en-si), n. Same as

intermittence.

Thirteen [tobacco-users] had intermittency of the pulse.
Sdenee,Xn. 228.

intermittent (in-t6r-mit'ent), a. and n. [= F.
intermittent = Sp. interniitente = Pg. It. inter-

mittente, < L. intermitten(t-)s, ppr. of intermit-

tere, leave off, cease, pause : see intermit.] I.

a. Ceasing at intervals ; that alternately stops
and starts; intermitting: 2ia,a,Ti intermittently-

ver ; an intermittent spring.

As to me, I was always steadily of opinion that this dis-

order was not in its nature irUermiUenL
Burke, A Segicide Peace, iL

Good water is spoiled and bad water rendered worse by
the intermittent system of supply.

E. FranHLand, Eiqier. in Chemistry, p. 667.

Intermittent CUirent. See etedrie current, under ewr.
retUX.—Intermittent earth, fever, etc. See the novaa.
—Intermittent gear, any arrangement of geared wheels,
as a mutilated gear, or a cog-wheel with a part of the
cogs left out, or a rack, pinion, segment, or cam, devis«i
to produce a regular pause or change of speed in the mo-
tion of any machine, as in many printing-presses, motors,
counters, etc.; an intermittent wheel.—Intermltt^t or
Intermitting spring, a spring which Sows for a time
and then ceases, again begins to fiow after an interval, and
again ceases, and so on. Such alternations may depend
directly on the rainfall ; but the name of intermMent
spring is more properly applied to a spring whose periods
of fiowing are pretty regular, and are determined by the
fact that the water is conveyed from a reservoir in the
interior of a hfll or rising ground by a siphon-shaped
channel which is able to discharge a greater quantity of
water than the reservoir regularly receives. When the
cavity is filled till the snrf^e of Uie water is as high as
the bend of the siphon, the water begins and continues
to flow till it sinks as low as the inner aperture of the
siphon, whereupon the outfiow ceases till the water is

again as high as the bend of the siphon, and so on.—In-
termittent wheeL a general name for all kinds of es-
cape-wheels, conntlng-wheels in registers and meters,
stop-motions in watches, clocks, etc.

H. n, [L. febris intermitten{t-)s, an inter-
mittent fever.] Intermittent fever.
The symptoms of intermittents are those of a decided

and completely marked " cold stage." After this occurs
the "hot stage." Sunglison.

intermittently (in-ter-mit'ent-li), adv. In an
intermittent manner; by a'itemate stops and
starts.

intermitting (in-ter-mit'ing), p. a. Ceasing for
a time ; stopping or pausing at intervals.
The vast intervals between the local points from which

the intermitting voice ascends proclaim the storm-like
pace at which he travels. De Qmn4xy, Style, iL

_
Intermltttng spring. See intermittent.

intermittingly (in-t6r-mit'ing-li), adv. In an
intermitting manner; with intermissions; at
intervals.

intermix (in-ter-miks'), V. [< inter- + mix, after
L. intermiseere, mix among, < inter, between,
+ miscere, mix.] I. trans. To mix together;
intermingle.

They sing praises nnto God, which they ijtfernaai with
instruments of mnsic.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by B^binsonX a 11.

He doth ever intermix the correction and amendment
of his mind with the use and employment thereot

Bacon, Advancement of Leaminc^ L 91.

n. intrans. To be mixed together- become
intermingled.

'

intermix (in't6r-miks), n. [< intermix, v.] An
intermixing or intermixture. [Rare.]
Just so are the actions or dispositions of the soul angry

or pleasant, lustful or cold, qnemlons or passionate ac-
cording as the body Is disposed by the various intermixes
of natural qualities. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), L 41.

intermixedly (in-t6r-mik'sed-li), adv. In an
intermixed manner; with intermixture ; indis-
criminately. Locke.



Intermiztion '

intermixtionti '»• [< intermix + -tion.'] Same
as intermixture.

The whole congregacion of true christen people In this
world, wWch, without intmnixeion of obstinate heresies,
prolesse the ryghte cathollke faith.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 202.

intermixture (in-ter-miks'tur), n. [< intermix
+ -ture, after mixture.'\ l."The act of inter-
mixing or intermingling.
But for irOermixture of rivers, and contiguity of situa-

tion, the inlands of Montgomery, Radnor, and Brecknock
are partly Infolded.

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, vi.

2. A mass formed by mixture ; a mass of in-
gredients mixed.—3. Admixture; something
additional mingled in a mass.
In this height of impiety therewanted not an intennix-

ture of levity and folly. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VIL
intermobility (in'tfer-mo-bil'i-ti), «. [< inter-
+ mobility.'] Capability of"moving amongst
each other, as the particles of fluids. Brande.

Intermodillion (in'tfer-mo-diryon), n. [< in-
ter- + modillion.i In arch., the space between
two modillions.

Intermolecular (in*t6r-m6-lek'u-lar), a. [<
inter- + molecule + -orS.] between molecules

;

among the smallest particles of a substance:
as, "intermolecular action," A. Daniell.

intermontane (in-t6r-mon'tan), a. [< L. inter,

between, + mon(t-)s, a mountain; see moun-
tain,'] Lying between mountains: as, inter-

montane soil. Mease.
intermundane (in-t6r-mun'dan), a. [< L. in-
ter, between, + mundus, world: see mundane.']
Lying between worlds, or between orb and orb.

The vast distances between these great bodies [sun,
planets, and Hxed stars] are called intermundanA spaces.

Locke, Elem. of Nat. Phil., 11.

intermundian (in-ter-mun'di-an), a. [< L. in-

termundia, neut. pi., spaces between the worlds
(in which, according to Epicurus, the gods re-
side), < inter, between, + mundus, world. Cf.
intermundane.] Intermundane. Coleridge.

intermural (in-t6r-mu'ral), o. [= Pg. intermu-
ral, < L. intermuralis, between walls, < inter,

between, + murus, a wall: see mural.] Lying
between walls.

intermuref (in-t6r-miir'), v. t. [< L.iMto", be-
tween, + murus, a wall. Cf . immure.] To sur-

round with walls ; wall in.

A bulwark intermur'd with walls of brass,

A like can never be, nor ever was.
Ford, Fame's Memorial.

Intermuscular (in-tSr-mus'ku-lar), a. [< L.
inter, between, + musculus, muscle: see muscu-
lar.] Situated between muscles or muscular
fibers.—Intermuscular fascia. See /(wcm.^Inter-
muscular ligaments, in lower vertebrates, tendinous
bands separating myocommata.— Intermuscular sep-
tum, (a) An interspace between muscles, or between
myotomes.

The interspaces between them appearing as intermus-

dUar aepta. HvMey, Anat. Vert., p. 44.

(6) A fascia of white fibrous connective tissue separating

two muscles or muscular libers.

intermusculary (in-t6r-mus'ku-la-ri), a. Same
as intermuscular. Beverley.

intermutation (in'tfir-mu-ta'shon), n. [< LL.
as if "intermutatioin-), '< intermutare, inter-

change, < L. inter, between, + rrmtare, change:
see mute^, mutation.] Interchange ; mutual or

reciprocal change.

Mutation Is the replacement or substitution of elements,

and when the change occurs between vowels we may term
it intermutation. S. S. Haldeman, Etymology, p. 17.

Intermutualf (in-t6r-mu'tu-al), d. [< inter- +
mutual.] Mutual.

A solemn oath religiously they take.

By intemmttml vows protesting there

This never to reveal, nor to forsake

So good a cause for danger, hope, or fear.

Daniel, Civil Wars, ill.

intermutuallyt (in-tSr-mu'tu-al-i), adv. Mutu-

ally. DoM«i, Civil Wars, vii.

intern (in-t6rn' ), a. and n. [Also interne (as F. )

;

< F. interne = Sp. Pg. It. interna, < L. internus,

inward, internal, < inter, between, < in, in, with-

in : see in^, in^, inter^, interior, etc. Cf. extern.]

I. a. Internal. [Rare.]

Tour predicaments, substance and aocidenii

Series extern and intern, with their causes.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

II. n. An inmate, as of a school; especially,

an assistant resident physician or surgeon in a

hospital, usually a student or recent graduate,

acting in the absence of the attending physician

or surgeon. [A recent use, from the French.]

intern (in-t6rn'), v. t. [< F. intemer = Sp. Pg.

internar = It. intertiare, send into the mtenor,
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confine in a certain locality, < L. intemus, in-

ternal: see intern, a.] 1. To send into the in-

terior of a country, as merchandise.—2. To
confine within fixed or prescribed limits ; spe-

cifically, to cause to reside in an interior local-

itywithout permission to leave it. [Chiefiyused
in connection with French subjects, in either

sense.]
Calderon is a greater poet than Goethe, but even in the

most masterly translation he retains still a Spanish ac-

cent, and is accordingly interned (if I may Anglicize a
French word) in that provincialism which we call nation-
ality. Lowell, Wordsworth.

internal (in-tSr'nal), a. [= OF. internel; as
intern + -al.] 1,"Situated or comprised with-
in, or in an inner part or place; inclosed; on
the finite side of a bounding surface or line;

within the outer boundary of ; visceral.

If all depended upon the frame of our bodies, there must
be some internal organs within us as far above the organs
of brutes as the operations of our minds are above theirs.

...... « .. Works, III. vii.

2. Pertaining to the subject itself, and inde-
pendent, or relatively so, of other things. Thus,
the internal affairs of a country are the affairs of its peo-
ple with one another. [This is the most proper sense of
the word, which no other expresses so well,]

Mine eyes he closed, but open left the cell

Of fancy, my internal sight. Milton, P. L., viii. 461.

His [Warren Hastings's] internal administration,with all

its blemishes, gives him a title to be considered as one of
the most remarkable men in our history.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

The question of internal improvement within the States
by the federal government took a new and large develop-
ment after the war. T. H. Benton, Thirty Years, I. 3.

3. Inner; pertaining to the mind, or to the re-

lations of the mind to itself. [In this sense the
word interior is preferable.]

With our Saviour internal purity is everything. Foley.

Inasmuch as consciousness is the condition of all inier-

rual experience whatsoever, we cannot deduce or explain
the essential nature of consciousness from other forms of
such experience. G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 544.

4. In anat. and sool., in general, inner or in-

terior; not superficial; deep-set; away from
the surface or next to the axis of the body or
of a part: as, the internal carotid or iliac ar-

tery; the internal head of the gastrocnemius.— 5. In entom.: (a) Nearest the axis of the
body : as, the internal angles of the elytra ; the
internal surfaces of the tibise. (6) On that sur-
face of the tegumentary parts or organs which
is opposed to the external or visible surface

:

as, the internal pliese of the elytra in certain
Coleojptera. [In all senses opposed to exter-

nal.]—lutenial adjunct, an adjunct which belongs to
its subject irrespective of other things.

AdjuneU are divided into internal and external. Ad-
juncts internal are those "which inhere in the subject. Ex-
ternal, which are ordered and disposed externally about
it. A subject receives adjuncts internal into itself : as
snow, whiteness; the soul, science or knowledge;— exter-
nal to itself : as the sight, colour ; soldiers, arms, etc.

Bwrgeredieius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Internal bisector, capsule, carotid, etc. See the nouns.
—Internal cause, a cause constituting a part of its ef-

fect; the matter or form, according to the peripatetic
philosophy. See internalproximate cause, below.—Inter-
nal ceU, a cell behind the internal vein, distinguished in
many Bymenoptera. It is sometimes divided into two.—
Internal criticism, judgment concerning the authen-
ticity of a writing based on the contents thereof.—Inter-
nal denomlnationt. See derwmination.—Internal epi-
condyle. See ejMcondj/ie.—Internal evidence, evidence
in regard to a thing or a subject afforded by its intrinsic
character or quality.

There is strong internal evidence that he himself wrote
the last part of the work. Tieknor, Span. Lit., I. 144.

Internal forces. See /oroei.—Internal friction. See
friction, 2.— Internal gage, gear, good etc. See the
nouns.— Internal intercostals. See intercostal.— In-
temal multiplication, that kind of multiplication in
•which the order of the factors is indifferent. See mulUjM-
cafe'on.—Internal necessity a necessity springing from
the very nature of the subject.—Internal proximate
cause, a cause which resides in the same subject in which
ttie effect is produced, as the emanative and synectic or
continent cause of Galen and the physicians.—Internal
quantity, in logic, the sum of the marks of a logical term

;

logical depth c- comprehension.— Internal revenue.
See revenue,— Internal sense, or inner sense, the im-
pressions produced on the mind by what is within the
soul or organism ; immediate empirical consciousness

;

self-consciousness; the apprehension of what passes in
the world of thought ; reflex perception.

The other fountain from which experience fiunisheth
the understanding with ideas is llie perception of the
operations of our own mind within us, as it is employed
about the ideas it has got ; which operations, when the soul
comes to reflect on and consider, do furnish the under-
standing with another set of ideas, whicli could not be had
from things without ; and such are perception, thinking,
doubting, believing, reasoning, knowing, willing, and all

the different actings of our own minds ; which we being
conscious of, and observing in ourselves, do from these re-

ceive into our understandings as distinct ideas, as we do
from bodies affecting our senses. This source of ideas
every man has wholly in liimself ; and though it be not

international

sense, as having nothing to do with external objects, yet
it is very like it, and might properly enough be caUed in-
ternal sense. But as I call the other sensation, so I call
this reflection. Locke, Human Understanding, U. i. 4.

Internal or spiritual sense of the Word, according
to Swedenborg, the symbolic or spiritual meaning of
those parts of the Bible which are written according to
the correspondence of all natural things with spiritual
principles or things in the spiritual world, and which
alone, therefore, he regards as constituting the true Di-
vine Word. These parts are the Pentateuch, Joshua,
Judges, the books of Samuel and Kings, the Psalms and
the prophets, the Gospels, and the Apocalypse.—Inter-
nal triangle, a small triangular cel^ adjoining the In-
ner Bide of the larger or discoidal triangle, found in the
wings of some dragon-flies Internal vein, a longitudi-
nal vein, nearly parallel with and close to the inner mar-
gin, found in the wings of many Lepidoptera and Hyrne-
noptera.— Internal Wheel, an annular cogged wheel,with
presentation of the cogs on the interior periphery.—In-
ternal work, in phys)^. See worft.—Policy Of Inter-
nal Improvements, See improvement. =SjIl, 1 and 2.
Inward, Interior, etc. See inner.

internality (in-t6r-nal'i-ti), n. [< internal +
-ity.] The quality of being internal; the state
of being interior ; inwardness.

All ligaments [of bivalve shells] are external [in relation
to the body of the animal], and their internality or exter-
nality is in respect of the hinge-line.

Hwdey, Anat. Invert., p. 406.

internally (in-t6r'nal-i), adv. 1. Interiorly;
within or inside of external limits ; in an in-
ner part or situation; in or into the interior
parts: as, to take or administer medicine in-

ternally.—2. With regard to internal affairs.

There never was seen so strong a government internally
as that of the French municipalities.

Burke, On French Affairs.

3. Inwardly; spiritually.

We are symbolically in the sacrament, and by faith and
the Spirit of God internally united to Christ. Jer. Taylor.

internarial (in-t6r-na'ri-al), a. [< L. inter,

between, -I- nares, nostrils: see narial.] Situ-
ated between or separating the nostrils ; inter-
nasal.

internasal (in-t6r-na'zal), a. [< L. imter, be-
tween, -I- nasus, nose : see nasal.] Situated be-
tween nasal parts or passages, or dividing them
right and left.

A thin vertical lamella— the intemascU septum.
Oegeniaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 646.

intemation (in-ter-na'shon), n. [< Sp. interna-
cion ; as intern + -aUon.] The act of interning

;

internment.
Importations and fntermsiMmswhich are made from the

1st of April to the date on which this ordinance takes ef-

fect, through the frontier custom-house of Paso del Korte,
shall be subjected to the provisions in the tariff laws of
November 8, 1880. U. S. Cons. Sep., No. 63J (1885), p. 282.

international (in-ter-nash'gn-al), a. and n. [=
F. international = Sp. Pg. intefnadonal= It. in-
<erBa«io»ate(aU after B.); a,a inter- + national.]

1. a. 1. Pertaining to or mutually affecting two
or more nations ; concerning different nations
in common : as, an international exhibition ; inr-

ternational law ; international relations.

With regard to the political quality cf the person s whose
conductis the object of the law. Thesemay, onanygiven
occasion, be considered either as members of the same
state, or as members of different states : in the first case,
the law may be referred to the head of internal, in the
second case, to that of international jurisprudence. . . .

The word international, it must be acknowledged, is a new
one ; though, it is hoped, sufficiently analogous and intel-

ligible. It is calculated to express, in a more significant

way, the branch of law which goes commonly under the
name of the law of nations : an appellation so uncharac-
teristic that, were it not for the force of custom, it would
seem rather to refer to internal jurisprudence. The chan-
cellor D'Aguesseau has already made, I find, a similar re-

mark : he says that what is commonly called droit des
gens ought rather to be termed droit entre les gens.
Bentham, Introd. to Principles of Morals, xvii. 26, note.

2. [cap.] Of or pertaining to the society called
the International.
The essence of the International movement was a fed-

eral association, a combination of movements in part al-

ready begun, with the social end in view of raising the
operatives up over against the employers and capitalists.

Woolsey, Communism and Socialism, p. 133.

International alphabet. See Morse alphatet, under al-

ijAaiiet—International copyright. See cppi/rfsftt.- in-
ternational embargo. Seeenwargo, 1.—fiitematlon-
al law, the law of nations ; those maxims or rules which
independent political societies or states observe, or ought
to observe, in their conduct toward one another; "the
system of rules which regulates the intercourse and de-
termines the rights and obligations of sovereign states

"

(Minor). More specifically, international law is the ag-
gregate of the rules which Christian states acknowledge
as obligatory in their relations to each other's subjects.
The rules also which they unite to impose on their sub-
jects, respectively, for the treatment of one another, are
included here, as being in the end rules of action for the
states themselves.

The classical expression for international lam is Jus Fe-
ciale, or the law of negotiation and diplomacy.

Maine, Ancient Law, p. 53.

International law, as we have viewed it, is a system of
rules adopted by the free choice of certain nations for the
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-purpose of governing their intercourse with each other,
. and not inconsistent with the principles of natural jus-
tice. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. law, § 203.

Private tntematioual law, the rules by which the
laws of one state are recognized and applied, in the courts
of another, to civil or private rights of persons of, or prop-
erty within, the former.

It is the province of private international law to decide
which of two conflicting laws of different territories is to
he applied in the decision of cases ; and for this reason
this brapch is sometimes called the conflict of laws. It
is called private, because it is concerned with the private
Tights and relations of individuals.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, I 69.

n. M. [cap.'] 1. A society (in full, "the Inter-
national Workingmen's Association"), formed
in London in 1864, designed to unite the work-
ing classes of all countries in promoting so-
cial and industrial reform by political means.
Its chief aims were : (1) the subordination of capital to la-
bor through the transference of industrial enterprises from
the capitalists to bodies of workingmen

; (2) the encou-
ragement of men on strike by gifts of money, or by pre-
venting laborers of one locsdity from migrating to an-
other when the laborers in the latter are on strike ; (3)
the overthrow of all laws, customs, and privileges con-
sidered hostile to the working classes, and the encourage-
ment of whatever aids them, as the shortening of hours of
labor, free public education, etc.; (4) the end of all wars.
By 1867 the International had become a powerful organi-
zation, though strenuously opposed by the continental
European governments ; but its manifestation in 1872 of
sympathy with the doings of the Paris Commune in the
preceding year, and internal dissensions, caused a great
loss of reputation and strength.

Of the International Marx was the inspiring and con-
trolling head from the beginning ; and the German social
democracy, though originated by Lasealle, before long fell
nnder Maxx's influence. Bneyc. Brit., XXII. 214.

2. A member of the International, or a believer
in its principles and methods.
Internationalism (in-t6r-nash'on-aI-izm), n.

[< international + -ism.] The principles, doe-
trine, or theory advocated by Internationalists.

internationalist (in-ter-nash'on-al-ist), m. [<
international + -jst] 1. A student, expotmder,
or upholder of international law.
In the days of Elizabeth, the publicists of England, both

as constitutionalists and internationalists, in so far as in-
ternational law was then understood; had nothing to fear
from a comparison with their continental rivals.

North British Rev.

2. leap.] A member of or a believer in the In-
ternational.

internationalize (in-tfer-nash'gu-al-iz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. internaUonalieed, -ppr. "internation-

alizing. [^C international + -ize.] To make in-

ternational; cause to affect the mutual rela-

tions of two or more countries : as, to interna-
tionalize a war.

internationally (in-t6r-nash'on-al-i), adv.
With reference to the mutual relations or in-

terests of nations ; from an international point
of view.

Intenwtimially speaking, they may be looked upon as
export duties. J. S. Mill.

interne, «. Same as irvtern.

interneciary (in-ter-ne'shj-a-ri), a. [< L. in-

ternecium, slaughter (see inierneeion), + -ary.]

Same as internecine. [Bare.]
• Internecinal (in-ter-nes'i-nal), a. [< interne-

cine + -al.] Same as mterriecine. [Rare.]

internecine (in-tfer-ne'sin), a. [< L. interne-

dnus, another reading of internedvus, deadly,

murderous: aee interTieowe.] Destructive; dead-
ly ; accompanied with much slaughter.

Th' Egyptians worshipped dogs, and for

Their faith made iTiiernccijw war.
5. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 772.

intemeciont (in-tfer-ne'shon), n. [< L. inter-

necio^n-), internieio{n-), slaughter, destruction,

< internecare, slaughter, kill, < inter, between,
+ necare, Mil.] General slaughter or destruc-

tion. [Bare.]

The number of intemediyn^ and slaughters would ex-

ceed all arithmetical calculation.
Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind, p. 215.

intemecive (in-t6r-ne'siv), a. [< L. imtemed-
vus, deadly, destructive, < internecare, kill: see

internedon.] Internecine. Carh/le. [Bare.]

intemectiont (in-ter-nek'shon), n. [< L. inter-

nectere, bind together, < inter, between, + nec-

tere, tie, bind. Ct. connection, etc.] Eeeiprocal

connection; interrelation.

He coupled his own goodness and man's evils by so ad-

mirable an intemection that ev'n the worst parts of the

chain drew some good after them.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. iv. 1.

intemeural (in-tfer-nu'ral), a. and n. [< inter-

+ neural.] I. a. In anat., situated between
the neural spines or spinous processes of suc-

cessive vertebrae Intemeural spine, in ichth., one
of the spiniform bones more or less interposed between the

neural spines, and usually connecting with rays or spines
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of the doiBal fln or flns of fishes. They are generally dag-
ger-shaped, and are plunged, as it were, up to the hilt in

the flesh between the neural spines. See interhemal.

II. n. An intemeural part or formation, as

in a fish.

Groups of cartilaginous parts representing iniemeurdU.

Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, p. 632.

A series of flat spines . . . called intemeurals.
Eneyc. Brit., XII. 640.

internity (in-t6r'ni-ti), n. [= It. internitd,, < L.
internus, inner, internal: see intern and -ity.]

The state or condition of being internal; in-

wardness. [Bare.]

The internity of His ever-living light kindled up an ex-

temity of corporeal irradiation.
Broolce, Fool of Qualify, II. 249.

internment (in-t6rn'ment), «. [<. intern +
-ment.] The state or condition of being in-

terned ; confinement, as of prisoners of war, in

the interior of a country.

internodal (in-ter-no'dal), a. [< internode +
-al.] 1. Of, pertaining to, or situated on an in-

ternode, as a flower-stalk proceeding from the

intermediate space of a branch between two
leaves.— 2. Constituting or including an inter-

node, as the space between two nodes or joints

in a plant or an animal.

internode (in'ter-nod), n. [= F. entrenoeud =
Sp. It. internodio, < L. internodium, the space
between two knots
or joints, < inter,

between, + nodus,

a knot, joint: see
node.] A part or
space between two
mots or joints, (a) In
bot, the space which in-

tervenes between two
nodes or leaf-knots in a
stem. (6) In anat.: (1)

The continuity of a part,

as a bone, between two portion of stem of .^ytnia, showing
nodes or jomts. (2) Espe- «, intemode.
cially, one of the phalan-
geal bones of the fingers or toes, as extending between the
nodes or joints of the digits.

The individual bones of the fingers and thumb are
termed intemodes.

F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 155.

(c) In zobl., the part of a jointed stem between any two
joints, as of a polyp, a polyzoan, etc.

internodia, n. Plural of internodmm.
internodialt (in-t6r-n6'di-al), a. [< L. interno-

dium, intemode, + -al.] Same as internodal.

But the inter-nodial parts of vegetables, or spaces be-
tween the joynts, are contrived with more uncertainty.

Sir T. Brovme, Garden of Cyrus, iii

internodium (in-ter-no'di-um), n.
;
pi. interno-

dia (-a). [Nil. : see internode.] In anat. and
zool., an intemode ; specifically, one of the
phalanges or bones of a finger or toe.

intemomedial (in-t6r-n6-me'di-al), a. [< L.
internus, inner, internal,-!- (LL.)'medialis, mid-
dle : see medial.] Same as internomedian.
internomediau (in-ter-no-me'di-an), a. [<
1,. internus, inner, internal, -I- mediarius, middle:
see median.] In entom., within the median line
or vein; between the median and the internal
vein—Internomedian cell, a basal cell of the wing, be-
tween the median and internal veins, distinguished in the
Hymenoptera. Also called submedian ccB.—Internome-
dian vein or nervure, a strong longitudinal vein in the
tegmina of orthopterous insects, runningfrom the base ob-
liquely or in a curve to the posterior margin beyond the
middle, and limiting the anal or posterior area.—Interno-
median velnlet, in Lepidxrptera, a longitudinal veinlet
between the internal and the median vein, found in a few
butterfiies.

inter nos (in'tto nos). [L.: inter, between,
among; nos, aoc. pi. oi ego, I: see 72.] Be-
tween ourselves: a parenthetical phrase im-
plying that something is said in confidence. In
French form, entre nous.

internuclear (in-tfer-nii'kle-ar), a. [< inter- +
nucleus + -ar^.] Situated Uetween or among
nuclei.

By a parity of reasoning, muscular tissue may also be
considered a cell aggregate, in which the inter-nuelear
substance has become converted into striated muscle.

Bvicley, Crayfish, p. 190.

intemuncial (in-ter-nun'shal), a. [(.internun-
cio, internuncius, + -al.] 1. Of or belonging to
an internuncio or his of&ce.— 2. In physiol.,
pertaining to, resembling, or possessing the
function of the nervous system as communi-
cating between different parts of the body.

It is more probable that "Kleinenberg's fibres" are
solely intemurunal in function, and therefore the primary
form of nerve. Eiudey, Anat. Invert., p. 62.

internuncio (in-ter-nxm'shi-6), n. [Formerly
also intemuntio ; < It. internuncio, now inter-

nuncio, < L. internuntius, less prop, internuncius,

a messenger, mediator : see internuncius.] 1.

interosseus

An official representative or ambassador of the

papacy at a minor court, in distinction from a
nuncio, who is its representative at a more im-

portant court.

The internuncio at Brussels proceeded to censure those
that were for it, as enemies to the papal authority.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1662.

Hence— 2. A messenger between two parties.

[Bare.]
They onely are the intemuntio's or the go-betweens of

this trim devis'd mummery.
Milton, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst.

internuncius (in-ter-nun'shi-us), ». [F. inter-

nonce= Sp. Pg. internuncio= It. internuncio, for-

merly internuncio; < L. internunUus, less prop.

internuncius, a messenger between two parties,

a mediator, < inter, between, + nuntius, a mes-
senger: see wwicio.] &am.6 a,s internuncio.

interoceanic (in-t6r-6-she-an'ik), a. [< inter-

+ ocean + -ic] Between oceans; extending

from one ocean to another: as, interoceanic

traffic ; an interoceanic canal or railroad.

DifiQculties concerning interoceanic transit through Nic-

aragua are in course of amicable adjustment.
lAncoln, in Eaymond, p. 417.

interocular (in-t6r-ok'u-lar), a. [< L. inter,

between, -I- oculus, eye.] Situated between
the eyes, as the antennae of some insects; in-

terorbital.

interolivary (in-tSr-ol'i-va-ri), a. [< inter- +
olivary.] Lying between the olivary bodies of

the brain.

interopercle (in't6r-o-p6r"kl), n. Same as in-

teroperculum.

interopercula, n. Plural of interoperculum.

interopercular (in'''t6r-6-p6r'ku-lar), a. [< in-

teroperculum + -ar^.] Situated among opercu-

lar bones in the gill-cover of a fish ; having the
character of an interoperculum

;
pertaining to

an interoperculum : as, an interopercular bone.

interoperculum (in"ter-o-per'ku-lum), n.; pi.

interopercula (-la). [< iriter- + operculum.] In
ichth., one of tH'e four bones of which a tele-

ost fish's gill-cover usually consists. It lies be-

hind the angle of the jaw, is more or less covered by the
preoperculum, and generally has a posterior process inter-

posed between the preoperculum in front and the suboper-
culum and operculum behind. In some types it is rudimen-
tary or lost. Also interopercle. See cut under teleost.

interoptic (in-t6r-op'tik), a. [< NL. interopU-
ous, < L. inter, between, -I- NL. opticus, optie

(lobe).] Situated between the optic lobes of

the brain : applied to a lobe of the brain of some
reptiles.

interopticus (in-t6r-op'ti-kus), n. : pi. interop-

fea (-si). [Tinj.: Bee interoptic] The interop-
tic lobe of the brain of some reptiles.

interorbiseptum (in-ter-dr-bi-sep'tum), n.
;
pi.

interoriisepta (-ta). [< L. inter, between, -t-

orhis, orb (orbit)', + septum, partition.] An
interorbital septum; a partition between the
right and left orbits of the eyes.
interorbital (in-ter-dr'bi-tal), a. [< inter- + or-
bit + -al.] In anat. ajidzo'ol., situated between
the orbits of the eyes : as, the interorbital sep-
tum. See cut rmderEsox—Interorbital foramen.

interosculant (in-t6r-os'ku-lant), a. [< inter-
+ osculant.] Interosculating; connecting by
or as if by osculation. The epithet is sometimes ap-
plied to a genus or family connecting two groups or fami-
lies of plants or animals by partaldng somewhat of the
characters of each.

interosculate (in-ter-os'ku-lat), V. i.; pret. and
pp. interosculated, ppr. interosculating. [< inter-
+ osculate.] To form a conneoting-Unk be-
tween two c|f more objects; be interosculant.
interosculation (in-t6r-os-ku-la'shon), n. [< in-
terosculate + -don.] Interconnection by or as
if by osculation.
Without allowing nearly enough for the intermediate

stages and the infinite interoscvlatian of emotional, intel-
lectual, and associational disturbances.

Q. Allen, Mind, XII. 121.

interosseal (in-t6r-os'e-al), a. Same as intei--

osseous. [Bare.]
interossei, n. Plural of interosseus.
interosseous (in-t6r-os'e-us), a. [=: F. int&r-
osseux = It. interosseo, i NL. interosseus, < L.
inter, between, + os (oss-), bone: see osseous.]
Situated between two bones, or among several
bones: specifically applied to different liga-
ments, as the various intercarpal ligaments,
the radio-ulnar and the tibiofibular ligaments,
and others

—

Interoaaeous cartilage, ganglion,
etc. See the nouns.— InterOBseous muacle. Same as
iTiferosge™.— Interosseous saw, a fine thin saw with
which surgeons work between bones, as those of the fore-

^
arm^, the ribs, etc.

interosseus (in-ter-os'e-us), n.; pi. interossei
(-i). [NL. : see interosseous.] An interosse-



interossens

ous muscle ; a muscle lying in an interosseous
space, as between the metacarpal bones of the
hand or the metatarsal bones of the foot. Those
which appear upon the back of the hand or instep of the
loot are called dorsal interoasei or dorsossei; those appearing
on the palm and sole are respectively called pMmar and
plantar mterossei orpalnwssei dLndplantossei. In man there
are 7 Interoasei of the hand, 4 dorsal and 8 palmar. They
all arise from the sides of the metacaipals, and are insert-
ed into the bases of the proximal phalanges and into the
aponeuroses of the extensor tendons. They flex the proxi-
mal phalanges on the metacarpal bones, and extend the
second and third phalanges. The dorsal Interossei abduct
the fingers from an imaginary line drawn through the
middle finger, and the palmar adduct them toward the
Battle. There are In man the same number of both dorsal
and plantar interossei of the foot, arranged like those ofthe
hand. In birds there are two muscles of the manus, called
interosseus palmaris and interosseita dormlia, which respec-

_
tively flex and extend the phalanges of the longest digit.

interpage (in-t6r-paj')i '"• *• ; pret. and pp. in-
terpaged, ppr. interpaging. li inter- + pagei-.']

1. To insert intermediate pages in.— 3. To in-
sert on intermediate pages.

" Troilus and Cressida" is mterpaged between histories
and tragedies. Atheruewm, No. 3187, p. 707.

interpalet (in-t6r-pal'), v. t. [< inter- +jpoZel.]
To divide by pales, as in heraldry; arrange
with vertical divisions.
He ware upon his head adiademe of purple intenrvaled

with white. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, fol. 151.

interpapillary (in-t6r-pap'i-la-ri), a. [< inter-

+ papilla + -ary."] Lying or occurring be-
tween the papillee: as, the interpapillary por-
tion of the epidermis (that which lies between
the papillse of the oorium).
interparenchymal (in"'tfer-pa-reng'ki-mal), a.

[< inter- + parenchyma + -al] Situated 'in the
parenchyma of an infusorian, as a vacuole.
S. Kent.

interparietal (in"t6r-pa-ri'e-tal), a. and n. [<
inter- + parietal.'] I, a. Situated between the
right and left parietal bones of the skull: as,

the interparietal suture.— interparietal bone, a
membrane Done lying between the supraoccipital and the
parietal bones. It is peculiar to mammals. In man it

cobssifies with the rest of the occipital, and forms the up-
permost part of the supraoccipital. It is occasionally
separate, as in the Peruvian mummies, where it has been
termed 08 Incoe. It is frequently separate in mammals
other than man. The bone in 'flshes so called by some
old authors is the supraoccipital. See cut under Felidoe.

—Interparietal crest, same as pairwtal crest (which
see, under erest).

II. n. In ichth., the median bone of the pos-
terior part of the roof of the skull, now gener-
ally called supraooeipital. See cut underpara-
sphenoid.

interparietale (in"t6r-pa-ri-e-ta'le), n.
;

pi. in-

terparietalia (-U-a). [NL.: see interparietal.']

An interparietal Bone.
interparlet (in'tfer-parl), n. Same as enterparle.

interpausef (in't6r-p&z), n. [< inter- + pause.]

A stop or pause between ; a temporary cessa-

tion.
Outwardly these inwai'd hates agreed.

Giving an interpause to pride and spite

;

Which breath'd but to break out with greater might.
Daniel, Civil Wars, vi.

interpealt (in-tfer-pel'), i^- *• [< OF. entrepeler,

iateirapt: see interpel. Ct. appeal.] l.Same
RBinterpel.— 2. To intercede with.

Here one of us began to interpeai

Old Mnemon. Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, iii. 31.

interpeduncular (in"t6r-pe-dung'ku-mr), a. [<

inter- H- pedunculus H- -aro.] Situated between
peduncles; intercrural: specifically applied in

anatomy to the space or area between the right

and left crura cerebri.

interpelt (in-t&r-pel'), i>.t. l<F.interpeller, OF.
interpeller, entrepeler (yE. interpeal) = Sp. inter-

pelar = Pg. interpellar = It. interpellare, < L.

interpellare, interrupt in speaking, disturb, ad-

dress, < inter, between, + pellere, drive, urge:

see appeal, compel, expel, impel, propel, repel,

etc.] To interrupt ; break in upon ; distract.

Why should my tongue or pen
Presume to interpel that fulness?

B. Joneon, Underwoods, cu.

No more now, for I am interpelled by many Businesses.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 1.

interpellate (in tto-pel'at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

interpellated, ppi interpellating. [< L. interpel-

latus, pp. of interpellare, interrupt in speaking:

see interpel.] To address with a question;

especially, to question formally or publicly;

demand an answer or explanation from: used

originally in connection with French legisla-

tive proceedings : as, the ministry were inter-

pellated with regard to their intentions.

In the Chamber the Governmentwas angrilyinterpellated

as to the Convention between Italy, Switzerland, and Ger-

manv, which was described as highly detrimental to the

interests of the Empire. Lowe, Bismarck, 1. 49i
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interpellation (in"t6r-pe-la'shon), n. [< F. in-

terpolation = Sp. interpelacion = Pg. interpella-

fSo = It. interpellazione, < L. interpellatio(n-),

an interruption, < interpellare, interrupt: see
interpel.] 1. The act of interpellating, or of

interrupting or interfering by speech; verbal
interruption.

Good sir, I crave pardon.
If I so chance to break that golden twist

You spin by rude interpeUalion.
Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, ii. 44.

3. The act of interceding; interposition by en-

treaty or request; solicitation.

"Praying without ceasing," St. Paul calls it: that is,

with continual addresses, frequent irtterpeUationa, never
ceasing renewing the request till I obtain my desire.

Jer. Taylm, Works (ed. 1836), I. 231.

He was to mention the urgent interpellations made to

him by the electors and princes of the Empire in their re-

cent embassy. MoUey, Dutch HepubUc, II. 269.

3. A summons; a citation.

In all extrajudicial acts one citation, monition, or extra-

judicial interpellation is sufilcient. Aylife, Parergon.

4. A question put by a member of a legislative

assembly to a minister or member of the gov-
ernment : used originallywith reference to pro-

ceedings in the French legislature.

Interpellation followed upon interpellation, and Signer
Manoini could only answer that the Eed Sea expedition
was a first step in the way to that colonial expansion
which the country had shown its desire to achieve.

Contemporairy Bev. (trans.), LI. 289.

interpenetrate (in-ter-pen'e-trat), v.
;
pret. and

pp. interpenetrated, ppr. interpenetrating. [< in-

ter- + penetrate.] I. trans. 1. To penetrate or
pass into reciprocally; unite with by mutual
penetration.
We feel that in a work of art [classical poetry] thought

and language, idea and form, so interpenetrate each other
that the impression produced is a result of substance and
expression subtly interblended. J. Caird.

3. To penetrate between or among (the com-
ponent parts of a body or substance)

;
pass into

or within the different parts of (a body); pene-
trate in various directions or throughout.

II. intrans. To penetrate mutually; become
united by mutual penetration.

interpenetration (in-ter-pen-e-tra'shqn), n.

[< interpenetrate + -ion.] 1 . The act ol inter-

penetratingj reciprocal or mutual penetration

;

the occupation of the same space by the parts
of two bodies.
We meet as water meets water, or as two currents of

air mix, with perfect diflusion and interpenetratian of na-
ture. Bmereon, Compensation.

The view of Kant that matter is not absolutely impene-
trable, and that chemical union consists in the interpene-

tration of the constituents.
C. S. Peirce, Amer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1863.

3. In late medieval arch., from the end of the fif-

teenth century, the system of continuing mold-
ings which meet each other independently past
the intersection, and generally of considering
the identity of various architectural members
as preserved after one has . come to coincide
partly with another or to be swallowed up in it,

so that, for instance, the angles and edges of a
square member which has become united with
a member having a curved surface are shown
on the curved surface as if projecting through
it. Interpenetration is characteristic of the so-called con-
tinuous impost. (See impost.) It is inartistic, and con-
trary to sound architectural principles, as purporting to
represent a false method of construction.

interpenetrative (in-ter-pen'g-tra-tiv), a. [<
interpenetrate + 4,ve.] Reciprocally penetrat-
ing; mutually jjenetrative.

interpersonal (in-t6r-p6r'son-al), a. [< inter-

+ person + -al.] Existing or occurring be-
tween individuals. [Rare.]

A very pleasant chatty tea with the Owens, talking over
phrenology, mesmerism, and interpersonal influence.

Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 171.

interpetalary (in-tfer-pet'a-la-ri), a. [< inter-

+ petal + -ary.] In oot, between the petals.

Tliomas, Med. Diet. [Rare.]

interpetaloid (in-t§r-pet'a-loid), a. [< inter-

+ petal -I- -oid.] Intervening between peta-

loid parts, as of an echinoderm.
The interpetaloid spaces [on parts of recent and fossil

crinoids] are plain, and devoid of sculpture.
Seienee, IV. 223.

interpetiolar (in-ter-pet'i-o-lar), a. [< inter-+
petiole + -ar\] In hot., situated between the

petioles.

interphalangeal (in"t§r-fa-lan'je-al), a. [<

inter- + phalanx (-ang-) + ^-al.] Situated be-
tween any two successive phalanges of a finger

or toe; nodal, of a digit: as, an interphalan-

geal articulation (one of the joints of a finger

or toe).

interpolate

interpilaster (in'ter-pi-las^ter), n. [< inter- +
pilaster.] In arch., the interval between two
pilasters.

interplacet (in-tfer-plas '), i)- * [< inter- +
place.] To place between or among.

Your nature, virtue, happy birth.

Have therein highly interplac'd your name.
You may not run the least course of neglect.

Daniel, To Lady Anne Clifford.

interplanetary (in-t6r-plan'et-a-ri), a. [< in-

ter- + planet + -arj/i.] Situated between the
planets ; within the solar system, but not with-
in the atmosphere of the sun or any planet.

Light moves in interplanetary spaces with a speed of
nearly 186,000 miles per second. Tait, Light, § 64.

interplay (in'ter-pla), n. [< inter- + play.]
Reciprocal action or infiuence ; interchange of
action and reaction, as between the parts of a
machine ; concurrent operation or procedure

;

interaction.
Indicating rhythms merely with the interplay of strokes

between hands and thighs, feet and floor, is capable of a
considerable degree of complexity.

5. Lanier, Sci. of Eng. Verse, p. 247.

The interplay of manly affection in the two admirals.
The Century, XXVI. 291.

interplead (in-t6r-pled'), v. [Formerly also en-

terplead; < inter- + plead.] I. intrans. In law,
to litigate with each other, in order to deter-
mine who is the rightful claimant. See inter-

pleader^.
Two several ^persons being found heirs to land by two

several officers in one county, the king is brought in doubt
whether livery ought to be made ; and therefore, before
livery be made to either, they must enterplead: that is, try
between themselves who is the right heir. Cornell.

II. trails. In lam, to cause to litigatewith each
other.

intetpleader^ (in-tfer-ple'dfer), n. [< interplead
-(- -erl.] A party who interpleads.

interpleader^ (in-t6r-ple'd6r), n. [Formerly
also enterpleader; < inter- + pleader^, a plea, <

OF. plaider, plead, inf. as a noun: see plead.]
1. A suit by which a person having property
belonging to or subject to the claim of others,

but uncertain which of adverse claimants is

entitled, brings the adverse claimants before
the court, that the right may be determined
and himself exonerated : as, a bill of interpleads

er. The court usually allows him to surrender the prop-
erty or pay the debt into the custody of the law, and be
discharged, and allows the claimants to interplead— that
is, to proceed to trial as against each other.

3. The process of trial between adverse claim-
ants in such a case : as, the court awarded an
interpleader.

interpledge (ia-t6r-plej'), i>. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

terpledged, ppr. interpledging. [(.inter-+pledge.]

To give and take as a mutual pledge.

In all distress of various courts and war,
We interpledge and bind each other's heart.

Sir W. DaveTiant, Gondibert, L 5.

interpleural (in-ter-plo'ral), a. [K. inter- -i-

pleura + -al.] Situated between the right and
left pleuTEe or pleural cavities Interpleural
space, the mediastinum.

A space is left between them [the right and left pleurse]

extending from the sternum to the spine. ... This inter-

val is called by anatomists the interpleural space or the me-
diastinum. Holden, Anat. (1885), p. 181.

inter pocula (in'tfer pok'u-la). [L.: inter, be-
tween, among

;
pocula, aeo. pi. of poculum, a

cup : see pooulent.] Literally, between cups

;

during a drinking-bout.

interpointt (in-t6r-point'), V. t. [< inter- +
point.] To distinguishby stops ormarks; punc-
tuate.
Her heart commands her words should pass out first.

And then her sighs should interpoivt her words.
Daniel, Civil Wars, ii

interpolable (in-tfer'po-la-bl), a. [< L. as if *««-

terpolabilis, < interpol'are, interpolate: see in-

terpolate.] Capable of being interpolated or
inserted; suitable for interpolation. De Mor-
gan.

interpolar (iu-t6r-p6'lar), a. [< inter- + pole^
+ -arS.] Situated between or connecting the
poles, as of a galvanic battery.

Connect them by a certain interpolar wire of which the
wire of a galvanometer forms a part.

J. Trowbridge, New Physics, p. 216.

interpolary (in-ter'po-la-ri), a. [< interpol{ate)

+ -ary.] Pertaining to interpolation inters
polary fonction. See yanetion.

interpolate (in-t6r'po-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

interpolated, ppr. interpolating. [< L. interpo-

latus, pp. of interpolare (> It. interpolare = Sp.
Pg. Pr. interpolar = F. interpoler), polish, fur-

bish, or dress up, corrupt, < interpolis, also in-

terpolus, dressed up, altered in form or appear-



interpolate

anee, falsified, < inter, between, + polvre, pol-
ish: see poUanX.'] 1. To insert in a -writing;
introduce, as a word or phrase not in the origi-
nal text ; especially, to foist in ; introduce sur-
reptitiously, as what is spurious or unauthor-
ized.

The Atbenims were put in posBession of Salamis by an-
other law, which was cited by Solon, or, as some think,
inUrpolaUd by him for that purpose. Pope.

I should give here what I have thus found so strangely
interpolated among the fragmentary remainB of the Ke-
turns sent up by the old Gilds.

T. SmUh, English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 184, note.

2. To alter, as a book or manuscript, by inser-
tion of new matter ; introduce new words or
phrases into ; especially, to corrupt or vitiate
by spurious insertions or additions.
How strangely Ignatius is mungled and interpolated you

may see by the vast difference of all copies and editions,
Greek and Latin. Bp. Barlow, Kemains, p. 116.

3. In math. a,ndp]iysic8, to introduce, in a series
of numbers or observations (one or more in-
termediate terms), in accordance with the law
of the series; make the necessary interpola-
tions in: as, to interpolate a number or a table
of numbers.
The word interpolate has been adopted in analysis to de-

note primarily the interposing of missing terms in a series
of quantities supposed subject to a determinate law of
magnitude, but secondarily and more generally to denote
the calculating, under some hypothesis of law or continu-
ity, of any term of a series from the values of other terms
supposed given. Boole, Finite Differences (2d ed.).

4t. To carry on with intermissions ; interrupt
or discontinue for a time.

The allnvlon of the sea upon these rocks might be eter-
nally continued, but interpolated.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 96.

5. To interpose; place in an intermediate po-
sition.

It is quite certain that one can pass from a high state
of pleasure to one of intense pain without 9.ny interpolated
neutral feeling. O. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 610.

interpolation (in-ter-po-la'shgn), n. [= F. in-

terpolaUon = Pr. interpolq,cio = Sp. interpola-
eion= Pg. interpolagSo = It. interpolazione, < L.
interpolatio(^n-), a dressing up, alteration, < m-
terpolare, dress up, alter: see interpolate.'] 1.

The act of interpolating; the insertion of new
words or expressions in a book or manuscript;
especially, the falsification of a text by spurious
or unauthorized insertions.— 3. That which is

interpolated; new or (especially) spurious mat-
ter inserted; an unannounced or unauthorized
insertion in a text.

Sir, I beseech you to accept or pardon these trifling in^

terpolations which I have presumed to send you : not that
they add any thing to your worJj, but testify the disposi-

tion I have to serve you.
Bvelyn, To Mr. Aubrey, Feb., 1675.

3. In math., the process of finding, from the
given values of a function for certain values
of the variable, its approximate value for an
intermediate value of the variable. The formulse
ordinarily used for this purpose assume that the function
is expressible as a polynomial in powers of the variable of

the lowest order consistent with the given values.

interpolator (in-t6r'po-la-tgr), n. [< LL. inter-

polator, one who corrupts or spoUs, < L. inter-

polare, dress up, alter, spoil: see interpolate.']

One who interpolates ; one who inserts in a

book or manuscript new or spurious words or

passages; one who adds something deceptively

or without authority to an original text.

interpolisht (in-tfer-pol'ish), v. t. [< inter- +
polish^, after L. interpolare, polish, furbish, or

dress up: see interpolate.] To furbish up, as

a writing; improve by interpolation or alter-

ation.

All this will not fadge, though it be cunningly inierpol-

isTit by some second hand with crooks and emwidations.
Milton, Church-Government, L 5.

interpolity (in-t^r-pol'i-ti), n. [< inter- + pol-

ity.] Intercourse between communities or

countries; interchange of citizenship. [Bare.]

An absolute sermon upon emigration, and the trans-

planting and interpolity of our species.
Bvlwer, Caxtons, Tiri. 1.

interponet (in-t6r-p6n'), v. t. [= Sp. interponer

= Pg. interpor= It. interporre, < L. interponere,

put, lay, or set between, < inter, between, -I-

ponere, put, set, place: see ponent. Cf. inter-

pose.] To set or insert between; interpose.

Porphyrius irUerponed it [the Psyche or soul] betwixt

the Father and the Son, as a middle between both.

Cudworth, Intellectual System.

interponentf (in-tto-po'nent), n. [< L. infer-

ponen{t-)8, ppr. of interponere, put between:

see interpone.] One who or that which inter-

pones or interposes.
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Lop downe these interpomenti that withstand
The passage to our throane.

Heywood, Bape of Lucrece.

interportal (in-t6r-p6r'tal), a. [< inter- + port^
+ -at.] Existing between ports ; specifically,

carried on between ports of the same country

or region.

The total exports by sea exceeded 67 millions, of which
32 millions represent interportal, and 26 millions foreign

trade. Eneyc. Brit., XH. 764.

Owing to the competition by foreigners in the inter-

portal trade of the Easl^ it is the cargo steamers which
"rule the freight market." TM Engineer, LXVI. 617.

interposal (in-t6r-p6'zal), n. [< interpose +
-al.] The act of interposing; interposition.

How quickly all our designs and measures, at his [God's]

iwlxrpoml, vanish into nothing. H. Blair, Works, II. xllL

interpose (in-tto-poz'), v.; pret. and pp. inter-

posed, ppr. interposing. [< OP. interposer, en-

treposer,¥. interposer, < L. inter, between, + P.
poser, place : see inter- and pose^, and cf. inter-

pone.] I. trans. 1. To place between; cause
to intervene : as, to interpose an opaque body
between a light and the eye.

What watchful cares do interpose themselves
Betwixt your eyes and night? Shak., J. C, IL 1, 98.

Were not this banke interposed like a bulwarke betwixt
the Cltie and the Sea, the waves would utterly overwhelm
and deface the Cltie. Coryat, Crudities, I. 199.

The sun, though so near. Is never seen, but a thick
screen of watery clouds is constantly interposed, and yet
the heat is such that Fahrenheit's thermometer rises to
100° in the shade. Bruee, Source of the Nile, IL 496.

3. To place between or among; intrude; pre-
sent as an obstruction, interruption, or incon-
venience, or for succor, relief, or the adjust-

ment of differences : as, the emperor interposed

his aid or services to reconcile the contending
parties.

The Queen interpos'd her Authority, and would not suf-

fer it to be enacted. Baker, Chronicles, p. 345.

You, Sir, who listen but interpose no word.
Ask yourself, had you borne a baiting thus?

Browning, King and Book, I, 89.

II. intrans. 1. Toeomebetweenotherthings;
assume an intervening position or relation;

stand in the way.
Clouds interpose, waves roar, and winds arise.

Pope, Elolsa to Abelard, L 246.

3. To step in between parties at variance ; in-

terfere; mediate: as, the prince interposed and
made peace.

A stout seaman who had interpo^d and saved the Duke
from perishing by a fire-ship in the late warr.

Evelyn, Diary, May 26, 1673.

With clashing falchions now the chiefs had clos'd.

But each brave Ajax heard, and interpo^d.
Pope, niad, xvii 601.

3. To put in ormake a remark by way of inter-

ruption.

The office of this goddess consisted in interposing, like
the Boman tribunes, with an "I forbid it" in all courses
of constant and perpetual felicity.

Bacon, Political Fables, v., Expl.

=Syn. 2. Interpose, Interfere, Intermeddle, Intervene. To
intemieddXe is both unwelcome and impertinent. To in-

terfere is unwelcome to the one interfered with, and
often but not necessarily improper : as, the court inter-

fered to prevent further injustice. In this sentence in^
terposed would have been a very proper word to express
the benevolence and helpfulness of the action of the
covit, while interfere suggests the checking of what was
going on and the balking of selfish plans. Interpose in
its personal application is generally used in a good sense.
Interfere may be used of a person or of a thing ; inter-
meddle only of a person or the act of a person. Intervene
is used only of things literally or figuratively coming be-
tween, and hence without either praise or blame : as, sev-
eral weeks intervened; an intervening piece of woods. A
piece of woods may interfere with a view; we must inter-

fere in a quarrel when life is threatened. See intrude.

interposet (in'ter-poz), n. [< interpose, v.] In-
terposal; interposition.

Such frequent breakings out in the body jwlitick are in-
dications ofmanynoxious and dangerous humours therein,
which, without the wise interpose of state-physicians, pre-
sage ruin to the whole. J. Spencer, Prodigies, p. 119.

interposer (in-ter-p6'zer), n. One who inter-

poses or comes between others ; a mediator or
agent between parties.

I must stand first champion for myself
Against all interposers.

Beau, and El., Laws of Candy.

interposit (in-ter-poz'it), n. [< L. interpositus,

a putting between, < interponere, pp. interposi-

tiis, put between : see interpone, interpose.] A
place of deposit between one commercial city

or country and another. Mitford.

interposition (in''''ter-po-zish'on), n. [= P. in-

terposition= I*r. interpozioio = Sp. interposidon
= Pg. interposiqSo = It. interposizione, < L. in-

terposiUo{n-), < interponere, pp. interpositus, put

interpretate

between, interpose: see interpone, interpose.]

1. A being, placing, or coming between, as of

something that obstructs or interferes; inter-

vention.

It is a mere privation of the sun's light by reason of the
interposition of the earth's opacons body.

Bp. WUMne, That the Moon may be a World.

2. Intervenient agency j
agency between par-

ties; interference; mediation.

Great and manifold have the instances been of God's in-

terposition to rescue this church and nation, when they
most needed it. Bp. Attertrury, Sermons, I. ix.

This evenhanded retribution of justice, so uncommon
in human affairs, led many to discern the immediate i»-

terpogUimt of Providence. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., 11. 8.

3. That which is interposed.

A shelter, and a kind of shading cool

Interposition, as a summer's cloud.
MUtcn, F. B., la 222.

=S3m. 2. Interposition, Interference, IntervenMoih Media-
Hon. The first three of these have the same differences

as the corresponding verbs. (See interpose.) Intervention

and interference are used of persons or things ; interaosi-

tion and mediation only of persons. Xedialion is a friend-

ly act performed in order to reconcile those who are es-

tranged or opposed : as, France refused all offers of me-
diation, and seemed bent upon war. The word mediation
is rarely used where the friendly interposition is not con-

sented to by the parties to the controversy, or where It is

not at least In some degree successfuL

interposuret (in-ter-p6'gur), n. [< interpose +
-«re.] Interposition.

Some extraordinary irOerpomre for their rescue.

GlanviUe, Pre-exlstence of Souls', xlv.

interpret (in-ter'pret), V. [< MB. interpreten,

< OF. interpreter, P. imterprlter = Pr. interpre-

tar, enterpretar= Sp. Pg. interpretar= It. inter-

pretare, < L. interpretari, explain, expound, in-

terpret,< interpres (interpret-), an agent, broker,

explainer, interpreter, < inter, between, + -pres

{-pret-), prob. connected with Gr. <jipa(^eiv, point

out, show, explain, declare, speak, > fpaOlf, un-

derstanding, ippaaig, speech: see phrase.'] I.

trans. 1. To expound the meaning or signifi-

cance of, as by translation or explanation;
elucidate or unfold, as foreign or obscure lan-

guage, a mystery, etc.; make plain or intelli-

gible.

There were none that could interpret them [his dreams]
to Pharaoh. Gen. xlL 16.

Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.

Mat. 1 23.

A third interprOa motions, looks, and eyes.
Pope, E. of the L., iU. 16.

3. To show the purport of; develop or make
clearbyrepresentation : as, to interpret a drama
or a character by action on the stage.—3. To
construe; attribute a given meaning to: as, the
company interpreted his silence unfavorably.

Nothing new is free from detraction, and when Princes
alter customes, even heavie to the subject, best ordinances
are interpreted innovations.

HaMngton, Gaetara, Author's Preface.

No evU can befall the Parlament or Citty, but he posi-
tively interprets it a judgement upon them for his sake.

MiZUm, Eikonoklaates, xxvi.

=Syn. 1. Render, Construe, etc. (see translate) ; Expound,
Emeidate, etc. (see explain).

II. intrans. To practise interpretation ; make
an interpretation or explanation; teU or deter-
mine what something signifies.

Do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?
1 Cor. xii. 30.

My former speeches have but hit your thoughts.
Which can interpret further. Shale., Macbetti, ilL 6, 2.

interpretable (in-t6r'pre-ta-bl), a. [= P. in-

terpritabie = Sp. interpretable, < LL. interpre-
tdbilis, that can be explained or translated, <

L. interpretari, explain, translate: see inter-

pret.] Capable of being interpreted or ex-
plained.

But howsoever the law be in truth or interpretaile (lor
it might ill beseem me to offer detennination to matter of
this kind), it is certain that, etc.

Selden, Illnstrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, xvii 207.

Even the differences arising among the limbs, originally
alike, were seen to be interpretable by [a principle men-
tioned]. H. Spencer, Study of SocloL, p. 335.

interpretamentt (in-ter'pre-ta-ment), n. [< L.
interpretamentum, explanatio' i,

^' interpretari,
explain: see interpret.] Inte' pretation. [Bare.]

This bold interpretmnent, how commonly soever sided
with, cannot stand a minute with any competent rever-
ence to God or his law, or his people.

Milton, Tetrachordon.

interpretatet (in-t6r'pre-tat), v. t. [< L. in-

terpretatus, pp. of interpretari, interpret: see
interpret] To interpret.

How dare they interpretate these words, "my sheep,**
"my lamb^" to be the universal church of Christ?

J. Bradford, Letters (Pariier Soc, 1863X U. 14a



interpretate
If one coDBUlt the critics thereupon,
Some places have a note, some others none

:

Ana when they take interpreUaing pains.
Sometimes the dlffloulty stUl remains.

Byrmn, Critical Remarks on Horace.

interpretation (in-tfer-pre-ta'shon), ». [< ME.
tnterpretaeion, interpretadoun, <' OF. entrepre-
taUun, interpretation, F. interpr4taUon = Pr.
interpretacio = 8p. interpretacion = Pg. inter-
pretacSo = It. interpretaeione, < L. interpreta-
tio(n-), explanation,? interpretari, explain : see
interpret.'] 1. The act of interpreting, expound-
ing, or explaining; translation; explanation;
elucidation : as, the interpretation of a difficult
Sassage in an author; the interpretation of
reams or of prophecy.

Look how we can, or sad or merrily,
Interpretation wlU misquote our looks.

SMk., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2, IS.

This habit, carried into the interpretation of things at'
large, affects it somewhat as the mathematical habit af-
fects It. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 321.

'2. The sense given by an interpreter; assumed
meaning; apparent meaning; signification: as,
varying interpretations of the same passage or
event; to put a bad interpretation upon any-
thing. In law, Interpretation in this sense usually implies
either (1) that a word or phrase, read in the light of other
parts of the instrument or of extrinsic evidence, is found to
nave a meaning differentfrom that first apparenton its face

;

or (2) that a word or passage not clear in itself is found, by
transposition or reconstruction of the order of words or by
different punctuation, to have a clear meaning ; and hence
the maxim that it is not allowable to interpret that which
has no need of interpretation.

Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is
of any private interpretaUan. 2 Pet. 1. 20.

We beseech thee to prosper this great sign, and to give
us the interpretation and use of it in mercy. Bacon.

8. The representation of a dramatic part or
character, or the rendering of a musical com-
position, according to one's particular concep-
tion of it : as, an original and spirited interpre-
tation of " Hamlet."—Allegorical Interpretation.
See aJJejorfcoJ.—Interpretation clause. See clause.—
Interpretation of nature, in Bacon's philosophy, scien-
tific reasoning leading to discovery. This, Bacon teaches,
consists in successive inductive inferences, each carrying
irresistible and immediate conviction, the entire series
leading up to widely general principles. = 8301. 1 and 2.
Elucidation, construction, version, rendering. See tram-
late.

interpretative (in-t6r'pre-ta-tiv), a. [= F. in-

terpritatif = Pr. interpretaUu = Sp. Pg. inter-

pretatvBO, < L. as if *interpretaUvua, < interpre-
tari, explain: see interpret.] 1. Designed or
fitted to explain ; explaining; explanatory.

The rigour of interpretative lexicography requires that
the explanation and the word explained should be always
reciprocal. Johnson, Bng. Diet., Pref.

So that by this interpretative compact each party hath
made that lawful in time of war which is unlawful in time
of peace. Sir M. Hale, Cont., Mat. vii. 12.

2. Inferential; implied; constructive.

The rejecting their additions may justly be deemed an
interpretative siding with heresies. HammoncL.

interpretatively (in-t6r'pre-ta-tiv-li), adv. By
interpretation ; so as to interpret or give ground
for interpretation; inferentially.

They have interpretaMvely joined in opposing bis au-

thority. Clarke, To Mr. Dodwell.

interpreter (in-t6r'pre-t6r), n. [Early mod. E.
interpretour, < OF. interpreteur, entrepreteur, <

LL. interpretator, an explainer, < h.interpretari,
' explain: see interpret.'] One who or that which
interprets ; one who explains or expounds ; an
expositor; a translator; especially, one who ex-

plains what is said in a different language.

And they knew not that Joseph understood them ; for

he spake to them by an interpreter. Gen. xlii. 23.

It is therefore an error to suppose that the judiciary is

the only interpreter of the Constitution, for a large field is

left open to the other authorities of the government.
J. Bryce, American Commonwealth, I. 365.

interpriset, n. An obsolete form of enterprise.

interprovincial (in"t6r-pro-vin'shal), a. [< L.

inter, between, + provincia, province : see pro-
vincial.] Existing between provinces.

The state council . . . was to superintend all high affairs

of government, war, treaties, foreign intercourse, internal

and interproviricial affairs. Motley, Dutch Bepublic, 1. 209.

interpubic (in-t6r-pii'bik), a. [< L. inter, 'be-

tween, + pubes,yuiea: a^epubifi.] Situated be-

tween the right and left pubic bones : as, the in-

terpuhic articulation, or symphysis pubis ; an in-

terpubic ligament or cartilage

—

interpubic flbro-

caxtllage. See fibroeartUage.

interpunction (In-ter-pungk'shon), ». [< L.

interpuncUo{n-), a placing of points between
wor(M, < vnterpttngere, place points between
words, < inter, between, + pumgere, point : see

pUTtgmit, point.] The pointing of sentences, or
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a point or mark placed between the parts or

members of a sentence ; intermediate punctua-
tion.

The whole course of our life is full of interpunctuma or
commas ; death is but the p«iod or full point.

Jackson, Works, III. 499.

A various inUfrpuTWtiffn, a parenthesis, a letter, an ac-

cent, may much alter the sense.

JerJCaylor, Works (ed. 1886), II. 333.

Interpunditm in the wider sense of the insertion of a
dlBtingulshlng point is as old as the Moabite Stone, in
which every word is divided from the rest by a single
point ; a fashion which we find occurring in Greek M8S.
of late date. J. Bendel Harris.

interpunctuation (in-t6r-pungk-tu-a'shon), n.

[< inter- + punctuation.] Same as interpunc-
tion.

The device of the letter, which by the false interpunc-
tuatum of the parasite conveys to the heroine the directly
opposite meanmg to that which his master intended it to
bear, is amusing enough.

A. IT. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., 1. 142.

interracial (in-t6r-ra'gial), a. [< inter- + raceS
+ -ial.] Existing or taking place between
races, or members of different races.

If interracial marriages were legalized (as they are not
yet), such unions would always be too exceptional to give
ground for alarm. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 380.

interradial (in-t6r-ra'di-al), o. and n. [< L.
inter, between, + radiusj'ia,j: see radial.] I.

a. Situated between the radii or rays : as, the
interradial petals in an echinoderm. Compare
adradial.

II. n. A ray situated between rays, as in
some crinoids ; an interradiale.

interradiale (in-tfer-ra-di-a'le), n.; pi. interra-

dialia (-li-a). [NL. : see interradial.] That
which is situatedbetween rays, as of an echino-
derm; specifically, in Cnwoideo, a plate or part
between radialia.

"

In the calyx of the Tessellata there are plates, interradi-
alia, present between the radialia. JEncyc. Brit.,'VlL 636.

interradially (in-t6r-ra'di-al-i), adv. Between
or among rays : as, " an interradially placed ma-
dreporite," Encyc. Brit.

interradius (in-tSr-ra'di-us), ». ;
pi. interradii

(-1). \<. inter- + radius.] An interradial part;
specifically, one of the secondary or intermedi-
ate rays or radiating parts or processes of a hy-
drozoan, alternating with the perradii or pri-

mary rays.
The madreporite lies in the right anterior interradius

of the sea-urchin. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 570.

interramal (in-tSr-ra'mal), a. [< L. inter, be-
tween,+ ramtis, a brancfi, -f- -al.] In zool., situ-

ated between the forks or rami of the lower
jaw; submental; interorural.

interramicorn (in-t6r-ram'i-k6rn), n. [< L. in-

ter, between, + ramus, a branch, + cornu, a
horn.] In ornith., a separate piece of the homy
sheath of the bill which is found in some birds,
as the albatrosses, between the rami of the
lower mandible.
The ititerramiccfni forms the gonal element of the bill.

Corns, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, p. 276.

interreceive (in'^tfer-rf-sev'), v. t.
;

pret. and
pp. interreceimed, ppr. interreeeiving. [< inter-

+ receive.] To receive between or within.
Carlisle. [Bare.]

interregal (in-t6r-re'gal), a. [< L. inter, be-
tween, + rex (reg-), a kmg: see regal.] Exist-
ing between kings.

When the crime [the massacre of the Huguenots] came
at last, it was as blundering as it was bloody ; at once pre-
meditated and accidental; the isolated execution of an
interregal conspiracy, existing for half a generation, yet
exploding without concert.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 261.

interregencyt (in-t6r-re'jen-si), n. [< inter- +
regency.] The space of time, or the govern-
ment, while there is no lawful sovereign on the
throne ; an interregnum. Blount.

interregentt (in-ter-re'jent), n. [< inter- +
regent.] One who governs during an interreg-
num ; a regent. Solland, tr. of Livy, p. 201.

interreges, n. Plural of interrex.

interregnum (in-t6r-reg'num), n. [< L. inter-

regnum,<. inter, between, + regnum, reign: see

reign. Cf. interrelgn.] 1. An intermission be-
tween reigns ; an interval of time elapsing be-
tween the end of one reign and the beginning

' of the next, as in the case of a disputed or un-
certain succession.

A great meeting of noblemen and gentlemen who had
property in Ireland was held, during the interregnum, at
the house of the Duke of Ormond in Saint James's Square.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xli.

Hence— 2. An intermission in any order of suc-
cession ; any breach of continuity in action or

influence.

interrogation

Thousand worse Passions then possest
The Inter-regnum of my breast.

Cowley, The Chronicle, st. 9.

Between the last dandelion and violet . . . and the first

spring blossom . . . there is a frozen interregnum in the
vegetable world. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 179.

interreignt (in'tfer-rau), n. [< F. interrigne =
Sp. Pg. It. interregna, < L. interregnum, inter-
regnum: see interregnum.] An interregnum.
Comparing that confused anarchy with'this interreign.

MUUm, Hist. Eng., ilL

interrelate (in"tfer-re-lat'), «. t.; pret. and pp.
interrelated, ppr. interrelating. [< inter- + re-

late.] To bring into reciprocal relation ; con-
nect intimately. [Bare.]

Spaces intervening between the areas may readily be
conceived to be flUed with fibrils and cells that interrelate
these and other functions complexly.

Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 616.

It is a sine qua non that the experiments made with the
object of solving such problems be throughout logically
interrelated. Nature, XXXVII. 267.

interrelation (in"t6r-re-la'shon), n. [< inter-

+ relation.] Beciprocal relation or correspon-
dence; interconnection. Athenaum.

interrelationship (in"ter-re-la'shon-ship), n.

[< interrelation + -ship.] TKe state of being in-

terrelated ; the condition of reciprocal relation
or correspondence.

The interrelationsJiiphetween Matthew, Mark, and Luke
is perhaps the most complicated . . . problem in the his-
tory of literature. Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 79.

interrepellent (in'ter-re-pel'ent), a. [< inter-

+ r^ellent] Mutually or reciprocally repel-
lent. De Quineey. [Bare.]
interrer (in-ter'er), n. One who inters or
buries. Cotgrave.

interrex (in't6r-reks), n.; pi. interreges (in-tfer-

re'jez). [L.,< inter, between,-t- rex, king: see
rex.] In ancient Eome, a regent; a magis-
trate who governed during an interregnum.
On the death of a king ten interreges were appointed by
the senate, each holding the chief power five days, until a
new king nominated by them was approved by the curiae.

Under the republic Interreges were appointed to hold
the comitia when successors to the consulate failed to be
•elected at the proper time, or a vacancy occurred other-
wise.

interrogate (in-ter'6-gat), v.
;
pret. and pp. j?s-

terrogated, ppr. interrogating. [< L. interroga-
tus, pp. of interrogare (> It. interrogare = Sp.
Pg. interrogar = Pr. interrogar, enterrogar = F.
interroger), ask, question, < inter, between, -I-

rogare, ask : see rogation.] I. trans. To ques-
tion ; examine by asking questions : as, to in-

terrogate a witness.

The traveller, . . . coming to the fortified habitation of
a chieftain, would probably have been interrogated from
the battlements. Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles.

=S;ra. Inquire, Question, etc. (see askl); catechize.

n. intrans. To ask questions.

By his Instructions touching the queen of Naples, it

seemeth he could interrogate touching beauty.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VIL

interrogatet (in-ter'o-gat), n. [< interrogate, v.]

A question ; an interrogation. Bp. Sail, Cases
of Conscience, iii. 10.

interrogatedness (in-ter'o-ga-ted-nes), k. That
character of testimony which consists in its

having been elicited, or at least supplemented
and checked, by interrogation. Bentham, Judi-
cial Evidence, II. iv. § 6.

interrogates (in-ter^'o-ga-te'), n. [< interrogate
+ -eei.j One who is interrogated. [Bare.]

interrogation (in-ter-o-ga'shon), n. [= F. in-

terrogation = Pr. interrogatib, enterrogaeio =
Sp. interrogacion = Pg. interrogagao = It. inter-

rogazione, < L. interrogatio(n-), a questioning,
a question, < interrogare, question: see interro-

gate.] 1. Theactof questioning; examination
iby questions.

Pray you, spare me
Further interrogation, which boots nothing
Except to turn a trial to debate. Byron.

2. A question put ; an inquiry.

How demurely soever such men maypretend to sanctity,

th3.t interrogation of God presses hard upon them, ^hall I
count them pure with the wicked balances, and with the
bag of deceitful weights? Government of the Tongue.

3. Any proposition doubted or called in ques-
tion in the disputations with which, during the
prevalence of scholasticism, boyswere exercised
in the schools.— 4. See interrogation-point.—
Fallacy of many interrogations. See fallacies in
things (7). under .foMocy.— Note or mark of interroga-
tion. Same as interrogation^point.

We are compeDed to read them with more alertness, and
with a greater number of mental notes of interrogation.

The Academy, Nov. 3, 1888, p. 283.

=Syn. 2. Query, Inquiry, etc. See question, n.



interrogation-point

interrogation-point(in-ter-o-ga'shon-poiiit),».
A note, mark, or sign (f ) placed after a question
(or in Spanish both before and after it, in the
former position inverted) in writing or printing.
interrogative (in-te-rog'a-tiv), a. and n. [=
F. interrogdtif = Pr. enterrogatiu= Sp. Pg. It.

inierrogativo, < L. interrogativus, serving to ques-
tion, < iuterrogare, question: see interrogate.']

1. a. Asking or denoting a question
;
pertain-

ing to inquiry; questioning: a.s, aninterrogative
phrase, pronovm, or point ; an interrogative look
or tone of voice.
The regular place of the ivterrogatiBevtoTA, of whatever

kind, is at the beginning of the sentence, or as near it as
possible. Whitney, Essentials of Eng. Grammar, § 470.

Interrogative accent. See accent, 7.—Interrogative
Judgment, in logic, a mental product corresponding to
on interrogative sentence : opposed to determinativejudg-
ment (which see, under determinoHve).

II. m. 1. In gram., a word (pronoun, pronom-
inal adjective, or adverb) implying interroga-
tion, or used for asking a question: as, who?
what? which? wliy?—2. A question; an inter-
rogation. [Rare.]

"Who are you, sir, and what is your business?" de-
manded the Marquis. . . . "That is a fair interrogative,
my lord," answered Dalgetty.

Scott, Legend of Montrose, xii

interrogatively (ia-te-rog'a-tiv-U), adv. In an
interrogative manner; in t"he form of a ques-
tion; questioningly.

interrogator (in-ter'o-ga-tor), n. [= F. interro-

gateur = It. mterrog'atore,"<. LL. interrogator, <
li. vnterroga/re, question : see interrogate.] One
who iuterrogates or asks questions.

interrogatory (in-te-rog'a-to-ri), a. and n. [=
F. interrogatoire ="Pr. interrogatori = Sp. Pg.
It. interrogatorio, <.LL. interrogatorius, consist-

ing of questions^ < L. iuterrogare, question : see
interrogate.] I. a. Interrogative; containing
or expressing a question

;
pertaining to or con-

sisting of questions: as, an interrogatory sen-
tence; the interrogatory method of instruc-

tion.

II. n. ; pi. interrogatories (-riz). A question
or inquiry; in law, usually, a question in writ-

ing: as, to file interrogatories to be answered
by a party or a witness. Formerly also inter-
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3. Disturbed; interrupted.

We will do to yow cure homage and of yow holde oure
honoures, and we be-seke yow to respite youre saoringe

in to Pentecoate, ne therfore shull ye nothynge be inttript,

but that ye shull be oure lorde and cure kynge.
Merlin (E. E. T. 3.), i. 105.

They are in paradise for the time, and cannot well en-

dure to be vnterrupt. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 246.

interrupted (in-te-rup'ted), jo. a. 1. Broken;
intermitted; fitful; acting irregularly or un-

equally.
How is it that some wits are interrupted.

That now they dazzled are, now clearly see?

Sir J. Daviee, Immortal, of Soul, xjJi.

All is silent, save the faint

And interrupted murmur of the bee.
Bryant, Summer Wind.

2. In Jo*.: (a) Having the principalleaflets di-

vided by intervals of smaller ones : applied to

compound leaves. (6) Having the larger spikes

divided by a series of smaller ones : applied to

flowers: opposed to contimtous.—3. In zool.,

suddenly stopped; having a gap or hiatus: as,

an interrupted stria— Interrupted cadence, cur-
rent, screw, etc. See the nouns.

interruptedly (in-te-rup'ted-li), adv. With
breaks or interruptions—Interruptedlypinnate,
in bot., same as abruptly pinnate (which see, under a&-

Their speech was cut off with this one briefe and short
interrogatorie : whether Philip would quit those three
cities aforesaid or no ? Holland, ft. of Livy, p. 832.

Cross Interrogatory. See crossi, a.—Demurrerto in-
terrogatory. See demurrer^. =Syn. Query, Inquiry, etc.

in terrorem (in te-ro'rem). [L.: in, in, to, for

;

terrorem, ace. of terror, terror : see terror,] As
a warning; by way of intimidation.

intermle (in-t6r-ror), « *•; pret. and pp. inter-

ruled,-ppT.interruling. [< inter- + rule.] To rule

between; mark with intervening ruled lines.

The picture being completed, it is ruled over in squares,

each of about twelve inches. These are again interruled

with small squares. Ure, Diet., IIL 368.

interrupt (in-te-rupf), «•*• IME. interrupten

(corruptly vntrippe), < L. interruptus, pp. of in-

terrumpere (> It. interrompere= Pg. interromper

= Sp. interrumpir = Pr. entrerompre = P. in-

terrompre), break apart, break to pieces, break
off, interrupt, < inter, between,+ rtwBpere,break:

see rupture. Cf. abrupt, corrupt, etc.] 1. To
make a break or gap in ; break the course or

continuity of; hence, to break off; bring to a

pause or cessation; hinder the continuation of.

Ill interrupt his reading. Shak., T. and C, iii. 3, 93.

This would surpass
Cknnmon revenge, and interrupt tnz joy
In our confusion. SUton, P. L., it 371.

3. To break in upon or disturb the action of

;

stop or hinder in doing something.

Jntrippe no man where so that thou wende,
No man in his tale, til he haue maade an eende.

Bailees Book (B. B. T. S.\ p. 31.

Ill hear you more, to the bottom of your story,

And never irjerrupt you. Shak., Pericles, v. 1, 167.

Th' emphatic speaker . . . had a world of talk

With one he stumbled on, and lost Ms walk.

I interrupt him with a sudden bow,
Adieu, dear sir! lest you should lose it now.

Cowper, Conversation, L 281.

interruptf (in-te-rupf), a. [ME. interupt, inte-

ript, < OF. interrupt; < L. interruptus, pp.: see

the verb.] 1. Gaping; spreading apart, as the

sides of anything.
Our adversary, whom no bounds

Prescribed, no bars of heU, nor aU the chains

Heap'd on him there, nor yet the main abyss

Wide, tTiten-MpS, can hold. JKBto»,P. L.,iiL 84.

3. Irregular; interrupted.

Menacing, ghastly looks; broken pace; interrupt, pre-

cipitate. hSf tnms. Burton, Anat. of Met, p. 612.

interrupter (in-te-rup'tfer), n. One who or that
which interrupts! Also interruptor.

For, on the theater of France,
The tragedie was ment

Of England too : wherefore our qneene
Her interruptors sent.

War7)£r, Albion's England, x.

Specifically

—

(a) In elect., any instrument for interrupt-

ing an electrical current, as the automatic arrangement
used with the induction-coil

The interruptors of induction coils are usually self-act-

ing. 5. P. Thompmn, Elect, and Mag., p. 364.

(6) In mUU. engin., an electrical device which forms part
of a system of apparatus for determining the velocity

of projectiles, used in connection with wire targets and
chronographs. The passage of the ball or shell through a
target serves to interrupt a closed electrical circuit, and
thus release the automatic registering mechanism of the
chronograph at the instant of passage. Often a number
of targets are used, placed at accurately measured and
uniform intervals in the path of the projectile, and the
registered data serve as a basis for determining the vari-

ation of velocity in different parts of the path.

interruption (in-te-rup'shgn), n. [< ME. imter-

rupdon, < OP. (also F.) interrupiMm=8p. mter-
rupcion = Pg. interrupt = It. interruzione,' <.

L. imterruptioin-'), an interrupting, < interrum-
pere, pp. interruptus, interrupt : see interrupt.]

1. The act of interrupting or breaking in upon
anything.

Places severed from the continent by the interrupUmi
of the sea. Sir M. McUe, Grig, of Mankind.

Dissonance, and captious art,

And snip-snap short, and interruption smart.
Pope, Dunciad, 11. 240.

2. The state of being interrupted; the state of
being impeded, checked, or stopped.

Had they held a steady hand upon his Ma*TB restanra-

tioD, as th^ might easily have don,the Church of England
had emerg'd and fiourish'd without interruption.

Evelyn, Diary, March 12, 1672.

Persons who eminently love, and meet with fatal inter-

ruplUmx of their happiness when they least expect it.

Steele, Tatler, No. 82.

3. Obstruction orhindrance causedbya break-
ing in upon any course, current, progress, or
motion ; stoppage : as, interruptions in the exe-
cution of a work.

They shall haue full power to gene sentence vpon ye
same, & that sentence to be obeyed w*out interrupcUm.

Fabyan, Car. 6, an. 1377. (Bicliardion.)

4. Cessation ; intermission ; interval.

Amidst the interruptioTW of his sorrow, seeing his i)eni-

tent overwhelmed with grief, he was only able to bid her
be comforted. Addison, Spectator.

No one, in the face of Church-history, can or does main-
tain that all interruptions of intercommunion destroy
unity. Pugey, Eirenicon, p. 62.

5t. A prorogation of Parliament : used in the
seventeenth century. Nares.

interruptive (in-te-rup'tiv), a. [< interrupt +
-ive.] Tending to'interrupt ; interrupting.

Interruptive forces. BueTmeH.

interruptively (in-te-rup'tiv-li), adv. By in-

terruption ; so as to interrupt.

interruptor (in-te-rup'tgr), n. See interrupter.

interscalm (in'ter-skalm), n. [< L. interscal-

mium, the space between two oars in a galley,

< inter, between, + sealmus, a peg to which an
oar was strapped, a thole, a thole-pin.] In an
ancient Roman galley, the space between any
two successive oars.

interscapilium (in'ter-ska-pU'i-um), n.; pi. in-

terscapilia (-a). [L., the space between the

intersectional

shoulders, < inter, between, -I- scapulce, shoulder-

blades : see scapula.] Same as interscapulmn.

interscapula, n. Plural of interscapulum.

interscapular (in-t6r-skap'u-lar), a. and n. [<

inter- + scapula + -arS.] 'I." a. Situated be-

tween the scapulas or shoulder-blades.

II. n. In ornith., an interscapular feather;

one of the feathers of the interscapulum.

interscapulary (in-t6r-skap'u-la-ri), a. and n.

Same as interscapular.

interscapulum (in-tfer-skap'u-lum), n.
;

pi. in-

terscapula (-la). [NL., < L. inter, between, +
scapulm, shoiilder-blades : see scapula. Of. in-

terscapilium.] In ornith., the fore part of the

back ; the dorsum anticum ; the region of the

upper back between the shoulder-blades. Also

interscapilium. See cut under iird^.

interscendent (in-tfer-sen'dent), a. [< L. inter,

between, -1- scanden{t-)s, ppr. of scandere (in.

comp. -scendere), cUmb: see scan.] In dig.,

containing radicals in the exponents: thus,

xVa or xta is an interscendent expression: so

called by Leibnitz as being intermediate be-

tween algebraic and transcendental quantities,

but properly belonging to the latter category.

interscene (in't6r-sen), n. [< inter- + scene.]

A pause, interval, or transition between two
scenes, as in a play. Amer. Jam. Philol., IX.

348.

interscindt (in-t6r-sind'), v. t. [< L. intersdn-

dere, cut off, separate, break down, < inter, be-

tween, + seindere, cut: see scission. Cf. ex-

soind.] To cut in two in the midst. Bailey,

1731.

interscribet (in-t6r-skrib'), v. t. [< L. inter-

scribere, write between, < inter, between, +
scnftere, write: see scribe.] To write between;
interline. Bailey, 1731.

interscriptionf (in-ter-skrip'shon), n. [< L.

as if *interscriptio(n-), < interscribere, pp. inter-

scriptus, write between, < inter, between,-!- scri-

bere, write.] A writing between, or interlining.

Bailey, 1731.

inter se (in'ter se). [L.] Among or between

intersecant (in-t6r-se'kant), a. [= OP. interse-

quant, < L. intersecan(f)s, ppr. of interseca/re,

cut between, cut off : see intersect.] Dividing

into parts ; cutting across ; crossing. [Rare.]

intersect (in-ter-sekf), V. [< L. intersectus,

pp. of intersecare (> It. intersecare = Sp. (obs.)

intersecar), cut between, cut off, < inter, be-

tween,+ secare, cut: see section.] L tra/ns. 1.

To cut or divide into parts; lie or pass across:

as, the ecliptic intersects the equator.

The surface of Norway, as it is shown flat upon a charts

is lined and vntereected by these water-ways as the surface

of England is by railways. Froude, Sketches, p. 64.

2. To cut apart; separate by intervening.
[Rare.]

Lands intersected by a narrow frith

Abhor each other. Cowper, Task, iL 16.

H. intrans. To cut into one another; meet
and cross each other; have, as two geometri-
cal looi, one or more points in common : as, i»-

tersecUng lines, in the ordmary language of geometry
a curve and its tangent are not said to intersect, but in a
more careful use of language they no doubt would be said

to do so. tiee extract under intersection, 2.

intersection (in-ter-sek'shon), re. [= F. inter-

section = Sp. interseedon = Pg. interseegdh =.
It. intersecazione, intersezione,<.Jj. inter8eetio(n^),

< intersecare, cut between, intersect: see inter-

sect.] 1. The act of intersecting; a cutting
or dividing, or cutting across: as, the intersec-

tion of a map by lines of latitude and longi-

tude.

The frequent intersectione of the sense ^hich are the
necessary effects of rhyme. Johnson, Thomson.

2. A place of crossing; specifically,a pointcom-
mon to two lines or a line and a surface, or a
line common to two surfaces: as, a house at

the intersection of two roads; the intersection

of two geometrical lines or figures.

The locus (if any) corresponding to a given aggregate
relation is the locus common to and contained in each of

the loci corresponding to the several constituent relations
respectively ; or, what is the same thing, it is the intersec-

tion of these locL
Cayley, On Abstract Geometry, § 27, PhlL Trans., 1870, p. 66.

3. In logic, the relation of two classes each of

which partly excludes and partly includes the
other—Aliparent intersection, a point where two
curves not in one plane appear to intersect when viewed
from any center of projection.

intersectional (in-t6r-sek'shon-al), a. [< in-

tersection + -al.] Relating to of formed by an
intersection or intersections.



intersegmental

Intersegmental (in-t6r-seg'men-tal), a. [< L.
inter, between, + aegmentum, segment, + -al.']

Pertaining to two or more segments; situated
between, separating, or connecting segments

:

as, an intersegmental septum between myotomes
or other metamerio parts.
interseminatet (in-t6r-sem'i-na,t), v. t. [< L.
intei-seminatus, pp. of interseminare, sow be-
tween or at intervals, < inter, between, + semi-
nare, sow: see semmate.^ To sow between or
among. Bailey, 1731.

interseptal (in-t6r-sep'tal), a. [< inter- + sep-
tum + -al.'] Situated between septa.
The Intermption of the cavities of the locull (in Octo-

corolla] may be more complete by the formation of shelves
stretching from septum to septum, but lying at different
heights in adjacenl; loculL These are irUersexOal dissepi-
ments. Hvaley, Encyc. Brit., 1. 130.

intersertt (in-t6r-s6rt'), v. t. [< L. intersertus,

pp. of interserere (> It. interserire = Sp. inter-
serir), put or place between, < inter, between,
+ severe, join, weave : see series. Cf . insert.]
To insert, or set or put in between other
things.

If I may irOersert a short speculation. Brerevoood.

intersertiont (in-ter-sfer'shou), n. [< L. as if

*interserUo{n-), < interserere, put or place be-
tween: see intersert.] The act of inserting be-
tween other things, or that which is inserted.

Theyhave some intereerUons which are plainly spurious,
yet the substance of them cannot be taxt for other then
holy and ancient. Milton, On Del of Uumb. Kemonst.

intersett (ln-t6r-set'), ». *. [< inter- -t- ge<i.] To
set or put between. Daniel, Civil Wars, viii.

intersbockf (in-t6r-shok'), V. t. [< inter- +
shoclc^.] To shock mutually. Daniel, Chorus
in Philotas.

intersidereal (in"t6r-si-de're-al), a. [< L. in-

ter, between, -1- sidus (sider-), star : see sidereal.]

Situated between or among the stars; inter-

stellar: as, intersidereal space.
intersocial (in-t6r-s6'shal), a. [< inter- + so-

cial.] Pertaining to intercourse or association

;

having mutual relations or intercourse ; social.

[Rare.]

intersomnious (in-t6r-som'ni-us), a. [< L. in-

ter, between, -t- somrms, sleep : see somnoUnt.]
Occurring between periods of sleep; done or
happening in a wakeful interval. Dublin Bev.
[Rare.]

intersonant (in-t6r'so-nant), o. [< L. interso-

nan{t-)s, ppr. of intersoriare, sound between or
among, < inter, between, -1- sonare, sound: see
sonant.] Sounding between. Imp. Diet.

intersourt (in-tfer-sour'), v. t. [< inter- + sour.]

To mix with something sour. Daniel, Octavia
to H. Antonius.
interspace (in't6r-spas), n. [< MB. enterspace,

< LL. interspatkim, space between, intei^al, <

li. inter, between, + spatium, space : see space.]

1. A space between objects; an intervening

space ; an interval.

Thyne entevepace in oon maner thou kepe.
PMackm*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

Posteriorly to the mouth, we come, in the larva, to a ra^

ther vrtde interipace without any apparent articulation or

organ. Da/rmn, Cirripedia, p. 26.

The lucid interface of world and world.

Where never creeps a cloud.
Tennyeon, Lucretius.

Specifically— 2. In entom., the space between
two longitudinal veins or veinlets of the wings

:

used especially in describing the Lepidoptera.

interspace (in-t^r-spas'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
interspaced, ppr. interspacing. [< interspace, n.]

To make or fill the space between ; occupy the

interval between.

Fog and storms blur the glory of the sky, and foul days

. . . interspace the bright and fair.

BmhneU, Nature and the Supemat., p. 192.

A series of circular zinc plates intergpaeed with the

platinums. Elect. Rev. (Bug.), XXIV. 58.

interspatial (in-tfer-spa'shal), a. [< LL. inter-

spatium, interspace, + -al.] Of or pertaining

to an interspace; in entom., situated on the in-

terspaces of the wing: as, interspatial dots.

interspatially (in-t6r-spa'shal-i), adv. In the

interspace or interspaces; in entom., so as to

correspond to the interspaces of an insect's

wing: as, a mark interspatially angulated.

interspecific (in"t6r-spe-sif'ik), a. [< inter- +
specific.] Existing between species.

As the description of the relations of organs character-

ized the physiology of the individual, so that of mterepe-

cifle adaptations is the physiology of the race.

Mature, XXXIX. 287.

interspeecll (in'tfer-spech), ». [< inter-+ speech.]

A speech interposed between others. Mount.

3155

intersperse (in-t6r-spers'), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

interspersed, ppr. interspersing. [< L. intersper-

sus, ppr. of interspergere, scatter or sprinkle

between or among, < inter, between, + spar-

gere, scatter, sprinile : see sparse. Cf. asperse,

disperse.] 1. To scatter between; place here
and there among other things: as, to inter-

sperse shrubs among trees.

There, interspersed in lawns and opening glades,
Thin trees arise, that shun each other's shades.

Pope, Windsor Forest, L 21.

3. To diversify by scattering or disposing va-
rious objects here and there.

The actors . . . interspersed their hymns with sarcastic

jokes and altercation. QoMsmiih, Origin of Poetry.

interspersion (in-t6r-sper'shgn), n. [< inter-

sperse + -don. Cf. aspersion, dispersion, etc.]

The act of interspersing, scattering, or placing
here and there.

These sentiments have obtained almost in all ages and
places, though not without interspersion of certain corrupt
additaments. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 62.

For want of the inter^ersum of now and then an ele-

giack or a lyrick ode. Watts, Improvement of Mind.

interspicular (in-ter-spik'u-lar), a. [< inter-

+ spicule + -ar3.] Situatei between or among
spicules, as of a sponge.
interspinal (in-t6r-spi'nal), a. [= It. interspi-

nals, < NXi. interspinalis, < L. imter, between,
-I- spina, spine: see spimal.] In anat., situ-

ated between spines—that is, between spi-

nous processes of successive vertebrre : as, an
interspinal muscle.
interspinalis (in"ter-spi-na'lis), n.; pi. inter-

spinales {-lez). I'Nli.: see interspinal.] One of

a number of small muscles situated between
the spinous processes of any two contiguous
vertebras.

interspinous (in-ter-spi'nus), a. [< L. inter,

between, + spina, spine: see spinous.] Situ-

ated between spines ; interspinal. Specifically ap-
plied in ichthyology to certain bones of the dorsal fin of a
teleost fish which are developed between the spines of the
vertebrae. See the quotation. See also shackle-joint.

When the dorsal flu exists in the trunk, its rays are
articulated with, and supported by, elongated and pointed
bones—the interspinous bones. . . . Not unfrequently,
the articulation between the fin-rays and the interspinxm^

bone is effected by the interlocking of two rings, one be-
longing to the base of the fin-ray and its included dermal
cartilage, the other to the summit of theinterspmovjihouQ
—like the adjacent links of a chain.

' Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 131.

interspirationt (in'tfer-spi-ra'shon), n. [< L.
interspiratio(n-), < interspirare, fetch breath be-
tween, < inter, between, -I- spirare, breathe:
see spirant. Cf. inspiration, etc.] A breath-
ing-spell ; an interval of rest or relief.

What gracious respites are here, what favourable inter'

spirations, as if God bade me to recollect myself.
Bp, Hall, Satan's Fiery Darts Quenched, iL

interstaminal (in-tSr-stam'i-nal), a. [< L. in-

ter, between, -I- stamen, a thread (NL. stanjen),

+ -al.] In iot, situated between the stamens.
Thomas, Med. Diet. [Rare.]

interstate (in't6r-stat), a. [< inter- + state.]

Existing or taking place between different

states, or persons in different states ; especial-

ly, carried on between the States of the Ameri-
can Union, or by persons in one State with per-
sons in another.— interstate commerce. See emn-
meri^.— Interstate Commerce Commission, a body
of five commissioners appointed by the President of the
United States and confirmed by the Senate, under act
of Congress of February 4th, 1887. The commission is

charged with the regulation of the business of common
carriers as provided for under this act, with the investi-

gation of complaints, and is required to render an annual
report to the Department of the Interior.

interstellar (in-tfer-stel'ar), a. [< L. inter, be-
tween,-!- sieWa, star: see Stella.] Existing be-
tween stars ; situated among the stars : as, in-

terstellar spaces or worlds.

Such comets as have, by a trajection through the aether,

for a long time wandered through the celestial or inter-

stellar part of the universe. Boyle, Works, I. 379.

interstellar^ (in-t6r-stel'a-ri), a. Same as in-

terstellar.

intersternal (in-ter-stfer'nal), a. [< inter- +
sternum + -al.] 1. In amcii., situated between
the pieces of which the breast-bone is com-
posed: as, an intersternal articulation.— 3.

In nool., situated between the stemites or in-

feromedian parts of the successive somites of

an arthropod.

When the abdomen is made straight, it will be found
that these intersternal membranes are stretched as far as

they will yield. Huxley, Crayfish, p. 97.

interstice (in'ter-stis or in-ter'stis), n. [< F.

intersUee = Sp. Pg. intersticio = It. interstizio,

< L. interstitium, a space between, < intersis-

interstratify

tere, pp. inlerstitus, stand between, < inter, be-
tween,-)- sisterc, stand: see sist, assist, etc.] 1.

An intervening space ; an opening ; especially,

a small or narrow space between apposed sur-

faces or things; a gap, chink, slit, crevice, or
cranny.

Net. . . . Texture woven with large interstices or
meshes, used commonly as a snare for animals. . . . Any-
thing made with interstitial vacuities. . . . Network. . . .

Anything reticulated or decussated, at equal distances,
with interstices between the intersections.

Johnson, Dictionary.

I will point out the interstices of time which ought to be
between one citation and another, Ayliffe, Parergon.

Every change of atmospheric pressure produces, from
day to day, exits or entrances of the air into all the ijiter-

slices of the soil. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 7.

3. In canon law, the interval of time required
for promotion from a lower to a liigher degree
of orders.

intersticed (in'ter-stist or in-ter'stist), a. [<
interstice + -ed"^.] Having an interstice or in-

terstices: as, an intersticed eeOing; intersticed

columns.
interstinctivet (in-ter-stingk'tiv), a. [< L. jm-

terstinctus, pp. of interstinguere, separate, di-

vide, distinguish, mark off by pricking, < inter,

between, -I- sirapwere, prick: see distinguish, ex-

tinguish.] Distinguishing; dividing.
The business of this letter ... is to ask the favour of

you . , . to consult that piece of Cyprian called "Ex-
positio Bissexti "... whether the notes of Parenthesis

_( )
be used; and what care is taken of the interstineUve
points , ; :

.

Wallis, To Dr. Smith (Aubrey's Letters, I. 78).

interstitial (in-tfer-stish'al), a. [< L. intersti-

tium, interstice, -I- -al.] 1. Pertaining to, situ-

ated in, or constituting an interstice or inter-

stices: as, interstitial change.
Howmany chasms he would find of wide and continued

vacuity, and how many interstitial spaces unfilled, even
in the most tumultuous hurries of business.

Johnson, Kambler, No. 8.

These snatches and interstitial spaces—moments literal

and fieet— these are all the chances that we can borrow
or create for the luxury of learning.

R. Ctwate, Addresses, p. 211.

2. In entom., situated between striaa, etc. : as,

interstitial punctures on the elytra of beetles.

—

Interstitial emphysema. See cmj>%8CTno.—Inter-
stitial growth or absorption (as of bone), growth or
absorption taking place throughout the substance of the
organ, and not merely on its surface.— Interstitial in-
flajnmation, inflammation in which the morbid clianges

are diffuse and involve mainly the interstitial connective
tissue, as distinct both from a circumscribed abscess and
from parenchymatous infiammation. In tliis sense we
have such terras as interstitial hepatitis, inter^itial ne-

phritis, interstitial pn««mo«m,— Interstitial lines, in
«Btom., the spaces between striae,—Interstitial tissue,
the fine connective tissue which occurs between the cells

of other tissues and binds them together and supports
their blood- and lymph-vessels.

interstitially (in-t^r-stish'al-i), adv. In or by
interstices ; in interstitial spaces.

It [water] may he deposited interstitially.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol,, | 303.

This thickening takes place . .

R. Bentley, Botany, p, 19.

Chalcedonic quartz is also present, sometimes intersU-
Geol. Jour., XLIV. 35.

interstitiont, ». [ME., < L. interstiUo{n-), a
pause, interval, < intersistere, pause : see imter-

sUce.] Interval.

The flrste periferie of all

Engendreth mist, and ouermoro
The dewes, and the frostes hore.
After thilke interstidon.

In whiche thei take impression.
Gower, Conf. Amant., vii.

interstratiflcation (in-t6r-strat'''i-fl-ka'shon),

n. [< interstratify : see -filiation.] The state

of being interstratified, or of lying between
other strata; in geol., the condition of a bed,
stratum, or member of an aqueous deposit,

with reference to the overlying and underly-
ing beds.
The interstroMJication ... of loess with layers of pumice

and volcanic ashes.
Sir C. I/yell, Manual of Elem. Geology, x.

interstratified (in-ter-strat'i-fid), a. [< inter-

stratify + -ed2.] Inclosed between or alternat-

ing with other strata; forming part of a group
of stratified rocks. Also interbedded.

interstratify (in-t6r-strat'i-fl), v. ; pret. and pp.
interstratified, ppr. interstraUfying. [< inter- +

' stratify.] I. trans. In geol., to cause to occupy
a position among or between other strata; in-

termix as regards strata.

Adjacent to Milford the red sand is abundantly inter-

stratified with the white, with which are also occasional
seams of coarse pebbles.

Amer. Jour. Sd., 3d ser., XXIX. 42.

Dolomitic limestone is iMerstraUfied with the gneissic

rocks. Nature, XXX. 45.



interstratify

But intentrctHfied with these [sandstones snd shales] are
many beds containing marine fossils.

A. H. Oreen, Phys. GeoL, p. 302.

H. intrans. To assume a position between
or among other strata.

interstrial (in-t6r-stri'al), o. [< inter- + stria
+ -al.'l In entom., situated between strise ; in-
terstitial: as, interstrial punctures on the ely-
tra.

interBynapticular (in-t^r-sin-ap-tik'u-lar), a.

[< inter- + synapttcuia + -ar3.] Situated be-
tween or among synaptioulae.
These ligaments passing down through the iTitertynap-

ticuiar spaces to be fastened, according to their position.
O. C. Bourne, Micros. Science, iXVIl. 303.

intertalkt (in-t6r-tak'), v. i. [< inter- + talk.']

To talk to one another; exchange conversa-
tion.

Among the myrtles as I wallc'd.
Love and my sighs thus interUUXd.

Carew, Enquiry.

intertangle (in-t6r-tang'gl), v.t; pret. and pp.
intertangled, ppr. intertangling. [Formerly also
entertangle; < inter- + tangle.] To intertwist

;

tangle together.

Now also haue ye in euery song or ditty Concorde by
compaase & concorde entertangUd and a mizt of both.

PiMeniiam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 69.

Their intertangled roots of love.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, L 3.

intertarsal (in-ter-tar'sal), a. [< inter- + tar-
sus + -al.] 1. Situated between the proximal
and distal rows of tarsal bones; mediotarsal:
as, the intertarsal joint of a bird or a reptile.—2. Situated between or among any tarsal
bones : as, intertarsal ligaments.
intertentacular (in*t6r-ten-tak'u-lar), a. [< L.
inter, between, + Nli. tentaculuia, tentacle, +
-ar^.] Placed between tentacles.—intertentacu-
lar organ of Farre, a ciliated passage opening between
two tentacles of the lophophore in Merabrampora, Alcyo-
mdium, and otherforms of polyzoans.

intertergal (in-ter-ter'gal), a. [< L. inter, be-
tween, + tergum, back, + -aZ.] Situated be-
tween successive terga or tergites of an ar-
thropod.
The transparent layer of the cuticle and the uppermost

layer of the cells of the hypodermis are continued into the
intertergai membrane. Micros. Science, yyty iU. 230.

interterritorial (in-ter-ter-i-to'ri-al), a. [< 47!-

ter- -t- territory + -al.] Between or among ter-
ritories, or the people of different territories.

A call for an inter-territonal convention of the four
north-western Territories— the two Dakotatis, Montana,
and Washington. PhOadelphia Ledger, Dec. i, 1S88.

intertext (in-ter-teks'), v.t. [< L. intertexere, in-
terweave, intertwine, < inter, between, + tex-

ere, weave: see text.] To interweave; inter-
twine.

Lilies and roses, fiowers of either sex.
The bright bride's path, embellished more than thine,
With light of love this pair doth intsrtex.

B. Joneon, Underwoods, xclv.

interteztore (in-ter-teks'tur), n. [< intertex,

aiter texture.] The act of' Interweaving; the
condition of being interwoven

;
joint or com-

bined texture.

They understood not the salt and Ingenui^ of a witty
and useful answer or reply, as is to be seen in the inter-

textures of Aristophanes' comedies.
Jer. Taylor, Worlis, L xxiiL

And the close intertextiere of the several parts is as strong
a proof of unity in the design and execution as the intense
life and consistency in the conception of Achilles.

De Quincey, Homer, ilL

intertidal (in-t^r-ti'dal), a. [< inter- + Ude +
-al.] liivinjgbetweeniigh-watermarkandlow-
wafer mark.
At low tide the limpet (being a strictly iTitertidai organ-

ism) is exposed to the air. Bncyc. Brit., XYl. 618.

intertie (in't6r-ti), n. [< inter- + tie.] A short
piece of timber used in roofing, and in timber-
framing generally, to bind upright posts toge-
ther.

inteitissnedt (in-t^r-tish'od), a. [< inter- +
tissued.] Same as enterOssued.

in'tertrabecnlar (in'tfer-tra-bek'S-lar), a. [< in-

ter- + trabecula + -ar^.] Situated between the

cranial trabecule.
intertraffic (in't6r-traf-ik), J(. [< inter- + traf-

fic, n.] Traffic between two or more persons

or places ; reciprocal trade.

intertrajBSlC (in-ter-traf'ik), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

intertrafficked, ppr. intertraffieking. [< inter- +
traffic, v.] To trade together.

And intertraffieke with them, tunne for pound.
Domes, Microcosmos, p. 61.

intertranspictlOlIS (in^ter-trans-pik'u-us), a.

[< inter- + transjneuous.] Transpienous be-

tween. Shelley. [Bare.]
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intertransversalis (in-t^r-trans-vSr-sa'lis), n.;

pi. intertransversales (-lez). [NL., iintertrans-

versus, q. v.] In anat., one of a series of mus-
cles situated between the transverse processes
of successive vertebrae.

intertrailSVersariTls(in-t6r-trans-ver-sa'ri-us),
n.; p\,intertransversariH-i). {Nh.,iintertrans-

versus, q. v.] Same as intertransversalis.

intertransverse (in'tfer-trans-vers'), a. [< NL.
intertransversus, q. v.] Situated between the
transverse processes of successive vertebrse

:

specifically applied to ligaments and muscles
of the spinal column so placed.

intertransversus (in'ter-trans-vfer'sus), m.; pi.

intertransversi (-si). [NL.,< L. inter,between,+
transversus, transverse : see transverse.] Same
as intertransversalis.

The anterior lymph-heart ; lying in an interspace be-
tween the small muscles {intertrangoersii.

Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 95.

intertribal (in-ter-tri'bal), a. [< inter- + tribe

+ -al.] Existing or taking place between
tribes; passing from tribe to tribe: as, inter-

tribal war or commerce.
It must ever be borne in mind that African slavery is of

two distinct kinds : first, inland or intertrOxiL slavery or
servitnre, which ... is the normal condition of all rude
nations divided into petty contiguous tribes.

Nineteenth CeiOury, XXIV. 443.

intertrigo (Ln-ter-tn'go), n. [L., a chafing or

gaUing of the sMn In riding, walking, etc., <

inter, between, + terere, pp. tritus, rub: see
trite.] A slight Infiammalaon of the skin, oc-
curring in creases or folds where one part of

skin rubs on another. B. W. Richardson, Pre-
vent. Med., p. 252.

intertrochanteric (iu-tfer-tro-kan-ter'ik), a. [<
inter- + trochanter + -jc.] In anat., situated
between two trochanters : specifically applied
to a line or ridge between the greater and the
lesser trochanter of the femur. See cut under
trochanter.

The posterior intertrochanteric ridge.
iV. r. Med. Jour., XL. 621.

intertrochlear (in-ter-trok'le-ar), a. [< inter-

+ trochlear.] Fitting into the middle of a
trochlear or pulley-like surface of a joint: as,

the intertrochlear ridge along the greater sig-

moid cavity of the ulna.

A tongue and groove C'intertrochlear crest"^ in the el-

bow-joint. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 348.

intertropical (in-ter-trop'i-kal), a. [< inter- +
tropic + -al.] Situated between the tropics.

Bound many intertropical islands, . . . the bottom of
the sea is entirely coated by irregular masses of coral.

Darwin, Coral Keefs, p. 79.

Intertropical portions of the old world. Science,m. 606.

intertubular (iu-ter-tu'bu-lar), a. [< inter- +
tubule + -ar^.] Situated ijetween tubes: as,
the intertubular cells.

intertnrbf, v. t. [< L. interturbare. disturb
by interruption, < iwter,between, + teffiore, dis-
turb, trouble: see trouble, disturb.] To dis-
turb.
Even so do I interturb and trouble you with my bab-

bling. J. Bradftrrd, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), IL 22.

intertnrbert, n. A disturber.

The world percase fantazing ns to be an interturber of
the peace rather than an indifferent mediator.

Henry VIII., To Wyatt, May, 1538.

intertwine (in-ter-twin'), V.
;
pret. and pp. ire-

tertwined, ppr. intertwining. [< inter- + twine,

v.] I. trans. To unite by twining or twisting
one with another ; interlace.

Wherever, under some concourse of shades.
Whose branching arms thick intertwined might shield
From dews and damps of night his shelter'd head.

Miltmi, P. E., iv. 405.

H, intrans. To twine together; be inter-
woven: as, intertwining vines.

My dwelling stands— a sweet recluse abode

!

And o'er my darken'd casement intertwine
The fragrant briar, the woodbine, and the vine.

Seett, Eclogues, L

intertwine (in'ter-twin), n. [< intertwine, v.]
A mutual or reciprocal twining or winding.
[Bare.]

ni
Such interlmne beseems triumphal wreaths
Strewed before thy advancing.

Coleridge, To Wordsworth.

intertwiningly(in-ter-twi'ning-U),adp. By in-
tertwining or being intertwined.

intertwist (in-ter-twisf), V. t. [< inter- +
twist.] To twist one with another; twist or
twine together.

Te, with your tough and intertwitted roofs,
Grasp the firm rocks ye sprung from.

W. Mason, Caiactacus.

interval

intertwistingly (in-t,6r-twis'ting-U), adv. By
intertwisting or being intertwisted.

inteninion (in-t6r-u'nyon), n. [< inter- +
union.] An interblending. [Bare.]

The . . . more eloquent iiUerunitm of human voices in
the choir. O. W. Cable, Creole Days, p. IS.

interval (in'ter-val), n. [Formerly also inter-

vall; = F. vntervatle = Pr. entreval = Sp. inter-

valo = Pg. It. intervallo, < L. intervalVum, space
between, interval, distance, interval of time,
pause, difference, lit. space between two pali-

sades or walls, < inter, between, + vallum, pali-

sade, wall: see wdlP-.] 1. A vacant or unob-
structed space between points or objects; an
intervening vacancy; an open reach or stretch

between limits: as, the intervals between the
ranks of an army.

'Twixt host and host but narrow space waa left,

A dreadful intenal. MUUm, P. L., vL 105.

3. Specifically, a low level tract of- land, as

along a river, between hiUs, etc. Also inter-

vale. [IT. S.]

The winding Pemigewassef^ . . .

. . . whitening down its rocks.
Or lazily gliding throu|:h its intervals.

Whtttier, Bridal of Pennacook.

In a green rolling interval, planted with noble trees and
flanked by moderate hills, stands the vast white caravan-
sary. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 210.

There was no wind, except in the open glades between
the woods, where the frozen lakes spr^d out like meadow
intervals. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 22.

3. Any dividing tract in space, time, or de-
gree; an intervening space, period, or state; a
separating reach or stretch of any kind: with
reference either to the space itself or to the
points of separation or division : as, an interval

of rocky ground between meadows ; to fill up
an interval in conversation with music ; an ij!-

tervdl of ease or of relapse in disease ; a lucid

interval in delirium ; to set trees at intervals of
fifty feet

J
to breathe only at long intervals; the

clock strikes at intervals of an hour.

This is the freshest, the most busie and hiinia^intervail
or time betweene, that husbandmen have.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviiL 26.

Short as the i-nterval is since I last met you in this place
on a similar occasion, the events which have filled up that
interval have not been unimportant. Canning.

There seems to bcno interval between greatness and
meanness. • Emerson, Heroism.

4. Specifically, in entom., one of the spaces be-
tween longitudinal strise of the elytra. When the
strise are regular, boththeyand the intervals are
numbered fiom the suture outward.— 5. In mu-
sic, the difference or distance in pitch between
two tones, is the tones are sounded simultaneously,
the Interval is harmonic; if successively, melodic. An in-

terval is acoustically described by the ratio between the
vibration-numbers of the two tones ; thus, an octave is

represented by the ratio 2:1; a fifth, by the ratio 3 : 2, etc.

Musically the intervals between the key-note of a major
scale and its several tones are regarded as the standards
with which all possible intervals are compared and from
which they are named. The standard intervals are as fol-

lows : do to do (C to C^V to V, etc.) is called ajirst,prime,
or unison; do to re (fi to D, V to G, etc.), a second; do to
mi (0 to E, F to A, etc.)i a Hard; do to /o (C to F, F to
eo, etc.), a. fourth; do to do' (C to C, F to F, etc), an
eighth or octave, etc. These intervals are usually further
designated thus: standard firsts, fonrths, fifthly and oc-
taves are perfect; standard seconds, thirds, sixths, sev-
enths, ninths, etc. , are major, il an interval is a ha1i-st€^
longerthanthecorresponding standard interval, it is called
augmented (or sharp, superfluous, extreme, redundant):
thus, do to ;!(C to F},F to Bll etc.)ia an ou^mejifed/ourtA;
dotoH(Cto A$,V to T>S, etc.) is an augmented sixth. If
an interval is a half-step shorter than the corresponding
major interval, it is called minor (or flat): thns, do to me
(C to^ r to Ab, etc.) is a minor Hard, etc. If an inter-
val Is a half-step shorter than the corresponding perfect
or minor interval, it is called diminished : thus, do to sotj
(CtoGh,Ftoq,, etc.)isa dimiiiisAfd .^^ (also called im-
perfed) ; di to fe (OJ to Ah, IK to D|j, etc.) Is a dimimshed
sixth, etc. (This nomenclature is obvioosly inconsistent,
and another is also in use, according to which all standard
intervals are called major, all a half-step longer than the
corresponding major intervals are called augmented, all ft

half-step shorter than the corresponding major are called
minor, and all a half-ste^ shorter than the corresponding
minor are called dimimshed.) A given interval is mea-
sured and named by comparison with a major scale based
on the lower tone of the intervaL Intervals not greater
than an octave are called simple ; those greater than an
octave, compound—compound intervals being reducible
to simple ones by subtracting one or more octaves. When
the upper tone of a simple interval is transposed an octave
downward or its lower tone an octave upward, the inter-
val is said to be irwerted: inverted firsts become octaves,
seconds become sevenths, thirds become sixths, etc. ; and
perfect intervals remain perfect, major intervals become
minor, minor intervals become major, augmented inter-
vals become diminished, and diminished intervalsbecome
augmented. Intervals are consonantor diswnanf; the ikt-
feet consonances are standard firsts, fonrths, fifths, and
octaves

;
the imperfect consonarues are major or minor

thirds and sixths ; and the dissonances are major or minor
seconds and sevenths, with all augmented and diminished
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iecSd ?^te.!^8""e ^'follows''-
*" ""'" '"'"'**°* 2. To come between in act

;
act intermediately

or mediatorially; interfere or interpose, as be-

PrimeoruDl- '''"" Tempered, tween persons, parties, or states.

son (C to C, F to F) 1:1 l-j Another conBideration must here be interposed, con-
Augmented oeming the intervenitig of presbyters In the regiment of
prime (C to CJ, » to FJ) 24:25 )

the several churches. ./er.rayJor,Worl5S(ed. 1835), II. 230.

^'i^^L.i /nt TM ™^ „, > [l:2^ But Providence himself will interoene
seoona (C to Dfe, F to G|j) IB : 16 ) To throw his dark displeasure o'er the scene.

»i^L.i /r. * T^ ™ 1 „ 1 Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 444.
second (CtoD, FtoO) 8-a (ara-tm t9» . .i ^ ^ , ^^ \, , ^

Augmented =.» ^orw.iu; i.^ A magistrate possessed of the whole executive power
second (C to Dl F to (Hn «!•« • • • ''*^ authority to intervene between the nobles and

Minor third. '.'.(C to EklF to S) 5:6 }l:2* commons. ^. ^(to™, Works, V. 67.

Major third... (C to E, FtoA) i'i 1-2^ About the time Austria and Prussia proposed to the diet
Perfect to intervene in the affairs of Schleswig on international
fourth (CtoF, FtoBf}) 8:4 1:2^ grounds. IToo&e!/, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. ii., p. 429.

^foSth(M- ^' ^^ '""'' *° interpose and become a party to

tone) .....'. .(C t5 FJt, F to BtD 82 -45 (or 18 •25)1
^ ^^^^ pending between other parties: as,

Diminished ' (.i;2i stockholders may intervene in a suit against

i.£5Sfi«h••^S?'S'''SJ°S^' 46: 64 (or 26; 36)) ' , directors.-intervenlng subject, in cojrfmpKniiitZ m«-
.reriectratn. ..(C too, FtoC) 2:S 1:2" sic, an intermediate or secondary subject or theme. =Syn.Augmented

,„ . „^ „ ^ 2 and 3. Interfere, Intermeddle, etc. See interpose.

M"»sixti;:;:cto^»;?to^'5':f }^:^l
II.<««.. to come between; divide. [Rare.]

Major sixth. ..(C to A, FtoD) 8' 6 1-2* Self-sown woodlands of birch, alder, &c., interuenirasr

Augmented ' ' ^^^ different estates. De Quincey.

»*'•> (C to At, F to Df) 128
: 226 -j intervcnet, n. [< intervene, ».] A coming to-

s2venth....(CtoBb,FtoEW 9:16 (or 6:9) T'^
gether; a meeting.

Major They [Buckingham and Olivarez] had some sharper and
seventh (C to B, FtoE) 8:16 ) ,,

some milder differences, which might easily happen in
Diminished

J.
1:2" such an iniervene of grandees, both vehement in the parts

octave (C to (y^.F to F'b) 185:266 )
which they swayed. Sir ff. JTotton, KeUquioe, p. 287.

°'"='™ (P*°'^ ^t°F) 1:2 1:2. intervener (in-t6r-ve'n6r), TO. One who inter-
The values given in the first column are those of the ideal venes ; specifically, in law, a third person who
intervals, such as are secured by using pure intonation

;

intervenes in a suit to which he was not origi-
those given in the second column are those of equally tern- Tinll-iroT.aT.tT7
j)ereiiintonation,suohasisusedonkeyedinstruments,like . "f'^^J' » P.aii.y. ... .., .

the pianoforte and the organ. (See intonation^ and tern- intervenience (in-t6r-ve mens), n. [< imterve-
perament.) A dioJonfc interval is one that occurs between nien(t) + -ce.] A coming between : interven-
two tones of a normal major or minor scale. A chromatic tion TRare 1
interval is one that occurs between a tone of sucli a scale _ '

and a tone foreign to that scale. An enka/rmonic interval ^° respect of the tntervenience of more successive instru-

is one on an instrument of fixed intonation, that is ap- ™e°tal causes. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 335.

parent only in the notation, being in fact a unison, as, on intervenient (in-t6r-ve'nient), a. [< L. inter-
the pianoforte, the interval from FJ to Qh. In musical ,,emen(tA« titvp of inffmf'mre fome TifitwBBTi •

science the theory of intervals is introductory to that of
^«™e™^'-J»> VW- M tntervenvre, come Detween

.

chords and to harmony in general. See intervene.} Coming or being between ; in-

6. In logic, a proposition. [Rare.] —Angular tervening. [Rare.]
totervaJs, inostron. See angulmr.—Xi Intervals, (os) In the mathematics, that use which is collateral and
After interyalB. See def. 8. (0) During or between in- intenenient is no less worthy than that which is principal
tervals

;
between whiles or by turns ; occasionally or alter- and intended. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 172.

nately
:
as, to rest at intermh. On the horizons verge,
Miriam watch'd and dozed at intervals. O'er intervenient waste, through glimmering haze

Tennyson, Enoch Arden. Unquestionably kenned, that cone-shaped hilL

Consecutive or parallel Intervals. See consecutive. WordswoHh, Near Aquapendente.

—Direct Interval, in mtisw, an interval in its usual posi- intervenium (in-t6r-ve'ni-mn), «. ; pi. interve-
tioa: omoaed to inverted interval. See def. 6.— Implied ma (-a^ r< \i interijfmtim iha a-nafa hat-moor,
Interval. See impij/.-Natural intervals, in ^msic, "1? \^- l:-r:TJ ? ? '

^''^/P?"^ between
the intervals of the diatonic scale.- The exiremes of ^^^"^ ^^^ ™^ earth, in stones, etc.), < inter, be-
an interval. Seeextrenie. tween, + vena, vein: see vein.'] In hot., the

intervale (in'tfer-vaf), n. [_A y&t. ot interval, space or area occupied byparenchyma between
as if < inter- + vale^.'] A low level tract of the veins of leaves. lAndley.
land, especially along a river ; an interval. See interventt (in-tfer-venf), v. t. [< L. interven-
interval, 2. [Local, U. S.] tiis, pp. of intervenire, come between: see in-

At one place along the bank of a stream, there was a tervene."} To obstruct ; thwart,
broad tract which Albert thought would make ... "a To Ida he descends, and sees from thence
beautiful piece of intervcUe." juno and Pallas haste the Greeks' defence

:

Jacob Abbott, Mary Erskine, ii. Whose purpose his command, by Iris given.

The woody intervale just beyond the marshy land. Doth intervent. Chapman, Iliad, viii.

The Century, XXIX. 769. I trust there is both day and means to intervent this bar-

Intervallic (in-t6r-val'ik), a. [< interval (L. .
«^'^^-

. .

^- ^'^^> S™ple Cobler, p. 66.

intervallum) + -ic.'] In music, pertaining to intervention (in-t^r-ven'shon), n. [= F. in-

intervals
;
pertaining to pitch as distinguished tervention = Sp. intervencion = Pg. intervenfSo

from force, duration, or quality. = It. intervensione, < LL. interventio(n-), an in-

intervallumt (in-t6r-val'um), n. [< L. inter- terposition, giving security, lit. a coming be-
valhim, an interval: see interval.^ An interval, tween, < L. intervenire, pp. interventvs, come be-

I will devise matter enough out of this Shallow to keep t^^en
:
see intervene.'] 1 . The act or state of

Prince Harry in continual laughter the wearing out of intervening; a coming between ; interposition;
six fashions, which is four terms, or two actions, and a' mediatorial interference : as, light is interrupt-
Bhall laugh without in«m.aZI«™

iv v 1 91
^^ ^^ *^® intervenUon of an opaque body; the

...... - ,,,
'

ry ."'..
'

' 1' intervention of one state in the affairs of an-
mtervemed (m-t6r-vand'), a. [(.inter- + other.
veined.'] Intersected with or as if with veins. xm in soft steam

Fair ohampain with less rivers intervein'd. 5'™? Ocean's bosom his liglit vapours drawn
Milton P K iii 267 """ grateful trUerventum o er the sky

,. , _, ^. ' -, -J . ^ Their veil diffusive spread.
mtervenant (m-t6r-ve'nant), n. [< F. inter- Mallet, Amyntor and Theodora.

venant, ppr. of intervenir, intervene : see inter- There was no pretext of a restraint upon the king's lib-

vene.] In French law, an intervener; one who «ty for an armed interverUion in the affairs of France,

intervenes. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 46.

intervene ('in-t6r-ven'), v. ; pret. and pp. inter- ^ I'Ot us ever bear in mind that the doctrine of evolution

,,P«^d -n-nr intprvenina f— F intervemr — Pr h?s for its foundation not the admission of incessant di-
venea, ppr. iniervemng. 1— J^ inwroemr —ri. ^j^^ interventions, but a recognition of the original, the im-
intervenir, entrevem/r = Sp. mtervemr = Fg. mutable flat of God.

intervir = It. intervenire, < L. intervenire, come J. F. Draper, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 189.

between, < inter, between, + venire, come: see 2. In law, the act by which a third person in-
come.] i.-intrans. 1. To come between ; fall terposes and becomes a party to a suit pending
or happen between things, persons, periods, between other parties. =syn. Interferemx, Media-
or events ; be intermediate, or appear or hap-

_
tion, etc. See interposition.

pen intermediately. interventionist (in-ter-ven'shon-ist, n. [< in-

I proceed to those errors and vanities which have inter- tervention -^ -ist] In med., one who favors in-

vened amongst the studies. terfering with the course of a disease for thera-
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 38. peutic purposes under certain circumstances,

No pleasing intricacies intervene, as contrastedwith one who under these circum-
No artful wildness

'"/^l^^^^^Sy's, iv. 115. .
stances would leave the patient to nature.

Between the fall of the Duke of Bourbon and the death
'^*^^^®e "L^'c^ml'Jf^ f];-,1;or^ 'TZT

of Fleuiy, a few years of frugal and moderate government «"^> one who comes in, a visitor, LL. a sure-

intervened. Maeaulay, Mirabeau. ty, an intercessor, < tntervemre, pp. mtervenvas.

interviewer

come between : see intervene.] 1, Eecles,, same
as intercessor, 2.— 2. An inspector in a mine,
whose duty it is to report upon the works car-
ried on, and upon the use made of supplies.
Gregory Tale. [Western U. S.]

interventricular (in'''t6r-ven-trik'u-iar), a. [<
L. inter, between, + ventriculus, ventricle, +
-ar^.] 1. In ana<., placed between ventricles,
as those of the heart or brain: as, an interven-
tricular opening in the heart.— 2. In entom.,
coming between the chambers of the dorsal
vessel or heart—Interventricular valvules, in em-
tom., small valves opening toward the anterior end of the

_
dorsal vessel, and separating the cliambers.

intervenuet) n. [< OF. intervenue, enirevenue,
intervention, < intervenu, pp. of intervenir, inter-
vene : see intervene. Cf . avenue.] Intervention.
Blount.

intervenular (in-t&r-veu'u-lar), a. [< inter- +
venule + -arS.] In entoni., lying between the
veins of an insect's wing.
With the usual marginal row of minute black interven-

ular lunules. Packard.

intervertt (in-t6r-v6rt' ),v.t. [= F. intervertir,

< L. vntervertere, turn aside, turn in another
direction, < inter, between, -I- vertere, turn : see
verse. Cf. avert, divert, invert, etc.] To turn
to another coarse or to another use; divert;
misapply.

The good never intervert nor miscognize the favour and
benefit which they have received.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 893.

intervertebra (in-tfer-ver'te-bra), n.
;
pi. inter-

vertehrcB (-bre). [NL.,< L. iwterj'between,+ i)er-

ieftra, vertebra: see vertebra.] In Carus's sys-
tem of classification (1828), an intervertebral
element of the skull; the skeleton of a sense-
organ regarded as of vertebral nature and in-
terposed between successive cranial vertebral
segments. Cams had three such intervertebrte- audi-
tive, optic, and olfactory. The distinction is perfectly
sound, and still endures, though Carus's interpretation
of the homologies of the parts is abandoned. The three
intervertebrse are now regarded as the skeletons of the ear,
eye, and nose : namely, the auditory or otic capsule or oto-
crane (the petrosal or petromastoid part of the temporal
bone), the sclerotic coat of the eyeball (extensively ossified
in many animals), and the ethmoid bone (mesethmoid and
pair of ethmoturbinals).

intervertebral (in-t6r-ver'te-bral), a. [= F. i/n-

tervertebral ; as inter- -I- vertebra -I- -al.] Sit-

uated between any two successive vertebrae.

—

Intervertebral disk, the intervertebral flbrocartilage
or substance when of discoidal form, as in man.— Inter-
vertebral fibrocartilage. See flbrocartilage.— Inter-
vertebral foramina. See /oram«».—Intervertebral
substance, in human anat. , concentric laminse of fibrous
tissue and more internally flbrocartilage, with soft pulpy
matter in the interior, forming an elastic cushion between
any two contiguous vertebral bodies.

Interview (in'ter-vu), n. [Early mod. E. enter-

view; < OF. entreoue, F. entreoue, interview,
meeting, < entrevoir, refl., meet, vlsit^ < etitre,

between, -I- voir, see, > vue, view, sight: see
view.] 1. A meeting of persons face to face;
usually, a formal meeting for conference.

To bring your most imperial majesties
Unto this bar and royal interview.

Shak.,Hen. Y.,v. 2,27.

'Twas in the temple where I flrst beheld her. . . .

The church hath first begun our interview.
And that's the place must join us into one.

Middleton, Changeling, L 1.

But if the busie tell-tale djiy

Our happy entemew betray

—

Lest thou confesse too, melt away.
Habingion, Caetara, L

2. In. journalism: (a) A conversation or collo-

quy held with a person whose views or state-

ments are sought for the purpose of publishing
them.
Mr. 's refusal was full notice. . . that there would

be no use in trying to get out of him through an intervieuj
what he was not willing to furnish through his own pen.

TJie Nation, Nov. 18, 1886.

(6) A report of such a conversation.

interview (in't6r-vu), v. [Early mod. E. en-
tervieu, enterveu; < interview, n.] I. trans. To
have an interview with ; visit as an interview-
er, usually with the purpose of publishing what
is said.

Il.t intrans. To hold an interview ; converse
or confer together. [Rare.]

Their mutuall frendes . . . exhorted theim ... to
mete and enteruieu in some place decent and couuenient.

HaU, Hen. VI., an. 12.

interviewer (in't6r-vu-6r), n. One who inter-

views; a person, especially a newspaper re-

porter, who holds an interview or practises in-

terviewing for the purpose of publishing what
is said to him.
The inteniewer is a product of over-civilization.

0. IT. Holmes, The Atlantic, LL 72.



interviewing

interviewing (in'ter-vu-ing), n. [Verbal n.
of interview, t).] The practice of seeking inter-
views and colloquy, especially with persons of
some importance or eonspicuousness, for the
purpose of publishing their remarks in news-
papers.

When interviewing began to be a regular enterprise, a
few years ago, the English leader-wiiters denounced it
as the most dreadful form which American impertinence
had yet assumed. The Nation, Nov. 29, 1883, p. 440.

This led to an article on interviewing in the Nation of
January 28, 1869, which was the first formal notice of the
practice under that name, and caused the adoption of the
term both in this country and in England.

The American, IX. 329.

intervisible (in-ter-viz'i-bl), o. [< inter- + visi-

ble.'] Mutually visible ; that may be seen the
one from the other: applied to signal- and sur-
veying-stations.

intervisit (in-ter-viz'it), v. i. [< inter- + visit,

v.] To exchange visits. [Rare.]
Here we trifled and bathed, and intervietUd with the

company who frequent the place for health.
Evelyn, Diary, June 27, 1654.

intervisit (in-ter-viz'it), n. [< intervisit, v.]

An intermediate visit. Quarterly Bev. [Bare.]
intervital (in-tSr-vi'tal), a. [< L. inter, be-
-tween, + vita, life : see vital.] Between two
lives; pertaining to the intermediate state be-
tween death and the resurrection. [Rare.]

If Sleep and Death be truly one,
And every spirit's folded bloom
Thro' all its intenntal gloom

In some long trance should slumber on.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xliii.

intervocalic (ia^'ter-vo-kal'ik), a. [< inter-

+ L. vocalis, a, vowel: see vocalic.] Between
vowels.
Showing that intervocaiic 1 of the Froven;al MSS. should

not invariably be reproduced as j.

Amer. Jour. PhOol., Till. 490.

intervolntion (in"ter-vo-lu'shon), n. [< inter-

volve, after volution.] The state of being inter-
volved. [Bare.]

intervolve (in-t6r-volv'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

tervolved, ppr. intervolving. [< L. inter, between,
among,+ ?;otoere,roll: see w?a*e.] To wind or
involve reciprocally, or one within another.

Mystical dance, which yonder starry sphere
Of planets, and of flx'd, in all her wheels
Kesembles nearest, mazes intricate.

Eccentric, inJtervolved, yet regular
Then most when most irregular they seem.

MilUm, P. 1., V. 623.

Great Artist ! Thou, whose finger set alight
This exquisite machine, with all its wheels.
Though ivt&rvolv'd, exact.

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

interweave (in-t6r-wev'), v. t.; pret. inter-

wove, pp. interwoven (sometimes interwove, inter-

weaved), ppr. interweaving. [< inter- + weme.]
1. To weave together into a single fabric, as

two or more different materials or strands: as,

to int&rweave silk and cotton.

A mass of silvery ganxe was thrown back, revealing
Cicely attired in an old-fashioned ball dress made of lace
interuioven with silver threads.

Harper's Mag., LXXVUL 254.

2. To intermingle as if by weaving ; blend in-

timately; intertwine; interlace.

Words interwom with sighs found out their way.
UHton, P. L., L 621.

He so interweavek truth with probable fiction that be
pnts a pleasing fallacy upon us. Dryden.

He has interwoven in the Body of his Fable a very beau-
tiful and well invented Allegory.

Addison, Spectator, No. 273.

interwind (in-tfer-wind'), v. i.; pret. and pp. in-

terwound, ppr. interwinding, [< inter- + wvnd)-,

v.] To move in a serpentine course, as one
among others moving in the same manner.
[Bare.]
Uncounted sails which . . .pass and repass, wind and

interwind. B. S. Phelps, Sealed Orders.

interwisht (in-t6r-wish'), V. t. [< inter- + toish.]

To wish mutually.
The venome of all stepdames, gamesters' gall.

What tjrants and their subjects interwish.
Donne, The Curse.

Interwork (in-ter-w6rk'), V. i. [< inter- + work.]

1. To work together; act with reciprocal ef-

fect.—2. To work between; operate interme-

diately.

The doctrine of an interworUng providence.

B. H. Sears, The Fourth Gospel the Heart of Christ, p. 335.

interworld (in't6r-w6rld), n. [< inter-+ world.]

A world between other worlds.

Other worlds, or imaginary inter-worlds and sxmces be-

tween. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 640.

interwoundl (in-t6r-wond' or -wound'), v. t. [<

inter- + woundh] To wound mutually.
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The Captain chuses but three hundred out;

And, arming each but with a Trump and Torch,

About a mighty Pagan Hoast doth march,
Making the same, through their drad sodain sound.

With their owne Arms themselues to inter-wound.

Sylvester, tr. of DuBartas's n eeks, ii.. The Captaines.

Hence discontented sects and schisms arise

;

Hence interwounding controversies spring,

That feed the simple, and offend the wise.
Daniel, Musophilus.

interwound2(in-ter-wound'). Preterit and past

participle of interwind.

interwove (tn-ter-wov'). Preterit and occa-

sional past participle of interweave.

interwoven (in-tfer-wo'vn). Past participle of

interweave.
,

interwreathe (in-ter-reTH'), v. t.; pret. and
pp. interwreathed, ppr. interwreathing. [< inter-

+ wreathe.] To twist or plait into a wreath.
[Rare.]

Say, happy youth, crown'd with a heav'nly ray
Of the first Same, and interwreathed bay.

Inform my soul in labour to begin,
los or anthems, pseans or a hymn.

Lovelace, Posthuma, li.. To Mr. E. K.

interwrought (in-ter-rS,t'). A preterit and past
participle of interwork.

interzooecial (in"ter-zo-e'sial), a. [< inter- +
zocedum + -al.] Intervening between or among
the zocBcia of a polyzoan: as, "the intersooecial

pores," Nattire, XXX. 306.

interzygapophysial (in-ter-zi"'gar-p6-fi2'i-al), a.

[< inter- + zygapophysis + -al.] Situated be-

tween the zygapophyses or articular processes

of a vertebra.

intestable (in-tes'tar-bl), a. [= F. intestable =
It. intestabile, < L. intestabilis, disqualified from
witnessing or making a wiU, < j«- priv. + tes-

to&JMs, qualified to give testimony: see testable^.

Cf. intestate.] Legally unqualified or disquali-

fied to make a will : as, an idiot or a lunatic is

intestable.

Such persons as are intestable for want of liberty or
freedom of will are by the civil law of various kinds ; as

prisoners, captives, and the like. But the law of England
does not make such persons absolutely intestable.

Blackstone, Com., II. xxxiL

intestacy (in-tes'ta-si), n. [< intesta(te) + -cy.]

The condition of dying intestate or without
leaving a valid will; the leaving of property
not disposed of, or not effectually disposed of,

by will. Partial intestacy exists where some of the
property is effectually bequeathed, but not all.

The statute 31 Edward III. c. 11. provides that, in case
of intestacy, the ordinary shall depute the nearest and most
lawful friends of the deceased to administer his goods.

Bkuikstone, Com., II. xxxiL

intestate (in-tes'tat), a. and n. [= P. intestat

= Sp. Pg. intestado = It. intestato, < L. intesta-

tus, having made no will, < in- priv. + testatus,

having made a will, pp. of testari, make a will:

see test^, testament. Cf. intestable.] I. a. 1.

Having made no wiU, or no valid will; having
left property not effectually disposed ofby will.
The decedent is properly said to have died ijitestate as to
any part of his property not so disposed of.

In case a person made no disposition of such of his
goods as were testable,whether that were only part or the
whole of them, he was, and is, said to die intestate,

Blackstone, Com., II. xmrii.

The ecclesiastical jurisdiction in testamentary matters
and the administration of the goods of i)er8ons dying in^
testate was peculiar to England and the sister kingdoms.

Stubbs, Const Hist., § 400.

Children inherited equally as co-partners the property
of intestate parents, whether real or personaL

Bancroft, Hist. XJ. S., I. 334.

2. Not disposed of by will; not legally devised
or bequeathed: as, an intestate estate intes-
tates' Estates Act, an English statute of 1884 (47 and 48
Vict., 0. 71) relating to administration of personal estate,
and escheat of real estate.

II. ». Aperson dying without making a vaUd
will, or leaving any property not effectually
bequeathed.
in testimonilim (in tes-ti-mo'ni-um). [L.: in,

in, for; testimonium, aec. of testimonium, wit-
ness, testimony: see testimony.] In witness.
Intestina (in-tes-a'na), n.pl. [Nil., neut. pi. of
intesUnus, internal: see intestine.] Intestinal
worms—that is, worms living in the intestines
of other animals ; entozoa in general, it was the
first linnean order of the class Vermes, including worms
which for the most part inhabit the bodies of other ani-
mals. The term has no exact technical meaning, and is

not now in use. Also Intestindlia.

intestinal (in-tes'ti-nal), a. [= P. intestinal

= Sp. Pg. It. intesUnale, < NL. intesUnalis, <
L.jmfcg<i»ttm, an intestine: aee intestine, n.] 1.

Of or pertaining to the intestine, or the intes-
tines in general ; enteric : as, the intestinal tube
or tract ; intestinal movements.

intestine

The ceecum has been called the second stomach, the
Idea once being that in it the final process .of iniesUruU

digestion was carried out.

B. W. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 117.

2. Having an intestine or enteroli : the oppo-
site of anenterous: applied to nearly all the
Metazoa as distinguished from the Protozoa.
—3. Inhabiting the intestine; entozoic; of

or pertaining to the Intestina or IntesUnalia.
—Intestinal fever. See/e»eri.— Intestinal follicle.

See foUiOe, 2.—Intestinal glands. See gland.—to.-

testlnal Jlllce, the secretion found in the mtestine, or

more strictly that secreted by the intestinal glands them-
selves, independently of the gastric, pancreatic, and he-

patic contributions ; succus entericus. It has some, but
apparently unimportant, digestive power.—Intestinal
navel, worm, etc. See the nouns.

Intestinales (in-tes-ti-na'lez), %. pi. [NL., pi.

of intestinalis, intestinal : see intestinal.] The
intestinal ascidians, in which the intestinal

canal lies entirely behind the small branchial

sac, as in the salps: distinguished from the

branchial ascidians.

Intestinalia (in-tes-ti-na'li-a), n. pi. [L., neut.

pi. ot intestinalis: see intestinal.] Same as In-

testina.

intestine (in-tes'tin), a. and n. [= P. mtestin

= Sp. Pg. It. intestina, < L. intesUnus, inward,

internal, intestine (neut. intestinum, usually in

pi. intestina, entrails), < intus, within, < j» = E.

in : see in^. Cf. internal and entrails, from the

same source.] I. a. 1. Internal; inward; per-

taining to the interior part of something.

Epilepsies, fierce catarrhs,

InUsUne stone ana alcei. JftZfem, P. L.,xi.484.

From chaos and parental darkness came
Light, the first fruits of that intestine broil.

That sullen ferment, which for wondrous ends
Was ripening in itself. Keats, Hyperion, IL

2t. Inner; innate; inborn.

Everything labours under an intestine necessity.

Cudworth.

3. Internal with regard to a company, com-
munity, or nation; domestic: usually applied

to what is evil : as, intestine feuds.

Thair was not sen King Keneths days
Sic strange intestine crewel stryf.

BalOe of Harlow (ChUd's Ballads, VIL 189).

Hereof aryse these intestine batails betwixt the crysten

kynges, to prepare the waye more esey for the Turke to

inuade vs. Joye, Expos, of Daniel, v.

No country in Europe . . . was so sorely afflicted with
iniesbme anarchy as Castile. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

The boycotter thus becomes the intestine enemy of so-

ciety and its peace. The Century, XXXTT. 321.

Intestine motion, the motion of very small parts of a
body, as of molecnles.

II. n. In o»at., the lower part of the alimen-
tary canal, extendingfrom the pyloric end ofthe
stomach to the anus; gut: bowel: in popular
use usually in the plural: the guts; bowels; en-
trails. In awider sense, in biology, the term is also used
to include the whole alimentary canal or enteron. (See oZi-

mentary^nienleron.) In man, as in other vertebrates and
many invertebrates, the intestine is the tube into which
partly digested food is received from the stomach, for the
completion of the digestive process by the action upon
the food of certain secretions (as the hepatic, pancre-
atic, and intestinal), the draw-
ing off of the assimilable ma-
terial by the blood-vessels and
lacteals, and the ejection of the
refuse or non-assimilable sub-
stances, as feces or excrement,
by the anus. The length of the
human intestine is five or six
times that of the body, snch
extent representing, perhaps,
an average of relative length;
the intestine is generally short-
er in carnivorous animals, and
longer in those which are her-
bivorous. It is a muscnlomem-
branous tube invested with a
peritoneal coat, lined with mu-
cous membrane, and having
in its walls both longltndinS
and circular muscul^ fibers.
It lies coiled in many convolu-
tions in the abdomen, the coils
being freely movable, though
the tube as a whole is held in
place by mesenteric folds of
peritoneum. Into it are poured
the secretions of the liver and
pancreas, as well as those of its

own numerous glandular struc-
tures. The character of the
tube in man and mammals gen-
erallyhascaneed its division in-

to a small and a large intestine.
Theformer extendsfrom thepy.
loms to the iliocaecal valve, and
is subdivided into duodenum, jejunum, and ilenm. The
latter consists of the cscum or head of the colon, with its
appendix vermiformis ; of the colon proper, divided into
ascending, transverse, and descending ; and of the rectum
or straight gut, continued from the descending colon by
the sigmoid fiexure. The small intestine is smoothly and
simply tnbnlar ; the large is more or less extensively sac-
culated. This distinction does not hold as a rule Delov

Human Stomach and Intes-

tines.

a, veimifonn appendage;
ac, ascendin? colon; e, caa.

cum ; c", cardiac end of sto-

mach ; d, duodenum ; dc. de-
scending colon; <^rectum, end-
ing at anus ; !i, large intestine
or colon, including ac, ec, dc;
e, termination of esopb^us;
py. pyloric end of stomach,
whence the coiled small intes-
tine (duodenum.Jejunum.and
ileum) extends ton'/ rc.trans-
verse colon.



intestine
mammals, In many of which, also, the oaicum Is of com-
paratively enormous extent. Thus, in birds, in which
there are commonly a pair of cffica, the site of these organs
marks the only distinction between the preceding and
succeeding portions of the tube. In many lower verte-
brates, as fishes, cseca may be very numerous, and situated
near the pylorus. In all vertebrates the cavity of the in-
testine IS primitively continuous with that of the umbil-
ical vesicle, and in those which have an allantois with the
cavity of that organ. In its simplest possible form the
intestme represents the interior ol a gastrula. See cut
under gagtrula.

The irUeaUnes appear to be affected with albuminoid
disease next in frequency to the spleen, liver, kidneys, and
lymphatic glands. Quain, Med. Diet, p. 760.

Clavate intestine. See davate^.— Thick intestine,
in certain insects, a distention of the posterior end of the
ileum, forming a largo blind sac which is turned back
toward the ventriculus. It is thickened, and ridged on
the inner surface. Its function appears to be to subject
the food to a second digestion before it is passed out of
the body.

intestiniform (in-tes'ti-ni-f6rm), a. [< L. in-
testinum, intestiQe, + forma, shape.] Eesem-
bling an intestine in form.
Stomach greatly elongated, intestiniform.

Quoted in Eneyc. Brii., I. 416.

intextf, n. [< L. intextus, an interweaving, join-
ing together/ intexere, interweave, weave into,
< in, in, + texere, weave : see text, and of. cojj-
text."] The text of a book; the contents.

I had a book which none
Co'd reade the intext but my selfe alone.

Heniclc, To his Closet-Gods, 1. 6.

intextine (in-teks'tin), n. [< L. intus, within,
+ E. exHiie.l In bot,, a supplementary mem-
brane which is sometimes present in the outer
coat (extine) of pollen-grains, as in (Enothera,
where the extine separates into a true extine
and an intextine.

intextured (in-teks'Jtlrd), a. [< L. intexere,

Sp.
intextus, inweave, i in, in, + texere, weave,

f. texture.'] Woven or worked in. Wright.
in thesi (in the'si). [L.: in, in; thesi, abl. of
thesis, thesis: see thesis.] As a proposition;
in the nature of a thesis.

inthirstt (in-th6rst'), v. t. [< inA + thirst.] To
affect with thirst ; make thirsty.

Using our pleasure as the traveller doth water, not as
the drunkard does wine, whereby he is inflamed and in-
thirsted the more. Bp. Hall, Christian Moderation, i. 8.

inthrall, inthral, v. t. See enthrall.

inthralment, inthrallment, n. See enthral-

intbrone (in-thron'), v. t. See enthrone.

inthrong (in-thr6ng'), V. i. [< i»i + throng.]
To throng in.

His people like a flowing stream inthrong. Fair/ax.

inthronizatet, « [< ML. inthrordzatus, pp. of
inthronizare, enthrone: see enthronize.] En-
throned.
In the feast of all salutes, the archbishop was inthro-

nizate at Ganterburie.
Holinshed, Chron., II., V ,5, col. 2. (Nares.)

inthronization (in-thro-ni-za'shon), n. See en-

thronization.

inthronize (in-thio'niz), v. t. See enthronize.

inticet, inticementt, etc. Obsolete forms of

entice, etc.

intilt (in-til'), prep- [< ME. intil, intyl (< OSw.
itttil, in til, Sw. inUU = Dan. indtil), a var. of un-
til: see until. Cf. into.] 1. Into; in.

It was intm a pleasant time.
Upon a simmer's day.

T?ie Earl of Mar's Daughter (Child's Ballads, 1. 171).

She's ta'en the keys intill her hand.
And threw them deep, deep in the sea.

The Knight's Ghost (Child's Ballads, I. 211).

2. Unto.
Although he sought oon intyl Inde.

Bom. of the Bose, 1. 624.

But age, with his stealing steps,

Hath claw'd me in his clutch.

And hath shipped me intil the land.

As if I had never been such.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 1, 81.

intiina(in'ti-ma),».; p]..intimcB(-me). [NL.,fem.

of L. intimus, inmost: see intimate.] In zool.

and anat., an intimate (that is, an innermost or

lining) membrane, coating, or other structure

of some part or organ; specifically, the inner-

most coat of an artery or vein, consisting of the

endothelial lining backed by connective and
elastic tissue. The full term is tunica infima.

When,the larva undergoes ecdysis, the inlima of a por-

tion of the tracheal system is also cast off by means of some

of these chords. Qegervbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 289.

The coats which were found to have undergone morbid

change were the inlima and the middle coat.

Lancet, So. 3424, p. 749.

intimacy (in'ti-ma-si), n.; pi. intimacies (-siz).

[< iniAm,a{te) + -cy.] 1. The state of being

intimate; close union or conjunction.
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Explosions occur only . . . where the elements con-
cerned are . . . distributed among one another molecu-
larly, or, as in gunpowder, with minute inUmacy.

H. Speruser, Prin. of Psychol., § 36.

2. Close familiarity or fellowship; intimate
friendship.

Kectory and Hall,

Bound in an immemorial intmhocy.
Were open to each other.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

The peculiar art of alternate gushing intimaey and cool
obliviousness, so well known to London fashionable' wo-
men. Peep at Our Cousins, iv.

=Syn. FamUianty, etc. See acquainimwe.

intimadot, n. [Appar. < Sp. Pg. intimado (pp.)
= E. intimate {a. and n.); but no such use of

Sp. Pg. appears.] An intimate friend ; a con-
fidant.

Did not I say he was the Earl's Intimado'
Boger North, Examen, p. 23.

intimse. «. Plural of inUma.
intimate (in'ti-mat), v. t.j pret. and pp. inti-

mated, ppr. inUmatvng. [< L. vntimatus, pp. of

intimare (> It. intimare = Sp. Pg. Pr. intimar =
F. intimer), put or bring into, press into, an-
nounce, publish, make known, intimate, < inti-

mus (> ult. E. intime), inmost, innermost, most
intimate, superi. (cf . interior, eompar. ) of intus,

within, < in, in: see interior.] 1. To make
known, especially in a formal manner; an-
nounce.
The coniuratoures . . . imaginedwyth themaelfes that

their enterpryse was intvmate and published to the kyng.
Hall, Hen. IV., an. 1.

At last he found the most gracious Prince Sigismundus,
with his Colonell at Lipswick in Misenland, who gave him
his Passe, intimating the service he had done.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 43.

Each Highland family has a domestic spirit called ban-
shee, who intimates approaching disaster by shrieks and
wailings. Chaniberis Journal, No. 746.

2. Specifically, to make known by indirect
means or words; hint or suggest; indicate;
point out.

This fable intimates an extraordinary and almost singu-
lar thing. Bacon, Moral Fables, vii., Expl.

We intimated our minds to them by signs, beckoning
with our hand. Bob. Knox (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 421).

He did not receive us very politely, but said he wonder'd
forwhat end the Franks went up to the Cataracts, and ask'd
if I had a watch to sell : which is a way they have of inti-

mating that they want such a present.
Pococke, Description of the East, I. 83.

=Syn. 2. Suggest, Insinuate, etc. See Mnt^, v. t.

intimate (in'ti-mat), a. and n. [< L. intima-
tus, pp., made known, intimate : see the verb.]
1. a. 1. Inner; inmost; intrinsic; pertaining to
minute details or particulars : as, the intimate
structure of an organism ; the intimate princi-
ples of a science.

Enough beauty of climate hangs over these Eoman cot-
tages and farm-houses, . . . but their charm for seekers
of the picturesque is the way in which the lustrous air
seems to illuminate their intimate desolation.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 148.

2. Pertaining to the inmost mind; existing in
one's inner thoughts or feelings; inward: as,

inUmate con^victions or beliefs; intimate know-
ledge of a subject.

They knew not
That what I motion'd was of God; I knew
From intimate impulse. Milton, S. A., 1. 223.

His characteristics were prudence, coolness, steadiness
of purpose, and intimate knowledge of men.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24.

3. Closely approximating or coalescing; near;
familiar: as, intimate relation of parts; inti-

mate union of particles ; intimate intercourse.

When the multitude were thundered away from any
approach, he [Moses] was honoured with an intimate and
immediate admission. South, Sermons.

I crown thee [Winter] king of intimate delights.
Fire-side enjoyments, homeborn happiness.

Cowper, Task, iv. 139.

4. Close in friendship or acquaintance; on
very familiar terms ; not reserved or distant.

I seut for three of my friends. We are so intirfiate that
we can be company in whatever state of mind we meet,
and can entertain each other without expecting always to
rejoice. Steae, Tatler, No. 181.

Barbara . . . took Winifred's waist in the turn of her
arm— as is the way of young women, especially of such
as are intimate enemies.

J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 282.

5. Familiarly associated
;
personal.

These diminutive, intimate things bring one near to the
old Soman life. ... A little glass cup that Koman lips

have touched says more to us than the great vessel of an
arena. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 214.

II. n. A familiar friend, companion, or guest;
one who has close social relations with another
or others.

Poor Mr. Murphy was an intimate of my first husband's.
Mrs. Thrale-Piozzi, Aug. 29, 1810.

intinction

Thackeray was one of the intimates at Gore House.
W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 204.

I testify that our lord and our Prophet and our friend
Mohbam'mad is his servant, and his apostle, and his elect,

and his intimate, the guide of the way, and the lamp of
the dark.

Quoted in E. W. Lane's Modem Egyptians, I. 101.

intimated! (in 'ti-ma-ted), a. Made intimate
or friendly; intimate.

A goodly view of majesty it was
To see such intimated league betwixt them.

O, what a gladsome sight of joy it is

When monarchs so are link'd in amity

!

Ford, Honour I'riumphant, Monarchs' Meeting.

intimately (in'ti-mat-li), adv. In an intimate
manner; inwardly;' closely; familiarly: as, to
know anything intimately ; two fluids intimately
mixed ; two writers intimately associated.
intima'tion (in-ti-ma'shqn), n. [= P. intima-
tion = Pr. intimation =s Sp. imtimacion = Pg. in-
timagSo = It. intimazione, < L. intimatio{n-), an
announcement, < intimare, announce : see inti-

mate.] 1. The act of intimating or announ-
cing.— 2. An announcement; a formal decla-
ration or notification: as, an intimation from
the Foreign Office.

The intimations and surveys necessary for obtaining
drawbacks, debentures, or bounties, according to the Ex-
cise laws. Pre, Diet., I. 676.

3. Information indirectly or covertly impart-
ed; a suggestion or hint; an implied meaning:
as, an intimation that one's presence is not de-
sired; intimation of danger.
Besides the more solid parts of learning, there are sev-

eral little intimations to be met with on medals, that are
very pleasant to such as are conversant in this kind of
study. Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

If they [the Sadducees] had rejected the prophets, he
[Josephus] would have charged them with it expressly,
and not have left us to collect it from oblique hints and
dark intimations. Jortin, B.emai-ks on Ecclea. Hist., App.

Let us compare with the exact details of Dante the dim
intimations of Milton. Macaulay, Milton.

=Syil. 3. Suggestion, Insinuation, etc. See hirUX, v. t.

intimet, a. [< F. intime = Sp. intimo = Pg. It.

intimo, < L. intimus, inmost, intimate : see Jn-

imafe, «. and a.] Intimate; inward; close.

The composition or dissolution of mixed bodies ... is

the chief work of elements, and requires an intime appli-
cation of the agents. Sir K. IHgby, On Bodies, v. § 6.

intimidate (in-tim'i-dat), V. t.; pret. and pp.
intimidated, ppr. intimidating. [< ML. inUmi-
datus, pp. of intimidare (> Sp. Pg. intimidar =
F. intimider), make afraid, < L. in, in, -I- timi-

dus, afraid, timid : see timid.] To make timid
or fearful; make afraid; inspire with fear ; de-
ter by threats. See intimidation, 2.

When a government is firm, and factions are weak, the
making some public examples may intimidate a faction
otherwise disheartened.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Reformation, an. 1563.

One day a single man on horseback came and told me
that there was a large cavern under the temple, where
often a great number of rogues lay hid, and bid me take
care, seeming to design to intimidate rae.

Pococlce, Description of the East, I. 91.

=Syn. To abash, frighten, scare, daunt, cow.

intimidation (in-tim-i-da'shon), n. [= F. in-

timidation = Sp. intimidacion = Pg. intimidagao,
< ML. as if HntimidaUoin-), < intimidare, in-

timidate : see intimidate.] 1. The act of intim-
idating or making fearful, or the state of being
intimidated; fear excited by threats or hostile

acts.

Before the accession of James the First, or, at least, dur-
ing the reigns of his three immediate predecessors, the
government of England was a government by force : that
is, the Mng carried his measures in parliament by intimi-
dation. Paley, Moral Philos., vi. 7.

One party is acted on by bribery, the other by intimi-
dation. The Times (London), Oct. 3, 1866.

3. In law, the wrongful use of violence or a
threat of violence, direct or indirect, against
any person with a view to compel him to do
or to abstain from doing some act which he
has a legal right to do or to abstain from doing.

intimidatory (in-tim'i-da-to-ri), a. [< intimi-

date + -ory.] Producing or intended to pro-

duce intimidation.

intinction (in-tingk'shgn), n. [< LL. inUnc-
tio{n-), a dipping in, a baptizing, < L. intin-

gere, intinguere, pp. intinctus, dip in, LL. bap-
tize, < h.in, in, + tingere, pp. tinctus, tinge, dye

:

see tinge.] If. The act of dyeing. Mount.—
2. In the Greek and other Oriental churches,
the act of steeping parts of the hosts or con-
secrated oblates in the chalice, in order thus
to communicate the people with both species
(of bread and of wine). For this purpose the
cochlear or eucharistic spoon is used, except by the
Armenians. In the Western Church intinction is men-
tioned in the seventh fas a method of communion for the
sick already in the ilfth) century, and was a general prac-



intinction

tice in the tenth and two succeeding centuries. It fell

into disuse with the denial of the chalice to communi-
cants. Intinction is to be distin^guisiied from the act of
cotnmixture, which is done with a particle of the host or
oblate with which the priest communicates himself.

intinctivityt (in-tmgk-tiv'i-ti), n. [< L.iJi-priv.
+ tinctus, pp. of tingere, dye (see tinge, tinet),

+ Ave + -ity. Formally, < jm-3 + *tinctivity, <

*UncUve + -ity.'i Lack of coloring quality: as,
tlie intinctivity of fuUers' earth. Kwwan.
intine (in'tia), n. [< L. intus, -within, + Ane^.']

In 6o<., the inner coat of the shell of the pollen-
grains in phenogamous plants, of the spores of
fungi, etc. It is a transparent, extensible mem-
brane of extreme tenuity.
These become invested by a double envelope, a firm ex-

tme, and a thin itUine. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 386.

intire, intirely, etc. Obsolete or dialectal forms
of entire, entirely, etc.

intisef, v. t. An obsolete form of entice.

intitlet, V. j. An obsolete form of e»«j*te. B.Jon-
son.

intitulationt, n. [< ML. Hntitulatio(n-), < in-
titulare, intitvile : see intitule.^ The act of en-
titling, or conferring a title. Bailey.

intitule (in-tit'ul), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. intituled,

ppr. inUtuling. ' [Also entitule; < P. mtituler =
Pr. entitolar, intitular = Sp. Pg. inUtular = It.

intitulare, intitolare, <'ML. intitulare, entitle, <
L. in, on, + titulus, a title : see title. Cf . entitle,

a doublet of intitule.'] To give a right or title

to, or distinguish or call by, as a title or name

;

entitle or entitule. [Obsolete, or exceptionally
used only in the latter sense, as in acts of the
British Parliament.]

But beauty, in that white intitvled,

From Venus' doves doth challenge that fair field.

SJMk., lucrece, I. 57.

I did converse this quondam day with a companion of
the king's, who is intituled, nominated, or called Don Adri-
ano de Annado. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1, S.

That infamous rhapsody, intiinded
" The Maid of Orleans." GoldgmUh, The Bee, No. 2.

into (in'to), prep. [< ME. into, < AS. in to (two
words), in to : in,m; to, to. Cf. onto and unto.']

1 . In and to ; to and in : implying motion : used
to express any relation, as of presence, situa-

tion, inclusion, etc., that is expressed by in, ac-
companied bythe idea of motion or direction in-

ward. Compare i»l. (a) Of motion or direction in-

ward : after such verbs as go, cows, run, Jiy, Jtee, faU, bring,

lead, ikrow, put, look, show, etc.

Thenne entreth yn to the Schyp azen, and by syde the
Havene of Tyre, and come nought to lande.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 126.

From God, the fountaine of all good, are deriued into the
world all good things.

Puttenhaxn, Arte of I!ng. Foesie, p. 79.

The governour and Mr. Winthrop wrote their letters
into England to mediate their peace.

Wirahrop, Hist. Kew England, L 163.

The Interpreter takes them apart again, and has them
first into a room where was a man that could look no way
l9ut downward. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 250.

(b) Of change of condition ; after such verbs as pass, fail,

grvw, chafige, convert, transmide, etc. Irdo, as thus indi-
cating change, may when used with an in^nsitive verb
give it a transitive force ; as, to talk a man into submis-
sion ; to reason one's self irdo error.

For many han into mischiefs fall,

And bene of ravenous Wolves yrent.
Spemier, Sbep. Cal., September.

Know ye not that so many of us as were baptized into
Jesus Christ were baptized tTito his death? Eom. vi. 3.

Samos is hilly, and, like all the otber islands, is very
rocky ; it runs naturally into wood, of which there are all

sorts that grow in Asia.
Pocoeke, Description of the East, 11. ii. 24.

Those two blush-roses [on a girl's cheeks] . . . turned
into a couple of damasks. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, p. 239.

2. In: not implying motion: as, he fought into
the Revolution. [Prov.Eng., Scotch, and IT. S.]

Lord Ingram wooed the Lady Maiserey,
Into her father's ha'.

CMlde Vyet (Child's Ballads, IL 73).

They hadna stayed into that place
A month but and a day.
Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, m. 340).

3f . Unto ; until. Compare intil.

Heil be thou, Marie, gloriouse moder hende \

Heeknes & honeste, with abstynence, me sonde,
With chastite & charite into my lyues eende.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

Lete it stonde in a glas vpon a litil fier into the t?me
that the vynegre be colourid reed.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fumlvall), p. 10.

4. Within, implying deficiency: as, the pole was
long enough into a foot. [Local, New Eng.]

intolerabillty (in-toFe-ra-bil'i-ti), n. [= F.
intolerabilit^ = Sp. intoterabilidad; as intolera-

ble + -ity: see -bility.] The state or character
of being intolerable.

The goodness of your true pun is in the direct ratio of
its intolerdtnlUy. Poe, Marginalia. Int

3160

intolerable (in-tol'e-ra-bl), a. [Formerly also

intollerable; < ME. i'utollerable, < OF. intolerable,

F. intolerable = Sp. intolerable = Pg. intoleravel

= It. intollerabile, < L. intolerabilis, that cannot

bear, or cannot be borne, < in- priv. + tolei-a-

bilis, that can be borne: see tolerable.] Not
tolerable; not to be borne or endured; insup-

portable; insufferable; insufferably objection-

able or offensive : as, intolerable pain, heat, or

cold; axi intolerable 'bnideji.

For lenger to endure it is intollerdble.

Lamentation of M. Magdalene, \. 372.

That huge amphitheatre wherein those constant ser-

vants of lesus Christ willingly suffered many intollerable

and bitter tortures for his sake. Coryat, Crudities, I. 63.

monstrous ! but one halfpennyworth of bread to this

intolerable deal of sack

!

Shak., 1 Hen. IT., IL 4, 692.

And in matters of Religion there is not any thing more
intollerable then a learned foole, or a learned Hypocrite.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

The hatred and contempt of the public are generally
felt to be intolerable. Maeavlay, Mill on Government.

=Syn. Unbearable, unendurable, insupportable.

intolerableness (in-tol'e-ra-bl-nes), n. The
character of being intolerable or insufferable.

intolerably (in-tol'e-ra-bli), adv. To an intol-

erable degree ; beyond endurance : as,intolera-

bly noisy.
Hewas intolleraMy angrie ; and thenmostwhenhe should

have bashed to be angrie.
Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 353.

intolerance (in-tol'e-rans), n. [= F. intole-

rance = Sp. Pg. intoierancia = It. intolleranza,

< L. intolerantia, intolerance, < intoleran{t-)s,

intolerant: see intolerant.] 1. The quality of

being intolerant ; incapacity or indisposition to

bear or endure ; non-endurance: as, intolerance

of heat or cold.— 2. Lack of toleration; indis-

position to tolerate contrary opinions or be-
liefs; bigoted opposition or resistance to dis-

sent.

Intoleranee has its firmest root in the passion for the
exercise of power. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 124.

A boundless intolerance of all divergence of opinion was
united with an equally boundless toleration of all false-

hood and deliberate fraud that could favour received
opinions. Lecky, Euiop. Morals, II. 16.

intolerancy (in-tol'e-ran-si), n. Same as in-

tolerance. [Bare.]

intolerant (in-tol'e-rant), a. and n. [= F. ire-

toUrant = Sp. Pg. iniolerante = It. intollerante,

< L. intoleran(t-)s, intolerant, < in- priv. -I- to-

leran{t-)s, ppr. of tolerare, bear, tolerate : see
tolerant.] I, a. 1. Unable or indisposed to
tolerate, endure, or bear : followed by of.

The powers of human bodies being limited and intoler-

ant of excesses. Arbuthnot.

2. Not tolerant; indisposed to tolerate con-
trary opinions or beliefs ; impatient of dissent
or opposition ; denying or refusing the right of
private opinion or choice in others; inclined
to persecute or suppress dissent.

Intolerant, as is the way of youth
Unless itself be pleased.

Word»worth, Prelude, viL

Keligion harsh, ijitolerant, austere.
Parent of manners like herself severe.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 612.

The gloomiest and most intolerant of a stem brother-
hood. Hawthorne, Snow Image.

II. n. One who does not favor toleration.

Ton might as well have concluded that I was a Jew, or
a Mahometan, as an intolerant and a persecutor.

Bp. Lawth, Letters to Warburton, p. 62.

intolerantly (in-tol'e-rant-li), adv. In an in-
tolerant manner ; without toleration.

intolerate (in-tol'e-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. i«-

tolerated, ppr. intolerating. [< in-^ + toUrate.]
Not to tolerate or endure.

Thejr who observed and had once experienced this in-
tolerating spirit could no longer tolerate on their part.

Shaftesbury, Keflectious, iL 2.

1 would have all intoleration intolerated in its turn.

Chesterfield.

intoleration (in-tol-e-ra'shgn), n. [<iB-3 4-

toleration.] Want of'toleration; intolerance.
That narrow mob-spirit of intoleration. Chesterfield.

intombf, v. t. An obsolete form of entomb.
intonaco, intonico (in-to'na-ko, -ne-ko), n.
[It., rough-cast, plaster, < intonacare, intoni-
care, plaster, cover, < in, on, + tonica, tunic: see
tunic] The last coat of plaster laid on a wall
as a ground for fresco-painting.

The intonaco being spread, the artist painted his subject
in a slight manner with terra rossa, laying in the chiaro-
scuro and details, after which the plaster was allowed to
dry. Encyc. Brit., IX. 770.

intonateif, j,. i, [< l_ intonatus, pp. of into-
nare, thunder, resound, cry out vehemently, <
in, in, on, + tonare, thunder: see thunder. Cf.

intort

detonate.] To thunder ; make a rumbling noise.

Bailey.

intonate^ (in'to-nat), v.; pret. and pp. into-

nated, ppr. intonating. [< ML. intonatus, pTp. of

intonare (> It. intonare = Pg. entoar = Sp. Pr.

entonar = F. entonner), sing according to tone,

intonate, < L. m, in, on, + tonus, tone : see tone.]

1. intram. 1. To intone.— 2. To sound the
tones of the musical scale; practise solmiza-
tion.

II. trams. To pronounce with a tone ; intone

;

utter with a sonant vibration of the vocal cords.

The great TtTiktirrai. [it is finished] shall be inUmated by
the general voice of the whole host of heaven.

S. Harris, On Isa. iii. (1739), p. 262.

The I sets the tip of the tongue against the roof of the
mouth, but leaves the sides open for the free escape of the
intonoAed breath. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 66.

intonation^t (in-to-na'shon), n. [< intonate^ +
-ion.] A thundering; tliunder.

in-tonation^ (in-to-na'shgn), n. [= F. intona-

tion = It. intonagione; as intonat^ + -ion, Cf.

detonation.] 1. Utterance of tones; mode of

enunciation ; modulation of the voice in speak-

ing; also, expression of sentiment or emotion
by variations of tone: as, his intonation was
resonant or harsh.

Erskine studied her [Mrs. Siddons's] cadences and into-

nations, and avowed that he owed his best displays to the-

harmony of her periods and pronunciation.
Doran, Annals of the Stage, II. 262.

To us, whose intonatioTis belong not to the individual
word, but to the whole period, it is difficult to conceive
of the tone with which a word is uttered as a constant,

essential, characteristic and expressive ingredient of the
word itself. O. P. Ma/rsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xiii

2. The act of intoning or speaking with the
singing voice ; specifically, the use of musical
tones in ecclesiastical defivery : as, the intona-

tion of the litany.— 3. In tmisic : (a) The pro-

cess or act of producing tones in general or a
particular series of tones, like a scale, espe-
cially with the voice. The term is often also used
specifically to denote the relation in pitch of tones, how-
ever produced, to the key or the harmony to which they
properly belong ; and it is then applied both to vocal and to

instrumental tones, and is characterized aspure,just, true,

01 a£ impure, false intoruction. (6) In plain-song, the
two or more notes leading up to the dominant
or reoiting-tone of a chant or melody, and usu-
ally sung by but one or a few voices. The
proper intonation varies with the mode used,
and also with the text to be sung Fixed Into-
nation, fixed pitch : applied to the organ, pianoforte, and
other instruments in which the pitch of each note is fixed,

and not, as in the violin, horn, etc., subject to the will of

the performer.

intonator (in'to-na-tgr), n. [< intonate^ + -or.]

A monoehord mathematically subdivided for

the precise study of musical intervals.

intone (in-ton'), v.
;
pret. and pp. intoned, ppr.

intoning. [< ML. intonare, intone, intonate

:

see intonate^. Cf. entune.] I. trans. 1. To
give tone or variety of tone to ; vocalize.

It is a trite observation that so simple a thing as a clear,

appropriate, and properly intoned and emphasized pro-
nunciation in reading aloud is one of the rarest as well
as most desirable of social accomplishments.

O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng, Lang., xiii

2. To bring into tone or tune ; figuratively, to

imbuewith a particulartone of feeling. [Bare. ]

Everyone is penetrated and intoned, so to speak, by the
social atmosphere of the particular medium in which he
lives. Mauddey, Body and Will, p. 156.

3. To speak or recite with the singing voice:
as, to intone the litany.

U. intrans. 1. To utter a tone ; utter a pro-
tracted sound.
So swells eafh wind-pipe ; ass intones to ass, . . .

Such [twang] as from lab'ring lungs the enthusiast blows,
High sound, attempered to the vooal nose.

Pope, Dunciad, iL 253.

Specifically— 2. To use a monotone in pro-
nouncing or repeating; speak or recite with
the singing voice ; chant.

I heard no longer
The snowy-banded, dilettante,
Delicate-handed priest intone.

Tennyson, Maud, viiL

People of this province [Toledo] intone rather than talk

;

their sentences are set to distinct drawling tunes.
Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 61.

3. In music : (a) To produce a tone, or a par-
ticular series of tones, like a scale, especially
with the voice ; sing or chant, (b) In plain-
song, to sing the intonation of a chant or mel-
ody.

intorsion, n. See intortion.

intortt (in-t&rt'), V. t. [< L. intortus, pp. of in-
torquere, curl, twist, < in, in, + torquere, twist:
see torsion. Cf. distortion.] To twist; wreathe

;

wind.



intort
With reverend hand the king presents the gold,Which round th irUorted horns the gilder roll'd.

Pope, Odyssey, ili 565.

intortion (in-tdr'shon), n. [Also intorsion (<
i.mtorsion = Pg. intorsOo); < L. intortioM,
a curling, twisting, < intortus, pp. of mtorgiiere,
curl, twist: see intort.^ A winding, bending,
or twisting; speoifleally, in hot, the bending or
turning of any part of a plant toward one side
or the other, or in any direction from the Ter-
tical.

in totidem verbis (in to-ti'dem vSr'bis). [L.

:

in, in ; totidem, just so inany (< tot, so many, +
demonst. syllable -dem) ; verbis, abl. pi. of ver-
bum, a. word: seeuerft.] In just so many words:
in these very words.
in toto (in to'to). 111.: in = E. in; toto, abl. of
totum, neut. of totits, all: see total.^ In all: in
the whole; wholly; without qualification.
intozicable (in-tok'si-ka-bl), a. [< ML. as if
*tntoxicabilis, < mtoxicdre, intoxicate: see in-
toxicate. ] Capable ofbeing intoxicated or made
drunk: hence, liable to be unduly excited or
controlled by the passions.
If . . . the people [were] not so intoaicabU as to fall in

with their brutal assistance, no good could come of any
false plot. Roger North, Examen, p. 3U.

intoxicant (in-tok'si-kant), ». [< ML. intoxi-
can{t-)s, ppr. of intoxica/re, intoxicate: see in-
toxicate.'] That which intoxicates; an intoxi-
cating substance, as brandy, bhang, etc.

intoxicate (in-tok'si-kat), v.; pret. and pp. in-
toxicated, ppr. intoxicating. [< L. intoxieatvs,

pp. of intoxicate (> It. intosaicare = Sp. entosi-
gar, entosicar, atosigar, atosicar, intoxicar= Pg.
entoxicar, dtoxicar= Pr. entoyssegar, entwysegar,
entoxiguar = F. intoxiqtter), poison, < L. in, in,

+ foiwCM!», poison: seetoxic.2 I. trans, 1. To
poison. [Kare.]
Meat, 1 say, and not poison. For the one doth iTdoxi.

cate and slay the eater, the other feedeth and nourisheth
him. Latinwr, Sermons and Remains, L 35.

3. To make drunk, as with spirituous liquor;
inebriate.

He intoxicate the leper-man.
With liquors very sweet.

Sir Hugh le Blond (Child's Ballads, III. 255).

As with new wine intoxicated both.
They swim in mirth. Nittan, P. L., ix. 1008.

8. Figuratively, to excite to a very high pitch
of feeling; elate to exaltation, enthusiasm, or
frenzy: as, one intoxicated by success.

With grace of Princes, with their pomp and State,
Ambitious Spirits he doth intoxicate.

Sylveeter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 1.

Into what phrenzy lately art thou hapt.
That in this sort intoxicates thy brain?

Drayton, Pastorals, v.

II, intrans. 1. To poison. [Rare.]

Because the poison of this opinion does so easily enter,

and so strangely intoa^ate, I shall presume to give an an-
tidote against it. South, Works, III. 144.

2. To cause or produce intoxication ; have the
property of intoxicating: as, an intoxicating li-

quor,

intoxicatet (in-tok'si-kat), a. [< ML. intoxica-

tus, pp.: see the verb.] Intoxicated.

Deep versed in books, and sliaUow In himself,
Crude or intoxieate, collecting toys.

MUUm, P. K., iv. 328.

intoxication (in-tok-si-ka'shon), «. [= Sp.

intoxicaeion, < ML. intoxicatio{n-), poisoning, <

intoxicare, 'goisou: see intoxicate.'] 1. Poison-
ing.

It has been supposed that only in the case of abraded
surfaces could intoxteoMan-mtTi solutions [of corrosive sub-

lunate] of 1 to 1000 and 1 to 2000 occur.
E. P. Davis, Medical News, I. 310.

2. The act of inebriating, or the state of being
inebriated; drunkenness; the state produced
by drinking too much of an alcoholic liquid, or

by the use of opium, hashish, or the like.— 3.

Figuratively, high excitement of mind; uncon-
trollable passion; frenzy.

A kind of inioxicaMon at loyal rapture, which seemed to

pervade the whole kingdom. Scott.

=Syn. 2. Inebriety.— 3. Infatuation, delirium.

intra (ia'tra). [L. intra, adv. and prep., within,

fern. abl. '(sc. parte) of *interus, within: see

inter- and interior.'] A Latin preposition and
adverb, meaning ' within,' usedm some phrases

occasionally met in English.

intra-. [L. intra-, being the prep, and adv. as

prefix: see intra.] A prefix in many words

from the Latin, meaning 'within.' In the fol-

lowing etymologies it is treated much like

inter-.

intra-abdominal (in''''tra-ab-dom'i-nal), a. [<

li. intra, within, + abdomen, abdomen: see ab-
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dominal.] Situated within the cavity of the ab-
domen.

intra-arterial (in"tra-ar-te'ri-al), a. [< L. in-

<ra, within,+ artenaj artery: s&e arterial.] Ex-
isting within an artery.

intrabranchial (in-tra-brang'ki-al), a. [< L.
intra, within, -f- branchiae, gills : see branchial.]

Situatedbetweenbranchise or gills; lying within
gills or among parts of the branchial apparatus.
intrabuccal (in-tra-buk'al), a. [< L. intra,

within, + bucca, the cheek':' see buccal.] Situ-

ated within the mouth or within the cheek.
intracalicular (in"tra-ka-lik'u-lar), a. [< L. in-

tra, within, + caMeuius, a small ciip: see calicu-

lar, calycle.] Placed within or inside the caly-
cle of a polyp.
intracapsular (in-trft-kap'su-lar), a. [< L. in-

tra, within, + capsuta, a small chest (NL. cap-
sule) : see capsular.] Lying or occurring with-
in a capsule, as a fracture occurring within the
capsular ligament of the hip-joint; specifically,

in Badiolaria, situated within the central cap-
sule.

intracardiac (in-tra-kar'di-ak), a. [< L. intra,

within, -f- Grr. KapS'ia = B. 'heart: see cardiac.']

_
Lying or occurring within the heart.

intracarpellary (in-tra-kar'pe-la-ri), a. [< L.
mtra, within, + NL.carpe^toj, carpel: see ear-
pellary.] Produced among or interior to the

_
carpels. Cooke, Manual of Botanic Terms.

intracartilaginous (in-tra-kar-ti-laj'i-nus), a.

[< L. intra, within, + cartilago, eartUage: see
cartikiginoits.] Lying or occurring within car-
tilage : as, intracartilaginous ossification.

intracavital (in-tra-kav'i-tal), a. [< intra- +
cavity + -al.] In bbt., within the cavities : said
of the supposed path of water in traversing the
stems of plants.

intracellular (in-tra-seru-lar), a. [< intra- +
cellula + -ar^.] Existing or done inside of a
cell: opposed to extracellular: as, intracellular

circulation or digestion; intracellular forma-
tion of spores in certain fvmgi. Most of the
vital activities or functions of the Protozoa are
intracellular.

The intraceUtdar duct of the nephridium and the inter-
cellular duct of the vas deferens may be explained by the
different functions which the organs perform.

Eneyc. Brit,., XXIV. 683.

intracellularly (in-tra-seru-lar-li), adio. With-
in the cells.

Endophytes which vegetate intracellidarly.
De Bmry, Fungi (trans.), p. 362.

intracephalic (in^tra-se-fal'ik or in-tra-sef'a-

lik), a. [< L. intra, within, -1- Gr. ke^TJj', head:
see cephalic] Placed within the head, or with-
in the brain.

intracerebral (in-tra-ser'e-bral), a. [< L. intra,

within, + cerebrum, 'the brain.'] Situated or oc-
curringwithin the cerebrum, or within the brain.

intraclltellian (in'tra-kli-teri-an), a. and n.

[< L. intra, within, -1- NL. cliiellum, q. v., +
4an.] I, a. Having the ducts of the testes open-
ing in, and not before or behind, the clitellum,

as certain terricolous annelids or earthworms.
II, n. An earthworm having this structure.

Perrier divided earthworms into three groups:—(l)Pre-
clitellians (e. g. Lumbricus), wherethe male pores are situ-

ated in front of the clitellum ; (2) Intraclitellians (e. g.
Eudrilas), where the male pores are within the cUtellum;
and (8) Postclitellians (e. g. Periohseta), where the male
pores open behind the cUtellum. Bn/cyc. Brit. , XXIV. 683.

intraclitelline (in'^tra-kli-tel'in), a. [< L. intra,

within, -I- NL. clitellum, q. v., + -ine^.] Placed
within the extent of the clitellum.

intracloacal (in"tra-klo-a'kal), a. [< L. intra,

within, + ctoaca, cloaca: see'ctoacai!.] Situated
inside the cloaca, as the ptois of a turtle or a
crocodile.

intraccelomic (in''''tra-se-lom'ik) ,a. [< L. intra,

within, -I- cwloma H- -jc.] Contained in a coe-

loma: as, intraccelomic muscular bands of a
worm. Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 1888, p. 217.

intracontinental (in-tra-kon-ti-nen'tal), a. [<
mttrOf + continent + -at.] Within the borders
or in the interior of a continental land-mass

;

inland ; not pertaining to the sea-coast.

intracostalis (in"tra-kos-ta'lis), n.
;
pi. intraeos-

tales (-lez). [NL., < L. intra, within, + costa,

rib: see costal.] An internal intercostal mus-
cle ; one of the intercostales interni.

intracranial (in-tra-kra'ni-al), a. [< L. intra,

within,-!- (yranvmn,'ila.e skull: see cranial.] Sit-

uated within the cranium.
intracruraeus (in'tra-kro-re'us), n.

;
pi. intra-

criircei (-i). [< L. intra, within, + NL. crurwus.]

The inner part of the crurseus muscle, com-
monly called the vastus internus. See crurceus.

intramandibular

intractability (iu-trak-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< intrac-

table : see -bility.] Same as intractableness.

He subdued the intraxMbUity of all the four elements^
and made them subservient to the use of man.

Warhwrtm, On Pope's Essay on Man (ed. 1751), ill. 219.

intractable (in-trak'ta-bl), a. [= It. intratta-
bile, < L. vntractdbilis, that may not be handled,
unmanageable, < in- priv. -f- tractabilis, that
may be handled: see tractable.] 1. Not trac-
table or to be drawn or guided by persuasion

;

uncontrollable.

What comforte of life shall he have, when all his parish-
ioners are aoe unsociable, soe intractable, so ill-aSected
unto him, as they usually be to all the English ?

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Hee who is intractable, he whom nothing can perswade,
may boast himself invincible. Milton, Eikonoklastes, ix.

2. Not to be brought into the desired order or
condition; unmanageable; resisting effort: as,
an intractable disposition ; an intractable sub-
ject for literary treatment.

It is amazing what money can do in the way of trans-
forming a sterile and intractable place Into beauty.

C. D. Wa/mer, Roundabout Journey, p. 321.

=Syn. Stubborn, Befractory, etc. (see obstiTiate) ; unruly,
unmanageable, ungovernable, wilful.

intractableness (in-trak'ta-bl-nes), re. The
character or quality of being intractable. Also
intractability.

intractably (in-trak'ta-bli), adv. In an intrac-
table manner; uncontrollably; immanageably.
intractedi (in-trak'ted), a. [< L. in, ia,+
<racf«s, drawn (see tract^),+ -ed^.] Indrawn;
sunken.

With hot intracted tongue and sonken een.
T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, iii. 299.

intractilet (in-trak'til), a. [< j»-3 -I- tractile.]

Not tractile; incapable of being drawn out.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 839.

intracystic (in-tra-sis'tik), a. [< intra- + cyst

+ -ie.] Situated or occurring within a cyst.

intrada (in-tra'da), n. [For *intrata, < It. in-

trata, an entrance, entry, prelude : see entry.]

In music, an introduction, usually instrumen-
tal, often found in old operas and suites.

intradot (in-tra'do), n. [For Hntrada, < Sp. Pg.
entrada, entry: see entry.] 1. Entry.
And now my lady makes her intrado, and begins the

great work of the day. Gentleman Instructed, p. 117.

2. Income.
The statute of Mortmaine, and after it that of Premu-

nire was made ; . . . these much abated his intrado.
PvUer, Church Hist., V. ill. 85.

intrados (in-tra'dos), n. [<F. intrddos,i L. in-

tra, within, + dorsum ('> P. dos), the back: see
dorse'^.] In arch., the interior or lower line,

curve, or surface of an arch or vault. The ex-
terior or upper curve or surface is called the
extrados. See arch'^, 2.

intra-epithelial (in-tra-ep-i-the'li-al), a. Same
a^ interepithelial.

intrafoliaceous (in-tra-fo-li-a'shius), a. [< L.
intra, within, -I- folium, leaf: see foliaceous.]
In bot., growing between the leaves of a pair:

as, intrttfoUaceous stipules in the Bubiaeew.
intragyral (in-tra-ji'ral), a. [< L. intra, within,
+ NL. gyrus, a "gyre': see gyral, gyre.] Situ-

ated in a gyre or convolution of the brain.

intrahepatic (in''''tra-he-pat'ik), a. [< L. intra,

within, -t- (Jr. ^Trap (^irar-), the liver: see he-

patic.] Situated or occurring within the Uver.

intrailt, v. t. Same as entraiP.

intrailst, »*• pl- ^^ obsolete form of entrails.

intraint, v. t. Same as entrain.

intralamellar (in-tra-lam'e-lar), a. [< L. intra,

within, -f- lamella, a thin plate (NL. lamella)

:

see lamellar.] In bot., situated within the la-

mellsB. In the Bymenomycetes the intralamellar
tissue is the same as the trama.

intralar^pgeal (in'tra-la-rin'je-al), a. [< L.
intra,, within, -f- larynx, larynx: see larynx.]

Situated or occurring within the larynx.

intraligamentous (in-tra-lig-a-men'tus), a. [<
intra- + ligarmnt + -ous.] Situated in a liga-

ment ; specifically, oocurring between the two
layers of the broad ligament of the uterus, as

a tumor. Also intraligamentary.

intralobular (in-tra-lob'u-lar), a. [< intra- +
lobule + -ar^.] Situated within a lobule : spe-
cifically applied to veins in the lobules of the
liver. See interlobular and sublobular.

The intralobular vein returns the blood from the center
of the lobule, and opens immediately into a sublobular
vein. Holden, Anat. (1886), p. 698.

intralst, «. pi. An obsolete form of entrails.

intramandibular (in''tra-man-dib'u-lar), a. [<
L. ireira, within, -I- mandibulum, lower jaw (man-
dible) : see mandibular.] Situated in the man-



intramandibulax

dible— that is, between the two sides of the
lower jaw ; interramal.
intramarginal (in-tra-mar'ji-nal), a. [< L. in-
tra, within, + margo {margin^), margin: see
marginal.'] Situated within the margin : as, the
intramarginal vein in the leaves of some of the
plants belonging to the myrtle tribe.
intramatrical (in-tra-mat'ri-kal), a. [< L. in-
tra, within, + matrix {-io-), matrix, + -al.] In
oot., situated within a matrix or nidus.

intramedullary (in-'tra-me-dul'a-ri), a. [< L.
intra, within, + medulla, pith (medulla): see
medullary.'] Situated within the substance of
the spinal cord: as, intramedullary tumors.
intramembranous (in-tra-mem'bra-nus), a. [<
L. intra, within, + memSirana, membrane : see
membranous.] Situated or occurring within the
substance of a membrane : as, intramembranous
ossification.

intrameningeal (iu"tra-me-nin'je-al), a. [< L.
intra, withm, + Gr. fiijviy'^, the membrane in-
closiug the brain: see meningeal] Situated or
occurring within the meninges of the brain.

intramercurial (in'tra-mer-ku'ri-al), a. [< L.
intra, within, + Mercurius, Mercury: see mer-
curial.] Lying within the orbit of the planet
Mercury. The existence ol an Intramercurial planet has
been suspected both from irregularities in the movement
of Mercury and from observations during eclipses; but at
present the evidence is rather against the existence of such
a planet.

intramercurian (in"tra-m6r-ku'ri-an), a. Same
as intramercurial.

intramolecular (in"tra-mo-lek'u-lar), a. [<
intra- + molecule + -af^.] ' Being or occurring
within a molecule.
IvtraimMecutar work [is] done within each several mole-

cule [in the] production of irvtramolecMlm vibration.
A. Baniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 323.

iutramundane (in-tra-mun'dan), a. [< L. in-
tra, within, + mundus, world: see mundane.]
Being within the world; belonging to the ma-
terial world. Imp. Vict.

intramural (in-tra-mU'ral), a. [< L. intra,
within, + murus, wall: see mural.] 1. Being
within the walls or boundaries, as of a city or
building: as, intramural interment is now pro-
hibited in many cities.

The same sort of impressireness as the great irttrmnu-
ral demesne of Magdalen College at Oxford.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sl^etches, p. 184.

2. In anat. and med., situated in the substance
of the walls of a tubular or other hollow organ,
as the intestine.

intramuscular (in-trar-mus'ku-lar), a. [< L. in-
tra, within, -I- musculus, a miisele : see muscu-
lar.] Located or occurring within a muscle.
A . . . very close-meshed networl:, the intramuscular,

whose varicose flbrillse occupy the narrow passages be-
tween the contractile cells.

Frey, HistoL and Histochem. (trans.), p. 325.

intranasal (in-tra-na'zal), a. [< L. intra, with-
in, -I- nasus, nose: see'nasal.] Situated or oc-
curring within the nose.

Neurotic asthma and other neurotic maladies in their
relations to intraruviaZ disease. Medical Jfews, XLIX. 213.

intranceH, »• An obsolete spelHng of entrance'^.

intrance^t, intrancementt. Obsolete forms
of entrance^, entrancement.

intranguillity (in-trang-kwil'i-ti), n. [< in-3 -1-

tranquillily.] Lack of tranquillity; unquiet-
ness; inquietude.
That ititranquiUity which makes men impatient of lying

in their beds. Sir W. Temple.

intrans. An abbreviation of intransitive.

intranscalency (in-trans-ka'len-si), n. [< L.
inr- priv. -I- tran^, over, through', -I- calescen{t-)s,

ppr. of calescere, grow hot, < calere,'be hot: see
calescence.] Imperviousness to heat. [Rare.]
This extraordinary intravscalency of aqueous vapour to

rays issuing from water has been conclusively proved by
Tyndall. K Frankland, Exper. in Chem., p. 977.

intranscalent (in-trans-ka'lent), a. [< in-3 +
transcalent.] Impervious to heat. [Rare.]
Water is intranscalent to rays of obscure heat.

E. Frankland, Exper. in Chem., p. 985.

intransformable (in-trans-f6r'ma-bl), a. Not
transformable ; incapable of transformation.
The transformable gives place to the intran^ormable.

J. Sully, Hind, XIL 118.

intransgressible (in - trans - gres ' i - bl), a. [<

iM-3 -t- transgressible.] Not transgressible ; in-

capable of being passed.
A divine reason or sentence intransgressible and inevit-

able, proceeding from a cause that cannot be diverted or
impeached. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 859.

Intransient (in-tran ' shent), a. [< mj-3 -t- tran-

sient.] Xot transient; not passing suddenly
away.
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An unchangeable, an intransient, indefeasible priest- intra-OCUlaT (in-tra-ok'H-lar), a. [< L. intra,
bood. ^^insfteci, Sermons, p. 93. within, + oculus, eye: see ocular.] Situated

intransigent (in-tran'si-jent), a. and n. [= F. within the eye—that is, within the OTeball.

intramigeant, also intransigent (after Sp.); < intra-orbital (in-tra-6r'bi-tal), o. [<.'Li. intra,

Sp. imiraKsjpente, not compromising, not ready within, 4- orfiita, orbit: see orbital.] Situated
to compromise, < L. in- priv. + transigen(t-)s, in the orbit of the eye ; lying in the eye-socket,
ppr. of iransigrere, pp. <ram«ac*MS, transact, come intra-osseous (in-tra-os'e-us), a. [< L. intra,

to a settlement: see transact.] I, a. Refusing within, + os (oss-),"bone: see osseous,] Situ-
to agree or come to an understanding; uneom- ated within a bone.
promising ; irreconcilable : used especially of intia-ovarian (in"tra-o-va'ri-an), a. [< intra-

some extreme political party. See intranst- + ovary + -an,] Contained in or not yet dis-

gentist. charged from the ovary, as an ovum.
The opposition secured 83 seats out of 114 in the new intrap (in-trap'), V. t. See entrap.

Storthing, and was able to elect all its most intraraigent intranaracentral (in-tra-par-a-sen'tral), O, [<
members into the Lagtiiing. :^ ~ ^..-7 n •v^_j:i_ j-t,." f

"

Nineteenth Century, XXTIT. 59.

II. n. Same as intran^entist,

intransigentism (in-tran'si-jen-tizm), n, [< in-

transigent + -izm.] The doctrine or program
of the intransigentists.

Communism, intransigentism, and nihilism are not well
represented in scientific reunions.

GMwin Smith, Pop. Set Mo., XX. 757.

intransigentist (in-tran'si-jen-tist), n. [< in-
"

" An irreconcilable per-

intra- + paracentral.] "Lying in the"paracen-
tral gyre of the brain : as, an intraparacentral

fissure.

intraparietal (in'''tra-pa.-ii'e-tal), a, [< L. intra,

within, + paries {'pariei-), a wall: see parietal,']
1. Situated or happening within walls or with-
in an inelosure; shut out from public view;
hence, private: as, intraparietal executions.

—

2. In anat., situated in the parietal lobe of the
brain : as, the intraparietal fissure of the cere-
brum. See fissure.

transigent + -isfc] 1
son.— 2. Specifically, in BoKiics; (a) A mem- . . , . -^. ^ .. ,, -i^ ry t
ber of a ra(£cal party in Spain, which in 1873- mtrapelviC (m-tra-pel'vik), «• [< L. tntra,

74 fomented aniiisuccessful insurrection. (6)
within, + NL-jje^iJis, q. v.] Situated withm

A member of a faction in Prance whose par-
liamentary program includes various radical re-
forms and socialistic changes. Also intransi-

gent.

intransitive (in-tran'si-tiv), a. and n. [= F.
intransitif = Sp. Pg. It. intransitivo, < LL. in-

transitivus, not transitive, < jw- priv. -I- transiti- intrapetaloUS (in-tra-pet'a-lus).

the pelvis.

intraperitoneal (in-tra-per'''i-to-ne'al), a. [<

intra- + peritoneum + -al.] Placed in the cav-
ity of the peritoneum.

«MS, transitive: see transitive.] t.a. 1. Jjigram.,
not expressing an action that passes immedi-
ately over to an object; not taking a direct ob-
ject: said of verbs that require a preposition
before their object, or take one only indirectly,

or in the manner of a dative: as, to stand on
the ground; to swim in the water; to run away.
But the distinction of transitive and intransitive is not a
very sharp one in EnglistL Every transitive verb is Capa-
ble of being used also intransitively, or without an ex-
pressed object ; and, on the other hand, many intransi-
tives may be used transitively (the verb being usually
causal), taking a direct object, as in to run a horse, or
merely a cognate object, as in to run a race ; or are used
factitively with a more general object, as in to breathe a
prayer, to look love, or with an objective predicate, as in to
sing one's self hoarse, to stare one out of countenance, and
so on. Owing, also, to the non-distinction of dative and
accusative in modem English, a construction often seems
transitive which is historically intransitive ; as, to/orffive
us, where us is historically dative, the direct object being
understood, or expressed as in " forgive us our debts. " Ab-
breviated intrant.

2. Not transitive, in the logical or mathemati-
cal sense.

Intraperitoneal injections cause death in two or three
days. Medical News, LIL 641.

[< L. in-

tra, within, -f NL.^etofem, a petal: seepetal.]
In zool., situated within a petaloid ambula-
crum of a sea-urchin. See cut under Spatan-

intrapetiolar (in-tra-pet'i-o-lar), a. [< L. in^a,
within, + petiolus, a little stalk, a
petiole (see petiole), + -ar^.] In
hot.: (a) Situatedwithin or interior
to a petiole : applied to a pair of
stipules which unite by the mar-
gins that are nearest to the peti-
ole, and thus seem to form a single
stipide between the petiole and
the stem or branch. (6) Inclosed
by the expanded base of the peti-
ole : applied to buds formed in the
fall immediately under the base of
the petiole of leaves of the previ-
ous summer, into a cavity of which they project
and are not exposed until the fall of the leaf,

as in Platanus, Bhtts, etc. It is often confounded

Intrapedolar.

XT T -u 1- 1- J i with interpeUolar.

eri%ke^ftr^-kn;?^Ut'47aT-n^^ ^S^fe/^-^^^-^^*'^-^-^^^' "• "^"^^

intransitively (in-tra,n'si-tiv-li), adv. In the intraphilosophic (in-tra-fil-6-sof'ik), a. [< L.

TnTZvtZ—l^Zlti:^''''''''''''''- -f«;withinr + Wop/.i<i, philosophy: see

X^^ilnliZT^IWXhn = E.«; JPj^^'^i''«cO Within the limits of philosopHc

transitUjBM. of transitus, -passage: see traiisit.]
^' L-n-'^ie-J

In transit; on the way; in course of transpor- ^^"* is the nature of this or that existence in the sn-

tation: as: if onewhoVBgoodswithoutpV ^•'"'''"^'""''To^^^^^i'^SLuon. I. in. , 1.

[< L. intra,

_ , ^ J Situated
upon the inner side of the sole of the foot:
opposed to extraplantar : as, the intraplantar
nerve.
intraprotoplasmic (in-tra-pro-to-plaz'mik), a.

[< intra- +_protoplasm + -ic] ' Being or oo-

_
curring in the substance of protoplasm.
intrapulmonary (in-tra-pul'mo-nar-ri), a. [<
L. intra, within,+ pulnt6(,n-), lung:' see pulmo-

'.] The quality of being intrans- ,-^2;l«^orr ^^!?*^.•*^^^^S^ r.vt J. uoxugiuuKiiiB
intraretinal (in-tra-ret'i-nal), a. [< intra-

+

controversy as to the point at which the transit is deemed
to have ceased, and the goods to have come under the do-
minion of the buyer.

intransmissible (in-trans-mis'i-bl), a. [= Pg.
intransmissivel; as in-^ -i- transmissible.] Not
transmissible; incapable of being transmit-
ted.

intransmutability (in-trans-m1i-ta-bil'i-ti), n.

[= Sp. intransmutabilidad ; as intransmutable +
4ty: see-J

""

mutable.
intransmutable (iu-trans-mii'ta-bl), a. [= F.
intransmuable = Sp. intransmutable = It. in- ,•„*__„»_,<+„ i , ^^ /• ^ ^^ r^
trasmutdbile; as i«-3 -I- transmutable.] Not ^*.f??«'??*ti^-*S'fl*™^-*9l)' *!;

t<

transmutable; incapable of being transmuted —•'?^' /^ semfei, path: see sem%ta.]

or changed into another substance.
Some of the most leam'd and experienc'd chymists do

affirm quicksilver to be intrammmOable, and therefore call
it liquor ajtemus. Ray, Works of Creation, i.

intrant (in'trant), n. [< L. intran{t-)s, ppr. of
intrare, go in, enter: see enter^, and cf. en-
trant.] 1. Same as entrant.

A new oath was imposed upon intrants.

retina H- -al.] Situated within the substance
of the retina.

L. intra,

. . - J Situated
_
within a semita of an echinoderm.
intraspinal (in-tra-spi'nal), a. [< L. intra,
within, -1- spina, spine : see spine.] Lying, ex-
isting, or occurring within the spinal canal, or

_
within the spinal cord.

intratarsal (in-tra-tar'sal), a. [< intra^ + tar-
sus + -al.] Situated upon the inner side of
the tarsus.

2. In English universities, an elector; one who
is elected to choose with others a person to fill

an office.

intranuclear (in-tra-nii'kle-ar), a. [< L. intra,
within, -t- KMcteMS, nucleus! see nuclear.] Situ-
ated within a nucleus : opposed to extranuclear.

Hume',Bi8t. Eng.,liu. iutratelluric (in-tra-te-lu'rik), a. [< L. intra.
within, -H tellus (telliir-), the earth: see telluric.]
In lithol., a term first used by Eosenbnsch to
designate that period in the formation of an
eruptive rock which immediately precedes its
appearance on the surface. The mineral constita-
ents which separate or become individualized at or during
that time are called by him intratelluric.



intratelluric

It was after their slow development in the magma, dur-
ing an intra-telluric period, that the mass in which they
Boated was upraised. Nature, XXXIX. 273.

intraterritorial (in-tra-ter-i-to'ri-al), a. [< L.
intra, within, + territorium, territory: see terri-
torial.'] Existing within a territory: opposed
to extraterritorial.

intrathecal (in-tra-the'kal), a. [< intra- +
NL. theca, q. v., + -a?.] Contained in the the-
oa, as a part of a coral.

The intrathecal parts ol the polyp, the endoderm cells,
are entirely converted into a parenchymatous tissue.

G. C. Bourne, Micros. Science, XXVIII. 31.

intrathoracic {in'tra-tho-ras'lk), a. [< L. in-
tra, within, + NL. tH'orax (-ac-), thorax.] Situ-
ated or occurring within the thorax or chest:
as, ^he heart and lungs are intrathoracic organs.

intratropical (in-tra-trop'i-kal), a. [< L. intra,
within, + LL. tropicus, tropic, + -al.'i Situated
within the tropics ; of or pertaining to the re-
gions within the tropics: as, an intratropical
climate.

intra-urban(in-tra-6r'ban),a. [<L.i»*ra, with-
in, -(- urbs, city: see urban.} Situated within a
city; relating to what is within the limits of a
city.

The telephone is coming more and more Into use for
short distances and intra-urban communications.

Edinburgh Rm., CLXIV. 15.

intra-Uterine (in-tra-u'te-rin), a. [< L. intra,

within, + uterus, womb : see uterine.'} Lying,
existing, or occurring within the uterus.

"

intravalvular (in-tra-val'vu-lar), a. [< L. in-
tra, within, -t- NL. ialvula, 'a "tittle valve : see
valvular.'] In bot., placed within valves, as the
dissepiments of many of the Cruciferce.

intravasation (in-trav-a-sa'shgn), n. [< L. in-

tra, within, -t- vas, vessel, + -ation. Cf . extrava-
sation.] The entrance into vessels of matters
formed outside of them or in their parietes.
Dunglison. [Rare.]
intravascular (iu-tra-vas'ku-lar), a. [< L. in-

<ro, within^ -i- vasculum, a little vessel: see vas-
cular.'] Situated within a vessel, specifically

within a blood-vessel.
intravenous (in-tra-ve'nus), a. [< L. intra,

within, + vena, veiii: see venous.] Situated or
occurring within veins.

intraventricular (in"tra-ven-trik'u-lar), a. [,<

L. intra, within, + veniriculus, ventricle: see

ventricular.] Existing or taking place within
one of the ventricles of either the heart or the
brain.

intravertebrated (in-tra-ver'tf-bra-ted), a. - [<
intra- + vertebrated.] Having an endoskeleton,
as a vertebrate ; vertebrated, in a usual sense.

Thomas, Med. Diet.

intravesical (in-tra-ves'i-kal)j a. [< L. intra,

within,+ vesica, bladder.] " Situated or occur-
ring within the bladder.

intravitelline (in"tra-vi-tel'in), a. [< L. intra,

within, -I- vitellus, the yolk of an egg.] Situ-

ated or occurring in the substance of the vitel-

lus or yolk.

intraxylary (iu-tra-zi'la-ri), a. 1<'L. intra,

within, + Grr. ftiAov, wood, -I- -ary^.] In bot,

within the xylem : said of certain tissues that
occur inside the xylem, as in the Combretacew,
which are characterized, with a few exceptions,

by the presence of an intraxylary soft bast pro-

vided with sieve-tubes.

intreasureti "• t- See entreasure.

intreatt, v. An obsolete form of entreat. Spen-

ser.

intreatancet (in-tre'tans), n. [< intreat +
-ance.'] Same as entredtance. Holland.

intreatfult, intreatmentf. Same as entreatful,

intreatyt, n. An obsolete form of entreaty.

SaMuyt.
intrench (in-trench'), v. [Also entrench; < in-^

-\- trench."] I. trans. If. To make a trench or

furrow in; furrow; cut.

It was this very sword entrenched it [a wound].
Shak., All's Well, ii. 1, 46.

His face

Deep soars of thunder had intremh'd.
Milton, P. L., I 601.

3. To surround as with a trench or ditch.

A little farther is a bay wherein talleth 3 or 4 prettie

hrookes and creekes that halfe intrench the Inhahitants of

Warraskoyao. Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 116.

I went to work ... to build me another house, . . .

and intrenched it round with a ditch, and planted an hedge.

B. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 382).

3. To fortify with a trench or ditch and para-

pet ; strengthen or protect by walls of defense

:

as, to intrench a camp or an army.
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The English in the suburbs close inireneh'd.
Shak., IHen. VI.,i. 4,9.

The national troops were now strongly intrenched in
Chattanooga Valley, with the Tennessee Eiver behind
them. tr. S. grant. The Century, XXXI. 129.

Hence— 4. To fortify or defend by any pro-

tecting agency; surround with or guard by any-
thing that affords additional security against
attack.

Conscience has got safely entrenched behind the letter

of the law. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

II. intrans. To invade ; encroach : with on or

upon.
Do you start

At my entrenching on your private liberty.

And would you force a highway through mine honour,
And make me pave it too ?

.Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iv. 2.

It intrenches very much upon impiety and positive re-

linquishing the education of their children, when mothers
expose the spirit of the child . . . to . . . the careless-

ness of any less-obliged person.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 41.

= Sjrn. Encroach upon, InSringe upon, etc. See tre^ass, v. i.

intrenchantf (in-tren' chant), a. [< m-S +
trenchant.] Not trenchant or cutting ; also, in-

capable of being cut ; indivisible by cutting.

As easy mayst thou the intrenchant air

With thy keen sword impress.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 8, 9.

intrencher (in-tren'cher), n. One who intrench-
es ; one who digs a trench, or is employed in in-

trenching.

Their fighting redeemed well their shortcomings as in-

trenchers. The Century, XXIX. 102.

intrenchment (in-trench'ment), n. [Also en-

trenchment; < intrench -i- -ment.] 1. The act
of intrenching.— 2. In fort., a general term
for a work consisting of a trench or ditch and
a parapet (the latter formed of the earth dug
from the ditch), constructed for a defense
against an enemy. See cut under jjaj-opei.

—

3. Figuratively, any defense or protection.—4.
Encroachment.
The slightest intrenchmffttt upon individual freedom.

Sovthey.

intrepid (in-trep'id), a. [= F. intr^pide = Sp.
intr^ido = Pg. It. intrepido, < L. intrepidus, not
alarmed, undaunted, v in- priv. + trepidus,

alarmed, shaken, anxious : see trepidation.] 1.

Not moved by danger; free from alarm; un-
daunted: as, an intrepid soldier.— 2. Indicat-
ing or springing from coin-age.

That quality [valour], which signifies no more than an
intrepid courage. Dryden, iEneid, Ded.

He [Stuyvesant] patrolled with unceasing watchfulness
the boundaries of his little territory ; repelled every en-
croachment with intrepid promptness.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 461.

=Syn. Daring, dauntless, courageous, valiant, undis-
mayed, gallant, doughty, heroic.

intrepidity (in-trf-pid'i-ti), n. [= F. intr^i-
diti = It. intrepid/ita ; iisintrepid + -ity.] The
quality of being intrepid ; freedom from alarm

;

coolness in encountering danger; undaunted
courage or boldness.

While he assumes the appearance of intrepidity before
the world, he trembles within himself.

H. Blair, Works, HI. vii.

He had the rare merit of combining sagacity with in-

trepidity in action. Premott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 16.

intrepidly (in-trep'id-li), adv. In an intrepid
manner; fearlessly; daringly; resolutely.

in-triangle (in'tri"ang-gl), n. [< in{scribed) +
triangle.] An inscribed triangle.

intricablet (ii^'tri-ka-bl), a. [< L. as if *in-

tricabilis, < immcare, "entangle : see intricate.]

Entangling.

They shall remain captive, and entangled in the amor-
ous irUricttble net. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iii. 7.

intricacy (in'tri-ka-si), n.; pi. intricacies (-siz).

[< intrica{te) + -cy.] The state of bein^ in-

tricate or entangled; perplexity; involution;
complication; maze.
The modem tragedy excells that of Greece and Rome in

the intricacy and disposition of the fable.
Spectator, No. 39.

A science whose depths and intricacies he explored.
Sumner, On Story.

Intricatse (in-tri-ka'te), n. pi. [NL. (Nylander,

1854), fem. pi. of L. intricatus, intricate : see
intricate.] A series or division of lichens em-
bracing the tribes Usneei, Boccellei, Bamalinei,
and Cetrariei. They are now regarded as gen-
era of the tribe Palmellaeei.

intricate (in'tri-kat), a. [= OP. enirique =
Sp. Pg. intrincado, entangled, < L. intricatus,

pp.: see the verb.] 1. Perplexingly involved
or entangled; hard to disentangle or disengage.

intrigue

or to trace out ; complicated ; obscure : as, an
intricate knot ; the intricate windings of a laby-
rinth; intricate accounts; the intricate plot of

a tragedy.

You have put me upon such an odd intricate Piece of
Business that I think there was never the like of it.

Howell, Letters, ii. 19.

Being got about two thirds of the way up, we came to
certain Grotto's cut with intricate Windings and Caverns
under ground. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 104,

2. Inentom., having unequal elevations and de-
pressions placed irregularly and close together,
but without running into each other : said of a
sculptured surface. =Syn. 1. Intricate, Complex, Com.
plicated. Compound. Betweeu complex and complicated
there is the same difference as between complexity and
complication. (See complication.) That is complex which
is made up of many parts, whose relation is perhaps not
easily comprehended ; if this latter be true, especially if

it be true to a marked degree, the thing is said to be com-
plicated; it is also complicated if its parts have become
entangled : as, the matter was still further complicated by
their failure to protest against the seizure. That is intri-

cate which, like a labyrinth, makes decision with regard
to the right path or coui'se to pursue difiicult : as, an in-
tricate question. Compound generally implies a mixture
or union of parts in some way that makes a whole ; as, a
compound flower; compound motion; a compound idea;
the word does not, like the others, suggest difiiculty in
comprehension. See implicate.

intricate (in'tri-kat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. intri-

cated, ppr. intricating. [< L. intricatus, pp. of
intricare, entangle, perplex, embarrass, < in, in,

+ tricce, trifles, vexations, perplexities. See in-

trigue, and cf. extricate.] To render intricate or
involved; make perplexing or obscure. [Rare.]

Concerning original sin, . . . there are . . . many dis-

putes which may intricate the question.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 130.

intricately (in'tri-kat-li), adv. l. In an intricate
manner; with involution or infoldings; with
perplexity or intricacy.

The sword (whereto they only had recourse)
Must cut this knot so intricately ty'd.

Whose vain contrived ends are plain descry'd.
Daniel, Civil Wars, vii.

2. In ew<oj»., with an intricate sculpture; close-
ly but without coalescence : as, intricately punc-
tured; intricately Yerraoose.

intricateness (iu'tri-kat-nes), n. Intricacy.

I understand your pleasure, Eugenius, and shall en-
deavour to comply with it ; but the difBculty and intri-

cateness of the subject of our discourse obliges me to do
it by steps. Boyle, Works, IV. 413.

intricationt (in-tri-ka'shon), n. [< OF. intri-

cation = Sp. (obs.) entricacion, intricacion, < L.
as if *intricatio{ii^), < intricare, entangle : see
intricate, v.] Entanglement. [Kare.]

I confess I do not see how the motus circularis simplex
should need to be superadded to the contact or intrica-

tion of the cohering firm corpuscles, to procure a cohesion.
Boj/ie, Works, I. 240.

intriet, v. t. [< OF. intruire, intrure, eontr. of
introduire, introduce : see introduce.] To in-

troduce ; add.

To cley and chalk the flrth part intrie

Of gipse, and doo the rootes to III yere.

And this wol make hir greynes white and clere.

Palladius, Husbondrie (B. B. T. S.), p. 116.

intrigant (in'tre-gant; F. pron. an-tre-gon'), n.

[Also intriguant; ^ F. intrigant (= Sp. Pg. It.

intrigante), prop. ppr. of intriguer, intrigue: see
intrigue, v.] A male intriguer.

Illiterate intriguants, conscious of the party strength
behind them, insisted on shaping legislation according to
their own fancy. The Century, XXXIII. 33.

intrigante (in'tre-gant; p. pron. an-tre-gont'),

n. [< F. intrigante, fem. of intrigant, ppr. of iii-

triguer, intrigue: see intrigue, v.] A woman
given to intrigue ; a female intriguer.

intrigue (in-treg'), V. ; pret. and pp. intrigued,

ppr. intriguing. [= D. intrigneren = Gr. intri-

guiren = Dan. intrigere = Sw. intrigera, < F.
intriguer, OF. intriguer, intricquer, intrinquer,
entriquer = Pr. entricar, intricar = Sp. Pg. in-

trigar, intricar = It. intricare, intrigare, per-
plex, puzzle, intrigue, < L. intricare, entangle,
perplex, embarrass : Bee intricate,v.] I, trans.

1. To entangle ; involve; cause to be involved
or entangled. [A Gallicism.]

How doth it [sin] perplex and intrigue the whole course
of your lives

!

J. Scott, Christian Life, I. 4,

Because the drama has been in times past and in other
conditions the creature, the prisoner, of plot, it by no
means follows that it must continue so ; on the contrary,
it seems to us that its liberation follows ; and of this we
see signs in the very home of the highly intrigued drama.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 316.

2. To plot for ; scheme for.

The Duchess of Queensberry has at last been at court

;

a point she has been intriguing these two years.
Walpole, Letters, II. 89.



intrigue

II. intrans. 1. To practise underhand plot-
ting or scheming ; exert secret influence for the
accomplishment of a purpose ; seek to promote
one's aims in devious and clandestine ways.

Chesterfield, towards the end of his career, intrigtied

against Newcastle with the Duchess of Yarmouth.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iii.

2. To have clandestine or illicit intercourse.

intrigue (in-treg'), n. [= D. G. intrigue = Dan.
intrige = Sw. intrig, < F. intrigue, a plot, in-

trigue, formerly also intrique, intrioateness, a
maze, = 8p. Pg. intriga = It. intrigo, intrico, in-

trioateness, a maze, plot, intrigue ; from the
verb: se& intrigue, v."^ If. Intricacy; compli-
cation; maze.
But though this vicinity of ourselves cannot give us the

full prospect of all the iTdrigiies of our nature, yet we have
thereby . . . much more advantage to know ourselves
than to know other things without us.

Sir M. Bale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 21.

2. Secret or underhand plotting or scheming;
the exertion of secret influence for the accom-
plishment of a purpose.

Habits of petty intrigue and dissimulation might have
rendered him incapable of great general views, hut that
the expanding eilect of his philosophical studies counter-
acted the narrowing tendency. Macavlay, Machiavelli.

3. A clandestine plot; a scheme for entan-
gling others, or for gaining an end by the ex-
ertion of secret influence : as, to expose an in-

His invention was ever busy in devising intrigues, which
he recommended by his subtle, Insinuating eloquence.

Prescott, Terd. and Isa., i. 3.

In the first Hanoverian reigns the most important in-

fluences were Court intrigues or parliamentary corruption.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iii.

4. The plot of a play, noem, or romance ; the
series of complications in which a writer in-

volves his imaginary characters.

As these causes are the beginning of the action, the op-
posite designs against that of the hero are the middle of
it, and form that dilflculty or intrigue which make up the
greatest part of the poem.

Le Eossu, tr, in pref. to Pope's Odyssey.

5. Clandestine intercourse between a man and
a woman ; illicit intimacy ; a liaison.

Of the three companions I had this last half year, . . .

I was obliged to send away the third, because I suspected
au i-nlrigue with the chaplain. Goldsmith, Vicar, xi.

intriguer (in-tre'ger), n. One who intrigues;
one who forms plots, or pursues an object by
secret means.

intriguery (in-tre'g6r-i), n. [< intrigue + -ery.']

The practice of intrigue.

intriguesst (in-tre'ges), n. [< intrigue + -ess.']

A woman who schemes or intrigues.

His family was very ill qualified for that place, his lady
being a most violent itttriguess in business.

Roger North, Lord Guilford, 1. 168.

intriguing (in-tre'ging), y). a. Forming secret
plots or schemes ; addicted to intrigue

;
given

to secret machinations : as, an intriguing dis-

position.

There is something more intrigviTi^ in the amonrs of
Venice than in those of other countries.

Addison, Kemarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 392.

=SyiL Ar^ul, Sly, etc. (see cunning^) ; insidious, design-
ing, deceitful, plotting, scheming.

intriguingly (in-tre'ging-li), adv. With in-

trigue ; with artifice or secret machinations.
intriguisht (in-tre'gish), a. [< intrigne + -isfei.]

Intriguing; underhand; scheming
Considering the assurance and application of women,

especially to aHairs that are irdriguish, we must conclude
that the chief address was to Mrs. Wall.

Roger North, Examen, p. 193.

intriguist (in-tre'gist), ». An intriguer. Lever.
intrinset (in-trins'), a. [Irreg. abbr. from in-

trinsicate.) Intricate; entangled.

Bite the holy cords atwain
Which are too intrinse t' unloose.

Shak., Lear, iL 2, 81.

intrinsecalt, a. See intrinsical.

intrinsecateti «• See intrinsicate.

intrinsic (in-trin'sik), a. and n. [Prop. Hntrin-
sec (the term, being conformed to -ie) = F.
intrinseque = Pr. intrinsec = Sp. intrinseco =
Pg. intrinseco = It. intrinseco, intrinsico, < L.
intrinsecus, on the inside, inwardly, < inter (*in-

tnm), within, H- secus, by, on the side. Cf. ex-

trinsic.'] I. a. 1. Being within; penetrating
inward; intimate; familiar; intestine; domes-
tic.

And though to be thus elemented arm
These creatures from home-bom intrinsic harm.

Donne, Anatomy of the V*forld, i.

Hence— 2. Pertaining to the inner or essential
nature ; intimately characterizing ; inherent

;

essential; genuine; belongingto the subject in
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its very existence : as, the intrinsic value of gold

or silver; the intrinsic merit of an action.

As Coin, which bears some awful Monarch's Face,

For more than its intrimick Worth wiU pass.

Congreve, To Dryden.

The intellect pierces the form, . . . detects intrinsic

likeness between remote things, and reduces all things

into a few principles. Emerson, Essays, Ist ser., p. 296.

3. In Scots law, intimately connected with the

point at issue : applied to circumstances sworn
to by a party on an oath of reference that make
part of the evidence afforded by the oath, and
cannot be separated from it.—4. In anat., ap-

plied to those muscles of the limbs which take

origin within the anatomical limits of the limb,

such limits including the pectoral and pelvic

arches Hosteler Intrinslct. See hosteler.— tatcin-
slc divisor. See dimsor.—Intrinsic ecLuation of a
plane curve. See eguaUm,.—Intrinsic mode, in logic, a
mode which necessarily affects its subject as soon as the
latter comes into actu^ existence, although the mode is

no part of the definition, general conception, or formality
of the subject, and, indeed, such a mode is incapable of

any general description. The intrinsic modes, according
to the Scotists, are nine— to wit, finite and infinite, act

and power, necessary and contingent^ existence, reality,

and hsBcceity.—Intrinsic relation, in the Scotistic logic,

a relation which necessarily exists as soon as the related
things exist ; such relations are, for example, similitude
and paternity. = Syn. 1. Interior, Inwa/rd, etc. See inner.

Il.t n. A genuine or essential quality. War-
burton,

intrinsical (in-trin'si-kal), a. and n. [Prop., as

formerly, intrinsecal ; i' intrinsic + -al.] I. a.

Same as intrinsic.

So inirinsiccU is every man unto himself, that some
doubt may be made, whether any would exchange his be-

ing. Sir T. Eroume, Letter to a Friend.

How far God hath given Satan power to do good for the
blinding of evUl men, or what intrinsecaU operations he
found out; I cannot now dispute.

A. WUgon, Autobiography.

He falls into intrinsecal society with Sir John Graham,
. . . who dissuaded him from marriage. Sir H. Wotton,

Il.t n. That which is intrinsic or interior; in-

ward being, thought, etc.

This history will display the very intrinsicalsoi the Cas-
tilian, who goes for the prime Spaniard.

KoweU, Letters, iv, 11.

intrinsicality (in-trin-si-kal'i-ti), n. [< intrin-

sical + -ity.] The quality of being intrinsic;

essentiality. Boget.

intrinsically (in-trin'si-kal-i), adv. In an in-
trinsic manner; internally; in its nature; es-

sentially.

intrinsicalness (in-trin'si-kal-nes), n. The
quality of being intrinsical; intrinsicaUty. Bai-
ley, 1727.

intrinsicatet (in-trin'si-kat), a. [Appar. < It.

intrinsecato, intrinsicato, pp. otintrinsiear, make
intimatOj refl. become intimate, < intrinseco, in-

trinsico, inward, intimate, intrinsic : see intrin-

sic. The sense is appar. taken from vntricate.]

Entangled
;
perplexed. Also intrinsecate.

With thy sharp teeth this knot intrinsicate
Of life at once untie. Shak., A. and C, v. 2, 307.

Yet there are certain punctilios, . . . certain intrinse-
cate strokes and wards, to which your activity is not yet
amounted. B. Jonson, Cynthia's IteveU, v. 2.

intro-. [L. intro, prefix intra-, within, on the in-
side, inwardly, neut. abl. of Hnterus, inner : see
intra-, inferior.'] A Latin adverb used as a pre-
fix, signifying 'within, into, in.'

introcession (in-tro-sesh' on), n. [< L. intro,

within, -h ces«io(n-), a yielding : see cession.] In
med,, a depression or sinking of parts inward.
introconversion (in'tro-kpn-ver'shon), n. [<
L. intro, vrithin, + comversio{n-), conversion:
see con/version.] In chem., the transformation
or conversion of one of two compounds into
the other.

introconvertibility (in^tro-kon-vto-ti-biri-ti),

n. [< intro- + convertible -)-' -iiy.] In chem", the
property common to two or more compounds of
being transformed or converted the one into the
other through a change in their structural for-
mula without change in ultimate composition.
The reactions and introconvertibility of maleic and fu-

made derivatives cannot be brought in harmony with the
assumption. Amer. Chem. Jour., IX. 871.

introd. An abbreviation of introduction.

introduce (in-tro-diis'), V. t.; pret. and pp. intro-

duced, ppr. introducing. [= F. introduire = Pr.
entroduire = Sp. introducir = Pg. introduzir =
It. inirodwre, introducere, < L. introducere, lead
in, bring into practice, bring forward, < intro,

within, + ducere, lead: see duct.] 1. To lead
or bring in ; conduct or usher in : as, to intro-

duce a person into a drawing-room ; to intro-

duce foreign produce into a country.

introduction

Socrates is introduced by Xenophon severely chiding a
friend of his for not entering into the public service when
he was every way qualified for it.

Sutifl, Nobles and Commons, iv.

Puff. Now, then, for soft music.
Sneer. Pray what's that for?

Puff. It shows that Tilburina is coming j—nothing in-

troduces you a heroine like soft music.
Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 2.

Homer has introdAvced into his Battel of the Gods every

thing that is great and terrible in Nature.
Addison, Spectator, No. 333.

2. To pass in; put in; insert: as, to introduce

one's J finger into an aperture.—3. To, make
known, as one person to another, or two per-

sons to each other; make acquainted by per-

sonal encounter or by letter
;
present, with the

mention of names and titles.

Acouple ofhours later [you] find yourself in the " world,"
dressed, introduced, entertained, inquiring, talking.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Slietches, p. 138.

4. To bring into notice, use, or practice ; bring
forward for acceptance : as, to introduce a new
fashion, or an improved mode of tillage.

He first introduced the cultivation and dressing of vines.

Bacon, Fable of Dionysius.

5. To bring forward with preliminary or pre-

paratory matter; open to notice: as, to intro-

duce a subject with a long preface.— 6t. To
produce; cause to exist; induce.

Whatsoever introduces habits in children deserves the
care and attention of their governors. Locke, Education.

introducement (in-tro-dus'ment), n. [< intro-

duce + -ment.] Introduction'. [Kare.]

Without the introducement of pew or obsolete forms or

terms, or exotic models. MUlon, Free Commonwealth.

introducer (in-tro-dii'ser), n. One who or that

which introduces ; one who brings into notice,

use, or practice.

Letus next examine thegreat introducers of new schemes
in philosophy. Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

introductf (in-tro-dukf ), v.t. [< L. introdMctus,

pp. of mirofZitcere, leadln: see imtroduce."] To
introduce. Bp. Hachet, Abp. Williams, i. 29.

introduction (in-tro-duk'shon), n. [= F. intro-

duction = Pr. introductio = Sp. introducw>n =
Pg. introducgSo = It. introduzione, < L. intro-

ductio(n-), a leading in, introduction, < intro-

ducere, lead in: see introduce.] 1. The act of

introducing, or leading or ushering in; the act
of bringing in : as, the introducUon of manufac-
tures into a country.

For the first introditction of youth to the knowledge of
God the Jews even till this day have their Catechisms,

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 18.

With regard to the introduction of specific types we have
not as yet a sufiicient amount of Information.

Dawson, Geol. Hiat. of Plants, p. 261.

2. The act of inserting: as, the introduction of

a probe into a wound.— 3. The act of making
acquainted ; the formal presentation of persons
to one another, with mention of their names,
etc. : as, an introduction in person or by letter.—4. The act of bringing into notice, use, or
practice : as, the introduction of a new fashion
or invention.

The Archbishop of Canterbury had pursued the ii^o-
duction of the liturgy and the canons mto Scotland with
great vehemence. Clarendon.

5 . Something that leads to or opens the way for
the understanding of something else ; specifi-

cally, a preliminary explanation or statement

;

the part of a book or discourse which precedes
the main work, and in which the author or
speaker gives some general account of his de-
sign and subject; an elaborate preface, or a
preliminary discourse.

, Thou soon shalt . . . see before thine eyes
The monarchies of the earth, their pomp and state;
Sufficient introduction to inform
Thee, of thyself so apt, in regal arts.

MiUxm, P. E., iii. 247.

Were it not thatthe study of Etruscan art is a necessaiy
introductkm to that of Itoman, it would hardly loe worth
while trying to gather together and illustrate the few
fragments and notices of it that remain.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 288.

6. A more or less elementary treatise on any
branch of study; a treatise leading the way to
more elaborate works on the same subject: as,

an inl/roduction to botany.— 7. In music, a pre-
paratory phrase or movement at the beginning
of a work, or of a part of a work, designed to
attract the hearer's attention or to foreshadow
the subsequent themes or development, intro-
ductions vary in length from one or two chords to an elabo-
rated movement, with its own themes and development.
—Biblical introduction, the technical designation of a
work devoted to a consideration of subjects properly intro-
ductory to a detailed study and exposition of the books of
the Bible, as their genuineness, credibility, integrity of



introduction
text, date and authorship, language, contents, and more
important versions. A BibUcal Introduction properly in-
cludes an inquuy into the history (1) o£ each book, (2) ol
the canon or collection of the several books into the one
book, (3) of the text, mcluding a comparison of the various
texts, and (4) of the translations and versions. =Syn 5
fam-dmm, Introduclion, Pre/ace, Prelude, Preambte, Pr<y-
logue. Exordium is the old or classic technical word in
rhetoric for the beginning of an oration, up to the second
division, which may be "narration," "partition " "prop-
osition, or the like. Introduction is a more general
word,m this connection applying to spoken or written dis-
course, and covering whatever is preliminary to the sub-
ject; in a book it may be the opening chapter. As dis-
tinguished from the pr^ace, the introdiiction is supposed
to be an essential part of the discussion or treatment of
the theme, and written at the outset of composition. A
prefaoe is supposed to be the last words of the author in
connection with his subject, and is generally explanatory
or conciliatory, having the style of more direct address to
the reader. A prelude is generally an introductory piece
of music (see the definition of overture)

; a preamble, of a
resolution, an ordinance, or a law : as, the preamble to the
Declaration of Independence. A prologue is a conciliatory
spoken preface to a play. All these words have some free-
dom of figurative use.

introductive (in-tro-duk'tiv), a. [= F. mtro-
dMctif = It. introduttmo ; as introduet + -foe.]

Serving to introduce ; introductory : sometimes
followed by of.

The action is of itself, or by reason of a public known
indisposition of some persons, probably introditctive of a
Bin. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 279.

introductively (in-tro-duk'tiv-li), adv. In a
manner serving to introduce.

introductor (in-tro-duk'tor), n. [= P. intro-
dueteur = 8p. Pg. introcfuctor = It. imtrodut-
tore, < LL. introductor, < L. introdueere, lead in

:

see introduce.'] One who introduces ; an intro-
ducer.

We were accompanied both going and returning by ye

introdiictor of ambassadors and ayd of ceremonies.
Evelyn, Memoirs, Paris, Sept. IB, 1651.

introductorily (in-tro-duk'to-ri-li), adv. By
way of introduction. Baxter.

Introductory (in-tro-duk'to-ri), a. and n. [<
ME. introductorie =' Sp. (ob's.) introductorio =
It. introduttorio, < LL. introductorius, < introduc-
tor: see introductor.'] I, a. Serving to intro-

duce something; prefatory; preliminary: as,

introductory remarks.

This introductory discourse itself is to be but an essay,
not a book. Boyle, Works, I. 303.

=Syn. Preparatory, etc. (see prelvmina/ry)
; precursory,

proemial.

Il.t n.; pi. introductories (-riz). An introduc-
tion ; a treatise giving the elements or simplest
parts of a subject.

The 5 partie shal ben an introductorie aftur the statutz.

of owre doctours, in wliich thow maist lerne a gret part of

the general rewles of theorik in astrologie.
Chaucer, Prologue to Astrolabe.

introductress (in-tro-duk'tres), n. [=¥. intro-

ductrice = It. intro'duttrice ; as introductor +
-ess.] A female introducer.

introflection, introflexion (in-tro-flek'shon), «.

[< L. intra, within, + flexio(n-), a bending: see

flexion.] A bending inward or within ; inward
curvature or flexure.

Small, spherical chambers, formed by the introflexion of

the walls of the receptacle.

W. H. Harvey, British Marine Algse, p. 12.

introflexed (in-tro-fleksf), a. [< L. intro, with-

in, + flexus, bent : see flexed.] Flexed or bent
inward or within.

Introflexion, n. See introflection.

introgression (in-tro-gresh'on), n. [< L. as if

*introgressio(n-), < 'introgredi, pp. introgressus,

go in, enter, < intro, within, + gradi, go: see

graded.] The act of going in or of proceeding

inward; entrance. Blount.

introit (in-tro'it), n. [= F. introU = Pr. introit

= Sp. intr&ito = Pg. It. introito, < L. introitus,

a going in, entrance, < introire, go in, enter, <

intro, -mthin, + ire, go: see iter^.] In litur-

gies, an antiphon sung by the priest and choir

as the priest approaches the altar to celebrate

the mass or communion < The name introit (introi-

tus, literally ' entrance ') is an abridgmentof antiphon at the

inlrmt {antiphmM ad introitum), and has been explained as

referring to the entrance of the people into church rather

than that of the priest into the sanctuary. The introit

seems to have originated in the psalms sung at the begin-

ning of the Jewish liturgy. The name antiphan has been

given by preeminence to the introit, as in the Greek Church,

where it is threefold, answering to tlie Western introibo,

introit, and Gloria in Excelsis. The Greek antiphons con-

sist of verses from the Psalms with a constant response, or

of the psalms called Typica and the Beatitudes. In the

liturgies of St. Mark and St. James the hymn "Only-be-

gotten Son" is the introit, in the Armenian liturgy this

followed by a psalm and hymn. The " Only-begotten Son

is also subjoined to the Greek second antiphon. The

Boman introit (see invitatory) consists of a verse (the in-

troit in the narrower sense), followed by a verse of a psalm,

the Gloria Patri, and the repetition of the first verse. In

the Ambrosian rite the introit is called the ingressa. An
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ancient Galilean name for it was the prcelegere. In the
Mozarabic liturgy, in certain monastic rites, and in Nor-
man and English missals, it is called the ojjicium or oflice.

Psalms as special introits are appointed in the Prayer-
book of 1549 and in the Nonjuror's communion office of
1718. In the Anglican Church at the present day a psalm
or anthem is sung as the introit. The name is sometimes
less properly used for a hymn or any musical composition
Bung or played at the beginning of the communion office.

Then shall the Clerkes syng in Englishefor the ofllce, or
IntroUe (as they call it), a Psalme appointed for that dale.

Mrst Prayer Boole of Edw. VI. (1549), The Communion.

intromission (in-tro-mish'on), n. [= P. intro-

mission = Pr. intromissio = It. intromessione, <

ML. mtromissio{n-), < L. intromittere, pp. in-

tromissus, send in: see intromit.] 1. The act
of sending or putting in ; insertion, as of one
body within another; introduction within.

The evasion of a tragic end by the invention and intro-

mission oiMananahaa . . . received high praise for its in-

genuity. Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 204.

2 . The act of taking in or admitting ; admission
within.

Eepentance is the first intromission into the sanctities of
christian religion. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 86.

A general intromission of all sorts, sects, and persuasions
into our communion. South, Works, II. xii.

3. In Scots and old Eng. law, an interfering with
the effects of another. The assuming of the posses-
sion and management of property belonging to another
without authority is called vicious intromission. The term
is also applied to the ordinary transactions of an agent or
subordinate with the money of his superior : as, to give
security for one's intromissions.

intromit (in-tro-mif), V.
;
pret. and pp. intro-

mitted, ppr. intromitting. [< L. in^omittere,
send in, < intro, within, + mittere, send: see
mission.] I. trans. 1 . To send or put in ; in-

sert or introduce within.— 2. To allowto enter;
be the medium by which a thing enters.

Glass in the window intromits light, without cold, to
those in the room. Holder.

n. intrans. In Scots and old Eng. law, to in-

terfere with the effects of another.

In any citie, borough, towne incorporate, or other place
franchised or priuiledged, where the said officer or officers

may not lawfully intromit or intermeddle.
Charter ofPhUip and Mary, in Hakluyts Voyages, I. 271.

We introm,itted, as Scotch law phrases it, with many fam-
ily affairs. De Quincey.

intromittent (in-tro-mifent), a. [< L. intro-

.mitten(t-)s, ppr. ot intromittere, intromit: see
intromit.] Throwing or conveying into or with-
in something: as, an intromittent instrument.
—Intromittent organ, in comparative anat, that part of
the male sexual apparatus whicli conv eys the seminal fluid

into the body of the female. It may be directly connected
with the testes, or constitute a separate seminal reservoir
on some other part of the body, as on the pedipalps of a
male spider, or the second abdominal ring of a dragon-fly.

intromitter (in-tr6-mit'6r), n. One who intro-

mits ; an intermeddler.

Sacrilegious intromitters with royal property.
Scott, Woodstock, Pref.

intropression (in-tro-presh'on), n. [< L. intro,

withm, + pressio(n-), a pressing, <.premere,yp.
pressus, press: see press^.] Pressure acting
within or inwardly; inward or internal pres-
sure. Battie, Madness, § x. [Bare.]

introreception (in'^tro-re-sep'shon), n. [< L.
intro, within, + recepiio(n-), reception: see re-

ception.] The act of receiving or admitting
into or within something. [Rare.]

Were but the love of Christ to us ever suffered to come
into our hearts (as species to the eye by infrwecepiifm), . . .

what would we not do to recompence . . . that love?
Hanwnond, Works, IV. 664.

introrse (in-tr6rs'), a. [< L. introrsits, intror-

sum, adv., toward the inside,

contr. of iniroversus,<.intro,wit'h-

in, + versus, turned, pp. of ver-

tere, turn: see verse. Of. ea;irorse.]

Turned or facing inward : an epi-

thet used in describing the direc-

tion of bodies, to denote their

being turned toward the axis to

which they appertain. Inbotany
it is applied to anthers when their

valves are turned toward the
style. Introrse Anthers

introrsely (in-tr6rs'li), adv. To liJ^^^^s:t
or toward the interior in position rai envelops and

i.„„„j.:„^ all but four of the
or direction. stamens removed.

introspect (in-tro-spekf), V. [<

L. introspectare, freq. of introspicere, pp. intro-

spectiis, look into, < intro, within, + spicere,

look.] I. trans. To look into or within; view
the inside of.

II. intrans. To practise introspection ; look

inward; consider one's own internal state or

feelings.

introversion

We cannot cogitate without examining conaciousnes..
and when we do tills we introspei^.

Pop. Sei. Mo., XXV. 267.

introspection (in-tro-spek'shon), n. [< L. as
if *introspectio(n-), a looking into, < introspi-
cere, pp. introspeetus, look into: see introspect.]

The act of looking inward ; a view of the inside
or interior; specifically, the act of directly ob-
serving the states and processes of one's own
mind; examination of one's ovyn thoughts or
feelings, introspection is employed in psychology as
the only method of directly ascertaining the facts of con-
sciousness ; but the limits of its applicability and the value
of the results attained by it are subjects of dispute.

I was forced to make an introspection into mine own
mind, and into that idea of beauty which I have formed in
my own imagination.

Quoted in Dryden's Parallel ol Poetry and Painting.

^
This mutual exclusiveness receives a further explana-

tion from the fact so often used to discredit psychology,
viz. that the so-called introspection and indeed all reflexion
are really retrospective. J. Ward, Enoyc. Brit., XX. 84.

Introspection of our intellectual operations is not the
best of means for preserving us from intellectual hesita-
tions. J, H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 206.

The curious, critical introspection which marks every
sensitive and reflned nature, and paralyzes action.

G. W. Curtis, Int. to Cecil Dreeme.

introspectionist (in-tro-spek'shon-ist), n. [<
introspection + -ist.] One who practises intro-
spection; one who follows the introspective
method in psychological inquiry.^

As a rule, skeptics ... axe keen introspectionists.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 312.

Little will they weigh with the introspectionist.

Maicdsley, Body and Will, p. 91.

introspective (in-tro-spek'tiv) , a. [< introspect
-f- -ive.] Looking' within ; characterized or
effected by introspection ; studying or exhibit-
ing one's own consciousness or internal state.

Most introspective poetry . . . wearies us, because it so
often is the petty or morbid sentiment of natures little

superior to our own. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 147.

Introspective method, in psychol. , the method of study-
ing mental phenomena by attempting to observe directly
what occurs in one's own conBciousness. This method,
though indispensable, is exposed to many difficulties, and
requires the support of other methods, as those of eiqieri-

mental and comparative psychology.

He [Hume] further agrees with Descartes and all his
predecessors in pursuing the simple introspective method:
that is to say, in attempting to discover truth by simply
contemplating his own mind.

Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, i. § 30.

introsumet (in-tro-siim'), V. t. [< L. intro,

within, + sumere,' take: see assume, consume,
etc.] To take in ; absorb.

How they elect, then introsume their proper food.
Evelyn.

introsumptionf (in-tro-sump'shgn), n. [< in-

trosume, after assumption < assume, etc.] The
act of taking into or within; a taking in, espe-
cially of nourishment.

introsusception (in'^tro-su-sep'shon), «. [< L.
intro, within, -I- susceptio^rir-), a taking up or

in, < susdpere, pp. susceptus, take up or in : see

susceptible.] 1. The act of receiving within.

The parts of the body ... are nourished by the intro-

svsception of . . . aliment.
J. Smith, Portrait of Old Age, p. 160.

The person is corrupted by the introsusception of a na-
ture which becomes evil thereby. Coleridge.

2. In anat. and hot., same as intussusception.

introvenient (in-tro-ve'nient), a. [< LL. intro-

venien{t-)s, pp. of introveimre, come in, enter,

< L. intro, within, -t- venire, come : see come.]
Coming in or between; entering. [Rare.]

There being scarce any condition (but what depends
upon clime) which is not exhausted or obscured from the
commixture of introvenient nations either by commerce
or conquest. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 10.

introvenium (in-tro-ve'ni-um), n. [NL., < L.
i«iTO, within, -t- w»a, vein: see vein.] Inbot.,

a condition in which the veins of leaves are so
buried in the parenchyma as to be only indis-

tinctly or not at all visible from the surface.

See nervation, hypJiodrome.

introversibility (in-tro-ver-si-bil'i-ti), n. [<
introversible + -Aty: see -Mlity.] The quality
of being introversible; capacity for introver-

sion.

The telescopic introversibility of the lophophore does
not advance beyond an initial stage.

E. S. Lankester, Encyc. Brit, XIX. 439.

introversible (in-tro-v^f'si-bl), a. [< intro- +
versible.] Capable of being introverted.

The anterior introversible region [of Paludicelld].
E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 432.

introversion (in-tro-v6r'shon), n. [= Sp. in-

troversion = Pg. introversSo = It. introversione,

< L. intro, within, + versio{n-), a turning: see



introversion

version. Cf. introvert.'] The act of introvert-
ing, or the state of being introverted ; a turn-
ing or directing inward, physical or mental.

This introversion of my faculties, wlierein I regard my
own soul as the image of her Creator.

Bp. Berkeley, Guardian, No. 89.

introversive (in-tr6-v6r'siv), a. [< L. introver-
sus, turned toward the inside, + -ive.} Turn-
ing within ; having an inward or internal direc-
tion. Also introvertive.

When we come to mental derangements, introversive
study is cbTiously fruittess. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 267.

introvert (in-tro-v6rt'), V. t. [< L. intro, with-
in, + vertere, turn : see verse. Cf . invert, etc.]
1. To turn within; direct inward or interiorly.

His awkward gait, his introverted toes.

Cowper, Task, iv. 633.

Struggling, with introverted effort, to disentangle a
thought. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 446.

2. In modi,, to turn in, or invert; insheathe a
part of within another part.
introvert (in'tr6-v6rt), m. l< introvert, v.] That
which is introverted; in zool., some part or or-
gan which is turned in upon itself, or intus-
suseepted.
We find that the anterior portion of the body of the

polypide can be pulled into the hinder part, as the finger
of a glove may be tucked into the hand. It is in fact an
introvert. E. S. Lankeeter, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 431.

introvertive (in-tro-v6r'tiv), a. [< introvert +
-J!)e.] Same as introversive.

Natures reflective, introvertive, restless.

Faiths of the World, p. 37.

intrude (in-trod'), «.j pret. and pp. intruded,
ppr. intruding. [= OF. intrwre, intrui/re, < L.
intrudere, thrust in (refl. thrust oneself in), < in,

in, -I- trudere, thrust, push, crowd : cf . extrude,
oitrude.] I. trans. If. To thrust in; bring in
forcibly.

An there come e'er a citizen gentlewoman in my name,
let her have entrance, I pray you ; . . . there she is 1 good
master, intrude her. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Eevels, v. 2.

If it [a clyster] should be intruded up by force, it cannot
BO quickly penetrate to the superior parte.

OreenhUl, Art of Emtialming, p. 273.

2. To thrust or bring in without necessity or
right; bring forward unwarrantably or inap-
propriately: often used reflexively.

Our fantasy would intrude a thousand fears, suspicions,
chimeras, upon us. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 329.

The envy of the class which Frederic quitted, and the
civil scorn of the class into which he intruded Mmself,
were marked in very significant ways.

MacavZay, Frederic the Great.

3. To push or crowd in ; thrust into some un-
usual, improper, or abnormal place or position

:

as, intruded rocks or dikes in a geological for-
mation. In entomology an intruded part or organ is

one that is nearly conce£ded in a hollow of tlie support-
ing parts, only the apex being visible.

'l"heir capitals are intruded between the triforium arches,
appearing as if the vault had pressed them from their
proper station on the clerestory string-course.

The Century, XXXVI. 694.

4t. To enter forcibly; invade.

Why should the worm intrude the maiden bud?
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 848.

Intruded head, a head nearly withdrawn into the pro-
thorax, as in certain Coleoptera.

II, intrans. To come or appear as if thrust
in ; enter without necessity or warrant ; espe-
cially, to come in unbidden and unwelcomely:
as, to intrude upon a private circle; to intrude
where one is not wanted.
Where you're always welcome^ you never can intrude.

Steele, Lying Lover, L 1.

Some men are placed in posts of danger, and to these
danger comes inme way of duty ; but others must not in-
trude into their honourable office.

J. B. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 163.

=Syn. Encroaeh upon, Infringe upon, etc. See trespass, v. i.

Intrude, Obtrude. The essential difference between these
words lies in the prepositions : intrude, to thrust one's
sell into places, invading privacy or private rights ; ob-
trude, to thrust one's self out beyond modesty or the lim-
its proper to ourselves, and offensively against the atten-
tion, etc., of others.

intruder (in-tr8'd6r), n. One who intrudes;
one who thrusts himself in, or enters where he
has no right or is not welcome.

Go, base intruderl overweening slave

!

Shdk., T. G. of v., iii. 1, 167.

intrudingly (in-tro'ding-li), adv. By intrud-
ing; intrusively,

I thrust myself intrudingly upon you.
Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

in'trudressf (in-tro'dres), n. [< intruder +
-ess.] A female intruder.

Joash should recover his rightful throne from the un-
just usurpation of Athaliah,an idolatrous inftTidre«8 there-
into. Fuller, Ksgah Sight.
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intrunkf (in-trungk'), V. t. [< J»-2 -I- trunk.]

To inclose as in a trunk ; incase.

Had eager lust intrunked my conquered soul,

I had not buried living joys in death.
Ford, Love's Sacrifice, v. 3.

intruse (in-tros'), a. [< L. intrusus, pp. of in-

trudere, thrust in,] In hot., pushed or project-

ing inward, A. Gray.

intrusion (ia-tro'zhon), n. [= F, intrusion =
Sp, intrusion = Pg, "intrusSo = It, intrusione, <

ML, intruMo{n-), a thrusting in, < L. intrudere,

pT^. intrusus, thrust in: see intrude.] 1. The
act of intruding; the act of entering without

warrant or justification ; unbidden, unwelcome,
or imfit entrance into or upon anything.

Why this intrusion?

Were not my orders that I should be private?
Addison, Cato, v. 2.

Who feared the pale intrvMon of remorse
In a just deed ? Shelley, The Cenci, iii. 2.

2. Specifically, in law : (a) A wrongful entry
after the determination of a particular estate,

say for life, and before the freehold remainder-
man or reversioner can enter. Minor, (6) In
Eng. law, any trespass committed on the pubUo
lands of the crown, as by entering thereon with-
out title, holding over after a lease is deter-

mined, taking the profits, cutting down timber,
and the like, (c) Usurpation, as of an office,

—

3, A thrusting or pushing in, as of something
out of place; irregular or abnormal entrance
or irruption: as, an intrusion of foreign mat-
ter ; the intrusion of extrinsic rocks or dikes In

a geologfcal formation. See inU'usive rocks, un-
der intrusive.

The composition is thus better than that of the front
itself, as there are two harmonious stages in the same
style, without any intrusion of foreign elements.

S. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 249.

Action Of ejection and IntruBion. See ejection.—tn.-
formation of Intrusion. See infarmatimi.

intrusional (in-tro'zhgn-al), a. [< intrusion -I-

-al.] Of or belonging' to' intrusion ; noting in-

trusion,

intrusionist (in-tro'zhon-ist), n. [< intrusion
+ 4st.] One who intruiles, or favors intrusion

;

specifically, one of those in the Established
Church of Scotland who denied the right of a
parish or congregation to resist or object to
the settlement or appointment of an obnoxious
minister by a patron. The exercise of this right of
presenting or appointing a minister against the wishes of
the congregation led to much controversy, and was one
of the causes of the disruption in 1843, when the non-
intrusionists formed themselves into the Free Church of
Scotland. Church patronage was abolished in Scotland
in 1874, See non-intnmonist and patronage.

in'trusive (in-tro'siv), a. [< L, intrudere, pp,
intrusus, thrust in (see intrude), + -4ve.] 1.
Apt to intrude ; coming unbidden or without
welcome; appearing undesirably: 3,s, intrusive
thoughts or guests.

Let me shake off the intrusive cares of day.
Thomson, Winter, 1. 207.

2. Done or effected by intrusion ; carried out
by irregular or unauthorized entrance : as, in-
trusive interference.

The shaft sunk from the top [of a mound] showed sev-
eral intnMve burials. Seienee, III. 79.

3, Thrust in out of regular place or order ; in-
troduced from an extraneous source; due to
intrusion or irregular entrance.

The number and bulk of the intrusive masses of differ-
ently coloured porphyries, injected one into another and
intersected by dikes, is truly extraordinary.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, iL 613.

The greater gods of Greece . . . were the in(rt«s«e gods,
the divinities of new comers into the land.

Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 214.

Intrusive rocks, In geol., rocks which have made their
way up from below into another rock or series of beds.
As generajly used by geologists at the present time, the
phrase refers only to those rocks often styled Plutonic, or
such as are revealed at the surface by erosion of a certain
thickness of overlying rock. Masses which have come
up to the surface in the manner of ordinary volcanic rock
would not be called intrusive.

intrusively (in-tro'siv-li), adv. In an intrusive
manner; by intrusion,

intrusiveness (in-tro'siv-nes), n. The charac-
ter or quality of being intrusive,

intrusort (in-tro'sor), n. [ME. intrusour, < ML.
intrusor, < L, intrudere, pp, intrusm, intrude:

_
see intrude.] An intruder. I/ydgate.

intrust (in-trust'), V. t. [Also entrust; < in-^,
en-i, + trust.] 1. To consign or make over as
a trust ; transfer or commit in trust ; confide

:

followed by to.

I hope . . . that I may have the liberty to intrust my
neck to the fidelity of my own feet, rather than to those of
my horse. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 228.

intuition

Besides the loftiest part of the work of Providence, en-

trusted to the Hebrew luoe, there was other work to do, and
it was done elsewhere. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 108.

2. To invest, as with a trust or responsibility;

endue, as with the care or fiduciary possession
of something: followed by with.

The joy of our Lord and master, which they only are ad-
mitted to who are careful to improve the talents they are
intrusted withall. Bp. WUkins, Natural Keligion, ii, 8.

In a republic, every citizen is himself in some measure
intruded with the public safety, and acts an important
part for its weal or woe. Story, Misc. Writings, p. 613.

=Syn, 1, Confide, Con^n, etc. See commit.

intubation (in-tu-ba'shgn), », [< L, in, in, +
tulms, tube, + -dtion.] The act of inserting a
tube into some orifice,—intuliatlon of the larynx,
the insertion of a specially designed tube into the glottis

to keep it patent, as in diphtheritic obstruction: a substi-
tute for tracheotomy.

intuit (in'tu-it), V.
;

pret, and pp, intuited, ppr.
intuiting. (AIbo intuite ; < L, intuitus, pp. of in-

tueri, look at or upon, observe, regard, contem-
plate, consider, < in, in, on, + tueri,^ look: see
tuition, tutor.] I. trans. To know intuitively

or by immediate perception.

If there are no other origins for right and wrong than
. . . [the] enunciated or ijUuited divine will, then, as al-

leged, were there no knowledge of the divine will.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 60.

II. intrans. To receive or assimilate know-
ledge by direct perception or comprehension.

God must see, he must intuit, so to speak.
De Quincey, Hhetoric.

The passage from the Known to the Unknown is one of
constant trial. We see, and from it infer what is not seen

;

we intuite, and conclude.
O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, IL ill 7.

intuition (in-tu-ish'pn), n. [= F. intuition =
Sp. intuicion = Pg. intuigSo = It. intuizione, <
ML. intuiUoin-), a looking at, immediate cog-
nition, < L. intueri, look at, consider: see »i-

tuit.] It. A looking on; a sight or view.

His [Christ's] disciples must not only abstain from the
act of unlawful concubinate, but from the impurer intui-
tion of a wife of another man.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 216.

2. Direct or immediate cognition or perception

;

comprehension of ideas or truths independently
of ratiocination; instinctive knowledge of the
relations or consequences of ideas, facts, or ac-

tions.

No doubt, with Philolaus the motion of the earth was
only a guess, or, if you like, a happy intuUion.

Maa> MiiUer, ScL of Lang., 1st ser., p. 29.

3. Specifically, in jp7wZos,, an immediate cogni-
tion of an object as existent.

The term intuUian is not unambiguous. Besides its

original and proper meaning (as a visual perception), it

has been employed to denote a kind of apprehension, and
a kind of judgment. Under the former head, intmtion
or intuitive knowledge has been used in the six following
significations :— a—To denote a perception of the actu^
and present, in opjKisition to the abstractive knowledge
which we have of the possible in imagination and of the
past in memory, b.—To denote an immediate apprehen-
sion of a thing in itself, in contrast to a representative,
vicarious, or mediate apprehension of it, in or througli
something else. (Hence, by Flchte, ScheUing, and others,
Intuition is employed to designate the cognition as op-
posed to the conception of the Absolute.) c.— To denote
the knowledge which we can adequately represent in
imagination, in contradistinction to the symbolical know-
ledge which we cannot image, but only think or conceive,
through and under a sign or word. (Hence, probably,
Kant's application of the term to the forms of tile sensi-
bility— the imaginations of space and time— in contrast
to the forms or categories of the understanding.) d.—To
denote perception proper (the objective), in conti^st to
sensation proper (the subjective), in our sensitive con-
sciousness, e.— To denote the simple apprehension of a
notion, in contradistinction to the complex apprehension
of the terms of a proposition. Under the latter head it

has only a single signification, viz. : f.—To denote the
immediate afiimiation by the Intellect, that the predicate
does or does not pertain to the subject, in what are called
self-evident propositions. All these meanings, however,
with the exception of the fourth, have this in common,
that they express the condition of an immediate in oppo-
sition to mediate knowledge.

Sir W. Hamilton, Keid's Works, p. 769, note A, 1 6.

The term intuition will be taken as signifying a cogni-
tion not determined by a previous cognition of the same
object, and therefore so determined by something out of
the consciousness. The word intuitus first occurs as a
technical term in St. Anselm's Monologium. He wished
to distinguish between our knowledge of God and onr
knowledge of finite things (and, in the next world, of God
also); and, thinking of the saying of St. Paul, " Videmus
nunc per speculum in aenigmate : tunc autem facie ad
faciem," he called the former speculation and the latter
intuition. This use of "speculation" did not take root,
because that word already had another exact and widely
different signification. In the middle ages the term "in-
tuitive cognition" had two principal senses: 1st, as op-
posed to abstractive cognition, it meant the knowledge of
the present as present, and this is its meaning in Anselm •

but, 2d, as no intuitive cognition was allowed to be de-
termined by a previous cognition, it came lo be used as
the opposite of discursive cognition (see Scotus). and this
IS neariy the sense m which I employ it. C S. Peiree
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cognitio vntuUiva of Scotus who anticipated some ofKanfsmost Important views on ihis subject, is almost identical
with Kant s own definition of Anscfiauung. Intdleetucd
iMuition used since Kant for an immediate cognition of
the existence of God, was by the German mystics era-
ployed for their spiritual illumination (the term intuiHo
inUUectualw was borrowed by them from Cardinal de
Cusa), or light of nature.]

4. Aay object or truth discerned by direct
cognition; a first or primary truth; a truth
that cannot be acquired by but is assumed
in experience.— 5. Pure, untaught knowledge.
We denote this primary wisdom as intuiUm, whUst all

later teachings are tuitions. Emerson, Self-Eelianoe, p. 66.

Intellectual intuition. See intellectual.

intuitional (in-tu-ish' on- al), a. [iintuition
+ -al.} Pertaining to or derived from intui-
tion ; based on intuition as a principle : as,
the mtuitional origin of knowledge ; the intid-
tional school of philosophy.

intuitionalism (in-tu-ish'on-al-izm), n. [< in-
tnitional + -ism. ] Iii metdph.", the doctrine that
the absolute is known, in its existence, by an
immediate cognition of the understanding.

intuitionalist (in-tu-ish'on-al-ist), n. [< in-
tuitional + 4st.J Abelievef'in the doctrine of
intuitionalism.

The great opposing theories of the experientialists and
the intuitionaliets. J. Fiske, Cosmic Phllos., I. 73.

intuitionism (in-tu-ish'on-izm), n. [< intuition
+ -js»j.] The doctrine 6i Eeid and other Scotch
philosophers that external objects are imme-
diately known in perception, without the in-
tervention of a vicarious phenomenon.

intuitionist (in-tu-ish'on-ist), n. [< intuition
+ -ist.'] An adherent of the doctrine of Eeid
concerning immediate perception.
intuitive (in-tU'i-tiv), a. [= F. intuitif= Sp.
Pg. It. intuitivo, < ML. intuitivus, < L. intueri,

look at, consider : see intuit, intuition.'] 1. Per-
ceiving directly, without a medium, vicarious
representation, symbol, or phenomenon; per-
ceiving the object*immediately as it exists.

Faith, beginning here with a weak apprehension of
things not seen, endethwith the intuitive vision of God in
the world to come. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. Pertaining to a knowledge (especially, but
not exclusively, an immediate knowledge) of

a thing as existent.—3. Not determined by
other cognitions ; not discursive ; of the nature
of a first premise; immediate; self-evident;
reached without reasoning by an inexplicable
and unconscious process of thought.

Whence the soul
Reason receives, and reason is her being.
Discursive or intuitive. Milton, P. t., v. 488.

4. Presenting an object as an individual im-
age; not general—intuitive certainty, cognition,
judgment, etc. See the nouns.

intuitively (in-tii'i-tiv-li), adv. In an intui-

tive manner; by instinctive apprehension : as,

to perceive truth intuitively.

God Almighty,who sees all things intuitively, does not
want logical helps. Baker, On Learning.

We feel intuitively that there is something not only im-

perfect, but absolutely repulsive, in the purely skeptical

spirit. H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 263.

intuitivism (in-tu'i-tiv-izm), n. [< intuitive +
^sm.] The doctrine that the fundamental prin-

ciples of ethics are reached by intuition.

The difference between the two phases of Intuitivism in

which these notions [of the relations between right and
good, and that the right is always in our power] are re-

spectively prominent is purely formal ; their practical pre-

scriptions are never found to conflict.

B. Sidgurick, Methods of Ethics, p. 99.

intuitivist (in-tii'i-tiv-ist), n. [< intuitive +
48t.'] One who believes in intuition ; one who
believes in the intuitive character of ethical

ideas.

The iwtuilimgt, ... by teaching the latent existence in

the soul of the regulative moral idea, leaves open a door

to a sudden, accidental, and semi-miraculous discovery of

the path of duty.
J. SiiUy, Sensation and Intuition, p. 159.

intumesce (in-tu-mes'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. in-

tumeseed, ppr. iktumescing. [= Sp. entumecer

= Pg. intumecer, < L. intumescere, swell up, <

in, in, on, + tumescere, inceptive of tumere,

swell : see twrnid."] To enlarge or expand, as

with heat ; swell up ; become tumid.

A number of the vesicles being half filled up with a

white, soft, earthy mesotypio mineral, which intumesced

under the blowpipe in a remarkable manner.
Dftrmn Geol. Observations, i. 31.
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intumescence (in-tu-mes'ens), n. [= r. intu-

mescence = Pg. intumecencid = Sp. intumescencia
= It. intumescenza, < NL. intumescentia, < L. i)i-

tumescen{t-)s, swelling up: seQintumescent.'] 1.
The state or process of swelling or enlarging, as
with heat ; expansion ; tumidity.

Had navigation been at that time sufficiently advanced
to make so long a passage easily practicable, there is lit-

tle reason for doubting but the intumescence of nations
would have found its vent, like all other expansive vio-
lence, where there was least resistance.

Joknmn, Taxation no Tyranny.

2. A swollen or tumid growth or mass ; tume-
faction.

intumescency (in-tu-mes ' en-si), m. [As intu-

mescence.'] SameasJreiMmescerece. Sir T.Browne,
Vulg. Err., vii. 13.

intumescent (in-tu-mes'ent), a. [= Sp. intv^

mescente, < L. intumescen(Ji-)s, ppr. of intumes-
cere, swell up, < in, in, + tumescere, begin to
swell: see tumescent.] Swelling up ; becoming
tumid.
The treatment consisted in reducing the size of the in-

tumescent membranes. Medical News, LII. 665.

intumulatet- (in-t1i'mu-lat), V. t. [< ML. in-

tumulatus,-pTp. of intumulare, bury, entomb, < L.
in, in, -I- tumulatus, pp. of tumulare, bury, < <«t-

mulus, a mound, tomb : see tumulus.] To place
or deposit within a tomb or grave ; inter or in-

hume; bury.

He also caused the corps of King Richard yo Second to
be taken from the earth, whom King Henry the Fourth
had intUTnuiate in the friers Church of Langley.

Stmii, Hen. V., an. 1413.

intumulatet (in-tii'mu-lat), a. [< ML. intu-

mulatus,-pp.: see the verb.] Interred; buried.

Whose corps was ... on the right hand of the high
aulter, princely enterred and intunvulate.

HaU, Edw. IV., an. 23.

intumulatedf (in-tii'mu-la-ted), a. [< L. in-
tumulatus, unburied, < in- priv. + tumulatus,

pp. of tumulare, bury: see intumulate.] Not
buried. Cockeram.

intunet, v. t. Same as entune.

inturbidate (in-ter'bi-dat), V. t.; pret. and pp.
inturiidated, ppr. intwrbidating. [< L. in, in, +
turbidatm, pp. of turbidare, trouble, < turbidus,

troubled: see turbid.] To render turbid, dark,
or confused. [Rare.]

The confusion of ideas and conceptions under the same
term painfully inturbidaies his theology. Coleridge.

inturgescencet (in-ter-jes'ens), n. [< LL. »»-

turgescere, swell up, < L. in, in, on, -I- turgescere,

begin to swell, < turgere, swell: see turgid.] A
swelling; the act of swelling, or the state of
being swollen.

inturgescencyt (in-ter-jes'en-si), n. Same as
inturgescence.

Iniergesceneies caused first at the bottom [of the sea],

and carrying the upper part before them.
/^r T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 13.

inturn (in'tem), n. [< ml -I- turn, ».] The act
of a wrestler when he puts his thigh between
the thighs of his adversary, and lifts him up.

Then with an intwme following that,

Upon his backe he threw him flat.

lAican, Pharsalia (trans.), 1614.

inturned (in'ternd), a. Turned in.

This is, I believe, only an optical effect due to the irb-

turned edges of the cuticle. Micros. Sei., XXIX. iii. 265.

intuset, n. [< LL. intusus, pp. of intundere,
pound, bruise, < L. in, in, + tundere, pound,
bruise : cf . contuse.] A bruise.

And, after having searcht the intuae deepe,
She with her scarf did bind the wound from cold to keepe.

Spmser, F. Q., III. v. 33.

intuspose (in-tus-p6z'), v. t.; pret. and pp. in-

tusposed, ppr. intusposing. [< L. intus, within,

+ pose^.] To introduce ; cause to occupy an
interior position; place within. J. W. Dale,
Classic Baptism, p. xxi.

intusposition (in"tus-po-zish'on), «. [< 'L.intu.s,

within, + posifio(n-), a placing: see position.

Cf. intuspose.] Situation within ; the state or

condition of being within, or surrounded on all

sides, as by an enveloping space or element.

J. W. Dale, Classic Baptism, p. xvii.

intussuscepted (in"tu-su-sep'ted), a. [< L. in-

tus, within, + susceptxis, pp. of suscipere, take

up: see susceptible.] Taken up into itself or

into something else ; invaginated; introverted:

specifically applied to a part of a bowel which
suffers intussusception.

intussusception (in"tu-su-sep'shon), n. [=F.
intussusception = Sp. intususoepcion = Pg. in-

tuscepgSo, < L. intus, within, + susceptio(n-), a

taking up, < snscipere, pp. susceptus, take up:

see sitsceptible.] A receiving within; reeep-

inunction

tion of one part within another part of the same
organ, or of one organ within another of the
same kind ; invagination ; introversion ; intro-
suseeption. Specifically— (a) In pathol., the introduc-
tion of a part of the intestine into an adjacent part.

Having once commenced, the irUusmt£ception goes on in-
creasing ... as the result of peristaltic action.

Quain, Med. Diet.

(5) In physiol., reception of foreign matter by a living or-
ganism, and its conversion into living tissue ; ingestion,
digestion, and assimilation of food, including the whole
process of nutrition and growth. It is the mode of inter-
stitial growth characteristic of organic life, as distin-
guished from any process of accretion by which a mineral
may increase in size, (c) In hot., according to the theory
proposed by Nageli, the growth of cell-walls by the inter-
calation of new solid particles between those already in
existence. The intussusception theory is opposed to the
theory of growth by apposition, which supposes that the
new particles are deposited in layers on the inner side of
the cell-wall.

intussusceptive (in'-'tu-su-sep'tiv), a. [< L.
intus, witMu, -I- suscipere, pp. susceptus, take
up. Cf. intussusception.] In physiol., of the
nature of or characterized by intussusception

;

interstitial, as a mode of growth. See intussus-
ception (6).

The consequence of this intussusceptive growth is the
" development " or " evolution " of the germ into the visi-
ble bird. Hvjxiey, Evol. in Biology.

intwine, v. See entwine.

intwist (in-twisf), V. t. Same as entwist.

inuendo, n. .An erroneous spelling of fenw-
endo, 2.

Inula (in'u-la), n. [L., supposed to be a corrupt
form of Gr. eXeviov, a plant, supposed to be ele-

campane : see helenium, elecampane.] A genus
of plants of the natural order Compositw, type
of the tribe Inuloidece. They are usually inert, rather
coarse herbs, with moderately lai-ge heads of yellow-rayed
flowers, and radical or alternate entire or serrate leaves.
About 60 species are known, natives of temperate Europe,
Asia, Africa, and Australia. I. Helenium, the elecam-
pane, elf-dock, horseheal, horse-elder, or scabwort, is a
native of central and southern Europe, Siberia, and the
Himalayas, and has been extensively naturalized in Eng-
land (where it may possibly also be native) and North
America. The root is an aromatic tonic and gentle stim-
ulant, and has been supposed to possess diaphoretic, diu-
retic, expectorant, and emmenagogic properties. It was
much employed by the ancients, but its use at present is

confined to chronic diseases of the lungs. (See cut under
elecampane.) I. Conyza, the rigid inuleorplowman's spike-
nard, is a native of central and southern Europe ; /. dy-
senterica, the fleabane or fleabane-mullet, has about the
same distribution ; I. erithmoides, the samphire-inule or
golden samphire, is a native of western Europe and of all

the region around the Mediterranean ; /. Pvlicaria, the
fleabane or herb-christopher, ranges over Europe and Rus-
sian Asia ; and I. salidna, the willow-leafed inule, is also
widely distributed over Europe.

Inulaceae (in-u-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Presl,

1822), < Inula + -acew.] A tribe of composite
plants, typified by the genus Inula: now in-

cluded in the Inuloidece. Also Inulece.

inule (in'ul), n. [< NL. Inula.] A plant of
the genus Inula, particularly I. Helenium, the
elecampane.

inulin (in'u-lin), n. [< Irmla + -in?.] A vege-
table principle (CgHioOs) which is spontane-
ously deposited from a decoction of the roots
of Inula Helenium and certain other plants.
It is a white powder soluble in hot water, is colored yellow
by iodine, and in its chemical properties appears to be in-

termediate between those of sugar and starch. Also called
dahlin and dtavtin.

inulinoid (in'u-lin-oid), a. [< inul{in) + -aid.]

Kssembling or related to inulin.

Inuloidese (in-u-loi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Inula
+ -oidew.] A large and somewhat heteroge-
neous tribe of composite plants, typified by the
genus Inula.

inumbratet (in-um'brat), V. t. [< L. inumbra-
tus, pp. of inumbrare, cast a shadow upon, < in,

on, + umbrare, shadow, shade, < umbra, a shad-
ow: see umbra.] To cast a shadow upon.

inumbrationt (in-um-bra'shon), n. [< LL. in-

umbratio{n-), an overshadowing, <L. inumbrare,
overshadow: see inmmbrate.] Shade; a shad-
ow ; an overshadowing.

The obstruction and inumJyratixmbeginneth on that side.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 956.

inuncatet (in-ung'kat), V. t. [< L. inuncatus,

pp. of irmncare, hook, < in, in, -f- uncus, a
hook: see atZwnc.] To hook or entangle. Bai-
.ley, 1731.

inunctedf (in-ungk'ted), a. [< L. inunctus,

anointed: see inunction, and cf. anointed.]

Anointed.
inunction (in-ungk'shon), n. [< L. inunctio(n-),

an anointing, a spreading on, < inungere,

anoint, spread on, < in, on, + ungere, smear:
see unction. Cf. anoint, from the same verb
(L. inungere).'\ The action of anointing; unc-



inunction

tion ; in med.. the act of rubbing in an ointment
or a liniment.

When the skin Is cold and dry, or cold and moist, and
inaufflciently nourished, as well as in certain levers and
other morbid conditions, there can be no doubt of the
value of inunction.

BueKe Handbook of Med. Sderwes, TV. 646.

inunctuosity (in-ungk-tu-os'i-ti),M. • [<j»-3
+ unctuosity.'] Lack of 'unctiiosity ; absence
of greasiness or oiliness perceptible to the
touch: as, the inunotuosity of porcelain-clay.
Kirwan.
inundant (in-un'dant), a. [= Sp. Pg. inun-
dante, < L. inundan{t-)s, ppr. of inundare, over-
flow: see inundate. Cf. abundant, redundanfy
Overflowing; inimdating. [Poetical.]

Days, and nights, and hours.
Thy voice, hydropick Fancy, calls aloud
For costly draughts, inundant bowls of joy.

Skemtone, Economy, 1.

Inundatse (in-vm-da'te), n. pi. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1751), fem. pi. of L. inundatus, overflowed: see
inundate.'] A division (order) of water-plants
or water-loving plants, containing the genera
Hippuris, Ceratophyllvm, Potamogeton, Buppia,
Typha, etc., which are now referred to the nat-
ural orders Haloragece, Naiadaceoe, Typhacea,
etc.

inundate (in-un'dat or in'im-dat), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. inundated, ppr. inundating.
, [< L. »n-

undatus, pp. of inundare (> It. inondia/re, mnon-
dare= Sp. Pg. inundar = F. inonder), overflow,
< in, on, +• undare, rise in waves : see ownd, and
cf. abound, redound, surround.] 1. To over-
spread with or as if with a flood; overflow;
flood; deluge.

Nonnus reports, in the history of his embassy, that dur-
ing the period when the Nile inundates Egypt there are
very violent storms in the different parts of ^Ethiopia.

Beloe, tr. of Herodotus, iL 39.

Hence— 2. To gorge with excessive circulation
or abundance; fill inordinately; overspread;
overwhelm.

The calm and the magical moonlight
Seemed to inundate her soul with indescribable longings.

Longfellow, Bvangellne, ii. 3.

The whole system is inundated with the tides of joy.

Emerson, Success.

inundation (in-un-da'shgu), n. [= P. inonda-
tion=FT. inondacion= Sp. inundacion = Pg. in-

undagSo = It. inundazione, inondazione, < L. in-

undatio(n-), an overflowing, < inundare, pp. in-

undatus, ovei&ow: see inundate.] The act of
inundating, or the state of being inundated; an
overflow of water or other fluid; a flood; a ris-

ing and spreading of water over low groxmds;
hence, an overspreading of any kind ; an over-
flow or superfluous abundance..

Her father, ... in his wisdom, hastes our marriage,
To stop the inundation of her tears.

Stiak., a. and J., iv. X 12.

Senen or eight weekes we withstood the invndations of
these disorderly humors.

Capt. John Smith, Works, n. 101.

The greater portion of the cultivable soil is fertilized by
the natural annual inundation.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, n. 24.

inunderstandingf (in-un-d6r-stan'ding), a. [<
in-8 -1- understanding, j)pr. of understand.] Void
of understanding; unintelligent.

Can we think that such material and mortal, that such
inunder^avdin^ souls, should by God and nature be fur-

nished with bodies of so long permansion?
Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, x.

inurbane (ia-6r-ban'), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. inur-

bane, < L. inurbanus, not civil or polite, < in-

priv. + urbanus, civil, polite : see urbane.] Not
urbane; uncivil; discourteous; unpolished.

Just it would be, and by no means inurbane, but hard-
ly, perhaps, Christian.

if. Arnold^ Literature and Dogm::, vl

inurbanely (in-Sr-ban'U), adv. Without ur-

banity; imcivilly.

innrbaneness (in-6r-ban'nes), n. Lack of ur-

banity ; incivility. Bailey, 1727.

inurbanity (in-6r-ban'i-ti), n. [= F. inurba-

nite = Sp. inurbanidaS = It. inurbanitd, < L.

as if *iiiurbamta(t-)s, < inurbanus, inurbane:
see inurbane, and cf. urbanity.] Lack of ur-

banity or courtesy ; rude, unpolished manners
or deportment; incivility.

Plautus abounds in pleasantries that were the delight
of his own and of the following age, but which at the dis-

tance of one hundred and fifty years Horace scruples not
to censure for their inurbaniti/.

Beattie, Laughter and Ludicrous Composition.

inure (in-ur'), v.; pret. and pp. inured, ppr.

inuring. [Also enure; < in ure, in the phrase
put in ure, put in practice: iri^, prep.; ure,

work, operation, practice: see ure.] I, trans.

3168 invaginate

ness, < inuUUs, useless: see inutile.] 1. The
quality of being useless or unprofitable ; lack
of utility; uselessness; unprofitableness.

It is obvious that utility passes through invtHitu before
changing into disutility, these notions being related as

+, 0, and —

.

Jeooni, Pol. Icon., p. 68.

Even ontheirown opinion of their 2ntttt2t<v . . . I shall

propose to you to suppress the board of trade and planta-
tions. Burke, Economical Eeform.

2. Something that is useless.

"Pshaw!" replied Arminius, contemptuously; "that
great rope [the Atlantic cable], with a Philistine at each
end of it talking intUiliiiest"

M. Arnold, Friendship's Garland, vii.

inutilized (in-ii'ti-lizd), a. [< im-S -(- utilized.]

Not utilized. Also spelled inutiUsed.

The application [of native ultramarine, which is worth,
weight for weight, more than gold], remained imdUieed
for several years.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 80.

Ford, Broken Heart, T. 3. jn utioque JUTC (in u-tro'kwe jS're). [L.: in,

in; utrogue, abl. of utergue, either; jv/re, abl.

ofj«s,law.] In each or either law; under both
laws.
inutterable (in-ut'6r-a-bl), a. [< i«-3 + uttera-

ble.] Incapable of being uttered ; unutterable.

AU monstrous, all prodigious things.
Abominable, invtterahle, and worse
Than fables yet have feign'd. UiUan, F. L,, it 626.

There,
If the wolf spare me, weep my life away,
Kill'd with inutterable unkindUness.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien,

onely by way of intendment or large meaning but such Inu^g (in'u-us), n. [NL., < L. IrvimS, a name of
as was speedily discouered by euery quicke wit. SX^ n \ «-,+„i,i„ .«,,., «« ^ij „ ^i ^ ^ "•

Puttenhmt, AiteoiEng. Poesie, p. 193. ^^^-^ / notable genus of old-world monkeys,

Almost every privilege conceded by neutrals would be »* ^^^ *^mily Cymmtheotd^ and subfamily Cy-

apt to inure more to the benefit of one than of the other nopitnemnce, related to the macaques. Inuus
of two hostile nations.

—..j-.... «,- —h i t...i.— ._t,.v=

It. To establish by use; put into exercise or

act; insure.

But us he sends upon his high behests

For state, as Sovran King ; and to inure

Our prompt obedience. Milton, P. L., viii. 239.

2t. To use; adapt; qualify; practise; exercise;

ply.
Invre the with them that byn wyse.

Then to Eyches thow Shalt Aryse.

BooTce of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), L 70.

I also inure my pen sometimes in that kind.
Spenser, To G. Harvey.

A prince may animate and inure some meaner persons
to be scourges to ambitious men.

Bacon, Ambition (ed. 1887).

3. To toughen or harden by exercise; deaden
the sensibility of; accustom; habituate: fol-

lowed by to.

A nation warlike, and inured to practice

Of policy and labour, cannot brook
A teminate authority. " '

^--.-

Inur'd to hardships from his early youth.
Much had he done, and suffer'd for his truth.

lyryden. Hind and Panther, iil 910.

The poor, inur'd to drudg'ry and distress,

Act without aim, think little, and feel less.

Coujper, Hope, 1. 7.

H. intrans. 1. To pass in use; take or have
effect; be applied; become available or ser-

viceable : as, the land will inure to the heirs, or
to the benefit of the heirs.

Speaking before of the figure [Synecdoche] wee called
him [Quicke conceit] because he inured in a single word

Wooltey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 157.

3. In law, to devolve as a right, it is commonly
used of a devolution by law not intended by the parties

:

ecaudatus, the well-known Barbary ape, inhabiting the
rock of Gibraltar, is the only species. This animal is

called an ape, and has been placed with the higher simians
in the family Simiidce; but its proper position is with the
lower monkeys, near the baboons. See cut under ape,

vacuo, ah\.

_ In a vaeu-

i^.»iv,».»>,iiu \;l^--^ ^v-^u^, ,». L-> "•"''' -">^'>-j um
;
in empty space

The act of inuring, or the state ofbeing inured; invade (in-vad'J, v. t.; pret. and pp. invaded,

practice; habit. PP^^- invading. [= OF. invader = Sp. Pg. in-

as, if the holder of a lease with covenant for renewal as- i-n var-nn Hti vak'fi-o^ TT, • in in •

signs it, and afterward gets a renewal to himself, the re-
"l TOCUO (m vaK u o;. lU.. tn, m,

nlwal inures to the benefit of the assignee
' of vacuum, vacuum : see vaewwm.]

inurement (in-iir'ment), n. [< inure + -^ment.]

How much more may we hope, through the very same """'T = "• »»™«ere, s i,. mvaaere, go, cot
means (education being nothing else but a constant plight get mto, enter into, attack, mvade, < tn, m,+
and inurement), to induce by custom good habits Into a
reasonable freature. ^r B. Wotton, Beliquise, p. 79.

inurn (in-6m'), v. t. [< in-^ + urn.] To put
into an urn, especially a funeral urn ; hence, to
bury; inter; intomb.

The sepulchre.
Wherein we saw thee quietly inum'd.

Shak., Hamlet, !. 4, 49.

-inus. [NL.,L., a common adj. suffix: aee-in^,
-ine^.] A suffix forming Latin adjectives and
nouns thenoe derived. It is frequent in New
Latin generic and specific names, as in Acan-
thinus, etc.

inusitatet (in-fl'zi-tat), a. [= F. inusitS, < L.
inusitatiis, unused, unusual, < in- priv. -I- usita-
tus, used, usual, pp. of usitari, use often, freq.
otuti, pp. MSMs, use: sea use, v.] Unused; un-
usual.

I find some invxUaie expressions about some mysteries.
Abp. BramhaU, Works, II. 61.

inusitation (in-ii-zi-ta'shgn), n. [< L. imisita-
tus, unused, unusual (see inusitate), + 4on.]
The state of being unused; neglect of use ; dis-
use. [Obsolete or archaic.]

The mammEe of the male have not vanished by inugita-
tion. Paley, Nat. TheoL, xxilL

inustf , a. [< L. inustus, pp. of inwrere, bum in,
brand, < in, in, on, -I- urere, bum.] Burnt in.

That furious hot inust impression.
Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, III. iii. (

vadi/r = It. invadere, < L. imvadere, go, come, or
;tack, invade, < in, in,+
Cf. inveigh.] If. To govadere, go : see evade.

into or upon; enter.

Becomes a body, and doth then invade
The state of life, out of the griesly shade.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vi 37.

This contentions storm
Invades us to the skin, Shak., Lear, iiL 4, 7,

2. To enter or penetrate into as an enemy;
go or pass into or over with hostile intent, as
in a military incursion.

By cordes let fal fast gan they slide adown

:

And streight inuade the town yburled then
With wine and slepe, Surrey, Moeii, ii.

Flur, for whose love the £oman Caesar first
Invaded Britain, Tennyson, Qeraint.

Hence— 3. To come into or upon as if by a
hostile incursion; make an attack upon.

Jove can endure no longer
Your great ones should your less invade.

B. Jonson, Golden Age Bestored.

Onr Saviour himself, comming to reform his Church,was
accus'd of an intent to invade Csssar's right.

MiUon, Eikonoklastes, zL
The fumes of it [authority] invade the brain.
And make men giddy, prond, and vain,

S. BvUer, Miscellaneous Thoughts.

4. To intrude upon; infringe; encroach on;
violate: as, to invade the privacy of a family.
When . , , therightsof a whole people are innuifd, the

common forms of municipal law are not to be regarded.
A. Hamilton, Work^ IL 96,

inustiont (in-us'chon), n. [< L. as if *inus- invader (in-va'dfer), n. One who invades; an
tio(n-),<inurere,-pT^.inustus,}mram:seeinust.] •"""'''—*• '-—

- -

The aetof burning, or of marking by burning;
a branding; in med., cauterization.

assaOant ; an encroacher

;

A kingdom brought him to tyranny, tyranny to . . .

inustlon of other countries, among which Israel felt the
smart in the burning of her cities and massacring her
inhabitants. Bev. T. Adams, Works, IT. 354,

in utero (in ii'te-ro). [L.: in, in ; utero, abl, of
uterus, womb: see uterus.] m the " '

gotten, but yet to be bom. See in ventre.
inutilet (in-ii'til), a. [= P. inutile = Pr. i»-
util = Sp. imltil = Pg. inutil = It. inutile, < L,
inutilis, useless, < in- priv. + utilis, useful: see
utility.] Unprofitable; useless.

To refer to heat and cold is a compendious and inutile
speculation. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

inutility (in-u-tU'i-ti), n.; pi. inutilities (-tiz).
[z= F. inuUlitS = Sp, inutilidad = Pg. inutili-

dade = It. inutilitd, < L. inutiUta(t-)s, useless-

an intruder.
Let Erin remember the days of old.
Ere her faithless sons betray'd her.

When IVIalachi wore the collar of gold
Which he won from the proud invader.

Moore, Let Erin Semember,
Heroes and patriots have successfully resisted the in-

vaders of their country, or perished in its defence.
Story, Mlsc, Writtags, p. 84L

7Zlr^' invadiatet(in-va'di-at),«.i. [< ML. mmdiato,
PP- of invadiare, engage : see engage.] To en-

_
gage or mortgage lands. Bailey, 1731.
inyaginable (in-vaj'i-na-bl), a. [< invagina{te)
+ -ble.] Capable of being invaginated; sus-
ceptible of invagination.
The great proboscis of Balanoglossus may well be com-

pared to the imaginable organ similarly placed in the Se-
mertines, Eneyc. Brit., IXIV. 187.

invaginate (in-vaj'i-nat), V. t.; pret, and pp.
invaginated, ppr. invaginating. [< L. in, iu, +



invaginate
vagiim, a sheath: see vagina.'] To sheathe;
insert or receive as into a sheath; introvert:
opposed to evaginate.

_
Dr. Kingsley claims that the compound eye arises as antnvagzruUed pit of ectoderm. Amer. Naturatist, XXI. UM.

invagination (in-vaj-i-na'shon), n. r< in-
vaginate + Aon.] The act of introverting or
sheathing, or the state of being sheathed; in-
sertion or reception as into a sheath ; intus-
susception.

invalescenceit (in-va-les'ens), n. [< L. in-
pnv. -I- valescen(t-)s, ppr."of valesoere, grow
strong. Cf. convalescence.'] Lack of health.
Johnson.
invalescenceit (in-va-les'ens), n. [< L. ima-
lescere, become strong, < in- intensive + vales-
cere, inceptive of valere, be strong: see valid.
Ct convalescence.] Strength; health. Baileu,
1731.

"'

invaletudinaryt (in-val-f-tu'di-na-ri), a. [=
F. invaUtudinaire = Bp.' invaUtuAinario, < L.
imaletudinarius, sick (used only as a noun), <
in- intensive -1- valetudinarius, sick: see vale-
tudmary.] Sick; ill; valetudinary.
Whether usually the most studious, laborious ministers

be not the most invaZetudinary and infirm?
Papers between the Comrrdamtnenfar Bemew of the Liturgy

[(1661), p. 127.

invalid^ (in-val'id), a. [= F. invalide = Sp.
invdlido = Pg. It. irmalido, < L. vmaUdw, not
strong, weak, ineflicient, < in- priv. + validus,
strong: see valid. Ct. invalid^.] 1. Not valid;
of no force, weight, or cogency ; weak.

But this I urge,
Admitting motion in the heavens, to show
Invalid that which thee to doubt it moved.

Milton, P. L., viii. 116.

The greater our obligations to such writers, the more
desirable is it that their invdlid judgments should be dis-
criminated from their valid. F. HM, False fhilol., p. 2.

2. In law, having no validity or binding force

;

wanting efficacy; null; void: as, an invalid
contract or agreement.

invalid^ (iu'va-lid or -led), a. and n. [Formerly
also invalide; = D. invaliede, a., = G. invalide=
Dan. Sw. invalid, n., < F. invalide (= Sp. imvdlido
= Pg. It. invalido), a., not strong, sick, invalid;
as a noun, a disabled soldier; < L. imvalidus,
not strong: see imialidX.] I. a. Deficient iu
health; infirm; weak; sick.

II. n. 1. An infirm or sickly person; one
who is affected by disease or disabled by
any infirmity. Hence—2. Something that is

damaged, or the worse for wear, but not so
much as to be wholly unseirviceable. [Humor-
ous.]

The carriages were old second-class invalida of English
lines : but they were luxurious enough after the long
journey in dust and sun.

fr. H. Rmtdl, Diary in India, 1. 158.

invalid^ (in'va-Ud or -led), v. [< invalid'^, a.] I,

trans. 1. To affect with disease; render an in-

valid: chiefly in the past participle.

Mr. PickwioK cut the matter short by drawing the in-

valided stroller's arm through his, and leading him away.
Diekens, Pickwick, xlv.

Rheumatics, who so largely preponderate among the in-

valided visitors at our sulphur springs.
Harper's Mag., LXIX. 439.

2. To register as an invalid; enroll on the list

of invalids in the military or naval service

;

give leave of absence from duty on account of

ill health.

II. intrans. To cause one's self to be regis-

tered as an invalid. [Rare.]

He had been long suffering from the insidious attacks

of a hot climate, and though repeatedly advised to invalid,

he never would consent. Maxryat, Peter Simple.

invalidate (in-val'i-dat), v. t. ; pret. and pp.

iwoalidated, ppr. invalidating, [? ML. *invali-

datus, pp. otHrmalidare (> It. imvalidare = Sp.

Pg. invalidar= F. invalider), make invalid, < L.

iiivalidus, invalid: see invalid^. Cf. validate.]

1. To render invalid; destroy the strength or

validity of; render of no force or effect.

Argument is to be invalidated only by argument, and

is in itself of the same force, whether or not it convinces

him by whom it is proposed. Johnson, Bambler, So. 14.

The force of the objection above set forth may be fuUy

admittei without in any degree invalidating the theory.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 41.

Specifically— S. In law, to deprive of binding

force or legal efficacy: as, fraud invalidates a

contract. '
.

invalidation (in-val-i-da'shon), n. [< F. in-

validation = Sp. invalidacion ; as invalidate +
4on.] The act of invalidating or of rendering

invalid.

3169
The thirty-four confirmations [of Magna Charta] would

have been only so many repetitions of their absurdity, so
many new links in the chain, and so many invalidatiom
of their right.

Burke, Powers of Juries in Prosecutions for Libels.

invalideti «• and n. An obsolete form of in-

invalidhood (in'va-lid- or -led-hud), n. [< in-

valid^ + -hood.] 'the state of being an invalid;
invalidism. [Rare.]
About twenty years ago she had an illness, and, on the

strength of it, has kept up a character for inmlidhood ever
since. B. Broughton, P.ed as a Rose is She, ix.

invalidism (in'va-lid- or -led-izm), n. [< in-

valid^ + -ism.] The condition of being an in-

valid; a state of debility or infirmity; espe-
cially, a chronic condition of poor health.

Invalidimi is a function to which certain persons are
born, as others are born topoetiy or art as their calling.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 109.

invalidity (in-va-lid'i-ti), n. [= F. invalidity
= Pg. imvalidad'e = ft. invaliditd, invalidity, <
ML. in/validita{t-)s, weakness, infirmity (from a
wound), < L. in/validus, not strong : see invalid^,
invalid^.] If. Weakness; infirmity.
He ordered that none who could work should be idle

;

and that none who could not work, by age, sickness, or
invalidity, should want. Sir W. Temple.

2. Lack of validity ; want pf cogency, force, or
efficacy; specifically, lack of legal force: as,

the irmalidity of an argument or of a will.

But, however, to prevent all cavillings, in this place
lie shew the invalidUy of this objection,

GlanvUle, Pre-existence of Souls, iv.

The penally of invalidity attaching to unstamped docu-
ments of various kinds has oroved a very effective deter-
rent to evasion. " Eneye. Brit., XXTII. 88.

invalidly (in-val'id-li), adv. So as to be in-
valid; without vallidity.

IVaudulently bought, and therefore invalidly obtained.
PhUadelpMa Times, Oct. 26, 1885.

invalidness (in-va;rid-nes), n. Invalidity: as,

the invalidness of reasoning. [Rare.]
invalorons (in-val'o-rus), a. [<Mi-3 + valorous.]
Not valorous; cowardly. 2). (yConnell. •

invaluable (in-val'u-a-bl), a. [< i«-3 -I- valvr-

ahle.] Above or beyond valuation ; too valu-
able for exact estimate ; inestimable.

The ancient amity & friendship betweene both ourlands,
with the imuduoMe commodity of sweet amiable peace.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 160.

There was an invaluable shrine for the head of St. John
the Baptist, whose bones and another of his heads are in
the cathedral at Genoa.

B. Curzan, Monast. in the Levant, p. 363.

invaluableness (in - val ' u - a -bl -nes), ». The
character of being invalu'alile.

Deny, if thou canst, the invalvablenesse of this heavenly
gift. Bp. Hall, Satan's Fiery Darts, ii.

invaluably (in-val'u-a-bli), adv. Inestimably.
That invaluably precious blood of the Sonne of God.

Bp. HaU, Sermon of Thanksgiving, Jan., 1625.

invaluedt (in-val'ud), a. [< in-S -(- valued.] In-
estimable; invaluable.

The monument of worth, the angel's pleasure,
Which hoardeth gloiy's rich invidwd treasure.

Ford, Fame's Memorial, Epitaphs.

invariability (in-va'''ri-a-biri-ti), n. [= F. in-

varidbilite = Sp. invariaMli&d = Pg. invaria-
hilidade= Xt.invariabilitd, ; s,sinvaridble + -ity.]

Lack of variability or of liability to change ; in-
variableness.

Therfore, this invariability in the birds' operations must
proceed from a higher intellect.

Sir K. Digby, Of Bodies, jcxxvii.

invariable (in-va'ri-a-bl), a. and n. [= F. in-

variable = Sp. invariable = Pg. irmariavel = It.

inmariabile ; as in-S + variable.] I. a. 1. Not
variable; constant; uniform; unchanging.

If taste has no fixed principleSj if the imagination is not
affected according to some invariable and certain laws, our
labour is like to be employed to very little purpose.

Burke, On Taste, Int.

The only evidence of the shells having been naturally
left by the sea consists in their invariable and uniform ap-
pearance of extreme antiquity.

Darmin, Geol. Observations, ii. 242.

2. Not Capable of being varied; unalterable;
unchangeable— invariable antecedent, in logic.

See antecedent, 3 (c).— Invariable pendulum, a pendu-
lum constructed to be transported unchanged from one
station to another, in order to determine the relative ac-
celeration of gravity. Such a pendulum swings upon a
knife-edge (which see).—Invariable system, in dyna/m.,
a system of points whose relative distances remain con-
stant.

II. «. In mafh., a quantity that does not
vary; a constant,

invariableness (in-va'ri-a-bl-nes), n. The
state of being invariable ; constancy of state,

condition, or quality; immutability; unchange-
ableness.

invecked
A variety of dispensations [may] be consistent with an

invariableness of design,
A. Tucker, Light of Nature, IL iil. 24,

invariably (in-va'ri-a-bli), adv. In an invari-
able manner; without alteration or change;
constantly; uniformly.

It [time] is conceived by way of substance, or imagined
to subsist of itself, independently and invariably, as all
abstract ideas are. Lam, Enquiry, Of Tmie, ii.

Death succeeds life inevitably and invariably.
J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 167.

invariance (in-va'ri-ans), n. [< invarian(t) +
-ce.] In math., the essential character of in-
variants; persistence after linear transforma-
tion.

invariant (in-va'ri-ant), a. and n. [< in-3 -1-(in-^

I. a.variant.] I. a. Not varying or changing; re-
maining always the same.
However variable the visible antecedents may be, the

real determinants— the cobperant factors— are in each
case invariants.

O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 94.

II. n. In mot/j., a function of the coefficients
of a quantic such that, if the quantic is linear-
ly transformed, the same function of the new
coefficients is equal to the first function multi-
plied by some power of the modulus of trans-
formation— Absolute, differential, skew, etc., in-
variant. See the adjectives.—Theory Of Invariants,
a branch of mathematics which studies- the fundamental

_
invariants of quantics.

invariantive (in-va'ri-an-tiv), a. [< invariant
+ 4ve.] Pertaining to' an invariant; persist-
ing after a linear transformation.
A curve u = may have some invarianiive property,

viz. a property independent of the particular axes of co-
ordinates used in the representation of the curve by its

equation. Erusyc. Brit., VI. 722.

invaried (in-va'rid), a. [< in-3 + varied.] Un-
varied; not changing or altering. [Rare.]

Change of the particles, or the lesser invaried words,
that add to the signification of nouns and verbs,

BlackwaU, Sacred Classicks, I. 136.

invaried (in-va'ri-6d), n. [L., < m- priv. +
variare, vary, + term, -od, < Gr. !>66g, a path.]
In math., an ultracritieal function.

Sir James Cockle suggests that ... it may be possible
by means of semicritical relations to form invariods, that
is, ultra-critical functions of the calculus analogous to the
invariants or ultra^critical functions of algebra.

R. Harley, Proc; Roy. Soc, XXXVIII. 67.

invasion (in-va'zhon), n. [= F. invasion= Pr.
envazio = Sp. invasion = Pg. invasao = It. in-

vasione, < LL. invasio^rir-), an attack, invasion, <

L. invadere, pp. invasus, invade : see invade.] 1

.

The act of invading a country or territory as an
enemy; hostile en&ance or intrusion.

We made an invagion upon the south of the Clierethites.

1 Sam. XXX. 14.

No Mahratta invasion had ever spread through the prov-
ince such dismay as this inroad of English lawyers.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Hence— 2. A harmful incursion of any kind;
an onset or attack, as of disease.

What demonstrates the plague to be endemial to Egypt
is its invasion and going off at certain seasons. Arbtdhnot. •

The invasion of the symptoms [in smallpox] is sudden
and severe. Bncyc. Brit., XXII. 163.

3. Infringement by intrusion; encroachment
by entering into or taking away what belongs
to another: as, an invasion of one's retirement
or rights.

Here is no invasion and conquest of the weaker nature
by the stronger, but an equal league of souls, each in its

own realm still sovereign.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 329.

invasive (in-va'siv), a. [= F. invasif= Sp. Pg.
It. invasivo, < ML. invasivus, invasive, < L. inva-
sus, pp. of invadere, invade : see invade.] Tend-
ing to invade ; characterized by invasion ; ag-
gressive.

Prohibited by the magistrates and rulers to vse or
weare any weapon, either inuasive or defensiue.

Hall, Hen. YI., an. 34.

He [Washington] had such admirable self-command
that he was not at all invasive of the opinion of others.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, p. 129.

invassalt (in-vas'al), V. t. [< i«-2 -1- vassal]
Same as envassal.

Whilst I myself was free
From that intolerable misery
Whereto affection now invassels me.

Daniel, Queen's Arcadia, ii. 1.

invecked (in- vekt '), a. [Also envecked; cf . in-

vected, invexed.] Bordered exteriorly by small
rounded lobes of slight projection as compared
with their width; invected.

The easternwindow [of Whalley Church] . . . k invecked
with ramified tracery. Baines, Hist Lancashire, II. 7.

It has no sleeves, but reveals an under coat of pale blue
with invecked edges. N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 97.



A Chief inveck^

A Fale invected.

inveckee

inveck^e (in-vek'a), a. [Heraldic P.; cf. in
vcclicd.'] In her., douhle-arched,
or, more rarely, triple-arched:
said of a heraldic Ime, or the
edge of an ordinary, which is

bent into large curves forming
an angle with each other.

invectt (in-vekf), ». i. [< L. in-
rectus, pp. otinvehere, inveigh:
see inveigh.'] To inveigh.

Fool that I am thus to invect against her

!

Beau, and PI. (J), Faithful Friends, ilL 3.

invected (in-vek'ted), a. [< L. invectus, pp.
of invehere, bring in or to, en-
ter, penetrate, also attack: see
inveigh. Cf. invexed, convex.]
Formed exteriorly of small con-
vex oroutward curves, or slight-
ly projecting rounded lobes:
used in heraldry of a line or the
edge of a bearing: the oppo-
site of engrailed, in which the
curves are concave or turned inward. Formerly
canelle.

inTectiont (in-vek'shon), n. [< L. invectio^nr-),

a brining, an attaclong, < invehere, vTp. invec-
tus, bring in, attack: see inveigh.] Invective.

Many men wish Luther to have used a more temperate
style Bometimes, especially against princes and temporal
estates ; and he himself did openly acknowledge his fault
therein, especially his immoderate invection against King
Henry the 8th. Fulke, Answer to P. Frarine (1686), p. 28.

invective (in-vek'tiv), a. and n. [< P. invecUf
= It. invettivo, invective (as a noun, P. invec-
tive = Sp. Pg. invecUva = It. invetUva, f., in-
vective), < L. invectivus, scolding, abusive, in-
vective, < invehere, pp. imoectus, attack, scold,
inveigh : see inveigh.] I. a. Censoriously abu-
sive; vituperative; denunciatory.

This is most strangely invecHve,
Most fuU of spite and insolent uphraiding.

B. Jongon, Sejanus, lii. 1.

Let him rail on ; let his invecUve muse
Have four and twenty letters to abuse.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., ii. 447.

H. n. Vehement denunciation ; an utterance
of violent censure or reproach; also, a railing
accusation; vituperation.

In the Fathers' writings there are sundiy sharp invec-
tives against heretics. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iiL 8.

So desperate thieves, all hopeless of their lives.

Breathe out invectives 'gainst the officers.

Steft., 3 Hen. VL, i. i, 43.

A tide of fierce
Invective seem'd to wait behind her lips.

Tennyson. Princess, It.

=Syn. Abuse, Invective (see abuse); Satire, Pasquinade,
etc (Bee larnpoon) ; philippic, objurgation, reproach, rail-

ing, diatribe.

invectively (in-vek'tiv-li), adv. In the man-
ner of invective ; censoriously; abusively.

Thus most invectively he pierceth through
The body of the country, city, court.

Shak., As you Like it, ii 1, 68.

invectiveness (in-vek'tiv-nes), n. The quali-

ty of being invective or vituperative ; abusive-
ness. [Bare.]

1 related to them the bitter mockings and scomings that
fell upon me, the displeasnre of my parents, the invecUve-
Tiess and craelty of the priests.

Pmn, Travels in Holland, etc.

invectivist (in-vek'tiv-ist), n. [< invective +
-»«t.] One who employs invective.

It is the work of a very French Frenchman, of a gloomy
and profoundly though^ul and powerful satirist and in-

veMvia. The Independent (New YorkX June 12, 1862.

inveigh (in-va'), v. i. [Formerly also enveigh,

invaigh, invey ; < ME. *enveyen (?) (not found),
< OP. envair, enveir, attack, invade, press, un-
dertake, prob. < L. invadere, attack, invade (see

invade), but also appar. in part (Uke the E. in-

vect, invection, invective, associated with inveigh)

< L. invehere, pp. irwectus, carry, bear or bring
in or to, also attack with words, scold, inveigh,

< in, in, to, + vehere, carry: see vehicle.] To
make a verbal attack; utter or write vehement
denunciation or rebuke ; exclaim or rail against
persons or things ; rail : with against, formerly
with at or on.

Drances and TMmus vppon aoncient hatred inueijgrh one
at the other. Phaer, ^;neid, ri, Arg.

T. 8. . . . wa£ BO negligent that . . . I can hardly inhold
from inveighing on his memoiy.

FuUer, Hist, Cambridge Univ., vliL 25.

He never falls to iraieigh with hearty bittemeBS against
democracy as the soorce of every species of crime.

Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

inveigher (in-va'6r), n. One who inveighs or

denounces ; a railer.
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On their coin they stamped the figure of Sappho. Nor

lesse honored they Alcseus, a bitter inveigher against the

rage of tyrants that then oppressed this countrey.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 13.

inveigle (in-ve'gl), v. t.; pret. and pp. inveigled,

ppr. inveigling. [Formerly also inveagle, envei-

gle; < ME. (not found), < AF. enveogler, bUnd,
inveigle, equiv. to P. avetigler = Pr. avogolar =
It. avocolare, blind, < L. ab, from, + oculus, eye

:

see ocular.] To lead astray by making blind

to the truth or to consequences; mislead by
deception ; entice into violation of duty, pro-

priety, or self-interest: now usually -with into.

It was Cleopatra's sweet voice and pleasant speech

which inveigled Antony. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 481.

And thus would he inveigle my belief to think the com-
bustion of Sodom might be natural.

Sir T. Broume, Beligio Medici, i. 19.

He had inveigled the lieges into revolt by a false asser-

tion that the Inquisition was about to be establlBhed.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 153.

=Syn. To cajole, beguile, lure, insnare, decoy.

inveiglement (in-ve'gl-ment), n. [< inveigle +
-ment.] The act of inveigling; seduction to

evil ; that which inveigles ; enticement.

A person truly pious . . . may, thro' the in^j^lements
of the world and the frailty of his nature, be sometimes
surprised, and for a while d&awn into the way of sin.

South, Works, VI. iv.

inveigler (in-ve'gl6r), n. One who inveigles,

entices, or leads astray by arts and flattery.

When after, [the youth] being prcBented to the Empe-
ronr for his admirable beauty, he was known, and the
Prince clapt up as his inveigler. Sandys, TravaUes, p. 14.

inveil (in-val'), V. t. [< in-^ + veil.] Same as
enveil.

invelopt, invelopef, v. t. Obsolete forms of en-

velop. Jer. Taywr.
invendibility (in-ven-di-bU'j-ti), «. [< in/ven-

dible: see -oility.] The state or quality of be-
ing invendible ; unsalableness.

All that is terrible in this case is that the author may
be laughed at, and the stationer beggared by the book's
invendibHUy. Brcrme.

invendible (in-ven'di-bl), a. [< «»-3 -1- vendi-
ble.] Not vendible; unsalable.

invenomt, invenomef, v. t. Obsolete forms of
envenom.
invent (in-venf), V. t. [< ME. inventen, < OP.
inventer, P. inventer= Sp. Pg. inventar = It. in-

ventare, < L. inventus, pp. of invenire, come upon,
meet with, find, discover, < in, on, + venire,

come: Bee venture. Gi. advent, convent, events,

prevent, etc.] 1. To come upon; light upon;
meet with ; find. [Obsolete or archaic]

Far off he wonders what them makes so glad

;

Or Bacchus merry fruit they did invent,
Or Oybeles franticke rites have made them mad.

Spemer, F. Q., L vL 15.

According to the popular belief among the Greeks, it

was in a bed of this tender herb [sweet basil] that Our
Lord's Cross was invented.

Athelstan RHey, Athos, or the Mountain of the Monks
[(1887), p. 71, note.

2. To fiLnd outby original study or eontrivanee

;

create by a new use or combination of means

;

devise the form, construction, composition,
method, or principle of.

To invent is to discover that we know not.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii 217.

He is now
Inventing a rare mouse-trap, with owl's wings
And a cat's-foot, to catch the mice alone.

B. Jonson, Fortunate Isles.

3. In general, to produce by contrivance ; fab-
ricate ; concoct ; devise : as, to invent the plot of
a story; to invent an excuse or a falsehood.

I say, she never did invent this letter;
This is a man's invention, and his hand.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3, 29.

Lies and falsites, and such as could best invent them,
were only in request JftZton, Hist. Eng., iiL

In an evening, often with a child on each knee, he would
invent a tale for their amusement.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, vt
=Syn. 2 and 3. Discover, Invent. See discover and inven-
turn.

inventert (in-ven'ter), n. An obsolete form of
inventor.

inventfttlt (in-vent'ful), a. [< invent + -ful.]
Full of invention ; inventive.

The genius of the French government appears powerful
only in destruction, and inventful only in oppression.

Gifford, Besidence in France (1797).

inventible (in-ven'ti-bl), a. [< invent -(- -ible.]

Capable of being invented or contrived.

When first I gavemy thoughts to make guns shoot often,
I thought there had been but one only exquisite way iji-
ventStle; yet, by several trials, and much charge, I have
perfectly tried all these. Century of Inventions, No. 67.

inventibleness (in-ven'ti-bl-nes), n. The state
of being inventible.

inventive

invention (in-ven'shon), n. [= F. invention =
Pr. inventio = Sp. invencion = Pg. inven^&o = It.

invenzione, < L. inventio(n-), finding, discovery,

invention, < invenire, pp. inventus, come upon,
foA: see invent.] 1. A finding. [Obsolete, or

archaic, as in the phrase Invention of the Cross.

See cross^.]

As Laurentins observeth concerning the invention of the
stapes or stirrop hone [in the ear], there is some conten-

tion between Columbus and Ingrassias, the one of Sicilia,

the other of Cremona, and both within this Century.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

2. The act or process of finding outhow to make
something previously unknown, or how to do
something in a new way; original contrivance;

creation by a new use of means : as, the inven-

tion of printing; the invention of the steam-
engine, or of an improved steam-engine.

The labor of invention is often estimated and paid on
the same plan as that of execution. J. S. MSI.

3. That which is invented ; something previ-

ously unknown, or some new modification of

an existing thing, produced by an original use

of means; an original contrivance or device.
When used absolutely, it generallydenotes anew mechani-
cal device, or a new process in one of the useful arts.

God hath made man npright ; but they have sought out
many inventions. EccL vIL 29.

The invention all admired, and each, how he
To be the inventor miss'd. UHton, P. L., vi. 498.

There is no Invention hath been more valned by the
wiser Part of Mankind than that of Letters.

StUlingJleet, Sermons, IIL ii

An invention is any new and useful art, machine, man-
ufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful

improvement on any art, machine, maniUFacture, or com-
position of matter, not before known and used. Robinson.

4. Specifically, in music, a short piece in which
a single thought is worked out, usually contrar

puntally, but with the comparative simplicity

of an impromptu or of a study.— 5. The act of

producing by the exercise of the imagination;
mental fabrication or creation: as, the inven-

tion of plots or of excuses.

You divine wits of elder Dayes, from whom
The deep Invention of rare Works hath com.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i 5.

If thou canst accuse, . . .

Do It without inventimi, suddet^y.
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iii 1, 5.

Milton's Characters, most of them, lie oat of Nature,
and were to be formed purely by his own Inventvm.

Addison, Spectator, No. 279.

6. The faculty or power of inventing; skiU or
ingenuity in original contrivance; toe gift of

finding out or producing new forms, methods,
processes, effects, etc. ; in art and lit., the exer-

cise of imagination in production ; the creative

faculty.

I will prove these verses to be very unlearned, neither
savouring of poetry, wit, nor invention.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 2, 166.

I had not the assistance of auy good book whereby to
promote my invention, or relieve my memory.

Sir T. Broume, Beligio Medici Pret

My own invention . . . can furnish me with nothing so

dull as what is there. Dryden, Mock Astrologer, Pret

7t. A coming in ; arrival.

Whilst green Thetis' Nymphs, with many an amorous lay.

Sing our invention safe unto her long-wish'd Bay.
Drayton, Polyolbion, i 68.

Invention Of the Cross. See (to«si.—Beglsteredln-
ventlon, an invention protected by an inferior patent-
Useful Inventioil, in the sense of American law, one not
injurious or mischievous to society, and not frivolous or
insignificant, but capable of use for a purpose from which
some advantage can be derived. When an invention is use-
ful in this sense, the d^ree or extent of its nsefolness is

wholly unimportant Curtis, Law of Pat (6th ed.X § 449.

=Syil. 2. Invention, Discovery; fabrication, excogitation.
iTWention is applied to the contrivance and production of
something, often mechanical, that did not before exist,

for the utilization of powers of nature long known or
lately discovered by investigation. Discovery brings to
light what existed before, but was not known. We are hi-
dehted to invention for the thermometer, barometer, tele-
phone, etc. ; to discovery for knowledge of hitherto un-
known parts of the globe, etc By the invention of the
spectroscope we have made large discoveries as to the me-
tallic elements in many heavenly bodies. See discover.—6.
Invention, Style, AmpUfication. Bhetoric is often divided
into the departments of invention and style, invention cov-
ering all that concerns the supply of the thought, and »(yfe
all that concerns the expression of the thought in lan-
guage. Some writers divide rhetoric into invention, am-
pliflcation, and style, but amplification is strictly a part of
invention.

inventional (in-ven'shon-al), a. [< invention
+ -at.] Belating to invention; of the nature
of invention,

inventionst (in-ven'shus), a. [< inventi{on) +
-ous.] Inventive.

It will be most exquisite; thon art a fine inventiotts
rogue, sirrah. B. Janson, Cynthia's Eevels, ii L
inventive (in-ven'tiv), a. [< P. inventif= Sp.
Pg. It. inventivo; as invent -I- -ive.] 1. Of or



inventive

pertaining to invention; characterized by or
manifesting original contrivance.
The leading charaoteriBtica of modem societies are in

consequence marked out much more by the triumphs ol
inventive skill than bythe sustained energy of moral causes.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 131.

A short course of lectures on the Kindergarten, on the
teaching of language, on industrial and inventive drawing.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 489.

3. Able to invent; quick at contriving ; ready
at expedients.

As he had an inventive brain, so there never lived any
man that believed better thereof, and of himself.

Raleigh,
Ingenious love, inventive in new arts,
Mingled in plays, and quickly touoh'd our hearts.

Dryden and Soame, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry, iii. 91.

We should And the most remarkable instance of the dif-
ference between an imaginative and an inoeTitive poet to
be furnished by the cases of Shakspeare and Spenser.

Athenceum, No. 3068, p. 198.

inventively <in-ven'tiv-li), adv. By the power
of invention.

inventiveness (in-ven'tiv-nes), n. The quality
of being inventive ; the faculty of inventing.
The knowledge that clear and appropriate ideas are

requisite for discovery, although it does not lead to any
very precise precepts, or supersede the value of natural
sagacity and inventiveness, may still be of use in our pur-
suit after truth. Whewell, Hist. Scientific Ideas.

inventor (in-ven'tor), n, [Formerly also in-

venter; = F. inventeur = Sp. Pg. in/ventor = It.

iwveniore, < L. inventor, a finder, contriver, au-
thor, inventor, < mvenire, pp. iwoentus, find out,
invent: see iwiient.'\ One who invents or de-
vises something new; one who makes an in-

vention.
We but teach

Bloody instructions, which, being taught, return
To plague the inventor. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7, 10.

His sister Naamah is accounted by some Kabbines the
first inuenter of making Linnen and Woollen, and of vocall

Musicke. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 34.

The lone Inventor by his demon haunted.
Lowell, To the Future.

inventorial (in-ven-td'ri-al), a. [< inventory +
-al.^ Of or pertaining to an inventory.

inventorially (in-ven-to'ri-al-i), adv. In the
manner of an inventory.

To divide him inventorially would dizzy the arithmetic
of memory. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2, 118.

inventory (in'ven-to-ri), ». ;
pi. inventories

(-riz). [Formerly also, erroneously, iwoitory;

prop. *inventary (the form inventory, OF. in-

ventore (< late ML. inventorium), involving an
irreg. use of the suffix -ory) = F. inventaire =
Pr. iwventari = Sp. Pg. It. inventario, < LL.
inventariwm, a list, inventory, < L. invenire,

pp. irwentus, find out: see invent.'] A detailed

descriptive list of articles, such as goods and
chattels, or of parcels of land, with the nimi-

ber, quantity, and value of each; specifically,

a formal list of movables, as of the goods or

wares of a merchant: as, an inventory of the

estate of a bankrupt, or of a deceased person.

There, take an inventory of all I have,

To the last penny. Shak. , Hen. VIII. , iii. 2, 124.

There are stores laid up in our human nature that our

understanding can make no complete inventory of.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 1.

Benefit of Inventory, in dml law, the limit of liability

secured by an executor, legatee, or heir, in respect of

debts of the deceased, by making and filing an inventory

showing the value of the assets coming to his hands.

=Syn Sehedvle, Register, etc. See list.

inventory (in'ven-to-ri), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

ventoried, ppr. inventorying. [< inventory, ».]

To make a Ust, catalogue, or schedule of; in-

sert or register in an account of goods.

1 will give out divers schedules of my beauty. It shall

be inventoried, and every particle and utensil labelled.

Shak., T. N., i. 6, 284.

The learned author himself is inventoried and summ'd

up to the utmost value of his livery-cloak. „ , ,^ .

Xilton, Colasterion.

in ventre (in ven'tre). [L.: in, in; ventre,

abl. of venter, belly, womb: see venter.] In

law, in the womb—in (en) ventre sa mere [F.],

begotten but not yet bom. The law recognizes the exis-

tence, and protects the rights, of an infant »n ventre sa

inventress (in-ven'tres), n. [< OF. iwventeresse

;

as inventor + -ess. Cf. P. iweentrioe = It. in-

ventrice, < L, mventrix, fern, of irvoentor, an in-

ventor: see inventor.] A female inventor.

Mistress Turner, the first Inventress of yellow Starch,

was executed in a Cobweb tawn Kufl of that Colour at

Tyburn. Bowm, Letters, X. i. i.

At last divine Cecilia came,
Inventress of the vocal frame. ,

, .., .

Dryden, Alexander s Feast.

Inver-. [Gael.; cf. after.] An element in some

Scotch place-names of Gaelic origin, meaning
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a confluence of a river with another or with
the sea: as, Inverness, Inverary, Invergordon,

Inverury, Jnverlochy.

inveracity (in-vf-ras'i-ti), n.; pi. inveracities

(-tiz). [< jm-3 -V-" veracity.] Lack of veracity
or truthfulness ; an untruth.

The anile aphorism still triumphs, solemnly devolving
from age to age its loathsome spawn of shams and in-

veracities. P. Ball, Mod. Eng., p. 145.

inverisimilitude (in-ver"i-si-mil'i-tiid), n. [<
j»-3 -t- verisimilitude.] Lack of verisimilitude;

improbability. Coleridge.

invermination (in-vSr-mi-na'shon), n. [< L.
in, in, + verminatio(n-), a writhing pain, the
disease called worms, < verminare, suffer from
worms, < vermis, a worm : see vermin.] In pa-
thoL, the state or condition of being infested

by worms ; helminthiasis. [Bare.]

inversatile (in-ver'sa-til), a. [< in-S + versa-

tile.] In entom., notVersatUe ; not moving on
the supporting parts: as, inversatile antenna.
inverse (in-vers' or in'vers), a. and n.

' [< ME.
invers, envers, < OP. invers, P. inverse = Pr. en-

vers = Sp. Pg. It. inverso, < L. inversus, pp. of

invertere, turn about, invert : see invert.] I. a.

1. Turned end for end, or in the opposite di-

rection; having a contrary course or tendency;
inverted : opposed to direct.

The reigning taste was so bad that the success of a
writer was in inverse proportion to his labour, and to his

desire of excellence. Macavlay, Dryden.

2. Inmath., opposite in nature and effect: said

with reference to any two operations which,
when both performed in succession upon the
same quantity, leave it unaltered: thus, sub-
traction is inverse to addition, division to mul-
tiplication, extraction of roots to the raising of

powers, etc. A direct operation produces an unam-
biguous and possible value, and between two operations
the one which combines quantities symmetrically is

preferably considered as direct. Addition, multiplication,

involution, and differentiation are considered as direct

operations ; subtraction, division, evolution, and integra-

tion as inverse operations. Corresponding to every direct

operation there are, generally speaking, two inverse opera-
tions: thus, if F(fl:, y) be the direct operation, the two in-

verse operations are the one which gives x from F(fl:, y)
and y, and the one which gives y from F(fl;, y) and x.—
Inverse congrulty, current, difference, etc. See the
nouns.— Inverse curve, line, point, etc., a curve, line

point, etc., resulting from spherical, quadric, and other
varieties of geometrical inversion.—Inverse ellipsoid
of inertia. See eKipsoiiJ.— inverse matrix. See mos-

iria;.—Inverse method of fluxions. See fiuxwn.— In-
verse method of tangents. See tangent.—'Snyer&e
mood, in logic, an indirect mood.— Inverse order of
alienation, in the law of judicial or forced sales, a fixed

order according to which parcels that the debtor has not
aliened shall be first sold, and of those that he has aliened
the later shall be sold before the earlier : a rule for the pro-
tection of earlier over later grantees.— Inverse problem,
a problem like finding the equation to the ordinate of a
curve when its arc is given in terms of the abscissa.— In-
verse proportion, ratio, etc. See the nouns.—Inverse
rule or tmree, the rule of three w applied to quantities
in inverse proportion to one another.

II. n. An inverted state or condition ; a di-

rect opposite ; something directly or absolutely
contrary to something else : as, the inverse of a
proposition.

inversedt (in-v6rst'), a. [ME. enversed; < in-

verse + -ed^.] Inverted.

The bough to sette is best in germynyng, . . .

But hem to sette enversed nought to doone is.

PaSadius, Husbondrie (E. B. T. S.), p. 116.

Inversed proportlont, inverse proportion. See propor-
tion.

inversely (in-v6rs'li), adv. In an inverted or-

der or manner ; in an inverse ratio or propor-
tion, as when one thing is greater or less in

proportion as another is less or greater.

inversion (in-ver'shon), n. [= F. inversion =
Sp. inversion = Fg.'inversdlo = It. in/versione,<.

L. inversio(n-), inversion, < invertere, pp. inver-

sus, turn about: see invert.] The act of in-

verting, or the state of being inverted; a turn-

ing end for end, upside down, or inside out;

any change of order such that the last becomes
first and the first last; in general, any reversal
of a given order or relation.

We shall one day give but an ill and lame account of

our watching and praying, if, by an odd inversion of the

command, all that we do is first to pray against a tempta-
tion, and afterwards to watch for it. 5(m<A, Works, VI. x.

Specifically— («) In gram., a change of the natural or

recognized order of words: as, '* of all vices, impurity is

one of the most detestable," instead of " impurity is one
of the most detestable of all vices." (6) In rJiet, a mode
of arguing by which the speaker tries to show that the
arguments adduced by an opponent tell against his cause
and are favorable to the speaker's, (c) In mumc: (1) The
process, act, or result of transposing the tones of an inter-

val or chord from their original or normal order. The
several inversions of a chord are called first, second, and
third respectively. See interval, 6, and chord, 4. (2) The
process, act, or result of repeating a subject or theme with
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all its upward intervals or steps taken downward, and
vice versa. Also called imitation try inversion or in con-

trary motion. (See imitation, 3.) Retrograde inverdon,

however, is the same as retrograde imitation (which see,

under imitation, 3). (3) In double counterpoint, the trans-

position of the upper voice-part below the lower, and
vice versa. Inversion is the test of the correctness of the
composition. The transposition may be either of an oc-

tave or of any other interval, (d) In math. : (1) A turn-
ing backward; a contrary rule of operation : as, to prove
an answer by inversion, as division by multiplication or
addition by subtraction. (2) Change in the order of the
terms. (3) Certain transformations. Also the operation of
reversing the direction of every linein abody without alter-

ing its length, (e) In geol. , the folding back of strata upon
themselves, as by upheaval, in such a way that the order
of succession appears reversed. (/) MHit., a movement
in tactics by which the order of companies in line is in-

verted, the right being on the left, the left on the right,

and so on. (g) In chem., a decomposition of certain sugars
and other carbohydrates, induced by the action of a fer-

ment or dilute acid by which the elements of water are
added to a carbohydrate, each molecule of which breaks
up into two molecules of a different carbohydrate. Thus,
cane-sugar in solution, when heated with a dilute acid,

takes up water and breaks up into equal parts of dextrose
and levulose. See invert^swgar.— Circle of inversion, a
circle with" respect to which a given curve is its own in-

verse.— Geometrical Inversion (usually taken to mean
cyclical or spherical inversion), a transformation by which
for each point of a figure is substituted a point in the
same direction from a fixed point, called the center of in-

version, and at a distance therefrom equal to the recipro-
cal of the distance of the first point.—Inversion Of an
organ- or pedal-point. See orsron^poiTi*.—inversion
of parts. See def. (o) (8).— Inversion of subjects.
See def. (c) (2).—Quadric inversion, in math., a trans-
formation of a figure consisting in substituting for each
point one lying in the same direction from a fixed center,
and on the polar of the variable point with reference to
a quadric surface.—Tangential inversion, in math., a
transformation by which for every straight line of a figure
is substituted a parallel line passing through the pole of

the first with reference to a conic.

inversive (in-ver'siv), a. [< inverse + 4ve.]

Of or pertaining to inversion ; capable of caus-
ing inversion.

invert (in-vert'), V. t. [= OF. imvertir = Sp.
invertir = Pg. inverter = It. invertere, < L. in-

vertere, turn upside down, turn about, upset,

invert, < in, in, to, toward, -I- vertere, turn: see

verse. Cf. advert, convert, evert, etc.] 1. To
turn in an opposite direction; turn end for end,
upside down, or inside out; place in a contrary
order or position : as, to invert a cone or a sack

;

to invert the order of words.
Invert

What best is boded me, to mischief.
Shale, Tempest, iii. 1, 70.

Let no attraction invert the poles of thy honesty.
Sir T. Browne, Clirist. Mor., i. 9.

We begin by knowing little and believing much, and we
sometimes end by inverting the quantities.

Ge<yrge Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 215.

We invert the relation of cause and effect when we con-
sider that our emotions are determined by our imagina-
tive creeds. Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, i. § 16.

2+. To divert ; turn into another channel ; de-

vote to another purpose.

Solyman charged him bitterly with inverting his trea^

sures to his own private use. KnaUes, Hist. Turks.

=Syn. 1. Overthrow^ Subvert, etc. See overturn.

invert (in'vert), n. [< imvert, v.] 1. In arch.,

an inverted arch ; specifically, the floor of the
lock-chamber of a canal, which is usually in

the form of an inverted arch, or the bottom of

a sewer.

The bottom of the sewer is called the invert, from a
general resemblance in the construction to an " inverted

"

arch. Mayhew, Loudon Labour and London Poor, II. 445.

2. In teleg., an inverted or reversed insula-
tor.

An eflort is at present being made to introduce a form
of invert in which the bolt passes nearly to the top of the
insulating material.

Preece and ^vewright, Telegraphy, p. 224.

invertant (in-ver'tant), a. [< irmert -f -ant.]

In her., same as inverted. '

invertebracy (in-v6r'te-bra-si), «. [< inverte-

bra(te) + -cy.] The condition of being inverte-
brate, or without a backbone ; flguratively, lack
of moral stamina ; irresolution. [Eare.]

A person may reveal his hopeless invertebrate only when
brought face to face with some critical situation.

New York Semi-weekly Tribune, Dec. 24, 1886.

invertebral (in-v6r'te-bral), a. [< ««-3 + ver-

tebral.] Same as invertebrate.

Invertebrata (in-v6r-te-bra'ta), «. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of invertebratus, invertebrate : see in-

vertebrate.] That one of two great divisions of
the animal kingdom (the other being the Verte-

brata) which includes animals having no spinal
column or backbone, it includes seven of the eight
main branches into which Armrmlia are divisible, namely
Protozoa, Ccdenferata, Echinodemmta, Vermes, Arthropoda,
Molluscoidea, andMoUusca, thus leaving only the Vertebrata
as the remaining subkingdom, of equal rank only with
any one of the others, not with them all collectively. The
word, however, no longer retains any exact taxonomic
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significance, being simply used to designate those animals
collectively which are not Tertebrated. The primary di-
vision of the animal kingdom now ma^e is into Protozoa
and MetoToa, and the Vertebrata torm one of the divisions
of the latter, to be contrasted with any one of the prime di-
visions of the metazoic Invertebrata, not with the Inver-
tebrata collectively. Both terms (Vertebrata and Inverte-
brata) originated with Lamarclc, about the beginning of the
nineteenth century. Also called Evertebrata,

invertebrate (in-ver'te-brat), a. and n. [< NL.
invertebrattis, < L. in- priv. + vertebratns, ver-
tebrate: see vertebrat€.'\ I, a. 1. Not verte-
brate; having no backbone ; speoifieally, of or
pertaining to the Invertebrata. Also inverte-
hral, inverte}>rated.—2. Figuratively, flaccid, as
if from lack of a backbone ; wanting strength,
firmness, or consistency; weak; nerveless In-
vertebrate matrix. See matrix.

II, n. An invertebrated animal ; any one of
the Invertebrata.

invertebrated (in-ver'tf-bra-ted), a. Same as
invertebrate, 1.

inverted (in-ver'ted), p. a. [Pp. of invert, ».]
Turned in a contrary direction; turned upside
down; reversed in order ; hence, opposite ; con-
trary.

Such forms hare left only their written representatives— " Your obedient servant," " Your humble servant; " re-
served for occasions when distance is to be maintained,
and for this reason often having inverted meanings.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 394.

Speciflcally— (a) InAer., turnedin the .

other way from what is usual: as, the
hands inverted when the fingers point
downward. AlBoinvertant. (b)lnbot.,
opposed to the normal or usual position,
as ovules attached to the apex of the
ovary or its cells, or as flowers with the
normallydorsal side ventral. (e)lageol.,
lying apparently in inverse or reverse
order, as strata which have been folded
back on each other by the intrusion of
igneous rocks or by crust movements.
—Inverted arch, in arch., an arch with its intrados be-
low the axis or springing line. Inverted arches are used

in foundations to
connect particu-
lar points, and
distribute their
weight or pres-
sure over a great-
er extent of sur-

face, as in piers
and the like.

—

Invertedchord.
See inversion (c)

(1), and chord, i.—Invertedcomma, iapriraing, acomma
turned upside down so as to bring it into a superior posi-

tion. The beginning of a quotation is marked by a pair

of inverted commas or by one alone, as the end is by a
pair of apostrophes or by a single apostrophe. (See mw-
tcUion.) A pair of inverted commas is also often used to

signify ditto, being placed directly under the word to be
repeated.—Inverted counterpoint. Seeinvereion(,c)(S),

imitation, 3, and counterpoint, 3.— Inverted-flower, the
name of several little South African plants of the former
genus Parastranthia, which is now regarded as a section

of the genus Lobelia. They differ from typical Lobelia by
having the flowers inverted, whence the name.—Invert-
ed inuige. See ieiw.— Inverted interval. See inversion
(cXiVand ititortio;,6.—Inverted orean-point or pedal-
point. See organ-point.— Inverted osculatlng engine.
Seependvious engine, unAerengine.—Inverted position,
turn, etc. See the nouns.

invertedly (in-v6r'ted-U), adv. In a contrary
or inverted order.

Placing the fore part of the eye to the hole of the win-
dow of a darkened room, we have a pretty landskip of the
objects abroad, invertedly painted on the paper, on the back
of the eye. Derham, Physico-Theology, iv. 2, note 38.

invertible^ (in-ver'ti-bl), a. [< invert + 4ble.']

Capable of inversion; susceptible of being in-

verted. [Bare.]

invertible^t (in-v6r'ti-bl), a. [< L. in- priv.

+ vertere, turn, + -4ble.'\ Incapable of being
turned; inflexible.

An indurate and invertB)le conscience. Cranmer.

invertin (in'ver-tin), n. [< invert + 4rfi.'] A
chemical ferment produced by several species

of yeast-plants, which converts cane-sugar in

solution into invert-sugar.

invertor (in-ver'tor), n. [< invert + -or.2 That
which inverts or ckanges the direction, as of an
electric current; in elect., a commutator.

invert-sugar (in'v6rt-shug"ar), n. An amor-
phous saccharine substance, the chief constit-

uent of honey, and produced by the action of

ferments or dilute acids on cane-sugar, it is re-

garded as a mixture of equal parts of dextrose and levu-

lose. A solution of cane-sugar turns the polarized ray of

light to the right, while invert-sugar turns it to the left.

From this inversion of the action on polarized light the

process is called inversion, and the product invert-sugar.

invest (in-vesf), v. [< P. investir = Pr. en-

vestir = Sp. Pg. investir = It. investire, < L. in-

vestire, clothe, cover, < in, in, on, + vestire,

clothe, < vestis, clothing: see vest. Of. divest,

devest.^ I. trans. 1. To cover with or as if

with a garment or vesture ; clothe ; indue : fcl-
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lowed by with, and sometimes in, before the

thing covering : opposed to divest.

He commaunded vs to inuest our seines in the saide gar-

ments. UaUuyts Voyages, 1. 105.

Invest me in my motley. Sha^., As you Like it, it 7, 58.

In the gardens are many fine fountames, the walls coy-

er'd w'li citron trees, which being rarely spread, invest the

stone-works Intirely. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 28, 1644.

In dim cathedrals, dark with vaulted gloom,

What holy awe invests the saintly tomb 1

0. W. Holmes, A Ehymed Lesson.

2t. To clothe or attire with
;
put on.

Alas ! for pittie, that so faire a crew.

As like can not be scene from East to Wesi^

Caimot find one this girdle to invest.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. V. 18.

3. To clothe or indue, as with office or author-

ity; hence, to accredit with some quality or

attribute; indue by attribution: followed by
with: as, to fe»es* a narrative with the charm of

romance ; to invest a friend with every virtue.

Beatrice, the unforgotten object of his early tenderness,

was invested by his imagination vMh glorious and myste-

rious attributes. Macaiday, Dante.

4. In law, to put in possession of something to

be held as a matter of right ; instate or install

:

as, to invest a man with rank, dignity, etc.

The Queen in requital insested him vMh the Honour of

Earl of Glenkare and Baron of Valence.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 335.

Mary of Orleans . . . had been invested in this princi-

pality by the three estates in 1694.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 375.

5t. To confer
;
give ; vest.

It investeth a right of government. Bacon,

6. To surround; hem in or about; especial-

ly, to surround with hostile intent, or in such
a way as to prevent approach or escape ; sur-

round with troops, military works, or other bar-
riers; beleaguer.

I saw a town of this island, which shall be nameless,
invested on every side, and the inhabitants of it so strait-

ened as to cry for quarter. Addison, Husbands and Wives,

Leyden was thoroughly invested, no less than sixty-two
redoubts . . . now girding the city.

Motley, Dutch Kepublic, 11. 653.

A person trying to steal into an invested town with pro-
visions would be summarily dealt with.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. iiL, p. 464.

7. To employ for some profltable use ; convert
into some other form of wealth, usually of a
more or less permanent nature, as in the pur-
chase of property or shares, or in loans se-
cured by mortgage, etc. : said of money or capi-
tal: followed hy in: as, to invest one's means
in lands or houses, or in bank-stock, govern-
ment bonds, etc.; to invest large sums in books.
—Investing membrane. See membrane.

II. intrans. To make an investment: as, to
invest in railway shares.

investientt (in-ves'tient), a. [< L. investien(t-)s,

ppr. of investire, clothe : see invest.'] Investing;
covering; clothing.

This sand, when consolidated and freed irom its inves-
tient shells, is of the same shape as the cavity of the shell.

Woodward.

investigablel (in-ves'ti-ga-bl), a. [< LL. in-

vestigamlis, that can be searched into, < L. in-

vesUgare, search into, investigate : see investi-

gate.'] Capable of being investigated or search-
ed out ; open to investigation.

In doing evil, we prefer a less good before a greater,
the greatness whereof is by reason investigt^le and may
be known. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, L 7.

A few years since it would have been preposterous to
speculate on the present chemical constitution of the
sun's atmosphere ; it would have been one of the myste-
ries which no astronomer would consider investigable.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. § 21.

investigable^t (in-ves'ti-ga-bl), a. [< LL. in-
vestigabilis, that cannot be searched into, un-
searchable, < in- priv. -f *vestigabilis, that can
be searched into, < L. vestigare, search into

:

see investigate.] That cannot be investigated

;

unsearchable.
Woman, what tongue or pen is able
To determine what thou art,

A thing so moving and unstable.
So sea-Uke, so investigable. Cotton, Woman.

investigate (in-ves'ti-gat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

investigated, ppr. investigating. [< L. investi-

gatus, pp. of investigare, track or trace out,
search into, investigate, < in, in, on, -1- vesti-

gare, follow a track, search, < vestigium, a
track, foot-track: see vestige.] To search into
or search out ; inquire into ; search or examine
into the particulars of ; examine in detail : as,

to investigate the forces of nature ; to investi-

gate the causes of natural phenomena ; to in-
vestigate the conduct of an agent.

investiture

He wentfrom one room to anotherwith eyes that seemed
to be investigating everything, though in reality they saw
nothing. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxiv.

The philosopher investigates truth independently ; the

sophist embelUshes the truth, which he takes for granted.
Encyc. Brit., XVIIL 797.

=Syn. To scrutinize, overhaul, silt, probe into, explore,

study.

investigation (in-ves-ti-ga'shon), n. [= P.

investigation = Sp. investigadon = Pg. invesU-

gagao = It. investigazione, < L. investigaUo^n-),

a searching into, < investigare, search into : see

investigate.] The act of investigating; the

making of a search or inquiry; detailed or par-

ticularized examination to ascertain the truth

in regard to something ; careful research.

Your travels I hear much of ; myown shall never more
be in a strange land, but a diligent investigation of my
own territories, Pope, To Swift.

The intercourse of society— its trade, its religion, its

friendships, its quarrels— is one wide judicial investiga-

tion of character. Emerson, Ist ser., p. 269.

=Syn. Inquisition, Inguiry, etc. (see examination); over-

hauling, probing. See iriferenee.

investigative (in-ves'ti-ga^tiv), a. [< im>esU-

gate + 4ve.] Of or pertaining to investiga-

tion; given to investigation; curious and de-

liberate in research.

We may work simply for the love of discovery- that is,

the exercise of the investigative instinct and the pleasure

of overcoming difficulties ; or we may work with the be-

neficent idea of increasing the sum of human knowledge.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 76.

investigator (in-ves'ti-ga-tor), n. [= P. iwces-

tigateur = Sp. Pg. investigador = It. invesUga-

tore, < L. investigator, one who searches, < in-

vestigare, search: see invesUgate.] One who in-

vestigates or makes careful research.

Not as an investigator of truth, hut as an advocate la-

bouring to prove his point. Whately, Ehetoric.

Investigatores (in-ves"ti-ga-t6'rez), n. pi.

[NL., pi. of L. investigator, one who searches:

see investigator.] An extensive heterogeneous
group of birds proposed by Beichenbaoh and
adopted by Brehm, having no characters by
which it can be defined ; the searchers.

investionf, n. [< ML. investio(nr-), an invest-

ing, < L. investire, invest : see invest.] The act

of investing ; investiture.

We knew, my lord, before we brought the crown.
Intending your investion so near
The residence of your despis&d brother.
The lords would not be too exasperate
To injury or suppress your worthy title.

Marlowe, Tambnrlaine, I., i. 1.

investitive (in-ves'ti-tiv), a. [< L. iimestitus,

pp. of investire, invest, -I- -ive.] Of or pertain-

ing to investiture. See the quotation.

The investitive event fis that] by which the title to the

thing in question should have accrued to you, and for want
of which such title is, through the dehnqaency of the

offender, as it were intercepted.
Bentham,, Introd. to Prin. of Morals and Legisla-

[tion, xvL 36.

Investitive fact. See /act.

investiture (in-ves'ti-tur), n. £< P. investiture

= Pr. investitura = Sp. Pg. investidura = It.

investitura, < ML. imvesUtura, investing, < L.
investire, invest: see invest.] 1. The act of in-

vesting, as with possession or power; formal
bestowal or presentation of a possessory or

prescriptive right, as to a fief or to the rights

and possessions pertaining to an ecclesiastical

dignity: OTpposed to divestiture.

The King claimed the Investiture of Bishops to be his

Eight, and forbad Appeals and Intercourse to Some.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 35.

Charles had entirely failed in his application to Pope
Alexander the Sixth for a recognition of his right to Na-
ples by a formal act of investiture.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., li. 2.

An excommunication was denounced against all church-
men who should accept investiture of ecclesiastical bene-
fices from lay hands.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest; V. 95.

The grant of land or a feud was perfected by the cere-

mony of corporal investiture or open delivery of possession.
Blackstone.

2. That which invests or clothes; covering;
vestment.

While we yet have on
Our gross investiture of mortal weeds. Trench.

Let him so wait until the bright investiture and sweet
warmth of the sunset are withdrawn from the waters.

Buskin.

Ecclesiastical investiture, in the Horn. Cath. Ch., the
ceremony of conferring possession of the temporalities
and privileges of his office upon a bishop or an abbot, by
delivering to him the pastoral staff and ring, the symbols
of his office. To whom the right of investiture belonged
was long a point of conflict between the papacy and the
monaxchs ofEurope. About the tenth century the men-
archs controlled the bestowal of these symbols, bat Hilde-
brand (Gregory VII.)ln 1075 published a decree forbidding
clergymen to receive investiture from a layman under pain
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w.?S»°*?"^'?- ^J^" dispute between church and statewas settled by the concordat of Worms, in 1122, by whichthe emperor Henry V. agreed to surrender trie right of
investitMB on condition that the election to the office
be held before him or his representative. A similar com-
promise had been made in 1107 between Henry I. of Eng-
land and Pope Pascal II. The kings of France contin-
ued the contest, and at length secured the right of con-
ferring separate investiture by means of a written instru-
ment. At present, in Roman Catholic countries where the
church is supported by the state, special agreements or
concordats, govern investiture ; in nearly all these coun-
tries the consent of both the Pope and the civil authorities
is necessaiT^ before investiture.—Feudal investiture,
the public delivery of the land by the lord to the tenant
which under the feudal system created the estate in fee
in the tenant, and the obligaHon of military or other feudal
service in .return. See /e<rf«y.— Investiture ring, the

_
ring used in the installation of a pope.
investive (in-ves'tiv), a. [< imest + -we.']
Investing; clothing; encircling.

The horrid Are, all mercilesse, did choke
The scorched wretches with investive smoke.

Mir. for Magg., p. 829.

investment (in-vest'ment), ». [= It. invesU-
mento, < ML. mvestimentum, < L. iweesMre, in-
vest: see invest.'] 1. That with which a per-
son or thing is invested or covered; olothuig;
vestment; covering.

You, lord archbishop, . . .

Whose white investmente figure innocence.
Shale, 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1, 45.

Such separable inveetmente [shells and cysts] are formed
by the cell-bodies of many Protozoa, a phenomenon not
exhibited by tissue-cells.

jB. jr. LanTcester, Erioyc. Brit., XIX. 834.

2. The act of investing, or the state of being in-
vested, as with a right, ofdoe, or attribute ; en-
dowment; investiture.

Whatwere all his most rightful honours but the people's
gift, the invesbmeni of that lustre, majesty, and honour
. . . which redounds from a whole nation into one person?

MUton, Eikonoklastes.

3. A surrounding or hemming in ; blockade of
the avenues of ingress and egress, as lor the
besieging of a town or fortress; inclosure by
armed force or other obstruction.
1 now had my three corps up to the works built for the

defence of Vicksburg, on three roads— one to the north,
one to the east, and one to the south-east of the city. By
the morning of the 19th the investment was as complete as
my limited number of troops would allow.

XT. S. Qrantf Personal Memoirs, I. 629.

4. An investing of money or capital ; expen-
diture for profit or future benefit ; a placing or
conversion of capital in a way intended to se-

cure income or profit from its employment : as,

an irmestment in active business, or in stocks,

land, or the Uke; to make safe investment of
one's principal.— 5. That which is invested;
money or capital laid out for the purpose or

producing profit or benefit.

A certain portion of the revenues of Bengali has been,

for many years, set apart to be employed in the purchase
of goods tor exportation to England, and this is called the
investment. Burke, Affairs of India.

6. That in which money is laid out or invested:

as, land is the safest in/uestment.

investor (in-ves'tor), n. [< invest + -or.] One
who invests or makes an investment.

investuret (in-ves'tur), n. [< invest + -ure.

Cf. investiture a.n.d'vesture.'] Investiture; in-

vestment.
They [the kings of England] exercised this authorityboth

over the clergy and laity,.and did at first erect bishopricks,

[and] gTHutinvestwres in them.
Bp. Burnet, Hist. Reformation, an. 1531.

investuret (in-ves'tur), v. t. [< investure, n.]

1. To clothe.

Our monks investured In their copes. Fuller,

5. To put into possession, as of an office.

He . . . hath already »nM«8JMre(J.hym in the dukedome
of Prussia. Aseham, Hep. of Affairs of Germany.

inveteracy (in-vet'e-ra-si), n. [< invetera{te)

-\- -<yy.] The state"of being inveterate; long

continuance; firmness or deep-rooted persis-

tence.
The inveteracy of the people's prejudices compelled their

rulers to make use of all means for reducing them.
Addison.

The wicked, besides the long list of debts already con-

tracted, carries with him an inveteraey of evil habits that

will prompt him to contract more.
A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. xxix.

inveteratet (in-vet'e-rat), v. t. [< L. invetera-

tus, pp. of inveterare (> It. inveterare = Sp. Pg.

(refl.) inveterar = F. moitirer), keep for a long

time, in pass, become old, < in, in, + vetus (ve-

ter-), old: see veteran.] To make inveterate;

render chronic; establish by force of habit.

reeling the piercing torments of broken limbs, and in-

veterated wounds. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 23.

Temptations, which have aU then- force and prevalence

from lone custom and inseterated habit.
"^

Bentley, Sermons, i.
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inveterate (in-vet'e-rat), a. [= Sp. Pg. invete-

rado = It. inveteraib, i. L. irmeteratus, pp. : see
the verb.] If. Old ; long established.

It is an inveterate and received opinion.
Boom, M'at. Hist.

2. Firmly established by long contiauanoe;
deep-rooted; obstinate: generally, though not
always, in a derogatory sense : as, an inveterate

disease ; an irme^ate enemy.
The sins he is to mortify are inveterate, habitual, and

confirmed, having had the growth and stability of a whole
life. Jer. Taylor, Works <ed. 1835), 1. 187.

Friends to congratulate their friends made haste

;

And long inveterate friends saluted as they passed.
Dryden, Threnodia Augustalis, 1. 127.

Some gentlemen have inveterate prejudices against any
attempts to increase the powers of congress.

Monroe, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 445.

3. Confirmed in any habit; having habits fixed
by long continuance : applied to persons : as,

an inveterate smoker.
Certain it is that Tibullus was not inveterate in his pre-

judices against a social glass. D. Q. Mitchell, Wet Days,

4t. Malignant; vindent; showing obstinate pre-
judice.

Would to God we could at last learn this Wisdom from
our enemies, not to widen our own differences by inveter-

ate heats, bitterness and animosities among our selves.

StUlingJUet, Sermons, II. i.

Thy most inveterate soul.

That looks through the foul prison of thy body.
Banks.

=S3m. 2. Deep-seated, chronic— 3. Habitual, hardened.

inveterately (in-vet'e-rat-li), adv. In an in-

veterate manner ; witt obstinacy.
inveterateness (in-vet'e-rat-nes), n. Invete-
racy.
As time hath rendred him more perfect in the art, so

hath the inveteratenesse of his malice more ready in the
execution. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 12.

inveteration (in-vet-e-ra'shgn), n. [< L. inve-

teratioin-), < inveterare, keep for a long time

:

see irweterate.] A growing into use by long
custom. Bailey.

invexed (in-veksf), a. [< ML. irmexus, equiv.
to L. eon/vexus, arched (see con-

vex), + -ed2.] In her., arched or ^^^^^M^
shaped in a curve: especially
applied to a bearing which is so
shaped on one side only, the
curve being concave or toward
the bearing.

invictt (in-vikt'), a. [< L. invic- a cwennvexed.
<MS,unconquered,< «»-priv. -t- vic-

tus, pp. of vincere, conquer: see victor.] Un-
conquered.
Who weens to vanquish Him, makes Him inviet.

Sylvester, tr. of P. Mathieu's Trophies of Hen. the Great,
[1. 151.

invictedt (in-vik'ted), a. [< L. invictus, uneon-
quered (see inviet), + -ed^.] Unconquered.

A more noble worthy, whose sublime
IntMed spirit in most bard assays
Still added reverent statues to his days.

Ford, Fame's MemoriaL

invidious (in-vid'i-us), a. [< L. invidiosus, en-
vious, < imvidia, envy: see ermy. Cf. envious, a
doublet of invidioiis.] If. Envious; causing
or arising from envy.

The chymist there
May with astonishment invidious view
His toils outdone by each plebeian bee.

C, Smart, Omniscience of the Supreme Being.

2t. Enviable; desirable.

Such a person appeareth in a far more honourable and
invidious state than any prosperous person. Barrow.

3. Prompted by or expressing or adapted to

excite envious dislike or ill will; offensively

or unfairly discriminating: as, invidious dis-

tinctions or comparisons.
What needs, monarch, this invidious praise,
Ourselves to lessen, while our sires you raise?

Pope, Iliad, iv. 456.

As the gentleman has made an apology for his style, . . .

we shall not take upon us the invidious task of selecting
its faults. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

Hence— 4t. Hateful; odious; detestable.

He rose, and took th' advantage of the times.
To load young Turnus with invidious crimes.

Dryden, ^neid, xi.

=S5fn. 3. Invidious, Offensive. Invidious, having lost its

subjective sense of envious, now means producing or likely
to produce ill feeling because bringing persons or their

belongings into contrast with others in an unjust or morti-
fying way : as, an invidious comparison or distinction. The
ill feeling thus produced would be not envy, but resent-

ment, on account of wounded pride. Offensive is a general
word, covering invidions and all other words characteriz-

ing that which gives offense.

invidiously (in-vid'i-us-li), adv. In an invidi-

ous manner.
invidiousness (in-vid'i-us-nes), n. The char-

acter of being invidious ; offensiveness.

in-vincibly

If love of ease surmounted our desire of knowledge, the
offence has not the invidiousness of singularity.

Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles.

inirigilance, in'vigilancy (in-vij'i-lans, -lan-si),

n. Lack of vigilance; neglect of watching.
[Rare.]

invigilatet (in-vij'i-lat), v. i. [< L. invigila-

tus, pp. of invigilare, watch diligently, be very
watchful, < in- intensive + vigilare, watch : see
vigilant.] To watch diligently. Bailey.

invigilation (in-vij-i-la'shon), n. [< invigilate

+ -ion.] The act of wateting; watchfulness.

It is certain that no scientific conviction that life was in
danger would probably . . . draw forth the same tender-
ness of invigilation for the patient, or force- upon him the
same degree of self-watchfulness and compliance, as are
secured by the constant presence or apprehension of pain.

Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 21.

in'Vigor, invigour (in-vig'or), v. t. [< OF. en-
vigorer, envigourer (= It. irmgorvre), render vig-
orous, strengthen, < L. im, in, + vigor, strength

:

see vigor.] To invigorate; animate; encou-
rage. [Foetical.]

What pomp of words, what nameless energy,
Kindles the verse, invigours every line 1

W. Thompson, On Pope's Works.

To invigour order, justice, law, and rule.

Dwight, The Country Pastor.

invigorate (in-vig'or-at), v. t.\ pret. and pp.
invigorated, ppr. invigorating. [As invigor +
-ate^.] To give vigor to

;
give fife and energy

to; strengthen; animate.

This polarity from refrigeration upon extremity and in
defect of a load-stone might serve to invigorate and touch
a needle any where. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

Would age in thee resign his wintry reign.
And youth invigorate that frame again.

Coujper, Hope, L 34.

.

invigoration (iri-vig-o-ra'shon), n. [= F. in-

vigoration; < invigorate + -don.] The act of in-
vigorating, or the state of being invigorated.

I find in myself an appetitive faculty which is always
in the very height of activity and invigoration. Norris.

invigour, v. t. See in/vigor.

invilet (in-vSl'), v. t. [< OF. *enviler, enviller

= It. invilire, < ML. invilare, inviliare, render
vile (cf . LL. irmilitare, accoimt vile), < L. in, in,

-I- vilis, vile : see vile.] To render vile.

It did so much invite the estimate
Of th' open'd and invulgar'd mysteries.

Which, now reduc'd unto the basest rate.

Must wait upon the !N'orman subtleties.

Daniel, Musophilus.

invillaged (in-vil'ajd), a. [< ««-2 -f- village +
-ed^.] Transformed into a village.

There on a goodly plain (by time thrown downe)
Lies buried in his dust some auncient towne

;

Who now inTnllaged, there's only seene
In his vast mines what his state has beene.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, L 8.

in'Vinatef (in-vi'nat), a. [< L. in, in, + vinum,
wine, + -ate^.] Embodied in wine.

Christ should be impanate and invinate.
Cranmer, Works, I. 305.

invincibility (in-vin-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< irminci-

We : see -bility.] The quality of being invinci-

ble; invincibleness ; unoonquerableness.
Sarah thinks the British are never beaten, while I do

not put so much faith in their inmn^ibHity.
J. F. Cooper, The Spy, i.

in'vincible (in-vin'si-bl), a. [< F. invincible =
Sp. irmencihle = Pg. imvencivel = It. invincibile,

< L. imvineihilis, < in- priv. -I- vinciiilis, conquer-
able: see vincible.] Incapable of being con-
quered or subdued; that cannot be overcome;
unconquerable; insuperable: as, an inmncible
army; iM®i»cJ6te difficulties.

And the Bomans themselves at this time acknowledg'd
they ne're saw a people of a more invincible spirit and
less afraid of dying than these [Jews] were.

SWingfleet, Sermons, I. viii.

Yorick had an invinxnMe dislike and opposition in his
nature to gravity. , Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 11.

It was granted the dangers were great, but not desper-
ate ; the difficulties were many, but not inmncible.

W. Bradford, In Tyler's Amer. Lit., 1. 120.

[Some commentators and editors have been of the opinion
that this word is used by Jonson, Shakspere, Marlowe, and
others as meaning invisible, but the instances on which the
opinion was formed are somewhat doubtful.

His dimensions to any thick sight were invijicible.

Shak., 2 Hen. lY., iii. 2, 337.]

The Si)anlsh or Invincible Armada. See armada, l.

invincibleness (in-vin'si-bl-ne^, n. The qual-
ity of being invincible; unconquerableness; in-

superableness.

Against the inviTidbleness of general custom (for the
most part) men strive in faith.

Bp. WUkins, Real Character, i. 6.

invincibly (in-vin'si-bli), adv. In an invincible
manner; unconquerably; insuperably.
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inviolability (m-vi"9-la-biri-ti), n. [= F. in- inviront, v. t An obsolete spelling of environ.

molaUliU = Sp. inviolabilidad = Pg. inviola- " '

bitidade,<. LL. inviolabiUta(t-)s, inviolability, <
L. inusotefiife, inviolable : see inviolable.^ The
character or quality of being inviolable

invirtuedt, «• [< »n-^ + virtue + -ed^.'i En-
dowed with virtue.

The declamations respecting the inmolabUUy o! church
property are indebted for the greater part of their appa-
rent force to this ambigoity. J.,S. ISiU, Logic, V. viL § 1.

"When we speak of the inviolabUity of an ambassador,
we mean that neither public authority nor private persons
can use any force or do violence to him without offending
against the law of nations.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 92a.

inviolable (in-vi'o-la-bl), a. [= F. inviolable
= Sp. inviolable = Pig. inviolavel = It. inviola-
bile, < L. inviolabiUs, invulnerable, imperisha-
ble, inviolable, < in- priv. -I- violabilis, violable

:

see violable.'] 1. Not to be violated; having a
right to or a guaranty of immunity ; that is to
be kept free from violence or violation of any
kind, as infraction, assault, arrest, invasion,
profanation, etc.: as, an inviolable peg,ee or oath;
inviolable territory ; inviolable sanctity.

But honest men's words are Stygian oaths, and promises
inmoldble. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ill. 19.

For thou, be sure, shalt give account
To him who sent us, whose charge is to keep
This place inviolable. Milton, P. L., ir. 843.

It is, that you preserve the most
Iniriolable secrecy. HaUeclc, The B.ecorder.

2. That cannot be violated ; not subject to vio-
lence ; incapable of being injured.

The inviolable saints,

In cubic phalanx firm, advanced entire.

MUton, P. L., vL 398.

Th' inviolable body stood sincere.
Though Cygnus then did no defence provide.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiL

Two lambs, devoted by your country's rite.

To earth a sable, to the sun a white,
FreparCf ye Trojans ! while a third we bring
Select to Jove, th' inviolable king.

Pope, niad, ilL 144.

in'Violableness (in-vi'6-la-bl-nes), n. Inviola-
bUity.

in'Violably (in-vi'o-la-bli), adv. So as to be in-

violable; without violation or violence of any
kind: as, a sanctuary irmiolably sacred; to keep
a promise inviolably.

The path prescrib'di inviolably kept,
Upbraids the lawless sEdlles of mankind.

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

inviolacy (in-vi'o-la-si), n. [< inviola{te) + -cy.'\

The state of being inviolate : as, the inviolacy

of an oath. [Bare.]

inviolate (in-vi'o-lat), a. [< ME. inviolate =
Sp. Pg. inviolado'='lt. inviolato, < L. inviolatus,

unhurt, < ire- priv. -I- violatus, hurt: see violate."]

Not violated ; free from violation or hurt of any
kind ; secure against violation or impairment.

But let inviolate truth be always dear
To thee. Sir J. Dentiam, Prudence.

In all the changes of his doubtful state.

His truth, like heaven's, was kept inviolaie.

Dryden, Threnodia Augustali^ L 486.

By shaping some august decree,
Which kept her throne unshaken still

Broad-based upon her people's will.

And compass'd by the inviolate sea.

Tennyson, To the Queen.

inviolatedi (in-vi'o-la-ted), a. Inviolate ; un-
violated.

That faculty alone fortune and nature have left invio-

laled. Shirley, Love Tricks, iv. 6.

inviola'tely (in-vi'o-lat-li), adv. In an invio-

late manner ; so as not to be violated ; without
violation.

Theire llbertye (whiche they had kept inmolatelye by so

manye ages). J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, foL 273.

in'Violateness (in-vi'o-lat-nes), «. The quality

of being inviolate.

inviOUS (in'vi-us), a. [< L, invius, without a

road, impassable, < in- priv. + via, road,way

:

see via: at. devious, obvious.] Impassable; un-

trodden. [Bare.]

If nothing can oppugn^ love.

And virtue inviotu ways can prove.

What may not he confide to do
That brings both love and virtue too?

S. BvUer, Hudibras, L iiL 386.

invionsness (in'vi-us-nes), n. The state of be-

ing invious or impassable. [Bare.]

Invimisness and emptiness, . . . where all is dark and
nnpassable, as perviousness is the contrary.

Dr. Ward, tr. of More's Pret to his Philos. Works (1710).

invirilityt (in-vi-ril'i-ti), n. [< in-3 -t- virility.]

Lack of manhood ; unmanliness ; effeminacy.

Was ever the invirUity of Nero, Heliogabalos, or Sarda-

napalns, those monsters if not shames of men and nature,

comparable up to that which our artificiall stageplayers

continually practise on the stage ?

Prynne, Histrio-Mastlx, L, v. a

ApoUoes Sonne by certaine proofe now finds

Th' invertued bearbes have gainst such poyson power.
Heywood, Troia Britannica (1609).

invlscate (in-vis ' kat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

viscated, ppr. inviscating. [< LL. inviseatus,

pp. of inviscare (> It. inviscare = Sp. Pg. envis-

car = Pr. inviscar, enviscar = F. invisquer),

smear with bird-lime, < L. in, in, on, -I- viscum,

viseus, bird-lime : see viscus.] To daub or smear
with glutinous matter. [Bare.]

Its [the chameleon's] food being flyes, ... it hath in

the tongue a mucous and slimy extremity, whereby, upon
a sudden emission, it inviscates and entangleth those in-

sects. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ilL 22.

in'Visceratet (in-vis'e-rat), v. t. [< LL. inms-

ceratus, pp. of inviscerare, put into the entrails,

< L. in, in, + viscera, entrails : see viscera.] To
root or implant deeply, as in the inward parts.

Our Saviour seemeth to have affected so much the in-

viscerating this disposition in our hearts, as he claimeth
the first introduction of this precept [to love one another].

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xv. % 1.

invisceratet (in-vis'e-rat), a. [< LL. irwiscera-

tus, pp.: see the verb.] Booted in the inward
parts.

Man sigheth (as the Apostle saith) as burthened with
inviscerate interests, longing to put on this pure spiritual!

vesture of fiUall love.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, L xiv. § 3.

in'Viscid (in-vis'id), a. [< ire-3 -I- viscid.] Not
viscid or viscous; without viscosity.

in'Visedt, a. [< L. invisus, unseen (< i»- priv. -I-

visus, seen), + -ed^.] Invisible ; unseen ; un-
inspected. [Bare; Imown only in the following
passage.]

The diamond—why, 'twas beautiful and hard.
Whereto his invi^ properties did tend.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, L 212.

[The meaning 'inspected, tried, investigated' is also sug-
gested by some commentators.}

in'visibility (in-viz-i-bil'i-ti), n. ; pi. invisibili-

ties (-tiz). [= F. invisiSiliU = Pr. invisibilitat

= Sp. invisiWlidad = Pg. invisibilidade = It. in-

visiHlitd, < LL. invisibilita{t-)s, < L. invisibilis,

not visible, xmseen : see invisible.] 1 . The state

of being invisible ; incapacity of being seen.

And he that challenged the boldest hand unto the pic-
ture of an echo must laugh at this attempt, not onely in
the description of invistbUity, but circumscription of ubi-
quity, and fetching under lines incomprehensible circu-
larity. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 21.

2. That which is invisible.

Atoms and invisibilities. Landor.

in'Visible (in-viz'i-bl), a. and n. [< ME. invisi-

ble, < OF. invisible, F. invisible = Pr. invisible,

envesible = Sp. invisible = Pg. invisivel = It. in-

visibile, < L. invisibilis, not visible, unseen, < in-

priv. -1- (LL.) visibilis, yisihle: see visible.] I,

a. 1. Not visible ; incapable of being seen ; im-
perceptible by the sight.

To us invisible, or dimly seen
In these thy lowest works.

Milton, P. L., V. 157.

In vain we admire the lustre of anything seen: that
which is truly glorious is invisible.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., lit 11.

The atom, then, is invisible; it never directly comes
within the range of our perception.

W. Wt^laee, Epicureanism, p. 175.

We say therefore a line has always two points in com-
mon with a conic, but these are either distinct, or coin-
cident, or invisible. The word imaginary is generally
used instead of invisible; but, as the points have nothing
to do with imagination, we prefer the word invisible, rec-
ommended ori^nally by Clifford.

0. Henricl, Encyo. Brit., XIX 799.

2. Out of sight ; concealed or withdrawn from
view: as, he keeps himself invisible.

ni come in midst of all thy pride and mirth,
Invimble to all men but thyself.

Beau, and PI., Knight of Burning Pestle, v. 1.

Invisible Clmrcll, the church in heaven and in the in-
termediate state ; the church triumphant and the church
expectant, as distinguished from the church militant.

Of the Church of God there be two parts, one triumphant
and one miUtani^ one invisible and the other visible. In
the invisible Church are all they who, having finished their
course in faith, do now rest from their labours.

Bp. Forbes, Explanation of the Nicene Creed
|(ed. 1888X p. 269.

Invisible ^reen, a shade of green so dark as scarcely to
be distinguishable from black.— Invisible ink. Seeinii.

H. m. 1. A Bosicrucian : so called because
of the secret character of the organization.

—

3. One who rejects or denies the visible char-
acter or external organization of the church

;

specifically [^cap.], a name given to certain
German Protestants because they maintained
that the church of Christ might be, and some-

invite

times had been, in-visible

—

The In-rtslble, God;

the Supreme Being.

Th' Inviable, in things scarce seen reveal'd.

To whom an atom is an ample field.

Cowper, Setirement, L 61.

in'Visibleness (in-viz'i-bl-nes), n. The state of

being invisible ; in-visibUity.

invisibly (in-viz'i-bli), adv. In a manner to

escape the sight ; so as not to be seen.

Dear madam, think not me to blame

;

Invisibly the fairy came. day, Fables, ili.

invisiont (in-vizh'on), TO. [<in-^ + vision.] Lack
of vision ; blindness.

This is agreeable unto the determination of Aristotle,

who computeth the time of their anopsy or inmiion by that

of their gestation. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., p. 174.

in'Vita Minerva (in-vi'ta mi-ner'va). [li.: in-

vitd, abl. fern, of invitus, un-wiUing: Minerva,

abl. (absolute) of .MisTOer»a,Minerva, the goddess

of wisdom and genius : see Minerva.] Minerva
being imwilling or unpropitious -^ that is,when
without inspiration ; when not in the vein or

mood: used with reference to literary or artis-

tic creation.

invitation (in-vi-ta'shgn), n. [< F. invitation

= Sp. invitaeion = It. invitazione, < L. invito-

tio{n-), < invitare, invite: see invite.] 1. The
act of inviting ; solicitation to come, attend, or

take part ; an intimation of desire for the pres-

ence, company, or action of the person invited

:

as, an invitation to a wedding; an invitation to

sing.
The tempter now

His invitation earnestly renew'd:
What doubts the Son of God to sit and eat?

MUton, P. E., ii 387.

I was by invitation from Monsieur Cassini at the Obser-

vatoire BoyaL Idster, Journey to Paris, p. 52.

2. The written or spoken form yrith which a

person is invited.

He received a list, and invitations were sent to all whose
names were in it. Daily Telegraph (London), Sept. 11, 1884.

3. A drawing on by allurement or enticement

;

inducement ; attraction ; incitement.

The leer of invitation. Shak., M. W. of W., L 3, 60.

There is no work that a man can apply himself to, no
action that he can perform, to which there are greater in-

vitations, greater motives— nay, I was going to say, great-

er temptations of all sorts, than to this of prayer.
Abp. Sharp, Works, L xv.

How temptingly the landscape shines ! the air

Breathes invOation. Wordsworth, Excursion, ix.

4. In the Anglican communion office, the brief

exhortation beginning "Ye that (or who) do
truly and earnestly repent you," and introdu-

cing the confession, it is first found in the "Order
of the Communion " (1548), and in the Prayer-book of 1549,

and lias been continued, with gradual modifications, in
the various revisions of the ^ayer-book. Also called,

less properly, the invitory,

in-vitatoiinin (in-vi-ta-to'ri-nm), n.
;
pi. invita-

toria (-a). [ML., neut. of LL. invitatorius, invi-

tatory: see invitatory.] Same as invitatory, n.

invita-tory (in-vi'ta-to-ri), a. and n. [= F. in-

vitatoire = Sp. Pg. It.' invitatorio, < LL. invita-

torius, inviting, < L. invitator, one who invites,

< invitare, in-vite: see invite.] I. a. Using or

containing invitation Invitatory psalm, the Ve-
nite or 95th Psalm ("O come, let us sing unto the Lord"),
said at matins or morning prayer before the psalms of the
office : so called as inviting to praise. In the breviary of-

fices it is immediately followed by a hymn. Its antipbon
is called the invitatory.

II. n.
;
pi. invitatories (-riz). A form of in-

vitation used in religious worship ; something
consisting of or containing invitation in church
service.

The invitatory, "Let us pray for the whole state of
Christ's Church," was new.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

Specifically— (a) A form of exhortation to praise; espe-
cially, in the daily office of the Western Church, the vari-
able antipbon to the Venite at matins. In the Anglican
matins or morning prayer the versicle "Praise ye the
Lord " (founded on the former "Alleluia" or "Laos tibi"),

with its response, " The Lord's name bepraised,'' serves
as unvarying invitatory. In the Greek Church the inva-
riable invitatory is the triple "O come, let us worship . . .

(AeuTe, TTpoiTKvtr^ar(on€v . , .)" before the psalms at each
of the canonical hours.

Then was sung that quickening call of the royal pro-
phet "Venite, exultemus Domino—Come, letus praise the
Lord with joy, &c.," known in those times as now by the
name of the invitatory.

Bock, Church of our Fathers, III. it 4.

(b) An early name of the Eoman introit. (c) Any text of
Scripture chosen for the day, and used before the Venite

_
or 96th Psalm.

invite (in-vif), v.; pret. and pp. invited, -ppr.

inviting. [< P. inviter (OP. envier, ult. B. vie,

q. V.) = Pr. Sp. P^. invitar = It. invitare, < L.
invitare, ask, bid, mvite, entertain; origin un-
certain.] I. trans. 1. To solicit to come, at-

tend, or do something ; request the presence,



invite

company, or action of; summon because of de-
sire, favor, or courtesy: as, to imvite a friend to
dinner ; to invite one to dance.
Absalom had Bheepshearers in Baal-hazor, . andAb-

«alom minted all the king's eons. 2 Sam. xiii. 23.

No noontide bell invites the country round.
Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 190.

Not to the dance that dreadful voice invitee,
It calls to death, and all the rage of fights.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 600.
They . . . entered into an association, and the city of

liOndon was invited to accede.
OoldmvUh, Hist. England, xv.

S. To present allurement or incitement to ; draw
on or induce by temptation ; solicit ; incite.

Yet have they manjr baits and guileful spells,
To inveigle and invite the unwary sense
Of them that pass unweeting by the way.

Milton, Comus, 1. 538.

1 saw nothing in this country that could invite me to a
longer continuance. Swifl, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 6.

To resent his [Frederic's] affronts was perilous
; yet not

to resent them was to deserve and to invite them.
Macaaday, iS-ederic the Oreat.

The outside stations will be the first to iniMe the sav-
ages, and if too far away we shall not know of the attack
nor be able to come to the rescue.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 423.

=Kni. 1. Cmivoke, Bid, etc. See colli.

n, intrans. To offer invitation or entice-
ment; attract.

Come, Myrrha, let us on to the Euphrates

;

The hour invites, the galley is prepared.
Byron, Sardanapalus, i. 2.

in'Vite (in-vif), n. [< invite, «.] An invitation.
[Now only colloq.]

The Lamprey swims to his Lord's invites.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 305,

Adepts in every little meanness or contrivance likely to
bring about an invitation (or, as they call it with equal
good taste, an invUe). T. Book, Man of Many Friends.

Guest after guest arrived ; the invites had been excel-
lently arranged. Dickent, Sketches, Steam Excursion.

invitement (In-vit'ment), n. [< OF. invitement
= It. imvitamento, < L. irmitamentum, invitation,
< vmit(we, invite : see imvite.'] If. The act of in-
viting; invitation.

Nor would I wish any invitement of states or friends.

A fair invitement to a solemn feast.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, ii. 1.

2. Enticement; allurement; temptation. [Rare.]

The little creature . . . was unable to resist the deli-

cious inintement to repose which he there saw exhibited.
Lamb, Elia, p. 189.

inviter (in-vi't6r), n. One who invites.

Friend with friend, th' iniAlter and the guest,
Hairte, Supposed Epistle from Boetius to his Wife.

invitiate (in-vish'i-at), a. [< «»-3 + vitiate, a.]

Not vitiated; uncontaminated
;
pure.

Hers shall be
The invitiate firstlings of experience.

Lowell, The Cathedral.

inviting (in-vi'ting), n. [Verbal n. of invite,

v.] 1. The act of giving an invitation.— 3.

An invitation. [Kare.]

He hath sent me an earnest inviting.

Shak., T. of A., iii. 6, 11.

inviting (in-vI'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of iwoite, v.]

Alluring; tempting; attractive: s.s, 3,uirmiUng

prospect.

A cold bath, at such an hour and under such auspices,

was anything but inviting.
Barhmn, Ingoldsby Legends, L 144.

You cannot leave us now.
We must not part at this inviting hour.

Wardsiwoiiih, Excursion, v.

invitingly (in-vi'ting-li), adm. In an inviting

manner; so as to attract; attractively.

If he can but dress up a temptation to look invitingly,

the busmess is done. Decay of Christian Piety, p. 123.

invitingness (iu-vi'ting-nes), n. The quality

of being inviting; attractiveness.

Elegant flowers of speech, to which the nature and re-

semblances of things, as well as human fancies, have an

aptitude and inmlimness.
Jer. Taylor (% Artif. Handsomeness, p. 166.

invltrifiable (in-vit'ri-fi-a-bl), a. [< «»-3 + vit-

Hfiable.'] Incapable of being vitrified. Qeevit-

rifidble, vitrification.

invocate (in'vd-kat), v.
;
pret. andpp. iwvocated,

ppr. invocating. [< L. invoeatus, pp. of invocare,

call upon: see invoice.'] I. trans. To call on or

for in supplication ; invoke.

Be it lawful that I invocate thy ghost

To hear the lamentations of poor Anne.
5Affl*.,Rich. III.,i. 2, 8.

Look in mine eye.

There you shall see dim grief swimming in tears

InvooaHng succour. Lust's Dominion, il. 3.

II t intrans. To call as in supplication.
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Some call on heaven, some invocate on hell.

And fates and furies with their woes acquaint.
Drayton, Idea No. 39.

invocation (in-vo-ka'shon), n. [= F. invocation
= Pr. invocaciOj'erivocaUon = Sp. invocacion =
Pg. invocagSo = It. invoeazione, < L. invoca-
Uo{n-), < invocare, call upon: see invoke^ invo-

cate.] 1. The act of invoking or callmg in

prayer; the form or act of summoning or in-

viting presence or aid: as, invocation of the
Muses.

'Tis a Greek invocation to call fools into a circle.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. B, 61.

There is in religion no acceptable duty which devout
invocation of the name of God doth not either presuppose
or infer. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Any fustian invocatioTis, captain, will serve as well as
the best, so you rant them out well. Ttie Puritan, iii. 4.

2. In law, a judicial call, demand, or order: as,

the invocation of papers or evidence into a court.— 3. Eccles.: (a) An invoking of the blessing
of God upon any undertaking; especially, an
opening prayer in a public service invoking di-

vine blessing upon it; specifically, the words
"In nomine Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti.
Amen," "In the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen," used at
the beginning of the Roman mass, before ser-

mons in many Anglican churches, and on other
occasions. (6) The third part of the prayer of

consecration in the communion office of the
American Book of Common Prayer, in the
Scottish office of 1764 (from which that prayer
is derived), and in the Nonjurors' office of 1718,

on which, as well as on earlier Scottish and
English oflces and ancient Oriental liturgies,

the Scottish office of 1764 is based, it follows the
institution and the oblation, and invokes God the Father
to send down the Holy Spirit on the eucharistic elements
and on the communicants. A similar form of invocation
(epiclesis), on which this is modeled, is found in the same
sequence in almost all the more important primitive lit-

urgies, and some authorities claim that it was originally
universal. It is wanting, however, in the Eoman MissM
and in the present English Book of Common Frayer. In
the first Prayer-book (1649) the invocation preceded the
institution, (c) In the Roman Catholic and Angli-
can litanies, one of the petitions addressed
to God in each person and in Trinity, and to

the saints. The invocations are the first of the fourmain
divisions of petitions in these litanies, the others being
dejwecflto'OTia (with dbseeration^,intercessiom, and mpplica-
tions. The response to the invocations addressed to God
is "Miserere nobis," "Have mercy upon us," to which the
Anglican Prayer-book adds "miserable sinners." The
response to the invocations addressed to saints is "Ora
(or Orate) pro nobis "("Pray for us"). The invocations to
saints are omitted in the Anglican litany.—Invocation
Of saints, in the Roman Catholic, the Greek, and other
Christian churches, the act or practice of mientioning in
prayer, asking the prayers of, or addressing prayers to
angels or departed saints, in order to obtain their inter-

cession with God.

invocatory (in-vok'a-to-ri), a. [= F. invoea-
toire = Sp. Pg. It. vkvocatorio; as in/vocate +
-ory.] Making invocation; invoking.

invoice (in'vois), n. [Prob. < F. envois, pi. of
ermoi, OP. envoy, a sending, conveyance (lettre

d'ewjoj, an invoice): seeew^io^i.] Incow., a writ-

ten account of the particulars of merchandise
^hipped or sent to a purchaser, consignee, fac-
tor, etc., with the value or prices and charges
annexed. The word does not carry a necessary implica-
tion of ownership. In United States revenue law, an in-

voice sent from abroad is required to be made in triplicate
and signed and dated by the seller of the merchandise de-
scribed therein, and subsequently verified by the Ameri-
can consul or commercial agent of the United States in the
port or country of shipment. The three invoices are clas-

sified as tTae.oHgincil, or importer's, the duplicate, which is

retained by the consul who verified it, and the triplicate,

which is forwarded to the collector of the port to which
the merchandise is consigned.

What English Merchant soever should pass through the
Sound, it should be sufficient for him to register an Irir

voice of his Cargazon in the Custom-house Book, and give
his Bond to pay all duties at his return.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 5.

The clerk on the high stool at the long mahogany desk
behind the railing, hardly lifting his eyes from a heap of
invoices before him. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 148.

Pro forma invoice. See pro forma.
invoice (in'vois), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. invoiced,

ppr. invoicing. [< invoice, n.] To write or en-
ter in an invoice ; make an invoice of.

Goods, wares, and merchandise fmported from Norway,
and invoiced in the current doUar of Norway. Madison.

invoice-book (iu'vois-b-uk), n. A book in which
invoices are copied.

invoke (in-vok'), v. t.; pret. and pp. invoked,

ppr. invoking. [< P. invoquer= Sp. Pg. invocar
= It. invocare, < L. invocare, call upon, < in, in,

on, + vocare, call: see vocal. Of. avoke, con-

voke, evoke, provoke, revoke.] 1. To address

involucrmn

in supplication ; call on for protection or aid

:

as, to invoke the Supreme Being; to invoke the
Muses.
Whilst I invoke the Lord, whose power shall me defend.

Surrey, Ps. IxxiiL

To this oath they did not invoke any celestial divinity,

or divine attribute, but only called to witness the river
Styx. Baecn, Political Fables, ii.

2. To call for with earnest desire ; make suppli-
cation or prayer for: as, to invoke God's mercy.

No storm-tost sailor sighs for slumbering seas,
He dreads the tempest, but invokes the breeze.

Crabbe, The Library.

The King of the Netherlands invoked the mediation of
the five powers. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 49.

3. In law, to call for judicially: as, to invoke
depositions or evidence. =Syn. 1 and 2. To implore,
supplicate, adjure, solicit, beseech.

invoker (in-v6'ker), n. One who invokes.

All respectable names, hut none of them will in the
long run save its invoker.

M. Arnold, Schools and Universities, p. 273.

involatile (in-vd'a^-til), a. [< in-^ + volatile.]

Not volatile ; incapable of being vaporized.

The ash or involatile constituents of wine.
Eneyc. Brit., I. VIS.

involublet (in-vol'u-bl), a. [< in-S + voluble.]

Not turning or changing; unchangeable; im-
mutable.

Even Thee, the Cause of Causes,
Sourse of all, . . ,

Infallible, involuMe, insensible.
Sylvester, Little Bartas (trans.), L 161.

involucel (in-vol'u-sel), n. [= F. involucelle =
Pg. involticello, < NL. invohicellum, dim. of in-

volucrvm, involxiove: see irmolucre.] In 6o*., a
secondary involucre in a compound cluster of
flowers, as in many of the Umbelliferce. See cut
under inflorescence (fig. 9).

involucella, n. Plural of involueellmn.

involucellate (in-vol-u-sel'at), a. [< imvolu-

cel(l) + -oiel.] Having involucels.

involucellum (in-vol-u-sel'um), M. ; t^ involu-

cella (-a). [NL.] Same as involucel.

involucra, n. Plural of involucrum.

involucral (in'vo-lu-kral), a. [< irwoluere +
-al.] Pertaining to an involucre or to an in-

volucrum, or having an involucrum.
Involucratse (in-vol-u-kra'te), n. pi. [NL.
(Hooker and Baker, 1868), fem. pi. of involve
cratus, involucrate: see invohierate.] A divi-

sion of polypodiaceous ferns, containing those
tribes which have the sori or fruit-dots fur-

nished with an involucre or indusium.
involucrate (in-vo-lu'krat), a. [< NL. involur

cratus, < involucrum, involucre : see involucre.]

Having an involucre.

invol'UCre (in'vo-lu-kfer), n. [= F. involu,ore =
Sp. Pg. It. inv'olit-

cro, < NL. involu-

crum, < L. involvere,

roll up, wrap up:
see involve.] 1. In
hot., any collection

of bracts round a
cluster of flowers.
In umbelliferous plants
it consists of separate
narrow bracts placed in
a single whorl; in many
composite plants these
organs are imbricated
in several rows. In
some species of Comus,
majiyLabiatce,andother
plants, the involucre is

white or variously col-

ored, constituting the
showy part of the flow-

er. (See cut.) The same name is given also to the super-
incumbent covering or indusium of the sori of ferns. (See
indusium, 2.) In some species of Equisetum the involucre
is the annulus or annular girdle situated between the up-
permost whorl of leaf-sheaths and the whorl of sporan-
giferous scales. (Bennett and Murray, Crypt. Bot., p. 110.)
In the Bepatic(B it is the sheath immediately surround-
ing the female sexual organs, originating as an outgrowth
of tlie plant-body. In marine algffi it consists of the ra-
muli subtending a conceptacle, forming a more or less per-
fect whorl around it. (Harvey, Brit. Marine Algse, Glos-
sary.)

2. In anat, a membranous envelop, as the peri-
cardium.— 3. Itl zool., an involucrum.
involucred (in'vo-lii-kferd), a. In lot., having
an involucre, as umbels, etc.

involucret (in-vo-lu'kret), n. [< involucre +
-et.] An involucel.

involucriform (in-v6-lu'kri-f6rm), a. [< NL.
involucrum, involucre, + "L.forma, shape.] Re-
sembling an involucre. Thomas, Med. Diet.

involncmm (in-vo-lu'krum), n.; 'pi. invohicra
(-kra). [NL., < L. involucrum, that in which
something is wrapped, < involvere, wrap up : see

Involucre subtendini
flowers of Flowering 1

ttus Jlorida).

the cluster of
logwood {Cor-



involucrum

involve.'] 1 . In so67. , a kind of sheath or involu-
cre about the bases of the thread-cells of aca-
lephs.— 2. In 60*.: (a) Saxae a,s involucre. (6)
Same as velum. Persoon.

involuntarily (in-vol'un-ta-ri-li), adv. In an
involuntary manner; not spontaneously; with-
out one's will.

involuntariness (in-vol'un-ta-ri-nes), n. The
quality of being involuntary."
involuntary (in-vol'un-ta-ri), a. [= P. invo-
lontaire = Sp. Pg. involuhtario, < LL. involun-
tarius, unwilling, < L. «»- priv. + voluntarius,
willing: see voluntary.] 1. Not voluntary or
willing; contrary or opposed to will or desire

;

unwilling; unintentional: as, involuntary sub-
mission ; an involuntary listener.

The gathering number, as it moves along.
Involves a vast involuntary throng.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 82.

8. Not volxmtary or willed ; independent of vo-
lition or consenting action of the mind; with-
out the agency of the will : as, involuntary raus-
cular action ; an involuntary groan.

This at least I think evident, that we find in ourselves
a power to begin or forbear, continue or end several ac-
tions of our minds, and motions of our bodies, barely by
a thought or preference of the mind ordering, or, as it

were, commanding the doing or not doing such or such a
particular action. . . . The forbearance of that action,
consequent to such order or command of the mind, is

called voluntary; and whatsoever action is performed
without such a thought of the mind is called involuntary.

Locke.
Steals down my cheek the involuntary tear.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, IV. i. 38.

Involuntary action. See action, 7 (6).—Involuntary
banlmiptoy. See ftcwiSrupte!/.—involuntary escape.
See escape, 3.

involuntomotoryCin-voVun-to-mo'to-ri), a. [<
involunt{ary) + motory.] Having or pertain-
ing to motor influence or effect which is not
subject to' the will, as the involuntary muscu-
lar action of the heart, intestines, etc. : specifi-

cally applied by Remak to that one of the four
germ-layers of the embryo which corresponds
to the splanchnopleure of other writers. This is

the inner division of the mesoblast, distinguished from the
Toluntomotory or somatopleural division.

The involunto-nwtory, corresponding to the visceral wall
or splanchno-pleure. Eiieyc. Brit. , VIII. 167.

invollltant (iu-vo-lii'tant), n. [< involute +
-ant.] In math.,'thB topical resultant of the
powers and products of powers of two ma-
trices of the same order.

involute (in'vo-liit), a. and n. [= OF. involu

= It. involuto', < L. involutus, pp. of involvere,

roll up, wrap up : see
involve.] I. a. 1.

EoUedup; wrapped
up. Specifically— (ffl)

In hot., rolled inward
from the edge or edges

:

said of leaves in verna-
tion, of the petals of

flowers in estivation, and
of the margin of the cap
in the IHscomycetes, etc.

Also involutive. (o) In
conch. , having thewhorls
closely wound round the
axis, and nearly or en-
tirely concealing it, as
the shells of Cyproddae,
Olimdoe, etc. Also in-

volved, (c) In entmn.,
curved spirally, as the
antennse of certain Hy-

e__j)
r. Branch of Poplar, showing invo-

lute leaves: 2, outline of transverse
section of an involute leaf.

3. Involved; confusedly mingled. [Rare.]

The style is so involvte that one cannot help fancying

it must be falsely constructed. Poe, Marginalia, cxvii.

II. n. 1. That which is involved. [Rare.]

Far more of our deepest thoughts and feelings pass to

ns through perplexed combinations of concrete objects,

pass to us as involutes (if I may coin that word) in com-
pound experiences incapable of being disentangled, than

ever reach us directly, and in their own abstract shapes.

De Quincey, Autobiog. Sketches, i.

2. In geom., the curve traced by any point of

a flexible and inextensible string when the lat-

ter is unwrapped, under tension, from a given

curve ; or, in other words, the locus of a point

in a right line which
roUs, without slid-

ing, over a given
curve. The curve by
unwrapping which a se-

ries of involutes is ob-
tained is said to be their

common evolute, and
any two involutes of a
curve constitute a pair

of parallel curves, their involute of a Circle,

corresponding tangents .^ .. .

being parallel, and their corresponding pomts, situated on

the same normal, being at a constant distance from one

another.
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involuted (in'vo-lii-ted), a. Same as involute.

involution (in-vo-lu'shon), n. [= F. involution

= Pr. envolucio == It. irivoluzione, < LL. involu-

tioirir-), a rolling up, < L. involvere, pp. involutus,

roll up : see involve.] 1. The act of involving,

infolding, or inwrapping; a rolling or folding

in or round.

Gloom that sought to strengthen itself by tenfold irir

mAviMm in the night of solitary woods.
De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

2. The state of being entangled or involved;

complication.

The faculty to be trained is the judgment, the practical

judgment at work among matters in which its possessor

is deeply interested, not from the desire of Truth only, but
from his own involution in the matters of which he is to

judge. Stiubbe, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 17.

3. Something involved or entangled; a com-
plication.

Such the clue

Of Cretan Ariadne ne'er explain'd !

Hooks 1 angles! crooks! and involutions wHdl
Shenstone, Economy, iii.

4t. A membranous covering or envelop ; an in-

volucre.
Great conceits are raised of the involution or membra-

nous covering, commonly called the silly-how, that some-
times is found about the heads of children.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 23.

5. In gram., complicated construction; the
lengthening out of a sentence by the insertion

of member within member; the separation of

the subject from its predicate by the interjec-

tion of matter that should follow the verb or

be placed in another sentence.

The long involutions of Latin periods. Lowell.

6. In math.: (a) The multiplication of a quan-
tity into itself any number of times, so as to

produce a positive integral power of that quan-
tity. Thus, the operation by which the third power of 5
is found, namely, the multiplication of 5 by itself, making
26, and of the product by 6 again, making 125, is involu-

tion. In this sense involution is opposed to evolution, 3 (6).

(6) The raising of a quantity to any power,
positive, negative, fractional, or imaginary. In
this sense involution includes evolution as a par-
ticular ease, (c) A uuidimensional continuous
series of elements (such as the points of a line),

considered as having a definite one-to-one cor-

respondence with themselves, such that infi-

nitely neighboring elements correspond to in-

finitely neighboring elements, and such that if

A corresponds to B, then B corresponds to A

:

in other words, the elements are associated in
conjugate pairs, so that any pair of conjugate
elements may by a continuous motion come
into coincidence with any other without ceas-
ing, at any stage of the motion, to be conjugate.
This is the usual meaning of involution in geometry ; it

dates from Desargues (1639). There are eiffier two real
sibi-conjugate or self-corresponding elements in an invo-
lution, when it is called a hyperbolic involution; or there
are none, when it is called an elliptic involution. If U =
0, V = 0, W = are three quadratic equations determin-
ing three pairs of points in an involution, then these three
equations are in a syzygy AU -(- |iiV -f vVF = 0; or if the
three equations are oajS -)- ixy + cy'i = 0, a'a;2 -|- b'xy
+ dyi = 0, a"a;2 + V'xy + cf'y2 = o, then the syzygy may
be thus written

:

la, b, c \

\a', b', c' = 0. •

la", 6", c"\

The six elements are said to be an involution of six, or, if

one or two of them are sibi-conjugate, an involtition ofJive
or offour elements. If the points of a line in a plane are
in involution, let any conic (or degenerate conic) be drawn
through any pair of conjugate points, and another conic
through any other pair ; then any conic through the fom'
intersections of these conies will cut the line in a pair of
conjugate points. That point of an involution which cor-
responds to the point at infinity is termed the center of the
involution, (^d) Any series of pairs of loci repre-
sented by an equation AU + /iV = 0, where X
and /i are numerical constants for each locus,
andU= andV= are equations to two loci of
the same order, (e) Anynnidimensional contin-
uum of elements associated in sets of any con-
stant number by a continuous law. According
as there are two, three, four, etc., in each set,

the involution is said to be quadratic, cubic,

quartic (or iiquMdratic), etc. (/) The implica-
tion of a relation in a system of other relations.
Cayley, On Abstract Geometry, § 29.— 7. In
physiol., the resorption which organs undergo
after enlargement or distention: as, the involu-
tion of the uterus, which is thus restored to its

normal size after pregnancy center of an invo-
lution. See CCTiterl.—EUlptlclnvolUtlon. See elliptic.— Involution of six screws, a system of six screws con-
ferring only five degrees of freedom on a rigid body.—Me-
chanical Involution, a relation between a series of pairs
of lines such that, taking any three pairs, forces may be
made to act along them whose statical sum is zero.—The
Involution of notions, in logic, the relation of a notion
to another whose depth it includes.

Invulnerable

involutive (in'vo-lii-tiv), a. [< involute + -ive.J

In bot., same as involute, 1 (a).

involutorial (in'vo-lu-to'ri-al), a. [< involute

+ -ory + -al] Of' tie nature of geometrical

involution; connecting a system of objects in

pairs Involutorial homology, ahomology whose pa-
rameter is -1.—Involutorial relation, a relation be-

tween two variables, a; and j/, such that y = Ea; and x = ¥y:
a term introduced by Siebeck.

involve (in-volv')) «• *• ;
pret. and pp. involved,

ppr. involving. [< OF. involver = Sp. envoher
= Pg. involyer = It. involvere, < L. involvere, roll

in, roll up, wrap up, < in, in, on, + volvere, roll

:

see volute. Cf. convolve, devolve, evolve, revolve.]

1. To roll or fold in or wrap up so as to con-

ceal; envelop on all sides; cover completely;
infold; specifically, in zool., to encircle com-
pletely: as, a mark involving a joint; wings in-

volving the body.
If it [the sun] should, but one Day, cease to shine,

Th' vnpurged Aire to Water would resolue.

And Water would the mountain tops involve.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. i.

A rolling cloud
Involv'd the mount ; the thunder roar'd aloud.

Pope, Iliad, xvii. 671.

The further history of this neglected plantation is in-

volved in gloomy uncertainty. Bancroft, Hist. II. S., I. 85.

2. To entwine ; entangle ; implicate : bring into
entanglement or complication, literally or figur-

atively: as, an involved problem; to involve a
nation in war; to be involved in debt.

Judgement rashly giv'n ofttimes involves the Judge him-
self. Milton, Eikbnoklastes, xii.

Some of serpent kind,

Wondrous in length and corpulence, involved

Their snaky folds. Milton, P. L., vii. 433.

Fearing that our stay till the very excessive heats were
past might involve us in another difficulty, that of miss-
ing the Etesian winds. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 43.

We seem to have certain direct perceptions, and to at-

tain to others by a more or less involved process of reason-
ing. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 12.

3. To bring into a common relation or connec-
tion ; hence, to include as a necessary or logical
consequence; imply; comprise.

The welfare of each is daily more involved In the welfare
of all. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 483.

A knowledge of the entire history of a particle is shown
to be involved in a complete knowledge of its state at any
moment. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 3.

All kinds of mental work involve attention.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 13.

4. In arith. and alg., to raise to any assigned
power; multiply, as a quantity, into itself a
given number of times : as, a quantity involved

to the third or fourth power. =Syn. 2. Entangle, etc.

(see implicate) ; twine, intertwine, interweave, interlace.

—

3. Imply, Involve (Bee imply); embrace, contain.

involved (in-volvd'),_p. o. l. In conch., same
as involute, 1 (6).— 2. In her., same as enveloped.

involvedness (in-vol'ved-nes), n. The state of

being involved ; involvement. [Rare.]

But how shall the mind of man . . . extricate itself

out of this comprisure and involvedness in the bodies, pas-

sions, and infirmities?
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. x. § 1.

involvement (in-volv'ment), n. [< involve +
-ment.] The act of involving, or the state of be-

ing involved or implicated; entanglement: as,

involvement in debt, or in intrigues.

The spectators were shivering at the Athenian's mishap,
and the Sidonian, Byzantine, and Corinthian were striving,

with such skill as they possessed, to avoid involvement in
the ruin. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 3«3.

invulgart (iti-vurgar), v. t. [< j«-2 -f- vulgar.]
To cause to become vulgar or common.

It did so much invile the estimate
Of th' open'd and inmilgair'd mysteries.

Daniel, Musophilus.

invulgart (in-vul'gar), a. [< im-S + vulgar.]
Not vulgar ; refined.

Judg'd the sad parents this lost infant ow'd
Were as invuZgar as their fruit was fair.

Drayton, Moses, i.

invulnerability (in-vul'ne-ra-bil'i-ti), n. [=
F. invulnerability= Sp. invulnerabifidad = It. in-

vulnerabilitd; a,s invulnerable + 4ty: see -bility.]

The quality or state of being invulnerable.
invulnerable (in-vul'ne-ra-bl), a. [= F. invul-

nerable = Sp. itmulnerdble = Pg. invulneravel =
It. invulnerabile, < L. invulnerabilis, invulner-
able, < in- priv. + (LL.) vulnerabilis, YnbaeTSi-

ble: see vulnerable.] 1. Not vulnerable; in-

capable of being wounded, hurt, or harmed.
Achilles is not quite inmdnerable; the sacred waters

did not wash the heel by which Thetis held him.
Emerson, Compensation.

Hence— 2. Not to be damaged or injuriously
affected by attack: as, iwoulnerdble arguments
or evidence.



invulnerable
fie exhorted his hearers to lay aside their prejudioes,

and arm themselves against the shafts of malice or misl
fortune by invulnerable patience. Johnton, Easselas, xvui.

invulnerableness (in-vul'ne-ra-bl-nes), n. In-
vulnerability.

invulnerably (in-vul'ne-ra-M), adv. In an in-
vulnerable manner; so as to be proof against
wounds, injury, or assault: of an argument, ir-
refutably.

^ '

invulneratet (in-vul'ne-rat), a. [= Pg. mvuU
nerado, < L. inimlneratus, imwounded, < in- priv.
+ vulneratus, pp. of vulnerare, wound : see vul-
nerate.'] Without wound; unhurt.

Not at all on those [skulls]
That are imyuinerate and free from blows.

& Butler, Satire upon Marriage.

invultuation (in-vul-Ju-a'shpn), n. [< ML. in-
vidtuaUo{n-), vmultuacio{n-), ? *invultuare, iwoul-
tare (> OP. envouter, F. mvoHter), stab or pierce
the face or body of (a person), that is (to medie-
val superstition the same thing), of an image of
him made of wax or clay (see def.), < L. in, in,
into, + vuUus, face.] The act of stabbing or
piercing with a sharp instrument a wax or clay
image of .a person, under the belief that the
person himself, though absent and unoonscious
of the act, will thereupon languish and die:
a kind of spell or witchcraft believed in in
ancient times and in the middle ages. The
practice was so common, and belief in its fatal effects so
general, that laws were enacted against it. It was called
in Anglo-Saxon staeung, ' staking.'

illvyet, n. A Middle English form of envy.
Inwall (in-wai'), V. t. [Also enwall; < w-l -f-

v)alU ; of. immwre,'] To wall in ; inclose or forti-
fy with a wall. Dr. S. More, Psyohozoia, iii. 31.

A mountainous range . . . swept far to the north, and
ultimately merged in those eternal hills that inwall every
horizon. S. Judd, Margaret, 1. 3.

inwall (in'w&l), n. [< i»l + wall^.} If. An
inner wall.
The hinges piecemeal flew, and through the fervent little

rock
Thu^der'd a passage ; with his weight th' inwall his breast

did Imock. Chapman, Iliad, xii. 448.

2. Specifically, the interior wall of a blast-fur-
nace.
inwahdering (in'won"d6r-ing), n. [< jrei +
wandering.'] A wandering in. [Rare.]

Tiaajinwandering of differentiated cells. A. Hyatt.

inward, inwards (in'ward, -wardz), ack. [<
ME. inward, < AS. inweard, adv., < in, in, +
-weard, E. -ward. The form inwards (= D. in-

waarts= Gr. einwarts= Pan. indvortes = Sw. in-

vertes) is later, with adv. gen. suffix -s.] 1. To-
ward the inside ; toward the interior or center.

Sewed Furres with bones and sinewes for their clothing,
which they ware inward in Winter, outward in Summer.

Purcliaa, Pilgrimage, p. 431.

Primitively, however, in all animals, and permanently
in some (e. g. Tortoises), both these joints [the elbow and
tlie knee] are so conditioned as to open inwardi.

Mivart, Encyc. Brit., XXIL 117.

2. Into the mind or soul.

Celestial Light,
Shine inward. MiZtcn, P. L., lil. 62.

I would ask what else is reflecting besides turning the
mental eye inwairdx! A. Tucker, Light of Nature, I. i. 11.

[The forms imea/rd and inwards are used either indiffer-

ently or with some reference to euphony.]

inward (in'ward), a. and n. [< ME. inward,
inneward, < AS. imnmeeard (also immamweard)
(= OHG. inwart, inwarti, inwerti, MHG. inwart,

inwerte), inward, < inne, in (< in^ in), + -weard:
see i»l and -M;ora.] I, a. 1. Situated or being
wijthin; pertaining to the interior or internal

parts : as, the inward parts of a person or of a
country.

So, stubborn Hints their inward Heat conceal,

'Till Art and Force th' unwilling Sparks reveal.

Congreee, To Dryden.

To gritty meal he grinds
The bones of fish, or inward bark of trees.

J. Dyer, Fleece, i

S. Pertaining to or connected with the inti-

mate thoughts or feelings of the soul.

So, bursting frequent from Atrides' breast.

Sighs following sighs his inward fears confest.
Pope, Iliad, s. 12.

Behold ! as day by day the spirit grows,
Thou see'st by inward light things hid before;

Till what God is, thyself, his image shows.
Jones Very, Poems, p. 64.

3t. Intimate; familiar; confidential; private.

i?ir, the king is a noble gentleman ; and my familiar, I

do assure you, very good friend. For what is inward be-

tween us, let it pass. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1, 102.

Gome, we must be inward, thou and I all one.

Marston and Webster, Malcontent.

[He was] so inwaird with my Lord Obrien that, after a

few moneths of that gentleman's death, he maraied his

widow. Eodyn, Diary, July 22, 1674.
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4. Deep; low; muffled; half-audible : as, he
spoke in an inward voice.

As the dog [in dreams]
With inward yelp and restless forefoot plies
His function of the woodland. Tennyson, Lucretius.

Inward euthanasia, light, etc. See the nouns.— In-
ward part (of a sacrament\ that part of a sacrament
which IS not perceptible to the senses, as the body and
blood of Christ in the Lord's Supper, or the gift of regen-
eration in baptism. Also called res sacramenti.

—

Inward
place, in logic, a place which yields an argument apper-
taining to the nature and substance of the matter in ques-
tion. =Syn. 1 and 2. Internal, Interior, etc. See inner.

II, n. 1. The inside; especially, in the plu-
ral, the inner parts of an animal ; the bowels

;

the viscera.
The thought whereof

Doth, like a poisonous mineral, gnaw my inwards.
SMi., Othello, ii. 1,306.

The little book which in your language you have called
Saggi Morali. But I give it a weightier name, entitling
it Faithful Discourses, or the Inwards of Things.

Beuxm, To Father Fulgentio, 1625.

2t. pi. Mental endowments; intellectual parts.

To guide the Grecian darts,

Juno and Pallas, with the god that doth the earth embrace.
And most for man's use, Hercurie (whom good wise in-

wards grace).
Were partially, and all.employ'd. Chapman, Iliad, xx.

3t. An intimate.

Sir, I was an in/ward of his : A shy fellow was the duke.
Shak., M. for M., iii. 2, 138.

Salute him fairly ; he's a kind gentleman, a very inward
of mine. Xiddleton, Michaelmas Term, ii. 3.

inwardly (in'ward-li), adv. [< ME. inwardliche,
inwardlike, inwardlie, inwardli, < AS. inweard-
lice (= OHCx. inwertlihho), < inweard, inward:
see inward.] 1. In an inward manner ; inter-

nally; privately; secretly.

Let Benedick, like cover'd Are,
Consume away in sighs, waste inwardly.

5Aa*., Much Ado, iii. 1, 78.

Thou art inwardly desirous of vainglory in all that thou
sayest or dost. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 127.

2. Toward the center: as, to curve inwardly.— 3t. Intimately; thoroughly. ^

I shall desire to know him more inwardly.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, il. 1.

4. In a low tone ; not aloud ; to one's self.

He shrunk and muttered inwor^Z^j/.

Wordsworth, White Doe of B-ylstone, ii.

Half inwardly, half audibly she spoke.
Tennyson, Geraint.

inwardness (in'ward-nes), n. [< ME. inward-
nesse; < inward +' -ness.] 1. The state of be-
ing inward or internal ; inclosure within.

Such a name [antrum] could not have been given to any
individual cave unless the idea of being within, orinward-
ness, had been present in the mind.

Max Miiller, Sei. of Lang., p. 375.

3. Internal state ; indwelling character or qual-
ity; the nature of a thing as it is in itself.

Sense cannot arrive to the inwardness
Of things, nor penetrate the crusty fence
Of constipated matter.

Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, i. 28.

3. Inner meaning ; real significance or drift

;

essential purpose.

I should without any difficulty pronounce that his [Ho-
mer's] fables had no such inwardness in his own meaning.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 146.

The true inwardness of the late Southern policy of the
Bepublican party. New York TrSrune, April, 1877.

4t. Intimacy; familiarity; attachment.

You know my inwardness and love
Is very much unto the prince and Claudio.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1, 247.

And [the Duke of York] did, with much inwardness, tell

me what was doing. Pepys, Diary, Aug. 23, 1668.

5f . The inwards ; the heart ; the soul.

she ben not angwischid in us, but ghe ben angwlschid
in ghoure ynwardnessis. Wyclif, 2 Cor. vi. 12.

inwards, adv. See inward.

inweave (in-wev'), v. t.
;

pret. inwove, pp. in-

woven (sometimes inwove), ppr. inweaving. [<

in^ + weave.] 1. To weave together; inter-

mingle by or as if by weaving.
Down they cast

Their crowns inwove with amarant and gold.
Haton, P. L., ill 352.

The dusky strand of Death inwoven here
'

With dear love's tie. Tennys(m, Maud, jcviil. 7.

3. To weave in ; introduce into a web in the
process of manufacture, as a pattern, an in-

scription, or the like.

inwneelt, enwheelt (in-, en-hwel'), «• *• [< *»--^

+ wheel:] To encircle.

Heaven's grace inwheel ye

!

And all good thoughts and prayers dwell about ye

!

Fletcher, Pilgrim, i. 2.

inwreathe

inwheel (in'hwel), n. [< «»i + wheel.] The
inner wheel of a mill. SalUwell.

inwick (in'wik), n. [< «ml + wiclc^.] In the
game of curling, a stroke by which the stone

comes very near the tee after passing through
a wick.

The stone, in a graceful parabola, curls gently inwards,
takes an inimck off the inner edge of another, and circles

in to lie— a pot-lid in the very tee.

Montreal Daily Star, Carnival No., 1884.

inwitt (in'wit), ra. [ME. inwit, inwyt, < AS. in-

wit, consciousness, conscience, < in, in, + wit,

knowledge: see wit, n.] Inward knowledge;
understanding; conscience. This word is best
known in the title of a Middle English work in the Kent-
ish dialect, "The Ayenbite of Inwyt," that is, Remorse
of Conscience, translated in the year 1340 by Dan Michel,
a monk, from a French work entitled "Le somme des
vices et des vertues."

Inurit in the bed is and helpeth the sonle.
For thorw his connynge he kepeth Caro et Anima
In rule and in reson bote recheles hit make.

Piers Plovmum (A), x. 49.

inwitllt,i>»]ep. [ME. inwith, inewiih, iwith; < i«i

+ with\ (St. within.] Within; in.

His wyf and eek his doghter hath he left inwith his hous.
Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

in-wonet, v. t. [ME. (= D. MLGr. inwonen = G.
emwohmen), < in, in, + wonen, dwell: see won^.]
To dwell in ; inhabit; hold.

[She] enfourmet hym fully of the fre rewme.
That the worthy in-wonet, as a wale kyng.

Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), 1. 13864.

inwoodt (in-wud'), v. t. [.<mi-1 + wood^.] To
hide in woods.
He got out of the river, and . . . inwooded himself so

as the ladies lost the farther marking his sporttulness.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii

inwork (in-w6rk'), v.
;
pret. and pp. inworked or

inwrought, ppr. inworjcing. [< irel -t- work.] I.

trans. To work in or into: as, to inwork gold
or any color, as in embroidery : commonly used
in the past participle.

His mantle hairy, and his bonnet sedge.
Inwrought with figures dim.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 105,

And from these dangers you will never be wholly free
till you have utterly extinguished your vicious inclina-
tions, and inwrought all the virtues of religion into your
natures. J. Scott, Christian Life, 1. iv. § S.

II. intrans. To work or operate within.
[Bare.]

inworking (in'wfer-king), n. [Verbal n. of iiv-

work,v.] Operation within; energy exerted in-
wardly, as in the mind or soul : as, the inwork-
ing of the Holy Spirit.

inworn (in-w6m'), a. [< iral + worn, pp. of
wear.] Worn or worked into ; inwrought.

I perswade me that whatever faultines was but super-
ficial to Prelaty at the beginning, is now by the just judg-
ment of God long since branded and inworn into the very
essence thereof. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 1.

inwrapl, enwrapl (in-, en-rap'), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. inwrapped, enwrayped, ppr. inwrapping, en-
wrapping. [< ME. irmrappen, enwrappen, also
inwlappen; <.inA, en-\ + wrap.] 1. To cover
by or as if by wrapping; infold; hence, to in-
clude.

David might well look to be inwrapped in the common
destruction. Bp. Hall, Numbering of the People.

So when thick clouds inwrap the mountain's head.
O'er heav'n's expanse like one black ceiling spread.

Pope, Iliad, xvL 354.

Here comes to me Boland, with a delicacy of sentiment
leading and inwrapping him like a divine cloud or holy
ghost. Emerson, Behavior.

2. To involve in difficultyorperplexity; perplex.

The case is no sooner made than resolved, if it be made
not inwrapped, but plainly and perspicuously. Bacon.

And though 'tis wonder that enwraps me thus.
Yet 'tis not madness. Shak., T. N., iv. 3, 3.

inwrap^t, en'wrap^t (in-, en-rap'), v. t. [Prob.
for Hnrap, *enrap; < in-^, em-2, -1- rap^. Cf. rapt.]
To transport; enrapture.

For, if such holy song
Enwrap our fancy long,

Time will run back, and fetch the age of gold.
Milton, Nativity, 1. 134.

inwrapment, enwrapment (in-, en-rap'ment),
n. [{inwrap\ enwrap^, + -ment.] 1. The act
of inwrapping, or the state of bein^ inwrapped.— 3. That which inwiaps; a covering; a wrap-
per.

They wreathed together a foliature of the fig-tree, and
made themselves enu)rapments.

Shuekfoird, The Creation, p. 203.

inwrapped, enwrapped (in-, en-rapt'), p. a.
Same as annodated.
inwreathe, enwreathe (in-, en-resH'), v. t.

;

pret. and pp. inwreathed, enwreathed, ppr. in-



inwreathe

wreathing, emoreathing. [< in-\ en-\+ wreathe.']
To surround with or as if with a wreath. Mal-
let, Amyntor and Theodora,
in^ought (in-rat'),

i>. a. [Pp. of hmorh.']
Wrought orworked in orinto ; havingsomething
(specifically, figures or patterns) worked into it.

ioi (I'o), interj. [L. io, = Gr. i&, an exclamation
of joy or pleased excitement : cf . O, oh, etc.]
A Latin interjection, or exclamation of joy or
triumph: sometimes used as a noim in Eng-
lish.

^

Hark ! how around the hills rejoice,
And rocks reflected io« sing.

Congreve, Ode on Namur, st 10.

Io2 (i'6), n. [L. Io, < Gr. 'I<i.] 1. In myth.,
a daughter of Inachus, metamorphosed into a
heifer and caused to be tormented by a terrible
gadflybyHera, in jealous revenge for the favors
of Zeus. See Argus, 1.— 3. The innermost of the
four satellites of Jupiter.—3. In entom. : (a) A
genus of vanessoid butterflies. (6) [I. c] The
peacock butterfly, Vanessa io: used both as the
technical specific name and as an English word.
<c) \l. c] A showy and beautiful moth of North
America, Hyperchiria io, or Saturnia io, of yel-

Hyperchina to natural size

low coloration, with prominent pmk and bluish
eyes on the hinder wings. The larva is covered with
bunches of stinging spines, and leeds on many plants
and trees, as Indian corn, cotton, hops, clover, elm, and
cherry. The eggs are laid in clusters on the under side of
the leaf.

iodal (i'o-dal), n. [< iodivne) + al{cohol).'] An
oleaginous "liquid (CI3CHO) obtained by the
action of alcohol and nitric acid on iodine. Its

effects are said to be similar to those of chloral.

iodargyrite (i-o-dar'ji-rit), n. Same as iodyrite.

iodate^ (i'o-dai), n. [< iodiine) + -ate^.] Any
compound of iodic acid with a base. The iodates

form deflagrating mixtures with combustibles, and when
they are heated to low redness oxygen gas is disengaged,
and a metallic iodide remains. They are all of very
sparing solubility, excepting the iodates of the alkalis.

. See iodic.

iodate^ (i'o-dat). v. «.; pret. and pp. iodated,

ppr. iodating. [< iod{ine) + -ate^.} To com-
bine, impregnate, or treat with iodine.

One variety of iodated paper. Pre, Diet., III. 567.

iodic (i-od'ik), a. [< iod(ine) + -ic] Contain-
ing iodine: as, iodic silver— Iodic acid, HIO3, an
acid formed by the action of oxidizing agents on iodine in

presence of water or alkalis. Iodic acid is a white semi-

transparent solid substance, whieh is inodorous, but has

an astringent, sour taste. It is very soluble in water, and
detonates when heated with charcoal, sugar, and sulphur.

Deoxidizing agents reduce it partly to hydriodic acid,

which then reacts upon the remaining iodic acid to form
iodine and water. It combines with metallic oxids, form-

oing salts, which are named iodates, and these, like the

chlorates, yield oxygen when heated, and an iodide re-

mains.

iodide (i'o-did or -did), n. [< iod{ine) + -ide^.]

A compound of iodine with an element more
electropositive than itself; thus, soAivocD. iodide,

etc Iodide of ethyl, ethyl iodide (CsHsI), a colorless

liquid insoluble in water, having a penetrating ethereal

odor and taste, used in medicine, by inhalation, to intro-

duce iodine rapidly into the system.

iodiferous (i-o-dif'e-rus), a. [< iod(ine) + L.

ferre = E. 6eari.] " Yielding iodine : as, iodif-

erous plants.

iodine (x'6-din or -din), n. [=F. iodine,< Gr. i6>-

6riQ, like a violet (< lov, a violet,= L. viola, > ult.

E. violet),+ -i»e2.] Chemical symbol, I ; atomic

weight, 126.85. l-achem., a peculiar non-metallic

elementary solid substance, forming one of the

group of halogenSo it exists in the water of the ocean

and mineral springs, in marine moUusks, in seaweeds,

and in the nitrate deposits of western South America.

At ordinary temperatures it is a solid crystalline body. Its

color is bluish-black or grayish-black, with a metallic lus-

ter. It is often in scales, resembling those of micaceous

iron ore ; sometimes in brilliant rhomboidal plates or in

elongated octahedrons. The specific gravity of solid iodine

is 4.947. It fuses at 226" F., and boils at 347°. Its vapor,

which is very dense, is of an exceedingly rich violet color,

a character to which it owes the name of iMirK. It is a

non-conductor of electricity, and, like oxygen and chlorin,
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is electronegative. It is very sparingly soluble in water,
bat dissolves copiously in alcohol and in ether, forming
dark-brown liquids. It possesses strong powers of com-
bination, and forms with the pure metals and most of the
simple non-metallic substances compounds which are
named iodides. With hydrogen and oxygen it forms iodic

acid ; combined with lyrdrogen it forms hydriodic acid.

Like chlorin, it destroys vegetable colors, but with less

energy. Iodine has a very acrid taste, and its odor some-
what resembles that of chlorin. It is an irritant poison,

and is of great service in medicine. It is used externally
as a counter-irritant, the skin or mucous membrane being
painted with the tincture ; and also internally, both as

iodine and in combination, especially as iodide of ^tash.
Starch is a characteristic test of iodine, forming with It a
deep-blue compound. This test is so delicate that a so-

lution of starch dropped into water containing less than
a millionth part of iodine is tinged blue.— Iodine green.
See ffreenl.—Iodine scarlet. Same as pure scartej (which
see, under scarlet).

iodism (i'o-dizm), n. [< iod{ine) + -ism.'] In
pathol., a peculiar derangement of the system
produced by the excessive use of iodine or its

salts.

iodize (i'o-diz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. iodized, ppr.

iodizing. ' [< iod(ine) + -ize.] 1. In med., to
treat with iodine; affect with iodine.— 2. In
photog., to impregnate, as collodion, with io-

dine; add iodine or an iodide to.

iodizer (i'o-di-z6r), n. [< iodize + -er'^.]

One who or that which iodizes.

iodobromite (i"o-d9-br6'mit), m. [^iod(ine)

+ brom(ide) +' -iie^.] -A sulphiar-yellow

mineral, occurring in isometric crystals at

Dembaeh, Nassau, consisting of the io-

dide, bromide, and chlorid oflead.

iodoform (i'o-do-f6rm), n. [< ioet{ine) +
{chloro)form'.] 'A solid compound (CHI3)
analogous to chloroform, ^rodniced by the
action of iodine with alkalis or alkali car-

bonates on alcohol, it forms lemon-yellow
crystals, with an odor like that of saffron, which are
somewhat volatile at the ordinary temperature, in-

soluble in water, but readily soluble in alcohol and
ether. It is an anesthetic and antiseptic, and is

nsed in surgical dressings.

iodoform (i'6-do-f6rm), V. t. [< iodoform, n.]

To apply iodoform to; impregnate with iodo-
form. *

iodoformize (i'o-do-fdr'miz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

iodoformized, -ppr.' iodoformizing. [< iodoform
+ -ize.] To iodoform.

iodohydric (i"o-d6-hT'drik), a. [< iod(ine) +
hydr(pgen) + -ic.]" Same as hpm-iodie.

iodol (i'o-dol), n. [< iod(ine) + -ol.] A yellow-
ish-brown substance (C4I4NH) composed of
long prismatic crystals, used in medicine as an
antiseptic.

iodometric (i"o-do-met'rik), a. [< iod(ine) +
metric] In cAem'., measured by iodine: used
of analytical operations in which the quantity
of a substanceis determined by its reaction with
a standard solution of iodinp.

iodyrite (i-od'i-rit), n. [< d(ine) + Gr. apyv-

poc, silver, + -ite^ (cf. ar, ite).] Native sil-

ver iodide, a seetile minei of a bright-yellow
color and resinous or adan itine luster, occur-
ring sparingly in Chili anfi Isewhere.

iolite (i'o-lit), n. [< Gr. io?., a violet, + Woe,
stone.] A silicate of magnesium, aluminium,
and iron, a mineral of a violet-blue color with
a shade of purple or black, it often occurs In six-

sided rhombic prisms. The smoky-blue peliom and stein-
heilite are varieties. Iolite is very subject to chemical al-

teration, and many names have been given to the more or
less distinct compounds mtormed,djapinite,fahlunite, gi-
gantolite, etc. Also called dichroite (because the tints along
the two axes are unlike) and cordierite.

ion (i'on), n. [< Gr. I6v, neut. I6v, ppr. of Uvai,

L. ire, go: see iter.] One of the elements of
an electrolyte, or compound body undergoing
electrolyzation. Those elements of an electrolyte
which are evolved at the anode are termed anions, and
those which are evolved at the cathode cations, and when
these are spoken of together they are called ions. Thus,
water when electrolyzed evolves two ions, oxygen and
hydrogen, the former being an anion, the latter a cation.

-ion. [ME. -ion, -iown, -iun {-on, -un), < OF. -ion,

-iun {-on, -un), F. -ion {-on) = Pr. 4on, -io = Sp.
-ion = Pg. -Uo = It. -ione, < L. -io(M-), a common
suffix forming (a) abstract (fem.) nouns from
verbs, either from the inf., as ?e.9io(re-), a legion,
< legere, collect, optio(n-j,a, choice, < optare,
choose, suspieio{n-), suspicion, < suspieere, sus-
pect, etc., or from adjectives, as communio(n-),
communion, < communis, common, unioln-),
union,<M»M«,one,etc.j or (6) appellative (maso.)
nouns, of various origin, as centurio{n-), a centu-
rion, histrio{n-), an actor, etc. See -tion, -ation,

etc.] 1. A suffix in abstract nouns (many also
used as concrete) of Latin origin, as in legion,

opinion, option, region, religion, suspicion, com-
munion, union, etc.— 2. A similar suffix occur-
ring in a few concrete nouns designating per-

lonic

sons or thjngs, as in centurion, histrion, union (a

pearl), onion^ pavilion, etc.

Ionian (i-6'm-an), a. and n. [< L. lonius, < Gr.

'lirvioc, < 'luvia, Ionia, 'luvff, the lonians.] I.

a. Eelating to Ionia or to the lonians ; Ionic.

—Ionian chiton, mode, etc. See the nouns.— Ionian
school. Same as lonie school (which see, under /onto).—

Ionian sea, that part of the Mediterranean which lies

between Greece ana Sicily.

II. n. A member of one of the three or (as

some count) four great divisions of the ancient
Greek race, the others being the Dorians and
.^olians, or the Dorians, .^olians, and Ache-
ans. Originally they inhabited Attica, Enbwa, and the
district in the Peloponnesus afterward known as Aohiea.
From Attica they spread over most of the islands (the

Ionian Islands) of the .lEgean sea, and settled in Ionia on
the coast of Asia Minor. They founded various colonies

,

on the shores of the Euxine, Fropontis, and the iSgean, and
in the west they planted Catana and other colonies in
Sicily; Ebegium, Cumee, etc., in Italy; and Marseilles and
others in Gaul. The Asiatic lonians especially did much
to introduce Asiatic civilization and luxury into Greece,
and were often reproached by the other Greeks with ef-

feminacy. Also (rarely) called Jastian, and in the plural
Imies.

Ionic (i-on'ik), a. and n. [< L. lonieus, < Gr. lu-

w/c(5f,< 'Ii-wia, Ionia: see Ionian.] I, a. 1. Of,
pertaining, or relating to the loiies or lonians as

a race, or toone of the regionsnamed from them,
Ionia or the Ionian Islands : as, the Ionic dialect
or school; the Ionic order.— 2. In anc. pros.,
constituting a foot of 'two long syllables fol-

lowed by two shorts, or vice versa ; pertaining
to or consisting of such feet: as, an Ionic foot,

colon, verse, or system ; Ionic rhythm Axis of
the Ionic capital. See (m»i.— Ionic dialect, the most
important of the threemain branches of the ancient Greek
language (the othertwo being the Doric and ^Eolio), include
ingtheAttic. Homer'slliad was written in 01dIonic,the
worksot Herodotns in New Ionic, and nearly all the great
Greek works in its later form, the Attic— Ionic foot, in
pros., a foot consisting of four syllables, either two short
and twolong or two long and two short.— Ionic meter, a
meter consisting otionic leet.— Ionic mode. Seemode-
Ionic order, in areh., one of the three Greek orders, so
named from the Ionic race, by whom' it was held to have
been developed and perfected. The distinguishing char-
acteristic of this order is the volute of its capital. In the
true Ionic the volutes have the same form on thefrout and
rear, and are connected on the flanks by an ornamented
roll or scroll, except in the case of the corner capitals,

which have three volutes on their two outer faces, that on
the external angle projecting diagonally. The debased
Roman form of Ionic gave the capital four diagonal vo-
lutes, and curved the sides of the abacus. The spiral fil-

lets of the Greek volute are continued along the face of
the capital, beneath the abacus, whereas in the Boman

Ionic Architecture —Temple of wingless Victory, on the
Acropolis of Athens.

imitation the origin of the fillet is behind the echinus.
The shaft, including the base and the capital to the bot-
tom of the volute, is normally about 9 diameters high,
and is generally fluted in 24 flutes, separated by fillets.

The bases used with this order are various. The Attie
base often occurs, and is the most beautiful and appropri-
ate. The architrave is normally formed in three Dands,
each projeotmg slightly beyond that below it, the whole
crowned by a rich molding. The frieze frequently bears
figures in relief. The cornices tall under three classes

:

the simple butrichly molded and strongly projecting Greek
cornice, and the less refined dentil and modilllon (Eoman)
cornices. The best examples of the Ionic order are the
temple on the Illssus. and the Erechtheum and the tem-
§le of Wingless Victory on the Acropolis of Athens. The
etails of the Erechtheum are notable for the delicate

elaboration of their ornament ; but the Interior capitals of
the Propylaja are, in their simple purity of line, perhaps the
noblest remains of the Greek Ionic. The order was prob-
ably evolved by the Ionian Greeks from forms found in
Assyrian architecture. See also cut under Erechtheum.—
lomc sect or school, the earliest series of Greek philoso-
phers, Thales (who is said to have predicted an eclipse 686
B. 0.), Anaximander, Anaximenes!(in the sixth century B.

0.), all of Miletus, and their later adherents. They are called
the early physicists, because they mainly studied the mate-
rial universe, and that in a rudely observational manner.
The characteristic of the school is the prominence they
gave to the question out of what the world is made (Thales
said water, Anaxhnenes air), believing apparently that, this
answered, the secret of the universe was solved. They made
little of efficient causes, and. as distinct from living agents.



Ionic

probably had no conception of Buoh.—lonlo BCbOOl Of
puntlnE, in the history ol ancient Greek art, an important
Bchool of painters in the latter part of the fifth and the
early part of the fourth century B. o. ; bo called as distin-
gulBhed from the Attic and Sicyonian schools. Its greatest
masters were Zeuxis and Farrbasius.

II. n. In pros.: (a) An lonie foot. (6) An
Ionic verse or meter.
lonicize (i-on'i-siz), v. t.

;
pret. and. pp. loni-

cized, ppr. lomelzing, [< Ionic + -ize.'\ To
make Ionic ; confer an Ionic form upon.
He essays to dissect out a primitive Aeolic core, after-

ward lomdzed, and enlarged Dy interpolations and accre-
tions. New Princeton Rev., V. 412.

lonidium (i-o-nid'l-um), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
Im, a violet, + dim. suflfix -iSiov."] A. genus
of plants of the natural order Violariem, tribe
ViolecB, characterized by the sepals not being
extended at the base, and by the five unequal
?etals, one of which ismuch largerthan the rest.
hey are herbs, or rarely shrubs, witn alternate or some-

times opposite leaves and generally solitary axillary or ra-
cemed flowers. About 60 species are known, of which 4 are
found in tropical Asia and Africa, 6 in Australia, and the
rest in America, chiefly tropical. The roots of several of
the species contain an emetic, and have been used as a
substitute tor ipecacuanha. I.parmflarum and I. Papaya
are so used by the South Americans. The so-called white
Ipecacuanha is /. Ipeoaeuanha. I. ooneolor (Solea concolar),
the green violet, is a common plant of the eastern United
States.

Ipnism (i'o-nizm), n. [< Gr. as if *kyvcafi6c, <
lavi^eiv, speak in Ionic fashion: see Ionize.']

An Ionic idiom; the use of Ionic idioms or dia-
lect. Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 205.

lonist (i'o-nist), n. [< Ion{i,ge) + -m*.] One
who uses Ionic idioms or dialect. Amer. Jour.
Philol., VII. 209.

ionite (i'o-nit), n. [< lone (see def.) + 4te^.']

A mineral resin found in lone valley, Amador
county, California.

Ionize (i'o-niz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Ionized, ppr.

Ionizing. [< Gr. iavileiv, speak in Ionic fash-
ion, < 'luvEf, lonians : see Ionic.'] To lonicize.
Amer. Jour. Philol, VII. 234.

lonornis (i-o-n6r'nis), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
lov, violet (implying purple), + dpvtg, a bird.]
A notable genua of ralliform birds, the Ameri-
can sultans, hyacinths, or porphyry gallinules,

family Ballidw and subfamily Gall^MiUncB, con-
taining such species as the purple gallinule of
the United States and warmer parts of Amer-
ica, I. marUnica. Beichenbach, 1853.

iopterous (i-op'te-rus), a. [< Gr. lov, a violet,,

+ jrrepdv, a featlier.] Having wings of a vio-

let color, as an insect.

iota (i-6'ta), n. [< L. iota, < Gr. iara, < Pheni-
oian (Heti.) yodh. In earlier E. use with ex-

tended meaning as jo*; seejofi.'] l.Thename
of the Greek letter I, i, corresponding to the
Latin and English I, i. in the latter form i, and the
Hebrew form

"J,
the letter was the smallest of the alpha-

bet. When following a long vowel (as part of a diphthong),
in Greek as now written, it is placed under the vowel to

which it is attached, being then called iota eubecript, as

in ij>, a.

2. A very small quantity; a tittle; a jot.

You will have the goodness then to put no stutSng of
any deacription in my coat ; you will not pinch me an iota

tighter across the waist than is natural to that part of my
body. Bulvier, Femam, xliv.

iotacism (i-6'ta-sizm), n. [< L. iotacismiis, <

Gr. ioTaiua/idg, too much use of iota, repetition
of iota, < iSra, iota: see iota.] Conversion of

other vowel sounds into that of iota (English
e) ; specifically^ in pronunciation of Greek, the
practice of giving the sound of iota (e) also to

the vowels ij and v, and to the diphthongs ci, i},

01, and vL indiscriminately. This is the rule in

modem Greek. Also called itac^sm. Opposed
to eta<Asm. Compare lambdacism, rhotacism.

tJnquestionab^ the most characteristic feature of the
present pronunciation is its iotad^rrt:

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 139.

iotacist (i-6'ta-sist), n. [< iotac(ism) + ^st.]

One who advocates the system of Greek pro-

nunciation called iotacism.

ioterium (i-6-te'ri-um), ».; pi. ioteria (-a).

[NL., < Gr. i<5f, poison, + repio, pierce.] In en-

tom., a poison-gland, as that at the base of the

sting in a hymenopterous insect, or at the base

of the ohelicera in a spider. See cut under c'heU-

cera.

I U (i' 6' u'), n. [So called from the letters

I O U (standing for I owe you) used in the ac-

knowledgment.] A memorandum or acknow-
ledgment of debt less formal thfe a promissory

note, and in England sometimes containingonly

these letters, with the sum owed and the sig-

nature of the debtor. It is not a promissory

note, because no direct promise to pay is ex-

pressed.
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Hee teacheth od fellowes play tricks with their creditors,

who instead of payments write 1 V, and so scoile many
an honest man out of his goods.

Breton, Courtier and Countryman, p. 9.

Mr. MIcawber placed his /. 0. U. in the hands of Trad-
dies. ... I am persuaded that this was quite the same to
Mr. Micawber as paying the money.

IHckens, David Copperfleld, xxxvi.

-ious. A termination consisting of the suffix -ous
with a preceding original or euphonic vowel i.

It formerly alternated with -eous. See -eous
and -ous.

lowan (i'o-wan), a. and». I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to Iowa, a State of the United States lying
west of the Mississippi.

II. n. An inhabitant of Iowa.
ipecac (ip'e-kak),». [An abbr. ot ipecacuanha.]
Same as ipecacuanha.—Amailcaa ipecac, an herb of
the genus OUlenia,— Indian ipecac, the root of a twin-
ing, shrubby, asclepiadaceous pmnt, Tyloplwra asthrruitica,

used in India as a substitute for ipecacuanha.

ipecacuanha fip-e-kak-u-an'a), n. [< Pg. ipe-

cacuanha (= Sp. ipecacuana), < Braz. (as usu-
ally given) ipecaagu£n, the native name of the
plant, said to mean 'smaller roadside sick-

making plant.'] The dried root of Cephaelis
Ipecacuanha, a small shrubby plant, a native of
Brazil, the United States of Colombia, and oth-
er parts of South Anlerica. There are three varie-
ties, the brown, red, and gray, all products of the same
plant, and their differences are due to little more than
age, place of growth, or mode of drying. The root is hard,
and breaks short and granular (not ilbrous), exhibiting a
resinous, waxy, or farinaceous interior, white, or grayish. It
is emetic, purgative, and diaphoretic, and is much used in
medicine, in large doses (1. 5 grams) as an emetic, in smaller
doses as a depressant and nauseant, in still smaller doses
as a diaphoretic, and in the smallest as a stimulant to the
stomach to check vomiting and produce appetite. Its
physiological effects seem to depend on the presence of the
alkaloid emetin. The root of Cephaelis Ipecacuanha is the
only thing recognized as ipecac by the IBritish or the United
States Pharmacopoeia, but the name has been applied to
various other plants with emetic properties, as to the root of
Psychotria emetica, also called Peruvian, striated, or black
ipecacuanha, said to contain emetin ; also to the roots of
various species of Richourdsonia, called white, amylaceous,
or undulated ipecacuanha. The name American ipecaou-
anha or ipecacuanha spurge is given to Euphorbia Ipecaou-
anhoe. GiUenia is also called American ipecac. See cut
under Cepha^ie.

Iphldea (i-fid'e-a), 'n. [NL., appar. as Iphis
(Iphid-) + -ea'.] "1. A, genus of chrysomelid
beetles. BaVy, 1865.— 2. A genus of brachio-
pods. BilUngs, 1874.

IpMgenia (if'i-jf-ni'a), n. [NL., < L. Iphige-
nia, < Gr. 'l^iyhsia, in legend, daughter of Aga-
memnon.] 1. A genus of bivalve moUusks
of the family Donacidce, comprising Iphigenia
brasiliensis and related species. Schumacher,
1817.— 2. A subgenus of Clausilia. Gray, 1821.

Iphiona (if-i-6'na), n. [NL. (Cassini, 1817), per-
haps irreg. < Gr. l^vov, a kind of herb.] A ge-
nus of composite plants, type of Schultz's di-

vision Iphionem of the Euconyzece, now referred
to the tribe Inuloidem, subtribe Euinulem, and
by some regarded as a section of the genus
Inula, to which the elecampane belongs, but
from which it differs by its somewhat double
pappus, the outer consisting of short bristles.
It embraces about 14 species, inhabiting the Levant, Ara-
bia, central Asia, tropical and South Africa, and the Mas-
carene islands.

Iphioneae (if-i-6'ne-e), TO. pi. [NL. (C. H.
Sohultz, 1843), < Iphiona + -ece.] A division
of the CompositcB, typified by the genus Iphiona,
now embraced in the tribe Inuloidem (which
see).

Iphis (i'fis), TO. [NL., < L. Iphis, < Gr. 'I^(f

('10^-, 'X0«d-), a mase. and fern, name.] 1. A
genus of brachyurous crustaceans of the family
Leucosiidw. W. E. Leach, 1817.— 2. A genus of
click-beetles or elaterids, having several large
Madagascan species. Laporte, 1836.

Iphisa (if'i-sa), n. [NL. (Gray, 1851) ; cf. Iphis.]
A genus of lizards constituting the family
Iphisidw. I, degam is a species inhabiting northern
Brazil and Guiana, of an olive-brown color marbled with

Ipse dixit

black, the under parts yellowish white. The feet are small,
with the inner finger ciawless ; the eyes are large.

Iphisidae (i-fis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Iphisa +
4dcB.] A family of South American lizards,
based by J. E. Gray upon the genus Iphisa. It

is now merged in the family Teiidw.
Iphthimus (if'thi-mus), TO. [NL., < Gr. l^dtnog,

strong, < l^i, strongly, earlier *Flipt, perhaps
dat. of ic, *Ftg = L. vis, strength, might: see
inion^, vim.] A genus of tenebrione beetles,
founded by Truqui in 1837. /. opacm is a species
about three fourths of an inch long, with coarsely punc-
tured thorax and elytra. It is found under bark.

Ipinse (i-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL. (Erichson, 1843),
< Ips H- -incs.] A subfamily of clavioom bee-
tles, of the family NiUdulidce, whose typical
genus is Ips, mainly characterized by the pro-

_
tuberance of the epistoma.

ipocrasf, «. An obsolete form of hippocras.
ipocrisiet, ipocritet, «. Obsolete (Middle Eng-
lish) forms of Ivypocrisy, hypocrite.

Ipomsea (ip-o-me'a), TO. [NL., improp. Ipomma
(Linnseus), < Ips, a name given by Linnseus to
Convolvulus, bmdwieed (< Gr. lip, a worm : see
Ips), + Grr. dfiolog, like.] A genus of dicotyle-
donous gamopetalous plants, of the natural
order Comvolvulacece, tribe Comvolvulew, charac-
terized by having a 2- to 4-ceIled ovary, which
is 4-ovuled, or rarely 3-celled and 6-oviiled.
The capsule is 2- to 4-valved, rarely with an operculum,
or rupturing irregularly. The stems are prostrate or erect,
herbaceous or woody and climbing, and the leaves alter-
nate, usually entire. The corolla is hypocrateriform or
campanulate and 5-lobed. About 400 species have been
described, but according to Bentham and Hooker this num-
ber should be reduced to 300 good species. They occur in
the warm parts of the world. The most important product
of the genus is the sweet potato, furnished by the roots
of /. Batatas, wliich is very extensively cultivated in all

/phisa ele^ans.

Flowering Branch of Wild PotatD-TinG ijpomaa pandurata).
a, root ; b. fruit ; c, seed.

tropical countries. Jalap, a well-known medicine, is ob-
tained from the roots of /. purga, a native of Mexico.
The he-jalap, male-jalap, or jalap-tops is /. Orizabensis,
and J. Turpethum is the Indian jalap. The wild potato
of the West Indies is /. fastigiata, and I. Pes-Capne
is the seaside potato of the East and West Indies. /.

Quamodit, the cypress-vine, Indian-pink, American red
bell-fiower, or sweet-william of the Barbados, was origi-
nally a native of tropical America, but is now widely nat-
uralized. I. tuberosa of the East and West Indies is the
Spanish arbor-vine, Spanish woodbine, or seven-year vine.
I^ purpurea, a native of tropical America, is the common
morning-glory of cultivation. I. Nil is also cultivated for
ornament. J. pandurata of the eastern United States is

the wild potato-vine or man-of-the-earth, the mecba-meck
of the North American Indians. I. Qerrairdi is the wild
cotton of Natal. Also written Ipomea.

ipotamet, ipotaynet, »• Middle English forms
of hippotame.

ippocrasti »• -An obsolete
form of mppocras.
Ips (ips), TO. [NL. (Fabri-
cius, 1776), < Gr. If, a
worm that eats horn and
wood; also one that eats
vine-buds.] A genus of
clavicom beetles, of the
family NiUdulidce, having
the antennal club three-
jointed, labrum connate
with epistoma, anterior
00X89 open, and thorax
not margined at base, ipa
fasaaXus is a common United
States species, shining-black, with two pairs of yellow
bands on the elytra. I. ferrvginem is a European species.

ipse dixit (ip'se dik'sit). [< L. ipse dixit, he
himself has said (so): ipse (OL. also ipgus), he

Ips/asciattts.

(Line shows natural size.)



ipse dixit

himself (< is, he (see lie^), + -pse for -pte, an
emphasizing suffix, 'self,' 'same,' connected
with potis, powerful : seepotent) ; dixit, 3d pers.
perf. ind. of dicere, say: see diction.] An asser-
tion withoutproof; a dogmatic expression of
opinion ; a dictum.

It requires somothing more than Brougham's flippant
ipse dixit to convince me that the office of chanceUot is
such a sinecure and bagatelle.

GrevUle, Memoirs, March 16, 1831.

To acquiesce in an ipse dixit. Whately.
That day of ipsedixits, I trusty is over.

J. H. Newman, Letters (1875), p. 146.

ipsedixitism (ip-sf-dik'sit-izm), n. [< ipse
dixit + -ism.l The practice of dogmatic asser-
tion. [Bare.]

It was also under Welgel's influence that he [Pufendorf]
developed that independence of character which never
bent before other writers, however high their position,
and which showed itself in his profound disdain for ipse-
dixitisnif to use the piquant phrase of Bentham.

Encyc. Brit, XX. 99.

ipsissima verba (ip-sis'i-ma vfer'ba). [L. : ip-
sissima, neut. pi. of ipsissimus, the very same,
superl. of ipse, he himself, the same (see ipse
dixit); verba, pi. of ve/rhum, word: see «»er6.]
The very same words ; the self-same words ; the
precise language, word for word.

It is his [the medical man's] duty to make, on the spot,
a note of the words actually used. There should be no
paraphrase or translation of them, but they should be the
ipsixsiTna verba of the dying man.

A. S. Taylor, Med. Jurisprudence, p. 7.

ipso facto (ip'so fak'to). [L. : ipso, abl. neut.
of ipse, he himself (see ipse dixit); facto, abl. of
factum, ia-nt: see/asc*.] Bythefaet itself ; by
that very fact.

The religion which Is not the holiest conceivable by the
man who holds it is condemned ipsofaxto.

K P. Come, Peak in Darien, p. 6.

i. q. An abbreviation of Latin idem quod, 'the
same as.'

ir-l. Assimilated form (in Latin, etc.) of 4n-2
before r. In the following words, in the ety-
mology, the prefix ir-l is usually referred di-

rectly to the original i«-2 or irfi.

ir-2. Assimilated form (in Latin, etc.) of in-^

before r. In the following words, in the ety-
mology, the prefix ir-2 is usually referred di-

rectly to the original in-^.

Ir. 1. An abbreviation of Irish.— 2. In chem.,
the symbol for iridium,

iracund (i'ra^kund), a. [= OP. iracond = Sp.
Pg. iracundb= It. iracundo, iracondo, < L. iror-

cundus, angry, < ira, anger: see ire^.'i Angry;
irritable

;
passionate. [Rare.]

A spirit cross-grained, fantastic, iracund, incompatible.
Carlyle, Misc., IV. 87.

iracimdiouslyt (i-ra-kun'di-us-li), adv. [< Hra-
cundious (cf. OP. iracondieux), for *iracundous
{at. OP. iracondos) (< L. iracundus, angry: see
iracund), + -ly^.^ Angrily; passionately.

Drawing out his knife most iraeundiovsly.
Naelie, Lenten Stufife (Harl. Misc.,VL 166).

irade (i-ra'de), n. [Turk, irade, a decree, com-
mand, order, will, volition.] A written decree
of the Sultan of Turkey.
For the ministers were already obliged to exercise many

of the attributes of the Sovereign, and had constantly to

act upon their own authority in cases where an imperial
irade was strictly requisite.

Nineteenth Century, XXIIL 292.

I-rail (i'ral), n. An iron rail shaped in section

like the letter I: a reversible rail.

irainf, «. A Middle English form of arain.

Iranian (i-ra'ni-an), a. and n. [< Iran (see

def.), < Pers. Iran, Iran, Persia (see Aryan), +
-iare.j I. a. Belating or pertaining to Iran or

the people of Iran, the ancient name of the

region lying between Kurdistan and India, and
the modem Persian name of Persia: specifi-

cally applied to a branch of Indo-European or

Aryan tongues, including Persian, Zend, Peh-
levi, Parsi or Pazend, and cognate tongues.
The word is derived from the legendary history of the
Persian race given in Hrdusi's "Book of Kings," accord-

ing to which Iran and Tur were two of three brothers, from
whom the tribes Iran (Persians) and Turan (Turks and
their cognate tribes) sprang. See Turanian.

The word Iranian, as yet unappropriated as an alpha-

betic designation, is perhaps less unsatisfactory than any
other name that can be found, since it may fairly be ap-

plied to the oldest as well as to the more modem forms

of the alphabet of the old Persian empire.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 229.

n. n. An inhabitant of Iran; a member of

one of the races speaking Iranian languages.

For the ornamentation of their buildings, externally,

and to some extent internally, the Iraniaru, imitating

their Semitic predecessors, employed sculpture.

G. Sawlinson, Origin of Ifations, p. iss-
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Iranic (i-ran'lk), a. [< NL. Iranicus, < Iran:
see Iranian."] Of or pertaining to ancient Iran
or to its inhabitants; Iranian in the widest
sense : as, the Iranic family of languages.

irascibility (i-ras-i-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. vrasci-

hilit4= Pr. iracibilitat= Sp. irascibilidad = Pg.
irascibilidade = It. irascibilitd, ; as irascible +
My: see -bility.] The quality of being irasci-

ble ; irritability of temper.
The iraseCbUity of this class of tyrants is generally exert-

ed upon petty provocations. Johnson, Bambler, No. 112.

irascible (i-ras'i-bl), a. [< P. irascible

=

Sp. iras-

cible = Pg. irascivel = It. irascibile, < LL. irasei-

bilis, < L. irasci, be angry, < ira, anger : see jre2.]

1. Susceptible of anger; easily jjrovoked or in-

flamed with resentment; choleric: as, an iras-

dble man ; an irascible temper.

Middleton when young was a Dilettante in music ; and
Dr. Bentley, in contempt, applied the epithet "Addling
Conyers." Had the irascwle lliddleton broken his violin

about the head of the learned Grecian, and thusterminated
the quarrel, the epithet had then cost Bentley's honour
much less than it afterwards did.

Uflmadi, Quarrels of Authors, p. 395.

2. Excitedby or arising from anger; manifest-

ing a state of anger or resentment.

I know more than one instance of irascible passions

subdued by a vegetable diet. Arbvthnot, Aliments.

I have given it as my opinion that the Irascible emotion
and the strong antipathies are to a certain extent out-

bursts of the sentiment of power, resorted to, like the
tender outburst, as a soothing and consoling influence

under painful irritation.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 467.

=Syn. 1. Irascible, Irritable, Passionate, hasty, touchy,
testy, splenetic, snappish, peppery, fiery, choleric. Iras-

cible indicates quicker and more intense bursts of anger
than irrUable, and less powerful, lasting, or manifest bursts
than paseionate.

irascibleness (i-ras'i-bl-nes), n. Irascibility.

irascibly (i-ras'i-bli), adv. In an irascible man-
ner.

irate (i-raf), a. [= Pg. i/rado = It. irato, < L.
iratus, angered, angry, < irasci, be angry : see
irascible.'] Excited to anger ; made angry ; en-
raged; incensed.

Here his words failed him, and the irate colonel, with
glaring eyes and purple face, . . . stood . . . speechless
before his young enemy. Thackeray, Virginians, x.

irchent, irchonf , irchount. Obsolete forms of

Iresine

irent, «. and a. A Middle English form of iron.

Irena (i-re'na), n. [NL. (Horsfield, 1820; later

Irene—Boie, 1826), < Gr. Bipf/vri, a personifica-

tion of eipi/v?!, peace : see Irene.] m ornith., a
remarkable genus of old-world passerine birds

of imcertain position, type of the subfamily Ire-

ninm; the so-called fairy bluebirds. They are
brilliantly blue and black in color, about as large as robins,

with stout, somewhat shrike-like bill, whose nasal fosses

ire^ (i re), n. [< ME. ire, yre, abbr. of iren, iron.]

Iron. [Now only prov. Eng.]
The cruel ire, red as any glede.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1139.

He let nine platus of ire,

Sumdel thinne and brode.
MS. Laud, 108, f. 92. (HaUiwea.)

Euerych cart that biyngeth yre other steel, twey pans.
English dads (B. E. T. 8.), p. S8.

ire^ (ir), n. [< ME. ire, yre, < OP. ire = Pr. Sp.
Pg. It. ira, < L. ira, anger, wrath.] Anger;
wrath ; keen resentment.

When Antenor had tolde & his tale endit.
The kyng was caste into a clene yre.
And wrothe at his wordes as a wode lion.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 1860.

My gode fader, tell me this.

What thing is ire > Sone, it is

That in our englissh wrath is bote.
Gomer, Conf. Amant., I. 280.

Language cannot express the awful ire of William the
Testy on hearing of the catastrophe at Fort Goed Hoop.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 222.

=Syn. Vexation, Indignation, etc. See ar^erl.

ire^t, v. t. [< ME. iren; < »re2, n.] To anger;
fret; irritate.

Bke to noo tree thaire dropping is delite,
Her brere tbome and her owne kynde it ireth.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 57.

ireful (ir'ful), a. [< ME. ireful, irefull, yreful;
< jre2 + -ful.] Pull of ire; angry; wroth.
An yrefvl body is nener quyet, nor in rest where he doth

dwel
One amonge .x. is ix. to many, his malyce is so cruell.

Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.\ p. cxxx.

The ireful bastard Orleans ... I soon encountered.
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iv. 6, 16.

Many an trefyl glance and frown, between.
The angry visage of the Phantom wore.

Barham, Ingoldsby L^ends, 1. 106.

irefully (ir'ful-i), adv. In an ireful or angry
manner; angrily; wrathfully.

The people . . . began . . . irefully to champ upon the
bit they had taken into their mouths.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., ii.

irefnlness (ir'ful-nes), n. [< ilE. irefulnesse ; <
ireful + -ness.] The condition of being ireful;
wrath; anger; fury.

Some through couetonsnes, and some through irefvlnes
and rashnesse, . . . riffled y goods of the Bomane citizens.

Golding, tr. of Ceesar, foL 204.

Fairy Bluebird ^Irena puelta').

are densely feathered, with rictal and nuchal bristles, and
even tail of 12 feathers. There are several species charac-
teristic of the region from India to the Philippines, as /.

pueUa, I. eyamea, and I. turcosa.

irenarch (i'rf-nark), n. [Also evrenareh; < LL.
irenarclM, ir'enarches, < Gr. elprjv&pxm, < elpiiwi,

peace (see Irene), + apx'll, government, rule,

< apxei-v, rule.] A justice or guardian of the
peace in the eastern part of the Boman em-
pire and under the Eastern and Byzantine em-
pires.

Irene (i-re'ne), n. [< (Jr. 'Elpfpni, a personifica-
tion of elfylivri, peace, qiiiet.] 1. The fourteenth
planetoid, discovered by Hind at London in
1851.— 3. In sool.: (o) A genus of acalephs.
Also written Krene. EschscholtZfViW. (6) Same
as Irena.

irenic (i-ren'ik), a. [< Gr. elpriviK6g, of or for
peace, peaceful, < e'lpiptji, peace: see Irene.]

Promoting or fitted to promote peace : peace-
ful; pacific: ehiefiyused in theology, aeeiren-
icon and irenics.

Mark has no distinct doctrinal type, but is catholic,
irenic, unsectarian, and neutral as regards the party ques-
tions within the apostolic church.

Schaff, Hist Christ. Church, L § 81.

irenica, n. Plural of irenicon.

irenical (i-ren'i-kal), a. [< irenic + -al.] Of the
character of an irenicon; conciliatory; irenic:

as, irenical theology.

The bishop of Carlisle, . . . whose thoughtful essays
are essentially irenical, is an instructive companion.

Science, in. 131.

irenicon (i-ren'i-kon), n.
;
pi. i/renica (-ka). [<

Gr. elprpmcdv, neut. of elptpiiKog, of or for peace:
see irenic.] 1. A proposition, scheme, or trea-
tise designed to promote peace, especially in
the church.

No doubt it [the Gospel of St. John] is an Irenicon of
the church, in the highest and best sense of the term ; . .

.

but it is not an Irenicon at the expense of truth and facte,

Sehaf, Hist. Christ. Church, L 8 83.

2. pi. The deacon's litany (diaoonica) or great
synapte at the beginning of the liturgy of the
Greek Church: named from the petitions "In
peace let us pray of the Lord . . . Por the
peace from above . . . Por the peace of the
whole world ... let us pray, etc." (response
"Kyrie eleison"), with which it opens.

irenics (i-ren'iks), n. [PI. of irenie: see -ies.]

Irenical theology: opposed to ooZemic*. Schaff,
Hist. (Christ. Church, VI. 650.

Ireninse (i-rf-ni'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Irena +
-iniE.] A subfamily of birds, typified by the
genus Irena, of uncertain systematic position.
The JreniTKEhave been considered as related toUie drongo-
shrikes, and placed under Dicrurtdce, as by G. K. Gray
(1869) and others, and to the bulbuls, PyerumoOdie, as by
Jerdon and Blyth; and later they have been referred to
Timeliid4s.

Iresine (i-re-ra'ne), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), so called
in ref. to the woolly calyx, < (jtr. eipeatimi, a
branch of laurel or olive entwined with fillets
of wool, borne in processions at festivals, irreg.
< etpof, wool.] A genus of plants of the natural
order Amarantacea, tribe Gomphrenece. They are
herbs, with opposite petioled leaves and minute scarlous
white flowers, crowded into clusters or spiked and branch-
ing panicles. About 18 species are known, all natives of



Iresine
tropical or subtropical America. J. cdoeuMee, the blood-
leaf, Juba B-bush, or Juba's-brush, ia native from Ohio to
Buenos Ayres. Several of the species are cultivated for

_ ornament.

Irian (i'ri-an), a. [< iri{s) + -are.] Same as i/rid-
ian. [Bare.]

The Iris receives the iiHan nerves, Dungliam.

Iriartea (ir-i-ar'te-a), re. [NL. (Riziz and Pavon,
1794), so called from Juan Iriarte, an amateur
Spanish botanist.] A genus of tree-palms: same
as Ceroxylon.

Iriarteeae (ir-i-ar-te'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1883), < Iriartea + -etc.] A subtribe
of palms, typified by the genus Iriartea. it em-
braces three other genera, which are little more than
sections of that genus. They are all natives of tropical
America, chiefly of Brazil and the United States of Colom-
bia.

Iriartella (ir-i-ar-tel'a), re. [NL. (Wendland,
1862), < Iriartea + dim. -ella.] A monotypie
fenus of Amazonian palms, allied to the genus
riartea, from which it differs in having a slen-

der trunk scarcely an inch thick, and seldom
more than 20 feel high. The flowers also diCfer. The
only species, /. setigera, is called the blawmg-cane palm,
and Is employed by the natives of the Amazon and Eio
Negro for making thin blow-pipes lor the discharge of
poisoned arrows.

Iricismt (i'ri-sizm), re. [< Irish (Latinized Iric-)
+ -Mm.] Same as Irishism.

A pretty strong circumstance of Irieism.
H. Walpole, To Mann, April 25, 1743.

irid (i'rid), re. [< L. iris (irid-), < Gr. Ipi; (JipiS-),

iris: see iris, 6, 8, 9.] 1. The iris of the eye.
[Rare.]

Her friend had quicker vision than herself ; and Caro-
line seemed to think that the secret of her eagle acute-
ness might be read in her dark gray irids.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xvii.

2. A plant of the natural order Iridece.

Iridaceae (ir-i-da' sf-e), re. pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1835), < Iris (,Irid-) ^ -acece.'] Same as Iridece.

iridaceous (ir-i-da'shius), a. [< Iris (Irid-) +
-aceous.2 Resembling or pertaining to plants
of the genus Iris.

Ilidaea (ir-i-de'a), n. [NL. (Bory de Saint Vin-
cent, 1829), < Crr. Ipic OpiS-), a rainbow: see
iris."] A genus of rose-spored algse growing on
rocks in the sea, distinguished by its flat, sim-
ple, or loosely divided frond, bearing compound
cystocarps immersed in its substance. /. edulis
is called dUlse in the south of England. (See diulae.) It is

of nutritious quality, and is eaten by flshermen, either raw
or pinched between hot Irons.

Iridal (i'ri-dal), a. [< iris (irid-) + -a?.] Be-
longing to or resembling the rainbow.

Descartes came far nearer the true philosophy of the
iridal colours. Whewell.

IxiAex (i-rid'e-e), re. pi. [NL. (Robert Brown,
1810), < Iris (Irid-) + -e<B.] A natural order
of monoeotyledonous plants, which includes 3
tribes, 57 genera, and about 700 species, widely
distributed throughout the temperate or warm
regions of the world. The Iridece are most abundant
in the Mediterranean region and South Africa, and are not
rare in America ; there are few in Australia and in Asia.
They are perennial herbs,with equltant two-ranked leaves
and regular or irregular perfect flowers, which are from
a spathe of two or more leaves or bracts. The flowers
are usually showy, and furnish some of the most highly
prized of cultivated plants, among them Iris, Ixia, Cro-
cus, Qladialus, etc. Also Iridacece, See cuts under Gro-
ove and Iris.

iridectomy (ir-i-dek'to-mi), n. [< Gr. Ipiq Optd-),

the iris, + sKTo/iri, a cutting out, < exri/ivecv, kn-

ra/iclv, cut out, < e/c, out, + TE/iveiv, ra/ieiv, clit.]

In surg., the operation of cutting out a part of

the iris, as for the formation of an artificial

pupil.

irideremia (ir"i-de-re'mi-a), re. [NL., < Gr. Ipic

(IpiS-), iris, -I- iprifiia, solitude, desolation, ab-
sence: see eremic, eremite.'] Absence, partial

or complete, of the iris.

irides, n. Latin plural of iris.

iridesce (ir-i-des'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. iridesced,

pm. iridesdng. [K w^s (irid-) + -esce.'i To be
iridescent; exhibit iridescence.

General piumage of metallic lustre, irideseing dark green
on most parts. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 427.

iridescence (ir-i-des'ens), re. [< iridescen(t) +
-ce.J The condition"of being iridescent; ex-

hibition of alternating or intermingling colors

like those of the rainbow, as in mother-of-pearl,

where it is an effect of interference (see in-

terference, 5); any shimmer of glittering and
changeable colors.

The St. Mark's porches are full of doves, that nestle

among the marble foliage, and mingle the soft iridescence

of their living plumes, changing at every motion, with

the tints, hardly less lovely, that have stood unchanged

lor seven hundred years.

RwsUn, Stones of Venice, II. iv. § 14.
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iridescent (ir-i-des'ent), a. [< iris (irid-) +
-esoent.2 Exhibiting or giving out colors like

those of the rainbow; gleaming or shimmering
with rainbow colors ; more generally, glittering

with different colors which change according
to the light in which they are viewed, without
reference to what the colors arej lustrously
versicolor; of changeable metallic sheen, as
certain birds, insects, minerals, glass, fabrics,

eto.

The whole texture of . . . (Chaucer's] mind, though its

substance seem plain and grave, shows itself at every turn
iridescent with poetic feeling like shot silk.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 287.

Iridescent glass, glass having a finely laminatedsurface
that reflects light m colors like mother-of-pearl. Ancient
glass long buried exhibits this property as a result of partial
decay. Modern glass is made iridescent in imitation of the
ancientbytreatmentwithmetalliclumes while hot, orwith
acids under pressure ; but such glass is uniformly trans-
lucent, and has not the laminated structure and more or
less marked opacity of the old. Metals and fabrics also
have been made iridescent by chemical treatment. Such
metals are sometimes called irisated metals, while the pro-
cess is called irisation.

iridesis (i-rid'e-sis), n. [NL.] Same as irido-

iridian (i-rid'i-an), a. [< iris (irid-) + -ian.]

In anat., of or pertaining to the iris of the eye

:

as, iridian colors ; iridian muscle, nerve, ar-
tery. Also, rarely, irian.

iridicolor, iridicolour (ir'i-di-kul'''or), a. [< L.
iris (irid-), a rainbow (see iris), + color, color:
see oolor.l In zooL, reflecting prismatic hues
which change as the surface is seen from vari-
ous directions; iridescent.

iridine (ir'i-din), a. [< iris (irid-)+ -jreei.] Iri-

descent; rainbow-colored. [Bare.]

The horned-pout, with its pearly iridine breast and iron-
brown hack. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 14.

iriditis (ir-i-di'tis), re. [NL.] Same as iritis.

iridium (i-rid'i-um), re. [NL.,socalledbecauseof
the varying tints of its salts when passing from
one state of oxidation to the other ; < Gr. Iptg

(IpiS-), a rainbow: see iris."] Chemical symbol,
Ir; atomic weight, 193. A metal of silver-white
color, belonging to the platinum family, and, so
far asknown, always presentin native platinum.
Various analyses of Russianplatinum givefrom atrace to 2J
percent, of iridium; and analyses of Californian platinum
give from 0.85 to 4.20 per cent, of the same. Iridium also
occurs combined with osmium, forming what is known
as iridosmium or iridosmine, which also contains more or
less ruthenium and rhodium. (See iridosmium. ) Little is

known of the qualities of the metal iridium, except as it has
been artificially prepared ; and even in this way it has never
yet been obtained perfectly free from other metals. Irid-
ium as manufactured by Matthey, to be used in the alloy of
platinum and iridium, at the recommendation of the In-
ternational Commission of Weights and Measures, for the
standard kilogram and meter, had (the purest obtained)
a specific gravity of 22.38. The alloy thus prepared,
which contained about 10 per cent, of iridium, is believed
to possess those qualities desirable in a standard weight
or measure, which is intended to be preserved for all

time, in a higher degree than any other known substance
or combination of substances. For the geographical dis-

tribution of the various members of this group of metals,
see platinum.

iridization (ir''''i-di-za'shon)^ re. [< iridize +
-ation.] 1. The state of bemg, or the act or

process of rendering, iridescent ; exhibition of
the colors of the rainbow.
This rainbow was wholly white, without even as much

indinoMon as is noticeable in halos.

Fop. Sei. Mo., XXV. 288.

2. In pathol., the rainbow-like appearance
about a light seen by persons suffering from
glaucoma.

iridize (ir'i-diz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. iridized, ppr.

iridizing. [< iris (irid-) + -ize.] To make iri-

descent, purposely or by the action of slow de-
cay. See iridescent glass, under iridescent.

iridochoroiditis (ir"i-d6-k6-roi-di'tis), n. [NL.,
< iris (irid-) + choroiditis, q. v.] Inflamma-
tion of the iris and the choroid coat of the
eye.

iridocyclitis (ir'-'i-do-si-kli'tis), re. [NL., < iris

(irid-) -h cyolitis, q. v.] Inflammation of the
iris and the ciliary body of the eye.
iridodesis (ir-i-dod'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Iptg

(ipt(5-), the iris, + Siaig, a binding together, <
MEW, bind.] Tnsurg., the operation of drawing a
part of the iris into an incision in the solerooor-
neal junction, and fastening it there, for the
purpose of changing the position of the pupil.

Also iridesis.

iridodonesis (ir'''i-do-do-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Ipi; (tp«5-)i iris, + *S6vriaii, a shaking (cf. Sovr/-

t6c, shaken), < Sovelv, shake.] Tremulousness
of the iris, so that it wavers and trembles on
the movement of the eye. it is produced by any
cause which withdraws the support of the lens from the
edge of the iris, as the removal or dislocation of the lens.

ins

iridoplegia (ir'''i-do-ple'ji-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. 2ptc

(i/Dt(5-), the iris, + 'wlrry^, a' stroke.] Paralysis
of the iris.

Iridoprocne (ir"i-d9-prok'ne), n. [NL., < Gr.
lptg^(ipid-), a raiubow, + np(5o;?,ui legend daugh-
ter of Pandion, changed iuto a swallow.] A
genus of SirundinidcB, the type of which is the
common white-bellied swallow of the United
States, /. bicolor; the iris-^swallows : so called
from the iridescent qualitv of the plumage.
Coues, 1878.

iridorhexis (ir-'i-do-rek'sis), re. [NL., <Gr.
tpig (Ipcd-), the iris, -1- fiij^tg, a breaking, < piryvivac,
break.] In surg., an operation for artiflcial
pupil in cases of firm posterior synechia, in
which the pupilary edge of the iris is left at-
tached, while an outer portion is removed.
iridosmine (ir-i-dos'min), n. [< irid(ium) -I-

osm(ium) + -«»e2.] Same as iridx)smium.

iridosmium (ir-i-dos'mi-um), re. [NL., < irid-
(ium) + osmium.'] A native alloy of the met-
als iridium and osmium, in different propor-
tions, usually containing also some rhodium,
ruthenium, platinum, etc. it crystaUizes in the
hexagonal system, has a tin-white to steel-gray color, and
a specific gravity varying from 19.3 to 21, and is nearly
as hard as quartz. It is found in minute fiat scales with
platinum in the Ural mountains. South America, and Aus-
tralia, and also in northern California. Iridosmium is fu-
sible with great difBoulty, and resists all ordinary chemi-
cal reagents. It has a limited use for the pointing of
gold pens. Also osmiridiwm.

iridotomy (ir-i-dot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. Ipn (IpiS-),

the iris, -1- to/i^, a cutting.] Incision of the
iris.

iris (i'ris), re.; pi. irises, irides (i'ris-ez, i'ri-dez).
[ME. iris, a precious stone ; = P. iris= Sp. Pg.
iris = It. iride, < L. iris, < Gr. ipig, the rainbow
('Ip«f, L. Iris, the goddess of the rainbow), the
iris of the eye, a kind of lily.] 1. The rain-
bow.— 2. [cap.] In classical myth.jihe goddess
of the rainbow and messenger of the gods, at-
tached esjjecially to Hera, she was considered aa
a radiant maiden borne in swift flight on golden wings, and
was often represented with the herald's attributes of Her-
mes— the talaria and caduceus. Hence sometimes used
for any messenger.

Let me hear from thee

;

For wheresoe'er thou art in this world's globe,
I'll have an Iris that shall find thee out.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2, 407.

3. [cap.] The seventh planetoid, discovered
by Hind at London in 1847.— 4. An appear-
ance resembling a rainbow; an appearance
of the hues of a rainbow, as seen in sunlit
spray, the spectrum of sunlight, etc.; any iri-

descence.

In the Spring a livelier iris changes on the bumish'd dove.
Tennyscm, Locksley Hall.

5t. A precious stone.

It [a vyne made of fyne gold] hath many clustres of
grapes, somme white, somme grene, . . . the white ben
of cristalle and of berylle and of iris.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 219.

6. In anat., a contractile colored curtain sus-
pended vertically in the aqueous humor of the
eye, between the cornea and the lens, separat-
ing the anterior and posterior chambers, which
intercommunicate through the pupil. The iris

gives the color to the eye, by the presence or absence of
pigment, and regulates, by contraction and dilatation of
its aperture, the amount of light admitted to the eye.
The movements of the iris, and consequently the size and
shape of the pupil, are effected by two sets of muscular
fibers, circular and radiating. The circular fibers which
contract the pupil are under the control of the third cra-
nial nerve, while the innervation of the radiating fibers is

through the cervical sympathetic. The pupil contracts
when the retina is stimulated by light, and on convergence
or on accommodation. The pupil dilates on stimulation of
the skin. When its contraction is uniform, the pupil al-

ways remains circular, as in man ; in other cases, as that
of the cat, the pupil is a narrow slit when contracted,
though circular when dilated; in others, again, the pupil
has a more constant oval, elliptical, oblong, or other shape.
Muscular action of the iris is usually automatic, depend-
ing upon the stimulus of light; but many anini£ds, as
birds, have striped and probably voluntary iridian mus-
cles. Some drugs affect the iris powerfully and spe-
cifically : thus, opium contracts and belladonna dilates
the pupil. Great as is the range of color in the human
iris, from light-bluish and grayish tints through all shades
of brown to blackish, it is slight in comparison with that
of birds, where not only the browns, but bright reds,
greens, and blues are found, and sometimes pure white.
The iris of albinos is generally pink, being devoid of pig-
ment, and consequently displaying the color of the deli-
cate blood-vessels. The pupil normally appears black, the
dark coat of the back of the eyeball being seen through
this aperture. See cuts imder cj/ci.

In these [dark-eyed hawks] the wings are pointed, the
second feather in the wing is the longest, and the irides
are dark-brown. Erusyc. Brit., IX. 6.

7. In entom., the first or inner ring of an oeel-
lated spot, adjoining the pupil, being a light-
colored circle with a dark center and outer bop-



Blue Flag {Iris versicolor), i, in-
florescence ; 2, rootstock with leaves

;

a, stamen ; b, stigma ; c, fruit.

Epidermis of Leaf of
Iris, showii^ the sto-
mata.

ins

der.— 8. [cop.] [Nli. (Linnseus).] A genus of
monoootyledonous plants of the natural or-
der Iridew, tribe Mo-
rceece, having the
perianth 6-parted,
the 3 outer divisions
spreading or reflex-

ed, and the 3 inner
smaller and erect.
The pod is 3- to 6-angled.
They are perennialherbs
with sword-shaped or
grassy leaves and gen-
erally large and showy
purple, yellow, or white
flowers. About 100 spe-
cies are known, natives
of Europe, northern
Africa, and temperate
Asia and America. They
are widely known in cul-
tivation under the name
of JIeur-de-li8 (Jlower-de-
Ziice), /. C^ermanica be-
ing the common culti-
vated form. The wild
species are very gener-
ally known in America as bluejlag, I. versicolor being the
larger blue flag and I. Virgimca the slender blue flag. I.

venm of the eastern United States
is the dwarf iris, and I. cristata of
nearly the same range is the crested
dwarf iris. /. Peeudawna of Europe
and Kussian Asia is the yellow iris

or yellow flag. The roots possess
astringent qualities, and the seeds
when roasted are used in Great Brit-
ain as a substitute for coffee. /.

foetidissima of western Europe is

the fetid iris, gladden, or roast-beef
plant. The orris-root of commerce
is supplied by 7. fiarentma. This
root possesses cathartic and emetic
properties, and from its agreeable
odor is also used in making tooth-
and hair-powders. Six extinct spe-

cies of'/m havc'been described from the Tertiary deposits
of Europe (one in SpitzbergenX and several allied forms
fromlowerformations,under thenamesIridiwm andIriUs.
0. A plant of the genus Iris.

Each beauteous flower.
Iris all hues, roses, and jessamin,
Bear'd high their flourish'd heads.

Milton, P. L., iv. 698.

We glided winding under ranks
Of iris, and the golden reed.

Tennyson, In Membriam, ciit

Iris blue. Same as Jruie.—Iris diaphragm. See dia-

phragm.— Iris disease, in pathdl,, herpes iris.—Iris

freen. SameasMp-^een.—Snalie's-headlrls,aplan^
ermodactylus {Iris) tvberogus.

irisated (I'ri-sar-ted), a. [< iris + -atei- + -ed^.2

Kainbow-colored; iridescent.

A variety of hooks were used for different kinds of flsh

and according to the time of day, irisated shells being ap-

plied at noon and in a bright sun, while white ones served
early in the morning and late in the evening.

Seienee, X. 115.

irisation (i-ri-sa'shon), n. [< iris + -ation.']

The process of rendering iridescent ; also, iri-

descence. [Kare.]

iriscope (i'ri-skop), n. [< Gr. lpi(, a rainbow,
-I- aiayn-elv, view.] A phUosophical toy for ex-

hibiting prismatic colors. See the extract.

It Itlietriscope] consists of a plate ofhighlypolished black
glass, having its surface smearedwitha solution offlne soap
and subsequently dried by rubbing it clean with a piece of

chamois-leather. If the breath is directed through a glass

tube upon aglAss surface thus prepared, the vapor is depos-

ited in brilliant colored rings, the outermost of which is

black,while the innermost has various colors, orno color at

all.accordingtothequantityof vapordeposited. The colors

in these rings,when seen bycommon light, correspondwith
Newton'srefiectedrings, or thoseffhichhave black centers,

the only difference being that in the plate of vapor, which
is thickest in the middle, the rings in the irucope have
black circumferences.
Siri)or«iBreu«ter,PhilosophicalTransactions(1841), p. 43.

irised (i'rist)^ a. [< iris + -ed^.'\ 1. Contain-

ing or exhibiting colors like those of the rain-

bow.
The gay can weep, the impious can adore.

From mom's first glimmerings on the chancel floor

TDl dying sunset sheds his crimson stains

Through the faint halos of the irised panes.

0. W. Holmes, A Bhymed Lesson.

S. Having an iris: used in composition: as,

large-iri»e<? eyes.

Mffii (i'rish), a. and n. [< ME. Irish, Irysh,

Jrisshe, IreJie, etc. (= D. lersch = G. Iriseh =
Dan. Irsh = Sw. Irish; cf. OF. Ireis, Irois, Ir-

rois), < AS. Irisc, Irish, < Iras (> Icel. Irar), the

Irish (Iraland, Irland, Ireland), < Ir. Eire, Erin,

Erin, Ireland.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to Ireland,

or to the people of Ireland, an island lyii^ west
of Great Britain and forming part of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

Horn gan to schupe drage,
With his yrisse felajes.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), L 129a
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Clarendon owns that the Marquis of Montrose was in-

debted for much of his miraculous success to the small
band of Irish heroes under Macdonnell.

Moore, Irish Melodies, Pref. to Third Number (note).

The early Irish handwriting is of two classes— the round
and the pointed. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 167.

3t. Pertaining to the Celtic inhabitants (the

Gaels) of Scotland; Erse. [Still sometimes
used of the Scotch Highlanders.]

Four thousand Irish archers brought by the Earl of Ar-
gyle. Patten (Arber's Eng. Gamer, IIL 63).

Te Irish lords, ye knights an' squires,

Wha represent our brughs and shires,

An' doucely manage our affairs

In parliament.
Bums, Prayer to the Scotch Kepresentatires.

Irish bagpipe, a variety of bagpipe peculiar to Ireland,

having an air-bellows, three drones, and a softer, sweet-

er tone than the Scotch bagpipe. See ftaapftw.—Irish
broom. See ftroomi, 1.— Irish bull. See Sa«4.—Irish
Church Act, an act passed by Parliament for the dises-

tablishment of the Church of Ireland (a branch of the An-
glican Church). It received the royal assent July 26th, 186fl,

and took effect January Ist, 1871.— Irish dalST, the com-
mon dandelion. Taraxacum officinale.—Irisn duck, a
stout linen cloth made for laborers' frocks and overalls.

—Irish elk. See e(ii.—Irish furze. See/urze, 1.—Irish
gavelkind. See gavelHntl.—Irish harp, an early form
of harp peculiar to Ireland.—Irish heath. See heath, 2.

—Irish Ivy, jaunting-car, etc. See the nouns Irish
Land Act. Same as XaTufiord and 7e>tant.ilct (which see,

under ZandZorif).—Irish moss. See mora.—Irish point,
(a) Irish needle-point lace of any sort. (&) Irish embroi-
dery of any sort.-Irish poplin, potato, stew, etc. See
the nouns.—Irish Sisters of Cnarlty. See charity.—
Irish stitch, a stitch used in wool-work for grounding or
filling in. It consists of long parallel stitches covering four
or five threads of the canvas at once.—Irish work, a name
given to embroidery in white on white, used especially for
handkerchiefs, etc.

II. ». 1. J)l. The inhabitants of Ireland, (o)

The aboriginal Celtic race of Ireland. See CeUX. (b) The
present i^abitants of Ireland, especially the Celtic part,

and their immediate descendants in other parts of the
world.

So sore were the sawis of bothe two sidis,

Of Kichard that regned so riche and so noble,
'That whyle he werrid be west on the wilde YrissTie,

Henrri was entrid on the est half.

Richard the Reddess, FroL, L 10.

S. The language of the native Celtic race in
Ireland, it is in age and philological value the most
important language of the Celtic family, though its an-
tiquity and importance have been much exaggerated by
tradition and patriotism. I'he alphabet is an adaptation of
the Latin. As heretofore printed, the letters, like the so-

called Anglo-Saxon letters, are usually made to resemble
a conventionalized form of the Latin alphabet in use in
Britain in the early middle ages. Gaelic is a compara^
tively recent form of the Irish spoken by the Celts of Scot>
land. It differsbut slightly from the Irish of the same age.
Modem Irish is greatly corrupted in pronunciation, as
compared with the Old Irish ; but it ret^ns in great part
the old orthography. As a living speech it is fast going
out of use.

3. English as spoken by natives of Ireland,
with characteristic peculiarities (the "Irish
brogue"). In an extremeform ("broadlrish'OEnglish
Irish has some Celtic features ; but somepeculiarities, for
example haste, spake, for beast, speak, etc., are merely for-
mer English uses retained in Irelandbut changed in Eng-
land.

4t. An old game similar to backgammon, but
more complicated. Halliwell. Compare after-
game at Irish, under after-game.

Keep a four-nobles nag and a Jack-merlin,
Learn to love sde, and play at two-Iiand Irish.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 1.

Abbreviated Ir.

irish^t, a. [< ire"^ + -i«fel.] Wrathful; choleric.

He was so fulle of cursed rage

;

It sette [became] hym welle of his lynage.
For him an irish womman bare.

Rom. of the Rose, L 3811.

Irish-American (i'rish-a-mer'i-kan), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to persons of Irish birth or de-
scent living in America.
n. n. A person of Irish birth settled in the

United States, or a native American of Irish
parentage.

fiishism (i'rish-izm), n. [< Irish^ + -ism.'] A
mode of speaking peculiar to the Irish; any
Irish peculiarity of speech or behavior; Hiber-
nicism.
Master WHUe had not quite got rid of all his Irishisms.

Black, Shandon Bells, ill

Irishman (i'rish-man), n.
; pi. Irishman (-men).

A man bom in Ireland, or one belonging to the
Irish race.

Traly, by this that ye sale, it seemes the Irishman is a
very brave souldionr. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Irisbry (i'rish-ri), n. [< ME. Irishry, Irchery ; <
Irish^ + -ry.'] 1. The people of teland, or a
company or body of Irish people.

The whole Irishry of rebels. Milton.

The Irishry by whom he [Spenser] was surrounded were
to the full as savage, as hostue, and as tenacious of their
ancestral habitudes as the Scythians.

LoweU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 143.

iron

2. Highlanders and Islesmen. EaUimell.

Irish'woman (i'ri8h-wum"an), ». ;
pi. Irishwo-

men (-wim''''en). A woman of Ireland or of the

Irish race.

Irish'WOirts (i'rish-w6rts), n. pi. Same as Irish

heath (which see, under heath, 2).

iris-root (i'ris-rot), n. Same as orris-root.

iriS-B'wallo'W (i'ris-swol"6), %. A swaUow of

the genus Iridoprocne.

irite (i'rit), n. [< ir(idi/um) + -ite^.J A mineral
substance from the Ural, occurring in minute
grains and crystals. It was described as a compound
of iridium, osmmm, iron, and chromium with oxygen, but
was later shown to be a mechanical mixture of iridosminm
and chromite.

iritic (i-rit'ik), a. [< iritis + -ic] Pertaining
to or affected with iritis.

iritis (i-ri'tis), n. [NL., < iris, the iris, + dtis.'i

In pathol., inflammation of the iris of the eye.

Also iriditis.

irk (6rk), V. [< ME. irken, yrken, erJcen = MHG.
erTcen, feel disgust, < Sw. yrka^ urge, enforce,

press, press upon; perhaps akm to L. wgere,
urge: seourge.'] I. trans. To weary; give pain
to; annoy: now chiefly used with the imper-
sonal it.

Thysdiscencionbeetwenehyafrendessommewhat^Ared
hym. Sir T. More, Works, p. 38.

To see this sight, U irks my very soul.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2, 8.

This ngly fault no tyrant lives but irkes.

Mir. for Mags., p. 456.

It irVd him to be here, he could not rest

!

if. Arnold, Thyrsis.

n.t intrans. To feel weary or annoyed.

Swilke tales full sone will make vs irke.

And thei be talde. York Plays, p. 401.

If I should have said all that I knew, your ears would
have irked to have heard it.

Latimer, 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

Who not like them fraile pleasures do forbeare.
But even Christ's easie yoke do irke to beare.

Stirling, Domes-day, Fifth Houre.

irkt (erk), a. [ME. irk, yrk, irke, erke; < irk, v.]

Weary; tired.

Yn Goddys servyse are swyche men yrk,

When they come unto the kyrke.
MS. Barl. 1701, t 30. (Hattiwett.)

Men therynne shulde hem delite.

And of that deede be not erke.

Rom. of the Bote, L 4867.

irkt (erk), ». [(.irk, v.] Weariness; irksome-
ness.

Pressed close by irk and ills of earth,
Man looks above.

And steady tends to clearer light
Andpurer love.

J. Upham, The Forward, VII., No. 5.

irksome (ferk'sum), a. [< ME. irkesome, irksum;
< irk -H -some.] 1. Wearisome; tedious; bur-
densome; vexatious; causing annoyance or dis-

comfort, especially by long continuance or fre-

quent repetition.

A sity [sooty?] garment is yrkesome to neybors.
PUitUxd Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 31.

Hee found ... a solitarie darknesse : which as natu-
rally it breeds a kind of irkesome gastfulnesse, so itwas to
him a most present tenour. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

Old habits of work, old habits of hope, made my endless
leisure irksome to me. HoweUs, Venetian Life, iL

2t. Weary; uneasy.

He could not rest^ but did his stout heart eat,
And wast his inward gall with deepe despight,
Yrkesome of life, and too long lingring night.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iL 6.

=Syil. 1. WearCsoTne, Tedious, etc. See wearisome.

irksomely (6rk'snm-li), adv. In an irksome,
vexatious, wearisome, or tedious manner.
irksomeness (Srk'sum-nes), n. [< ME. irke-

sumnesse; < irksome + ^ness.] The quality or
state of being irksome; vexatiousness ; tedi-
ousness; wearisomeness.

Drunkards,
That buy the merry madness of one boor
With the long irksomeness of following time.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, L L
Although divine inspiration must certainly have been

sweet to those ancient profets, yet the irksomness of that
tmth which they brongnt was so unpleasant to them that
everywhere they call it a burden.

Milton, Church-Government, Pret, it

imeH,v.i. A Middle English form of ear»2 and
run.

ime^t, n. A Middle English form of iron.

iment, a. A Middle English form of iron.

iron (i'6m), n. and a. [I. n. Early mod. E.
also yron; < ME. iron, iren, yron, yren, irne,

yrne, also, with loss of formative -« (regarded
appar. as inflectional), ire, yre (see irel), < AS.
iren, older isen ( > early ME. izen)= MLG. isen=
OHG. isan, isen, MHG. isen, G. eisen; later form



Iron

(with term, -em reduced to -en) of AS. uern= 08. isarn = OFries. isern, iser, irsen, irser,
NFnes. irsen = D. ijzer = MLG. isern = OB.Qr.
isarn, MHG. isern, iser = loel. isarn, later contr.
jam = Dan. Sw.jern = Goth, eisarn, iron, = Ir.
iaran, iarun= Gael, iarunn =W. haiarn = Bret,
fcoaam, pi. Aem (whence ult. E. harness, q. v.),
iron; in AS. both noun and adj., hut in form
adj., and hence, it has been supposed, perhaps
orig. as if ' *icen,' < is, ice, in supposed ref. to
the 'glancing' or ' shining' of polished iron, as
in swords or knives ; but this is very doubtful.
See ice. For the change of orig. s to r, see rhota-
cism. II. a. < ME. iron, iren, also irnen, yrnen,
etc., < AS. isen, also isern, for OTig.*isernen (=1).
ijzeren = MLG. isern = OHG. isarnin, isernin,
MHG. iserin, isern, G. eisern; also OHG. isanin,
isenin, isin, MHG. isenin, isin, G. eisen (obs.) =
Goth, eisarneins), of iron, < isern, n., iron, + -en ;
the prop. adj. form with reg. adj. sufidx -e»2,
partly reduced in AS., etc., to the form of the
noun.] I. «. 1. Chemical symbol, Pe ; atomic
weight, 56. A metal, the most abundant and
the most important of all those used in the me-
tallic form. It was formerly thought that iron did not oc-
cur native,except as meteoric iron, but it has recently been
lound in large quantities in the basaltic lava of Greenland
near Ovifak. This, however, is not chemically pure, nor is
any iron manufactured from the ore in the laige vray free
from impurities, and the substances thus present in
manufactured iron are of great importance in reference to
the character ofthe metal produced. Of all these impuri-
ties carbon is the most important, and its relations to iron
are both complicated and difficult of explanation. Iron, as
prepared by Percy, according to the method indicated by
Berzelius, and believed to be as nearly chemically pure as
possible, had aspeciflc gravity of 7.8707 before beingroUed.
Iron depositedfrom solution by electrolysis, and believed to
be pure, had a specific gravity ranging from 7.9405 to 8.107.
Iron nearly chemically pure, as obtained by Berzelius, was
described by him as being very nearly as white as silver, ex-
tremely tenacious, softer than ordinary bar-iron, and scaly
in fracture. Iron is put upon the market in three forms,
which differ essentially in their properties : (1) cast-iron,
which is hard, comparatively brittle, and readily fusible,
and cannot be forged or welded

; (2) wrought4rtm, which
is comparatively soft, malleable, ductile, weldable, and
fusible only at a very high temperature

; (3) steel, which
is also malleable and weldable, but fusible, and—what
is of great importance— capable of acquiring, by being
tempered, a very high degree of hardness, so that it cuts
wrought-iron with ease. By the processes ordinarily
followed, wrought-iron and steel are made not directly
from the ore, but from iron which has been smelted in
the blast-furnace or that which has the form of cast-iron.
The name oastiron, however, is ordinarily given to iron
which has been remelted in the cupola-furnace and cast
in any form desired for use. The product of the blast-fur-
nace, out of which wrought-iron and steel are made, is

called pig-iron; but its qualities are not sensibly changed
by simple remelting and casting. Some wrought-iron is,

however, made directly from the ore. (Seebloomery.) The
process by which pig-iron is converted into wrought-iron
is called puddling (which see). Steel, formerly produced
almost exclusively from wrought-iron by "cementation,"
is now largely made from pig-iron by the so-called Besse-
mer process. This process, introduced within afew years,
has in a measure obliterated the distinction between
wrought-iron and steel, as b]^ it a material can be pro-
duced which is intermediate in character between these,
having the tenacityand durability of steel, and to a certain
extent capable of being tempered. The most striking fea-

ture of the chemical composition of the different grades
of iron and steel is the difference in the amount of carbon
they contain, pig-iron containing the most, and wrought-
iron the least. But while the finer kinds of cutlery-steel
— such, for instance, as is used for razors— contain 1. 6 per
cent, of carbon, so-called "steel rails " made by the Besse-
mer process contain usually only about four tenths of one
per cent. As much as five per cent, of carbon is not un-
commonly present in pig-iron. The ores of iron are widely
and abundantly disseminated over the'earth. Their avail-

ability for manufacturing purposes depends largely on the
proximity of good and cheap fuel and a market. What
may truthfully be called mountains of iron ore remain un-
used in various parts of the world, because not sufficiently

well situated. The valuable ores of iron are all oxids or oxi-

dized combinations ; the sulphuret is extremely abundant,
but useful only as an ore of sulphur. The United States
and Great Britain lead the world in the manufacture of

iron, more than one half of the total product being made in
those countries. The quantity of pig-iron made in the Unit-
ed Kingdom in 1894 was 7,427,842 tons, and in the United
States 6,667,388 tons; in 1895 the production in the former
was 7,703,469 tons, and in the latter 9,446,308 tons. In
1896 the United States produced 8,623,127 tons, and Great
Britain 8,659,681 ; in 1897 the former produced 9,652,680

tons, and the latter 8,930,000 tons. In 1898 the output of

the United States was 11,773,938, and of Great Britain
8,609,719 tons ; in 1899, of the United States, 13,620,703, and
of Great Britain, 9,421,435 tons. In 1901 the United States

produced 16,878,364 tons. Germany, France, and Bnssia
are next in importance as producers of this ntetal. Iron
has been known from remote historical times. In the
Homeric poems it is recognized, being considered as of

inore value than copper. Copper, sometimes alloyed with
tin, was at that period still generally in use for tools and
weapons. The smelting of iron from its ores is not neces-

sarily an indication of advanced civilization, since tribes

commonly called savage practise the art, and have done
so for an indefinite time. See steel and magnet,

2. A utensil or weapon made of iron : often

in combination with a noun or an adjective ex-

pressive of its purpose or character: as, a flat-

iron, gridiron, or shooting-4ron (slang iorpistol).
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Canst thou fill his skin with barbed irons ? Job xli. 7.

Specifically—(o) A knife, sword, or other cutting imple-
ment.

Thyn yrom kepe in harde and sharpe usage
For graffyng and for kytting I the charge.

Palladiue, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 6.

Come, learn of us, lieutenant ; hang your iron up.
Fletcher, Mad Lover, i, 1,

(6) pi. Fetters or other chains faslened to the person of a
prisoner ; as, a mutineer is put in irons.

Nener for me slialt thow be putte in feteres ne in Irenes
seth thow wilt me graunte that thow will not go with-oute
my leve. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 428.

He ordered him into wens, without allowing him any
food. Steele, Spectator, No, 350.

(c) In whaling, a hand-harpoon ; a toggle-iron, used in strik-

ing a whale. There are two forms, the Jirst and second
vrom (which see, below), (d) A brand-iron.

Give me the iron, I say, and bind him here.
SlMlc, K. John, iv. 1, 76.

He sent for burning irons straight.

All sparkling hot to see.

Queen Eleanor's FaU (Child's Ballads, VII. 294).

(e) In golf, a club with an iron head considerably lofted so as
to raise the ball.— Berlin iron-castings, peculiarly deli-

cate castings made in Berlin, originally for th e purpose of
being given in exchange for gold contributed to help pay
the expenses of the war for the redemption of the country
from the iron grasp of Napoleon. Objects thus given bore
the inscription " loh gab Gold um Eisen " (I gave gold for
iron). The beauty and delicacy of these castings were due
in partto the fluidityof the iron(made from bog-ore), in part
to the excellentquality of themolding-sand(niadeofinfuso-
rial silica), and in part tothe skill ofthe workmenemployed
in the manufacture, which,however, retainslittle of its for-

mer importance.— Bessemer Iron, pig-iron suitable for
the manufacture of Bessemer steel.—Bog-iron ore. See
60^1.

—

Brown iron ore. Same as limontte.— Chromic
Iron. Same as cAromite.—Clay Iron ore. See clay, a.
—Common iron, the commercial term for iron of the
poorest quality. Iron Is graded as cormnon, best, best best,

and chain-cable iron.— CouTerted iron. See convert.—
Corrugated iron, common sheet-iron or galvanized iron

which has been bent into folds orwrinkled bybeing passed
between two powerful rollers, the ridges of the one cor-
responding to the grooves of the other, or by hydrostatic
pressure upon a movable upper block driven upon a lower
one. Iron thus treated will resist a much greater strain
than flat iron, each groove representing a haU-tube. A sin-

gle sheet, so thin as to be unable to stand without bend-
ing when placed vertically, will after corrugation sustain
700 pounds without bending. Walls and roofs -of tem-
porary buildings, railway sheds and bridges, emigrants'
nouses, churches, sheds for dock-yards, etc., are now ex-
tensively made of iron thus treated. From its great light-
ness and power of resisting violent shocks, light boats have
been made of it, and it has been proposed as an advantar
geous material for life-boats.—Damascus iron. See da-
jMoscMs.—Dialyzediron. Seedidlyze.—'Dividlns-iron,
an implement for cutting glass employed before me use
of the diamond was introduced. It was an iron which
was heated and drawn along the lines where the division
was to be made, the glass if of resistant nature being wet at
the required line of separation.—First iron, in uihalinff,

the toggle-iron first thrown into awhale.—Formlng-lxon,
a blacksmiths' swage-block.—Foundry iron. See foun-
dry.—Galvanized iron. See galvanize.— Glazed iron,
glazy iron. See glaze.— Green iron ore. Same as *<-
/remte.—Iron pyrites. See^jj^tes.—Iron's length, in
wimling, the length of the toggle-iron as a measure of dis-
tance.—Italian iron, an instrument used for finting linen
or lace garments. It consists of a metal tube ending in a
cone, and heated usually by a hot iron within. [Eng. ; a
different device used for the same purpose is called in the
.United States Jluting-iron.]

While the maid was busy crimping or starching, I took
an Italian iron from the fire, and applied the light scai'let

glowing tip to my arm. Charlotte Bronte, Shtley, xxviii.

Malleable iron-castings, or (as more generally called)

malleable cast-iron, cast-iron decarburized by packing
it with oxid of iron and subjecting it to the temperature
of red heat for several days. Iron thus treated and care-
fully cooled may be bent considerably without breaking,
and is malleable in a slight degree.— Meteoric iron, iron
as found in meteorites, usually combined with from 1 to
10 per cent, of nickel. See meteonie. —Micaceous iron
ore, a variety of hematite or oxid of iron, occurring in
masses composed of thin laminae.—Muck iron, iron ready
for the roller or squeezer.—Nodular iron ore. Same as
eaglestone.—aiigiste iron. Same as secular iron.— Pal-
las iron. See meteorite.— 'Red iron ore, hematite, espe-
cially those varieties which have a non-metallic or sub-
metallic luster.— Second iron, in whaling, the second
toggle-iron of a whaling-boat. It is carried at the head, in
the boat-crotch, attached to the tow-line by the rope known
as the short warp by a bowline knot, and is thrown into the
whale, if possible, as soon as the first iron has been darted.
If there is not time for this, it is thrown overboard as quick-
ly as possible, to avoid fouling the tow-line.— Spathic or
sparry iron ore. Same as siderite.— Specular iron, a
crystallized variety of hematite.—Titanic iron ore, or
tltaniferous oxid of Iron. Same as UnumOe.- To be
in irons, (a) To have the hands or feet, or both, confined
by fetters. (6) To have, as a square-rigged vessel, the yards
so braced that, some sails being full of wind and some
aback, the vessel is temporarily unmanageable.

It is more common for a vessel to come up properly,
and then, when the after yards have been swung, to lie

dead in the water, or in iram. Luce, Seamanship, p. 420.

To have too many irons in the fire, to be engaged in
too many undertakings.

He AatA more actors in his tragedy, more iron^ in the

fire. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 607.

They held it not agreeable to the rules of prudence to
have too many irons in the fire.

Heylin, Hist. Reformation, I. 261.

Tow-catch iron, or tow-iron, the toggle-iron or har-
poon used in whaling.

iron-black

II. a. 1. Made of iron; consisting of iron : as^
an iron gate ; an iron bar.

Go, get thee gone, fetch me an iron crow.
Shak., C. of E., iii. 1, 84.

With high yron gates, as is reported.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 58.

2. Eesembling iron in some respect, either
really or metaphorically.

Such notes as, warbled to the string.
Drew iron tears down Pluto's cheek.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 107.

The'wood which grides and clangs
Its leafless ribs and iron horns.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvii.-

Hence

—

(a) Harsh; rude; severe.

Iron years of wars and dangers. Howe,
(b) Binding fast ; not to be broken.

Him death's iron sleep oppressed.

(c) Capable of great endurance ; Ihin ; robust : as, an iron-
constitution.

E'en hell's grim king Alcides' pow'r confest,
The shaft found entrance in his iron breast.

Pope, Iliad, v. 486.
(d) Not to be bent ; inflexible.

Her iron will was broken in her mind.
Tennyson, Princess, vi.

Iron age,buflF, cement, etc. See the nouns.—Iron cross.
See Order of the Iron Cross, below.— Iron crown, the an-
cient crown of the kings of Lombardy, with which many
of the emperors of Germany and some other rulers, includ-
ing Napoleon I., were afterward crowned as successors to
their power in Italy : now preserved in the cathedral of
Monza, the old capital of Lombardy. It takes its name
from a thin band of iron, fabled to have been forged from
one of the nails of Christ's cross, inclosed by Its hoop of

gold.— Iron divl-
slont. See divi-

sion.— Iron hat.
[ME. iren hat =
IceLjdrnhattr.] (at>
Same as chapel-de-
fer, (p) In mining,
same SIB gossan. [V,

a. Iron hat, 14th century (from Viollet-le- H^nK™ tI®^^'
Duc's"Dict.duMobllierfrancais"). «,Iron JOCOmotlve.—IrOU
hat, time of Charles I. and CmmweU. laCqUer, mask,

natrollte, etc. See
the nouns.—Order of the Iron Cross, a Prussian order
founded in 1813 for military services in the wars against Na-
poleon. Inl870theorderwasreorganized. It consists of the
great cross, conferred only on a few princes and generals,
and two classes comprising several thousand Germans.
The original badge was a cross patt6 of black iron with a
silver rim, upon which were the initials F. W. (Frederick
William) and the date 1813 or 1815. The modem badge
is a modifloation of this. The ribbon is black with a
white border.— Order of the Iron Crown, an order-
founded by Napoleon I. as Icing of Italy, and adopted by
Fiancis I. of Austria after the fall of Napoleon. It con-
sists of three classes. The badge is a double eagle of
Austria resting upon a ring (which represents the iron,

crown of Monza), and surmounted by an imperial crown ;.

this is attached to an orange ribbon edged with blue.

iron (i'6m), V. t. [Not found in ME.; cf. AS.
isenian, furnish or mount with iron (= leel.

jarna, put in irons, mount with iron, shoe (a-

horse)), <«seTO, iron: see»ro»,»s.] l.Toshackle
with irons; fetter; handcuff.

Iron him then, let the rest go free.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iv. 3.

2. To furnish, mount, or arm with iron : as, to-

iron a wagon.— 3. To smooth with an instru-
ment of iron, especially with a hot flat-iron,

smoothing-iron, or box-iron.

An a mun have some 'un to iron me out my seams, and.
look me out my bits. Mrs. Gaskett, Sylvia's Lovers, I. 69.

iron-alum (i'^rn-al-'um), n. 1. One of the dou-
ble sulphates of ferric iron and potassium (am-
monium, etc.), analogous to the true alums in
composition, and like them crystallizing in.

octahedrons.— 2. The
mineral halotriohite.

ironbark-tree (i'fem-
bark-tre),». Atreeofthe
genus Eucalyptus ha-ving
solid bark, as E. criira,

but more particularly
the species E. resimfera,

a tree -with ovatolan-
ceolate leaves which at-

tains a height of from
150to 200 feet. From this

tree is obtained Botany Bay
kino, used in medicine as a
substitute for kino. When
thebarkof the tree iswounded
a red juice flows very freely,

and hardens in the air into
masses of irregular form, inodorous and transparent. Sixty'
gallons of juice may sometimes be obtained from a single
tree. The timber is also very valuable, and is extensively
used in ship-building and engineering works. The white-
ironbark-tree is E. panieuiata, a Species which furnishes a
hard, durable Wood excellent for railroad-ties, etc. The:
red-flowered ironbark-tree is E. Leucoosylon. It attains a
height of 100 feet, and is highly prized by carpenters audi
ship-builders for its durability. The silver-leafed iionbark-
tree is E. pruinosa, a tree of moderate size.

iron-black (i'6m-blak), n. See Mack.

Branch of Ironbark-tree {Eu-
calyptits resini/era). a, flower-
on la^er scale.



iron-bound 3184 ironwood
iron-bound (i'em-bound), a. 1. Bound with hard as iron, < «rcm, iron, -I- Aear(f, hard).] 1. Under the name of "black" and "tVon Jijuor" two of
iron. The knapweed, Centaurea nigra.—2. "Vervain. "'^!^ ^?'» are largely manufactured, the acetate of the

'^l ti^:^^^ •"i-'^'V^I^
ir^-houni bucket, iron-hatt, n. ^ee iron Imt, under iron, a.

P"*"""" """^ *•"« «^'^'* °'
&,'.^''fi^''lfa»r°I 'mThe moss-covered bucket, which hung In the well. ironhpad Ci'fiTTi hP(^^ « Thn AmfiinpaTi ^nlrl .

AJjotht .fi-ncyc. JBOniV., 1. SI.

5. Woodv^h, The Bucket. p°B^|^il. ^twii^' ^' '„ if.v T^""S irou-man (i'6m-man), «. 1. A dealer in or
2. Paced or surrouoided with rocks; rock- 1888 fNo^'carTw T

<^- ^»«^bull, manufactiirer of iron.- 2. A coal-cfttting ma-
bound; rugged: as, an M-om-6oa«(Z coast.— 3. ironliead<!CI'6m-lied7l « TheknaT)weed Cen- .*''™®- [Pro^. Eng.]
Hard and fast; rigorous; inflexible as iron. 'tof/Zi^a • so calied in refSe to tt^ "f°?:?!f/?Z

(^^"^-"'^^''t^')' »' ^ «^^'^^«-

TheErench though beyond question the best actors in knobbed involucres. iT, . 1^ „ ^ . ™ - .. .

the world, judge from »r<^6„„„.^^nd^^^^^^^^^ ir^-hcarted^iWhaled), «. Hard-hearted;
_ ^^'»'^S,"lSl;'|Sy'rn^i*o?S^S^S:^T^:

iron-cased (i'em-kast), a. Cased or clad witli rni, • i.' _« ^ u- „ u Iron-mold (i'6m-mold), M. Discoloration, in
.iron; iron-clad.

^asea or clad with These^.™«.*.^.so^^^^^^^^
cloth or the Uke, caused by stains from rusted

iron-cnamber (i'6m-cham"b6r), ». The re- Beau. aTid iJ't, Laws ol Candy, iv. l. iron.

verberatory or charge-chamber of a puddling- Think, ye masters iran-hearied, iron-mold (i'6rn-m61d), v. t. To stain or dis-

fumace where the metal is heated lolling at your jovial boards. color, as cloth, by means of iron-rust.

iron-clad (i'fern-klad), a. 1. Covered or cased
Oowper, Negro's Complaint. Ironmonger (i'6m-mung''g6r), ». [< ME. iren-

with iron plates, as a vessel for naval warfare • ironic (i-ron'ik), a. [= P. ironique = Sp. ird- mongere, iren-manger; < iron + monger.'] A
armor-plated.— 2. Figuratively, very rigid or '**<'<' = Ps- !*• ironieo (cf. D. Gr. ironisch = Dan. dealer in ironware or hardware.
strict; constructed, as a form of words, so as P'^- ^onisk), < Gr. elpm>iK6g, dissembling, iron- Buying several things at thefrimmimsc™; dogs, tongues,
to allow no evasion or escape, or permit no ^''> ^ clpuveia, dissimulation, irony : see irony^.] an"! shoveUs, for my wife's closet,

flaw to be detected. [In this use often written Same as irowcai. P«py», Diary, Sept. 7, 16«8.

ironclad.'\-tron.-cla.6. oath. See oath. I had better leisure to contemplate that ironiek satke ironmongery (l'6m-mungfg6r-i), n. [< iron-

ironclad (i'em-klad), ». \_< iron-dad, a.] A oUuvenal. Siirr. Herlwr*, Travels in Africa, p. ll. monger + ^ : see -ery.] The trade of an iron-

°"^y,?lv?^,®®^
'^^^^^ °^ covered wholly or partly ironical (i-ron'i-kal), a. [< ironic + -al.-] 1.

"io°ger; that which ironmongers deal in.

with thick iron or steel plates, generally hav- Pretending ignorance; simulating lack of in-
I might Imve been inclined, myself, to regard a coffin-

ing a heavy backing of wood, so armored to re- struction or knowledge. Qee irony, 1. [Obso- ""^ "° *"' ^'^^"* ^'""^ "'
^''^S'^stma^'^a^oi lsist projectiles or the attacks of rams or other lete or archaic] . ,,-,^ ., ,

^*eM, Christmas carol, L

armored vessels. The metal armor is often nf oTA»t ™^ iron-oak (i6m-ok), »z. Same as jjo»*-oa*.

thickness; over parts of H. M. 8. Inflexible for eSmnlc
.™e circle of this fallacy is very large; and herein may iron-OChcr (i'6m-6'''k6r), n. See ocher.

the metal is as Xch as 24 inches thick. Even thrSFckl ^0uTS,^ng1ive?SliSStt5n8°''
"**'"*''* "^'''- iron-rod (iWred), n. A red of a somewhat

pl^fSs-^^fnii^^hTrh^Wrreru^sT^^^^?^^^^^^^^^ °'°""""™''"^^'^''"r:?^^S^,yulg.Err.,t4. orange tint, such as is produced by. iron-rust,

moreover, its great weight prevents the appStion of Hence-2. Conveying or consisting of covert .
^ed especiallym decorative art and in pottery,

heavy armor except to the most vulnerable parts of the sarcasm- sarcastic imder a "sfiriniis or friprifllT-
iron-rUSt (i em-rust), n. See rust.

ship. The flrst^ored vessels were built by the IVench TrX^i-^llTir^tS^c,^^\^Ji ^ ^OT^'^^'^^ (I'fem-sand), n. 1. In geol., sand
for use dunng the Cnmean war, and the success of the

P™tense. as, an tromcai compliment. , >
Potisidprablfi nart, of nartiPloB nf

monltors.during the civil war in the United States gave She asked him. in an angry tone, what he did there ; to i^on ore MuaUv mametSe or Suerousa strong impetus to the budding of ironclads. Iron-clad which he only replied in Inircmtoi way by drinking her „ m !' "dually magnetite, or tltanilerous
ships are now made of very various designs. Many mod- health. Gold»tmth Ylcai ^ OXld of iron, or both intermixed. Such sands
em vessels have protective iron decks, but the term irini- „ «jj-„i„ji • • t • j' ' are not uncommon along the ocean-shores in
ctod has been confined to vessels whose sides are protect. 3. Addicted to irony using disguised sarcasm: regions of voleanie or tSetamomhip topTcs —
ed. Iron-clad ships are generally armed with two or four as, an iroreicoi speaker.

regions or voicame or metamorpmc rocKS.—
heavy breech-loading rifled guns of from 10 to 18 inches ironicallv fl-ron'i-kal-i^ odv In an ironical •

^' '^'16 steel-fibngs used in fireworks,
caliber, in addition to a secondary battery of smaller t?r:^!^;rv^ JL°t „f ^'^^^ iron-SaW (i'6m-8a), n. A circular saw for cut-
breech-loading and rapid-flring guns. They are usuaUy .™anner, by way of irony; by the use of irony. ^^ ^^^ ^^^
constructed as rams, and their hulls are divided into nu- irOniCalneSS (l-ron 1-kal-nes), n. The quality irontaralo Ci'^m-akail « Same as fi»-««-j!/.yi7«.merous water-tight compartments. See battle-ship. of being ironical. S«? fSriV ^^'S^ =^ii'l!^' « « •' ^t T >
No matter how strong an iroTKiod may be made, or how irOUing (i'6r-ning), ». In laundry-work: (a) The ,.w X»^« rwWl^ sbr^ ii^H^r W^ ""^

difficult to penetrate with shot or sheU, the bottoi of the act o! smoothmg with hot iions. (6) The i^L^tJ-l%>T^XT^^Zr^'-- •* •

shipisalwaysapomtofweakness.^^
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ |

^oU^^^^^
( >

^-^-^l^^^^^-^^^l^^^.^HHO^,
iron-Clay (i'em-kla), n. See clay ironstone, un- l^^^'^^^S^'J^^^ZtTt^ ^hich Zl^ll ir^rd'pTi'^^Vd. Ader ctoy. clothins etc

""i^" '^ """ ironside (lem-sid), re. A person who or some-

''^^^^''^^!^S%^:cl.^^^-T^Ji. ^?r^-%-
(I'^r-ning-boks), n. Same as .o.- '^t^^^'^lZX^ZT^^^X'^'Z

ernJabrication,madeforcleansinggreasyves-i,oni^^^^^
n. A cloth ^rili.^l.^/^r'^o^alon'M:^)^^

ironer (i'6r-n6r), ». One who or that which ironine-macllilie a'er-nmg-ma 8hen"1 n A J^fFf *'<'!»f^«»
(his speeial corps of troopers);

"Oils. ^haeforhSVirpstLS^w? pWhiAtotp ^^^ Ironsides (a designation of the old United
iron-fisted (i'6m-fi8"ted), a. Close-fisted; cov- ^ Zhma^hi^^tf^f.^^ ' l ^'? ' States frigate Constitution).

.
etous, 1,.^. met. '' ?e'a,xa^ge''dTnn^'??.res'?fh^os'^u'Si^TiTu'iS''go"o^ iron-sidef(i'6m-si"ded), a [< iron + Hde^ +

iron-flint (ifem-flint), ». Perrugiuous quartz ; heated by a gas-jet or by steam (the gas and steam being .-«"-J .Kough; unruly. UaUiwell.
a subspecies of quartz, opaque or translucent aPPj'el by a flexible pipe), and those employing a cylinder ironsmith (i'fem-smith), n. [< M&. irensmitJi,

at the edges, with a fracture more or less con- S^?Hni ^nd'^t^d.w f1?;.^S*^°i*S,l°f w™"f ""' ™P' ^ ^^- ^ensmith, isensmith (= G. eisenschmied
choidal, shiikng, and nearly vitreous. ^m"g T'llSfdeTh* teTby"^l^^^ is^oTdT = ^^^i, Mrnsmidhr), < iren, isen, iron, + smith,

iron-founder (i'6rn-fonn'''d6r), ?i. One who machineiy over the fabric to be pressed ; in one machine Smith.] 1 . A worker in iron, as a blacksmith,
makes iron castings. P'*

cylinder is stationary, the table carryingthe fabric to locksmith, etc.— 2. The barbet of Hainan, Me-
iron-foundry (i.'6rn-foun"dri), n. The place t^lTlfe goJsf?f o^'vSii'us shapes ^ndTe'lfeaTed

?o^'!!^faier: so caUed from its cry, translat-

.
where iron castings are made. block either moves upon the hat or revolves in a fixed po- ^^ tne native name.
iron-fumace (i'6m-f6r''''nas), n. A general term sition while the table moves. Sometimes caUed irommg- I'rom its loud, peculiar call, the Hainan species hag
for any form of iron-worMng furnace, as a "s*** and 6ioc* ironJn^-macAjjje. earned among the natives of the island the appellation

Mast-furnace, puddling-fumace, etc. See/.,-
''^^^tt^^^^tl':he^7n1l^^^^k p^rTs:i,^-^.^T^t^l&^A'%'

iron-glance (i-6m-glans), n. Specular iron. hydnodic acid, used in medicine as a tonic, iron-stain (i'6rn-8tan), n. 1. A stain made by

iron-grass (i'6m-gra,s), n. The knot-grass or diuretic, and emmenagogue. rron-rust, or by the tincture of iron, as on cloth

doorweed, Polygonum aviculare. iromsh (I'er-uish), a. [< iron + -i«fei.] Some- "l"
ciotlung.—^ An appearance like the stain

iron-gray a'em-gra), a. and ». l<ME.irengray, what Uke iron ; irony. [Rare.] of iron produced on the coffee-plant in Vene-

< AS. isengrSg (= loel. jdrngrdr = Dan. isen- Some, who did thrust a probe or little stick into a chink ^^^^^' ^^ apparently also in Jamaica, by the

qraa), < isen, iron, -1- gr^, gray: see iron and ?' t^e coffin, . . .bringing out some moisture with it,
i^T^gaBnepazea maculosa, m the form of circu-

Uy!l ld.Otk griyTufapproaching the
"'""'"'"="' ^'"™*''

'^^l,"., Athena, Oxon. (John Colet).
f^^^^P^'^-'^^otehes. Spon^ Encyc. Manuf.,

color of freshly fractured iron. . j. ,-, ... .-,.,, j„__il_ /•-/ i- v
T.T -^v »., » -.J » ,1 -.r , T,. iromst (i ro-nist), m. [(.trondze) + 4st.^ One ironstone (i em-ston), m. Any ore of iron whichNeither was the stranger^s dress at all martial. It con- „i,„ j„„i„ 'U ^«™ rfe

""V'*"/ '^'•J ""o
4o irY,r.Ti»Q +Ii™/xt.«i, +i,„ ..4_- Z i -i-

sisted of a uniform suitSf irm^grey clothes, cut in rather ^'^'^ ^^als in irony. [Bare.] is impure through the admixture of siUca or
an old-fashioned form. Scott, Monastery, Int. Ep., p. 13. A poet or orator . . . would have no more to do but to " ^— Carbonaceoua or blackbaad Ironstone See

nr, A hiiP ni^ DTflv ariTirnaphiTKr the Polnr senff ... to the iroratsj for his sarcasms. 6«^*6an<i.—Clay Ironstone. See ctoj^.— Ironstone
^ *_ ill Jr ! F^ approaching the color

Uartinui SeriOena, xiiL China, a bard white pottery made by mingling with the
of freshly fractured iron. irnm^at n'rn-mr^ v t r<- n^ .;„.«.ir,... Ai^

clay pulveriMd slag of ironstones. It was introduced in

iron-gumtree (l'em-gum"tre), n. A very large "°?¥fJ y ^9.^^^ >'.'>' <• [< t^r. ecpm^Lt^eiv, dis- 1813 lyCharlM James Mason. The name was origi>ially

tree,^cai3,i7toiJawetom,anativeofQaeens- T^}t\L'tT^'.
d«f?™bler: see irony^.] To mtended to rrfer only to hardness and durabmty.*

land, sometimes attaining a height of over 300 '^^'^^^ ironical; use ironically. iron-strap (i ern-strap), n. In w^ing, same

feet and a diameter of 10 feet. It furnishes a "w'^^L'^r^A"'^*!""", i™/^1!f"?&, WaN a r
very hard dark-colored wood, used for piles, 'T^^bulTn"r.^^V^r ' S™™ r^J'f^ ~V' •§*^^'^*-
for railroad-ties, and for general building purl roWdCl^eultt^e. ^?,S,^^t! ^t^T""}' "" ^'^'J^a™

'
especially,

poses. ''^'^. Albion's EngUnd.x. 4i„°^°j',?f2'-i?' o
iron-handed (i'em-han"ded), a. Exceedingly iron-line (i'6rn-lin), n. A line in the spectrum, Sra^ttedt^;m-^t';d) r^D^o^eavvstrong in the hand ; hence, rigorously deter- caused if bright byironin the luminois vapor ^tted^pid. '' ^'

mmed or severe; unmerciful. or if dark by iron in vapor interposed between '

iwiu converse with frm^^w.., f i

The irtm-handed rule of this great commander at Yedo the luminous body and the eye, as in the at- Andunresnecti^wl^^^ '

was felt all over the empire. N. A. Rev., CXX 289. mosphere of the sun. '
shak., Eich. m., iv. 2 28.

ironhardt, n. [< ME. irenharde, < AS. isen- iron-Uquor (i'6m-lik''or), n. Iron acetate, used ironwood (i'em-wud), n One of numerous
Jiearde,ironhard,Centaurea nigra (cf. iren-heard, by dyers as a mordant. species of peculiarly hard-wooded trees be-



ironwood
longing to many orders and widely distrib-
uted. In North America the name commonly denotes 0«-
irya Virginiea, the hop-hornbeam or leverwood; but also
Buinelia lyeioides (southern buckthorn), Carpimts CaroUid-
ana (blue beech), CyrUla raeenUJUyra, Cliftonia ligmlrina
<titi, buckwheat-tree), Hypelate panimdata (inkwood), and
Olneya Tesota. The black li'onwood of the same territory
Is Condaliaferrea; the red, Seynosia lat^folia; the white,
Hypelate trl/oUata. Of the other ironwoods may be men-
tioned the various species of the tropical genus Sideroxy-
lon, the Indian Xylm dolabriformis, the Hrythroxylon are-
olatum of Jamaica, and the Tasmanian Noteloea Uguetrina.
Several species of Diospyros (ebony) are called by the same
name. Bastard ironwood is the West Indian Xartthom-
lum Fagara <X. Pterota) ; also Trichilia Mrta. The black
Ironwood of South Africa is Olea undnlata, and the white
is ToddaUa laneeolata. Many of these woods are valua-
ble in the arts for purposes requiring great firmness or
high polish.

iron-worded (i'6m-wer'''ded), a. Worded so
as to resist attack; of "iron-clad" character.
[Poetical.]

Spurr'd at heart with fieriest energy
To embattail and to wall about thy cause
With iron-worded proof.

Tennyson, Sonnet to J. M. K.

ironwork (i'fem-werk), n. Objects and parts
of objects made of iron, as looks and keys, uten-
sils, parts of a building, of a vessel, or the like

:

as, ornamental ironworh.

iron-worker (i'6m-wer"k6r), «. A person em-
ployed in the manufacture of iron, or of arti-

cles of iron.

The colliers now on strike have forced idleness on the
ironworkers. S. Spencer, Study of Socio!., p. 248.

iron-works (i'em-w6rks), n. pi. An establish-
ment, consisting usually of several connected
shops, where iron is manufactured, or where it

is wrought or east into heavy work, as cannon,
shaftiag, rails, merchant bars, etc. [The word
is sometimes used as a singular.]

A recent strike in an iron works.
JV. A. Rev., CXIIII. 167.

ironwort (i'em-w6rt), n. 1. A plant of the
labiate genus Sideritis.— 2. A plant of the ge-
nus Galeopsis, G. Tetrahit.

ironyi (i'6r-ni), a. [< ME. *irony, yrony, yrun-
ny; < iron + -^i.] Consisting of or resembling
iron; also, resembling any of the distinctive

qualities of iron.

Be heuene that is abooue thee braasny and the lond
that thou tredist yrony. Wyelif, Deut. xxviii. 23.

Some springs of Hungary, highly impregnated with
vitriolick salts, dissolve the body of one metal, suppose
iron, put into the spring; and deposit, in lieu of the irony
particles carried off, coppery particles.

Woodwoird, Fossils.

Irony^ (i'ro-ni), n.
;
pi. ironies (-niz). [= D. Gr.

ironie =Dan. Sw. ironi, < F. irome= Sp. ironia=
Pg. It. ironia, < L. ironia, < Gr. eipuyao;. dissim-

ulation, irony, < elpav, a dissembler, lit. 'one who
talks' (but s'ays less or more than he thinks),

ppr. of elpstv, speak, tell, talk.] 1. Simulated
ignorance in discussion : a method of exposing

an antagonist's ignorance by pretending to de-

sire information or instruction from him. This
method of discussion, the Socratic irony, was characteris-

tic of Socrates, with reference to whom the term was first

used.

Socrates at Athens undertook with many sharp and
cutting Ironies to reprove the vices of his Age.

StUlingJte^^ Sermons, II. iii.

The Athenian's [Socrates's] modest irony was of another

taste, and better suited to the decorum of conversation,

than the Syrian's [Lucan's] frontless bufloonry.

Bp. Hvjrd, Manner of Writing Dialogues, Pref.

Hence— 2. Covert sarcasm; such a use of

agreeable or commendatory forms of expres-

sion as to convey a meaning opposite to that

literally expressed; sarcastic laudation, com-
pliment, or the like.

And call her Ida, tho' I knew her not,

And call her sweet, as if in irony.
Tennyscm, Princess, vii.

A drayman in a passion calls out "You are a pretty

fellow," without suspecting that he is uttering irmy.
Macaviay, Lord Bacon.

Irony of fate, or of ciroumstanoes, an apparent mock-

ery of destiny ; an occurrence or result the opposite of

what might naturally have been expected ; a contradictor}'

outcome: as, it was the irony of fate that made Joseph

the ruler over the land of his captivity. =Syn. 2. Sarcasm,

etc. See satire.

iron-yellow (i'em-yeFo), n. Same as Mars
yellow (which see, under yellow).

Iroquoian (ir-o-kwoi'an), a. [< Iroquois + -an.l

Same as Iroquois. "

Iroauois (ir-6-kwoi'), n. and a. [A F. form (with

term, -ois, as in BUnois: see -ese) of the native

Indian name.] I. n. One of a former confed-

eration of American Indians, situated in central

New York, originally composed of five tribes

—

the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas,

and Seneeas—and hence known as the Five
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Nations. At a later time a slrth tribe, the Tusoaroras,

who had migrated from Korth Carolina, was added. The
name is also given to related Indian tribes occupying cen-

tral and western New York and Upper Canada, and includ-

ing, besides the Iroquois proper, theHurons, the Bries, the
NeutealNation,the Andastes, etc. In this sense alsoknown
as Huronrlrogwns.

II, a. Belonging or relating to the Iroquois

or their tribes, or to the Iroquois family of lan-

guages.
.

irourt, n. [ME., = OP. iror, mr = Pr. vror, an-

ger, <L. fro, anger: see w-e^.] Ire; anger. Semen

Sages, 1. 954.

iroust (ir'us), a. [ME. irous, irus, ires, < OF.
iros, irous, ireus = Pr. iros= Pg. It. iroso, < ML.
*irosus, angry, < L. ira, anger: see fre^.] Apt
to be angry; passionate; ireful.

With full yrmis wreth GafErey meued hy.

He salute non, ne spake to gret ne small.

Rom. of Partenay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 4889.

It is greet harme and eek greet pite

To nette an irous man in heigh degree.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 308.

irouslyt (ir'us-li), achi: [ME. i/rously; < irous +
-ly^.'] Angrily.

And whan dorilas saugh with his iye that thei dide so

grete damage that were soche mysbelevynge peple, he
rode vpon hem full Irously. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 243.

irpt (erp), n, and a. [Origin unknown; found
only in one piece of Ben Jonson's, and perhaps
one of his affected terms.] I. n. A grimace
or contortion of the body.
Spanish shrugs, French faces, smirks, irpes, and all af-

fected humours. B. Joneon, Cynthia's Kevels, Palinode.

II. a. Grimacing.
If regardant, then maintain your station brisk and irpe,

shew the supple motion of your pliant body.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, iii. 3.

irradiance (i-ra'di-ans), n. [< irradian(t) +
-ce.] 1. The act of irradiating; emission of

rays of light.— 3. An appearance of radiated

light; luster; splendor.

Love not the heavenly spirits, and how their love

Express they? by looks only? or do they mix
Irradianee, virtual or immediate touch?

Milton, P. L., viii. 617.

irradiancy (i-ra'di-an-si), n. Same as irradi-

ance.

irradiant (i-ra'di-ant), a. [< L. irrcidian(t-)s,

inradian(t-)s, ppr. of i/rradiare, iMradiare, irra-

diate : see irradiate.'\ Emitting rays of light.

So the bright lamp of night, the constant moon.
Unwearied, does her circling journey run

;

Oft thro' the fleecy cloud irradkLni bends.
And to benighted lands her influence lends.

Boyse, To Marcella.

irradiate (i-ra'di-at), v.
;
pret. and pp. irradi-

ated, ppr. irradiating. [< L. irradAatus, inradi-

atus, pp. of irradiare, imradiare (> It. irradiare,

irwadiare= Sp. Pg. irradiar= P. frradier),beam
upon, illumine, < in, on, + radiare, beam: see
radiate.'] I. trans. 1. To illuminate or shed
light upon or into; make luminous or clear;

light up ; enlighten.

So much the rather thou, celestial Light,
Shine inward, and the mind through all her powers
Irradiate. Milton, P. L., iii. 53.

When the august functions of the Crown are irradiated
by intelligence and virtue, they are transformed into a
higher dignity than words can convey, or Acts of Parlia-

ment can confer. Gladstone, Might of Bight, p. 168.

Those studies that kindle the imagination, and through
it irradiate the reason. Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

2. To make splendid or glorious ; confer honor
or dignity upon ; exalt ; adorn.

No weeping orphan saw his father's stores
Our shrines irradiaie, or emblaze the floors.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 136.

3. To radiate into; penetrate by radiation.

Ethereal or solar heat must digest, influence, irradiate,

and put those more simple parts of matter into motion.
Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind.

II. intrans. To emit rays; shine.

Day was the state of the hemisphere on which light ir-

radiated. Bp. Borne, Letters on Infidelity, x.

irradiate (i-ra'di-at), a. [< L. irradiatus, pp.:

see the verb.] Illuminated; made brilliant or

splendid. [Poetical.]

Your irradiate judgment will soon discover the secrets

of this little crystal world.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, v. 3.

Where irradiate dewy eyes
Had shone, gleam stony orbs. Shelley, Alastor.

irradiation (i-ra-di-a'shon), n. [= P. irradia-

tion = Sp. irradiacion = !Pg. irradiagao = It. fr-

radiazione,inradiazione,<. L. &STl*irradiatio{n-),

< irradiare, irradiate: see irradiate.] 1. The
act of irradiating or emitting beams of light;

illumination; brightness emitted; enlighten-

ment.

irrationality

Sooner may a dark room enlighten itself without the
irradioMon of a candle or the sun than a natural under-

standing work out its own ignorance in matters of faith.

SowtJi, Works, VIII. xiii

God does give signs, and when he does so, he gives also

irradiations, illustrations of the understanding, that they
may be discerned to be his signs. Donne, Sermons, ii.

This is that irradiation that dispels the mists of hell.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 32.

2. In. physics, the phenomenon of the apparent
enlargement of an object strongly illuminated,
when seen against a dark ground. It was ex-

plained by Plateau as due to the extension of the impres-
sion upon the nerves of the retina beyond the outlines of
the image; Helmholtz, however, has ascribed it to the
want of perfect accommodation in the eye, leading to the
formation of diffusion images about the proper image of

a bright object, so that it encroaches upon the dark space
about it, and hence appears larger than it really is. Irradi-

ation increases with the brightness of the object, dimin-
ishes as the illumination of the object and that of the field

of view approach equality, and vanishes when they become
equaL

irradiative (i-ra'di-a-tiv),m. Something which
illuminates or emits light.

irradicate (i-rad'i-kat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. ir-

radieated, ppr. irradicaUng. [< L. in, in, -f

radicare, radicari, talke loot: see radicate. Of.

eradicate.] To fix by the root; iix firmly. Clis-

sold.

irrational (i-rash'gn-al), a. and n. [= P. irra-

tionnel = Pr. irrational = Sp. Pg. irracional =
It. irrazionale, inraeionale, < L. irrationaUs, inra-

tionalis, not rational, < in- priv. -1- raOonalis,.

rational: see rational.] I. a. 1. Not rational;

without the faculty of reason; void of under-
standing; unreasoning.

He hath eaten and lives.

And knows, and speaks, and reasons, and discerns, _
IrraMonal till then. Milton, P. L., ix. 766.

Strong passion is brief madness, because the internal

commotion of it, usurping consciousness, prevents full

and free reflection and adaptation, and, putting the indi-

vidual out of just ratio with persons and things, makes
him irr(Uiorud. Mamlsley, Mind, XII. 510.

2. Without the quality of reason; contrary to

reason ; illogical ; unreasonable : as, irrational

motives; sui irrational -proiect.

It would be amusing to make a digest of the irrational

laws which bad critics have made for the government of

poets. Macaulay, Moore's Life of Byron.

There is . . . nothing more irrationaZ than to criticize

deeds as though the doers of them had the same desires,

hopes, fears, and restraint with ourselves.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 263.

We are constantly the dupes of an irraUorml attempt
to estimate the universe from a purely human point of

view. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 243.

Conduct prompted by a series of such unconnected im-
pulses we call irrational, as being absolutely unsystema-
tized, and in that sense inconsistent.

B. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 25.

3. In math. : (a) In arith., not capable of being
exactly expressed by a vulgar fraction, proper
or improper; surd, in mathematics irrational is a
translation of Greek aKoyov, inexpressible (by a fraction),

opposed to pi)™!-. (See nurd.) Every irrational quantity
can, however, be conceived as expressed by an infinite con-
tinued fraction or interminate decimaL (&) In trans-

lations of Euclid, and cognate writings, at once
incommensurable with the assumed unit and
not having its square commensurable with that
of the unit. This is the peculiar meaning ^ven
by EuoKd to aloyo^, though Plato uses it in

sense («), above, (c) In alg., noting a quan-
tity involving a variable raised to a fractional

power; or, in a wider sense, noting a quantity
not rational, not a sum of products of constants
and of variables into one another or into them-
selves.—4. In Gr.pros., incapable of measure-
ment in terms of the fundamental or primary
time or metrical unit.

It was an irrational long ; and the foot to which it be-

longed was irrational also, the whole length of the foot

being expressed by a fractional designation,'viz. 3^ short
times. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 107.

Geometrically irrational. See geometrically.— Tira.-

tional function. See furuMon. =Syji. 1 and 2. SOly,
Foolish, etc. (see absurd); witless, reasonless, thoughtless;
brute, brutish; injudicious, illogical.

II. n. That which is devoid of reason, as one
of the lower animals.
But for the poor shiftless irratumaXs, It is a prodigious

act of the great Creator's indulgence that they are all

ready furnished with suchisloathing as is proper to their

place and business. Derham, Physico-Theology, iv. 12.

irrationality (i-rash-o-nal'i-ti), n. [= Sp. irra-

cionalidad = Pg. irrdciondiidade = It. irrazio-

nalitA; as irrational -f- -ity.] 1. The condition

of being irrational; want of the faculty or the
quality of reason; fatuity: &s,^e irrationality

of brutes ; the irraUonality of a scheme.
Who is it here that appeals to the frivolousness and ir-

raiimwlity of our dreams ? Baxter, On the Soul, ii. 187.

The unfading boyishness of hope and its vigorous irra-

UonaHty are nowhere better displayed than in questions
ci conduct. ii. L. Stewnson, Virginibus Puerisque, ii



irrationality

2. That which is irrational; an irrational
thought, action, or thing.

We can see how the human mind arriveB by a perfectly
natural process at all its later irrationaiitiei.

Max MiiUer, India, p. 236.

Irrationality of diBpersion, in optica. See eUepenion, 3.

irrationally (i-rash'gn-al-i), adv. In an irra-
tional manner; without' reason; in a manner
contrary to reason ; absurdly.

It may not irratConally be doubted whether or no, H a
man were raised to the very top of the atmosphere, he
would be able to live many minutes, and would not quick-
ly die for want of such air as we are wont to breathe here
oelovr. BoyU, Works, I. 106.

irrationalness (i-rash'on-al-nes), n. Irration-
ality.

irrealizable (i-re'ar-U-za-bl), a. [= F. irr4a-
lisable = 8p. irredhzabOs = Pg. vrrealisavel; as
i»-3 + realizable.'} Not realizable; incapable
of being realized or defined.

The just motion ... of suns around that mighty, un-
seen centre, incomprehensible, irrealizable, with strange
mental effort only divined.

Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxxvi.

irrebuttable (ir-e-but'a-tl)j «• [< in^ + re-
buttable.l Not rebuttable; incapable of being
rebutted or repelled.

Compare this sixth section with the manful, senseful,
irrebuttable fourth section. Coleridge.

irreceptive (ir-f-sep'tiv), a. [< »m-3 + rec^-
,Uve.'\ Not receptive ; incapable of reoeiying.
irreciprocal (ir-f-sip'ro-kal), a. [< j»-3 + re-

dprocal.'] Not reciprocal!
The conduction power of the electrical organ of the tor-

pedo was consequently irreeiprocal.

Nature, XXXIII. 407.

Irreciprocal conduction, in elea., conduction through
electrolytes when a reversal of the current causes a change
In its magnitude. Also called urdpola/r conductum.

IrreeiprocaZ conduction is said to occur if a reversal of
the direction of a current causes any change in its magni-
tude. PkOosophical MagaMne, XXVI. 127.

irreciprod'ter U-res-l-pros'j-ti), n. [< mi-s +
redprocity.'] Lack of reciprocity or recipro-
cal action. [Bare.]

Here It seems evident that tbeirreevprocityiBAue to the
gradualformation of abadly-conductingfllm on the anode.

PhUMopMcal Magazine, XXVI. 133.

Inreclproclty ofconduction, in elect. , inequality of con-
duction in different polar directions.

This irrecmrodty of conduction obtained only for strong
currents and for those of short duration.

Mature, XXXIII. 407.

irreclaimable (ir-e-kla'ma-bl), o. [= Pg. ir-

reclamavel; < iti-^ + reclaimable.'} Not reclaim-
able; incapable of being reclaimed; that can-
not be restored or redeemed : as, an irreclaim-
able criminal ; irreclaimable land.

Such impetuous, ungovernable, irredaxmcMe inclina-
tions to what is vitious.

GlanviUe, Pre-existence of Souls, x.

As for obstinate, irrectaArnable, professed enemies, we
must expect their calumnies will continue.

Addixon, Freeholder.

irreclaimableness (ir-f-kla'ma-bl-nes), n. The
character of being irreclaimable.

Enormities . . . which are out of his power to atone
for, by reason of the death of some of the injured parties,

and the irreclaimableness of others.

Bichardson, Clarissa Harlowe, vm. 407.

irreclaimably (ir-f-kla'ma-bli), adv. So as to

be irreclaimable.

Others, irreclaimedbly iwrsisting in their rebellion, and
sinking more and more into the body and the relish of its

joyes and pleasures, are still verging to a lower and more
degenerate state.

GlanviUe, Fre-existence of Souls, The Aerial State.

irrecognition (i-rek-og-nish'on), n. [< i»-3 +
recognition.'] Lack 6t recognition ; absence of

perception or notice.

In all literary history there is no such figure as Dante,

no such homogeneonsness of life and works, such loyalty

to idea£^ such sublime irrecognition of the unessentiaL
Lowell, Among my Boolis, 2d ser., p. 38.

irrecognizable (i-rek'og-ni-za-bl), a. [< j»-3

+ recognizable.'] Not recognizable ; incapable

of being recognized.
irreconcilability (i-rek-on-a-la-bil'i-ti), n. [=
It. irreconeiliaMlitd,; as,' irrecondlable + -ity:

see -bUity.] The quality of being irreconcila-

ble; irreconcDableness.

There co-exists a kindred irreconeUabUity between the

sentiments answering to the forms of co-operation re-

quired for militancy and industrialism respectively.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 135.

irreconcilable (i-rek'on-si-la-bl), a. and n. [=
F. irrecondliable = Sp. irreeoncHiable = Pg. ir-

recondliavel= It. irrecondliabile ; as in-3 + rec-

oncilable.] I. a. Not reconcilable ; not admit-

ting of reconciliation; that cannot be harmo-
nized or adjusted; incompatible: as. irreeon-
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citable enemies or enmities ; irreconcilable prin-

ciples.

Since the sense I oppose is attended with such gross ir-

reconcilable absurdities, 1 presume I need not offer any
thing further in support of the one, or in disproof of the
other Rogers.

That irreconcilaile schism of perdition and apostaoy.
Milton, Church-Government, L 6.

Tertullian had even held the Christian profession to be
irreconcilable with the office of a Roman emperor.

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, IIL § 13.

Irreconcilable paths, in a surface, paths between two
fixed points such that one path cannot be gradually
changed into the other without passing beyond the boun-
dan' of the surface.

II, n. One who refuses reconciliation or com-
promise ; specifically, in politics, one who ad-

heres to an apparently hopeless political pro-

gram, and refuses to accept concessions fiom
opponents: as, the Irish or French irreconci-

lables.

Sleep and I have quarrelled ; and although I court it, it

will not be friends. I hope its teHoyr-vrrecortcilables at

Harlowe-place enjoy its balmy comforts.
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, m. 178.

The Opportunists, as the followers of Thiers and Gam-
betta were now styled, united with the irreconciiables in

opposition to the party of order. Eneyc. Brit., IX. 628.

irreconcilableness (i-rek'on-si-la-bl-nes), n.

The quality of beiiig irredoncilab'le ; irrecon-
cilability; incompatibility; incongruity.

Discourage them from repeating their transgressions,
give them a deep sense of the heinous nature of sin, and
of God's extreme hatred and utter irreconeHeablenees to it.

Clarke, Evidences, frop. 13.

irreconcilably (i-rek'on-si-la-bli), adv. In an
irreconcilable manner';' so as'to preclude recon-
ciliation.

The Bramins are irreanusiUably divided among them-
selves upon what are the doctrines of the Shastah.

Mickle, Inq. into the Bramin Fhilos.

irreconcilet (i-rek'pn-sil), v. t. [< in-^ + rec-

oncile.] To prevent from being reconciled;
make incompatible.

As the object calls for our devotion, so it must needs
irreconeile us to sin. Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, ilL 15.

irreconciledt (i-rek'on-sild), a. [< in-^ + recon^
died.] Unreconoile'S.; not brought under rec-

onciliation, or into harmony or consistency.

If a servant , . . die in manyirrgconcfZetf iniquities, yon
may call the business of the master the author of the ser-
vant's damnation. Shale., Hen. V., iv. 1, 160.

But gothic, rude,
Irrecondl'd in ruinous design.

W. Thmr^son, Sickness, ii.

irreconcilement (i-rek'on-sil-ment), n. [< fe-3

+ recondlement.] The'state of being unrecon-
ciled or irreconcilable.

Such an irreconcilement between God and Mammon.
Abp. Wake, Eationale on Texts of Scripture, p. 85.

irreconciliation (i-rek-gn-sil-i-a'shgn), n. [=
Pg. irrecondliagao ; as «n-3 -f- reconciliation.]
Same as irrecormlement.

How irreconciliation with our brethren voids all our ad-
dresses to God, we need be lessoned no farther than from
our Saviour's own mouth. Prideaux, Euchologla, p. 71.

irrecordable (ir-e-kdr'da-bl), a. [= It. irre-

cordevole, forgetful; < LL. irrecordabilis, i/nre-

cordabilig, not to be remembered, < in- priv. +
recordabilis, to be remembered : see recordable.]
Not recordable ; not fit or possible to be re-
corded or remembered. Coles, 1717.

irrecoverable (ir-e-kuv'6r-a-bl), a. [= F. ir-

recouvrable ; as in^ + recoverable^. Cf. irrecit-

perabU.] 1. Not recoverable or admitting of
recovery; incapable of being recovered: as, an
irrecoverable debt.

Er. Indeed you are a very good Husband of Time.
Oa. No wonder I am of that, which is the most nre-

clons Thing in the World, and when past isirrecoverame.
If. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 90.

2. Tha,t cannot be recovered from or made
good; irremediable: as, an irrecoverable dis-
ease; irrecoverable danger.

It concerns every man that would not trifle away his
soul, and fool himself into irrecoverable misery, with the
greatest seriousness to enquire. TiUotson.

In November this year happened a storm at north-west,
with a spring tide, so violent as gave apprehensions of
some loss irrecoverable to the province of Holland.

Sir W. Temple, Mem. from 1672 to 1679.

irrecoverableness (ir-e-kuv'6r-a-bl-ne8),».
The state of bemg irrecoverable. " Donne.
irrecoverably (ir-f-kuv'er-a-bli), adv. In an
irrecoverable manner ; beyond recovery.

Life forsook
My heart, which irrecoverably lost
All sense of duty both to thee and Greece.

Glover, Athenaid, xlx.

I find. Sir, you are irrecoverably fix'd upon this Lady.
Ste&Le, Conscious Lovers, L 2.

irreducible

irrecuperablet (ir-f-ku'pe-ra-bl), a. [= P. vr-

r4cuperable = Sp. irrecuperdble = Pg. irrecupe-

ravel = It. inrecuperabile, irrecuperabile, < LL.
irreeuperabilis, inrecuperabilis, irrecoverable, <

L. in- priv. + *recuperabiUs, recoverable ; see
recuperable.] Not recuperable or admitting of
recuperation: irrecoverable; irreparable: as,
" irrecuperable damage," Sir T. Elyot, The Gov-
emour, i. 27.

Assuring his honour, that he feared the danger. If it

were not speedily looked to, would be irrecuperable.

Strype, Abp. Parker, an. 1663.

irrecuperablyt (ir-f-kii'pe-ra-bli), adio. In an
irrecuperable manner; irrecoverably; irrepa-

rably.

irrecurablet,« [iirir^ + recurdble.] Incurable.

Forced to sustayne a most grevous and irrecuralile fall.

Vlpian FulweU, Arte of Flatterie, F 2, b.

irrecuredt (ir-f-kurd'), a. [< ijt-S + recure +
-ed^.] Incapable of being cured.

Striking his soul with irrecured wound.
Rous, Thule (1598). (.Latham.^

irrecusable (ir-f-kfl'za-bl), a. [= F. irrecusa-

ble = Sp. irrecusable = Pg. irrecusavel, < LL. ir-

recusabilis, iwectisabiUs, not to be refused, < in-

priv. + recusabilis, to be refused, < L. reousare,

refuse: see recusant.] Not recusable; not to

be rejected or set aside.

It is a propositional form, irrecusable, both as trhe in

itself and as necessary in practice. Sir W. Ha/mHton.

irredeemability (ir - e - de -ma - bil ' j - ti), m. [<
irredeemable: see -bility.] Irredeeinableness.
Craig.

irredeemable (ir-e-de'ma-bl), a. [< in^ + re-

deemable. Cf. O^. vrredhnible = Sp. irredimir

ble = Pg. i/rredimiuel = It. irredimibile.] 1. Not
redeemable; that cannot or need not be re-

deemed or made good by payment or restitu-

tion; not to be restored or escaped: as, irre-

deemable paper money; an irredeemable loss;
irredeemable slavery.

It [the word money] is used to describe not only gold
and silver, but bank notes, government notes (redeemable'
or irredemuiile), . . . ana wealth generally.

Cye. Pol. Sci,, IL 882.

2. Beyondthe power of redemption; irreclaim-
able : as, irredeemable criminals or crime.

Wrought for his house an irredeemable woe.
Tennyson, Maud, xxiil. 1.

irredeemableness (ir-e-de'ma-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being irredeemable.
irredeemably (ir-f-de'ma-bli), adv. In an ir-

redeemable manner ; beyond redemption.
But though past time be gone, we are not to consider it

irredeemably lost. B. Blair, Worlss, III. iiL

irredentism (ir-e-den'tizm), n. [As Irreden-
tist -\r 4sm.] Tlie system or political program
of the Irredentists.

[Depretis and his supporters declare] its [Pentarchist]
protection of Anarchist tendencies, and especially of irre-

deniigm, to be fraught with danger to peace within and
abroad. New York Mverdrtg Post, June 1, 1886.

Irredentist (ir-e-den'tist), n. and a. [< It. ir-

redenttsta, < irredenta (Italia), unredeemed (Ita-

ly), fem. of irredento, < L. in-, not, -I- redemptus
(> It. redento), redeemed, pp. of redimere, re-

deem: see redeem.] I, n. A member of an
Italian political party formed in 1878, for bring-
ing about the "redemption" or the incorpora-
tion into the kingdom of Italy of all regions
situated near Italy where an important part of
the population was Italian, but which were still

subject to other governments, and hence called
Italia irredenta.

Capponi himself was not above that pardonable but not
very reasonable grievance. He was not an ont-and-out
Irredentist clamouring for Trieste and Istria, the Canton
Ticino, Nice, Corsica, and Malta.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXV. 405.

n. a. Pertaining to or advocating irreden-
tism.

The vltn^Irredentlst faction, who would quarrel at one
and the same time with England about Malta, with France
about Savoy, with Austria about the Tyrol, with Switzer-
land about the Ticino, and with Turkey and Greece about
Albania. FortnighUy Rev., N. 8., ytt. 621.

irreducibili^ (ir-f-du-si-bil'i-ti), «. [< irredu-
cible : see -bility.] The quality or state of being
irreducible.

The fleshy tissue proved to be a mass of omentum,which
during its many years otirredueiUHtuhadbecome rounded
and agglutinated. Medical News, LUL 93.

irreducible (ir-e-dfl'si-bl), a. [= Sp. irreducible
= Pg. irreduzivel; as m-S -|- redimhle.] 1. In-
capable of being reduced to a lower amount or
degree; not to be diminished or degraded.
What Is it that we must hold fast as the irreducible

minimum of churchmanship? The American, XIV. 134.



Irreducible

2. Incapable of being brought into a different
state, condition, or form.
The newly mentioned observations seem to argue tlie

corpuacles of air to be irreducible unto water.
Bayle, Worlds, I. 60.

Each specific sensation remains irreducible to another.
0. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 241.

3. Incapable of bein^ reduced to a desired form
or condition by manipulation: as, &nirreducihle
hernia or fracture.-irreducible case, equation,
tunctlon, integral, etc. See the nouns.—IrreduelWe
circuit, in math. See reducible circuit, under circuit.

irreducibleness (ir-e-dii'si-bl-nes), ». The
quality of being irreducible.

irreducibly (ir-e-du'si-bli), adv. So as to be ir-
reducible.

irreductibility (ir-e-duk-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [= P.
iirMuctihiliU; as irreductiUe + -ity: see -bil-
itu.'\ Absence of reductibility ; irreducibleness.
[Rare.]
M. Comte's puerile predilection for prime numbers al-

most passes belief. His reason is that they are a type of
irreductibility; each of them is a kind of ultimate arith-
metical fact. J. s. MUl.

irreductible (ir-f-duk'ti-bl), a. [= F. irrSduc-
Uble = It. irreduttibile ; as i»-3 + reductible.']

Not reductible; irreducible. [Bare.]
irreduction(ir-e-duk'shpn),». The state ofbeing
unreduced; failure to reduce : said of a hernia.

This increase in volume was the only cause of irreduc-
tion [of the hernia]. Medical News, LII. 442.

irreflection (ir-f-flek'shgn), n. [= p. irrSflexion
= Sp. irreflexion; as jm-'S 4- reflection."] Want
or absence of reflection ; thoughtlessness.

It gave to the course pursued that character of violence,
Impatience, and irrefiection which too often belongs to the
proceedings of the multitude. Brougham.
Abiding irreflection is quite consistent with increase of

general knowledge. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 281.

irreflective (ir-e-flek'tiv), a. [< »»-3 + reflec-
iive.} Not reflective; wanting the quality or
the habit of reflection; thoughtless.
From this day I was an altered creature, never again re-

lapsing into the careless, irreflective mind of childhood.
,

De Quineey, Autobiog. Sketches, I. 362.

irreflexive (ir-e-flek'siv), a. [< in-S + reflexive.']

Not reflexive.

irreformable (ir-e-f6r'ma-bl)^ a. [= Sp. irre-

formahle, < LL. irreformaMhs, inreformabilis,
unalterable, < in- priv. + reformabiUs, that can
be formed again : aee reformable.] 1. Notre-
formable ; not capable of being formed anew
or again; not subject to revision.

Such definitions of the Eoman Pontiff are irreftyrmable
In their own nature, and not because of the consent of the
Church. Oath. Diet., p. 677.

2. Not capable of being reformed or corrected;
not susceptible of amendment: as, aji irreform-
able drunkard.

irrefragability (i-ref"ra-ga-bil'i-ti), n. .[= P.
irr^-agaUUtS= It. irrejragabilHd,; s^sirrefraga^

ble + -ity: see -biliiy.] The quality of being
irrefragable or incapable of refutation.

A solemn, high-stalking man, with such a fund of indig-

nation in him, or of latent indignation ; of contumacity,
irr^ragoMity. Cairlyle, Misc., IV. 80.

irrefragable (i-ref'ra-ga-bl), a. [= P. irrefra-

gable = Sp. irrefragable = Pg. irrefragavel =
It. inrefragabile, irrefragabile, < LL. irrefragabi-

lis, inrefragabilis, irrefragable : see refragable.]

Notrefragable; incapable of being brokendown
or refuted; incontrovertible; undeniable; not
confutable : as, an irrefragable argument ; irref-

ragable evidence ; an irrefragable opponent.

What a noble and irrefragaMe testimony was this to the
power, to the truth of the Messiah I

Bp. Hall, The Ten Lepers.

Yet did not any of these conceive themselves infallible,

or set down their dictates as verities irrefragable.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

He was an irrc/rag'aWe disputant againpt the errors . . .

which with trouble he saw rising in his colony.
C. Maiher, Mag. Chris., ii. 1.

Against so obstinate and irrefragMe an enemy, what
could avail the unsupported allies of genius ?

Ooldsmith, Polite Learning, ii.

=Syn. Unanswerable, indisputable, unquestionable, in-

dubitable, irrefutable.

irrefragableness (i-ref'ra-ga-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being irrefragable ; irrefra-

gability.

irrefragably (i-ref'ra-ga-bli), adv. In an irref-

ragable manner; so"as "to be irrefragable; in-

controvertibly.

Herein he was irrefragably true, that there cannot be

anything more certain and evident to a man that thinks

than that he doth think.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 24.

irrefrangible (ir-f-fran'ji-bl), a. [= It. irre-

frangibile; as in-^ + refrangible.] Not refran-

gible; not to be broken or violated.
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An irrefrangible law of country etiquette.

Mrs. Craik, Agatha's Husband, xx.

irrefrangibly (ir-e-fran'ji-bli), adv. So as to be
irrefrangible; fixedly; inviolably.

They knew . . . that the dragons were welded to their
vases more irrefrangibly than Prometheus to his rock.

Hugh Conway, A Family Affair, p. 16.

irrefutability (ir-f-fu-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. ir-

r4futabiliti ; as irrefutable + 4ty : see -bility.]

The quality of being irrefutable.

On the irrefutability of which he had privately prided
himself. The Century, XXXI. 178.

irrefutable (ir-e-fu'ta-bl), a. [= p.. irrefutable

= Pg. irrefutai'el, < LL. irrefutabilis, inrefuta-

bilis, < in- priv. + refutabilis, refutable : see re-

futable.] Not refutable; incapable of being
refuted or disproved.
Yet He not urge them as an irrefutable proof, being not

willing to lay more Btresse upon any thing then 'twil bear.

Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, xi.

That irrefutable discourse of Cardinal Caietan.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, p. 12.

=Syn. See list under irrefragable.

irrefutably (ir-f-fu'ta-bli), adv. In an irrefu-

table manner; so as to be irrefutable.

irreg. AxLaJobieyiationotirregularoTirregularly.
irregeneracy (ir-f-jen'e-ra-si), ». [< in-S +
regeneracy.] Unr'egeneraey. [Eare.]

irregeneratiou (ir-e-jen-e-ra'shpn), ». [< »n-3

+ regeneration.] Lack of regeneration; the
state of being unregenerate. [Eare.]

irregular (i-reg'u-lar), a. and n. [< ME. irregu-

ler, < OP. irregulier,'F. irrigulier= Pr. irregular,

yregular = Sp. Pg. irregidar = It. vrregolare, <.

ML. irregularis, not regular, < L. in- priv. -f re-

giMtens, pertaining to rules (regular) : see regu-
lar,] I. a. 1. Not regular; lacking regularity
or method in some respect ; not coifiormable to
rule, order, symmetry, uniformity, or a fixed
principle ; deviating from the normal or usual
course or state ; devious ; unmethodical ; un-
even: as, an irregular figure, outline, or sur-
face ; irregular verbs ; irregular troops.

They [the inhabitants of Barbary] are irregular in their
life and actions, exceedingly subiect to choler, speake
aloft and proudly, and are often at buffets in the streets.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 638.

The numbers of pindarics are wild and irregvlair, and
sometimes seem harsh and uncouth. Cowley.

2. Not regular in action or method ; not con-
formed or conforming to regular rules or prin-
ciples; hence, disorderly; lawless; improper:
as, he is given to irregular courses.

Leading the men of Herefordshire to fight
Against the irregular and wild Glendower.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1, 40.

Now that to steal by law is grown an art.

Whom rogues the sires, their milder sons call smart.
And "slightly irregular" dilutes the shame
Of what had once a somewhat blunter name.

Lowell, Tempera Mutantur.

Specifically— 3. In human anat, being of no
determinate shape, as a vertebra : said only of
bones. Bones were formerly classed unnaturally in four
categories, long, short, flat, and irregular. Most bones'
fall in the last-named categoiy.

4. In zool. : (a) Not having a definite form ; bi-
laterally or radially unsymmetrical ; not having
the form usual in a group ; differing in an un-
usual manner from neighboring parts : as, an
irregular third joint of an insect's antenna. (6)
Not arranged in a definite manner, or varying
in position or direction : as, irregular marks
(that is, marks varying in size or distance from
one another); irregular punctures or strise.

(c) In eohinoderms, not exhibiting radial sym-
metry; exooyolic or petalostiehous ; spatan-
goid or clypeastroid: specifically said of the
heart-urchins and other sea-urchins of the
division Irregularia. See cut under petalos-
tiehous.— 5. In 6o*., not having all the mem-
bers of the same part alike : said of flowers.
An irregular flower is one in which the members of some
or all of its floral circles— for example, petals — differ from
one another in size, shape, or extent of union, as in the
bean, the violet, and the larkspur. The term is also used
less specifically, and is often not discriminated from unsym-
metrical.— IiTega.1axa,ntenas3, in c)i«om., those antennas
in which one or more joints are very greatly developed be-
yond the others. But when this iiregularity is confined to
one sex the antennEe are commonly said to be deformed.—
Irregular body. Seeftodj/.—Irregular cadence, an im-
perfect or deceptive cadence. See cadence.— Irregular
determinant, in the theory of numbers, a determinant
of a quadratic form where the forms of the principal genus
are not all powers of some one.— Irregular indorse-
ment, phrase, proof, relation, verb, etc. See the
nouns. =Syn. 1 and 2. Unsettled, variable, changeable,
mutable, unreliable; exceptional; fitful, capricious. In
regard to conduct or ways of proceeding or managing, ir-

regular generally expresses more blame than unmethodical
or unsy^natic, and less than aTwmalous or disorderly; it

expresses less of foolishness than erratic, less of oddity
than eccentric, less of carelessness than desultory, and 1l;ss

irrelative

ofmoral obliquity than deviom or crooked. It expresses the
fact of being out of conformity with rule, but implies
nothing more with certainty. Yet the word is sometimes
used in a sinister sense, as though it were a euphemism
for something worse.

II. n. One who is not subject or does not con-
form to established regulations; especially, a
soldier who is not in regular service, or a person
practising medicine without belonging to the
regular profession.
Some of those nations that in the last and present war

are famous for furnishing [Austria's] armies with irregu-
lars are known to have a great turn for trade.

Goldsmith, Seven Years' War, iv.

irregularistt (i-reg'u-lar-ist), «. [< irregular -f-

-ist.] One who is irregular, or one who favors

_
an irregular course or proceeding. Baxter,

irregularity (i-reg-ii-lar'i-ti), n,
;
pi. irregulari-

ties (-tiz). [< ME.' irregularite, < OP. irregu-
larite, P. irregularite = Pr. irregularitat = Sp.
irregularidad = Pg. irregularidade = It. irrego-
laritA, < ML. irregularita{t-)s, irregularity, < jr-

regrttZans, irregular: seie irregular.] 1. Lack of
regularity; the state of being irregular; devia-
tion from rule, method, order, course, uniform-
ity, etc. ; hence, impropriety; disorder; laxity:
as, irregularity of proceedings ; the irregularity
of a curve; irregularity of life or conduct.
As these vast heaps of mountains are thrown together

with so much irregularity and confusion, they form a great
variety of hollow bottoms. Addison, Travels in Italy.

2. Thatwhich is irregular or out of due course ; a-

part exhibiting divergence from the rest ; hence,
aberrant or immoral action or conduct : as, an
irregularity on a surface ; to be guilty of irregu-
larities.

The ill methods of schools and colleges give the chief
rise to the irregularities of the gentry.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, Conclusion.

Grandcourt had always allowed Lush to know his exter-
nal affairs indiscriminately— irresfjrfarities, debts, want of
ready money. Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xlviii.

3. In law, an act or proceeding not wholly be-
yond the power of thecourt or party, but done
in a manner not warranted by the law or the
state of the cause;—4. In 6of.,want of uni-
formity in size, shape, or measure of union
among the members of the same floral circle.-^
5. Hocles., in the Bom. Cath. Ch., infraction of
the rules governing admission to the clerical
office and discharge of its functions ; a canoni-
cal impediment to reception of orders, exer-
cise of clerical functions, or advancement in
the church. Irregularities are classed as (1) Ex defectu,
from defects of mind, body, birth, agfe, liberty, the sacra-
ment (that is, of marriage, including previous digamy,
etc.), lenity (involved in previous military service, homi-
cide, etc.), and reputation (from notorious crime, judicial
sentence, etc.) ; and (2) Ex delicto, from reception of hereti-
cal baptism or ordination, heresy, murder, etc. The term
is used also in the Church of England, in which persons
unable to pass their examinations, those with serious
physical defects, under canonical age, notorious offenders,
etc., are accounted irregular.

irregularly (i-reg'u-lar-li), adv. In an irregu-
lar manner; without rule, method, or order.

irregulatet (i-reg'u-lat), v. t. [< j«-S + regulate.]

To make irregular; disorder.

Its fiuctuations are but motions subservient; which
windes, stormes, shores, shelves, and every interjacency
irregvlates. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., viL 17.

irreguloust (i-reg'u-lus), a. [< L. in- priv. -f-

yegfMte, rule : seerepwtor.] Lawless; irregular;
licentious.

Thou,
Conspir'd with that irregidous devil, Cloten,
Hast here cut off my lord.

Shak., Cymbellne, iv. 2, 816.

irrejectablet (ir-f-jek'ta-bl), a. [< jm-S -1- re-
jeetable.] Incapable of being rejected.

The former [Calvinists] affirming grace to be irresistibly
presented ; the latter [Arminians] deny it to be irrejecta-
lie. Boyle, Works, I. 278.

irrelapsablet (ir-f-lap'sa-bl), a. [< in-S -J- re-
lapsable.] Not liable to' lapse or relapse. Br.
S. More.

irrelate (ir-e-laf), a. [< L. in- priv. + relatus,

related: see relate.] Unrelated; irrelative. Be
Qttincey.

irrelated (ir-e-la'ted), a. [< i»-3 -f related.]
Unrelated. [Rare.]
The only reals for him [Hume] were certain irrelated,

sensations, and out of these knowledge arises or becomes.
Mind, XLI. 8.

irrelation (ir-f-la'shgn), n. [< j«-3 + relation.]

The state or quality of being irrelative ; want
of relation or connection.
The utter irrelation, in both cases, of the audience to

the scene . . . threw upon each a ridicule not to be ef-
faced. De Quincey, Autobiog. Sketches, 1. 190.

irrelative (i-rel'a-tiv), a. and n. [< in-S -I- relor

tive.] I. a. 1. Kot relative; without mutual
relations; unconnected. JBoyle,'WoTka,in..23.



irrelative

2. In music, not having tones in common; not
connected or related : as, irrelative chords, keys,
etc. (that is, chords, keys, etc., that have few
or no tones in common).

II. n. That which isnot relative or connected.
This same mental necessity is involved in the general

inability we find of construing positively to thought any
irrelative. Sir W, Hamilton.

irrelatively (i-rel'a-tiv-li), adv. In an irrela-

tive manner ; without relation ; unconnectedly

.

Boyle, Works, n. 276.

irrelbvance (i-rel'f-vans), n. [< irrelei-an{t)

+ -ce.] Same as irreteDoncy.

irrelevancy (i-rel'e-van-si), n. [< irrelevan(t)

+ -cy.'i The quality of being irrelevant or
inapplicable; want of pertinence or connec-
tion.

I was unwilling to enlarge on the irrelevancy of his ar-

guments. T. Hook, Gilbert Gnmey.

irrelevant (i-rel'e-vant), a. [= OF. irrelevant;

as in-3 + relevant'.'] 1. Not relevant; not hav-
ing relation ; not applicable or pertinent.

Daily occurrences among ourselves prove that the de-
sire to do something in presence of an emergency leads
to the most irrelevant actions.

H. Spencer, Prln. of SocioL, App. A.

To concentrate the mind is to fix it persistently on an
object or group of objects, resolutely excluding from the
mental view all irrelevant objects.

J. SuUy, Outlines of Psychol., p. 99.

2. In Jaw, having no legitimate bearing on the
real question. See immaterial, incompetent, reZ-

evan*.—Fallacy of Irrelevant conclusion. See fal-

^ lades in things (3), under/aZ2acj/.

irrelevantly (i-rel'f-vant-li), adv. In an irrel-

evant manner.
irrelievable (ir-f-le'va-bl), a. [< in-S + reliev-

able.'] Not relievable ; not admitting relief.

irreligion (ir-e-Ui'on), n. [= F. irriligion =
Sp. irreligion = Pg. irreligiao = It. irreligione, <

lii. irreligio(n-), inreligio(n-), uneonseientious-
ness, irreligion, < L. in- priv. + religio{n-), re-
ligion: see religion.] Lack of religion; con-
tempt of religion ; impiety.

The two grand relations that concern society are gov-
. emment and subjection : irreligion doth indispose men
for both these. Bp. WUkins, Natural Beligion, iL 1.

irrellgionist (ir-e-lij'on-ist), n. [< irreligion +
-ist.] One who contemns or opposes religion.

irrel^osityt, n. [ME. irreligiosite, irreligiosi-

tee, < OF. irreligiosite, F. irriligiosit4 = It. ir-

religiositd ; as irreligious + ity.'] Irreligious-

ness; irreligion.

The whiche [the Lord] vnto wrathe is stirid vpon his folc,
lor ther irreligiosite. WyeUf, 3 Esd. L 52 (Oxf.).

irreligioas (ir-e-lij'us), a. [= F. irreligieux =
Sp. Pg. It. irreligioso, < LL. irreligiosus, inreli-

giosus, irreligious, < L. in- priv. + religiosus,

religious: see religious.] 1. Not religious ; with-
out religious principles ; contemning religion

;

impious; vmgodly.
It seldome or nener chaunceth that any man Is so ir-

reliffious ttiat he dareth eyther hide any thyng that is so
taken, or pilfer any thing away that is so pyled.

Golding, tr. of Caesar, foL 158.

Shame and reproach is generally the portion of the im-
pious and irreligious. South, Sermons,

2. Profane; wicked: a.s, irreligious coaAnet.

With our contentions their irreligimis humour also is

much strengthened. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2.

Might not the queen's domesticks be obliged to avoid
swearing, and irreli^una profane discourse? Swift.

=Syn. Irreligious, Godless, Ungodly, Vnrighteous, Impi-
ovx, Profane, Atheistic, are words expressing the position
or conduct of those who deny the existence of a God or
refnse to obey his commandments. Irreligious means
destitute of religion as a principle, contemning religion
and not checked by its restraints ; godless, acknowledging
no God, disregarding God and therefore his command-
ments, sinful, wicked; ungodly, essentially the same as
godless, but stronger as to both feeling and action ; un-
righteous, disr^arding rights contrary to right and by
implication (light being with this word viewed chiefly

as the personal will of God) not only wrong or unjust, but
sinfnl; impious, irreverent or contemptuous toward God,
defiant or wanton in irreligion ; profane, impious by word
or deed, irreverent or blasphemous ; atheistic, holding the
doctrine of the non-existence of a God (applied, on account
of the natural tendency of men to deny the existence of a
God where their spirit or manner of life is condemned by
the teacliings of the Christian religion, to whatever would
be thus condemned or whoever thus denies). See athe-

ous, 2.

irreligionsly OJ'"?"l'J'T^"li)' ^^- ^ ^^ irreli-

gious manner; with impiety; wickedly.

Perhaps no less dangerous to perform holy duties ir-

religumsly than to receive holy signs or sacraments un-
worthily. Stilton, Civil Power.

irreligionsneSS (ir-f-lij'us-nes), n. The state

or quality ofbeing irrefigious ; want of religious
principles or practice ; ungodliness.

If we consult the histories of former times, we shall find

that saying of Solomon constantly verified, Thatrighteous-
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ness doth exalt a nation, but sin doth prove a reproach to
it. And more especially the sin of irreligiousness and pra-
phaneness. Bp. WUkins, Natural Eeligion, u. 6.

irremeable (i-rem'e-a-bl), a. [= OF. irreme-
able = Pg. irremeavei'= It. irremedbile, < L. ir-

remeahilis, inremeahilis, from which one cannot
come back, < in- priv. 4- remeabilis, that comes
back, < remeare, come back, < re-, back, -I- meare,
go, come: see meatus.] Not admitting of re-

turn ; not retraeeable. [Rare.]

My three brave brothers in one mournful day
All trod the dark, irremeable way.

Pope, Iliad, xix. 312.

irremediable (ir-e-me'di-a-bl), a. [= F. irre-

mediable = Sp. irremediable = Pg. irremediavel
= It. irremediabile, < L. irremediabilis, inreme-
diabilis, incurable, < in- priv. + remedidbilis,

curable: see remediable.] Not remediable; be-
yond remedy; incapable of being cured, cor-

rected, or redressed: as, an irremediable dis-

ease ; irremediable evil.

They had also annexed vnto thfem, perpetuall transgres-
syon afore God, though not alwayes afore men, theyr
knottes beynge indyssoluble, & their snares irremedyoMe.

Bp. Bale, Apology, foL 152.

Now that it is over and irrem£disl)le, I am thinking
with a sort of horror of a bad joke in the last number of
Vanity Fair. Thackeray, Letters, 1847-1855, p. 23.

=Syn. Incurable, remediless, irretrievable, irreparable.

irremediableness (ir-e-me'di-ar-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being irreni'ediable.

The first notice my soul hath of her sickness is irrecov-
erableness, irremediableness. Donne, Devotions, p. 13.

irremediably (ir-f-me'di-a-bli), adv. In an ir-

remediable manner ; in a manner or degree that
precludes remedy or correction.

Thereisaworsemischief then this, . . . which like the
pestilence destroys in the dark, and grows into inconve-
nience more insensibly and more irremediably,

Jer, Taylor, Liberty«f Prophesying, viiL

iaremissible (ir-e-mis'i-bl), a. [= F. irremissi-

ble = Sp. irremisible = Pg. irremissivel = It. ir-

remissibile, inremissibile, < LL. irremissibilis, in-

remissibilis, unpardonable, < in- priv. + remis-
sibilis, pardonable : see remissible.] Not remis-
sible ; not capable of being reinitted ; unpar-
donable : as, an irremissible sin.

If some offences be foul, others are horrible, and some
others irremissil>le, Bp, HaU, Satan's Fiery Darts, t

irremissibleness (ir-f-mis'i-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being irremissible or unpardonable.
Hammond, Works, I. 467.

irremissibly (ir-f-mis'i-bli), adv. In an irre-
missible or unpardonable manner.
irremission (ir-f-mish'on), n. [= Sp. irre-
mision; &s in-S -i- remission.] The act of refus-
ing or delaying to remit or pardon ; the act of
withholding remission or pardon.

It is " It shall not be forgiven ;
" it is not " It cannot be

forgiven." It is an irremission; it is not an irremissible-
ness. Bonne.

irremissive (ir-f-mis'iv), a. [< j7i-3 -f- remis-
sive.] Not remissive or remitting.
irremittable (ir-e-mit'a^bl), a. [< in-3 -I- re-
mittable.] Not remittable; irremissible; un-
pardonable.
He [Cockbume] writ also De vulgari sacrse scripturse

phrasi, lib. iL Whereof the first doth intreat of the sinne
against the Holie Ghost, which they csOl irremittable or
vnto Jeath. Holinshed, Scotland, an. 1569.

irremovability (ir-f-mo-va-bU'i-ti), n. [Also
irremoveability ; < irremmdble : see-bility.] The

_
quality or state of being irremovable.
irremovable (ir-e-mS'va-bl)- a. [Formerly also
irremoveable ; < in-3 -I- removable. Ct. Sp. irre-
movible = Pg. irrermnivel = It. irremoviMle.] 1

.

Not removable; not to be removed; not ca-
pable of or subject to removal: firmly fixed:
stable.

' '

Of constant devotion and irremmeaOe pietie to his
^Prince. Holland, tr. of Suetonius, p. 231.

The provision making the Supreme Commissioners
irremovable for four years was consistent with the general
rule of Indian appointments.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, xv.

2t. Inflexible; unyielding; immovable.
He's irremxweable,

Kesolved for flight. Shai., W. T., iv. 4, 518.

irremovableness (ir-f-mo'va-bl-nes), «. Irre-
movability.
irremovably (ir-f-mo'va-bli), adv. In an ir-
removable manner; so as not to admit of re-
moval; fixedly; inflexibly.

Firmly and irremovably fixed to the profession of the
true Protestant religion.

Evelyn, Misc., News from Brussels.

irremoval (ir-f-mo'val), n. [< in-S -t- removal]
Absence of removal; the state of being not re-
moved. [Rare.]

irreprehensibleness

irremunerablet (ir-f-mti'ne-ra-bl), a. [= OF.
irremunerable = Sp! irrerriunerable = It. irre-

munerabile, inremunerabile, < LL. irremunera-
bilis, inremunerdbilis, < L. in- priv. + *remu-
n«ra6iij«, remunerable : see remunerable.] Not
remunerable; incapable of being rewarded.
Cockeram.

irrenownedt (ir-f-nound'), «• [Formerly irre-

nowmed; < mi-3 + renowned.] Ilnrenowned;
without renown; of no repute; obscure.

To slug in slouth and sensuall delights,
And end their dales with irrenowmed shame.

Spenser, F. Q., H. {. 23.

irreparability (i-rep"a-ra^bil'i-ti), n. [= F. ir-
riparabiliti = Sp. irrepdrabilidad = Pg. irre-

paraMlidade; as irreparable + -dty : see -biliti/.]

The quality or state of being irreparable, or be-
yond repair or recovery.

The poor fellow came back quite out of breath, with
deeper marks of disappointment in his looks than conld
arise from the simple irreparability of the fragment.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, The Fragment and the
[Bonqnet.

irreparable (i-iep'ariarhV), a. [= F. irrepara-
ble = Pr. Sp. irreparable = Pg. irreparavel= It.

irreparabile, inreparabile, < L. irreparabilis, iii-

reparabilis, not to be repaired or recovered, <

in- priv. + repardbilis, that may be repaired:
see reparable/] Not reparable; incapable of
being repaired, rectified, or restored; that can-
not be made right or good.

Then be ye sewer of a soden irreparable miserable de-
struction. Joye, Expos, of Daniel, x
The only loss irreparable is that of our probity.

Oarlh, Pref. to Trans, of Ovid.

Irreparable Injuiy, in law, an injury which, though not
necessarily beyond repair or compensation, is so grave,
or so continuing in character, or productive of damage so-

difScnlt of estimation, as to constitnte a grievance for
which the right to recover damages does not afford rea-

sonable redress. = Syn. See list under irremediable.

irreparableness (i-rep'a-ra-bl-nes), n. The
state of being irreparabfe.

irreparably (i-rep'a-ra-bli), adv. In an irrsp-

arable manner; irr'etnevably; irrecoverably:

as, irreparably lost.

irrepassablet (ir-e-pas'a-bl), a. [< OF. irrepas-

sable; as «n-3 -t repassable.] Not repassable;
that cannot be recrossed or passed again.

He had past already (miserable)
Of Styx so black the flood irrepassable.

Hudson, tr. of Du Bartes's Judith, vL 250.

irrepealabiUty (ir-f-pe-la-bU'i-ti), n. [< irre-

pealable: see-bility.] TEe quality of being ir-

repealable.
irrepealable (ir-e-pe'la-bl), a. [< in-S + re-

pealdble.] Not repealable ; incapable of bein^
repealed or annulled.

'Tis such are the confidents that ingage their irrepeal-
able assents to every slight appearance^

GlanviUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxiii

irrepealableness (ir-f-pe'la-bl-nes), n. Irre-

pealabUity.
irrepealably (ir-f-pe'la-bU), adv. In an irre-

pealable maimer; so as to be beyond repeal.

Excommunications and censures are irrepealably trans-
acted by them. Bp. Gauden, Hieraspistis, p. 120.

irrepentance (ir-e-pen'tans), n. [< tK-3 + rc-

2)entance.] Lack of repentance ; impenitence.

There are some dispositions blameworthy in men, . . .

as nnchangeableness and irrepentance.
Bp. Hall, Select Thoughts, § «.

irreplaceable (ir-e-pla'sa-bl), a. [< ire-S + re-

placeable.] Not replaceable ; that cannot be
replaced ; not admitting of replacement or sub-
stitution.

Once or twice in a century some author may appear so
profoundly original that later times may cherish hisworks
as inestimable and irrqolaceable.

Contemporary Sev., LIV. S7S.

irrepleviable (ir-e-plev'i-a-bl), a. [< in-S +
repleviable. Ct. ML. irreplegiaUlis.] In law, in-
capable of being replevied.
irreplevisable (ir-e-plev'i-za-bl), a. [< in^ +
replevisable.] Same as irrepleviable.
irreprehensible (i-rep-rf-hen'si-bl), a. [= F.
irrepr^hensible = Sp. irreprensihle = Pg. irre-
prehensivel = It. irreprensiUle, inreprensibile, <
LL. irreprehe^.tsibilis, inreprehensihilis, unblam-
able, < L. in- priv. -1- LL. repreliensihilis, blam-
able: see reprehensibU.] Not reprehensible;
not to be reprehended or censured; blameless.
Whose manners hath ben irreprehmsSUe before the

world. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 132.

They were sincerely good people, who were therefore
Vlxmelesa ot irrepreheniaHe.

-"cibi

Bp. Patrick, Ans. to the Touchstone, p. 126.

iixepreliensibleness (i-rep-re-hen'si-bl-nes), n.
The quabty of being irreprehensible.



irreprehensibly

irreprehensibly (i-rep-re-hen'si-bli), adv. In
an irreprehensible manner ; so as to be irrepre-
hensible ; without blame.
irrepresentable (i-rep-re-zen'ta-bl), a. [< w-a
+ representable.l Not representable ; incapa-
ble of being represented ; not admitting of rep-
resentation.
God's irrepreeentable nature doth hold against making

images of God.

irrepressible (ir-e-pres'i-bl), a. [= p. irre-
pressible ; as in-3 f- repressible.'] Not repres-
sible ; incapable of being repressed, restrained,
or kept Tinder control.

His irrepressible wrath at honour's wound 1

Passion and madness irrepressible?
Browning, Ring and Boole, IV. 1129.

, Irrepressible conflict. See can/Uct.

irrepressibly (ir-e-pres'i-bh), adv. In an irre-
pressible manner' or degree ; so as to preclude
repression.

irreproachable (ir-e-pro'oha-bl), a. [= P. ir-

r^roehable = Sp. irreprocJidble; as ««-3 + re-

proachable.'\ Not reproaehable ; not open to re-
proach, or criticism ; free from blame.
He was a serious, sincere Christian, of an innocent, ir-

reproachaMe, nay, exemplary life. Bp, Atterbury.

He was irreproachable in his morals.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii; 25.

=Syn.'Unblamahle, blameless, spotless,immaculate,fault-
less.

irreproachableness (ir-e-pro'eha-bl-nes), n.

The quality or state of being irreproachable.
irreproachably (ir-e-pro'cha-bli), adv. In an
irreproachable manner; blamelessly.
irreproducible (i-re-pro-du'si-bl), a. [< in-s +
reproducible.'] Not reproducible; incapable of
being reproduced.
Our science is hy no means the only one concerned

with phenomena which are at present to a large extent
irr^irodudble, Proc, Soc. Psych. Besearch, 1. 149.

irreproductive (i-re-pro-duk'tiv), a. [= P. ir-

reproductif; as «re-3 +' reproductive.] Not re-

productive; incapable of reproducing irre-
productive fonction. See function.

irreprovable (ir-e-pro'va-bl), a. [= It. irrepro-

babile; &sin-^+'reprovdble.'] Not reprovable

;

not liable to reproof ; blameless; unblamable.
These men he [our blessed Saviour] chose to call from

their irreprovable employment of fishing.

/. WaXton, Complete Angler, p. 48.

If among this crowd of virtues a failing crept in, we
must remember that an apostle himself has not been i/r-

reprovable. Bp. AtUrbury, Chai'acter of Luther.

irreprovableness (ir-e-^ro'va-bl-nes), n. The
character or state of IJemg irreprovable.

irreprovably (ir-f-pro'va-bli), adv. So as not
to be liable to reproof or blame.
irreptiont (i-rep'shon), «. [< LL. irrepUo{n-),

inreptio(n-), a creeping in, < L. irrepere, in-

repere, creep in, < in, in, + repere, creep: see

repttle.] A creeping in; stealthy entrance, as

of a harmful influence.
By continual watchfulness ... we shall lessen the in-

clination, and account fewer sudden irreptions.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 211.

irreptitioust (ir-ep-tish'us), a. [< L. irreptus,

pp. of irrepere, inrepere, creep in (see irrep-

tion),+ -itious, as in arrepUtiou^, surreptitious.]

Creeping in; stealthily introduced; surrepti-

tious. Castell.

irreputablet (i-rep'u-ta-bl), a. [< irirS + rep-

utable.] Not reputable; disreputable.
Nor does he [Socrates] declare against their [the Athe-

nians'] most predominant and not irreputaile vices.

Bp. Law, Life and Character of Christ.

irresilient (ir-e-sil'i-ent), a. [< in-^ + resilient.]

Not resilient.

irresistance (ir-e-zis'tans), n. [< in-S + resis-

tance.] Non-resistance; passive submission.

Patience under affronts and injuries, humility, irreax-

tance. Paley, Evidences, ii. 2.

irresistibility (ir-e-zis-ti-bir.i-ti), n. [= P. ir-

r^sistibilitS — Sp. irresisttbilidad = Pg. irresisti-

bilidade; as irresistible + -ity : see -bility.] The
quality of being irresistible.

With what dreadful pomp is Capaneus ushered in here I

in what bold colours has the Poet drawn his impetuosity

and irresistibUity

!

, .„,„ .

W.L. Lewis, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, x. 1069, note.

irresistible (ir-e-zis'ti-bl), a. [= P. irresistible

= Sp. irresistible = Pg. irresistivel = It. irresis-

tibile; as mi-3 -f resisMle.] Not resistible ;
in-

capable of being successfully resisted or op-

posed; superior to resistance or repulsion.

The Gospel means of grace, powerful as they are, yet

are not, and ought not to be, irregistible.
.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xiv.

That vrresialble eloquence which at the distance of more

than two thousand years stirs our blood, and brings tears

into our eyes. Maeavlay, Mitford s Hiat. Greece.

Irresistible grace. See grace.
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irresistibleness (ir-e-zis'ti-bl-nes), n. The
quality or state of being irresistible ; irresisti-

bility.

For the remotenesse, violence, irregisUblenesse of the
blow, are the enemies of the chui-ch described by the
speare and dart. Bp. Hall, Defeat of Cruelty.

irresistibly (ir-e-zis'ti-bli), adv. In an irresist-

ible manner; so as to be irresistible.

If the doctrine of evolution had not existed, palseon-

tologists must have invented it, so irresistibly is it forced
upon the mind by the study of the remains of the Ter-
tiary mammalia which have been brought to light since

1869. Huxley, On " The Origin of Species.

"

irresistlesst (ir-f-zist'les), a. [< jm-S + resist-

less. The negative is erroneously duplicated,

namely, mi-3 and -less.] Incapable of being
resisted; irresistible. [A barbarous coinage.]

When beauty in distress appears,

An irredsUess charm it bears.

Yaldm, In Allusion to Horace, Odea, ii. 4.

Eome, that shall stretch her irresistless reign
Wherever Ceres views her golden grain.

Qrainger, tr. of Tibullus's Elegies, ii. 6.

irresoluble (i-rez'o-lu-bl), a. [= P. irr^solu-

ble = Sp. irresoluble = Pg. vrresoluvel = It. ir-

resolubile, < L. irresolubilis, inresolubilis, not to

be dissolved, < fo-priv. + (liL.)resolubilis, that
may be dissolved : s&a resoluble.] 1. Not res-

oluble; incapable of being resolved into ele-

ments or parts; indissoluble.

It may be here alledged that the productions of chem-
ical analyses are simple bodies, and upon that account
irresolvMe. Boyle, Works, IV. 74.

2t. Incapable of being released or relieved.

The irresoluble condition of our souls after a known sin

committed. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iii. 9.

irresolubleness (i-rez'6-lu-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being irresoluble; incapability of

or resistance to resolution or separation of
parts.

Quercetanus himself, though the grand stickler for the
tria prima, has this confession of the irresolubleness of dia-

monds. Boyle, Works, I. 614.

irresolute (i-rez'o-lut), a. [= P. irr^solu =
Sp. Pg. vrresoluto = It. irresolMto, irrisoluto, < L.
irresolutus, inresolutus, not loosed, < in- priv. +
resolutus, loosed, resolved: seeVesofitfe.] Not
resolute or firm in purpose ; unable to form a
resolution ; wavering

;
given to doubt or hesi-

tation.

A lukewarm, irresolute Man did never any thing well.
Howell, Letters, ii. 1.

The Scripture therefore alloweth not to the irresolute

and the inconstant the name of men ; they are said to be
children, tossed to and fro with every wind of doctrine.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxiii.

=Syn. Vacillating, hesitating, undecided, unsettled, fal-

tering.

irresolutely (i-rez'o-lut-li), adv. In an irreso-

lute or wavering manner.
irresoluteness (i-rez'o-liit-nes), n. The state
of being irresolute.

irresolution (i-rez-o-lu'shon), m. [= P. irreso-

lution = Sp. irresoludon =" Pg. irresoVugSo = It.

irresolueione ; as j»-3 + resolution, after irreso-

lute.] Lack of resolution; lack of decision or
purpose ; vacillation.

I was weary of continual irresolution, and a perpetual
equipoise of the mind. Johnson, Eambler, No. 96.

=Syn. Indecision, hesitancy, wavering, faltering,

irresolvability (ir-e-zol-va-bil'i-ti), n. [< irre-

solvable : see -bility.] Absence of resolvability

;

the state or quality of being irresolvable.

irresolvable (ir-e-zol'va-bl), a. [< im-S + re-

solvable.] Not resolvable; incapable of being
resolved.

The irresolvable nebulae which exhibit bright lines in

all probability consist ... of glowing gas without any-
thing solid in them.

J. droll. Climate and Cosmology, p. 308.

irresolvableness (ir-e-zol'va-bl-nes), «. Irre-

solvability.

irresolved (ir-e-zolvd'), a. [< in-S + resolved.]

Not resolved; irresolute; not settled in opin-
ion ; undetermined.
Many ingenious men continue yet irresolved in this no-

ble controversy. Boyle, Works, III. 198.

While a person is irresolved, he suffers all the force of
temptation to call upon him.

StUlingJUet, Sermons, IV. xi.

irresolvedly (ir-e-zol'ved-li), adv. Without set-

tled opinion; inconclusively. [Bare.]

Divers of my friends have thought it strange to hear
me speak so irresolvedly concerning those things which
some take to be the elements, and others the principles, of

all mixed bodies. Boyle, Works, III. 198.

irrespective (ir-f-spek'tiv), a. [< in-^ + re-

spective.] If. Not regarding particular circum-
stances or conditions.

irretrievability

Thus did the Jew, by persuading himself of his particu-
lar irrespective election, think it safe to run into all sins.

Hammond.

2. Regardless; not taking account; indepen-
dent: followed by of before an object: also
often used adverbially, there being no noun to
which itcan be directly attached : as, to do one's
duty, irrespective of consequences.

No abstract intellectual plan of life
Quite irrespective of life's plainest laws.

Browniiig, Bishop Blougram's Apology.

Irrespective of the form of government, frequent wars
generate permanent military forces.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 520.

3t. Not showing respect; disrespectful.

In irreverend and irrespective behaviour towards myself
and some of mine.

Sir C. Comwallis, Supp. to Cabala, p. 101.

irrespectively (ir-e-spek'tiv-li), adv. Without
regard to, or not taking into account, other
matters or considerations: with of, formerly
with to.

They advance to snch a state of strength as to be able
to feed on the solid meat of vertue, which is the discharge
of our duty to God and man irrespectively to humane praise.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. x. § 4.

irrespirable (ir-e-spir'a-bl), a. [< LL. irrespi-
rahilis, inrespirahilis, ttat cannot be breathed,
< L. in- priv. + *respirabilis, that may be
breathed: se^respirable.] Not respirable ; un-
fit for respiration: as, an irrespirable atmo-
sphere.

irresponsibility (ir-e-spon-si-bil'i-ti), n. [= P.
as irresponsible" + -ity: see

] The character or state of being irre-

sponsible; lack of or freedom from responsi-
bility.

The demands of society and the worry of servants so
draw upon the nervous energy of women thatthey are glad
to escape occasionally to the irresponsibfUiiy of hotel life.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 7.

irresponsible (ir-e-spon'si-bl), a. [= P. irre-

sponsable; as in-^' + responsible.] 1. Not re-
sponsible ; not subject to responsibility ; not to
be held accountable, or called into question

:

as, an irresponsible government; the irresponsi-

ble control of wealth.

That no unbridled potentate or tyrant, but to his sorrow
for the future, may presume such high and irresponsible
licence over mankind, tohavoc and turn upside-downwhole
kingdoms of men, as though they were no more in respect
of his perverse will than a nation of pismires.

Milton, Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.

They left the crown what, in the eye and estimation of
law, it had ever been, perfectly irrespons^le.

Burke, Rev. in France.

2. Not capable of or chargeable with responsi-
bility; unable to respond to obligation, as an
insolvent debtor ; not subject to or incurring
legal responsibility, as an infant or idiot for
his acts ; not of a responsible nature or charac-
ter.

irresponsibly (ir-e-spon'si-bli), adv. In an ir-

responsible manner ; so as to be irresponsible.

irresponsive (ir-e-spon'siv), a. [< in-S + re-
sponsive.] Not responsive ; unanswering.
irresponsiveness (ir-f-spon'siv-nes), n. The-
state of being irresponsive, or unable or unwill-
ing to answer.

Insensibility to pain, though usual, is liable to still more-
frequent exceptions, as also is the irresponsiveness to the-

address of persons other than the operator.
E. Gumey, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, II. 65.

irrestrainable (ir-f-stra'na-bl), a. [< m-3 -f

restrainable.] Not restrainable ; incapable of
being restrained or held in check. Prynne,
Treachery and Disloyalty, p. 91.

irresuscitable (ir-e-sus'i-ta-bl), a. [< in-^ +
resusdtable.] Incapable dl being resuscitated
or revived.

irresuscitably .(ir-e-sus'i-ta-bli), adv. So as.

not to be resuscitated.

The inner man . . . sleeps now irresuscitably at the
bottom of his stomath. Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, ii. 2.

irretention (ir-f-ten'shgn), n. [< j»-3 -1- reten-

tion.] Absence of retention ; the state or qual-
ity of being irretentive ; want of power to re-

tain.

From irretention of memory he [Eant] could not recol-
lect the letters which composed his name.

De Quincey, Last Days of Eant.

irretentive (ir-f-ten'tiv), a. [< in-S + reten-

tive.] Not retentive or apt to retain.

His imagination irregular and wild, his memory weak
and irretentive. Skelton, Deism Revealed, iv.

irretraceable (ir-e-tra'sa-bl), a. [< in-^ + re-

traceable.] Not retraceable.

irretrievability (ir-f-tre-va-bil'i-ti), n. [< ir-

retrievable : see -bility.] Tlie state or condition



irretrievability

of being irretrievable ; ineapability of recovery
or reparation.

Pathetically shadowing out the fatal irretrievabUity of
early errors in life. Be Quiruxy, Secret Societies, ii.

Irretrievable (ir-f-tre'va-bl), a. [< in-^ + re-
trievable.'] Not retrievable ; irrecoverable; ir-

reparable : as, an irretrievable loss.

The condition of Gloriana, I am afraid, is irretrievable.

„ ,. , Spectator, Jfo. 423.
=Syn. See list under irreTnediofife.

irretrievableness (ir-e-tre'va-bl-nes), «. Tlie
state of being irretrievable.

irretrievably (ir-e-tre'va-bli), adv. Irrepara-
bly; irrecoverably.

Irretumable (ir-e-t6r'na-bl), a. . [< in-S + re-
turnable.'] Not returnable; incapable of re-
turning or of being returned.

Forth irrelicmable flieth the spoken word.
Mir. for Mags., p. 429.

irrevealable (ir-f-ve'la-bl), a. [< in-S + re-
vealable.] Not re'vealable ; incapable of being
revealed.
irrevealably (ir-f-ve'la-bli), adv. So as not to
be revealed.

irreverence (i-rev'e-rens), n. [< ME. irrever-
ence, < OP. irreverence', F. irr^4rence = Pr. Sp.
Pg. irreverencia = It. irreverenza, irriverenza, in-
reverenza, < L. irreverentia, inreverentia, irrev-
erence, < irreveren(t-)s, inreveren(t-)a, irrever-
ent: see irreverent.] The quality of being ir-

reverent ; lack of reverence or veneration; lack
of due regard to the authority and character of
a, superior or an elder; a manifestation of ir-

reverent feeling.
Irreverence is whan men doon not honour ther as hem

oughte to doon. Chajucer, Parson's Tale.

Others affirm (if it be not irreverence to record their
opinion) that even in wit he [Virgil] seems dehcient by
many omissions.

Datmuint, Gondibert, Pref., To Mr. Hobbes.

Not the slightest irreverence was intended in these
miracle-plays, which were only dramatic performances
tolerated by the mediseval Church.

J. FiOce, Idea of God, p. 115.

=Syn. Disrespect, incivility, discourtesy, rudeness (all

toward elders or superiors).

irreverend (i-rev'e-rend), a. [< «»-3 -I- reverend.
Indef . 2 an erroneous form (simulating reverend)
ot irreverent.] 1. Not reverend; unworthy of
reverence; devoid of dignity or respectabiflty:

as, the irreverend old age of a miser.— 2t. Ir-

reverent.

If any man use immodest speecli, or irreverend gesture
or behaviour, or otherwise be suspected in life, he is like-

wise admonished, as before. Strype,Abp. Grindal,App. IL

irreverent (i-rev'e-rent), a. [< OP. irreverent,

F. irr^&rent = Sp. fg. irreverente = It. irreve-

rente, irriverente, inreverente, < L. irreveren{t-)s,

inreveren{t-)s, not reverent, < in- priv. -t- reve-

re»(i-)s, reverent: see reverent.] Not reverent;
manifesting or characterized by irreverence

;

deficient in veneration or respect : as, to be ir-

reverent toward one's superiors or elders; an
irreverent expression.

There are not so eloquent books in the world as the
Scriptures ; neither should aman come to any kind of han-
dling of them with uncircumcised lips, as Moses speaks, or

with an extemporal and irreverent, or over-homely and vul-

var language. Donne, Sermons, v.

Sir Gawain— nay.
Brother, I need not tell thee foolish words^
A reckless and irreverent knight was he.

Tennyaon, Holy Grail.

I hope it will not be irreverent for me to say that if it is

probable that God would reveal his will to others, on a

point so connected with my duty, it might be supposed he
would reveal it directly to me.

Lincoln, in Kaymond, p. 212.

irreverential (i-rev-e-ren'shal), a. [= ML. ir-

reverentialis (va,Te); as in^ -i- reverential.] Per-
taining to or marked by irreverence. [Eare.]

Irreverential pleasure. George Eliot, Essays.

irreverently (i-rev'e-rent-li), adv. In an irrev-

erent manner; witljout reverence.

Who can with patience hear tMs Mthy, rascally fool

speak so irreverendy of persons eminent both in greatness

and piety? MUtan, Defence of the People of England.

irreversibility (ir-e-v6r-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< irre-

versible: see -bilitf^ The quality or condition

of being irreversible ; incapability of reversal

or inversion.

irreversible (ir-e-v6r'si-bl), a. [< in^ + rever-

sible.] 1. Not reversible; incapable of being
reversed or inverted.— 2. Not to be recalled or

annulled.

An uncertain sentence,which must stand eternally irre-

wrgisfe, beitgoodorbad.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 333.

This rejection of the Jews, as it is not universal, so neither

is it final and irrevereiUe.
, „. ^

Jortin, Remarks on Eccles. Hist.
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irreversibleness (ir-e-v6r'si-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being irreversible ; irrever-

sibility.

irreversibly (ir-e-v6r'si-bli), adv. In an irre-

versible manner'; so as not to be reversed or

annulled.

irrevocability (i-rev"o-ka-biri-ti), n. [= P.

irr^ocahiliti= Sp. irrevocabilidad = Pg. irrevo-

cabilidade = It. irrevocabilitd; as irrevocable +
-ity: see-bility.] The state of being irrevocable.

irrevocable (i-rev'o-ka-bl), a. [= P. irrevoca-

ble = Sp. irrevocable = Pg. irrevoeavel = It. ir-

revocabile, inrevocabile, < L. irrevocaiilis, inrevo-

cabilis, that cannot be called back, < in- priv.

+ revocabilis, that can be called back: see revo-

cable.] Not revocable ; not to be revoked or

recalled; that cannot be repealed or annulled:

as, an irrevocable decree.

Firm and irrevocable is my doom
Which I have pass'd upon her ; she is banish'd.

Shak., As you Like it, L 3, 85.

irrevocableness (i-rev'o-ka-bl-nes), n. Irrevo-

cability.

irrevocably (i-rev'o-ka-bli), adv. In an irrevo-

cable manner ; beyond recall ; so as to preclude
recall or repeal.

irrevolublet (i-rev'o-lu-bl), a. [< in-^ + revo-

luble.] Not revolutle; having no revolution.

Progressing the datelesse and irrevolvhle circle of eter-

nity. MUton, Keformation in Eng., ii.

irrhetorical (ir-f-tor'i-kal), a. [< in-^ + rhe-

torical.] Not rhetorical; unpersuasive. [Eare.]

irrigable (ir'i-garbl), a. [< L. as if Hrrigabilia,

< irrigare, irrigate: ae& irrigate.] Capable of

being irrigated; that may be made productive
by irrigation.

The question of irrigating the arid but irrigable portion

of our public domain is destined to become a leading one.
Saence, IV. 168.

irrigate (ir'i-gat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. irrigated,

ppr. irrigating. [< L. irrigatus, inrigatus, pp.
of irrigare, inrigare (> It. irrigare = F. irri-

guer), bring water to or upon, wet, irrigate, <

in, upon, + rigare, water, wet, moisten, akin
to E. rain^, q. v.] 1. To pass a liquid over or
through; moisten by a flow of water or other
liquid. •

Lister for some years irrigated a wound with carbolic
lotion during the operation, and at the dressings when it

was exposed. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 679.

Specifically— 2. To water, as land, by causing
a stream or streams to be distributed over it.

See irrigation.

irrigation (ir-i-ga'shgn), n. [= P. irrigation
= Pr. irrigacio = Pg. irriga^ao = It. irriga-
zione,i L. irrigatio(n-), JrerJ3afeo(ra-), a watering,
< irrigare, inrigare, irrigate : see irrigate.] The
act of watering or moistening ; the covering of
anything with water or other liquid for the
purpose of making or keeping it moist, as in
local medical treatment ; especially, the dis-
tribution of water over the surface of land to
promote the growth of plants. The irrigation of
land is often artiflcially effected by elaborate and costly
means, consisting of machinery for raising thewater from
streams or reservoirs, and ditches through which to dis-
tribute it ; and many regions depend upon such artificial
irrigation for their productiveness.

^y irrigation is meant the application of the waters of a
running stream by a riparian proprietor in the cultivation
ot his land by artificial means, and not the overflowing of
its natural banks by periodical or extraordinary freshets
or swellings of the stream beyond the customary quantity
flowing therein. Washburn, Eas. and Serv. (3d ed.), p. 308.

Bedwork irrigation, a method of irrigation especially
applicable to level ground, in which the earth is thrown
mto beds or ridges.—Upward irrigation, a method of
irrigation in which the water rises upward through the

,
soil, instead of being carried off through drains, as in the
ordinary circumstances.

irrigator (ir'i-ga-tor), n. [< irrigate + -or.]
One who or that which irrigates ; specifically,
an apparatus, such as a fountain-syringe, for
washing a wound or a diseased surface, or a sur-
face to be disinfected.

irrigUOUS (i-rig'u-us), a. [= It. irriguo, < L.
irriguus, inriguus, supplied with water, < in, in,
upon, + riguus,wateTed,< rigare, fratei; ci. ir-

rigate.] 1. Watered; watery; moist.
Like Gideon's fleece, irrif/wow* with a dew from heaven

when much of the vicinage is dry.
'

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 810.

With ale irrigwrus, undismay'd I hear
The frequent dun ascend my lofty dome
Importunate. Wartan, Oxford Ale, p. 127.

2. Of such a nature as to irrigate; affording
irrigation.

Eash Elpenor, who in evil hour
Diyd an immeasurable bowl, and thought
To exhale his surfeit by irriguous sleep.

J. Philips, Cider, iL

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]

irritable

irrisible(i-riz'i-bl),a. l<.in-S+ risible.] Not risi-

ble ; incapable of laughter. Campbell. [Eare.]

irrision (i-rizh'on), n. [= P. irrision = Sp.
irrision = Pg. vrfisSlo = It. irrisione, inrisione,

< L. irrisio(n-), inrisio{n-), a mocking, deriding,

<. irridere, inridere, laugh at, mock, deride, \

in, in, on, to, -I- ridere, laugh; cf. derision.]

The act of sneering or laughing derisively;

mockery; derision. [Obsolete or archaic]

Then he againe, by way of irrision, Ye say very true in-

deed—That will ye, quoth hee, when a mule shall bring
foorth a fole. Holland, tr. of Suetonius, p. 212.

To abstain from doing all affronts, . . . and mockings
of our neighbour, not giving him appellatives of scorn or
irrigion. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), 1. 197.

Irrisor (i-ri'sgr), n. [NL., < L. irrisor, inrisor,

a derider, mocker, scoffer, < irridere, inridere,

laugh at: see irrision.] 1. The leading and
name-giving genus of birds of the family Irri-

soridce, founded by Lesson in 1831. I. erythro-

rhynchiie, the best-known species, is glossy-blackish, with

Wood-hoopoe tjrrtsor erythrorhynchus).

coralline bill and feet, and the lateral tail-feathers white,
tipped. Irrisor (Scoptelwi) aHerrimms and Irrisor (Rhino-
pomastes) eyavjometas are other examples.

2. \l.c.] Any bird of the genusJmsor or fam-
ily Irrisoridce: as, the black irrisor; the Nama-
qua irrisor.

Irrlsoridee (ir-i-sor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Irri-

sor + 4dcB.] An .Airiean family of picarian
birds, related to the Upujndce, having a long,

slender, curved bill, as in that family, but
the tail long and graduated, the head crest-

less, and the plumage glossy; the irrisors or
wood-hoopoes. These birds are of arboreal and scan-
sorial habits, though not yoke-toed ; they are restless and
noisy, and emit an offensive odor. There are 6 or 8 well-

determined species, of the genera Irrisor, Seoplelus, and
Mhinopomastes. See cut under Irrisor.

irrisory (i-ri'so-ri), a. [= Sp. 'P^. It. irrisorio,

< LL. irrisoriils, inrisorius, mocMng, < irrisor,

inrisor, a mocker: see Irrisor.] Addicted to

laughing derisively or sneering at others.

I wish that, even there, you had been less irrisory, less

of a pleader. Landor,

irritability (ir''i-ta-biri-ti), n. [= F. irrita-

bilite = Sp. irritabilidad'=z Pg. irritdbilidade =
It. irritabilitd, < L. irritabilita(t-)s, inritabili-

ta(t-)s, irritability, < irritabilis, inritabilis, ir-

ritable: see irritable.] 1. The quality of being
irritable; an imtable state or condition of the
mind; proneness to mental irritation; irasci-

bility
;
petulance : as, irritability of temper.

Towards Phoebe, as we have said, she was affectionate
. . . yet with a continually recurring pettishness and irrt-

tdbUity. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

2. In physiol., the property of nerve, muscle,
or other active tissue of reacting upon stimuli;
in muscles, specifically, the property of con-
tracting when stimiUated.

The irritability of the nerves and muscles is permanent-
ly maintained only so long as both are acted upon in their
natural positions by the circulating blood.

Lotze, Microcosmus (trans.), L 106.

3. In &o<.,that endowment of a vegetable organ-
ism by virtue of which a motion takes place in
it in responseto an external stimulus. Such motion
may be obvious in a special organ and sudden, as in the
sensitive-plant and Venua's fly-trap, or slow, as in the coQ-
ing of a tendril ; or it may be internal in the protoplasm,
of which while living irritability is a fundamental proper-
ty, and from which, indeed, the outward motion proceeds.
"The external stimulus may be mechanical, simply the
contact of a foreign body, or electrical, or chemical; a
sudden change from light to darkness, or a variation in
the intensity of the illumination, sometimes acteasastim-
ulus." (Vines, Physiology of Plants, p. 301.) Irritability
is nearly the same as sensitiveness. See sensitive-plant,
protoplasm.

irritable (ir'i-ta-bl), a. [= P. irritable = Sp.
irritable = Pg. irritavel = It. irritabile, < L. irri-

tabilis, inritabilis, easily excited, < irritare, inri-
tare, excite: see irritate^.] 1. Susceptible to
mental irritation ; liable to the excitement of
anger or passion ; irascible

; petulant.
Some minds corrode and grow inactive under the loss

of personal liberty ; others grow morbid and irritable.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 108.



irritable

2. Susceptible to physical irritation ; capable of
being stimulated to action by external agency;
liable to contract, shrink, become inflamed,
etc., when excited or stimulated: as, irritable
nerves

; an irritable wound.— 3. Specifically,
in ph^siol. and lot., possessing the property of
irritability.

Strictly speaking, the glands ought to be called irrOa-
ole, as the term sensitive generally implies consciouaneBS

;

but no one supposes that the sensitive plant is conscious.
Danmn, Insectiv. Plants, p. 19.

4. Eesponding quickly to a stimulus; sensi-
tive; impressible.

One cannot help having an irrOaUe brain, which rides
an idea to the moon and home again, without stirrups,
whilst some folks are getting the harness of words on to
its back. J. a. Ewing, Dandelion Clocks.

Our modem nerves, our irrikihle sympathies, our easy
discomforts and fears, make one think (in some relations)
less respectfully of human nature.

H. Ja/me», Jr., Little Tour, p. 220.

=Syn. 1. Paaalonate, etc. (see irasmble); fretful, peevish.
irritableness (ir'i-ta-bl-nes), n. The quality
or state of being irritable; irritability.

irritably (ir'i-ta-bli), adv. In an irritable man-
ner ; so as to cause or manifest irritation.

Irritamentt (ir'i-ta-ment), n. [= OF. irrite-
ment = Sp. irritami'ento "= Pg. irritamento = It.

irritamento, inritamenio, < L. i/rritamentum, in-
ritamentum, an incitement, provocative, < irri-
tare, inritare, incite : see imtofei.] An irritat-
ing cause or irritant; a provocative; an incen-
tive.

Irregular dispensations . . . are . . . the perilous irri-
tamenU of carnal and spiritual enmity.

N. Ward, quoted in Tyler's Amer. Lit., 1. 233.

irritancy! (ir'i-tan-si), n. [< vrritan{t)^ + -cy.']

The state of being irritant or of exciting irri-

tation ; the quality of irritating.

irritancy^ (ir'i-tan-si), n. [< irritan,{t)^ + -cy.']

In Scots law, the state of being irritant or of no
force, or of iDeing null and void. Imp. Diet.

irritant^ (ir'i-tant), a. and n. [= F. irritant=
Sp. Pg. It. irritdnte, < Ij.irritan(t-)s, in/ritan(t-)s,

fpr.
of irritare, imritare, excite : see irritate^.]

. a. Irritating; exasperating; specifically, pro-
ducing pain, heat, or tension; causing inflam-
mation : as, an irritant poison,

II. n. That which irritates or exasperates;
specifically, a therapeutic agent that causes
pain, heat, or tension, or a poison that produces
inflammation.
Many of the Banunculacese^are irritant poisons. . . ,

Clematis is one of the best known irritants of this class.

Idndley, Vegetable Kingdom.

irritant^ (ir'i-tant), a. [< LL. irritan(t-)s, in-

ritan(t-)s, ppr. of irritare, inritare, make void,
invalidate : see irritate^.] Rendering null and
void. [Eare.]

The states elected Henry, duke of Anjou, for their king,
with this clause irritant: that if he did violate any part
of his oath, the people should owe him no allegiance.

Sir J. Hayward, Ans. to Doleman, v.

Irritant clause, in Seats law, a clause in a deed declaring
void specified acts if done by the party holding under the
deed.

irritate^ (ir'i-tat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. irritated,

ppr. irritating. [< L. irritatus, inritatus, pp. of
irritare, inritare (> It. irritare = Sp. Pg. irri-

tar = P. irriter, > B. irrite^), excite, irritate,

incite, stimulate.] 1. To excite to resentment
or anger; aimoy; vex; exasperate: as, to be
irritated by an officious or a tedious person.

Not to molest, or irritate, or raise
A laugh at his expense, is slender praise.

Cowper, Ketirement, 1. 318.

2. To excite to automatic action by external

agency, as organic tissue
;
produce motion, con-

traction, or inflammation in by stimulation : as,

to irritate the skin by chafing or the nerves by
teasing.

When a nerve is irritated not far from its termination

in a muscle, the effect is but small.
H. Spencer, Frln. of Psychol., § 19.

3t. To give greater force or energy to; excite.

Cold maketh the spirits vigorous, and irritateth them.
Bacon.

Music too,

By Spartans lov'd, is temper'd by the law

;

Still to her plan subservient melts in notes.

Which cool and soothe, not irritate and warm.
Olover, Leonidas, ii.

=Syn. 1. Provoke, Incense, etc. (see exasperate); fret,

chaie, nettle, sting, annoy, gall, inflame, excite, anger, en-

rage.

irritatelf (ir'i-tat), a. [< L. irritatus, pp. : see

the verb.] Excited; exasperated; intensified.

The heat becomes more violent and irritate, and thereby

expelleth sweat. Bacon.

Irritate^t (ir'i-tat), v. t. [< LL. irritatus^ irvri-

tatus, pp. of irritare, inritare, make void, inval-
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idate, < L. irritus, inritus, void, invalid : see ir-

rite^.] To render null and void. Bramhall.
irritating (ir'i-ta-tin^), p. a. Causing irrita-

tion; vexing; provoking; exasperating.

Poor relations are undeniably irritating.

Qeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 8.

The peasantry of France, though freed from the most
oppressive, were still subject to some of the most irritat-

ing of feudal burdens. Leeky, Ung. in 18th Cent., iii.

irritatingly (ir'i-ta-ting-li), adv. In an irritat-

ing manner or degree ; so as to irritate.

Her story, it is right to add, is not only fearfully crude,
but irrihttingly weU-intentioned also.

Athmceum, No. 3194, p. 49.

irritation (ir-i-ta'shon), n. [= F. irritation =
Sp. irritacion = Fg"irritagSo = It. irritazione,

inritazione, < L. irritaUo(,n-), irvritatio{n-), < ir-

ritare, inritare, excite: see irritate^.'] 1. The
act of irritating, or the state of being irritated;

impatient or angry excitement; provocation;
exasperation.

It may appear strange that Marlborough should have
continued in command in spite of so many causes of irri-

tation, but he was implored by his Whig friends to do so.

Leeky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

2. Stimulation; incitement; a stirring up to
activity. [Rare.]
Therefore was nothing committed to historic but mat-

ters of great and excellent persons & things, that the
same by irritation of good courages (such as emulation
causeth) might worke more effectually.

Puttenluim, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 33.

The whole body of the arts and sciences composes one
vast machinery for the irritation and development of the
human intellect. Be Quineey.

3. In physiol., the act of evoking some action,
or change of state, in a muscle, nerve, or other
living tissue, by some chemical, physical, or
pathological agent; the state or action thus
evoked.

irritative (ir'i-ta-tiv), a. [= P. vrritaUf= Sp.
Pg. It. irritative'; as irritate^ + -j«e.] 1. Serv-
ing to excite or irritate.

Every irritation produces in the cellular elements
some mechanical or chemical change, which change is a
"counter-working against the irritative cause."

Copland, Diet. Pract. Med.

2. Accompanied with or producedby irritation.
—Irritative fever. Seefeveri.

irritatory (ir'i-ta-to-ri), a. [< irritate^ + -ory.']

Exciting; stimulating; irritating. [Rare.]

The other peradventure is sufficiently grounded for
principles of faith, yet is weak by reason either of some
passion, or of some irritatory and troublesome humour in
his behaviour. Holes, Oolden Remains, p. 45.

irrite^t, v. t. [< F. irriter, i L. irritare, incite,

irritate: see irritate^.] To irritate; exasper-
ate ; influence

;
provoke.

IrriUng and prouoking men unto anger.
Qraflm, Edw. V., an. 1.

irrite^t (i-rif ), a. [< ME. write, < OF. irrite= Sp.
irrito = Pg. It. irrito, < L. irritus, inritus, un-
decided, unfixed, invalid, void, < in- priv. -I-

ratus, decided, fixed: see rate^.] Invalid; of
no force; vain; ineflectual; useless.

These irrtte, forceless, bugbear excommunications, the
ridiculous aifordments of a mercenary power, are not un-
like those old night-spells which blind people had from
mongrel witches. Rev. T. Adaims, Works, II. 180.

irroratet (ir'o-rat), v. t. [< L. irroratus, inrora-
tus, pp. of irrorare, inrorare, wet with dew (>
It. inrorare, irrorare = Pg. irrorar), < in, upon,
+ rorare, distil dew, < ros (ror-), dew.] To
moisten with dew.
irrorate (ir'o-rat), a. [< L. irroratns, pp. : see
the verb.] In zool., dotted with white or light
color, as if with dewdrops; in entom., marked
with minute dots of color: said especially of
the wings of lepidopters when numerous single
scales differ from the ground color.

irrorated (ir'6-ra-ted), a. [< irrorate + -ed^.]

Same as irrorate.

irroration (ir-6-ra'shon), n. [= P. irroraUon;
as irrorate + -ion.] "if. The act of bedewing,
or the state of being moistened with dew.

If during the discharge the irroration should be inter-

rui)ted, the portion of eggs then excluded will be barren,
while the rest will be found to have been fecundated.

Trans, of Spdllanaini's Dissertations. (^Latham.)

2. In entom., an ill-defined color-mark formed
by scattered dots or scales, as on a butterfly's

wing.
irrotational (ir-o-ta'shon-al), a. [< in-3 +
rotational.] Not' rotational ; devoid of rota-
tion.

The equations which form the foundations of the mathe-
matical theory of fluid motions were fully laid down by La^
grange and the great mathematicians of the end of the last

century, but the number of solutions of cases of fluid mo-
tion which had been actually worked out remained very

-is

small, and almost all of these belonged to a particular
type of fluid motion, which has been since named the ir-
rotationed type. Encyc. Brit., III. 43.

Irrotational motion in hydrodynamics, of a fluid, a mo-
tion in which the inflnitesimal parts have no angular ve-
locity of rotation about their own axes— that is to say, if

any infinitesimal spherical particle of the fluid were sud-
denly to become soUdifled, it would move without turn-
ing, although its path would not generally be rectilinear.
Though all the particles of a fluid were moving in parallel
straight lines, its motion would not necessarily be irrota-
tional ; for if parts moving side by side had dlilerent ve-
locitieSj a solidifled particle would rotate.

irrubncal (i-ro'bri-kal), a. [< in-S + rubrical.]
Not rubrical; contrary to the rubric.
irrugatet (ir'o-gat), v. t. (_< L. irrwgatus, in-
rugatus, pp. of irrugare, innigare, wrinkle,< «»,

• in, upon, + rugare, wrinkle : see rugate.] To
lay in folds; wrinkle.

That the swelling of then- body might not irrugate and
wrinckle their faces. Palate ofPleagure,'L,F.i. (Nares.)

irrupted (i-mp'ted), a. [< L. irruptus, inrup-
tus, pp. of irrumpere, inrumpere, break or burst
in, rush in,< in, in,+ rumpere, break, burst: see
rupture.] Broken violently; disrupted. [Rare.]
irruption (i-rup'shon), n. [= F. irruption =
Sp. irrupdon = Pg. irrupcSo = It. irrueione, <
L. irruptio{n-), inrupUo^n-), a breaking or burst-
ing in, < irrumpere, inrumpere, pp. irruptus, in-
rMpfes, break in : see irrupted.] A bursting in;
a breaking or rushing into a place; a sudden
invasion or incursion.

Lest evil tidings, with too rude irruption
Hitting thy aged ear, should pierce too deep.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1567.

In 1388 the Austrians made an irruption into the terri-
tory of Glarus with an army of fifteen thousand men.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 318.

A grand irmptian of angels follows, filling the sky with
song and holy gratulation.

Bushnell, Sermons on Living Subjects, p. 12.

=Syn. Foray, raid.

irruptive (i-rup'tiv), a. [< irrupt{ed) + 4ve.]
Bursting in ; rushing in or upon anything.

Storms of wrath and indignation dread
Seem ready to displode irruptive on his head.

WhitehouM, Ode to Justice.

Irvingia (6r-vin'ji-a), n. [NL. (Hooker, 1860),
named aftsr Dr. Irving, R. N.] A small genus
of dicotyledonous plants, of the natural order
Sirruirubem, it is characterized by having the calyx
4- or 5-parted, the petals 4 or 5 in number, ttie stamens
10, and the ovary 2-celled. They are trees with curious
annulated branches, alternate simple and entire leaves,
and axillary or terminal panicles of small, yellow, odorous
flowers. Three species, natives of tropical western Africa,
are known. I. Barteri, a tree 40 feet high, is the wild
mango, dika-bread, or bread-tree of western Africa. The
seeds are the part eaten, and also contain an oil or fat
similar to cocoa-butter, which is used by the natives in
cooking.

Irvingism (er'ving-izm), n. [< Irving (see def.)
+ -ism.] The system of religious doctrine and
practice peculiar to Edward Irving or the Ir-

vingites, or adherence to that system. See
Irvingite.

Great writers, of world-wide fame, have devoted them-
selves to studying Gnosticism and Montanism, hut scorn
to bestow a thought on Quakerism, Jroingism, and above
all on Methodism. Contemporary Bev., LIV. 112.

Irvingite (er'ving-it), n. [< Irving (see def.)
+ -ite^.] A member of a religious denomina-
tion called after Edward Irving (1792-1834), a
minister of the Church of Scotland, who was
settled in London in 1822, promulgated mysti-
cal doctrines, and was excommunicated in 1833.
Irving was not the founder of the sect popularly called af-

ter him, but accepted and promoted the spread of the prin-
ciples upon which, after his death, the sectwas formed. Its
proper nam e is the Catholic Apostolic Church, and it has an
elaborate organization derived from its twelve "apostles,"
the first body of whom was completed in 1835. It recog-
nizes the orders of apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors
or "angels," elders, deacons, etc. It lays especial stress
on the early creeds, the eucharist, prophecies, and gift of
tongues. It has an extremely ritualistic service and an
elaborate liturgy. The adherents are not numerous, and
are found chiefly in Great Britain. There are some on the
continent of Europe and in the United States.

iryt (ir'i), a. [< ire^ + -yK] Angry.
We flame with that which doth our soules reflne

;

For in our Soules the iry pow'r it is

That makes vs at vnhallowed thoughts repine.
Dames, Microeosmos, p. 74.

is (iz). The third person singular present in-
dicative of the verb be. See 6el. The form is was
formerly, and is still dialectally, used for all persons of the
singular, and in negro speech also for all persons of the
plural. Such use in Chaucer, as in modem authors, is in
imitation of dialect speech.

I is as ille a millere as are ye.
Clmucer, Reeve's Tale, L 126.

n hail, by God, Aleyn, thou in a fonne.
Chaueer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 169,

isM. An obsolete form of -e«l.

is^t. An obsolete form of -es^.



Isaac

Isaac (i'zak), n. [A corrupted form of haysuok,

q. v.] 'The hedge-sparrow. HalUwell.
Isabel, isabelle (iz'a-^el)! n. [< F. isabelle =
It. isabella = Pg. isabel (Sp. isabelUno. adj.), a
color so called; < Isabelle, a woman s name.
Color terms are often taken from personal or
local names without any particular reason; and
there is no need to put faith in the stories which
connect the name with that of various Isabelles
of history.]

color; a kind of drab. A mixture by rotating disks
of i blaclc, J bright chrome-yellow, and -f^ white gives an
isabel-yellow. Also isabetta, itabetyMmii.

Isabella, daughter of Philip II. and wife of the Archdnke
Albert,vowed not to changeherlinen till Ostendwas taken;
this siege, unluckily for her comfort lasted three years

;

and the supposed colour of the arcbdachess's linen gave
rise to a fashionable colour, hence called I'lsabeau, or the
Isabetta; a kind of whitish-yellow-dingy.

I. IfIsraeli, Curios, of Lit, I. 298.

The colour of the Fennec is a very paJe fawn, or isabd
colour, sometimes being almost of a creamy whiteness.

J. G. Wood, Pop. Nat. Hist., p. 73,

3192 ischiopubic

lar corolla ; < Gr. ?<toc, equal, + 'avBog, flower.] A ^ y ^-^^ pj, „, j.yev p.m
IT'^tT^efZCJ^^^^^t^^ei isclieimc.isch«BUC(is-k.'mik) a l<Ueke^ia

reLlaXll-shaDed calyx, and a coWa with a + -ic] Pertaining to or affected with ische-

mia.
ischesis (is-ke'sis), n. [Nl.., < Gr. laxetv, hold,

restrain, a form of ix^iv, hold, have : see hee-

*ic.] Suppression or retention of a discharge

or secretion. Dunglison.

ischia, n. Plural of ischium.

bishops of apostolic consecration (for mstanee, S"'^^^
^

.
P^ ^ hip-Joint, the hips: s.e

St. Abercius of Hieropolis^holy and eminent «« '

g^^^e 'as iscftiaVc.
women of ^l^^^Ef

*°j^i«

f°XXKaS iscMagra (is-ki-ag'ra), n. [< Gv.hxim,, the hip-
Magdalene and St. Theela), the hrst preaeners

• j^. % •>, taking: BeepoOagra, ehvragra,
oft.}ifirhristianfaithinacouutry(asSt.Ninam '".^'^JrUiA^i ZZfi^ ^\,/\,wJ ial,^,i^^J. '

regular bell-shaped caly: ,

bell-shapedborder and 5 nearly equal spreading

lobes. The single species, /. eceruleus, the false penny-

royal, is a low, much-branched annual plant, with nearly

entire lanceolate leaves and small pale-blue flowers on

axillary peduncles. It occurs from Maine to Illinois and

southward.A yeUowish-gray or grayish-buff isapostolic (i-sap-os-tol'ik), a. [< Gr. .o-o?,

-g-g-Jiic (Is-ld^ad'ik), a. l^Pg.ischiadico, < L
" " rnSthlfsSetur-.'''^^^^^^^^

etc.]1 - • .,„i„„„„i, eic. I In jjaf^oZ., gout in the hip: ischials
Georgia), and persons of royal or pnneel^rank

«^«^-^J (i/M-al),'a^ [< ischmm''-^ -aJ.] !

lavepromoted the success of Chnstiamty '°'^'Y™> .. " -
. - - :who'

(as St. Constantine and St. Helena).

isabeUte (iz-a,bel'xt)^». [< Is'abel, a woman's ^^^^^a a-^^;ri-|>^^^^

jffof, equal.] The typical genus of fungi of the

natural order Isariaeei. They are floccose in appear-

ance, with an elongated receptacle. They are found on a

great variety of substances ; some species, as /. pidveracea

and /. Sphingum, attack and destroy various insects. (-B.

L. Trouesmrt, Microbes (trans.), pp. 48, 49.) From obser-

vations of Tulasne, it is now believed that some reputed

name, + -»fe2.] ^ West Indian name of the
angel-fish, Pomacanthus ciliaris.

Isabella (iz-a-bel'a), n. [See isabel.'^ Same as
isabel.

Similarly white, but with the ornamental feathers of the
head, breast, and back of a rustytncIieSa color, is the buil-
backed cattle-egret. Starid. NaJt. Hist,, IV. 178.

If, on being removed therefromand rinsed in cold water,
the swatch assumes, when immersed in a solution of ace-
tate of alumina, a deep yellowish tinge (isabeUa colour),

the oiling is quite what it should be.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 324.

isabella-wood (iz-a-bera-wud), n. The red bay,
Persea Carolinenaih.

isabelle, n. See isabel.

isabelliue (iz-a-bel'in), a. [= Sp. isabelUno, <

NL. isabellinus; as isabel(t) + -mei.] Eesem-
bliug isabel; of the hue called isabel,

la.

lame

as ischiatie.— iecMal callosity. See oaUosUy.

ischialgia (is-ki-al'ji-a), n. [< Gr. lax'ov, Up-
joiut, + &9i.yog, pain.] In pathol, pam in the

region of the ischium; sciatica.

iscniatic fis-ki-at'ik), a. [= Pg. iseUaUeo;

var. of ischiadic, taken as < Gr. lax""', Mp, +
-aticK Cf. sdaMc, soiaUca.1 Of or pertaining

to the ischium ; sciatic. Also ischiadic, isehiai.

—Ischiatlc symphysis, a remarkable union of right and
left ischia which occurs in some birds, as the American

, s, - , _ ... .. ostrich.

th'^tS^^*'
'^^ '°*"^ °''''' conditions in species of

jg^jjiatocgig (is-ki-at'o-sel), n. An improper

Isariaceni-sa-ri-a'se-i), n. pi. [NL., < Isaria .form otischioceU.
'

+ -aca\] A natural order of hyphomyeetous iscluocapsular (is"ki-o-kap su-lar), a. [< NL.

fungi, or filamentous molds, containing those ischmm + L. capsula, capside
:
see capmrfe ]

ge^ra in which the fertile thread7a?e com- Ischiatic and capsular: applied to tl>ftpait of

pacted and have deciduous pulverulent spores the capsular hgament of the hip-jomt which is

at their free apices. The spellings J«oriade<8, /»a- .
connected with the ischium.

rideie IsaHece, and Isariei have been used by different ISCblOCaudal (lS*kl-0-ka dal), a. and«. [^ JNU
- - - '- "-' - '—"- *-"•"

ischium, hip-joint, + L. cauda, tail: see cau-

dal.2 1, a. Of or pertaining to the Ischium

and the tail: applied to a muscle connecting

these parts.

II. n. A muscle which in some animals passet

species of Isaria, including I. ^Mngum, I. fairiTwsa, and
1. an '

"' " '
"'"

authors, and the group has been called a family, tribe,

division, etc., with some variation in its scope.

Theupperplumage of every bird . . . is of one uniform isarloia (i-sa'ri-oid), a. [< Isaria'^+ -oid.l In
istOelUiie or sand color. 6o*., belonging to or resembling the gemis Isa-

Canm Tristram, Omith. of N. Africa (in the Ibis), j.^^' " ^' —

o

o

feabelllne be^the I7r«« MafeBinue, a pale variety of isatiiyd(i'sa-thid),TO. [^<.isat(,in) + hydirogen).'\ frnmShfi^s'^hrum tothe taUthe Syrian bear (.&rms syrwews), found in the Himalayas. T B„WaTiPR formed from isatin bv its unitine . £™ iscQium to tne laii

isabel-yellow (iz'a-bel-yeF6),». Same as isa- t^f^^^r.WnT^t of h^dro^n^ ^ "cJ^OCavemosus is/^ki-o-iisabel
bel.

isabnormal (i-sab-n6r'mal), a. Same as isodb-

normal.
isadelphous (I-sardel'fus), a. [< Gr. 2<jof equal, „„„„.„ „,^j,„ „,^ dfJel^f, brother.] In bot, having the sta- t^^+^^'I^^"'.?t^«^,'il=^ „ „,-' • orbiin.i6aeoullinnum-Isatlde» (i-8a-tide-e),».i>Z,

with one equivalent of hydrogen,

isatic (i-sat'ik), a. [< IsaUs^ + -ic.'] Of or per-

taining to isatin ; derived from isatin : as, isaiie

aeid(CgH7N0g), an acid formed by the action

mens in the phalanges orbundles equal in num-
ber, as some diadelphous flowers.

isagoget (i-sa-go'je), n. [Also isagogue; < L.
isagoge, isagoga,<. Gr. eiaayaty^,^n introduction,

< ela^etv, lead in, introduce, < elg, into, + ayeiv,

lead: see acf.] .An introduction.—The Isagoge ^, „„^„^„ n ^^^a^ti
of Porphyry, an introduction to the book of Categories .

or rarely 2-seeaea.

of Aristotle, written^by the Neoplatonist Porphyry in the ISatm (l sa-tm),^m.

third centmy
" .... - , « .

isagogic
~

eiaayuyu
tion : see isagoge.'] Introductory ; especially,

introductory to the interpretation of the Bible,

The formal, introductory or isagogic, studies have awide
range, requiring, perhaps more than any other, educated
faculty and the scientiflc mind.

Contemporary Bev., LL 208.

isagogical (i-sargoj'i-kal), a. [< isagogic + -al.']

Same as isagogic.

isagogics (i-s*-goj

[Nli. (A. P. de

kav-6r-nd'sus), «.;

pi. ischiocavernosi (-si). [NL. : see ischiocaver-

nous.] A muscle of the penis, arising chiefly

from the ischium, and inserted into the eras

penis. Also called erector penis and erector

clitoridis.

3)
of caustic alkalis upon isatin,

isatidese (i-sa-tid'e-e), ». pi. iiHU.(A.r.ae ischiocavernous (is'M-o-kav'fer-nus), a. [<
Candolle, 1821), < IsaUs^ (f"^l,+ -?f-i ^2°? NL. ischiocmernostis, < ischmm + L. cavernosum
of plants of the natural order CrudferiB, typified

by the genus Isatis, characterizedby having the

suique short, indehiscent, inaarticulate, often

{corpus).'] Pertaining to the ischium and_ to

the corpus cavernosum of the penis.

Anat. vert., p. 346.DXlll^UC OXi.\JI.V, iAAVACA*XaV.S7ail,J iiJO,.. UA.^ lAXUlu^^, v..uwii AUat V Brt T) 04v
erustaceous, wmged, and 1-oelled and 1-seeded

igdiiocele (is ''ki-6-sel), n. [< Gr. Urxlo^, Mp,
„, ,„.„i„ o „„„,,„., Also written /|ai«^. + ^^.t,, tumor.] la pathol., a hernia through

[< Isatis\ + -»«.2.] A com- ^j^^ g^j^^g jj^^g^^ ^i^„ imt)rorerly iscMatocele.

laxiov, hip-

Dne of the joints

It a disagreeable odor.

Isatis^ (i'sa-tis), n. [NL., < L. isatis, < Gr. laa-

TiQ, an herb vdth a milky juice used in heal-

ing wounds, a coloring pUtnt, woad.] A genus
of plants of the natural order Criusiferce, the
type of the tribe Isatidew, having the pod large,

orbicular, oblong or linear, corneous, and with
the margin coriaceous or foliaeeous. They are

developed antenna of a crustacean, borne
with the seaphocerite upon the basicerite, and
bearing the merocerite. See antenna, 1.

A basicerite, to the enter portion of which a flattened

plate, . . . here called the seaphocerite, is articulated;

while to its inner portion an iscMoceriJte is connected, bear-
ing a merocerite and carpocerite, while the last segment,
or procerite, consists of along mnlti-articolste fll^ent.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 27S.

a^goj'iks), w. [PI. of Mop-Oflic; see annual or pCTennialerert herbs,with entire leaves, and the igduoCOCCygeal (is*ki-6-kok-sij'e-al), a. Kis-
-i«,]: Thatalpirtment of theological study cautoe^jagitta^ in out^^^^^ chio^^ +'^l.] PertainingVoth te the

which treats of the boolis forming the canon
of Scripture, individually andcollectively, their

authorship, the date and place of their compo-
sition, their contents, sfyle, inspiration, and
any particular questions connected with them.

Also called Biblical introduction.

isagogaet, n. Same as isagoge.

^^anic (i-za-yan'ik), a. [< Isaiah + -an + 4e.]

Pertaining to Isaiah, a Hebrew prophet and the
traditional author of the book of Isaiah.

The question of the Isaiame or non-ZsaMmtc origin of

the disputed prophecies (e^>ecially xL -Ixvt) must be de-

cided on grounds of ez^esis idone.
Eneyc. Brit., XTTL 379.

isandrons (i-san'drus), a. [< Gr. iaog, equal, +
avfip (avSp-), amale (in mod. bot. a stamen).] In

bot., having the stamens similar and equal in

number to the divisions of the corolla.

isantherons (i-san'ther-us), a. [< Gr. foof,

equal, + hvdTipSg, flowery: see anther.] In bot.,

having the anthers equal. Thomas, Med. Diet.

[Bare.]
,

isanthons (i-san'thus), a. [< Gr. kto?, equal,

+ avBog, a flower.] In bot, having regular

flowers.
. ,,. ,

Isanthns (I-san'thus), n. [NL. (F. A. Michaux,

1803), so called in allusion to the nearly regn-

some authors, 60) species are known. They are natives ol

Europe, northern Africa, and northern and middle Asia.
One species, /. tiTutoria, called woad or aap-of.Jerusalem,

ischium and to the coccyx ; isehioeaudal: as,

an ischiococcygeal muscle.
was cultivated by the ancient Britons to stain the skin iai>'\iinpj\pj^itimsi (is«fei-o-Trnk-!rii'5-Tis^ n • n\
blue, but It is now cultivated in few localities. I. incU- '??5S„r!^°r / rx*" ^^ ,^Lf!^''i. .Ij!..
gotica is still cultivated as a dye-plant in the north of
China,

isatis^ (i'sa-tis), n. [< NL. isatis, a specific

ischiococcygei (-i). [NL., < ischium + cocmj-

geus.] A muscle which in some animals con-

nects the ischium and the coccyx,
name, Canis isatis, bestowed by J. G. Gmelin ischiofibnlar (is^M-o-fib'u-Hr), a. [< ischium
(1760) : said to be from a vernacular name.] + fibula + -arS.] Of or pertaining to the is-

The white or arctic fox, Vulpes lagqpus. chinm andthe fibula, or connecting these bones.
The isaUs, or Arctic fox. as the long head of the human bicipltosus or

J. D. Godman, Amer. Nat. Hist. (2d ed.), I. 268. biceps femoris muscle.
Iscariotical (is-kar-i-ot'i-kal), a. [< Iscariot ischio-iliac (i8*ki-6-il'i-ak), a. [< ischium -t-

(see def.) + -«c-ai.] Of or pertaining to Judas ilium + -ac.] Pertaining both to the ischium
Iscariot, that one of Christ's twelve apostles and to the ifium.

who beteayed him; Judas-like; treacherous, ischion (is'ki-on), ». [NL.] Same a,B ischivm.

In the Evangelical and reformed use of this sacred iScMopodite (is-ki-op'o-dit), B. [< Gr. 'uTXi<»'t

censure, no such prostitution, no such /gcanottoi; drifts hip-joint,+ iroiif (ffOiJ-), ^E./oo<,+ -ife2.] The
are to be doubted, as that Spiritual doom and sentence
should invade worldly possession.

Unton, Beformation in Eng., iL

ischt, ischet, v. i. See ish.

ischsemia, ischsmic. See ischemia, ischemic.

ischemia, ischsemia (is-ke'mi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. laxaiiwi, stanching blood, styptic, < lax^'v,

hold, + aifm, blood.] In pathol., local anemia
produced by vasoconstriction or by other local
obstacles to the arterial flow.

thirdjoint of a developed endopodite, between
the basipodite and the meropodite. Milne-Ed-
wards; Huxley. See cut under endopodite.

ischiopubic (is'kl-6-pu'bik), a. [< ischium -^

pubis + -ie.] 1. Of or pertaining both to the
ischium and to the pubis.

When the two ventral pieces are nnited at the igcMo-
jmWc symphysis, asthey are in the Marsupialia, many Ro-
dents, Artiodactyla, and Perissodaetyla, the pelvis is elon-
gated in form. Gegembaur, Comp. Anat, (&ans.), p. 486



ischiopubic

2. Containing or consisting of both ischium and
pubis; beingapubo-isohium: aajihe ischiopubic
bone of reptiles.

ischiorectal (is"ki-6-rek'tal), a. [< ischium +
rectum + -al.'] Connecting, situated between,
or otherwise pertaining to the ischium and
the rectum—^iBohloreotal fascia, fossa, etc. See the
nouno.

ischiorrhogic (i8"ki-o-r6'jik), a. and n. [< Gr.
laxmppuyiKdq, limping, lit. with broken hips, < la-

x'mv, hip-joint, hip,+ piif Cp"7-), a break, broken
bit, < l>rryv{)vai, perf . ippuaya. break.] I, a. In anc.
pros.

, noting a variety of iambic trimeter which
has not only a spondee or trochee for an iambus
in the sixth or last place, as in the eholiamb,but
a Spondee in the fifth place also (— — w — I w
---I siforo_w_|w_^_|o_
^ —). The word iaihiorrlwgic, literally 'broken at the
hlp-]olnt,' was meant to deecnbe the meter as ' lame ' (see
eholiamb) or imrhythmlcal at a point short of the extrem-
ity or last foot. This meter was employed, like the cho-

cnhliamb) or anrhythmical at a point short of the extrem-
ity or last foot. This meter was employed, like the eho-
liamb. in sceptic poetry. The word has been used in a
transferred sense by Hermann and other modem writers
to describe any iambic verse with spondees in the inad-
mi^We (even) places, especially a tripody in the form

II. n. Averse or line having this peculiarity.
ischiosacral (is"ki-6-sa,'kral), a. [< ischium +
sacrum + -al.2 Connecting or pertaining to
the ischium and the sacrum ; saCrosciatic ; sa-
cro-ischiac : as, an ischiosacral ligament.

ischiotibial (is"ki-6-tib'i-al), a. [< ischmm +
tibia + -al.l Of or pertaining to the ischium
and the tibia, or connecting these bones, as the
semitendinosus and semimembranosus muscles
of man.

ischiovertebral (is^ki-o-vSr'tf-bral), a. [< is-

chium + vertebra + -al.'] Pertaining both to
the ischium and to the spinal column.
The ureter [of the porpoise] lies between the iechio-ver-

teirtU fascia and the peritonseum.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 346.

ischium (is'ki-um), n.; pi. ischia (-a). [NL.,
also ischion, < Or. «(r;);W, the hip-joiiit, hip, the
hips, perhaps < iaxv;, strength, force.] 1. In
owfflfc, the posterior part of the pelvic arch in
vertebrates, the lowermost of the three parts
forming the os innominatum. it is the posterior one
of two divisions of the distal part of the primitive carti-

laginous rod, subsequently expanded and variously modi-
fled in shape, and normally ankylosed at the acetabulum
with both ilium andpubistoform the OSinnominatum,with
or without additional union with the other pelvic bones. It
is sometimes united with its fellow of the opposite side,

or with vertebrae. In man it forms the lowermost part of
the haunch-bone, on which the body rests in a sitting posi-
tion. See cuts under Dromeeus, irmoirdnatum, and Ic?i-

thyoeauria.

3. In Crustacea, the third joint of the normally
7-jointed leg; the ischiopodite.— Eamus of the
laclUum, a branch of the ischium which unites with the
ramus of the pubis to bound the obturator foramen.— Tu-
ber iBcUl, the tuberosity of the ischium, upon which the
body rests in sitting. See cut under innmmnaium.
Ischnosoma (isk-no-so'ma), n. [NL. , < Gr. iax-

v6q, thin, slender, +' ao/m, body.] 1 . A genus of

fishes: same as Osteoglossum. Spix, 1829.— 3.

A large and wide-spread genus of staphylinids
or rove-beetles : synonymouft with Mycetoporus.
Stephens, 1832.— 3. A genus of crustaceans.
Sars, 1866.

Ischuretic (is-ka-ret'ik), a. and». [< ischury +
-eto'c] I, a. Saving the property of relieving

ischuria.

II. n. A medicine adapted to relieve ischu-

ria.

ischuria (is-ku'ri-a), n. [= P. ischurie = Sp. is-

curia = Pg. ischuria = It. iscwria, < LL. ischu-

ria, <. Gr. laxmpia, retention of urine, < laxovpclv,

suffer from retention of urine, < lax^tv, hold, +
aipov, urine.] In pathoL, a stoppage of urine,

whether due to retention or to suppression.

ischury (is'ku-ri), n. Same as ischuria.

iset, » -An obsolete form of ice.

I'se (iz). 1. A vulgar colloquialism in Scotland
andthenorthernpart of Englandtoilshall.— 2.
A vulgar contraction for lis, as used for I am,

by negroes and others in the southern United
States.

-isei. [Early mod. E. also -ize; < MB. 4se, < OF.
-ise, nit. < L. -iUa: see -ice.] A termination of

French origin, as in merehanMse: also spelled

-ice, as in cowardice, and formerly 4ge, as in haz-

ardiee, etc.

-ise^. [Also sometimes -i^e; < ME. -isen, rare

form of 4ssen,, -ishen, etc.: see -jsfe^.] A ter-

miuation of some verbs of French origin, equiv-

alent to and of the same origin as 4sh^, as in

advertise, diverUse, franchise, enfranchise, etc.

It merges with -dse^, equivalent to 4ze.

-iseS. A termination of verbs, more usuaUy

spelled -iee (which see).
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isenergic (i-se-nfer'jik), a. [< Gr. Zcrof, equal, -I-

E. energic.'] In physics, denoting equal energy

:

as, isenergic lines.

isentropic (i-sen-trop'ik)^ a. and n. [< Gr. laog,

equal, + ivrpcmii, a turning about, < ivrpineiv,

turn about, K h, in, + rpiirew, turn: see trope.']

I. a. In physics, of equal entropy isentropic
lines, lines of equal entropy. They denote the successive
states of a body in which the entropy remains constant.

II. n. An isentropic hne : usually in the plu-
ral, isentropics.

isepipteses (i-sep-ip-te'sez), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
iOT?, equal, + «7rt, upon, to, + wrijace, a flight, <

Kheadat, fly.] Lines on a chart or diagram
connecting the different points simultaneously
reached by birds of a given species in their mi-
grations.

isepiptesial (i-sep-ip-te'si-al), a. [< isepipteses

+ 4al.'] Of or pertaining to isepipteses.

iserin, iserine (e'z6r-in), n. [= Sp. iserima; as
Iser(wiese) (see def.) + 4n^, -ine^.] A variety
oftitanic iron occurringinrounded grains in the
diluvium of Iserwiese, a locality of Bohemia.
Isertia (i-sfer'ti-a), n. [NL. (J. C. D. von Schre-
ber, 1774), named after P. E. Isert, a German
surgeon.] A genus of Centraland South Ameri-
can shrubs or trees, of the natural order Bubia-
cece, tribe Mussiendece, type of the old tribe Iser-
tieee, having flowers with long tubular corollas,

the limb divided into 5 or 6 woolly segments,
large opposite and usuaUy coriaceous leaves,
and 2 large stipules. The flowers are very
showy, being scarlet or sometimes white or
yellow.

Isertieae (i-s6r-ia'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1830), <' Isertia + -ece.] A former
tribe of plants of the natural order Bubiacece,
typified by the genus Isertia, which is now in-
cluded in the tribe Musscendeas. Also Isertidce

_
(Lindley) and Isertiw (Richard).

isht (ish), V. i. [< MB. ischen, isshen, issen, ieen,

< OP. issir, eissir,<. L. exire, go out ; see exit and
issue.] To go out; issue.

The shippes were a-rived, and theJaiyghteBieeedenowte,
and alle the other peple. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 42.

ish (ish), n. [< ish, v. Cf. issue, n.] Issue ; liber-

ty and opportunity of going out Ish and en-
try. In Scots law, the clause "with free iah and entry," in
a charter, imports a right to all ways and passages, in so
far as they may be necessary to kirk and market, through
the adjacent grounds of the grantor, who is by the clause
laid under that burden,

-ishl (ish). [< ME. 4sh, -issh, 4sch, < AS. 4sc
= OS. -isk= OPries. -isfc = D. -sch= LG. 4sch=
OHG. 4sc, MHG. G. 4sch = leel. -skr = Sw. -sic,

-isk= 'Dan. -«fc(also Eom.,<HG. orLG. : It. Sp.
Pg. -esco = P. -esque, also in part -ais, -ois, OP.
-ais, -eis, -ois, see -esque, -ese), a common forma-
tive of adjectives (which are sometimes in AS.
also used as nouns) from nouns, signifying 'of

the nature of,' as in mennisc, of the nature of
man, human (see mannish, mensh), folcisc, popu-
lar (ifolc, folk), etc., or 'of the nativity or coun-
try of,' being the reg. formative of patrial ad-
jectives, as in Englisc, of the Angles (< Engle,
jEngle, .Ajigles: see English), FrenHsc, French,
Scyttise, Scottish, Greeisc, Greekish, etc.] A
termination of .Anglo-Saxon origin, used as a
regular formative of adjectives, (a) of adjectives
from common nouns, signifying ' of the nature of,' ' being
like ' the object denoted by the noun, as animals, as in
apiah, bearish, cattish, doggish, eelish, hoggish, Ttivlish, owl-
ish, piggish, snakish, brutish, etc.; or persons or supposed
beings, as babyish, boyish, childish, girlish, devilish, dim-
(Ash, foolish, foppish, ghmilish, impish, roguish, etc.; or
places, as hellish; or acts or qualities, as snappish, etc.

In most of these words it has acquired by association with
the noun a more or less depreciative or contemptuous
force

_;
and so in some other words, as mannish, womanish,

in which the noun has no depreciative sense. (6) Of adjec-
tives from proper nouns of country or people, being the
regular formative of patrial adjectives, as in English,
Scottish, Irish, Spanish, Netherlandish, Romish, Swedish,
Danish, Greekish, etc., the suffix in some adjectives of older
date being contracted to -sh or(especially when t precedes)
to -eh, as in Welsh (formerly also Welch), Scotch, Dutch,
French, etc. Some recently formed adjectives of tliis type,

used colloquially or made up on occasion, have often a de-
preciative or diminutive implication (as in (c)), as in Neut-
Yorkish, Bostonish, Londonish, etc. (c) Of adjectives from
adjectives, with a diminutive force, expressed by 'rather,'

'somewhat,' as blackish, bluish, coldish, coolish, hottish,

palish, reddish, tallish, whitish, yellowish, etc. , rather black,
somewhat black, blue, cold, etc. ; also colloquially in oc-

casional adjectives from nouns, as fallish, Noveinberish,
etc., somewhat like fall, November, etc.

ish2. [< MB. 4shen, 4schen, 4ssen, < OP. 4ss-,

-is-, a term, of the stem of some parts (ppr.,

etc.) of certain verbs, < L. -escere, -iscere, a
term, of inceptive verbs, the formative -esc-,

-isc- (-SC-, Gr. -(T/C-) being ult. cognate with E.
-isfel. See -esce, -escent, etc.] A termination of

some English verbs of French origin, or formed
on the type of such verbs, having no assignable

isinglass

force, but being merely a terminal relic, it oc-
curs in abolish, astonish, banish, demolish, diminish, estab-

lish, finish, minish, punish, stablish, etc. In some verbs it

appears in another form -ise, as in advertise. See -ise'^.

Ishmaelite (ish 'ma-el-it), n. [< Ishmael +
4te^.] 1 . A descendant of Ishmael, Abraham's
son, who, as is related in Genesis (xxi. 14), was
driven into the wilderness with his mother,
Hagar. His twelve sons were "princes" or
heads of tribes. The Arabs regard him as their
ancestor.

Theyhad golden earrings, because tbeyvretelshmaelites.
Judges viii. 24.

3. One resembling Ishmael, whose hand was
"against every man, and every man's hand
against him" (Gen. xvi. 12); one at war with
society.

Job's tents and pilau were pleasant to this little Ish-
maelite. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixvii.

Ishmaelitish (ish'ma-el-i-tish),a. [< Ishmaelite
+ -ish^.] Like the Ishmaelites; partaking of
the nature of an Ishmaelite.
ishpingo(ish-ping'g6),M. [Amer. Ind. (?)] The
Santa F6 cinnamon, Nectandra cinnamomoides.

Isiac (i'si-ak), a. [< L. Isiacus, < Gr. 'lacuKdg, <
'Imf, Isis: see /si«.] Relating to Isis : as, the
Isiac mysteries; Isiac priests islao table, a
plate of copper, of unknown origin, bearing representa-
tions of most of the Egyptian deities, with Isis in the
middle. It first came to notice in the collection of Car-
dinal Bembo, after the sack of Home by the troops of the
emperor Charles V. in 1527. It was assumed to be a gen-
uine relic of Egyptian antiquity. It is now in the royal
gallery of Turin. Comparison with the print of it by Vico,
published in 1659, shows it to be much mutilated.

isicleti n. An obsolete spelling of icicle.

isidia, n. Plural of isidium.

isidiiferous (i-sid-i-if'e-rus), a. [< NL. isidi-

um -)- L. ferre = E. bear''-.] Bearing isidia, or
isidioid excrescences. Also isidiophorous.

They [pycnides] are very common on the margin of the
thallus of isidiiferous s^tes of Feltigera canina and F.
rufescens, where they have often been mistaken for sper-
mogones. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 666.

isidioid (i-sid'i-oid), a. [< NL. isidium -i- Gr.
eWof, form.] Having the form, character, or
appearance of isidia, or provided with isidia.

Also isidiose.

The isidioid condition in crustaceous thalli is the basis
of the old pseudo-genus Isidium. Erwyc. Brit., XIV. 554.

isidiophorous (i-sid-i-of'o-ms), a. [< NL. isi-

dium + Gr. -<j)op6c,< (plpeiv '= li. ferre = E. bear'^.]

Same as isidiiferous.

isidiose (i-sid'i-os), a. [< isidium + -ose.] Same
as isidioid.

isidium (i-sid'i-um), TO.; pi. isidia (-a). [NL.]
In bot., one of certain coral-like or wart-like
excrescences produced upon the thalli of some
foliaceous and crustaceous lichens. They are
elevated, stipitate, sometimes branched, but always of the
same color and texture as the thallus, and answer the same
purpose as soredia.

Nylander observes (Hora, 1868, p. 353) that the isidia in
the CoUemacei (more especially in Collema) "show very
clearly under the microscope the entire history of the
evolution of the thallus from its first origin from a cellule
containing a single gonimium to a minute true nostoc, and
ultimately to the perfect texture of a Collema."

Eneyc. Brit., XIV. 667.

Isidorian (is-i-do'ri-an), a. [< Isidorus, a proper
name.] Pertaining to any one of the name of
Isidorus or Isidore; specifically, pertaining to
St.Isidore, -Archbishop of Seville a.d. 600-636,
author of the encyclopedic work called the
"Origines," and of numerous historical, anti-

quarian, and theological writings,among them
two books on the ecclesiastical offices, contain-
ing among other things an account of the Span-
ish liturgy. A collection of canons and decretals made
in his time is known as the Isidorian collection, and the
interpolated collection (now called the pseudolsidorian
or false deeretals), made two centuries later, passed in
the middle ages by the same name.—Isidorian liturgy,
OfBce, rite. Same as Momrabic rite (which see, under

isinglass (I'zing-glas), n. [A corruption, sim-
ulating E. glass, of MD. }iuysenblas,la,teT huizen-
blas (D. huisblad) = G. hausenblase = Dan.
husblas = Sw. husbloss, lit. 'sturgeon-bladder,'
< MD. huysen, huizen = MLG. husen = G. hausen,
etc., sturgeon (see huso), + MLG. blase = (J.

6teeM, etc., bladder: see blaze^.] 1. The purest
commercial form of gelatin, a substance of firm
texture and whitish color, prepared from the
sounds or air-bladders of certain fresh-water
fishes. Isinglass is manufactured especially from the
sounds of some species of Eussian sturgeon, and in the
United States from the sounds of cod, hake, squeteague,
sea-trout, sturgeon, and other fishes, and from the skins of
some of them. An inferior quality is made from clean
scraps of hide, etc., or from the purified jelly obtained
from skins, hoofs, horns, etc. In the preparation of creams
and jellies isinglass is in great request. It is also used in
fining liquors of the fermented kind, in purifying coffee.



isinglass

In making mock pearls, and in stiffening linens, silks,
gauiies, etc. With brandy it forms a cement for mending
broken porcelain and glass. It is likewise used as an
agglutinant to glue together the parts of musical instru-
ments, and for binding many other delicate fabrics. It is

used in the manufacture of fine glues and sizes, adhesive
plasters, court-plasters, diamond cement, and imitation
glass, in refining wines and liquors, in adulterating milk,
and in Instering silk ribbons. Grades are known as lyre,

leaf, and 600* isinglass. In the East Indies, China, and
Japan, isinglass, or its equivalent, is prepared from vari-
ous algae or seaweeds— the same in part which furnish
the material of the bird's-nests prized as a delicacy by
the Chinese. Such is the origin of the important Bengal
isinglass or agar-agar. Japanese isinglass is afforded by
species of Oelidium, and is said to produce a firmer jelly
than any other gelatin. These various products are used
not only for food, but in the arts for stiffening, varnishing,
and gluing.

2. Mica: so called from its resemblanee to
some forms of the gelatin.—Book isinglass, the
commercial name for the packages into which isinglass
is folded.—Leaf Isinglass, a variety of isinglass made by
cleansing, drying, and scraping the tissues of the stur-
geon.—Long and staple isln^ass, the same material as
leaf isinglass, but twisted into different forms.

—

Ribbon
isinglass, an inferior variety of
isinglass.

isinglass-stone (i'zing-

^las-ston), n. See ndca.

ising-start (i' zing -star),
n. [Irreg. < ising(las8) +
star.'] A bit of shining
miea. [Poetical.]

Some bad lain in the scoop of
the rock.

With glittering ieingstars in-

laid. J)raJee, Culprit Fay.

Isis (i'sis), n. [L., < Gr.
'Iijtf, < Egypt. Hes, a deity,

the female counterpart of
Osiris (Hesiri).] In Egypt.
myth., the chief female
deity; the sister, wife, and
counterpart orfemale form
of Osiris, and the mother
of Horus. she is distinguished
by the solar disk and cows' horns
on her head, often surmounted
by a diminutive throng and
bears the lotus scepter. By the
Greeks she was identified with
lo. Her worship in a modified
form, as a nature-goddess, was
introduced subsequently to the
Alexandrine epoch into Greece, Egyptian"cavo-riUevo.
and was very popular at Bome
from the end of the republic. The Greek and Boman
priests and priestesses of Isis wore a special costume, and
had as an attribute a peculiar metallic rattle, the sistruni.

She [Cleopatra]
In the habilimente of the goddess Ims
That day appear'd. Shak., A. and C, iii. 6, 16.

Islam (is'lam or -lam), n. [= F. Sp. Islam =
Turk, islam, < Ar. islam, obedience to Grod, sub-

mission, the orthodox faith, < salama, be free,

be safe, be devoted to God. Cf. Moslem, Mus-
««Z?»<in,and saioam, from the same source.] 1.

The religious system of Mohammed.
They [All and Hnssein] filled a void in the severe reli-

gion of Mahomet^ . . . supplied a tenderand pathetic side

in Islam.
M. Arnold, Essays in Criticism, A Persian Passion-Play.

2. The whole Mohammedan world.

Ali was hardly dead before he became enshrined in le-

gend and in myth. . . . Hence the great schism which
&om the first divided the camp of Islam.

J. Darmesteter, The Mahdi (trans.X p. 23.

Islamic (is-lam'ik), a. [< Islam + -ic.] Be-
longing or relating to Islam.

Persians were the leaders and shapers of Idamie cul-

ture. Contemporary Bev., LIII. 541.

Islamism (is'lam-izm), n. [= P. Islamisme =
Sp. Pg. It. Istamismo; as Islam + -ism.'] The
faith of Islam; the true faith, according to the

Mohammedans ; Mohammedanism.
In these reaches I found Islamism of a purer form, and

the people more learned in civilized ways.
H. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 190.

Islamite (is'lam-it), n. [< Islam + -ite^.] A
Mohammedan.

Tlironging all one porch of Paradise,

A group of Houris bow'd to see

The dying Islamite. Tennyson, Palace of Art

Islamitic (is-la-mit'ik), a. [< Islamite + -ic.]

Pertaining to Islam or the Islamites; Moham-
medan.
Islamize (Is'lam-iz), v. t. ;

pret. and pp. Islam^

ized, ppr. Isl'amizing. [< Islam + -ize.] To
conform to Islam; ilohammedanize.
We find most distinctly-marked African ideas of a Su-

preme Deity in the West, where intercourse with Moslems

has actually Idamized or semi/siamKed whole n^ro na-

tions, and the name of Allah is in all men's mouths.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, n. 302.

island^ (i'land), n. [Prop, iland, the s having

been ignorantly inserted iu the 16th century,
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in conformity with isUi^ (which is, however,
wholly unrelated, and in which the s is also a
late insertion : see isW^) ; early mod. E. Hand,

ylond (also occasionally ylelond, etc.), < ME.
iland, yland, ylond, < AS. igland, iglond, iland,

egland, eglond, eigland, *iegland (also edland:

see below) (= OPries. aland, eiland, East Fries.

eUand = MD. eyland, eylland, eiland = MLG.
eilant, elant, olant, einlant, eiglant, LG. eiland=
MHG. eilant, einlant, G. eiland: the MHG. G.

being prob. < LG-.) = leel. eyland = Norw. oe-

land = Dan. oland (= Sw. Oland, Oland), an

island, < ig, eg, eig, Heg, an island (OLG. ey =
Fries, ooge, an island, = OHG. awa, auwa, ouwa,

owa, MHG. ouwe, owe, G. aue, a meadow near

water, = Icel. ey = Dan. Sw. 0, an island), a

word existing nnrecognized in mod. E. as an
element in local names, as in Angles-ea, An-
gles-ey, Aldern-ey, Batters-ea, Cliels-ea, Cherts-ey,

Orkn-ey, Thorn-ey, Whitn-ey, etc. (and in Seand.

names, Faroe (Faro), Oland, Thurso, etc.), as

well as in the derived eyot, ait, an island (see

ait)
;
prob. orig. an adj., 'belonging to water,'

'in water,' < ed (*eahw-) = OHG. aha = Goth.

ahwa = L. agua, water (see aqua and ewe^), +
land, land: see landi^. The superfluous second
element land was appar. added when the word
ig was passing out of use ; the var. edland (as if

< ed, water, -1- land, land) was an explanatory
sophistication of the proper compound igland.

Other sophistications of the word appear in

the confusion with isle (early mod. E. ylelond,

as if < ifei (isle'^) + larm^), and in the MLG.
MHG. form einlant, as if the 'land alone' (<

ein, = B. one, + lant= E. land>-).] 1. A tract

of land smrounded by water, whether of the

sea, a river, or a lake : in contradistinction to

mainland or continent.

And than we sayled by Alango, Nio, with many mo yle-

londes that belonge vnto the Itoodes.
SirR. Guyl/ard, Pylgrymage, p. 58.

My sovereign, with the loviug citizens.

Like to his island girt in with the ocean, . . .

Shall rest iu London. Shak. , 3 Ben. VL, iv. 8, 20.

2. Something resembling an island: as, anw-
la/nd of floating ice.

The shapely knoll.
That softly swell'd and gaily dreas'd appears
A flowery iAani, from the dark green lawn
Emerging. Comyper, Task, iiL 630.

8. A hiU rising out of low ground or swampy
land, a small clump of woodland in aprairie, or
the like. [Southern and southwestern TT. S.]

At the summit of the hill is a beautiful grove, or ixUmd
of timber, where the heroes that fell at the battle of San
Jacinto sleep their last sleep.

A Stray Yankee in Texas, p. 252.

Coral island. See coral.—Floating island, (a) An is-

land formed in a lake or other inland water, when of natu-
ral origin, by the aggr^ation of a mass of earth held to-

gether by driftwood and interlacing roots. Sometimes
such islands are large enough to serve for gardens or pas-
ture-grounds. Artificial floating islands have been formed
by depositing lake- or river-mnd on rafts of wickerwork
covered with reeds. Both natnral and artificial floating
islands were nsed formarket-gardens by the ancient Mexi-
cans ; and artificial ones, secured to the banlcs of rivers
and lakes, abound in southern China, where they are most
commonly used for raising rice. (2>) A meringue of white
of egg and sugar floating in divisions upon soft custard.

—

ISlSUld of Bell, in anat., a triangular cluster of cerebral
convolntions (the gyri operti, or hidden gyri) situated in
the Sylvian flssure, immediately out from the lenticular
nucleus. See inxula, and cut mider gyrus.—Islands of
the Blessed, or the Happy Islands,m Gr. myth., imagi-
nary islands said to lie in the remote western part of the
ocean, whither after death the souls of the virtuous were
supposed to be transported,

island! p'land),i).*. [< island^, n.'] 1. To cause
to become or appear like an island; insulate.
[Chiefly used in the past participle.]

She distinguished ... a belt of trees, such as we see in
the lovely parks of England, bnt islanded by a screen . . .

of a thick busby undergrowth. De Quineey, Spanish >'nn.

On a winter morning, when the mists are lying white
and low and thin upon the plain, when distant hills rise
islanded into the air, and the outUues of lakes are just
discernible through fleecy haze.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 112, note.

2. To dot as with islands. [Rare.]

A fair expanse
Of level pasture, itlanded with groves.
And banked with woody risings.

Wordsworth, Prelude, viii

Not a cloud by day
With purple islanded the dark-blue deep. Smdhey.

Island^, Island dogt. See Iceland, Iceland
dog.

islanderl (I'lan-d^r), n. [= D. eilander =G.ei^
lander; as island^ + -erf.] An inhabitant of
an island.

That pale, that white-faced shore,
Whose foot spurns back the ocean's roaring tides
And coops from other lands her islanders.

Shot., K. John, iL 1, 25.

-ism

Islander^t, «. An obsolete form of Icelander.

Islandict, a. and n. An obsolete form of Ice-

landic.

islandisht (i'lan-dish), a. [< island^- + ish^-.']

Insular. Dames.
Our Itlandish Monarchy. _

Dr. Dee (Arber's Eng. Gamer, H. 66).

islandyt (i'lan-di), a. [< island^ + -^1.] Per-

taining to islands ; fidl of islands. Cotgrave.

islay (is'la), n. A small evergreen tree, Prunus
ilicifoUa, a native of the California coast-ranges

from San Francisco bay south.

islei (il), n. [Early mod, E. also ile, yle; < ME.
reg. ile, yle, also Hie, ylle, ilde, ydle, rarely isle, <

OF. reg. ile (later isle, the silent s being inserted,

as also in later ME., in imitation of the Latin

insula), or of the earliest form isle (the »being at
the earliest OF. period actually pronounced),

F. ile = Pr. isla, ilia, ilha = Sp. isla = Pg. iTha

= It. isola, < L. insula, an island; sum>osed to

be < in, in, + salum, the main sea, = Gr. a&'hig,

siirge, swell of the sea. The word has no con-

nection with island^,withwhich it has been con-

fused.] 1. An island. [Now chiefly poetical.]

After hym com Galehant, the sone of the feire Geaont
that was lorde of the fer oute ylles, and brought In bis

company x"" men. Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ iiL 677.

Summer isles of Eden lying in dark-purple spheres of sea.

Tennyson, Loclcsley HalL

2. In entom., same as islet, 2.—Emerald Isle.

&ee emerald.

isle^ (H), «•; pret. and pp. isled, ppr. isling. [<

isle^, n.] I. trans. To cause to become or sm-

pear like an isle ; insulate ; island. [PoetieaL]

Isled in sudden seas of light,

My heart, pierced thro' with fierce delight.

Bursts into blossom in his sight. Tennyson, Fatima.

H. imtrans. To dwell on an isle. Daivies.

Lion and stoat have ided, together, knave.
In time of flood. Tennyson, Grareth and Lynette.

isle^f, n. An old spelling of aisle.

isle^t, »• [Also (8c.) aisle; < ME. isyl, < AS.
ysla, ysela, coals, ashes.] Ahot coal ; an ember

:

usuaUy in the plural. pProv. Eng. and Scotch.]

Isyl of fyre, favilla. Prompt. Parv., p. 266.

Ich haue syneged and gabbeme suluen therofle and pine
me seluen on asshen and on iselen.

Old Bng. HomUies (ed. MorrisX ii- 65.

islesman (ilz'man), n. ; pi. islesmen (^nen). An
islander; specifically [.cap.], an inhabitant of

the Hebrides or Western Islands of Scotland.

The Isles-men carried at their baclu
The ancient Danish battle-axe.

Seott, Marmion, v. 5.

Isles of Shoals duck. See ducJc^.

islet (i'let), n. [< OP. islet, illet, m., isUte, is-

lette, ittette, f., = Sp. isleta = It. isoletta, i., <

Mil, insuletum, n., dim. of L. insula, an island:

see isle^ and -et.'] 1. A little isle or island.

Where islets have been formed on the reef, that part
which I have called the "flat," and which is ysirtly diy at
low water, appears similar in every atoll.

Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 33.

The cressy idets white in flower. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Any small spot or space surrounded by
something of different character or color: as,

an islet of verdure in a desert ; the islets on an
insect's wing.

A bnt less vivid hue
Than of that islet in the chestnnt-bloom
Flamed in his cheek. Temu/son, Aylmer'B Field.

ism (izm), n. [< -ism, this sufGx being com-
monly used in words expressing doctrine, theo-
ry, or practice.] A doctrine, theory, system,
or practice having a distinctive character or
relation: chiefly used in disparagement: as,

this is the age of isms; to set up an ism.

It has nothing to do with Calvinism nor Arminianism
nor any of the other isms. Southey, Letters (1809), IL 1S2.

Tliia is Abbot Samson's Catholicism of the twelfth cen-
tury—something like the ism of all true men in all true
centuries, I fancy. Alas, compared with any of the Isms
current In these poor days, what a thing

!

Carlyle, Past and Present, iL 15.

That land fKew England) in which every irni Ol social
or religious life has had its origin— that land whose liills

and valleys are one blaze and buzz of material and manu-
facturing production. H. B. BUme, Oldtown, p. 46a

-ism. [= p. -isme = Sp. Pg. It. -ismo = D. G.
-ismus = Dan. -isme= Sw. -ism, < L. -ismus, < Gr.
-ta/i6(, term, of nouns signifying the practice or
teaching of a thing, from verbs in -tCeiv, being <

-«f- + -/«>f, a common noun-formative: see -ize.]

A sofiBx implying the practice, system, doctrine,
theory, principle, or abstract idea of that which
is signified or implied by the word to which it is

subjoined : as, dogma tism , spiritualism, socialism.
Atticism, Americanism, Gallicism, terrorism, van-
dalism, republicanism, Mormonism, being espe-
cially common in nouns so formed from names
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of persons and designating tlieories, as Ben-
thamism, ComUsm, Darwinism, etc., or theories
associated with practice, especially in words
of temporary use, as Cmsarism, Jacksonism,
Granttsm, etc., such temporary words being
formed as occasion requires, in unlimited num-
bers. Such words are usually accompanied by
a noun of the agent in -isi, and an adj. in -isUo,
and often by a verb in -ize. See these suffixes.

Ismailiau,Ismaeliail (is-ma-il'i-au, -el'i-an),re.

[< Ismail, Ismael (see def.), + -Jo».] Amember
of a sect of Shiite Mohammedans who main-
tained that Ismail was the seventh and last of
the true imams, and that their chief was his
vicegerent on earth. Their doctrines, like tliose of
their existing representatives, the Druses and Ansars of
Syria, departed widely from orthodox Mohammedanism,
and were made known in detail only to the initiated.
The Ismailians founded the Fatimite dynasty of Egypt
and Syria (see FaUmite), and the sect of Assassins was an
offshoot from them.

Ismailism, Ismaelism (is'ma-il-izm, -el-izm),
n. [< Ismail, Ismael, + ism.'l The doctrinal
system of the Ismailians.
Under the Fatimite Caliph HAkim, a new religion sprang

out of lamattism, that of the Druses, so called from its in-
ventor, a certain Darazl or Dorzl. Bncyc. Brit., XVI. 694.

Ismailite, Ismaelite (is'ma-il-it, -el-it), ». [<
IsmaU,_ Ismael, + -ite^.'] Same as IsmaiUan.

iBmailitic, Ismaelitic(iB''''ma-i-lit'ik, -el-it'ik),

a. [< Ismailite, Ismaelite, + '-icl Pertaining to
Ismailism.
The eminent men who revealed to the poet in Cairo the

secrets of the Isma'ilUio faith. ETusyc, BrU., XVII. 238.

ismatic (iz-mat'ik), a. [< ism + -atic^.'] Per-
taining to isms or an ism ; addicted to isms or
theories. [Rare.]
ismatical (iz-mat'i-kal), a. [< ismatic + -al.']

Same as ismaUc. [Rare.]

ismaticalness (iz-mat'i-kal-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being addicted fb isms or theories.

[Rare.]

The Ism is the difficulty. This governs their action ;.

this they would thrust upon us. Their JsmaticcUnens con-
ceals and extrudes the Christian. S. Judd, Margaret, iii.

iao-, [li., etc.,, Jso-, < Gr. lao-, combining form
of laoCf Attic laog. Epic also iiaoc;, equal, the
same (in number, size, appearance, etc.), like.]

An element in some words of Greek origin,

meaning 'equal.'

isoabnormal (i'''s6-ab-n6r'mal), n. [< Gr. laog,

equal, + E. atnorm^l.^ A line, either imagina-
ry or drawn on a map of any part of the earth's

svirfaoe, connecting places which have the
same thermic anomaly, or deviation of the ob-
served mean temperature of a certain period
(month, season, or year) from the normal tem-
perature, or that which is due to a locality in

respect of its latitude alone. Also isabnormal.

Dore has published an elaborate set of maps construct-
ed on this principle, in which he shows by a system of
Thermic luxhnormaZs the deviations from the mean of each
month, and of the year, on the dillerent parts of the
globe. Buehan, Handy-book of Meteorology, p. 126.

isobar (i'so-bar), n. [< Gr. lao(, equal, -1- ^&poi;,

weight: see harometer.'] In. phys. geog., a line

connecting places on the surface of the globe
at which the barometric pressure is the same.
For places not situated at the sea-level, a correction must
be applied to each barometric observation corresponding
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Isoclinal lines, in nmgnetixm, lines drawn upon a map
through points at all of which the dip of the needle is the
same.

II. n. Same as isocline.

The directions of the isogonals, isodinaie, and lines of
equal horizontal force have been found.

Nature, XXXIX. 665.

Also isoclinic.

isocline (i'so-Hiu), n. [< Gr. laoQ, equal, +
KAlveiv, inoline : see cline.'\ In geol., a fold in
which the strata are so appressed that the limbs
or flanks (the parts on each side of the axis o£

the fold) are isoclinal, or dip in the same direc-
tion. See monocline. Also, called overturn, or

overturned anticlinal.

• isoclinic (i-so-klin'ik), a. and n. [< isocline +
-ic] Same as isoclinal.

The iiocHnic lines of the globe ran round the earth like
the parallels of latitude, but are irregular in form.

5. P. Thffmpsonf Elect and Mag., p. 117.

The whole region . . . would have to he surreyed in
order to permit the tracing out ot'isoclinics.

Science, IX. 217.

isoclinostat (i-so-Mi'no-stat), n. [< Gr. lao^,

equal, + i^tvecv, ikcHne, + crrariif, verbal adj. of
laravai, stand : see static.'] A link-work for di-

viding any angle into equal parts. Also iso-

Minostat.

iSOCOlic (i-so-ko'lik), a. [< isocoUm + -ic.'] 1.

In rhet., containing successive clauses of equal
length: as, an tsocoitc period.—2. 1-aanc.pros.,

consisting of series or members all of the same
magnitude : as, an isocolic system. See isocolon.

Isocolon (i-so-ko'lon), n.
;

pi. isocola (-la). [<
Gr. «<Ti}/£6)Aoj',' neut. of tffo/ajAof, of equal mem-
bers or clauses,< iaog, equal, + Ka^Mv, a member,
limb, clause: see cotonl.] 1. In rhet.: (a) A
figure which consists in the use of two or more
clauses (cola) in immediate succession having
the same length or number of syllables. If the
equality is only approximate, the figure is prop-
erly called parison or parisosis. (6) A period
containing successive clauses of equal length.
—2. In ane.pros., a period or system consisting
of cola or series of the same length throughout.

Isocrymal (i'so-kri-mal), n. [< isocryme + -al.]

A line, imaginary or drawn upon a map or chart
of any region, connecting points at which the
temperature is the same during some specified

coldest portion of the year. The word was intro-

duced by J. D. Dana, and used by him with reference to

the mean temperature of the ocean surface "for the cold-
est thirty consecutive days of the year."

It is unnecessary to remark particularly upon the fit-

ness of the other isocrymaZs for the purpose of illustrating

the geographical distribution of marine species.

Dana, Amer. Jour. ScL (2), xvL 157.

isocryme (i'so-krim), n. [< Gr. lao(, equal, +
Kpv/iog, cold, chill (cf. Kpvo(, cold, frost): see

crystal.] Same as isocrymal.

The isocryme of 68° is the boundary line of the coral-

reef seas. DaTia, Amer. Jour. Sci. (2), rvL 156.

isocyclons (i-so-si'klus), a. [< NL. isocyclus,

< Gr. iaog, equal, + kviOioq, circle : see cycle^.]

Composed of successive equal or similar rings.

isocyclus (i-so-si'klus), «. [NXi., < Gr. laoc,

equal, + iwicXog, circle.] An animal the body
of which consists of a series of equal or similai

rings. Sir R. Owen.

isodactylous (i-so-dak'ti-lus). a. [< NL. iso-

dactyltis, < Gr. laoq, equal, + danrvhic, digit.] In
zool. , having the toes or digits of equal length or

otherwise alike: its opposite is anisodactylous.

Isodia (i-s6'di-a), n. pi. [< MGr. daoSm, neut.

pi. of Gr. elaSdioc, pertaining to entrance, < clao-

rfof, entrance, in MGr. the feast of the entrance

of the Virgin Mary into the temple, < etc, into,

-f 6d6i, way.] In the Gr. Ch., the feast of the

Presentation of the Theotoeos or Blessed Vir-

gin Mary in the temple, observed November
21st. Sise presentation. Also written -EJ«0(i(fl.

Isodiabatic (i-so-di-a-bat'ik), a. [< Gr. Iaog,

equal, + SiajSaTikAg, aljle to pass through, < dca-

/SaTog, verbal adj. of Sia/iaiveiv, pass through:

see diabaterial.] Pertaining to the transmis-
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sion to or from a body of equal quantities of

heat. Thus, isocliabatic parts of isothermal curves are

parts which represent changes of pressure and density of

the same body during the transmission ol equal quanti-

ties of heat, the temperature remaining constant.

isodiametric (i-so-di-a-met'rik), a. [< Gr. iaog,

equal, + dtdfterpog, diameter: see diameter.)

Having equal diameters, or being of equal di-

ameter. Specifically— (ffl) In crystal., pertaining to crys-

tals having equal lateral axes, as crystals of the tetragonal

or hexagonal systems, which are optically uniaxial. (6)

In lot., having the diameter similar throughouti as organs

or cells.

isodiametrical (i-so-di-a-met'ri-kal), a. [< iso-

diametric + -al.] Same as isodiametric.

There are cells which are especially concerned in assim-

ilation, and which may be either iso-diametrical or elon-

gated in a direction either parallel to or at right angles

with the axis. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. L 109.

isodicon (i-sod'i-kon), M.
;
pi. isodiea (-ka). [<

MGr. elao6m6v, neiit. of daodiKdg, pertaining to

the entrance, < Gr. eiaodog, entrance: see Iso-

dia.] In the Gr. Ch., a troparion or brief an-

them succeeding the third antiphon and ac-

companying the Little Entrance. See entrance.

Also written eisodicon.

isodimorphism (i"so-da-m3r'fizm), n. [< Gr.

iaog, equal, + E. dimorphism.] In crystal.,

isomorphism between the members of two di-

morphous groups.

isodiiaorphous (i''so-di-m6r'fus), a. [< Gr. iaog,

equal, + E. dimorphous.] In crystal., having
the quality of isodimorphism.

isodomon, isodomum (I-sod'o-mon, -mum), n.

[< Gr. laoio/wv, neut. of laddoijiog, built alike, <

Iaog, equal, + S&-

/icm, build, > ddfiog,

iofii], a building

:

see dome'^.] One
of the varieties of
masonry used in
the best period of
Greek architec-
ture, in which the
blocks forming the
courses were of
equal thickness and equal length, and so dis-

posed that the vertical joints of an upper course
came over the middle of the blocks in the course
below it. See pseudisodomon.
isodomons (i-sod'o-mus), a. [< isodomon +
-ous.] Of the nature of isodomon.
A great part of the city-wall, built in fine Hellenic isodc-

mou£ masonry, and a large square central fortress with a
circular projecting tower, are the only remains now trace-
able. Encyc. BrU., XVni. 735.

isodont (i'so-dont), a. [< Gr. iaog, equal, + bdovg
(bdovT-) = E'. tooth.] Having the teeth all alike,
as a cetacean; having the characters of the
Isodontia.

Isodontia (i-so^on'shi-a), n.x)l. [NL., < Gr.
iaog, equal, + bdovg (odovr-) = E. tooth.] In
Blyth's edition of Cuvier, an order of placental
manmials, consisting of the Cetacea of Cuvier
minus the herbivorous cetaceans (sirenians) of
that author; one of two orders constituting
Blyth's zoophagous type of mammals. [Not
in use.]

•

isodynamic (i"so-di-nam'ik), a. and n. [< Gr.
iaoHrva/wg, having equal power or force : see iso-
dynamous.] I. a. Having equal power or force;
relating to equality of force— iBodynamlc lines,
in magjietiam : (a) Lines connecting those places where

Quillwort (IsoHtes Enffetmanni).

a, sporangium cut longitudinally, showing
the macTospores or m^aspores; 6, sporan-
gium cut longitudinally, showing the micro-
spores.

Isodomon, with blocks secured by
dowels.

Isodynamic Lines for 189a

the intensity of the force of terrestrial magnetism is equal.
They have a certain general resemblance in form and
position to the isoclinal lines. (6) Lines drawn to indicate
regions having winds of a specified force or strength as
Indicated by the wind-pressure.

n. n. An isodynamic line.

isodynamons (I-so-di'na-mus), a. [< Gr. laoSv-

va/jog, having equal power or force, < iaog, equal,
+ dwajug, power, force : see dynam, dynamic]
Having equal force; of equal size;'in6o<., same
as isdbrious.

IsoetesB(i-so-et'e-e), n.pl. [NL.,< Isoetes+-ese.]
An order of vascular cjTptogamous plants, re-

isogonic

lated to the Selaginellaeece, containing the sin-

gle genus Isoetes.

Isogtes (i-Bo'e-tez), h. [NL., < L. isoetes, small
houseleek or aye-green, < Gr. iaoinig, equal
in years (neut. rb laoirsg, an annual plant), <

iaog, equal, + irog, a year.] A gentis of vas-
cular cryptogamous plants, belonging to the

natural order
IsoetecB. They are
small grass-like or
rush-like aquatic
or semi-aquatic
plants, in which
theplant-body con-
sists of an exceed-
ingly restricted
stem, which gives
off a dense mass of

roots from below
and sendsup acom-
pact tuft of leaves
above. The spo-
rangia are sessile

in the axils of the
leaves, and some
contain macro-
spores (mega-
spores) and some
micropores. The
genus comprises
about 50 species,

and has a verywide
geographical dis-

tribution, occur-
ring in Europe,
Asia, Australasia,
Africa, and North
and South Ameri-
ca. The species,
which are general-
ly known as oui2^
ijoorts, are of no
especial value. /. lacustrU is known in England as Mer-
lin's-grass. Some half-dozen species have been fonnd in a
fossil state, chiefiy in the Tertiary of Europe, but one oc-

curs in the Eocene of Colorado, one in the Upper Jurassic
of Bavaria, and another in the Oolite of Torkshire, Eng-
land. These lower forms are usually distinguished by the
name Iso^ites.

isogamous (i-sog'ar-mus), a. [< Gr. Iaog, equal,
+ ya/iog, marriage.] Characterized by isog-

amy. The isogamous algae are the Zygnemete,
Desmidiece, etc.

isogamy (i-sog'a-mi), n. [< Gr. Iaog, equal, +
ya/wg, marriage.] Li bot., the conjugation of

two gametes of similar form, as in certain algse.

Compare oogamy.
isogenous (i-soj'e-nns), a. [< Gr. laoryev^g, equal
in kind, < iaog, equal, + yivog, kind : see -genotts.]

Of the same or a similar origin; homologous,
in a broad sense, as formed from the same or
corresponding tissues of the embryo. Thus, parts
of the nervous system of worms, mollusks, and vertebrates
are isogenous, being derived from the epiblast

isogeny (i-soj'e-ni), n. [As isogen-ous + -y.]

In ftjof., similarity or identity of origin;, origi-

nation in or derivation from the same or corre-
sponding tissues ; evolutionary homology, in a
broad sense.

It is well to use words which will express our meaning
exactly, and hence a general homology may be indicated
by the word isogeny, indicating a general similarity of ori-
gin. Stand. Nat. Hist., J., Int., p. xvit

isogeotherm (i-so-je'o-therm), n. [< Gr. iaog,

equal, + yv, the earth) + Bepiiri, heat.] Inphys.
geog., an imaginary line or surface imder the
earth's surface passing through points having
the same temperature.
isogeothermal (i-so-je-o-ther'mal), a. [< iso-
geotherm + -al.] Inphys. jeo^.,"pertaining to
or having the nature of an isogeotherm.
isogeothermic (i-so-je-o-thfer'mik), a. [< iso-

geotherm + -ic] Same'as isogeothermal.
isognathons (i-sog'na-thus), a. [< Gr. Iaog,

equal, + yvaSog, jaw.]' In odotitog., having the
molar teeth alike in both jaws : opposed to an
isognathous.

isogon (i'so-gon), n. [= Sp. It. isogono; < Gr.
icay&viog, having equal angles, < iaog, equal, +
yavia, angle.] In math., a figure whose angles
are equal.

Isogonal (i-sog'o-nal), a. and «. [< isogon +
-al.] I. a. Having equal angles.

II. n. An isogenic line.

isogonicl (i-so-gon'ik), a. [(.isogon + -ic]
Having equal angles.— iBogonlc lines, in inagne-
tiem, Imes on the earth's stirface at every point of which
the deviation of the magnetic needle from the true north
is the same for a given period. See cut on following page.
On the globe the isogenic lines run for the most part

from the north magnetic pole to the south magnetic polar
region. S. P. Thompson, Elect and Mag., p. 117.

isogenic^ (i-so-gon'ik), a. [< Gr. Iaog, equal,
+ ybvog, ofEspnng.] In Uol., exhibiting isog-
onism; producing identical generative indi-
viduals from different stocks, as hydroids of
different families may do.
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isogoniostat (i-so-go'ni-o-stat), n. [< Gr. lao-

yiiwof, equiangular (see isogon), + aTardc, ver-
bal adj. of lardvai, stand: see static.'] A link-
work for regulating the motion of a traia of
prisms.
isogonism (I-sog'o-nizm), n. [< isogon4c^ +
-ism.'] In biol., production of similar or identi-
cal sexual organisms or reproductive parts from
diverse stocks.

Medusse of identical structure, which one would place
in the same genus, may form the sexual generations of
hydroid stocks belonging to different families (ieogoniem).

Claus, Zoblogy (trans.), I. 240.

isogram (i'so-gram), n. [< Gr. Zcof, equal, +
ypa/i/ia, that' which is drawn or written : see
gram^, and cf. diagram, etc.] A diagram ex-
hibiting a family of curves for the purpose of
showing a relation between three variables.

isograpbic (i-so-graf'ik), a. [< isography + -ic]
Of or pertaining to isography.

isographically (i-so-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In an
isographio manner ; as regard's, or by means of,

isography.

The laborious process of isographically charting the
whole of Argelander's 324,000 stars.

A. M. Gierke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 437.

isography (i-sog'i^-fi), n. [< Gr. 'ta6ypa<^og, writ-

ing like, < lads, equal, + ypaipeiv, write.] The
imitation of handwriting.
Isogynse (i-soj'i-ne), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. laog,

equal, -I- ywi/, female (in mod. bot. a pistil).]

A division of dicotyledonous plants, including
the Primulacew, Ericacece, etc., in which the
carpels equal the sepals and petals in number.
They are coextensive with the Isocarpce.

isogynous (i-soj'i-nus), a. [< Gr. laoc, equal,

+ ywri, female (in mod. bot. pistU).] In. bot.,

having the pistils, or the carpels of which the
single pistil is composed, equal in number to

the sepals.

isogyrOUS (J-so-ji'rus), a. [< Gr. laoQ, equal, +
yupoc, round: see gyre.] In bot., forming a com-
plete spire. [Rare.]

isohalsine (i-so-hal'sin), n. Pireg. < Gr. Icog,

equal, + a?i, salt, + -ine^.] A line connecting
points of equal salinity in the waters of the
ocean. Such lines may be drawn to indicate either the
distribution of the salinq matter (about three fourths of

which in the main ocean consists of common salt) at and
near the suiface, or its variations in depth. In the latter

case, the isobalsines are plotted upon a plane surface rep-

resenting a vertical section of the ocean between the de-

sired points.

isohyetal (i-so-hi'e-tal), a. and n. [< Gr. laog,

equal, + verdg, rain: see hyetal.] I. a. Marking
equality of rainfall: as, an isohyetal curve, iso-

hyetal lines inay be drawn to connect places having the
same amount of annual or of seasonal rainfall. An isohye-

tal map or chart is more generally called a rainfall chart.

II. n. An isohyetal line or curve.

isokephaly (i-so-kef'a-li), n. See isocephaly.

isoklmostat, n.' See isoclinostat.

isolable (is'o- or i'so-la-bl), a. [< isohate +
-able.] That can be' isolated; specifically, in

chem., capable of being obtained pure, or un-
combined with any other substance.

It [identity] is quite accurately distinguishable from
difference in known matter, but it is not isolable from dif-

ference. B. Bosanquet, Mind, XIII. 359.

isolate (is'o- or i'so-lat), v. *. ;
pret. and pp. ««o-

lated, ppr.' isolatiiig. [With sufBx -ate^, < F.

isoler = Pg. isolar, < It. iselare, < ML. insulare,

pp. insulatus, detach, separate: see insulate.]

1. To set or place apart; detach or separate so

as to be alone: often used reflexively: as, he

isolated 'himself ivora all society.

Itls . . . possible to dissect out a nerve with a muscle

attached, to keep it alive for a time, and thus to inquure

what an iaolatxd nerve wlU do.

ft T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 56.

2. In elect, same as insulate, 3.-3. In chem.,

to obtain (a substance) free from all its com-

binations. , ., - -.

isolate (is'o- or i'so-lat), a. [< isolate, v.] Iso-

lated; detached.
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The New Moon swam divinely isolate

In maiden silence. Lowell, Endymion, i.

isolated (is'o- or i's6-la-ted), p. a. 1. Stand-
ing detached from others of a like kind

;
placed

by itself or alone.

I am not teaching man's isolated energy.
Channing, Perfect Life, p. 17.

2. In chem., pure; freed from combination.

—

Isolated bitangent. See bitangent.

isolating (is'o- or i'so-la-ting), p. a. Employ-
ing the principle or "producing the efEect of

isolation: specifically applied m philology to

monosyllabic languages in which each word is

a simple, uninflected root.

Such languages [agglutinative], constituting the small
minority of human tongues, are wont to be called iso-

lating, i. e. using each element by itself, in its integral

form. Whitney, Enoyc. Brit., XVIII. 774.

isolation (is-o- or i-so-la'shon), n. [= F. iso-

lation; as isolate + -ion.] He state of being
isolated or alone.

Isolation from the rest of mankind.
MUman, Latin Christianity, viii. 5.

God-like isolation which art mine,
1 can but count thee perfect gain.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

isolator (is'o- or i'so-la-tor), n. [< isolate -h

-or.] An insulator.

isologOUS (i-sol'o-gus), a. [< Gr. laos, equal, +
Adyof, ratio, proportion: see logos.] Having
similar proportions or relations: specifically

applied' in chemistry to a series of hydrocar-
bons each member of which differs in composi-
tion from the next above it in the same series

by having two less hydrogen atoms. Thus,
ethane (C2H6), ethylene (C2H4), and acetylene
(C2H2) form an isologous series.

.

The number of isologous groups actually known and
studied is comparatively smsdL

W. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., 1 1122.

isologne (i'so-log), n. [< Gr. laoQ, equal, + Xd-

yoc, ratio, proportion.] A member of an isol-

ogous series of hydrocarbons.
isomastigate (i-so-mas'ti-gat), a. [< Gr. img,

equal, -(- fiaoTi^ (/laany-), a whip.] Having the
flagella alike or similar, as an infusorian, in
which there may be two or more such flagella

:

distinguished from heteromasUqate.

isomer (i'so-m6r), n. [< Gr. tao/iep^g, having
equal parts": see isomerous.] In chem., a com-
poundthat exhibits the properties of isomerism
with reference to some other compomid. Also
isomeride.

Isomera (i-som'e-ra), n. pi. [NL. : see isomer-
o%is.] A primary division of coleopterous in-

sects, characterized by having (with a very few
exceptions) the same number of tarsal joints on
the posterior legs as on the others. The Isomera
include the five series Adephaga, Clavicomia, Serric&mia,
Iiomellicomia, and Phytophaga.

isomere (i'so-mer), n. [< Gr. lao/iep^g, having
equal parts: see isomerous. Cf. isomer.] In
gool., a part or segment of the limb of one ani-

mal which is homologous with or corresponds
to a part in another animal. Thus, the distal end
of a bird's tibia is an isonwre of proximal tarsal bones of a
mammal. See isotome, a.nA.membral segment (ym&eTmerri-
bral).

The lines . . . are isotomes, cutting the limbs into
morphologically equal parts, or isomeres.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 229.

isomeria (i-so-me'ri-a), n: [NL., < Gr. iao/j£p^(,

having equal parts: see isomerous.] A distri-

bution into equal parts. Kersey, 1708.

isomeric (i-so-mer'ik), a. [< isomer-ous + -ic]

1. In chem.j pertaining to or characterized by
isomerism.

As I learn from one of our first chemists. Prof. Frank-
land, protein is capable of existing under probably at
least a thousand isomeric forms.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., App., p. 483.

2. In zool., of, pertaining to, or forming an iso-

mere : as, isomeric segments of the limbs.

isomerical (i-so-mer'i-kal), a. [< isomeric +
-al.] Same ss'isomeric'

isomerically (i-so-mer'i-kal-i), adv. In an iso-

meric manner; as regards isomerism.
isomeride (i-som'e-rid or -rid), n. [< isomer-ous

+ 4de'^.] Same as isomer.

isomerism (i-som'e-rizm), n. [< isomer-ous +
-ism.] In cliem., identity or close similarity of

composition and moleevdar weight, with differ-

ence of physical or of both chemical and phy-
sical properties. There are three different cases of

isomerism : first, where compound bodies have the same
ultimate composition and the same molecular weight,

but differ in physical properties and in their behavior
toward the same reagents, being essentially distinct sub-

stances; second, where compounds have the same compo-
sition, the same molecular weight, and the same general

isomorphous
reactions, but differ in certain physical or chemical prop-
erties; third, where compounds differ solely in certain
physical properties. The facts of isomerism are gener-
ally explained by assuming a difference in the arrange-
ment of the atoms which form the Isomeric molecules.

AUotropy stands in the same relation to elements that
isomerism does to compounds.

Frankland and Japp, Inorganic Chemistry, p. 111.

isomeromorphism (i-so-mer-o-m&r'fizm), «. [<
Gr. im/iepr/e, having equal parts (see isomerous),
+ fiopifi^, form, -I- -ism.] In crystal. , isomorphism
between substances having the same atomic
proportions.

isomerous (i-som'e-rus), a. [< Gr. taofiepri(, hav-
ing equal parts or shares, < iaog, equal, -I- fdpoQ,
part, share.] 1. In bot., composed each of an
equal number of parts, as the members of the
several circles of a flower.— 3. In chem., hav-
ing the property of chemical isomerism.— 3. In
enfom., having the same number of tarsal joints
of all the legs. When the number is not stated,
isomerous tarsi are understood to be five-joint-

ed or pentamerous. See Jsomera.—4. Inodon-
iog'., having the same number of ridges: specifi-

cally applied to molar teeth whose transverse
ridges do not increase in number on successive
teeth, as in the living elephants: opposed to
anisomerous and hypisomerous. Gill.

isomery (i'so-mer-i), n. [< NL. isomeria, q. v.]
Isomerism.
isometric (i-so-met'rik), a. [< Gr. lad/isTpog, of
equal measure, < laog, equ^l,+ p-hpov, measure.]
1. Of equal measure.

In The Princess we also find Tennyson's most successful
studies upon the model of the Theocritan isometric verse.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 166-

2. In crystal., pertaining to that system which
is characterized by three equal axes at right
angles to one another. The seven holohedral forms
under this system are the cube, regular octahedron, rhom-
bic dodecahedron, tetrahexahedron, tetragonal and trigo-

nal trisoctahedron, and hexoctahedron. The tetrahedron
and pyritohedron are the most common hemihedral forms.
Also called monometric, regida/r, tesstdar, cuMc. See crys-

tallography.— IsoTRetTic perspective or projection, a
method of drawing figures of machines, etc. It is an or-

thogonal projection on lines equally inclined to the three
principal axes of the body to be represented.

isometrical (I-so-met'ri-kal), a. [< isometric -l-

-al.] Same as isometric.

"

isometrograph (i-so-met'ro-graf), n. [< Gr.
img, equal, + /i^rpov,"measure, + ypdfeiv,wnte.]
Aninstrument for accurately spacing and draw-
ing lines at equal distances from each other, as
in cross-hatching sections in mechanical draw-
ing. It consists of mechanism which moves a straight-

edge or ruler a definite distance parallel to itself, so that
lines drawn along the edge of the ruler are equally spaced.

isomorph (i'so-mdrf), n. [< Gr. iaog, equal, -I-

pMp(pfi, form.] "

1. A substance which exhibits
isomorphism.— 2. In eool., an organism which
has the same form as another, and thus resem-
bles it, though belonging to a different group.

There are sandy forms [of the Seticularia] which it is

difficult to separate from imperforate Lituolidea and are
nevertheless perforate, in fact are "sandy isomorplis of

Lagena, Nodosaria, Globigerina, and Kotalia."
E. £. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 849.

isomorphic (i-so-m6r'fik), a. [< isomorph-ous
+ -ic] 1. Same asisomorphotts.— 2. In biol.,

being of the same or like form; morphologi-
cally alike; equiformed.

Dicholophus . . . has assumed peculiar raptorial char-
acters isomorphic with those of Gypogeranus, which is a
true bird of prey. Nature, XXXIX. 180.

isomorphism (i-s6-m6r'fizm), n. [^(.isomorph-ous

+ -ism.] A similarity of crystalline form: as,

(o) between substances of analogous compo-
sition or atomic proportions, as the members
of a group of compounds like the sulphates of

barium, strontium, and lead; (6) between com-
pounds of unlike composition or atomic pro-
portions. The first of these is isomorphism proper, and
is sometimes distinguished as isomerous or isonoTnic iso-

morphism ; the second as TieteroTnerous or heteronomic iso-

morphism, or simply as homcecnnorphiSTn.—HolOhedral
isomorphism, in math.-, the identity of the form of two
groups.

isomorphous (i-so-m6r'fus), a. [< Gr. imf,
equal, -I- popipri, form.] Exhibiting the prop-
erty of isomorphism. Also isomorphic.

Notwithstanding the possibility, in the case of certain
carbonates, of substituting isomorphous constituents for
one another, it cannot be pretended that any evidence as
yet breaks down the list of chemical elements.

J. Martineau, Materialism, p. 127.

Isomorphous group, (a) A group of substances having
analogous composition andclosely related crystallinefomi.
Thus, in mineralogy, the carbonates of calcium, magnesi-
um, iron, manganese, and zinc (respectively CaCO.3, MgC03,
FeC03, MnCOs, ZnCOs) form an isomorphous group, all

crystallizing in the rhombohedral system, and with near-
ly the same angles, the angle of the cleavage rhomboh&-



isomorphous

dron varying from 105° to 107i°. Between the members
of an isomorphous group intermediate compounds may
occur, regarded as isomorphous mixtures of the two un-
like molecules. Thus, dolomite, the carbonate of calcium
and magnesium, may be considered as formed by the
union of the calcium carbonate molecules with those of
magnesium carbonate. (6) pi. In motA. See groupl.

Isomya (i-so-mi'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Icoc,

equal, + fivg, a mouse, a muscle, = E. mouse.
Cf. Dimyaria.'] Isomyarian mollusks; Dimy-
aria proper, one of three orders into which, la-
mellibranens have been divided: distinguished
from Seteromya and Monomya. They are di-

vided into IntegropalUa and Sinupallia.
isomyarian (i"so-nu-a'ri-an), a. [< Isomya +
-orJaH.] Having two adductor muscles of the
same size or nearly so, as most bivalve mol-
lusks; perfectly dimyarian; of or pertaiaing to
the Isomya.
ison (i'son), n. [< Gr. laov, neut. of to-oc, equal:
see iso-.l In the music of the Greek Church,
the sign for the key-note.
Isonandra (i-sg-uan'dra), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
laog, e(Jual, -I- av^p (avdp-), male (mod. bot. sta-

men) . ] A small genus of gamopetalous plants,
of the natural order Sapotacece. The flowers are
tetramerous, the corolla-tube is elongated, the stamens are
8 in number and nearly equal, and the seeds are albumi-
nous. They are evergreen trees with entire leaves, na-
tives of Boutbem India, Ceylon, and the adjacent islands.
The species of this genus, particularly I. polyantha and
/. obovata, yield a good quality of gutta-percha. J. Outta,
the true gutta-percha, is now referred to the genus Pala-
qmwm. Wightt 1840.

Isonandrese (i-so-nan'dre-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Eadlkofer, 1887),'< Isonandra + -ece.} A tribe

of plants of the natural order Sapotacece, con-
taining the genera Isonandra and Payena.
isonepnelic (i"so-ne-fel'ik), a. [< Gr. laog, equal,
+ ve^kTai, cloud:' see ne'bula.'\ Indicating equal-
ity as regards the prevalence of clouds isone-
phellc line, in rneteor., an imaginary line over the earth's
surface passing through points which have the same de-
gree of cloudiness of the sky for a given period (month or
year).

A chart of the world showing lines of equal annual
cloudiness (isonephelicj is-glven by Renan.

Smihgonian Reporty 1881, p. 290.

isonomia (i-so-no'mi-a), n. [< Gr. 'laovofiia,

equality of rights : see isonomy.1 Equality be-
fore the law ; uniformity of rights.

There is no part of our constitution so admirable as this

equality of civil rights, this isanomm which the philoso-

phers of aaclent Greece only hoped to find in democrati-
cal government. Sir E. Oreasy, Eng. Const., p. 200.

isonomic (i-so-nom'ik), a. [< Gr. imvofimdg, <

iaovoftia, equality of laws: see isonomy.'\ 1.

Of or pertaining to isonomy ; the same or equal
in law or right.— 2. One iu kind or origin : spe-

cifically applied in chemistry to isomorphism
subsisting between two compounds of like com-
position : opposed to heteronomic.

isonomy (i-son'o-mi), n. [< Gr. laovo/iia, equal
distribution, equality of rights or laws, < 'ia6vo-

fwc, equally distributed, having equal rights, <

laog, equal, + v6fiog, distribution, custom, law:

see «ome. ] Equality as regards rights and priv-

ileges; isonomia.

Philolaus . . . introduced an isonomy into the oligarchy,

and so enabled it to hold its ground.
Von Banke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 186.

isonym (i'so-nim). n. [< Gr. la&wfiot, having
the same name, < laog, equal, -f- ivo/m, inmjia,

name.] In philol., a paronym.
isonymic (I-so-nim'ik), a. [< isonym + -Jc] In

pMlol., paronymio.
isonymy (i-son'i-mi), n. [< Gr. laavv/ita, same-

ness of name, < laiiw/wg, having the same name

:

see isonym.'] Same a,8 paronymy.

isopathy (i-sop'a-thi), n. [< Gr. laog, equal, +
TTd&of, suffering, 'disease.] The theory that dis-

ease may be cured bythe product of the disease,

as smallpox by minute doses of variolous mat-

ter; also, the theory that a diseased organmay
be cured by eating the same organ of a healthy

animal.
isoperimetrical (i-so-per-i-met'ri-kal), a. [<

isoperimetry + -ie-al.] 1. Of or pertaining to

isoperimetry.— 3. Having equal boundaries:

as, isoperimetrical figures or bodies.

isoperimetry (i"s6-pe-rim'e-tri), «. [< Gr. laog,

equal, + Kepi/xerpov, circumference : see perim-

eter.'] In geom., the science of figures having

equal perimeters or boundaries. The problem to

determine among all curves having their extremities at

two given points and a given length that one which m-
closes the maximum area is the problem of Isopenmetiy

;

and the name is extended to every problem involving the

calculus of variations in the same way.

isopetaloUS (i-s6-pet'a-lns), a. [< Gr. laog, equal,

+ TthaTiov, a leaf (petal): see j^etal.] Having

equal petals. Thomas, Med. Diet.

Blind Isopod {Cacidatea stygia). Mammoth
Cave, Kentucky.
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isophorous (i-sof 'o-rus), a. [< Gr. laoijidpoc,

beariug or drawing equal weights, equal in

strength, < laog, equal, + (jiipeiv = E. 6eari.] In

bot. , an epithet used by Lindley to express the

relation to a species of its abnormal forms when
they are sufficientlyhabitual to have been taken
for distinct plants. Thus, the assumed genus
of oiehids J clinia is now regarded as an isopho-

rous form of Dendrohium.

isopiestic (i'so-pi-es'tik), a. [< Gr. laog, equal,

+ meardg, verbal adj. of KieC.si.v, press, squeeze.]

Isobaric ; denoting equal pressure.

Isopleura (I-so-pl6'ra), n. pi. PSTL., neut. pi. of

isopleurns: see isopUurous.] A prime division

of gastropods containing those which are equal-

sided or bilaterally symmetrical: contrasted

with Armoplev/ra. The iaopleural gastropods are

chiefly represented by the chitons, but also include such
worm-like forms as GhoBtod&rma and Neomenia. Eank-
ed as a superorder, the Jsopleura have been divided into

three orders, Polyplacophora, Chcetodermce, and Neomenoi-
dea.

isopleural (i-so-plO'ral), a. [As isopleur-ous +
-at] Having' the ri'ght and left sides equal;

bilaterally symmetrical, as most animals ; of or

pertaining to the Isopleura.

isopleurous (i-s6-plo'rus), a. [< NL. isopleurus,

< (5r. la6K?iSvpog,'hsNins equal sides, equilateral,

< laog, equal, -J- ?r/l£u/)a, side.] Same as isoplev^

ral.

Isoplexis (i-so-plek'sis), n. [NL. (Lindley,

1821), < Gr. laog, equal, + T^^fjf, a stroke, <

TzTJiaaeiv, strike, cut.] A genus of Scrophu-
larinece, closely allied to Digitalis, but distin-

guished by a shrubby habit and by the fact

that the upper lip of the corolla equals the

lower. The two species, I. sceptrwm from Madeira and
J. Canarieims from the Canaries, cultivated in green-

houses, bear terminal racemes of showy yellow or orange-
colored flowers.

isopod (i'so-pod), a. and n. [< NL. isopus (iso-

pod-), < Gr.
laog, equal, +
wovg (TTorf-) =
E. foot.] I. a.

Having the
feet all alike,

or similar in
character;

specifically, pertaining to the Isopoda or having
their characters. Also isopodous.

II. n. An isopod crustacean ; any one of the
Isopoda,
Also isopodan, isopode.

Isopoda (i-sop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

isopMS(Jsopo*-),' equal-footed: see isopod.] An
order of arthrostracous or edriophthafiuous
(sessile-eyed) crustaceans, with 7 free thoracic
somites bearing as many pairs of legs, which
are alike in size and direction, whence the
name; the Polygonata of Pabricius. The body
is usually broad and depressed, and more or less arched

;

the head is almost always distinct from the thorax,
except from the flrst thoracic ring, with which it is

united; and the abdomen is short-ringed and often re-

duced. There are no branchial thoracic vesicles, the
respiratory function being carried on by the peculiarly
modified laminar legs of the abdomen. The thoracic legs
of the females may be modified to form brood-pouches for
the eggs by means of delicate membranous plates called
ooetegites. The
sexes are distinct,

except in Cymotko-
idcB. Isopods are
found in both salt

and fresh water,
and also on land.
The terrestrial iso-

pods, family Onis-
ddce, are known as
sow-bugs, wood-lice,

and slaters. The
gribble, Limnoria
terebrans, is a ma-
rine form. Many
Isopoda are ecto-
parasitic, as the CymothoidcB on the gills and in the mouth
of fishes, and the Bopyridce in the gills of prawns. The or-
der was divided by Milne-Edwards into three sections, Se-
deniaria, Natatoria, and Cursoria, according to the hab-
its of the animals. By Claus the Isopoda are made a sub-
order of Artkrostraca, and divided into two tribes, Ani-
sopoda (which resemble ampfaipods) and Euisopoda, or
genuine isopods. Others reckon about ten families, not
separated into suborders. Leading types are Tanaidce
and Anceidee on the one hand, and on the other Cymo-
thmdoe, Sphcermmdce, Idoteidoe, Asellidoe, BopyridcB, and
Oniseidm.

isopodan (i-sop'o-dan), a. and n. [< isopod +
-an.] Same as isopod.

The size of the body far transcends the ordinary Isopo-
dan limit. Encyc. Brit., VI. 669.

isopode (i'so-pod), a. and n. Same as isopod.

isopodifomi (i-so-pod'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. isopus
(isopod-), isopod, -I- L. forma, form.] Formed

Three Types of Isopods.
I, sedenXary, Se^rtts s^illarum. 2, na-

tatory, Cymodocea lamarcki. 3, cursorial,
Oniscus asellits, a common wood-louse or
sow-bu^ ; a, head ; b, thorax ; c, abdomen.

isoseismic

like an isopod; resembling an isopod in form;
speoifleaUy applied to six-footed, oblong, flat-

tened larv88 with a distinct thoracic shield,

long antennsB, and caudal bristles or plates, as.

those of the roaches.

isopodimorphous (i-so-pod-i-m6r'fus), a. [C

NL. isopus (isopod-), isopod, + Gr. /topf^, form.J
Same as isc^odiform.

isopodous (i-sop'o-dus), a. [As isopod + -ous.J

Same as isopod.

isopogonous (i-so-pog'o-nus), a. [< Gr. laog,

equal,+ liijyav, beard, barb.] Equally webbed

:

said of feathers whose inner and outer webs are-

alike in size and shape : opposed to anisopogo-

nous.

isopolity (i-so-pol'i-ti), n. [< Gr. laoTzoTuTeia,

equality of civic rights, < laoTToUrrig, a citizen

with equal rights, < laog, equal, + iroXirrig, a
citizen : see polity.] Equal rights of citizen-

ship in different communities ; mutual politi-

cal rights.

Niebuhr . . . establishes the principle that the census.

comprehended all the confederate cities which had the
right of isopolity. MUman.
Between America and England . . . one would be glad

if there could exist some isopoli^
enough, To C. E. Norton, Sept. 21, 1853.

Isoptera (i-sop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
isopterus: seeisopterous.] The termites orwhit&
ants regarded as a suborder of Neuroptera.
They have large, equal, and naked wings not folded in re-
pose, well-developed manducatory jaws, and short many-
jointed antennee. The larvis and pupse resemble the neu-
ters ; the latter are wingless. This suborder is represent,
ed by the family TermMdoe alone.

isopterous (i-sop'te-ms), a. [< NL. isopterus:

(cf. Gr. la&KTepog, poet., swift as flight), < Gr.
laog, equal,+ nrepdv, wing.] Having the wings-
equal ; specifically, pertaining to the Isoptera or
white ants, or having their characters.

isopurpuric (i"so-p6r-pu'rik), a. [< Gr. laog,.

equal, -I- L. purpureus, purple : see purple.ll

Same as purpuric—Isopurpuric acid, CgHstrsOev
an acid not known in the free state, but forming a potas-

sium salt when strong solutions of picric acid and potas-
sium cyanide are mixed. It was formerly used as a dye,
under the name of grenat soluble.

isopurpurin (i-so-p6r'p-a-rin), n. [< isopurpur-
(ic) + 4n^.] A 'coal-tar color (Ci4H502(OH)3>
used in dyeing, closely allied to afizarin, formed
by heating beta-anthraquinon disulphonic acid
with caustic soda and potassium chlorate, it is.

sold in commerce under the name of alizarin, and pro-
duces the yellow shade of red, while true alizarin gives-

bluish shades of red. Also called anthrapurpnrin.

Isopyreae (i-so-pi're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Reiehen-
bach, 1837),< Isopyrum + -ece.] A former tribe-

of plants of the natural order Banunculacece,
typified by the genus Isopyrum : now merged,
in the tribe Melleborea.

Isopyrum (i-so-pi'mm), n, [NL. (Linnseus),
< L. isopyrumj<. Gr. tadiropov, a plant not iden-
tified (Fumaria capreolata^),<.laog, equal,-!- nv-

p6g, wheat (or nvp = E. fire).] A small genus,

of plants of the order Eanunculacem, the type of
the old tribe Isopyrece. They are slender smooth
herbs -with perennial root, bi- to tritemately compound
leaves, and solitary or loosely panicled white flowers.

Seventy-flve species are known in the north temperalei
portions of both hemispheres.

isorrhythmic (i-so-rith'mik), a. [< Gr. Zffof,

equal, + l>vBp6g, rhythm : see rhythm.] In ane.

pros., having the same number of morse or units,

of time in thesis and arsis: as, an isorrhythmic-

measure or foot; characterized by such pro-
portion (1:1) of thesis and arsis : as, the isor-

rhythmic class of feet ; isorrhythmic movement.
The isorrhythmic class (of feet) consists of the-

tetrasemic feet, namely : the dactyl (—
|
•^ '-),

the anapest (^ •-'
\ —), and the spondee (— |

—).

isosceles (i-sos'e-lez), a. [< L. isosceles, < Gr.
laoaxeyi^g, with equal legs (laoaKcMg rpiyuvov, a.

triangle with two sides equal), < laog,

equal, -1- aKeh>g, leg.] Having two
legs or sides equal: as, an isosceles

triangle.

Isosceles (i-sos'e-lez), n. [NL.: see
isosceles, a.] A genus of cerambycid
longieom beetles. Newman, 1842.

isoseismal (i-so-sis'mal), n. and a. [< Gr. laog,

equal, + aeuj/i6g, a staking, an earthquake:
see seismic] I. n. A curve or line connecting-
points at which an earthquake-shook is felt with
equal intensity, or at which there is an "equal
overthrow" (Mallet). See homoseismal.

II. a. Belongingor related to an isoseismal;
having the character of an isoseismal : as, aa
isoseismal curve.

isoseismic (i-so-sis'mik), o. Same as isoseis-



ure

:

relations
of different continents; an isothermal chart.
Also isothermons— Isotliermal coordinates. See
codrdiTMite.— Isothermal line, an isotherm.— isother-
mal surface, a surface every point of which has the same
temperature. The line of intersection of an isothermal
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^ffikfbidv-t W"L"- PI;-'
<<^'-- «"<?"/«'?> of the geographical distribution of temperati

A ^P^,i« ^Jvli, '^' ^T^^' t ""»"' I'ody.] 1. as, an ^'o/ftemaUine; the isothermal relat.A genus ot hymenopterous mseets of the fam- " '"
' "

iljr Chalcidida and subfamily Eurytominw, con-
taining plant-feeding forms furnishing an ex-
ception to the rule in this parasitic family. J
hordei is known as the joint-worm Ay. Walker ;="ii"=""""^''- '"f ^ „,.... . ^
1832 2 A <rPTiiio r.f l?iUt^.i^^ 1 1 "i 1 "•r'''^' surface and any plane not parallel to it is an isothermal

tzft,ijt ^ ^'^^^ or ehck-beetles, Une.-Isotliermla zones, spaces on opposite sides of theuouDaming one species, I. elateroides, from the equator having the same mean temperature, and bounded
Caucasus. Menetries, 1832. by corresponding isothermal lines.

Isospondyli (i-so-spon'di-li), m. pi. [NL., pi. II. n. An isothermal line ; an isotherm,
of isospondylus : 'see isospondylous.] An order isothermobath (i-so-ther'mo-bath), n. [< Gr.
of physostomous fishes with no preeoraeoid '"^"f' equal, + dep/iri', heat, + pdBo^, depth.] A
arch, the scapular arch suspended to the era- ^^^ drawn through points of equal temperature
nium, a sympleetio bone, the pterotic and an- Ju ^ vertical section of the ocean. Sir C. Wy-
terior vertebras simple, and the parietals sep- .«'*^'« Thomson, 1876.
arated by the supraoccipital. The order in- isotherxnous (i-so-ther'mus), a. Same as iso-

oludes most malacopterygian fishes. M. D. thermal.

_
Cope, 1870. isotherombrose (i"so-the-rom'br6s), a. [< Gr.

isospondylous (i-so-spon'di-lus), a. [< NL. '™fi equal, + 0^pof,' summer, -I- d/ijipog; rain:
isospondylus, < GcT. "iaog, eqxiai, + arrdvSvlog ver- seemftncafe.] In^/ijs.jreogi., characterized by
tebra.] Having the characters of the Isospon- ^"^ equal amount of rainfall in summer ; noting

_
dyli; pertaining to the Isospondyli. lines connecting places on the surface of the

isospore (i'so-spor), n. [< Gr. lao^, equal, -I-
glol)© where this condition exists.

o-TTcSpof, a seed: see spore.] 1. An isosporoua Isotoina(i-sot'o-ma), ». [NL., <Gr. Zo-of, equal,
plant.— 2. As employed by Eostafinski, the + i"om, a cutting, <( re/zwiv, ra/i£(v, cut.] 1. In
same as zygosperm. entom. : (a) A genus of beetles of the family La-

Isosporia (i-so-spo'ri-a), ». pi. [NL. (Baker), griid(B, containing a few South American spe-
< Gr. Jcroc, equal, + dvopd, a seed.] A series <^^es. Blanchard, 1845. (6) A genus of thysan-
of vascular eryptogamous plants, including the u^'o^s insects, of which I. arborea is the typical

Mlices,Equisetacece,a,nALycopodiacece,in.yfhieh fof™- There are a number of other species,
the spores are said to be all of one kind. Later ^ourlet, 1839.— 2. In hot., a genus of herba-
Investtgation has shown that this classification is incorrect, ceous plants of the natural order Loieliacece.

issuably

ispaghul-seed (is'pa-gul-sed), n. [E. Ind.]
The seed of Plantago Ispaghula, a native of
northwestern India. These seeds are grayish-pink
in color, and are used to prepare a highly esteemed mu-
cilaginous drink. Also called a;

since there are both isosporons (homosporous) and heteros.
porous FUices, Equisetacece, and LycapodiaeeoB. See homos-
porous.

isosporous (i-sos'po-rus), a. [< Gr. laoc, equal,
+ airopd, a seed: see spore.'i Same as homos-
porous.

isostatic (i-so-stat'ik), a.
_ [< Gr. laog, equal,

The flowers are axillary, with a nearly regular salver-
shaped corolla ; the tube is very long and slender, and only
slightly split or not at all ; and the stamens are inserted
toward the top. About 9 species are known, of which the
most noteworthy is /. lo-ngifiora, called by the Spanish-
Americans reventa-cavaUos,DeoaxJLBe fatal to horses. It
acts upon the human system as a violent cathartic, with
fatal results.

+ (T-aTiKOf, stable.] In hydrostatic equilibrium isotoine (i' so -torn), ». [< Gr. laog, equal, +
from eciuality of pressure. Thus, the earth's crust
Is conceived to be formed of elementary conical prisms of
equal weight, and hence the crust is isostatic, or in an iso-

_
static condition.

isostemonous (i-so-stem'o-nus), a. [< Gr. lao^,

equal, -f- arrjiiav, a stamen.] In hot., having
the stamens equal in number to the sepals or

_
petals, or to the ground-plan of the flower.
iSOStemony (i-so-stem'o-ni), «. [As «so«<erao- isotomous (i-sot'o-mus), a. [<.isotome + -mis.']

nous + -y^ The state or condition of being iso- Of or pertaining to an isotome: as, isotomous
stemonous. segments of a ma;n, horse, and bird. Coues.

isotely (i'so-tel-i), n. [< Gr. iaoTi?£ia, equality isotonic (i-so-ton'ik), a. [< Gr. ladrovof, having
of tax and tribute, < iuoreA^?, paying alike, < imc, equal accent (or tone), < lao;, equal, + Tuvog,

equal, -I- r^/lof, tax, tribute.] In ancient Ath-
ens, equality before the law with citizens,
granted to an alien; immunity from the disad-
vantages of alienage.

The two brothers returned to Athens. . . . Though not
possessing the right of citizenship, they possessed the
isotely. Whiton, !N'otes on Lysias, p. 52.

To/ip, a cutting, < rcfivEiv, Ta/islv, cut.] InzooL,
an imaginary line drawn through the same joint,

or between the same segments, of the same
limb in different animals, to indicate those seg-
ments which are homologous. Thus, the tibiotar-

sal isotome passes through the ankle-joint of man, thehock
of a horse, and the lower end of the tibia of a bird. Coues,
1884. See isomere.

tone, accent : see tonel'\ Having or indicating
equal tones— Isotonic system or temperament, in
jnusic, the system of equal temperament. See tempera-
ment.

isotrope (i'so-trop), a. [< Gr. laoQ, equal, -f-

Tpovij, a turning, < rpeireiv, turn.] Same as iso-

tropic.

isotheral (i's6-ther-al), a. [< isothere + -al.2 isot™P*? (i-so-trop'ik), a. [As isotrope + -4c.

• •
••"--- -

j^^J
Cf. tropjc] 1. Having the same properties m
all directions : said of a medium with respect

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an iso-

there; indicating the distribution of summer
temperature by means of isotheres : as, an iso-

theral chart ; isotheral lines.

isothere (i'so-ther), n. [< Gr. laoc, .equal, -I-

depog, summer.] An imaginary line over the
earth's surface passing through points which
have the same mean summer temperature.
isotherm (i'so-therm), n. [< Gr. laog, equal, -1-

dipfui, heat.] A line connecting points on the
earth's surface having the same mean tempera-
ture. Such a line may be either an imaginary one or
one actually drawn on a map or chart of the region em-

the. term isotherm

to elasticity, conduction of heat or electricity,

or radiation of heat and light. Thus, all crystallized
substances belonging to the isometric system are isotropic
with respect to heat and light.

The substance of a homogeneous solid is called isotropic
when a spherical portion of it, tested by any physical agen-
cy, exhibits no difference in quality however it is turned.

W. Thomsm, Encyc. Brit., VII. 804.

2. Having equal, common, or non-specific de-
velopmental capacity.

The conclusion [is] that the nervous system, and corre-
spondingly other organs, may develop from any portion
of the egg-substance— in short, that the egg is isotropic.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 416.

[As isotrope -f

braced by the observations. When
Is used without qualification, or when it is not otherwise
necessarily understood from the context, the mean of the isotropOUS (i-sot'ro-pus), a.
year,or,moreproperly of a long series of years, is intend- .^^^ .

gg^^jg isotropic.
ed. The isotherm of the winter months is sometimes des- '

, £_ ,,

ianated as the isocMmal or isochimendl: that of the sum- In a previous note . . . the author studied the problem

mer months as the isoOeral. connected with the cooling of a homogeneous and isotro-

isothermal (i-s6-ther'mal), o. and ». [< Gr. J"«« solid body. Jotore, XXXIX. 239.

Icos, equal, + dep/iv, heat (see isotherm), + -al.'i isotropy (I'so-tro-pi), n. [As isotrope + -?/.]

J. a. Of the same degree of heat; of the same The state or property of being isotropic.

temperature; in phys. geog., pertaining to or There is involved no assumption as to the homogeneity

ixarking equality of temperature; exhibiting - ^""^"^ °"'>^
"^-l-'^S'S^i.,^ Jf«,., xxvi. 243.

Metatatic isotropy, the isotropy of a solid for which
any three orthogonal axes are metatatic.

isotype (i' so -tip), n. [< Gr. laorviroc, shaped
alike (having the same type), < img, equal (par-

allel), -1- TiiTTOf, type, form.] In googeog., a form
common to two or more countries : applied to

representatives of the same genus or family oc-

curring in different countries. T. Gill, Smith-
sonian Report, 1881, p. 460.

isotypic (i-so-tip'ik), a. [< isotype + -ic] Hav-
ing the character of an isotype.

isozooid (i-so-zo'oid), n. [< Gr. laoc, equal, +
Isothermal Lm.i for .885 gooid.] In kool, the opposlte of allogooid.

ispida (is'pi-da), 11, [NL. (Gesner, 1555), appar.
improp. for hi'spida, < L. hispidus, rough, shaggy

:

see hispid.'\ It. One of sundry slender-billed
birds, especially the kingfisher or halcyon and
the bee-eater or apiaster.— 2. The technical
specific name of the small kingfisher of Europe,
Alcedo ispida.—3. [cojj.] A genus of kingfish-
ers, equivalent to the modem family Alcedini-
dce, variously restricted by subsequent authors,
and now disused. Brisson, 1760.

ispravnik (is-prav'nik), n. [Euss. ispravnikur
(see def.), < ispravnuii, exact, correct; cf. is-

pravlyati, correct, repair, exercise (a function).]
The chief police ofBcer of a Eussian uyezd or
rural district, and the presidingjudge of the dis-
trict police court. His duties are partly judicial and
partly executive, and in some parts of the empire, particu-
larly in the remoter parts, his powers are virtually those of
a local governor.

I-spy (i'spi'), n. [So called from the exclama-
tion of the seeker ("it"), "I spy" (So-and-so),
when he discovers a hidden player.] A chil-
dren's game, the same as hide-and-seek. Also,
with unoriginal aspiration, hi-spy, hy-spy.

0, the curly-headed varlets ! I must come to play at
Blind Harry and Hy-Spy with them.

Scott, Guy Mannering, Iviii.

Israelite (iz'ra-el-it), n. [< LL. Israelita, usu-
ally in pi. IsrdelitcE, K Gr. 'lapaiiTicTTjc, a descen-
dant of Israel, < 'lopo^/l, < Heb. Israel, Israel,
orig. another name of Jacob, then a collective
name for the Jews.] A descendant of Israel
or Jacob; one of "the children of Israel";
a Hebrew ; a Jew. Israelites was the name of the
whole people of Israel down to the death of Saul, when it

came to be restricted to those northern tribes who re-
belled against David, and more definitely applied to the
ten tribes that set up a separate monarchy on the death of
Solomon. After the captivity the name again came to be
the appellation of the reunited branches of the nation, but
was gradually supplanted by the term Jew, especially
among foreigners.

The Hebrews that were with the Philistines before that
time, . . . even they also turned to be with the Israelites

that were with Saul and Jonathan. 1 Sam. xiv. 21.

1 also am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham, of the
tribe of Benjamin. Rom. xi. 1.

New Israelite, a member of a certain English sect : same
as Stmthcottian.

Israelitic (iz"ra-e-lit'ik), a. [< LL. Israeliticus,

< Israelita, Israelite : see Israelite.'] Pertaining
to the Israelites; Jewish; Hebrew.
These books give us a fairly trustworthy account of Is-

raelitic life and thought in the times which they cover.
Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 347.

Israelitish (iz"ra-e-ll'tish), a. [< Israelite +
-ish^.'i Belonging to the Israelites; of the Jew-
ish race.

And the son of an Israelitish woman, whose father was
an Egyptian, went out among the children of IsraeL

Lev. xxiv. 10.

isset, v. i. [See ish.2 To ^o out ; issue.

isshuel, n. A Middle EngUsh form of issue.

Issida (is'i-da), n.pl. [NL., < Isstis + -ida.^
The Issidce raited as a subfamily of Fulgoridw.

Issidse (is'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Issus -\- -idee.']

A family of homopterous insects, typified by
the genus Issus. it contains thickset robust bugs,many
of which are rough, resembling bits of bark, and thus ex-
hibit protective mimicry. They are widely distributed in
temperate and tropical countries, and are classified under
about 50 genera and more than 200 species.

Issidioromys (is"i-di-or'o-mis), n. [NL., sup-
posed tobe an error for *Isidoromys, < L. Isidorus,

a man's name (referring to Isidore Geoffroy St.

Hilaire), + Gr. /zvc = E. mouse.] A notable ge-
nus of fossil myomorphie rodents from the Eu-
ropean Tertiary, referred to the family Tlierido-

myidce, having rootless molars whose crowns
are divided into cordate lobes by reentering
enamel-folds. Croizet, 1840.

issuable (ish'o-a-bl), o. [< issue + -ahU.] 1.

Capable of issuing, or liable to be issued.— 2.
In latv, pertaining to an issue or issues; that
admits of issue being taken upon it ; in which
issues are made up : as, an issuable plea ; an is-

suable term.

For now the course is, to make the sheriff's venire re-
turnable on the last return of the same term wherein is-

sue is joined, viz. Hilary or Trinity terms : which, from
the making up of the issues therein, are usually called is-

suable terms. Blaclcstone, Com., III. xxiii.

Issuable plea, a plea upon which a plaintiff niay take is-

sue and go to tnal upon the merits,

issuably (ish'S-a-bli), adv. In an issuable man-
ner ; so as to raise an issue on the merits : as,
"pleading issuably," Burrill.



Lion issuant.

issuance

issua,nce (ish'o-ans), «. [< issuan(t) + -ce.]
The act of issuing or giving out : as, the tssu-
ance of rations.

issuant (ish'o-ant), a. [< issue + -an«.]
Emerging : in her., said of a beast of -which only
the upper half is seen. Especially
—(a) When emerging from the lower
edge or bottom of a chief, and therefore
borne upon the chief : as, a chief gules,
a demi-lionumatit argent. In this sense
contrasted with asGendarU, which means
rising from the bottom of a shield or
from the outer edge of a fesse, etc., and
with jemint and TJoissotnt, which mean
rising from the middle of an ordinary, as
a fesse, and usuajly borne partly on the ordinary and part-
ly on the field above it. (6) Eising out of any other bear-
Ing, or from the bottom of the escutcheon. (Kare m this
sense.]—Issuant and revertaut, in Tier., coming into
sight and disappearing : said of two beasts of which the
upper part of one and the lower part of the other are visi-
ble, as when one of them rises from the base of the shield
and the other disappears at the top.

issue (ish'6), n. [< ME. issue, issu, isshue, iseh-
eioe, yssewe, < OF. issiw, eissue, essue, F. issue, a
going out, egress, outlet, final event, < issu,-pp.
of issir, eisser, < L. exire, go out: see exit. Cff.

ish. The noun is in later senses partly from the
verb.] 1. A going, passing, or flowing out;
passage from within outward; an outgoing,
outflow, or flux.

With my mouthe if I laugh moch or lite,

Myn yen sholde make a contynaunce vn-trewe,
Myn hert also wolde haue ther-of despite.
The wepyng teres haue so large yssewe.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fnmivall), p. 63.

A woman which was diseased with an iss/m of blood
twelve years came behind him. Mat. ix. 20.

Z. Means of egress; an opening or outlet; a
passage leading outward ; a vent.

Than thei gan to repeire a softe paas till thei come to
the isgu of the foreste, and than gan it to shewe day.

Merlin (E. B. T. S.), iL 357.

The foliage closed so thickly in front that there seemed
to be no iwue. R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 120.

8. Specifically, in med., a vent for the passage
of blood or morbid matter ; a running sore, ac-
cidental or made as a coim.ter-irritant.

When any man hath a running issue out of his flesh,

because of nis issue he is unclean. Lev. xv. 2.

Issues over the spine have been found useful in chronic
spinal disease. Qvain, Med. Diet., p. 814.

4. An outcome ; a result ; the product of any
process or action ; that which occurs as a con-
sequence ; ultimate event or result : as, a happy
issue of one's labors ; the issues of our actions
are hidden from us.

A blisfull begynnyng may boldly be said.

That flolow to the ter end and hath a faire ysme.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2257.

Learning and philosophy . . . had . . . the power to
lay the mind under some restraint, and make it consider
the issue of things. Bacon, Moral Eables, vi., Expl.

Spirits are not finely touch'd
But to fine issues. Shak., M. for M., i. 1, 37.

A Fact is the end or last issue of spirit.

Emerson, Nature.

5. Offspring; progeny; a child or children;
descendant or descendants : as, he had issue a
son; issue of the whole or of the half blood.

Thare es none ischewe of us on this erthe sprongene.
Horte Arthure (E. B. T. S.), 1. 1943.

Was Milan thrust from Milan that his issue
Should become kings of N^aples?

SluHe., Tempest, v. 1, 206.

Might I dread that you,
With only Fame for spouse and your great deeds
For issue, yet may live In vain?

Tennyson, Princess, iiL

6. Produce or proceeds; yield, as of land or
other possessions: as, the issues, rents; and
profits of an estate.

He was first of Inglond that gaf God his tithe,

Of isshues of bestes, of landes, or of tithe.

Bob. of Brunne, p. 19.

7. The act of sending or giving out ; a putting
or giving forth ;

promulgation; delivery; emis-
sion : as, the issue of commands by an officer,

or of rations to troops; the issue of a book, or

of bank-notes.

The booking-oflice Is not opened for the issue of tickets

until perhaps a quarter of an hour before the time fixed

lor the departure of the train.

Saturday Mev., Jan., 1874, p. 14.

Issue is also applied to the mere attempt to dispose of

old stock at a reduced price, where no reprint takes place.

Jf. and Q., 7th ser., TI. 479.

The codification of Bavarian law and the issue of the
Golden Bull were . . . attempts in the direction of civili-

sation in accordance with the highest existing ideal.

Stubhs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 211.

8. That which is sent out, promulgated, or de-

livered; the quantity sent forth at one time,

3200

or within a certain period : as, a large issue of

bank-notes; the daily issues of a newspaper.

No undeserving favourite doth boast
His issues from our treasury.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iv. 4.

To restrict issues, or forbid notes below a certain de-

nomination, is no less injurious than inequitable.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 434.

The vast development of stereotyping has made the
word issue a partial substitute for the word "edition."

N. and Q., 7th ser., IL 478.

9. A matter of which the result is to be de-

cided; that which is to be determined by trial

or contention ; a conclusion held in abeyance
for consideration or debate ; a choice between
alternatives: as, the issues of the day; a dead

Thus was raised a simple issue of law to be decided by
the court. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., vi.

In this act . . . they have forced upon the country the
distinct issue, "immediate dissolution or blood."

lAneoln, in Baymond, p. 141.

The years have never dropped their sand
On mortal issue vast and grand
As ours to-day. WMtHer, Anniversary Poem.

10. Inlaw: (a) The close or result of pleadings
in a suit, by the presentation of a controverted
point to be determined by trial. It is either

an issue of law, to be determined by the court,

or offact, to be determined by a jury or by the
court. (5) The controversy on any material
fact, affirmed on one side and denied on the
other, in a trial, (c) The sending out or au-
thoritative delivery of a document: as, the is-

sue of execution.—At issue, (a) In controversy; op-
posing or contesting; hence, at variance; disagreeing;
inconsistent ; inharmonious.

Face, voice
As much cd issue with the summer day
As if you brought a candle out of doors.

Mrs. Bromnmg, Aurora Leigh, ii.

(6) In dispute ; under discussion.

A third point at issue between Carlyle and many is what
he has baptised Anti-rose-waterism in Cromwell.

Colturn's New Mag., N. S., VIIL 206.

(c) Specifically, in law, the condition of a cause when the
point in controversy has been arrived at by pleading.

—

Bank Of issue. See iiaw!;^.—Collateral Issue. SeecoZ-
2itterii2.—Dlstlibutive finding of the Issue. See dis-

trOmtive.— Feigned Issue. See/ei^n.— General Issue,
in lam, a simple denial of the whole charge or complaint,
or of the main substance of it, in the form of a denial, as
"not guilty" or "not indebted," as distinguished from a
speciad denial (see special issue, below), and from allega-
tions confiicting with particular averments, and from spe-
cial pleas of other facts in avoidance.

—

Inimateiial Is-
sue, an issuewhich cannotbe decisiveofanypart of theliti-

gation, as distinguished from a material issue, or one taken
upon a fact which cannot be admitted without determin-
ing at least some part of the rights in controversy. Thus,
if in an action for the price of goods sold defendant with-
out denying the purchase should merely deny that it was
on the day_ alleged by plaintiff, the issue would be immate-
rial ; but if he should set up that the sale was on a credit
still unexpired, issue joined upon this allegation would be
material.—Issue roIl,in old English legal practice, the
roll of parchment on wnich the pleadings were'entered, in
anticipation of trial ; hence, in somewhat later times, the
pleadings in a cause, collected and fastened or folded to-
gether for the same purpose.—Joinder of Issue,Joinderm Issue, the act of joining issue in pleading ; the docu-
ment by which one party signifies to the adversary that he
rests the cause for trial on the point at issue on the plead-
ings.—Note of Issue, in lam, a memorandum showing
issue Joined in a cause, which informs the clerk that it is

ready for trial.— Special Issue, an issue taken by deny-
ing a particular part of the adversary's allegations, as dis-
tinguished from the issue presented by a general denial.

—

To jOln Issue, to take Issue, said of two parties who take
up an affirmative and a negative position respectively on
a point in debate.

Were our author's arguments enforced against deists or
atheists only, we should heartily ^'oin issue.

Goldsmith, Criticisms.

To pool Issues, to unite for the promotion of individual
interests or objects by joint action ; combine for mutual
advantage. [TJ. S.]=SyTi. 4. Consequence, result, upshot,
conclusion, termination.-5. Progeny, etc. See offspring.

issue (ish'6), V.
;
pret. and pp. issued, ppr. issu-

ing. [< ME. issuen, yssuen; < issue, ».j I. in-
trans. 1. To pass from within outward

;
go or

pass out ; go forth.

Fele fightyng folke of the fuerse comyns, . . .

At Ector thai asket leue, & yssuit furth somyn [together].
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6222.

For, I protest, we are well fortified.
And strong enough to issue out and fight.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2, 20.

3. To proceed as progeny ; be derived or de-
scended; spring.

01 thy sons that shall issue from thee. 2 Ki. xx. 18.

Thy father
Was Duke of Milan ; and his only heb
And princess— no worse issued.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2, 69.

3. To be prod.uced as an effect or result
;
grow

or accrue; arise; proceed: as, rents and pro-
fits issuing from land.

This is my fault : as for the rest appeal'd.
It issues from the rancour of a vllMn.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 1, 143.

4. To come to a result or conclusion; reach an
end; close; terminate: with in before an ob-
ject: as, we know not how the cause will issue;

the negotiations issued in a firm peace.

Her effort to bring tears into her eyes issued in an odd
contraction of her face.

Qeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 9.

The child issues in the man as his successor, and the
child and the man issue in the old man.

J. H. Neunnan, Gram, of Assent, p. 131.

5. Inlaw: (a) To come to a question in fact or
law on which the parties join in resting the de-

cision of the cause. (6) To go forth as author-
itative or binding: said of an official instrument,
as a mandamus, proclamation, or license, [in
this sense often used in the future. Implying that the
court has the right to issue the writ, and will do so upon
application : as, a writ of prohibition will issue to forbid
an inferior court from entertaining a suit ol which it has
no jurisdiction.]

II, trans. 1, To send out; deliver for use;
deliver authoritatively; emit; put into circu-

lation : as, to issue provisions ; to issue a writ or

precept ; to issue bank-notes or a book.

Alter much dispute and even persecution there was is-

sued in 1565 a decree establishing toleration to all.

Arundel found time to issue a series of constitutions
against them [Lollards] in 1409. Stvjbbs, Const. Hist., § 404.

St. To bring to an issue; terminate; settle.

It is our humble request, that in case any difference

grow in the general court, between mt^istrates and dep-
uties, . . . which cannot be presently issuee^ with mutual
peace, that both'parties will be pleased to deler the same
to lurfcher deliberation.

Winlhrap, Hist. Kew England, II. 256.

Endeavour to -issue those things, in the wisdom and
power of God, which will be a glorious crown upon your
ministry. Penn, Else and Progress of Quakers, vi.

issueless (ish'6-les), a. [< issue, n., + -less.']

Having no issue or progeny ; lacking children.

Ah \ if thou issueless Shalt hap to die.

The world will wail thee, like a makeless wife.
Shak., Sonnets, ix.

issue-pea (ish'S-pe), n. A pea or similar round
body employed for the purpose of maintaining
irritation in a wound of the skin called an issue.

See issue, n., 3.

issuer (ish'6-6r), n. One who issues or emits i

as, the issuer of a proclamation, a promissory
note, etc.

Issus (is'us), n. [NL. (Pabrieius, 1803), < L.
Issus, Gr. 'laadq, a city of Cilicia, on the Medi-
terranean .] The typical genus of insects of the
family Issidce. The fore wings are rather flat, broadest
near the base, convex on the fore border, smaller and
rounded at the tip. Upward of 60 species are found, in
all parts of the world. Those of North America are small
and inconspicuous. A leading one is /. coUoptratus, widely
distributed in Europe.

-ist. [=F. -iste = Sp.Pg. It. 4sta, < Jj.-istay-istes,

< Gr. -lar^s, a termination of nouns of agent
from verbs in -I^eiv, < -iS- + -rvg, common forma-
tive of nouns of agent. See -Jse, -js«i.] A termi-
nation of Greek origin, existing in many Eng-
lish words derived from the Greek or formed on
Greek analogy, denoting an agent (one who
does or has to do with a thing), and corre-
sponding usually to nouns in -er\ with which
in some cases they interchange. Such nouns are
either (a) of pure Greek formation, aaAttidst, iapUst, evan-
gelist, exorc^, etc., or formed of Greek elements, as ety-

mologist, philologist, physicist, dram/ztist, economist, etc.

(with equivalent etynwloger, phUologer, etc.), or (6) formed
from a Latin or Romance base, as annalist, artist, jurist,

legist, mA}ralist, pietist, quietist, realist, specialist, etc., espe-
cially with reference to political or social theories or prac-
tices, ^& abolitionist, federalist, unionist, protectiomist, social-

ist, nihilist, corruptionist, fusionist, etc., or (c) formed from
an English word (whether native or naturalized), as harp-
ist, druggist, violinist, etc.; so also saloonist, etc. Words of
the first two classes are very numerous, new formations
being made with great freedom. In the last use the sufSx
is but spai'ingly used, the formative -erl or some other be-
ing preferred. In vulgar use words in -ist are often era-

ployed, humorously or for the nonce, where properly only
-er is permissible, as In shootist, singist, walkist, etc., for
shooter, singer, walker, etc. In some instances, as scientist,

lor example, the formation Is Irregular, and the words are
condemned by purists.

isthmt, isthimt, n. [< OF. isthme: see isthmus.]
An isthmus. Jiavies.

Logh Nesse, . . . from which, by a verle small Isthirtu

or partition of lifis, the Logh Lutea or Louthia ... is di-

vided. Holland, tr. of Camden, ii. 60.

isthmian (ist'- or is'mi-an), a. [= F. Isthmien,
< L. Isthrmus, < Gr. "laff/uo^, pertaining to the
Isthmus of Corinth, < 'laBfidg, the Isthmus of
Corinth: see JsifemMs.] 1. Of or pertaining to
an isthmus.— 2. leap.] Specifically, of or per-
taining to the Isthmus of Corinth, between the
Peloponnesus and the mainland of Greece.

—



isthmian
Isthmian games, games in honor of Poseidon anciently
celebrated in the Isthmian sanctuary, on the Istlmius of
Corinth, constituting the second in importance of the four
great national festivals of Greece. They took place in April
and May in the first and third years of each Olympiad, and
included the same contests as the Olympian games, ath-
letic, poetic, and musical. The victorswere crowned with
•wreaths of pine-leaves, which were the only prizes.—Isth-
mian sanctuaJT', a sacred precinct on the northeast
shore of the Isthmus of Corinth, inclosed by walls and
containing rich temples, altars, a theater, a stadium, and
many other public and private monuments, within which
the Isthmian games were celebrated from time unmemo-
rlal until the prevalence of the Christian religion.

isthmiate (isf- or is'mi-at), o. [< isthmus +
-j-ate.] In zoifl., having a narrow part eon-
neoting two broader portions isthmiate tho-
rax, in Coleoptera, a thorax having a narrowed space be-
tween the prothorax and the elytra, either in consequence
of the former being constricted behind, or because the an-
terior part of the mesothorax is not covered by the pro-
thorax.

isthmitis (ist- or is-mi'tis), n. [NL., < isthmus,
3, -I- -itis.2 Inflammation of the throat.
isthmoid (isf- or is'moid), a. [< Gr. 'u78fwei6ijg,

like an isthmus, < lad/id;, an isthmus, 4- dSoc,
form.] Kesembling an isthmus ; speoifically,

_ resembling the isthmus fauoium.
isthmus (isf- or is'mus), n. [Formerly a,\soisth-

mos (and istkm, q. v.) ; = F. isthme = Pg. isthmo
= Sp. It. istmo, < L. isthmus, < Gr. iadfidg, a nar-
row passage, a narrow strip of landbetween two
seas (esp. the Isthmus of Corinth) ; akin to W/ia,

a step, (itvai (= L. ire), go : see go."] 1 . A narrow
strip of land bordered by water and connecting
two larger bodies of land, as two continents, a
continent and a peninsula, or two parts of an
island. The two isthmuses of most importance are that
of Suez, connecting Asia and Africa, and that of Panama or
Darien, connecting North and South America. The isth-

mus most famous in ancient times is that of Corinth, called
distinctively the Isthmus, separating the Peloponnesian
peninsula from the mainland of Greece. A small isthmus
is often called a nedc.

There want not good Geographers who hold that this
Island was tied to France at first ... by an Isthmos or
neck of land 'twixt Dover and BuUen.

MaweU, Pref. to Cotgrave's French Diet. (ed. 1673).

2. In hot. and sool., some connecting part or
organ, especially when narrow or joining parts
larger than itself.— 3. The contracted passage
from the cavity of the mouth into that of the
Tjharynx. It is bounded above by the pendulous veil of
the palate and uvula, at the sides by the pillars of the
fauces, and below by the base of the tongue. More fully

called isthmus fauffmnn, isthmus of the fauces.— Isthmus
cerebri, the isthmus of the brain ; the narrow part inter-

vening between the cerebrum and the cerebellum.— Isth-
mus of the thyroid gland, a contracted part of this

gland, lying across the middle line of the windpipe, and
connecting the two lateral lobes which chiefly compose
the thyroid body.

-istic. [< -ist + -ic] A termination of adjec-

tives (and in the plural of nouns from adjec-

tives) formed from nouns in -ist, and having
reference to such nouns, or to associated nouns
in -ism, as in deistic, theistic, euphuistio, euphe-

ndsUc, puristic, linguistic, subjecUvistic, objecti-

vistie, etc. In nouns it has usually a plural

form, as in linguisUcs.

-istical. [< -Js*Jc + -al.'] Same as -istic.

Istiophorus (is-ti-of'o-rua), n. See Mstiopho-

rus, 1 and 2.

Istiurus (is-ti-u'rus), n. See HisUurus, 1.

istle, ystle (is'tl), TO. [Mex.; alsorafe.] An ex-

ceedingly valuable fiber produced principally

from Bromelia s^;De«*ns,aMndofwildpineapple.
It is callediBto in Central America, and silk-grass in British

Honduras. These names, with the exception of the last, are

also applied to the fiber obtained from various species of

Agam, particularly A. rigida, A. Ixtti, etc., but the spe-

cies are much confused. Bromelia sylvestris, which is ex-

tensively cultivated in Mexico, produces leaves 1 to 3

inches wide and 5 to 8 feet long, which yield avery strong

fiber extensively used in the manufacture of bagging, car-

pets, hammocks, cordage, nets, belts, etc. See hmequen.

istle-grass (is'tl-gras), n. The plant, BromeUa
sylvestris, which yields the fiber istle.

Istrian (is'tri-an), a. and n. [< Istria (see def.)

-i- -an.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to Istria, a

crownland belonging to the Cisleithan division

of Austria-Hungary, situated near the head of

the Adriatic sea.

The Mnan shore has lost its beauty, though the IsMan
hills, now and then capped by a hill-side town, and the

higher mountains beyond them, tell us somethmg of the

character of the inland scenery.
.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 98.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Istria.

The istrians are Slavs and Italians, the former

being much the more numerous. ^
it (it)

,
pron. [< ME. it, yt, hit, hyt, < AS. hit (gen.

Ms, dat. him), neut. of fee, he : see he\] 1 .
A per-

sonal pronoun, of the third person and neuter

gender, corresponding to the masculine he and.

the feminine she, and having the same plural

forms, tliey, their, them, (a) A substitute for the name
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of an object (previously mentioned, or understood from the
context or circumstances) not regarded as possessiug sex,

or without regard to the sex, or for an abstract noun, a
phrase, or a clause : as, it (a stone) is very heavy ; feed it

(an infant) with a spoon ; the moon was red when it rose

;

the horse stumbles when it (or he) is driven fast ; how
did it (an event) happen? It is often used vaguely for a
thing, notion, or circumstance not definitely conceived, or
left to the imagination : as, how far do you aaWit? plague
takeit/ you'll catch it.'

How is it with our general ? Shak., Cor., v. 5.

(ft) As the nominative of an impersonal verb or verb used
impersonally, when the thing for which it stands is ex-

pressed orimpliedby the verb itself : as, it rains (the rain

rains or is falling) ; U is blowing (the wind is blowing).

(c) As the grammatical subject of a clause of which the logi-

cal subject is a phrase or clause, generally following, and
regarded as in apposition with it ; as, it is said that he has
won the prize ; he is poor, it is true, but he is honest ; it

behooves you to bestir yourselC ; it is they that have done
this mischief.

'Tia these that gave the great Apollo spoils. Pope.

(d) After an intransitive verb,'used transitively for the kind
of action denoted or suggested by the verb : as, to foot it

all the way to town.

Come, and trip it as you go.

On the light fantastic toe.

Milton, L'Allegro, L S3.

Whether the charmer sinner it or saint it,

It folly grow romantic I must paint it.

Pope, Moral Essays, 11 16.

(e) The possessive case, originally his (see hel), now its;

the form it without the possessive suffix having been used
for a time in works written during the period of transition

from the use of his to that of its.

That which groweth of it [now its] own accord.
Lev. XXV. 6 (ed. 1611).

It knighthood shall do worse. It shall fright all if

friends with borrowing letters. B. Jonson.

2. In children's games, that playerwho is called

upon to perform some particular task, as in
I-spy or tag the one who must catch or touch
the other players: as, he's it; who's it?
[In old usage the substantive verb afterit often agreeswith
the succeeding nominative in the first or second person

:

as, "It am I, fader," in Chaucer.]

It. A common abbreviation of Italian.

-iti, -it2. A dialectal (Scotch) form of -ecO-, -ecP.

'Twas then we luvit ilk ither weel.
Itothjsrwell, Jeanie Morrison.

itabirite (i-tab'i-rit), n. [< Itabira, a place
in Minas Geraes, Brazil, -I- -ite^.l A quartzose
iron-slate or iron-mica slate ; a rock made up
chiefly of alternating layers of quartz and spec-
ular iron ore. The term is used by writers on
the geology of Brazil.

itacism (e'ta-sizm), n. [= F. itacisnw;^ < Gr.

^Ta, as proni e'tS. (that is, as if spelled *lTa), -t-

-c4sm. Cf. etacism, iotacism.'\ Same as ioto-

oism.

itacist (e'ta-sist), n. [= F. itadste; as itac-ism

+ 4st.'] (3'ne who practises or upholds itacism.

itacistic (e-ta-sis'tik), a. [As itac-ism -\- -»s«-ic.]

Pertaining to or consisting in itacism; Eeueh-
Unian: as, the itacistic pronunciation of ot.

The Gothic diphthong represents the itacistic pronunci-
ation current in Greece at the time of Ulfllas.

Amer. Jour. Philol, VI. 420.

itacolumite (it-a-kol'u-mit), n. [< Itacolumi,

a mountain in Stinas Geraes, Brazil, + -«fe2.]

A fine-grained, quartzose, talcomieaceous slate,

an important member of the gold-bearing for-

mation of Brazil. In thin slabs it is sometimes
more or less flexible.

itaka-WOOd (ifa-ka-wud), n. [< itaka, a Guiana
name, -I- E. xooodXli A beautiful cabinet-wood
of British Guiana, furnished by a leguminous
tree, Machcerium Schomburglcii. It is richly

streaked with black and brown, and is called

tiger-wood on this account.

Ital. An abbreviation of Italian.

ital. An abbreviation of italic or italics.

Italian (i-tal'yan), a. and n. [= P. Italien =
Sp. Pg. It. ItaUano (cf. D. Italiaansch = G. Ita-

lianisch = Dan. Sw. Italiensk), < ML. *Italiamis,

< L. Italia, Italy, < Italus, an Italian, also a
legendary eponymous king. The supposed
deriv. < Gr. iraMg, a bull ("on account of the
abundance and excellence ofits [Italy's] homed
cattle "), is mere conjecture.] I. a. Of or per-

taining to Italy, a country and kingdom of Eu-
rope, which comprises the central one of the

tiaee southern European peninsulas, together
with the adjoining region northward to the

Alps, and the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, etc.

;

pertaining to the inhabitants of Italy. The king-

dom of Italy has developed from the former kingdom of

Sardinia, which, through the events of 1859-60, annexed
Lombardy, Tuscany, Modena, Paima, the kingdom of the

Two Sicilies, and part of the Papal States, acquired Venetia

in 1866, and finallyEome in 1870. The title of King of Italy

was assumed by Victor Emmanuel II. of Sardinia in 1861.

Mine Italian brain
'Gan in your duller Britain operate.

Shak., Cymbellne, v. 5, 196.

Italian

Tiber, now no longer Koman, rolls,

Vain of Italian hearts, Italian souls.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 300.

Italian architecture, the architectural styles developed
in and characteristic ot Italy ; specifically, the architec-

ture of the Italian Benaissance, which was developed
through study of ancient Soman models by Brunellesohi
and a few great contemporaries in the fifteenth century,

and quickly disseminated its influence throughoutEurope.

Italian Architecture.- ' Church of Sta. Maria della Salute, Venice

;

constructed 1632.

Among the rare merits of this architecture are its liberal

application of the hemispheroidal dome, and the impres-
sive proportions of many of its palace facades, which show
a great projecting cornice crowning an imposing arrange-
ment of architectural masses. Much of the carved or-

nament of the first decades of the style is delicate and
refined; but it soon degenerated to the most offensive
and pretentious vulgari^ and coarseness. See Lorrtba/rd

architecture (under Lombard) and Italian Gothic (below).

—

Italian cloth, a kind of linen jean with satin face, em-
ployed chiefiy for linings.—Italian ferret, a kind of silk

braid or binding.— Italian Gothic, the Pointed archi-

tecture (see Gothic, a., 3) of Italy during the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries. The style is based upon the
Komanesque as developed in Italy, which does not dif-

fer essentially from the Romanesque of France and other
countries, though it made more liberal use of ranges of
somewhat small columns (see cut under b^ry), and
i^ended to the elaboration of surface-eifects of color,

owing to the abundant presence of beautifully tinted
building-marbles. The Italian Pointed forms were in-

fluenced by those of northern Europe, but these were
profoundly modifled by the Italian architects. The ex-

teriors of their buildings, particularly the facades, are
hardly more than beautiful screens, having little or no
connection with the systems of construction employed
in the buildings themselves. There are no flying but-
tresses, for the carefully^ studied northern system of vault-
ing was never adopted in Italy ; the walls are in general
comparatively flat, with few projections, the rich and deli-

cate sculpture being placed generally immediately about
the windows and doors, and the large waU-B^aces being
treated in colored marbles, incrustation, mosaic, or paint-
ing in fresco ; tracery seldom occurs in the windows, ex-
cept as plate-tracery, often pierced with subtle study of
effect. Every district in Italy produced its own school
of Pointed architecture, each admirable in its own way.
(See Venetian archiiceture, under Venetian.) The Pointed
architecture of Sicily is not properly Italian; it ap-
proaches more closely the northern style of the Norman
French conquerors, but is affected by the Saracenic tradi-

tions which abounded on the island, and influenced by
Byzantine models, particularly in its carvings and in its

wealth of mosaics.—Italian Iron, millet, etc. See the
nouns.—Italian painting, the axt of painting as de-
veloped and practised in Italy ; specifically, the group of
schools which had their origin in ancient Roman tradi-

tion and in the imitation of Byzantine models in the early
middle ages, received their first vital impulse from Giotto
in the beginning of the fourteenth centui-y, and culmi-
nated in the great masters of the Benaissance— Tintoret;
Titian, Paul Veronese, and Raphael. TJntU the close of the
fourteenth century the consistent object of this painting
was to manifest to the unlettered the miraculous things
chronicled in the Holy Writ and accomplished by the
sanctiflcation of religious faith. With the flfteenth cen-
tury the modern spirit of naturalism appeared in art, and
made its way until by the last half of that century the re-

ligious and didactic spirit had vanished, and pictures had
come to be painted in the mere cult of outward beauty,
and for the personal glory and profit of the painter. For
some of the chief schools of Italian painting, see Bolognese,
Roman, Sienese, Umitrian, Venetian. See also Florentine
painting.xuDdev Renaissance.—Italian sixth, in mugic, a

I

chord of the extreme sixth, containing the
zy:_|J - major third of the bass. See figure.— Italian
ftl) ^-^ string, a superiorkind of catgut violin-string,

Tf— — made in Italy.— Italian warehouse, a shop^ where Italian groceries and fruita are sold.

—

Italian-warehouseman, a dealer in fine groceries, in-
cluding macaroni, vermicelli, dried fruits, olive-oil, etc.



Italian

II. n. 1. A native of Italy, or one of the Ital-
ian race.— 3. The language spoken by the in-
habitants of Italy, whether the literary speech
or one of the popular dialects.

His name's Gonzago; the story is extant, and writ in
choice Italian. Shak., Hamlet^ iii. 2, 272.

Abbreviated Jt., Jtal.

Italianatet (i-tal'yan-at), v. t. [< Italian +
-afe2.] To render' Italian or conformable to
Italian principles or manners ; Italianize.

If some yet do not well vnderstand what is an English
man ItatiarMted, I will plainlie tell him.

Ascham, The ScholemaBter, p. 78.

If any Englishman be infected with any misdemeanour,
they say with one mouth he is Italianated.

I/yly, Euphues.

Italianate (i-tal'yan-at), a. [< Italian + -ate^.l
Italianized

j
having become like an Italian: ap-

plied especially to fantastic affectation of fash-
ions borrowed from Italy. [Rare.]

All his words.
His lookes, his oathes, are all ridiculous.
All apish, childish, and ItaManate.

Dekker, Old Fortunatus.

An Englishman Italiaiuite

Is a devil incarnate.
Quoted in S. Clark's Examples (1670).

With this TYench page and lUdianate serving-man was
our young landlord only waited on.

MiMleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

He found the old minister from Haddam East Village
ItdliatMte outwardly in almost ludicrous degree.

Howells, Indian Summer, p. 173.

Italianisation, Italianise, etc. See Italianisa-
Uon, etc.

Italianism (1-tal'yan-izm), n. [< Italian +
-ism.'] A word, phrase, idiom, or manner pe-
culiar to the Italians ; Italian spirit, principles,
or taste.

It was, perhaps, an ungracious thing to be critical, among
all the appealing old Italianisms round me.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 178.

Italianity (i-tal-yan'i-ti), n. [< Italian + ity.']

Italianism. [Rare.]"

The *' Venetian," in spite of its peculiarT£a2£am^, has
naturally special points of contact with the other dialects
of Upper Italy. Erwye. Brit., XIII. 494.

Italianization (i-tal'^yan-i-za'shon), n. [< Ital-

ianize H- -ation.'i The act or process of render-
ing or of being rendered Italian. Also spelled
Italianisation.

The border dialects, being numerous and very diverse
in character, present a very strong concenti'ated drift to-

wards italianizaUon. Smer. Jaar. PhUol., IV. 488.

Italianize (i-tal'yan-iz), v. ;
pret. and pp. Ital-

ianized, ppr. Italianizing. [< Italian + -ize.'] I.

intrans. To play the Italian ; speak Italian.

H. trans. To render Italian ; impart an Ital-

ian quality or character to.

Also spelled Italianise.

Italianizer (i-taryan-i-z6r), n. One who pro-
motes the influence of Italian principles, tastes,

manners, etc. Also spelled Italianiser.

Italic (i-tal'ik), a. and n. [Formerly also Ital-

ich; = P. Italique = Sp. Itdlico = Pg. It. Itali-

co, < L. Italicus, Italian, < Italia, Italy, ItaVus,

an Italian: see Italian.] I. a. 1. Of or per-

taining to ancient Italy or the tribes, including

the Romans, which inhabited it, or to their

languages.
The Latin was the only Ittdie dialect known to the

Middle Ages which possessed an alphabetic system.
O. P. Marsh, Hist. Eng. Lang., p. 16.

2. Of or pertaining to modem Italy. [Rare.]

All things of this world are ... as unpleasant as the

lees of vinegar to a tongue filled with the spirit of high
Italic wines. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 65.

Specifically

—

(a) In arch., same as Composite, 3. (6) [I. c.

or cap.] Of Italian origin ; designating a style of printing-

types the lines ofwhich slope toward theright(thus,i(a(ii!),

used for emphasis and other distinctive puiposes. The
italic character was first made and shown in type by Aldus
Manutius, a notable printer of Venice, in an edition of

Vii-gil, 1501, and by him dedicated to Italy. The first italic

had upright capitals, but later French type-Jounders in-

clined them to the same angle as the small letters. In
manuscript italic is indicated by underscoring the words
with a single line.—Italic school of philosophy. Same
as Pythagoirean sehod of philosophy (vhioh see, under Pj/-

(Ao^orean).—Italic version ofthe Bible, or/«aia,a trans-

lation of the Bible into Latin, based upon a still older ver-

sion, called the Old Latin, and made probablyin the time
of Augustine (A. D. 354-430). The corruption of the text of

this and the other Latin versions led to the revision called

the Vulgate, the work of Jerome. See Vtdgati.

II. n. \l. c] In printing, an italic letter or

type: usually in the plural: as, this is to be
printed in italics. Abbreviated ital.

The italics are yours, but I adopt them with concurrent

emphasis. N. A. Rev., CXLIII. 22.

Ttalican (i-tal'i-kan), a. [< Italic + -an.] Of
or pertaining to ancient Italy. [Rare.]
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It [the Etruscan language] has even quite recently

been pronounced Aryan or Indo-European, of the Italican

branch, by scholars of high rank.
Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIIL 780.

italicisation, italicise. See italicization, ital-

icize.

Italicism (i-tal'i-sizm), ». [< Italic + -ism.] -An

Italianism.

italicization (i-tal'i-si-za'shon), «. [< italicize

+ -ation.] The act of underscoring words in

writing, or of printing words underscored in

italic type ; italicizing. Also spelled italicisa-

tion.

The itdlicisat£o7i is mine.
The Academy, March 17, 1888, p. 184.

italicize (i-tal'i-siz), v.t.-, pret. and pp. italicized,

ppr. italicizing. [< italic + -ize.] To print in

italic type, or underscore with a single line in

writing : as, to italicize emphatic words or sen-

tences ; in old books all names were commonly
italicized. Also spelled italicise,

italicizing (i-tal'i-si-zing), n. [Verbal n. of

italicize, v.] Same as italicization, and more
common.

Italiot, Italiote (i-tal'i-ot, -6t), n. and a. [< Gr.

'IralioTK, < IraMa, Italy: Bee Italian.] I. n. In

anc. hist., an Italian Greek; a person of Greek
birth or descent living in Italy; an inhabitant

of Magna Grsecia.

II. a. In o»c. few*., of or belonging to the Greek
settlements in southern Italy.

He sought to reconcile Ionian monism with Ttaliote

dualism. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 315.

Our author evidently feels that this parallel progress of
the Italiot Greeks tells against his argument.

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 15.

Italisht, a. [< Ital(ic) + 4sh. Of. Italic]
Italian; in the Italian manner.

All this is true, though the feat handling thereof be al-

together Italish. Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 9.

Italo-Byzantine (it'a-lo-biz'an-tin), a. In art,

noting the Byzantine styles as developed and
practised in Italy; combining Byzantine and
Italian characteristics.

Numerous fragments of ornaments and animals in the
same Italo-Byzantine style are set into the wall of the
atrium of the church of Santa Maria della Valle.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. xii.

ita-palm (it'a-pam), n. [< ita, a S. Amer. name,
-I- B. palm.^.^ A tall palm, Mauritia flexuosa,
common along the Amazon, Rio Negro, and
Orinoco rivers, where it sometimes presents
the appearance of forests rising out of the wa-
ter. The outer part of the leaves is made into a stout
cord ; the fermented sap yields a palm-wine; and the in-

ner part of the stem furnishes a starchy substance simi-
lar to sago.

itch (ich), V. i. [< ME. icchen, iken, ykyn, ear-

lier gilcen, geken (cf . E. dial. yucJc, yuik), < AS.
giccan = D. jeuken = MLG. Joken, jucken, LG.
joclcen = OHG. juechan, juchan, juchen, jucken,
MHG. G. jucken, itch.] 1. To feel a peculiar
irritation or tingling of the skin, producing an
inclination to scratch the part so affected.

Oure body wole icche, cure bonis wole ake.
Cure owne fleisch wole ben oure foo.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. B. T. S.), p. 80.

Mine eyes do itch;
Doth that bode weeping?

Slmk., OtheUo, iv. 8, 68.

Hence— 3. To experience a provoking, teasing,
or tingling desire to do or to get something.
Princes commend a private life ; private men itch after

honour. Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 86.

Plain truths enough for needful use they found

:

But men would still be itching to expound.
Dryden, Keligio Laid, 1. 410.

An Itching palm, a grasping disposition ; a longing for
acquisition

;
greed of gain.

Let me tell you, Cassius, you yourself
Are much condemn'd to have an itching palm.
To sell and mart your offices for gold.

SAa*., J. C.,iv. 3, 10.

itch (ich), w. [iitehjV.] 1. A tingling sensa-
tion of irritation in the skin, produced by dis-

ease (see def. 2) or in any other way.—3. An
inflammation of the human skin, caused by
the presence of a minute mite, Sarcoptes scabiei

(see j*c7i-mife), presenting papules,vesicles, and
pustules, and accompanied with great itching;
scabies.

The Il£h, the Murrein, and Alcides-grief,
In Ver's hot-moysture doe molest vs chief.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Furies.

Itches, blains.
Sow all the Athenian bosoms ; and their crop
Be general leprosy 1 5A0!*., T. of A., iv. 1, 28.

Hence— 3. An uneasy longing or propensity;
a teasing or tingling desire: as, an itcli for
praise ; an itch for scribbling.

This tfcA of book-making . . . seems no less the prevail-

ing disorder of England toan of France.
QoldsmMh, Criticisms.

There is a spice of the scoundrel in most of our literary

men ; an Uch to filch and detract in the midst of fair

speaking and festivity. Landor.

Bakers', bricklayers', grocers', etc., itch. See the qual-

ifying words.—Dnobie's or washerman's Itcb. See
dhobie.

itchfult (ich'fifl), a. [< itch + -ful.] Itchy.

Palsgrave.

itchiness (ich'i-nes), n. The quality or state

of being itchy ; sensation of itching; tendency
to itch.

This itchiness is especially marked if the lid and cheeks
become excoriated and inflamed.

J. S. Wells, Dis. of Eye, p. 676.

itching (ich'ing), ». [Verbal n. of itch, v.] 1.

The sensation -caused by a peculiar irrita-

tion with pricking, tingling, or tickling in the
skin.

It [eczema] is chiefly obnoxious through its itching,

whicli is sometimes so great as to produce violent excite-

ment of the nervous system. Quain, Med. Bict,

Hence— 3. A morbid, irritating, or tantalizing

desire to have or to do something.

The itching of Scribblers was the scab of the Time.
Howell, Letters, ii. 48.

All fools have still an itching to deride.
And fain would be upon the laughing side,

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. .32.

itching-berry (ich'ing-ber"i), n. The fruit of

the dogrose, Eosa canina: so called because
the hairy seeds produce irritation of the skin.

itch-insect (ich'in"sekt), «. An itch-mite.

itchless (ich'les), a. [< itch + -less.] Free from .

itch; not itching.

One rubs his itchless elbow, shrugs and laughs.
Quarles, Emblems, i. 9.

itch-mite (ieh'mit), n. A mite which burrows in

the skin, and causes the disease called the itch

or scabies. There
are several species,
having similartrnits,
and all belonging
to the order Aca-
rida, Acaridea, or
Acarina, of the class
Arachnida. Tlie

genuine itch-mite
is Sarcoptes scaMei.
The female is about
A of an inch long,
the male much
smaller ; the body
is oval or rounded,
without eyes, and
with 4 pairs of short
S-jointed legs, the
anterior 2 pairs end-
ing in a sucking-
disk, the posterior 2

pairs endmg, in the
female, In a long fila-

ment. Its favorite
haunts are between

the fingers, the fiexor side of the wrists and elbows, and
the region of the groin. It can be transferred from person
to person.

itchweed (ieh'wed), «. The American false

hellebore, Verairum viride.

itchy (ich'i), a. [< itch+ -^i.] 1. Character-
ized by or having an itching sensation.

Takes the coming gold
Of insolent and base ambition,
That hourly rubs his dry and itchy palms.

B. Jomon, Cynthia's Bevels, iii. 2.

Excess, the scrofulous and itchy plague.
That seizes first the opulent,

Cowper, Task,iv. 682.

3. Havingthe itch: as, an itchy beggar.
-ite^. [= P- -i, -it, m., -j<e, f., = Sp. Pg. It. -ito,-

m., 4ta, f., < L. -^tus, -itus, m., 4ta, -ita, f., -itum,

-itum, n., term, of the pp. of verbs in -ere, -Ire,

or 4re, being thfe pp. siimx -tus (= E. -d^, -ed^),

with a preceding original or supplied vowel:
see -atei, -ed^.] A termination of some Eng-
lish adjectives and nouns from adjectives, and
of some verbs, derived from the Latin, as in

apposite, composite, opposite, exquisite, requisite,

erudite, recondite, etc. its use in verbs, as in expedite,

extradite, ignite, unite, and in nouns not directly from ad-

jectives, as in granite, is less common. When the vowel
is short, the termination is often merely -it, as in deposit,

reposU, posit, merit, inhabit, proh^it, etc. It is not used
or felt as an English formative. In a few words, as ap-

petite, audit, from Latin nouns of the fourth declension,
no adjective form intervenes.

-ite2. [< F. -ite = Sp. Pg. It. Ma, < L. -ita, -ites,

< Gr. -inig, fem. -«T(f, an adj. suffix, 'of the na-

ture of,' 'like,' used esp. in patrial and mineral
names.] A suffix of Greek origin, indicating
origin or derivation from, or immediate rela-

tion with, the person or thing signified by the

noun to which it is attached. Specifically—(o)
Noting a native or resident of a place : as, Stagyrite. a na-

Under Side of Itch-mite [Sarcofites
scabiei), highly magnified.
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tlve of Staiseira ; Sybarite, a nativeof Sybaris, etc. (6) Noting
a descendant of a person or member of a family or tribe,
as Canaanite, Israaite, ModMbe, HOtite, etc. (e) Noting a
disciple, adherent, or follower of a person, a doctrine, a
class, an order, etc., as MecKabOe, Cmrmdite, Campbellite,
HKk^te, etc., or (with -it) JemU. (d) In mineral., notmg
rocks, mmerals, or any natural chemical compound or me-
chanical aggregation of substances, as ammonite, caleite,
dolomite, mtartzite, etc. It has no connection with -lite
(which see), (e) In chem., denotinga salt of an acid thename
of which ends in the suffix -om, and which contains a rela-
tively smaller proportion of oxygen, as distinguished from
aU, denoting a salt of an acid the name of which ends in
the suffix -ic, and which contains a relatively larger pro-
portion of oxygen : thus, a sulphite is a salt of sulphuroiM
acid, and a sulphate one formed from sulphuric acid. (/)
In anat. and zobl,, noting that which is part and parcel or
a necessary component of any part or organ : as, sternMe,
apiece or segment of the sternum

; pleurite, tergite, podite,
a part of the side, back, leg. (g) In paleon. and paleobot,
noting fossilization or petrifaction : as, iohnite, tr&oMle.
Compare def. (d).

Itea (it'e-a), n. [NL. (LinnsBus), < Ma, a wil-
low, = AS. withig, a willow, E. withe, withy, a
twig : see withe, withy."] A small genus of plants
of the natural order Saxifragaeew, tribe Mscal-
loniew. The petals are linear, the ovary is lialf-superior
and 2-ceIled, the styles are 2-parted, and the capsule is

/tea Virginiea.

.branch Tvitfa flowers; 3, branch with fruit, a, flower; i, fruit; c,

flower with petals removed, showings stamens and pistils.

2-beaked. They are trees or shrubs, with alternate oblong
or lanceolate leaves, and usually simple terminal or axil-

lary racemes of small but rather handsome white flowers.
Five species are known, of which one, I. Virginiea, call-

ed the Virginia loillow. Is common in the eastern United
States from New Jersey southward. The others are na-
tives of Japan, China, Java, and the Himalayas.

Item (i'tem), adv. [< ME. item (= F. Sp. Pg. It.

item), used as L., < L. item, just so, likewise,
also, < is, he, that, + -tern, a demonstrative suf-

fix.] Also: a word used in introducing the
separate articles of an enumeration, as the sep-
arate clauses or details of a will or the partic-
ular parts of an account or list of things. [Ob-
solete or archaic]

Item, betwene the Mount Syon and the Temple of Salo-

mon is the place where oure Lord reysed the Mayden in
hire Fadres Hows. MandevUle, Travels, p. 92.

Speed lieaAs]. Imprimis, "She can milk." . . .

Item, "She brews good ale." . . .

Item, "She can sew."
Shale., T. G. of V., iii. 1, 304.

Item, from Mr. Acres, for carrying divers letters—which
I never delivered— two guineas, and a pair of bucldes.

—

Item, from Sir Lucius O'Trigger, three crowns, two gold
pocket-pieces, and a silver snufl-box.

Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

item (i'tem), n. [= P. Pg. item, n., < L. item,

also, as used before the separate articles of an
enumeration: see item, adv.'] 1. An article; a
separate particular ; a single detail of any kind

:

as, the account consists of many items.

I could then have looked on him without the help of

admiration ; though the catalogue of his endowments had
been tabled by his side, and I to peruse him by items.

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 5, 7.

All these items added together form a vast sum of dis-

content Marryat, Snarleyyow, I. xviii.

2. An intimation; a reminder; a hint. [Obso-

lete or local.]

How comes he then like a thief in the night, when he
gives an item of his coming?

Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 46.

My uncle took notice that Sir Charles had said he guess-

ed at the writer of the note. He wished he would give

him an item, as he called it, whom he thought of.

Riekardwm, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 292.

This word is nsed among Southern gamblers to imply

information of what cards may be in a partner's or an op-

ponent's hands : this is called "giving iiefm."

Bartlett, Americanisms.
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3. A trick; fancy; caprice. [Prov. Eng.]—
4. A paragraph in a newspaper ; a scrap of
news. [CoUoq.]

Otis is item man and reporter for the "Clarion."
Einwall, Was He Successful? p. 129.

City item. See i^, a.

item (i'tem), V. t, [< item, «.] To make a note
or memorandum of.

You see I can item it Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

I have item'd it in my memory.
Addiaon, The Drummer, iii. 1.

itemize (i'tem-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. itemized,

ppr. itemizing. [< item + -ize.] To state by
items

;
give the items or particulars of : as, to

itemize an account.

.^schylus paints these conclusions with a big brush.
. . . Shelley itemizes them.

5. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 98.

The excellent character of these bonds will appear from
an inspection of the itemized schedule.

Amer. Bebrew, XXXYIIL 66.

itemizer (i'tem-i-z6r), n. One who collects and
furnishes items for a newspaper. [U. S.]

An itemizer of the "Adams Transcript"
Congregaliorialist, Sept. 21, 1860.

iteri (i't&r), n. [< L. iter {itiner-, rarely iter-),

OL. iUner, a going, a joximey, a way, road, pas-
sage, < ire (supine itum) = Gr. Ihai = Skt. j/ i,

go : see go. Hence ult. eyre\ q. v., and itiner-

ant, etc.] 1. An appointed journey or route;
circuit; specifically, in oM.Bwg'. law, the judge's
circuit. More commonly in the Old French
form eyre.

The Lord Chamberlain, by his iter, or circuit of visita-
tion, maintained a common standard of right and duties
in all burghs. Eneye. Brit., IV. 64.

Upon the occasion of an iter, or eyre, in Kent, . . . fifty

marks were granted to the king by assent of the whole
county.

L. C. Pike, Pref. to reprint of Year-Eooks 11 and 12,

[Edward in.

3. [NL.] In a»a*., a passageway in the body;
specifically, without qualifying terms, the aque-
duct of Sylvius, or iter a tertio ad guartum ven-
trieuXum.—iter ad infandlbulum, the passage from
the third ventricle of the brain downward into the in-
fundibulum.—Iter chordse anterlus, the aperture of
exit of the chorda tympani nerve from the cavity of the
tympanum into the canal of Huguier.—Iter ^ordss
posterius, the aperture of entrance of the chorda tym-
pani nerve into the cavity of the tympanum.

iter^t, V. t. [< OP. iterer, < L. iterate, repeat

:

_
see iterate.] To renew. Halliwell.

iterable (it'e-ra-bl), a. [< LL. iterabilis, that
may be repealled, < L. iterare, repeat : see it-

erate.] Capable of being iterated or repeated.
Sir T. Browne, Miscellanies, p. 178.

iteral (i'te-ral), a. [< iter^ H- -al,.] Pertaining
to the iter o'i the brain.

iterance (it'e-rans), n. [< iteran{t) + -ce.] It-

eration, [li'are.]

Wbat needs this iterance, woman?
Shak., Othello, v. 2, 150.

Say thou dost love me, love me, love me ; toll
The silver iterance.

Mrs. Browning, Sonnets from the Portuguese, xxi.

iterancy (it'e-ran-si), n. Same as iterance.

iterant (it'e-raiit), a. [< L. iteran(t-)s, ppr. of
iterare, repeat: see iterate.] Eepeating.

Waters, being near, make a current echo ; but, being far-
ther off, they make an iterant echo. Bacon, Nat Hist.

iterate (it'e-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. iterated,

ppr. iterating. [< L. iteratus, pp. of iterare Q
It. iterare = Sp. Pg. Pr. iterar = P. it4rer, OP.
iterer, > B. iter% q. v.), do a second time, repeat,
< iterum, again, a neut. eompar. form, < is, he,
that : see he^.] To utter or do again; repeat

:

as, to iterate an advice or a demand.
This full song, iterated in the closes by two Echoes.

B. Jonson, Masque of Beauty.

Having wiped and cleansed away the soot, I iterated the
experiment Boyle, Works, IV. 662.

iterate! (it'e-rat), a. [< L. iteratus, pp. of ite-

rare, repeat.] Eepeated.

Wherefore we proclaim the said Frederick count Pala-
tine, &o., guilty of high treason and iterate proscription,
and of all the penalties which by law and custom are de-
pending thereon. Wilson, James I.

iteratelyt (it'e-rat-li), adv. By repetition or
iteration; repeatedly.

The cemeterial cells of ancient Christians and martyrs
were filled with draughtsof Scripture stories; . . . iterately

affecting the portraits of Enoch, Lazarus, Jonas, and the
vision of Ezekiel, as hopeful draughts, and hinting ima-
gery of the resurrection. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, iii.

iteration (it-e-ra'shon), ». [= P. itSration =
Pr. iteratio = Sp. iteracion = It. iterazione, < L.
iteratio(n-), a repetition, < iterare, repeat : see
iterate.] 1. A saying or doing again, or over

Itliuriers-spear

and over again; repetition; repeated utterance
or occurrence.

Your figure that worketh by iteration or repetition of
one word or clause doth much alter and affeot the eare
and also the mynde of the hearer.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 165.

0, thou hast damnable iteration; and art, indeed, able
to corrupt a saint. Shale., 1 Hen. IV., I 2, 101.

Like echoes from beyond a hollow, came
Her sicklier iteration. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

The pestilent iteration of crackers and pistols at one's
elbow IS maddening.

D. ff. Mitchell, Bound Together (Old Fourth).

2. In math., the repetition of an operation upon
the product of that operation Analsrtlcal Iter-
ation, the iteration of the operation which produces an
analytical function.

iterative (it'e-ra-tiv), a. [= P. it4raUf= Sp.
Pg. It. iterativo, < LL. UeraUvus, serving to re-
peat (said of iterative verbs), < L. iterare, pp.
iteratus, repeat: see iterate.] 1. Eepeating;
repetitious.

Spenser . , . found the ottava rima too monotonously
iterative. Lowell, Among my Bool^, 2d ser., p. 178.

S. In gram., frequentative, as some verbs.

—

Iterative function, in math,, a function which is the re-
sult of successive operations with the same operator.

Ithacan (ith'a-kan), a. and n. [< L. Ithacus,
Ithacan,< Ithacd,< Gr. 'IBaKti, Ithaca.] I. a. Of
or belonging to Ithaca, one of the Ionian Is-

lands, noted in Greek mythology as tiie home
of Odysseus or Ulysses.

II. n. An inhabitant of Ithaca,
Ithacensian (ith-a-sen'si-an), a. [< L. Ithacen-
sis, Ithacan, < Ithaca, Ithaca: see IthacUn.]
Ithacan.

All the ladies, each at each.
Like the Ithacen^n suitors in old time.
Stared with great eyes. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Ithaginis (i-thaj'i-nis), n. [NL. (Wagler, 1832

;

also written Itagirns, Eeichenbach, 1849 ; and
correctly Ithagenes, Agassiz), < 6x. Wayev^g,
Epic Watyevfig, of legitimate birth, genuine, <
idvq, straight, true, + yhog, birth, race.] A
notable genus of alpine Asiatic gallinaceous
birds, the blood-pheasants, placedwith the fran-

Blood-pheasant ilihagtms crtteniits)

colins in the family Tetraonidm, and also in
the FhasianidcB with the true pheasants. The
tarsus of the male has several spurs, sometimes as many
as five. The best-known species, /. cruentus, or eruentis,

or cruentatus, inhabits the Himalayas at an altitude of
from 10,000 to 14,000 feet, and goes in flocks. It keeps
near forests, and in winter burrows in the snow. Other
species are /. geofroyi and /. sinuensis. The genus was
established by Wagler in 1832.

ithand (i'thand), a. [Also ythand, ythen, eident,

eydent, < leel. idhirm, assiduous, steady, dili-

gent, { idh, f., a doing, idh, n., a restless mo-
tion: see eddy.] Busyj diligent; plodding;
constant; continual. [Scotch.]

ithet, n. [ME., also ythe, uthe; < AS. yth, a
wave, pi. ytha, the waves, the sea, = OS. uthia,

udhea = OHG. undea, unda, MH(j. unde, iinde,

wave, water, = Icel. unnr, udhr, a wave, pi.

unnir, the waves, the sea, =L. unda, a wave (>
ult. E. undulate, ound, abound, redound, sur-

round, abundant, inundate, etc.), ult. akin to Gr.
vSafj, water, and to E. water: see water.] A
wave ; in the plural, the waves ; the sea.

On dayes and derke nightes dryuyn on the ythes.

At Salame full sound thai set into hauyn.
Destruction, of Troy (E. B. T. S.), \. 1827.

ither (isn'^r), a. and^rore. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of other^.

Nae ither care in life ha'e I,

But live, an' love my Nannie, O.

Bums, Behind yon Hills.

Farewell, " my rhyme composing brither
!

"

We've been owre lang unkenn'd to ither.

Bums, To William Simpson.

Ithnriel's-spear (i-thu'ri-elz-sper), ». [So
called in allusion to the spear of Ithuriel (Mil-
ton, P. L., iv. 810), which caused everything it

touched to assume its true form.] The Call-



Ithuriel's-spear

fomian liliaceous plant Broditea {Triteleia)
laxa.

ithyphalli, n. Plural of ithyphallus, 1.

ithyphallic (ith-i-fal'ik'), o. [< L. ithyphalli-
cus, < Gr. iSv^aXXiKdg, < ifli^aX^tof, a phallus, <
Wig, straight, erect, + ipal^dc, phaUiis: see
phallus.'] 1 . Pertaining to or characterized by
an ithyphallus, or the ceremonies associated
with its use as a religious symbol, etc.

It is probable that the ithyptiaUic ceremonies, which
the gross flattery of the degenerate Greeks sometimes em-
ployed to honor the Macedonian princes, had the same
meaning. Knight, Anc. Arts and Myth. (1876), p. 98.

Hence— 2. Grossly indecent; obscene.
An UhypJuUlie audacity that insultswhat is most sacred

and decent among men. Ckrigtian JSxa/mtner.

3. In anc. pros., sung in phaUie processions;
specifically, noting a group of three trochees or
a period containing such a group.

ithyphallus (ith-i-fal'us), n. [L., < Gr. WvfaTi-
Mig, < Wvg, sta-aight, erect, + (jiaMdg, phallus.]
1. PI. ithyphalli (-i). In archwol., etc., an erect
phallus.—2. [cap.] [Nli.] In entom., a genus
of weevils or curciilios: same as Stenotarsus of
Sehijnherr, which name is preoccupied in the
same order. Harold, 1875.

-itiaL [< Ii. -itivs, -id/US, + -al.] A compound
adjective termination occurring in a few words,
as cardinaliUal.

Itieria (it-i-e'ri-a), n. [NL. (Saporta, 1873), so
called after the original collector, M. Itier.] A
genus of fossil algse, of the family Laminari-
acece, having cartilaginous, compressed, many
times diohotomously branching fronds, provid-
ed with turbinate, subglobose, probably blad-
dery,terminal or axillary expansions, wmch ap-
pear to have served as air-bladders, as in the
bladder-wrack. Two species are known, from the Up-
per Jurassic of Orbagnoux (Ain) and Saint Mihiel (Mease)
in I^ance.

itineracy (i-tin'e-ra-si), n. [< itinera{te) + -cy.

Cf. iUnerancy.] " The practice or habit of trav-
eling from place to place; the state of being
itinerant.

The cumulative values of long residence are the re-

straints on the iiCneracy of the present day.
Hmereon, History.

itinerancy (i-tin'e-ran-si), n. [< itineran{t) +
-ey.] 1. The act of traveling from place to

place ; especially, a going about from place to
place in the discharge of duty or the prosecu-
tion of business: as, the iUnerancy of circuit

judges or of commercial travelers.—2. Espe-
cially, in the Meth. CA., the system of rotation
governing the ministry of that church. In parts
of the western United States and in England several com-
manitiea are grouped into "circuits," and each "circuit"
is ministered to by itinerant preachers or "circuit-riders.'

Methodism, with its "lay ministry" and its UineraTwy,
couldalone afford the ministrations of religion to this over
flowing population. Stevens, Hist. Methodism.

itinerant (i-tin'e-rant), a. and n. [< LL. iUne-

ran{t-)s, ppr. ot"iUnerari, travel, journey: see
iUnerate.] I, a. Traveling from place to place;
wandering; not settled; strolling j specifically,

going from place to place, especially on a cir-

cuit, in the discharge of duty: as, an itinerant

preacher; a,n itinerant juAge.

In the Winter and Spring time he usually rode the CSr-

cuit as a Judge Itinerant through all his Provinces, to see

justice well administerd. Milton, Hist. Eng., 'v.

I believe upon a good deal of evidence that these ancient

kings were itinerarU, travelling or ambulatory personages.
Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 179.

Itinerant bishop. See bishop.

n. n. One who travels from place to place; a
traveler; a wanderer; specifically, one who
travels from place to place, especially on a
cirenit, in the discharge of duty or the pursuit

of business, as an itinerant judge or preacher,

or a strolling actor.
Glad to turn itinerant.

To stroll and teach from town to town.
S. Bvtler, Hudibras, HI. iL 92.

Vast sums of money were lavishly bestowed inion these

secular ittTierants, which induced the monks and other ec-

clesiastics to turn actors themselves.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 233.

Inns for the refreshment and security of the itinerants

were scattered along the whole line of the route from
France. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., L 6.

itinerantly (i-tin'e-rant-li), adv. In an itiner-

ant, unsettled, or wandering manner.
itinerariuni (i-tin-e-ra'ri-um), n. ; pi. itineraria

(-a). [LL. (indefV 2, ML.): see jftnerar!/.] 1.

Same as itinerary, 2.— 2. A portable altar.

itinerary (x-tin'e-ra-ri), a. and n. [= F. itind-

raire = Sp. Pg. 'tt.'itinerario, < LL. itinerarius,

pertaining to a journey, neut. itinerarium, an
account of a journey, a road-book, < iter (itiner-),

away, journey: seeitiTwrate.] l.a.l. Travel-
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ing
;
passing from place to place, especially on

a circuit : as, an itinerary judge.

He did make a progress from Lincoln to the northern
parts, though It was rather an itinerary circuit of justice

than a progress. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VIL

The law of England, by its circuit or itinerary courts,

contains a provision for the distribution of private justice,

in a great measure relieved from both these objections.

Foley, Moral Philos., iv. 8.

2. Of or pertaining to a journey; specifically,

pertaining to an official journey or circuit, as

of a judge or preacher: as, itinerary observa-

tions.—3. Pertaining to descriptions of roads,

or to a road-book: as, an itinerary unit

—

itine-

rary COltunn. See column, 1.

n. «. ;
pi. itineraries (-riz). 1. A plan of

travel; a fist of places to be included in a

journey, vrith means of transit and any other

desired details : as, to make out an itinerary of

a proposed tour.— 2. An account of a line of

travel, or of the routes of a country or region,

of the places and points of interest, etc.; a
work containing a description of routes and
places, in successive order: as, an iUnerary
from Paris to Rome, or of France or Italy;

Antonine's "Itinerary of the Boman Empire."
Also itinerarium.

Now Habassia, according to the Itineraries of the ob-
servingst Travelers in those Parts, is thought to be, in re-

spective Magnitude, as big as Germany, Spain France, and
Italy conjunctly. HoweU, Letters, iL 9.

The Sudge Cup, found in Wiltshire and preserved at Aln-
wick Castle, . . . contains, engraved in bronze, an ifa'Tie-

rary along some Koman stations in the north of England.
Eneyc. Brit., XIIL 130.

3. An itinerant journey; a regular course of

travel; a tour of observation or exploration.

It [Mr. Poncet's journey] was the first intelligible itin^

erary made through these deserts.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 474.

4. In the Rom. Cath. Ch., a form of prayer for

the use of the clergy when setting out on a
journey: generally placed at the end of the
breviary. It consists of the canticle Benedie-
tus, with an antiphon, preoes, and two collects.— 5\. One who journeys from place to place.
[Eare.]

A few months later Bradford was appointed one of the
six chaplains of Edward VI., chosen "to be itineraries, to
preach sound doctrine in all the remotest parts of the
kingdom." Biog. Notice in Bradford's Works (Parker

[Soc, 1853), n. XXV.

itinerate (i-tin'e-rat), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. itiner-

ated, ppr. itinerating. [< LL. itineratvs, pp. of
itinerari, go on a journey, travel, journey, < L.
iter, rarely itiner (stem itiner-, rarely iter-), a
going away, journey, march, road: see iter.]

To travel feom place to place, as in the prose-
cution of business, or for the purpose of hold-
ing court or of preaching; journey in a regu-
lar course.

The Bedford meeting had at this time its regolar minis-
ter, whose name was John Burton ; so that what Bunyan
received was a roving commission to itinerate in the vil-

lages round about. ' Soutfiey, Bunyan, p. 38.

There is reason to believe that the English Kings itiner-
ated in the same way and mainly for the same purpose.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 181.

itineration (i-tin-e-ra'8hon),M. [< ML. Htine-
ratio(n-),<. itinerdri,jowni.ey: see iUnerate.] A
journey from place to place ; a tour of action
or observation. [Rare.]

A great change has come over this part since last year,
owing, I suspect, to the itineratuma which Dr. Ciddwell
has undertaken. S. RivingUm, Madras (1876).

-ition, [< L. -itto^n-), in nouns from a pp. in
-jiMS; see -jfel and -io», and -Wore.] Acompound
noun termination, as in expedition, extrc^ition,
etc., being -tionwith a preceding original or for-
mative vowel, or in other words, -ifei + 4on.
See -jfei, -ion, -Hon.

-itious. [< 4ti{on) + -ous, equiv. to -ifel -H -<ms :

see words with this termination. ] A compound
adjective termination occurring in adjectives
associated with nouns in -ition, as expeditious,
etc. See <tion, -tious.

-itis. [NL., etc., -jiis, < L. -jfe, < Gr. -Irtg, fern.,

associated with -iT7/f,mase., term, of adjectives
(which are often used as nouns), ' of the nature
of,' 'like,' etc.: see -ite^.] A termination used
in modem pathological nomenclature to sig-

nify 'inflammation' of the part indicated, as
in lyronohitis, otitis, conjunctivitis, stomatitis, en-
teritis, etc.

-itive. [< L- -itivus, in adjectives from a pp. in
4tus : see -jfei and -ive.] A compound adjective
termination of Latin origin, as in definitive, in-

finitvoe, fugitive. See -ifei and -iue.

its (its). The possessive case of the neuter
pronoun it. See it, 1 (e), and he^, L, C (6).

itself (it-self'), pron. [Early mod. E. also iU
selfe; < ME. it self, it solve, being it -with the

agreeing adj. self: see it and self, and himself]
The neuter pronoun corresponding to himself,

herself. (See himself.) Its emphatic and reflex-

ive uses are like those of himself.

The course of heaven, and late itself, in this.

Will CsBsar cross. B. Jonmn, Poetaster, v. 1.

You are gentle ; he is gentleness itself.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, ii. 6.

Here doth the river divide itselfe into 8 or 4 convenient
branches. Capt. John Smith, Worts, L 118.

Mahometism hath dispersed itself over almost one half

of the huge Continent of Asia. Howell, Letters, ii. 10.

By itself, alone; apart; separately from anything else.

Lande argHlose, and not cley by it selve,

Ys commodiouse.
PaZladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 49.

This letter being too long for the present paper, I intend
to print it by itself very suddenly. Steele, Tatler, No. 164.

In and by itself, in or of Itself, separately considered;

in its own nature; independently of other tilings.

Our Mother tongue, which truelie of it selfe is both full

enough for prose, and stately enough for verse, hath long
time been counted most bare and barren of both.

Spenser, To Mayster Gabriel Haruey.

To be on land after three months at sea is of itself a great

change. Maxavlay, Life and Letters, L 322.

A false theory . . . that what a thing is, it is in Hsdf,
apart from all relation to other things or the mind.

E. Caird, Hegel, p. 10.

In and for itself. See ini.

ittria, n. See yttria.

ittrium, n. See yttrium.

iturite-fiber (it'u-rit-fi'b6r), n. [< itur, native

name, + -ite + fiber.] The tough bark of the
Maranta ohligua, a plant of British Guiana. It

is used by the Indians for making baskets.

-ity. [< P. -Ji^, OF. -ete, -eteit, etc., = Sp. -idad

= Pg. -Made = It. -dta, also -itate, -itade, < L.

-i-to(t-)s, aec.-itafem,beingtheoommonabstract
formative -ta{t-)8 (> B. -ty) with a preceding
orig. or supplied vowel: see -ty^.] A. common
termination of nouns of Latin origin or formed
after Latin analogy, from adjectives, properly
from adjectives of Latin origin or type, as in

actimty, civility, suavity, etc., but also in some
words from adjectives not of Latin origin or

type, as in. jollity. The suffix is properly -ty,

the preceding vowel belonging originally to the
adjective. See -tyj^.

itzeboot, itzebnt, itzibut, n. See 6m.

iulant (i-u'lan), a. [< L. iuXus, dovfn, a catkin

(< Gr. lov7ix>'i, down, the down on plants, also,

like ov7iX)g, a eom-sheaf; cf. ovTiog, wooUy), +
-an.] Dovray; soft like down.

We two were in acquaintance long ago.
Before our chins were worth iuLan down.

Middleton, Changeling, L I.

Iva (i'va), n. [NL. : see ivy^.] 1. A specific

name ofthe ground-pineAjugaIva orA. Chanue-
pitys.— 2. [So named by Linnaus as resem-
bling the ground-pine Ajuga Iva in smell.] A
small genus of composite plants, of the tribe

HelianthoidecB,type of the old tribe Ivea. They are

herbs or shrubs with entire dentate or dissected leaves, at

least the lower ones opposite and small spicately, race-

mosely, or paniculately disposed or scatteredand common-
ly nodding heads, which incline to be polygamo-dicecioos
through abortion of the ovaries. Seven or eight species

are known, from North and South America and the West
Indies. The maritime species, particularly /. fruteseens,

are called murshelder or high-water shrub.

ivaarite (iv-a-a'rit), n. [< Ivaara (see def.)

-I- -ite2.] A mineral from Ivaara in Finland,
resembling and perhaps identical with schorlo-
mite.

iveH, ™. An obsolete form of ivy^.

ive^t, n. See ivy^.

-ive. [ME. 4ve, -if= OF. 4f, m., 4ve, t, = Sp.
Pg. It. -wo, m., iva, f., < L. -was, m., -ma, t,
-ivum, neut., a common term, of adjectives
formed from verbs, either from the inf. stem,
as in gradivus, or from the perfect-participle
stem, as in actimis, active, passivus, passive,
relatvims, relative, etc., the sense being nearly
equiv. to that of a present participle, as in the

examples cited, or instrumental, 'serving to

do' so and so, as in nominativus, serving lo

name, etc.] A termination of Latin origin,

forming adjectives from verbs, meaning 'do-

ing' so and so, or 'serving to do' so and so, or

otherwise noting an adjective status, as in ac-

tive, acting, passive, suffering, demonstrative,
serving to show, formatime, serving to form,
purgative, serving to purge, adoptive, collective,

festive, furtive, native, infinitive, relative, etc.

Many such adjectives are aJso used as nouns, as in some
of the examples cited. The termination is commonly at-

tached in Latin to the past-participle stem In -at-, -tir, -it-,

-8-, and hence appears in Engbsh most frequently in such



-ive

connections, -alive, -itive (these being also usable as Eng-
lisli formatives), -dine, rarely -etive. The associated noun
1b in -iveness iaetieenesa, etc.) or -ivitiy (activity, etc.).

Ivese (i've-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de Candolle,
1836), < Iva + -ece.'] A former tribe of com-
posite plants, typified by the genus Iva, whioli
is now referred to the tribe SeUanthoidem.
Also IvacecB.

ivelt, a. and n. A Middle English form of evil^.

ivent, n. [Also ivin; < ME. iven, yven, < AS.
ifegn (= MD. ieven, wen), a var. of ifig, ivy: see
OT!/i. Cf . hollen and holly'^.'] Ivy.

ivert, n. A Middle English form of ivory^

.

ivied (i'vid), a. [Also i/vyed; < ioy^ + -ed^.]
Covered with ivy ; overgrown with ivy.

Upon an ivied stone
Beclined his languid head. Shelley, Alastor.

ivint, n. See wen.
ivoried (i'vo-rid), a. [< wory^ + -ed2.] 1. Col-
ored and finished to resemble ivory: said of
cardboard, wood, and other materials.—2.
Furnished with teeth. [Bare.]

My teeth demand a constant dentist,
WhQe he is ivaried like an elephant. Lowell.

ivoiist (i'vo-rist), n. [< ivory^ + 4st.'] A work-
er in ivory!

The names ot famous Japanese ivorists of the eighteenth
and the early part of the nineteenth century are household
words among native connoisBeurs and collectors.

Harper's Mag., I/XX.VI. 710.

-ivorous. See -porous.

ivoryi (i'v6-ri), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also
ivorie; < MB. ivory, ivorie, yvory, yvorie, evorye,

also wore, yvore, i/voure, were, yvere, yver, evour,

< OF. wvrie, *voorie, later woire, F. woire = Pr.
evori, emori, tori = It. avorio, amoro, < ML. eho-

renm, ivory, prop. neut. of L. eloreus, of ivory,

< ebwr, ivojy: see ehv/rrdne.'] I. n.; ijl. iuories

(-riz). 1. The hard substance, not imuke bone,
of which the teeth of most mammals chiefly

consist ; specifically, a kind of dentine valuable
for industrial purposes, as that derived from
the tusks ofthe elephant, hipjiopotamus, walrus,
narwhal, and some other animals, ivory is sim-
ply dentine or tooth-substance of exceptional hardness,
toughness, and elasticity, due to the fineness and regulari-

tyof the dentinaltubules which radiate from the axial pulp-
cavity to the periphery of the tooth. The most valuable
ivory is that obtained from elephants' tusks, in which the
tubules make many strong bends at regular intervals, re-

sulting in a pattern peculiar to the proboscidean mam-
mals. In its natural state the ivory of a tusk is coated
with cement; and besides the fine angular radiating lines,

it shows on cross-section a series of contour-lines concen-
tric with the axis of the tooth, arranged about a central

grayish spot which represents the calcified pulp. The
appearance of these contour-lines is due to the regular
arrangement of minute spaces called imterglohular. Ivory
in comparison with ordinary dentine is specially rich in

oiganic matter, containing 40 per cent, or more. Tusks
of extinct mammoths, furnishing fossil ivory, have been
found 12 feet long and of 200 pounds weight. Those of

the African elephant^ furnishing the best ivory, as well

as by far the greater portion of the ivory used in the arts,

Sometimes reach a length of 9 feet and a weight of 160

pounds. Those of the Indian elephant are never so large

as this ; and in either case tusks average much smaller,

probably under 50 pounds. Elephants' tusks are incisors,

but the large teeth of the hippopotamus and walrus wliich

furnish ivory are canines. A substance which sometimes
passes for ivory, but is really bone, is derived from the

very hard or petrosal parts of the ear-bones of whales,

Vpon a braunche of this pyne was hanged by a cheyne
of sUuer an home of yvorie as white as snowe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 606,

With golde and ivoure that so brighte schone,
That idle aboute the bewt^ men may se.

hydgate, Eawlinson MS., f. 34. (Halliwell.)

There is more difference between thy flesh and hers than
between jet and ivory. Shak., M. of V., ilL 1, 42.

2. An object made of ivory.

Saints represented in Byzantine mosaics and ivories.

C. C. PerMns, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. xiii.

3. pi. Teeth. [Humorous.]

The close-cropped bullet skull,the swarthy tint,the grin-

ning ivories, the penthouse ears, and twinkling little eyes

ot the immortal governor of Barataria.

O. A. Sola, Dutch Pictures, Shadow of a young Dutch
[Painter.

Artificial Ivory, a compound of caoutchouc, sulphur,

and some white material, such as gypsum, pipe-clay, or

oxid of zinc—Brain ivory, the substance of the otolites

or ear-stones of fishes. See oMste.—Fossil ivory. See

fossil.—Green ivory. See the extract.

When first cut it (African ivory] is semi-transparent and

of a warm colour ; in this state it is called green vmry,

and as it dries it becomes much lighter in color and more

opaque. Erusyc. Brit., XIII. 522.

Vegetable ivory. See ivory-nut.

II. a. Consisting or made of ivory; resem-

bling ivory in color or texture : as, the gown

was made of voory satin.

Then down she layd her ivory combe,

And braided her hair in twain. ,^ , „

,

Fair Margaret and Siveet Waiiam (Child's BaUads, U. 141).
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One do I personate of Lord Timon s frame.
Whom Fortune with her ivory hand wafts to her.

SAat., T. of A., i. 1, 70.

Ivory barnacle, Balanus eburrwus.—lvoiy gate. See
^otei.—Ivorylines or spaces, in entom., polished yellow-
ish-white spaces resembling ivory found on rough punc-
tured surfaces, as the elytra of many beetles.

ivory^ (i'vo-ri), n. A dialectal form of w^i,

simulating wory^.
ivory3 (i'vo-ri), m. [Named for James Ivory
(1765-1842), who published a celebrated me-
moir on the attractions of homogeneous ellip-

soids in 1809.] In math., one of two points on
each of two confooal ellipsoids, such that, if the
two ellipsoidsbe referred to theirprincipal axes,
the coSrdinates are in the same proportions as
each pair to the axes of the two ellipsoids hav-
ing the same direction.

ivorybill (i'vo-ri-bil), n. The ivory-billed

woodpecker, CampqpMlus principalis : so called

from the ivory-like hardness and whiteness of

the biU. See cut under Campophilus. Cones.

ivory-billed (i'vo-ri-bild), a. Having the beak
hard and white' as ivory: as, the ivory-billed

woodpeckers of the genus Campophilus—ivoiy-
billed coot, the common American coot or whitebill, Fu-
liea armricana. March. [Jamaica.]

ivory-black (i'vo-ri-blak' ), «. A fine soft black
pigment, prepared from ivory-dust by calcina-
tion in closed vessels, in the same way as bone-
black.

There were different coloured hair powders. The black
was made with starch, Japan ink, and ivory black.

J. Ashton, Social Lite in Beign ot Queen Anne, I. 14S.

ivory-brown (i'vo-ri-broun'), n. See brown.
ivory-gull (i'vo-ri-gnl), n. A small arctic gull,

pure white all over when adult, with rough

ivy-gum
the white would appear as a lemon-yellow cooler than
gamboge; but the handsomest ivory-yellow is a little

whiter.

ivourt, ivouret, n. Middle English forms of
ivory^.

ivrayt, n. [< P. ivraie (= Pr. abriaga, drunk-
enness) (in allusion to the supposed intoxicat-
ing quality of the seeds), < L. ebriacus, drunken,
< ebrius, drunken : see ebrious. ] The darnel, Lo-
liunH' temulentum.

ivy^ (i'vi), n.
;
pi. ivies (i'viz). [Early mod. E.

also imie, ive; < ME. ivy, < AS. ifig, ivy; early
mod. E. also iven, etc. (see iven), < AS. ifegn,

ivy; = OHCJ. ebah, MHG. ebich, ivy; also in a
deriv. form, OHG. ebawi, ebdhewi, MHG. ebehou,
ephou, epfow, G. evheu, ivy. The G. forms appar.
simulate G. lieu, hay, and are also confused vrith

the forms of eppich (0H(>. epJii, etc.), parsley,
in mod. G. also ivy, < L. apivm, parsley.] An
epiphytic climbing plant of the genus Sedera.

Ivory-gull (Larus eburneus).

black feet, technically called Larus ebv/meus,

Pagophila eburnea, or Gavia aWa.
ivory-gum (i'vo-ri-gum), n. Same as ivy-gum
(wmoh see, under gum^).
ivory-nut (i'vo-ri-nut), n. The seed of Phytele-

phas macrooarpa, a low-growing palm, native
of South America. The seeds are produced, 4 to 9
together, in hard clustered capsules, each bead weighing
about 26 lbs. when ripe. Each seed is about as large as a
hen's egg ; the albumen is close-grained and venr hard,
resembling the finest ivoiy in texture and color ; it is hence
called vegetable ivory, and is often wrought into ornamental
work. It is also known sa corom.

ivory-palm (i'vo-ri-pam), n. The tree which
Ijears the ivory-nut.

ivory-paper (i'vo-ri-pa''''p6r), n. A fine quality

of hand-made pasteboard, used for printing.

ivory-paste (i'vo-ri-past), n. The material
used m making ivory-porcelain, having a pe-
culiar dull luster, due to the depolishing of the
vitreous glaze.

ivory-porcelain (i'vo-ri-p6rs'''lan), ». In ceram.,

a fine ware with an ivory-white glaze, manu-
factured at the Koyal "Worcester factory, and
first shown at the London exhibition of 1862.

It is a modification of Parian ware, and is used
for similar purposes, but is more decorative be-
cause of the glaze.

ivory-shell (i'vo-ri-shel), «. The shell of the
gastropods of tlie genus Eburna (which see).

ivory-tree (i'vo-ri-tre), n. A moderately large
tree, Wrightia Unctoria, a native of Burma : so

oalledfrom thewood, which is beautifullywhite,

hard, and close-grained, resembling ivory and
used for turning. The name is also applied to

other species of the genus used for the same
purpose.
ivorytype(i'v9-ri-tip),m. [,<ivoryi-+type.'] In
photog., same as liellenotype.

ivory-white (i'vo-ri-hwit' ), n. Ancient creamy-
white Chinese porcelain, imitated in Japan and
by the modem Chinese.

ivory-yellow (i'vo-ri-yel'o), n. A very pale

and rather cool yellow, almost white, resem-
bling the color of ivory, a rotating color-disk com-
posed of i white, i bright chrome-yellow, and i emerald-

green will give what is called ivory-yellow. The mixture
of chrome-yellow and green in these proportions without

Ivy (fftOera ffilix).

a, flower ; S, fruit ; e, leaf and a&rial roots of young plant.

(H. Helix), natural order Araliacece, and the
type of the series Hederece. The leaves are smooth
and shining, varyingmuchinform, from oval entire to 3- and
6-lobed ; and their perpetual verdure gives the plant a beau-
tiful appearance. The flowers are greenish and inconspicu-

ous, disposed in globose umbels, and are succeeded by deep-
green or almost black berries. H. Helix (the common ivy) is

found throughout almost the whole of Europe, and in many
parts of Asia and Africa. It is plentiful in Great Britain,

grfiwing in hedges and woods, and on old buildings, rocks,

and trunks of trees. A variety called the Irish ivy is much
cultivated on account ot the large size of its foliage and its

veiy rapid growth. The ivy attains a great age, the stem
ultimately becoming several inches thick and capable of

supporting the weight of the plant. The wood is soft and
porous, and when cut into very thin plates is used for fil-

tering liquids. In Switzerland and the south of Europe it

is employed lor making various useful articles. The ivy
has been celebrated from remote antiquity, and waa held
sacred in some countries, as Greece and Egypt.—Ameri-
can iyy, Ampelopsis ^uinquefolia.— Barren ivy, a creep-

ing and iiowerless variety of ivy.— Black Ivy, the common
ivy, Hedera Helix, also named H. nigra: so called in allu-

sion to its sometimes nearly black berries.—German Ivy,
a species of groundsel, Sevecio mikanioides.—Indian ivy.
a plant of the genus Sdndapsus, natural order Aracece. It

is an East Indian herb, with perforated or pinnatelyHivided
leaves and a climbing stem.—Irisll Ivy. See above.— Ja-
panese ivy, Ampeli^Bisifricvspidata.— Eenllworth Ivy^
or Colosseum ivy, a handsome scrophulariaceous vine^

Mnaria CymJbalarM, much used in hanging-baskets, etc.

Also called ivy-leafedtoad-jlax and ivywort.— Poison ivy.
the poison-oak, i2Ai<« toxicodendron. (See also ^ound-ioj/.)

ivy2 "(i'vi), n. [Formerly also ivie, and prop.

ive (chiefly in herb4vy, herb-ime); < OF. ive (also

called ive arthretigue or ive muscate or musquee)
= Sp. Pg. It. iva (NL. iva: see Iva), ground-
pine, herb-ivy, a fem. form, corresponding to

F. if (ML. ivus), m., yew, < OHG. iwa, MHG.
ibe, G. eibe = AS. iw, B. yew : see ife and yew.
The NL. form is sometimes spelled iba, a form
suggesting or suggested by a confusion with
the diff. name, L. abiga (sometimes miswritten
ibiga), also ajuga, ground-pine {Ajvga Chamce-
pitys): see abigeat.'] Ground-pine: chiefly in

the compound herb-ivy.

ivy-bind'weed (i'vi-bind'''wed), n. A climbing
European herb, Polygonum Convolvulus, now na-
turalized in America.
ivy-bush (i'vi-btish), n. A plant of ivy: for-

merly hung over tavern-doors in England to

advertise good wine. The ivy was sacred to

Bacchus.

Where the wine is neat, ther needeth no luie-bush.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 204.

This good wine I present needs no ivy-bush.

Notes on ThL Bartas (1621), To the Reader.

ivy-gum (i'vi-gum), «. See gum^.



ivy-leaf

ivy-leaf (i'vi-lef), n. £< ME. ivy leefe; < wi/l +
?ea/.] The leaf of the ivy

—

To pipe In an ivy-
leaf, to console one's sell the best way one can ; whistle.

But Troilns, thou mayst now, est or weste,
Pipe in an ivy leefe, ii that the leste.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1134.

ivy-mantled (i'vi-maii"tld), a. Covered with a
mantle of ivy.

From yonder ivy-manOed tower
The moping Owl doth to the Moon complain.

Qray, Elegy.

ivy-owl (i'vi-oiil), n. The European brown or
tawny owl, Syrniv/m aluco.

ivy-tod (i'vl-tod), n. An ivy-bush.
I will carry ye to a mair convenient place, where I hae

sat mony a time to hear the howlit crying out of the ivy
tod. Scott, Antiquary, xxi.

Ivy-tree (i'vi-tre), n. A hardy evergreen, Pa-
nax Colensoi, of New Zealand.

ivy wort (i'vi-w6rt), n. 1. Same as Kenilworth
ivy (which see, under ivy^).— 3. A plant of the
ivy family.

iwt, n. A Middle English form of yew.
iwart, a. A Middle English form of aware.
iwist, ywist (i-wis'). adv. [< ME. (a) iwis, ywis,
iwys, ywys (= MHG. gewis = Sw. visst = Dan.
vist), certainly, prop. neut. of the adj. (see be-
low), which is not used as an adj. in ME.; (6)
iwisse, ywisse, iwysse (= D. gewia= OHGr. gawisso,
gimsso, MHCJ. gewisse, G. gewiss), adv., cer-
tainly (of. also ME. iwisliche, < AS. gevnslice =
D. geunsseUjk = OHG. *gawislihko, gwislicho,

MTffl. gewisliche, G. gewisslieh, certainly), < AS.
gewis, gewiss (= D. gewis, wis = OHG. giwis,

MHG. gewis, G. gewiss = Icel. viss = Sw. mss
= Dan. vis), certain, < ge-, a generalizing suffix

(see j-), + "wis = Goth. *wis (for *wiss) in neg.
iinvjis, uncertain, orig. pp. of the pret. pres.
verb represented by AS. witan, know: see
wit, V. The word, being commonly written.in
ME. with the prefix separated, i wis, came to

Ije understood as the pronoun I with a verb,
'

' wis," explained in dictionaries, with reference
to wit, as 'know,' appar. taken to mean 'think'
or 'guess,' but there is no such verb.] Cer-
tainly : surely ; truly ; to wit. This word, very com-
mon in Middle English, lost somewhat of its literal force,

-and became in later use a term of slight emphasis, often
meaningless. In the later ballads, and hence archaically
in modem use. It is thrown in parenthetically, often as a
metrical expletive, and is commonly printed as two words,
I wit, taken to mean ' I think' or 'I guess.' See the ety-

mology.

Ful sorful was his hert iwis. Metr. HomUies, p. 88.

And see fast he smote at John Steward,
Xvne he never rest.

ChUde Maurice (Child's Ballads, IL SIT).

I vns, in all the senate
There was no heart so bold.

Maeavlay, Horatins.

iwisf, ywist, n. [ME. (= MHG. gevjis), cer-

tainty; < gewis, adv. (orig. adj.): seeiwis, adv.']

Certainty: used in the adverbial phrases mid
iwisse, or to iwisse, for certain, certainly.

Thou art saete imyd ywisse.

Spec, of Lyric Poems (ed. Wright), p. 67.

He gan hire for to kesse
Wei ofte mid ywisse.

King Ham (E. E. T. 8.), L 432.

iwisfichef, od®. Seeiiois.

i'witt, iJ. Bee wit.

iwitnessef, n. See witness.

T-iria. (ik'si-a), n. [NIi., so called with ref. to

the clammy juice, < Gr. l^dg = L. viscus, bird-

Ume, mistletoe : see viscus, viscous.] An exten-

sive genus of Cape plants, of the natural order

IridacecE, type of the tribe Ixiece. They have nar-

row sword-sliai>ed leaves, and slender simple or branch-

ed stems, bearing spikes of large, showy, variously colored

flowers. The beauty and elegance of the flowers give them
a high place among ornamental plants. The plant former-

ly called Ixia (PardanOaa) CMnensis is now referred to a

genus Belameanda.

ixia-Uly (ik'si-a-Hl^'i), «. A plant of the genus
Ixiolirion.

Ixieae (ik-Ei'e-e), w. »?. [NL., < Zxmu + -e<E.]

A tribe of plants of the natural order Iridacem,

typified by the genus Ixia, and characterized

by their coated bulbs and numerous sessile

1-flowered spathes, the flower being 2-bracted

and sessile within the spathe. The tribe em-
braces about 20 genera, chiefly South African.

Also called Ixiacece.

Ixiolirion (ik'si-o-lir'i-on), n. [Nli., < Ixia,

q. v., + Gr. /Mpiov, a lily: see lily.'] A small

genus of monoootyledonous plants of the order

AmarylUdacece, tribe Alstrcemeriece, having tuni-

cate bulbs, simple erect stems, and irregular

umbels of pretty blue or violet flowers with a
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6-parted funnel-shaped perianth. Onlytwo species

are admitted by Bentham and Hooker, natives of central

and western Asia. The plants are called ixia-lUies,

iziolite (ik'si-a-Ut), n. [< Gr. 'l^iiM, Ixion, a

m3rthicalking6fThessaly,bound,forhis crimes,

to an ever-revolving wheel in Tartarus (where

also Tantalus was tortured: see tantalite), +
XiSoQ, a stone.] In mineral., a kind of tantalite

from Kimito in Finland.

Ixodes (ik-s6'dez), n. [< Gr. JfiidW; like bird-

lime, sticky, < i^6g, bird-lime (seeia^), + dSog,

form.] The typical and largest genus of Ixo-

didm, founded by Latreille in 1796, embracing

eyeless species best known as ticks. They are

flat in the normal state, but swell up when distended with

blood, becoming more or less globular. They adhere very

firmly to the skin of man and beast, requiring some force

to pull them away, but if undisturbed drop off upon re-

pletion. /. ricinus, the dog-tick of Europe, is a character-

istic example. One of the bestrknown in the United .States

is /. alWp&tus, the white-spotted tick. See cut under Aea-
rida.

Ixodidae (ik-sod'i-de), n. pi. [< Ixodes + -idm.]

A family of tracheate Acarida, typified by the

genus Ixodes, and comprising all those mites
which are properly called ticks. The skin is tough
and leathery, and in the female capable of great disten-

tion. The rostrum and mandibles are fitted for sucking,

and the tarsi have two claws and a sucking-disk. In their

early stages the Ixodidjx are herbivorous and not parasitic

;

but the adults fasten themselves to various animals and
suck blood. There are about 12 genera, and the species
are numerous.

ixolite (ik'so-lit), n. [< Gr. <fi5f, bird-lime (see

Ixia), + TJB'oQ, a stone.] A mineral resin of a
greasy luster found in bituminous coal, which
becomes soft and tenacious when heated. Also,
erroneously, ixolyte.

Ixonanthese (ik-so-nan'thf-e), n. pi. psii.

(Endlicher, 1836-40), < Ixorianthes + -em.] A
tribe of plants of the natural order Linacea,
typified by the genus Ixonanthes, having the

petals contorted and persistent, and the cap-
sules septicidally dehiscent.

Ixonantnes (ik-so-nan'thez), n. [NL. (Jack,

1820), irreg. < Gr.'tfdf, bird-lime, mistletoe (see

Ixia), + avdog, flower.] A small genus of smooth
trees, of the natural order lAnacece, type of the
tribe Ixonanthew, having the petals 10 to 20 in
number and perigynous, and the fruit oftenwith
false partitions. They have alternate, coriaceous, en-
tire or remotely crenate or serrate leaves, and small flow-

ers in usually axillary dichotomous cymes. The three or
four species Imown are natives of tropical eastern Asia.

Ixora (ik'so-rS,), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), < Iswara
(< Skt. jfi;aro,"master, lord, prince, <•/*?> own,
be master; ef. AS. dgan, E. owe), given as the
name of a Malabar deity to whom the flowers
are offered. ] 1 . A genus of plants of the natu-
ral order Bubiaeea, type of the tribe Ixorece. it
consists of tropical shrubs or small trees, chiefly of the old
world, numbering about 100 species. The flowers have the
corolla salver-shaped, contorted, the stamens exserted ; and
they are disposed in trichotomously branching coiymbs.
The leaves are coriaceous and evergreen. Many species are
cultivated, for the elegance, and in some cases fragrance,
of their fiowers. Sevei^ specieshave a medicinal use. Cer-
tain species, very hard-wooded, are called iron-tree. I. fer-
rea of the West Indies is called hardwood-tree or (with other
species) wHd jaxmine. I. irifUyrum, a native of Guiana, Is

called hackia. Two extinct species have been discovered
in the Tertiary deposits of Europe, and three other closely
allied forms from a bed of the same age on the island of
Labuan, off the coast of Borneo, have been described un-
der the name laxrophyllum.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.
Ixores (ik-s6're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 1873), < Ixora + -em.] A tribe of
plants of the natural order EuMacece, of which
the genus Ixora is the type, and to which the
coffee-plant belongs. It mcludes ll genera, natives
of the tropics of both hemispheres. Tlie plants of this
tribe are trees or shmbs with entire stipules, and are
chiefly distinguished from those of other tribes by having
the lobes of the corolla twisted instead of imbricated or
valvate in the bud.

ixtle (iks'tl), n. Same as istle.

lyar (e'ar), n. [Heb.] The second month of
the sacred yearamong the Jews, and the eighth
of the civil year, beginning with the new moon
of April. Also called Zif.

iyent, « A Middle English plural of eye\
lyngldse (i-in'ji-de), n. pi. [NL., < lynx (lyng-)

-i- 4dcB.] The wrynecks as a family of birds
distinct from Pioidw. Also written lungidw,
lyngidfE, Jimgidm, Yungidce.

lynginx (i-in-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., < lynx (lyng-)
+ 4n<B.] A subfamily of Picidm, represented
by the genus lynx, related to the woodpeckers,
but having the tail of 12 soft rounded rectrices
(the outer pair ofwhich are extremely short and
entirely concealed), the first primary spurious,
the biU acute, the tongue extensile, and the pat-

tern of coloration intricately blended ; the wry-

necks. There are about lour species, inhabiting Europe,

Asia, and especially Africa. Also written lungirue, Jyn-

gints, Junffince, YungincB.

lynx (i'ingks), n. [NL., < L. iynx, < Gr, ivy?,

the wryneck, so called from its cry, < jfefeiv, cry

out. shout, yell,< iv, an exclamation of surprise

;

cf. ioi), lov, a cry of distress, \i>, a cry of delight:

see io.] A genus of Piddm, the wrynecks. See

cut under wryneck. Also written Tunx.

izar (iz'ar), n. [Also izzar, izor; < Ar. izer.]

1. A garment worn by Moslems, (a) An outer

garment worn by Moslem women. It is of cotton, and is

long enough to reach the ground when drawn over the

hem; it then covers the whole person, except in front,

where the veil hangs down ; and it can be drawn together

in front) covering the veil itself except at the face. (See

burka.) In Syria it is the common outdoor garment. (6)

One of the two cloths forming the ihram or pilgrim's dress.

It is tied around the loins, and hangs down over the thighs

as far as the knees or beyond them. Compare rida.

2. leap.] Avery yellow star, of magnitude 2.6,

on the right thigh of BoStes in the waist-cloth,

called by the astronomers e Bo5tte. See cut

under Bootes.

izard, izzard^ (iz'ard), w. [< F. isard^ an izard.]

The wild goat of the Pyrenees; an ibex.

He [the izzard-hnnter] told them of all the curious liabita

of the izzard ; and among others that of its using its hooked
horns to let itself down from the cllfls— a fancy which is

equally in vogue among the chamois hunters of the Alps.

Mayne Seid, Bruin, xxUL

-ize. [Also 4se; = F. -iser = Sp. Pg. -isar, -izar

= It. -izzare,<. LL. ML. 4zare,< Gr. -i^ew, a com-

mon formative of verbs denoting the doing of

a particular thing expressed by the noun or ad-

jective to which it is attached, as in 'ArTiKi^eiv,

speak or act like the Athenians, Atticize, Aa/oj-

vi^eiv, speak or act like the Spartans, Laconize,
iihirnl^eLv, speak or act for Philip, philippize,

etc., iXwU^etv, have hope, < klizi^, hope. Some
verbs with this suffix, as panri^eiv, baptize, are

practically mere extensions of a simpler form
(as jiaTcreiv). To this suffix are ult. due the E.

suffixes -ism and -ist; from the parallel form
-dfyw come -asm and -ast.] A suffix of Greek
origin^ forming, from nouns or a^ectives,verbs
meaning to be or do the thing denoted by the

noun or adjective, it occurs in verbs taken from the
Greek, as in AtUeize, to be, act, or speak like an Athenian,
Lacomze, to be, act, or roeak like a Spartan, pMimlie,
to act on Philip's side, etc. (also in a few whose radical
element is not recognized in English, as Imptize), and
in similar verbs of modem formation, mostly inraansi-

tive, but also used transitively, as in criticize, to be a
critic, phUosophtze, to be a philosopher, ete., botanize, ety-

mologize, gewjgize, ete., to study or apply botany, etymolo*

gy, geology, etc. It is also used causally, as in ctvu£sg, make
civil. It is very common in verbs denoting to do or affect

in a particular way something indicated by the noun to

wliich it is attached, this being often a person's name, re-

ferring to some metliod or invention, as h&wdlerlze, to ex-

purgate in Bowdler's fashion, grangerize, to treat (books)
after the example set by Granger, macadamize, to malu
a road after McAdam's method, hurrvett^, to impregnate
with Burnett's liquid, ete. In this use it is applicable to
any process associated with the name of a i>articnlar per-

son or thing, being often used for the nonce for homoious
effect; or confined to special trade use. It is sometimes at-

tached without addition of force to verbs already transitive,

as in jeopardize, for jeopard, or where the noun may prop-
erly be used as a verb, as in alphabetize, for alphabet, (verb).

In spelling, usage in Great Britain favors 4se in some verbs,

as civUise, but usage there makes most new formations in

-ize, which is the regular American spelling in nearly all

cases.
^
Verbs in -dze are or may be accompanied by noons

of action in -izatzon, as civilize, civilization. Such verbs,
especially those taken from the Greek, as AtUdze, Laeonize,
may liave a noun of action or state in -wm, as AtUcism and
Laconism, and a noun of agent in -ist, as Atticist (see -ism
and -isC). The termination -ize as a variant of -i«el in nouns,
as in merchandize, is obsolete ; as a variant of -i^e^ equiva-
lent to -isA^, as in advertise, divertise, it is obsolete or treat-

ed as -^ze above.

iztli (iz'tli), n. [Said to be Aztec] In Mexico
and former Mexican territory, a knife or cut-
ting-implement of any sort made of a flake of
obsidian.

izzar (iz'ar), n. See izar.

izzardi (iz'ard), n. [Also dial, izzart: said to
stand for s hard, so called because it is like s,

but pronounced with voice: cf . "hard c," "hard
g"; but evidence of s hard as a current name
for 2 is lacking. The old name is zed, still used
in (Jreat Britain ; the name now current in the
United States is ze.] A former name of the
letter Z.

As crooked as an izzart, deformed in person, perverse in
disposition ; an oddity.

Whitby, Glossary (ed. Bobhison). (E. P. S.y

From A to izzard, from one end of the alphabet, and
hence of a period or series of any kind, to the other; all
through.

He has spent his lifetime in the service, and knows.^em
a to izzard every detail of a soldier's needs.

Harper's Mag., LXXVtTSS.
izzard^, n. See izard.



1. The tenth letter in the
English alphabet. The char-
acter is only another form of i, the
two forms having been formerly
used indifferently, or j preferred
when ilnal or affording a terminal
flourish (as in writing the numer-
als, iiij, etc. : see 2). The differen-

tiation in usewas established about
the year 1630. In Latin, for exam-
ple, i was written where we write

both i and j— e. ff., iuris instead ot juris— and had now
the vowel-value of i (see J), and now the consonant-value
•of y (see Y), being pronounced as y where we now write
and pronounce }. The only quasi-English word in which
we now give it such a value is hallelujah (better written
halleluiah) ; elsewhere, j is written only where the original
i/-Bound has been thickened into the compound dzh, the
sonant counterpartof the cA-sound, and identical with what
we call the soft sound of g (see O) ; and, with a consistency
very rare in English orthography, it has always (with.tlie

exception mentioned above) this value and this only. It
occurs chiefly in words of Latin desceni^ being found only
exceptionally, as a late variant of ch (Anglo-Saxon c), in
words ot Anglo-Saxon descent (Beejar^,jar2,jowl). Owing
to the equivalence in Latin of i and j, words beginning with
these letters (as those beginning with u and v) respectively
have, notwithstanding their great difference in pronuncia-
tion, only within a shorttime been separated in dictionaries.

They are not separated in Bailey (1721-1755 and later), nor in
Johnson (1755), nor in Todd's revision of Johnson (1818), nor
in Nares's Glossary (1825i -, ed. Halliwell and Wright, 1859).

2. (a) As a numeral, a variant form of I: used
chiefly at the end of a series of numerals, and
now only in medical prescriptions : as, vj (six)

;

viij (eight).

Also ther was a grett Vesell of Sylver, And it had at every
ende rounde rymys gylte and it was iiij oornarde. '

TofrHngton, Diarie of Eng. T'ravell, p. 13.

(6) In math., -j stands for the second unit vector
or other unit of a multiple algebra. J usually
denotes the Jaoobian. (e) In thermodynamics,
J" is the mechanical equivalent of heat (being
the initial of Joule) j function. Beefunaion.

jaal-goat (ja'al-got), n. lAlsojaeUgoat; <jaal,

an African name, + goat.'] The Abyssinian
ibex, Capra jaala or jaela, a wild goat found
in the mountains of Abyssinia, Upper Egypt,
and elsewhere.

jab (jab), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. jailed, jjpr. jab-

bing. [A dial., orig. Sc, form otjob, in same
sense: see job'-.'] 1. To strike with the end
or point of something ; thrust the end of some-
thing against or into

;
pote.

The Missouri stoker pulls and jabs his plutonic monster
as an irate driver would regulate his mule.

Putnam,'s Mag., Sept., 1868.

S. To strike with the end or point of ; thrust

:

as, to jab a stick against a person ; to jab a
cane into or through a picture. [Scotch, and
eolloq. U. S.]

jab (jab), n. [= job\ n. ; from the verb.] A
stroke with the point or end of something ; a

thrust. [Scotch, and eolloq. TJ. S.]

" yes, I have, " I cried, starting up and giving the Are a

jaJ> with the poker. C. D. Wamwr, Backlog Studies, p. 279.

jabber (jab'6r), v. [Early mod. E. jaber, also

jabble,jabU, assibilated form of gabber and gab-

ble, freq. of gab^ : see gab\ gabber, gabble, gib-

6ej-l.] 1. intrans. To talk rapidly, indistinctly,

imperfectly, or nonsensically; utter gibberish

;

chatter; prate. •

We dined like emperors, and jabbered in several lan-

guages. Macavlay, in Trevelyan, I. 213.

II, trans. To utter rapidly or indistinctly.

He told me, he did not know what travelling was good

for but to teach a man to ride the great horse, to jabber

French, and to talk against passive obedience.
Addison, Tory Foxhunter.

jabber (jab'er), n. [< jabber, «.] Rapid talk

with indistinct utterance of words ; chattering.

There are so many thousands, even in this country, who
only differ from their brother brutes in Houyhnhnmland
because they use a sort oi jabber, and do not go naked;

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, Gulliver to his Cousin Sympson.

jabberer (ja^'^r-er), n. One who jabbers.

Both parties Join'd to do their best . . .

1" outoant the Babylonian labourers

At all their dialects otjabberers.

S. Butter, Hudibras, IIL ii. 152.
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jabbering-crow (jab'6r-ing-kr6), «. The com-
mon crow of Jamaica, Corvus jamaicensis. It is

a small species, closely related to the fish-crow
(C ossifragus) of the United States.

jabberingly (jab'6r-ing-li), adv. In a jabber-
ing manner.
jabberment (jab'er-ment), n. [< jabber +
ment.J The act of jabbering; idle or nonsen-
sical talk. [Rare.]

We are come to his farewell, which is to be a conclud-
ing taste of liisjabberment in the law. Milton, Colasterion.

jabbernowlt, ». Same asjobbernoll.

jabbleif (jab'l), v. i. [Early mod. E. jabil (for

*jabel); an assibilated form of gabble, sus jabber
is of gabber.] To jabber

;
gabble.

To iabU, multum loqui.
Lmns, Manip. Vooab. (B. E. T. S.), p. 126.

jabble^ (jab'l), v. t: pret. and pT^.jabbled, ppr.

jabbling. [Also jable; prob. freq. of a form rep-
resented byjawp; 8eejaup,v.,2.'] To splash, as

water; cause to splash, as a liquid. [Scotch.]

jabble^ (jab'l), n. l<jabble^, ».] Aslig;ht agi-

tation on the surface of a liquid; small irregu-

lar waves running in all directions. [Scotch.]

The steamer jumped, and the black buoys were dancing
in the^'a&fe^e. JR. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 12.

jabelt, n. A variant otjavelK [Prov. Eng.]

What, thu jabeU, canst not have do?
Thu and thi cumpany shall not depart
Tyll of our distavys ye have take part.

Candlemas Day, 1612 (Hawkins, Eng. Drama, 1. 18).

jabiru (jab'i-ro), n. [Braz. name.] A large
stork-like bird, Mycteria americana. The jabiru
and the maguari are the only American rei>resentatives of
the subfamily Ciconiince. The jabiru inhabits tropical and
subtropical America, occasionally north to Texas. The plu-
mage is entirely white ; the bill, legs, and bare skin of the
neck are black, with a red collar around the lower part of

acutely lobed corolla, and leaves toothed, or va-
riously pinnately dissected. J. runciruOa is em-
ployed by South American natives to excite amorous pas-
sion.

jabot (zha-bo'), n. [P.] A frilling or ruffle

worn by men at the bosom of the shirt in the
eighteenth century ; also, a frill of lace, or some
soft material, arranged down the front of a wo-
man's bodice.

They wore men's shirts, with ruffles Andjabots; their hair
was clubbed, and their whips were long and formidable.

Fortnightly Sev., N. S., XLII. 290.

She is debited with une paire de mari. Fortunately,
however, for the Comtesse's good repute, the " pair of hus-
bands" turn out to be a dooAtleJabot, or projecting bosum
frill of lace. FartniglMy Bev., N. S., XLII. 287.

jacamar (jak'a-mar), n. [S. Amer. name.]
Any South American bird of the family Galbii-

lidcE. In general aspect the jacamars resemble the bee-
eaters of the old world, and have to a considerable extent
the habits of the arboreal and insectivorous kingfishers.

American Jabitu {Mycteria americana).

the neck. The wing is 2 feet long ; the bill is a foot long,

extremely thick at the base, and somewhat recurved at

the tip. See Mycteria.

Jablocbkoff caudle. See electric candle, under
candle.

jaborandi (jab-o-ran'di), n. [Braz. (Gruarani).]

A Brazilian plant, Pilocarpus pennatifoliiis ;

also, the drug obtained from it. The leaves and
bark of the plant furnish an agi'eeable, prompt, and pow-
erful sudorific and sialogogue, with some diuretic eflect,

and it has become the leading drug of its class. The name
is also locally applied to several other plants and drugs
having similar properties— for example, some species of

Piper and Herpe^is, and several other Jiutaeece, the order

to whicli Pilocarpus belongs. Mso janiborandi.

jaborine (jab'o-rin), n. [< jabor{andi) + 4ne^.']

An alkaloid extracted from the leaves of jabo-

randi, and also derivable from pilocarpine. Its

physiological effects are said to resemble those

of atropin.

Jaborosa (jab-o-r6's3), n. [NL. (Jussieu), said

to be < Ar. jabo'rose, a name of allied plants.] A
South American genus of the natural order
Solanacece, containing 6 or 7 species of small

herbs, having flowers with long funnelform,
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Jacamar (Galbula viridis").

They nest in holes, and lay white eggs. The plumage in
most cases is brilliant, and as a rule the bill is long, slen-

der, and sharp ; the feet are very weak, with the toes in

pairs (in one genus there are but three toes).

Jacamaralcyon (jak"a-ma-ral'si-on), n. [NL.
(Lesson, 1831), < jacamar"+ alcyon.] A genus
ofjacamars with three toes ; the only three-toed
genus of GaWulidoe. There is but one species, J. tri-

dmiyla of Brazil, 7i inches long, slaty-black with a bronze
tint, with white belly, black bill, and brown-streaked head.

Jacamarops (ja-kam'a-rops), n. [NL. (Les-

son, 1831, biit'Tlsed as a F. vernacular name by
Cuvier, 1829), < Jacamar + Gr. a)i/), eye.] A ge-
nus of GalbuUdcB, consisting of the great jaca-

mars. They are of large size, with a,long curved bill di-

lated at the base and with ridged culnden, a graduated tail

of 12 rectrices, and very short feathered tarsL There is but
one species, J. grandis, a native of tropical America, H
inches long, golden-green in color, with rufous under parts
and a white throat.

jacana (ja-ka'na), n. [Braz. jagand.] 1. A
bird of the genus'Parra or Jacana, as P. jacana
01 J. spinosa; the book-name of any bird of the
fanuly Parridce or Jacanidm. There are several

Mexican Jacana {Parra gymnostotna).



jacana

genera and species, of both the old and the new world.
These remarkable birds resemble plovers and rails, but are
most nearly related to the former. In the typical American
forms the tail is short, and the legs and toes are long, with
enormous straight claws which enable the birds to run
easily over the floating leaves of aquatic plante. There is

a horny spur on the bend of the wing, and a naked frontal
leaf and wattles at the base of the bill. Parra gymnostama
is the Mexican jacana, which is also found in the United
States. The pheasant-tailed jacana of India, Hydropha-
gianus chirurgus, has no frontal or rictal lobes, and 1ms a
very long tall like a pheasant. The Indo-Afrlcan jacanas
belong to the genus Metopodius; that of the East Indies is

HydraUctffr cristatus.

2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of jacanas, the same
as Parra, lately made the name-giving genus of
Jacanidw. Brisson, 1760. Also written lacana.
Jacanidse (ja-kan'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Jacana
+ -mJoe.] a family of grallatorial aquatic birds
of the order Limieolce, named from the genus
Jacana; the jacanas. They are birds of the warmer
parts of both hemispheres, represented by the genera Ja-
cana (or Parra), Metopodiits, Hydralectar, and Hydrophasi-
anus. In technical characters they are charadriornorphic,
though they are ralliform in external aspect. The skull is

fichizognathous and schizorhlnal, with basipterygoid pro-
cesses and emarginate vomer, but no supra-orbital impres-
sions. A metacarpal spur is present in all these birds, and
In some of them the radius is peculiarly expanded. The
family is more frequently called Parridce.

Jacaranda (jak-a-ran'da), re. [NL. (A. L. Jus-
sieu, 1789) ; a Brazilian name.] A genus of the
natural order Bignoniacece, type of the tribe Ja-
carandeoe. it contains about so species of tall trees of
elegant habit^ native in tropical America. It is separated
from kindred genera by its panicled flowers with short
campanulate calyx, its short pod with flat, transparently
winged seeds, and its twice, or sometimes once, pinnate
leaves. The Brazilian </. mimogifolia, J, BrazUiana, and
J, obtusifolia furnish a beautiful and fragrant palisander-
wood, bluish-red with blackish veins, sometimes, in com-
mon with numerous other timbers, called rosewood. (See
rosevjood.) As a popular name jacaranda is not conflned
strictly to this genus, but applies to various trees having
similar wood. Three fossil species are described, frOln the
Lower Tertiary of Italy and TyroL

Jacarandeae (jak-a-ran'df-e), n. pi. [NL. (Beu-
tham and Hooker, 1876)J < Jacaranda + -ew.'\

A tribe of Bignoniacew, embracing the genus
Jacaranda and four others. The ovary is 1-celled

or becomes so, with parietal placentse and a 2-valved pod.
They are mostly trees or shrubs, all native of tropical

America except the genus Colea, which belongs to Mada-
gascar.

jacare (jak'a-re), n. [Pg. jacarS, jacareo; of

Braz. origin.] 1. A South American alligator;

a cayman. Several species or varieties are described,

such as the Orinoco or black jacare, Jacare nigra. Also
vfTittenjackare, yaekare.

2. [eap.'\ [NL.] A genus of South American
alligators. J. E. Gray, 1862.

jacatOOf, re. [Appar. an error for *cacatoo : see

cockatoo.'] A cockatoo.

A rarely colour'd jowotoo, or prodigious huge parrot.

Evelyn, Diary, July 11, 1664.

jaca-tree (jak'a-tre), re. lAlsojak,jalc-tree,jack-

tree; < jaca, the native name, + E. tree.] Same
a,8 jack-tree.

jacchus (jak'us), re. [NL.] 1. A small squir-

rel-like monkey of South America, a kind of

marmoset, Hapalejacchus.— 2. [cap.2 A genus
of marmosets: same as Hapale. Also lacchus.

See MiMdcB.
jacconet, n. Bee jaconet.

jacent (ja'sent), a. [= Sp. yacente = Pg. ja-

eente, < L. jdeen(,t-)8, ppr. otjacere, lie, be pros-

trate, < jacere, throw, cast: see jet^, jactation,

jaculate, etc. Cf. adjacent, circumjacent, etc.]

Lying at length; prostrate. [Bare.]

Because so laid, they [brick or squared stones] are more
apt, in swagging down, to pierce with their points than in

the jacent posture, and so to crevice the walL
Sir H. Wattan, Kcliqnlje, p. 20.

jacinth (ja'sinth), re. [Accommodated in term,

to orig. hyacinth; formerly Jacjre*, iaant; < ME.
jacint, jaeynte, jacynct, < OF.jadnthe = Fr.ja-

cint = Sp. Jacinto = Pg. jacintho = It. jacento,

giaeinto, < L. hyaeinthus, < Grr. idiavBog, hyacinth

:

see hyacinth.'i Same as hyacinth.

jacitara-palm (jas-i-tar'a-pam), re. [< S. Amer.
jaeitara + E. palm^.'] The plant Destnoneus

macroacanthus. See Degmoncus.

jacfci^ (jak), re. [< ME. Jacke, Jake, Jdk, as a

personal name, and familiarly, like mod. Jack,

dial. Jock, as a general appellative ; < OF. Jaque,

Jaques (AP. also Jake, Jaikes), later Jacques,

mod. F. Jacques, a very common personal name,
James, Jacob, = Sp. Jago (formerly written

logo), also Diego = Pg. Biogo, these being re-

duced forms of the name, which appears also,

in semblance nearer the LL., as E. Jacob = F.

Jacobe= Sp. Jacobo= It. G-iacoho, Giaeobie, Ja-

copo, and, with altered term. (6 to m). It. Gia-

como, Jachimo = Sp. contr. Jaime = Pg. Jayme

= OF. Jakemes, contr. Jaime, Jams, James, >
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rare ME. James, Jamys, early mod. E. Jeames

(> dim. Jem, Jim), now James; AS. Jacob = D.

G. Dan. Icel., etc., Jakob; < LL. Jacobus, <

Gr. 'Ukcj^oc, < Heb. Ya'aqpb, Jacob, lit. 'one

who takes by the heel,' a supplanter, < 'aqab,

take by the heel, supplant (see Gen. xxv. 26,

xxvii. 36). The name Jack is thus a doublet

of Jake (still used as a conscious abbr. of Ja-

cob, and occasionally in the same general sense

as Jack, as in country joke, applied in the U. S.

to a rustic), as well as of James, all being

reduced forms of Jacob; but on passing into

E. Jack came to be regarded as a familiar syn-

onym or dim. of John (ME. Jan, Jon, etc., dim.

Jankin, Jenkin, etc.), and is now so accepted.

The F. name Jacques, being extremely com-
mon, came to be used as a general term for a

man, particularly a young man, of common or

menial condition; so E. Jack, and its synonym
John, which is similarly used, in its various

forms, in other languages. From this use of

Jack, as eqniv. to 'lad, boy, servant' {at. jock,

jockey), has arisen its mod. B. use as a purely

common noun, alone or in comp., applied to

various contrivances which do the work of a
common servant or are subjected to rough
usage. Cf. billy'^, jemmy\ jimmy\ betty, etc.,

likewise from familiar personal names, jemmy
or jimmy being ult. identical with jaek.'\ 1.

[cap.] An abbreviation or diminutive of the

name Jacob, now regarded as a nickname or

diminutive of the name John.

For sweet JacftFalstafl, . . . banish not him thy Harry's
company. Shale., 1 Hen. IV., iL i, 522.

2. A young man; a fellow: used withjJB, a

young woman, both being commonly treated as

proper names.
And aryse up soft & siylle.

And iangylle nether with lak ne lylle.

Babeee Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 22.

That every man should take his own.
In your waking shall be shown

:

Jack shall have Jill

;

Nonght shall go ill.

Shak., M. N. D., la 2, 461.

St. [cap. Oil. c.'] A saucy or impertinent fellow;
anupstart; a coxcomb; a jackanapes; a sham
gentleman: aa, jack IotHl, jack gentleman, jacfc

meddler, and similar combinations.

Since every Jaxk became a gentleman,
There's many a gentle person made a Ja^k.

Shak., Eich. nL, L 3, 72.

Marc. What men are these i' th' house ?

Tap. A company of quarrelling Jacks, an' please you

;

They say they have been soldiers, and fall out
About their valours.

Beau, and PI. (7), Faithful Friends, L 2.

4. [^eap.'] A familiar term of addressused among
sailors, soldiers, laborers, etc. ; hence, in popu-
lar use (commonly Jack Tar), a sailor.

For says he, do you mind me, let storms e'er so oft

Take the top-saHs of sailors aback.
There's a sweet little cherub that sits up aloft.

To keep watch for the life of poor Jack.
C. jyibdin. Poor Jack.

5. Qaiaie 3,s jack in tAe wafer (which see, below).—6. [Z. c. or cap.'] A figure which strikes the
bell in clocks: also called jocfe of the clock or
clock-house : as, the two jacks of St. Dunstan's.

I stand fooling here, his Jack o' the dock.
Shak., Bich. II., v. 5, 60.

This is the night, nine the hour, and I thejack that ^ves
warning. Middlcton, Blurt, Master-Constable, il 2.

Thejack of the clock-house, often mentioned by the writ-
ers of the sixteenth century, was ... an automaton, that
either stmck the hours upon the bell in their proper rota-

tion, or signlfled by Its gestures that the clock was about
to snike. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 244.

7. Any one of the knaves in a pack of playing-
cards.
"He cans the knaves Jacks, this boy," said Estellawith

disdain, before our first game was out.
Dickens, Great Expectations, viii.

8. The male of certain animals ; specifically, a
male ass ; especially, an ass kept for getting
mules from mares ; a jaekass. [In this sense it

is much used attributively or In composition, signifying
'male': aa, jackasB, jack-ape.]

9. Aname of several different fishes, (a) a pike,
as Esox lueiusoT a related species ; especially, a small pike,
orpickereL Aiso jack-fish.

I desire you to accept of a Jack, which is the best I have
caught this season. .4<Wfe(m, Sir Eoger and WHL Wimble.

A Jack or pickerel becomes a pike at 2 feet (Walton) and
2 lb. or 3 lb. weight. Some see no distinction, calling all
pike ; others fix the limit in different ways.

Day, Brit. Fishes, II. 140.

(6) A percoid fish, Stizostedium vUreum. the pike-perch,
(c) A scorpeenoid fish, Sebastichtkys or SebasU>des pattd.
apinis, better known as feoccaccio, ((^ One of several caran-
goid fishes, especially Caranx pltquetm, also called buffalo-
jack, Mdcory-jack, aoA jack-fish; also, Seritia caroUnemU.
(e) The pampano, Trackynotus caroUnus.

Lifting-jack.

10. (a) The jackdaw, Corvus monedula. (6>

The jaok-curlew, Numenius hudsonvus. (c) A
kind of pigeon; a jacobin.— 11. One of various

convenient implements or mechanical contri-

vances obviating the need of an assistant : used
alone or compounded with some other word
designating the special purpose of the im-
plement or some' other distinguishing circum-

stance: as, a pegging^'acfc;

a shaokle-Jacfe, or thill-^acfe.

Specifically

—

(a) A bootjack, (ft) A
contrivance for raising greatweights
by force exerted from below. A sec-

tion of the usual form of thismachlne
is given in the annexed figure. By
turning the handle a, the screw b,

the upper end of which is brought
into contact with the mass to be
raised, is made to ascend. This is

effected by means of an endless

screw working into the worm-wheel
c, which forms the nut of the screw.

On the lowerend of the screw is fixed

the claw d, passing through a groove
in the stock ; this claw serves atonce

to prevent the screw ft from turning

and to raise bodies which lie near the

ground. The axis of the endless

screw is supported by two malleable iron plates e /, bolted

to the upper side of the wooden Stock or framework in

which the whole is inclosed. Also called jaekserew, and
specifically lifting-jack, (c) In cooSer;/, a roasting-jack; a

smoke-jack.

We looked at his wooden jack in his chimney that goes

with the smoake, which is Indeed very pretty.
Pepys, Diary, L 116.

((f) A rock-lever or oscillating lever. Snch levers are used

in stocking-frames, in knitting-machines, and In other ma-
chinery. Their function is the actuation of other moving
parts to produce speciflc results at proper periods, (e)

In spinning, a bobbin and frame operating on the sliver

from the carding-machlne and passing the product to the

roving-machine. (/) In weaving, same as heck-hox. (y)

In the harpsichord, clavichord, pianoforte, and similar in-

struments, an upright piece ot wood at the inner or rear

end of each key or digital, designed to bring the motion of

the latter to bear upon the string. In the harpsichord and
spinet the jack carries a quill or spine by which the string

is twanged ; in the clavichord it terminates in a metal
tangent by which the string Is pressed ; and In the piano-

forte it merely transmits the motion of the key to the

hammer.
How oft when thou, my music, music play'st, . . .

Do I envy those ^oc** that nimble leap
To kiss the tender inward of thy hand

!

Shak., Sonnets, cxxvilL

(A) A wooden frame on which wood is sawed ; a sawbuck
or sawhorse. (i) In mining: (1) A wooden wedge used to

split rocks after blasting ; a gad. (2) A kind of water-en-

gine, turned by hand, for use In mines. HaUiweU. (J) A
portable cresset or fire-pan used for hunting or fishing at

night. Also called jack-lamp, jack-lantfm, jack-light, (k)

A tin case in which the safety-lamp is carried by coal-

mlners in places where the current of air is very strong.

[North, Eng.] (Z) In teleg. and teleph., a terminal consist-

ing of a spring-clip, by means of which instruments can be
expeditiously Introduced into the circuit. In telephones
such terminals are sometimes used at exchangee for al-

lowing the lines of differeut subscribers to be quickly con-

nected. The connection is made by means of a wire cord
on the ends of which are metallic wedges covered on one
side with insulating material. These wedges, calledjac*-
knives or simplyRoofer, are Inserted Into the terminals of the
lines to be connected. Also called spring-jack.

12. A pitcher, formerly of waxed leather, after-

ward of tin or other metal; a black-jack.

Smahjacks we have in many ale houses tipped with sil-

ver, besides the great jacks and bombards of the conrt.

J. Heywood, Pliilocothoni8ta(1635]i

Body of me, I'm dry still; give me the70cA:,boy

;

This wooden skUt holds nothing.
Fletcher (_and others). Bloody Brother, IL 2.

13. Ahalf-pint; also, a quarter of a pint. [Prov.
Eng.]— 14. In the game of bowls, an odd bowl
thrown out for a mark to the players.

Was there ever man had such luck ! when I kissed [iliat

is, when my bowl touched] the jack, upon an upcast to be
hit away 1 I bad a hundred pound on 't.

Shak., Cymbellne, li. 1, 2.

15. A flag showing the union only: used by
those nations whose national standard con-
tains a union, as Great Britain and the United
States. The British jack is a combination In red, white,
and blue of the crosses of St. George, St Andrew, and St.

Patrick, and dates from 1801. In the United States naval
service the jack is a bine flag with a white five-pointed star
for each State in the Union. It is hoisted on a jack-staff at
the bowsprit-cap when in port, and is also used as a ^gnal
for a pilot when shown at the fore. See unionjack, under
union.

In a paper dated Friday, Jan. 14, 1652, "By the com-
missioners for ordering and managing ye affairs of theAd-
miralty and Navy," ordering what &g shall be worn by
flag-officers, It is ordered, "all the shipps to weat jacks as
formerly." Prdile, Hist of the Flag, p. ISL

16. A horizontal bar or crosstree of iron at
the topgaUantmast-head, to spread the royal-
shrouds. Also eaWed jack-crosstree.

Though I could handle the brig's fore royal easily, I
found my hands InU with this, especially as there were no
jacks to the ship, everything being for neatness, and no-
thing left for Jack to hold on by but his "eyelids."

B. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 210.
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17. A kind of schooner-rigged vessel of from 10
to 25 tons, used in the Newfoundland fisheries.
A Jack is generally full and clumsy, with no overhang to
the counter, and carries a mainsail, Joresail, and lib, some-
times also a small mainstaysail.

18. [cop.] A Jacobite. [Cant.] in the quota-
tion it is used with a punning reference to the flag. See
def. 15.

With every wind he sail'd, and well cou'd tack,
Had many pendents, but abhorr'd a JoAik.

Swift, Haegy on Judge Boat.

19t. A farthing. [Eng. slang.]— 20. A card-
counter. [Eng. slang.]

The "card-counters," or, as I have heard them some-
times called by street-sellers, the "small coins," are now
of a very limited sale. The slang name for these articles
is Jcuskt and "Half-Jacks."

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 889.

21. A seal. AlsojarJe. [Old slang.] [The words
in several of the phrases below are very commonly joined
by hyphens, as in the quotations.]—BuffalO-Jaok, the
carangoid fish Ca/ranx ^guetos.—Builders' Jack, a tem-
porary staging put in a window ; a bracket or seat used
in cleaning, painting, or repairing a window. Also called
«rt>i(Jow)-i(K!*.— California jack, a game of cards resem-
bling all-fours. After six cards have been dealt to each
player, and the trump determined, the undealt cards are
placed in a pack on the table face up, so that one card is

exposed. Then the winner of each trick takes the top card
into his hand, and the other players in order each one of
the following cards. Every player thus continues to hold
six cards until the deck is exhausted. Jack and low count
each for the player who takes it. The game is esteemed
one of the best for two players.—Cheap Jack, See cheap.—Cornish Jack, the chough or C!oruish crow, Pyrrhoco-
rax graculiit.—Eveiy man Jack, every one without ex-
ception. ISlang.]

Sir Pitt had numbered sve^ man Jack of them.
Thackeray, Vanity Pair, viii.

Send them [the children] all to bed ; every man Jack of
them 1 C Reade, Peg Wofflngton, viii.

Hve-fingered jack. See five-flnffered.—Gossle-eyeA
jack. See goggle-eyed.— QreaX Jack, a large bottle for
liquor; same as bombard, 4.— Hickory-Jack, (a) Same as
jackl , 9 (d). (b) The hickory-shad, Fomoiobus mediocris.—
Hydraulic Jack. Seeftj/dmMJic.—Jackataplnch. (a)

A person who is employed or selected for some purpose as
a necessity, or for want of a better ; one who serves merely
as a stopgap : sometimes used as an adverbial compound.
Hence— (6) A poor itinerant clergyman who has no cure,
but officiates for a fee in any church when required. [Erov.
Eng. ]—Jack in office, an upstart official ; a public officer

who gives himself airs.—Jack In the green, a boy dress-
ed with green garlands, or inclosed in a framework of
leaves, for the May-day sports and dances. Also Jack-a-
green. [Eng.]— Jack In the water, a man who makes
himself useful about wharves and docks, in landing pas-
sengerB^etc.,andindoingoddjobs. Also called j'aci:. [Eng.
slang.]—Jack o' Bedlam. See Bedlam.—Jack of all
trades, a person who can turn bis hand to any kind of

work or business : often implying that he is not thorough-
ly expert in any one thing, as expressed in the proverb,
"Jack of all trades, master of none."—Jack Of Dovert,
a dish of some kind.

Many ajakke ofDovere hastow sold,

That hath been twies hot and twies cold.
Chamcer, ProL to Cook's Tale, 1. 23.

[It is sometimes explained as the fish called sole, and
sometimes as a dish warmed up a second time.]—Jack
Of Straw. Same asjaekstraw, 1.

I hate him.
And would be married sooner to a monkey.
Or to a Jack of Straw, than such a juggler.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

Jack of the clock. See def. 6.—Jack of the dust, a
man on board a United States man-of-war appointed to

assist the paymaster's yeoman in serving out provisions

and other stores.—Jack on both Sldest, a man who sides

first with one party and then with another.

Reader, John Newter, who erst plaid
The Jack on both sides, here is laid.

Wits' Jtecreations (1654).

Jack out Of doorst, a houseless person ; a vagrant.

Neque pessimus neque primus : not altogether Jack out

ofdoores, and yet no gentleman.
WUhals, Diet. (ed. 1634), p. 669.

Jack out Of Office, a discharged official.

For liberalitie, who was wont to be a principall officer,

... is toumed Jacke out qf office, and others appointed to

have the custodie.

Biche his Farewell to Militarie Profession, 1681. (Nares.)

Jack's land, in old English manors and village communi-
ties, odds and ends ofland in open fields, lying between the

allotments to tenants.—Jack Tar. See def. 4.—Round
Jack, In hat-making, a stand for holding a hat while the

brun Is trimmed to shape.—To draw the jacks, in

weaving. See draw.—Union Jack. See union— Yel-

low Jack, yellow fever. [Slang.]

jacfci (jak), V. [< jacfti, n., 11.] I. trans. 1. To
operate on with a jack ; lift with a jack.

As soon as It [the bridge] reaches its position, it isjacked

up. Sei. Amer., N. S., LTIII. 31.

2. To hunt with a jack. See Jacfcl, n., 11 U)-

II. intrans. To use a jack in hunting or fish'

ing; seek or find game by means of a Jack.

The streams are not suited to the floating or j

with a lantern in the bow of the canoe.

T. Booseeelt, Hunting Trips, p. 168.

jack2 (jak), n. [< ME. jacke, jdkhe, jaJc, a jack,

= OD. jakJce, D. jak = Sw. jacka = Dan. jakke
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= Gt. jacke, a jacket, jerkin, < OP. jaque, jacgue,

jacq, jaique,jacke, dial. (Norm. ) jake = Sp. jaco
= It. giaco, for-

merly giaceo, a
jack or coat of

mail. Origin ob-
scure; perhaps,
like jaek^ in

other material
senses, ult.< OF.
Jaque, Jacques,
a personal
name: seejack^.
Dim. jacket, q.

v.] A coat of

fence of cheap
make worn by
foot-soldiers,
yeomen, and the
like. The word is

used indiscrimi-
nately for the brig-
andine, gambeson,
and scale-coat, and
is, in short, applied
to any defensive
garment made of two folds of leather or linen with some-
thing between them. (Burges and de Cosson.) Also, a
leather garment upon which rings, etc., were sewed to
form a coat of fence. Compare loriea, 2.

But with the trusty bow,
Ani jacks well quilted with soft wool, they came to Troy.

Chapman, Iliad, iii.

The Bill-men come to blows, that, with the cruel thwacks
The ground lay strew'd with mail and shreds of tatter'd

jacks. Drayton, Polyolbion, xxii. 166.

To be upon one's Jackt, to attack one violently.

Te ulciscar, I will be revenged on thee : I will sit on thy
skirts ; 1 will be upon yourjacke for it.

Terence in English (1614).

My lord lay in Morton College ; and, as he was going
to parliament one morning on foot, a man in a faire and
civill outward habit mett him, and jossel'd him. And,
though I was at that time behind his lordship, I saw it

not ; for, if 1 had, I should have been upon his jack.
A. Wilson, Autobiography.

jack^ (jak), n. [Englished from JaA;,yaca; see
jaca-tree.^ 1. &3,Tiies,sjack-tree.— 2. The fruit

of the jack-tree : same as jackfruit. See jack-
tree.

Jack.

,/"••-

(From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet, du
Mobilier francais."

)

The monstrous jack that in its eccentric bulk contains a
whole magazine of tastes and Bmells.

P. Robinson, In my Indian Garden, p. 49.

Jack* (jak), n. [Abbr. of Jacqueminot, a florists'

name for a favorite crimson variety of tea-rose.]
A Jacqueminot rose. Also Jacque.

"The roses that—— " '
' What roses ?" said Mrs. Van Cor-

lear. "Why, I ordered some .^acis this morning. Didn't
they come 7

"
Seribner's Mag. , IV. 767.

jack-adams (jak'ad'amz), n. [< Jack Adams, a
proper name.] A fool. £rown, Works, II. 220.
[Prov. Eng.]

jackadanoy (jak'a-dan'di), n.
;

pi. jackadan-
dies (-diz). [< jacP + -o- (a meaningless sylla-

ble) + tZarad^i.] A little foppish fellow; adan-
diprat. Vanhrugh, Confederacy.
Jack-a-green (jak'a-gren'), ». Same as Jack
in the green (which see, under jacfci).

jackal (jak'ai), n. [FormerlyjacfcffZZ, sometimes
accom. jack-call; < OF. jackal, jakal, F. chacal

(> It. sciacal = Gr. Dan. Sw. schakal = D. ja-
khals) = Sp. chacal = Pg. chacal, jacal = Turk.
chaqdl, < Ar. jaqdl (usually wd/wi or ibn dm), <

Pers. shaghdl, a jackal ; cf . Skt. grigdla, a jack-
al, a fox.] 1. A kind of wild dog somewhat
resembling a fox, which inhabits Asia and Af-
rica; one of several species of old-world fox-
like Canidce, of the genus Canis, as C. aureus of
Asia, or C. anthus of Africa. The jackals are of
gregarious habits, hunting in packs, rarely attacking the

jack-at-tlie-hedge

dog, and may be domesticated. The wild jackal emits a
highly oifensive odor. From the popular but erroneous
notion that the jackal hunts up the prey for the king of
beasts, he has been called the ''lion's provider."

The Inhabitants do nightly house their goats and sheep
lor fear of the Jaccals. Sandys, Travailes, p. 160.

[Curzola] is one of the few spots in Europe where the
jackal still lingers. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 204.

Hence— 2. Any one who does dirty work for
another ; one who meanly serves the purpose
of another.

He's the man who has all your bills ; Levy is only his
jackal. Bulwer, My Novel, ix. 13.

jackal-buzzard (jak'^l-buz'-'ard), n. A book-
name of Buteojackal, an African buzzard.
jackalegs, jack-o'-legs (jak'a-legz), n. [Cf.
jack-lag-knife, Tinder jack-knife, and jockteleg.']

1. A large clasp-knife.—2. A tall, long-legged
man.
Jack-a-Lent (jak'a-lent), n. See Jack-d'-Lent.
jackals-kost (jak'''aiz-k6st), n. [< jackal + G.
East, food (?).] A plant, Hydnora Africana, of
the natural order CyUnacece. it bears, half-buried
in the earth, a single large flower, sessile upon the root-
stock and having a thick fungus-like perianth. It is par-
asitic upon the roots of succulent euphorbias and similar
plants. It occurs, with other species, in South Africa,

^ where it is said to be roasted and eaten by the natives.

jackanape (jak'a-nap), n. See jackanapes.
jackanapes (jak'a-naps), n. [Fororig. Jack o'

apes, Jack of apes, i. e. orig., it is supposed, a
man who exhibited performing apes; hence a
vague term of contempt, the stress of thought
being laid on apes, whence the occasionally
assumed singularJacfcaMope, and the use of the
word in the simple meaning ape. Cf . the later
imitated fotais, johnanapes and jane-of-apes.']

If. A monkey; an ape.

With signes and profera, with noddyng, beckyng, and
mowyng, as it were Jaek-an-apes. Tyndale, Works, p. 132.

If I might buffet for my love, or bound my horse for her
favours, I could lay on like a butcher, and sit like a jack-
an-apes, never off. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2, 148.

Hence— 2. A coxcomb; a ridiculous, imperti-
nent fellow.

I have myself caught a young jackaiiapes with a pair of
silver fringed gloves, in the very fact. Spectator, No. 311.

None of your sneering, puppy ! no grinning, j
Sheridan, The f

Black-baclced Jackal {Cam's mesomelas).

larger quadrupeds, lurking during the day, and coming out
at night with dismal cries. They feed on the remnants
of the lion's prey, dead carcasses, and the smaller animals
and poultiy. The jackal mterbreeds with the common

ivals, ii. 1.

3. In mining, the small guide-pulleys of a whim.
jack-ape (jak'ap), n. A male ape.

A great _;'acAr-ape o' the forest. Th£ Spectator.

jack-arch (jak'aroh), n. An arch whose thick-
ness is of only one brick.

jackare, n. See jacare, 1.

jackaroo (jak-a-rS'), n. [Australian.] A new
chum ; a new arrival from England in the bush.
[Slang, Australia.]

The young Jackaroo woke early next morning and went
to look around him.

A, C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 53.

jackash (jak'ash), n. [Appar. Amer. Ind.] The
mink or vison of North America, Putorius vison.

jackass (jak' as), n. [< jack^ + assi.] 1. A
male ass ; a jack.

A jackass heehaws from the rick,

The passive oxen gaping. Tennyson, Amphion.

Hence— 2. A very stupid or ignorant person:
used in contempt.— 3. Naut., same as hawse-bag.
—Jackass copal, chacaze copal. See copal.—Laughing
jackass, the giant kingfisher, Dacelogigas: so called from
its discordant outcry. See cut under Dacelo. Also called
settler!^ clock. [Australia.]

jackass-brig(jak'as-brig), n. Abrigwith square
topsail and topgallantsail instead of a gaff-top-
sail.

jackass-deer (jak'as-der), «. An African an-
telope, the singsing, Kobus singsing.

jackass-fish (jak'as-fish), n. A fish of the fam-
ily Cirritidce, Chilodactylus maoropterus, inhab-
iting the Australian seas, attaining a length of
nearly 2 feet, and esteemed as one of the best
food-fishes of the country.
jackassism (jak'as-izm), n. [i jackass + -wmi.]

Stupidity. [Bare.]

Calling names, whether done to attack or to back a schism.
Is, Miss, believe me, a great piece ot jack-ass-ism,.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 268.

jackass-penguin (jak'as-pen"gwin), n. A sail-

ors' name of the common penguin, Spheniscus
demersus. See penguin.

jackass-rabbit (jak'as-rab'it), H. Same as jack-
rabbit.

Our conversation was cut short by ^jackass-rabbit bound-
ing from under our horses' feet.

Audubon, Quadrupeds of N. A., II. 95.

jack-at-the-hedge (jak'at-the-hej'), n. The
plant Galium Aparine, commonly called cleav-
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er.!, which grows in copses and hedges. [Prov. jacked (jakt), a. [<jocfc (?) + -««?^-] Spavined.

Eng.] HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
jack-back (jak'bak), m. 1. In Breiciag-, same as jackeen (ja-ken'), «• [< jack^ + appar. dim.

hop-back.— 2. A tank for the cooled wort used -eera.] A drunken, dissolute fellow. S.C.HaU.
in the manufacture of vinegar. [Ireland.]

jack-baker (jak'ba'ker), n. The red-backed jack-engine (jak'en"jin), n. In coalmining, s,

shrike, iawiijs coi/uj-io. [Prov. Eng.] donkey-engine; a small engine employed in

jack-bird (jak'bferd), n. [So eaUed in imita- sinking a shallow shaft. [Eng.]
tion of its cry : ef. cftacfc-Wrd.] The fieldfare, jacker (jak'er), to. [ijaclc^ + -er^.'] One who
Turdus pilaris. C. Swainson. hunts game with a jack,

jack-block (jak'blok), m. JVatt«.,ablockusedin jacket (jak'et), ». l<OF.jaqi^tte,t.,jaquet,jac-

sending topgallant-yards up and down, placed quetj m. (= Sp.jaqueta = It. giacchetta), a jaek-

at the mast-head for the yard-rope to reeve ' "
'

'
"

through.
jack-boot (jak'bot), n. [< jack^ + hoot^.l A
kind of large boot reaching up over the knee.

Jack K.etcn

jack-frame (jak'fram), n. In cotton-manuf., a

device which imparts a twist to the roving as

deliveredfrom the rollers of the drawing-frame.
It consists of a revolving frame carrying a bobbin, the

axis of which is at right angles with the axis of rotetion

of the frame, and upon which the roving is wound, the

revolution of the frame twisting the roving, and the bob-

bin winding on simultaneously. This device was once

highly esteemed, but is now nearly or quite out of use.

a£o called ^'ac^-i»-a-&ox.

jack-friar, n. A friar: in contempt.

I liked to have Sampson near me, for a more amusing
Jack-friar never walked in cassock.

Jack-boot, time of
James n.

and serving as defensive armor
for the leg, introduced in the
seventeenth century; now, a
similar boot reaching above the
knee, worn by fishermen and
others. The jack-boots of postilions,
and those worn by mounted soldiers
and even officers of rank, were of exag-
gerated weight and solidity throughout
the seventeenth century and untU late
in the eighteenth. It was dlJScnlt to
walk in them.

Then I cast loose my buff-coat, each
bolster let fall,

Shook off both my jaek-iools, let go belt
and all.

Browning, How they Brought the Good
[News from Ghent to Aix,

About this time [1680] . . . jaek-boots resembling those
that had formed a part of the military appointments of
the troopers in the civil war came into fashion.

Encye. Brit., VJ. i7i.

jack-by-tbe-hedge (jak'bi-the-hej'), n. One of

several plants, (a) Sigymbrium AUiaria, a plant of

the mustard family growing under hedges. (6) Lychnis
diurrui. (c) Tragopogon pratensis. (d) lAnaria minor.
[Prov. Eng.]

jack-capt (jak'kap), n. A leather helmet.

The several Insurance Offices . . . have each of them a
certain set of men whom they keep in constant pay, and
ftu^ish with tools proper for their work, and to whom
they give Jack Caps of leather, able to keep them from
hurt, if brick or timber, or anything not of too great a bulk,
should fall upon them.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britam, IL 148.

jack-chain (jak'ehan), n. A kind of small chain
each link of which is formed of a single piece
of wire bent into two loops resembling the fig-

ure of eight. The loops are in planes at right angles
with each other, so that if one loop is viewed in fnll out-

line, the other will be seen edgewise. The links are not
welded. The chain takes its name from being used on the
wheels of kitchen-jacks.

jack-crosstree (jak'kr&s'tre), «. Same a.a jack^,

16. Dana.
jack-curlew (jak'kerlu), w. 1. The European
whimbrel, Numenius pJueopus. Montagu.— 2.

The Hudsonian or lesser American curlew,

Numenius hudsonicus. Coues.

jackdaw (jak'da), n. 1. The common daw of

Europe, Corvus monedula, an oseiae passerine

bird of the family Corvidie. It is one of the smallest

i^uci, lu. 1= ujj.,/ii.5£«.vi«« — *".;; /, - ., ThockeTay, Virginians, IV. 9L

et, dim. otjaque, > E. jocA-z, q. vj^^ It. A light
j^c^j^^; (jak'frot), n. [< jack^ + fruit.-] The
fruit of the jack-tree.

The jack fruit is at this day in Travancore one of the

staples of life. Yvle and BumeU.

A male hare.

jack: a garment having but slight value as a '

defense against weapons.— 2. A short coat or

body-garment ; any garment for the body com-
ing not lower than the hips. Jackets for boys . /4„i,/v.x„/\ „
thSughout the first hall of the nineteenth century came jaCk-barC QaJl har ;, n.

only to the waist, whether buttoned up or left open in qj^ Tiney, surliest of his Mud,
front, and a similar garment is still worn by men in certam ^^„ nursed with tender care,
trades or occupations. Short outer garments designed lor ^^^ ^ domestic bounds confined,
protection from the weather and worn by men of rough ^^ ^jjjj ^ ^jj^ Jack-hare.
occupations are called by this name : as, a monkej-jacket. Cowper, Epitaph on a Hare.

""'^'"l~r:lr^r:.clad, jack-bernaak'henD, n. The European heron.

Of Lincohiegreene,belayd with sfiver lace. Ardea anerea. [Prov. iiing.'J

Spenser, F. Q., VL ii. 6. jack-holO (jak'hol), n. In coaPmimng, a bolt-

Then- [sheriffs'] officers were clothed in,;ac*efeof worsted, hole. [Eng.]
or say party-coloured, but differing from those belonging jack-huntinig (

jak'hun'ting), n. The use of the
to the mayor, and from each other. ^^_^ _^^ jack in huntmg for game by night ; hunting by

means of a jack. See j'octi, n., 11 (j).

jack-in-a-bottle (jak'in-a-bot'l), n. The bot-

tle-tit or long-tailed titmouse: in allusion to

its pendulous nest.

jack-in-a-box, jack-in-the-box (jak'in-a-

boks', -the-boks'), n. 1. A kind of toy, eon-

Stow, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 465.

3. A waistcoat or vest. [Local, TJ. S.]—4.

Something designed to be fastened about or

cover the body for some other purpose than
that of clothing: as, a atrait-jaclcet, or a swim-
ming-jacket.— 5. Clothing or covering placed
around a cylindrical or other vessel of any kind,
as a pipe, a cannon, a steam-boiler, a smoke-
stack where it passes through the deck, etc ., to

give greater power of resistance, to prevent es-

cape of heat by radiation, etc. Felt, wool, mineral-
wool, paper, wood lagging, asbestos, and many other ma-
terials are in common use for jacketing steam-cylinders
and -pipes, and pipes, tanks, etc., in which it is desirable

to prevent freezing. Air-compressor cylinders are usual-

ly supplied with water-jackets for cooling the cylinders,

which would otherwise become very hot from heat ab-
sorbed from the air, the work of compression being con-
verted into heat in the compressed air, which thus acquires
a high temperature. These cylinders are inclosed in metal
shellswhich leave an annular space between them and the
cylinder, and through this space cool water is kept con-
stantly flowing by the aid of apump or other device. When
a steam-cylinder is thus inclosed, and the annular space is

suppliedwith live steam, the arrangement is called a«£«zj»-

jaeket. The condensation which would otherwise occur in

the cylinder during the periods of induction and expansion
is thus prevented, and a considerable economy is ^ected.
See cut under air-engine.

As regards construction and contour, they [Krupp guns]
are buHt upon the model adopted in 1873 ; the tube, with-
out reinforce, is encircled by a single band orjacket (Man-
tel, in German), shrunk on, and canying trunnions and fer-

mature.
Michaelis, tr. of Montbaye's Krupp and De Bange, p. 24.

6. A folded paper or open envelop containing
an official document, on which is indorsed an
order or other direction respecting the disposi-
tion to be made of the document, memoranda
respecting its contents, dates of reception and

Jackdaw {Corvits momdula ).

Same as ja<;fel, 9 (a) and

of crows, being but 13 inches long. It is of a black color,

with a blue or metallic reflection. Jackdaws in flocks fre- rColloa T
quent church steeples, deserted chimneys, old towers, and .j- .

'I'J „ .•_-i_,
Aiins. where they bund theu- nests. They may readily be qackej, «

. .
Hee JOCky.

tamed and taught to imitate the sounds of words. They jack-fiSa (jalt nsn), n.

are common throughout Europe. (^. [Vii^inia.]

"(Vhen nobody's dreaming of any such thing, jack-fishing (jak'fish'ing), «. 1. Fishing for
That little ya<*(teOT hops ofl with the ring! the pike or jack. [Virginia.]— 2. Pishing by

£arAam,IngoldsbyI^ends,L211. n,eaM of a jack; jicki^ ^ '

2. The boat-tailed grackle, Quiscal.us major, a jack-flag (jak'flag), «. A flag hoisted at the
large long-tailed blackbird of the family Age- jack-staff.

?<w3(E. Goues. [Southern U. 8.] jack-foolt, ». [ME. jaVke foole,] A fool.

jackdogt, n. A dog: used in contempt. "Gofrotiewyndow, ^oife/ooJ,"sheBayde.

Scurvy ;(Kat-(fo3 priest! SMt. M. W. of W., it 3, 65. C*ai«»r, Miller's Tale, I. 522.

sisting of "a box out of which, when the lid is

unfastened, a figure springs.

A collection of bell-knobs which will bring up any par-

ticular clerk when wanted with the suddenness of a Jaek-

in-the-box. GrCTit>afeif«rray, Roundabout France p. 268.

2. A street peddler who sells his wares from a
temporary stall or box.

Here and there a Jack in a Box, like a Parson in a Pul-

pit, selling Cures for your Corns, Glass Eyes lor the Blind,

Ivory teeth lorBroken Mouths, and Spectacles forthe weak-
sighted. Ward, The London Spy.

3. A gambling sport in which some article

placed on a stick set upright in a hole is pitched

at with sticks. If the article when struck falls

clear of the hole, the thrower wins.—4. Same
as jaek-frame.— 5. A screw-jack used to raise

and stow cargo.—6. Alargewoodenmale screw
turning in a female screw, which forms the up-
per part of a strong wooden box. It is used, by
means of levers passing through it, as a press in

packing, and for other purposes.—7. A plant of
the genus Bernandia (H. Sonora), which bears
a large nut that rattles in its pericarp when
shaken.— 8. A hermit-crab, as Eupagurus poU
licaris : so calledbyfishermen Jack-in-the-tMS
gear, a ^stem of toothed-wheel mechanism analogous to
or identical with the mechanism by which the motions
of the jack-frame are obtained—namely, the rotation of

'

a wheel on an axis which simultaneously moves radially
around a fixed center.

transmission, etc. [U.S.]—7. A young seal: jacking (jak'ing), n. [Verbal n. ot jack^, r.]

so called from the rough fur. [Newfound- The act or naethod of using the jack ; use of

land.]—cardigaojacket. Seecara^an.—Cork jack- *^® jack in hunting or fislmig: a,8, jacking tot
et. See corB.—Plaster jacket. See plaster.—To dTist eels. See jacfel, M., 11 Oz-
one's jacket. See d«^i.- To line one's jacket, to flU jacking-machine(jak'ing-ina-shen'), TO. Ama-

chine designed to give to leather the appear-
ance termed "pebbled."

jack-in-the-box, n. See jack-in^-a-'box,

jack-in-the-bnsh (jak'in-the-bush'), n. 1. A
plant, Bisyml/rium AUiaria. " [Prov. Eng.]—3.
A plant, Cotyledon, VmiiUcus, of the order Cras-
sulaee<B, abounding on rocks and walls in Eng-
land.

jack;in-the-ptllpit (jak'in-the-pnl'pit), re. The
Indian turnip, Aristmna triphylUim, of the natu-
ral order Aracew: so calledfrom its nprigtit spa-
dix surrounded and overarched by the spathe.

The naaterial, as cloth fert,'etc., from which a jack-jnmp-about (jak'jnmp'a-bonf), n. One
jacket IS made.- 2. A jacket; a cover or pro- of several plants, (a) AngelL'iylve,lri» Q,) ^gopo-
tection to an inanimate object, as the felt dium Podagraria. (c) Lotus eormciOatus. [Prbv.^&T
covering of a steam-pipe.— 3. A thrashing. Jack Ketch (jak kech). [Said to be from an

executioner of this name (.Jack or John Eeteh)
in the time of James H. (See quot. from Ma-
caulay. ) The derivation given inthe first qnot.
is less prob.] A pnbUe executioner or hang-

one's stomach with food or drink. Nares.

n ^aecoustre hien. He stuffes himselle soundly, bee
lines hisjacket throughly with liquor. Cotgrave.

jacket (jak'et), t!. *. l<jacket,n.'] 1. To cover
with or inclose in a jacket: as, tojacket a, steam-
cylinder, etc. ; tojacket a document. Seejacket,
71., 5 and 6.

The cylinders are e^xam-jacketed, and also clothed in lelt
and wood. Sankme, Steam Engine, § 382.

Another record was made in the book of the office of
letters received and/oc^efed. !rAe^ji!«rfean,Mayl6,1888.

2. To beat; thrash. [CoUoq.]
jacketing (jak'et-ing),n. l< jacket + -ing^.'] 1

The manor ol Tyburn was formarly held by Blchaid Ja-
quette,where felons for a long time were executed; from
wbeacewehaveJack EetcJu X<0!/d'8lf&,BritisbHii8eum.

He [Momnonth] then accosted JoTm Ketch, the execu-
tioner, a wretch who had butchered many brave and noble
victims, and whose name has, during a centuryand abali
been vulgarly given to aU who have succeeded him in his
odious office. Macavlay, Hist Eng., v., note.
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jack-knife (jak'nif), n. [E. dial, jaclc-lag-hmfe,
also jackalegs, 8e. jockteleg, said to be "from
Jacques de Liege, a celebrated cutler" (Jamie-
son) of JMge (D. Lmk); but proof is wanting.
Cf. 8e. jockteleear, an almanac, i. e. 'Jack the
Uar,' in allusion to its weather predictions,]
1. A pocket-knife larger than a penknife.

—

2. A hom-handled clasp-knife with a laniard,
worn by seamen. E. S. Knight.— S. A form
of terminal used for making connections in
central telephone-stations. See jacJe\ 11 (I).

—Jack-knife carpenter (naia.), one who is skilful in
using a jiick-knUe, as in making models of vessels, carv-
ing, scrimshawing, and the like.— Jack-knife gull, the
least tern, Sterna ardillamm. [New Eng.]

jack-ladder (jak'lad"6r), n. Same as Jacob's-
ladder, 1.

jack-lamp (jak'lamp), n. 1 . A Davy lamp, with
the addition of a glass cyl-

inder outside the gauze.
[Eng.]

—

2. Same asjocfci,
11 U).
Occasionallya caribou iskilled

at night by the light of a jack-
lamp while seeking the grass
growing in some beatable
stream.
Harpers Mag., LXXVII. 510.

jack-lantern (jak ' Ian "-

t6rn), m. 1. Sameasjacfcl,
11 (j).

—2. Same as Jaek-
o'-lantern, 2

3211

some player can open the betting with a pair
of jacks or better.

jack-pudding (jak'pM'ing), n. [< jaek^ +
pudding, like G. Hanswurst ('Jack-sausage'),
P. Jean-potage ('Jack-soup'), a buffoon, merry-
andrew, being combinations of a characteris-

tic national nickname with a characteristic na-
tional article of food.] [cap. or I. c] A merry-
andrew ; a buffoon.

And I persuade myself, the extempore rhymes of some
antic jack-pudding may deserve printing better ; so far am
I from thinking aught he says worthy of a serious answer.

Milton, Def. of the People of Eng., i.

Jack-pudding in his party-colour'd jacket
Tosses the glove, and jokes at every packet. Gay.

He was attended by a monkey, which he had trained to

act the part of a jaek-pudding, a part which he had for-

merly acted himself.
Qranger, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 826.

jack-rabbit (jak'rab'it), n. One of several

species of large prairie-hares, notable for the

Jack'lamp (def. i). jack-light (jak'lit^, n.

Same as jack'-, 11 (j).

jack-loutf, n. A lout. Compare jack-fool.

jackman (jak 'man), n.; pi. jackmen (-men).

[< ^acA;2 -f- man.'] 1. A soldier wearing a jack;
especially, a follower of a nobleman or knight.

The Scottish laws . . . had in vain endeavoured to re-
' strain the damage done to agriculture by the chiefs and

landed proprietors retaining in their service what are call-

ed Jaek-men, from the jack, or doublet quilted with iron,

which they wore as defensive armour. These military re-

tainers . . . lived in great measure by plunder, and were
ready to execute any commands of their master, however
unlawful. Scott, Monastery, ix.

3. A cream-cheese. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
— 3t. A person who made counterfeit licenses,

etc. Fraiemitye of Facabondes, p. 4. {Halli-

well.)

jack-mateti »*• A fellow or companion.

Leane not vpon the Boord when that your mayster is

thereat,
For then will all your Elders thinke you be with him lack

JBabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

jack-meddlerti »*. A busybody. Nares.

jLJacke-medhr, or busie-body in everie mans matter, ar-

delio. Wahals, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 263.

jack-nasty (jak'n&s'ti), «. A sneak or a sloven.

[Eng.]

Tom and hisyounger brothers . . . went on playing with
the village boys, without the idea of equality or inequality

.... ever entering their heads, as it doesn't till it's put
there by Jack IfaStys or fine ladies'-maids.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3.

jacko (jak'6), n. [Also jaco; appar. equiv. to

j'acfci.] 1. A familiar name of an ape. The
term usually refers to the Barbary ape, Itimus

ecaudatus. Also jocko.— 2. A familiar name of

a parrot. Alsojako.
Jack-oak (jak'ok), n. [Amer.] An American
oak, Querciis nigra. Also called black-jack.

Jack-o'-lantern (jak'o-lan't6rn), n. [Also Jaelc-

a-lantern; a.hbx.otJackof^OTwith) tkelantern.']

1. Same as ignisfatuus, or will-o'-the-wisp.— 2.

A lantern used in children's ]^lay, made of the

rind of a pumpkin or of a similar vegetable,

in which incisions are made to represent eyes,

nose, and mouth ; a pumpkin-lantern. [U.S.]

Jack-o'-Lent (jak'o-lenf), «• [-Also Jack-a-

Lent, orig. Jack of "Lent.] 1. A ragged figure

used as a symbol or personification of Lent
in processions, etc. Hence— 2. A puppet at

which boys throw sticks in Lent.

Thou didst stand six weeks the Jack of Lent,

For boys to hurl, three throws a penny, at thee.

JB. Jonsoti, Tale of a Tub, iv. S.

ye pittiful Simpletons, who spend your days in throw-

ing Cudgels at Jack-a-Lents or Shrove-Cocks.
Lady Alimony, 1659, sig. I. 4.

jack-pin (jak'pin), n. Naut., a belaying-pin.

jack-pit (jak'pit), n. In coaPmining, a shal-

low shaft communicating with an air-crossing,

or situated at a fault. [Eng.]

jack-plane (jak'plan), n. In carp., a plane

about 18 inches long used by joiners for coarse

work. See plane.

jack-pot (jak'pot), n. In draw-poker, a pot or
• pool m which the ante must be repeated until

Jack rabbit {Legits callotis)

length of their limbs and ears, as Lepus campes-
tris, L. callotis, etc. [Western U. 8.]

Jack Rabbit, whose disproportionally great ear-develop-
ment has earned him this title, Jack being jackass in brief.

Sporttman's Gazetteer, p. 95.

jack-rafter (jak'raf''''t6r), n. In arch., any raf-

ter that is

shorter than B
the usual
length of
the rafters

used in the
same build-
ing. Such
rafters oc-
cur especial-

ly m hip- ^, ^, jack-rafters i .SC,.SC, hip-rafters.

roofs.

jack-rib (jak'rib), n. In arch., any rib in a
framed arch or dome shorter than the rest.

jack-roll (jak'rol), n. In mining, a windlass.
[Eng.]

jack-salmon (jak'sam^on), n. Apercoidfish of
the genus SUzostediumjas S. vitreum, the wall-
eyed pike; a pike-perch. See cut under pifce-

perch.

jack-saucet (jak's^s), ». An impudent fellow

;

a saucy jack.

If I wotted it would have made him such a Jack-sauce
as to have more wit than his vorefathers, he should have
learn'd nothing for old Agroicus, but to Iceep a talley.

Randolph, Muses' Looking-Glass, iv. 4.

jack-saw (jak's&), «. The goosander, Mergus
merganser: probably so called from the con-
spicuous teeth of the bill. [Prov. Eng.]
jack-screw (jak'skro), n. 1. See/acfci, 11 (6).— 2. The screw-mechanism forming part of a
dental instrument called a screw-jack (which
see), for regidating_ the teeth.

jack-sinker (jak' sing "ker), n. In stocking-
frames and other knitting-machines, a flat

piece of metal attached to a jack or oscillating

lever, in these machines a series of such levers and
sinkers are employed, the jack-sinkers acting in conjunc-
tion with a series of sinkers attached to a bar to press the
thread down between the hooked needles and form loops,

which are engaged by the needles and drawn through the
next previously formed set of loops. See knitUng-via-
chine.

jack-slavef (jak'slav'), n. A low servant; a
vulgar fellow.

Every jackslave hath his belly-full of fighting, and I

must go up and down like a cock that no bodycan match.
Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 1, 22.

jacksmith (jak'smith), «. A smith who makes
jacks for chimneys.

jack-snipe (jak'snip), 91. l<.jack^ + snipe. Cf.

W. giach (with gi hard), a snipe.] 1. The lesser

snipe or half-snipe, Scolopax or Gallinago gaU

jackstraw

Unula. Also called judcocle, juddock. [Eng.]— 2. The common American snipe, Gallinago
wilsoni. [U.S.]— 3. The pectoral sandpiper,
Tringa maculata. [U. S.]— 4. The dunlin oi
purre, Tringa alpina. [Shetland Islands.]
Jackson (jak'sou), ». \JSh.&t is, JacWs son. The
surname Jackson, < ME. Jakys son, is of the same
origin.] A silly fellaw. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Jacksonia (jak-s6'ni-a), n. [NL. (E. Brown,
1811); named after an English botanist, G.
Jackson.'] A genus of the order Leguminoscs,
containing 28 species of shrubs or shrub-like
plants, all Australian. The genus is conspicuously
marked by the absence of leaves, which are replaced by
flattened and leaf-like or by spine-like branches. Several
species are cultivated for ornament. Some are valued
for browsing in the native arid regions. J. scoparia is
locally called dogwood and Jackscm's-broom.

Jacksonian (jak-s6'ni-an), a. and n. [< Jack-
son (see def.) + -ian.] 1, a. 1. Of or pertaining
to some person named Jackson.— 2. In U. <!>'.

hist., pertaining or relating to Andrew Jack-
son, the seventh President of the United States,
serving two terms (1829-37) , and for many years
one of the most prominent leaders of the Dem-
ocratic party, or to his political principles: as,

Jacksonian ideas; the Jacksonian Democracy.
-Jacksonian epilepsy (so called from Dr. Hughlings
Jackson), epilepsy in which the spasms are local, as in the
jaw-muscles, the arm, leg, or one side. Such spasms are
also called Tnonospastris, or, when they are followed by gen-
eral convulsions, protospasms.

II. n. A member of the Democratic party at-
tachedto the political ideas ascribed to Jackson.
During the period of Jackson's administrations and in-
fluence the belief in the power of the masses of the peo-
ple was greatly Increased, and the policy of the Demo-
cratic party became fixed in favor of small expenditures
in the national government. The introduction on a large
scale of the "patronage" or "spoils" system into the
Federal civil service dates from the same period.

Jackson's-broom (jak'sonz-brom), n. See Jack-
sonia.

jack-spaniard (jak'span'yard), n. A hoipiet.
[Local.]

Then all, sitting on the sandy turf, defiant of galliwasps
andjack-Spaniards , and all the weapons of the insect host,
partook of the equal banquet.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xvii.

jack-spinner (jak'spin''''6r), n. In spinning, an
operator who tends and operates a jack.

jack-staff (jak'staf), ». Naut., the staff upon
which the flag called the jack is hoisted. It is

generally set at the head of the bowsprit.

The stars and stripes for the stern, the boat-flag for the
jackstaf, and two blue flags for the wheel-houses.

Preble, Hist, of the Flag, p. 609.

jack-stay (jak'sta), n. Naut. : (a) One of a set
of ropes, iron rods, or strips of wood attached
to a yard or gaff for bending a square sail to.

(&) A rod or rope running up and down on the
forward side of a mast, on which the square-
sail yard travels ; a traveler.

jackstone (jak'ston), n. [A form of chackstone,
chuckie-stone : see chuck^, chuckie^.] One of a
set of pebbles, or of small oast-iron pieces with
rounded projections, which children throw up
and try to catch in various ways, as one, or two,
or more at a time on the back of the hand, etc.,

as in the game of dibs. See di63.

jackstraw (jak'stra), n. [ijaek^ + straw; orig.

jac'k of straw.] 1. A figure or effigy of a man
made of straw ; hence, a man without any sub-
stance or means; a dependent. Also JacA; of
straw.

You are a saucy Jack-straw to question me, faith and
troth. WycherUy, Love in a Wood, i. 2.

How now, madam ! refuse me ! I command you on your
obedience to accept of this ; I will not be a jackstraw fa-

ther. Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VII. 63.

If . . . Salmasius is called "an inconsiderable fellow
and a jack-straw,^' why should I not knowwhat i. jackstraw
is, without recurring to some archaic glossary for this
knowledge?

Abp. Trench, On some Deficiencies in Eng. Diets.

2. One of a set of straws or strips of ivory,
woodjbone, or the like ,used in a children's game.
The jackstraws are thrown confusedly together on atable,
and are to be gathered up singly by the hand, sometimes
with the aid of a hooked instrument, without joggling or
disturbing the rest of the pile.

3. pi. The game thus played.

One evening Belinda was playing with little Charles
Percival atjacistraws. . . . " You moved. Miss Portman,"
cried Charles. ''Oh, indeed the king's head stirred the
very instant papa spoke. I knew it was impossible that
you could get that knave clear oif without shaking the
king." Miss Bdgeworth, Belinda, xix.

4. [cap.] In Eng. hist., a name assumed by
rick-burners and destroyers of machines dur-
ing the early years of the nineteenth century.— 5. The whitethroat, Sylvia oinerea, also called
winnell-straw, from the straw used in making



jackstraw

[Local, Enff.]— 6.

jaco, ..

Jacob I

its nest. See strawsmall. Lijoeai, Jing.J
The blackcap, Sylvia atricapilla.— 7. Hie nar-
row-leafed plantain, Plantago lanceolata. Also
called rib-grass and English plantain.

jacktan (jak'tan), M. [African.] A cloth-mea-
sure of the Guinea coast, equal to twelve Eng-
lish feet.

jack-timber (jak'thn"ber>, n. In arch., a tim-
ber in a bay which, being Intercepted by some

_
other piece, is shorter than the rest.

jack-towel (jak'tou'el), n. A coarse towel for
general use, hanging from a roller.

Mr. George . . . comes back shining with yellow soap.
. . . As he rubs himself upon a large joci-feOTrf, Phil . . .

looks round. Dickens, Bleak House, xxvi.

jack-tree (jak'tre), n. [< jaca, the native
name, EngUshed jack, + B. tree.] The Arto-
carpus integrifolia, a native of the Indian ar-
chipelago. See Artocarpus and breadfruit. The
Iruit, called jtKkfrwO,, is two to three times as large as the
true breadfruit, weighing thirty or forty pounds, and is of
much coarser quality. The wood, called j'a«*-wood, is yel-
low or brown, compact, and moderately hard. It takes a
good polish, IS largely used for general carpentry in In-
dia, and is sent to Europe for use by cabinet-makers. Also
jaxlc, jcik^ jaca, and jak-tree, jaea-tree.

jackweight (jak'wat), n. A fat man. Halli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
jack-wood (iak'wM), n. [Alsojafc-wood; <.jack^
+ woodX.'] The wood of the jack-tree. Beejack-
tree.

jacky (jak'i), n. [Also written jackey; appar.
dim. of j'ocfci.] English gin. HalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.]

Well, you parish bull prig, are you for luBbmg jockey or
pattering in the hum-box? Bvlwer, Pelham, Ixxx.

Seeyacfco.
I (ja'kob), m. [A particular use of the per-

sonal name Jacob, <. LL. Jacobus, < Gr. 'IdicojSog,

Jacob: aeejacTA.} The starling, Sturnus vul-
garis. [Local, Eng.]

jacobsea (jak-o-be'a), n. [NL., < LL. Jacobus,
Jacob, James,' witH'ref . to St. James, either be-
cause the plant was used for the diseases of
horses, of which the saint was the patron, or
because it blossoms near his day.] A common
name of Seneeio Jacobcea, or ragwort Purple
Jacobsea, the Seneeio elegans, or purple ragwort^ from the
Gape of Good Hope.

jacobasa-lily (jak-o-be'a-lil'i), n. A plant of
the order Amaryllidew (jSprekelia formosissima)

.

The leaves are
fromthebulbonly,
which sends up a
scape bearing a
single lai'ge blos-
som, whose deep-
red perianth is

somewhat 2-lip-

ped, its three up-
per divisionsbeing
curved upward,
while the three
lower are twisted

- about the lower
part of the eta-

mens and style. It
is native in Mexi-
co, and cultivated
elsewhere.

Jacobean, Ja-
cobsean (ja-

ko'be-an, jak-
o-be'aii), a. [<
LL. Jacob(sus,<.

JacobuSjJa.edh,
James-, see ja-
cobus, jackKJ
Pertaining or
relating to a
person named
Jacobus, Ja-
cob, or James,
specifically to
James I., King
of England,
1603-25 (who
was also James
VI. of Scotland

from 1567), or to his times ; also, in occasional

use, to James 11., King of England (1685-88,

died 1701): as (with reference to the former),

Jacobean architecture or literature. Jacobean ar-

cMteoture differed from the Elizabethan chiefly in having
a greater admixture of debased Italian forms.

The Jacobean and Civil War poetry is prolific in love

ditties, war songs, pastorals, allegories, religiouspoetry.

EdirSmrgh Ret)., CLXIII. 473.

Their [Wykeham's and Waynflete's) successors have the

sense to torn away from Ruskinesque and Jacoboean vaga-

ries, and to build in plain English stilL

CotOempcrrary Eev., Iil. 610.

Jacobian^ (ja-ko'bi-an), a. [< LL. Jacobus,

Jacob, James, + -i-are.] Same as Jacobean.

Jacobean Architecture.

Bramshill House, Hants, England.
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Jacobian^ (ja-ko'bi-an), a. and n. l< Jacobi

(see def.) + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to or named
after K. G. J. Jacobi (1804-51), professor of

mathematics at Konigsberg in Prussia— Jaco-
bian ellipsoid of equilibrium, a heavy rotating fluid

ellipsoid in equilibrium although having three unequal
axes.—Jacoblan ftmction. See /Mjictjon.—Jacoblan
system of dlffefentlaj equations, a complete system
of the form

(A = 1, 2 m; k =m + l,...,m + n).

II, n. A functional detei-minant whose sev-

eral constituents in any one line are first dif-

ferential coefficients of one function, while its

several constituents in any one column are first

differential coef&cients relatively to one varia-

ble. The vanishing of the Jacobian signifies

that the functions are not independent. It is

indicated by the letter J.

Such [functional] determinants are now more usually

known as Jacobians, a designation introduced by Profes-

sor Sylvester, who largely developed their properties, and
gave numerous applications of them in higher algebra, as

also in curves and surfaces. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 31.

Jacobin (jak'6-bin), ». and a. [In first sense
ME. Jacobin, (OF. Jacobin; in later senses < P.
Jacobin = Sp. Pg. Jacobino, < ML. Jacobinus,

< LL. Jacobus, Jacob, James: see jack^.'i I.

m. 1. In Prance, a black or Dominican friar:

so called from the church of St. Jacques (Ja-

cobus), in which they were first established in
Paris. See

~

Now frere menour, nowjacobyn.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6338.

2. A member of a club or society of French
revolutionists organized in 1789 under the name
of Society of Friends of the Constitution, and
called Jacobins from the Jacobin convent in
Paris in which they met. The club originally in-
cluded many of the moderate leaders of the revolution, but
the more violent members speedily gained the control. It
had branches in all parts of Prance, and was all-powerful
in determining the course of government, especially af-

ter Robespierre became its leader, supporting him in the
measures which led to the reign of terror. Many of its

members were executed with Robespierre in July, 1794,
and the club was suppressed in November.

Itinerant revolutionary tribunals, composed of trusty
Jaeobing, were to move from departmeitt to department;
and the guiUotine was to travel in their train.

Macavlay, Barfere.

Hence— 3. A violently radical politician; one
who favors extreme measures in behalf of pop-
ular government ; a radical democrat : former-
ly much used, often inappropriately, as a term
of reproach in English and American politics.

There are two varieties of Jacobin, the hysterical Jaco-
bin and the pedantic Jacobin ; we possess both, and both
are dangerous. M. Arnold, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 654.

Jacobin Pigeon

4. [Z. c] An artificial variety of the domestic
pigeon, whose neck-feathers form a hood.
The jacobin is of continental origin, and has its name

from the fancied resemblance in the hooded round white
head to the cowl and shaven head of the friar.

The Century, XXXII. 106.

5. [I. c] In ornith., a humming-bird of the ge-
nus SeUothrix, as 3. auritus.

II. a. Same as Jacobinic.

They must know that France is formidable, not only as
she is France, but as she is Jacobin France.

Burke, A Regicide Peace.

Giles in return derided Harper as aturn-coat,who,though
now so ready to fight France, was once a member of a
Jacobin society, and in 1791 and 1792 a declaimer for the
rights of man. Schmder, Hist. U. S., I. 385.

Jacobinia (jak-o-bin'i-a), n. [NL. (Stefano
Moricand, about 1846), < Jacobin.'] A genus con-
taining about 30 species of shrubs and herbs of
the natural order Acanthacece, native in tropi-
cal and subtropical America, frequently culti-
vated for ornament. The corolla has an elongated
tube, with the lips long and narrow, the lower 3-cleft.
The flowers are large, variously colored, yellow, red or-
ange, or rose-purple, and usually disposed in dense ter-

Jacob's-ladder

minal clusters or in axillary fascicles. The leaves are op-

posite and entire.

Jacobinic (jak-6-bin'ik), a. [= Sp. JacoMnico;

< Jacobin + -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or resem-
bling the Jacobins of Prance; turbulent: dis-

contented with government; radically demo-
cratic ; revolutionary. Also Jacobin, Jacobmi-
cal.

Jacobinical (jak-o-bin'i-kal), a. [< Jacobinic +
-al.] Same as Jacobinic.

"

They arose from. her [Austria's] own ill policy, which
dismantled all her towns, and discontented all her subjects

hj Jacobinical innovations. Burke, Policy of the Allies.

The triumph ofJacoUniedl principles was now complete.
Seott, Napoleon.

Jacobinically (jak-o-bin'i-kal-i), adv. As a
Jacobin, or as the Jacobins.

Jacobinism (jak'6-bin-izm), n. [< P. Jacobi-

nisme = Sp. Jacohinismo; as Jacobin + -ism.]

The principles of the Jacobins ; unreasonable
or violent opposition to orderly government.

For my part, without doubt or hesitation, I look upon
jacobinism as the most dreadful and most shameful evil

which ever afflicted mankind.
Burke, Conduct of the Minority.

But it is precisely this idea of divinely-appointed, all-

pervading obligation, as the paramount law of"life, that
contemporary Jacolknisni holds in the greatest abhor-
rence, and burns to destroy.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 47.

Jacobinize (jak'o-bin-iz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp.

Jacobinized, -ppr. Jacobinizing. [< Jacobin +
-ize.] To taint with Jacobinism.

I think no country can be aggrandized whilst France is

jacoMnized. Burke, Policy of the Allies.

Jacobinly (jak'o-bin-li), adv. In the manner
of Jacobins. Imp. Diet.

Jacobi's eauation, unit, etc. See equation, etc.

Jacobite (jak'o-bit), n. and a. [= F. Jacobite=
Sp. Pg. Jacobi'ta, < ML. Jacobita, < LL. Jacobus,
< Gr. 'IdKu,8of, Jacob, James: seejacfci.] I. n.

1. In Eng. hist., a partizan or adherent of
James n. after he abdicated the throne, or of
his descendants. The Jacobites engaged in fruitless

rebellions in 1715 and 1745, in behalf of James Francis Ed-
ward and of Charles Edward, son and grandson of James
II., called the Old and the Young Pretender respectively.

"An old Forty-fiveman, of course?" said Fairford. •' Ye
may swear that," replied the Provost— "as black a Jaco-
bite as the auld leaven can make him."

ScoU, Redgauntlet, ch. iii.

2. Eecles., one of a sect of Christians in Syria,
Mesopotamia, etc., originally an offshoot of the
Monophysites. The sect has its name from Jacobus
Baradaeus, a Syrian, consecrated bishop of Edessa about
641. The head of the chiuch is called the patriarch of
Antioch.

Thei maken here ConfessCmm right as the Jaeobytei doa
MandeviUe, Travels, p. 121,

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the partizans of
James II. or his descendants; holdiiig the prin-
ciples of a Jacobite.

The Jacobite enthusiasm of the eighteenth century, par*
ticularly during the rebellion of 1746, afforded a theme^
perhaps the finest that could be selected, for fictitious
composition, founded upon real or probable incident.

Scott, Redgauntlet, Int.

2. Of or pertaining to the sect of Jacobites.
In Abyssinia, Jacobite Christianity is still the prevailing

religion. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 813.

In the 6th century the Jacobite revival of the Eutychian
heresy divided the Western Syriac alphabet into two
branches, a northern and a southern.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, L 294.

Jacobitic (jak-o-bit'ik), a. [< Jacobite + -ic]
Relating to the British Jacobites.

Jacobitical (jak-o-bit'i-kal), a. [< Jacobitic +
-al.] Same as Jacobitic."
Jacobitically (jak-o-bit'i-kal-i), adv. In a man-
ner or spirit resembling that of the Jacobites
of Great Britain.

Jacobitism (jak'd-Mt-izm), n. [< Jacobite +
-ism.] The principles of the British Jacobites,
or of the sect of Jacobites.
The spirit ol jacobitism Is not only gone, but It will ap-

pear to be gone in such a manner as to leave no room to
apprehend its return.

Bolingbroke, Remarks on Hist. Eng.

x,.^y
fear ofthe Stuarts having vanished from men'sminds,

the VVhigs no longer found it answer to accuse their op-
ponents of Jacobitism^ Quarterly Rev., CLXIIL 234.

Jacob's-chariot (ja'kobz-char'i-ot), n. The com-
mon monk's-hood, Aconitum Nahellus. [Prov.
Eng.]

^ •

jacobsite (ja'kob-zit), n. [< Jakobs(berg) (see
def.) + -ite^.] An oxid of manganese and iron
related to magnetite and belonging to the spinel
group, found at Jakobsberg in Sweden.
Jacob's-ladder (ja'kgbz-lad'6r), n. [In allusion
to the ladder seen by the patriarch Jacob in a
dream (Gen. xxviii. 12).] I. JVaw*., a rope lad-



< Jacob's-Iadder
{Polemonium csruleum).

I, rootstock and lower part of
stem ; 2, upper part of stem with
flowers; a, half of a flower from
within ; b, fruit.

Jacob's-Iadder

der with wooden steps or spokes by which to
go aloft. Also calledjacWad^er.— 2. A com-
mon garden-plant of
the genus Polemoni-
um, the P. cwruleum,
helonging to the
natural order Pole-
moniacece: so called
from the ladder-
like arrangement of
its leaves and leaf-

Jets. It is a favorite cot-
tage-garden plantj and is
lound in temperate and
nortbern latitudes in most
parts of tlie world. It
grows tall and erect, abont
IJ feet highj with alter-
nate pinnate, smooth,
bright-green leaves, and
termini corymbs of hand-
some blue (sometimes
white) flowers. The name
is sometimes locally ap-
plied to several other
plants.

3. A toy in which
pieces of cardboard,
wood, glass, or other
material are so con-
nected, one above an-
other, with strings or
tapes, that when the
highest one is inverted those below it invert
themselves in. succession.

Jacobson's nerve. See nene.
Jacob's-rod (ja'kobz-rod'), n. A name of the
plant Aspliodelus luteus. [Prov. Bug.]

Jacob'S-staff (ja'kobz-staf), n. [So called in
allusion to the staff" of the patriarch Jacob (Gen.
xxxii. 10).] 1. A pilgrim's staff.

As he had traveild many a sommers day
Through boyling sands of Arable and Ynde,
And in his l^and a Jaedbs staffe, to stay
His weary limbs upon.- denser, r. Q., I. vt 35.

2. A staff concealing a dagger.— 3. A support
for a surveyor's eom]jass, consisting of a single
leg, instead of the tripod ordinarily used. This
leg is made of suitable wood, shod at one end with a steel
point to be stuck in the ground, and having at the other
end a brass head with a ball-and-socket joint and axis
above. The advantages of the Jacob's-stafl are superior
lightness and portability ; the disadvantages, that it can-
not be used on rocks or frozen ground or on pavements.
4. A cross-staff. The cross-staff was for a long time a
most Important instrument for navigators, by whom, how-
ever, itdoes not appear ever to have been called a "Jacob's-

staflE "; but it was so designated by the Germans {Jakob's
Stab), and also in Engtlsli^y some landsmen and poets, as
shown by the annexed quotations. See quadravt.

Who, having known both of the land and sky
More than fam'd Archimide, or Ptolomy,
Would further piiess, and like a palmerwent.
With Jacobs itaff, beyond the firmament.

ITite' Seereatums, 1664. (Nares.)

Why on a sign no painter draws
The full-moon ever, but the half?
Resolve that with your Jacob's staf.

S. BvcUer, Hudibras, 11. iii. 780.

5. The group of three stars in a straight line

in the belt of Orion, also called the ell-and-yard,

our Lady's wand, etc. The leader of the three is 5

Orionis, a very white variable star.— 6. Verias-

cum Thapsus, the common mullen. [Prov. Eng.]
Jacob's stone. See stone.

Jacob's-sword (ja'kobz-sord'), »• IrisPseuda-
corus, the yellow iris. [Prov. Eng.]

jacobus (ja-ko'bus), n. [< LL. (NL.) Jacolms,

< Gr. 'Icwju^og, Jacob, James : see jaolc^, Jaco-

bin.'] A gold coin of James I. of England:
same as broad, 3. See cut under broad.

You have quickly leamt to count your hundred jaco-

Imssei in English. Milton, Def. of the People of Eng. , vii.

4acoby (jak'o-bi), «. The purple jacobsea.

jacolattt, n. ' Chocolate.

At the entertainement of the Morocco Ambassador at

the Dutohesse of Portsmouth, . . . [the Moores] dranke
a little milk and water, but not a drop of wine ; they also

dranke of a sorbet andjacolatt.
Emlyn, Diary, Jan. 24, 1682.

jaconet (Jak'o-net), n. [Also written jaconette,

jacconet, witt aooom. term., < V-jaconas, jaco-

net; origin unknown.] 1. A thin, soft variety

of muslin, used for making dresses, neckcloths,

etc., but heavier than linen cambric, original-

lymade in India.— 2. A cotton cloth having a

glazed surface on one side, usually dyed.

jacouncet, jagouncet, n. [< OP. jacmee, ja-

eunce, jagonee, < L. hyacmthus, hyacmth, ja-

cinth : see jacinth.] Jacinth, a precious stone

;

according to others, garnet.

Kubies there were, saphires, jagounces [var. ragounees].

Som. of the Rose, 1. 1117.
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Maters more precious then the Tychejacounee,
Diamounde, or rubye, or balas of the beste.

SkeUon, Speke, Parrot, 1. 365.

JacoLuard loom. See loom.

Jacque (iak), w. [Ahhr. ot Jacqiieminot.] Same
as Jacki.

Jacouemontia (jak-we-mon'ti-a), n. [NL.
(J. D. Choisy, 1834), named after Viotor Jacque-
mont, who traveled in the "West Indies early in
the 19th centmy as a naturalist.] A genus of
plants of the order Convolvulacew, containing
about 36 species, one African, the rest natives
of tropical America. They are herbaceous or slightly
shrubby plants, of a twining or sometimes prostrate habit.
Their flowers have a bell-shaped corolla, a 2-celled and
4-ovuled ovary, and an undivided style with 2 oblong or
ovate, flattened stigmas. Various species are known in
cultivation.

Jacquerie (zhak-6-re'), «. [F., < OF.jaquerie,
< Jaque, Jacques, or with addition Jacques Bon-
homme, ' Goodman Jack,' a nickname for a peas-
ant: see jaek^.] In French hist., a revolt of
the peasants against the nobles in northern
France in 1858, attended by great devastation
and slaughter ; hence, any insurrection of peas-
ants.

A revolution the effects of which were to be felt at every
fireside in Prance, . . . anew Jacjtfsrfe, in which the vic-
tory was to remain with Jacques bonhomme.

MacauUty, Mirabeau.

The emissaries of the National League similarly carry
out a sort of Jacquerie, in midnight murders, in attacks
on women and children, in houghing of cattle, in crop-
ping of horses, and in brutalities which would disgrace
the worst brigands. JBdinburgh Bee., CLXIII. 461.

Jacquinia (ja-kwin'i-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus),
named after N. von Jacquim, a botanist of Vien-
na.] A genus of the natural order Myrsinacece,
containing 5 or 6 species of trees' or shrubs,
native in tropical America, and cultivated as
hothouse plants. The corolla of the flowers is short-
salver-shaped or bell-shaped and deeply 5-cleft. It has 6
fertile stamens inserted low down in its tube, and a sterile
appendage at each of its sinuses. The thick coriaoeous
leaves are entire and alternate; the handsome white,
yellow, or purplish flowers are disposed in terminal or
axillary clusters. J. armiilarix bears the names of joe-
wood and currant-tree.

jactancyt (jak'tan-si), n. [= F. jactance= Pr.
jactanda, jactansa = Sp. Pg. jactancia = It.

giattanzia, < L. jactantia, a boasting, < jac-
tan(t-)s, pp. of jactare, throw, refl. boast: see
jactaUon.] A boasting. Cockeram.

jactation (jak-ta'shon), n. [== P. jactation =
Ft. jactado, < lj.jactatio{n-), a throwing, agi-

tation, a boasting, <_/acto»'e, throw, shake, agi-

tate, discuss, utter, refl. boast, brag, freq. of

jacere, throw, cast: see jetT-. Cf. jettison, jet-

sam, ult. a doublet otjactaUon.'] 1. The act or
practice of throwing, as missile weapons.
We find weapqns esmployed in jactation which seem un-

fit for such a purpose. J. Hevntt.

2. Agitation of the body from restlessness or
for exercise; the exercise of riding in some
kind of vehicle.

Among the Homans there were four thingsmuch in use

;

. . . bathing, fumigation, friction, and ^'octofion.

&ir W. Temple, Health and Long Life.

JactaUons were used ... to relieve that intranquillity
which attends most diseases, and makes men often impa-
tient of lying still in their beds.

Sir W. Temple, Health and Long Life.

3. Boasting; bragging.
jactatort (jak-ta'tor), n. [< L. jactator, a boast-
er, < jacta/re, boast :,see Jactotoji.] A boaster
or bragger. Bailey, 1731.

jactitation (jak-ti-ta'shgn), n. [= P. jactita-

tion,<. 'MIL. jactitatio{n-),'K 'h.jacUtare, bring for-

ward in public, utter (not found in lit. sense),

freq. of jactare, throw, shake, agitate, discuss,

utter, refl. boast, brag: see jactaUon.] 1. .A

frequent tossing to and fro, especially of the
body, as in great pain or high fever; restless-

ness.— 2. Agitation.

After much dispassionate inquiry and jactif-ation of the
argument on both sides— it has been adjudged for the
negative. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 29.

3. Vain boasting; bragging; in canon tow, false

boasting; insistence on a wrongful claim, to

the annoyance and injury of another,— 4. In
Louisiana, an action to recover damages for

slander of title to land, or to obtain confir-

mation of title by a public recognition of it.

—

Jactitation of marriage, in common law, a boasting or

giving out by a party that he or she is married to another,

whereby a common reputation of their marriage may fol-

low. .

jaculablet (jak'u-la-bl), a. [< h. jaoulaUlis,

that mayhe thrown,X jaculari, throw : see jacii-

late.] Capable of being or fit to be thrown or

darted. Blount.

jaculate (jak'u-lat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. jacvr-

lated, ppr. jaculating. [< L. jaculatus, pp. of

jade

jaculari (> Pg. jacular), throw (a javelin^,

hit with a javelin, < jacuVmn, a javelin, dart,

neut. otjaculus, that is thrown, < jacere, throw:
see jactation s,rAjet^. Ct. ejaculate.] To dart;
throw; hurl ; launch. [Obsolete or archaic]

jaculation (jak-u-la'shon), n. [= F. jaculaiion
= Pg. jaeulaqcto, < L. 'jaculatio{n-), < jaculari,

throw: see jaculate.] The action of throwing,
darting, hurling, or launching, as weapons.
[Obsolete or archaic]

So hills amid the air encounter'd hills,

Hurl'd to and fro v/ith jaculaMon dire.

Maum, P. L., vL 666.

It was well and strongly strung with thirty-six barrels of
gunpowderj great and small, for the more violentjacula- .

Hon, vibration, and speed of the arrrows.
Bp. King, Sermon, Nov. 6, 1668, p. 20.

jaculator (jak'u-la-tor), n. [= P. jaculateur,
< L. jaculator, one who throws (a javelin), <
jaculari, throw: see jaculate.] If. One who
jaculates or darts.— 2. In ichth., the darter or
archer-fish.

Jaculatores (jak'u-la-to'rez), n.pl. [NL., pi.

of L. jaculator: see'jacmlator,] In Macgilli-
vray's system of ornithology, the darters. See
darter, 8 (6).

jaculatory (jak'u-la-to-ri), a. \=zF. jaculatoire
= Sp. Pg. It. jaculato'rio, < LL. jaculatoriMS, of
or for throwing, < jaculator, one who throws

:

see jaculator.] 1 . Darting or throvring out sud-
denly; cast, shot out, or launched suddenly.— 2.
Uttered brokenly or in short sentences ; ejacu-
latory.

Ja&idatory prayers are the nearest dispositions to con-
templation. Spiritual Confiict (1651), p. 81.

jad (jad), n. [E. dial., a\sojed,jud,judd; origin
obscure.] 1. In coal-mining, a long gash cut
under a mass of coal in "holing," "kirving,".
"benching," or "undercutting" it, so that it

may afterward fall, or be wedged or blasted
down.— 2. In quarrying, a long deep hole made
in quarrying soft rock for building purposes,
whether the gash is horizontal or vertical.

The jadding pick . . . serves for cutting in long and
deep holings, juds, or jads, for the purpose of detachmg
large blocks of stone from their natural beds.

Morgans, Mining Tools, p. 148.

jad (jad), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. jadded, ppr. jad-

ding. [< jad, n.] In coal-mining and quarry-
ing, to undercut ; form a jad in.

When the face of any heading from which the stone is

to be worked away has been properly jadded under the
roof, the side saw-cuts are proceeded with.

Morgans, Mining Tools, p. l.')3.

jadder (jad'er), ». [< jad + -er^.] A stone-
cutter. [Prov. Eng.]

jadding-pick (jad'ing-plk), n. \_Gt.jeddimg-ax.]

In coal-mining and quarrying, a form of pick
with which a jad is cut. The helvesrange from four
to six feet in length, the tools being made in sets, to be
used one after another as the depth of the jad increases.

The same tool is used, and with the same name, in quar-
rying the soft freestones of England, as for instance the
Bath stone.

jaddis (jad'is), n. [E. Ind.] In Ceylon, a priest
of the evil genii or devils, officiating in a kind
of chapel, called Jacco, or devils' house.

jade^ (jad), n. [The initial consonant is prop.
Teut. j = y, conformed to F. j; = E. dial.

(North.) yaud, Sc yade, yaud, yad, a mare, an
old mare ; < ME. jade (MS. lade), a jade, < Icel.

jalda = Sw. ^sl. jalda, a mare.] 1. A mare,
especially an old mare ; any old or worn-out
horse ; a mean or sorry nag.

Be blithe, although thou ryde vpon a.jade.
What though thin horse be bothe foul and lene?
If he wil serve the, rek not a bene.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, Prol., 1. 46.

There is one sect of religious men in Cairo, called Che-
nesia, which Hue vpon horse-flesh: therefore are lame
lades bought and set vp a fatting.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 590.

He was as lean, and as lank, and as sorry a jade as Hu-
mility herself could have bestrided.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 10.

This same philosophy is a good horse in the stable, but
an arrantj'ac2s on a journey.

Soldgmith, Good-natured Man, i. 1.

Hence— 2. A mean or worthless person, ori-

ginally applied to either sex, but now only to
a woman; a wench; a hussy; a quean: used
opprobriously.

And thus the villaine would the world perswade
To prowde attemptes that may presume too high,
But earthly joies will make him prove a.jade,
When vertue speakes of loue's diuinity.

Breton, Pilgrimage to Paradise, p. 10.

She shines the first of battered jades. Swift,

There are ijerverse jades that fall to men's lots, with
whom it requues more than common proficiency in phi-
losophy to be able to live. Steele, Spectator, No. 479.
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jade

3. A young woman: used in irony or play-
fully.

You now and then see some handsome young j'ades.

rie ! Nathan ! fle I to let an aitlnl jade
The close recesses ot thine heart Invade.

Crabie, Parish Register.

jadei (jad), v.
;
pret. and pp. jaded, ppr. jading.

[< jade\ n. The like-seeming Sp. jadear, ija-
dear, pant, palpitate, is quite different, being
connected ult. with j"o(le2.] I. trans. If. To
treat as a jade ; kick or spurn.

The honourable blood ot Lancaster
Must not be shed by such njaded groom.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 1, 52.

I can but faintly endure the savour ot his breath, at my
table, that shall thus jade me tor my courtesies.

B. Jonson, Every Man out o£ his Humour, iv. 4.

2. To reduce to the condition of a jade ; tire
out; ride or drive without sparing; overdrive:
as, tojade a horse.

It is a dull thing to tire, and, as we say now, to jade
anything too far. Bacon, Discourse.

Mark but the King, how pale he looks with tear. '

Oh ! this same whorson conscience, how ii jades us I

Beau, and Fl., Phllaster, i. 1.

3. To weary or fatigue, in general.

The mind once jaded by an attempt above its power is
very hardly brought to exert its force again. iioeke.

Jaded horsemen from the west
At evening to the castle pressed.

Scott, L. ot the L., v. 33.

2 and 3. Weary, FaUgtte, etc. See Ure^, v. t.

I. intrans. To hecome weary; fail; give
out.

They are promising in the beginning, but they fail and
jade and tire in the prosecution. South, Sermons.

jade2 (jad), n. [< F. jade, < Sp. jade, jade, orig.
"piedra de yjada, pierre bonne oontre le eo-
lique" (Sobrino, Dice. Nuevo, ed. 1734), a name
given (like the later equiv. nephrite, q. v.) be-
cause the stone was supposed to cure pain in
the side: B^g. piedra, < li.petra, stone; de, of;
yjada, now spelled ijada, the side, flank, pain in
the side, colic, < L. as if *iliata, < ilium, ileum,

usually in pi. ilia, the flank, the groin: see ilium,

iliac^.^ A tough compact stone, varying from
nearlywhite to pale or dark green in color,much
used in prehistoric times for weapons and uten-
sils, and highly prized, especially in the Bast,
for ornamental carvings. Two distinct minerals are
included under the name. One ot these is nephrite, a
closely compact variety ot hornblende (amphibole), classed
with tremolite when nearly white and with actinolite when
ot a distinct green color ; it is fusible with some difficulty,

and ha^ a specific gravity of from 2.9 to 3. The other is

jadeite, which is a silicate of aluminium and sodium, analo-

gous in formula to spodumene ; a variety of a dark-green
color and coataining iron has been called chloromela-
nite. It is more fusible than nephrite, and has a higher
specific gravity, viz. 3.8. This is the kind of jade moat
highly valued. Its translucency and color, va^ing from
a creamy white through different shades of delicate green,

give great beauty to the vases and other objects carved
from it. The Chinese, who have long made use of Jade
for rings, bracelets, vases, etc., call it yu or yu-shih (jade-

stone). A variety of jadeite having a pale-green color is

called by them fei te'ui, or kingfisher-plumes. The best-

known locality from which jade has been obtained is the

Kara-Kash valley in eastern Turkestan. Jade implements
have been found in considerable numbers among the relics

ot the Swiss lake-dwellers, but it is generally believed that

the material was brought from the East ; they are also

found in New Zealand, in the islands ot the Pacific, in

Central America, Alaska, and elsewhere, and the tacts of

their distribution are of great interest in ethnography.
(See cut under ax.) The word jade is sometimes extended
to embrace other minerals of similar characters and hence
admitting of like use, as zoisite (saussurite, the jade of

De Saussure and jade tenace of Haily), flbrolite, a kind of

serpentine, and others. Also called ax-etone, and by the

Maoris of New Zealand punamu.— Oceanic Jade, a name
given by Damour to a fibrous variety of jade found in New
Caledonia and in the Marquesas Islands, having a specific

gravity of 3.18, and dififering from ordinary nephrite in

the proportion of lime and magnesia which it contains.

Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 640.

jadedly (ja'ded-li), adv. In a jaded manner;
wearily.

Kilgore came and dropped jodedij/ into a chair.

The Money-Makers, p. 282.

jade-green (jad'gren), n. In decorative art,

especially in ceramics, a grayish-green color

thought to resemble that of the superior kinds

of jade.

jadeite (ja'dit), ». [ijade^ + 4te^.'\ Seejade^.

jadery (ja'der-i), n. [< jade^ + -ery.'] The
tricks of a jade or a vicious horse.

Pig-like he whines
At the sharp rowel, which he frets at rather

Than any jot obeys ; seeks all foul means
Of boisterous and rough joderi/, to dis-seat

His lord, that kept it bravely.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4.

jadish (ja'dish), a. [< jadeT- + -is}0-.'\ 1. Skit-

tish; vicious: said of a horse.

3214
So, in this mongrel state of ours.

The rabble are the supreme powers.
That horsed us on their backs, to show us
A jadish trick at last, and throw us.

5. BwUer, Hudibras, III. ii. 1614.

2. Hl-eonditioned ; unchaste : said of a woman.
This jadish witch Mother Sawyer.

Ford (and Dekker), Witch ot Edmonton, iv. 1.

'Tis to no boot to be jealous of a woman ; tor if the hu-

mour takes her to be jadish, not all the locks and spies in

nature can keep her honest Sir B. L'Estrange.

jaeger, n. Seejdger.
jael-goat (jal'got), «. &eejaal-goat.

Jaffna moss. See moss.
jagi (jag), V. t.; pret. and t^t^. jagged, vw. jag-

ging. [< ME. jaggen, joggen, cut, slash, jab;

prob. of Celtic origin : < Ir. Gael, gag, notch,

split, gag, n., a cleft, chink, = W. gag, an aper-

ture, cleft, gagen, a cleft, chink. ] 1 . To notch

;

cut or slash in notches, teeth, or ragged points.

lifflMeorcutteagarment. . . . iM^ffenotmyhosenfor
thrittebuttorabragge. . . . If I iaj^ffe my cappe thou hast

naught to do. Palsgrave.

2. To prick, jab, or lacerate, as with a knife or

dirk. [Now prov. Eng., Scotch, and southern
U. S.]

[He] enjoynede with a geaunt, anAjaggede hym thorowe I

Jolyly this gentille for-justede another.
Marte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), I. 2087.

She sat him in a goolden chair.

And jagg'd him with a pin.

Sir Hugh (Child's Ballads, III. 336).

3. Naut., to lay or fold in long bights,- as a
rope or tackle, and tie up with stops.

jagi (jag), n. [< ME. jagge, a projecting point
or dag (of a jagged or slashed garment) ; from
theverb. Ct.dag^.'] 1. A sharp notch or tooth,
as of a saw ; a ragged or tattered point ; a zig-

zag.
Like waters shot from some high crag
The lightning fell with never a jag.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, v.

The sailors rowed
In awe through many a new and fearful _;a^
Of overhanging rock.

Shelley, Eevolt of Islam, vii. 12.

You take two pieces of paper, and tear off a corner ot
both together, so that \\\Qjags of both are the same.

A. P. Sinnett, Occult World, p. 63.

2. One of a series of points or dags cut in
the edge of a garment for ornament: a style

much in favor in France and England in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. See dag^.

I saw some there [in purgatory] with collars of gold
about their necks, . . . some with more jagges on their
clothes than whole cloth.

W. Staunton, Vision of Patrick's Purgatory (1409), Boyal
[MS. 17 B 43.

lagge or dagge of a garment, fractellus.

Prompt, Parv., p. 266.

Thy bodies bolstred out, with bumbast and with bagges,
Thy rowles, thy ruffes, thy caules, thy coites, thy jerkins,

and thy jagges. Qascaigne, Challenge to Beauty.

3. A stab or jab, as with a sharp instrument.
[Scotch.]

Aflliction may gie him &jagg, and let the wind out o'

him, as out o' a cow that's eaten wet clover.
Scott, Heart ot Mid-Lothian, ix.

4. In hot., a cleft or division.— 5. A barbed
joining or dovetail ; a jag-bolt.

jag2 (jag), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. jagged, ypr. jag-

ging. [Origin obscure.] To carry, as a load

:

as, tojag hay. [Prov. Eng.]
jag2 (jag), ». [See the v*b.] 1. A one-horse
load; a wagon-load. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

The wagon stood in the road, with the last jag ot rails

still on it. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 393.

The fiint is sold by the one-horse load, called &jag [in

Suffolk, England], and carted to the knappers' shops.
Ure, Diet., IV. 376.

2. A saddle-bag; awaUet. [Scotch.]
" I am thinkingye will be mista'en," said Meg ; " there's

nae room for bags OTjaugs here."
Scott, St. Kenan's Well, ii.

3. As much liquor as one can carry: as, to have
ajag ou; hence, a drunken condition. [Slang,
U. 8.]—4. Afare or catch of fish. [Local, U. S.]— 5. A lot, parcel, load, or quantity: as, a. jag
of oysters. [Local, XJ. S.]

As there was very little money in the pountry, the bank
bought a gooAJag on 't in Europe,

C. A. Davis, Major Downing's Letters, p. 168.

One broker buying on a heavy order . . . occasionally
caught ajag of 2,000 or 3,000 shares.

Missouri Bepubliean, 1888.

Jagannatha (jag-a-na'ta), ». [in E. usually
in accom. spelling Juggernaut (sometimes Jag-
gernaut), repr. Hind. Jaganndth, Skt. Jaganna-
tha, lit. lord of the world, < Skt. jagat, all that
moves, men and beasts (< -^ gam, go, move, =
B. come,q.y.), + ndtha, protector, lord, (.\/ndth.

jagging-iron

seek aid of, turn with supplication to.] 1,

In Hindu myth., a name given to Krishna, tho

eighth incarnation of Vishnu.—2. A celebrated

idol of this deity at Purl in Orissa. It is a rudely

carved wooden image, of which the body is red, the face

black,and thearms gilt; the mouth isopen andred, as it with
blood ; and the eyes are formed of precious stones. Itis cov-

ered with rich vestments, and is seated on a throne between
two others, representing Bala-Bama, the brother, and Su-

bhadra, the sister of Krishna. The temple at Puri stands in

an area containing many other temples, and inclosed by a.

high stone wall about660 feet square. The temple is built

chlefiy of coarse granite resembling sandstone, and appears
as a vast mass of masonry surmounted by several towers,

the great tower rising to a height ot 192 feet. Under the
main tower are placed the three idols. Great multitudes

of pilgrims come from all quarters of India to pay their

devotions at his shrine. On these occasions the idol is

mounted on an enormous car— the car of Juggernaut—

>

resting on massive wooden wheels, and drawn by the pil.

grims. Formerly many of the people threw themselves
under the wheels to be crushed to death, the victims be-

lieving that by this fate they would secure immediate
conveyance to heaven. The practice is now of very rare

occurrence. [In this sense usually Juggernaut.]

Jagataic (jag-a-ta'ik), a. [< Jagatai, the na-
tive name of 'furkestan (< Jaghtai, one of the
sons of Jenghiz Khan, to whom he left this

portion of his empire), + -Jc] Pertaining to

Turkestan : a term applied to the easternmost
dialects of the Turkish group of tongues, spoken
by the people of Turkestan.

jag-bolt (jag'bolt), n. A bolt having a barbed
shank.

jager, jaeger (ya'g6r), ». [G., a hunter.] Any
bird of the family Laridce and subfamily Ster-

corariincB or Zestridince, as a skua-gull, arctic-

bird, dirty-alien, or dung-hunter.

jagerantt.w. Seejesserant.

jagg, «. Seejag^, 3.
. , „

jagged (jag'ed or jagd), p. a. [<jag^ + -ed^.J

1. Having notches or teeth, or ragged edges;
cleft; divided; laciniate: aa, jagged leaves.

The crags closed round with black and jagged arms.
Shelley, Alastor.

Scattered all about there lay
Greatjagged pieces ot black stone.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 858.

2. Cut into jags, as sleeves and other parts
of a garment; cut at the edge with leaf-like

serrations : a fashion of garments common in

the early part of the fifteenth century. See

It the schisroe would pardon ye that, she might go
jagg'd in as many cuts and slashes as she pleas'd for you.

Milton, Church-Governraent, i. 6.

3. In her., shown with broken and irregular out-
lines, as if torn from something else : said of any
bearing—Jagged cMckweed,a name of Holoeteumum-
bellatum.

jaggedness (jag'ed-nes), n. The state of being
jagged or denticulated; unevenness.

First draw rudely your leaves, making them plain, be-
fore you give them theh^ veins or jaggedness.

Peacham, Drawing.

jaggerl (jag'6r), K. [< jai/l -t- -crl.] 1. One
who or that which jags. Specifically—2. A
little wheel with a jagged or notched edge, set
in a handle, and used in ornamenting pastry,
etc. Also called jagging4ron.— 3. A toothed
chisel.

jagger^ (jag'fer), n. [< jag^ + -eri.] 1. One
who works draft-horses for hire. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. One who carries a jag or wallet; a ped-
dler. [Scotch.]

I would take the lad for a jogger, but he has rather owei
good havings, and he has no pack. Scott, Pirate, v.

jaggeryt (jag'er-i), n. [Anglo-Ind., also writ-
teTijagghery,jaggory,jagory,jaggree,jagra,ete.f
repr. Canarese sharTcare, Hind, shakkar, < Skt.
carkara, Prakrit sakkara, sugar, > Gr. amxapov,
L. saccharon, sugar, and (through Ar.) ult. E.
sugar: see sugar and saccharine.'] A coarse
brown sugar obtained in India by evaporation
of the fresh juice of various kinds of palm, as
the jaggery-palm, the wild date-tree, the pal-
myra, and the cocoa. It is usually made in the
form of small round cakes. Also called gear.
The East Indians extract a sort ot sugar they call jagra

from the juice or potable liquor that flows from the coco
*'®^- Beverley, Virgmia, ii. 1 16.

If you tap the flower-stalk [of the cocoanut] you get a
sweet juice, which can be boiled down into the peculiar
sugar called (in the charming dialect ot commerce) j'oo-
Sery. a. Allen, Pop. Soi. Mo., XX.V. 60,

It is common in this country [India] to mix a small
quantity of the coarsest sugar— "goor," or jaghery, as it
is termed in India— with the water used for working up
">°™r- Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 9146.

jaggery-palm (jag'6r-i-pam), n. A name of
_
Caryota urens, the bastard sago.

jagdng-iron (jag'ing-i"6rn), n. Same as jag-
ger^, 2.



jaggy

3aggy (jag'i), a. [< jag^ + -yi.:\ Set with jags
or teeth; denticulated; notched; jagged.

Her jaws grin dreadful with three rows of teeth;
Jaggy they stand, the gaping den of death.

Pope, Odyssey, xii.

Thejaggy beard or awn of the barley head.
J. Thomson, Hats and Felting, p. 16.

jagheerdar, n. Seejaghirdar.
jaghir, jagnire (ja-ger'), n. \_A\so jaggliire, ja-
gheer, jaegheer, jagir, repr. Hind, jagir, jaigir,
< Pers. jagir, jaigir, a tenure under assignment
(see def.), a grant, lit. taking or occupying a
place or position, < Pers. jd, jay, place, + gir,
seizing, taking.] In the East Indies, an as-
signment of the government share of the pro-
duce of a section of land to an individual, either
for his personal behoof or for the support of a
public establishment, particularly a military
establishment.

I say, madam, I know nothing of books ; and yet, I be-
lieve, upon a land carriage fishery, a stamp ao^ or a jo-
gUre, I can talk my two hours without feeling the want of
them. Ooldsmith, Good-natured Man, ii.

Thomas. Sir Matthew will settle upon Sir .Tohn and his
laihr, for tlieir joint lives, &jagghvre.

Sir J. A jagghire f

Thomas. The term is Indian, and means an annual in-
come. Foote, The Nabob, i.

The distinction between khtHsd land, or the imperial
demesne, anA jagir lands, granted revenue free or at quit
rent in reward for services, also dates from the time of
Akbar. Bruiyo. Brit, XII. 795.

jaghirdar (ja-ger 'dar), n. [Hind, and Pers.
jdgirdar, <. jagir, a tenure, a grant (see jaghir),
+ -dm; holding, a holder.] Ei the East Indies,
a person holding a jaghir. Also spelled ja-
glieerdar.

The Sikhs administered the country by means of ja-
gheerdars, and paid them by their jagheers.

B. B. Bmith, Lord Lawrence, I. 378.

Jago's goldfinnv. See goldfinny, 2.

jagouncet, n. See jacounce.

^agra (jag'ra), n. Same &s jaggery.

jaguar (jag-war' or jag'u-ar), n. [Also written
jagouar, yaguar; Pg. jaguar, < 'BtBjZ. jaguara, a
jaguar. '

' Jagua in the Guarani language is the
commonname for tygers and dogs. The generic
name for tygers in the Gruarani language is Ja-
quarete." (Clavigero, Hist, of Mexico, tr. CuUen
(1787), ii. 318. )] A carnivorous mammal, Felis

mica, the largest and most formidable feline

quadruped of America, it belongs to the family Fe-
lidtB, and mQst resembles the leopard or panther of the old
world, being spotted like a pai'd ; but it is larger, and the
spots, instead of beingsimply black, are ocellated— that is,

they have an ^ye of tawny color in the black, or are broken

Mm,

Jaguar {Fe/is onca)

up into rosettes of black on the tawnyground. It does not
stend quite so high on its legs as the cougar, but it has a
heavier body, and is altogether amore powerful beast. The
length is about 4 feet to tlie root of the tall, which is 2 feet
long ; the girth of the chest is about 3 feet. The jaguar in-

habits wooded parts of America from Texas to Paraguay.

jaguarondi (jag-wa-ron'di), n. [Cf. jaguar.']

A wild cat, Felis yaguarundi of Demarest, in-

habiting America from Texas to Paraguay,
somewhat larger than a large domestic cat, of

slender elongated form, with very lon^ tail

and very short limbs, and of a nearly uniform
brownish color.

Jah (ja, properly yS), n. See Jehovah.

Jahveh. (properly ya-va'), n. See Jehovah.

Jahvist (ja'vist, properly ya'vist), n. [< Jah-
veh {see Jehovah) + -ist.] Same as Jehovist, 1.

The Hexateuch primarily resolves itself into four great
constituents, respectively known as tlie works of the Jah-
vist, the Elolilst, the Deuteronomist, and the Priestly Le-
gislator. The Academy, No. 873, p. 60.

Jahyistic (ja-, properly ya-vis'tik), a. [< Jah-
vist + -ic.] Same as Jehovistic.

'
' Then they began to invoke the name of Jahveh. " The

importance of this JahmsHe text comes especially from
its contradiction with the Elohistic text Exodus vi. 2-3.

MneteerUh Century, XIX. 173.
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jail (jal), n. [Two series of forms are to be dis-
tinguished: (1) B.jail, < ME. jayle, jaile, jayll,
jaiole, < OF .jaiole, jaole, jeoille.geole, geolle, P.
gedle; assibilated form of (2) B. *gail, repr. by
the artificial form gaol, formerly also spelled
goal, used in old law-books and preserved ar-
chaically in print, though obsolete in pronun-
ciation (gaol, prop. pron. gal, being always
pron. jal, which pronunciation belongs only to
the spelling jail), < ME. gaile, gayl, gayhol, <
OF. gaiole, gayolle, gaole, gaolle (whence the
form gaol above), a cage, a prison, = Sp. gayola
= Pg. gaiola, jaula = It. gabbiuola, gabhiola
(also in simple form gabbia), a cage, ML. re-
flex gabiola (also in simple form gabia), a cage,
the prop. L. type being *caveola, dim. of cavea,
a hollow, a cavity, a cage, coop: see cave^,
cage, and gabion.] A prison; a building or
place for the confinement of persons arrested
for crime or for debt ; usually, in the United
States, a place of confinement for minor of-
fenses in a county.

And tor to determytte this mater,
Generydes was brought owt of the gaile.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1696.

Yet, ere his happie soule to heaven went
Out of this fleshlie gaole, he did devise
Unto Ills heavenlie maker to present
His bodie as a spotles sacrifice.

I^enser, Buines of Time, 1. 296.

Deep in the City's bottom sunk there was
A Goal, where Darkness dwelt and Desolation.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 164.

Frighted, I quit the room ; but leave it so
As men iroTajaOs to execution go.

Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 273.

She threatens me every Day to aiTest me; and proceeds
so far as to tell me, that if I do not do her Justice I shall
die in a Jayl. Spectator, No. 295.

Jail liberties. Jail limits, bounds prescribed by law
encompassing a prison, or the area within such bounds
(as, for instance, the city in which the jail is situated), the
freedom of which is allowed to certain prisoners for debt,
etc., usually on giving bond for the liberties, the bounds
being considered, as to such prisoners, merely an extension

_
of the prison-walls.— To break jail. See break.

jail (jal), V. t. [Formerly also gaol and goal; <

jail, ».] To confine in or as if in a jail; im-
prison.

There likewise was a long statute against vagabonds,
wherein two thingsmay be noted : the one, the dislike the
Parliament had of gaoling of them, as that which was
chargeable, pesterous, and of no open example.

\ Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 215.

And sith our Bodyes doe hnt Jaile our Minde,
While we haue Bodyes, we can ne'er be free.

Dairies, Muse's Sacrifice (1612), p. 81.

Trounce him, goaZ him, and bring him upon his knees,
and declare him a reproach and scandal to his profession.

SoutJi, Sermons, VI. 52.

jailbird (jarbferd), n. [< jail + Urd^ ; a hu-
morous term, orig. perhaps with allusion to the
F. sense 'cage' (see jail). Cf. gallows-bird.]
One who has been or is confined in jail; a
malefactor.

jail-delivery (jal'de-liv"6r-i), n. 1. The act of
disposing judicially of the cases of all accused
persons detained in a prison and awaiting trial.— 2. In Eng. law, the short name of the com-
mission issued to judges of assize, directing
them to clear a jail by thus trying, and acquit-
ting or condemning, the inmates. Hence— 3.

In England, and also in Delaware (U. S.), the
court charged with the trial of ordinary crimi-

nal cases. See assize, 6.—4. The act of set-

ting prisoners loose ftom a jail; a freeing of

imprisoned persons, as by breaking into or out
of a jail.

The most daring and successfuljaU-deliv^ ever perpe-
trated on the Sound [Paget] occurred last night.

Eoenin^i Post (New York), Dec, 1888.

General jall-delivery, a term sometimes used of ac-

quittals in numbers at a time by reason of defects in the
law, or lax or reckless administration of it.

The operation of the old law is so savage,and so inconve-
nient to society, that for a long time past, once in every
parliament, and lately twice, the legislature has been
obliged to make a genffrai arbitrary jait-delivery, and at

once to set open, by its sovereign authority, all the pris-

ons in England. Burke, Speech at Bristol.

jailer (ja'ler), 1!. [Two series of forms, as with
jail: (1) E. jaikr (sometimes syeWed jailor), <

ME.jayler, jaylier, < OV.jaioleor, geolier,jatdier,

F. gedlier, < geole, etc., a jail; (2) E. *gailer,

repr. by the artificial form gaoler (see jail), <

ME. gailer, gayler, gaylere, < OF. gaioUor, gaio-

lier (ML. reflex gaolarius), a jailer, < gaiole, etc.,

jail: see jail, n.] 1. The keeper of a jail or

prison.
The scheref fond ilie jaylier ded.

BoUn Hood and the Mmik (Child's Ballads, V. 13).

Life is the jailor. Death the angel sent
To draw the unwilling bolts and set us free.

LotmU, Death of a Friend's Child.

2. In coal-mining, a small tub or box in which
water is carried in a mine. fSomersetshire,
.Eng.]
jaileress (ja'16r-es), n. [Formerly also gaoler-
ess; (.jailer + -ess.] A female jailer.

My saucy gaoleress assured me that all my oppositiona
would not signify tliat pinch of snuff.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, ii. 72.

jail-fever (jal'fe"ver), ji. Typhus fever: so
called because common in jails.

jail-house (jal'hous), «. A jail.

jail-keeper (jal'ke"p6r), n. One who keeps a
jail ; a Jailer.

Jain (jin), n. and a. [Also as Hind. Jaina, <
jina, ' victorious ' (< Skt. -y/ji, ' conquer'), an epi-
thet of the teachers of Jainism.] I. n. A mem-
ber of a non-Brahminical sect in India, the doc-
trinal system of which corresponds in many es-
sential points with Buddhism . The sect seems, ac-
cording to their own scriptures, to have originated with
one Parswanatha about 700 B. c, but became fully estab-
lished about 200 years later under Vardhamana (or Jna-
taputra, in Pali Nataputta), one of six noted false teach-
ers (according to Buddhistic writings) contemporary with
Gautama, the Buddha. The Jains are divided into two
classes or parties, the Swetambaras, or 'white-robed ones,'
and the Digambaras, or 'sky-clad (or naked) ones." The
Jains deny the divine origin and infallible authority of the
Vedas. They believe in the eternity of the universe both
of matter and of mind, and hold tliat time proceeds in two
eternally recurring cycles of immense duration, defying
all human calculation— the "ascendtog" cycle, in which
the age and stature of men increase, and the " descend-
ing" cycle, in which they decrease. Their moral code,
agrees with that of the Buddhists, and consists of five
prohibitions against killing, lying, stealing, adultery, and
worldly-mindedness, and of five duties, viz. : mercy to ani-
mated beings, almsgiving, veneration for the sages while
living and the worship of their images when deceased,
confession of faults, and religious fasting. The Jains
are found in various parts of India, but especially on tlie

west coast, and are remarkable for their wealth and in-
fluence.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Jains or to their
creed— Jaln aroMtecture, a chief style of Indian ar-
chitecture, closely aldn to Buddhist architecture, and de-
veloped contemporaneously with it after about A. D. 460,
when the Jain sect acquired prominence. The most not-
able characteristics of the Jain style are the pseudo-arch
and -dome, built in horizontal courses and of pointed sec-

Jain Architecture.— Temple ai Kali Katraha, India.

tion. The domes rest commonly upon eight pillars ar-
ranged octagonally, with four more pillars at the comers,
completing a square in plan ; and both arches and domes
are usually supported by a system of brackets or corbels
carried out from the piers or pillars at about two thirds of
their height, and often richly carved. The central feature
in a Jain temple is a cell lighted from the door, and con-
taining a cross-legged figure of one of the deified saints of
the sect. The cell is terminated above by a dome or a
pyramidal spire-like roof, and there are often connected
with the temples extensive inclosed courtyards, with por-
ticos and ranges of cells around the inclosure, each cell
serving as a chapel. The tower is also characteristic of

Jain architecture, being noteworthy especially in the tow-
ers commemorative of victory, which consist usually of a.

number of superimposed stories rising almost perpendic-
ularly, and with the top corbeled out so as to overhang the
sides. These towers are usually elaborately carved upon
their entire surface. Jain architecture was at its best-

about the eleventh century, and is still practised, not with-
out dignity and beauty, as at Ahmedabad.

Jaina (ji'na), n. and a. Same as Jain.

Jainism (jl'nizm), «. [< Jain -1- -ism.] The
religious system of the Jains.

jak (jak), n. Same a.s jach^, jack-tree.

jakest (jaks), n. [The occurrence of AiaX.johnny,
a Jakes— "also called Mrs. Jones by countfy
people" (HalliweU), with dial, torn, a close-
stool, suggests that jalces was orig. Juice's or
J'acfe's, a humorous euphemism : see jacW-,] A
privy.



Jakes
Christ himselfe, speaking of unsavoty traditionB, scru-

ples not to name the Dunghill and the Jahe».
Milton, Apology for Smeotymnuus.

jakes-farmert (jaks'fiir"m6r), «. [< jakes +
farmer.'] One who contracted to clean out
privies; a scavenger.

Nay, I will embrace a Jaka-fcmner.
Marsbm, The Fawne, ii. 1.

Nay, we are all signiors here in Spain, trom the jokes-
farmer to the grandee or adelantado.

Fletcher (iind another), Love's Cure, ii. 1.

jakie (ja'ki), «. [S. Amer.] A South Amei-
ioautiog, Pseudis paradoxa, of a greenish color
marked withbrown, belongingto the famUy Cys-
tignathidcB. See Pseudis.

jako (jak'6), n. See jocko, 2.

jak-tree, n. Bee jack-tree.

jak-wood, n. See jack-wood.
Jalap (jal'ap), n. [Formerly also jalop; = F.
jalap = Pg.jalapa = It. jalappa^ Sp.jalapa,
jalap, so called from Jalapa, or Xalapa, a city
of Mexico,whence it is imported.] A drug con-
sisting of the tuberous roots of several plants of
the natural order Convolvulacew, that of Ipomaa
vurga being the most important. This is a twining
herbaceous plant, with cordate-acuminate, sharply auriclea
leaves, and elegant salver-shaped deep-pink flowers, grow-
ing naturallyon the eastern declivities of the Mexican An-
des, at an elevation ot from 6,000 to 8,000 feet. The jalap
of commerce consists of irregular ovoid dark-brown roots,
varying from the size of an egg to that of a hazelnut^
but occasionally as large as a man's list. Jalap is one ot
the most common purgatives, but is apt to gripe and nau-
seate. Male jalap, or orizaba-root, is from Ipovuxa Oriza-
beniris, and Tampico jalap from I. eimulans.—Indian jal-
ap, the product of Ipomaea Turpethum, a native of India
and the Pacific islands. It is Inferior to the true jalap,
but is free from the nauseous taste and smell of that drug.
See Ip&mcea.

Jalapa Qal'a-pa), n. [NL. (Moench, 1794), < Sp.
Jalapa, jalap : see jalap.] A genus of plants, a
species ofwhich was supposed to be the source
of jalap. Now referred to Mirahilis.

jalapic (ja-lap'ik), a. [i jalap + ^c] Pertain-
ing to or consisting of jalap or jalapin Jalap-
Ic add, C34H6oOi8, an acid produced, with assimilation
of water, by dissolvmg jalapin in aqueous solutions of the
alkalis or Edkaline earths.

jalapin (jal'a-pin), n. [<. jalap + -irfi.] A
glucoside resin which is one of the purgative
principles of jalap and of various plants of the
convolvulaeeous order. See jalap.

jalap-plant (jal'ap-plant), n. The plant that

produces jalap.

jalee, jali (ja'le), n. [< JuA.jaU, a network, lat-

tice, grating, < Skt. ^aZa, net.] Pierced screen-
work, especially in marble or stone, character-

istic of :bidian house-decoration under Moslem
influence.

jaleo (Sp. pron. ha-la'6), n. [Sp., prop, gen-
teelness, jauntiness.] A lively Danish dance.

jalet (P. pron. zha-la'), n. [F.jalet; perhaps the
same as galet^, q. v.] A stone selected or shaped
for use with the stone-bow. See stone-tow.

jali, n. See jalee.

jalopt (jal'op), n. An obsolete form otjalap.

jalous, a. "An obsolete or dialectal form of

jalouse (ja-loz'), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. jaloused,

ppr. jalousing. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

jealous.

They jalotised the opening of our letters at Fairport.

Scott, Antiquary, xliv.

jalousiet, »• -^ obsolete form otjealousy.

jalousie (zha-lS-ze'), n. [F. jalousie, jealousy,

a lattice window or shutter: see jealousy.] 1.

A blind or shutter made with slats, wMch are

usually set at an angle so as to exclude the sun
and rain while allowing the air to enter.— 3.

pi. The whole surface or inclosure of a gallery,

veranda, or the like, formed of a series of slatted

frames (see def. 1), of which some maybe fixed

and some may open on hinges.

jami (jam), V. ;
pret. and pp. jammed, ppr. jam-

ming. [Formerly Jam6; of dial, origin; prob.

another form (sonantJ from surd ch; cf. jaw^,

jowl) ot cham, chew or champ, being the same
as champ, chew or bite, also tread heavily:

see cftanipi.] I. trans. 1. To press; squeeze;

thrust or press down or in with force or vio-

lence ; thrust or squeeze in so as to stick fast

;

press or crowd in such a manner as to prevent

motion or hinder extrication.

The ship, which by its building was Spanish, stack fast.

Jammed in between two rocks ; all the stem and quarters

of her were beaten to pieces with the sea.

Defoe, Kobinson Crusoe.

2. To fill full; block up; prevent the move-

ment of by pressure, crowding, etc.

Crowds that in an hour
Of civic tumultjam the doors, and bear

•She keepers down. Tennyson, Lucretius.
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3. To tread hard or make firm by treading, as

land is trodden hard by cattle. [Prov. Eng.
and U. S.]—Jamming friction, in mech., friction pro-

duced by the jamming or pinching action of cams, eccen-

tric-rollers, knots in ropes, loops of ropes about snubbing
parts, belaying-pins, etc.—To Jam out, in coal-mining, to

cut or knock away the spurns in holing. [South Stafford-

shire, Eng.]

II. intrans. To become wedged together or

in place, as by violent impact; stick fast: as,

the doorjams,
jami (jam), n. [< jawi, v.] 1. A crush; a

squeeze
;
pressure by thrusting or crowding.

Yet onward still the gathering numbers cram.
Contending crowders shout the frequent damn.
And all is bustle, squeeze, row, jabbering, and jfawi.

J. and H. Smith, Rejected Addresses.

2. A crowd of objects irregularly and tightly

pressed together by arrest of their movement

;

a block, as of people, vehicles, or floating logs.

The surest eye for a road or for the weak point of &jam,
the steadiest foot upon a squirming log.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 111.

jaifl^ (jam), TO. [Origin uncertain; there is not
sufficient evidence to connect it with jam^,
press, squeeze (cf . dial, jammock, a soft pulpy
substance, also beat, squeeze), or with Ar.

jdmid, congealed, concrete, motionless, jamd
(Pers.), congelation, concretion, < jamada,
thicken, freeze, congeal (of. jelVy). Cf. roV^, a
conserve of fruit, also of Ar. origin.] A con-

serve of fruits prepared by boiling them to a
pulp in water with sugar.

"We should like some cakes after dinner," answered
Master Harry, . . . "and two apples—and jam."

Dickens, Boots at the Holly Tree Inn.

jam^, n. Another spelling otjamW-, 4.

jamaidar, n. See jemidar.

Jamaica bark, bilberry, birch, buckthorn,
cherry, cobnut, fan-paun, etc. See bark^, etc.

Jamaican (ja-ma'kan), a. and n. [< Jamaica
(see def.) -t-' -an.] "I. a. Of, pertaining to, or

obtainedfrom the island of Jamaica in theWest
Indies, south of Cuba, now belonging to Great
Britain, but formerly (1509-1655) to Spain.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Jamaica,
the population of which is chiefly black or col-

ored.

jamb^ (jam), n. [Formerly also jaumi-jau/mhe,
jaum; < 'ilLF.jambe,jaumbe,jamne,<. OF.jamie,
leg, shank, ham, corbel, pier, side post of a door
(in the last sense also, in mod. P. exclusively,

jambage) ; = Sp. gamba, OSp. camba= Pg. gam-
Ma='&. gamba,the leg,< HL. gamba, ahoof (ML.
in deriv. the leg, camba, leg-armor, jambe), orig.

*camba, perhaps of Celtic origin (cf . W. cam,
crooked, > B. cam^, q. v.), but in any ease con-
nected vrith L. camur, crooked, camera, camara,
Gr. Ka/idpa, a vault, chamber (> E. camera, cam-
ber^, chamber, etc., q. v.), andult. with E. ham\
q. V. PromLL. gamba are also tilt, gamb, gamba,
gambade, gambit, gambol, gammon^, etc., and
words following.] If. A leg.— 2f. The side or
cheek of a helmet or shield.

Vnioynis the Jamnys thai, iuste were to-gedur.
Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), L 939.

3. In arch., a side or vertical piece of any
opening or aperture in a wall, such as a door.

jamb-post

window, or chimney, which helps to bear the

lintel or other member overhead serving to sus-

tain or discharge the superincumbent weight

of the wall.

On the other side stood the stately palace of Dultible,

... in which were dores aiijaumes of Ivory.

Sandys, Travalles, p. 93.

Tbejajiribs or flanking stones [of stairs] are also adorned

by either figures of animals or bas-reliefs.

J. Fergussm, Hist. Indian Aioh., p. 198.

4. In mining, a mass of mineral or stone in a

quarry or pit standing upright, and more or

less distinct from neighbonng or adjoining

parts. Also spelled jara.

jamb^t> "• ^^ obsolete spelling otjam^.
jambel(jamb), n. 1+. An obsolete form otjamb^.
—2. [OF.: seejambK Ct. jambieres.] Armor
for the leg, sometimes made of cuir-bouUli, but

most frequentlyof metal, much used during the

fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries.

See solleret, and second cut under armor.—3.

In her., same as gamb.
jambe^t.a. [ME.,< OF.jambe (F.jamb^), legged,

i. e. well-legged, able to run fast, <jambe,1eg:
seejamb^.] Swift.

One ajambe stede this jumee he makes.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8 ), L 2895.

jambeausf, jambenxt, n. pi- [ME. (used archa-

ica% in Spenser, spelled giambeaux, giambeux);

< OP. as if "jambet, pi. "jambeux (not found), <

jambe,leg: Beejamb\jambei.] Leggings; leg-

armor.
KiBjambeux were of cuyrboilly.

Chaucer, Sir Thopaa, L 164.

The mortall Steele despiteously entayld
Deepe in their flesh, quite through the yifon walles,

That a large purple streame adowne their giambefux falles,

Spenxer, F. Q., II. vL 29.

jambeet (jam-be'), »• [Origin obscure.] Alight
cane carried by men of fashion in England in

the eighteenth century.
" Sir Timothy," says Charles, "I am concerned that you,

whom I took to understand canes better than any baronet
in town, should be so overseen ! . . . Why, sir Timothy,
your's is a true Jajribee, and esquire Empty's only a plain
Dragon." Steele, 'I'atler, No. 142.

A Jambee ... is a knotty bamboo of a pale brown hue.
Dobson, Selections from Steele, note, p. 479,

[Cf. jambiere, jam-
Compare grea/Bes\

Church of St. Genest, Nevcrs, France ; izth century. J, J, jambs.
(FnMn VioUet-le-Duc's " Diet, de I'Ajchitecture.")

jamberst (jam'bferz), n. pi.

beaus.] Armor for the legs.

jambeaus.
jajnb&OXi, n^l. See jambeaus.
jambieres (F. pron. zhon-be-ar'), n. [OP. (F.

jambi^es), armor for a leg, also leg, earliergarh-
biere= It. gambiera= ML. reflex gamberia (also

simply cam&a), < OF. jambe, etc., the leg: see
jambi.] Leg-pieces or leggings of leather,

strong plaited cordage, or other resistant ma-
terial, used by huntsmen and varlets of the
chase in the middle ages as a defense against
brambles and underbrush.
jambolana, jambolan (jam-bo-la'na, jam'bo-
lan),n. [E.Lid.] An East Indian tree, .Su^enia
Jambolana,y7ithhard and durablewood and edi-
ble fruit.

jambone (jam'bon), n. [Cf. jamboree, 2.] In
the game of euchre, a lone hand in which the
player exposes his cards and must lead one
selected by an opponent, scoring 8 points if

he takes all the tricks, otherwise only as for
an ordinary hand. Such hands are played by
agreement, not as a regular feature ofthe game,
T)ie American Hoyle.
jamboran^ (jam-bo-
ran'di), n. Same as
jdborcmdi.

jamboree (jam-bo-
re'), n. [A slang
word, prob. arbitra-
ry.] 1. A carousal;
a noisy drinking-
bout ; a spree ; hence,
any noisymerrymak-
ing. [Slang.]

There have not been so
many dollars spenton any
jamhoree.
ScrHmei't Hag., IV. 383.

2. In the game of
euchre, a lone hand
containing the five

highest cards and
counting the holder
16 points, played
by agreement. The

_ American Hoyle.
jamb-post (jam'-
nniH-1 m Tt. }-i,rn Jaml^liafts^Gainee Porch OfDm-pOSi;, n. in earp., ham cathedral, England.



jamb-post

an upright timber at the side of an aperture, as
of a doorway, window, fireplace, etc.

jamb-shaft (jam'shaft), n. In arch., a small
shaft having a capital and a base, placed
against or forming part of the jamb of a door
or window. Such shafts occur most frequently
in medieval architecture. See out on preced-
ing page.
jambu (jam'bS), n. [< E. Ind. jambu (Hind.
jdman, Jamun).'] The rose-apple tree, Eugema
Jambos.
jambul (jam'bul), n. [E. Ind.] A small ever-
green tree of India. The bark and seeds are
said to be serviceable in diabetes.

jamdani (jam-da'ni), ». [Hind, jamdam, a kind
of cloth with flowers interwoven, <yd«ja (< Pers.
jdma\ a garment, robe, vest (cloth), + dam,
bountiful, liberal (rich?).] A variety of Dacca
muslin woven in designs of flowers.

jamesonite (jam'son-it), n. [Named after Prof.
JamewB ofEdinburgh (died 1854). The surname
Jameson stands for James's son; for James, see
jocfcl.] A native sulphid of antimony and lead,
commonly occurring in fibrous masses, some-
times in capUlary forms (feather-ore). It has
a lead-gray color and metaUio luster.

Jamestown weedt. Same a.ajimson-weed.
jamesweed (jamz'wed), n. Same as jacohcea.
[Prov. Bng.]^

jameswort (jamz'w6rt), n. Same as jacohma.
[Prov. Eng.J

jamewar (jam'e-war), n. [B. Ind.] A goat's-
hair cloth made in Cashmere and the neigh-
boring countries. The name Is especially given to
the Btnped Cashmere shawls, of which the stripes are filled
with mmute patterns in vivid color.

jamidar, n. See jemidar.
jam-nut (jam'nut), M. \_<jam^ + nutj Inmach.,
a nut fitted to a bolt and screwed down hard
(jammed) against a principal or holding nut,
to keep the latter from working loose through
vibrations, jars, or shocks. Also called nut-
loclc.

jampan (jam'pan), n. [E. Ind.] In the Bast
Indies, a solid sedan-chair supported between
two thick bamboo poles set crosswise and borne
by four men.
jampanee (jam-pa-ne'), n. [Hind, jampani, <
jampan.2 A bearer of a jampan.

jamrach (jam'rak), n. [From Jamrach, the
name of the projjrietor of the largest and best-
known of these in EatclifE Highway [?], Lon-
don.] A place for the keeping and sale of wild
animals, such as are wanted for menageries and
circuses.

jamrosade (jam'ro-zad), n. [Appar. , accom. to
E. rose, for *jamb'osade, from the native name
jatnbos or its NL. form jambosa.'] The fruit
of the East Indian tree Eugenia Jambos; the
rose-apple.

jam-weld (jam'weld), n. A weld in which the
heated ends or edges of the parts are square-
butted against each other and welded. E. H.
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jangada (jan-ga'da), n. [Sp. Pg., a raft, a
float.] A raft-boat or catamaran used in Peru
and the northern parts of Brazil.

Jangada.

Jan. An abbreviation of January.
janapum (jan'a-pum), m. [E. Ind.] The Bengal
hemp, or sunn-hemp. See hemp.

janca-tree (jang'kai-tre), n. [< W. Ind.Ja»ca +
E. tree."] A West'lndian tree, Amyris balsami-

fera, of the natural order Butacece. Also called

white candlewood.
jane (jan), m. [Also written j'eem; < ME. Jane
(cf. ML. januinus),a, coin, < Jean, OF. Genes,

Jannes, etc., mod. P. G4nes, It. Genova, Genoa,
E. nowGenoa,< L. Genua, ML. also Jantia, a city

in Italy. Cf. florin, florence, bezant, and other

names of coins, of local origin.] If. A small

silver coin of Genoa imported into England by
foreign merchants, especially in the fifteenth

century. Compare galley-halfpenny.

His robe was of ciclatoun,

That coste many a.jane.
Chaucer, Sir Thopaa, L 24.

The first which then refused me (said hee)
Certes was but a common Courtisane

;

Yet flat refusd to have adoe with mee,
Because I could not give her many a Jane.

i^ienser, F. Q., IIL vil. 68.

2. Same as jean, 2.

jane-Of-apes (jan'ov-aps), n. [Formed from
Jane, a fem. name "(also Jean, < ME. Jane, Jean,

< OP. Jeanne, < ML. Joanna, fern, of Joannes,

John : see John, and cf. Joan), in imitation of

jackanapes for *jack-of-apes : see jackanapes,

and of. JohtMnapes.'] A pert girl: the female

counterpajt of jackanapes. [Bare.]

PolipK But we shall want a woman.
Qrac. No, here's Jane-qf-apea shall serve.

Maseinger, Bondman, iii. 3.

jangle (jang'glV «.; pret. and pp. jangled, ppr.
jangling. [< M'E.janglen,jangelen (also, rarely,
with initial guttural or palatal, ganglen, yan-
grfew, after the D.), chatter, jabber, talk loudly,
< OF. jangler, gangler, jangle, prattle, tattle,

wrangle, == Pr. janglar, < OD. "jangelen, found
only in mod. D. jangelen, importune, freq. of
OD. jancken, mod. D. janken= liG.Janken, yelp,
howl, as a dog; prob., like'equiv. L. gannire, of
imitative originr] L intrans. 1. To talk much
or loudly; chatter; babble; jabber.

These fals lovers, in this tyme now present,
Thei serue to hoste, to langle as a lay.

PolMcal Poems, etc. (ed. fumivall), p. 77.

Jangling is whan man speketh to moche before folk,
and clappeth as a mille, and taketh no kepe what he seitb.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

2. To quarrel; altercate; bicker; wrangle;
grumble.
And qvo-aojangle in time of dwnk.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 79.

Good wits will he jangling; but, gentles, agree

:

This civil war of wits were much better us'd
On Navarre and his book-men.

Shak., L. L. 1., iL 1,227.

3. To sound discordant or harsh; make harsh
discord.

It is the bane and torment of our ears
To hear the discords of thoBeJan^iliTig rhymers.

S. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

And in derision sets
Upon their tongues a various spirit, to rase
Quite out their native language ; and, instead.
To show ajangling noise of words unknown.

Jfilton, P. L., xiL 55.

II. trans. If. To gossip; contend; teU.

Yet that there should be such a jail as the>yJangle and
such fashions as they feign is plaiidy impossible.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc,
[I860), p. 281.

2. To cause to sound harsh or inharmonious;
cause to emit discordant sounds.

And I, of ladies most deject and wretched.
That suck'd the honey of his music vows,
Now see that noble and most sovereign reason,
Like sweet hetiz jangled, out of tune and harsh.

Shkk., Hamlet, iii. 1.

3. To utter in a discordant or inharmonious
manner.

Ere Monkish Hhimes
'KsA jangled their fantastick Chimes.

Prior, Protogenes and Apelles.

jangle (jang'gl), n. [< MB. jangle; < jangle, v.J

It. Idle talk; chatter; babble.
This somonour that was as full otjangles.
As ful of venym been thise waryangles.
And evere enqueryng upon everythyng.

Chaucer, lYiar's Tale, 1. 109.

2. Altercation; wrangle; quarrel.

But^ now. Sir Peter, if we have finished our dailjjangle,
I presume I may go to my engagement at Lady Sneer-
weU's. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iL 1.

But nothing has clouded
This friendship of ours,

Save one Utile jangle.
Barpefs Mag., LXXVL 670.

3. Discordant sound.
The ToaA jangle of Matilda's lyre. Sigmd, Mteviad.

4. A seaweed, Laminaria digitata.

janglert (jang'gKr), n. [< MB. jangler, janglere,

< OP. jangleor, gengleour, janglerres (= Pr. jan-
glador,janglaire),& chatterer,talkative person;
CjawfirZer, jangle, chatter: seejawfiffe.] An idle

talker; a story-teller; a gossip.

A jangler is to God abhominable.
Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, L 239.

Ihair ma najanglour us espy.
That is to lufe contrair.

Bobene and-Uakyne (Child's Ballads, IV. 249).

jangleresst (jang'gl6r-es), n. [ME. janglere'sse;

< jangler + -ess.^ A female gossip ; a talkative

woman.

jannock
Stiboume I was as is a leonesse,
And of my tonge a veriLy jangleresse.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 638

jangleryt (jang'gl6r-i), n. [MB. janglerie, < OF.
janglerie (= Pr. janglaria), < jangler, jangle

:

see jangle^ Babbling
;
gossip ; idle talk ; chat-

ter.

The janglerie of women can hide thyngis that they wol
nought. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

janglourf, n. A variant ot jangler.
jangly(jang'gli),a. iijangle + np-.'X Jangling
or jangled; harsh-soimding.

Answering back with jangly scream,
Sit thy brothers by the score.

Joel Benton, April Blackbird.

janisariant, janisaryt. See janizarian, jani-
zary.

janissaryt, janisert, «. Obsolete forms otjani-
zary.

janitor (jan'i-tor), n. [< L. janitor, a door-
keeper, Kjanua, a door.] 1. A doorkeeper; a
porter.

Th' Hesperian dragon not more fierce and fell

;

Nor the gaunt, growling janitor of hell.

Smollett, Advice, A Satire.

2. Aman employed to take charge of rooms or
buildings, to see that they are kept clean and in
order, to lock and unlock them, g,nd generally
to care for them.

janitress (jan'i-tres), n. l< janitor + -ess. Cf.
jan4.trix.'\ A female janitor.

janitrix (jan'i-triks), n. [L., fem. of jamtor,
q. v.] 1. A female janitor; a janitress.— 2t.
The portal vein, or vena portee, of the liver.

Janiveret, n. [< ME. Janivere, Janyvere, Jany-
ver, Janver, Jeni/ver, < OF. Janvier, P. Janvier,
January: see January.^ January.

Time sure hath wheel'd about his yeare,
December meeting Janiveere.

Cleaveland, Char, ot London Diumall (1647).

janizart (jan'i-zar), n. See janizary.
janizarian (jan-i-za'ri-an), a. [Formerly also
janisarian; < janizary ¥ -an."] Pertaining to
the janizaries or their government.

I never shall so fat injure the janisarian republick of Al-
giers as to put it in comparison, for every sortof crime, tur-
pitude, and oppression, with the jacobin republick of Paris.

Burke, A Begicide Peace, i.

janizary (jan'i-za-ri), ».; pi. janizaries (-riz).

[Formerly also janisary, janissary, sometimes
janizar, janiser, jannizer; < OF. jannissaire, P.
janissavre = Sp. Pg. genizaro, Pg. also janizaro
= It. giannizzero = D. janisaar = G. janitschar
(ML. janizari, pi.), < Turk, yefiicheri (in part
conformed to the It.), lit. 'new troops,' < yefti,

new, -1- 'asker, army, soldier, pi. asakir, sol-

diers, < Ar. 'askar, army, troop, 'askany, Pers.
'askari, a soldier.] One of a former Ibody of
Turkidi infantry, constituting the Sultan's
guard and the main standing army, first organ-
ized in the fourteenth century, and until the
latter part of the seventeenth century largely
recruited from compulsory conscripts and con-
verts taken from the Eayas or Christian sub-
jects. In later times Turks and other Mohammedans
joined the corps on account of the various privileges at-

tached to it. The body became large, and very powerful
and turbulent, often controlling the destiny of the govern-
ment ; and after a revolt purposely provoked by Uie Sul-
tan Mahmoad II. in 1826, many thousand janizaries were
massacred, and the organization was abolished.

Immediatly came officers & appointed lavisers to beare
fro vs our presents. Haklugt^s Voyages, II. 170.

But Selymus subduing Aegypt, the tombe was defaced,
and ransackt by his Janizaries. Sandys, Travailes, p. 106.

Janizary music, music performedby a band largely com-
posed of percussive instruments, such as drums, cymbals,
triangles, etc., with some shrill oboes and llutes : so called
because arranged in imitation of the bands and mnsic of
the janizaries. Also called Turkish music.

janker (jang'ker), n. [Origin obscure; cf.

yank^, «.] A long pole on two wheels, used in
Scotland for transporting logs of wood, etc.

[Scotch.]

jann (jan), n. [Pers. jan, soul, life, spirit.] In
Mohammedan myth., an inferior kind of demon

;

a jinn; one of ttie least powerful, according to
a tradition from the Prophet, of the five orders
of Mohammedan genii. The jann are said to have
been created by God 2,000 years before Adam. Al-jann is

sometimes used as a name for Iblis, the father of the jinns.

janner (jan'er), v. i. Same as jauner, jaunder.
[Scotch.]

jannis, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of
jauiidice.

jannock (jan 'ok), n. A cake or bannock.
[Prov. Bng. and Scotch.]

Mattie gae us baith a drap sldmmed milk, and ane (f

her thick stitjarmocks, that was as wat an' raw as a divot.
Scott, Kob Soy, ziv.



Jansenism

Jansenism (jan'sen-izm), n. [< Jansen (see
def.) + -ism. The Flemish surname Jansen =
E. Johnson.] A system of evangelical doctrine
deduced from the -writings of Augustine by Cor-
nelius Jansen, Roman Catholic bishop of Ypres
(1585-1638), and maintained by his followers.
It is described by Catholic authorities as " a heresy which
consisted in denying the freedom of the will and the pos-
sibility of resisting Divine grace," under "a professed at-
tempt to restore the ancient doctrine and discipline of the
Church." (Cath. Diet.) It is regarded by Protestant au-
thorities as " a reaction within the Catholic Church against
the theological casuistry and general spirit of the Jesuit
order," and "a revival of the Augustinian tenets upon the
inability of the fallen will and upon efflcaciooB grace."
(ff. P. Fieher, Hist. Reformation, p. 4S1.)

Jansenist (jan'sen-ist), n. [< Jansen (see def.)
+ 4st.'i 1 . One of a body or school in the Ro-
man Catholic Church, prominent in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries, holding the
doctrines of CorneUus Jansen. See also Old
Catholics (a), under catholic.— 3. In the eigh-
teenth century, a garment, part of a garment,
or a fashion, supposed to be expressive of se-
verity of manners : in allusion to the Jansen-
ists of Port Royal. Thus, a sleeve covering
the whole arm vyas called a, Jansenist jansen-
ist crucifix. See crucifix.

jant (jant), «. [A dial. var. of jrewfi. Ct.janty,
jaunty.'] Cheerful ; merry. [Prov. Eng.]

Where were dainty ducks and jant ones,
Wenches that could play the wantons.

Bamaby's Journal. (HcUliweU.)

jantt, 1'. and m. Seejaunl'^.

jantily, adv. See jauntily.

jantiness, «. See jauntiness.

janty, a. See jaunty.

janty-car, ». Same as jaunting-car.
January gau'u-a-ri), n. [< ME. January (also
Janivere, Janyiere, etc., after OP.: see Janivere)
= OF. and F. Janvier = Pr. Januer, Janider, Ge-
ndvier, Genoyer= 8p. Enero = Pg. Janeiro= It.

Gennajo, Gennaro = D. Januarij = Gr. Dan. Ja-
nuar = Sw. Januari, < L. Januarius (sc. mensis),
the month of Janus,< Janus, Janus : see Janus.]
The first month of the year, according to pres-
ent and the later Roman reckoning, consisting
of thirty-one days. Abbreviated Jan.
Januaysti a. and ». An obsolete form of Geno-
ese.

Januform (.ia'nu-f6rm), a. [< L. Janus, Janus,
-I- forma, form.] Having the form of Janus

—

that is, two-faced. [Rare.]
The supposition was that the statue was to be Januf&rm,

with Playfair's face on one side and Stewart's on the
other ; and it certainly would effect a reduction in price,

though it would be somewhat singular.
Sydney Smith, To Francis leB-Tej.

Janus (ja'nus), n. [L., prob. orig. *Dianus,
like teTn-JanaforDiarui, bein^ thus etymologi-
caUy = Gr. Z^, a form of Zsuf, L. Jovis, Jupi-
ter (ef. LL. Januspater) : see deity, Diana, Jove,

Jupiter. The assumed .connection vnthjanua.
a door, is prob. due to popular etymology.]
1. A primitive Italic solar divinity regarded
among the Romans as the doorkeeper ofheaven
and the especial patron of the beginning and
ending of all undertakings. As the protector of
doors and gateways, he was represented as holding a staff

or scepter In the right hand and a key in the left ; and, as
the god of the sun's rising and setting, he had two faces,

onelooklngto theeast.theother to the west. His temple
at Borne was kept open in time of war, and was closed
only in the rare event of universal peace.

Your faction then belike is a subtile Janus, and has
two faces. Hilton, On Del of Humb. Bemonst.

Hence— 2. A doorkeeper. [Rare.]

They differ herein from the Turkish Beligion, that they
haue certaine idoU puppets made of silke or like stuffe,

of the fashion of a man, which they fasten to the doore of

their walking houses, to be as lanugees or keepers of their

bouse. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 421.

3. [NL.] A genus of hymenopterous insects

of the family JJroceridce, resembling Cephus,

but distinguished from it by the filiform an-
tennas. There is one European species, J. con-

neetus, and one North American, J, jlaviven-

tris.

Janns-cloth (ja'nus-kl6th), n. A textile fabric,

the color of one face of which is different from
that of the other: used for reversible garments.

Janns-COrd (ja'nus-kdrd), n. A kind of rep
made of woolen and cotton, the cord or rib

showing on both sides alike.

Janns-faced Cja'nus-fast ),a. Having two faces

;

two-faced; hence, double-dealing; deceitful.

Janns-headed (ja'nus-hed'^ed), a. Double-
headed,
Janvert, « See Janivere.

Jap (jap), n. [Short for Japanese.] A Japa-

nese. [Colloq., U. S.]

Jap. A common abbreviation of Japanese.
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Japalura (jap-a-Wra), n. [Nil.] A genus of

lizards of the iimily Agamidai. There are sev-

eral species, found in Sikhim, Formosa, and the

Looohoo islands.

japaluie (jap'a-ltir), ». An agamoid lizard of

the genus Japalura : as, the variegated japa-

lure, J. variegata.

Japan (ja-pan'), a. and n. [Prop., as an adj.,

attrib. use (Japan varnish, work, etc.) of the

name of the country called Japan (D. Dan. Sw.
G. Japan = F. Sp. Japan = Pg. JapOo = It.

Giappone = Russ. Taponiya), < Chin. Jih-piin

(Jap. Mhon or Nippon), lit. 'sunrise' (that is,

the East, the Japanese archipelago lying to the

east of China), < jih (Jap. ni), the sip; + V&i
(Jap. jjora or Hon), root, foundation, origin. The
name was introduced into Europe by the Dutch
or Portuguese.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Ja-

pan: as, Japan varnish (now written ^^japan
varnish," without reference to the country);

Japan work, etc Japan allspice, anemone, cam-
phor, etc. See the nouns.—Japan clover, the legumi-

nous plant Lespedeza striata, a native of China and Japan,

introduced, perhaps with tea-boxes, Into the southern

part of the United States about the year 1840, since which
tune ithas spread throughout the Southern States. Its pur-

plish flowers are minute and axillary, the pdd one-seeded.

The leaves are trifoliate, very small, but numerous. The
root is perennial, strikes deep, and resists drought. It

thrives in good soil or poor. "' the former growing erect

and bushy, sometimes two^feet high. It is highly valued
for pasturage and for hay.— Japan colors. See color,—

Japan earth. Same as terra japaniea (which see, un-
der terra).—Japan globe-flower. See Zerria.—Japan
wax. See wax.

II. n. [I.e.] 1. Work varnished and figured in
the manner practised by the natives of Japan.

On shining altars of Japan the^ raise
The silver lamp ; the fiery spirits blaze.

Pope, E. of the L., ilL 107.

2. A liquid having somewhat the nature of a
varnish, made by cooking gum shellac with Un-
seed-oil in a varnish-kettle. Litharge or some sim-
ilar material is also usually added to quicken the drying
of the resulting japan. When it has been cooked down
to a very thick mass termed a *' pill," it is allowed to cool,

and is then thinned down with turpentine. Japan is a
light-colored brownish-yellow liquid^ of about the consis-
tency of varnish. A thin surface of it dries in from fifteen

to thirty minutes. It is used principally as a medium in
grinding japan colors, A small portion added to ordinary
house-paints makes them dry more rapidly, hence it is

sometimes csHedjapan drier.

They were stained ... in imitation of maple, but far
less skilfully. Sometimes they were a hlackJapan.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 330.

3. An asphaltimi varnish.—4t. A black cane.
Davies.

Like Mercury, you must always carry a caduceos or con-
juring^opon in your hand, cappfed with a civet-box.

The Quael^e Academy, 1678 (Harl. Misc., IL 33).

Black japan, or japan lacquer, a varnish of a jet-black
color; a Hard black vamish used for producing a glossy-
black and enamel-like surface on iron, tin, and other mate-
rials. It is made by cooking asphaltum with linseed-oil,
and thinning the resulting thick mass with turpentine.
Also calledjapan black. Hack asphaltum, Brwwwiek block.— Old Japan, Japanese porcelain which has a white
ground decorated with dark blue under the glaze, and
with red, green, and occasionally other enamels, with some
gold. This porcelain, which is the best-known of all the
Japanese decorative porcelahiB, is now known as Bizen or
Imari.

jape

models not differing greatly from those of neighboring

Asiatic countries. But the decoration shows the true

artistic spirit; there is richness of carvtag, inlaying of

bronze, gold, and precious woods, and brilliant color, but

no excess or heaviness, and no masking of structural ele-

ments. In painting and the kindred arts the highest

study, that of the human figure, has not been mastered

;

but the refined and true drawing of animals and plants,

with accurate representation of swift motion, and the har-

monious use of color, are alike remarkable. In sculpture,

especially in bronze and wood, the same subjects arc treat-

ed with the same qualities and the same success. The
technic of the Japanese bronzes especially has never been

attained by other peoples. Lacquered ware, embossed in

gold and colors, represents another industry in which
the Japanese are unrivaled. Their pottery and porcelain,

though of great beauty. Is perhaps excelled by that of the
Chinese. In textile fabrics, embroldciy, wall-papers, etc.,

the exactness of observation and mastery of technical

rendering alike of Japanese artist and workman produce-

admirable results.— Japanese bantam, a quaint orna-

mental variety of bantam with short yellow legs, and plu-

mage white with the exception of the tail, which Is black.

The tall is very large, and is canied so upright that in the
cock it almost touches the head ; and the wings droop so
as nearly to reach the ground.— Japanese box. Same as
Chinese box. See Euonymus.—Japanese cypresB, one
of various species of Chamoeeypana.— Japanese deer^
Cervusslka.—JapaJiese elm. Same as keaki.—Japanese
Ivy. See iuyi.-Japanese long-tailed fowls, a breed of

the domestic hen developed In Japan, similar in form to a
game or a small Malay, but characterized by the remarkable
length of the trailing sickle-feathers of the cock, which fre-

quently attain six or seven feet, and sometimes much more.

Also known as Phenix, Shinolauaro, or Yokohamafowls.—
Japanese pasaue-flower, persimmon, quince, silk,.

See thi

japan (ja-pan'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. japanned,

T^pT. japanning. [< japan, n.] To varnish with
-apan; cover with any material which gives a
ard black gloss.ha
Two huge, \>lack,japanned cabinets . . . reflecting from

their polished surfaces the effulgence of the flame.
Barharn, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 195.

Japanese (jap-a-nes' or -nez';, a. and n. [< P.
Japonais = It. Giapponese, etc.; as Japan +
-ese.'] I. a. Pertaining to Japan or its iniabi-
tants.—Japanese art, the art of Japan, an original, con-
sistent, and strictly national development, noteworthy
chiefly in the departments of industrial and of decorative
art. The productions of this art are characterized by flt-

ness for their purpose and constructive soundpess, and
exhibit at once delicacy of touch and freedom of hand.
In architecture the groundwork is plain and simple, the

yam, etc. See the nouns,

ir. n. 1. sing. a,nd pi. A native or natives of

Japan, an island empire in the Pacific ocean,

lying to the east of Corea, consisting of four
large islands and from three to four thousand
smaller ones. The Japanese. style their own country
Mhon (or Nippon) (see Japan, etymology), or Dai Mhon.
(or Mppon), * Great >'ihon,' and sometimes YarruUo, from,
the name of the region in which the old capital was situ-

ated.

2. The language of the inhabitants of Japan.
It is an agglutinative language, and often claimed, on
doubtful grounds, to belong to the Ural-Altaic family, a»
related especially with Mongol and Manchu.
Japanesque (jap-a-nesk'), a. [< Japan +
-csque.] Resembling the Japanese, or what is

Japanese; akin to Japanese; imitating the Jap-
anese art.

Japanism (ja-pan'izm), n. [= F. Japonisnie;
as Japan + -ism.] Japanese art, customs, etc. ;.

also, the study of things peculiar to Japan.
Japavigm— a new word coined to designate a new field

of study, artistic, historic, and ethnographic.
Harper's Mag., LXXVI, 3;i4.

Japanization (ja-pan-i-za'shon), n. The act or
process of conforming, or the state of being con-
formed, to Japanese ideas, as of art or civiliza^
tion.

japanned (ja-pand'),^. a. l. Covered with ja-
pan, or with something resembling it in effect.—3. Appearing as if varnished with japan: as,
fhe japoMned peacock, Pavo nigripennis.

There is one strange fact with respect to the peacock,
namely the occasional appearance in England of the ja-
panned or "black-shouldered" kind

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 305.

Japanned leather. Same as patent leather (which see,
under leather).

japanner (Ja-pan'fer), n. 1. One who applies
japan varnish, or produces japan gloss.— 3. A
shoe-black.

Well, but the poor— the poor have the same itch

;

They change their weekly barber, weekly news,
Prefer a new japanner to their shoes.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. L 15«.

, Japanners' gliding. See ffOding.

japanning (ja-pan'ing), n. [Verbal n. otjapan,
v.] The art of coating surfaces of metal, wood,
etc., with japan or varnish, which is dried and
hardened by means of a high temperature in
stoves or hot chambers.
Japannish (ja-pan'ish), a. [< Japan + -ish^.]

Of or pertaining to Japan or the Japanese ; of
Japanese character. [Rare.]

In some of the Greek delineations (the Lycian painter,
for example) we have already noticed a strange opulence
of splendour, characterisable as half-legitimate, half-mere-
triciouB, a splendour hovering between the Baflaelesque
and the Japannish. Carlyle, Sterling, vL

Japanese Axt.—Example from a Qative Japanese book.

intrans. To jest; joke. [Obsolete or archaic.}
In his nley Tarquynyus the yonge

6an for toJape, tot he was lyght of tonge.
Cltaveer, Good Women, L vm.

My boon companion, tavemfellow—him
Who gibed and Japed— in many a merry tale
That shook our sides— at Pardoners, Summoneig,
Friars, absolution sellers, monkeriea.
And nunneries.

Tennyson, Sir John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham.

n. trans. To deride; gibe; mock; befooL



jape
riius hath he Japed the ful many a veer,

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 871.

jape (jap), n. [< ME. jape, < OF. jajje, jappe, F.
jappe = Pi. jap, jaup ; from the verb.] 1. A
joke

;
jest

;
gibe.

He . . . gan his beste j'ope* forth to caste,
And made hire so to laugh at his folye,
That she lor laughtere wende lor to dye.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1167.

The roar of merriment around bespoke the by-standers"" ~' • """" ^''ejape put upon him.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 186.

well pleased with thejape put upon 1

2t. A trick ; wile ; cheat.

It is no tape, it is trouth to see.
£om. ofPartermy (E. E. T. S.), 1. B69B.

Nere myn extorcioun I myghte nat lyren.
Nor ol swich ^ajjes wol I nat be shryven.

Chaucer, IViar's Tale, 1. U2.

To make one a Japet.to deceive one ; play a trick upon
one.

She made hym Iro the dethe escape.
And he made Mr a lul lalBjape.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 4U.

japert (ja'pfer), n. l<ME.japer, < OF. japeur,
F. jappeur, a jester, < japer, jest : see jape, v.2

A jester; a biiffoon.

After this comth the synne otjaperes, that hen the dev-
eles apes, lor they maken lolk to laughe at hire japerie,
as lolkes doon at the gawdes ol an ape.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

The japeri, I apprehend, were the same as the bour-
dours, or rybauders, an inlerior class ol minstrels.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 262.

japeryt (ja'p6r-i), «. [< ME. japerie, < OF. ja-
perie, japperie, jesting, < Japer, jest: see jape,
«.] Jesting; joking; raillery; mockery; buf-
foonery.

Justinus, which that hated his folye,
Answerde anon right in hia japerie.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 412.

Japetidse (ja-pet'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Japetus,
Japhetus, a tatinized form of Heb. Japheth, one
of the three sons of Noah, + -idw.'] The Indo-
European or Aryan family of peoples. [Rare.]
Japhetian (ja-fet'i-an), a. and n. [< Japheth
(see def

.
)+ -jare.] I!' a. Pertaining to Japheth

;

Japhetic.

The pre-scientiflc Japhetian theory and the Caucasian
theory of Blumenbach have loug been abandoned.

Abstract from I. Taylor, Nature, XXXVI. 597.

II. m. A descendant of Japheth; specifically,

one of the Milesian colonists of Ireland.

Japhetic (ja-fet'ik), a. [= Sp. Jafitico, < NL.
Japlietictts, < Japhetus, Japheth.] Pertaining to

Japheth, one of the sons of Noah; descended,
or supposed to be descended, from Japheth ; In-

do-European or Aryan : as, the JapheUc nations.

Compare Semitic and Mamitic.

japinglyt, adv. [ME. japyngely.'] In a japing
manner; in joke.

Demosthenes his hondis onis putte
In a womihanis bosum japyngely.

Occleve. (HcdliweU.)

japonlca (ja-pon'i-ka), n. [< NL. Japomiea, the

specific name, fern, of Japonicus, of Japan, <

JapontorJajjan: see Japan.2 1. Camellia Ja-
ponica.—2. Pyrus {Cydonia) Japonica.

Japonitet) «• [< Japon for Japan (see Japan)
+ -»*e2.] A Japanese.
Some mention (beleeue It that list) neere to lapan cer-

taine Islands ol Amazons, with which the lapmites yearely
haue both worldly and fleshly trafflque.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 516.

jaauima (ha'ki-ma), n. [Sp. jdquinai; of Ar.

origin.] A horse's head-stall. [Western U.S.]
jarl (jar), «.; pret. and pp. jarred, ppv. jarring.

[Early mod. B. jar, jarre (besides jur, jurre)

;

prob. a later form (with sonant j for surd ch :

ot.jaw^ and E. dial. jan»e for charm^ = chirm,

churm) of *char, *charre, *cherre, now spelled

chirr and churr (of. night-jar= night-churr, also

churn-owl, the goatsucker, in reference to its

cry), < ME. *cherren, *cherien (not found), < AS.
ceorian, cerian, murmur, complain, = MD. Jca-

rien, also koeren, Jeoerien, D. horren, coo, = OHGr.

herren, MHG. herren, kirren, G. kirren, coo,

creak, crunch, = Dan. Jcun-e, coo, = Sw. hurra,

rumble, croak. C^. MHG-. gerren, garren, gur-

ren, coo (also used of other sounds), Gr. girren,

coo
;
prob. = L. garrire, chatter, jjrattle, talk,

also croak (as a frog), sing (as a nightingale);

and Skt. V ffo.''! sound, akin to E. call: see call^

and garrulous. Words denoting sounds, even if

not orig. imitative, are subject to imitative va-

riation. Gt.jargle a,u6. jargon'^.'] I. intrans. 1.

To produce a brief rattling or tremulous sound

;

be discordant in sound.

Sweeter soundes, of conoorde, peace, and lone.

Are out of tune, and iarre in euery stoppe.

Qaacaigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 69.
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2. To grate on the ear or the feelings ; have a
jangling or discordant quality; clash.

On easy numbers fix your happy choice

;

Qi jarring sounds avoid the odious noise.

Dryden and Soames, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry, i. 108.

A string may jar in the best master's hand.
Roscommon.

Start at his awful name, or deem his praise
A.jarring note. ' Cowiier, Task, iv. 181.

3. To receive a short, rattling, tremulous mo-
tion, as from an impulse ; shake joltingly.

The gallery jarred with a quick and heavy tramp.
R. L. Stevenson, Prince Otto, ii. 14.

4t. To sound or tick in vibrating, as a pendu-
lum ; hence, to be marked off by regular vibra-

tions or ticks.

The bells toUmg, the owls shrieking, the toads croak-

ing, the minates jarring, and the clock striking twelve.
Eyd, Spanish Tragedy, iv.

5. To speak or talk clatteringly or discordant-

ly; haggle; dispute; quarrel.

Ye muse somwhat to far,

All out ol joynt ye jar.

Skelton, Duke ol Albany and the Scottes.

We will not j'nr about the price.

Marlowe, Jew ol Malta, ii. 2.

And then they sit in council what to do.

And then they jar again what shall be done.
Fletcher (and another). Elder Brother, iv. 2.

II. trans. 1. To make discordant.

When once they [bells] ^'cw and check each other, either
jangling together or striking preposterously, how harsh
and unpleasing is that noise

!

Bp. Hall, Occasional Meditations, § 80.

I alone the beauty mar,
I alone the music jar.

WhiWier, Andrew Kykman's Prayer.

2. To impart a short tremulous motion to;

cause to shake or tremble ; disturb.

When no mortal motion Jars
The blackness round the tombing sod.

Tennyson, On a Mourner.

3. To make rough ; roughen.

The lace of the polishing-lap is hacked ot jarred.
O. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 338.

jari (jar), n. [Early mod. E. jar, jarre (besides

jur, jurre) (cf. chirr, churr^, n.) ; from the verb.]
1. A rattling sound; a harsh sound; a discord.

The clash ol arguments and jar of words.
Cowper, Conversation, 1. 85.

2. A clashing of interest or opinions; collision;

discord; debate; conflict: as, family Jars.

Although there be in their words a manifest shew ofjar,
yet none if we look upon the difference of matter.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 19.

Yet him whose heart is ill at ease
Such peaceful solitudes displease

;

He loves to drown his bosom'sjar
Amid the elemental war.

i&cott, Marmion, ii.. Int.

3. A short tremulous motion or vibration, as
from an impulse ; a sudden shaking or quiver:
as, to feel the jar of an earthquake, or from
blasting.

In r, the tongue is held stiffly at its whole length, by the
force of the muscles ; so as when the impulse of breath
strikes upon the end of the tongue, where it finds passage,
it shakes and agitates the whole tongue, whereby the
sound is affected with a trembling jar.

Solder, Elem. ol Speech.

4t. A clicking or ticking vibration, as of a pen-
dulum; a tick.

I love thee not ajar o' the clock behind
What lady, she her lord. Shak., W. T., i. 2, 43.

5. pi. A sliding joint in the boring-rods used
in rope-drilling. The jars are like two large flat chain-
links, and their object is to give the bit a decided jar on
the up-stroke, so as to loosen it in case it has become
wedged in the hole. They also form a very important
member of the drilling-tools, as being the connecting-link
between the drill and the means of operating it.

jar^ (jar), n. [< ME. char, a turn: see ajar^.']

A turn : used separately only in the occasional
colloquial phrases on a jar, on the jar, usually
ajar, on the turn ; turned a little way, as a door
or gate.

She never absolutely shuts her mouth, hut leaves it al-

ways on ajar, as it were.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii.2.

"I was there," resumed Mrs. Cluppins, "unbeknown to

Mrs. Bardell ; . . . when I see Mrs. Bardell's street-door

on, fhejair." "On the what?" exclaimed the little Judge.
" Partly open, my Lord," said Serjeant Snubbin.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiv.

jar3 (jar), n. [< OP. jare, F. jarre = Pr. jarra,

guarra = It. giara, giarra, formerly also zara,

t.j giarro, m., < Sp. Fg.jarra, f
.,
jarro, m., a jar,

pitcher, < Ar. jarra, a ewer, a jug with pointed

bottom, < Pers. jarrah, a jar, earthen water-

vessel. Cf. Pers. jurrah, a little cruse or jar.]

1. An earthen or glass vessel of simple form,

without handle or spout, in ancient times large

jargon

earthenware jars served the purpose of casks and barrels
See amphora, dolium, and pfUhos.

A great jarre to be shap'd
Was meant at first ; why, forcing still about
Thy labouring wheele, comes scarce a pitcher out?

B. Jonson, tr. ol Horace s Art ol Poetry.

Or some trail Chinajar receive a flaw.

Pope, R. ol the L., ii. 106.

2. The quantity contained in a jar; the eon-
tents of a jar.

Sir, Spain has sent a thousand jar« ol oil.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 56.

Deflagrating iar, a glass-stoppled jarused in the lecture-
room lo exhibit the combustion ol certain bodies in gases,
as, for instance, phosphorus or sulphur in oxygen. See
deflagration.—LeyAea iax. [After the town where it was
invented.] In elect., sl condenser (which see) consisting,
in its common form, of a glass jar lined inside and out
with tin-foil for about two thirds ol its height. A brass
rod terminating in a knob connects below with the inner
coating, usually by means ol a loose chain. The glass sur-
face above the coatings is usually varnished, for better in-

sulation. For illustration, see battery.— Unit Jar, a small
Leyden jar furnished with two knobs (one connected to
each coating), the distance between which can be varied.
By connecting one knob to the prime conductor of an elec-

trical machine, and the other to one plate of a condenser
(the other plate ol which is to earth), the relative value of
different charges can be measured, by counting the num-
ber ol sparks which pass between the knobs during the
operation of charging. The unit is entirely arbitrai-y.

jarble, jarvel (jar'bl, -vel), v. t.; pret. and pp.
jarbled, jarveled or jarvelled, ppr. jarbling, jar-
veling or jarvelUng. [Seejavel^.^ To wet; be-
dew, as by walking in long grass after dew or
rain. JBroehetL [Prov. Eng.]

jarde (jard), n. [F.] In farriery, a callous

tumor on the leg of a horse,' below the bend of

the ham on the outside. AXsojardon.
jardiniere (zhar-de-nyar'), n. [P., a flower-

stand, also a female gardener, a gardener's
wife, fern, of jardinier, a gardener: see garden,
gardener.'] 1. Apiece of furniture or a vessel

for the display of flowers, whether growing or

cut. (a) A stand upon which flower-pots can be ar-

ranged. (6) A cache-pot. (c) A vessel, often ol fine en-

ameled pottery or ol porcelain, and richly decorated, in

which flowers are arranged lor the decoration ol the table.

2. A kind of lappet, forming part of the head-
dress of women at the beginning of the eigh-

teenth century.
jardon (F. pron. zhar-d6n'), n. \¥.,<jarde, q. v.]

Same as jarde.

jar-fly (jar'fli), «. A homopterous insect of the

family Cicadidce; any harvest-fly or lyerman,
as Cicada tibicen: so called from the jarring

sound of their stridulation.

jarglet CJar'gl), v. i. [< OP. jargouiller, warble,

chirp, chatter, connected with jargonner, chat-

ter, jangle: see jargon^. Cf. B. gargle^ < OF.
gargouiller.'] To emit or make a harsher shrill

sound.
Jargles now in yonder bush.

England's Helicon, p. 46. (Halliwell.)

Her husband's rusty iron corselet^

yfhose jargling sound might rock her babe to rest.

Bp. Hall, Satires, iv. 4.

jargoglet (jar'gog-l), v. t. [Appar. a confused
extension of ^/arg'OBi.] To jumble; confuse.

To jargogle your thoughts. Locke.

jargon^ (jar'gon), n. [< MB. jargoun, gargoun,
jargon, jergon, chattering, < OF. jargon, gergon,

F. jargon, gibberish, peddlers' French, orig.
' chattering,' = It. gergo, gergone, jargon (cf.

Sp. gerigonza = Pg. geringonga, jargon), > OF.
(also F.)jargonn^r, chatter as birds, later speak
gibberish, jangle, chatter, babble confusedly

(cf. Sp. gerigonzar, speak a jargon)
;
perhaps

a reduced reduplication of the root appearing
in L. garrire, chatter, prattle, talk, croak (as a

frog), sing (as a nightingale), etc. : see.;arl and
garrulous.] 1. Confused, unintelligible talk;

irregular, formless speech or language; gabble;

gibberish; babble.

He was al coltissh, lul of ragerye.

And ful oijargon as a flekked pye.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 604.

What more exquisite jarfjrora could the wit of man invent

than this definition?— "The act of a being in power, as

far forth as in power."
Locke, Human Understanding, III. iv. 8.

Specifically— 2. A barbarous mixed speech,

without literary monuments ; a rude language
resulting from the mixture of two or more dis-

cordant languages, especially of a cultivated

language with a barbarous one : as, the Chinook
jargon; the jargon called Pidgin-English.

For my own part, besides the jargon and patois of sev-

eral provinces, I understand no less than six languages.
Sir T. Broiime, Beligio Medici, ii. 8.

3. Any phraseology peculiar to a sect, profes-

sion, trade, art, or science
;
professional slang

or cant.



jargon

TbiB society has a peculiar cant aai jargon of their own.
Svrift, GttlUver'B Travels, iv. 6.

The conventionaljargon of diplomacy, misleading every-
vphere, becomes tenfold more misleading in those parts of
the world [southeastern Europe).

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 403.

=Syil. 1. ChaMer, Babble, etc. See prattle, n,

jargon! (jar'gon), V. i. [< ME. jargonen, jargou-
nen,< OF. jargmmer, jargon; from the noun.]
To utter unintelligible sounds.

Ful faire serrise, and eke ful swete
These briddis maden as they sete.
Layes of love, ful wel sownyng.
They songen in her iargoning.

Bam. of the Rose, 1. 716.

The noisy jay,
Jargoning like a foreigner at his food.

Longfellow, Birds of Killingworth.

jargon^ (jar'gon), M. \_A\so jargoon ; <F. jar-
gon, < It. giargone, a sort of yellow diamond,
perhaps < Pers. zargun, gold-colored, < mr, gold,
+ ffara, quality, color. Ct zircon.'] A colorless,
yellowish, or smoky variety of the mineral zir-

con from Ceylon. The gray varieties are sold in Ceylon
as inferior diamonds, and called Matura diamonds, because
most abundant in the district of Matura.

jargonelle (jar-go-nel'), » [< P. jargonelle, a
very stony variety of pear, (fim. of jargon, the
mineral so called: see jargorfi.] 1. A variety
of early pear.— 2. An. essence obtained from
fusel-oU.

jargonic (jar-gon'ik), a. [< jargorfl + -ic.]

Pertaining to the mineral jargon.

jargonist (jar'gon-ist), n. [< jargon^- + -M<.]

One who uses a particular jargon or phraseol-
ogy ; one who repeats by rote popular phrases,
professional slang, or the like.

" And pray of what sect," said Camilla, " is this gentle-
man?" "Of the sect of jargonigts," answered Mr. Gos-
port ; "he has not an ambition beyond paying a passing
compliment, nor a word to make use of that he has not
picked up at public places." Mws Bumey, Cecilia, iv. 2.

jargonize (jar'gon-iz), v. i.
;
pret. and ipp.jargon-

ized, fT^T.jargonizing. [< OF. jargoniser, speak
jargon ; a.s jargon^ + 4ze.'] To speak a jargon;
utter uncouth and unintelligible sounds.

jargoon (jar-gon'), n. Same a,a jargon^.

jarkt, n. [Appar. a perversion ofjacJc\ in same
sense: see jack^, «., 21.] A seal (see extract

underJarfcmo»). Fraternitie ofVacaiondeg,i575.
(Malliwell.)

jarkmant, n. [Appar. a perversion oijaekman,
in same sense. Ct.jark.'] 1 . A particular kind
of swindling beggar. See the quotation.

There [are] some in this Schoole of Eeggers that practise
writing and reading, and those are called t/ar/fm«n [old ed,

,

Jackmen] : yea, the Jarkman is so cunning sometimes tliat

he can speake Latine ; which learning of his lifts him vp
to aduancement, for by that means he becomes Clarke of

their HmI, and his office is to make counterfeit licences,

which are called Gybes, to which hee puts seales, and
those are termed Jarkes.

Dekker, Belman of London, sig. C 3 (ed. 1608).

2. A begging-letter writer. [Slang.]

jarl (jarl, properly yarl), n. [Icel., = Dan. Sw.
jarl = AS. eorl, E. earl : see earl.'] In Scand.

hist. : (a) A man of noble birth ; a nobleman.

(6) A chief; as a title, an earl; a count. The
name was used both as a family title and as an official

designation. In Iceland, practically a republican com-
monwealth, it never took root.

Our aetheling, ceorl, and slave are found in the oldest

tradition of the north as jarl, carl, and thrall; in later

times carl begat the bonder and jarl the king.

J. R. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 66.

Two ghastly heads on the gibbet are swinging

;

One is Jan Hakon's and one is his thrall's.

LangfeOou!, Saga of King Olaf, iiL

jarlet, v. i. [A freq. otjar^, or contr. otjargle.]

To quarrel; be at odds.

The odd £30 shall come with the £100, or elsemy father

and I wHljarle.
Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 308).

jamut (jar'nut), n. [E. dial., due to Dan. jord-

nod or D. aardnoot = E. earthnut. Cf . jarworm,

a dial, form of earthworm.] The earthnut or

pignut. See Bunium.
jarool (ja-rol'), "• [E. Ini] A timber-tree of

India, Lagerstrcemia Fk>s-Regin<B.

jarosite (ja-ro'at), n. [Named from a locali-

ty, Barranco Jaroso, in Spain.] A native hy-

drous sulphate of iron and potassium, occxir-

ring in oeher-yeUow rhombohedral crystals,

and also in granular masses.

jar-owl (jar'oul), n. The chum-owl, night-jar,

or night-ehurr, Caprimulgus europcBus.

jarrah (jar'a), n. [AustraUan.] The Eucalyp-

tus margindia, or mahogany gum-tree, abound-

ing in southwestern Australia. It is famous for its

indestructible wood, which is not attacked by the chelu-

ra, teredo, or termites, and does not easily decay. It is,

therefore, highly valued formarine and underground nses,

as for jetties, railroad-ties, and telegraph-poles. Austra-

lian ship-builders prefer it to any other timber, unless
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it be English or live oak. It has been somewhat criti-

cized, however, for deficient tenacity and a tendency to

warp and shrink. Jarrah-wood is reddish, heavy, and
close-grained, works easily and takes a fine polish, ^nd is

valuable for building purposes and for furniture. See
Eucalyptiu.

jarry (jar'i), a. [< jar'^ + -2^1.] Jarring ; re-

verberating.
Theese flaws theyre cabbans wyth stur snar jorrj/e doe

ransack.
' Stanihurst, jEneid, i. 63.

jarseyt (jar'zi), n. An obsolete form otjersey.

jarvel, v. t. See jarble.

jarvey, jarvy (jar'vi), n.
;
pi. jarveys, jarvies

(-viz). [Also jarvie; prob., like some other

vehicle-names, of personal origin, from the sur-

name Jarvie or Jarvis, which is another form of

Jervis, Gervase.] 1. The driver of a hackney-
coach. [Eng. slang.]

The Glass-coachman waits, and in what mood ! A bro-

ther jaruie drives up, enters into conversation ; is answered
cheerfully injarvie dialect. Carlyle, I'rench Eev., II. iv. 3.

To the " Phaynix " Park a jairmy will be the best cice-

rone. The Century, XXIX. 178.

2. A haekney-ooach.
I stepped hito the litter— I mean the litter at the bottom

of the Jarvy. T. Hook, Gilbert Gumey, III. 1.

jarziet (jar'zi), n. An obsolete form ot jersey.

jaserantt, n. See jesseramt.

jasey (ja'zi), n. [Also jazey anijasy; a cor-

ruption of jersey.] A kind of wig, originally

one made of worsted; a jersey.

He looked disdainfully at the wig ; it had once been a
comely ja«ej( enough, of the colour of over-baked ginger-

bread. Barham, Ingoldsby Iiegends, II. 368.

Jasione (jas-i-6'ne), n. [ML. (Linnffius), < Gr.

laaiavri (Theophrastus), a plant of the convol-

vulus Mnd, bindweed, or, according to others,

coluanbine, appar. connected with laaiq, heal-

ing, 'laaa, a goddess of healing, < laaBat, heal.]

A genus of plants of the natural order Camjpa-
nulaceoB, containing about a dozen species of

herbs belonging to temperate Europe. The co-

rolla is narrowly five-parted ; the anthers are somewhat
connate at their base. The flowers are borne at the ends
of the branches In hemispherical heads with leafy involu-
cres. J. montana, with bright-blue flowers, is the com-
mon sheep's-bit of Great Britain, and extends throughout
Europe, the extreme northern part excepted.

jasmine, jasmin (jas'min or jaz'min), n. [In

two forms: (1) jasmine, also spelled Jagroin (=
T>. jasmijn = Cr. Dan. Sw. jasmin), < OF.jasmin,
josmin, F. jasmin = Sp.jazmin = 'Pg.jasmim;
NJj. jasmintim ; (2) jessamin, also spelled^'e««a-

mine, and foTrmeilyjessemin, < OF . jessemin,jeU
somine = It. gesmino, also gelsomino (cf. Gelse-

mium and gelsemin, q. v.) and gelsimo, jasmine

;

< Ar. "ydsmin, yesmin, Turk, ydsemin, < Pers.
ydsmm, also yasamin, jasmine. Cf . Qv. Ida/iTi,

also iaofu/uiiov {llaum, oil) and ida/xivov /ivpov

(jiiipov, juice), a Persian perfume, perhaps oil of

jasmine.] A plant of the genus Jasminum.—
Bastard Jasmine, species of the genus Oestrum.—Cape
Jasmine, Gardenia florida.—Caxoiina. or yellow jas-
mine, Gelsemium sempermrens.— Chill jasmine, Mande-
vEUa suaveolem.—French jasmine, Calotropieprocera.—
Jasmine box, species of the genus PMUyrea.—Night
jasmine, Nyetanthes Arhar-tristis.—Eed jasmine, Ptw-
meria rubra. Seefrangipani.—Wild jasmine, the wind-
flower^ Anemone Tiemorosa.

Jasnunese (jas-min'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Jussieu,

1789), < Jasminum +'-eie.] A plant-tribe of the
natural order Oleaeece, typified by the genus
Jasminum. It is distinguished by the fruit being twin,
or septicidally divisible into two, by the lobes of the co-

rollabeing strongly imbricated and twisted in the bud, and
by the seeds being erect and having little or no albumen-

jasmine-tree (jas'min-tre), n. The red jasmine,
Plumeria rubra, of the West Indies. See PZm-
meria.

Flowering Brancb of Jasmine tJasminum officinale), a. flower
entire ; b, iowei opened to show the stamens ; c, pistil.

jasper-wash

Jasminum (jas'mi-num), n. [NL. (Linn89U8)

:

see jasmine.] A genus of the natural order

Oleaceoe, containing some 90 species of shrub-

by, often climbing, plants, indigenous in the

warmer parts of the old world, especially in

Asia, many of them cultivated. The corolla of

the flowers has a cylindrical tube (which includes the two
stamens), and a spreading limb, with usually four or five

divisions. The leaves are pinnately compound, or re-

duced to a single leaflet. The white oryellow flowers are

axillary or terminal. Well-known species are : J. offid-

rude, the common white jasmine, thoroughly naturalized

in southern Europe ; J. grandiflorum, from India, vari-

ously called Malabar or Catalonian or Spanish jasmine

;

and J. Sambae, the Arabian jasmine. iTie ordinary jas-

mine-oil is furnished mainly by the flrst two, which are

extensively cultivated for the purpose in southern Eu-

rope ; but the last yields a similar perfume. Many other

species are prized for their elegance and fragrance.

jaspf (jasp), n. [< ME. jaspe,< OF. jaspe, < L.

iaspis, jasper: see jasper.] Jasper.

The floore of Jasp and Emeraude was dight.

Spmser, Visions of Bellay, 1. 25.

jaspachatet (jas'pa-kat), n. [< P. jaspagaU, <

L. iaspachates, < (Jr. laairaxaTiK, < lacnrtg, jasper,

+ axa-TTig, agate.] Agate jasper.

jaspe (jasp),«. [P., lit. jasper: see jasper.] A
dark-gray substance produced by deoxidizing

crystalled glass: used in ornamental art. D.
M. Wallace, -Art Jour., N. S., IX. 222.

jasp6 (jas'pa), a. [F.
, pp. of jasper (= 8p. Pg.

jaspear), make like jasper, < jas^e, jasper: see

jasper.] In decorate art, especially in ceram-
ics, having a surface ornamented with veins,

spots, cloudings, etc., as if in imitation of jas-

per; jasperated; jaspidean.

jasper Cjas'pfer), n. [< ME, jasper, jaspre, also

jaspe (and as L. iaspis), < OP. jaspre, an oc-

casional form (with excrescent r) of jaspe, P.

jaspe = Pr. jaapi = 8p. Pg. jaspe = It. jaspide
(also diaspro, ML. diasprug, > ult. E. diaper,

and obs. diairpre, q. v.) = D. Or. jaspis, < L. ias-

pis (iaspidr-), < Gr. laamc, < Ar. yasbf yasf, yaghT)

(> Pers. yashb) = Heb. yashjjheh, jasper.] 1.

Among the ancients, a bright-colored chalced-
ony (not, however, including camelian), trans-

lucent and varying in color, g^reen being appa-
rentlymost common. It was highly esteemecf as
a precious stone.

Her light was like unto a stone most precious, even like

ajasper stone. Kev. xxi 11.

2. In modem usage, a closely compact crypto-
crystalline variety of quartz, opaque or nearly
so, and colored red, yellow, pr brown, or less

often green. The color is usually due to oxid of iron,

the anhydrous oxid being present in the red, and the by-
drated oxid in the yellow and brown varieties. Some Idnds
contain clay as an impurity, and a red jasper rock (some-
times called <affl>«rae) occurs on a large scale with the
iron ores of the lake Superior region. The flner varieties
of jasper admit of a good polish, and are used for vases,
snuff-boxes, seals, etc. Banded or striped jaxperr (also called
rCbtonrjasper) is a kind having the color in broad stripes, as
of red and green. Agate jasper has layers of chalcedony.
Egyptianjagpert^amaYivM^ in ancient art, was found near
the Nile, in nodules having zones of red, yellow, or brown
colors. Porcelainjasper is merely a baked Indurated clay,

often of a bright-red color.

3. An earthenware made of pounded spar.—4.
Same a.s jasper-ware.

jasperated (jas'p6r-a-ted), a. [< jasper + -ate^

+ -ed^.] Mixed with jasper ; containing parti-

cles of jasper : 3,8, jagperated Sigstte.

jasper-dip (jas'p6r-dip), n. Same as jasper-
wash.

jasperite (jas'pfer-it), m. l< jasper + -ite^.] See
jasper, 2.

jasperize (jas'p6r-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. jas-
perized, ppr. jasperizing. [< jaxper 4- -ize.]

To convert into a form of silica like jasper.
The "petrified forest" near Coiriza in Apache county,
Arizona, contains large quantities of jasperized wood,
much of it true agate and jasper, and of great beauty when
polished. It is extensively used for ornamental objects

;

single sections of the tree-trunks form table-tops, etc.

The Arizona agatized orjasperized wood shows the most
beautiful variety of colours of any petrified wood in the
world. Nature, XXXVIL 68.

jasper-opal (jas'pfer-o^pal), n. An impure va-
riety of the common opal, containing some yel-
low iron oxid and having the color of yellow
jasper. Also called Josp-opaJ and opal^asper.
jasper-ware (jas'per-war), n. A kind of pot-
tery invented by Josiah Wedgwood, and de-
scribed by him as "a white terra-cotta" and as
"a white porcelain bisque (biscuit)." Thispaste
was used by Wedgwood for liis most delicate work, espe-
cially for the small reliefs called "cameos " with which he
ornamented his finest vases, etc., and which were also luade
for settmg in jewelry. Also called cameo-ware.
jasper-wasn (jas'pfer-wosh), ». A kind of ce-
ramic decoration introduced by Wedgwood in
1777. In this the more expensive jasper-ware is nsed only
for the surface, the body being of coarser material. Also
called jasper-dip.



jaspery

jaspery (jas'p6r-i), a. [< jasper + -yi.J Ee-
semblmg jasper; mixedwith jasper: as,jaspery
quartz.

jaspidean (jas-pid'e-an), a. [< L. iaspideus, <
iaspis, jasper: see Jasper.] Like jasper; con-
sisting of jasper, or containing jasper.

jaspideous (jas-pid'f-us), a. [= Pg. jaspideo, <
L. iaspideus, < iaspis, jasper: see jasper.^ Like
jasper.

jaspoid (jas'poid), a. [< Jasp-er, F. jaspe, +
-oid.'\ Resembling jasper.

jasponyx (jas'po-niks)) n. [L. iasponyx, < Gr.
mairdm^, < laawig, jasper, + 6vu^, onyx.] A jas-
per with the structure of an onyx.

jasp-opal (jasp'6"pal), n. Same as jasper-
opal.

jaspure (jas'pur), n. [< F. jaspure (= Pg. jas-
peadura), marbling, < Jasper, make like jasper,
marble : see jasp^^ Decoration with Teins of
color like those of jasper or agate.

Jassidse (jas'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Jassus + -idee.']

An extensive family of homopterous insects,
named from the genus Jasstis, of wide geo-
graphical distribution, and containing many
bugs ordinarily called leaf-hoppers. They al-e

mostly of small size, slender and often spindle-shaped,
with very long hind legs, and curved tibise armed with a
double row of spines. They occur in nearly all parts of
the world, and many of them are notably noxious to agri-
culture and horticulture. Also lassidis.

Jassus (jas ' us), n. [Prop. lassus, < L. lassus
or Idsus, < Gr. "lacaoc or 'laaog, a town on the
coast of Caria, now Askem.] The name-giving
genus of Jassidm, at present restricted to a few
species not characteristic of the family.

jataka (ja'ta-ka), n. [Skt. jdtaka, (.jata, bom,
pp. of VJa or Jan, be bom.] A nativity ; birth-
story: specifically, an account of the life of
Buddha in one of his successive human exis-
tences.

jatamansi (jat-a-man'si), n. [E. Ind.] The
supposed spikenard of the ancients, Nardosta-
chys Jatamansi.

Jateorhiza (jat'ff-o-ri'za), n. [NL. (Miers,

1851), irreg. < Gr! ikriip or larfig, a physician (<
laaBai, cure), + f)i^a, a root.] A genus of Me-
nispermacecB, containing, with one or two other
species, the J. Calumba, whose root is the co-

lumbo of commerce. They belong to the forests of
Mozambique, and are woody climbers with large, deeply
cleft leaves on long petioles, and the flowers in axillary

racemes. The flower has 6 sepals In two sets, 6 petals
shorter than the sepals, and in the male plant 6 stamens
whose anthers open by a transverse slit near the extrorse
tip. In the female flower there are 6 sterile stamens, and
8 ovaries which become ovoid drupes. See out under eo-

lum^o.

Jatropha (jat'ro-fa), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), irreg.

< Gr. larpdc, a physician, + rpo^, sustenance,
food, < rpi^eiv, nourish, sustain.] A genus of
plants of the natural order Euphorbiacew, and
tribe Crotonece, embracing some 68 species be-
longing to the warmer parts of both hemi-
spheres, but
chiefly Am.eri-
can. Theyaremo-
ncecious herbs or
shrubs with alter-

nate petioled and
stipulate leaves,
which are entire or
palmately lobed.
The small flowers
arelndichotoraous
cymes, the fertile

toward the center.
The male flowers,
and sometimes the
female, have a co-

rolla with flve pet-
als or lobes. The
numerous stamens
are in two or more
series, with their
fllaments more or
less "united in a
column. Theovary
is two- or three-
celled, with one
seed in a cell. J.
Curcas furnishes
the seeds known
as Barbados iiAda,

also, on account of their properties, called phym- or purg-

ing-mcts. These, with the seeds of J. mulUfiaa (called

cardl-plant), yield the jatropharoil. J. gloMca of the East

Indies yields a stimulating oil, used externally. J. urens,

var. slimulosa, called spurge-netde arid tread-eofuy, is a

stinging weed of the southern United States. J. poda-

grica is a curious species sometimes cultivated in conser-

vatories.

jaud (jid), n. A Scotch form of jadeK

I heard ane o' his gillies bid that auld mdaaja'ud of a

gudewife gle ye that. Scott, Kob Boy, xxix.

jauk (jak), V. i. ^Origin obscure.] To trifle

;

spend one's time idly. [Scotch.]

Jatropha ^odaffriea.

a, inflorescence : b, male flower.

3221

The younkers a' are warned to obey.
An' mmd thefr labours wi' an eydent hand.
An" ne'er, though out o' sight, Usjcmk or play.

Buma, Cottar's Saturday Night.

jauk (jfiik), n. [< jauk, «.] 1 . A trifle ; trifling

;

daUyrng.— 3. An idler; trifler. Jamieson.

jaulf, V. i. A former speUing otjowl.

jaulingite fyou' ling-it), «. [< Ja
def.) + -jfe2.] A mineral resin obtained from
the lignite of Jauling in Lower Austria.

jaum, jaumb, n. Obsolete or dialectal forms
ofJamfii.

jaunt, ri. [Of. ML. {All.) jaimum, jampniim ; <

Bret, jaon, jan (Du Cange), furze.] Purze;
gorse.

jauncet (jSns or j3,ns), V. [The verb jounce,

q. v., is older, being found in ME.; the later

jaunce may be a different word, being appar. <

OF.jancer, jaunce, jounce (a horse) : see jaunt^
and jounce.} I. trans. To jolt or shake, as a
horse by rough riding; ride hard. AIbo jaunt.

II. intrans. 1. To ride hard.

Spur-gall'd, and tir'd \>yjauneing Bolingbroke.
Shak., Eich. II., v. 6, 94.

2. To be jolted or shaken up, as by much walk-
ing ; walk about till much fatigued. See quota-
tion under Jfl!M»<i, v. i., 1.

jauncet (jans or j^ns), n. [Also jounce, q. v.

;

from the verb.] A jolting ; a shaking up, as
by much walking. See quotation widerjaunt^,
n., 1.

jaunder (jan'- or jin'der), v. i. [Also javmer,
jawner, jammer (cf. also channer); appar. a freq.

otjaunt; perhaps influencedbythe partljrequiv.

daunder, q. v.] To talk idly or in a jocular
way.
They war only jokin' ; . . . they war yxitjawnderiiC wi'

the bridegroom for fun.
EdivJmrgh MmvlMy Mag., June, 1817, p. 248.

To jaunder about, to go about idly from place to place.

jaunder (jan'- or j4n'd6r), n. [Also jauner,
jander; from, the verb.] 1. Idle talk; gossip;
chatter.

Oh hand your tongue now, Luckie Laing,
Oh haud your tongue aa' jauner.

Bums, Gat ye Me.

3. Rambling or desultory conversation. [Scotch
in both senses.]

jaunders (jan'- or jan'derz), n. A dialectal
form otjaundice.

jaundice (jan'- or jto'dis), n. [Early mod. E.
also jaundize, jawndies; B. dial, jaunders, jan-
ders; < ME. jaundys, jandis, jandise, alsojawn-
dres (with excrescent d and r), earlier jaunes,

jawnes,jaunys, < OP. jaunisse, IsAei jaulnisse, P.
jaunisse, jaundice, yellows, lit. 'yellowness,' <

OP. jaM»e, yellow: seejaune.'] 1. In. patliol., a
morbid state characterized by the presence of

bile-pigments in the blood, which gives rise to

a yellow staining of the skin and the whites of

the eyes and to a dark coloring of the urine.
The stools are usually light in color, and there is more or
less lassitude and loss ot appetite, Xanthopsy, or yellow
vision, occurs in some very rare instances. Also called
icterus.

Then on the Liver doth the laundize fall.

Stopping the passage of the cholerick Gall

;

Which then, for good blood, scatters all about
Her fiery poyson, yellowing all without.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Turies.

Hence— 2. A state of feeling or emotion that
colors the view or disorders the judgment, as
jealousy, envy, and the like.

Jealousy, theJaundice of the soul.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 73.

jaundice (jan'- or jan'dis), V. t.; pret. and pp.
jaundiced, -ppe. javmdAdng. [^ jaundice, n."] 1.

To affect with jaundice.

All looks yellow to thejaundiced eye.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 569.

Hence— 3. To affect with prejudice or envy.

He beheld the evidence of wealth, and the envy of wealth
jaundiced his soul. Bulwer, My Novel, ii. 10.

jaundice-berry, jaundice-tree (jan'dis-ber"i,

-tre), n. [So calledwith ref. to the yellow un-
der-bark.] The barberry, Berberis vulgaris.

jaunet, «!• [ME., < OF.jaune, jalne, jaulne, P.
jaune = Pg. jalne, yellow, < L. galbinu^, also

galbanus, yellowish-green, < L. galbus, yellow;
prob. of Teut. origin ; ef. OHG. gelo (gelw-), G.
gelb = B. yellow, ot which the proper L. form is

helvus .'see yellow, helvin, and chlorin.'] Yellow.

Wine of Tourain, and of Bewme also.

Which iawne colour applied noght vnto.

Bom. of Partenay (E. B. T. S.), 1. 970.

I won't be known by my colors, like a bird. I have
made up my mind to wear thejaune.

C. Beade, Love me Little, i.

jauner (ja'- or ja'nfer), V. and n. See jaunder.

jaup

jaunest, jaunyst, » Obsolete forms of jaun-
dice.

jauntl (jant or jftnt), v. [Sometimes speUed
jant; history defective, the word being con-
fused_ with other words of similar or related
meanings; at. jaunce, jounce, also jaunder, jan-
der, jaunt^, jump, etc., all prob. of Scand. ori-
gin. The relations of these forms are unde-
termined.] I.t trans. Same &s jaunce.
He was set upon an unbroken coult, . . . and iauvUd

til he were breathlesse.
Bp. Bale, Pageant of Popes, foL 127.

II, intrans. If. Same &s jaunce, 2.

0, my back, my back

!

Beshrew your heart for sending me about
To catch my death vn^jauvtitw [var. jaundng] up and

down 1 Shak., R. and J., ii. 6, 163.

3. To wander here and there ; ramble ; make
an excursion, especially for pleasure.

'Las, I'm weary with the walk I

My jaurMng days are done.
Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, v. 2.

jauntl (jant or j4nt), n. [< jaunt, «.] If. A
jolting; a shaking up, as by much walking.
I am aweary,' give me leave a while :

—
Fie, how my bones ache I what &Jaunt [var. jaunce] have

I had! /SAa*., R. and J., ii. 6, 26.

2. A ramble; an excursion; a short journey,
especially one made for pleasure.

His firstJaun£ js to court. Sir B. L'Estrange.

I designed iljaunt into the city to-day to be merry, but
was disappointed. Swift, Journal to Stella, xxxlv.

Spring, which is now in full vigour, and every hedge and
bush covered with flowers, rendered our jattret delightful.

H. Smnbume, Travels through Spain, xxx.

=Syn. 2. Trip, tour, stroll.

jaunt^ (jant), n. [Prob. of Scand. origin, namely
< 8w. ganta, play the buffoon, romp, sport, jest

(refl. gantas, Dan. gantes, jest), < Sw. (Ual. gant,
a fool, buffoon (cf. gan, droU, leel. gan, fren-
zy, frantic gestures). Ct. jaunt^.1 A sneer;
gibe; taunt. [Scotch.]

jaunt^ (jant), n. [< OP. jante, also spelled
gente, inpl.Jamies, the fellies of a wheel; ori-

gin obscure.] A felly of a wheel.
jauntily (jan'- or j^n'ti-li), adv. Briskly; air-

ily; gaily. Also spelledja»i%.
jauntineSS (jan'- or jan'ti-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being jaunty; airiness; sprightliness.

Also srgeTleA jantiness.

A certain stiffness in my limbs entirely destroyed that
jauniiness of air 1 was once master of.

Addixon, Spectator, No. 530.

jaunting-car (jan'ting-kar), n. [Appar. <.jaunt-
ing, verbal n. otjaunty v. i.,2, + car^; but the
var. janty-car, i£ not a corruption, makes this

doubtful.] A light two-wheeled vehicle, very
popular in Ireland, having two seats extended
back to back over the low wheels for the ac-

commodation of passengers, a compartment be-
tween the seats, called the well, for the receipt

of luggage, and a perch in front for the driver.

jaunty (jan'ti or jan'ti), a. [Pirst in the lat-

ter part of the 17th century, with various spell-

ingsjanty,jantee,jauntee, eta., also accented as
if P. ,janU, jant4e, being an imperfect imitation

,

in E. spelling, of the contemporary P. pronun-
ciation of P. gentil, otherwise Englished as gen-

teel and in older form gentle; the form genty,

with E. vowel sound, also occurs, and, in MB.,
gent, < OP. genti an abbr. of gentil: see gentle,

genteel, gent\ genty."] If. Genteel.

I desiremyKeformation may be a Secret, because, as you
know, for a Man of my Address, and the rest— tis not
altogether so Jantee. Mrs. Behn, Sir Timothy Tawdry, I. i.

2. Gay and sprightly in manner, appearance,
or action; airy; also, affectedly elegant or

showy.
Not every one that brings from beyond seas a new gin

or janfu device, Is therefore a philosopher.
Hobbes Comsidered (1662). (.Todd.y

Turn your head about with ajanti air.

Farquhar, The Inconstant, i.

No wind blows rude enough to jostle the jauntiest hat
that ever sat upon a human head.

H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 832.

Thejaunty self-satisfaction caused by the bias of patriot-

ism when excessive. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 217.

jaup(jap),«. lAlso writtenjawp,jalp; et.jaw'^;

origin obscure.] I, trans. 1. To strike; chip

or break by a sudden blow.—3. To spatter, as

water or mud.
Kosmer sprang i' the saut sea out,

AiiAjatop'd it up i' the sky.

Rosmer Uafmand (Child's Ballads, I. 257).

II, intrans. To dash and rebound as water

;

make a noise like water agitated in a close ves-

sel. [Scotch in all uses.]



jaup
Auld Scotland wants nae skinking ware [watery stuff]

Tbaijaupa In luggies. Bunui, To a Haggis.

jaup (jap), n. [< jaup, ».] Water, mud, etc.,
dashed or splashed up. [Scotch.]

And dash the gumlle [muddy] jaups up to the pouring
^l"^- Bums, Brigs of Ayr.

Java (ja'va), «. [So called from the island of
Java.] A breed of the domestic hen, origi-
nated in the United States. The jayas are of good
size and broad and deep shape, and rank well for utUity
There are two varieties, the blacks, which have dark legs,
and the mottled, the latter being evenly marked black and
white, with legs also mottled. Both varieties liave unrieht
combs. " "

Java almonds. See almond.
Javan (ja'van), a. [< Java (see def.) + -an.']
Of or belonging to Java, a large island of the
East Indies belonging to the Dutch, southeast
of Sumatra; Javanese.
The Javan flora on the pure volcanic clay diifers froin

that where the soil is more overlaid with forest humus.
H. 0. Fortee, Eastern Archipelago, p. 78.

. Javan opossum, TMnoceros, etc. See the nouns.
javanee-seeds (jav-a-ne'sedz), n. pi. Same as
ajowan.

Javanese (jav-a-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [< Java
+ -n^ + -eie. The name Java in the native
speech is Jdwd, in earlyforms Jaioa, Jdba, etc.]
X. a. Of or pertaining to the island of Java.
The house of a Javanese chief has eight roofs, while the

mass of the people are restricted to four.
Amer. Naturalist, XXIII. 32.

H. n. 1. sing, or pi. A native or natives of
Java.— 2. The language of Java, of the Malay-
an family.

Java sparrow. See yarrow.
javellf (jav'el), n. [Early mod. E. javel, jevel
(dial.jabel); < ME.javel; origin unknown.] A
low, worthless fellow.

He [the friar] called the fellow ribbald, villain, javel,
backbiter, slanderer, and the child of perdition.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson), i.

Expired had the terme that these twojavds
Should render up a reckning of their travels
Unto their master.

Spenser, IVIother Hub. Tale, 1. 309.

javePt. «• [Alsojavil; <OF.javelle,javele(F.
javelle), f., javel, m., assibilated form of gavelle,

> E. gavel, a bundle, sheaf: see gaveV^.] A
sheaf: same as

Then must the foresaid javUs or stalkes bee hong out a
second time to be dried in the sun.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, jcix. 1.

javel^t (jav'el), v. t. [Also written jarvel, jar-
hie; of. Sc. javel, jevel, joggle, spill a small
quantity of liquid, distinguished from jairble,

jirhle, spill a large quantity of liquid, jabble, a
slight motion of water; origin obscure. Cf.
jaw^.] To bemire.

javel* (ja'vel), n. [< ME. javelle, a later variant
of jaiole, etc., jaU: see jail.] A jail. Cafh.
Ang., p. 194. (Halliwell.)

javelin (jav'lin), n. [Formerly aiso javeling

;

< OP. javelin, m., javeiine, f., P. javeline = Sp.
jabalina = It. giaveUna, a javelin (cf. also.;a«e-

lot) ; of Celtic origin : cf. Bret, gavlin and gav-
locl (prob. aocom. to the P.), a javelin, gavl,

the fork of a tree : see further under gavelock,

gaveP, gable\ and gaff^.] 1. A spear intended
to be thrown by the hand, with or without the
aid of a thong or a throwing-stick. The word is the
general term for all such weapons. The javelin was in use
in Europe in the middle ages, and in antiquity. Among
Oriental nations and among modem savage tribes it is a
common weapon of offense. See pUujn, amentum, and
jereed.

O, be advised ; thou know'st not what it is

'With javelin's point a cliurlish swine to gore.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 616.

His figor'd shield, a shining orb, he takes.

And in his hand a pointed ^'ar7tn shakes.
Pope, Hiad, ili 420.

3. In Tier., a bearing representing a short-

handled weapon with a barbed head, and so
distinguished from a half-spear, which has a
lance-hea4 without barbs.

javelin (jav'lin), v. t. [<javelin, m.] To strike

or wound with or as with a javelin. [Bare.]

A bolt

(For now the storm was close about them) struck.

Furrowing a giant oak, and javelining

With darted spikes and splinters of the wood
The dark earth round. Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

javelin-bat (jav'Un-bat), n. A South American
vampire, Phyllostama hastatnm.

javelinierf, «. [< OF. javelinier, < jareline, a

javelin: see javelin.] A soldier armed with a

javelin. Also javelotier.

Tbejatelinierg foremost of all began the fight.

HoOand, tr. of Livy, p. 286.
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jayelin-man (jav'lin-man), n. A yeoman re-
tained by the sheriff to escort the judge of as-
size. Wharton.

If necessary the sheriif must attend [at the assi2es] with
javelin men to keep order. J. Stephen, Com., II. 631, n.

javelin-snake (jav'lin-snak), n. A snake-liz-

ard of the family Aconiiida;.

Javelle water (zha-vel' wa'tfer). Same as eau
de Javelle (which see, under eau).

javelott, «. [OF. (= It. giavellotto) : seejaveUn.]
A javelin.

javelotiert.M- [_<. OF. javelotier, <.javelot,a, emaXX
javelin: seejavelot.] Same as javelinier.

The spearmen ov javdloUiers of the vaward . . . made
head and received them with fight,

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 264.

jawi (ja), n. [< ME.yawe, alsojowe, geowe, an
alteration (with sonant j for orig. surd oh, as
also in jowl, jar^, jar^, ajar^, and perhapsJami)
of ME. "chawe, "cheowe, found only in earlymod.
E. chawe, chaw, jaw (= OD. kauwe, the jaw of

a fish (Hexam), Icouwe, the cavity of the mouth,
= Dan. kjoive, the jaw) ; appar. < ME. eheowen,
chewen, mod. E. chew, chaw = OD. kouwen, etc.,

chew. The form may have been affected by
association with, jowl, ME.jolle, chaul, etc., and
perhaps with P. joue, cheek.] 1. One of the
bones which form the skeleton or framework
of the mouth; a maxilla or mandible; these
bones collectively, llie jaws in nearly all vertebrates
are two in number, the upper and the lower. Theupper jaw
on each side consists chiefly of the superior maxillary or
supramaxilla, and of an intermaxillary bone or premax-
illa, both of which commonly bear teeth in mammaLs, rep-
tiles, batrachians, and some fossil birds. The lower jaw
in mammals is a single bone, the inframaxillary, inframax-
illa, or mandible, or one pair of bones united at the mid-
dle line by a symphysis. In vertebrates below mammals
this bone is represented by several pieces, its bony ele-

ments becoming quite complex in birds and most reptiles
and many fishes. The mandible, and especially its termi-
nal element when there are several, commonly bears teeth
like the upper jaw. As a rule, it is movably articulated
with the rest of the skull. In mammals this articula-
tion is direct, and is known as the temporomaxUlary. In
birds it is indirect, by intervention of a quadrate bone

;

and in the lower vertebrates various other modifications
occur. See cuts under Cydodus, Gallince, Felidce, and
skuU.

Theise Serpentes slen men, and thei eten hem wepynge ;

and whan thei eten, thei meven the ovevJowe, and noughte
the nether Jowe; and thei have no Tonge.

MandeMUe, Travels, p. 288.

2. The bones and associated structures of the
mouth, as the teeth and soft parts, taken to-
gether as instruments of prehension and mas-
tication; mouth-parts in general: commonly
in the plural, in most invertebrates, as insects and
crustaceans, the jaws are much complicated, and consist
essentially of modified limbs, maxillipeds, gnathopods, or
jaw-feet; and the opposite parts work upon each other
sidewise, not up and down. Often used figuratively. See
cut under mouth^a/rt.

My tongue cleaveth to my jatos. Ps. xxii. 15.

Now, when we were in the very ja/ws of the gulf, X felt
more composed than when we were only approaching it.

Foe, Tales, L 172.

To drop head-foremost in thejaws
Of vacant darluiess.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxxiv.

3. Something resembling in position or use,
in grasping or biting, the jaw or jaws of an
animal, (o) Ifawt., the hollowed or semicircular Inner
end of a boom or gaff. aeegafl,2. (6)In TnacA.: (1) One
of two opposing members wbicli can be moved toward or
from one another : as, the jaws of a vise or wrench ; the
jaws of a stone-crusher. (2) Same as housing, 9 (o).

4. [<.jaw\v.] Rude loquacity; coarse railing;
abusive clamor; wrangling. [Vulgar.]—Angle
of the Jaw. See an^fes.—Articnlar inrocess of the
lowerJaw. See articutor.—Jaws ofdeath. See death's
door, under debth.—To hold one's Jaw, to cease or refrain
from talking. [Vulgar.]—Towagone's jaw, ortbejaws.
Same as to wag one's chin (which see, under eMn\
jawi (ja), V. [< jaw\ n.] I. intrans. To talk
or gossip; also, to scold; clamor. [Vulgar.]

But, neighbor, ef they prove their claim at law.
The best way is to settle, an' not^ow.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., iL

Oliere they was [the child and the jay-bird], ajawin' at
each other. Bret Harte, Luck of Roaring Camp.

n. trang. If. To seize with the jaws; bite;
devour.

In me hath greefe slaine feare. . . .

I reck not if the wolves would tew me.
Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, iil 2.

2. To abuse by scolding; use impertinent or
impudent language toward. [Vulgar.]
jaw^ (ja.), V. [Appar. connected withjaveU and
jaup.] I. trans. To pour out ; throw or dash
out rapidly, and in considerable quantity, as a
liquid; splsish; dash. [Scotch.]

Tempests may cease to,;aw the rowan flood.
Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, L L

jaw-tackle

II. i/ntrans. To splash; dash, as a wave.

For now the waterjawes owre my head,
And it gurgles in my moutn.

Sir Roland (CbUd'e Ballads, I. 227)i

[Scotch in all uses.]

jaw2 (ja), n. [<jaw^, v.] A considerable quan-
tity of any liquid; a wave. [Scotch.]

She's ta'en her by the lily hand, . . .

And led her down to the river strand ; . . .

She took her by the middle sma', . . .

And dash'd her bonny back to the jaw.
The Cruel Sister (Child's Ballads, II. 238).

jawbation (ja-ba'shon), n. [A var. of jobation,

simulating ,;(itt)i, n., 4, jawt, v.] A scolding.

N. and Q.. 7th ser., VIIL 35. [CoUoq.]
jaw-bit (ja'bit), n. A short bar placed beneath
a journal-box to unite the two pedestals in a
car-truck.

jaw-bolt (ja'bolt), n. A bolt with a U-shaped
split head, perforated to carry a pin. Car-

Builder's Diet.

jaw-bone (j&'bon), n. Any bone of the jaws,

as a maxillary or mandibular bone ; especially,

a bone of the lower jaw.

Andhefoundanew^aM«6on«of anass, . . . and took it,

and slew a thousand men therewith. Judges xv. 15.

jaw-box (jS,'boks), n. [<.jaw^ + box^.] Same
as jaw-hole. [Scotch.]

jaw-breaker (ja,'bra"k6r), n. A word hard to

pronounce. [Slang.]

jaw-cbuck (jl'chuk), n. A chuck which has
movable studs on a face-plate, to approach and
grasp an object.

jawed (jM), a. \<.jaw^ + -ed^.] Having jaws

;

having jaws of a specified kind: as, heavy-
jawed.

For they [her eyes] are blered
And graye beared
Jawed lyke a jetty.

SkeSkelton, Elynour Bummyng,

The metamorphosis of the jawed Neuroptera is little

more marked. F. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 31B.

jawfall (j4'fal), n. Depression of the jaw;
hence, depression of spirits, as indicated by
depression of the jaw. [Eare.]

jamallen (j4'f£l,"ln), a. Depressed in spirits

;

dejected; chapfallen. _ [Obsolete or rare.]

Nay, be Tiot jaw-falne. Marston, Dutch Courtezan, i. 1.

fie may be compared to one so jaw-faJUen with over-long
fasting that he cannot eat meat when brought unto him.

FvUer, Worthies, Essex.

jaw-foot (j4'fut), «. 1. Same an jaw-hole.— 2.
In zool., same aa foot-jaw.

jaw-footed (j4'fut"ed), a. Gnathopod.
jaw-hole (j^'hol), n. [Also eoTra-ptly jaurhole,
jarlwle; < jaw^ + hole^.] A place into which
dirty water, etc., is thrown; a sink. A\so jaw-
box, jaw-foot. [Scotch.]

Before the door of Saunders Joup . . . yawned that ode
riferous gulf ycleped, in Scottish phrase, the jaw-hole: in
other words, an uncovered common sewer.

Secftt, St Bonan's Well, xrviiL

jawing-tackle (j4'ing-tak'''l), n. Same as jaw-
tackle. [Slang.]

Ah ! Eve, my girl, yota jauring-tackle is too well hung.
C. Reade, Love me Little, x2l

jaw-jerk (j^'j^rk), n. Inpathol., same as chin-
jerk.

jawleSB (j9,'les), a. [< jaw^ + -less.] Having
no jaws; agnathous; specifically, having no
lower jaw, as a lamprey or hag.

jaw-lever (j4'lev"6r), «. An instrument for
opening the mouth of a horse or a cow in order
to administer medicine to it.

jaw-monthed (j&'moutht), a. Having a mouth
with a lower jaw: a translation of the epithet
firna«7jo«toTO(M«appliedto the cranial vertebrates
except the round-mouthed or single-nostriled
lampreys and hags.

jawnt, I), i. -A-n obsolete form of yawn. Com-
pare chawn.

Stop h\Bja%ming chaps.
Marston, Scourge of Villanie, t 8.

jaw-rope (ji'rop), n. Naut., a rope attached
to the jaw of a gaff to prevent it from coming
off the mast.
jawsmitb fja'smith), n. [<jaw^, n. (def. 1, with
allusion also to def. 4), + smith.] One who
works with his jaw ; especially, a loud-mouthed
demagogue: originally applied to an official
"orator" or "instructor" of the Knights of
Labor. St. Louis Globe-Democrat, ISm. [Slang,
U. 8.]

jaw-spring (ja'spring), n. A journal-spring.
jaw-tackle aa'tak-'l), n. The mouth. Also

t'^-^t^^^^i f^°«-J,-J° <»8t off one's Jaw-
tacKle, to talk too mncb. [FishermenB slang.]



jaw-tooth

jaw-tooth (jft'teth), n. A tooth in the back
part of the jaw; a molar ; a grinder.
jaw-wedge (jft'wej), n. A wedge used to tighten
an axle-box in an axle-guard.
jawyt (jft'i), a. [< javA + ^l.] Relating or
pertaining to the jaws.
The dew-laps and thejawy part of the lace.

Qayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 42.

jayi (ja), n. 1<J + -ay, as in kay, the name of
fc.] The name of the letter J. It is rarely writ-
ten out, the symbol j being used instead.
jay2 (ja), n. [< ME. jay, < OP. jay, mod. P.
geai, assibilation of earlier OF. gay, gai = Pr.
jai, gai = Sp. gayo, a jay, gaya, a magpie ; so
called from its gay plumage, < OP. gai, etc.,
gay: see gay^-.'] 1. Any bird of the subfamily
Garrulinw; speeiflcally, Garrulus glandarius, a
common European bird, about 13 inches lone,
of a gray color tinged with reddish, varied with
black, white, and blue, and having the head
crested. The jays are birds usually of bright and varied
colors, among which blue is the most conspicuous, thus
contrasting with the somber crows, their nearest allies.
The tail is comparatively long, sometimes extremely so,
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jay-pie (ja'pi), n. 1. The common jay, Garru-
lus glandarius [Proy Eng.]—3. The missel-
thrush. [Prov. Eng.]

jay-piet (ja'pi"et), n. Same sa jay-pie.
jay-teal (ja'tel), ». The common teal or teal-
duck, Querguedula crecca.

jay-thrush (ja'thrush), n. Any bird of the ge-
nus Garrulax, or of some related genus, as
Leucodioptron or Grammatoptila. P. L. Sclater.

jayweed (ja'wed), n. The plant mayweed,
Antliemis Cotula. [Prov. Eng.]

jazelt (ja'zel), n. [Cf. Sp. agul =B. azure.'] A
gem of an azure-blue color.

jazerantt, jazerentt (jaz'g-rant, -rent), «. See

European Jay {Garrufus ffltrndarius).

as in the magpie. They are noisy, restless birds, of ar-

boreal habits, found in most parts of the world, reach-
ing their highest development in the warmer parts of
America, where some large and magnificent species ai'e

found. With the exception of the boreal genus P&ri-
aormt, the jays of the old and the new world belong to
entirely different genera. The commonest and best-
known jay of the United States is the blue jay, Cyanurm
eristatus or Cyanodtta eristata, a bird about 12 inches long,
with a fine crest, purplish-blue color on the baclj and
purplish-gray below, a black collar, and wings and tail

rich blue varied with black and white. (See out under
Cyanocitta.) Another crested species of the United States
is Steller's jay, C. stelleri, resembling the last, but much
darker in color, and confined to the west. The Canada
jay or whiskyjack, Perisoreits canadensis, is a plain gray-
ish bird. The Florida jay, Aphelocomajlffridana, is mostly
gray and blue. The Eio Grande jay, Xanthura luxuosa, is

ricli yellow, green, blue, and black. Some birds not prop-
erly belonging to the Qarrvlince are also called jays, and
fiome members of this subfamily have other common
names, as the magpies.

And startle from his ashen spray.
Across the glen, the screamingjaj/.

Waaian, The flamlet. Odes, ii.

2t. A loud, flashy woman.
Someday of Italy,

Whose mother was her painting, hath betray'd him
Shalt., Cymbeline, iii. 4, 51.

3. (a) In actors^ slang, an amateur or a poor
actor. (6) A general term of contempt applied
to a stupid person : as, an audience of jays—
Blue-headedJay, plnon Jay. See CyanocepMlm and
Qymnoeltta.—Gray Jay, any species of the genus PerUo-
reus.

jay-bird (ja'bferd), n. A jay; especially, the
common blue jay of the United States.

jay-cuckoo (ja'kuk'S), n. A cuckoo of the ge-

nus Coccystes, as the European C. glandarms.

jayett, n. Ah obsolete form otjet^.

jayhawk (ja'hftk), «). #. [<jayhawh-er,n.'] To
harry as a jayhawker. [Slang, U. S.]

" Say something, Brennet," he cried angrily. "There's

no use m jay-hawKing me."
jlf. N. Murfree, Where the Battle was Fought, p. 48.

jayhawker (ja'h&"k6r), n. [Said to be so called

from a bird of this name ; but evidence is lack-

ing.] 1. In J7. 8. hist, in the early part of the

civil war and previously, a member of one of

the bands which carried on an irregular war-
fare in and around eastern Kansas.

He and his father are catching the horses of the dead
and dying jayhawkers.

0. W. Cable, The Century, XXXIII. 360.

2. A large spider or tarantula, as species of

Mygale. [Western U. S.]
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jazey, n. Seejasey.
jealous (jel'us), a. [Early mod. E. also jelous

;

< ME. jelous, gelous, gelus, also jalous, < OF. ja-
lous, P. jaloux = Pr. gelos = Sp. seloso = It. ge-

loso, zeloso, < ML. zelosus, full of zeal, < L. zelus,

< Gr. C.7j7mc, zeal: ss&zeal. Cf. zealous, which is

a doublet of JeoZojw.] LPuLLofzeal; zealous
in the service of a person or cause ; solicitous
for the honor or interests of one's self or of an-
other, or of some institution, cause, etc. : fol-

lowed by /or.
I have been veryjealousfor the Lord God of hosts.

1 KL xix. 10.

Then will the Lord he jealous/or his land. Joel ii. 18.

2. Anxiously watchful; suspiciously vigilant

;

much concerned; suspicious.

I am Jealous over you with godly jealousy. 2 Cor. xi, 2.

A soldier, . . .

Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarreL
Shale., As you Like it, ii. 7, 151.

The court was not jealous of any evil intention in Mr.
SaltonstaU. Winthrop, Hist. New England, IL 78.

During the service a man came into neere the middle of
the church with his sword drawne. ... In this jealous
time it put the congregation into greate confusion,

Evelyn, Diary, March 28, 1687.

Specifically— 3. Troubled by the suspicion or
the knowledge that the love, good will, or suc-
cess one desires to retain or secure has been
diverted from one's self to another or others:
suspicious or ' bitterly resentful of successful
rivalry : absolute or followed by of with an ob-
ject: as, a JeaZoMS husband or lover; to hejeal-
ous of a competitor in love or in business, of
one's mistress, or of the attentions of others
toward her.

The Courtesies of an Italian, if you make him ^eo^ous of
you, are dangerous, and so are his Compliments.

Howell, Letters, ii. 12.

The lady never made unwilling war
With those fine eyes ; she had her pleasure in it.

And made her good man jealous with good cause,
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

4t. Fearful; afraid.

My master is very jealous of the pestilence.
Middleton, Your Five Gallants, i. 1.

By the trechery of one Poule, in a manner turned hea-
then, wee were very iealous the Salaages would surprize
vs. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 89.

5t. Doubtful.
That you do love me, I am nothing jeaious.

Shak., J. C, i. 2, 162.
= S3m. See envy,

jealous (jel'us), V. t. [Also dial. {8a.) jealouse,

jalous,.jalouse,jaloose; <. jealous, a.] To sus-
pect; distrust.

The brethren and ministers . . . did very much fear and
jealouse Mr. James Sharp. Wodrow, I. 7. (Jamieson.)

Will you be good neighboursorbad? I cannotsay, Mrs.
Carlyle ; but 1 jealouse you, I jealouse you. However, we
are to try. Carlyle, in Froude, I. i. 22.

jealoushoodt (jel'us-hM), n. [< jealous +
-hood.] A jealouswoman; jealousy personified.

La>. Cap. Ay, you have been amouse-hunt in your time

;

But I will watch you from such watching now.
Ca^. A jeaious-hood, Sbjealous-hood!

Shak., K, and J., iv, 4, 11.

jealously (jel'us-li), adv. With jealousy or sus-
picion; with suspicious fear, vigilance, or cau-
tion.

The strong door sheeted with iron— the rugged stone
stairs . . . jealously barred. Bulwer, My Novel, xii. 5.

jealonsness (jel'us-nes), n. [< ME. jelousnesse,

gelousues ; (.jealous + -ness.] The state or char-
acter of being jealous ; suspicion; suspicious
vigilance. Bailey, 1727.

jealousy (jel'us-i),«.; Tpl.jealousies {-iz). [Early
mod.E. &\bojelousy,jelouMe; (.ME. jalousie, jelo-

sie, gelousy, gelousie, gelusie, also jalousie, < OP.
gelosie, jalousie, F.jalousie (= Pr. gelosia, gilosia

= Pg. It. gelosia), jealousy, < jalous, jealous

:

see jealous.] 1. The state or character of be-
ing jealous; zealous watchfulness ; earnest so-

licitude for that which concerns one's self or

others ; suspicious care ; suspicion.

jee

I am still upon myjealousy, that the king brought thither
some disaffection towards me, grounded upon some other
demerit of mine, and took it not from the sermon.

Donne, Letters, Ixxv.

Infinite JeaiffMaies, infinite regards.
Do watch about the true virginity.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

Specifically— 2. Distress or resentment caused
by suspected or actual loss, through the rivalry
of another, of the love, good wUl, or success
one desires to retain or secure ; fear or suspi-
cion of successful rivalry, especially in love.

0, beware, my lord, ol Jealousy;
It is the green-eyed monster which doth mock
The meat it feeds on : that cuckold lives in bliss
Who, certain of his fate, loves not his wronger

;

But, 0, what damned minutes tells he o'er
Who dotes, yet doubts, suspects, yet strongly loves I

Shak., Othello, iiL 3, 165.

And lelousie that never sleeps for fear
(Suspicions Flea still nibbling in her ear),
That leaues repast and -rest, neer pin'd and bliude
With seeking what she would be loth to flnde.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'a Weeks, it. The Furies.

3. The plant
=Syn. See envy.

Jeames (jemz), ». [A colloquial form (in Eng-
land) of James, formerly in good use: see
jack^.] A flunky or footman ; a lackey. [Col-
loq., Eng.]
That noble old race of footmen is well nigh gone, . . .

and Unca^ with his tomahawk and eagle's plume, and
Jeames with his cocked hat and long cane, are passing out
of the world where they once walked in glory.

Thackeray, Virginians, xxxvii.

jean(jan),m. [See jane.] If. Same asjawe, 1.

—

2. A twilled cotton cloth, used both for under-
wear and for outer clothing: commonly, of gar-
ments, in the plural. Also written jane.

You most coarse frieze capacities, yejan£ judgments.
Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. B.

Clean was his linen, and his jacket blue

:

Of ^ne&tJean his trousers, tight and trim.
Crahhe, The Parish Uegister.

He was a tall, lank countryman, clad in a suit of coun-
Tourgie, A Fool's Errand, p. 26.

'. [Prov. Eng.]

Satin Jean, a thick cotton cloth, a variety of jean, with a
glossy surface : used for shoes and for similar purposes.

jean-cherry (jen'eher"i), ». Same as gean.

[Prov. Eng.]
jeanette (ja-nef), m. [(jean + -ette.] A coarse
kind of jean, employed chiefly for linings.

Jeanpaulia (jen-pai'i-a), n. [NL. (Unger,
1845), appar. so called alter some one named
Jean Paul, perhaps Jean Paul Friedrieh Eich-
ter.] A genus of fossil plants with flabellate,

deeply dichotomously pinnatifid leaves (the
linear divisions strongly nerved with parallel

veins which branch dichotomouslyfrom below),
amentaceous male flowers, and ovate drupa-
ceous fruit. Before the fiowers and fruit were known,
these leaf-impressions were regarded as the fronds of cryp-
togamic plants, either as fl2/(iro^(en'de(« or as ferns. They
are now recognized as coniferous and as related to the
living genus Ginkgo, of which Jeanpaulia is probably the
ancestral form. It occurs chiefly in the Mesozoic, rang-
ing from the Khetic to the Cretaceous, Modern writers
are disposed to refer it to Baiera, with which it is prob-
ably identical, and which has priority.

jeantf, «. A Middle English form of giant.

jear^t, "• and n. An obsolete form oijeer^.

jear^, n. See jeer^.

jeatt, n. An obsolete form otjet^.

jeauntt, n. A Middle English form of giant.

Jebusite (jeb'u-zit), n. One of a Canaanitish
nation which long withstood the Israelites. The
stronghold of the Jebusites was Jehus on Mount Zion, a
part of the site of Jerusalem, of which they were dispos-
sessed by David.

Jebusitic (jeb-u-zit'ik), a. [< Jebusite + -ic]

Of or pertaining to the Jebusites.

And suited to the temper of the times,
Then groaning under Jebusitick crimes.

,

Dryden, Miscellanies (ed. 1692X i. 65.

jectourt, ". A Middle English form otjetter.

jecur (je'ker), n. [L., liver: see hepar.] In
anat., the liver.

jed (jed), n. and v. Same aajad.
Jeddart justice. See justice.

Jeddart staff. See staff.

jedding-ax (jed'ing-aks), n. [Cf. jadding-piclc.]

A stone-masons' tool; a cavel.

jedge^ (jej), n. [A dial, assibilated form of

gage, after OF. jauge : see gage^.] A gage or

standard.— Jedge and warrant, in Scots law, the au-

thority given by the dean of gild to rebuild or repair a ruin-

ous tenement agreeably to a plan.

jedge^ (i^j), n. and V. A dialectal form ot judge.

Jemvood ax. Same as Jeddart staff (which
see, under staff).

Jedwood justice. See justice.

jee^, V. i. See gee^.

jee^, a., v., and n. See gee^.



jee

Click 1 the string the sneck did draw

:

And, jee .' the door gaed tae the wa'.
Bums, The ViBion, i.

jeel, n. aeejhil.

jeelico (je'li-ko), n. [A corruption of angelica.']

Same a,a jellico, 1. [Prov. Eng.]
jeeri (jer), v. [Early mod. E. aiaojear, geare;
prob. < MD. scheeren, scheren, jest, jeer, trifle,
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advocatedby Thomas Jefferson, based upon the

greatest possible individual and local freedom,

and corresponding restriction of the powers of

national government.
Ultimately, Jefereonianimi must have prevailed, but at

the time of its actual triumph it came too Boon.

N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 137.

[After Thomas

jelHfy

Jehovah for God : applied to certain passages

of the Pentateuch, or to the writer or writers

of these passages. ' Also JaJmisUc. See Elo-

a use of the verb due to phrases like den sot J^%'^S°'"*!i.(3ef er-spn-it) .

seheeren or scheeren den sot, play the fool, Sn {efferson, the third President of the United

gheclc scheeren, also den ghec% ^eUn, play the States.] A variety of pyroxene oeeumng m
fool (ef . gheckscherer, a fool)

;
gekscheeren, now

spelled gekscheren, LG. gekkscheren (with equiv.
D.aud LG. scheren, jeer, banter, plague, tease),
lit. ' shear the fool ' (of. G. den geek stechen, ban-
ter, tease, lit. 'pierce the fool,' i. e. his skull): T>.

large crystals, often with uneven faces and
rounded edges, and having a dark olive-green

color passing into brown. It is peculiar in contain-

ing some zinc and manganese. It occurs, with franklin-

ite, rincite, etc., at Franklin Furnace, Sussex county. New
Jersey.

gek, MD. gheck = G. geek, > E. geek, a fool (see jeg (jeg), n. [Origin obscure.] One of the tem-
geck); MD. sot = E. sot, orig. a fool (see sot); plots or gages used for verifying shapes of parts

D. scheren, MD. scheeren, scheren = G. scheren in gun- and gunstoek-making. S. S. Knight.

= E. shear. For shearing as a mark of con- jeggett (Jeg'et), n. [Appar. a var. otjigot, gig-

tempt or disgrace, ef. sha/veling, and AS. homo- ot] A kmd of sausage. Ash.
la, a shaveliig (under hamlle, q. v.). For the Jehoiada-box (je-hoi'a-da-boks), n. [So called

change of sh to j, Qt.jeltrontoisheltron; it may in allusion to the box'or "chest" within which
bedueinpart, perhaps, to associationwithjesti, Jehoiada, at the command of Joash, King of

jibe\ joke, etc.] I, intrans. To make a mock Judah, made collections for the repair of the

of some person or thing; scoff: as, to Jeer at temple at Jerusalem (2 Ohron. xxiv. 6-11).]

one in sport.

He saw her toy and gibe and gea/re.

Speiaenr, F. Q., IL vi 21.

Yea, dost thouj'eer, and flout me in the teeth?
Shak., C. ol E., iL 2, 22.

And by and by the people, when they met, . . .

Began to scoff tta^jeer and babble of him,
AS of a prince whose manhood w-^]L gone.^^^^^

j^j^^^^j^ (je-ho'va), n. [The common European
=Syn. Gihe, Seoff, etc. See meer. spelling (with j = y and v = w) 01 Tehowah or

n. trans. To treat with scoffs or derision; Yahowdh, the Massoretie form of the Hebrew

A box, usually of iron, entirely closed with the
exception of a slit in the top, intended to be
used as a savings-bank.

Now all the Jehmada-ioxee in town were forced to give

up their rattling deposits of specie, if not through the

legitimate orifice, then to the brute force of the hammer.
Lowell, Cambridge Thirty Years Ago.

make a mock of ; deridej flout,

jeeri (jer), M. [<jeeri, «.] 1. A scoff; a taunt;
a flout; a gibe; a mock.

But the dean, if this secret should come to his ears,

Will never have done with his gibes and ^z jeers.

Swift, The Grand Question Debated.

2t. A huff ; a pet.
For he, being tribune, left in a jear the exercise of his

office, and went into Syria to Pompey upon no occasion

;

and as fondly again he returned thence upon a sudden.
North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 72L

jeer^ (jer), n. [Also jear; origin obscure.]
Naut., taeide for hoisting or lowering the lower
yards of a man-of-war : usually in the plural,

jeerer (jer'er), M. One who jeers; a scoffer; a
railer ; a seorner ; a mocker.

Tho. He is ^jeerer too.

P. jun. What's that?
Faeh. A wit. B. Jonson, Staple of News, L 1.

jeff^^ (jef), ». i. [Origin obscure.] Among print-

ers, to play a game of chance bythrowing quad-
rats from the hand in the manner of dice,

count being kept by the number of nicked sides

turned up.

Jeff2 (jef), n. In drctis slang, a rope: usually
with a qualifyingword : as, tightjeff; slack jeff.

Dickens, Hard Times, vi.

jefferisite (jef'er-is-it), n. [After "W. W. Jef-

feris, at West Chester, Penn.] A kind of ver-

miculite from West Chester, Pennsylvania.

Jeffersonia (jef-6r-so'ni-a),M. [NL. (Bartling,

1821), named in honor of Thomas Jefferson.^ A
gemis of Berberidacem, containing two species of

herbaceous plants, one American and one Chi-

nese. These plants have a perennial rhizome, bearing

leaves with long stalks and singular, two-divided blades,

the solitmy flowers borne upon naked scapes. The flower

has 4 petal-like sepals, which fall as the bud open^ 8

petals, and 8 stamens. The one-celled and many-seeded
capsule opens near the top as if by a lid. J. diphyUa,

called tvAnleaf, is an interesting plants wild in the east-

em interior of the United States, its white blossoms, an
inch wide, appearing in April or May. From reputed
stimulating properties, the plant is sometimes named
rheumatigm^oot. It is also thought to possess tonic and
emetic properties.

Jeffersonian (jef-er-s6'ni-an), a. and n. [< Jef-

ferson (see def.) + -ian. "The surname Jeffer-

son occurs also as Jeffrison, Jeffreson, Jeaffreson,

early mod. E. Jeffreyson, Geffreyson, etc., i. e.

Jeffrey's son, Jeffrey, also Geoffrey, Geoffroy,

being orig. the same as Godfrey, G. Gottfried,

MHG. Gotfrit, Gotevrit, lit. 'God-peace'
'"

name previously written without vowels JHVH
(YHWH), the vowels of Adonai (which see)

being substituted by the later Jews for those

of the original name, which came to be re-

garded as too sacred for utterance. The ori-

ginal name, according to the view now gener-

ally accepted, was Tahweh, or rather Yahwe,
the name appearing also contracted Yah, sep-
arately (see haUeluiah), or, as Yah (Jah: see

Jah), Y6, Yeho, Yahu, in compound proper
names (as, in E. forms, Isaiah, Jeremiah, etc.,

Joshua, Jeshua, Jesus, JeJwshua: see Jesus),

transliterated in late Greek variously 'I(z/3e,

'low, 'laovi. The origin and meaning of the
name are unknown. It was formerly referred

to the Hebrew root hawdh, be, exist, and was
taken to imply self-existence, 'he that is' ('I

am that I am,' Ex. iii. 14; more correctly 'I

shall be what I shaU be'), or else eternity.

Some modem scholars would translate the
name as 'he who causes to be,' i. e. the Cre-
ator, whUe others connect it with an Aramaic
sense 'fall,' as if 'he who causes (rain or light-

ning) to fall,' this explanation being parallel-

ed by similar terms associated with the Greek
Zeus. Others, in view of the fact that a met-
aphysical notion like ' self-existence ' does not
elsewhere appear in the names of the deities

of primitive peoples, regard the Hebrew deri-
vation as a piece of popular etymology (some-
what like that which in English associates
the name God with good), and seek to iden-
tify Yahwe with some Assyrian or other foreign
deity.] 1. In the Old Testament, one of the
names of God as the deity of the Hebrews:
in the English version usually translated, or
rather represented, by "the LOED." See ety-
mology. The Jews, since an early date, have avoided
the pronunciation of this name of God, and wherever it

occurs in the sacred books have substituted the word
Adonai, or, where it comes in conjunction with Adonai,
have substituted EloMm.

And I appeared xmto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto
Jacob, by the name of God Almighty, but by my name
JEHOVAH was I not known to them. Ex. vi 3.

Father of all ! in every age,
In every clime adored.

By saint, by savage, or \sy sage,
Jehovah, Jove, or Lord

!

Pope, Universal Prayer.

2. In modem Christian use, God.

^LTsSe^ColtLd^Pr^ide'nt^oflh^^tel The_suAed author phertain passaged of

States (1801-9), and the first great leader of the

Democratic (first called Anti-Federal and later

Democratic-EepubUcan) party; also, adopting

the political theories held by or attributed to

Jefferson.

n. n. In U. S. politics, a supporter or an ad-

mirer of Thomas Jefferson; one who professes

to accept his political doctrines ; a Democrat.

Jeffersonianism (jef-er-s6'ni-an-izm), n r<

the Pentateuch in which God is always spoken
of as Jehovah. Also Jahvist. See Elohist.— 2.

One who maintains that the vowel-points an-
nexed to- the word Jehovah in Hebrew are the
proper vowels of the word, and express the
true pronunciation. The Jehmwte are opposed to the
Ad&nuts, who hold that the pointa annexed to the word
Jehovah are the vowels of AdontU or of ElohCjn. See
Adoniet, Jehovah.

[< Jehovistic (je-ho-vis'tik), a. [< Jehovist + 4c.']

Jeffersonian + 4xm.] The poHtioal doctrines Characterized by the exclusive use of the name

Jehu (je'hii), n. [In allusion to 2 Ki. is. 20

:

"The driving is like the driving of Jehu, the

son of Nimshi ; for he driveth furiously."] 1 . A
fast driver; a person fond of driving. [Colloq.]

A pious man . . . maycall akeen loxhunter aNimrod,

. . . and Cowper's friend, Newton, would speak of a neigh-

bour who was given to driving as Jehu.
Macaiday, Comic Dramatists of the Keformation.

2. A driver; a coachman. [Colloq.]

At flrst it was not without fear that she intmsted herself

to so Inexperienced a coachman ;
" but she soon . . . raised

my wages, and considered me an excellent Jehu.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, vL

jehup (je'up), V. t. A variant form of gee up.

See gee^.

May I lose my Otho, or be tumbled from my phaeton

the first time Ijehup my sorrels, if I have not made more
haste than a young surgeon in his first labour.

Foote, Taste, il.

jeistiecor (jes'ti-kdr), n. A corraption otjuste-

au^corps. Compare jwsiico. [Scoteh and North.

Eng.]
It's a sight for salr een, to see a gold-laced jeieHeeor in

the Ha' garden sae late at e'en. ... On, a jeieHecor— that's

a Jacket like your ain. Scott, Eob Boy, vL

jejunal (jf-jo'nal), a. [< j^unum + -al.] Of
or pertaining to' the jejunum: as, a,j^unal in-

tussusception.

jejune (je-jon'), a. [< L. jejunus, fasting, hun-
gry, barren, empty, dry, feeble, poor: see dine.']

If. Scantily supplied or furnished; attenuated;

poor.
In gross and turbid streams there might be contained

nutriment, and not in jejune or limpid water.
Sir T. Browne.

2. Barren ; unfurnished ; wanting ^ith or in-

terest, as a literary production ; devoid of sense

or knowledge, as a person ; dry; uninteresting;

shallow.
I now and then get a baite at philosophy, but it is so.

little and jejune as I despair of satisfaction 'till I am
againe resford to the Society.

Evelyn, To the Dean of Eippon.

Farce itself, most mournfully ^e/M7je,

Calls for the kind assistance of a tune.
Cowper, Eetirement, L 711.

jejunely (jf-jon'li), adv. In a jejune, empty,
dry, or barren manner.

jejuneness (jf-jSn'nes), n. If. Attenuation;
mieness; thuiness.

There are three causes of fixation : the even spreading
both of the spirits and tangible parts ; the closeness of the
tangible parts ; and the jejuneness or extream comminu-
tion of spirits. Baeon, Nat. Hist.

, § 799.

2. Barrenness ; emptiness ; deficiency of inter-

est, importance, or knowledge; want of sub-
stantial or attractive qualities : as, jejuneness

of style in a book.
j^unity (je-j8'ni-ti), n. [< L. j^unita(t-)s,

< jejunus: see jejune.] Jejuneness; meager-
ness; brevity. [Bare.]
Pray extend yonr Spartan jejunUy to the length of a

competent letter. Beniley, Letters, p. 261.

jejunum (je-j5'num), n.
;
pi. jejuna (-na). [NIi.,

neut. of 'L.j^unus, dry: seej^une.] In anat.f
the second division of the small intestine, of un-
certain extent, intervening between the duode-
num and the ileum; more fully, the intesHnum
jejnnum: so named because it was supposed te
be empty after death. See intestine.

Jekyll S Act, Same as CHn Act (which see,

under gin^).

jelerang (jel'e-rang), n. [Native name.] A
species of squirrel, Seiurus javanengis, found in
Java, India, and Cochin-China. It is variable
in color, but commonly is dark-brown above
and golden-yellow below.

jell (jel), V. i. [< jelUy'i:] To assume the con-
sistence of jelly. [CoUoq.]
The jeUy won'tjeS— and 1 don't know what to do

!

L. M. Alcott, Little Women, iL 5.

jelletite (jel'e-et), n. [After M. Jellst,who de-
scribed it.] Avariety of lime-iron garnet, of a
green color, found near Zermatt, Switzerland.

jellico (jel'i-ko). n. [A corraption of angeliea.'i

1. The plant Angelica sylvestris. -Also jeelico.—2. A plant of St. Helena, Sium Helenium,
whose stems are used imeooked for food.

jellied (jel'id), a. [<ieK^i + -ed2.] 1. Brought
to the consistence of jelly.—2. Haying the
sweetness of jelly.

The ki^ that sips
The jeaied philtre of her lips. Cleaveland.

jelli^ (jel'i-fi), v.; pret. and pp. jeaified, ppr.
jellifying. [< jeUy^ + -fy.] I. trans. To make
into a jelly; reduce to a gelatinous state.



jelUfy

The Jeweller nearly fainted with alarm, and poor But-
ter-Fingera waa completely jellified with fear.

J. T. Fields, Underbrush, p. 230.

Development had occurred in the various fluid media,
and upon thejdlifted blood-serum. Medical News, L. 287.

II. intrans. To become gelatinous; turn into
jelly.

Jellifying is a term applied to soap which, after being
dissolved in a certain quantity of water, sets into a jelly
when cold. Watt, Soap-making, p. 236.

, , .. ... ., , sskme as wattled.
jelly^ (jel'i), ».; pi. jellies (-iz). [Foimevlygelly;
< ME. gely, gele, < OF. geUe, a frost, also jelly,
prop. fern, of gele (< L. gelatua), frozen, pp. of
geler, < L. gelare, freeze, congeal : see congedl,
gelid, gelatin.'] 1. A viscous or glutinous sub-
stance obtained by solution of gelatinous mat-
ter, animal or vegetable ; hence, any substance
of semisolid consistence.

Out, vl\e jelly [an eye] I

Where Is thy lustre now? SKak., Lear, iit 7, 83.

Were 't not in court,
I would beat that fat of thine, rais'd by the food
Snatch'd from poor clients' mouths, into a,jelly.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iiL 3.

[Edingtonlte] affords ajelly with muriatic acid.
Dana, Mineralogy (1868), p. 417.

2. The thickened juice of fruit, or any gelati-
nous substance, prepared for food : as, currant
ov gaa,Ya, jelly ; ealfs-toot jelly; meat jelly.

'

Jellies soother than the creamy curd.
And lucent syrops tinct with cinnamon.

Eeats, Eve of St, Agnes.

3, A mixture of gelatin and glycerin, used as
a medium for mounting microscopic objects.

—

Jelly of hartshorn. See AartsAom.—Wharton'sJelly.
Same SB gelatin of Wharton (which see, under gelatin).

jelly^t (jel'i), a. [Prob. a var. otjolly.] Excel-
lent of xts kind; worthy. [Scotch.]

• He's doen him to & jelly hunt's ha',

Waa far frae ony town.
King Henry (Child's Ballade, 1. 147).

The Provost o' the town,
A jelly man, well worthy of a crown.

Shimifs, Foems, p. 33.

jelly-bag (jel'i-lJag), n. A bag through which
jelly is distilled.

jellyfish (jel'i-fish), n. Apopularname of many
kinds of acalephs, medusas, sea-blubbers, or
sea-nettles; so called from the soft, gelatinous
structure. As commonly used, the name applies espe-
cially to those discophorous hydrozoans which have an
umbrella^like disk, by the pulsation of which, or its alter-

' nate dilatation and contraction, they are propelled through
the water, trailing long appendages, which have the prop-
erty of nettling or stinging when they are touched. Jelly-

fish are often found swimming in shoals in summer, tu
the great annoyance of bathers. The different genera and
species are very numerous. Some of the otenophorans or
comb-jellies are also called by this name. See Acaleph(e,
Discophora, Hydrozoa.

jelly-lichen (jeri-li''''ken), n. One of a class of

lichens which dissolve, when wet, into a gelati-

nous pulp. See Collemei.

jelly-plant (jel'i-plant), n. An Australian sea-
weed, Eucheuma speciosum, which affords an ex-

cellent jelly.

jemblef (jem'bl), n. Aii obsolete form of gim-
bal.

For a pare of JeniMes for the stoole dore x*.

Leverton C'hwardens Accts., 1688 (Arch., XLI. 366).

jemidar,jamadar (jem'i-, jam'a-dar), n. [Also
jamidar, jemudar, jemmidar, jematdar, jemaut-
dar, < Hind. Pers. jamadar, the chief or leader

of any number of persons, an officer of police,

customs, or excise, a native subaltern officer,

etc., < Hind, jama, jame, amount, aggregate,
applied esp. to the debit or receipt side of

an account, to rent, revenue, etc. (< Ar.jamf,
all, jimd', union, ijama'a, gather, assemble), +
-dar, holding, a holder,] In the army of India,

a native officer next in rank to a subadar, or

captain of a company of Sepoys; a lieutenant:

the name is also applied, in the civil service, to

certain officers of police, of the customs, etc.,

and, in large domestic establishments, to an
overseer or head servant having general con-

trol of the others.

The Bishop took him Into his service as ajenuiutdair or

head officer of the peons.
Bp. Heber, Journey through Upper India (ed. 1844), I. 65,

[note.

Calliaud had commenced an intrigue with some of the

jematda/ra, or capteins of the enemy's troops.

James Mill, Hist. Brit. India, III. 175.

jemminess (jem'i-nes), n. The state of being
jemmy or spruce ; spruoeness ; neatness. [Col-

loq.]

Its fort shall be either convenience oijemminess.
Oreville.
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jemmyi (jem'i), n.
;
pi. jemmies (-iz). [Appar.

a particular use of Jemmy, Jimmy, dim. of Jem,
Jim, colloq. abbreviations of Jeames, James.
See jacTc^, and cf. in first sense billij and betty.

Less prob. due to jimmal, jimmer, forms of gim-
mel, gimmal, gimbal, a double ring, in the obs.
occasional sense of a mechanical device.] 1.
A short crowbar, especially as used by burg-
lars : often made in sections, so as to be carried
without discovery. Also jimmy.
They call for crow-bars—t/mmies is the modern name

they bear.
They burst through lock, and bolt, and bar.

Bajrhamh, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 117.

2. A sheep's head baked. [Eng.]

She . . . returned with a . . . dish of sheep's heads,
which gave occaBion to several pleasant witticisms, . . .

founded upon th^ singular coincidence otjemmies being a
cant name common to them and ... an ingenious in-
strument much used in his profession.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xx.

3. Agreat-ooat. [Prov. Eng.]—4. pZ. A kind
of woolen cloth. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
jemmyi (jem'i), a. and n. [Same a,sjimmy^,
q. v.] I. a. Spruce; neat; smart; handy; dex-
terous. Also spelled gemmy. [Colloq.]

A cute man is an abbreviation of acute, . . . and signi-
fies a person that is sharp, clever, neat, or, to use a more
modern terra, jemmy. GevUeman's Mag., Sept., 1767.

Il.t n. A sort of boot of fine make.
Buxik. Hark'ee, Mr. Subtle, I'll out of my tramels when

I hunt with the king.
SuhUe. WeU, weU.
Buck. I'll on with vayjemmys: none of your black bags

and jack-boots tor me. Foote, Englishman in Paris, i.

jeneperet, n. An obsolete form otjuniper.

jeneq.uen (jen'e-ken), n. Same as henequen.

jenite (yen'it),'». A different orthography of
yenite : a synonym of ilvaite.

jennet^ (jen'et), n. [Also written gennet, genet,

early mod. E. ginnet, genette, < OP. genette, < Sp.
ginete,3,Tia,g, also, as orig., a horseman, ahorse-
soldier ; of Moorish origin, traoedby Dozy to -Ar.

Zendta, a tribe of Barbary celebrated for its

cavalry.] A small Spanish horse.

The government is held of the Pope by an annual tribute
of 40,000 ducats and a white genet.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 8, 1646.

They were mounted a la gineta, that is, on the light
jennet of Andalusia—a cross of the Arabian. Prescott.

jennet^, n. See genet^.

jenneting (jen'et-ing), «. [Formerly alsojemt-
ing, genniting, geneting, geniUng, giwniting, also
jenetin, geniton, the term, being conformed to

that of hasting (see quotation from Holland),
sioeeting, and other apple-names, and the first

syllable conformed to that of E. Jenhin, Jenny,
Jinny, etc., from the same ult. source: < OF.
Janet, earlier Jehannet, Jehennet, and Janot,
Jannot, earlier Jeanot, Jeannot, Jehannot (with
corresponding fem. Jehannette, Jeannette, Jean-
neton, E. Janet, etc.), dim. of OF. Jan, Jean,
Jehan, etc., ME. Jan, Jon, etc., E. John, a per-
sonal name ; in reference to St. John's apple,
OF. pomme de St. Jean; so called, it seems, be-
cause, like a certain pear similarlynamed^jwire
Joannet, or Joannet, or Jeannette, or Petit St.

Jean, it is ripe in some places as early as St.

John's day (June 24th). Cf. ME. pere-ionettes,

Jeannot pears (Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 221).

The apple called John-apple or apple-john,y7hiBh.

does not ripen till late in the season, being
considered in perfection when withered (see

apple-john), may owe itsname to another cause.

See John. The explanation attempted in the
perverted form June-eating (through jM»eim, in

Bailey) is absurd.] A kind of early apple.

Apple trees live a very short time : and of these the
hastie kind, ovjenitings, continue nothing so long as those
that bear and ripen later. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvi. 44.

In July come . . . plums in fruit, genniUngs, quodlins.

Bacon, Gardens (ed. 1887).

Thy sole delight is, sitting still.

With that gold dagger of thy bill

To fret the zvioraier jenneting.
Tennyson, The Blackbird.

Jennie harp. See harp'seal.

jenny (jen'i), n.
;
pi. jennies (-iz). [A familiar

use in various senses of the common fem. name
Jenny, vulgarly Jinny, Jen, Jin, early mod. E.

Jemy, another form of Janie, Janey, dim. of Jane,

< P. Jeanne (< ML. Joanna), fem. of Jean, <

LL. Joannes, John: see John. Cf. jenneting.

The spinning-jenny (called in F., after "E.,jean-

nette) (def. 4) is said to have been so named by
Arkwright after his wife, Jenny; but accord-

ing to a grandson of Jacob Hargreaves, the in-

ventor, it is a corruption of gin, a contraction

of engine (Webster's Diet. , ed. 1864) . Gin would
easily suggest Jin, Jinny, Jenny, familiar per-

jeopardy

sonal names bein g often attached to mechanical
contrivances {<ii.jaclci-,jemmyT-, betty, etc.) ; but
in the present case there is prob. an allusion to
E. dial, jcnny-spinner, jinny-spinner, the crane-
fiy, also called in So. spinning-Maggie and Jenny
Nettles.} 1. A female bird: used especially as
a prefix, as mjenny-heion, jenny-hov/let, jenmy-
iay, jenny-wren, eto. [Prov. Eng.] Specifically— 2. A wren: usually aalled jenny-wren.— 3.
A female ass : also called jenny-ass.

Down trots a donkey to the wicket-gate,
With Mister Simon Gubbins on his back ; . . .

"Jenny be dead, Miss— but I'ze brought ye Jack;
He doesn't give no milk— but he can bray."

Hood, Ode to Rae Wilson.

_4. A spinning-jenny (which see).

jenny-ass (jen'i-as), «. A female ass ; a jenny.
jenny-crudle (jen'i-krud'l), n. Same sts jenny-
wren, 1.

jenny-spinner (jeu'l-spin^fer), n. [^Mao jinny-
spinner; < Jenny, fem. name (see jenny),+ spin-
ner.'] The crane-fly. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
jenny--wren (jen'i-ren'), ». l. A wren. Also
jenny-crudle.— 2. Herb-robert, Geranium Mo-
bertianum.

jenteryt, n. An obsolete form of gentry.
jentlet, jentilt, a. Obsolete forms of gentle.

jentmant, n. A gentleman. Davies.

Bawawe what ye say (ko I) of such ajentman.
Kay, I feare him not (ko she), doe the best he can.

Udall, Bolster Doister, ill. 3.

jeofailt (jef'al), n. [In old law-books jeofaile,
repr. OP. je (jeo) faille, I fail, I am mistaken,
or j'ai failli, I have failed: je, < L. ego = E. I;
ai, 1st pers. pres. ind. of aver, avoir, < L. habere
= E. have ; faille, pres. ind., failli, pp., of fail-
lir (see/aiZi).] In law, an error in pleading or
other proceeding, or the acknowledgment of a
mistake or an oversight Statutes of Jeofail, the
statutes of amendment, particularly an English statute of
1340, whereby irregularities and mistakes in legal proceed-
ings ai-e allowed to be corrected or to be disregarded.

jeopard (jep'ard), V. t. [Formerly aisojepard;
< ME. jeoparden, juparten, hazard, (.jeopardie,

jeopardy: seo jeopardy.'] To put in jeopardy

;

expose to loss or injury; hazard; imperil; en-
danger.

Er that ye juparten so youre name,
Beth noght to hastif in this bote fare.

Chaucer; Troilus, iv. 1566.

Zebulun and Naphtali were a people thaiijeoparded their
lives unto the death in the high places of the field.

Judges V. 18.

Obviously too well guarded to jeopard the interests of
the Spanish sovereigns. Prescott, Ferd. andlsa., ii. 1.

= Syn. To peril, imperil, risk.

jeoparder (jep'ar-d6r), n. One who jeopards or
puts to hazard."

jeopardiset (jep'ar-dis), n. [ME.; &% jeopardy
+ -ise^.] Jeopardy.

jeopardize (jep'ar-diz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
jeopardized, ypi"jeopardizing. [< jeopard +
-ize; perhaps suggested by jeopardise, TO.] To
jeopard. .Also speHledijeopardise.

That he should jeopardize his wilful head
Only for spite at me !— 'Tis wonderful

!

Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, II., iiL 11.

Yes, I have lost my honor and my wife.

And, being moreover an ignoble hound,
I dare notjeopardize my me for them.

Browning, Ring and Book, 1. 188.

jeopardlesst (jep'ard-les), o. [< jeopa/rd(y) +
-less.] Without jeopardy, or hazard or dan-
ger.

Better is it therfore to embrace thys libertie, yf it be
eyther in thy power, or ieopardXes. J. Udall, On 1 Cor. vii.

jeopardoust (jep'ar-dus), a. [< jeopardy +
-OMS.] Exposed to jeopardy or danger

;
peril-

ous; hazardous.

The fore-fronts or frontiers of the two corners [of Uto-
pia], what with boards and shelves, and what with rocks,
bejeopardous and dangerous.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), 11. 1.

If a man lead me through Ajeopardous place by day, he
cannot hurt me so greatly as by night.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More.

jeopardouslyt (jep'ar-dus-li), adv. In a jeop-

ardous manner; with risk or danger; hazard-
ously.

jeopardy (jep'ar-di), n. [Early mod. E. also

jeopardie, jeoperdie; < ME. jepardie, jeopardie,

jopardie, jeperdie, jeupardye (appar. simulat-
ing OF. jeu perdu, a lost game), more correct-

ly _/jtpariJe,j«pej-<Je, < OP. jeu parti, lit. a divid-

ed game, i. e. an even game, an even chance, <

Mh. jocus partitus, an even chance, an alterna-

tive: L.JocMS(>OF. jett), jest,play,game; par-
titus (> OP. parti), pp. of partire, divide: see

joke and party.] If. .Aji even chance; a game
evenly balanced.



jeopardy
But God wolde, I had oones or twyes
Yconde and knowe the jeupardyes
That cowde the Greke Pictagoraa,
I ahnlde have pleyde the bet at ches.

Chaucer, Death ol Blanche, L 666.

2. Exposure to deatli, loss, or injury ; hazard

;

danger
; peril, a person is in legal jeopardy, witliin

the constitutional protection against being put twice in
jeopardy for the same offense, when he is put upon trial,
before a court of competent jurisdiction, upon indictment
or information which is sufficient in form and substance to
sustain a conviction, and a jury has been sworn, unless
such jury, without haying rendered a verdict^ were dis-
charged for good cause (or, according to some authorities,
by absolute necessity), or by the consent of the accused.

Myn estat now lyth in jupartie.
Chaucer, Troilus, IL 465.

Happy is he that can beware by another man's jeopardy

.

LaUmer, 2d Sermon bet Edw. VI., 1549.

Is not this the blood of the jnen that went in jeopardy
of their lives? 2 Sam. rriiL 17.

_ =SyiL 2. Peru, etc. See danger and risk.

jepardt, jepardyt. Obsolete forms of jeopard,
jeopardy.

jequirity beans. See Ahrus.
jerboa (jer'bo-a or jer-bd'a), n. [Sometimes
written ^er6o," gerboa, gerbua (see also gerbil); <
At. yarhu, the flesh of the back and loins, an ob-
lique descending muscle, and hence the jerboa,
in reference to the strong muscles of its hind
legs.] A rodent quadruped of the family Dipo-
didce, snhtaxaHy DipodincB, and especially of the
genus Dipus ; a gerbil, or gumping-mouse of the
old world. There are several species, of three genera,i)r-
pux, Alactaga, and PlatycercoTnys. The best-known,and the
one to which the native name has special reference, is Di-
pus cegypticus, a curious and interesting fl.niTna.1 of the des-

Jerboa (Difiut agyplicus).

erts of Africa, living in communities in extensive and intri-

cate underground galleries. The hind legsof the animal are
extremely long, and so great is itspower of jumping that it

seems hardly to touch the ground as it bounds along. Its

saltatorial power is proportionally greater than that of the
kangaroo, since the latter animal is aided by its stout tail.

The tail of the jerboa is longer than the body,very slender,

and tufted at the end, and may serve as a balance during
the flying leaps. The fore feet are very short; the ears are

large and rounded. The size of the animal is 6 or 8 inches
without the tail, and the general aspect is that of the lat

or mouse, the jerboas belonging to the myomorphic group
of rodents.

jerboa-mouse (j6r'bo-ar-mous), n. An animal
of the genus Dipodomys, ofNorth America ; one
of the pouched mice, pocket-mice, or kangaroo-
rats. See Dipodomys.
Jerboidse (jer-bo'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Jerboa +
Adw.'] The jerboas : same as JMpodidce.

jereed, jerid (je-red'), «• [Also -writtenjerrid,

jereed, djereed, djerrid; < Tvik.jerid, Feia.jarid,

< At. jerid, jartd, a rod, shaft, esp. the javelin

of a horseman.] 1. A wooden javelin about

five feet long, used by horsemen ia Persia and
Turkey in certain games, especially in mock
fights.

In tourney light the Moor his jerrid flings,

Scott, Vision of Don Boderick, st 25.

Right through ring and ring runs the djereed.

Browning, King and Book, L 467.

2. A game in -which this javelin is used.

jeremejeffite (properly yer-e-me'yef-it), n. [Af-

ter a Exissian mineralogist, Jerem^eff.^ A rare

borate of aluminium found near Adun-Tschi-

lon in Siberia. It occurs in colorless hexagonal
ervstals resembling beryl.

jeremiad, jeremiade (jer-e-mi'ad), «. [< F. je-

remiade; as Jeremiah + -adX, as in Iliad, etc.:

so called in reference to the "Lamentations of

Jeremiah," one of the books of the Old Testa-

ment.] Lamentation; an utterance of grief or

sorrow; a complaining tirade : used with a spice

of ridicule or mockery, implying either that

the grief itself is unnecessarily great, or that

the utterance of it is tediously drawn out and
attended with a certain satisfaction to the ut-

tcrer.

He has prolonged his complaint into an endless jere-

miad. Lamb, To Southey.

It is impossible to describe the mournful grandeur with

which he used to open his snoB-box, take a preliminary

pinch, fold and unfold the sombre bandanna, and launch
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into ajeremiad as to the prospects of Protestantism, more
dismal than any ever uttered by the rivers of Babylon.

Quarterly Rev., CXLVL 204.

Jeremianic (jer"e-nu-an'ik), a. [< Jeremiah
(see def.) + -an'+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to

the prophet Jeremiah.
There are some portions of the book the Jeremiamc

authorship of which has been entirely or in part denied.

Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 628.

jerfalcon (j^'fa-'kn), n. The etymologically

correct spelling of gerfalcon.

^ergue, v. t. Seejerk^.

jerguer, n. Seejerker^.

Jericho (jer'i-ko), n. [With ref. to Jericho in

Palestine, esp., in def. 1 and the second phrase,

in allusion to 2 Sam. x. 4, 5 : "Wherefore Hanun
took David's servants, and shaved off the one
half of their beards, . . . and sept them away.
. . . And. the king said, Tarry at Jericho until

your beards be grown, andthen return."] 1 . A
place of tarrying—that is, a prison.— 2. A
place very distant; a remote place : as, to wish
one in Jericho From Jericho to June, a great dis-

tance.

His kick was tremendous, and when he had his boots on
would— to use an expression of his own, which he had
picked up in the holy wars— would send a man froTn Jeri-

cho to June. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends (Grey Dolphin).

To stay or tarry In Jericho (untU one's beard is grown),
to wait in retirement or obscurity (until one grows wiser).

Who would, to curbe such insolence, I know.
Bid such young boyes to stay in Jericho
I'ntill their beards were growne, their wits more staid.

Heywood, Hierarchic, Iv. 208.

[Humorous in all senses and applications.]

jerid, «. See jereed.

jerk'^ (j6rk), v. [Becorded (first in latter part
of the 16th century) in 3 forms: (1) jerk (ierk,

n., Levins, 1570), jerke; (2) gerke (Minsheu,

1627), ef. "girk, a rod, also to chastise or beat"
(Halliwell)

; (3) yerk, E. dial, and Sc. yerk, yark:

orig. strike or beat, esp.with a whip or rod. The
typical form is yerk, the initial j and g being
palatal, and not sibilant. Origin uncertain ; an
equiv. term jert (Cotgrave) suggests that aU
these forms are dial, variations of the older
gi«Vd, which has the same sense. See yerk.'] I.

trans. 1. To strike or beat, as with a whip or

rod; strike smartly. [Now only Scotch.]

With that which jerja the hams of every jade.

Bp. HaU, Satires, III. v. 26.

Fowetter IT.], to scourge, lash, j/erfte or ^'ct*. Cotgrave.

Now I am fitted

!

I have made twigs to jerk myself.
Shirley, Hyde Park, ill. 2.

2. To pull or thrust with sudden energy ; act
upon with a twitching or snatching motion;
move with quick, sharp force : oftenwith aword
or words of direction: as, to jerk open a door;
the h-OTse jerked out his heels.

I snatehed at the lappets of his coat, oaAjerked him into
Mrs-Wellmore's parlor.

F. W. Robinson, I^izarus in liOndon, iv. 10.

In attempting to dash tlu-ongh a thicket, his hat has
been jerked from his head, his powder-horn and shot-
pouch torn from around his neck.

W. if. Balcer, New Timothy, p. 202.

We poor puppets, jerked by unseen wires.
Lowal, Commemoration Ode.

3. To throw with a quick, sharp motion; spe-
cifically, to throw with the hand lower than the
elbow, with an impulse given by sudden colli-

sion of the forearm with the hip : as, to jerk a
stone.

n. intrans. 1. To make a sudden spasmodic
motion

;
give a start ; move twitchingly.

Nor blush, should he some grave acquaintance meet,
But, proud of beingknown, vUljerk and greet. Dryden.

Hewas seized with that curious nervous ailection which
originates in these religious excitements, and disappears
with them. Be jerked violently

—

bisjerking only adding
to his excitement, which in turn increased the severity
of his contortions. E. EgglesUm, Circuit Bider, xiv.

2t. To sneer; carp; speak sarcastically.

By the way hejerkes at some mens reforming to models
of Beligion. Milton, Eikonoklastes, viiL

jerfcl (jerk), n. [<jerkl,v.'] 1. A short, sharp
pull, thrust, or twitch ; a sudden throw or toss

;

a jolt ; a twitching or spasmodic motion.
His jade gave him &jerk. B. Jomon, rnderwoods.

The Ship tossed like an Egg-shell, so that I never felt

such uncertain Jerks in a Ship. Bumpier, Voyages, L 82.

2. A sudden spring or bound ; a start ; a leap

;

a sally.

Ovidius Naso was the man ; and why, indeed, Naso, but
for smelling out the odoriferous flowers of fancy, the jerks
of Invention? Shak., L. L. L., iv. 2, 129.

3. An involuntary spasmodic contraction of

a muscle, due to reflex action resulting from a

blow or other external stimulus. Thus, a blow

jerkingly

upon the ligament of the patella, below the knee-cap,

produces spasmodic contraction of the extensor muBCies

of the leg, which is straightened with a jerk. This ia

technically caUed knee-jerk, and the Mjne action in other

parts receives qualifying terms, as chinrjerk, ete.

4. pi. The paroxysms or violent spasmodic

movements sometimes resulting from excite-

ment in connection with religious services.

Specifically called the jerks. [Western and
southern U. S.]

These Methodis' sets people crazy with the jerks, I've

beam tell. E. Eggleston, Circuit Eider, xii

5t. A sneer; sarcasm.

The question ere while mov'd who he is . , . may re-

tume *ith a more justdemand, who he is not of place and
knowledge never so mean, under whose contempt ^Ddjerk
these men are not deservedly falne ?

MUton, Apology for Smectymnnus.

jerk^, jerque (j6rk), v. t. [Sometimes spelled

jergiie(at.A.enir.jerker^, less commonlyjergaer,
jerguer); prob. an accom. form, < It. cercare

(pron. cher-ka're), search (ef. cercatore, cer-

cante, a searcher): see search.'] In the English

custom-house, to search, as a vessel, for im-

entered goods.

jerk^, jerky2 (jerk, jer'M), n. [< ChUian char-

qui, dried beef.] Meat cut into strips and cured

by drying it in the open air.

As soon as daylight appears, the captain started to where
they left Bome jerk hanging on the evening before.

W. Be Hass, Hist. Early Settlements, p. 389.

jeffcs (jerk), V. t. [Chiefly as pp. adj., in the

phrase jerked beef; < jerkS, ».] To cure, as

meat, especially beef, by cutting into long thin

pieces and drying in the sun.

When he [the Eocky Mountain hunter] can get no fresh

meat, he falls back on his stock ol jerked venison, dried in

long strips over the fire or in the sun.
The Century, XXXVI. 832.

jerker^ (jer'ker), ». [<jerfel + -«rl.] 1. One
who jerks ; onewho moves something ina quick,
spasmodic way; in the quotation, onewhowhips
or lashes.
Let 'em alone, Frank ; 111 make 'em their own joetice,

and ajerker. Fletcher, Wit without Money, iv. 3,

2. One who makes quick, spasmodic motions

;

especially, one who suffers from involuntary
spasmodic movements of the limbs or features.

InSoman Catholic countries these manifestations, as we
have seen, have generally appeared in convents. ... In
Protestant countries they appear in times of great religious
excitement, and especiallywhen large bodies of young wo-
men are submitted to the influence of noisy and frothy
preachers. Well-known examples of this in America are
seen in the "Jumpers," Jerkers, and various revival ex-

travagances. Pop. Set. Mo., XXXV. 148.

3. Ae,Ypvrnoii.^:^,Sybopsisken,ttuMe7ms: same
as hornyhead.

jerker^, jerqner (jer'kSr), »• [Also written jer-
guer: seejerk^.'] In the English custom-house,
an ofBcer who searches vessels for unentered
goods. [CoUoq.]
I have heard tell that she's three parts slaver and one
p^ pirate ; and I wonder the custom-house jerkers don't
seize her. • Sola.

jerkinl (jer'kin), n. [Also (Sc.) jirkin; prob.
of D. origin (see 1st quot.), < OD. *jurkl^ or
*jurken, < jurk, a frock, + dim. -ken, E. -fcin.]

A short close-fitting coat or jacket, worn in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The term
is used loosely to include on the oneband the doublet, and
on the other the bufl-coat, at least in some of its forms ; it

was even used for a surcoai^ or coat worn over armor.

With dntehkin dublets, and with lerkins iaggde.
Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 83.

Andall kinde of leather ware, as gloaes, poyntes, gyrdlefi^
skins for ierHns.

Stafford, A Briefe Conceipt (1581), ed. Fumivall, p. 88.

Is not a hnSi jerkin a most sweet robe of durance?
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2, 49.

His attire was a riding-cloak, which, when open, dis-
played a handsome /erUn, overlaid with lace.

Sakt, EenHworth, L

jerkin^ (jer'kin), n. A young salmon : same as
ginkin.

jerkinSf (jer'kin), m. [Contr. ofiej/ofcon.] The
male of the gerfalcon,

jerkiness (jer'ki-nes), n. The state or quality
of being jerky or spasmodic.
In our common conversation we can give pleasure and

escape sharp tones by avoidingjerKne«> in speech.
J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 128.

jerkinet (jer'M-net), n. [Sc. jirUnet, also writ-
ten, improp., girkienet; ijerkini- + -et. Ct.jor-
net.l An outer jacket worn bywomen ; a sort
of bodice without whalebone.

My lady's gown, there's gairs upon 't; . . .

But Jenny's Jimps &n'jirkinet.
My lord thinks meUtle mair upon t.

Bums, My Lady's Gown,
jerkingly (jer'king-li), adv. In a jerking man-
ner; with or by jerks.



Jerkin-head Roof.

jerkm-head

jerkin-head (j6r'kin-hed), «. [Appar. with
some allusion to jerkin^.'\ In arch., the end of
a roof when it is formed
into a shape intermedi-
ate between a gable and
a hip, the gable rising
about half-way to the
ridge, so that it is left

with a truncated shape,
and the roof being hip-
ped or inclined back-
ward from this level.

Also called shread-head.
Gwilt.

jerkyi (jSr'ki), a. and n.

[<jerfci-l--2/i.] I. a. Of
a jerking character; act-
ing by jerks; spasmodic;
capricious; impatient.

She wiped her eyes in the jerky way of poor people, to
wlum teara are a nindrance.

J. W. Palmer, Alter his Kind, p. 265.

The best teaching is not feverish or jerky, but deliber-
ate, steady, harmonious.

New Eng. Jour, of Education, XIX 41.

II. n.
;
pi. jerkies (-kiz). See the extract.

The liveliest travelling was by jerky, the ordinary Amer-
ican farm-waggon without springs. You sat on a board
laid across the waggon-box ; that is, you tried to sit, for
truly half the time you spent in the air, stiffening your
arms to temper the bump bound to meet your return to
the seat. W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 108.

jerky2 (j6r'ki), n. SeejerkS.
jeroDOam (jer-o-bo'am), n. [So called in allu-

sion to Jeroboam, ''a mighty man of valour"
(1 Ki. xi. 28), who became king of Israel.] A
large bowl or goblet, generally of metal. [Prov.
Bng.]

The corporation of Ludlow formerly possessed a jero-

boa/m, which was used as a grace-cup or loving-cup at the
baiUn's feasts. H. S. Cumings.

jeroffleret, «. An obsolete dialectal (Scotch)
form of gillyflower.

jeropigia, n. A variant of geropigia.

jerount, » [ME., spelled irreg.Jerywe; appar.
< OF. *jeron, gerorij gi/ron, gieron, a back of
leather, a robe, tunic, lap, bed, tile, etc., orig.

anything circular, a gyron : see gyron.'] A piece
of armor, apparently of leather.

Armede hym in a actone with orfraeez fuUe ryche,
Aboven one that ajeryne of Acres owte over,

Aboven that a jesseraunt of jentylle maylez,
A jupone of Jerodyne jaggede in schredez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 903.

jerque, v. t. Seejerk^.

jeroiuer, n. Seejerker^.
j&ciM, n. Seejereed.

jerry (jer'i), n.
;

pi. jerries (-iz). [Origin ob-

scure
;
prob. ult. from the name Jerry, a famil-

iar abbr. of Jeremiah.'] Amanwho erects flimsy

buildings ; a speculatorwho constructs houses
hastily and unsulDstantiaUy.

jerry-DUilder (jer'i-bil"d6r), n. Same as jerry.

How manyhouseholders have suffered from the scamped
work otjerry-lmilders! Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 67.

jerry-building (jer'i-bil"ding), n. Cheap and
careless construction of houses.

No premium is required to encourage the development
oi jerry-luUding. Nature, XXX. 81.

jerry-built (jer'i-bilt), a. Constructed hastily

and with flimsy materials.

The first thought naturally was that these jerrybuHt

houses would be shaken down like a pack of cards.
Nature, XXX 31.

jerry-shop (jer'i-shop), n. A low dram-shop.

A worse than jerrysTiop over the way raged like Bedlam
or Erebus. Carlyle, in Froude.

jersey (j6r'zi), n. and a. [Formerly also jarsey,

jarsy.jareie ; so called from Jersey, formerly

also Jarsey (< F. Jersey), one of the Channel Is-

lands, < L. CcBsarea, a name of various places,

applied in later times to the island, < Cmsar,

Cffisar: see Cmsar. The province, now the

State, of New Jersey (NL. Nova Cmsarea) was
so named in 1664, in the grant to the proprie-

tors. Lord Berkeley and Sir George Carteret,

after the island of Jersey, which Sir George
Carteret had defended against the Long Par-

liament.] I. n. 1. Fine woolen yarn ; fine or

select wool, separated from the inferior quality

by combing.
Her [the Queen of Scots'] hose were wosted, watched-

coloured, wrought with silver about the clocks, and whit

jarzie vnder them. ^„ „„
Quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 281.

By no meanes therefore is the present practice to be

borne, which daily carrieth away of the finest sorts of

wools ready combed into janieii for worke, which they

pack up as bales of cloth. Golden Fleece (1667).
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2. A elose-fltting upper garment, extending to
the hips, made of elastic woolen or sili mate-
rial, and worn with some variation of form by
both men and women.
Now each house has its own uniform of cap etaA. jersey,

of some lively colour.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 6.

His dress was well adapted for displaying his deep square
chest and sinewy arms—a close Attiog jereey, and white
trousers girt by a broad black belt.

Lawrence, Guy Livingston, i.

II. a. Made of fine woolen yam or pure
wool.

If I be not found in carnation Jersey-stockings, blue
devils' breeches, with three gards down, and my pocket i'

the sleeves, I'll ne'er look you i' the face again.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, i. 1.

Jersey cloth, woolen stockinet.— Jersey-comh, in her.,

a bearing representing a comb with long curved teeth,

such as is used by wool-combers.—Jersey flannel, a fab-
ric resembling stockinet, but with a long and soft pile on
one side.

Jersey lightning, livelong. See lit

Jersey mates, Jersey team. See mate^.

Jersey pine, tea, thistle, etc. See pine, etc.

jertt (j6rt), V. t. [See Jerfci.] To throw; jerk,

Cotgrave.

jerupigia, n. See geropigia.

Jerusalem artichoke, cherry, cowslip, had-
dock, oak, pony, etc. See artichoke, etc.

jervine (j6r'vin), n. [< Sp. jerva, the poison of
the Veratrum aXbwm, + -ine^.l; A crystalline

alkaloid obtained from the root of Veratrum
album, along with veratrine.

jeshamy (jesh'a-mi), ». A corruption ot jas-

mine. [Colloq.yEng.]

jess (jes), n. [Usually in t^I. jesses; < ME. ges, <

OF. ges, gies, giez, gets, or without nom. -s, get,

giet, later as pi. gects, F. jet= Pr. get= lt. (obs.

)

geto, < ML.jactus, a jess: so called from their

use in letting the hawk fly, being the same as

OF. get, giet^ater gect, jeet, F. jet, < Jj. jactus, a
throw, oast: seejet^.'] 1. A short strap, usu-
ally of leather, sometimes of silk or other mate-
rial, fastened about, the leg of a hawk used in
falconry, and continually worn. The leash, when
used, is secured to this. But the term jess must be taken
to include a short thong with a ring at the end, which is

rather the leash and varvel of actual falconry than the jess

proper. This is the heraldic use of the term. See cut
under d-la-cuisse.

If I do prove her haggard.
Though that iier jesses were my dear heart-strings,

I'd whistle her off, and let her down the wind,
To prey at fortune. Shak., Othello, ill. 8, 261.

Soar ye ne'er so high,
I have the jesses that will pull you down.

Marlowe, Edward II., ii. 2.

3. A ribbon that hangs down from a garland or

crown in falconry.

jess(jes),«. *. [<jess,m.] To secure with jesses;
place the jesses on.

Both hawks are hooded and jessed exactly as in the old
knightly days. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 82.

Jessed and belled, In her. See falcon, l.

jessamine, jessamin (jes'a-min), n. [See jas-

mine.] 1. Same as jasmine.

The tufted crow-toe, and palejessamine.
Milton, Lycidas, 1, US.

All night has the casement^'essamijie stirr'd

To me dancers dancing in tune.
Tennyson, Maud, xxii.

3. In her., the tincture white or argent in bla-

zoning by the system of flowers.

jessamyf (jes'a-mi), n. and a. [A corruption of

jessamine.] I.'m. 1. The jasmine.— 3. A dandy:
so called, it is said,because itwas a habit of fops

to wear a sprig of jasmine in their buttonhole.

My labour, however, was not without its reward; it

recommended me to the notice of the ladies, and pro-

cured me the gentle appellation of Jessamy.
Hawkeeworth, Adventurer, No. 100.

II. a. Like jasmine in color or perfume.

Towards evening, I took them out to the New Exchange,
and there my wife bought things, and I did give each of

them a pair otjesimy plain gloves, and another of white.

Pepys, Diary, II. 482.

jessant (jes'aut), a. [Appar. intended for OF.
jettant, jaeiant, pushing forth, throwing out

(ppr. otjetter: seejeti), but prob. orig. iessant

for *issant, < OF. issant, ppr. -of isser, eisser, ies-

ser, issue: see ish, and cf . issuant. The form is

like OF. jesant, gesant (F. gissant), ppr. of gesir,

< L. jacere, lie.] In her. : (a)

Shooting up as a plant. (6) "^i ^ ^
Emerging: nearly the same as

issuant, but applied especially

to an animal which appears to

emerge from the middle of an
ordinary or the like, instead of

its upper edge—Jessant-de-llB,
in her., having a fleur-de-lis passing jessant-de-iis.

jest

through it and showing below as well as above : used com-
monly of the head of a creature, as a leopard, through
which the fleur-de-lis seems to have been drawn.

Jessei CJe8'e),M. Thenameof the father ofDavid
and ancestor of Jesus, used in several phrases
with reference to Isa. xi. 1: "And there shall
come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a
Branch shall grow out of his roots."— Jease oan-
dlestlck. (a) A branched candlestick in which the
branches are made to serve the purpose of tlie genealogi-
cal tree of Christ's descent from Jesse. See tree of Jesse,
below. (6) By extension and erroneously, any large and
showy branched candlestick or chandelier intended for
ecclesiastical use.— Jesse window, a painted window
containing a tree of Jesse.— Tree of Jesse, a decorative
genealogical tree representing the genealogy of Christ,
the figure of Jesse being the root, and the branches bear-
ing the names and often representations of his descend-
ants. This was a design frequently carried out in the
middle ages in stained glass or wall decoration, in sculp-
ture, in the form of a branched candlestick, etc.

Jesse'* (jes'e), n. [Also written Jessie, Jessy;
appar. of local origin, with some orig. ref. to
some one named Jesse or Jessie.] A term oc-
curring only in the following phrase:—To give
one Jesse (sometimes, to give one particular Jesse),
to give one a good scolding or dressing ; punish one se-
verely. [Slang, U. S.]

jesserantt, jesserauntt (jes'e-rant), n. [Also
jagerant, jazerant, jazerent, jaserant, jaserine,
jazerant; ME. jasserant, jesseraunt, gesseraunt,
< OF. gesseron, jazeran, jaseran {sUso jesseran),
a chain-mail shirt, bracelet, or necklace, F. jo-
seroB, braid, =Vv.jazeran = Fg.jazerSo; cf. Sp.
jacerina = Pg. jazerina = It. ghiazzerino, a coat
of mail, cuirass; said to be of Ar. (Algerian)
origin.] Splint armor,whether the splints were
fastened together with links of steel wire, as in
Moslem armor, or by silk twist, as in Japanese
armor, or as in European lobster-tail or crevisse
armor.

A. jazerent of double mail he wore.
Southey, Joan of Arc, vit

jesti (jest), n. [In the older sense still writ-
ten, archaically, gest; < ME. geste, laxelyjeste, a
story, a tale, prop, a tale of adventure or ex-
ploits, afterward extended to mean any enter-
taining tale or anecdote, orig. a deed or ex-
ploit, < OF. geste, an exploit, a tale of exploits:

see gest^, gesture.] If. An act; deed; achieve-
ment; exploit; gest. See gesl^, «., 1.

There [in Homer] may thejestes of many a knight be read,
Fatroclus, Pyrrhus, Ajax, Diomed.

Jasper Beywood, in Cens, Lit., ix. 393. (Nares.)

St. A tale of achievement or adventure; a
story; romance. Beegesf^, n., 2.— Sf. Amask;
masquerade; pageant.

He promised us, in honour of our guest.

To grace our banquet with some pompous ^'est.

Eyd, Spanish Tragedy, i.

4. A spoken pleasantry; a laughable or inten-

tionally ludicrous saying ; a witticism; a joke;

a sally.

Ajes^s prosperity lies in the ear
Of him that hears it, never in the tongue
Of him that makes it. Shak., L. L. 1., v. 2, 871.

The jests that flash'd about the pleader's room.
Lightning ot the hour, the pun, the scurrilous tale.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

5. An acted pleasantry; a jocular or playful

action ; something done to make sport or cause
laughter.

The image of the jest [the plot against Ealstaff]

111 show you here at large.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 6, 17.

To cozen their consciences, they hired certain Janiza-

ries to force them aboard : who took their money, and made
a,jest of beating them in earnest.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 109.

6. The object of laughter, sport, or mockery;
a laughing-stock.

And where there is no difference in men's worths.
Titles we jests. Beau, and Fl., King and No King, 1. 1.

She is such a desperate scholar that no country gentle-

man can approach her without being a jest.

Steele, Spectator, No. 113.

Be this a woman's fame ; with this unblest.

Toasts live a scorn, and queens may die a, jest.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 282.

In jest, in sport ; formere diversion ; not in earnest
;
play-

fully.
He spak a word in jest;

Her answer wasna good.
The Laird of Waristoun (Child's Ballads, III. 108).

Tell him that he loves in jest.

But I in earnest. Quarles, Emblems, v 1.

To break a Jest. See break. =Syn. 4. Jest, Joke; quip,

quirk, witticism, sally. A joke is often rougher or less

delicate than a jest^ as a practical joke, but jest often sug-

gests more of lightness or scoffing than joke, as to turn
everything into jest. Joke is the word to be used where
action is implied ;

jest is generally applied to something
said.

Of all the griefs that harass the distress'd.

Sure the most bitter is a scornful jesi.

Johnson, London, 1. 166.
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Link towns to towns with avenues of oak.
Enclose whole downs in walls— 'tis all a joke !

Pope, Imit. o£ Horace, II. ii. 261.

jesti (jest), V. [< ME. gesten, tell romantic tales,
< geste, a tale, etc. : see gest^, ti.] I. intrans.
If. To tell stories or romances. See gesfi, v.

I can not geiU, rum, raf, rof, by letter [t. e. in alliterative
verse].

Ne, God wot, lyn- hold I but litel better.
Chaucer, ProL to Parson's Tale, I. 43.

2. To trifle (with); amuse or entertainby words
or actions ; treat as trifling.

By my life, captain,
These hurts are not to he jested with.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, iL 1.

3. To say or do something intended to amuse
or cause laughter.

Earl LimouTS
Drank till be jested with all ease, and told
Tree tales, and took the word and play'd upon it.

Tennyson, Geraint.

4t. To take part in a mask or sport ; engage
in mock combat; just.

As gentle and as jocund, as to jest,

Go I to flght. Shak., Kich. II., L 3, 96.

n. trans. 1. Toutterin jest or sport. [Rare.]
II jest is in you, let the jest be jested. Buskin.

2. To apply a jest to; joke with; banter; rally.

'Re jested his companion upon his gravity.

0. P. B. James.

jest^ (jest), adv. A common dialectal form of
jusfl.

jest-book (jest'buk), n. A book containing a
collection of jests, jokes, or funny stories or
sayings,

jestee (jes-te'), n. [< .Jesii + -eel.] The per-
son on whom a jest is passed. [Bare.]

The Mortgager and Mortgagee differ, the one from the
other, not more in length of purse than the Jester and
Jestee do in that of memory.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, L 12.

jester (jes'ter), n. [< ME. gestour, gestiour,<. ges-

ten, tell jests : see jesf^, «.] If. A story-teller

;

a reciter of tales, adventures, and romances.
GesUaurs, that tellen tales

Bothe of wepinge and of game.
Chaveer, House of Fame, 1. 1198.

The conteurs and the jestours . . . were literally, in
English, tale-tellers, who recited either their own com-
positions or those of others, consisting of popular tales

and romances. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 261.

2. One who is addicted to jesting ; one who is

given to witticisms, jokes, and pranks.
When he [Soufchey] writes nonsense we generally read

it with pleasure, except indeed when he tries to he droll.

A more insufferable .;e«ter never existed.
Macavlay, Southey's Colloquies.

3. A court-fool or professed sayer of witty
things and maker of amusement, maintained
by a prince or noble In the middle ages and
later. The dress of the jester was usually showy, or
even gaudy, and toward the end of the time when jesters

were employed it was always typically party-colored or
motley ; but, as the jesters in some early courts were men
of considerable intellectual ability, and in some cases of
good family, their dress was not always conspicuously dis-

tinguished from that of those with whom they mingled.
The bauble, sometimes very small and of rich materials,
was the only certain badge of the jester's employment.
The fools of Shakspere's plays Indicate a certain lowering
of the rank of flie jester in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. So far as is known, the last one employed in

England was Archie Armstrong (died 1672% in the court of
James I., and afterward of Charles I. See eacksarmb, iau-
ble2 moOey.

Feste, the je^er, my lord ; a fool that the lady Olivia's

father took much deUght in. Shak., T. K, ii. 4, 11.

Jesters' helmet, a kind of helmet bearing unusual orna-

ments, such as horns, or having the vizor shaped in rude
imitation of a face.

jesting (jes'ting), J), a. pPpr. otjest\v.1 1.

Given to jesting; playful: as, a jesting humor.— 2. Fit for joking ; proper to be joked about.

He will find that these are no jesting matters.
Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xv.

jesting-beam (jes'ting-bem), fl. In building, a
beam introduced for appearance, and not for

use.

jestingly (jes'ting-U), adv. In a jesting or play-

ful manner ; not in earnest.

jesting-stock (jes'ting-stok), n. A laughing-

stock; a butt for ridicule. [Rare.]

I love thee not so ill to keep thee here,

AjesUng-stoek.
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v. 2.

jeslrinonger (jest'mnng'ger), n. A retailer of

jests ; a joker.

Some witlings andjest-mon^era still remain
For fools to laugh at. J. BaiHie.

jestword (jest'werd), ;(. An object of jests or

ridicule; a laughing-stock; a byword; a butt.

the jestword of a mocking band. WhUUer.

Jesuate (jez'u-at), n. [Also Jesuat, < It. Gesu-

ato,<. Gesii' Jesxm: see Jesus. Ct. Jesuit.'\ A
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member of a monastic order founded by the
ItaUan Colombini, and confirmed by Urban V.
about 1367. Until 1606 it was composed entirely of lay-

men, who cared for the poor and sick. From the toct that

they distilled alcoholic liquors at some of their houses,

they were called Aqua-viUB fathers. The order was sup-

pressed in 1668.

Jesuit (jez'ii-it), n. [< P. Jesuite, now Jesuite=
Sp. Jesuiia = Pg. Jesuita = It. Gesuita = D. Je-

zuit, Jezuiet = G. Dan. Sw. Jesuit, < NL. Jesuita,

so called (first, it is said, by Calvin, about 1550)

from the name given to the order by its founder
(NL. Soeietas Jesu, ' the Company (or Society)

of Jesus'), < L. Jesus + -ita, E. usually Me^.)

1. A member of the "Society of Jesus" (or

"Company of Jesus"), founded by Ignatius

Loyola in 1534 and confirmed by the Pope in

1540. Its membership includes two general classes, lay-

men, or temporal coadjutors, and priests; and six grides

namely, novices, formed temporal coadjutors, approved
scholastics, formed spiritual coadjutors, the professed of

three vows, and the professed of four vows. The appli-

cant for admission to the order must be at least fourteen

years old, and the three vows cannot be taken before the
age of thirty-three. After a two years' novitiate the lay

brothers become temporal coadjutors, and the candidates
for the priesthood are advanced to the grade of scholas-

tics. A rigorous course of study follows for fourteen or

fiJEteen years, divided into three nearly equal periods of aca-

demic or coUegiate study, teaching and study combined,
and a course in theology. At the end of this time the
scholastic enters on another short novitiate, after which
he may become either a spiritual coadjutor or one of the
professed. The three vows are voluntary poverty, per-

fect chastity, and perfect obedience ; and the fourth vow
is absolute submission to the Pope. The professed of the
four vows arc the most iniluential class ; they form the
general congregation, and fill the highest offices and the
leading missions. The general is elected for life by the
general congregation. He has great power, limited only
by the constitutions, and is aided by a council of assistants.

He must reside at Home, and is subject only to the Pope.
There is an elaborate organization, with a division into
five " assistancies," subdivided into provinces, each of
which is administered by a provincial, and each provincial
has '* superiors," rectors, etc., as subordinates. Two fea-

tures characterize the system thus organized— absolute
obedience and a perfect system of scrutiny. It is the
combination of these two principles which has made the
order of Jesuits such a power in the church. So formida-
ble has their political influence been supi>osed to be that
they have often been expeUed even from Koman Catholic
communities. They were expelled from France in 1594,
restored in 1603, again expelled in 1764, and for the last
time in 1880. They were expeUed from Spain in 1767, and
at different times from various other countries. In 1773
the order was suppressed by Pope Clement XIV., but it

was revived in 1S14. It is believed now to number about
ten thousand members.

One whom the mob, when next we find or make
A popish plot, shall for a Jesuit take.

Pope, Satires of Donne, Iv. 35.

2. A crafty or insidious person; an intriguer:
so called in allusion to the crafty and intriguing
methods commonly ascribed to the Jesuits.

—

3. [I. c] A dress worn by women in the latter
part of the eighteenth century ; akind of indoor
moming-govm. Fairholt Jesuit lace. See laee.

—Jesuits' Dark, Peruvian bark ; the bark of certain spe-
cies of Cinchona. It is so called because it was first in-
troduced into Europe by the Jesuits.—Jesuits' Baxk
Act. See &arAr2.—Jesuits' drops, a balsamic preparation
formerly in repute as a pectoral and vulnerary : same as
friari balsam (which see, under friar).—Jesuits' nut, a
name sometimes given to the frnlt of Trapa natans, the
water-chestnut.—Jesuits' powder, powdered cinchona
bark.—Jesuits' tea, the Hex Paraguayensis, or its leaves.
See mate*, and Paraguay tea, under tea.—Jesuit Style,
in arch. See baroque, 2.

Jesuit (jez'u-it),s7.^ l< Jesuit, n.'i To cause to
conform to the principles of the Jesuits ; make
a Jesuit of.

But to return to the Soman Catholics, how can we be
secure from the practice of jesuiled Papists in that Seli-
gion? Dryden, Keligio Laici, Pref.

Jesuitess (jez'u-it-es), n. [< NL. Jesuitissa; as
Jesuit + -e««.] One of an order of nuns estab-
lished on the principles of the Jesuits. It was
suppressed by Pope Urban "VIII. about 1633.
Jesuitic (jez-u-it'ik), a. [= F.jesuitiqus = Sp.
jesuitico = Fg. jesuitieo = It. gesuitieo; < Jesuit,

q. v.] 1. Of or pertaining to the Jesuits or
their principles.

The Jesuitic maxim, that "he who has the schools has
the future," the German Catholics have adopted as their
own. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 194.

2. [I.e.'] 8a,m.ea^s Jesuitical.

Jesuitical (jez-u-it'i-kal), a. [< Jesuitic + -al.']

Designing; eraity; politic; insinuating: an op-
probrious term.
Though for fashion's sake called a parliament, yet by a

jesuitieal sleight not acknowledged, though called so.

UHton, Eikonoklastes, 1 13.

He has been accused of a Jesuitical tendency, of a dis-
position to find arguments in favor of acts after the acta
have been performed. N. A. Bev., CXLII. 589.

jesuitically (jez-u-it'i-kal-i), adv. In a Jesuiti-
cal, insinuating, or politic manner; craitily.

jesnitish (jez'u-it-ish), a. [< Jesuit + -wftl.]

JesniticaL

jet

As our English papists are commonly most iemMth, so

our EngUsh Jesuits are more furious than their fellows.

Bp. Hall, Quo Vadis, $ 19.

Jesuitism (jez'ii-it-izm), n. [= F. jisuiUsme=
Sp. Pg. jesuitismo = It. gesuitismo; as Jesuit

+

-isvi.] 1. The system, principles, and practices

of the Jesuits.— 2. Craft; subtlety; politic du-

plicity: an opprobrious use.

The word Jesuitism now in all countries expresses an
idea for which there was in Nature no prototype before.

Not till these late centuries had the human sonl gener-

ated that abomination or needed to name it.

Carlyle, Latter Day Pamphlets, viiL

Jesuitocracy (jez^u-i-tok'ra-si), n. [< Jesuit +
-o-cracy, government, as in aristocracy, q. v.,

etc.] Government by Jesuits; also, the whole
body of Jesuits in a country.

The charming results of a century of Jesuttoeraey, as

they were represented on the French stage in the year

1793. Mngdey, Yeatt, y.

Jesuitry (jez'u-it-ri), n. [< Jesuit + -ry.] Jes-

uitism, in either of its senses.

The poor Oirondins, many of them, under such fierce

bellowing of Patriotism, say Death ; justifying, motivant,
that most miserable word of theirs by some Inief casuist-

ry and jesuUry. Vergniaud himself says Death ; justify-

ing hj Jesuitry. Carlyle, French Eev., IIL a 7.

Jesus (je'zus), n. [< ME. Jesus, lesus, Jesu (in

AS. usually translated, Heelend, lit. 'healer,' i. e.

Saviour) ; F. Jesus = Sp. Pg. Jestis= It. Gesu =
D. Jezus = G. Dan. Sw. Jesus, < L. (LL.) Jesus,

prop, in 3 syllables, Jesus (gen., dat., abl., and
voc. Jesu, > voc. Jesu in modem_tongues), < Gr.

'l7iaov(,< Heb. Teshu'a, also Yoshu'a, contr. of Ye-

lioshu'a (forms transliterated, in the LL. and E.

versions of the Old Testament, as Jeshua, Josh-

ua, and Jelioshua respectively), a name meaning
' Jehovah is salvation ' or ' help of Jehovah ': see
Jeliovah. The name was a very common one
among the Jews, esp. during the Hellenizing
period, when it assumed the Gr. form 'h/aovt,

being sometimes assimilated to the purely (Jr.

Idatjv, Jason (cf. laaig, healing, < lacBai, heal).

A special significance was impressed upon the
name when it was given to the child proclaim-
ed to be the Saviour of mankind (Mat. i. 21

;

Luke i. 31).] 1. The Greek form ot Joshua, used
in the authorized version of the Bible twice to

designate the Jewish leader so named (Acts vii.

45, Heb. iv. 8), once to designate a man called
Justus (Col. iv. 11), and elsewhere as the per-
sonalname of the Saviour, frequently conjoined
with Christ, the Anointed, the official title.

She [Mary] shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call

his name <7efu«: for he shall save his people from their
sins. Mat. L 21.

2f. With the article, a representation of the
crucifixion or of the ecce homo, or even to the
mere emblem of Christ, such as the L H. 8. or

^: used in old inventories, etc Company of
Jesils, the order of Jesuits.—Order of Jesus, of Jesns
Christ, ete., thename of several orders of more or less re-
ligions character, in Spain, Sweden, ete.

jeti (jet), V. ; pret. and pp. jetted, ppr. jetting,

[< ME.Jetten, getten, < OF. jetter, jeter, getter,

geter,jeeter, "P.jeter, cast, hurl, throw, fling, dart,
put or push forth, = Pr. getar, gitar, gietar =
Sp. jitar = It. gittare, gettare, throw, etc., < L.
jactare, throw, hurl, east, toss, shake, agitate,
etc., freq. otjacere, throw (>jacere, lie), akin to
Gt. idvTeiv, thxow: see iambic. From the same
L. source are abject, project, ryect, subject, tra-
ject, etc., with many derivatives, abjection, ad-
jeeiion, etc., adjective, objective, ete.,jacent, ad-
jacent, circumjacent, jactation, jettison, jetsam,
jactitation, jaculate, ejaculate, etc., also amiee\
gisP-, gist^, joist, and, connected directly with
jet, its doublet>t, and jeth/^, jutty, etc.] I.
trans./to throw out; shoot out; spurt forth,
especially from a small orifice; spout; spurt.

Bnt that, instead of this form, so incommodious for the
conveyance of waters, it should \>e jetted out every where
into hills and dales so necessary for that purpose^ is a
manifest sign of an especial providence of the wise Cre-
ator. Derham, Physico-Theology, iii. 4.

A dozen angry modeU jetted steam.
Tennyson, Princess, ProL

H. intrans. If. To shoot forward: shootout;
X>roject; jut.

His eyebrows jetted out like the round casement of an
alderman s dming-room. Middleton, Black Book.

2t. To strut; stalk; assume a haughty or pom-
pons carriage ; be proud.

,J «e«.Barmeno come ietlyngWie a lord, but see howe
idle he IS, as one out of all care and thought.

J. UdaU, Flo'wres, foL 97.

The orders I did set
They were obey-d with Joy, which made mejet.

Mir. for Mags., p. 202.

3t. To encroach offensively. Xares.
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,. J ^^ V^^" Englishmens paoience must be thus iet-break fiet'brakl n Tti nW«««« fT,o ry,o,.tie«ted on by straungers, and they not dare to revendge •'T^ff ^S f?» w+^^ „V „ Ujf^i? !? v*^' i®
^'^

their owne wrongs. piay of Sir Thomas More, ^^^^ ^^ '''^^ bottom of a type by the breaking off

Insulting tyranny begins to jet
Upon the innocent and awless throne.

Sfto*., Eioh. III., ii. 4, 61.

4t. To jerk
; jolt. Wiseman.— 5. To turn round

or about. [Prov. Eng.]
jeti (jet), n. [Early mod. E. alsoje«e, get; < ME.

^'t, get, jette, gette, a device, mode, manner

of the jet projecting from the top of the mold.
jet d'eau (zha do). [Formerly partly Englished,
jetdeauJetteaUfjetto; now as mere F., jet d'eau
(= It. getto d' aequo), a jet of water: jet, jet;
de, of; eau, water: see jet^, de^, eau, ewe^.'] A
fine stream of water spouting from a fountain
or pipe, especially an upward jet from an or-

1 . A sudden shooting forth ; a spouting or spurt"
ing, as of water or flame from a small oriflce.

The natural jeta and elations ol a mind energized by the
rapidity of its own emotions.

fashion, < OF. get, giet, later gect, ject, a throw', namental fountain.
cast, etc., a jess (q. v.), P. jet, a throw, cast. There is nothing that more enlivens a prospect than
stroke, a gush, spurt, or let (of water) a shoot ri™r%J««<fea«», or falls of water, where the scene is per-

(of a plant), a jess, eto.,= It. getto, a thiow, oast, .

'^'"^'^^ '^"'™8- ^'^"''"' Spectator, No. 412.

waterspout, etc., < Jj.jactus, a throw, cast, <ja- J®*®^ (je-te'), m. [E. Ind.] The plant Jforacfowa
eere,-pp.jaetus,thiow. seejefl, «. Ct.jess ».] *e»«<»'««»'»o, or bowstring-creeper of Eajmahal,
' "" "

' '
' • found wild in certain hilly parts of India, its

fiber is beautiful in appearance, tough and elastic, and
endures exposure to water. It is made into such articles
as bowstrings, twine, and rope. The milky juice when
dried serves as a caoutchouc.

^

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 243. jet-glasS (jefgl^s), n. Crystal-glass of pure
S. That which so issues or spurts : as, a jet of Wack : used for cheap jewelry, in imitation of
water; aje* of blood; a, jet oi gas. .jet-

Thus the small jet, which hasty hands unlock, jeton, n. See jetton.
Spirts in the gardener s eyes who turns the cock. jet-piunp (jet'pump), n. A pump in which the

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 177. fluid is impelled by the action of a jet of the
3. A spout, or the end of a spout or nozle, for .

same or another fluid.

the emission of a liqxiid or gas: as, a rose-Jei; jetsam (jet'sam), n. [Also jetsom, jetsome; a
a, gas-^'e^.—4. Irs. metal-casting : (a) A channel corruptionof the earlier jeteo«,Je<feore, as .^o*-

or tube for introducing melted metal into a ««>» is of the earlier .^oteo»,*.;?o*<»son; SQsjetU-
inold. (6) A small projecting piece of the metal, son.'] In toto and com. : (a) Sameas jertisom.

consisting of what remained in the hole through Jetsam, is where goods are cast into the sea, and there
which the liquid metal was run into the mold : ^1"'^ and remain under water ; flotsam is where they con-

jetty
or to float her when stranded, or to facilitate her escape
from an enemy, the loss of the goods and of the freight
attached to them must be made good by average contribu-
tion. Encyc. Brit., III. 146.

jettot (je-to'), n. An obsolete spelling of ,;e*

d'eau.

The garden has every variety, hills, dales, rocks, groves,
aviaries, vivaries, fountaines, especially one of five jettos.

Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1644.

jetton (jet'on), n. [Also jeton; < P. jeton, a
counter, OF. jeton, geton, a shoot, sprout, etc.,

< Jeter, throw, cast : seejeii.] A piece of metal,
generally silver, copper, or brass, bearing vari-
ous devices and inscriptions, formerly used as

this has to be filed off before the casting can
be finished. Compare rMmner.— 5. In pyrotech-
micSj a rocket-case filled with a burning com-
position, and attached to the circumference of
a wheel or the end of a movable arm to give it

motion.—6. A large water-ladle. HalUwell.
[Prov. Eng.]— 7. .5 descent ; a declivity. JECal-

Uwell. [Prov. Eng.] "' '
"

custom; style.

Also ther is another newe left,

A fowle wast of cloth, and excessyf.
Booke of Precedence (E. B. T. S., extra ser.), i. 106.

A kirtel of a fyn wachet,
Sohapen with goores in the newe get.

tinue swimming ; ligan is where they are sunk in the sea,
but tied to a corlc or buoy in order to be found again.

Blackstone, Com., I. viii.

(6) The goods thrown out by jettison.

These are forgiven— matters of the past—
And range vilthjeteam and with offal thrown
Into the blind sea of forgetfulness.

.v^u^.. , a iiDuii nu.y . -u iti- TcHnyBon, Queen Mary, ill. 3.

8t. Fashion; manner; jetsent, jetsomt, jetsome+.jetsont,". See jet-

_
sam, jettison. Coles ; Minsneu.

jetstone (jet'ston), n. Same as jet^. jet was
formerly supposed to have the proper^ of attracting cer-
tain objects, like a magnet.

It giues Wits edge, and drawesthem too Vike jetatorte.

Davws, Commendatory Poems, p. 13.

The croslet
•9t- Artifice; contrivance.

That was ordeyned with that false get.

CiMucer, Canon's Yeoman s Tale, 1. 268.

lOf. [A form of or substitute for gist^, of the
same ult. origin.] Point; drift; scope.

How is this, master Rowley? I don't see the^^'ct of your
scheme. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

.It often happens that thejett or principal point in the
debate is lost in these personal contests,

Chaucer, MiUers Tale, 1. 136. jettage (jet'aj), n. [< OP. jetter, throw, cast:

JIforite. Travels in England in 1782 (trans.). JetteaUt (je-to'), n.

d'eau.

see jet^.j Certain charges levied upon incom-
ing vessels; specifically, dues payable to the
corporation of Hull, England, on vessels enter-
ing-

Freemen [of Hull] are exempt from anchorage, but free-
men as weU as non-freemen pay jettajre.

McCuMoch, Diet. Commerce, p. 543.

jette (jet), re. The starling, or inclosure of piles,
of a bridge,

A former spelling of jet

Pelletan let, an annular steam-jet used to induce a flow t„i,i.^^, „ a„ „T^„„i„i„ „ n- js -,..>. i

of liquidV an opening through which the jet issues, -jetteet, »- All obsolete spelhng otjettyi

The ^rinci^le is the same as that of the Giffard injector.-^ jettert (jet'er), re. [< ME. jettour, jectour, < OP
Sensitive jet, a jet of air, smoke, water or other liquid,
or of burning gas, which is sensitive to sound-waves. The
form and dimensions of the jet are modified by the im-
pact of the sound-waves.

jet^ (jet), re. and a. [Formerly also jeat, geat,

get, geet, jayet; < ME. jet, jete, geete, < OF. jet

(also jette, t.). jaet, jayet, F. jayet, jais, earlier .

OF. graj/ei, and restored frafl'ate(cf. also ME. and J?**J°?SS (]et i-nes), re.

jettowr, jetteur, geteor, etc., < L. jactator, a
boaster: see jactator and jet^.] One who jets
or struts ; a spruce fellow.

So were ye better.
What shulde a begger be a,jetter?

J. Heywood, Tour P's.

The quality of being

AS., as L., gagates, Ot. gagat, etc.), < L. gagates,

< Gt. yay&rri^, jet, so called from T&yaQ or Vajyai,

a, town and river of Lycia in Asia Minor.] I.

re. 1. A solid, dry, black, inflammable fossil

substance, harder than asphalt, susceptible of
high polish, and glossy in its fracture, which is

conchoidal or undulating, it is found in beds of !*«„„_ net'i-son') re K OF CAP 'l *5>«o?mre
lignite or brown coal, and chiefly in rocks of Tertiary and J^™°?i|:. ''„„«„7°„„ ' „\^}- Zx ' *•//- ?*™^'7'
Secondary age. The most important jet-veins are in York-
shire, England, near Whitby. It is wrought into toys, but-
tons, and personal ornaments of various kinds.

A thousand favours from a maund she drew.

jetty; blackness,

jettingt (jet'ing), p. a. Same as jutting.

The wastjetHTig coat and small bonnet, which waa the
habit in Henry the Seventh's time, is kept on in the yeo-
men of the guard ; not without a good and politic view,
because they look a foot taller, and a foot and a half
broader. Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

Of amber, crystal, and of beaded j'efc

Shak., Lovers Complaint,!. 37.

A square peece of white stone inserted into a piece of

iet. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 166.

2. The color of jet; a deep, rich, glossy black.

The white pink, and the pansy freak'd with jet.

Wilton, Lycidas, 1. 144.

'.ison, a throwing, jettison, <
'jactatio(n-), a throwing, < jactare, throw: see
jet^, v., and cf. jactation, a doublet of jettison.

The word in E. use became corrupted, through
jetson, jetsen, to jetsom, jetsome, jetsam : see jet-

sam, and cf . flotsam, similarly corrupted.] In
law, the throwing overboard of goods or mer-
chandise, especially for the purpose of easing
a ship in time of danger or distress. Stephen.

If, instead of being thrown overboard, the goods are put
into boats or lighters, and lost or damaged before reach-
ing the shore, such loss is regarded as a virtual jettison,

and gives a claim to average contribution.
Brit., III. 146.

Jet-rock series, a portion of the Upper Lias, near Whit-
by, Yorkshire, England : so called because it contains the
" jet-rock," ahard, bituminous shale, containing jet in the
interstices between the layers in thin lenticular masses.

II. a. Madd of the mineral jet: as, jc< beads;
jet ornaments.

jet-ant (jet'int), re. A kind of ant, Formica

jet^bfsTck'ljet'blak'), a- [< Jet^ + Wack.'] Of jettison (jet'i-son), v. t. [< jettison, re.] To

the deepest black ; black as jet. tlirow overboard, especially for the purpose of

Year after ye» unto her feet . . .

e^smg and saving a ship in time of danger.

The maiden's jet-blaek hair has grown. When a part of a cargo is thrown overboard (orjettisoned,

Tennyson, The Day-Dream, The Sleeping Beauty, as it is termed) to save the ship from foundering in a storm,

The bottle was eventually picked up on the shore of
Galveston Island in the Gulf ot Mexico, having traversed
(through the aid of the equatorial current) the Atlantic
from the point ot jettison to Trinidad or Tobago.

Sei. Amur., K S., LIX. 163.

Obverse. Reverse.
Bronze Jetton of Louis XIV.. British Museum. (Size of the original.)

a counter in card-playing, or in casting up ac-
counts; also, an abbey-counter, jettons came
into use in the fourteenth century, and were extensively
used, especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-
ries, in the Netherlands, France, Germany, and other coun-
tries.

They used to compute with JeUrnis and counters ; . . .

it is done by laying them on lines increasing in their
value from the bottom, which is i line of Units ; the sec-
ond, or next above it^ is a line ot Tens ; the third a line of
Hundreds ; the fourth of Thousands ; and so on.

T. SneUing, View of the Origin of Jettons, p. 13.

Almost every abbey struck its own jettons or counters,
which were thin pieces of copper, commonly impressed
with a pious legend, and used in casting up accounts.

Chatto, Wood Engraving, p. 19.

jettyi (jet'i), n.
;

pi. jetties (-iz). [Also jutty,

q. v.; < OF. jetee, getee, gettee, gitee, jettee, a cast,
a jetty or jutty, etc. ; P. jetSe, a pier, break-
water, jetty; prop. fem. pp. of OF. jetter, jeter,
F. jeter, throw, oast: see je<i.] T. A project-
ing part of a building, especially a part that
projects so as to overhang the wall b^lpw, as
the upper story of a timber house, a bay-^^in-
dow, etc. See extract under je<«^i, «. «.— 2. A
projection of stone, brick, wood, or other ina-
terial (but generally formed of piles), afford-
ing a convenient place for landing from and
discharging vessels or boats, or serving as a
protection against the encroachment or as-
sault of the waves; also, a pier of stone or
other material projecting from the bank of a
stream obliquely to its course, for the pur-
pose of directing the current upon an obstruc-
tion to be removed, as a bed of sand or gravel,
or to deflect it from a bank which it tends to
undermine. Important Jetties are those at the mouth
of the Mississippi river, constructed of willow mattresses
sunk by weighting with stone, and laid along both banks
of the river, to contract the current and cause it to scour
out the channel. See mattress.

Let us cut all the cables and snap all the chains which
tie us to an unfaithful shore, and enter the friendly har-
bour, that shoots far out into the main its moles and jet-

tees to receive us. Burke, Economical JB,eform.

She was walking much too near the brink of a sort of
old jetty or wooden causeway we had strolled upon, and I
was afraid of her falling over.

Dickens, David Copperfleld, iiL

The country on both sides of the Mississippi from New
Orleans up to the mouth of the Bed River is known as the
Upper Coast ; that below the city down to the Jetties, as
the Lower Coast. The Century, XXXV. 108.

jettyi (jet'i), v.; pret. and Tpp.jettied, Tp^r. jet-

tying, [AlsojM%, q. v.; an extension otjet^,
jut, after jetty\ jutty, «.] I, intrans. To jut

;

project.

An out-butting or jettie of a house that jetties out far-
ther than any other part of the house. Flcfrio.

II. trans. To make a jetty.

Jettying with brush and pile, and finally strengthening
with stone. Sci. Amer., N. S., LX. 106.

jettylf (jet'i), a. [< jefi- + -i/l.] Jetting, or jut-

ting out ; swelling.

Twise twentie jettie sailes with him
The swelling streams did take.

Ohapman, niad, ii.

jetty2 (jet'i), a. [<ie«2 + -!/.] 1. Made of jet.— 2. Black as jet.

His spear, his shield, his horse, his armour, plumes.
And jetty feathers, menace death and hell.

Marlowe, Tamburlaine, I., iv. 1.

All the floods
In which the full-formed maids of Afric lave
Their jetty limbs. Thomson, Summer, 1. 824.



jettyhead

jettyhead (jefi-hed), ». A projeeting part at
the outer end of a wharf ; the front of a wharf
of which the side forms one of the cheeks of a
dock.

jeu d'esprit (zhe des-pre'). [F.: jeu, a play;
de, of; esprit, spirit: see spirit.^ A witticism;
a play of wit.

We had no Idea that the task before us was to examine
and report upon a somewhat mild^'eu d'esprit.

Nature, yyyvttt 28.

jeune premier (jfen pre-mia'). IF. -.jeune, young

;

premier, first.] In the theater, an aetor who
personates young men in leading parts; a first

juvenile.

Mr. , as Adrien, is Ajewne prefmier who promises a
good deal. The Academy, April 6, 1889, p. 246.

jeunesse doree (je-n'es' do-ra'). [P.: jeunesse,
youth; dor$e, fern, of dorS, gUded.] Literally,
the gilded youth of a eommunity; rich and
fashionable yoimg men, especially those who
are luxurious and prodigal in their way of liv-
ing ; specifically, in French hist., a, group of fash-
ionable members of the reactionary party, in
the period after the 9th Thermidor, 1794.

Jeunesse dvrie answers, perhaps, rather to Disraeli's ex-
pression of " curled darlings" than to "dandy,"

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 190.

Jew (jo), n. [< ME. Jew, Jeu, Giw, Gyw, Jwe,
usually in pi. Jeioes, Jowes, Jvss, Geus, (Hives,

Gywes, etc.,< OF. Geu, Jeu, Jwe, Jueu, later and
mod. F. Juif = Pr. Juzieu = Cat. Jueu = Sp.
Judio = Pg. Judeo, Judeu = It. Giudeo = AS.,
after L., ludeus, pi. ludei or ludeas = OS. Ju-
deo, Judheo = OFries. Jotha = MD. Jode, D.
Jood = MLGr. Jode, Jodde = OHG. Judeo, Judo,
MHG. Jude, Jiide, G. Jude = Dan. Jode = Sw.
Jtide = Goth. Judaius, < L. Judceus, < Gr. 'lov-

daio(, a Jew, an iniabitant of Judea, < 'lovSaia,

L. Judwa, Judea, < Heb. Fehuddh, Judah, so
called from the tribe of that name, descen-
dants of Tehuddh, Judah, son of Jacob (> Ar.
Turk. Hind. Yahwli, a Jew).] 1. A Hebrew;
an Israelite.

Trowe this for no lesyng.
And namely leve her of no Iwe,
For al thus dud thei with Jheso.

Cursor Mundi, MS. CoU. Trm. Cantab., f. 113. (HaUiweU.)

Glory, honour, and peace to every man that worketh
good, to the Jew firsts and also to the Gentile. Eom. ii. 10.

2. A personwho seeks gain by sordid or crafty
means; a hard-fisted money-lender, or tricky
dealer: an opprobrious use: as, he is a regular
Jew.— Exchequer of the Jews. See exchequer.—Jew
BlU. See bUl'i.—Jew's eyet. [An allusion to the custom
of torturing Jews with the view of extorting money,]
Something very precious or highly prized.

There will come a Christian by,
WiU be worth a Jewess' eye.

Shak., M, of v., ii. S, 43,

[In the original editions the word in this passage is Jewes,
the old dissyllabic possessive for either sex. The phrase
" worth a Jewes eye " is the old proverb here used punning-
ly,]

—

Jews' firaoidncense, the balsam known as benzoin
orgum storax, oftenused asan incense.

—

Jews' houses, in
Cornwall, England, remains of ancient dwellings and fur-

naces wliicb, together with the tools of ancient smelters
and blocks of tin in the rude molds of earth in which the
metal was cast, have been found in various parts of that
county. These remains date back to a period many cen-
turies before Christy at a time when trade Iiad been estab-
lished between Britain and the eastern Mediterranean
region.

—

Jews' moneyja name given to old Boman coins
found in some parts of England. SaUiweU.— Jews' tin,
tin smelted in mde blast-fnmaces and cast into irregular
slabs of various Idnds, found in connection with the so-

called Jews' houses in Cornwall, and believed to be the
work of ancient smelters.

jew (jo), V. [< Jew, n., in allusion to the sharp-
ness in bargaining popularly ascribed to the
Jews.] I. trans. To overreach; cheat; beat
unfairly at a bargain: as, to jew one out of a
dollar. [CoUoq.]

Weknow there is a mawkish sentiment existing thatJews
should not be countenanced ; that they will cheat at every
opportunity ; and it has become a saying that a person
swindled in any manner was simply Jewed. Yet we have
never been in possession of evidence that satisfied us that
Jews were more amenable to these alleged weaknesses
than other classes. Quoted in Artier. Rehrew, XXXIX. 46.

n. intrans. To practise arts of overreaching
or cheating in trade. [Colloq.]

They sm uggles you quietly into some room by yourselves,

and then sets to work Jewing away as hard as they can,

pricing up their own things, and downcrying youm,
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I, 40?.

To jew down, to beat down the price of ; persuade the

seller to take a lower price for. (Colloq.) [This verb, in

these uses, iswell established in colloquial speech. Though
now commonly employed without direct reference to the
Jews as a race, it is regarded by them as offensiv - and
opprobrious.]

Jew-baiter (jo'ba'ter), n. A person given to

harrying or persecuting Jews. [Becent.]
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Jew-baiting (jo'ba"ting), ». The act of harry-
ing or persecuting Jews. [Recent.]

Alas ! how much has taken place during these six years
that makes a recurrence to this particular festival [feast

of the Passover] specially painful and interesting. The
Jew-baiting in Germany ; the bloody persecutions in Rus-
sia. Evening Post, April 21, 1883.

jew-busb (jo'bush), n. A popular name of one
or more species of the plant-genus Pedilanthus.

Jew-crow (jo'kro), n. The chough; also, the
hooded crow: each more fully called market-

Jew crow.

Jewdom (jo'dum), n. [= D. Jodendom = G.
judenthum = Dan. jodedom; as Jew + -dom.^

Jews collectively. Spectator (London).

jewel (jo'el), re. [< ME., jewel, juwel,juel,jowel,

jowelle= Jy.juweel = G. juwel= Dan. Sw. juvel, <

OF.jouel,joel,joiel, later and mod. F.joyau= Pr.

joyeljjoell= Sp.joyel = It. giojello, a jewel; dim.
of OF. joie, goie, joy, pleasure (not found in the

deflected sense ' jewel')> = Sp.joya = Fg.joia, a
jewel (not found in the lit. sense 'joy'), = It.

gioja, Joy, also a jewel, < L. gaudium, joy, ML.
a bead on a rosary, pi. gaudia, beads: see joy,

gaud^, siiLdgaudy. The ML. form would be reg.

*gaudiaU, or *gaudiellum ; but, through a mis-
understanding of the Eom. forms (which were
taken to represent L. jocus, a jest, > OF. jeu,

ju, etc.), the ML. appears a.sjocale.2 1. A pre-
cious stone or gem ; especially, a gem out and
shaped for ornament or use : as, the jewels of a
crown.
And jewels ! two stones, two rich and precious stones

!

Shale., M. of v., ii. 8, 20.

A splendid silk of foreign loom, . . .

And thicker down the front
With jewels than the sward with drops of dew.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. An article of personal adornment, consist-

ing of a gem or gems in a setting of precious
metal ; also, formerly, any piece of jewel-work,
or a trinket or ornament worn on the person,
as a ring, a bracelet, or a brooch.

We haue riches full rife, red gold fyn

;

Clothes full comly, and other clene JueUis;-
Armur and all thing abill therfore.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S,), 1. 1743.

A collar, arjeweU, that women used about their neckes.
Baret (1680), I, 38. (HattiweU.}

He's gi'en to her ajewel fine.

Was set with pearl and precious stane.
John Thomson and the Turk (Child's Ballads, III. 353).

A watch is neither a jewel nor an ornament, as these
words are used and understood, either in common par-
lance or by lexicographers. It is not used or carried as a
jewel or ornament, but as an article of ordinary wear by
most travellers, and of daily and hourly use by all.

RamaZey o. Leland, 43 X. Y., 539.

3. An ornament of precious stones, or metal,
enamel, etc., worn as a decoration, or as the
badge of an honorary order : as, the jewel of the
Garter.

The jewel of the order [Teutonic Order] consists of a
black and white cross, surmounted by a helmet with three
feathers. Eneyc. Brit., XXIII. 201.

4 . A precious stone used in watchmaking, on
account of its hardness and resistance to wear,
as where a pivot turns in a socket.— 5. An
imitation, in glass or enamel, of a real jewel.
See jeweled, 3.— 6. In colored-glass windows,
etc., a projecting boss of glass, sometimes cut
with facets, introduced in the design to give
variety and richness of effect.

Mosaic glass has rapidly improved in the past century.
. . . The j'ewete cut from pieces of a rich colored glass add
effectively to the brilliancy of recent designs.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX, 255.

7. Anything of great value or rare excellence

;

anything especially fine or dear: sometimes
applied to persons as a term of high commen-
dation or tender endearment.

Value desert and virtue ; they sxe jewels
Fit for your worth and wearing.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

My bishop is a jewel tried and perfect

;

A jewel, lords. Ford, Perkln Warbeck, iv. 4.

She is an inestimablejewel. Steele, Tatler, No. 95,

If solid happiness we prize.
Within our breasts iiiis jewel lies.

And they are fools who roam.
X. Cotton, The Fireside, st. 3.

Jewel kaleidoscope. See kaleidoscope.

jewel-block (jo'el-blok), n. A block which is

suspendedfromthe extremity of ayard-arm, and
through which studdingsail-halyards are led.

jewel-case (jo'el-kas), n. A case for holding
jewels and other personal ornaments. Especially— (a) An ornamental or artistic casket or box, often lined
with velvet, plush, satin, or the like, made to set off a jewel
or set of jewels, as a necklace, ear-rings, bracelets, etc, (6)
A bos made for holding jewels, and allowing of easy trans-
portation and safe handling.

jewel-stand

jewel-drawer (jo'el-dra"er), n. A small drawer

in the upper part of a dressing-table, for hold-

ing jewels.

jeweled, jewelled (jo'eld), a. [< jewel + -e^.]

1. Fitted or providedwith jewels; havingpivot-

holes of garnet, chrysolite, ruby, or other jewel

:

as, a wa.tehjeweled in nine holes ; awatchjeweled
in fifteen holes is said to be tuH-jeweled.

A gold hunting watch, engine-turned, capped and jew-

elled in four holes. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xiiL

2. Decked or adorned with or as with jewels.

On these pines ... the long grey tufts

. . . aiejewell'd thick with dew.
if. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

3. Decorated with small drops or bosses of col-

ored glass or enamel in imitation of jewels: said

of glassware or porcelain : as, jeweled S6vres.

jeweler, jeweller (jS'el-er), n. [Early mod. E.

also jueller; < ME. jueler (= D. G. juwelier =
Dan.jwveleer; cf. Sw.juvelerare), < Al'.jueUour,

OF. joieleor, joyaUier, joyaulier, F. joaiUier (=
It. gicjelliere, a jeweler), < joel, etc., a jewel

:

see jewel.'] One who makes or deals in jewels

and ornaments of precious metal.

AJueOere
Which brought from thence golde oore to vs here.

Whereof was fyned mettal good and clene.
Bakluylfs Voyages, 1. 199.

Thejeweller tba.t owes the ring is sent for.

And he shall surety me.
Shak., AU's Well, v. 3, 297.

Jewelers' bow, an instrument used by jewelers in sawing
and drilling.—Jeweler's red. Jeweler's rouge, ferric

oxid, prepared by roasting green vitriol (ferrous sulphate)

in crucibles. It has a scarlet color and is used as a polish-

ing-powder.

jewel-house (jo'el-hous), n. The rooms in the

Tower of London where the British regalia, and
crown jewels are deposited. Also called ,;«ce(-

office.
The king

Has made him master o' the jewel house.
And one, already, of the privy council,

Shak., Hen. Vin., iv. 1, 111,

jeweling, jewelling (jo'el-ing), n. [< jewel +
-ingi.2 1. The art of decorating with jewels.

He taught to make womens ornaments, and how to look
fairs, and lewelling. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 37.

2. In ceram. : (a) Decoration by means of small
drops or bosses of translucent glaze appHed to
the surface, as frequently in Sevres porcelain.

(6) Decorationbymeans ofroundedprojections
of the substance of the body, these projections
being covered vrith a glaze or enamel different
from the rest of the piece, as in Doulton ware
and some old grfes de Flandres.

jewelled, jeweller, etc. See jeweled, etc.

jewellery, n. See jewelry.

jewel-like (jo'el-lik), a. Bright or sparkling
as a jewel.

My queen's square brows

;

Her stature to an Inch ; as wand-like straight;
As silver-voic'd ; her eyes as jewel-like.
And caa'd as richly. Shak., Pericles, v. 1, 111.

jewelly.o. Beejewely.
jewel-Office (j6'el-of^is), n. Same a,sjewel-house.

jewelry, jewellery (jS'el-ri), n. [After F.
joaillerie; < jewel + -ry, -ery.] 1. Jewelers'
work; ornaments made by jewelers.

This great officer [the Jewish high priest] wore upon
his breast a splendid piece ofjeweU^.

De Quincey, Essenes, L

2. The workmanship of a jeweler. [Bare.]
All the haft twinkled with diamond sparks.
Myriads of topaz-lights, and jacinth-work
Of iabtlest jewellery. Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

Berlin Jewelry, delicate trinkets of cast-iron introduced
in Prussia dnring the domination of Napoleon. The manu-
facture of such jewels has continned to the present time,
and its products have been fashionable. Compare Ber-
lin iron^castiTigs, nnder iron.— Bird jewelry, ornaments
lor the person made of the feathers and other parts of
birds ; especially, brooches, pendants, etc., made from the
breasts, heads, etc., of humming-birds, the iridescent col-
or giving the effect of precious stones. Art Jour., N. .'<..

XI. 272.—Claw jewelry, jewels and decorative objects
for personal wear consisting of tigers' or leopards' claws,
etc., mounted in gold. AH Jour., N. 8., XL 272.—Scotch
Jeweliy, jewelry made in Scotland, especially that in
which the native colored crystals (see cairngorm) are used,
and fretwork in silver, either alone or combined with gold.
This jewelry is usually inexpensive. Similar work is ap-
plied in the mounting of weapona etc.— Temple jewel-
ry, jewelry of inexpensive material, made at the Temple
in Paris.

jewel-setter (je'el-sefer), n. A steel cutter
for pressing a watch-jewel into place and form-
ing a flange in the metal to hold it.

jewel-stand (jo'el-stand), ». a small decora-
tive utensil for the toUet-table, meant to re-
ceive jewelry which is in daUv use : either a
tazza or flat cup, or a stand with small hooks,
upon which articles of jewelry can be hung.



jewel-weed

jewel-weed (i5'el-wed), n. [So called from the
earring-like shape of the flowers, and the silver
sheen of the under surface of the leaf in water.]
The American Impatiens, the balsam or touch-
me-not, I.fulva (see cut under haUam) or /.

pallida. See balsam and Impatiens.
jewely, jewelly (j8'el-i), a. [< jewel + -i/i.]

Like a jewel; brilliant.

Ihe jewelly star of life had descended too far down the
arch towards setting for any cliance of reascending by
spontaneous effort. De Quiticey, Spanish Kun.
Unlike a great deal of modem work of tliis kind [stained

glass], the light does not strike through his panels and
dazzle the eye with patches of crudely-coloured lighti but
is held, as it were, in rich and jewelly suspension.

The Academy, June 1, 1889, p. 384.

Jeweriet, n. A Middle English form of Jewry.
Chaucer.

Jewess (jo'es), n. [< Jew + -ess.] A Hebrew
woman; an Israelitess.

Her knowledge of medicine . . . had been acquired
under an aged Jewess, the daughter of one of their most
celebrated doctors, who loved Kebecca as her own child.

Scott, Ivanhoe, xxviil.

jewfish (jB'flsh), n. One of several different
fishes, chiefly of the family Serranidce. (a) Along
the southern and eastern coasts of the United States,

3l!31 jibe

Alexasdidreyolt, andwentto JcMim, jeWS'-trumpt (jBz'tnimp), n. Same as jew^-
On affairs of Antony. SAoft., A. and C, iv. 6, 12. •'^g^„ j

" ^' *^"

2t. A part of a city inhabited by Jews (whence .^rrf. Can he make rhymes too? .

thn TinrrtB nf a ntrflflt in Tjondont ^^- ''""'* ^'as made a thousand, sir,tne name ol a streex in uonaonj.
^^^j ^j^^^^ ^^^ },aTAeri to 'em on a Jew's-trwmp.

Ther was in Asie, in a gret citee, Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, V. 2.

AmongesCristenf^aJe»^..,^^^^^
1 37 Jezebel (jez'e-bel), n. [So called in allusion

„, ^ , , . ,.,.,..',. , ,' ^. ^ to </eze6eZ, the infamous wife of Ahab, king of
The London JewmewM established m a place of which jg^ael (1 Ki. xvi. 31).] An impudent, violent,

unscrupulous, vicious woman.
But when she knew my pain,

Saw my first wish her favour to obtain.
And ask her hand—no sooner was it ask'd.
Than she, the lovely Jezebel, unmasked. Crabhe.

Jezld (jez'id), m. One of a religious sect in

ui 1,110 «o^.>. o.
Asiatic Turkey: same as Yeeidi.

CABWCT-,''Ho'us'e of Fame, 1. 1436. jhil, jheel(iel),». [Also writtenjeei;repr.Hind.
jMl, a lake, pool, mere.] In India, a large pool,
mere, or lagoon of standing water remaining
after inundation, and more or less filled with
rank vegetation.
Numerous shallow ponds OTJhils mark the former beds

of the shifting rivers. These jhUs have great value, not
only as preservatives against inimdation, but also as res-

ervoirs for irrigation. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 71.

[B. Ind. jhum.'] A sys-

no vestige of its establishment now remains beyond the
name — the Old Jenny.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II, 128.

3. The Jewish people.

The Ebrayk Josephus the olde.

That of Jewes gestes tolde

;

And he bar on hys shuldres bye
The fame up of the Jewerye.

Statute of Jewry, an English statute (of about 1276) for-

bidding Hebrews to practise usury, restricting their right

of distress, etc., requiring them to wear badges, and sub-

jecting them to other restraints and disabilities.

Jews'-apple (j6z'ap"l), n. Same as eggplant.

Jew's-ear (joz'er), n. [Formerly Judas's ear,

NL. auricula Judce. It grows most often ujpon

the elder, the tree, according to one tradition, . . ,... ,

upon which Judas hanged himself.] 1. A fun- jnoom, jhum (jom), n.

gus, Hirneola Aurieula-Judce, bearing some re-

semblance to the human ear. it formerly had
some medicinal repute in England, which has now passed
away; but it is exported in large quantities to China,
where it is prized as a medicine and an article of diet.

The mushrooms or toadstooles which grow vpon the
trunks or bodies of old trees verie much resembling Auri

tern of cultivation used in India, especially
on the eastern frontier of Bengal, in which a
tract of forest or jungle is cleared by fire, cul-

tivated for a year or two, and then abandoned
for a new tract, in southwestern India this system
is called eoomry, and in Ceylon it is known as chena.
Yule and Bumm.

Jewfish i^Pfotnicrops giiasa),

Promicrops guasa, which sometimes reaches a weight of

700 pounds. (6) Along the Californian coast, Stereolepis

aigas, the black sea-bass, which nearly equals the former
in size, (c) Along the southern coast of the United States,

J^inepTielita nigritus, the black grouper, which has a blu-

ish-black color above, without red or tracings on the body
or fins, (d) Along the Florida coast, Hegalops aUantieus,

the tarpum or tarpon, an elopine. (e) In Madeira, Poly-

prion am&riaarLus or P. couchi, the stbne-baas. (/) A flat-

flsli, Paralichthys dentatus, the wide-mouthed flounder.

(Connecticut.) (g) In New South Wales, a scieenoid fish,

Scicena neglecta, closely related to the European maigre.

jewing (j6'ing),OT. [< Jew + -ing'^; in allusion

to the curvation reoomized as characteristic

of the Jewish nose.] The oarunoulation of the
base of the beak of some varieties of the do-
mestic pigeon: the lobes or wattles of the

lower mandible, often in the form of three
small fleshy processes, one at each side and a

third beneath and before the others.

Ihejewing [in the barb pigeon] is three small knobs of

cere in the middle of the lower mandible, and each side of

the gape of the mouth. The Century, XXXII. 104.

lewiset n.

Jewish'(j8'ish), a. [Cf. AS. Judeisc = D.joodsch
= OHG-. judeUsh, judjislc, judisTc, MHG. judisch,

jiidesch, (jt.Jildiseh = Dan. jodish = Sw.judislc

= Goth, iudawisks; as Jew + -ishX.'l Eelat-

ing or belonging to or characteristic of the

Jews or Hebrews ; Hebrew ; Israelitish.

Then haue you Brokers yat shaue poore men by most
iewish interest. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 40.

Let Egypt's plagues and Canaan's woes proclaim
The favours pour'd upon the Jemsh name.

Camper, Expostulation, 1. 170.

Jewish Christian. Same as Judaizer, 2.— Jewish era.

See era.

Jewishly (jo'ish-li), adv. In the manner of the

Jews.
Jewishness (j6'ish-nes), n. The condition or

appearance of being Jewish ; Jewish character

or quality.

Jewismt (jS'izm), n. [< Jew + -ism.'] The re-

ligious system of the Jews; Judaism.

These superstitions fetch'd from Paganism or Jevnsm.
Milton.

jewlap (jo'lap), n. lAlaojellop, jowlop; appar.

corrupt forms of dewlap."] In her., a wattle or

dewlap, a. T. Clarh.

jewlaped, jewlapped (jS'lapt), a. In her., same
as wattled.

Jewlingt, n. [< Jew + -ling\] A young or lit-

tle Jew.
Many lewes are called together into a great chamber,

where euerie of the youthes holdeth a pot in his hand, . . .

andtheJsMjKnjrs presently breake their earthen pots, where-

by they signifle fo the parties prosperitie and abundance.

Purohas, Pilgrimage, p. 213.

Jewry (jS'ri), «. [< ME. Jewerij,Jewerie, Juwe-

rie, Juerie, Jurie, Giwerie, the Jewish people,

Jewish quarter, Jewism, < OF. juerie, jeuerie,

etc.,< Jeu, etc., Jew: see Jew and -r!/.] 1. The
land of the Jews; Judsea.

After these things Jesus walked in Galilee : for he would

not walk in Jewry, because the Jews sought to kill him.
John vii. 1.

cula ludte, that is Jewes eaire, do in continuance of time jib^ (jib), v.
;
pret. and pp. jibbed, ppr. jibbing.—., *. *... ...v.* .—J „u.-„v *.,„ *„„,„. .,„ |-^g^ written ji6e, gibe, gybe (with long i, prob.

after the D. form), < Dan. giiifte, naut. jib, jibe,

= Sw. gippa, naut. jib, jibe, dial, jerk, cause
to jump, = D. gijpen (of sails), turn suddenly
(Halma, cited by Wedgwood). The word ap-
pears nasalized in the MHG. freq. gempeln,
spring, and with reg. alteration of vowel in

Sw. dial, guppa, move up and down, nasalized
gumpa, spring, jump, etc.: seejwrnpaiuAjumble.]

Same asjibe^.

I think these vessels are navigated either end foremost,

and that, in changing tacks, they have only occasion to
shift or ^"6 round the saiL Cook, Third Voyage, ii. 3.

f jib^ {V^)t '*• [So called because readily shifted

OT jibbed; < jib\ v. *.] Naut, a large triangu-

lar sail set on a stay forward of the foremast.
In large vessels it extends from the end of the jib-boom
toward tlie foretopmast-head ; in schooners and sloops

from the bowsprit-end toward the foremast-head. The fly-
ing jib is set outside of the jib, and thejib-o'-jib outside of

the flying jib. When two smaller jibs are carried on one
boom, instead of one larger one, they are distinguished as

the inn£r and outer jibs. See balloon-jib, and cut under
saH.—Tbe cut ofone's jib. See cut.—To bouse up the
Jib. See boused

jlb^ (jib), V. i.; pret. and pp. jibbed, ypi. jibbing.

[Also jibb, improp. jibe; < ME. *gibben, only in
comp. regibben, kick back, < OF. regiber, later

and mod. F. regimber, wince, kick, in simple
form OF. giber, gibber, struggle with the hands
and feet; perhaps of Scand. origin: < Sw. dial.

gippa, jerk, = Dan. gibbe, naut. jib, jibe ; that

is, jib^ is ult. identical with Jifti, q. v.] To pull

against the bit, as a horse ; move restively side-

wise or backward.

Jews'-harp.

growe vnto the substance of wood, which the fowlers do
call touchwood, Oerard, Herball, p. 1385.

2. Any one of several fungi of the genus Pe-
siza.— 3. The tomato. [Prov. Eng.]

jews'-harp (joz'harp), n. [The name alludes
vaguely to the use of the harp among the Jews
("David's harp," etc.). The Sw. giga or mun-
giga, jews'-harp (mun = E. mouth), was origi-

nally applied (as in Icel., etc.) to the fiddle (see
g'ig'i and jig), and has nothing to do etymo-
logically with the B. jew^-harp. Another pro-
posed derivation, " a corruption otjavPs harp,"
is absurd.] 1. A mu-
sical instrument consist-

ing of a flexible metal
tongue set in a small stiff

iron frame of peculiar

shape, which is neld to

the player's mouth and
pressed against his teeth,

the metal tongue of the
instrument being bent
outward at a right angle
so as to be struckwith the
hand. Tones of different pitch are produced by altering

the shape and size of the mouth-cavity, so as to reinforce

the various harmonics of the natural tone of the tongue,

which is low in pitch. The jews'-harp is capable of sur-

prisingly sweet and elaborate elfects. Formerly sometimes
called jew^-trump, and also tromp or trump.

Yet if they wouldbrynghim hatchets, kniues, and Jewes-
harps, he bid them assure me, he had a mine of gold, and
could refine it, & would trade with me.

Hakluyt's Voyages, TSX. 676.

2. Naut., the shackle by which a cable is se- jib^ (jib), n. [.<jib^, v.] Same a.B jibber.

cured to the anchor-ring. Frequently young horses that will not work in cabs-
such SLSjibs— are sold to the horse-slaughterers as useless.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 189.

jibS(jib),re. [AIsoffiB; seeflrifti. Indef.3,ef.0F.
gibbe, a bunch or swelling ; a particular sense of

flri&6e, asortof arm, etc. : seegib^.] 1. The pro-
jecting arm of a crane: same as gib\ 5.— 2. A

I, jews'-harp; 2, club-link i 3, anchor. stand fOr becr-barrols. Halliwell.— 8. The un-

1,1^ „ J.,
derlip—To hang the jib, to look cross. [Prov.Eng]

Jews -mallow (joz'mal"o), n. A plant of the ji^i,^ ^. {, Seejib^.
genus Corchorus (C. olitorius or C. capsularis), jibber (jib'fer), n. [< jib^ + -eri.] One who
belonging to the natural order BZJoceo;. The jibs ; a horse that jibs. Also jib.

leaves are used in Egypt and Syria as a pot- jibbings (jib'ingz), n.pl. The last milk drawn
herb. Bee jute. from a cow ; strippings ; the richest part of the
Jews'-manna (joz'man''''a), «. See Jew^ manna, miUj. [Scotch.]
under manna. jane the lesser (Jean) . . . furnishes butter and after-

Jews'-mjnrtle (J8z'm6r''''tl), TO. 1. The prickly- ings OiSMni^g) for tea. Carlyle, m FionAe.

leafed plant Buscus aculeatus.— 2. A three- jiij-boom (jib'bom), n. [Also gib-loom; < jib^
leafed variety of Myrtus communis. -(- boom^.] Naut, a spar run out from the ex-

Jews'-Stone, Jew-stone (joz'ston, jo'ston), «. tremity of the bowsprit and serving as a con
1 . The elavated fossil spine of a very large egg-

shaped echinus, it Is a regular figure, oblong and
rounded, about tliree fourths of an inch long and half an
inch in diameter. Its color is a pale dusky gray, with a

tinge of red.

2. The basalt capping the coal-measures on the

Titterstone and Brown Clee hills in Shropshire,

England ; also, the local name of a limestone-

bed belonging to the White Lias (Ehsetic) in

Somersetshire. [Local, Eng.]
Jews'-thorn (joz'thdrn), n. Same as Chrisfs-

thorn.

tinuation of it. Beyond this is sometimes ex-

tended the flying-jib boom.
jib-door (jib'dor), n. [< j*l (?) + door.] In

arch., a door with its surface in the same plane
as the wall in which it occurs. Jib-doors are in

tended to be concealed, and therefore have no architraves

or moldings round them ; and their suriace is paneled,
painted, or papered so aa to be indistinguishable from the
rest of the walL

jibe^ (jib), V.
;

pret. and pp. jibed, ppr. jibing.

[Also written fifjie, and formerly gij^Be; also^ii;

See jib^.] I. trans. Naut., to cause (a fore-and-



jibe

aft sail) to swing over to the other side when
the wind is aft or on the quarter.

II. intrans. 1. Naut, to change from one tack
to the other without going about; shift a fore-
and-aft sail from one side to the other when
the wind is aft or on the quarter.

Augustus . . . stood up on the centre-board, to the im-
misent danger of his little shins' more intimate acquain-
tance with B,jiH7ig boom.

FOz-Hugh Ludlow, Little Brother, lit

2. To agree ; be in harmony or accord; work to-
gether: as, the two plans did not seem to jibe.
[Colloq., U. S.]

jibe^, V. and n. See gibeX
jibe^ (jib), V. i. A less common form otjib^.
jiber, n. See giber.

jib-frame (jib'fram), ». In a marine engine, the
upright frame at the sides by which the cylin-

_
der, condenser, and framing are connected.

jib-hank (jib'hank), n. One of a number of
pieces of wood or iron, shaped nearly like a
ring, which slide on the jib-stay and serve to
attach the head of the jib to the stay.

jib-head (jib'hed), n. Naut., an iron fastened
to the head of a jib. it is used when, the jib having
been stretched too much by use, it is necessaiy to shorten
it by cutting off the point.

jibingly, adv. See gibingly.

jiblett, »• An obsolete form of grifeZe*. Brockett.

Oh that's well : come, I'll help you

:

Have you no jiblets now?
Fletcher (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, L 1.

jiblet-check, jiblet-cheek, n. See gibUUcheck.
jib-lot (jib'lot), n. A triangular lot or plot of
ground, likened in shape to a vessel's jib. PNew
.Eng.]
jib-netting (jib'net'^ing), n. Naut., a triangu-
lar-shaped netting rigged imder the jib-boom
to prevent men from falling overboard while
loosing or furling the jib.

jib-o'-jib (jib'o-jib), n. A small three-cornered
sail sometimes set outside of and above the
other head-sails.

jib-sheet (jib'shet), n. One of the ropes at-
tached at one end to the clue of the jib and at
the other to the bows of the vessel, to trim the
sail—Toflowajib-Bheet. See.^oi«i.

jib-stay (jib'sta), n. 1. The stay on which the
jib is set.— 2. In a marine steam-engine, apart
of the stay-frame.

jib-topsail (jlb'top'sal or -si), n. A light three-
cornered sail set in yachts on the foretopmast-
stay.

jickajogt {jik'ar-Jog)j »• Same asjigjog.

jid, n. See gid^.

Jidda gum. See gum^.
jifft (jif), V. i. [Origin obscure.] To make a jest
or laughing-stock of one. Bailey.

ji^(jif'i),».; ^ jiffies (-iz). [Aiao giffy, giffin

;

of dial, origin.] A moment; an instant: as, I

shall be with you in a jiffy. [Colloq.]

"And oh !

" he ezclaim'd, "let them go catch my skiff, I
11 be home in a twinkling and back in & jiffy."

Barham, Ingoldsby L^ends, IL 40.

"Guess you better wait half 2. jiffy," cried Cyrus.
J. T. TrovitTiAge, Coupon Bond^ p. 191-

jig (jig)> "• [-^ assimilated form of the older
gig (with hard initial g), < ME. gigge (see gig'^) ;

< OF. gigue, gige, a, fiddle, also a land of dance,
mod. F. gigue, a lively tune or dance, = Pr.

gigua, guiga, a fiddle, = OSp. giga, a fiddle, Sp.
Pg. g(ga, a livelytune or dance,= Olt. giga, a fid-

dle, = It. giga, alivelytune or dance, < OD. *gige,

MD. ghighe = MLG. *gige, gigel = MH(J. gige,

0. geige= Icel. gigja = Sw. giga, a fiddle (obs.),

also a jews'-harp, = Dan. gige, a fiddle, also

(after E. or F.) a lively dance. The earliest

sense,'a fiddle,' is involved in jig, v., play the
fiddle: see jig, v., and gig\ n. As with other
familiar words of homely aspect, the senses are

more or less involved and inconstant. In part

prob. due to jig, v., as a var. of jog: see jig, ».]

1. A rapid, irregular dance for one or more
persons,penormed in diflferentways indifferent

countries ; a modification of the country-dance.

George, I will have him dance fading ; fading is a fine

Jig,m assure you.
Beau, and Fl., Elmght of Burning Pestle, iv. 1-

All the swains that there abide
V/ithjigs and rural dance resort.

MUton, Comus, L 9S2.

2. Music for such a dance or in its rhythm,
"which is usually triple and rapid: often used
in the eighteenth century as a component of a
suite.

They beard the signs of an Irish orgy— a rattling jig,

played and danced with the inspiriting interjections of

that frolicsome nation. C. Beade, Peg Wofflngton, vli

3232

3t. A lively song; a catch.

If neere vn to the Eleusinian Spring,

Som sport-full lig som wanton Shepheard sing.

The Ravisht Fountaine falls to daunce and bound.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 3.

It would have made your ladyship have sung nothing

but merry iM« for a twelvemonth after.

Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

4t. A kind of entertainment in rime, partly

sung and partly recited.

Farce [F.], a (fond and dissolute) play, comedy, or en-

terlude ; also the jig Ijyg, ed. 1611] at the end of the enter-

lude, wherein some pretty knaveiy is acted. Cotgrave.

A jig shall be clapped at, and every rhyme
Praised and applauded.
Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, Prol.

A jig was a ludicrous metrical composition, often in

rhyme, which was sung by the clown, who occasionally

danced, and was always accompanied by a tabor and pipe.
HaUiweU.

5. A piece of sport ; a prank; a trick.

What dost think of

This Innovation ? is 't not a Anejigg f

A precious cunning in the late Protector,

To shuffle a new prince into the state.

Shirley (and Fleteherl), Coronation, v. 1.

They will play ye amtherJigg,
For they will out at the big ng.

Fray ofSuport (Child's Ballads, VI. 119).

6. A small, light mechanical contrivance:
same as jigger^, 2: used especially in composi-
tion : as, a driUing-^ig', shaving-^/i^, etc. Specifi-

cally—(a) A jigging-machine. (6) In coal-mining, a self-

acting incline worked by a drum, or by wheels, with hemp
or wire ropes. Also called^nny. [Eng.] (c) A fish-hook
or gang of hooks of which the sliank is loaded with lead,

platinum, or other bright metal, used in jigging for cod,
mackerel, etc-

Aj^ is a bit of lead armed with hooks radially arranged,
which is let down from the boat and kept constantly mov-
ing up and down. This in some way exerts a fatal fasci-

nating power upon the squid, which seizes it.

Stand. Nat. Hiet., J. 376.

Babbitting jig. See taibitting.—'Ba.jmsilBei'B Jig, a
kind of counfrj^-dance.—The Jig la up, the game is up;
it is all over (with any one). [UT B. J

jig (jig), "• ;
pret. and pp. jigged, ppr. jigging.

[< OP. gigiier = Pr. gigar, pla,y the fiddle (ef.

MLG. gigeln=MHG. gigen, Q.geigen= leel. gig-

ja, play the fiddle) ; from the noun. No orig.

verb has been established. The E. use of jig
in the second sense, though easily explained by
reference to the quick motion implied in the
other senses, may be due in part to association
with jog. Of. jigjog, jieJcajog.'] I. intrans. 1.

To play or dance a jig.

I did not hear of any amusements popular among . . .

the Irishmen except dancing parties at one another's
houses, where they /Mr and reel furiously.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 115.

I found myself at times following the dance of the Mer-
ry Men as it were a tune upon a jigging instrument.

B. L. Stevenson, Meny Men.

3. To move skippingly or friskily; hop about;
act or vibrate in a lively manner. Compare
jigget.

You ji^, you ambl^ and you Usp.
Shale., Hamlet, IIL 1, 149.

The trembling fowl that hear the jigging hawk-bells ring,
And find it is too late to trust them to their wing.
Lie flat upon the flood. Drayton, Polyolbion, rs. 219.

3. To use a jig in fishing; fish with a jig: as,
to jig for bluefish.

trans. 1. To sing in jig time; sing as a
Jig-

Jig off a tune at the tongue's end, canary to it with
your feet, humour it with turning up your eyelids.

Shak., L. L. L, ill ], IL

2. To jerk, jolt, or shake; cause to move by
jogs or jolts.

When the carriage [of a sawmill] Is to 'bejigged back, the
lever manipulating the rock shaft is moved from the saw.

Sd. Amer., N. S., LIX 403.

3. To produce an up-and-down motion in.— 4.
In metal., to separate the heavier metaUiferous
portion of (the mingled ore and rock or vein-
stone obtained in mining) from the lighter or
earthy portions, by means of a jig or jig^ng-
maehine. The jig was originally a box with a metallic
bottom perforated with holes. In this the ore was placed,
and the whole was moved rapidly up and down by hand
in water, thus causing the material in the box to arrange
itself in layers according to its speciflc gravity. Jigging
is now usually done by more complicated machinery, act-
ing continuously; but the principle remains the same.
The essential feature of ajigging-machine is the admission
of the water from below ; in thehuddle the water comes in
contact with the ore from above.

5. To catch (a fish) by jerking a hook into its
body.
Keep the line constantly in motion, and half the time

you will jig them in the belly, tail, or side, as the fluny
mass moves over the hook. Spartxman's Gazetteer, p. 243.

6. In feWng, to harden and condense by re-
peated blows from rods.— 7. In weU-boring, to
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drill with a spring-pole.— 8f. To trick; cheat;

impose upon; bamboozle.
So not think the gloss

Of smooth evasion, by your cunning Jests

And coinage of your politician's brain,

Shall^meofl. jrord. Love's Sacrifice, ili a.

jigajog (jig'a-jog), n. lAlBojiekajog; a var. of

j^ajog, q. v.] Same asjigjog.

An some writer (that I know) had had but the pennings
o' this matter, he would ha' made you such a jig-ajogge V
the boothes, you should ha' thought an earthquake had
beene i' the fayre. B. Jomon, Bartholomew Fair, Ind.

jigamaree (jig'a-ma-re'), n. i<jig, with an ar-

bitrary addition.] "Something new, strange, or

unknown ; a jiggumbob or thingumbob. [Prov.

and slang.]

jig-clog (jig'klog), n. A clog made for jig-dan-

cing.
jiggerl (jig'er), n. [< jig, v., + -crl.] 1, One
who or that which jigs.— 2. A small, hght, or

light-running mechanical contrivance or uten-

sil, causing or having when in use a rapid jerky
motion; also, by extension, any subordinate
mechanicaleontrivanee orconveniencetowhich
no more definite name is attached. Specifically
— (a) A jig or jigging-machine. See extract, and^, r. t, 4.

The machines best adapted for this purpose [ore-con-

centration] are the jiggers or jigs. These are sieves sup-

porting the ore, which is raised and allowed to fall at

rapid intervals by a current of water from below, and in

this manner one can realize the theoretical conditions of

the fall in more or less deep water. The jig is par ex-

cellence the machine for dressing, universally employed
from the most ancient times because it was the simplest
and most convenient, and its use has continued to oar
day, withthe help of successive modifications, which have
converted it into a machine of remarkable precision.

Cailon, Lectures on Mining (tr. by Le Neve Foster
[and Galloway), IIL 76.

(S) A machine for hardening and condensing felt by re-

peated quick blows with rods, by the action of vibrating
platens, or by intermittent rolling action on the material
while warm and wet. (e) A small roller used in graining
leather.

A grain or polish Is given to the leather, either by board-
ing or working under small pendulum rollers, called jig-

gers, which are engraved either with grooves or with an
imitation of grain. Workshop Beceipts, 2d ser., p. 374.

(d) A templet or profile for giving the form to a pottery
vessel as it revolves upon the wheeL (e) A potters wheel
when used for simple and rapidly made objects, as plain
cylindrical vessels and the like. (/) A coopers' draw-
knife, (g) A warehouse-crane. (A) In coal^mximig, a cou-
pling-hook for connecting the cars or trams on an incline.

[Leicestershire, Eng.] (i) In bHUards, a rest for the cue
in making a difficult or awkward shot; a bridge, (j) A
sort of small spanker-sail, set on a jigger-mast in the
stem of a canoe or other small craft, especially in Chesa-
peake Bay. (*) A door. [Slang.] (f) A small tackle com-
posed of a double and single block and a fall, used about
the decks of a ship for various purposes.
3 . A sloop-rigged boat at one time usedvery ex-
tensively by the fishermen about Cape Cod, but
superseded about 1829 by the dory, a jigger usu-
ally carried four persons. The name belongs to the Bay of
Fundy and vicinity, and is sometimes used on the coast of
New England.

4. A small street-railway car, drawn by one
horse, and usually without a conductor, the
driver giving change and the fare bein^ de-
posited in a box. [TT. 8.]— 5. A machine now
generally used in the produce exchanges of
American cities, which exhibits on a conspicu-
ous dial the prices at which sales are made as
the transactions occur. The hand or pointer
is controlled by electric mechanism connect-
ed with a keyboard.—6. A drink of whis^.
[Slang.] —In-and-out jigger (naut.\ same as 6oom-
jigger.

jiggerl (jig'er), V. t. [< jigger\ m.] To jerk;
shake. [CoUoq.]
Few anglers have failed to experiencethe anxiety which

ensues when a fish remains on the top of the water, shak-
ing his head, and many is the fish who has jiggered him-
self free by this method- Quarterly Bev., clXVI. 360.

jigger^ (jig'er), n. [An E. accom. of chigoe,
the native name: see chigoe.'] 1. The pene-
trating flea of the West Indies : same as chigoe.

Numbers are crippled bythejiggers, which scarcely ever
in our colonies affect any but the negroes.

Soidhey, Letters (1810), IL 201.

2. In the United States, a name of sundry har-
vest-mites or harvest-ticks which, though nor-
mally plant-feeders, fasten to the skin of hu-
man beings and cause great irritation. These
acands belong to an entirely different class from the
chigoe, or jigger properly so called, and lay no eggs in
the wounds they make. The so-called Leptus americanus
and L. irrilaTU are two species to which the name is given.
See cut under harventrtick.

jiggeredi (jig'erd), a. [< jigger^ -\- -edU.] Af-
fected or infested with the jigger or chigoe.

jiggered2 (jig'erd), a. [Ameaningless random
substitute for a profane oath. Such random
substitutes are very common in colloq. use,
any vague form of English semblance being
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liable to be chosen, without reference to ety-
mology or meaning.] See the etymology.

" ^?,"> *™'" said he, " I'm jiggered it I don't see you
"''™®- ...™" penalty ol being jwgered was a favourite
supposititioua case of his.

IHekemi, Great Expectations, xvii.

jigger-mast (jig '6r- mast), n. A small mast
stepped on the extreme aft of small craft for
setting a jigger.

jigger-pump (jig' 6r-pump), m. 1. A hand-lever
force-pump mounted on a portable stand and
usually provided with an attachment for a suc-
tion-hose or -pipe, an air-chamber, and a nozle
with which a hose may be connected. It is in
commonuse forwatering lawns and flower-beds
in rural; districts.— 2. A pump used in brew-
eries to force beer into vats. Hallimell.

jigget (jig'et), V. i. [Freq. ot jig, «.] 1. To
shake up and down

;
jolt

; jig ; be in quick light
motion.

She's a little blackish woman, has a laneuiahing eye,
a delicious soft hand, and two i^vetty jiggeHng feet.

Female Tatler, No. 16.

3. To act pertly or afEectedly; go about idly;
flaunt. [Prov. Eng.]
Here you stand jiggetting, and sniggling, and looking

cunning, as if there were some mighty matter of intrigue
and common understanding betwixt you and me.

Scott, Abbot, xix.

jigginess (jig'i-nes), ». [<jig + -y'i- + -ness.2 A
light jerky movement. [Bare.]

Moreover, a too frequent repetition of rhyme at short
intervals gives ajigginees to the verse.

T. Hood, Jr., Rhymester (ed. Penn), p. 69.

jigging-machine (jig'ing-ma-shen"), n. 1. A
power-machine for jigging or dressing ores. See
jig, V. t., 4.— 3. A machine-tool which has a
vertically adjustable table that can also be
moved laterally in two directions in a horizon-
tal plane, and also a frame fitted with a vertical
spindle adapted to carry either a drill or a cut-
ting-tool, which latter can cut the edges of the
work to a given outline or profile.

jiggish (jig'ish), a. [_< jig + -ish^.'] 1. Ofor
pertaining to, resembling, or stutable to a jig.

This man makes on the violin a certain jiggish noise to
which I dance. Spectator, No. 276.

3. Given to movements like those of a jig;

frisky.

She is never sad, and yet not jiggish ; her conscience is

cleare from gilt, and that secures her from sorrow.
' HiMiv^ton, Castara, i.

jig-givent (jig'giv'''n), a. Addicted or inclined
to farces and dramatic trifles generally.

Vou dare in these jig-given times to countenance a le-

gitimate Foem. B. Jonson, Catiline, Ded.

jiggle (jig'l), u. ».; pret. and pp. jiggled, ppr.
jiggling. [Freq. of jig, perhaps suggested by
wiggle?] To practise affected or awkward mo-
tions; wriggle.

jiggobobt (jig'o-bob), n. An obsolete form of

jiggumbob.
Shall we have

More jiggobobs yet?
Maswnger, Picture, v. 3.

jiggumbob (jig'um-bob), ». [Formerly also jig-

gembob, jiggambob,jiggobob ; < jig, with an arbi-

trary addition, as also in fM/ngumbob.] Some-
thing strange, peculiar, or unknown ; a knick-
inack; a thingumbob. [Slang.]

On with her chain of pearls, her ruby bracelets,

lay ready all her tricks and jiggembohs.

Middleton,, Women Beware Women, ii. 2.

Eils Monster after Monster, takes the Puppets
Prisoners, knocks downe the Cyclops, tumbles all

0\ajigamiobB and trinckets to the wall.

Brome, Antipodes, ili. 6.

He rifled all his pokes and fobs
Of gimcracks, whims, and jiggumiobs.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. i. 108.

jigjog (jig'jog)i «• [A. varied redupl. otjog. Cf

.

jigajog.'] A jolting motion; a jog; a push.

jigjog (jig'jog), adv. With a jolting motion.

jig-maker (jig'ma'kfer), n. One who makes or

plays jigs.

Oph. You are merry, my lord. . . .

Ham,. O God, your only i&'-mfflSer.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2, 132.

Petrarch was a dunce, Daute a. jig-maker.

Ford, Love a Sacrifice, u. 1.

jig-mold (jig'mold), n. A stone mold, or a

wooden block with several molds, into which
melted lead is poured to form the heavy shank
of a jig. See jj<7, 6 (c).

jigot (jig'ot), n. Another spelling of gigot.

I hae been at the cost and outlay o' a jigot o' mutton
and a florentine pye. Gait, The Entail, III. 65.

Add an onion, and it would be a good sauce for a jigot

of mutton. M. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., vi.
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jig-pin (jig'pin., n. A pin used by miners to

_

prevent the turn-beams from turning.
jig-saw (jig'sa), n. A reciprocating saw caused
to operate in proper relation with a table upon
which the piece to be sawn is held, the motion
of the saw being derived from a crank and pit-
man. These saws are mounted in a great variety of ways,
as in saw-gates stretched between powerful bow-springs,
etc. They have, however, been largely displaced by the
more recent band-saws. A jig-saw for light work is com-

_
monly called a scroll-saw. See scroll-saw and band-saw.

jihad (ji-had'), n. [Ar. Vevs. jihad.'] A gen-
eral religious war of Mussulmans against Chris-
tians or other unbelievers in Islam, inculcated
in the Koran and Traditions as a duty.

jilli, n. See gill^.

Jill2 (jil), n. [Also written gill (see giW) • < ME.
Jille, Jylle, Gille, Gylle, abbr. of Jillian, Jyllian,

*Jilian, Jelyan, Gillian, Gilian, other forms of
Julian, Julyan, i. e. Juliana, a common fem.
name, which came to be used generically for a
young woman, a girl, as Jaelc for a young man,
a boy. The two names Jack and Jill were often
associated as correlatives. The L. name Ju-
liana is fem. of Julianus, prop, adj., < Julius, a
proper name: see Julian, July.] 1. A young
woman (commonly as a proper name) : same as
giW, 1.

Sir, for Jak nor for Qille

Will I turn my face,
Tille I have upon this hille

Spun a space upon my rok.
Towneley Mysteries.

Our wooing doth not end like an old play;
Jack hath not Jill. Shak,, L. L. X., v. 2, 886.

The proverbe is, each Jack shall have his Gille.

Satyrieall Epigrames (1619).

3. [Cf . jack^jug^, and E. dial, susan, as names
of vessels.] A kind of cup. [In the quotation
with pun on sense 1.]

Be the jacks fair within, the jUls fair without, the car-
pets laid, and everything in order?

Shak,, T. of the S., iv. 1, 112.

3. Same as gill^, 2. [Prov. Eng.]
jillet (jil'et), n. [A var. of gillet, < ME. Gillot,,

Gilot, dim. of Gille, Jille, etc., a fem. personal
name : see jilV^. Hence contr. jilt, q. v.] See
gillet. [Scotch.]

A jillet brak' his heart at last.

Bums, On a Scotch Bard.

Were it not well to receive that coy jillet with some-
thing ot a mumming? Scott, Fair Maid ot Perth, xxxi.

jill-flirt, n. See gill-flirt.

What, you wou'd have her as impudent as yourself, as
errant a JUfiirt, a Gadder, a Magpye?

Wycherley, Country Wife, ii. 1.

jillianf, n. [Also spelled gillian; the fuller form
otjill'^,gill°: seeJiH^.] game asjW^, i.

jilliver, ». An obsolete or dialectal form of

gillyflower.

jilloferf, ». Ad. obsolete form of gillyflower.

jilt (jilt), n. [Contr. of jillet, q. v.] One who
discards another, after holding the relation of

a lover.

Jilts ruled the state, and statesmen farces writ.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 638.

But who conld expect a jUt and trifler to counsel her
husband to any kind ot prudence?

The Century, XXXVII. 91.

jilt (jilt), V. [(.jilt, n.] I. trans. To discard
after treating or encouraging as a lover ; trick

in love.

Our fortunes indeed, weighed in the nice scale of inter-
est, are not exactly equal : which by the way was the true
cause ot jnyjilting him. Spectator, No. 301.

II. intrans. To play the jilt; practise decep-
tion in love.

jimt (jim), a. Same as gim.
jimber-jaw (jim'ber-jS,), n. [For *gimbal-jaw

:

see jimber-jawed.] A projecting lower jaw.
jimber-jawed (jim'ber-jftd), a. Same as gim-
bal-jawed. [Colloq.]

Ab Cayce, the eldest, [was] a lank, lantern-jawed man.
Solomon was like him, except that the long chin, ot

the style familiarly denominated jimber-jawed, was still

smooth and boyish.
M. N. Murfree, Prophet of Great Smoky Mountains, iii.

jimcrack, jimcrackery. See gimcraole, gim-
crackery.

jim-crow (jim'kro), n. [< *jim, equiv. tojimmy^,
+ arow^, a bar.] A tool for bending or straiglbit-

ening iron rails or bars, it consists of a strong iron

frame, with two supports for the rail or bar, and mecha-
nism, as a screw, for applying pressure to the rail or bar
at a point midway between the two supports.

Jim Crow (jim kro), re. A name used as the
title of one of the earliest negro-minstrel songs,

and taken as typical of the negro race in cer-

tain applications.— Jun Crow car, a railroad-car set

apart for the use of negroes: said to have been so called

originally in Massachusetts about 1841.—Jim CroW plan-

jingle

Ing-machlne, a planirg-machine with a reversing tool,
capable of cutting in opposite directions: so called from
part of the refrain in the above-mentioned song, " wheel
about and turn about."

Jim-crow'S-nose (jim'kroz'noz'), n. A West
Indian plant, Scybalium Jamaicense, of thenidu-
ral Older Balanophorew. [Local.]

jiminy, interj. See Gemini, 2.

jimjam (jim'jam), n. [A varied redupl. otjim,
as in jimcrack. Ct jingle-jangle.] 1. A gim-
crack; a knick-knack.

These be as knappishe knackes
As ever man made,
For javells and for iackes,
Ajymiam for a iade.

Skelton (?), Ymage of Ypocrisy.

A thousandjimi(WM and toyes have they in theyr cham-
bers, which they heape up together with infinite expence.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse (1692).

3. pi. Delirium tremens. [Slang, II. S.]

jimmalt, n. An obsolete form of gimbal.
jimmal-ringt, jimmel-ringt (jim'al-, jim 'el-
ring), n. Same as gemel-ring.

A ring c&neAajirmnel-Ting was broken between the con-
tracting parties.

C. Croker, in Jour. Brit. Arohseol. Ass., IV. 390.

jimmer (jim'er), n. [Same as gimmerS, var. of
gitnmal, gimbal.] A gimbal.
jimmyl (jim'i), n.

;
pi. jimmies (-iz). A short

crowbar: same as jemmy'^, 1. [U. S.]

jimmy2 (jim'i), a. [E. dial.; also written jem-
my, gemmy; an extension of dial, jim, q. v.]
Same asjemmy^.
jimmyS (jim'i), «. ; -pi. jimmies (-iz). [Cf. Jim
Crow car.] A freight-car used for carrying
coal; a coal-car. [tJ. S.]

The express train . . . ran into a freight. . . . The en-
gines met squarely. . . . The second car on the freight
(train] was lifted from the rails and carried on top of two
jimmies loaded with coal.

N. Y. Semi-weekly Tribune, March 18, 1887.

jimmy* (jim'i), «.; ^\.jimmies {-iz) . Afreeemi-
grant. [Australian convicts' slang.]

" Why, one," said he, " is a young jiTTwny (I beg your par-
don, sir—an emigrant) ; the others are old prisoners.

H. Eingaley, Geottry Hamlyn, p. 269.

jimpl (jimp), a. [Also written, improp., gimp;
a weakened form of jMmpi, q. v.] 1. Neat;
elegant; slender. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

She's as jimp in the middle
As ony willow-wand.

The Laird of Waristoun (Child's Ballads, III. 107).

Thy waist 3aejim.p, thy limbs sae clean.
Bums, Oh, were I on Parnassus' Hill

!

2. Short; scanty. [Scotch.]
jimpi (jimp), adv. [A weakened form oijump^,
q. v.] Barely; scarcely. [Scotch.]

She had been married to Sir Bichard jimp four months.
Scott, Antiquary, xxiv.

jimp2 (jimp), V. t. [Origin obscure.] To jag;
indent; denticulate.

jimply (jimp'li), adv. 1 . In a jimp or neat man-
ner; neatly.— 3. Barely; scarcely; hardly.
[Scotch.]

jimps (jimps), n. pi. [A weakened form of
jumps.] Same as jumps. Seejump^.
jimpson, jimpson-weed (jimp'son, -wed), «.

See jimson, jimson-weed.

jimpy (jim'pi), a. [An extension oijimpX Cf.

jimmy^.] Neat; jimp. [Scotch.]

jimpy (jim'pi), a^». Tightly; neatly. [Scotch.]

jimson (jim'son), n. [Also jimpson; abbr. of
jimson-weed.]' Same as jimson-weed.

jimson-weed (jim'son-wed), n. [Also jimpson-
weed; a covrmption'ot Jamestown-weed; named
from Jamestown (in Virginia), where it is said
to have sprung up on heaps of ballast and
other rubbish discharged from vessels. The
plant is of Asiatic origin. See jack^, etym.] A
plant. Datura Stramonium..

She went to the open door and stood in it and looked out
among thetomato vines andjimpson weeds that constituted
the garden. 5. L. Clemens, Tom Sawyer, p. 18.

jingal (jing'gW), n. [Also written jingall, and
improp. gingal, ginjdl, gingaul; < 'Hind, jangdl,
Marathi jejdl, Canavese jajdli, janjdli, a swivel,

a large musket.] A large swivel-musket or
wall-piece used in the East by the natives. It

is fired from a rest and is sometimes mounted
on a carriage. The Chinese use jingals exten-
sively.

Collecting a number of jingals from his associates, the
Chinaman arranges them on a small flat-bottomed scow,
so that some sweep a tew inches above the surface of the
water, and others at an elevation, to get the birds on the
wing. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 576.

iingko (jing'ko), n. Same as gingko.

jingle (jing'gl), v.; pret. and yip. jingled, ppr.
jingling. [Formerly also gingle; < ME. gingelen,

ginglen, freq. otjink^, q. v., equiv. to cldnk^, q. v.
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Cf. tink, tinkle, ring^, G. klingeln, jingle, etc.

;

imitative words.] I. intrang. 1. To emit tin-
kling metallic sounds; tinkle or clink, as beUs,
coins, chains, spnrs, keys, or other metallic ob-
jects.

And whan he xtx>d, men myghte his brydel heere
Gynglen in a whistlyng wyud as cleere,
And eek as lowde as doth the chapel belle.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 170.

With strange and several noises
Of roaring, shrieking, howling, jitigling chains,
And wide diversity of soonds, all horrible,
We were awaked. Shak. , Temp^, v. 1, 233.

2. To have a mnsieal soxmd, or a light pleas-
ing effect upon the ear, independently of sense,,
as verse or rimes.

In sounds And jingling syllables grown old.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 6(^.

NoiBes sing children to sleep with &jingling ballad.
Macavlay, Warren Hastings.

To Jingle Off, to come off ; fall down with a jingling noise.

Macadam's stable-slates jui^2in^ o/'from time to time.
Carlyle, in Fronde.

H. trans. To cause to give a tinkling metal-
lic sound, as a little bell or as pieces of metal.
Their mnsick-lesse instroments are fans of brasse, hnng

about with rings, which they ginale in stops according to
their marchings. Sandys, Travailes, p. 131.

The bells ^ejirtgled, and the whistle blew.
Pope, S. of the li., v. 94.

jingle (jing'gl), n. [Formerly also gingle; <
jingle, c] 1. A tinkling or clinking somid, as
of Uttle bells or pieces of metal.
We . . . seem still to catchthejinpZe of thegolden spars

of the bishops in the streets of Cologne.
Sumner, Orations, L 53.

2. Something that jingles; a little bell or rat-

tle ; specifically, one of the little metallic disks
set in the frame of a tambourine.

If yon plant where savages are, do not only entertain
them witti trifles and ginglet, bat use them justly.

Bacon, Plantations (ed. 1387).

3. Musical or sprightly sound in verse or
rimes ;

poetry or a poem having a' musical or
sprightly sound, with little sense; a catching
array of words, whether verse or prose.

This remark may serve, at least, to show how apt even
the best writers are to amuse themselves and to impose on
others by a mere gingle of words. -

Bolingbrolce, Fragments of Essays, Xo. 58.

Dear Mat Prior's estsfjingle.
Cowper, £^istle to Eobert Lloyd.

4. A covered two-wheeled car used in the
south of Ireland.

An elderly man was driven up to the door of the hotel
on a one-horse car— & jingle, as such conveniences were
then called in the South of Ireland.

TroUope, Castle Kichmond, vL

5. A moUusk of the genus Anomia. [Long
Island Sound.]
A more fragile shell, such as a scallop, mussel, orjingle

(Anomia), is certainly better, because the growth of the
attached oysters' wrenches the shell to pieces, breaking
up the cluster and permitting the singleness and fall de-
velopement to each oyster that is so desirable.

Fisheries of U. 8., V. iL 543.

jingle-boxt (jing'gl-boks), n. A black-jack
mounted with silver or other metal, with small
bells or grelots attached to the rim. It was a
test of sobriety to drink from the vessel with-

out sounding the bells.

jingle-boyt (jing'gl-boi), n. A coin.

Ang. You are hid in gold o'er head and ears.

Hir. We thank our fates, the sign of the gingle^xrys

hangs at the door of our pockets.
Masanger, Virgin Martyr, iL 3.

jingle-jangle (jing'gl-jang'gl), n. [A varied

redupl. of Jin^te; ct. jimjam.'\ If. A trinket;

anything that jingles.

For I was told ere I came from home
You're the goodliest man I ere saw befome

;

With so msDjjinglejangleg about one's necke
As is about yours, 1 never saw none.

The King and a Foore Sartheme Man. {HaBiaett.)

2. A jingling sound.

The jingle-jangle of . . . dissonant bells.

Haathome, .Seven Gables, p. 50.

jingler (jing'gler), n. 1. One who or that which
jingles ; in the quotation, a kind of spur.

I had spnrs of mine own before, but they were not
ginglers. B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 2.

2. The whistlewing or golden-eyed duck. G.

TrumbuU, 1888. [New Jersey.]

jinglest, n. A corruption of sliingUs (St. An-
thony's fire), ^ee shingles.

jingle-sliell (jing'gl-shel), ». Same as gold-

sheU, 2.

jinglet (jing'glet). n. [(.Jingle + -€t.'\ A}oose
metal ball serving for the clapper of a sleigh-

bell; also, the bell itself.
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The making of sleigh-bells is quite an art . . . The
little iron ball is called "the jinglet."

The American, IX. 360.

jingo (jing'go), n. and a. [A name used in the

oath "^j jingo," ^^ete jingo is prob. a form,

iatrodueed perhaps by gipsies or soldiers, of

the Basque Jinkoa, JainJcoa, Jeinfcoa, contracted

forms of Jaungoicoa, Jangoikoa, God, lit. ' the

lord of the high.'] I. ». 1. A name used in the

oath "Taj jingo," sometimes extended to "by
the living jingo "

: as, I won't do it, by jingo.

[CoUoq.]
By jingo, there's nota pond or a slongh within fivemiles

of the place but they can tell the taste ot
Goldsmah, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

Jumping up in his boat
And discarding his coat,

^
"Here goes," cried SirKupert, "bjjingo 111 follow her

!

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 35.

2. [cap.'] A member of a section of the Con-

servative or Tory party in Great Britain which
advocated a spirited foreign policy. Especially

used during the Beaconsfield (Disraeli) administration at

1874 - 80, in reference to the Kusso-Tnrkish war, etc. The
name alludes to a song at that time popular, expressing

the Jingo spirit:

"We don't want to fight, bnti 'by jingo, if we do.

We've got the ships, we've got the men, we've got the

money, too."

When Lord Beaconsfield courted the cheers of the City

by threatening the Emperor of Russia with three cam-
paigns, he was acting the part of a gennine Jingo.

The Spectator, So. 2821, July 22, 1882.

[In this sense it takes the plural Jingoes."]

n. a. {cap.'] Belonging or relating to the
Jingoes: as, the Jingo policy; Jingo bluster.

See I., 2.

Such a state of mind is neither wonderful nor unreason-
able ; it is uniatelligible only to those who are themselves
so possessed with the Jingo swagger that they cannot un-
derstand that other people may be without it.

E. A. Freeman, Fortnightly Kev., X. S., XL. 328.

Jingoism (jing'go-izm), n. [< Jingo + 4sm.]
The spirit, poli(^, or political views of the
Jingoes.

He [Beaconsfield] always ridiculed the predominance on
the Conservative side of the doctrine of the integrity and
independence of the Turkish Empire ; and, in short, he
thought that in the days of Jingoism the English Conser-
vative pE^ty had gone mad.

FortnighUy Ben., y. S., TT.T 346.

jiTifc
l (jingk), V. [Also jenk; origin obscure.

Hardly a nasalized form of jig, though some
senses suggest such a connection.] I. intrans.

1. To move nimbly. [Scotch.]

Hale be your heart, hale be your fiddle

;

Lang may your eQioc)i./ink an' diddle.
Bums, Second £p. to Davie.

2. To make a quick turn ; dodge ; elude a per-
son by dodging ; escape. [Scotch.]

The more o' that poison o' yours I take—your iodides
and salicine and stuff— the worse it gets; and then ye
jink round the comer and call it by another name.

W. Stack, Harper's Mag., LXXTL 381.

3. Inthe card^ames of spoil-five and forty-five,

towin the game bywinning all the tricks in one
hand.—To jink in, to enter a place suddenly, unexpect-
edly, and clandestinely. [Scotch.]

Could not ye have let us ken an ye had wussed till hae
been present at the ceremony? My lord conldna tak' it

weel your coming oaAjiiiking in, in that fashion.
Scott, Antiquary, zxv.

H. trans. 1. To elude; dodge. [Scotch.]
There the herds can jink the show'rs

"Vang thriving vines an' myrtle bow'rs.
Fergvsson, Hame Content.

2. To cheat ; trick. [Scotch.]

For Jove did jink Arcesins

;

The gentles a' ken roun' about
He was my Incky-deddy.

Poems in Buehan ViaJeet, Speech of nyssea.

jinfcl (jingk), n . [< jink\ r.] 1 . A quick illusory
turn; the act of eluding another. [Scotch.]

—

2. In the card^fames of spoil-five and forty-five,

the winning of all the tricks in a hand by one
side—Hjgb jtnkB. See Mgh.

jink^ (jingk), V. i. [A var. of chinl^.] To jingle

;

chink: as, the raoaeyjinked. [Prov. Eng.]
jinker (jingler), n. One who moves about or
dodges quickly ; one who is nimble and spor-
tive. [Scotch.]

That day ye was AjiTiker noble.
For heels an' win'

!

Bums, Auld Farmer's Salutation to his Anld Mate.

jink-game (jingk'gam), n. A game of spoil-five

or forty-five inwhich a side taking all the tricks
in one hand win.? the game. Jinking in either game
is permissible only if agreed on at the outset of the play.
In BpoQ-five the player must announce that he plays for a
jink ; in forty-five no announcement Is necessary.

jinn (jin), ». pi. ; sing,jinnee (jin'o). [Also djinn,
ginn; = Pers. jinn, Hind.^>i, sing., < Ar. jinn,
pl.,_/inn%, sing., a kind of demon: seedef. The

Joannesia

sing, jimniy occurs in E. spelling jinnee, and is

also frequently represented by the accidentally

similar peniei (P. genie) ot genius, < L. genius, a

different word: see genius.] In Mohammedan
myth., a class of spirits lower than the angels,

made of fire, capable of appearingin both hu-

man and animal forms, and exercising super-

natural influence over mankind, for both good
and evil, in the cnnent ta-anslation of the "Arabian
Nights'Entertainments " they are called genii. The word
in this form is often treated as a singular, with a plural

jinns.

The JinM are said to appear to mankind most common-
ly in the shapes of serpents, dogs, cats, or human beings.

In the last case, they are sometimes of the stature of men,
and sometimes of a size enormously gigantic. If good,

they are generally resplendently handsome ; if evU, hor-

ribly hideous. Arabian Nights (ed. Lane), Int., note 21.

Moslem divines, be it observed, ascribe to Mohammed
miraculous authority over animals, vegetables, and min-

erals, as well as over men, angels, andjinns.
B, F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 2«2.

=Syn. Elf, Gnome, etc. See/a»y.

jinnee, w. See^nn. Also spelled d^nn«e.

jinny (jin'i), n. ;
pi. jinnies (-iz). [A var. of

jenny.] 1. A bird, the tumstone, Sirep«to« in-

terpres. G. TrumMll. [Long Island.]— 2. In

coaUmining, same as^, 6 (&). [Local, Eng.]

jinrikislia (jin-rik'i-sha), n. [Jap. ; < jin, a

man, + riki, strength, power, + sha, carriage.]

A small two-wheeled, hooded conveyance pro-

Jinnlcisha.

vided with springs and drawn by one or more
men. Itisnsed'extensivelyin Japan, and is said to have
been invented by an American missionary. Also spelled

jinriksha aadjinriebiha.

Directlywe landed at the jetty, we were rushed at by a
crowd oljinrOcisIta men, each drawing a little vehicle not
unlike a Hansom cab, without the seat for the driver-
there being no horse to drive.

Lady Brassy, Voyage of Sunbeam, IL xviiL

jiimTtang (jin'shang), m. A corruption of gin-

seng. [tJ. 8.]

jippof, n. Same as jippo-coat.

Flush Jippoes and Hose behang*d before.
Quoted in K. and Q., 7»h ser., IV. 29.

jippo-coatf (jip'o-kot), n. An outer garment for

a man, mentioned in 1660.

jirkin, n. SeeJerWni.
lirkinet, n. Seejerkinet.

Jist. See Gis.

jitly (jit'i), n
;
pL jitties (-iz). [Prob. a var. of

jetty^.] in eocU^mining, a short slit or heading
along which the empties, horses, ormen travel.

[Leicestershire, Eng.]
jivest, n. pi. An obsolete spelling of gyves.

So now mjjives are off.

Fletcher, Humorons Lieatenaii^ iv. ^
10^ n. SeejocS.

Jo2, n. In conch. See lo^, 3.

JoacMmite (jo'a-kim-it), n. [< Joachim (see
def.) + -it^.] A follower or believer in the
doctrines of an Italian mystic, Joachim (died
about 1200), abbot of Floris. The most important
feature of his doctrines was the belitf that the history of
manwin be covered by three reigns : IJie first that of the
Father, from tiie creation till the birth of Christ; the sec-
ond, that ofthe Son, from the birth of Christtm 1300; and
the third, that of the Holy Spirit, from 1260 onward. This
last view was developed by his adherents into the belief
that a new gospel would supersede the revelation of the
Old and 'Sew Testaments. These views had many sup-
porters in the thirteenth century.

joant (jon), n. [< Joan, < ilE. Joan, Jone, a
woman's name, another form of Jean, Jane, <
ML. Joanna, tern, of LL. Joannes, John: see
John.] Awoman's close cap, worn in the latter
part of the eighteenth century.
Joannes, n. fiee johannes.
Joannesia (jo-a-ne'si-a), n. [XL. f\'elloso,
n9Sj, irreg. < Johannes, John: see John.] A
genus of plants of the natural order EuphorJn-
acea, containing a single species, J. princeps, a
handsome Brazilian trfee. It is closely allied to Jo-
tropAa, but the leaves have 5 leaflets. The calyx is nearly
valvate, and the fruit is a dmpe^ containing a ^«elled and
2-seeded nut The bark affords a milky Juice reputed to
be poisonous and said to be used for stupefying flah. The
seeds are actively purgative, and furnish the oil of anda.



Joannite

Joannite (jo-an'it), n. [< Gr. 'la&wjis, John
(see John), + -iie^.;\ One of the adherents of
John Chrysostom who supported him after his
deposition from the patriarchate of Constanti-
nople in 404.

jobH (job), V. [Also in var. form ja6, q. v.; <
ME.jobbeyi, job or peck with the bill, as a bird;
prob. assibilated from Ir. and Gael, gob, the
beak or bill of a bird: see groftl and jo62.] I.
trans. 1. To strike, stab, or punch, as with some-
thing pointed.

As an ass with a galled back was feeding in a meadow,
a raven pitched upon him, and aett jobbing of the sore.

„ , . .
Sir R. L'Bstrange.

2. To drive ; force.

The work would, where a small irregularity of stufE
should happen, draw OTjob the edge into the stuff.

J. Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

II. inirans. To aim a blow ; strike at some-
thing.

Upon that palm-tree sate certain crows many dales to-
gether, and never left pecking aai jobbing at the fruit of
it. North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 457.

jobl (job), n. [< job^, D.] 1. A sudden stab,
prick, or thrust, aswith anything pointed ; a jab*—2. A small piece of wood. [Prov. Eng.]

job2 (job), n. and a. [Formerly also iofift ; < ME.
jobbe; assibilated form of dial.groft^, a portion,
a lump: see gob^ and gobbet, and cf. Jofti.] I,
m. If. A lump.

Sobbet there Biches, reft horn hor lyues,
Gemmes, & lewels, lobbea of gold,
Pesis, & platis, polishit vessell,
Mony starond stone, stithest of vertue.

DeetnuMon of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11941.

2. A particular piece of work ; something to be
done ; any undertaking of a defined or restrict-

ed character; also, an engagement for the per-
formance of some specified work; something
to do. ,

A small jobf that would not require above 6 or 6 hours to
perform, they will be twice as many days about.

Damipier, Voyages, II. i. 96.

His comrades had plotted an orchard to rob,

And ask'd him to go and assist in the^oft.

Cowper, Pity for Poor Africans.

The children of the very poor, those who lived from
hand to mouth by day jobs, by chance and luck, were not
taught anything. W. Besont, Fifty Years Ago, p. 78.

3 . InprinUng, specifically, a piece of work of the
miscellaneous class, including posters, hand-
bills, bill-heads, cards, circulars, small pam-
phlets, etc.— 4t. An imposition; a trick.

The quack, thro' dread of death, confess'd
That he was of no skill profess'd

;

But all this great and gloiioaa jobb
Was made of nonsense and the mob.

C. Smart, tr. of Phsodrus (1766), p. 27.

5. An undertaking so managed as to secure un-
earned profit or undue advantage; especially,

a public duty or trust performed or conducted
with a view to improper private gain ; a per-

version of trust for personal benefit in doing any
work.

J

As usual, however, in Irish matters, the measure was
connected with a job, and was executed with a supreme in-

dlHerenoe to Irish opinion. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., vii.

Nearly all the very large corporate undertakings in the
United States during the past twenty years have had in

them more or less of the corrupt political and financial

elements which the public have come to sum up in the

v/OTijob. if. ^. iie»., CXLIII. 87.

Odd Jobs, disconnected, irregular, or trivial pieces of

work.

The actors . . . were very fond of watching the move-
ments of an old and decrepit slave who was employed by
the proprietor to do all sorts of odd jobs.

Harper's Mag., I.XXlX.lsr.

11. a. Of or for a particular job or trans-

action. Specifically— (a) Assigned to a special use, as a

horse let out or hired by the week or month.

He made nothing by letting him have job horses for

. £160 a year. Miss Edgeworth, The Lottery, i.

The sight of Dr. Slocum's large carriage, with the gaunt

jo6-horses, crushed Flora ; none but hack cabs had driven

up to her door on that day. Thackeray, Pendennis, xxxiv.

(6) Bought or sold together ; lumped together : used chief-

ly in the phrase jiA lot, a quantity of goods, either of a

miscellaneous character, or of the same kind but of dif-

ferent qualities, oonditlonB, sizes, etc., disposed of or

bought as a single lot for a lump sum and at a compara-

tively low price.

Some few of them [pocket-books] may, however, have

been damaged, and these are bought by the street-people

as &job lot, and at a lower price than that paid m the reg-

ular way.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 294.

job2 (job), V.
;
pret. and pv. jobbed, ^^v. jobbing.

[<yo62, ».] I, trans. 1. To let out in separate

portions, as work among different contractors

or workmen: often with out: as, to job out the

building of a house.— 2. To let out or to hire
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by the week or month, as horses or carriages.

[Eng.]

Whitbread, d'ye keep a coach, otjob one, pray?
Job, job, that's cheapest ;

yes, that's best, that's best.

Woleot, Progress of Curiosity, Birth-day Ode.

Then she went to the liveryman from whom she jobbed
her carriages. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlviii.

3. To buy in large quantities, and sell to deal-
ers in smaller lots: as, to job cotton; to job ci-

gars. Seejobber^jS.

II, intrans. 1. To deal in the public stocks
on one's own account. See jobber^, 4.— 3. To
work at jobs or at chance work.

Our early dramatists not only jobbed in this chance-
work, but established a copartnership for the quicker
manufacture ; and we find sometimes three or four poets
working on one play. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 180.

3. (as) To let or (b) to hire horses, carriages,

etc., for occasional use. [Eng.]

Very few noblemen at present bring their carriage
horses to town ; . . . they nearly all job, as it is invaria-

bly called.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 368.

4. To execute a trust in such a manner as to

make it subserve unjustly one's private ends;
especially, to pervert public service to private
advantage.

Judges jo&, and bishops bite the town.
And mighty dukes pack cards for half-a-crown.

Pope, Moral Essays, ill. 141.

job^ (job), V. t. [Also written job'e; < Job the
patriarch, in allusion to the rebukes he re-

ceived from his "comforters."] To chide;
reprimand. Bailey, 1731. [Eare.]

jobardt, jobbardt, n. [ME., < OF. jobard, jou-

bard, < F. jobard, a stupid fellow, a simpleton,
booby, < jo6e, stupid, foolish.] A stupid fellow.

Halliwell.

Tho seyde the emperour Sodenmagard,
Then was the erle a nyae jobarde,

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 140. (HalUwell.)

Looke of discrecioune sette jobbardis upon stoolis,

Whiche hathe distroyed many a comunalte.
Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 119.

jobation (jo-ba'shon), n. [AnaffieotedL. form,
< job^ + -aUon.'i "A scolding; a long tedious
reproof. [Colloq.]

I determined to give my worthy hostess a goodjobation
for her want of faitli.

Barham, in Memoir prefixed to Ingoldsby Legends, I. 67.

jobber^t (job'fer), «. [<Jo6i + -eri.] One who
or that which jobs, pecks, or stabs : used in com-
position: as, tree-jobber or wood-jobber (a. wood-
pecker): nut-jobber (a nuthatch),

jobber^ (job'6r), M. [<.job^,v., + -er\'] 1. One
who does anything by the job; one who does
small jobs or chance work.

But these are not a thousandth part
Oi jobbers in the poet's art. Su^, Poetry.

2. One who lets out or furnishes horses or car-

riages by the week'or month; a job-master.
[Eng.]

Nobody in fact was paid. Not the blacksmith who
opened the lock, . . . nor the joS6erwho let the carriage.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxvil.

3. One who purchases goods in bulk and resells

them to smaller dealers; a middleman.—4. On
the London stock-exchange, a dealer in stocks
and bonds on his own account; a stock-ex-
change operator to whom brokers sell, and
from whom they buy, it being contrary to

stock-exchange etiquette for brokers to nego-
tiate with each other ; a middleman or inter-

mediary acting between brokers.

A wishes to buy and B wishes to sell £1000 of Caledoni-

an Railway stock, but, brokers being forbidden to deal with
brokers, recourse is had to the jobber C, who makes a price

to the brokers of say 98 to 98k that is to say, he offers to

buy at 98 or to sell at 98^ ; the buyer A accordinglypays 98i
plus his broker's commission, and the seller B receives 98

minus his broker's commission, the jobber C pocketing
the difference or "turn " of J per cent.

Encgc. Brit, XXIL 667.

5. One who renders the discharge of a trust

subservient to private ends; especially, anin-
triguer who turns public work to his own or his

friends' advantage; hence, one who performs

low or dirty work in oflOlce, politics, or intrigue.

—Bearskin jobber. See bear^, n., 6.

jobbernoUt (job'er-nol), n. [Also jobbernowl,

jobbernoul, jobbernowl, jobbinol; prob. <. jobard,

jobbard, + noil, head or top ; cf. groutnolW] 1 .

The head ; the pate.

And powder'd th' inside of his skull,

Instead of th' outward )o66emoZ.
& Butter, Hudibras, IIL ii. 1007.

2. A stupid fellow; a loggerhead; a blockhead.

Dull-pated jobbemovlcs.
Marston, Scourge of Villanie, vii.

[Vulgar in both senses.]

jockey

jobbery (job'6r-i), n. [<Jo62 -(- -ery.'] The act
or practice of jobbing; unfair and underhand
means used to procure some private end; spe-
cifically, the act of perverting public service to
private gain.

jobbet (job'et), n. [A var. of gobbet.'\ A small
quantity, commonly of hay or straw. [Prov.
.EngO
jobbing-man (job'ing-man), n. A man who
does odd jobs. [Eng.]
There is an Irish labourer and his family in the baok-

kitchen, and a jobbmg-man with his family in the front
one. Dickens, Sketches, p. 70.

jobbinolf, n. Same aajobbernoll.

job-master (job'mas'''ter), n. [<.job^ + master.}
A keeper of a livery-stable who lets out horses
and carriages by the week or month. [Eng.]
"Why, sir," said a, job-master to me, "everybody jobs

now. . . . It's a cheaper and better plan for those that
must have good horses and handsome carriages."

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 868.

job-office (job'of''''is), n. A printing-office in
which only job-work is done.

job-printer (job'prin'''t6r), n. A printer who
does miscellaneous work, such as the printing
of bills, programs, circulars, cards, etc.

Job's comforter (jobz kum'fer-ter). [So called
in allusion to the friends who visited Job "to
mourn with him and to comfort him " (Job ii.

11), but really aggravated his dis,tress.] 1 . One
who depresses and discourages under the ap-

'

pearance or with the purpose of consoling.
Lady Sm. Indeed, Lady Answerall, pray forgive me, I

think your ladyship looks a little thinner than when I

saw you last.

Miss. Indeed, Madam, I think not; but your ladyship is

one of Job's comftrrtcrs. Swift, Polite Conversation, iii.

2. A boil (in allusion to Job ii. 7). [Colloq.]

Job's news (jobz niiz). [So-called in allusion to

the evil tidings which Job's servants brought
him (Job i. 14-19).] Evil tidings; bad news.
Poverty escorts him ; from home there can nothing come

except Job's-nevjs. Carlyle, French K.ev., III. iii. 4.

Job's post (jobz post). [So called in allusion

to the messengers who brought evil tidings to

Job. See Jo6's ?ie«)s.] A bearer of ill news; a
messenger carrying evil tidings.

This Job's-post from Dumouriez, thickly preceded and
escorted by so raanj other Job's-posts, reached the National
Convention. Carlyle, French Rev., III. iii. 4.

Job's-tears (jobz'terz'), n. A species of grass,

Coix Lacryma, or the beads made of its fruit.

job-type (job'tip), n. Type specially adapted,
from its size, ornamental or exceptional form,
etc., for the execution of miscellaneous jobs.

job-watch (job'woch), n. Naut., same as hack-

watch.

job-work (job'w6rk), n. 1. Work done by the

job instead of by the day ; work done to order,

or to fulfil an engagement.
The fact that a great deal of his [Dryden's] work was

job-work, that most of it was done in a hurry, led him
often to fill up a gap with the first sonorous epithet that
came to hand. LoweU, New Princeton Rev., I. 155.

2. In printing, specifically, a class of miscel-

laneous work, generally requiring display or

ornamentation.

jocantt, a. [ME. joeaunt, < L. jocan(t-)s, ppr.

otjocari, joke, jest: see joke, v.} Jesting; jo-

cose.
When the knyght harde this, he was iocaunt & murye.

Oesta Romanorum, p. 116.

jocantryt (jo'kan-tri), ». [< joca»* + -r-i/.] The
act or practice of jesting. Craig.

jocki (jok), V. t and i. [Gtjog and sTjocfcl.] To
jolt. [Prov. Eng.]
Jock^ (jok), n. [A var. of Jack : see jaek^.} 1

.

Same as JacM, 1.—2. [I.e.} S&me as jockey.

Nor were the north-country jocks less witty on their .

masters than on the steeds.

Doran, Memories of our Great Towns, p. 13.

Jock and Jock's man, a juvenile sport in which the

follower is to repeat all the pranks the leader performs.
Brockett.

jockey (jok'i), n. [Also spelled jocky; being
the familiar name Jocky, Jockie, North. E. and
Sc. form of Jacky, dim. of Jack, North. E. and
Sc. Jock, a common appellative of lads in ser-

vice, grooms, etc. Some enthusiastic writers

about Gipsies would derive jockey in the third

sense from Gipsy chuckni, a whip ; but this is^

no doubt a mere fancy. Jockey in this peculiar

E. sense has passed into other languages: F.

jockey, jockei, Sp. jockey, jockei, Pg. jokey, G.

jockei, ete.} 1. [cap.] A Northern English and
Scotch diminutive of Jock^, Jocfci; specifically,

a Scotchman.
What could Leslyhave done then with a tew untrain'd,

unarmed Jockeys if we had been true among ourselves?
Bp. llacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 142.



jockey

2t. A strolling minstrel. [Scotch.]
For example and terror three or four hundred of the most

notorious of those vlUalns (vagabonds, beggars) which we
call Jockys might be presented by the Government to the
State of Venice, to serve in their Gallies against the com-
mon enemy of Christendom.

A. Fletcher (1688), quoted in Eihton-Tumer's Vagrants
[and Vagrancy, p. 359.

3. A groom; a rider or driver of horses; spe-
eifieaUy, a man or boy employed to ride horses
in races.

Room for my lord ! three ^'ociSey* in his train

;

Six huntsmen with a shout precede his chair.
Pope, Dunciad, ii 192.

4t. A dealer in horses; especially, a horse-deal-
er who is given to cheating; a tricky horse-
trader: more commbnly called a horse-jockey.

You know what cheating Tricks are play'd by our Jock-
eys, who sell and let out Horses.

N. BaMey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, L 412.

5. A cheat; one who deceives or takes imdne
advantage in trade: from the repntation of
horse-traders for trickery.

He [Frampton] is described as being the oldest and as
they say the cunningest jockey in England ; one day he
lost 1.000 gs., the next he won 2.000, and so alternately.

AMon, Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne, L 306.

6. In coal-mining, a self-acting apparatus car-
ried on the front tub of a set for releasing it
from thehauUng-rope at acertain point. [Eng.]— 7. la meeh.,sainie as joekey-wheel.—8. Athin
walking-stick. [Prov. Eng.]
jockey (jok'i), v.

; pret. and pp. jockeyed oijock-
ied, ppr. jockeying. [Also spelled jocky; <
jockey, n.^ I. trans. 1. To play the jockey to

;

trick; deceive in trade; hinder or defeat bv
trickery.

1 see too well by the smile on his face that he thinks
he haBjockied yon. J. Baillie.

Here's your railways carried, and your neighbor's rail-
ways jocfeyed. Dickens, Dr. Marigold.

2. To jostle against in racing.
H. intrans. To act in the manner of a jock-

ey ; seek unfair advantage in a race, in deal-
ing, etc.

jockey-boz (jok'i-boks), ». A box in a wagon,
underneath the driver's seat, for carrying small
articles.

jockey-club (jok'i-Mub), n. A club or associa-
tion of persons interested in horse-racing, etc.

jockey-gear (jok'i-ger), n. The jockey-wheels
and their cooperative mechanism in an appa-
ratus for paying out submarine cables.

jockey-grass (jok'i-gras), n. Quaking-grass,
Briza media. [Prov. Eng.]

jockeyism (jok'i-izm), ?i. l<. jockey + -ism.']

The practice or tricks of jockeys ; also, jockeys'
talk.

He was employed in smoking a cigar, sipping brandy
and water, and exercising his conversation^ talents in a
mixture of slang and jockeyism. Bvlwer, Pelham, IxL

jockey-jttmal (jok'i-jer'nal), n. [< jockey +
'jumal taijurnut.] One of the tubers of ^ttni-

um fleimosum, commonly called earthnut or pig-
nut. [Prov. Eng.]
jockey-pad (jok'i-pad), n. A cushion or knee-
pad on a saddle.

jockey-pulley (jok'i-pnl'i), n. A small wheel
which rides, or runs, on the top edge of a larger
one, used for obtaining fast speed in dynamos
and similar machinery, and a^ for keeping a
rope or cable in the groove of a grooved wheel.
jockeyship (jok'i-ship), n. [< jockey + -ship.']

1. The art or practice of riding horses, espe-
cially in races.

Go flatter Sawney for \uAjoekeys7dp.
Chatterttm, Resignation.

We justly boast
At least wr^enoTjodceyship, and claim
The honours of the turf as all our own

!

Cooper, Task, a. 276.

2. A quasi-honorary title given in jest or ban-
ter.

Where can at last toBjoekeysJap retire?
Cowper, Conversataon, L 420.

jockey-sleeve (jok'i-slev), n. A sleeve which
carries part of a train of mechanism and rests

on another part, used in some forms of electric

are-lights.

jockey-wheel (jok'i-hwel), n. A wheel xised

to ride upon and press a rope or cable into a
groove of another wheel from which the rope

• or cable is paid out. Thebearings of a jockey-wheel
are often in the end of a lever by which the jockey is held
to its duty. These wheels are much used In laying sub-
marine cables. Also jockey.

jockey-whip (jok'i-hwip), n. A whip used by
a jockey.

jocko (jok'o), n. An ape: same as jocko, 1.
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jockteleg (jok'te-leg), )i. [Also written Jocfcto-

leg,jocteleg. Ct.E.di&l. jack-lag-knife: seetmder
jack-knife.] A large pocket-knife. [Scotch.]

An' gif the custoc's sweet or sour,

Wi'joctelegs they taste them.
Bums, Halloween.

jocolattet, "• An obsolete form of chocolate.

To a coffee house to drink Jocolatte—very good-
Pepys, Diary, Nov. 24, 1664.

They dranke a little milk and water, but not a drop of

wine ; they also dranke of a sorbet and ^"ocoiott.

Emlyn, Diary, Jan.^24, 1682.

jocondt, a. An obsolete form otjocund,

jocose (jo-kos'), a. [= Sp. Pg. joeoso = It.

giocoso, < L. jocosus, full of jesting, sportive, <

Jocus, a jest, joke: see joke.] 1. Given to jokes
and jesting ; merry ; waggish, as a person.

Jocose and pleasant with an adversary whom they would
choose to treat in a very different manner. Shafiesbury.

On [the first day of April] . . . their master was always
observed to unbend, and become exceeding pleasant and
jocose, sending the old gray-headed negroes on April-fool's

errands for pigeon's milk. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 463.

2. Of the nature of a joke or jest ; sportive

;

merry: as, a, jocose remark; jocose or comical
airs. = Syn. Jocose, Jocund, jocular, facetious, merry,
waggish, witty, droll, humorous, funny. In jocose cheer-
fulness or Ught-heartedness is an accidental thing ; in
jocund it is the essential idea. The disposition to make
good-humored jests is the essential thing in jocose, but is

not necessarily implied in jocund.

jocosely (jo-kos'li), adv. In a jocose manner;
in jest; for sport or game ; waggishly.

jocoseness (jo-kos'nes), n. The quality of be-
ing jocose ; waggery ; merriment.

If he wrote to a friend, he must beware lest his letter

should contain any thing like jocoseness; since jesting is

incompatible with a holy and serious life.

BwMe, Civilization, II. v.

jocoserlons (jo-ko-se'ri-us), a. [= Sp. jocoserio,

< Nil. joeoserim, < L. jocus, a joke, + serius,

serious.] Half jesting, half serious. [Rare.]

Or drink ajocosericus cup
With souls who've took their freedom up.

Green, The Spleen.

jocosity (jo-kos'i-ti), n.
;
pi. joeosiUes (-tiz). [=

Sp. jocosidad = Pg. joeosidade = It. giocositd;
as jocose + -ity.] 1. Jocularity; merriment;
waggery; jocoseness.

A laugh there is of contempt or indignation, as well as
of mirth ot jocosity. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

This sociable jocosity, as if they had known each other
for three months, was what appeared to Macartby so in-
delicate. H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVIL 92.

2. A jocose act or saying; a joke. [Bare.]
jocteleg, n. ^ee jockteleg.

jocular (jok'u-lar), a. [= It. giocolare, giocu-
lare, ilL.joculdris, Kjoculus, a little jest, dim.
ot jocus, a jest: see joke.] 1. Given to jest-
ing; jocose; merry; wa^^sh: said of persons.—2. Of the nature of or containing a joke

;

sportive ; not serious : a^ a jocular expression
or style.

His broad good-humor, running easily intojocular talk,
in which he delighted and in which he excelled, was a
rich gift to this wise man. Emerson, Lincoln.

=Syn. See jocose.

jocularity (jok-u-lar'i-ti), n. [= It. giocolari-
td; as jocular + My.] The quality of being
jocular; merriment; jesting.

On his departure he asked with bitter jocularity whe-
ther Becket had sought to leave the realm because Eng-
land could not contain himself and the king.

MUman, Latin Christianity, vili. 8.

jocularly (jok'u-lar-li), adv. In a jocular man-
ner; in jest; for sport or mirth.
"Come," said Dr. Johnson jocularly to Principal Eobert-

son, "let us see what was once a church."
Bosuiell, Tour to the Hebrides.

jocularyf (jok'u-la-ri), a. [= It. giocolario, <
1,. jocularius, equiv. to jocularis, jocular: see
jocular.] Jocular.

With arts voluptuary I couple practices joeulary; for
the deceiving of the senses is one of the pleasures of the
senses. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL 20L

jocnlator (jok'n-la-tor), n.; L. t^I. joeulaUrres
(jok'u-la-to'rez J. [= It. giocolatore, < li.joeula-
tor, a joker, jester, <joculari, joke. < joculus, a lit-
tle joke : seejocular. Cf.juggleri, nit. a doublet
otjoeulaior.] Formerly, a professional jester;
also, a minstrel. See juggler^ a.ndjongleur.
One greatpart of the joculator's profession was the teach-

ing of bears, apes, horses, dogs, and other animals to imi-
tate the actions of men.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 328.

It is certain that the Jforman Conquest brought to Eng-
land the species of minstrels into which the joculatores had
in Xormandy and > orthem France developed ; and itmay
be assumed, both that it likewise brought performers of
a different and lower class, and that a distinction was not
always maintained between them.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit,, I. 15.

Joe-Millerism

The joglars otjoculatores, who played, sang, recited , con-
jured, men of versatile powers of entertainment, who per-

formed at the houses of the nobility, and were liberally re-

munerated. Eneyc. Brit., XVl 479.

joculatory (jok'u-la-to-ri), a. [< li. joculatori-

us, jesting, ijoculator, a joker, jester: see joi-

idator.] Jocular.

jocund (jok'und), a. [Formerly alsojocond; <

ME. jocund, jocound, < OF. joconde, jocund, ju-
cond = Sp. Fg.jocundo = It. giocondo, < HL.jo-
eundus (erroneously accom. to L. jocus, a jest),

pTop.jiieundus,'L.jiicundus,plea,sa,nt,B,gTeea,'b\e,

pleasing, lit. helpful, <_/Mt)are, help, aid: see ad-
jute and adjutant.] Merry; lively; cheerful;
blithe; gleeful; gay; mirthful; airy; spright-
ly; sportive; light-hearted.

Full gladde and iocounde were the companye of the
rounde table for that thei were a-corded with sir Gawein.

Werlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 503.

Night's candles are burnt out, andjocund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain-tops.

Shak., K. and J., iil 5, 9.

The Romans jocond of this Vlctorie, and the spoil they
got, spent the night. MiUon, Hist. Eng., iL

=SyiL Jocose, Jocund. Seejocose.

jocundary (jok'un-da-ri), a. [< jocund + -ary.']

Jocund ; merry. [Sare.]

Ill not stir ; poor Folly, honest YoUy, jocundary Folly,

forsake your lordship

!

Dekker and Ford, Sun's Darling, ijL 1.

jocundity (jo-kun'di-ti), n. [Also jucundity; <
ME. jocundiiee, < Of. jocondite, joeundite = Sp.
jocundidad = It. gioconditd,, < L. jucundita(t-)s,

agreeableness, pleasantness, (.jucundus : seejo-
cund.] The state of being jocund or merry;
gaiety.

Learned and meditative as was .Sir lliomas More, ajest-

ing humor, a pbHoaophicsd. jocundity, indulged on impor-
tant as well as on ort^ary occasions, served his wise pur-
pose. I. Disraeli, Amen, of Lit., L 331.

jocundly (jok'und-li), adv. In a jocund man-
ner; merrily; gaily.

jocnndness (jok'und-nes), n. [< ME.Joeujidnes;
< jocund + ^ness.] Jocundity. SoUand, ti. of
Plutarch, p. 160.

jod (jod), n. [Var. otjot, ult. < Gr. lara,,iota,, <
"B-eb.yodh: seejof^,iota.] The letter J. [Prov.J

As surely as the letter Jod
Once cried aloud, and spake to God,
So surely shalt thou feel this rod.

And punished shalt thou be

!

LongfeHmc, Golden L^end, iiL

jodel, V. See yodel,
joel (jo), n. [A particular use of the familiar
name Joe, abbr. of Joseph, In sense 1, with ref.

to Joseph Hume, M. P., at whose instance the
fourpeuce was issued in 1836, especially for
the convenience of paying short cab-fares.]
1. A fourpenny-pieee. Also joey. [Slang.]—
2. [cap.] An old jest: sajne as Joe Miller.

Of what use a story may be even in the most serious de-
bates may be seen from the circulation of old Joes lu Par-
liament, which are as current there as their sterling name-
sakes used to be in the city some threescore years ago.

Southey, The Doctor, xvt

3. A lobster too small to be sold legally—that
is, one under ten inches in length. [Cape Cod,

J0e2 (jo), n. [Also jo; an abbr. of Johannes.]
A Portuguese and Brazilian gold coin, worth
from eight to nine dollars.

Be sure to make him glow
Precisely like a guinea or a_;o.

Wolcot, Lyric Odes for 1783, viL

"Has the Indian come yet?" "He was here last week."
"An't you afraid of him?" ">"o." . . . "That's you, for
a broad^oe .' Never he afraid of any body."
_ ^, , „ S. Judd, Mugatet, L 8.

. Double Joe. See douUe.
joe3 (jo), n. [Also jo; usually considered as a
form of joy, < OF.Joye, P. joie; but this is not
probable.] 1. A master; a superior. HaUiweU,
[North. Eng.]—2. A sweetheart; a darling.
[Scotch.] ,

Blessings on your frosty pow,
John Anderson, taj jo.

Bums, John Anderson.
Och ! owre aft thy joes ha'e starv'd.
Mid a' thy favours

!

Burro, On Pastoral Poetry.

joe-ben (jo'ben), n. [Prob. imitative of the
bird's note.] The greater titmouse, Parus ma-
jor, or some other titmotise. [Suffolk, Eng.]
Joe Miller (jo mil'fer). [Also Joe ; after Joe or
Joseph Miller, an English comic actor, whose
name was attached to a popular jest-book, pub-
lished in 1739, the year after his death.] 1. An
old jest; a stale joke; a "chestnut." [Colloq.
orslang.]—2. A jest-book. [CoUoq.]
Joe-Miller^ (jo'mil'6r-izm), n. [< Joe Miller
+ -t*m.] The art or practice of making, recit-



Joe-MilleriBm

ingi or retailing jests; especially, the repeti-
tion of stale or flat jokes ; also, an old jest. [Col-
loq.]

Joe-Millerize (j6'mil'6r-iz), v. t. [< Joe Miller
+ 4,116.'] To give a jesting or jocular charac-
ter to; mingle with jokes or jests, especially
stale jests. [Colloq.]

If a man outs all the dates, tosses in his facts anyhow,
and is too busy to distinguish one important man from
another, and yet is funny, and succeeds in Joe-Millenzing
history, he pleases somebody or other.

Saturday Seu., Nov. 10, 1866.

joepye-weed (jo-pi'wed), n. AnAmerican plant,
Eupatormm purpweitm, a tall weed with co-
rymbs of purple flowers, common in lowground.
Also called trvmpetweea. See Ewpatorvum.
joewood (jo'wuo), n. A tree, JacqvMda a/rmil-
laris, found in the West Indies, Florida, and
elsewhere. Its leaves are saponaceous. See
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2. One who or that which gives a jog or sudden
push.

A receiving-table for cylinder printing presses, designed
to facilitate the accurate piling of the sheets without the
use of the ordinary form ot jogger.

Sei. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 340.

Johnanapes
These roads are old-fashioned, homely roads, very dirty

and badljr made, and hardly endurable in winter, but still

pleasant j'op-frot roads, running through the great pasture
lands. T. Evglm, Tom Brown at Eugby, L 1.

johan (jo'an), n. [< ML. Johannes, John : see
John.l St.-John's-wort. Q&q Hypericum. [Prov.
Eng.]
Johannean (jo-han'e-an), a. [< ML. Johannes,
LL. Joannes, 'John (see John), + -an.] Of or
pertaining to the apostle John, or to the gos-

req. ot'jog, q. v." " The second sense pel written by him. Also Johannine.

joey (jo'i), n. [Dim. of Joe, a familiar abbr. of
Joseph. See Joe}.] 1. In coal-minmg, a man
specially appointed to set the timber in a stall
or working while coal is being raised. [Midland
counties, Eng.] — 3. Same as,/oel, 1. [Slang-,
Eng.]
ThOT [the patterers] have an idea . . . that this noble-

man [Sir .Tames Graham] invented tourpenny-pieces, and
now, they say, the swells give a joey where they used to
give a "tanner." ,

Mayliew, London labour and London Poor, I. 267.

jog (jog), v.; pret. and ]?p. jogged, T^pv. jogging.

[< ME. joggen, also juggen (also jaggen); < W.
gogi, shake, agitate. Cf. W. gogis, a gentle slap,
Ir. gogaim, I nod, gesticulate, Gael, gog, a nod-
ding. The related W. ysgogi, wag, stir, shake,
suggests an ult. connection with E. shog, shock,
a,uA shake. Ct. jock, jolt, Sbnd jag^.] I, trans.

It. To pierce ; thrust. See jagi.

Thorowe a jerownde schelde hejoggea hym thorowe.
Morte Arthure (B. B. T. S.), 1. 2892.

2. To touch, push, or shake slightly or gently

;

nudge ; move by pushing.
Snatch from Time

His glass, and let the golden sands run forth
As thou Shalt^0^ them.

Vekker and Ford, Sun's Darling, ii. 1.

Jogging ... her elbow^ he whispered something arch
in her ear. Goldmath, Citizen of the World, cxxiii.

Jupiter, I thinly, baa jogged us three degrees nearer to

the sun. Walpole, Letters, II. 193.

Hence— 3. To stimulate gently; stir up by a
hint or reminder: as, to jog a person's memory.

II. intrans. To move by jogs or small shocks,
like those of a slow trot ; move idly, heavily, or
slowly: generally followed by on or along.

He lugged til a lustice. Piers Plowman (B), xx. 133.

One Foot a little dangling off, jogging in a thoughtful
Way. Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 1.

Thus they jogon, still tricking, never thriving. Dryden,

The good old ways our siiea jogged safely o'er.

Browning, Paracelsus, iv.

To be jogging, to go away ; move on : as, it is time for

me to oe jogging.

The door is open, sir ; there lies your way

;

You may 6e jogging whiles your boots are green

;

For me. 111 not be gone till I please myself.
Shak., T. of the S^ iii. 2, 213.

jog (jog), n. [< jog, v.] 1. A slight push or

shake : a nudge ; especially, a shake or push in-

tended to give notice or awaken attention.

I have none to guide me
With the least jofli; the lookers-on deride me.

Quarlea, Bmblems, iv. 4.

All men believe he resides there incog.

To give them by turns an invisible ^*o^.

Swift, On the Irish Bishops.

2. Irregularity of motion ; a joltingmotion; a

jolt or shake.

How that which penetrates all bodies without the least

jog or obstruction should impress amotion on any is . . .

inconceivable. GlanmUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, ih.

A carriage with a pair of gray horses was coming along

with the familiar jog of a hack carriage which is paid for

at so much an hour.
Mrs. Oliphamt, Poor Gentleman, xlvm.

3. In wecfe., a square notch; a right-angled re-

cess or step. See cut underjo*»? (flg. 6).

Higher up it [the thickness of a wall] is less, diminish-

ing every story by retreating jogt on the inside.

i. H. Morgan, Amer. Ethnol., p. 157.

4. -Any notch or recess in a line ; a small de-

pression in a surface ; an irregularity of line or

surface. [U. S.]

jogelt, jogelert. Middle English forms ot jog-

gle, mggU. .

iogelryet, n. A Middle English form otjugglery.

•jogger (jog'6r), ra. [<jog + -er^.] 1. One who
jogs, or moves heavily and slowly.

They with their fellow joggert of the plough. Dryden.

jogging-cart (jog'ing-kart), n. A recent .Amer-
ican pattern of village-cart. The Hub, Jvily 1,

1887.

joggle (jog'l), V.
;
pret. and Tp^.JoggUd, ppr. jog-

gling. [F: . . _. _

depends rather iipon joggle, »., as a dim. oljog,
n., 3.] I. trans. 1. To shake slightly; give a
sudden but slight push ;

jolt
;
jostle.

We grant that the earth is firm and stable from all such
motions whereby it JB joggled or uncertainly shaken.

Bp. WUkina, That the Earth may be a Planet.

A foolish desire to joggle thee into preferment.
Beau, and Fl., The Captain, v. 4.

2. In carp, and masonry, to fit together, as tim-
bers or stonework, with notches and projec-
tions, or with notches and keys, to prevent the
slipping of parts upon one another.

II. intrans. To move irregularly; have a jog-
ging or jolting motion ; shake.

' My dear, is that aproper way to speak ? " said Miss Me-
hitable, reprovingly ; butTinasawmy grandmother's broad
shouldersJo^^Iin^ with a secret laugh.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 239.

joggle (jog'l), n. [Dim. otjog, n. Cf . joggle, v.]

1. A jolt; a jog.

And then the carlin, she grippit wi' me like grim death,
at everyjoggle the coach gied.

adit, Sir Andrew Wylie, II. 6.

3. In earp., a stub-tenon on the end of a post
or piece of timber, which prevents the timber or
post from moving laterally. Also joggle-joint.— 3. In carp, and masonry, a notch in a piece
of timber or stone, into which is fitted a pro-
jection upon a corresponding piece or counter-
part, or a key also engaging a notch in a cor-
responding piece or counterpart, to prevent one
piece from slipping on the other.

joggle-beam (jog'l-bem), n. A built beam the
parts of which are joined hy projections on one
part fitted into notches cut in the other part or
parts, or by keys fitting notches in the meeting
surfaces of the parts, to prevent slipping of the
parts upon one another.

joggle-joint (jog'l-joint), n. Same as joggle, 2.

joggle-piece (jog'1-pes), n. In building, same
as king-post.

joggle-post (jog'l-post), n. 1. In bmlding, a
post having shoulders or notches for receiving
the lower ends or feet of struts. See king-post.
— 3. A post built of two or more pieces of tim-
ber joggled together.

joggle-truss (jog'l-tms), n. In building, a truss
with a single post placed centrally and fitted

to the chord by a stub-tenon or its equivalent,
the chord being at the top, and the post hang-
ing downward and having its lower end con-
nected with the ends of the chord by oblique
braces.

jogglework (jog'l-w6rk), n. In masonry, con-
struction in which stones are intemotched or

keyed (joggled) together.

joggling-table (jog'ling-ta"bl), n. In metal., a
machine for dressing or concentrating ore. it

consists ot an inclined table on which the ore is placed
and over which water is allowed to flow. The separation
of the heavier ore from the lighter rock or veinstone is

assisted by a succession of blows struck on the edge of

the table by machinery contrived for this purpose, thus
causing the table to vibrate sufficiently for the particles
to arrange themselves in the order of their specific gravi-

ty. In the form of joggling-table known as "Eittinger's
side-blow percussion table," the table is pushed violently
from its position at rest by a cam acting upon the end of

a rod, and when the cam has released the end ot the rod
the table is pushed back by a strong spring.

joglart, ». [Pr. : see juggler\] A Provengal
minstrel or jongleur. Qso joculator.

Now in the palmy days of Provencal song there were
many professional jofftors, such as Arnaut Daniel or Per-

digo, who stood high among the most brilliant trouba-

dours, and visited on terms of social equality with nobles

and princes. Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 479.

jog-trot (jog'trot), n. and a. I. ». 1. A slow,

easy jogging motion on horseback.— 3. A slow
routine mode of performing daily duty to which
one pertinaciously adheres.

As we grow old, a sort of equable jog-trot of feeling is

substituted for the violent ups and downs of passion and
disgust. R. L. Stevemon, Crabbed Age and Youth.

II. a. 1. Monotonous; easy-going ; humdrum.
All honest jog-trot men, who go on smoothly and dully

and write history and politics, and are praised.
Ooldmdth, Vicar, xx.

3. Adapted for an easy, jogging pace. [Bare. ]

There is a marked diflerence between the contents and
style of the Synoptic and the Johannean discourses of
Jesus. Sehaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 83.

The Johannean conception of the gospel, preeminent for
ethical depth and force. Progressive Orthodoxy, p. 206.

Johannes, Joannes (jo-han'ez, jo-an'ez), n.

[ML. and NL. form of LL. JoannesXyPg. Joao)i
see Johm,.] A gold
coin (called in Por-
tuguese joUo) for-

merlycurrent inPor-
tugal, worth about
$9 : probably so
called from having
been first issued by
one of the Portu-
guese kings named
John.
He got of me some-

times a double joann£s,
sometimes a Spanish
doublon, and never less.

Franklin, Letters (The
[Century, XXXII. 272).

Johannine (jo-han'-
ia), a. [< ML. Jo-
hannes, LL. Joannes,
John (see John), +
-ine^.] Same as Jo-

Johannisberger (ja-

han'is-ber-ger), n.

[G., < Johannisberg,
Ut. John's mountain: Reverse.
JohanniS (gen. of Jo- Johannes of John v.. King of Por-

hanneS), John; berq tuial, 1723.— British Museum. (Size

= E. barrowi hill,
°'^'>«=°"^'-'''

mountain: %6b bwrrowT-jberg^.] A white wine
grown in the Bheingau near the Ehine. Tho
best is produced in the vineyard belonging to Prince
Mettemich, and is known as Schloss Joharmisberger, from
the name of the castle ; this is considered one of the fin-

est of wines. The wine of the neighboring slopes (called
Vorf JoMnnisierger) is also sold as Johannisberger.

johannite (jo-han'it), n. [< ML. Joharmes,
John, + -ite^.] 1. [cop.] One of the Order of
the Hospitalers of St. John of Jerusalem. See
hospitaler.— 3. A mineral of an emerald-green
or apple-green color, a hydrous sulphate of th&
protoxid of uranium.
John (jon), n. [The h is in E. a mere inser-
tion, in imitation of the ML. form; prop. Jon-

(as in Jonson, etc.: of. Janson, Jenkins, etc.),

.

< ME. Jon, also Jan, < OF. Jan, Jean, Jehan,
Johan, etc., mod. F. Jean = Sp. Juan = Pg.
Joao = It. Giovanni, Gianni (> E. zany, q. v.),

Gian = AS. Johannes = D. Jan, Hans = G.
Johann, Hans = Dan. Sw. Johan, Hans, etc.,

= W. Efan (> E. Evan, Evans, Ivims, etc.) =
Kuss. Ivan, etc. (in aU. European languages)

;

< ML. Johannes, Joannes, LL. Joannes, < Gr.
'lo&wrjQ (with aeeom. Gr. termination), < Heb.
Yolianan, John, lit. 'Jehovah hath been gra-
cious.' This name owes its wide currency
primarily to the impression which the char-i

acter of John the Baptist made upon the pop-
ular imagination in the middle ages; Bap-
tist alone is also a common name in southern
Europe. Owing to the extreme frequency of
John as a given name, it came to be used, like
its accepted E. synonym Jack, as a common
appellative for a man or boy of common or
menial condition, and, in its different national
forms, B. John, P. Jean, D. and G. Hans, etc.,

has served as a popular collective name for the
whole people.] A common name for a man
or boy, often used, like Jack, its synonym, to-

designate a man or a boy in general or indefi-

nitely, especially an awkward fellow.— cjheap
Jolm. See chea^.

John-a-dreamst, n. [That is, John o' dreams,
for John of dreams.] A dreamy, idle fellow.

Yet I,

A dull and muddy-mettled rascal, peak.
Like John-a-dreams, unpregnant of my cause.
And can say nothing. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Johng,napest (jon'a-naps), m.

anapes.
Same as jack-



Johnanapes
Rol. If I were at leisure, I would make you shew tricke

now.
Bond. Do I look like a Johnatiapei ?

Shirley, Bird in a Cage, iL 1.

john-apple (jon'ap''l), n. [Also, transposed,
apple^ohn, q. v. See etym. of jenneting. 1 A
variety of apple, good for use when other fruit
is spent, since it long retains its freshness.
John-a-Stilet (jon'a-stU'), n. [From John-a-
Stile or Style, now John Styles, a frequent name,
lit. ' John at the stUe,' so named from the place
of residence.] Any common person.

What though some John-d,-StUe will basely toyle.
Only incited with the hope of galne.

MarsUm, Scourge of Villanie, iL, ProL

Whereby euery lohn-a-Stile shall intercept the Churches
due. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 133.

John Barleycorn. See iarleycorn.

John Bull (jon bill). [So called with ref . to the
coarse burly form and blufif nature ascribed to
the typical Englishman.] 1. An Englishman;
also, the English ooUeetively.— 2. A game in
which the contestants throw pennies upon a
flat stone divided into sixteen small squares,
each marked with a certain number, and score
according to the numbers of the squares upon
which the pennies remain. Strutt.

John-BalUsm fjon'bul'izm), n. [< John Bull
+ -ism.] 1. The typical English character.

Little Britain may truly be called the heart's core of the
city; the stronghold of true John BvUism.

Ining, Sketch-Book, p. 300.

2. An utterance or an act agreeing with the
typical English character.

John Chinaman (jon chi'na-man). A China-
man; the Chinese coUectiyely- [Colloq.]

John Company (jon kum'pa-ni). An old collo-

quial desig[nation for the Honorable East India
Company, in familiar use in India and England.
John-crow (jon'kro'), n. In Jamaica, the tur-
key-buzzard, Cathartes aura.

John Crow beans. See Jeo»i.

John-crow'S-nose (jon'kroz'noz'), n. Same as
Jim-crow's-nose.

John-dory, John-doree (jon-do'ri, -do're), n.

A fish : same as dory^, 1.

John-go-to-bed-at-noon (jon ' go ' to-bed ' at -

non'), n. A popular name of several plants,
(a) The meadow-salsi^?, Tragopogtm pratemis. (6) The
pimpernel, AnagaUU arveneie. (c) The star-of-Bethlehem,
Omithogalum rnnbeUaium. [£ng.]

Johnian (jon'i-an), ». [< John (see def
.
) + -Jan.]

A member or graduate of St. John's College in

the University of Cambridge, England.

To such a society [Trinity College] Bentley came, ob-
noxious as a Johnian and an intruder, . . . whose inter-

ests lay outside the walls of the college.
JBncyc. Brit., in. 579.

johnny (jon'i), re.; pi. johnnies (-iz). [< John-
ny, a familiar dim. of John, a man's name : see

John."] 1. [cap.'] A diminutive of the name
John, It was applied as a nickname by the Federal sol-

diers to the Confederates during the war of the rebellion.

There was pretty hot fighting in among those bushes
for a while, and then the JohnnUs began to fall back. It

was lust then that we were sent in.

The Century, XXXVI. 4«0.

2. In ichth., a eottoid fish, Oligoeottus macu-
losus, with a naked skin, slender head narrowed
above, and pointed snout. It is a small spe-

cies, very abundant along the western coast of

the United States.— 3. Among sailors, a Mnd
of penguin, Pygoscelis taniata.—4. The fish

Etheostoma nigrum, a kind of darter. [Local,

U.S.]
johnny-cake (jon'i-kak), re. 1 . In the southern

United States, a cake of Indian meal mixed
with water or milk, seasoned -with salt, and
baked or toasted by being spread on a board
set on edge before a fire. It is of negro origin.

To make a faultless johnny.eake, you must be black,

you must be fat, you must be a pampered slave and a dot-

ing despot; and even so your secret shall be buried with

you. You can never teach the world how to make ajohn-
ny-cake, because you never learned ; you were bom so.

J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 198.

2. In other parts of the United States, any un-

sweetened flat cake of Indian meal, sometimes
mixed with inashed pumpkin (especially in New
England), and usually baked in a pan: incor-

rectly used at times for corn-bread, pone, etc.

Some talk of hoe-cake, fair Virginia's pride

;

B.ich johnny-cake this mouth has often tried.

Both please me well, their virtues much the same.

Alike their fabric, as allied their fame

;

Except in dear yew England, where the last

Keceives a dash of pumpldn in the paste.

Joel Barlow, Hasty Pudding.

johnny-cocks (jon'i-koks), «. A plant. Orchis

mascula. [Eng.]
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johnny-cranes (jon'i-kranz), n. The marsh-

marigold, Caltha palustris. [Prov. Eng.]

Johnny-JTUnp-up (jon'i-jump-up'), n. The pan-

sy, Viola tricolor; also, the bird-foot violet, V.

pedata. [Prov. U. S.]

She set a heap o' store by flowers, too, an' when the

johnnyjump-upa and dandelions begun to come out . . .

she'd go up in the woods. Botton Sunday Budget, 1888.

Johnny-raw (jon'i-ra'), m. A raw beginner; a

novice ; a boor. [Slang.]

Johnny-verde (jon'i-verd'), «• [< Johnny +
Sp. verde, green: see vert.] A Califomian ser-

ranoid fish, Serranus or Paralabrax nebulifer, of a

greenish color relieved by irregular dark mot-

tlings, and with traces of dark oblique cross-

bars with wavy whitish streaks on the taU.

john-paw (jon'pfi.), n. A serranoid fish, of the

genus Epinephelus, occurring along the Gulf

coast of the United States. _ See grouper.

Johnsonese (jon-son-es' or -ez'), n. [< Johnson

(see def.) + -ese. The surname Johnson is also

written Jonson, ME. Jonson, i.e. John's son : see

John.] The style or language of Dr. Samuel
Johnson (1709-84), or an imitation of it ; a pom-
pous, inflated style, characterized by words of

classical origin (often manufactured).

When he wrote for publication, he [Johnson] did his

sentences out of English into Johngonete.
Maeaulay, Boswell's Johnson.

If the Easy Chair may speak in Johngrmese, laughter is

a condiment, not a comestible.
O. V. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXVi 637.

Johnsonia (jon-so'ni-a), n. [Nil. (B. Brown,
1810), named after Thomas Johnson, a botanist

of the 17th century.] A genus of plants of

western Australia, of the natural order Li-

liaeece and tribe Johnsoniew. it comprises tufted

herbs with simple stems, the leaves all radical, and the
flowers terminalin oblong spikes, entirely concealed by an
involucre of dry bracts. The perianth has .a top-shaped
tube and six spreading divisions. The stamens are 3 ; the
ovary is 3-celled, with 2 ovules in a celL

Johnsonian (jon-s6'ni-an), a. [< Johnson (see

def.) + 4an.] Kelating to or characteristic of

Dr. Samuel Johnson, his writings (especially

his English dictionary), or his style.

His pronunciation deviated even more from the Johnso-
nian standard than the specimen of modem New-English
in the Biglow Papers. MaendUan'stlag., Feb., 1861, p. 273.

Johnsonianism (jou-s6'ni-an-izm), n. [< John-
sonian + -ism.] A word or an idiom peculiar
to Dr. Johnson, or a style resembling his ; also,

his personal characteristics.

Johnsonieae (jon-so-ni'e-e), re. pi. [NL., <

Johnsonia + -ew.] Atrilje of liliaceous plants,

typified by the genus Johnsonia. The tribad marks
are a rush-like or low and sometimes branching stem from
a short or creeping rootstock, and a dense temiinal inflo-

rescence, with an involucre of thickly imbricated bracts.

Johnsonism (jon'son-izm), re. [< Johnson (see
def.) + -ism.] Same as Johnsonianism.
John's-WOOd (jonz'wud), re. St.-John's-wort.
See Hypericum. [Prov. Eng.]
John's-wort (jonz'wert), re. Same as St.-John's-

wort, See Hypericum.
john-to-whit (gon'to-hwif), re. [Imitative of

the bird's note.] The common red-eyed green-
let, Vireo oUvaceus.

joicet, V. t. [< ME. joysen, < OP. joiss-, stem of
certain parts of Joir, jouir, enjoy : see joy, v.

Cf. rejoice.] To enjoy.
To Toyge sonr Habitatioun.

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), 1. 126.

joiet, n. and v. A Middle English form otjoy.
join (join), V. [< ME. joynen, joignen, < OF.
joindre, juindre, F. joindre = Pr. jonher, junher,
jonjer = It. giugnere, < L. jungere, pp. junctus
(root jug, in jugnm, yoke, etc.), = Gr. l^evyvvvat

(root fwy in C»7<5'') = Ski.-]/ yuj, join, > yuga =
Gr. fuy(}j' = L. jugum = E. yolce, q. v. Hence
joint, adjoin, conjoin, disjoin, enjoin, ryoin, sub-
join, etc., and (from L. directly) adjunct, con-
junct, etc., junction, juncture, conjugal, conjur-

gate, subjugate, etc.] I. trans, 1. To put or
bring together; bring into conjunction, or into
association or harmony ; unite ; combine ; asso-
ciate: as, to joire two planks by tenons; to join
forces in an undertalnng.

Whan the kynge Boors saugh the socour come, he ioyrud
his feet and lept vpon the deed bodyes of men and horse
that he hadde slain. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 333.

What therefore God \aAti joined together, let not man
put asunder. Mat. yjy 6.

yov join your hands, and with your hands your hearts.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 8, 39.

Join voices, all ye living souls. Milton, P. L., v. 197.

2. To unite, as one thing to or with another;
bring into conjunction or association; cause to
be united or connected in any way: followed
by to or icith.

joinder

And Fabins, sumamed Mazimns,
Could ioyne such learning with eroerlenoe

As made his name more famous than the rest.

Gaecoigne, Steele Glas (ed. ArberA p. 64.

Woe unto them thatjoin house to house, that lay field

to field. Isa. y. a

Sobriety and contemplationjotn our souls to God.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 611.

Pluto with Cato thou for this shalt jofoi.

Pope, Dunciad, ill. 309.

3. To unite or form a junction with; become
connected with or a part of ; come into associa-

tion or union with: as, to join a church, party,

or society; the Missouri river joins the Missis-

sippi; to join one in an enterprise.

The goddess swift to high Olympus flies,

And loin* the sacred senate of the skies.

Pope, niad, L 294.

I but come like you to see the hun^
Notjoin it. Tennyton, Geraint

4. To unite or take part in, in a friendly or hos-

tile manner ; engage in with another or others

:

as, hejoined issue with his opponent ; the forces

joined battle.

Jehoshaphat . . . joined afttnity with Ahab.
2 Chron. xviiL 1.

Till winds the signal blow
To j'oin their dark encounter & mid air.

Milton, P. L., ii. 718.

5. To adjoin ; be adjacent or contiguous to : as,

his landjoJre* mine. [Colloq.] ^-6t. To enjoin;

command.
Who loyned the be lostyse our iapez to blame.
That com a hoy to this borf, thaj thou be burne ryche?

AUUerative Poems (ed. MorrisX ii 877.

And theyjoin them penance, as they call it, to faat> to

go pilgrimages, and give so much to make satisfaction

withaL Tyndale, Works, I. 281.

Tojoin battle. See ftottfei.—To Join Issue. Seeimte.

—To join the majority. SeemajorOy.

n. intrans. 1. To be contiguous or close;

lie or come together; form a junction.

She . . . lifte vp hir handes ioynynge towarde heuene.

and thanked onre lorde of thatsocoure that he hadde hir

sente. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iL 300.

A certain man's house . . . joined hard to the syna*

gogue. Acts xviiL 7.

2. To unite or become associated; confeder-

ate; league.

Thongh hand join in hand, the wicked shall not be un-
punished. Prov. iL 21.

Hee and the Irish Kebels had but one aime, one and the

same drift, and would have forthwith joyn'd in one body
against ub. Milton, E^noklastes, xii

Now and then
The rougher voices of the men
Joined in the song.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, L 392.

3t. To meet in hostile encounter; join battle.

Thus at thejoyenynge the geanntez are dystroyede,
And at that journey for-jnstede with gentille lordez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. Z1S4.

He saw the armies j'oin.

The game of blood begun.
Fletcher, loyal Subject, U. 1.

But look you pray, all you that kiss my lady Peace at
home, that our armiesj'oin not in a hot day

!

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 2, 283.

join (join), re. [< join, v.] The place where two
things are joined; the line or surface of junc-
ture ; a joint ; also, the mode of joining.

Should the join be in sight, by smoking the shellac be-
fore applying it [to the broken edges], it wiU be rendered
the same coloor as the jet Itselt

Workshop Seceipts, Ist ser., p. Zi.

The chief means of detecting modem from old Persian
and Saracenic metal vessels is by examining the brazing
joins, which in ancient vessels are rare.

Sel. Amer., N. S., LV. 7.

Cross-Join, in upholstery, a seam across the breadth of
any material, as of a carpet, furniture-covering, or the
like.

joinant (joi'nant), a. [ME. joynaunt, < OF.
joigjutnt, -ppr, ot joiTidre, join: see join,] If.
Adjoining.

The grete tour that was so thikke and strong . . .

Was evenejoynant to the gardyn waL
Chaucer, Ejiight's Tale, L 202.

2. In her., conjoined.
joinder (join'dfer), n. [F. joindre, inf. used as a
noun: see join, v, t] If. A joining; conjunc-
tion.

A con^^ct of eternal bond of love,
Confirm'd by mutual .^oiTuf^ of your hands.

Shak.j T. N., v. 1, 160.

2. In lau! : (a) The coupling or joining of two
causes of action in a suit against another:
caUed more fully joinder of action. (6) The
coupling of two or more persons together as
defendants, (c) The acceptance by a party
to an action of the point of controversy put in
his adversary's previous pleading: eallea Join-
der in demurrer if the previous pleading was a



joinder

demuraer, joinder of issue if it was an aUega-

„V°iL?.iT^*'^"'9'°?«'^ "terror- See cn-w-joinder
_ of issue, Joinder In Issue. Seeissiw.
]Oiner (joi ner), n. [ME. joiener, < OF.joignour,
a joiner (def. 2), < joindre, join: see Joire.] 1.
One who joins. Speeifieally— 2. One whose
oceupation is to construct things by joining
pieces of wood by means of glue, framing, or
nails; appropriately and usually, a meohanie
who does the wood-work for the internal and
extemlal finishings of houses, ships, etc.
He would not be aknowen that himself was prieste,

out Bayed that he had by ye apace of » yeres ben beyonde
the eea, & there liued by the loyners craft.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 346.

Her chariot ia an empty hazel-nut
Made by the Joiner squirrel, or old grub,
Time out o' mind the lau^ies' coach-makers.

Shak., E. and J., i. i, 68.

3. In woodr^orUng, a power-tool for sawing,
planing, cross-cutting, etc. By meana of attach-
ments, it ia capable of performing a great variety of work,
as grooving and tonguing, mitering, molding and beading,
wedge-cutting, boring, etc. E. K. Knight.— Joineia'
chisel, a thin-bladed paring-chisel. E. H. KrdgM.—Joln-
ers' ease, a scribing-tool for making a mark on a board
parallel to its edge. E. H. Enight.—JoineTB' plane a
long bench-plane used in facing and matching boards.

joinering (joi'n6r-ing), n. [< joiner + -jngtl.]

Sstviie a.8 joinery. Carlyle, in Froude. [Rare.]
joinery (]oi'n6r-i)^ ». {<joim + -ery.'\ 1. The
art or trade of a joiner.— 2. Joiners' work.
He made an administration so checkered and speckled

;

he put together a piece ot joinery so closely indented and
whimaioally dovetailed. Burke, American Taxation.

join-handf (join'hand), n. Cursive writing;
running-hand.
A little boy . . . told her that he was to go into )*oin-

hand on Thursday. Addiion, Spectator, No. 7.

joining (joi'ning), n. [Verbal n. of join, v.'] A
line of junction ; a joint.

In the steeple which stands before me at a amall dia-
tance, the joinings of the stones are clearly perceptible.

Beid, Inquiry, vi. 22.

Pine Joining, sewing together or securing by crocheting,
as of lace.

joining-handf (joi'ning-hand), n. Same as join-
haiid.

joint (joint), TO. [< ME. joynt, < OF. joint, joinct,
m., jointe, joynte, juinte, f., = Pr. jonta, junta
= Sp. Vg. junta, a joint, =ilt. giunta, f., a joint,

meeting, arrival, < L. junctus, m., a joining, ML.
juncta, f., a joining, a joint, connection, Xjunc-
tus,pTp.oijungere,join: see join.] 1. The place
or part in which two things, or parts of one
thing, are joined or united; the mode of connec-
tion of two things, together with the contiguous
parts connected, whether the latter are mova-
ble or not

;
juncture ; articulation ; hinge.

A scaly gauntlet now, with^'oJTrfs of steel.

Must glove this hand. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1, U7.

Specifically—(a) In anat. : (1) An articulation.

The paume hath power to putten oute the loyntes,
And to vnfolde the fust for hym hit bylongeth.
And receyuen that the fyngres rechen and refuse, yf hym

liketh. Piers Plowman (C), xx. 142.

Myself I then perused, and limb by limb
Survey'd, and sometimes went, and sometimes ran
With supple jointe, as lively vigour led.

Milton, P. L., viii. 269.

(2) A part between two articulations ; an internode ; one
of the pieces which form a jointed organ : as, the second
Joint of the tarsus.

There we pray'd a little ; and there was shewn us the
middle Joint of a Man's Mnger : 1 kisa'd it, and ask'd
whose Belick it was.

jy. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, II. 11.

{b) In bot.,Biimeaa articulation, 2(b).

Kitte out a yointe of reede, and in the side

Therof let make an hoole.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 146.

<c) In airch,., the surface of contact between two bodies that
are held firmly together by means of cement or mortar, by
a superincumbent weight, or otherwise : as, the Joint be-

tween two stones, (d) In raU., the place where the ends
of two rails meet, or the mode in which they are connected.
See flsh-jomt and fish-plate, (e) In carp, and Joinery, the
place where or the mode in which one piece of timber is

Joints, in carpentry.

<!, joint concealed by the bead! 4, joint wliich maybe nailed from

both edges, with a jogr to prevent slipping ; c, jomt used for pilas-

ters,' i/, Joint used for slcirtings, dados, doors, jambs, etc.; f, miter-

joint;^ dovetail.joint; ^.square joint; A, rabbet-joint with beads;

i, toD^ue-and-groovejoint;^, feather-joint: A, drip-joint.

connected with another. Pieces of timber are framed and

joined to one another generally by mortises and tenons, of

which there are several kinds, or by iron straps and bolts.

(/) In bookbindiny, the flexible cloth or leather which,

serving as a hinge, connects the back of a book with its
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sides, (g) The junction of two portions of an electrical
conductor, such as a telegraph-wire or cable-core. [Joints
made between materials in masonry, carpentry, plumbing,
and in other arts have received in many instances names
that are compounds of the word Joint with others that de-
scribe the position of the parts, as aagle-Joint, butt-joint,
etc. ; or the manner of forming the joint, as dovetail-joint,
rivet-joint, scarf-joi?rf, dowel-joint, etc. Most of these joints
are clearly defined by their names.]

2, Ingeol., a crack intersecting a mass of rock.
Beds of considerable thickness, especially when homoge-
neous and somewhat crystalline, are frequently found to
be traversed by a great number of fissures, nearly parallel
with one another, and often very straight and regular in
their course. Sometimes there are two systems of these
joints, each set consisting of parallel fissures, and the two
sets being at right angles, or neai'ly so, with each other.
There may be even three systems of joint-planes, but in
any case one set is almost always more decidedly well
formed than the others. The cleat of coal is an illustrative
example of the occurrence of a well-developed jointing

;

the distinctive scenery of certain picturesque limestone re-
gions— aa, for instance, that of the north of England— is
due to the peculiar form of weathering caused by well-de-
fined systems of joint-planes. The character and relative
position of the systems of joints in rocks are of great prac-
tical importance from various points of view, and especially
with reference to the facility with which the rock may be
quarried into forms convenient for use. The jointing of
granite is frequently such as to divide the rock naturally
into cuboidal masses. The prismatic jointing of volcanic
masses is frequently very perfectly and beautifully mark-
ed. See basalt.

3. One of the large pieces into which a carcass
is cut up by the butcher: as, a. joint of beef;
also, such a piece roasted, or prepared for eat-
ing: as, a hot joint; a cold joint.— 4. (a) A
place of meeting or resort for persons engaged
in evil and secret practices of any kind: as, a
tramps' jowi. Specifically— (6) Such a place,
usually kept by Chinese, for the accommoda-
tion ofxpersons addicted to the habit of opium-
smoking, and where they are provided with
pipes, opium, etc. [CoUoq., U. S.]—Abutting
Joint. See abutment, 2 (6) (2).—Ball-and-BOcketjoint.
See 6a;ii.—Bell-hanger's joint, a method of joining
wire in use by bell-hangers. The epds of the wires are
bent and hooked together, and then twisted about the
body of the wire to form linked loops.—Britannia joint,
in wires for carrying an electric current, a joint made
by slightly bending up the ends of the two wires to be
joined, laying them side by side for a few inches, binding
them tightly together with finer wire, and then solder-
ing the whole.—Brodle's joint, a joint, especially the
knee, exhibiting Brodie's disease. See disease.— Chelate
joint. See cAeZafe.— Composite Joint. See composite.—
CrampJoint, (a) A joint between plates of metal in which
the edges are thinned by hammering, one being left plain
and the other notched obliquely with shears. Each alter-
nate cramp is bent up, the next down, for the insertion of
the plain edge, after which they are hammered together,
brazed, and flattened. It is used for works requiring
strength, as the. parts of musical instruments. (6) See
cramp-joint.— Cup-and-hall Joint. Same as ball-and-
socket Joint.—Dovetail-Joint. See dooetoi?.—Fast-Joint
butt. See6«tt2.—Femalejolnt. Seefemale.—Foliated
joint, in carp., a rabbeted joint.—French Joint, a joint
for wires in which the ends to be joined are placed side by
side for a few inches, and then twisted.—Hooke'S joint,
a contrivance by which a motion of rotation is communi-
cated from one shaft to another lying in the same plane,
though in a different direction. The two shafts are pronged
at the end, and in the prong of each is pivoted one of the
cross-bars of a cross-shaped'piece, the axis of each cross-
bar being perpendicular to that of the shaft to which it is

pivoted.— Hydrostatic, Inorassate, inflated, lapped,
etc.. Joint. See the adjectives.— IiOOse-Joint butt.
See SMtt^.-Opiumjolnt. See def. 4 (6).— Out of Joint,
dislocated, as when the head of a bone is displaced from
its socket ; hence, figuratively, confused ; disordered

;
gone

wrong.
The jaundiced eye

;

Bye, to which all order festers, all things here are out of
Joint. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

Bound-joint file. See;{?ei.—Rustic Joint. Seerustic.
—Second Joint, (a) The thigh of a fowl (the leg, or
drumstick, being the first joint), esteemed by many the
heat part for eating. (6) The middle piece or joint of a
fly-rod, between the tip and the butt.—Square Joint, a
joint in wooden stuff in which the edges are brought
squarely together without rabbeting, tongue, or feather.

—

To break joint, in masonry, carp., etc. See break.— To
flush a joint. Seeftushi.—To put one's nose out of
joint, to supplant one in another's love, favor, or confi-
dence. [Colloq.]—Universal Joint, In mMcA., an arrange-
ment by which one part of a machine may be made to
move freely in all directions in relation to another. A
familiar example is afforded by the well-known ball-and-
socket joint, which consists of a solid working into a hol-
low sphere. See cut ot ball-and-socket Joint, under ball.

—Water joint. See water. (See also pin-Joint, plumb-
joint, ring-Joint, shackle-joint, toggle-joint, twist-Joirk, union-
Joint.)

joint (joint), a. [< OF. joint, F. joint, < L. junc-
*as,pp. otjungere, join: see joint, n."] 1. Joined
in relation, action, or interest ; having a com-
mon share

;
participating : a.s,joint owneva;joint

tenants.
Heirs of God, and joint-heiis with Christ. Eom. viii. 17.

What might be toward, that this sweaty haste
Doth make the nightjoint-labourer with the day?

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1, 78.

Man walk'd with beast, joint tenant of the shade.

Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 152.

2. Joined in use or participation ;' held jointly

or in common ; shared by different individuals

:

joint-fir

as, joint stock or property; a, joint interest in
an enterprise.

For 'tis a cause that hath no mean dependence
Upon oaiJoint and several dignities.

Shak., T. and C, ii. 2, 193.

,
The gen'rous Greeks their joint consent declare.
The priest to rev'rence, and release the fair.

Pope, Iliad, i. 490.

3. Joined in amount or effect; combined; act-
ing together : as, joint strength

;
joint efforts ; a

joint attack.

The Kentish men, all parties uniteing against a com-
mon Enemy, with joint power so oppos'd him that he was
constrain'd to retire back. Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

'Tis not a lip, or eye, we beauty call,
But the joint force and full result of all.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, I. 246.

Where priest and clerk with joijit exertion strive
To keep the ardor of their flock alive.

Crabbe, The Borough.

4. In law : (a) Of contracts, united in interest
or liability in such manner that the law will not
proceed without joining all, as distinguished
from cases where a part may act, or sue or be
sued, severally. Thus, partners are joint debtors, and
notice to one is notice to all, and an action by or against
any one of them respecting partnership affairs must be
usually by or against all. See estate in Jdnt tenancy
(under estate), and several. (6) Of crimes and torts,
combined or connected in the same trans-
action— Joint and several, united in obligation or
liability in such manner that the creditor may proceed
against all together or each separately.— Joint batteries.
See battery.—Joint committee, contract, convention,
etc. See the nouns.— Joint Indorsement. Beeindmse-
ment,3.—Joint rights In rem, in civil law, same as con-
dominium.—Joint tenancy, in law, a tenure of estate by
unity of interest, title, time, and possession

; possession or
occupation by joint tenants. See estate.

joint (joint), V. [< joint, n. Of. Sp. Pg. juntar,
join.] I. trans. 1. To form with a joint or
joints; articulate.

The fingers are Jointed together for motion, and furnish-
ed with several muscles. Hay, Works ot Creation.

2. To prepare the edge of (a board or a piece
of other material) for closely joining another
piece ; straighten the edge of (a board or plank),
by means of a plane called a jointer, in coopers'
work the edges of staves are jointed by the coopers' jointer,

which is a tool analogous to the carpenters' jointer, but
having a curved instead of a plane under face, to impart
the proper curvature to the stave.

3. To unite closely; combine; join.

The time's state

Made friends of them, jointing their force 'gainst Ceesar.

Shak., A. and C, i. 2, 96.

4. To cut or divide into joints or pieces ; sepa-
rate the joints of ; disjoint.

He Joints the neck, and with a stroke so strong
The helm flies off and bears the head along.

Dryden, .aineid, ix. 1038.

II. intrans. To fit as by joints, or as parts
adjusted to one another: as, stones cut so as

to joint into each other.

joint-coupling (joint'kup"ling), n. In shaft-

ing, a form of universal joint by which the sec-

tions are coupled and looked together.

jointed (join'ted), a. l<.joint,n., + -ed^.J Pro-
vided with joints ; formed with knots or nodes.
—Jointed charlock. See clmrlock.-Jointed rod, a fish-

ing-rod made in sections, with male and female ferrules

or male and female screws. See rod.

jointedly (join'ted-li), adv. By joints.

joint-end (joint'end), n. The iron end-piece on
which a carriage-bow moves, as on a pivot.

jointer^ (join'ter), n. 1. One who or thatwhich
joints. Specifically— (a) In carp., a long plane used to
straighten the edges of boards or planks, so that they will

make a close joint with other pieces similarly jointed; {b)

In coopers' work : (1) A tool used for jointing staves. 1

1

is analogous to the carpenters' jointer, but has its under
face curved, to impart the proper curvature to the edges of
staves. (2) A machine for jointing staves, which cuts them
to the required curves on their edges, (c) In masonry, a
tool for iUling the cracks between the courses of bricks or
stones.

3. In masonry, a bent strip of iron inserted into

a wall to strengthen a joint. E. S. Knight.—
Backing or side Jointer, a jointer having a bit with a
concave edge for dressing the backs of barrel-staves. Also
called an ODCT-sftaue.-Heading-Jointer, a jointer having
a bit with a straight edge.— Stave-Jointer, a large plane
for working the edges of barrel-staves.

jointer^t, n. An obsolete form oijointure.

jointer^t, n. One who has a jointure or a join-

ture-settlement.
In Laxfield here my land and living lies

;

I'll make thy daughterjointer of it all.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

joint-evil (joint'e'M), n. Same as lepra nervo-

rum (which see, under lepra).

joint-file (joint'fil), m. A small round file of

uniform section throughout its length.

joint-fir (joint'ffer), n. 1. A general name of
the species of the natural order Gnetacece (which
see).— 2. A name of the taxoid conifers.



joint-grass

joint-grass (goint'gras), n. 1. The grass Pas-
palum disUchum, of the southern United States.
[U. S.]— 2. Various species of Equisetum or
horsetail. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. The yeUow bed-
straw, Galium verum. [Prov. Eng.]

joint-Mnge (joint'hinj), n. A strap-hinge.
jointing-machine (join'ting-ma-shen"), n. A
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the express sanction of statute for its organization as a
corporation. In botli classes of companies tlie members
contribute.—Joint-stock Companies Acts, British stat-

utes prescribing methods for the organization, manage-
ment, and winding up of incorporated companies other

tlian banking concerns.

joint-stool (joint'stol), n. 1. A stool made of

parts fitted or joined together, as distinguished

jollily

a lodging, form (of a hare), bed or stratum
(in geology), < OP. gesir, F. gSsir, lie, < L.
jacere, lie: see jaeent, adjacent, etc., and of.

a doublet of

planing-maohine adapted to fine cabinet-" and from one more roughly made, as from planks,

Fool. Come hither, mistress. Is your name Goneril?

i/ear,_She,cannot deny it.

Fool. Cry you mercy, I took you for sl joint-stool.

Shak., Lear, iii, 6, 54.

Joint-itooU were then created ; on three legs

Upborne they stood, three legs upholding firm

A massy slab, in fashion square or round.
Cowper, Task, L 19.

2. Any supporting rest or block used for hold-

ing the ends of two abutting parts, as the ends
of rails, ships' ways, etc.

piano-work,
jointing-plane (join'tiug-plan), n. 1 . -A joint-
er; specifically, a power-tool which has large-
ly superseded the hand-tool or jointer-plane ; a
stave-jointer, it is a cu-oular plane, with a series of
bits which pass in turn over the stave held against it. By
changing the bits the machine can be used to mold, cham-
fer, etc.

2. A small supplementary share in a plow.
jointing-rule (joiu'ting-rol), n. In painting,
a straight rod about six feet long used as a • - ^ i' a . i/ -^ . ^ t -i j
guide il marking out with paint tie joLs of JOmt-Stnp Oon'.t'stop), «• la railroad-ears, a

brickwork
= j = « g^^^p ^^ ^ood with rabbeted grooves for the m-

jointless (joint'les), a. l< joint + -less.] Hav- .^?'^}°J'
°* co^fte,"^ metal roofing-sheets,

ing no joint; without, or as if without, joints; JOmt-test (oomt test),
»^

hence, stiff; rigid. to which thejomts rn 1

"T.f™..qi.\,. .• V J ..... cables are subneoted to insure theii' soundness.
"Let me die here," were her words, remaining joinaais ;„,.„4.„„„ /j„.?t,,=„N „ rij'o^w mr>^ V olor.

and immovable. liiehardson, aankAnailowe,yI. 3s.
JOmtmS^Qom tar), n. L^arly moa.hu also

jointly (joiut'li), adv. In conjunction; together;
unitedly; in concert—Jointly and severally, col-
lectively and Individually.

joint;Oil (joint' oil), n. The synovial fluid which
lubricates joints ; synovia.

joist^.'] In building,

one of the pieces of
timber to which the
boards of a floor or
the laths of a ceil-

ing are nailed, and
which themselves
rest on the walls
or on girders, and
sometimes on both.
Joists are laid hori-
zontally in parallel

equidistant rows.
The ioystea of the loft

faild, and they that were
vnder it pearished there.

Bp. Bale, English Vo-
[tauies, L

See 6oy3.layofjolsts.
- Binmng-JolatB. See

_ The electrical test

to which the joints in the core of telegraph-
' " " '

WTidiTiff.—telllng-JolstB,
ing-joixt, tri'nmd'ng-joixt.)

'j-^nZ:-<'&:j^:iL;;:v^v'^jrc^nz;:<oF^^^ joist (joist),..*. [<i<n«*i,».]

ture, later jovncture, F. jointure = 'Pv.jtmhtura, i^l r^i!\^'
junctura = Sy. Pg. juntura = It. giuntura, < L. •'?? Uo^;

junctura, a joining, ijungere, pp. junctus, join: ^^"- "'^•

Doubletjtwicfare, q. v.] If. A joining

Joists,

z. j^. A, Joists; B, floor-boards,
a. C, trimmine'Joist. 3. A A bind-
ing-joists ; Ji, E, bridging-Joists ; B,
floor-boards.

See ceiling. (See also bridg-

To fit or furnish

An albuminous fluid called " synovia," and commonly
known as joint-oil. Mivart, Encyo. Brit., XXII. 111.

joint-pipe (joint'pip), n. A short section of a
gas- or steam-pipe, threaded at both ends and

_
used for joining lengths of pipe,

joint-pliers (joint'pli"erz), n. pi. A special
form of small nipping pliers for watchmakers'
use.

joint-racking (joint'rak"ing), a. Causing pain
in the joints.

Dropsies, and asthmas, a.ndLJoint^acking rheums.
HUtan, P. L., xi. 488.

jointress (joiu'tres), n. [Contr. oi jointuress, <
jointure + -ess.'] 1 . A woman who has a joint-
ure; a dowager. [Bare.]— 2. A woman who
joins with another person in rule or possession.

Therefore our sometime sister, now our queen.
The imperial ,;(»n<re«s of this warlike state.

seejoJM
or coupling together

;
junction ; union ; con

junction.

It wanteth moevyng unAjoynture of soule and body.
ChauceTj Boethius, it prose 5.

Yet all too mean to balance equal forage.

And sympathise in jointure with thy courage.
Ford. Fame's Memorial.

2t. A joint of armor.

Joynter and gemows he jogges in sondyre

!

Morte Arthure (E. E. T, S.), 1. 2894.

3. .An estate in lands or tenements settled be-
fore marriage on the intended husband andwife
jointly.— 4. .Aji estate or property settled on
a woman in consideration of marriage, and to
be enjoyed by her after her husband's decease.

It is utterly unaccountable to me why you, the widow
of a City Knight, with a good jointure, should not close
with the passion of a man of such character ... as Mr.
Surface. Sheridan, School for Scandal, L 1.

[= D. joTc = G. juTcs, a joke, =z

Dan. JiKB,' trash (cf. 0drejux, make fun); = P.
jeu = Pr. joe, juec, juoc = Sp. juego = Pg. jogo
= It. gioco, giuoeo, jest, game, sport; < li.jocus,

a jest, joke, perhaps orig. *diocus, *diucus ; cf.

Skt. ^/ div, play.] 1. Something said or done
for the sake of exciting laughter ; some witty
or sportive remark or act; ajest; also, jesting;

raillery.
A college ^'ofe to cure the dumps.

Simft, Cassinus and Peter.

The practice of turning every thing into jolce and ridi-

cule is a dangerous levity of imagination.
Beatlie, Moral Science, L 1 7.

2. Something not real, or to no purpose ; what
is not in earnest or actually meant; an illu-

sion.
Inclose whole downs in walls

—
'tis all &joTte!

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. it 261.

In Joke, in lest ; for the sake of raising a laugh ; not in
earnest; with no serious intention.—No Joke, a serious
matter. [CoUoq.]— Practical jOke. See practical.— to
cut or crack a Joke. See cut, araek.=Byn. Seejegtl.

joint-ring (joint'ring), n. A ring jointed so as
to consist of two equal parts ; a gemel-ring.

Marry, I would not do such a thing for ajoint-ring, nor
for measures of lawn, nor for gowns, petticoats, nor caps.

Shak., OtheUo, iv. 3, 73.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2, 9. jointure (join'tur), v. t.
;
pret. and yp.jointured, joke (jok), v.

;
pret. and pp. joked, ppr. jOi

ppr. jointuring. [< jointure, ».] To settle a
jointure upon.

If thou, my dear, thyself shouldst prize,
Alas, what value would suffice?
The Spaniard could not do *t, though he
Should to both InAiea jointure thee. Cowley.

Trod-^t^h a;i;:v^d\cXred rfflrbTok jzairijr:&^' % 'pT ''''^"''r
in Mod Shane for nressiui JOintweed (jomt wed), n. 1. Polygonum arttou-

joint-rod (joint'rod), n. In bookbinding, a wood-
" ' bce,

in good shape for pressing,

joint-saw (joint' SS.), n. A Haw WILU a ClU-veu _„__ J„;_i„ J „ .i i.f rrr on n
working-face, used in forming the joints of T^Uf^f^^'^'^^-^^l^%^'^?\ ^•¥~^?
compasses, «tfi. ^ "^F"^ 9^ a species of Mqmsetum.-S. The

articu-

A saw with a curved ^<«'»'.'^? American plant: so called from its

mare's-tail, Hippuris vulgaris.jointsnake (joint'snak), ». Afragile limbless ;i^"t°^-!!f^''/.^;5!'if/_j; s - t ^ t. t j
Uzard of the southern United Statis: same a.s

JOmt^Wire (jomt wir), n. _In watohmaUng anAsame as
glass-snake.

joint-splice (joint'splis), n. Any form of re-

inforcing device for holding two parts of a
structure or machine firmly in place, as the
fish-plate of a rail-joint on a railroad.

jewelry-manuf., tubular wire of silver, gold, or
alloy, for use in hinge-joints. It is drawn over a
steel wire, which after the drawing is puUed out. Pieces
of this tubular wire are hard-soldered to the parts to be
hinged together, and a wire pintle completes the hinge-
joint.

joint-stock (joint'stok), a. Of or pertaining to JO™*"'"'""!! (joint'werm), n. 1. A jointed•"•••
- -• -^" - worm; anmtestmal worm of the genus Ketow/

a tapeworm. See cut under Taenia.
or concerning joint stock, or the holdingof stock
in shares ; having a capital divided into shares.

The development of ihe joint-stock principle gave it the
chance to secure the requisite capital from a number of
small investors. Science, TIL 222.

Joint-Stock company, (a) An association the property
or capital of which is represented by stock issued in shares
to the members respectively, the object being that changes
in membership sh^Ql depend, not, as in partnership, upon
the consent of all the members, but upon the transfer of
shares, which any member may make without the con-
sent of the others and also that the death of a member
shall not dissolve the association, as in case of a partner-

ship, his right being simply transferred to his executors or
administrators. Another object usually if not always in-

volved is the rendering of the power of control separable
from the right of ownership, by vesting the management in
a committee or officers instead of leaving it, as in the case
of a partnership, with each member. In the absence of any
statute the liability of a joint-stock company and its mem-
bers, and its means of enforcing its rights as to third per-

[Cf. Ij.jocari, ]est, joke; from the noun.] I.

intrans. To jest; make merry about some-
thing.

Joking decides great things
stronger and better oft than earnest can.

Milton, tr. of Horace.

Your Honour is pleas'd tojoke with me.
Steele, Conscious Lovers, iv. 1.

n. trans. To cast jokes at; make merry
with ; rally : as, to joke a man about his love-
affairs.

joker (jo'kfer), n. 1. One who jokes, in speech
or in deed; a jester; a merry fellow.

One tall ,;oier . . . scrawled upon-a wallwith his finger
dipped in muddy wine lees— Blood.

Dickens, Tale of Two Cities, v.

2. A playing-card, either blank or having some
comical or other special device, added to a pack,
and used in some games, as in euchre. It is al-

ways a trump, and generally the highest trump.
Often esblled.jolly joker.

The White Knight, called the Joker, otherwise the Best
Bower. J. B. Greenough, Queen of Hearts, ill

I feared to give occasion to the jests of newspaper joiS-e-

»miths. Southey, Letters (1813), IL 83«.

In a joking manner

;

In opening a dog the other day, I found this worm.
. . . 'Tis the joint-worm which the learned talk of so

^t^il^" '"°*'"™' '"'°'' "^^t^'b^^e Jofeesnuth (jok'smith), n. A professional joker;

2. The larva of a chalcid hymenopterous par-
°'"^ ^^° manufactures jokes. [Humorous.]

asite of the genus Isosoma, as I. hordei, which
is very destructive to crops of barley, wheat. 5„i.-;_„i_/-;;/i • i.> .-,

and r^e in the United States. The e^sL laid
J?^™Sly Oo'king-li), adv.

m the stems of these cereals, and the larvje fl?d to slight . '? ?P??^ ^J^-
enlargements near the joints. There is only one annual JO'KlSIl U" kish), a. \<.joke-¥4slO-.] Inclined
generation, and the insect winters in the stubble in both to jOke ; jocular,
the pupal and adult states. All the species of 7808i»7ia are ^i, j t , • , „
phytophagous or plant-feeding, and work like / hi^dei

^^' nowjoiisA these gentlemen are

!

upon the stalks of various grasses and cereals. These (yKeefe, Fontainebleau, ilL 1.

worms are of small size, one tenth to one fifth of an inch jolo (jol), re. and V. > See jowl.

{.'Sln^h'^lnl^L^gJo^hM^ul^^'L^XTeivTsS J?^^>"- AMiddleEngliBhformofio%. Chau-

cniraper- turn yeUow, andmakingknots on the stem. The rye joint- . „• , o . ,

sons; are nevertheless preciselfthose of partners: all the ^PV^^}^^}^^°}k''^'^'' *e wheat joml^wonn, that JO^fj "• ^^nd «'• ^fejowl.
members must join in suing ; aU are liable for its debts, °'J;^Tl^L. <h7iit%^i^l fJ'J^J^^U^'^^S^ h '^'^' JOlMcatlOn (3oFl-fi-ka'shon ), n. [< jolly + -fi-""'"'"'"

^ » « "
- — r

cation, atter glorification, eta.] A scene, oeca-and all must be joined when sued; and on a cha:^ of .
which is moreMlycaUedSariejomTi^Morm. Seelmsoma.

membership pending a suit a corresponding change of JOinty (join ti), a. ±ull ot joints,
parties maybe required. To obviate these inconveniences, Joist (joist), w. [The vulgar pron. 7'is# (like /ire

, .. .V. TT_.t„j o.„i„.
j-^^^ hist, etc., ioT join, joint, hoist, etc.) wasstatutes have been passed in several of the United States

allowing such associations to sue and be sued in the name
of the president or treasurer. In respect to internal con-
troversies, the courts, even without the aid of statute, fol-

low the analogies afforded by the law of corporations, so

far as this can be done without conceding to uninconto-
rated associations the right to have a common seal, and to

have succession and sue and be sued as a distinct ajlificial

person. (6) An association for similar objects, but having

formerly in good usage, and in this ease is ety-
mologically correct, the form joist, early mod.
E.joyst, being a corruption ot jist (pron. jjs<),
< ME. giste, gyste (with long vowel, as in ME.
Crist, mod. Christ), a joist, beam, < OP. giste,
a bed, couch, place to lie on, a beam, P. gtte,

sion, or act of merriment, mirth, or festivity;
a carouse ; merrymaking. [Colloq.]
He nodded, smiled, and rubbed his hands, as If Mrs.

Podgers had invited him to a Lord Mayor's feast, or some
equally gorgeous ^oBt/feotion.

L. M. Alcatt, Hospital Sketches, p. 155.

jollily (jol'i-li), adv. [< ME.joUly; < joUy +
-ly^.J In a jolly manner; gaily: merrily;
mirthfully.



jolliment

joUimentf (jol'l-ment), n.
Mirth; merriment."

Triton his teompet slirill before them blew,
For goodly triumph and great jollyment.

Spenser, !. Q., IV. xi. 12.

jqlliness (jol'i-nes), n. [< ME. jolinme; <
jolly + -ness.'] The state or quality of being
jolly; gaiety; festivity; jollity.

I eeye na more, but in thiajo^neeie
I lete hem til men to the soper dresse.

Chonieer, Squire's Tale, I. 281.

jollity (jol'i-ti), ». [Early mod. E. also Jo2-
htte,joUty; iME. Jolitie, joUte, < OF. jolite,
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[< jolly + -menf] jolly-boat (jol'i-lDot), n. [< jolly-, accom. of
Dan. jolle = 8w. julle = D. jol, a yawl {yawl be-
ing an E. form of the D.), -I- boat. See yawl.l
A olineher-built boat smaller than a cutter, usu-

Joseph
The lyrics of the jongleurs were all run in one mould,

and the Pastourelles of northern France had become as
artificial as the Pastorals of Pope.

LowM, Study Windows, p. 286.

Five ofus went a-flshing in thejoUyboat ;
to go ashore was refused.

E. H. Dana, Jf., Before the Mast, p. 82.

jolly-boys (jol'i-boiz), n. pi. A group of small
drinking-vessels oonneoted Igr a tube or open-

;,*:; »i- • t j. • , .,---1 • -— j , ings from one to another. [Slang.]

„«^ ?Anl. i '^If'
g^y??ss, gaiety, <joU,joUf, jolfyheadt (jol'i-hed), n. i< jolly + -head.-] A

gay, jolly: Bee jolly.
:\ If. ftayness; splendor; state of jollity; joUiiess.

magnifloence. t, , j j, x^ ^ a „ i ^„ . , , , „ ,
Despoyledof those joyes and ^oKj/-flco<Z,

....
showed him all the kingdoms of the world, and all Which with those gentle shepherds here I wont to lead.

theirjolMy. Latimer, 4th Sermon bef. Bdw. VI., 1649. denser, P. Q., VI. xi. 32.

aUy hoisted at the stern of a vessel, and used for i°^^'°^ (jon'kwil),m. [Also ^oragMHe, formerly

haek-work. It is about4 feet inbeam and 12 feet p„°i,""S*' i ^Jfjl'"9^ = ^p- junquilU) =
in length, with a bluff bow and wide transom.

""'""»"<' " »« ~ i---'-

. but leave

Pg. junquilho, m., = It. giunchiglia, f., jonquil;
so called from the color

2. The quality or condition of being joUy; de- jolt (jolt), v. [Prob. an extension (appar,
monstrative merriment ; festivity; gaiety.

From iolfte myn hert is paste,
From rlalte & riche aray.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

All now was turn'd to Jollity and game.
„ _, „ Milton, P. L., xi. 714.

St. Gallantry.

Their songs made to their mates or paramours, either

Sjon sorrow or iolity of courage, the first amorous mu-
"ks. Pvitenham,, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 30.

The halting knight, meeting the other, asking the cause
of his going thitherward, and finding it was to defend Pa-
mela's divine beauty against Artesia's, with a proud MiJie
commanded him to leave that quarrel only for him.

Sir P. SiAney, Arcadia, i.

=Syil. 2. Joviality, lun, frolic, hilarity.

joUop (jol'up), w. [Of. sro66te2.] The cry of a
turkej^. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

jolly (jol'i), a. [< ME. joly, joli, older joUf, <
OF. joUf, later joli, gay, trim, fine, gallant,
neat, jolly, 'F.joli, pretty, = Fr.joli= It. giulivo,
pJM?w, gay, merry, joUy. Origin uncertain; usu-
ally referred to Icel. jol = Sw. Dan. Jul = E.
yule, the feast of Christmas: see yule.-] If.
Gay; of fine ai)pearance ; handsome ; well-
oonditioned; thriving.

This Morgain was a yonge damesell fressh and lolye.
Merlin (B. E. T. 8.), iii. 507.

You may go kiss yova jolly brown bride.
And let our sister alone.

FairMargaret and Sweet jriiJ«iTO(Child's Ballads, II. 143).

2. Full of life and merriment; jovial; gaily
cheerful; festive.

Thel be yonge men and lolye, and have _
counseile. Merlin (E. 'E,

Be jolly, lords. Shak., A. and

He froth'd his bumpers to the brim

;

A jollier year we shall not see.

Tennyson, Death of the Old Year.

3. Characterized or attended by joviality ; ex-
pressing or inspiring mirth ; exciting mirthful-
ness or gaiety.

And with his jolly Pipe delights the Groves.
Prior, Henry and Emma.

" Ajolly place," said he, " in times of old

!

But something ails it now ; the spot is cursed."
Wordsworth, Hart-Leap Well, ii.

But old Jack Falstafl . . . has bequeathed a never fail-

ing inheritance of jolly jaughter, to make mankind mer-
rier and better to the latest posterity.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 145.

4t. Gallant; brave.

The fyfte was Josue, that joly mane of armes,
That in Jerusalem dste fuUe myohe joye lymppede.

MorteArthure (E. B. T. S.), 1. 3415.

5. Great; remarkable; uncommon: as, a jolly

muff. [Slang.]—Jolly Joker. Seejofer, 2.=Syn. 2.

Jolly, Jovial, Mvrthfiil, Merry, Facetious, playful, funny,
sprightly, frolicsome, sportive. Facetious is distinguished

from the first four words in applying to the making of wit-

throii^h the pret. and pp. jolled : cf. joUhead)
of joli, jole, jowl, knock the head against any-
thing: see jowl, V. Cf. dolt, similarly related,
through pp. dmlled, to dull.'] I. trans. To shake
with sudden jerks, as in a carriage on rough
ground, or on a high-trotting horse.

Oh the most inhumane, barbarous Hackney-Coach 1 1 am
jolted to a jelly. Congreve, Old Batchelor, iv. 8.

II. intrans. To move with short, abrupt ris-

ings and fallings, as a carriage onroughground;
have a shaking or jerking motion.

andform of the plant,dim

.

< L. jimcus, a rush: see
JuncuSjjunk'^.'] 1. An or-
namental plant, the Nar-
eissus Jonguilla, of the
natural order Amarylli-
dacece; the rush-leafed
daffodil. It is an early-
blooming bulbous plant, with
narrow, half-cylindrical leaves,
the scapes bearing from 2 to
5 small, pale-yellow, fragrant
flowers. Some other species of
Narcissus are sometimes called
jonquil, as N. odorus, the sweets
scented jonquil, and N. ealathi-
nus, the great jonquil.

2. A light-yellow color
of the Sevres porcelain;
also, a similar color in
other porcelains.—3. A
variety of the domesti-
cated canary-bird.

jook, jookery.
joukery.He whipped the horses, the coach i'o2te<2 again. :«__„- a

Johnion, EaSbler, No. 34. JOram, n. Seejorum.

They were stiff with their long and jolting drive from JOrdan (j6r dan), n. [A.lso

Whitoross, and chilled with the frosty night air.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxiv.

jolt (jolt), n. [,<jolt, v.] 1. A shock or shake
by a sudden jerk, as in a carriage.

The eistjolt had like to have shaken me out, but after-
wards the motion was easy. Svtift.

My daughter Evelyn going in the coach to visite in the
Citty^ a. jolt (the doore being not fast shut) flung her quite
out, m such manner as the hind wheeles passed over her.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 12, 1688.

2. pi. Cabbage-plants that in the spring go
to seed prematurely. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
=Syn. 1. Collision, Concussion, etc. See shack.

jolter (jol't^r), n. One who or that which jolts.

jolterhead (j61't6r-hed), n. Same s.s joWiead.
I would rather have my own ugly viznomy than any of

theiv jolterheads, that have no more brains in them than a
brickbat. Scott, Kenilworth,

Jonquil l,Narcissits Jon-
guilla), a, flower cut lon^-
tudioally; b, fruit cut trans-
versely.jorden, and formerly jur-

dan,jurdon; < ME.jordan,
jurdan, an abbr. of Jordan-bottle, a bottle con-
taining water from the river Jordan; < L. Jor-
danes, Jordams, < Gr. 'lopdamii, = Ar. Urdunn, <
Heb. Tarden, the river Jordan, < yarad, descend. ]
1. A bottle in which pilgrims brought home
water from the river Jordan.— Sf. A kind of
pot or vessel formerly used by alchemists, in
shape not unlike a soda-water bottle, only that
the neck was wider.— 3. A chamber-pot.
I pray to God so sane thy gentil cors.
And eke thyn lU'inals, and \}ay jordanes [var. j«rdo«es].

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 19.

4. [cap.] [Named after the river Jisrdow.] An
obsolete constellation,formedbyJacob Bartsch
in 1624 of the stars which later went to Lynx
and Leo Minor.

against another's, or against the wall, in pun- ^^^ almond:] See almond, 1.
ashment of his stup_idity.]_ 1. A stupid head; jordanite (jSr'dan-it), ». [Named after Dr.

Jordan of Saarbriicken in Prussia.] A nativea brainless head. [Eare.]

He must then have . . . had a jolthead, and so there
would not have been body and blood enough to supply his
brain with spirits. &rew.

3. A dunce ; a blockhead.

Fie on thee, jolt-head I thou canst not read.
Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1, 291.

joltingly (j61'ting-li), adv. In a jolting man-
ner ; so as to jolt or shake.

jombreti ^- *• A variant otjumber,
jpmpret, v. t. Seejwmper^.
Jonah (jo'na), n. [In allusion to the Biblical
story of Jonah the prophet, who, having dis-
obeyed the divine command to go to Nineveh,

sulphid of arsenic and lead occurring in or-

thorhombic crystals of a gray color and bril-

liant metallic luster : from the dolomite of the
Binnenthal, or valley of Binn, canton of Valais,
Switzerland.

jordeloo. See gardyloo.

Jornada (Sp. pron. hor-na'da),«. [Sp., ="£1.jour-
ney, q. v.] 1. A march or journey performed
in a day.— 2. The name given by the Mexicans
to a long reach of desert country which has to
be traversed, and where there is no water.

jornayt, jornet, n. Middle English forms of
journey.

a storm and thrown overboard by the sailors.

Hence sailors often profess to regard clergymen
as "Jonahs."] A person on shipboard regarded
as the cause of ill luck ; any one whose presence
is supposed or alleged to cause misfortune.

—

.r.r^„-„ _ Jonan trip, an unlucky or unsuccessful voyage.

tioisms rather than to the continuous flow of contagioiis ionathan (jon'a-than), n. [So called from the

and fled to Tarshish by sea, was overtaken by jomett, 'n. [Perhaps a contr. of *jurkinet, jer-

good humor easily breaking into laughter. If there is

any'diSerence between jolly and jovial, it is that the
latter is rather the more dignified of the two. Mirthful
and nwrry imply most of laughter, and jolly stands next in

this respect. There is little difference between mirthful

and merry, but the former maybe the more dignified and
the latter the more demonstrative. Merry expresses the
largest and freest overflow of animal spirits. See hilarity

and mirth.

jolly (jol'i), adt). [< jolly, a., 5,] Eemarkably; „., __.^...
uncommonly; very: as, jolly awkward; jolly jonglert, >>'

drunk. [Colloq., Eng.] —--
For he's sl jolly good fellow.

Which nobody can deny. Old chorm.

"What's singing?" said Tom. . . . "Well, you are jWj/

green," answered his friend. >

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, i. 6.

joUyt (jol'i), V. i. [< jolhj, a.] To rejoice;

make merry.

His hands and feet with riving nails they tent,

And, as to disenthrall his soul they meant.

kinet : seejerMnet. ] An outer garment for inen,
described in 1598 as worn over bright armor by
the "Midsummer Watch" in London.

Constables, the one halfe in bright hamesse, some over
gilt, and every one a jornet of scarlet thereupon, and his
henchman following him.

Stowe, London (1590), p. 75. (Kares.)

personalnameJbrea/to.] An instrument used jorum (jo'rum), n. lA\so joram; origin un-
HaUiwell.

They )()% at his grief.

a. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph over Death.

by smokers to light their pipes with,
[Prov. Eng.]— Brother Jonathan, a name applied to
the people of the United States collectively : said to have
originated in Washington's thus designating Jonathan
TrumbuU, a governor of Connecticut, on whose advice he
placed great reliance.

jondla (jond'la), n. [E. Ind.] The Indian mil-

let. Sorghum vulgare.

,onglert, n. An obsolete form otjuggler^.

jongleriet, ». An obsolete form otjugglery.

jongleur (F. pron. zh6n-gler'), n. [OF.: see

juggler.] In medieval France, and in England
under the Norman kings, a minstrel who went
from place to place singing songs, generally of

his own composition and to his own accom-
paniment ; later, a mountebank.
The jongleurs or jogelors (joculatores) were originally

minstrels who could perform feats of sleight of hand, &c.,

but they soon became mere mountebanks, and the name
became ... a term of contempt.

Piers Ploumum's Credo (E. E. T. S.), Notes, p. 34.

known. ] A bowl or drinking-vessel with liquor

in it; also, the contents of such a vessel: as,

to mix a jorum of punch. [Colloq.]

An' here's to them that, like oursel'.

Can push about the jorum.
Bums, May, thy Mom was ne'er sae Sweet.

The host . . . retumedwithasteamingjor«m, of which
the first gulp brought water into Mr. Bumble's eyes.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xxxvii.

Joseph (jo'zef), n. [Prob. in allusion to Joseph's
"coat ofmany colors" (Gen.xxxvii. 3).] Agar-
ment made like a man's great coat, usually with
a broad cape, and buttoning down the front,

worn in the eighteenth century and later by
women when riding on horseback and on occa-
sions of similar exposure; sometimes, also, a
similar garment worn by men.

Olivia would be drawn as an Amazon, . . . dressed in
a green Joseph, richly laced with gold, and a whip in her
hand. OoldsmUh, Vicar, xvL



Joseph

In the dear fashionB of her youth she dress'd

;

A pea-green Joseph was her favourite vest
CraUbe, Parish Kegister.

Joseph-and-Mary (jo'zef-and-ma'ri), n. [So
called in ref. to the red and'blue flowers which
the plant produces at the same time, and which
suggested the common pictures oftheHolyFam-
ily, with Joseph in red and Mary in blue.] The
lungwort, Pulmomria officinalis. [Prov. Eng.]
Josephine knot. See knot^.
Joseph's-COat (jo'zefs-kof), n. A cultivated
variety of Amarantus tricolor, with variegated
leaves.

Joseph'S-flower (jo'zefs-flou'fer), ?s. The yellow
goat's-beard, Tragopogon pratensis.
Joshua-tree (josh'o-a-tre), n. A small tree,
Yxicca breuifolia, found' in some elevated desert
regions of the western United States.

joskin (jos'kin), n. [Origin obscure.] A clown-
ish fellow ; a countryman. [Thieves' slang.]

joss (jos), n. [Pidgin-Eng. corruption of Pg.
deos, God: see deity.'] A Chinese god or idol.

Down with dukes^ earls, and lords, those pagan Josses,
False Gods

!

Wolcot, Odes to Kien Long, ii.

Critick in jars and josses, shews her birth.
Drawn, like the brittle ware itself, from earth.

Colman, Jealous Wile, EpiL
The object of the bell-ringing seemed to be to notify

the whole population of the town that his Excellency the
governor was communing with his Joss.

G. Eennan, The Century, XXXVIII. 73.

jossat, interj. [ME. ; origin obscure. Cf . joss-
block.'] An address to horses, possibly meaning
' stand still.'

Thise sely clerkes rennen up and doun
With "Keepe ! stand !. stand ! jossa warderere."

Chaucer, £eeve's Tale, L 181.

joss-block, jossing-block (jos'blok, jos'ing-
blok), ». [Cf . jossa.] A horse-block. Ralli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]

joss-house (jos'hous), «. [Pidgin-Eng.] A Chi-
nese temple or place of idol-worship: some-
times used by the Chinese for a Christian
church.

joss-paper (jos'pa"per), n. Pieces of gold or
silver paper made into the shape of ingots of
sOver, and burned by the Chinese at fmierals
and before the shrines of certain of their gods.

joss-pidgin (oos'pij''in), re. [Pidgin-Eng.] Any
religious ceremony or ceremonies Joss-pidgin
man, a priest or clergyman.

joss-stick (jos'stik), n. A small stick or per-
fumed pastil consisting of a hardened paste
made from the dust of various kinds of scented
wood mixed with clay, used in Chinese temples
andhouses as incense Ijefore the idols, as a slow-
match in measuring time at night, for lighting
pipes, etc.

jostle (jos'l), v.; pret. and pp. jostled, ppr.
jostling. [Formerly also jiistle, joustle; freq.
ot jusV^, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To push against;
crowd against so as to render unsteady; elbow

;

hustle.

There are two rocks, . . . which for that so near, as
many times appearing but as one, they were fained by the
Poets unstable, and at sundry times to jusUe each other,

Sandys, Travail es, p. 31.

While I was walking daily in and out great crowds of
men, I could not be quit of tbmking'howwe josUe one an-
other, if. />. Blackmffre, Loma Doone, p. 516,

2. To check. Halliwell. [Slang.]

H. intrans. To hustle; shove and be shoved
about, as in a crowd.

For the things of this World are like Epicurus his
Atoms, always moving andjusUing against another.

StSlingfleet, Sermons, XL iiL

Theirs was no common party race,
Jostling by dark intrigue- for place.

Scott, Marmion, L, Int.

A crowd that was josUinff in with me at the pit-door of
Covent Garden. Lamb, Elia, p. 171,

jostle Cjos'l), re. \<. jostle, r .] Apushing about
or crowding; a shock or encounter.

In Fleete Street, received a gr&itjosSe from a man that
had a mind to take the wall, which I could not help.

Pepys, Diary, Feb. 8, 1680.

jostlement (jos'l-ment), n. [^(.jostle + -merit.']

The act of jostling, iiustling, or crowding aside.

[Rare.]

Anybodywho had seen him projecting himself into Soho
while he was yet on St. Dunstan's side of Temple Bar,
bursting in his full-blown way along the pavement, to the
jostlement of all weaker people, Tnigbt. have seen how safe

and strong he was. Dieten^ Tale of Two Cities, iL 12.

jotl (jot), n. [Early mod. E. also jote; < LL.
iota, < GrT. lirra, the letter (, a very small thing, a
jot, < Phen. (Heb. ) yodh, the letter so called, the
smallest letter of the Hebrew alphabet, hence
used proverbially of something very small. See
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iota, 1.] An iota; a point; a tittle; the least joule (joul), n. [Named after J. P. Joule (bom
quantity assignable. 1818), an English physicist.] An electrical unit

So weake my powres, so sore my wounds appeare, proposedby Siemens.
That wonder is how I should live a jot.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ml

It is thewoTk done in one sec-

ond when the rate of working is one watt : in other words,
that done in onesecond in maintaining a current of one am-

_.,, . J, X,, -t 4-»4-ia oT.oii ;*, pere against a resistance of one ohm.
Tillheavenandearthpass, one jo( or one tittle shall m ji;_i_„_i-_ /i„„i/™s//(.A_\ m r/ i/v.,7« .1- r,.

no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled. Mat. v. 18. JOUlemetOr (jOUl me 'ter), n. [< JOUle + «^r.

. ., ,. fl . . , « J .. A^t*sy,y, uE-poj', a measure.] Any form of energy-meter
jotMjot), V i.

;
pret. and VV- 30^\Vfjotting- J^ ^h?eh the joule is us^d as the unit of work

\<J0t^,n.] To set down quickly and with few
^j. g^g^^y

"'

strokes in writing or sketching; make abrief
j |^;iivalent. Same as mechanical egniv-

note or memorandum of : usually with dmvn. "^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^j^^^j^ ^^^^ ^^g^ equivalent).
It would not be altogether becoming of me to speak of ^omjce (iouns), v. t. and i.

;
pret. and vp. jounced,

the domestic effects which many of the things which I •'„rr^:,°„^„„ ' ra<,Q in„n^^ in„^tl «Tl T«-!«ltJ
have herein>a«i dmm. had in my own family. PPr- jouncing. ISeejaunee, jaunty v.] To ]olt;

Suit, The Provost, p. 264. shake, especially by rough nding. [CoLoq.]

pret. and pp. jotted, ppr. jounce (jouns), n. [Seejaunce, jaunt\ ».] A
jot^ (jot)) '':,*• and i.

jotting.

nudge.
To jog; jolt; bump;\COTltV. ot jolt.]

[Prov. Eng.]
And then lay overthrown

lumbers beneath their axle-trees ; who, lying in flight's

stream.
Made th' after chariots joi and jump in driving over thera.

sudden, violent up-and-down jolting motion ; a
jolt or shake.

Here she made straight for a bench, ... sat herself

down upon it with a jounee, as one has seen a child set

down into a safe and penitential place out of some mis-
chief. Mrs. WMlruy, Sights and Insights, II. xvlL

Chapman, Iliad, xvi 360. jouT^ (jor), re. [ME. , < OP. jour, jor, F. jour =

JOUgB,

it. giorno, a day, day, daylight, an opening, < L.
diumus, daUy: see diurn, journal.] If. Day.

And on the xie wur of Fentecoste, the kynge satte at
mete, and with hym the Duke of TintageL

Merlin {I,. E, T. S.), i 67.

2. [Mod. F., pron. zhor.] {a) In. decorative art,

an opening forming part of a design. (6) In
lace-mahing, one of the regular meshes of the
ground. See djour.

A colloquial abbreviation of
a jour printer ; to work as a

jour.

jouring (jou'ring), K. [Prob. verbal n. of *jour,

appar. < OF. jurer, swear:- see jury.] 1.

Swearing. [Prov. Eng.]
1 pray that Lord that did yon hither send.
You may your cuTBings, swearing, jourings end.

Robert Hayman's Quodlibets, 4to, 16^ (^Ifares.)

As this way of boorish speech is in Ireland called The
Brogue upon the Tongue, so here [in Somerset] it is named
Jouring. Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, L 360.

2. A scolding. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
A volley of vituperation, couched in what is there [in Ab-

ingdon, England] called ^ejowring dialect.

Scott, Kenilworth, xx.

journal (jer'nal), a. and re. [< OF. journal, jor-
nal, junial, journel, etc., 'F. journal = Sp. Pg.
jornal = It. giornale, daily, a journal, < L. diur-
nalis, daily: see diurnal, of ythich journal is a
doublet.] I.t a. DaUy ; quotidian ; diurnal.

Ere twice the sun hath made hiajournal greeting.
Sliak., M. for M,, iv, 3, 92.

II. «. 1. A diary or daily record; an ac-
count of daily transactions or events; a book
or paper containing such an account or made
for entering it ; any record of a series of trans-
actions.

Princes in ancient time had, upon point of honour and
policy both, journals kept of what passed day by day.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL 135.

I would not have thee to report at large.
From point to pointy ajournal of thy absence

;

'Twill take up too much time.
Ford, Lover's Melancholy, v, L

An extract of his diary—no more,
A tastelessjourno; of the day before.

Cowper, Conversation, L 276.

Spedflcally— (a) In booMeeping by double entry: (1) A book
in which every particular article or charge is distinctly
entered from the day-book or blotter under each day's date,
as a "debit" to a person and "credit" to a thing, or vice
versa, and thus systematized or classed to facilitate post,
ing to the ledger, (2) A day-book, (&) JTaut,, a daily reg-
ister of the ship's course and distance, the winds, the
weather, and other circnmstances. (c) A newspaper or
other periodical published daily ; hence, any publication
issued at successive periods containing reports or records
of current events of any kind.

Hence youmafe, medleys, merc'ries, magazines.
Pope, Dunciad, L 42.

(d) In mining, a record of the strata passed through in
sinking.

2t. A day's work or travel; a journey.
In all thy age ofjournals thou hast took,
Sawest thou that pair became these rites so well?

B. Jonaon.

3. In mach., that part of a shaft or axle which
rests in the bearings. See first cutunder axU-
box.

The shears have journals, which rest in bearings, mova.
bl&backwards and forwards by the Screws.

W. Orookes, Dyeing and CaUco-printing, p. 558.
I was so displeased by the jooierte of the bailie that we inniii'il /^o»'Tlo1^ « *. ^ t j 7 j

had no correspondence onpubUc affairs till long after,
JOu^nai (Je'^n^l), "; t.

; pret. and pp. joumakd
ffoK, The Provost, p.

jot^ (jot), adv. [Cf. jot"^, v.] Plump; down-
right. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

jotet, n. An obsolete form otjot^.

jotter (jot' er), Ji. 1. One who jots, or makes
brief notes or memoranda.—3. A book inwhich
jottings or memoranda are made. Inw. Diet.

jotting (jot'ing), re. [Verbal n. otjot\ v.] A
brief written note or remark ; a memorandum.

Tut, yonr honour ! . , . Ill make a slight jotting the , _
mom; it will cost but a charter of resignation in favorem; JOUT^ (j^^)j W-
and I'll hae it ready for the next term in Exchequer. journeyman

Scott, Waverley, IxxL ''
'

jotun (yo'tun), re. [Dan., < leel.jotunn = AS.
eoten, a giant.] In Scand. myth., one of a su-
pernatural race of giants, enemies of the gods.

A great mietjotun you will see
Lifting himself up silently.

Lowell, Appledore.

joubarb(jo'barb), re. [Alsojobarbe;
< F. jot^arbe, < L. (ML.) Jovis har-
ba, Jupiter's beard.] The house-
leek, Sempervivum tectorum. Also
called Jupiter's-beard.

jot^s (jogz), re. [< OF.joM^, a yoke,
< h.jugum = E. yoke.] An instru-
ment of punishment formerlyused
in Scotland, consisting of an iron
collar which surrounded the neck
of the criminal, and was fastened
to a wall or tree by an iron chain.

jouisancet, jonissancet (jo'i-
sans), n. [Early mod. E., < OF. (alsoF.)JoaJs-
sance, enjoyment, <.joir,jov,ir, enjoy: seejoy, v.]

1. Enjoyment; joy; mirth.

To see those folkes make such jovysaunce.
Made my heart after the pype to daunce.

Spenser, Shep. Cal,, 3Iay.

The time
Craves tliat we taste of nought \irAjovijssance.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

2. In law, possession and use, as distinguished
from ownership.

joufclf (jok), V. i. [Also dial.j«Ae; < ME.Jtmifce/i,

< OF. jouquier, joquier, jokier, jouchier, juchier,
roost, lie down, F. jucher, WaU. jouki, roost,
perch.] 1 . To roost

;
perch.—2. To lie down

;

be flat.

For certes it non honour is to the
To wepe, and in thy bed to jouken thus.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 409.

J0uk2, jook (jok), i: i. [Also juke; perhaps a
dial, variation of duck^; but cf. jmik^, 2.] 1.
To stoop or ineUne the body with a quick mo-
tion, or suddenly shift one's position so as to
avoid or mitigate a blow, or conceal one's self;
duck or dodge. [Scotch.]

Kae help was thairfor, nane wald^ottjt,
Ferss was the fecht on ilka syde.

BatUe ofEarlaw (Child's BaUads, VII, 186).

Ijouk beneath misfortune's blows.
Bums, To -James Smith.

2. To bow or courtesy; make obeisance.
When within the hall he came,
He jooietZ and couch'd out ower his tree [staff]

John Thomson and the Turk (Child's Ballads, HL 354).

But why should we to nobles _;'(mjfc,?

Bums, Election Ballads, L

jOUkery, jookery (jo'ker-i), n. l<jouk^ + -ery.]
Trickery; jugglery. [Scotch.]

joukery-pawkery (jo'ker-i-pa'k6r-i), n . i<jouk-
ery + pawk extended with -ery, to assort with
the first element.] Trickery; pawky cunning;
hypocrisy. [Scotch.]

or journalled, ppr. journaling orjournalling. [<
journal, re.] In maeh., to insert, as a shaft, in
a journal-bearing.

The cranks are placed upon posts, rafts, or boats in the
stream, and>»ur7uifla2 atthe water-line, thus keeping one-
half of the paddle-sorface in action. Science, UL 606.



Journal-bearing.

^, cap ; S, pillow ; D, D, screws
with set nuts for adjustment.

journalary

journalaryt (j6r'nal-a-ri),a. [<jowrraa? + -ary'^.']

Of the nature of a journal or diary. [Rare.]
That the propagation of MethodiBm hath occasioned

many and great violations of peace, Mr. Wesley hath am-
ply shown in thejournaiary histon' of his adventures.

'WairbwrUm, Doctrine of Grace, ii. 9.

journal-bearing (j6r'nal-bar"ing), n. In maoh.,
the immediate support of an axle or a shaft, it
usually consists of two parts,
sometimes called the brasses,

resting in a pillow-block and
inclosed in the journal-box.
There are many varieties, and
all are connected with some
lubricating device. See hy.
draulic pivot, under hy-
dravlw.

journal-book (j^r'nal-

btik), n. A book for
making dally records.
Smft.

journal-box (jSr'nal-boks), n. In mach.: (a) The
bearings about a journal. (6) A oast-iron box
which contains a car-axle journal, together with
the journal-bearing and key, and the oil-pack-
ing with which the journal is lubricated. Also
called hoicsing-box.

journal-brass (jSr'nal-brfts), »i. In mech., a
bearing of a journal or an axle.

journalise, V. See jownalise.
journalism (j6r'nal-izm), «. [< F.journalisme
= Sp. Pg.yoj-MoKsmo, journalism; a,a journal +
-ism.'] 1 . The business of a journalist ; the oc-
cupation of writing for, editing, or producing a
newspaper or public journal; the diffusion of

intelligence or of opinions by means of journals
or newspapers and periodicals.

The habits of joumaUsm train one to a daily capacity
of production. D. J. Hill, Bryant, p. 146.

2. The keeping of a journal; the practice of
journalizing. [Bare.]

journalist (j6r'nal-ist), ra. [_<.F. journaliste =
Pg. jornalista ='lt. giornalista; as journal +
-jst.] 1. The writer of a journal or diary.

The force with which he [Gama] went out is . . . cir-

cumstantially described by Herman IiOpez de Oastaneda,
contemporary writer, and caTefvl journalist of facts.

Micfele, Dissertation on tlie Lusiad, App.

2. A person who conducts a public journal or

regularly writes for one ; a newspaper editor,

critic, or reporter.

journalistic (j6r-na-lis'tik), a. [< journalist +
-jc] Pertaining to journals or newspapers, or

to journalism ; descriptive or characteristic of

journalism or journalists : as, journalistic liter-

ature
;
journalistic enterprise.

Monimsen's enemies have had much to say against the
freedom of his style, which is supposed to be too journal-

istic. Amer. Jour. PhUol., VI. 483.

journalize (j6r'nal-iz), v.; pret. and pp.JoMr»aZ-
ized, ppr. journalizing. [< F. journaUser; as

journal + -foe.] I. trans. 1. To enter or re-

cord in a journal.

He kept his Journal very diligently, but then what was
thereto journalize f Johnson.

Specifically— 3. In double-entry bookkeeping, to

systematize and enter in the journal, prepara-

tory to posting to the ledger.

II. intrans. 1. To keep or make entries in

a journal; make a daily record of events or

observations.

I have too much to attend to in my weak state to jour-

nalize. Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 239.

2. To take part in the pre]paration of a public

journal: as, he is engaged in. journalizing.

Also spelled joMrwflsKse.

journal-packing (j6r'nal-pak"ing), n. Waste
cotton, wool, or other fibrous material, satu-

rated with oil or grease, and placed in a journal-

box to lubricate the axle. E. H. Knight.

journet, journeet, n. Obsolete forms otjourney.

Thannp had she don al hirjoume.
Horn, qfthe Rose, 1. 579.

journey (j6r'ni),w. [<ME.journee,journe,jorn£,

jomey, jurnei, < OF. journee, jornee, jorneie, F.

journJe= Pr. Sp. Vg.Jornada= It. giornata (ML.

reflex jomata), < ML. diurnata (jornata, after

Rom.), a day's work, a dary^s journey, a fixed

day, a day, < L. diurnus, daily: see diurn, diur-

nal, journal. Ct Jornada.] It. A day's work,

occupation, or travel ; a day of battle or of toil

of any kind; hence, labor; work; service; task;

trouble.
Theseus . . . conveyede the kynges worthily

Oat of his toun a fffumee largely. ,, „ , , ,„„„
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1880.

Thfei hadde wftsted and distroied that more than two

ioumeyesye sholde not haue founde n[o]ther house ne town

that a man myght herberowe in. „„„,., „„„"
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), li. 292.

3243

All the lordes that died at thejorney are buried at St.

Albanes. PaMon Letters.

for all the labour and iomay is your.

Eom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 141.

2. A course of travel or transit, as from one
place to another, or indefinitely from point to

point in space or time: as, a, journey from Lon-
don to Paris or to Rome ; Sjveek's journey ; the
journey of life.

So atte last they come to the village,

Ther for to rest as for a nyghtis space,

A dayes Iwmey owt of the kynges place.
Oenerydes (B. E. T. S.), 1. 230.

Some, having a long journey from the upper regions,
would float up and down a good while.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

This same philosophy is a good horse in the stable, but
an arrant jade on ajourney.

Ooldsmith, Good-natured Man, i. 1.

I know not whether the exact limits of an excursion, as
distinguished from & journey, have ever been fixed.

H. Jwines, Jr., Little Tour, p. 73.

3. In glass-making, a single cycle or round of

work, in which the raw materials are converted
into glass, and the glass is withdrawn from the
pots in which it has been melted ; the time em-
ployed in converting a certain quantity of ma-
terial into glass.

—

\. The weight of finished

coins delivered simultaneously to the master
of the British mint. This journey or journey-weight,

on which the trial of the pyx depends, is understood to
be what could be completed in a day when the operations
of coining were done by hand. Its amount is 15 pounds
troy of gold (coined into 701 sovereigns, or 1,402 half-

sovereigns) or 60 pounds troy of silver.

The blanks [in minting] are weighed ... in drafts of

about 720 ounces, and placed in bags ; each bag, therefore,

contains toui journeys of about 180 ounces each.
Ure, Diet., III. 347.

Day's journey. See daj/i.—Journey's account, an
early English writ, originally allowed for the revival of an
aotionwhich had abated without plaintiff'sfault: so called
because, the Court of Chancery which issued it being itin-

erant and the plaintiff being required to apply immedi-
ately, he had to give an account of his journey to obtain
it, 80 as to show that he had not delayed.— Sabbath-
day's journey, among the ancient Jews, the distance
which a Jew might lawfully traverse on the sabbath day.
It was a very short journey— supposed to represent the
space left between the ark and the tents when the Israel-

ites were encamped in the wilderness, said to be about
2,000 Hebrew yards.

Then returned thejr unto Jerusalem from the mount
called Olivet, which is from Jerusalem a sabbath day's
journey. Acts i. 12.

Josephus (War, v. 2, 3) makes the Mount of Olives to be
about six stadia from Jerusalem ; and it is the distance be-
tween these two places which in Acts i. 12 is given as a
Sabbath-day's journey.

McClintock and Strang, Cyc. Bib. Lit., IX. 190.

To go a journey. SeegJO. =Syn. 2. Journey, Travel, Voy-
age, Trip, Tour, Excursion, Pilgrimage. Journey is a rather
general word, yet journeys are usually of considerable
length,without implication as to the time of return. Travel
isthecommon word torjourneystaken forpleasure in sight-

seeing, etc., for education, or for the transaction of busi-

ness : as, the benefits of foreign travel; a line of travel.

Voyage in Chaucer's time (C. T., Prol., 1. 723, etc.) and
later (Milton, P. L., ii. 919) meant journey, but is now
limited to a considerable passage by sea : as, to make a
voyage round the world. A trip is a comparatively short

journey: as, our trw across the ocean. A tour is ajourney
that makes a round, stopping here and there and returning
to the starting-point : as, the usual Scotch tour. An ex-

cursion is a limited trip or journey, taken for pleasure, to

some point or points of interest : as, an excursion down the

bay, or to the Yellowstone Park. We speak of a journey,
voyage, etc. , and of travels, but not of a travel. A pilgrim-

age is a journey to a place hallowed by religious or other
sacred or tender associations : as, a pilgrvmage to the old

home. See pilgrim.

journey (jSr'ni), v. i. [< MB. jorneyen; (.jour-

ney, «.] To make a journey; travel; go from
place to place.

The men ytiAah journeyed with him stood speechless.
Acts ix, 7.

My lord, vfla.oe\eTjoumeys to the prince.

For (Jod's sake, Idl not us two stay at home.
Shak., Rich. III., ii. 2, 146.

journey-batedt (jer'ni-ba"ted), a. Fatigued or

worn out with a journey.

So are the horses ot the enemy
In general i'<mTOew-iiote(f and brought low.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3, 26.

journeyer (j6r'ni-er), n. One who journeys ; a

traveler.

The mortal journeyer through this unknown space must
have been thrown down with violence, had he not been
upheld by his supernatural companion.

Scott, Monastery, xii.

journeyman (j6r'ni-man), n.; pi. journeymen
(-men). [<,journey,n.,'\, + man.] If. A man
hired to work by the day; a day-worker.—2. A
workman or mechanic who has served Ms ap-

prenticeship ; specifically, a qualified mechaiiio

employed in the exercise of his trade, as dis-

tinguished from a master mechanic or a fore-

man.

Jovial

0, there be players that . . . have so strutted and bel-
lowed that I have thought some of nsAuTe's journeymen
had made men, and not made them well, they imitated hu-
manity so abominably. Shak,, Hamlet, ill. 2, 38.

Among the Tailors of Silesiawe find that in 1361 the sys-
tem atjourneymen travelling in search of work was already
completely organized.

English OUdsQS,. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxli.

Joumesonan parson, a curate. [London slang.]

He once told a parson, or ajourneyman parson, I don't
know what he was, that if ever he prayed it was for a hard
winter. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 133.

journey-ring (jer'ni-ring), n. A portable sun-
dial of round form. Qee ring-dial.

journey-weight (j6r'ni-wat), n. Same 3.S jour-
ney, 4.

journeywomant (jfer'ni-wum'-'an), ».; pi. jour-
neywomen (-wim''''en). A woman hired by the
day.

'No joumeywoman sempstress is half so much a slave as
I am. Fielding, Miser, i. 2.

An Over Seer, who walk'd about with a very flexible
Weapon of Offence, to Correct such Hempen Journey Wo-
men who were unhappily troubled with the Spirit of Idle-
ness. Quoted in J. Ashton's Social Life in Reign of

[Queen Anne, II. 240.

journey-'work (jer'ni-w6rk), n. It. Work done
by the day.— 2. Work done for hire by a me-
chanic in his trade.

The kindred and masters are extremely careful of breed'
ing him to industry, that he may repay it himself by his
labour, in three years' journey-work after his time is out,
for the use of his securities. Steele, Spectator, No. 544.

joust, jouster, etc. Seejust^, etc.

joustlet, V. An obsolete form of jostle.

JOUtesti » pl. [ME., also jowtes, jutes, eowtus,
< OF. ioute, < ML. juta, jutta, a kind of broth or
porridge

;
prob. of Celtic origin, < Bret, iot =

W. uwd = Olr. ith, porridge.] A kind of broth
or porridge.
I was the priouresses potagere and other poure ladyes.
And made hem ioutes of iangelynge.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 168.

Jove (jov), n. [< ME. Jove, Jovis (AS. lob) =
It. Criove, < L. Jovis, OL. also Jovos, in classical

L. only in oblique eases, gen. Jovis, etc., the
nom. being supplied by the compound Jupiter,

Juppiter, OL. Joupiter: see Jupiter and Zeus.]

1. The highest god of the Romans; Jupiter;
the supreme ruler of heaven and earth, mani-
festing himself especially in atmospheric phe-
nomena: as, <7ow's thunderbolts. See Jupiter.

See what a grace was seated on his brow :

Hyperion's curls ; the front of Jove himself.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4, 56.

2. The planet Jupiter. [Poetical.]

Or ask of yonder argent flelds above
Why Jove's satellites are less than Jove.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 42.

Sf. \l. c] In alchemy, the metal tin Bird of
Jove, the eagle.

J0Ves(j6vz), H.^Z. [Origin not ascertained.] In

fort., the two sides in the epaulment of a bat-
tery which form the embrasure. Wilhelm, Mil.

Diet.

Jove's-fruit (jovz'frot), n. A shrub, lAndera
melissmfolivs, native in the United States, and
related to wild allspice.

Jove's-nuts (^jovz'nuts), n. pl. The acorns of

the British oak, Quercus Bobur. [Prov. Eng.]

Jovial (jo'vi-al), a. [< F. jovial = Sp. Pg. jovi-

al = It. giovidle, < LL. Jovialis, equiv. to Jovius,

of or pertaining to Jove or Jupiter, < Jovis, Jove

:

see Jove.] 1. Pertaining to or characteristic

of the god Jove or Jupiter; Jove-like; power-
ful; majestic: as. Jovial attributes.

His foot Mercurial ; his Martial thigh

;

The brawns of Hercules : but his Jovial face—
Marther in heaven ?—How ?— 'Tis gone.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2, 311.

Thou Jovial hand, hold up thy scepter high.
Heywood, Rape of Lucrece.

2. Of or pertaining to the planet Jupiter: as,

the Jovial satellites.

Our Jovial star reign'd at his birth, and in

Our temple was he married.
Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4, 105.

3. In astral., under the influence of the planet
Jupiter; derived from Jupiter as a natal plan-
et, which, like Jove himself, was regarded as
the source of joy and happiness : as, the Jovial
temperament.
The fixed stars are astrologicall]^ differenced by the plan-

ets, and esteemed Martial or Jovial according to the col-

ours whereby they answer these planets.
Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err.

Hence—4. \l. c] Characterized by cheerful-

ness or gaiety; joyous; merry; jolly: opposed
to grave : as, a jovial fellow.

On him they call,.the aptest mate
Tlov jovial song and merry feat.

Sbott, Rokeby, iiL IS.



Jovial

He had a cheerful open exterior, a qnid jovial eye.
Lamb, Two Races of Men.

And there is dojovial companionship equal to that where
the jokes are rather small and the laughter abundant.

' Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 281.

St. [^ f .] In alchemy, of or pertaining to tin.
= Syn. 4. MirOifvl, etc. SeejMy.

jovialist (j6'vi-al-ist), n. [< jovial + -isf] A
person of jovial character or disposition.
[Rare.]

brave and spirited ! he's a right Jovialist.
B. Jomon, Cynthia's Bevels, v. 2.

joviality (io-yi-al'i-ti), n. [< F.jovialite (= Sp.
jovialidad= Fg.jovialidade= It. gUmalitd.)

,
jovi-

ahiess; as jovial + -ity.^ The state or quality
of being jovial; jovial conduct or amusement;
merriment; jollity; festivity.

The first day vapours away in tobacco, feasts, and other
joviality. Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 308.

The old manor house . . . seemed echoing back thejo-
viality of long departed years. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 289.

=Syn. Jog, Glee, etc. (see hilarity)
; gaiety, jollity, jocu-

larity, sportlveness.

jovialize (jo'vi-al-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. jovial-
ized, ppr. jovializing. [< jovial + -ize.'\ To
make jovial; cause to be merry or joUy.
An activity tbstjovialized us all.

Xme. lyArblay, Diary, L 364.

jovially (j6'vi-al-i), adv. In a jovial manner;
merrily; gaily'; with jollity,

jovialness (jo'vi-al-nes), n. Joviality; gaiety;
jollity.

Swearing, with such person^ is bnt a grace and lustre
to their speech; lying, but wit's craft or policy; drun-
kenness, jovialneXB or good fellowship:—thus do they
baptize vice by the name of virtue.

Hewyt, Sermons (1658), p. 32.

jovialty (jO'vi-al-ti), n. [(.jovial + -ty.'] Jo-
viality. [Bare.']

To think that tliis perhaps might be the last banquet
they should taste of . . . could not but somewhat spoil
tlie gust of their liighest delicacies, and disturb the sport
of their loudest jovuiZ^ie^. Borroio, Works, III. xiv.

Jovian (j6'vi-an), a. [After LL. Jovianus, of
Jovius, a surname of Diocletian, < L. Jovis, Jove

:

see Jove.'] Of or pertaining to the god Jove
or the planet Jupiter ; JoviaL

jovicentric (jo-vi-sen'trik), a. [< L. Jovis, Jove,
Jupiter, + centrum, center.] In astron., hav-
ing relation to Jupiter as a center.

jovuabe (jo'vi-lab), «. [< L. Jovis, Jove, Jupi-
ter, + -lobe, as in astrolabe.'] An instrument
for fiyiding the apparent situations of Jupiter's
satellites.

Jovinianist (jo-vin'i-an-ist), n. [< LL. Jovini-
anista, < Joviriianus, a man's name, < L. Jovius,

of Jove, < Jovis, Jove: see Joce.] Eccles., one
of a short-lived sect, adherents of Jovinian, a
Milanese monk of the fourth century, who at
Kome opposed the prevalent esteem for celiba-
cy, monasticism, fasting, and martyrdom, and
maintained the equality of all sins, rewards, and
punishments. He was excommunicated about
390, and went to Milan.

joyyt (jo'vi), a. [< LL. Jovius, of Jove or Ju-
piter: 866 Jove, jovial.] Jovial; gay.

Pan. Ill liave the Jovial Tinker for To-Fan's sake.

Twrfe. We'll all bejovy this day.
B. Jomon, Tale of a Tub, i. 2.

I was a poor servant of hers, I must confess sir,

And in those days I thought I might hejovy.
And make a little bold to call in to her.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iiL L

^OW^f, «• An obsolete variant of jauil. Chaucer.

JOW^ (jou), V. [Said to be imitative; but prob.
merely a Se. form of jowl, v.] L trans. To
strike (a beU); toU; ring. [Scotch.]—To jow
out, to ring ; set ringing, as a belL

If you'll just gar your servant j(yw out the great bell in
the tower, there's me and my twa brothers . . . will be
wi' you. Scatt, Black Dwarf, ii

n, intrans. To toll, as a beU. [Scotch.]
Now Clinkumbell, wi' rattlin' tow,
B^ins tojow and croon. Bums, Holy Fair.

Tojow in, to be rung rapidly, as a bell at the close of a
p«iL
There is the council-bell clinking in earnest ; and if I

am not there before itjous in. Bailie Laurie will be trying
some of his manoeuvres. Seott, Bedgauntlet, ch. x.

JOW^ (jou), n. [< jow^, v.] The stroke of a
beU; ainnging. [Scotch.]

Every/(W tliat the dead-bell geid.

It cry'd "Woe to Barbara Allan!"
Bonny Barbara Allan (Child's Ballads, XL 156).

The look of those old familiarhouses, thejou of the old
bell, went to my heart Carijfie, in Fronde.

jowder (jou'der), n. Same as jowter. [Prov.
Eng.]

jowelt, "• A Middle English form oijewel.

jowl (jol or joul), n. [AXsiojoll, jole. and formerly
geoule; < ME. jolle, a var. (with change of orig.
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ch to j, as also in jar^, ajar^) of chowL < ME.
clwl, chaul, a contr. of ehavel, < ME. chavel

(chauel), < AS. ceafl, jaw, pi. ceaflas, jaw: see

chavel.'] 1. The cheek.

I found after some time that the merit of his wit was
founded upon the shaldng of a fat paunch, and the tossing

up of a pair of rosy jow^^. Steefe, Guardian, No. 42.

2. The cheek or head of a pig, salmon, etc.,

prepared for the table : as, jowl and greens is a
Virginia dish. [Now only loeaL]

You shall receive by this Carrier a greatWickerHamper,
with two Geouleg of Sturgeon, six Barrels of pickled Oys-

ters. Howell, Letters, I. v. 15.

Sinali, set by a chine of beef, and a hot pasty,

Ajid let thejoU of sturgeon be corrected,

Fletcher {and others). Bloody Brother, iL 1.

Cheek byjowL See cheek.

jowl, joll (jol), V. [Also>o/e; < late ME. jollem,

scold ; appar. orig. slap or knock the cheek or
head, ijowl, joll, the cheek: see jowl, n.] I.

trans. To strike or dash, as the jowl or head;
butt; clash with violence, as horns. [Obsolete
or archaic]
They mayjowl horns together, like any deer i' the herd.

Shak., AU's Well, L 3, 69.

Why, how now? shall we have an antic? Whose head
doyou carryuponyour shoulders, that jonjoU it so against
the post? Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, ii. 1.

H. intrans. It. To scold; "jaw."
Take hede to yonre lordis estate,

Tliat none jangill norjoUe at my sate.
York Plays, p. 307.

Her father o' th' other side, he yoles at her anijoles at
her, and she leads such a life for yon, it passes.

way Beguiled (Hawkins's Eng. Drama, IIL 342):

2. In coal-mining, to hammer on the coal for
the purpose of ascertaining what thickness in-

tervenes between two contiguous workings.
[Eng.]

jowler (j6'16r or jou'ler), n. [So called in ref.

to its thick jowls; < jowl + -crl.] A strong-
er heavy-jawed dog, as a hound, beagle, or
other hunting-dog: hence used as a name for
such a dog.
What gravity can hold from laughing out.
To see him drag his feeble l^s about.
Like bounds ill-coupled? Jowler lugs him still

Through hedges, ditches, and through all that's ilL
Dryden, Essay on Satire.

Get out a horsewhip or ^jowler.
The langest thong, the fiercest growler.

Bums, Address of Beelzebub.

jowlop, jowlopped, n. Seejewlap.
JOWter (jou'tfer), n. [Also jowder, appar. a dial.
var. oijolter.] One who carries fish about the .

country for sale; a fish-hawker; a cadger, joy-bells (joi'belz), «. 2>?.

[Eng.] tive occasion.

Mr. Fenrnddock gave a spiteful bit, being, as he said, joyolt, " A Middle English form ot jewel.
of a cantankerous turn, to llr. 1?reluddra, principalJOW- joyfnl (joi'ful), a.

"-' --- -

joyingly

4. An occasional name of the plant Banuneulus
arvensis To give one Joy, to congratulate or felici-

tate one ; as, I give youjoy of your success. =Syn. 1. Plea-
sure, Delight, etc. (see gladness); Glee, etc. (see hilarity);

happinese^ felicity, raptnre, bliss,

joy (joi), V. [< 'ME. joyen,joien, < OF.joir, jouir
(F. jouir), assibilated form of goir= Pr. gaudir.,

jauzir, gausir = Sp. Pg. gozar = Olt. gaudire.

It. gaudere,(.lj. gat^ere,Tejoiee: see gaucP-, and
at. joy, n., enjoy, joiee, rejoice, etc.] I. intrans.

To take or feel joy; rejoice; be glad; exult.

[Now chiefly poetical.]

I wlU rejoice in Jerusalem, sndjoy in my people.
IffiL Izv. 19.

Singing and murmuring in her feastful mirth.
Joying to feel herself alive.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

n.t trans. 1. To give joy to; cause to rejoice;
gladden; delight.

Neither pleasure's ari: c&njoy my spirits.

Shak., Pericles, L S; 9.

Your worsliip 's heartily welcome

;

Itjoys my very heart to see you here, sir.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Coiintb, iL 4.

2. To enjoy; possess with pleasure, or have
pleasure in the possession of.

And let herjoy her raven-colonr'd love.
Sluik., Tit. And., iL 3, 83.

We will strive to show how much -wejoy
Your presence with a courtly show of mirth.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iii 4.

Who might liave liv'd And joy'd immortal bliss.

Milton, P. L., ii. 1166.

3. To wish joy to; felicitate; congratulate.

"Sir," seide Merlin, "I wolde ye dide toy and honour
these lordes that here be assembled to difiende yonre
reame, and goth to theire tentes eche by hym-self, and
thanke hem for the socour that thei haue trroaght."

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii S7».

As soon as Secretary 31orrice brought the Great Scale
from my Lord Chancellor, Bab. May fell upon his knees,
and catched the King about his legs, and joyed him, and
said that this was the first time that ever he could call

him King of England, being freed from this great man.
Pepgs, Diary, ILL 300.

JOyance (joi'ans), n. [< OF. joyance, joiance, <
joyant, joiani, ppr. otjoir, joy, rejoice : seejoy,
v.] Enjoyment ; rejoicing ; festivity

;
gladness.

[Arehaie.]
She chearfull, fresh, and fnll oljoyawnce glad.
As if no sorrow she ne felt ne drad.

Spenser, F. Q., ILL xiL 18.

Is it a matter otjoyance to those wise and sober person-
ages that the government which reared and nurtured
thenLto aU their wisdom and sobriety . . . shouldbenow
extinct? Landor.

Bells rung on a fes-

der, i. e. fish-salesman, of Aberalva.
Kingdey, Two Years Ago, xiv.

joy (joi), n. [< ME. j'oye, joie, < OF. joie, joye,
joy, pleasure, also F. joie, joy, assibilated form
of goie, goye, goy, a gaud, jewel, = Pr. joi, m.,
joia, f., = Sp. joya, a gaud, jewel, = Pg. joia=
It. gicja,joj, a jewel, < ML. gaudia, f., joy, a
jewel, oiig. nent. pL of L. gaudium, joy, < gau-
dere, rejoice: seegaudi^. Keneevit.joy, v., en-
joy, joice, ryoice, jewel, etc.] 1. An emotion of
pleasure, generally sudden, caused by the grati-
fication of any passion or desire ; ardent hap-
piness arising from present or expected good;
exultant satisfaction; exhilaration of spirits;
gladness; deUght.
Whan Gawein vndirstode the speche of Ills brother, he

hadde of hym hertely ioye, and moche he hym preysed.
Merlin (E. Z. T. 8.), ii 184.

So the joy, and the sense of salvation, which the pnre
in heart have her& is not a joy severed from the joy of
heaven, bnt a.joy that begins in us here, and continues.

Donne, Sermons, x.

To know intense >)y without a strong bodily frame, one
must have an enthusiastic sonL

George Eliot, Middlemarch, L 306.

Joy finds expression in dancing, clapping the hands.

-
j^ >-,-, ,

L<Ajoiful,Joyfua; <joy,
n.,+ -Jul.] 1. PuUof goy; very glad; feeUng
delight; exulting.

Gretly was the kynge at tliatfeeste, and ioyfuUand meiy.
Merlin (E. £u T. S.), L 6&.

2. Manifesting joy or rejoicing; arising from
or expressing gladness ; exultant.
Make njoyful noise nnto God, all ye lands. Fs. IxvL 1.

Thon, too, great father of the British fioods

!

WithjoK^ pride survey'st our lofty woods.
Pope, Windsor Forest, L 220.

3. Causing joy or gladness
; giving happiness

;

delightful: as, & joyful sight.

If I may tmst the flattering tmth of deep,
My dreams presage somepyfid news at hand.

Shak., K. and J., v. 1, 2.

The ioyfaU morning appearing, they found Uieir Boat
and goods driue ashore, not farre from them.

Quoted in Copt John Smith's Work^ IL 93.

=Syn. 1. Festive, blithe, gay, joyons, happy, glad, de-
lighted.

joyfully (joi'fnl-i), adv. [< ilE.joyfuay; < joy-
ful + -ly^.] In a joyful manner; with joy;
gladly.

As I ryse up lustily when sluggish sleepe is past.
So hope I to ryse ioyfully to judgement at the last.

Gascoigne, Flowers, Good Xight.
and meaningly laughter, and thS^eartlonsVJnoTordJ ,„,.,„„ ,. .,^,

-—•=""^ "•""=". "«~- -*"-
pleasurable in themselves bnt such as increase the exist- joyr'^IlBSS (JOI rul-nes), n. The state of bemg
ing pleasure. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit, XX. 72.

2. A source of enjoyment or rejoicing; that
which causes gladness or happiness.

So wUde a beast so tame ytanght to bee,
And bnxome to his bands, i&joy to see.

'

Spenser, Mother Hub. Talci L 626.

Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth, is
mount Zion. pg. xlviiL 2.

For bonny sweet Bobin is all my joy.

joyful; gladness; lively happiness.
The King with his Son returns into England, where

with aU Joyfidness they were received.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 56.

joyingt (joi'lng), n. [< jrE. joiynge ; verbal n.
ofjoy, v.] Joy; rejoicing.

Ihesn, my king and my ioiynge!
Whi ne were y to thee led?

Hymns to Virgin, etc (E-E. T. S-Xp. 28.

A thing of beauty is &joy forever. Keats, Endymion, L

3t. Diversion; festivity.

And whan thei dyen, thei maken gret Feste and gret
Joye and Eevelle, and thanne thei casten hem in to a gret
Fuyr brennynge. MandevOle, Travels, p. 286.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5, 186. joyinglyt, adv. [< ME . joiyngly ; < joying, ppr.
otjoy, v., + -ly^.] Joyfully."

If thi t>ody were woo bigoon.

_ ,,-
J restore.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. FumivaUX p. 199.



joyless

joyless (joi'les), a. [< ME. joyles, joiles; < joy,
n., + -less.2 1. Destitute of joy: having no
joy; sad.

With a joyless smile she turns away
The face. Shak., Luoreoe, 1. 1711.

With downcast eyes the joyless victor sat.

Dryden, Alexander's Feast.

2. Affording no joy or pleasure.
A joyless, dismal, black, and sorrowful issue.

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 2, 68.

Climb thy thick noon, disastrous day

;

Touch thy dull goal ot joyless gray.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxii.

joylessly (joi'les-li), adv. In a joyless manner

;

without joy.

joylessness (joi'les-nes), n. The state of being
joyless.

In comparison of the joylessness and the ingloriousnesa
of this world. Donne, Devotions (1626), p. 426.

joynauntt, a- A Middle English form otjoinant.
joynet, n. An obsolete form otjoin.

joyous (joi'us), a. [< MB.joyouSf < OF. joyous,
joiotts, ^.joyeux (= Pr. joyos = It. gicjoso, joy-
ous)j < joie, joy: see joy, m.] 1. Peeling or
manifesting joy; joyful; glad; merry.

Her berth was of the wombe of Morning dew.
And her conception of the joyous Prime.

Spender, V. Q., III. vl. 3.

Joyous the birds ; fresh gales and gentle airs
Wnisper'd it to the woods. Milton, P. L., viii. 515.

To admire the great, reverence the good, and he joyous
with the genial, was very much the bentot Shirley's soul.

Chairlotte Bronte, Shirley, xii.

2. Causing joy; making glad.

A harder lesson to learne Continence
Xn joyous pleasure then in grievous paine.

Spenser, F. Q., II, vi. 1.

Each object of Miejoyoug scene around
Vernal delight inspires. J. Warton, Eclogues, ii.

=Syn. See list underjoM/W.
joyously (joi'us-li), adv. In a joyous manner

;

with joy or gladness.

joyousness (joi'us-nes), n. The state of being
joyous.

joysome (joi'sum), a. {ijop + -some.'] Caus-
ing or inspiring gladness

;
joyful.

Neere to the end of this alljoysome grove.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, li. 8.

J. P. An abbreviation of Justice of the Peace.

Here at any rate lived and stopped at home Squire
Brown, J. P. for the County of Berks.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 1.

Jr., jr. An abbreviation ot junior.

JuanuUoa (j8-an-u-16'a), n. [NIi. (Ruiz and
Pavon, 1794), named "after Juan and Ulloa,

Spanish scientists, who visited South America
to measure the meridian.] A genus compris-
ing 6 or 7 species of shrubs of the order Sola-

naeecB, some of them epiphytes, found in Peru,
Colombia, and Central America. The flowers have
a colored calyx and a short-lobed corolla, its tube some-
times contracted at the throat. They are solitary or loose-

ly cymose. The leaves are coriaceous and entire, and the
fruit is a berry. Several species, especially J. parasitica,

are cultivated in conservatories.

jub^t (jnb), ra. [< MB. jM66e; origin obscure. Cf.

jug.] A vessel for holding liquors.

Breed and chese and good ale in ajulibe.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 442.

jub^t, n. Same as jupon. Florio.

jubai (jo'ba), n.; pi. jubcB (-be). [= OP. jube

= Pg. juba = It. giubba, < L. juba, the flowing

hair on the neck of an animal, the mane.] 1.

In gool., the long, thick-set hair on the neck,

chestj or back of certain quadrupeds; a mane.
—2. !m hot., a loose panicle with the axis deli-

quescent; also, a dense cluster of awns, as in

the spikes of some grasses. [Rare.]

juba2 (jo'ba), n. [Negro.] A characteristic

dance of the plantation negroes in the southern

United States. Itis performed by one ormore dancers,

and is accompanied in a rollicking manner by the specta-

tors, who keep time by clapping the hands, slapping or pat-

ting the knee or thigh (called patUng juba), tapping the

ground with the foot, and occasionally joining in a child-

ish refrain in which the word j«6a is often repeated. It is

an invariable feature in the negro breakdown.

The j«6o-dance and the corn-shuoking were equally in-

vested with elements of the unreal and the grotesque,

where the flickering and shifting lights of the unconven-

tional lantern touched the dusky faces.

The Century, XXXVI. 770.

Nearly every Negro above the average is a hymn-maker,

or at least co-operates with others in the production of

hymns, songs, plantation rhymes, "corn-shucking" glees,

"joubas," and the like.

Proc. ctf Amur. PhUol. Ass., 1886, p. xxxiu.

juba-patting (j6'ba-pat"ing), n. The patting

of the knee or thigh practised by negroes in

keeping time to the juba-dance. [Southern

U. S.]
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To . . . have the negro urchins dance for them to the
juba-patting of a presumptive Uncle Tom.

The Century, XXXVIII. 162.

Juba's-bush, Juba's-brusb (jo-baz-bush,
-brush), n. The plant Iresine celosioiaes.

jubate (jo'bat), a. [< h.jubatus, maned, < juba,
mane: see juba^.] Having a mane; having
long pendent hairs in a continuous series, like

a mane.
jubbah (jub'a), n. [Hind, jubbdh, < Ar. jubiali,

jobbah, a garment so called. Hence ult. E.
jupe, jupon.] . A long outer garment, usually
of cloth, similar to the caftan, but with shorter
sleeves and open in front, worn by respecta-
ble Mohammedans in Egypt, Arabia, and Hin-
dustan. As the outer garment of Moslem women, it is

made less full than that of the men, and commonly of more
delicate material. Among the wealthier classes it is often
of velvet or silk, and embroidered with silver or gold.

My Alexandrine Shaykh, whose heart fell victim to a
Tiewjubbeh, which I had given in exchange for his tat-

tered zaabut. B. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 30.

jubbet, n. A Middle English form of jub^.

Jube (j6'be), n. [P. jub^; < L. jube, 2d pers.
sing. impv. otjubere, bid, command: this being
the first word of the sentence, jube Domine
benedicere, 'Sir, bid bless me,' used by the
reader in requesting the priest's blessing be-
fore the gospel and lessons, which were chanted
in the rood-loft.] 1. In a cathedral or church,
the rood-loft or gallery over the entrance to the
choir. See cut imder rood-io/*.— 2. Sometimes,
an ambo.

jubilance (jo'bi-lans), n. [< jubilan{t) + -ce.]

G-ladness; exultation; jubilation.

She saw a jubilance in every sunrise, a sober sadness in
every sunset.

George MacDonaM, What's Mine's Mine, xxxv.

The hymn rose with a solemn jubilance, filling the little

house.
M. N. Murfree, Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains, x.

jubilant (jS'bi-lant), a. [= P. jubilant, < L.
jubilan{t-)s, ppr. otjubilare, shout for joy, <ju-
bilum, a shout of joy, a shout: see jubilate^, v.]

1. Rejoicing, as with songs or acclamations;
uttering sounds or expressions of joy : as, to
he jubilant over success.

While the bright pomp [train of beings] ascended jubi-
lant. Milton, P. L., vii. 564.

The night-birds all that hour were still.

But now they are jubUant anew.
Coleridge, Christabel, i., Concl.

2. Expressing or exciting joy; manifesting or
denoting exultation or gladness.

The tone of sorrow is mournful and plaintive ; the notes
of joy, exulting and jubilant. Bp. Home, Works, VI. ii.

Great organs surged through arches dim
Their jubilant floods in praise of him.

Lowell, A Parable.
=S^. Exultant, triumphant.

jubilantly (jo ' bi-lant-li), adv. In a jubilant
manner; with manifestations of joy; exult-

ingly.

jubilart (jo'bi-lar), a. [= F. jubilaire = Pg.
jubilario, < ML. jubilariu^, one who served fifty

years, prop, adj., irreg. < ti'L.jubilceus,jubel<Bus,

the year of jubilee among the Jews : seejubilee.]

Relating to or having the character of a jubilee

.

The tenth compleat yeare of our Constantine [James I.]

deserves to be solemne and juMlar.
Bp. Hall, Holy Panegyricke, Sermons, vi.

jubilate^ (j6'bi-lat), v.i.; pret. and pp. jubi-

lated, ppr. jubilating. [< h.jubilatus, jjp. otju-
bilare (> It. giubilare, giubbilare = Pg. Sp. Jm6j-
lar = F. jubiler), shout for joy, < jubUum, a wild
cry, ML. jubilus (> M.I1G. jubilus, G.jubel = D.
Dan. Sw.jubel), a cry of joy. Cf. jubilee, etym.,
at the end.] To utter jubilant sounds or ex-

pressions ; rejoice ; exult.

Hope jubilating cries aloud. Carlyle, French Kev. , I. v. i.

The hurrahs were yet ascending from oMrjubUating lips.

De Quincey, Autobiog. Sketches, ii.

Instead ol jubilating over the extent of the enemy's re-

treat, it will be more worth while to lay siege to his last

stronghold. Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 242.

Jubilate2(jo-bi-la'te), n. [L., 2dpers.pl. impv.
otjubilare, shouttoT^oj: seejubilate^.] 1. In
the Anglican liturgy, the canticle or psalm (Ps.

c.)that follows the second lesson in the morn-
ing service : so called from the first word of

the Latin version.— 2. A musical setting of

this canticle.— 3. The third Sunday after Eas-
ter : so called from the 66th Psalm (which in

the Vulgate begins with the same words as the

100th) being used as the introit on that day.

jubilate^t (jo'bi-lat), n. [< ML. *jubilatus (?),

equiv. to jubilarius, one who has served fifty

years, irreg. < liL.jubilmus, jubilee : see jubilee.]

A monk, canon, or doctor who has served fifty

years. E. Phillips, 1706.

juchten

jubilatio (j6-bi-la'shi-6), n. [NL. : see jubila-
tion.] In Bom. Cath. music, the melodic coda
often appended to the gradual, and sung to the
last syllable of the " halleluiah." See sequence.
Also jubilus.

jubilation (jo-bi-la'shon), «. [= F. jubilation
= Sp. jubilacion = Vs.jubilagSo = It. giubilazi-
one,giubbilaeione, < IjL.jubilatio{n-), a shouting
for joy, < L. jubilare, shout for joy: see juln-
latei.] The act of jubilating or exulting; a
rejoicing; exultation; triumph.

Honoure, empire, smdjubilacioun
To Ihesu Crist in special therfore.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 139.

At the conversion of one sinner there is jvMlation, and
a festival kept among the angels.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 45.

jubilee (jo'bi-le), n. [< ME. jubilee, jubile,< OF.
jubile, F.jubiU^Fr. jubileu= Sp.jubileo = Pg.
jubileo, jubileu = It. giubilio, giubileo, giubbileo,
jubileo = B.jnbileum = Or. jubildum (Jubeljahr)
= Dan. jubilceum = Sw. jubileum = Russ. iubileu,

< LL. jubilcBus, the jubilee year, prop. adj. (sc.

annus), ot the jubilee, < Heb. yobel, a blast of a
trumpet, a shout of joy, the year of jubilee an-
nounced by a blast of the trumpet. Note that
jubilee is of Heb. origin, and has no connection
with the Xi.jubilum, a wild cry, Mh. jubilus, a cry
of joy, li. jubilare, shout for joy,whence F^. jubi-

lant, jubilate, etc. The words have been more
or less confused in E. and Rom.] 1 . Among the
ancient Jews, according to the law in Lev. xxv.,
a semi-centennial epoch of general restoration
and emancipation, when liberty was to be pro-
claimed throughout the land with the blowing
of trumpets. The year o/ jubilee was the fiftieth year-
each being separated from that which preceded it by an
interval of "seven sabbatha oi years," or forty-nine years.
In that year the land was not tilled, all lands thathad been
sold were restored to* the original owners Or their heirs, and
all bondsmen of Hebrew blood were liberated. Whether
all debts were canceled, as is commonly supposed, is un-
certain ; there is no express provision to that effect.

A juMe shall that fiftieth year be. Lev. xxv. 11.

2. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., a year in which re-
mission from the penal consequences of sin is

granted by the church to those who repent and
perform certain acts. The ordinary jubilee is now
granted once in twenty-five years. Extraordinary jubi-
lees are sometimes proclaimed on special occasions. The
institution dates from 1300, in the pontificate ot Boniface
VIII., the interval being then fixed at one hundred years,
and plenary indulgence granted to all who visited the
churches ot St. Peter and St. Paul at Rome for a certain
number of days with offerings. The period was shortened
successively to fifty, thirty-three, and twenty-five years,
and certain works of charity and devotion were substituted
for the pilgrimage to Rome.
3. Now, in general, the completion of the fif-

tieth year of any continuous course of exis-

tence or activity, or a celebration of the com-
pletion of fifty years, whether on the anniver-
sary day or in a succession of festivities or ob-
servances : as, the jubilee of a town or of a pas-
torate; the jubilee of Queen Victoria.

Our sexteyn and cure fermerer,
That han ben trewe freres fifty yeer,

—

They may now, God be thanked of his loone,
Maken hirjubilee, and walke allone.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 154.

Hence—4. Any exceptional season or course
of rejoicing or festivity ; a special occasion or
manifestation of joyousness.

Joy was then a masculine and a severe thing ; the recre-

ation of the judgement, or rejoicing, thejvlrilee of reason.
South, Sermons.

And over Earth's tuH jubilee

Shall deeper joy be felt in heaven.
Whitlier, Pastoral letter.

Who that has ever known it can forget the jubilee of
Nature in Virginia's woods in April?

The Century, XXXVII. 834.

5. The fiftieth year; the year following any
period of forty-nine (or sometimes fifty) years.

But is 't possible he should believe he is not of age?
why, he is fifty, man ; in 's jvJbUee, I warrant.

Fletcher (flnd another). Queen of Corinth, ill. 1.

6t. A period of fifty years ; a half-century.

Don Criapiano, the famous corregidor of Seville, who by
his mere practice of the law, in less timethan half ajubilee,
hath gotten thirty thousand ducats a year.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, li. 1.

jubilist (j8'bi-list), n. \Xjubil(ee) + -is*.] One
who takes part in the celebration of a jubi-

lee.

Her lecturer described the feeling the Jubilists enter-
tained toward their sovereign as "chivalrous."

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 108.

jubilus (jo'bi-lus), m. [ML.: see jubilate^.]

Same as jubilatio.

juchten (Gr. pron. yodh'ten), n. [G., also j}if-

ten (D. jucht-leder), < Russ. iukhti, iufti = Bo-



juchten

hem. juchta = Pol.judUJuckta, Russia leather.]

Bussia leather : a Grerman form of the Russian
name, sometimes used in English. Also juft.

'

The Kussians have long been possessed of a method of

making a peculiar leather, called by them Jucten, dyed
red with the aromatic saunders wood. Ure, Diet., IIL 89.

juck (juk), I), i. [Imitative; of. jugiS.] To make
a peculiar sound resembling this word, as a
partridge.

jucundt (juk'und), a. [< li.jucundus, pleasant

:

Bee jocund.'] Aaohaolete tormoijocund. Bailey,

jucundityf (jo-kun'di-ti), n. [< li. jweundi-
ta{t-)s, pleasantness,< jttCMJtdtts, pleasant, joc-

und: see jocund, amA. at. jocundity.] Pleasant-
ness; agreeableness.

The new, unusual, or unexpected ji«Hf7iditie«, which pre-
sent themselves to any man in his' life, at some time or
other, will have activity enough to excitate the earthiest
soul, and raise a smile from most composed tempers.

Sir T. Brovms, Vulg. Err., viL 16.

jud(jud),n. l&.jad.] X. la Eng. coalmining,
a block of coal, about four yards square, holed,
kirved, or undercut, and nicked, ready to be
thrown down.— 2. In Eng. quarrying, same as
jad, 2.

J. TJ. D. An abbreviation of the Latin (Middle
and New Latin) titular degree Juris utriusgue
Doctor (doctor of both laws)— that is, Doctor
of both Civil and Canon Law.

Judaean, a. and n. See Judean.
Judsopnobe (jo-de'o-fob), ». [< Gr. 'lovdalog, a
Jew, + -<pol3og, fearing, < fopeladai, fear.] One
who has a strong dislike or fear of the Jews

;

a Jew-hater.
Judaeophobia (jg-de-o-fo'bi-a), m. [NL., < L.
Judceus, Gr. 'lovSalo^, Jew, -f- -fo^la, fear, < fo-

fitladai, fear.] Pear or hatred of the Jews, or

of their influence ; dread of Jews and opposi-

tion to their admission to full citizenship: a
sentiment still prevalent in some countries.

Judaic (JQ-da'ik), o. [= F. judaique = Sp. Pg.
judaico = It. giudaico, < L. Judaicus, < Gr. 'lov-

Sa'uioQ, of or pertaining to Judea, < 'lovSala (L.

Judma), Judea : see Judean.] Pertaining or re-

lating to the Jews ; Jewish in condition or ten-

dency.
Judaical (jo-da'i-kal), a. [< Judaic + -al.]

Same as Judaic.

Judaically (jS-da'i-kal-i), adv. After the Jew-
ish manner.
Judaisation, Judaise, etc. See Judaisation,

etc.

Judaism (jo'da-izm), n. [= P. judaisme = Sp.
judaismo = Pg. judaismo = It. giudaismo, <

LL. Judaismus, < Gr. 'lov6aU7/i6g, Judaism, < 'lov-

ddHeiv, Judaize: see Judaize.] 1. The reli-

gious system and polity of the Jews, as en-

joined in the laws of Moses.

But we are told, we embrace Paganism and Judaixm in

the arms of toleration. A most audacious calumny

!

MiUan, Articles of Peace with the Irish.

Judaism alone, of aU the ancient religions, went at least

so far as to lay the basis of a spiritual or universal reli-

gion. Faiths of the World, p. 300.

2. Conformity to the Jewish rites and ceremo-
nies.— 3. A Jewish quarter or Jewry. [Rare.]

The Jews had also their Jewerie, or Judaigme, not for

a "corporation " merely, but also for the requirements of

their faith and worship, and for their living together.

liayhea, London Labour and London Poor, IL 128.

The Judaism, in Eng. tdsl., a term used to designate reve-

nues arising from exactions imposed on Jews.

The revenue of the Judaisnij as it was termed, was man-
aged by a separate branch of the exchequer, termed the

exchequer of the Jews. S. Dowea, Taxes in England, 1. 90.

Judaist (jo'dar-ist), n. [< Juda{ism) + 4st.] An
adherent of Judaism ; a Judaizer.

Jndaistic (jo-da-is'tik), a. {< Judaist + -ic.]

Relating or pertaining to Judaism.
Judaistically (jo-da-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In a Ju-

daistic manner; with a tendency to Judaism.

It can have been designed only for JudaisticaUy-Aiz-

posed readers. Encyc. Brit., XX. 729.

Judaization (jo'^da-i-za'shon), n. [< Judaize

+ -ation.] The act of Judaizing; a conform-

ing to the Jewish religion or ritual. Also

spelled Judaisation.

Judaize (jo'da^iz), v.
;
pret. and pp. Judaized,

ppr. Judaizing. [< F. judaiser = Sp. judaizar

= Pg. judaisar = It. giudaizzare, < LL. Judai-

zare, < Gr. 'lovSailieLv, Uve or act in the manner
of the Jews, < 'lovSaloQ, a Jew : see Judean.]

I. intrans. 1. To conform to Judaism in any
respect ; adopt or affect the manners or customs

of the Jews.

They say . . . that nsnrers should have orange-tawny

bonnets, because they do .judaize.

Bacon, Usury (ed. 1887).
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They . . . prevailed on the Galatians to judaize so far

as to observe the rites of Moses in various instances.
MUner.

2. To reason or interpret like a Jew.

By their sorcerous doctrine of formalities they take the

way to transforme them out of Christian men into Judmz-

ing beasts. MUton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

II. trans. To bring into conformity with Ju-

daism: as, to Judaize the Christian sabbath.

Error by that time had brought back again Priests, Al-

tars, and Oblations ; and in many other Points of Keligion

hsidmiserablyiMdaiz'iJ the Church. „. ,.

MUton, Touchmg Hirehngs.

The English translation of the Bible had to a very great

degree Judaized, not the English mind, but the Pimtan
temper. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 273.

Also spelled Judaise.

Judaizer (jo'da-i-zer), n. 1. One who conforms

to Judaism in any respect; one who reasons or

interprets according to Jewish ideas or teach-

ings.

The Judaizers clamored for other criterions ; not so

"James, Cephas, and John." The Century, XXXII. 487.

Specifically— 2. One of a class of persons in

the early church who, though converted from
Judaism to Christianity, stiU insisted on obe-

dience to the Mosaic law. Also called Jewish

Christian.

Also spelled Judaiser.

Judas (jo'das), n. [= P. JuMs, a treacherous

person, a peephole (so called with reference to

the treachery of Judas Iseariot, one of the

apostles), < LL. Judas, < Gr. 'lovias, Judas,

Judah, Jude, a Grecized form of Judah, < Heb.
Tehudah, Judah, a name first known as that of

one of the sons of Jacob: see Judean, Jew.]

1. A treacherous person; one who betrays un-
der the semblance of friendship.— 2. [I.e.] In

some old houses, a lattice with small openings

in a door, through which those inside could

look without being seen: designed to prevent
the admission of objectionable persons.

A judos [in certain old Parisian houses] is a square iron

lattice, with such small spaces in the metal that no wea-
pon could be thrust through them while the warder was
reconnoitering the visitor. Some judases have a double
lattice ; all have an Iron flap inside to keep inquisitive

eyes from prying into -the house and yard.
The Century, XXVn. 75.

Hence— 3. [I. c] In a prison, a small opening
in the door or wall of a cell to enable the guards
to watch the prisoners ; a judas-hole.

Immediately over it [a door] is a 'narrow horizontal slit

about as large as the opening for letters in a street letter-

box, covered by a pivoted strip of wood which can be
raised and lowered like the blade of a jack-knife so as to

open or close the aperture. This contrivance, which is

known to the political prisoners as the Judas, enables
the guard to look into the cell at any time without attract-
ing the attention of the occupant.

The Century, XXXV. 622.

Judas of the paschal. See the extract.

This wooden imitation of a candle, which rested on the
socket of the middle branch [of the seven-branched can-
dlestick] was called— it is not Isnown why— the Judas of
the.paschal, at the top of which was let in the true wax
candle. Mock, Church of our Fathers, III. iL 244.

Judas-colored (jo'das-kul"ord), a. Red: ap-
plied to hair, feom the notion that Judas had
red hair.

I do not like his oath, there's treachery in that Judas-
coloured beard. Dryden, Amboyna.

With leering Looks, Bullfac'd and Freckled fair.

With two left Legs, and Judas-colour'd Hair.
Dryden, On Jacob Tonson.

Judas-cup (jo'das-kup), n. A wooden bowl
used in medieval times at monastic and domes-
tic refections on Maundy Thursday evenings.
Judas-ear (jb'das-er), n. Same as Jew's-ear.

judas-hole (jo'das-hol), n. A smaU trap or
hole in a door made for peering or watching,
either from within or from without. Also
judas. See judas, 3.

He knew the world as he had seen it through judas-
holes, chiefly in its foulness and impurity.

C. Seade, Never too Late to Mend.

Judas-ligbt (jo'das-lit), n. A wooden imitation
of the paschal candle. 8ee paschal.
Jndaslyf (j5'das-li), a. [< Judas (see Judas)
+ -ly^.] Like Judas ; treacherous.

Shall any of them prove a devil as Christ said of Judas?
or ever, as these with us of late, have to do with any
devilish or .7«do»fi/ fact? Bp. Andrews, Works, I, W.

Judaslyt (jo'das-U), adv. [< Judas (see Judas)
+ -ly^.] Like Judas; treacherously.

Thon Shalt vnderstand, most deare reader, that William
Tynoall was Judady betrayed by an Englisheman.

Tyndale, Works, p. 429.

Jonas . . . hyred a sbyppe to thentent he myght J«-
dasly flee from the face of our lorde God.

Bp. Fi»her, Works, p. 203.

Judas-tree or Redbud {Cercts Cana-
densis).

I, branch with flowers ; 2, branch with
leaves and fruit ; a, flower.

Same as jack-

judge

Judas-tree (jS'das-tre), n. [NL. arhor Judm:

so called because, according to tradition, Judas
hanged himself
on a tree of this

kind. Cf. Jew's-

ear.] 1. Origi-

nally, the Cerds
Siliquastrum of
southern Europe,
a small legumi-
nous tree with
handsome purple
flowers.— 2. The
similar American
tree, Cereis Canor-

densis, the red-

bud.— 3. The el-

der-tree of the
old world, Sanibu-

cus nigra, which
grows to a height
of 25 feet. [Prov.
Eng.] — California
Jndas-tree, Cerds
reniforTnis{C. occiden-

talis).

judcock(jud'kok),
n. [Also juddock, jedcock.]

snipe, 1.

juddock (jud'ok), n. Same a,s judcock.

Judean, Judse'an (jp-de'an), a. and n. [< L.

JudcEUS,<. Gr. 'lovSalo^, Jewish,_a Jew, < 'lovSaia,

Judea, Palestine, < Heb. Tehudah, Judah, son
of Jacob, whose name was also given to the
kingdom so called: see Judas, Jew.] I, a.

Relating to Judea, the southernmost division

of Palestine in the time of Christ, lying south
of Samaria.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Judea;
a Jew.
judge (juj), n. [< ME. jugge, jnge, < OF. juge,

F. juge = Ft. jutge = Sp. juez = Pg. juiz = It.

giudice, < L. judex {judic-), one who declares

the law, a judge, < jus, the law, -t- dicere, say,

declare: see jus^ and diction. Ct. judge, v.] 1.

A public officer invested vrith authority to hear
and determine causes, civil or criminal, and to

administer justice between parties in courts

held for the purpose ; a public officer appointed
to exercise the judicial power; a justice; a
magistrate.

But seldome sitts the iudge that may not erre.

Ptittenham, Partheniades, v.

The charge is prepared, the lawyers are met.
The judges all ranged: a terrible show!

Gay, Beggar's Opera, ill 2.

2. [cajj.] A title of God as supreme arbiter of

all things.
The Lord the Judge be judge this day between the chil-

dren of Israel and the children of Ammon. Judges xL 27.

3. In a more general sense, any one intrusted
with authority to arbitrate on the rights of

others : as, no man ought to be a judge in his

own cause.—4. A person appointed to decide
in any competition or conteS;; an authorized
arbiter: as, to make one a judge in ^ dispute

f

the judges of a competitive exhibition.

The controverse of beanties soveraine grace;
In which, to her that doth the most excell.

Shall fall the girdle of faire Florimell. . . .

The jztdges, which thereto selected were.
Into the Martian field adowne descended.

Spenser, F. Q., IT. v. 6.

O, Heaven bejudge how I love Valentine.
Shak., T. a. of V., v. 4, 36.

5. A person skilled in determining the true
nature or quality of anything; one qualified or
able to discriminate, as between good and bad,
right and wrong, genuine and spurious, etc.;

a connoisseur ; an expert : as, a judge of wines
or o£ paintings; a judge of character or of
qualifications.

Mr. Brisk, you're a Judge : was ever anything so well
bred as my Lord? Congreoe, Donble-Dealei, it 2.

A man who is no judge of law may be a good judge of
poetry or eloquence, or of the merits of a painting.

Dryden.

6. In Jewish hist., an administrative officerwho
stood at the head of the Hebrew state in the
intermediate period between the time of Mo-
ses and Joshua and that of the kings. These
offlcets were generally military leaders, without any regiJ-

lar transmission of their authority, not supreme magis-
trates succeeding to the rule of Moses and Joshua. None
of the judges had authority over all the tribes, and some-
times two or more were conteraporaneons.
And it came to pass, when Samuel was old, that he made

his sowjudges over IsraeL 1 Sam. viii 1.

7. [cap.] pi. The seventh book of the Bible,
properly the "Book of Judges" {Liber Judieum,
Vtdgate). It contains the history of the Israelites un-
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?^ai,^I'o°f*'^K'"'A'J^''J?" °'A« i"'i?^8 from the death ofJoshua to about the time of the birth of Samuel. The dateand authorship are unknown. Some critics regard Sam-
uel as the author ; others find traces of several authors
or compilers, and place the final revision as late as the
eighth century B. o.

8. Incoal-mining, the measuring-rod withwhich
the depth of a holing or jad is ascertained.
[Eng.J—AsBpclate Judge, the designation usually given
to each of the judges of a court other than the chief or pre-
siding judge.—Chief judge, a judge who presides over the
sessions and deliberations of a court. The office of chief
judge IS often a distinct office, having a slightly higher
salary; but in some oases the position belongs to the
member of the court who may be chosen by his associates,
or who is entitled to it by virtue of seniority in office.—
Circuit judge, (a) The judge of a circuit court ; specifl-
cally, in the United States, the judge appointed to preside
over one of the nine circuits into which the country is
divided. A circuit court is commonly held by him with
the district judge, or with a justice of the Supreme Court:
but it may be held by any one of the three alone, or by
any two together. Formerly the justice of the Supreme
Court allotted to a circuit was called the eirmit judge,
(b) The term has sometimes been employed to designate a
special judge, or one of a class of special judges, added to
a court for the purpose of holding trials, but without be-
ing a member of a court in banc.— City judge, the usual
title in the United States of alocal magistrate having crim-
inal or civil jurisdiction or both, within the limits of a
city.—County Judge, a local magistrate having a limited
jurisdiction within a county.— District judge, a judge
whose jurisdiction is confined to a particular district ; spe-
cifically, in the United States, the judge of a district court
in one of the numerous districts into which the country is
divided for judicial purposes, there being usually two or
more districts within each State.— Judge ordlnaxy, in
England, formerly, the judge of the Court for Divorce and
Matrimonial Causes.— Judges' chambers. See cham-
ber.—hay judge, a judge who is not a lawyer.—Muni-
cipal judge. Same as dty judge.— Presiding judge.
(o) The judge for the time being holding a court or pre-
siding in a court, (b) A chief judge.— Probate judge,
or Judge of probate, a judge having jurisdiction of tes-
tamentary causes ; a surrogate.- Puisne Judge, a junior
judge ; the title formerly used in the English superior
courts of common law for a judge other than the chief
judge.— Side judge, a designation sometimes given to a
magistrate, or each of two magistrates, of inferior rank,
associated with a magistrate of higher grade for the pur-
pose of constituting a court.— Trial judge, the judge
before whom a cause is tried: used particularly in ap-
pellate courts to designate the judge whose ruhngs are
brought under review. = Syn. 1 and 3. Judge, Umpire,
Referee, Arbitrator; justice, arbiter. Judge is a technical
word for a legal officer with duties clearly defined : as,

a judge of probate ; or a general word for a person em-
powered to arbitrate or award : as, to act SiBjudge at con-
tests, an exhibition of paintings, a competitive exami-
nation, etc. Umpire is a name applied to the person
selected to decide all disputed points connected with a
Sublic contest : as, the umpire in a game of base-ball.
'.^eree is somewhat more loosely used. In legal usage

rfiferee means one to whom a pending cause or some
branch of it is referred, with the sanction of the court,
to act in place of the judge, or in aid of his determination,
the result being a decision of the court ; while an arbi-
trator is one to whom a question is referred simply by
agreement of the parties, without sanction of the court.
The reference of a pending cause to an arbitrator takes it

out of court, and precludes further proceedings in court.
In a boxlng-mateh, boat-race, foot- ball game, etc., the ref-

eree is the same as an umpire. Sometimes an umpire
is legally appointed to decide where arbitrators disagree.
Thus all these words may have technical senses when used
as legal terms.

judge (juj), V.
;
pret. and pp. judged, ppv. judg-

ing. [< MB. juggen, jugen, < OF. juger, F.ju-
ger = Pr. jutjar, jutgar = Sp. juzgar = Pg. jvX-

gar = It. giudicare, < L. judioare, declare the
law, judge, decide, (.judex (judic-), one who de-

clares the law, a ju&e : see judge, n. Cf. ad-
judge, adjudicate."] I, intrans. 1. To act as a
judge

;
pronounce upon the merits of a cause

or controversy
;
pass judgment.

The Lord judge between me and thee. Gen. xvi. 5.

Judge not, that ye be not judged. Forwith what judg-

ment ye judge, ye shall be judged. Mat. vii. 1, 2.

It is not ours to judge— far less condemn. Byron.

2. To form a judgment or mental assertion;

say to one's self wiat so and so is or is not

true ; make up one's mind about the truth of

a matter.

When I shal conferre the thinges I see with those I

haue read, I will iudge accordingly.
Lyly, Buphues and his England, p. 247.

We vtnitoTmlyjudge improperly when we assent to what
we do not clearly perceive, although our judgment may
chance to be true.

Deteartes, Prin. of Philos. (tr. by Veitch), i. § 44.

3. To make a critical determination; decide

as to what is true or false, good or bad, genuine
or spurious, etc. ; estimate the value or magni-
tude of anything.

They are employed tojudge of commodities, such as raw
silk, by handling them.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., % 80.

II, trans. 1. To hear and determine authori-

tatively, as a cause or controversy; examine
into and decide upon.

Rewards and punishments are not received, but at the

hands of such as, being above us, have power to examine

tioA.judge our deeds. Hooker, Eocles. Polity, i. 9.
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3. To try at the bar of justice
;
pass judgment

upon.
God shall judge the righteous and the wicked.

Eccl. ill. 17.

3. To pass sentence upon; adjudge; sentence;
condemn. [Kare.]

And the barouns and alle the peple seide she was no-
thinge trewe, and thei luged [herl to be brent.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 480.

Vpon the oon of them our.Savyor stode whanne he was
jugede to Deth. TorHngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 32.

4. To form a judgment or opinion of or upon

;

decide upon critically ; estimate.

_
Some censure this act as cruel and tyrannical ; but, con-

sider'd well, it may be judg'd more favourably.
Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

We judge ourselves by what we feel capable of doing,
while otheiB judge us by what we have already done.

Longfellow, Kavanagh, i.'

5. To hold as an opinion ; esteem ; consider.

If ye have judged me to be faithful to the Lord.
Acts xvi. 15.

If menjudge that learning should be referred to action,
theyjudge well. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 109.

[Kejjitdged it highly expedient to use despatch.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xxi.

=Syn. 5. To account, hold, believe, deem, consider, re-
gard.

judge-advocate (juj'ad'vo-kat), n. See advo-
cate.

judgemant, n. [< ME. juggeman; < judge +
inan.2 A judge; doomsman.
Full arely thejuggermn demed hym to dye.
Both prestis and prelatis to Pilate made preysing,
And alls cursid caytiffis and kene on criste gan thei crie,

And on that lele lorde made many a lesyng.
York Plays, p. 427.

judgement, n. See judgment.
judger (juj'6r), n. One who judges or forms a
judicial or critical opinion ; a judge.

Keadie speakers generallie be not the best, playhest,
and wisest writers, nor yet the deepest iudgers in weightie
affaires. Asc?iam, Tlie Scholemaster, p. 115.

That within her which a wanton fool
Or hasty judger would have call'd her guilt
Made her cheek burn. Tennyson, Geraint.

judgeship (juj'ship), n. [< judge + -ship.'] The
office of a judge ; authority to judge ; also, the
period of incumbency of a judge.

To pass over those concerning the Pope, his universal
pastourship, judgship in controversies, power to call coun-
cils. Barrow, The Pope's Supremacy.

judginglyt (juj'ing-li), adv. In the manner of a
judge ; as one qualified to judge

;
judiciously.

This work neither his own ministers nor any els can dis-

cerningly anough or jud^ingly perform without his own
immediat direction, in his own ilt season.

Milton, Civil Power.

judgmatical (juj-mat'i-kal), a. [Irreg. < judge
-h -matical, a.s in dogmatical.] Judicious; skil-

ful ; done with or manifesting good judgment.
[CoUoq.]
So a judgmatical rap over the head stiffened the lying

impostor for a time. J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxv.

The tone [of the book] is moderate and judgmatical
throughout. Athenoemn, No. 3186, p. 680.

judgment, judgement (juj'ment), «. [< MB.
juggement,jugement,<.OF.ju{iement, F.jugement
= Pr. jutjamen = OSp. jusgamiento = Pg. julga-
mento = It. giudicamento, < ML. judieamentum,
a judgment, < Jj. jttdicare, judge: see judge, v.]

1. The faculty of judging.

When one goeth about to prove anything, he must flrste

invente somewhat to prove his cause, the whiche when he
hath dooen, he must use judgemente bothe in framyng the
same reason so invented, and also to see whether it serveth
for the purpose or not.

Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1662).

Specifically— (o) The intellectual power of perceiving re-

lations between ideas, as the relations of similarity, dif-

ference, ete.

When the notice touches upon two or more ideas toge-

ther, there genera,lly arises another, not compounded or
extracted from them, but generated by them— to wit, an
idea of comparison, resemblance, identity, difference, rela-

tion, distance, number, situation, or other circumstance
belonging to them : all which, in metaphysical language,
are comprehended under the general term otjudgment.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, I. xi.

(6) The power of recognizing the true or just relations be-

tween ideas ; the power of judging wisely and justly ; cor-

rect, sound, or acute intellectual perception ; understand-

ing ;
good sense.

And hence perhaps may be given some reason for that

common observation that men who have a great deal of

wit and prompt memories have not always the clearest

judgment or deepest reason ; for, wit lying most in the as-

semblage of ideas and putting those together with quick-

ness and variety wherein can be found any resemblance

or congruity, thereby to make up pleasant pictures and
agreeable visions in the fancy, judgihent on the contrary

lies quite on the other side, in separating carefully, one

from another, ideas wherein can be found the least dif-

ference, thereby to avoid being misled by similitude, and

by affinity to take one thing for another.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. xi. § 2.

judgment
To speak therefore oljudgment as it is in the best poets

;

they who have the greatest proportion of it want other
helps than from it, within. As for example, yoL' would be
loth to say that he who is endued with a sound judgment
has no need of histoiy, geography, or moral philosophy, to
write correctly. Judgment is indeed the master-workman
in a play ; but he requires many subordinate hands, many
tools to his assistance. Dryden, Dramatick Poesy.

2. The act of judging, (a) The act of affirming (or
denying) a relation (as of similarity or difference) between
two ideas.

Judgment. ... is the putting ideas together, or sepa-
rating them from one another in the mind, when their
certain agreement or disagreement is not perceived, but
presumed to be so.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xiv. 4.

(6) The process of arriving at a conclusion or decision ; the
determination of a doubtful or debatable matter.

Ye shall do no unrighteousness in judgment.
Lev. xix. 15.

A Daniel come tojudgement ! yea, a Daniel

!

wise young judge, how I do honour thee

!

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1, 223.

3. Theproductof the mental act of judging; the
recognition of a relation between objects; a
mental affirmation or proposition ; the thought
that a given general representation is really
applicable to a certain object; the actual con-
sciousness of belief. The Kantian logicians speak
of judgments where other logicians speak of propositions,
in order to show that they study thought, and not merely
its expression in language.

We find him [Kant] distinguishing two kinds of judg-
ments; judgments of perception, and judgments of experi-
ence. The former are judgments which merely express a
connection of individual experience, and which, therefore,
give rise only to a subjective association of ideas. The
latter nvejudgments in which the connection is determined
by one of the categories, and which therefore express an
objective relation of things.

E. Caird, Philos. ot Kant, p. 354.

An accuTAte judgment is one which corresponds precise-
ly to the realities represented, or which faithfully expresses
the relations of things.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 408.

4. The decision of a judge, or of one acting as a
judge; an authoritative determination; specif-
ically, the judicial decision of a cause in court

;

adjudication; award; sentence.

Than comaunded the kynge leodogan that lugement
sholde be yoven be the rede of his barouns.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 469.

Another Difference . . . was between the two Arch-
bishops of England, about the Jurisdiction of Canterbury
over York, wliich being referred to the Pope, he gave
Judgment on Canterbury's Side. Baker, Chronicles, p. 58.

The Lord and his Spirit puts into the preacher's mouth
ajudgment against oppression, against extortion, against
usury, and-he utters thaijudgment. Donne, Sermons, x.

Specifically

—

(a) the determination of the rights of the
parties in a common-law action, as distinguished from a
decree in chancery; (&) the determination of the rights
of the parties in any actiou, legal or equitable, under the
reformed procedure; (c) the document embodying such
determination. When those rights have been conceded,
or established by evidence, and it only remains to compel
compliance with the judgment, the judgment is called
final. If before enforcing the judgment it is necessary to
take proceedings to determine the application of those
rights— as, for instance, to take an accounting, or to turn
lands or chattels into money for the pui^ose of division

—

the determination of the rights of the parties first had is

an interlocutory judgment or decree ; and after such fur-

ther proceedings have been had the court gives a final

judgment or decree, which can be immediately enforced.

5. An opinion formed or put forth; a conclu-
sion drawn from premises; a decision based
on observation or belief ; an estimate; a view.

By thejudgment of the most authentical physicians.
B. Jonson, 'Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

Where blind and naked Ignorance
Delivers hTayvling judgments, unashamed.
On all things all day long.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

6. A divine allotment or dispensation ; a decree
or commandment of God; specifically, an event
or experience regarded as a direct manifesta-
tion of the divine will, especially of the divine
displeasure.

How unsearchable are hiajudgments! Kom. xi. 33.

You have more fearful Examples of miraculous Judge-
ments in this particular [of swearing], tlian of any other
Sin. Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

Through thorns otjudgment mercies bloom
In sweet relief. Whittier, Anniversary Poem.

7. The final trial of the human race in the fu-

ture state ; the judgment-day.

The angels which kept not their first estate ... he
hath reserved . . . unto the judgment of the great day.

Jude 6.

One that, before thejudgement, carriespoor souls to hell.

Shak., C. ol E., iv. 2, 40.

Accumulative Judgment. See aecumulative.—Alter-
native Judgment. See alternative.—Arrest Of Judg-
ment. See orresti.— Breastplate of judgment. See
breastplate, 1.— Confession of Judgment. See confes-

sion.— Constitutive, regulative judgment. Seeprin-
<»2)2«.—CrltlcalBuapeii8ion ofJudgment. SeeerUical.



judgment
—Declaratory Judgment. See dedaratory.—OeBni-
tlve, determinative, or final Judgment, the decision
of the mind that a certain relation is true, and that the
matter requires no further examination.—Demonstra-
tive, determinate, discursive jud^ent. See the
adjectives.— Disjunctive judgment. Same as alter-
native judgment.—Esthetic Judgment, a judgment of
taste ; a judgment which pronounces an object to be sub-
lime or beautiful, or the contraiy.— Explicative Judg-
ment. Seearpiicatjiw.- Function of Judgment. See
y«»ic(i<m.—Immanent judgment, a judgment concern-
ing things of nature and experience.— filterlOCUtory In-
terrogative, etc.. Judgment. See the adjectives.— In-
tuitive judgment, a judgment which is based on direct
perception.-Judgment by confession. See confession.
—Judgment By default. See default—Judgment
creditor, a creditor who has reduced his claim to judg-
ment; a creditor who has recovered judgment award-
ing his payment.—Judgment creditor's action, an
action by a judgment creditor to enforce payment. See
«?«%—Judgment debt. See (fe6i.—Judgment debt-
or. See defttor.-Judgment tn personam, a judgment
which binds only the right of a party and his represen-
tatives, as distinguished from a ^tdgment in rem, which
is available as conclusive respecting the right of the sub-
ject of action against all the world.— Judgment non ob-
stante,judgment non obstante veredicto, at common
law, a judgment rendered by the court notwithstanding a
contrary verdict, as, for instance, because some matter re-
lied on in avoidance and found to be true by the verdict
is insufficient in law.—Judgment of experience, an
empirical judgment having objective validity.—Judg-
ment of God, a phrase formerly applied to extraordi-
nary trials of secret crimes, as by arms and single combat,
by ordeal, etc., it being imagined that God would work
a miracle to vindicate Innocence.—Judgment Of per-
ception, the judgment that one has a certain feeling ; a
subjectively valid judgment.— Judgment Of retraxit, a
judgment suifered at common law by a plaintif! volun-
tarily retracting his claim.— Judgment record or roll,
(a) In ancient common law practice, the roll of parch-
ment upon which the record terminating in a judgment
was engrossed, for permanent preservation. Hence— (&)
In modem practice, the documents (usually the pro-
cess complaint, answer, verdict or findings and judg-
ment thereon) fastened and folded together, and fil^
as the record of the judgment.— Judgment respon-
deat ouster, an interlocutory judgment requiring the
defendant to put in a more substantial defense.— Pre-
liminary judgment, the judgment that certain prob-
abilities require the examination of a given hypothesis.

—

To confessjudgment, in a general sense, to acknowledge
liability; specifically, to give a formal consent, upon which
theclerkof a court or a justice may enterjudgmentagainst
the consenting party, without the necessity of process or
pleading for the bringing of an action.—To sit in judg-
ment, to exercise the function of a judge; hence, to assume
the right to criticize orjudge : usually in an adverse sense.
—Transcendent Judgment, in the KarUian terminology,
a judgment which relates to an object which can never
be presented in experience. = Syn. 1. Judgment, Saga-
city, Perspicacity ; discrimination, penetration, wisdom,
brains. Judgment, as compared with sagacity and per-
spicacity, is a general word : as, sound judgment in busi-
ness ; good judgment as to cloths. Sagacity is a power to
discern the real facts of a situation, to see the course that
is wisest to avoid failure or achieve success. (See astute.)

Sagacity is especially the word applied to brutes that have
a large discernment and a quiclcness of mind like those
of man. Perspicacity is essentially the same as discern-
ment, except that It is more vividly figurative, suggesting
the actual use of the eyes In looking into things. See
discemTnerU.— 4. Verdict, Report, etc. See decision and
inference.—6. Taste, Jitdgment (Bee taste); opinion, belief,

conclusion.

judgment-cap (juj'ment-kap), n. Same as

black cap (a) (which, see, under cap).

judgment-day (juj'ment-da), n. In tlieol, the
last day, or the day when final judgment wiU
be pronounced on the subjects of God's moral
government; doomsday. Soman Catholic theolo-
gians hold to two judgment-days : the first at death, when
the eternal lot of the sonl is determined by God— this
being designated the private or particular judgment ; the
second, the great or general judgment-day, at the end of
the world-

Unto the French the dieadfuijvdgement-day
So dreadful will uot be as was his sight.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, I L

judgment-hall (juj'ment-hai), n. Ahall where
courts are held.

Pilate entered into thejudgment haU again, and called
John ivili 33.

judgment-note (Juj'ment-not), n. A promis-
sory note of the usual "form, containing also a
power of attorney to appear and confess judg-
ment for the sum therein named. It is not
negotiable. Bouvier.

judgment-seat (juj'ment-set), n. A seat or
place of judgment; specifically, the seat or
bench on which judges sit in court.

Pilate ... sat down in the judgment seat in a place
that is called the Pavement. John six. 13.

We shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ
fiom. xiv. 10.

Judic^ (j6'di-ka), n. [So called from the
opening words in Latin of the introit, the 43d
Psalm, Jadjca we, Veug, "Judge me,0 God": L.

judica, 2d pers. sing. impv. of judieare, judge:
see judge, v.] Aname sometimes given in Eng-
land to Passion Sunda,y, or the fifth Sunday in
Lent.

judicable (jo'di-ka-bl), a. [= It. giudicabile,

< LL. judieabilis, that can be judged, < L. ju-

3248

dicare, judge: see judge, v.2 Capable of being
judged or tried.

They were heretics . . . towards God and towards man,
And judicable in both tribunals.'

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 315.

judicative (j6'di-ka-tiv), a. [= F.ju,dicaUf=
Pr.judicaiiu= lt. giudioativo, < L. asif *judica-

tivus, < judieare, JTidge: Beejiidge,v.2 Having
ability to judge; judging.

The former is but an act of the judicative faculty.

Hammond, Works, IV. 492.

The judicative power as to writing, spealdng, or pub-
lishing of gross reflections upon the whole parliament or

upon either house, though perhaps originally question-

able, seems now of too long a standing and of f»o much
frequency in practice to be well counteracted.

Hargrave, Juridical Arguments, II. 183.

judicatory (j6'di-ka-to-ri), a. and n. [= It.

giudicatorio, < UL.'ju'dicatorius, pertaimng to

judging (nev.t.judioatorium, a court of justice),

< L. jM^icare, judge : see judge, v. "] I. a. Per-
taining to the passing of judgment; belonging
to the administration of justice ; dispensing
justice.

He who had power to admonish had also power to re-

ject in an authoritative ov judicatory way.
Bp. Ball, Cases of Conscience, liL 5.

II. «.; ^\. judicatories (-riz). 1. A court of

justice ; a tribunal ; any body of persons en-
dowed with judicial authority: as, a church
judicatory.

To have brought the King to condign punishment hath
not broke the Covnant, but it would have broke the Cov-
nant to have sav'd him from those Judicatorieswhich both
Nations declared in that Covnant to be supreme against
any person whatsoever. MUton, Eikonoldastes, xxvilL

2. Administration of justice.

Ko such crime appeared as the lords, the supreme court
otjudicatory, would judge worthy of death.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

judicature (j8'di-ka-tur), n. [< F.judicature=
Sp. Pg.judicatura = 11. giudicatura, < WL.ju^i-
catura,<,'L. judieare, pxdi%e: see judge, v.'^ 1.

The power of administering justice by legal
trial and determination

;
judicial authority.

Give me a man that buyes a seat otjudicature; I dare
not trust him for not selling of justice.

Bp. HaU, The Best Bargain.

The Parliament of England has no Arbitrary Power in
point of Judicature, but in point of making Law only.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 89.

The manorial system, and the ecclesiastical and civil
judicature of old times, are either falling into desuetude
or being ruthlessly abolished.

Stubhs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 61.

2. A court of justice ; a judicatory.

One of the five judicatures of Palsestine was held at it
[Sephon]. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 62.

3t. Legality; lawfulness, as constituted by stat-
ute or enactment.
Our Saviour disputes not here the judicature (for that

was not his office) but the morality of divorce. Milton.

4. Extent of jurisdiction of a judge or covirt.

—

Judicature Acts, English statutes regarding the Su-
preme Court of Judicature in England, particularly those
of 1873 (36 and 37 Vict., c. 66), 1875 (38 and 39 Vict, c. 77),
1877 (40 and 41 Vict, c. 9), and 1881 (44 and 45 Vict, c. eS),
by which the said court has been established and organ-
ized in its two permanent divisions, the Court of Appeal
and the High C^urt of Justice.

judicial (jg-dish'al), a. [= Sp. Pg. judicial =
It. giudiciale, giudiziale, < L. judicialis, of or be-
longing to a court of justice, judicial, < judi-
cium, judgment, decision of a court of justice,
also the court itself, < judex (judie-), a judge:
seejitdge, n.] 1. Of or pertaining to a judge;
proper to the character of a judge

;
judge-like

;

hence, critical ; discriminating ; impartial ; for-
merly, judicious.

I know I shall bee taxed for writing somuch of my selfe
but I care not much, because the iudidaU know there are
few such Souldlers as are my examples.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 92.

Her brains a quiver of jests, and she does dart them
abroad with that sweet, loose, a-T^H judicial action.

B. Jonson.
I confesse it to me a meer toy, not deserving o-ny judi-

cial man's view. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse.

His mind was raXhecjudicial than forensic in its cast
Sumner, John Pickering.

A measure of calm becomes the judicial function, and a
parent or teacher carried away by violent feeling is unfit
for moral controL J. /Suflj/, Outlines of Psychol., p. 568.

2. Pertaining to the administration of justice

;

proper to a court of law; consisting of or re-
sultiog from legal inquiry or judgment: as, ju-
dicial power orproceedings ; a,judicial decision,
writ, sale, or punishment.

In this distinct and separate existence of the judicial
power in a peculiar body of men, nominated indeed, but
not removable at pleasnre, by the crown, consists one main
preservative of the public liberty. BlacksUme,Com I viL

judiciary

3. Enacted by statute, or established by con-
stituted authority. [Bare.]

It was not a moral, but &judicial law, and so was abro-

gated ; . . . which law the ministry of CHirist came not to

deal with. Milton.

4. Determinative; giving judgment; deciding,

as about a point in contest or about future

events : as, judicial astrology.

Judifnal duels (which were the authorized substitutes

for private wars between families) continued in France
down to the close of the 14th century.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 622.

5. Having the nature of a judgment or punish-
ment.

Judicial blindness; snch as Pharaoh's, who,from resist-

ing God's will, at length did not know the difference be-

tween light and darkness.
J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, L 221.

Judicial act, an act involving the exercise of judicial

power (which see, below). Hence— (o) An actof acourtor
magistrate in deciding a question of right litigated before
him or referred by law to his judgment. (&) An act of any
public officer involving the exercise of his judgment or
discretion on a question affecting the right of any party.

Thus, the act of the fiscal officer of a municipality in au-
diting a claim is usually judicial, but his paying a lawful
warrant or order for payment is ministeriaL (See minis-

terial.) A judicial act implies deliberation, and therefore,

if to be done by several jointly, those who are to do it must
be together (or under modem statutes a majority after no-

tice to all) ; while a ministerial act may ordinarily, unless
otherwise required by law, be the concurrent act of each
separately.

The distinction between a judicial and a legislative act

is well defined. The one determines what the law is, and
what the rights of parties are, with reference to transac-

tions already had ; the other prescribes what the law shall

be in future cases arising under it.

Justice Stephen J. Field, 99 XT. S., 761.

Judicial astroloCT-. See oitroto^.— Judicial bribery.
See bribery.—JucSclal comity, the deference which
courts in any state usually pay to the rules of law main-
tained in other states or nations, although different from
their own, in cases where the persons, property, or trans-

actions in question are within the foreign jurisdictiop.

The laws of a state can have no extraterritorial effect;

but when a civil controversy arises in the courts of one
state as to matters wholly or partly within the territory

of another, and the law of the two states differs, and there
is contest as to which ought to control the case, the courts
often apply the extraterritorial law to extraterritorial
persons or property, etc., in furtherance of justice as be-
tween the parties, not as the binding rule of law, but by
way of comity.—Judicial confession. See confession, 1
(d).—Judicial declaration. See declaration.—Judicial
discretion. See discretion— Judicial evidence. See
evidence, 2 ((2).—Judicial £actor, in Scots law, a factor or
administrator apx>ointed by the Court of Session (some-
times by the sheriff), on special application by petition,
setting forth the circumstances which render the appoint-
ment necessary. Such factors are usually appointed in
cases where a father has died without a settlement, leav-
ing his children in pupilarity, and also where a party has
become incapable of managing his own affairs.—Judicial
murder, the execution of one convicted as criminal legal-
ly, but in reality unjustly.— Judicial notice. See noUee.
—Judicial power, (a) The authority to determine rights
of person or property, by arbitrating between adversaries
in specific controversies, at the instuice of a party thereto.
(6)Thepower conferred upon and exercised oy the jndlciary
or a court as such, (e) A power conferred upon a public
officer involving the exercise of judgment and discretion
in thedetermination of questions of right in specific cases
affecting the interests of persons or property, as distin-
guished from ministerial power, or authority to carry out
the mandates of judicial power or of the law.—Judicial
sale, a sale made pursuant to a specific judgment, decree,
or order of a judicial tribunal, as distingnished from one
made by a ministerial officer in execution of process to
enforceamoneyjudgment— Judldalseparatton. See
separation.

judicially (jo-dish' al-1), adv. 1. In a judicial
manner; in the forms of legal justice : as, a
sentence judicially declared.
When the cardinal asked Bilney whether he had not

taken the oath before not to preach or defend any of
Luther's doctrines, he confessed he had done it, but not
judicially (judicialiter in the register).

Bp. Burnet, ffist Reformation, i.

2. In the manner of a judge, as opposed to that
of a pleader; impartially.

He [the critic] should discuss the subject-matter judi-
cially and as a whole, . . . gauging the work by the au-
thors standard as well as his own.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 63.

3. By way of a judgment or punishment.
Reflect that . . . those truths divine . . .

Are never long vouchsafd, if push'd aside, . .

And that, judicially withdrawn, disgrace.
Error, and darlmess occupy their place.

Coivper, Expostulation, 1. 692.

judiciary (j8-dish'i-a-ri), a. and n. [= F. ju-
diciaire = Sp. Pg. judiciario = It. giudieiario,
< L. judiciarius, of or belonging to a court of
justice, < judicium, judgment, a court of justice:
see judicial.'] I. a. Pertaining to courts of judi-
cature or legal tijbiinals; judicial.

But to lay such a censure on a clergyman as a suspen-
sion, without proof, in a judiciary proceeding, was con-
trary both to law and justice.

Bp. Burnet, Hist Own Times, an. 16861



judiciary 3249
To enable the federal head to exercise the powers given

It to best advantage, it should be organized* into le
gislative, executive, and judiciary.

Jefferaon, Correspondence, II. 64.

Judiciary Act, an a^t of the United States Congress of
September 24th, 1789 (1 Stat., 73), establishing the federal
courts of the United States, defining their jurisdiction and
powers, and regulating procedure ; now embodied with

Harlt ye, don't you marry thatill-manner'd Jvg, the rel-
ict of a cheating old rogue that has not left a foot of estate
but what he deserved to be hang*d for.

Mrs. Centlivre, Platonic Lady, iii.

Bank-Jug, the bird Phylloecopus trochilus, or P. rufus, so
called from the site and shape of the nest. Also bariA-
6o««e.— Toby-FlUpot Jug, a jug or pitcher having the

^mcin.i^nnr.i's s;r «t.» „" 'j- 1 1, ™.„„„„„„.„, fOHu of a mau With a threc-comered hat. Generally *o6y.amendments m the provisions of the Eevised Statutes, iugl (^rut) „ t nrpt, and tm mnnpri nnr «/«-Judiciary anathema. See anathema, 2.—Judldarv •'^ ^^^P ^ ' ? - ~ ^^'- J.^y9^"'\ PP'^- }^S:
aBtrplogy. Same as judicial astrohgy (which see, under
astrology).

The consideration of hiBjudieiary astrology.

. ,. . , „ ,
Hakewill, Apology, p. 164.

Judiciary law. Seelawi.
II. B. That branch of government whioli is jug^ (jug), «. i.

concerned in the trial and determination of
controversies between parties and of criminal
prosecutions; the system of ootirts of justice in
a country; the judges taken collectively.

The committee . . . reported a provision that the ju-
risdiction of the national judiciary should extend to all
"questions which involved the national peace and har-
mony." Calhoun, Works, I. 246.

ging. l<jug^,n.] 1. To put into a jug; cook
by putting into a jug, and this into boiUng wa-
ter.— 2. To commit to jail ; imprison. [Low.]—Jugged hare, hare cut into pieces and stewed with

_ wine and other seasoning.-"
'"ig), «. i.; pret. and pp. jugged, vpr.jug-

_ „ [Perhaps a var. otjuke^,jouk^. Hardly <
Icel. hjuka, nurse, cherish.] To nestle together;
collect in a covey, as partridges: sometimes
used as transitive with reflexive pronoun.

Yet when they hear the questing spaniels gone.
They in the evening get together all.

With yvetty jugging, and each other greet.

Jjrayton, Miseries of Qiieen Margaret.

judicious (j8-dish'us), a. [= F. judideux= Sp. jug^ (jug), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. jugged, ppr. jug-

Fg.judicioso = It. giudidoso, < "Mh. judiciosus,
prudent, judicious, < L. judicium, judgment : see
judicial.'} 1. Having or exercising sound judg-
ment; well-judging; prudent; discreet; sensi-
ble : as, a judicious parent or teacher ; a judi-
cious historian.

This overdone, or come tardy off, though it make the
unskilful laugh, cannot but make the judicious grieve.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2, 29.

3. Manifesting good judgment; well-judged;
carefully considered or planned: as, a, judicious
use of time or money

;
judicious treatment of

the insane.

I shall give as particular an Account of . . . the sev-
eral sorts of Winds as my own Observations and the Ju-
dicious Informations from others will afford me Matter
to dp. Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 2.

A tale should he judicious, clear, succinct;
The language plain, and incidents well link'd.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 236.

3t. Eelating to a court or to the administration
of justice; judicial.

His last offences to us
Shall have judicious hearing.

Shak., Cor., v. 6, 127.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Prudent, rational, wise, discreet, intelli-

gent, skilful, discerning, sagacious, sound, cool, politic.

See sensible and astute.

judiciously (ji?-dish'us-li), adv. In a judicious
manner ; with good judgment ; with discretion
or wisdom.

By./ucZiciou«Zj/ availing himself of several . . . rare mo-
ments, he [Temple] succeeded in establishing a high char-
acter tor wisdom and patriotism.

Uacaulay, Sir William Temple.

_ _ [imitative. Ct. juck.} To utter a par
tieular sound resembling this word, as certain
birds do, especially the nightingale.

She [the nightingalelwilljMflritforth, but cheerfully and
sweetly too. Partheneia Sacra (1633), p. 140. (.Latham.)

jug3 (jug), n. [Early mod. E. also chuk: see
jug^, «).] A sound fancied to resemble the note
uttered by the nightingale andsome otherbirds.
Skelton.

Hir Iim, lug, lug (in griefe) had such a grace.
Oascoigne, Complaint of Philomene (ed. Arber).

juga, n. Plural otjugum.
JUgal (jo'gal), a. and n. [= P. jugal = Pg. jw-
gal, < L. jugalis, pertaining to a yoke, yoked,
matrimonial^ <jugum, a yoke: see jugum.} I.

a. It. Relating to a yoke or to marriage ; con-
jugal.

This deed was done
When heaven had witness to the jugal knot;
Only the barren ceremony wants.
Which by an adverse father is abridg'd.

Middleton and Bowley, Fair Quarrel, ii. 2.

2. Pertaining to the jugal ; malar; zygomatic.
—Jugal point. See craniometry.— Jneal process, the
external angular process of the frontal bone. See angu-
lar processes, under angvZajr.

II. n. One of the bones of the zygoma or
zygomatic arch; the malar bone, or principal
cheek-bone, especially in those animals, as
birds, in which it is a slender rod interposed
between a quadrate or quadratojugal bone and
the superior maxillary or laorymal bone, when
short and stout, as in man, it is usuall_y called the malar,
or malar bone. See quadratojugal., „ See cuts under Gy
clodus, QaUinoe, Ichthyosauria, and skvll.

judiciousness (j(?-dish'us-nes), m. The quality jugata (j{?-ga'ta), n. pi. [NL. (sc. capita,
of being judicious, or of acting or being accord- heads), neut. pi. of L. jugatus, connected: see
ing to sound judgment. jugate.} In numis., two or more heads repre-
Judy (j5'di), n.

;
pi. Judies (-diz). [A familiar sented upon a medal side by side, or one over-

form of the fem. name Judith.} 1 . The pup- lapping the other.

pettakingthepart of Punch's wife in a "Punch jugate TjS'gat), a. [< Zi. jugatus (= E. yoked),
and Judy" show.— 2. In China, a native courte- pp. otjugare, bind, connect, yoke (= E. yoke, v.).

< jugum, a yoke (= E. yoh, ».): see jugum.
Cf . conjugate, a.} 1 . In T>ot., having the leaflets

in pairs : said of pinnately compound leaves

:

used seldom or never except in composition
with uni-, bi-, etc., as in unijugate, etc.—2. In
numis., same as accolated.

Jugate busts of Ptolemy IV. and Arsinoe (?).

B. V. Head, Historia Numomm, p. 679.

zan: so called by foreigners. [Slang.]— 3. A
kelt, or spent male salmon. [Local, Ireland.]

juelti n. A Middle English form ofjewel.

juffert (juf'6r), n. [Origin obscure.] In carp.,

a piece of timber four or five inches square.

juft (yoft), ». [Bviss. iufiii: Bee juchten.} Same
aajuchten.

jugl (jug), n. [In def. 1 (whence def . 2) of proy.
origin, and prob. a particular use of Jm^, a famil- jugated (j6'ga-ted), a. Same as jugate.
iar form of Judith, a common name for a wo- jug-bittent, a. Drunk. Nares. [Slang.]
man. Cf . jack^ and jill^, as names of drinking- when any of them are wounded, pot-shot, jug-bitten, or
vessels, also from familiar personal names. In cup-shaken, so that they have lost all reasonable faculties

def. 3 also from the name Jug, perhaps with al- ol Ihe minde. John Taylor, Works (1630).

lusion also to jug in def. 1.] 1. A vessel, usu- juget, « and v. A Middle English form ot judge.

allymade of earthenware, metal, or glass, of va- Chaucer.

rious sizes and shapes, and generally provided jugementt, n. A Middle English form of judg-

with a handle or ear, used for holding and con- ment. Chaucer.

veying liquors; a drinking-vessel ; a pitcher; jugerum (jo'je-rum); w.
;
^l.jugera (-rS,). [L.]

a ewer; in the United States, specifically, an In Bom. antiq., the common measure of land,

earthenware vessel with a swelling or a cylin- a surface 240 Roman feet long and 120 wide,

drical body, a handle, and a narrow neck and equal to 0.622 acre, or 0.252 hectare,

orifice, usually stopped by a cork. As a quan- jug-fishing (jug'fish"ing), n. A method of fish-

ing with emptyjugs or bottles, which are corked
and thrown overboard to serve as buoys, carry-
ing a line, at the end of which is the hook. It

is used for pike, bass, etc. C. Hallock.
jugful (jug'ful), M. [<jug^ + -ful.} The amount
a jug holds.—Not by a jugful, not by a great deal

;

by no means. [Slang, tJ. S.]

juggar, n. Qeejugger.

He shall be kept in the Stme-mg, Charley, like a gentle- JUggCf, juggemcntt. Middle English forms of

man Dickens, Oliver Twisty xlii. judge, judgment. Chaucer.

St. A low woman. [Slang.] jugger, juggar (jug'6r, -Sr), n. [E. Ind.] The

Boost thou think I am a six-penny i,».'
common falcon of India, Falco jugger, which is

T. PresUm, Cambyses. trained to fly at large game, it belongs to the

tity of ale or beer, a jug is usually a pint.

Yet would you . . . rail upon the hostess of the house, .
.

.

Because she brought stone I'uffs and no seal'd quarts.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., 2, 90.

I observe another fly in the cream-jMsr.
JXekens, Barnaby Kudge, xv.

2. A prison; a jail: often called the sfo»ie,;Mg'.

[Low.]

juggleress
group of noble falcons, like the peregrine. Its nearest
relatives are the lanner, Falco saker, of Europe, Asia, and
Africa, and P. polyagrus, the American lanner, a common
fal con on the prairies of the Western States. Also juggur,
and lugger or luggur falcon.
Juggernaut (jug'6r-ng,t), n. [An E. rendering
of Hind. Jagannath.} 1. The popular form of
Jagannatha, the name of the famous Hindu idol.
See Jagannatha, 2.

About the year 1790 no fewer than 28 Hindus were
crushed to death at Ishera on the Ganges, under the wheels
of Juggumaut. Quoted in Asiatie Journal, XXIII. 702.

2. Figuratively, something, as an idea, custom,
fashion, requirement, etc., to which one either
devotes himself or is blindly sacrificed.

Poor Johnny Tetterby staggering under his Moloch of
an infant, the Juggernaut that crushed all his enjoyments.

Forster, Dickens, II. 416.

jugging (jug'ing), ». [Verbal n. of jM^rl,!).] Jug-
fishing.

juggle! (jug'l), V.
;
pret. and pp. juggled, ppr.

juggling. [< ME. juglen, jogelen, juggle, play
false, < OP. jogler, P. jongler = It. giocolare,
juggle, < L. joculari, jest, joke, ML. also play
tricks, juggle, < joculus, dim. of jocus, a jest,
joke: aee joke, jocular,} I.iutrans. 1. To play
tricks by sleight of hand

;
perform acts which

make a show of extraordinary powers
;
practise

legerdemain; conjure.

A juggling, tooth-drawing, prating mountebank.
B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 3.

Vfhatjuggling was there upon the boardes

)

What thrusting ot knyves through many a nose !

What bearynge of formes ! what holdinge of swordes I

What puttynge of botkyns throughe legge and hose !

Ingdand, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 287.

2. To play false; practise artifice or impos-
ture. • ,

Be the&e juggling fiends no more believed.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 8, 19.

I am in a riddling, rather juggling indisposition, fast
and loose, and therefore dare not stir far.

Donne, Letters, cxii.

She neverjuggles or plays tricks with her understanding.
Lamb, Mackeiy End.

Shut, shut those juggling eyes, thou ruthless man

!

Keats, Lamia, ii.

II. trans. To deceive by trick or artifice;
impose upon by sleight of hand ; trick.

Is 't possible the spells of France should juggle
Men into such strange mysteries?

SAaS., Hen. VIII., L 3,1.

My hope is that the people of England will not suffer
themselves to bo juggl'd thus out of their faith and reli-
gion by a mist of names cast before their eyes.

Milton, Church-Government, L 6.

jugglei (jug'l), n. [< juggle\ v.} A trick by
legerdemain ; an imposture ; a deception.

I think we may freely conclude that the notion of a God
did not come from the Court, that it was not the invention
of politicians, and ajuggle of state to cozen the people into
obedience. Tillotson, Works, I. L

Am I to be overawed
By what I cannot but know
Is ajuggle born of the brain ?

Tennyson, Maud, xxiv. 6.

juggle^ (jug'l), V. and n. A dialectal variant of
joggle.

juggle^ (jug'l), n. [Cf . joggle, ».] A block of
timber cut to a length, either in the round or ,
split. E. 3. Knight.

juggler^ (jug'ler), n. [Early mod. E. also jug-
ler, < ME.jugler, juguler,jogelour, < OP. jogleor,

juglor, jugleor, etc., also with inserted n, jon-
gleor, jongleur, P. jongleur (at. Pr. joglar) = It.

giocoiatore, < L. joculator, a jester, joker, ML.
also juggler, trickster, < joculari, jest, joke:
see juggle^.} 1. One who juggles or practises
sleight of hand; one who performs tricks of
great dexterity.

Ther saugh I p\eyen jugelours,
Maglciens, and tregetours.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 1259.

Nimble jugglers that deceive the eye.
Shak., G. of E.,i. 2, 98.

The Joculator regis, or king's juggler, was anciently an
oflBcer of note' in the royal household ; and we find from
Domesday Book that Berdic, who held that office in the
reign of the Conqueror, was a man of property.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 289.

2. A cheat; a deceiver; a tricMsh fellow.

me ! you juggler! you canker-blossom !

You thief of love I what, have you come by night
And stolen my love's heart from him?

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2, 282.

They were no jugglers, but really were that which they
appeared to be. De Quincey, Rhetoric.

juggler^ (jug'lfer), n. [Cf. juggle^, joggle, n.}
In coal-mining, one of several timbers resting
against one another at the top, so as to leave a
triangular passageway. [Pennsylvania.]

juggleress (jug'ler-es), n. [< juggler^ + -ess.}

A woman who practises jugglery. T. Warton.



jugglery

jugglery (jug'ler-i), n.
;
pi. juggleries (-iz). [<

ME. joglerie, < OP. joglerie, < jogler, juggle : see
juggle^.} The art or perfonnances of a jug-
gler; legerdemain; trickery; hence, imposture

;

deception.
jugglingly (jug'ling-li), adv. In a juggling or
deceptive manner.
Juglandacese (jo-glan-da'se-e), 11. pi. Same as
JuglandecE.

juglandet, n. [ME., < L. juglans (jugland-),
'walnut: a&e Juglans.'\ The walnut.

Juglande in lande now sprynge.
Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

Juglandeae (JQ-glan'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (De
CandoUe, 1813), < Juglans (Jugland-) + -eos.]

The walnut family; a natural order consisting
of about 30 species of trees, belonging to the
north temperate zone of both hemispheres.
The Sowers are monoecioas, the sterile ones being com-
monly borne in loose catkins ; the calyx, when present,
is adherent to the scale; and the stajnens are numer-
ous. The fertile flowers are solitary, or in a small erect
spike. The perianth is adherent to the ovary, which con-
tains a single erect ovule. The Iruit is mostly a dry-
hulled drupaceous nut. The leaves are alternate, odd-
pinnate, without stipules. Many species are valuable for
their timber, nuts, and other products. The important
genera are Carya and Juglam. See cuts under hickory
and walmet. Also JuglandtKae.
Juglans (j8 ' glanz), n. [NL. (Linnseus), < L.
juglan (jugland-), a walnut, a walnut-tree, <
Jmiis, Jove, Jupiter (oontr. as in Jupiter), +
glans, an acorn: see glans, gland.'] A lead-
ing genus of the Juglandece, or walnut family.
In contrast with Carya, the hickory, the nut of this
genus has a ridged surface, with the husk closely adhe-
rent. J. regia is the common walnut of Europe, though
indigenous chiefly in Persia and northern India. It is
valued for its light, tough, and weU-colored wood, its
nuts and the oil they yield, and some medicinal pro-
ducts. J. nigra is the black walnut of North America,
which furnishes the well-known rich-brown cabinet-
wood. J. einerea, the butternut, yields a lighter-colored
and softer but durable wood, a more oily nut, and an
officinal cathartic. These species all afford dyestuffs.
Both leaves and fruit of this genus occur abundantly in
a fossil state in many Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits.
Forms which vary sUghtly from the living plant are some-
times called juglanditee ; those founded on leaves alone
are often distinguished as juglandiphyUa, and fossil wood
with nearly the structure of walnut has been named jV/-

glandinujn. See cut under walnut.

jugula, n. Plural of jugulum.
jugular (jo'gu-lar), a. and n. [= P. jugulaire=
Pg. jugular= It. giugulare, < NL. jugularis, < L.
jugulum, sXso jugulus, the bone which joins the
shoulders and the breast, the collar-bone, also
the hollow of the neck above the collar-bone,
dim. ofj2tt;tt?B, ayoke: see jugum..'] I, a. 1. In
anat., pertaining to the throat in general.— 2.
In ichth. : (a) Having the ventral fins situated
at the throat, in advance of the pectorals : as,

a, jugular fish. Cf. Jugulares. (6) Situated in
advance of the pectorals : as, jugular fins.— 3.
In ornith., pertaining to the jugulum.—jngnlar
foramen, fossa, ganglion, etc. See the nouns.—Jugu-
larplate, (a) In ichUi., one of two plates developedbe-
tween the rami of the mandible, as in the ganoid fishes

of the genera Amia and Polypterus: supposed by some
to represent branchiostegal rays, (b) In entom., one of
the lai^e corneous plates covering the maxillae in cer-

tain CcMoptera.—Jugular process, a prominence of the
lateral border of the occipital bone, partly circnmscrib-

* ing the jugular foramen.

—

Jugular BCleilteB, in en-

tom., a pair of smaU sclerites situated in the membrane
connecting the head with the thorax in certain insects.

These sclerites are believed by Newport to be displaced
portions of the prothorax and to represent prothoracic
paraptera.

—

Jugular vein, (a) One of two large veins of
the throat. The exterJuU jaguLajr vein collects the blood
from the superficial parts of the head and neck, and dis-

charges it into the subclavian vein. In man it may be
- o1>served jnst^ below the skin, running perpendicularly
down on each side of the neck from near the angle of

the jaw. The internal jugular vein returns the blood
from the inside of the skull, beginning at the jngular
foramen by confluence of the sinuses of the skull, descend-
ing the neck deeply in the carotid sheath on the outer side

of the carotid artery, and ending by confluence with the
subclavian to form the innominate vein. See cuts under
lung and thoracic, (b) In ichth., one of the anterior car-

dinal veins, which bring back blood from the head and an-

terior extremities. AlBO csHed vena jugularis.

n. n. 1. In anat., a jugular vein.

He is pinned to the floor by a band fixed in his collar

. . . and four knuckles embedded in his /u^uZar.
D. JerrM, Men of Character, n. 7.

2. In ichth., a, jugular fish.

Jugulares (jo-gu-la'rez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.
jugularis, jugular: see jugular.] A Linneau
order of fishes having jugular fins. [Not in
use.]

jugulate (jo'gu-lat), V. t.; pret. and pp. jugu-
lated, ppr. jugulating. [< L. jugulatus, pp. of

jugulare (> Pg. jugiilar = F. juguler), cut the
throat of. Mil, < jugulum, the hollow of the
neck above the collar-bone: see jugular.] To
kill by cutting the jugular vein ; cut the throat

of. Carlyle, French Rev., I. iii. 7. [Kare.]
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see jugulate.] The sudden cutting short of a
disease by therapeutic interference.

jugulator (jo'gu-la-tor), n. [< LL. jugulator, a

cutthroat, < li.'jugui'are, cut the throat of: see

jugulate.] A cutthroat or murderer. Cowell.

jugulocephalic(jo"gu-16-se-farik or -sef'a-lik),

a. [< L. jugulum, the throat, + Gt. Kefa'A^,

head.] In anat., of or belonging both to the

head and the throat Jugulocephallc vein, a vein

which sometimes occurs in man, uniting the jugular and
cephalic veins.

jugulum (jo'gu-lum), m.; ^\. jugula (-la.). [NL.
use of h. jugulum, the throat : see jugular.] 1

.

In ornith., the lower part of the throat; the
fore part of the neck, between the gula and
the pectus. See cut under MrdK— 2. In entom.:

(a) A name proposed by Knoch and nsed by
some writers to indicate the lower surface of

the prothorax of a beetle. (6) A name given
by Kirby to the basal piece on the lower side

of an insect's head, now generally known as
the gula. (c) A name sometimes applied to

the occipital foramen, an orifice in the back of

the head, through which the alimentary canal
and other organs pass to the thorax.

jugum (jo'gum), n.
;
pi. juga (-ga). [L., a yoke

(for oxen), a collar (for horses), a cross-beam,
cross-rail, the ridge or summit of a mountain
(= Gr. C,vy6v = E. yoke), < jungere (root jtig),

join: seejoin and yoke.] 1. In&o*.: (a) A pair
of leaflets in a compound leaf. (6) A ridge on
the carpel ofanumbelliferous plant.— 2. \_cap.]

A yellow star of magnitude 3.3, in the constel-
lation of the Lyre

; y Lyrse.

Jugurthuie (JS-ger'thin), a. [< L. Jugurtha (see

def.) -t- .dnei.] Relating or pertaining to Ju-
gurtha (died 304 B. C), King of Numidia.—Ju-
gurthine war, the war (about 110 -106 B. c. ) waged by the
Komans againstJugurtha and renderedfamousby Sallust's
history.

juice (jos), n. [< 'iS^. juis, juce, juse, jus, < OP.
jus, P. jus, < L. jus, broth, soup, juice, = Skt.
yusha, soup.] 1 . The watery part of vegetables,
especially of fruits; the expressible or extrac-
tive fluid of a plant or fruit.

Thei seyn that if the yms of the eerbe that is callid
morsus galline rubri be putt in hise nose-thrillis whanne
he bigynneth to suffre the accesse of the quarteyn, he
schal be hool. Booko/QuinieJB88enee(ed. Fumivall), p. 20-

Now no more
The juice of Egypt's grape shall moist this lip.

' Sa<rf:., A. andC, V. 2,284.

2. The fluid part of an animal body or sub-
stance ; in the plural (its most common use in
this sense), all the fluid constituents of the
body.

Perch'd like a crow upon a three-legg'd stool
Till all his juice is driei Tennyson, Audley Court.

Gastric, intestinal, etc., juice. See the adjectives.—
Spanisn juice, the extract of the root of the licorice,

^ Glycyrrhiza glabra.

juice (jos), V. t.; pret. and pip. juiced, ppr. juic-
ing. [<. juice, n.] To moisten or provide with
juice. [Bare.]

Some gallants perchance count all conquests dry meat
which are notjvzced with blood.

Fuller, HolyWar, p. 164.

juiceful (jos'fid), a. [< juice + -ful.] PuU of
or abounding in juice.

Beside in Med'cine simples had that power
That none need then the planetary hour
To help their working, they sojuice/ul were.

Draytm, Noah's Flood,

juiceless (jos'les), a. [< juice -f- -less.] Desti-
tute of juice ; dry ; without moisture.

So does an ivy, green when old.
And sprouting in decay.

In juiceless, joyless arms infold
A sapling young and gay.

SomervOle, Canidia's Epithalamium.

juiciness (jo'si-nes), n. The state of being
juicy or of abounding with juice ; succulence
in plants or fruits.

juicy (j8'si), a. [< juice -I- -3^1.] Abounding
with juice ; moist ; succulent.

And, when Ms juicy salads fail'd.
She'd carrot pleas'd him welL

Cowper, £pitaph on a Hare.

Juilt, n. A Middle English form of July. Chau-
cer.

juisef, n. [ME., also jewise; < OP. juise, juyse,
jutBise, joise, etc., < L. judicium, judgment: see
judicious.] Judgment; sentence.

Therfore I aske deeth and myjuwyae.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 881.

jUJnbe (jo'job), n. [< p. jujube (the fruit) (ML.
. reflex jujuba) (cf . It. dim. giuggiola, the fruit,

julienne

giuggiolo, the tree), < L. zizyphum, the fruit,

zizyphus, the tree, < 6r. fiftJjSov, jujube (the

fruit), f(fu0of, jujube-tree, < Ar. zizuf, Pers.

zayzafun, zizafun, zizfun, the jujube-tree. Cf.

Pg. aqofufa, jujube, from the Ar., with the Ar.
article al.] 1. The name of several species of

Flowering Branch of Jujube-tree {Zixyfhus Jujuba).

a, flower; 0, fruit.

plants of the genus Zizyphus.—3. The edible
fruit of these plants.— 3. A confection made of
gum arabic or gelatin, sweetened and flavored

so as to resemble the jujube-fruit. Also called

jujube paste, a name originally applied to a jelly

made from the jujube.

juke^ (jok), v. i. A dialectal variant otjouk^.

juke^, 1'. i. Seejouk^.
julaceous (j^-la'she-us), a. [< L. iulus, catkin,

+ -aceous.] In bbt., resembling an ament or
catkin.

julep (jo'lep), n. [< P. julep = Pr. julep = It.

giulebbe, giulebio,<. ST?.julepe=Fg.julepo, < Ar.
jaidb, < Pers. jUlab, assibilated form of giUdb,

julep (a sweet drink), also rose-water, < giU, a
rose, 4- db, water.] A sweet drink; a demul-
cent, acidulous, or mucilaginous mixture.

A coarserjulap well may cool his worship

;

This cordial is for gallants.
Massinger, Parliament of Love, ill 1.

And first, behold this cordial julep here.
That flames and dances in his crystal bounds,
With spirits of balm and fragrant syrups miz'd.

MUton, Comus, I. 07-2.

Camphor julep, a watery solution of camphor.—jSint
Julep, an American drink made by pouring liquor (origi-

nally and preferably brandy) upon sugar and broken ice,

to which are added sprigs of fresh mint In sufiQcient quan-
ti^ to flavor the whole veiy strongly.

Julian (jo'lyan), a. [= P. Julien = Sp. Pg. Ju-
liana = It. iriuliano, < L. Julianus, pertain-
ing to Julius Csesar (also a Roman prrenomen),
< Julius, Julius. Cf. July.] Pertaining to or
derived from Julius Csesar jnUjui calendar,
epact, era. See the nouns.— juUan epoch. Same as.

Julian era.—Julian period, a period of 7.980 Julian
years, proposed by Joseph Scaliger in 1682 as a universal
standard of comparison in chronology, consisting of the
years of the solar and lunar cycles and the cycle of the
indiction multiplied into each other (28 x 19 x 15). The
first years of these cycles coincided In the year 4713
B. c, from which the period is reckoned. The first year
of the Christian era being found by calculation to corre-
spond to the year 4714 of the Jnlian period, all previous
and subsequent comparisons can be made by simple sub-
traction or addition. This period is still used in the com-
putations of chronologista and astronomers.

—

Julian,
year, the average year of 365J days according to the cal-
endar as adjusted by Julius Csesar. See Julian calendar,
under calendar.

JuUanist (j8'lyan-ist), n. [< Julian (see def.)
+ -i«*.] Ecoles., one of a sect of Monophyaites
which held the body of Christ to be incorrupti-
ble : so called from Jnlian, Bishop of Haliear-
nassus early in the sixth century.

Julians (jSl'yanz), n. [Avar, in pi. orposs. form
o{thetem.na,meJillian, Gillian: seeJUl^.] The
daffodil. See Kardssus. [Prov. Eng.]
Julidinae (j8-U-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Julis (-id-)

+ -in{B.] A subfamily of labroid fishes, typi-
fied by the genus Julis, to which different linuts
have been applied. As geneiallv understood by
American ichthyologists, it includes Isdirids with a con-
tinuous lateral line abruptly bent behind, caniniform teeth
in front of the jaws and moderate ones In the sides, dor-
sal continuous and with 8 or 9 spines, and 3 weak anal
spines. The species are numerous in all tropical seas,
and a few extend into temperate on eg. The pudding-wife
(Platyglossm radiatu»)ocenre along the sontbeastem coast
of the United States, and the kelp-fish (Platyglotma temi-
anctut) is a Califomian representative

julienne (P. pron. zhil-li-en'), n. [Cooks' F.,
said to be so called from a French caterer in
Boston named Julien. The P. name Julien

='
E. Julian.] A clear soup containing variouf-
herbs or vegetables cut in very small pieces.



Juliflorae

Juliflorae (jo-li-flo're), n. pi. [NL. (Endlieher,
about 1840), < L. julus, catkin, + flos, floris,
flower.J In hot, a group of plant-orders in-
eluding, according to some recent authors, the
Amentacem (birches, oaks, willows, etc.), the
Pipermew (peppers, etc.), and the VrticinecE
(nettles, breadfruits, elms, etc.), characterizedm general as exogens having their flowers in
catkins or compact clusters, and wanting both
true calyx and corolla.

juliform (J0'li-f6rm), a. [< L. iulus, catkin, +
forma, form.] In iot., having the form of a
catkin. [Bare.]

juliot (jo'lyo), n. [It. giulio, < L. Julms, Juli-
us.] A coin formerly current at Leghorn and
Plorence, in value about 12 cents. BaAley.

He spent there in six months
Twelve thousand ducats, and (to my knowledge)
Receiv'd in dowry with you not one jvlio.

Webster, White Devil.

Take here, and pay him, and give him this Jvlio over
and above, to hang himselle.

Senvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

Julia (jS'lis), n. [L., a kind of rockfish.] The
typical genus of fishes of the subfamily Juli-
dincB. J. mediterranea or vulgaris is known as
the rainbow-wrasse, from its brilliant colors.
July (jij-li', formerly jo'li), n. [< ME. July,
Julye, also Jule; < OF. jiilie, Juil (also juillet,
juignet, juniet, etc., F. juillet) = Bp. Julio =
Pg. Julho = It. Giulio = D. G. Dan. Sw. Juli, <
L. Julius, July, prop. adj. (sc. mensis), month of
Julius, 80 called after Julius Caesar, who was
Ijorn in this month. The name was imposed by
Ctesar himself when reforming the calendar.
It was previously called Quintilis, or the fifth
month, according to the old Eoman calendar,
in which March was the first month of the year.
The name Julius in ME. and early mod. B. was
commonly July.^ The seventh month of the
year, consisting of thirty-one days, duringwhich
the sun enters the sign Leo.
Memorandum, of a-warde y-made bi the Haister and

"Wardens the xvjth day of Jtde, the yeere of the Keigne of
Kyng Edward the iiijth.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 322.

Er that daies eigbte
Were passed er the monthe of Juyl bifllle.

Chauoer, Merchant's T^e, 1. 889.

Proofs as clear as founts in JvXy, when
We see each grain of gravel.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1, 164.

July-flowert (J9-li'flou'''6r), ». [From a mista-
ken notion that this is the xincorrupted name.]
1. The gillyflower, Dianthus Caryophyllus.

The July-flower declares his gentleness.
Drayton, Pastorals, Eel. ix.

2. In Jamaica, the leguminous tree Prosopis
juliflora. Seemesguite— July-flower grass. [Ac-
com. from gitlyflawer, the carnation.] Same as carmtM^n-
grass.

jumartt (jo'mart), n. \<.V.jumart; ot jument,
a mare: see jument.'] A fabulous animal, the
offspring of a bull and a mare or a she-ass, or
of a horse or an ass and a cow.
Mules and JUTnarts, the one from the mixture of an ass

and a mare, the other from the mixture of a bull and a
mare, are frequent. . Locke.

jumbalt, n. Same as jumble, 2.

Jumbals, certain sweetmeats.
Dunton, Ladies' Dictionary.

jumbert, v. t. [< MB. jumbren, jombren, var. of
jumpren, early mod.

'&.
Jumper, mix : see jump^,

jumper^, andjumble.'] To mix confusedly; jum-
ble.

Nejombre eke no discordant thing yfere.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1037.

jumble (jum'bl), V.
;
pret. and ^^. jumbled, ppr.

jumbling. [< MB. jumbelen; a var. of jumber,
with freq. term. -fe (-ei) for -e»-*.] I. trans. 1.

To mix in a confused mass
;
put or throw to-

gether without order : often followed by toge-

thsr or up.

Where th' Elements lay iumbled all together.

Where hot and colde were iarring each with either.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

The coach jumbled us insensibly into some sort o£ fa-

miliarity. Steele, Spectator, No. 132.

2t. To stir up ; arouse.

24th. To write what letters I had to write, that I might
go abroad with my wife, who was not well, only tojumMe
her, and so to the Duke of York's playhouse.

Pepys, Diary, III. 288.

II, intrans. 1. Tomeet or come together con-

fusedly or promiscuously ; be mixed up.

They -will all meet and jumble together into a perfect

harmony. Swift.

2t. To act or work confusedly; stumble along

;

flounder.
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Than to the kym [chum] that he did stoure
A-aAjumlit at it quhill he swatt.
Wyf 0/ AucMirmuelity (Chili's Ballads, Vni. 119).

I have forgotten my logic, but yet I c&njumile at a syl-
logism, and make an argument of it to prove it by.

Latimer, Works, I. 247.

jumble (jum'bl), n. [Formerly also, in def. 2,
jumbal; < jumble, v.^ 1. A confused mixture,
mass, or collection; a state of disorder or con-
fusion.

Had the world been coagmented from that supposed
fortuitousjMrndfe, this hypothesis had been tolerable.

OlanmUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xviii.

A JMmifeof musicalsoundsonaviploraflute. . . gives
pleasure to the unskillful ear. Emerson, Art.

2. A thin crisp cake, composed of flour, sugar,
butter, and eggs, flavored with lemon-peel or
sweet almonds. =Syn. 1. Earrago, Medley, eta. See
mixture.

jumble-bead (jum'bl-bed), n. A seed of the
Indian licorice, Abrus precatorius.
jumblement (jum'bl-ment), «. l< jwmble

+

-ment.] The act of jumt)ling, or the state of
being jumbled ; confused mixture. [Rare.]

Shall we think this noble frame was never made? or
that it was made by a csLSualjumblement of atoms ?

Hancock, in Boyle's Lecture Sermons, ii. 210. (LatTiam.)

jumbler (jum'bl6r), n. One who jumbles things
_
or mixes them confusedly.

jumblingly (jum'bling-li), adv. In a jumbling
or confused manner.
jumbo (jum'bo), ». [So called from Jumbo,
the name of a very large elephant, the largest
known in captivity, made well known in Eng-
land and America in connection with shows
about 1880-85. The name was given as having
an African semblance; cf. mumbo-jumbo.2 A
very large individual of its kind or class. [Col-
loq.]

A combination that would have knocked into crepus-
Gulean nebulosity the combined successes of thatJumbo
of successful business men. Music and Drama, X. ii. 9.

jume (jom), n. [Prob. a native name.] A sa-
line chenopodiaceous plant (Salicornia), grow-
ing extensively in the Argentine Eepublio and
Patagonia, yielding when burned an unusual
amount (41 per cent.) of carbonate of soda.

_
U. S. Consular Meports, No. Ixix (1886), p. 93.

jumelt, n. An obsolete form of gemel.

The yates iumelles, miglity and strong,
To sain the trouth, ful large were and long.

Rom. of Pa/rtenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1182.

jumelle (P. pron. zhii-mel'), a. and n. [P., fern.

oi jumeau, twia: see jumel, gemel, gimbal.J I.

a. Twin, or forming a couple: said of certain
tools and objects of use or ornament which are
always in pairs : as, a jumelle opera-glass (one
having two tubes).

II. n. In the plural, the side pieces of a loom,
in which the cylinders are fitted.

jumentt (jo'ment), n. [< OP. jument, a beast of
burden, F. jument, a mare, = Sp. Pg. jumento,
an ass, jumenta, a female ass, = It. giumento, a
beast of burden, giumenta, a mare, < L. jumen-
tttm, a, beast of burden, contr. of *jugmentum, <
jungere, 2om, yoke : see jugum, join.] A beast
of burden ; also, a beast in general.

They are bom to labour, to misery, to carry burdens like
jum^nts. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 214.

Jumenta (jp-men'ta), n. pi. [NL., pi. of li.ju-

mentum, diaft-cattl'e.] In zool., same as Pachy-
dermata. Cuvier.
jumpl (jump), V. [< MB. jumpen (also found
in ireq. form jumbren, jombren : see jumber,
jumper^, jumble), < Sw. dial, gumpa, spring,
jump, = Dan. gumpe, jolt, = MHG. gumpen,
jump: cf. a. dial, gampen, jump, hop. These
words are connected with a large number of
words, mostly dial., of related import.] I.

intrans. 1. To rise off one's feet by a sudden
muscular effort ; throw one's self in any direc-
tion with both feet raised from the ground;
spring from the ground or from any support; .

leap : as, to jump up and down ; to jump over jump^t (jump), a.

a hurdle.

Not the worst of the three hutjumps twelve foot and a
half by the squier. Shak., W. T., iv. 4, 847.

The lightly-jMmpin' glowrin' trouts
That thro' my waters play.
Bums, Humble Petition of Bruar Water.

2. To go or move with a leap or with leaps

;

spring quickly; hence,figuratively,tojolt; throb
violently, etc.

The wynde blewe not so straynably as byfore, by reason
wherof the sayde ancre helde vs frome jumppynge and
betynge vpon the sayde rok.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 60.

The noise of the rattling of the wheels, and of the prans-
ing horses, and of thejumping chariots. Nahum iii. 2.

jump
Jenny kissed me when we met.
Jumping from the chair she sat in.

Leigh Hunt, Jenny Kissed Me.

3. To go along; agree; tally; coincide: fol-

lowed by with.

In some sort itjumps with my humour.
Shak., I Hen. IV,, i. 2, 78.

The sad aspect this prison doth afford
Jumps with the measure that my heart doth keep.

Webster and Dekker, Sir Thomas Wyat.

4. To meet accidentally. [Prov.Eng.]_jump-
ing-Off place, the "end of the world" ; the border of civ-
ilization. [Slang.]— Jumping plant-louse. Same as
flea-lome.—To jxan.'p at, to embrace or accept with eager-
ness; catohat: as, hejumped at the offer. [Colloq.]—To
Jump over, to pass over, disregard, or omit something
mtervening. =Syn. 1 and 2. Leap, Spring, etc. See sHp.

II. trans. 1. To pass by a leap; spring or
leap over; pass over suddenly or hastily: as,
to jump a stream.— 2. To give a jumping mo-
tion to ; move with a spring or bound

;
propel

by a jump or jumps; drive onward: a,s,tojump
a child up and down.
Jump her and thump her. Shak., W. T., iiL 1, 196.

The light-draught, broad-bottomed stern-wheeler, con-
structed with a view to jumping her over the bars at low
water. Tlie American, VL 40.

3. To skip over; pass by or neglect; give no
heed to; act or proceed in disregard of: as, to
jump all minor considerations ; tojump a claim
(which see, below).— 4t. To drive forward or
through as if by leaps ; act upon or about im-
petuously.

Tojump a body with a dangerous physic
That's sure of death without it.

5Aa*., Cor., iii. 1,164.

Why, there was Sir John Moneyman co\ilijump
A business quickly. B. Jomon, Devil is an Ass, iv. 1.

5. In the game of checkers, to pass by or skip
over (an opposing man) in moving. The man
which is jumped is removed from the board.

—

6. Among sportsmen, to start or cause to start

;

cause to leap or spring, as game from a cover;
flush.

We had half an hour's good sport in jumping these lit-

tle ducks. T. Roosevelt, Hunting 'Mps, p. 62.

7. In forging, to upset or shape, as a bar or rod,
by endwise blows. A transverse piece forged
on the end of a bar is said to be jumped on.

—

8t. To risk or hazard.
You must . . . jump the after inquiry at your own

peril. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4, 188.

If . . . that but this blow
Might be the be-all and the end-all here.
But here, upon this bank and shoal of time,
We'ld jump the life to come.

ShaJc, Macbeth, i. 7, 7.

To jump a claim, in the United States and Australia, to
take possession of public land to which another has pre-
viously acquired a claim, the first occupant, by squatter
law and custom, and under the preemption laws of the
United States, having the first right to the land.—To
jump one's ball, to abscond in order to avoid trial, as
an indicted person, leaving one's sureties liable for the
bail-bond. [Slang, U. S.]

jumpl (jump), m. [^(.jump^v."] 1. The act of
jumping; a leap; a spring; a bound; hence,
a passing over; an omission: as, a high jump;
the jump of a gun; a,jump of a whole century.

We believe . . . that Nature does makejumps now and
then. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 297.

2t. A risk ; a venture ; a hazard.

Our fortune lies upon this jump.
Shak., A. and C, iii. 8, 7.

3. In geol. and mining, a slight fault or dislo-
cation of a vein.—4. In building, an abrupt
rise in a level course of brickwork or masonry,
to accommodate the work to the inequality of
the ground.— 5. A kind of dance. Formerly
also called dump— From the jump, from the start
or beginning. [Colloq.]— Full jump, full speed.— Hop,
skip, and jump. See Aopi.— On the jump, on the
keen Jump, on the go ; on the rash ; busily engaged

;

hard at work. [Colloq., U. S.]

De tar-kittle's a-bilin' on de keenjump, Mas'r Mellasys.
T. Wirdhrop, Saccharissa Mellasys.

[ijump, V. i., 4.] 1. Matched.
And thou to hejump with Alexander.

Lyty, Alexander and Campaspe (1684).

He said the musike best thilke powers pleas'd
Wasjumpe concord between e our wit and will.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Exact
;
precise ; nicely fitting.

Acrosticks and telestichs on jump names.
B. Jonson, Execration upon Vulcan.

jumpH (jump), adv. [< jump\ a.] Exactly;
precisely; fitly.

Sowjumpe he hltteth the naile on the head.
Stanihurst, p. 34. (HalliweU.)

Thus twice before, and jump at this dead hour,
With martial stalk hath he gone by our watch.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1, 65.

2.
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jTUnp2 (jump), n. [Prob. ijumpi-, as a garment jomping-betty (jump'ing-befi), n. The gar-

to be 'slipped' on; cf. slip and slop, names of den-balsam, Impatiens balsamina: so called

garments to be 'slipped' on. Less prob. a from the elastic bursting of the pods and pro-

nasalized form of Jtip, Jttpe. Ct jumper^.] A jection of the seeds. [Prov. Eng.]

garment of loose make, worn especially for jumping-bug (jum'ping-bug), n. Any insect

undress, (o) In the seventeenth centniy, a short loose of the family HalticoridcB. See Halhconm.
coat jumping-deer (jum'ping-der), n. ine oiacK-

Instead of lac'd coats, Belts, and Pantaloons, tailed deer of NorthAmerica, CariaCUS macroUs.

ISr°Glwn7'"^"'"*'-'*°"**^'^'°''*°*^^'" See cut under ™«te-<teer. _ . . ^ vt
Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, Epil. jumping-liare (jum'ping-har), TO. Agerboa-llie

rodent quadruped of South Af^ca,Pe^te«j^^
fer OT Helamys

ji^^-h- -_ «„ . «.A jacket, jump, or loose coat reaching to the thighs, . .

.

with sleeves to the waist. Randle Holme.

(b) pi. Toward the close of the eighteenth century, a kind
of bodice for women, which apparently took the place of
stays when the wearer was not carefully dressed. Also
called jtTnps.

Bless me, Mr. Carmine, don't mind my shape this hout,
for I'm only in Jumpe. Foote, Taste, i 1.

jtunpable (jum'pa-bl), a. [< jump^ + -able.']

Capable of being'jumped.

Plenty of twcj/wnpable fences.
Eiirinargh Bev., CLXVI. 386.

jtunp-about (jump'a-bout*), n. The goutwort,
Mgopodium Podagritria. [Prov. Eng.]

jTuictnre

Jmicagineae (gung-ka-jin'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (C.

Richard, 1808), < Juricago (Juncagin-), a former

feneriename,+ -ecp.] A natural order of plants.

t consists of erect herhs with rush-like leaves, and spikes

or racemes of inconspicuous flowers, with a praianm of

six divisions and an ovary of 3 or more carpMS.- They

are unimportant plants growing in marshes. The genera

are Trigloeldn, Scheuclaeria, and Tetronicwm.

juncal (jung'kal), a. [< NL. juncalis, < L. Jun-

cus, a rush: see Junciis.'] 1. Belonging to or

concerned with the genus Juncus.— 3. Belong-

ing or relating to the JuncaUs.
. 6 , .. e. , , |.j^ (Lindley,

jump-coatt (jump'kot), TO. Same aajump^ (a).

Jtunp-COUplillg (jump'kup''liiig), n. In mech.,

same as thimble coupling (which see, under cou-

and subfamily Pedetince, nearly as large as a fo*?;, P^- "^ j«'«;«<;»»-- »«« j»»«*^.] According

hare, which it somewhat resembles. The hind to Lindley, an '

' alliance "of plants embracing

feet a^e 4-toed, with stout hoof-like claws ; the taU is about the orders Juncacew and AracecB.

as long as the body and bushy throughout ; and the ears juncateti ». An obsolete form ofJunkeV.
are high. The jumping-hares clear many feet at abound. ;V«j,ce~ (iun'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de Can-

j^ai'Va^;i^-U);a^- S^Tobejump dolle, 1815),</«»««*+ -«<..] A synonym of J«n-

or exact ;
closely

;
exactly. j^^imx (jun'si-fdrm), a. [< L.Jmtociw, a rush,
Donotmutat* + forma, shape.] Eeed-like; growing like a

^T^rX^s^^e. rusl:as,'ai«L:f<«-mpoly5
^J

DraTd, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry, jtmckente (]ung'- or yong'k6r-it), n. [Named

JTUnping-mouse (jum'ping-mous), to. Same as after M. Jwncker, toector of the mines at

deer-moitse, 1.

jtunpmg-IIinllet (jum'puig-mtil''et), n. 1.

Same as jump^ocks.—2. A fish of the fam-
ily MugilMw, Mugil atbula. [Cape Hatteras,

U.S.]
One who or that which jiimps. Specifically— jmnping-rat (jum'iping-rat), to. A jerboa, or

2. One who practises leaping or dancing as a other animal of the family i)ipodid<B.

part of divine worship. The practice has prevailed jumping-seed (jum'ping-sed), w. The seed of

among certain Methodists, chiefly in Wales,_soinetiines a Mexican euphorbiaceous plant, infested by

pling)

jumper1 (jum'per), n [< jump^, v.,+ -eri.] 1

.

among Irvingitea, and among the Shakers. A Russian dis-

senting sect bears a name translated by Jum/pen.

Jenny [was] a Welshwoman ; her rude forefathers were
goat-herds on week-days, and Jumpers on Sundays.

Savage, £. Medlicott, iii. 12.

Another sect is the Jumpers, among whom the erotic

element is disagreeably prominent,

the larva of a small tortricid moth, Carpocapsa

saltitans. See Carpocapsa. The nneasy movements
of the unprisoned larva when it is warmed make the seed

roll about on a flat surface or even jump a slight distance

in the air. The larva pupates in January or February, and
the moth soon after issues through a hole previously cut

^ by the larva. AIbo caHedjumping-bean,deml-bean.
D. a. Wallace, Eussia, p. 302. JTunping-shreW (jum'ping-shro), to. An insec-

3. One who jumps a claim to land. [U. S. and
Australia.]

The funeral of a well-known^wmper, who had been shot

in a quarrel over a piece of disputed land.
The Century, XXXVIL 776.

4. In sooZ., any animal which habitually jumps,
leaps, or hops as a mode of progression, (o) A
flsh which often leaps ont of water. (5) Any saltatorial

insect; as a halticid, psyllid, grasshopper, etc. (c) The
maggot or larva of the cheese-fly ; a cheese-hopper.

Poullaouen, France.] In mineral., same as

Jtuico (jung'ko), TO. [NL.; origin uncertain.] 1.

A notable genus of the finch family, FringiUidoe;

the North American snowbirds. Juruo Uema-
lii is the black snowbird so abundant in winter in most
parts of the United States,about 6} inches long, of a black-
ish slate-color with white beUy and white lateral tafl-fea-

thers and pink bilL Several other roecles or varieties

occur in the western United States and Mexico, chiefly in

mountainousregions, as the Oregon snowbird (f/". oregtmve),

the gray-headed snowbird {J. caraceps), and the Mexican
snowbird (,J. alticola). The genus was instituted by Wag-
ler in 1831, and later called by Audubon Nipluea. See cut

under enowbird.

2. [I. c] Any bird of this genus; a snow-
bird.

juncous (jung'kus), a. [= Sp. Pg. juneoso =
It. giwncoso, < Jj. juncostcs, full of rushes, <juto-

ctis, a rush : see Juncusjunk'^.'] FuU of rushes

;

resembling rushes
;
jimcaceous. [Bare.]

tivorousmammal of the family Macroscelididw ;

an elephant-shrew. See cut under elephant-

j^^g-spider(jum'ping-spi*der),TO. Aspider junction (jWk'shon}, n. [=F.joTOciJo«= 8p.
" ^ " • '

•
' ^ ' - h spins no web, but junccion = Pg.jMrot^oo, < l,.junctio(

5. In mech., a, tool or contrivance which works ^umpiyx (jump'li), adv. [< jump\ a., +
xiHtli a. inTTmiTKr motion. C»^ Tn /»,/,,.r,«^iu7 • n^ i J^f^^'-f''^^ _ r /'

_ __ k •' J;.'..'
with a jumping motion, (a) In quarrjfing: (1) A
drill worked by liand and struck by a hammer. (2) A long
drill worked by liand, but not struck by a hammer. It has
a chisel-edge at each end, and is swollen in the middle to

give more weight and thus add to the force of the blow.
(Uorgavx, Mining Tools, p. 43.) Called in the XTnited States

a ehwnr^riU. (b) A spring controlling the star-wheel of a

clock or a click in a repeating watch.

There must also be a slight spring or jumper some-
where on the ratchet teeth to keep them exactly in the

proper place for the click to catch next time.
SirE. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 141.

(e) A bit used in a Jointer, ((i) A special form of plow-

share for rough sojl, or son filled with roots. {«) In teUg.,

a wire used to cut out an instrument or part of a circuit,

or to close temporarily a gap in a circuit.

6. A kind of sleigh: usually a simple box on
runners, especially on runners which are parts

of the family AIMdcB, which ;

_

captures its prey by leaping upon it; any
^ ^ attid.

(?) Any saitaiOTiai jump-jOint (jump'joint), n. A butt-joint; in

ship-building, the characteristic joint of a car-

vel-built vessel.

. , ..... -ly^-l

In a jump manner; exactly; suitably; oppor-
tunely.

My meeting so jumjply with them makes me abashed
with the strangeness of it. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

jump-ring (jump'ring), TO. In metalr^ork, par-
ticularly in jewelry, a ring made of a bar or
wire withplane ends abutted againsteach other,

but not welded.
jump-rocks (jump'roks), TO. [<J«mpl, v.,+ obj.
rocks.] A eatostomine fish, Moxostoma eervi-

num, with a 3-lobed air-bladder, from 10 to 12

TO-), a join-

ing, < jungere, pp. junctuSi join : see join.'] 1.

The act or operation of joining; the state of

being joined; union; combination; coalition:

as, the junction of two armies or detachments.

Though there was a junction, there never was a real

union, of the slave with the free States.

NineteerM. Century, XXin. 96.

2. A place or point of union or meeting; espe-

cially, the point or locality where two or more
lines of any kind come into union : as, a town
atthejWTOciJore of several rivers. The word is often

used specifically in naming a place, otherwise unimpor-
tant; where two or more railroads meet.

There is one joint so perfect that it can only be discerned
by the minutest search ; it is not even so perceptible as

thejunction of two pieces of paperwhich have been pasted
together. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, f, 169.

Syn. L Cbnnectum, etc. See union.
dorsal rays, and a very slender body, rarely at- junctional (jungk'shgn-al), a. [< junction +
taining a foot in length. It inhabits the South
Atlantic States from the James to the Chatta-
hoochee river. Also caM&A jiimping-mullet.

of the poles forming the thills, and the middle jump-seat (jump'set), to. An extra seat under
parts of which are made thinner so as to bend, the main seat of a buggy so arranged that the

[XJ. S.]— 7. Naut., a prevent«r-rope made fast main seat can be shifted to a position further

in such a way as to prevent a yard, mast, or back, and the extra seat brought up in front,

boom fromjumping, or givingwayin anupward jump-up-and-kiss-me (jump'up-and-Ms'me),

direction, in heavyweather.— Minute-Jumper, an n. The vansj, Viola tricolor. [Prov. Eng.]
electric clock in which the hands move only at flie end jump-Up-Johnny (jump'up-jon'i), TO. Same as

Johnny-jump-up. [Local.]of each minute, the minute-hand moving over a whole
minute at each step.

jumper^ (jum'per), TO. [Cf. jump^.] A kind of

loose jacket with sleeves worn by some classes - - - The Century xxxy 9ii
of laborers as seamen and stevedOTes.usuaUy

,njap..„eld (jump'weld), to. A butt-weld.
with oyeraUs, reachmg to the thighs, and but- ii^^

Jun. An abbreviation ot junior.

i'l'i±'j}'^'JZ^}^^.t°''''
''"'' ""^ "^ Wace« am^^ka'se^), to. pi. [KL. (C. A.

Agardh, about 182o),< .Juncus + -acem.] A nat-
ural order of endogenous plants, the true rushes,
typified by the genus .Juncus. in technical charac-
ters this order is closely allied to the lAUaeeoe, having
a perianth of 6 segments in two series, 6 or rarely 3 sta-
mens, and a superior ovary, with 3 cells or placentsB. But
it is distinguished by the glnmaceous, calyx-like t«ture
of the perianth, on account of wMch, as well as of its ap-
pearance, it resembles the sedges and grassea The spe-
cies number about 200, belonging to 14 genera. These
plants prefer wet ground and the cooler ^titudeg. The
generaJunaa and lAiada (thewood-rush) are almost cos-
mopolitan; others are more locaL Also Juncete. See cut
under Juncus.

jnncaceous (jung-ka'shius), a. [< NL. junca-
cens, < L. juncus, a rush: see Juncus, j%mh^.]
In bot., pertaining to or resembling the Junca-
ceoe, or those plants of which the rush is the
type; jimcous.

per garment of similar shape.

Men and women [Eskimo) are alike clothed with jacket

and trousers. The jacket is a hooded jumper with open-

ings only for face and hands. Thehood is eidarged when
necessary so as to admit of an infant being carried inside

against the woman's back.
A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 32.

A green-check cotton waist or blouse sewed into a belt

—the masculine uniform of Fairharbor; he calla it a
jumper. E. S. Phelps, Old Maid's Paradise.

jumper^t (jum'per), r. t. [< ME. 'jumpren,

jompren, also found in var. form, junibren, jom-
bren, mix, freq. of jumpen, jump : see jumber,

jump.] To mix together; mingle; jumble.

Tfejompre eke no discordant thyng yfere.

Chaucer, TroUna, ii 1037.

jumping-bean (jump'ing-ben), n. Same -as

-al.] Pertaining to a junction: as, "junctional

lines," Encye. Brit., U. 289.

junction-box (jungk'shon-boks), n. A chamber
connecting two or more lines of pipe.

In submarine mining, when it is necessary to employ a
multiple cable, AjuruMon^box is used to facilitate the con-

nection of the several separate wires diverging from the
extremities of such a cable. Farrow, HiL &cyc., IL 147.

junction-plate (jongk'shon-plat)^ to. A welt
or break-joint plate, secured by nvets over the
edges of boiler-platis which form a butt-joint.

Walks branching thence in four directions, and along lunctot, TO. An obsolete variant otjunto.
them beds ofjump-up-Johnmes._ juuctura (jungk - tu ' rS), TO. ; pL junctor* (-re).

[L. : see juncture.] In zool. and anat., same
as juncture, 2.

juncture (jungh'tur), to. [< L. junctura, a join-

ing, a joiat,< jungere, -p-p.junctus, join : seejoin.
Cf . jointure, from the same L. source.] If. A
joining; junction.

Nor are the soberest of them so apt for that devotional
compliance ani juncture of hearts which I desire to bear
in those holy offices to be performed with me.

EOcon BaaKke.

2. The line or point at which two bodies are

joined ; a joint or articulation ; a seam.

Swift to perform heav'n's fatal will it [the dart] fled.

Full on the juncture of the neck and head,
And took the joint, and cut the nerves in twain.

Pope, mad, xlv. 844.

3. A point of time
; particularly, a time ren-

^red critical or important by a concurrence of

circumstances ; a conjuncture.

O what Lack it is. SirBowland, ttiat yon were present at
this Juncture ! Congrex, Way of the World, iv. IS.



Juncus
Juncus (jung'kus),_». [NL.^
rush; eeejunk^.']

I, Juncus arcticus. 2, J. tenuis;
flower of same.

taining about
half of the spe-
cies. They are
Slants of a rigid
abltf with smooth,

commonly simple
and Blender, hollow
or pithy stems, and
small greenish or
brownish flowers in
heads or irregular
panicles, the cap-
sule containing a
large number of
seeds. Economical-
ly they are not very
important. They
are often planted
on sea- and river-
embankments to fix

the soil. Some are
used for matting,
especially in Ja-
pan, lor cl

toms,andforbands.
Their pith fur-
nishes wicking for
the rush candle or
rush-light used in
Europe and in
China. Tour fossil
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T,, - . / < I^- J««CJM, a According to Lindley, a suborder of the Jjmoer-ine most important genus TOammocecB, founded on the tribeJwoermaJiKtda.
otthe Juncaeecs Jungermannia (jung-g6r-man'i-a), n. TNL
or rushes, con- named after Junger-

' ''

mann, a German bota-
nist (1572-1653).] A ge-
nus of HepaUccB, or liver-
worts, giving its name
to the order Jungerman-
niacece. it formerly em-
braced nearly the whole or-
der, but has been much divid-
ed, and still contains hetero-
geneous forms. It may per-
haps be characterized as hav-
ing the involucral leaves free,
the inner involucre tubular
and more or less angular, and
the mouth laciniate. It com-
prises small creeping and
branching herbs of damp
places. About a dozen fossU
species of this genus are
known, found, lor the most
part, beautifully preserved in
the amber of North Prussia.

?L5i^'„?5^ JungermanniaceaB
(iung-g6r-man-i-a se-e),
n.pl. [NL. (Dumortier,
1822), < Jungermannia
+ -acew.'] An order of
cryptogams,-the largest
of the class Sepatiew;
the scale-mosses. it
consists ol chiefly moss-like
plants, sometimes merely

juniorship

resembles the common hen more nearly, it
closely resembles the common black-red pit game-cock,
and is abundant in the higher wooded districts of India.
The name extends to other species ol the same genus.
2. Any megapod of Australia, as Megapodius

Jungerfnannia minuta,
lie with its Y
larger scale

capsule with its perianth, on
.le.

species Of Juneus
have been described from the Tertiary, one from Spitzber-
gen and the rest from the continent of Europe,

jundie (jun'di), v. t. or *. [Origin obscure.] To
jogwitn the elbow; jostle. [Scotoli.]

June (jon), n. [< ME. June, Juyne, < OP. Juim,,

Guing, F. Juin = Pr. Junh = 8p. Junio = Pg.
Junho =z It. Gwmio, Giugno = D. G. Dan. Sw.
Juni, < L. Junius, June, prop. adj. (sc. mensis,
month), of the family Junius, < Juniu^s, a Eo-
man gentile name, akin to jwvenis, young : see
jmenile, young.'] The sixth month of the year, .

consisting of thirty days, during wMch the sim jungermanniaceous (jung-g6r-man-i-a'shius),

enters the sign Cancer. " ^"' '

— '' '^^'— ^^" "^

jungle-ghau (jung'gl-gou),^. Same asjungle-ox.
jungle-nail (jung'gl-ual), n. The East liidian.
tree Acacia tomentosa.

jungle-ox (jung'gl-oks), n. An Indian bovine-
quadruped of the subgenus Bibos, B. sylhetanus,
inhabiting Sylhet and other mountainous part*
of northeastern India. It is nearly allied to the

_
gayal and to the common ox.

jungle-sheep (jung'gl-shep), n. A ruminant
animal, Kemas hypocrinus, of India.

jungly (jung'gli), a. [< jungle + -^i.] Of the-
nature of jungle ; consisting of or abounding
with jungle.
In closely-wooded or jungly tracts all kinds of survey-

operations are prosecuted at a disadvantage.
M. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 276.

Junian (jo'niau), a. [< L. Junianus, pertain-
ing to Junius, < Junius, the name of a Roman
gens. See def.] Of or pertaining to "Junius,"
a writer who published under this name a se-
ries of letters which appeared in a London
newspaper, the "Public Advertiser," between
November 21st, 1768, and January 21st, 1772,
denouncing various abuses in the administra-
tion of the British government. Alter voluminous,
discussion, the authorship ol the letters remains disputed,
but the strongest evidence appears to assign it to Sir Philip-

with aflat leafless thallus-mUcholtener differentiated into j,^f,?°ifv';.??°'^"?°^*^P°i''''''^ . .

a fllHorm stem with broadly inserted sessile leaves. In the J^^pipr (JO nyor), a. and n. [< L. junior, contr.
loliose species the leaves are commonly in two rows on the
upper side of the stem; sometimes there is a third row of
rudimentary ones beneath. The fructifloation consists of
oblong stalked capsules inserted on the stem, which split
into valves, ordinarily four, discharging numerous spores
and spirally marked elaters. These plants are to be lound
nearly everywhere in damp soil and on trunks of trees, be-
ing especially abundant in humid climates.

And Merlin seide "The xj day of luyne."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1. 64.

And what is so rare as a day in Jwmt
Then, if ever, come perfect days.

hmnell. Vision of Sir Launfal.

June-apple (jSn'ap*!), n. Same
Fallows.

juneating (jo'ne-ting), ».

Jewneiimg.
June-berry (j5n'ber"i), n.

or service-berry of North America, Amelanchier
of the natural order Bosacece. it is

A falsified form of

1. The shad-bush

a. Belonging to or resembling the Jungerman-
niacece.

Jungermannidse(juiig-g6r-man'i-de), «. pi.
[NL. (J. Lindley, 1846), < Jungermannia +
-idce.2 According to Lindley, a tribe of the
Jungermanniacece.
Jungermanniea (jung"g6r-ma-ni'e-e), n.pl
[NL. (Nees von Esenbeck, 1833), < Jungerman-
nia + -ecB.'i 1. Originally, and with some au-
thors still, the equivalent of Jv/ngermanniaeece.— 3. Now, more commonly, a tribal division
of the order Jungermanniacece, typified by the
genus Jungermannia.

a bush or small tree, sometimes attaining the height of inno'lo (^-n-ncr' cr\\ « mf V hmrilp (( 'V,\-<
80 feat cnvered in Bnrim? with tfrn/iBfiil white rnnfitnea J'SB-'" UI^S S^.'; "• L*;^"- " • JUngie (,S J!/.;, S

Hind, jangal, a desert, a forest, jungle (of.

jangla, a coppice, thicKet, fence, railing, grat-
ing, lattice), < Skt. jaftgala, dry, desert.] 1.

A dense growth of rank and tangled vegeta-
tion, large and small, often nearly impenetra-
ble, such as is charaoterisljo of some parts of
India, especially in the swampy regions at the
base of the Himalaya mountains.
As we proceeded, the lull luxuriance ol this tropical

jungle becajne more and more apparent, and we soon
lound that owing to the tangled mass of vegetation it

was absolutely impossible to leave the beaten path.
Bait, Jungle Lile in India, p. 177.

A damp belt ol lowland, the terdi, stretches along their
[the Himalayas'] foot, and is covered with dense fever-

80 feet, covered in spring with g'racelul white racemes,
and yielding later a small berry-like pome ol a deep-pur-
ple color and pleasant subacid flavor. The Iruit sometimes
ripens in June.

a. The fruit of the shad-bush.
June-bug (jon 'bug), n. 1. In the northern
United States, a beetle of any one of the nu-

merous species of the
genus Lachnosterna,
as L. fusca, common
in the whole country.
They are large brown clum-
sy beetles ol the melolon-
thine group ol the family
Sca/ral)OBidoe. Their larvse,

lound in turl, are large
whitish grubs, popularly
known as white-yrubs, fish-

worm^, and ground-hogs.
Also called dor-bug (which
see lor another out). In
the south these beetles are
oltener called May-beetles,

since they appear there
earlier.

2. In the southern
United States, a bee-

tle very different from
the preceding, Allo-

rhina niUda, a large.

otjuvenior, compar. ot juvenis, young: see j'M-
venile."] I. a. 1. Younger; not as old as an-
other. It is applied to distinguish the younger of two-
persons bearing the same name in one family or town,
and especially to distinguish a son bearing the same name
as the lather : opposed to senior : as, John Smith, junior.
In this use commonly abbreviated Jr. or Jun.
2. Younger or lower in standing, as in a pro-
fession, especially the bar: as, a,junior oovoasdl;
& junior partner in a firm or company.
Mr. Smith, the assistant at a cheap shop ; the junior

partner in a slippery firm ol some three weeks' existence.
Diekens, Sketches.

3. In American colleges and schools, pertaining
to the third year of the course, the next below
the senior or last year; in institutions having
a three years' course, usually pertaining to the
first year (the second being called the middle-
year) : as, the junior class

;
junior students.

II. n. 1. A person younger than another.
The lools, my juniors by a year.
Are tortur'd with suspence and fear

;

Who wisely thought my age a screen,
When death approach'd to stand between.

Swift, Death of Dr. Swilt.

2. One of less experience or inferior standing
in his profession than another, who is called
his senior; one employed as the subordinate
of another, especially at the bar.

Not one of them but he thlnketh himself to haue had a.

great iniurie dooen vnto him ; if he goe on the lelte hand
ol another yt semeth to be his iunior or inleriour.

J. UdaXl, On Luke xiv.

He had been retained as Mr. Sergeant Snubbins's^m'or.
Dickens, Pickwick, xxxi.

3. In American colleges and seminaries, a.

member of the junior class; a student in the-

junior year.
breeding junfiU. W. W. Hunter, The Indian Empire, p. 30. juniority (jo-nior'i-ti), n. [< junior + -jfc/.] 1
2. A tract of land covered by such vegetation

;

a wilderness of dense overgrowth; a piece of

swampy thickset forest-land.

To an eye accustomed for years to the wild wastes of
the jungle, the whole country presents the appearance of
one continuous well-ordered garden.

E. J. Waring, Tropical Resident at Home, p. 7.

jungle-bear (jung'gl-bar), ». The sloth-bear of

India, Prochilus labiatus. See cut under aswail.

jungle-bendy (jung'gl-ben"di), n. An East In-

dian tree, Tetrameles nudiHora.
June-buf, or May-beetle {Lach-

nosternafusca), side view,

a, larva. (Both natural size.}

which appears in June, and the larvae of which
resemble those of the northern June-bug in

habits and appearance, being likewise known
as white-grubs. See cut under MlorMna. Also

Juny-hug.— 3. One of various European beetles

of the genus Bhinotrogus, related to Lachno-

sterna.

June-grass (jon'gras), «. The Kentucky Miue-

gtSbBB, Poa pratensis. It flowers in June.

junetint, n. An obsolete form otjenneting. E.

Phillips, 1706.

Jungermannese (jung-g6r-man'e-e), ». pi

[NL. (J. Lindley, 18i6),<Jungernumma + -ece.i

smooth, greenish spe- jungle-cat (jung'gl-kat), n. Same as chaus^.

cies of the cetonian jungle-COCk (jung'gl-kok), n. See jungle-foiol.

group of ScarabcBidce, jungled (jung'gld), a. [i jungle + -ed^.] Cov-
ered with jungle ; tangled with wild growths.

The savages were posted on a thlcMyjungled island in

the lake. If. A. Eev., CXXVI. 86.

jungle-fever (jung'gl-fe'''ver), n. A severe va-
riety of remittent fever prevalent in the East
Indies and other tropical regions. It is charac-
terized by the paroxysmal recurrence of the cold and hot
stages. Also called hill-fever.

jungle-fowl (jiing'gl-foul),». 1. AgalUuaceous

The state of being junior or a junior: opposed
to seniority.

He admits as probable upon present knowledge, in the.
person ol Homo sapiens, fhe juniority ol man.

Pop. Sei. Mo., XXVIIL 624.

2. In law, same as borough-English.

We have a choice between "ultimogeniture," the awk-
ward term proposed by the Real Property Commission ers-

ol the last generation, and such loreign lorms as Jungsten-
Eeoht and Juveignerie, ... or one must coin a new phrase.
like juniority or junior-right.

C. Elton, Origins ol Eng. Hist., p. 185.

junior-ridlt (j8'nyor-rit), n. In law, same as-

horough-English.

If we are to describe the area Irom which we must col-
lect examples ol junvor-ri^jhi, we shall find that it has
flourished not only'iri TDrigland and in most parts ol Cen-
tral and Northern Europe, but also in some remote and dis-
connected regions. C Elton, Origins ol Eng. Hist., p. 185.

It appears also that until quite recently the custom of
what we English call Borough-English, but lor which the
book-word Junior rite has of late been invented, existed
"in the Theel-lands at Norden, in East IMesland, not far
from the mouths ol the Ems."

N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 269.

bird of India, Gallus sonnerati, the first species juniorship (jo'nyor-ship), n. [(.junior + -ship.'\

of the genus known to naturalists, supposed to 1 . The state of being junior or a junior
;
junior-

be one of the wild originals of the domestic ity. Imp. Diet.— 2. In the iJora. Co<fe. Cft., same
hen, though the Gallus banMvus (see Gallus^) as.'



Juniper {Junipettis VirginiaKa).
a, branch with male flowers; d, branch

with fruit ; c, scale of male flower with two
anthers ; </, seed.

juniper

juniper (jo'ni-per), n. and a. [< ME. junyper;
altered, to suit the L. , from earlier gynyprejene-
per, etc. (also prob. *genevre, > nit. geneva and
gi»5, q. v.), <

OF. geneivre,

genoivre = Pr.

. genihre, genebre
= OSp. genebro,

Sp. enebro =
Fg.zimbro =lt.
ginepro, giuni-

pero, < L. juni-

perus, a juni-

per, so called as
' renewing its

youth,' i. e. be-
ing evergreen, <

Juvenis (cgntr.

Juni-), young,
+ parere, pro-
duce: see pa^
rent.'i I. re.A co-
niferous ever-
green shrub or
tree, belonging
to the genus Jm-
niperus. There are about 30 species, distributed through
the northern parts of the globe or on mountains further
south. J. communis, the common juniper of Europe
and North America, is a spreading shrub or small tree,

whose purple aromatic berries yield a volatile oil used
as a diuretic and stimulant and also in the manufacture
of gin. J. Safkna of southern Europe, the true savin, is

a small tree whose tops form the officinal savin. J. Vir-

ffiniana, the North American red cedar or pencil-cedar, is

a generally small but sometimes large tree, yielding a fra-

grant, light, imperishable wood, highly valued for pencil-

making, cabinet-work, posts, etc. The wood of J. Bermvr
diarm serves similar purposes. (See cedar. ) (For botanical
characters, see Juniperus.) The name is locally applied to

other trees, the so-called juniper-swamps of the southern
United States consisting of the white cedar, Chameecyparis
^hceroidea.

And that Tre hathe many Leves, as the Gynypre hathe.
MandevOle, Travels, p. 289.

Who cut up mallows by the bushes, and jumper roots

for their meat. Job xxx. 4.

Gum juniper. Same as sandarac.— Irish and Swedisll
Juniper, columnar varieties of J. communis, elegant in

cultivation.

Il.t 0- Bitter; sharp; severe.

Bishop Grouthead, offended thereat, wrote Pope Inno-
cent the fourth . . . a.juniper letter, taxing him with ex-

tortion and other vitious practices.
Puller, Ch. Hist., III. Iv. 29.

When women chide their husbands (or a long while
together, it is commonly said, they give them a jumper
lecture; which, I am informed, is a comparison taken
from the long lasting of the live coals of that wood, not
from its sweet smell ; but comparisons run not upon all

four. Ellis, Modem Husbandman (1760), VIL iL 142.

iliniper-brandyt (jo'ni-per-bran"di), n. Gin.

Juniperinae (j6"ni-pe-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL. (End-
licher, 1847), < Juniperus + -inw.J A subtribe

of coniferous plants of the tribe Oupressinece,

embracing the single genus JurAperus.

juniperite (jo'ni-per-it), n. [< NIj. Juniperites.'i

A petrified trunk or fossil impression belonging
to the genus Juniperus or Juniperites.

Juniperites (j5''ni-per-i'tez), n. [NL., < Juni-

perus, q. v.] A genus of plants, the fossil form
of Juniperus.

juniper-oil (jo'ni-per-oil), n. A volatile oU dis-

tilled from the berries and probably the tops of

Juniperus communis. It is an officinal drug with
stimulant, carminative, and diuretic properties.

jliniper-resin (3o'ni-pfer-rez"in), n. Sandarac.

Juniperus (j5-nip'e-rus), n. [L., the juniper-

tree: used as a genus by Toumefort, Inst.,

361, 1700, but with a wider meaning, including

Cedrits. Restricted to present sense by Lin-

naeus.] A genus of coniferous plants, the true

junipers, embracing about 30 species, widely
distributed. The few scales of the strobile in this ge-

nus are fleshy, and consolidated into an indehiscent berry

or drupe, containing from 1 to 6 hard seeds, either dis-

tinct or united in a woody mass. The leaves are either

scale-like or slender and spreading (acerose), or both in

the same plant. (Seejumper.) Eight or ten fossil species

are described from various parts of the world, largely

frora the Tertiary of Europe and the Cretaceous and Ter-

tiary of the arctic regions. When deviating slightly from
the living plan^ these fossil forms are often called jura-

perites.

junfel (jungk), n. [< IIE. jonlie, < OF. jonc, a

rush, a rush-light, F. jonc = Sp. Pg. junco =
It. giunco, a rush, bulrush (in Pg. also junk,

cordage (orig. or sometimes made of rushes),

whence the E. word in def. 2), < L. juneus, a

rush. From L. juneus also come ult. E. junket

and. jonquil.'] If. A rush; a reed.

It [the crown] was of Jonkes of the See, that is to sey,

"Rushes of the See, that prykken als scharpely as Thomes.
MandemOe, Travels, p. 13,
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2. Ilaut., old or condemned cable and cordage

cut into small pieces, used when untwisted for

making points, gaskets, swabs, mats, etc., and

picked into fibers to make oakum for calking

seams. Hence— 3. Worn-out and discarded

material in general that may be turned to some

use ; especially, old rope, chain, iron, copper,

parts of machinery, and bottles, gathered or

bought up by tradesmen called junk-dealers;

hence, rubbish of any kind ; odds and ends.—

4. Salt beef or pork supplied to vessels for

long voyages : so called from its resemblance

in toughness to old ropes' ends.

The purser's j«7»* had become as tough as the foretopsel

weather-earrings. Dickers, Bleak House, xvu.

5. The mass of blubbery and cellular tissue

which fills the cavity of the head of the sperm-

whale between the case and the white-horse,

containing oil and spermaceti.

The dense mass of cellular tissue beneath the case and

nostril, and which is technically called the junk, also con-

tains spermaceti, with which oil and its tissue is infil-

trated. D-re, Diet., III. 869.

junk2 (jungk), n. [A var. of chunk^.'] A thick

piece ; a iTimp ; a chunk.
There were two eggs, a junk of bread, and a bottle of

wine on board the Arethusa.
B. L. Steoemon, Inland Voyage, p. 25.

junkS (jungk), n. [= F. jonque,< Sp. Pg. junco,

< Malay ajong, or Chinese chw'an, chu'en, tsu/an,

a ship, boat, bark, junk; othermse < Javanese
jung, a larg:e boat.] A large sea-going sailing

vesselused in the Chinese seas, ithas a flat bottom,

A Canton Trading-junk.

a square prow, and high full stem, from one to five heavy
masts carrying lug-saUs, sometimes made of matting, and
a huge radder, which at sea is lowered below the bottom.
The name is also given to the larger-sized river-craft of

China.

China also, and the Great Atlantis (that you call Amer-
ica), which have now hutjunks and canoas, abounded then
in t^ll ships. JBaeon^ New Atlantis.

It became a difficult task to thread our way between
the fleets of sampans anti junks. The latter are the most
extraordinary looking craft, . . . with high, overhanging
sterns. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xxi.

junk-bottle (jungk'bot'l), «. A thick strong
bottle, usually made of green or black glass.

Just stopping to take a lusty dinner, and bracing to his
side his /u7iA-6o(fte, well charged with heart-inspiring Hol-
lands, he issued jollily from the city gate.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 447.

junk-dealer (jungk'de'ler), n. The keeper of
a junk-shop ; a junkman.
junker (yiSng'ker), n. [G. , a young noble, contr.
oijung Tierr (MHG. juuc lierre): see young and
lierre^, and cf. younker, the E. form ot junker.']

1 . A young German noble or squire.

A "Junker (.Tung Herr), or younker," says Herr Bam-
berger, " is essentially the scion of a noble house which
has devoted itself to military service— a mixture of
Charles I. cavalier, Prussian lieutenant, German feudal
lord, and Spanish Don Quixote."

Lowe, Bismarck, L 82, note.

2. [cap.] Amember of the aristocratic party in
Prussia which came into power under Bismarck
when he was made prime minister (1862).

Junkerism (ySng'k6r-izm), « . [(.junker + -ism.]

The political principles and social ideas of the
aristocratic party in Prussia called Junkers.

junkerite (jung'kfer-it), «. Same as siderite.

jnnketl (jung'ket), n. [< ME. junket, jonket, <

jonke, a rush: see junk^. Cf. OF . jonchiere, a
basket of rushes, <jonc, a rush. Ct. junket.]
It. A basket made of rushes.

Whanne he [the father of Moses] myste hide hym no
lenger, he tok a imiket of resshen [a leep of segge, Purv.]
and glewide it withe glewishe clay and with picche, and
putte the litll faunt with ynne. fVydif, Ex. iL 4.

2. A long basket for catching fish. [Prov. Eng.]

Juno

junket^ (jung'ket), n. [FormerlyjMnia«, juri-

cate, dial, jenket; = F. joncade, < It. giuncata, a

sweetmeat, cream-cheese, so called as being

brought in or served on rushes, < giuncoa, rush

:

eeejunk^. Ct junket^.] 1. Curds mixed with

cream, sweetened, and flavored. Hence— 2t.

Any sweetmeat or delicacy.

And beare with you both wine and juncates fit.

And bid hhn eate. Spenser, F. Q., V. iv. 49.

With stories told of many a feat,

How faery Mab the^n*ete eat.

Hilton, L'Allegro, 1. 102.

3. A feast or merrymaking; a convivial enter-

tainment ; a picnic.

Bnch junkets come not every day.

yiasiinger. Great Duke of Florence, Iv. 2.

George, taking out his wife to a new jaunt or j/unkel

every night, was quite pleased with himself as usual, and

swore he waB becoming quite a domestic character.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxviii.

junket^ (jung'ket), i;. [ijunkef^jn.] l.intrans.

To feast; banquet; take part in a convivial

entertainment.

She which stands at the head being Godmother; and
after this they iunket together.

Purchae, Pilgrimage, p. 192.

II. trans. To entertain; feast; regale.

The good woman took my lodgings over my head, and
was in ... a hurry to junket her neighboars. H. Walpole.

junketer (jung'ket-fer), n. One who takes part

in a junket.

On what principle . . . are thesejunketers . . . allowed

the use of steamboats at an expense of from $300 to $600

per day? tfew York Tribune, June 14, 1862,

junketing (jung'ket-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

junkets, v.] A lively feast or entertainment;

a season of conviviality; picnicking.

All was fun, frolic, courtship, junketing, and joUi^.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 133.

St. Martha's Day was occasion for junketings on the Giu-

decca Canal, when a favorite fish, being in season, was de-

votionally eaten. Howells, Venetian Life, xvii.

junketryt, ». ['Foraierly also junguetry; < jun-

ket^ + -ry.] Sweetmeats.
You would prefer him before tart and gallngale, which

Chaucer preheminentest encomionizeth above ahjunquet-
ries or confectionaries whatsoever.

Naahe, Lenten Stufle (Harl. Misc., VI. 158).

junking (jung'king), n. [Cf . junk^.] In coal-

mining, a passage through a pillar of coal.

[North. Eng.]
junkman (jungk'man), n.

;
pi. junkmen (-men).

A dealer in junk.

junk-ring (jungk'ring), n. In steam-engines, a
ring fitting in a groove round a piston to keep
it steam-tight by confining the packing.

junk-sbop (jungk'shop), n. A place where junk
is bought and sold. See junk\ 2.

Junk Shop was defined by the Supreme Court of South
Carolina to be a place where odds and ends are purchased
or sold. Bishop, Stat. Crimes (2d ed,), $ 296.

junk-strap (jungk'strap), n. In the whale-fish-

ery, a chain used to hoist aboard the junk of a
sperm-whale.
junk-vat (jungk'vat), n. In tanning, a large

vat for holding ooze or tan-liquor which has
been weakened in the layers.

junk-wad (jungk'wod), n. In ordnance, a wad
made of oakum bound with spun-yam and fill-

ing the bore of the gun, used in proving can-

non and to hold the shot in place.

Juno (jo'no), n. [L., a name ult. connected with
Jovis, Jupiter, Jove, Jupiter, Diana, eta.: see

deity.'] 1. In Bom. myth., the queen of hea-
ven, the highest
divinity of the Lat-
in races in Italy
next to Jupiter, of
whom she was the
sister and the wife.
She was the parallel of
the Greek Hera, with
whom inlatertimes she
became to a consider-
able extent identified.

She was regarded as the
special protectress of
marriage, and was the
guardian of woman
nom birthto death. In
Bome she was also the
patron of the national
finances, and a temple
which contained the
inintwas erectedto her,
underthenameofJuno
Moneta, on the Capi-
toline. In her distinc-
tively Italic charac-
ter, Juno (caUed Lanu-
mna, from the site at
Lanuvinmof herchlef JunoofLannvium.- Colossal statue in
sanctnxiry, or Hogpita, the Vatican Museum, Rome.



Jnno
the Protectress') was a war-goddess, represented as clad
in a mantle of goatskin, bearing a shield and an uplifted
spear, and accompanied, like Athena, by a sacred serpent.

3. The third planetoid, discovered by Harding,
at Lilienthal, in 1804._Blrd of Juno, the peacock.

Junonia (jo-no'ni-a), n. [NL. (Huebner,1816?),
< Jmho.] a genus of butterflies of the family
NymphalidcB, of wide geographic distribution,
occurring in India, Africa, China, the West
Indies, and North and South America. The
commonest species in the United States is J.
cmnia, which occurs also in Central America.

Junonian "(jp-no'iii-an), a. [< L. Junonius, of
Juno, < Jimo{n-), Juno : see Juno.'] Of or per-
taining to Juno ; resembling Jxmo, or partak-
ing of her characteristics.

Junonian fulness and grand development of features.
0. 0. MiUler, Manual of Arohteol. (trans.), § 375.

Junonicalt (jij-non'i-kal), a. [< L. Juno{n-),
Juno, + 4c-al.'] Junonian.

Yeet do I stil feare me theese fayre Junomcal harbours.
Stanihwst, ^neid, i. 656.

Juno's-rose (J6'u6z-r6z), n. The white lily,

Lilium eandidum.
Juno's-tears (jo'noz-terz), ». The European
vervain, Verbena officinalis.

junt(iunt),M. [Appar. avar. ofjimfc!^, c7i««A;i.] 1.

A large piece ; a chunk. [Scotch.]—2. A squat
clumsyperson. [Scotch.]—3t. Aworthlesswo-
man. MddietoM, Trick to Catehthe01dOne,v. 2.

junta (jun'ta), n. [= F. junte, < Sp. junta
(orig. fern. 6i junto, used as pp. otjuntar, con-
voke, congregate) = Pg. juncta, f., a council,

meeting,< h.juncta, fem. otjunctus, joined, pp.
ot jungere, join: see join. Ct. junto.] 1. A
meeting; a council. See junto. Specifically

—

2. In Spain, a consultative or legislative assem-
bly, either for the whole country or for one of

its separate parts. The most celebrated juntas in
history were that convened by Napoleon in 1808 and the
later revolutionary juntas.

1 had also Audience of the King [of Spain], to whom I
delivered two Memorials since, in his Majesty's Name of
Great Britain, that a particular Junta of some of the Coun-
cil of State and War might be appointed to determine the
Business. Howell, Letters, I. ilL 10.

junto (jun'to), n. [An erroneous form otjunta,
< S^p.junta, a council: see junta. The E. form
junto came into use at a time when Sp. words
in -a were commonlytaken with the term, -o, ap-
par. as seeming more Spanish. Cf. bastinado,

< Sp. bastonada.] A private council or assem-
bly; a combination of persons openly or se-

cretly engaged for a common purpose, espe-
cially of a political character ; a club of parti-

sans or intriguers; a faction; a cabal; spe-
cifieally, in Eng. hist., a group of leading Whig
politicians in the reigns of William III. and
Anne, of whom the most important were Som-
ers, Wharton, Bussell, and Montague.

How venerable were this junto 1 How admirable this

assembly

!

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 382.

The puzzling sons of party next appeared.
In dark cabals and mighty juntos met.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i.

That the republic might be governed by lawful magis-
trates, and not by ajunto of particular persons.

J. Adaim, Works, V. 98.

Essex Junto, in U. S. Mst., a name, first used about

1781, which was chiefly applied to a group of extreme
Federalist leaders, mostly connected with Essex county,

Massachusetts, aboutthe end of the.eighteenth and the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century. During thepresidency
of John Adams they were adherents of Hamilton rather

than of the President. Later the name was applied to

the Federalists in general. =Syn. FaMon, CamwirUla, etc.

See rnhal^.

jupt, »• Same asjwe.
jupardiet, «. A Middle English form of jeop-

ardy.

jupartt, «• *• An early form otjeopard.

jupartiet, n. An early form otjeopardy.

jupati-palm (j6'pa-te-pam), n. [,< jupaU,a,

8. Amer. name, + E. palm^.] EapJiia tmdin

gera, a palm which grows on the rich alluvial

soil on the banks of the Lower Amazon and
Pard. rivers in Brazil, it has cylindrical leaf-stalks,

which measure from 12 to 15 leet in length, and are used

by the natives for a variety of purposes, as for the walls

of houses and for baskets and boxes.

jupet (jop), n. [Also jup, jub (Plorio); < ME.
"jupe, gipe (= MHG. Juppe, jupe, joppe, jope,

giippe, gippe), < OV.jupe,juppe,jube,jubbe, gipe,

gippe, a silk stuff, a garment made of it, P. jupe

= 'Bi.jupa= lt. giuppa, giubba (WL.jupa),< Sp.

juba (al-juba), < Ar. jubbah, al-jubbah, a gaj-

ment so called: see jubbah. MBG. scMbe, G.

sehaube, is prob. from the same source. The
name was applied to various forms of garments.

Hence jupon.] Same asjupon.

20S

3255
This play of ours, just like some vest oTjup
Worn twice or thrice, was carefully laid up.

Mecknoe, Epigrams (1670).

jupel, n. [OP., a\BO juppel, jupiel, dim. otjupe,
a jupe: see jupe.] astrae &s jupon.

jupette (j§-pet'), TO. [Dim. of jitpe.] Ajupon
having a very short skirt.

Jupiter (j6'pi-t6r), n. [In older English fre-
quently Juppiter; = P. Sp. Pg. Jupiter, < L. Ju-
piter, more correctly Juppiter, OL. Joupiter =
Gr. Zeiif irar^p, voc. ZeS irdrep = Skt. JM/aus pi-
tar, lit. 'Jove (Zeus) father': see Jove, Zeus,
deity, ani father.] 1. In Botn. myth., the su-
preme deity, the parallel of the Greek Zeus,
and the embodiment of the might and national
dignity of the Eomans. The central seat of his cult
was the Capitoline Hill at Rome,where he had the title of
Optimus Maximus (Best Greatest). He was primarily a
divinity of the sky, and hence was considered to be the
originator of all atmospheric changes. His weapon was
the thunderbolt. He controlled and directed the future,
and sacrifices were offered to secure his favor at the be-
ginning of every undertaking. He was also the guar-
dian of property, whether of the state or of individuals.
White, the color of the light of day, was sacred to him

;

hence, white animals were offered to him in sacrifice, his
priests wore white caps, his chariot was drawn by four
white horses, and the consuls were dressed in white when
they sacrificed to him upon assuming oflfice. The eagle
was especially consecrated to him. The surviving artis-
tic representations of Jupiter are comparatively late, and
betray Greek influence, imitating the type of the Greek
Zeus. Also caUed Jove.

2. The brightest of the superior planets, and
the largest body of the solar system except the
sun itself, its sidereal period of revolution is 11.86198
Julian years, and its synodical period 899 days. Its mean
distance from the sun is about 483,000,000 miles. Its equa-
torial diameter at Its mean distance subtends an angle of
38", so that its real diameter is about one tenth of that
of the sun (which subtends 1,922"), and about 11 times
that of the earth (the solar parallax being 8".9). Jupiter is

flattened at the poles by no less than one seventeenth of
its diameter. Its mass is about _t]^7 of that of the sun, or
304 times that of the earth, making its mean density only
1.3, that of the earth being taken at 6.5. Gravity at its

surface is 2^ times that at the earth. The most remarkable
feature of the appearance of this planet is the equatorial
fascise or bands which cross its disk. These fasciee subsist
generally for months or even years, but sometimes form in
a few hours. They sometimes have a breadth of one sixth

of the apparent disk of the planet. There are also spots of
much greater permanence. It is, however, probable that
no solid matter can be seen, and quite doubtful whether
any exists, in the planet. The spots revolve about the axis

in 9 hours, 55 minutes, and 35 seconds, but the white clouds
in 5i minutes less time. From his photometric observa-
tions, Z511ner calculates the albedo of Jupiter to be 0.6, so

high a value as to suggest that the planet must be self-

luminous. Jupiter has five satellites or moons. Theirperi-

ods of revolution are as foUows : I. Id. 18h. 28m. 35.045s.

;

II. 3d. 13h. 17m. 63.735s.; III. 7d. 3h. 59m. 36.864s.; IV.
16d. 18h. 5m. 6.928s.; V. llhi 67Jm.
3. In alcliemy, tin, which was supposed to be
under the control of the planet Jupiter.— 4.

In her., the tincture azure or blue in blazoning
by the planets. See blazon, «., 2.— 5. In zool.,

a finback whale. Also called Jupiter-fish.

Bondelet . . . gives a figure of a "Balsena ura," . . .

which the wliale fishers of Saintonge call Gibbar, or gibbero
dorso. . . . From this provincial name came Gibbartas,
Gubartas, Jubart, Jubartes, Jupiter, etc.

J. H. Trumbull, in Fisheries of U. S. (1884), I. 29.

Jupiter's-beard (j6'pi-t6rz-berd), n. 1. The
houseleek, Sempervivum tectorum.— 2. An ever-

green leguminous plant, Anthyllis Barba-Jovis,

also cailed silver-bush ; also, less properly, ^n-
thyllis FttZweranas, or lady's-fingers.— 3. A large

fungus with a white fibrous margin, Badulum
quereinum (Hydnum Barba-Jovis).

Jupiter's-distaflf (j6'pi-terz-dis"taf), n. A la-

biate plant, or wild sage, Salvia gluUnosa, or

perhaps Phlomis fruUcosa. [Prov. Eng.]

Jupiter's-eye (jo'pi-terz-i), n. The houseleek,

Sempervivum tectorum. [Prov. Eng.]
Jupiter's-flower (j6'pi-terz-flou'''er), n. Atrans-
lation of Diantlvus, the name of the pink-genus,

also of the specific name of Agrostemma (Lych-

nis) Flos-Jovis.

Jupiter's-nut (j5'pi-t6rz-nut), n. [Translation

of Juglans.] The European walnut, Juglans

regia.

Jupiter's-staff (jS'pi-t6rz-staf), m. The mullen,

Verbascum Thapsus.

jupon (jS'pon or jo-pon'), n. [Alsp juppon; <

ME. joupone, jopowne, gipoun, gypoun, gepoun, <

OS. jupon, juppon, gippon, S. jupon = Pt.jujjon,

jupio (et. Sp. jubon = Pg. gibSo = It. giubbone,

prob. after P.), a short cassock, etc., dim. (or

aug.) ot jupe, a jupe: see jupe.] A garment
worn by men in the fourteenth and early part

of the fifteenth century. Especially— (a) A jacket

of heavy material, sometimes stuffed and quilted to serve

as a coat of fence, and often worn under the iron armor.

(6) A surcoat worn over the armor, with skirts reaching

about to mid-thigh, and with short sleeves or none. In

heraldry it is represented without sleeves and dagged or

jagged at the bottom. It was introduced about the mid-

dle of the fourteenth century.

juratory
Theflelonnewlththeflyne swerdefreschelyhestrykes, . .

.

Ihoioviejopowne and jesserawnte of gentille maUes

!

Morte Artlmre (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4238.

jurt, V. i. [A var. of jaA, v.] To clash ; strike
with a harsh noise.
By that time that the multitude ran thither iu great

numbers, and presented themselves readie to defend, the
ramme yiaajurrin^ also at the other part.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 963.

jurt, n. [A var. of jar^, «.] A crashing colli-

sion; a harsh-sounding blow ; a crash.
Jura (jo'ra), a. and n. In geoL, same as Juras-
sic—Jura limestone. See limestone.

jural (jo'ral), a. [< L. jus (Jur-), right, law (see
jus^), + -al.] 1. Pertaining to natural or posi-
tive right.

By the adjective jural we shall denote that which has
reference to the doctrine of rights and obligations ; as by
the adjective "moral" we denote that which has refer-
ence to the doctrine of duties. • Whewell,

2. Of or pertaining to jurisprudence.
jurally (jo'ral-i), adv. 1. As regards or in ac-
cordance with natural or positive right.— 2.
By means of or with reference to jurispiru-
dence.

juramentalljrt (jS-ra-men'tal-i). adv. [< *jura-
mental, pertaining to an oath (< li. jwamentum
(> It. giuramento = OP.jMremereQ^noath, <.jur-

rare, swear: see jury), + -ly^.] With an oath.
A pioiaisejuramentally confirmed.

Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, iii. 19.

jurant (jo'rant), a. and n. [< F.jurant, ppr. of
jurer, swear: see jury.] I. a. Taking an oath;
swearing. [Eare.]

II. n. One who takes an oath. [Eare.]
Jurani and Dissident with their shaved crowns argue

frothing everywhere; or are ceasing to argue and strip-

ping for battle. Carlyle, French Eev., II. iv. 2.

Jurassic (j8-ras'ik), a. and n. [< Jura (see def
.

)

-t- -assic, as in Tyiassic] I. a. Pertaining or
relating to the Jura mountains, and specifically,

ingeol., to the Jurassic series.

11. n. In geol., that part of the geological
series which includes all the groups and sub-
groups older than the Cretaceous and newer
than the Triassic: so called from the predomi-
nance of rocks of this age in the Jura moun-
tains. The Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous together
form the Mesozoic series. The fiora of the Jurassic is

distinguished by a predominance of cycadaceous forms,
ferns being also plentiful. Its fauna is rich and varied.

The most highly developed animals in this geological po-
sition are certain small marsupials. The oldest known
bird, possessing also some marked reptilian characters, is

found in the Upper Jurassic. The Jurassic series covers
a wide area in Europe, and is also of great interest and
importance in the CordUleran region of the United States.

The name Oolite was originally applied to the rocks of

Jurassic age in England by William Smith, by whom the
order of succession of this part of the series was first

worked out and published. The Jurassic of England in-

cludes the Lias as its lower member, and above this the
Lower, Middle, and Upper Oolites. In northwestern Ger-
many the Jurassic is divided into the Lower or Black
Jura, the Middle or Brown, and the Upper or White. Of
these divisions the lower corresponds to the English Lias.

The fossil remains of the Jurassic series in the United
States are of great interest. Among them is the Atlanto-

saurus, a dinosaur, supposed to have been a hundred feet

in length and thirty or more in height. The auriferous

rocks of the western edge of the North American conti-

nent are, at least in large part, of Jurassic age.

jurat! (je'rat; P. pron. zhli-ra'), «• [Formerly
also jurate; < P. jurat (vernacularlyJwr^, a jury-

man) = Sp. Pg. jurado = It. giurato, < ML.J«ra-
tes, an alderman, a warden, juror, juryman, lit.

one sworn, < L. juratus, pp. of jurare, swear

:

see jury.] A sworn officer; a magistrate; a
member of a permanent jury. The word is now
chiefly used as a title of ofiice in the Channel Islands,

where the jurats are judges and legislators chosen for life,

Jersey and Guernsey having twelve each, and Alderney six.

Opyn your gates, we commaunde you in the name of the
kyng. The watchmen sayde. Sirs, the kayes be within the
towne with the iurates.

Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cxciv.

jurat^ (jo'rat), n. [< h.juratum, neut. ol jura-

tus, sworn: see jurat^.] In law, the official

memorandum subscribed at the end of an affi-

davit, showing the time when and the person
before whom it was sworn. Whart<m.

juratet (jo'rat), n. An obsolete form ot jurats.

jurationif (jo-ra'shon), n. [= It. giurazione, <

LL. juratio(n-), a swearing as on oath, < L. ju-

rare, swear: see jury.] In tow, the act of swear-
ing; the administration of an oath.

jurative (jo'ra-tiv), a. Pertaining to or hav-
ing the purpose or the sanction and effect of an
oath; juratory. [Eare.]

juratort, «• [< L. jurator, a swearer, a sworn
witness, a sworn magistrate, ML. a juror, ijUr
rare, swear: see jury, juror.] A juror.

juratory (jo'ra-to-ri), a. [= V.juratoire = It.

gvuratorio, < tiLijuratoriu^, of an oath, < li.ju-



juratory

rator, a sworn witness, < jurare, swear : see jti-

rator, jury.l Of, pertaining to, or comprising
an oath.

How often does St. Paul . . . repeat ... his juratory
caution before the Lord : as, God is my witness?
"^

I)(m7K, Sermons, vi.

JuratO^ caution, in Scots law, a form of caution some-
times offered in a suspension or advocation, where the
complainer is not in circumstances to offer any better. It
consists of an Inventory of his effects, given up upon oath,
and assigned in security ol the sums wliich may be found
due in the saspension.

jurdicciount, n. A Middle English variant of
jurisdiction.

jure (Uvino (jS're di-vi'no). [L. : jure, abl. of
jus (Jur-), right, law : divino, abl. of divinus,
divine : see divine.'^ By divine right. See di-

vine.

jurel (jo'rel), TO. [Sp.] A fish of the genus
_ Caranx, as C. pisquetus, C.fallax, in Florida, etc

.

jurema-bark go-re'ma-Mrk), n. An astringent
bark obtained from tke Brazilian tree Aeaeia
Jurema. The natives are said to prepare a
narcotic decoction from it.

juribali, juriballi (jo-ri-bal'i), n. [Native
name. ] AWest Indian tree, TricMUa moschata,
of the natural order Meliacece, the astringent
bark of which is said to possess a high value in
typhoid fevers. The name is also applied to two other
meliaceous trees, Soymida fdnifvga, of India and Ceylon,
and Ekaya SeTiegaiensCs, of tropical Africa, which possess
similar properties.

juridic (J9-rid'ik), a. [= F. juridique = Sp.
juridico = Pg. juridico = It. giuridico, < L. ju-
ridicus, relating to justice or law, as a noun a
judge, < jus (Jur-), law, + dicare, point out,

dieere, say, declare. Gt.judge, ult. of same ele-

ments.] Same 3,sjuridical. [Bare.]
juridical (jo-rid'i-kal), a. [(juridic + -aZ.]

1. Pertaining to the"promulgation or dispensa-
tion of law ; founded upon or according to the
forms of law ; relating to or concerned with ad-
ministrative law: as, a, juridical argument; ju-
ridical methods

;
juridical oppression.

The influence of Christianity on a much more famous
system than the Brehon law has always seemed tome to be
greatly overstated by M. Troplong and other well-known
juridicai writers. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 61.

2. Subsisting in contemplation of law ; of the
nature of an abstract legal conception: as, a
juridical person, or a,juridical transaction (that
is to say, a person or transaction legally sup-
posed or conceived of to some extent irrespec-
tive of actual existence and of incidents and
circumstances not recognized by the law).

—

Delivery of juridical posseBslon. See delivery.— Ju-
ridical days, days in court on which law is administered

;

days on which the court can lawfully sit.

juridically (jo-rid'i-kal-i), adv. In a juridical
manner; according to'forms of law; with legal
authority.

juridicialt, a. An obsolete variant otjuridical.

jurinite (jo'ri-nit), TO. [Named by Loret (1822)
after Louis Jurine (1751-1819), a Genevan nat-
uralist.] In mineral., same as brooMte.

jurisconsult (j8-ris-kon'sult), to. [= F. juris-

consulte = Sp. Pg. juriseonsulto = It. giuriscon-

sulto, < L. jurisconsultus, also jureconsuUus, also

separately juris consultus and eonsultus juris,

one skilled in the law, (.jwris, gen. otjus, law,

+ consultus, pp. of eonsulere, eonsidt: see con-

suit.'} One who gives Ms opinion in cases of

law; one learned in jurisprudence; a jurist;

specifically, a master of the civil law.

In divers particular sciences, as of the ^rt«COTWU?te, . . .

there are set down some small memorials of the schools,

authors, and hooks.
Baeon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 120.

jurisdiction (jo-ris-dik'shqn), to. [< ME. juris-

diction, jwdiccioun, < OF*, jurisdiction, F. ju-

ridiction = Sp. jurisdiccion = Pg. jurisdic^ =
It. giurisdizione, < L. jurisdietio{n-), juris die-

tio(n-), administration of the law, jurisdiction,

<juris, gen. of jus, law, -t- dictio(n-), a declaring

:

see diction.} 1. Judicial authority; the le^al

power of hearing and determining controversies
or accusations ; the right of exercising the func-

tions of a judge or of a legal tribunal, it includes
the power to compel a person to appear and answer a com-
plaint, or to punish him fornotdomg so ; the power to take
property in dispute into the custody of the law ; the power
to compel production of evidence, and hear the contention

of the parties ; the power to determine questions of right

between the parties, and to enforce the determination.

Jurisdiction of the person depends usually on the giving of

due notice to the person, or a voluntary appearance byhim.
Jurisdiction of the subject-matter usually depends on the

statutory or common-law powers conferred on the court

with reference to the nature of the controversy or prop-
erty affected, and sometimes upon the seizure of the prop-

erty into the custody of the law.

By the long uniform usage of many ages, our Idngs have
delegated their whole judicial power to thejudges of their
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several courts, which are the grand depositaries ot the
fundamental laws of the kingdom, and have gained a

known and stated jurisdiction, regulated by certain and
established rules, which the crown itself cannot now alter

but by act ol Parliament. Blackstone, Com., L vii.

2. Controlling authority; the right of making
and enforcing laws or regulations; the capa-

city of determining rules of action or use, and
exacting penalties : a,s,thejurisdiction of a state

over its subjects.
To live exempt

From heaven's high jurisdiction.

Milton, P. L., ii. 319.

The jurisdiction of the several States which constitute

the Union is, within its appropriate sphere, perfectly In-

dependent of the federal government.
T. H. Benton, Thirty Years, IL 283.

3. The domain within which power is exer-

cised ; specifically, the territory over which the

authority of a state, court, or judge extends.

The Mr. and Wardens shall make serche onelye within
the jurisdition of the citie and touchinge the saide crafte

onelye. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 307.

4. The function or capacity of judging or gov-
erning in general; the natural right to judge;
inherent power of decision or control.

A new book astonishes for a few days, takes itself out of

common jurisdiction. Emerstm, Courage.

Man's language is higher than himself, more spiritual,

more ethereal, and still less subject than he to the juris-

diction of the laws of material nature.
8. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xil.

Appellate Jurisdiction. See origiTuiljurisdielion,\>Aov.

—Concurrent jurisdiction. See coTiCTwrent.— Conten-
tious jurisdlctLon, that jurisdiction exercised when one
invokes the aid of the law against one that disputes his

demands, as distinguished &om voluntary jurisdiction,

when the person having a right to resist the demand ap-

pears as a consenting applicant.— Delegated jurisdic-
tion. See delegated.—ForelgR Jurisdiction Act, an
English statute of 1843 (6 and 7 Vict., c. 94, and amend-
ments) relating to the exercise of powers In foreign coun-
tries under rights acquired by treaty or otherwise.— Gen-
eral jurisdilctlon, jurisdiction in respect to either per-

sons or property generally, within the boundaries of the
state.— Jurisdiction Acts. See Foreign JurisdictionAet,
above, and Summary Jurisdiclimi Act, below.— Limited
jurisdiction, a jurisdiction extending only to a certain
district, or to certain classes of subjects or persons, etc., or
to certain amounts.— Original jurisdiction, the power
to entertain an action from its commencement, as dis-

tinguished from appellate jurisdiction, or power to review
the exercise ol the jurisdiction of an inferior tribunal

—

Plea to the jurisdiction, a plea denying the jurisdiction
of the court to entertain an action.—Properjurisdiction,
in Scots law, that jurisdiction which belongs to the judge
or magistrate himself, in virtue of his office.—Summary
Jurisdiction Act, an English statute of 1848 (11 and 12
Vict., c. 43) for facilitating proceedings in criminal cases
before justices of the peace. It was amended In 1849 (12
and 13 Vict., c. 46), 1879 (42 and 43 Vict., c. 49), and 1884 (47
and 48 Vict., c. 43), and extended to Ireland in 1871 (34 and
35 Vict., 0. 76) and to Scotland in 1881 (44 and 45 Vict., c.

33).—Voluntary jurisdiction. See amtentiousjurisdic-
tion, above.

jurisdictional (jo-ris-dik'shon-al), a. [< juris-
diction + -al.} Pertaining or relating to juris-
diction : as, jurisdictional rights or interests.

Civil and jurisdictional powers . . . were conferred on
the council established by this charter.

JS. Everett, Orations, II. 221.

jurisdictivet (jo-ris-dik'tiv), a. [As jurisdic-
t{ion) + -ive.} Of, pertaining to, or having ju-
risdiction.

To ecclesiasticall censure no jurisdictive power can be
added without a childish and dangerous oversight in pol-
ity, and a pernicious contradiction In evangelick disci-
pline. Milton, Church-Government, II. 8.

jurisprudence (jo-ris-prS'dens), n. [= P. ju-
risprudence = Sp. Pg. jurisprtidencia = It. giu-
risprudenza, < L. jurisprudentia, also jurispru-
dentia, the science of the law, < jvHs, gen. of
J««,law, + prit^eroMa, knowledge, sMll: seepru,-
dence.} 1. The science of law ; the systemat-
ic knowledge of the laws, customs, and rights
of men in a state or community necessary for
the due administration of justice ; the science
which treats of compulsory laws, with special
reference to their philosophy and history.— 2.
The body of laws existing in a given state or
nation.— 3. More specifically, the body of un-
written or judicial law considered in the light
Oi its underlying principles and characteristic
tendencies, and as distinguished from statute
or legislative law.—Analytical jurisprudence. See
analytic.— CoTD.vaxa.tive jurisprudence, the analysis
and comparison of the bodies of law existing In different
states. In modem times the right development of law,
and the tendency to a convenient assimilation of the laws
of different civilized states and nations, have been much
favored by the study of comparative jurisprudence —
Equity jurisprudence. See apiOy, 2 (6).— (Jeneral
jurisprudence, the science or philosophy ol law, w dis-
tinguished from particular jurisprudence, or the know-
ledge of the law of a particular nation.—Hedlcal Juris-
prudence, forensic medicine. See forengic.-Mining
jurisprudence, the law, particularly the unwritten or
non-statutory law, developed from the usages ol miners
in newly discovered gold-fields, etc., according to which
the rights of finders of conflicting claims, of abandon-

jury

ment, and of the use ol waters and the riddance of de-

bris were regulated.— Particular Jurisprudence, that

which in the laws of a given state or nation is peculiar to-

that state or nation.

jurisprudent (j5-ris;j)re'dent), a. and to. [=
OF. jurisprudent = Sp. Fg. jwisprudente = It.

giurisprudente, having knowledge of the law, <

L. juris, of the law, gen. of jus, law, -I- pru-
den{t-)8, having knowledge : see prudent. This
adj. is later than the noun.] I.t a. Versed in

the law ; understanding law.

II. TO. A person learned in the law; one
versed in jurisprudence. [Bare.] •

Klosterheim In particular . . . had been pronounced
by some of the Oiatjuri^irudents a female appanage.

De Quincey.

jurisprudential (js'^ris-pr^-den'shal), a. [<

jurisprudence (L. jurispruderttia) + -al.} Of,

pertaining to, or relating to jurisprudence.

Traverse the whole continent of Europe, ransack all the-

libraries belonging to all the jurisprudential systems of

the several political states, add the contents together, yon
would not be able to compose a collection of cases equal
invariety, in amplitude, In clearness of statement, . . . to>

that which may De seen to be afforded by the collectioa

of English Beports of adjudged cases.
Bentham, Works, IV. 461.

jurist (je'rist), «. [= F. juriste = Sp. Pg. ju~
rista = It. giwrista, < L. jus (jur-), law. ] 1 . One-
who professes the science of law; one versed
in the law, or more particularly in the civil law ;;

one who writes on the subject of law.

It has ever been the method of public 7«ns(8 to draw a.

great part of the analogies on which they form the law of
nations from the principles of law which prevail in civil-

community.

2. In universities, a student in the faculty oflaw.
juristic (j§-ris'tik), a. [< jurist + ic.} Per-
taining to a jurist or to jurisprudence ; relating-

to law; juridical; legal.

juristical (j§-ris'ti-kal), a. [< juristic + -al.}

Same as juristic.

It is not rarely that we refuse respect or attention to-

diplomatic communications, as wide of the point and full

of verbiage or conceits, when. In fact, they owe those Ima^
ginary Imperfections simply to the juristical point of view
from which they have been conceived and written.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 358.

juristically (j9-ris'ti-kal-i), adv. In a juristic-

manner or way; juridically.

jur-nut (jer'nut), to. [A dial, form of earflmut.']

1. The earthnut, Buniwn flexuosum.— 2. The-
fruit of Araehis hypogeea, the peanut. [Prov.
Eng.]

juror (jo'ror), TO. [< ME. jurour, < OP. jureor,.

jureur, jourour, F. jureur = Sp. Pg. jurador z=:

It. giuratore, < L. jurator, a swearer, a sworn
witness, a sworn magistrate, ML. a juror, < jvr-

rare, sweax: seejtiry. Ct.jurator.} If. One who-
takes or has taken an oath; one who swears;,
an oath-taker. Compare nonjuror.

I am %juror in the holy league.
And therefore hated of the Protestants.

MarUme, Massacre at Paris, IL 6.

2. One who serves on a jury; a juryman; a.

person sworn to deliver the truth on the evi-

dence given him concerning any matter ia
question or on trial. Qeejury.

If your will pass,
I shall both find your lordship judge and/uror.

Shak., Hen. VIH., v. 3, 60.

3. The syndic of a gUd or trade, elected by the-

members of a craft to act as arbiter between
master and man, examine apprentices, initiate-

masters, and represent the body of them.—4.
One of a body of men selected to adjudge-
prizes, etc., at a public exhibition or competi-
tion of any kind.— Challeiige of Jurors. See Ouil-
lenge, 9.—Grand Juror, a member of a grand jury.— Pet--

_ ty juror, a member ol a petty jury.

jml;, TO. See yurt.

jury (jo'ri), Mj pi. juries (-riz). [Early mod,
E. jurie, < ME. jurie, < OP. jv/ree, an oath, a-

judicial inquest, a jury (P. jury, juri, < E.), <
ML. jurata, a jury, a sworn body of men, orig.
fern. pp. of L. jurare (> P. jurer= Sp. Pg. jtirar
= It. giurare), swear, bind by an oath, < jus-

(J^r-), law: see just\} 1. A certain number
of men selected according to law, and sworn to
inquire into or to determine facts congeming
a cause or an accusation submitted to them, and
to declare the truth according to the evidence
adduced. Trial by jury signifies the determination of
facts in the administration of civil or criminal justice by
the arbitrament of such a body of men, subject to the
superintendence ot a judge, who directs the proceedings,
decides what evidence is proper to belaid bettore the jury,
and determines questions ot law. The juries In the or-
dinary courts of justice are grand juries, pOty or petit or
mmnmn juries, special or Oruck juries, mi sheriff's juries.
Of these, the first and last are not trial juries in ttie proper
sense (See phrases below.) The principle ot trial by juiy
existed in different forms among the ancient Greeks, Bo-



jury
mans, and Gennans ; but it early fell into general disuse.
The existing system gradually grew up under the English
common law, from which it passed into American use, but
has been only partially adopted in modem times by the
nations of continental Europe.

For in good faith I neuer saw the daye yet but that I
durst as wel trust y truth of one iudge as of two iuries.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 988.

Ihejury, passing on the prisoner's life.
May in the sworn twelve have a thief or two
GuUtier than him they try. Shak., M. for M., ii. 1, 19.

2. A body of men selected to adjudge prizes,
etc., at a public exhibition or other compe-
tition. Often called jury of award Coroner's
Jury, a Jury summoned by a coroner to investigate the
cause of a death.—Grand Jury [i. e. 'large' jury, with
reference to the number of members, which is greater
than that of a petty or 'small jury], in law, a body of men
designated from time to time from among the people of
a community, by authority of law, to inquke what viola-
tions of law have been committed therein, and by whom,
their function being not to establish guilt, but to ascer-
tain whether there is sufficient ground of suspicion of
any person to justify trial by a petty jury. At common
law, and generally by statute, there must be not less than
twelve and not more than twenty-three members in a
grand jury, and the concurrence of twelve is necessary to
find an Indictment. (See indictment.) In some jurisdic-
tions grand juries are intrusted with some other duties
relating to public welfare in their county. There is no
grand jury In Scotland.—Juries' (Ireland)Acts, English
statutes of 1871 (34 and 35 Vict., c. 66), 1872 (85 and 36 Vict.,
c. 2S), and 1875 (38 and 39 Vict., c. 87), which relate to the
qualiflcations, selection, and summoning of jurors in Ire-
land.—Jury de medietate llngusa (literally, of halfness
of language), a jury composed of one half natives and one
half aliens, allowed in cases where one of the parties is an
alien. It has been generally abolished in the United States,
but is still allowed in Kentucky.—Jury of annoyance.
See atmoyance.—Jxaey of matrons, a jury of "discreet
and lawful women " impaneled to try a question of preg-
nancy : as where awidow alleges herself tobe with child by
her late husband, or a woman sentenced to death pleads, in
stay of execution, that she is with child.—Mixed Jury, a
Jury of mixed races, particularly a jury including both
white men and colored men.— Petty or petit Jury
ti.e. 'small'jury; of. grand Jury}. Same as trial jury.—
Sheriff's Jury, a jury selected by a sheriff from the list

of persons qualified to serve as jurors, and summoned by
him to hold inquests, as for assessing damages in an ac-
tion in which the defendant makes no defense, or for as-
certaining the mental condition of an alleged lunatic—
Spedm Jury, a jury selected from among men of spe-
cial qualifications, as merchants or freeholders.— Struck
jury, a jury selected by allowing each party alternately
{a strike oil from a list a name not acceptable to him,
until the number is reduced to twelve.—To hang ajury.
See fetn^.-Trial Jury, petty or petit juryTwaverse
Jury, or common Jury, a jury formed for the (rial of an
issue of fact in a civil or criminal action. At common
law, both in England and in the United States, a trial jury
must consist of twelve, and unanimity is necessary to ren-

der a verdict. The constitutional right of trial by jury
in the United States implies these conditions. By statute,

in cases where the Constitution does not secure this right.

Juries of six are sometimes allowed, as in justices' courts.

By the Constitutions of several States (California, Nevada,
and North and South Dakota), three fourths of a jury may
render a verdict in civil actions. According to the law
of Scotland, the number of the jury in criminal cases is

fifteen ; and the decision of a majority determines the
verdict. Instead of an absolute verdict of " guilty " or
"not guilty," they may return one of "not proven," which
frees the accused, but leaves him undera suspicion of guilt.

In civil cases the number of the jury is twelve, and the
jurors are not required to be unanimously agreed in their

verdict. In cases of high treason the juiy consists of twelve,

and their verdict must be unanimous, as in England.

jur^-box (jo'ri-bokB), n. In a court of justice,

an inclosed space in which the jury sits.

jury-leg (jo 'ri-leg),»s. [See jury-mast.'] Awood-
en leg. [Slang.]

jury-llst (jo'ri-list), n. In law, a list of per-

sons who may be summoned to act as jurymen.

juryman (j8'ri-man),«.; ^pl. jurymen {-men). 1.

One who is impaneled on a jury, or who serves

as a juror.

Here therefore a competent number of sensible and
upright jurymen, chosen by lot from among those of the

middle rank, will be found the best investigators of truth,

and the surest guardians of public justice.

Blaokitone, Com., III. xxin.

2. A member of any body of j)ersons chosen
to try a case at law or to inqxiire into the mer-

its of a cause presented to them, as one of the

dicasts of ancient Athens, or of the judices of

ancient Borne, or of a modem jury of award.

All cases of importance, civil or criminal, came before

courts of sixty or seventy jurymen. Froude, Ceesar, p. 30.

jury-mast (j6'ri-mast), n. [The element ^Mr^-,

foundflrst injury-mast and later in similar naut.

compounds, jury^udder, jury-rig, jury-rigged,

and the slang term jury-leg, is usually supposed

to be an abbreviation of injury; but this pre-

supposes a form Hnjury-mast, a highly improb-

able name for a new mast substituted for one

which has been lost. The accent also makes
an abbr. to jury- improbable. More improb-

able still are the etymolo^es which refer the

word to Dan. hidre, a driving, < hidre (= Sw.

fcdm=Norw. keyra=leel. heyra), drive (Skeat),

or to journey ("a jourmere mast, i. e. a mast
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for the day or occasion ") ((Jrose). It suits the
conditions best to take the word as simply <
jury + mast^, it being prob. orig. a piece of
nautical humor, designating a more or less
awkward mast hastily devised by the captain
and carpenter consulting as a 'jury.'] Naut.,
a temporary mast erected on a ship, to supply
the place of one that has been broken or car-
ried away, as in a tempest or an engagement.
jury-process (jo'ri-pros'''es), n. The writ for

_
the summoning of a jury.

jury-rig (j8'ri-rig), n. t<jury- (see jury-mast)
+ rig'^. ] Naut. , a temporary rigwhen the per-
manent rig has been disabled.

jury-rigged (jo'ri-rigd), a. Naut, rigged in a
temporary manner on account of accident.

jury-rudder (j8'ri-rud''''6r), ». [ijury- (see
jury-mast) + rudder.] Naut., a temporary rud-

_
der rigged on a ship in case of accident.

juryTsroman (jo'ri-wum''''an), n.; pi. jurywomen
(-wlm"en). One of a jiiiy of matrons (which
see, imderjarw).

jUsHi ™- -A. Middle English form ot juice.

jus^ (jus), n. [L., law, right: see ju^t\ justice,

etc., jural, jurist, etc.] Law; right; particu-
larly, what is declared to be law or right by a
judge ; matter of rule administered by a magis-
trate—JuB civile, the interpretation of the laws of
the Twelve Tables, and now of the whole system of the
Eoman law. Rapalje and Lawrence.—Jus duplicatum,
in old law. See droit, 1.—Jus feclale, in Bom. law, in-

ternational law, or the law of negotiation and diploma-
cy.—Jus gentium, the law of all nations; the law
which natural reason establishes among all races of
men; also, international law.—Jus honorarium, the
body Of rules established by magistrates by a course of
adjudication upon matters within their jurisdiction.

—

Jus In rem, a right conceived of with reference to the
thing which is subject to its dominion (that is, a right to
the thing itself as against all the world), as distinguished
iTOTCijus inpersonwm, a right considered with respect to
some particular person against whom it may be asserted,

such as a debt.—Jus Itallcum, the right, law, or liber-

ties of a Koman colony, including quiritarian ownership
and exemption from land-tax to the republic.—JuB na-
turae, Jus naturale, the law of nature ; natural law ; the
principles of justice conceived to be common to all just
minds, and necessary to human welfare.— Jus prsBtori-
um, the body of law resulting from the adjudications of
the Roman pretors.-Jus publicum, the public law of
the status of persons, oificers, the priesthood, and crimes.— Jua scriptum, written law; that which is committed
to writing by the act of its creation, as a statute, as dis-

tinguished from umvritten law, which may result from
custom or decisions of the courts irrespective of written
form.

juset, »• A Middle English form otjuice.

jusselt (jns'el), n. [ME. jtissell, < OP. jussel,

*juscel, < LL. jitscellum, dim. of L. jvsouVu/m,

broth, soup, dim. of jus, broth: see juice.] A
medieval dish. See the extract.

luasell. Recipe brede gratyd, & eggis ; & swyng tham
to-gydere, & do therto sawge, & saferon, & salt ; than take
gode brothe, & cast it ther-to, & bole it enforesayd, & do
ther-to as to charlete &c. Sa/rleian MS., 5401, p. 198.

Jussisea (jus-i-e'a), n. [NL. (Linnseus), named
after Bernard de Jussieu, founder of the nat-

ural system of botany developed later by his

nephew. See Jussieuan.] A genus of plants of

the natural order Onagrariece, containing about
40 species, mainly herbs, inhabiting swamps
and ponds, mostly in tropical and subtropical

regions. The adherent calyx-tube is elongated, but not
produced beyond the 4-celled ovary. There are from 4 to

6 entire or 2-lobed petals, with twice s& many stamens.
The leaves are alternate, and the yellow or white fiowers

are axillary and solitary. Several species are grown in

collections, but none is conspicuous for ^ts fiowers or me-
dicinal properties. J. decurrens and J. repens are natives

of the United States ; the latter also grows in the West
Indies. The genus is sometimes very properly calledprim-
roae-vriUow. The name haa also been written Jiissieua,

Jusaieva, Jusaieuia, Jussiema.

Jnssieuan (jus-i-ii'an), a. [< Jussieu{see def.)

+ -an.] Of or pertaining to one of the French
botanists Jussieu, especially Antoine Laurent
de Jussieu (1748-1836) Jussleuan system, m
bot, the natural (as contrasted with the artificial or Lin-

nean) system of classification, promulgated by A. L. de
Jussieu in 1789 in his " Genera of Plants disposed accord-

ing to Natural Orders." His uncle, Bernard de Jussieu

(1699-1776), had proceeded in the same direction. To the

nephew more than any one else is due the received classi-

fication of genera under orders based upon proper char-

acters. Of these he founded one hundred, within which he
included nearly all known genera. His primary division

of the vegetable kingdom was into Aeolyledones (the Cryp-

togamia of Linneeus), Monocotyledones, and Dicotyledon£S.

Subordinate divisions among flowering plants were based

upon the position of the stamens. His system has been
improved by A. P. de Candolle and many later workers.

jussitre (jus'iv), a. and n. [< L. jussus, pp. of

jubere, command, -1- -ive.] I. a. In gram., ex-

pressing command.
II. re. In gram., a form or construction ex-

pressing command.
justi (just), a. [< ME. juste, < OF. Juste, P.

juste = Sp. Pg. justo = It. giusto, < L. Justus,

just

just, lawful, rightful, true, due, proper, mod-
erate (neut. as noimjustum, what is right or
just), <jMS, law, right. Fromli. jus come also
E. juridical, jurisdiction, jurist, jury, injure, in-
jury, etc.] 1. Eight in law or ethics, (a) In
accordance with true principles ; agreeable to truth or
equity; equitable; even-handed; righteous: as, itisjM«t
that we should suffer for our faults ; &just award.

They shall judge the people with/u«« judgment.
Deut. xvi. 18.

If it be so easie to shalce off your sins, remember that
your condemnation will be so much raovemst if you do it

not. SWMngfieet, Sermons, II. iii.

(6) Based upon truth or equity ; rightful ; legitimate

;

well-founded : aa,juxt claims or demands.
We now return

To claim our jtMt inheritance of old.

Milton, P. L., ii. 38.

I see, however impracticable honest actions may ap-
pear, we may go on with^iat Hope.

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, v. 1.

2. Eight in character or quality, (a) Rightly ad-
justed; conformed to a standard ; correct; suitable; such
as should he: as, j'uai measurement; a jz«££ allowance.

Jwit balances, j'ust weights, ajust ephah, and SLJuat bin,
shall ye have. Lev. xix. 36.

His taste of books is a little ioeju^ for the age he lives
in ; he has read all, but approves of very few.

Steele, Spectator, No. 2.

The text receiving proper light from a j'ltst punctuation,
Qoldsmith, Criticisms.

(6) Strictly accurate ; exact; precise; proper.

If thou cut'st more
Or less than ajtMt pound, . . .

Thou diest. Shak., M. of V., Iv. 1, 27.

Injugt array draw forth th' embattled train.
Lead all thy Grecians to the dusty plain.

Pope, Iliad, iL 33.

Seem'd to me ne'er did limner paint
Sojvet an image of the Saint, . . .

The loved Apostle John

!

Scott, Marmion, iv. 16.

(cf) Agreeable to the common standard ; full ; complete.

He [Henry VII.] was a Comely Personage, a little above
jutit stature. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Forced men by tortures from their Religion ; with other
execrable outrages, which would require a iugt volume to
describe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 84.

3. Eight-minded
;
good in intention, (a) Doing

or disposed to do right ; actuated by truth and justice

;

upright ; impartial : as, to be jv^ in one's dealings.

Shall mortal man be more just than God? Job iv. 17.

(ft) Carefully mindful ; faithful : followed by to, and for-

merly also by of: as, to liejust to one's engagements.

He was very iugt of his promise, for oft we trusted him,
and would come within his day to keepe his word.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 83.

Just o/thy word. In every thought sincere.
Pope, Epitaphs, vii.

4. In music, harmonically purcj correct, and ex-
act ; in perfect tune : as, just interval, intona-
tion, temperament : opposed in general to im-
pure and incorrect, and specifically to tsmper-

e^. = Syn. 1. Deserved, condign, even-handed.—2. True,
proper, correct, regular, normal, natural, reasonable.

—

3. Bighlifui, Upright, etc. (see righteous) ; conscientious,
honorable.

justi (just), adv. [Also dial, jest, jist (^zD.juist
= G. Dan. Sw.just), <just, a.] 1. Exactly, in

space, time, kind, or degree; precisely; with-
out interval, deviation, orvariation; absolutely:

as, just five miles
;
just noon

;
just so

;
just as I

thought.
It is just so high as it is. Shak., A. and C, ii 7, 48.

He so well imployed them they did ivst nothing.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 286.

'Tis education forms the common mind

;

Jitst as the twig is bent, the tree's inclined.
P(^, Moral Essays, L 150.

3. Within a little ; with very little but a sufB-

cient difEerence; nearly; almost exactly: as,

I stood just by him; I saw him just now.
It was our fortune to arrive there just as they were go-

ing to their Evening Service.
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 27.

The stage languished, and was j'i£^ expiring when it was
again revived by King William's licence in 1695.

lAfe of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 12.

3. Merely; barely; by or with a narrow mar-
gin : as, jou.just missed the mark ; he is just a
little displeased.

Life can little more supply
Th&njust to look about us, and to die.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 4.

They -were just decent hien bodies ;—ony poor creature
that had face to beg got an awmous, and welcome.

Scott, Chron. of Canongate, iv.

4. But now; very lately; within a brief past
time.

I am just come from paying my adoration at St. Peter's
to three extraordinary relics. Gray, Letters, I. 68.

5. Quite: in intensive use: as, just awful.
[CoUoq.]—Just now. (a) A short time ago; lately.

-

as, he was here just mm. (6) Directly; immediately;
without delay : as, I will attend to it jiist now. [Scotch.]



just

just2, jousti (just or jost), V. i. [Early mod. E.
also giust (after It.) ; < ME. justen, justien, < OF.
juster,josier,jouster, bring together, come toge-
ther, touch, strike with a lance, tilt, just, F.jou-
ter, tilt, just, contend, = Pi. jostar,justar= Sp.
Pg. justar = It. giostrare (for *giostare), tilt, <
"i&i.jKXtare, approach, come together, tilt, just,

< L. juxta (> OF. juste, joste, jouste), close to,

hard by, prob. orig. *jugista, abl. fern, superl.
otjugis', continual, < jungere {<,/ *j'ug), join : see
join. Of. adjust.^ To engage in a tournament
or just; tut.

Then seyde Befyse to Tarry,
Wyllwe to-vaoTOVie jugty.
MS. CarUab. Ff. u. 38, f. 121. (HoKiweH.)

There are princes and knights come from all parts of the
world to just and toomey for her love.

Shak., Pericles, u. 1, 116.

just^, joust^ (justor jost), n. [Earlymod.E.also
giust (after It.) ; < ME. jtiste, < OF. joste, jouste

(F. joute), also jostee = It. giostra (for *giosta),

a just ; from the verb.] A military contest or
spectacle in which two adversaries attacked
each other with blunted lances, rarely with
sharp weapons as in war; a knightly tilt. ' The
just was sometunes held at the barrier; that is, the
charging knights were separated by a solid structure of
wood, which each kept on his left hand, the lance being
held diagonally across the neck of the horse. The shield
was hung from the neck, leaving the left hand free to

manage the horse and the right to direct the lance. The
shock of the lance was sometimes received on the helmet,
and on this account the tilting-helmet had commonly the
openings for air on the right side. From the beginning
of the fourteenth century the armor for the just differed

from the armor for war, and became more and more heavy
and unwieldy, the filter being almost immovable in his

saddle, in which he was secured by high pommel and can-
tie, and often by a garde-cuisse completely covering the
left tbigb and leg. The sport was usually declared to be
in honor of one or more ladies who presided asjudges and
awarded the prizes.

Lyft up thy selfe out of the lowly dust,

.Ajid sing of bloody Mars, of wars, of giugts.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, October.

Some one might show it at a joust of arms,
Saying, "King Arthur's sword, Excalibur."

Teimystm, Morte d'Arthnr.

justSf, joust^t (just or jest), M. [<OP.jMSfe,jMiste,

juyste, guiste, a, sort of pot or pitcher of tin, sil-

ver, or gold, with handles and a lid.] A pot or
jug, made of earthenware or metal, with large

body and straight neck, for holding liquids.

justacorpst, ». See juste-au-corps.

jnst-borne (just'bom), a. Justly borne; borne
in a just cause.

By this hand I swear, . . .

Before we will lay down these yust-home arms.
We'll put thee down, 'gainst whom these arms we bear.

Shak., K. John, iL 2, 345.

juste-au-corps (zhiist'6-k6r'), «. [F., (.juste,

close, + aa, to the (< a, to, + le, the), + corps,

body. In E. (8e.) justacorps, corrupted to jns-

Ucoat,jestieoat, etc.] 1 . A close body-coat with
long skirts, worn at the close of the seventeenth
century and early in the eighteenth by men of

different classes, as by noblemen on journeys or

when hunting, and by the coachmen in Paris.
— 2. An outer garment worn by women about
1650, resembling the hungerlin, which it suc-

ceeded.
Give her out the flower'd Jvstacorps, with the Petticoat

belonging to it. Dryden, Limberham, iv. 1,

justementt, «• An obsolete aphetio form of

agistment.

juste milieu (zhlist me-lye'). [F.: juste, just;

milieu, the medium.] The true mean; a just

medium or balance between extremes ; specifi-

cally, judicious moderation, as between ex-

tremes of opinion or conduct : defined as a po-
litical term by Montesquieu, but first brought
into common use by Louis Philippe in 1831 in
characterizing his own system of government.

For me, the jvsie mUieu I seek

;

Xfain would leave alone
The girl who rudely slaps my cheek.
Or volunteers her own.

J. G. Saxe, tr. of Martial's Epigrams.

joster, jouster (jus'ter or jSs'ter), n. 1. One
who justs or takes part in a just.— 3. A horse
for tilting. HalliweU.

justice (jus'tis), n. [< ME. justice, < OF. jus-

tice, jostiee, jousUce, F. justice = Pr. Sp. justicia

= Pg. justiga = It. giustizia, < L. justitia, jus-

tice, (Justus, Jxist: see jMsfi.] 1. Justness;
the quality of being just

;
just conduct, (a) Prac-

tical conformity to the laws and principles of right deal-

ing ; the rendering to every one of that which is his due

;

honesty ; rectitude ; uprightness ; also, the ethical idea

of just conduct, either of individuals or of communities;
the moral principle which determines such conduct.

This was the trouthe that the kynge leodogan was a no-

ble knvght, and kepte well Justice and right.

Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ilL 468.
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Justice is the end of government. It is the end of civil

society. It ever has been, and ever will be pursued, until

it be obtained, or until liberty be lost in the pursuit.

A. Harmlton, Federalist, No. 51.

(b) Conformity to truth ; right representation and sound

conclusion; impartiality; fairness; trustworthiness.

When we approached Sicily, ... 1 had a view of the

cities and places on the shoar, I could not but observe

the justice and poetical beauties of the descriptions of the

great master of the Latin Epic poetry.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. u. 184.

(c) Agreeableness to right ; rightfulness ; moral sound-

ness : as, he proved ibe justice of his claim.

Te sons of Mars ! partake your leader's care.

Heroes of Greece, and brothers of the war

!

Of partial Jove with justice I complain.

And heav'nly oracles believ'd in vain.
Pope, Iliad, it 141.

2. Vindication of right; requital of desert;

the assignment of merited reward or punish-

ment ; specifically, execution or vindication of

law.
Earthly power doth then show likest God's
When mercy seasons .^jMMce.

saoft., M. ofV.,iv.l, 197.

This reasonable moderator, and equal piece of justice,

Death. Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i 38.

3. Rights of jurisdiction.— 4t. Jurisdiction;

authority.

The xix kynges . . . oomaunded alle hem that were
vnther theire fustice, that eche man sholde euer be redy
and make goode wacche. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), UL 676.

5t. Precision; Justness; exactness.

Olady,
Much less in blood than virtue, yet a princess

To equal any single crown o' the earth
r thejustice of compare ! Shak., Pericles, iv. 3, 9.

6. A person commissioned to hold court for

the purpose of hearing complaints, trying and
deciding eases, and administering justice; a
judge or magistrate : generally in specific uses

:

as, a,justice ot the peace; th.e justices at the Su-
preme Covurt;.

Thnrgh sentence of tia&justice Apius.
ChmuxT, Doctor's Tale, L 204.

Bed of justice. See ftetfi.—Bureau of UUltary Jus-
tice. See Imreau.— CMef justice, the highest in rank
of the judges of a court ; particularly, the presiding judge
in the King's (or Queen's) Bench aud Common Fleas divi-

sions of the English High Court of Justice, in the United
States Supreme Court, and in the supreme courts of the
States. OftenabbreviatedC.J'.— College Of Justice. See
college.—Department of Justice. See department.—
Fugitivefromjustice. See fugitive.—Gate ofjustice.
See ^ofei.—Jeddart or Jedwood justice, executing a
prisoner and trying him afterward ; an expression refer-

ring to Jedburgh, a Scotch border town, where many of
the border raiders are said to have been hanged without
the formality of a trial. [Scotch.]

We will have Jedwood justice—hang in haste, and try at
leisure. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxxii.

Justice of the peace, an inferior or local 'judge chosen
in each county or town or other district, to preserve the
peace, to try minor causes, and to discharge other func-
tions, as the legalizing of papers for record. Abbreviated
J. P.

Thou hast appointed justices ofpeace, to call poor men
before them about matters they were not able to answer.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, iv. 7, 45.

Justice of the quorum, a distinction conferred upon
some, and sometimes on all, the justices of the peace of a
county in England, by directing, in the commission au-
thorizing the holding of quarter sessions, that among those
holding the court must be two or more of several specially
named.—Justices in eyre. See eyre^.—Justices' jus-
tice,thekind of justice administered by the unpaid magis-
tracy : in satirical reference to the disproportionate sen-
tences and extraordinary decisions of some of these oflft-

cials. [Eng.]—Justice's warrant. See warrant.—hoii
CMefJustice,the title given in England to the chiefjudge
of the Court of King's (Queen's) Bench : in full, the Lord
Chief Justice of England. The title of Lord Chief JutUce
of the Court of Common Pleas lapsed with the abolition of
that court.—Lord Justice Clerk, the Scottish judge who
ranks next to the Lord Justice GeneraL He presides over
the Outer House or Second Division of the Court of Ses-
sion, and is vice-president of the High CJonrt of Justiciaiy.— Lord Justice General, the highest judge in Scotland,
also called the Lord President of the Court of Session.—
LordsjUStlceB,personsformerly appointedby theEnglish
sovereign to act for a time as his substitute in the supreme
government either of the whole kingdom or of some part
of it.—To do justice to, to appreciate ; treat in a manner
showing appreciation of : as, he never didjustice to his son's
ability.—Trial justice, a justice assigned to hold court
for the trial of causes, usuallybefore a jury. [U. S. ]=Syn. 1,
Bight, Justice, Equity, jUiw ; Justness, Justice. Eight isthe
sfcmdard word for what ought to be. Justice and equity are
essentially the same, expressing the working out of the
principles of right under law, but law is often contrary to
justice OT equity: hence the occasional remark, "That may
be law, but it is not justice." Law in such a case means
the interpretation of written law by the courts. A court of
equity deals with and corrects the injustice of the working
of the law. Equity more expressively represents the idea
of fairness, anajustice that of sacred rights. (Seejusti and
fumesty.) Justness has a field of meaning peculiar to itself,
by which we speak of the justness of observations, criti-
cisms, etc.— that is, their conformity to admitted princi-
ples. As to conformity to right, we use justice for the ab-
stract quality, justice of the person, and justness ot the
thing. Wespcakof the jugtness of a cause, a claim, a plea,
etc.

justiciary

justicet (jus'tis), V. t. [< justice, n.] To admin-
ister justice to ; deal with judicially; judge.

Hit watz sen in that sythe that jedethyaa [Jedediab]

rengned,
In luda, that iustised the Inyne kynges.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), a 1170.

The next inheritor to the crown . . . had no sooner hijs

mistress in captivity but he had usurped her place, . . .

but, which is worse, had sent to Arta^la, persuading the

justicing her, because that unjustice might give his title

the name of justice. ^r P. Sidney, Arcadia, it

justiceablet (jus'tis-a-bl), a. [< OF.jusOceable,

justicdble, justiciable', < justice, law: see justice

and -a6te. Ct. justiciable.'] Amenable to law;

subject to judicial trial : as, a,justioeable offend-

er. Sir J. Hayward.
justice-broker (jus'tis-br6'''ker), n. A magis-

trate who sells his judicial decisions.

The devil take ail juxtice-trokers.

Dryden, Amphitryon, Iv. 1.

justicehood (jus'tis-hud), n, {_<justice + -hood.}

The ofSce or dignity of a justice; justiceship.

[Bare.]

Should but the king his justice-hood employ
In setting forth of such a solemn toy.

B. Jonson, Expostulation with Inigo Jones.

justicementf (jus'tis-ment), n. [< justice +
-ment.'] Administration of justice

;
procedure

in courts. E. Phillips, 1706.

justicert (jus'tis-Sr), n. [< ME. justicer, < OP.
justicier, also justiceor, < ML. justitiarius, one
who administers justice, < L. justitia, justice:

see justiciar]/.'] Aji administrator of justice ; a
justice or judge.

Vnto the which lusticers ... we giue and graant es-

peciall power and authoritie to sitte and assist in court.
Hakluyt's Voyages, L 209.

justiceship (jus'tis-sMp), n. [(justice + -ship.]

The office or dignity of a justice. Holland, tr.

of Ammianus, p. 51.

Justicia (jus-tish'i-a), n. [NL. (LinnEBus),

named after J. Justice, a noted Scotch horti-

culturist and botanist. The surname Justice is

derived from justice, a judge : see justice.] A
genus of plants of the natural order Acanthor
ceoe, the type of the tribe Justicieee. its corolla-

tube is enl^ed above and mostly shorter than the bila-

biate limb ; the npper lip is interior in estivation, con-
cave, and entire or slighUy 2-lobed, the lower spr^ding
and 3-cleft. The stamens are two, afl^ed in the throat.

The two anther-cells are separated, the lower with a small
white spur; there are two ovules in a celL These plants

are herbs or rarely shrubs, with the leaves entire, and the
flowers middle-sized or small, colored white, violet, pink,
or red, and variously disposed. There are about 110 spe-

cies, belonging to the warmer parts of the globe, many
beinghandsome in cultivation. J. Adhateda, called Jfoto-
bar nut, is reputed to have the properties of an anti-spas-

modic and febrifuge.

justiciable (jus-tish'i-a-bl), a. [< OF. justici-

able, F. justiciable, pertaining to justice or law,

also just : seejusticeable.] Proper to be brought
before a court of justice, or to be judicially dis-

posed of.

A person is said to he justiddtHe in a country when lia-

ble to be tried therein, or to be brought under the oper-
ation of its laws ; a thing, when the rights and incidents
of its ownership may be settled by the courts of that conn-
try. J. N. Pomeroy.

justiciar (jus-tish'i-ar), 71. [Also justitiar; <

JIL. justitiarius, justicer: see justicer, justici-

ary.] Same as justiciary, 2.

justiciarship (jus-tish'i-ar-ship), n. [(justiciar

+ -ship.] The office of justiciar.

. The unpopularity of Longchamp enabled John, aided
by the archbishop of Kouen, to lead a revolutionary move-
ment by which Longchamp was deprived of the justiciar-

ship, and John recognized as summus rector of the king-
dom. Encyc. Brit., XITT. 713.

justiciary (jus-tish'i-a-ri), a. and n. [< ML.
justiciarius, one who administers justice, < L.

justitia, justice : see justice. C£. justicer, jus-

ticiar, ult. < tSLt.jusliciarivs.] I. a. Pertaining
to the law ; legal ; relating to the administration
of justice.

He was brought into the justiciary court, upon an in-

dictment for the crime to which it was expe^:ea he should
plead guilty. Strype, Memorials, K. Charles, an. 1678.

Justldaiy power, the power of judging in matters of
life and death. Jamieson. [ScoteL]

II. m. ; p\. justiciaries (-riz). 1. An adminis-
trator of justice; a justice or judge. Burke.
[Eare.]— 2. In early Eng. hist., the chief ad-
ministrator of both government and justice.
The justiciary or chief justiciary was the king's deputy
from the time of William the Conqueror to that of Henry
in., presiding in the king's court and the exchequer, su-

pervising all departments of government, and acting as
regent in the king's absence. His functions were after-
ward divided between the lord chancellor, the chief jus-
tices, the lord high treasurer, ete. AiaojuMdar.
His (Stephen's] brother had been made Bishop of Wn-

chester, and by adding to it the place of his chief ,jliatt»-



justiciary

ary, the king [Henry I.] gave him an opportunity of be-
coming one of the richest subjects in Europe.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. History, iil. 5.

The officers whom, by a faint analogy, we may call the
Prime Ministers of the Norman Kings, are spoken of by
more names than one. On these greatofflcers the title of
Jtaticiar or Chief JvMciar definitely settled.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 288.

3t. In fheol., one who trusts in the justice or
uprightness of his own conduct.

Saviou^ the glittering palaces of proud justieiariea
are not forthee ; thou lovest the lowly and ragged cottage
of a contrite heart. Bp. BcUl, Zaccheus.

1 believe it would be no hard matter to unravel and
run through most of the pompous austerities and fastings
of many religious operators and splendid justiciaries.

SovJth, Sermons, IX. 146.

4. Administration of justice or of criminal law

;

judiciary. [Scotch.]— clerk of Justiciary. See
derJ;.— Courts of Justiciary, the highest criminal tri-

bunals of Scotland. The supreme tribunal, whose deci-
sions are finals is the High Court of Justiciary. Its judges,
called Commission's or Lords of Juxtidary, are the Lord
Justice General, the Lord Justice Clerk, and five judges of
the Coiut of Session, appointed by patent. Cvrcmt Courts
ofJwdUAmy are held by ]udges of the High Court at ten dif-

ferent towns throughout the country, usually twice a year.

Justiciese (jus-ti-si'e-e), n. il. [NL. (Dumor-
tier), < JusUcia + -ece.~i A large tribe of acan-
thaceous plants. Besides Justicia, the type, this in-
cludes 75 genera, agreeing wltli It most obviously in hav-
ing the upper lip or upper lobes of the corolla interior, or
at any rate the corolla not twisted in the bud.

justicies (jus-tish'i-ez), n. [ML., 2d pers. sing,

pres. subj. (used as impv.) of jusUeiare, justi-

tiare, dispense justice, < li.justitia, justice : see
justice.'] In Eng. law, a writ, now obsolete, di-

rected to the sheriff, empowering him to hold
plea of debt in his county court : so called from
the significant word in the opening clause of

the writ, in Latin, "we command you that you
justice A. B.," etc.

justicingt) n. [tSE. JusUsing ; verbal n. of jtt6'-

tice, «.] The act of judging or ruling.

The amirel haueth to his iusHsinge
Other half hondert of riche kinge
The aire richeste king.

Kirig Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 107.

justicing-room (jus'tis-ing-rbm), n. A room
in which causes are heard judicially and jus-

tice is administered ; especially, such a room
in the house of a justice of the peace. [Eng.]

justicoti justicoatt, n. Corruptions of juste-au-

eorps.

justifiability (jus-ti-fi-a-biri-ti), n. Justifiable-

ness. The Lancet, [fiare.]

justifiable (jus'ti-fi-a-bl), a. [< P. justifiable, <

LL. as if *justificaln(is, <jusUficare, justify: see

justify.'] Capable of being justified or proved
to be just or true ; defensible; warrantable: as,

justifiable resentment.
The stile of a Souldier is not eloquent, but honest and

iwUflabU. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 60.

It is justifiable by Csesar that they used to shave all ex-

cept their head and upper lip, and wore very long hair

;

but In their old coins I see no such thing warranted.

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, viii.

His [Bacon's] conduct was not justifiable according to

any professional rules that now exist, or that ever existed

in England. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

Justifiable bomicide. See homidde^. =Syn. Vindicable.

See exeusable.

justifiableness (jus'ti-fi-a-bl-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being justifiable
;
possibility of being de-

fended or excused.
You bring the confessions of the French and Dutch

churches, averring the truth and justifiaUenesse of their

own government. Bp. Hall, Def. of Humb. Remonst.

justifiably (jus'ti-fi-a-bli), adv. In a justifiable

manner; so as to admit of justification or ex-

cuse.

justification (jus'^ti-fl-ka'shgn), n. [= F. justi-

fication = Sp. justificacion = Pg. jusUficagSo

= It. giusUficazione, < LL. justificatio(n-), <jus-

tificare, justify : seejusUfy.] 1 . The act of jus-

tifying, or of showing something to be just or

right; proof of fairness, propriety, or right in-

tention; vindication; exculpation; upholding.

I pray, proceed to the justification or commendations

of Angling. /. WdtUm, Complete Angler, p. 38.

The love of books is a love which requires no justifica-

tion, apology, or defense. ^
Langford, Praise of Books, Prelim. Essay.

Specifically— 2. In law : (<«) The showing of

a sufdcient reason in court why a defendant

did what he is called to answer : as, a plea in

justification.

For liberty of franke speech, being a part otjustificaMon

and defence in law, is allowed to use great words for plea.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 260.

(b) Proof by a surety offered for a partjr of

whom security is required in legal proceedmgs

that he is of adequate pecuniary ability.
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Mr. M said that Recorder S had fixed ball at

$26,000, anijusUfictttionin $60,000 would be enough.
Philadelphia Times, April 10, 1886.

3. In theol., the act by which the soul is recon-
ciled to God. According to Roman Catholic author-
ity, justification is an act by which God imparts his own
character to the believer, making him truly just or right-
eous. According to the common Protestant doctrine, it

is a forensic act by which, on certain conditions, God treats
as just or righteous one who is not personally worthy of
such treatment. In this sense it is nearly equivalent to
the forgiveness of sins.

Justification ... is not remission of sins merely, but
also the sanctification and renewal of the inner man,
through the voluntary reception of the grace, and of the
gifts, whereby man of unjust becomes just, and of an en-
emy a friend, that so he may be an heir according to hope
of life everlasting.

Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent, quoted in
[Schafl's " Creeds of Christendom," II. 96.

Justification is thus a forensic term ; it is equivalent to
the remission of sins. To justify signifies not to make
the offender righteous, but to treat him as if he were right-
eous, to deliver him from the accusation of the law by the
bestowal of a pardon.

ff. P. Fisher, Hist. Refoi-mation, p. 461.

4. The act of adjusting or making exact ; the
act of fitting together, as the parts of anything:
as, ihe justification of lines or types, in printing.

Are we to seek here for the justification of the frontier
which struck us as artificial and needless?

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 44.

When he [the printer] comes to the end of his line, and
finds that he has a syllable or word which wUl not fill

out the measure, he has to perform a task which requires
considerable care and taste. This is c9Me6.Justification.

Ure, Diet., III. 644.

=Syn. 1 and 2, Exculpation, exoneration.

justificative (jus'ti-fi-ka-tiv), a. [= P. jusUfi-
catif= Sp. Pg. justificaMvo = It. giustificatimo,

< LL. as if *justificativus, < jvsUficare, justify

:

a&ei justify .] Justifying; having power to jus-

tify; justificatory.

Those same justificative points you urge
Might benefit . . .

Count Quido Franceschini.
Browning, Ring and Book, II, 313.

justificator (jus'ti-fi-ka-tor), n. [= F.jusUfi-
cateur = Sp. Pg. jitsUflcador= It. giusUficatore,

< LL. *justificator (in tern, justificatrix), (.justi-

ficare, justify : see justify.] One who justifies

;

in law, a compurgator who in former times
justified accused persons by oath; also, a jury-

man (because the jurymen justify that party
for whom thejr deliver their verdict).

justificatory (jus'ti-fi-ka-to-ri), a. [< ML. jms-

tificatorius,<. IJL. justificare, justify: seejustify.]

Tending to justify; vindicatory; defensory.

justifier (jus'ti-fi-er), n. 1 . One who justifies

;

one who vindicates, supports, defends, or up-
holds ; also, one who pardons and absolves from
guilt and punishment.
Thathe might be just, and the justifier ot him which be-

lieveth in Jesus. Rom. ill. 26.

3. In printing: (a) The workman who makes
of just length, and with just spaces between the
words, the lines of type set by a type-setting

machine. (6) An attachment to a type-setting

machine which does automatically some or all

of the work of justification.— 3. In typefound-
ing, the workman who fits up a suite of strikes

or unjustified matrices for use on one mold,
making each and all just or uniform in height

as to body, of even line as to face, and of proper
nearness to mated letters.

justify (jus'ti-fi), V. ;
pret. and -m.jusUfied, ppr.

justifying. [< ME.justifien, < OP. (and F.) jus-

tifier= Sp. Pg. justificar= It. giustificare, < LL.
jusUfiMire, act justly toward, do justice to, jus-

tify, ijusUficus, that acts justly, < la.Justus, just,

-f- facere, do.] I. trans. 1. To prove or show
to be just or conformable to reason, justice,

duty, law, or propriety; vindicate; warrant;
uphold.

He boldly aunswered him. He there did stand

That would his doings jusHfi£ with his owne hand.
Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 4.

We are, therefore, unable to discover on what principle

it can be maintained that a cause which justifies a civil war
will notjustify arf act of attainder.

Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

2. To declare innocent or blameless ; absolve;

acquit; specifically, to free from the guilt or

penalty of sin ; reconcile to God.

I cannot justify whom the law condemns. '

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, ii. 3, 16.

And by him all that believe ave justified from all things

from which ye could nothe justified by the law of Moses.
Acts xiii. 39.

Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with

God through our Lord Jesus Christ. Rom. v. 1.

Bv works a man is justified, and not by faith only.
'

Jas. u. 24.

3. To prove (any one) to be. [Rare.]

jut

I here could pluck his highness' frown upon you,
And justify you traitors. Shak., Tempest, v. 1, 131.

4. To make exact ; cause to fit or be adapted,
as the parts of a complex object; adjust, as
lines or columns in printing.

When so many words and parts of words as will nearly
fill the line have been composed, it is made the exacc
length required by inserting or diminishing the space be-
tween the several words. This is called justifying the
line, and is effected by means of the spaces alrea^ men-
tioned. Encyc. Brit., XXUI. 700.

5. To judge; pass judgment upon; hence, to
punish with death; execute. [Old Eng. and
Scotch.]

Bathe jureez, and juggez, and justices of landes,
Luke thowjustyfye theme wele that injurye wyrkea.

Morte Arthure (E. E, T. S.), 1. 663.

Thir conspirators desired, at all times, to have this Duke
[of Albany] put to death. ... It was concluded by the
king and counsel that he should be justified on a certain
day. Pitscottie, Chron. of Scotland, p. 83. (Jamieson.}

Justified matrix, in type-founding. See drive, 1 (c).

—

To,Justlfy ball, in law. See baU2. =Syn. 1. To defend,
mamtain, exonerate, excuse, exculpate.

II. intrans. To agree; match; conform ex-
actly; form an even surface or true line with
something else: as, in printing, two lines of
nonpareil and one of ^1103, justify.

justifyiug-stick (jus'ti-fi-ing-stik), n. An at-

tachment to some forms of type-setting ma-
chine, in which lines of type are made of even
length, and with uniform spaces between the
words

;
practically, a composing-stick.

justing, jousting (jus'ting or jos'ting), «. [<
ME. justing; verbal n. of jifst^, v.] The act of

tilting; a tilt, just, or tournament.

Ne stede for thl justyng wel to goon.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1115.

At the metynge of this tumement was sein many lus-
tinges, that gladly were be-holden.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), il. 134.

justing-helmet (jus'ting-hel'met), m. The hel-

met used in the just. Bee just^ and tilting-liel-

met,

jnsting-target (jus'ting-tarj), n. A shield espe-
cially made for the just. See tilting-target.

Justinian code. See code.

Justinianist (jus-tin'i-an-ist), ». [< Justinian,

Emperor of the East from 527 to 565, + -ist.]

One who is instructed in the Institutes of Jus-
tinian; one acquainted with civil law.

justle, V. and n. An occasional form of jostle.

justly (just'li), adv. 1. In a just manner; in

conformity to reason, law, or justice ; by right

;

honestly; fairly; equitably: a,s, to dealjustly

;

an opinionJms% formed.7—2. In conformity to
fact or rule ; accurately : as, his character is

justly described.

justmentf (just'ment), n. [< Just + -ment.]

That which is due." Damies.

That for seven lusters I did never come
To doe the rites to thy religious tombe;
Tliat neither haire was cut or true teares shed
By me o'er thee as j'wstmente to the dead.

Forgive, forgive me.
Herriek, To the Shade of his Religious Father.

justness (just'nes), «. 1. The quality or state

of being just, equitable, or right; conformity
to truth or justice; lawfulness; rightfulness;
honorableness.

The Esquire Katrington was aMan ot a mighty Stature,

the Knight, Annesley, a little Man
;
yet through the Just-

ness of his Cause, after along Fight, the Knight prevailed.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 138.

We may not think the justness of each act

Such and no other than event doth form it.

Shak., T. and C, ii. 2, 119.

2. Conformity to fact or rule; correctness;
exactness; accuracy: as,jMstwess of description
or of proportions.

Their justness in keeping time by practice much before
any that we have, unless it be a good band of practised
fiddlers. Pepys, Diary, III. 66.

Every Circumstance in their' Speech"fes and Actions is

with great justness and delicacy adapted to the Persons
who speak and act. Addison, Spectator, No. 309.

=Syn. Propriety, fitness, fairness. See justice.

jut (jut), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. jutted, ppr. jutting.

[Barlymod. E. jutt, jutte ; avar. otjet\ v.] If.

To strike ; shove ; butt.

And all thy bodie shall haue the fruicion of this lighte,

in suohe wise as it shal no where stumble nor iutte against

any thing. J. UdaU, On Luke xi.

Insulting Tiranny beginnes to /«(*

Vpon the innocent and awelesse Throne.
Shak., Rich. III., ii. 4, 61 (fol., 1623).

2. To project forward; extend beyond the main
body or line : as, the jutting part of a building:
often with out.

A very pleasant little tarrasse . . . jutteth or butteth
out from the maine building. Coryat, Crudities, I. 205.



jut 3260

1. Thatwhich county of England. This they soon snhdued, and erected

It Into a Jwtuih kingdom, with Canterbury as its capitaL

StUU, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 199.

Jutlander (jut'lan-der), 11. [< Jutland (< Jute^

+ land) + -«ri.]' A native or an inhabitant of

Jutland, a peninsula of Europe comprising the

mainland of Denmark and the adjoining part of

Germany.
Jutlandish (jut 'lan-dish), a. [< Jutland +
-wfel.] Of or pertaining to Jutland, or to the

people of Jutland.

jut (jut), H. [A var. of jeti, n.]

juts ; a projection.
He, stepping down

By zig-zag paths and juts of pointed rock,
Came on the sliining levels of the lake.

T&nnyson, Morte d'Arthur.

2t. A jostle ; a shove ; a thrust.

1 will not see liim, but giue him &jutU indeed.
UdaU, Koister Doister, ilL 3.

The flend, with a jut of his foot, may keep off the old,

from dread of the future. Miss Bumey, Cecilia, ii. 3.

Jutei (jot), n. [= Dan. Jyde = Sw. JuU, < AS. juttfilgly (jut'ing-li), adv. In a jutting man-
lutas, Edtas, Gedtas, Iotas, Ttas, pL, the Jutes.] ngj. . projectingly.
One of a Low German tribe originally inhabit- juttvt (jut'i) n. [A var. of je%l.] A projee-
ing Jutland, Denmark, which, with the Saxons tjon as in a'building; also, a pier or mole; a
and Angles, invaded Great Britain in the fifth jetty. [In the quotation below, also iuter-

century. See Anglo-Saxon. prete'd as an adjective, jutting.]

jute'-^ (jot), n. [< Beng. jut, the fibers of the So jutty, bieze,

plant Corchorus, also the plant itself, Malaya- Buttress, nor coigne of vantage, but this bird

lam Ja*, < Skt. jatd (also juta), matted hair (as Hath made his pendent bed
*°^J^'"=5^^^t'J°[% 7

worn by Shiva or Hindu ascetics), also the ... ,..,.. _. « ^. i' i t '*«„^o'
fibrous roots of a tree (as of the banyan).] 1. juttyt (3ut'i),«. [Avar, of je%i,».] l.trans.

A plant of the fiber-producing genus Corchorus, To project beyond.
^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^

natural order Tihacem; chiefly, one of the two
O'erhang anijuUy his confounded base,

species C. eapsularis and C. olitorius, which Shale., Hen. v., iiL 1, 13.

alone furnish the jute-fiber of commerce. The jj. intrans. To jut; project.
latter is called Jew^-rmtUow, a name also occasionally t. V * , n ^i.»c.>.£,.M,»'«.i»Qiii3i.ioanf nipnanrp
OTVf.71 t/i thp fnrmpr o ^nr,aijlnriji ia the lia-trer and has For he tooke away all thosejMtj/iTisgauenes 01 pleasure
given to the former. C. capsutans is tne larger, antt has ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ auncient lawes also were forbidden to

be built in Kome. Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 318.

jut-window (jufwin'^do), n. A projecting win-

dow; a bow-window or bay-window; a window
that projects from the line of a building. Con^

greve.

juvenalt (jo've-nal), n. [< L. juvenaUs, youth-

ful, < juvenis, youthful, a youth : see juvenile.']

A youth; a young man; a juvenile.

I will . . . send you back again to your master, for a

jewel ; theJuvenal, the prince your master, whose chin is

not yet fledged. SAo*., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2, 22.

Juvenalian (jo-ve-na'li-an), a. [< L. Juvena-

Us, Juvenal (see def.), <juvenalis, youthful: see

Juvenal.] Of or pertaining to Juvenal, a cele-

brated Roman satirist (about A. D. 100); char-

aoteristie of Juvenal or of his style.

juvenate (jo've-nat), n. [< NL. juv&natus, < L.

juvenis, a youth: see juvenile and -ate^.j In
the Bom. Cath. Ch., the two years devoted by
a novice preparing for the priesthood to the
study of Latin, Greek, and rhetoric. Also call-

eijuniorship. Worcester (Supp.).

juvenescence (jo-ve-nes'ens), n. [<.juvenes-

cen(_t) + -ce.] The state of being juvenescent
or of growing young,

short globular pods, while those of C. olOorius are elon- juvenesceut (jo-ve-nes'ent), a. [< L. juvenes-

gatedand cyllnorical ; but there is no clear difference in cen(t-)s, ppr. ofjuvenescere, grow to the age of

Fruitilig Branch of Jute {Corchorus eapsularis).

a, flower ; b, seed ; tr, fruit of C silfguosus.

the quality of their product. The two species are native

and cultivated in Bengal, whence comes the great mass
of the jute of commerce, 60,000 tons being exported ^er
year. Jute likes a warm, moist climate. It has been in-

troduced into Egypt, and into the southern United States,

youth, grow young a^ain, (.juvenis, young: see
juvenile.] 1. Becoming young; growing young
in appearance. [Bare.]— 3. Immature; unde-
veloped. [An inaccurate use.]

where its success appears to be hindered only by the want Snygnjie (io've-nil), a, and n. [= F. juvenile=
of a sufficiently ch^p means of sq,aratag the fiber.

'pj..jOve,Hl,juvenU = Sp. Pg. jUvenU = It. gio-Q The fiber of tlus plant, it is obtained by macera* ^ •
'"^

-t • x ^^ x-ui- i •

ttin from tSs toner bafk. It is of fair tenacity, glossy, senile, gtovantle, < L. mcerjrfw, youthful, guve-

and susceptible of so fine division aa to mix weU with nUe, < juvenis, young, aJnn to juvencus, young,
sUk, and can take on a bright and permanent coloring. _ AS. iung, geong, E. young : see young''-.] I.
Hitherto, however, Ito commercial use has been m the j Young: youthful: as, a juvenile manner;
manufacture of coarse fabrics, such as gunny-bags, for • ,„' -t^ „?A <„ „ „i„„ ' •' '

which it is consumed to vast quantities. It is of inferior a juventle partm a play.

value for ropes, not endurtog moisture welL The refuse

makes good paper. Dundee, to Scotland, is the great

seat of jute-manufacture.— American jute (improperly

so called), the velvetleaf, AbutUonAvicemuie, belonging to

the Malvaceoe; introduced from India, and now too com-

mon as a cornfield weed. Its fiber is pronounced equal to — —

o

jute, and its economical importance seems to depend on sports or books
the adaptation of suitable machinery.—Bastard jute, — - -—
HUnscus cannabima, the fiber of which is inferior both to

jute and sunn-hemp, and, with the better H. esadenius, is

used to adulterate jute.—Jute-bUtts or -cuttings, the

woody stump of the jute-plant^ the fiber of which is used
for various purposes.

jute-fiber (jot'fl''b6r), n. Same aajute^, 2.

lutest, n.pl. Seejoutes.

Jutisil (jo'tish), a. [< Jute^ + -isftl.] Pertain-

ing to the Jutes.

The advan(!e-guard of these tribes [Saxon] was called

Jutes, and theirpomt of attack was Kent, the southeastern

CoustoFeenix . . . is still soiuveniZem figure and man-
ner, and so weU got up, that smmgers are amazed when
they discern latent wrinkles m his lordsliip's face.

Dickeng, Dombey and Son, xxxL

2. Pertaining or suited to youth: a

Here [to "Bomeo and .Tuliet**] is one of the few attempts
of Shakespeare to exhibit the conversation of gentlemen,
to represent the airy sprightltoess otjuvenUe elegance.

Johnson, On Shakespeare's Flays.

=SyiL Boyish, Puerile, etc. See yauOrfvl.

n. n. 1. A young person; a youth.

"Yes, yes, yes," cneittie juverales, both ladies and gen-
tlemen ; "let her come, it will be exceUent sport."

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xviii

2. A book written for young persons or chil-

dren. [Trade use.]

jyst

Juveniles, classified in series according to price.

Publisher^ Trade List, 1889.

3. Theat., an actor who plays youthful parts:

as, a &r8t juvenile.

juvenileness (jo've nU-nes), n. Juvenility.

Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]

juvemlity (jo-ve-nil'.i-ti)> »*• C= ^' J^^eniliU=
Sp.juvenilidad, < 'ij.juveniUta(t-)s, youthfulness,

< juvenilis, jouth±m:Beejuvenile.] 1. The state

of being young; youthfulness, or a youthful

manner or appearance.

Cleopatra, who in her juvemlity was always playfully

disposed, . . . pushed Horenoe behtod her couch.
Dickens, Dombey and Son, xxx.

2. Anything characteristic of youth; a juve-

nile act or idea; juvenile crudity or volatility;

a youthful proceeding or performance.

Customary strains and abstracted juvenilities huve made
it difficult to commend and speak crediblym dedications.

Slanvitte, Vanity of Dogmatlzmg, Ep. Oed.

juventatet, n. [< L. juventa{t-)s, the age of

'

youth, youth, < juvenis, young: see ju)oenile.]

Youth; the time of youth. Chaucer.

juventet, »• [ME., < OF.juvente,jovente, < L.

jvmenta, the age of youth, youth, < juvenis,

young: see juvenile.] Same a,s jvnerntate.

In his luuente this lesus atte Inwen feste

Water to-to wyn toumed as holy writ teUeth.
Piers PUmman (B), xix. 104.

jnvia (jo'vi-a), «. [S. Amer.] The Brazil-

nut, Sertholleiia excelsa.

juwiset, n. See juise.

juartia-. [L. juxta-, prefix, juxta, near, close

:

see just^, v.] A prefix of Latin origin, signify-

ing 'near, together, in close proximity.' See

juxtaposition, juxtapose, etc.

juxtapose (juks-ta-poz'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

juxtaposed, ppr. juxtaposing. [< F. juxtaposer,

< Ij.juxta, near (see jvs^),+ponere, place : see

pose^.] To place (two or more objects) close

together; place side by side.

When red and green taejuxtaposed, the red tocreases the

saturation of the green and the ^een that of the red, so

that both colours are lieightened to brilliance.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit, XX. 69.

juxtatiosit (juks-ta-poz'it), v. t. [< L. juxta,

near, -^ j)OS»tM«, pp. otponere, place: see posit.

Ct. juxtapose.] To place near together or in

close relation ;
juxtapose.

Manufactured articles, similar articles of home and for-

eign production, juaaSajxwited. Contemporary Rev., JJ.Xb.

juxtaposition (juks'ta-po-zish'on), n. [=r Pg.

jtixtaposigao,<. P. juxtaposition,\'L. juxta, near,

-h^os«<io(»-), a placing: seeposiUon. Ct.ju3>-

tapose.] The act of juxtaposing, or the state of

being juxtaposed; the act of placingor the state
of being placed in nearness or contiguity.

Pntttog the case of English style toto close juxtapositjan

with the style of the French and Germans.
De Qtdneey, Styl^ i.

The juxtaposition fa space of two objects greatly assists

to the detection of likeness or nnlikeness.
J. Sully, Outltoes of FsychoL, p. 33a

juxtapositional (jnks^ta-po-zish'on-al), a. [<

juxtaposition + -aZ.] 1 . Pertaining to or con-

sisting in juxtaposition.—2. Having its parts

or elements juxtaposed, as a language the

construction of which depends upon the con-

nection of its words rather than their inflec-

tion.

Our own language, though classed as inflectional, . . .

is to many respects as isolatmg and juxtapositional as any
language of that class.

W. Smith, Bible Diet., Confusion of Tongues.

J3niljainf, n. An obsolete form otjimjam.
mnoldt, n. Same as gimhal.
Jyngidse, Jyngiiiae. See lyngid^ lyngina.
jyntee (gin'te)7». [E. Ind.] The plant Ses-

bania JEgypOaca, from which charcoal for use
in the manufacture of gunpowder is made.
Jysset. See Gis.

jystt, n. See gisfi-.



1, The eleventh letter aad
eighth consonant of the
English alphabet; the elev-
enth character also of the
Phenioian alphabet, from
which it has come to us
through the Latiu and
Greek. The comparative scheme
of forms, Phenician with its de-

scendants and its claimed originals (see A), is as follows

:

ECTptian.
Hieroglypnic. Hieratic.

^ K
Early

Greek and Latin.

E was little used in classical Latin, its office having been
transferred to C(as is explained under C) ; hence it is not
common in most alphabets derived from the Latin, as Ital-

ian and French. It was scarcely used in Anglo-Saxon, the
^-sound being regularly represented by c, of which k was
only an occasional variant ; but it became common in early
Middle English, from the thirteenth century, and gained
rapidly infrequency,being needed to represent thefr-sound
where the c would be ambiguous, owing to the assibilation

of c before certain vowels. (See C, ch.) It is now the regu-
lar symbol for the sound it denotes in all the Teutonic lan-

guages, except English. In the modern English spelling
of words of Anglo-Saxon, Homance, or Latin origin it occurs
lor this sound before eandj, cbeingused before other vow-
els and before consonants. In foreign words not ofKomance
or Latin origin k is the usual initial symbol for the sound.
Medially and Anally, the sound is denoted in English by ck,

as in back, bicker, etc. K has no variety of pronunciation
in English, being everywhere the surd or breathed corre-
spondent to the sonant or voiced g (hard). It is called a
guttural, or, better, a back-palatal, being the audible re-

sult of a breach of contact between the upper surface of

the back part of the tongue and the opposite surface of

the palate ; it is related to g (hard) and »£7 as t is related
to d and n, and p to 6 and m. It Is, however, now silent

before n, in words like knife, knigtit ; and, while itself no
longer doubled In English words, it is used with c as a
substitute for double c or double k, as in sick, suck. In
words belonging to the Teutonic part of our language,
the i-sound represents to a large extent a more original

p-sound, as in kin, answering to Latin genw, Greek yivai

(Sanskrit jono). Owing to the variable English transliter-

ation of Oriental words (Arabic, Hebrew, Hindustani, Per-

sian, Turkish, etcX * (ore) may represent any one of sev-

eral different kinds of Ar-sounds, more precisely represent-

ed (as in the etymologies of this dictionary) by *, kh, q, gh,

h, etc. Such words are preferably entered under the form
nearest the original ; but usage is too arbitrary and vari-

ous to be brought under any rule.

2. In chem., the symbol for potassium (NL. ka-

Uum).—3. As an abbreviation: (a) [I. c] In
meteor., of cumulus (c being used for cirrus).

(6) Of king, knight, etc. : as, K. G., Knight of the

Garter, (c) Of carat— 4. In muth., k is gener-
ally a constant coeflcient. It is also a unit vec-

tor perpendicular to * and J.— 5. As a numeral
in medieval use, 250.
kai, kae (kH, ka), n. [An obs. or dial, var, of

coe^."] The jackdaw. [Scotch.]

In spite o' a' the thievish kaes
That haunt St. Jamie's I

Bums, Prayer to the Scotch KepresentatiTes.

ka^t, kaat, v. t. See ca^.

Zaa me, kaa thee, runs through court and country.

Marston, Jonson, and CMpman, Eastward Ho, u. 1.

ka^t, «• »• A variant of ko, for guoth (often for

guoth he).

Enamoured, quod you? have ye spied out that?

Ah, sir, mary nowe, I see you know what is what.

Enamoured, haf mary, sir, say that againe.

VddU, Ecister Doister, i. 2.

Kaaba, Caaba (ka'ba or ka'a-^&)> '»• ^\ -'^•

ka'bah, a square building, < ka'b, a cube.] A
cube-shaped, flat-roofed building in the center

of the Great Mosque at Mecca: the most sacred

shrine of the Mohammedans. In its southeast

comer it contains the sacred black stone called hajar ai

asimd, said to have been originally a ruby which cmie

down from heaven, but now blackened by the tears shed

for sin by pilgrims. This stone is an irregular oval about

seven Inches in diameter, and is composed of about a

dozen smaller stones of different shapes and sizes, it

is the point toward which all Mohammedans face dur-

ing their devotions. The Kaaba is opened to worshipers

twice or three times a year, but only the faithful are per-

mitted to approach it.

The Kaabah stands in an oblong square (enclosed by a

great wall) 250 paces long, and 200 broad, none of the sides

of which run quite in a straight line, though at first sight
the whole appears to be of a regular shape.

BunmmM, quoted in Burton's El-Medinah, p. 366.

kaama, n. See caama, 2.

kaareewan (ka-re'win), n. [Native name.] A
tree of (Queensland, Acacia glaucescens, 50 feet

or more in height, with a wood of handsome ap-
pearance, hard, close, and tough.

kab, n. See cabK
kabab, n. and V. See caboi.

kabala, n. See cabala.

kabalassou, cabalassou (kab-a-las'o), n. The
priodontine or giant armadillo, Priodontes gi-

gas.

tabassou, cabassou (ka-bas'8), ». [S. Amer.
name.] A xenurine armadillo, as Xenurvs imi-

cinctns or X. hispidus.

kabbala, kabbalah (kab'a-la), n. See cabala.

kabob, «. and v. See cabob.

kabook, n. Another spelling of cabook.

Kabyle (ka-bil'), n. [F. Kabyle; < Ar. Qabdil,

prop. pi. of qabila, a tribe, horde, species.] 1.

One of a Berber race dwelling in Algeria, par-

ticularly in the mountains of the coast. Allied

tribes are found in the neighboring countries of North
Africa. The Kabyles are believed to be of Hamitic ori-

gin, and are Sunnite Mohammedans.
3. A dialect of Berber, spoken bymany of the
Kabyles.
Kachnga (ka-ku'ga), M. [NL.] The typical ge-

nus of Kacliugince. J. E. Gray.

Kachuginse (kak-u-ji'ne), n. pi. [< Kachuga
+ -in(B.'\ A subfaimily of tortoises of the fam-
ily BataguridcB, typified by the genus Kachuga.
It was named by J. B. Gray for species having five claws
on the fore and four on the hind feet, the snout slightly

produced, the alveolar surface of the upper jaw with one
straight angular ridge and a central longitudinal ridge.

It includes a number of Asiatic species, referred to tour
genera.

kacliugine (kak'u-jin), a. [< Kachuga + -j«ei.]

Having characteristics of the Kachuginw.
Kadarite (kad'a-rit), n. [< Ar. (> Turk.) qadar,
predestination, divine fiat (< qada/ra, be able),

+ -ite^.2 One of a Mohammedan school or
sect which denies the doctrine of predestina-
tion and maintains that of free will.

kaddish (kad'ish), ». [Heb.] In Jewish ritu-

al, a form of thanksgiving and prayer, contain-

ing special reference to the approach of the
kingdom of God, used at funerals, annual com-
memorations, etc.

Is any harm come to him because the eleven years went
by with no wretched Kaddish said for him? I can not
tell. If you think Kaddish will help me, say it, say it.

Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, liii.

kades (kadz), n. [Of. fceJi.] Sheep's dung.
SalUwell; Dairies. [Prov. Eng.]

I rather think the kades and other filth that fall from
sheep do so glut the fish that they will not take any arti-

ficial bait. W. Lauson (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 196).

kadi, cadi^ (ka'di or ka'di), n. [Formerly also

cadae, cadee; Turk, kadi, kazi, a judge, < Ar.
qadi (qadhi), a judge, magistrate, < qaday,
judge : cf. alcalde.'] A judge in Moslem coun-
tries.

kadi-kane (ka-de-ka'na), n. The Indian name
of a large grass, Panicum miliaceum, extensively
cultivated in tropical Asia for its seed. Also
called warree.

kadilesker, cadilesker (kad-i-les'k6r), n. [<

Turk, fcaeii (kasiyyu) -I- 'asker, kazi 'asker, judge
of the army: kadi, kazi, judge; al, the; asker,

army.] The chief Judge in the Turkish empire

:

so called because originally he had jurisdiction

over the soldiery, who now, however, can be
tried only by their own ofilcers.

kadle-dock (ka'di -dok), n. 1. The ragwort,

Seneeio Jacobosa.— 2. The wild chervil,.4»tfem-

cus sylvestris. [Prov. Eng. in both uses.]

Kadmee (kad'me), w. [Pers.] Amember of one

of two sects of the Parsees of India, the other

being the Slienshais. They do not differ in faith, but

only in regard to the correct chronology of the era of

Yezdegird, the last king of the Sasanian dynasty, who was
dethroned by the Calif Omar about A. D. 640, and conse-
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quently as to the correct dates for the celebration of their
festivals.

kados (ka'dos), «. [Gr. /cddo?: see cad«s.] Same
as cadus.

Eadsura (kad-sii'ra), n. [NL. (Kampfer, 1810),
< Jap. katsura.'] £. genus of climbing shrubs or
the order MagnoUacew, tribe Schizandrem : dis-

tinguished from Schizandra, the only other ge-
nus of the tribe, by the berry-like and globose,
instead of elongated, fruit. There are about 7
species, natives of tropical Asia.

kae, n. See kd^.

Ksempferia (kemp-fe'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus),
named after one Kampfer (1651-1716), a Ger-
man who traveled many years in Asia.] A ge-
nus of plants of the order Scitaminece, natives of
tropical Africa, eastern India, and the Malay
archipelago, having flowers in spikes with im-
bricated scales at the apex of short, few-leafed,

or leafless and scaly stems; a slender calyx-

tube, bearing a curious, irregular, three-lobed
corolla ; and a single crested stamen whose fila-

ment is wrapped about the style. There are about
18 species, several of which are cultivated for ornament,
and one, E. Galanga, furnishes one of the drugs known as

galangaJ,.

Itaffer, Kaffir, n. and a. See Kafir.

kaffiyeil (kaf'i-ye), n. [Syrian.] In Syria, a
small shawl or scaif worn about the head, and
bound with a colored cord.

As we ride on we see to the left a large herd of camels,
and pass their driver, a flerce-looklng_ dark-skinned man,
with bare arms, legs, and feet, astride a skinny little

horse, a coloured kaffiyeh on his head, a striped abbaya or
burnous over his shoidder.

FortnighUy Sev., N. S., XLIIL 624.

kaffle, n. Same as coffle.

Kaffrarian (kaf-ra'ri-an), a. and n. [< Kaf-
fraria, CmSraria (see "Aet) (< Kafir, Kaffir, 2),

+ -an.] T, a. Pertaining to Kaffraria or Caffra-

ria, the country of the Kafirs in South Africa.
—KaArarian region, in zoogeog. See region.

II. n. An inhabitant of Kaffraria.

kafila (kaf'i-la), n. [= Turk. Pers. qdfila, kafila

= Hind, qaflah, < Ar. qdfila, a caravan : see cof-

fle.] A train of loaded camels; a caravan. Also

caffila, cafilah, kafilah.

Kafir, Kaffir (kaf'6r), n. and a. [= Pers. kdfir

= Turk, kdfir {kydfir), < Ar. kdfir, an unbeliev-

er, an infidel.] L. n. 1. Animbeliever; an in-

fidel: applied malevolently by Mohammedans
to Christians and pagan negroes.—2. One of a
South African race, inhabiting parts of Cape
Colony, Natal, and neighboring lands : so called

originally by the Mohammedan inhabitants of

eastern Africa, on account of their refusal to

accept the faith of Mohammed. They are divided
into several branches or tribes, of which the Zulus are the
best-known, are of a bronze color, with woolly, tufted hair,

tall, well-made, athletic, and acute in intellect.

3. The language of the Kafirs, a branch of the

South African or Bantu family. It is also called

Zulu-Kafir.—4. One of a race inhabiting Kafir-

istan, a mountainous region on the northeast of

Afghanistan, who have always maintained their

independence and resisted conversion to Mo-
hammedanism. Little is known of them, but they ap-
pear to be of Aryan stock, and are divided into a number of
tribes speaking different languages or dialects.— Kafir's
simitar-tree. See Harpephyllum.

II. a. Of or belonging to the Kafirs : as, the

Kafir tongue ; Kafir customs.
Also written Caffer, Caffre, Kaffer, Ka^re.

Kafir-boom (kaf'er-bom), n. A tree of the ge-

nus Erythrina.

Kafir-bread (kaf'er-bred), n. The spongy, fari-

naceous pith of the stem of a South African
cycadaceous plant, Kncephalartos Caffer. See
Encephalartos and breadfruit.

Kafir-corn (kaf er-kdm), n. Indian millet.

Sorghum vulgare, which is cultivated in parts
of Africa as a cereal. See durra, sorghum.

Kafir's-tree (kaf'ferz-tre), n. Same as Kafir-
boom. See Erythrina.

Kafir-tea (kaf '6r-te), n. The plant Belichry-

sum nudifolium.
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kafiz (kafiz), n. An Arabian measure of ca-
pacity, nearly equal, according to Queipo, to 33
liters. According to Eliyih and the Sheikh Hasan el
Jabarti, generally 90 roti (whloh see), or 8 makkoOk, but
BomeMmes less. Also spelled ca/a.

kafsh (kafsh), «. [Vers, kafsh, kefsh."] In Persia,
a sUpper, one of several kinds having the heel
folded down.
kafta (kaf'ta), n. [Ar.] The leaves of Catha
eduUs. Also eafta, kliat.

kaftan, n. See caftan.

KagenecMa (kaj-e-nek'i-a), n. [NL. (Euiz and
Pavon, 1794), named for"Count P. von Kage-
neck, Austrian minister at Madrid.] A genus
of South American rosaceous trees, of the tribe
Quillajeee, but differing from Quillaja, the type
of the tribe, in having the calyx-lobes imbri-
cated instead of valvate in the bud and the
leaves serrate. They are evergreen trees with coarse
leathery leaves and unisexual flowers, the male racemose
or corymbose, the female solitary and terminal. The fruit
is a large follicle. Three species only are known, growing
in Chill and the mountams of Peru. K. Manga yields
wood valuable for building purposes, andverybitter leaves
and seeds, which are used by the inhabitants as a remedy
for fevers. It is cultivated as a greenhouse plant for its
white flowers. K. craKegoides is a tall ornamental tree

;

it was introduced into England in 1831.

kago (kag'6 ; Jap. pron. kang'go), n. [Jap.] A
small basketwork palanquin slung from a pole

carried on the shoulders of two men. Thekagowas
formerly the commonest mode of conveyance in Japan,
but is now confined almost entirely to mountainous re-

gions, having been superseded on the plains by the jin-

rlkisha. Also cango.

kagu (ka'go), n. [Native name.] A remark-
able grall^torial bird, Bhinochetus jubatas, the
sole member of the family ShinocJietidw, pecu-
liar to New Caledonia, it is an isolated form, with-
out very near relatives, in some respects intermediate be-
tween herons and rails. It is gray, paler below, with dark
cross-marks on the wings and toil; the bill and feet are red

;

and the nape has apendent crest. It is nocturnal, inhabits
mountain ravines, lives chiefly on animal food, runs rapid-

ly like a rail, has a habit of standing along time motionless
like a heroi^ and emits a guttural cry. Also kagou.

kahikatea (ka-i-kat'a-a), n. [Maori name.]
The coniferous tree Podoearpus daerydUndes of

New Zealand, called by the colonists white pine.
It grows to the height of 100 or 150 feet, forming forests

on swampy ground. Its wood is white and tough, and of
eicellentservicewbenprotectedfromwet. Itewhitesweet
fruit is eaten by the natives. Also kaHatea, IcakOcatea,

and kakaterro.

kahoon(ka-hon'), n. [E.Ind.] ACaleuttannit
of weight, equal to 4fl factory maunds, or li
tons; also, a money, 4 annas, or J rupee.

kai-apple, ». See heir-apple.

kaiet, «. A Middle English form of key'^.

kaif (kif), n. [Ar. qa^, quiescence.] Undis-
turbed quiescence, regarded as a state of high

happiness.
And this is the Arab's Kaif. The savoring of animal ex-

istence ; the passire enjoyment of mere sense ; the pleas-

ant luignor,the direamy tranquillity, the aiiy castle-bnild-

Ing. B. F. Bwton, El-Medinah, p. 2a
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kai-ku (ka'f-ku), n. [Maori name.] An ever-

green elimljing plant of New Zealand, Parson^

sia alUflora {P. heterophylla). It is cultivated

in greenhouses.
kaiU, n. See kale.

kail2 (kal), n. [Formerly also kayle, keil, keel;

< MB. kayle = MD. keghel, D. kegel, a pin, nine-

pin, = MLG. LG. hegel = OHG. chegil, a pin,

plug, MHG. G. kegel, a wedge, cone, ninepin,

= Sw. kegla, kagla = Dan. kegle, a cone, nme-
pin; root unknown.] 1. Aninepin; a skittle-

pin.

All the Furies are at a game called nine-pins, or feife,

made of old usurers' bones, and their souls looking on
with delight, and betting on the game

!

B. Jonaon, Chloridia.

2. pi. A game in which nine holes ranged in

threes are made in the ground, and an iron

ball is rolled in among them.

In skales,or kaylei, the sheepes-joynte was probablythe

bone used instead of a bowl.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 366.

And now at keeU they try a harmelesse chaunce

;

And now their curre they teach to fetch and daunce.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

kail* (ka'il), M. [E.Ind.] TheHimalayan P«m««
excelsa, or Bhutan pine.

kaim, n. See kame.
kaimakam (M-ma-kam')) »>• [Also caimacam,
eaimacan, caymaoan, kaimkan, etc. ; < Turk, and
Hind, kaimakam, < Ar. qdimr-makdm, a lieuten-

ant, < qdim, firm, fixed, + makdm, a deputy.]

1. An officer in the Turkish service, especially a
lieutenant-colonel.— 2. An administrative of-

ficerin Turkey; specifically, the administrator
of a subdivision of a vilayet.

Fezzan is governed by a kavmakatn or lieutenant.gov-
emor. Sncye. Brit., IX. 129.

kain, n. See cane^. [Scotch.]

kain-fowl (kan'foul), n. A fowl paid or to be
paid by a tenant as kain (cane). See cane^.

kain-hen (kan'hen), n. A hen paid or to be
paid by a tenant as kain (cane). See canfi.

Yet it shall never be said the fairest maid in the Fair
City was cooped up in a convent like a kain-heti in a cavey.

Smtt, Fair >Iaid of Perth, xxv.

kainite (ki'nit), n. [Prop. *(nenite or *cenite, <

Gr. Kcuvdc, new, recent, -t- -ite^.] A hydrous
magnesium sulphate with potassium chlorid,
occurring in beds of considerable extent at the
salt-mines of Stassfurt, Germany. The impure
kainite, which contains twelve per cent, or more of pot^
ash, is used largely as a fertilizer.

Kainozoic (M-no-z6'ik), a. Same as Ccenosoic.

kairet, v. See eair.

kailine (H'rin), n. [< (?) Gr. Kmp6g, the right
time, -I- -jnc2.] x whitish crystalline powder
(C10H13ON.HCI. + HgO), bitter-salt in taste,
soluble inwater and alcohol, and used in medi-
cine as an antipyretic.

kalsmt, 'n. An obsolete spelling of cairn.

kaiser (ki'zer), n. [Early mod. E. also keisar;
< ME. caiser, cayser, kaiser (North.), < AS. cA-
sere, emperor, < L. Cwsar, Csssar, emperor: see
Ceesar.'] If. An emperor. Compare Cossar, 1.

Wel kud kinges & kaysers kranen me i-now,
1 nel leie mi loue so low now at this time.

Waiam 0/ PaUrm (E. E. T. S.\ L 483.

King nor keiiar
Shall equal me in that world.

Fletcher, JSad Lover, iL 1.

2. [Eecent, G.] The emperor of Germany (or
of Austria).

kaisersMp (ki'z6r-ship), « . [< kaiser^ + -ship.']

The office of kaiser or emperor.
He was ready for the KaisersMp before the Eaitertkip

was ready for him. Contemporary Bee., MV. 622.

kajak, «. See kayak.
ka^epnt, n. See cajeput.

kajn-apple (ka-jS'apn), ». [Anglo-Ind.] The
cashew-nut. Cyclopedia of India.
kaka (ka'ka), m. [Maori; prob. imitative ; cf.
cockatoo.] A parrot of the genus Nestor, pecu-
liar to New Zealand. The common kaka is A^
hypqpolius, and the mountain kaka N. notabiUs.
See Nestor.

fa^po (kak'a-p6), B. [Maori; cf. fcafez.] The
owl-parrot or ground-parrot of New Zealand,
Strimgops hdbroptilvs, a large and noteworthy
parrot, by some maide the type of a family
StringopidcB, distinct from the Psittacida. it is
nocfniTiaJ, unable to fly, and in danger of rapid extermi-
nation. It is of a mottled-greenish color, and about as
large as a raven.

kakarali (kak-a-ral'i), n. [S. Amer.] A tree
of British Guiana, Lea/this OUaria. lu wood is
very durable in salt water, resisting the depredations of
the sea-worm and barnacle. Its bark is composed of a
great number of thin layers, which the natives separate
by beating and use for wiapplng. Also hUcaraUl.

kale

kakelt, »'• i- A Middle English form of cackU.

kakemono (kak-e-mo'no), n. [Jap.,< kdke-, root

of kakeru, hang, + mono, thing.] A Japanese
wall-picture or decoration, painted in transpa-

rent colors on a band of silk, gauze, or paper,

and mounted on a roller, it is generally long and
narrow,and is the common form of wall-picture in Japan

:

to be distinguished from makinwno, a roU-picture or
scroll, sometimes of great length, intended to be unrolled
and examined in the liands.

kaki (ka'ke), n. [Jap.] The persimmon of
Japan, or Chinese date, Diospyros Kaki, or its

fruit.

The kaki, or Japan persimmon, is a comparatively re-

cent introduction. Sd. Amer., N. 8., LX. 226.

kakistocracy (kak-is-tok'ra-si), n.
;

pi. kakis-

tocracies (-siz). [< (Jr. KdxiaTog, super!, of kokS^,

bad, -*- -Kparia, rule : see -cracy.] Government
by the worst men in the state : opposed to aris-

tocracy, government by the best men. [Bare.]

Jacobin democracy differs from ancient and medieval
merely in this, that it is not an aristocracy, or government
of the best, but a kakistoeraey, or government of the worst.

Fortnightly Bet., K. 8., XXXTX. 44.

kaklef, v. i. A Middle English form of cackle.

kakodyl, kakodyle, n. See cacodyl.

kakoxene, kakozine, n. See caeoxene.

kal, n. A variant spelling of cal.

kal. An abbreviation of kalends. See calends.

kaladana (kal-a-da'na), n. [Origin unknown.]
A species of ' moming-^lory, Ipomtea (Pharbi-

tis) Ml, found in the warmer parts of the Old
World.
kaladana-seed (kal-a-da'na-sed), n. The seed
of Ipomeea Nil, used as a cathartic.

kalaondan (kal'am-dan), n._ [Also kalemdan;
Pers. (> At. Hind.) qalam-dan, a pen-case, < qa-

lam, a pen, pencil, reed (see cauimus), + dan,

having, holding.] A Persian writing-case, con-

sisting of a long and narrow box of wood or
papier-mach6 painted in bright colors and var-
nished, having at one end the ink-pot, in a
slightly projecting compartment, and including
a receptacle for pens, a knife, etc.

kalamkari (kal-am-kar'i), n. [< Pers. qdlam-
kdri, < qalam-kar" a, painter, < qalarn, a pen, pen-
cil, + -fcar, denoting an agent.] Color-decora-
tion of certain special kinds inIndian countries

;

specifically, a chintz of which the pattern is pro-
ducedbymanyseparate dyeings, the groundbe-
ing covered in places by repellent preparations,
and also by printing from small blocks.

kalan (ka'lan), n. The searotter. See cut un-
der Enhydris.

An adult kalan is an animal not much larger than a ma-
ture and well-conditioned beaver. . . . Itwillmeasurefrom
the tip of its tail* which is shori^ to the extremity of the
muzzle, 3^ to 4^ feet, the tail not being over 6 to 8 inches
long, and it has a proportionate girth of a little over 2 feet

Fisheries of U. 3., V. iL 487.

Kalanchoe (kal-an-ko'e), n. [NL. (Adanson,
1763), from the Chinese name of the plant.J 1.

A genus of tropical herbs or shrubs belonging
to the natural order Crassulacem, or orpine fam-
ily, differing from most other plants of the or-

der by having the calyx 4-parted. The leaves
are opposite and fleshy,and the flowers are largerwhttc^ yel-
low,orpnrplish,and disposed in many-flowered paniculate
cymes. There mo about 20 species, one of which is a na-
tive of BrazH, all the rest occurring in tropical Africa and
Australia. £^.cremito of Sierra Leone is a succulent shrub
cultivated in greenhouses, and is c^ed leeHtoped kalan-
ehoe. The name is sometimes written Calanehoe.
2. {I. c] A plant of this genus.
Kalands (kal'andz), n. pi. [Probably from L.
£aZeB<te,the first dayof the month.] Areligious
brotherhood which originated in northern Ger-
many in the thirteenth century, and extended
to France and other countries, its objects were
the establishment of solemn burial rites, common reli-

gions exercises, and mutual support. The meetings oc-
curred on the first of each montiC and terminatal with a
feast; these feasts gradually degenerated into excesses,
and the fraternity was abolished. Also called Ctdenitr
brothers.

kalathos(kal'a-tho8),B. [C Gr. Ka?.aeof.] Same
as calathiis, 1.

kaldt, a. A Sliddle English form of cold.

kale, kaili (kal), n. [Formerly also keal; a
dial.var. of cofe2.] 1. In Scotland, loosely, cab-
bage in general, and by extension any Mnd of
greens; specifically, both there and elsewhere,
any variety of cabbage with curled or wrinkled
leaves not formingcompact heads like the com-
mon cabbage, nor yielding a fleshy edible in-

florescence like the cauliflower and broccoli,
and usually having a long stalk ; borecole.
The first ceremony of Halloween is pulling each a stock

or plant of kaS. Burnt, HaUoween, note.

2. A broth made in Scotland in which kale or
cabbage is a principal ingredient ; hence, any
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soup, no matter of what composed, and, by a
further extension, dinner: as, will you come
and tak' your hale wi' me ? [Scotch.]

But there Is neither bread nor kale,
To fend my men and me.

BtUUe of OUerboume (Child's Ballads, VII. 21).

When he brings in the messe with ZecUe, Beef, and
Brewesse, what stomaek in England could forbeare to call
for nanlcs and briskets?

Milton, Apology for Smeotymnuus.
But hear ye, neighbour, ... I will be back here to my

kail against ane o'clock. Seott, Black Dwarf, i.

Com-kale, Brasgiea Sim^istrum, the charlock or wild
mustard: so called from its growing in fields of grain.
Also fteWkale.— Indian kale, Caladmm grandiflmum, a
plant of the Aroidece. The rootstocks contain a large
quantity of starch, which is used by the natives, after
boiling to extract the noxious properties.—Kale through
the reek, bitterlanguage or treatment : in allusion to the
impalatableness of smoky broth. [Scotch slang.]—Sea-
kale, a cruciferous plant, Crambe mairiiima, found wild on
the western shores of Europe and on the Black Sea. It has
broad, wavy-toothed leaves, which are gray-colored, and,
like the stem, glaucous. For two centuries it has been cul-
tivated for its young shoots, which make a pleasant and
wholesome dish.-Wild kale, (a) Braseiea MnapCetrum,
or charlock, (&) basilica oleracea, the cabbage-plant, in its
wild state.

kale-bell (kal ' bel), n. The dinner-bell.
[Scotch.]

But hark, the kaU-beU rings, and X
Maun gae link afl the pot.
Watty ami Madge (Hera's Collection, II. 109).

kale-blade (kal ' blad), ». A cabbage-leaf.
[Scotch.]

Your hose sail be the brade kaU-blade,
That is baith brade and lang.

The Gardeim- (Child's Ballads, IV. 93).

kale-brose (kal'broz), n. A pottage made of
meal and the skimmings of broth.

Ane wadna hae thought that gude meal was sae scant
amang them, when the quean threw sae muckle gude IcaM-

broee scalding hot about my lugs.

Scott, Old Mortality, xxviii.

kaleege(ka-lej'),TO. [E.Ind. fcaZi/.] Apheasant
of the genus Euplocamus and that section of the
genus called Gallophotsis, closely related to the
silver-pheasants and firebacks. There are several
species, such as E. albocristatus, E. Tnelanotus, and E. hors-

fieldi, inhabiting the upper parts of India from the foot-
hills to an elevation of 8,000 feet. They are noted for

their pugnacity, and for making a drumming noise, but
in general habits resemble other pheasants of the same
genus. Also spelled kalij and mliage.

kaleidograijll (ka-U'do-gr&f), «. prreg. < Gr.

KoKig, bearutiful, + eUog, form, -f- ypafew, write.]

An apparatus for throwing on a screen or on
a glass disk the colored patterns produced by a
kaleidoscope.

kaleidophoue, kaleiddphoii (ka-li'do-fon,
-fon), n. [Irreg. < Gr. icqXds, beautiful, 4- eldog,

form,+ <limii, sound.] An instrument invented

by Sir Charles Wheatstone for exhibiting the

vibrations of an elastic plate or rod, in order

to illustrate the phenomena of sound-waves.
A polished knob, reflecting a point of light, is attached

to the vibrating plate or rod, and in its vibrations pro-

duces (by virtue of the persistence of visual impressions)

a variety of visible curves. Also written cal^doplume.

kaleidoscope (karli'do-skop), n. [F. kaleido-

scope (< K) ; irreg. < Gr. koMs, beautiful, -I-

eiSog, form, + criWTrelv, view.] An optical instru-

ment creating and exhibiting, by reflection,

a variety of beautiful colors and symmetrical

forms. In its simplest form the instrument consists of

a trfbe containing two reflecting surfaces inclined toward

each other at any angle which is an aliquot part ot 360". A
clear eye-glass is placed immediately against one end of

the mirrors and a similar glass at then: other end ; the

tube is continued a little beyond this second glass, and its

termination is closed by a disk of ground glass. In the cell

thus formed are placed beads, pieces of colored glass, or

other small, bright-colored, diaphanous objects, and the

changing of their positions by rotating the tube pro-

duces, by the repeated' reflection inthemirrors, different

symmetrical figures. The polyangular kaleidoscope mul-

tiplies the effect by having three or four mirrors ; a larger

number destroys the symmetry of combination. Besides

the use of the kaleidoscope as a toy, it serves the practical

purpose of furnishing an endless variety of patterns for

decorative work. Sir David Brewster invented the instru-

ment about 1815, although the idea of it had been vaguely

suggested before. He also made it applicable to distant

objects by replacing the object-box at the outer end with

a double-convex lens, controlled by an adjusting-screw.--

Jewel kaleidoscope, an enlarged and superior form of

kaleidoscope mounted on a stand, with a wheel to regu-

late its adjustment : so called because furnished with very

richly colored pieces of glass.

kaleidoscopic (ka-li-do-skop'ik), a. [< kaleido-

scope -I- -jc] Relating to the kaleidoscope;

varying or variegated like the forms and colors

in a kaleidoscope : as, kaleidoscopic views; ka-

leidoscopic combinations of color.

Her generation certainly would have lost one of its

representative and original creations: representative in

a versatile, kaleidoicopic presentment of modern life and

jsauea. Stednum, Vict. Poets, p. 141.

See Calender^.

See calends.

A pot in which soup is

The stem of the cab-
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kaleidoscopical (ka-li-do-skop'i-kal), a. [< ka-
leidoscopic + -al.i Same as kaleidoscopic.

kalemdan, n. See kalamdan.
kalendari, kalendarial. Variant spellings of
calendar, calendarial,

Ealendar^, n. See Calender^.

kalenderif, n. A Middle EngUsh form of cal-
endar.

Kalender^, n.

kalends, n.pl.
kale-pot (kal'pot), n.

made. [Scotch.]
kale-runt (kal'runt), n.

bage. [Scotch.]
Hent haet o't wad hae pierced the heart

O' a kaU-runt. Bums.

kalestock (kal'stok), n. [Formerly also kail-

stock, calstok (= Sw. kdlstock = Dan. kaalstok)

;

ikale^ + stock.'] A cabbage-plant; colewort.
[Scotch.]

kale-turnip (kal'tfer'nip), «. Same as kohl-
rahi, ofwhich it ismerelyan BngUshtranslation.

Kalevala (kal-e-va'la), n. [Also written (as 6.

)

Kalewala; Finn. Kalevala, lit. 'place or home of
a hero,'< Kaleva, a hero, + -la, denoting place.]
A Finnish epical compilation, in a meter re-
produced in Longfellow's "Hiawatha." Orally
preserved from antiquity, it was first partially published
in 1885, and completed in 1849 in 22,793 verses, gathered
from the recitations of many persons, and collected and
arranged by Elias Lonnrot.

k'alewlfe (kal'wif), n.
;
pi. halewwes (-wivz). A

woman who sells vegetables ; a marketwoman

;

a huckstress. [Scotch.]
kale-worm (kal'wSrm), n. The larva of the
cabbage-butterfly, Pieris irassicw, and of some
closely related species.

kaleyard (kal'yard), n. A cabbage-garden.
[Scotch.]

kalii (kal'i or ka'li), n. [= G. kali (NL. kalium);
< Ar. qali: see alkcfK.'] 1. The plant Salsola
Kali, the prickly saltwort or glasswort. See
alkali and Salsola.— 3. Potash: so called by
German chemists.
Also Icalin.

Lemon and kail. Same as teman-koM.

kali^ (ka'le), n. [Pers. (> Turk.) kdU, a large
carpet.] 1. A carpet with a long pile, as distin-

guishedfrom the carpets without nap. Hence

—

2. The largest in the set of carpets commonly
used in a Persian room, filling the center of the
room.

kali-. For words beginning thus, see cali-.

kalian (kal'i-an), n. A name for the Eastern
tobacco-pipe in which the smoke is drawn
through water. See hooka and narghile.

kalidium(ka-lid'i-um),M.; -pl.kalidiai-a). [NL.,
< Gr. KaMdum, dim. of /caAjd, cot, granary.] In
the florideous algse, an oval capsule or cysto-
carp containing undivided spores. Le Maout
and Decaisne, Botany (trans.), p. 968.

kalif, kalifate. See oalif, califate.

kaliform (kal'i-f&rm), a. [< kaW^ + L. forma,
form.] Resembling Salsola Kali, the prickly
saltwort.

kaligenous (ka-Hj'e-nus), a. [< kaU^ + Gr.

-j/Evff, producing : see -fife»o««.] Producing al-

kalis : speciflcally applied to certain metals
which form alkalis with oxygen. The true ka-
ligenous metals are potassium and sodium.

kalij, n. See kaleege.

kalin (kal'in or ka'lin), n. [< kali^ + -w^.]
Same as kaW^.

kalinite (kal'i-nit), n. [< kalin + 4te^.] In
mineral., native potash alum.
kaliopbilite (kal-i-ofi-lit), n. [< kali^ + Gr.

(piXog, loving, -I- -ite^.'] A silicate of aluminium
and potassiumj aUied.to nephelite, found in vol-

canic bombs ejected from Monte Somma, Vesu-
vius.

kalium (ka'li-um), n. [NL., < kali (Ar. qali),

potash: see kalii.'] Potassium: from this

name its symbol K is derived.

kaliyuga (kal-i-yo'ga), n. [Skt., < kali, the ace
on the die, -I- yuga, a generation, age: see yuga."]

The last of the fourHindu periods contained in a
mahdyuga, or great age of the world, and analo-

gous to the iron age of classic mythology, it

consists of 432,000 solar-sidereal years, and began, as deter-

mined by Hindu astronomical science, 3,102 years before

the Christian era.

kalkulet, v. t. Same as oalcule.

kallt, kallet, «• Obsolete spellings of cauP-.

kalli-. For words beginning thus, see calli-.

Kalliope, n. See Calliope; 1.

kallo-. For words beginning thus, see callo-.

Kallymenia (kal-i-me'ni-a), n. [NL. (J. G.

Agardh, 1842), < Gr. (cdXAof, beauty, + v/iv^, a

membrane.] A genus of red-spored algaa, the

kalongo

type of the family Kallymeniece, characterized
by a flat, fleshy, nei'veless frond, sometimes,
perforated, irregularly cut and lobed. The cysto-
carps or kalidia which are formed in the middle of the
frond are hemispherical, at first immersed, afterward
swelling and protruding, and finally becoming free by
the rupture of the adjacent tissue. The sphserospores
are formed by the superficial cells. The genus embraoes^
about 20 species, found in the seas of both hemispheres.
Kallymeniese (kal"i-me-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Harvey), < Kallymenia '+ -e'm.'\ Atribe of red-
spored algEB of which Kallymenia is the type,
characterized by the cells of the frond being^
round, the nuclei enveloped, and the sphsero-
spores (tetraspores) scattered in the cortical
cells. The tribe belongs to the order Gigartinacece of the
class Floridece, and embraces the two genera Kallymenia
and Callophyllis.

kallynteria (kal-in-te'ri-a), n. pi. [< Gr. Ka?.-

TimT^pm, neut. pi. of KaTJanirripioQ, for beautify-
ing, < KaTMveiv, beautify, < KaMg, beautiful.] An
ancient Attic festival occurring on the 19th of
the month Thargelion (May-June), when the
tutelary image of Athena Polias was adorned
with fresh draperies and ornaments.
Ealmia (kal'mi-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus), dedi-
cated to Peter £alm, a pupil of Linnffius who
traveled in America.] A genus of American
erioaoeous shrubs belonging to the tribe Bho-
dorece, distinguished by the open bell-shaped

American Laurel (Katfnia latifolia').

a, fiower ; b, same, cut longitudinally, allowing the position of the
stamens before fertilization, and the pistil ; c, same, after fertiliza-
tion ; d, fruit.

corolla and ten hypogynous stamens with elon-

gated filaments. The anthers have the peculiarity
(though free in the early bud) of becoming embedded in
specialized pits or pockets of the corolla as it expands,
the filaments bending over and acquiring tension, and
finally straightening elastically, withdrawing the anthers
suddenly, and projecting the pollen to some distance over
adjacent flowers. The plants are for the most part hand-
some evergreen shrubs with shining leaves and showy
flowers in coiymbs. There are 6 species, one of which
grows in the West Indies, and one extends to the Uocky
Mountains and California, the remainder being confined
to eastern North America. K. lat^olia, the American
laurel, also called eaZico-bush from the color of its flowers,

is one of the most wide-spread and beautiful of Ameri-
can shrubs, and was proposed by Darlington as the na-
tional emblem. It is a large shrub, often from 10 to
20 feet in height, with ample shining leaves and a pro-
fusion of very showy flowers varying from nearly white
to deep pink. The stems are crooked and straggling,
the bark brown and scaly, and the wood very hard and
useful for various purposes. K. angustifolia, the sheep-
laurel, lambkill, or wicky, is a smaller shrub with bright
crimson or rose-colored flowers, common in New Eng-
land, and ranging from Hudson s Bay to Georgia. It is

believed to poison sheep when the deep snows of winter
drive them to the extremity of eating it. K. glauea, the
pale laurel, prefers cold peat-bogs, and is the only species
that ranges across the continent. It is a low straggling
bush, with the leaves whitened underneath, and lilac-pur-

ple flowers.

Kalmuck, Calmuck (kal'muk), n. [Also Cal-
muc; = P. Kalmouk = G. Kalmucke, < Euss.
KalvmiM.'] 1. A member of a branch of the
Mongolian family of peoples, divided into four
tribes,anddwelling inthe Chinese empire,Westr-
em SilDeria, and southeastern Russia. They are
nomads, adherents of a form of Buddhism, and
number over 200,000.—2. The language spoken
by the Kalmucks.—8. [I. c] A kind of rough
cloth having a hairy nap.

kalo-. For words beginning thus, see calo-.

kalong (ka-long'), «. [E.Ind.] A general name
of the large fruit-bats, fox-bats, flying-foxes, or
roussettes belonging to the genus Pteropvs.

kalongo (ka-long'go), », Same as kalong.
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kalpa (kal'paO, n. [Skt., lit. formation, arrange-
ment.] In Hindu chron., a day of Brahma, a
period of 4,320,000,000 years, equivalent to a
thousand great ages (mahdyuga) ; an eon. At
the end of the eon, the cosmos is resolved again into chaos,
and has to be created anew at the end of another like pe-
riod, constituting a night of the Supreme Being. Also
spelled ccUpa,

kalpak, n. See calpac.

kalpis (kal'pis), n.; pi. kalpeis (-pis). [< Gr.
KoAOTf (see def.).] In Gr. archceol., a water-
vase, usually of large
size, resembling the
hydria, and like it

having three handles,
but diflering from the

Kalpis.— Examples of Greek red-fibred pottery.

hydria in that the posterior handle does not ex-
tend above the rim.

kalsomine (kal'so-min or -min), n. and v. A
common but incorrect form of calcimine.

kalumb, kalumba, kalnmba-root, n. See co-

lumbo.

kaluszite (kal'us-it), n. [< Kalusz, a town in

Galieia, -I- -ife^.] A mineral: same SiS syngenite.

kalyptra (ka-lip'tra), n.; pi. kalyptrw (-tre).

[< Grr. KoXv-nTpa, a veil : see calyptra.'] In anc.

Gr. costume, a veil of thin stuff ^ry commonly
worn to cover the hair. Itistobedistinguishedfrom
the himatiou or mantle, which was often made to fill its

place by being drawn up over the head. Compare calyp-

tra, 1.

kam^t. An obsolete form of came^, preterit of

come.

kam^f, a. See eam^.
kamachi (kam'a-chi), n. See Icamiehi.

kamacite (kam'a-sit), n. [< Gr. Ka/ia^ (Ka/iaK-),

a vine-pole, any pole or shaft, + -ite^."] One of

the names given by Eeichenbaeh (in German
Ballceneisen) to various peculiar forms observed
in meteoric iron. See Widmannstdttian figures,

Tuidev figure,
Kamakirra lacquer. See lacquer.

kamala, n. See kamila.

kamarband, n. See cummerbund.

'

kamas, n. See eamass.

kamassi (ka-mas'i), n. [8. African.] A South
African tree, Gonioma Kamassi, of the dogbane
family,with fragrant flowers, and a hard, tough,
and close-grained yeUow wood, which is used in

cabinet-work, for the handles of tools, etc.

kambala (kam-ba'Ja), n. [E. Ind.] An East
Indian tree, Sonner'atia apetala, of the natural
order Lyfhrariece. Its hard redwood is used for

making _packing-boxes and for house-building.

kambodja (kam-bo'ja), n. [Malay.] The Plu-
meria acuUfolia, an apocynaeeous tree,with nu-
merous large white flowers, verycommon in the
villages of Bvirma.
feambou (kam'bo), ». [Kurile Islands.] Asea^
weed, Laminaria saceharima. it is a favorite dish

among all classes in Japan, and is called by the Russians
gea^cdbbage. In England it is known as sea-b^ and gioeet-

tangle.

Kamchadale (kam'cha-dal), «. [= F. Kam-
tchadale = G. KamtscHadale, < Buss. Kamcha-
dalu, an inhabitant of Kamchatka, < £ajncAa<fca,

Kamchatka.] A member of a native tribe of

Kamchatka, a peninsula in Eastern Siberia.
The tribe is sometimes classed among Mongolians. It

numbers onlyfrom 2,000 to 3,000. Also KamtchacUU, Earn-
chatkati.

Kamchatka!! (kam-chat'kan), a. and n. [<

Kamchatka + -an.'] I. a. (3f or pertaining to

Kamchatka.
An Eskimo offshoot, though miied with Tnskl or Enm-

chatkan blood. Athenaum, No. 3149, p. 270.

H. n. 1. An inhabitant of Kamchatka.— 2.

The language of Kamchatka.
kai!ie, kaim (kam), n. 1. Dialectal (Scotch)

forms of comlA.

And lang, lang may the maidens sit,

Wi' their goud kaime in their hair,

A' waiting for their ain dear loves.

Sir Patrick Spent (Child's Ballads, HL 156).

2. A peculiar elongated ridge, made up of de-

trital material. See eskar, and iwrsehad:, 2.

[Scotch,but frequently usedbygeologists writ-

ing in English.]
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Go where one will in the Lowlands of Scotland, . . .

the kamea, gravel-mounds, knolls of boulder clay, etc.,

still retain in most cases their original form.

J. CroU, Climate and Time, p. 342.

3. A camp or fortress. [Scotch.]

His route . . . conducted him past the small ruined tow-

er, or rather vestige of a tower, called by the country peo-

ple the Kaim of Demcleugh. Scott, Guy Mannenng, xlvj.

kame (kam), v. t. An obsolete or dialectal

(Scotch) form of comi^.

Thy hands see thou wash,
Thy head likewise keame.

And in thine apparell

See tome be no seame.
Schoole of Vertue. {HaUvweU.)

who will kame my yellow hair

With a new made silver kame?
Border Minstrelsy, II. 58.

kamechi, n. See kamiehi.

kameela, kamela, n. See kamila.

kamees, «. See kamis.

kamera (kam'e-ra), n. [= L. camera, a room:

see camera, cKamier.'] A room; apartment;

chamber.
It [a political prison at the mines of Kara, in Siberia]

contains four kameras, exclusive of the hospital or lazaret,

and in each of them there are three windows, a large table,

a brick oven, and sleeping-platform accommodations for

about twenty-five men. „
Q. Kmrum, The Century, XXXIII. 535.

kami (ka'mi), n. [Jap., ujjper, superior, a

lord.] 1 . A lord ; a title applied by the Japan-
ese to daimios and governors.— 2. A term used
by the Japanese to designate (a) all the gods
or celestial beings who formed and peopled Ja-

pan; (6) the descendants of these gods, the mi-
kados and the imperial family, as terrestrial

kami; and (c) suchheroe? andworthies as have
been deified by the mikados.

In Japan it is interesting to observe that a national Kami
—Ten-zio-dai-zin— is worshipped as a sort of Jahveh by
the nation in generaL

Buxley, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 494.

3. [cap.'] [=Chin.sftj», god, spirit.] The name
used by the Protestant missionaries and the

native Protestant Christians of Japan for the
Supreme Being; God: the term used by Boman
Catholics is Tenshu, or Lord of Heaven, whence
Boman Catholics are known as the TenshO-Mo,
or ' Lord-of-Heaven sect.'—Way of the Tfami, the
way of the gods ; Shinto, the so-called native religion of
Japan. See SMnto.

kamicM (kam'i-chi), n. [P. kamiehi; from a
native name.] The homed screamer, Palame-
dea cornuta. Also written 'kamachi, kamechi.

kamila, kamela (ka-me'la), n. [Hind, kamila,
kamela.] 1 . An East Indian dyestuff consisting
of a powdery substance which invests the pods
of the euphorbiaeeous tree Mallotus Philippinenr-
sis (Bottfera tinctoria). It yields a rich orange color,
which is imparted almost exclusively to silk. It is also
an effective vermifuge.

2. The tree which yields this dyestnff. Also
'kameela, kaimaile, kamula, and kanbil. Some-
times called spoonwood.

ka!!!i8, kamees (ka^-mes'), n. [Ar. qamis: see
camis, chemise.] The loose shirt, having sleeves
reaching to the wrist, worn by men of Moslem
nations. It is made of linen or cotton, or some-
times of a fabric of cotton and sUk, etc.

The body dress is simply a Kamis or cotton shirt ; tight
sleeved, opening in front, and adorned round the waist and
collar and down the breast with embroidery like network,
it extends from neck to foot.

R. F. Burtoh,, El-Medinah, p. 150.

kampt, n. and v. An obsolete spelling of camp^.
kampoi!g (kam'pong), n. [Malay, also 'kam-
pwng. See compomt^.] An inelosure or com-
pound.

It is impossible to doubt that, among the English in our
Malay settlements,compound is used in this sense in speak-
ing English, and Kampwng In spealdng Malay.

Yide and B«rn«Jt Anglo-Ind. Gloss., p. 1S6.

kamptulicon (kamp-tu'li-kon), n. [= P. 'kamp-
tuHcon; a trade-name, < Gr. Ka/iTrrog, flexible,
+ dvTuoQ, thick.] A kind of floor-cloth composed
of india-rubber, gutta-percha, and ground cork.
It is warm, soft, and elastic. The material was introduced
about 1855. It is usually of a uniform dark-gray color, but
is sometimes varied with colored patterns. Also called
eorkcarp^
kampylite, n. See campylite.

Kampylorhynchos, «. See Campylorhynehus.
feamsin, n. See khamsin.

kan^t, v. An obsolete spelling of canl.

kan^t, n. and v. An obsolete form of can^.
kan^f, n. An obsolete form of khanl.
kana (ka'na), n. [Jap., short for kari-na, bor-
rowed names.] Japanese writingas distinguish-
ed from Chinese, which is also used in^pan.
It is syllabic and consists of 47 letters, each representing
a syllable ending with a vowel-sound, to which is added a

kai!garoo

final n, making 48 In all. Kana is so called because It is

made up of Chinese characters whose form (somewhat

modified) and name (but not their meaning) have been

borrowed, and is of two kinds : hiragana or cursive hand.

In common use, and katakana or ' side-borrowed letters,'

used chieflyfor proper names and foreign words. See hira-

gana and kata^na.

Kanaka (ka-nak' a), n. [Hawaiian, a man.]

1. A Hawaiian oif Sandwich Islander. Also
Kanacha, Kanaker, Kanak. [Pacific coast and
islands.]

In the rough winter of Forty-nine and Fifty the poor
Kanakas of San Francisco, quite childlike in their help-

lessness, . . . died under flltjw sheds of hide, and in the

bush. J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 89.

2. One of the brown laborers brought from the

Pacific islands, on a three years' agreement, and
largely employed in northern Queensland, espe-

ciaUy on the sugar-plantations. [Australia.]

Whereupon she moved loftily away, and began to in-

terrogate a Kanaka boy, who was digging a few paces off.

Mrs. Campbell Praea, The Head Station.

kanari (ka-na'ri), w. [Javanese.] The oil-pro-

ducing Java almond, Canariwn commune. See
Canarimn.

kanari-oil (kar-na'ri-oil), m. An oil derivedby ex-

pression from Canarium commune, which yields

it in large proportion. It is preferred to cocoa-

nut-oil, both for culinarypurposes and for burn-

ing.

kancMl, kantjil (kan'cMl), n. [B. Ind.] A
small deer of the genus Traguhis, found in

Java; a pygmy deer, deerlet, or chevrotain, as

Tragulus pygmcms or T. kancJiM. See Tragulvs.

kand (kand), n. A variant spelling of cand.

kande (Dan. pron. ka'ne), n. [Dan., = Norw.
kanna= E. can, a vessel : see caifi.] A measure
of capacityused inDenmark and Norway, equal

to 4.1 United States pints or 3.4 imperial pints.

kandel (kan'del), n. [The native name on the

Malabar coast.] A tree, KandeUa BheedU, re-

lated to the mangrove. See KandeUa.
kandele, n. Seekantelet.

KandeUa (kan-de'U-^), n. [Nil. (Wright and
Amott, 1834), < kandel, q. v.] A genus of trop-

ical Bast Indian trees belonging to the order

BhigophoracecB, or mangrove family, differing

botanically from Bhizophora, the mangrove, in

its 5- to 6-parted calyx, lacerated petals, and
1-eelled, 6-ovuled ovary. The genus consists of a
single species, which is a small tree with opposite, cori-

aceous, oblong, entire leaves, and large white fiowers on
axillaty peduncles. The fruit is leathery, ovoid, 1-celled

and 1-seeded, the seed, as In the mangrove, germinating
within the fruit. The bark of K. Sheedii, the only species.

Is used in dyeing red, probably as a mordant. It is also

used for tanning. Mixed with ginger or pepper and rose-

water, it is said to be a remedy for diabetes. ISke most
plants of the family, this tree is found only on the coast

^ndv, n. See carM^.
kane'^, n. See cane^.

kaue^t, n. See kha/rii-.

kaneb, n. See caneh.
kaneitie (kan'it), n. [Named after B. J. Kane
of Dublin, who first observed it.] A doubtful
manganese arsenide, supposed to have been
found in Saxony.
kang\kong(kang, kong),re. [Chin.] A large

glazed earthenware jar, containing from 60 to

100 gallons, used in China for storing water.

kang^ (kaug), n. [Chin.] A kind of oven-
like erection built of bricks, used in the north-

em provinces of China and in Manchuria as a
bed, fire being placed underneath it in winter.
Kangs are about three feet high, and vary in size ; some of
those provided in Inns and luistelries afford sleeping-ac-
commodation lor many persons.

kangan, n. See cangan.
kangaroo (kang-ga-r5'), n. [Orig. kangwroo, >

P. terejfttroo; a native Australian name.] 1. A
large marsupial mammal of Australia, Macro-
pus giganteus; by extension, any herbivorous
and saltatorial marsupial of the family Ma-
cropodidw (which see for technical characters).
The great kangaroo, the first Australian species of this

large family to become known to Europeans, was dis-

covered by Cook in 1770. The male stands 6 or 7 feet

high; the female is a third smaller. The hinder parts
of the animal enormonsW preponderate over Uie fore
parts; the thighs and tail are very muscular, the lower
leg and the tail very long. The second and third digits
are much reduced, the weight of the body falling chiefly
on the fourth and fifth. 'She lore limbs are very small,
used chiefly lor prehension, and not In locomotion ; dar-
ing the flying leaps the animal makes, said to be from 10
to 20 and even 30 feet in extent, they are closely clasped
to the breast. The head and neck are slender, the ears
high. The general color is yellowish brown, darker above
and paler below. The front teeth are fitted for nipping
herbage ; the stomach is long and sacculated ; and there is

a large csecum. In their whole structure and economythe
kangaroos represent ruminants in the Australian, Austro-
Malayan, and Papuan regions. They are gregarious, inof-
fensive and timid, but when brought to bay prove formi-
dable antagonists, using the claws of the hind feet with
great effect They are killed by being closed in upon and



kangaroo
knocked down with clubs, or driven Into ambush and shot
like deer. There are many species, 23 of the genus Ma-
eropue, 6 of PetrogcUe, and 3 of the genus OnyckogaUa,
In which the tail ends In a kind of nail. They Inhabit
not only Australia and Tasmania, but New Guinea, New
Ireland, the Aru Islands, and other islands. A large num-

Giant Kangaroo t^Macropus major).

ter of smaller species with naked muzzle, called 5rM«A-
kangarooe, pademelone, whaUabees, etc. , constitute the sub-
fenus Hatmaturm. The rock-kangaroos form the genus
'etrogale. Hare-kangaroos or kangaroo-hares belong to

the genus Lagorchestee. (See cut under hare-kangaroo.)
A peculiar type of kangaroo, inhabiting New Guinea an*
Misol, is the genua Doreopsis. (See out under Dcrrcopgie.)
£angaroo-rats, potoroos, or bettongs are small animals
«onstituting the subfamily HypeiprymniruE.

This animal is called by the natives kanguroo.
Cook's Voyages, quoted in N. and Q., 6th ser., VI. 68.

She might have said that it was not convenient to come
in and find a tame kangaroo, as big as a small donkey,
lying on his side on the hearth-rug.

H. Eingsley, Hillyars and Burtons, xxi.

2t- A kind of chair. Davies.

It was neither a lounger, nor a dormeuse, nor a Cooper,
nor a Nelson, nor a kangaroo: a chair without a name
would never do; in all things fashionable the name is

more than half. Such a happy name as kangaroo Lady
Cecilia despaired of finding.

Miss Edgeworth, Helen (1834 7), xvi.

kangaroo-apple (kang-ga-ro'ap"l), n. 1. The
yellow, egg-shaped berry of Solanum aviculare
(S. ladniatwrn), which is edible when fully ripe.
It is a native of Australia and New Zealand.

—

2. The plant which yields this fruit, it is a
plant with shrubby stems 6 or 8 feet high, long and nar-
row or pinnatiSd leaves, and cymes in the axils or on the
branches.

kangaroo-bear (kang-ga-r5'bar), n. The native
Australian bear, Fhascolarctos emereus. See
koala.

kangaroo-beetle(kang-ga-ro'be"tl), n. Abeetle
of the genus Sagra, having enlarged hind legs.

kangaroo-dog (kang-ga-ro'dog or -d6g), ».

Same as katigaroo-hound.

kangaroo-foot plant (kang-ga-ro'fut plant).

An Australian plant, Anigozawmos ManglesU, of

the natural order HmmodoracecB. The perianth, a
inches long, is 6-oleft and split nearly to the base on the
under side. As in the other members of the genus, the
exterior of the perianth, as also the inflorescence, and to

some extent the stem, is clothed with plumose wool, which
in this plant is very dense and bright-green, except at the
base of the flower, where it is crimson.

kangaroo-grape (kang-ga-ro'grap), n. Same
as hangaroo-ivine.

kangaroo-grass (kang-ga-rS'gras), n. The
Australasian grass AnthisUria ciliata (J. Atis-

tralis), also diffused through southern Asia and
the whole of Africa, it is a leafy-stemmed grass, 2 or

8 feet high, with long, bent awns ; it is highly esteemed
for the nutritious fodder it yields.

kangaroo-kare (kang-ga-rS'har), n. Same as

Jiare-ka/ngaroo.

kangaroo-hound (kang-ga-ro'hound), n. A
kind of deer-hound or greyhound used in hunt-

ing kangaroos in Australia. Also kangaroo-dog.

kangaroo-mouse (kang-ga-ro'mous), m. An
American rodent mammal of the family Sacco-

myid(B and genus Perognathus; a pocket-mouse.
The kangaroo-mice are closely related to the species of

Dipodomys (see kangaroo^Ot, 2), but are smaller. They
inhabit the same parts of the United States.

kangaroo-rat (kang-ga-rS'rat), n. 1. An Aus-
tralian marsupial of the family Macropoaidm,

subfamily Potoromw or Hypsiprymnirm, and
genus Potorous (or Mypsiprymmus), ^iprym-

X^^

Kangaroo-rat {Po/arotts tridactytus).
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nus, or Bettongia; a bettong; a potoroo.— 3.
An American rodent of the family Saccomyidce
and subfamily X>jpodom)/j»a;, as Dipodomysphil-
lipsi or D. ordi. They resemble jerboas rather than
kangaroos, and are common in the southwestern parts of
the United States and Mexico. See Dipod&mys.

kangaroo-tkorn (kang-ga-ro'thom), n. A spiny
shrub, Acacia armata, of extratropical Austra-
lia. It is grown there for hedges, and is valu-
able for fixing coast-sands.

kangaroo-vine (kang-ga-ro'vin), n. An Aus-
tralian climbing plant," (7j«st« Baudiniana (C.
antarctiea). Also kangaroo-grape.
kangy, a. Another spelling of cangy.

kankar (kang'kar), ». [Hind, kankar, lime-
stone, stone, gravel, any small fragments of
rockj whether rounded or not.] In India, an
impure concretionary carbonate of lime, usu-
ally occurring in nodules, in alluvial deposits,
and especially in the older of these formations.
It is an important rock in India, especially in the valley
of the Lower Ganges, where it is much used as a build-
ing-stone in the absence of anything better. Also written
kunkur.

The commonest and also the most useful stone of India
is kankar, a nodular form of Impure lime, which is found
in almost every river valley, and is used from one end of
the peninsula to the other for metalling the roads.

W. W. Hunter, Indian Umpire, p. 493.

kankerf, n. AMiddle English spelling ofcanker.

kankerdortt, n. A variant of canker-dort.

kanna (kan'a), M. [Sw., = E. cam^.] The prin-
cipal Swedish unit of capacity, equal to 100
cubic inches, Swedish measure, or 2.615 liters

= 2.764 United States quarts = 2.302 imperial
quarts. The Swedish systerii was to be abol-
ished in 1889.

kans (kanz), n. [E. Ind.] A grass, Saccharvm
spontaneum, allied to the sugar-cane, very com-
mon in India. It grows from 3 to 15 feet high, and is

rendered very showy by the large amount of silvery-white
wool which surrounds the base of the flowers. It may be
used for fodder, thatching, twine, etc., but is proving a
noxious weed, extremelydiflicult to eradicate.

Kansas-Nebraska Bill. Seebill^.

kantt, a. An obsolete form of cantS,

kantelt, »• An obsolete form of eamtle.

kantelet, n. [Finn.] A five-stringed harp or
dulcimer used by the Finns. Also kandele.

kanten (kan'ten), n. [Jap.] A kind of gelose
or gelatiuj sometimes called Japanese isinglass,

prepared m Japan from several species of sea-
weed, particularly from the cartilaginous Flori-

decB, and used for soups, as well as in the trades,
as, for example, in dressing woven goods. It

is usually sold in irregular prismatic sticks, re-

sembling glue.

kantkaros (kan'tha-ros), n. [< Gr. K&vdapoc:

see cantlmrus.'i Same as cantharus, 1.

Kantian (kan'ti-an), a. and n. [< Kant (see
def.) + -jare.] "I, a. Of or belonging tolm-
manuel Kant, the great German philosopher
(1724-1804), or to his system of philosophy.

The ultimate decision ... as to the truth of the Kan-
tian Criticism of Pure Eeason must turn upon the opposi-
tion of perception and conception, as factors which recip-
rocally imply, and yet exclude, each other.

K Cavrd,, Philos. of Kant, p. 666.

II, n. A follower of Kant ; a Kantist.
Kantianism (kan'ti-an-izm), n. [< (J. Kanti-
anismus; but Kantism is a product of a more re-

cent fashion in word-formation.] The doctrine
of the German philosopher Immanuel Kant
(1724-1804), one of the most influential of meta-
physicians. His leading work, published in 1781 (sec-

ond edition in 1787), is the "Kritik der reinen Vernunft," or
'Critic of the PureBeason " (the word criUc, borrowed from
Locke, being the name of a science analogous to logic).

His fundamental position is that just as blue and red
are said to be " imputed " qualities, which do not exist in
the outward things themselves, but are only the modes in
which these things affect the eye, so every attribute is

merely a mode in which the mind is alfected, and has no
application to a thing in itself. This is true even of such
predicates as existence and possibility, and equally so of
non-existence and impossibility. In short, a thing in itself

is absolutely unthinkable. But just as it is quite true that
one thing is blue and another red, in the sense of really

so affecting the eye, so Kant does not attack the real ex-

ternality of matters of fact, but only that of theforms un-
der which alone they can beapprehended by us. The ideas
which the mind thus imports into knowledge are of two
kinds— those which are presented in sensation, and those
which are introduced in the process of thinking. The first

kind, that of the forms of intuition, consists of the ideas of

space and time. Space is the form under which alone we
can have external perceptions. Time is that in whibh all

our inward experience must clothe itself, and thus our out-

ward sensations, too, when they come to be reproduced
in reflection. Thought, on the other hand, is obliged to

assume the forms of propositions, and thus arise twelve
general conceptions (categories). For as a proposition is

either universal, particular, or singular, so the object of

thought must have quantity ; as propositions are either af-

firmative, negative, or inflnitated, so the object of thought
must have degree of reality ; as propositions are either

categorical, h^othetical, or disjunctive, so the object of

kapkar
thougth must be either a substance with attributes inher-
ing in it, or a cause with its effect, or mutually reacting
elements; and, finally, as a proposition is either contin-
gent, necessary, or problematical, so the object of thought
must possess corresponding modes of being. In attribut-
ing an unchangeable character to these conceptions, Kant
is profoundly hostile to the spirit of empiricism; but in
limiting human knowledge strictly to objects of possible
experience, he seemed to strike a severe blow to meta-
physics. Beligious ideas are, however, to be admitted as
regulative principles. Kant is a severe moralist, his rule
being "Act so that the maxim of thy will can likewise be
valid as a principle of universal legislation."

kantikoy, canticoy (kan'ti-koi), n. [Also can-
Uco, cantica, kantickie, and in the earliest form
(as averb) WnJefcae^e/ anAlgonkinword.] i;
A dance, especially a religious dance, among
American Indians.—2. An entertainment with
dancing; a dancing-match. [U.S.]
Through every day of the season half the population of

the entire village go and come to the summit of the bluff
which overhangs it, where they peer down for hours at a
tim e upon the methods and evolutions of the kantickie be-
low, the seals themselves looking up with intelligent ap-
preciation of the fact that, though they were in the hands
of man, yet he is wise enough not to disturb them there aa
they rest. Msheries of U. 5., V. iL 337.

kantikoy, canticoy (kan'ti-koi), ».l [Also
cantico, etc., in the earliest form kintekaeye;
from the noun.] To dance as an act of worsmp,
or in festivity: said of American Indians.

The first of these Indians, having received a horrible
wound, . . . wished them to let him kintekaeye—being
a dance performed by them as a religious rite, etc.

Broad Advice (1649), 2 N. Y. Hist. Coll., IL 258.

These Indians had canticoyed (gekintekayt)theie to-day

—

that is, conjured the devil, and liberated a woman among
them who was possessed by him, as they said.

Dankers, Voyage to N. Y. (1679), p. 275.

Kantism (kan'tizm), n. [< Kant (see Kantian-
ism) + -ism.'] Same as Kantianism.
Kantist (kan'tist), n. [< Kant (see Kantianism)
-h -»st.] A disciple or follower of Kant.

kantjil, n. See kanchil.

kantry (kan'tri), n. Same as cantred.

Kannck, n. and a. See Canuck.
kanun (ka-non'), n. [Turk.] A kind of dulci-
mer or zither, used in Turkey. Also written
canoon.
kaoliang (kou'li-ang), n. [CJhin. : < kao, tall,

-I- liang, millet.] Tall millet; the name in
China of Sorghum vulgare or Indian millet.

kaolin (ka'o-lin), n. [< Chin. kaoUng, 'hi^h
ridge,' the name of a hill in China where it is

found.] A fine variety of clay, resulting from
the decomposition of feldspar, it is a hydrated sili-

cate of aluminium. When pure it is perfectly white, and
forms compact, friable, or mealy masses, made up of scale-
like crystals. It is soft and unctuous to the touch. Kaolin
forms one of the two ingredients in Oriental porcelain ; the
other, called in China petunize, is a quartzose feldspathic
^ock. Kaolin occurs in China, Japan, Saxony, Cornwall,
near Limoges in France, and at several localities in the
United States ; that from Limoges is used for the famous
Sfevres porcelain. In mineralogy called kaolinite.—Kao-
lin porcelain, a name sometimes given to true or hard
porcelain, such as that of the Oriental nations and of Sevres
and other factories of the continent of Europe.

kaolinic (ka-o-lin'ik), a. [< kaolin + -»c.] Per-
taining to or of the nature of kaolin: as, kao-
linic substances. Kncyc. Brit., XIX. 624.

kaolinite (ka'o-lin-it), n. [< kaolm + -ite^.']

Kaolin in its crystalline form.
kaolinization (ka-o-lin-i-za'shon), n. [< kao-
linize + -aMon.] Tke process liy which certain
minerals, particularly common feldspar, have
been altered into kaolin.

Though occasionally clear and fresh, the felspar has
often suffered from kaolinizaUon. Geol. Jour., XLIV. 652.

kaolinize (ka'o-lin-iz), «. t; pret. and pp. kao-
linized, ppr. ka'olinizing. [< kaolm + Age.] To
convert into kaolin : as, kaoUnized feldspar.

The original crystals . . . have been much cracked,
and sometimes even partially kaolinized.

Philosophical Mag., XXVII. 279.

kapet.w. An obsolete form of copei.

kapelle (ka-pel'e), n. [G. : see chapel.] In
Germany, a musical establishment consisting
of a band or orchestra, with or without a choir,

under the direction and training of a kapell-
meister. In the eighteenth century such establishments
were maintained at mostof the German courts andbymany
of the nobility.

kapellmeister, capellmeister (ka-pel'mis"-
t6r), n. [G., < kapelle, capelle, chapel, chapel-
choir, orchestra, -1- meister='E. master.] 1 . The
leader or conductor of a kapelle, or of any large
musicalestablishment, involving, at least in cen-
tral Europe, extensive duties of composition,
training, accompaniment, and conducting.— 3.
The conductor of any band or orchestra.
Sometimes translated chapel-niuister.

kaph, n. See caph.

kapkar, ». See eaphar.



^apitia

kapitia (ka-pish'i-a), n. [E. Ind.] A resin
which exudes from a Ceylonese tree, Croton
aromaUcus (C. lacciferus).

kapnographic (kap-no-graf'ik), a. [< Icapnog-
raphy + -ic] Of or pertaining to kapnography

;

executed 'by kapnography.
kapnograpny (kap-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. Kaiivoc,

smoke, + -ypa^la, < ypa^tv, write.] Drawing by
means of smoke ; especially, the art of produ-
cing decorative designs, pictures, etc., with a
point more or less fine, in a coating of carbon
deposited from a flame. Successive coats of the
lampblack are allowed to fonn,and the drawingmay in this
way be made to give subtle gradations of tint, as well as
white or light lines drawn on the dark background. The
work is fixed Anally by the use of some varnish or other
fixative.

kapnomor, n. See capnomor.
kapok (ka-pok'), «• [E. Ind.] The silky wool
which invests the seeds of Eriodendron anfrac-
tuosum, a species of silk-cotton tree botanicaUy
related to the cotton-plants, found in the East
and the "West Indies. Like the wool of some allied
trees, it is used for stufiing pillows, cushions, etc. It has
become a considerable article of export from Ceylon.

kappa (kap'a), n. The Greek letter a: rep-
resented in" English by t, and sometimes
by c,

kappland (Sw. pron. kap'lant), n. A Swedish
land-measure, equal to 437iSwedish square ells,

or 6.1 English square rods.
ELaraism (ka'ra-izm), n. [< Kara(ite) + -4sm.']

The doctrines or tenets of the Karaites.
Karaite (ka'ra-it), n. [Heb. haraim, readers,
scripturists (Kkara, read), + -ite^.l A member
of a Jewish sect which adheres to Scripture as
contrasted with oral tradition, and consequent-
ly denies the binding authority of the Talmud.
The Karaites originated in Bagdad at least as early as the
middle of the eighth century, and are now scattered in
Turkey and elsewhere, their chief seat being in the Cri-
mea. They are distinguished for morality and honesty,
and have considerable literature. Also spelled Caraiie,

karamani-resin (kar-a-man'i-rez^in), n. A
resin obtained in British Guiana from a guttif-
erous tree, Symphonia glohvlifera. See hog-gum
and resin.

karat, n. See carat.

karatas (kar-a'tas), re. [S. Amer.] 1. Brome-
lia {Niduktriumj'Karatas, a plant allied to the
pineapple, native in South America and the
West Indies. It is one of the fiber-yielding spe-
cies of Bromelia, and is sometimes called silk-

grass.—3. [cap.'] A genus of monocotyledo-
nous plants of the natural order Bromeliaeew,
closely related to Bromelia, fromwhich it differs

chiefly in having the flowers in dense, sessile,

terminal heads among the upper leaves, mie
genus is now restricted to wo or three West Indian Se-
cies, the more numerous Brazilian species formerly refer-
red to it being placed in the genus AuIutoriuTn. Ilieyare
low terrestrial plants with the habit of the pineapple, the
leaves spiny-margined, often very long, and collected in a
rosette at the base, the flowers in heads subtended by the
upper cauline leaves. The principal species, K. Pluwien
(^bromelia KaratasX is the isaratas or Jamaica silk-grass,

and yields a valuable fiber.

karat-seed (kar'at-sed), n. See karat-tree.

karatto, ». Same a.s keratto.

karat-tree (kar'at-tre), n. An Abyssinian legu-
minous tree, Erythrina Abyssinica, whose small
equal seeds share with those of the carob the re-

pute of being the original of the carat-weight.

karchesion (kar-ke'si-on), «.
;
pi. karchesia (-a).

[< Gr. Kapxv"""'' see carcliesium.'] In Gr. ar-

chiEOl., same as carchesium, 1.

karectt, ». Same as charact.

karelinite (kar'e-lin-it), ». [After M. Karelin,

the discoverer.] A rare oxysulphid of bismuth,
occurring in crystalline masses of a lead-gray
color. It is found in the Altai.

karengia (ka-ren'ji-a), n. (African.] A grass
of central Africa, Pennisetum distichum, closely

allied to the millet, the seed of which is large-

ly used as food by the natives of the southern
borders of the Sabara.
kareynef, n. An obsolete form of carrion.

kargas (kar'gas), n. [E. Ind.] A dagger with
a curved blade, used in northern India ; a sacri-

ficial knife.

karingkota (kar-ing-go'ta), n. [Malay.] A
small tree, Samandura (Samadera) Indlca, of the
Simarubacece, found in Hindustan and Ceylon.
Its bark yields a tonic and febrifuge, and its seed an oil

used for rheumatism. Its wood is light, but durable.

karite (kar'i-te), n. [Xative name.] A sapo-

taceons tree, Butyrospermum {Bassia) Parkii,

abounding in central Africa. Its seeds, when
treated, yield a butter-like substance, which is used by the
natives as food, and is now, nnder the name of shea-butier,

imported into Europe in considerable quantities for the
manufacture of soap. Becent investigations indicate that
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the coagulated gum of this tree is nearly identical in its

properties with gutta-perclia.

karkanett, n. An obsolete form of carcanet.

karket, «• An obsolete form of cark.

karl, «. See carl.

Earlovingian (kar-lo-viu'ji-an), a. andre. Same
as Carolingian.

karma (kar'ma), n. [Skt. harman (nom. kar-

ma), act, action, work, fate as the consequence

of acts (see def.), <.-\/kar, do, perform, cause,

effect: cf. L. o-eare, create : see create.']
_
1. In

Hindu religion, one's action or acts considered

as determining his lot after 4eath and in a fol-

lowing existence ; the aggregate of merits and
demerits of a sentient being in one of his suc-

cessive existences.—3. In theos. : (a) The doc-

trine of fate, destiny, or necessity as an invaria-

ble sequence of cause and effect; the theory of

inevitable consequence. (6) In the concrete,

the result of one's actions; that which happens
to one for better or worse, in matters over which
one may exercise any choice or volition.

The Buddhist theory of karma or "action," which con-
trols the destiny of all sentient beings, not by judicial re-

ward and punisimient, but by the inflexible result of cause
into eifect, wherein the present is ever determined by the
past in an unbroken line of causation, is indeed one of the
world's most remarkable developments of ethical specula-
tion. E. B. Tylar, Prim. Culture, II. 11.

EarmatMan (kar-ma'thi-an), n. [So named
from Karmat, the principal apostle of the sect,

a poor laborer,who professed to be a prophet.]
One of a Mohammedan sect which arose in Tur-
key about the end of the ninth centiuy. The
Karmathians regarded the Koran as an allegorical book,
rejected all revelation, fasting, and prayer, and were com-
munistic, even in the matter of wives. They carried on
wars against the califate particularly in the tenth century,
but soon after disappeared. According to some accounts
the Druses developed from tbem.

As to the special tenets professed by the KamuUhiarts,
they were, in their ultimate expression, pantheistic in the-

ory and socialistic in practice. JEncyc. Brit., U. 259.

karmic (kar'mik), a. [< karma + -ic.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the doctrine of karma : as, kar-
mic laws or principles.— 3. Affected or deter-
mined by karma : as, the karmic consequences
of an action.
Thus, on a careful examination of the matter, the Kar-

mic law . . . will be seen not only to reconcile itself to
the sense of justice, but to constitute the only imaginable
method of natural action that would do this.

A. P. Sinnett, Esoteric Buddhism, zL

kam (kam), H. [Com. karn: see cairn.] In
Com. mining, a pUe or heap of rocks; some-
times, the solid rock.

karob (kar'ob), n. [Cf. caroh.] Among gold-
smiths, the twenty-fourth part of a grain. Com-
pare carat.

karoo, karroo (ka-r6'),n. [Said to befrom Hot-
tentot karusa, hard, vrith ref. to the hardness
of the soil under drought.] In phys. geog., the
name given to immense barren tracts of clayey
table-land in South Africa, which often rise
terrace-like to the height of 2,000 feet above the
sea-level, it is only the want of water which prevents
them from being highly productive. In the wet season
they are covered with grasses and ilowers, but on the re-
turn of the diy season they become hard and steppe-like.—Earoo series, in geol., an important group of tocks in
South Africa, consisting largely of sandstone, with much
volcanic matter intercalated and overlying. The geologi-
cal age of this gronp has been the object of much study,
and it is generally believed to represent both the Permian
and Triassic. The fossils of the Upper division of the Ka-
roo are peculiar and remarkable. Among them are laby-
rinthodontfi, dinosaurs, theriodonts, etc. The formation is
also of importance, because in this rock are found the dia-
monds for which South Africa is famous. These occur
in a peculiar much-altered volcanic tuff which has come
up from below through chimney-like orifices, an entirely
unique mode of occurrence for this gem.
kaross (ka-ros'), re. [S. African.] A garment
of fur worn by the natives of South Africa.
Also spelled carosse.

karpt, V. An obsolete form of carpi.

karpnolite (kar'fo-lit)', n. See carphoUte.
karphosiderite (tor-fo-sid'e-nt), n. See car-
phosiderite.

karrawant, re. An obsolete spelling of caravan.
n^m thence by karrawam to Coptos.

.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 12.

karroo, re. See karoo.

karrowt, n. See carrowl.

karst, karset, n. Obsolete variants of cress.

karstenite (kars'ten-it), n. [Named from
D. L. G. Karsten (1768-1810), a mineralogist.]
Same as anhydrite.

karvet, v. An obsolete spelling of carrel.
karvelt, re. An obsolete form of caravel.
karynt, kaiTnet, «. Same as carene^.
karyokinesis (kar'i-o-ki-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
mpvov, a nut (nucleus), -t- aivriau:, movement
change, revolution.] In emhryoh, the series of

kation

active changes which take place in the nucleus
of a living cell in the process of division. Also
written caryoeinesis.

karyokilietic (kar'i-o-ki-net'ik), a. [< karyo-
kinesis, after kinetie.'i Characterized by or ex-
hibiting or resulting from karyokinesis. Also
caryo(n'netie.

The latter [the endodermal nuclei) are characterised by
their angular shape, and by never presenting the karyo-
kinetic figures characteristic of the ectodermal nucleL

A. Sedgimck, Froc. jaoyal Soc, XXXTX. 243.

karyolysis (kar-i-ol'i-sis), re. [NL., < Gt. icdpmv,

a nut, + Mime, dissolution, < ^iieiv, loose, dis-

solve.] Same as karyomitosis.

karyolytic (kar*i-6-lit'ik), a. [< karyolysis-

{-lyt-) + -jc] Same as karyoniitous.

Radiating lines of granules making up the so-called
karyolytic figure. Ziegler, Path. Anat. (trans.), L 5 75.

karyomitoic (kar'i-o-mi-to'ik), a. [< karyo-
mito(sis) + -ie.] Pertaining to karyomitosis;
exhibiting or resulting from karyomitosis.

Abundant evidence of the occurrence of karyomUmc
figures in [coliuunar epithelium-ceUsJ.

Proc. Royal Soe., XXXYm. 9L

karyomitosis (kaT'l-o-mi-to'sis), n.
;
pi. karyo-

mitoses (-sez). [NL.,'< Gr. napvov, a nut, + NL.
mitosis.] In biol., the splitting of the chroma-
tin fibers of a nucleus ; also, a figure resulting

from such splitting.

The cells of lymphoid tissue multiply abundantly by
karyamUoeU. Proc. Bayal Soc., XXXYIII. 91.

karyoplasm (kar'i-o-plazm), re. [< Gr. mpvov,

a nut, kernel, + Tr/ida/m, anythmg formed.]
The substance of which the more definitely

formed portions of the nucleus of a cell, includ-

ing the nuclear wall, the nucleoli, and the
intranueleolar network, are composed. The-
remaining substance of the cell is called the
nuclear matrix or nuclear fluid. Also called
nucleoplasm.

Kashmirian (kash-nmr'i-an), a. See Cash-
merian.

kasintn (ka-sin'to), re. [E. Ind.] The common
red jungle-fowl of India, Gallus bankivus. See
Gallus^.

kassu (kas'o), re. [E. Ind.] A Mud of catechu
made from the fruit of the betelnut-palm, Areca
Catechu, serving in India the' same purposes as
the true catechu.
kassydonyt, re. See cassidony, chalcedony.

kastlilf, re. An obsolete spelling of kestrel.

kat (kat), re. The principal ancient Egyptian
unit of weight, equal almost to one fiftieth of
a pound avoirdupois, according to several well-
preserved standards. Also ket.

kata-. A form of eata-, in closer following of
the Greek.
katabolic, a. See catdbolio.

katabollsnL re. See cataboUsm.
katakana (kat-a-ka'na), re. [Jap., < kata, side,

+ Arareo, q. v.] ' One of the two styles of writ-

ing the syllabary of 48 letters in use among
the Japanese, the other being hiragana. The-
katakana letters are said to have been invented by Eibi
Daishi, about the middle of the eighth century, are formed
of apart—one side— of square Chinese characters used
phonetically, and are confined almost exclusively to the-

writing of proper names and foreign words. In katakana.
there is but one form for each letter, whereas in hiragana-
many of the lettera may be written in a variety of ways.

katalysis, ». See catalysis.

Kataphrygian, n. See Cataphrygian.
katastate, re. 8%e_catastate.

katatonia (kat-a-to'ni-a), n. [Nil., < Gr. koto,.

down, -I- TovoQ, tone, tension : see tone.] A form.
of insanity characterized by periods of acute
mania and melancholia, and by cataleptoid and.

epileptoid states. Kahlbaum.
katatoniac (kat-a-to'ni-ak), n. [< katatonia +
-ac.] One who is affected with katatonia.
Ereman found four head injuries among 30 katatmuaa^

Alien, and NeuTd., IX 458.

katchung-oil (ka-chung'oil), re. [E. Ind.] Ara-
ehis-oU (which see, under Arachis).
katchnp, n. See catchup.
katelectrotonus, n. See catelectrotonus.
kathenotheism (ka-theu'o-the-izm), n. [< 6r.
Kara, according to, + eJf (ev-), one, + 0e6e, god,
+ -WH.] Same as henotheism.

kathetal, kathetometer, etc. See cathetal,
etc.

katkodal, kathode, etc. See cathodal, etc.

kathodic (ka-thod'ik), a. [< Gr. Kara, against,
+ 6ddf, way.] In 6ot., turned away from the di-

rection in which the genetic spiral runs : said of
that half of a leaf wmch has this characteristic-
The opposite half is anodic. Gobel.

kation, n. See cation.



katipo

katipo (kat'i-p6), n. [Maori.] A venomous
spider of the family Theridiidm, the Latrodec-
tus Icatvpo, of a black color with a marked red
spot, found in New
Zealand usually
among the rushes
and sedges near
the sea-shore. The
bite of this spider
is dangerous and
sometimes fatal.

katsup (kat'sup),
n. Same as catchup.
kattimundoo (kat-
i-mun'do), n. See
cattimandoo.
katydid (ka'ti-
did), n. \p(f called
in imitation of its

peculiar note.] An
orthopterousinsect
of the familyiocMs-
tidce, of large size,

green color, and ar-

boreal habits. Its
note (which is imitated
by its name) is pro-
duced by stridulation.
TChe common katydid
Is CyrtophyUum or Pla-
^fphyUmn concavwm.
It is abundant in the
central and eastern
United States, where
Its shrilling call is one of the most familiar sounds of a
eummer night. The wing-covers are long, entirely cover-
ing the hind wings, and of a pretty pale-green color. By
means of the long simitar-shaped ovipositor, the eggs are
pushed into crevices in the soft bark and stems of plants.
The round-winged katydids are several species of Am-
Uycorypha, as A. rotwndifolia, abundant in the northern
United States and Canada. Mierocentrum reUnenm is

the angular-winged katydid. Another katydid, of slender
form, is Phaneropt&ra curvicauda.

I love to hear thine earnest voice.
Wherever thou art hid,

Thou testy little dogmatist.
Thou pretty Katydid !

O. W. Holmes, To an Insect.

kaucet, ^- A Middle English form of causey.
See eauseioay.

kauila, kauwila (kou'i-ia), n. [Hawaiian.]
One of two trees of the buckthorn family, Al-
phitonia ponderosa and Colubrina oppositifoUa.
The former Is a tall tree useful to the Inhabitants on ac-
count of its close-grained, hard, and heavy wood, which
turns black in drying, and was formerly used for clubs,
spears, the rafters of their sacred buildings, etc. The
latter is a small branching tree of comparatively little im-
portance.

kaunti n. An obsolete form of khan^. •

kauri (kou'ri), n. [Maori.] Same as Icauri-

Broad'Wing^ed Katydid {Cyrtofhyllttm
concavutn).
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Eawi (ka'wi), n. [Javanese.] The ancient
and sacred language of Java. Also written
Kavi.
Javanese as now spoken is far from being the same as

the language of the old inscriptions and manuscripts.
The latter (which is usually called Kawi, though some
scholars insist on the name Old Javanese) was probably
based on the Javanese of MftdiSkerto, while the KrSma of
the present day finds its type in that of Surakarta.

Eiusyc. BrU., XIII. 608.

kawn (kftn), n. See Tchan.

kawrie, n. See Jcawri-pine.

kaxes, n. A form of hex.
kayi (ka), n. An obsolete or dialectal variant
of key^.

kay^t (ka), n. Same as Jeey^.

kayS (ka), n. Same as keyS.

kay* (ka), n. [< ME. ka, < AS. *ka = D. a.
Dan. Sw., etc., ka, < L. Tea, the name of the let-
ter K, k, called in O-r. Kdinra.'] The name of the
letter K,_ k. It is rarely so written, the symbol
M, k, being used instead.
kaya (ka'ya), n. [Chin.] A coniferous tree
of China, ibrreya grandis. It has a height of
sixty feet, bears an umbrella-shaped crown,
and afCords a good timber.
kayaget, n. Same as keyage.
kayak (ka'yak), n. [Also kajak, kayack, kyack,
Mak; a native (jrreeiiland (Eskimo) name.] In
Greenland, a light fishing-boat, made of seal-
skins stretched over a wooden frame, having
in the middle of the upper side an opening to
receive the fisherman, who wraps himself m a
flap of sealskin, which is laced close- around the
hole to prevent the penetration of water.
kayaker (ka'yak-6r), n. One who fishes in a
kayak.
Almost In an instant the animal charged upon the ka-

Kam, Sec. Grinnell Exp., I. 416.

kauri-gum (kou'ri-gum), n. The resin which
exudes from the thick bark of the kauri-pine.
Masses weighing even 100 pounds are found in the soil

where the trees have formerly grown. It is used in mak-
ing varnish. Also kauH-reeln, cowdie-gum.

kauri-pine (kou'ri-pin), n. The coniferous tree

Agathis {Dammara) australis, the finest forest-

tree of New Zealand. Itsometlmes attains the height
of 180 feet, and affords a remarkably durable, straight-

grained timber, easily worked, and susceptible of a high
polish. It is used for masts, decking, and other ship-

building purposes, for houses, bridges, and railway-ties,

for furniture, and for numerous other objects. The name
kauri is sometimes extended to the other species of the
genus. It appears variously spelled as cowdi, cowdie, cow-

rie, kawrie, kawry, kowrie, etc. See kauri-gum, and also

Dammara.

kauri-resin (kou'ri-rez"ia), n. Same as kauri-

gum.
kausia, n. See eausia.

kauwila, n. See kauila.

kava (ka'va), M. [Hawaiian.] 1. APolynesian
shrub, Maoropiper latifoUum (Piper methysti-

cum), of the pepper family, it is an erect, knotted,

soft-stemmed plant with dark-green heart-shaped leaves.

Its root has aromatic and pungent qualities, and affords

by fermentation an Intoxicating drink.

2. A beverage derived from this plant. The
native method of preparation was by chewing the root,

adding water to the result, and straining, the last process

being accompanied by ceremonial chanting. Also cava,

awa, kawa, and ava.

kavass, n. See cavass.

kave, V. and n. See cave^.

kavel, n. See cavel^.

kaver, n. See caver^.

kawti V. and n. See caw^.

kawa, n. See Jcava.

kawa-kawa (ka'wa-ka'wS,), n. An ornamental

shrub of New Zealand, Macropiper {Piper) ex-

celsum, sometimes cultivated.

kawass (ka-was'), « See cavass.

ka-wattie (ka'waf'i), n. Same as ka\

Kayea (ka'e-a), n. [NL. (Wallich, 1832), named
in honor ofBr. E. Kaye (Jreville of Edinburgh.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous trees,

belonging to the natural order GutUfww, tribe
Calophyllece, characterized by the small sub-
globose anthers, the 4-ovulea ovary, and the
4-parted apex of the style. The leaves are oblong
and finely pinnately veined ; the flowers are usually^ small
and numerous, in terminal panicles ; and the fruit is a
rounded fleshy drupe. There are six species, all natives
of tropical Asia. E. fioribunda is a large and handsome
evergreen tree with narrow, opposite, laurel-like leaves,
and terminal panicles of tetramerous white flowers tinged
with pink. Itgrows in Sylhet. K. stylosa of Ceylon is said
to yield a useful timber and to have fragrant flowers.

kaylet, « An obsolete form of kail^.

kaynardti n. [ME., < OF. caignard, cagnard,
idle, slothful.] See caynard.

A kayrmrd and a olde folte,

That thryfte hath loste and boghte a bolte.
Jlf5. Barl. 1701, f. 65. (HaUiwell.)

Sire, olde kayna/rd, is thisthyn array?
yfhy_ is my neighebores wyf so gay?
She is honoured over al ther she goth

;

I Bltte at boom, I have no thrifty cloth.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 237.

kayret, "• See cair.

kaza (ka-za'), n. [Turk, gaza, a judging, de-
cree, also a judicial district; of. gazi, a judge:
see kadi, cadi^.'] A small administrative dis-

trict in Turkey, being a subdivision of a san-
jak.

kazardly, kazzardly (kaz'ard-li), a. [Also
kasardly; < *kasard,*kazard,<. OF.casard,t3XCL&,
home-keeping,< case,< L. casa, a house, cottage

:

see casa.^ Liable to disease or accident ; lean

;

not thriving : used in the north of England, es-

pecially of cattle.

kazit, n. Same as kadi.

kazoo (ka-z6'), n. [Appar. a made word.] A
so-eaUed musical instrument or toy, consisting

of a wooden tube of peculiar shape, containing
a vibrating strip of catgut, a sound is produced by
singing into the tube, so as to set up a kind of rattling

sympathetic vibration in the catgut.

kazzardly, a. See kazardly.

K. B. An abbreviation (a) of Knight ofthe Bath,
and (&) of King's Bench.

K. C. B. An abbreviation of Knight Commander
of the Bath.

kea (ke'a), n. [Australian.] The sheep-killing

parrot ol Australia, Nestor notabilis.

Amob of hoggetswere attacked by keas, and in one night

no less than 200 sheep were killed.

Caviterbury Times, March 19, 1884.

keach (kech), v. t. [Perhaps a dial, form and
useof fcetefeljCflsfcfe.] To dip out (water). [Prov.

Bug.]
keaktiV-i'. [Var. of *cacfc for cacfcfe.] To cackle

like a goose. Nares.
The sober goose (not thinking ought amisse)

Amongst the rest did (harshly) keake and hisse.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

keckle

keamer (ke'mfer), B. [Origin obscure.] A kind
of ferret. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]

kearnt, n. An obsolete form of kernK
keave^, «. and v. See keeve.

keave^, v. Same as cave^.

keb (keb), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. kebbed, ppr. keb

bing. [Origin obscure.] To oast a lamb Im-
maturely; lose a lamb in anyway: said of a
ewe. [Scotch.]

keb (keb), ». [See keb, v.'] 1. A ewe that has
brought forth immaturely, or has lost her lamb.
[Scotch.]— 2. A tick or sheep-louse. [Scotch.]
kebab (ke-bab'), n. Same as cabob.
kebar, n. Same as caber.

kebbie (keb'i), m. [Origin obscure.] A cudgel;
a club ; a rough walMng-stiek with a hooked
head. [Scotch.]
Ane o' them was gaun to strike my mother wl' the side

o' his broadsword. So I gat up my keiUe at them, and
said I wad gie them as guid. Scott, Old Mortality, xlv.

kebbock, kebbuck (keb'uk), n. [< (Jael. cabag,
a cheese.] A cheese. [Scotch.]

Weel can she milk cow and ewe,
And mak a kebbuck weel, 0.

Laird of Drum (Child's Ballads, IV. 119).

A huge kebbock (a cheese, that Is, made with ewe milk
mixed with cow's milk) and a jar of salt butter were in
common to the company. Scott, Old Mortality, viii.

keb-ewe (keb'ti), ». Same as keb, 1.

keblah, n. See kiblah.

keblock (keb'lok), n. Some kind of wild tur-
nip, probably Brassica Mapa. [Prov. Eng.]
kebsE (kebsh), n. [Ar.] The wild sheep of
Barbary: same as aoudad.
kecMlt, n. See kichel.

keck^ tok), a. [A dial. var. of quick, prob.
due to Icel. kykr, var. of kvikr = B. quick. Cf.

kedge^i kidge.'] Quick; lively; pert. [Prov.
Eng.]
keck^ (kek), V. i. [A var. of kink^, both (like

(j. koken, vomit) imitative of the sound of

retching.] 1. To heave the stomach; retch,

as in an effort to vomit. Also keckle.

If his consciencewere come to thatunnatural dyscrasie,
as to digest poyson and to keck at wholesom food, it was
not for the Parlement, or any of his Klngdomes, to feed
with him any longer. MUton, Eikonoklastes, iL

Hence— 2. To feel or manifest strong disgust.

The faction— is it not notorious?—
Keck at the memory of glorious. Swift.

3. To act as if retching; arch the neck and
protrude the head, as in the act of vomiting.

The hawk now and again affords healthy excitement to
a score of crows, who keck at him as he flaps unconcerned
on his wide, ragged wings through the air.

JP. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 31.

keck^ (kek), n. [< keck^, ».] A retching or
heaving of the stomach.
keck^ (kek), n. [< kex, in the form keeks, taken
as a plural: see hex!] 1. Same as kex, 1.

—

2. A plant having a hollow stem Broad-leafed
keck,Hcra<!?eMm5j)Aore(i3/KKm.—Trumpet-keck, thehol-
low stem of Angelica sylvestris, or some sulied plant, which
boys make into trumpets.

Keckia (kek'i-a), n. [NL. (E. P. Glocker, 1841),

named in honor of General Michael Keck von
Keck, a patron of geology.] A genus of fossil

algae belonging, according to Schimper, to the
group Caulerpitete, of uncertain aflBnities, con-
sisting of a phyllome from a cylindrical, appa-
rently solid, many times branching stem, the
branches arising at an acute angle, simple or

again branched, gradually thickened upward,
and covered with large thick, scale-like rings
or annular swellings which leave crescent-
shaped scars when removed, indicating that
theywere hollow or sack-like. The typical species
is K. atmvlata, described by Glocker from the Quader-
sandstein (Cenomanian) of Moravia. Other species have
been reported from strata of the same age in Saxony, Sile-

sia, Switzerland, and Russia, while forms referred by Heer
to Muengt^ria, from the Flysch (Lower Eocene) of Swltzer-
lami, are now regarded as belonging to Keckia. Some half-

dozen species of this genus are known to science.

keckisn (kek'ish), a. [< keck^ + 4sh\'] Hay-
ing a tendency to retch or vomit.

Inordinate passion of vomiting, called cholera^ is no-
thing different from a keckish stomach and a desire to cast,

but only according to augmentation.
HoUand, tr. of Plutarch, p. 640.

keckle^ (kek'l), «. t; pret. and pp. keckled, ppr.
heckling. [Perhaps a var. of kinkle for fcjnfci,

as hecK^ for kinlfi.'] Naut., to cover or guard
by windingwith something. Thus, hemp cables are
keckled to protect them from chafing by winding old rope
around them.

keckle^ (kek'l), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. hechled,vpT.

heckling. [Freq. of keck^."] Same as fcecfc^j i.

keckle^ (kek'l), v. i.; pret. and pp. keckled, ppr.

kechUng. [A var. of cachle : see cachle, gaggle,

giggle.] To cackle ; chuckle. [Scotch.]



keckle

I kick the Tee gtools o'er the mlckl^
As round the fire the giglets ifceetie

To see me loop. Burnt, To the Toothache.

The sold carles ieddet with fftinnp<ta as they saw the
young dancers. Gait, Annaic of the Pariah, xlriiL

keckle3 (keka), n. [< leckleS, c] A chuckle.

"T gnde taitb," cried the bailie with a tecUe of exalta-
tion, "here's proof enongh now." Salt Provost, m.
keckle-meckle (kek'l-mekl), n. In mining,
lead-miaes of die poorest kind. S. Hunt.
[Eng.]

keckle-pmf (kekl-pin), n. [Appar. connected
with keeks, tex.] A kex.

It lighted on her che^
And syne npon her chin.

And sang the points o' her yellow hair.
And she bomt like iedde^pai.

Young Hvnting (Child's Ballads, HL 300X

frp^Vling (kek'ling), n. [Verbal n. of A-ecifel, r.]

Ifaut., the material nsed to keckle a cable.

kecklish (kek'Iiah), a. [< keekle^ + -isJA. Cf.
keckisb.'i Keckish.
The Terie small tendrils of the Tine, . . . beingpmmed

and taken in water, staietli and reioesseth Tomitang in
thos« whose stomacks nse ordinarily to l>e ieekUgh and
soon to orertome. HoUand, \x. of Eliny, zxiiL, Proeme.

kecklock (keklok), n. Brasgica Sinapigbmm,
or charlock. [Prov. £ng.]
kecks (keks), n. Same as ked^ or kex.

Ton are so thin a Bodymay see thro' yon, and as dry as
a Keekg. N. BaOey, te. of Oolloqaies iA Erasnus, L 2S.

keckshoset, n. Same as kiekghaw.
keckson (kek'son), n. [See kexen.'^ Same as
kex, 1.

kecksyt (kek'si), n. [See iter.] Same as kex.

Kothing teems
But hatefnl docks, rongh thistles, tedaia, burs,
Loemg lM>th beaa^ and ntality.

Shak., Hm. T., t. 2, 52.

kecky (kek'i), a. [< iecfcS + -yl.] Of the na-
ture of a keck; keck-like.

A sort of cane, wittumt ai^ joint, and pertecQy round,
consisteth of hard and blackish cylindras, mixed with a
sc'it Icecky body, so as at the end cut transrersely it looks
as a bundle of wires. Grea.

kedt, keddf. Past parfdeiples of TaAe.
kedole-dock (kedl-^ok), fl. The plant ragwort
or kettle-dock, Senedo Jaedbeea.

kedge^ (kej), t;.; pret. and pp. kedged, ppr.
kedging. [According to Skeal^ < Sw. diaL k^ca,
tng.work contumaUy, drag oneself slowly for-

ward ; but the verb, thongh appar. older, may
be from the noun : see kedge^, n.] L trans. To
warp, as a ship ; move bymeans of a Ught cable
or hawser attached to an anchor, as in a river.

IL inirans. To move by being pulled along
with the aid of an anchor.

He said she went to windward as if she were fet^j^u^.

R. H. Ana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 232.

Then followed a cnrioos itdging barge, with high bow
and stem and a horse-powa windlass amidships, palling
itself slowly np-stream by winfUog in cables attached to
kedge anchors which were carried ahead and dropped in
torn by two or three boats' crews.

The Century, XXXTI. 15.

kedge^ (kej), n. [See kedge\ r. The noun may
be simply short for kedge-ancltor.2 A sm»T1 an-
chor with an iron stock, its prinf^taloselstolKdd
a ship steady when riding In a barber or rirer, and tokeep
her clearcrf her bower-anchor, particularly at the torn of
thetidCL It is also used in moving the sb^ from one part
of a harbor to another in warping or kedgSig. Kedges are
alsoosed as ordinary anchors for boatsand smaller vessels.

kedge2,kidge(kej,ki3),o. [< ME. i^d^e, i^^^e,
for orig. 'kykke (ef. K dial, keckl), < Icel. h/kr,
a contr. form of kcikr = £. quick : see gmek.
Cf. ieciirl.] 1. Brisk: lively.

I'm sore^ growing yonng again,
I feel myself so hedge and plomp.

Blaomfdd, Bichard and Eate.

H himsdf ... is exceedin^y la^ge about me;,
anxious beyond measure for golden opinions of his God-
dedicated Epic Carafe, in Phnde, L IL li.

2. Stout; potbellied. [Prov. Eng.]
Also i^gy.

kedge^ (^ej), r. t; pret. and pp. kedged, ppr.
kedging. \Ci.kedg^,a.^ Tofill; stufE. [ftov.
Eng.]
kedge-aiichor(kej'ang^or),fi. Sameasited^ei.
kedger^ (kej'er), n. (tkedge^ + -erl.] A small
anchor used in kedging.
kedger^ (kej'er), n. [A var. of cadgeA.'\ A
fisherman; a dealer in fish; a cadger. Ste
eadge^. [Prov. Eng.]

kedge-roi>e (kej'rop), a. Xaut., the rope which
is attached to tite kedge.
kedgy (kej'i), a. [< kedge^ + -ji.] Same as

kedged.

kedjeree (kej'e-re), n. [E. Ind.] 1. A dish
much eaten in India, made of rice cooked with
the kind of pea called dhoU, onions, eggs, but-
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ter, and various condiments. Also kitchen/.

Hence— 2. Amixture; medley; hodgepodge,

kee (ke), n. pi. A variant of ky.

A las^ that Cicly bight, bad won his heart

—

Cicly, the western lass that tends the tee.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday, L 23.

keech (keeh). n . [Perhaps an assibilated form,

with mutated vowel, of mA-A CtkHeheW] A
mass of fat rolled up ia a round lump by a

butcher.
I wonder

That snch a leech can with his vay bulk
Take up the rays o' the beneficial sua.

^at.. Hen. TUL, L 1, 55.

keek (kek), v. «. [< ME. l-yken = D. k^keu =
MLG. kiken, LG. kieken = G. kucken (cf. MHG.
gucken, gugken, G. gucken) = Icel. fe»S;o = Sw.
kika = Dan. hige (secondary form kikke), look,

peep.] To peep; look pryingly. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

Thiq Nicholas sat gapynge evere uprigbte,

As he had kOad [var. lo&d] on the newe moon&
Chaiuer, Miller's Tale, L 259.

Then up she rose, put on her clothe^
And teeta through at the lock-hole.

Loehndben Harper (Child's Ballads, TL 9).

keek (kek), n. [< keek, r.] A peep. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]

I wad nae gie the finest s^t we hae aeea in the Hie-
lands for the first teeir o' the GorbalB o' Glasgow.

Seatl, Bob Bqy, xxxvl

keeker (ke'ker). n. [< keek + -eri.] In eotOn

mining, an inspector of underground mining.
[North. Eng.]

keeking-glass (ke'klDg-glas), n. A looking-
glass. [Scotch.]

A breast-plate you might see to dress yoar hair in, as
wdl as in that ieddng-^aga in the ivory frame that you
showed me even now. Seott, Monastery, xzv.

keell (kel), ». [Early mod- E. also Vyel (*lia)
;

< ME. *kele, not found; the reg. form from the
AS., also not found, would be *eheol, *chele, E.
as if 'eheel, as shortened in Chelsea and Chol-

sey, AS. cedlesig, (a) partly (in def. 1) < AS. eeol,

eiol, a ship (chiefly poetical), = D. £te{=ML6.
kd, kil, JJa. Idel = OHG. Tool, keol, eUol, eheol,

MHG. kiel = leeL ijoH (chiefly poetical: pi.

kjolar), a ship (perhax>s — Gr. ytm?joc, a round-
builtPhenician merchant vessel); and (6) part-
ly (in def. 2) from an orig. difE. word, namely
IceL Ijolr (pL kiUr) = Dan. kjol = Sw. kol, the
keel of a vessel, whence also appar. D. and G.
kiel, in this sense. The F. quffle = Sp. quHla
= Pg. quiOia = It. dtigUa, ehiela, the keel of a
vessel, is prob. from the E. (the Sp. Pg. It.

through the F.). In def. 5 (and 6) the word is

prob. a fig. use of def. 2. CL bottom, in the sense
of 'ship.' The AS. term for 'keel' in def. 2
was sdpes iotm, 'ship's bottom,' or Inftme, 'bot-
tom.'] 1. An early form of galley or small
ship; alongboat: usedwithreferencetoAn^o-
Saxon history.

Hingistos and Horsus, two l>re3iren, and most valiant
Saxon princes,had the conduction of theseforcesover into
Brittaine inthree greatand long shipper tjiQi called i»e2es.

Verttegan, Best of Oecayed InteOjgenc^ v.

In three keek—so ran the legend of their conquest

—

and with their ealdormen, Hengist and Hoisa, at their
head, theseJuteslanded at Ebbsfleet in Oieldeof 'Ihanet.

J. R. Green, Making of Eng-, p. 27.

2. The principal timber in a ship or boat, ex-
tending from stem to
stem at the bottom,
supporting the whole
frame, and consisting
of a number of pieces
scarfed and bolted to-
gether; in iron ves-
sels, the combination
of plates correspond-
ing to the keel of a
wooden vessel.

Her cedar iee2e, her mast of
gold refined.

Her taUe and sayles as
sflver and silkeL

PutienJiam, Partheniades,x.

He hearitned, and hisarmes
abont blm tooke,

I3ie wbfles the nimble bote
50 well her =ped

That with her cnmked fade
the land she strooke.

iSiwigsr, F. Q., n. liL 38.

A little vessel. . . was riding at anch<s,i»:I to fad with
another that lay beneath it, ite own apnsuition.

Lon^dUnc, Hyperion, L 2:

3. Jnbot.: (a)A central longitudinal ridge along
the back of any organ, as a leaf or glume, (i)

In a papUionaoeons corolla, the lower pair of
petals, which are more or less united into a

A-. keel: /^r.felse keel; KS,
kee!5cii;/0^,ha]f.flocTs:A dead-
ww>d ; SP. stepping-pieces ; GS.
eaiboaid-stiakes; L. Im'
LB. lzmber.tioaTds ; IS.

"

keel-compelling

piow-ehaped body, usually inclosing the sta-

mens and^tistil. (c) Another stnictnre of simj.

lar form, as the lower petal in PolygaJa. Also
called carina. See etrt under banner.—4. In
eool., a projecting ridge extending longitadi-

nallv along the middle of any snr&ce. Spedfl-
callyi in onutA.: (a) The gonys of the bUL (i) Hie carina

of the sternum, or crest of the tireast-bone: aE,tbestemal
fad. See cut imder connate.

5. A ship.

From what unheard-of worid, in what strange fad.
Have ye come hither to our oonmionweal?

iri2Uaf» Jrorrit^ Earthly Pandise, I. 5.

6. A strong, clumsy boat; a barge such as is

used by the colliers at Newcastle in England.
[Eng.]

Bottoms or keelei. Harrimn, p. 6. (fiaSiKeB.)

Thou and thy most renowned noble brother
Came to the Court first in a fade of Sea-c«al&

(7Aapmaf^ Bevenge of Bussy ITAmhoi^ L
He had come to Newcastle about a year ago in expecta-

tion of ionme;yman work, along with three young fdlows
of his acquaintance who woik^ In Hie fada:

OneOd^ Boderick Bandcm, viiL

Weel may the fad row
lliat my lad's in. SeweaeBe Song.

Hence—7. A measure of coal, 8 Xeweastle
chaldrons, equal to 424 hundredweight. Hib
would be about 15^ Loiidim chajdrons of 36 bushds. But
a statute of i*« makes the ked 20 chaldrDns (chaUie).
[Eng.]—FalsekeeJ, asecondkeelofa ship fa^ened under
the main keel to pzesearve it from injury. See cat above.

—On an evenke^ in a level or horiaontal position: said

of a sbqi or other vessel.

Thtis I steer my bark, and sail

Oa ecen keel, with gentle gale.
jr. Sreen, The ^een.

To give the keelt (jaauL), to careen. FUirio.

keell (kel), r. [< fcee?l, n.] I. trans. 1. To
plow with a keel, as the sea ; navigate. [Poeti-
cal.]—2. To furnish with a keeL
A conspiracy has long existed in America iar the pur-

pose of buying a stoat keeled yachts
The Academy, Xov. 10^ 1888, p. 302.

IL intrans. 1. To turn up the keel; show
the bottom.—2. To give over; cease. [Prov.
Eng.andU. S.]—Tokeelover. (a) Tb capsize or up-
set. (&) To fan suddenly; tumble down or over, as fnHs
bight n- a blow, or in a swoon. [OdIoq., V. 8.]

keel^ (kel), r. [< ME. kelen (also assibilated
duUen), < AS. eelan (OFries. kSa = OHG. dmo-
lan, Jatalen, MHG. kvelen, G. kuhlen =IceL kala),
make cool, <eo{, cool: see coop. Cf.(;ooP,r.] L
trans. 1. To make cool; cool; moderate the
heat o^ as that of the contents of a pot boiling
violently by gently stirring them.
And Iraede men a ladel bygge witb a long Btde,
That cast for to fafe a czokke and sane the fatte abooe.

Pien Plownunt (CX ttji sOl

While greasy Joan doth fad the pot.
SAoJt., L. L. L., V. 2(aong).

2. To moderate the ardor or intensity of; as-
suage; appease; pacify; diminish

Because of his ooxage was fatiX with age.
He shuld tume to the toon, tho traj-touts with all.

To spir at hom specially of bor spede fer.
Degbudum qf Troy {^ E. T. SlX L lU6i.

Loved be that lisd that giffes all grac^
That kyndly thus cure care wolde fafe.

roitPlag^p.Si.

And, sires, also it fa2et& jalouae.
Ckaueer, ProL to Pardonei's Td(^ L 301

And doune on knees full humbly gan I knde,
Beaechyng htx my fervent wo to fafe.

Court qfLon,h7T^

IL intrans. To become cool; cool down.
Cnne fOTQie, thou cursed kuav^
lliy comforte sone scball Me.

roriIHayt,p.SiOt.

keel2 (kel), It. [< kee]^, r.] In breicing, a broad
flat vessel used for cooling liquids; a keelfat.

Uqnor saltmy fad doth filL

Sonnet (Arhei'E Eng. Gamer, 1. 461).

keel3 (kel), «. [< Ir. Gael. eO, mddle.] Bed
chalk; ruddle. [Scotch and V. S.]
keeis (kel), r. *. [< leeis, n.] To mark, as a
sheep, with raddle. [Scotch.]
keeK(kel), n. A variant of kaiP, 1.

keel" (kel), n. An obsolete or dialectal form of
kim, k-iln.

keelage (keTaj), n. [< keen + -age.'] The
right of demanding a duty or toUfor a ship en-
tering a harbor; silso, the duty so paid.
keel-Mock (kel'blok), n. One of a series of

short timbers on which the keel of a vessel
rests while building or repairing, and whidi
afford access to work beneath.
keel-compelling (kel'kom-pel'aig), a. Driving
onward a keel or boat." [Poetical.]

Blow, swiftly blow, thou keO^eompetUng gale

!

Byron, Cliilde Harold, iL U-



keeled

keeled (keld), a. [< keeli + -eda.] Having a
keelJ furnished with or exhibiting a longitu-
dinal ndge resembling the keel of a boat, as a
leaf or other object; ridged lengthwise in the
middle underneath, as the sternum of a cari-
nate bird (see out under carinate) ; carinated.
The Imitation ot keeled scales on the crown produced by

the recumbent feet, as the caterpillar threw Itself back-w™- A. S. Wallace, Nat. Select.
, p. 98.

keelegt, keelekt, n. See Ullock.
keeleri (ke'l6r), n. [< keen, n., 2, + -ej-i.] One
who works on a barge or keel. Also keelman.
keeler2 (ke'16r), n. [< keeV^. v., + -eri. Cf.
keeP, n. The equiv. Ir. &,levr is appar. from the
E.word.] 1. A small shallowtub used for some
domestic purposes, as dish-washing, also to hold
stuff for calking ships, etc.

Their wisarda, who with certalne eralnea tolde fortunes,
and diuined, looking into Heelers and pailes full of water.

Purchaa, Pilgrimage, p. 808.

2. A square or oblong wooden box, from 3 to 4
. feet long and 6 to 8 inches deep, used in dress-

ing mackerel, and also to hold the salt used in
the process. More fully called gib-keeler.

keeler-tub (ke'16r-tub), n. Same as keeler^, 1.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

keelfat (kel'fat), «. [< fceeja + /a«2.] A cool-
er ; a vat in which liquor is set for cooling.

keelhaul (kel'h&l), v. t. [Also keelhale (= D. LGr.
kielhalen = G. kielh(>len = Dan, Jyolhale = Sw.
kolhala) ; < keeU + haul, haleK The E. word is

prob. adapted from the D.] 1. To haul under
the keel of a ship. Keelhauling was formerly a pun-
ishment inflicted in the English and other navies for cer-
tain offenses. The offender was drawn through the water
under the bottom of the ship, and back on board on the
opposite side, by ropes and tackles attached to the yards.

Whoever told him so was a lying lubberly rascal, and &e-
served toibe ieelAait^ed. SmoUett.

Some also have an effigy of Judas, which the crew amuse
themselves with keel-hailing and hanging by the neck from
the yard-arms. £. H. Sana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 147.

2. Figuratively, to reprimand severely; haul
over the coals.

Also keelrake.

keelhauling (kerha*ling), n. [Verbal n. of keel-

haul, v."] Punishment by hauling under the keel
of a ship.

He would have undergone a dozen keel-haiUingB rather
than have satisfied Vanslyperken.

Marryat, Snarleyyow, x.

keelie (ke'li), n. [Imitative of its cry.] The
kestrel. [Scotch.]

Acombinationo^oungblackguards in Edinburgh hence
termed themselves the Keelie Gang. Scott.

keeling (ke'ling), n. [Sc. also keling, keiling,

killing; < ME. keling, kelynge; cf. Icel. keila,

Sw. kol^a, a kind of cod.] A codfish. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

Keling he tok and tumberel,
Bering and the makerel. Bavelok, 1. 757.

For the soling of them were made use of eleven hundred
hides of brown cows, shapen like the tail of a keeling.

IXrpthart, tr. of SAbelais, i. 8.

Before they catch their great fishes, as Keeling, Ling,

etc., they must put far out into the sea with their little

boats. Brand, Orkney, p. 20.

keelivine, keelyvine (ke'li-vin), n. [Also guil-

livine; origin obscure. Cf . keel°, ruddle, keUow,
black-lead, killow, blackish earth.] A penoU of
black or red lead. [Scotch.]

Put up your pocket-book and your keelyvine pen then,

for I downa apeak out an' ye haa writuig materials in your
hands. ScoU, Antiquary, xxxviii.

keelless (kel'les), a. [< keeU + -less.'] lueool,
hot., etc., having no keel or carina; ecarinate.

keelman(kel'ma.n),w.; pi. keelmen (-men). Same
as heeler^.

keel-molding
(ker molding),
n. In arch., a
round on which
there is a small
fillet, projecting
like the keel of
a ship. The fillet

was originally small,
butbecamemoreand
more pronounced.
This form of mold-
ing is characteristic
in medieval archi-
tecture, from early

in the thirteenth to
the middle of the
fifteenth century.

keel-petals(kel'-
pefalz), ». pi.

Those petals in

a papilionaceous flower which umte to form

the keel.

Keel-molding. a, a. keels.
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I have thrice seen humble-bees of two kinds, as well as

hive bees, sucking the nectar [of the sweet-peal, and they
did not depress the keel-petals so as to expose the anthers
and atigma.
Danrin, Croas and Self Fertilization (Amer. ed.), p. 166.

keelrake (kel'rak). v.t.; pret. and pp. keelraked,
ppr. keelraking. Same as keelhaul.

keel-shaped (kel'shapt), a. In hot., having the
form of a keel; carinate.

keelson, kelson (kel'son), ». [Also kilson, and
formerly kelsine; < Sw. kolsvin = Dan. kjohvin
= D. kolsem, kolzwyn (Sewel) = East Fries, kol-
svin = LGf-. Melmien, kielsclmin = G. kiel-

schwein, keelson; appar. with corruption of the
second element (simulating Sw. Dan. svin = G.
sohwein = E. swine), which appears in what is

prob. the correct form in Norw. kjolsvill, keel-
son, < kjol, keel, + svilL sill, = Icel. syll, svill

= Sw. syll, dial, svill = Dan. syld = G. schwelle
= E. sill : see keeP- and sill.'] A line of jointed
timbers in a ship laid on the middle of the
floor-timbers over the keel, fastened with long
bolts and clinched, thus binding the floor-
timbers to the keel; in iron ships, a combina-
tion of plates corresponding to the keelson-
timber of a wooden vessel. See out under
keeP-.

The top-mast to the keleine then with haleyards downe
they drew. Chapman, Iliad, i.

Englne-keelBon, boUer-keelson, heavy timbers placed
fore and aft in the bilge of a steamer, on which the engines
or boilers rest.—False keelson, a piece of timber fastened
longitudinally over the top of the true keelson.— Inter-
costal keelson, a short piece between the frames.

—

Elder keelson, an additional keelson above the main
keelson, for the purpose of strengthening It—Sister
keelson, a timber placed alongside the main keelson and
bolted to it.

keelvat (kel'vat), n. Same as keelfat.

keelyvine, ». See keelimime.

keen^ (ken), a. [< ME. kene, bold, bitter, sharp,
< AS. eene, rarely cyne, bold (used in this sense
only) (= D. koen = OHG. kuoni, kuani, chuoni,
chuone, MHG. kiiene, G. kiihn, bold, daring, =
Icel. kcetm (for *kwnn); wise, clever, able) : lit.

' able,' with orig. suffik -j/a, < cann, inf. cunnan,
be able, can: see can^. The physical sense
'sharp' has been developed from that of 'bold,
eager.'] If. Bold; daring; brave; active: ap-
plied to men.

There-at Ector was angiy, & out of his wit I

Two kyngea he kyld of the kene Grekes

—

Ampbenor the fuerse, and the freike Durius.
Destntctim of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 7704.

Of Fhocus the ferse men forthoughten hem all.

That euer thei farde to fight with Philip the keerte.

Alisaunder ofllacedmne (E. E. T. S.), L 446.

2t. Grim; fierce; savage; rapacious: applied
to wild animals.

A wilderness that ful of wUde bestes es sene
Ala lions, libardea, and wolwes kene.

Ha/mpole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 1226.

3. Vehement; earnest; eager; ardent; fierce;

animated by orshowing strongfeeling or desire

:

as, a keen fighter ; to be keen at a bargain.

He drank, and made the cuppe ful dene.
And sith he spake wordis kena.

MS. CaiOab. Ef. v. 48, f. 60. CEalUwell.)

Never did I know
A creature that did bear the shape of man
So keen and greedy to confound a man.

Sluik., M. of ¥., ill. 2, 278.

The sheep were so keen upon the acorns.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

The school has obtained so high a reputation that the
demand for admission is very keen.

Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 326.

4. Such as to cut or penetrate easily; having
a very sharp point or edge ; sharp ; acute : as,

a keen edge.

Sedar was sony for sake of his cosyn,
Oarue euyn at Castor with a kene sworde.

Destruction <tf Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1268.

A bow he bar and arwes brighte and kem.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. H08.

StUl with their fires Love tipt his keenest darts.

Tennyson, Fair Women.

Gleams, quick and keen, the scalping-knife.
WhMier, Mogg Megone, i.

5. Sharp or irritating to the body or the mind;
acutely harsh or painful; biting; stinging;

tingling.

Whi sayst thou thanne I am to the so kene f

Chaveer, Fortune, 1. 27.

Although I tell him keen truth, yet he may beare with
me, since I am like tochafe him into some good knowledge.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Genial days
Shall softly glide away into the keen
And wholeaome cold of winter.

Bryant, Conjunction of Jupiter and Venus.

If our sense of the miaery or emptiness of life became
for some reason much more keen than it is, life would at
last become intolerable to us.

J. B. Seeley, Nat. Beligion, p. 69.

6. Having a cutting or incisive character or
effect

;
penetrating ; vigorous ; energetic ; viv-

id
; intense : as, keen eyes ; a keen look ; a keen

rebuke; keen-witted.
To leave this keen encounter of oat wits.
And fall somewhat into a slower method.

Shak., Kioh. III., i. 2, 115.

Their weekly frauds his keen replies detect.
Dryden, Aba. and Achit, ii. 1033,

7. Having or manifesting great mental aeute-
ness; characterized by great quickness or
penetration of thought; sharply perceptive:
as, a keen logician or debater; keen insight.
For keen and polished rhetoric he is singularly unfitted.

JDe Quincey, Khetoric.

The keen intelligence with which the meaning was
sought should be the test of the seeker's being entitled to
possess the secret treasure.

Hawthorne, Septimius Felton, p. 123.

On the keen jump. Seej'umj)l.=S3m. Se& aewte, sharp,
and list under eageri-.

keen! (ken), v. t. [< keen\ a.] 1. To make
keen or sharp ; sharpen. [Bare.]
Cold winter keens the brightening flood. Thmnson

2. To chap, as the hands. [Prov. Eng.]
keen^ (ken), n. [< Ir. caoine, a cry of lamenta
tion for the dead.] A loud lamentation made
over the dead; a wailing. [Ireland.]

A thousand cries would swell the keen,
A thousand voices of despair

Would echo thine. Owen Ward.

keen2 (ken), v. i. [< keen^, «.] 1. To make
a loud lamentation over the dead; lament;
wail. [Ireland.]

From the road outside there came a prolonged ear-
piercing wail, that made the window-panes tremble. I
have never heard any earthly sound at once so expressive
of utter despair, and appealing to heaven or hell for ven-
geance. . . . "It ia the wild Irish women keening oVer
their dead." O. A. Laurrence, Guy Livingstone, xvii.

Customs that have hardly disappeared from Finland and
Ireland, or are fresh in tradition, existed in both coun-
tries, auch as . . . keening and waking the dead.

The Century, XXXVIL 379.

2. To wail over any loss, or in anticipation of
loss.

Was it for this that I keened over the cold hearthstone
at Garoopna, when we abld it to the Brentwoods?

H. Kingsley, Hillyars and Burtons, viL

The wind shifts to the west. Peace, peace. Banshee

—

keening at every window. Charlotte Bronte, ViUette, xlii.

keena (ke'na), n. [E. Ind.] An East Indian
tree, Galophyllum tomentosum. Its timber sup-
plies the valuable poon spars of western India,
and its seeds yield keena-oU.
keena-nut (ke'na-nut), n. The oil-bearing seed
of the keena.

keena-oil (ke'na-oil), n. An oil extracted in
Ceylon from the seeds of the drupaceous fruit
of the keena.
keener (ke'nfer), n. [< keen^, v., + -erl.] One
who keens ; especially, a woman who keens or
waUs as a hired or professional mourner at
wakes and funerals. See keen^, v. [Ireland.]

keenly (ken'li), adv. [< ME. kenely, kenly,

keneliche, < AS. cenlice (= MD. koenlick, D.
koenlijk = MHG. kuenUche, G. kiihnlich),'bo\diy,

< c&ne, bold : see keen^, a.] In a keen manner

;

eagerly ; sharply ; with keenness or intensity

;

acutely.

keenness (ken'nes), n. The state or quality of
being keen in any sense of that word ; sharp-
ness; acuteness; intensity.

keen-witted (ken'wifed), a. Having acute
wit or discernment.
keep (kep), v.; pret. and pp. kept, ppr. keeping.

[< ME. kepen, kipen, < AS. c^an (pret. cepte,

pp. ceped, cept) (= MD. kepen), observe, keep,
take care of, regard, await, take. AS. eepan
in this sense is usually supposed to be a diff.

use of cepan, cypan, traffic, sell (cf. cedpian,
traffic), < cedp, price, bargain (see cheap, n. and
v.); but such connection is very doubtful. Cf

.

kip^.] I. trans. If. To observe; heed; regard;
attend to; care for; be soUeitous about.

Syche counsell as thou kythes kepe I none of.

That will lede me to losse, & my lend hoole.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 11340.

\Mule the stars and course of heaven I keep.

Dryden, Mn&ia, vi. 476.

2. To observe or carry out in practice; per-
form; fulfil: as, to keep the laws; to keep the
sabbath-day ; to keep one's word or promise.

Then keppit was the counsell of Calcos belyue.
DestnicHan of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 4652.

Keep hospitality omonge thy Neighbours.
Booke qf Precedence OE. E. T. S., extra aer.), i. 71.



keep
When thou borrowest, keepe thy day thongh it be to thy

.payne. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

Eat, abstracting from the reason, let as consider who
iceepi the precept best.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835J, II. 265.

3. To celebrate or observe with all due for-

malities or rites; solemnize: as, to feeep Lent.

The day is very solemnly kept in all the Cities.

Coryat, Cradities, I. 103.

This day shall be unto you for a memorial ; and ye shall
teep it a least to the Lord. Ex. xiL 14.

Here am I come down to what you call keep my Christ-
mas. Walpole, Letters, IL 139.

4. To hold; have or carry on: as, to keep court;
to keep an act at a university.

Id the same Towne there ys a merkett, wekely k^ite,

and havyng in yt abowt M.D. houselyng peaple.
JEnglish GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 222.

Chambery ... is the Capitall City of Savoy, wherein
-they Keep their Parliament. Coryat, Crudities, L 79.

5. To tend; care for; have the charge, over-
flight, or custody of.

They did apoynt four men of the manner to keepe the
wood, for the prohtt of the tenants commodyty of the
mannor. Englith Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 437.

Humble, and like in eche degree
The flocke which he did keepe.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

And the Lord God took the man, and put him into the
garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it. Gen. il 15.

The shadow cloak'd from head to loot.
Who keeps the keys of all the creeds.

Tenn^yson, In Memoriam, xxilL

6. To guard; protect; preserve; especially, to
maintain inviolate or intact; preserve from
danger, mishap, loss, decay, etc. : as, to fceep

"the peace.
I schal thee take a trewe fere
That trewly Bchal kepen thee
While in erthe thou scbalt be.

King Ham (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

And behold, I am with thee, and will keep thee in all

places whither thou goest. Gen. zxriil 15.

In yon strait path a thousand
May well be stopped by three.

Now who will stand on either band.
And keep the bridge with me ?

Macavlay, Horatius.

There heroes' wits are kept in pond*rous vases.

And beaux' in snuff-boxes and tweezer-cases.
Pope, E. of the L., v. 115.

7. To retain or hold possession of; retain in

one's own power or possession; continue to

have, hold, or enjoy; retain: as, he got it to

keep; to keep a thing in mind ; to keep a secret;

to keep one's own counsel.

Thei cone wel wynnen lond of Stranngeres, but thei

cone not kepen it. Mandeville, Travels, p. 252.

My Memory hath k^ the bad, and let go the good.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 51.

Keep a thing, its nse will come. Tennyson, The Epic.

The remotest descendant of a continental noble keeps

all the privileges of nobOity; the remote descendant of

an Engl^h peer has no privilege beyond his faint chance

I -of succeeding to the peerage.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 306.

%. To have habitually in stock or for sale.

A . . . housewife of the neighborhood burst breathless
into the shop, fiercely demanding yeast ; ... the poor gen-
tlewoman, with her cold shyness of manner, gave her hot
-customer to understand that she did not keep the article.

Havjthome, Seven Gables.

Q. To have habitually in attendance or use;
employ or maintain,in service, or for one's use
or enjoyment: as, to keep three servants; to

ke(^ a horse and carriage.

Thou dost not keep a dog
Whom I would Imitate.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3, 200.

We dined there the next day, and went on the lake in a
boat, which they keep in order to bring wood from the
other side. Pococke, Description of the East, IL L 69.

1 keep but a man and a maid, ever ready to slander and
steaL Tennyson, Maud, iv.

10. To maintain; support; provide for; supply
with whatever is needed.

What shall become of my poor family?
They are no sheep, and they must keep themselves.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iil 2.

Keep thy shop, and thy shop will keep thee.

MarsUm, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho.

"When they found that 'ere boy," continued Sol, "he
was an worn to skin and bone ; he'd kep^ himsell a week
on berries and ches'nuts and rich, but a boy can't be kep'

on what a squirrel can." H. B. SUme, Oldtown, p. 234.

11. To maintain or carry on, as an establish-

ment, institution,business, etc.; conduct; man-
age : as, to keep a school or a hotel ; to keep shop

;

to keep house.

A wyl is kepere ol thyn housbondrye

;

Wen may the sike man biwaille and wepe,
Ther aa ther nys no wyf the hous to kepe.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 138.
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If he love her not, . . .

Let me be no assistant for a state,

But keep a farm and carters.

Shak., Hamlefi ii 2, 167.

The court also sent lor Mrs. Hutchinson, and charged

her with divers matters, as her keeping two public lectures

every week in her house. ^ , „ .

Wivthrop, Hist. New England, I. 294.

This is the only House in Paris 1 saw kept, in all the

parts of i^ with the most exact cleanliness and neatness,

Gardens and all. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 188.

12t. To receive; go to meet; receive as a

friend or guest.
Hastily that lady hende,
Cumand al her men to wende,
And dight tham in thair best aray.

To kepe the King that ilk day.

Sir Ywain, MS. Cotton, ap. Warton, iii. 108, 13L
[(Jamieson.)

Againe the comyng of .Thesu Criste

To kepe him when he doun sal come.
Hampole, Prick ol Conscience, L 5028.

13. To take in and provide for; entertain.

Call'st thou me host?

Now, by this hand, I swear, I scorn the term.

Nor shall my NeU ke^ lodgers.
Shale., Hen.v., iL 1, 33.

14. To hold; detain: as, what fteeps him here f

How much a dunce that has been sent to roam
Exceeds a dunce that has been kept at home.

Ctrtvper, Progress ol Error, 1. 416,

Excuse me for having kept you so long.
Bulwer, Money, iiL 6.

Lunatics who are dangerous to society are kept in con-

finement. E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, L 291.

15. To hold or hold back; restrain.

In chambnr among ladyes brygth,

Kepe thy tonge & spende thy syjtb.
Babees Book (E. B. T. S.), p. 15.

I have Teept you from a crying sin would damn you
To men and time.

Fletcher and Bmoley, Maid in the Mill, v. 2.

How hard it is when a man meets with a Foole to keepe

his tongue from folly ! .JfiZioTijApology for Smectymnnus.

16. To continue, or continue to maintain or

preserve, as a state or course of action : as, to

keep the same road ; to keep step.

He kept his course along the coast of the Kingdome of
SiciUa. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 7.

Her servants' eyes were fix'd upon her face,

-And, as she mov'd or tum'd, her motions view'd.
Her measures kept, and step by step pursued.

Dryden.

Justice is an old lame hobbling beldame, and I can't get
her to keep'^acQ with Generosity for the soul of me.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1-

17. To cause to be or contume in some speci-

fied state, condition, action, or course: as, to

keep the coast clear; to keep things in order.

In the Time of this Sedition, the Duke of Lancaster
had been sent into Scotland, to keep the Scots quiet.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 140.

In ea£h Citie is an Oificer that hath charge of the wals,
whereby they are kept faire and strong.

Purchas, Pngrimage, p. 436.

They [Chinesewomen] are kept constantly to their work,
being fine Needle-Women, and makingmany carious Em-
broideries. Dampier, Voyages, I. 408.

The sounds we are hearing tend very decidedly to keep
out of consciousness other sounds of which we wish to
think. H. Speneer, Prin. of PsychoL, I 98.

We could not tecp him silent ; out he flash'd.
Tennyson, llerlin and Vivien.

18. To stay or remain in; refrain from leaving:
as, to keep the house ; to keep one's bed.

If any infected person, commanded to keepe house, shaU
contrarie to such Commandment wilfullie and contemp-
tuously goe abroade, etc.

Laws ofJames I. (1603), quoted in Eibton-Tumer's
[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 135.

The Prince had newly got a Fall off a Horse, and kepi
his Chamber. HoweU, Letters, I. iv. 1.

Have you observ'd a sitting Hare,
list'ning, and fearful of the Storm

01 Horns and Hounds, clap back her Ear,
-Afraid to keep or leave her Form?

Prim, The Dove, st 13.

19f. To maintain habitually: same &skeep up.

It [the river] keepeth almost as terrible a noyse as the
river Cocytus in HelL Coryat, Crudities, L 85.

20. To scare away: same as keep off: as, to
keep crows. [Prov. Eng.]— 31. To maintain
a regular record of or in; have or take eharige
of entering or making entries in: as, to keep
accounts; to keep the books of a firm; to keep
a diary.

The Governor or chief of the Factory ought to know
more than barely how to buy, sell, and keep accounts.

Dampier, Voyages, IL i- 103.

To keep a good house, a length,a Use. See the nouns.
—To keep an act, to hold an academical disputation.
See act, n., 5.

The students of the first classis that have been these
four yeeres trained up in TTniversity learning . . . have
. . . lately iep« two solemn .4<!t8 for theirCommencement.

Mass. Hist. Cott., L 245.

keep

To keep an eye on, to keep at arm's-length, tokeep
a tenrL See the nouns.—To keep hack, (a) To re-

serve; withhold; fail to deUver, disclose, or communicatei

I wiU keep nothing baek from you. Jer. xUL 4.

A certain man named Ananias, with Sapphira his wile,

sold a possession, and ftept back part of the price. Acts v. 2.

(6) To restrain ; hold back.

Keep back thy servant also from presumptuous sins.

Ps. xix. 1,;.

A conscientious praise ol God will kea> us back from all

false and mean praises, all fulsome and servile flatteries,

such as are in use among men.
Bp. Atterbtay, Sermons, I. L

To keep chapel, at Oxford and Cambridge, in England,

to attend service in the college chapel.

The Undergraduate is expected to go to chapel eight

times, or, in academic parlance, to keep eight chapels a

week. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 32.

To keep company, compass, consortt, count. See

the nouns.—To keep counsel, to keep secret the matter

and result of a confidential discussion ; be discreet orsilent

—To keep cut wltht, to foUow the example of.

that a boy should so keep cut with his mother, and be
given to dissembling I

Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, L i.

To keep down, to prevent from rising ; hold In subjec-

tion; restrain. SpeciflcaUy—(o) In painting, to subdue
in tone or tint, so that the portion of a picture k^ doun
is rendered subordinate to some other part, and therefore

does not obtrude on the eye of the spectator. (*) In print-

ing, to set in lower-case type, as a word or initial letter.—

To keep early or late hours, to be customarily early or

late (as the case may be) In returning home or in going to

bed. See Jiour.

What early philosophic hours he keeps,

How regular his meals, how sound he sleeps

!

Cowper, Eetirement, I. 428.

To keep house. See ftmoel.—To keep In. (a) To pre-

vent from escaping ; bold in confinement ; specifically, to

detain (a pupil) in the schoolroom after hours, either as

a punishment for misconduct or in order that a lesson

may be mastered. (A) To conceal; avoid teUIng or dis.

closing, (e) To restrain; curb, as a horse.—lip keep it

up, to continue anything vigorously, especiaUy a frolic

;

persist in merriment. [Colloq.]

We keeps it up for half an hour, or an hour ... if the

browns tumble in wen.
llayKenn, London Labour and London Poor, IIL 57.

To keep off, to hinder from approach or attack : as, to

keep off&n enemy or an evIL

If they would not do his Ckimmandments, but despise

his Statutes and abhor his Judgments, all the care and
policy they could use would not be able to keep offthe most
dismal judgments which ever befell a Nation.

Staiingfleet, Senoow^ IL iv.

Far beyond.
Imagined more than seen, the skirts of France. ....
"God bless the narrow sea which keeps her off."

Tennyson, Princess, ConclusioD.

To keep one at a distance. See distance.—To keep
one going In (something), to keep one supplied with (it).

He SepJ us going in sherry. F. W. Farrar, Julian Home.

To keep one's countenance, distance, foott. See the
nouns.—To keep one's feet, to maintain one's footing;

avoid falling.

It was with the greatest difficulty that she kept her feet.

Lever, One of Them, p. 44-1.

To keep one's hand In, to keep up one's acquirements

;

maintain one's skill by practice.—To keep one's self

to one's self, to shun society ; keep one's own counsel;

keep aloof from others ; keep close.

**Stay then a little," answer'd Julian, '*here.

And keep yourself, none knowing, to yourself."
Tennyson, Lover's Tale, iv.

To keep open house. See housed.—^o keep out, to

hinder from entering or taking possession.

No iron gate, no spiked and paneUed door.
Can keep out death, the postman, or the bore.

O. W. Holmes, A. Hodeet Bequests

To keep the bones green. See ^ee»i.—To keep the
crownof the canaey. Seecr<nm.—Tokeep the field,

the house, the peace, ete. See the nouns.—To keep
the land aboard (naut.). See aboard^.—To keep the
luf^ or the -wind (naut.), to continue close to the wind.—

'To keep time, toach, ete. See the nouns.—To keep
under, to restrain; hold in subjection or under controL

Need and poverty doth hold down and keep under stoat

courages, and maketh them patient perforce^ taking from
them bold and rebelling stomachs.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Eobinson), i

1 keep under my body, and bring it into subjection.
1 Cor. ix. 27.

The fire was kept under for the rest of the day, but aU
attempts to extinguish it were vain.

LeOcy, Eng. in 18th C!ent., iv.

To keep up. (o) To support ; hold in an existing state

or condition ; preventfrom lapsing : as^ to keep upVbb price

of goods ; to keep up one's credit.

Ptolemy had been a soldier from his infancy, and conse-

quently kept up a proper military force, that made him
everywhere respected in these warlike and unsettled times.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, L 457.

He would undertake to prove before a committee of the
House of Commons that there existed a combination tc

keep up the price of muffins.

Dickens, Nicholas NlcUeby, ii.

(b) To maintain; continue; prevent cessation <rf.

Little disputes and quarrels . . . are chiefly jtesfup and
bandied to and fro by those who have nothing else to da

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, n. xxlv.



keep
In Joy, that which keept up the action is the desire to

continue it. iocJe.
(c) To maintain in good order or condition: as, to pay so
much a year to keep up a grave.—To keep up to the col-
lar, to keep hard at work ;

" keep at It " : m afiueion to the
straining of a working horse against his coUar. [Colloq.]

Not that he neglected these [the proper studies of the
place], for Hardy kept him pretty well up to the collar, and
he passed his little go creditably.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. xii.

=Syn. 7, etc. Keep, Metain, Heserve. £eep is a very general
idiomatic word, meaning, in this relation, not to dispose
of or part with ; hold on to : as, to sell half and Iceep half.
Retain covers the idea of not giving up where tliere is oc-
casion or opportunity ; as, to suiTender on condition that
the officers retain their side-arms. To reserve is to keep
back at a time or in an act in which other things are given
up ; also, to keep back for a time : as, to reserve judgment.

They only fall, that strive to move.
Or lose, that care to keep.

Owen Meredith, Wanderer, iii.

Why should not man.
Retaining still divine similitude
In part, from such deformities be free?

Milton, P. L., xi. 612.

Hast thou not reserved a blessing for me ? Gen. xxvii. 36.

These jests are out of season

;

Reserve them till a merrier hour than this.

Skak., C. of E., i. 2, 69.

6. Keep, Defend, Protect, Shelter, Preserve. Keep is the
general word in this relation also. To defend, is to keep by
warding oft attacks ; the word does not so much imply
success as the others do. To protect is to keep by cover-
ing from danger. To shelter Is to keep by covering on one
side, or on all sides, especially above, from exposure. Shel-
terBeem» figurative when not applied to keeping from ex-
posure to the weather, and protect and defend when not
applied to the physical. To preserve is in various senses
to protect or keep from destruction or injury : as, to pre-
serve forests, the bank of a river, fruit, vested rights, life,

or.one's dignity.

Behold, he that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor
sleep, Ps. cxxi, 4.

Nor could the Muse defend
Her son. Milttm, P. L., vii. 37.

In youth it sheltered me,
And ni protect it now.
G. Pi Morris, Woodman, Spare that Tree I

History has sometimes been called a gallery, where in
living forms are preserved the scenes, the incidents, and
the characters of the past. Sumner, Orations, I. 201.

2 and 3. Observe, Commemm'ate, etc. See celebrate.

II. intrans. If. To oare ; be solicitous.

" Sir preest," he seyde, " I kepe han [to have] no loos

Of my crafty for I wolde it kept were cloos."
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 357.

The third me thinks shruggingly saith, I kept not to sit

sleeping with my Poesie till a Queene came and kissed me.
Puttenhatn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 16.

2t. To take oare ; be on the watch ; be heed-
ful.

Keep that the lusts shake not the word of God that is

In us. Tyndale.

3. To lodge ; dwell ; hold one's self, as in an
abiding-place. [Now colloq. or rare.]

Knock at his study, where, they say, he keeps.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 2, 6.

The Tarentines [Indians] . . . rifled a wigwam where
"Mr. Cradock'smen kept to catch sturgeon, took away their

nets and biscuit, &c. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 72.

But yet he could not Iceep

Here with the shepherds and the silly sheep.
M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

He was foolish enough to tell where these quail kept

dn his orchard. Forest and Stream,, XXVIII. 262.

4. Tokeepone'sself; remain; stay; continue:

as, to keep at a distance ; to Iceep in with some
•one ; to Iceep out of sight ; hence, in familiar

speech, used with a present participle almost as

an auxiliary of continuous or repeated action

:

as, he Iceeps moving; she Jcept crying out; they

have kept asking for it this hour past.

Those that are married already, all but one, shall live

;

ithe rest shall keep as they are. Shall., Hamlet, iii. 1, 166.

The Privateers keep out of their way, having always In-

telligence where they [the Barralaventa fleet] are.

Damipier, Voyages, II. ii. 126.

We Icept down the left bank of the river for a little dis-

tonce, and then struck into the woods.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 48.

Innumerable instances are known to every naturalist

of species keeping true, or not varying at all, although liv-

Jng under the most opposite climates.
Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 139.

All the place is holy ground ; . . •
, ,^^ .

So keen where you are : you are foul with sm.
Tennyson, The Poet s Mind.

5. To last; endure; continue unimpaired.

II the malt is not thoroughly dried, the ale it m^es
will not keep. Mortimer, Husbandry.

The best fruits of the season fall latest and keep the

longest. Alcott, Tablets, p. 134.

The dam was a subject of conversation that would keep.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 3.

To keep at It, to continue hard at work ;
persist. [Col-

loq.]— To keep dark, see darkK—To keep from, to

abstain from; refrain from; remain away from.

I should kick, being kick'd ; and being at that pass,

You would keep from my heels. Shak., 0. ot Ji., lu. i, i».
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To keep In with. See i»i, adv.— To keep on, to go
forward; proceed; continue to advance.

The Pontic sea.

Whose icy current and compulsive course
Ne'er feels retiring ebb, but keeps due on
To the Propontic and the Hellespont.

Shak., Othello, iiL 8, 466.

To keep to, to adhere strictly to ; avoid neglecting or
deviating from : as, to keep to old customs ; to keep to a
rule ; to keep to one's word or promise.

Not finding the Govemour keep to his agreement witlime

;

nor seeing by his carriage towards others any great rea-

son I had to expect he would, I began to wish my self

away again. Dampier, Voyages, I. 518.

Well, if they had kept to that, I should not have been
such an enemy to the stage. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

To keep up, to remain unsubdued, as by illness, age, or
grief ; be yet active, or not confined to one's bed ; not to
fall behind. [Colloq.]

keep (kep), n. [< ME. kepe, heed, care; < Tceep,

v.'] If. Heed; notice; care.

We love no man that taketh kepe or charge
Wher that we goon ; we wol ben at our large.

Chmieer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 321.

Youth is least looked vnto when they stand [in] most
neede of good kepe and regard.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 60.

And unto Morpheus comes, whom drowned deepe
. In drowsie fit he findes : of nothing he takes keepe.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 40.

2t. Custody; keeping; oversight.

For in Baptista's keep my treasure is.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2, 118.

If the justice have the maid in keep.

You need not fear the marriage of your son.

B. Jrnisan, Tale of a Tub, iii. 2.

3t. That which is kept or cared for; charge.

Often he used of hys keepe
A sacrifice to bring,

Nowe with a Kidde, now with a sheepe.
The Altars hallowing.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

4. The stronghold or citadel of a medieval
castle; the in-

nermost and
strongest struc-
ture or central
tower. It was the
final dependence
for keeping the cas-

tle against assault.

In the lower parts
of the structure
prisoners were kept,
with stores, etc.;

and in the upper
parts the family
lived, especially in
times of danger.
Also called dun^
geon or donjon,dun,-
geon-keep, or dun-
geon-tower. See
dungeon, donjon.

It stands on a
knowle, which, tho'

insensibly rising,

gives it a prospect
over the keepe of
Windsor, about
three miles N. E.
of it.

Evelyn, Memoirs,
[Oct. 23, 1686.

My malice is no deeper than a moat.
No stronger than a wall: there is the keep;
He shall not cross us more. Tennyson, Geraint.

5. Subsistence; board and lodging; mainte-
nance or means of subsistence : as, the keep

of a horse. [Colloq.]

I performed some services to the college in return for

my keep. T. Hughes, 'Tom Brown at Oxford, I. viii.

• Moreover, we could not bear the idea that she should

labor for her keep. R. D. Blaekmore, Lorna Doone, xlvi.

6. pi. In coaZ-m«»ng', wings, catches, or rests for

holding the cage when it is brought to rest at

some point above the bottom of the shaft. See
cage-shuts.— 7. A meat-safe. Salliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]— 8. A large basket. [Prov. Eng.]—9.

A reservoir for fish by the side of a river.

[Prov. Eng.]— For keeps, to be kept or retained; to

be held or retained as one's own ; for good : as, to play

marbles for keeps (that is, each player to retain the mar-

bles he wins). [tJ. S.]

We, the tndersigned, promise not to play marbles for

keeps, nor bet nor gamble in any way.
The Advance, Dec. 9, 1886.

Out at keep, feeding in a hired pasture. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]

keeper (ke'per), n. [< ME. hepere; < keep, v.,

+ -eri.] 1 . One who keeps, observes, or obeys.

I am a keeper of the law
In some sma' points, altho' not a'.

Bums, Verses to John Kankine.

2. One who has the charge or keeping of any-

thing; a caretaker; a custodian: often form-

ing the second element of a compound : as, the

keeping

keeper of the seals; a houSOlceeper ; a game-

Keep orDonjon oftheCastle ofCoucy.Aisne,
France, as seen from the inner court.

Hit speketh of riche men ryght nouht ne of riche lordes,
Bote of clennesse and of clerkea and kepers of bestes.

Piers Plowman (C), xv. 88.

And the Lord said unto Cain, Where is Abel thy brother ?

And he said, I know not: Am I my brother's keeper?
Gen. iv. 9.

Young Logic 's laid in Edinburgh chapel,
Carmichael 's the keeper o' the key.

The Laird o' Logic (Child's Ballads, IV. 110).

The persecuted animals [rats] bolted above-ground : the
terrier accounted for one, the keeper [gamekeeper] for an-
other. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlv.

3. One who maintains or carries on as propri-
etor ; an owner or independent controller : as,

a storekeeper ; an innkeeper.

Now here is a man . . . who is really nothing but a
weakly, aged keeper of a little shoe-store in a village.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 167.

4. One who stays or abides.

To be discreet, chaste, keepers at home. Titus ii. 5.

5. One who holds or maintains possession.

He will have need of getters and keepers.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 238.

6. That which keeps; somethingthat serves as
a guard or protection. Specifically—(a) A ring which
keeps another on the finger. See guard-ring.

Quite devoid of any jeweller's ware, save her wedding
ring and keeper. G. A. Sala, Baddington Peerage, II. 111.

(&) A key which admits of being readily inserted and re-

moved at pleasure to keep an object in its place.

It [a glove-fastener] has a cylindrical keeper with one
lower edge struck up to form a lip, and a radial locking
bar, with a series of teeth on the under surface, adapted
to project through the keeper and engage the lip.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 408.

(c) A loop on the end of a strap fitted with a buckle, through
which the other end is run after passing through the
buckle ; a small clasp, id) The box on a door-jamb into
which the bolt of a lock protrudes when shot. , \e) A jam-
nut. (/) A piece of soft iron placed in contact with the
poles of a magnet when not in use, which tends, by in-

duction, to maintain and even increase the power of the
magnet ; an armature, (g) In the electromagnet of a dy-'

name, one of the lateral proj ections from the polar extremi-
ties to bring themi just as near to the revolving armature
as they can be without actually touching it. (Ji) A reel-

keeper. (I) The mousing of a hook, which keeps itfrom be-

ing accidentally disengaged, ij) The gripper of the flint in
a fiint-lock gun.— Keeper of the Great Seal, or Lord
Keeper, ahigh officer of state in Great Britain, who has the
custody of the great seal. The office is now vested in the
lord chancellor.— Keeper of the king's conscience, the
lord chancellor. See chancellor, 3(a).— Keeper of the
Privy Seal, or Lord Privy Seal, a British officer of state,

through whose hands pass all charters, pardons, etc., be-

fore they come to the great seal. He is a privy-councilor,
and was formerly called Clerk of the Privy Seal.

keeperess (ke'per-es), «. [< keeper + -ess.] A
female keeper, custodian, or warden.

In Drayton House [a lunatic asylum] the keeperesses

eclipsed the keepers in cruelty to the poorer patients.

C. Meade, Hard Cash, xli.

keeperless (ke'pfer-les), a. [< keeper + -less.'\

Without the supervision or care of a keeper

;

free from restraint, custody, or superinten-

dence.
Among the group was a man . . . who, of all the peo-

ple accounted sane and permitted to go about the world
keeperless, I hold to have been the most decidedly mad.

T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, I. iii.

keepership (ke'p6r-ship), n. [< keeper + -ship.']

The of&ee of a keeper.

The earl gave the former a tan-house, and keepership of

one of his games. Strype, Queen Mary, an. 1666.

keep-friendt, »• [< keep, v., + obj. friend.]

An iron ring with a chaia attached, used to

confine a prisoner.

And he had besides two iron rings about his neck, the
one of the chain, and the other ot that kind which are

called a keep-friend, or the foot of a friend, from whence
descended two irons unto his middle.

History of Don Quixote, 1678, f. 45. (Nares.)

keeping (ke'ping), n. [< MB. kepynge; verbal

n. ot keep, v.] 1. Care; custody; charge.

This mayden was the feirest lady that euer was in eny
londe ; this same maiden hadde in kepynge the blissed

seint Graal. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 229.

He swore us thus, never to let this treasure
Part from our secret keepings.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 6.

This morning I wrote to my banker in London to send
me certain jewels he has in his keeping— heir-looms for

the ladies of Thornfield.
Charlotte BroTite, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

3t. Guardian oare
;
guard ; watch.

In that Cesonne, that the Bawme is growynge, Men put
there to [thereto] gode kepynge, that no Man dar ben hardy
to entre. Man&eviXle, Travels, p. 50.

3. Maintenance; support; subsistence; feed;

fodder: as, the cattle have good keeping.

Call you that keeping for a gentleman of my birth, that
differs not from the stalling of an ox?

Shak., As you Like it, i. 1, 9.



keeping

4. Just proportion f conformity; oongruity;
consistency; harmony: as, his words are not
in keeping with his deeds.

B would have been more inkeepingit he had abided
by the faith of his forefathers.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympatliies.

Her lord and master, in the spotless whiteness of his
ruflles on wrist and bosom, and in the immaculate keep-
ing and neatness of all his clerical black, and the perfect
pose of his grand lull-bottomed clerical wig, did honor to
her conjugal cares. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 360.

The "Rape of the Lock." For wit, fancy, invention,
and keeping, it has never been surpassed.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 407.

He did not offer to stab me and sink my body in the
Grand Canal, as, in all Venetian keeping, I felt that he
ought to have done. Bawells, Venetian Life, il.

Upon one's keeplngt, upon one's guard.

I doo promes you that I am uponTn^ kyjyyng every daye.
MS. letter, dated 1662. (Nares.)

keeping-room (ke'ping-rom), n. The common
sitting-room of a famfly ; also, in English uni-
versities, the sitting-room of a student. [New
Eng. and proV. Eng.]

All the attractions of a house were concentrated in one
room : it was kitchen, chamber, parlor, and keeping-room,

Thoreau, Walden, p. 261.

Like many other buildings of the same date and style,
that which was designated as the keeping-roofm or parlour
was the passage of the house.

J- Freeman, W. Kirby, p. 219.

keep-offt (kep'df), a. and ». I. a. Intended or
adapted to keep a foe at a distance; hence,
long ; reaching far.

He fought not with a fteepe-o/" spear, or with a farre-shot
bow.

But with a massy club of iron. Chapman, Iliad, vii

H. M. A guard; defense; something to keep
a foe at a distance.

A lance then tooke he, with a keene, Steele head,
To be his keepe-off, both 'gainst men and dogges.

' Chapman, Odyssey, xlv.

keepsake (kep'sak), m. [Irreg. < heep, v., +
sake.'] Anything kept or given to be kept for
the sake of the giver; a token of friendship.
The word was used as the title of some of the holiday
gift-books formerly published annually. See annval, n., 4.

And now I ah, I see It—you just now are stooping
To pick up the keepsake intended for me.
Keaix, To Some Ladies, on B^ceivlng a Curious SheU.

I have before me the Keepsake for the year 1831, . . ,

a collection much lower in point of interest and ability
than the worst number of the worst shilling magazine of
the present day. . . , Somewhere about the year 1837 the
world began to kick at the Keepsakes, and they gradually
got extinguished. Then the lords and countesses put
away their verses and . . . wrote no more.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 194.

keep-worthy (kep'wer''THi), a. Worthy of be-
ing kept or preserved. [Bare.]

Other keep-w&rthy documents.
W. Taylor, Survey of German Poetry, L 182.

kees (kes), n. [< At. Hs.] The Egyptian purse,

a sum of five hundred piasters or about twenty-
five dollars. See purse.

keesb, n. See kish'^.

keeslip (kes'Up), n. A Scotch form of keslop.

keethie(ke'tm),». [Origin obscure.] A certain

fish, the angler, Lophius piscatorius. [Scotch.]

keeve (kev), n. [Also keave, kieve, Tme; < ME.
*keve, hive, < AS. egfe, a tub or vat.] A large vat
or tub used for various purposes, as for dressing

ores in mining, for holding the lye in bleach-

ing (in which sense it is also called a keir), as

a brewers' mashing-tub, etc.

keeve (kev), v. t.; pret. and pp. keeved, ppr.

keeving. [< keeve, ».] 1. To put in a keeve
for fermentation, etc.— 3. To overturn or lift

up, as a cart, so as to unload it all at once.

[Prov. Eng.]
keever (ke'v^r), n. A keeve. Also kiver.

keffekil, « See hiefekil.

keffieh (kef'i-e), re. [Ar.] The head-dress of the

men of the Bedouin or desert tribes of the Mos-
lem East. They do not wear the tarboosh, but a ker-

chief secored directly upon the head by a cord called an

akaZ. The kerchief is generally worn comerwise, so that

two comers fall upon the shoulders, and can be drawn
over the face or the back of the head at pleasure.

The red and yellow kegUh, folded and tied in hereditary

fashion about his swarthy face and over his neckand shoul-

ders by the Bedouin Arab of the desert.
Encye. BrU., TL 460.

keg (keg), re. [Also (dial.) cafir; < Jael. kaggi z=

Sw. Norw. kagge, a keg, a round mass or heap.]

1. A small cask or barrel; a cask-shaped vessel

of indefinite size, but in capacity less than half

a barrel, usually from 5 to 10 gallons.— Sf. A
lump; piece.

The sturgeon cut to keggs (too big to handle whole)

Gives many a dainty bit ont of his lusty jowL
Drayton, Polyolbion, rrv.
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Boat-keg, a small wooden cask, strongly made, large at

the base, tapering to the top, with bung-hole and bung
lor taking out the water in the closed top : used to carry

fresh water in small boats.— Keg fig. See flg^.— Keg-
levellng and -truBSlngmachine, amachine forpressing

and holSng the staves in position for trussing.

kei-apple, kai-apple (ki'ap'l), re. [< S. .Afri-

can kei or kai + E. apple.] 1. A tall evergreen
shivhjDovyalis (Aberia) Caffra,ot South Africa.

It can be used for hedges, and yields an edible

fruit.— 2. The fruit of this shrub, which resem-
bles a small yellowish apple. It serves for a

pickle when green, and when ripe can be made
into a preserve.

keiet, re. A Middle English form of key\

keigntt. -An obsolete preterit of catch\

keilt, re. An. obsolete spelling of kail^.

keilhauite (Ml'hou-it), «. [After Prof. Keil-

hau of Norway.] A rare Norwegian mineral,

related to titanite in form ; a silicotitanate of

iron, aluminium, yttrium, and calcium.

keir, kier (ker), «. [< Icel. ker = Sw. Dan.
kar, a tub, vat, or other vessel, = OHG. char,

MHG. Imr, Goth, kas, a vessel, perhaps = L.

vas (orig. *gvas'i), a vessel: see va^e, vessel.]

In bleaching, a large boiler which contains the
bleaching-Uquor ; the alkaline vat of a bleach-
ery. See bucking^ and keeve.

For yam and thread, it is very usual to have the false

bottom of the bleaching kier, or pot, movable.
Spons' Encyc. Manuf., I. 516.

keisarf, re. See Icaiser, Ccesar. Mafc., M.W. of

W., i. 3, 9.

keitloa (kit'lo-a), re. [S. .African.] The two-
homed black rhinoceros of South Africa, Rhi-
noceros keitloa, or Sloan's rhinoceros. The two
horns are of nearly equal size, attaining a length of about
a foot. The animal is about 11 feet long and 5 feet high.
It is ill-tempered, and a very dangerous antagonist.

kekl^plialos (ke-krif'a-los), re. [< Gr. KCKpvfa-
/lo?, a woman's head-dress, < Kpiiirrew (perf . kc-

Kpwpa), hide, cover: see crypt.] In Gr. antiq.,

a simple form
of female
head-dress,
consisting of
a net, or a
Kght cloth or
kerchief, so
placed about
the head as
to inclose the
hair com-
pletely and
almost with-
out folds,

and project-
ing behind
in a graceful
curve. It is

common in works of art of the fifth and fourth centuries
B. c, being beautifully illustrated on some Syracusan
coins ; and it is still worn in exactly the ancient form by
many Greek peasant women.

keld^tt "• «• -i Middle English form of cheld.

keld^ (keld ) , re. [< Icel. keMa= Sw. fcoZfa=Dan.
kilde (cf. Finn, kaltio, < Scand.), a spring, foun-
tain, well; from the verb represented by OHG.
quellan, MHG. G. quellen, swell, spring, gush
(AS. jjp. collen, swollen), > quelle, a spring,
fountain, source.] A spring. [North. Eng.]

keld^^t, o,- See helled.

kelder (kel'der), n.

[A var. of keeler^,

perhaps after the re-

lated keW-.] A cool-

er; especially, a large
vat or caldron used
in brewing,

kelet, i>. A Middle
English form of keel^.

kel^e (kel'e-be), TO.

[< Gr. ttelkpji (see
def.).] In Gr. archas-

ol., a large ovoid,
wide-mouthed vase,

with a broad flat rim
and two handles con-
necting the rim and the body, and not extend-
ing above the rim.

kelfit(kelf),re. [Origin obscure.] A foolish fel-

low.
One squire Eneas, a great keif.
Some wandering hangman like herself.

Cotton, Works (1734), p. 85.

kelf2(kelf),re. [Origin obscure.] IncoaUnining,
the vertical height of the back of the excavation
in holing or undercutting the coal. [Derbyshire
and Leicestershire, Eng.]
keling, n. See keeling^.

he£

Figure ofAphrodite,wearing tlie Kekiypha-
los.— From a polychrome kylix of the 5tn cen-
tury B. c, now in the British Museum.

- Greeic red-figured
Pottery.

kelotomia

kelis (ke'lis), re. [NL. : see ckeloid!^.] In por
thol. : (a) Morphoea. (6) Cheloid. Also keloid.

—Addison's kells, morphoea.

kelkl (kelk), re. [< ME. kelk, roe; cf. OHG.
chelch, MH(J. kelch, struma.] The roe of a fish.

[Prov. Eng.]
Take the kelkes of fyssbe anon
And tho lyver of the lysshe, sethe bom alon.

Lwer Cure Cocorum, p. 19.

kelk^ (kelk), V. i. [Prob. imitative, like belk,

belch.] To belch; also, to groan. [Prov. Eng.]

kelk^ (kelk), re. [Perhaps < Gael, and Ir. clach,

a stone.] A large stone or detached rock.

[Prov. Eng.]
kelk* (kelk), v. t. [Supposed tohave meant orig.

' stone,' pelt with stones, < kelk^, re.] To beat
soundly. [Prov. Eng.]
kelk* (kelk), n. [< kelle^, v.] A blow. [Prov.
Eng.]
kelko (kelk), re. [Cf. tecfcS.] 1. The wild cher-

vil, ^reifen«c«<« sylvestris.— 2. The poison hem-
lock, Cormum maculatum.stoaA kelk, broad-
leafed TiBlk,Beradeum /^hondylium.

Ts.elV- (kel), re. [A var. of cauP-, eall^ : see cauU.]
A covering of some kind ; a film or membrane

:

a network. [Obsolete or provincial in all uses.]

Being lound, He flnde an ume of gold, t' enclose them,
and betwixt

The ayre and them two kels ol lat lay on them.
Chapman, Hiad, xxiiL

Specifically— (a) The caul or omentum.

I'll have him [the hart] cut to the keU, then down the
seams. Beau, and Fl., Fhilaster, v. 4.

) The membrane or caul which sometimes envelops the
ead ol a child at birth.

A silly jealous lellow, . . . seeing his child new bom
included in a keU, thought sure a Franciscan . . . was the

lather of it, it was so like a friar's cowl.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 617.

(c) The chrysalis of an insect.

The o'ergrown trees among.
With caterpiUars' keUs and dusky cobwebs hung.

Drayton, Polyolbion, UL 120.

((!) A net ; especially, a net in which women inclose their

hair ; the back part of a cap.

Hir bake and hir breste was brochede alle ove^
With keUe and with corenalle clenliche arrayede.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 3259.

And as it Sails out, many times
As knotts been knitt on a keU,

Or merchant men gone to leeve London,
Either to buy ware or sell.

ChOde Hauriee (Child's Ballads, II. 314).

(e) A film.

His wakeful eyes . . .

Now covered over with dim cloudy keUs.

Drayton, The OwL
(/) One ol the dew-covered threads often seen on the grass
in the morning.

Neither the immoderate moisture of July, August, and
September, nor those kells, which, like cobwebs, do some-
times cover the ground, do beget the rot in sheep.

Boyle, Works, VL 36a

kelP (kel), re. A variant of kill^, kiln,

kell^t, re. Same as kale, 2.

kellaut, re. See Mllut.

kelleck, re. See killock.

kelledt (keld), a. [< keUi- + -ed?.] Having a
kell or covering ; having the parts united as by
a kell or thin membrane ; webbed. Also keld.

And feeds on fish, which under water still

He with his keld feet and keen teeth doth kill.

DrayUm, Noah's Flood.

Eellia (kel'i-a), n. [NL., named after J. M.
CPKelVy of DubUn.] The typical genus of EeC-
Uidce. The shell is small, thin, and roimded, with the
ligament internal, the cardinal teeth 1 or 2 in number,
and the lateral teeth 1-1 in each valve. There are numer-
ous species, both recent and lossil, such as the British K.
mborbicularis and K. ratida.

EellJidae (ke-li'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < Eellia +
-idtB.] A family of siphonate bivalve mollusks,
typified by the genus KeUia. They are small but
elegant bivalves, living in the crevices ol rocks, or on
shells or seaweeds, or lying free. Also written KeUiada.

kellin (kel 'in), n. [Perhaps a corruption of
keeling^.] The ling. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
kellock (kel'ok), re. See killock.

kellow (kel '6), n. [Cf. kiOow, collow.] Black-
lead. [Prov. Eng.]
kelly (kel'i), re. [Of. colly''-.] In brick-making,
surface-soil or mold. C. T. Davis, Bricks, etc.,

p. 103.
'

kelly (kel'i), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. kellied, ppr.

kellying. [< 'kelly, re.] In brick-making, to cover
with soil or mold.
keloid (ke'loid), re. Same as cheloid and kelis.

keloidal (ke-loi'dal), a. [< keloid + -al.] Of,
pertaining to, or of the nature of keloid.

Slight keloidal growths sometimes follow in the wake ol
the largest vesicles. Medical News, LIII. 442.

kelotomia, kelotomy (kel-o-to'mi-a, ke-lot'o-
mi), re. See eelotomy.



kelp

^l^iPi^V^JPH"- t^^'ly ™od- E. also Wto, Tcylp,
< ME. kelp, hylp a hook for a pot, also a sheath
(orig. hiltt), < Icel. kilpr, a handle of a vessel,
a loop ; cf. kelpa, a trap for otters.] 1 . A hook
or crook by means of which a pot or kettle is
hung over a fire. [Prov. Eug.]
A hylpe [var. kelpe} of a caldron, [L.] perpendiculum.

„ . , ,

,

Oath. Angl., p. 203.

2t. A sheath.

The lend that al this world wolde kllle
His swerd he pulte vp In his telp.

Holy Rood (e5. Morris), p. 140.

ke]^2 (kelp), n. [Also kilp ; origin unknown.]
1. (as) Large seaweeds, such as are used in pro-
ducing the manufactured kelp, in coast regions
kelp is largely employed as a fertilizer, especially in the
west of Ireland. It Is composed chiefly of Fucacece and
Lammmiem. In New England it includes especially spe-
cies of LmninaHa called deml's-apron, Agarwm Tumeric
the sea-colander, and Alaria esadenta, besides littoral spe-
cies of Fucua called roekweed.

As for the reits, kttpe, tangle and such like sea-weeds,
Nicander saith they are as good as treacle.

HoUatid, tr. of Pliny, xxxii. 6.

A line of the sand-beach
Covered with waifs of the tide, with kelp and the slippery

sea-weed. Longfellow, Evangeline, v. 1.

(6) Specifically, the seaweed Maerooystis pyri-
fera, of the Pacific coast of North and South
America, etc. its tough, slender stems are said to grow
sometimes more than 600 feet long. Ascending from sub-
marine rocks, it reveals their presence to sailors ; and it
forms an extensive tangled mass which serves on exposed
coasts as a natural breakwater.

There is one marine production which from its impor-
tance is worthy of a particular history; it is the kdp, or
Maerooystis pyritera.

Darwin, Voyage of the Beagle, p. 239.

2. The product of seaweeds when hurned, from
which carbonate of soda is obtained. . it was for-
merly much used in the manufacture of glass and soap,
and large quantities of iodine are now obtained from the
residue after the carbonate of soda is separated.—Bull-
liead kelp, ifereocyslis Luetkeana of northwestern Amer-
ica, the long filaments of which are used by the Indians
for flshin^-linea-rGreat kelp, of California, the Maero-
cygUs pyrifera. See del. 1 (ft), above.— Kelp glass. See
giaes.— Kelp salt, a by-product of the manufacture of
potash from the ashes of seaweeds. It contains sodium
sulphate, carbonate, and chlorid, and small quantities of
potassium sulphate. Formerly used in glass-making.—
Bock-kelp. Same as roekweed. See def. 1 (a), above.

kelp3 (kelp), n. [Origin obscure.] A young
crow. [Prov. Eng.]

kelp-fish (kelp'flsh), «. 1. A blennioid fish,

HeterosUehus rostratus. It has a scaly body with a
conspicuous lateral line, a small pointed head, and a very
long dorsal fin with about 37 spines and 13 rays, the 6 an-
terior spines being wide apart, and separated from the
rest by a notch. It attains a length of about 15 inches,
and is common along the Paciflc coast of America, from
San Francisco to Santiago.

2. A labroid fish, Platyglossus semicinetus, with
9 dorsal spines, and of a greenish-brown color

with bright reflections. It is common south-
ward along the Lower Californian coast.— 3.

Any fish of the family Ditremidce, found on the
west coast o£ the United States.

kelp-goose (kelp'gos), n. Chloephaga antarc-

tica of South America. Also called rook-goose.

kelpie, kelpy (kel'pi), n. [Origin unknown.]
An imaginary spirit of the waters, generally ap-
pearing in the form of a horse, who was believed

to givewarning of approaching death by drown-
ing, and sometimes maliciously to assist in

drowning persons. [Scotch.]

These ponderous keys shall the kelpies keep.
And lodge in their caverns so dark and deep.

Queen Mary's Escapefrom LocMeven.

That bards are second-sighted is nae joke,

And ken the lingo of the sp'ritual folk;

Fays, Spunkies, Eelpies, a', they can explain them.
Bums, Brigs of Ayr.

kelp-pigeon (kelp'pij"on), n. The sheathbill,

Chionis alba, of the I^'alklands: so called by
sailors from its size and white color and its

habitual resorts.

kelp-whaling (kelp'hwa'ling), n. The pursuit

of the California graywhale : so called from its

resorts.

kelpwort (kelp'w6rt), n. The prickly glasswort,

Salsola Kali, burned to produce barilla, a sub-

stance resembling kelp. See kelp^, "2.

kelpy, n. See kelpie.

kelson, n. See keelson,

Kelti, n. See Celfi-.

kelt^ (kelt), TO. [Origin obscure.] Aspent sal-

mon—thatis, one that has spawned. [Bcotoh.]

When they [salmon] are descending rivers alter spawn-

ing, they are termed kdts or black salmon.
St. Nicholas, XIII. 740.

kelts (kelt), n. [Origin obscure.] Cloth made
of black and white wool mixed and not dyed.

Fairholt. [Scotch.]
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Na dentie geir this Doctor seikis—
Ane hamelie hai^ a cott of kelt.

Legend, Bp. St Androis, Poems of 16th Cent., p. 827.

kelter^, ». See kilter.

kelter2t (kel't^r), a. [< keW + -er.] Made of
kelt. [Scotch.]

He put him on an old Kelter coat.

And Hose of the same above the knee.
Soxburgh Ballads, 11. 850.

Keltic, Kelticism, etc. See Celtic, etc.

keltie, kelty (kerti), n. [Said to be so called
from a famous champion drinker in Kinross-
shire.] A large glass or bumper, imposed as a
fine on those who, as it is expressed, do not
drink fair. [Scotch.] —Cleared keltie aff, having
drunk one's glass quite empty, previous to drinking abum-
per.

FiU a brimmer— this is my excellent friend Bailie
Nicol Jarvie's health. . . . Aieyea' dearedkeltieagf Fill
anither. Scott, Kob Boy, xxviii.

Eeltle'a mends. See imends.

kelyphite (kel'i-fit), ». [< Qr. d?M<j>og, a sheath,
case, + -ite^.'] An alteration-product forming
a zone about crystals of pyrope, found in Bo-
hemia. It nearly resembles serpentine in com-
position.

kembt (kem), V. t. [< ME. kemben, < AS. eem-
ban (= MD. kemben, D. kammen = LG. keimen
= OHG. kemben, chempen, MHG. kemben, kem-
men, Gr. kammen = Icel. kemba = Dan. Igmmme
= Sw. kamma), comb, < camb, comb : see comb^,
«. Cf. comlA, V. Hence pp. kempt, and the
negative unkempt, the latter still common in lit-

erary use.] To comb.
He kewheth hise lokkes brode and made him gay.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 188.

More kembed, and bathed, and rubbed, and trimmed.
B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 1.

kembt (kem), n. [A var. of comb'^ = kame, af-

ter Jcemb, «.] A comb.
My sister Maisry came to me,

Wi' silver bason, and silver *emft.
To kemb my headie upon her knee.

Alison dross (Child's Ballads, 1. 170).

kembing (kem'ing), n. [Cf. kemelin, kimeling.'\

A brewing-vessel.
kembot, a. and V. See kimbo.
kembollt, kemboldt, n. Same as kimbo. See
akimbo.
kembstert (kem'stfer), n. [Also kempster; < ME.
Jcempstare, kemster (= OLGr. kemstere) ; < kemb +
-ster.'] Awoman who cleaned wool. Malliwell.

kemelint, kemlint, n. Same as kimnel.

kemest, «. A Middle English form of camis.

keming-stockt, n. [< *keming (a form of chim-
ney^) + stock."} The back of a chimney-grate.

He fell backward into the fyre.
And brake his head on the keming-stock.

Wyf of Auchiirmuchty (Child's Ballads, VIII. 120).

kempi (kemp), V. i. [A var. of camp'^ (after
kemp\ ».): see camp\ «.] To strive or con-
tend in any way; strive for victory, as in the
quantity of work done by reapers in the har-
vest-field. [Scotch and old Eng.]

There es no kynge undire Criste may kempe with hym
one!

He wille be Alexander ayre, that alle the erthe lowttede.
Marte Arthure (E. B. T. S.), 1. 2634.

kempi (kemp), n. [< ME. kempe, < AS. cempa
(= OPries. kampa, kempa = Icel. kempa = Dan.
Igmmpe = Sw. kdmpe), a warrior: see camp'^, v.,

and champion^.1 If. A champion ; a knight.

"0 knist," quath the king, "what kemp is that like.

That wan so-on my sone is he so dou3tl ?
"

Wiaiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3746.

2. The act of striving for superiority in any
way. [Scotch.]

kemp^ (kemp), a. and n. [< ME. kempe, campe,
shaggy, rough.] I.t a. Shaggy; rough.

Lik a griSoun lokede he aboute
With keimpe [var. kemped] heres on his browes stoute.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1276.

II. n. Coarse hair which is closely mingled
with the finer hair or wool, and has to be sep-

arated from it before the manufacturing of fine

goods, especially in goat's hair of choice and
expensive kind.

An element in all bad-bredwool is the presence of kemps,
a small white hair, which is very brittle and which will

not take any dye. Ure, Diet., IV. 976.

Also kempty.

kemp^t (kemp), n. [< ME. kempe, an eel; prob.

a particular use, as also in det. 2, of kemp, a
champion: see kemp'^, to.] 1. An eel. Prompt.
Parv., p. 270; Palsgrave, 1530.— 2. A boar.

kemp^ (kemp), n. [Cf. Sw. kdmpar and kampe-
gras."] The ribwort-plantain, Plantago lanceo-

lata, more especially the stalk and sp&e ; also.

ken
the common plantain, Plantago major, and per-
haps P. m^dia—Sea-kemp, Plantago maritima, ih<r
sea-plantain. [Scotch.]

kemper (kem'pfer), «. [= D. kamper = MLO,
kemper= G. kdmpfer = Dan. kcemper; as kemp^,.
v., + -ei'i.] One who kemps, or strivec for su-
periority; specifically, one striving to complete
the largest amount of work. [Scotch.]
Mark, I see nought to hinder you and me from helping!

to give a hot brow to this bevy of notable kempers.
Blackwood's Mag., Jan., 1821, p. 401.

kempery-mant (kem'p6r-i-man), n. [Appar.
meant for kemping-man,< kemping (Sc. kempin),
verbal n. of kempi, «.] A champion; a fighter.

Up then rose the kemperye Tnen^
And loud they gan to crye

:

Ah ! traytors, yee have slayne our king,
And therefore yee shall dyo.

KingEstmere (Child's Ballads, III. 170?

I only want an excuse like that for turning kempery-
man— knight-errant, as those Norman puppies call it.

Kingdey, Hereward, i

kemple (kem'pl), n. [Origin obscure. ] A Scot-
tish weight of straw, from 14 to 16 stone tron.
kemps (kemps), n. pi. [PI. of kempK] A chil-
dren's game in wlueh plantain-stems are the
weapons, the object aimed at being to strike
off the head. Compare codes. [Scotch.]
kempstert, n. See kembster.
kempstockt, n. [Cf. keming-stock.'] A capstan.

Panurge took two great cables of the ship, and tied them
to the kempstock or capstan which was on the deck towards
the hatches. Urquhart, tr. of Eabelais, ii. 26.

kemptt (kempt). A past participle of kemb.
kempty (kemp'ti), a. and n. Same as Icemp^.

kemset, n. A Middle English form of camis.
kemstert, m. See kembster.

ken^ (ken), V.
;
pret. and pp. kenned, ppr. ken-

ning, [(a) < ME. kennen, show, declare, teach,
< AS. eennan, cause to know, = OFries. kanna,
kenna = OS. kennian (in oomp. ant-kennian),
cause to know, = D. kennen = OHG. kennan,
*chennan (in comp. ar-, bi-, in-kemian), MHG. G.
kennen= Icel. kenna= 8w. Mre»a=Dan. kjende,
know, = Goth, kannjan, also in comp. us-kann-
jan, cause to know; (6) < ME. kennen, know, <
Icel. kenna, know (above) ; an orig. causal verb,
< AS. (etc.) cunnan, ind. cann, know: see ca»i.3

I. trans. If. To show; declare; teach; point
out; tell.

Y loued not hem that me good kende,
I castide me no thing to be in that meen.
To loue mjrn enemyes y wolde not entende.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 199.

"For thi mekenesse, man," quod she, " and for thi mylde

I shal kenn£ the to my cosyn that Clergye is hoten."
Piers Plowman (B), x. 148.

2. To see; descry; recognize. [Obsolete or
archaic]
After many dayes sayling, they kenned land afarre off,

whereunto the Pilots directed the ships.
HakluyVs Voyages, I. 245.

The shepheardes swayne you kannot wel ken^
But it be by his pryde, from other men.

SpeTiser, Shep. Cal., September.

None but a spirit's eye
Might ken that rolling orb.

Shelley, Queen Mab, ii.

St. To lie within sight of; have a view of.

Pliny called a place in Picardy Portnm Morinorum Bri-
tannicum : that is. The British haven or port of the Mo-
rines, either for that they tooke ship there to passe over
into Britain, or because it kenned Britaine over against it

on the other side of the Sea.
Holland, tr. of Camden, iL 221.

4. To know; understand; take cognizance of.

[Archaic or Scotch.]

By this mater I meane what myschefe befell.

There no cause was to ken but vnkynd wordes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1462.

Wit and hus wif wissed me to hym.
To kenne and to knowe kyndliche Dowel.

Piers Plowman (C), xii. 141.

Pal. Which of you know Ford of this town'i
Pist. I ken the wight ; he is of substance good.

5tei., M. W. ofW.,i. 3,40.

5. In Scots law, to acknowledge or recognize
by a judicial act: as, to ken a widow to her
terce (that is, to recognize or decree by a ju-

dicial act the right of a widow to the life-rent

of her share of her deceased husband's lands).

See terce.

Il.f intrans. To look around; gain knowledge
by sight; discern.

At once, and far as angels ken, he views
The dismal situation waste and wild.

Milton, P. L., i 69.

kenl (ken), n. [< ken^, «.] Cognizance
;
physi-

cal or intellectual view; especially, reach of
sight or knowledge.



ken
Xet this Btifflce, that they are safely come within a ken

of Dover. Lyfy, Euphues.

While here, at homev my narrower ken
Somewhat of manners saw, and men.

ScoUt Marmion, iv., Int.

Then felt I like some watcher of the skies
When a new planet swims into his ken.

EeatSy Sonnet on Chapman's Homer.

ken^ (ken), v. [< ME. Icennen, < AS. eennan

=

OS.
kennian = OHG. "Icennan, *chennan (in comp.
gi-cliennan), beget, bring forth; causal of a
primitive verb found in Teut. only in deriva-
tive, = L. root of gignere (OL. genere), beget,
genus, kind, race, family, = Gr. root of yiyveadai,

yeviaOat, be bom, become, be, = Skt. 1/Jaw, be-
get, intr. bebom: see km\ IcindX, Idncfi, kindle^,
«tc., and genus, gender, generate, -gen, -genous,
geny,eto.'\ I. trans. To beget; bring forth.

II. intrans. To breed; hatch out.

With Mr corps keuereth hem [eggs] till that they ftenne,
Anl ifostrith and ffodith till ffedns schewe
And cotis of kynde hem keuere all aboute.

Richard the Bedeleas, iii. 51.

ken^ (ken), n. pi. A dialectal variant of Jdne^,
plural of cow^. HalUwell.

ken* (ken), n. [Of. kernKJ A chum. Salli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
ken^ (ken), n. [Perhaps an abbr. of kenneP-.']

A place where low or disreputable characters
lodge or meet: as, a paddmg-fce» (a lodging-
house for tramps); a sporting-fen. [Slang,
Eng.]
ken°(ken), n. [Jap., < Chin. ?iie», q.v.] A pre-
fecture or territorial division of Japan, govern-
ed by a kenrei. Japan is now divided into 3 fu
and about 40 ken.

ken'^ (ken), n. [Jap.] A Japanese measure of
length, equal to 71^ English inches.

kench (kench), n. [Also Mnch; a var. of canch :

see eanch.'] 1. Same as caneh.— 3. A box or
bin for use in salting fish or skins.

The [seal-Jsklns are all taken to the salt-houses, and are
salted in kenches, or square bins.

C. if. Scammon. Marine Mammals, p. 161.

Tba salt-house is a large, barn-like frame structure, so
bunt as to afford one third of its width in the center, from
end to end, clearand open as a paasage-way, while on each
side are rows of stanchions with sliding planks, which are
taken down and put up in the form of deep bins, or boxes—keneh£S, the sealers call them.

Fisheriee of U. S., V. u. 370.

kench-cured (kench 'kiird), a. Cured with dry
salt: said of fish, in distinction iroiapickle-cured.
kendal (ken'dal), n. and a. [80 called from Ken-
dal, a town in Westmoreland, England, where it

was first made.] I. n. A coarse woolen cloth.

Of kendai very coarse his coat was made.
Thynne, Pride and Lowliness.

He [Henry VIII.] was attended by twelve noblemen, all

apparelled in short coats of Kentish kendal, with hoods
and hosen of the same. Slrutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 467.

II. a. Made of or resembling the woolen
cloth called kendal.
A kendal coat in summer, and a frieze coat in winter.

Stafford (1581).

Three misbegotten knaves in Kendal green came at my
back and let drive at me. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iL i, 246.

Kendall's case. See casei.

kenet, a. and adv. Middle English form of keenl.

kenebowet, n. Same as Mmbo. See akimbo.
Kenllwortii ivy. See ivy^

kenk (kengk), n. Same as kink^.

Kennedya (ke-ne'di-a), «. [NL. (Ventenat,
1804), named after Mi. Kennedy, a, gardener
of Hammersmith near London.] A genus of
perennial leguminous herbs, belonging to the
tribe Phaseolece, or bean family, most nearly
related to Hardenbergia, but d&ering from it

in the more showy red or purple flowers and
longer keel (relatively to the wings). There are
17 known species of this genus, all natives of Australia
and Tasmania, many of which are cultivated for their
showy flowers, under the name of bean-Jlower, but are
more or less confounded by florists with Hardenbergia.
E. rubieurMa, the red bean-flower, is the species most fre-

quently seen in conservatories of England and the United
States. Numerous leaf-impressions found in the Tertiary
rocks of Bohemia, Croatia, and Cariuthia have been re-
ferred with confidence to this genus by competent spe-
cialists, and four fossil species are described.

Kennedyeae (ken-e-di'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Ben-
tham, 1838), < Kennedya + -eee.j A subtribe of

leguminous plants of the tribe Phaseolew, em-
bracing, in the systems of Endlieher and Lind-
ley, the genera Kennedya, Hardenbergia, Zichya,
Physolobium, a.ni Leptocyamus. Originally writ-

kennell (ken'el), «. [< ilE. kenel, keneXl, < AP.
"kenil, OF. cJtenil= It. canile, <ML. can He, a ken-
nel, a house for a dog, < L. canis, a dog, + -He, a
suffix denoting a place where animals are kept.
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as in ovile, sheepfold, bovile, bubile, an ox-staU,

etc. : see canis, canine, and cf . kennet^.'] 1 . A
house or cot for a dog, or for a pack of hounds.

Truth's a dog must to kennel; he must be whipped out.

Shale., Lear, L 4, 124.

2. A pack of hounds ; a collection of dogs of

any breed or of different breeds.

A little herd of England's timorous deer.

Mazed with a yelping kennel of French curs

!

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iv. 2, 47.

3. The hole of a fox or other beast ; a haunt.

kenneli (ken'el), v.
;
pret. and pp. kenneled or

kennelled, ppr. kenneling or kennelling. [< ken-

neU, m.] 1. intrans. To lodge or dwell in a
kennel, or in the manner of a dog or a fox.

Who'd . . .

Kennd with his dogs, that had a prince
Like this young Peunyboy to sojourn with

!

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

Look you I hereabout it was that she [the otter] ken-
'

'

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 60.

The dog kennelled in a hollow tree. Sir £. L'Estrange.

II. trans. To keep or confine in a kennel.

kennel^t (ken'el), n. [< ME, canel, < OF. canel,

assibilated ehanel, > ME. chanel, B. channel: see
channel^ (and canaP-), of which kennel^ is a dou-
blet.] A little canal or channel; specifically,

the drainage-channel of a street ; a gutter.

If anye of them happen to be iustled downe by a post,
. . . and so reeles them into the kennell, who takes them
vp or leades them home ? Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 26.

The next rain wash'd it [the street-dufit] quite away, so
that the pavement and even the kennel were perfectly
clean. FranMin, Antobiog., I. 303.

Most of these Essays have been regularly reprinted
twice or thrice a year, and conveyed to the public through
the kenrtel of some engaging compilation.

Goldsmith, Essays, Pref.

kennel-coal (ken'el-kol), n. See cannel-coal.

kennel-rakert (ken'el-ra^ker), «. One who
rakes gutters ; a low fellow.

Give your petitions
In seemly sort, and keep your hat off decently,
A fine periphrasis of a kennel^aker.

Fletcher {and another 7), The Prophetess, iii 1.

You did not love cruelty, you kennelraker, you gibbet-
carrier ! Arbuthmit, Miscellaneous Works (ed. 1761), 1. 49.

kennetlf, « [< ME. kenet, kenit, < AF. kenet,
dim. of ken, OF. clien, F. chien = Pg. c&o = It.

cane, < L. canis, a dog : see canis, canine.^ A
small dog of some particular breed.

A kenet kryes therof, the hunt on hym calles.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 170L

My lord hadde a kenet fel.
That he loved swyth weL

5e7w« Sagei (ed. Wright), L 1762.

kennet^ (ken'et), n. [Origin obscure.] A cleat;
a oavel.

kenningi (ken'ing), TO. [< ME. fcemniragrziDan.
kjending, verbal n. of keni, «.] If. Sight ; view

;

especially, a distant view at sea.

Nawther company by course hade kennyng of other,
But past to there purpos & no prise made.
And sailet vpon syde vnto sere costys.

Destruction of Troy (K E. T. S.), 1. 2837.

2t. Bange or extent of vision, especially at
sea ; hence, a marine measure of about twenty
miles.

"Scylley is a kennyng, that is to say, about xx. miles
from the very Westeste pointe of ComewauUe." IHn.
ilL t 6. Som. of ParUmay (E. E. T. S.), Notes, p. 256.

Thre kennynges ferre on the see, that is, one and twenty
leghes ferre. Prose Romance of Melvgine, fol. 61.

The next day about evening we saw, within a kenning,
thick clouds, which did put ue in some hope of landL

Bacon.

3. As little as one can recognize or discrimi-
nate; a smaU portion; a little: as, put in a fceji-

ning of salt. [Scotch.]

Though they may gang a kennin wrang.
To step aside is human.

Bums, To the Unco Guid.

kenning^t.ra. i<ken^ + -ing^.-] The cioatricula
or tread of an egg. Also kinning.

(hi umtnlieus. The streine or kenning of the egge.
Nomendator (WIS).

There is found in the top or sharper end of an egge,
within the shell, a certaine rotmd knot resembling a drop
or a navill rising above the rest, which they call a kin-
King. Holland, tr. of Pliny, x. 52.

keno (ke'no), n. [Also speUed kino ; origin ob-
scure.] A game of chance depending on the
drawing of numbers. Each player selects a card or
cards bearing a series of numbers in lines of five each
paying a set price for each card. Each player puts a but^
ton on any number on his card which is announced as
drawn from a wheel, and he who first has five buttons in
a row wins aU the money taken for that round, minus the
bank's discounts

kenogenesis (ken-o-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. /tcvdr,

empty (see cenotaph, etc.), + yhieaig, genera-

kent

tion.] Vitiated evolution, as distingnished from
hereditary evolution ; ontogenesis modified by
adaptation, and therefore not true to its type;
that development of an individual germ which
does not truly epitomize and repeat the phy-
logenetie evolution of its race or stock: the
opposite of palingenesis. See biogeny. Also
kenogeny.

The ontogenetic recapitulation of the phylogeny is the
more perfect the more the palingenetic process is con-
served by heredity, and the more imperfect in proportion
as the later modified evolution (kenogenesis) is introduced
by adaptation. Haeckel, quoted in Encyc. Brit., ^x 422.

kenogenetic (ken'''o-je-net'ik), a. [< kenogene-
sis, after genetic.']

' Ci or pertaining to keno-
genesis.—Kenogenetic process. See the extract.

The term kenogenetic process (or vitiation of the history
of the germ) is applied to all such processes iu germ-his-
tory as are not to be explained by heredity from primaeval
parent-germs, but which have been acquired at a later
time in consequence of the adaptation of the germ or em-
bryo form to special conditions of evolution.

Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans,), 1. 10,

kenogenetically (ken'o-je-nefi-kal-i), adv. In
a kenogenetic manner. Haeckel.
kenogeny (ke-noj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. k£v6q, empty,
+ -yevcia, < -ycv^c, producing: see -genovs.]
Same as kenogenesis.

kenosis (ke-no'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. idvamg, an
emptying, depletion, in theological use with
ref. to Phil. ii. 6, 7, "who, beiog in the form of
God, . . . emptied himself (eavrdv cidvaae), tak-
ing the form of a servant" (revised version);
< nEvovv, make empty, < lavog, empty.] la. theol.,

the self-limitation and self-renunciation of the
Son of God in the incarnation.

Some restrict the keTwsis to the laying aside of the di-

vine form of existence, or divine dignity and glory ; others
strain it in different degrees, even to a partial or entire
emptying of the divine essence out of himself, so that the
inner trinltarian process between Father and Son, and the
government of the world through the Son, were partially
or wholly suspended during bis earthly life.

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Chjirch, IIL § 142, 8.

kenotic (ke-not'ik), a. K Gr. KevuriKdc, per-
taining to emptying, < kevucic, emptying: see
kenosis.'} Of or pertaining to the kenosis.

Instead of raising the finite to the infinite, the modem
Kenotic theory lowers the infinite to the finite.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 110.

kenoticist (ke-not'i-sist), n. [< kenotic + -ist.}

One who believes in the theory of the kenosis.

The C!halcedonian Christology has been subjected to a
rigorous criticism in Germany by Schleiermacher, Baur,
Domer, Rothe, and the modem Kenoticists.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 67.

kensback (kenz'bak), a. [See kenspeck.'] 1.
Conspicuous; evident; clear.— 2. Perverse.
HalUwell. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]
kenspeck (ken'spek), a. [Also corruptly kens-
back; more commonly kenspeckle, q. v.; < leeL
kennispeki, the faculty of recognition, < kenni, a
mark(cf. G. kennzeichen), < kenna, know, recog-
nize, ken, + speki, wisdom, < spakr, wise, hav-
ing prophetic vision or insight: see ken^.}
Known by marks ; strongly marked or conspic-
uous; readily recognizable. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

The Homeric text is . . . certainly kenspeck, to use a
good old English word— that is to say, recognizable ; yon
challenge it for Homer's whenever you see it,

De Qvincey, Homer, iiL

kenspeckle (ken'spek-l), a. [E. dial, also ken-
speckled; in pop. apprehension "speckled or
marked so as to be conspicuous" (Halliwell):
see kenspeck.} Same as kenspeck, and the more
common form. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Eng. Man. What kind of a Woman is it you enanire af-

ter?
^

Gib. Gend troth, she's no Kenspeckle, she'saw in a Clowd
[she had a Spanish veil over her],

Mrs. Centlivre, The Wonder, ill

I grant ye his face is kenspeckle.
That the white o' his e'e is tum'd out.

Ifiai, Poems, IL 157.

It is a kenspeckle hoof-mark, for the shoe was made by
old Eckie of Caonobie—I would swear to the curve of the
cawker. Scott, Monastery, xxxiv.

kenti (kent), n. [Perhaps a var. of canil, k.,

taken in sense of ' that which cants or tilts': see
canfi-jV.a.nd.n.'] 1. A long stafl used by shep-
herds for leaping over ditches and brooks ; a
rough waUdng-stick; a pole. [Scotch.]

A better lad ne'er lean'd out o'er a kent
Ramsay, Bichy and Sandy.

He bade me fling doun my kent, and sae me and my
mlther yielded onrsells prisoners,

Scott, Old Mortality, xiv

He carried a long pole or kent, like the alpenstock, tol-
erably polished, with a turned top on it, on which he
rested. Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 1st ser p 424,



kent
3. See the extract.

^,n^A^^°i'^h '.»M'™"°d*«"«'=k [of the whale],
called the kent, to which hooks and ropes are attached for
the purpose of shifting round the carcass.

lire. Diet., III. 461.

kenti (kent), t). l<kentl,n.'] I. trans. 1. To
propel, as a boat, bypushingwith a kent or long
pole against the bottom of a river; punt.
LHootoh.] —2. To tilt or turn over (a whale) by
means of a hook and tackle inserted into the
kent.

II. intrans,

with a kent.
"They will row very Blow, "said the page, "orferrfwhere

depth permits, to avoid noise." Scott, Abbot, xxxv.

kent2 (kent). A dialectal
[Scotch.]

kentalt, »• An obsolete form of quintal.
I giue this lewell to thee, richly worth
A kentail, or an hundreth-waight of gold

Chapman, Blind Beggar of Alexandria (Works, 1873, L 5).

Kent bugle (kent bu'gl). [So called after the
Duke of Kent.'] Same as key-bugle.
Kontia (ken'ti-a), n. [NL. (Blume, 1836),
named after Miss Kent, author of "Sylvan
Sketches," London, 1825.] A genus of fea-

To propel a boat by pushing it

preterit of ken^.
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Mourn, spring, thou darling of the year

!

Ilk cowslip cup shall kep a tear.

Bums, Elegy on Capt. Matthew Henderson.

kepet, r. and n. A Middle English form of fee/).

kephir (kef'fer), n. [Caucasian.] A kind of
fermented milk in use among the inhabitants
of the northern Caucasus, and corresponding
as an article of diet and medicine to kumiss in
the southeastern steppes of Russia. Nature,
XXX. 216.

'

kepi (kep'i), ». [P. S^^j/ origin unknown.] A
kind of cap fir^t worn by French troops in Alge-
ria, and sincemuch wornby otherFrench troops

kerite

kercher (ker'eher), }(, [Also chercher, curcher;
a corrupt form of kerchief. Cf. handkercher.]
1. A kerchief; [Provincial.]
He became like a man in an exstasie and trance, and

white as a kercher. North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 746.

I bought thee kercJiers to thy head
That were wrought fine and gallantly.

Oreensleeves (Child's Ballads, IV. 241).

2. An animal's caul. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
kerchert (k^r'chfer), v. t. [< kercher, m.] To
dress or cover, as the head, with a kercher.

Pale sickness with her kerchered head up wound.
6. Fletcher, Christ's Victory in Heaven.

- genus
ther-palms belonging to the tribe Arecew, for- , . ,,- ^, „
merly including a number of the finest -nalms , P* (J^^P*)- Preterit and past participle of
_£ 4.1. -J. J i^ i-;_i- 1 .11. 1 .. * _ l^ffi/n

and in other countries, as well as in public tomTiinf /'VA^'«v.^p^ *, r/inrci 7 1. ^ 7 7 .z-

with a flat horizontal vizor. Its different uses are marked
by variations of style and ornamentation.
Keplerian (kep-le'ri-an), a. [< Kepler (see
del.) + -ian.] Of or "pertaining to Johann
Kepler, the German astronomer (1571-1630)

;

propounded byKepler : as, Keplerian doctrines

;

Keplerian laws.-Keplerian function. &ee function.
Kepler s laws. See law^.
Kepler's problem. See problem.
keps (keps), n. A variant of keeps.
and cage-shuts.

of that tribe which have latterly been referred
to various other genera, as Jreca, Sydriastele,
Nengella, Bedyscepe, Rhopalostylis, CiinosUqma, 1 -—.-•
and Howea Itis now restricted to three speciesof Ne^ Kvo^Sfj™ 1^^" ''"'""^f.- ,n.,i„„. ._j 4u. ,1., . . . ,

i-
. . . . Keramiaium (ker-a-mid'i-Tim),

keep.

kert, ». A Middle English form of car^.

keramic, a. See ceramic.

Guinea and the Moluccas, characterized by pointed leaf-
segments and sharply four-angled branches of the spadix.
^J'f^„^'^^^^''^^^^ie^*'°i»0te6t,andUoorapamr KeramosphSBrinse (ker'''a-m6-sfe-ri'ne), n. pi.tiveiy nardy.

. _ r-NTT. / it^^„^„„„i,^^„ +!,„ ^4,^i„^^ JJ -^l
Kentish (ken ' tish), a. [< ME. Kentish, < AS.
Centisc, < Cent, Ccent (L. Cantium), Kent.] Of
or pertaining to Kent, the southeasternmost
county of England.
The Citizens and East Kentish men coming to compo-

sition with them [the Danes] for three thousand pound,
they departed thence to the He of Wight.

Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

Kentish balsam, the herb MercuHalis perennis, dog's-
mercury, whose leaves resemble those of the garden-bal-
sam. -"-- ^ *»•

—

^'--^ .-.- . . .

[NL., < Keramosphcera, the typical genus, +
-4n(B.2 A subfamily of Miliolidce, having the
test spherical and composed of chamberlets ar-
ranged in concentric layers. Also Keramosphce-
rina, as a family of an order MilioUdea.
kerargyrite (ke-rar'ji-nt), n. See cerargyrite.
kerasine (ker'a-sin), a. See cerasine.

kerat-, kerato-. Same as cerat-, cerato-, with
retention of the Greek k instead of the usual

-rf, ,-.,...... i,- ,,-,-= and regular change to Latin c.
. [Eng.]— Kentish crow, the hooded crow, Cormw Trarataiina (Itpt- n fnl'ii 51 « rMT. ( a-r trlnr,,-

co™«ai.-Kentifellflre. (o) The continuous cheering com-
-Keraiaigia (Ker-a-tal 31-a;, n. \_^U., < trr. s^paq

mon at the Protestant meetings held in Kent in 1828 and ("ep"""-), horn, -t- akyoq, pain.] In pathol., pain
1829, with the view of preventing the passing of the Cath- m the cornea.
olio Eelief BiU. (6) The shouting praoUsed by Orangemen keratOglobUS (ker'''a-t6-gl6'bus), m,
at political meetings, in derision of Roman Catholics. (icpnnT T « Vini-r, -t- t 'nlnh„s -holl 1
[Eng. 1 -Kentish glory, a beautiful moth, Endrcmm mr-

'^""Par-), a horn, + h. globus, ball. ]

sioolara, of an orange-brown color with black and white same as buphthalmos.
markings, expanding about 2^ inches: the only British keratoSCOpy (ker-a-tos'ko-pi), n.
representative of the group to which it pertains. The UepaT-), horn, -I- 'imma, '< anoire'iv, view.]
larva is very pale green, and is found feeding on birch ^„„„ insnection of thn inrnfin
late in the summer ; the moth appears in April.-Kent- , ^1> iijspeciion or tne cornea,

ish plover. See plover.—Kentiah rag, in geoL, a dark- Keratosis (ker-a-to Sis), n. [< Gr. Kepae (Kepar-),
colored, tough, highly fossiliferous, arenaceous limestone, horn, + -osis.] In pathol., disease of the outer
belonging to the tower Oreensand. It occurs at Hythe layers of the epidermis
and other places in Kent, England, and from its durabil- torn+.tn tornttn Cbo li-o rnt'n"i m rw Tt,/I 1
ity is much valued for buUding.- kentlsh tern, Sterna ^,^raTtO, KarattO (ke-, ka-rat o;, n. [W. Ind.J
cantiaca. See tern.

Ti,^ Wo=+ Tr,^,^.,, 4^^.,^ jr^-^^ft^ a„i„„i, „„„ ,™

kentlet (ken'tl), ».

tal.

kentledge (kent'lej),

[< Gr. icipac

In pathol.,

Kipag

In

coverchief, koeverekef,< OF. covrechef, couvrechef,
cuevrechief, a kerchief, < covrir, cover, + chef,
cWe/,head: see covert axii chief. Henceincomp.
handkerchief, neckerchief, and by corruption ker-
cher, curcher, by abbreviation kei-ch, curch.] 1

.

A head-dress composed of a simple square or
oblong piece of linen, silk, or other material,
worn folded, tied, pinned, or otherwise fastened
about the head, or more or less loosely attached,
so as to cover or drape the head and shoulders.
Some traces of its early form and use still survive in the
costumes of different parts of Europe, especially among
the country people.

Hire keverche/s ful fyne weren of grounde,
I durste swere they weygheden ten pounde.
That on a Sonday were upon hire heed.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 463.

2. A similar square of linen, cotton, or silk,
worn on or used about the person for other
purposes than covering the head. Compare
handkerchief, neckerchief, and napkin.
Every man had a large kerchief folded about his neck.

Sir J. Hayward.
Maidens wave

Their kerchiefs, and old women weep for joy.
Cowper, Task, vi. 700.

She had a clean buff iercAie/round her neck, and stuffed
into the bosoin of her Sunday woolen gown of dark blue.

Mrs. Qaskdl, Sylvia's Lovers, xv.

3+. One who wears a kerchief; a woman.
The proudest kerchief of the court shall rest
Well satisfy'd of what they love the best.

Drydem, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 245.

Kerchief of pleasancet, a kerchief or scarf worn as a
lady's favor or as an ornament ; a cointoise.

kerchief (kSr'chif), v. t.; pret. and pp. ker-
chiefed, kerchieft, ppr. kerchieflng. [< kerchief,
».] To attire with a kerchief; hood.

An obsolete form of guin-

of cfl!»<i(see kentT-),

[Appar. < *kent, var.
ledge (sbthing laid down).]

Naut., pig-iron laid in the hold of a ship for bal-

last. Also kintledge.

kentrolite (ken 'tro-lit), n. [< Gr. KevTpov, point,-

center, -I- Xidoq, stone.] A rare silicate of lead
and manganese occurring in southern Chili in
acutely terminated crystals, also in sheaf-like
aggregates of a reddish-brown color.

Kentuckian (ken-tuk'i-an), a. and n. [< Ken-
tucky (see def.) + -are.]

"

I. a. Of or pertaining
to Kentucky, one of the southern United States,

bordering on the Ohio.
II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Kentucky.

Kentucky blue-grass. See blue-grass.

Kentucky warbler. See warbler.

Keokuk limestone. See limestone.

[< Gr,

Thus, Nighlj oft see me in thy pale career
Till civil-suited Morn appear.
Not trick'd and frouno'd as she was wont
With the Attick boy to hunt.
But kercheft in a comely cloud,
While rocking winds are piping loud.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 126.

The "West Indian Agave Keratto (which see, un- Mrs- Farebrother, the Vicar's white-haired mother, be

der Aaave) frilled and kerchiefed with dainty cleanliness.

Keraudrenia (ker-a-dre'ni-a), ». [NL. (J.
, ^ ,

e^orj,. £feo«, Middlema^ch 1.302.

Gay, 1821), named after Dr. Keraudren, surgeon kerchyt, «• An obsolete variant of kerch, ker-

in the French navy, and naturalist.] A genus ,
™'*-'-

,, , ,^. .,

of polypetalous shrubs of the natural order f^'^?,<'*°™;yX•!?,®'Vf°"^\^'
"' ^^® eerectomy.

Sterculiacem, type of the old tribe Keraudrenieai, kerfi+. A Middle Bnehsh nretent of carmT-.

now placed in the tribe Lasiopetalece, but differ-

ing from Lasiopetalum, the type of that tribe,

by haying the anther-cells dehisce longitudi-
nally instead of opening by pores at the apex,
and from other genera by its enlarged colored
calyx and kidney-shaped seeds. The genus em-
braces 7 species, 6 of which are natives of Australia and
one of Madagascar. These plants have the general aspect
of Lasiopetamm.

Keraudreniese (ke-ra-dre-ni'f-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Steetz, 1846), < Keraudrenia'+ -ece.] A sub-
tribe of the Lasiopetalece, formerly included in
the order Malvacece, based on the genus Kerau-
drenia.

keora-oil (ke-6'ra-oil), n. [B. Lid.] A volatUe keraulophon (ke-ra'lo-fon), n. [NL., < Gr. re-
oil derived from tbe male flowers of the fragrant
screw-pine, Pandanus odoratissimus. Also ket-

gee-oil.

keout (ke-ouf or kyout), re. [Perhaps imita-

tive.] A'mongrel cur. Balliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
(kep), V. t. [Sc, < ME. keppen, a var. of

», E. kip^, partly confused with kepen, E.

keep: see kip^ and keep.] 1. To meet, either in

a hostile or a fiiendly way, or accidentally.

His bataillis he arayit then

;

And stud arayit in bataill,

To kep them gif they wald assaile.

BariourMS., xiv. 158, 197 (Jrnni^.)
fcgrbstone, n. A form of curbstone.

2. To catch, as something in the act of passing
^gj-^j^ (jj^jch), re. [Also curch; < ME. kerche;

through the air, falling, or dropping; intercept.
^^,^,r_ „£ kerchief, q. v.] An abbreviated form

But yele come to my bower, WilUe, of kerchief. [Prov. Eng.]
Just as the sun goes down

;

And kep me in your arms twa. The scarlet sae red, and the kerches sae white,

And latna me fa' down. And your bonny locks hangin' down.

Birth ofjtobin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 171). Su/eet Willie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. 136).

pag, a horn,+ avMf, a pipe, flute, + fcm^, voice,
sound.] In organ-building, a stop having met-
al pipes of small scale, and a thin, somewhat
reedy tone.

kerb (kerb), V. and re. An irregular occasional
spelling of curb, v., 4, and re., 3.

Mistaking the kerb of our own little philologic well for
the far-off horizon of science. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., Pref.

We have the lady (or gentleman) who takes her (or his)

place upon the kerb with a guitar, adorned with red rib-

bon, and sings a sentimental song.
W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 63.

kerfIf. A Middle English preterit of carvei
kerf2 (k6rf), n. [< ME. kerf, kyrf, < AS. cyrf, a
cutting (= OFries. kerf = MD. kerf, kerve, D.
kerf=MLGr. kerf, kerve, LG. kerw, karfe = MliG.
kerp, kerbe, G. kerb, kerbe, kerb, a notch, dent,
= loel. kjatf, a bundle, kerfi, a bunch), < ceor-

/are, carve, cut : seecarve^.] 1+. A cut; an in-
cision; a stroke with a weapon.
"Kepe the cosyn," quoth the kyng, "that thou on kyrf

sette,

& if thou redez hym ryjt, redly I trowe
That thou schal byden the bur that he schal bede after."

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 372.

3. A channel or cut made in wood by a saw or
other cutting-instrument.— 3. In a cloth-shear-
ing machine, the wool taken off in one passage
through the cutter.—4. A layer of hay or turf.

[Prov. Eng.]— 5t. That which is cut; a cut-
ting.

Twine every kirf aweywarde from the grape.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

kerfed (kerft), a. [< kerf^ -^ -ed2.] Having
kerfs or slits.— Kerfed beam. See beam.

kerflng-machine (ker'fing-ma-shen"), re. A
sawing-maehine for making a series of small
saw-cuts in a piece of wood, the kerfs so made
allowing the wood to be bent without break-
ing.

Kerguelen cabbage. See Pringlea.

kerion (ke'ri-on), re. [< Gr. Kripiov, a cutaneous
disease, lit. a honeycomb, < Kr/p6c, wax : see
cere.] A suppurative inflammation of the hair-
follicles of the scalp.

kerite (ke'rit), w. [< Gr. K7ip6q, wax, + -ite^.]

A kind of artificial vulcanite in which the



kerite

caoutehouo is replaced by asphaltum or tar,

combined with, animal or vegetable oUs.

kerite-wire (ke'rit-wir), n. In teleg.,-wiie in-

sulated by a covering of kerite. E. D.
kerl (k6rl), n. A variant of earl.

kerlokt, «• A Middle English and provincial
form of charlock.

kermes (kfer'mez), n. [Formerly also cliermes; <

Ar. Pers. qirmie, kermes, crimson : see carmine
and crimson.'] 1 . A red dyestuff consisting of

the dried bodies of the females of one or two
species of Coccus, especially C. iUds, an insect

found on various species of oak in countries
bordering on the Mediterranean. The bodies are

round, and of about the size of a pea. The dye is more per-

manent but less brilliant than cochineal. It was a favor-

ite red dye before the discovery of cochineal, and some of

the Orientid reds are derived from it. Also called alkemws.

2. [cap.'i CNL.] A genus of CoccJJMB erected by
Targioni-Tozzetti. They are of globular form, often

with a slight median constriction, frequently highly col-

ored, and of quite large size. Less than 12 species are
known, all living upon oaks.

kermes-berry (k6r'mez-ber"i), n. Thekermes-
inseot, which was formerly regarded as the fruit

of the tree upon which it lived.

kermesite (ker'me-sit), », [< kermes + 4te^.']

Native oxysulphid of antimony, occurring in

monoelinic crystals, or crystalline aggregates,
of a cherry-red color. Also called antimony-
blende and red antimony.
kermes-mineral (ker'mez-min"e-ral), n. Amor-
phous antimony trisulphide: so'called from its

orange-red color.

kermes-oak (k6r'mez-6k), n. A dwarf oak,

Quercus coccifera, from 2 to 5 feet high, with
evergreen somewhat spiny-toothed leaves. On
it lives the kermes-insect^ which appears like a gall upon
its twigs, buds, and to some extent leaves, and is sur-

rounded with a flocky substance.

kermess, kirmess, kermis (ker'mes, -mis), ».

[= Bohem. karmesJi = Pol. kiermasz = Little

Russ. kermesh = White Euss. kermash = Euss.
dial, kirmashii= Lith. kermosMiis (all < Gr.), < D.
and Plem. kermis, kerkmis. Ml), kermisse, kerck-

misse= MLGr. kerkmisse, kerkenmisse, kermisse=
MSOr. kirmesse, G. kirmes, kirmse, kirms, kermes,

kirchmesse=zOt)Sin. kirkemesse='E. a,a if "church-

mass, i. e. a church festival, a 'church-ale' (see

church and mass^), orig. the feast of dedication
of a church, then an annual fair or market.]
1. In the Low Countries and in French Flan-
ders, an annual fair and festival of a town or
commune, characterized by feasting, dancing,
grotesque processions, target-shooting, and
other forms of amusement, which at one time
reached a licentious extravagance. Thekermesa
was originally, and is still in many places, held on the
feast-day of the patron saint of the place or of its princi-

pal church, with religious observances, whence the name.
The painting of clowns, the representation of a Dutch

Eermis, the brutal sport of snick-or-snee, and a thousand
other things of this mean invention.

Ihryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

2. A kind of entertainment, usually given for
charitable purposes, in which the costumes and
sports of the Flemish kermess are imitated.
[Eecent, U. S.]

kern^ (k6m), n. [Also (Sc.) curn and kirn; a
var. of conil; cf . D. kern= OHG. kerno, cherno,

MHG. kerne, kern, G. kern= leel. kjarni = Dan.
kjerne = Sw. kdrna, core, kernel; derivatives,

like E. kernel, which has another suffix, of the
orig. noum, AS., ete.,eorn: see corn^. See kern^,
D.] It. A com; grain; kernel.— 2. humnUng,
that part of a type wliieh projects beyond the
body or shank, as in the Eoman letters f and j

as formerly made and some italic letters.— 3.
The last handful or sheaf of grain cut down at
the close of the harvest. Also called kern-cut.

[Scotch. In this sense usually spelled kirn.]

The Cameronian . . . reserved several handfuls of the
fairest and straightest com for the Harvest Aim.

Blackwood's Mag., Jan., 1821, p. 400.

4. A harvest-home. [Scotch. In this sense
usually spelled kirn.]

As bleak-fac'd Hallowmas returns,
They get the jovial ranting ftirTW,

When rural life o' ev'ry station
Unite in common recreation.

Bums, The TwaDogs.
To cry the kern, in harvesting, to cheer and hurrah after
the last handful of grain is cut down. [Scotch.]—ToWin
the kern, to win the honor of cutting down the last hand-
ful of grain in the field. [Scotch.]

kern.! (k6m), v. [< ME. kernen, kurnen, curnen
(= G. kornen, kornen), form corns or grains,
sow with com, < corn, a grain, etc.: see kem^,
B., andcor«i, ».,andcf. cor«i,».] I.^ intrans. 1.

To form corns or grains ; take the form of corns
or grains; granulate; harden, as com in ripen-
ing ; set, as frmt or grain.

3276

The grene com in ssomer ssolde c«m«.
To foule wormes muche del the eres ganne tume.

Sob. of Gloucester, p. 490.

An ill kerned or saued Earnest soone emptieth their old

store. £ Carew, Survey of Cornwall, foL 20.

S. To granulate, as salt by evaporation.

They who come hither to lade salt take it up as it hems,

and lay it in heaps on the dry land, before the weather
breaks in anew. Damvpier, Voyages, an. 1699.

11. trans. If. To sow with corn.

Perseyve se and heere je my speche, wher he that erith

schal ere al day for to sowe, and schal he heme, and purge

his lond. Wydif, MS. BodL 277. (HaUiwell.)

2t. To cause to granulate, as salt by evapora-

tion.

In Haraia of Paria, they found plentie of salt, which the

Fore-man in Natures shop, and her ohiefe worke-man, the

Sunne, turned and kerned from water into salt ; his worke-

house for this businesse was a large plaine by the waters-

side. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 828.

'Tis certain, there is no making good Salt by Fierce

and vehement boiling, as is used ; but it must be kerned

either by the heat of the Sun, as in France ; or by a lull

and over-weighty Brine, as at Milthrope.
lAster, Journey to Paris, p. 147.

3. In type-founding, to form with a kern or pro-

jection, as a type or letter.

kem^ (k6m), n. and v. A dialectal (imassibi-

lated) form of churn.

kem^ (kern), n. A dialectal form of guern.

kem^ (kfem), n. [Also kerne, and formerly

kearn; < ME. kerne, Ir. ceatharnach (th and ch

nearly sUent), a soldier (= Gael, ceathairneacli,

> E. cateran, q. v.) ; cf . cathfear, a soldier, <

cath (= Gael, cath = W. cad = AS. lieathu), bat-

tle, + fear (= L. vir = AS. wer), a man.] 1.

In the ancient mUitia of Ireland and the High-
lands of Scotland, a light-armed foot-soldier

of the lowest and poorest grade, armed with a
dart or skean : opposed to gallowglass, a heavy-
armed soldier. The word is sometimes used in

a collective sense.

Both him and the keame also (whom onely I tooke to be
the proper Irish souldiour) can I allowe.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

The merciless Macdonwald
. . . from the western isles

Of kernes and gallowglasses is supplied.
Shak., Macbeth, L 2, 13.

Hence—2. An Irish churl or boor; by exten-
sion, any ignoble person; a drudge; abumpkin.

Some barbarous Out-law, or uncivill Kerne.
Eeywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

A bare-legged Irish keme, whose only clothing is his
ragged yellow mantle, and the unkempt "glib " of hair,
through which his eyes peer out.

Kingsley, "Westward Ho, p. 191.

She whipped the maids and starved the kern,
And drove away the poor. WhMier, Kathleen.

3. In Eng. law, an idle person or vagabond.
kern-baby (k6m'ba"bi), n. [< kern^, 4,+ baby.]
An image carried before reapers at their har-
vest-home. It is usually decorated with blades of corn,
and crowned with flowers, and is borne to and from the
fields on the last day of the reaping, with music andmerry-
making. Also called harvest-queen. [Prov. Eng.]

Not half a century ago they used every where [in Nor-
thumberland] to dress up something ... at the end of
harvest^ which was called a harvest doll, or kern haby.

Quoted in Honeys Every-day Book, II. 1162.

kern-cut (k^m'kut), n. Same as kern^, 3.

[Scotch.]

From the same pin depended the Mm cut of com, curi-
ously braided and adorned with ribbons.

Remains of NUhsdale Song, p. 260.

kem-dollie (kem'dol"i), n. Same as kern-baby.
[Scotch.]

kernel^ (kSr'nel), ». [< ME. Urnel, kyrnel, <
As. cyrnel, a little com or grain, dim. of corn, a
com or grain: see corni. Ci. kern'^.] 1. The
edible substance contained in the shell of a
nut or the stone of a fruit.

As on a walnot with-oute is a bitter barke.
And after that bitter barke (be the shell aweye)
Is a KmeUe of conforte. Piers Plowman (B), ri 2B3.

Hector shall have a great catch if he knock out either
of your brains ; 'a were as good crack a fusty nut with no
kemd. SAair., T. and C, ii. 1,112.

2. Technically, in bot. : (a) In phanerogams,
strictly, the whole body of a seed within the
coats, namely, the embryo, and, when present,
the albumen. (6) In pyrenomycetous fungi, in
old usage, aU of the softparts of thepyrenocarp
or perithecium within the firm outer wall. In
both these senses a synonym of nucleus.— 3.
A gramineous seed with its husk or integu-
ment ; a grain or com : as, a kernel of wheat,
oats, or maize: formerly applied also to the
seed of the apple and other pulpy fruits.

The coxcombs of our days, like .Xsop's cock, had rather
have a barley kernel wrapt up in a ballet than they will

Eema
dig for the wealth of wit in any ground that they know
not. Nash (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 498).

Proserpine was found to have eaten three kernels of a
pomegranate. Bacon, Physical Fables, xi.

What is left of you seems the mere husk of some kernel

that has been stolen.

J). G. MiteheU, Reveries of a Bachelor.

4. The bundle of fat on the fore shoulder; any
swelbng or knob of flesh.— 5. Figuratively

—

(a) The central part of anything; a mass around
which other matter is concreted; a nucleus in

general.

The sanctuary of this goddess [Astarte] had formed the
kemd of every Phoenician settlement on the coasts and
islands of the Aegean sea.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, Int., p. xxxviii.

The castle Is the kemd of the whole place.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 49.

(6) The important part of anything^ as a matter
in discussion ; the main or essential point, as

opposed to matters of less import; the core;

the gist : as, to come to the kernel of the ques-

tion.
"You that talk*d

The trash that made me sick, and almost sad?"
" O trash," he said, "but with a kernel in it."

Tennyson, Princess, it

Waslngkernels, enlargedlymphatic glands, particularly

in the groin of a child : so called because supposed to be
connected with the growth of the body. [Prov. Eng.]

kernel^ (ker'nel), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. kemeled

or kernelled, ppr. kemeling or kernelling, [<

ME. *kirnelen, kyrnellen; < kerneU, ».] To
harden or ripen into kernels, as the seeds of

plants.

In Staffordshire, garden-rouncivals sown in the fields

kemd well, and yield a good increase.
Mortimer, Hosbandry.

kemel^t (ker'nel), n. [A variant of camel, ul-

timately of crenel, crenelle.'] A battlement.

The cowntas of Crasyne with hir olere maydyns
Knelis downe in the kumdlee thare the kyng hovede.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3047.

The maydene, whitt als lely-fioura,

Laye in a kirndXe of a towre.
MS. Uncoln, A. L 17, 1. 107. (HalliweU.)

kemePt(ker'nel), I). *. [<. kernel^, n.] Tocrene-
late.

Tlie king had given him License to fortifle'and kerruU
his mansion house ; that Is^ embatle It.

UoWand, tr. of Camden, p. 763.

These walls are kemdled on the top.
Arehaedogia (177S), HI. 202.

kemeled, kernelled (ker'neld), a. [< kernel'^

+ -ed2.] Having a kernel.

kemelly, a. See Jcernely.

kernel-substance (k^r'nel-sub'stans), n. The
substance of the nucleus of an ovum or sper-

matozoon or other nucleated cell ; nuclein.

kernelwort (ker'nel-wert), n. Thecommon fig-

wort, Scrophularia nodosa.
kemely, kemelly (k6r'nel-i), a. [< kemeU +
-yK] Full of kernels; containing or resembling
kernels, in any sense.

Prohibitions [were] published by the censors, forbidding
expressly That neither the kemeUie part of a bore's neck^
nor dormice, and other smaller matters than these to be
spoken of, should be served up to the bourd at great

feasts. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxvL 1.

kerning (kSr'ning), n. [Verbal n. of Teerri^, v.]

Corn-bearing. [Prov. Eng.]
kernish (kfer'nish), a. [< fer»* + -isK^.] Hav-
ing the character of a kern or boor; clown-
ish.

Ireland, that was once the conquest of one single Earle
with his privat forces, and the small assistance of a petty
KemUh Prince. MUton, Chureh-Govemment, L 7.

kem-supper (kem'sup"6r), n. A rural festiv-

ity celebrating the end of the reaping, and
forming in some counties a part of the har-

vest-home. Also called churn-supper. [Prov.

Eng.]
The chum-supper was always provided when all was

shorn, but the mel-supper after aU was got in.

Hone's Tear Book, p. 10««.

kerolite (ker'o-Kt), n. See cerolite.

kerosene (ker'o-sen), m. [Cf. P. keroshie (> E.)

;

irreg. < Gx. lojpdg, wax, 4- -ene.] A mixture of

liquid hydrocarbons distilled from petroleum,
coal, bitumen, etc., extensively used as an il-

luminating fluid in all parts of the world, when
of good quality it is nearly colorless, and its specific grav-

ity varies from 0.780 to 0.825. Its boiling-point should be
above 77° C. (170° F.), and the point at which it evolves
explosive vapor (tMt Is, its " flashing-point 'T

65° C.

(149° F.). It is the same as, or very closely related to, the
British paraffln-oil. Also called vjwtogen, minerai oH, and
in England American paraffin-ou.— KeiOBeaS ahale, bi-

tuminous shale; any shaly rock from which illuminating
oil has been or may be profitably obtained.

kerret, n. An obsolete form of car^.

Kerria (ker'i-a), n. [NL. (De CandoUe, 1817),
named after Bellenden Ker, a British botanist.]



Eerria

A geiras of rosaceous plants of the tribe Spi-
rceece, characterized by small, dry, cartilaginous
achenia, and large, solitary, pedunoled yellow
iiowers terminating the branchlets. They are
Bhruba with long, slender, green branches and thin, lance-
olate, acuminate, coarsely serrate leaves. There is only
one well-authenticated species, K. JapmUa, native of
Japan^ but cultivated throughout western Europe and in
America, usually under the erroneous name of Corclwrm
Japonteus. The natural form with five sepals and petals is
rare, the usual form in gardens being full-double.

kerril (ker'il), n. [B. Ind.] A venomous sea-
snake of the genus Sydrophis, as H. nigrocincta
of Bengal.

kerrite (kfer'it), n. [Named after "W. C. Kerr,
a State geologist of North Carolina.] A kind of
vermiculite from Franklin, North Carolina.
kerry (ker'i), n.

;
pi. kerries (-iz). [Origin ob-

scure.] A large apron. [Prov. Bng.]
kerrymerry-bufft (ker'i-mer-i-buf'), n. [Also
Urimirie huff; appar. < herry + merry ¥ buffi,
the second element being appar. a htunorous
insertion, to rime with the first.] A kind of
stufE of which jerkins were formerly sometimes
made. The term seems to have been prover-
bial, and is often used jocularly. SalUweU.

Tatiiaffola [It.], a swelling, maike, or black and blue of
a. blow or hurt. Also, a blow giuen with ones knuckles
vpon ones head. Also a Mnmirie huff. Flono,

kersti »• A Middle English form of <»-e«s. See
cress and eurse'^.

kersailtite(k6r'san-tit), n. [< Kersanton, a ham-
let in Brittany, near Brest,+ -ife2.] Avariety of
fine-grained mioadiorite which occurs in dikes.
It contains accessoryquartz and augite,and gen-
erally some oalcite of secondary origin.

kerset, n. A Middle English form of cress. See
cress and curse^.

kersen (kSr'sn), v. t. A dialectal variant of
christen. Middleton; Beau, and Fl.

kersey (kfer'zi), ». and a. [Formerly also car-

sey, carsaye; said to be so called from Kersey,
a village near Hadleigh in Suffolk, England,
where a woolen trade was once carried on. The
D. karsaai, Gr. Dan. kersei, kirsei, Sw. kersey, P.
caris^e, cariset, earisel = Sp. It. carisea, kersey,
are then from E. The OF. cresy (Palsgrave),
F. crdseau, coarse twilled cloth, is appar. unre-
lated.] I. n. A kind of coarse woolen cloth,

usually ribbed, made from long wool. Cloth of

this name is mentioned as early as the reign of Edward
III. There were throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries a coarse and a fine quality, and the finer was
dyed in various colors.

Karseis called Ordinaris shall conteyne in lengthe be-
twixte seaventene and eightene yardes. Act 5 Edw. VI.

The Sunne when he is at his hight shineth aswel vpon
course careie as cloth of tissue.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 443.

By various N'ames in various Counties known.
Yet held in all the true Surtout alone

:

Be thine of Kersey firm, though small the Cost,

Then brave unwet the Bain, unchlll'd the Frost.
Gay, Trivia, i. 69.

Devon kerseys, woolen cloths made in Devonshire, Eng-
land, and famous in the fourteenth century.

II. a. 1. Made of kersey-cloth.

Others youll see when all the Town's afloat,

Wrap't in th' embraces of a kersey coat.

Oay, Trivia, i. 192.

Hence— Sf. Homespim; homely.

Henceforth my wooing mind shall be express'd

In russet yeas, and honest kersey noes.
Shak., L. L. 1., v. 2, 413.

kerseymere (k6r'zi-mer), n. [A corruption of

cassimere, simulating kersey."] Cassimere.

A figure . . . tall and physically impressive, even in

kid and kerseymere. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxix.

kerseynette (k6r-zi-net'), n. [A corruption of

oassinette, simulating kersey.] Cassinette.

Eersmas (kSrs'mas), n. A dialectal variant of

Christmas. Middhton.
kerve (k6rv), v. If. A Middle English form of

carve^.— 2. Tjo. coalmining. Be&kirve. [North.

Eng.]
kervert, n. A Middle English form of carver.

kesarf, ». A variant of kaiser^.

kesh (kesh), n. A dialectal form of kex.

keslop (kes'lop), n. [Var. of cheslip, ult. of

lip, q. v.] The stomach of a calf pre-

pared for rennet. Also, in Scotland, called

slip. [Prov. Eng.]
kesset, v. A Middle EngUsh form of kiss.

kestt. A Middle English preterit of cast^.

kestrel (kes'trel), n. [Early mod. B. also kes-

tril, castrel, kastrel, Icastril; with medial t de-

veloped between s and r, < OF. quercerelle, also

written eercerelle, crescerelle, F. ericereUe, a kes-

trel: of. It. tristarello (Plorio) for cristarello,

dim. of quercello, a kestrel; OP. cercelle, a teal.
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P. sarcelle, a teal, F. dial, eristel, a kestrel; Sp.
cerceta, a kestrel ; all < L. querquedula, a kind
of teal: see Querquedula. The forms showmuoh
variation, due in part to different manipulations
of the dim. ending.] A common European fal-

con, Falco tinnunculus, Tinnunoulus alaudarius,
or Cerchneis tinnunculus, of small size and red-
dish color. The body is 12^ inches long, the wing 9.

The bird is brick-red with black arrow-heads on the back,
the under parts being some shade of buff, fawn, or rufous,
much spotted with black, and the head, neck, and rump
being mostly bluish-gray. It inhabits parts of Asia and
Afiica, as well as the whole of Europe. It builds in hol-
low trees and in cliffs, or in nests deserted by crows, mag-
pies, etc., and feeds on mice, small birds, and insects. The
kestrel may be recognized by its habit of hovering or sus-
taining itself in the same place in the air by a rapid motion
of the wings, always with its head to the wind (whence
the names ^nnel and witidhover). The male and female
differ in color, ash-gray prevailing in the former and rusty
brown in the latter. This hawk being regarded as of a
mean or base kind, kestrel was formerly often used as an
epithet of contempt. The term is extended to a number
of species of the restricted genus Tinnuneuliis or Cerchneis.
The American representatives are commonly known as
yarrow-hawks. See out under sparrow-hawk. Also called
^anjiel and windTiover.

Ne thought of honour ever did assay
His baser brest, but in his kestrell kynd
A pleasing vaine of glory he did fynd.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 4.

What a cast of kestrils are these, to hawk after ladies
thus 1 B. jaasom,, Epiocene, iv. 2.

The hobby is used for smaller game, for daring larks,
and stooping at quails. The kestrel was trained for the
same purposes. Goldsmith, Nat. Hist., ii. 5.

keti (ket), n. [< loel. kjot = Dan. kjod = Sw.
fcoM, flesh.] Carrion; filth. [Scotch and North.
Eng.]
ket^(ket), m. [Perhaps other uses of Ji;e<i.] 1.

A matted hairy fleece of wool. [Scotch.]

She was nae get o' moorland tips,

Wi' tawted ket, and hairy hips.
Burns, Poor Mailie's Elegy.

3. The couch- or quitch-grass, Triticum repens.

[Scotch.]

ket3 (ket), n. Same as kat
ketch^ (kech), V. and n. An obsolete or dia-

lectal form of catch^.

I can already riddle, and can sing Ketches.
Beaumont, To B. Jonson.

ketch2 (kech), «. [Cf. D. kits, G. kits, Utz, P.

caiche, quaiche (< B.); ult. (like caique'^, which
is directly < Y.caXque = It. caioco) < Turk, qaiq,

qmq, a boat, skiff.] A small, strongly built, two-
masted vessel, usually of from 100 to 250 tons
burden, but sometimes of less. Ketches were for-

merly much used as bomb-vessels, the peculiarity of the
rig affording ample space forward of the mainmast and at

the greatest beam. See bomb-ketch.

Joseph Grafton set sail from Salem, the 2nd day in the
morning, in a ketch of about forty tons (three men and a
boy in her). Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 400.

A small ketch perished ; so that seven ships only arrived
in Virginia. Barieroft, Hist. TJ. S., I. 106.

ketch^t (kech), n. A variant of keeck.

Thou knotty-pated fool; thou whoreson obscene, greasy
tallow-*eteA. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4, 253.

ketchup, n. See catchup.

Present my compliments to young Mr. Thomas, and ask
him if he would step up and partake of a lamb chop and
walnut ketchup. Sickens, Hard Times, x.

ket-crow (ket'kro), n. [< kef^ + crow.] The
carrion-crow. [Scotch and North. Bng.]

ketet, a. [MB., prob.< Icel. katr, merry, cheer-

ful, = Sw. k&t = Dan. kaad, wanton.] Bold;
eager; alert; lively; cheerful; wanton.

Thou komest to kourt among the kete lordes.

William of Palerm (E. E. T. S.), 1. 330.

keterin (ket'6r-in), n. A variant of cateran.

ketgee-oil (ket'je-oil), n, [< Hind, he^ee + B.

oil.] Same as keora-oil.

kethert, n. A corrupt form of quotha, as used
in contempt.

Hei, hei! handsom, kelher! sure somebody has been

rouling him in the rice ; sirrah, you a spoil'd your clothes.

Urvnatural Mother (1698).

ketlingt, »• and a. An obsolete variant of kit-

ling.

ketlyt, adv. [MB., < kete + -ly'^.] Quickly;

eagerly.

Than that comli quen ketli vp rises,

Biddande bisili hire bedes buskes to hire chapeL
William qf Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3023.

ketmia (ket'mi-a), n. [NL. (Adanson).] If.

[cap.] A genus of plants, now BisfeiscMS.— 3. A
plant of this genus, as bladder-ketmia.

ketone (ke'ton), n. [Appar. an arbitrary varia-

tion of acetone, to make a distinction.] A com-
pound in which the oarbonyl group CO unites

two alcohol radicals : as, methyl-ethyl ketone,

CH3.CO.C2H5. Theketonesare volatile etherealliquids

kettlednun
allied to the aldehydes, but differingfrom them in that they
do not reduce ammoniacal silver solutions, are converted
into secondary alcohols by nascent hydrogen, and by fur-
th er oxidation are decomposed. The ketones are also called
acetones, but this term should be reserved for dimethyl
ketone.

ketonic (kf-ton'ik), a. [< ketone + 4e.] Re-
lated to or containing a ketone Ketonic acid,
an acid containing the carbonyl or ketone group CO, and
having the properties of a ketone as well as of an acid.

kett (ket), n. See ket^, 2.

kettlel (ket'l), n. [< ME. ketel, ketyl, kettyl, also
chetel, < AS. eetel, cytel = OS. ketil = (jFries.
ketel, szetel, tsetel, tsietel = D. ketel = OHG.
chezil, MH(J. kezzel, G. kessel = Icel. ketill = Sw.
kittel = Dan. kjedel = Norw. kjel, kil = Goth.
katils, a kettle; cf. Lith. katilas = Lett, katls

= OBulg. kotel, kotl, a kettle; usually derived
< L. catmus (Sicilian k&tivov), dim. catillus, a
deep bowl, a deep vessel for cooking or serving
up food (cf. Gr. kStvXoc, a cup); but the word
may be Teut. confused with the L. : cf. OHG.
chezzi, MHG. kezzi, a kettle (= AS. cete, glossed
cacabus); Icel. kati, also ketla, a small ship.]

1 . A vessel of iron, copper, tin, or other metal,
of various shapes and dimensions, used for boil-

ing or heating water and other liquids, or for
cooking vegetables, etc., by boiling. Compare
camp-kettle, tea-kettle,

A-Jcettle, slung
Between two poles upon a stick transverse,
Eeceives the morsel. Cowper, Task, i. 660.

. A few weeks ago she had all the fruit gathered, all the
sugar got out, all the brass ketdes scoured and ready.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 288.

2. A tin pail. [Local, U. S.]—Sf. A kettle-
drum.

And let the kettle to the trumpet speak.
The trumpet to the cannoneer without.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2, 286.

4. Figuratively, a cavity or depression suggest-
ing the interior of a kettle. Sijeeifically— (os) A hole
in the ground in deep water, in which carp huddle toge-
ther during winter in a kind of hibernation. (&) In ^eo2.,

any cavity, large or small, in solid rock or detrital ma-
terial, which resembles a kettle in form. "The kettle"
of the Sierra Nevada is about a mile across the top and
1,600 feet deep. Small cavities worn in rock by the revolu-
tions of a stone in a swift current are of frequent occur-
rence, varying from a few inches to several feet in diam-
eter and depth. Cavities of this kind are more commonly
known as pot-holes, and sometimes as gimiJb^ kettles. (See
also blocking-kettle.)

kettle^ (ket'l), ». Same as KddZei.—a kettle of
fish, or a pretty kettle of flsb, a complicated and bun-
gled affair ; an awkward mess. [KetS^ in this phrase is

usually plausibly referred to kettle^ = kiddle^, but as used
it has no individual significance.]

" You had better tell your uncle with my compliments,"
said Mr. Dingwell, " that he'll make a ketUe 0/ fish of the
whole affair, in a way he doesn't expect, unless he makes
matters square with me."

J. S. Le Fanu, Tenants of Malloiy, xxxvii.

kettle* (ket'l), V. i. A variant of kittle^.

kettle-bail (ket'1-bal), n. A dredge used in
taking scallops, having the blade adjusted to

swiag in the eyes of the arms to prevent it

from sinking in the mud. [Bhode Island.]

kettle-case (ket'l-kas), n. The Orchis mascula,
an early orchis in England. [Prov. Bng.]

kettle-de-benders. See kittly-benders.

kettle-dock (ket'1-dok), n. One of various
plants: (o) Eagwort, Seneeio Jacobcea. (6) Wild
chervil, Anthriscus sylvestris. (c) Butter-bur,

Petasites vulgaris {Tussilago Petasites). (d) Bit-

ter dock, Bumex obtusifoUus.

kettledrum (ket'1-drum), ». 1. A musical in-

strument used in militarybands and in orches-

tras, consisting of a hollow brass hemisphere
from 24 to 30 inches in diameter, over which is

stretched a head of parchment, it is sounded by
blows from a soft-headed, elastic mallet or stick. The
pitch of the tone is determined by various devices for

Kettledrums.

adjusting the tension of the head. In orchestral music
two or more kettledrums (technically called Umpani) are
employed, tuned at different pitches, usually at the tonic

and the dominant of the piece to be performed. As the
pitch may be accurately fixed, kettledrums are much used,
in conjunction with other instruments, for emphasizing
the rhythm, and for increasing the sonority of the general
effect. They are also much used in short solo passages

;

and various experiments have been made, with extended
and elaborate effects, with a large number of drums.



kettledrum
The king doth wake to-night, and takes his rouse,
Keeps wassail, and the swaggering up-spring reels

;

And, as he drains his draughts of Rhenish down
The kettle-drum and trumpet thus bray out
The triumph of hia pledge. S?uik., Hamlet, i. 4, 11.

A few notes on the trumpet mingled with the occasional
boom of the kettle-drum. Scott, Old Mortality, vi.

2. A fashionable afternoon entertainment
given by a woman chiefly to women ; an after-
noon tea. See drum,
kettledrtunmer (ket'l-drum"er), n. One who
beats the kettledrum.
kettle-hatt, ». [< ME. l-etnu-hatte ; < kettle
+ haO-.l A kind of helmet used in the four-
teenth century. It does not appear that the
term was definitely limited to any one form.
See pot.

Than the comlicbe kynge kaughte hym in armes,
Keste of his ketUle-hatte, and kyssede hyme fulle sone,
Saide, " welcome, syr Craddoke, so Criste mott me helpe !

"

Marte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 3517.

kettle-hole (ket'l-hol), n. In geol., a cavity in
rock or detrital material, having more or less
exactly the shape of the interior of a kettle.
See Tcettle^, 4, Tcettle-moraine, axid pot-hole.

kettleman (ket'1-mau), «
. ;

pi. kettlemen (-men).
A fish, Lophiuspiscdtorius, commonly called the
angler.

kettle-moraine (ket'1-mo-ran''), n. An accumu-
lation of detrital material characterized by ket-
tle-shaped depressions varying in depth from a
few feet to a hundred, their outlines being rude-
ly circular, and their sides as steep as is con-
sistent with the stability of the soil. The district
where they occur lies to the northwest of Lake Winneba-
go and Green Bay in Wisconsin, where it is locally known
as the potash kettle courUry. The origin of these remark-
able depressions is generally snppos^ to be connected in
some way with the former glacial^ion of the region ; but
the manner of their formation has not yet been explained.

kettle-pin (ket'l-pin), n. Same as sMttle-pin.

Billiards, kettle-pine, noddy-board^ tables, troncks, shov-
el-boards, fox and geese, and the like.

SheUan, Bret to Don Quixote. (Todd.)

kettlert, «• [Early mod. E. ketler; < Jcettle +
-erl.] One who makes or repairs kettles; a
tinker.

Drawing in amongst bunglers and keders under the
plain frieze of simplicity, thou mayest finely couch the
wrought velvet of Imavery. UidHeton, Black Book-

kettle-smock (ket'1-smok), n. A smock-frock.
Salliieell. [Prov. Eng.]

kettle-Stitcn (ket'l-stich), n. In hooTcbmding,
a chain-stitch that knots and fastens the last

two leaves of a book at its head and tail : a
corruption of chain-stitch or eateh-up stitch.

Zaehnsdorf, Bookbinding, p. 173.

kettrin (iet'rin), ». A variant of cateran.

ketupa (ke-to'pa), ». [Javanese.] 1. An eared
owl of Java, Strix ketupa.— 2. [cap.'] [NL.]
A genus of owls, related to the foregoing, estab-
lished by Lesson in 1831 ; the fish-owls. They
have lai^e ear-tufts, and mostly naked tarsi; the feet are
roughened, as in ospreys. There are three species, K.
javanensis (the typel K. fiavipea, and K. ceyUmehsU. The
last is the common Indian fishing-owl.

Keaper (koi'per), n. [G.] In geol., the Ger-
man name of the upper division of the Triassic

series, a formation of importance in Europe,
and especially in Germany. The upper pari; of
the Kenper consists there of marl, and contains large
deposits of gypsum and rock-salt. The lower part is

m^e up chiefly of gray sandstones and dark marl and
clay, and contains numerons remains of plants, and some-
times coal of rather poor quality. See 2Vuu.

keveU, «. See caveX^.

keveP, n. See caiel^.

They kiest kevels them amang,
Wha wou'd to the grenewood gang.

iiord Dingwaa (Child's BaUads, L 28S).

keveP (kev'el), n. [Prob. a native name (?).]

A name of Antilope havella of Pallas, a sup-
posed species of gazel, later identified with
the common gazel, A. dorcas.

kevel-head (kev'el-hed), n. Naut., the end of

one of the top-timbers used as a eavel.

kever^t, " A Middle English form of cover'^.

kever^t, v. A Middle English form of cover^.

keveranncet, n. [ME., < kever^ + -ance.'] Re-
covery.
kevercheff, ». A Middle English form of ker-

chief. Chaucer.
kevfli, n. See cavel^.

kevil^, n. See caveV^.

Eeweenawan (ke ' we -na - an), n , [Also caUed
Keweenian and Keweenawidn ; < Keweenaw (see

def.) -t- -an.] The name given to the series

of trappean rocks and their interbedded sand-
stones and conglomerates in which the Lake
Superior copper-mines are worked. Those who
gave the name had the idea that the cupriferous series

was distinct in geological age from the sandstone lying
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adjacent to it on the east and west, which is generally

admitted to be the equivalent of the Potsdam sandstone

of the New York Survey, and of which the so-called Ke-
weenawan appears to be a local modification, originated by
intense volcanic action along a line stretching from the

extremity of Keweenaw Point in Michigan southwest to

beyond the borders of Minnesota.

kewkawt (ku'ka), a. [Cf. askew (?).] Awry;
askew.
The picture topsie-turvie stands keimvaw [read kewkaw] :

The world tum'd upside downe, as all men know.
Taylor, Works (1630), li. 233.

kex (keks), n. [Also kecks, kix, also kecksy (prop,

adj.), and keck; < JIE. kex, kix, < W. cecys, pi.,

hollow stalks, hemlock (cf . W. cegid, hemlock),

= Com. ceg'as, hemlock; ef. OPlem. koycke, hem-
lock; L. cicato, hemlock.] 1. A hollow stalk,

especially when dry, of various large umbellif-

erous plants. [Obsolete or archaic]

With her [Eve's] gentle blowing
Stirs vp the heat, that from the dry leaues glowing
Kindles the Eeed, and then that hollow kia

First fires the small, and they the greater sticks.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Ciafts.

[Sometimes applied as a term of contempt to a person.

I'll make these wither'd kexee bear my body
Two hours together above ground.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, v. 2.]

2. Hemlock. [Archaic]
Tho' the rough kex break

The starr'd mosaic. Tennytan, Princess, iv.

kezent, a. [Early mod. E., in the var. form
kixen, spelled irreg. kicson; < kex, Mx, + -en^.

The form tecfcsora is used as a noun.] Made of
kexes or hollow stalks.

One daye agayne will, i^ his rage,

Crushe it all as a kieson cage.
And spill it quite.

PuttenMm, Partheniades, 3d.

kexvf (kek'si), a. [< kex + -y^. Gt. kecksy, n.,

hechy, a.] Like a kex; hollow; dry; sapless.

The earth will grow more and more dry and sterile in
succession of ages ; whereby it will become more kexy, and
lose of its solidity. Dr. H. More, Godliness, VI. x. § 3.

keyl (ke), n. [Early mod. E. also keie, kay, etc.;

< ME. keye, keie, keige, also cay, kay, < AS. cceg,
~ = OPries. kai.

Ward-lock Key and its Keybole.

a. Main waid, or bridge ; *, stem
or body ; c, pin ; ^, collar ; f, bit or
web ; /, bow ; ff, eye ; A, sloL

kei, North Fries, kay,
a key; not found in
other languages.] 1

.

-An instrument for
fastening or opening
a lock, fitted to its

wards, and adapted,
on being inserted and
turned or pushed in the keyhole, to push a
bolt one way or the other, or to raise a catch
or latch ; in certain complicated locks, a porta-
ble appliance which on being inserted in the
proper place in the lock lifts tumblers or in
some other way allows the bolt to be shot
without itself exercising force upon it.

The(y) locked the dore and than went theyr way.
Cayphas and Anna of that kept the kay.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.X p. 38.

She took the little ivory chest.
With half a sigh she tum'd the key.

Tennyson, The Letters.

Hence— 2. Something regarded as analogous
to a key, in being a means of opening or mak-
ing clear what is closed or obscure ; especially,
that bymeans ofwhich(oftenbymeans of which
alone) some difficulty can be overcome, some
obstacle removed, some end attained, some-
thing unintelligible explained, etc. : as, the key
to knowledge : Gibraltar is the key to the Medi-
terranean ; a key to the solution of an algebraic
problem ; a key to an algebra or arithmetic (a
book giving the solution of mathematical prob-
lems proposed as exercises in such text-books)

;

the key to a cipher.

Thou art Peter. . . . And I will give unto thee the keye
of the kingdom of heaven. Mat. xvL 18, 19.

"VN'oe unto you, lawyers '. for ye have taken away the key
of knowledge. Luke xL 52.

These counties were the keys <rf Normandy
Shak., 2 Hen. VL, L 1, 114.

To learn thy secrets, get into my power
The key of strength and safety.

MOton, S. A., L 799.

" Staefcraeft is Be<5 cseg the thgra boca andgit nnlycth "

[AS.], grammar is the key that unlocks the sense of the
books. F. A. March, Anglo-Sax. Gram., p. 140.

The key to all the enigmas, all the imputed guilt, all the
peculiar usefulness to his country of Peel's career, is to
be sought in the original contrast between his character
and his position. W. R. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser.

, p. 206.

3. In mech.: (a) A hand-tool for controlling a
valve, moving a nut, etc., which is independent
of the part to be moved. In this sense a span-
ner, wrench, bedstead-wrench, etc., are keys.

key

(6) Any device for wedging up or locking to-

getherdifferentparts, or forjamming or binding

them to prevent vibration or slipping. Such are

:

(1) the wedge or cotter driven between the hub of a wheel
and its shaft to bhid the two together ; (2) a wedge in

a chain to prevent slipping ; (3) a wedge put in a split

tenon to cause it to spread when driven into a mortise,

(c) A bolt which secures the cap-square to the

cheek of a gun-carriage. See cut under gun-

carriage, (d) In masonry, the central stone of

an arch or vault, usually the uppermost stone

;

the keystone (although in a true arch no one of

the voussoirs is more important to the stability

of the structure than any other). See cut under
arch^. (e) In caip. : (1) A piece inserted in the

back of a board to prevent warping. (2) The
last board in a series of floor-boards, tapering

in shape, and serving when drivenhome to hold
the others in place. (3) The roughing on the

under side of a veneer, designed to assist it in

holding the glue. (/) In bookbinding, one of

a series of small tools used by the sewer of a
book to keep the bands in place when the sec-

tions of the book are in a sewing-bench. They
are made of metal or hard wood, shaped like a
yoke, or the letter U, and of the size 1 by 3

inches, (g) A joint to assist in supporting a
train of rods and the tools in a tube-well, (h)

A wrench or lever for tuning stringed instru-

ments of fixed intonation, like the pianoforte

and the harp ; a tuning-wrench or tuning-ham-
mer. It consists of a metal head hollowed so as to fit

closely over the tnning-pins, and a hantlle, usually long
enough to give consid^^le leverage, (j) The Surplus

mortar or plaster that passes between the laths,

and serves to hold the plastering in position.

(j) A hollow cut in the back of a tile or ter-

ra-cotta ornament, or on a wall, to hold mortar
or cement.— 4. In musical instruments: (a) In
instruments especially of the wood wind group,
a lever and valve operated by the playert
finger, and designed either to open or to close

a hole or vent in the side of the tube^ so as
to alter the pitch of the tone by altering the
length of the vibrating air-column" within.
WhUe in the simpler varieties of the flute, the oboe,
the clarinet, etc., such holes are controlled by the fingers,

directly, in more complex varieties the number of holes
is so greats and their position and size are so inconve-
nient, that this supplementary mechanism is a necessity.

A complete system of ke^s was first elalrorated for the
flute by Theobald Boehm in 18.32, and has since been ap-
plied to the oboe, the clarinet, and to some extent to the
bassoon, with a decided gain in ease of manipulation,
length and fullness of compass, and sonoronsuess of tone.
Partial systems of keys are also found in the English horn,
the basset-hom, etc. Holes and keys have been nsed in
various brass wind-instruments, notably in the bngle and
the saxophone, though as a rule they are less used than
valves. (See valoe.) See cuts under fiute, clarinet, oboe,

etc. (6) In instruments with a keyboard, like

the organ and the pianoforte, one of the levers
which are depressed in the act of playing.
When operated by the finger, it is more exactly teiined a
digital or (rarely) a tnanual; when operated by the foot,

a pedal. In the pianoforte each key or digital is con-
nected with a series of levers, by which a hammei- may be
thrown against the string or strings belonging to that
key, at the same time lifting from the strings the damper
that prevents their vibration. When the key is released,
the damper falls and stops the vibration. The diuation,
the fortje, and to some extent the quality of the tone
depend upon the way in which the flnget' depresses the
key. (See touch.) In the harpsichord each key, with its

levers, slips a leather or quill plectrum past the string,
so as to snap or twang it. In the clavichord each key
presses ametal tangent against the string, so as to drive it

into vibration. In chimes of bells rung from a keyboard,
each key throws a hanuner against one of the bells. In
the pipe-organ each key, whether a digital or a pedal, ifi

connected with a series of levers, by which a valve is opened
to admit the compressed air from the bellows into a par-
ticular groove or channel, over which stand all the pipes
belonging to that key. The nnml>er of pipes actually
sounded depends npon the number of stops drawn. (See
cut under organ.) In the harmonium and reed-organ
each iey, with its levers, opens a valve, by which either
an outward or an inward current of air is set up through
the groove or channel with which are connected all the
reeds belonging to that key. The number of reeds sound-
ed depends upon the number of stops drawn. (See cut
under reed-organ.) Keys in this sense are also (nnfortu-
nately) called notes. They are arranged according to an ar-
bitrary plan,somebeing colored white and someblack,and
they are named by letters, etc., for which see keyboard.

She guides the finger o'er the dancing keys, . . .

And pours a torrent of sweet notes around.
Cotrper, CTiarity, L 109.

5. A part pressed by the finger to control the
action of a typewriter or other similar machine,
in the manner of a musical keyed instrument.—6. Any one of the various forms of circuit-
closer used in electrical experiments and in the
practical applications of electricity. See tele-

graph.~7. In music: (a) In musical theory, the
sum of relations, melodic and harmonic, which
exist between the tones of an ideal scale, major
or minor, and in which its unity and individ-



key
uality are contained ; tonality. Thus, a proper
sense of these relations Is called a proper eenee of key,
and a due observance of them puts a performance m
hey. For the difference between major and minor keys
in this sense, see mode. (J) Jn musical theory and
notation, the tonality centering in a given tone,
or the several tones taken collectively, of a
given scale, major or minor. The given tone, or
the first tone of the given scale, is called the key-note, ke-
tone, or tonic; and the key is named by the name of this
tone. A scale is simply an arrangement of the tones of
a key in their melodic order. In modem music, and in
vocal music generally, all major keys are intended to be
precisely similar to one another, except in pitch, and all
minor keys likewise similar to one another. But in the
systems of tuning instruments of fixed intonation before
the middle of the eighteenth century, certain keys were
favored and others alighted; so that some keys were very
useful, and some practically useless. It is said that this
difference, which was originally incidental to the imper-
fect plan of the keyboard, and which was to have been
obliterated by the introduction of the equal temperament,
is to some extent unavoidable, certain keys having a
peculiar quality per se ; but these differences appear, on
close analysis, to De relative or accidental rather than es-
sential. (See temmrament.) The keyboard of the organ
and the pianoforte, however, is so planned as to make
a decided mechanical difference between keys or scales
based on different digitals. For example, the major key
or scale of the digital called C requires the use of only
white digitals, or naturals ; hence it is called (unfortu-
nately) the natural key. Other keys or scales require
the use of one or more black digitals, which are called
either sharps oi flats; hence they are called the keys of
one, two, three, or more sharps or flats, as the case may
be. The keys of one or more sharps are called collectively
the sharp keys; those of one or more flats, the fiat keys.
Practically, keys of more than six sharps or flats are rarely
mentioned. (See circle of keys, under circle.) When these
keys are represented by the staff-notation, the black digi-
tals are indicated by marks Jt or {; prefixed to certain of
the notes. But since the key in which a piece is to be
performed is the same either throughout, or at least for
extended passages, these sharps or flats are customarily
grouped laiaakey-eignature at the beginning of the piece
or passage, and the effect of this signature is understood
to continue until contradicted by further signs: thus—

iG. 1 sharp. f
X>. 2 sharps. $

fefcEm
Gb. 6 flats.

^55̂
(The crosses mark the degree belonging to the key-note.)
The sharps and the flats in such signatures are counted
from left to right ; in sharp signatures the position of the
key-note is always one degree above the last sharp, while
In flat signatures it is always on the same degree with the
last flat but one. This provides a rule for finding the key-
note from each signature except those of the keys of C and
of F. The key-notes of the sharp keys, taken in direct or-

der, are distant from one another either by a fifth upward
or a fourth downward, as are the key-notes of the flat keys,
taken in inverse order. These signatures are also used for
minm keys, the key-notes of such keys being in each case
two degrees below the key-notes as given for major keys.
The major and minor keys that use the same signature are
termed relaMves of each other. See relative. (See circle of
keys, under circle.) The entire system of keys as described
above is conditioned upon the keyboard of the organ and
the pianoforte, and therefore is essentially arbitrary. It

has no basis in the phenomena of sound or the necessities

of music as an art. Its complexity is due historically to the
inadequate medieval theory of music, and secondarily to

the arbitrary instrumental mechanism and the notation

that grew out of that theory. Of the many attempts to im-
grove or replace the system, the tonic sol-fa notation has
een the most successful. See notation, and tonic sal-fa

(under tonic).

Both warbling of one song, both In one key.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2, 206.

Thy false uncle, . . . having both the key
Of oiBcer and office, set all hearts i' the state

To what tune pleased his ear.

5A«7c., Tempest, i, 2, 83.

Some Musicians are wont skilfully to fall out of one key

into another without breach of harmony.
Milton, Apology for Smeotymnuus.

(c) In musical notation, a sign at the head of

a staff indicating the key as above defined.

Hence— 8. Scale of intensity; degree of force;

pitch; elevation.

There 's one speaks in a key like the opening of some
justice's gate, or a postboy's horn.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, iv. 1.

Her dumb pies from the first to the last moment of the

scene was in as high a key as her elocution.
C. Jteade, Art, p. 18.

9. A dry winged fruit like that of maple, ash,

elm, etc. ; a samara. See cut under Acer.

Lingua avis is the sede of asshe trees that hath leves in

manor of burdes tonges, and some call them keyes.

Orete HerbaZl.

The Ash, Elm, Tilia, Poplar, Hornbeam, Willow, Salices,

are distinguished by their Keys, Tongues, Samera, Peri-

oarpia, and Theca, small, flat, and husky skins includnig

the seeds. Evelyn, Sylva, n.

lOf. A rudder; a helm.

He is as a keye and a stiere [tr. L. davm aiquegiibepia-

eulum] by which that the edifice of this world is kept

stable. Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 12.
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Analytical key, in lot. See omrii/eu!.—Attendant keys.
Same as relative i:ei/8.—Authentic key. See mode.—
Character of scales and keys. See cliaracter.— Chro-
matic key, in rmme : (a) A black key (digital) on the key-
board ; a chromatic : opposed to diatonic or natural key.
(&) A key (tonality) which on the keyboard involves the
use of one or more black or chromatic keys (digitals), and
on the staff necessitates a signature of one or more sharps
or fiats.— Closed-Circuit key, continuity-preserviug
key. See telegraph.—Dental key, a form of lifting for-
ceps for extracting teeth.—Diatonic key. Same as natu-
ral key (a).—DlchotomoUB key, in nat. hist. See diaho-
tomous.—Extreme key, in mime. See extrerm.—False
key, a key used or that may be used as a picklock.—
Fundamental key, governing key, the key (tonality)
in which a piece of music begins and ends. See original
key.—Gib and key. See srifti.—Key of the NUe, a name
sometimes given to the crux ansata, or ankh. See ankh,—Major key, in music, a key (tonality) characterized by a
major third, a major sixth, and a major seventh : opposed
to Tmnor key. See major, scale, and tonality.— Minor key,
in music, a key (tonality) characterized by a minor third,
and often by a minor sixth and even a minor seventh: op-

Sosed to major key. See minor, scale, and tonality.—Morse
ey. See telegraph.— THaXvaal key, in music: (a) A

whito key (digital) on the keyboard ; a natural : opposed
to chr<miatic key. Also called diatonic key. (b) The major
key (tonality) of C : so called because on the keyboard it

involves the use of only white digitals, or naturals.—
Open-circuit key. See telegraph.— Original key, the
key (tonality) in which a piece of music begins, or in which
it was originally written.— Parallel key, in muMc, the
relative minor key (tonality) in comparison with the
major, or vice versa. See relative key.— Fedal key, one
of the levers of the pedal keyboard in an organ, corre-
sponding to a digital of a manual keyboard; a pedal.—
Flagalkey. See mode.—Powerofthekeys, an authority
said to be conferred by Christ upon Peter, or upon Peter and
the other apostles, by thewords in Mat. xvi. 19 : in ecclesias-
tical literature generally applied to an authority claimed to
reside in the hierarchy for the ministry and government of
the church. There are four principal interpretations of the
power of the keys: (1) the papal—that itwas giventoPeter
and his successors in office, the popes ; (2) the Protestant
ecclesiastical— that it was given to Peter and the Twelve,
and their successors in office, the clergy of the Christian
church

; {S) the Protestant historical—that it was given
only to Petor and his co-disciples, and received its entire
fulfilment in their inspired ministry and administration of
the chiiTch; (4) the Independent— that it was given to
all Christ's disciples, and confers upon them coequal au-
thority in both Christian and church life.—Queeu's keys,
in Scots law, that part of a wan-ant which authorizes the
forcible opening of lockfast places in order to come at
a debtor or his goods.— Eelatlve keys. See relative.—
Remote key, in music, a key (tonality) having few or no
tones in common with a given key, and therefore but dis-

tantly related to it harmonically.—Reversing key. See
telegraph.— Skeleton key, a thin, light key with nearly
the whole substance of the bits filed away, so that it may
be less obstructed by the wards of a lock.—To have the
key of the street, to be locked out of a house ; have no
house to go to. IColloq. and humorous.]

"Therfe," said Lowten, "it's too late now; you can't get
in to-night ; you've got the key of the street, my friend.

"

Dickens, Pickwick, xlvii.

Tuning-key. See above, def. 3 (A),

key^ (ke), «. t. [< fee!/l, ».] 1. To fasten with a
key, or with a wedge-shaped piece of wood or
metal ; fasten or secure firmly.

Heuene gate was keithed [read keijed] clos
Til lambe of love now he deyede.

Boly Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 206.

Thus the head may be keyed to the bar at any part of the
length of the latter. J. Rose, Practical Machinist, p. 181.

3. To regulate the tone of by the use of a key,
or to set to a key or pitch in any way, as a
musical instrument: as, to Icey up a violin.

Whose speech and gesture were clearly keyed to that
profound respect which is woman's first foundation claim
on man. G. W. Cable, 'The Grandissimes, p. 173.

These speeches are always short, simple, plain and un-
pretentious. They are keyed in the note of perfect good
taste, and never fail to please the audience to which they
are addressed. T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 81.

Keyed up, high-strung ; excited.

key^t (ke), n. [Formerly also kay (and now quay,
after mod. P. quai, the pronunciation, however,
remaining that of the reg. E. form Jcey) ; < MB.
key, Iceye (= D. Icaai = LG. Icaje = G. kai = Sw.
kaj = Dan. kai; ML. caium), < OF. caye, quai,

quay, F. quai, a wharf, prob. < Bret, kai, an in-

closure, = W. cae, an inolosure, hedge, field.]

A wharf. See quay.
Molo [It.], a wharfe or hithe by the water side made by

arte ; we properly call it a key. Florio, 1698.

Item, that the slippe and the keye and the pavyment
ther be ouerseyn and repared.
Ordinances of Worcester, English Gilds (E. B. T. S.), p. 374.

It has twelve faire churches, many noble houses, espe-

oialy yo JA Devereux's ; a brave kay and commodious har-

bor. Evdyn, Diary, July 8, 1666.

Lord! to see how he [Carteret] woncjered to see the
river so empty of boats, nobody working at the Custome-
House keys. Pepys, Diary, Nov. 7, 1666.

key3 (ke), n. [Also cay, kay; < Sp. cayo, a low
island, a sandbank, key; perhaps = OF. caye,

F. quai, a wharf: see key^.'] A. low island near
the coast : used especially on the coasts of re-

gions where Spanish is or formerly was spo-

ken: as, the Florida keys.

Columbus discovered no isle or key so lonely as himself.

Emerson, Society and Solitude.

keyboard
The Keys proper [of Florida] are all similar in structure,

and form an extensive chain of low islands, rising nowhere
more than twelve feet above the level of the sea. Start-
ing from north of Cape Florida, they form an immense
crescent extending as far west as the Tortugas.

A. Agassiz, Three Cruises of the Blake, I. 63.

Key* (ke), n. See Keys.
key-action (ke'ak'^shon), n. In musical instru-
ments like the organ"or the pianoforte, the en-
tire mechanism directly connected with the
keyboard, including the keyboard itself, the
jacks or stickers, the dampers, etc.
keyaget(ke'aj), n. [< ME. keyage, kayage (= ML.
caiagium), < OF. kayage, F. quayage; as key^
+ -age. Now quayage, with the pron. of the
orig. keyage.'] See quayage. E. PhiUips, 1706.

keyaki (ka-ya'ki), n, [Jap.] A valuable tim-
ber-tree of Japan, the Zelieova acuminata. Its
wood is prized, and is used extensively in cabi-
net-making, etc.

key-basket (ke'bas"ket), n. A basket to eon-
tain a housekeeper's keys.

A mob-cap covering her gray hair, and key-basket in
hand, the wife of Washington must have offered a pleas-
ant picture. The Century, XXXVII. 841.

key-bed (ke'bed), «. In mack., a rectangular
groove made to receive a key for the purpose of
binding parts, as the wheel and shaft of a ma-
chine, firmly together, so as to prevent the one
part from turning on the other ; a key-seat.
keyboard (ke'bord), n. In the organ, piano-
forte, and similar instruments, as the harpsi-
chord, clavichord, etc., the series or horizon-
tal row of finger-levers or digitals (usually
called keys), by depressing which the per-
former causes the pipes, strings, or reeds to
produce tones. The visible portions of part of the keys
are white, while the others are black. The black keys
are the shorter, and are raised above ttie level of the white
keys ; they are always separated from one another by one

Keyboard of a Fiano, showing two octaves.

or two white keys, so as to form groups alternately of two
and three. The depression of which the keys are capable
is technically called the "dip." The keyboard contains
altogether from fifty to ninety keys, the ratio of white to
black being 7 : 5. The right-hand end of the keyboard
is called the upper, because the keys there produce high
tones, and the left-hand end is correspondingly called the
lower. The white key next below (to the left of) the upper
key of every group of three black keys is called A ; the next
white key to the right of this is called B ; the next is

called C ; and so on, up to G, next to which another A is

found. In Germany, by a curious difference of nomen-
clature, B is always called H, and BIj is called B. (See
B quadratum and B rotundum, under B.) In tuning, the
tones produced by the various keys caUed by the same
letter-name are made exact octaves of each other. The
black keys are named by reference to the white keys on
either side of them : thus, the black key between A and
B is eitherJd or Hlg, that between C and D is either CJ or
Dljj etc. When a white key is to be specially distin-

guished from a black one, it is called a natural: hence
a scale or series of tones produced by using only whitekeys
is called the natural scale, and its key (tonality) is called
the natural key. (Seefre^/i.) In general, a key next on the
right to any given key is the sharp of the latter, and the
second key to the right is its double sharp; while a key
next on the left to any given key is the flat of the latter,

and the second key to the left is its double fiat. Thus,
every key on the keyboard, except the black key called
either Qff or A^, has three names : as A = Gs = Bhk B =
Ax = Cb, C = BS = Dbt, etc.; AJ = Bfe = Cb|j, CJ = Db =
Bx, etc. (See fiat^ and sharp.) The several keys and oc-

taves are usuaUy calculated from middle C—the C nearest
the center of the keyboard, and historically the middle
tone of the medieval hexachord system (see hexachord)—
the vibration-number of whose tone is theoretically from
260 to 265. (See C.) The keyboard of the organ usually
extends four to five octaves, from the second C below
middle C to the third A or C above middle C ; that of the
pianoforte usually extends six to seven or seven and a third
octaves, from the third A below middle C to the fourth A
or C above middle C. The organ usually has keyboards
both for the hands and for the feet, the former being dis-

tinguished as manual keyboards or manuals, the latter as
pedal keyboards or pedals ; and there are usually two or
more manual keyboards, each with its own sets of pipes or
stops, and capable of being used either independently or
in conjunction with the others. The principal keyboard is

that of the great organ ; that above it is that of the swell
organ ; that below it (when there are three), that of the
choir organ. (See organ.) In the old harpsichords and
similar instruments two keyboards were sometimes pro-
vided, the one producing tones of different quality or
force from the other. The keyboard has been developed
gradually. Its first appearance was about the end of the
eleventh century, when large levers that could be manip-
ulated only by the whole hand or a blow of the fist, hav-
ing a dip of several inches or even a foot, were intro-
duced into the organ, and later into the clavichord and
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aimUar inBtruments. Only the levers corresponding to kcy-hcad (ke'hed), W. A head, aS of a bolt, 80 kcyslup (ke'ship), n. [< key^

the modern white keys (diatoriics) were used at first; those shaped aS to serve to bind or lock the object to
corresponding to the modem black keys {chromatics) were „-. -^i, n. ,• „+4.„„i,„/i
introduced in thetwelfth to the fourteenth century, proba- wJiicn it IS auacnea.-
blyinthisorder:Bfy,FS,C5,%GS. The chromatics were keyhole (ke hoi), "

lU'st placed in a distinct row from the diatonics ; but in
'

••

- -

the fifteenth century all were combined into a single key-
board. The pedal keyboard was invented for the organ
about the same time. Until the close of the eighteenth
century the keys were colored white and black in exactly
reverse order from the modern custom. (For a descrip-
tion of the mechanical details of the keyboard, see organ
and pianoforte.) The gradual development of the key-
board kept pace with the gradual unfolding of the theory
of the musical scale and of tonality. (See temperament.)
To avoid the inaccuracy of many of the intervals in equal
temperament, keyboards with more than twelve digitals

-and tones to the octave have been devised, but their use
has been principally confined to acoustical investigations.
The mechanical manipulation of the keyboard in musical
performance involves a thorough muscular discipline
of the hands. See touch, fingering, technique.— CuOiXf
great, pedal, solo, swell keyboards, in organrhuUd-
ing, the keyboards belonging respectively to the choir,

great, pedal, solo, and swell organs. See organ.

key-bolt (ke'bolt)« Any bolt kept in posi- .
jigy^gjos.

tion by a key or cotter, m dastmction from one
keyhole-guard (ke ' hol-gard), n. A sort of

havmg a niit
mv „ v n. slueld to cover a keyhole when the key is not

key-bone (ke'bon), n. The collar-bone; the
inserted. Also key-guard.

clavicle
keyhole-limpet (ke'h6l-lim"pet),«. A gastro-

key-bugle (ke bu gl),n. ^ ,,„,_^e_i, pod of the family FissurelUdm. There are several

Key-head bolt. See doiei.

1. A hole or aperture in

a "^oor or lock for receiving a key.

Make the doors upon a woman's wit, and it will out at

the casement : shut that, and 'twill out at the key-hole.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1, 164.

But through the Zey-Jwks and the Chinks ol Doors,

And thro' the narrow'st Walks of crooked Pores,

He [Michael] past.
, . „^ . ,,

Ctmley, Kndanc Odes, xiv. 15.

2. Incflsrp., ahole or excavation passing through

beams Intended to be joined together, to receive

the key which fastens them.— 3. Asmall piece

of water eontected with a lake or other larger

body; a little lake or bay. [New Brunswick.]

keyhole (ke'hol), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. keyholed,

p^T. keyholing. l< keyhole, n.'] To strike length-

wise, cutting in the target a hole which resem-

bles a keyhole : said of a bullet in target-shoot-

Key-bugle.

A variety of bugle in-

vented about 1815, hav-
ing six keys and a com-
plete chromatic compass
of about two octaves. It

is now superseded by
valve-instruments. Also called Kent bugle.

The coach
ing a lovely defiance

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxxvL

key-chain (ke'ehan), n. A chain fastened at

one end to the cheek of a gun-carriage and at

the other to the key, to prevent its loss. See
cut under gun-carriage.

key-chord (ke'kdrd), n. In music, the tonic triad

of any key (tonality). See triad.

genera, as FismreUa, EmarginvZa, and others. These lim-

pets derive their name from a perforation resembling a

keyhole at the apex of the shell. See cut under Fwmrd-
lidce.

keyhole-saw (ke'hol-sS.), n. A narrow, slender

saw used for cutting out sharp curves, such as

those of a keyhole : same as compass-saw.

keynardf, n. A variant of caynard.

Xout of itl ieS'Sfe
"^'"^"^ key-note (ke'not), n. 1. In music, the tone on

iceoutofit8*^-ft«sfe:.
. .. . .^£ioji a key (tonality) is founded; a tonic. See

key^, 7 (6). Hence— 2. A central principle or

idea; the pivotal point in a system, a com-
position, or a course of action; a controlling

thought.

We have had, first of all, that remarkable discourse on
Self-Limited Diseases, which has given the keynote to the
prevailing medical tendency of this neighborhood.

0. W. Holmet, Med. Essays, p. 182.

ship."] Same
as tonality.

key-signature (ke'sig^'na-Jur), n. In musical

notation, the sharps or flats placed at the head of

the staff to indicate the tonality of the piece and
the black digitals to be used in performing it

upon the keyboard. See key''-, 7 (6), and signa-

keystone (ke'ston), n. 1. The stone of an arch

(typically the uppermost stone), which, being
the last put in, is

regarded as key-
ingorlockingthe
whole structure
together; the

stone at the apex
of an arch. in
Homan and Benaia-
sance arches tlie

keystone is very
commonly sculp-

tured as a decorative
feature. In groined
medieval vaults the
keystone at the in-

tersection of the ribs

atthe summit of the
vaultis usuallyorna-

mented with a sculptured

boss or pendant. In a true

or extradosed arch no one
of the voussoirs is more im-

key-c6ldt"(k§'k61d) j a. [Formerly also keacold,

kaycold; < key^ + cold.^ Cold as a key; icy; feey-pattem (ke'pat'''em), n. See meander and
lifeless; inanimate. fre^, 2.

And finally let vs consider by CSiristes saying vnto them, key-piecC (ke'pes), n. A log which, caughtby a
-x ... ,j _.» ...... .V. .1 .1, .... .. r

^^^^ ^^ ^j.j^g^ obstruction in a stream, causes athat if we would not suffer the strength and honour of

our faith to waxe luke-warme, or rather kay-colde, and in

maner leese his vigour by scattering our mindes abrode
about so many triflyng thinges, etc.

Sir T. Uore, Cumfort against Tribulation, fol. 8.

jam of logs. [U. S.]

key-pin (ke'pin), n. In an organ or pianoforte,

a pin which passes through a key of the key-
board and on which the key plays as on a pivot
or center, so that when the front of the key is

depressed by the finger the part on the other
side of the pin, called the key-tail, rises. In
each key one such pin is inserted.

key-pipe (ke'pip), to. In a lock, a pipe or tube
in which the key turns.

key-plate (ke'plat), ». In carp., same as es-

cutcheon, 2 (6).
Her apwatolick vertu is deputed from her, and hath feey-point (ke'point), n. That point of a mUi-

left her Key^. MiUon, Church-Government, u. 3. ^tlVposition, intrenched or othe^se, in which

Either they marry their children in their infancy, when
they are not able to know what love is, or else matche
them with inequality, ioyning burning sommer with kea-

cold winter, their daughters of twenty years olde or vnder
to rich cormorants of three score or vpwards.

J. Lane, Tell-Trothes New Teares Gift (1593), p. 5
[(Shak. Soc.).

Poor key-cold figure of a holy king

!

Pale ashes of the house of I^ncaster

!

Site*., Eich. III., i. 2, 5.

_. ^_xted from her, an
MiUon, Church-Government, il 3.

key-color (ke'kul'^or), n. "1:0. painting, a leading
color in a picture or composition.

key-desk (ke'desk), n. In organ-building, the
desk-like case in which the keyboards and the

stop-knobs are contained. Thepositionof the key-
desk with reference to the organ proper may be various,

especially when the action is extended, or when pneumatic
or elecWcal appliances are employed.

key-drop (ke ' drop), n. A keyhole-guard of

the modem form, usually attached to the es-

cutcheon by a pivot and falling by its own
weight to cover the keyhole.

keyed (ked), a. [< key^ + -ed2.] 1. Haying

its principal strength Ues, and the loss of which
would force the assailed to retire.

key-ring (ke'ring), n. 1. A finger-ring from
which projects a tongue or blade which is either
fixed or movable on a hinge, and serves as the
key to a lock. Such key-rings were formerly
common, and were often of rich design.— 2. A
ring used for keeping a number of keys toge-
ther by being passed through their bows.
keyry, keili (ke ' ri), n. [Appar. an apothe-
caries' form of cheiri, the specific name.] The
wallflower, Cheiranthus cheiri : more specifically

ke-yVasamusicalinsfrument: a.s,akeyed&ntl ^^f.tfJ'T^'^^JL f>,« fi.»t r,,^ f fl,
ortrombone; a feej^e^ cithara or haAnoniea. See 4fys (^?^)' " Pj- ,

P^^°°i *?» first part of the

Aeyl, 4 (a) and (6).— 2. Set or pitched in a par-

ticular key. See key'^.v. t., 2—Kejred-stop violin.
See key-stop.—Keyed violin, a musical instrument simi-

lar in shape to a pianoforte, having strings and a key-

board, bnt the tone being produced by the action of little

horsehair bows pressed against the strings by the keys.

key-fastener (ke'fa8"n6r), to. 1. Anything
used to prevent the turning of a key, as a loop

of wire hung over the door-knob and passed
through the bow of the key.— 2. A tapered or

wedge-shaped piece of metal which holds the

breech-block or breech-plug of a gun firmly

closed when it is inserted in the seat: a modi-
fication of the grip-fastener.

key-file (ke'fil), «. A flat file of a uniform sec-

tion throughout, used by locksmiths.

key-fruit (ke'frot), n. Same as samara.

key-guard (ke'gard), «. Same as keyhole-

guard.

key-harp (ke'harp), n. A musical instrument
similar in shape and action to a pianoforte, but keysart, to.

Manx kiare-as-feed, four-and-twenty, designat-
ing the number of representatives, < kiare, four
(= Grael. ceithir= Ir. cethir, etc. , =E./o«r),+ as,

and, -I- feed, twenty (= Gael, fichead = Ir. fiche,

K, K, Keystones.

(From VioUet-le-Duc's

Keystone.

' Diet, dc rArchitecture.")

portant to the stability of the structure than any other.

See arch^, n., 2.

'Tia the last key-itome

That makes the arch, the rest that there were put
Are nothing till that comes to bind and shut.

B. Jomson, To Sir Edward Sackvile.

That hour o' night's black arch the key-etane.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

Hence—2. A supporting principle; the chief

element in a system; that upon which the re-

mainder rests or depends.

The tenet of predestination was the keystone of his re-

ligion. Macmilay, Hist. Eng., viL

In a very interesting letter of Gauss to W. Weber, he

refers to the electrodynamic speculations with which he

had been occupied long before, and which he would have

published if be could then have established that which

he considered the real keystone of electrodynamics, name-

ly the deduction of the force acting between electric par-

ticles in motion from the consideration of an action be-

tween them, not instantaneous, but propagated in time,

in a similar manner to that of light.

Clerk Maamell, Elect, and Mag., IL 435.

3. In chromolithography, the first stone on

which the picture is drawn or photographed, to

serve as an outline guide in preparing the other

stones for the colors, a copy of the keystone

being made on each stone for printing a single

color. See lithography.

A drawing of the subject, in outline, on transfer tracing-

paper, is made in the ordinary way ; when transferred to a

stone, this drawing is called the iey-stane, and it serves as

a guide to all the others. Ure, Diet., HL 136.

4. In a Scotch lead-smelting furnace, a block of

cast-iron used to close up the space at each end

of the forestone, and to fill up the space be-

tween the forestone and the back part of the

furnace Keystone State, the state of Pennralvanla

:

so called because, in the geographical order of the origi-

nal thirteen States of the American Union, Pennsylvania

occupies the middle (seventh) place. This order is repre-

sent^ by an arch of thirteen stones, with Pennsylvania

as the keystone.

etc., = E. twenty).-] A contraction of House of key-stqp (ke'stop), n. A digital or key so fitted

Meys, the name of the body of twenty-four rep-
resentatives which constitutes the lower branch
of the legislature (Court of Tynwald) of the Isle
of Man.
A local parliament, called the Hmise of Keys, an assem-

bly far in advance of the other parliament belonging to
the neighboring island, in this respect— that the mem

to a violin as to control the stopping of the

strings. A violin provided with key-stops is

called a Icey-stop or keyed-stop violin.

key-tail (ke'tal), m. In an organ or pianoforte,

that part of the keys of a manual which is be-

yond the key-pin, and which rises when the

front of the key is depressed.
bersdif5>en8ed with the people, and solemnly elected each keV-tonO (ke'ton), TO.* Same OBkey^ote,!.
"'*"" '^^*^<^'^'««>-*™adale,iL3. ^e' tj^jjnpgt (te'trum'pet), »i. A trumpet in
The Keys were at one time self-elected, bnt in 1866 they

consented to popular election. Encye. Brit., XV. 452.

For the purposes of finance bills the [Manx] assembly
(House 0/ Keys) and the council sit together but vote sej)-

arately. The Governor presides, as the English king did
in his Great CouncU.

J. Bryee, American Commonwealth, L 216, note.

See kaiser^.

having tuning-forks in place of strings. key-seat (ke'set), «. A key-bed.

which the length of the vibrating column ol

air, and thus the pitch of the tone, is con-

trolled by holes in the side of the tube, which

are opened and closed by means of levers or

keys.

key-valve (ke'valv), to. In music, the pad or

valve-plug which closes an aperture on the side

of the tube of a wind-instrument. E. D.



keyway
keyway (ke'wa), n. a mortise made for the
reoeption of a key ; a slot in the round hole of
a wheel for the reoeption of the key whereby
the wheel is secured to the shaft. E. H. Knight.
keywoodt (ke'wiid), n. [ME., < hey^ + woodl.]
Wood landed at, and perhaps sold from, a
quay.
That better gouernaunce and rule be hadd, and better

ouersight, vppon keywood, crates, and oolez, and bagges
to mete hem with. English CHlda (E. E. T. S.), p. 883.

key-word (ke'w6rd), n. A word which serves
as a key, guide, or explanation to the meaning,
use, or pronunciation of other words, or to other
matters.

These [books] are of poets, indicated by key-word P.;
prose writers, key-word P. W. Science, XIII. 168.

The key-word of life Is "Thy will be done."
Cr. 5. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 68.

K. Or. An abbreviation of Knight of the Garter.
See garter.

K. G. F. An abbreviation of Knight of the
Golden Fleece. See fleece.

kh. A digraph not occurring in native English
words, or words of other Teutonic, Romance,
Latin, or Greek origin^ut common in the trans-
literation of Arabic, Persian, Hindustani, and
other Oriental words, in which it usually rep-
resents an aspirated Jc equivalent to the Scotch
and German ch (ch).

khaftan, «. See caftan.

khair-gum (kar'gum), n. A gum yielded by the
bark of the khair-tree.

khair-tree (kar'tre), n. [< B. Ind. khair + E.
tree.] An East Indian tree, Acacia Catechu.
From its heart-wood is extracted the true catechu, and a
gum resembling gum arable exudes from Its bark. Its

wood is hard and durable.

khakan (ka-kan'), n. [Pers. (> Turk.) hhdqan,
an emperor, a king, sovereign. Hence Buss.
kaganu, ML. cltacanus, cacanus, chagamus, ca-

ganus, MGr. ;t;a>'ai;of, emperor or khan (of Ta-
tary). The word Jchan^ is different.] An em-
peror; a king.

An embassy from Justin to the Kkakdn, or Emperor,
mentions the Tartarian ceremony of purifying the Roman
Ambassadors by conducting them between two fires.

Sir W. Jonet, Histories and Antiquities of Asia, p. 118.

khaki (ka'ki), a. and n. [Ind. khdJci, dusty,
earthy, < khdk, dust, earth, ashes.] I. a. Dust-
colored or clay-colored: adopted from Hindu
use.

It is a fawn-coloured glove, similar to those now being
sold in London shops as khaki deerskin, but with hand-
some embroidery and fringe. N. andQ., Tthser., VII. 369.

II. n. A kind of light drab or chocolate-col-

ored cloth used principally for uniforms.

khaleb (kal'eb), n. [Turk.] A measure of

length, the Turkish pik, or pik halebi. Accord-
ing to the Russian Commission, it is 26.89 English inches ;

but the khaleb of Moldavia is 26.43 English inches. That
of Wallachia contains by law 2 feet 2g inches, English

3281

Interior of a Khan.

khalif, khaliff, «. See calif.

khamsin (kam'sin), n. [Also kamsin; < Turk.
Ar. khamsin, a simoom (see def.), the fifty days
preceding the vernal equinox, < Ar. khamsin, fif-

ty, fiftieth, < khams, khamse, five.] A hot south-

east wind that blows regularly in Egypt for

about fifty days, commencing about the mid-
dle of March.
khan^ (kan, kan, or k4n), n. [Formerly also

kawn, kaun, can, < MB. kan, cane, chan, chane,

cham = F. kan, khan = G. chan, khan = Buss.

khanu= MGT. x^v^C, /"^v^f = Turk, khan, < Pers.

khan, a prince ; of Tatar origin.] The title of

sovereign princes in Tatar countries, whose
dominions are known as khanates, and of no-

madic chiefs and various state oficers in Per-

sia ; also, one of the titles of the sultan of Tur-

key. The title has degenerated in dignity. In Persia and
Afghanistan it has now a vague value, about equivalent to

eBquire, and in India it has become a common afftx to the

names of respectable Hindus, especially of those who claim

a Fatlian descent.

But estwarde on the see syde ,

A prynoe there is that rulyth wyde,
Callyd the Cane of Catowe [Cathay].

Interlude of the Four Elements (ed. Halliwell, 1848).

Both of them seruing the great Can in those warres.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 437.

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree.

Where Alph, the sacred river, ran.

Coleridge, Kubla Khan.

khan2(kan), n. [Formerly also fcaw«, kaun, Icane,

cane, ham; < Turk, khan = Hind. hhdna,< Pers.

khanii, a house, dwelling.] One of a class of un-

furnished inns in Turkish and some other Ori-

ental lands, generally belonging to the govern-

ment. Some are designed for the gratuitous use of trav-

elers and pilgrims ; others, of a better kind, for the accom-
modation of traders and their trains and wares, the traders
paying charges.

The Cane lockt up by the Turks at noons and at nights,
for teare that the Franks should suffer or offer any out-
rage. Sandys, Travailes, p. 90.

The khan [in Syria] is usually built around a courtyard,
with sheds or booths for the animals occupying the ground
floor, while the travelers may take what chance there is

for sleep on the more elevated platfoims.
The Century, XXXV. 817.

khanate (kan'at orkan'at)^ n. l<.khan^+ -ate^.']

The dominion or jurisdiction of a khan.
The khanate was annexed to Muscovy more than three

centuries ago. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 4.

khanjee (kan'je), n. [Bepr. Hind, khangi,
khanagi, Beng. khanki, belonging to the house,
< Pers. khanagi, belonging to the house, < hhdna,
house : see Ma«2.] The keeper of a khan or
Oriental inn.
Everybody looks pleased [at a departure from a khan]

except the khanjee. J. Baker, Turkey, p. 220.

khausamah, khansuma (kan'sa-ma, -su-ma),
n. [Hind, khdnsdmdn: see consumah.'] An
Bast Indian servant. See consumah.
khanum (ka-nom'), n. [Also eanum; < Turk.
khdnim (Ar. khdnam), a lady, < khdh, a lord:

see khan^.1 A lady of rank; the feminine of

the title khan.
khass (kas), a. [Hind, khass, private, special.]

Special: reserved; also, royal: as, khass rev-

enues; Mass lands.

khatzum-oil (kat'zum-oil), n. [< B. Ind. khat-
zum + E. oJZ.] -An oil obtained in India from
the composite plant Vernonia anthelmintica.

khawass (ka-was'), n. Same as cavass.

Khaya (ka'ya), n. [NL. (Adrien de Jussieu,

1830), from the Senegambian name of the tree.]

A genus of polypetalous plants of the natural
order Meliacece, tribe Swieteniece, distinguished
from Swietenia, the true mahogany, in having
4 instead of 5 petals, an 8-lobed instead of a
10-toothed stamen-tube, and compressed in-

stead of winged seeds. They are tall trees with wood
resembling mahogany, abruptly pinnate leaves of few leaf-

lets, and crowded panicles of flowers at the ends of the
branchlets. Two species are now recognized, only one of
which, however, has acquired any economic importance.
This is the K. Senegalensis, a native of Senegambia,which
is called Senegal mahogany, and also sometimes caUcedra.

Khayese (ka'ye-e), n. pi. [NL. (Eeiehenbaoh,
1837), < Khaya + -em.'] A subdivision ("sec-
tion ") of meliaceous plants of the tribe Swiete-

niece, founded on the genus Khaya, not general-
ly recognized by modern botanists.

khedival(ke-de'val), «. [<. khedive + -al.] Of
or pertaining to the khedive of Egypt. Also
khedivial.

khedive (ke-dev'), n. [=F. kMdim,< Turk, khi-

div, < Pers. khidiw, khadiw, khudiw, a king, lord,

great prince, sovereign, khidewi, the viceroy of

Egypt.] The title of the viceroy of Egypt,
assumed by Ismail Pasha in 1867, under a con-
vention with his suzerain the Sultan of Turkey

:

an agreement made between them in 1866 had
established for the first time hereditary succes-

sion in his family.

khedivial (ke-de'vi-al), a. Same as khedival.

khenna (ken'a), n. Ajiother form of henna.

khilat, n. See killut.

khirkah (ker'ka), n. A robe used by dervishes,

fakirs, or ascetics in Moslem countries; a reli-

gious habit made of shreds andpatches. Bushes,
Diet. Islam.

khitmutgar (kit'mut-gar), n. [Also kitmut-

gar, khidmutgar, and kiimudgar; < Hind, khid-

matgdr, a servant, butler, < khidmat, service, at-

tendance, + -gdr, denoting an agent.] In India,

a servant, usually Mohammedan, whose duty it

is to wait at table ; an under-butler.

It [an English child] slaps the mouth of a gray-haired

khansamah with its slipper, and dips its poodle's paws in

a Mohammedan khilimutgar's rice.

J. W. Paimer, The New and the Old, p. 842.

kibbler

Ehivan (ke'van), a. [< Khiva (see def.) + -an.']

Of or pertaining to Khiva, a city and khanate
on the west bank of the Oxus in central Asia,
temporarily occupied by the Russians in 1873,
but now nominally independent.

The collection of the indemnity falls upon the Ehivan
authorities. Encye. Brit., XIV. 63.

Khlistie, n. [Buss., < khlestati, khluistati, lash,

switch, < khluistu, a whip, switch.] A power-
ful Bussian sect, the members of which called
themselves People of God. They were followers of
one Daniel, who declared himself to be a manifestation of
the Almighty, and inculcated twelve commandments, in-

cluding celibacy and total abstinence from strong drinks.
The members are called Lashers and Danielites.

kholah (ko'la), n. [E. Ind.] The East Indian
jackal, Canis aureus.

khuskhus (kus'kus), «. [Hind.] Sameascws-
cus^.

khutbah (kut'ba), n. [Ar. khutba,. khotba, an
address.] A Mohammedan prayer and sermon
or formal oration in Arabic delivered in the
mosques on Fridays at the beginning of meridi-
an prayer, it is regarded by Mussulmans as the most
sacred part of their service, and the recital of his name in
this oration is a high prerogative of the sultan or ameer.
In India the expression " Ruler of the Age " is substituted.
Also spelled khotbah.

ki(ke), ». [Hawaiian.] A liliaceous plant, Cor-
dyline terminalis, which is distributed through
the Pacific islands, the Malay archipelago, and
in China. In the Hawaiian islands its root is baked and
eaten. It also affords an intoxicating drink by fermenta-
tion or distillation. Thenativesregardtheplantas sacred,
and place it around graves. Elsewhere in Polynesia the
name is U.

kiabooca-WOOd (ke-a-bo'ka-wud), n. [< E. Ind.
kiabocco + E. wood^.] An ornamental wood
exported from Singapore and producedin many
of the Malayan islands and New Guinea, it ap-
pears to be merely the burl-wood of the same tree which
affords the lingo or lingoa-wood, namely Pterocarpus Tn-
diaus of the order Leguminostx. It is colored in shades of
yellowish red beautifully mottled with curls or knots of
a darker hue. It is much used in the East and to some ex-

tent in Europe for inlaying and the manufacture of small
articles, such as snuff-boxes. Also Amboyna wood, Icia-

bouca, kiabocca, kyabuca, etc. See Pterocarpus.

kiack(ki-ak'), m. [Burmese.] In Burma, a Bud-
dhist temple.
The people [of Pegu] send rice and other things to that

kiack or church of which they be,

HaJcluyt's Voyages, II. 261.

When they enter into their Kiack, at the dore there is a
great iaire of water, with a Cocke or a Ladle in it, and
there they wash their feete. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 469.

kiak, n. See kayak.
kiang (kyang), «. [Chinese.] A river: apart
of many place-names in China and neighboring
countries: as, Yang-tse-Mamg' (that is, the rivpr

Yang-tse). Also spelled keang.

kiaugh (ky&ch), n. [Origin obscure.] Toil;

trouble; anxiety. [Scotch.]

The lisping infant, prattling on his knee.
Does a' his weary Maitgh an' care beguile.

Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night,

Kibara (ki-ba'ra), «. [NL. (Endlieher, 1836),

from the Javanese name of K. coriacea.] A ge-

nus of dicotyledonous apetalous plants belong-
ing to the natural order Monimiacece, having uni-

sexual, generally monoecious flowers, the male
with a perianth of 4 connivent lobes, and from
5 to 8 stamens in two series, the 4 outer oppo-
site the lobes. They are trees or shrubs with opposite
leaves and small flowers in cymes or short panicles. The
fruit consists of numerous ovoid drupes resting upon a
broad disk-shaped receptacle. Some dozen species are
known, inhabiting the East Indies, the Malay archipelago,
and Australia. K. coriacea is a large tree of Malacca and
Java, having large, opposite, ovate-oblong leaves. K. ma-
erophylla of New South Wales and Queensland is an ever-

green tree called the black, Australian, or Queendand ink-

berry.

kibbal, «. See Mbble^.

kibble^ (kib'l), v.
;
pret. and pp. kibbled, ppr.

kibbling. [Perhaps an unassibilated and vari-

ant freq. of cftipl, i).] I. trans. 1. To bruise or
grind coarsely, as malt, beans, etc. Salop.—
2. To clip roughly, as a stone.

II. intrans. To walk lame. [Prov. Eng.]
kibble^, kibbal (kib'l, kib'al), re. [Origin un-
certain.] 1. The bucket of a draw-well, or of

the shaft of a mine. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A stick

with a curve or knob at the end, used in playing
the game of nurspell.

kibble-chain (kib'1-ohan), re. The chain that
draws up the kibble or bucket from a mine.

One day at the shaft's mouth, reaching after the kibble-

chain—maybe he was in liquor, maybe not, the Lord
knows, but— I didn't know him again^ir, when we picked
him up. Kingsley, Yeast, vii.

kibbler (kib'16r), n. One who or that which
kibbles or cuts ; especially, a machine for grind-



kibbler

ing or cutting beans and peas for cattle. [Prov.
Eng.]

kibbling (kib'ling), n. [Appar. verbal n. of
kibble^, v., as a small bit cut off.] A part of a
small fish used as bait by fishermen on the
banks of Newfoundland. Also spelled kibling.
kibdelophane (Mb-del'o-fan), n. [< Gr. Ki^dri-

^f, spurious, base, + '-^aviig, appearing, < ^oi-
vcadat, appear.] A variety of ilmenite ortitanie
iron ore.

kibe (kib), n. [Appar. < W. cibi (fem. y gibi),
a chilblain ; cf. dbwst, chilblains, prob. < cib, a
cup,+ gwst, a humor, malady.! A chap or crack
in the flesh, caused by cold; an ulcerated chil-
blain, as on the heel.

My loUowers grow to my heels like Mbes

—

I cannot stir
out ol doors lor 'em. Chapman, Monsieur D'Olive, v. 1.

Fal. I am almost out at heels.
Pist. Why, then, let ftfliM ensue.

Shak., M. \V. of W., i. 3, 35.

kibed (Hbd), a. [< Ube + -ed2.] Chapped;
cracked with cold; affected with chilblains:
as, hibed heels.

Kibessia (ki-bes'l-a), n. [NL. (A. P. de Can-
doUe, 1828), from "the Javanese name of the
plant.] Agenus of polypetalous plantsbelong-
ing to the natural order Lytlirariece, or, accord-
ing to some authors, to the Melastomacew, tribe
AstroniecE, type of the old suborder Kibessiew,
characterizedbyhaving the irregular somewhat
4-lobed limb of the hood-shaped calyx warty
and spinous (the spines sometimes barbed at
the tip), 8 stamens, and a 4-eelled ovary. They
are smooth shruhs with angled or winged branches, coria-
ceous, oblong-ovate, S-nerred leaves, obtuse at the atten-
uate apex, and large blue flowers on axillary, 1- to 3-flow-
ered peduncles. Thirteen species have been described, in-
habiting the Malay archipelago and Philippine Islands.

Eibessieiae (Mb-e-si'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Naudin,
1859), < Kibessia, + '-eceJ] A suborder of me-
lastomaceous plants, typified by the genus Ki-
bessia : nearly the same as the tribe AstroniecB.
kibin (Mb'in), n. [W. dbyn.'] A Welsh corn-
measure, equal to half a bushel.
kibitka (M-bit'ka), n. [Buss. Mhifka, the tilt

or cover of
a wagon, a
tilt-wagon,
a Tatar tent;

of Tatar ori-

gin.] 1. A
circular tent
used by the
Kirghiz and
other Ta-
tars. It is
about 12 feet
in diameter,
with a rounded
top. The sides
are formed of
collapsible

Kibitka, or Kitg^hiz Tent.

folding lattice-work, and the roof of slender, slightly
curved poles; both sides and roof are covered with thick
felt. There is an opening for smoke and a flap for the
door.

2. A Russian cart or wagon with a rounded top,
covered with felt or leather. It serves as a kind
of movable habitation, and is used for traveling
in winter.

Formerly the journey from Novogorod to Moscow was
most painfully accomplished in ninety hours in a Jnintka— a c^, or rather a cradle for two, in which the driver
... sat close to the horses* tails, the hinder part of the
cart being shaded by a semicircularhood of laths covered
with birch barl^ These vehicles have no springy and are
fastened togetherby wooden pegs. Theluggage is placed
at the bottom, and covered by a mattress, upon which an
abundant supply of feather-beds alone renders the jolt-

ing endurable. A. J, C. Hare, Russia, t.

kiblah (kib'la), n. [At. qibla, that which is

opposite, the South, < gabl, before, qabala, be
opposite.] The point toward which Moham-
medans turn in prayer. This was, according to Mo-
hammedan authorities, at first the Kaaba in Mecca, but
after the flight to Medina it was for some time Jerusalem,
and then again changed to Mecca. Any object of strong
desire or devotion is also spoken of as a kiblah.

There have been few incidents more disastrous in their
consequences to the human race than thia decree of Mo-
hammed changing the KibUi from Jerusalem to Mekka.
Had he remained true to his earlier and better faith, the
Arabs would have entered the religious community of the
nations as peacemakers, not as enemies and destroyers.

Osborne, Islam under the Arabs, p. 58.

kibling (fcib'Ung), n. See kibbling.

kibosb (M-bosh'), n. [Also kybosh ; a slang
word, of obscure origin.] The form, manner,
style, or fashion of something; the thing: as,

that is the proper kibosh ; full dress is the cor-

rect kibosh for the opera. [Slang.]

kiby (ki'bi), a. [< kibe + -yi.] Affected with
Mbes or chilblains.
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And he haltith often that hath a kyby hele.

SkelUm, Garlande of Lanrell.

kichelt, Mtchelf, «. [< ME. kichil, kechel, <

AS. eieel, a cake
;
prob. akin to cake^, cooky. ^ A

small cake. Also spelled kichil.— Ood'a McheL
See Oodi.

Gif us a busshel whete, malt, or reye,

A Goddet kechyl (var. kichU], or a trype of chese.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, L 39.

kick (Mk), V. [< ME. kiken, < W. cicio (colloq. ),

kick (cf. cic, foot), = Gael, eeig, kick.] I. trans.

1. To give a thrust or blow to with the foot;

strike with the foot: as, to kick a dog; to kick

an obstruction out of one's way.
And by mute

Disdain kicks back what "U'ords could not refute.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, vl 34.

Perhaps it was right to dissemble your love,

But— why did you kick me down stairs?

J. P. EembU, The Panel, L L
There he watches yet

!

There like a dog before his master's door

!

ficir'ii, he returns, rennj/nm, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. To strike in recoiling: as, an overloaded gun
kicks the shoulder.

Some muskets so contrive it

As oft to miss the mark they drive at.

And, though well aimed at duck or plover,
Bear wide, and kick their owners over.

J. TrwrnbuU, McPingal, i. 96.

3. In printing, to operate or effect by impact
of the foot on a treadle : used with relation to
some kinds of small job-presses ; as, to kick a
Gordon press ; to kick off a thousand impres-
sions. [U.S.]—4. To sting, as a wasp. [Prov.
Eug.]— 5. To reject, as a suitor; jilt. [Vulgar,
southern U. S.]—To Mck one's heels. See heOX.—
To kick the beam. See 6eam.—To Mck the bucket.
See bucket.— To Mck up a row or a dust. See diaiX.

n. intrans. 1. 'To strike out with the foot;
have the habit of striking with the foot: as, a
horse that kicks.

For fcrewely ther is noon of us alle.

If any wight wol clawe ns on the galle.

That we nel kike, for he seith ns sooth.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 85.

They contemn all physic of the mind,
And^ like galled camels, kick at every touch.

B. Jongan, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

2. To thrust out the foot with violence, as in
wantonness, resistance, anger, or contempt.

Then trip him, that his heels may kick at heaven.
Shak., Hamlet^ iiL 3, 93.

Hence—3. To manifest opposition or strong
objection; offer resistance. [Now chiefly
slang.]

Wherefore kick ye at my sacrifice and at mine offering,
which I have commanded ? 1 Sam. it 29.

Von hold the woman is the better man

:

A rampant heresy, such as, if it spread.
Would make all women kick against their Lords.

Tennymn, Princess, iv.

In a late nnmber you maintain strongly that it is the
duty of persons suffering from overcharges, insolence, and
other forms of oppression to Mck. Ton urge that the op-
pressor argues from our American charity, " bearing all
things " with silent fortitude, that we, the people, rather
like it ; and you insist that a part of our debt to society
is invariably, systematically, quickly, continuously, and
powerfully "to Wc*." The Naiion,'SlN\ll.\2n.

4. To recoil, as a musket or other firearm.

—

5. To stammer. Devonshire Dial., p. 72. [Prov.
Eng.]—To kick against the pricks. Seeprfc*.—To
kick off, in fooU)au,U> give the ball the first kick which
starts the play.—To kick over the traces, to throw off
control; become insubordinate. [CoUoq.]

kick (kik), «. [<fcjcfe, ».] 1. A blow or thrust
with the foot.

A kick that scarce would move a horse
May kill a sound dlvin e. Copper, Yearly Distress.

2. In foot-ball : (a) The right of or a turn at
kicking the ball. (6) One who kicks or kicks off.

He's . . . the best kick and charger at Kngby.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, L 5.

3. The recoil of a firearm when discharged.
Bnt he [Mr. Lowe) and I must alike be prepared to stand

the recoil of our own guns, even though the kick may be
inconvenient Gladstone, Gleanings, L 134.

4. A sudden and strong objection ; unexpected
resistance. [Slang.]— 5. The projection on
the tang of the blade of a pocket-knife bywhich
the blade is prevented from striking the spring
in the act of closing.— 6. A cleat or block
on the stock-board of a brick-molders' bench,
which serves to make a key in the brick.— 7.
A die for bricks.— 8. Fashion; novelty; thing
in vogue. [Slang, Eng.]

'Tls the kick, I say, old nu, so I brought it down.

kickumbob
What it [a bottle] holds if it's public-house gin is uncer-

tain : for yon must know, sir, that some bottles has great
kicks at their bottoms.

Mayhew, London Labonr and London Poor, n. 511.

10. i)Z. Trousers. [Slang, Eng.] — Drop Mck, ta
foot-ball, a kick made as the ball, dropped from the hand,
rises with a bonnd from the ground.

Tom . . . performed very creditably, after first driving
his foot three inches into the ground, and then nearly
kicking his leg into the air, in vigorous efforts to accom-
plish a drop-kUik after the manner of East,

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, L 5.

Place kick, in foot-ball, a kick made while the ball is sta-

tionary on the gronnd.

Mckable (kik'a-bl), a. [< kick + -able.'i That
may be kicked ; deserving to be kicked.

The epitome of nothing, fitter to be kickt, if shee were
of a kickable substance, than either honour'd or humour'd.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 26.

Bigg was a most unengaging, kickcMe boy.
George Eliot, Middlemarch, xlL

kickee (M-ke'), n. [< kick, v., + -eel.] One
who is kicked. [Bare and jocose.]

He . . . was seen . . . kicking him at the same time in
the most ignominions manner; and in return to all de-
mands on the part of the kickee to know the reason for
such outrage, simply remarking "You are Pigviggin.**

Siamge, £. Medlicott, iiL 3,

kicker (kik'er), n. 1. One who or that which
kicks.
Chwm. Twas some forc'd match.

If he were not kick'd to th' church o' the wedding day,

I'll never come at court. Can be no otherwise.
Perhaps he was rich; speak. Mistress Lapet, was 't not so?
M-ia. Lapet. Nay, tliat's without all question.
Cham. Oho, he would not want kickers enow then.

Fletcher (and another?), Nice Valour, L

2. One who offers strong, and especially unex-
pected or perverse, opposition; one who ob-
jects or opposes ; abolter. Cf.kick,v.i.,3; n.,i.

There is of conrse a class of chronic kickers who are al-

ways finding fault. Blect Ben. (Amer-X Xin. 6.

kickie-wickiei (Mk'i-wik'i), a. and n. Same as
kicksy^wicksy. Shak.
kickish (kik'ish), a. [< kick -^- -js/ji.] Irritable.

[Prov. Eng.]
Is Majestas Imperii growne so kickish that it cannot

stand quiet with ^us Populi, unlesse it be fettered?
N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 59.

kickle (Mk'l), a. Uncertain; unsteady; fickle;

tottering. Also keckle. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
kick-off Ckik'6f), n. The first kick in a game
of foot-ball.

Away goes the ball spinning towards the school goal;
seventy yards before it touches ground, and at no point
above twelve or fifteen feet high, a model kick-off.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 5.

kickshaw (kik'shS,), n. [Prop, kickshaws, sing.;

formerlyalso kickshose, Mckshoes, keckshose, kek-

slioes (simulating kick + shoes), earlier qmJk-
chose, orig. quelquechose,<. F.quelque ehose,some-
thing: see quelquechose.'] 1. Something fan-
tastical or uncommon ; something trifling, not
otherwise named or described, or that has no
particular name.

SirAnd. . . . I delight in Maskes and Kenelssometimei
altogether.
Sir To. Art thou good at these kicke-chawses. Knight?

Shak., Twelfth Night (foL 1623)^ L 3, 122

2. A light, unsubstantial dish, or kind of food

Salads, broths, sauces, stewed meats, and other kick-

shaws. Chapman, May-Day, iv. 4.

A joint of mutton, and any pretty little tiny kickshauu,
teU William cook. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1, 29.

Mcksies (Wk'siz), n. pi. [< kicks, n.: see kick,

»., 10.] Trousers. [Slang, Eng.]
A pair of kerseymere kieksies, any colour, built very

slap-np. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 63.

Mcksy-wicksyt (Kk'si-wik'si), a. andn. [Also
kicky-wick-y, kickie-wickie, and kicksy-winsie,

kicksey-winsey, kicksee-winsee, the second ele-

ment perhaps a sophisticated form, to bring
in an etym. explanation from wince (formerly
also winse)

; prob. a mere redupl. of kick, va-
ried in the repetition, with term. -^1, or equiv.
-sy, adj. suffix.] I. a. Flickering; uncertain;
restless.

Perhaps an ignis fatnns now and then
Starts up in holes, stinks, and goes out agen

;

Such kicksy-uneksy fiames shew but how dear
Thy great light's resurrection would be here.

Poems subjoined to B. Fletcher's Epigrams.

n. n. A man's wife: occurring only in the
following passage, where it is used ludicrously
and without deflnite signification:

He wears his honour in a box unseen.
That hugs his kicky-uricky here at home.

Shak., Alls Well, u. 3, 297.

„„,.,,.« _,
^'*^'"- kicknmbobf, n. Uireg.K kick or kickshaw,ynth

®- ,Fl
i^'lentation or mner protnberance of a term, as in thingumfob.^ A thingumbob; a

molded glass bottle. [Slang, Eng.] " what's-its-name." John Taylor^W30.



Mckup
kickup (Mk'up), «. [< hicJc + up.J 1. A dis-
turbance. [Slang.]— 2. A "steamboat with
paddle-wheel astern. [Mississippi river.]— 3.
In Jamaica, the water-thrush, Sinrus nceviua or
8. noveboracensis : so called from theway it jerks
its tail, like a wagtail: more fully called Bessy
kickup. P. H. Gosse.

kidi (kid), n. and a. [< ME. kid, Ude, kydde, <
Icel. Udh = Dan. Sw. Md = OHQ-. kizzi, eUtzi
(also Uzzin, cMzzin), MHG. chitze, kizze, kitze,
kiz (also Icitzm. chizzin), Gr. Utze, Mtz, a kid:
prob. akin to E. ehit^,^ q. v.] I. n. 1. A young
goat.

Hath any ram
Slipp'd from the fold, or young kid lost his dam?

Milton, Comus, 1. 498.

2. The flesh of a young goat.

Our attendants now produced some Md and dried dates,
which, washed down with water and a touch of absinthe,
formed our meal. Harpers Mag., LXXVII. 82.

3. Leather made from the skin, of a kid, used
in making shoes and gloves. Much of the lea-
ther so used and sold as " kid" is made from
other skins.— 4. The roe deer in its first year.
W. W. GHreener, The Gun, p. 508.— 5. A child,
especially a male child. [Slang.]

I am old, you say;
Yes, parlous old, lads, an you mark me well I

Middleton, Massinffer, and Rowley, Old Law, iii. 2.

The girl still held Oliver fast by the hand. . . . "So you
got the kid," said Sikes. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xx.

6. pi. Gloves made of kid or of the leather so
called. See def. 3. [CoUoq.]
The Haddens had been appropriated by a couple of

youths in frockcoats and orthodox kids, with a suspicion
of moustaches. Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, v.

II. a. Made of kid or of the leather so called.

See I., 3

—

Kid glove.a glove made of kid leather, or,

in trade use, of other soft leather resembling kid.

kidi (kid), V. t. or i.
;
pret. and pp. kidded, ppr.

kidding. l<. Jcid^, n.'\ To bring forth (young):
said especially of a goat,

kid^t, A Middle English preterit of kithe.

kid^t, t). o. [ME., also kyd, kydd, kud, ked, etc.,

pp. otkithen, make known: see kithe.^ Known;
we)l-known; famous; renowned: formerly, in
poetry, a general term of commendation.

In the castoll were a cumpany, kyd men of Armys,
That enfourmet were of fyght, & the fet couthe.

Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), 1. 3222.

And thus he killez the knyghte with his Icydd wapene 1

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1390.

kid3(kid), M. [Cf. 7«i<i.] 1. Asmall tub; «a«*.,

a small tub or vessel in which sailors receive
their food.
The cook scraped his kMx (wooden vessels out of which

sailors eat) and polished the hoops, and placed them before
the galley to await inspection.

R. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 209.

2. A box or wooden pen built on the deck of a
fishing-vessel to receive fish as they are caught.
—6urry-kid,a kid or tub used to contain the gurry taken
from fish.

kid* (kid), n. [Early mod. B. kydde; < ME.
*kid (in comp. kidberer); prob. < W. oidys, pi.,

fagots.] 1. A fagot or bundle, as of heath or

furze. [Prov. Eng.]
Faggots or bundles of wood for firewood are called kids

in Yorkshire, Cambridgeshire, and Lincolnshire.
York Plays, Int., p. xxi.

S. A bundle of sticks or brush planted on a
beach to stop shingle or gather sand, to act as

a groin. E. H. Knight.—3. A bundle of sticks

or twigs strapped m front of the legs to help
a rider to keep his seat on a bucking horse.
[Australian.]

The native explained that second- or third-rate riders
very often made up a bundle of twigs, rolled up in a piece
of cloth, which they bound across the saddle with these
straps. This Md, as it is called, pressing firmly on the front
of the legs, assists immensely in keeping a rider down in
the saddle when a horse bucks heavily, but is at the same
time dangerous.

A. C. Orant, Bush Life in Queensland, L 109.

kid* (kid), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. kidded, ppr. kid-

ding. [< te'd*, M.] To bind up, as a fagot.

[Prov. Eng.]
kld^ (kid), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. kidded, ppr. kid-

ding. [Prob. <fcjdl,«., 5,] To hoax; humbug;
deceive. [Slang.]

kid" (kid), n. [< kid^, «.] A hoax ; humbug.

—

No lad, without fooling or chaffing. (Slang, V. S. and Aus-
tralia.]

kidaris (kid'a-ris), n. See cidaris, 1.

kidbearert, n. [MB. kidberer; < kid^ + bearer.']

A fagot-bearer.
Kidberers, Garthyners, erthe wallers, pavers, dykers.

Act cif Mayor and Common Oourusil of York, 1477, quoted

[in York Plays, p. xxi., note.

kldcotet (kid'kot), n. [Appar. < kid^,p. a.,

known (i. e. public), + cote\ house (of deten-
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tion), now A»%5, q. v.] A common jail. [Prov.
Eng.]
On this much enduring bridge were also erected the

chantry chapel of St. William, the haU of meeting of the
town council, the "Mdeote," or common gaol.

jr. and Q., 7th ser., V. 409.

kiddaw, kiddow (Md'a, -6), n. [Com.] A
guillemot. [Cornwall, Eng.]
In Cornwal they call the guilliam a Mddaw.
, Ray (1674), p. 61. (HalUwdl.)

kiddet. A Middle English preterit of kithe.

kidder (kid'^r), n. [Also kiddier ; origin ob-
scure.] A forestaUer; a huckster.

Licensed ... to be a common drover of cattle. Badger,
Lader, Kidder, Carrier, and Buyer of Com, Grain, Butter
and Cheese.

License in tmie of Queen Anne. A. H. A. Hamilton's
[Quarter Sess., p. 270.

Kidderminster (kid'6r-min-st6r), n. A kind of

carpet, named from the town in England where
it was formerly principally manufactured, it is

composed of two webs interlaced together (hence also
called twO'ply carpet), consisting of a worsted warp and a
woolen weft, both warp and weft appearing on each sur-

face. It is also called ingrain carpet, from the material
being dyed in the grain. Three-ply carpet is an improve-
ment upon Kidderminster, admitting of a greater variety
of colors and figures.

kiddle^ (kid'l), n. [Also kidel, kittle, kettle; <

'M.'E.kidel,kiddel(AL.kidellus,iii'M.a,gnaCh.aTta);

< OP. quidel, later quideau (Cotgrave), a kiddle,
prob. < Bret, kidel, a net at the mouth of a
stream.] 1 . A weir or fence of stakes or tvsdgs,

set in a stream for catching fish. Kiddles for in-

tercepting salmon and other fish are often mentioned in
old statutes concerning rivers and havens.

Amocion of Mddell under payne of x. pond, . . . the vi.

article [viz. that ajl the weris that ben in Thamis or in
Medwey ... be don awaye, p. 16],

Arnold's Chron., 1602 (ed. 1811), p. 1.

For a small sum of money any rascal on the river could
buy his license, and set up kiads in the Lea and in the
Medway as well as in the Thames.

H. Dixon, Her Majesty's Tower, p. 29.

2. A fish-basket. [Pennsylvania.]
kiddle^ (kid'l), v.; pret. and pp. kiddled, ppr.
kiddling. A dialectal variant of cuddle.

kiddle^ (kid'l), a. A dialectal variant of kittW^.

kiddow, n. See Mddaw.
kiddy (kid'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. kiddied, ppr.
kiddying. [Ci.kidS.j To hoax; cheat; "kid."
Dickens. [Slang.]

There they met with beggars who Jciddied them on the
lurk. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 462.

kidelt, n. An obsolete form of kiddle'^.

kid-fox (kid'foks), n. A young fox. Compare
kit-fox. [Eare.]

The music ended,
We'll fit the kid-fox with a pennyworth.

Shak., Much Ado, il 3, 44.

kidge, a. See kedge^.

kidling (kid'ling), n. [= Icel. kidhUng; as Md^
-f- -lifig'^.'\ A young kid.

Kidlings, now, begin to crop
Daisies in the dewy dale.

J. Cunningham, Day, A Pastoral.

kidnap (Md'nap), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Mdmapped,

ppr. kidnapping. [Orig. a slang word, taken
from the cant of thieves; < kid\ »., 5, -I- nap,
a var. of nab, snatch.] To steal, abduct, or

carry off forcibly (a human being,whether man,
woman, or child). In law it sometimes implies
a carrying beyond the jurisdiction.

Brave Mar and Panmure were firm, I am sure

;

The latter was Mdna/pt awa.
BatOe of Sheriff-kuir (Child's Ballads, VIL 169).

The Janissaries, while they kept their first strength

—

that strength which made the Ottoman power what it was
—were all Jcidnapped Christian chfidren.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 427.

kidnapper (kid'nap-fer), n. One who kidnaps

;

a man-stealer or child-stealer.

Enemies that have taken a Maid captive won't be guilty

of such Barbarity as this ; nor will Kidrwppers themselves,

to those they have kidnapp'd away.
N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, II. 161.

These people lye in wait for our children, and may be
considered as a kind of kidnappers within the law.

SpeOaior.

kidnapping (kid'nap-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

kidnap, v.] The act of stealing, abducting, or

carrying off a human being forcibly. .

The other remaining offence, that of Mdrmpping, being
the forcible abduction or stealing away of a man, woman,
or child from their own country, and sending them into

another, was capital by the Jewish law.
Blackstone, Com., IV. xv.

kidneert, kidneret, «• Middle English forms
of kidney.

kidney (kid'ni), n. [< MB. kidney, kedney, kid-

nei, kidenei, a corruption of kidneer,kidnere,kide-
nere, kideneire, < "hid, appar. for quith (B. dial.

var. kite), the belly, + neer, nere, kidney: see

dj vascular or cortical por.
tion of kidney ; c c, tubu-
lar portion, consisting of
cones; dd, two of the pa-
pillae, projecting Into their
corresponding calyces;
ff ff «, the three infundibu-
la; /, pelvis: £; ureter.

kidney-cotton

kite^ and neer^.'] 1. In anat., a glandular struc-
ture whose function is the purification of the
blood by the excretion of urine ; one of the renes
or reins; a renal organ. Kidneys are of very various
shapes and positions in the body, and often of loosely lobu-
lated structure. In the higher vertebrates they are always
paired and of compact figure, tending to become bean-
shaped glands, as in man. The kidneys of man are situ-
ated in the loins, opposite the upper lumbar vertebrae, be-
hind the peritoneum, embedded in fat, and capped by (he
adrenals or suprarenal capsules. The left is somewhat
higher than the right, which leaves room for the liver.
They are purplish-brown in color, about 4 inches long, 2^
broad, and 1^ thick ; they weigh about 4 J ounces. Section
displays an outer cortical substance, darker and softer than
the rest, consisting chiefly of uriniferous tubules and Mal-
pighian corpuscles. (See corpuide.) The inner or medul-
lary substance is composed of numerous distinctly striated
conical masses, or Malpighian pyramids, whose bases are
directed peripherally, while their apices converge toward
the interior, ending in the papillae, which project into the
cavity of the pelvis. There are from 8 to 18 such pyra-
mids, composed mainly of minute straight and looped
uriniferous tubules, which proceed from the cortical sub-
stance to open on the papillse. One such papilla, or a set
of several papilla, protrudes into a compartment of the
general cavity called a calyx; the calyces unite in three in-
fundibula, the beginnings of the
general cavity of the kidney, the
pelvis, which is also the funnel-
shaped beginning of the ureter,
the tube by which the urine passes
to the bladder. The hilum of the
kidney is the place on the median
or concave side of the kidney, cor-
responding to the place of the scar
on a bean, where the ureter goes
out, and where the vessels and
nerves enter. The organs are abun-
dantly supplied with nerves, blood-
vessels, and lymphatics. In its

minute and essential structure the
kidney consists of a great number
of branching, looped, and convo-
luted epithelial tubes itubvli urini- Section ofHuman Kidney.
/m), terminating in dilatations,
each dilatation enveloping a plex-
us of blood-vessels and forming
a Malpighian body. These tubes,
moreover, are abundantly supplied
with blood-vessels. Malpighian
bodies and tubules both share in
the work of secreting, but there
is reason to think that the former have to do with the
secretion of the water and less important parts of the
urine, while the elimination of the nitrogenous waste falls

on the tubular epithelium. The kidneys, or, in the singu-
lar as a collective noun, tlie kidney, as an important inter-
nal organ whose condition is a more or less accurate index
of one's bodily health, and, as formerly thought, of one's
"humor" or temperament, was formerly often spoken of
(somewha,t like liver,heart,bowels,stomaeh,etc.)with refer-
ence to one's constitution, temperament, temper, disposi-
tion, or inward feelings. As thus used in the quotation from
Shakspere, the word has been misunderstood, as if mean-
ing ' sort ' or ' kind,' whence that use in later authors.

Think of that— a man of my kidney— think of that;
that am as subject to heat as butter ; a man of continual
dissolution and thaw. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 6, 116.

Talk no more of brave Nelson, or gallant Sir Sidney,
'Tis granted they're tars of a true British kidney.

Sang, Newcastle Bellman. (Braekett.)

2. Anything resembling a kidney in shape or
otherwise, as a potato.

The corn . . . rises again in the verdure of a leaf, in the
fulness of the ear, in the kidneys of wheat.

Jeir. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 69.

3. pi. The inmost parts ; the reins.

Curse, curse, and then I goe.
Look how he grins, I 've anger'd him to the kidneys.

Fletcher {and anotherl) Nice Valour, iv. 1,

Heavn's bright Torches, from Earth's kidneys, sup
Som somwhat dry and heatfull Vapours vp.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

4t. A waiting-servant. [Cant.]

It is our custom upon the first coming of the news to
order a youth, who officiates as the kidney of the coffee
house, to get into the pulpit, and read every paper with a
loud and distinct voice. TaUer, No. 268.

Capsvae of the kidney. See caiJsuJe.— Floating kid-
ney, in pathol. , a kidney which has become loose and dis-

placed in the abdomen. Also called momble kidney.—
Granular Iddney. See granular.— Surgical kidney,
a term somewhat loosely applied to nephritic conditions
secondary to mischief further down In the urinary tract,

but especially to suppurative pyelonephritis arising from
cystitis.

kidney-bean (kid'ni-ben), n. A leguminous
plant of the genus Phaseoltis, especially Pha-
seolus vulgaris, the common twining kidney-
bean of the gardens, also called French bean
and haricot (see cut under haricot) : so called

from the shape of the seeds, p. nanus, the field- or
bush-bean, is perhaps only a variety of the common kidney-
bean. The green pods of the common kidney-bean, with
their contents, are eaten as a " string-bean, or the dry
seeds are baked or boiled.— Kidney-bean tree, a plant
of either of the leguminous genera Wistaria and Gly-

cine, especially the American Wistaria frutescens and the
Chinese W. CAin«rjsis.—Wild kidney-bean, PTiaseolus
perennis, a slender, high-climbing bean, with small purple
flowers, native in the United States.

kidney-cotton (kid'ni-kot'''n), n. A South
American variety of long-stapled and black-



kidney-cotton

seeded cotton, whose seeds cohere in kidney-
shaped masses of eight or ten . it is referred to the
Gosgypmm religiosum of Linnseus (G. Permnanum), which
is the tallest of the cotton-shrubs.

kidney-form (kid'ni-f6rm), o. Same as kidney-
shaped.

kidney-link (Wd'ni-lingk), m. In a harness, a
coupling below the collar.

A kidney link belonging to harness hames.
GUderg Manual, p. 103.

kidney-liptt (kid'ni-lipt), a. Hare-lipped.
Krst, Jollie's wife is lame ; the next loose-hipt,
Squint-ey'd, hook-nos'd, and lastly kidney-lipt.

Herrick, Upon Jollie's Wife.

kidney-ore (kid'ni-or), «. A variety of com-
pact hematite, or red oxid of iron, oocnrring in
reniform masses.

Wdney-potato(kid'ni-p6-ta'''t6),M. One of vari-
ous kidney-shaped varieties of the common po-
tato.

kidney-root (kid'ni-rot), n. The joepye-weed,
Eupatoriumpurpureum: in allusion to supposed
medicinal properties.

kidney-shaped (kid'ni-
shapt), a. Having the
shape or form of a kid-
ney ; reniform— Kidney-
shaped leaf, in bot, a leaf hav-
ing the breadth greater than
the length, and a wide slnos at
the base. The margin shoold
be entire, but may be crenate,
as in that of grotrnd-ivy.

kidney-stone (kid'ni-
ston), n. A nodule of
brown ironstone, trav- Kidney-shaped Leafof >^ja-

ersed by smaU veins of
'"-*»'•»/-»'«.

'

calcite. Such nodules are common in the Oxford clay,
a dirision of the Middle Odlite, especially near Weymouth
in England.

kidney-vetcll (kid'ni-vech), n. A leguminous
herbaceous plant, AnthyUis vulneraria, found
chiefly in dry hilly ground throughout Europe
and in western Aiia and northern Africa: so
called from its supposed medicinal properties.
It is a foot or less high, often tufted, clothed with silky
hairs, and has pinnate leaves and yellow or variably color-
ed flowerswith apermanen t inflated calyx,which are borne
in close heads, subtended by large bracts, and paired at
the ends of the branches. It is of some economic value
as sheep-fodder. Its specific name (from Latin mdnus, a
wound) suggests a he^ng property, which, however, it

possesses only as do other hairy plants. Also called
lady*8-finger8.

kidneywort (kid'ni-wfert), n. 1. The plant
Cotyledon Umbilicus, of the order Crassulacew :

so called from^ some resemblance of the leaves
to a kidney, whence probably it had some re-

pute as a remedy in diseases of the kidneys.
It has fleshy, orbici^ar, more or less peltate leaves, the
lower on long stalks. It is common on rocks, walls, etc.,

in western Europe and the Mediterranean regions. Also
called pennywort and navelzoort.

2. Abook-name of S(m/rog'a «feHam, the star-

saxifrage.

Mdnippers (Md'nip'erz), n.pl. In gun^molding,
nippers used to make the hoops taut about the
mold.
kidsman (Mdz'man), n.

;
pL kidsmen (-men).

[< Md'Sj'poss. of li!ii^,5, + man.'] One who trains

young thieves. Dickens. [Thieves' slang.]

fclef, kiff (kef, kif), TO. [Moorish.] A substi-

tute for tobacco prepared for smoMng, consist-

ing of the chopped leaves of the common hemp.
The use of tobacco for smoking appears to be unknown

in Morocco, while kie/—preparedfrom the chopped leaves
ofcommonhemp— is almost universally employed for that

pnrpose both by Moors and Berbers.
Journal ofa Tourin Moroeeo, etc.,by Hookerand Ball, p. 46.

kiefekU, keffekil (ke'fe-, kef'e-kil), n. [< Pers.

kaf, scum, froth, + gil, clay.] A Mnd of clay;

meerschaum.
kie-kie (K'ki), n. [Native name.] A high-

climbing shmb, Preyeinetia Banksii, of the nat-

ural orderPandanacetB, anative ofNewZealand.
The fruit consists of berries massed on a spadix. When
young the spadix,with its bracts, is edible, and is made by
the colonists into a jelly tasting like preserved steaw-

berries. The fiber of the stems may possibly be found use-

ful for paper-making.

Kielmeyera(kel-mi'6r-a), n. [XL. (Martins,

1824), named for Karl Fr.'v. Kielmeyer,ot Stutt-

gart, a noted chemist and botanist.] A genus
of polypetalous plants of the natural order

Ternstrcemiacem, tribe Bonnetieee, having free

stamens, smaU anthers, and the numerous
broad, flat ovules downwardly imbricated in

two series In each cell. They are small resinous

shrubs, with evergreen petioled leaves, and showy flowers

in terminal racemes or panicles, or rarely solitary. Seven-

teen species are known, ^I natives of Brazfl, whertv from
the resemblance of the flowers to roses, the plant is called

mo do campo. K. apeaosa, called malvo do campo, from
the resemblance of the flowers to some mallows, is a faee

sometimes 15 leet in height, with a twisted trunk, short
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thick branches, corky bark, elliptical leaves, and flowers

resembling camellias, to which, indeed, they are closely

related botanically.

kier, to. See Iceir.

kieselguLT (ke'zl-gor), to. [G., < kiesel, flint,

pebble (= E. chesil), + guhr: see guhr.] A si-

Ucious infusorial earth, used as an absorbent
for nitroglycerin in the manufacture of dyna-
mite : same as infusorial silica.

kieserite (ke'zer-it), n. [Named after Mr. Kie-

ser, once president of the aoad.emy at Jena.]

A hydrated sulphate of magnesium, occurring
in considerable beds with rock-salt at Stass-

furt, Prussia, and elsewhere, it isused in making
Epsom salts, and also indirectly in the manufacture of

potash salts at Stassfart.

Kieseritzki gambit. See gambit.

kiestt. An obsolete preterit of cast^.

She Iciest the knot, and the loop she ran.

Which soon did gar this young lord dee.

The Laird of WarixUmn (Child's Ballads, III. 820).

kieve, n. and v. See keeue.

Bogelia (M-je'li-a), TO. [NL. (Alphonse de
Candolle, 1845), < Icigeli-keia, the native name
on the coast of Mozambique.] A genus of

large trees of Africa, belonging to the natural

order Bignoniacece and to the tribe Crescentiece,

having large pinnate alternate leaves, an ample
leathery calyx with oblique, 2- to 5-cleft limb,

and the flowers in long, loose, pendent panicles.
Only three or four species are known, inhabiting the tropi-

cal and subtropical parts of Africa. The best-known spe-
cies is K. pinnata,foiind in^'ubla, Abyssinia,Mozambique,
and as far south as Nat^, also on the west coast. It is

a large tree with whitish bark and spreading branches.
'The fruit is often two feet or more in length, hangingfrom
a long stalk. It has a corky rind and is filled with pulp
and numerous roundish seeds. In l^ubia this tree is held
sacred, and religious festivals are conducted under it by
moonUght. The fruit, slightly roasted and cut in halves,
is applied locally in rheumatic and other complaints.

Kiggelaria (ku-f-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnteus),
named after Franz £lggelaer, a Dutch bota-
nist.] A genus of polypetalous plants, belong-
ing to the natural order Bixinece, tribe Pangiew,
distinguished from other genera of the tribe by
distinct scarcely imbricated sepals, the apical
dehiscence of the capsules, and the numerous
stamens. They are unarmed shrubs with entire or ser-

rate leaves and few-flowered axillary racemes. Only three
species are known, natives of the warmer parte of Africa.
The anomalous character of the genus has led differ-

ent authors to make it the type of a distinct botanical
group.

Ejggelarieae (kij-e-la-ri'e-e), to. pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle, 1834), < kiggelaria + -em.] A
tribe of plants of the old order Flaamrtianew,
embracing the genera Kiggelaria, Sydrocarpus,
and Melicytus, the last of which is now refer-

red to the Violariece, and the others to the
Bixinece, tribe Pangiece. Called Kiggelariaoece
by Link.
kikar, to. [E. Ind.] The Acaeia Arabiea, one
of the best gum-arabic trees. Its astringent pods,
as also its bark, are valuable for tanning, and its wood is

used for implements, gun-carriages, boat-timber, etc. Bee
Acacia^ bamah, and ffum arabie (under gum^.
Mket, V. An obsolete form of kick. Chaucer.

kiknel-oil (M-ko'el-oil), n. [< E. Ind. kikuel+ E.
oil.] A solid fat of a dull sulphur-yeUow color,
made from the seeds of Salvadora Persiea, and
imported into Bombay from Gujerat for local
consumption.
kiknmon (kik'8-mon), n. [Jap., < fctfet, the
Chrysanthemum imperialis, +
mon, crest, badge.] A badge
or crest borne by the imperial
family of Japan, consisting of
an open chrysanthemum of
sixteen rays conjoined and
rounded at the outer extremi-
ties. It is frequently represented
double—that is, sixteen other rays
show from below in the interstices at the ends of the
ri^s shown in the foreground.

Ml-, kill-. [< Gael, cill, ceall — Ir. eeall (dim.
cillin), a cell, church, churchyard, burying-
place, < L. cella, a ceU: see eeU.] An ele-
ment in Celtic place-names, signifying 'cell,'

'church,' 'buiying-place,' very frequent in Ire-
land, and common in Scotland: as, ffiipatrick;
Kilkenny; KiThnie; Icolmldll.

Mlbrlckenite (kil'brik-en-it), m. [< KiCbricken
(see def.) + -ite'^.] A sulphid of antimony and
lead found at Kilbrieken, Ireland.

kUdee, kildeer fkil'der), to. See MUdee.
kilderkin (kU'der-kin), n. [< ME. kylderkyn
(1411); an altered form of kinderkim., irreg. kin-
derkind; < MD. kindeken, kinneken (D. linnefje),

a small vessel, the eighth part of a tun or vat,
lit. 'a little child' (cf. kinchin, bom the same
source), < kind, a child, -I- dim. suffix -ken (=
E. -kin); in mod. D. a diff. suffix (_-je).] A

kill

measure of capacity, half a barrel or 2 firkins.

Exceptionally— (a) Of soap or ale, 18 United States (old

wine) gallons. (6) Of butter, 1 hundredweight net. A
statute of 1662 recites the immemorial custom that a kil-

derkin of batter should weigh 132 pounds gross— namely,
butter 112 pounds, cask 20 pounds. Thekilderkin of honey,
according to a statute of 1581, is 16 wine gallons.

Massie siluer and gilt plate, some like and as blgge as
kilderkins. Hakhiyte Voyages, I 465.

Two kaderkint of butter, put In by Mr. Peirce tor Ser-

jeant Willes. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 470.

A tun of man in thy large bulk is writ;
But sure thou'rt but a kilderkin of wit.

Dryden, MacPlecknoe.

kilef (kil), to. [< ME. Mle, kyle, kylle, < leel. hyU,

a boil.] An ulcer; a sore.

Som for envy sail haf in thair lyms.
Also kyUes and felouns and apostyms.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, L 2694.

kilerg (Ml'ferg), to. [Irreg. < Gr. x'^''-">h a thou-

sand (see kilo-), + ipycyv, work (see erg).] In

physics, a thousand ergs.
Tcil1fia.Tnitfl (kil'am-it), m. [< Kilham (see def.)

-I- 4te^.] A member of the "New Connection
of Wesleyan Methodists": so called from Alex-
ander Kilham (1762-98), the founder of the

organization.

killMnic (Ml'^i-M-nik' ), n. Same as MnniMniek.

kilin (ki-len'), M. [Chin.] A fabulous creature
mentioned in Chinese mythology. It Is represented
as a kind of unicorn, and is said to have appeared at the
birth of Confucius. In Japan it is called kirin, and takes

in decorative art different forms, sometimes that of a horse
with head and jaws modified to appoach those of a croco-

dile and an immense spreading talL

kilk (Mlk), TO. [Contr. of "killock, kellock, nit. <

AS. eerlic, > E. charlock, q. v.] Charlock, Bras-

sica Sinapistrum. [Prov. Eng.]
killi (kil), V. t. [< ME. killen, kyUen, commonly
cullen (later also, as early mod. E., coll, cole),

strike, cut, < Icel. kolla, mt on the head, harm,
= Norw. kylla, poll (trees), = D. koUen, knock
down; from the noun, leel. kollr, top, head, =
Norw. koll, top, head, crown : see cotO-. The
notion that Mil is another form of ^leU, AS.
ewellan. Mil, is erroneous.] If. To strike, beat,

cut, or stab ; strike down.
Thcre-at Thelaphus hade tene, & tumet belyue^
Caght to a kene spere, cnttyng before,

Caupit euyn with the knight ; kyld hym to detbe.

Destruetion of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X 1- 1280S.

3. To deprive (a human being or any animal,

or, in more recent use, a vegetable) of life, by
any means

;
put to death ; slay.

Ennye and yuel wiUe was In the lewes;
The! casten and contreneden to tuUe hym whan the!

mijte. Piers Ploumum (BX xvL 127.

I wiU deal in poison with thee, or In bastinado, or in

steeL ... I will kOl thee a hundred and fifty ways.
Bhak., As you I.!ke it, v. 1, 62.

3. To destroy; render wholly inactive, inef-

ficient, etc.; deaden; quell; overpower; sub-

due; suppress; cancel: as, sudden showers UU
the wind; a thick carpet kills the sound of foot-

steps.
This way yon km your merit, kCU your causey
And him you would raise life to.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, Iv. 1.

Thehose was cut, fire dumped out, . . . pins removed,
and engines killed so that it will take days to bring them
to life again.

PhOadelpMa Evening Telegraph, March 20, lfl86u

It is a singular commentary on the commercial progreiV

of Colorado that many promising towns have been kSUd
by the railroads, while others have been made rich and
happy. Harper's Weekly, Jan. 19, lo89, Supp., p. ca

4. To nullify or neutralize the active qualitie*

of; deprive (a thing) of its eharactenstie ac-

tive or useful qualities; weaken; dilute: as, to

kill grain (by overheating it in the process of

grinding); to kiU fire-damp (to mix or dilute it

with atmospheric air) ; to kUl wire (by stretch-

ing it 80 as to destroy its ductility).

The gentleman that always has Indefinite quantities of

black tea to klU any extra glass of clatet be may have

swallowed. O. W. Holmes, Autocrat, p. Iffi.

The lye will have lost Its causticity, or, in technical lan-

guage, ... it is kiOed. Ure, Diet., IIL Ml
Throw in a good handful of common salt to kill the acid.

Workshop Beeeipts, Ist aer., p. 3W-

5. To reject; discard: &8,tokiUsi paragraph
in a report ; to kill an article in type.—To do a
iSling to Wli, to do it in a killing or irresistible manner:
as, she was dressed to iiK; he dances to iiZZ. [Low, U.S.)

—To MU down, tA destroy tbe life of (a plant) as far as

to ttie roots or stem.-To Mil oB, to exterminate.—To
kill time, to occupy spare time with employments, recre-

ations, or amusements of merely passing interest or enter-

tainment
If kflUng birds be such a crime, . . .

yrbiA Odakjon, Sir, otkOUng Time f

Cooper, Beau's Beply-

To km opt, to kill by wholesale or sumnutllj.
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Swearing that we
Are mere usuiperB, tyrants, and what's worse,
To fright the animals and to kai them up,
In their assign'd and native dwelling-place.

Shah., As you Like it, a 1, e2.

-iyn., 2. Kill, Slaju, Murder, Aesasslnate, SkmgMer, Mat-
mere, Deepatch. Kul is the general word, meaning simply
to deprive of life, whether wrongfully (Ex. xx. 13), acci-
dentally, in self-defense, in war, or by process of law. Slay
is a less commonplace word with the same meaning as
kai. Murder is the general word for killing wrongfully,
especially with premeditation. Assaseinate means to kill
wrongfully by surprise, suddenly, or by secret assault.
To slaughter is to kill brutally or in great numbers ; mas-
mare is more intense than slaughter, meaning to kill in-
discriminately, without need or without warrant, rapidly
or in great numbers. To de^aateh is to kill with promptness
or quickness, and generally in a quiet way. KUl, slay,
iUmghter, and despatch may apply to ordinary and proper
taking of the life of an animal. Kill and sUmghter are
the ordinary words used to describe the work of a butcher.

kllli (kil), n. [< im\ «.] The act of Mlliug,
as game. [Hunting slang.]

Then [they rode] across the road . . . Just in time for
the kUl. Camhill Mag., June, 1862, p. 722.

kill^, n. and v. See hiVn.

kill^ (kil), n. [< D. Ml, a channel, MD. Tcille,

kiele, an inlet, = leel. Mil = Norw. kil, a chan-
nel, canal, iniet.] A channel, creek, stream,
or bed of a river : used especially as an element
of American names in the parts originally set-
tled by the Dutch : as, Kill van Kull (the strait
between Staten Island and New Jersey), Cats-
kill, SahuyVdll.
A great stream gushed forth, . . . made its way to the

Hudson, and continues to flow to the present day ; being
the identical stream known by the name of KsateTe-kUl.

Irvinff, Rip Van Winkle, Postscript.

Their windows looking upon the boisterous cross-cur-
rents of the Harlem Zills. The Cemjtury, XXXVII. 868.

killable (kil'a-bl), a. [< TcilP-, v., + -able.'] Capa-
ble of being or fit to be killed. [Rare.]

Looking at the " holluschickie " alone, as they really
represent the only Mlable seals, then the commercial value
of the same would be expressed by the sum of $1,800,000
to $2,000,000. Fisheries of U. S. , T. iL 369.

killadar (Ml'a-dar), «. [Also kellidar; < Hind.
hilldda/r, the governor or commandant of a fort,

< hila', Mlla, a fort, + -ddr, one who holds.] In
India, the commandant of a fort or garrison.

The /ugitive garrison . . . returned with 600 more, sent
by the I^ellidar of Vandiwash.

Orme, Mogul Empire (ed. 1803), IL 217.

killas^ (kil'as), ». [Also callys : Com.] Clay
slate; slaty'roek. [Cornwall.]

The term killae is locally applied to e rery member of the
slate series ; and, in fact, to every rock which our miners
cannot identify as either granite or elvan. Henwood.

killas^ (kil'as); n. [Cf . kiUimore.] The earth-

nut, Bunium flexuosvm. [Prov. Eng.]
killbuck (kil'buk), n. [< UlU, v., + olaj. luehK
Cf. butcher, as ult. containing the element
fiMcfci.] A butcher: a term of contempt.
Thar. Well, have you done now, Ladie ?

Ars. my evreet mlbuck 1

Tha/r. You now in your shallow pate thinke this a dis-

grace to mee. Chapman, Widdowes Teares, i.

kill-calf (kil'kaf), n. [< 7mK v., + obj. caZ/1.]
One who slaughters calves formarket ; a butch-
er. In the quotation used as an adjective.

[Rare.]

And there they make private shambles with kil-calfe

cruelty, and sheepe-slaughtering murther.
John Taylor, Works (1830).

kill-COUrtesyt, n. [< UlU, v., + obj. courtesy.]

Apersonwanting in courtesy; a boor; a clown.
[Rare.]

Pretty soul ; she durst not lie

Near this lack-love, this kill-courtem.

Shak., M. K D., ii. 3, 77.

kill-cow (kil'kou), n. [< Mll^, v., + obj. cow^]
1. A butcher. [Burlesque and rare.]— 3. A
terrible fellow. Hallvwell. [North. Eng.]

You were the onely noted man, th' onely kUlkow, th'

onely terrible fellow. Cotgrave.

kill-CU (kil'ku), n. [Imitative.] The greater

or lesser yellowshanks, Totanus melanolettcus

ov T.flavipes. a.TrumbuU,1888. [New Jersey.]

killcleer,killdee(kil'der,kil'de),». [AlsoMtiee,

kildeer; imitative ofthe bird's cry.] Thelargest
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and commonest ring-plover of North America,
.Mgialites vociferus: so called in imitation of
its shrill two-syllabled note. The killileer is from
9 to 10 inches long, and 20 in extent of wings. The hill

is black ; the eye is black with a bright ring around it ; the
legs are pale; the upper parts are grayish-brown with
a bronzed olive tint, changing to orange-brown on the
rump ; the under parts are pure white, with two black col-

lars encircling the neck ; the frontand line over the eye are
white, with a black stripe over this ; and the tail-feathers

are peculiarly variegated with black, white, and the bright
color of the rump. It occurs almost everywhere in North
America, is migratory, not gregarious, very noisy, and rest-

less. It nests on the ground, in grass or shingle, and lays
four pyriform eggs 14 inches long and lA inches broad, of
a drab color heavily blotched with blackish brown.

It was the plaintive cry of a ktldee startled from its so-

journ on the bank. Hairpefa Mag. , LXXVIII. 48,

The sepulchral boom of the bittern, the shriek of the
curlew, and the complaint of the MMe«»--plover were be-
yond the power of expression. Bret Harte, Sketches, p. 90.

kill-devil (kil'dev"l), n. [< Min, v., + obj.

devil.] 1. A terrible fellow.

So I should be called KUl-deml all the parish over.
Marlowe, Faustus, i. 4.

2. A kind of artificial bait.

killeck, n. See killock.

killeen (ki-len'), ». [Ir.] The Irish moss or
carrageen, Chondrus crispus.

killer (kil'er), n. 1. One who kills or deprives
of life ; especially, a slaughterer ; a butcher.

But he conueighed him selfe a farre of from the bondes
of ye citee of Hierusalem, the IcUler of prophets, & went
to the citie of Ephraim, wherunto ye desert was nigh.

J. JldaZl, On Jotm xL

Let us . . . bring back our prince by seeing his killers

die. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

2. A club of hard wood, used for killing fish.

—

3. A delphinid, Orca gladiator, and other spe-
cies of that genus : so called from their raven-
ous and ferocious habits. Killers hunt in packs, and
not only destroy such small species of their own kind as
dolphins and porpoises, but attack and sometimes kiU
whales much larger than themselves. See Orca. Also
kiUer-fish, killer-whale.

The other cetaceans of this group are generally distin-

guished as narwhals, grampuses, kulers, bottlenoses, dol-

phins, and porpoises. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 526.

Coupon-killer. See coupon.

killesse, n. A variant of coulisse.

killhog (kil'hog), n. [< kUP-, v., + hog\] A
wooden trap used by hunters in Maine. Bart-
lett. [Local, U. S.j

killick, «. See killock.

killie (kil'i), n. Same as MlUfish.

killiflsh (kil'i-fish), n. [Irreg. < D. kil, chan-
nel, + fisli^.] A name given about New York
to fishes of the family Cyprinodontidm and gen-
era Fundulus and Sydrargyra, having an elon-

gatedform,depressedscalyhead,bandsofpoint-
ed teeth in the jaws, and a dorsal fin mostly in

advance of the anal, with from 11 to 17 rays.
The common or green killiflsh is FundmlMS heleroclitus,

with 5 branchlostegal rays : also called nmmmychog and
salt-water minnow. The barred, bass, big, or striped kil-

liflsli is Hydrarrgyra majalie, with 6 branchiostegal rays:
also called May-fish, rockfish, and bull-minnow. Pundidus
diaphanits shares the name barred JcUlifish, and is also call-

ed spring minnow and spring mummychog. Some of the
killiflshes are known as mvd-dabilers, and others as stud-

fishes. The name is extended to some of the top-minnows
of the related genus Zygonectes, as Z. notatui, known as the
ilack-sided killifish. These flshes abound in shallow bays,
channels, and ditches, and along the protected shores of

eastern North America.

killigrew (kil'i-grS), ». [Origin obscure; of.

Killigrew, a surname.] The chough or red-leg-

ged orow; Pyrrhocorax graculus.

klllikinick (kil"i-ki-nik'), n. Same as kinni-

kimick.

killimore (kil'i-mor), n. The earthnut, Bunium
Hexuosum. Also killas. [Prov. Eng.]

killing (kil'ing), M. [Verbal n. of Ma, w.] The
act of slaying or depriving of life.

There must be an actual killing to constitute murder.
Blackstone, Com., IV. xiv.

killing (kil'ing), p. a. 1. Depriving of life;

deadly; doing execution.

The third day comes a frost, a killing frost.

Shak., Hen. VIIL, iii. 2, 366.

Another very killing Hy, known by the name of the Dun-
Cut. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 267.

Killdeer {/Egiatites voci/erus).

Oil the withering flower
The killini' sun smiles brightly.

Shelley, Adonais, xxxii.

2. Overpowering; irresistible: generally in the

sense of fascinating, bewitching, charming, so

as to attract and compel admiration : as, kUling

coquetries.

A mournful glance Sir Fopling upwards cast,
" Those eyes are made so killing "—was his last.

Pope, E. of the L., v. 64.

Pitt looked down with complacency at his legs, . . . and
thought in his heart that he was killing.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlv.

kiln

Madame von Eisenthal swept him a deep curtsey witb
a killing glance of adoration.

B. L. Stevenson, Prince Otto, ii. 4.

3. So terrible or frightful as almost to kill one

;

exceedingly severe ; exhausting ; wearing.
An hundred paces farther, and on the left hand, there

are the reliques of a Church, where they say that the
Blessed Virgin stood when her Sonne passed by, and fell
into a trance at the sight of that killing spectacle.

Sandys, 'Travailes, p. 1.51.

These fruitful fields, these numerous flocks I see.
Are others' gain, but killing cares to me.

Crabbe, The Village,

The general went on with kClling haughtiness.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxix.

The pace at which they went was really kMing.
W. H. Russell, The War, xxvii.

killingly (Hl'ing-li), adv. In a killing or irre-
sistible manner.
They have wrought up theu- zealous souls into such ve-

hemencies as nothing could be more kUlingly spoken.
MUttm, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst., Pref.

killing-time (kil'ing-tim), n. The seasonwhen
hogs are slaughtered. Bwrtlett. [U. S.]
killinite (kil'i-nit), n. [< Killin{ey) (see def.)
+ -ite^.] A mineral of a pale-green color. It is
a kind of pinite derived from the alteration of spodumene,
and is found at Killiney Bay in Ireland, and elsewhere.

killjoy (kil'joi), n. [< kilU, v., + obj. joy.]
One who or that which puts an end to plea-
sure

; one who spoils the enjoyment of others.

I find that I have become a sort of bogey

—

akUl-joy.
W. Black, A Daughter of Heth, xxvi,

killman^t, a. [< kill^, v., + obj. man.] Man-
killing; slaughtering.

Whom war-like Idomen did lead, co-partner in the fleet
With kUl^man Merion. Cht^pman, Hiad, ii. 673.

killman^ (kil'man), «.; pi. killmen (-men). [<
kill^ + man.] The man who has charge of a
kiln. [Scotch.]

There, busie KU-men ply their occupations
For brick and tyle ; there for their firm foundations
They dig to hell.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, Babylon,

killock (kU'ok), n. [Also spelled killick, killeck,

kelleck, kello'ck, and formerly keelek, keeleg; ori-

gin obscure.] 1. The arm of a pickax or the
fluke of an anchor. Jamieson. [Scotch.]—2.
A small anchor or weight for mooring a boat,
sometimes consisting of a stone secured by
pieces of wood. [U. S.]

Sol edvise the noomrous friends thet's in one boat withme
To jest up kUlock, jam right down their helium hard a lee.

Haul the sheets taut, an', laying out upon the Suthun tack,
Makefer the safest port they can, wicl^ I think, is Old Zack.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., ix.

There were some whole oars and the sail of his boat,
and two or three kUlicks and painters.

S. O. J&wett, Deephaven, p. 116.

To come to killock, to come to anchor. [U. S.]

About the Gumett's Nose the wind overblew so much
at N. W. as they were forced to come to a HUock at twenty
fathom. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 47.

killogie (ki-16'gi), ». [< kill^, kiln, + logic.]

The furnace of a Mln. [Scotch.]

Na, na, the muckle chumlay in the Auld Place reeked
like a killogie in his time. Scott, Guy Mannering, vL

killow (kil'6), n. [A form of colly^, collow, q. v.]

An earth of a blackish or deep-blue color,

kill-pott (kil'pot), n. [< kilP-, v.,+ obj. pot.] A
toss-pot; toper.

Has been in his days
A chirping boy and a kill-pot.

B. Jonson, Masque of Christmas.

killridget, ». An obsolete variant of culrage.

killut (kil'ut), n. [E. Ind.] In India, a robe
of honor presented by a superior to an inferior
on a ceremonial occasion ; hence, a ceremonial
or official present of any kind. Also kellaut,

khilat, killaut, and khelaut.

He the said Warren Hastings did send kellauts, or robes
of honour, ... to the said ministers.

Burke, Works, VII. 25.

On examining the kJielauts, . . . the serpeych . . . pre-
sented to Sir Charles Malet, was found to be composed of
false stones. J. Forbes, Oriental Memoirs, III. 60.

kilmagore (kil'ma-gor), n. A fish of the fam-
ily Scaridce, the Icarus pseudosearus cceruleus.

Kilmarnock bonnet. See bonnet.

kiln (kil), n. [Also kill, formerly kil; early mod.
B. kylne, kyll,<. ME. kylne, kulne, < AS. cyln, ey-

lene, cyline = Icel. kylna = Norw. kylna = Sw.
kdlna= lL>a,n. kolle, akiln, a drying-house,<L. cit-

Kna, a kitchen: see culinary. The present pro-
nunciationrequires the spellingWK (cf . mill, for-

merlymiln, of similar phonetic form) ; but Minis
the prevalent spelling.] A furnace or oven for
drying, baking, or burning. KUns maybe divided
into two chief classes : those for direct burning, in which,
the material is submitted to the action of fiame, the fuel
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and material being mingled together in one furnace ; and
tliose for vitrifying, drying, and baking, in which the ma-
terial is separated from the furnace proper. The lime-kiln
represents the first class. It consists of an upright furnace
resembling a blast-furnace, the limestone and fuel being
fed into the top and the burned lime or quicklime being
drawn below. (SeeK«t«l.) To the second class belong the
pottery-kilns, brick-kilns, and porcelain-kilns. ITie pot-
tery- and porcelain-kilns, which include also terra-cotta,
drain-pipe, and other similar kilns, consist of a structure,
usually of brick, circular in section and cone-shaped, the
furnaces being arranged around the edge below, and the
hollow space witliin being filled with the materials to be
burned or vitrified. In the common pottery-kiln the ma-
terials are exposed directly to the flames from the fur-
naces. In the kilns for finer ware the materials are pro-
tected from direct contact with the fires. Drying-kilns
for malt, hops, grain, lumber, etc., are strictly diy-houses
or drying-rooms, though sometimes called kilns. Fruit-
kilns are now superseded by evaporators. Brick-kilns are
properly distinguished from brick-clamps by the fact that
the furnace is a permanent structure. See brick2.

Not farre from the Citie are twentie Lyme kUg, and as
many Bnak-Mls, seruing for the reparations of the Tem-
ple, and the houses thereto belonging.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 616.

To lie in kilTig and bams at e'en . . .

Is, doubtless, great distress

!

Burnt, First Epistle to Davie.

kiln (kil), V. t. [Also kill; < kiln, n.] To dry or
bum in a Mln.
The dough [fire-clay] is compressed in a mould, dried

and strongly kUned. Ure, Diet., III. 226.

kiln-dried (kil'drid), a. Deprived of moisture
by treatment in a furnace or kiln.

kiln-hole (kU'hol), ». The opening of an oven.
Schmidt.

Fal. Ill creep up into the chimney.
Mrs. Ford. . . . Creep into the kUn-hble.

Slmk., M. W. of W., iv. 2, 59.

kiln-bouse (Mrhous), n. A bouse for baMng
and brewing.
And he [a vicar] and his Buccessors shall have a mes-

suage, and two bams, and one horse-mill, and kUne-howe,
and one acre of land in Spillesby aforesaid.

Slrype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1650.

kilo (kir6),m. An abbreviatedform of Mojrram.
kilodyne (kil'o-din), n. [Irreg. oontr. < Gr.

x't'Aioi, a thousand, + E. dyns.'] In physics, an
amount of force equal to 1,000 dynes.

kilogram, kilogramme (kil'o-gram), n. [< F.
kilogramme, < 6r. x'^i- (irreg. reduced in the
French metric system of nomenclature to

kilo-), a thousand,+ -ypd/i/m, a weight (a gram)

:

see gram^.'i The ultimate standard of mass in

the French system of weights and measures,
equal to 1,000 grams; the mass of a certain cyl-

inder of platinum deposited in the Archives of

France on the 22d of June, 1799, and thence
known as the Kilogramme des Archives. But in fu-

ture the ultimate standard will be the international kilo-

gram at the Pavilion de Breteuil near Sfevres ; this substi-

tution will not alter the value of the kilogram. The kilo-

gram was intended tobe (and is, within one ten-thousandth
part) the mass of a cubic decimeter of water at its maid-
mum density. It was ascertained by Miller to be equal to
15432.34874 grains, or 2.20462125 imperial pounds, with a
probable error of 3 in the last decimal place. An inde-
pendent determination by Miller (made merely as a check
upon the other) gave 2.20462116, with a probable error of
5 in the last place. The real error, however, and indeed
the variations of weight of this ill-constmctedKilogramme
des Archives, may very likely be somewhat great^. See
metric syelem, under metric.

kilogrammeter, kilogranunetre (kU-o-gram'-
e-ter), n. [< F. kilogrammHre ; as kilogram +
nieter^.1 A unit used in measuring mechanical
work, equal to the work done against gravity in
raising one kilogram a vertical distance of one
meter: it is equivalent to about 7.2 foot-pounds.

kUoliter, kilolitre (kil'o-le-ter), n. [< F. kilo-

litre, < Gtt. xOuoh * thousand, + Vrpa, a pound
(taken as ' liter ') : see liter.'] A unit of capa-
city equal to 1,000 liters.

Mlometer, kilometre (kil'o-me-ter), n. [< F.
kilometre, < Gr. ;f(/.«i', a thousand, + iitrpav, a
measure (taken as 'meter'): see ineter^.'] A
length of 1,000 meters, or f of a statute mile

less 19 feet 2 inches. Abbreviated km.
kilostere (kH'o-ster), n. [< F. kilost^e, < (Jr.

xi^Mt, a thousand, + arepedg, solid (taken as
'stere'): see stere.] A French solid measure,
consisting of 1,000 steres or cubic meters, and
equivalent to 35314.72 cubic feet.

kilowatt (kil'o-wot), n. [< Gr. xi-^-""-) a thou-
sand, -1- E. watt.] A thousand watts.
Mltl (kilt), V. t. [< ME. kylten, < Dan. kiMe, Mi-
tre, truss, tuck up, = Sw. dial, kilta, swaddle;
appar. < Icel. kjalta, the lap, = Sw. dial, kilta,

the lap, = Goth, kilthei, the womb.] 1. To
tuck up; truss up (the clothes). [Scotch.]

With wind wafilng hir haris lowslt of trac^
Hir skirt kSlU till hir bare knee.

Gavin Dmglas, ^neid, L 320.

Janet has kUtcd her green kirtle

A little abune her knee.
The Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, L 116).

3286

The wives maun kUt their coats and wade Into the surf

to tak' the fish ashore. Scott, Antiquary, xxvL

2. In dressmaking, to lay (a skirt or a flounce)

in deep, flat, longitudinal plaits hanging free at

the bottom, in the fashion of a Highland kilt,

kilti (Mlt), n. [Also kelt; < kilt^, v. Cf. Icel.

kilting, a skirt. The Gael, word for 'kilt' is

represented by fillibeg. The Ir. cealt, Olr. celt,

clothes, is prob. unrelated.] In the original

Highland dress, that part of the belted plaid

which hung below the waist ; in modem times,

a separate garment, a sort of petticoat reach-

ing from the girdle nearly to the knees, com-

posed of tartan and deeply plaited. The gar-

ment is imitated in various fabrics for chil-

dren's wear. See
Aft have I wid thro' glens with chorkmg feet.

When neither plaid nor kelt cou'd fend the weet.
Rammy, Poems, II. 393.

There arises in the mind of the present writer a comi-

cal vision of the twurling plaid kUt worn by the very in-

adequate representative of the historically kiltless thane.

The Academy, Oct. 20, 1888, p. 262.

Among the Highlanders, the kilt seems to have been
originally formed by folding and girding up the lower part

of the mantle or plaid. JamUeem.

kilt^ (kUt). An obsolete or dialectal preterit

and past participle of kill^.

kilts (kilt), a. [Origin obscure.] Small ; lean

;

slender. Malliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

kilted (kil'ted), a. [< Mm, n., + -ed?.] Wear-
ing a kilt.

Thus having said, the kilted goddess kissed

Her son, and vanish'd in a Scottish mist.

Byron, English Bards and Scotch Eeviewers.

kilter, kelter^ (Ml'tfer, kel'tfer), n. [Cf. kilt-

ing'^; origin uncertain.] Order; proper form,
adaptation, or condition : only in the colloquial

phrase out of Miter.

Ye very sight of one [a gun] (though oirf of kUter) was a
terrour nnto them.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 235.

If the organs of prayer be out of keUer, or out of tune,
how can we pray? Barrow, Works, L vl

"I'm a failure because I always see double," pursued
Hollis, "like a stereoscope out of kilter."

C. F. Woolson, Jupiter Lights, xviiL

kiltingl (kil'ting), m. [Verbal n. of fci^^l, i;.] An
arrangement of flat plaits set close together,
each one hiding about half of the last, so as
generally to make three thicknesses of stuff.

Mlting2 (kil'ting), n. [CLkilter.] 1. Atool; an
instrument.—2. One of the component parts of
a thing.

kimbot, kimboUf, kimbowt, n. See akimbo.
kimbof (kim'bo), a. [Also kembo; by aphere-
sis from akimbo, akimbow, q. v.] Bent, as the
arms when set akimbo. [Rare.]

The H7nZ)o-handles seem with bears foot carv'd.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, iii.

kimbot (kim'bo), V. t. [Also kembo; < kimbo,
a.] To set (the arms) akimbo; crook; bend.

''Cons, madam !

" said he, and he kemboed his arms, and
strutted up to me. . . . *' Kemboed &TmB I my iord, are yon
not sorry for such an air?"

I
Bichardion, Sir diaries Grandison, IV. 288.

kimet, n, A Middle English form of com.e.

kimelint, kimelingt, n. Same as kimnel.

Anon go gete ns faste into this in
A knedyng trongh or ellis a kymelyn.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, t 362.

kim-kamt (kim'kam), a. [A varied redupl. of
kam)^, cam^.] Crooked; awry.
The wavering commons in kym kam sectes are haled.

Stanihurst, tr. of VlrgfL

True (quoth I), common it is in some sort, and in some
sort not : but first mark, I beseech you, the comparison,
how they go clean kirn kam, and against the stream, as if

rivers run up hills. HoUand, tr. of Plutarch, p. 959.

kimmer (kim'er), n. A variant of eummer.
Kimmerian (ki-me'ri-an), a. and n. See Citu-

merian. Gladstone.

Kimmeridge clay, shale. See Kimmeridgian.
Kimmeridge-coal money, ornament. See
money, ornament.
Kimmeridgian (kim-e-rij'i-an), a. and n. [<
Kimmeridge (see def.) -I- -iari'.] In geol., noting
a division of the Jurassic series, forming the
base of the upper or Portland OSlite group as
used by EngUsh geologists, and named from
Bammeridge, on the coast of Dorsetshire. The
rocks of this geological division are chiefly shales, cement-
stones, and clays. In the lower division of the Kimme-
ridgian fossils are abundant, and among them are bones
of various saniians. Portions of the Kimmeridge shale are
so bituminous that they have been, and still are, burned
by the cottagers as fuel in districts where they occur.
The shale has also been employed at various times for
making naphth^ candles, and even gas. This is the ma-
terial from which the so-called " coal money " was made in
prehistoric times. The cement.stones of the Kimmerid-
gian liave been used for cement.

kin

klmnelt (kim'nel), n. [(o) Early mod. E. also

kymnel, kemnel, Sc. kimmen, kymmond, ME. kym^

nell, kymnelle (ML. dmimile); (6) also kimUng,

kemlin, early mod. E. *Mmelin, kemelm, < ME.
kymelyng, kymlyne, kemeVyn (of. ML. cwmula, eimi-

line), a bowl, tub; prob. dim. of the form seen

in MD. komme, D. kom = LG. kumm = OHG.
chuhma, chohma, chuma, MHG. G. Jmmme =
Dan. kum, kumme, abowL kettle, < L. cucuma, a
cooking-vessel, a kettle.] A large tub used in

salting meat, in brewing, and for other purposes.

She's somewhat simple, indeed ; she knew not what a

kimnel was ; she wants good nurture mightily.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 7.

kimono (ki-mo'no), n. [Jap.] In Jap. cos-

tume, a garment resembling a European dress-

ing-gown, folding across the breast, leaving

the neck exposed, and held in place by a sash.

The principal outer garment of both sexes is made in this

form, the chief difference being in the sleeves. Art. Jour.,

1888, p. 166.

Eimri, Kimry (kim'ri), n. pi. See Oymry.
kini (kin), n. [< ME. kin, km, ken, kim, < AS.
cynn, oyn = OS. kuntii = OPries. ken, kin, kon,

kin, kind, race, tribe, = D. kunne.sex, = MLG.
kurme = OHG. cunni, chunni, MHG. chunne, kiin-

ne, kin, kind, race, = Icel. kyn, kin, = Dan.
kjon= Sw. kon, sex, = Goth, kuni, kin: allied to

kind^, Mnd^, kindle^ ken^, child, and ult. to the

equiv. Ir. (Jael. cine, race, family, = L. genus=
Gr. yhogz=: Lith. gamas = Skt./ana«, kind, race;

all ult. from the -/ *gen, Skt. y/ jan, beget: see

genus, genierate, etc., and kind^, Mnd^, kerfi, etc.

Hence ult. Mndred, Mng^, etc.] 1. Bace; fam-
ily; breed; kind.

We beoth of Suddenne,
Icome of gode kenne,
Of Cristene blode.

And kynges suthe gode.
King Bom (B. E. T. S.), L 176.

Thou hast lore [lost] thin cardinals at thi meste nede

;

Ne keverest thou hem nevere for nones kunnes mede.
Flemish Ingurrection (Child's Ballads, VI. 278).

Snares and tames with fear and danger
A bright beast of a flery kin. Smnbume.

2, Collectively, persons of the same race or

family; kindred.

Here seith the book that Oonnore, the donghter of the

senescallis wit hadde right riche kynne ofgoode knyghtee.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), i£ 461.

The ia.ther, mother, and the kin beside. Dryden.

By the natural expansion of the Household Htu are

formed ; and these kins in turn form within themselves
smaller bodies of nearer kinsmen, intermediate, as it were,

between the household and the entire kin.

W. E. Beam, Aryan Household, p. 280.

3. Relationship; consanguinity or affinity; near
connection or alliance, as of those having com-
mon descent.

'Cause grace and virtue are within
Prohibited degrees of Hn;
And therefore no true saint allows
They shall be sufler'd to espouse.

S. BuOer, Hodibras, in. L 1294.

4f, Kind; sort; manner; way.
" What calle ge the castel, " quod I, " that Kuynde hath

I-maket,
And what cunnes thing is Kuynde?"

Piers Plowman (A), x. 26.

A ryght grete companye withalle.
And that of sondry regiouns.
Of alles kinnes condiciouns
That dweUe in erthe under the mone.

Chaucer, Honse of Fame, L 1631.

O thae hae sought her, lady Maisry,
Wl' broaches, and wl' rings;

And they hae courted her, lady Maisry,
Wi' a' Hn kind of things.

Lady Maisry (Child's Ballads, IL 80).

Kith and kin. 8eeK«/i,3.—Nextof Mn. (a) The rela-

tives of a decedent entitled to his personal estate under
the statute of distributions. See heir, (b) A person's
nearest relatives according to the civil law. (BUmton.) The
phrase does not include a widow, she being specifically
provided for by the law as widow, and It is sometimes
used in contradistinction to children : as, the widow, chil-

dren, and next of kin. In either use it means that one
(or more) who stands in the nearest degree of blood-rela-
tionship to the deceased. What degree is deemed near-
est vanes somewhat in the details M the law of different
jurisdictions ; bat in general where there are no children,
or descendants of children, the father is the next of kin,

and if there is no father, the mother, and if no parent,
the brothers and sisters are the next of kin, and so on.—
Of kin, of the same kin ; having relationship; of the same
nature or kind; akin. SeeaKn.
The king is near o/Hn tons. 2Sam.xix.42.

Like the wife, the adopted son, when he jtassed ont from
his former household, ceased to have any connection with
his former relatives. He was no longer of kin to bis nat-

ural father or to his brothers In the flesh.

W. E. Beam, Aryan Household, p. 104.

To COimt Mn See county.

kini (kin), a. [Partly < kitO-, n., partlyby aphere-
sis from akin.] 1. Of Mn; of the same blood;
related.
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Ny kyntie Is to King off Norway,
For ol Melusine diaoended all ttoy.

Som. ofPartenay (B. B. T. S.), L 6278.

Because she's kin to me, therefore she's not so fair as
Helen. Shak., T. and C, L 1, 75.

2. Of the same kind or nature; having afflnity.

Yet do I not use . . . any suchproverb, so little M» to
the purpose. Shak., Hen. V., iiL 7, 71.

Melissa hitting all we saw with shafts
Of gentle satire, kin to clmrity.

Tennyson, Princess, iL

kin^ (kin), n. [A dial, (imassibilated) var. of
cWwel.] A chap or chilblain. [Prov. Eng.]

Mn3(kin),TO. [Chin.] A weight, in use in China
and Japan, equal to 601.043 grams, or nearly
1^ pounds avoirdupois ; a catty.

km* (kin), n. [Chin.] A Chinese musical in-
strument, of very ancient origin, having from
live to twenty-flve silken strings. It is played
like a lute.

-kin. [< ME. -kin (rarely -ken), much used in
forming diminutives of proper names, as Daw-
kin, Bawhim, Hopkin, limkin, Tomlcin, etc. (many
of which exist as surnames in the orig. poss.
form -kins, as Dawkins, Hawkins, TomMns or
TompMns, etc. ) ; not found in AS. , and prob. of
D. origin: < D. -ken = LG. -ken = OHG. -km,
-cMn, MHGr. -kin, -alien, G. -ehen, a compoun,d
dim. sufflx, < -fc + -m, orig. -m, now, in the sim-
ple form, -e» (see -e»»3).] A diminutive suffix, at-

tached to nouns to signifya little object of the
kind mentioned: as, lamhldn, a little lamb; pip-
7«», a little pipe ; catfciw, a little cat, etc. As ap-
plied to persons it usually conveys contempt, as in lordUn.
It is sometimes preceded by a snort vowel, as in canaidn
or caniiAldn, manaJdn or 'manildn, bootikin, etc. In the ob-
solete bodikin, ladiHn (lakin), etc., the diminutive form is

due to the tendency to mince oaths. In many_ words, as
'bumpkin, buskin, firkin, griskin, kilderkin, nudkin, napkin,
siskin, etc., the diminutive force is for various reasons (but
chiefly because most of them are not of original English
formation) not now perceived. In finikin the sufilx is

adjectival. In bodkin, gherkin, pmmpHn, and some other
words the termination requires special explanation: see
their etymology.

idnsestliesiai (kin-es-the'si-a), n. [< Gr. lavelv,

move, + alaBriatQ, perception.] The muscular
sense ; the sense of muscular efEort. Also kin-

esthesia, kincestliesis, kinesthesis.

kinsesthetic, a. See kinesthetic.

kinate (kin'at), «. [= P. kinate; as kin(ic) +
-ate^.2 A salt of kinic acid.

kinbotet) «• An obsolete variant of cynebot.

kinch^t, »• [Early mod. E. also Jcintch; < ME.
kynch, a bundle; perhaps a transposed form of

knitch, q. v.] A bundle : same as Imitch.

A kintch of wood, fascis. Levins, Manip.yocab., p. 150.

kinch^ (kinoh), n. Same as keneh.

kinchin (kin'ehin), n. [Formerly also kynchin,

kynchen; < MD. Mndeken, kinneken (= MLG.
kindekm, LG. kindken, kinneken = G. kindehen),

a little child (also in D., a little txm, kilderkin:

see kilderkin), < kind, child, -I- dim. -ken: see

child and -kin.'] A child. [Thieves' slang.]
—Kinchin lay, the robbing of children (see the extract)

;

hence, a minor rOle among professional thieves. IXhieves'

slang.]

"Ain't there any other line open?" "Sto]f," said the
Jew, laying his hand on I^oah's knee. " The kimshin lay,"

"What's that?" demanded Mr. Claypole. "The kinchins,

my dear," said the Jew, "is the young children that's sent

on errands by their mothers, with sixpences and shillings,

and the lay is just to take their money away."
Sickene, Oliver Twist, xli

"The detective business," which is, at the best, the kin-

ohin lay of fiction. The Academy, Sept. 29, 1888, p. 203.

kinchin-covet, kinchin-cot (kin'chin-kov, -ko),

n. A youth not thoroughly instructed in vaga-
bond knavery. Salliwell. [Thieves' slang.]

kinchin-mortt (kin'chin-m6rt), m. Aehild, gen-
erally a girl a year or two old, carried on the

backby professional beggar-women. [Thieves'

The times are sair altered since I was a kimldn mart.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxviit

kincob (kin'kob), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind, fcim-

khwab, Guzarathi kinkhdb.] A rich stuff made
in India with sUk or silk and cotton and a free

use of gold thread, silver thread, or both. Also

kinkhab.
Sandal-wood workboxes and kincob scarfs. Thackeray.

Stolen out of the house of Mr. Peter Paggen in Love

lane near Eastcheap, ... One Isabella colour Kincob

Gown flowered with Green and Gold.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne,

[I. lo7.

kindi (Mnd), a. [< ME. kinde, kynde, kvmde, in

earliest form icunde, < AS. gecynde, very rarely

without the prefix, <^nde, natural, inborn, < ge-,

a generalizing prefix, + *eimd, used only as a

sufflx, -cund, born, of a particular nature (as in

godound, of the nature of God, divine), native,
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natural, = Goth, -kunds, bom (cf. loeL kundr,
son); with orig. pp. suffix -d (see -ed^), from
the verb represented by the secondary (causal)
form, AS. eennan, obs. E. ken, beget, bring forth,

whence also the noun, AS. eynn, B. kin^ : seeUn\
ken^. Hence the noun fc»«(|2,q. v.] If. Native;
natural; characteristic; proper to the genus,
species, or individual.

How kinde and propir it is to thee.

On synful men that to tfiee calle.

On hem to haue mercy and pitee.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 198.

How sholde a plaunte, or lyves creature,

Lyve withoute his kynde noriture?
Chmwer, Troilus, iv. 768.

It becometh sweeter than it should be, and loseth the
kind taste. HoUand.

2. Of a sympathetic nature or disposition; be-
neficently disposed; good-hearted; considerate
and tender in the treatment of others ; benevo-
lent; benignant.
He is kind unto the unthankful and to the evil.

Luke vi. 3S.

I must be cruel, only to be kind.
Shak., Hamlet, iiL 4, 177.

The kindest and the happiest pair
WiU And occasion to forbear.

Cowper, Mutual Eorbearance.

Kind hearts are more than coronets.
And simple faith than Norman blood.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

3. Loving; affectionate; full of tenderness; ca-
ressing.

The great care of goods at random left

Drew me from kind embracements of my spouse.
Shak., C. of E., i 1, 44.

Do lovers dream, or is my Delia kind?

,
Pope, Autumn, L 52.

Oh, the woods and the meadows.
Woods where we hid from the wet,

• Stiles where we stay'd to be kind.
Meadows in which we met

!

Tennyson, The Window, xL

4. Marked by sympathetic feeling; proceed-
ing from goodness of heart; amiable; oblig-

ing; considerate: as, a hind act; Mnd treat-

ment; fcjmc? regards.

We'll visit Caliban, my slave, who never
Yields us kind answer. Shak., Tempest, L 2, 307.

I've heard of hearts unkind, kind deeds
With coldness still returning.

Wordsworth, Simon Lee.

5. Of a favorable character or quality; propi-
tious; serviceable; adaptable; tractable: as,

kind weather; a horse kind in harness.

The elements be kind to thee.
Shak., A. and C, iiL 2, 40.

Gabriel Plats takes care to distinguish what hay is kind-
est for sheep. Boyle, Works, VI. 367.

Since he began to wander forth
Among the mountain-peaks, the region round
Has had the kindest seasons.

1 Bryant, Tale of Cloudland.

Kind wltt, mother-wit ; natural or common sense.

So grace is a gyfte of God and kynde vritt a chaunce.
And oleregye and connyng of kynde mttes techynge.

Piers Plovmmn (C), xv. 33.

=S3m. 3 and 3. Oraeums, Ooodnatured, ete. (see benig-

nant); Kindly, eto. (seekiridly); benign, beneficent, boun-
teous, generous, indulgent, tender, humane, compassion-
ate, good, lenient, clement, mild, gentle, bland, friendly,

amicable.

kind^ (kind), n. [< ME. kimde, kynde, kynd,

kende, kunde, cunde, or (earliest form) icunde, <

AS. gecynd, neut., orig. fem. (also rarely ge-

cynde, fern., and geeyndu, fem. ; rarely and er-

roneouslywithout the prefix, cynd, kind, nature),

< ge-, a generalizing or collective prefix (see i-),

+ "cund, used only as a suffix, -cund, bom, na-
tive, natural: seekind^. The noun fciwd^ig thus

ult., though not directly, from the adj. kind^.]

If. Nature ; natural constitution or clfiaracter.

With synne we ban defoulid cure kinde,
And Jdnde may we not eachewe

;

To wrathtlie thee, God, we ben vnklnde

;

Thou kindeli king, we ben vntrewe

!

Hymns to Vir'gin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

Some of you, on pure instinct of nature.
Are led by kind v admire your fellow-creature.

Dryden.

St. Natural disposition, propensity, bent, or

characteristic.

The bee has three kyndis. Ane es that scho es neuer
ydill. Hampole, Prose Treatises (B. E. T. S.), p. 8.

The kinde of childhode y dide also,

With my felawis to figte and threte.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (B. E. T. S.), p. 83.

St. Natural descent.

That [he] sohal be emperour after him of heritage bi kynde.

Wmam 0/ Paierm (E. E. T. S.), L 1445.

4. A class ; a sort ; a species ; a number of indi-

vidual objects having common characters peou-

kind

liar to them. [The word class has to a conside r-

able extent supplanted Mnd.'}

Then schalle sche tume azen to hire owne Kynde, and
ben a Woman azen. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 23.

God made the beast of the earth after his kind, and cat-
tle after their kind, and every thing that creepeth upon the
earth after his kind. Gen. L 25.

Down he alights among the sportful herd
Of those four-footed kinds. Milton, P. L., iv. 397.

And the Christ of God to find
In the humblest of thy Hnd.

Whittier, Curse of diarter-Breakers.

What kind of tales did men tell men.
She wonder'd, by themselves?

Tennyson, Princess, ProL
Whether strong or weak.

Far from his kind he neither sank nor soared.
But sate an equal guest at every board.

Lowell, Agassiz, iL 2.

Accordingly, the classeswhich are in some sense entitled
to the name of Kinds, inasmuch as the objects composing
them are really connected in natm-e by so genuine a bond
as that of community of origin, are nevertheless loosely
defined, and may narrow or widen, or be lost entirely, ac-
cording to the direction and extent of the lines along
which their origin may be imagined to be traced.

F. and C. L. Franklin, Mmd, XIIL 84.

5. In a loose use, a variety ; a particular varia-
tion or variant: as, a kind of low fever. See
kind of, below.

I have a kind of alacrity in sinking.
Shak., M. W. of W., IiL 6, 13.

6t. Gender; sex.

And be twyne every of the Pagents went lityll oliildem
of both kynds, gloriusly and rechely Dressed.

Torkington, Diarie of Bug. Travel], p. 14.

lliiB princess of the North
Surpasses all of female Hnd
In beauty, and in worth.

The Laidley Worm of Spindleilmi-heugh (Child's Ballads,
(L 282).

7. Specific manner or way; method of action
or operation.

Dumb jewels often, in their silent kind.
More than quick words do move a woman's mind.

Shak., T. G. of V., iiL 1, 90.

I have been consulted with.
In this high kind, touching some great men's sons.

B. Jonsan; Volpone, iL 1.

Men that live accordhig to the right rule and law of
reason, live but in their own kind, as beasts do in theirs.

Sir T. Browne, Eeliglo Medici, L 54.

We will take nothing from you, neithermeat, drinke, nor
lodging, but what we will, in one kind or other, pay you
for. Weshm, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation,

[p.l2L
Being mirthful he, but in a stately kind.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine,

8t. Eace; family; stock; descent; a Kite 61 in-

dividuals related as parent or ancestor and
child or descendant.

Porchase . . . indulgences ynowie, and be iiigtat to thy

The holygosthuyreth the nat. Piers Plominam(_C), xx. 219.

Comen of so lough a kynde.
Chancer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 245.

She's such a one, that, were I well assured
Came of a gentle kind and noble stock,
I'd wish no better choice. Shak., Pericles, v. 1, 69.

9t. Blood-relationship.

Hiat, nature, blood, and laws of kind forbid.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 1.

Conununlon In one kind. Same as half-commjunimi.—
In a kind, in a way; to some extent; in some degree;
after a fasliion.

My paper is, in a kind, a letter of news.
Steele, Spectator, Ko. 468.

In kind, with matter or things of the same kind, or of
the kind produced or possessed, instead of money : said

of payment: as, a loan of bullion or of stocks to be re-

turned in kind; to pay rent, eto., in Hnd (that is, with
products of the soil, or with the merchandise produced
or dealt in).

Tythes are more paid in Hnd in England than in all

Italy and France. Seldm, Table-Talk, p. 109.

The tax upon tillage was often levied in Hnd upon corn.
ArbvXhnot, Ancient Coins.

Kind of (also sort of) runs into certain marked idioms.
It is used with a following noun to express something
like or resembling or pretty near to what the noun ex-

presses : as, he is a Hnd o/fool (that is, not far from being
a fool). Then, in careless and vulgar speech, it is trans-

ferred (especially in the abbreviated form Hnd o\ pro-
nounced kind g, and often written Hndefr, where the r is

never pronounced) to use before an adjective : as, that is

Idnd o' good ; lie acted Hnderugly ; and even before a verb

:

as, he Hnd o' (Hnder) laughed.

"A slight figure," said Mr. Peggotty, looking at the fire,

"Hender worn." Dickens, David Copperfleld, Ixiii.

The women rather liked him, and Hnd o' liked to Iiave

him round. H. B: Stowe, Oldtown, p. 8.

It Hnder seemed to me that something could be done.
5. Judd, Margaret, ii. 8.

Also, in phrases like what Hnd of a thing is this? he is a
poor Hnd o/ fellow (that is, a thing of what kind, a fellow
of a poor kind), Hnd of has come to seem like an adjective
element before the noun, and hence before a plural noun,
after words like some, all, and especially tliese and those.



kind
!t sometimes keeps the singular form : as, thege kind of
people. This inaccuracy is very old, and still lar from
rare both in speaking and in writing; but good usage
condemns it.

I liave heard of tome kind of men that put quarrels
purposely on others. Shak., T. N., iii 4, 266.

Thex kind of knaves I know. Shak., Lear, ii 2, 107.

AU kind of living creatures. MUUrn, P. L., iv. 286.

To do one's kindt, to act according to one's nature.

1 did but my kind, I ! he was a knight^ and I was fit to
be a lady. Uarlton, Jomson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho.

You must think this, look yon, that the worm will do
Ms kind [t. «. the asp will bite]. Shak. , A. and C, v. 2, 264.

=Syn. Sort, Kind (see sort); breed, species, set, family,
description,

kindiit (land), v. t. [< kin^, n. Cf. MndleK']
To beget.

All monstrous Hnded gods, Anubys.
Phaer, .^neid, viit

She yet forgets that she of men was landed.
Spenser, V. Q., V. v. 40.

kinds (kmd), n. iprigin obscure.] A cricket.

HalliweU. [Somerset, Eng.]
kindcough (kind'kdf), n. Same as Unkcough.
Dunglison.

kindelicht, a. A Middle English form of ^n<22jf.

kinder, see kind of, under kind^, n.

kindergarten (kin'dfer-gar'tn), n. [Gr., a fan-
ciful name, lit. 'garden of children' (regarded
as tender plants to be reared), < kinder, gen. pi.

oikind, a child (see child), + garten= E. garden,
q. V. ] A school in which instaietion is imparted
to very young children by the use of objects and
instructive games and songs, according to the
system initiated by Priednch Froebel (1782-
1852) in Germany; in 1840.

kindergartner (kin'der-gart"n6r), n. [< 6. Mn-
dergdrtner: see kindergarten aiad gardener.} A
teacher in a kindergarten.

Little science and little system are shown in most
homes ; in fact, the kindergartnere complain of home in-

fluences thwarting their teacliing.

W. Odea, Nature, XXXVI. 296.

kinderkint (Mn'dfer-kin), n. Same as kilderkin.

kind-kearted (Mnd'har'ted), a. Having much
kindness of nature; also, proceeding from or
characterized by kindness of heart.

Be, as thy presence is, gracious and kind.
Or to thyself at least kind-hearted prove.

Shak., Sonnets, x.

kind-heartedness (Mnd'har'^ted-nes), n. Kind-
ness of heart.

kindle^t (kin'dl), v. [< ME. kindlen, kyndlen,

kendlen, kundlen, bring forth, < kinde, Mnd: see
kind?. ] I. trans. To give birth to ; bring forth,

as young.
As the cony that you see dwell where she is HiuUed.

Shak., As you Like it, ilL 2, 358.

II. intrans. To bring forth young.

The poor beast had but lately kindled, and her young
whelps were fallen into a ditclL Holland.

kindle^t (Wn'dl), n. [ME. kindle, Mndel: see
fcindZfil, ».] 1. Progeny; young.—3. A brood
or litter.

kindle^ (kin'dl), v.; pret. and pp. kindled, ppr.

kindling. [< ME. kindlen, kyndlen, kinlen, set

on fire; prob. < Icel. kyndill, a candle, torch, <

L. candela, a candle: see candle.'] I, trans. 1.

To set fire to; set on fire; cause to bum; light:

as, to kindle tinder or coal; to kindle a fire.

The bonny lass,

That kindles my mother's fire.

The Wife of Usher's WeUXChiM's, Ballads, L 216).

2. To inflame, as the passions or feeUngs;
rouse into activity ; excite ; fire : as, to kindle

anger or wrath; to kindle love.

The Britalns were nothing pacifle^ but rather kindled

more vehementlie to worke all the mischeefe they could
deoise. HoHnshed, King John, an. 1203.

As coals are to burning coals, and wood to Are, so is a
oontentious man to kindle strife. Frov. xxvL 21.

3. To move by instigation
;
provoke; incite;

entice.

But it shall not be so long ; this wrestler shall clear all

;

notliing remains but tliat 1 kindle the boy thither [to

wrestle], wliich now 111 go about.
Shak., As you Like it, L 1, 179.

4. To light up ; illuminate.

The fires expanding, as the winds arise.

Shoot their long beams, and kindle lialf the skies.

Pope, mad, IL 537.

l^he mighty campanile of Spalato rises, kindled with the
last rays of sunlight. E. A. Freennan, Venice, p. 95.

=Syn. 1. To Ignite, set lire to.— 2. To awaken, stimu-
late, whet, foment, work up.

II. intrans. 1. To take fire; begin to bum.
My eye . . . caught a light kindling in a window ; It re-

minded me tliat I was late, and I hurried on.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xil.
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2. To begin to glow; light up; grow bright.

While morning kirMes with a windy red.

Cowper, Eetirement, 1. 432.

3. To begin to be excited; grow warm or ani-

mated; be roused.

Then Howard, Home, and Douglas rose.

The kindling discord to compose. ^ ^ „ _, „^
Scott, L. of L. M., vt 7.

kindle-firet (kin'dl-fir), n. [< kindle^, v., + obj.

fire.] Apromoter of strife; a firebrand.

Heere is he the kindle-fire between these two mighty

nations, and began such a flame as lasted aboue an hun-

dred yeeres alter, and the smoake thereof much longer.

Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 189.

kindler (kind'lfer), «. 1. One who or that which
kindles or animates.

Now Is the time that rakes their reveUs keep

;

KimUers of riot, enemies of sleep.
Gay, Trivia, iiL 322.

2. A device attached to a stove for the purpose
of bringing in contact with the fuel a mass of

easily lighted material, to kindle the fire.— 3.

A piece of kindling-wood. [Local.]

Put some Hndlers under the pot.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

kindlesst (Mnd'les), a. [< Mnd^, n., +
Without natural affection; unnatural.

'.]

Remorseless, treacherous, lecherous, kindless villain !

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2, 609.

kindliness (Mnd'li-nes), n. The quality of be-
ing kindly; inclination to be Mnd; natural af-

fection; benevolence.
That mute kindliness among the herds and flocks.

MiUmi, Tetrachordon.

=Syn. Benignity,humanity, sympathy, Idnd-heartedness,

fellow-feeling.

kindlingif (Mnd'ling), n. [< ME. kyndlynge;

verbal n. of kindle\ v.] A brood or Utter.

Therlore he seyde to the puple which wenten out to be
baptisid of him, kindelyngig of eddris, who schewide to

yon to fle fro the wrathe to comynge?
Wydif, Luke lit 7 (Purv.).

kindling^ (Mnd'ling), n. [Verbal n. of kindle^,

v.] 1. The act of causing to bum ; setting on
fire.—2. Material, usually dry wood cut into

small pieces, for starting a fire : as, put some
kindling in the stove: most commonly in the
plural.

There was a back-log, top-log, middle-stick, and then a
heap of kindlings, reaclilng from the bowels down to the
bottom. Goodrich, quoted in Bartlett.

kindling-coal (Mnd'ling-kol), n. An ignited
piece ofcoal used to Ugnt a fire ; material used
to kindle a fire.

Thou kindling c<^ of an infemail flre.

Die in the ashes of thy dead desire.

Breton, Pilgrimage to Paradise, p. 12.

kindling-wood (kind'ling-wud), n. Dry wood
cut into small pieces tobe used in TrinfUing fires.

kindly (Idnd'li), a. [< ME. kyndly, kyndli, kun-
deliehe, < AS. gecyndelic, rarely without the pre-
fix, q/ndelio, natural, < geeynd, nature : see kind^,

n., and -ly'^. In present use (defs. 2, 3) the
word is associated with kind^.] If. Of or per-
taining to kind, nature, or origin, (a) Natural

;

cliaracteristic ; existing or coming namrally.

Geffrey, thou wotest ryght wel this,

That every kynddy thynge that is

Hath a kyndely stede, ther he
May best in it conserved be.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 730.

There is nothing more ordinary or kindly in speech
then such a phrase as expresses onely the cheife in any
action, and understands the rest.

Milton, On Del. of Humb. Kemonst.

(6) Of a suitable nature or quality ; fit ; proper.

This [rice] serves them for Bread-corn ; and as the Ckmn-
try is very kindly for ili so their Inhabitants live chlefiy
of it. Bamjpier, Niy^^^^ IL L 25.

(c) Consonant in kind ; appropriate ; agreeable.

My age is as a lusty winter.
Frosty, but tiTKOy. SAo*., As you Like 1(^113, 53.

(<f) Native ; pertaining to nativity ; indigenous. See Tdni-
ly tenant, below.

Uche kyng shulde make him bonn
To com to her kyndely toun.

Ctargor JfUTidf, MS. Con. Trin. Cantab., t ?0. {Halliicea.)

(e) Naturally inherent ; inborn; innate.

Do you not know that daintiness is kindly unto us, and
that liard obtaining is the excuse of woman's granting?

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii

Whatsoever as the Son of God He may do, it is kindly
for liim as the Son of man to save the sons of men.

Andrews, Sermons, IV. 253.

(/) Of legitimate birth ; lawfully begotten.

He must be a genuine or kindly son, n-ois yv^aios, one
born in lawful marriage, and even begotten with a special
intent. W. E. Beam, Aryan Household, p. 78.

2. Naturally inclined to good; sympathetic;
benevolent: as, a kindly old gentleman; a
^ndZ^ disposition; also, benignant

; gracious.

kindness

The shade by which my life was crest . . .

Has made me kindly with my lilnd.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixvi.

Lead, kindly Light I amidst the encircling gloom.
Lead Thou me on.

J. H. Newman, Lead, Kindly Light.

3. Soft; agreeable; refreshing; favorable;

beneficial : as, kindly showers.

The path I was walking felt kiiMy to my feet.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 54.

Kindly tenant, in Scots law, a tenant whose ancestors

have resided for a long time upon the same lands. =SyiL
2 and 3. Kindly, Kind; gracious, benign, kind-hearted.

Kindly (by derivation, kind-like) is naturally softer tlian

kind; it also properly has regard to feeling or manner,
Willie kind often refers to acts.

kindly (Mnd'U), adv. [< ME. kindly, kyndly,

kindely, kendeliclie, cundeliche, earliest form ieun-

deliche, < AS. gecyndelice, rarely without the

prefix, cyndelice, naturally, < gecyndelic, natural

:

see kindly, a. In present use the adv. is taken
as kind^, a.,+ -ly^.] If. In a natural or native
manner, (o) By nature; naturally; instinctively.

Deceite, wepyng, spynnyng, God hath gyve
To wommen kyndely whil that they may lyre.

Chancer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 402.

Then he [Bartholomseus, "De Propr. Eemm," bk. xlL

cap. xxix.] goes on to say tliat Jacobus de Vitriaco teUa
of another cause of their deatli, viz. that the serpent

(^'who Iiateth Hndlye this Birde") climbs into the nest
when the mother is absent and stings the young to death.

N. and Q.,7tb ser., Vn. 374.

(b) By heart ; thoroughly.

" Peter ! " quath a ploughman and putte forth hus hefd,
"Ich Imowe hym as ^/ndeliche as clerlms don hur&

bokes." Piers Plovmian (C), vlil 183.

(c) By nativity ; as regards nature or origin.

I surely thought that tliat manner had bene kindly
Irish, for it is farr differing from that we have nowe.

Spenxer, State of Ireland.

2. Congenially; readily; spontaneously; with
aptitude.

Examine how kindly^ the Hebrew manners of speech
mix and incorporate with the English language.

Addison^ Spectator, No. 405.

The silkworm is a native, and the mulberry proper for
its food grows kindly.

Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787\ p. 63.

3. In a kind manner; with sympathetic ten-
derness, consideration, or good will.

Thane the conquerour kyndly comforthes these loiyghtea,

Alowes thame gretly theire lordly a-vowes.
MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1 896.

And he comforted them, and spake kindly unto them.
Gen. L 21.

Ilie broken soldier, kindly bade to stay.

Sat by his flre, and talk'd the night away.
Goldmi&h, Des. ViL, L 165.

4. Lovingly; affectionately; tenderly.

Whan he saw 'twas she.
He kindly took her in his arms.
And kist her tenderlie.

Young Bekie (Child's Ballads, IV. 16).

5. Propitiously; auspiciously; favorably.

But stm the sun looks kindly on the year.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 106.

6. As an act of kindness ; as a compliment or
favor; good-naturedly: in the phrase to take
(something) kindly.

Should one see another cudgelled, or scurvfly treated,
do you think a man so used would take it kindly to be
called Hector or Alexander? Steele, Tatler, No. 171.

kindly-savin (Mnd'U-sav'in), n. See savin.

kindness (Mnd'nes), n. [ME. kyndenesse; <

kindX, a.J + -ness.] 1. The state or quality of
being kind; good will; benevolence; benefi-
cence of action or manner.

He holpe me out of my tene

;

Ne had not be his kyndenesae,
B^gers had we ben.

Lytdl Geste of Robyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 67)

There is no man whose kindness we may not sometime
wanl^ or by whose malice we may not sometime suffer.

Johnson, Sambler.

Experience proves that kindness, as distinguished from
personal affection, wliich Is quite another thing, does not
generally come by spontaneous growth so much as by re-
flection and the cultivation of alarger sympathy.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 61.

2. A kindly or tender feeling; affection; love.

I have sworn deep oaths of thy deep kindness.
Oaths of thy love, thy trutli, thy constancy.

Shak., Sonnets, cliL

Youdon'tdowellto make sport with your Belations, es-
pecially with a young Gentleman that has so much kind-
ness tor yon. Steele, Tender Husband, ii. 1.

3. That which is Mnd; an act of good will; a
benefaction: as, to do one a kiTidness.

To do the more of kyndenes
I [God] took thi kinde and nothing dredde.

Political Poems, ete. (ed. FumlvaU), p. 163.

I have received some small kindnesses from him.
S*aJ-..T.of A.,iiL2,2a.



kindness
Not always actionB show the man ; we find
Who does a kindnem is not therefore kind.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 110.

4. Accordance with meed or desire; fitness;
agreeableness; congruity: as, the kindness of
the elements. [Eare.]

A good loaf should have kindness of structure, being
neither chaffy, nor flaky, nor crummy, nor sodden.

Encyc. Brit., 1. 171.

=Syn. Tenderness,compassion,humanity,clemency, mild-
ness, gentleness, goodness, generosity, fellow-feehng. See
benignant and kindly.

kindred (kin'dred), n. and a. [With unorig. d
inserted medially W confusion with Icimd^ or
by mere phonetic influence; < ME. Mnrede,ken-
redejcynrede, Tcynredyn, kinship, < AS. cmn, kin,

+ r(iB(Je», state, condition : see -red.] I. n. 1.

Eelationship by birth, marriage, or descent;
consanguinity; kinship; affinity.

There I throw my gaze,
Disclaiming here the kindred of the king.

Shak., Eioh. II., L 1, 70.

Consanguinity, or Jtindred, is defined by the writers on
these subjects to be vinculum personarum ab eodem sti-

pite descendentium ; the connexion or relation of per-
sons descended from the same stock or common ancestor.

Blacistone, Com., II. xiv.

Thy likeness to the wise below.
Thy kindred with the great of old.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxiv.

2. Community in kind ; intrinsic relationship
or connection.

The sciences are all of one kindred. Brougha/m.

3. In a plural sense, relatives by blood or de-
scent, or, by extension, by marriage ; a body of
persons related to one another; relatives; kin.

And than the kynge sente to alle the Dukes kenrede,
and alle by letteres, that thei sholde come to hym to Car-
doel. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 79.

Adam's sons are my brethren ; and, truly, I hold it a
sin to match in my kindred. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1, 68.

4. A tribe ; a body of persons connected by a
family or tribal bond : with a plural form.

Salomon the wyse, that was Kyng aftre David, upon the
12 Eynredes of Jerusalem. Mandewille, Travels, p. 66.

The little territory of Dithmarschen was colonised by
two kindreds from EViesland and two from Saxony.

Stubhs, Const. Hist., § 26.

II. a. 1. Having kinship; allied by blood or
descent ; related as kin.

The Danes were a Idndred folk to the English, hardly
differing more from some of the tribes which had taken
a part in the English conquest than those tribes differed

from one another. E. A. Freenmn, Amer. Lects., p. 161.

2. Pertaining to kinship ; of related origin or
character; hence, native; pertaining to nativ-

ity: as, to live under kindred skies.

His hands were guilty of no kindred blood,

But bloody with the enemies of his kin.

Shuk., Rich. II., 11. 1, 182.

Hence—3. Congenial; allied; of like nature,
qualities, etc. : as, kindred souls ; kindred pur-
suits.

Good aunt, you wept not for our father's death

;

How can we aid you with our kindred tears?
Shak., Rich. III., il. 2, 63.

The fellowship of kindred minds
Is like to that above.

D. E. Jones, Blest be the Tie that Binds.

Mountains interposed
Make enemies of nations, who had else

Like kindred drops been mingled into one.
Cowper, Task, ii. 19.

kindshipt, «• [MB. kyndsUp; < kind^ + -skip.'\

Kindness. Gower, Conf. Amant., ii.

kind-spoken (kind'sp6''''kn), a. 1. Spoken in a

kind way: as, a, kind-spoken wovi.— 2. Charac-

terized by kindly speech : as, a kind-spoken gen-

tleman. [Colloq.]

kind-tempered (kind'tem"p6rd), a. Mild; gen-

tle.

To the kind-termperd change of night and day.

And of the seasons. Thmmon, Summer, 1. 39.

kind-wittedt, a. [MB. kynde-witted; < kind^, a.,

+ wit, n., + -ed2.] Having natural sense or in-

telligence, as opposed to instructed. Compare
kind wit, under eindl, a.

No more can a kynde-witted man bote clerkes hym teche.

Come for alle hus kynde wyttes thorwe Cristendom to be

saued. Piers Plowman (C), xv. 62.

kinei (kin), n. [See cowl.] Plural of cow^.

[Archaic]
A herd of beeves, fair oxen and fair kine.

Milton, P. L., XL 647.

When the deep-breathing kine come home at twilight.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, iv.

kine2 (kin), n. [Origin obscure.] A weasel.

HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]

kinedomt, n. [ME., also kynedom, Mndom, kyn-

dom,< AS. cynedom, kmgdom,< cyne-, of a king,
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+ dom, jurisdiction : see kingdom.']

king

Same as of the movements of animals, or the doctrine
of such origination. E. D. Cope, Origin of the

kinematic (kin-e-mat'ik), a. and «. [< (Jr. idvtj- Fittest, p. 423.

/ja(T-), movement, < uvuv, move : see kineUc.'] kinetograph (ki-ne'to-graf ), n. A device for
I. a. Of or pertaining to kinematics. taking a series of photographs of a moving ob-

II. n. Same as kinematics. ject.

The rules about space and motion constitute the pure MnetOSCOpe (ki-ne'to-skop), ». [< Gr. KLvrrrdi,

sciences of Geometry and Xijiemafic. moving (verbal ad.i. of Kivelv, move),-!- OKonuv,
JT. .K. C«/ord, Lectures, I. 266. -^— i 1 » -'-•-'^ -•> —^—^-,'1- '

Also cinematic.

kinematical (kin-e-mat'i-kal), a. [< kinematic
+ -al.'] Same as "kinematic'. Also einematical.

kinematics (kin-f-mat'iks), n. [PI. of kine-

matic : see -ics.2 1. That part of the science of
mechanics which treats of motion, its direction,

velocity, acceleration, composition, etc., with-
out reference to mass or to constraints: op-

posed to dynamics. Thus, the relation between
Kepler's laws and the law of gravitation comes under the
head of kinematics, because the planet is perfectly free to
move and its mass has nothing to do with the question.
On the other hand, the consideration of perturbations
belongs to dynamics and not to kinematics. Again, the
subject of the brachistochrone, though it involves no
consideration of mass, is excluded from kinematics, as
involving constraint. Statics is not considered to belong

view.] 1. A kind of movable panorama.
[Rare.]— 2. An instrument for illustrating the
results of combinations of arcs of different
radii in making curves. Also called kinescope.
— 3. An apparatus invented by Edison for ex-
hibiting photographic pictures of objects in
motion, its essential parts are a ribbon containing the
pictures, a mechanical device for causing the pictures to
pass rapidly in succession uuder a lens or sight-piece, a
lamp for illuminating the pictures, and a mechanical de-
vice for causing a circular revolving screen tomove rapidly
before them. A slot is cut in this screen, and its revolu-
tions are so timed that tlie slot passes before each picture
just as it is in line with the eyepiece. The effect is to give
a view of each picture in succession, and to cut off the view
as the picture is moved forward. The apparent result to
the eye is a continuous picture in which the objects photo-
graphed appear to be in motion.

to kinematics, since 'most statical problems involve con- kine-yerdt, n. [< MB. kyneyerd, kynegerd, <

straints, tliough others do not. But the whole distinction AS. cynegeard, a scepter, < cyne-, of a king, -I-

between kinematics and dynamics seems artiflcial, unsci- ggard, rod, yard: see-^ardl.] A scepter.

2. TheVeory of mechanical contrivances forking^ (ting), «• [< MB. king kyng, < AS. cyng,

converting one kind of motion into another, as ^ii^t^ contracted form of the usual cymng =
for example for making a piston-rod with a re- O^. kumng

=f
OFries. komng,kmmp, kentng, ken-

ciprocating motion oomnfunicate to a wheel fA''. H^O' with alteration of the suiEx, komg,

.a uniform rotation. Also called applied kine- ^fS'S' ^?'^«9 = 9^- "."»»»£' ^omwcfc, D. komng =
matics.

kinemerkt, n. [MB., also kyne-merk; < cyne-,

of a king (see kimg^), -)- marc, mark.] A mark
or sign of royalty. Havelok, 1. 602.

kinepox (kin'poks), n. Same as cowpoa;.

kinericf, kinerichet, »• [ME., also eawencfte,

kinric, etc., < AS. cynerice (= OHG. chvmiricM),

a kingdom, < cyne-, of a king (see king'^), +
rice, a kingdom. Cf. kingric.'] Same as Mng-
ric.

kinescope (kin'e-skop), n. Same as kineto-

scope, 2.

kinesiatric (ki-ne-si-at'rik), a. [< Gr. Kimjatg,

movement, -I- laTpiKdq, relating to a cure, <
iarpdg, a physician.] In tlierap., relating to or
consisting in muscular movement employed as

a remedy ; pertaining to kinesitherapy.

kinesipatkic (ki-ne-si-path'ik), a. [< kinesip-

ath-y + -ic] Of or pertaining to Mnesipathy

;

motorpathic.
kinesipatbist (kin-f-sip'a-thist), n. [< kinesip-

ath-y + -ist.'i One'who practises Mnesipathy;
one versed in Mnesipathy.
kinesipathy (kin-e-sip'a-thi), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
KlvriaiQ, movement '(< mveiv, move), -I- naSog, suf-

fering (taken, as in homeopathy, etc., to mean
' cure ')•] Kinesitherapy, especially in its ear-

lier and cruder forms.

kinesitherapy (ki-ne-si-ther'a-pi), n. [< Gr. «'-

vTjaic, movement, -I- depaireia, cure.] In therap.,

a mode of treating diseases by gymnastics or
appropriate movements ; movement-cure.
kinesodic (Mn-f-sod'ik), a. [< Gr. dvr/mg, move-

MLG. konAnk, konnink, LG. konAng, koning =
OHG. chuning, kvminc, also, with alteration of
the suffix, chunig, kunig, MHG. kiinic, kiinec,

contr. kiinc, G. konig, formerly also konig (with
vowel due to LG.) = Icel. konungr, contr. kongr
= Sw. konung, contr. kung= Dan. konge (a Goth,
form, *kuniggs, is not recorded, and perhaps
never existed, the usual word being tMudans=
AS. thedden), a Mng, i. e. a chief, the chief man
of a tribe, prob. lit. 'belonging to a tribe,' or
'descendant of a tribe' (or 'one of noble kin'?),

< AS. cynn (= Goth, kuni, etc.), a race, tribe,

kin (cf. AS. cyne- (= OHG. chuni-), in comp.,
of a king, perhaps a contr. form of cyning in

comp., otherwise a related noun),+ -i«jr, acom-
mon patronymic suffix : see Mml and -img^. The
exact notional relation of kingyn^h kin is unde-
termined, but the etymological relation is hard-
ly to be doubted. The asserted identity of the
word with Skt. janaka, a father, is false. There
is no connection, as alleged, with can^ and cunr-

ning^.'] 1. A chief ruler; a reigning sovereign
or monarch ; a man who holds by life tenure the
chief authority over a country and people. The
word is used both as a generic designation of any sovereign
ruler and as the specific title of the rulers of certain states
distinctively called HngdoTns. It is applicable by extension
to an infant who has become heir to the sovereign power,
and reigns through a regent. King, originally appUed to
any tribal chief, whether such by hereditary, elective, or
mUitary right, took on a more imposing sense with the rise

of the modern European states ; but it is still used histori-

cally, or with a modern imputation or suggestion of royal
splendor, with reference to many ancient and modem bar-
barian or savage tribes, as the ancient Canaanite kings,
the Mongol kings of Asia, the ancient kings of Ireland, the

ment, -I- od, force, + -ic] Transmitting motor kings of central Africa, the American Indian King Pow-

impuises: applied to the motor tracts of the
nervous system.
kinesthesia, kinesthesis, n. See kinwsthesia.

kinesthetic, kinsesthetic (Mn-es-thet'ik), a.

[< kinwsthesia, after esthetic.'] Pertaining to

kineesthesia.

kinetic (M-net'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. larnirrndq, <

KiVTjTdg, verbal adj. of /anew, move: see cite^.']

I. a. 1. Causing motion; motory.— 2. Per-
taining to or consisting in motion : as, kinetic

energy (energy in the form of motion).

The luetic theory of gases . . . is that the particles dart
about in all directions. Tait, Properties of Matter, p. 43,

hatan and King Philip, etc. The autocratic or despotic
power formerly implied by the title king has been almost
lost in Europe, where a king is now merely a chief magis-
trate for life, bound by constitutional and statutory limi-

tations equally with his subjects. The office of king is now,
as a rule, hereditary in principle ; but in former times it

was often elective, or in some manner the subj ect of choice
or selection. In the generic sense, God is often called King,
as the supreme ruler of the universe. Abbreviated K.

Who is this King of glory ? The Lord strong and mighty.
Ps. xxiv. 8.

There's such divinity doth hedge a 7iing

That treason can but peep to what it would.
Sliak., Hamlet, iv. 5, 123.

2. One who or that which is chief or greatest
in any respect ; a holder of preeminent rank or
power of any kind: as, a king of good fellows

;

Kinetic coefflclent of viscosity. See coeficient.—'Ki- , . , _ _
netlc constraint. See constraint—ZMetic energy or the lion is called the king of beasts.
activity. Seeen«)-9rj/,7.-KinetictheoryOfgases. See Of a' the lads that I do ken,
^70^1. « , .

A Wamphray lad 's the king of men.
II. n. Same as kinetics. Lads of Wamphray (Child's Ballads, VL 173).

kinetical (ki-net'i-kal), a. [< kinetic 4- -al.'\ Time made thee what thou wast, Hn^ of the woods.

Of, pertaining to, or" concerned with kinetics. Cowperr, Yardley Oak.

kinetics (ki-net'iks),». [PL of Wmeiic; see-Jcs.] 3. In games: (a) A playing-card bearing a pic-

That branch of the science of dynamics which ture of a king: as, the king of diamonds,

treats of forces causing or changing the motion An Ace of Hearts steps forth ; the King unseen

in bodies or of the circumstances of actual Lurk'd in her hand, and mourned hi|capMveQueen.^

motion: opposed to statics, and synonymous
^^^ The chief piece in the game of chess. See

with d2/namcsm one of the senses of that word. v^^^^_
^^^ A crowned mSn in the game of

See <Z2/»amcs.-Chendcal kinetics. See cA«mcai.
draughts. (c2) See the quotation.

kmetOgeneSlS (M-ne-to-jen'e-sis), ». [< Gr.
^^^^j. ^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ [Mliard-Jtable was placed a

KivTiTdc, verbal ad], of Kiveiv, move (see icinemc), g^^ ^^^^ „f ^^^^^ 3^4 j^ ^ right line, at a little distance
-1- yiveaig, origin : see genesis.] Origination 01 from it, an upright cone called the king.

animal structures by means or in consequence Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 396.



king

4. pi. [cap.'] The eleventh and twelfth books
of the Bible, in Hebrew matmscripts they are nndi-
Tided, and form a contmaous narratire of the Hebrew
people from the later days of King David to the captivity
of Judah in Babylon. The dlvlBion into two books was
first made in the Septuagint and retained in the Vnlgate,
in both of which they are named the third and fourth books
of Kings (the two books of Samuel being the first and sec-
ond); hence, in the English Bible, the double title "The
first book of the Kings, commonly called the third book
of the Kings," etc. The period embraces the reigns of all
the kings of Israel and Judah, except Saul's and most of
David's. The work was probably composed substantially
before the end of the captivity. The authorship is uncer-
tain.

5. A red-finned herring. [West of Eng.]—
Apostollcldiig. Seeopostolu;.— cbambeisoftliekingt.
8eecAom*er.—OhampiOUOftheMng. SeecAaTrepionl.—
Clerk comptroller of the king's household, clerk of
the king's sUver. See clerk.—Court of King's Bench.
Seecourt.—DiTme right of kings. SeeifemTie.—Eraof
kings. See era.—Keeper ofthe king's conscience, the
lord chancellor. See chancellor, 3 (a).—King at arms.
See Wn^-ot-omw.—King Charles spaniel. See epaniel.— King closer, in orcA. See doseri (6).—King Cotton,
an expression much used in the United States for a few
years before the civil war, in allusion to the commercial
preeminence of cotton in the South.—King James Bible.
See Bible, 1.—King Of fish, the salmon, SaZmo solar.—
King Of misrule. Same as lord <of. misrule (which see,
under torii).—King of terrors, death.

It [destruction] shall bring him to the king of terrors.

Job rviii 14.

King of the ant-eaters. See ant-eater.—King of the
breams, PageUus erythrinus.—King Of the herrings,
(o) The allice shad. [Local, Eng.] (6) The CMmaramon-
strosa. [Local, Scotch (Shetland).}—King Ofthe mullets,
the common bass. [Belfast, Ireland.]—King Of the sal-
mon, a fish, Trachypterus aUivelis. It has a very com-
pressed body, dorsal and ventral fins with about seven
mostly branched rays, and a bright silvery color varied by
three large spots below the dorsal fin. It inhabits deep
water along the Pacific coast of both North and South
America.—^Klng ofthe sea-breams. Same as beeker.—
Dug's advocate. Same as lord admcale (which see, un-
der advocate).— King's beadsman. Same as lAue-govm.

—King's Bishop's gambit. See ^oTiifta.—King's coun-
sel, enemjr, evidence. See the nouns.—King's evil.
See einZi and toucA-pfece.—King's freeman, in Scotland,

a title formerly given to a person who, on account of his

own service or that of his fathers to the state, had a pecu-
liar statutory right to exercise a trade as a freeman, with-
out entering with the corporation of the particular trade
which he exercised. Such a person might move from
place to place and carry on his trade within the bounds of

any corporation.—King's gambit. See gmnftst.— King's
letter. Same as Mef, 2 (d).—King's list. See lisl^.—

King's scholar. See scftwor.- King's yellow. See ar-

senic, 2.—Marshal ofthe King's Bench. Seemarshal.-
Marshal Ofthe king's hous^old. ?>^to& azkrdght mar-
shal (wMeh see, under knight). —The king's English.
See English.—llie long's languaget, the kmg's English.

Yonr^Grace ... on this subject reproving your cour-
teoures, qnha on a new conceat of finnes sum tymes spilt

(as they cal it) the king's language.
A. Hume, Orthographie (K E. T. S.\ Ded., p. 2.

Three kings of Cologne, the Three Kings, the three
wise men of the East, Gaspar, Melchior, and Balthazar.

=Syn, 1. Sovereign, etc. &eepriTUx.

kingl (king), V. [< king^, «.] I. trans. 1. To
supply with a king.

For, my good liege, she is so idly kin^d.
Her sceptre so fantastically borne
By a vain, giddy, shallow, humorous youth,
That fear attends her not Shak., Hen. V. , iL 4, 26.

2. To make royal ; raise to royalty.

Those traitorous captains of Israel who kinged them-
selves by slaying their masters and reigning in their stead.

South, Works, XL ii.

H. intrans. To perform the part of king; act

the king: mth an indefinite it.

The News here is that Lambeth-House bears all the
sway at Whitehall and the Lord Deputy Hias it notably
in Ireland. Bowdl, letters, iL 28.

kuig2 (king), n. [(Jhin.] 1. The eolleetive

name in China for the books edited or compiled
by Confueias, and forming with the Four Books
(see analecf) the classics of the country.—2.

In CJhinese translations ofBuddhist Scriptures,

the equivalent of gutra (which see).

kings (king), n. [C!hin.] A Cliinese musical
instrument, of very ancient origin, consisting

of sixteen suspended stones or metallic plates

of graduated size, which are sounded by blows
of a metad or wooden hammer.
king-apple (king'apl), n. A variety of apple,

large, red in color, and of excellent quality.

king-at-arms (kin^at-armz'), n. In lier., an
officer of some antiquity in Great Britain, and
formerly of great authority,whose business it is

to direct the heralds, preside at their chapters,

and have the jurisdiction of armory. In England
there are three langs-at-arms, namely, Garter (see Garter),

Clarencieux,andSorroy. Thefirstof theseissfyledprinci-
poJ king.at.amu, andtheothersare calledpromndal kings,

because their duties are confined to the provinces—theone
(Clarencieux) officiating south of thelient, and the other
(Sorroy) north of that river. Thereisaii/oniiiij-a^-ann*
for Scotland, and an Ulster king-at-arms for Ireland, and
one styled Bath or Gloucester, whose jurisdiction extends to
Wales, but who is not a member of the heraldic chapter.

The crown of a king-at-arms is composed of sixteen oak-

Ki ngbird or Bee-martin ( Tyranntu
carolinentis).
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leaves set erect upon agolden circle ; ntne leaves appear ta

the representations. Each king-at-arms has his official es-

cutcheon, which he impales on the dexter side, with his

own paternal arms on t£e sinister.

king-auk (king'^k), n. The great auk, Alca

impennis.

kingbird (king'berd), n. 1. A tyrant fly-

catcher, Tyrannus carolinensis, abundant in the

United States (also

called bee-martin),
or some other spe-
cies of the same ge-
nus, as the gray king-
bird, Tyranmts do-
minicensis.— 2. Any
bird of the family
Tyrannidw ; any ty-

rant flycatcher.

king-bolt(king'bolt),
n. 1. A large bolt

connecting the fore
part of a carriage
with the fore axle.

The axle rotates
about it as a joint
when the carriage is

turned.— 2. A large
bolt which passes
through the truck
and body-bolsters and center-plates of a oar-

body and the center of a truck. Car-Builder's
Diet.

Also king-pin.

kiug-by-your-leavet, n. An old game of hide-
and-seek..

[Eing^-y(mr-leave^ A playe that cbfldren have, where
one sytting blyndelolde in the midle bydeth so tyll the
rest have hydden themselves, and then he going to seeke
them, if any get his place in the meane space, that same
is kynge in his roume. Hvioet, 1572.

king-cnrab (king'krab), n. 1. A horseshoe-
crab or Molucca crab; a crustacean of the
family Limulidce and genus lAmulvs, as X. po-
lypheimis, L. molucean/us, or L. rotundieatidus.
'the king-crab is so called from its great size ; it sometimes
attains a length of 2 feet. The carapace is concavo-con-
vex, rounded in front, and movably divided into the larger
anterior horseshoe-shaped cephalothorax, whence the
name horseshoe-crab, and a smaller wedge-shaped abdo-
men, from which projects a long, sharp, bayonet-like tail

or telson. On the upper surface are a pair of large com-
pound eyes, and in front of them a pair of small simple
eyes. Underneath are five pairs of long ambulatory legs,

springing from the cephalothorax near together, and an
anterior pair, much snialler and otherwise modified, and
differing in the two sexes. The mouth is in the middle
line, behind the first pair of l^s. Under the abdomen
are a number of movable flaps. In the form of thin plates
lying one upon another like the leaves of a book; these
are pereiopods or swimming-feet, and.also respiratory or-
gans or gills. The animal when just hatched is about a
quarter of an inch long, has no telson, and the cephalotho-
racic and abdominal regions are much alike, being some-
what semicircular and hinged by a straight line. The ab-
domenshowstracesofs^menta^on,and thegeneralaspect
recalls that of a trUobite, of which Livwlus is the nearest
relative living. In many respects these strange creatures
resemble scorpions, and some contend, therefore, that
they are arachnldans, not crustaceans. They are found
on the eastern coasts of !North America ana Asia. See
cut under horseshoe-crab.

2. A Britishdecapodcrustacean,Maia«2MJ»ado,
better known as the tliomback-crah.
kingcraft (Mng'kraft), n. The craft or occu-
pation of kings ; the art of kingly government

;

royal polity or policy.

With what modestty can hee pretend to be a Statesman
himself, who, with his Fathers Kingcraft and his own, did
never that of his own accord which was not directly op-
posit to his professed Interest both at home and abroad?

MUton, Eikonoklastes, xl
As for tricking, cunning, and that which in sovereigns

they call king-ar<tft, and reason of state in commonwealttis,
to them and their proceedings Polybius is an open enemy,

Dryden, Character of Polybius.

Never was there so consummate a master [as Louis
XIV.] of . . . Ung-craft—al all those arts which most
advantageonsly display the merits of a prince, and most
completely hide his defects, Macaulay, Mirabeau.

king-crow (Mng'kro), n. A drongo-shrike of
the genus DicrurTis, as the Indian finga, J), ma-
erocercus, remarkable for its elongated forked
taU and for the courage and address with which,
likethe king-bird of the United States, it attacks
other birds. The term is extended to various
other drongos of the famUy Dicruridce.

kingcup (kmg'kup), M. A plant: sameas^oZd-
eup.

Strowe me the ground with Daffadowndillies,
And Cowslips, and Kingcups, and loved Lillies.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, ApriL

king-devil (king'devi), n. A species of hawk-
weed, Hieradum preealtum, recently introduced
from Europe, and becoming a serious pest to
farmers. It formsa continuous mat of pale-green leaves,
lying flat on the ground and preventing any other form of

kingfish

vegetation from taking root. L. F. Ward, Botanical (Ga-

zette, XIV. 14. [Northern New York.]

kingdom (kii^'dum), n. [< MB. kingdom,

kyngdom, < AS. cyningdom (= OS. huningdom=
MD. konmkdom, D. koningdom = G. komgthum
= IceL konungdomr = Dan. kongedomme = Sw.
konungadome), kingly power, < cyning, king, +
dom, jurisdiction: see kingl- and -dom. This
word has taken the place of ME. kinedom, < AS.
eynedom, a kingdom.] 1. The power or au-
thority of a king; regal dominion; supreme
rule. [Archaic]
There be some standing here which shall not taste of

death till they see the Son of man coming in his kingdom.
Mat. xvL 28.

The Father, to whom in heaven supreme
Kingdom, and power, and glory appertains.

Muton,F.L.,yL«i5.

2f. The state of being a king; kinghood; king-

ship.
I most be married to my brother's daughter.
Or else my kingdom stands on brittle glass.

Sliok., Rich, ni., iv. 2, 62.

3. The territory or country subject to a king;

thedominion of aking ormonarch (seeMng^, 1)

;

in general, a domain; country.—4. Anything
conceived as constituting a realm or sphere of

independent action or control: as, the kingdom
of thought.

In the body of this fleshly land.
This kingdom, this confine of blood and breath.
Hostility and civil tnmult reigns
Between my conscience and my cousin's death.

Sltak., K. John, Iv. 2, 246.

Who pass'd, methought, the melancholy flood

With that grim ferryman which poets write ot.

Unto the kingdom of perpetual night.
Shak., Slch. HL, L 4, 47.

5. In the New Testament, with the definite ar-

ticle, usually in fuller phrase the kingdom of
God, or the kingdom of lieaven, the spiritual

reign of God as supreme king, and over sub-

jects loyally accepting it: generally conceived
as founded by the Messiah, and therefore a

Messianic kingdom. The term is used with different
shades of meaning, but always with this fundamental
idea of God's reign as recognized and loyally accepted.
Sometimes this reign is ^)oken of as recognized in the
heart and life of the individual, sometimes as supreme in

the community, sometimes propheticaUy as in its per-
fection embracing the whole body of the redeemed. (See^

for a collection of these deflnitions. Dr. James S. Cand-
lish's "The Kingdom of God," Appendix, note 2, p. 392)

Jesus went about aH Galilee, teaching in their syna-

gogues, and preaching the gospel of the kingdom.
Mat. iv. 23.

Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter
into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of

my Father which is in heaven. Mat. viL 2L

The kingdom of God is not meat and drink ; but right-

eousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.
Bom. xiv. 17.

6. ianat. hist., one of the three great divisions
in which natural objects are ranked in classi-

fleation—namely, the animal, vegetable, and
mineral kingdoms Kingdom come, the hereafter:
as,togotoil:in^c2omcom«(thatis,todie). [Slang.]—Latin
kingdom. See Z>aet».—United Kingdom, Great Britain
and Ireland: so called since the legislative union of the
two islands under the Act of Union of 1800, which took
effect Januaiy 1st, 1801.

kingdomed(king'dumd),a. [< kingdom+ -e^.']

Possessing kingly power or character.

Imagined worth
Holds in his blood such swoln and hot discourse.
That 'twixt his mental and his active parts
Kingdom'd Achilles in commotion rages.

Shalt., T. and C, IL 3, 185.

king-duck (king'duk), n. A kind of eider-duck,
Somateria spectabilis, of the subfamily Ftdigu-
lincB and family Anattdee, common on the north-
erly coasts of Europe and America, it differs
from the common eider notably in the shape of the bifl

and head, in coloration, mode of feathering of Vb& base of
the upper mandible, position of the nostrils, etc.

king-eider (king'Fder), n. Same as king-duck.
king-fern (ting'fem), n. The royal or flower-
ing fern, Osmunda regalis.

kingfish (king'fish), n. ()ne of various fishes,

of Targe size or of excellent quality, belong-
ing to different families, (o) In the Atlantic States,
and especially in New York, a scisenoid fish, Jfentieirrut
Tiebuloaus, of elongate form , with the ventral fins some dis-

Kingfish iMenticirrta rulnUcsuA.
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tance behind the pectoral flns, and the body grayiah and
BUvenr ia color, with irregular dark bars, of which the
anterior trend obliquely backward and downward, and
the posterior forward and downward. It ismuch esteemed
(or Its flesh. Also called whiting, tamcod, hake, hlcusk mul-
let, and mCTik, names properly belonging to different ani-
mals. The name is also extended to related species, as
the southern M. alburma (also called Carolina whiUng,
Bermuda whUing, though not foundiu Bermuda, IruUhmd
wMting, ground mullet, and 6or6) and the Pacific coast M.
undulcUus (also called mucker). (6) In California, another
sciGsnoid fish, Seriphus politus, better known as queenflsh.
(c) A scisenoid'flsh, Seioena antarctiea, of southern Austra-
lia and Tasmania, closely related to the maigre of Europe.
((f) In New Zealand, a carangoid fish, Seriola lalandi, of a
fusiform shape, with from 8 to 8 dorsal spines and 32 to 36
dorsal rays, steel-blue above and white below. It some-
times attains a length of 4 feet, and is an excellentfood-
flsh. (e) In England, the opah,Lampns luna or L.giMatua.
See aiiah. (/) A scombroid flsh, Seomberomarus regale
or Oyiium regale, related to the Spanish mackerel ; also,
the Scomberomorus cdbaUa or cero. (g) A sciaenoid flsh,

the little roncador, Oenyonemus lineatus, common on the
coast of California : so called in the San Francisco markets.
(A) A fish of the family Polynemidoe, Polynemus indicus,
esteemed in India for the sounds, which yield isinglass of
the best quality, and which are a constant source of trafilc

among the Chinese.

kingfisher (kmg'fish'''6r), w. 1. Any bird of the
extensive family Aleedinidce. Kingfishers form a
natural family of picarian birds, with flssirostral bill and
syndactyl feet, and are remarkable for their number and
variety as well as for the brilliancy of their plumage.
They nest in holes, and lay white eggs. Their characrer-
istic habit is to sit motionless on the watch for their prey,
dart after it, and return to their perch. There are about
125 species and 20 genera, found in most parts of the
world, but very unevenly distributed. Thus, there are
only 2 species peculiar to northern parts of the old world,
only 2 species in North America, and only one genus in all

America. The Ethiopian region and the Indian region
are about equally rich ; the Australian (in a broad sense)
is the richest, alone possessing halt the genera and half
the species. The common Idngflsher of Europe, Aleedo
iapida, a small bird of brilliant colors, is supposed to be
the halcyon of classic writers. The pied kingfisher, Ceryle
rudie, also inhabits Europe as well as other countries.
The common American kingfisher, C. alcyon, is 12^ inches
long, 22 in extent of wings, dull-blue above, white below,
with a bluish belt on the breast and in the female a chest-
nutbar behind this ; the wing- and tail-feathers are black,
spotted and barred with white ; the head is crested. This
bird is known as the telted klngfither. (See cut under Ce-
ryle.) A smallj glossy green-and-wbite species, which
reaches the Mexican border of the United States, is C. ca-

lanid. The giant kingfisher or laughing-jackass of Aus-
tralia is Dacelo gigae. See cut under Dacdo.
Erroneously— 3. (aX The water-ouzel, Cinclus
aquatieus, popularly imagined to be the female
of the kingfisher Aleedo^ ispida. [Local, Soot-
land and fieland.] (6)' The tern or sea-swal-
low.
Also hing's-fisher.

Swallow-tailed kingfisher, the paradise jacamar, Oal-

Inda paradiaea, a bird of Surinam.

Idng-geldti » [< Mng^ + geld^.'] Bsouage, or
royal aid. Bailey, 1731.

king-gutter (king'gut"6r), n. A main drain.

SalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
king-hake (Mng'hak), n. A gadoid flsh of the

genus Pliycis, P. regius, dot rare along the east-

em coast of the United States, it is readUy dis-

tinguishable by a row of white spots along the lateral

line and the low dorsal fln. It rarely much exceeds a foot

in length.

kingheadt (king'hed), n. [ME. Unghed, Tcing-

hede; < king^ + -head. Cf. kinghood.'] King-
ship.

1 wende that kinghed and knijthed and caiseris with erlis

Wern Do-wel and Do-bet and Do-best of hem alle.

Piers Plowman (A), xi 216.

To every man belongeth lore,

. But to no man belongeth more
Than to akynge, whiche hath to lede

The people, for his Itynghed
He male hem both saue and spille.

Oower, Conf. Amant., vii.

kinghood (king'hud), n. [ME. Mnghod; < Ung^
+ %ood.'i Kingship ; the state of being a king.

King, i the coniure . . .

Bi alle the kud oustomes to Einghod that longes.

William ofPaleme (E. B. T. S.), L 4058.

kinghunter (king'hun"t6r), n. A halcyon, or

non-aquatic kingfisher: a name invented to

avoid speaking of a bird that does not flsh as

a " kingfisher." See Salayomnw.
Kingia (kin'ii-a), n. [NL. (Robert Brown, 1827),

named primarily in honor of Capt. Philip Gid-

ley King, governor of New South Wales at the

time of Plinders's expedition, during which the

plant was first collected, but also intended to

commemorate Capt. King, who first found the

ripe seeds in November, 1822.] A genus of

monocotyledonous plants of anomalous char-

acter, referred by the latest writers to the Lili-

aceiB, but formerly regarded as belonging to the

Jnncaoece, or rush family, it has by some authors

been made the type of the group to which it belongs, but

is now placed in the tribe Calectaeiece with Calectama and

BapterSt. It differs, however, from both those genera m
having the leaves crowded at the apex of the trunk, and

the flowers likewise crowded in a terminal head, and in
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its 3-celled ovary. The trunk is woody, and the leaves are
linear, the whole plant forming a sort of grass-tree. Only
one species, K. aukralis, is known, native of southwestern
Australia.

kingio (Mn'gyo), n. [Jap., goldfish, < kin, gold,
+ gio, flsh. J A Japanese variety of the gold-
flsh, Carassius auratus.

king-killer (king'MF'fer), n. 1. One who kills

a king ; a regicide.

O thou sweet king-killer [gold], and dear divorce
'Twixt natural son and sire I Shak., T. of A'., iv. 8, 382.

2. A large, high-finned killer-whale, supposed
to be the male. [Provinoetown, Massachu-
setts.]

kingless (king'les), a. [< ME. kyngles (= G.
koniglos = Icel. konwtiglauss) ; < king^ + -less.^

Without a king ; having no king.

Tho was this lond kyngles. Bob. of Gloucester, p. 105.

kinglet (klng'let), n. [< king^ + -let.'\ 1. A
little king ; a weak or insignificant king.

A present to the boy at Byzantium, from some hundred-
wived kinglet of the Hyperborean Taprobane, or other no-
man's land in the far Ea£t. Eingeley, Hypatia, xx.

2. A golden-crested or ruby-crowned wren;
one of a number of very diminutive greenish
birds, about 4 inches long, having a yellow,
orange, or flaming crest, constituting the sub-
family Begulimm. The best-known is the European
^ol&QVQBtjBeg'uluscFistatus. (See cut under g'o^dcre^.) Two
distinct IJnited States species are the golden-crowned,
R. satrapa, and the ruby-crowned, R. calendula, both very
common in woodland and shrubbery. They are dainty
little birds in form, color, and manners, having an exqui-
site song of greatvolume considering their tiny size. They
are migratory and insectivorous, build very bulky mossy
nests warmly lined with feathers, and lay numerous white
eggs spotted with reddish brown.

kinglihood (king'li-hud), n. [< kingly + -hood.}
The quality of being kingly ; kingUness ; king-
ship. [Poetical.]

Since he neither wore on helm or shield
The golden symbol of his Jdnglihood,
But rode a simple knight among his knights.'

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

kingliness (king'li-nes), n. The state of being
kingly or royal ; kingly character.

kingling (Mng'ling), n. [< king^ + -ling^.'] A
little king; a kinglet. [Bare.]

Enough of States, and such like trifling things

;

Enough of kinglings and enough of kings.
Churchill, The Candidate.

kingly (king'li), a. [< ME. kyngh/, < AS. *cy-

ninglic (not recorded) (= OPries. kenenglik =
D. konmklijk = MLG. koningesUk = OHG. ktt-

ninglih, chiminglih, cunimcUh, chuninclih, MHG.
kUnicUeh, MinecUch, G. koniglich= Icel. konung-
ligr = Dan. kongelig = Sw. kunglig, in official

style konglig), Mngly, < eyning, king, -t- -lie, E.
-lyi. The reg. AS. term was cynelic, kingly,

< cyne-, in oomp., of a king, -I- -lie, E. -lyi.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a king or kings ; royal.

What seem'd his head
The likeness of a kingly crown had on.

/ Milton, P. L., IL 673.

What can they see in the longest kingly line in Europe,
save that it runs back to a successful soldier?

Seott, Woodstock, xxxvii.

2. Of regal character or quality; king-like;

exalted.
Wan, wasted Truth in her utmost need
Thy kCngly intellect shall feed.

Tennyson, To , iii.

=Syn. Regal, etc. Be& royal.

kingly (king'li), adv. [< ME. *kingVy, adv. (=
D.Koninklijk = OHG. chv/nvnglicho, MHG. kO-

necliche = icel. konungUga),<. kingly, a. Cf. AS.
eynelice,< eynelic, kingly: see kingly, a.] In the
manner of a king ; royally.

'Tis flattery in my seeing.
And my great mind most kingly drinks it up.

Shak., Sonnets, cxiv.

Low bow'd the rest, he, kingly, did but nod.
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 207.

kingmaker (king'ma'''k6r), n. One who makes
kings ; one who raises aperson to a royal throne

:

a title applied specifloally to Biehard Nevll,

Earl of Warwick (died 1471), who was the prin-

cipal agent in making Edward IV. king in place

of Henry VI., and afterward in dethroning Ed-
ward and restoring Henry.
king-mullet (king'mul"et), n. The goat-fish,

Upeneus maculaUis, found in the seas around
Jamaica : so called from its beauty.

kingnut (king'nut), n. The mookernut-tree,

Carya tomentosa; also, its fruit.

king-ortolan (king'6r"to-lan), m. 1. The fresh-

water marsh-hen or king-rail, Ballus elegans.—
2. The common gallinule, 0-allinula galeata.

king-penguin (king'pen"gwin), n. The great

or Pennant's penguin, Aptenodytes pennanU or

A. rex-

king's-hood

king-piece (king'pes), n. Same as king-post.

king-pin (king'pm), n. 1. Same as king-bolt.— 2. That pin in bowls and ten-pins which
stands at the front apex when the pins are in
place : so called because if it is struck properly
all the pins fall. Hence— 3. The principal or
essential person in a company or an enterprise.
[CoUoci., U. S.]

Mng-pine (king'pin), n. 1. The pineapple.

—

2. The Pieea TFebUana, or Indian fir of the Him-
alayas, a large coniferous tree 70 to 80 feet in
height.

king-plant (king'plant), n. A Javan orchid,
Anoectochilus setaceus, whose purple-brown
leaves are marked with yellow lines. It is

foequently cultivated in orchid-houses.
king-post (king 'post), n. The middle post
standing at the apex of a pair of rafters, and
having its lower end fastened to the middle of
the tie-beam; a joggle-post. When two side posts,
one at each side of the center, are used to support the

King-post Roof.

ji, king-post ; S, tie-beam ; C, C, struts or braces.

roof, instead of one in the middle, these are called qu^en-
posts. See roof and crovm-post. Also called king-piece,

king's-piece, crown-post, joggle-piece.— King-post roof, a
roof having but a single vertical post in each truss.

king-rail (king'ral), n. 1. The great red-
breasted rail of the United States, Ballus ele-

gans. Also called fresh-water marsh-hen, fresh-
water hen, fresJwmarsh hen, and marsh-hen.— 2.
The common gallinule, Gallinulagaleata. [Con-
necticut.]

kingrict, kingrickt, «• [< ME. kingrike, Ung-
riche, kungriohe (= OPries. kiningrike = D. ko-
ningrijk

=

OHG. kuningriehi, chunincrihhi,MHG.
kiinicrielie, kiinecriche, G. konigreich = Icel. ko-

nungsriki= Dan. kongerige = Sw. konungarike)
;

< king'^ + -rie. The earlier form was kineric,

q. V. C!f. Mshoprie, etc.] A kingdom.

I make the kepare, syr knyghte, of kyngrykes manye,
Wardayne wyrchipfulle, to weilde al my landes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 649.

king-rod (king 'rod), n. .An iron rod some-
times used to take the place of the wooden
king-post in a roof.

king-roller (king'To'lSr), n. In sugar-manuf.,
the middle roller of the press. The side cylin-

ders are called respectively the side roller and
the macasse.
king-salmon (king'sarn'on), n. The quinnat
salmon. See quinnat.

king's-clover (kingz'kl6'''ver), n. The yellow
melilot, Melilotus offimnalis. [Prov. Eng.]
king's-CUShion (kingz'kush"on), n. A sort of

seat formed by two persons fielding each oth-

er's hands crossed. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Also called lady-chair.

He [Porteous] was now mounted on the hands of two of

the rioters, clasped together so as to form what is called

in Scotland The King's Cushion.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, vii.

king's-feather (kingz' feTH"fer), n. A plant,

Saxifraga umbrosa, long cultivated in English
gardens.

king'S-fisher (kingz'fish"er), n. Same as king-

fisher.

king's-flower (kingz'flou"er), n. A cultivated

liliaceous plant, Eucomis regia, from the Cape
of (Jood Hope.
kingship (Mng'ship), n. [< fcmpl + -ship.']

The state, office, or dignity of a king; royalty;

also, royalty of nature; aptitude for kingly-

duties. .

The Parlament of England, . . . judging Kingship by
long experience a Government unnecessary, burdensom,
and dangerous, justly and magnanimously abollsh't it.

MUUn, Free Commonwealth.

The Mn^sAip that was in him [Frederick the Great], and
which won Mr. Carlyle to be his biographer, is that of will

merely, of rapid and relentless command.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 145.

king's-hood (kingz'hud), n. [Said to be so call-

ed from a fancied resemblance to a puckered
head-dress formerly worn by persons of qual-

ity.] 1. A certain part of the entrails of an
ox, the reticulum or second stomach : applied
derisively to a person's stomach.



king's-liood

Deil mak' his king'i-hood in a spleuchan

!

Burnt, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

2. In hot., Geranium sylvaticum, the wood-ge-
ranium. [Prov. Eng.]
Kingsman(kingz'man

) , re. ; pi.Kingsmm(-men)

.

1 . At the University of Cambridge, England, a
member of King's CoUege.
He came out the winner, with the Kingmian and one

of our three close at his heels.
C. A. Bristed, English UniTersIty, p. 127.

2. II. c] A neckerchief. [Slang, London.]
The man who does not wear his silk neckerchief—his

King'e-man, as it is called— is known to be in desperate
circumstances.

MayJiew, London Labour and London Poor, L 63.

kiag-snake (king'snak), «. A large harmless
serpent of the United States, Ophiboliis getulus,
and some related species, as 0. sayi, of the
family Coluhridce, spotted with jet-black and
white or yellowish-white. It is regarded as an
enemy of the rattlesnake, which it attacks and
kills by constriction.

kmg's-piece (kingz'pes), n,

king's-spear (kiagz'sper), n.

genus Asphodelus {A. luteus).

Kingston s valve. See valve.

king-table (king'ta"bl), n. In medieval arch., a
course or member, conjectured to be a string-
course, with ball-fl<jwer ornaments in a hollow
molding, occurring under parapets.

king-truss (king'tms), n. A truss framed with
a king-post.

king-tyrant (king'ti"rant), m. The king-bird.
king-vulture (king'TuT'tur), n. A large Amer-
ican vulture of the family Cathartidee, the Sar-
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2. An unreasonable and obstinate notion; a MnnilriTiipTr, kiTiTiilriTii r. (kin"i;ki-nik'), ».

crotchet ; a whim. [Colloq.]

The fact is, when a woman gits a Krik in her head agin

a man, the best on ns don't allers do jest the right thing.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 38.

kinkl(kingk),i;.i.ort. l<UnJc^,n.'] 1. To form
kinks

; twist or contract into knots.— 3. To be-

come entangled : said of a line.

kink^ (Mngk), V. i. [< ME. Mnken, hyriken, also

assibilated kenchen, < AS. *einoian (in verbal
n. cincung, a fit of laughter) = MD. kinchen,

D. Mnken, cough; prob. ult. imitative, like Mc.
Hence chink*, Mnkcough, chinoough, kinkhaust,

etc.] 1. To laugh loudly.— 3. To gasp for

breath as in a severe fit of coughing: especially

applied to the noisy inspiration of breath in

whooping-cough. [Obsolete or colloq. in both
uses.]

[Also MlUMnickj kilikinic; Algonkln, lit.

ture,' 'that which is mixed.'] 1. The

as
A plant of the
See asphodel.

anux-
The leaves

or bark of several plants (willow, sumac, etc.),

smoked either with or without tobacco by the
American Indians.—2. Specifically, the trail-

ing ericaceous plant Arctostaphylos UvOr^rsi, or
bearberry, common northward in America, as
well as in the Old World.
The bearberry has, however, an association with Indian

history, as it is the HnnHcinniek of the Western races, who
smoke it, and believe the practice secures them from ma-
larial fevers.

Thomas Meehan, Native Flowers and Ferns, I. 78.

3. The silky cornel, Cornus serieea, whose bark
was used in the manner mentioned iu def. 1

;

doubtless, also, the closely related Corntis sto-

lonifera, or red-osier dogwood. In this sense

I laehe that I kinike
\>eiSt known in America.

^Mm«feyJfj/8terie«, p. 309. (ffoKiweH.) kiuoi (ke'no), ». [= P. fcjno; appar. of E. Ind.

A convulsive fit origin.] A well-known drug resembling cate-

chu, consisting of the gum of several trees be-
longing to the tropics. It is a more or less brittle

substance, in general of a dark reddish-brown color In the
mass. Its chief component is tannic acid, and it thus be-
comes a powerful astringent. Its leadinguse is medicinal,
but it is also employed in India in dyeing cotton, giving
the color called TiarUceen. The kinds may be classifled ac-

cording to their source, (a) East Indian, Malabar, or Am-
boyna kino is the product of the leguminous tree JPtero-

earpusUarsupCumotlndia and Ceylon. It is the kind most
extensively used, and the only kino of the British Fharma'
copceia. (b) Tlie Bengal, butea, dhak, or palas (pulas) kino
is yielded by Buteafrmdom, to some extent also by B. eu-

perbaaaASpatholobusRoxburqIm. (c)Botany Bay, Austra-
lian, or eucalyptus kino is derivedfrom Euadyptvs re^im.
fera and several other species, the best varied probably
from E. corymboga. It is used in England, under the name

kink^ (kingk), ». [< kml^, v."]

of coughing or laughter; a sonorous indraft of

the breath; the whoop in whooping-cough; a
gasping for breath caused by coughing, laugh-
ing, or crying. [Scotch and southern U. S.]

I gae a sklent wi' my ee to Donald Koy Macpherson, and
he was fa'n into a kink o' laughing.

Hogg, Brownie o' Bodsheck, II. 24.

kinkajou (Mng'ka-jo), M. [S. Amer. (?).] A
procyoniform quairuped of Central and South
America, CercoUptes cavMvolvulus, family Cer-

colepUdw, series Arctoideaprocyoniformia of the
order Ferce or Carnivora. It is about as large as a
cat, with a long, tapering, prehensile tail, short limbs, low
ears, broad rounded head, slender body, and narrow pro-
trusile tongue ; it is of a pale yellowish-brown color and
arboreal nocturnal habits. The animal resembles a lemur
in some respects, but is most nearly related to the racoon.
It feeds upon fruit, insects, and birds, and is easily tamed.

King-vulture {Sarcorhamphus or Gyparchus papa).

corhamphvspapa : so calledbecause the smaller
vultures, as turkey-buzzards and carrion-crows,
are often driven from their repasts by this

more powerful bird of prey. The plumage is

white, of a creamy or pale-bnif tint ; the large wing- and
tail-feathers are black ; and the head and upper neck are
naked or nearly so, and brilliantly varied with scarlet,

orange, blue, blacl^ and white. The bird is much inferior
in size and in spirit to the condor of South America and
to the Califomian condor. It inhabits South and Central
America and Mexico, in wooded districts; its extreme
range is from Paraguay to near the Mexican border of the
Ignited States.

kingwood (king'wud), n. A Brazilian wood be-
lieved to be derived from a species of Dalber-
gia (Triptolemcea), but by some referredto Brya
Ehenus. it is beautifully streaked with violet tints, and
is used in turning and small cabinet-work- Also called
VMletrWood.

Mnic (kin'ik), a. [Also guinic; = P. Tdnique;
< kina, an abbr. of quinquina, cinchona: see
quinine.^ Pertaining to or obtained from cin-

chona: same as ciracftontc.—Hnlc acid, C7H12O6,
a monobasic vegetable acid found in the cinchona bark,
where it exists in combination with the alkaloids cincho-
nine and quinine, and also with lime, forming the kinates
of these bases. It is found also in the blaeberry (Faoci7i£-

um MyrtSlus), in coffee-bean^ and in the leaves of oak,
- elm, ivy, holly, etc.

Irinlrl (kingk), n. [Also dial, kenk, and (Sc.)

kinch, kinsch; = D. Gt. kink, < Norw. Sw. fcirefe,

a twist or curl in a rope ; cf. Icel. kengr, a bend
or bight, a metal crook. Cf. also Norw. kika,

kinka, writhe, Icel. kikna, sink at the knees un-
der a burden.] 1. A knot-like contraction or
curl in a thread, cord, or rope, or in a hair, wire,

or chain, resulting from its being twisted or

doubled upon itself, or from the nature of the
material. Also kinkle.

It is impossibleby projecting the after-imageof a straight
line upon two surfaces whichmake a solid angle with each
other to give the line itself a sensible kijUc.

W. Jamee, Mind, XII. 632.

of red-gum, in astringent lozenges for sore throat. See iron-
bark-tree, (d) African kinowas the firstbrought intonotice,
but has long been out of the market. It was produced by
Pteroearjms erinaeeug. (e) West Indian or Jamaica kino
is the product of the tree Coccdoba uvifera, the seaside
grape. It has sometimes been exported, but appears to
havenofixedstandinginthemarket. (/) South American
or Caraccas kino is thought to be from the same tree as
the West Indian. It has come into considerable use in
the United States.

kino^ n. Another spelling of keno.

kinonuous (M-nof'18-us), a. l< kiruA + li.flu-
ere, flow.] Exuding kino.

kinology (ki-nol'o-ji), n. [Irreg. < Gr. lavetv,

move, -I- -^yta, '< Tiiyeit, speak: see -ology.']

That branch of physios which deals with the
laws of motion. [Bare.]
kinone (Mn'on), n. [< kin(ie) + one.'] See

^•*-- quinane.
ltiBeiBocaaedAmericanpottti,guchumbi,7nanamri,h(mey- kinredf, kinredet. »». Middle English forms of
bear, yeu&w macaco, yellow lemur, and Mexican weasel. See kindred

kinrict, ». Same as kingric.

kinsfolk (kinz'fok), n. pi. [< kin's, poss. of
kin\ + folk.'] Relatives; kindred; persons of
the same family.

"Well," resumed Mr. Kochester, "if you disown pa-
rents, yon must have sorie sort of kin^olk— uncles and
aimts ?

"
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xiii

kinsh (Idnsh), n. [Origin obscure.] A crowbar
used in quarrying. pProv. Eng. and Scotch.]

Kiulcajou or Potto of South America ICerco-
teptes caudTvolvulus).

kinkcough (kingk'kdf), n. [Also kindcough; <
kmlfi + cough. Cf . chinMmgh.] The whooping-
cough. [Scotch.]
This must indeed be the kinkamgh. Oh, sir ! do not

grow so black in the face, if you can help it, my dear sir.

J. WUmn, Noctes Ambrosianee, Feb., 1832.

kinker (Mng'ker), n. [Origin obscure.] An
icicle. [Prov. Eng.]
kinkhab, n. See Mncoh.
kinkhost, kinkhaust (Mngk 'host, -hast), n. kinship (kin'ship), n. [< fo»l + -ship.] Be-

lationship; consanguinity; generic affinity.

Leolin . . .

Would often, in his walks with Edith, claim
A distant Hnship to the gracious blood
That shook the heart of Edith hearing him.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

The most recent researches into the primitive history
of society point to the conclusion that the earliest tie
which knitted men together in comnumities was Consan-
guinity or KiTuldp.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 64.

kinsingt (kin'sing), 7i. [Origin obscure.] Some
operation performed for the cure of a mad dog.
Nareg.

The dogge was best cured by cutting and Kruirtg.
Hail, Epig. against Manton.

kinsman(kinz'maii),ra.; pi. fci/wmen (-men). [<
ME. hynnesman; "< kin's, poss. of fcj»i, + man.]
A man of the same race or family; one related
by blood, or, more loosely, by marriage. The
word is commonly and properly used only of a relative by
blood, in contradistinction to relatives by marriage, who
are properly termed afflnes.

„--, >-j»-L^ He called Sortebran, and Clarion, and Gaidon, and Sene-
drie, but flattened so that when pulled out '*''*»^"^Milore,and Ffreelant;alle thesewere his iynn**-

straight and aUowed to untwist itself the flat.
"^ ""* '~"' ^'«"** ""*Kjl n, v t s . « «n

tening is in different planes. The hair of the a » *= ,.

Meritn (h. b. t. s.), u. mo.

bea^etc. of other Jaces is afso £4 to lriS5.1^S"dXt-h:^^^,r
"'""'

some extent.—2. Crotchety; eccentric. [Col- Kinsman to grim and comfortless despair?
Ipq., U. S.]

_
Shak., C. of B., v. 1, 80.

kiniess (kin'les), a. [< foni -f -less.] Destitute kinsmanship (kinz'man-ship), n. [< kinsman
of kin or kindred—Klnless loons, a name given by "* -ship-] Same as kinship. [Eare.]

'^' P- » Farrar, Families of Speech (1870^ p. 54.

[< D. kinklioest, whooping-cough; as kmk^ +
host*, hamtK] The whooping-cough. [Scotch
or prov. Eng.]
kin-kinat, n. [Var. of quina-quina.] Quinine.

He that first . . . made public the virtue and right nse
of kin-kina . . . saved more from the grave than those
who bnilt colleges, work-hous^ and hospitals.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xlL 12.

kinklei (Mng'kl), v. i.
; pret. and pp. kinkled,

ppr. kinkling. [Preq. of kink\ v.] To Mnk.
See kink\ v., 1.

tinkle^ (Mng'kl), n. [< kinkle, v.; or dim. of
the orig. fcJBKi, n.] Same as kinki, 1.

I love, I say, to start upon a tramp.
To shake the kinkles out o' back an' legs.

LcvjeU, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., il

kinkle^ (Mng'kl), n. Brassica Simapistrum, the
charlock. [Prov. Eng.]
kinkled (king'Md), a. [< kinkle + -ed?.] Hav-
ing kinkles or kinks.—Kinkled glass. See^ZiMs.

kiliy (Mng'M), a. [< fcinfcl -1- -3^1.] 1. FuU of
kinks; MnMed; woolly: applied especially to
hair, as that of the negro, wMch is not cylin



kinswoman
Jdnswoman (kmz'wihm"an), n.

;
pi. kinswomen

(-wlin"en). [< ME. kynneswoman ; < km's, poss.
o£ W»i,+ woman.'i A female relative.
Wherefore fyrst forsake thou thy vnlawfnll wedloeke

that thou haste made with Judith, thy nere kynnemoman.
Fabyan, Chron., I. clzL

kintal (kin'tal), n. See qmntal.
kintar (kin'tar), m. [See com^or, fcwito?.] Ahun-
dredweight in Morooeo, equal to 112 pounds
avoirdupois.

kintledge (kint'lej), «. See kentledge.
kintra, kintray (kin'tra, -tra), «. Scotch forms
of country.

Eionocrania, kionocranial. See Cionoerania,
cioilocramial.

kiosk (ki-osk'), n. [Also Mosque; < P. Mosque
= G-. Pol. kiosk, < Turk, kushk (kyushk), a sum-
mer-house, pavilion, < Pers. kushk, a palace,
viUa, pavilion, portico.] 1 . A kind of open pa-
vilion or summer-house, generally constructed
ofwood, straw, or other light materials, andoften
supported by pillars round the foot of which is

a balustrade. Such pavilions, which are common in
Turkey and Persia, have been introduced into the gardens
«nd parks of western Europe.

In the mean time we went to a Idosk : that is, a place like
a large bird-cage, with enough roof to make a shade, and
no walls to impede the free passage of the air.

£. Curzon, 5lonast. in the Levant, p. 376.

The sea-wall is lined with Moaka, from whose cushioned
windows there are the loveliest views.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 346.

Z. InFrance,a street news-stand orbooth some-
what resembling in form a small kiosk as in
sense 1.

The trees between the endless lines of houses spread
their bare branches or their sickly verdure in a perspec-
tive of luminous newspaper Hosquee, green benches, and
tall advertising columns crowned by a ring of gas jets.

Haarper's Mag., LXXVIII. 692.

kiote (M'ot), n. Same as coyote. [Western
U.S.]

kiotome (Id'o-tom), n. [For *Monotome, < Otv.

k'mv, a column (see cioi^), + To/idf, cutting, <
ri/iveiv, Ta/ielv, cut.] A surgical instrument de-
vised by Desault for dividing pseudo-mem-
branous bands in the rectum and bladder, and
also used by him for the removal of the tonsils.

-kioum (kyoum), n. [Burmese.] In Burma, a
monastery or religious house for the accommo-
dation of a community of poonghees or Bud-
dhist priests. It is usually connected with a
temple or pagoda.

iipif (kip), V. [< ME. Mppen, happen, < loel.

Mppa, pull, snatch, = Sw. dial. Mppa = Norw.
Mppa, snatch, = D. kippen, catch, seize. Cf.

kep and keep^.} I. trans. To snatch ; take up
hastily.

Thus I Jcippe ant cacche cares ful colde.
Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 156.

The swerd he hauede thider brouth
He kipte hit up. Havelok, L 2637.

II. intrans. 1. To hold or keep : Trith together.

Togeder, I rede, we kip.

Lartgtqft, Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 182.

2. To conduct one's self ; act.

When he wakyns he kyppys thatJoy it to see.

ToivTietey Mysteries, p. 113.

iipl (kip), n. [Early mod. E. hyppe, prob. ' that
wnich is pidled or snatched off'; <. OTpl, ».] The
hide ofa young or small beast, as a lamb or calf.

The term is also applied to the skins of full-grown cattle

when they are of a small breed, or, in general, undersized.

kip2 (kip), n. [Prob. a var. of eop\ as tip of top.

In def. 2 (and 3) perhaps lit. ' a catch,' < fejpi,

«.] 1. A sharp-pointed hill; a jutting point.

[Scotch.]

I saw the bit crookit moon come stealing o'er the Hpps
of Bower-hope-Law. Hogg, Brownie o' Bodsbeck, II. 35.

2. A hook. [Scotch.]— 3. The enlarged tip of

thelowerjawof a spent salmon. BoeMpper^n.
MpS (kip), ». \Ct.kip^.'\ In coal-mining, &\ei-7A
or gently sloping outgoing roadway, at the

extremity of an engine-plane, upon which the

full tubs stand ready to be sent up the shaft.

Oresley. [North. Eng. ]

kip* (kip), n. [Origin obscure; cf. Mpshop.]
A house of ill fame. Goldsmith. [Slang.]

iipe (kip), n. [< ME. *kipe, cupe, < AS. cypa =
MD. cupe, D. Mepe{-korf) = LG. kiipe, Mpe^ >

G. Mepe, a basket. Possibly connected with

coop, q. v.] 1. A basket. [Prov. Eng.]

And Floriz hath iherd al this,

irt of the cupe he lep anon
And to blaunoheflur he gan gon.

King Ham (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

2. An osier basket, broader at top than at bot-

tom, and left open at each end, used chiefly for

catching pike. HalUwell. [Oxfordshire, Eng.]

3293

kippage^ (kip'aj), ». [Perhaps < Mp\ v., snatch,
+ •age.'] 1. Disorder; confusion. Jamieson.—
2. A fit of rage ; a violent passion. [Scotch iu
both uses.]

Only dinna pit yoursel into a kippape, and expose your-
sel before the weans. SeoU, Bride ofLammermoor, xxvi.

kippage^t, n. [By apheresis < F. equipage,
equipage : see equ^page^.'] The company sail-

ing on a ship, whether sailors or passengers.
[Scotch.]

kippel (Mp'el), n. Same as kipper'^.

' He [Scott], and Skene of Kubislaw, and I were out one
night about midnight, leistering kippels in Tweed.

Hogg, quoted in Personal Traits of Brit. Authors, p. 63.

kipperl (kip'fer), a. and n. [Prob. < kip\ n., +
-erT} I. a. Hooked or beaked, as a spent sal-

mon. See the quotation.

Those [salmon] . . .left behind by degrees grow sick and
lean, and unseasonable, and kipper— that is to say, have
bony gristles grow out of their lower chaps,

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 122.

II. n. 1. The male salmon when spent after
the spawning season. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A
salmon detained in fresh water.—3. A kip-
pered herring; a herring for kippering.
kipper^ (kip'^r), v. t. [< kipper'^, «.] To prepare
or cure, as salmon, herring, etc., by cleansing
them well, giving them several dry rubbings
of pepper and salt, and then drying them, either
in the open air or artificially, by means of the
smoke of peat or juniper-berries. Day.
There was kippered salmon, and Finnan haddocks, and

a lamb's head, and a haggis. Diekens, Pickwick, xliz.

kipper2 (kip ' 6r), a. [A dial. var.of chipper^
(
p.

]

Sprightly; ga.y; ligtot-footed. [Prov. Eng.J
kippernutt (Mp'^r-nut), n. [< Mpper (?) + nut.']

1. Bunium flexuoswm, the eartlmut or pignut.
— 2. Lathyrus maerorhizus, the heath-pea.
kipper-timet (kip'6r-tim), ». In old Eng. law,

the period between the 3d and the 12th of May,
in which salmon-fishing in the Thames betwemi
Gravesend and Henley-on-Thames was forbid-
den.
kipshop (kip'shop), n. Same as kipi. [Slang,
west of Scotland.]

kipskin (kip'skin), n. Leather prepared from
the skin of young cattle,intermediate between
calfskin and cowhide.

kirb, n. An obsolete or obsolescent spelling
of ouri. See kerb.

kirbek (k6r'be), n. [Ar. qirba, a large water-
skin; cf. qirdb, a case, sheath, qdrib, a ship's

boat (NGr. mp&pi, a ship).] A skin for holding
water, usually a goatsMn: the ordinary means
of carrying water in Egypt and elsewhere in the
Moslem East.

kirbstone, ». An obsolete or obsolescent spell-

ing of curbstone.

Kirby hook. See hook.

Kircuhoff's laws. See law^.

kiriagkuna (Mr'i-argo'na), n. [E. Ind.] The
cow-plant, Gymnema lactifera.

kirimon (ke'ri-mon), n. [Jap., < kiri, the tree
Paulownia Japonica, + mon,
crest.] One of the two im-
perial crests of Japan (see
Mkvmon), consisting of three
leaves of the paulownia sur-
mounted by three flowers and'
three stems of the same plant
bearing buds. The central stem
has seven buds, and the outer stems K.mmon.

have five each.

kirk (k6rk), n. [< ME. Mrke (with orig. fc-sound
retained, after Icel. Mrkja), < AS. eyrie, cyrc,

whence, with reg. assibilation, E. church: see
church.] The Scotch and Northern English
form of the word church, surviving from Mid-
dle English: now often used specifically for
the Established Church of Scotland.

And, &t ye general day, yat ilke a brother be redy wit
othir, to go to ye kirke wit is brcthere wit a garlond of
hoke Lewes. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

The Scotch kirk was the result of a democratic move-
ment, and for some time, almost alone in Europe, it was
the unflinching champion of political liberty.

Leeky, Rationalism, 1. 160.

Kirk session, the lowest church court in the Established
Church of Scotland : usually called session in other Pres-
byterian churches.

ku:k(kerk),«. *. [<kvrk,n. Ct. church, v.] To
church. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

kirkedt, a. A Middle English transposed form
of crooked.

His nose frounced ful kirked stood.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 3137.

kirkgarth (k^rk' garth), n. A churchyard.
[North. Eng.]

klrtle

kirkmant (kferk'man), n.
;
pi. hi/rkmen (-men).

A churchman; especially, one who has an ec-
clesiastical function or an office in the church.
Let neither your gouemor, nor your Hrkeman, nor those

who so often hath falsifyed their fayth and promise, . . .

feede you forth with fayrewordes, and bring you into the
snare from whence they cannot deliuer you.

Grajian, Edw.VL, an. 3.

kirkmasst (kerk'mas), n. [< kirk + mass^ ; the
word, esp. in the form Mrhmess, being adopted
from Icel. kvrktnessa, kirjumessa, a church-day,
or D. kerkmis, kermis, etc.: see kermis.] 1. A
church festival.—2. A fair; a kirmess.
And albeit some of them [fairs] are not much better than

Lowse faire, or the common kirkmesses beyond the sea, yet
there are diverse not inferior to the great marts in Europe.

Holinehed, Descrip. of England, ij. 18.

kirkmaster (k6rk'mas"ter), n. A churchwar-
den. [North. Eng.]
kirkskott (kferk'shot), n. A churchyard.

They got the bonnie lad's corpse
In the kirk-shot o' bonnie CargiU.

The Weary Coble o' CargUl (Chad's Ballads, HL 32).

kirkton, kirktown (kerk'ton, -toun), n. [So.
forms of churchtown, q. v.] the village or ham-
let in which the parish church is erected.

The mountain village, which was, as we say in Scotland,
the kirkton of that thinly peopled district.

R. L. Stevenson, Olalla.

kirkyard (kSrk'yard), n. [< ME. Mrkegerd, etc.

:

see churchyard.] A churchyard; a graveyard.
[Now Scotch.]

Some frendes he had, that buried it in kirkegerd.
Rob. of Brunne, p. 64.

kirlet, »• An obsolete spelling of curl.

To colour the haires, with a thousand other dusts and
artes to stiffen their kirles on the temples, and to adorne
their foreheads. Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

kirlewet. n. An obsolete spelling of curlew.

kirmes, kirmess, n. See kermess.

kirn^, n. and V. See kern^.

kirn^, ». and V. Same as k&rn^ for churn.

kirrik (kir'ik), «. [E. Ind.] The Sikkim ka-
leege orblack pheasant, Euplocamus melanotus.
kirr-mew (kfer'mii), n. [< *Mrr, prob. a var. of
car^ (ME. kerre), + meuA. Cf. equiv. car-swal-
low.] The common tern or sea-swallow. [Prov.
Eng.]
kirscn (kirsh), n. A common contraction of
kirsch-wasser.

kirsck-wasser (kirshVos'^r), ». [G., < kirsche,

= E. cherry, + ivasser=^. water.] A spirituous
liquor obtained by distilling the fruit of Prunus
avium, a European wild cherry. The best quality
is a powerful spirit, with a delicate perfume and flavor
like bitter almond. It is manufactured in the Vosges and
the Black Forest, chiefly and best in the latter locality. It
is almost free from sweetness, and is as colorless as water,
but somewhat thick and syrupy, and has singular power
of refracting light, which makes it brilliant in the glass.

kirsomt, n. A corruption of chrisom, for chrism.
Also used blunderingly for *kirsen, for Chris-
tian.

As I am a true kirsome woman, it is one of the crystal
glassesmy cousin sent me. Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 7.

kirsten, kirsen (kfers'tn, ker'sn), v. t. [Like
kersen, a corruption of christen.] To christen

;

baptize. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

Why, 'tis thirty year e'en as this day_ now,
Zin Yalentine's day, of all days kursin'd.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, L 2.

kirtle^ (ker'tl), n. [Formerly also eurtel; <
ME. kirtel, kertel, kyrtel, < AS. cyrtel= Icel. kyr-
till= Dan. Sw. kjortel, a kirtle ; with dim. suffix

-el, prob. < Icel. skyrta = Dan. skjorte = Sw.
slyorta, a skirt, shirt; the orig. initial s being
lost, perhaps by association with L. curtus (>
E. curt, kirt = D. kort = G. kurz, etc.), short:
see curt, short, shirt, sMrt.] 1. In former use, a
garment of which the form and purpose varied
at different times, (a) A tunic or undergarment; a
shirt. (6) A close-fitting gown for women, which some-
times was called a long kirtle and had a train, (c) A gar-
ment like a doublet for men. (d) A cloak, (e) A monk's
gown. Coat and kirtle are mentioned together in the
middle of the seventeenth century as forming a woman's
costume : as, a tawny camlet coat and Jnrtle cost £10 17».

In this case kirtle is evidently the petticoat, or the gar-
ment worn under the coat. See hmf-Hrtle, and fuU kir-

tle, below.

A knights wife may haue her kirtle borne in her owne
howse, or in any other place, so it be not in her betters
presence. Booke of Precedence (B. E. T. S., extra ser.X L 19.

In skerlet kyrtells over one,
The cokwoldes stodyn euerychon,
Redy vnto the dansyng.

The Horn of King ArthurXChm's Ballads, 1. 23).

Ben it came the Mayor's dauchters,
Wi' kirtle coat alone

;

Their eyes did sparkle like the gold.
As they tripped on the stone.

The Clerk's Twa Sons o' Owsevfard (Child's Ballads. IL 87.



the pax has, Bince the thirteenth century, replaced the
kiss between persons ; and this form of the ceremony is

still sometimes used at high mass in the Homan Catholic
Church, but is not extended to the congregation. Some-
times called simply the peace. See pax,

[< kirtW- + -ed2.] Wearing kiss (Ms), v. [< ME. Tcissen, kyssen (pret. Mst,
Mste), < AS. eyssan (pret. (yste) = OS. hus^an
= OFries. kessa = T>. kussen = MLG. kussen =
OHG-. chussen, dhussan, cussan, MHG. Gr. kiis-

sen = loel. Ja/gsa = Dan. kysse = Sw. kyssa,

kirtle

This sideless kirOe or cotehardi continued to enjoy un-
abated favour for not much less than two centuries.

Entyc. Brit., vi. 467.

2. An outer petticoat. Halliwell. [Prov.Eng.]
Folded her Hrtle over her head.
And sped away like a startled doe.

„ .
£. T. Cooke.

a\. A coat or layer of plaster.

The Hrt^ls doo theron of marble greyne.
But first lete oon be drie.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 16.

Fall kirtle, the larger kirtle, either coat or petticoat : so
called m contradistinction to luUf-kirtle.

iirtlei (ker'tl), V. t.
; pret. and pp. IdrUed, ppr.

kirtling. [< Mrtle\ ».] To dispose in the man-
ner of a kirtle.

Escape by pulpit stairs is even becoming doubtful with-
out HrUing those outward investments which distinguish
the priest from the man so high that no one will see there
IS anything but the man left. Huxley.

kirtle^ (tSr'tl), n. [Origin obsevire.] A quan-
tity of flax, about iOO pounds.

kirtled (kfer'tld), a,

a kirtle.

The flowery-Wrtted Naiades,
Culling their potent herbs and baleful drugs.

MUtan, Comns, 1. 254.

Unmatched in strength, a giant he,
With quivered back and HrOed knee.

Scott, Eokeby, L 20.

kinimbo (ki-rum'bo), m. [Malagasy.] A Mada-
gasearian bird, Leptosomus discolor.iiie only liv-
ing representative of the family Leptosomidw.
The male is glossy green, gray below and on the sides of
Oie head and aroand the neck ; the female is spotted and
barred with blackish and rufous brown. The birds live
in small flocks in woodland, and have the habit of tum-
bling in the air from a great height, like the rollers (Cora-
cms). See cut under L^ptosom/UA
kirve (kerv), V. t. In coal-^mining, to hole or
undercut. Also herve. [North. Eng.]
kisel (ke'sel), n. [= G. kissel; < Buss. kiselU
= Pol. Msiel, sour jelly (see def.), = OBulg.
kyselu, sour, akin to kysnati, become wet, be-
come sour, kvasu = Euss. hvasu, etc., a sour
drink: see fcwoss.] A slightly acidulated jelly
made of flour, water, and the juice of some
fruit, common in all Slavic countries.
kishl (kish), n. [Origin obscure.] A large
basket. [Ireland.]

In the middle of the crowd were two common country
farm carts, with a large kish (a very large basket used for
the carriage of turf, peat, &c.) in each. Seated in each
kish, packed closely together, and not at all at their ease
apparently, were six men. JT. and Q., 7th ser.,V. 97.

kisll^i keesh (kish, kesh), n. [< G. kies, gravel,
pyrites: see chesiLI In metal., a name given
by fumacemen to the graphite which appears
on the surface of the iron in the blast-fumace
during the process of tapping.
kishon (Msh'on), n. [Manx (?).] A certain
measure used' in the Isle of Man ; a peek.
kisk (Msk), n. A dialectal variant (transposed)
of kex.

Mskatom (Ms'ka-tom), n. [Also kiskitom, kis-
hitomas, and formerly fcegfcatoraa; anAmer.Ind.
name, said to be < kushki or koshki, rough.] A
hickory-nut.

kiskitomas-nnt (Ms-M-tom'as-nut), n. Same
as Mskatom. Also, grotesquely, Msky-Thoma^-
nut.

Many descendants of the Dutch settlers who inhabit
the parts of New Jersey near the city of New York call it

kisky-Thomas-mit. Miehaux, North Am. Sylva.

Hickory, shell-bark, kiskit&mas nut!
Or whatsoever thou art called, thy praise
Has ne'er been sounded yet in poet's lays.

lAterary World, Nov. 2, 1850.

Kisleu, n. See Chisleu.

kismet (kls'met), n. [< Turk, gismet, Pers.
Hind, qismat, < Ar. qisma(t), portion, lot, des-
tiny, Cqasama, divide.] Lot; destiny; fate:
an Oriental term denoting man's lot in life or
any detail or incident of it.

kiss (Ms), n. [< ME. kiss, kyss, kys, cus, euss (with
vowel aliiered to suit the derivedverb), orig. coss,

cos, < AS. coss = OS. kits = OPries. kos = D.
kus = MLG. kits = OHG. cus, chus, MHG. kus,
kus, G. kuss = leel. koss = Sw. hyss= Dan. kys,

a Mss
;
perhaps connected with Goth, kustus, a

proof, test (= L. gustus, taste), from the verb,
AS. cedsan, etc., choose: see
Otherwise
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2. (a) A confection, usually made of whites of

eggs and powdered sugar, mixed, and baked in

an oven. (6) A sugar-plum or candied confec-

tion made of pulled sugar and variously colored

and flavored.— 3. pi. Same as kiss-me Kiss
of peace, in the early church, a kiss exchanged as a greet-

ing and in jign of CluiBtian love, and used ceremonially at

kit

root of Eryngium maritimum, the sea-eryngo,
used to sweeten the breath.

Let it . . . bail Msslng-comjtts and snow eringoes.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 6, 22.

Sure your pistol holds
Nothing but perfumes or kissing-comfits.

^ Webster, Duchess of Malfi.

baptism and on other occasions, but especMly m theju- kissing-cnist (Ms ' ing-krust), n. In cookery,
chanstic service mtroduced by the words "Peace be with „_ „._r_i,„„„-„„ „j °„f ii,„ ,' ^„ 4.

»"'
yon "(response, "and with thy spirit"), and "Greet ye one ?ii pverhangmg edge of the upger crust of a

loaf, that touches another loaf while baMng.
He cuts a massy fragment from the rich hisging-erutit

that bangs like a frett^ cornice &om the upper half of
the loaf. W. HouHtt.

another with ah holy kiss," or some similar form. (See

1 C!or. xvL 20, and other passages of Scripture.) Kissing as
an act of salutation was not unusual in ordinary inter-

course in some of the countries where Christianity first

prevailed; but among the Christians the kiss of peace was ,.. , j ,^ /. 1. J^ m,
orderedataveryearlydatetobeconflnedtopersonsof the klSSing-Xiana (kis ing-hand), n. The two-toed
same sex. Later, the custom of actually giving the kiss fell ant-eater, Cyolothurus didactylus. [Loeal, Su-
into gradual disuse, though liturgical forms still survive to rrnam 1
representitsspiritualmeaningof recouciliationtoGodand , .„ ._ "J. .___. ,, .^,. , . , „ „7 /-i

man. In the Western Church the kissing of a tablet called klSSlllg-StnilfSt (Ms ing-stnngz), ». p«. Cap-
or bonnet-strings tied under the chin.

Behind her back the streamers fly,

And kissing-strings hang dangling by.
London Ladies Dressing RooTn, 1705. [Nares.}

The first time I to town or market gang,
A pair of kissing-strings, and gloves, fire-new.
As gueed as I can wyle, shall be your due.

A. Boss, Helenore, p. 84.

kiss-me (Ms'me), n. The wild form of Viola
tricolor, the pansy. Also called kisses.

Mss; from the noun: see Mss, n. Cf. Goth, feigtl (Mst), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
Kuligan, laas.j I. trans. 1. To smack with the otchesP-.
pursed lips (a compression of the closed cavity kist2 n See cist^
of the mouthbythe cheeks giving a slight sound ^^s] Another spelling of Ussed, preterit and
when the rounded contact of the lips with one past participle of kiss.
another is broken); press one's lips to, or touch feigt*. An obsolete or dialectal preterit and past
with the lips, as a mark of affection or rever- participle of cast^.
ence, or as a conventional salutation; salute or fejgts (Mst), n. [E. Ind.] In the East Indies
caress with the lips : as, to Mss the Bible in tak- an instalment of rent, of a tax, or the like.
ing an oath; to fossa lady's hand; totes one on fejgtresst, ». [See kestrel.'] A kestrel-hawk,
the cheek ; they kissed each other. Blome; Halliwell.
In the left syde of the Walle of the Tabernacle is, well kistvaen, n. See cistvoen.

the heighte of a man, a gret Ston to the quantytee of v,-f,l fvjfi „ r/ 505 j,,,ft ( ivrn tjWy, hnoto.
a mannes Hed, that was of the Holy Sepulcre ; and that '^r ^^^''

V
^^ r^\ ''"' ^ , "

"*?*' "^f '^'

Ston kissen the PDgrymea that comen thl^e. decanter,a large drmMng-vesselmade of staves
itandeeiUe, Travels, p. 76. and hoops, D. kit, a beaker. Cf. Norw. kitte, a

Thow seist Both," quath Byghtwisnesse, and reuerent- com-bin.] 1 . A pail, small tub, box, or chest
liche heo eugte

Pees, and Pees heore. Piers Plowman (C), xxL 467.

The wife, and mother, frantic with despair.
Kiss his pale cheek, and rend their scatter'd hair.

P&pe, Iliad, xxiv. 889.

2. To touch gently, as if with fondness; im-
pinge upon softly. [Poetical.]

When the sweet wind did gently kiss the trees.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1, 2.

The moon-beam hissfd the holy pane.
And threw on the pavement a bloody stain.

Scott, L. of L. M., iL XL
Hence— 3. To touch slightly, as one ball an-
other, in billiards and other games To kiss
away, to lose through amorous fondling and consequent
neglect ; squander in gallantry.

We have kis^d away
Kingdoms and provinces.

Shak., A. and C, ill 10, 7.

containing or for holding particular commodi-
ties or articles : as, & kit ot mackerel ; a kit of
tools.

In paHs, kit», dishes, basins, pinboukes, bowls.
Their scorched bosoms merrily they baste.

Drayton, Moaes.

Hence— 2. An outfit of necessariesfor a trade
or occupation, or for some special purpose : as,
a traveler's or an angler's kit. a mechanic's kit
comprises the tools required for his work; a soldier's or
sailor's kit, such personal necessaries as he has to provide
at his own cost.

She gave in like a wise woman, and proceeded to pre-
pare Tom's ktt for his lannch into a public school.

T- Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, L 3.

There is always the pitiful little kit that a girl makes
up when she leaves the old home-roof.

ScTibneT's Mag.. IV 347-

3. Abasket; especially, a straw or rush basket.
—4. laphotog., a flat rectangular frame fitted
into a plate-holder to enable it to carry a plat©

The Queen again gave andience to Lord Salisbury in the J-^'wi^-xJ^™ ^^^ ^^"^ *°"^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ made,
afternoon, when he Mssed hands on his appointment as ^J (^t), V. t.; pret. and pp. kitted, ppr. Mtting.

[< fo<l, ».] To pack in Mts for market: as

To kiss hands, to salute one's sovereign by hand-kissing
on certain state occasions— especially, in Great Britain, on
the occasion of a minister's acceptance of office,

appointment
ru:st Lord of the Treasury.

The Graphic (London), July 31, 1886.

To Mss the dust, to be overthrown ; he slain.—To klsB
the postt, to be shut out ; be too late foranytUng. Hares.

Dost thou hear me, Ned? If I shall be thy hosti
Make haste thou art best, for fear thou ft&g the post.

Heywood, Edward IT., 1600.

To kiss the rod, to accept punishment submissively.

How wayward is this foolish love.
That, like a testy babe, will scratch the nurse
And presently all humbled kiss the rod.

Shall., T. G. of v., L 2, 59.

n. imtrans. 1. To salute with the Ups mutu-
ally, especially as a token of affection, friend-
sMp, or respect: as, to kiss and part.— 2. To
meet with a gentle touch or impact; meet: just
come in contact.

These violent delights have violent ends.
And in their triumph die, like Are and powder
Which as they kiss, consume.

'

Shak., E. and J., iL 6, 11.

kissar (Ms'ar), n. [African.] A five-stringed
lyre used by the inhabitants of northern Africa

,
and Abyssinia, of simUar form to an instru- „n«iieoi,i. ^ w

choose and gust^. ment represented m the hands of captives on v,-t4 iiZ\ paw ^ ,\J '"

,

me way not ex- .Assyrian bas-reUefs.
puvbb on kit* (Mt), m. [Abbr. of fcttten.] 1. A kitten.

Kiti, cats, sacks, and wives.
How many were going to St. Ives?

, .. , ,
Nursery riddle.A bght woman. Davies.

kitted mackerel, as distinguished from barreled
mackerel.
The flsh is brought ashore again to the cooper's offices,

boiled, pickled, and kitted.

Pennant, The Common Salmon.

kit2 (kit), V. and n. A dialectal and Middle
English variant of cut.

Tho redde he me how Sampson loste hise heres,
Slepynge, his lemman kitte it with hir sheres.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale^ I. 722:

kits (Mt), TO. [A dial. var. of fott.] A family;
a brood.-All the kit, or the whole kit, the whole
lot or assemblage ; every one : used, with reference to
persons, m contempt: as, I defy the whole kit of them.
[Colloq.]

But now I wad na gi'e ae louse
For a' the kit.

R. OaUauiay, Poems, p. 17(X

j.n-^^'if
^™* ^""^ reason to fear that "the whole kit and

Dilmg, as our men invariably called our traps would be
swept away. Trip to the Rocky Mountains (Idmy

^°?'''* i^™ °oe quarter richer 'n ef yon owned haff, and
jess three quarters richer 'n ef you owned the hull kit and
fxxMle of it T. Wintkrop, John Brent, il.

connected, in some way _ .

plained, with Goth, kukjan, Mss, of wMoh there kissee (Ms-e'), to. [< Mss + -eel.] The recipient
is besides no Tent, cognate. Cf . W. c«s, cusan, of a Mss; one who is Mssed. Bulwer. [Eare.]
Com. cussin, a Mss.] 1. A salute or caress given kisser (kis'Sr), to. One who Msses.
by smacking with the Ups. See fciss, ». t, 1. Are yon not he that is a Msser of men in drunkenness

andaberayer in sobriety?
'

2t.

But Jesus said unto him, Judas, betrayest thou the Son
of man with a kiss? Luke xxiL 4&

We win kiss sweet kisses and speak sweet words.
Tennyson, The Sea-Fairies.

FletcTier (and another). Love's Cure, iL 1.

Such foolish Eiltes of such a skittish kinde
In Bridewell booke are every where to flnde.

1. . isi /I / . , »
Breton, FasquU's Fooles-cappe, p. 21.



kit

A miniature violin, about sixteen inches long,
having three strings, it was once much used by
dancing-masters, because it was small enough to be car-
ried in the pocket, whence its French name pochette.

Sweeter my bellowes blowing and
My hammers beating is

To me, than trimmest fldling
The ttickest kit 1 wis.

Warner, Albion's England, vi. 30.

Bach did dance, some to the kit or crowd.
Some to the bag-pipe ; some the tabret moved. ,

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, I 2.

I heard the sound ol a kit playing a minuet over our
heads. Addison, Frozen Words.

tits (kit), n. [= Dan. Ut = Sw. Mtt, putty, <
Gr. kitt, formerly hiitt, MHG. kwt, Iciite, cement,
lute, putty, OHGr. cuti, chuti, quiti, a gluey sub-
stance, = AS. ewidu, cudu, gum: see cua.l A
kind or cement.
kif (kit), n. [Perhaps a particular use of fcj**.]

A flsh, the smear-dab. ' [Cornwall, Eng.]
Kitaibelia (kit -a - be ' li - a), ». [NL. (Willde-
now), named after Dr. Paul Kitaibel, director
of the Botanical Garden at Pesth.] A genus
of tall perennial herbs of the natural order Mal-
vacex, type of Reiehenbaeh's division Kitaibe-
Uece of the tribe Malvern, the present subtribe
Malopece, distinguished from Malope by having
the style stigmatio at the apex, and from other
related genera by its 6 to 9 bracts united at the
base. Only one species, K.,mtifolia, the vine-leafed kitai-
belia, exists, whose native home is the banks of the Danube
in Hungary, but which is cultivated in gardens in England
and the United States. It is a rough hauy herb, 2 or 3 feet
high, more or less clammy above, with 5-lobed leaves and
dull-white flowers an inch and a half across. The leaves
are employed in Hungary as a vulnerary.

Kitaibeliese (kit"a-be-U'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Eei-
chenbach, 1837), i ^itaiielia + -ece.'] A group
of malvaeeous plants founded on the genus Ki-
taibelia, now included in the subtribe Malopece
of the tribe Malvece.

kit-cat^t (Mt'kat), n. [Also hit-kat; a varied
redupl. of cat; or, which is nearly the same
thing, < kit^ + eat^.'] The game of tip-cat.

Then in his hand he takes a thick bat.
With which he used to play at kit-kat.

Cotton, Works (1734), p. 88.

kit-cat2, kit-kat (kit'kat), n. [So called from
portraits of members of the Kit Cat Club
(founded in London" about 1700), painted of this

size by Sir Godfrey Kneller. See first quota-
tion below. The club, of which Addison and
Steele were members, was so called from Kit
Cat or Katt {Christopher Katt), a pastry-cook
who served the club. "Immortal made as Kit

Cat by his pies "—W. King, Art of Cookery, let.

viii. (first printed in 1708).] A particular size

of portrait, less than half-length, in which a
hand maybe shown; a truncated portrait.

The room where these portraits [of the Kit-Kat Club]

were intended to be hung (in which the Club often dined)

not being sufficiently lofty for half-length pictures, that

circumstance is said to have been the occasion of a shorter

canvas being used, which is now denominated a Kit-Kat,

and is sufficiently long to admit a hand. The canvas for

a Kit-Kat is thirty-six Inches long and twenty-eight wide.

Malone, Life of Dryden, p. 634, note.

Addison saw in Steele's kifrcat of Sfc Roger the occasion

for a full-length after his own heart.

A. Dobsrni, Int. to Steele's Plays, p. xxxi.

Some of his kUkaU and his full-length figures give one

a better idea of his widely differing subjects than can be

found in any other of the branches of his twin arts.

Uarper'n Mag., LXXVIII.

kitcat-roU (kit'kat-rol), n. In agri., a kind of

roller for land, somewhat in the form of a dou-

ble cone, being thickest in the middle.

kitcbelt, «. See Uchel.

kitchen (kioh'en), n. [< ME. kitchen, Mchen,

kichene, kychen, kechen, cooMne, kuchen, etc., <

AS. cycen, oicen, oycene = MD. kokene, keukene,

D. keuken = MLG. kokene, fcofce,= OHG. chuhh-

ina, ehuehina, euchina, MHG. kuchen, kiiche, G.

kiiche = Dan. kjokken = Sw. kok = F. cmsine

(> E. cuisine) = Sp. cocina = P§. cozinha = It.

cocina, cuoina, < L. coquina, a kitchen, a cook-

ing-room, < coquere, cook: see cook'^.'] 1. -A.

room in which food is cooked ; an apartment

of a house fitted with the necessary apparatus

for cooking.
ThesheryfehadlnhysMwiiacoke.

I/ytell Geste ofSobyn Bode (Child's BaUads, V. 73).

A fat W(cA«« makes a lean will. ,,. ^ . „„,4.t
Franklin, Way to Wealth.

Dish-washer and broach-turner, loon !
— to me

Thou smeUest all of kitchen as before. ^„„„„
Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

2. In Scotland and Ireland, anything eaten by

way of relish with bread, potatoes, pomdge, or

whatever forms the substantial part of a meal.

32.95

Thus, when a meal is composed of potatoes and salt, the
salt is the kUchen; if of bread and butter, the butter is the
kUchen; if of potatoes and bread and fish, the flsh is the
kitchen. *

Many another [peasant] will have some better kitchen
than salt to his potatoes for his Christmas dihner

!

Contemporary JRev., LI. 127.

Kitchen cabinet. See cabinet.—TiD.'kltohen. (a) Same
as Dutch oven (which see, under oven). (6) A child's toy.

kitchen (kich'en), v. t. [< hitclien, ».] If. To
entertain with the fare of the kitchen ; furnish
food to.

There is a fat friend at your master's house.
That kitchen'd me for you to-day at dinner.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1, 416.

2. To serve as kitchen for; give a relish to;
season; render palatable. [Scotch.]

The poor man's wine.
His wee drap parritch, or his bread.

Thou kitchens fine.

Bums, Scotch Drink.

3. To use (food) as kitchen—that is, sparingly,

or so that it may last. Thus, a child eating bread
and milk may be told to kitchen the milk— that is, use it

sparingly in proportion to the bread. [CoUoq., Scotch.]

kitchen-cot (kich'en-ko), n. A corruption of

kinchin-cove.

A Kitchin Co is called an ydle runagate Boy.
Fraternity o/ Vagabonds (1661), quoted in Kibton-Tumer's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. ^94.

kitchendom (kich'en-dum), n. [< kitchen +
-dom.~\ The domain of the kitchen. Da/vies.

What knowest thou of flowers, except, belike.

To garnish meats with? hath notour good King
Who lent me thee, the flower of kitchendom,
A foolish love for flowers?

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

kitchener (kich'en-6r), n. 1. A person em-
ployed in a kitchen; the superintendent of a
kitchen ; a kitchen-purveyor.

Two most important officers of the Convent, the Kitch-
ener and Refeotioner, were just arrived with a aumpter-
mule, loaded with provisions. Scott, Monastery, xv.

The industry of all crafts has paused— except it be the
smith's flercely hammering pikes, and in a faint degree
the Jcitchener's cooking off-hand victuals.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 6.

2. An economical or elaborated cooking-stove
or other culinary appliance. Specifically- (a) A spe-

cial form of stove adapted for cooking, fitted with damp-
ers, and combining ovens, plate-warmers, devices for heat-

ing a supply of water, and often many other contrivances.

A general use of gas cooking stoves and kitcheners burn-
ing small coke. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 101.

It is almost impossible to have a properly roasted joint
in closed kitcheners. Encyc. Brit., VI. 332.

(6) A name given to ancient utensils of bronze, such as
those found at Pompeii, in which water could be heated
and various dishes kept hot at slight expense of fuel. The
Naples Museum contains some very elaborate specimens.

kitchen-fare (kich'en-far), n. Such fare as ser-

vants are allowed in a kitchen.

kitchen-fee (kich'en-fe), n. Thefat whiohfaUs
from meat in roasting ; drippings : so called be-
cause it forms one of the cook's perquisites.

[Great Britain.]

The managers were satisfied that fat drippings and
kitchen-fee were preferable to the proposed substitute.

Caledonian Mercury, Nov. 24, 1823.

kitchen-gaint (kich'en-gan), n. Same as kitch-

en-fee.
The sweat upon thy face doth oft appear
Like to my mother a fat and kitchen-gain.

Greene, Doron's Eclogue.

kitchen-garden (kieh'en-gar'''dn), w. 1. A gar-

den or piece of ground appropriated to the rais-

ing of vegetables for the table.

The product of kitehen^gmdens in all sorts of herbs, sal-

lads, plants, and legumes. Sir W. Temple, Of Gardening.

2. A kindergarten in which kitchen-work is

taught. [Local, U. S.]

kitchenistt (kich'en-ist), n. [< kitchen + -is*.]

A kitchener; a cook.

Brick-makers, Brewers, CoUiers, Kitchinists.

Tobacco Battered, 427. (Dames.)

kitchen-knave (Mch'en-uav), n. A scullion.

Grant me to serve
For meat and drink among thy kiteJien-knaves.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

kitchen-leet (kioh'on-le), n. Dirty soap-suds.

A brazen tub of kitohen^lee. Ford.

kitchen-maid (kich'en-mad), n. A female ser-

vant employed in a kitchen.

Did not her kitchen-maid rail, taunt, and scorn me?
Shak., C. of E., iv. 4, 77.

kitchen-midden (kich'en-mid''''n), n. [< kitchen

+ midden, after the equiv. Dan. kjokkenmod-

ding.l A shell-mound: the literal translation

of the Danish kjokkenmodding, kitchen refuse.

This refuse forms extensive heaps or mounds, which con-

sist chiefly of the shells of edible mollusks mixed with
fragments of bones of various animids, and implements of

kite

stone, bone, and horn. Mounds of this kind are found in
large numbers on the eastern coast of Denmark, In various
parts of Scotland along the shores of the firths, as well
as in Ireland and elsewhere. They are the refuse heaps
which accimiulated around the dwellings of former in-
habitants, and in the case of Denmark are believed by
the best authorities to be referable to the early part of the
Neolithic age, *' when the art of polishing flint implements
was known, but before it had reached its greatest develop-
ment" (Sir J. Lubbock, Prehistoric Times, 2d ed., p. 240).
See midden and sheU-mound.

During the past summer the museum at Copenhagen
has explored a large kitchen-midden in Jutland, situated
in a forest a couple of miles from the sea.

Amer. Naturalist, XXTIL 80.

kitchen-mort (kieh'en-m6rt), n. A corruption
of kinchin-mort. [Old slang.]

Times are sair altered since I was a kitchen-mort. Men
were men then, and fought each other in the open fleld.

Scott, Guy Mannerlng, xxviii.

kitchen-physic (kich ' en - fiz " ik), n. Nourish-
ing diet for an invalid; substantial fare

;
good

living. [Humorous.]
For my selfe, if I be ill at ease, I take kitchyn physicke; I

make my wife my doctor, and my garden my apoticaries
shop.

Greene, Quip for Upstart Courtier (HarL Misc., V. 408).

Nothing will cure this mans understanding but some
familiar and Kitchen physick; which, with pardon, must
for plainnes sake be administer'd unto him. Call hither
your cook. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst., § 2.

kitchenryt (kieh'en-ri), n. [< kitchen H- -ry.'i

1. Utensils used in the kitchen; utensils for
cooking.— 2. The body of servants employed
in a kitchen.

Close unto the front of the chariot mareheth all the sort
of weavers and embroderers ; next unto whom goeth the
black-guard and kitchenry.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 12.

kitchen-stuff (kich'en-stuf), n. 1. Material
used in kitchens; requisites for a kitchen; spe-
cifically, vegetables for cooking.

In such a state of things, would you easily believe his
lordship could pride himself in cooking up this cold kitcli-

in-stuff, and serving it again and again, amidst so elegant
an entertainment?

Warhurton, Lord Boliiigbroke's Philosophy.

2. The refuse of a kitchen: garbage; specifi-

cally, refuse fat and fat-yielding material, such
as may be got from pots and dripping-pans.

A thrifty wench scrapes kitchen-stuff. Donne.

Here in a small apartment may be a pile of rags, a sack-
full of bones, the many varieties of grease and kitehen-

stuf, corrupting an atmosphere which, even without such
accompaniments, would be too close.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 120.

kitchen-wench (kich'en-wench), n. A Mtehen-
maid; a female scullion.

Laura, to his lady, was but a kitchen-wench.
Shak., R. and J., ii. 4, 42.

kitchery (kich'er-i), n. Same as kedjeree.

kite^ (Mt), n. [Early mod. E. also improp.
kighte; < ME. kite, kete, < AS. cyta, aMte (bird).

Cf. W. cud, a falcon, also flight, velocity.] 1.

A diurnal bird of prey of the family Faleonidce

and subfamily Milvinm; a glede. The kites are
among the iriferi- ___^
or hawks, having
a rather weak bill

without a tooth,
small feet with
moderate tal-

ons, long pointed
wings, and usu-
ally long, often
forked tail; but
there are no diag
nostic characters
bywhichthe kites
can be defined
with precision.

They prey upon
humble quarry,as
insects, reptiles,

and small birds
and mammals.
The common kite

orgledeofEurope
is Milvus ictinus,

regalis, or mlga
ris, a bird 2 feet

long, the wing 20
inches, of abrown
color above, the
feathers with red-
dish edgings, the under parts mostly rufous ; the tail is 15
inches long, forked. Muvus cegyptius is the Arabian kite

;

M. ater is the black kite of Africa and parts of Europe;
M. govinda is the Indian kite ; M. isurus, the Austral&n,
in which the head is crested. Elanoides forfieatus Is the
beautiful swallow-tailed kite of the United States, glossy

black and white, with a long, deeply furcate taU. (See cut
under Blanmdee.) Nauclerus riocouri is a corresponding
African species. The white-tailed or pearl kite of the
United States is Elanus leucurus; and there are several
other species of this genus in the warmer parts of the
world. The Mississippi kite is Jctinia mississippieniis;

and a very similar species, Ictirda plurnbea, inhabit South
America. In Swainson's system of classification a obtain
group of hawks which he called Cymindina: were named

."Wtf^"

Pearl Kite I
£/«:



kite

kites. The name has been miBapplied to Tarions hawkl
of different genera, as Buteo, Circus, etc. See gled£^ and
hawkl, 1.

More pity that the eagle should be mew'd,
While tcUes and buzzards prey at liberty.

Shak., Eich. in., i. 1, 33.

2t. A sharper. [Slang.]

Eoister Doister that doughtie kUe.
Udall, Bolster Doister, v. 6.

Cramming of serving-men, mustering of beggars.
Maintaining hospitals for kites and curs.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, i 1.

3. [Prob. so called from its hovering in the air,

like the bird so named.] A light frame covered
with paper or cloth, designed to be supported
in the air by the action of the wind, when held
by a long cord. The flying of kites is a pastime of

adults in Japan and, to some extent, in China, and of
children in Western countries. During recent years, how.
ever, kites have been put to practical use in aerial pho-
tography, signaling, and in other ways, and their construc-

tion has become a subject of scientific study. They are
made in a variety of forms.

4. Naut., one of the highest and lightest sails;

one of the small sails that are usually spread
in light winds, and furled in a strong breeze.

—

5. [In punning allusion to paper kites (in def

.

3). Cf. flier, 6.] An accommodation bill; a
negotiable instrument made without consider-

ation : a "wind-bill''; in the plural, mere paper
credit not based on commercial transactions.

See accommodation. [Commercial slang.]

In English Excheqner-bills fuU half a million.

Not kites, manufactured to cheat and inveigle,

But the right sort of "flimsy," all sign'd by Monteagle.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, n. 48.

6. The brill. [Local, Eng.]—Box kite, a kite con-

sisting of a light frame in the form of a rectangular paral-

lelepiped, covered with cloth with the exception of the

ends and a space about the middle.—Electrical kite, a
contrivance employed by Franklin to verify his hypothe-
sis respecting the identity of electricity and lightning,
resembling in shape a school-boy's kite, but covered with
silk and varnished paper, and armed with a wire.—Ever-
glade kite. See everglade.—VVjioe kites (nmit.), the
Bght sails of a ship.—To fly the kite. Seej^i.

kite^ (i5t), V. i.; pret. and pp. Mted, ppr. kiting.

[< fcifel, n., 1 and 3.] 1. To go or fly with
great rapidity or with the ease of a kite: as,

to go Tdting about. [Colloq.]— 2. To fly com-
mercial "kites"; raise money or gain the tem-
porary use of money by means of accommoda-
tion bills, or by borrowed, illegally certified,

or worthless checks. [Commercial slang.]

kite^ (kit), n. [Also kyte; appar. irreg. < ME.
*lcit, *kid (found only in comp. : see Jcidney), <

AS. cwith = Icel. kvidhr = Sw. qued, the womb,
= Goth, kwithus, the belly, perhaps = 6r. jaa-

TTJp, the belly, = Skt. jathara, the beUy: see
gaster^. Hence prob., in disguised composition,
kidmey.'] The belly. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

kite^ (fe)) "• A dialectal variant of Mt^ for
cut.

kite-eagle (Mt'e'gl), n. A book-name of Neo-
pus malayensis, a translation of the word Icti-

naetus, sometimes used as a generic designa-
tion. See Neopus.
kite-falcon (Mt'fa'kn), n. See falcon.
kite-flier (Kt'fli'^r), ». 1. One who flies a kite.

See kite\ n., 3.— 2. One who attempts to raise

moneyby the use of accommodation bills. See
Wfcl, «., 5.

kite-flying (Idt'fli^ing), «. l. The amusement
of flying kites.—2. The practice of raising
money or sustaining one's credit by means of

accommodation bills or other fictitious com-
mercial paper. Also called simply MUng.
kitefoot (Mt'fiit), n. A variety of the tobacco-
plant : so called from its resemblance to a kite's

foot.

kite-key (kit'ke), n. The key or fruit of Prani-

nus excelsior, the common ash. ofGreat Britain

.

Also hitty-key. [Prov. Eng.]
kite-tailed (Mt'tald), a. Having a longtaU like

. a kite's: as, the kite-tailed widgeou, Dafila aeta-

ta, a duck, so called in Florida.

kite-wind (Mt'wind), «. A south and south-
southwest wind in Siam, prevaUing in the lat-

ter part of February and early March.
kit-fox (kit'foks), n. The American corsak, or

swift-fox, VtUpes velox, a small fox peculiar to
western North America, where it lives in holes
in the prairies. It has been noted and named for its

swift-footedness, bat this has been much exaggerated. It
was called kit-fox by Lewis and Clarke, named Canis vdox
by Thomas Say in 1823, and called C. cinereo-argentatus
by Richardson in 1829. It is scarcely half as large as the
common fox, the length over all being onlyabout^ feet^ of
which the tail is 1 foot. The color is a imiform pale red-
dish-yellow above. In winter paler grayish with sUvcTy tips

of the hairs ; the under parts whitish, the upper lip and
tip of ^e tail blackish. The pelage is very fine, with co-

pioaB onder-fOT. This duninutive fox is closely related to
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"if .^

Kit-fox
(
yiflpes vehx).

Vidpet carsac of Asia, having no near relative among Eu-
ropean or American foxes.

kith (kith), n. [Formerly also dial. Mff; < ME.
kith.kyth, kitthe, kutthe, kuththe, cuththe, couihe,

< AS. cytli, cythth, cyththu, knowledge, acquain-

tance, relationship, kinship, native land (=
OFries. kethe, kede = MD. kunde, konde, D.
l-unde = MLG. LG. kunde, knowledge, news,
= OHG. cundida, chundida, knowledge, mark,
contr. chunde, MHG. kunde, kiinde, knowledge,
acquaintance, mark, native place, G. kunde,

knowledge, news, = Icel. kynni, acquaintance,
= Goth, kunthi, knowledge), < oUth, known:
see couth.'] If. Knowledge ; information.

.So kyndly takes he that kyth.

That up he rose and wenthym wyth.
Sir PercemU {Thornton Eom., ed. Halllwell), L 1281.

2t. Education ; in the plural, manners.

Whanne thou komest to kourt among the kete lordes,

& knowest alle the Imththes that to kourt langes,

Bere the boxumly & bonure, that ich bum the lone.

fFittiam of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.), 1 331.

3. One's friends or relatives collectively: now
obsolete, except in the phrase kith and kin,

one's own people and kindred.
Neither father nor mother, kith iwr kin, shall be her

carver in a husband. ^ly. Mother Bombie, L 3.

Who (worse than beasts or savage monsters been)
Spares neither mother, brother, kiff, nor kin.

Sylvester, tr. of Du :^lrta8's Weeks, iL 2.

For Lancelot's kith and kin so worship him
That iU to him is ill to them. Tennyson, Holy GraiL

4t. One's native land ; home ; country.

From what kith thei camme cofly they tolde.

MisauTider ofMacedoine (B. E. T. 8.), L 112V.

Ther is noght ellis but as most flee,

Owte of oure kgth where we are knowyn.
York Plays, p. UL

kithara (kith'a-ra), n. Same as eithara, 1.

Thomson.
kitkaristic (kith-a-ris'tik), a. Same as dtha-
ristic.

kitbef (kiTH), V. [Also kyfhe, < ME. Tcithen,

kythm, couthen, cuthen (pret. kidde, kedde, kudde,
pp. kid, kyd. Teed, kud), < AS. cythan, also in
comp. ge-cythan (= OS. kuthjan, kudjan, kOdeam
= OFries. ketha, keda= MLG. kundigen= OHG.
kundjan, kunda/n, kwnden, MHG. kunden, kiinden,

G. {ver)kiinden = Icel. kynna = Dan. {for)kynde
= Sw. (J'dr)kunna), make known,< eUth, known

:

see couth, and cf. kith.'] I. trans. To make
known; show; manifest; exhibit; also, to rec-
ognize; acknowledge.

For my loue his deeth was digt

;

What loue mygte he kithe more?
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 11.

Than either hent other hastely in annes,
& with kene kosses kulhthed hem to-gidere.

'WHUam of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1011.

And he ageyn his trouth me had yplyghf^
For everemore hys lady me to tyfhe.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, L 228.

So if I kyd^ any kyndenesse myn euen-criatene to helper
Vpon a cruel coaeityse myn herte gan hange.

Piers Plowman (B)t xiiL 390.

n. intrans. To become known; show one's
self; be manifest; appear.

The deed that thou hast done this nlcht
Will kythe upon the morrow.

Sweet Willie and Lady Margerie (Child's Ballads, IL 65)i

Unless a new stranger is present, they kithe in more
rational colours. Gait.

kiting (M'ting), K. Same ks kite-jfmmg, 2.

kitish (M'tish), a. [< Wfei + -isfei.] <5f or per-
taining to a Mte ; resembling a kite.

kit-kat, n. See idt-cat^.

kit-keyt, «• -An ash-key. Bullokar, 1656.

kitling (Mt'ling), n. and a. [Also kitUing; <
ME. hifling, hytlyng, Uteling, keetling,< Icel. ket-
lingr= 'Sorw. keUing, a kitten, orig. in the sense
of L. eatulus, a whelp (cf . kitOt^)-, in E. now re-

frded as < cat^, modified as in fcit*, + -ling'^.']

n. 1. A young animal; a whelp or enb.
Dan, keeUyr^ at a lyon, sbal flowe laargly fro Basan.

Wydif, Deut Trriii 22 (Oxt).

kittle

Thenne saide the sarpent, "I am a bestcv and I have
here in myn hole kytlingis that I have browt forthe.

"

Oeeta Somanorum, p. 243.

2. Specifically, a young eat ; a kitten. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]
No more base

Than are a newly kittened kitlin^a cries.

Chapman, Odyssey, xlL

Whither go you now?
What, to buy gingerbread, or to drown kiUingif

B. Janmn, Volpone, v. 7.

Monsieur Vemw had an old Cat, and a young Eiiltng

Just Bom, put into the Air-pump before the Academic
Eoyalle des Sciences. L&ter, Journey to Paris, p. 69.

Il.t o. Young; innocent-looking.

They used me very courteously and gentlemanlike
awhile ; like an old cunning bowler to fetch In a young
keUing gamester,who will suiter him to win one sixpenny-

game at the fl]^ and then lurch him in six pounds after-

ward. Xiddleton, Father Hubbard's Tales, v. 589.

kitmutgar, n. See khitmutgar.

Mt-of-tne-candlestickt (iit ' ov-the-kan ' dl-

stik), n. -An ignis fatuus; a wUl-o'-the-wisp.

Also kit-mth-tlie-canstick. [Prov. Eng.]

kittelf, V. t. -An obsolete form of kittle^.

kitten (kit'n), n. [< ME. kiton, kitoun, kyton

(= LG. kitten), dim. of co«i (modified as in kit^),

prob. after OP. chatton, a kitten, dim. of chat,

cat : see ca«i, and cf . kit^, kitUngJ] 1. A young
cat ; any young animal of the cat kind.

He caste his nett in to the water, and drongh oat a litm
, kyttm as blakke as eny cooL Merlin (E. E. T. 8.X iii. 665.

Shal neuere the cat ne the kyton by my counsaQ be greued.
Piers Plowman (CX L 207.

I had rather be a kitten, and cry mew.
Than one of these same metre ballad-mongen,

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii 1, 129.

2. One of several bombyeid moths or puss-

moths. The poplar-Mtten is Dicranura bifida;

the alder-Mtten is D. bieuspis.

kitten (kit'n), v. i. [< Mtten, ».] To bring

forth young, as a cat.

Were some one to tell you that your neighbor's cat kit-

tened yesterday, you would say the information was worth-

less. B. Spencer, Education, L

kittenhood (Mt'n-hud), n. [< kitten + -Jiood.']

The state of being a kitten. [Bare.]

For thou art beautiful as ever cat
That wantoned in the joy of kittenhood. Sovthey.

kittenish (Mt'n-ish), a. [< kitten + -wftl.]

Like a kitten or what pertains to a kitten

;

playful ; disposed to gambol.
Such a kittenish disposition in her.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, IV. 115.

He cultivated utility in other ways, and it pleased and
flattered him to feel that he could ^ord, morally speak-
ing, to have a kittenish wife.

H. James, Jr., Confldence, p. 166.

kitten-shark (Mt'n-shark), n. A shark of the
family Heterodontidm, Beterodontus zebra, of

China and Japan : a translation of the Chinese
name.

kittle, n. See Mtty.

kittiwake (kit'i-wak), n. [So called in imita-

tion of its cry.] A gull of the genus Rissa,

family Laridte, having the hind toe unusually
short or rudimentary, the wings extremely long,

a biU with an acute decurved tip, and pecu-
liarly colored primaries. The common kittiwake,
Bissa tridaetyla, abounds in the North Atlantic and Arctic
oceans, nesting in myriads on rocky cliffs, and mfgra^g
southward in winter. It is aboat 17 inches long and 36
in extent of wings. The color of the adult is snow-white,
with dark pearl-blue mantle ; the primaries are crossed
withblack, and tipped with white ; the bill is yellow, cloud-

Kittiwake {Sissa tridaetyla).

ed with olive. In the young the bm, abar on Uie taO, and
patches on the upper parte are black, and the feet are
blackish. AlMeaHedwhitegvll&ndirinter-gull. Thered-
l^ged kittiwake, Bissa trevbrostris, is a beaatitnl speciea,
with coral-red bUl and feet, inhabiting the North Pacific
Also abbreviated kitty, lOttie.

kittle^ (iit'l). V. t. ; pret. and pp. kittled, ppr.

kittling. l<'^[E.kitelen,<A8.citelian='D.Mttelen
= LG. ketteJm, ketehi=OHG. kieilon, MHG. kitze-

len, G. hitzeln = Icel. kitla = 8w. kittla = Ban.
kildre, kUde, tickle. Not connected with the
synonymous ticfcie.] To tickle: frequently fol-

lowed by up. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]



kittle

That nowe er deceyved thurgh quayntes of the devel,
and Htellynge of thaire flesshe.

MS. Coll. Eton, 10, f. i. {HaUiwOl.)
It never fails, on diinkin deep.
To kitOe up our notion. Buna, Holy Fair.

He took great liberties with his Royal Highness —pol£-
Ing and kitUing him in the ribs with his forefinger.

GcUt, The Steam-Boali p. 250.

kittlei (kit'l), a. i<,muU\v.^ TickUsh; diffi-

cult; nice; not easily managed; trying; vexa-
tious. [Scotch.]

Kings are kitUe cattle to shoe behind. Scotch proverb.

Rob Roy, ... a kittle neighbour to the Low Country,
and particularly obnoxious to his Grace.

Seott, Rob Roy, zxzil.

kittle^ (Mt'l), V. i.; pret. and pp. Mttled, ppr. Mt-
tlvng. [Early mod. E. Icytelen; < ME. Mtelen, <
Norw. ^etla, bring forth young; appar. freq.,
from the noun represented by E. eafi and Ut^.
Cf. hitlmg. Cf . also kitten, v. Kindle^ is a dif-

ferent verb.] To litter; bring forth kittens.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Gossype, when your catte kytelUth, I pray you let me

have a liytlynge. Palsgrave.

kittle^ (^t'l), n. A dialectal or obsolete form
of kettle^,

kittle* (kit'l), ». An obsolete or dialectal form
of UddleX

kittling^, n. See kitting.

kittling^ (klt'ling). n. [< ME. Jcitellynge; verbal
n. of kittle^, v.] A tickling. [Prov. Eng. and
Sootoh.]

kittlish (kit'lish), a. [< kittle^ + -jsfti.] Tick-
Ush. [Scotch.]

kittly (kit'li), o. [< kittle^ + -^1.] Easily tick-

led; hence, susceptible; sensitive. [Scotch.]

I was not so kittly as she thought, and could thole her
progs and jokes with the greatest pleasance and com-
posure. GcUt, The Steam-Boat, p. 155.

Mttly-benders (kit'li-ben"d6rz), n. [Also, cor-

ruptly, Jcettle-de-benders ; appar. < Mttly, equiv.
' to kittlish, ticklish, risky, + bender, referring

to the pieces of ice yielding under the feet.]

The sport of running on thin, bending ice.

[New England.]
Let us not play at kittlj/'benders. ^

Thoreau, Walden, p. 853.

You will, with unfaltering step, move quickly over the
ketUe-de-benders of this broken essay, and from the thistle

danger will pluck the three more flowers which I have
promised. E. E. Male, How to Do it, iii.

kittul (kl-tol), ». [Singhalese.] 1. The jaggery-
palm, Caryota urens.— 3. Aflber obtained from
theleaf-stalksof the jaggery-palm, it is black and
very coarse, and is employed for making ropes, brushes,
brooms, baskets, etc. It forms a rope of great strength
and durability. Also spelled kiUool.

kittyi (kit'l), ».; pi. kitties (-iz). [Dim. of kit^,

or ca«i. a. kitten, kitting.'] A kitten; a child's

pet name for a cat.
'

Mtty2 (kit'i), n.; pi. kitties (-iz). [Var. of kit^.]

A kit or company. Hallmell. [Prov. Eng.]
kittyS (kit'i), n.

;
pi. kitties (-iz). [Cf . MA.] A

large wooden bowl or tankard.

kitty* (kit'i), n.j pi. kitUes (-iz). [Also kittie;

abbr. of kitUwakeT] Same as kittiwake. Also
called sea-kittie.

Seeing some kitties flying about ... the old kitty who
flew down. East Anglian, iii 352.

kittyS (kit'i), n.
;

pi. kitties (-iz). [Cf. kidcote.]

1. A prison or jail: same as Mdcote. [Prov.

Bng. or slang.]— 3. A pool into which each
player in a card-game puts a certain amount
of his winnings, to be used in meeting expenses,

as for room-rent, refreshments, etc.

Mtty-COOt (kit'i-kSt), n. One of several birds

of the familyBallidce. (a) The water-rail, Ballusaqua-

Hem. (J))Theg&ma\i\e,GMinvlacMarapiis. (c) The coot,

Fulica alra. [Prov. Eng. in all senses.]

kitty-cornered (kit'i-k6r"n6rd), a. A corrup-

tion of eater-cornered.

kitty-key (klt'l-ke), n. Same as kite-key.

kittysol (kit'i-sol), n. [< Pg. guitasol, an um-
brella, < guitar, quit, remit, hinder, + sol, sun

:

see g-MJ* and so«. Gi. pmrasol.'] A Chinese um-
brella made of bamboo and oiled paper.

kitty-wren (Mt'i-ren), ». The common wren.

Also cutty^wren.

kit-with-tlie-candlestickf(kit'wiTH-5He-kan'-
dl-stik), n. Same as Mt-of-the-candlestick.

They have so fraid us with bull-beggars, spirits, witches,

. . . kU with the earuMeke, . . . and such other bugs, that

we were afraid of our own shadowes.
Soot, Discoverie of Witchcraft (1584).

kive (kiv), n. Same as keeve.

kiverl (Mv'fer), v. and re. An obsolete or dia-

lectal form of e(»)er'^.

kiver^ (kiv'6r), n. 1. Same as keever.— 2. A
measure of com in Derbyshire, England, equal

to 12 sheaves.
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kivij kivi-kivi (Mv'i, -kiv'i), n. Same as kiwi.

kiwi (ke'wi), n. [New Zealand.] The apteryx.

kiwi-kiwi (ke'wi-ke'wi), re. [New Zealand.]
Same as kiwi. '

kix (kiks), re. 1. An obsolete or dialectal form
of kex.— 2. The bullaoe-plum, Prunus spinosa.

[Prov. Eng.]
kixent, a. See kexen.

ki-yi (ki'yi'), v. i. [Imitative.] To howl or
yelp, as a dog. Also ki-hi. [CoUoq.]

Hang him [a dog] we did, and he U-hied with a vigor
that strikingly increased the moral effect.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 332.

kjerulfine (kya'r{?l-fln), re. [After Prof. Th.
l^erulf (1825-88), a geologist of Chrlstiania,
Norway.] A kina of wagnerite from Bamle in
Norway.
kioekken-moedding, kjokken-modding, n.

See kitchen-midden.

kl-. For old Englishwords so beginning, seecl-.

klang (klang), n. [G., sound, clang : see clang,

re.] In musical acoustics, a tone together with
all its partial tones or harmonics : opposed to a
simple or pure tone. The use of the term is recent
and limited, and arises from the desire to avoid the am-
biguity of the English word tone. It is sometimes used for

quality, or Idangfarbe. Compare clang, 2.

klangfarbe(klang-far'be),re. [G.: klang,Boxmd,
tune

;
farbe, color.] In mvMcal acoustics, quality

or timbre—that is, that particular arrange-
ment and proportion of partial tones in a mu-
sical tone which give it character and indi-

viduality ; tone-color. [Of recent and limited
use.]

klastic, a. See clastic.

klavier, re. See clavier.

klecho (kle'cho), re. [E. Ind.] A tree-swift of

the genus DendrocheUdon, the Indian J), klecho.

kleenebok (klen'bok), re. [D., < 7dee», little, =
E. clean, -I- lok = E. ftacfcl.] The AnUlope per-

pusilla or Cephalophus pygmcea, a pygmy ante-

lope of South Africa.

kleg (kleg), re. [Origin obscure ; cf. cteo2.] i.

The bib, Gadus luscus. [Scarborough, Eng.]—
3. A large specimen of the common cod. F.

Day.
Kleinhovia (klin-ho'vl-a), ». [NL. (Linnseus),

named after M. KleinKof, director of the Bo-
tanic Gardens at Batavia, Java.] A genus of
steroTiliaceoTis trees belonging to the tribe Me-
licterece, characterized by the spreading cells of

the anthers and the membranaceous inflated

capsule. It was made the type of the tribe Sleinhmiiece

by V^ight and Arnott. The only species, K. ho^ta, is a
low branching tree, native of the East Indies, with entire

leaves, and pink flowers in a large terminal panicle, which
are succeeded by curious, top-shaped, bladdery, flve-wing-

ed fruits.

Kleinhoviese (klin-ho-vi'e-e), n.pl. [Nil. (Wight
and Arnott, 1834), < kleinhovia + -ece.] A tribe

of plants embracing only the genus Kleinhovia,

placed by the authors in the order Buettneria-

cece, now referred to the Sterculiacece.

Kleinia (kli'nl-a). «. [NL., named after Johann
Conrad ifeire, a'German botanist.] 1. Aname
given to three different genera of composite
plants, none of which are now accepted. The
Eleirda of Jussieu is Jaumea of Persoon, that of Jacquin
is Porophyllum of Vaillant, and that of Haworth is a sec-

tion of Seneeio.

3. n. c] A plant of one of these genera.

klepllt (kieft), re. [NGr. KM^rrig, var. of kMittih,

< (fv. KMiTTTig, a thief, < KXknruv, steal.] A Greek
or Albanian brigand. As a class, the klephts were
originally those Greeks who, after the Turkish conquest
in the fifteenth century, formed armed bands or communi-
ties in mountain fastnesses, and maintained their inde-
gendence, defying and plundering the Turks and their ad-

erents. They gave powerful aid to the patriots in the
war of independence (1821-8), after which thosewho kept
up their organization became mere robbers. They have
been suppressed in Greece.

klepktic (klef'tlk), a. [< klepht + -ic] Per-
taining or relating to the kle^ts.

The ballads of KlephUc exploits in Greece match the
border songs of Dick of the Law and Kimnont Willie.

Eneyc. Brit., III. 284.

klepsydra, re. See clepsydra.

kleptomania, kleptomaniac. See cleptomania,

knack

See clinopvnacoid.

Same as clinorhombic. See

Klipspringer
(
Oreotrag^ts sattatrix).

klinopinacoid, re.

klinorhombic, a.

monoclinic.

klipdas (klip'das), re. [D.,< Mip, cliff (see cliff''-),

-t- das (= G. dachs), a badger.] The roek-
badger : the Dutch colonial name of the Cape
hyrax, Syrax eapensis. See Hyrax.
klipspringer (klip'spring"6r), re. [S. African
D., < klip, cliff, -I- springer = E. springer.] A
pygmyantelope
of SouthAfrica,
Oreotragus sal-

tatrix or Nano-
tragus oreotra-

gus, inhabiting
the rooky fast-

nesses of the
Cape. It is agile
and sure-footed
like the chamois,
which it resembles
inhabits. It stands
about 28 inches
high, and the male
has small horns
about 4 inches
long. The fiesh is

esteemed for food,
and the long bristly hair is much used for stuffing saddles.

klipsteinite (kllp'sti-nit), ». [Named after '

Prof, von Klipstein of Giessen, Germany.] A
hydrous silicate of manganese, occurring in
dark-brown compact forms.
kloof (kief), re. [D.: of.E.cZoweS.] A ravine; in
Cape Colony and the neighboring settlements,
a gully.

klopemania (kl6-pe-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr. kTmtt^,

theft, -t-^ai'ia,madiiess.] Cleptomania. [Rare.]
klotef, re. See elote^.

Klugia (kl(3'ji-a), n. [NL. (Schlectendal, 1833),
named after Dr. Er. Klug, a German zoologist.]

A genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants
of the natural order Gesneracece, tribe Didy-
mocarpece, characterized by a membranaceous
5-cleft calyx, cylindraceous corolla-tube, with
half-closed throat and irregular limb, and i
short, perfect stamens. They are herbs creeping at
the base and at length erect, with broad leaves which are
very unequal-sided, and loose, terminal, secund racemes
of large pendulous blue flowers. Four species areknown,
one of which is found in Mexico and Central America, the
remainder being natives of the East Indies. K. Notoni-
ana, of the last-named country, has been in cultivation in
England as a stove-plant since 1848.

K. M. -An abbreviation of Emght of Malta.
km. An abbreviation of kilometer.

kn-. An initial sequence of consonants com-
mon in English and Middle English, and in the
form en- in Anglo-Saxon. In Middle English and
Anglo-Saxon (as still in Dutch, German, and Scandinavian)
it was distinctly pronounced as written ; but now the k
is silent. Kvr occurs in native English words, as knave,
knee, knell, kmyp, know, etc., in other Teutonic words, as
knicker, and in some otherwords of foreign origin, as knovJt.

In some words, as knar, knarl, kn- alternates witti gn^.

knab^t (nab), ». t. [A var. of fcreopi.] To bite

;

gnaw; nibble.

I had much rather lie knobbing crusts without fear . . .

than be mistress of the world with cares.

Sir B. L'Esirange.

knab^t, i>- t. Another spelling of rea&I.

knabblet (nab'l), v.i. [A var. (= LG. krwhbehi,
gnabbeln, gnaw) of knapple. Cf. knflW-, var. of

Cf . also nibble.] To bite ; nibble.

kleruch, re. See cleruch,

klick, V. See click^.

klicket (Mik'et), re. If. An obsolete spelling of

clicket in various senses.— 3. In fort., a small

gate in a palisade through which sallies may be
made.
klinker, re. See cUnker.

klinket, re. A variant of klicket.

klinkstone (Idingk'ston), re. Same as cUnkstone.

See phonoUte.
klinometer, «. See clinometer.

Horses will knobble at walls, and rats knaw iron.
Sir T. Bromne.

knack (nak), v. [< ME. knakken, gnakken, also

assibilated *knacchen, gnacchen (see knatch), =
D. knakken = MLG. kruiken = G. knacken =
Dan. knakke = Sw. kndcka = Ir. cnagaim =
Gael, cnac, crack, snap; foimd in a series of
words,with severalparallel senses, represented
by knap\ clack, clap^, crack, etc., all ult. imita-

tive of a sharp snapping sound. Cf . knock, Irniag^,

and knick.] I. intrans. 1. To crack; make a
sharp abrupt noise ; specifically, to gnash the
teeth; make a champing sound.

Cast not thy bones vnder the Table,
ISot none see thou doe knack.

Baiees Book (E. B. T. S.), p. 79.

Friar, I fear

You do not say your office well a-days

;

I cannot hear your beads knack.
Fletcher (and others). Bloody Brother, iv. 2.

3. To speak affectedly or minelngly. HalUweU,
— 3. To talk in a lively manner; narrate.

Courteously I can both counter and knack
Of Martin Swart and all his merry-men.
OH Play, quoted in Scott's Kenilworth, viii., note.

II. trans. 1. To cause to sound.

God seis not that be is blessid that singus or knaekia
awete notis. Wyeli,f, Select Works (ed. Arnold), TTL 482.



knack

2. To sneer; taunt; moek. Jamieson.

Fast flokit aboat ane multitude of young Troianls,
Byssy to kruick and pull the priaonere.

Oamn Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 40.

[Obsolete or provincial in all uses.]

knack (nak), n. [< ME. hnakJce = D. knak =
G. knack = Dan. kneek = Sw. knack = Gael.
cnac = It. cnag = W. cnec, a knock, crack,
snap ; from the verb : see knack, v. In sense 4,

cf. knickknack.'] If. A crack or snap; a sharp
sound; a snap with the finger or finger-nail.— 3. A dexterous exploit; a trick; a device;
a mockery; a repartee.

I shall hamper him,
With all his knacks and knaveries.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, ill 4.

For how should equal colours do the knack f
Chameleons who can paint in white and black?

Pope, Moral Essays, iL 165.

3. Readiness ; habitual facility of performance;
dexterity; adroitness.

My author has a great knack at remarks. Bp. Atterbury.

Story-telliug is therefore not an art, but what we call a
knack; it doth not so much subsist upon wit as upon hu-
mour. Steele, Guardian, No. 42.

No person ever had a better ktiack at hoping than I.

GoldmiUh, Vicar, xx.

The damper and more deliberate falls [of snow] have a
choice knack at draping the trees.

LovjeU, .Study Windows, p. 44.

4t. An ingenious trifle ; a toy ; a kniekknaek.

A knack, a toy, a trick, a baby's cap.
"•

*., T. of the S., iv. 3, 67.

This to confirm, I've promis'd to the boy
Many a pretty knack and many a toy.

Fletcher, faithflu Shepherdess, iL 3.

5. A kind of figure made of a small quantity
of com at the end of the harvest, and carried
in the harvest-home procession. Mallimell.

[Prov. Bng.] = Syn. Facility, Expertness, etc. Bee
readiness.

knackaway, knocka'vay (nak'-, nok'a-wa),
n. [An aecom. form, simulating an E. amaqua:
see anagva.'l A Texan tree of the borage fam-
ily, Ehretta eUipHca, which has a hard (but not
strong), close-grained, nnwedgeable wood. The
native name is anagua or anaqua.
knacker^ (nak'Sr), n. [< knack, v., + -eri.] 1.

That which knacks or knocks; in the plural,

two pieces of wood or bone used as a plaything
by boys, who strike them together by moving
the hand; castanets; bones.

Our knackers are the fifes and drums

;

Sa, sa, the gypsies' army comes

!

Middletmi, Spanish Gypsy, ill 2.

2t. A maker of knacks, toys, or smaE work.

—

Knacker's tiraiidy, a sound beating.

knacker^ (nak'er), n, [Perhaps all particular
uses of knacker^ ; but the senses are involved,
and two or more words may be concerned.] 1

.

A eoUar- and harness-maker, employed chiefiy

byfarmers. [Prov.Eng.]— 2. Aeolliers'horse.
[Prov. Eng.]— 3. One whose occupation is the
slaughteringof diseased or useless horses ; also,

one who deals in such horses, whether for use
or slaughter. [Eng.]

There is a regular occupation in London and other large
cities, of men known as the Knackers. It consists in buying
old and worn-out horses, as well as buying and removing
dead ones. If there is any work left in the former, it is

utilized till the last. Then the, animal is killed. The
flesh is generally converted into food for dogs and cats, in
the sale of wliich there is a large trade and a considerable
number of persons employed. To sjy that a horse is only
fit for the '^Knackers' jxri" is to say that it ought to be
dead. R. J. HinUm, Eng. BaJlical Leaders, p. 208.

knackingt(nak'ing), ». [ME. tooc^B^; verbal
n. of feftocfc, iJ.] 1. The act of malong a sharp
abrupt noise.— 2. A sounding.
Whether this sotile and swete kruuikyng to the eeris

makis us to praye with sorowes that mowne not be tolde
oute"' Wydif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), lEL 481.

knackingt (nak'ing), p. a. Striking; slashing:
used in emphasis.

Custanee. Tush, ye speake in jest
Mery. Nay, sure, the partie is in good knocking earnest.

UdaU, Eoister Doister, iiL 2.

knackisbt (nak'ish), a. [< knack, n., + -isfei.]

Trickish; knavish; artful.

Beating the air with knaekish forms of gracious speech-
es, and vain grandiloquence that tends to nothing.

Dr. U. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 479.

knacklshnesst (nak'ish-nes), n. The state or
quality of being knaekish ; artifice ; trickery.

^lack-kneedf (nak'ned), a. An obsolete vari-

ant of knock-kneed.

knafet, n. A Middle English form of knave.

kna£ (nag) , n. [Formerly also cnag; < ME. knagg
= MLG. knagge, a knob, a thick piece, LG. a
thick piece, also a peg or pivot (of a gate or
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window), G. dial, knagge = Sw. knagg = Dan.
knage, a knot in wood, a peg ;

prob. ori^. Celtic

:

cf . Ir. cnag, a knob, peg, cnaig, a knotm wood,

= Gael, cmog', a knob, pin, peg; prob. orig.' knob,

boss, bump,' from the verb, Ir. cnagaim, knock,

strike, Gael, cnac, crack, snap, knock: see knack

and knock.'\ 1. A hook; a peg; a wooden peg
for hanging things on. [Prov. Eng.]

Take her the golde in a bagg.

I schaU hyt hynge on a knagg,

At the schypp horde ende.

Le Bone Florence (Eitson's Metr. Eom., III.).

2. One of the projecting points of a deer's

antler ; a snag or tine.

The knags that sticke out of a harts homes neare the

forhead. Namenclator (1685), p. 42.

Horns . . . most dangerous by reason of their sharp

and branching knags. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1039.

3. A protuberant knot; a wart; also, a decora-

tive knot or tuft, as in costume.— 4. The rugged
top of a rock or hUl. [Prov. Eng.]

knagged (nagd or nag'ed), a. [< ME. knagged;

< knag + -ed^.] If. Provided -with hooks or

teeth; jagged.

If there be any suspicion of soroerie, witchcraft, or en-

chantment practised for to hurt young babes, the great

horns of beetles, such especially as be knagged as Jt were
with small teeth, are good as a conntre charm and pre-

servative, if they be hanged about their necks.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xilt 15.

2. Formed into knots; knotty.—3. Decorated
with knags, as an article of dress.

Withpolaynez, . . . policed ful clene,

Aboure his knez knaged wyth knotez of golde.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (B. E. T. 8.), L 677.

knagginess (nag'i-nes), n. The state of being

^^ (nag'i), a. [<knag + ^K2 1. Knotty;
fulToTknots; rough with knots ; having promi-
nent joints.

Tho' thou 'a howe-backit, now, and knaggie,
I've seen the day

Thou could ha'e gaen like ony staggie.

Bums, Anld Fanner's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

But now upstart the Cavalier,

He could no longer speach forbear;
Their knaggie talking did up barme him.
Their shaip reflections did much warm him.

Cldand's Poems, p. 96. i^Jamiesan.)

Hence— 2. Eough in temper; cross; waspish.
knaket,n. An obsolete spelling of fowcfc. Chait-

cer.

knapi (nap), V. [Also gnap; < ME. *knappen,
gnappen = D. knappen, snap, crack, crush, eat,

= G. knappen, snap, crack, crunch,= Dan. knep-
ve = Sw. knappOj snap ; cf . Grael. cnap, strike,

beat, thump, = Ir. cnapaim, strike; a series of
words parallel to knack, etc. : see knack. Hence
ult. knab\ knap^, knop, etc.] I, trans. If. To
strike with a sharp noise.

Take a vessel of water, and -knap a pair of tongs some
depth within the water, and you shall hear the sound of
the tongs. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 13a

2. To snap ; crack ; break in pieces with blows

:

as, to knap stones.

Knap boy on the thumbs. Tusser, Dinner Matters.

He breaketh the bow, and knappeth the spear in snnder.
Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, xlvl 10.

The stone [flint] is ready for knapping as soon as it is

dry. ... A blow is . . . struck from the elbow, and the
flint breaks. Ure, Diet., IV. 876.

3t. To bite; bite off; nibble.

And sum gnapped here fete and handes.
As dogges done'tliat gnawe here bandes.

MS. Harl. 1701, f. 67. (.Hattiwett.)

As lying a gossip as ever knapped ginger.
Shak., M, of v., iiL 1, 10.

Knap the thread, and thou art fre^
But tis otherwise with me.

Herrick, The Bracelet to Julia.

n. intrans. 1. To make a short sharp sound.
The people standing byheard it feai; in, and the patient

declared it by the ease she felt. TTigejnan, Surgery, viL 5.

2f. To talk short. HalliwelT. [Prov. Eng.]
knapif (nap), re. [Also grwp; < ME. knap (=
IiG. knap = Dan. knep = Sw. kndpp), a snap,
crack: from the verb.] 1. A short sharp noise;
a snap.— 2. A stroke; blow.
And mony stroke in that stoure, tho stithe men hym

gefe
Till the knighi^ vndur knappis, vjayaa knes feU.

DestrwHon of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 6437.
3. A'clapper.

As once awindmm (out of breath) lack'd winde,
A fellow brought foure bnshela there to grinds
And hearing neither noyse of knap or tiller,
laid downe his come, and went to seeke the miller.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

knap2 (nap), n. [< ME. knap, a knop, < AS.
enaep, a hilltop, = OPries. femflp = leeL knappr
= Sw. knapp = Dan. knap, a knob, button, stud

;

knapweed

a var. of knop, q. v.; appar. of Celtic origin: "W.

cnap, a knob,= Gael, cnap, a knob, button, boss,

stud, hillock, = Ir. cnap, a knob, hillock, prob.

< cnapaim, 1 strike : see knap\ v. Hence nap^
andreope.] If. A protuberance; a swelling;

a knob or button.

His cloke of calabre, with alle the knappea ot golde.
Piers Plowman (B), vL 272.

St. A rising ground ; a knoll; a hillock; a sum-
mit.
And both these rivers running in one, carving a swift

streame, doe make the knappe ot the sayd hill very strong

of scituacion to lodge a campe upon.
North, tr. of Plutarch (1879).

You shall see many fine seats set upon a kTuip of ground,
environed with higher hills round about it.

Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

Harke, on fcnop of yonder hill

Some sweet shepheard tunes nis quHL
W. Browne, Shepheard's Pipe.

3. The bud of a flower. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng. ]—4. The flower of the common clover, TrifoliMm

pratense. [Prov. Eng.]
knapbottle (nap'bofl), re. [< kaiiap^, v., + obj.

iottle^.'] The bladder-campion, SHene mflaia.

knapet, re. A Middle English variant of knave.

knape-chlldt, n. A Middle English variant of

knave-cJnld, Ormvlv/m, L 7895.

knapper (nap'er), re. 1. A stone-breaker; spe-

cifically, one who breaks up flint-flakes into the

sizes used for gun-flints.

The hnajppefs tools consist of three simple forms of

hammer and a chiseL Eneyc. Brit., IX 326.

The . . . most difficult process is flaking, or the driving

off of flakes at a single blow, of a given width and thick-

ness, with two ribs mnnliig down them. In this the

Brandon kmamers excel the prehistoric worJonen, but the

process is so delicate that few attain to great proficiency.

Ure, met., IV. 876.

2. A stone-breakers' hammer; a knapping-
bammer.
knapperts(nap'6rts),re. [Also knapparis,gnap-
perts; perhaps oiig. *knc^tBort: so calledfrom
its knotty tubers; < knap^ + worlX.'] The le-

guminous plant Lathyrus macrorhiziig, the bit-

ter-vetch or heath-pea. It bears tubers, which
children like to eat. [Prov. Eng.]
knapping-hammer (nap'ing-ham*6r), B. A
hammer forbreaking stones ; especially, aham-
mer of steel with which flint-flakes are broken
into lengths for gun-flints.

Ye'd better ta'en up spades and shools,

Or knajppirC-hemvmeTS,
Bums, First Epistle to Lapraik.

knapping-macMne (nap'ing-ma-shen'''), n. A
machine for breaking stones by a sudden blow
instead of sustained pressure.

knappishf (nap'ish), a. [< knap^ + -tsfei.] 1.

Inclined to knap or snap.— 2. Snappish.

Answering your snappish qnld with a knappish quo.

Stanihurst, Descrip. ot Ireland, p. 36. (EaUimM.)

kuapple (nap'l), V. i. ; pret. and pp. ImappUd,
ppr. knappling. [Preq. of knap^. Cf. knobble.]

If. To break off with an abrupt sharp noise.—
2. To bite; nibble. HalUweU. JTProv. Eng.]

knappy (nap'i), a. [< knap^ + -y\1 Full of

knaps or hilloeks. Jamieson, Supp. [Scotch.]

knapsack (nap'sak), re. [< D. knapzak (= ML6.
Imapsaok, LG. knappsaek), < knappen, snap, eat,

+ zak= LG. sack = E. sack^. Gt. equiv. snap-

sack.'} A case orbag of leather or strong cloth

for carding a solmer's necessaries, closely

strapped to the back between the shoulders:

hence, any ease or bag for similar use. various

forms of knapsacks are now used by tourists and others

for carrying light personal luggage. Originally the mili-

tary knapsack was meant for carrying food, but it has

gradually become appropriated to a totally different pni-

pose, as the transportation of clothes and the like, and

food is carried in the haversack.

M you are for a merry jaunt, 111 try for once who can

foot it farthest, ... I with my knapsack, and jrou with

your bottle at your baclc DrydcTi, Spanish Knar.

knapscapt (nap'skap), n. [Appar. < knap'' +
scap = «fe, a beehive (used for 'sknll'). Cf.

knapskuU.} The skull. •

Thro' the knapscap the sword has gane.
Jamie fdfer (ChUd's Ballads, VI U2)i

knapskollf (nap'skul), re. [Formerly also knap-

scufl, knapescul; < knap^ + skuU.'] A helmet.

Getonyour jacks, platesleeves, 2.nd knapseuUs, thatyour

presence may work some terror If you meet with opposras.

Scott, Abbot, 3BV1.

knapweed (nap'wed), re. [So called in aUusion
to its knob-like heads; < knap^ -t- weed^.} 1. A
general name for plants of the genus Centanrea

of the composite family, as C. Caldtrapa, the

star-thistle, and C. Cyam/us, baefaelor's-buttoiu.—2, Specifically, C. nigra, also called button-



knapweed
weed, hardheadi loggerhead, and by various other
names, it la a perennial branching weed, with rose-pur-
ple flowers and a globular InTolucre, whose bracts bear
a stiff and fringed,
dark-colored ap-
pendage. It IS

native in Europe
and Asia, and spar-
ingly introduced
In America north-
ward on the At-
lantic coast. AUo
knopweed andAmofr-
•weed.

knar^ (nar), n.

[Also written
gnar; < ME.
Icnarre (= LG-.

hnarre); a word
of obscure ori-

gin, appearing
also in the
form Imw, q. v.

Hence Isna/rl,

gnarP-.'] 1. A
knot on a tree.

A croked tree,

and fnl of knarres.

Wyelif, Wisdom,
Wit 1 (Oxf.).

Frickly stubs, instead of trees, are found

;

Or woods with knots and knarea deformed and old.
Dryden, Fal. and Arc, U. 636.

2, A rock; a cliff.

Ihay vmbe-kesten the knarre and the knot bothe.
^r Gmwayne and the Qreen Knight (H. E. T. 8.), 1. 1434.

Wildernisse hit is and weste
Enarrea and eludes.

Owl and Nightingale, L 998.

3. A short stout man.
Hewas schort, schuldred broode, a thikke leimrre [in some

editions printed gnarre\.
Chamser, Gen. ProL to C. T., I. B61.

[Obsolete or rare in all senses.]

laiar^t (nar), v. i. [Also gnar; = MD. LGI-. G.
Icnarren = Dan. knarre = 8w. Icnarra, creak;
also D. Jcnorren = G. ktmrren = Sw. Jcnorra =
Dan. Jmorre, growl ; ult. imitative. Hence the
tieq. *]cnarl, spelled gnarl: see gna/rP."] To
growl. See gnair^.

luiark (nark) , n. [Appar. an extension of fewari.]

A hard-hearted or savage person. [Slang, Eng.]

He was a good man ; he couldn't refuse a dog, much
more a Christian ; but he had a butler, a regular knairlc.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 343.

knarl, n. [See gnarP-. Of. lcnurl.'\ See gnarP-.

kuarled, a. [See gnarled. Cf. knurled.'] See

Knapweed t^Centattrea nigra).
I, lower part of stem ; z, upper part with

flowen. ; a, scale of the involucre.

knarly, a. See gnarly.

knarred (nard), a. [<knar^ + -ed^.] Knotty;
gnarled.

The knarred and crooked cedar knees.
LangfdHaw, BuQding of the Ship.

knarryt' (na'ri), a. [Also gnarry; < ME. knar-

ry; < foKM-l + -^1.] Knotty; stubby.

A forest ...
With knotty, Imwrry, bareyne trees olde.

Chamer, Knight's Tale, L 1119.

knastt, n. See gnasfl.

knat (nat), n. An obsolete or dialectal variant

of knotK
Partridge, pheasant, woodcock, of which some
May yet be there, and godwit if we can

;

Knat, rail, and rufl too. B. Jonson, Epigrams, ci

knatcht, v. t. [< ME. *knacchen, gnacchen, as-

sibilated form of knakken, knack: see knack.']

To knack; knock.
With a great clnbbe [he] knatehed them all on the hed as

they had been giauntes. Qoaion, Schoole ofAbuse, p. 47.

knaur (nftr), n. A dialectal variant of &w«tri.

knave (nav), n. [< ME. kname, enave, enafe, <

AS. enafa (= OHG. chnabe, knabe, knob, MHG.
G. kriale), also cnapa (> ME. knape) = OPries.

hnapa, knappa = MD. knape, D. knaap= MLG.
LG. knape=OUGr. knappo, MHG. knappe, knape,

G. knappe,3.\)oy, servant, = Icel. knapi, hnappi,

knapr, a, servant, = Sw. (obs.) knape, esquire;

perhaps < Teut. kan, the root of ken^, beget,

bring forth (see ken^, kin^, etc.), the termina-

tion being perhaps connected with Goth, aha,

a man, husband, Icel. afi, a grandfather, some-
times used in the sense of 'a boy' or 'a man.']

If. A boy; a boy as a servant; a servant; a
feUow.

That oon of hem gan callen to bis knave.

ChttMcer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 204.

murderous slumber,
Lay'st thou thy leaden mace upon my boy.

That plays thee music ? Gentle Imave, good night.

Shak., J. C, iv. 3, 269.

I shal in the stable slee thy knave.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1807.
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3. A friend; a crony: used as a term of en-
dearment.

My good knave, Eros, now thy captain is

Even such a body : here I am Antony

;

Yet cannot hold this visible shape, my knave.
Shak., A. and C, iv. 14, 12.

3. A false, deceitful fellow; a dishonest per-
son; one given to fraudulent tricks or prac-
tices; a rogue or scoundrel.

My present state requires nothing but knaves
To be about me, such as are prepar'd
Tor every wicked act.

Beau, and Fl., King and Ko King, ilL 3.

I know him to be artful, selfish, and malicioas— in
short) a sentimental knave.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, L 1.

[He] in both senses was a ready knave;
Knave as of old, obedient, keen, and quick,
Knave as at present, skUl'd to shift and trick.

Crdbbe, Tales.

4. A playing-card with a servant (usually, in
English and American cards, in a conventional-
ized costume of the sixteenth century) figged
on it; a jack.

The Knave of Diamonds tries his wily arts,

And wins (oh shameful chance !) the Queen of Hearts.
Pope, E. of the L., lit 87.

Cuckoo's knave, the wryneck : a translation of the Welsh
gwtt»y-gog. =Syn. 3. Kogue, rascal, sharper, scamp, scape-
grace, swindler, cheat.

knavet (nav), v. t. [< knave, n.] To prove or
make a knave.

How many nets do they lay to ensnare the squire and
knave thejaBelveal Gentleman Instructed, -p. 477.

knave-bairn (nav'bam), n. [< ME. krM/oe-barn,^.

knave + ha/rn'^=hairn.] Aman-child. [Scotch.]

For if it be a Imave bairn.
He's heir o' a' my land

;

But if it be a lass bairn.
In red gowd she shall gang.

Tam-a-Line (Child's Ballads, I. 261).

Wha could tell whether the bonny knave-taim may not
come back to claim his ain? ' Seott, Guy Mannering, xxii.

kuave-cllildt, >>• {ME.,also\ax.knape-cMld; <

knave + child.] A male child.

She a doughter hath ybore,
Al had hir lever have born a knave chUa.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 388.

knavery (na'v6r-i), m.
;

pi. knaveries (-iz). [<
kna/oe + -ery.] 1. The action or character of

a knave; dishonesty; deception in dealing;
trickery; petty viUainy; fraud.

This is flat knavery, to take upon you another man's
name. Shak., T. of the S., v. 1, 37.

3. Koguishnessj waggishness; tomfoolery. [Ob-
solete or archaic]

I would we were well rid of this knavery, ... I cannot
pursue with any safety this sport to the upshot.

Shak., T. N., iv. 2, 73.

They are rul'd and chastiz'd by strokes on their backs
and soles of theire feete on the least disorder, and with-
out the least humanity, yet are they cheerful and full of
knavery. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 7, 1644.

3. Narthecium ossifragum, the bog-asphodel.
[Prov. Eng.]

kliaveshipf- (nav'ship), n. [< knave + -ship.]

A certain quantity of grain or meal from a
grinding, to which the servant (knave) of a mill

was legally entitled. [Scotch.]

The Dame Glendinning had always paid her multure
and Imaveship duly. Scott, Monastery, viiL

knave's-mustard (navz'mus"tard), n. A spe-

cies of Thlaspi, a genus of the mustard family.

knavish (na'vish), a. [< ME. knavisch; < kna/oe

+ -isAl.] 1 . Like a knave ; suited to a knave;
tricky; dishonest; fraudulent: as, a knavish

fellow ; a knavish trick.

Hir lemman ? Certes, this is a knavisch speche

:

Eorgiveth it me. Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, L 101.

Praise is the medium of a Jcnavish trade,

A coin by Craft for Folly's use designed.
Cowper, To an Afflicted Protestant Lady in France.

3. Roguish; waggish; mischievous.

Cupid is a knavish lad,

Thus to make poor females mad.
SAa/c, M.N. D., ill 2,440.

=Syil. 1. Trickish, rascally, unprincipled.

knavishly (na'vish-li), adv. In a knavishman-
ner. (a) Dishonestly; fraudulently. (6) Waggishly; mis-

chievously.

knavishness (na'vish-nes), n. The quality or

habit of being knavish; trickery; dishonesty.

knaw^, V. A Middle English or dialectal form
of know^.

kna'W^t, V. An obsolete sjyelling of gnaw.

knawel (n^'el), n. [Origin uncertain; cf. G.

knauel, knduel, a clue of thread.] Any small

weed of the genus Seleranthus of the order Ille-

cebracea; especially, S. annuvs, native in the

Old World, introduced in America.

knee

knead (ned), v. t. [< ME. kneden, cneden (pp.
knoden), < AS. cnedan, also ge-cnedan (a strong
verb, pret. cnced, pp. cneden), gecneden, ONorth.
gecnceden = D. kneeden = MLG. kneden, LG.
kneien, kneen = OHG. chnetan, cnetan, MHG.
kneten, knetten, G. kneten= Icel. knodha= Norw.
knoda, knaada, knoa, kna = Sw. kn&da, knead;
prob. OBulg. gneta, gnesU, press, = Bohem.
knetu, kwisti = Pol. gniote, gniesc, knead, =
Russ. gnetate, gnesti, press, squeeze.] 1. To
manipulate by squeezing, pressing, or thump-
ing different parts of; work upon by successive
thumps or compressions : as, to knead a person's
Umbs in the operation of massage.

I will knead him ; ITl make him supple.
Shak., T. and C, it 3, 231.

He turned his bed over, and shook it and kneaded it.

George Eliot, Silas Marner, v.

Specifically— 3. To work upon, as plastic ma-
terials, by repeatedly pressing or squeezing;
prepare or mix by working over and over with
the hands or by tools or machinery, as dough
for bread or clay for bricks.

The cake she kneaded was the sav'ry meat.
Prior, Solomon, IL

Hence—3. To mix thoroughly; incorporate;
form into a homogeneous compound.

If love be serched wel and sought,
It is a sykenesse of the thought.
Annexed and kned bitwixt tweyne.

Rom,, of the Rose, L 4811.

One common mass composed the mould of man ;

One paste of flesh, on all degrees bestowed.
And kneaded up alike with moistening blood.

Dryden, Sig. and Guis., 1. 504.

The force and sweetness of [Chaucer's] genius kneaded
more kindly together the Latin and Teutonic elements
of our mother tongue, and made something better than
either. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 264.

4. To make by kneading.

There is no Creature that is kneaded.oi Clay but hath
his Frailties, Extravagancies, and Excesses.

Howell, Letters, ii. 3.

kneadable (ne'da-bl), a. [< knead + -able.]

Capable of being "kneaded.

The cement is hard and brittle at the ordinary room-
temperature, but becomes soft and kneadable when held
in the hand tor a few moments.

Amer. Naturalist, XXn. 188.

kneader (ne'dSr), n. [< ME. knedere (= D. kne-

dere= G. kneter) ; < knead + -er^.] 1. One who
kneads; specifically, a mixer of bread; abaker.— 3. All apparatus by which kneading is me-
chanically performed ; a kneading-machine.
kneadingly (ne'ding-li), adv. In the manner
of one TOO kneads. Leigh Hunt, Foliage, p. 30.

[Rare.]
kneading-machine (ne'ding-ma-shen''''), ». An
apparatus for working and mixing dough. Two
forms are used, one employing heavy metal rollers in a
wooden trough, the other having a series of curved radial
arms on a horizontal shafting in an inclosed box. In both
machines the flour, water, etc. , are mixed, and the dough is

beaten, doubled over, and kneaded in a manner somewhat
resembling the kneading of a mass of dough by hand.

kneading-trough (ne'ding-tr6f), n. [< ME.
knedyng-trogh, Icneding-trowe, kneding-trothe ; <

kneading, verbal n. of knead, v., -\- trough.] A
trough or tray in which dough is kneaded.

Anon go gete us fast into this in
A kr^dyng trogh, or ellis a kymelyn.

» Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 362.

And the people took their dough before it was leavened,
their kneading-trmtghs being bound up in their clothes

upon their shoulders. Ex. xii. 34.

kneading-tubt, n. [ME. knedyng-tubbe.] Same
as kneading-trough.

knebelite (neb'el-it), n. [Named after Major
von Knebel.] A mineral of a gray, dirty-white,

brownish-green, or green color, a silicate of iron

and manganese, belonging to the chrysolite

group, found at Ilmenau in Thuringia and at
Dannemora in Sweden.
kneck (nek), n. [Perhaps a var. of knack (?).]

Naut, the twisting of a rope or a cable.

kneddet. A Middle English past participle of

knead. Chaucer.

knedet) i). *• A Middle English form of knead.

knee (ne), n. [< ME. kne, knee, knew, know,
cneowe, pi. knees, kneen, kneon, cneon, < AS.
cnedw, contr. eneo = 08. knio, kneo = OEries.
kniu, kni, kne= D. krde=MLG. kne, LG. kne, knei

= OHG. kniu, chniu, knio, cneo, chneo, MHG. G.
knie — Icel. kne = Sw. knd= Dan. knoe = Goth.
kniu = L. genu (dim. geniculum, ML. genueulum,
> It. ginocchio = OSp. ginojo, Sp. Mnojo = Pg.
giolho,joeTho= OF. genouil, F. genou) = Gr. yovv

= Skt.jdnu, knee ; a common Indo-Eur. word.]
1 . The joint between the two principal parts of

the leg of man or the hind limb of lower ani-



knee

mals ; the artieulation of the thigh-l)one or fe-

mur with the tibia or fibula, or with both. See
def . 2 (a) and knee-joint

Sche felle on kiieyg hym agayne,
And of byB sorowe ache can hym frayne.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, 1. 82. {HatliweU, b. v. fraine.)

Lord Hamlet, with his donblet all unbraced, . . .

Pale as his shirt ; his knees knocking each other.
ShaJe.j Hamlet^ iL 1, 8.

2. Some other joint in animals other than
man, likened to the human knee-joint or re-

garded as its representative, (a) The carpal articu-

lation or wrist-joint of various animals, as the horse, cow,
etc.: as, the horse went down on bis knees.

The horse's knees are cut to pieces. He came down in
a hole, it seems, and pitched Hex over his head.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, vil

(b) The tarsal articulation or heel-joint of a bird ; the suf-

fr^o : as, tibiae feathered down to the knee, (c) The joint
of an insect's leg connecting the femur and the tibia. In
descriptions the word is often used to indicate the apex of
the femur, sometimes including the base of the tibia: as,

black or yellow knees.

3. Something resembling the knee in shape.

And all about old stockes and stubs of trees . . .

Did hang upon the ra^^ed rocky knees.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 34.

Specifically— (a) In sHp-hialding, a piece of timber or iron
having an angular bend like that of the knee, used to se-

cure the beams of a ship to her sides or tiinbers. The
branches of the knee form an angle of greater or smaller
extent, according to the situation of the pieces which it is

designed to unite. Lodging-knees are knees fixed parallel
to the deck. Hanging-knees are knees placed vertically,

generally under a deck-beam. Diagonal kanging-knees
are knees which cross the timbers in a slanting direc-
tion. Also knee-piece. See cut under stem. (&) In carp.,

a piece of wood having a natural bend, or sawn into shape,
and fitted into an angle, (c) In a/rch., a part of the back
of a hand-rail of a convex form : the reverse of a ramp,
wMch is concave. OvrBt. (d) In bat., a spur-like process
on the roots of the bald cypress, Taxodium distichum, by
which a part of their surface is kept above water.

In 1874, while engaged in the work of the Kentucky
Geological Survey in the lowland district near i^e Missis-
sippi, I had an opportunity of making some inquiries con-
cerning the knees of the swamp cypress, which led me to
the supposition that thrae peculiar processes from the
roots served in some manner to aerate the sap.

K. S. Skater, Science, XTTT. 176.

4t. A genuflection ; reverence.
Now, when the lords and barons of the realm
Ferceiv'd Northumberland did lean to him.
The more and l^s came in with cop and knee.

Shak., 1 Bfen. IV., iv. 3, 68.

Of their kissing salutations if they were equal], and of
the knee of the snperiour by the inferiour, and adosation
of the chiefe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 375.

Carline knee, a knee jilaced at the junction of a carline
and the frame of a smp, for strength.—Housemaid's
Imee. See housenuUd.—To bow the knee, to do rever-
ence or worship.

I have reserved to myself seven thousand men, who
have not bowed the knee to the im^e of BaaL Bom. xi 4.

To ofifer or give a knee, to act as second or bottle-holder,
as in a prize-fight, it being cnstomaiy for each of the prin-
cipals in such a contest to rest on the knee of his second
between the rounds.

Cuff . . . planted his blows upon his adversary, and
floored that milucli^ champion tlu-ee times running. At
each fan there was a cheer ; and everybody was anxious to
have the honor of offering the conqueror a knee.

TTiackeray, Vanity Fair, v.

Now Tom, with East to handle him, and Martin to give
him a knee, stei» out on the turf.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kngby, it 5.

knee (ne), v, [< ME. ^Icneen, Tcnewien, Tcnowienj

<AS. cnedwian=OHG. chniuwen, kneweuj MHGr.
Tcniewen, hnierif Cr. Jcmen^ kneel ; from the noun.]
I, intrans. To go down on the knees; kneel.
[Obsolete or poetical.]

Seththe hi kjunoede and seyde, Hayl, Gywene [Jews'] kyng.
Old Eng. Miscdlany (ed. Morris), p. 48.

n. trans. If. To kneel to.

I could as well be brought
To knee his throne. Shak., Lear, iL 4, 217.

2t. To pass over on the knees.
Fall down, and knee

The way into his mercy. Shak., Ck)r., v. 1, 5.

3. In shvp-bmldingj to fit with a knee or knees.

knee-bone (ne'bon), n. [< ME. Tcnebone.'S The
bone or bones of the knee ; the kneecap.
knee-boss (ne'bos), n. A defense for the knee,
consisting of a simple eon-
vex plate or cap made of
boiled leather or other ma-
terial, and strapped around
the leg at the knee-joint, or
secured to the hose : a com-
mon piece of armorthrough-
out the middle ages.

knee-breeches (ne'brieh'-
ez), n, pi. Breeches that
reach to the knee or just
below it ; especially, a
close-fitting garment cov- Knec*oss. cFromVioi-

ering the thigh and the IStoSf^T""'^"'
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lower part of the hody, worn generally from
the beginning of the eighteenth century until

about 1815. See hnickerhocker, 3.

knee-brush (ne'brush), n. In zool.: (a) The
brush or tuft of hair on the knees of some an-

telopes. (6) The mass of thick-set hairs on

the legs of bees, by means of which they carry

pollenfromone plant to another drto their hive.

knee-cap (ne'kap), n. 1. The bone capping

the protuberance of the knee; the kneepan;

the patella. See cut under knee-joint. [Com-

monly written kneecap in this sense.]— 3. Any
covering for the knee, worn as a protection from

injury either to the joint or to the clothing that

covers it.— 3. Milit., same as genouilWre.

knee-cop (ne'kop), n. Milit., same as genouil-

Ure.

knee-cords (ne'kflrdz), n. pi. Knee-breeches
made of corded fabric, as corduroy; corded

breeches. [Bare.]

It had long been his ambition to stand in a bar of his

own, in a green coat, knee-cords, and tops.

Dickens, Pickwick, xiv.

knee-crooking (ne'kruk^ing), a. Bending the

knee as in reverence ; humble ; servile.

Many a duteous and knee-erooHnf knave . . .

Wears out Ms time, mach like luk master's ass,

For nought but provender. Shak., Othello, L 1, 15.

kneed (ned), a. [< knee + -e<?2.] 1. Having
knees : used chiefly in composition, as in knock-

kneed.— Z. Marked with or by the knees; bulg-

ing at the knees, as a pair of trousers.—3. In.

anat., zool., and hot,, geniculate; bent at an an-

gle, and protuberaht at the bending, like the
knee; having a swollen joint in a bent axis.

Also knee-jointed. See cut under geniculate.

knee-deep (ne 'dep) , a. 1 . Eising to the knees

:

as, the snow lay knee-deep.

The ground in fourteen days is dry, and grass knee-deep

within a month. Milton, Hist. Moscovia.

2. Sunk to the knees : as, wading knee-deep in

water or mire.
In winter weather unconcem'd he goes,
Almost knee^-ieep through mire in clumsy shoes.

Dryien.

knee-guard (ne'gard), n. MiUt., same as ge-

nouilUre.

knee-gusset (ne ' gus " et), n. In armor. See

knee-high (ne'hi), a. As high as the knee : as,

water knee-high— BLnee-hlgli to a grasshopper, of
very short stature. [Jocose, U. S.]

kneeholly (ne'hol"i), n. [Also kneehoVm (ef.

holnfi, holly^) ; < ME. *l<meholen, enehole, < AS.
cnedholen, cnedwholen, kneeholly, < ened, enedw,
knee, -I- holen, holly: see hollen, holly\ holm^.']

A plant, Buscus aeuleatus; butcher's-broom.
kneeholim (ne'holm or ne'hom), n. Same as

kneehulver(ne'hul"ver),M. Kneeholly. [Prov.
Eng.]
knee-iron (ne'i"6m), n. An li-shaped angle-
iron, used to strengthen a joint formed by two
timbers in a frame.
knee-jerk (ne'jferk), ». A sudden jerking of the
knee, caused by a contraction of the qu^riceps
femoris, evoked by a blow on the patellar ten-
don or in any way that gives the quadriceps a
sudden tug. Also called patellar tendon reflex
and knee-kick.

All the methods by
which the knee-jerk

may be obtained are
merely different ways
of giving the quadri-
ceps muscle a twitch
by bringing a sudden
strainapon itstendon

.

Amer, Jour. Psychol.,

[1.7.

knee-joint (ne'-

joint)^ n. 1. (a)

The joint at the
knee ; the joint
between the thigh
and the lower leg

;

the articulation
of the femur with
either or both of

the bones of the

Human Knee-joint

I. Right knee-joint laid open from the
front, to stiow tlie internal ligaments : a,
cartilaginous surface of lower extremiw
cf the femur, with its two condyles; S,
anterior crucial ligament; c, posterior
do.; If, internal semilunar cartilage; e,
external cartilage : y, part of the liga-
ment of the patella turned down ; ^, sy-
novial bursa laid open beneath the liga-
ment of the patella. 2, Longitudinal sec-

1 .Li i-i-- J tion of the left knee-joint: a, cancellous
leg, the tibia and structure of lower pan of femur; », ten-

filirila Tn ».... fV,o
?<"'5f=»«CMormusclesof leg; <:,patel-npuia. In man the la; .^.ligament ofthe patella; <, caocel-

knee-joint is formed lous structure of head of tibia: /; ante-

by the articulation of "°^ cmclal ligament; ^, poster&r liga-

thelargeert<^aland 'S.^Uo('S,Tiot^t^^%^^
mtemal condyles of bursa.

the femur with the

knee-roof

limiting extension to a right line, and admitting In some
positions of slight rotatory movement. As far ae the bones

are concerned, the knee-joint is one of the most open and
insecure articulations to the body ; but it is very strongly

secured by its ligaments and tendons. These are, on the

surface of the Joint, a general capsular tovestment, par-

ticularly thick and strong behind, where it is known aa

the posterior ligament of Wlnslow, a structure prevent-

ing extension beyond a right line ; the patellar Usament,
that in which the kneepan is situated, and which Is the
extensor tendon of the muscles in front of the thigh,

inserted into the tibia; the totemal lateral ligament
partly covering the tendon of the semi-membranoBus
muscle; and two external lateral ligaments, passing to

the head of the fibula. Inside the Joint are a pair of cru-

cial ligaments, crossed like the letter X, passing from
the femoral intercondylar notch to the head of the tibia.

The nearly flat head of the tibia supports a pair, Inner and
outer, of semilunar Interarticular nbrocaixHages. These
serve to deepen the degressions which receive the veiy

convex condyles of the femur. These cartilages are inter-

connected by an anterior transverse ligament, and united

to the inner surface of the capsular ligament by two coro-

nary ligaments. The most extensive synovial membrane
of the body is found in the knee-jomt. Its processes,

known aa alar and mucotis ligaments, are not ligaments is

a proper sense. There are several separate synovial bursee

about the joint; it contains a quantity of fat beneath the
patellar ligament, and is supplied by appropriate arteries

Terns, nerves, and lymphatics. (6) Some ]oint Ukened
to or mistaken for a knee : as, (1) the carpal ar-

ticulation of the fore leg of various animals, as

the horse; (2) the tarsal articulation of a bird's

foot; the heel.—2. In mack., same as toggle.

joint.

]Qiee-jointed (ne'join^ted), a. Same as kneed, 3.

knee-mck (ne'Mk), n. Same as knee-jerk.

kneel (nel), v. i.; pret. and pp. knelt or kneeled,

ppr. kneeling. [< ME. knelen, eneolen, cneolien,

kneulen, knewlen, < AS. *ene&wlian (cited from

a manuscript and not verified, but supported
also by the verbal n. kmy, for *cnylung, glossed

by L. accvMtus) (= D. knielen = MLG. knelen,

knilen, LG. knelen= G. dial. Imielen, also (Swiss)

kneulen, knmlen = Dan. kruele), kneel ; with for-

mative -I, of freq. force, < cnedw, ME. ktie, knee:
see knee, n., and cf. knee, ».] To go down on
the knees or a knee ; bend the legs at the knees
and rest for a time upon them, or uxkiu one of

them, as in supplication or homage.
Cntberd heo ladde in to halle
And he a kne gan falle:

He sette him a knenjoelyvg.

And grette wel the gode Imi^
King Horn (B. B. T. 8.), L 781.

Be cnrtayse to God, and knele doun
On bothe knees with grete denocionn.
To mon thou shalle Imele opon the ton [one].

foiees Book (E. K T. S.), p. 804.

Silent and slow, like ghosts they glide

To the high altar's h^ow'd side.

And there they knM them down.
Scaa, 1. of L. M., vi, 29.

A red-cross knight for ever kneeCd
To a lady in his shield.

Tennymn, IjaAj of Shalott

kneeler (ne'16r), m. 1. One who kneels, or wor-

ships by kneeling.

Melissa knelt ; but Lady Blanche erect
Stood up and spake, an affluent orator.
"It was not thus, Princess, m old days; . . .

I loved you like this kneder.

"

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. In the early church, one of a class of peni-

tents who were permitted to occupy a Imeel-

ing position between the ambo and Qie door of

the church. They received their name from the fact

that they had to kneel even at times when prayer was
made by the faithful standtog. See pemtenX.

kneenf, n. An obsolete plural of knee.

kneepan (ne'pan), n. The kneecap or patella.

knee-piece (ne'pes), « , 1. Same as kmee-rafter.—2. An angular piece of timberused in a roof

to strengthen a joint where two timbers meet.—3. Milit., any defensive appliance used to

cover the knee ; especially, in medieval armor,

the genouiUfere. See cut under genovAlUre,—
4. '&. ship-building, same as knee, 3 (a).

knee-pine (ne'pin), n. A dwarf variety of the

European mountain pine, Pinus Mugh/iis (P.pO'
milio), var. nana.
knee-plate (ne'plat), n. 1. A defensive ap-

pliance for the tilt used in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries, consisting of a broad steel

plate shaped to cover the thigh and to project

on each side. Its chief object was to protect

the left leg from friction against the barrier.

—

2. A sinmar defense shown in pictures of the

sisteenth century as worn over the right leg.

knee-rafter (ue'raf't6r), «. A rafter the lower
end or foot of which is crooked downward, so

that it may rest more firmly on the wall. Also
called arook-rafter and knee-piece.

broad flattened top of the tibia (the fibula being exclndedX
covered in front by the kneepan or patella, a large sesa-
moid bone m the tendon of the extensor muscles. ItlS

^ iJ / -» Mix
aginglymus or hmge-joint, permitttog complete fleaon, knee-rOOI (ne rof), n. Same as curb-roof.

Knee^after, or crook-iafter, is the principal truss of *
house. (i^ard OUMgan-



kneestead

kneestead (ne 'sted) , re. The place of the knee

.

[Prov. Eng.]
Hos'd to the kneeeUad.

Greene, Verses against the Gentlewomen of Sicilia.

knee-stop (ne'stop), n. In the reed-organ and
harmonium, a lever operated by the perform-
er's knee, for regulating the wind-supply, for
opening or shutting the box in which the reeds
are placed, or for temporarily drawing aU the
stops, so as to produce crescendo and diminu-
endo effects. Also called knee-swell.
knee-strap (ne'strap), ». In a railroad-car, a
wrought-iron facing to a knee-timber, connect-
ing the end-sill and the stirrup or drawbar car-
ry-iron. Car-Builder's Diet.

kneestring (ne'string), n. A hamstring. Ad-
dison.

knee-swell (ne'swel), n. Same as Jmee-stop.
knee-timber (ne'tim'bfer), n. 1. Timber or a
timber of a bent or angular shape, suitable for
making a knee in ship-building, etc. See Icnee,

3(0).
Such [envious] dispositions are the very errors of human

nature, and yet they are the fittest timber to mal<e great
Folitiques of, lllte to knee-1mU>er, that is good for ships
that are ordained to be tossed, but not for building houses
that shall stand firm. Bacon, Ooodness.

2. In a railroad-car, a deep platform-sill, cut
away to embrace the end-siU. Car-Builder's
Diet.

knee-tribute (ne'trib"iit), n. Tribute paid by
kneeling,

Beceivefromus
Enee-trilnitf yet unpaid, prostration vile 1

MUton, P. L., V. 782.

knee-worship (ne'w6r"8hip), n. Worship paid
by kneeling.

knell (nel), v. [< ME. hnellen, knillen, Tcn/yllen,

hmdlen, < AS. enyllan (ONorth. also c/mjllsan),

knock (on a door), prob. also strike a bell: a
weak\!erb; of. MHG. *hnellen (in eomp. er-Jcnel-

len)(a, strong verb, pret.*to»ai, ^y.*gelmoUen), G.
knellen, clap, make a loud noise, = Icel. Jcnylla,

beat with a blunt weapon ; cf . D. hnellen, pinch,
squeeze, oppress

;
parallelwithanother series of

weak verbs, with a more sonorous vowel, ME.
hnollen (for *knallen, E. knoll) = D. knallen = G.
knallen = Dan. knalde = Sw. hnalla, clap, re-

sound, give a loud report (cf . Icel. gneUa (pret.

gnall), scream, gnollra, howl, bark) ; words of
imitative origin, or subject to imitative varia-
tion, and to be compared with the other imita-
tive series knack, knap^, knock, etc., the forms
with final I being more suited to express a pro-
longed resounding noise, and in mod. E. con-
fined to the slow, resounding peal of a heavy
bell.]^ I. trans. If. To strike; knock.

Ther hy were kniUled y the putfalle,

This eorles ant barouns.
PotaiccU Songs (ed. Wright), p. 193.

2t. To toll, as a bell; ring for or at a funeral;

knoU.
His Bredeme and Susters shall come to their Gilde-Halle

togedre,when the more Belle at Fowles chirch is knelled.

English GUds (E. E. 1. S.), p. 189.

3. To summon by or as if by a kneU. [Poet-
ical;]

"Each matin bell," the baron saith,
" KneUt us back to a world of death."

Coleridge, Christabel, it

That iron tongue in the tower of yonder old cathedral

. . . has chimed monarchs to. their thrones, and knelled

them to their tombs. Everett, Orations, II. 262.

H. intrans. 1. To sound, as a bell, especially

as a funeral bell.

Not worth a blessing, nor a bell to kneU for thee.

Fletch^, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

At every tate o' Annie's horse' mane
There hang a silver bell

;

And there came a wind out frae the south,

Which made them a' to- knell.

Sweet Waiie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. 136).

Hence—2. To sound as an omen or a warning
of coming evil. [Bare.]

Hawks are whistling ; horns are knelling.

Scott, Hunting Song (1808).

knell (nel), «. [< ME. hnel, Taml; < AS. cwyll =
D. knal = G. knall = Dan. knald — Sw. knall, a

loud noise ; from the verb.] The sound caused
by striking a bell; especially, the sound of a
bell rung with solemn slowness at or for a fu-

neral; a passing-bell.
The bell invites me.

Hear it not, Duncan ; for it is a knell

That summons thee to heaven or to hell.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1, 63.

Before thon diest, each minute shall prepare it.

And ring so many knells to sad afflictions.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iii. 2.

knelt (nelt). Preterit and past participle of

kneel.
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kneneti n. An obsolete plural of knee.

knet^t, knettet. Obsolete preterits of knit.

Chaucer.
knet^ (net), n. A variant of knof^. Sir T. Browne.
[Norfolk, Eng.]

knettles (net Iz), n.pl. See knittle, 2 (6).

knevel, v. t. See neivel.

knew (nu). Preterit of knowK
knib (nib), n. and v. Another spelling of nib.

knibber (nib'6r), n. A young deer when the
antlers irrst sprout ; a pricker. Malliwell.

knickt (nik), V. t. [A var. (= D. knikken =
MLG. knicken, LG. knikken, knock or break,
crack slightly) of knack, as cUck^ of clack, etc.]

To knack or knock slightly; knap; crack.

May Margaret sits in the queen's bouir,

Knicking her fingers ane by ane.

The Laird o' Logie (Child's Ballads, IV. 110).

knicker (nik'6r), n. [< D. kniklcer, marble, <

knikken, knick: see knick, ».] A small ball of
baked clay used by boys as a marble ; especial-
ly, such a ball placed between the forefingerand
thumb, and propelled by a jerk of the thumb
so as if possible to strike another.

Knickerbocker (nik'6r-bok-6r), n. anda. [With
ref . to Diedrich Knickerbocker, the pretended
author of Washington Irving's '

' History of New
York," taken as the typical representative of

the Dutch settlers in New York, and their de-
scendants. The name has come to be applied
to anything regarded as characteristic of Dutch
New York.] I. re. 1. A descendant of the Dutch
settlers of New Netherlands.
When I find New Yorkers of Dutch descent priding

themselves upon being "genuine Knickerbockers," 1 please
myself with the persuasion that I have struck the right
chord. Irving, Knickerbocker, Author's Apology.

3. [I. c] A stout fabric of wool and linen
having a rough or knotted siy^face, used for
women's dresses.— 3. p. c] pi. Loosely fitting

knee-breeches resembling those represented as
worn by the Dutch in the seventeenth century

;

by extension, the whole dress of the lower limbs
of which those knee-breeches form part, includ-
ing the long stocking worn with them; also,

the whole costume. Knickerbockers are worn
by young boys, and also by sportsmen, by bi-

cyclers, and sometimes by travelers.

Knickerbockers, surely the prettiest boy's dress that has
appeared these hundred years.

Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, viii.

II. a. Pertaining to or regarded as charac-
teristic of the original Dutch settlers in New
York, or their descendants.
knickknack (nik'nak), «. [Also spelled nick-

nack; a varied redupl. of knack: see knack, n.,

4.] 1. A pleasing trifle; somethingmore orna-
mental than useful; a trinket; a toy; a kick-
shaw; an unsubstantial dainty: a word of very
indefijiite application, nearly always used in
the plural.

He found me supporting ray outward tabernacle, that
was fatigued, starved, and distempered, with some knick-
knacks (deliciis) at the confectioners.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 377.

2t. A small trick; a deceitful practice.

But if ye use these knick-knacks.
This fast and loose, with faithful men and true,

Youll be the first will find it.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 1.

knickknackatory (nik'ilak-a-to-ri), n. [Irreg.

< knickknack -t- -atory.'\ A collection of knick-
knacks, such as toys or curiosities. [Humor-
ous and rare.]

He was single and his house a sort of knickfcnackatory,

Boger North, Lord Guilford, II. 262.

For my part, I keep a knickknackatory or toy-shop.
Tom Brown, Works, II. 15.

knickknacker (nik'nak-6r), n. A trifler.

Other kind of knick-knackers there are.

Breton, Strange News, p. 6.

knickknackery (nik'nak-6r-i), n. [< knick-

knack + -erj/.] The class of things called

knickknacks; pretty or curious trifles collec-

tively.

The good taste of the oandelabras and other knick-knack-

ery. Mark Lemon, Golden Fetters, II. 27.

knicky-knackers (nik'i-nak^erz), n.pl. Clap-

pers or bones. See bone^, 6 (c), and knacker^.

[Colloq.]

knidet, "• *• -A- variant spelling of gnide.

knife (nlf), ».; pi. knives (mvz). [< ME. knif,

kmyf (pi. kniiies, knyves), < AS. cnif (found but

once, in a gloss ; the usual word for ' knife ' was
seax) = D. kniff =MLGr. knif, LG. knif (> G.

kneif; also P. canif) = Icel. knifr = Dan. kniv =
Sw. knif, a knife; cf. MLG. knip, a knife ; MHG.

knife-edge

gnippe, genippe, a kind of knife, dagger. Re-
ferred by Skeat to root of knip, now nip : see
»ip.] 1. A cutting-instrument consisting of a
comparatively short blade and a handle, adapt-
ed for easy use with the hand. Knives are made
In a great variety of shapes, often with several blades
which fold into the handle, and for many uses : as, a clasp-
knife, peakni/e, vocket-kmjfe,hiea.i -knife, fruit-tn^/'e,graft-

ing-knife, oyatei-knife, splitting-toi^/'e. Many forms of
knives are described under their special names in the pres-
ent work. See also phrases below.

In Sir John Fastolfe's "Bottre," 1465, are "ij. kerving
knyves; iij. kneyves in a schethe, the haftys of every [ivo-
ry] withe naylys gilt ; . . . ]. trencher-*na/«-"

Baiees Book (1. E. T. S.), p. 120, note.

A paltry ring,
That she did give me, whose posy was
For all the world like cutler's poetry
Upon a knife, " Love me, and leave me not."

Shak., M. of V., v. 1, 160.

With their Knife, which they hold in one hand, they out
the meate out of the dish. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 106.

2. In a wider sense, any small cutting-tool, or
any part of a tool or machine having a sharp
edge for cutting or scraping: as, the knives of
a mowing-machine, printing-press, meat-chop-
per, straw-cutter, etc.— Sf. A sword or cutlas;
a long cutting-weapon.

Lo 1 there the worthie meed
Of him that slew Sansfoy with bloody knife.

Spenser, 1'. Q., I. iii. 36.

A pair of knivest, scissors. Davies.

I pray, when you -write next, to send me . . . half a
dozen jiatr of knives. Howell, Letters, I. i. 14.

Boarding-knife, a sharp two-edged instrument, used
principally for cutting the toggle-hole in the blubber of a
whale, for the purpose of inserting the strap to the cut-
ting-tackle, so as to hoist up the blanket-piece.—Boat-
knlfe, a knife carried in a whale-boat for cutting a foul
line. Two such knives are carried in each tioat when
rigged, at the head and stern respectively.— Dessert-
Trniffl, a small knife for table use, generally of silver or
silver gilt, or plated with silver or nickel, so as not to stain
with the juice of fruit.—HacMng-out knife, a knife
used by glaziers to cut out the old putty from the rebates
of a sash when new glass is to be put in. Also called
hacking-aut tool.—Half-moon knife. See halfJinoon.—
Parallel knife, two knife-blades set in one handle paral-

lel to each other, the distance
between them being regulated
by screws : used to prepare thin
sections of some substance for

Parallel Knife examination in the microscope.
Also called double knife.—

Round knife, (a) An annular disk with the edge turned,
used by curriers for scraping skins. (6) A saddlers' cut-
ting-tool with a sharp convex edge.— Saddlers' knife,
a half-round or semicircular knife used in saddlery.

—

StLOrt-halr knife, in leatfier-manvf., a sharp knife for
taking off the short hairs from hides.— Slide-knife, in
bookbinding, a fiat knife with a chisel-shaped cutting-face,

used to pare the edges or thick parts of leather.—Table-
knife, a knife for cutting meat and other food for indi-
vidual use at table ; especially, the largest knife used in
thisway. Compare desserf-ftn^^e.—Tunlng-knlfe. Same
as reed-knife.— yaXeaXStiHa knife. Same mparallel knife.

—War to the knife, a war carried on relentlessly; mor-
tal combat. (See also bawie-knife, plow-knife, reed-knife.)

knife (luf), v. t.; pret. and pp. knifed, ppr.

knifing. [< knife, re.] 1 . To stab or kill with a
knife. Hence— 2. To endeavor to defeat in a
secret or underhand way in an election, as a.

candidate of one's own party. [Political slang,

U.S.]
knife-bar (nif'bar), n. In a mowing-machine-
or reaper, same as cutter-bar (6).

knife-basket (nif'bas'''ket), n. A basket used
for holding knives; especially, a part of the
furniture of the dining-room or service-room
used to hold table-knives.

knife-bayonet (nif'ba"o-net), n. See bayonet.

knife-blade (mf'blad), n. [= Icel. knifs-bladh
= Dan. knivsblad = Sw. fc»i/s blad."] The cut-

ting part of a knife.

knife-board (nif'bord), TO. 1. A board on which
knives are cleaned and polished.

Baggies rose from the knife-board to the foot-board of
the carriage ; from the foot-board to the butler's pantry.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxvii.

2. A central double seat running along the top-

of an omnibus from front to rear. [Eng.]

Here comesthePaddington omnibus. . . . You will not
fall to observe that the knifeboard has not yet been in-
vented. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 65.

knife-box (nif'boks), «. A box used for hold-
ing knives.

knife-boy (nif'boi), n. A, boy employed to
clean knives and do other scullion's work.

How the knife-boy was caught stealing a cold shoulder
of mutton.' Thackeray, Vanity Fair, vi.

knife-dagger (mfdag'Sr), n. A name given
to an ancient weapon with a long and heavy
blade having one edge and a blunt back.
knife-edge (mf'ej), n. The wedge-like piece of
steel which serves as the axis on the fine edge
of which a scale-beam, a pendulum, or any-
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thing required to oscillate with the least pos-
sible friction rests and turns. See halance.
knife-edged (nifejd), a. Edged like a knife

;

tapering to a thin edge: speomcally applied in
entomology to a compressed abdomen when it

presents a sharp edge on the ventral surface,
as in certain Cynipidw.

knife-file (mf'fil), m. Seefile^.
knife-grass (nif'gr^s), n. A stout sedge of the
West Indies and South America, ScUria lati-

folia : so called from its cutting leaves.
knife-grinder (mf'grin"der), ». l. One whose
business it is to grind or sharpen loiives ; espe-
cially, one who goes about seeking for employ-
ment in sharpening cutting-instruments : in the
United States more commonly called a scissors-
grinder.

Needy knife-grinder! whither are you going?
Canning, Friend ol Humanity and Knife-Grinder.

2. A grindstone, emery-wheel, or other ma-
chine for grinding knives.—3. The night-jar:
same as grinder, 3— Planer lailfe-grlndec, an em-
ery-wheel or stone traversing on its mandrel in front of a
knife dogged to the table, or conversely. E. H. EnigM.
knife-guard (nif'gard), n. A small metal arm
pivoted in the shank of a carving-fork, to pre-
vent injury to the hand if the kmfe slips.

knife-liandle (mfhau'dl), n. l. The handle
of a knife.— 2. A mollusk, the razor-shell, So-
len ensis. [Massachusetts.]
knife-hookt (nif'huk), n. A' sickle.

In his one hand, as fit for harveste toyle.
He held a toi^/'e-Aoo*. Spenser, F. Q. , VIL vit S8.

knife-lanyard (ni£'lan"yard), n. See lanyard,

knife-money (nif'mun"i), n. A bronze cur-

Knife-money, two thirds original size.

rency in the form of knives, anciently used in
China.
knife-rest (nif'rest), n. 1. A small metal bar
between two supports, or some similar contri-
vance, on which the blade of a carving-knife
and the steel part of a carving-fork may be
rested after use at the table, so that they may
not soil the table-cloth.—2. Abenchfor holding
cutlery to a grindstone, or for supporting the
knives of a harvester while being sharpened.
knife-sharpener (nif'sharp"n6r), n. One who
or that which sharpens a knife; specifically,
an instrument for sharpening table-knives by
drawing the blade between two steel edges.
knife-tool (mf'tol), n. l. A knife-shaped
graver.— 2. 'LiLseal-engraving,aiievj small,thiu
disk used to cut fine lines in ribbon- or mono-
gram-work.
knife-tray (nif'tra), n. A receptacle for table-
knives. Compare Icnife-iasJcet, knife-box.

knight (nit), n. [< ME. JcrUght, knyght, hnigt,
Jcnygt, kniht, cniht, < AS. cniht, cnyht, rarely
cneoht, a boy, youth, attendant, servant, =
OFries. Icnmoht, kneeht = D. Icnecht, a servant,
= MLGr. kneeht, LG. kneeht, knekt= OHG. cneht,
kneht, chneht, gneht, MHG. kneht, kneeht, a boy,
youth, attendant, knight, G. kneeht, a servant,
= Dan. knegt, man-servant, knave (at cards), =
Sw. knekt, a soldier, a knave (at cards) (Scand.
forms prob. < D. or G.); perhaps orig. *cyniht,
with orig. adj. sufBx -ifti, < eyn, kin, race, tribe

;

or, like kna/ve of same orig. meaning, from the
same Teut. root kan, appearing inke^ and kin^,
etc.] If. A boy; a youth; a young man.

Hit bifel that Lazar the hni^ in grete slknesse lay.
Leben Je»u (ed. Horstmann), L 678.

2t. An attendant or servant ; especially, a mili-
tary attendant; a man-at-arms ; a soldier.

Thanne knufhtisot the justise token Jhesos in themoot
halle and gaderiden to him all the company of knyghtes.

Wydif, Mat. xxviL 27.

She as her attendant hath
A lovely boy, stolen from an Indian king, . . .

And jealous Oberon would have the child
KrdgM of his train, to trace the forests wHd.

Shak., M. N. D., iL 1, 26.

Specifically—3. In Europe during the middle
ages, a person of noble birth trained to arms
and chivalry, first as page and afterward as
squire to the sovereign, or to some earl, baron,
or other superior lord, to whom he attached
himself, and whom he was bound to follow to
war on horseback. Knights were of two grades

:

knights bachelors (or simple knights), received into the
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order with much ceremony and solemnity, in which the
church had a large share; and knights bannerets, who
were generally crrated on the field by their superior on
account of some valorous action, and were entitled to dis-

play a square banner, and to hold higher commands,
while the former could use only the pennon. In Eng-
land, under the feudal system, a prerequisite was the
ownership ol a certain amount ol land (called a knight's

fee), held ol the king or ol an earl or baron on a tenure
which bound the holder to definite military service and
other obligations. Although this lorm ol tenure con-

tinued until the time ol Charles II., the military service

was early commuted lor a money payment, and the holder

of a knight's fee was no longer necessarily a knight. Dur-
ing the age of chivalry following the crusades, knightswere
bound by the highest obligations to chivalrous conductj

and were supposed to espouse the cause of the unfortu-

nate, especially of women. See order of knighthood, under
kia^Wiood.

A Knight ther was, and that a worthy man.
That Irom the tyme that he first bigau

To ryden out, he lovede ohyvalrye.
Chaueer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 43.

These two childeren kepte the atee right wele, but
knyghtes were thei noon, for thei were to yonge ol age.

Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ii. 238.

For that dangerous fight

The great Armenian King made noble Bevis Knight.
Drayton, Polyolbion, li 328.

"God make thee good as thou art beautiful,"

Said Arthur, when he dubb'd him knight.
Tennyson, Holy GraiL

[Hence, with reference to the particular designations oi

medieval knights, humorous expressions like knight of the
cleaver (that is, a butcher), Imight of the pestle (an apothe-

cary), knight of the road (a highwayman), knight of the

shears (a tailor), etc.]

4. In Great Britain in modem times, a man
upon whom a certain honorary dignity has
been conferred by a sovereign as a reward of

personal merit of some Mud, without reference
to birth or possessions, and in no way involv-
ing military service, which disappeared as a
feature of knighthood with the other institu-

tions of chivalry, in the British empire knighthood
confers no privilege other than the social one of prece-
dence next after baronets. Knights havethe right to the
title Sir prefixed to the Christian name, as Sir William
Wallace ; but neither the dignity nor the title is trans-
missible to heirs, as in the case of baronets (who as such
are not knights, although they also have the title Sir).

The wife ol a knight has the legal designation of Da/me,
lor which Lady is customarily substituted. Knights may
still, as in medieval times, hold their rank either simply
as individuals or as members of an order. (See ord£r of
knighthood, under knighthood.) Those ol the latter class
are now created only by royal letters patent ; those ol the
lormer (knights bachelors) may be so created, but are of-
ten personally dubbed by the sovereign with the accolade.
This ceremony of the accolade was formerly essential to
the creation of all knights, whether by sovereign or feu-
dal superior, and was commonly attended by elaborate ob-
servances.

And Helmsley, once proud Buckingham's delight.
Slides to a scnvener or a city knight.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. iL 178.

5. A champion; a warrior; especially, a cham-
pion devoted to the service of another; 'a de-
fender.

Pardon, Goddess of the night.
Those that slew thy virgin knight.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 3 (song).

In all your quarrels will 1 be your knight.
This will I do, dear damsel, for your sake.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

6. One of the pieces in the game of chess, hav-
ing usually the figure of a horse's head, its move
is a peonliar one—from the square it occupies to the op-
posite comer of any rectangle ol two squares by three

;

and in so moving its course is not obstructed by any inter-
vening or surrounding pieces. The number of squares it
commands varies from eight when at least two squares
separate it from any side of the board to two when it
stands in a comer.

Strang game of chess ! A King
That with her own pawns plays against a Queen. . . .

Ay; but this fine blue-blooded Courtenay seems
Too princely for a pawn. Call him a Knight,
That with an ass's, not a horse's head.
Skips every way. Tennyson, Queen Mary, i. 3.

7t. In card-playing, the knave or jack.
Abbreviated knt., or in combination K. (as

K. G., Knight of the Garter; K. C. B., Knight
Commander of the Bath).
Enigbt baclielOT, a knight of the lowest order; now, in
Great Britain, one who has been raised to the dignity of
knighthood without being made a member ol any titular
order, such as that of the Bath or the Thistle.— Knight
banneret. See banneret^, 1.—Knight errant, an errant
or wandering knight ; a knight who traveled in search of
adventures, for the purpose of exhibiting military skill
prowess, and generosity.

I have discover'd, not a stone's cast off,
An ancient castle, held by the old knight
Of the most holy order of the Bell,
Who gives to all Imights^errenl entertain.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii, &
Like a bold knight-errant did proclaim
Combat to all, and bore away the <^me.

Sir J. Denham, Cooper's HUL
To follow Fame Knights-Errant make Prolession.

Congrem, Epa to Southern's Oroonoko.

^itebt marBllHl
,
formerly, an officer in the household of

the British sovereign, having cognizance of transgressions

knight-head

within the royal household and verge, and of contracts
made there when a member of the household was one of
the parties. Also called marslial of the king's (or queen's)

household.—Knight Of the postt. (a) An offender who
has been "dubbed" at the whipping-post or pillory.

Hence— (6) A hireling witness; one who gained his liv-

ing by giving false evidence ; a false bail ; a sharper in
general

A knight of^ the poet, quoth he, for so I am tearmed
; a

fellow that will sweare you anything for twelve-pence.
Kashe, Pierce Penilesse.

On this account, all those whose fortune 'ft crost)

And want estates, may turn knights of the post.
Fletcher, Poems, p. 268. (BalliweU.)

In Anne's time "Knights of the Post are to be had in the
Temple Walks from Morning till Night, lor two Pots of
Belch, and a Sixpenny slice of Boil'd beef."

Ashton, Social Life in B.eign of Queen Anne, H. 142.

Knight of the road, a footpad; a highwayman.—
Knight of the shears, a tailor : probably a pun on knjght
of the «Atre.—Knight of the Sbire. the representative in
Parliament of a county at larg6, as distinguished from the
representatives of such cities and towns as are counties
of themselves. [Eng.]—Knight of the square flag.
See banneret^, 1.— Knight's fee, the amount of land,
varying from about two to about six hides, or twenty 11-

brates, with which a knight was invested on his creation,
and which he held on condition ol rendering homage,
lealty, and lorty days of military service each year; uie
holding sufficient to support a knight.—Knig^^ of
Christian Charity, an order founded by Heniy IV. of
France (1589-1610), the members ol which were devoted
to the care of invalid soldiers.— Knights of Constan-
ttae. See order.— Knights of Labor, the name assumed
by the members of an association more fuUy styled the
"Noble Order of the Knights of Labor," founded in the
TTnlted States In 1869 for the protection of the interests
of working people and the promotion of industrial and
social education among the masses. It is a secret society,

has a ritual, has numerous branches called " local assem-
blies," and is intended to include all kinds of skilled and
nnslmled labor. The chief executive officer is styled
"General MasterWorkman/'— KnlghtB Of Our Lady Of
Mount CarmeL Seeortier.— Knights of Rhodes. See
Hospitaler.—Enigbte Of St. Bridget. See order.—
Knights Of St. John of JerusaleqL See Hospitaler.—
Knights of the Band, an order lounded by AlfonsoXL,
king of Castile,inthe fourteenth century.for serviceagainst
the Moors.—Knights ofthe Bath. See &a<Ai.—^InlghtB
ofthe chamber, formerly, such knights bachelors as were
made in time of peace, in the king's chamber, and not in
the field, as in time of war.— Knights of the Chase,
Same as Knights of the Order of St. Hubert of Wiirtem-
burg (which see, under order).— Khlghts Of the Cordon
Jaune. See order.—Knl^ts Of the Giflden Circle, in

J7. S. hist., a name assumed by an organization lormed
in the Northern States by sympathizers with the South
during the civil war.— Kidghts Ofthe Holy Sepulcher,
a military order established by Godlrey ae Bouillon in
1099 to guard the sepulcher ol Christ.— Knights of the
Order of Christ. See order.—Kaikbta of the Order of
St. Crispin, a trades-union association ol shoemakers.—
Knights or the Bound Table. See ta&Ze.—Knights
Templar, (a) see Templari.

(fi) A branch ol the Ira-

teraity ol Freemasons in the United States, with an or-

ganization based upon that of the medieval order ol the
same name.—Knight's tour, a series of moves of the
chess knight carrying It to every square on the board
once and once only,

—

Order Of the Knights of Malta,
a name sometimes given to the Order of the Hospitalers
of St. John of Jerusalem. See Hospitaler.—Teutonic
Knights. See Teutonic.-WiniBOT ^oight, one ol a
body of militaiy pensioners having their residence within
the precincts of Windsor Castle. 'I'hey are now called the
Military Knights of Windsor, and sometimes Poor Knights
of Windsor.

knight (mt), V. t. [< ME. knigUn (= MHG.
knehten); from the noun: see knight, ra.] To
dub or create a knight; confer the honor of

knighthood upon. The ceremony is regularly per-
formed by touching the person on whom the dignity is

conferred with a sword as he kneels. See accolade, L
A soldier, by the honour-giving hand
01 C<Eur-de-Lion knighted In the field.

Shak., K. John, L 1, 54.

This drone, yet never brave attempt that dar'd.
Yet dares be knighted, and Irom thence dares grow
To any title empire can bestow.

Drayton, To Mr. Wm. Brown, 01 the Evil Time.

knightage (ni'taj), n. [< kmight + -age."] The
body of knights ; the aggregate of those per-
sons who have been created knights: as, the
knightage of the United Kingdom.
knight-errant (nit'er'ant), n. [< ME. knight
erraunt (OP. chevalier "errant) : see knight and
erranfi-."] See knight errant, under knight.

knight-errantry (nit'er'ant-ri), n. [{knight-
erran t -)- -ry.'] The rdle ofcharacter of a knight
errant; the knightly practice of wandering in
quest of adventures.

knight-erratic (nit'e-rat'ik), a. Relating to

knight-errantry. Quarterly Bev. [Bare.]
knightess (ni'tes), m. [< hnight + -ess.'\ A fe-

male knight; a woman of tadghtly character,
or who is the wife of a knight. fBare.]
Too it againe, my krUghtesses, downe with them all.

ITdall, Bolster Doister, iv. 8.

The "honourable knightess," with her golden collar of
8. S., and chaplet or cap of dignity, may . . accompany
the procession. Dimadi, SybD, ii 2.

knight-head (nit'hed), n. Naut, a bollard-
timber; one of two pieces of timber rising jost
within the stem, one on each side of the bow-



knight-head

sprit, to secure its inner end: also, one of two
strong frames of timber which inclose and sup-
port the ends of the windlass.
knighthood (nit'hM), n. [< ME. TcnygMhod,
knigthod, knihthed, knighthood (with the spe-
cial sense of knight), < AS. cnihthad, boyhood,
< eniht, boy, + had, condition: see knight and
-hood.} 1. The rank or dignity of a knight.

Comandez the keuely to kaire of his landes,
Ore elles for thy kniyghthede encontre hyme ones.

JKorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1319.

Is this the sir who, some waste wife to win,
A knighthood bought to go arwooing in ? B. Jmaon.

Many peers were, in virtue of their degree of JmigMhood,
bannerets also. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 428.

Z. The body of knights ; knightage.
Thus curstly, that Tmighthode for a cause light,
Voidet there victory for vanity of speche.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7120.

The knighthood now-a-days are nothing like the knight-
Mod of old time. , Chapman.

3. Knightly character; the chivalric quality
of conduct suitable to a knight.

Merlin criede, "Gentill knyghtes, now vpon hem, and
«hewe ybure knyghthode, ffor yef ye do weU at this en-
<!ountre, a^noon thei shull go theire wey."

JUerUn (E. B. T. S.), iL 335.

Beside the champions, all of high degree,
Who knighthood loy'd, and deeds of chivalry,
Tlttong'd to the lists. Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iii. 10.

4t. Knightly deeds.

Ther Pendragon dide merveloise knyghthode a-monge
liiB enmyes, and so dide Vter ; but I may not telle alle
ithey well dedis. Merlin (E. E. X. S.), i. 56.

Order of knighthood, an organized and duly constituted
body of knights. The orders of knighthood are of two
•classes ; they are either fraternities, possessing property
and rights of their own as Independent bodies, or merely
honorary associations established by sovereigns within
their respective dominions. To the former class belonged
three celebrated monastic military orders founded during
the crusades— the Knights Templars, Knights Hospital-
ers, and Teutonic Knights. The other class, consisting of
orders merely titular, embraces most of the existing Eu-
ropean orders, such as the Order of the Golden Fleece, the
Order of the Holy Ghost, and the Order of St. Michael.
The British orders are the Orders of the Garter, the Thistle,
St. Patrick, the Bath, St. Michael and St. George, the Star
of India, and the Indian Empire. The various orders have
each its appropriate insignia, which generally include a
badge or jewel, a collar, a ribbon of a certain color, and a
star. See bath'^, garter^ order, star, thistle.

knighthood-errant (nit'hud-er'ant), n. Ahody
of knights errant. [Bare.]

I was first of all the kings who drew
The knighthoodrerrant of this realm and all

The realms together under me, their Head.
Tennyson, Guinevere.

knighthood-moneyt, n. In Eng. hist., a fine

payable by persons who refused to accept the
honor of knighthood.
He was fined in October, 1630, for refusing the honour

of knighthood, a matter then lately brought up to obtain
money for his majesties use. This money, which was paid
byall persons of 40 li. per an. that refused to come in and
be dub'd knights, was called knighthood-money.

Life of A. Wood (leH).

Knightia (ni'ti-a), n. [NL. (Robert Brown,
1810),named after ThomasAndrewKnight, once
president of the British Horticultural Society.]

-A. genus of proteaoeous plants of the trihe Em-
hothriece, made by Reichenbaeh the type of his

division Knightiece. They are trees or shrubs of New
Zealand and New Caledonia, having sparse thick leaves

and dense sessile racemes of flowers which are pedicellate

in twos. The fruit is a hard, straight, or somewhat fal-

cate pod. There are only three known species, one of

which, K. exeelsa, a native of New Zealand, is a lofty tree,

tlie sooalled New Zealand oak or rewa-rewa, the wood of

which is prized for its mottled red and brown color, ren-

dering it suitable for ornamental work and furniture. It

also splits readily. The tree is sometimes cultivated as an
ornamental shade-tree. The remaining two species are

small trees of New Caledonia, differing in some important
respects from the New Zealand type.

Knightieae (ni-ti'e-e), n. pi [NL. (Reichen-

baeh, 1828), < Knightia + -ece.] A di-yision of

the Proteacce, now included in the tribe Embo-
thriecB.

knightlesst (nit'les), a. [< knight+ -less. ] Un-
becoming a knight ; unknightly.

Arise, thou cursed Misoreaunt,
That hast with knightlesse guile, and trecherous train,

Faire knighthood fowly shamed. Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 41.

knightliness (nit'li-nes), n. The character or

quality of being knightly.

He whilome some gentle swaine had beene.

Trained up in feats of armes and kmightlinesse.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 46.

knightly (nit'li), a. [< ME. knighthj, knigtly,

knightly, < AS. cnihtlic, boyish, youthful (= D.

kneehteliik,seirnle),<cniht, a,looy: see knight and
-lyi-.'] Of or pertaining to a knight or knights

;

befitting a Imight; chivalrous: as, a
'—--'•''-

combat.
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A gentile knyght, was worthy and uaillant,

Which in knightly werke neuer gan to faill.

£om. qf ParteiMy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6744.

I'll answer thee in any fair degree,
Or cliivalrous design of knightly trial.

Shak., Rich. II., L 1, 81.

knightly (nit'li), a(?v. l< knightly, a.} In a man-
ner like or becoming a knight ; chivalrously.

Sm' who thou art.

And why thou com'st thus kn^hUy clad in arms.
Shak., Kich. II., i. 3, 12.

knight-service (nit's6r"vis), «. The service
due to the English crown as the condition of
holding land. This was ordinarily a military service
for forty days in each year at the pleasure of the sovereign,
but it was commuted on occasion in such a way that of
every three knights one should serve for a tlrreetold term,
the others aiding to equip him.

knightship (nit'ship), n. [< MB. kiwhtshipe,

cmMscipe; < krdght + -ship.} The state of be-
ing a knight; knighthood. [Rare.]

knight's-spur (nits'sp^r), n. The larkspur, Del-

phinium Consolida: so called from the resem-
blance of its long slender nectaries to the row-
els of a spur. See cut under Delphinium.

knightswort (nits'w6rt), n. The water-soldier,

Stratioies aloides: so called from its sword-like
leaves.

knightweedf, «. [ME. kmghtweede ; < knight +
weed^.} The dress and armor of a knight.

Hee cast of his Knightweede & clothes hym neew.
With white sendal in syght seemely too knowe.

Aliscmnder qf Macedmne (B. E. T. S.), 1. 544.

knillt, V. An obsolete variant of knell.

knipt, V. An obsolete and more original form
of nip.

Kniphofia (nip-h6'fi.-a), n. [NL. (Moenoh,
1794), named after Johann Hiei'onymus Knip-
hof of Erfurt, professor of anatomy, surgery,

and botany.] A genus of large and showy lilia-

ceous plants of the tribe Hemerocallece, having
long, narrow leaves and reflexed spiked flow-

ers with a narrow tubular perianth, short lobes,

and hypogynous stamens. The dense racemes or
spikes of yellow or scarlet flowers are borne at the summit
of tall, simple, leafless scapes, and are very showy and
handsome. There are about 20 species, growing in South
Africa and Madagascar. Several of these are in cultiva-

tion as hardy plants, and are very effective in lawns or in

front of shrubbery. Among these, K. BurcheUii, K. aurea,

and K. reourvata are perhaps the best known, and are
called toreh-lUies. K. aloides is called the gween'sMy, and
in tlie West Indies it goes by the name of red-hot poker
plant. These plants are best known to florists under the
name Tritoma, which has given way to the older name
Eniphojia, under the rule of priority.

knipperkint, n. An obsolete form of nipperkin.

D'Urfey.
knit (nit), V.

;
pret. and pp. knitted (in literal

use) or knit, ppr. knitUng. [< ME. knitten, knyt-

ten, knetten, knutten, < AS. cmyttan, cnittan (=
LG. kniitten, knutten= loel. knyta, knyiga= Dan.
knytte= Sw. knyta), knit, knot, form into a knot,

< cnotta, a knot: see knoi^.} I. trans. 1. To
tie together; tie with a knot; fasten by tying

;

join by making into or as into a knot or knots.

[Now chiefly poetical.]

All the company enclinet, oairyn to ship

;

Caohyn in cables, 7myt vp hor ancres.
Destruction of Troy (E. B. T. S.), 1. 4617.

Y for I, in wryt is set.

Cryst for vs on croys was knet.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 249.

And [he] saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel de-

scending unto him, as it had been a great sheet knit at the

four corners. Acts x. 11.

When your head did but ache,

I kn& my handkercher about your brows.
Shak., K. John, iv. 1, 42.

Come, knit hands, and beat the ground,
In a light tantastick round.

Milton, Comus, 1. 143.

Hence—3. To join the parts or ingredients of;

put together; compound. [Obs. or prov.]

If the gooseberry wine was well krvtt, the gooseberries

were of her [Olivia's] gathering. Goldsmith, Vicar, xvi.

3. To Weave by looping or knotting a contin-

uous thread; form by working up yarn or

thread with knitting-needles (see knitting-nee-

dle) into a fabric held together by a series of

knots or interloopings : as, to knit stockings.

Hence— 4. To form as if by knotting or weav-

ing; put together; join closely; bring into in-

timate union.

Ihesu, soothfast god and man,
Two kindis knyt in oon persone.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 13.

lord of my love, to whom in vassalage

Thy merit hath my duty strongly knit.

Shak., Sonnets, xxvi.

Every Society of Men is a Body made up of Head and

Members kntt and compacted together by Joints and

Bands. StiUingfleet, Sermons, III. x.

knitting-cup

Nature cannot knU the bones while the parts are under
a discharge, Wiseman, Surgery.

5. To contract Into folds or wrinkles: in the
phrase to knit the brow or brows.

What are the thoughts that knit thy brow in frowns.
And turn thine eye thus coldly on thy prince?

Addison, Cato, i. 4.

II. intrans. 1. To make a textile fabric by
interlooping yarn or thread by means of nee-
dles, etc. ; make knitted work.
The process of IcniUing by hand was known in England

at the end of the 16th century, although it is not Imown
to what country it belongs nor when first used.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 408.

In front of it [the guUlotineL seated in chairs. ... are
a number of women, busily knitting.

Dickens, Tale of Two Cities, iii. 15.

2. To unite closely; growtogether: as, broken
bones will in time knit and become sound.

Our sever'd navy too
Have knit again. Shak., A. and C, iiL 13, 171.

When they separate from others, they knit but loosely
among themselves. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 8.

To knit upt, to wind up ; come to a close.

It remaineth to knit up briefly with the nature and
compass of the seas. Holland.

knit (nit), n. [< knit, v.} 1. Union by knit-
ting; knitted texture.—3. Style or stitch of
knitting; character of the work produced by
knitting.

Their garters of an indifferent knit.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1, 95.

3. In mtMiMgr, a small particle of lead ore : com-
monly in the plural. Also nit, nitUng. [Derby-
shire, Eng.]
knit-backf, n. Comfrey.

Confire [F.], the herb comfrey, consound, ass-ear, knit-

back, backwort. Cotgrave.

knitch (nich), n. [< ME. knieche, knyche, knytche,

knuoche, knocche (= LG. G. knoeke = Sw. dial.

knokka), a small bundle; prob. from an unre-
corded AS. *crewcce,< cnodan, E. knock, as some-
thing 'knocked ' or thrown together.] A small
bundLe; a fagot. [Prov. Eng.]

First gedre see to gedre dernels (or cockills) and bynd-
eth hem to gedre in knytchis (or small bundelis) for to be
brent. WycUf, Mat. xiii. 30.

If I dared break a hedge for a knitch of wood, they'd
put me in prison. Eingsley, Alton Locke, xxviii.

knitchet (nich'et), n. [< knitch -(- dim. -et]

A small bundle or knitch,

When the said stems are slit and cloven, they must be
laid abroad to dry in the sun ; when they be dried, they
ouglit to be made up into knitchets or handfuls.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xx. 17.

knit-knotf, n. An ornament of dress. Nares.

Not to spend their time in knit-knots, patch-work, fine

twilights, and such fooleries.

The Country Fanners Catechism (1703).

knitsterf (nit'ster), n. [< knit -t- -sier.} One
who knits ; a knitter.

My two Troilus's transforra'd to knitsters.

Jasper Mayne, Amorous Warre (1648).

knittable (nit'a-bl), a. [< knit H- -able.} That
may be knitted or knit.

knitter (nit'6r), ». 1. One who knits.

The spinsters and the knitters in the sun.

And the free maids that weave their thread with bones.
Do use to chant it. Shak., T. N., iL 4, 45.

3. A knitting-machine.

knitting (nit'ing), n. [Verbal n. of knit, «.]

1. The act of tying or fastening in a knot, or

of winding about and about; entanglement.

The elephant, knowing well enough he is not able to

withstand his windings and knittings about him, seeketh

to come close to some trees or hard rockes, and so for to

crush and squise the dragon between him and them.
' Holland, tr. of Phny, viii, 10.

2. The act of weaving by looping or knotting a
continuous thread.—3. Work done by a Imit-

ter; knitting-work.

The same dear aunt, with her knitting in hand as of old.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 17.

DouMe knitting, knitting by a peculiar stitch which
produces a double instead of a single web, used for parts

requiring extra strength, as the heels of stockings, or with
the view of securing greater warmth.

knitting-case (nit'ing-kas), n. Same as knit-

ting-sheath.

She paused to take the end of one needle out of the quill

of her knitHng-case and put another in.

K EgglesUm, The Graysons, xxx.

knitting-cupt (nit'ing-kup), n. A cup of wine
or other liquor handed round after a couple
were knit in the bonds of matrimony.

Mind
The parson's pint, to engage him [in] the business

;

A ktiitUng cup there must be.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iv. 1.



knitting-machine

knitting-machine (nit ' ing -ma - shen "
)

, « • A
hand- or power-machine for knitting. Such ma-
chines employ barbed or hooked needles, having some
form of latching device for catching the thread and draw-
ing it through a loop previously made in the same thread,
and throwing it off at the right moment. It is the use of

these needles and of a single thread that distinguishes a
knitting-machine from a loom, a braider, or a netting-raa-
chine. Hand-knitters by machinery for domestic use em-
ploy either a series of needles laid flat in a frame or a
ling of upright needles placed in the periphery of a cylin-

der. By the use of various attachments these machines
can malce hollow or flat knitted fabrics, plain, ribbed,
etc. The power-machines are essentially the same as the
hand-machines, except that, being larger, they knit wider
fabrics. There is also a single-needle hand knitting-ma-
chine.

knitting-needle (nit'ing-ne"dl), n. An instru-

ment used for knitting. Knitting-needles lor hand-
work are straight^ slender rods, usually of steel, with
rounded ends; two or more are used at once, ^e&kmtUng-
machme.
knitting-pin (nit'ing-pin), n. A small bar or

rod used for knitting, having a button at one
end. It is made of ivory, bone, gutta-percha, wood, etc.

,

and is used in pairs for knitting large work, such as

shawls.

knitting-sheath (nit'ing-sheth), n. A cylin-

drical sheath arranged so as to he secured to

the dress of a knitter, and intended to support
one of the knitting-needles while in use. Also
called knitting-case.

knitting-stick (nit'ing-stik), n. A form of the
knitting-sheath in which the sheath of wood or

similar material is prolonged so as to be passed
through the lielt or otherwise secured for the
convenience of the knitter.

knitting-work (nit'ing-werk), n. 1. The oc-

cupation of knitting.— 3. A piece of knitting,

with needles, ball of yam, etc. Hence—3. Any
occupation for the hands which leaves the
mind unemployed and permits conversation.

[U. S.]

blittle (nit'l), n. [Dim. of Tcnit, n.\ or < *knit-

tte, asupposedfreq. of fc»j*, ».] 1. Astringthat
gathers or draws together a purse, a bag, or the

like; a shirring-strmg.— 2. Naut: (a) A kind
of small line made of rope-yarns twisted toge-

ther, used for seizings or for hammock-clues.
Formerly robbins for bending sails and reef-

points were sometimes made in this way.

The reef enwrap'd, the inserted knitUes t/d.
Falcon£r, Shipwreck, ii.

(6) pi. The halves of two adjoining yarns in a
rope, twisted up together for pointing or graft-

ing. Also written knettles.

knives, «. Plural of knife.

knob (nob), n. [Also sometimes spelled nob,

formerly nobbe ; also in var. form knub, nub (see

nub) ; < ME. knobbe (= MLGr. knobbe, LG. knobbe,

knubbe), a knob, a var. of knoj>, q. v.] A round-
ed projection ; a protuberance ; a bunch ; a
knop.

He [the Pilgrime] had a long staffe in his hand with a
ndbie In the middle. Caryat, Crudities, I. 20.

(a) A fleshy protuberance ; a pimple.

The knobbes sittyng on his cheekes.
Chancer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 633.

(6) A rounded projection forming the termination of some-
thing, as of a st^ ; specifically, the more or less ball-

shaped part of the handle for a door, drawer, or the like.

One or more Beadles march first, each carrying a long
Staff, at the End of which is a great Apple or Knoh of Sil-

ver.

Quoted in jlafiiOTi's Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne,
[1. 67.

My lock,with do knob to it, looked as if it wanted to be
wound up. Dickens, Bleak House, iv.

(c) A prominent isolated hill ; a hUl generally : same as
rfwund in Wisconsin and Iowa, and butu in the Cordilleran

region. [Southern and western U. S.] (d) In etvtmti., a
dilated outer portion of a part. Specifically— (1) An ex-

panded apical portion of an insect's antenna, as in a but^
terfly. (2) In iHptera, the capitulum or outer portion of
the halter or balancer. (3) The distended outer portion of
a fl/s proboscis, (e) In a cannon, the spherical part at the
rear end of the piece, forming the opposite extremity to
the muzzle : it is a paji; of the cascabeL In ships' guns a
breeching-loop takes the place of the knob,

{f)
In a/rch.,

specifically, a bunch of leaves, flowers, or sunilar orna-
ments, as the boss at the intersection of ribs, the end of
a label or other molding, or a bunch of foliage in a capital
In this sense also called knop and knot. See cut under boig.

( g) Same as knobstick, (h) The rudiment of a deer's antler.

Compare knobber.

knob (nob), V. ;
pret. and pp. knobbed, ppr.

knobbing. [< knob, n.l I. intrans. To grow
into knobs ; bunch.

II. trans. 1. To produce a knob or knobs
upon.

Not stitche, or coughe, or knobbing gowt
That makes the patiente slaw.

Drant, tr. of Horace's Satires, L 9.

Olives of scarce two centuries' growth, and flg-trees

knobbed with their sweet produce, overrun the sombre
soiL J. A. Synumde, Italy and Greece, p. 196.
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Eotating discs, covered with a thin sheet of copper,

whose surface has been knobbed, or raised into rows of

oval knobs, by the application of a blind punch.
Sporus' Eneyc. Uanvf., I. 701.

2. To free from knobs, as stone in the quarry,

in rough-dressing it.

knobbed (nobd), a. [< knob + -ed^.'\ Having
a knob or knobs; knobby; in entom., terminat-

ing in a knob or dilated part, as the antenna of

a butterfly.

The horns of a roe deer of Greenland are pointed at the

top, and knobbed or tuberous at the bottom. Brew.

Knobbed hairs. Seeftairi.

knobber (nob'er), n. [Also knobbler; < knob +
-eri.] A hart or stag in its second year; a

brocket.

He has hallooed the hounds upon a velvet-headed knob-

bler. ^'"'i

knobbiness (nob'i-nes), n. The quality of hav-

ing knobs or of being full of protuberances.

knobbing (nob'ing), n. [Verbal n. of knob, v.'\

The act of rough-dressing stone in the quarry,

by knocking off the projections and points.

knobble (nob'l), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. knobbled,

ppr. knobbling. [Freq. of knob, «.] 1. Same
a,sknob.— 2. To hammer feebly. [Prov. Eng.]

knobbled (nob'ld), p. a. [< knobble + -e^.]
Knobby; rough; knobbly.

The workman [a glass-blower] having thereby taken

possession of the globe by its bottom or knobbled pole at-

tached to its punty rod. Cre, Diet., II. 657.

knobbler (nob'16r), n. 1. Same as knobber.—
2. In metal., same as nobbier.

knobbly (nob'li), a. l< knobble +-y\1 Full of

knots or lumps. [Prov. Eng.]

A band of grey marl forms a line of division from the
underlying chalk, which for about a foot down is often

hard and knobbly. Qttart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLIV. 325.

knobby (nob'i), a. [< knob + -^1.] 1. Having
knobs or hard protuberances.

No more
Sound knobby spots deform, but the disease
Seems at a pause. Qrainger, The Sugar Cane, iv.

2. Abounding in rounded hills or mountains;
hilly.—3t. Hard; stubborn.

The informers continued in a knobby kind of obstinacy,

resolving still to conceal the names of the authors. SoweU.

knob-fronted (nob'frun''''ted), a. Having a
boss on the base of the beak, forming a frontal

knob : specifically applied to the domesticated
Chinese swan-goose, Cygnopsis cygnoides. See
cut under Cygnopsis.

knobstick (nob'stik), n. 1. A heavy stick or

cane vrith a knob.— 2. In England, a workman
who refuses to join a trades-union or retires

from it, and who works when the members of

the union are on strike. Also knob, nob, black-

nob, and blackleg. Equivalent to scab in the
United States.

The clashing and clanging and clattering that has
wearied a' my life long, about work and wages, and mas-
ters, and hands, and knobsticks.

Mrs. GaskeU, North and South, xvii.

The knobstick takes away the striker's hope of bringing
his employer to terms. Contemporary Rev., LI. 238.

Also spelled nobstick.

knobweed (nob'wed), n. Same as knapweed.
knobwood (nob'wud), n. A thorny shrub or
smalltree of SouthAfrica, Zoret^oa^iamCapewse,
of the rue family. It has a hard, close-grained
wood, useful for domestic utensils, agricultural
implements, etc.

knock (nok), V. [< ME. knocken, knokken, < AS;
*cnocian, in comp. gecnodan, usually cnucian,
also cnuwian, cwMm«, knock, beat, =Ioel. knoka,
knock; ef. W. cnocio = Com. cnoucye, knock;
secondaryforms parallel withthose of the series
knack, all ult. imitative of a sharp sudden blow
or report: see knack.'] I. trans. 1. To strike
or beat

;
give a blow or blows to ; hit ; affect in

some way by striking or hitting : as, to knock a
ball with a bat ; to knock a man senseless ; he
knocked me down; to knock out one's brains.

ni yield him thee asleep,
Where thou may's! knock a nail into his head.

Sliak., Tempest, lit 2, 69.

Nothing is here for tears, nothing to wail
Or knock the breast. MUbm, S. A., L 1722.

2. To use in striking; give a blow or blows
with; bring into collision; dash: as, to knock
the head against a post.

Tell him ITl knock his leek about his pate.
Upon Saint Davy's day. SJiak., Hen. V., iv. 1, 54.

Was ever Varus the nearer to restoring his Legions for
Augustus knocking his head against the wall in a rage
about the loss of them? StUlingfleet, Sermons, I. x.

To knock about, to subject to rough or hard treatment

;

buffet : as, he had been a good deal knocked ahout by ad-
verse fortune.

knock

The building has been so knocked about and altered In

modem times, that it is impossible to speak with certainly

regardmg it. J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 198.

To knock down, (a) in auctions, to signify the sale of

(the thing bid for) by a blow with a hammer or mallet;

assign as sold to the highest bidder.

I found it In a volume, all of songs,

Knock'd down to me when old Sir Eobert's . . . books . . .

Came to the hammer. Tennyson, Audley Court.

(6) Navt., to lay (a ship) on her side, as a gust or gale.—

To knock down fares, to pilfer railroad or horse-car

lares : said of a conductor ol a railroad-train or ol a horse-

car. [U.S.]—To knock Into a cocked hat. SeecocW,

V. «.—To knock off. (o) To stop ;
put an end to. [Colloq.j

We knocked o/work, and began to get dinner.
The Century, XXVII. 184.

(6) To accomplish hastily ;
put out ol hand.

He could knock off a, parody, a drinking song, a copy ol

Latin verses. Westminster Sen., CXXV. 292.

(c) To deduct : as, to Imock off ten cents from the price.

[CoUoq.]—To knock on or in the head, to stun or

kill by a blow or by blows on the head ; hence, to de-

stroy ; frustrate, as a project or scheme ; foil ; render

abortive. [Colloq.]—TO knock out, to beat in a pugi-

listic contest; hence, to overcome; get the better of.—

To knock spots out of, to defeat utterly; "do for"

thoroughly. [Slang, U. 8.]—TO knock together, to get

together or construct hastily : as, I knocked together a lew
necessaries and started off ; he knocked together a rough

box.—Toknockup. (a) To arouse by the sound of knock-

ing, as on a door. (6) To exhaust with fatigue ; tire out

II Fanny would be more regular in her exercise, she

would not be knocked up so soon.
Jan£ Augten, Mansfleld Park, vit

(c) In bookbinding, to make even the edges o( as a quan-

tity ol printed sheets, by striking them on a table while

held loosely upright in the hands, (d) To construct hastily,

as by nailing.

Mr. Weevle . . . goes to work devising apologies lor

window-curtains and knocking up apologies lor shelves.

Dickens, Bleak House, xx.

II. intrans. 1. To strike a blow with the fist

or with something hard or heavy; specifically,

to rap upon a door or gate, as with the knuckles
or a knocker, in order to attract the attention

of those within.
'* Go up," quod he unto his knave anon

;

'
' Clepe at his dore, or knokke with a ston

:

Looke how it is, and tel me boldely."
Chaucer, Miner's Tale, L 248.

Behold, I stand at the door and knock. Bev. ill 20.

When death knocked at any door in the hamlet, there

was an echo from every fireside.

LouxU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 206.

2. To move or be moved so as to come in col-

lision vrith something; strike; clash: as, one

heavy body knocks against another ; his knees
knocked together from fright.

He crawls on knocking knees. Pope, Moral Bssays, L 236.

3+. To smite upon the breast, as in penitence.

It is not counted lor a piece of religion to be at matins,

at evensong, and at the prayers ol the mass, as well as to

knock and kneel, and lilt up our hands to the sacrament.
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1853), IL 350.

Knock-about man, a jack ol all trades ; a man employed
to make himsell generally uselul: corresponding to a gen-

eral servant in the house. [Australian. ]

The washers were as a class considerably below the
shearers. They were composed chiefly ol what are called

in the Bush Knockabout men: that is, men who are will-

ing to underiake any work, sometimes shepherding, some-
times making yards or droving.

A. C. Grant, Bush Lile in Queensland, I. 80.

To knock about, to wander here and there, especially in

a rough, careless, or aimless way. [Colloq.]

1 have been knocking about Europe long enough to learn

there are certain ways ol doing thmgs.
H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., T.XXVL 849.

Toknock off. (a) To cease Irom labor ; stop work ; cease.

In noting ol their nativities^ I have wholly observed the
instructions ol Pitseus, where I knock o^with his death,

my light ending with his life on that subject.
Fuller, Worthies, x.

Some of Houncewell's hands have just knocked off lor

dinner time. Dickens, Bleak House, IxilL

(ftt) To die.

It was your HI lorttine to live amongst such a refractory,

perverse people, . . . thatwould not ftjMW&ojT in any rea-

sonable time, but lived long on purpose to spite thdr re-

lations. Tmn Brown, Works, IV. 183.

To knock out, to lose the scent : said ol hounds in fox-

hunting.—To knock under, to yield ; submit ; acknow-
ledge one's sell conquered.—To knock up, to lail from
latigue ; become exhausted. [Rare in intransitive use.]

The horses were beginning to JTUicil: uj) under thefatigne
ol such severe service. De Quxncey.

knock (nok), n. [< knock, «.] 1. A blow; a
buffet; a stroke with the fist, or with anything
hard or heavy, as a cudgel, a hammer, or the

knocker of a door.

Norfolk, we must have knocks : ha ! mast we not?
Shak., Eich. III., v. 3, 5

He's a strange soldier that gets not a knock.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii. 1-

2t. A clock. [Scotch.]



knock
Toul move the Duke our master's Qrace
To put a knock upon the steeple.
To shew the hours to country people.

Watson's Coll., i. 19. (Jamieaon.)

knockaway, n.* See hnackaway.
knock-down (nok'doun), a. 1, Suoh as to
knock to the ground; hence, overwhelming;
irresistible : as, a knock-down blow ; a knock-
down argument.
Away with the wishy-washy school ofsentiment in which

a Imock-down argument is thought of with the same hor-
ror as a fmocfc-down blow 1

J. Wilson, Noctes AmbrosiansB, Dec, 1834.

2. Constructed so as to be readily knocked
down or taken apart for convenience in trans-
portation

;
prepared and kept in separate parts,

ready to be put together as a whole.
To make a knoekdaim wigwam, the framing should be

lashed together with ropes or twine, and the bark tied to
the rafters with twine. Sd. Amer. , N. S. , LIX. 187.

knocker (nok'6r), ji. 1. One who knocks.— 3.
A spirit or goblin supposed to dwell in mines,
and to indicate the presence of rich veins of ore
by knocking.

The miners say that the Knocker is some being that in-
habits in the concaves and hollows of the Barth, and that
It is thus kind to some men of suitable temper, and directs
them to the ore by such its knocking.

Hooson, quoted by R. Hunt in British Mining.

3. A knob, bar, or ring of metal attached to an
outer door, by knocking with which persons
seeking admittance can attract the notice of
the inmates, it is usually so held by a hinge that it

can be lifted and allowed to fall against a metal plate or
stud, giving a sharp blow. It has now generally given
place to the door-bell.

It [the front door] was ornamented with a gorgeous brass
knooker, curiously wrought, sometimes in the device of a
dog, and sometimes of a lion's head.

Zniin,gf Knickerbocker, p. 167.

One could hardly And a knocker at a door in a whole
street after a midnight expedition of these Beaux Esprits.

J. AsMon, Social Lite in Keign of Queen Anne, II. 180,

4. In milling, a device attached to a flour-bolt

to jar or shake it at intervals, in order to free
the cloth from the flour.

knocking (nok'ing), n. [Verbal n. of knock, «>.]

1. The act of striking a door with the knuckles
or with a knocker.

Wake Duncan with-thy knocking ; I would thou couldst I

Shak., Macbeth, il. 2, 74.

2. pi. The larger pieces of stone and ore as cut
or blasted from the vein. [North. Eng.]—3.
pi. A stone-masons'name for the smaller pieces
knocked off in dressing stone.—4. The cry of

harehounds. Balliwell.

knocking-bucker (nok'ing-buk''''6r), n. A tool

cut out of a strong flat bar of iton, used for

breaking or "bucking" ore. [Eng.]

knocking-trough, (nok'ing-tr6f ), n. A conical

trough in which the rind is beaten off of barley
with a mallet. Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]

knock-knee (nok'ne), n. The condition of be-
ing knock-kneed.

" Knook-kme," It was stated, depended in most cases

. . . upon deficiency of growth of the outer or condyloid

part of the femur at the epiphysial line.

Lamset, No. 3413, p. 172.

knock-kneed (nok'ned), a. Having the legs

curved inward so that the knees touch or knock
together in walking; hence, halting; feeble: as,

a very knock-kneed argument. Formerly also

knack-kneed.

Bisingh, who succeeded to the command of New Swe-
den, looms largely in ancient records aS agigantic Swede,
who, had he not been rather Jmock-kneed and splay-footed,

might have served for the model of a Samson.
Irving, Knickerbocker, vi 2.

knock-off (nok'df), n. The device by which
the loops of yarn are knocked off or drawn
over the ends of the needles in a knitting-ma-

chine.

knock-out (nok'out), a. Causing one to be
knocked out, as by a blow in a fight ; hence,

very effective; crushing: &s,& knock-out Wow.
knockstone(nok'st6n), n. A stone on which lead
ore is broken, cobbed, or bucked; sometimes,

also, an iron block so used. [North. Eng.]

knodt, v.t. A variant of gnod.

knolli (nol), V. [Early mod. E. also knowl; <

late ME. knollen, a more sonorous form of knal-

len, knullen, and more nearly agreeing with the

cognate D. Gr. knallen = Sw. knalla = Dan.
hnalde, make a loud noise ; ult. imitative : see

hnell.'] I. trans. 1. To ring, as a bell; espe-

cially, to ring slowly, for or as for a funeral

;

toll; knell.

To come In ther propre persones to the counselle house

... as often as they shallen here the grete beUe of the
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parisshe of Seint Androwe to be knoUed by many as diuers
tymes, and after that rongcn out for the same.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 401.

Me thinkes I heare the clarke.

That knowles the careful knell.

The Aged Louer Berumnceth Lone.

Had I as many sons as I have hairs,

I would not wish them to a fairer death

:

And so his kneU is knoU'd.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 8, 60.

2. To ring or soimd a knell for ; warn or draw
by the sound of a beU.

And his tongue
Sounds ever after as a sullen bell,

Eemember'd knotting a departing friend.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1, 103 CKnight).

Clear from the church-tower clangs the bell.

Knotting souls that would repent
To the Holy Sacrament.

Bvlwer, Fridolin (tr. from Schiller).

II. iMtrans. To sound, as a bell ; ring.

If ever [you have] been where bells have knoU'd to church.
Shak., As you Like it, iL 7, 114.

Remember that your fame
Knowles in th' eare o' th' world : what you doe quickly
Is not done rashly.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, L 1.

knolU (nol), n. [< knolU, i).] The ringing of a
bell : as, the curfew knoll.

The far roll

Of your departing voices is the knoll

Of what in me is sleepless.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 96.

knoU^ (nol), n. [< ME. knol, < AS. cnol, cnoU, a
top or summit (of a hill), = MD. knolle.D. knol,

knob, protuberance, a turnip, = MHQ-. knolle,

G. knollen, a knoll, clod, limip, knot, = Norw.
knoll = Dan. knold, a knoU,= Sw. knol, a bump

;

prob. of Celtic ori^n : < W. cnol, a knoll, hillock,

dim. of a more orig. form seen in Gael, cnoc, a
hill, knoll, hillock, = Ir. cnoc, a hillock, a tur-

nip (of. def . 2) ;
perhaps orig. a ' bump,' as in

the related noun knuckle, q. v., from the verb
represented by W. cnoeio, knock, Gael, cnac,

crack, etc. : see knock. Hence dial. (So.) know^,

q. v., and prob. noil, the head, a dial, or slang
word of which the proper spelling knoll was
not recognized.] 1. The top or orovfn of a hill;

more generally, a small, gently rounded hill or

mount.
The labourers' homes,

A frequent haunt of Edith, on low knolls

That dimpUng died into each other.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Held.

2. A turnip. [Prov. Eng.]
knoUer (no'ler), n. One who tolls a bell.

knoUy (no'li), a. [< knoll^ -h -^1.] Having
knolls ; marked by small rounded hills.

Mr. ITpham briefly described the belts ol knolly and
hilly drift which have been traced through Minnesota.

Sdemie, III. 696.

knop (nop), n. [Formerly also cnop; < ME.
knop, knoppe, < AS. *cnop = T>. knop, a knob,
bud, = OHG. chnopf, cnopf, chnoph, MHG.
knoph, knopf, G. knopf=J)s.rx. knop = Sw. knopp,
bu(|, knop, knop, button, stud (of. Dan. knob,

a knot, bend, naut. knot). Also in variant
forms knol (q. v.) and knap, ME. cnap, < AS.
cncep= leel. knappr = Dan. knap, a knop, knob

:

see knap^ ; of. also D. knoop = MLG. LG. knop
— MHG. knouf, G. knauf(MSGr. dim. knoufel,

fc»o«/eO, a knob, button. See also fcraosp.] 1.

A small rounded projection ; a stud; a button;

a knob. [Now only in some specific uses. See
below.]

KTioppis fyne of gold enameled.
Bom. of the Rose, 1. 7268.

But when our standard was set up.
So fierce the wind did bla', Willie,

The golden kncfp down from the top
Unto ground did fa', Willie.

Up and War Them A', Willie (Child's BaUads,Vn. 265).

2t. A bud.
For brode roses and open also

Ben passed in a day or two

;

But knoppes wille freshe be
Two dayes atte leest or thre.

Mom. of the Rose, 1. 1684.

The cedar of the house within was carved with knops

and open flowers. 1 Ki. vi. 18.

3. Eccles., a bulb on the stem of a chalice for

convenience in holding it. It is found in some
of the earliest known chalices.— 4. In arch.,

same as knob.— 5. A large tub. [Prov. Eng.]
—Knop-and-flower pattern, a name given to a pattern

much used in Eastern (especially Persian) decoration, as

of pottery, consisting of alternately a solid or compact

flower and a minutely divided and delicate one.

knopt (nop), V. t. [< ME. knoppen; < knop, m.]

To adorn vrith buttons, knobs, or projections

of any sort.

Highe shoos knopped with dagges.
Rom. of the Rose, L 7260.

a, bowline-knot ; *, figure-of-
eight Icnot.

knot
His knopped schon clouted full thykke

;

His ton toteden [peeped] out as he the londe treddede.
Piers Plowman's Crede (B. B. T. S.), I 424.

knoppef, M. A Middle English form of knop.
knopper (nop'er), n. [G., a gallnut, < knopf,
a knop, knob : see knop.^ A kind of gall formed
from the immature acorns of Quercus pedun-
culata and Q. sessilifolia, abounding in Croatia,
Styria, etc. These galls are largely used for tanning
throughout Austria, and to some extent in Germany. They
are also used in dyeing. Also knopper-gall.

knopweed (nop'wed), u. Same as knapweed, 2.

knort, n. An obsolete form of knur.
knornedt, a. See knumed.
knorrish. (nor'ish), a. [< knor, now knur, +
-ish^.'i Knotty ; knarry. [Prov. Eng.]
knosp (nosp), n. [< G. knospe, a bud, < MHG.
knospe,a, knot, knop ; akin to knopf, a knop, bud:
see knap.'] A bud or unopened leaf or flower,
or an areluteotural ornament resembling a bud

;

a knob. [Eare.]
Thy thousands, trained to martial toil,

Fitil red would stain thy native soil.

Ere from thy mural crown there fell

The slightest knoep or pinnacle.
Scott, Marmion, v.. Int.

knoti (not), n. [< ME. knotte, < AS. cnotta = D.
knot = MHG. knotze; cf. OHG. chnodo, chnoto,
MHG. knode, knote, G.
knoten = Icel. knutr (for

*knutr1) = Dan. knude =
Sw. knut, a knot; prob.
= L. nodus (for *gnodus),
a knot (> E. node, q. v.),

these kindred forms being
somewhat complicated.
Hence knit, and, through
Russ. from Icel., knout.]

1. An interlacement of
parts of a cord, rope, or
any flexible strip, formed
bytwisting the ends about
each other, andthen draw-
ing tight the loops thus
formed; also, a similar interlacing of two or
more cords, threads, etc. ; a bunch of threads or
thread-like things entangled together.

Bind up this hair
In any simple knot. Shelley, The Cenci, v. 4.

Specifically— 2. Apiece of ribbon, lace, or the
like folded or tied upon itself in some particu-
lar form, used as an ornamental adjunct to a
costume, or to a sword, a cane, etc. : as, a knot
of ribbon; a breast-too*; a shoulder-fcmo*.

—

3. Something resembling a knot in its compli-
cation, its protuberancy, or its rounded form.

John was now matching several kinds of poppies and
field-flowers to make her a present of knots for the day.
Gay, Letter, quoted in Thackeray's English Humourists.

The Queen, who sat

With lips severely placid, felt the knot
Climb in her throat, and with her feet unseen
Crush'd the wild passion out against the floor.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

(a) The hard, cross-grained mass of wood formed in a trunk
at the insertion of abranch ; particularly, the round, gnarly
formation resulting from a branch being broken off and
the tissues growing around its stump. This stump often
decays, or falls out in cutting, leaving a knot-hole.

As krwts, by the conflux of meeting sap.

Infect the sound pine and divert his grain
Tortive and errant from his course of growth.

Shak., T. and C, L 3, 7.

(ft) A node in a stem, or any node-like expansion in a stem,
pod, etc.

The canes of Egypt, when they newly arise from their
bed of mud and sljme of Nilus, start up into an equal and
continual length, and are interrupted but with few knots.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 838.

(c) An excrescence on a trunk or root ; a gnarl or knur, (d)

A tuft, as of grass, (et) A flower-bud.

It [the citron-txee] bore some ripe ones, and some sour
ones, some in the knot, and some in the blossom altogether.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 88.

(/) In lUhol. , a small concretion or aggregation of mineral
matter, or imperfectly developed crystal, found occasional-

ly in schistose rocks, appearing to be the result of con-
tact metamorphism. Knots of this kind sometimes occur
crowded together in large numbers, so as to give a knot-
ty appearance to what otherwise would be a quite smooth
slaty surface. Such slate is called knotted slate or schist (in

German knotenschi^er). The knots are sometimes simply
segregations of ferruginous material around a small frag-
ment of the slate ; sometimes more or less distinctlyformed
crystals, andalusite being the most common mineral thus
occurring. This peculiar formation is well shown in the
eastern Vosges and in the lake district of England, (g) In
mech., same as knote. (h) In arch., same as knob, (i) In
brush-Tnaking, a tuft of bristles ready to be fastened into
a hole in the stock, (j) In anat., a ganglion ; a node ; a
plexus. Oc) Adefectinflint-glass.consistingof an opaque
particle of earthymatterfrom the furnace, or abraded from
the glass-pot, or a particle of glass-gall, or an imperfectly
vitrified grain of sand. (I) In phys. geog. , an elevated and
plateau-like region where several great chains of moun-
tains unite : a term little used by geographers except in
describing parts of the chain of the Andes.



knot

The Knot of Pasco, a great ganglion, as it were, of the
system [of the Andes].

Sir J. Herschel, Physical Geography, p. 130.

(m) Navt: (1) A division of the log-line, so called from
the series of pieces of string stuck through the strands and
knotted at equal distances on the line, being the space
between any consecutive two of such knots. When the
28-second glass is used, the length of the knot is 47.3 feet.

See log^. (2) A nautical mile. I'he length of a sea-mile
varies with the latitude, according to some authorities;

but the United States Hydrographic Office and United
States Coast Survey have adopted 6,080.27 feet as its con-

stant length, the English Admiralty 6,080 feet. See mCle.

In order to remove all uncertainty and to introduce uni-

formity, this office adopted, several years ago^ the value
which results from considering the nautical mile as equal
to ^e one sixtieth part of the length of a degree on the
great circle of a sphere whose surface is equal to the sur-

face of the earth. This value, computed on Clarke's sphe-

roid, is : One nautical mile = 1853. 248 metres = 6080. 27 feet,

a value which corresponds to the adopted length of the

Admiralty Knot = 6080 feet.

Beport U. S. Coast and Oeod. Survey, 1881, p. 354.

<n) In ge&m. , a universal curve in three-dimensional space,
which, upon being brought into a plane by any process
of distortion whatever without the crossing of one part
through another (that is, without passing through a nodal
form), will always have nodes or crossings. A knot differs

from a link in being unicursal, while a Unking consists of

two curves or ovals in space, which, after being brought
into a plane by the above process, are always crossed the
one with the other ; a lacing consists of tlu'ee which are
similarly joined together. Independently of any linking of

pairs of l^em. An aitiphichiraZ krutt is one which is its

own perversion— that is, whose image in a mirror does
not differ from the knot itself in respect to right- or left-

handedness. (o) In Essex, England, eighty rounds of the
reel of baize, wool, or yam. (p) In h&r, , a piece or two or

Heraldic Knots.

1, Lacy knot; a, Dacre knot ; 3, Bowenknot; 4, Wake (Onnond)
knot; 5, Stafford knot ; 6, knot of Savoy (of the Order of the Annun-
ciation); 7, Harrington or true-love knot I 8, Bouchierknot; 9, Hene-
age knot.

more pieces of cord so intertwined as to form an ornamen-
tal figure. There are many forms which were in common
use as badges of certain noble families in the middle ages,

which have been adopted as bearings in heraldry proper.

(9) In lace-makitig, a small and simple ornament project-

ing from the outer edge of the cordonnet, a varied of the
fleur-volant. (r) Any figure the lines of which frequent-
ly intersect each other : as, a garden knot (a parterre).

The pileres weren y-peynt and pulched ful clene.

And queynteli i-coruen with curiouse knottes.

With wyndowes well y-wrou3t wide vp o-lofte.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), L 161.

Flowers worthy of Paradise ; which not nice art
In beds and curious knots, but nature boon
Pour'd forth profuse on hill, and dale, and plain.

Milton, P. L., iv. 242.

Next the streete side, and more contiguous to y^ house,
are knotts in trayle or grasse worke, where likewise runs a
fountaine. Kvelyn, Diary, April 1, 1644.

(8) A cluster ; a collection ; a group.

Not a soul, without thine own foul knot,

But fears and hates thee. B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2.

A certain knot of ladies took him for a wit.
Addixffn, A Beau's Head.

(() A swirling wave. [Bare.]

A knot of the sea washedour tub overboard, wherein our
fish was a-watering. Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 11.

4. A bond of association ; a close tmion or tie

:

as, the nuptial hnot.

His owne two hands the holy knotia did knitt.

That none but death for ever can divide.
Spenser, F. Q., I. xil 37.

O night and shades

!

How are ye joined with hell in triple knot!
Milton, Comus, 1. 581.

5. A difficulty, intricacy, or perplexity ; some-
thing not easily solved; a puzzle.

It is too hard a kiwt for me. Shak., T. N., iL 2, 42.

A man shall be perplexed with knotg, and problems of
business, and contrary affairs. South, Sermons.

6. The point on which the action or develop-
ment of a narrative depends; the gist of a
matter ; the nucleus or kernel.

The krujtte why that every tale is told.

If it be taried til that lust be cold
Of hem that han it alter herkned yore.
The savour passeth ever lenger the more.
For fulsomnesse of his prolixitee.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 393.
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How evil an historian are you, that leave out the chief

knot of aU the discourse. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, U.

All the while, no doubt, and even as I write the phrase,

he [grandfather] moves in my blood, and whispers words

to me, and sits efficient in the very knot and centre of my
being. R- ^- Steiienmn, The Manse.

7+. In hunting, one of certain morsels of flesh

from the fore quarters of a stag.

Sythen rytte thay the foure lymmes, & rent of the hyde.

Then brek thay the bale, the balez out token,

Lystily forlancyng, & here of the ATWfc ^ „ „^
Sir Gawayne and the Green Kmght (E. E. T. 8.), h 1334.

8. A reeky summit. [Pro v. Eng.]—Anglers'
double Imot. a neat and secure knot used in joining

gut-lengths. The ends are laid together pointing in op-

posite directions, and are passed round each other twice.

When drawn together, the knot is oblong, and the endsmay
be cut off as close as can be donewith a sharp knife without

a possibility of their drawing. This knot is indispensable in

making leaders for trout-fishing and casting-lines for sal-

mon-fishing, iforris.— Artificers' Imot. See artificer.—

Bowllne-knot, a common form of sailors' knot, m which

the loop can be made of any size, and does not jam nor ren-

der See cutunder def. 1.—Builders' knot, a clove-hitch.

See hitch, 6.—Dacre knot, in her., a knot forming a device

or badge used by the Dacre family, and often appearing as a

heraldic bearing. See cut underdef. 3 (p).—English knot
(navt.), a method of tying two rope-ends or pieces of gut

together by making an overhand knot in each around the

other.—Hgnre-Of-elgllt knot, a form of knotmuch used

by saUors, shaped like the figure 8. See cut under def. 1.

— Flemish knot. Same as figure-of-eight knot—GpT-
dian knot. See Gordian.—Hard knot, a knot taed in

such a manner as not to be easily loosened.—Hainng-
ton knot, in her., a knot or pattern made of interlacing

bands, usually torsed or twisted like ropes, showing

two strands crossing each other saltierwise and passing

through a lozenge : a badge of the ancient family of Har-

rington. Compare cut under /j-et, in which the interlacing

strips are similarly disposed. See cut under def. 3 (i>).—

Heneage knot, in her., a heart-shaped knot or twist of

rope, the badge of the Heneage family. Seeout under def.

3 (p).—HerCTilean knot, a knot which cannot be sev-

ered.—Josephine knot, a knot used to join two pieces

of thread when both the ends are afterward needed for use.

Diet, ofNeedlework.—Lishi-WOOd'taLOt. See light-wood.

— jHan-rope knot, a knot made on the end of a rope by
opening out the strands, and forming a double wall and
double crown.

—

Matthew Walk-
er knot (navt.),

a knot made by
interlacing the
strands at the end
of a rope in the
manner shown in
the cut, used espe-
cially for the lan-
yards of the lower
rigging, to keep
the end from draw-
ing through the
hole in the dead-
eye: named from
the Inventor.— Order Of the Knot, a military order of

short duration, founded at Naples in the fourteenth cen-
tury.— Overhand knot. See the cut below.— Porters'
knot, a pad for supporting burdens on the head.

To a Coblers Aul, or Butcher's Knife,
Or Porter's Knot, commend me

;

But from a Souldier's Lazy Life,

Good Heaven pray defend me.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in PoCign of Queen Anne,

[II. 201.

One of the publishers to whom Johnson applied |pr em-
ployment . . . exclaimed, " You had better get a portei^s
knot, and carry trunks." Macaulay, Samuel Johnson.

One Thames Street porter would take the whole seven
and their bundles on his krwt.

O'Keefe, Fontainebleau, L 1.

Matthew Walker Knot

a, overhand knot ; b, square or reef knot ; c, granny's-knot.

Square knot, a knot used in tying reef-points, so formed
that the ends come out alongside of the standing parts
and the knot does not jam. Also called reef-knot.— Sur-
geons' knot, a square or reef knot: used in tying a liga-
ture around a cut artery.—To cut the knot. See eut.—
To tie -with St. Mary's knott, to hamstring. [Old slang,
North. Eng. and Scotch.]

He has tied them a' wl St. Mary's knot,
A' these horses but barely three.

Dick o' the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 72).

True-love or true-lovers' knot, (a) A kind of double
knot, made with two bows on each side interlacing each
other, and with two ends ; the emblem of interwoven affec-
tions or of engagement.

Ill knit it up in silken strings.
With twenty odd-conceited true-love knots.

Shak., T. G. of v., li 7, 46.

They grew till they grew unto the church top.
And then they could grow no higher

;

And there they tyed in a true lovers knot.
Which made aU the people admire.

Fair Margaret and Sweet iraiiom (Child's Ballads, II. 144).

knot-grass

Three Times a True-Love's Knot I tye secure

;

Firm be the Knot firm may his Love endure.

Oay, Shepherd B Week, Thursday, L 115.

(b) In her., same as Harrington knot (See also bow-knot,

granny's-knot, slide-knot, slip-knot, wall-knot.)

mot^ (not), v.; pret. and pp. knotted,vpv. knot-

ting. [< ME. Icnotten; < knot\ n. The older

verb is knit.'] I. trans. 1. To compUeate or tie

in a knot or knots ; form a knot or knots in or

on: as, to knot a cord or a handkerchief.
But here's a queen when she rides abroad
Is always knotting threads. Sedley.

For many weeks about my loins I wore
The rope that haled the buckets from the well.

Twisted as tight as I could knot the noose.
Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

2. To fasten or secure by a knot.

She has knotted the keys upon a string.

And with her she has them ta'en.

The Laidley Worm of Spindlestanrheugh (Child's Ballads,

[1. 282).

At his side a wretched scrip was hung,
Wide-patch'd, and knotted to a twisted thong.

Pope, Odyssey, xiii.

Henee—3. To entangle; perplex.

They are catched In knotted law, like nets.

5. Bvtler, Hudibras, IL iiL 18.

4t. To unite or knit closely.

The party of the Papists in England are become more
knotted, both in dependence towards Spain, and amongst
themselves. Bacon, 'War with Spain,

5. To remove the knots from, as awoven fabric,

by pulling them out with small tweezers.— 6.

To cover the knots of : a preliminary process in

painting on wood, so that the knots shall not
show through.— 7. To cover (metals, ete.) 'with

knotting'. See knotting, 3.

II. intrans. 1 . To form knots or joints, as in

plants.— 2. To knit knots for fringe; produce
fancy work made by tying knots in cords. Com-
pare knotting, knotworh, knotted-iar work.— 3,

To gather in knots ; xmite as in a knot.

Keep it as a cistern, for foul toads
To knot and gender in ! Shak., Othello, iv. 2, 62,

4t. To form flower-buds.
You cannot have an apple or a cherry but you must

stay its proper periods, and let it blossom and knot, and
grow and ripen. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 794.

knot^ (not), n. [Alaognat, and dial, knat, knet;

saidtobe "named afterKing Canute [AS. CnUf]

,

who was very fond of it"; bnt no connecting
ME. form appears, and if it existed it would
give a mod. form (see knoufberry); there is no
evidence that Canute was very fond of this bird,

andno probability that so common a bird would
be named after a particular person.] 1. The
robin-snipe ; the red-breasted or gray-backed
sandpiper, Tringa canutus, a bird of the snipe

family, Scolopaddw. it breeds within the arctic cir-

cle, and at other seasons than the summer is dispersed
along most of the sea-coasts of the world. The knot is 10}

inches long, and 20} inches in extent of wings. In sum-
mer the under parts are brownish-red; in winter, white.
The upper parts of the adult are brownish-black, varied
with tawny and white. The young are ashy above, varifed

with white, and with dark edgings of individual feathers.

The knot usually goes in flocks, like other small waders,
and when it is fat its flesh is delicious.

2. The ring-plover, Mgialitis Jiiaticula, whose
habits on the beach resemble those of the knot.

Sev. C. Swainson. [Belfast, Ireland.]

knotberry (nofber^i), n.
;
pi. knotberries (-iz).

[< knoti- + berry\ Ci. knoufberry. 1 The cloud-

berry, Bmbus Chamcemorus.
knote (not), n. [Also knot; appar. a sort of cross

between kmot and node.] In mech., the point

where cords, ropes, etc., meet from angular
directions in funicular machines. More prop-
erly called node.

knotfulness (not'ful-nes), n. In geom.^ the
number of knots of less knottiness of which a

given knot is built up. See knot^, 3 (m).

As soon as we come to 8 foldswe have some knots which
may preserve their knottiness even when this condition
[taking the crossings alternately over and under] is not
fulfilled. These ought, therefore, to be regarded as proper
knots and to be included in the census as new and distinct

types. This is a difficulty of a very formidable order. It

depends upon the property which I have called knotful-

ness. Tait, Trans. Boy. Soc. of Edin., XXXII. iiL 604.

kno'fc-grass (not'gras), K. 1. A weed of almost
world-wide distribution. Polygonum aviaulare:

so called from the numerous nodes in its stems
and its thickly spreading habit. It is a tough
trailing and branching plant, common in troddeh ground,
and often carpeting dooryarda, etc. (Also called knot-

weed, goose-grass, cow-grass, doorweed, etc. ) An infusion of
it was formerly supposed to retard bodily growth,whence
Shalsspere calls it " hindering knot-grass."

Get you gone, you dwarf

;

You minimus, of hindering knat-ffratt made.
Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2, 329.

We want a boy extremely for this function
Kept under for a year with milk and knotffnui.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, U.



knot-grass

Knot-grass (.Paiyg'cnum aviculare). «, flower: ^, fruit.

3. By extension, any plant of the genus Poly-
gonum, properly knotweed.— 3. In occasional
use, a plant of some other genns more or less
similar. («) Any ot the species of Meeebrum or Parony-
chia ; a whitlow-wort. (6) A variety of the false oat, Arrhe-
mitherum avenaceum, having a knotty rootstock. [Prov.
Eng. ] (e) The florin-grass, Agrostis vulgaris, var. alba (itolo-

niifera). [Prov. Eng.] This may be the plant mentioned
by Milton.

The chewing flocks
Had ta'en their supper on the savoury herb
Of knot-grass dew-besprent. MUton, Comus, L 542.

(d> Couch-grass: a use of doubtful appropriateness.—
Bird's knot-grasB, a name of Polygonum avunilare, ob-
tained by translation.—Coast or sea kuot-erass. Poly-
gonum maritiTnum,—Female knot-grass, Xyte's name
of the common mare's-tail, HimmrU mdgarix.—German
knot-grass, the knawel, Sueranlhus annuus.—Male
knot-grass, Lyte's name for the common knot-grass,
Pdtygormm am&jtlq/ret in distinction from female knot-
grass (which see, above).

knottetj n. An obsolete form of hnot^.

knotted (not'ed), a. [< kno0- + -ed2.] Full
of knots ; having knots ; knotty.

The splitting wind
Makes flexible the knees of knotted oaks.

Shak., T. and C, L 3, 60.

The Taaay-knotted water-flags.
That whistled dry and stiff about the marge.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

Speciflcally —(a) In hot., having a series of nodes, or node-
like swellings ; jointed : said of stems, pods, etc. (ft) In
zoSl., having one or more swellings; nodose, (c) Having
intersecting figures; having lines or walks intersecting
one another , marked with interlacings.

Thy cviiaas-knotted garden. Shak., L. L. L., i. 1, 249.

UCi InZitAo2.,containingor characterized byknots.^—Knot-
ted-bax work. Same as macrami.—dotted lace, a

name given to the old
punto a groppo, a fringe
or border made of knot-
ted threads. Macramd
lace is its modem rep-
resentative.—Knotted
pillar, in arch., a form
of pillar sometimes oc-
curring in the Boman-
esque style, so carved as
to appear as if knotted
in the middle.—Knot-
ted Slate or sclilst.

, See knoti, 3 (/).

f knotter (not'6r), n.

A fine strainerused
to clear paper-pulp
from clots or Imots
as it passes to the
paper-making ma-
chine.

A sieve, or knotter, as
it is called, which is

usually formed of brass,
having flue slits cut in

it to allow the commi-
nuted pulp to pass
through, while it re-

tains all lumps and
knots.

Ure, Diet., III. 490.

knottiness (not'i-nes), «. 1. The condition of

being knotty ; the state of having many knots
or swellings.

By his [Hercules's] oaken club is signified reason rul-

ing the appetite ; the knottiness thereof, the dilBculty they

have that seek alter virtue. Peacham, Drawing.

2. The quality of being knotty ; difficulty of

solution ; intricacy ; complication : as, the knot-

tiness of a problem.

Knottiness of his style. Ba«'e.

3. In geom., the minimum number of nodes in

the projection of a knot on a plane or other

single-sheeted, singly connected surface.

knotting (not'ing), «. [Verbal n. of knot^, v.']

1 . A kind of fancy work made with twisted and
knotted threads, and closely imitating some old

forms of lace.

A piece of close Knotting, viz. 2 Boys holding Circles in

their Hands, either being less than a Silver Penny, in

which are perspicuously wrote the Lords Prayer in Latin

and English.
Quoted in As?aon's Social Life in Keign of Queen Anne,

[1. 17.
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2. In cloth-marmf., the operation of removing
knots from cloths with tweezers.— 3. A kind
of cement especially useful for metals and as a
covering for protection from the weather. It
is made with red lead, carefully ground, and
thinned with boiled oil and a little turpentine.
knotting-needle (not'ing-ne"dl), ». a needle
designed for use in making knotting. See knot-
ting, 1.

A bottle-screw, a knotttTig-needle, and a ball of sky-color
and white knotting. Doran, Annals of Eng. Stage, I. xii.

knottlet (not'l), n. [< ME. laiottil (= MLG.
kmitel = OHGr. cJmuUl, ehnutUl, MHGr. kniitel,
kniittel, Gr. knuttel), a knot, knob ; dim. of knot^,
«.] A knob. [Prov. Eng.]
He hade a heved lyke a bnlle, and knottHles in his frount,

as thay had bene the by^ynnyng of homes.
MS. Mneoln, A. i. 17, f. 1. (Halliwell.')

knottled(not'ld),a. [_<knottle+ -e(iK'\ Stunted
in growth. [Prov. Eng.]
knotty (not'i)^ a. [< Tcnoti + -i/i.] 1. Full
of knots ; having many knots.

In hir right hand (which to and fro did shake)
She bare a skourge, with many a knottie string.

Oasccagne, Complaint of Philomene.

The oak.
Expanding its immense and knotty arms.
Embraces the light beach.

,
SheUey, Alastor.

Hard; rugged.
When heroes knock their knotty heads together,

Rowe, Ambitious Stepmother.

Art will prevail where knotty strength denies.
Quarles, Emblems, v. 9.

Difficult; intricate; perplexing; involved.

2.

3.

You may be sure I was veiy young, &_therefore very
rash, or ambitious, when 1 adventur a upon that knot^
piece [his essay on Lucretius].

Sveiyn, To Doctor Meric Casaubon.

"Virtue I and Wealth I what are ye but a name I

"

Say, for such worth are other worlds prepared?
Or are they both in this their own reward?
A knotty point 1 to which we now proceed.

Pope, Moral Essays, ill S37.

knotweed (not'wed), m. 1. A plant of one of
the species of knapweed or knobweed, Centati-

rea nigra, C. Cyanus, and C. SeaMosa : so call-

ed from the knot-like heads. [Prov. Eng.]—
2. A plant of the genus Polygonum, which
includes the doorweed, the smartweeds and
water-pepper, the prince's-feather, etc.; knot-
grass or ]ointweed: so called from the knotty
stem.— Seaside knotweed, Polygonum matriixmum.—
Spotted knotweed, Polygonum Persiearia, or lady's-

thumb.

knot-wood (not ' wud), n. 1 . Wood that is full

of knots.—2. Specifically, pine wood contain-
ing resinous knots, used for making a brilliant

fire, or for light. [Southern U. 8.]

knotwork (not'wSrk), «. An ornamental ar-

rangement of cords knotted together, as in some

Knotted Pillars.— Basilica of St.

Mark's, Venice.

Knotwork, 12th century.—Cathedral of Angers, France.

kinds of fringe, in the cordons of a cardinal's

hat, or represented in carving, painting, etc.

A font at Dolton, Devon, formed of portions of a mono-
lith carved with Saxon knotwork, etc.

Athmoeum, No. 3191, p. 852.

knotwort (not'w6rt), n. 1. The knot-grass.

Polygonum aviculare.— 2. pi. A name given by
Lindley to the plant family lUeeebracece. See
knot-grass, 3 (a).

knoud (noud), n. [Origin obscure.] The gray
gurnard, Trigla gurnardus. [Local, Ireland.]

knout (nout, more properly not; Russ. pron.

knot), n. [< F. knout = G. knute, < Euss. knutH
(Little Euss. and Pol. knut), a whip, scourge,

< Icel. knutr, a knot: see knot^."] A whip or

scourge formerly used in Eussia for the pun-
ishment of the worst criminals. Varying descrip-

tions of it are given, and it was probably made in different

forms; but its effect was so severe that few of those who
were subjected to its full force survived the punishment.
The emperor Nicholas substituted for the knout a milder

whip.

knout (nout, or better not), v. t. [< knout, m.]

To punish with the knout or whip.

The freaks of Paul, who banished and knovted persons

of every station, were safely displayed in Petersburg and
Moscow. " "^

know
knoutberry, cnoutberry (nout'ber"i), n.

;
pi,

knoutberries, enoufberries{-iz). [< "Knout, Cnout,
a mod. form, of AS. Cnut, Canute,+ berryK The
plant is traditionally connected with King Ca-
nute.] The cloudberry, Bubus Chamcemorus.
[Prov. Eng.]
^owi (no), V.

; pret. knew, pp. known, ppr.
knowing. [< ME. knowen, knawen, cnowen,
cnawen (pret. knew, kneug, pi. knewen, pp.
knowen, enowen, knawen), < AS. cnawan (pret,
cnedw, pp. cndwen)=0'RGr.(}naan,kndan, ehndan,
endhan, Imow, = Icel. knd, know how to do, b©
able,= OBulg. znati, know, = L. gno in nosoere,
orig. gnoscere (as in comp. co-gnoscere, i-gnos-
cere; perf. novi, pp. notus, in comp. gnotus) =
Gr. yvu in yiyvixsKeiv, 2d aor. yvuvai, know, = Skt.
\/jnd, know: a secondary form of the root gan,
Teut. kan, in ken^, Imow, cari^, know, be able,
etc. The forms in E. derived from this secon-
dary root are few (know, acknow, knowledge, ac-
knowledge, and remotely name), but the forms
from the primitive root kan are numerous : can^,
eon^, corf^, cunning^, cunning'^, couth, uncouth,
kith, kithe, ken^, etc. The L. and <3r. words
from the secondary root are very numerous in
E. ; e.g.: from Latin, agnize, cogn/ize, cognition,
incognito, ignore, noble, note, denote, notary, no-
tion, cognomen, nominal, etc., ignominy, narrate,
etc.; from the Greek, gnomei, gnome^, gnosis,
gnostic, etc., synonym, etc.] I. trans. 1. To
perceive or understand as being fact or truth;
have a clear or distinct perception or appre-
hension of; understand or comprehend clearly
and fully; be conscious of perceiving truly.

For when thou kneweet the peple loved the, thow drow-
est the a-bakke, for to helpe them in their nedes.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 40.

We knmv what we are, but know not what we may be.
Shak, Hamlet, iv. 6, 42.

What can we reason, but from what we know?
Pope, Essay on Man, L 13.

In the night he dreamed that she was gone,
And knowing that he dreamed, tried hard to wake.
And could not.

WWam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 382.

There is an ambiguity in the words know, "knowledge,"
which Dr. Bain seems not to have considered :

*' to kmm"
may mean either to perceive or apprehend, or it may mean
to understand or comprehend.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 49.

We know things, and we know that we know them.
How we know them is a mystery indeed, but one about
which it is perfectly idle to speculate.

Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 138.

2. In a general sense, to have definite informa-
tion or intelligence about; be acquainted with,
either through the report of others or through
personal ascertainment, observation, experi-
ence, or intercourse : as, to know American his-
tory; he knows the city thoroughly.

And Merlyn, that all this knewe wele, seide to the kynge
and Yter how it was be-tid of this man.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 63.

How ye myght my name knowen verilie.

Som. of Partenay (E. B. T. S.), L 444,

That I mayknow him and the power of his resurrection,
and the fellowship of his sufferings. Phil. iii. 10.

Ambition feels no gift.

Nor knows no bounds.
Fletcher (find another). False One, iv. 1.

Not to know me argues yourselves unknown.
MOtm, P. L., iv. 830,

3. To recognize after some absence or change;
recall to the mind or perception ; revive prior
knowledge of: as, he was so changed that you
would hardly know him.
And the lady hirself was above on the walles that knewe

hem wele anoon as she hem saugh.
Merlin (E. B. T. S,), iii. 545.

At nearer view he thought he knew the dead.
And called the wretched man to mind. Flalman.

4. To recognize in contrast or comparison; dis-

tinguish by means of previous acquaintance or
information: as, to know one man from another;
we know a fixed star from a planet by its twin-
kling; to know the right way.
When the wind is southerly I know a hawk from a hand-

saw. Shak., Hamlet, ii, 2, 397.

Each household knowelh their owne lands, and gardens,
and most liue of their owne labours.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, 1. 129.

Numeration is but the adding of one unit more, and giv-
ing to the whole anew name, whereby to know it from those
before and after. Locke.

5. To understand from experience or attain-
ment; comprehend as to manner or method:
with how before an infinitive : as, to know how
to make something.

The illiterate^ that know not hmii
To cipher what is writ in leamed books,

Shak., Lucrece, 1, 810.
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:[Fonnerly, by a LatlniBm,Aow was sometimes omitted, ea- knowing (no'ing), n. [< ME. hnowmge, rniaw-
'" '~

«»gr, < AS. CMawMnp, verbal n. of cwaaiam, know:
see fcnoK)!.] Knowledge ; aequaiatance ; ascer-

tainment; power or means of ascertaining.

To tlie oontree of Bnnopye hym dighte

Tliere as lie liad a frende of his krumynge.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2156.

I have seen

Hours dreadful, and things strange ; but this sore night

Hath trifled former knowings. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 4, 4.

How he could be "kin" to Bulstrode as well was not so

clear, but Mrs. Abel agreed with her husband that there

was "noSTWWtii^." (Jeor^e ^Jiot, Middlemarch, Ixix.

jtecially in poetry.

Sweet prince, the name of death was never terrible

To him that knew to live.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. 3.

He knew
Himself to sing, and build the lofty rhyme.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 11.

How few among them that knmo to write or speak in a

pure stile. MUton, Apology for Smectymnuus.]

6t. To have sexual commerce with. Gen. iv. 1.

[A euphemism.] — I know not what, a phrase used
as a noun or an adjective to express iudeflnite, and espe-

cially indefinitely large amounts.
knowing (no'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of ]cnow\ d.] 1 .

Our Seamen are apt to have great Notions of Iknow not Ha.vins' T)ereeT)tion or knowledge ; intelligent:
wAot Profit and Advantages to be had in serving the Mo- ^"'"'5 F^^-^i'

gul ; nor do they want lor fine Stories to encourage one instructeu.
" -'- " " -•— " ' ="'

As if the filth of poverty sunk as deep
Into a knowing spirit as the bane

Of riches doth into an ignorant soul.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Cherish, good Theophilus,

This knowing scholar.
Mamnger, Virgin-Martyr, l 1.

Conscious ; intentional.

another to it. DampUr, Voyages, 1. 607.

Not to know beans. See hean^.—TSot to know B
from a bull's foot, broomstick battledore. See B.—
To know a hawk &om a band-saw. See liand-saw.

—To know a move or two. See rmrve.—To know the
ropes, (a) To be qualified for the duties of a sailor by
having learned the details of the rigging of a vessel.

Hence— (6) To understand the details of a particular

thing ; have knowledge of the routine of any business.

[Colloq. ]

—

To know what's o'clock, to be well informed
and equal to any emergency. [Colloq.]

Partial friends say I knaw what 's o'clock tolerably well.

Thackeray, Pendennis, x.

To know what's what, to have clear knowledge or com-
prehension of a subject ; be thoroughly posted ; be sure

of one's ground ; have one's eye-teeth cut. [Colloq.]

He knew whatfg what, and that's as high
As metaphysic wit can fiy.

BvOer, Hudibras, I. i. 149.

II. intrans. 1. To possess knowledge; he in-

formed ; have intelligence.

If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine,

whether it be of God, or whether I speak of myself.
John vii. 17.

Sir John must not know of it.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4, 19.

When want of learning kept the laymen low,

And none but priests were authoriz'd to know.
Dryden, Keligio Lalci, 1. 373.

2. To take cognizance ; acquire knowledge

;

get intelligence.

And for he kneus on the crois and to Crist shref hym,
Sonnere hadde he saluacion thanne seinte Ion.

Piers Plowman (A), xi 273.

Know of your youth, examine well your blood.
Shak., M. N. D.,L1, 68.

3t. To be acquainted with each other.

You and I have known, sir. Shak., A. and C, iL 6, 86.

Sir, we have knovm together in Orleans.
Shak., Cymbellne, i 4, 36.

Iwant to know, a New England colloquial phrase, equiv-

alent to 'is it possible?' *you surprise me !
'

—

Not that
I know of, not so far as I know ; not to my knowledge.

CraU. Mr. Surface, pray is it true that your uncle, Sir

Oliver, is coming home?
Joseph S. Not that I know of, indeed, sir.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

To know for, an old expression meaning the same as to

know of, still used colloquially.

He might have more diseases than he knew for.

Shak., 2 Hen. rv., i 2, 6.

know^t (no), n. [< fcnoMjl, i).] Knowledge.

That on the view and know of these contents . . .

He should the bearers put to sodaine death.
Shak., Hamlet (foL 1623), v. 2, 44.

know^ (nou), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

I hae been east, and I hae been west.
An' I hae been far o'er the knowes.

The Broom of Cowdenknows (Child's Ballads, IV. 47).

know^t, knowet, »• Middle English forms of

"Myself to medes wol the letre sowe,"
And held his hondes up, and fil on knowe.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1202.

knowable (no'a-bl), a. [< know'^ + -able.']

That may be known ; capable of being appre-
hended, understood, or ascertained.

A thing exists for us only in its knowable relations.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 14.

Be it a single object or the whole universe, any account
which begins with it in a concrete form, or leaves off with
it in a concrete form, is incomplete ; since there remains
an era of its kfwwable existence undescribed and unex-
plained. H. Spencer, First Principles, § 93.

knowableness .(bo'a-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being knowable.
know-all (rio'3,1), n. [< MavA, v., + obj. all.}

One who knows or professes to know every-
thing; a vriseaere: generally used ironically.

knower (no'er), »?. One who knows.
If it be at all the work of man, it must be of such a one

as is a true knower of himself.
MUton, Church-Government, i. 1.

For if writers be just to the memory of King Charles
the Second, they cannot deny him to have been an exact
knower of mankind, and a perfect distinguisher of their
talents. Dryden, King Arthur, Ded.

2
He that remains in the grace of God sins not by any

deliberate, consultive, knowing act.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S36), I. 770.

3. Shrewd; sharp; smart; in a special sense,

having or simulating the appearance of pos-

sessing information which one is unwilling to

communicate.
I don't quite like this chit. She looks knowing, me-

thinks. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iii.

I have remarked that your knowing people, who are so

much wiser than anybody else, are eternally keeping soci-

ety in a ferment. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 161.

4. Expressive of knowledge or cimning : as, a

hnowinglooik.—5. Smart-looking; stylish. [Col-

loq.]

Many young men who had chambers in the Temple
made a very good appearance in the first circles, and drove
about town in very knowing gigs.

Jane Amten, Sense and Sensibility, xix.

Tom thought his cap a very knowing affair,but confessed

that he had a hat. T. Htighes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 6.

=Syn. Astvie, Sage, etc. See astute. (See also sagacious.)

knowingly (no'ing-li), adv. In a knowing man-
ner; with knowledge; intentionally; designed-
ly: as, he would not knowingly offend.

How you speak!
Did you but know the city's usuries.

And felt them knowingly.
Shak., Cymbeline, iiu 3, 46.

knowingness (no'ing-nes), n. The state or

quality of being knowing or shrewd.
"Well done, little 'un," said Mr. Tulliver, laughing,

while Tom felt rather disgusted with Maggie's knowing-
ness. George Elliot, Mill on the Floss, iL 1.

knowlachef, knowlaget, ». Middle English
forms of knowledge.

knowlechet, n. and v. A Middle English form
of knowledge.

knowledge (nol'ej), n. [< ME. knowlege, know-
leche, knoukche, knowliche, knolych, knowlage,
knowlache, knawlage, knawlache, etc., know-
ledge, < knowen, know, + -leche, assibilated

form of -leke, < loel. -leikr, -leiki= Sw. -lek, a suf-

fix used to form abstract nouns, = AS. -lac, in
wedldc, wedlock, prob. identical with lac, play,
gift: aeelake^,lokei. The term. -Zecfe« became
assimilated, through -lache, to the suffix -age.]

1. The state of being or of having become
aware of fact or truth ; intellectual recognition
of or acquaintance with fact or truth; the con-
dition of knowing. Subjectively considered, know-
ledge implies clear conviction or a consciousness of cer-
tainty; but this consciousness does not constitute know-
ledge, and may be associated with error.

Enmoledge is the perception of the agreement or dis-

agreement of two ideas.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. i. 2.

The essentials of Cognition, or Knowledge, may be
summed up thus:— First. To know any single thing, we
must be conscious of it as Differing from some things, and
as Agreeing with other things. To this extent knmcledge
involves only what belongs to Sensation and Perception.
Secondly. When Knowledge amounts to Affirmation there
are usually at least two things taken notice of : and not
only so, but the couple must be farther viewed, as coming
under a third property, namely one of the Universal Pre-
dicates of Propositions— for example, Co-existence or Suc-
cession. "The sun is a luminous body," "night follows
day"— are higher combinations than the mere knowledge
of "Sun," "Night." "Day"; they unite simple or elementary
cognitions into affirmations or propositions ; and the bind-
ing circumstance is one of the comprehensive generalities
called Co-existence and Succession. Thirdly. Into these
Affirmations there must enter the active state or disposi-
tion termed Belief (or Disbelief).

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 692.

We have but faith ; we cannot know

;

For knowledge is of things we see

;

And yet we trust it comes from thee,
A beam in darkness : let it grow.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Int.

knowledge

With that certainty which la absolutely objective, i e.

with knowledge, psychology has no direct concern ; it is

for logic to furnish the criteria by which knowledge is as-

certained. J. Ward, Encyo. Brit., XX. 83.

2. A perception, judgment, or idea which is in

accord with fact or truth ; that which is known.

"Not aU," quod she, "madame, that may not be

;

flor yet I haue no knowlage whiohe he is."

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 73a

I'll make this new report to be my knowledge;
I'll say I know it; nay, I'll swear I saw it.

Beau, and M., Philaster, iii. 1.

All gouemment of action is to be gotten by knowledge,

and knowledge best, by gathering many knowledges.
Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Foetrie.

For knowledges are as pyramides, whereof history is the

basis : so of Natural Philosophy the basis is Natural His-

tory ; the stage next the basis is Physio ; the stage next

the vertical point is Metaphysic.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, it

This knowledge of the cause of a phsenomenon is differ-

ent from ... the knowledge of that pheenomenon simply

as a fact ; and these two cognitions or knowledges liave,

accordingly, received different names. The latter . . .

is called historical or empirical knowledge ; the former is

called phUosophical, or scientific, or rational knowledge.
Sir W. Hamilton, MetapiL, ill

3. Acquaintance with things ascertained or as-

certainable ; acquired information ; learning.

Ignorance is the curse of God,
Knowledge the wing wherewith we fiy to heaven.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 7, 79.

I think by far the most Important bill in our whole code

is that for the diffusion of knowledge among the people.

Jefferson, Correspondence, U. 45.

4. Practical understanding ; familiarity gained

by actual experience ; acquaintance with any
fact or person : as, a knowledge of seamanship

;

I have no knowledge of the man.
Thys is gret memell

That ye take a wif vnknow what is sche.

Neither haue knewlich of hir gouernail,

Ne of hir kinrede ; strange is without fail I

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. a.\ I 844.

The dog straight fawned upon his master for old know-

ledge. Sir P. Sidney.

Huram sent liim by the hands of his servants ships, and
servants that had knowledge of the sea. 2 Chron. viiL 18.

This gentleman 's a stranger to my knowledge;
And, no doubt, sir, a worthy man.

Fletcher, WDdgoose Chase, iii 1.

The wisest of Pagan Philosophera said that the greatest

Learning was the Knowledge of one's self.

Howell, Letters, iL 77.

5. Specific information; notification; adver-

tisement.

Ye schall wame the Maister and Wardens thereof, and
han ynforme wher thei be, as fer forth as ye schall have
knolych. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 317.

I pulled off my headpiece, and humbly entreated her
pardon, or knowledge why she was crueL Sir P. Sidney.

The coast ... is set with small watch-towers, which
with smoke by day, and fire by night, do give knowledge
unto one another of . . . suspected enemies.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 10.

6. Cognizance; notice; recognition.

Whyhave Ifound grace in thine eyes, that thou shouldest

take knowledge of me, seeing I am a stranger ? Buth iL 10.

A state's anger
Should not take knowledge either of fools or women.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 6.

Of your love too and care for us here, we never doubted

;

so are we glad to take knowledg of it in that fullnes we doe.

Robinson, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation,

[p. 163.

7t. Acknowledgment.
We geelde us synful & S017
By Knowliche & confessionn.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 2L

Adhesive, apprehensive, carnal, immediate, etc.,

knowledge. See the adjeotivea

—

Habitual know-
ledge, Inthe Scotist phUos. , knowledge latent In themem-
ory and capable of being called up when an occasion pre-

sents itself. Also called habitual cognition.

Art is properly an habitual knowledge of certain rules

and maxims. South.

To one's knowledge, so far as one Is informed.

To my knowledge,
I never in my life did look on him.

Shak., Rich. IL, IL 3, 38.

=Syn. Prudence, Discretion, etc. (see wisdom); compre.
hension, discernment.

knowledgef (nol'ej), v. [<ME. knowlegen, know-
lechen, Jcnoulechen, cnawlechen, etc., know, ac-

knowledge ; < knowledge, n. Cf . acknowledge.]

I. trans. To acknowledge ; confess ; avow.

For suche Auctoritees, thei seyn that only to God sclialle

a man knmdeche his Defautes, zeldynge him self gylty.

MandevOle, Travels, p. 120.

He that hath schame of his synne knowlechith it
Chaucer, Tale of Mellbena.

The Turks . . . knowledge one God.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 63.

n. intrans. To confess. WycUf.
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knowledgeable (nol'ej-a-bl), a. [< knowledge
+ -able.'] 1. Knowing; mteUigent: possessing
knowledge or mental capacity. [Colloq,]

I'll Doane deny that in a thing or two I may be more
knowledgeaile than Coolson. I've had a deal o' time on
my hands i' my youth, and Id good Bchooling as long as
lather lived. Mrs. QaskM, Sylvia's lovers, xxi.

2t. CognizaMe ; intelligible.

Certain very knowledgeable marks.
Tiime'a Storehome, p. 49.

knowledge-box (nol'ej-boks), n. The head.
[Slang.]

By Bedford's out I've trimm'd my locks,
And coal-black is my knowledge-box,
Callous to all, except hard knocks

Of tnumpers.
Tlie Jacobin, xxil. 116.

knowledgingt, n. [< ME. hnowleging, lenowleeh-

ing, etc.; verbal n. of knowledge, «.] Know-
ledge; information.

Malice had my corage
Nat that tyme turned to no thynge,
'fhorogh to moohel knowlaehynge,

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 796.

Her meny hadde non other knowleginge,
But hir sekenes was of some other thinge.

Oenerydes (B. B. T. S.), 1. 277.

Enowltonia (nol-to'ni-a), n. [NL. (R. A. Salis-

bury, 1796), named after Thomas Knowlton,
once curator of the Botanic Garden at Eltham. ]

A genus of ranunculaceous plants, of the tribe
Anemonem, closely related botanically to Adonis
and Anemone, but differing from both in its ber-
ry-like carpels. The 5 or 6 species are South African
perennial herbs with the habit of the Urabdliferce, having
rigid root-leaves ternately decompound, those of the stem
often reduced to bracts or wanting, and greenish or yel-

lowish flowers on irregularly umbellate peduncles. They
are acrid plants, and their property of producing blisters

has long been known. The braised leaves are used at the
Cape of Good Hope as a substitute for cantharides. The
sliced root is said to be still more powerful. Beichenbach
made this genus the type of a subsection of the AnemfmuB.
Knowltoniese (nol-to-ni'e-e), n. pi. [Nil. (Eei-
chenbaoh, 1837),- < Knowltonia + -ece.] A sub-
section of the Banunculacece-Anemonece, typified

by the genus Knowltonia.
knowmant, n. A perverted form of gnomon.
Florio.

known (non), p. a. [Pp. of know\ v.] Per-
ceived; understood; recognized; familiar; es-

pecially, when used absolutely, familiar to all;

generally understood or perceived.

This is not onely Keason but the known Law of the Land.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

Death is the knownest and unknownest thing in the
world, that of which men have the most thoughts and
fewest meditations. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 63.

It is matter of great consolation to an envious person
when a man of kimen honour does a thing unworthy of

himself. Steele, Spectator, No. 19.

The range of the known embraces much more than the
sensible. O. B. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. § 27.

To make known, to announce ; communicate ; mention.

know-nothing (n6'nuth'''ing), n. and a. [<

know^, v., + obj. nothing.'] 1, n. 1. One desti-

tute of knowledge ; one who is ignorant, or who
professes ignorance, of anything; an ignora-

mus.— 2. leap.] A member of the so-called

American party (which see, under American).

See also quotation.
An elaborate code of signals and passwords was adopted,

and all operations of the "Americans" were wrapped Itr

profound secrecy. If a member of the order was asked
about its practices or purposes, he answered that he knew
nothing about them, and "Americans," for that reason,

soon came to be called Know Nothings.
T. W. Barnes, Thurlow Weed, p. 224.

II. a. Very ignorant.

Theirknowing and knoio-nothing boolis are scatter'd from
hand to hand. Tennyson, Despair.

Know-notMngism (no ' nuth /' ing - izm), ». [<

Know-nothing, 2, -I- -ism. ] The doctrines or prin-

ciples of the Know-nothings.
Know-SfotMngism was, therefore, something more than

a lamentable aberration ; the republic was seriously men-
aced by it, and it violently shook one of its main pillars.

H. van Hoist, Const. Hist, (trans.), p. 106.

knowperts (no'p^rts), n. [Perhaps for knop-

wort; at.knapperts.] The ciowbervj, Empetrum
nigrmn. See crowherry. [Scotch.]

Producing of heather, ling, blueberries, knowperts, and
cranberries. George MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine.

knowt (nout), n. [Of. knot^.] Same as doe^.

Enoxia (nok'si-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus), named
after Robert Knox, who lived twenty years in

Ceylon and wi-ote a history of the island.] A
genus of rubiaceous plants, forming with Pen-

tanisia the tribe Knoxiew. The genus is specially

characterized by a 4-toothed calyx, a 2-lobed stigma, and
a dilated funiculus to the ovules. There are 8 or 9 species,

inhabiting India, Java, the Philippine Islands, China, and
tropic^ Australia. Xhey are herbs or undershrubs with
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ovate or lanceolate opposite leaves fascicled in the axils,

and stipules connate with the petioles in a sheath. The
flowers are small, pink or lilac, and usually sessQe along
the branches of a cyme which lengthen after flowering.
The plants are ornamental in cultivation, and have been
introduced into Bnglaud as greenhouse-plants.

Knoxie^e (nok-si'e-e), «.p?. [NL. (Bentliam and
Hooker, 1873), <.Ki80OTa + -em.] Atribal division
of the natural order of plants Rubiacece, con-
sisting of the genera Knoxia and Pentanisia,
being tropical herbs or undershrubs of the Old
World,with connate stipules and terminal inflo-

rescence.
knt. An abbreviation of knight.

knub (nub), n. [Also nub, q. v.; a var. (= LGr.
knubbe, > G. knubbe, knuppe, a knob) of knob.]
1. A blunt end or piece; a small lump.— 2.

See the extract.
One-seventh of this weight [of common cocoon] is pure

cocoon, and of that not more than one-half is obtainable as
reeled silk, the remainder consisting of surface floss and
of hard gummy husk or knub. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 60.

knubt (nub), v. t. [A var. of knob, or from the
same ult. source; cf. knap'^.] To beat; strike
with the knuckles.
knubble^ (nub'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. knubbled,
ppr. knubbling. [Preq. of knub, v.] To handle
clumsily. [Prov. Eng.]
knubble^ (nub'l), n. [Dim. of knub, n., var. of

knob.] A small knob. [Prov. Eng.]
knuccbel, n. A Middle BngUsh form of knitch.

knuck (nuk), n. [Abbr. of knuckle.] Same as
knuckle, 3. [New Eng. or colloq.]

knuckle (nuk'l), n. [< ME. knokel, knokil, < AS.
*creMci, *c»Mce^Somner, Benson,Lye,Bosworth;
not authenticated) = OFries. knokele, knokle =
MD. knokkel, D. kneukel, knokkel = MLG. knokel,

LG. knukkel, kniidhel = MHG. knochel, kniicliel,

G. knochel = Dan. knogle, knokkel = Sw. dial.

knjokel, knuckle, a joint : dim. of a simple form
not found in E., namely, MD. knoke, a knuckle,
knob, knot, D. knok, knook, knuckle, a bone, =
MHG. knoche, G. knochen, a bone, = Sw. knoge
= Dan. kno, knuckle (cf . Icel. kmli, knuckle) ; cf

.

W. cn/wc, a bunch, knob, knot, cnuch, a joint;

prob. ult. akin to knock, and thus akin also to E.
knack, knag^ : see knack, knock.] 1 . The joint

of a finger, especially that between the meta-
carpal bone and the first phalanx.— 2+. The
knee or knee-joint.
Thou, Nilus, wert assigned to stay her pains and travails

past,
^

To which, as soon as lo came with much ado, at last

With weary knuckles on thy brim she sadly kneeled down.
Golding.

3. A joint, especially of veal, consisting of the
part of the leg called the knee. Itis the part of the
anim^ which corresponds to the hock of a horse, or the
human heel, together with more or less of the leg above
this joint.

I never prosper
With knuckles o' veal, and birds in sorrel sops.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, ii. 4.

4t. The joint of a plant; anode.
Diversherbs . . . havejointsor&ri'McMes, asitwerestops

in their germination ; as have gilly-flowers, pinks, fennel,

corn, reeds and canes. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 689.

5. A joint of cylindrical form, with a pin as

axis, as that by which the straps of a hinge
are fastened together.—6. In ship-building, an
acute angle on some of the timbers.

This angle, which is continued around the stem until

the curvature of the buttock breaks continuously into the
inward inclination of the ship's side, is termed the knuckle.

Thearle, Naval Arch., § 107.

7. pi. Pieces of metal, usually brass (hence
specifically known as bra^s knuckles), worn by
lawless persons over the knuckles to protect

them in striking a blow, and also to make a
blow more effective. See knuckle-duster.

knuckle (nuk'l), v.; pret. and pp. knuckled, ppr.

knuckling. [< knuckle, n.] I. trans. To touch
or strike with the knuckle

;
pommel. [Rare.]

I need not ask thee if that hand, when armed.
Has any Roman soldier mauled and knuckled.

H. Smith, Address to a Mummy.
The light porter . . . knuckling his forehead as a form

of homage. Dickens, Hard Times, ii. 1.

II, intrans. To bend the knuckles ; hold the

knuckles (that is, the hand) close to the ground,

in playing marbles : usually with down. A player

is required to knuckle down in order to keep him from gain-

ing undue advantage by "hunching" nearer the mark.

As happy as we once, to kneel and draw
The chalky ring, and knuckle down at taw.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 307.

He [Kemble] could stoop to knuckle down at marbles

with young players on the highway ; and to utter jokes

to them with a Cervantic sort of gravity.

D<yran, Annals of Eng. Stage, II. xrx.

To knuckle down, (a) See above. (6) To apply one's self

earnestly, as to a task;' engage vigorously, as in work, (c)

To submit, as in a contest
;
give up ;

yield.

knurly
So he knuckled down again, to use his own phrase, and

sent old Hulker with peaceable overtures to OsbOme.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlii.

To knuckle under. Same as to knuckle down (c).

But when the upper hand is taken ... it naturally
happens that we knuckle under, with an ounce of indig-
nation. B. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, liv.

knuckle-bow (nuk'l-bo), n. That part of the
guard attached to the hilt of certain swords
which covers the fingers, reaching in a curved
form from the cross-guard or shells, where the
blade joins the handle, to the pommel, or near-
ly to the pommel. The knuckle-bow was introduced
at the time of the complete disappearance of the steel
gauntlet, and is frequent in the rapier of the seventeenth
century and in the small sword of the eighteenth century.
It is usually made fast to the pommel, but in rare cases its

own stiffness supports it without reaching the pommeL
Also knuckle-guard. See cut under hUt.

knuckledt (nuk'ld), a. [< knuckle, »., -I- -ed^.]

Jointed.

It [the reed or cane] hath these properties; that it is

hollow, [and] that it is knuckled both stalk and root.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 666.

knuckle-deept (nuk'l-dep), adv. Up to one's
knuckles ; with the whole hand in ; so as to be
deeply implicated or involved. Davies. [Rare.]

You shall find St. Paul (1 Cor. vi. 5) offend against this
bill, and intermeddle knuckle-deep with secular affairs by
inhibiting the Corinthians very sharply for their chicanery,
pettifoggery, and common barretry in going to law one
with another. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii 170.

knuckle-duster (nuk'l-dus'''t6r), n. Same as
knuckle, 7. it is said, upon English authority only,
that "this hrutal invention is American, but has been

!

made familiar hi England in police cases between the offi-

cers and sailors of American vessels " (5. De Vere, Ameri-
canisms, p. 320).

knuckle-guard (nuk'l-gard), n. Same as
knuckle-bow.

knuckle-joint (nuk'l-joint), n. 1. An anatom-
ical joint forming a knuckle, as one of the
joints of the fingers ; in a whale, the shoulder-
joint.— 3. In mech., any flexible joint formed
by two abutting links.

knuckle-timber (nuk'l-tim''''b6r), n. Naut., the
foremost top-timber of the bulkheads.
knuckly (nuk'li), a. [< knuckle -(- -j/l.] Hav-
ing prominent knuckles or finger-joints.

Blue veined and wrinlded, knuckly and brown.
This good old hand is clasping mine.

Springfield Sep., Nov. 5, 1866.

knucks (nuks), n. [Abbr. of knuckle, with ref.

to knuckling at marbles.] A children's game
played with marbles. [Local, U. S.]

knufft (nuf), n. [Prob. a var. of gnoff, q. v.]

A lout ; a clown.

The country knuffs. Hob, Dick, and Hick,
With clubs and clouted shoon.

Shall All up Dussendale
With slaughtered bodies soon.

Sir J. Hayward.

knur, knurr (n6r), n. [Also sometimes nur,
ntirr; early mod. E. knurre, < ME. knorre, knor
= OD. knorre, a hard swelling, a knot on wood,
D. knor, knob, = MLG. knorre = MHG. knorre
(also knurre), G. knorren, a lump, bunch, protu-
berance, knot (in a reed or straw), = Sw. dial.

knur, m., knurra, f
.

; cf . G. dial, knorz, a knob,
knot, = Dan. knort, a knot, knarl, knag; cf.

also D. knorf, a knot; ult. a var. form of knar^,
gnar^, in same sense.] If. A knot: same as
knar'^. See knurl.

In some kind of timber, like as in marble also, there be
found certaine knurs like kernils, as hard they be as naile-

heads, and they plague sawes wheresoever they light upon
them. . Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvi. 16.

2. In the game of hockey, same as nur.

knurl (nerl), n. [A dim. form of krmr, as
knarl of knar^. Of. knurned.] 1. A knot; a
hard substance ; a nodule of stone ; a protu-
berance in the bark of a tree.— 2. A deformed
dwarf; a humpback. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

The miller was' strappin', the miller was ruddy; . . .

The laird was a widdiefu' bleerit knurl.
Bums, Meg o' the Mill.

knurled (nferld), a. [< knurl + -ed^. Cf.

knarled, gnarled.] 1. Gnarled; full of knurls
or knots.— 2. Shrunken up. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]

knurlin (ner'lin), n. [For "knurling, < knurl +
-ing^.] A stunted person ; a deformed dwarf

.

[Scotch.]

Wee Pope, the knurlin^ 'till him rives
Horatian fame. Bums, On Pastoral Poetry.

knurly (ner'li), a. [< knurl + -2/I. Cf. knarly,

gnarly.] Knurled; gnarly; lumpy: 3s,a,knurly
apple.

Till by degrees the tough and knurly trunke
Be rived in sunder.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, II., iv. 2.



knnmed
knurnedt, a. [ME. cnumed, Jcnomed ; < *Jmum,
"knorn (appar. equiv. to hrmrl, < hmr), + -e<J2.]

Knotty; knobby; gnarled.

He . . . spse no synge o£ resette . . .

Bot hyje bonkkez & brent, vpon bothe halae,
&, rage knokled knarrez, with knomed stonez.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Enight (B. E. T. S.), L 2166.

knnrr, n. See knur.

knuiredt (nferd), a. [< knur + -edK'] Knotted
or studded. Bavies.

Thee gates of warfare wyl then bee niannaoled hardly
With Steele bunch chayne knob clingd, knurd and nar-

rolye lincked. Stanihurst, ^neid, i. 281.

knurry(n6r'i),o. l<knur+ ^^.'] Full of knurs
or knots; gnarly.

And as (with vs) vnder the Oaked borke
The ktmrry knot with branching veines we marke
To be of substance all one with the Tree,

Sylve^er^ tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks^ i. 4,

Xow I am like the Jnarrte-bolked oak.
Drayton, Shepherd's Garland.

ko, V. i. An obsolete or dialectal contraction of

koa (ko'a), n. [Hawaiian.] A common and
very valuable forest-tree of tlie Sandwich Is-

lands, Acacia Koa. its wood is excellent for fuel and
for construction, and especially for fine cabinet-work, its

polished surface being handsomely marked with wavy
lines. It is much used for veneers. The bark is em-
ployed tor tanning.

koala (ko-a'la), n. [Also coala; native Austra-
lian.] Amarsupialmammal of Australia, Phas-
colarctos einereus. it is related to the wombats and
phalangers, bat is now commonlyplaced in another family,
Phaeaxarctidce. It is an arboreal animal, whose general

Koala (Phascotarctos einereus),

aspect recalls both the sloths and the bears. The form is

stout and clumsy, withno visible tail, a short snout, bushy
ears, thick woolly pelage^ and feet formed like hands for
grasping limbs of trees. In the fore foot two of the digits

oppose the other three, and in the hind the inner toe
serves for a thumb. The fur is ashy-gray. The koala has
one cab at a time, which is carried about by the parent
for a while after leaving the pouch. The animal feeds on
leaves and twigs of trees. The natives pursue it in the
trees, where it is despatched with a club, or shaken off a
branch to be killed or disabled by the tall. Also called na-
tvo6 doth, TiaUve hear, and kartgaroo-hear.

kob (kob), n. [African. Hence NIi. Kdbus,
koba.'i An African antelope of the genus Ko-
bus; a water-antelope, of which there are sev-
eral distinct species known by difEerent names.
The sing-sing, A-ntUope koba or Eotms sing-sing, is a large
species of western Africa, reddish-brown above and white
below, with annulated horns forming together a lyre-

shaped figure. The water-buck, E. elXiptAprymnus, is a
large animal of southern and eastern Africa, of a brown
color, with a white ellipse on the rump. It stands 12 or 13
hands high, and has horns 2 feet or more in length. Other
kobs are the leche-antelope, E. leche; the pookoo, E. var-

doni; and the nsunnu, E. leueotis. See Etmis, 1.

koba (ko'ba), n. Same as kob.

kobalt, n. See cobalt.

kobang, koban (ko'bang), n. [Jap., lit. 'small

division,' < ko, lit-

tle, + ban (= Chin.
fan), a cutting or
division.] An ob-
long gold coin
with rounded cor-

ners, formerly cur-

rent in Japan, it
was about 2 inches
long and U inches
broad, weighed original-

ly about 200 grains troy,

and was consequently
worth from 15 to 16 bu,
though in the earlydays
of foreign trade with Ja-
pan itwas valued at only
4 bu (equivalent to one
rid or ounce of silver).

This unfavorable rate of
exchange having almost
drained the country of
its gold, the govern-
ment became alarmed,
and after adopting sev-

eral palliative measures
ultimately redoced the Kobaof. (Sfze of the originaL)
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weight of the kobang to 61 grains troy, with an average

fineness of 0.660. Also spelled cohang. Compare oiang.

kobaoba(k6-ba-6'ba),M. [African.] The long-

homed white rhinoceros of Afi-ica, Rhinoceros

(Atelodus) simus.

kobelUte (ko'bel-it), n. [After Franz von

Kobell, a German mineralogist and poet (ISUd-

82).] A mineral of a blackish lead-grayor steel-

gray color. It is a sulphid of antimony, bis-

muth, and lead. _
kobold (ko'bold), n. [= D. kobold = Sw. Dan.

kobolt, < G. kobold, < MHG. kobolt, a spint of

the hearth, a fairy, goblin; perhaps < MHG.
kobe, G. koben, a room, cabin (= AS. cofa, E.

cwei), + -wait (reduced to -olt, -old, as in herold

= E. Iierald) (= AS. -loealda), ruler, < walten,

wield, rule; the sense being equiv. to AS. eof-

god, in pi. cofgodas, lares, penates, household

gods—a word containing the same initial

element (B. cove^). Less prob. < ML. cobalns,

a goblin, demon, < Gr. KdjiaMg, an impudent
rogue: see goblin. Hence pjrob. cobalt, q.v.] In
Germany, an elemental spirit, op nature-spirit

of the earth, corresponding to this element as

undines, sylphs, and salamanders respectively

correspond to water, air, and fire ; a gnome or

goblin. Kobolds are sapposed to inhabit mines and
other underground places. When regarded as present in

bouses, the kobold is more frequently called a poltergeist

('racket-sprite'), in allnsion to its mischievous pranks.

Eobresia (ko-bre'si-a), n. [NL. (Willdenow,
1805),named after VoiiioSres ofAugsburg,who
collecteda rich cabinet of natural history which
was purchased by King Ludwig of Bavaria.] A
genus of glumaceous plants of the natural or-

der Cyperacew, tribe Scleriew, type of an old

division Kobresiece. it diflert from Sderia in having
the spikelets always disposed in a terminal spike and the
leaves frequently cespitose at the base of the stem. Eight
species have been recognized, which should probably be
reduced to three or four, inhabiting the northern and
mountainous parts of Europe and Asia. They are low
cespitose perennials with grass-like leaves and often leaf-

less scapes, closely resembling sedges.

Kobresieae (ko-brf-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lesti-

boudois, 1819),< Kobresia + -e<B.'\ A division of

the Cyperacew including, besides Kobresia, a
number of old genera (Elyna, Catagyna, Opetio-
la, Biaphora, etc.), most of which are now em
braced in Scleria, Kobresia, or Eriospora, that
is, in the tribe ScUrieas, but some belong to
Cyperus and other genera not included in that
tribe.

Kobus (ko'bus), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray, 1846),
< kob, q. v.] i . A genus of African antelopes
of the family Bovidce, subfamily Antilopinw,
forming part of a small group sometimesnamed
CercicaprincB; the water-bucks. It includes a
number of water-antelopes called kobs. Cervi-
capra is a synonym.— 2. \l. c] An antelope
of the genus Kobus; a kob.
Kochia (ko'ki-a), n. [NL. (Koth, 1799), named
after W. D. 3. "Koch, director of the Botanical
Garden at Erlangen.] A genus of chenopodia-
ceous plants of the tribe Chenolece, character-
ized by a turbinate perianth, the lobes broadly
winged in the fertile flowers. About 30 species
are known, inhabiting central Europe, temperate Asia,
northern and southern Africa, and Australia, besides a
single species in India and another in western Korth
America. They are herbs, often woody at the base, with
alternate entire leaves and inconspicuous flowers, some
of which are hermaphrodite, others entirely female, the
fertile expanding into horizontal wings in the fruit. Two
Australian species, E. aphyUa and E. $ediS<^ia, are ever-
green slirabs 2 to 3 feet high, and are cultivated under the
name of troam-cypress. Other Australian species, E. eri-
antha, E. pubescens, and E. viUosa, are valuable fodder-
plants in the arid r^ons of that continent. The last-
named is called the cotton-hush on accoun t of its downy ad-
ventitious excrescences, and is highly valued. The Ameri-
can 8pecie8,Z.j)ro«trate,partakesofthi8quality,andaffords
excellent winter grazing in the west when no grass can Ije
obtained ; iu common with another related pisint,Eurotia
lanata, it there receives the name of white sage.

KocMeae (ko-M'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endlieher,
1836), < Kochia + -ese.'] In Endlicher's botanical
system, a subtribe of the tribe Chenopodiese, or-
der CAenopodea, charaeterizedbytheabsence of
floral bracts, and embracing 13 genera, a num-
ber of which are now regarded as synonyms,
and those still retained fall under several of
the modem tribal divisions. One of these gen-
era, Cryptocarpus, is excluded from the order
entirely and referred to the Nyctaginex.
kodt, V. i. An obsolete variant of guoth.
kodak (ko'dak), n. [A trade name.] A small
hand-camera, of a special design, used in taking
instantaneous photographs.
koel (ko'el), n. [Hind, koyal, koMd, Prakrit
koelo, < Skt. kokila, cuckoo: see cuckoo.'] A
cuckoo of the genus Eudynamys, as the Indian
koel, E. orientalis. Also koil, kuil.
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Koeleria (ke-le'ri-a), n. [NI* (Persoon, 1805),

named after Georg Ludwig Koler, professor at

Mainz, and author of a work on grasses.] A
genus of grasses falling within the tribe Fes-

tucece or fescue family, and the subtribe Era-
grostem, distinguished by a spike-like cylindra-

ceous or somewhat interrupted panicle, and
more or less hyaline-scarious flowering glumes.
They are annual or perennial cespitose grasses with nar-

row flat or almost setaceous leaves. There are 16 spe-

cies, chiefly natives of Europe, temperate Asia, and north-

em Africa, but a few occur in other parts of the world,
notably one species, E. cristaia, in North America and also

in South Africa, as well as in Europe and elsewhere. This
widely distributed species is a valuable "bunch-grass" of

the arid regions of western America. The closely allied

E. glauca of Australia can be sown to advantage on coast-

sand.

Koelreuteria (kel-ro-te'ri-a), n. [NL. (Lax-
mann, 1770), named after Joseph Gottlieb Kdl-

reuter,professorof naturalhistoryat Carlsmhe.]
A genus of ornamental Chinese trees with blad-

der-Kke fruit, belonging to the natural order

Sapindace(B, and type of Badlkofer's tribe Kcel-

reuteriece, distinguished by its 5 valvate se-

pals, 3 to 4 spreading petals, inflated loculieidal

capsule, pinnate leaves, and ample, terminal,

many-flowered, branching panicles of yellow

flowers . Two species are now recognized, one of which,

E. panleulata, a small tree with coarsely toothed leaflets

Branch of JCoslreuteria fiafticulata, with fruit

a, perfect flower ; ^, male flower ; c, fruit cut longitudinally, showing
two seeds.

and large bladdery pods, is .extensively planted in parks
in both Europe and America, where
handsome in leaf, flower, and fruit.
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Eoelreuterieae (kel-r6-te-ri'e-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Badlkofer, 1888),< .K(sZre«tena -1- -e<B.] Atribe
of plants of the order Sapindaceai, typified by
the genus Koelreuteria, and embracing in addi-
tion the genera Stochda and Erythrophysa.
Ecenigia (ke-nij'i-a), n. [NL. (linnans, 1767),
named after Joharin Gerhard Konig, a pupil of
LinnsBus, and later a traveler and coUeetor of
plants.] A genus of polygonaceous plants,
type of the tribe Kcenigiece,being delicate dwarf
herbs with hyaline bracts, small obovate entire
leaves, and minute flowers, chiefly fascicled
among the upper leaves, the lobes of the peri-
anth and stamens generally three. Two very
closely allied species, perhaps only varieties of one, occur,
the one widely distributed throughout the arctic and sub-
arctic regions, the other confined to the Himalaya moun-
tains.

Koenigiese (ke-ni-ji'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1SS0),<'Kcenigia + -ece.'] A tribe of
plants of the order Polygonacece, of which Ece-
nigia is the type. They are low herbs with dichoto-
mous inflorescence, the flowers capitate or densely fas-
cicled in the forks. It embraces besides Ecenigia four
other genera, all natives of California, one of which is also
found in Chili.

koft, a. Same as cof.

koff (kof), n. [< D. kof, a two-masted vessel.]
A small Dutch sailing vessel.

koffle, n. See coffie.

koftgar (koft'gar), n. [Hind.: see koftgari.l
In India, an inlayer of steelwith gold . See koft-
gari.

koftgari (koft'ga-ri), n. [Hind, koftgari, < kofta,
pounded, + -gari, doing, making, < -ga/r, doer.]
InlaidEast Indian metal-work in steeland gold

:

a variety of damaskeening. The pattern fs drawn
out on the surface of the steel, and a wire of softpure gold
is hammered in. The chief center of the art is (Juierat in
the Panjab. Also called kofi- or kuftrwork.
koft-work (koft'w6rk), n. Same as koftgari.
Art Jowr., 1884, p. 198.
Kogia (ko'ji-a), n. [NL.] A genus of pygmy
sperm-whales, of the subfamUy Physeterina,
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and family PhysetericUe. They have from 9 to 12
lower teeth, and 2 rudimentary upper teeth, or none ; the
symphysis mentl less than half the length of the jaw; the
cervical vertebrae ankylosed; and 7 cervical, 13 or 14 dor-
sal, and 80 to 50 or 51 lumbar and caudal vertebrae. Sev-
eral nominal species, from 7 to 10 feet long, are described,
but not satisfactorily distinguished from E. breeieeps of
southern seas.

Kohathite (ko'hath-it), n. [< Kohath (see def .)+ -ite2.] In Jewish, hist, a descendant of Ko-
hath, the second son of Levi. The KohatUtes were
one of the three great families of the Levites (Num. iii.

17-37), and had charge of bearing the ark and its furni-
ture in the march through the wilderness.

kohl (kol), n. [Also kuhl; Ax. koh'l: see alco-
liofi A powder used in the East from time im-
memorial in the toUet, to darken the orbits of
the eyes, etc.

,
properly consisting of finely com-

minuted antimony.
Kohhl Is also prepared of the smoke-black produced by

burning the shells of almonds.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 41.

Eyes pencilled with kotil seem larger and more oblong.
S. F. Burton, tr. of Arabian Sights, VII. 250, note.

kohlrabi (kol-ra'bi), n. [< G. kohlrabi, kohl-
rabe, formerly holrahi, after It. cavolo rapa: see
cole-rape. The Gr. form kohlrabi simulates the
It. pi. cavoli rape, or the L. rapi, gen. of rapum.
The plant is also called in pure Gr. kohlriibe, <
kohl (< L. cauUs), cabbage, + riibe, = L. rapum,
turnip.] The turnip-stemmed cabbage, or tur-
nip cabbage, Brassica oleracea, var. gongylodes
(caulo-rapa). it is a frequently cultivated variety of
the cabbage-plant) in which the stem above the ground
swells into a large bulb-like formation which serves the
purposes of a turnip, resembling in quality the Swedish
variety, or rutabaga.

koilanaglyphic, a. Same as ccelanaglyphic.

koilon (koi^on), n. [< Gr. ko'Ouov, neut. of koI-

Aof, hollow: see ccbUoo, etc., cave^.'] In the ano,

Gr. theater, the auditorium; the cavea. See
cuts under cavea and diazoma.

kokH, "• -A. Middle English form of cock^.

kok^ti i>- and n. A Middle English form of coolc^.

kok* (kok), n. An Indian rat, Mvs kok.

kokako (ko-ka'ko), n. [Native New Zealand
name .] Tte New Zealand wattle-crow, Callceas

or Giaucopis cinerea. See Glaucopis.

kokil (ko'kU), n. [Skt. kokila, Hind, kokld: see
koel, cuckoo.] A large green-billed cuckoo of

India, Zanclostomus trisUs. Also called mal-
koha.

kokoketi n. An obsolete form of cuckoo.

kokoon (ko-kSu'), n. A tree of the genus
Kokoona.
Kokoona (ko-ko'na), n. [NL. (Thwaites, 1853),

from the Cingalese name of the species that

grows in Ceylon.] A genus of large tropical

trees growing on the islands of Ceylon and
Borneo, belonging to the polypetalous order

CelastrinecB, distinguished from related genera
by a 3-celled ovary and winged seeds destitute

of aril or albumen. These trees have a yellow bark,

opposite coriaceous leaves, and small yellowish-lurid flow-

ers with twisted petals, arranged in axillary panicled

cymes. The fruit is a 3-sided and 8-celled capsule, 1 to

3 inches long. E. Zeylanica, the kokoon or kokoona-tree

of Ceylon, is used by the inhabitants, who make a kind

of snuff from the bark for the cure of headache, and ex-

press an oil from the seeds which they burn in lamps.

Hie only other species is a native of Borneo, and is little

known.

kokra-wood (kok'ra-wud), «. Same as coco-

wood, 1.

kokum-butter, kokum-oil, «• See cocum-butter.

kokwoldt, n. AMiddleEnglish form of cuckold'-.

kola-nut, koUa-nut, ». See cola-nut.

Eolarian (ko-la'ri-an), a. [< Koli + -arian.^

Eclating to 'the Kolis and kindred tribes, re-

garded as an aboriginal race in India, olderthan

both Dravidian and Aryan.
Koli (ko'li), TO. [Hind.: seecooKe.] A member
of an aboriginal tribe in the hills of central

India, whither they were driven by the early

Aryan settlers. They are scattered widely, as culti-

vators and laborers, throughout southern India, but have

preserved their original language, customs, and supersti-

tions. See coolie.

kolinsky (ko-lin'ski), n. The chorok, red sable,

or Siberian mink, Putorvus sibi/ricus, about 15

inches long, with a bushy tail 8 or 10 inches long,

the fur uniformlybuff or tawny, somewhat paler

below, varied with black and white on the head.

The fur is known as Tatar sable ; it is usually dyed to imi-

tate other kinds. The tall is used for artists pencils.

The Tatar name is kulon. n-
kolloxyline(ko-lok'si-lin),«. Gunootton. Ihss-

ler, Mod. High Explosives^ p. 120.
^

komeceras, komoceras (ko-mes -, ko-mos e-

ras), n. [NL.., < Gr. ko/^^, the hair, + Kspac,

horn.] In mammal., a horn or pseudo-horn

formed of matted or felted hair of the skin

covering the core. This horn is annuaUy de-
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veloped and shed, as in the American prong-
horn, Antilocapra americana. J. E. Gray.
konM, V. An obsolete spelling of cori^ for carO-.

kon^t, V. t. An obsolete spelling of con^.

kong, n. See kang\
kongsbergite (kongs'b6rjg-it), n. [< Kongs-
berg (see def.) + -ife^.]

• a variety of silver
amalgam, containing 95 per cent, of silver,

found at Kongsberg in Norway.
Koninckia (ko-ning'ki-a)^ n. [NL., named
after Prof, de '.fforejwcfc of LiSge.] 1. A genus
of corals of the family FavosiUdm. Edwards
and Haime, 1849.— 2. Same as Koninckina.
Eoninckina (ko-ning-ki'na), n. [NL. (Suess,

1853), < Koninckia + 4na^.] The typical ge-
nus of Koninekinidce. K. leonhardi is a species
from the Upper Trias of the Austrian Alps.
Eoninckiniaae (ko-ning-kin'i-de),^.^?. [NL.,
< Koninckia + -ida.'} A family of fossil braohio-
pods, based on the genus KonincMna.
koninckite (ko'ningk-it), n. [After Prof, de
Koninck of Li6ge.] A hydrated iron phosphate
from Vis6 in Belgium.
konistra (ko-nis'tra), n. [< Gr. Koviarpa (see
def.), < Kovi^Biv, Kovteiv, cover with dust, < Kdvig,

dust, = L. einis, ashes: see mnereous.'] In the
anc. Gr. theater, the orchestra; properly, a cir-

cular area between the stageand the auditorium
or koilon, raised slightlyabove the level of a sur-
rounding space or passage, which was usually
paved and coped with stone. The thymele stood
in the middle of the konistra, which was so caUed because
its floor consisted of ashes or ashes and earth compounded,
beaten down to a hard and smooth surface. This disposi-
tion of the ancient theater was usually changed, under the
Komans, for an even pavement of stone ; but notable ex-

amples survive, as at Ejpidaurus and Sicyon. See cut under
diazoma.

konite, «. See conite.

konlite (ken'Et), n. [After Mr. Konlein, a su-
perintendent of coal-works at Uznaoh.] A soft

reddish-brown hydrocarbon occurring in folia

or in grains with brown coal at Uznaeh in Swit-
zerland,

konningt, konyngt, » and a. Middle English
forms of cunning^.

koot, n- See eoe^.

koochahbee (ko-oha'be), n. [Amer. Ind.] The
larvse of a dipterous insect, I^hydra eaUfornica,
prepared and used forfood by the Indians. See
Ephyd/ra.

The worms are dried in the sun, the shell rubbed off by
hand, when a yellowish kernel remains like a small grain
of rice. This is oily, very nutritious, and not unpleasant
to the taste ; and under the name of koo-chah-bee forms a
veiy important article of food. Stand. Nat. Hist. , II. 432.

koodoo (ko'de), n. [African.] The striped
antelope, AnUlope strepsiceros or Strepsiceros

kudu, found inmany parts of Africa from Abys-
sinia to Cape Colony. It is much hunted, and has
been almost exterminated in the latter region. The koo-
doo is a large handsome animal, the male standing about

kosmeterion

aubryi by Gratiolet and Alix. It is related to
the gorilla, chimpanzee, and nschiego.
koomiss, n. See kumiss.
koorbasn (kdr'bash), n. [Also kourbash, and
formerly coorbash, coorbatch; < Ar. kurba^, <
Turk, girbdch, kirbdch, a whip, a scourge.] A
whip of hippopotamus- or rhinoceros-hide, used
in Egypt and other parts of Africa.

He tried the argumeut of an unlimited application of
the koorbash— in this case a frightfully thick thong of
hippopotamus-hide. S. Sartonm, In the Soudan, p. 129.

koorbash (kor'bash), V. t. [< koorbash, ».] To
beat with a koorbash.
Eoord, n. See Kurd.
Koordish, a. See Kurdish.
kooskoos, n. See couscous.

kooso, koosso, n. See cusso.

kopeck, kopek, n. See copeck.

'

koppa (kop'a), n. [Gr. /c^TTTra, < Phen. (Heb.)
qoph.'] Aletter of the original Greek alphabet,

q , analogous inform and corresponding in posi-
tion and use to the Phenioian and Hebrew koph
and the Latin Q, gr. See episemon,2. The kappa
(K, k) was substituted for it in the words in which it had
been used, but the sign was retained as a numeral with its
ancient value of 90.

koppite (kop'it), n. [After Prof. Hermann
Kopp of Heidelberg.] A rare mineral, related
to pyrochlore in composition, found at Schelin-
gen in the Kaiserstuhl, Baden.
Kopp's law of boiling-points. See boiUng-
point.

kopra, koprah, «. See copra.

Eopsia (kop'si-a), n. [NL. (Blume, 1826),
named after a Dutch botanist, Jan Kops, profes-
sor at Utrecht.] A genus of tropical Old World
trees or shrubs, belonging to the natural order
Apocynacew, or dogbane family, tribe PVume-
riece, having a hypoeraterimorphous or salver-
shaped corolla, calyx destitute of glands, corol-
la-lobes twisted and overlapping to the right,,

opposite leaves, and white or pink flowers in
short terminal cymes. It was made by Don the type
of his tribe Kopgiece. Only four species are known, native
in the Malayan peninsula and archipelago. K. frvticosai
iS very ornamental in cultivation, and produces flowera
severed times in a year.

Eopsiese (kop-si'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Don, 1838),.

< Kopsia + -e<B.]
' A tribe of plants of the order

Apocynacece, typified by the genus Kopsia.
Koran (ko'rau or ko-ran'), n. [Also rarely Co-
ram, §«ra», "formerly also Core; with the Ar.
article, Alkoran, Alcoran (q. v.) ; = Turk. Pers.
quran, < Ar. qurdn, qprdn, book, reading, < qard,
read.] The book which contains the religious
and moral code of the Mohammedans, and by
which all their transactions, civil, legal, mili-

tary, etc., are regulated, it consists of revelations
uttered by Mohammed at intervals during many years, and
written down on loose leaves, the collection of which was
completed after his death in 114 surahs or chapters. Its.

style is regarded as the standard of classical Arabic.

He Anathematiseth the Core, that is, Kahomets Scrip-
ture, and all his learning, lawes, Apocryphall narrations,,
traditions, and blasphemies. PurchoB, Filgrimage, p. 264.

Koranic (ko-ran'ik), a. [< Koran + -«c.] Of
or pertaining to the Koran.

Haflz afterwards enrolled himself in the same order and
became a professor of Koranic exegesis.

~ yc. Brit., XI. 367.

Koodoo, or Striped AnLelope i,i,trepstceras kudu)

13 hands high at the withers, with horns 3 or even 4
feet long, spirally twisted, and 2J feet apart at their sharp
points. The coat of old males is grayish-brown, indistinctly

marked ; that of young males and of females is a more red-

dish brown, with 8 or 10 long white stripes on each side.

The koodoo frequents covered country, especially in the

vicinity of rivers. Also koodo, kudu, coudmt.

kook (kiik), V. i. See cook^.

kookery, kookree, n. See kukeri.

Kooleen, n. See Kulin.

koolokamba (ko-lo-kam'ba), n. [Native name.]
A Mnd of anthropoid ape, Troglodytes koolo-

kamba, described by Du ChaiUu as inhabiting

the forests of equatorial Africa, and named T.

korazint, n. See corazin.

Kordofan gum. See gum ardbic, under gum"^.

Korean, a. and n. See Corean.

korker (kdr'kSr), n. Same as cork^.

koro (ko'ro), ». [A native name.] Aninferior-
light-colored kind of trepang.

In the Gulf of Carpentariawe did not observe any other
than the koro, or gray slug. Captain Flinders, Voyage.

koroscopy (ko-ros'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. kiS/m?, the pu-
pil of the eye,'+ cuoTrelv, view.] The shadow-test
for the refraction of the eye. See refraction.

korybant, n. An occasional form of corybant.

kos(kos), ». [Heb.] A Jewish measure of ca-

pacity, equal to about 4 cubic inches.

kosher (ko'sher), a. [Also cosher; Heb., law-
ful.] Pure; clean; lawful; conforming to the re-

quirements of the Talmud: usedbyHebrews: as,

/cos/iec bread, kosher raesA, etc.: opposed to tref.

The whole difference between kosher and tref (lawful

and forbidden, clean and unclean meat) lies in the observ-
ance of, or departure from, certain . . . Talmudic ordi-

nances concerning the knife to be used for slaughtering,

its shape, . . . and the like. The CetAury, XXIII. 913.

kosmeterion (kos-mf-te'ri-on), n.
;
pi. kosmete-

ria (-a). [Gr. Koa/itir^piov (see def.), < KocfiElv,

adorn: see cosmeUc.'] In Gr. antiq., a public
storehouse for the various ornaments and ac-
cessories used in the celebration of reUgious-

festivals, processions, etc., as at Sicyon.
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kosmic, kosmogony, etc. See cosmic, etc. Fifteen *<«/»»«« ivar. «to«», camb. ms.] com in a stounde kreatinine, kreatiilin, «. See creatinine.

koss, «. See coss''.«.

kossb (kos'o), «. See cusso

Kosteletzkya (kos-te-lets'ki-a), n. [NL. (Presl,

1835), named after V. P. Kosteletzky, a Bohe-
mian botanist.] A genus of malvaceous plants
of the tribe Sibiscece, closely related to Hibis-
cus, from which it differs chiefly in having only
one ovule in each cell of the ovary. Eight species
have been described, inhabiting the warmer parts of
America, several in Mexico and Texas, and one {K. Vir-

Al slap, and gafthay me thys wounde.
Guy of Warwick, Middlehill MS.

kredenmon (kre-dem'non), n.; pi. kredemna
(-na). [< Gt. kpfjSeiivov, Doric Kpade/ivov (see

def .), < apdg, a form of Kapa, the head, + oe'tv,

bind, tie.] In Gr. antiq^., a form of veil •which

was drawn over the hair in such manner that

the ends hung down on each side.

(HaniweU.)

kraal (kral or kral), n. [S. African D.
,
perhaps

< Sp. corral = Pg. eurral, a pen or inolosure for

cattle, a fold: see corral. The name may have

been picked up from the Portuguese. Other-

wise a native African name.] In South Africa, kreel (krel), m. Another spelling of cree?,

primarily, a collection of huts arranged around kreittonite (kri' ton-it), n. [< Gr. Kpekruv,

a circular inclosure for cattle, or the inolosure Kpetaaav, compar. of Kpariig, strong (= E. hard),

itself:hence, any closely built village, especial- + 4te^.) A variety of gahnite, or zinc spinel,
ginua) extending as far north as the salt marshes of j within a stockade, or a farming estab- from Bodenmais in Bavaria, containing 17 per
New Jersey and New York. This last, which is a well- ^j "^^o "i"""* " o""^"-™'*

; „ii„j 7,~„,„; „ j. „f i,..^^ aaar,-,,^n-riA
known plant, is a tall perennial herb, sometimes 4 or 5 lishment or ranch. Also spelled fcraipZ. cent, of iron sesquioxid

feet high, with ample heart-shaped or halberd-shaped krablite (krab'Ut), n. [< Krabla, a volcano in kremerSlte (krem 6r-sit), n. [Named after one
3-lobed leaves, and large rose-purple flowers, often 2 Iceland] Another name of the mineral or min- brewers, who analyzed it.] A chlond of iron,
inches in width.

oral aggregate bauUte.
, ,. . ,

Kosztas case. See easel.
kraftt, Iraftyt. Obsolete spellings of cra/*i,

kotet, M- An«obsolete form of coa«2.
craftv

koto (ko'to), w. [Jap.] A Japanese musical in- ^g^^l', ^ Middle English form of crac/i;.

strument,consistmgof ^aken (kra'- or kra'ken), n. [Also sometimes
a long box over which j^„<j^) < d^h. jcralcen, < Norw. hralce, a fabled
are stretched tturteen

gga-monster: little used in Norw., but appar. a Moscow, including within its walls the impe-
stnngs ot silk, each

particular use of Tcralce, a pole, stake, post, a rial palace and arsenal, churches, monasteries,
nve teet m length ana g^j^ted crooked tree, a hook, also a stunted and other imposing buildings,
provided with a sepa- animal or person, = loel. Icraki, a pale, stake, Kremnitz wHte. See white.
rate bridge, it is played pogj^ _ Dan. Tcrage, a climbing-pole, = Sw. krems (kremz), n. S&me aa Kremnitz white.

Jcrake,, a stunted horse ;
prob. ult. akin to E. kreng, n. See krang.

crook/] A mythical sea-monster said to ap- krennerite (kren'er-it), re. [Named after Prof,

pear at times off the coast of Norway. The pop- J. A. Krenner of Budapest.] A rare teUurid of
ular notion of the kraken dates back at least to the time gold and silver occurring in orthorhombic crys-
ofPontoppidan (1698-1764), who wrote a descrip^^^^^^

t j t Nagyag in Transylvania. Sometimes
OneofthegiantsquidSjasacephalopodoJthegenuSiircto ,, -, i,,„„„i,,-S
teuthw, might furnish a reasonable basis for the myth. canea ouruiemw.

TobelieveaUthathasbeensaidoftheSea-Serpentorthe kreOSOtC, M. See creosote.

Eraken would be credulity; to reject the possibility of Isiestet, «. An obsolete torm ot crest.

their existence would be presumption. kreutzcr, krOUZei (kroit'ser), n. [G., SO called
Goldrnitth, Animated Nature, iv. 3. because the type of the coin was originally a

cross; < kreuz, a cross: see cro«si.] 1. A coin
formerly current in Germany, struck in silver

and copper, and worth less than 2 United States
cents.— 2. A modem copper coin of Austria,

with both hands, like the
The tuning is effect-

potassium, ammonium, and sodium, found as a
sublimation product at Vesuvius.

kremlin (krem'lin), re. [< F. kremlin (with ao-

eom. P. term, -in) = G. kreml, < Euss. hremU, a

citadel, fortress.] In Russia, the citadel of a

town or city; specifically [cap.], the citadel of

Japanese Woman Playing the Koto.

ed by shifting the position of the bridge, and semitones are
obtained by pressing the string behind the bridge.

kotow, kowtow (ko-tou' or -to'), re. [Also ko-

too, kootoo, kotou; < Chin, k'ow t'ow, or k'eu t'eu,

lit. 'knocking the head' (so. on the ground-in
reverence): k'ow, knock; t'ow, coUoq. form of

show.

Then, like a kraken huge and black.

She crushed our ribs in her iron grasp

!

LongfeUoWj The Cumberland.

The hraaken or great sea snake of the Norwegian fjords.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 283.

krama (kra'ma), n. [Gr. upafia, a mixture, esp.

mixed wine,< nepawiwai (root Kpa), mix: see era-

sis, crater.] The mixture of water and wine
used iu the eueharist, especially by the Greek
and Roman Catholic churches. See krasis.

ow, the head.] A knocking of the-forehead ^"^^"^SetTa^r
L the ground while kneeling, as an act of horn- g.^™®'^- ^tZ^Z:.a) re

age, reverence, worship, respect, etc. it is the
ceremony of prostration performed in China by persons
admitted to the imperial presence, in religious ceremo-
nies, before magistrates, by an inferior to a superior,

especially in making a humble apology, etc. Before the
emperor and in worship the person performing the kotow
kneels tliree times, and touches the ground with the fore-

head three times ^ter each kneeling.

kotow, kowtow (ko-tou' or -to'), v. i. [Also

kotoo, kootoo, kotou; from the noun.] Tokuoek
the forehead on the ground while kneeling, as

an act of reverence, worship, apology, etc.; per-

form the kotow; hence, to fawn ov-he obsequi-

ous; cringe.

I should like to show him I like him, and I have sa-

laamed and kowtowed to him whenever I had a chance.

H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVIL 94.

kotri (kot'ri), re. [E. Ind.] An Indian magpie,
Dendrocitta vagabunda or Vagabunda rufa.

kottei, V. A Middle English form of cut.

kotwal, re. See cutwal.

kotyliskos(kot-i-lis'kos),re.;pl.fcof2/Zisfcoi(-koi).

[< Gr. KOTvMaKoc, dim. of /cori/l^, a little cup : see

cotyle.] In Gfr. arcft(BoZ., a small toilet

vasS resembling the aryballus, but
elongated and contracted instead of

rounded at the bottom.
konkri, re. Same as kukeri.

kOulan (ko'lan), n. Same as kulan.

See dziggetai.

koumiss, koumys, «. See kumiss.

kouphollte (ko'fo-lit), re. [< Gr. Kcnxjiog,

light (inweight or movement),+ 'A'uBog,

a stone.] A variety of the mineral
prehnite found in the Pyrenees, occur-

ring in masses with cavernous structure, con-

sisting of thin fragile scales.

kourbash (kor'bash), re. See koorbash.

kouskous, re. See couscous.

kousloppet, re. AMiddle Englishform of cowslip.

kousso, n. See cusso.

A Middle English variant of kith.

[NL. (Linnseus),

named after J. G. 'S. Kramer, an Austrian
physician and botanist.] A polypetalous ge-

nus ofAmerican herbs or imdershrubs, referred

by modem botanists to the order Polygalece,

or milkwort family, but with such anomalous
characters as to have been erected by some
botanists into an order by itself, the Krameri-
acece or Krameriece. it has 4 or 5 nearly equal sepals.

Obverse.

Austrian Kreutzer.
Reverse.

( Size of the otiginaL)

the one hundredth part of the florin, equal to
nearly half of a United States cent.
Also spelled creutzer.

6 unequal petals, a 1-oeUed ovary containing 2 ovules, a krOWellet, a. An obsolete spelling of cruel.
firlobose indehiscent echinate fruit, and seeds destitute t..«,*„„„„j..t /i™s~/ ;tiv „ r/ r* 7™-„„ ^^«« j-
of albumen. The flowers are borne in terminal racemes, kriegspiel (kreg spel), re. [< G. hrwg, war, +
The number of species is set down by diflerent authors at spiel, game.] A game m which blocks repre-

from 20 to 25, all growing in the warmer parts of America, senting bodies of soldiers are moved on a map

:

but ranging from southern Florida and Texas to Chili. K. designed to illustrate the art of war.
triandra, the ratany, a shrub found in the mountainous i_.^ /i-/i.\ ry r^ t - i —-
parts of Peru, Bolivia, and Chili, from 3,000 to 8,000 feet al- knoker (kre ker), re. [< G. kneclier, a creeper,

titude, produces the medicinal ratany-root of commerce croucher, < kriechen, creep : see creep.] A name
(see raUmg), and all the species are said to possess in- in Rhode Island, Long Island, and New Jersey

Uan'^^S*staSb^^^^'
^•^''"'"^"''"o'"*!™™' of the pectoral sandpiper, Tringa maadata.

Krameriace» (kra^me-ri-a'se-e), re. pi. [NL. .^3° eaUed squat-snipe a.Tid. squatter.

(Lindley, 1835), < Kranwria + -acece.] An. or- ^es^ re. Anp.^^.??" spellmg of creese.

der of plants, consisting of the genus i^ramena ^«"^gia ^F^^^^'-.^J -S" . ^, (Schreber, 1/91),

only, now referred to the Polygalacew: same as named after David^rM?,who coUected plants in

the Krameriece of Reichenbach.
krang, kreng (krang, kreng), m. [Also wares'; <

D. kreng, a carcass.] In whaling, the carcass of

a whale after the blubber has been removed.
krantzite (krant'sit), re. [Named after Dr. A.
Krantz, a mineral-coUeetor.] A mineral resin
from Nienburg in Hanover, near amber in com-
position.

^asis (kra'sis), re. [Gr. Kpdaic, mixing: see
crasis.] The act of adding a little water to the

Kotyliskos.

Maryland near the b^inning of the 18th cen-

tury.] A genus of North American lignliflo-

rous composite plants, of the tribe Cichoriacea,

subtribe Hyoseridece, with yellow flowers, usu-

ally on leafless scapes, a few-bracted involucre,

many-ribbed aehenes, and pappus of 5 to 8 small
chaffy scales, alternating with asmany bristles.
They are low herbs with mUlty juice and radical leaves in

a rosette on the ground, with the aspect of small-flowered
dandelions. The genua embraces only five species, ail of

which are found in the United States, belonging to three

sections

—

E. Virginica, a common little pUmt of eastern
North America from Canada to Texas, being the type. K.

koutkf,

wine used for the eueharist : a primitive prae
tloA i-ppnimiypd in all ancifint litnTonoa t^-^no-r^+

JNonn America from Canada to Texas, being the type. n.
tice recognized in au ancient liturgies except Danddion, with much larger flowed andilobose tubers,
the Armenian, mentioned by bt. Justm Martyr was formeriy placed in a distinct genus, CytUkia.
(writing about A. D. 139) and other early writ- Erigieae (kri-ji'e-e), re. pi. [NL. (Karl Heinrich
ers, and believed by most Uturglologists to date Schultz, 1835), < Krigia + -e<B.] Atribe of eom-
fromCihrist's institution of the sacrament. Also posite plants created for the reception of the
called mixture. genera Krigia and Luthera, the latter of which

krater, re. See crater, 1. jg eqfiivalent to Cynthia, now merged in Krigia.
kraurite (kra nt), n. [< Gr. Kpavpoc, brittle, fri- kriket, re. An obsolete form of creeJci-.

To mi negbburs swithe ma,
Kadnes to mi kouth als-swa.

MS. Cott. Vespas, D. vii. f. 19. (Haaiwett.)

kouthet, kowthet. Middle English forms of patlwl., a dry, shriveled condition of a part,

could, preterit of ca«i. Kjrause's membrane. See membrane.

kowght, n. A Middle English form of coe. krawl, re. See kraal.

kowrie-pine fkou'ri-pin'), re. See kauri-jnne. kreasote, re. See creosote.

kowtow, n. and v. See kotow. kreatic, a. See creatic.

koycket, «. [ME.; origin obscure.] Athief (f). kreatine, kreatin, n. See creatine.

creese.

krishna, XHaek,

dark.] In later Hindu myth., a much-worshiped
deity, son of Devaki, appearing also as a lead-

ing character in the great epic of the Maha-
bharata, as chief of a people and charioteer of

Arjuna, to whom he aiddresses the philosophic
poem called Bhagavad-Gita. The gronnda of hi»



Krishna
deification are obscure. He is worlced Into the general
system of Hindu religion as an incarnation of Vishnu.

krisuvigite (kris'o-ve-git), «. [< Krisuvig (see
def.) + -ite2.] X variety of the basic copper
sulphate brochantite, found at Krisuvig in Ice-
laud.

kritarchy (krit'ar-ki), n. [< Gr. KfiLTiig, a judge,
+ apxfl, rule.] The rule of the judges over the
people of Israel. [Kare.] ^Sowi/eej/, The Doctor,
interehapter xvii.

irobylos (kro'bi-los), ». [< Gr. Kpapvhig (see
def.).] In Gr. antiq., a roll or knot of hair on
the head. By some authorities it is taken as the knot
or tuft of hair above the forehead familiar in the Apollo
Belvedere (see cut under Hellenietic); the latest students,
however, consider it to be a gathering of the hair behind
the head, often held in place by a pin or other ornament.

lcrocket(krok'et),TO. [Of . croefce*.] The oyster-
catcher, Hwmatopus ostrilegus. [Local, Scotch.]
kroehnkite (krfen'kit), n. [Named after B.
Kroehnke.'] A hydrous sulphate of copper, oc-
curring in blue crystalline masses in Chill.

krome (krom), n. Same as croma.
krone (kro'ne), n.

;
pi. kroner (-n6r). [Dan., lit.

a crown, = E. crown.'i 1. A silver coin of Den-
mark, of the value of Is. l^d. English, or about

Obverse.

Dani&h Krone.
Reverse.

{Size of the original,)

27 United States cents, containing 100 cere:

the unit of the Danish coinage. There are gold
coins of 10 and 20 kroner.— 2. A silver coin of

Norway and Sweden, of the same value.

Eronia (kron'i-a), n. pi. [Gr. Kpdvm, neut. pi.

of Kp6viog, pertaining to Kronos : see Kronos.'i
An ancient Greek festival in honor of Kronos,
held at Athens in the month Heeatombaaon
(July and August), and resembling in its char-
acter of merriment the Roman Saturnalia.

Kronos (kron'os), n. [Also Cronus; Gr. Kpdvog
(see def.), a name in later times regarded erro-

neously as a var. of xp^^o^i time : see chronic.']

In 6r»\ myth., the ruler of heaven and earth be-
fore Zeus, a son of Ouranos (Uranus, Heaven)
and Ge (Earth), and father by Rhea of Hestia,
Demeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus.
He was driven by his sons from the throne, Zeus being
put in his stead. He was identified by the Komans with
Saturn.

Kroo,Km (kro), n. [African.] One of a stal-

wart negro race on the coast of Liberia, dis-

tinguished for skill as seamen.
Krooman (kro'man), n.

;
pi. Kroomen (-men).

Same as Kroo.
krotalon (kro'ta-lon), n. Same as crotalum.

Kru, n. See Kroo.
krugite (kro'^t), n. [So called after a mining
director named Krug von Nidda.] A variety
of polyhalite from Neu-Stassfurt, Germany.

kruller, n. See cruller.

krummnorn (krum'hdm), n. [G., < Tcrumm, =
E. crumpi-, crooked, + horn = B. horn.'] 1. A
medieval musical instrument of the clarinet

class, having a curved tube and a melancholy
tone.— 3. In organ-building, a reed-stop with
short, slender metal pipes, and a tone like that
of the clarinet. Also called clarinet-stop, cro-

morna, and corruptly eremona.
Krupp gun. See gun^.
kryet, v. A Middle English form of cry.

kryoute, kryolith, n. See cryolite.

kryometer (kri-om'e-ter), n. [< Gr. Kpiioc, cold,
-1- /iirpov, measure.] A thermometer adapted
for measuring very low temperatures.

krypto-. See crypto-.

krypton (krip'ton), n. [< Gr. KpvnrrSv, secret.]

See the extract.

On June 6, 1898, the discovery of yet another element
was announced, in a communication made by Prof. Eam-
say, of London, to the Academy of Sciences, of Paris. The
communication was read to the Academy by M. Berthelot.
Tills new element is a gas, and makes a fifth constituent
of the atmosphere ; it is, however, present in very minute
quantities, viz., one part in ten thousand of its vohime.
Krypton belongs rot to the argon, but the helium group

;

its density is greater than that of nitrogen, being, accord-
ing to the corrected measurement, 22.47.

Soi. Amer., July 9, 1898.

ksart, n. A former spelling of czar.

Kshatriya (kshat'ri-ya), n. [Skt., < Ishatra,

rule, authority.] The seoond«or military caste
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in the social system of the Brahmanie Hindus,
the special duties of the members of which are
bravery, generosity, rectitude, and honorable
conduct generally.

kuckuct, n. A Middle English form of cuckoo.
kudos (kii'dos), n. [Gr. /cidof, glory, renown;
a poetical word, found chiefly in the Iliad and
Odyssey, from which it has passed, as a bit of
elassioalslang,intosomeE.use.] Glory; fame;
renown. [Humorous.]

I hear now that much of the Jcudos he received was un-
deserved. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 192.

He decided for the corner chosen by Abraham, and dis-
tributed the Kudos amongst the clans.

M. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 386.

kudos (ku'dos), V. t. [< kudos, n.] To bestow
kudos on

;
glorify. [Humorous.]

Kudos'd egregiously in heathen Greek.
Southey, Nondescripts, i.

kudumba (ku-dum'ba), n. See cadamba.
kuet, n. An obsolete form of cue^.

Kufic, a. and n. See Cufic.

kuftan (kuf'tan), n. Same as caftan.

kuft-work (kuft'werk), n. Same as koftgari.

kuge (k6ng'a), n. [Jap., = Chin. kung Ma, 'pub-
lic ' or ducal families.] A court noble of Japan,
as distinguished from a daimio or territorial

noble, or such court nobles collectively. See
buke'^.

kuhl, re. See kohl.

Kuhnia (ka'ni-a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), named
after Dr. Adam Kuhn of Philadelphia, from
whom LinnEBus received the plant.] A genus of
American herbs, of the composite family, tribe
Eupatoriacece, and subtribe Adenostylece, having
the scales of the involucre imbricated in several
series, the lobes of the corolla short, the bristles

of the pappus plumose, the heads middle-sized
and panioled, and the leaves alternate. Three
ipecies have been distinguished bysome authors,butothers
reduce them to one. They are all natives of North Amer-
ica, the typical form, K. eupatorioides, being a common
plantthroughoutmostof theUnitedStates. Itisa branch-
ing perennial herb with a large deep root, lanceolate leaves,
and yellowish-white flowers.

Kuhnieae (ku-nl'e-e),, n. pi. [NL. (Karl Hein-
rich SchultzJ 1850), < Kuhnia + -ece.] A division
of composite plants, embracing the genera JCm/»-

nia, Lia tris, and othersnow included in the tribe
EiijpatoriacecB.

kuichua (kwich'wa), n. [Braz.] A kind of
wild cat, Felis macrurus, found in Brazil, no-
table for the length of its tail. It is one of a
number of spotted cats, resembling the ocelot,

indigenous to South America.
kuichunchnlli (kwi-chon-chSl'ye), ». [S.

Amer.] The root of a species of lorddium
(probably /. parviflorum) growing in Quito,
Ecuador. It is said to be diaphoretic, diuretic, and in
large doses emetic and cathartic, and is used in South
America as a remedy in certain cutaneous affections.

kuittle, V. t. See cuitle.

kukang(k6-kang'), re. [Javanese.] The Javan
slow lemur or slow-paced lori, Stenops {NycUce-
hus) javanicus, a prosimian quadruped of the
family Lemuridm and subfamily Nycticebinm.
It is of clumsy form, with fore and hind limbs of about
equal length, the inner digit on each foot reversed, large
eyes, and apparently no tail.

kukeri (ko'ker-i), re. [E. Ind.] A sword used
by the Goorkhas of India. The blade is much broader
at the point than at the hilt, more or less curved, and usu-
ally has the sharp edge on the concave curve. By some it

is thought to have been originally a missile weapon, and
its form a "survival" of the boomerang or some similar
throwing-stick. Also Icookery, kookree, koukri, Ttvkkri, etc.

Kuklux (kii'kluks), re. [Short for Kuklux
Klan.] 1. S>semQ &a Kuklux Klan.

The abuse and intimidation of the blacks by the night-
riders of the Kuklux had already begun.

G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 43.

2. A member of the Kuklux Klan.

They arranged to have an initiation not provided for in
the ritual. . . . The "procedure "was to place the would-
be Ku Klux in an empty barrel, . . . and to send him
whirling down the hill. The Century, XXVIII. 402.

Kuklux (kii'kluks), v. t. [< Kuklux, «.] To
subject to outrage by the methods of the Ku-
klux Klan.
Kukluxism (kH'kluks-izm), n. [< Kuklux +
-ism.] The methods of the Kuklux Klan ; out-

rage by whipping, expelling from home, or
murder.
Kuklux Klan (kii'kluks klan). [A fantastic

name made up by the originators of the associa-

tion; < Gr. kvkXoc, a circle ("the Knights of the
Golden Circle " and other names involving cir-

cle having been previously used as the title of

secret associations in sympathy with the Con-

Kurd
federacy), -I- E.ctare; the peculiar form and spell-
ing being chosen on account of the alliterative
mystery, esp. of the abbreviated form iC. K. K.]
In U. S. hist., a secret oath-bound organization,
also called simply Kuklux, which arose in the
Southern States after the civil war of 1861-65,
among the participants in or sympathizers with
secession, the members of which (or persons
passing as members) perpetrated many out-
rages, by whipping, expelling, or murdering
persons obnoxious to them, especially negroes
and new-comers from the north. Such outrages,
by this and similar organizations called "the Invisible
Empire," "the White League," etc., continued with more
or less frequency for more than ten years after the war.

kulan, re. See dziggetai.

kuli (ko'li), re. [See coolie.] In southern India,
hire; wages. Also spelled ch^;/.

Kulin (ko'len), re. In India, one of an order
of Brahmans regarded as of superior sanctity
and invested with extraordinary privileges, in-
cluding the right to marry many wives, in con-
sideration of large dowries and the support of
the wife byher parents in their own home . Also
written Kooleen.

The privilege of maintaining a plurality of wives is re-
stricted to very few— except in the case of Kooleen Brah-
mins, that superlative aristocracy of caste.

J. W. Palmer, The Atlantic, XVIII. 733.

Kulinism (ko'len-izm), re. In India, the privi-
lege and influence of the Kulin Brahmans,
especially in respect of marriage and dowries.
Also written Kooleenism.
kuUus (kul'us), re. [E. Ind.] In the Jain and
other architectural styles of India, a pinnacle
in the form of a vase, as that surmounting the
amalaka or ornamental covering of a Jain or a
Dravidian tower.
kumbekephalic (kum^be-ke-fal'lk), a. Same •

as eymbocephalic.

I suggested . . . the name kmnbecephalic, or boat-
shaped; a name subsequently adopted by other cranlolo-
gis^ for this type of skull.

D. Wilson, Prehist. Annals Scotland, I. 236.

kumberbund, re. Same as cummerbund.
kumiss, kumyss (ko'mis), n. [Also written
koomiss, kumys, koumiss, koumys (and first in E.
cosmos : see cosmos^) ; = P. coumis, < Euss. ku-
muisii (kumysu) = Little Kuss. kumuiz {kumyg)
(>Pol. komiz, kumys = MGr. Ka/iog). < Tatar ku-
»8fe, fermented mares' milk.] 1. A common
beverage of the nomads of northern Asia, con-
sisting of fermented mares' milk, resembling
sour buttermilk, but clear and free from greasi-
ness. The Kirghiz and others distil an intoxi-
cating liquor from it.— 2. A fermented dietetic

and sanitary drink made in western countries,
in imitation of the preceding, from cows' milk
with sugar and yeast, and allowed to ferment
until it becomes efllervescent and slightly alco-

holic.

kiimmel (kiim'el), re. [< G. kiimmel, lit. cumin

:

see cumin.] A cordial made especially in the
Baltic provinces of Russia, flavoredwith cumin,
caraway, or fennel, and generally much sweet-
ened. The best quality is called allasch.

These hors-d'ceuvre are accompanied with draughts of
eau-de-vie and Immmel; for the Eussians drink their strong
liquors before dinner. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 863.

kununerbund, re. See cummerbund.
kumquat, re. See cumquat.
kumshaw, re. See cumshaw.
kumyss, n. See kumiss.

kundah-oil (kSn'da-oil), re. The oil extracted
from Carapa Touloucouna. Also written coowda-,
coondi-, kunda-, and kundoo-oil. See Carapa, 1.

kunkur (kung'ker), re. Same as kankar.

kuntee, re. Same as coontee.

kupferscMefer (kup'fer-she"fer), re. [G., < fcw})-

fer, = B. copper, + schiefer, slate : see shiver^.]

A dark-brown or black shale, often bituminous,
and in some parts of Germany, especially at
Mansfeld in the Harz, sufficiently charged with
copper ore to be. worked with profit for that
metal. It belongs to the Permian series.

kupfferite (kup'fer-it), re. [Named after a Rus-
sian physicist, Kupffer.] A magnesium sili-

cate belonging to the amphibole or hornblende
group. It occurs in prismatic masses having an
emerald-green color, due to the presence of a
small amount of chromium.
Kurd, Koord (kdrd), n. [= P. G. Kurde= Russ.
KurdU, < Turk. Ar. Kurd.] A member of a pas-
toral and predatory Aryan race, which gives its

name to Kurdistan, a region of Asia lyingpart-
ly in Turkey and partly in Persia. The Kurds
speak an Iranic language, and aremostly Sunni
Mohammedans. Rarely spelled Curd.
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Kurdish, Koordish (kor'dish), a. [< Kurd + kutcha, a. and «. See mteha.
-jsfti.] Of or pertaining to Kiirdistan or the kutcherry, n. See cutchery.
Kurds. kuteeragum. Seegum^.
JEUrU (^ ni), n. [Named from the Kurile Is- kutht, »• An obsolete form of Mth.
lauds.] The black hagden of the Kuriles, Puf- kuthet, v. A variant of kithe.
finus cunlicus. It is a kind of petrel, of the kutia (kot-ya'), «. fEuss. kutua, kutvya."]
family Procellariidw.

Kurilian (ku-ril'i-an), a. and n. [< Eurile (Buss.
Kuriletsu, a Kuriliau) + -ian.] I. a. Pertain-
ing to the Kurile Islands in the North Pacific,
lying between the southern extremity of Kam-
chatka andYezo in Japan. The Kurilesftwenty-two
in number) now belong entirely to Japan, the northern
part (the Little Kuriles)having been ceded to It by Eussia
in^5 in exchange for the southern half of Saghalln.
n. n. A native of the Kurile Islands. The

Kurilians of the northern islands resemble the Kamcha-
aales, and those of the southern are Ainos. See Aino.
kunseet, n. See the second extract.

The renegado Wogan, with twenty-four of Ormond's *ii-
naeee. Letter of Cromwell, Dec. 19, 1649.
What turiseei are, I do not know ; may be cuirassiers,

in popular locution: some nickname for Ormond's men,whom few loved.
CarlyU, Cromwell's Letters (ed. 1871), n. 198.

Kuroshi'nro (ko-ro-she'wo), n. [Jap., < kuro,
black, -I- sUwo, tide.] The Black Current or
Gulf Stream of Japan. Beginning about 20° N. lati-
tude,near the BasheeIslands,between Luzon andFormosa,
it flows northward along the eastern shores of Formosa and

dish made of boiled rice or other grain with
honey or hydromel and raisins. Nearly every.

where in the Greek Church this dish is eaten after a fu-
, , , ,^

neral or a service for the dead, having been taken to the JSymeiynt, KPmiieit, n.

kyz
def.).] In Gr. antiq., a vase or cup of elegant
form, used for drinking. The kylix was usuallybroad
and shallow, with or without a slender foot and provided
with two handles not extending above the rim. Als»
written cylia.

kyloe (M'lo), n. [Origin obscure.] One of the
cattle of the Hebrides.
Our Highlandmen brought in a dainty drove of kyloet.

Scott, Pirate, rv.

See kimnel.
church or cemetery and placed on the reading-desk dur-
ing the service. The ingredients are thought to be sym-
bolical, the rice meaning the resurrection, the honey the

Joy of eternal life, etc. The custom is probably derived
from funeral ceremonies of the ancient Greeks.

kuttar (kut ' ar), «. [Hind.] A sort of short
dagger, pecuBar to India, having a handle con-
sisting of two parallel bars with a crosspieoe
connecting them. The hand is inserted to gri^

kymograph (Id'mo-graf), n. [< Gr. Kvfta, awave,
+ ypa^siv, write.] An instrument by means
of which variations of fluid pressure, as of the
blood in some one of the vessels of a living ani-
mal, can be measured and graphically recorded.
The most common form consists of a cylinder made to re-
volve at a uniform rate, and carrying a smoked paper on
which a s^le writes, or unsmoked paper on which a light
pen is made to write. Also kymograptAon.

the crosspiece, and the bars serve as a guard kymographic (M-mo-graf'ik), a. [< kymograph
+ -«c.] Of or pertaining to a kymograph : as,

hymograpMe clockwork.
Mercurial TcymograpMc tracingfrom carotidof dog, show-

ing form of curve on a large scale.

Brii., XXTY. 106.

to the wrist,

ku'wazoku, kuazoku (kwa-zo'ku), ». [Jap., <
kuwa (= Chin, hwa), a flower, flowery, -<- zom
(= Chia. tsuK), class.] 1. The noble class: a
coUeqtive name in Japan for both the ku^es
or court nobles and the daimios or territorial Kymric, Kymry. See Cymric, Cymry.

'

nobles, since the surrender to the mikado, in kynt, ft. Aii obsolete form of km^.
1872, of the lands and retainers of the latter, kyndt, kyndet. Obsolete forms of kmcP-, khuP.— 2. One of this class. kyndeli<3lt, «• An obsolete variant of hiniHy.

the south of Loochoo, till it reaches the 26th parallel of tvass (kvas), n. [= P. kvos = G. kevoss, < Kuss. kyngt, »• An obsolete form of kmg\
latitude,where it divides,the main current flowing north- hvosu, a drmk SO called.] A fermented drink kyphOSCOHotlc (ki-fo-sko-li-ot'ik), a.latitude,where it divides,the main current flowing north-
east to the eastern shores of Kjushiu, Shikoku, and the
main island of Japan. About latitude 38° it bends more
to the east, and continues to the Aleutian Islands and the
North American coasts where ft is known as the Pacific
drift. On the coasts of Japan its temperature is always
i- or 6° higher than that of the neighboring waters, but it^ "* u 'ugut.L fuau i/ui&b ui LUC iieiguuunng waLers, ouii IL r..-*! ' /f~< 'i tI i 1' a" i 1 i -i i
decreases m temperature and depth as it runs northward '•^t^6 K'^Jj '"'• An obsolete or dialectal plural
and eastward. Its breadth, which is 40 miles near Japan, of cowl.

W^l ft*-
»PP™^''«= *?« American coast. In p^es ther is fodder abondannce,

KUrsaal (kor sal), n. [G., < kur, = E. cure (< L. The ky may otherwhiles be jvithdrawe.
euro), + saal (= AS. seel), a haU, > P. salle, so- PaUadiws, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 166.

Ion : see salon, saloon.'] A public hall or room Tween the gloamin' and the mirk,
for the use of visitors at many German water- When the kye comes hame.

ing-places or health resorts. Eeading-rooms ,_ . ,
Ho^^, When the Kye Comes Hame.

and rooms for recreation are usually associated ^TaOOOCa-'WOod, kyabuca-'VOOd, n. See kia-

with the kursaal. booca^ood.

knrsi-, kur^ (kSr'si), ».: pi. kursies (-siz). feyack^ (kyak), n. [Origin obscure.] A her-
[Ar. kurH, korsi (< Hind, tersj), a chair.] A J"ig- [Mame.]
small low table, usually octagonal, upon which fyack^ (M'ak), n. See kayak.

an eating-tray is put at meal-time : a common kyanise, kyanising. See kyanize, kyamzmg.
arrangement in the Moslem East. The kursi it- fyanite (ki'a-nit), n. See cyanite.
self is often very richly ornamented, especially with inlaid kyaillZe (ki'a-niz), J), t.; yiet. and 'pp. kyanized,
work of ivory, ebony, and metals; but sometimes it is of ppr. hyanizing. [< Kyam, a proper name: see

li^^^-J'lfj^^^f- rxTT ^ ir ^ ^ def. oikyanizing.-] To treat (wood) by the pro-

^^i"*® if
ti-de) «. pi. [NL., < Kurm+ cess of kyanizSg. Also spelled k^aLe. ^

-trtfls.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes kva.Tii7in? rid ' a tiT rii^^V r, rv<.,.T«.i ^ ^t

\W.T^'^f T\^'''''' f^TOiich dif- %''^l{\%Z:A p"reveSgte d^-
?l';t?*,^*«^Z?.^??^*.^,sj^_«d^ (?).?«??*?«?:' cay of wo5d, patented by j! H. Ky^in 1832.

kmasti, a drink so called.] A fermented drink kypuoscoliotic (ki-fo-sko-li-ot'ik), a. [< kypho-
in general use in Eussia, taking the place of the (sis) + scoliosis (-oi-) + -ic] Pertaining to or
beer of other countries. Common kvassismade from exhibiting kyphosis and scoliosis.
an infusion of raised rye flour or dough, or of other flour kyphOSiS (M-fo'sis), n. [NL., < (Jr. leiiituatc, a

a^p'lS.'^b'e^^'JrStt^rf^trwSh^tTal?"'''""' beinghumpbacked, a«0oiio«.., be humpbacked,

ichthyological system, the only family of the third di-
vision of AcarUhopteryffii (_Eurtifarmei), embracing both
true KurHtUB and Pempheridid^. (b) In late systems,
fishes of a compressed oblong form, with a short snbme-

It consists in filling the pores of the wood with a solution
of corrosive sublimate, which coagulates the vegetable
albumen, and renders the wood impervious to airor moisi>

dian dorsal fin', a long ana^'and an air-bladder l^ed iJ^L,^^o^!?l^?^"^- i -in
within dilated convex ribs forming rings. syanol, Eyanole (ki a-nol, -nol), n. [< Gr. Kva-

Knrtifoimes (k6r-tl-fdr'mez),
Kvprdg, curved, + L. forma, form.]

pi. [< Gr. ""^f' ^^'16) + -oh -ole.'] " In ehem.', 'anUine.

, „ , . _. ^ , ] In. Giin- ^anophyl, ». Sa.m.e as eyanophyl.

ther's ichthyological system, the third division fcyathos (M'a-thos), n. See cyathus.

of the order Acanthopterygii, having only one ^"t. Another form of Md^.
dorsal fin, which is much shorter than the long ^6i "• Pj- „See ky.

anal, and no superbrauohial organ.
KurtUS (kfer'tus), n. [NL. (Bloch, 1787), < Gr.
Kvprdg, curved, arched.] A genus of acanthop-
terygian fishes, in which the back is gibbous in
front of the dorsal fin, representing the famUy
KurtidcB. K. indicus is an example. Also Kyr-
tus.

Knshitic (ku-shit'ik), a. Same as Cushiie.

kuskus, knsskuss, n. Same as cuscus^.

kusst, «• and V. An obsolete form of Mas.

kussier, _kussir_(ko'si-er, ko'ser), n. [Cf.

Turk, hiss {kyuss), a drum, kettledrum.] A
Turkish musical instrument with five strings
stretched over a skin covering a kind of basin,

kussynf, n. An obsolete form of cushion.

kustl (kus'ti), n. [Pers. fetstj.] A woolen cord
worn by Parsees of both sexes, consisting of kylix (ki'liks), n,

seventy-two threads, that being the number of
the chapters of the Izashne, with two branches
having twelve knots for the months of the
year.
A long coat or gown is worn over the sadara, extending

to the knees, and fastened round the waist with the kustt,

or sacred cord, which is carried round three times and fas-

tened in front with a double knot.
Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 325.

kUtob, n. See CUich?. KyUi. CFrom an eiample in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

kyesthein (M-es'the-in), re. [Also variously
kyestein, kiestein, etc.; a word of indeterminate
form and etymology, but taken, in the form
kyesthein, as irreg. < Gr. uvelv, be pregnant, -I-

£17%, a garment, taken for ' pellicle.'] A cloud
appearing in the middle of certain urines. After
they have stood a day or two it rises to the top to form a
pellicle, which subsequently breaks and falls. It was at
one time ihonght to be diagnostic of pregnancy, but it oc-
curs under other conditions.

kyket, v. i. An obsolete variant of keek.
kylei (kil), n. [< Gael, caol, caoil, a frith, a
channeL] A sound; a strait: often used in
the plural: as, the Kyles of Bute. [Scotch.]
kyle^ (Ml), m. [Origin unknown.] A lamp of
primitive pattern, designed to be suspended in
an open fireplace. [Cape Cod, Massachusetts.]

[< Gr. Kv7u^, a cup, vase (see

< Kv66g, humpbacked, bent forward, < Kvjmiv,
bend.] In pafhol., a curvature of the spine,
convex backward. Also written eyplwsis.

^TTbasia (ker-ba'si-a). n. [< Gr. Kvp^aaia, a
Persian bonnet or hat.] In ano. Gr. costume,
same as cidaris, 1.

The kyrbatCa, or kidaris, was a high pointed hat of Per-
sian origin. Encyc. Brit., VL 454.

Kyrie (kir'i-e), ».; pi. Kyries (-ez). [Short for
Kyrie eleison.2 1. The Kyrie eleison, espe-
cially in its western form (with Christe eleison),
and the repetitions collectively, as used at the
beginning of the Boman mass or as at the be-
ginning of the Anglican communion office.

—

2. The musical setting of these words.
Kyrie elelsou (Mr'i-e e-la'i-son). [Gr. Kipis
sAiTjaoy, Lord, have mercy : Kiipiz, Lord ; eMT/am,
aor. impv. of Vieelv, have mercy or pity: see
Christe eleison.'] 1 . Literally, Lord, have mercy!
a brief petition, founded on nearly identical
Scriptural phrases (for example, Ps. cxdii. 3,
Mat. XX. 30), used as a response in the primi-
tive UtuTCTes and in the eucharistic and other
offices of Oriental churches to the present day.
In the Latin Church Kyrie eleiaon (thiice) is followed by
Christe eleiton (thrice), and this again m Eyrie eleitm
(thrice) . The formulary is always said in this Greek word-
ing, but the intermediate Christe eleison is unknown to
the Eastern Church. The Oriental Kyrie is used m the
irenica at the beginning of the litnigy and in other lita-
nies. The Western Kyrie (a remnant of the irenica) is
used by the Boman Church at mass Just after the introit,
and also in the breviary offices and ha litanies. In tie
Sarum missal it also occurred near the b^inning of the
service, and this use of it is represented in the commn.
nion office of the Book of Common Prayer by the responses
after the commandments, " Lord, have mercy upon us, and
mclme our hearta to keep this law." In the same book it
occurs m the form "Lord, . . . Christ, . . . Lord, have
mercy upon us," in the litany, and before the collect for
the day at morning and evening prayer. Thja is also called
the lesser litany.

3. The first movement or division in a- musical
setting of a Eoman Catholic mass or the An-
g:lican communion office, the text being the pe-
titions above mentioned!
kyriolexy (kdr'i-o-lek-si), TO. [< Gr. Kvpw7.£fia,
the use of literal expression, < /ci-oiof, having
authority, authorized, regular, -f Aiftf, speak-
ing: see lexicon. Cf. cyriologic.] The use of
literal as opposed to figurative expressions, or
ofwords in clear and definite senses. [Bare.]
kynologict, kyriologicalt, a. See cyriologie.
kyrret, n. A Middle English form of quarry^.

and a. A corrupt form of christen,kyrsint, v
Christian.

kyteH, ».

kyte^, n.

kytht, n.

kythet, v.

kyxt, n.

An obsolete form of kiteK
See kite'2.

A Middle English form of kith.
See kithe.

A Middle English form of kex.



1. The twelfth letter and
ninth consonant of the Eng-
lish alphabet, it had a simi-
lar place In the LatiD, Greek, and
Fhenician alphabets, from which
the character has come to us.
The scheme of its forms in those
alphabets, with the Egyptian char-
acters from which they are per-
haps ultimately derived (see A), is

as follows

:

^L si^ (, A u
Egyptian.

Hieroglyphic. Hieratic.
Pheni-
clan.

Early
Greelc and Latin.

The Z-sound is made with the tongue in the same general
position against the roof of the mouth as d and t and n
(see these letters), and hence is called, like them, a den-
tal (or gingival, or lingual, or tongue-point) sound. Its
characteristic peculiarity of utterance is that It involves
a breach of the close d-position at the side or Bides of the
tongue, the intonated breath escaping there, while the
tip of the tongue remains in contact. This breach may
be made on either side of the tongue, or on both sides
at once : the habits of different individuals, and perhaps
of different communities, varying in this regard. Other
^sounds, agreeing with ours in the lateral breach of mute
contact, but differing in the position of the tongue, are
found in some other languages : as, the palatal I of French
and Italian (the French I TrwuilU, now mostly converted
into a simple y-sound ; the Italian gl), the lingual or cere-
bral I of Sanskrit, and so on. L is the most sonorous and
continuable,or most vowel-like, of our consonant-sounds

;

and hence it has come, by the loss of an accompanying
vowel, to have itself the value of a vowel in a very large
number of English unaccented syllables— especially after

a mute, as in fickle, luriggle, bottle, nodcUe, apple, babble

;

less often after consonants of other classes, as in muscle,
muzzle, raffle, devS, and colloquially in such as kernel,

gunnel, pommel. The sign I never has any other than its

own proper sound; but it is silent in a few words, as
balm, hmf, talk. In the recent history of our language
the sound is a peculiarly stable one, hardly exhibiting
transition into any other; more anciently, and in other
tongues, it exchanges sometimes with d (as Latin lac-

rima, Greek Siicpv), but especially with r (thus, in San-
skrit, the 2 is to a large extent a later alternative to an r)

;

in many French words it appears converted into « (as

numx, plural of mal, beau beside bel, belle, and so on); in

Italian, after mutes, into i, as ^nana, Latin planus, etc. In
virtue of its general phonetic character, 2 is a semivowel
(so far as that term is admitted), and is often classed as

such, along with r, or with r and y and w. More popularly,

it is ranked as a "liquid," with m and n and r, nothing
more being implied in the classiflcation (a loose and un-
scientiffc one) than its special sonorousness and continu-
ability.

2. A symbol— (a) in chem., for lithium: also

Li; (6) in Eoman numerals, for 50, and with
a line drawn above it (L) for 50,000.-3. .^n

abbreviation— (a) [/. c] in music, of la (in

solmization) ; (6) otLaUn; (c) in stage-direc-

tions, of left; (d) [I. c] of liber, a book, as a

division of a literary work; (e) {_l. c. or cap.} of

libra, pound sterling, when written after the

figures (when before the figures, it has the con-

ventional form £): as, 100?. = £100; (/) [?. c]
in. a ship's log-book, of lightning; (g) [I- "•] in

references, ot line: as, Milton, Lycidas, I. 72;

(70 [«. c] ot logarithm; (i) [i.e.] in astron.,ot

longitude (I denoting the heliocentric and A the

geocentric longitude); (j) U- ".] of lege; (Ic)

[cap. or I. c] in anat., of lumbar: used in ver-

tebral formulsB The three L's (rmut.), lead, lati-

tude, and lookout: a phrase used by seamen to signify

that a careful use of the first (in sounding), a knowledge

of the second, and the vigilant perfonnance of the thu?d

will prevent a vessel from running ashore.

L2 (ell), n. [Prop., as a word, spelled eU; trom
the letter L.] 1. A part of a house or other

structure projecting at a right angle from the

main body, so as to form with it the figure of

the letter L : as, the building has anL of 20 feet.

The milk-pans tilted to sun against the underpinning

of the L. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 184.

2. A rectangularly bent pipe-connection. M.

S. Knight. Also ell in both senses.

lal (la), interj. [Also law; var. of lo, < AS. la,

interj. : see lo.l An expression of mild admi-

ration, wonder, or surprise, and formerly of as-

severation: as, O la! that is strange. [Now vul-

gar.]

Truly, I will not go first ; truly, Ja / 1 will not do you that
wrong. Sto., M. W. of W., L 1, 322.

La I miss, why, it is witchcraft.
C Reade, Love me Little, L

La yout, behold ; see there,

ia j/o« now, you hear

!

Sfeti.jW. T., it 3, BO.

la^Cla), «. \B6e gamut.'] In«oZmfeai«om, the syl-

lable used for the sixth tone of the scale—that
is, the submediant. in the major scale of C this tone
is A; which is therefore sometimes called la, especially in
Italy and France. Abbreviated I.

\3fi (la). [See le.] The feminine form of the
definite article in Trench, occurring in some
names and phrases used in English.
La, In chem., the symbol for lanthanum.
laager (la'ger), n. [D., var. of leger, a camp:
see leaguer^, lager."] In. South Africa, an en-
campment ; an inclosure for temporary defense
formed of the wagons of a traveling party.

laager (la'gfer), v. t. [< laager, ».] To arrange
in such a way as to form a defensive inclosure

;

arrange so as to form a laager: as, to laager

wagons. [S. African.]

laast, n. A Middle English form of lace.

labt (lab), V. [< ME. labben, < OD. labben, blab,

tell tales : of. G. labbe, lip, mouth. Cf . blab\ bab-

ble.] I. intrans. To blab; babble; tattle.

Of hir tonge a labbyng shrewe is she.

Chmieer, Prol. to Squire's Tale, 1. 10.

II. trans. To blab.

Thyng that wolde be pryue publisshe thow hit neuere,
Nother for loue labbe hit out ne lacke hit for non enuye.

Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 39.

lab (lab), ». [< ME. Za66e; from the verb.] A
blabber; a tattler; a telltale. [Prov. Bng.]

I am no labbe.

Though I it say, I am nought leef to gabbe.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 323.

Labadism (lab'a-dizm), n. [< Zabadie (see

Labadist) + -ism.] The doctrines and prac-
tices of the Labadists.

Labadist (lab'a-dist), n. [< Labadie (see def.)

+ 4st.] A follower of Jean de Labadie (1610-

74), a Jesuit, afterward a mystic Protestant
preacher in Prance and Holland. The Labadists
were Christian communists. Among their tenets were
denial of the obligation of sabbath observance, on the
ground that life is a perpetual sabbath ; belief in the di-

rect influence of the Holy Spirit ; and belief in marriage as

a holy ordinance valid only among believers, the children of

the regenerate being born without original sin. The sect

disappeared about the middle of the eighteenth century.

Labarraque's fluid or solution. See fluid.

labarum (lab'a-rum), n. [LL., in liGrv. Tia^apov,

also MjSapov, Id^ovpov ; origin obscure ; accord-
ing to Baillet (Diet.

Celtique), < Basque
labarva, a standard;
according to Larra-
mendi (Dice, trilin-

gue), of Cantabrian
origin, < lauburu, any-
thing with four heads
or limbs, such as the
cruciform framework
ofamilitary standard.
C:!f . LL. cantabrum, a
standard, a variant
reading of labarum in

some passages, neut.

of Oawtofeer,Cantabri-
an, pi. Cantabri, the
Cantabrians: seeCare-

tabrian.] 1. A Ko-
man military stan-

dard adopted by the
later emperors as the
imperial standard.
It consisted ot a staff or
lance carrying a purple
banner on a cross-bar. This
banner usually bore the efagy of the general or emperor

;

but Constantino the Great, after his conversion, placed

upon it, woven in gold, the cross and the monogram (chris-

ma) or emblem of Christ, -P or ^g", consisting of the Greek

letters XP (Chr), standing for Christ. In later times the
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Ecclesiastical Labarum.

name was given to the monogram itself, or to the cross in
the monogram.
2. A standard or banner of similar form, borne
in ecclesiastical processions of the Eoman Cath-
olic Church.— 3. Figuratively, a moral stan-
dard, guide, or device.

It is now the Pagans who have seized the laiarum of
duty and self-sacrifice. F. P. Cobbe, Peak in Darien, p. 5.

Labatia (la-bat'i-a), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1797),
named after a Prench monk and botanist Jean
Baptiste Zabat.] A genus of tropical Ameri-
can trees belonging to the gamopetalous order
Sapotacece, tribe Pouteriew, having a 4-parted
calyx, 5 fertile and 5 abortive stamens, a 4-celled
ovary, and fleshy fruit. Five species are known,
natives of the West Indies and Brazil.

labbe^t, «• A Middle English form of lab.

labbe^t, la-beet. A contraction or corruption
of let be. See lef^. Chaucer.

Hee'l purchase induction by simony,
And offers her money her incumbent to be.
But still she replied, good sir, la-bee.

If ever I have a man, square-cap for me.
Cleaveland, Poems (1661). (Wares.)

labber (lab'6r), v. [Prob. for "tapper, freq. of
lap^.] I. trails. 1. To lick; lap.— 2. To splash.

[Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

II. intrans. 1. To bathe.— 2. To loll out
the tongue. SalKwell. [Prov. Eng.]
labdanum (lab'da-num), n. See ladanum.
labecedization (Ik-ba-sa-di-za'shon), n. [< la

+ be + ce +de (see bebization) + -Jize + -ation.]

Same as bebization.

la-beet. [ME.] See labbe'i.

labefactation (lab'''e-fak-ta'shon), n. [< L. la-

befactatio{n-), a shating, loosening, < labefacere,

cause to totter, shake: see labefaction.] A
weakening or loosening; a failing; decay;
downfall; ruin. [Bare.]

There is In it [the "Beggar's Opera"] such a labefacta-

tion of all principles as may be injurious to morality.
Johnson, in Boswell (ed. 1791), I. 627.

labefaction (lab-e-fak'shon), n. [= OF. labe-

faction, < L. as ii *labefdotio{n-), < labefacere,

pp. labefactus, cause to totter, shake, weaken

:

see labefy.] Same as labefactation.

To private difficulties and causes of labefaction, such as

these, must be added several notable measures of confis-

cation which took place within the same limits of time.
B. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng. , v.

labefy (lab'f-fi), v. t; pret. and pp. labefied,

ppr. labefyirig. [< L. labefacere, cause to tot-

ter, shake, weaken, < labare, totter, give way,
+ facere, do, make.] To weaken or loosen ; en-
feeble; impair. [Bare.]

label^ (la'bel), n. [< ME. label, labell, labelle, ta-

blet, < OP. label, labeau, also, with an inserted

liquid or nasal, lambet, lembet, lambeau (ML. re-

flex tabetlus, labetla, lableltus, lambellus), a rag,

tatter, shred, P. lambeau, shred, piece, strip,

flap, with dim. suffix,< OHGr. lappa, MHG. lappe,

a. tappen, a rag, shred, = AS. Imppa, lappa, a
lap, flap, fold: see lap"^. Cf. lapel, ult. = label.]

If. A small loosely hanging flap ; specifically,

a pendant like a broad ribbon hanging from a
head-dress ; a lappet.

And a knit night-cap made of coarsest twine.
With two long labels button'd to his chin.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. ii. 24.

The Priests' habits.— Long robes of white taffeta ; long
white heads of hair ; the High-Priest a cap of white silk

shag close to his head, with two labels at the ears.

Beaum/mt, Masque of Inner-Temple.

2. In her. : {a) One of the ribbons that hang
down from a miter or the electoral crown. See
infula, 3 (&). (6) A fillet resembling a barrulet
with three or more pendent drops or points,
which were originally straight with parallel
sides, but are now usually shaped like a
dovetail, it is used as a bearing, but especially as
a difference, as in cadency, to indicate the oldest son.
Some authorities say that the label when used for
cadency should have seven points while the great-grand-
father of the bearer is alive, five while his grandfather
is alive, and three while the father lives. In nearly all
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Label oftbreepoints.

label

cases the label, whether a bearing or a difference, has
an odd number of points. These points are also called
lambeaux. In a very tew cases the label is borne bend-
wise. A label of three (or more) poinii crossed has, in-
stead of the ordinary lambeaux, small
crosses pointing downward, which
may be Latin crosses reversed or Greek
crosses. A label of three (or more)
pmnegranates pendent has, instead of
lambeaux, rounded fruit represented
as burst open. A label of three (or
more) tags penderU has, inst^d of
lambeaux, strips intended to repre-
sent the parchment ribbons to which
seals are afhxed in ancient documents.
A label vnth the paints erect, or a label
reversed, is seldom used by itself, but in connection with
an ordinary label, in which case the blazon is a label coun-
terposed with another, the points erects or two labels in-

dorsed, or more rarely bars-gemel patfi£. See lamJbeau.
Also called^ and lambel.

The said Sir William said on his oth, in the tenth yeare
of Henrie the fourth, that before the times of Edward the
third the labell of three points was the different appropriat
and appurtenant for the cognizance of the next heire.

Holijuhed, Eioh. II., an. 1390.

3. A slip of paper or any other material, bear-
ing a name, title, address, or the like, affixed

to something to indicate its nature, contents,
ownership, destination, or other particulars.

Post. When I waked, I found
This label on my bosom. . , .

Luc. Bead, and deckle the meaning.
Shdk., Cymbeline, v. 6, 430.

4. A narrow slip of parchment or paper, or a
ribbon of silk, affixed to a diploma, deed, or
other formal writing, to hold the appended
seal.

Ere this hand* by thee to !&omeo seal'd.

Shall be the label to another deed.
SAot., K.. and J., iv. 1, 67.

5. In law, a paper annexed to a will by way of

addition, as a codicil.— 6. A small reserved
space in a work of art, or the like, forming a
panel or cartouche, used for containing a name,
monogram, or other mark for identification.

—

7. In medieval arch., a projecting tablet ormold-
ing over a door or window. See dripstone, 1.

AlsoesMeilaliel-molding.— 8. Along, thinbrass
rule, with a small'sight at one end and a center-

hole at the other, commonly used with a tan-
gent line on the edge of a eireumferentor, to

take altitudes, etc.

Then haste thou a labell, that is shapen like a rule, sane
that it is strait and hath no plates on either ende.

Chaucer, Astrolabe.

9t. Border; verge; marge.

On Ascension Eve, May 15th, being in the town of
Dover (standing as it were on tip-toes, on the utmost edge,

brink, and label of that land which he was about to sur-

render). King John, by an instrument or charter, . . .

granted to God, and the church of Borne, . . . the whole
kingdom of England and Ireland.

FvUer, Ch. Hist, IIL iv. 13.

labeU (la'bel), V. t.; pret. and pp. labeled or
labelled, ppr. labeling or labelling. [< labeP-, ».]

1. To a&K a label to; mark with a label: as,

to label a package to be despatched by express.
—2. To designate or describe by or on a label

;

characterize by inscription : as, the bottle was
labeled poison.—Sf. To set forth or describe
in a label (in the legal sense).

I will give out divers schedules of my beauty ; it shall

be inventoried, and every particle and utensil labelled to

my will : as, item, two lips, indifferent red.
Shak., T. :s-., i. B, 265.

4. In arch., to furnishwith labels orhood-mold-
ings. See labeP-, n., 7.

If a castle appear in the distance, with its donjon keep,

its towers, and labelled windows, its mullions and corbels.

R. P. Ward, De Clifford, xlL

label^ (la'bel), n. [< L. labellum, a little lip: see

labellum.'i In bot, same as labellum, 1.

labeler, labeller (la'bel-er), ». One who af-

fixes labels to anything.

labeling-machine (la'bel-ing-ma-shen''), n. A
machine for affixing paper latiels, advertise-

ments, or covers to cans, bottles, boxes, or

packages.
labellum (la-berum), n.

;
pi. labella (-a). [L.,

dim. of labrum, a Up : see Idbrum.'] 1. In bot,

one of the three
divisions of an
orchidaceous
corolla, differ-

ing from the
others in shape
or direction,

and not seldom
spurred ; the
lip. Theoretically
it IS the petal near-
est the axis, but by L,l,six\iximol{.i)Q)'pripediiimfiibacerts
a half-twist of the and (2) Platanthxra rotundi/olia.
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ovary it becomes the outer petal, nearest the bract. The

term is applicable to similar petals in other flowers. Also

laJbel.
1 £ •

4.

2. In entom., a part of the mouth of an insect,

by some considered to be the epipharynx. In

Diptera the labellum is one of a pair of tumid

lobes terminating the theea of the proboscis.

label-machine (la'bel-ma-shen"), n. A ma-

chine for punching, printing, gumming, and

cutting out labels for cans, bottles, boxes, etc.,

from a continuous roll of paper.

labent (la'bent), a. [< L. laben(t-)s, ppr. of labi,

fall, slide. 'btlaJyile, lapse.] Sliding; gliding.

[Rare.] ,

Labeo (la'be-6), n. [Nh., < L. labeo, one who
has large lips, < labium, lip : see labium.'] 1. In

Cuvier's system of classification, a genus of cy-

prinoid fishes.— 2. In entom., a genus of hyme-
nopterous parasites of the proctotrupid subfam-

ily bryiniruB, having the occiput deeply con-

cave, and vertex and neck separated by a sharp

angle. There aretwo species,one European and
one North American. The genus was founded

byHaUdayin 1833.

Labial (la'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ;Wj8^, a han-

dle, or Ti/ipii, a handle, forceps, < 'AxtfijSdvew, ?m-

Pelv, take. Cf . laUs.'] A genus of earwigs of

the family Forficulidm, having the body short

and the antennse with fewer than twelve joints.

L. minor is the little earwig, a European species

found in manure-heaps and hotbeds. Leach,

1815.

labia^, n. Plural of labium.

labial (la'bi-al), a. and n. [= F. labial = Sp.

Pg. labial = It. labiale, < ML. laUalis, pertain-

ing to the lips, < L. labium, lip : see labium..']

1. a. 1. In anat. and eool., pertaining to the

Ups or to a lip-Kke part; situated on or by a
lip; having a lip-like character, as in shape,
position, or office : as, a labial vessel or nerve

;

a labial fold or process.— 2. In entom., pertain-

ing to the labium, or lower lip of an insect.— 3.

Formed by the Ups, as a sound. See II., 1.

The Hebrews have been diligent in it, and have assigned
which letters are labidU, which dentaU, which gutturalL

Bacon, Nat Hist., § 198.

4. Giving forth tones produced by the impact
of a stream of air upon a sharp edge or lip i ap-
plied to musical instruments such as the flute or
the flue-pipes of an organ Labial appendages.
Same as brachiai appendages (which see, under brachial).—LaMal glands. See gland.—Labial palpi, in en^n.,
two organs, each consisting of from one to four joints, at^

tached to basal lobes on tjbe sides of the ligula or to the
front margin of the mentum. See cuts under Bymenop-
tera, Insecta, and mouth-part.—Labial pipe, in music, an
organ-pipe with Ups ; a flue-pipe.—Labial segment, that
primary body-ring which in insects bears the labium or
united second maxillae. The gense, occiput, and cervical
sclerites have been variously supposed to represent this
segment,^hich in spiders is transferred to the thorax. See
pastoral.

n, n. 1. A letter or character representing
an articulate soundwhich inspeaking is accom-
panied by a proximate or complete closure of
the Ups. The labials in English are the mutes p, b, the
nasal m, and the fricative/, v (usually made between lips
and teeth, and hence called more exactly labiodentals);
and the semivowel w and vowels 00 (0) and 0, as involving
a rounding of the lips, are often ranked in the same class.

2. In lierpet., one of a series of plates or scales
which lie along the edge of the Ups, especiaUy
in Ophidia, those of the upper Up being the sur-

perior labials, those of the lower Up the in-

ferior labials.— 3. In entom., one of the labial
palpi.

Labiales (la-bi-a'lez), n. pi. pSTL. (Lindley,
1833), pi. of ML. toWfflZJ*, labial: see labial.] In
Lindley's earlier system of botanical classifica-
tion (1833), a group of plants in the cohort Perso-
natcB, embracing the orders LaMatw, Verbena-
cew, Myoporinece, and SelaginecB, in aU of which
the coroUa is more or less labiate. In his later
system the Labiales are embraced chiefly in Ids
Echiales.

labialism (la'bi-al-izm), n. [< laMal + -ism.]
A tendency to labial pronunciation— that is, to
change articulate sounds to labials or to labio-
dentals; labialization.

In one set [of cognate words] we see the phenomenon
of labialism, in the other assibHation, but no touch of
labialigm. Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 810.

labialization (la'bi-al-i-za'shon), n. [< labial-
ize+ -ation.] The act orprocess of labializing

;

conversion to a labial.

The phenomena of palat^ization and labialization.
Trans. Amer. PhUol. Ais., XVI. 57.

labialize (la'bi-al-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp. la-

bialized, ppr. labtalizing. [< labial + -ize.] To
make labial

;
give a labial character to ; change

to utterance with the lips.

Labiate Corolla at Brutulla vul-
garis, a, coioUa, seen from the side

;

b, same laid open, front view.

labiodental

A tendency to labialize back vowels.
Amer. Jour. PMM., V. 5IB.

There is reason for believing that this labializiTig ten-

dency is very old— as old indeed as the Indo-European
language itself. Eiusyc. Brit., XIII. 810.

labially (la'bi-al-i), adv. In a labial manner;
by means of the Ups.

Labiatse (la-bi-a'te), n. pi. [NL. (A. L. Jus-

sieu, 1789), fem. pi. of labiatus, lipped: see la-

biate.] The mint famUy, a very important and
extensive natural order of dicotyledonous gam-
opetalous plants, with a labiate corolla, and a

four-lobed ovary, changing to four seed-like

monospermouB fruits. This order contains about

2,600 species, mostly herbs, undershrubs, or shrubs, rarely

arborescent, with opposite or whorled leaves, usually

square stems, and a thyrsoid or whorled inflorescence.

They are spread throughout the world, being most strongly

represented in the Mediterranean and eastern regions,

but abounding In all temperate latitudes. Many of the

species are vsdued for their fragrance, as lavender and

thyme ; others for theu: stunulating qualities, as mint and
peppermint ; others as aromatics, as savory, basil, and

marjoram ; several are used as febrifuges, as the Ocimum
viride of Sierra Leone. Eosemary is used in the manu-

facture of Hungary water, and its oil is that which gives

the green color to bear's grease and like pomatums. Bet.

ony, ground-ivy, hoarhonnd, and others Dave bitter tonic

qualities. Numerous species possess great beauty, as va-

rious kinds of sage, Gardoquia, and Dracoeephalum.

labiate (la'bi-at), a. and n. [= F. laU6 = Sp.

Pg. labiado = It. laUato, < NL. labiatus, lipped,

< L. labiurn. Up : see
labium.] I, a. Lip-
ped; having parts
which are shaped or
arranged like Ups.
(o) In oat. : (1) Lipped

;

nearly always, two-lip-

ped: the same as Inlabi-

ate: said of a gamopeta-
lons corolla or gamosepa-
lous calyx. Compare la-

biose. (2) Pertaining to

the Labiatte. (fi)lj>anat.

and zool., formed like a lip ; labial in shape, office, or ap-

pearance, (c) In entom., having thickened, fleshy mar-

gins : applied to an orifice, as the end of the proboscis of

a house-fly.

H. n. A plant of the natural order Zabiatd.

labiated (la'bi-a-ted), a. [< labiate + -ed^.]

Same as labiate^

Labiatiflorse (la-bi-a-ti-fio're), n. pi. TOL.,

fem. pi. of labiatiflorus : see IcibiatiflorovsT] In

bot., according to De CandoUe, Gray, and oth-

ers, a series of the natural order Composita.
The flowerc are mostly hermaphrodite, and the corolla is

divided into two lips. It was regarded by Lindley and
Endlicher tja a suborder, and is coextensive with the tribe

Mutisiacece.

labiatiflorous (la-bi-a-ti-flo'ms), a. [< NL. 2a-

MaUflorus, < labiatus, labiate, + L. ftos (fior-),

flower. ] Having the flowers with labiate corol-

las : said only of the LabiatiflorcB.

labidometer (lab-i-dom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. lia^k

(Aa/3M-), a forceps (see labis), + /ih-pov, a mea-
sure.] In obstet., a scale adapted to the han-
dles of the forceps, which indicates the distance

of the blades from each other when appUed to

the head of the child. Dunglison.
Labidnra (lab-i-du'ra), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of *labidurus, < Gr. TiapiQ QxiPiA^, a holder, for-

ceps, -I- obpi, tail.] A suborder of Orthoptera,

distinguishing the Forficulida alone from other

orthopterous insects : a synonym of Euplexop-
tera and of Dermaptera in a limited sense.

labiella (la-bi-el'a), m.
;
pi. labielUe (-e). [NL.,

dim. of L. labium,^ Up: see labium.] In My-
riapoda, a median single or multiple piece of

the deutomala, situatedbetween the malulellse.

A. iS. Packard, Proc. Amer. PhUos. Soc, Juae,

1883, p. 200.

labile (lab'il), a. [= OF. and F. labile, < L.

laMlis, apt to slip, transient, < labi, faU, sUp:
see labent.] Unstable; liable to err, fall, or

apostatize. [Bare.]
But sensibility and intelligence, being by their nature

and essence free, must be labile, and by their labilit? may
actually lapse, degenerat, and by habit acquire a second
nature. CheyTie, Eegimen, v.

lability (la-bil'i-ti), n. [= OF. labiUte, < ML.
labilita(t-)'s, instabDity, < L. labilis, apt to sUp:
see labile.] The quality of being labile; lia-

biUtytolapseorerr. Coleridge. See quotation
under labile. [Bare.]
labimeter (la-bim'e-t6r), n. An erroneous form
of labidometer,

labiodental (laOsi-o-den'tal), a. and n. K L.
labium, Up, -I- den(U)s, toott: see dental.] I. a-

Formed or pronounced by the eoSperation of

the lips and the teeth.

H, n. An articulate sound produced by the

cooperation of the Ups and the teeth, or the let-

ter or character representing such sound. The
labiodentals are / and v.



labiose

labiose aa'bi-6s), a. [< L. laUum, lip, + -ose.-]
In bot., having the (distinct) petals so arranged
as to imitate a labiate corolla.
labipalp (la'bi-palp), n. [< NL. laMpalpns, <
L. Utnum, lip,+ NL.paipi«s, a feeler: see palp.']
A labial palp or feeler of an insect or a mol-
lusk.

labipalpus (la-bi-pal'pus), n.; pi. laUpalpi (-pi).
[NL.] Same as labipalp.

labis (la'bis), «. [MGr. LGr. ;i(z/3/f, a spoon,
Gr. a holder, handle, forceps, tongs, < MnP&vetv,
^ajjelv, take.] In the Greek and other Oriental
churches, a small spoon, usually of silver, and
with a cruciform handle, used to administer
the eucharistio elements (the species of bread
dippedin that ofwine : seeinUnction) to the laity.
The name is derived from the fact that the Greek word labia
MaSis) is used iu the Septuagint in the passage Isa. vi. 6
for the tongs with which the angel took the live coal from
off the altar and gave it to the prophet, the 'live coal'
being a frequent name in early Christian times for the
eacharist. Before it was applied to the spoon, this name
was given to the hand or Angers of the communicant. The
labis is not in ordinary use in the Armenian Church. Also
called oooMear and eucharistie spoon. See spoon,

labium (la'bi-um), n.; pi. labia (-a). [L., a lip,

also Idbrum, a lip, prob. akin to li! Up: see Up.\
1, In anat. and zooL, a lip or lip-like part.
Specifically— (OS) In anat: (1) Either lip, upper or under,
of the mouth, respectively called laUum superiore and
labium irtferiore. (2) Either lip, inner or outer, on each
side of the vulva, respectively called labium internum
and labium externum : generally named in the plural— the
former, right and left, being the labia min^yra or nymphue ;
the latter, right and left, being the labia majora. (3) Either
lip, upper or lower, of the grooved border of the spiral
lamina of the cochlea : the upper is called labiwm vesti-

buUwe, from its relation to the scala vestibuli; the latter,
labium tym/panicum, from its relation with the scala tym-
pani. (6) In enJtom., speciUcally, the lower lip of an in-
sect, the upper being called the labrum. It is morpho-
logically the third pair of gnathites united together on
the median line, and believed to correspond to the second
pair of maxillae of a crustacean. The labium is a com-
posite organ, whose composition varies much in different
groups of insects. Hence there is great confusion in the
names of the parts of which it is composed. The term is

now applied to the whole under lip, which may or does
consist of parts named (1) stipes, mentum, and palpiger,
the palpiger itself bearing the lingua, paragloss^, and pal-
pi labi^es; or (2) submentum, mentum, andligula,tlie last
bearing the glossa, paraglossce, and labial palps. See these
terms, and cuts under mmith-part.

It is hardly open to doubt that the mandibles, the maxil-
iGe, and the labium answer to the mandibles and the two
pairs of maxillee of the crustacean mouth.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 343.

ifi) In Ara^hnicUi', the shield forming the floor of the mouth,
which in spiders is very conspicuous, and is often, but in-

correctly, called the labrum.. (d) In Arthropoda generally,
the lower lip, attached to the mentum ; a coalesced second
pair of maxillse, forming the lower part of the mouth ; the
metastoma, as of a crustacean. See cut under Astaddce.

The resemblance between the labium and a pair of maxil-
lee which have coalesced is obvious.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 347.

(e) One of the lips or labiate prolongations of the neuro-
podium of a polychsetous worm, between which is the ap-
erture of the trichophore. (f) In conch., the inner or colu-
mellar lip of a univalve shell, the outer lip being «alled
the labnmi. See cut under univalve, (g) The lip of an
organ-pipe. See lip.

2. In bot. : (a) The lower or anterior lip of a
bilabiate corolla. (&) In Isoetes, a lip-like struc-

ture formed by the lower margin of the foveola.
— 3. [cap.'] A genus of ichneumon-flies, with
one small New Guinean species, L. hicolor.

Brull4, 1846.—labia cerebri, the lips of the brain;
the margins of the inner surface of the two hemispheres,
overlapping the corpus callosum like lips, each forming
the border of the gyrus fornicatus.

lablab (lab'lab), «. The Egyptian or black
bean, DoUchos Lablab, a native of India, widely
cultivated, and naturalized in most warm coun-
tries. The species as named includes several varieties,

formerly treated as species of a genus Lablab, as L. vul-

garis and L. cultratus; also L. perennans, the white China
lablab, and D. or L. lignoms, the horse-eye bean.

labor^, labour (la'bor), n. [The second spelling

is still prevalent in England; early mod. E.

labour, < ME. labour, labouire, labor (?), < OF.
labor, labur, labour, labour, ¥. labeur= Sp. labor

= Pg. lavor = It. labore, < L. labor, labos (la-

bor-), labor, toil, work, exertion
;
perhaps re-

motely akin to robur, strength : see robust.]

1. Work done by a human being or an animal

;

exertion of body or mind, or both, for the ac-

complishment of an end ; effort made to attain

useful results, in distinction from exercise for

the sake of recreation or amusement.

Sleep that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care.

The death of each day's life, sore labour's bath.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2, 38.

What is obtained by labour will of right be the property

of him by whose labaur it is gained. Johnson, Eambler.

Death is the end of life ; ah, why
Should life alUoftour be?

.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters, Choric Song.
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Labour, I should say, is any painful exertion of mind or

body undergone partly or wholly with a view to future
good. Jevons, Pol. Econ., v.

2. Specifically, bodily toil; physical exertion
for the sake of gain or reward ; the use of mus-
cular strength for the satisfaction of wants, in
distinction from purely mental exertion and
from the productive use of capital. Skilled labor
is that employed in arts and handicrafts which have to
be learnedTby apprenticeship or study and practice ; un-
skilled labor is that requiring no preparatory training.
Nearly aU, work of both classes is included in the phrase
manual labor.

A habit of labor in the people is as essential to the health
and vigor of their minds and bodies as it is conducive to
the welfare of the state. A. Hamilton, Works, I. 267.

3. Work done or to be done; that which re-
quires exertion or effort ; a work ; a perform-
ance ; an achievement : as, the twelve labors of
Hercules.
ByoneZa&ffwr,helefttopo8teritie three notable bookes.

Atcham, The Scholemaster, p. 128.

Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their la-
bours; and their works do follow them. Eev. xiv. 13.

These brought back
A present, a great labour of the loom.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

4. The laboring class
;
productive work as rep-

resented by those devoted to it : as, the claims
or rights of labor; the Za&or-market.
When lab&r quarrels with capital, or capital neglects

the interests of lab(yr, it is like me hand thinking it does
not need the eye, the ear, or the brain.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 268.

5. The pangs and efforts of childbirth; partu-
rition; travail. The first stage of labor is from the
beginning to the complete dilatation of the os uteri ; the
second stage consists in the expulsion of the child, and
the third in that of the afterbirth.

Eachel travailed, and she had hard labour.
Gen, XXXV. 16.

6 (Sp. pron. la-bor'). In the quicksilver-mines
of California, any place where work has been
or is going on; especially, in the ;plural, those
parts of the mine from which ore is being ex-
tracted in some quantity; workings Commis-
sioner of Labor. See commissioner.—mvieion Of la-
bor. See division.—Hard labor, in law, compulsory me-
chanical employment, or other work requiring continuous
physical exertion, imposed on some criminals in addition
to imprisonment.—Hard-labor Bill. See Blackstons's
Hard-labor Bill, under ftilJU.-EnlghtS Of Labor. See
/mJsrAe.-Labor of love. See iocei.-Premature labor,
labor which takes place before the normal date of termina-
tion of pregnancy, but late enough to make possible the
survival of the child. Sometimes defined as labor in the
last three months of pregnancy.— Statute labor, in Scot-
land, the amount of work appointed by law to be furnished
annually for the repair of highways. = S3?n. 1. Toil, Drudg-
ery, etc. (see work) ; effort, pains.

labor!, labour (la'bor), v. [< ME. labouren, la-

boren, labren, < OP. laborer, laburer, labourer,
F. labourer = Pr. laborar, laorar, laurar = Sp.
labrar = Pg. lavrar = It. laborare, lavorare, <

L. laborare, intr. labor, strive, exert oneself,
suffer, be in distress, tr. work out, elaborate,
< labor, labor: see labor, n. Of. collaborate,

elaborate.] I. intrans. 1. To make a physical
or mental effort to accomplish some end ; exert
the powers of body or mind for the attainment
of some result ; work ; strive. The word often
implies painful or strenuous effort.

Six days shalt thou labour, and do all thy work.
Ex. XX. 9.

Against my soul's pure truth, why labour you
To make it wander in an unknown field?

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2, 37.

How much soever I laboured to keepe them company,
I could not possibly perform it. Coryat, Crudities, I. 77.

Oh, my heart
Labours a double motion to impart
So heavy tidings 1

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 3.

Ever will I labor as I can
To make my ill forebodings come to nought.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 107.

2. Specifically, to exert the muscular power of
the body for the attainment of some end; en-
gage in physical or manual toil.

In sudore and swynk thou schalt thi mete tilie.

And labre for thi lyflode, for so vr lord higte.

Piers Plovmian (A), vii. 219.

Thei maken the Ox to laboure 6 zeer or 7, and than thei
ete him. Mandeville, Travels, p. 170.

Adam, well may we labour still to dress
This garden, still to tend plant,»herb, and flower.

Our pleasant task enjoin'd. Milton, P. L., ix. 206.

3. To be burdened; be oppressed with diffi-

culties; proceed or act with difficulty: used
absolutely, or followed by under or (formerly)

of.

Come unto me all ye that labtnir and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest. Mat. xi. 28.

The vulgar labour under a high degree of superstition.

Bacon, Fable of Pan.

laboratory-forge

If we labour of a bodily disease, we send for a physician.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Header, p. 46.

Absolute monarchy labours under the worst of all dis-
advantages. Brougham.

4. To suffer the pangs of childbirth ; be iu
travail.

My Muse labours,
And thus she is deliver'd.

Shale, Othello, ii. 1, 128,

5. To move foi'ward heavily and with difficulty

;

specifically, of a ship, to roll and pitch heavily
in a seaway, or in such a manner as to bring a
dangerous strain upon the masts, rigging, and
hull.

And let the labouring bark climb hills of seas
Olympus-high, and duck again as low
As hell 's from heaven ! Shak., Othello, ii. 1, 189.

To labor on the way, to go on ; plod on.—To labor
with, to argue or plead earnestly with : as, we labored
with him for hours, but could not persuade him.— To
take the laboring oar, to undertake the most toilsome
or efficient part in an employment or enterprise. =S3m. 1.
To struggle, plod, drudge, slave, suffer.

II. trans. 1. To cause to work; exercise.

Labour not either your mind or body presently after
meales. Babees Book (E. B. T. S.), p. 252.

2. To work at; specifically, to till; cultivate.
[Now rare.]

Concerning the tillage of the Island they made answere,.
moreouer, that no part of it was plowed or laboured.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 129,

Labouring the soil, and reaping plenteous crop.
Miltm,, P. L., xii. 18.

Diodorns Siculus states that the Celtiberians divided-
their land annually among individuals, to be laboured for
the use of the public.

Sir J. Lubbock, Orig. of Civilisation, p. 310.

3. To produce by labor; make or work out with
effort; expend labor on; strive for. [Archaic],

The artificer and art you might command,
To labour arms for Troy. Dryden, -Sneid, viii. 525-

The largest mantle her rich wardrobes hold.
Most priz'd for art, and labom'd o'er with gold.

Pope, Iliad, vi. 114,

No time will be lost to labour your return.
Walpole, Letters, II. 432.

4t. To urge ; labor with.

He hathbeen labouredby his nearest kinsfolk and friends
in Germany to have left the States, . . . but he would not.

Quoted in Motley's United Netherlands," I,

5t. To beat; belabor.

Take, shepherd, take a plant of stubborn oak.
And labour him with many a sturdy stroke.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ill. 668.

labor^ (la-bor'), n. [Sp., lit. labor: see labor''-,

n.] A Mexican land-measure, equal to 177
acres.

A labor, in Mexican law, is composed of one million
square varas, that is to say one thousand varas on each
side. Hall, Mexican Law, p. 104.

laborantt (lab'o-rant), n. [< L. laboran(t-)s,
ppr. of laborare, labor, work: see labor^, v.]

One who labors; a workman; specifically, a
working chemist.

Then we caused the laborant with an iron rod dexter-
ously to stir the kindled part of the nitre.

Boyle, Works, I. 604.

laboratory (lab'o-ra-to-ri), re.; pi. laboratories
(-riz). [= F. labor'atoire = Sp. Pg. It. labora-
torio, < ML. laboratorium, a place for labor or
work, < L. laborare, labor, work: see labor^, v.]

1. A room, building, or workshop especially
fitted with suitable apparatus for conducting
investigations in any department of science or
art, or for elaborating or manufacturing chemi-
cal, medicinal, or any similar products : as, a
chemical or pharmaceutical laboratory; hence,
also, figuratively, any place where or in which
similar processes are carried on by natural
forces.

Why does the juice which fiows into the stomach con-
tain powers which make that bowel the great laboratory,

as it is by its situation the recipient, of the materials of
future nutrition? Foley, Nat. Theol., vii.

The roots of many of these ancient volcanoes have been
laid bare. We have been, as it were, admitted into the se-
crets of these subterranean laboratmies of nature. ,

Geikie, Geol. Sketches, ii. 36.

Medical investigation was carried on actively and suc-
cessfully in all the [Medical] School laboratories, four out
of the ItEteen subjects relating to human food.

Rep. of Pres. of Harvard College, 1887-8, p. 16.

2. Mint, an establishment for the manufacture
of rockets, port-fires, fuses, percussion-caps,
quick- and slow-matches, friction-primers, elec-

tric primers, etc., designed for military opera-
tions. In Great Britain laboratories are in charge of
officers of the Boyal Artillery ; in the United States they
are under the officers of the Ordnance Department.

laboratory-forge (lab'o-ra-to-ri-forj), n. A
small and compact forge adapted to laboratory
use, as for operations with the blowpipe.



laboratory-furnace

laboratory-furnace (lab'9-ra-to-ri-fer"iia8), n.

A small and compact forin of furnace for the
laboratory or workshop, such as the BunseB-
bumer furnace or the blast gas-furnace.
labor-day (la'bor-da), n. In some of the United
States, a legal holiday, commonly the first Mon-
day in September, established for the benefit of
the laboring classes.

labored, laboured (la'bord), p. a. [< labori,
labour,+ -ed^.] 1. Laboriously formed; made
or done with laborious pains or care.

The thirdGeorgic seems to be the moat laltoured of them
all ; there is a wonderful vigour and spirit in the descrip-
tion of the horse and chariot race.

Addieon, Virgil's Georgics.

2. Bearing the marks of constrained or forced
effort ; not easy, natural, or spontaneous : as,
a labored style of composition ; a labored paint-
ing.

The Curling Hair in tortured Kinglets flows.
Or round the Face in la^our^d Order grows.

Gay, The Fan.

laborer, labourer (la'bor-er), n. [< ME. io-
borer, labourer, < OP. (a)"laboreor, laboreour, la-

boureur, F. laboureur= Sp. labrador= Pg. lavra-
dor = It. lavoratore, < ML. laborator, a laborer,
< L. laborare, labor

; (6) OP. also laborier, lo-

bourier, < ML. laborarius, a laborer, < L. labor,
labor: see labor\ «.] One who labors or works
with body or mind, or both; specifically, one who

' is engaged in some toilsome physical occupa-
tion; in a more restricted sense, one who per-
forms work which requires little skill or special
training, as distinguished from a skilled work-
man ; in the narrowest sense, such an unskilled
workman engaged in labor other than that of a
domestic servant, particularly in husbandry.

And right anon he chaungede his aray,
And cladde him as a poure labourer.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 651.

When down he came like an old o'ergrown oai,
His huge root hewn up by the laiiourer's stroke.

lyrayUm, David and Goliah.

As year by year the labourer tills

His wonted glebe, or lops the glades.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cL

laboring, labouring (la'bgr-ing), n. [Verbal
n." of iaftorl, f.] 1. Toil; exertion; effort.

Mr. Winthrop was chosen govemour again, though some
laboring had been, by some of the elders and others, to have
changed. Wintkrop, Hist. New England, I. 360.

2t. Tillage; cultivation.

In IdbouriTig of lands, is hys [Virgil's] Bucoliques [fig-

ured]. Spender, Shep. Cal., October, Glosse.

laboringly, labouringly (la't>fir-ing-li), adv.

In a labormg manner ; with difficulty : as, to

breathe laboringly.

laborious (la-bo'ri-us), a. [= F. laborieux =
Pr. laborios = Sp. Pg. It. laborioso, < L. lubori-

osus (LL. also labosus), full of labor, toilsome, <

te6or, labor: see tefeorl, k.] 1. Requiring much
labor, exertion, or perseverance ; toilsome ; not
easy: as, laborious duties; a laborious under-
taking.

With what compulsion and laborious flight

We sunk thus low. Milton, P. L., ii. 80.

2. Using exertion
;
practising labor; diligent

in work or service; assiduous: as, a laborious

husbandman or mechanic ; a laborious minister
or pastor.

Shall these amend thee,who are themselves laborious in
«vil doings? Milton, Hist. Eng., iil

3. Characterized by labor or effort; marked by
or manifesting labor.

Their very abstersion and laborious excuses confess it

was foul and faulty. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), p. 875.

Laborious orient ivory sphere in sphere.
Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

=SyiI. 1. Difficult, arduous, wearisome, fatiguing, oner-
ous.— 2. Industrious, painstaking, active, hard-working.

laboriously (lar-bo'ri-us-li), adv. In a labori-

ous manner ; with labor, toil, or difficulty.

laboriousness (la-bo'ri-us-nes), n. 1. The
quality of being' laborious or attended with
toil; toilsomeness ; difficulty.— 2. Diligence;
habitual assiduity.

Labour or pain is commonly reckoned an Ingredient of

industry; and labori&uxrbess is a name signifying it.

Barrow, Works, III. zviiL

laborless, labourless (la'bgr-les), a. [< labor^,

n., + -less.'] Not requiring arduous effort; not
laborious; easily done. [Bare.]

They intend not your precise abstinence from any light
and labourless work.

Brerewood, On the Sabbath (1630), p. 48.

labor-market (la'bor-mar'ket), n. The sup-
ply of unemployed labor considered with refer-

ence to the demand for it.
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laboroust (la'bor-us), a. [< labor\ n., + -ous.]

An obsolete variant of laborious.

With wery trauel, and with lahorous paines,

Alwaies in trouble and in tediousness.

Wyatt, Complaint upon Loue.

laborouslyt (la'bor-us-li), adv. Laboriously.

He [Julius Csesar] labourausly and studiously discussed

controversies. Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, m. 10.

labor-pains (la'bor-panz), n. pi. The pains of

childbirth.

labor-sa'ving (la'bor-sa"ving), a. Saving labor

;

adapted to supersede or diminish the labor of

men: as, a labor-saving isis,(iia.ne>—Labor-saving
furniture, m printing. Seefumilure.

laborsome, laboursome (la'bor-sum), a. [< la-

bor^, n., + -some.] If. Made with great labor

and diligence.

He hath . . . wrung from me my slow leave.

By laboursome petition. Shak., Hamlet, L 2, 59.

2. Apt to labor or to pitch and roU, as a ship in

a heavy sea. Samersly.

labor-time (la'bgr-Um), n. A quantity of la-

bor reckoned in units of time.

The labour-time which we take as the measure of value

is the time required to produce a commodity under the

normal social conditions of production with the average

degree of skill and intensity of labour. Thus labour is

both the source and the measure of value.
Eneye. Brit., XXII. 212.

labor-union (la'bor-ii"nyon), n. A union or

society of workingmen for the purpose of mu-
tual support and encouragement; a trades-

union.
labor-yard (la'bor-yard), n. An adjunct to a
charitable lodging-house, or to a workhouse,
where wood-sawing or other labor is done.

labra^t, ». An incorrect form of toSram. Shak.,

M. W. of W., i. 1, 166.

labra^, n. Plural of Idbrum.

Labracidse (la-bras'i-de), n. pi. CNL., < La-
brax (Labrac-) + -idts.] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Labrax:
by most ichthyologists regarded as a subfamily
of Serranidce. See Labracinw.

Labracinae (lab-ra-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Labrax
(Labrac-) + -inwi] A subfamily of Serranidce,

typified by the genus Labrax, having 2 dorsal
fins, the first with 9 spines, and a short anal
with 3 spines. It includes the common bass of
Europe, the striped-bass of North America, and
related species. See cut under Labrax.
labracine (lab'ra-sin), a. and n. \_(. Labrax
(Labrac-) + -«Wl.] I. a. Pertaining to the
Labracinae, or having their characters.

U. n. A fish of the subfamily Labracinw.
Labrador duck, falcon, etc. See dvjik, etc.

Labrador feldspar. Same as labradorite.

Labrador hornblende. Same as hypersfhene.

labradorite (lab'ra^d6r-it), n. [< Labrador (see
def.) + -ite^.] A lime-soda feldspar {see feld-
spar), one of the species intermediate between
the lime feldspar, anorthite, and the soda feld-

spar, albite, but more closely allied to the
former, it is a common constituent of igneous rock&
especially of those of the basaltic type. It is rarely found
crystallized, hut usually in masses, and these often show
a brilliant change of colors ; on this account it is some-
times used as an ornamental stone. The finest specimens
come from the coast of Labrador, whence the name.

labradoritic(lab''''ra-d6r-it'Lk), a. l<laira-
dorite + -jc.] Pertaining to or containing lab-
radorite.

labral (la'bral), a. [< Idbrum + -al.] In en-
tom., of or pertaining to the labrum.
Labrax (la'braks), n. [NL., < Gr. Mppa^, a fish,

the sea-wolf, < 7.a^poQ, furious, fierce, greedy.]
1. The typical genus of Labracinw and of La-

labumine

the mouth, which is pierced for the purpose

:

an ornament or conventional symbol used by
many savage races. It is sometimes held fast by the

retraction of the edges of the wound, and is sometimes
easily removable. Such ornaments often have a religious
significance. They have been or are still used in western

America, from Peru to the Arctic ocean, and also In Bra-

zil and in central Africa.

labretifery (la-bre-tif'e-ri), n. [< labret + L.

ferre = E. bear^.] 'the practice of wearing
labrets. [Rare.]

Dr. W. H. Dall then read a paper on . . . "The Geo-

graphicad Distribution of Labrettfery." Scieme, IV. 345.

labrid (la'brid), n. A fish of the family Labri-

dce. Also labridan.

Labridee (lab'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Labrus +
ddce.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Labrus. Various limits have

been assigned to this family, (a) Same as Labroides of Cu-

vier. Ifi) In Ounther's system of classification, a familjr of

AcarUhopterygii pharyngognathi, having pseadobranchis,

three and one half gills, and cycloid scales. Also called

Cydolabridce. (c) In other systems, fishes of the same type

as the last, excepting those without ventral flns (Sipho-

nognathidce) and those with teeth imbricated upon and
coalesced with the jaws (Scaridte). It includes more than

400 marine fishes, its representatives being very numerous
in the tropical and warm seas. The best-known are the

wrasses of England, the tautog or blackflsh and cunner
of the eastern United States, and the fathead of California.

Also called Labroidce, Labroidei. See cut under Labrus.

labridan (lab'ri-dan), n. Same as labrid.

labrintht, n. A former spelling of labyrinth.

labroid (la'broid), a. and n. [< Labrus + -oid.]

I. a. Pertaining to the Labridee or Labroidea, or

having their characters.

II. n. A fish of the family Labridee or of the

superfamily Labroidea.

Labroidea (la-broi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Xa-
brv£ + -oideal] A sup'eriamily of acanthoptery-

gian fishes, equivalent to the Labroides of Cuvier
and Labrid^ of Giinther, comprising the fami-

lies Labridm (c), Siphonognathidw, and Scarida.

Labroides (la-broi'dez), n. pi. [NL., < Labrus +
Gr. eWof, form.] In Cuvier's ichthyological ^s-
tem, the fourteenth family of acanthopterygian
fishes, with oblong and scaly body, a single dor-

sal supported in &ont by spines (each of which
is generally furnished with membranous appen-
dages), jaws covered with fleshy lips, the lower
pharyngeals united, and the intestinal canal

with only two very snM,ll cseca, or none.

Labrosauridse (lab-ro-sa'ri-de), n.pl. [< Labro-
saurus + -idw.] A family of carnivorous dino-

saurs, typified by the genus Ldbrosaurus, with
cavernous opisthocoelous anterior vertebr®,
slender pubes, of which the anterior margins
are united, and elongated metatarsal bones.

Labrosaurus (lab-ro-s8,'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

2.a^p6q, furious, fierce, greedy, + aavpog, a liz-

ard.] The typical genus of Labrosauridie.

labrose (la'bros or ll-bros'), a. [< L. labrosus,

with large Ups, < labrum, lip: see labrum.']

Having thick lips.

labrum (la'bmm), n.
;
pi. labra (-bra). [L., a

lip, edge, margin, akin to labium,. a, lip: see la-

bium.] Li^ooi., a lip or lip-like part. Specifically—
(a) In entom., the so-called upper lip of an insect (the
lower being the laMum): a plate lying in front of the
clypeus, and terminating the upper part of the head an-
teriorly. It generally has a vertical motion, but may be
immovably attached. The labrum covers and partly con-
ceals the organs of the month ; it is found in most in-

sects, but in JHptera it is partly or wholly aborted. 1 Uiger
called this organ the clypeus, applying the term labrum
to a narrow posterior division of the upper lip generally
known as the appendicle. See cuts under Byjnerwptera
and Insecta. (b) In Crustacea and Aracknida, a lobe form-
ing the upper border of the mouth. In the spiders this

lobe is very small, and the term labrum is often applied in-

correctly to the labium, or large shield forming tlje floor

of the mouth. See cut under Daphrtia. (c) In conch., the
outer lip of a univalve shell, the inner Up being called the
labium. See cut nnder univalve.—Fordpate latamUL
^ee forcipaie.

Labrus (la'brus), n. [NL. (Artedi), < L. labrum,
lip: see labrum.] The typical genus of Labrida :

so called from the thick fleshy lips, very diflerent
limits have been assigned to it. The old ichthyologists
referred many very diversiform species to it, but it has

Common Bass (Labrax lupus's.

bracidm, including the labrax of the ancient
Greeks, and the lupus of the ancient Romans or
the sea-bass of the English, X. lupus, also called
sea-dace and sea-perch, some related fishes of the
United States, as the rockfish or striped-baas and the com-
mon white perch, formerly placed in this genus, are now
referred to other genera. Also called DieenlrarcKiu.
2. [Z. c] A fish of this genus.
labret (la'bret), n. [< L. labrum. lip, + -et.]

Wrassc-fish {Labrus maculatut).

been successively restricted till it is now limited to the..-,,-,„ i, J wrasses of Europe and contiguous coasts ol Africa.
Apieceof stone, bone, shell, or other material, labumine (la-ber'nin), n. [< laburn(um) +
inserted into the Up or into the cheek near 4ne^.] A poisonous alkaloid found together



labumine
mth oytisin in the seeds of the oommon labur-
num, to which their medicinal properties are
partly due.

labumam (la-b6r'num), n. [< L. laburnum,
the laburnum.] 1. A small leguminous tree,
Cytisus Laburnum, a native of the Alps and
neighboring mountains, much cultivateoforthe
beauty of its pendulous racemes of yellow pea-
shaped flowers. Its seeds contain two poisonous al-
Italolds, oytisin and labumine. The lieart-wood is darlc-
colored, coarse-grained, but liard and durable, and much
in demand among oabinei^makers and turners, whence the
names ebony of the Aim and Jalee ebony given to it. Also
called goldenehain and hean-trefaU.

And pale laMimum'B pendent flowers display
Their different beauties. Dodsley, Agriculture, ii.

LabumuTm, dropping-wells of fire.

Termyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxiii.

2, One of numerous other species of the same
fenus, or of some similar plants of other genera,
he Scotch laburnum of the gardens, with larger leaves

and flowers, is CyUmg oMntia. The evergreen or Nepal la-
Nepa' — — - - -

r -bumum is Piptanthus NepdleneCe. The New Zealand labur-
num is either of the two varieties of Sophara tetraptera.

labyrinth (lab'i-rinth), n. [Formerly also
labirinth, labrinfh; = F. labyrmthe = Sp. labe-
rinto= Pg. laberintho, labyrintho = It. labwmto,
< L. labyrinthus, < (xr. XapipivSoc, a structure
having many intricate passages, a maze, prob.
< /ladpa (also written, less prop., M/Spa), an alley,

lane : see laura.'] X . An intricate combination
of passages running into one another from dif-
ferent directions, in which it is difficult or im-
possible to find the way from point to point, or
to reach the place of exit from the interior,
without a clue or guide ; a maze. The name was
anciently given to an ediflce with a complicated system
of passagesconnecting a great
number of chambers. At the
present dayit is used especial-

ly of a geometrical arrange-
ment of paths or alleys be-
tweenhigh hedges in a park or
garden, which leadconfusedly
back and forth, many of them
ending in a cul-de-sac, but,
when correctly followed, ter-

minating in a central space,
often occupied by a pavilion
or the like. The most au-
thentic and celebrated an-
cient labyrinth was that in
Egypt near Arsinoe or Croco- Labyrinth.

dUopolis on Lake Mceris,
havmg 8,000 rooms in two tiers, one of which was subter-
ranean. The Cretan labyrinth, ascribed to Dsedalus, was
the abode of the fabled monster Minotaur. In medfieval
churches the labyrinth, formed of tiles or slabs of differ-

ent colors in the pavement usually of the nave, was a
frequent feature. Such labyrinths were formed on a
square, circular, or octagonal plan, and were sometimes
of such extent that it required 2,000 steps or more to fol-

low their course. These labyrinths were considered em-
blematic of Christ's progress from Jerusalem to Calvary,
and were followed with certain forms of prayer by the
pious on their knees, either as a penance or in lieu of a
Silgrimage. A number of them survive, as in the cathe-
rala of Chartres and Bayeux, France ; but many of the

most important have been destroyed, for the reason that,

having become mere objects of curiosity, they furnished
occasion for disturbance of the religious services. The
best-known modem labyrinths are that of the garden of

Versailles in France and "the maze" of Hampton Court
near London.

He cranks and crosses with a thousand doubles

;

The many musets through the which he goes
Are like a labyrinth to amaze his foes.

Sliak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 684.

Hence

—

2. Any confused complication of ob-

jects, lines, ideas, etc;; any thing or subject

characterized by intricate turnings or wind-
ings ; a perplexity.

No thread is left else

To guide us from this labyrinth of mischief.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. 3.

Whereby men wander in the darke, and in labyrintJies of

errour. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 32.

The ingenuous Eeader, without further amusing him-
selfe in the labyrinth of controversall antiquity, may come
the speediest way to see the truth vindicated.

HiUton, On Def. of Humb. Eemonst., Pref

.

Though you cannot see when you take one step what
will be the next, yet follow truth, justice, and plain deal-

ing, and never fear their leading you out of the labynnth.

Jeferson, Correspondence, I. 286.

In the elephant, the porpoise, the higher apes, and man,
the cerebral surface appears a perfect labyrinth of tortu-

ous foldings. Hwcley, Man's Place in Nature, p. 114.

3. The internal ear; the essential organ of

hearing, it consists of a series of commnnioating cavi-

ties in ffie petrous portion of the temporal bone, ca,lled

the osseous labyrinth, and of the membranous labyrmth

contained in it. The osseous labyrinth consists of the cav-

ity known as the vestibule, the three semicircular canals,

and the cochlea. The vestibule communicates with the

tympanum by the fenestra ovalis, which is closed by a

membraue and the foot of the stapes. The fenestrarotunda

opens from the beginning of the cochlea into the tympa-

num. It is closed by a membrane. See earl, cochlea.

4. In omitk., same as tympanum, 2 (c) (1).— 5.

In mining, an apparatus used in ooncentratmg
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or dressing slimes. It consists of a series of troughs
through which the muddy water from the dressing-floors
is made to flow, the particles of ore held in suspension in
the water settling themselves according to size and specific
gravity. This form of apparatus was formerly much more
important than it now is.

6. A long chamlier filled with defiectors or di-

aphragms placed alternately, used to cool and
condense the fumes of mercury, other vapors,
or smoke—latorlntli fret, or labyrintli ornament,
in arch. See/r««3._BiembranoUB labyrinth, a com-
plex membranous sac contained in the osseous labyrinth,
to the walls of which it is loosely attached. It consists
of the utriculus with the three semicircular canals, th^
ductus and saccus endolymphaticus, the sacculus, canalis
reuniens, and canalis cochleae. It contains endolymph,
and is surrounded by perilymph. To it are distributed
the fibers of the auditory nerve.

labyrinth (lab'i-rinth), V. t. [< labyrinth, n.']

To shut up, inclose, or entangle in or as in a
maze or labyrinth. [Eare.]

To entangle, trammel up, and snare
Your soul in mine, and labyrinth you there.

Keats, Lamia, ii

labyrinthal (lab-i-rin'thal), a.

-al.'i Same as labyrinthian.

Footprints of Labynnthodon.

[< labyrinth +

The Wyyrinthail ice mazes of the Arctic.

Arc. Cruise of the Corwin, 1881, p. 30.

labyrinthi, n. Plural of labyrinthus, 1.

labyrinthian, labyrinthean (lab-i-rin'thi-an,

-the-an), a. [< L. labyrintheus, < (jr. *7M^vplv-

Beio'g, pertaining to a labyrinth, < Tia^vpivBo^, laby-
rinth: see labyrinth.'] Winding; intricate; per-

plexed. Now generally labyrinth>/ne.

Instrument to his Labyrinihian proiects.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 26.

Mark how the labyrinihian turns they take,
Tlie circles intricate, and mystic maze.

Yawng, Night Thoughts, ix. 1131.

labyrinthibranch (lab-i-rin'tM-brangk), n.

One of the LabyrinthibranohM. Sir John Rich-
ardson.

labyrinthibranchiate (lab-i-rin-thi-brang'M-
at), a. [< Or. T^aBbpivBoQ, labyrinth, -1- jip&yxt";

gills,+ -a*ei.] Having labyrinthine gills ; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Labyrinthibran-
ehii.

Labyrinthibranchii (lab-i-rin-thi-brang'ki-i),

n. pi. [NL., < Gr. hi^jipivBog, labyrinth, +
Ppayxia, gills.] 1. In Sir John Eichardson's
ichthyologioal system, a family of aeanthopte-
rygian fishes : same as LabyrimtMd or Anaban-
tidcB.—3. In Griinther's iohthyological system,
the sixteenth division of .4ca»Wjopter^jrM; fishes

having the body compressed, oblong or elevat-
ed, scales of moderate size, and a superbran-
chial organ in a cavity accessory to the gill-

cavity for the purpose of retaining water. It in-

'

eludes the Labyrinthiei ov Anabantidce and the
iMCiocephalidce.

labyrinthic (lab-i-rin'thik), a. [= P. labyrin-

thiq%ie,<'L. labyrinthieus,<labyrinthus,lajhjnMth:

see labyrinth.'] 1. Like a labyrinth.— 3. Spe-
cifically, in eool., same as labyrinthodont. Mi-
vart, Elem. Anat., p. 275.

labyrinthical (lab-i-rin'thi-kal), a. [< labyrin-

thic + -al.] Same as labyrinthic.

Labyrinthiei (lab-i-rin'thi-si), n.pl. [NL., pi.

of L. labyrinthieus : see labyrinthic] In Griin-

ther's iohthyological system, a family of Acan-
thopterygU labyrinthibranchii, having dorsal or

anal spines present, sometimes in great num-
bers. It is equivalent to the famSy Anaban-
Udm.
labyrinthiform (lab-i-rin'thi-f6rm), a. [< L.
labyrinthus, labyrinth,+forma, form.] 1. Hav-
ing the form of a labyrinth; intricate.—3. In
ichth., having labyrinthine gills.— 3. In bot,
characterized by intricate and sinuous lines, as

in Dmdalia.
labyrinthine (lab-i-rin'thin), a. [< labyrinth

+ -ine^.] Pertaining to or like a labyrinth; in-

tricate ; involved.

Labyrinthodon (lab-i-rin'tho-don). «. [NL.,

< Gr. lapvpii^o^, labyrinth, + 'oScAq (oSovt-) = E.
tooth.] 1. The typical genus of Labyrintho-

lac

dontidw, containing certain fossil amphibians
whose teeth have the enamel folded and sunt
inward and are laby-
rinthine in structure,
whence the name. Re-
mains referred to this geniis
have been found in the Car-
boniferous, Permian, and
Triassic formations. The
name has been used witli
much latitude.

3. [I. c] A member of
the genus Labyrintho-
don or order Labyrin^
thodontia; any labyrin-
thodont.

labyrinthodont (lab-i-

rin'tho-dont), a. and n.

[< Gr. MlivpivOoq, labyrinth, + bSoiic (bSovr-) =
E, tooth.] I. a. 1 . Having an intricate or laby-

rinthic struc-

ture, as a
tooth. — 3.

Having teeth
of labyrinthic
structure;
specifically,
pertaining to
the Ldbyrin-
thodontia, or
having their
characters.

II, n. A la-

byrinthodont
animal

;

a
member of the
order Laby-
rinthodontia.

One fourth of a horizontal section of a Laby-
rinthodont Tooth, showing labyrinthicstruc-
ture. ( Much magnified.

)

Labyrinthodonta (lab-i-rin-tho-don'tg,), n. pi.
[NL., pi. of Labyrinthodon, q. v.] Same as La^

iMiyrinthodon salamandroides (restored).

Labyrinthodontia(lab-i-rin-th6-don'shi-a),
n.pl. [NL.: see ia6^r«m*/>odomto.] In Owen's
classification, the thirteenth order of the fourth
subclass otHwmatocrya, named from the genus
Labyrinthodon, containing fossil amphibians
having "teeth rendered complex bj; undulation
and side branches of the converging folds of
enamel, whence the name." These animals had the
head defended, as in Garwcephala, by a sculptured casque

;

two occipital condyles ; divided dentigerons vomer ; and
ossified amphiccelous vertebral centra. The order has
been divided into ten suborders, and is now broken up,
its components being referred to several separate orders
of the class AmphiMa. The labyrinthodonts were large,

sometimes huge, aquatic animals, some exceeding 6 feet
in length, with four limbs, belonging to the same class as
toads, frogs, and salamanders, of very diverse lizard-like

forms, and incapable of leaping. By some modern her-
petologists, as Cope, the name is restricted to a suborder,
referred to the order Stegocephali, and containing the fam-
ilies Baphetidce and Anthracosauridce. Also Labyrintho-
donta, Labyrinthodontes.

labyrinthodoutian (lab-i-rin-tho-don 'shi-an)

,

a. [< Labyrinthodontia + -an.] Of or pertain-
ing to the Labyrinthodontia; labyrinthodont.

labyrinthodontid (lab-i-rin-tho-don'tid), n.

One of the Labyrinthodontidce.

Labyrinthddontidse (lab-i-rin-tho-don'ti-de),

n. pi. [NL., < Labyrinthodon(t-) '+ -idee.] A
family of LabyrinthodonUa, exemplified by the
genus Labyrinthodon in a restricted sense.

Labyrinthula (lab-i-rin'thu-la), ». [NL.(Cien-
kowsky, 1867), dim. of L. lahyrinfhtis : see laby-

rinth.] 1. ThetypioalgenviS of Labyrinthulidm,
containing such species as L. vitellina, a marine
form found on algsB, growing in patches visible

to the naked eye.— 3. [I.e.] A member of this

genus.
Labyrinthulidae (lalj"i-rin-thu'li-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Labyrinthula + -idee.] A family of low
filose protozoans, represented by the genus La-
byrinthula, and to which the genus Chlamydo-
myxa is also referred. These organisms consist of it-

regular heaps of ovoid nucleated cells, the protoplasm of

which extends itself as a branching network or labyrinth
of fine threads. Also called Laibyrinthulidea, and various-

ly rated.

labyrinthus (lab-i-rin'thus), n. [NL. use of L.
labyrinthus, a labyrinth: see labyrinth.] 1. PI.

lah/rinthi (-fid). The labyrinth of the ear.

—

3. [cap.] m zool., a genus of helicoid moUusks.
laclf, n. A Middle English form of Zacfcl.

lac^, lakh (lak), n. [Formerly also lacgue, after

F., and lacca, as NL., sometimes lah, or lack;

= F. laque = Sp. Pg. laca = It. lacca; NL. lacca

= NGr. Xdiai; = D. tofc = G. lack = Sw. lack =
Dan. lak; < Pers. lak, luk = Hind, lakh = Cana-
rese lak, lae, sealing-wax, < Skt. Idkshd, the lac-

insect, so called in ref . to the assumed num-
ber of insects in a nest, < laksha, a hundred
thousand: see lac^. Cf . Idke^, lacker^, lacquer.'}



lac

1. A resinous incrustation deposited on the
twigs of varioustrees inIndia and southern Asia
by the lae-inseet, Carteria lacea. The sabstance is

formed by the mature female, from which it exudes, inclos-
ing the eggs and keeping them attached to the branch. At
the proper time the twigs are broken off by the native col-
lectors, and exposed to the sun to kill the insect and to
dry the lac. These twigs, with the attached resin, inclosed
insects, and ova, constitute the 8ticlc-la£. Lac is a dark-red
transparent resin, with a crystalline fracture, and bitter in
taste. It yields only a part of its coloring matter to water,
but borax solution exercises a special solvent power upon
it It is still much used in the East for dyeing woolen
goods and leather, producing scarlet shades, not so bril-

liant as cochineal, but somewhat faster. Seed-lac is ob-
tained from stick-lac by removing the resinous concretions
from the twigs and triturating with water.- The greater
part of the coloring matter is dissolved, and the granular
portion which remains after drying is the seed-lac. SheU-
lac or sluiUac is obtained by melting the seed-lac in cotton-
cloth bags, straining, and allowing it to drop on to sticks
or leaves. In this way the resin spreads into thin plates,
in which state it is found in commerce. It is used in the
manufacture of spirit-varniEihes and sealing-wax, and as a
stiffening for hats. Button-lac differs from shellac only
in form. In its melted state it is dropped into disk forms
three inches in diameter and one sixth of an inch thick.
Lac-dye is imported from India, and is probably prepared
by extracting the coloring matter from stick-lac with a
weak alkali to which alumina has been added. It is used
like cochineal for dyeing scarlet on woolens, but has only
half as much tinctorial strength. Lac-lake is obtained by
treating stick-lac with caustic soda and alum. It has a
limited use as an artists* color, producing results similar
to cochineal carmines, though less brilliant. The extrac-
tion of the color from the resin leaves the shellac of com-
merce. The general term lac is extended to the similar
secretion of any lac-insect,

2f. Lacquer.

Alum and lacque, and clouded tortoiaeshelL
• Dyer, The Fleece, iv.

Coral lac, gold lac, eto. See the adjectivea—Lac var-
nish. Same as lacquer.—Lac water-varnish, a varnish
made by dissolving pale shellac in hot water, with a little

borax. Itcombines well as a menstruum with water-colors
and inks, and forms an excellent varnish for prints. It
dries transparent and impervious to moisture.

lac^, lakh (lak), «. [Also written lack; < Hind.
lak, also lakh, lahh, < Skt. laksha, a hundred
thousand, a mark, token. ] The sum of 100,000,
usually of rupees. The usual pointing for sums of In-
dian money rising above a lac is with a comma after the
number of lacs: thus, Ss. 30,52,000 (i. e. thirty lacs and
fifty-two thousand) or Bs. 49,98,810, instead of the equiva-
lent 3,052,000 and 4,998,810 rupees.

lac argenti (lak ar-gen'ti). [L., milk of sUver:
lac, milk; argenti, gen. of argentum, silver.] In
alchemy, freshly precipitated silver ehlorid.

laccat, n. [NL.] Same as lac^. Hakluyt.
laccate (lak'at), a. [As if from Nli. *l<iccatas,

< Uioca, lac: see toc^.] In hot., appearing as if

varnished ; coveredwith a coatresembling seal-

ing-wax.
lacchef, v. and n. A Middle English form of
lateh^.

lacdc (lak'sik), a. [< lac^ (NL. lacca) + 4c.']

Pertaining to lae, or produced from it. [Bare.]

laccine (lak' sin), n. [< toc2 (NL. lacca) + -ine^.']

A peculiar substance obtainable from lac, in-

soluble in water, alcohol, or ether.

iaccinic (lak-sin'ik), a. [< laccine + -ic.] Be-
lated to or derived from lae. Also lac<sai7iic.

—Laccinic acid, a crystallizable dibasic acid which is es-

sentially the coloring matter of lac-dye and closelyresem-
bles carminic acid in its reactions.

laccolith (lak'o-lith), n. [< Gr. Miatog, a pit

(with ref . to crater) (see lahe^), + Wog, stone.]

A name given by G-. E. Gilbert to masses of

lava which, when rising from below, have not
found theirway to the surface, but h^ve spread
out laterally, and formed a lenticular aggre-

fation, thereby lifting the rocks above into

ome-shaped forms.

laccolithic (lak-o-Uth'ik), a. [< laccolith + -ic]

Pertaining to, orresembling in form,a laccolith.

Laccopteris (la-kop'te-ris), ». [NL., < Gt. ?Ak-

Kog, a pit, -t- KTepk, a fern, < irTep&)='E. feather.']

A genus of fossil ferns established hy Presl in

1838, and occurring through the whole range of

the Jurassic in Europe. It is distmgnlshed by its

digitately pinnate frond, ovate or linear-lanceolate pin-

niSes, well-marked median nerve, and dichotomous sec-

ondary nervation. It is closely related to Seienocarpus,

but in that genus the son are semilunar in form, while in

Laccopteris they are circular, with a depressed center. The
digitate frond of Laccopteris resembles that of the genus
Mattoma, and ite mode of fructification is similar to that

of ilertensUi.

lac-dye (lak'di), n. See lac^, 1.

lace (las), n. [< ME. las, laas, < OF. las, laz,

luqs, F. lacs = Pr. lac, laz, latz = Sp. lazo= Pg.
logo = It. laccio, noose, snare, stnng, < L. Zo-

qiieus, noose, snare; perhaps < lacere, aUure:
see allect, elicit, illect. Prom the L. laqueus are

also ult. E. latchet and lasso.] If. A noose;
snare; net.

Lo, alle thiie folk icaught were in hire [Yenns's] las,

Til they for wo ful often sayde alias I

Chaucer, Enlghfs Tale^ 1. 1093.
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2. A cord or string used in binding or fasten-

ing ; specifically, a cord or stringused for draw-

ing together opposite edges, as of a corset, a

bodice, a shoe, or the like, by being passed out

and in through holes and fastened.

For, striving more, the more in laces strong

Himselfe he tide. Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 427.

O cut my lace in sunder, that my pent heart

May have some scope to beat. . ^ ^^ . , „,
Shak. , Kich. IIL , iv. 1, 34.

3. Hence, any ornamental cord or braid used as

an edging or trimming, especiallywhenmade of

gold or silver thread. See gold lace, below.—4.

A fabric of fine threads of linen, silk, or cotton,

whether twisted or plaited together or worked
like embroidery, or made hy a combination of

these processes, or (as at the present time) by
machinery. Pillow- or bobbin-lace is made, by a process
intermediate between weaving and plaiting, from a num-
ber of threads which are kept in then: places bythe weight

of the bobbins attached to them, and arewoven and plaited

together by hand. Needle-point lace is really embroidery,

but is done upon loose threads which the worker has laid

upon a drawn pattern, and which have no connection with

each other and no stability until the needlework holds

them together. (See boWnn-lace, needle-point lace, below.)

Lace is known, according to kind, bymany different names.

See phrases below.

No ! let a charming chintz and Brussels lace

Wrap my cold limbs, and shade my lifeless face.

I^ope, Moral Essays, L 248.

5t. Spirits added to coffee or other beverage.

He is forced every morning to drink his dish of coffee

by itself vrithont the addition of the Spectator, that used
to be better than lace to it. Spectatm; No. 488.

6t. A stringer; beam. jHaffiroeK.—AlMsolalace,
bobbin-lace made at Albisola, near Savona, in Italy, usu-

ally in free designs of scrollwork.—Alengon lace, a
needle-point lace named from the city of^ Alen<jon in

France. It is the only important French lace, except the
Argentan, which is not made with bobbins. The fine

m^^^B^^^^^^^^J teenthcentnrywas
made entirely in
smallpieces,which
were sewed toge-

1*1 *
«i£ MAtfVd ^^^ afterward byS •^ *> jJfjarB'^ a stiteh called as-* •- *^SiW *iM semblage, and not

by that known as
point de raccroc,
the seam follow-

fc,
- Mjjg; .•. .- -v^ ^ ir~ ing the outlines

jMk '•t^^^f •^*-* b Tr % ^^ ^^^ pattern for

fr^ -* *_ * \ *^ii^^ ^^^ ^^^® °^ *^^"'

cealment. This
lace sometimes
has horse-hairs
worked in along
the edge to give
firmness to the cor-
donnet: this was
made necessaryby
the use of itfor the
towering head-
dresses of the eigh-
teenth century.

Alenton lace is usually considered as indistinguishable
from Argentan; but it has more commonly a needle-made
r^seau ornet. SeeArgentan lace.—Antwerp lace, a bob-
bin-lace resembling early Alengon, having a so-calied pot
introduced into the design— that is, a semblance of a vase
or basket constantly repeated. See pot-lace, below.—Ap-
plication-lace, a lace made by sewing flowers or sprigs
whichmaybe needle-made or bobbin-made,nponabobbin-
lace ground ; especially, a Brussels lace of this Mud, the
most commonly made and the most important of all the
Brussels laces.—Appliqu^ lace. Same as aj^ication-
^oce.—Axfentan lace, a
needle-point lace usually
considered as indistin-

guishable from AlenQon
lace, but often bolder and
larger in pattern, with
the solid parts or toil6

flatter and more compact.
It is also distinguished in
some cases by a ground
of hexagonally arranged
brides.—Arras lace, a
white bobbin-lace made
at Anas in France, very
strong, and inexpensive
because of the simplicity
ofthepattem. The ground
is that known as Lisle
ground.—Aurillac lase,
a bobbin-lace made at Au-
rillac, department of Can-
tal, France. It was origi-

nally a close-woven solid
lace, having much toil6,

and resembling the gui-
pure of Genoa and Flan-
ders; later it resembled
point d'Angleterre.—Au-
vergne lace, lace made
in Aavergne. It is most
commonly pure bobbin-
lace, but of many different makes and patterns, as nearly
all celebrated laces are imitated in mis region.—Ave
Maria lace, narrow lace used for edging. See Dieppe
lace.—Baby lace, a narrow lace used for edging, espe-
cially that made m Buckinghamshire and Bedfordshire,
England, in very simple patterns.—Basket-laoet, a lace
mentioned in inventories of 1580, probably a braid or la-

lace

cing 80 woven or plaited as to resemble basketwork.—

Bayeux la^ie. (o) A modem bobbin-lace made at Ba-

yeux in Normandy, especially that made in close imita-

tion of rose-point. (6) A black-silk lace, in demand be-

cause made in unusually large pieces, as for shawls, fichus,

ete.—Beaded lace. See Sauted.—Beggar's lacet.

aameasffueuselaee. Mrs. Bury PaUiser. fEng.]- BlU-
jnent lacet. See !>aim«7!«.—Bisette lace, a French
peasant-lace made in narrow pieces, coarse and simple in

design. The name has now become identified with nar-

row bordering-laoe of small value.— Bobbin-lace, lace

of which the threads are twisted or plaited together,

without the use of the needle. (See def. 3.) When the

whole width of a large piece of lace is carried on together,

the number of bobbins and of pins is very great and the

work very expensive ; but it is customary to work each

branch or scroll separately, these being then tacked toge-

ther on the groufld by crocheting.— Bobbln-net lace, a
kind of application-lace in which the pattern is applied

upon a ground of bobbin-net or tulle.—Bone polnt-Iace,
lace that has no regular ground of meshes. The name
is of no definite significance, and has no connection with
bone-lace.—Border lace, lace of any sort made in long
narrow pieces having a footing on one side, the other edge
being usually vandyked, purled, or ttie like.—Bouig-
Argental lace, a bfond-Iace made in the latter part of

the eighteenth century in Dauphiny, and considered of

exceptional beauty, the silk used being especially fitted

for the purpose.-Brlde-lace, lace of which the ground
is wholly composed of brides or bars, without a r^sean or

net.—Broad lace. See (rood.-Brussels lace, lace

made at and near Brussels in Belgium; especially, a

lace of great fineness, of which the pattern has less relief

Aleii96ii Lace iPoiHt tfAUhgon).

Aigentan Lace.

Brussels Lace.

than AleuQon, and the very fine net ground never has
picots. At the present time Brussels lace is especially an
application-lace, having needle-point sprigs and flowers
sewed to a bobbin-ground, or in some cases bobbin-made
or plat flowers applied to a needle-made ground or to

tulle. In trade the name is often given to fine laces, no
matter where made or of what pattern. Compare point
degaze.—Baddnghajn lace, a lace made originally in
England, and of two kinds: (a) Buckingham trolly (which
see, under trdlly\ and (b) a lace having a point ground,
which is peculiar in having the pattern outlined with
thicker threads, these threads being weighted by bobbins
larger and heavier than the rest.— Cadiz lace, a kind of
needle-point lace, considered as a variety of Brussels lace.

—Carnival lace. See camit»z2.—Caxtisane lace, gui-

pure or passement made with cartisane, which is parch-
ment or vellum in thin strips or small rolls, covered with
silk, gold thread, or the like. See guipure.—CaterjdUar
point-lace. See caterpillar.— Chain-lace, a biaid or
passement so worked as to suggest links of a chain, used
in the seventeenth century. Itwas made of colored silk,

and also of gold and silver thread.—Chantllly lace, a
kind of blond-lace of which the typical sort lias a ground
of Alen^on r^seau or net and the flowers in openwork
instead of solid or mat. It is made of one kind of silk

throughoul^ which is always grenadine or non-lustrous
silk, so that black lace of this kind is often taken for
thread-lace. Much Chantilly lace is made in the depart-
ment of Calvados in France.— Chenille lace. See che-

mUe.— Clnny lace, a kind of net-lace in wliich the stitch
is darned upon a square-net background. The patterns
used are generally antique and quaint, conventionalized
birds, animals, and flowers ; and the modem work of the
kind is quite similar to that of the seventeenth century.
A glazed thread is sometimes introduced in the pattern
as an outline or center line.—Cordover lace a kind of
fllling used in the pattqm of ancient and modem point-
lace.—Cork lace, Irish lace in gener^, especially of the
older sorts, made principally in the city of Cork before the
recent extension of this industry in Ireland.— CretSJL
lace. SeeCretan—Crewel lace. SeecreawZl.— Crodiet
lace, lace made with the crochet-hook, or of which the
pattern is made in this way but applied to a bobbin- or
machine-made net. It resembles needle-point, although
not equaling ite finest kinds.— Crown lace, early lace,

guipure^ cut-work, and the like, in which roym crowns are
introduced as part of the pattem. It.appears first in the
reign of Queen Elizabeth.—Dalecarllan lace. SeeZ>iiIe-
cariian.-Damascene lace. See damascene.—Daxnei.
lace, a name given to lace of any kind which has a netted
ground upon which the pattem is applied in needlework.
Also called filet guipure. See det 3, groundX, n., 10 (/X
guipure, and gpCder-wark.— Deronslllre Iace,lace made
in pevonshire, England, especially that made in close imi-
tation of Honiton.—BiSLmond lacet, passement and gimp
often mentioned in texts of the seventeenth century, appa-
rently a silver or gold passement having lozenges for the
chief element in the design.—Dieppe lace, a fine point-
lace resembling Valenciennes, made at Dieppe in France.
In the eighteenth century there were several varieties of
Dieppe lace, bearing the popnlar names of Ave Maria lace
aiiiadentelle A la Vicrge, the latter of which had a regular
ground of squares composed of small meshes alternating
with open squares, upon which ground the pattern, usually
very simple, was applied in close-stiteh or close-wort—
Dresden point-lace. Same as Saxony 2ace.—Dnchesse
lace, a varietyof pillow-lace, originally made in Belginin,
and containing a great deal of the raised work, volants, and
the like, which are used in the somewhat similaT Honiton
lace.—Dunkirk lace, a pillow-lace made in the seven-
teenth century, of which the more important kind was a
close imitation of Mechlin,^nd wasperhaps sold as such.

—

Dutchlace. Seel>ufcA.—Ecru lace. SeeAsTj.-Engllali
point-lace, (at) a bobbin-lace verymuch admired in th*



lace

eighteenth century, often mentioned InFrench documents
ol the time under the name otpmnt d'Angleterre. It la gen-
erally said to have been of Flemish make, and to have been
called " English " by English dealers in order to evade the
law. Some writers,however, affirm Its English origin. (6) At
the presentday,the finest Brussels lace,where needle-point
sprigs are applied to Brussels bobbin-ground. See appK-
eation-laee, above.— False Valenclenneg lace, (a) Lace
resembling Valenciennes, but without the true Valen-
ciennes rfiseau. The surface and general character of the
pattern closely resemble those of the true Valenciennes.
(6^ A general name for Valenciennes made In Belgium.—
Flat potnt-lace, point-laoe which has no raised work
or embroidery in relief upon it.— Flemish point-lace,
needle-point lace made in Flanders, especially the delicate
sprigs used In Brussels lace.—Fuseau lace. IF.fweau, a
bobbin.] Same as bobbin-lace,—Genoa lace, originally,
gold and silver lace, for which Genoa was celebrated in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ; at the present time,
especially, lace made from vegetable ilbers such as the
aloe, and also macramd lace.— Gold lace, a kind of net.
work, braid, or gimp, made anciently of gold or silver-
gilt wire^ and in modern times of silk, thread, or cord cov-
ered by thin flat ribbons of gold wound around it. Gold
lace is used chiefly as a decoration for uniforms, liveries,
and some church costumes.—Grammont lace, one of
two kinds of lace, usually inexpensive and used for shawls
and the like : (a) A white pillow-lace, originally made at
Grammont in Belgium. (&) A black-silk lace like blond-lace.
—Gueuse lace, a thread pillow-lace made in France dur-
ing the seventeenth century. Also called beggar's laee.—
Henriquez lace, a fine stitch or poin^ used alike in old
and in modern needle-point work.—Hollie-point lace.
See hollie-pmnt.SoiMon lace, a lace made at Honiton
in Devonshire, England, remarkable tor the beauty of its

figures and sprigs. Honiton application is a lace made by
working sprays, flowers, and other parts of a pattern on
the lace-pillow and securing them to a net ground made
separately. In modern manufacture, hand-made sprays
are often sewed upon a machine-made ground. Honiton
guipure is a lace of large flower-patterns, with a very open
ground, which is generally sold under the name of Honi-
ton lace;— Imitation lace, machine-made lace of any
kind. In fineness the imitation often rivals real lace ; its

chief defect is its mechanical regularity of pattern, which
makes the design lifelessand unintereating.—Jesuit lace,
amoderu needle-point lace made in Ireland : so called from
ati'adition concerning the introduction of thismanufacture
since the famine of 1846.—Knotted lace. See Icnotted.—

Ulle lace, lace made at Lille in France, remarkable for

its clear and light ground, which is known as fond clair,

and is the most beautiful of the single-thread grounds,
sometimes ornamented with points d'esprit. Old Lille

lace has a peculiarly stiff and formal pattern.— Limer-
iCk lace, a kind of needlework upon machine-made net,

worked m a tambour-frame.— Macklin lacet. Same as

MecMin lace.— Meclllin lace, a bobbin-lace which has the
pattern outlined by
a flat cord or band,
narrowbutvery dis-

tinct. It is usually
made in one piece,
pattern and ground
together. The
ground is some-
times a r^seau, or
net, and when of
this character is

very varied in pat-

tern, and sometimes
formed of brides.

—

Mignonette lace,
a light bobbin-
lace with an open
ground resembling
tuUe, made in nar-

row strips. Arras
and Lille were fa-

mous forthis inthe eighteenth century. Also called menuet

tooe.— Mirecourt lace, lace made in the departments of

Vosges and Meurthe-et-Moselle, France, (a) In the seven-

teenth century, a guipure, more delicate in texture and va-

ried in design than other guipures. (&) At the present day,

an application-lace, made of sprigs of bobbin-lace sewed
upon grounds oftenmade elsewhere, especially of the Alen-

«on r^seau.- Needle-point laoe, lace made wholly with

the needle. A pattern is ilrst drawn, usually upon parch-

ment ; to this parchment is stitched a double piece of linen,

and threads are then laid along the main lines of the pat-

tern and sewed lightly down. Then the whole design is

carried out, both solid filling and openwork, with delicate

stitching, chiefly in the buttonhole-stitch.— Oyab lace, a

sort of guipure lace or openwork embroidery made by
means of a hook in a fashion similar to crochet. The pat-

tern is often elaborate and In silks of many colors, rejjre-

senting flowers, foliage, etc. It is sometimes in relief.

—Parclunent-iace, lace in the manufacture of which

parchment has been used, whether for the pattern used to

guide the worker, as in needle-point lace, or for stiffening

the fabric, as in cartisane lace. See paint de velin, under

»oin«.—PlUow-lace.lace made on a cushion,both pattern

and mesh being formed by hand.— Plaited lace, a kind

of pillow-lace of simple geometrical design, often made
of stout and rigid strands, such as gold thread or even

fine braid.—Point-lace. Same as needle-point lace. Many
laces and grounds of laoe are spoken ot as point, but are

not necessarily paint-lace. See jjoint— Pot-lace, lace

into the pattern of which a sort of vase or deep dish is

introduced, or sometimes rather a basket, often having

flowers in it. Compare pot-j)ios«e.— Powdered lace. W
Laoe of which the ground is strewn with small separate

ornaments, whether flowers, or simple sprigs, or mere
squares like points d'esprit. (6) Lace which has been

whitened. See powder, v. «.— Saxony lace, fine-drawn

work embroidered with the needle, greatly in favor in tne

eighteenth century ; in modern times, lace of many kinds

made in Saxony, especially an imitation of old Brussels.

—

Seamins-lace, a narrow openwork braiding, g™p^r m-
sertion, with parallel sides, used for uniting two breadths of

Unen, instead of sewing them directly the one to the other

:

a device employed for curtains, cupboard-cloths, etc., ana

even for some garments, especially in the seventeenth cen-

tury. The name is applied^ a simUar fabric when used in



laceration

laceration (las-e-ra'shon), «. [= p. Uic^ahon= h^. laceraeion = Pg. laceraeSo = It. lacera-
fone, < L. laceratio{n-), a tearing, mangling, <
lacerare, tear, mangle: see lacerate.-] 1. The
act of lacerating or tearing or rending —2 A
rough or jagged breach made by rending —3A wounding or harrowing, as of the feelings or
sensibility. ^

lacerative (las'e-ra-tiv), a. [< It. laceratwo;
a.s lacerate + -we.-\ Tearing; having the power
to lacerate or tear.
Some depend upon the Intemperament of the part ul-

cerated, others upon the continual afflux of lacerMive hu-
™°"'^- Harvey, Consumptiona.

lacertt, ». [< ME. laeerte, < L. lacertm, the
muscular part of the arm from the shoulder to
the elbow (likened to a lizard, from its tapering
to the tendon), the arm, muscle, < lacerta, lacer-
ius, a lizard: see lizard. Cf. muscle, as ult. oon-
uected with mouse.'] A muscle.

3322 lacing-cutter

The law also determines that in the king can be no
negligence, or laches, and therefore no delay will bar his
right Blackstone, Com., I. Til

dont or plenrodont, not fixed in distinct sockets. The eyes
are normally furnished with two or three movable lids.

The animals are oviparous or oToriviparous,mostly diurnal
Inhabits, and agile in movement; they average but a few .—i,,.- »* «-t™. „ „„»i.»* ». »i,» t < . »

inches in lengffi, with some signal exceptions, as among .^I^Jes Of entry, a neglect of the heir to enter

the monitors or varanolds and the iguanas. Only the He- LacneS^ (la Kez), »i. [NL. (Thorell, 1869).] A
lodemmtidce are known to be poisonous. The LaeertMa genus of spiders : same as Laehesis, a name pre-
have been variously subdivided. An old division Is Into occupied in herpetology
3 suborders, Fisiainguia, Bremlinguia, and VermUin- w,~p-haaia Clnlr'a oia^ « IT. f «,. "iA^,,^,, \u
guia, according to the characters of the tongue. An- ijacneSlS (lal£ e-siB), n. IL,., < {xr.Aaxeai(, ht.

other obsolete classification was into 8 suborderR, Cydo- lot, destiny, < /jzyxavew, /M-xeiv, obtain, obtain

Every laeerte in his brest adoun
Is schent with venym and corrupcioun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1896. --

Lacerta (la-ser'ta), re. [L.; also tecerf««, a liz- lacertilioid (las-6r-til'i-oid), a. [< LacerUUa
ard: cf. lizard aiid alUgator, ult. < L. lacerta

"^ -oi^-\ Lizard-like; lacertiCorm; resembling

taura, FiesUinguia, StrobHosaura, NyelimMra, Dendro-
saura, JRhynehocephala, AmphisbcBnoidea, and Oeissosaura.
In the latest classification, after throwing out Sphenodon
or Hatteria, as the type of a separate order Bhynefioce-
phalia, the LaeertHia are divided into two groups—(1) the
Lacertuia vera or Eriglosaa containing all the LacertUia
except (2) the Shiptoglossa, a division comprising the
chameleons alone, also called Dendrosaura or VermUin-
guia. The LacertUia vera consist of 20 families, represent-
ing 10 superfamilies, Oeccorwidea, Evble^haroidea, Uropla-
toidea, Fygopodoidea, Agamwidea, Araeltoidea, Heloder-
inatoidea, Varanaidea, Lacertoidea, Anelytropoidea.

lacertilian (las-er-til'i-an), a. and to. [< Zacerti-
Ua + -am.] I. a. Pertaiiaing to the LacerUUa, or
having their characters; lacertlform; saurian.

II. TO. One of the LacertiUa; a saurian

lacertm, lizard.] 1. In eoSl, a genus of liz-
ards, typical of the family Lacertidce. The name
has been used in senses almost as broad as those of La-
certte or LacertUia. As now restricted, it covers a large

a lacertilian.

Lacertina (las-fer-li'na), n. pi. [NL., (.Lacerta
+ -JTOa2.] A small grdiip of the order LacertUia,
including the most ordinary lizards, closely re-
lated to the Scimcoidea and Chalddea.
lacertine (la-s6r'tin), a. [< L. lacerta, lizard,

+ -iraci.] Same as lacerUan or lacertilioid La-
certine work, ornament consisting in part of Intertwined

Green Lizard of Europe iLacerta Tiiridis),

number of common harmless lizards of the Old World,
and chiefly of its warmer parts, of active diurnal habits!
living on the ground chiefly, with four well-developed
limbs and movable eyelids. They are of slender form,
with long slim tail and non-imbricated scales. L. agUis
is the common gray lizard or sand-lizard of England. L.
vlridia is the green lizard of southern Europe.
2. A small constellation which first appears
in the "Prodromus Astronomise" of Hevelius,

I-acertine Work, from a French manuscript of the 13th century.

lizards or serpents. It is used in ancient Celtic manu-
script decoration, and occurs in Romanesque illumination
and later, as well as in metal-work and carving.

Lacertinidae (las-er-tin'i-de), m. pi. [NL., <
Lacerta + -4mis + -ddae.] Same as Lacertidce.
J. E. GroAi, 1825.

puWishedin 1690. It is bounded by Cepheus, laieiiioid (la-ser'toid), a. Lizard-like; spe-Cygnus, Pegasus, and -Andromeda. "Its bright^
est star is of the fourth magnitude.— Sf. \l. c]
A fathom. Doomsday Book.
Lacertae (la-s6r'te), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Lacerta.]
An order of reptiles, the LacerUUa. It cor-
responds to the order Sawria exclusive of the
crocodiles. Wagler, 1830 ; R. Owen.

lacertian (la-ser'shi-an), a. and to. [< L. lacerta,
a lizard, -t- -ian.] t. a. Lizard-like; lacertil-
ian ; of or pertaining to the Lacertm or Lacer-
tUia; saurian, in a narrow sense.

II. n. A lacertilian; a lizard.

lacertid (la-ser'tid), n. A lizard of the restrict-
ed family Lacei-tida.

LacertidaB(la:-s6r'ti-de),TO.j);. [NL., < iacerto , . ,,^ ,^., . „
+ -idee.] Tie typical lizards, a family of true |ace-tree (las tre), to. Same as lacebarh.

eriglossate lacertilians, exemplified by the ge- ^**!®'^^™f^'* (las'wingd), a. Having gauzy

oifieaUy, pertaining to the Lacertoidea, or hav-
ing their characters.
Lacertoidea (las-er-toi'df-a), to. pi. [NL., <
Lacerta + -oidea.] A siiperfanuly of eriglos-
sate lacertilians, having concavo-convex ver-
tebr£B, clavicles undilated proximally, and de-
veloped postorbital and postfronto-squamosal
arches. The group embraces five families of ordinary
lizards, the XantnmdcB, Ameividce (or THidce), Lacertidce
Gerrliotauridce, and SamMce. T. QUI, Smithsonian Ee-
port» 1886, p. 800.

lace-mnner (las 'runner), re. A person who
runs with the needle the design imprinted upon
machine-made net. This operation is called

wings vemed or netted like lace.-Lace-wtoged lacing (la'sing), m
fly, a neuropterous insect of the family Hemerobiidce, and Thn n <.< nf y^Ai
especially of the genus Chrysopa, whose larvje are called

omai
apMs-lwna from their habit of preying upon plant-lice
The eggs are laid in groups, each at the end of a long
fOotBtalit The larvae are entirely carnivorous, sucking
the juices of plant-lice through their long jaws They
teansform to pups within dense whitish globular cocoons,
from which the imago escapes through a circular hole cut
by the pupa See cut under Chrysopa.

A woman who

by lot or destiny, fall by lot.] 1. In classical
myth., that one of the three Fates whose duty
it was to assign to each individual his destiny;
the disposer of lots. She spun the thread or
course of life from the distaff held by Clothe.— 2. Imool.: (a) A genus of very venomous
American serpents of the pit-viper or rattle-
snake family ( Crotalidee), having a rudimentary
rattle in the form of a spine. L. mutus is the
deadly bushmaster of South America. JDaudin,
1802. (6) A genus of spiders now called Laclies.
Samgrvy and Audomn, 1825-27. (c) A genus
of gastropods of the family Plenroto-
miam, of buooinoid figure with mam-
millated spire, as L. minima. Misso,

1826. (d) A genus of pseudoneurop-
terous insects of the family Psocidce.

Hagen, 1861. (e) A genus of bupres-
tid beetles, erected by Saunders in
1871 upon the African L. abyla, which
had been placed in (Edisternon.

Lachnins (lak-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lachnus
+ 4nce.] A subfamily of AphididcB, typified 1^
the genus Lachnvs, having six-jointed anten-
nae, and a winged form with twice-forked cubi-
tal veins of the fore wings. There are about 6 gen-
era. The subfamily was framed by Passerinl In 18S7. By
some it is considered a tribe of the subfamily ApfddiruB,
under the name Lachnini.

LachnoBtema (lak-no-ster'na), n. [NL.,<
Cfr. Mxvog, Mxv?!, soft woolly"hair, down, +
arepvov, the breast, chest.] A genus of scara^
bffioid beetles of the subfamUy Melolonihince,
characterized by the transverse, not prominent
anterior coxsb, narrow side-pieces of the me-
tastemum, and claws not serrate but with a
single tooth. The species are especially numerous in
North America, where they are popularly known as June-
bugs, dor-bugs, and Way-beetles; they are crepuscular or
nocturnal in habits, feeding upon the foliage of deciduoiu
trees. The larva;, known as white grubs, feed underground
on the roots of grasses and allied plants. The species are
difllcnlt to distinguish ; the most abundant are L. /usca
and several near relatives, all of a brown color, with pale
legs and antennae, the upper side not hairy and rather
finely punctured. See cuts under June-bug and dor-bug.

Lachnus (lak'nus), n. [NL. (Burmeister, 1835,
after lUiger), < Gr. ?^xvoc, '/dxv?;, soft woolly
hair, down.] A large and wide-spread genus
of aphids or plant-hce, typical of the subfam-
ily Laehnvnm. They are characterized by the linear
gigma. and nearly straight fourth vein of the fore wing.
Iiearly all themany species have awoolly-looking waxyexu-
dation,whencethe name; they mostly live on trees, feedingm summer on the leaves and twigs. L. strobi, a common
form, affects the white pine in the United States. Many
fossil species are described, from the Florissant shales m
Colorado, from the Tertiary beds of (Eningen in the Ehine
valley, and at Eadoboj in Croatia. They often occur in
amber.

lachrymable, lachrymal, etc. See lacrymable,
etc.

nus Lacerta, belonging to the superfamily La-
certoidea and order LacertiUa. They have clavicles
not dilated proximally, parietal bones confiuent, supra-
temporal fosssB roofed over, premaxillary single, and no
osteodermal plates. The Lacertidce are confined to the
Old World, and are found chiefly in the wanner parts of
Europe and Asia. They have a slender scaly body, with a
long, fragile, tapering taU, well-developed limbs with 4 or
5 toes bearing claws, bright eyes with movable lids, slen- „, „„„ „„„... „™ „„ „ „,,u.,.

,

der forked protrusile tongue, and often brilliant or varied 1a/u> -nrnmsm ri5a'wSw/o^\ «,-

colors. The family Includes, within the limits thus given,
«[Ce-Wpman (las wum"an), re,

about 100 species belonging to 17 genera, most abundantly "eals m laces,
represented in Africa and by a few forms in India. None Let in
occur in America. Lacerta agUis and L. (Zootoca) vtmpara ^o laee-woman . . . that brings French masks,
are the British representatives of the family. And cut-works. B. Janson, DevU is an Asa, iL 1.

lacertiform (la-se'r'ti-f6rm), a. [< L. lacerta, lacheH, v. A Middle English form of latch^
lacertus, a lizard, + forma, fovm.] Having the lache^f (laeh), re. A Middle English form of
form of a lizard ; lacertilian in structure. latchS.

LacertiUa (las-er-tU'i-a), n.pl. [NL.^ <L. laeer- lache^f, a. An obsolete form of lash^
ta, lacertus, a. lizard: see Lacerta.] An order of laches^ (lach'ez), to. [< ME. lacJwsse, laceliesse
reptiles,mcludingthesaurian8properorlizards, < OF. lachesse,^a,xaesa, remissness, < laehe lax'
as the monitors, iguanas, geckos, chameleons, —•""• -".» 7"«j.»?> 7,..x.o-i , -.t ',. ' '

etc., and excluding the crocodiles. The order thus
agrees with the old order Sauria divested of its non-con-
formable types. The LacertUia have a scaly body mostly
elongate, and usually 4 well-developed limbs, which, how-
ever, maybe reduced to 2, or apparently to none, in which
case there may be rudiments of a shoulder-girdle or hip-
girdle. The vertebrse are biconcave in the Gecconoidea
and Uroplatoidea, but generally procoelous, and have but
onefacet on each side for the articulation of the ribs, wliich
are usually few in number, some of them being always at-
tached to the sternum. The heart is tripartite, with two
auricles and one ventricle. The anal cleft is transverse.
The month is not dilatable, as it usually is in'Ophidia or
serpents, and the usually simple teeth are generally acro-

remiss: see lache^, lasli^.] 1. Negligence'; re-
missness; inexcusable delay; neglect to do a
thing at the proper time.
Than cometh Laehesse, that is he tliat whan he begin-

neth any good work, anon he wol forlete it and stinteT^
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

In his hcMt he [Mr. Farebrother] felt rather ashamed
that his conduct had shown laches which others who did
not get benefices were free from.

George Eliot, Middlemarcb, lii.

2. In law, remissness in asserting or enfor-
cing a right, or neglect prejudicing some right
of the person chargeable with it.

[Verbal n. of lace, v.] 1.
or fastening with a cord or

thong passed backward and forward throng
holes or around buttons or hooks.—2. A method
of fastening the adjoining ends of a belt by the
use of a thong or lace.— 3. In booihinding, the
fastening of the boards of abook to its backby
cords which pass around the sewed threads of
the signatures and through holes pierced in the
boards.—4. A cord used in drawing tight or
fastening; lacesin general.—5. Naut.,the cord
or rope used to lace a sail to a gaflf, yard, or
boom, or to fastentwo parts of a sail or an awn-
ing together.—6. In ship-iuilding, a piece of
compass- or knee-timber fitted and bolted to
the back of the figurehead and to its supporting
piece, called the knee of the head. Also called
lace-piece.— 7. In mining same as lagging, 3.—
8. In the plumage of birds, especially in de-
scriptions of standard or pure-bred poultry: (a)A border or edging of a different color from the
center, completely surrounding the web of a
feather. (6) The coloration of plumage result-
ing from feathers marked as above, considered
collectively.- 9. In math., a complex of ttiree
or more closed bands, so that no two are inter-
linked, yet so that they cannot be separated
without breaking.
lacing-cutter (la'sing-kufer), n. In leather-
manuf., a gaged knife by which strips of any
required width may be cut



lacinia

lacinia (la-sin'i-a), «.,• pi. lamniw (-e). [L., a
lappet, flap, as of a garment, dewlap, a small
piece or part; of. Gkr. Aadc, a rent, rending : see
lacerate.'i 1. In bot., a long slash or incision
in a leaf, petal, or similar organ ; also, one of
the narrow lobes or segments resulting from
such incisions.— 3. In entom., the apex of the
maxilla, especially when it is slender and blade-
like, as in many Coleoptera. See galea, 1 (&).
Kirby applied this term to the paraglosBse and labial palpi
ol bees, distinguishing the former as laeinue interiares, and
the latter as laeCnitB exteriores.

3. [isojt).] Agenusof moUusks: same a,s Chama.

Laciniate Leaf of yer-
bena officinalis.

^ _ -4. {_eap.'\ A genus of protozoans.
lacmiate (la-sin'i-at), a. [< NL. *laeiniatus, <
li. lacinia, a, S.a,p, eta.: seetocima.] 1. Adorned
with fringes.— 3. In bot., ir-

regularly cut into narrow
lobes; jagged: said of leaves,
petals, bracts, etc.— 3. In
0067., lacerate ; slashed or jag-
ged at the end or along the
edge ; incised as if frayed out;
fringe-like.

laciniated (la-sin'i-a-ted), a.

Same as laciniate.

laciniform (la-sin'i-f6rm), a.

[< L. lacinia, a flap, + forma,
form.] In zool. and bot,
fringe-like ; laciniate in form

:

appUedbyKirbyto thetegulae
of insectswhen they are long, irregular, and like
a fringe on each side of the body, as in JJithosia.

laciniola (las-i-ni'o-la), n.; pi. laciniolcB (-le).

[NL., dim. of ladnia'.'] A minute lacinia.

laciniolate (la-sin'i-6-lat), o. [< NL. "lacAnio-

latus, a dim. form of ^lacimatus: see laciniate.']

In bot., finely fringed; marked with minute la-

cinisB.

laciniose (la-sin'i-6s), a. Same as laciniate.

lac-insect (lak'in"sekt), n. One of several coc-
cids, or homopterous insects of the family Coe-
cidcB, which produce the substance called lac.
Ordinary commercial lac is the product of Carteria laeca,

an Asiatic species. 0. larrece, C. mexicana, and Cerocoeeus
quercus are liTorth American species whose lac has not be-
come commercial. After long dispute, most chemists and
entomologists are agreed that lac is a secretion of the in-

sect, and not of the plant which the insect punctures.

lacinula (la-sin'u-la), n.; pi. lacinulie (-le).

[NL., dim.' of L. lacinia, a flap : see lacinia.]

Infto*.: (as) A small lacinia. (6) The abruptly
inflexed acumen or point of each of the petals

of an umbelliferous flower.

Lacinularia (la-sin-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < la-

einula + -aria'.] A genus of "tubioolous roti-

fers or tube-inhabitingwheel-animalcules. They
have the intestine bent upon itself and opening upon the
side of the body opposite to that on which the ganglion
is placed, and the horseshoe-shaped trochal disk fur-

nished with two circlets of cilia, one before and the other
behind the mouth. See cut under trochaZ.

lacinulate (la-sin'ii-lat), a. In6o*. : (a) Having
small lacinia! (6) iProvidedwithlacinulsB: said

of umbelliferous flowers.

Lacistema (las-i-ste'mil), n. [NL. (Swartz,

1788), < Or. Aaicig, a rent, + ar^/M, a stamen.] A
genus of tropical American shrubs, constitut-

ing an order by itself, the Lacistemacece, having
monoohlamydeous hermaphrodite flowers in

slender spikes which are sessile and usually

fascicled in the axils of the alternate, short-

petioled, entire leaves. Sixteen species have
been described, ranging from Mexico and the

West Indies to Brazil and Peru.

LacistemacesB (las"i-ste-ma'se-e), n. pi. [NL.

(Lindley, 1846), < Lacistema + -acece.] A small

natural order of dicotyledonous apetalous

shrubs, allied to the Euphorbiacew. The flowers

are in catkin-like spikes; the fruit is a 3-valTed capsule.

Only a single genus, LaiCstema, is known, with about 16

species ; they are natives of tropical America.

Lacistemeae (las-i-ste'me-e), n. pi. [NL. (Mar-

tins, 1824), < Lacistema + -em.] Same as La-

dstemacecB.

lacfcl (lak), n. [Early mod. B. also laJee; < ME.
lak, lac, lake, laklce, defect, failing, fault (not

in AS.); of L(3-. or Soand. origin: of. MLG. lak

= MD. lack, D. lak, blemish, stain; Icel. lakr,

defective, lacking. Relations uncertain: see

the verb. Prob. not connected with leak. Cf

.

%!.] 1. Want or deficiency of something

requisite or desirable; defect; failure; need.

I made some excuse by laeke of h'abilitie, and weakenes

of bodle. AicTtam, The Scholemaster, p. 20.

And of his friends he had no lack.

Sir Hugh of the OHme (Child's Ballads, VI. 260).

What 1 hae done for lack o' wit

I never never can reca".
, i.. . „ »

The Last Quid Night (Buchan's Ballads of North of Scot-

[lanu, li: r£i).

3323
He that gathered little had no lack. Ex. zri 18.

Let his lack of years be no impediment.
5Aa«:., M. of T., iv. 1. 162.

2i. Want of presence ; a state of being away;
absence.

Whilst we here, wretches ! wail his private lack [personal
absence],

And with vain vows do often call him back.
Lady Pembroke (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 264).

3t. A want; defect; a blemish; especially, a
moral defect ; a faidt in character.

God in the gospel grymly repreueth
Alle that lakken [blame] any lyf, and lakkes ban hemselue.

Piers Plowman (B), x. 262.

4t. A fault committed ; an offense ; a censur-
able act.

If I do that lakke,

Do strepe me, and put me in a sakke,
And in the nexte ryver do me drenche.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 9B5.

5t. Blame; reproach; rebuke; censure.

He did not stayne ne put to lacke or rebuke his royall au-
toritie in geuing sentence.

UdaU, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 197.

lack! (lak), V. [< ME. lakken, la,ck., blame; cf.

OD. laecken, fail, decrease,D. laken, blame; Dan.
lakke, draw nigh, approach : see lack^, n.] I, in-

trans. 1. To be wanting or deficient; come
short; fail.

Peradventure there shall lack five of the fifty righteous.
Gen. xviii. 28.

Ba/m. What hour now?
Bar. I think it lacks of twelve.

Shotk., Hamlet, i. 4. 4.

2t. To be absent or away; be missing.

Welle-come, Edwarde, cure son of high degre

!

Many yeeris hast thou lakkyd owte of this londe.
PcHiMcal Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 5.

3. To be in want; suffer need.

The young lions do lack, and suffer hunger.
Ps. xxxiv. 10.

II. trans. If. Tobe wanting to; fail. [Origi-

nally intransitive, the object being in the da-
tive.]

Hem [Hagar and Ishmael] gan that water laken.
Gen. and Exod., L 1231.

3. To be in want of; stand in need of ; want; be
without ; be destitute of ; fail to have or to pos-
sess. The direct object in this construction was former-
ly the subject, what is now the subject (nominative) being
originally in the dative.

If any of you Uuik wisdom, let him ask of God.
Jas. L 6.

Good counsellors lack no clients.

Shak., M. for M., i. 2. 110.

"What d' ye lack?" he cried, using his solicitations.

"Mirrorsfor your toilette, my pretty madam. . . . What
d' ye lack?— a watch, Master Sergeant?"

Scott, Tortunes of Nigel, i.

3t. To suffer the absence of; feel the depriva-

tion of; miss.
Thereat the feend his gnashing teeth did grate.

And griev'd, so long to lacke his greedie pray.
Spemer, F. Q., II. vii. 34.

Orl. For these two hours, Eosalind, I will leave thee.

Ros. Alas ! dear love, I cannot lack thee two hours.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 182.

I shall be lov'd when I am lack'd. Shak., Cor., iv. 1. 16.

4. To blame ; reproach; speak in detraction of.

[Prov. Eng.]
No devocioun

Hadde he to nou to reven him his reste.

But gan to preyse and lakken whom him leste.

Chaucer, TroUus, i. 189.

5. To beat. Also lacky. [Prov. Eng.] =syn. 2.

Lade, Need, Want. These words have come to overlap
each other a good deal by figurative extension, and have
considerable variety of peculiar idiomatic use. To lack is

primarily and generally to be without, that which is lacked
being generally some one thing, and a thing which is de-

sirable, although generally not necessary or very impor-
tant.

lack^ (lak), V. t. [Perhaps another use of lack^,

V. t., 5.] To pierce the hull of with shot.

[Rare.]

Alongside ran bold Captain John [Hawkins], and with
his next shot, says his son, an eye-witness, "lacked the
admiral through and through."

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xxviii.

lack^ (lak), n. See lac^.

Iack3 (lak), V. t. [< lacks, lac^, n.] To lacquer;

treat with lac. [A trade use.]

lack^. [Cf. alack, lackaday.] Used in the ex-

clamatory phrase Good lack. See good.

lackadaisical (lak- a-da 'zi-kal), a. [< lacka-

daisy + 4c-al.] Sentimentally woebegone ; lan-

guid; listless; affected. See extract imder i!acfc-

thougtit.

A lackadaisical portrait of Sterne's Maria.
Mrs. Qare, The Snow-Storm.

lackadaisically (lak-a-da'zi-kal-i), adv. In a

lackadaisical manner.

"

lack-luster

lackadaisy (lak'a-da-zi), vnterj. A ludicrous ex-
tension of lacka&y. Halliwell.

lackadaie^ (lak'a-da-zi), a. [< lackadaisy,
vnterj.] Same as lackadaisical.

lackaday (lak'a-da), interj. [Abbr. of alack-
ada/y, alack the day.] An exclamation of sor-
row or regret ; alas ! alas the day ! Also lawk-
Or-day.

lackall (lak'M), n. [< lack'i-, v., + obj. all.]

One who is entirely destitute ; a needy fellow.

Lackalls, social nondescripts, with appetite of utmost
keenness which there is no known method of satisfying.

Carlyle, Cagliostro.

lackbeard (lak'berd), n. [< lack\ v., + obj.
beard.] One who has not yet a beard.
For my Lord Lack-beard there, he and I shall meet ; and,

till then, peace be with him. Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 196.

lackbrain (lak'bran), n. [< lack^, v., + obj.
brain.] One who lacks brains, or is deficient
in understanding.
What a lack-train is this ! By the Lord, our plot is a

good plot as ever was laid. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 17.

lacker^ (lak'er), n. [< lack^, v., -h -eri.] One
who lacks.

The lack of one may cause the wrack of all

;

Although the lackers were terrestrial gods,
Yet will they ruling reel, or reeling faU.

Sir J. Dames, Wittes Pilgrimage.

lacker^, «. and v. See lacquer.

lackey (lak'i), ». [Formerly also lacky, lacquey,
laquay, laqney; = D. lakkei = G-. lackei, lakei,

lakai = Dan. lakei, < OP. laquay, F. laquais,'

earlier laquais, laquays, laquoys, lacais, lacays,

laccwy, lacquet, also alacay, alague, a soldier, a
lackey, footman, < Sp. lacayo = Pg. lacaio, a
lackey (Pg. lacaia, fern., a female servant ; on
the stage, a soubrette) ; origin uncertaiu

;
per-

haps < At. luka, fern, lak'a, worthless, servile, a
slave; cf. lakU', laM, servile, Idkd'i, slovenly.
According to Diez, connected with Pr. lacai, a
gormand, and ult. with It. leccare = P. lecher,

lick: see lech, lecher, and lick.] 1. An attend-
ing servant ; a runner ; a footboy or footman

;

hence, any servile follower.
A memoria : he that is the princes remembraunce. A

pedibus : a foote man or lackey.

Eliotes Dictionarie, 1669. (Nares. )

A very monster in apparel, and not like a Christian foot-

boy, or a gentleman's lackey. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 73.

I saw a gay gilfrChariot, drawn by fresh prancing horses

;

the Coachman with a new Cockade, and the lacqueys with
insolence and plenty in their countenances.

Steele, Tatler, No. 44.

2. A lackey-moth.
lackey (lak'i), «. [Formerly also tec%; < lackey,

n.] i. trans. To wait on as or like a lackey ; at-

tend servilely; serve as a menial.
A thousand liveried angels lacky her.

Milton, Comus, 1. 455.

The artificial method [in poetry] proceeds from a prin-

ciple the reverse [of the unconventional], making the
spirit lackey the form. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 402.

II. intrans. To act as a lackey or footman

;

give servile attendance.
What cause could make him so dishonourable
'To drive you so on foot, unfit to tread
And lackey by him, gainst all womanhead ?

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 16.

Youth and Health,
As slaves, shall lackey by thy chariot wheels.

Dekker arid Ford, Sun's Darling, iL 1.

lackey-motll (lak'i-mfith), n. [So called from
the color and appearance of its striped wings,
compared to a footman's livery.] A bombycid
moth of the genus CUsioeampa, especially C.

neustria, a common European species. The moths
have the fore wings either yellow crossed with brown
stripes, or brownish-red crossed with yellow stripes ; the
hind wings are paler and unstriped. The caterpillars are
striped, and live in masses on trees under a web ; whence
corresponding American species are known as teid-ca^-
pUlars. The ground lackey-moth is C. castrensis. See cut
under Clisiocampa.

lack-Latin (lak'lat'''in), n. [< lack^,v., + obj.

Latin.] One who is ignorant of Latin.
They are the veriest lack-laUnes, and the inost unalpha-

betical ragabashes.
Discovery of a New World, p. 81. (.Nares.)

lack-linen (lak'Un^en), a. [< lack^,v., + obj.

linen.] Lacking linen or decent apparel; beg-
garly.

You poor, base, rascally, cheating, lack-linen mate I

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., u. 4. 134.

lack-luster (lak'lus''''ter), a. and n. [< lack, v.,

+ obj. luster.] I. a. Wanting luster or bright-

ness; dull; languid: said of the eyes.

He drew a dial from his poke

;

And looking on it with lack-lustre eye,

Says, very wisely, "It is ten o'clock."

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 21.

H. n. A want of luster, or that which lacks
brightness.



lack-thought

lack-thought (lak'tMt), a. [< lack^, v., + obj.

thought.'] Lacking thought ; foolish; stupid.

An air
So lack-thought and so lackadaisycal.

Smdhey, To A. Cnimingham.

lackyi (lak'i), V. t.; pret. and pp. lachied, ppr.
lackying. [Var. of tocfcl, v. t., 5.] To beat.
[Prov. Eng.]

lacky^t, n. and v. An obsolete spelling of
Uzckey.

lac-lake (lak'lak), ». The coloringmatterwhich
is extracted from stick-lac ; lac-dye. See lac^.

lacmoid (lak'moid), n. [< laermis + -oid.'\ A
coal-tar color used in dyeing: same a,s fluores-
cent resorcinal blue (which see, under Mv/e).

lacmus (lak'mus), n. [< D. Idkmoes (= G. lack-

mus, lackmuss = Dan. Sw. lahmus), lacmus, <
lak, lac, + moes, pulp. The word has been
perverted to Utrntis, q. v.] Same as Utmvs.
Laconian (la-ko'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Laco-
nia, a country of the Peloponnesus, < iaco(n-),
Lacon, < Gr. Kanuv,an inhabitant of Lacedsemon,
a Spartan. Cf. Lacedcemonian.'] I. a. Pertain-
ing to Laconia or tts inhabitants ; Lacedaemo-
nian or Spartan.
H. n. An inhabitant of Laconia, a division

of the Peloponnesus in Greece, anciently con-
stituting the country of the Spartans or Lace-
daemonians, now a nomarchy of the kingdom of

Greece ; a Lacedsemonian or Spartan. The La-
coniaos were exceptionally distingnifihed for the peculiar-

ities of character and manner which have made IcLconic

and lacomgm terms of common speech in hoth ancient
and modern times. In part of Laconia a distinct dialect
of Greek, called the Tzt^ayman, is still spoken.

Laconic (la-kon'ik), a. and m. [= P. laconique
= Sp. lae&rdco = Pg. It. laconico, < L. Laconi-
cus, < Gt. AoKtMuidc, Laconian, Lacedsemonian,
laconic, < Gr. AaKov, a Laconian, an inhabitant
of Lacedsemon or Sparta.] La. 1. Pertain-
ing to Laconia or its inhabitants ; Lacedsemo-
nian or Spartan. [Bare.]— 2. [I.e.'] Express-
ing much in few words, after the manner of the
ancient Laconians ; sententious; pithy; short;
brief: as, a laconic phrase.

Why, if thou wilt needs know
How we are freed, I will discover it^ -

And with laconic brevity.

Beau, and FL, Little rrench Lawyer, v. 1.

Boccalini, in his " Parnassus," indicts a laconic writer

for speaking that in three words which he might have said

In two. Steele, Tatler, No. 261.

King Agis, therefore, when a certain Athenian laughed
at the LacedJEemonian short swords, . . . answered in his

laconic way, "And yet we can reach our enemy's hearts
with them." Jjanghofme, tr. of Plutarch's Lycurgua.

3. \l. c] Characteristic of the Laconians ; in-

exorable; stem; severe. [Bare.]

The latest revolution [among the Greeks] that we read
of was conducted, at least on one side, in the Grecian style,

with laconie energy. J. Adanu, Government, IV. 287.

Laconic meter. Same as n., 3. = Syn. 2. Condensed, Suc-

cinct, etc. See comnse.

H. n. [I.e.] 1. Conciseness of language; la-

conicism. [Bare.]

Shall we never again talk together in laconic ? Addis&ti.

2. A concise, pithy expression ; something ex-

pressed in a concise, pithy manner ; a laeonism

:

chiefly used in the plural: as, totalkintoconic*.
—3. In ane.pros.,a,n anapestic tetrameter cata-
lectic with a spondee instead of the penulti-

mate anapest (^w — !^^ —
|
^^ —3^—

|
cs= —

w^ —
I

ii). So called as a variety of the

tetrameter used in the Laconian or Spartan
embateria.
laconica, «. Plural of laeonieum.

laconical (la-kon'i-kal), a. [< laconic + -al.]

Same as laconic. [Bare.]

His head had now felt the razor, bis hack the rod

:

All that laconical discipline pleased him welL
Bp. HaU, Epistles, L S.

laconically (la-kon'i-kal-i), odp. Briefly; con-

cisely : as, a sentiment laconically expressed.

I write to you very laconically.

Pope, To Warburton, xvii

laconicism (la-kon'i-sizm), n. [< laconic +
-ism.] 1. A laconic mode or style of expres-

sion; laeonism.

I grow laconic even beyond lacojudgm, for sometimes I

return only yes or no to questionary or petitionary epistles

of half a yard long. Pope, To Swift, Aug. 17, 1736.

2. A laconic phrase or expression ; a laeonism.

He [the theologian] then passes to its " Sharh," or com-
mentary, generally the work of some other savant, who ex-

plains the difficulty of the text, amplifies its Lacomdmig.
B. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 81.

laconicmn (1%-kon'i-kum), «. ;
pi. laconica (-k&).

.[L. laeonieum, a sweating-room, a sweating-

bath, neut. (se. balneum) oi Laconicus, Spartan:

B«e laconic.] In Bom. «r/;fe<eoZ., a vapor-bath

;
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a chamber in a bathing-establishment warmed
by means of air artificially heated: so called

because the Laconians used such a dry or su-

dorific bath, avoiding the use ofwarm water as

enervating.

laeonism (lak'd-nizm), n. [= P. Ucomavie =
Sp. Pg. It. laconismo, < Gr. Aanotvta/idg, the imi-

tation of Lacedsemonian manners, dress, etc.,

esp. of their short and pointed way of talk-

ing, < Aa(£6wifeiv, imitate Lacedaemonian man-
ners, etc.: see laeonize.] 1 . Pointed brevity of

speech or expression; sententiousness ; con-

ciseness; pithiness.—2. A concise or pithy

expression; an utterance conveying much
meaning in few words.
laconize (lak'o-niz), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. laco-

nized, ppr. laconizing. [< Gr. AaKuvU^ew, imitate

Laeed»monian manners, dress, etc., <_Adiajv, a

Lacedsemonian : see Laconic.] To imitate the

Laconians, either in austerity of life or in short-

ness and pithiness of speech.

lac-painted (lak'pan'-'ted), a. Decorated with

colored lacquer-work, as is much Japanese or

Indian work.
lacquer, lacker^ (lak'er), n. [Formerly also

leckar; < F. lacre (Cotgrave), < Sp. lucre = Pg.

laere, sealing-wax, < laca, gum lac : see lac^. The
spelling lacquer, in supposed imitation of the P.

(cf. F. laque, formerly also laeque, lac), is now
commonly used instead of the more correct

lacker.] If. Lac as used in dyeing. [Bare.]

Enquire of the price of leckar [read laekerl], and all other

things belonging to dying. HaUuyts Voyages, 1. 432.

2. An opaque varnish containing lac, properly

so called. E^ecially, a kind of varnish, consisting of

shellac dissolved in alcohol, with the addition of other in-

gredients, particularly coloring matters. It is applied to
different materials to protect them from tarnish and to
give them luster, especially to brass.

3. Decorative work colored and then varnished
so as to produce a hard, polished appearance
like that of enamel.—4. A resinous varnish
obtained from the Rhus vernieifera by making
incisions in the bark. When dissolved in spring-wa-
ter and mixed with other ingredients, such as gold, cinna-
bar, or some similar coloring matter, it is applied in suc-
cessive coatings to wood-ware, imparting to it a highly
polished lustrous surface.

5. Lacquer-ware ; articles of wood which have
been ornamented by coating with lacquer. The
making of this ware is an extensive industry in China and
Japan, especially in the latter country, which excels in the
beauty and delicacy of the articles produced. The chief
kinds are : black lacquer ; gold lacquer, which is of many
different shades, and, when fine, of brilliant metallic lus-
ter ; and aventurin or sprinkled lacquer, inwhich thegrains
of gold are of various degrees of minuteness, and are put
on sometimes in a uniform sprinkle, sometimes in cloud-
ings. On many pieces decorated with lacquer, figures in
relief of one of these kinds are applied upon a surface of
another. A surface of lacquer is often adorned with pieces
of gold- or silver-foil, and incmsted with small reliefs

in bronze, mother-of-pearl, ivory, and other materials.

—

Aventurin lacquer. See def. 5.—Bmmese lacquer, a
lacquer yielded by the black-varnish tree, Melanorrhaea
uiitata.—Cashmere lacquer, a decoration applied to
wood and to papier-mache in flat designs of flowers, etc.,

in vivid color, afterward covered with a thick, transparent
varnish.—Cinnabar lacquer, a red lacquer prepared by
mixing seshime lacquer with cinnabar or red sulphid 6l
mercury.—Coral lacquer. See corirf.—FooChow lac-
quer, a kind of lacquered ware made in China in imita*
tion of the Japanese, but greatly inferior in make and fin-

ish. It is reputed to be the work of a family who had ob-
tained some of the secrets of the Japanese workmen.

—

Gold lacquer. See gtild.—G\ai lacquer, a kind of lac-
quered ware in which layers of different colors are super-
imposed and a simple pattern of scrolls or the like is cut
into the surface in a wedge-shaped groove, the sloping
sides of which display the different layers up to the num-
ber of fifteen, or occasionally more.—Hliasold lacquer,
gold lacquer which has a uniform smooth mt sorfoce, the
patterns, of whatever character, being in color in the sur-
face itself, without relief.—Hyderabad lacquer, decora-
tion of furniture and the like done in water-color on a
ground usually of met^, such as tin-foil, and covering the
whole with a thicks transparent varnish. The work is simi-
hff to that of Cashmere, butwith a differentchord of color

;

itisdonechieflyin the Deccan.—Incru8ted lacquer, lac-
quered ware the decoration of which is partly ol»ained by
means of pieces of other material inlaid in the surface,
as mother-of-pearl, ivory plain or colored, or small plaques
of metaL— Iron lacquer, aJapanese lacquer in which the
surface of l^e black lacquer is purposely ronghened and
stained to imitate the surface of wrought-iron.—Japan
lacquer. See japan, m.—Kamaiuia lacquer, an an-
cient lacquered ware named from the city of Kamakn-
ra in Japan, the old capital of the shoguns. The pieces
thought to be of this ware are in red lacquer over black,
the under coat showing throngh the upper one irregularly,
as if from wear.—Peking l^»uer, a kind cA lacquered
ware made in China, distinguished \(f flowers, sprays, and
the like, in relief and in full color on abackground nsually
of gold. Incrostations of ivory and other materials are
also used. A Japanese imitation of it is made, which per-
haps surpasses the Chinese in delicacy.—Scratched lac-
quer.lacqueredwareinwhich the surface isscratched with
a point, sboiring the layer of color below.—geshlme lac-
quer, a mixture of pure lacquer with finely powdered
charred wood and a glaze made from seaweed^ nsed in
Japan for priming coats. A kind obtained from the lower

lacrymal

branches of the lacquer-tree Is called ki^MMme.—tiaia-
parent lacquer, a lacquer obtained from the older lac-

quer-trees and used for the final coat in any work in which
transparency is required, as in inlayings, or to show the

grain of the wood.—Tsul-Bhu lacquer, a carved or em-
bossed cinnabar lacquer-ware originally made in China,

whence the best specimens still come, but introduced into

Japan in the reign of Go-Tsuchi (1465-1601). The lacquer

is thickly laid on in successive coats to a depth of three

sixteenths of an inch or more, and then deeply carved with
arabesques, fiowers, birds, etc., thus differing from Kama-
kura lacquer, in which the wood is carved and then lac-

quered. ITiere is also a black embossed or carved lacquer

called tmi-koku lacquer. Guri lacquer is another variety.

Vermilion lacquer. Same as coraZiflMyu^r(which see,

under coroQ—WAasa lacquer, aremarkable lacquered
ware made in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in

the province of Wakasa in Japan. It is clouded with many
different colors, upon which as background foliage and the

like in gold- or silver-leaf are added.—YOBhino lacquer,
lacquered ware made at Yoshino in the province <A Y»-
mato in Japan, usually black, with patterns in different

colors, especially red. It is a durableware, and more com-
mon in articles of utility than in works of art.

lacquer, lacker^ (lak'er),». *. [< lacquer, lacker'^,

n.] To varnish ; treat or decorate with lacquer.

What shook the stage, and made the people stare?

Cato's long wig, flower'd gown, and laequer'd chair.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, IL L S37.

Lacquered leather. See leaiher.

lacquerer (lak'er-fer), n. One who applies

lacquer or produces lacquered ware.

lacquering (lak'er-in^), n. Finish or decora-

tion in lacquer, especially Japanese lacquer.

In some cases the lacqutrlng is in reliet

Sir Bvtherford Mcock, Art Journal, S. S., XVL 162.

lacquering-stove (lak'er-ing-stov), n. A stove

with a broad flat top, used in brasswork-fae-

tories to receive articles which are to be heated
preparatory to lacquering.

lacquer-tree (lak'er-tre), n. The Bhms verni-

eifera, a tree about 25 or 30 feet high, indige-

nous in Japan. The Japan lacquer or varnish is ob-

tained from it"by incisions in the bark. Its drupes yield

a wax used in making candles, similar to that more large-

ly obtained from B. succedanea, and bringing a higher
price. Its wood is fine-grained and golden at the heart,

and much used in Japan for cabinet-work.

lacquer-ware (lak'er-war), n. Ware treated or

decorated with lacquer. See lacquer, 2—Can-
ton lacquer-ware, Chinese furniture, boxes, and the like,

having a brilliantblack varnished ground with landscapes

or other designs in gold.

lacqneyt, n. A former spelling of lackey.

lacrimal, a. See lacrymal.

lacrimoso (lak-ri-mo'so), a. [It., also lagri-

moso = E. lacrymose.] See lagrimoso.

lacrosse (la-kr6s'), n. [< Canadian F. la crosse:

la, the; crosse, a crook, crutch, hockey-stick,
crosier, etc. : seecro«4-2.] Agameof ballplayed
by two parties of players, twelve on each side,

on a level plot of ground, at each end of which
is a goal through which the players strive to

hurl the ball. The ball may not be touched by the hand,
but is carried in a lacrosse-stick or crosse, which eacli

player has, and with which be throws the ball toward the
opponents' goal, or passes it to one of his own side when
he is on the point of being caught. That side which
succeeds in making the most goals within a certain time
wins. The game is of Indian origin, and is much played
in Canada.

lacrosse-stick (la-krds'stik), ». The imple-
mentwithwhich
the ball is car-
ried or thrown
in the game of Laoosse-sHck.

lacrosse. It is a bent stick with a shallow net
at the end. Also called crosse.

lacrymable, lachrymable (lak'ri-ma-bl), a.

[= OF. lacrimable, lacrymable = Sp. idcrimable
= Pg. lacrimavel = It. lacTimabile,<. L. lacrima-
bilis, worthy of tears, lamentable, < lacrimare,
shedtears: see lacrymation. Cf. lacrymeU.] Tear-
ful; lamentable. [Bare.]

No time yeelds rest unto my dulcide throat.
But still I ply my lachrinuible note.

M. Parker, The Nightingale.

lacrymae Christi(lak'ri-me kris's). [L.(NL.),
prop, laerimw Christi : lacriTow, pL of laerima,
a tear (see lacrymal); Christi, gen. of Christus.
Christ.] A strong and sweet red wine of
southern Italy, Genuine lacrymse Christi is produced
only on the slopes of Mount Vesuvias, much of the wine
sold under the name being factitious.

lacrymaL lachrymal (lak'ri-mal), a. and n.

[= OP. lacrimal, lacrymal, F. laerymdl = Sp.
Pg. lacrimal, lagrimal = It. lacrimale, lagrimale,

< ilL. lacrimaXis, pertaining to tears (ML. laeri-

male, n., a tear-bottle), < L. laerima. also writ-
ten laeruma, laeryma, and in ML. NL. also cor-

ruptly lachryma, in OL. daerima (= Gr. Sdupv/m),
a tear, with suffix -roa, = Gr. dwcpv = E. tear:

see tear^. The proper spelling of this and the
related words is lacrim-; but lacrym- and the
corrupt form lachrym- are in prevalent use.!



lacrymal

I, a. In anai. and physiol., of or pertaining to
tears; secreting tears ; conveying tears: as,the
iacrymal apparatus.

It Is of an exquisite sense, tliat, upon any toucb, tlie
tears miglit be squeezed from the lachrymal glands, to
•wasli and clean it. e. Cheyne, Philosophical Principles.

Xacrymal bone. See lacrymal, n.,1.—Lacrymal canal,
'Caruncle, crest. See the nouns Lacrymal duct the
nasal duct, conveying tears from
the eye to the nose.—Lacrymal
fossa, gland, etc. See the nouns. nmWITnii"'! 'i—Lacrymal sac, a dilatation of ^2|J3aWBfflE7
the upper extremity of the laory- lirS.WU.!!Saa!

mal duct.—Lacrymal sinus, the -ZB]
suborbital sinus or tear-bag of a
ruminant, as a deer; a larmier.

II. n. 1. One of the bones LG, lacrymal gland;

of the face in vertebrates ;
'^- '='='t™''1 duct,

in man, the os unguis, or nail-bone, so called
from its resemblance in size and shape to a hu-
man finger-nail, it is situated wholly within the orbit
of the eye, on the inner side, in relation with the lacry-
mal or nasal duct, whence the name. In vertebrates other
than man it is usually a much larger and stouter bone, situ-
ated externally upon the face, commonly forming a part of
the bony brim of the orbit. It is essentially a membrane
bone, forming one of a series which in some animals con-
stitutes an outer arcade along the side of the skull, over
the orbit, approximately parallel with the zygomatic arch.
Also called laerymale, os laerymale, os unguis, and os ta/r-

saie. See cut under elmU.

2. Same as tocr^matory.— S. pi. Tears; a fit of
weeping. [Humorous.]
Something else I said that made her laugh in the midst

of her laerymals.
Rieluardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 317.

laerymale (lak-ri-ma'le), n.
;
pi. lacrymalia f-li-

a). [ML., also lacrimale: see lacrymal.'^ Same
as lacrymal, 1.

lacrjrmary, lachrymary (lak'ri-ma-ri), a. [< L.
lacrima, lacryma, a tear: see laerymal.2 Con-
taining or designed to contain tears.

What a variety of shapes in the ancient urns, lamps,
lachrymary vessels. Addison, Travels in Italy, Rome.

lacrymation, lachrjrmation (lak-ri-ma'shon),
n. [= Sp. lacrimadon = It. lagrimazione, <J L.
laerimatioin-), a weeping, < lacrimare, weep,
shed tears, < lacrima, a tear: see lacrymal.']

An emission of tears ; the shedding of tears.

lacrymatory, lachrymatory (lak'ri-ma-to-ri),

n.
;
pi. lacrymatories, lachrymatories (-riz). [=

F. lacrymatdlre
= Sp. lacrima-
torio = It. lagri-

matorio, < ML.
lacrimatorius,
lacrymatorius,
pertaining to

tears, neut. la-

crimatorium, la-

erymatorium, a
vessel supposed
to be for tears,

< L. lacrima, a
tear: see lacry-

mal.] One of a
class of small
and slender
glass vessels of

varying form
found in Sepul- Roman Lacrymatories, in the Museum of

CherSOfthean- Fine Arts, Boston.

cients. It seems established that in some of them, at

least, the tears of friends were collected to be buried with
the dead. Also lacrymal.

No lamps, included liquors, lachrymatories, or tear-bot-

tles attended these rural urns.
Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, iii.

'lacrymentalf (lak-ri-men'tal), a. [For lacri-

mal with sense of lacrymos'e, with irreg. term.

mental, as in sentimental.] Tearful; lugubri-

ous.

In lamentable lachrymentaU rimes.
A. Holland (Davies' Scourge of Folly, p. 81).

lacrymiform, lachrymiform (lak'ri-mi-f6rm),

a. [< L. lacrima, a tear, + forma, form.] In

hot. and aooV., tear-shaped; drop-shaped; gutti-

form. The shape is nearly pyriform. but with-

out contracted sides.

lacrymonasal, lachrymonasal (lak"ri-m6-na'-

zal), a. [< L. lacrima, a tear, + nasus, nose:

see nasal.] Of or pertaining to both the lacry-

mal and the nasal bone.
The resemblance to birds is still further increased, in

some species (of Pterosamria], by the presence of wide

laohrymo-nasai fossae between the orbits and the nasal

cavities. Hvidey, Anat. Vert., p. 230.

Ilacrymosa, lachrymosa (lak-ri-mo'sS), n. [<

L. laorymosa, lacrimosa (the first word of the

stanza), fern, of lacrimosus, tearful: see lacry-

mose.] 1. The last but one of the stanzas or

triplets (so called from its first word, the line
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being "Laorymosa dies ilia") of the medieval
hymn '

' Dies Irse," forming a part of the Roman
Catholic requiem mass.—2. A musical setting
of this stanza.

lacrymose, lachrymose (lak'ri-mos), a. [=
OF. lacrimeus, lacrymeus = Sp. Pg. It. lacrimo-
so, lagrimoso, s L. lacrimosus, tearful, doleful, <
lacrima, a tear: see laerymal.'] 1. Shedding
tears; appearing as if shedding or given to shed-
ding tears; tearful.

The water stood in my eyes to hear this avowal of his
dependence. . . . But I would not b.e lachrymose: I
dashed off the salt drops, and busied myself with prepar-
ing breakfast. Charlotte BroTtte, Jane Eyre, xxxvii.

2. Of a tearful quality^ manifesting or excit-
ing tearfulness ; lugubrious; mournful: chiefly
used in sarcasm: as, a lacrymose voice; lacry-
mose Yersea.— 3. In bot., bearing tear-like bod-
ies. M. C. Coofce, British Fungi, p. 113.

lacrymosely, lacnrymosely (lak'ri-mos-li),
adv. In a lacrymose manner ; tearfully.

lactaget (lak'taj), n. [< OF. laictage, F. laitage,

milk diet, milt food, < OF. laict, F. lait, milk,
< L. lac^t-), milk: see lactate.] The produce of
milk-yielding animals; milk and milk-products.

It is thought that the offering of Abel, who sacrificed of
his flocks, was only wool, the fruits of nis shearing ; and
milk, or rather cream, a part of his lactage.

Shucliford, The Creation, 1. 79.

lactamide (lak'ta-mid), n. [< L. lac(,t-), milk,
+ E. amide, q. v.] A colorless crystalline sub-
stance {Gg'H.rjNO^) formed by the union of lac-
tide and ammonia, whence the name.
lactant (lak'tant), a. [= Sp. Pg. lactante = It.

lattante, < L. lacta/n{t-)s, ppr. of lactare, give
suck: see lactate, v.] Suckling; giving suck.
[Rare.]

lactarene, lactarine (lak'ta-ren, -rin), n. [<
taotar(y) + -ene, -iwe^.] The commercial name
for a preparation of the casein of milk, used by
calico-printers like albumen.
lactary (lak'ta-ri), a. and «. [= F. lactaire =
Sp. lactario, < L. lactarius, mUky, < lac(t-), mUk:
see lactate, v.] I.f a. Milky; full of white juice
like milk.

Yet were it no easie probleme to resolve . . . why also
from lactary or milky plants which have a white and lao-
teous juice dispersed through every part there arise flow-
ers blew and yellow. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 10.

II. n.
;
ph lactaries (-riz). A house used as

a dairy. [Rare.]
lactate (lak'tat), v.

;
pret. and pp. lactated, ppr.

lactaUng. [< L. lactatus, pp. of lactare (> It.

lattare), contain milk, give suck, < lac{t-) (> It.

latte = Sp. leche = Pg. leite = F. lait), milk, =
Gr. ydTiM (yaTMKT-), milk.] I. intrans. 1. To
secrete milk.— 2. To give suck or perform the
function of lactation.

II. trans. To convert into milk ; cause to re-
semble milk.

lactate (lak'tat), n. [< L. lac(t-), milk, + -ate^.]

In chem., a salt of lactic acid, or the acid of
sour milk. The lactates are soluble in water,
and many of them are unerystallizable.

lactation (lak-ta'shpn), n. [= F. lactation =
S». lactacion = Pg. "lactagSo = It. lattadone, <

NL. lactatio(n-\ a giving suck, < L. lactare, give
suck: see lactate, v.] 1. The formation or se-
cretion of milk; the physiological function of
secreting milk.— 2. The act of giving suck, or
the time of suckling.

lacteal (lak'te-al), a. and n. [< L. lacteus, milky
(see lacteous), + -al.] 1. a. 1. Pertaining to
or resembling milk; milky.— 2. Conveying a
milk-like fluid; chyliferous : as, a lacteal vessel.

II. n. In anat., one of numerous minute tubes
which absorb or take up the chyle (a milk-like
fluid) from the alimentary canal and convey it

to the thoracic duct. The lacteals are the radiclesof
the lymphatic system of the alimentary canal, draining
off the chyle or nutritive and assimilable material from
the intestine where it is elaborated, and conveying it to
larger tubes in which the lacteals unite in the mesentery,
whence it is taken into the receptacle which forms the
beginning of the thoracic duct, to be conveyed through
the latter into the subclavian vein, and so mixed directly
with the current of venous blood. The lacteals are so
called from the name vasa tactea applied to these vessels
by their discoverer Gaspare AseUi in 1622.

lacteally (lak'te-al-i), adv. In a lacteal man-
ner; milkily.

lactean (lak'tf-an), a. [= OF. lactean; < L.
lacteus, milky (see lacteoiis),+ -an.] 1. Milky;
resembling milk.

This lact£an whiteness ariseth from a great number of
little stars constipated in that part of heaven.

J. Moxon, Astron. Cards, p. 13.

2. Lacteal; conveying ehyle.

lacteln (lak'tf-in), n. [< L. lacteus, milky (see

lacteoiis), + kn^.] A substance obtained by

lactocrite

the evaporation of milk, concentrating its es-
sential qualities ; solidified milk. T/iowaa.Med.
Diet.

lacteous (lak'te-us), a. [= Sp. Ideteo =. Pg. lao-
teo = It. latteo, '< L. lacteus,mi^, < lac( t-), milk :

see lactate, v.] 1. Milky; resembling mUk.

—

2t. Lacteal; conveying chyle: as, a lacteous
vessel.—3. In entom., white with a very slight
bluish-gray tinge, like the color of milk : applied
generally to white surfaces which are somewhat
translucent.

lacteously (lak'tf-us-li), adv. In a lacteous
manner; milkily;' lacteally.

lactescence (lak-tes'ens), n. [= F. lactescenee
= Sp. lactescencia; as lactescen^t) + -ce.] 1.
The state of being lactescent; milkiness or
milky coloration.

This lactescence, if I may so call it, does also commonly
ensue when, spirit of wine being impregnated with those
parts of gums or other vegetable concretions that are sup-
posed to abound with sulphureous corpuscles, fair water
is suddenly poured upon the tincture or solution.

Boyle, Works, I. 219.

2. In bot., an abundant flow of juice or sap
from a plant when wounded, commonly white,
but sometimes yellow or red.

lactescent (lak-tes'ent), a. [= F. lactescent =
Sp. Pg. toctecewfe, containing milk, < L. lac-
tescen(t-)s, ppr. of lactescere, turn to milk (cf.

lactare, contain milk), < lac(t-), milk: see lac-

tate, v.] 1 . Being or becoming milky ; having a
milky appearance or consistence.—2. In bot.,

abounding in a thick milky juice, as the milk-
weed.
Amongst the pot-herbs are some lactescent papescent

plants, as lettuce and endive. Arbuthnot, Aliments, iii. 4.

3. In entom., secreting a milky fluid, as the
joints of certain Coleoptera.

lactic (lak'tik), a. [= F. lactique; < L. lac{t-),

milk, -f- -ic] Pertaining to milk; procured
from milk, or from something of a similar char-
acter— Lactic acid, C3H8O3, an acid which is known
in four Isomeric modifications, the most common one be-
ing that found in sour milk. In all four forms it is a syr-
upy, intensely sour liquid, forming well-defined salts. lb
is formed not only in milk when it becomes sour, but also
in the fermentation of several vegetable juices, and in the
putrefaction of some animal matters. The acid which is

found in the fermented juice of beet-root, in sauer-kraut,
in fermented rice-water, and in the infusion of bark used
by tanners is for the most part lactic acid. It occurs also
in the aqueous extract of the muscles.

lacticininm (lak-ti-sin'i-um), n.
;
pi. lacUcinia

(-a). [L., milk food, < lac(t-), milk: see lac-

tate.] A dish prepared from milk and eggs,
which, in early times forbidden, was later, in
the Latin Church, to some extent peuHSittea as
food on ecclesiastical fast-days. A;iecent pspal
dispensation has made its use in the Boman ^(^&olio
Church lawful in some countries on most/teist'd^B.

lactide (lak'tid or -tid), n. '[< L. 'tec(*-), milk,
+ E. -Wei.] A volatile substance,<C6H804, one
of the anhydrids of lactic acid produced by the
dry distillation of that acid. See lactone.

lactiferous (lak-tif'e-rus), a. [= F. lactif^e=
Sp. lactifero = Pg." lactifero = It. lattifero, <
LL. lacUfer, milk-bearing, < L. toc(i-), milk
(see lactate), + ferre = E. bear^.] 1. Bearing
or conveying milk or chyle ; lacteal

;
galactoph-

orous: as, a lactiferous duct. See duct.— 2.
Producing a thick milky juice, as a plant.

lactific (lak-tif'ik), a. [= F. lactifign/ie= Sp. lac-

tifico, < L. lac{t-), milk, -I- -ficus, < facere, make.]
Causing, producing, or yielding milk. Blount.

lactiflcal (lak-tif'i-kal), a. [< lactific + -aUJ
Same as lactific. Cotes, 1717.

J.actiflorous (lak-ti-flo'rus), a. [< L. lac(t-),

milk, -I- fios (flor-), flower.] Having flowers
white like milk. Tliomas, Med. Diet.

^actifugal (lak-tifu-gal), a. [< lactifug(e) +
-al.] Serving to chee£ or stop the secretion of
milk ; having the property of a lactifuge.

lactifuge_(lak'ti-fuj), n. [= F. lactifuge, < L.
Jac(#-), milk, + fugare, expel, <.fugere,&ee: see
fugitive.] A medicine which checks or dimin-
ishes the secretion of milk.

lactine (lak'tin), ». [= F. lactine; < L. Uic{t-),

milk, -I- -ine^.] Same as lactose.

lactobutyrometer (lak-to-bti-ti-rom'e-ter), n.

[< L. lac(t-), milk, + butyrum, = Gr. jiovrvpov,

butter, + Gr. iihpov, a measure.] A kind of
lactometer for ascertaining the quantity of but-
tery matter any particular milk contains.

lactocele (lak'to-sel), n. [< L. lac{t-)j milk, +
Gr. KTilri, tumor.] In pathol., a morbid coUeCv
tion of milk-like fluid. Also called galactocele^

lactocrite (lak'to-krit), n. [< L. lac(t-), milk, -t-

itpcrii_(, a judge : see critic] An apparatus for
testing the quantity of fatty substance or but-
ter in a sample of milk, invented by Laval,



lactocrite

and used in creameries in connection with his
centrifugal separator, a mixture of the milk to be
tested with an equal volume ol a mixture of 95 parts of
strong acetic acid and 6 parts of strong sulphuric acid
is heated for eight minutes in a glass or porcelain vessel.
This process sets free the fatty substance of the milk,
which, however, still remains dltlnsed throughout the
mass. The lactocrite is a long narrow-necked tube, fitted
to a holder on a disk attached to the centrifugal separator.
The prepared milk is placed in this tube, and the rotation
of the centrifugal separator acts, as In the separation of
cream from milk, to aggregate the fat In the narrow neck
of the tube, when its quantity can be determined by a
scale. When all the steps of the process are performed
with exactness, the value of the sample for butter-making
can be determined with an average error of only one twen-
tieth of one per cent.

lactodensimeter (lak"t9-den-sim'e-ter), n. [<
L. lac(t-), milk, + densus, thick, dense, + Crr.

fcirpov, a measure.] A kind of lactometer fur-
nished with scales intended to show what pro-
portion of the cream, if any, has been removed
from a sample of milk \>y skimming.
lactometer (lak-tom'e-ter), n. [= F. lactombtre
= 8p. lacUmetro = Pg. lactometro, < L. lae(t-),
milk, -I- Gr. ucrpov, a measiore.] An instrument
for gaging the purity or richness of samples of
milk. Specifically—(a) An instrument used in measur-
ing the volume of cream in a sample of milk, and the
probable amount of water, if any, which has been added
to it. The simplest form is a graduated glass tube for
measuring the amount of cream that rises &om a sample
of milk placed in it, A more complete instrument con-
sists of a series of tubes each with a stop-cock at the bot-
tom, arranged vertically in a suitable stand. The tubes
are about an inch in diameter and 12 inches high, and are
graduated to teuths of inches. The samples of milk to
be tested are poured into separate tubes to a depth of 10
Inches. The stand is then set aside and the cream allowed
to rise. The thickness of the stratum of cream which rises
is measured in tenths of an inch, or (as the depth is 10
inches) in hundredths of the volume tested. The separated
milk is then drawn otf through the stop-cock for further
tests of richness in caseous matter, etc. (6) A kind of
hydrometer for testing milk by its specific gravity: also
called galcLct&meter to distinguish it from the preceding,
in connection with which it is commonly used. When
this is called lactometer, the other iustrument receives a
different name, as ffreamameter (Encyc. Brit.), or per cent,
tube (E. H. Krught). See hyirometer, and cut under go-
lactmneter. (c) Same as lactodengimeter.

lactone (lak't6n),». [<.li.lac(t-),mi\k,+ -one.'\

A colorless volatile liquid possessing an aro-
matic smeU, produced, along with lactide, by
the dry distillation of lactic acid.

lactophosphate (lak-to-fos'fat), «. [< lact(ic)

+ phosphate.'] A phosphate combined with lac-
tic acid.

lactoscope (lak'to-skop), n. [< L. lac(t-), milk,
+ Gr. auoTzelv, see.] An instrument for testing
the quality and richness of samples of milk, by
their comparative opacity, constructed and
operated upon the principle that the richer the
milk is in fatty and caseous substances the
greater will be its resistance to the passage of
light through a stratum of any given thickness.
The samples are tested by a light of equal intensity, usually
the flame of a stearin candle. A common form of lactoscope
may be described as a box with two vertical parallel and
polished glass sides, one of which may be moved by a
screw toward or away from, and always in parallel rela-

tion with, thfe other. The candle is placed at a specified
distance from the fixed glass side of the box, and as the
movable side recedes the stratum of mUk increases in
thickness to a point at which the candle-fiame becomes
invisible through it. The various thicknesses at which
this occurs in different samples are indications of the rich-
ness of the sample^ provided no adulteration other than
watering has been attempted. There are also lactoscopes
of simpler construction and operation. {Eneyc. Brit.)

lactose (lak'tos), re. [< L. lac{t-), milk, -I- -ose.']

Sugar of mUk, Ci2H220ii> obtained by evapo-
rating whey, filtering through animal charcoal,

and crystallizing, it forms hard, white, semi-trans-
parent trimetric crystals, which are less soluble than cane-
or grape-sugar, have a slightly sweet taste, and grate be-

tween the teeth. It is dextrogyrate, and ferments slowly
with yeast, but readily undergoes the lactic fermentation.
It is convertible into glucose and galactose by boiling with
dilute sulphuric acid. It is used for food and in medicine,
and is prepared as an article of commerce in Switzerland
and Bavaria. Mi0C2i]lGAgaZactine,lactiriefWaA.7nCLk-gugar.

lactosuria(lak-to-sii'ri-a), n. [Nli., < E. lactose

+ Gr. ovpov, urine.] The presence of lactose

in the urine.

Lactuca (lak-tii'ka), n. [L., lettuce, > ult. E.
lettuce, q. v.] A "genus of liguUflorous com-
posite plants, to which the lettuce belongs,
type of the subtribe Lactuceoe of the tribe Ci-

choriacew, characterized botanically by a beak-
ed achene and a pappus of delicate and copious
bristles in many series. These plants are herbs with
milky juice, usually with both radical and canline leaves,

which are generally more or less deeply cut, lobed, or pin-

natifid, often with bristly ciliate margins, the cauline com-
monly with clasping or auriculate base. About 65 well-

authenticated species are known, indigenous in Em'ope,
Asia, Africa, and North America. The garden-lettuce, L.

saliva, is scarcely known except in cultivation, but is sup-
posed to be a native of Asia. (See lettuce.) From the Eu-
ropean species L. virosa principally is obtained the seda-
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tive known as lactuatirium, or lettuce-opium. The species
of this genus all possess narcotic and sedative properties.

lactucarium (lak-tu-ka'ri-um), n. [NL., < L.
lactuca, lettuce: see Lactuca.] A drug con-
sisting of the concreted milky juice of several

species of Lactuca. The species are L. virota, L. Scari-

ola, L. sagtttata (altiasima), and L. iotiva, the garden-let-

tuce. It is regarded as possessing (in an inferior degree)
the properties of opium, and can be safely used where the
latter cannot; but it is uncertain in action. It is pro-

duced in some quantity in several European countries.

Lactucese (lak-tii'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lessing,

1832), < Lactuca + '-ece.] A subtribe of compo-
site plants of the tribe Ciclioriacew, of which the
genus Lactuca is the type. It embraces 10 other
genera, including Pyrrhopappus, Prenavihes, and S<m-
chut. They are chiefly glabrous herbs with beaked ache-
nia and copious bristly pappus. Also written Lactueacece.

lactucic (lak-tu'sik), a. [< L. lactuca + -ic]

Pertaining to plants of the genus Lactuca.

lacuna (la-ku'na), 11.
;
pi. lacunce (-ne). [Also

rarely lacune (< JP.) ; = F. lacune = Sp. lacuna,

laguna = Pg. lacuna = It. lacuna, laguna, a
pool, marsh, lake, gap, < L. lacuna, a pit, ditch,

pond, hole, hollow, cavity, < lacus, a basin,
cistern, lake : see tefcei. Cf . lagoon, a doublet
otlacuna.] 1 . A pit or hollow. Specifically— (a)

In hot.; (1) One of the small hollows or pite on the upper
surface of the thaUus of lichens. (2) A name given occa-
sionally to an internal organ, commonly called an air-

cell, lying in the midst of the cellular tissue of plants. (&)
In crwrf., a small pitor depression ; a blind alley or cul-de-
sac, as one of a multitude of follicles in the mucous mem-
brane of the urethra ; especially, a cavity inbone. See be-
low, (c) In ziidl., one of the spaces left among the tissues of
the lower animals which serve in place of vessels for the
circulation of the fluids of the body.

3. A gap; a hiatus; especially, a vacancy
caused by the omission, loss, or obliteration of
something necessary to continuity or complete-
ness.— 3. [cap.] IncoMcfe., the typical genus of
Lacunid(e. L. vincta is a common New England spe-
cies. This small shell resembles a periwinkle, but is thin-
ner and of slenderer form ; it is of a reddish or brownish
hom-color, with two or more darker spiral bands. It is

found on the sea-shore, where the animal feeds on algals.

—LacnnSB of bone, the microscopic cavities in the bone
occupied by the bone-cells, and communicating with one
another and with the Haversian canals and surfaces of the
bone through the canaliculi. See cut and quotation under
iiime.—Lacnnse of Howship, the foveolse of Howship,
minute pits in the border of bone undergoing absorption.
They are excavated by the osteoclasts lying in them.
lacunal (la-ku'nal), a. [= It. lacunale; as la-

cuna + -al.] Same as lacunar^.
lacunar^ (la-ku'nar), m.

;
pi. lacunars, lacunaria

(-nSrz, lak-u-na'ri-a). [L., a wainscotedor pan-
eled ceiling, so

"
,

called from the ^..^^^^i" -*w-^_:>'>>
sunken or Tiol-

lowed compart-
ments, < la<!una,

a pit, hollow:
see lacuna.] 1.

One of the cof-
fers or sunk
compartments
in ceilings or
sof&ts formed of
beams crossing
one another, or
resembling in
structural form
or for purposes
of decoration such a construction of beams, as
the stone ceilings of the Grecian Doric, those
(generally formed of wood and plaster, and
profusely decoratedwith gildingand ornament)
common in Renaissance buildings, etc.
The lacunaria, or recesses ofthe roof [in the Ionic order],

were also certainly painted.
J. Fergvmm, Hist. Arch., I. 253.

Hence— 2. A ceiling or soffit having lacunars.
lacnnar^ (la-kH'nar), a. [< lacuna + -arK Ci.
lacunar^, n., an older form.] 1. Of or pertain-
ing to a lacuna.— 2. Having lacunae; lacunose.
Also lacunal.

lacunaria, n. Latin plural of lacunar^.
lacunary (lak'u-na-ri), a. [< lacuna + -ary.]
Pertaining to a lacima—Lacunary function, a
function having a lacunary space.—Lacniary space in
the theory of functions, an area in a plane every poln£ of
which is the aflSx of a value of the variable for which a
given function has no determinate values. Thus, if

Lacunars.— From vaulting of Basilica ol
Constantine, Rome.

Fa; = ; ^./^*
X' yf 2i

^_ ia+jb + kc
'

i+J + k

then the space within the triangle whose vertices are the
affixes of a, b, and c is a lacunary space,

lacune (la-kun'), « [< F. lacune, < L. lacuna,
a pit, hollow : see lacuna.] A lacuna; a small
emptyspaee; agap; ahiatus; adefect. [Rare.]
A little wit, or, as that is not always at hand, a little

impudence instead of it, throws its rampant briar over
dry lacuna. Landor.

lad

lacunette (lak-u-nef), n. [< F. lacunette, dim.
of lacune, a chasm : see lacuna.] In fort., a,

small foss or ditch.

lacunid (lak'u-nid), n. Any member of the La-
cunidcB.

Lacunidx (la-kii'ni-de), n.pl. [NL.,<Xaca«a,3,
+ -idee.] A family of teenioglossate gastropods,
typified by the genus Lacuna, with shells re-

sembling those of periwinkles (IAttorinid<s),Tant

having a lacuna in the columella. There is no si-

phonal fold, and behind the operculum are two processes,

as in Sitioa. The family is usually included in the Litto-

rinidce.

lacunose (la-kii'nds), a. [= Sp. lacunoso, lagu-

noso= Pg. It. lacunoso, < L. lacunosus, full of hol-

lows, hofes, ponds, etc., < lacuna, a pit, a hol-

low: see lacuna.] Having or full of lacunse;

furrowed or pitted ; marked by gaps, cavities,

or depressions; specifically, in bat. and entom.,

having scattered, irregular, broadish, but shal-

low excavations, as a surface, a lacunose leaf has
the venation saUent beneath, leaving the surface full of
hollows. The prOnota and elytra of many beetles are la-

cunose. Also Utcunous.

lacunosorugose (lak-u-no-so-ro'gos), a. [< la-

cunose + rugose.] In hot., marked by deep,
broad, irregular wrinkles, as the shell of the
walnut or the stone of the peach.

lacunous (la-lm'nus), a. Same as lacunose.

lacunulose (la-ku ' nu-16s), a. [Dim. of lacu-

nose.] In boi., diminutively lacunose. Tucker-

man, North American Lichens, 1. 61.

lacus (la'kus), n. [NL. use of L. lacus, a basin,

lake: see lake^.] 1. In awai., a place likened to
alake.— 3. [cap.] imool., a genus of beetles of
the family Eucnemidce. The sole species is £.
laticornis of Brazil. Bonvoulovr, 1870 Laens
lacrymalls, the lake of tears, the oval space between
the eyelids at the inner comer of the eye, occupied by the
caruncula lacrymalis.

lacustral (la-kus'tral), a. [< L. as if *lacusiris,

of a lake (see lacustrine),+ -al.] Same as lacus-

trine.

lacustrian (la-kus'tri-an), a. and re. [< L. as
iJE *lacustris, of a lake (see lacustrine), + -an.]

I, a. Same as lacustrine,

II. n. A lake-dweller; one whose habitation
is built upon a lake.

Kot the slightest clew appears as to the manner in which
the lacutAriang disposed of their dead. Amer. Cyc, X. 112.

Lacustrlda (la-kus'tri-de), n. pi. [NL., < *la-

custris, of a late (see lacustrine), + -idee.] A so-
called family of &esh-water sponges, including
those forms of the genus Spongilla which inhab-
it lakes, as distinguished from the Flumatilidte.
Though named as a family, the group has not the taxo-
nomic value of a genus, and its name is not based upon
that of any genus.

lacustrine (la-kus'trin), a. [< L. as if "lacus-
ftis (> It. Pg. Sp. F. lacustre), of a lake, < lacus, a
lake: see te&ei.] 1. Of or pertaining to a lake
or to lakes.—3. Living on or in lakes, as various
animals.—3. labot., growing in lakes or ponds.
Also lacustral and lacustrian.

Lacustrine deposits, deposits formed at the bottom of
lakes, which frequently consist of a series of strata dis-
posed with great regularity one above another. From the
stud^ of these numerous fresh-water deposits geologists
obtain a knowledge of the ancient condition of the land.
—Lacustrine dwelling or habitation. Same as lake-
dweUing.

lac-work (lak'werk), re. Japanese lacquer,
lacy (la'si), a. [< lace + .^^.J Resembling lace

;

laee-like.

The skeleton [of the HezactineUidiB] comes out a lovely
lacy structure of the clearest glass.

Sir C. W. Thoimon, Depths of the Sea, p. 418.

How exquisite she looked in her pale-tinted dress, with
a lacey shawl wound carelessly around her head and
shoulders. The Century, XXXVt Wl.

ladi (lad), n. [< ME. ladde, prob. < Ir. lath, a
youth, a champion, = W. llawd, a youth. It
cannot be the same as ME. lede, < AS. ledd, a
man: see lede^. For the connection of the
senses 'boy' and ' servant,' cf. boy^ and knave
in like uses, Ct.lass^.] 1. A boy; a youth; a
stripling : often used familiarly or affectionate-
ly in speaking of or to a man of any age.

The ladde whome long I lovd so deare
Sowe loves a lasse that all his love doth scome.

Spemer, Shep. CaL, ApriL
Joseph being seventeen years old, was feeding the

flock with his brethren ; and the lad was with the sons of
BUhah. Gen. xxxvlL 2.

The ruffling Northern lad», and the stout Welshmen try's
it- Drayton, Polyolbion, xxlL 1069.

How now, old lad? Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. lia.

3. A male sweetheart: correlative to lass.
[Scotch.]

Ye royal lasses dainty.
Heaven mak' ye guid as weel as braw.
An' gie you lads a-plenty. Burns, A Dream.



lad

Sf. A servingman ; a servant.
To make lordes of laddes of londe that he wynneth,
And Ire men foole thraUes that folwen nat bus lawes.

Piers Plowman (0), zzlL 32.

lad^t. An obsolete preterit and past participle
of leadX.

lad* (lad), n. [Origin obscure.] A thong of lea-
ther; a shoe-latchet. HdlUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lad-aget (lad'aj), n. Boyhood.

Heer I have past my Lad-age fair and good

;

Heer flrat the soft Down on my chin did bud.
Sylvester, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Yocation.

ladanum (lad'a-num), n. [< L. ladanmn, leda-
num, < Grr. TJj^avov, a resinous juice or gum
from a certainshrub, < T^rjSm, > L. ledon, also
lada, < Pers. Iddan, a shrub {Cistus CreUeus]
(> Ar. Hind. Iddan, ladanum). Henoe, with
diff. form and sense, laudanum, q. v.] A resi-

nous juice that exudes from the Cisims lada-
mferw, a shrub which grows in Spain and
Portugal, and from 0. Cretieus and O. sahi-
foUus, which grow in Crete, Syria, etc. The best
sort ocoHTB in commerce in dark-colored or black masses,
of the consistence of a soft plaster. The other sort is in
long rolls coiled up, harder than the former, and of a paler
color. It was formerly much used medicinally in exter-
nal applications and as a stomachic, but is now in little

request. It is also used in perfumery and infumigating-
pastils. Also laAdanuTTij laudanum, gum ladanum, gum
labdanu/m, gum ledfm.

ladanyt (lad'a-ni), n. [See ladawim.l An old
name for Cisims ladan^ervs, one of the plants
yielding ladanum.
They make here Labdanuin or Ladanum of avery small

balsamic aromatic shrub called Ladany, and by botanists
Cistus Ledon, or Cistus ladanifera.

Pococke, Description of the East, IE. 231.

ladder (lad'6r), n. [Also dial. Udder; < ME.
laddere, laddre, < AS. hlceder, with short vowel
hlcedder (in declension sjrueopated hlcedr-,

hlceddr-), a ladder, = OPries. hladder, hleder =p

MD. ledere, D. ladder, leer = MLGr. leMer, a lad-

der, the rails of a cart, =OHG. hlei-

tar, hleitara, hleitra, leitera, leitra,

MHG. G. leitei\ a ladder; perhaps
akin to L. clatnri, a trellis, grate;

cf. Goth, hleithra, a hut, tent, taber-
nacle (of wattles ?) (cf . hlija, a tent,

tabernacle). By some referred to

the same root as Gr. lOupa^, a lad-

der, namely the root of Gr. iMveiv

=AS. Mimian, lean : see lean^, cUmc,
climax, etc.] 1. A frame of wood,
metal, or rope, usually portable,

and consisting essentially of two
side-pieces connected at suitable

distances by cross-pieces, gener-
ally in the form of rounds or rungs,

forming steps by which, when the

frame is properly set, a personmay
ascend a height, a ladder differs from
a stair in that it has treads, but no risers.

There are many forms of ladders, adapted
to different uses, as the step-ladder, stand-

ing-ladder, c<ympanion-ladder, collapsing-

ladder, scaiirig-ladder, etc. A ilremen's scal-

ing-ladder is now used consisting of one
pole only with steps on each side and a

large barbed hook at the top. In use, the

hook is caught in a window-sill, the fireman climbs to the

window by the pole, and then raises it to the nextwindow,
and soon.

The kyng by an laddere to the ssyp clam an hey.

Mob. of aioucesUr, p. 3S3.

This ladder of ropes will lette thee downe.
The Chad o/EUe (ChUd's Ballads, in. 227).

Then they placed their scaling ladders.

And o'er the walls did scour amain.
Undaunted Londondeny (Child's Ballads, VII. 249).

3. Figuratively, any means of ascending; a

means of rising to eminence.
Ifote that the Crosse becomes

A Ladder leading to Heav'ns glorious rooms. .

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

Lowliness is young ambition's ladder.

Whereto the climber-upward turns Us face.

Shak., J. C, il. 1. 22.

Accommodation ladder. See aeconmwdaUon.—'Extm-
Blon ladder, a ladder with a sliding or foldmg section

which can be used to increase the length.— JacoD 8 lao-

der (a) The ladder which, according to the account in

Genesis (xxviii. 12), Jacob saw in a dream, stretching from

earth to heaven, with the angels of God asoendmgajid de-

scending upon it. (6) In logic, a figure Ulustrating the the-

ory of the old logic concerning the relations of genera, dif-

ferences, and species, (c) Naut. See Jacob s-lad^r,!.—

Hook-and-laddercompany. SeeAoofc—MovaBle lad-

der, a miners' man-engine. .,

ladder-braid (lad'er-brad), n. A kind of braid

made on the lace-pillow ; a narrow bobbin-net

:

so named from its appearance.

ladder-carriage aad'Sr-kar'aj), «•.
, ^^^°°^-

and-ladder truck; a vehicle on which hre-laa-

ders are carried. In someforms the bed-fmne serves

as a brace for the ladder when it is raised, the shding

t
Firemen's

Scaling-ladder.
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sections of the ladder being extended by a windlass which
lias its bearings at the foot of the frame. A basketmay be
secured by arope to a pulley at the top of the ladder to serve
as a fire-escape. E. H. Knight.

ladder-dredge (lad'^r-irej), n. A dredge hav-
ing buckets carriedround on a ladder-like chain.
ladderman (lad'6r-man), «. ;

pi. laddermen
(-men). In a fire-brigade, amember of a hook-
and-ladder company.
ladder-shell (lad'6r-shel), n. Any species of
Scalaria ; a scalariid or wentle-trap : so called
from the conspicuous ribs, resembling the
rounds of a ladder.
ladder-soUar (lad'Sr-sol'ar), n. In mining, a
platform at the foot of each ladder in a ladder-
way. The ladders are usually from 26 to 30 feet in length,
and between each two is a sollar or platform, where the
miner changes to another ladder. The object of this ar-
rangement is to lessen the danger, to both the miner him-
self and his companions below, which would attend a fall
from one continuous ladder leading from the top to the
bottom of the shaft. Ladders without sollars are forbid-
den by law in England.

ladder-stitch. (lad'6r-stich), ». l. An embroi-
dery-stitch in which cross-bars at equal dis-

tances are produced between two solid ridges
of raised work, a variety of this has the cross-bars at
different angles, producing a row of lozenges or hexagons

;

it is also carried around curves and in a circle, the cross-
bars resembling the radiating spokes of a wheel.

3. A stitch by which a row of crosses Is pro-
duced, the effect of the whole being a continu-
ous line or ridge of the silk or thread, with
short cross-bars at regular intervals projecting
at both sides.

ladderway (lad'6r-wa), n. A space or open-
ing for ascending and descending by a ladder

;

specifically, in mining, a shaft arranged with a
system of ladders by which the miners have ac-
cess to the part of the mine in which their work
is carried on. in vertical shafts the ladderway (also

called in England the footway) is usually arranged in a
separate compartment partitioned off from those used for
hoisting and pumping.

ladder-work (lad'6r-w6rk), n. Work done on
a ladder, as painting, stuccoing, and the like

:

a workmen's term. For such work a ladder is

often slung horizontally by its ends, to make a
platform.

laddess (lad'es), n. [< lad^ + -ess. See lass^.']

A girl ; a lass. Davies. [Humorous.]
I know he is a very amiable lad, and I do not know that

she is not as amiable aladdess, Wdlpole, Letters, III. 243.

laddie (lad'i), n. [Dim. of lad^.'] A lad; a
boy; a lover. [Now chiefly Scotch.]

Hobie he had but a laddies sword.
But he did more than a laddies deed.

Hobie Noble (Child's Ballads, VL 103).

I hae a wife and twa wee laddies.

Burns, To Dr. Blacklock.

lade^ (lad), v.; pret. laded, pp. laden, laded, ppr.

ladmg. [< ME. laden (pret. lod, pp. laden), <

AS. hladan (pret. Mod, pp. hladen), load, heap
up, draw out (water), = OS. hladan = OPries.
hlada = MD. D. laden, MLG. laden = OHG.
hladan, MHG. G. laden, load, = Icel. hladha =
Dan. lade = Sw. ladda = Goth. *hlathan (iu

oomp. af-hlathan), load, lade. Cf. Buss. Made,
a load. Hence the noun lade^ (and load^), la-

dle, last^, ballast, etc.; et. also lathe^. For the
relation to load, see load^.'] I. trans. 1. To put
a burden, load, or cargo on or in ; load ; charge

:

as, to lade a ship with cotton ; to lade a horse
with corn. [In this sense load is now chiefly

used, but lade, in the pp. laden, is still common.]
Okes great, streight as a line, . . .

With branches brode, lade with leves newe.
Flower and Leaf, 1. 33.

And they laded their asses with the corn, and departed
thence. Gen. xlii. 26.

I'U show thee where the softest cowslips spring,

And clust'ring nuts their laden branches bend.
Warton, Eclogues, viii.

Cooper he was and carpenter, and wrought
To make the boatmen fishing-nets, or help'd
At lading and unlading the tall barks.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. Figuratively, to burden ; oppress.

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy lad^n.
Mat. xi. 28.

3. To lift or throw in or out, as a fluid, with a

ladle or other utensil: as, to lade water out of

a tub or into a cistern.

And chides the sea that sunders him froin thence.

Saying, he'll lade it dry to have his way.
SAai., 3 Hen.VL, iii. 2. 139.

4t. To admit (water).

Withynne the ship wiche that Argus made,
Whiche was so staunche it mjte no water lade.

MS. Digby, 230. (Baihwell.)

Laded metal, in plate-glass manuf., melted glass trans-

ferred by a ladle from the melting-pot to the table.

ladle

Il.t introMs. 1. To draw water.

She did not think best to lade at the shallow channel.
Bp. Hall, Contemplations.

3. Naut., to let in water by leakage; leak.

Wright.

lade^ (lad), n. [< ME. lade; orig. a form of what
is now load^, but now associated with lade^,v.:

see lade^, v., and load!^, to.] A load; specifi-

cally, a bag of meal. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

Als of many smale comes es made
Til a hors bak a mykel lads.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 3418.

As bees flee hame wi' lades o' treasure.
The minutes wing'd their way witli pleasure.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

Iade2 (lad), m. [Avar, of Zo^ei, Zoat?2.] if. A
way; course. See Wei.— g, A watercourse

;

a channel for water; a ditch or drain; in Scot-
land, specifically, a mill-race, especiaUy ahead-
race.— 3. The mouth of a river.

lademan (lad'man), ».; pi. lademen (-men). [A
var. of lodeman."] X . A person who has charge
of a pack-horse. [Scotch.]— St. Aservantem-
ployed by a miller to return to the owners their
meal when ground. [Scotch.]

laden (la'dn). Past participle of lade^.

ladenedt, PP- An erroneous form of laden.

We caused our ships ladened with our great artillery

and victuals to be brought into the haven.
Exp. in Scotland (Arber's Eng. Garner, 1. 117).

Every prisoner being most grievously ladened with irons
on their legs. Munday (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 204).

lade-pail (lad'pal), n. A pail with a long han-
dle to lade water out with. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
ladert (la'der), n. [A var. of loder.'\ A lade-

man.
ladiedf (la'did), a. [< lady + -ed^.'] Ladylike

;

gentle.

Sores are not to be anguisht with a rustick pressure,

but gently stroak'd with a ladied hand.
FeUham, Resolves, i. 8.

ladies'-bedstraw, -cushion, etc. See lady's-

bedstraw, etc.

ladifyt(la'di-fi),i;. t l<lady-\--fy.'\ To render
ladylike ; make a lady of

;
give the title or style

of lady to.

A pretty conceit of a nimble-witted gentlewoman, that
was worthy to be ladijied for the jest.

MiddZeton, Black Book.

Ladin (la-den'), n. [Eheto-Romanie la^in (=
It. ladino), < L. Latinus, Latin: see Latin."] A
branch of the Eheto-Eomanie language spoken
in the Engadine in Switzerland and the upper
Inn valley in Tyrol. See Bheto-Bomanic.

lading (la'ding), n. [< ME. lading, a loading,

drawing, < AS. hladimg (Somner), a drawing
(of water), verbal n. of hladan, lade, load: see

lade^, ».] 1. The act of loading.

Before they deuided themselues they agreed, after the
lading of their goods at their seuerall ports, to meet at

Zante. Stow, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1686.

3. That which constitutes a load or cargo;

freight; burden: as, the lading of a ship.

I perceive that this voyage will be with hurt and much
damage, not only of the lading and ship, but also of our
lives. Acts xxviL 10.

IhavemyZadin^; . . . you may know whose beast I am
by my burden. B. Jowson, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

3. In glass^making, the transfer of the glass into

the cuvettes Bill of lading. See bUl^ Bills of
Lading Act. See Mils,

lading-bole (la'ding-hol), n. In glass-manuf.,

an aperture in the side of a plate-glass furnace,

at which the cuvette for carrying the metal is

introduced or is filled.

Ladino (la-de'no), n. [Spoilt. Latinus, Latin:
see Latin.] 1. The ancient Spanish or CastiUan
language.— 3. A Spanish and Portuguese jar-

gon spoken by certain Jews in Turkey and else-

where.— 3. In Central America, a half-breed of

white and Indian parentage; a mestizo.

ladMn (lad'kin), n. [< lad^ + -kim.] A little

lad. [Rare.]

Tharrhon that young ladHn hight.
Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, iil. 31.

ladle (la'dl), m.

del, a ladle

(glossed by
L. antlia)

(cf. hlceden, a
bucket, hlced-

hwedl, hlcedr

trendel, a
wheel used in

drawing wa-
ter), < hladan, „ , , „.

'""-"y'^die.

i-,", , \' F, plate which serves to keep back impun.
lade (water): ties floating on the metaU

[< ME. ladel, a ladle, < AS. hlw-



ladle

see lade^.'] 1. A long-handled dish-shaped
utensil for dipping or conveying liquids. Ladles
for domestic uses are made in many forms and of a variety
of materials. One form of foundiV-ladle of iron, teclini-
«ally called a ihank, for conveying molten metal from the
furnace to tlie mold, has opposite handles for two men, one
of them furnished with a cross-bar at the end for tilting
the ladle to pour out the metaL For very large work such
loundry-ladles are moved by a crane.

A laid bygge, with a long stele [handle].
That cast for to kele a crokke, and saue the fatte aboue.

Piem Plowman (C), xxiL 279.

A Ladle for our Silver Dish
Is what I want^ is what I wish-

Prior, The Ladle.

2. A similarly shaped instrument for drawing a
charge from a oannon.— 3. The float-board of a
milL-wheel; aladle-board.— 4. In. glass^manuf.,
same as cuvette, 2—Babbitting ladle. See baiiitt-

i«».—Pajring ladle, or pltch-^dle, an iron ladle with a
long nose or spout, used for pouring melted pitch into the
seams of a ship after they are calked.

ladle (la'dl), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. ladled, ppr. la-

dling, [< ladle, Ji. ] To lift or dip with a ladle

;

lade.

Daly's business was to ladle out the punch.
T. Hook, Gilbert Gumey.

Ladled glass. Same as evUeC^.

ladle-board (la'dl-bord), n. The float-board of
a mill-wheel.

ladlefnl (la'dl-ffd), n. [< ladle + -fuf} The
quantity which a ladle holds when full.

ladle-furnace (la'dl-fer"nas), n. A small gas-
furnace heated by a Bunsen jet or burner, and
usually provided with a support for a small
ladle and a sheet-iron jacket for concentrating
the heat upon the ladle : used in shops and lab-
oratories for melting small q^laIltities of easi-

ly fusible metals and alloys, as zinc, tin, lead,

solder, type-metal, Babbitt metal, etc.

ladle-shell (la'dl-shel), n. One of the several
large whelks or similar shells, as species of the
genus Fulgur or Sycotypus, yrbiah. are or may
be used as ladles inbailjiig out boats, etc. [Lo-
cal, U. S.]

ladlewood (la'dl-wud), n. The wood of the
tree Hartogia Capensis.

ladronet (la-dron'), n. [< Sp. ladron = Pg. la-

drao = It. ladrone = OP. laron, la/rron (> E. obs.

larron), < L. latro{n-), a robber; in earlier use
a hireUng, mercenary soldier: see iarcew^.] A
thief; robber; highwayman; rogue.

Was ever man of my great birth and fortune
Affronted thus? I am become the talk

Of every pjcaro and ladron.
Shirley, The Brothers, v. 3.

lad's-love(ladz'luv),M. Aname ofthe southern-
wood, Artemisia Abrotanum. [Prov. Eng.]

Shegatheredapiece of southernwood. . . . "Whatten
you c^ this in your country?" asked she. "Old man,"
replied B,uth. "We caU it here lad's-love.

'

Mrs. Ga^eR, Euth, xviiL

lady (la'di), n. and a. [Earlymod. E. also ladye,

ladie, < ME. lavedi, levedy, levedi, lefdye, lefdi,

laevedi, etc., < AS. hliefdige, later hUefdie, a lady,

mistress ; a fern, corresponding to hldford (orig.

"hldfweard), lord, and prob. directly derived

from it, with contraction, namely < hldford +
-ige, for -ie, fem. formative . The supposed for-

mation < hldf, loaf, bread, -I- -dige, eonueoted
with dagee, a kneader, from the root of ddh,

dough, namely that seen in Goth, digan, or dei-

gan, knead (see dough), is improbable. In ME.
the genitive or possessive is usually lady, as in

the first quotation under def. 3 ; hence the use in

Lady-day, and other compounds where lady is

orig. possessive. In some of these compounds,
and in various plant-names, lady (or lady's) orig.

referred to the Virgin Mary.] I. n.
;
pL ladies

(-diz). 1. A woman who has authority over a

manor or family; the mistress of a household:

the feminine correlative to lord.

And ye knowe wele also that she is oon of the beste la-

dies ot the worlde, and oon of the wisest.
Merlin (E. E. T. S-X L 84.

Of all these bounds . . .

We make thee lady. Shak., Lear, L 1. 67.

The Ladye at Branksome greets thee by me^
Says that the fated hour is come.

SaM, L. of L. IL, ii. 4.

2. {cap."] SpecifieaIly,inGreatBritain,theprop-

er title of any woman whose husband is Mgher
in rank than baronet or knight, or who is the

daughter of a nobleman not lower than an earl,

though the title is given by courtesy also to the

wives of baronets and knights ; also, the femi-

nine title correlative originally to Lord, and
now also to Sir.

Yon shall have two noble partners with you ; the old

Duchess of Norfolk, and Lady Marquess Dorset.

Shak., Hen. VUL, v. 3. 169.

3328

Certain Ladiet were expelled the Court, as tbe Lady
Poynings, the Lady Mouling, and others, bound to ap-

pear at the next Parliament. BaJier, Chronicles, p. 146.

3. In the days of chivalry, the woman chosen

by a knight or squire as the object 6t his espe-

cial service, his feats of arms being done in

her honor, and his success ascribed to her m-
fluence.

And he [the squire] hadde ben somtyme in chivachie,. . .

And bom him wel, as of so lltel space,

In hope to stonden in his lady grace. , ^ - ,_ , „„
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 88.

But thou that hast no Jody canst not flght.

Tennyson, Geramt.

4. A woman of good family and of established

social position, or one accepted as such : a re-

stricted sense correlative to gentleman in like

use.

She was bom, in our familiar phrase, a lady, and from
the beginning, throughout a long life, she was surrounded

with perfect ease of circumstance.
Harper's Mag., LXXVIL 960.

5. A woman of good breeding, education, and
refinement of mind and manner: a general

sense correlative to gentleman in like use: in

common speech used indiscriminately as a syn-

onym for woman (a use generally vulgar, and
to be avoided except in address). See gentle-

man, 4.

A lovely Ladie rode him faire beside.

Upon a lowly Asse more white then snow.
Spenser, F. Q., L L 4.

Her artists were quick to give fine expression to the

new moods of the Middle Ages ; her gentlemen were the
first in Europe, and the first modem ladieswere Venetian.

C. E. NorUm, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 40.

I admit that our abuse of the word is villanous. I know
of an orator who once said, in apublic meeting where bon-
nets preponderated, that "thewdie« were last at the cross

and first at the tomb "
! LauxU, Biglow Papers, Int.

6. A wife ; a man's spouse : used in this sense
always with direct reference to the husband

:

as, John Smith and lady. [Formerly in com-
mon use, but now regarded as inelegant.]

Mr. Bertram asked his lady one morning at breakfast

whether this was not little Harry's birth-day.
Scott, Guy Mannering, ix.

" Hope you and your good lady are well " [said Colonel
Sprowle.] 0. W. Holmes, Elsie Tenner, viL

7. A sweetheart. [Local, U. S.]—8. A slate

measuring about 16 inches long by 10 broad.

—

9. The calcareous apparatus in the cardiac part
of the stomach of the lobster, the function of

which is the trittiration of the food Congrega-
tion ofOurlady ofCalvary. See coM^^crfion.— Eng-
lish Ladies. See IngUJtvte of the Messed Virgin Mary,
under i-nxmute.—Greeting or salutation ofOnr Ladyt,
the Annunciation.—Ladies' companion, a small port-
able reticule or bag of stiff materi^d, arranged to hold im-
plements for women's work, with gloves, purse, handker-
chief, etc.—Ladies' man, a man who is fond of the soci-

ety of women, and is zealous in paying them petty at^

tentions.—Ladies of the bedchamber. See hedeham-
ber.—Lady belL Same as angelus beU (which see, under
beZZl).—Lady chapel, in a large church built for Soman
Catholic use, a chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary, gen-
erally placed behind the high altar, at the extremity of the
apse or the eastern end of the church. In churches built
before the thirteenth century the Lady chapel is often a
separate building. The use of the name is modem. See
cut under cathedral.—Lady Of the la.ket, a kept mis-
tress. [Old slang.]

All women would be of one piece
But for the difference marriage makes
'Twixt wives and ladies of the lakes.

S. Butler, Endibras, IIL i. 868.

Lady with twelve flounces, the goldfinch, Cardudis de-
gam. [Shropshire, Eng.]—Leading lady. Seeleading.—
Onr Lady, the Virgin Mary.—Our Lady of Dolors. See
Dolors of the Virgin Mary, under ddlar.—Our Lady Of
Heaven's hent. See henx.—oax Lady's bedstraw.
See&atsiniw, 2(a).—Our Lady's Ellwand. Seedlwarul,2.

n. a. Of a lady ; ladylike.

ladybird (la'di-berd), n. [< lady, with ref. to
"Our Lady," i. e. the Virgin Mary, + bird^;

ladyfly

prob. orig. as a var. of ladybug.'i 1. A beetle

of the family CoccinelUdte, order CoUoptera, so

called from its graceful form and delicate col-

oration. The eggs are laid in small clusters, and the

larvae are for the most part carnivorous, feeding upon

plant-lice, bark-lice, and small Insects of all soi-ts ; one,

however, eats the leaves of plants. The adult beetles are

in the main predaceous, hut sometimes feed upon pollen.

The pupa is usually formed within the last larval skin,

which is suspended by its anal end to some leaf or other

object. The pnpas and also the larvae of some species

have been known to winter over, hut the beetles usnal^

hibernate. The species are verynumerous ; those figurM,

CoccineUa picta (see under CoednettidiB), C. munda, C.

ruwem-notata, MegUla maevlata, Anatis quindedm-punc-

lata, are all common In the United States. Also called

ladybug, ladycloek, ladycow, ladyfly.

2. The pintail duck, Dafila acuta: so called

from its graceful form. Mev.C.Swainson. [Dub-

lin Bay.]— 3t. A lady-love; a sweetheart: of-

ten used as a term of endearment.

What, lamb ! what, lady-bird!

God forbid I Where's this girl? What, Juliet I

Shak., B. and J., L 3. 3.

Is that your new ruff, sweet ladybird? By my trath,

'tis most intricately rare. _
B. Jansan, Cynthia s BevelB, iL L

ladybug (la'di-bug), n. A ladybird : the more
common name in the United States and in some
parts of England.

The Americans are not alone in referring to insects as
" bugs," for in many parts of England we have the "toJy-

Img" (lady-bird), "May-bug" (cockchafer), and "June-
bug " (green beetle). Athemieum, So. 3222, p. 140.

lady-cat (la'di-kat), n. The large channel cat-

fish of the United States, Ictalurus pwnetatus.

It attains a weight of 5 to 15 pounds, and is

much esteemed for food.

lady-chair (la'di- char), n. Same as IdTig's-

cushion.

Tina insisted on reading this with ns, jnat as of old she

insisted on being carried in a lady chair over to our wood-
land study in the island. E. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 436.

ladycloek (la'di-klok), n. [< lady + clock*',

q. v.] Same as ladybird, 1. [Prov. Eng.]

That was only a lady-dock, child, flying away home.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, zxiiL

lady-cockle (la'di-kok"l), n. See cockle^.

lady-court (la'di-kort), n. The court of a lady
of the manor.
ladycow (la'di-kou), n. Same as ladybird^ 1.

lady-crab (la'di-krab), n. The commonest edi-

ble crab of the United States, Callinectes hasta-

tus, upon the carapace of which is traceable an
outline like that of a woman's bust: extended
to various other swimming- and sand-crabs, as

Flatyonychus ocellatus. See cut under Flatyo-

nychus.

Lady-day (la'di-da), n. The day on which is

held the festival of the Annunciation of the
Virgin Mary, March 25th. See annunciation.

And vpon Saterdaye, our Ladye daye at nyght afore-

sayde, we made sayle.
Sir S. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. IS.

I return to town next Friday, and leave it for good on
Lady-day. Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

lady-fern (la'di-fem), n. An elegant fern, Ag-
plenium MUx-faemma, widely diffused, in nu-
merous varieties, through the northern temper-
ate zone. Its rootstock is crowned with a cluster of
bipinnate broadly lanceolate fronds, commonly from 1 to
3 feet high.

ladyfinger (la'di-fing'gfer), n. See lady's-finger.

ladyfisn (la'di-fish), n. 1. A fish, AUmla vul-

pes, of the taiaaiyAVmlidcB, of a brilliant silvery

a, larva of Mysia at Anatis quindecim-punctata ; b, pupa of
same ; c, first joint of larva, enlarged ; d, beetle ; e, Duie.spotted
ladybird (.Cocdnella nimtm-nolata') ; /, trim ladybird (C. munda)

;

g, spotted ladybird (Megilla macula ta). (Lines show natural sizes.)

Ladyfish, or Bone-fish {Aibuta vutpa).
(From Report of U- S. Fi^ Commission, ZS84.)

color,abundantin tropical seas, and quitegamy,
but of little value as food.— 2. A labroid fish,

Harpe rvfa, with 12 dorsal spines, continuous
lateral line, scaly cheeks and opercles, base of
dorsal fin scaly, and posterior canines. It is a
common West Indian fish, occurring also along
the Florida coast, and of beautiful color. More
fuUy called Spanish ladyfish; also doneella.—
3. The skipper or saury, Scomberesox saurus.
[Florida.]

lady-fluke (la'di-flok), B. The halibut. [Prov.
Eng.]
ladyfly (la'di-fli), n. Same as ladybird, X.



lady-hen

lady-hen (la'di-hen), ». l. The skylark.— 2.
The -wrea: a eontraotioa of Ow Lady's hen.
See henX. [Prov. Eng.]
ladyhood (la'di-hM),m. [,< lady + -hood.^ The
condition, character, quality, rank, etc., of a
lady.

There was that in his tone . . . which was unpleasing
to Annie's ladyhood.

Oearge MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine, p. 199.

lady-key (la'di-ke), n. Primuia veris, the prim-
rose.

lady-killer (la'di-kU'-'Sr), n. A man supposed
to be dangerously fascinating to women as
a real or pretended lover; one whose fascina-
tions are potent; a general lover. [Humor-
ous slang.]

I'm a modest man, . . . Idon'tsetuptohealady-Mller.
Thackeray, Vanity Tair, xiii.

lady-killing (la'di-kil"ing), n. The acts or arts
of a lady-killer; assiduous gallantry. [Himior-
ous slang.]

ladykin (la'di-kin), n. [< lady + -kirn,.'] A lit-

tle ladjr : applied by Elizabethan writers, in the
abbreviatedT form Lakin, to the Virgin Mary.
[Rare.]

ladylike (la'di-lik), a. 1. Like a lady in any
respect; refined; well-bred; courteous in man-
ner.—2. Applied to men, affected; effeminate.

Some of these so :;igid, yet very spruce ladylike preach-
ers, think fit to gratify as their own persons, so their kind
hearers and spectators.

Jer. Taylor (?), Artificial Handsomeness, p. 179.

Fops at all comers, ladylike in mien,
Giveted fellows, smelt ere they are seen.

Covjperf Tirocinium, 1. 830.

=Syil. Womanly, etc. See feminine.

lady-love (la'di-luv), n. 1. A female sweet-
heart; a woman who is loved.—2. Love for a
lady; romantic love.

And, like the Ariosto of the North,
Sang ladye-love and war, romance and knightly worth.

Byron, Gbilde Harold, Iv. 40.

ladymeatt (la'di-met), n. See the quotation.

Many an alms was given for her sake ; and the food so

set aside in almost every house to be bestowed upon the
poor went by the name of Ladymeat The victuals given
to the poor in honour of the Blessed Virgin were often
known by the above name.

Sock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 284.

lady's-bedstraw (la'diz-bed'str4), «. A plant,

Our Lady's bedstraw, Galium verum.

lady's-bower (la'diz-bou''''6r), n. The only
British species of clematis. Clematis Vitalba.

Also called traveler's-joy.

lady's-comb (la'diz-kom), n. A small annual
umbelliferous plant of Europe, Scandix Pecten,

with umbels of small white flowers, and pale-

green finely divided leaves, growing in cul-

tivated fields. The fruit is laterally compressed and
destitute of vittse, or oil-vessels ; it has long and sharp
points, to which the name alludes. Also called Venwti-
comb and shepherd's-needXe.

lady's-CUShion (Ia'diz-kush"on), n. The thrift,

Armeria vulgaris, a maritime plant with a dense
cushion-like growth: also called sea-eushion.

Several other plants have sometimes been
named lady's-cushion.

lady's-delight (la'diz-df-lit"), »• The pansy,

Viola tricolor.

Ladie^-deligMs and periwinkles.
5. O. Jeiiiett, A Countiy Doctor, p. 237.

lady's-eardrops (la'diz-er'drops), n. The com-
mon cultivated fuchsia.

lady's-finger (la ' diz-fing'''g6r), n. 1. pi. The
kiiiey-vetch, Anthyllis Vulneraria. The name
has also been given to many other plants.

—

2. One of the hairy appendages of the legs

of lobsters, attached to the base of the leg.

They are the gills or branchisB. See exopo-

dite.—S. A kind of confectioners' cake, or of

sponge-cake, so named from the long and slen-

der form.
" Fetch me that Ottoman, and prithee keep

Your voice low," said the Emperor, "and steep

Some tedu's /Sneers nice in Candy wine."
_

Keats, Cap and Bells, st. 48. (Davm.)

4. A finger-shaped variety of the potato for-

merly common, small, white, and of delicate

fiavor.— 5. A variety of apple.

Also ladyfinger.

lady's-glove (la'diz-gluv), n. The purple fox-

glove. Digitalis purpurea. The name is also

given to one or two other plants, as Inula

lady's-gown (la'diz-goun), n. In Scots law, a

gift sometimes made by a purchaser to a ven-

dor's wife on her renouncing her life-rent m
her husband's estate.
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lady's-hair (la'diz-har), n. 1. The quaking-

frass, Briza media.— 2. One of the maiden-
air ferns, Adiantum Capillus-Veneris.

ladyship (la'di-ship), n. [< lady + -ship.']

The condition or rank of a lady Her or your la^
dyship, a form used in speaMng of or to a woman having
the title of Lady.

I did what yaar Ladyship commanded me at York-
house. HoweU, Letters, I. v. 23.

lady-slipper (la'di-slip^Sr), n. See lady's-slip-

per.

lady's-maid (la'diz-mad), ». A female atten-
dant upon a lady.

lady's-mantle (la'diz-man'tl), n. An Old
World rosaceous heTh, Alcliemilla vulga/ris. It

has a bitterish, astringent taste, and was for-

merly used in medicine as an astringent.

lady's-seal (la'diz-sel), n. 1. A plant, Tamus
communis, of the natural order Dioscoreacew.
It is a perennial climber, with greenish-white flowers and
scarlet berries, and grows in hedges and woods inEngland.
Also called black oryony.

2. The Solomon's-seal of England, Polygona-
tum mulUflorwm.

lady's-slit)per(la'diz-slip"6r), ». 1. Any or-

chid of the genus Cypripedium. in America the
most conspicuous wUd lady's-slippers are the larger yel-

low, C. pubescens; the smaller yellow, C. parvifiorum; the
showy, C. spectabile; and the stemless, C. aeaiue. The roots
of the first two yield an officinal remedy, regarded as a gen-
tle nervous stimulant and antispasmodic.

3. The garden-balsam, ImpaUens ialsamima.

[IJ. S.] The name has also been given locally

to other plants.

lady's-smock (la'diz-smok), n. A cruciferous

plant, Cardamine pratensis. Also called cuckoo-

flower. Commonly called lady-smock.

Daisies pied and violets blue,

And lady-smoeks all silver-white.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 905.

That meadow, chequered with water-lilies and lady-
smocks. I. Walton,, Complete Angler, p. 68.

lady's-thistle (la'diz-this-'l), n. 1 . The blessed
thistle, Cnicus benedietus.—2. The milk-thistle,

Carduus Marianum.
lady'S-thumb (la'diz-thum), n. The common
persiearia, PolygonumPersicaria : so called from
its dense oblong reddish spike. [U. S.]

lady's-tresses (la'diz-tres"ez), n. Aja. orchid,

Spiranthes autumnalis; also, any orchid of that

genus. These orchids ai-e low plants, notable for their

spikes of white spirally an-anged flowers. In the United
States S. cernica is perhaps the best-known species.

Lselaps (le'laps), n. [NL., < L. Lwlaps, the
name of a dog in Ovid's "Metamorphoses," <

Or. hxtkail>, a dark, furious storm, a hurricane.]

1. In zool., a generic name used in various
senses, (a) A genus of arachnidans. Eoch, 1835. (b)

A genus of hymenopterous parasites, of the chalcid sub-
family PteromaliTice, with two West Indian species, L.
sadtdes and L. pulchricomis. Usually Lelaps, as Walker,
1843. (c) A genus of gigantic dinosaurian reptUes, estab-

lished by Cope in 1866. Some of the species stood 18 feet

high, and thejr were shaped like kangaroos, progressing
on their plantigrade hind feet with the assistance of the
massive tail. The jaws were large and armed with sharp
teeth. The animals were carnivorous and rapacious to a
high degree.

2. [I. c] A species or an individual of the ge-

nus Lcelaps (c).

When hunting, the lcelaps probably wandered around
the lowlands, or swam along the shore until it arrived
within twenty-five or thirty feet of its victim, when with a
spring it cleared the distance. Stand. Jifat. Hist., III. 467.

Laelia (le'li-a), n. [NL. (Lindley, 1830), named
after Lcelius, a Eoman statesman.] A genus of

orchidaceous plants of the tribe Epidendrece,

type of the subtribe Lwliece, having the sepals
and petals flat, the lateral lobes of the lip broad
and loosely investing the column, and the flow-

ers large and showy. They are epiphytes furnished
with pseudobulbs,which are often elongate and stem-like,

and coriaceous or fleshy leaves. The flowers are borne on
simple terminal racemes. About 20 species have been
discovered, inhabiting tropical America from Brazil to

Mexico. Several of tiiem are common in collections of

orchids.

Lseliese (If-li'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham and*

Hooker, 1883)', < Lcelia -i- -em.'] A subtribe of

orehidaeeous plants of the tribe JSpidendrece,

chiefly epiphytes with terminal inflorescence,

the poUinia in one or two series of four. It

embraces 15 genera besides Lcelia, the type,

including Epidendrum, Cattleya, etc. Written
LceliadcB by Lindley.

laemmergeier, laemmergeyer, ». See lammer-
geier.

laemodipod (le-mod'i-pod), a. and n. [As Lw-
modipoda.] 1. a. PeTta.hxmg to the Lcemodipo-

da, or having their characters. Also Icemodipo-

lafayette

Lsemodipoda (le -mo - dip ' 6 - da), to. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of Icsmodipus, < Gtr. 'TMijldq, the throat, -I-

6'movQ (SinoS-), two-footed : see dipode, Diptis.]

An order of edriophthalmous crustaceans, re-
lated to the amphipods, by some made a group
ofAmMpoda. it is characterized by having the abdo-
men rudimentary, reduced to a mere papiUa, the flrst two
thoracic somites coalesced with the head, so that the cor-
responding pairs of limbs seem to be attached to this part,
branchial vesicles on several thoracic somites, and in the
female laminar oostegites for carrying the ova. The group
consists of two families, Cya/midcB and Caprellidce, or the
whale-lice and the mantis- or specter-shrimps. These
animals are marine and parasitic. The Ltemodipoda were
at one time made a part of the Isopoda, corresponding to
a section, Cystibranchice, of that order. They were later
raised to ordinal rank, and divided by LatreiUe into FUi-
forrma and Ovalia, which divisions correspond to the
modern families Caprellidce and Cyamidce. See these
words. Also spelled Lemodipoda.

Isemodipodan (le-mo-dip'o-dan), a. and n.

Same as Immodipod.
laemodipodiform (le-mo-dip'o-di-f6rm), a. [<
NL. Icemodipus (see Lcmiodip'oda) + L. forma,
form.] In entom., resembling the Lcemodipoda
in shape : an epithet applied byKirby to certain
orthopterous larvse with elongate, subcylindri-
cal bodies, long antennje, and the anterior legs'

distant from the intermediate ones, as the Phas-
midw or walking-sticks.

laemodipodous (le-mo-dip'o-dus), a. [< NL.
Icemodipus: see Lcemo'dipoda.] Same as Icemodi-

pod.
laBnt, n. [AS. Icen, a loan, grant, fee, fief : see
ioo«l.] In anc. Eng. law, the tenure of land
as a benefice, either by mere permission, as in
the ease of the ordinary Isen, where the tenant
was dependent on the will of the lord, and pro-
tected only by custom, or by a writing called a
book (bok), expressing the terms of the tenure
and the right of the tenant. The tenant paid for
the use either in monejr, in produce, or in labor, frequent-
ly in all. At the expiration of the tenancy, which was
usually for life, the land reverted to the grantor.

Isena (le'na), n.; pi. Uence (-ne). [L., = Gr.
X^Jiiva, a cloak.] In anc. Bom. costume, a woolen
cloak usually of two thicknesses of cloth, worn
over the pallium or the toga as a protection
from the weather, it occurred in an ornamented
form as an early robe of state, and also formed part of the
costume of office of the flamens. In late times it was
worn to some extent as a substitute for the toga.

Isen-landt, n. [AS., Icenland, Idnland, < Icm, a
grant (see IcBn), + land, land.] In Anglo-Saxon
law, land held and occupied byvirtue of a Isen.

Either bookland or folkland could be let, lent, or leased
out by its holders ; and, under the name of Icenland, held
by free cultivators. Stubbs, Const. Hist, § 36.

Iseotropic (le-o-trop'ik), a. [As Iwotrop-ous +
4c.] Sinistral; turning or turned to the left,

as the whorls of a spiral shell : opposed to dexio-

tropic.

Iseotropous (le-ot'ro-pus), a. [< Gr. /loadf (= L.
Icevus), left, -f- rpkneiv, turn.] Turning to the
left; sinistral: opposed to dea;<ro<ropoMS.

laet (AS. pron. lat), n. [AS. lest.] .Among the
Anglo-Saxons, one of a class inferior to that of a
ceorl, but above that of a slave. Qeefreeman, 3.

Lsetare (If-ta're), n. [So called from the first

word of tlie introit of the mass on this day. L.
Icetare, 2d pers. sing. impv. of Icetari, rejoice, <

Imtus, joyful, glad.] Eeeles. , the fourth Sunday
in Lent. It is on this Sunday that the Pope
blesses the golden rose. Also called Mid-Lent

laevigate, Isevigatous, a. See levigate^.

Laevigrada (le-vig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL.,< L.
Icems, Ught, + gradi, step.] One of many names
of the Pycnogonida.

Isevoglucose, Isevogyrate, etc See levoglucose,

etc.

lafayette (la-fa-yef), n. [So named because
it first became well known about the time of

the last visit of Lafayette to the United States

(1824-5).] 1. A scisenoid fish of the northern

II. n. A member of the order Lcemodipoda.

Also IcBmodipodcm.

Lafayette {Liostomus xanthurvs).

United States, Liostomus xanthurus, of an ob-
long form, with the back elevated toward the
front, a steep profile, and no teeth in the lower
jaw. The sides are marked with about 16 dark bands
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tending obliquely forward, and a distinct spot on the
shoulder. Although of small size, it is mach esteemed
tor the savorinesB of its flesh. Also known as goody, old-
vri/e, and epoL

2. A stromateoid fish, Stromateus triacanthus ;
the batter-fish, dollar-fish, or harvest-fish. See
cut under hutter-fish.

lafet, ». A Middle English form of lave^.

ISifP^f V. An obsolete or dialectal spelling of
laugh.

laff2 (laf ), n. A fish of the family Synanceidw,
Synanceia verrucosa, of an oblong form, with a
monstrous cuboid head, warty skin, and a dor-
sal with 13 pungent spines and 6 rays. The dor-
sal spines are grooved and connected with an ovoid poi-
son-gland. The fish is consequently much dreaded. It
inhabits the Indian ocean, and is called laf or mud-laff
at Mauritius. Also called/!-;!.

When a laff\& discovered, the wary fisherman, knowing
It to be a sluggish fish, not likely to move quickly, creeps
slowly up to it, and stooping down lowers his hand genuy
till it is below the level of the mouth, when with a sudden
jerk he clutches it by the lower jaw and draws it up.

Sd. Amor., TS. S., LX 227.

Laffitte (la-fif), n. See Chdteau Laffitte, under
chdteau.

laft^t. A Middle EngUsh preterit and past par-
ticiple of leave\
laftS (laft), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
loft.

I . . . observed a peeress from her seat in front of the
laft opposite to me, speaking vehemently to a fat lord at
the table below. Gait, The Steam-Boat, p. 220.

lafter (laf 'ter), n. [Also latter, lawter, latter,

lighter, Se. lachter, lauchter, a number of eggs
laid,< IceL Idttr, latr, the place where animals,
esp. seals, whales, etc., lay their young, < liggja

(pret. Id), lie, > lag, a laying, etc., leggja,lsij: see
Jtci, layi. Lafter stands for lauchter, for 'laugh-
ter, and is related to lie^, lay^, as slaughter to
slay^. ] The number of eggs laid by ahen before
she sits. HaUiwell. [North. Eng.]

lagi (lag), a. and n.
_
[Prob. < W. llag, slack,

loose, sluggish, languid, = Com. lac, loose, re-

miss, = Gael, lag, feeble ; ef . L. laxus, loose, lax
(see lax''-), languere, beweak or languid: see to»-

guid^, languish. loel. lakra, lag, is appar. con-
nected with Idkr, defective, and thus with E.
lack^: see tocfci.] I.t a. 1. Slow; tardy; late;

coming after or behind.
Some tardy cripple bore the countermand.
That came too loff to see him buried.

SImk., Kich. IIL, 11. 1. 90.

2. Long delayed; last.

I could be well content
To entertain the lag-end of my life

With quiet hours. SImk., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 24.

We prevent
The loathsome misery of age, beguile
The gout and rheum, that in la^ hours attend
For grey approachers.

Fletcher (and ajiother). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4.

H. «. If. One who or that which comes be-
hind; the last comer; one who hangs back.

What makes my ram the lag of all the flock ?

Pope, Odyssey, ii. 526.

2f. The lowest class ; the rump; the fag-end.

The senators of Athens^ together with the common lag

of people. Shak., T. of A., ilL 6. 89.

3. In mech., the amount of retardation of some
movement: as, the lag of the valve of a steam-
engine.
No unexceptionable experimental proof has ever been

given that there is any snch thing as a true magnetic lag;

the apparent magnetic sluggishness of thick masses of

iron is demonstrably due to internal induced currents.

S. P. Thompson, Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 74.

4. In mach., one of the strips which form the
periphery of a wooden drum, the easing of a
carding-maehine, or the lagging or covering of a
steam-boiler or -cylinder.— 5. An old convict.

[Australia.]

At last he fcU in with two old lags who had a deadly
grudge against the captain.

C. Beade, Never too lAte to Mend, ii.

Hang lagt. See ha-n^j, v. i.

lagi (lag), v.; pret. and pp. lagged, ppr. lagging.

[< lag\ a.] I. intrans. To move slowly; fall

behind; hang back; loiter; linger.

Now in the rearward comes the duke and his

;

Fortune la favour makes him 209 behind.
8hai., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 34.

Superfluous lags the veteran on the stage.

Johnson, Vaoity of Human Wishes.

To this, Idomenens : The fields of fight

Have proVd thy valour, and tmconquer'd might

;

And were some ambush for the foes design'd,

EVn there, thy courage would not lag behind.
Pope, Biad, xiii.

IL trans. If. To slacken.

The hunter with an arrow wounded him in the leg,

which made him to halt and lag his flight.

Beyuxiod, Hierarchy of Angels (1635), p. 98.
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2. To clothe, as a steam-boiler, to prevent ra-

diation of heat.

One [cylinder] which is well lagged or covered with non-

conducting materiaL Eneyc. Brit,, XX IT. 488.

3. To bring into the hands of justice ; cause to

be punished for a crime. [Low slang.]

" He is my brother on one side of the house, at least,"

said Lord Etherington, "and I should notmuch like tohave
him lagged for forgery." Scott, St. Konan's Well, xxxi.

Theyni ask no questions after him, for fear they should

be obliged to prosecute, and so get him lagged.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xvl

lag^t (lag), r. <. [Origin obscure.] To take;

steal. [Old slang.]

Some come away lag

In bottle and bag

;

Some Steele for a Jest

Eggs out of the nest.

Tugser, Husbandrie, November's Abstract.

lagamant, lagemant, n. [< ML. (AL.) laga^

mannus, lagemannus, < ME. lageman, lagamon,

Idhman, < AS. tofeman», a lawman: see lamnam,.']

In old Eng. law, a man vested with or at least

qualified for the exercise of jurisdiction, or sac

and soc. See lawman.
lagam-balsam (lag'am-bstKsam), n. The pro-

duct of an unknown tree of Sumatra, closely

resembling gurjun-balsam.
lagan (la'gan), n._ See ligan.

lagartot (Ut-gar'to), n. [Sp., a lizard, an alli-

gator: see aUigarta, alligator.'] An alligator.

We saw in it [the Orinoco] divers sorts of strange fishes

of marvellous bigness, but for lagartos it excellea
SiUeigh, Discovery of Guiana. (E. D.)

Lagascea (la-gas'e-a), ». [NL. (Cavanilles,

1800), after Prof. 'iA.'.'Lagasca, director of the
Botanical Grarden at Madrid.] A genus of com-
posite plants of the tribe Helianthoidew, type of

the subtribe Lagascew, remarkable in having
only a single flower in a head, but the heads
themselves aggregated into a subglobose glom-
erule, and the proper involucre united into a
5-cleft tube. They are hairy or scabrousherbs or shrubs
with entire or dentate opposite leaves, or the upper alter-

nate, and whit^ yellow, or red flowers. Eight species are
known, all natives of Mexico and Central America, one
of which {L. mollis), however, is also found throughout
nearly the whole of tropical America, and has become
naturalized in many tropical countries of the eastern
hemisphere.

Laga8Ceea(lag-a-se'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1873), KLagaseea + -ece.'\ A sub-
tribe of helianthoid composite plants, consist-

ing of the anomalous genus Lagascea.
lag-bellied (lag'beFid), a. Having a slack,

drooping belly.
From the lag-teUied toad

To the mammoth. Hood, Lycus the Centaur.

laget, v. t. [Origin obscure.] To wash. [Old
slang.]

laget, n. [< lage, v.'] Poor, thin drink. [Old
slang.]

I bowse no lage, but a whole gage
Of this I bowse to you. Brome, Jovial Crew, il

lagemant, n. See lagaman.
lagena Oa-je'na), n.; pi. lagerue (-ne). [L., also
written lagcEna, tagcena, lagona ; < 6r. Aaywog (in
late writers also '/Ayrivoq, after L. ), a flask, bot-
tle.] 1. (a) InBom. antiq., awine-vase; an am-
phora. (6) A vase of bottle-shaped form, gen-
erally in unfamiliar wares, as Levantine, Per-
sian, or the like.— 3. The saccular extremity of
the cochlea in some of the vertebrates below
mammals, as a bird, where ramify the ultimate
fllaments of the auditory nerve.— 3. [cap.'] In
zool.-. (a) The typicalgenus of iag'eMMte. Forms
of foraminifers referred to this genns are found from
the Carboniferous to the present period. (6) A genus
or subgenus of moUnsks of the family Fasdo-
lariidcB.

Lasenaria (laj-f-na'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. lagena,
a flask, + -aria.] A genus of plants of the natu-

^ral order OueurUtacece. There is only one species, L.
vulgarie,yrMab occurs throughout tropical and subtropical
Asia and Africa, where it is commonly cultivated. It is a
downy annual climbing herb, with broad leaves and large
white flowers. Thefruitisextremely variable in size and
shape; it Is known as the bottle-, dub-, or trwmpet-gowrd.
See gourd.

Lagenids (la-jen'i-de), n. pi. [XL., < Lagena
+ 4dcB.] A family of perforate foraminifers,
typified by the genns Lagena. The test is calcare-
ons, and either monothalamous or consisting of a number
of chamberlete joined in a straight, curved, spiral, alternat-
ing, or(rarely)blanching series. The aperture is terminal,
and simple or radiate. There is no interseptal skeleton
and no canal system. The LagerddiB are marine micro-
scopic organisms, more or_less lagenlform in shape.

Lagenideadaj-e-nid'e-a), ».l»Z. [XL.] Theia-
genidm regarded as an order, and divided into
Lagenina, Polymorphina, and Bamulinitia.

laggen

lageniform (la-jen'i-f6rm), a. [< L. lagma, e,

flask, + forma, form.] In tot. and zool., shaped

like a Florence flask; much dilated or subglo-

bose at base, but ending in a slender cylinder

or neck.

Thus the shell of Nodosaria is obviously made up of a
succession of lageniform chambers.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 479.

Lageninae (laj-f-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lagena
+ -ince.] A subfamily of Lagenidm, having a
single-chambered test.

Lagenorhynchus (la-je-no-ring'kns), to. CNL-,

< L. lagena, Gr. "Kayrrvoi, a bottle, + Gr. pvyxoi,

a snout.] A genus of bottle-nosed dolphins,

belonging to the subfamily Delphinmee, having
80 to 90 vertebrae, small teeth, and a compar-
atively short and broad snout, as the white-

Young Skunk-porpoise (.Lagenorhynchus acutu^.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1384.)

beaked and white-sided dolphins, L. albirostris

and L. acuius or leucopleurus. The characteristic

coloration is blackish with white stripes, whence some of

the species are called skunk-^orpoites. The species are at

least nine in number,but their synonymy is confused. The
one here figured, properly called L. aeutus, is also known
as L. leua^leurus, L. gmbemator, and by other names. J.

E. Gray, 1846.

lager (IS'ger), n. [< G. lager, an abbr. of lager-

Iner, lager-beer: see lager-heer.] Same as Zo-

ger-beer (which see, under heer^). [U. S.]

lager-beer (la'g6r-ber' ), n. [< G. lagerhier, lit.

' store-beer,' < lager, a storehouse, magazine, a
place where things lie in store (= AS. leger, a
bed, couch, E. lair: see lair'i- and leaguer^), +
bier = E. beerX] See beer^.

Lagerstroemia (la-g^r-stre'mi-a), n. [NL.
(LinnaBus),named after Ma^us-vojiLagerstrdm,
a director of the East India Company at Goth-
enburg.] A genus of polypetalous trees and
shrubs belonging to the natural order Lythra-

riecB and tribe Lyfh/rea. They have a campannlate
6-parted calyx, 6 petds, numerous stamens, a 3- to 6-celled,

S- to 6-Talved capsnle, and large winged seeds. The leaves

are mostly opposite and in two rows, petioled, oblong or

ovate, entire, and often glaucous nndemeatl^ and the
flowers are in ample terminal and axillary branching
panicles. About 21 species areknown, natives of tropical

eastern As^ subtropical Australia, and Madagascar. Five
or six species are ciUtivated, notably L. Indiea, the cra|)e-

myrtle or Indian lilac, a hardy shrub, native of China, with
bright rose-colored flowers borne in great profusion and
exceedingly beautifuL L. Flos-Beginoe, native of India,
is called Uoodwood, Jaroot, and gueen's-floaer. See these
words. L. Tnierocarpa is the ben-t^k.
Lagerstroemieae (la'^ger-stre-ml'e-e), n. pi
[NL. (A.P.de CandoUe, 1826),'< Lagerstromia +
-ew.] A tribe of plants of the order Lythrariea,
founded on the genus Lagerstroemia.
Lagetta (la-jet'a), n. [NL. (A. L. Jussien,
1789), < lagetto, the native name of the tree in

Jamaica.] A genus of dicotyledonous apeta-
lous trees of the West Indies, belonging to the
natural order ThymeUBOeece and tribe Euthy-
TneUeetE. it is characterized by hermaphrodite tetramer-
ons, loosely spiked or racemed flowers, and by having the
four broad scales of the nrceolate persistent praianth con-
nlvent under the stamens. These trees have beantibilljr
reticnlated bark, broad, oblong, alternate leaves,and white
flowers.' Only two species are known, both confined to
the West Indies. L. lintearia is the lacebark-tree.

LagetteSB (la-jet'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Meisner,
1836), < Lagetta -i- -ew.] An old tribe of the
ThytnelceacecB, founded on the genus Lagetta.
laggan (lag'an), n. [Hind.] Id. India, a basin
with pierced cover into which water is poured
from the lota to wash the hands after a meaL
laggard (lag'ard), a. and n. [< lagT^ + -ard.]

I. a. Slow; sluggish; backward.
Thy hnmblest reed could more prevail.

Had more of strength, diviner rage.
Than all which charms this laggard age.

CoUim, Odes, xii-

Weak minstrels of a laggard day.
Skilled but to Imitate an elder page.

Scott, Don Boderick, Int, st 3.

n. «. Onewho lags; a loiterer; a lazy, slack
fellow.

A laggard in love, and a dastard in war.
Scott, Young Lochinvar.

Here comes a laggard hanging down his head.
Who seems no bolder than a beaten hound.

Tennyson, Gtx^nt

laggen (lag 'en), n. [Origin obscure.] The
angle between the side and the bottom of a
wooden dish. [Scotch.]



laggen
But or the day was done, I trow,
Thelaggen they hae clautet

Fu clean that day. Burm, A Dream.

laggeri (lag'6r), ». [<%l + -ej-i.] A laggard.
Whether you prove a logger in the race.
Or with a vigorous ardour urge your pace,
I shall maintain my usual rate, no more.

Francis, tr. of Horace's Epistles, ii., To LoUius.

lagger^ (lag'^r), re. [Prob. a dial. var. of layer,
as ligger of Meri.] 1. A narrow strip of ground.
—3. A green lane. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]
lagging (lag'ing), re. [Verbal n. of iag'i, «.] 1.
The act of walking or moving slowly, or of fall-

ing behind.— 2. hi arch., the planking, consist-
ing of narrow strips, extending from one rib of
the centering of an arch, vault, or tunnel to an-
other, and affording direct support to the vous-
soirs until the arch or vault is closed in.— 3.
In minmg, strips of wood or light timbers laid
across the stulls in the drifts to prevent frag-
ments of rook from falling through, in some
coal-mines bars or rails of iron are used for this purpose,
and give an important increment of strength to the con-
struction. Sometimes called lacing.

4. In mach., same as deadmg.—iaggtaB of the
tides, the phenomenon of the lengthening of each tide-
day, or interval between tides nearly twenty-four hours
apart, which lengthening takes place during the time from
new or full moon to (juadrature, or from spring to neap
tides: opposed to prumng qf the tidee. It is due to the
change of the relative directions of the solar and lunar at-
tractions, and lengthens the average interval between
daily tides from about 24h. 51m. to about 26h. 6m.

laggingly (lag'ing-li), adv. In a lagging man-
ner; loiteringly.

lag-goose (lag'gBs), n. 1. The graylag: more
fully called gray lag-goose or graylag goose. See
graylag.— Sf. -ft. laggard. JJavies.

Beware of Gill Laggoose, disordering thy house.
Mo dainties who catcheth than crafty fed mouse I

Tusser, Husbandrie, Dinner Matters.

laght, »• A Middle Knglish form of law''-.

Lagidium (la-jid'i-um), ». [NL., < Gv. Tiayidtov,

dim. of hiy^c, Mydg, a hare.] A genus of alpine
rodents of the family CMnehilUdce; the South
American ohinohas or rabbit-squirrels. They are
like chinchillas, but have long ears, long bushy tail, and 4
toes instead of 5 on the fore feet. Two species inhabit the
Andes of Chili, Bolivia, and Peru ; these are L. cuvieri and
L. pcdlipes. Also called LagotU. Bennett, 1883.

lag-link (lag'lingk), re. A link for holding a
lag (a bar, plank, etc.), as one of the links in

an endless chain through each link of which a
bar is passed, used in a form of bark-convey-
er for tan-bark.

lag-machine (lag'ma-sheu"), n. A machine
for shaping wooden lags or cleading for jack-

eting steam-pipes or -cylinders, or for covering
drums.
lagnappe (Ian-yap ' ), re. [Also lagrdappe; cf

.

reapa.J A trifling article added gratis to a pur-

chase in shops or markets to encourage onstom

;

any complimentary present from a dealer to a
customer: as, a turkey sent at Christmas for

lagnappe. [Lomsiana.]

The pleasant institution of napa— the petty gratuity

added by the retailer to anything bought— grew the

pleasanter, drawn out into Gallicized lagncwpe.

O. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, xvi.

Lagoa (la-go'a), n. [NL. (Harris, 1841), irreg. <

Qt. Tuiy&'g, Ionic Aaydf, a hare.] A notable North
American genus of bombycid moths, belonging

to the LimacodidcB. The larvse are of remarkable form,

resembling oval bits of curly brown or yellowish hair. Be-

neath their long silky hairs are concealed sharp spines,

which produce a severe nettling effect upon the skin of

one handling them. The cocoons mimic knots on twigs.

Several species are known, the most abundant being L.
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pimfish, and also bream. The genus is often in-
cluded in Diplodus.
Lagoecia (la-ge'shia), re. [NL. (LinnsBus), so
called because the umbellets are fancifully
likened to a hare's nest; < Gr. hiy&g, ?My6g, a
hare, + olicog, a house.] A genus of umbellifer-
ous plants of the tribe Sardculew. They have but
one style, setose fruit, pinnate leaves with awn-pointed
teeth, and subglobose, many-flowered umbels with pec-
tinate pinnatifld bracts. There is only one species, L.
eumCnmdeg, the wild cumin, native of the Mediterranean
region from Spain to Syria. It has white flowers, and is
sometimes cultivated in gardens. See cumin.
Lagomorpha (lag-o-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL. , < Gt.
?My6e, a hare, + uopd4, form, shape.] The series
or aluanoe of duplicidendate rodents, conter-
minous with the suborder DupUoidentata, and
containing the two families Leporidce and Lago-
myidce, or hares and pikas, which are thus to-
gether contrasted with Myomorpha, Sciuromor-
pha, and Hystricomorpha. The characters are
the same as those of the suborder Duplidden-
tata.

lagomorphic (lag-o-m&r'fik), a. [< Lagomor-
pha -¥ -ic] Having the form or structure of a
hare; leporine, in a broad sense; dupliciden-
tate, as a rodent ; of or pertaining to the Lago-
morphaj as a hare or pika.

lagomyid (la-gom'i-id), re. A rodent of the
family Lagomyidoe; a pika.

Lagomyidae (lag-o-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lagomys + -idee."] A family of lagomorphic or
duplicidentate rodents, of the order Glires orRo-
dentia; the pikas, eonies, or calling-hares. The
dental formula is : i. f, o. i, pm. i (rarely |), m. § x 2 =
26 (or 22) teeth. The incisors are grooved and notched,
nie tore and hind limbs are of proportionate lengths ; the
clavicles complete ; the ears large and rounded ; the eyes
small ; the whiskers copious ; the fore paws have clawed
digits ; the hind feet are four-toed j the tail is rudimentary.
The pelage is soft and dense. The general aspect is rather
that of a guinearpig than that of a hare. Lagomys is the
only living genus. Titanmnys is a fossil genus of the Mio-
cene, with only 22 teeth.

Lagomyinse (la-go-mi-i'ne), n.pl. [NL., < La-
gomys + -JreiSB.]" The Lagomyidce rated as a sub-
family of Leporidce.

Lagomys (la-go'mis), ». [NL., < (Jr. ?iayi!>g, ?iay6g,

a hare, + /Ivg= B. moiise.'] The typical genus
of Lagomyidee. There are several species, all inhabit-

ing boreal and alpine regions of the northern hemisphere,
such as L. alpirms of Europe and Asia, L. ogotona of Asia,

and L. princeps of America. The last is known as the

Lagocephalus (lag-o-sefa-lus); »• [NL-- < ^^
hiy6s, a hare, + Keijiayi, head. ] A genus of gym-
uodont fishes of the family TetrodonUda ; the

rabbit-fishes. L. leeirigatus is one of the largest spe-

cies of the family, attaining a length of S feet ; it is coin-

mon in the Gulf of Mexico and West Indian waters, and

is known as the tambar or smooth puffer. See out under

Tetrodontid^ie,

Lagodon (la-go'don), re. [< Gr. ?iayi)c, a hare,

-f- bdoOg (o66vT-) = E. tooth.'\ A genus of spa-

Pinfish, or Bream {Lagodon rhomboides).

Toid fishes, related to the soup and sheepshead.

L. rhomboides is a United States species called

Little Chief Hare {Lagomys prmcepsi.

little chief hare, cony, and starved rat. It inhabits the
mountains of the West as far south as New Mexico and
Arizona. In the lower latitudes it is found only at great
altitudes. See p/Oca.

lagonf, re. An obsolete variant of Uga/n.

lagonite (lag'o-nit), re. [< lagoon (It. lagone) +
-«te2.] A hydrous ferric borate occurring as

an earthy incrustation, of a yellow color, in the
Tuscan lagoons.

lagoon (la-gon'), re. [.Also lagune, two forms
of same ult. origin being concerned: (1) Also
written lagune (= P. lagune), < It. laguna= Sp.

laguna, Pg. lagoa, < L. lacima, a ditch, lake, <

lacus, lake ; (2) It. lagone, a pool, aug. of lago, a

lake, < L. lacus, a lake : see lacuna, Zafcei.] 1 . An
area of shallow water, or even of marshy land,

borderingon the sea, andusually separatedfrom
the region of deeper water outside by a belt of

sand or of sand-dunes, more or less change-
able in position. Such areas are chiefly formed at the
mouths of rivers which bring down considerable detrital

material from adjacent elevated land— this detritus in

course of time forming a complicated network of ridges

separating tracts covered by shallow water, which, as the
process of filling,goes on, tend to become converted first

into marshy and finally into dry land. The best-known
lagoons are those near the head of the Adriatic, on its west-

ern side, on the outer edge of which is situated Venice,
often called the "City of the Lagoons" (la cittk delle la-

gune). The tendency of the Brenta and other small
sireams coming from the Alps to fill up the Venetian la-

goons is so powerful that it is only by persistent and
costly works of hydraulic engineering that the city has to

a certain extent retained its position unchanged. A some-
what similar condition prevails at the mouth of the Khone,
where, however, the lagoons are called (tangs. On the

southern coast of the Baltic considerable areas of the shal-
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low sea (called Haffe) are closed in by long crescentiform
sand-banks (Nehrungen) ; but the conditions here are quite
diSerent from those at the head of the Adriatic, since the
streams flowing over the plains of North Germany are not
torrential in character. Lagoons are found in great num-
bers along the coast of Brazil, formed there as elsewhere by
the conflict of large detritus-bearing rivers with the ocean
waves and tides. In regions where Spanish is or formerly
was the current language, the word lagoon is likely to be
used with more latitude of meaning, since in the Spanish
language laguna is applied to ordinary lakes, to the bot-
toms of deep bays, especially when these are more or less
closed in by a narrowing of the coast-lines, so as to give
rise to lake-like areas, and also to shallow, swampy, or
almost dried-up lakes inland as well as near the coast.

2. With reference to Tuscany and some other
parts of Italy, the basin of a hot sjjring, espe-
cially one from which borax is obtained: from
the Italian use of lagone in this sense.
The lagoons of Tuscany are basms into which the waters

from Soffioni are discharged.
Oeilde, Text-Book of GeoL (2d ed.), p. 218.

3. In occasional use, the area of still water in-

closed within an atoll, which is often called a
lagoon island. See atoll.

We passed through the Low or Dangerous Archipelago,
and saw several of those most curious rings of coral land,
just rising above the water's edge, which have been called
Lagoon islands. Da/rmn, Voyage of the Beagle, xviiL

lagoon-whaling (la-g6n'hwa''''liQg), re. The pur-
suit of or industry of killing the California gray
whale in the lagoons. It is the most dangerous
kind of gray-whaling.
lagophthalmia (lag-of-thal'mi-a), re. [NL., <

Gr. %ayi>(, a hare, + b^al/idg, tie eye.] Ina-
bility to close the eye, resulting from paraly-
sis, spasm, or local injury : so called from the
supposition that in its natural condition the eye
of the hare when asleep is affected with such
inability. Also lagophthalmus.
lagophthalmic (lag-of-thal'mik), a. [< lagoph-
thalmia + -ic.'] Pertaining to or affected with
lagophthalmia.
lagophthalmus (lag-of-thal'mus), re. [NL.: see
lagophthalmia.2 Same as lagophthalmia.

lagopode (lag'o-p6d), re. [< lagopod-ous.'i A
ptarmigan ; a snow-grouse. See Lagopus.
lagopodons (la-gop'o-dus), a. [< Gr. Aay&ircrug

(-Trod-), hare-footed:' see Lagcmus."] In 0ool.,

hare-footed ; having the feet densely furry or
feathery, as a lemming or a ptarmigan. See
first cut under grouse.

Lagopus (la-go'pus), re. [NL., < L. lagopus, <
(Jr. TMyinrov'g, a bird, prob. a kind of grouse, also
a plant, hare's-foot ; lit. ' hare-footed,' < 'kayiig,

a hare, -I- novg = B./ooi.] 1 . A genus of grouse,
of the family Tetraorddce, having the feet and
nasal fossae densely feathered ; the ptarmigans.
There are several species, most of which turn white in win-
ter. They inhabit alpine and boreal regions of the northern
hemisphere. The red-game of Scotland is a peculiar in-

sulated form which does not turn white in winter, known
as L. scoticus. The willow-grouse is L. albus. The rock-
ptarmigan is L. rupestris. The white-tailed ptarmigan of
the Boclsy Mountains is L. leueurus. There are other
species. See first cut under grouse.

2. A former generic name of the plant hare's-

foot, Ochroma Lagopus.
Lagorchestes (lag-6r-kes'tez), re. [NL., < Gr.
Tiuyiig, a hare, 4- bpxv^T'lK, a dancer: see orclws-

tra.'] A genus of Australian marsupial mam-
mals of the family Macropodidw, having the
mufHe hairy as in Maoropus; the hare-kanga-
roos. They are small, somewhat resembling hares, and
live in open plains, making a form in the herbage. L./as-
ciatits is an example. See cut under kare-kanga/roo.

lagOStoma (la-gos'to-ma), re. [NL.,< Gr. ?My6c,
ahare, + ari/ia, the month.] In teratol., harelip.

Lagostomidse (lag-os-tom'i-de), m. pi. [NL., <

Lagostomus + 4<te.] A supposed family of ro-
dents, typified by the genus Lagostomus. .Also

Lagostomince, as a subfamily of ChinchiUidee.

Lagostomus (la-gos'to-mus), re. [NL., < Gr.
iayiiQ, a hare, ¥ crdfia, the mouth.] A South
American genus of nystrieomorphie rodents of

the family Chinchillidm, of comparatively large
size and stout form, with the lip cleft, the fore
feet 4-toed, the hind 3-toed, and bushy tail.

The only species is the viscacha or biscacha, L. trichodac-
tylus. Also erroneously Lagostomys. See cut under viS'

cacka.

Lagothriz (la-goth'riks), re. [NL., < Gr. hiyag,

a hare,-f- dpli, the hair.] 1. A genus of South
American monkeys, of the family Cebidce and
subfamily Cebinve; the woolly monkeys. They
have a long prehensile tail, which is naked on the under
side near the end, well-developed thumbs, comparatively
short limbs, and woolly black pelage. There are two spe-
cies, L. humholdU, the caparra or caparre, and L. infuma-
tus, the barrigudo. The latter is one of the largest of
American monkeys, the body being upward of two feet in
length. See cut on following page.

2. [I. c] A monkey of this genus.
lagotic (la-go 'tik), a. [< Gr. lay&g, a hare, +
(mg (oiT-), = B. ear\ + 4c.'] Eabbit-eared.
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Woolly Monkey {Lagoikrix huynboldti).

Lagotis (la-go'tis), n. [< Gr. ?^7(&f, a hare, + oJf
(6)T-)= E. carl.] A synonym of Xaojdmm. JBe»-
reeii, 1833.

Lagrange's eauation. See equation.
Lagrangian (la-gran'ji-an), o. \<. Lagrange
(see del.) + -ia«.] Pertaining to Joseph Louis
Lagrange (1736-1813), a great Piedmontese
mathematician, who brought analytical me-
chanics to a regular method Lagrangian de-
terminant, a determinant wMch iB equated to zero in
Lagrange's method of treating small oscillations.—La-
grangian equation. See ejuaffon.—Lagrangian for-
mula of interpolation, the formula

V,(x—b) {x~c)

.

Oia—V) (a—c)

.

+ 1^6
{x—a) (x—c) . ,

(6-0) (b-cyT
' + etc.

Ibis tormnla really belongs to Suler.

—

Lagrangian
function. See /unctum.—Lagrangian method, in hy-
drodynandcSj the method wmch uses the differential

eqnation of the motion of a particle, instead of that of the
Telocity at a point in space. This method was used by
Lagrange, but originated with Euler, like the so-called
Eulerian method.

lagre (F. pron. la'gr), n. [P.] In sheet-glass

manuf., a sheet of glass laid over the flatten-

ing-stone to protect a cylinder to be flattened
from any slight inequalities of the stone itself.

lagrimando (lag-ri-man'do), a. [It., ppr. of
lagrimare, weep, < L. laerimare, weep : see lac-

rymation.l Same as lagrimoso.

lagrimoso (l^ig-ri-mo'so), a. [It.: see lacri-

moso.'\ In music, plaintive: noting passages
to be so rendered. Also lacrimoso and lagri-

mando.
lag-screw (Isig'shrb), TO. 1. Aflat-headed screw,
used principally to attach lags to band-drums.— 2. An iron bolt with a square or hexagonal
head and cut with a wood-screw thread, it is

cylindrical under the bead, so as to admit of turning
after it has entered the wood. In Great Britain called
coach-screw. Car-Builder's Diet,

Lagtlling (lag'ting), n. [Norw., < lag, law, +
thing, parliament: see law^ and thing.'] The
upper house of the Norwegian Storthing or par-
liament, consisting of one fourth of the mem-
bers of the latter elected by the whole body.
See Storthing.

lag-tootht, n. One of the grinders, the hind-
most molar or wisdom-tooth : so called because
it is the last to be cut. Florio.

laguncnla (la-^ung'ku-la), n. [L., a dim. of to-

gona, lagena, a flagon: see lagena.'] Same as

lagena.

Laguncularia (la-gung-ku-la'ri-a), ». [NL.
(Gartner, 1805), <; L. lagvdcula, dim. of lagena,

a bottle, in allusion to the form of the calyx.]

A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plante
of the natural order Combretaoece and subor-

der Combretece, having the calyx-tube turbinate

and not produced beyond the ovary, 10 in-

eluded stamens, opposite leaves, and spiked
flowers. Only one species is known, L. raeemosa, the
white buttonwood or white mangrove, a native of the im-
mediate coast throughout the West Indies and semitropi-

cal Florida to Cape Canaveral, and also of tropical Africa.

It is a small tree, usually only 20 or 30 feet in height, but
in exceptional cases 60 or 70, with very heavy, hard, and
strong close-grained wood, susceptible of a high polish.

lagime, n. See lagoon.

lanmanf, n. See lagaman.
Lahore cloth. [So called from Lahore in In-

dia.] A name given to cloth made in Great
Britain from Cashmere wool.
laic (la'ik), a. and n. [The older form is lay\

q. v.; laic is directly from the LL.; = F. laique

= Sp. laico, lego = Pg. leigo = It. laieo, < _LL.

laicus, < Gr. /m/cof, of or from the people, < /a<5f

,

the people.] I. a. Belonging to the laity or

people, in distiuetion from the clergy or profes-

sionals.

An unprincipled, nnedified, and laick rabble.
MUton, Ajeopagitica, p. 35.
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H. n. A layman, in distinction from a cler-

gyman.
The privilege of teaching was anciently permitted to

many worthy Laymen ; And Cyprian in his Epistles pro-

fesses he wiU doe nothing without the advice and assent

of his assistant Laickt. Milton, Church-Govemmenti ii. 3.

laical (la'i-kal), a. [< laic + -al.'] Same as

laic. [Rare.]

laicality (la-i-kal'i-ti), »• l<laic + -ality.] The
condition or quality of being laic ; the state of

a layman. [Bare.]

laically (la'i-kal-i), adv. After the manner of

a layman or the laity.

laicization (la"i-si-za'shgn), n. [< laicize +
a,tion.] The act of reriiering lay, or of de-

priving of a clerical character; removal from
clerical rank, influence, or control.

In France, the republic seemed benton an entire division

of church and state, and the laicization of the hospitals

and schools still continued.
Appleton's Ann. Cye., 1886, p. 790.

laicize (la'i-siz), v. t.; pret. and pp. laicized,

ppr. laicizing. [< laic + -ize.'] To render lay;

deprive of a clerical character or relation.

So it is M. Lavy, M. Joflrin, JI. Navarre, M. Patenne,
who guide the spirit of education, and choose the books for

our libraries. You may be sure that they take care that

laicising should become a reality.

Fminighay Ret., TS. S., XT.TTT. 710.

laid (lad), jj. a. [Pp. of iaj/l, «.] 1. Put or set

down; thrown down; prostrate.

Such pleasaunce makes the Grashopper so poore.

And ligge so layd, when Winter doth her straine.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, October.

They that have drunk "the cup of slumber" had need
to be bidden "awake and stand up, " for they are sluggish
and laid. Ret. T. Adams, Works, 1. 169.

2. Pressed down; pressed Laid paper, paper
that shows in its fabric the marks of the close parallel

wires on which the paper-pulp was laid in the process of
its manufacture: distinguished from wope paper, which in

the process of manufacture is laid on woven flannels or
on felts.

laidly (lad'li), a. A dialectal variant of loathly.

laie^t, V. An obsolete form of lay^.

laie^t. An obsolete preterit of Kei.

laie^t, m. An obsolete form of lay^.

laierf, n. An obsolete form of lair\ layer.

laigh (lach), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

low^.

laik, V. and n. See lake^.

lain.^ (Ian). Past participle of lie^.

lain^ (Ian), n. [Cf. lain^-, pp.; < lay'^, v. Cf.

lairl, layer.] If. A layer. Harrison, Descrip.
of England, p. 187. (B:alliwell.)—2. Plow-land
lying at the foot of the downs. [Prov. Eng.]

Light falls the rain on link and laijie.

Spectator, No. 2137, p. 574.

lain^t (Ian), n. [< ME. lain, layn, layen, layne,

denial, concealment; partly < AS. lygen = OS.
lugina = D. logen = MLG. logene, loggene, logge
= OHG. liigina, MHG. liigene, Imjen, G. luge =
Dan. Sw. Wgn = Goth, liugn, falsehood, and
partlyfrom a related nounrepresented byOHG.
lougna, denial, = Icel. laun = 8w. Dan. Ion, con-
cealment (whence theverb lain^, q.v.); fromthe
root of AS. ledgan, etc., lie: see lie'^.] Denial;
concealment.

A woman I sawe there at the last
That I first met, with-outyu layn,
Ful doofolly on me here eyn sche cast,

PdliUcal Poems, etc. (ed. FnmivallX p. 210.

lain^t (Ian), V. [Also dial, lean, len; < ME.
lainen, laynen, leynen, < AS. lygnian, lignian (=
OS. Ugnian= OHG. louginen, lougnen, MHG. lo «-

genen, lougenen, G. Idugnen, deny, = Icel. leyna,
conceal ; from the noun : see lain^, n. The ME.
form is partly due to the Icel.] I. trans. To
deny; conceal.

For alle the lufez vpon lyue, layne not the sothe,
for gile.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 1786.

n. intrans. To use concealment; speak
falsely.

"Of mydissese,"quod she, " yf I shnld Zaj/ne
Only to yow, I wis I were to blame."

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 717.

lainert, laineref, n. Same as lannier.

lairi (lar), n. [Also in some senses layer, which
is partly differentiated; < ME. teir, < AS. leger,

a couch, bed, lair (= D. leger, a couch, bed,
lair, = OHG. legar, a couch, MHG. leger, lagar,
Iceger, G. lager, a couch, bed, place of lying,
storehouse (see lager-ieer), = Goth, ligrs, a
couch), < licgan, lie: see lie^. Cf. layer, lea-
guer^.] 1. A place in which to lie or rest; a
bed ; a couch : now used only of, or with flgura-
tive reference to, the den or resting-place of
a wUd beast.

laithly

My love I lulled vppe in hy» leir.

With oradel-bande I gan hym bynde,

Cros, be stiketh vppon thi steir,

Naked in the wylde wynde.
Boly Rood (E. B. T. H.), p. 200.

Out of the ground np rose.

As from his lair, the wild beast.
MUlon, P. L., viL 457.

2t. A litter, as of rabbits ; a stosk.

His bride and hee were both rabbets of one laier.

Breton, Merry Wonders, p. 8.

St. An open pasture ; a field.

More hard for hungry steed t' abstaine from pleasant lore.

Spenser, V. Q., IV. viii. 29.

It came to pass that born I was
Of linage goo4 of gentle blood.

In Essex layer, in Tillage fair.

That Eivenhall hight.

Tusser, Author's Life (ed. 1672), p. 140,

4. Aportion ofaburying-groundaffording space
sufficient for one or more graves; a burial-plot.

[Scotch.]

Iair2 (lar), n. A Scotch form of loreK

lair3 (lar), n. [< ME. laire, layre, lare, < Icel. Mr
= Sw. Dan. ler, clay, mire.] If. Clay; earth.

Of water his body, is flesshe laire.

His beer of fuyr, his honde of ayre.

Cursor Mundi. (HalliweU.)

2. Mire; a bog; a quagmire. [Scotch.]—8.

Soil; land; ground: in this sense probably
confused with lair\ 3. jTrovincial.]

lair^ (lar), V. i. [< lairS, n.] To sink when
wading in snow, mud, or quagmire. [Scotch.]

And thro' the drift, deep lairing, sprattle.

Bums, A Winter Night.

lairage (lar'aj), n. Space where oattie may
lie down and rest. N. E. D.

laird (lard), n. [The Sc. form of lord.] In

Scotland, a landed proprietor; especially, the

owner of a hereditary estate; also, rarely, a

house-owner; a landlord.

lairdship (lard'ship), n. [< laird + -ship; ult.

a dial, form of lordshi]).] 1. The condition or

quality of a laird.— 2. An estate ; landed prop-

erty. [Scotch.]
My lairdship can yield me
As meilde a year

As had us in pottage
And gude khockit beer.

Ramsay, Poems, IL 313.

lairy (lar'i), a. [< ME. layry, layri, layery; <

lairS -{- ^jK] 1. Miry. [Scotch.]—2t. Earthly.

For it es heghe, and alle that it duellis in it lyftes abowne
layery lustes, and vile covaytes.

MS. MncolnA. i. 17, f. 196. (HaUiweU.)

laisser-faire (les'a-far'), n. [F. : laisser = It.

lasciare, let, permit, < L. laxare, relax; faire, <

L. /acere, do: see /act] A letting alone; a gen-
eral non-interference with individual freedom
of action ; the let-alone principle or policy in
government and political economy. The term
was first used in France to designate that principle of po-
litical economy which would leave industry and trade a^
solutely free from taxation or restriction by government,
except so far as required by public peace and order. It
has since been extended to include non-interference 1^
controlling authority with any guiltless exercise of indi-

vidual will.

laissez-faire (les'a-far' ), m. [F. : laissez, 2d pers.

pL impv. of laisser, let; faire, do: see laisser-

faire.] Same as laisser-faire.

Nowadays, however, the worst punishment to be looked
for by one who questions its [governmental authority's]
omnipotence, is that he will be reviled as a reactionary
who talks laissez-faire. E. Spemcer, Han vs. State, p. 65.

laistowet, 'n. Same as laystall.

laitH, n. [ME. lait, layt, leit, leyt, < AS. liget,

leget, pi. ligetu, ligeta, legetu, lightning; cf.

OHG. Umgazan = Goth, lauha^an, U^ten:
from the root of ledht, light: see lighiJ; a. and
n.] Lightning; flash.

And that ys not full moche wonder,
For that day cometh layte and thonder.

MS. Cantab. Ft il 38, t 43. (HaOimea.}

lait^ (lat), V. t. and i. [Also late; < ME. laiten,

layten, legten, < Icel. leita, seek, search, inquire,
= AS. wldtian, look at, = Goth, wlaitm, look
around.] To seek; search for; inquire. [Prov.
Eng.]

A ! lorde, thou wote wele ilke a tyde.
The Jewes thei layte the ferre and nere,
To stone the vn-to dede,
Or putte to pereles payne. York Plays, p. 197.

laiter (la't^r), ». Same as lafter.
laith (lath), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
loath.

laithe (lasn), n. [Cf. h/the.] The pollack.
[Prov. Eng.]

laithfa' (lath'ffi), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of loathful.

laithly (lath'U), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of loathly.



laitB

laitB (lats), n. Same as Uifhe.
laity (la'i-ti), re. [< iMji + -ty (of. gaiety, <
gay^)-i If. The state of being a layman, or of
not being in orders.

The more usual cause of this deprivation is a mere laitu,
or want of holy orders. Ayliffe, Parergon!

2. The people, as distinguishedfrom the clergy;
the body of the people not in orders; laymen
collectively.

If personal defailanoe be thought reasonable to disem-
ploy the whole calling, then neither clergy nor laity should
ever serve a prince. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 245.

3. Thepeople outside of a particular profession,
as distinguished from those belonging to it;
persons unskilled in a particular art or science,
as distinguished from those who are profession-
ally conversant with it.

What . . . could be more absurd than for one of the
taity to attempt to measure and weigh stars many millions
of millions of miles removed from his grasp?

O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, Int., I. i § 20.

lakt, n. and v. A Middle English form of laolc^.

lake! (lak), n. [< ME. lake, a lake, a stream, <
AS. laeu, a lake, pool ; merged in ME. with AF.
lake, laJc, OF. lac, P. lac = Sp. Pg. It. logo; <L.
locus, a large body of water, a basin, tank, or cis-
tern of water, pit, hollow, = Gr. Mimog, a hole,
pit, pond; = Ir. Gael, loch (> AS. luh, B. lough.
So. loch) = W. llwch = Com. lo = Bret, louch,

a lake (see loch and lough, which are thus ult.

identical with lake), = AS. lagu, lago (> ME.
laie, laye, etc.: see lay^) = OS. lagu (in oomp.)
= Icel. Wgr, the sea, water: also in AS. lagu
= OHGt. lagu = Icel. logr = Goth, lagus, the
name of the Runic form of the letter L. Of.

lache^, lateh^, leach^, a pit, etc.] 1. A body
of water surrounded by land, or not forming
part of the ocean and occupying a depression
below the ordinary drainage-level of the region.
Lakes are depressions or basins filled by streams flowing
into them, the water thus introduced generally accumu-
lating until it runs over at the lowest point of the edge of
the depression, and then flowing to the sea. But in some
cases a river may flU a number of such depressions in suc-
cession before reaching the sea, as is very notably the ease
with the chain of lakes and rivers beginning with Lake
Superior and ending in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The
larger depressions which when fllled with water become
lakes are ordinarily orographic in character— that is, they
owe their origin to movements of the earth's crust, in the
same manner as mountain-ranges. Many smaller lakes,

however, especially the shallower ones, fill depressions
which have originated from local or less general causes, as

when produced by unequal decay or erosion of rocks, or by
irregular distribution of surface detritus. The existence
of a depression being given, the question whether it shall

be entirely fllled with water is one of climate. In regions
of small rainfall and large evaporation, depressions occur
which do not become fllled with water, and consequently
do not furnish any surplus which shall overflow and run
to the sea. Such regions, having no drainage to the sea,

are called closed basins, and there are very large areas of

this character in Asia and North America, and smaller
ones elsewhere. The water in the lakes occupying the
lowest portion of such depressions is always more or less

saline, because that which is brought in leaves as it evapo-
rates a constantly accumulating store of the saline mat-
ters which it holds in solution. The Caspian Sea is prop-
erly a salt lake; and some lakes are excessively salt, as

the Great Salt Lake in Utah and the Dead Sea (also prop-
erly a lake). There are lakes of considerable size, as sev-

erU in Canada, which have no visible inlets, being fed en-

tirely from subterranean sources.

Ye elves of hills, brooks, standing lakes and groves.
Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 33.

So stretoh'd out huge in length the Arch-flend lay

Chain'd on the burning lake. Milton, P. L., i. 210.

2. A relatively small pond partly or wholly ar-

tificial, as an ornament of a park or of public

or private grounds.
At Timon's villa let us pass a day. . . .

Two Cupids squirt before ; a lake behind
Improves the keenness of the northern wind.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 111.

3. A stream; rivulet. [Prov. Eng.]—4t. A pit

;

den.
And set hym in ye lake of lyons where Danyell the

prophete was, and refresshed hym with mete and drynke.

Sir M. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 36.

Galilean lake. See Gtei&ani.—Lady of the laket.

See lady.—tj&Ts.e School, in Eng. lit., a name given to

a group of poets including Wordsworth, Coleridge, and

Southey, from their residence in or connection with the

lake country of England (Cumberland, Westmoreland,

and Lancashire): first given in derision by the "Edin-

burgh Review."—The Great Lakes, speciftoally, the five

North American lakes, Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie,

and Ontario, which form the largest chain of lakes m the

world. They discharge into the river St. Lawrence, m the

basin of which they are included by geographers, and

which is itself sometimes reckoned as beginning with the

St. Louis, the head stream of Lake Superior.

lake^ (lak), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. laked, ppr. tak-

ing. [Also laik and, by corruption, lark^, q. v.

;

< ME. lake, laiken, layken, < AS. Ucan (pret.

ledlc, lee, pp. Idcen), swing, wave, float (as a

ship), flutter (as a bird), play, sport, play (af
instrument) (chiefly a poet, word), = MHG.
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= Icel. leika = Goth, laikan (pret.

lailaik), leap, dance. Cf. lake^, n. The word
now exists only in dial, use in the Northern
form lake, laik (or in the corrupt form lark),

instead of the reg. Southern form loke.2 To
play: sport; trifle; "lark." [Old and prov.

Eng.]
Now, leue sir, late noman wete

How this losell laykis with his lorde.
York Plays, p. 230.

lake^ (lak), n. [Also laik and, corruptly, lark^,

q. V. ; < MB. lake, laik, layke, also loke, play,
sport, gift, < AS. lac, play (battle-play)j strug-
gle, an offering, gift, present, medicine, =
Goth, laiks, a dance; from the verb: see lake'^,

V. Hence ult. leech^, leech^, and loke^ (a var. of
lake^), and -lockia wedlock.^ 1. Play; sport;
game. [Old and prov. Bug.]

Thanne were his felawes fain for he was adradde,
& laugeden of that gode layk.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1784.

2t. A contest; a fight.

Thow salle lose this layke, and thi lyfe aftyre!

Thow has lyffede in delytte and lordchippes inewe

!

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 3387.

lake^ (lak), n. [< P. laque, lac, < Pers. lak, lake,

< lak, lac : see lac^.'] A pigment formed by ab-
sorbing animal, vegetable, or coal-tar coloring
matter from an aqueous solution by means of

metallic bases. The general method of preparation is

to add an alkali solution to an infusion of the substance
affording the desired color, as madder, cochineal, logwood,
or quercitron. To this is added a solution ofcommon alum,
producing a precipitate of alumina,which in settling car-

ries with it the coloring matter, thus forming the lake. As
paints, lakes lack body, and are mostly used in glazing
over other colors. From cochineal is prepared carmine,
the finest of the red lakes. Crimson lake is a cochineal
lake containing more aluminous base than carmine. Car-
minated lake is the cheaper and weaker lake made from
cochineal after the carmine has been extracted. Scar-
let lalce is prepared by mixing vermilion with crimson lake.

Purple lalee is a species of crimson lake with a purple hue.
Madder lakes are produced by precipitating the coloring
matter of the madder-root with an alumina base. They
range in color from light pink through red to brown and
purnle. Indian lake is the same as lac-lake (which see,

under te2). Yellow lalce is made from quercitron-bark,
sometimes from Persian or French Avignon berries. Qreen
lake is compounded by adding Prussian blue to yellow lake.

Citrine lake is an obsolete term for brown pink. Burnt
lake is obtained by partially charring crimson lake. From
logwood are obtained lakes of various shades of deep-
brownish red, as rose lake, Florence lake, Florentine lake,

etc. From certain of the coal-tar colors are obtained lakes
almost identical in color with cochineal and madder and
equal in permanency.

lake*t (lak), n. [ME., < OD. laken, D. laken,

Unen, cloth, a sheet, = OS. lacan = MLG. laken,

cloth, = OHG. lakhan, lachan, MHG. lachen, G.
laken = Icel. lakan = Dan. lagen = Sw. lakan, a
sheet.] A kind of fine white linen.

He dide next his white lere
Of cloth of lake fyn and clere

A breech and eek a sherte.
Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 147.

lake^ (lak), V. A dialectal form of leak.

lake^ (lak), n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

tecfci.

Ye've married een below our degree,
A lake to a' our kin, 0.

Laird of Drum (Child's Ballads, IV. 120).

lake-dweller (Iffi'dwel^er), ». Alacustrian;
an inhabitant of a lake-dwelling or lacustrine

village.

lake-dwelling (lak'dwel''''ing), ». A dwelling
built on piles or other support over the water of

a lake or other body of water. The name was first

applied to remains of prehistoric dwellings discovered in

recent times at the bottom of many lakes of Switzerland,
and is now used for similar structures anywhere, whether
ancient or modern. In the Swiss lakes, as in most other
examples, a number of dwellings, forming a lacustrine
village, were built together on a platform resting either

upon piles or upon layers of fascines supported by stakes,

and appear generally to have been connected with the
shore by a bridge. Many implements of bone, flint.

lakin

lake-fever (lak'fe"v6r), ». Malarial fever.
[Local, TJ. S.]

lake-fly (lak'fli), n. An ephemerid. Ephemera
simulans, which swarms on the Great Lakes late
in July. [U. S.]

lake-herring (lak'her"ing), «. A variety of the
Cisco.

lake-lawyer (lak'ia'-'yer), n. [So called in al-

lusion to its voracity. Cf . sea-laviyer, a shark.]
1. A gadoid fish. Lota maculosa, better known
as the burbot. Also called western mudfish.
[Lake region, XJ. S.]— 2. The bowfin or mud-
fish, Amia calva.

lakelet (lak'let), n. [< lake'^ + -let.'] A little

lake.

The Chftteau de Versailles, ending in royal parks and
pleasances, gleaming lakelets, arbours, labyrinths.

Carlyle, French Kev., I. vii. 6.

Nicollet . . . considered none of the tributary lakelets
he had explored as sufficiently important to even merit a
name. Science, VIII. 144.

Lakerl (la'ker), n. [< lake^ + -erl.] 1. One
of the Lake School of poetry: generally used
contemptuously. Also Lakist.

And now, my Epic Kenegade ! what are ye at?
With all the Lakers, in and out of place?

Byron, Don Juan, Ded., st. 1.

2. [J. c] A fish of or taken from a lake ; specifi-

cally, the lake-trout of North America, Salveli-

nus (Cristivomer) namaycush. See lake-trout, 2.

Iaker2 (la'ker), n. [< lake^ + -eri.] A player

;

an actor. [Prov. Eng.]
lakeringt, n. [ME. lakeryng ; < lalce'^ (laker^)

+ -ing^.i Playing; sport; jesting.

Ther was lauhyng & lakeryng and "let go the coppe !

"

Piers Plowman (C), vii. 394.

lake-shad (lak'shad), ». One of several differ-

ent inferior fishes, as suckers, etc.: a commer-
cial name under which the prepared fish are
sold. [Lake region, TJ. S.]

lake-sturgeon (lak'ster'''jpn), n. The common
fresh-water sturgeon of North America, Aei-
penser rubimmdus. Also called hlack sturgeon,

Ohio sturgeon, rock-sturgeon, and stone-sturgeon.

lake-trout (lak'trout), n. 1 . The common sal-

mon-trout of western North America, Salmo
purpuratus; the Eocky Mountain brook-trout;
the Yellowstone trout, it is one of the river-salmon,
not anadromous, and belongs to the section Fario of the
genus Sahno. It has a narrow band of small teeth on the
hyoid bone. The caudal fin is slightly forked; the dorsal
rather low. It is extremely variable in size, coloration,

and character of the scales. It may be generally recog-
nized by the profusion of small round black spots on most
of the body, and a red blotch on the lower jaw. It is re-

garded as the parent stock of several varieties of black-
spotted trout. It abounds in the rivers of Alaska, Oregon,
and Washington, there descending to the sea, and some-
times attains a weight of 20 pounds ; it is also found in

the Yellowstone and upper Missouri regions, the Great
Basin of Utah, in Colorado, and in the upper Rio Grande.
The Waha lake-trout of Washington is a variety (&im»ieri)

of this species. Another variety, found from the Kansas to
the upper Missouri, is called var. stomias. A third is var.

henshawi, the silver or black trout of Lake Tahoe, Pyra-
mid Lake, and the streams of the Sierra Nevada. The va.
riations of this fish have given rise to many technical
names, among them Salmo tsuppitch. See cut under sal-

mon-trffut.

2. The Mackinaw trout, Salvelmus namaycush,
more fully called the great lake-trout; the longe
of Vermont; the togue of Maine. This is an en-
tirely different fish from the foregoing, being near a char.

Lake-dwellings, restored.— From Troyon.

bronze, an^ iron, pottery, and other objects, and some hu-
man remains, have been found in these ancient deposits.

Similar habitations are still used in various parts of the

world. In Ireland and Scotland, where they were occu
pied within historic times, they are called erannogs

""

crannog and patafitte.

Great Lake-trout, or Mackinaw Trout {Satijeliftus Hamaycusk).

The mouth is large, with very strong teeth ; the caudal
fin is well forked, the adipose small; the color is dark
gray, sometimes pale, sometimes blackish, everywhere
marked with rounded paler spots, often tinged with red-

dish. This flsh sometimes attains a length of 3 feet;

it abounds in the larger bodies of water of Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, northern New York, and the Great
Lake region, to Montana and northward. A variety of this,

found only in Lake Superior, is known as the siscowet.

lakewaket, »• Same as Kfcewafce. Bournes Pop.
Antiq. (1777), p. 21.

lake-weed (lak'wed), n. The water-pepper. Po-
lygonum Eydropiper, a plant growing in still

water. The name is also loosely applied to other
lacustrine plants. [Eng.]

lake-whiting (l^'whi^'ting), «. The Musquaw
river whitefish, Coregonus labradoricus.

lakh, n. See lac^.

lakin^ (la'kln), n. [< ME. lakyne, lakwyn; ap-
'. irreg. (for laking ?) < Uike"^, play: see lake^.lSee par.

A plaything; a toy. [Old and prov. Eng.]
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He pntt ap in his bosome tbea iij lakaym.
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r .„ „.„ „„„„ . .., .„,.„,.„. Iama3 (la'ma), n. [Sp., gold or sUver eloth, a
Oesta Bomanmmm, p. 105. (HaUiwdl.) particularuseof temfl,plate: seeiame*, JoOTMMl.]

lakin^t (la'kin), n. [A contracted form of 1. A rich materialmade in Spainin the fifteenth.

century, described as a cloth of silver shaded

and watered.

I : formerly common in oaths, with ref-

erence to the Virgin Mary.] A diminutive of
lady—By our Lakin, by our Lady— that is, by the Vir-
gin Mary.

By 'r laJdn, I can go no further, sir

;

My old bones ache. Shak., Tempest, iil. 3. 1.

laking-place (la'king-plas), n. [< laMng, ver-
bal n. of lalce^, v., + place.'] A play-ground;
especially, a place where birds, as grouse, re-

sort to play the antics attendant upon mating.
[Prov. Eng.]

A dress ol silver lama, over French lilac.

ArmUage, Old Court Customs, p. 36.

2. A similar stuff ofmodem manufaetuie. See

lama d'oro, below. Spanish Arts (S. K. Hand-
book) Lama d'oro, a silk stutf interwoven with threads

or flat strips of gold, especially of a kind made in Italy.

lamaic (la'ma-ik), a. Pertaining to a lama ; re-

lating to or consisting of lamas: as, the lamaic

system; a Zamaic hierarchy.
These laUn^.plates, as they are locally termed, are fre- Lamaism fl^'ma^izm'), n. T< Icma'^ + -ism.'] A

quented by a great number of males, who fight for the
corrupted form 5f Buddhism prevailing in Tibet

possession of the females.
H. Seebohm, British Birds, II. 436.

[< lake^ + -ish.] Wetlakisht (la'Msh), a.

moist. [Rare.]

That watery lakiah hill. Qreene, Orlando Furloso.

Lakist (la'kist), n. [< lake^ + -ist.]

Laker^, 1.

lakket, n. and V. A Middle English form of
lacTO-.

Lakshmi (laksh'me), ra. [Hind.] In later Hin-
du myth., the goddess of good fortune and
beauty, generally regarded as the consort of Lamaistic (la-ma-is'tik), a

and Mongolia, which combines the ethical and
metaphysical ideas of Buddhism with an organ-

ized hierarchy under two semi-political sover-

eign pontiffs (see lama^), an elaborate ritual,

and the worship of a host of deities and saints.

Same as Lamaist (la'ma-ist), n. [< lama^ + -4st.] One
professing the'religion called Lamaism. Also

Lamaite.
'

Vishnu, and said to have been one of the pro-

ducts of the churning of the ocean. She is also

called gri (or Shr%).

laky (la'ki), a. [< Idke^ + -y^.] Lake-like

;

of or pertaining to a lake or lakes. [Rare.]

And flanking towers, and laley flood.

On the occasion of the great annual festival of the La/ma-

ists in July, a smaU image of one of the high gods is put
into this shrine. The Century, XXXVIL 657.

[< Lamaist + -ic]

Characteristic of a Lamaist ; of or pertaining to

Lamaism; lamaic.
Lamaite (la'ma-it), re. [<.lama^ + -ite^.] Same
as Lamaist.
lamantiu (la-man'tin: P. pron. la-mon-ta6'), n.

\F .: see manatee.] Same as manafee.
Smit, Marmion, v.. Int. lamarchy (la'mar-ki), n. [< UmaT- + Ox. apx^,

Lalage (lal'a-je), n. [NL., < L. Lalage, a fem. rule.] The lamaic hierarchy; the ecclesias-

name, < Gr. M^y!?, p-<)rtle.] 1. In ornith.: tical system or priesthood of the lamas,

(a) A genus of birds o che family Campopha- Laniarckian(la-mar'ki-an), a. l< Lamarck (see

gidw, of which the type is L. terat, containing Lamarckism) + 4an.] Of or pertaining to the

numerous species (about 25) ranging from Mau- French naturalist Lamarck. See Lamarckism.
ritius through Lidia to Australia and Ooeanica. Lamarckianism (la-mar'ki-an-izm), n. [< La-
Boie, 1826. (6) A genus of thrushes (same as marckian + -ism.] Same as Lamarckism.
Copsichus, 1), the type being Turdus mindanen- Lamarckism (la-mar'kizm), m. [< Lamarck (see

sis. Boie,1858.—2. In e/itoMi., a genus of dip- def.) + -ism.] In Mol., the_general body of

terous insects of the family .M)Wcid(B. Desvoidy,
1863.

lalli (1S.1), V. A dialectal variant of loll.

lall''* (lal)> «• -A- dialectal variant of lill^, con-
traction of Uttle.

Lallan (lal'an), a. and n. [A dial, form of

lawland, lowtand.] I. a. Belonging to the Low-
lands of Scotland. [Scotch.]

Far aff our gentles for their poets flew.

And scorned to own that Lallan sangs they knew.
A. Wuaon, Poems, p. 40.

II, n. The Lowland Scotch dialect.

I translate John's LaUaTh, for I cannot do it justice, being

bom Britannis. R. h. Steoeneon, Pastoral.

doctrine propounded by the French naturalist

J. B. P. A. de Monet de Lamarck (1744-1829);

the theory of evolution as maintained by him
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, to

the effect that all plants and animals are de-

scended from a common primitive form of life.

In its fundamental principles and essential features,

Lamarckism differs from Darwinism in assuming that

changes resulted from appetency and the active exertion

of the organism. See almgenesie.

lamaserai (la'ma-se-ri), n. See lamasery.

lamasery (la'ma- se-ri), n.; pi. lamaseries (-riz).

[Also lamaserai; after F. lamaserie, < lama^ +
Pers. «arai, an inn: Bee caravansary.] A Bud-
dhist monastery or nunnery in Tibet or Mongo-
lia, presided over by a chief lama, correspond-
ing to a European abbot or abbess. Lamaseries
are very numerous, and some contain several
thousand inmates.

At the present moment my body is quietly asleep in a
la/magtery [read lam.as&ry] in Thibet.

F. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, xiiL

lallation (la-la'shon), n. [< P. lallation, im-
perfect pronunciation of the letter I, < L. lal-

lare, sing luUaby ; ef. (Jr. TjiKeiv, talk, chatter.]

An imperfect pronunciation of the letter r,

whereby it is made to sound like I. See lamb-

dacism.

lalo (la'16), n. See baobab.

lalopathy (la-lop'a-thi), n. [< Gr. Xa/ulv, talk, -I- lamasoolt, n. Same as lamVs-wool, 2.

Troflof, suffering.] disturbance of the language- lamb (lam), n. [< Iffi. tem6j lomb^pl. lamben,

function, in the most extensive sense.

lam^ (lam), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. lammed, ppr.

lamming. [Also lamm; < Icel. lemja, beat (cf.

lamping, a beating) ; cf. lama, bruise, appar. =
E. lame\ v.] To thrash ; beat. [Now only pro-

vincial or colloquial.]

cbjiiu yi-aui.;, if. |_x .ujjj. i^iifw, wiifv, yx. i^,,vxj^,v,

lambren, lambron, < AS. lamb, tomb (ONorth. also

lemb), also lombor (pi. lambru, lombru, lomberu,

lomboro) = OS. lamb = D. MLG. lam = OHG.
lamb, MHGr. lamb, lamp, lam, G. lamm = Icel.

lamb = Sw. lamm = Dan. lam = Goth, lamb, a
lamb.] 1 . A young animal of the sheep kind

;

a young sheep.

And men fynden with inne a lytylle Best, in Flessche,
in Bon and Blode, as though it were a lytylle L&mb, with
outen Wolle. MandemUe, Travels, p. 264.

And in the fields all round I hear the bleating of the la/nib.

Tennyson, May Queen, Conclusion.

2. A person gentle or innocent as a lamb.

Outward lambren semen we,
Fulle of goodnesse and of pitee

;

And inward we, withouten fable,

Ben gredy wolves ravysable.
Bom. of the Rose, L 7013.

The very whitest lamb in all my fold
Loves yon : I know her : the worst thought she has
Is whiter even than her pretty hand.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Hence—3. One easily beguiled or fleeced; an
inexperienced speculator who is deceived into

j.„^, , ., . , . , making losing investments. [Slang.]
but the former is much the more important, and IS known °

,. , , ,

to Europeans as the Grand Lama. When a young gentleman or apprentice comes Into this

T Q-ma2 rla'Tna^ n FNL < llama. Q. v.l 1. A school of virtue unskiUed in the quibbles and devicesLama^ (la ma;, n. L-« '-'•.> r"""! "l-
,;ii„l: „. there practised, they call him a «omS; then a rook(who Is

genus of CamelidcB of South Amenea, including ^^^^-^ ti,e wolf) follows him close and . . . gets aU his
the llama, vicugna, alpaca, and guanaco: now money, and then they smile and say" The Jom6 is bitten."

called Auchenia.— 3. [?. c] See llama. The Nicker Nicked, 1669 (Harl. Misc., n. 109>

Marry, I say, sir, if I had been acquainted

With lamming in my youth, as you have been.

With whipping and such benefits of nature, I should do

better. Beau, and PI., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 2.

If Milwood were here, dash my wigs

!

Quoth he, I would pummel and lam her welL
J. Smith, Rejected Addresses, xx.

lam^t, n. An obsolete spelling of lamb.

lam^ (lam), n. [< P. lame, a thin leaf: see

tomeS, lamina.] In weaving, a leaf or heddle.

The generality of weavers couple the first and third

healds or shafts, and so are enabled to weave it with only

two lams. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 317.

lamai (la'ma), M. [Tibetan.] A celibate priest

or ecclesiastic belonging to that variety of Bud-
dhism known as Lamaism. There are several grades

of lamas, both male and female. The dalai-lama and the

tesho- or bogdo-lama are regarded as supreme pontiffs.

They are of equal authority in their respective territories,

lambeau

4. Ironically, a rufBan or bully: as, Kirke's

lambs (a troop of British soldiers noted for their

atrocities in suppressing Monmouth's rebellion

in 1685) Holy lamb, in the Gr. Ch., a square pro-

jection rising above the rest of the round, flat ablate of

leavened bread. It Is stamped with a cross, in the angles

of which are the letters IC XC HI KA— that Is.'Itio-oui

XpiCTToi vt«?, "Jesus Christ conquers." The priest divides

the holy lamb from the remainder of the oblate with the

holy lance in the ofSce of prothesis, and it is the part af-

terward used for consecration, the antidoron being taken

from the remainder. Also called the hiiy loaf or the holy

bread and the seal.—The Lamb, the Lamb of God, the

Christ, as typified by the paschal lamb.

Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of

the world. John i- 29.

lamb (lam), V. i. [< lamb, n.] To bring forth

young, as sheep.

They [the sheep] lamb not so soon as with us, for at the

end of May their lambs are not come in season.
Brand, Zetland, p. 75.

lambackt, v. t. [Also lambeak; appar. < lam^ +
obj. backi. Cf. lambaste.] To beat; cudgel

[Old slang.]

Happy may they call that daie whereon they are not

lawJbeaked before night. Di»cm. of New World, p. 116.

lambackt, »• [Also lambeak: see the verb.] A
beating; a cudgeling; a blow.

With that five or six wives started up and fell upon the

coUiar, and gave unto him halfe a score of sound lambeakea
with their cudgels. Greene, Discovery of Coosnage (1681).

lamb-ale (lam'al), n. A country feast at

lamb-shearing.

Lamb-ale is still [1781] used at the village of Kirtlliigton

in Oxifordsbire for an annual feast or celebrity at lamb-

shearing. T. Wartan, Hist. Eng. Poetry, IIL 129.

lamballe (lam-bal'), n. [So called after the

Princess de Lamballe.] A fichu or scarf of surah

or foulard, usuallytrimmed with lace: a fashion

of about 1878.

lambaste (lam-basf), v. t.; pret. and pp. lam-

basted, ppr. lambasting. [Appar. < lam^ +
baste^.] To beat severely; thrash; in sailors'

use, to beat with a rope's end. [Slang.]

Whine not, my love; his fnry strelght will waste him;
Stand off awhile, and see how He lambaste him.

BrUannia Triumphans (1637). (Nares.)

lambativet (lam'ba-tiv), a. and n. [More cor-

rectly *lambitive; <f L. lambitus,pv- of lambere,

lick, lap : see lambent.] I. a. That may be
licked up ; to be taken by licking.

In affections both of lungs and weason, physicians make
use of syrups and lambative medicines. Sir T. Browjie.

Upon the mabtle-tree . . . stood a pot of lambaUve
electuary. Steele, Tatler, No. 286.

II. n. A medicine taken by lioMng.

lambda (lam'da), n. [< Gt. Mu^da, < Heb. la-

medh.] 1. The name of the Greek letter A, a

(equivalent to the Roman L, I).— 2. In craniol.,

the junction of the sagittal and lambdoid su-

tures at the apex of the latter. See cut under
craniometry.

lambdacism (lam'da-sizm), n. [< LL. lambda-

eismus, labdacismus,' <, Gr. ^fi^Sanuj/idg, 'Kapda-

iuau6c, a fault in pronunciation of the letter

1, < Tia/ipSaiiiiew, pronounce I faultily, < U/i^Sa,

the letter I: see lambda.] 1. A too frequent
use of words containing the letter I in speaking
or writing. A Latin example appears in the

following:

Sol et 7una luce Zucent aZba, leni, Zactea,

Martianus CapeUa.

2. An imperfect pronunciation of the letter r,

making it sound like I; lallation. The defect is

common among children, and also among the Chinese in

speaking foreign languages, from the absence of the sound
of r as an initial in their native tongue.

lambdaic (lam'da-ik), n. [< Gr. U/ipSa, the

letter A, A (see lambda), + -ic.] In math., the

result of subtracting the same indeterminate
quantity, ^, from all the elements of the prin-

cipal diagonal of a determinant, or of subtract-

ing 1with numerical submultiples and alternat-

ing signs from the sinister diagonal. See latent

root, under latent.

lambdoid (lam'doid), a. [< Gr. hi/ipdoeuS^s,

formed like a lambda (A), < M/i^Sa, the letter

A, -t- eMof, shape.] Having the shape of the
Greek capital lambda (A) : specifically applied
in anatomy to the suture between the supraoc-
cipital and the two parietal bones of the skull,

which has this form in man. See cut under cro-

nium.
lambdoidal (lam-doi'dal), a. [< lamhdoid +
-al.] Same as lambdoid.

lambeakt, v. and n. See lamback.

lambeau (lam'bo), TO. ; pi. toTOfteaai (-boz). [P.:

see label.] In fter., one of the points or drops
in a label.— (<tobb lambeauz. See eromi.



lambeauzed
lambeauzed (lam'bod), a. In Tier., same as
dovetailed.

lambel (lam'bel), n. [OF., a tag, label : see la-
bel.^ 1. A part of the housings of a horse, hav-
ing the form of a rectangular tablet or screen
hanpng at the breast or flank, evidently intend-
ed for defense, and probably of cuir-bouilli, oi
of gamboised work. J. Hewitt.— 2\. pi. Same
as lamhoys, 2.-3. In her., same as iMeL
lambency (lam'ben-si), n.; pi. lambencies (-siz).

[< lambenit) + -cij.'] The quality of being lam-
bent; that which is lambent ; a lambent gleam.
These were sacred lambencies, tongues of authenticflame

from heaven. Carlyle, Eeminiscenoes.

lambent (lam'bent), a. [< L lamben{t-)s, ppr.
of lambere, lick; c£. Gr. Utttcw, lap: see Jopi.]
1. Licking. [Rare.]

To stroke his azure neck, or to receive
The lambent homage of nis arrowy tongue.

Cowper, fiisk, vl. 782.

Hence— 3. Eunning along or over a surface, as
if in the act of licking; flowing over or along;
lapping or bathing; softly bright

;
gleaming.

The Star that did my Being frame
Was but a lambent Flame.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, vi, 4.

Those [eyes] only are beautiful which, like the planets,
have a steady, lambent light— are luminous, but not spar-
kling Longfellow, Hyperion, iii. 4.

Lambeth Articles. See article.

lambict, n. A Middle English form of limbec.
Chaucer,

lambick (lam'bik), n. A kind of strong beer
made in Belgium by the process called the self-
fermentation of worts.
lambie (lam'i), n. [Dim. of lamb.'\ A little

lamb; a lamblrin Alsolammie. [Scotch.]

When linnets sang, and lamMes play'd.espl
I, AsBums, As on the Banks.

lambisht, a.

Lamblike.
[< ME. lambyssh; < lamb + -is/ii.]

The lambyssh poeple, voyded of al vyse,
Hadden no fantaaye to debate.

Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 50.

lambkill (lam'kil), n. [< lamb + MllK'] The
sheep-laurel, KaJmia angusUfolia.
lambkin (lam'kin), n. [= D. and Plem. lamme-
ken; as lamb + -M».] 1. A little lamb.

In the warm folds their tender lambkins lie.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiii.

2. One treated as gently as a lamb ; one fondly
cherished.

Sir John, thy tender lambkin now is king

;

Harry the Fifth's the man.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 122.

lamblike (lam'lik), a. [< lamb + like^.^ Like
a lamb

;
gentle ; humble ; meek : as, a lamblike

temper.
lambling (lam'ling), n. [< lamb + -Ung^.'\ A
young or small lamb ; hence, a stupidly or ig-

norantly innocent person.

It was over the black sheep [negroes] of the Castlewood
flock that Mr. Ward somehow had the most influence.

These woolly lamblings were immensely affected by his

exhortations. Thackeray, Virginians, v.

lamboyst) n. pi. [< OP. lambeau, a shred, flap,

etc.; s&e. label.'] 1. A skirt of tassets of the

form worn in the sixteenth century. Compare
tasset.— 3. In the armor of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, the base or skirt of orna-

mental stuff. Meyrick. Also lambels.

lambrent, « An obsolete plural of lamb.

lambreauin (lam'bre-kin), n. [< F. lambrequin,

the covering or trappings of a helmet, a mantle,
scallop; origin uncertain.] 1. A piece of tex-

tile fabric, leather, or the like, hanging by one
of its edges, and typically having the opposite

edge dagged, slitted, scalloped, or otherwise cut

in an ornamental manner: used in several ways.
<o) In medieval armor, a piece of stuff worn over the hel-

met oi the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, especially

at tourneys and justs. This usage is figured In mbdern
heraldry. See below. (6) In upholstery, a sort of curtain

covering the upper part of an opening, as a door or win-

dow, and often forming a kind of cornice to the curtain

proper. (,o) A short curtain or a piece of drapery sus-

pended for ornament from a mantel-shelf or the like.

2 In decorative art, painting on » surface mote
oi less imitating or resembling a lambrequin,

as in some Chinese vases, in which the upper
part of the body is covered by solid decoration

having a lower edge of jagged or ornamented
outline.— 3. Iufeer.,the mantelet, represented

as floating from the helmet, and often forming

an important part of the ornamental decora-

tion of the achievement.
lambskin (lam'skin), ». 1 . The furred or woolly

skin of a lamb, either of natural color or dyed,
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prepared for use in dress or in the ornamenting
of costume, for mats, etc.; also, collectively,
material so prepared from lambs' skins. The
finest lambskins are the Persian, which are either gray or
black, and rank among costly furs. Hungarian and Span-
ish lambskins are used especially in the national costume
foi men, a jacket or short coat being made wholly of this
material. Prussian lambskins are used for coat-cuffs and
coat-collars One of the best-known varieties is astrakhan.

A furred gown to keep him warm : and furred with fox
and lambskins too. Shak., M. lor M., iii. 2. 9.

3. The skin of a lamb, or collectively the skins
of lambs, freed from wool and dressed for mak-
ing gloves, etc.— 3. Woolen cloth made to re-
semble lambskin.—4. Anthracite coal of in-
ferior quality (culm). [Swansea, Wales.]
lambskin (lam'skin), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. lamb-

skinned, ppr. lambskinrung. [< lambskin, ».; not
quite like the equiv. cowhide, v., but a humor-
ous use, alluding to lam'^, «.] To beat.

What think you of our countryman Hercules, that for
love put on Amphale's apron and sat spinning amongst
her wenches, while his mistress wore his lion's skin, and
lamb-skinned him if he did not his business?

Ctvapman, Widow's Tears, ii. 4.

lamb's-lettuce (lamz'let'''is), n. Same as corn-
salad.

lamb's-CLuarters (Iamz'kw4r''''t6rz), ». l. A
European weed, Airiplex patula, natural order
Clienopodiacece.— 2. An American weed of the
same order, Chenopodium album, naturalized
from Europe ; white goosefoot.
lamb's-tongue (lamz'tung), n. 1. The hoary
plantain, Plantago media. See plantain.— 2.
A carpenters' plane having a deep and narrow
bit, used for making quirks. E. B. Knight.
lamb's-'WOOl (lamz'wul), n. 1. The wool of
lambs, used in manufacture; hence, delicate
wool, as of certain breeds of sheep or of lambs,
or of mixed varieties, used for the manufacture
of hosiery.—3. [Prob. so called from its soft-
ness ; cf. velvet, applied to fine old spirit j yard
offlannel, a kind of flip.] Ale mixed with su-
gar, nutmeg, and the pulp of roasted apples.

A cupp of lambs-wool they dranke unto him then.
King and MiUer of Mansfield (Child's Ballads, VUI. 37).

Next crowne the bowle full
With gentle lambs-wooll,

Adde sugar, and nutmeg, and ginger.
Herrick, Twelfe Night.

Beinp; come home, we to cards, till two in the morning,
and drinking lamb's-wool. Pepys, Diary, III. 7.

Lamb's-wool yarn, a soft woolen yarn, slightly twisted,
used for fancy work. IHct. of Needlework.

lame^ (lam), a. [< ME. lame, < AS. lama= OS.
lam = OPries. lom, lam= D. lam = MLG. lam,
OHG. MHG. lam, Gr. lahm = Icel. lami = Sw.
Dan. lam, lame

;
perhaps orig. 'bruised,maimed':

cf. Zaml, v.] 1. Crippled or disabled by injury
to or defect of a limb or limbs ; specifically,

walking with difficulty; halting; limping: as,

a lame man or horse..

I was eyes to the blind, and feet was I to the lame.
Job xxix. 15.

3. Inefficient from injury or defect; unsound
or impaired in strength; crippled: as,aZaj«eleg
or arm.

The golde hath made his wittes lams.
Oower, Conf. Amant., v.

Myself would work eye dim, and finger lame.
Tennyson, Geraint.

3. Figuratively, imperfect; lacking finish or
completeness ; defective in quality or quantity

;

halting; insufficient; hobbling: as, temeverse;
lame rimes; a lame excuse.

most lame and impotent conclusion I

Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 162.

The sick man's sacrifice is but a lame oblation.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 4.

Santa Croccand the dome of St. Peter's are lame copies
after a divine model. Emerson, History.

Lame duck, in commercial slang, one who is unable to
meet his obligations ; a bankrupt ; especially, a defaulter
on the stock-exchange.

1 may be lam£, but I shall never be a du.ck, nor deal in
the garbage of the alley. Walpole, Letters (1771), III. 337.

lame^ (lam), v. *.; pret. and pp. lamed, ppr. lam-
ing. [< ME. lamen, < AS. lemian (= OS. lamon
(in comp. bi-lamon) = OPries. lema, lama = D.
ver-lammen = MLG. lamen, lemen = OHG. la-

men, lemjan, MHG. lamen, lemen, G. Idlimen =
Icel. lemja, thrash, flog, beat, lame, disable, =
Dan. lamme = Sw. lamma), < lama, lame: see

lame^, a. Cf. lam^, w.] To make lame ; cripple

or disable; render imperfect or unsound: as, to

lame an antagonist ; to lame an arm or a leg.

I cannot help it now

;

Unless, by using means, I lame the foot
Of our design. Shak., Cor., iv. 7. 7.

A tender foot will be galled and lamed, ii you set it go-

ing in rugged paths. Barrow, Works, III. iii.

Lamellibranchiata

A spear,
Down-glancing, lamed the charger.

Tennyson^, Lancelot and Elaine.

lame^ (lam), n. and a. [Also layme; an old or
dial, form of loam.] I. n. 1. Earthenware.
[Now Scotch.]

2 fiagons of layme, enamelled with blue and white and
one all blue. Inventory (1578).

2. A broken piece of earthenware ; a potsherd.
[Scotch.]

II. a. Earthen: used of pottery: as, a lame
pig (an earthen vessel). [Scotch.]
lament, n. [Early mod. E. also lamm; < ME.
lampe for *lame, < OF. (and F.) lame, a plate, a
blade, < L. lamina, a thin plate : see lamina, and
cf. lama^.'] In armor, a plate of metal. Florio.
He strake Phalantus just upon the gorget, so as he bat-

tered the lamms thereof. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

lamel (lain' el), re. Same as lamella.
lamella (la-mel'a), n.; pi. lamellce (-§). [L., a
small plate of metal, < lamina, a thin piece of
metal, wood, etc. : see lamina.'] A thin plate
or scale. Specifically— (a) Iniot.: (1) An erect scale or
blade inserted at the junction of the claw and limb in some
corollas, and forming a part of their corona or crown. (2)
In the group Agarieird of hymcnomyoetous fungi, one of
the radiating vertical plates on the under side of thepileus,
upon which the hymenium is extended; one of the gills,
for example, of common mushrooms {Agariffus). (o) In
anat. and zoiil., a thin or small lamina; a plate or layer

;

especially, one of a series of thin plates arranged like the
leaves of a book or the gills of an oyster.—Branchial la-
mella. See branchial.— Haversian lameUse, hollow cyl-
inders of bone-tissue surrounding and concentric with a
Haversian canal. There are generally several to each canal,
successively inclosed, as the successive rings of growth
of an exogenous plant surround the central pith.—Hoil-
zontal lamella of the ethmoid, the cribriform plate,
a part of the ethmoturbinal bone ^Lamellse of bone,
layers of bone-tissue concentrically arranged around a
Haversian canal; Haversian lamellse.- Perpendicular
lamella of the ethmoid, the mesethmoid bone. =:SyiL
See la/min/i.

lamellar (lam'e-lar), a. [< lamella + -arS.-] 1.
Disposed in lamellse or layers; laminar in a
small way.
A magnet is said to be lamellar when it may be divided

into simple closed magnetic shells or into open shells with
their edges on the surface of the magnet.

Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 316.

2. Having a lamella or lamellse ; lamellate.

—

3. Formed of lamellse ; strengthened or covered
with lamellsB : as, a lamellar skirt (a name given
to the great braguette).— 4. In bot., specifi-

cally, tipped with two flat lobes, as the styles of
many blossoms.
lamellarly (lam'e-lar-li), adv. In the form of
or by means of lameUss: as, the leaves of a
book lie lamellarly.

lamellar-stellate (lam'e-iar-stel'at), a. In
mineral., formed of thin plates or lamellae ar-

ranged in star-shaped groups : as, gypsum has
often a lamellar-stellate structure.

lamellate (lam'e-lat), a. [< NL. lamellatus, <

L. lamella, a thin metal plate : see lamella.] 1.

Formed of a lamella, or disposed in lamellse

;

lamellar in structure or arrangement.— 2.
Having lamellse ; furnished with little laminae.
— Lamellate antennae, antennae in which the outer
joints are prolonged internally, opposing fiat surfaces to
each other, which may be brought into close contact, thus
forming a transverse or, rarely, a rounded club supported
on one side by the stem or funiculus of the antenna, as in
the Scarabmdce or cockchafers. Beetles having antennse
of this form are called lamellicorns. See cut under an-
(enna.— Lamellate palpi, those palpi in which the ter-

minal joint is divided longitudinally or transversely into
several lamellse or leaves.

lamellated (lam'e-la-ted), a. Same as lam-
ellate.

The lamellated antennse of some, the clavellated of oth-
ers, are surprisingly beautiful, when viewed through a
microscope. Derham, Physioo-Theology, viil. 4, note 3.

lamellibranch (la-mel'i-brangk), a. and n. [<
L. lamella, a plate, + branehice, gills.] I. a.

Having lamellate gills; pertaining to the La-
mellibranchiata, or having their characters.

II. n. One of the Lamellibranchiata, as any
ordinary bivalve mollusk.
Also lamellihranehiate.

Lamellibranchia (la-mel-i-brang'ki-a), n.pl.
Same as Lamellibranchiata.

Lamellibranchiata (la-mel-i- brang-M-a'ta),
n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. : see lamellibranchiaie.]

A group of moUusks without distinct head or ce-
phalic eyes, with the branchiae on each side of
the body and generally expanded in a plate-like

or lamelliform manner, and with a shell of two
lateral valves completely or partly inclosing
the body. The valves of the shell are connected and
close over the back of the animal by a hinge ; they are ^so
generally united by one or two muscles, called additcttrrs,

which pepetrate the body-mass. Opening of the shell is

effected by an elastic ligament in or about the hinge. The
shell is secreted by a prolongation ol the integument called



Lamellibranchiata
the mantle oipallium,which laps round the hody, its halves
being either free or united ao as to leave only three aper-
tures tor the inlet and outlet of water for respiration, and
lor the protrusion of „
a fleshy organ called — _. v

the foot, when it is

present. The mus-
cular edge of the
mantle leaves on
each valve an im-
pression called the
pallial line. Eespira-
tion is generally ef-

fected by lamellated
gills (whence the
name), usually oc-
cupying a large part
of the interior of the
shell on each side.
The mouth is a sim-
ple jawless Assure,
furnished with one
or two pairs of soft
palpi, the food being
conveyed to it by
cilia on the gills.

The heart has a sin-
gle ventricle pierced by the intestine, and there are three
double nerve-centers. The group was originally desig-
nated by the author of the name (De Blainville, 1814) as an
order, buthas generally been adopted as a class of MoUiaea,
containing all the true or ordinary bivalve moUusks, of

Vertical Transverse Section lA Anodonta
through the heart.

AA, mantle-lobes; B, foot; c, rectum;
A, *, inner and outer gills ;

/", ventricle of
heart ; g, auricles of Heart ; f, pericardi-
um ; o', vestibule of q', the organ of Boja-
nus.

Diagrammatic Section of Fresh-water Mussel iAnodonta ), illustrating
anatomy ofLatnell^iranchiata.

AA, mantle, its right lobe cut away ; B, foot ; C, branchial cham-
ber of mantle-cavity ; A anal chamber ; I, II, anterior and posterior
adductor muscles ; 111, retractor muscle of foot; a, mouth; d, stom-
ach ; c, intestine, coils of which are supposed to be seen through the
side walls of the mesosoma ; d, rectum ; e, anus ; X> ventricle ; g, au-
ricle ; h, gills, except z', right external gill, largely cut away and
turned back; k, labial palpi; /, cerebroganglion; m, pedal gan-
glion; », parietosplanchiiic gangUa; <>, aperture of organofBojanus;
>>, pericardium.

which oysters, clams, etc., are familiar examples. Syno-
nyms of the whole group are Acephala, Bivalvia, ConcJd-
fera, Cormapoda, and Fdecypoda.

lamellibrancniate (la-mel-i-brang'M-at), a.

and n. [< NL. lamellibranehiatvs, < L. lamella,
a thin plate, + branchiw, gills.] Same as la-

mellibraneh.

lamellicom (la-mel'i-k6m), a. and n. [< NL.
lamellicornis, <'L. lamella, a thin plate, + cornu
= E. horn.'] I. o. 1 . Having lamellsa or a lam-
ellate struetnre, as the antennae of an insect.

—

2. Having lamellate antennae, as an insect;
of or pertaining to the LamelUcornia.
H. n. A lameDieom beetle; any member

of the Lamellicornia, as a scarab, dung-beetle,
stag-beetle, coekchaier, etc.

lamellicomate (la-mel-i-kdr'nat), a. Same as
lamellicom.

Lamellicomes (la-mel-i-k6r'nez), n. pi. [NL.
(orig. the F. accom. of NL. lamellicornia, neut.

pi.), < L. lamella, a thin plate, + cornu = E.

horn."] In Latreille's system, the sixth family
of pentamerous Coleoptera, corresponding with
the modem group Lamellicornia. .

Lamellicornia (la-mel-i-k6r'ni-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of lamellicornis: see tameUicorn.] A
suborder of Coleopterawhichhave the fourth and
fifth tarsal joints not connate, the first ventral
segment visible for its entire breadth, the an-
tennsB with a lamellate club whose apposed sur-

faces have a very delicate sensitive structure,

and the legs fossorial. The antennae, which are short

and deeply inserted under the sides of the head, are lamel-

Ilferous, the last three joints making a lamelliform club
(pectinated in Lueanidce, whence the name Peetinicomia
for this family). The lamellicorns are herbivorous, and
very rich in species, of which there are more than 7,000,

among them the largest and some of the most splendid
beetles known. The leading families are Scarabaeidce and
Lucanidee.

lamelliferons (lam-e-Uf'e-ms), a. [< L. lamella,

a thin plate, + ferre = E. bear^.] Producing
lamellse ; composed of or provided with lamel-

lae; having a lamellate structure.

lamelliform (la-meri-f6rm), a. [< L. lamella,

a thin plate, -t- forma, form.] Lamellar in

form ; having the shape of a lamella ; lamellate

in structure or arrangement.
lamelliped (la-mel'i-ped), a. and n. [< L. to-

m^lla, a, thin -pia,te,+ pes (ped-) =E./oo*.] I. a.

Having a flattened lameUiform foot, as some
conehiferous moUusks ; of or pertaining to the
LameUipedia.
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II, n. A mollusk with a lamelliform foot; one
of the LameUipedia.
LameUipedia (la^mel-i-pe'di-a), «.j)Z. [NL.,<
L. lamella, a thin plate, + pes'lped-) = 'E.foot.']

In Lamarck's system of the Conehifera, a divi-

sion of acephalous moUusks having a large

lamellar foot, containing the families Concliw,

Cardiacea, Arcacea, Trigonea, a,niNaiades. Also
LamelUpedes.
lamelliroster (la-mel-i-ros'ter), n, A lamelli-

rostral bird.

lamellirostral (la-mel-i-ros'tral), a. and n. [As
Lamellirostres + -al.'] I. a. Having a lamel-

lose bill; lamellosodentate, as a bird; of or

pertaining to the Lamellirostres.

II. n. Any member of the Lamellirostres.

lamellirostrate (la-mel-i-ros'trat), a. Same as

lamellirostral.

Lamellirostres (la-mel-i-ros'trez), n.pl. [NL.,
< L. lamella, a thm'plate,+ rostrum, a beak : see
rostrum."] In Cuvier's classification, the fourth
family of his sixth order of birds {Palmipedes),

containing those which have the bill lamello-

sodentate and covered with a soft skin, with a
nail at the end, as ducks, geese, swans, and
fiamingos. The family corresponds to the Linnean An-
seres, and included the modem families AnaMda and
Phomieopteridte. Divested of the flamingos, it corresponds
to the ChenomorpluB of Huxley, now commonly rated as an
order or suborder of carinate birds. See CnenmnorpJuB,
Ameret, Anatidoe.

lamellose (lam'e-los), a. [< lamella + -ose.]

Pull of lamellae ; lamellated in structure; lamel-
liform in arrangement: a book, for instance, is

entirely lamellose.

lamellosodentate (lam -e -16- so -den 'tat), a.

[< lamellose + dentate.] Toothed with lamellae,
or having lamelliform teeth, as the bill of a
duck.
Lamellosodentati (lam-e-16''s6-den-ta'ti), n.

2>l. [NL.: see lamellosodentate.] Uliger's name
of the duck tribe, or lamellirostral birds. See
Lamellirostres.

lamely (lam'li), adv. 1. In a lame or halting
manner ; like a cripple : as, to walk lamely.— 2.
Imperfectly ; unsatisfactorily; weakly; feebly:
as, a figure lamely drawn; a scene lamely de-
scribed ; an argument lameVy conducted.
lameness (lam'nes), n. 1. The state of being
lame ; defect or unsoundness of a limb or limbs

;

especially, impairment of locomotive capacity
by injury or deformity : as, lameness of the hand
or foot ; lameness caused by a broken or a de-
formed leg.— 2. Imperfection; want of finish
or completeness ; defect ; insufficiency ; weak-
ness: as, the lameness of a verse or a rime; the
lameness of an argument or an apology.

Speak of my la/menes8, and I straight will halt.
Skak., Sonnets, Ixxxix.

If the story move, or the actor help the lamenesi ot it
with his performance. Dryden, Spanish Priar.

lament (la-menf), n. [= Sp. Pg. It. lamento,
< L. lamentum, usually in pi. lamenta, a wailing,
moaning ; with formative -mentum (see -ment),
from the root *la, seen also in latrare, bark, Gr.
pd^eiv, snarl, Russ. laieti, bark, scold.] 1. An
expression of grief or sorrow ; a sad complaint

;

a lamentation.

And these external manners of laments
Are merely shadows to the unseen grief
That swells with silence In the lortnred souL

ShaJc., Eich, IL, iv. 1. 296.

2. A set form of lamentation or mourning; an
elegy; a mourning song or ballad.

At Bnsiris, which was the alleged burial-place of Osiris,
there was an annual festival at which the votaries, having
fasted and put on mourning dresses, uttered a lament
round a burnt-offering : the death of Osiris being the sub-
ject of the lament. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 144.

3. The music for an elegy, or a tune intended to
express or excite sorrowful emotion ; a mourn-
ful air.

lament (lar-menf), V. [< P. lamenter = Sp. Pg.
lamentar = It. lamentare, < L. lamentari, wail,
weep, < lamentum, a wailing, lament : see lor-

ment, n.] I, intrans. 1. To express sorrow;
utter words or sounds of grief ; mourn audibly

;

wail.

In that day shall one take up a parable against you,
and lament with a doleful lamentation. Micah iL 4.

Every now and then I heard the wail of women lament-
ing for the dead, it Cwrzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 195.

2. To show great sorrow or regret; repine;
chafe

;
grieve.

Where joy most revels, grief doth most lament;
Grief joys, joy grieves, on slender accident.

Shak., Hamlet, liL 2. 208.

=SyiLiiam«ni,Jfoum,Grfere,- sorrow. Lajnerti express-
es always, at least figuratively, an external act Mourn

Lamiacese

was originally and is still often the same, but does not now
suggest anything audible. Qrieve suggests more of a con-
suming effect upon the person sorrowing. See affliction^

II. trans. 1. To bewail; mourn for; be-
moan; deplore.

They lameTited the death of their leader, and filled all

places with their complaints. Bacon, Moral Fables, viL

2t. To afflict; distress.

He went home, where he lay much Lamented and won-
derfully affrighted with the Old Woman coming to afBict

, Jiim. Quoted in Aihton's Social Life in Heign of Queen
[Anne, L 124.

lamentable (lam'en-ta-bl), a. [< P. lamentable
= Sp. lamentable = Pg. lamentavel = It. lamen-
tabile, lamentable, < L. lamentabilis, moumfnl,
< L. lamentari, mourn, lament: see lament, v.]

1. To be lamented ; exciting or calling for sor-

row; grievous: as, a lamentable deterioration

of morals.
Tell thou the lamentable tale ot me.

Shak., Eich. II., v. 1. 44.

And yet their superstition is more lamentable then their

dispersion, as also their pertinacie and stnbbomenesse in
their superstition. Pureluu, Pilgrimage, p. 169.

2. Expressive of grief; mournful: a,8, a, lament
table cry.

Ceaseless rain sweeping away wildly before a long and
lamentable blast. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, i.

3. Miserable; pitiful; low; poor.

Then are messengers again posted to Eome in lamenta- •

Ue sort, beseeching that they would not suffer a whole
Kvvince to be destroy'd. Milton, Hist. Eng., iiL

lamentableneSS (lam 'en-ta-bl-nes), m. The
state of being lamentaljle.

lamentably (lam'en-ta-bli), ad/B. In a lamen-
table manner; mournfully; pitifully.

lamentation (lam-en-ta'shon), «. [< ME. la-

mentacioun, < OF. (and ¥.J lamentation = Sp.
lamentacion =::Pg. lamentagSo=lt. lamentazione,

< L. lamentaMo{n-), a weeping, < L. lamentari,

weep: see lament, v.] 1. The act of bewailing;
expression of sorrow; a mournful outcry.

Who sothely might suffer the sorow that thou mase . . .

LamerOacmm & langonr the long night oner?
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 3294.

In Rama was there a voice heard, lamentation, and weep-
ing, and great mourning. Mat. iL 18.

2. [ca^.] pi. The shortertitle of theLamentations
ofJeremiah, one of the poetical books of the Old
Testament. In the Septnagint, aa In the English Bible,
it stands immediately after the Book of Jeremiidi, ofwhich
It iirobably originally formed a continuation. Its subject
is the destruction ot JerasEdem by the Chaldeans. Itwaa
probably composed immediately after the taking of the
city (686 B. c,^ while the wounds of the nation were still

fresh. Jeremiah has been generally regarded by Christian
scholars as its author.

3. leap.] pi. The music to which the first three
lessons, taken from the Lamentations of Jere-
miah, are sung in the Boman Catholic Church,
in the office called Tenebi«e, on Thursday, Fri-
day, and Saturday of Holy Week. =8yii. 1. Mourn-
ing, complaint, plaint, moan, moaning, wailing, outcry.
See lament, v. i.

lamenter (la-men't6r), n. One who laments,
mourns, or cries out with sorrow.
lamentingly (la-men'ting-li), adv. In a lament-
ing manner ; with lamentation.
Lame's eq.uation, function. See equation,
function.

lameskirting (lam'sker-ting), n. [< lame^, v.,

+ start + -dng^.] In coal^mining, the cutting off

of coal from the sides of underground roads in
order to widen them. [North. Eng.]
lameter, n. See lamiter.

lametta (la-met'a), n. [It., dim. of It. lama, a
plate of metal, < L. lamina, a thin piece of met-
al, wood, etc.: see lame^, lamina.] Brass, sil-

ver, or gold foil or wire.
lamia (la'mi-a), n. [< L. lamia, < Gr. Xd/iut, a
female demon (see def.).] 1. In Gr. and Bom.
myth., an enticing witch,who charmed children
and youths for the purpose of feeding on their
blood and flesh,like the latervampire; a female
demon ; hence, in general, a destroying witch
or hag.

Where's the lamia
That tears my entrails?

Massinger, Virgin-Martyr, iv. 1.

A young prince goes a hunting. ... In the ardour of
the chase, he be«omes separated from hia followers, and
meets with a lamia or ogress.

T. Warton, Hist Eng. Poetry (ed. 1871^ I. 3ia

2. [cap.] In zool. : {a) A Fabrician (177.5) ge-
nus of longieom beetles, now the type of the
family Lamiidce. L. adilis is a species the male
of which has antennae four times as long as the
body, (b) A genus of sharks: same as Lamna.
Bisso, 1826.

Lamiacese (la-nd-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Lami-
um + -aceoe.] Liadley'g name for the Ldbiata.



Lamiales

Lamlales (la-mi-a'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1876), < Lamium + -ales.'] A co-
hort of gamopetalous plants, having the corolla
usually irregular, the posterior stamens often
reduced to staminodia or wanting, the carpels
one- or two-ovuled, and the indehisoent fruit
generally included in the calyx. It embraces
the orders Myoporinece, Selaginew, Verbenaeece,
and Labiatai.

LamiariSB (la-mi-a'ri-e), n. pi. [NTj., < Lamia,
2 (a), + -ariw.2 In Latreille's system (1825), a
tribe of longieorn beetles, corresponding inex-
actly to the modem family Zamiidai.

Lamiea (la-nu'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Endlieher,
1836), < Lamium '+ -ece.'] A subtribe of labiate
plants of the tribe Staclvydeas, originally em-
bracing the genus Lamium and 9 other gen-
era. £i the system of Bentham and Hooker it

embraces 22 genera.

lamiger (lam'i-j6r), n. [< lame^, a., + -iger, per-
haps orlg. -iger, -ier, -yer, as in lawyer, etc.] A
cripple. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Lamiidse (la-mi'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,<iomia, 2 (a),

+ 4d<s.'\ A family of longieorn beetles typified

by the genus Lamia, belonging to the tetramer-
ous series of the order Coleoptera. it is related to
the Cerambycidce, but the head is vertical, not porreot
Also written Lamiadoe, Lamiides.

lamina (lam'i-na), n.
;

pi. lamincB (-ne). [= P.
lame (>E. lame^)"= Sp. lama, ldminaz='Pg. lamina
= It. lama, lamina, < L. lamina, also lammina,
lamna, a thin plate of wood, metal, etc., a leaf,

layer, etc. Cf. lame^.] A thin plate or scale.
Speolfloally— (a) A layer or coat lying over another : ap-
plied to the plates ot minerals, bones, etc. (ft) The thin-

nest distinct layer into which a stratified rock can be sep-

arated. See stratum and stratification, (c) In armt., a thin
plate, layer, or membrane, or any laminar or lamellar struc-

ture. [In this use commonly as mere Latin, as in phrases
iBelow.] (d)In6o*.: (1) The commonly widened upper part
ot a petal ; its limb or border, as distinguialied from its

daw. (2) The blade or expanded portion of a leaf. (3) The
Bat part of the thallus or frond in some seaweeds, as dis-

tinguished from the stipe, (e) A splint ot armor. Hence
—(/) A piece of armor made of splints. Compare lame^,

«fiirib-a/rmor, jesierarO, bri^andinel.— CribTOSe lamina
(famina cribroea). a thin cribriform lamina of the sclerotic

coat of the eye at the entrance ot the optic nerve.—Den-
tlCUlatO 1 fl,wlTifl. of the cochlea, the limbus laminsB spi-

ralis.—Dorsal laminss. See dorsal.— 'Elastic lamlnse
of the cornea, hard, elastic, transparent^ and homogeneous
membranes covering the proper substance of the cornea
in front and behind.—Lamina Clnerea, a thin layer of

gray substance at the base of the brain, above the optic

chiasma, from the fore end of the corpus callosum to the
tuber cinereum.—Lamina dermalls, in embryol., the
primary outer layer of a two-layered germ : same as ecto-

derm.—LaimlnsS doraales, in erribryol., the dorsal lami-

nse.—Laminss of a verteora, plate-like portions of the
neurapophyses or neural arches ot a vertebra, arising from
the pedicels on each side and meeting in midline to in-

close the spinal canal.— Laminsa of the cerebellum,
primary, secondary, and tertiary, the folded and ramifying
layers ot the surface ot the cerebellum, like the gyri ot

Uie cerebrum, section ot which gives the appearance call-

ed arbor-vltse.— Lamines ventrales, or laminse vls-
cerales, ventral or visceral layers ; the folds ot the em-
bryo, on each side of the notoohordal axis, extending down-
ward to meet Anally on the middle line below\ each lami-

na splitting into an outer or somatopleural and an inner or

splanchnopleural layer, the outer to form the body-walls,

the inner to form the intestinal canal : opposed to dorsal

lamincB.—Lamina fasca, an extremely Jine areolar tis-

sue forming the innermost part of the sclerotic and
imiting it with the outer surface of the choroid.—Lami-
na gastralls, in embryol., the primary inner layer of

a two-layered germ : same as emdoderm.—Lamina ino-
dMnualiB, the outer or flesh layer ot the mesoderm of a
four-layered germ ; the somatopleure.—Lajninalnogas-
traiis, the inner or fibrous Intestinal layer of the mesoderm
ot a four-layered germ ; the splanohnopleure.—Lamina
labiallB, Meinert's name for that piece of the mouth-parts

of a myrlapod which supports the inner stipes of the deu-

tomala. See deittomiila.-Lamina mycogastralls, the

mucous layer orglandular intestinal layer of a four-layered

germ. It corresponds to the endoderm of a two-layered

germ, and forms tlie epithelium of the intestinal tract and
its diverticula.—Lamina neurodermalls, the skin-sen-

sory layer of afour-layered germ, corresponding to the ec-

toderm of a two-layered germ, and forming the epidermis

and the chief parts of the nervous system and the organs

of the special senses.—Lamina perforata anterior, the

anterior perforated space of the base of the brain ; tlie pre-

oribrum.-Lamina perforata posterior, the posterior

perforatedspace of the base of the brain ; the postcnbrum.

—Lamina perpendlcularis, the mesethmofd, or perpen-

dicular median plate of the ethmoid bone.— ^ <""'"»-Lamina
proligera, lamina sporigera, in /ungoiogy,a.moT:ims

to the older terminology, the hymenlum or discus in a

discocarp or apotheolum.—Lamina quadrigemlna, the

dorsal portion of the mesencephalon above the bylvian

aqueduct. It is divided into the tour corpora quadrige-

mina.—Lamina reticularis, the reticular lamina ot the

organ ot Corti, a net-like membrane upon the summits

ot th 3 outer hair-cells. The network consists of four rows

of fiddle-shaped cells called phalanges, between which

project the ciliated free ends of the hair-cells, ana to

which -u-e attached the phalangeal processes of the cells

of Dletera.— Lamina spiralis, the spiral lamina of the

cochlea; the flange or projection which winds spirally

round the modiolus or columella ot the ear, projecting

into the spiral canal and dividing it into two spu'al tubes

or soalffl. The spiral lamina is partly bony and partly mem-
branous. The osseous part is oalled lamina spiralis ossea

;
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the membranous part is the rmmirami basilaris. The bony
lamina ends at the cupola in a hook-like process, the hamu-
lus.—Lamina spliEQiB membranacea,the basilarmem-
brane of the cochlear canal.—Lamina spiralis ossea,
the bony spiral lamina winding around the modiolus of

the cochlea and giving attachment at its tree edge to the
basilar membrane.—Lamina BUprachoroidea, a defi-

cate membrane investing the choroid coat of the eye
externally.-Lamina tectorla eerebeUi, that part of

the cerebellum which lies above the horizontal fissure.

—

Lamina terminalis.the anterior boundary of the third

ventricle of the brain ; that part of the lamina cinerea ly-

ing in front of the chiasma. See cut under encephalon.—
Lamina Vitrea. (a) A colorless glassy membrane form-
ing the innermost stratum of the choroid and lying be-

tween the choriocapillaris and the tapetum nigrum ; the
membrane of Bruch. (6) The inner table of the skull.—

Neural lamina, the dorsal lamina, one of the lips of the
groove along the back of the early embryo, which, meet-
ing and Joining its fellow, converts the primitive trace or
furrow into a tube within which the neural axis is to be
developed: opposed to ventral or visceral lamina.—Retic-
ular lamina ot KoUiker, in the cochlea, same as la/mina
reticularis, above.—Ventral or yisceral lamina. See
lamintB ventrales, above. = Syn. Lamina, lamella. In zoBl-

ogy and anatomy these words are usually absolutely sy-

nonymous, used interchangeably and without distinction.

It there be a possible distinction, it is that lamella may of-

tener apply to something smaller or thinner than a la/mi-

va: for instance, the cover of a book is a lamina, contain-

ing leaves or lamellce. Haeckel draws and maintains this

distinction in embryology.

laminability (lam"i-na-biri-ti), «. [< lamina-

hie: see-bility.'] The qiiality'of beinglaminable.
lafaiuable (lam'i-na-bl), a. [< larmn{ate) +
-able.'] Capable ofbeingformedinto thinplates;
capable of being extended by passing between
steel or hardened east-iron rollers, as a metal.

laminse, «. Plural of lamina.

laminar (lam'i-nar), a. [< lamina + -ar^.] 1.

Composed of or"disposed in laminss, or thin
plates or layers; lamellar.— 2. Having or be-
ing a lamina or laminss ; laminate.—Laminar fls-

Bion, in geol., separation into laminee, thin plates, or flags,

parallel with the lines ot stratification ; lamination.

Laminaria (lam-i-na'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. lami-

na, a thin plate, -I- -aria.] A genus of dark-
spored seaweeds, belonging to the natural or-

der Laminariacem, having no definite leaves,

but a plain ribless expansion, flat and blade-
like (whence the name), which is either sim-

ple or cloven. Z. digitaia is the well-known tangle
abundant on sea-coasts (used in gynecology instead of
sponge for making tents for dilating the cervical canal) ; L.
buceinalis is a native ot the Cape of Good Hope, and yields

iodine ; L. potatorum grows in Australia, and furnishes
the aborigines with a part ot their instruments, vessels,

and food; L. digitata and L. bulbosa were formerly em-
ployed in the manufacture of kelp tor the glass-maker
and soap-boiler ; L. saccharina, the sweet-tangle or sea-

belt^ named from the saccharine matter called Tnannite
which it furnishes, is abundant on the shores ot the North
Atlantic and Pacific oceans. See hanger, 7.

Laminariaceee (lam-i-na-ri-a'sf-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Laminaria + -aeece.] A family of the Algce or
seaweedSinowincludedintheclassPfttEosporeos.
Their fronds are coriaceous and not articulated, and at-

tached to the sea-bottom by a root-like or sometimes disk-

like organ,whence arises a stipe, which expands into alam-
ina or blade. They are propagated by means ot zoospores,

borne in zoOsporangia on the surface of the frond, either

diffused or in patches. The genera Alaria, Laminaria,
and Macrocystis, belonging to this order, include the largest

marine vegetables. See tile genenc names^ and kelp.

laminarian (lam-i-na'ri-an), a. [< Laminaria
+ -an.] Pertaining to the genus Laminaria;
specifically, noting that belt or zone of marine
life which extends from low-water mark to a

depth of forty to ninety feet, and which in Brit-

ish seas is characterized by the presence of La-
minariacecB, as well as by that of starfishes, the
common sea-urchin, etc.

The Laminarian zone is succeeded by the Coralline

zone. Sir 0. W. Tluymson, Depths ot the Sea, p. 16.

Laminarieae(lam*'i-na-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,

< Laminaria + -ece.] A synonym of Laminaria-
cew.

Laminarites (lam"i-na-ri'tez), n. [NL.,<Xami-
naria + -ites.] The generic name given by
Sternberg and other fossil botanists to various
fragments of plants supposed to be allied to

the recent Laminaria, but in 'regard to which
nothing has been definitely made out.

laminary (lam'i-na-ri), o. [< lamina + -ary.]

Composed of layers or plates ; laminar.

laminate (lam'i-nat), v.; pret. and pp. lami-

nated, ppr. laminating. [< ML. laminatus, pp.

of laminare (>It. laminare = Sp. Pg. laminar =
P. latniner, plate, flatten into a plate), < L. la-

mina, a thin plate: see lamina.] I. trans. 1.

To form into a lamina or plate ; beat out thin.

[Rare.]

We took an ounce ot that [refined silver], and, having

laminated it, we cast it upon twice its weight ot beaten

sublimate. Boyle, Works, III. 81.

2. To form with or into laminss or layers ; di-

vide into plates or leaves: as, a lamiriaUng-ma,-

chine.—Laminated arch. See arcAi.—Laminated

lamiter

pipe, a pipe made by wrapping successive layers of thin
veneer, or veneer and fabrics in combination, over a mold,
or core.—Laminated rib. Same as laminated arch.—
Laminated tubercle, the nodule of the cerebellum.

II. intrans. To part or become divided intc
laminse ; separate into thin layers or plates : as,
mica laminates on exposure to heat.
laminate (lam'i-nat), a. [< ML. laminatus,
furnished with plates or scales : see the verb.]
1. Having the form of a lamina or thin plate;
leaf-like: as, the laminate coxre of some beetles,—2. Disposed in, consisting of, or bearing
laminss, layers, or scales; laminar; scaled;
scaly: as, laminate structure in geolo^j a lami-
nate surface; the te?wiMafetarsiof a bird,—Lam-
inate coxa, a coxa dilated into abroad plate which covers
the trochanter and the base of the femur, as the posterior
coxsB of certain aquatic beetles.—Laminate horn, a horn-
like process dilated at its base into a thin plate.

laminated (lam'i-na-ted),^. a. [< laminate +
-ed^.] Same as laminate.

laminating-machine(lam'i-na-ting-ma-shen"),
n. In metal^working, a machine for" making
metaUio sheets; in particular, a set of gold-
beaters' rolls arranged in a frame with gear-
ing and adjustable bearings, the adjustment
of the bearings being effected by screws, and
the rollers being turned by a winch. The gold
ingot is by this macliine (with frequent annealing to pre-
vent cracking) reduced to a ribbon weighing & grains
per inch, which is cut into pieces about one inch square
to form the gold-beaters' pack, the beating of which, again
with frequent annealing, reduces the metal to gold-leaf.

laminating-roUer (lam'i-na-ting-r6"ier), n.

In metal-corking, one of a set of rollers in a
rolling-mill, for reducing fagots or blooms to
sheets or bars. The rollers act in pairs, and their
distance apart determines the thickness of the sheet.
This distance is regulated by adjustable bearings moved
accurately by screws. For bars the rollers are grooved in
accordance with the required shape ot the cross-section.
The blooms or fagots are rolled hot ; but cylindrical bars
for shafts are in some manufactories finished by cold-roll-

ing.

lamination (lam-i-na'shon), n. [< laminate +
-ion.] The act of laminating, or the state of
beinglaminated ; arrangement in layers or thin
plates; specifically, in geol., a division of rook
into layers or laminse : nearly the same as strati-

fication. A stratified rock may or may not be lami-
nated. In the former case each stratum or bed is capable
of being divided into thin layers or laminse. Lamination
is hardly possible except in rocks made up of fine-grained
materials. The break or interval separating two strata is

more evident, and very probably was of longer duration,

than that which intervened between the deposition ot two
successive laminee. Some English geologists use the term "

lamination with reference to the crystalline and eruptive
rocks, making laminated structure the equivalent of to^m-

lar stmcture,where this hasbeen the result not of stratifica-

tion but ot contraction during the process of cooling, or of

some other cause connected with the formation ot masses
of igneous origin.

Four kinds ot flssility may be recognized among rocks

:

1st, lamination of original deposit ; 2d, cleavage, as in slate

;

3d, shearing, as near faults; 4th, foliation, as in schists.

A. Qeikle, Text-Book of GeoL (2d ed.), p. 463.

laminiferoTls (lam-i-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. lamina,

a thin plate, +ferre= E'.' beari.] Bearing lam-
inse ; having a laminate structure.

laminiform (lam'i-ni-form), a. [< L. lamina,

a thin plate, -f- forma, form.] Having the form
of a lamina; laminar; lamellar; like a plate,

layer, or leaf in shape.

laminiplantar (lam"i-ni-plan'ta,r), a. [< L. la-

mina, a thin plate, +planta, sole.] Having lam-
inate tarsi; having the back of the tarsus cov-
ered with an undivided lamina on each side,

the two meeting in a sharp ridge : opposed to

ar.

Laminiplantares (lam"i-ni-plan-ta'rez;, n. pi.

[NL.: s&e laminiplantar.] Laminiplantar birds;

in Sundevall's classification (1872), the prior se-

ries of the first order of birds (fisdnes), includ-

ing nearly all oscine Passeres.

laminiplantation (lam"i-ni-plan-ta'shon), n.

[As laminiplant{ar) + -ation.] The state or
quality of being laminiplantar.

The laminiplantation ... is equally well exhibited by
most passerine birds, whether they have booted or ante-

riorly scutellate tarsi. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 126.

laminitis (lam-i-ni'tis), n. [NL., < lamina -(-

-itis.] Inflammation of the laminss of the hoof
of a horse.

laminose (lam'i-nos), a. [< NL. laminosus, < L.
te?ni»o, a thin plate : s&q lamina.] Resembling
a lamina; laminiform. Coofce, BritsPungi, p. 314.

lamish (la'mish), a. [< lame^ + -jsfei.] Some-
what lame; slightly, limping.

He did, by a false step, sprain a vein in the inside of his
leg, which ever after occasioned him to go lamish.

Wood, Athente Oxon., II., J. Shirley.

lamiter, lameter (la'mi-ter, la'me-ter), n.

,] A cripple.

[See



lamiter

Though ye may think him a lamiter, yet, gripple for

^ppie, friend, ill wad a wether hell gar the blade spin
frae under your nails. SeotZ, Black Dwarf, xrii.

You have now, no doubt, friends who will look after you,
and not suffer you to devote yourself to a blind lameter
like me? CAarfefte Brtmiej Jane Eyre, xxxvit

Lamium (la ' mi -um), n. [Nil. (Linnseus), < L.
lamium, the dead-nettle.] A genus of labiate

plants of the tribe Staehydew, type of the sub-
tribe Lamieoe, with nearly equal, not acerose
calyx-teeth, the corolla-tube rarely exserted,

the anther-cells generally parallel, and the nut-
lets angled and truncated at the ajpex. They are
annual or perennial herbs, often diffuse or decumbent
at the base, with cordate tioothed or Incised leaves, and
densely many-flowered whorls of flowers crowded at the
summit of the stem. The irregular galeate flowers are
sometimes large, and generally pink or purple, sometimes
white or even yellow. There are nearly 40 species of

these plants, inhabiting Europe, northern Africa, and ex-

tratropical Asia. Several species are common as weeds
in waste ground, and some are occasionally cultivated in
gardens. They are all known by the name of dead-iiettU or
hedge dead-TieUle. The best-known species are the white-
flowered L. album, the pink- or purple-flowered L. pur-
pureum, L. ampUxicavle, and L. matadatum, and the yel-

low-flowered L. Gaieobdclon.

lammi, «. *. See lam^.

lamni^t, «. An obsolete variant of lame^.

Lammas (lam'as), n. [< ME. lammasse, < AS.
hlamnuBsse, a later assimilated form of lildf-

nuesse, lit. 'loaf-mass,' i. e. 'bread-feast' (see
def.),<7iia/,loaf,bread,+ TO(Bsse, mass : see loaP-
and mass^.^ 1. Originally, in England, the fes-

tival of the -wheat-harvest, observed on the 1st

ofAugust, corresponding to the 12th in the mod-
em calendar. It is supposed to have taken its name
from the practice of offering flrst-fniits at the service of
the mass on that day, in the form of loaves of bread. The
festival was a continuation of a similar one from pagan
times. Some have supposed, erroneously, that the name
has some connection with the word lamb.

And to the lammasse afterward he spousede the queue.
Sob. 0/ Gloucester, p. 317.

2. In Great Britain, the 1st of August as a
date, which in Scotland is a quarter-day and
in EDgland a half-quarter-day. The prevalence
of this use, both in ancient and modem times, has to a
great extent obscured the original significance of the
word- Also called Lamimajs-dag.

3. The church festival of St. Peter's Chains, or

St. Peter in the Fetters, observed on August
1st in memory of St. Peter's imprisonment and
miraculous deliverance (Acts xii. 4-10) Lam-
mas eve, July 31st, the day before Lammas.

Even or odd, of all days in the year.
Come Lammas-eve at night shaU she be fonrteen.

Shak., E. and J., i 3. 17.

Latter Lammas, a Lammas that, like the Greek calends,

does not exist : u^d ironically, implying 'never.*

Courtiers thriue at latter Lammas day.
Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 55.

Lammas-day (lam'as-da), n. Same as Xam-
mas, 2.

lammas-land Oam'as-land), n. Land which is

cultivated by individual occupiers, but after

harvest (about the time of Lammas) is thrown
open for common pasturage. F. Pollock, Land
Laws, ii. [Eng.]
Lammas-tide (lam'as-Sd), n. The time or sea-

son of Lammas.
How long is it now

To Lammas-tide? Shak., B. and J., L 3. 15.

lammer (lam'er), n. and a. [Also lamer, larmmr,

laumer, lanibur; appar. < F. Varnbre, < le, the,

ambre, amber : see amier^.^ Amber. [Scotch.]

Bedis of correll and lammer.
Aberdeen Begis. (1548), V. 20. (Jamieson.)

Dinna ye think pair Jeanie's een wi' the tears in them
glanced Uke lamour beads?

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xii.

lammergeier, laemmergeier (lam'er-, lem'er-

gi-er), n. [< G. lammergeier, < lammer, pi. of

lamm = E. lami, + geier, a vulture (see under
gerfalcon).'] A very large diurnal bird of prey,

the so-called bearded vulture or griffin of the

-Alps, Gypaetus bariatus, of the family Fal-

eonidce, or placed in a separate family Gypae-
titUe (which see). The bird is an eagle of somewhat
Tultunne habits. It is the largest European bird of prey,

about 40 inches long from point of beak to end of tail, the
wing from the carpal angle 30 inches, the tail 20. The
upper parts are blackish; the head is white, with a black
line on each side and tufts of black bristly feathers at the
base of the bill; the under parts are tawny. It stoops to
carrion like most other eagles, but is also powerful and
rapacious enough to destroy chamois, lambs, kids, hares,

etc. The bird ranges through the mountains of southern
Europe and northeastern Afirica, and thence through cen-

tral Asia to northern China. See cut under Gj/poeftM. Also
written lammerffeir, lemmergeyer, laemmergeyer.

lammiei, n. See lambie.

lammy, lammie^ (lam'i), «.; pi. lammies (-iz).

[Perhaps a particular use of tammie^, lambie.]

A thick quilted frock or short jumper made of

flannel or blanket-cloth, worn by sailors as an
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outside garment in cold weather. GentUman^s
Mag., October, 1886, p. 390.

Lamna (lam'na), m. [NL., < L. lamna, lamina,

a thin plate: see lamina. For the allusion to

'plate,' cf. Elasmobranchii.] The typicalgenus
of Lamnidce, containing sharks of remarkable
swiftness and ferocity. L. cornubica is the por-
beagle. See cut under mackerelshark.

Lamnids (lam'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lamna
+ -idee.] A family of typical sharks repre-

sented by the genus Lamna, to which various

limits have been ascribed, (o) In GUnther's sys-

tem, a family of Selachoidei, with no nictitating mem-
brane, an anal and two dorsal fins (the first of which is op-

posite the space between the pectorals and the ventrals),

nostrils not confluent with the mouth, which is inferior,

and spiracles none or minute. (6) In recent systems, a
family of typical sharks, having the first dorsal between
the pectorals and the ventrals, the second small, the tail

keeled on the side, all the five branchial apertures in ad-

vance of the pectorals and of moderate size, and the teeth

large. The porbeagles- and the mackerel-sharks are the

best-known forms. Also Larnnoidce.

Lanmina (lam-ni'na), n. pi. [NL., < Lamna
+ Arufi.] In Giintfier's ichthyological system,

a group of Lamnidce: same as Lamnidce (6).

lanmoid (lam'noid), a. and n. [<Lamna + -aid.]

I. a. Pertaining to the iaJBwidi, or having their

characters.

n. n. One of the Lamnidce.
lampi (lamp), n. [Early mod. E. Uimpe; < ME.
lampe, laumpe = D. lamp = MLG. lampe =
MHG. G. lampe = Dan. lampe = Sw. lampa, <

OP. (also F.) lampe = Sp. lampo = Pg. lampeSo
= It. lampa, lampade, < L. lampas (Jampad-),

< Gr. Tmiiitoq (hz/iirad-), a torch, wax-Ught, lamp
(oil-lamp), beacon, meteor, any light, < la/iireiv,

shine. Cf. lantern, from the same ult. source.]

1. A vessel, generally portable, for containing
an inflammable liquid and a -wick so arranged
that it lifts the liquid by capillary attraction

Aodent Roman I-amps, in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

and when ignited at the end serves as a means
of iLLtmiination; inreceutuse also, by extension,
a device employed for the same purpose in
which the source of illumination is ignited gas
or electricity. Lamps are distinguished by the liqnids
used in them, as alcohol-lamp, oU-lamp, etc., and by their
mode of construction or their use, as Argand lamp, astral

lamp, etc.

And rule vs by rightwisnes in our Eanke dedis.
With a lyue of lewte, that as a laump shynes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 4849.

The pure candlestick, with the lamps thereof, even with
the lamps to be set in order. Ex. xxxix. 37.

2. Figuratively, something suggesting the light
of a lamp, whether in appearance or use ; any-
thing possessing or communicating light, real
or metaphorical.

Thy gentle eyes send forth a quickening ^irit,
Andfeed the dying tom^ of life within me. Rowe.

3. pi. Same as gig-lamps. See gig-lamp, 3.

[Slang.]—Aphloglstlclamp. See ojjWopisiic.— Arc-
lamp, a lamp m which the light is given out by an elec-
tric arc. See electric light, under electric.—Al^and lamp,
a lamp, patented by M. Argand in 1787, having a tubu-
lar wick, which is fed upward between two concentric
metal tubes. Air is admitted to the interior of the flame
as well as to the exterior.— Astral lamp. See a^ral.—
Clutcll-lamp'. See efectric light, under eZectric.—Davy
lamp, Davy's lamp. See dajij/i.—Dbbereiner's lamp,
a contrivance for producing an instantaneous light, in-
vented by Professor Dobereiner, of Jena, in 1824. The
light is produced by throwing a jet of hydrogen gas upon
recently prepared spongy platinum, when the metal in-
stantly becomes red-ho^ and then sets fire to the gas.
This action depends upon the readiness with which spongy
platinum absorbs gaaes, more especially oxygen gas. The
hydrogen is brought into such close contact with oxygen
(derived from the atmosphere) in the pores of the plati-
num tliat chemical union takes place on the surface of
the platinum, with evolution of sufficient heat to ignite
the rest of the hydrogen. Also called la/drogen lamp.—
Electric lamp. See electric and ffZoto-tomp.— Fresnel
lamp, a lamp in which the light is placed behind a
Fresnel lens, or is inclosed in a glass of which the section
is that of a Fresnel lens.—Hydrogen lamp. Same as
Dobereiner's lamp.—Hydrostatic lamp, a lamp in which
a colunm of water raisesthe oil to the wick.—Mecliailical
lamp. Same as carcd-lamp.— Monochromatic lamp,
a lamp burning amixture of alcohol and salt, to produce a
yellow monochromatic light.—Oxyhydrogen lamp. See
oxyhydrogen—Spirit-lamp, alamp of any form for burn-
ing ^cohoL It is most commonly a lamp of very simple
type, consisting of a receptacle of glass or sheet-metal,
fitted with a cylindrical tube to carry a wick.— Stan-

lampadomancy

dard lamp, a hand-lamp with a tall stano^, gen«allr

movable, made to stand on the fioor. The tall fixed

lamps in the chancels of churches are also known as

standard lamps.—Student lamp, or students' lamp,
a portable lamp with an Argand burner, supplied by a

cylindrical self-fiowing oil-reservoir connected with the

burner by a downward-curving tube. Beservoir and burn-

er are carried on an upright standard passing through

the tube, and can be raised or lowered on the standard

at pleasure. The burner is fitted with a tall chimney and

a conical porcelain shade.—Submarine lamp, any form

of lamp designed to bum under water. It is now par-

ticularly an electric light that may be suspended under
water for lighting wrecks or submarine explorations, con-

structions, etc.—Sun lamp, a form of electric incandes-

cent lamp, resembling an arc-lamp, the light being given

out by a piece of lime^ magnesia, or other refractory sul)-

stance, placed between the ends of two carbon rods and
rendered incandescent by an electric current.—To smell
of the lamp, to show traces of the use of "midnight ofl "

;

bear the marks of great and protracted labor ; be labored

and pedantic in style or abstruse in character : said of lit-

erary work.

A work not smelling of the lamp to-night,

But fitted for your Majesty's disport.

And writ to the meridian of your court.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, ProL

(See also carcd-lamp, glow-lamp, jack-lamp, tafetg-lamp^

lampi (lamp), V. [< lampi-, n.] I. trans. To
furnish light to ; light. [Rare.]

Set tapers to the toumbe, and lampe the chnTch.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, IL, ifL L

n. intrans. To shine. [Rare.]

A cheerllness did with her hopes arisen

That lamped cleerer than it did before.
Daniel, Civil Ware, viii 64.

Iamp2 (lamp), V. i. [Prob.aMn to limp^, as eramp^
to crimp.] To go or run quickly; scamper.
[Scotch.]
It was all her father's own fault, that let her run lamp-

ing about the country, riding on bare-baxsked naigs.

Scott, Monastery, XTriii

lamp^t, n. [ME., also lampe, for *lame, < OF.
lame, a thin plate: see lame^.] A thin plate.

In an erthen potte how put is al, . . .

And wel ycovered -with a lamp of glas.

Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 211.

lampad (lam'pad), n. [< L. lampas (Jampad-),

< Gr. Aaiiirag (%a/iwai-), a torch : see UrnipT-.] A
lamp or candlestick ; a torch. [Bare.]

Him who 'mid the golden lampads went. Trench.

lampadary (lam'pa-da-ri), n. ; pi. lampadaries
(-riz). [< ML. lampadarius, < MGr. 'Xa/iitaidpioi,

< Gr. ^a/indg (Ao/i7rod-), lamp : see lamp^.] An
officer in the Greek Church who has the care of

the church lamps, and carries a lighted taper

before the patriarch in processions.

lampade (lam'pad), n. [Also lanwado; < L.

lampas (lampad-), a torch: see lampi,] A lamp-
shell. Meuschen, 1787; Humphreys, 1797.

lampadedromy (lam-pa^ied'ro-mi), n. [< Gr.
iawaadijdpoiua, ^a/iTcaioSpouia, torch-race, < Aa//-

TTog (XafiwaS-), a, torch, + op6/wg, a race.] In Gr.

antig., a torch-race. Each contestant carried a light-

ed torch, and the prize was won by him who first reached
the goal with his torch uneztingnished.

lampadephore (lam-pad'e-for), n. [< Gr. /q/*-

7Tamiij)6poc:, a torch-bearer, < Xa/iira^ QajiTiaS-), a

torch, -t- ipepeiv = E. bear!.] In Gr. antiq., a
contestant in a torch-race.

lampadephoria (lam-pad-f-fo'ri-a), n. [< Gr.

?M/nraS7i(popia, the bearing of torches, a torch-
race, < Aainradrii^dpot;, a torch-bearer: see lampad-
ephore.] In Gr. antig., a toreh-raee in honor of

a fire-god, as Prometheus or Hephaestus (yvi-
can). At Athens it was held on a moonless night, the
torches being lighted at the altar of the divinity whom it

was intended to honor, and the course heing from this

altar to the Acropolis.

lampadephoros (lam-pa-def 'o-ros), n. [Gr.

Aa/i-!Tad7!<p6po(: see lampadephore'.] Same as lam-
padephore.
lampades, n. Plural of lampas^, 1.

Lampadias (lam-pa'di-as), n. [NL., < Gr. fji/i-

TToduiQ, a forch-bearer, a comet, the star Alde-
baran, < iaiinac {^.afiirad-), a lamp, torch: see
lamp^.] 1. Ptolemy's name for the bright star

of the Hyades, a Tanri, or Aldebaran.—2. A
bearded comet. E. Phillips, 1706.

lampadist (lam'pa-dist), m. [< (Jr. /utpmaiurr^f,

torch-bearer, < '/a/inaSiZetv, run the torch-race, <
T'Mfiw&i QiainraS-), a torch: see lamp^, lampad.]
In Gr. antiq., one who took part in a torch-race;
a lampadephore.
lampadite (lam'pa-dlt), n. [< Gn 2a/iir6i Qjiji-

Koo-), a torch, -I- -ite^.] A variety of wad or
earthy manganese, containing a small percent-
age of oxid of copper.
lampado (lam-pa'do), n. Same as lampade.
lampadomancv (lam-pad'o-man-si), n. [< Gr.
/M/nrac QM./i7rao-), lamp, + iiavrtia, divination.]
An ancient method of divination from the vari-
ations in the color and motions of the flame of
a lamp or torch.



lampas
lampasl, lampass (lam'pas), n. [Corruptly lam-
pers; < OF. and P. lampas, lampas (see def.),
prob. < lampas, the palate or throat, in the
phrase arroser (or liitmecter) le lampas, 'wet
one s whistle,' appar. connected with lamper,
drink

: see lampoon.'] In farriery, a congestion
and sweUing of the fleshy lining of the roof of
the mouth immediately behind the fore teeth
in the horse. It soon subsides if left to itself.

His horee . . . troubled with the lampass.
Shak., T. of the S., 111. 2. 62.

lampas^ (lam'pas),». [NL.,< Gr.;ia^jraf,alamp:
see/ompl.] 1. PI. ?ampo(ies(-pa-dez). An early
quasi-generic or collective name of the lamp-
shells, or such of the arthropomatous braohio-
pods as were known a century ago, especially
TerebratuUdce. The word 1b not now used as the name
of a genus, and has a plural. See lampade. Sometimes
spelled Icmipus.

2. [cap.] AgermBotForarmmfera: sameasBo-
buUna. Montfort, 1808.— 3. [cap.] A genus of
gastropods, closely related to Ba/oella. Schu-
macher, 1817.

lampas^ (lam'pas), n. [< F. lampas (see def.).]
Originally, Chinese flowered silk; henoe, in
modern times, a material of decorative charac-
ter for upholstery, made of silk and wool.
lampass, n. See lampas^.
lampblack (lamp'blak), n. [< lampl + llaclc,

being orig. made by means of a lamp or torch.]
A fine blaek pigment consisting of particles of
carbon, pure or almost pure, used for making
paints and ink. it reflects only about two per cent,
of the incident light. It was formerly made by burning
crude oils with the least supply of air possible for com-
bustion, in order to produce a smoky flame, the soot be-
ing collected in a receptacle called a lampblack-furnace,
and was prepared for use bybeing heated to redness in iron
boxes. It is now generallymade by allowing gas-flames to
impinge on cylinders of iron chilled by a stream of cold
water flowing through them. The lampblack collects on
the cold surfaces,
and is removed and
collected by ma-
chinery. This form
of lampblack is

known as carhon-
hlack or gas-black.—
Lampblack-fur-
nace, a cylindrical
chamber lined with
sheepskin or can-
vas, with a cone-
shaped top having a
cowl for the escape
of the more vola-
tileijroducts ofcom-
bustion. At one side
of the chamber is

a smaller compart-
ment with a grate,
over the fire In
which is placed a
vessel containing a
hydrocarbon, resin,

coal-tar, or a similar
substance. The carbon product of combustion adheres to
the lining of the furnace-chamber, from which it is scraped
by a special mechanism and collected at intervals. M, H.
Knight.

lampblack (lamp'blak), v. t. [< lampMack, k.]

To treat with lampblack ; coat with lampblack.

You that newly come from lamMaelctng the Judges
Shoes, and are not fit to wipe mine.

Wyc?terley, Plain Dealer, ill. 1.

The thickly lamptlaeked surface, then, and the retinal

screen provided by nature In the eye^ both exercise selec-

tive absorption. Philosophical Mag., XXVII, 2.

lamp-burner (Iamp'b6r'''n6r), «. That part of or

attachment to a lamp at or in which the wick is

kept burning, tamp-burners are made in a great num-
ber of types and sizes. The simplest, as those of common
spirit-lamps, are merely tubes of sheet-metal; but they
usually include some device, as a serrated wheel, for raising
and lowering the wick, a hood of some form to concentrate

a cuiTent of air on the flame, and often a gallery or socket,

pierced for ventilation, to support a chimney. See burner.

lamp-canopy (lamp'kan"o-pi), n. A large and
elaborate smoke-bell. Car-Builder's Diet.

lamp-case (lamp'kas), n. l. In a street- or

tram-car, a box with a glazed door placed inside

an end window to receive a lamp. A light or

eye of colored glass is usually placed opposite it on the

exterior side, that the light may serve as a signal.

2. In Gtreat Britain, a cylindrical sheet of iron

serving to protect the roof-lamp of a railway-

carriage. Car-Builder's Diet.

lamp-cement (lamp'se-ment"), « A cement
for securing brass mountings on glass, as on

lamps. It is made by boiling 3 parts of resin with 1

part of caustic soda in 5 parts of water. The resultmg

soap is mixed with half its weight of plaster of Paris, zinc

white, white lead, or precipitated chalk. Petroleum and

burning-fluids of similar character do not afliect it. B. H.
Knight.

lamp-chimney (larap'chim''''ni), n. A tube or

funnel of glass or other material so placed as to

incase the flame of a lamp. Its use is to protect
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the flame, promote combustion by increasing the draft,
and conduct away the smoke and gases.

lamp-cone (lamp'kon), n. A conical or dome-
shaped cap of sheet-metal covering the burner
of an oil-lamp, and having a slit in the top
through which the flame projects. It serves to
promote combustion by concentrating air-cur-
rents on both sides of the flame.
lamper^ (lam'per), 11. One who goes from house
to house every day cleaning and filUng lamps
for a small fee. [Colloq., U. S.]
lamper^ (lam'p6r), n. A dialectal variation of

Lampblack-furnace.

lamper-eel (lam'p6r-el'), n. [< lamper^ + eel,

from the resemblance in form to an eel.] 1.
A lamprey.— 2. The mutton-fish or eel-pout,
Zoarces anguillaris, a fish of the family Lycodi-
dw, inhabiting the Atlantic coast of North
America from Labrador to Delaware, and rep-
resenting a section of the genus Zoarces in
which the fin-rays and vertebr» are increased
in number, it is of a reddish-brown color, mottled with
olive, and baa a dark streak along the side of the head ; it
attains a length of 20 inches.

lampern (lam'p6m), n. [See lamprey.'} The
river-lamprey, Petromyzon flwoiatiUs.

lampers (lam'pferz), n. See lampas^.
lampet (lam'pet), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of limpet.

Lampetra (lam'pe-tra), n. [L., a lamprey: see
lamprey.] If. An old' quasi-generic book-name
of a lamprey. Willughby, 1636.— 2. A genus of
river-lampreys, as L.fltmiatiUs. See Ammoccetes
and lamprey.
lamp-flower (lamp ' flou " 6r), n. Any plant of
the genus Lychnis.

lamp-fly (lamp'fll), n. A firefly. [Rare.]
While in and out the terrace plants, and round
One branch of tall datura, waxed and waned
The kmipfly lured there, wanting the white flower.

Browning, Ring and Book, i. 496.

lampfult, a. [< lamp^ + -ful.] Full of lamps or
lights; starry.

A teraporall beauty of the IcrnipfiUl skies.
Where powerfull Nature showes her freshest Dies.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bart4s's Weeks, iL, Tlie Ark.

lamp-furnac^ (lamp'f6r"nas), n. A furnace in
which the heat is afforded 'by a limp, as distin-
guished from one heated by a gas-jet, a Bunsen
burner, charcoal, or the like. E. 3. Knight.
lamp-glass (lamp'glas), n. Same as lamp-
chimney.

lamp-globe (lamp'glob), n. A lamp-shade or
lamp-chimney of a globular form.
lamp-hanger (lamp'hang"6r), n. A device for
supporting a gas-lamp suspended below a chan-
delier ; a lamp-elevator, it has usually a telescopic
gas-pipe, and some attachment such as a lazy-tongs or bal-
anced chains, for raising or lowering the lamp.

lamp-head (lamp'hed), n. 1. The part of an
incandescent electric lamp_ that fits into the
holder.—2. The electromotive force in an elec-

tric lamp.
lamp-holder (Iamp'h61'''d6r), n. A device for
securing a lamp to its support ; specifically, a
socket or holder fitted with electric terminals,
into which the top of the glass globe of an in-

candescent lamp is fitted, or from which it

hangs.
lamp-hole (lamp'hol), n. A hole or opening to
receive a lamp, or to admit of the passage of a
lamp, as in some sewers.

Smaller openings, large enough to allow a lamp to be
lowered for purposes of inspection, are called lampholes,
and are often built up of vertical lengths of drain-pipe.

Eneyc. Brit., XXI. 714.

lamp-hoop (lamp'hop), n. A ring with an in-

terior screw-thread attached to a cheap oil-lamp
to receive the burner. Car-Builder's Diet.

lamping (lam'ping), a. [< lamp^ + -ing^.]

Shining; sparkling. [Bare.]

And happy lines ! on which, with starry light.

Those lamping eyes will deigne sometimes to look.

Spenser, Sonnets, i.

lampion (lam'pi-on), n. [F., a small lamp, <

lampe, a lamp: see lamp^.] A small lamp suit-

able for illuminations.

At the French Chancellerie they had six more lampiom
in their illumination than ours had. Thackeray.

Eh? Down the court three Zfflmpwns flare

;

Put forward your best foot.

Browning, Eespeotability.

Hidden among the leaves were millions of fantastically

colored lampions seeming like so many glow-worms.
G. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, xv.

lamp-iron (lamp'i'''&m), «. A metallic socket

or holder to receive a lamp or lantern, as on a
railway-carriage. [British.]

lampist (lam'pist), n. [= F. lampist; as lamp

-t- -ist.] 1 . A workman skilled in the manufac-

lamprey

ture and repair of lamps; speoifloally, an artisan
employed in the United States lighthouse es-
tablishment for that work.

I have submitted the lamp burning Petroleimi to the
inspection of the most experienced lam,pists who were ac-
cessible.

SUliman, quoted in Cone and Johns's Petrolia, iv.

2. See the quotation.
AUampadati, or Lampists, who during Passion Week and

at the great festivals begged oil for the lamps which are
lighted in front of the host, or the images of the virgin.

Hibton-Turner, v agrauts and Vagrancy, p. 569.

lampit (lam'pit), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of limpet.

lamp-jack (lamp'jak), n. A hood or covering
placed over a lamp-vent or lamp-chimney on
the outside of a railroad-car, to shield the light
from rain and wind. E. H. Knight.
lamplight (lamp'Ut), «. The light shed by a
lamp or lamps.

Gold glittering thro' lamplight dim.
Tennysim, Arabian Nights.

lamplighter (lamp'^'tfer), ». [< lamp^ +
lighter^.'] 1. A person employed to light street-
lamps.— 21 Apiece of paper rolled into a spill,

used to light lamps.— 3. A torch used for light-
ing gas-lamps.—4. The bass (flsh). [Local,
U.S.]
lampoon (lam-p6u'), n. [< F. lampon, a lam-
poon, orig. a diinking-song, < lampons, let us
drink, 1st pers. pi. impv. of lamper, drink, na-
salized form of OF. lapper, laper, drink, of OLG.
origin, AS. lapian, etc., lap, drink: see lap^, v.]

A sarcastic writing aimed at a person's charac-
ter, habits, or actions ; a personal satire ; a sar-
castic diatribe ; humorous abuse in writing.
Here they still paste up their drolling lampoons and

scurrilous papers. Evelyn, Diary, Peb. 20, 1645.

These personal and scandalous libels, carried to excess
in the reign of Charles II., acquired the name of lampoon,
from the burden sung to them : "lampone, lampone,
camerada lampone"—"Guzzler, guzzler, my fellowguz-
zler." Scott.

=S3T1. Lampoon, Pasquinade, Invective, Satire. The dif-
ference between lampoon and pasquinade is not great, but
perhaps a lampoon is more malicious, more directly aimed
to insult and degrade, while a pasquinade is shorter and
of a lighter nature. (See the history of pasquinade, under
the definition. See also satire.) An invective is a ver-
bal onslaught, generally spoken but possibly written, de-
signed to bring reproach upon another person, present or
absent: as, the invectives of Demosthenes against Philip,
of Cicero against Verres, of Queen Margaret against Sicb-
ard (Shak., Rich. III., i. 3). An invective differs from a
satire in its intensity and in its lack of reformatory pur-
pose.

lampoon (lam-pon'), V. t. [< lampoon, m.] To
abuse in a lampoon ; write lampoons against.

It cannot be supposed that the same man who lam-
pooned Plato would spare Pythagoras. Observer, No. 142.

lampooner (Iam-p6'n6r), n. One who lampoons
or abuses with personal satire; a writer of a
lampoon or lampoons.
lampoonry (lam-p6n'ri), n. [< lampoon + -ry.]

The act of lampooning ; written personal abuse
or satire. Swift.

lamporst, ri. [Origin not ascertained.] A sort
of thin silk. Nares.

Before the stoole of estate satt another mayde, all clothyd
in white, and her face coveryd with white lampors.

Letter dated 1669.

lamp-pendant (lamp'pen"dant), n. A hang-
ing frame or grating, or liister-shaped struc-
ture, arranged for holding one or more lamps.
lamp-plug (lamp'plug), n. In Great Britain, a
cylindrical piece of wood secured to a lamp-
case by a chain, and used to fill the lamp-aper-
ture in a roof when the lamp is not in place.
Car-Builder's Diet.

lamp-protector (lamp'pro-teVtor), n. In Great
Britain, a sheet-iron cover hinged to a lamp-
case and secured by a spring-catch, to protect
the lamp from rain, while allowing the smoke
to escape. The American equivalent is lamp-
jack. Car-Builder's Diet.

lamp-pruner (lamp'pre'''n6r), ». An imple-
ment for cleaning and picking the wicks of a
lamp.
lampreelt (lam-prel'), n. [A contr. of lamper-
eel: see lamprey.] A lamper-eel or lamprey.
Lampreels that ingender with snakes, and are full of eyes

on both sides. ISarston and Webster, Malcontent, i. 6.

lamprelt (lam'prel), n. A lamprey in a certain
stage of growth. See quotation under lamprey.
lampretf (lam'pret), n. [See lamprey.] A lam-
prey in a certain stage of growth. See quota-
tion under lamprey.

lamprey (lam'pri), n. [Also in variant or deriv.
forms lamper, lampern, lampron, lampret, lam-
prel, etc. ; < ME. lampreie, <0¥.*lampreie, lam-
proie, F . lamproie

=

Pr. lamprada = Sp . Pg. lamv-



lamprey

prea= lt.lampreda=AS.lamprede=Gr.lamprete
= Dan. Sw. lampret, < ML. lampreda, earlier
tampetra. a lamprey, lit. 'lick-rock' (so called
with ref. to their habit of attaching themselves
to roeks by their circular suctorial mouths ; cf

.

the equiv. generic name Petromyzon), < L. lam-
bere, Uek (see lambent), + petra, a rock (see
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In entom., a large and important genus of leaf-

beetles or Chrysomelidce, having the tarsal claws

appendiculate. it is confined to tropical America, and

comprises nearly 100 nominal species, the various forms

of the genus being extremely difftcult to determme.

2t. In herpet., a genus of colubriform serpents,

now called Chionaetis. Hallowell, 1857.

pier).-] A marsipobranchiate fish, of an elon! Lamprotes (lam'pro-tez), n PfL^^<JiY^"^^ -- - ... ^- . - - ' Trpiirw, brightness, < Aa/iTTpiif, bright: see iMm-
gated or eel-like form when adult. All the lam-
preys have a subinferior circular suctorial mouth, single
median nostril, well-developed lateral eyes, and 7 pairs of
lateral branchial apertures. They remain for a long time

« OlA

pris."]' 1. A genus of hymenopterous parasites

of the family Chalddidw. Walker, 1829.— 3. The
typical genus of tanagers of the subfamilyXam-
pro tines, having long sharp claws and glossy

black plumage. W. Swainson, 1837.— 3. A ge-

nus of tineid moths of the family GelechiidcB,

based upon certain Kuropean species formerly

uieluded in Gelechia. Seinemarm, 1870.

Lamprotinae (lam-pro-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Lamprotes, 2, + -ince.] A subfamily of Tana-

Sericossypha. F. L. Selater.

Lamprotomis (lam-pro-tdr'nis), n. [NL.,<

NL. Lamprotes + Gr. opvig (bpviB-), bird.] 1.

A genus of Papuan manucodes or paradise-

birds: same as Astrapia. Temminck, 1820.

—

pouch, O'; Ph. pharynx ; Sr, branchial charlnel wi'th inner opening 3. Same aS LampTOCOUuS. W. SwainSOU, 1837.

^l'i1iS?B«",Ski'ril,?"'^°'°'°'''''"'*''^''°"'''°"'''
'''" Lamprotomitllinse (lam-pro-t6r-ni-thi'ne), n.

pi. [NL., < Lamprotornis + dnw.'] A subfam-

ily of splendid stnmoid passerine birds, of the

family Sturnidce, typified by the genus Lampro-

Vertical Longitudinal Section ofHead and Fore Parts of Sea-lamprey
[Petrtnnyzon maritius),

A, cranium with its contained brain; a, section of ethmovomerine
plate ; Olf, entrance to olfactory chamber, proloriged into a caecal

in the larval or ammocGetiform condition, having then a
longitudinal slit-like month and no eyes. The adults, by
means of the circular mouth, attach themselves to stones
and other objects ; they also attack and adhere to fishes,

eating their way into the interior of the body. They make

lance

Lampyris (lam'pi-ris), ». [NL.,<L.i ._ .

< G-r. lafmvplq, also, and more prop., la^mmiptz,

a glow-worm (also a fox), <

Xi/iwovpoc, having a bright

taa, < M/iTTsw, shine, + ovpa,

tan. Cf . equiv. itvyohifiwli, <

jvvyifi, rump, + ?M/iirsiv, shine

;

and iTvpiXa/mig, < Triip, = E.

fire, + Xd/iweiv, shine.] The
typical genus of the family
Lampyridce. L.noctawxta.viiL.
eplendMivla are common European
feeflies, the females of which are

wingless, with soft, jointed, worm-
like body, and are hence termed
glow.wormt. These and the larvae

are luminous,

lamy (la'mi), ». ; -pl.lamiesi-vaiz). [Hebrides.]

The common murre or guillemot, Lomvia troile.

^ ^ _, ^ . C. Swainson. Also lavy.

fl^rififB, representedby the genera iamprofes and Jana (la'na), n. [8. Amer.] A close-grained
~ ' -~ ^ « , .

^^^ tougii'wood obtained from Genipa Ameri-

cana, aTSouth American and West Indian tree

of the natural order Bubiacece. The fruit called

genipap, yields a pigment called Imuirdye, which the In-

dians use to stain their faces and persons. See Genipa and

gempap.

lanarMte (lan'ar-kit), n. [< Lanark (see def.)

+ -ite2.] A basic sulphate of lead occurring in

greenish-white or pale-yellow monoclinie crys-

tals at LeadhdUs in Lanarkshire, Scotland.

Lampyris noctiluca.

tor«is (def. 2), including the Ifrican glossy lanary (la'na-n), «.
;
pi.

'««f
»«! (""^ C<^'

,tp.rliT,iBPT„l4pirTfilfl.ti™R. ThPtrflnnsnfmenot lanaria, a wool-factory, fern, of Unrnv,
starlings and their relatives. The genus name not
being available in this connection, the subfamily was by
G. B. Gray in 1855 named JmdiiuB. Also Lamprotomince
(Swainson, 1837).

lamprotype (lam'pro-tip), n. [< Gr. '^ap.npdq,

bright, -I- TimoQ, impression.] In photog., a

paper print glazed with collodion and gela-

tin.

lanarius, be-

longing to wool, < laMi, wool : see lamate.'] A
place for storing wool. Bailey, ITZJ. [Obsolete

or rare.]

lanate (la'nat), a. [< L. lanatus, wooUy, < lana

=M 'Gr. ^^og, wool.] WooUy; coveredwith a

substance resembling wool, as an ammai, or

the leaf or stem of a plant.

Sea-lamprey iPftretnyeon marinus').

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

cus, the reputed birthplace of Priapus; hence,
Priapic : especially used with reference to clas-

sical drama, symbolism, etc.

Lampsana (lamp'sa-nS,), n. See Lapsana.
'"'

' " ' See Lap-

lamp-shade (lamp'shad), n. A shade or screen
placed above or around the flame of a lamp, to

a nest of stones, which are collect^ by means of the suc-

torial mouth. The species, about 20 in number, are most-
ly inhabitants of the temperate regions of the northern
and southern hemispheres, and constitute the order Hy-
peroartia and family PetrffmyztmtidiB, divided into from 4
to 8 genera. The largest is the sea-lamprey, Petromyzon
marinws, sometimes attaining a length of about 3 feet. ^ , ^
The best-known species of the northern hemisphere be- LanipsaiieaB (lamp -sa,' ne-e), n. pi,
long to the genera Petromyzon and Lampetra or Ammo- sanecB,
ccetes, as the river-lamprey, or lampem, and the pride. See
also cut under basket.

How several sorts of Fish are named according to their

Age or Growth. ... A Lamprey^ first a Lwrnpron Grigg,
then a Lampret, then a Lamprell, then a Lamprey. A
Lampron, first a Earle, then a Barling, then a Lamprell,
and then a Lamprey or Lampron.

EandZe Holme (1688), p. 325.

Lamprididse (lam-prid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lampris (Lamprid-) + -idcB."] A family of

aeanthopterygian fishes constituted for the ge-

nus Lampris, of compressed oval form, with
long dorsal and anal fins, and with subabdom-
inal ventrals having numerous rays. It con-

tains the opah.
Lampris (lam'pris), n. [NL.,< Gr. 'jafiirpSc, shin-

ing, bright, bnlliant, radiant, < ?M/nrei.v, shine:

see temj)!.] The typical genus of Lamprididte,

containing one known species, of large size and
resplendent colors, inhabiting the open sea

—

luna, the opah

Lampsacene (lamp'sa-sen), a. [< L. Lampsa- lanated (la'na-ted), a. [< lanate + -«d3.] Same
cenMS, of Lampsacus, < Lampsaeus, Lampsacmn, ^g lanate.
< Gr. Ad/iipaKog, a city of Mjeia,, on the HeUes- Lancaster black-dTOp. See black-drop.
pont, now represented in name by a village Lancasterian (lang-kas-te'ri-an), a. [< Lan-
aa,11ed LamsaM.] Of or pertaining to Lampsa- caster (see def.) + 4an.] OJE or pertaining

to Joseph Lancaster, an English schoolmaster

(1778-1838), or the method of monitorial in-

struction in primary schools established by
him: as, the iojica^ferjora system ; Lancasterian

schools. The principal feature of the system was the

teaching of the younger pupils by the more advanced,

called monitors; hence the terms monitorial and (incor-

rectly) muiual-in^ruclmn system, sometimes used as

lfoX^e!'oXvFfiSk elS^r ^nd%"&nS Lancastrian (Un^kas'tri-an), a. a,nd ». [<Xan-

rior surface so disposed as to throw the light downward caster (see del.) + -ian.]
or in any other direction desired. Lamp-shades are made
of glass, tin, porcelain, silk, paper, etc.

lamp-shell Gamp'shel), n. [So called in allu-

sion to the resemblance of the shell at one end
to an ancient lamp with the wick.] A brachi-
opod of the family TerebratuUdce or some relat-

ed family; by extension, any brachiopod. See
lampas^,

lami>-stand (lamp'stand), n. An upright stan-
dard with a broad base, serving to hold one or
more lamps.
lamp-stove (lamp'stov), ». .A small stove in
which heat is generated by the combustion of

oil through the agency of wicks, as in a lamp.
See oil-stove.

lampomt, n. See lampron.

n. 1. The wick of a

In jEng. hist.,

LamprocoliUs'^(lam-pr6-k6'li-us), n. [NL., < .

Gr. yMiiTzpdg, bright, +' Koli6q, a woodpecker.] lampns, »•

A genus of splendid African starlings of the lamp-Wlck (lamp wik)

subfamily JJ«din<E. Mso caXiei Lamprotornis. lamp.—2. A cultivated labiate plant, Pftiomw

Sundevall 1836 Lychnites, native m southern Europe. Its leaves

i™—«•, /io™'r^,.nT.1 n rAlaf.7/7»)««r« ^MT". are said to have been used as lamp-wicks, whence this and
lampron (lam pron), n. [Also Campurn, ^ la^. ^^^ gpecifle name. [In this sense properly lampurick.]
lampron, Umprun, laumpron, laumprun,< OF

. Lanipyridse(lain-pir'i-de),n.i)?. [NL..<Xaj»-
lampron, lamjrreon, lamproyon, lampnon ^m. ^ „^'+^] Afamilyof seriieoAmafacoder-

y: see lamprey.] A lam-
r,t.n„R nentamerous beetles wiiof iampreie, lamprey

prey. [Obsolete or provincial.]

As if thou woldest an eel or a taumprun holde withe

streite hondis, hou myche strengerli thou thristis, so

myche the snnnere it shal gUden away.
Wyaif, Prologue to Job.

lamprophyre (lam'pro-fir), n. [< Gr. lafVKp&q,

bright, + {irop)<l)vpeog, purple: see porphyry.]

The name given by (jiimbel to rocks, consider-

ably varied ia lithological character, occurring _i^"»' ^"" -"»"""
. ., .,

indikes in strata of PaTeozoic age. trnderthenanS Lampyrmae (lam;^i-n'ne), n. pi.

lamprophyre were included rocks resembling minett^
kersantite, and mica-diabase in character, but grouped
under one name for convenience of geological description.

Rosenbusch divides the lamprophyres into two groups,

the gyenMc and the dioritic: in the former the dominant
feldspar is orthoclase : in'the latter, plagioclase.

lamprophyric (lam-pro-ftr'ik), a. [< lampro-

phyr(e) + -ic.] Of or pertainiog to lampro-
phyre.
Lamprosoma (lam-pro-so'ma), n. [NL. (Kirby,

1918), < Gr. lan-poQ, sliining,"+ ctj/wi, body.] 1.

matous pentamerous beetles with 7 or 8 ventral
segmeute (of which the first is not elongate),

the prominent hind coxae not suleate, the front

C0X8B with trochantin, and the tarsi slender.
The body is usually lengthened and has flexible elytra,

though elytra are sometimes wanting. There are more
than 500 species, mostly American. Many are phospho-
rescent, and are known as glow-worms, firejUes, ughtning-
bugs, etc. The family is divisible into Teuphorinae, Xam-
pyrinae, and Lycinos.

[NL.,<2xi»j-
pyr%s'+ -inm.] The typical subfamily of Lam-
pyridw, having the mesothoraeic epistema sin-

uate and the epipleurse usually wide at the
base. The group is noted for the luminosity of
most of its species, ^e firefly, lightning-bug,

and glow-worm.

lampyrlne (lam'pi-rin), a. and n. [< Lampyris
+ -in«l.] I. a. Lnminous, as a firefly ; of or per-

taining to the LampyriruE.

H. n. A member of the Lampyrinw.

of or pertaining to the duies or the royal house
of Lancaster. The Lancastrian kings, descendants of

John of Gaunt, fourth son of Edward III. and first duke of

Lancaster, were Henry IV V., and VI., 1399-1461; and
the Lancastrian party finally triumphed under their in-

direct representative Henry Vn., the first of the Tndora,
1485-1609. See IL

If this fa^e rose oSend thy sight.

Placed in thy bosom bare,
T will blush to find itself less whiter
And turn Lancastrian there.

The WJdte Bose.

II. n. In Eng. hist., an adherent of the house
of Lancaster ; a supporter of the claims to the
crown of .the Lancastrian line, as against the
Yorkists, especially in the contests called the
wars of the Boses (which see, under rose),

1455-85.

lance^ (lans), n. [Early mod, E. also launce; <

ME. launce (= D. lans = G. lame= Dan. landse
= Sw. lans), < OP. lance, P. lance = Pr. lansa
= Sp. lanza = Pg. lanca= It. landa, < L. lancea,

appar. = Gr. /6yxv, alight spear. The L. word
was said to be of Spanish (Hispanic) origin.]

1 . A long spear used rather by couchmg and in

the charge than for throwing; espedsuly, the
long spear of the middle ages, and of certain
modem cavalry regiments in which the use of

this arm is retained. The war-lance of the fonrteenth
centnry was about 16 feet long ; that of modem times is

from 8i to 11 feet. A small flag Is usually attached to the
shaft of the lance near the head.

At the tumynge that tyme the traytonrs hym hitte . . .

That the boustoua launce the heweUes attamede,
That braste at the brawlyng, and brake in the myddys.

MorU Artkure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2175.

My good blade carves the casques of men.
My tough lance thrusteth sure.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

2. Any long and slender spear: applied loosely
to weapons of savage tribes, etc.— 3. The in-

strument with which a whale is kUIed after be-
ing harpooned and tired out. Two kinds are used,
the hand-lance and the bomb-lance, the latter being the
more eflectoal. A boat's oatflt usually includes three
hand'lances.



lance

4. In carp., a pointed blade, as that affixed to
one side of a ohipping-bit or router to sever the
gram around the path of the tool. It is also
used in certain crozes, gages, and planes. E.
H. Knight.— 5. A pyrotechnic squib used for
various purposes.— 6. An iron rod which is
fixed across the earthen mold of a shell, and
keeps it suspended in the air when the shell is
cast. As Boon aa the shell is formed, this rod must be
taken out with Instruments made for that purpose. Wil-
hdm. Mil. Diet.

7. One skilled in the use of the lance ; a soldier
armed with a lance ; a lancer.
Duke Dudley was unquestionably the ablest public man

of the age. In youth the most graceful lanee in the tilt-
jards of Greenwich and Windsor, the bravest soldier of
the later wars of Henry, the mainstay of the Eevolution af-
ter Henry's death. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Bng., xxi.

8. In ichth., same as sa»(^Zo?ice.—Firat lanee In
whaling, same as first set (which see, nnder^rsSX) Free
lance. 8ee/ree-tence.—Hollow lance. SameaBiourdo-
rwMffle.—Holy lance, in the Or. Ch., a eucharistic knife
with a blade like that of a lance, and a cruciform handle.
It is used, in the office of prothesis, in the preparation of
the holy bread for the liturgy. Also called holy specur.—
Tilting lance. See tuting-iance.—To bzeak a lance
See break.

lancei (l&ns), v.
;
pret. and pp. laneed,vpv. lan-

cmg. [Earlymod. E. also launce; < ME. lancen,
lansen, launcen (also launchen: see laimch), <
or. lancier, lanchier, pierce with a lance, pierce,
fight with a lance, throw, hurl, plunge, press,
etc., F. lancer, throw, hurl, launch, < lance, a
lance: see lance\ m.] I. trans. 1. To pierce
with a lanee, or with any sharp-pointed instru-
ment.

With his prepared sword, he charges home
My unprovided body, lanced mine arm.

Shak., Lear, ii. 1. 64.

Seized the due victim, and with fury lanced
Her back. Dryden, Theodore and Honoria, 1. 301.

2. To open with or as if with a lancet: as, to
lance an abscess.

It is an age, indeed, which is only fit for satir'e, and the
sharpest I nave shall never be wanting to lanee its villa-
nies, and its ingratitude to the government.

Dryden, Ded. of Plutarch's Lives.

The favorite remedy for all disorders occurring at the
time of dentition is lancing the gums.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 842.

St. To throw in the manner of a javelin ; launch.
Oure lorde to the lede lansed a speche

:

" Is this rygt-wys thou renk, alle thy ronk noyse 1

"

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 489.

Deep in the Glebe her Spear she lan&d.
Congreve, Pindaric Odes, il.

4t. To shoot forth as a lance.
•"The tree hihte Xrewe-loue, "quath he, "the trinite hit

sette

;

Thorgh lonely lokynge hit lyueth and launceth vp blos-
semes." Pieirs Plowman (C), xix. 10.

Il.t intrans. 1. To shoot or spring up.
And thorw the grete grace of God of greyn ded in erthe
Atte laste launceth vp wher-by we lyuen alle.

Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 186.

3. To pierce.
The swerd of lone thorw hire [Mary] gan launce,
Heo swapte on swownying thorw that chaunce.

Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 142.

lance^t (lans), n. [Also written launce; = Olt.
lance, < L. lamx (ace. lane-), a plate, platter,

scale of a balance: see balance. Of. aunoel.']

A balance.
Need teacheth her this lesson hard and rare,

That fortune all In equall launce doth sway.
Spenter, F. Q., III. vii. 4.

lance-bucket (l&ns'buk''''et), n. A shoe or rest

to support the butt of the lance, forming part
of the accoutrements of certain bodies of lan-

cers.

lance-corporal (lans'kdr'''p9-ral), n. MiUt, a
private performingthe duties of a corporal, with
temporary rank as such.

lance-fly (lins'fli), n. A poetical name of some
undetermined insect, perhaps a lace-fly.

At the glimpse of morning pale
The lance-fly spreads his silken sail.

J.S. Drake, Culprit Fay.

lancegayt, n. [Also erroneously lance-de-gay ;

< ME. lancegay, launcegay,< OF. lancegaie, lance-

gaye, launcegaie, for *lance-zagaye, < tomce, lanee,

+ «a^awe, assagai: see assagai.'] Akind of spear

or javelin.
In his hand a launcegay,

A long swerd by his syde.
Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 41.

But with a shotte oft a launcegay tho
Thys noble knyght smetyn thorugh hys body.

Mom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2108.

These carried a kind of lance de gay, sharp at both ends,

which they held in the midst of the staff.

RcOeigh, Hist, World, v. 3.

lance-head (Iftns'hed), n. The head of a lance.

The typical lance-head is that used in the fourteenth cen-
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tury, and is almost as straight and uniform as a bayonet.
The lance-head is usually fastened to the wood by one or
more tangs on the outside; but sometimes these nearly
envelop the wood, forming a sort of ferrule.

lance-hook (lS.ns'huk), n. A small iron hook
on the side of a whale-boat, designed to hold a
lance.

lance-knightf (lans'nit), n. [An erroneously
accom. form, as if a soldier armed with a lance,
of landsknecht, Umzlcnecht.] A common foot-
soldier.

At one time there came an army of eighteen thousand
foot, at another time an army wherein were reckoned
twelve thousand launce-knights.

Baker, Hen. VIII., an. 1546.

Nowmust I practise to get the true garb of one of these
lance-knights. B. Janmn, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 2.

lance-leafed (IS/Us'left), a. In 60*., having lance-
olate leaves : as, lance-leafed loosestrife ; lance-

leafed violet.

lancelet (lans'let), n. [< lance'^ + -let.] If. A
lanee. Baret.— 2. The sand-lance, amphioxus,
or branchiostome, a skull-less fish-like verte-
brate, representing a genus Branchicstoma or

Lancelet l^Braftchiostoma fuUhellum).

•us, a
oxidw, an order PharyngobrancMi, a class Lep-
tocardii, and a 'branch' of vertebrates lately
named Cephaloehorda. See these names, and
Acrania. The lancelet is the lowest true vertebrate,
furnishing a connecting-link with aacidians. It is from
about 2^ to 3 inches in length, thin and compressed, sharp
at both ends like a ^indle, colorless and almost transpa-

Lancelet i^Branchiostoma lanceolatum).
(Z. mouth; d, pharyngobranchial chamber ; c. anus; (/.liver; e. ab-

dominal pore.

rent,and lives In the sand of the sea-shore in temperate and
tropical regions. There are several species, of which the
common lancelet is Branchiostoma lanceolajtum. Another,
B. jiulcheUum, has been made the type of a separate genus,

lance-linear (lans'lui''''e-ar), a. In &o*., nar-
rowly lanceolate ; almost finear.

lancelyt (lans'li), a. [< lance^ + -^1.] Suit-
able to a lance.

He carried his lances, which were strong, to give a
laneely blow. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

[< L. lanceola, a
In tot., tapering

lanceolar (lan'sf-o-lar), a.

small lance: aee lamdeolate.']

toward each end.
lanceolate (lan'se-6-15t), a. [< LL. loMceolatus,
armed with a little lance or point, < L. lanceola,
a little lance, < lameea, a lance

:

see^OTOCei.] Shapedlike a lance-
head; in hot., several times
longer than broad, and taper-
ing from a rounded base toward
the apex, or tapering in both
directions: by some restricted
to the latter case : said of
leaves, scales, marks, etc.

lanceolated (lan'se-o-la-ted), a.

l<.
lanceolate + -ed^.'i 1. Same

as lanceolate.— 2. Having lan-
ceolate markings: as, the lan-
ceolated jay, QarruVus Imq^l}-
latus. P. L. Sclater,

lanceolately (lan'se-o-lat-li),

adv. With a lanceolate form.
Lanceolately fusiform,

H. 0. Wood, Fresh-Water Algae,

[p, 109, Lanceolate Leaves

lanceolation (lan''se-o-la - tos and (« saHx
shon), n. [< lanceolate -I-' -ion.] ''"ffi""-

The quality or condition of being lanceolate

;

sharp-pointedness.

lance-oval (lans'o'-'val), a. Broadly lanceolate
or narrowly oval.

The cocci, as found in the blood of an inoculated ani-

mal, are, as a rule, oval or lance-oval in form.
Lancet, No. 3426, p, 866.

lancepesadef (lans-pe-sad'), n. [Also lancepe-

sata, lance-pesado, lamceprezade, lancepresada,
lamceprezado, lanceprisado, and,with omission of
I (perhaps taken as the F. def. art.), anspesade;
< F. lancepessade, lanspessade, lans-pSgat, etc,
a lance-corporal, < It. lancia spezzata, a broken
lanee or demi-lance, a deml-lanceman, a light-

horseman : lancia, < L. laneea, a lance ; speszata,

lancet-fish

fern. pp. of spezzare, break.] A subordinate of-
ficer in the armies of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. His office was one which could be
held by a man of gentle birth, not unlike the gentleman of
the company of later times. "When a gentleman of a
troop of horse had broken his lance he was entertained
under the name of broken lance [lancepesade] by a cap-
tain of a foot company as his comrade, till he was again
mounted. " Sir J. Turner, Pallas Armata.

And we will make attorneys lanxeprlxadoes.
And our brave gown-men practicers of backsword,

Fletcher (and others). Bloody Brother, i, 1.

Arm'd like a dapper lancepesade,
With Spanish pike he broaoh'd a pore.

Cleaveland.

lance-plate (l&ns'plat), n. Same as vamplate.
lancepod (lans'pod), n. A leguminous plant of
the genus Zonchocarpus, with long flat pods, na-
tive in Australia.

lancer (lan'ser), n. [< OF. lanceor, lanceeur, lan-
ceur, also lancier, F. lander, a soldier armed
withalance,<to»ce,alance: seeterecei.] 1. One
who carries alance ; a soldier armedwitha Iance.
There are regiments of lancers in most of the great armies
of Europe; they are generally considered as light cavalry.
These lancer regiments are known by different names.
See Uhlan, Cossack.

2. One who lances.— Sf. A lancet.

They cut themselves . . . with knives and lancers [now
printed lancets], 1 Ki. xviii. 28 (ed. 1611),

4. pi. (a) Apopidar set of quadrilles, first used
in England about 1820. Also landers. (6) Music
for such a set of dances.
lance-rest (lans'rest), n. 1. See rest.— 2. In
her. Same as clarion, 4.

lances, n. Plural of lanx.

lance-sergeant (lans'sar^jent), n. An acting
sergeant; a corporal advanced to assist the of-

'

fleers of a troop or company.
lance-shaped (l^ns'shapt), a. Shaped like a
lance; lanceolate.

lance-snake (lans'snak), n. Same as fer-de-
lance.

lanc^-Stitch (lan-sa'stich), n. A simple em-
broidery-stitch made with straight stitches
arranged in simple patterns, as stars and zig-

zags.

lancet (lan'set), n. [< ME. lavmcet, lawnset, <
OF. lancete, lamcette, F. lancette, a lancet, little

lance (= Sp. Pg. lanceta, a lancet, = It. lan-

cetta, a small spear, a lancet), dim. of lance, a
lance: see lance^.] If. A small lance or jave-
Un.

And also lawnsetys were leyde on hey,
For to schete bothe ferre an ney.

Archteologia, XXI. 62. (Halliwell.)

2. A small surgical instrument, sharp-pointed
and generally two-edged, used in bloodletting
and in opening tumors, abscesses, etc. Lancets

Lancets.
a, gum-lancet ; 6, spear-shaped vaccinating-lancet ; c, needle-

pointed vaccinating-lancet.

are known as gum-lancets, vaccinaUng-lancete, etc, ac-
cording to their use, and their shapes are various. Ordi-
nary lancets are fixed in a handle somewhat like that of a
razor, sometimes three together on a single pin, opening
in either direction.

With that he drew a lancet in his rage.
To puncture the still supplicating sage.

Garth, Dispensary, v,

3. In arch., a lancet-window; an arch of lancet

The church— one night, except
For greenish glimmerings thro' the lancets.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Lancet stsrle, in a/rch. See early English architecture,
under early.

lancet-arch (lan'set-areh), n. An arch of which
the head is acutely pointed, like the blade of a
lancet, and having curves formed by radii cen-
tering outside of the arch, such arches are common
in the fully developed medieval architecture, especially in
England, and are characteristic of lancet-windows. See
cut under laruset-windaw.

lancet-fish (lan'set-flsh), »^. 1. A fish of the
family Teufhididce or Aoanthuridce, having lan-
cet-like spines, one on each side of the tail.

-Also called iarber-, doctor-, and surgeon-fish.—
2. A fish, Alepidosaurus ferox, of the family
Alepidosauridce, having large lancet-like teeth.
See cut under handsaw-fish.



lance-tlurow

lance-throw (lans'thro), n. The distance a
lance or jaTelin may be thrown.
lancet-pointed (lan'set-poin"ted), a. In arch.,
pointed in lancet form, as a lancet-window.
At Lincoln Lancet-Pointed work is again preponderant.

The Century, XXXVI. 685.

lancet-window (lan'set-win"d6), n. Ahigh and
narrow window, terminating in an arch acutely
pointed or formed
of curves of loig
radius (the center
falling outside of
the arch), and re-

sembling a lancet
in shape, windows
of tliis form are a
marked characteris-
tic of the architecture
of the first half of the
thirteenth century,
and are especially
common in Kngland
and Scotland. They
are often double or
triple, and some-
times a greater num-
ber than three lancets
are found together, as
in the group called
the Five Sisters in
the transept of York
cathedral. Often call-

ed simply lancet.

lancewood (lans'-

wud), n. A name
of several trees
and of theirwood.
The best-known ofthe
trees is DuguetUi mii-
tarentU, the wood of
which is exported
from Gtuiana and
Cuba. The wood is

tough and elastic, and
is used for carriage-shafts, surveyors' rods, cabinet-work,
etc. It is of a light-yellow color, and resembles boxwood,
for which it often passes, omer lancewoods are Oxandra
{Bocagea) virgaia of the West Indies and South America,
and HoUinia mvltiJUyra and R. longifolia. The lancewood
of Florida is Nectandra Willdeiwvii; that of South Africa,
Bocagea Cafra; that of Australia, Backhousia aizgtralis;

and that of New Zealand, Panax (Aralia) erassifoZium.
The black lancewood of the West Indies is the boragina-
ceous tree Toume/ortia Umrifolia.

lanch, V. and n. See launoJi.

lanchara, n. See lanteha.

lanciers, n.pl. [F.] See lancer, 4.

lanciferous (lan-sif'e-rus), a. [< ML. Icmcifer,

a soldier armed with'a lance, < L. lancea, lanee,
+/erre= E. 6eari.] Bearing a lanee. Blaunt.
[Rare.]

lanciform (lan'si-f6rm), a. [< L. lancea, lance,

+forma, toroi..'] Spear-shaped; lance-shaped;
lanceolate.

lancinate (lan'si-nat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. lan-

cinated, ppr. landnati/ng. [< L. laneinatus, pp.
of laneinare, tear, rend, lacerate ; akin to laniare,

tear, lacerate, and to lacer, torn: see lacerate,

laniate,"] To tear ; lacerate Lancinating pain,
a sudden, sharp, shooting_pain, as in cancer.

lancination (lau-si-na'shon), n. [< lancinate +
4on.'\ If. Laceration; wounding.—3. Sharp,
shooting pain.

With what affections and lancinationg of spirit, with
what effusions of love, Jesus prayed.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 25.

3t. A cutting in or into ; an indentation.

Undoubtedly Judah's portion made many incisures and
larushuMons intothe tribe of Simeon, hindering the entlre-

ness thereof. Fuller, Pisgah Sight, V. 1 12.

Lancret's theorem. See theorem.

landi (land), n. [< ME. land, land, < AS. land,

land = OS. OPries. D. MLG. LG. land, OHG.
MHG. lant, land. Or. Icel. Dan. 8w. Goth, land,

land, couni^. There are no appar. connections
outside of Tent. The F. lande, a heath, etc., is

perhaps of other origin : see land?, laund^.'] 1.

The solid substance of the earth's surface ; any
part of the continuous surface of the solid ma-
terials constituting the body of the globe : as,

dryor submerged land; mountain or desert land.

The barrez of vche a bonk ful bigly me haldes
That 1 may lachche no lont.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iiL 322.

God said. Let , . . the dry land appear : and it was so.

And God called the dry land Earth. Gen. 1. 9, 10.

S. The exposed part of the earth's surface, as

distinguished from the submerged part ; dry or

solid ground: as, to travel by land and water;
to spy land from the masthead.
Ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte.

Mat. xxiii. 15.

3. A part of the earth's surface distinguished

in any way from other parts; a country, divi-

sion, or tract considered as the home of a per-
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son or a people, or marked off by ethnical,

physical, or moral characteristics: as, one's

native land; the landot the midnight sun; the

land of the citron and myrtle.

Engelond ys a wel god lond, ich wene of eohe land best,

Y set in the ende of the world, as al in the West.
Sob. of Gloucester, p. 1.

Breathes there a man with soul so dead
Who never to himself hath said,

This is my own, my native land I

Scott, L. of L. M., vl L

A land of hops and ^oppy-mingled corn.

Little about it stimng save a brook.
Tennyson, Aylmer s Field.

4t. The country; the rural regions ; in general,

distant regions.
To here hem synge ...

^
In swete accord, "my lief is faren on l(mde.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 59.

5. Ground considered as a subject of use or
possession ; earth ; soil, in law, land signifies any
ground forming part of the eai'th's surface which can be
held as individual property, whether soil or rock, or wa^
ter-covered, and everything annexed to it, whether by
nature, as trees, water, etc., or by the hand of man, as

buildings, fences, etc. In contemplation of law the fee

simple in land includes a right of an indefinite extent up-
ward as well as downward toward the center of the earth.

For no londes, but for loue, loke je be wedded.
Piers Plowman (B), ix. 175.

Thy lands and goods
Are, by the laws of Venice, confiscate.

5Aafc, M. of v., iv. 1. 310.

6t. A strip of land left unbroken in a plowed
field; the space between two furrows.

Faith on hym hadde furst a sight, ao he fleih a-syde.

And wolde not neyhle [nigh] him by nyne londes lengthe.
Piers Plowman (C), xx. 58.

Another [groom] who had a box, wherein was money,
apparell, and other things of value, left it in a land of

standing come.
ApprehengionofCavalliers at Brackleyin Rorthamptonskire

[(1642), p. 7. (Davies.)

Hence— 7. (a) That part of the inner surface

of a rifle which Ues between the grooves.

In the ordinary mode of grooving rifles, sharp angles
are left between the grooves and land (those parts of the
smooth bore left in their original state after the process
of grooving has been completed). Ure, Diet., II. 391.

(5) In a millstone, the plane surface between
two furrows, (c) The smooth uncut part of the
face-plate of a slide-valve in a steam-engine.
(d) The lap of the strakes in a clincher-built
boat. Also called landing. E. H. Knight.— 8.
In some cities in Scotland, a group of separate
dwellings under one roof and having a com-
mon en&y: a dwelling-house divided into tene-
ments for different families, each tenement be-,

ing called a house, and the whole a land, or a

land of houses.

The houses were piled to an enormous height, some
of them amounting to twelve storeys. These were de-
nominated lands.

Amot, Hist. Edinburgh, p. 241. {Jamieson.)

Accommodation lands. See accommodaMon.—Allot-
ment of land. See allotment.—Arable lands. See
arable.—BaA lands, certain lands of the northwestern
United States characterized by an almost entire absence
of natural vegetation, and by the varied and fantastic
forms into which the soft strata have been eroded. At
a little distance they appear like fields of desolate ruins.
The name was first applied in its French form, mau-
vaises terres, to a Tertiary area (Miocene) in the region of
the Black Hills in South Dakota, along the White river,

a tributary of the Upper Missouri.—Blowing lands. See
llowingi.—'Boll of land, about a Scotch acre.—Bmid
for land. See fioiuii.—Bounty Land Act. Beetmanty.
—Certificate lands, common land, crown lands,
debatable land. SeejOie qualifying words.— Conceal-
ed land. Same as coTwealment, 5.—Demesne lands.
See demesn£, and crown lands (under crown).—Donation
lands. See donation—EnfrandilBement of copyhold
lands. See enfraTichisem^nt.— Essart land. See assart.

—Fabric lands. See fabnc—raxiel of landt. See
/ariirf2.—Flrm land (Latin tejras/irjna), solidground; dry
land as distinguished from the sea or other water-surface.
—Hscal lands, green land, etc. See the adjectives.-
Holy land. See the HolyLamd, below.—Imiirovement
OfLand Act, an English statute of 1864 (27 and 28 Vict.,

c. 114), extended by the Settled Land Act (which see, be-
low), providing for drainage, irrigation, reclamation, and
clearing of land, and the construction of embankments,
weirs, jetties, etc., on streams, tidal waters, etc. Under
this legislation the respective rights and interests of ten-
ants for life and tenants in remainder in such cases are
also providedfor.—Jack's land. See Joeii. —Land Act.
See Landlord and Tenant Act, under landlord.—Lands
Clauses Consolidation Act, an English statute of 1845
(8 and 9 Vict., c. 18) which collected the provisions usu-
ally introduced into acts of Parliament relating to the
acquisition of and compensation to be made for lands re-
quired for undertakings or works of a public nature, for
the purpose of avoiding the necessity of repeating them
in sfinilar acts. Amended in 1860 (23 and 24 Vict., c. 106)
and 1869 (32 and 33 Vict., c. 18).—Land League. See
Jeajwcl.—Land office, in the United States and the Brit-
ish colonies, an office for the transaction of business re-
lating to the location and settlement of public lands. In
the United States the Qeneral Land Office is a government
bureau established in 1812, originally connected with the
Treasnry, but since 1849 forming a division of the Depart-

landaulet

ment of the Interior. Its head is styled the Commissioner

of the General Land OfBce, whose duties are to perform or

supervise, under the direction of the Secretary of the In-

terior, aU executive acts appertaining to the surveying and

sale of the public lands. His province includes also the

adjustment of private land-claims, and the issue of patents

for land, \fhiefi are signed by the President, countersigned

by the recorder of the General Land Oiflce, and recorded

there. Local land offices are established at suitable points

to facilitate the disposal of landswithin the public domain.

—Land ofthe leal SeeZeoZ.- Land-service gun. Sec

pujji.—Land-transfer Act, an English statute of 1875 (38

and 39 Vict., c. 87) which superseded the Transfer of Land
Act of 1862, and further simplified titles and conveyancing.

See Tranter ofLand Act, below.—Law Of the land. See

2owi.—Lay of the land. See ?aj/i.—No-man's Land.
Same aafog-tarik, 2.— Purchase ofLand (Ireland) Act,
an English statute of 1S85 (48 and 49 Vict., o. 78) facilitat-

ing the sale of land to occupying tenants in Ireland by au-

thorizing the land Commission to advance money to them.

—Red l^d, ground turned up with the plow. [Scotch.]

—SettledLand Act. See seffie.—The HolyLand,Judea
or Palestine : so called from Its sacred associations as the

scene of development ofthe Jewish and Christian religions.

—To be or dwell upon landt, to dwell in the country.

With thise reliques whan that he fond

A poure persoun dweUyng upon lond,

Upon a ^y he gat him more moneye
Than that the persoun gat in monthes tweye.

Chameer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 702.

To clear the land, to close with the land, to enter
lands. See theverbs.—Tokeepthe landaboard (JHKrf.).

SeeffliocwiJi.-Tolaythe land. See Zaj/i.-To lie along
the land. See lie^.—lo make the land, or to make
land (naut.), to discover or make out land as the ship

approaches it.—To raise the land(B<Brf.X to sail toward
if until it appears to be raised out of the water.— To
set the land (rumt.), to observe by the compass how
the shore bears from the ship.— To shut In we land
(namt.), to lose sight of the land by the intervention of fog

or a point or promontory.— Transfer of Land Act, an

English statute of 1862 (25 and 26 Vict., c. 63) which estab-

lished a registry of title and simplified the conveyance of

land. SeeLand-trantferAct, above.—Wlldland,landnot
cultivated, or in a state that renders it unfit for cultiva-

tion; land lying waste or unoccupied. (Seealsogafol-land,

grass-land, lammus-la/nd, yaird-land.)

land! (land), v. [< ME landen, lenden, < AS.
lendan, come to land, arrive, gelendan, gelcmdwn,
intr. come to land, arrive, tr. endow with land

(= D. landen = G. landen = Dan. Umde = Sw.
landa, land), < land, land: see landX, n. See

Imd?, an older form of the verb.] I, trans. 1.

To put on or bring to shore ; disembark ; de-

bark ; transfer to land in any way : as, to land

troops or goods ; to land a fish.

On the Irish shore,
Where the cannons did roar.

With many stout lads she was landed.
The Wmnan Warrior (Child's Ballads, TH. 258).

Trust me, I have another bite. Come, scholar, come,
lay down your rod, and help me to land this as you did
the other. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 98.

Hence— 3. To bring to a point of stoppage or

rest ; bring to the end of a journey, or a course
of any kind.

All those that go to heaven are the purchase of such un-
dertakings [conversion to Cliristianity], the fruit of such
culture and labours; for it is only a holy life that landt
us there. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 4.

One chair after another landed ladies at the Baroness's
door. Thackeray, Virginians, xxvii

3. Ndut.j to rest, as a cask or spar, on the deck
or elsewhere, by lowering with a rope or tackle.

II. mtrans. 1. To go ashore from a ship or

boat; disembark.
Landing at Syracuse, we tarried there three days.

Acta xxvlii. 12.

2. To come to land or shore ; touch at a wharf
or other landing-place, as a boat or steamer.

Beneath yon cliff they stand.
To show the freighted pinnace where to lamd.

Crabbe, Works, I. 7.

3. To arrive; come to a stop: as, I landed at

his house; the wagon landed in a ditch.

Popular government in England, as in Norway, has over-
shot the mark and is landing in mob-mle.

Mneteenth Century, XXin. 67.

land^f (land), n. [E. dial, also lant; < ME.
*land, < AS. Mamd, hlond (rare) = Icel. Mand,
urine.] Urine. Qrose.
landot, n. See laund^.

landan (lan'dS.), n. [Cf. G. landauer, a landau;
so called from Landau, a town in Germany,
where such carriages were first made.] A two-
seated carriage having the top in two parts, the
rear part pivoted and arranged to fold down
behind the back seat, and the front part admit-
ting of removal. Two styles are made—the leather-

quarter landau, with leather ^des, and the glass-front Ian.
aau, al which the front Is framed with glass.

She [the Queen] travelled in an open landaiu. Alderman
Wood sitting by her side and Lady Ann Hamilton wiA an-
other woman opposite, wev^. Memoirs, June 7, 1820.

landanlet (lan-dA-lef), n. [< landau + -let,1

A form of coup6 or one-seated carriage with a
landau top. Also called demi-landwu.



land-bank

land;bank (land'bangk), n. A banking asso-
ciation -which issues its notes for use as money
in exchange for mortgages on 1 and. The name is
given Bpecifloally to a bank of this sort established In the
province of Massachusetts in 1741.

land-beetle (land'be"tl), n. An adephagous or
predatory beetle of the group G-eadephaga: dis-
tinguished from water-beetle.

land-blink (land'blingk), n. A peculiar atmo-
spheric glow observed in the arctic regions on
approaching laud covered with snow. It is
more yellow than ioe-bUnk.
land-breeze (land'brez), n. A current of air
setting from the land toward the sea ; specifi-
cally, in meteor,, a regular night-wind on the
coasts of continents and islands, which, with
the returning sea-breeze of the day, consti-
tutes a complete diurnal oscillation, due to the
diurnal alternation of the temperature of the
land above that of the adjacent ocean during
the day and below it during the night.
land-bug (land'bug), n. Any bug of the divi-
sion Geocores.

land-carriage (land' kar"aj), n. Carriage or
transportation by land.
land-cod (land'kod), n. A kind of catfish, the
mathemeg, Amiurus borealis. [British Amer.]
land-compass (land'kum'pas), n. Same as dr-
cumferentor, 1.

land-crab (land'krab), n. A crab of terrestrial
rather than aquatic habits, such as any of the
Gecarcinidw. Also called mountain-crab.

Some Brachyura are able to live for a long time in holes
in the earth away from the sea. These land-crabs under-
take, usually at the breeding season, common migrations
to the sea, and return later to the land with their fuUy
developed offspring. Clam, Zoology (trans.), II. 469.

land-crake (land'krak), n. The corn-crake or
land-rail, Crexpratetms. Also called land-drake.
land-cress (land'kres), n. See cress.

land-crocodile (land'krok'o-dil), n. A vara-
noid or monitor lizard, Ps'ammosawms a/rena-
riUtS; the sand-monitor.
land-damnt (land'dam), v. t. Apparently, to
damn through the land; proclaim as a villain;

expose or disgrace publicly. [The word is dubi-
ous ; it is found only in the following passage, where it

has been interpreted in various other ways, and by some
pronounced a misprint

:

You are abus'd, and by some putter-on.
That will be damn'd for 't ; would I knew the villain,

I would land-damn him. Shak., W. T., ii. 1. 143.]

land-daw (land'dft), n. The carrion-crow, Cor-

vus corone. [Prov. Eng.]
land-dog (land'dog), n. The lesser dogfish,

SeyUiorhinus canicula. [Penzance, Eng.]
land-drainage (land'dra'''naj), n. The act or

Srooess of freeing land from water

—

Land-
raiuage Act, an English statute of 1861 (24 and 26

Vict, c. 188) which relates to the drainage of agricul-

tural lands.

land-drake (land'drak), n. Same as land-orake.

[Prov. Bug.]
lande (land), n. [< F. lands = Sp. Pg. It.

landa, a heath, a waste : see laund^, which is

from the OE. form of the same word, and is

now in use only in the form lawn^.J An uncul-

tivated plain, or level region, covered with a

spontaneous growth ofheath, broom, and ferns

;

any unfertile level region or tract in which
the soil is tilled with difSoulty. "The Landes" is

the name given especially to a region lying along the

ocean, north of the Pyrenees, which was once a part of the

bed of the sea, and is covered with sands of Pliocene age.

These sands have in many places, at an inconsiderable

depth beneath the surface, become compacted into beds

of hard sandstone, called alios. The word lande is used

by writers in English only with reference to the geography
of France, and especially to the region included in the de-

partment of the Gironde and in that named from this word
les Landes. This region bears naturally little but heath

and broom, but on the seaward side has been extensively

planted with sea-pines, which at once hold the sands in

place and provide an important store of timber. The in-

uind plains are generally occupied as sheep-runs. The
landes are dry in summer and marshy in winter.

landed (lan'ded), a. [< ME. landed, londed; <

land^ + -ed2.] 1. Having possessions in land:

as, the landed gentry; a landed proprietor.

A landless knight makes thee a landed squire.

SMk., K. John, i. 1. 177.

2. Consisting in real estate or land: a,s, landed

security.

The great mass of property in Europe at the present day,

even in England, is tojwfcd property. „ „„„
Everett, Orations, II. 298.

Landed Estates Court. See co«rt.-LMded interest,

(o) Interest in or possession of land or real estate. (6) The

interest or combined influence of the great body of land-

owners in a state or nation. ^ . •

Landen'stransformation. See transformation.

lander (lan'dfer), n. 1 . One who lands or makes

a landing.
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As the sweet voice of a bird,

Heard by the lander in a lonely isle.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. One who lands or sets on land ; especially,
in mining, a man who stands at the mouth of a
shaft or other landing-place, in order to receive
the kibble when it comes up, and to see that its

contents are properly disposed of. Also called,
in England, banksman.
landerert, » -^ old form of launderer.

laudern (lan'dem), n. [Cf . E. landier, andiron

:

see andiron.J A grate. Malliwell. [North. Eng.]
land-evilt (laud'e"vl), n. [ME. londivil, londu-
vel; < land^ + evilKl The falling-sickness;
epilepsy. MalUwell.
landfall (land'f&l), ». l. Aland-slide or land-
slip.— 2. Naut., an approach or a coming to
land, in the course or at the end of a sea-voy-
age ; also, land so approached or reached.

One of the islands was the first land^aM of Columbus.
Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XXXIX. 174.

Along the eastern verge of the Bahamas . . . Columbus
made his landfall. Science, III. 739.

Porto Santo being visible on the port bow, . . . our three
navigators congratulated themselves and each other on the
good land-fall they had made.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. ii.

landfangt.n. \<.land^+fang.'] Holding-ground
for an anchor; anchor-grip.
We had indifferent good land/ang.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 277.

Where a ship may ride ... in 4. fadome, or 4. fadome
and a halfe of water, and baue handfange for a North and
by West winde. Bakluyfs Voyages, I. 291.

landfeatherf, n. A bay or inlet of the sea.
Davies.
The south baye or landfether of the great since.

Discourse of Dover Haven, temp. Elizabethse (Arch.,
[XI. 236).

land-floe (land'flo), «. A field of land-ice.

It there is a land-floe across, i. e. if the land-ice of thewest
side is continuous across the entrance of Ponds Bay and
Lancaster Sound, whales will be seen in considerable num-
bers. JEncyc. Brit., XXIV. 627.

land-flood (land'flud), n. An overflowing of
land by water, especially by inland waters, as
rivers and the like ; an inundation.

Down from the neighbouring hills those plenteous springs
that fall,

Nor land-floods after rain, her never move at all.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ix. 186.

land-gabelt) n. [ME. landga^el, < AS. landga-
fol, rent for land, < land, land, + gafol, tax,
rent: see gabel.'] A tax or rent derived from
land, according to Doomsday Book.
landgah (land'ga), n. [E. IndJ The jackal-
like wolf of India, Canis pallipes.
land-grabber (land'grab"er), n. 1. One who
grabs or seizes land ; one who gets possession
of another's land by trick or device, or by
force ; especially, one who possesses himself of
public land by means contrary to the spirit of
the law; one who seizes large tracts of land
rapaciously and unfairly.— 2. Specifically, in
Ireland, one who bujrs or rents land from which
another has been evicted.

Right or wrong, the attitude of the League to tbeland-
grabber is that which, in the old days of regrating, the
English public would have assumed towards one who,
while the whole community was trying to bring down the
price of com, went and purchased at the rate which by
universal consent had been ruled to be excessive.

Contemporary Bjev., IJL 238.

land-tabbing (land'grab"ing), n. The act or
practice of seizing or occupying land by un-
lawful or dishonorable means.
landgrave (land'grav), «. [= D. lamdgraaf=
Dan. landgreve = MLG. landgrave = MHGr.
lantgrave, Gr. landgraf; as land^ + graved.']

In Grermany, in the middle ages, a graf or
count to whom were intrusted special judicial

functions, extending over a considerable terri-

tory ; later, the title of certain German princes,
some of whom were princes Of the empire.
The branches of the non-regnant families of Hesse pos-
sess the title of landgram, which is borne by the head of
each branch.

This was the origin of the landgraves of Thuringia, of
Lower and Higher Alsace, the only threewho were princes
of the empire. Brande and Cox.

landgraviate (land-^a'vi-at), n. [< landgrave
+ -i-ate^\\ The territory held by a landgrave,
or his oflce, jurisdiction, or authority.

landgravine (land'gra-ven), m. [= D. land-

gravin (= Dan. landgrevinde = Q. landgrdfinn),

fern, of landgraaf, landgrave.] The wife of a
landgrave ; a lady of the rank of a landgrave.

landholder (Iand'h61"d6r), n. A holder, owner,
or proprietor of land.

land-hunger (land' hung "g6r), n. Greed for

the acquisition of land or territory.

landlady
The land-hunger of the South now outstripped even the

ambition of conquest of Mr. Polk.
J. M. Ludlow, Hist. V. 8., vi.

land-himgry (land'hung"gri), a. Greedy for
the acquisition of land or territory.

When the land-hungry band of Welsh and Nonnan bar-
ons entered Ireland, they found a shrine of St. Brigit at
Kildare with a fire kept constantly burning.

The Century, XXXVII. 369.

land-ice (land 'is), «. A field or floe of ice
stretching along the coast and holding fast to
it, or included between headlands. Also called
fast ice. Kane.
landing (lan'ding), n. [< ME. "landing, land-
yng, < AS. lending, landing (= D. landing = G.
landung = loei[. lending= I)an. landing; cf. Sw.
landrdng), verbal n. of lendan, land: see land,
v.] 1. The act of going or setting on land, es-
pecially from a vessel.

The daye of our londynge there was Thursday, that was
the .xxvij. daye of Auguste.

Sir B. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 16.

2. A place on the shore of the sea or o^ a lake,
or on the bank of a river, where persons land
or come on. shore, or where goods are set on
shore.
Defend all landings, bar all passages.

Daniel, Civil Wars, vii.

3. In arch., the part of a floor adjoining the end
of a flight of stairs; also, a resting-place or
platform interrupting a series or flight of steps.

A great, wide, rambling staircase— three stairs and a
landing— four stairs and another landim.

Dickens, Sketches, Great Winglebury Duel.

4. A platform at a railway-station.— 5. In min-
ing, any place, at the mouth of a shaft or else-
where, arranged for the reception or emptying
of the kibbles or cages or other receptacles
used forhoisting ore or coal. Frequently called
the bank in England, especially at coal-mines

.

— 6. The platform of a furnace at the charg-
ing-height. E. H. Knight.— 7. In boat-buiM-
ing, same as land^, 7 (d!).— 8. In fort., the hori-
zontal space at the entrance of a gallery or re-
turn.—9. In lumbering, a, place where logs are
stored till spring— Landing-charges or landing-
rates, charges or fees paid on goods landed from a vessel.

landing-bar (lan'ding-bar), n. See bar^.

landing-gaff (lan'ding-gaf), n. A barbed fish-

ing-spear, or a gaff used for landing large fish

which have been hooked.
landing-net (lan'ding-net), n. A kind of scoop-
net used to bring to land or to hand a fish which
nas been caught, a landing-net to be used in a boat
or on shore has a two-jointed handle; and for use in wad-
ing it has a short handle attached to an elastic cord and
suspended from the shoulder.

landing-place (lan'ding-plas), n. A place for
landing, as from a vessel, or for alighting, as
from flight, or for resting, as from mounting a
stair or other ascent.

Noah first of all (for scout)
Sends forth the Crowe, who flutters neer-about,
And, finding yet no landing-place at all,

Keturns a-boord to his great Admirall.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Ark.

Upon the last and sharpest height . . .

Some landing-place, to clasp and say,

"Farewell 1' Tennysim, In Memoriam, xlvii.

landing-stage (lan'ding-staj), n. A stage or
platform in connection with a railroad or a fer-

ry (frequently so constructed as to rise and fall

with the tide), for the convenience, of landing
or shipping passengers and goods transported
by water.
landing-strake (lan'ding-strak), n. In boat-

building, the next plankbelow the upper strake.

landing-surveyor (lau'ding-sSr-va^or), n. An
officer of the British customs who appoints and
superintends the coast-waiters.

landing-waiter (lan'ding-wa"ter), n. Same as
coast-waiter.

landisht, OS- [ME. landisch, londisse; < land^ +
4sh^.'] Native.

I fond o schup rowe
Tho hit gan to flowe,
Al with Sara^ines kyn.
And none londisse Men.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 634.

land-jobber (land'jobber), n. One who makes
a business of buying and selling land, whether
on his own account or for others ; a land-spec-
ulator ; a real-estate broker.

land-jobbing (land'job'ing), n. The practice
of buying and selling land for the purpose of
speculation.

landlady (land'la"di), n.
;

pi. landladies (-diz).

l<.land^ + lady. Cf. landlord.'] 1. A woman
who owns houses or lands occupied by tenants.— 2. The wife of a squire or proprietor.



landlady
The circumstances of the landlady [Mrs. Bertram, wife

of the laird] were pleaded to Mannering ... as an apol-
ogy for her not appearing to welcome her guest.

Scott, Guy Mannering, ill.

3. The mistress of an inn or of a lodging-house
or boarding-house.

I have at any time a good lodging for you, and my
Landlady is none of the meanest, and her husband hath
many good parts. Howell, Letters, L iii 18.

Landlady, count the lawin.
The day is near the dawin.

Bums, Landlady, Count ihe Lawin.

land-leaguei* (land'le''ger), n. A member of
the Irish Land League. See leagvs^.
landleapert (land'le"p6r), n. [< MB. landleper
(= D. tandlooper, whence, in part, the E. var.
landloper, = MLG. lantloper = MHGr. lantlov^
fcere, lantloufer, lantleufer, G. landldufer= 'Da,n.

landtober) ; < landX + leaper, runner, i. e. wan-
derer (cf. loafer, from the G. form of the same
word).] One who wanders about the coxmtry;
a vagrant ; a wanderer ; a vagabond. Also land-
loper.

For he [Christ] ne is noujte in lolleres, ne in lande-leperes
hermytes [vagabond hermits].

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 207.

Wherfore these landlea^erg, Koges, and ignorant Asses
which take vpon them without learning and practise do
very euIU. Lyte, Dodoens, p. 348.

Alexander, Csesar, Trajan, Adrian, were sssomanjland-
leapers, now in the easi^ now in the west, little at home.

Burton, Analb. of MeL, p. 360.

land-leech (land'leeh), n. A terrestrial leech
of the genus Hcemodipsa, about an inch long and
very slender when not distended, found in pro-
fusion in Ceylon.
landler (lend'lfer), n. [< Gr. landler (see def.).]

A round dance of Styrian origin, in triple time,
slower than the waltz. See J)irolierme.

landless (land'les), a. [< ME. Handles, < AS.
landleds (= MLGr. lantlos = MHGr. landeWs),
without land, < land, land, + -leds, -less.] Des-
titute of land ; having no property in lakd.

Now, sir, young Fortinbras . . .

Hath in the skirts of Norway, here and there,
Shark'd up a list of landless resolntes.

Shak., Hamlet, L 1. B8.

Allegiance is the duty which each man of the nation
owes to the head of the nation, whether the man he a
landowner or landUss. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 462.

landlocked (land'lokt), a. 1. Almost shut in
by land

;
protected by surrounding land from

the fuU force of the wind and waves : as, a land-
locked harbor.

Many a wide-lapped port and land-locked bay.
WWUer, The Panorama.

Few sights are more striking than to see the huge mass
of the amphitheatre at Fola seeming to rise at once out of

the la-ndiocked sea. M. A. Preeiman, Venice, p. 112.

2. Living in landlocked waters, or in any way
shut off from the sea: as, a landlocked salmon.

landloper (land'16'"p6r), n. [Also landUyuper;

a var. of landleaper (cf. lope, loup, var. of leap^),

due in part to D. landlooper= MLGr. lantloper=
MHGr. lanUoufcere, lantloufer, lantleufer, Gr. land-

laufer = Dan. landlober, vagabond, = B. land-

leaper.'] One who wanders about the country:
same as landleaper.

He [Ferkin Warbeck] had been from his childhood such
a wanderer, or, as the king called him, such a kendlgper.

Boom, Hist. Hen. TIL
Such Travellers as these may bee termed Landlopers, as

the Dntolunan saith, rather than Travellers.

BoweU, Porraine Travell (reprint, 1869), p. 67.

Ton are known
Por Osbeck's son of Toumay, a loose runagate,
A landloper. Ford, PerHn Warbee^ v. 3.

A crowd of spectators, landlopers, mendicants, daily ag-

gregated themselves to the aristocratic assembly.
Motley, Diitoh.Eepublic,L 646.

landloping (land'lo'ping), a. Wandering; rov-

ing; vagrant.

It is nothing strange that these his landloping legate

and nuncios haue their manifold collusions to cousen
christian kingdoms of their reuennes.

HMnshed, Hen. IIL, an. 1244.

landlord (land'16rd), n. [< ME. londelorde,

*landloverd, < AS. landhMford, the owner of

land, lord of a manor, also (poet.) the lord or

ruler of a country, < land, land, -I- hldford, lord:

see lord.] 1. The lord of land or of a manor;
one of whom land is held subject to the pay-
ment or performance of rent or service; the

owner or holder of a tenement, to whom the

tenant pays rent.

Wert thou regent of the world.
It were a shame to let this land by lease, . . .

Landlord of England art thou now, not king.
SluOe., Elch. n., tt L 113.

2. The master or proprietor of an inn, or of

a lodging-house or boarding-house; a host.

—
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Landlord and Tenant Act, a British statute of 1870,

also known as the Land Act, or Irish Land Act (33 and 34

Vict., c. 46), regulating the relation of landlord and tenant
in Ireland, and containing provisions intended to facili-

tate the creation of a peasant proprietary by allowing ten-

ants to purchase their holdings.

landlordism (land'16rd-izm), n. [< landlord +
-dsm.] Action or opinion characteristic of land-

lords; the authority exercised by landlords;

the doctrine or principle of the supremacy of

the landed interest.

But in Ireland there would be avery serious danger of a
landlordism far worse than that at present existing, if ev-

ery petty proprietor should have power to become apetty
landlord. FoHnigMly Bev., N. S., XSXIX. 718.

landlordryt (land'16rd-ri)_, n. [< landlord +
-ry.] The state or condition of a landlord;

landlords collectively.

Such pilfering slips of petty landlordry,
Bp. Hall, Satires, v. 1.

landlouper, landlouping (land'lou^per, -lou"-

ping). Scotch or northern English forms of

landloper, landloping.

landlubber (land'lub'fer), n. A person who,
from want of experience, is awkward or lub-

berly on board ship; a raw seaman; any one
unused to the sea: a term of reproach or ridi-

cule among sailors.

landlubberly (land'lub"6r-li), a. [< landhibher

+ -ly^.] Having the ways of a landlubber;
awkward onboard ship from lack of experience.
land-lurcht (land'lerch), V. t. To steal land
from.

Hence countrie loutes land-lurch their lords.

Warner, Albion's England, ix. 46.

landmalet (land'mal), n. [< land -t- male^ =
mail^.] A reserved rent or annual sum of

money charged upon a piece of land by the
chief lord of the fee or a subsequent mesne
owner. Halliwell.

landman (land'man), m. ; pi. landmen (-men).

[< ME. landman, 'i AS. landmann (= D. land-

man = MHGr. lantman, Gr. la/ndnumn, a native
of the coimtry, = Dan. landmand, a farmer), <

land, land, country, -I- rrumn, man.] 1. A man
who lives or serves on land : opposed to seo-

man.—3. In Eng. law, a tenant or occupant of

land; a terre-tenant.— 3. A farmer or country-
man. [Scotch.]—4. A landowner. [Scotch.]

Bot kirk-mennis cnrsit substance semis sweet
TUl landsmen, with that lend bnrd-lyme are kyttit.

Banndbyne, Poems, p. 199.

landmark (land'mark), n. [< ME. *landmarTc,
< AS. landmearc, also land-gemvrce, land-gemyrce
(= Dan. kmdemcerke), the boundary of a coun-
try, < land, land, + rrtearc, mark: see ma/rlc^.']

1. A boundary-mark to a tract of land; one of
the fixed objects used to designate the limits

of a farm, town, or other piece of territory, as
monumental stones, marked trees, or ditches.

Thou Shalt not remove thy neighbour's landmark.
Dent. xix. 14.

Virtues and vices have not, in aU their instances, a great
landmark set between them, like warlike nations separate
by prodigious wall£^ vast seas, and portentous hills.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 9.

2. Any specific or prominent object marking
a locality or historically associated with a lo-

cality ; a hill, tree, house, or other feature of a
landscape that may serve as a goide; especial-
ly, some object on land by which a loealitymay
be recognized by persons at sea.

There are no laTidmarks in space ; one portion of space
is exactly like every other portion, so that we cannot tell

where we are. Clerk MaarweU, Matter and Motion, art. iit

The gray mass of building crowning the little promon-
tory Is the only landmark seen above the green garden-
land. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 48.

3. Figuratively, a distinguishing characteris-
tic, variation, or event; that which marks a
tnming-point ; something that serves to distin-
guish a particular period of time or point in pro-
gress or transition : as, the landma/rks of science
or history.

The close of the Crimean War is a great landmark In
the reign of Queen Victoria.

J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, rxix.

land-marker Qa.nA'mSx'kiir), n. An agricul-
tural machine for marking out rows for plant-
ing. E. H. Knight.

land-matet, n. One who in harvest-time reaps
with another on the same ridge of ground or
land. Blount. [Prov. Bng.]
land-measure (land'mezh^), n. 1. Measure-
ment of land.— 2. A denomination of square
measure used inthe mensuration of land. land-
measuresareeither squares oflinearunits, as the ore; or are
fixed from the amount which can be plowed or otherwise
attended to in a day, as the acre; or from the amount ne-
cessary to sow a measure of seed, as the cahizada; or from
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the amount of yield, as the mdsura; or from the amount
necessary for a house or farm, as the guarter-secKan. The
table of ordinary English land-measures (used also in the

United States and the British colonies) is as follows:

T> ^ Square Square Square Square
Acre. Roods.

pe}ci,es. Yards. Feet Meters.

1 = 4 = 160 = 4840 = 43560 = 4046.9

1 = 40 = 1210 = 10890 = 1011.7

1 = 80i = 272i = 25.29

1 = 9 = 0.8361
3 = 0.09290.

land-measurer (land'mezh'''ar-6r), n. A person

whose employment is to ascertain by measure-
ment and computation the superficial extent of

portions of land, as fields, farms, etc.

land-measuring (land'mezh"ur-ing), »• The
art of determining by measurement and com-
putation the superficial contents of pieces of

land in acres, roods, etc. it Is properly a subordi-

natebranch ofland-surveying,but the terms aresometimes
used synonymously. It depends upon the formula for

the area of a triangle In terms of its three sides, a, b, e,

which is

J)/((H- 6 -H c) (a -f b—c) (6 -|- c— a) (c -I- a—b).

land-ofB.ce (land'of''is), n. See land office, under
land^.

Landolphia (lan-dol'fi-a), n. [NL. (Palisot de
Beauvois, 1804) : after Capt. Lanao^h. -who

commanded the expedition to Oware (Want
Guinea), where the plants were discovered.] A
genus of tropical OldWorld climbing shrubs, of

the naturalorder.4P'"'2'"'*''^'^ *°^tribe Carissea.
The stamens are inserted near the base of the corolla-tube

;

the corolla-lobes are narrow ; the fruit Is a large berry ; the

leaves are opposite and veiny ; the flowers are generally

large and white or yellowish, to terminal (wmes ; and the

peduncles are produced Into tendrils. Seventeen spe-

cies have been reported from tropical and subtropical

South Africa and Madagascar, possibly one from Onlana.

The genus has importance as a rubber-plant, L. jlorida

producing Mbungu rubber and L. KirkU Hatere rubber.

The former of these epeiAea bears a sour fruit, which is

eaten by the natives of tlie west coast of Africa, under the
name of alKili. See india-nibbet.

land-otter (land'ot*er), n. .Any ordinary otter

of the subfamily Lutrma, inhabiting rivers and
lakes, as distinguished from the sea-otter, Jrre-

hydris marina.
landowner (land'd''''n6r), n. An owner or pro-
prietor of land.

landownersUp (land'o'''n6r-ship), n. [< land-

owner + -ship?] The state of being an owner
of land

;
proprietorship of land.

ButthroughoutFrancediversifies of climate, landowner-
ship, and land tenure have left their mark.

Edvnburgh Bev., CLXVL 280.

land-owning (land'o'^ning), a. Holding or

possessing landed estates
;
pertaining to land-

owners : as, the la/ndnymni/ng class.

land-parer (land'pSr'fer), n. A form of plow
used to cut sods and turfs at a fixed depth be-
low the surface. E. H. Knight.
land-pike (land'pik), M. An American nrodele
batrachian, as a menopome, hellbender, or axo-
lotl; one of the creatures commonly described
as "fish with legs." See cut under hellbender.

land-pilot (land'pi^lot), n. A guide in a jour-

ney Dy land. [EareV]

To And out that, good shepherd, I suppose.
In such a scant allowance of st^-Ught^
Would overtask the best land-pHore art.

MOton, Comus, L 309.

land-pirate (land'pi^'rat), n. 1. A highway
robber.— 2. One of a class of men in seaports
who live by cheating or robbing sailors.

land-plaster (land'plaB'''ter), n. Eoek-gypsum
ground to a powder for use as a fertilizer.

land-poor (land'pSr), a. Poor or in need of

readymoneywhUe owning or holding much un-
remunerative land; especially, poor becanse
of the taxes and other maintenance charges
against such land.

land-rail (land'ral), n. The eom-erake, Crex
pratensis: distinguished from water-raU.

land-rakerf, n. A vagabond; a landloper.

I am jomed with no foot land-rakers, no long-staff, six-

penny strikers. ShiOi., 1 Hen. IV., U. 1. 81.

landreeve (land'rev), n. A subordinate officer

on an estate who acts as an assistant to the
land-steward.
land-rent (land'rent), n. Payment for the use
of land.

land-roll (land'rol), n. In agri., a heavy roUer
used for crushing clods andrendering the earth
friable and smooth; a clod-crusher.
Landry's paralysis. See paralysis.
landscape (land'skap), ». [An alteredform of

the earlier landskip (rarely lantschip, after the
D. form; no ME. form *landship appears); AS.
landseipe, also Umdsceap (= OS. landshmi = D.
landschap = MMJ. lantschop = OHG. kmtscaf.
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Untscaft, MHU. lantschaft.d. landsehaft=leel.
kindskapr, landsskapr = Sw. landskap = Dan.
latidskab, a region, district, aprovinee, in D. also
landscape, whence the mod. E. sense andform),
< land, land, + nscjpe = E. -ship : see landi- and
ns/wp. The change was appar.due to artistic as-
sociations with Holland in the 17th century.]
1

.
A view or prospect of rural scenery, more or

less extensive, such as is comprehended within
the scope or range of vision from a single point
of view. See also landskip.

Now lades the glimmering landieape on the sight.

Bray, Elegy.

2. A picture representing a view or prospect -- ^^ so- ^^^u. . .

of rural or natural inland scenery as it appears agricul'iral King Onund. „ ,

mthin the range of vision from a single point land-slip (land'slip), n. Same as land-slide.

t^Z^A'^±r'^.^'3l'^r^'jj-l^f meBomegreat;,n*^*,t,eebytree,

mountain-side. The less destructive land-slides occur
when gravel, sand, and other detrital material resting on a
slope become so permeated with water that they can no
longer resist the action of gravity. The more destructive
land-slides are generally due to the slipping of a part of the
solid rock of the mountain, in consequence of the soften-
ing of some more permeable layer in a mass of which the
strata have a suitable inclination. Some such land-slides
have been appalling in their results : as, for instance, that
which took place at Plurs, north of Lake Como, in 1618,
by which many persons perished, and stately buildings
were buried to a depth of 100 feet or more. The falling
of part of the eminence oaJled Cape Diamond in Quebec in
1889 destroyed many buildings and many lives. The word
land-slip is occasionally used for land-slide, as also the term
rock-avalanehe. Also called earth-fall.

He will get^himseU . . . slain by a land-slide, like the
.Ein^raoii, Eng. Traits, iv.

tinguished especially from marine and archi-
tectural pictures and from portraits.— 3t A
compendious view or manifestation; an epi-
tome

;
a compend. (Compare quotation from

Bishop Hacket under landskip.)
That landscape of Iniquity, that sink of sin, and that

compendium of baseness, who now calls himseU our Pro-
tector.

Address sent by the Anabaptists to the King (1668), in Claren-
[don's Great Bebeflion, xv.

LandBCape-gardenlng, the art of laying out grounds
and arranging trees, shrubbery, borders, paths, fountains
etc., so as to produce picturesque effects.—Landscape
painter, a painter of landscapes or rural scenery. Land-

The country-side descended.
Tennyson, Amphion.

landsman (landz'man),«.; pi. landsmen {-men).
[= D. landsman = Gr. landsmann = Dan. lands-
mand = Sw. landsman; as land's, poss. of land,
+ man. Cf. landman.^ 1. A man of the same
land or country ; a fellow-countryman. [Rare.]

Standbyme, countmnan, . . . for the love of Scotland
and Saint Andrew 1 I am innocent— I am your own nar
tive landmum. Scott, Quentin Durward, vl.

3. One who lives on the land; one who has had
little or no experience of the sea.

acape-paintlng, the art of representing natural scenery ,?'''
, , -,...- .,,,..,

by painting. =Syn. 1. Prospect, Scene, etc. See vim, n.
"*"'* '^ " landsman beginning a sailor s life.

There is not so helpless and pitiable an object in the
vorld as a landsman beginning a sailor's life.

landscape (iand'skap);?;7£rpretandVp. tai^ ,

-«• ^- °«"»' ^'•' ^^""^ *« ^^'' » ^
scaped, -ppi. landscaping. [< landscape, re.] To land-snail (land'snal), n. Any snaU of the
represent or deUneate in landscape. [Rare.] J-^t^V Selicidai.

As weary traveller that climbs a hill.
Looks back, sits down, and oft, if hand have skill.
Landscapes the vale with pencil.

Holyday, Service of the World, Pref.

land-spout (land' spout), n. A heavy faU of
water occurring on land, generally during a
tornado or thunder-storm, and presenting the
appearance of a waterspout,

exhausted after a short drought, and after heavy rains
sometimes reach the surface and overflow. Hence the
name is occasionally applied to intermittent springs,
especially such as characterize the chalk districts of Eng-
land.

All the shallow surface springs, from ten to twenty feet
deep, are produced bywaterwhich has fallen on and passed
through this gravel down to the top of the London clay,
on the irregular surface of which it is held up. These
are called land-springs, and they constituted, formerly, a
principal source of supply to London.

Preetwich, The Water-bearing Strata of London, p.

landscape-mirror (land'skap-mir'''qr),». Inland-spring (land'spring), n. In England,
art, a mirror used to condense a lan&scape or water lying near the- surface, which can easily
view, and thus facilitate its presentation in fee reached by shallow wells. The wells become
perspective ; a Claude Lorrain glass.

—k-...*-.. ."- - ..--
^

.. ..^ — ^ -~- •- . -

landscapist (land'ska-pist), n. [< landscape -f-

4st.'] A landscape-painter.

The work of the landscapist is to convey a speedy im-
pression to the onlooker of some beautiful or truthful
natural scene. W. Sharp, D. G. Eossetti, p. 67.

land-scrip (land'skrip), n. Inthe United States,
negotiable paper issued by government, in pur-
suance of legislative donations, to individuals,
companies, or communities, in reward for pub-
lic services, or for the promotion of education land-steward (land'stii'''ard), n. A person who
or useful enterprises, entitling the holders to has the care of a landed estate,

the possession of specified quantities of public Landsthing (lans'ting), n. [Dan., < lam,ds, poss.
land; also, similar paper issued by corporate of te»«?, land, -KM»£r, parliament.] The upper
bodies holding such donations. house of the Danish Rigsdag or parliament, it

land-scurvy (land'sk6r"vi), n. See scurvy. consists of 66 members, of whom 12 are appointed for life

InTiiJ-Hliart rlonrl'oliar.lr'l « 1 A T.Qror.T. w>in by the orown, and the others are elected for 8 years, notlana-SnarJE aana sharu;, ». l
.
a person who afrectly, but by delegates in each of the 54 electoral dis-

subsists by cheating or robbmg sailors on shore; tricts,ohosen by those havingthe necessary property quaU-
a land-pirate. fication.

Can-t trust these Undaharks; theyll plunder even the landstraitt (land'strat), n. A narrow strip of
rings off a corpse's fingers. Kingsley, Two Years Ago, iv. land.

2. A land-grabber; one who seizes upon land landsturm (lant'storm), n. [G., a calling out

by force or chicanery. ?| ^^^ militia, a general call to arms, hence
' the force so summoned, < land, land, country, +

Sturm, storm, alarm, = B. storm.'] 1. In Ger-
many, Switzerland, etc., a general levy in time
of war.— 3. The force so called out, or subject
to call. In Germany it includes all malSs between the
ages of 17 and 45 who are capable of bearing arms and are
not already enrolled or serving in some branch of the army
or navy. It is divided into two classes : the first, organized
in 293 battalions, comprises all able-bodiedmen not already
in the army or navy up to the age of 39 ; the second class
includes all others up to the age of 45. In Austria the
landsturm consists of men who have passed the landwehr
and are bound to this service further for 10 years. Men
who have served as ofiiccrs ui the regular army or the land-
wehr are liable for service in the landsturm also up to the
age of 60. The landsturm of Switzerland comprises every
male citizen between the ages of 17 and 50 not otherwise

land-side (land'sid), n. The flat side of a plow, serving in the army. A landsturm is never expected to

which presses against the unplowed land.
gency

'™°*'^^' ^^ " "^^^ °° ""^y " "'^'^ °* «">«•-

landskip (land'skip), n. Same as landscape. Landtag (lant'taoh), n. [G., < land., land, coun-
[Obsolete or archaic] try, -*- tag, diet, day, = E. da^i.] In Germany,
In this Man's study I was much taken with the draught the legislature of a country ; a territorial diet

;

of a LandsUp on a piece of Paper, methoughts Masterly specifleaUv nno cf tlm r.orHoTy,oT,t= nt +>io
done. Sir^H. ro«o«. To Lord Bacon, Keliquia,, p. 300.

now,^S^eoiflcaUy,^on^^^^

Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, etc., and of some of
the_ crownlands of Austria-Hungary, as Mo-

There will be evasion of our [land] laws by native and
foreign land-sharks. The American, VIII. 68.

land-sbell (land'shel), n. A shell of a terres-

trial mollusk, as of any pulmonate gastropod.

landshut (land'shut), K. Aland-flood. Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
land-sick (land'sik), a. 1. Sick for sight of

the land.— 2. -Aifected by proximity to land,

as a ship; not moving freely from being too
near the land or just released from an anchor-
age.

A land-^k ship. . . . She knows the land is under the
lee^ sir, and she won't go any more to windward.

B. Melville, Typee, i.

Many a famous man and woman, town
And landsUp, have I heard of.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.
A tax assessed upon

Straight mine eye hath caught new pleasures,

Whilst the landskip round it measures.
Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 70.

ravia and Bohemia.
land-tax (land'taks), n.

landed property.

landsknecht (lants'knecht), n. See lansquenet, land-tie (land's), n. A tie-rod used to secure

land-slater (land' sla'-'tfer), ». A terrestrial a facing-wall to a bank.

isopod; a wood-louse or sowbug. A common land-tortoise (land't6r'''tis), n. A chelonian

land-slater is Oniseus asellus. of terrestrial habits ; a testudine. Also land-

land-slide (land'slid), ». A falling or sliding turtle.

down of a mass of soil, detritus, or rook on a land-turn (land'tfem), n. Naut, a land-breeze.
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land-turtle (land'tfer'-'tl), ». A land-tortoise

;

especially, in the United States, the common
box-turtle, Cistudo Carolina. See cut under
Cistudo.

land-urchin (land' er'''chin), n. A popular name
of the hedgehog : as if opposed to sea-urchin.

land-'vinet (land'vin), ». A native vine. Baret.
land-waiter (land'wa''''ter), n. Same as coast-
waiter.

Give a guinea to a knavish land-waiter, and he shall
connive at the merchant for cheating the queen of a hun-
<lred. Swift, Examiner.

landward, landwards (land 'ward, -wardz),
atto. [= D. landwaarts= MLG. idndwert, hnde-
werdes, lamdwert = G. landwdrts = Dan. land-
verts; as land^ + -ward, -wards.] Toward the
land.

landward (land'ward), a. [< landward, adv.]
1. Lying toward the land, toward the interior,
or away from the sea-coast.

Brown strengthened with sand-bags and earthworks the
weak landward bastion of the fort.

if. A. Mev., CiXVL 80.

3. Situated in, forming part of, or character-
istic of the country, as opposed to the town

;

rural. [Scotch.]

I am wearied wi Mysie's pastry and nonsense—Ye ken
landward dainties aye pleased me best, Marion— and
landward lasses too. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xiL

landwards, adv. See landward.
land-warrant (land' wor'ant), n. In the United
States, a transferable government certificate
entitling its holder to the possession of a speci-
fied quantity of public land.
land-wash (land'wosh), n. The Une of high
tide along a beach or shore; also, the drift
which collects there.

The kegs of kerosene oil . . . were also picked up in
the land-wash on the western side of Baccalen island.

Philadelphia Evening Telegraph, XXVII.

landwehr (lant'var), n. [G. (MHG. lantwer=
MLG. lantwere — D. landweer = OFries. land-
were; cf. equiv. Icel. landvorn = Sw. landtvdrn
— Dan. landevoern), < land, = E. land^, country,
+ wehr, defense, < wehren, defend, = AS. weri-
o», defend: see warel.] In Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, etc., that part of the organized
national forces of which continuous service is

not required except in time of war. The land-
wehr corresponds indirectly to the mUitia of Great Britain
and the United States. In Germany it consists of men
who have served in both the regular army and the re-
serves. It possesses a complete mUitary organization,
but is not called out In time of peace, unless at intervals
lor practice. In time of war or other national danger
the landwehr is summoned in two levies : first, those
from 26 to 32 years old, who take the place of the reserves

;

second, those from 32 to 39, who are assigned to garrison
duty. The time of service in the landwehr is fixed at 5
years in the first levy (3 years lor artillery and cavalry),
and until the age of 39 in the second levy. The landwelir
of Austria comprises those who have served 3 years with
the colors and 7 in the reserve, the time of service in the
landwehr being fixed at 2 years. The Swiss landwehr
comprises all men capable of bearing arms from the ago
of 32 to 44. The term landwehr is often applied to bodies
of militia similarly constituted in other countries: as, the
Bulgarian or Servian landviehr.

land-wind (land'wind), n. Awindblowingfrom
the land.

Three days or more seaward he bore,
Then, alas 1 the land-wind failed.

Longfellow, Sir Humphrey Gilbert.

landworker (land'w^r^kSr), ». One who tills

the ground; a farmer or farm-laborer.

Only the tradesworkers and the landworkers are special-
ly considered. P. B. Stoddard, Andover B.ev., VIII. 154.

lanel (Ian); n. [< MB. lane, lone, < AS. lane =
OPries. lana, lona. East Pries, lone. North Fries.
lana, lona, a lane, = MD. laen, D. laan, a lane,
alley, avenue ; cf. Icel. Ion (pi. lanar,mod. lanir)

,

a small oblong hayrick, mod. a row of houses.]
1. A narrow way or passage; a path or pas-
sageway between inclosing lines, as of build-
ings, hedges, fences, trees, or persons ; an ex-
tended alley.

And whan thei wende haue ben in the streight lane,
thei wente oute of her weye, for thei fonde on the liite

side an olde wey that was moche and grene.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 361.

He [Chatham] was then led into the house, ... all the
lords standing up out of respect; and making a lane for
him to pass to the earls' bench.

Belsham, Hist. Eng., 71. 350.

The leafy lanes behind the down.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. A narrow and well-deflned track; a fised or
defined line of passage, as a navigable opening
between fields of ice, a fixed course at sea, etc.

How he bestirr'd him ! what a lane he made.
And through their fiery bullets thrust securely.

Fletcher (and Maseingerl), Lovers' Progress, L a,
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From the illamined hall
LoDg lanes of splendour slanted o'er a press
Of snowy shoulders. Tennyson, Princess, It.

We were . . . driven to shore, and anchored behind
some enormous floebergs, where we very patientlywatched
a large lane of open water, which slowly made from the
south after the flowing tide set in.

A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 103.

3. The throat: more usually called the red
lane. [Vulgar.]

il. Mumb. And sweete malte maketh ioly good ale for the
nones

;

Tib Talk. Whiche wHl slide downe the lane without any
bones. UdaU, Hoister Doister, L 3.

butter'd egg, best eaten with a spoon,
1 bid your yelk glide down my throat's red lane.

Colmar, Poetical Vagaries, p. 76.

A blind lane, a lane not open at both ends ; a cul-de-sac.

Lurking in hemes and in lanes ilynde.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 105.

Ocean lane, a fixed route or course of navigation pursued
by a vessel or a line of vessels in crossing the ocean, etc.

:

as, the ocean lane of the Cunard steamers. See Zone-route.

lane^ (lan), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form of kme},
for alone—My, thy, Ms (or him) lane, myself, thyself,
himself alone ; our, your, their lanes or lane, ourselves,
yourselves, themselves alone. These usages arose by cor-
ruption from the older expressions me lane, him lane,
[Scotch.]

I was walking by Tny lane,
Atween a water and a wa.

The Wee Wee Man (Child's Ballads, 1. 126).

lane^t, n. A Middle En^Ush form of loari^.

lanely (lan'li), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of lonely.

lanert, n. An obsolete form of Umner.
laneret, »• Same as lanyard.

laneret, n. See lanneret.

lane-route (lan'rot), n. A route laid out for
ocean steamers, confined within narrow Umits

;

specifically, a double route or course laid out
across the North Atlantic ocean, from about
Nantucket shoals to the entrance of the Eng-
lish channel. The northern track is used for west-
ward-bound steamers and the southern one for steamers
bound to the eastward. These routes follow approxi-
mately a greaf^circle course, and were first suggested, in
order to cUminlBh the risk of collisions, by Lieutenant M.
F. Maury, tJ. S.N., In 1866. Also called ocean lane or oceatk-

lane route.

lang (lang), a., adv., and v. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of long^.—To think lang, to become weary, es-

pecially in waiting.

He said, Think na lang, lassie, tho* I gang awa'.
Qearge Balket (?), Logie o' Buchan.

langaha (lan-ga'ha), n. p^alagasy.] A Mada-
gascar wood-snake, having the snout elongated
by a flexible acute appendage, as the cock's-

Codc's-comb Langaba (^Xiphorhynchus langaha').

comb langaha, Xiphorhynchus (or Dryophis)
langaha, of the family DryopMdce. The snake
is less man 3 feet long, the flat scaly probos-

cis about half an inch.

langbanite (lang 'ban -it), n. [< Ldmghan, in

Sweden, -t- -ite^.] a mineral occurring in hex-

agonal prisms of an iron-black color and metal-

lic luster. It contains sUiea and the oxids of

antimony, manganese, and iron.

langel (lang'gl), v. t. [< ME. langelen, *lanye-

len, < lanyel, a hopple : see lanyel.'] If. To bind
together.

Langdynoibjjndto-geier, [L.]colligo(var. compedio].
Prompt. Pan., p. 286.

Specifically— 2. To hobble (a horse). [Prov.

Eng.]
langet^ (lang'get), n. [Formerly also langot;

< ME. langett, < OF. languette, dim. of langue,

tongue : see language. Cf. languet, a later form
of the same word.] It. A strap; thong; latchet
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(of a shoe). Towneley Mysteries, p. 26.-2. A
chain for hobbling a horse. BalliweU. [Prov.

Eng.]
langet^ (lang'get), n. [D., thread lace; < OF.
languette, dim. of langue, tongue: see langet^.'\

A lace used in the modem costume of the women
of Holland, it is stiffly starched in the head-dresses

of which it forms part, and is sufficiently stout to bear

washing and Ironing.

langite (lang'it), n. [Named after Prof, yictor

von Zang, a, physicist of Vienna.] A basic sul-

phate of copper occurring in blue earthy crusts,

less often in crystals, found in Cornwall, Eng-
land.

lang-kale (lang'kal), n. [= Dan. langJcaal.']

Coleworts not out or chopped. [Scotch.]

And there will be langkail and pottage.

And bannocks of barley meal.
Bitson's Scottish Songs, I. 208.

langle (lang'gl), v. i.; pret. and pp. langled, ppr.

langling. [Prob. a var. of linger, formerly len-

ger.'] To saunter slowly. BalliweU. [Prov.

Eng.]
langoont, »• [Origin not ascertained.] A Mnd
of wine. Praise of Yorkshire Ale (1697), p. 3.

{Malliwell.)

Suspition then I washt away
With old langoon and cleansing whey.

GaUarOry a la Mode, p. 16. (Nares.)

langotf (lang'got), n. Same as langett. Bailey,

1781.

langourt, n. and V. An old form of languor.

langraget, "• Same as lamgrel.

langrelt, «. [Also langrage, langridge; origin

obscure.] A particular Mnd of projectile for-

merly used at sea for tearing sails and rigging,

and thus disabling an enemy's ship. It con-
sisted of bolts, nails, and other pieces of iron
fastened together.

langrett, n. [Origin obscure.] A die so loaded
that certain numbers come up more readily and
more frequently than others.

His la/ngrets, with his hie men and his low.

Are ready what his pleasure is to throw.
Rowlands, !^imors Ordinarie. (HaUiweU.)

First you must know a hmgret, which is ... a well fa-

voured die, and seemeth good and square, yet it is forged
longer upon the cater and trea than any other way, and
therefore it is called a langret.

Art ofJvggling (1612), C i. (Nares.)

langridget, »• Same as langrel.

langsat (lang'sat), n. See lansa.

Langsdorffia (langz-d6r 'fi-a), n. [NL. (Mar-
tius, 1829), named after G. fl. von Langsdorff,
who traveled in South America and encouraged
scientific research in Brazil.] A genus ofmono-
chlamydeous plants belonging to the natural
OlderBalanophorece, andtype of the tnbeLangs-
dorj^CB. It has dioecious or monoecious flowers, the
perianth in the male flowers with 3 valvate lobes, the
female flowers grown together below. These planls are
thick, yellow, waxy herbs with purplish scales and flowers.
The only species, X. hypogcea, is a native of tropical South
America.

Langsdorffieae (langz-d6r-fi'e-e), n. pi. [Nil.
(Schott and Endlicher, 1832),' < Langsdorffia +
-eee.'] A tribe of plants of the order Balanopho-
rem, consisting of the two genera Langsdorffia
and Thonningia, characterized by dioecious or
monoecious flowers, in which the perianth of
the male, flowers is 3-lobed or consists of 2
or 3 scales, and that of the female flowers is

tubular. The anthers are 2-celled, and the ovaiy is

1-oelled. They are natives of tropical America and tropi-
cal Africa.

lang-settle (lang'set'l), n. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of long-settle. See settle.

langshan (lang'shan), n. [Chin.] A breed of
the domestic hen, of Chinese origin, it is of
the Asiatic type, of nniform glossy-black plumage, and of
about the weight of the cochin, but taller, less heavily
feathered on the shanks, and with white instead of yellow
skin. It is a much more prolific layer than the cochin,
the eggs being brown,and its flesh is excellent forthe table.

langspiel (lang'spel), n. [< Norw. langspel, a
harp of a long and narrow form, < lang, = E.
long^,+ spel,a, musical instrument, music,play

:

see speXP.'] A Mnd of harp used in the Shet-
land Islands.

A knocking at the door of the mansion, with the sound
of the Gue and the Langspid, announced by their tinkling
chime the arrival of fresh revellers. Scott, Pirate, xv.

langsyne (lang'sin'), n. [Se. Ung = E. long;
Se. syne = E. since.'] Time long past; the days
of long ago. See syne.

langsyner (lang'si'n^r), n. [< langsyne + -eri.]

A person who lived long ago. [Scotch.]
langteraloot, n. Same as lanterloo.

language! (lang'gwaj), n. [The a is a modem
insertion (orig. not pronounced), afterF . langue,
L. lingua; < ME. langage, < OP. langage, F. lan-

language

gage = Pr. lenguatge, lengatge, lengage = Sp.

lenguaje = Pg. linguage, linguagem= It. linguag-

gio, < ML. as if "lingmticum, language (the ree.

L. and ML. word being lingua), < L. lingua (> ft.

lingua = Sp. lengua = Pg. lingoa, lingua = P.

langue), the tongue, a tongue, language, = E.

tongue: see tongue.) 1. The whole body of ut-

tered signs employed and understood by a given
community as expression of its thoughts; the

aggregate of words, and of methods of theircom-
bination into sentences, used in a community
for communication and record and for carrying

on the processes of thought: as, the English Zan-

guage; the Greek language. The languages of the

world, each of them unintelligible to the speakers of any

other, are very numerous, rather exceeding than falling

short of a thousand. Of these, each individual (without

reference to his race) acquires for his first language or

"mother-tongue" that one which he hears used by those

about him in childhood, as he may later learn some other,

even to the substitution of it for his "mother-tongue"
and oblivion of the latter. Many languages are related

with one another— that is, there is such correspondence

in their words and forms as shows them to have descend-

ed from a common ancestor, or to have reached their

present form by gradual divergent alteration of the same
original language, since, by the action of its speakers,

every living language is undergoing constant change. A
body of languages thus related is called &JamMy or limk;

and the classification of all human tongues into famiUes

is one of the most important results of the study of lan-

guage. Families then are divided into subordinate divi-

sions called groups, branches, subbrarwhes, or the like. Ex-
amples of families are the Aryan or Indo-European, the

Semitic, and so on. (See the various names.) With refer-

ence to their relationship to a larger class, languages are

also called dialects: thus, Yorkshire and Scotch are dia-

lects of English ; English and Dnfoh are Low-German Ma-
lects; German, Slavonic, Celtic, ete., are Aryan dialeets.

(See ditdect.) Languages differ not only in material, but
also in regard to structure, or the apparatus of forms,

connections, auxiliaries, etc., by which the modifications

and relations of ideas are expressed. Some are more syn-

thetic, some more analytic ; some are isolating, or desti-

tute of formal distinctions, whether of parts of speech
or of inflections ; some are agglutinative, or have words
made up of parts rather loosely joined together; some
have their words, or part of them, more completely inte-

grated, to the complete disguise of their original constit-

nents, and even, in greater or less part, the substitution

of an internal change (as in sing, sang, sung, song) for an
external (as in loDe, loved, lomng, lover). ITiis character-

istic is called inflective, and is seen in highest degree in

two of the families (Aryan and Semitic) mentioned above.

(See agglutinate.) Languages are usually designated by
an adjective formed (in -wAi, -an, -ese, -ic, 4nel, etc., or
without any termination) from the name of the country or

people (such adjective used alone, as a noun, being the
particular name of the language), as English, Spanish,

Scottish, Scotch, Dutch, Welsh, French, Italian, Mvsslan,
Chinese, Siamese, Gaelic, Araldc, Latin, Greek, eto.; but the
name is often of other origin or formation, as Sanskrit,

Prakrit.

In that lond of Caldee, thei han here propre Langaga,
and here propre Lettres. MandevQle, levels, p. 153.

After a speach is fuUy fashioned to the common vnder-
standing, & accepted by consent of a whole countrey &
nation, it is called a language.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 120.

2. Power of expressionby utterance; the capa-
cities and impulses that lead to the production
and use of languages ; uttered expression ; hu-
man speech considered as a whole : as, language
is the peculiar possession of man.

You taught me language; and my profit on 't

Is, I know how to curse. Shak., Tempest^ L 2. 863.

The ends of la-nguage in our discourse with others be-

ing chiefly these three : First, to make known one man's
thoughts or ideas to another ; secondly, to do it with as
much ease and qnickness as is possible ; and thirdly, there-

by to convey theknowledge of things. Language is either

abused or deficient, when it fails in any of these three.

Loeke, Human Understanding, IIL x. 23.

3. The words or expressions appropriate to or

especially employed in any branch of know-
ledge or particular condition of life : as, the
language of chemistry; the language of common
life.— 4. The manner of expression, either by
speech or writing; style.

With good ensaumple and faire langage
His fadir taugt him weel and fajre.

Babees Book (E. B. T. S.X p. 48-

Their language simple, as their manners meek.
No shining ornaments have they to seek.

Corwper, Hope, L 764.

Hence— 5. The inarticulate sounds by which
irrational animals express their feelings and
wants : as, the language of birds.

Choughs' language, gabble enough, and good enough.
Shak., All's Well, iv. 1. 22.

6. The expression of thought in any way, ar-

ticulate or inarticulate, conventional or uncon-
ventional: as, the language of signs; the lan-

guage ot the eyes; the language of flowers.

Fie, fie upon her

!

There's language in her eye, her cheek, her Up

;

Kay, her foot speaks. Shak., T. and C, iv. 6. 55.

To him who in the love of Nature holds
Communion with her visible forms, she qieaks
A various language. Bryant, Thanatopsis.



language
The word language, In Its most limited application, is

restricted to human articulate speech ; but in its meta-
phorical use it embraces everymode ot communication by
which facts can be made known, sentiments or passions
expressed, or emotions excited.

O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. lang., ii.

7t. A people or race, as distinguished by its
speech ; a tribe.

AH the people, the nations, and the languages, fell down
and worshipped the golden image. Dan. iii. 7.

Ten men . . . out of all languages of the nations . . .

shall take hold of the skirt of him that is a Jew.
Zech. viii. 23.

Dead language, a language which is no longer spoken
or in vernacular use by a people as the traditional and
native means of expression. Some dead languages have
disappeared, leaving no representatives, as the Etruscan
and Egyptian; others have been succeeded by tongues
descended from them and more or less resembling them,
as Latin and Anglo-Saxon ; some, by an artificial process
of instruction, are still learned and used for writing and
speaking, like Latin, Sanskrit, and Hebrew.

The languages, especially the dead.
The sciences, and all the most abstruse.

Byron, Don Juan, i. 40.

FlaBb language. See^ft5._ King's langnaget. See
Hng^.—ha,w language. See lawi.—IAYiok language,
a language still spoken or in vernacular useby a people.

Now tlie Coptic is no more a living language, nor is it

understood by any, except that some of the priests under-
stand a little of their liturgy, tlio' many of them cannot so
much as read it, but get their long offices by rote.

Pocoelce, Description of the East, I. 245.

Tbe bow-wow and pooh-pooh theories of language,
nicknames applied to the theories which recognize, re-
spectively, imitations of natural cries and interjections
as the first beginnings of language. =Syn. 1. Language,
JHalect, Idiom, Diction, Vocaioulary; tongue. The first

five words are arranged in a descending scale. In com-
mon use it is taken for granted that the dialects under
one language are enough alike to be reasonably well un-
derstood by all who are of that language, while different
languages are so unlike that special study is needed to
enable' one to understand a language that is not his own

;

but this is not an essential difference. Idiom, literally a
personal peculiarity, is in this connection a form of a lan-

fuage somewhat less marked than a dialect: as, the New
Ingland idiom. Diction is often used for the set of words

or mcabidary belonging to a person or class, making him
or it differ in speech from others ; but both this and idiom
are otten expveaaed hy dialect. (See diction.) Vocabulary
means the total ot the words used by a person, class, etc.,

considered as a list or number of different words : as, he
has a large vocabulary. In this respect it differs from an-
other meaning of idiom— that is, any peculiar combina-
tion of words used by a person, community, nation, etc.

Every class [in the community], however constituted,
has its dialectic differences ; . . . each trade, calling, pro-
fession, department of study, has its technical vocabulary.
. . . The highly cultivated have a diction which is not in

all its parts at the command of the vulgar. . . . We must
notice . . . the laeamxigoi the terrtia language and dialect

in their relation to one another. They are only two names
for the same thing, as looked at from different points of

view. Any body of expressions used by a community, how-
ever limited and humble, for the purpose of communica-
tion and as the instrument of tbouglit, is a language. . . .

On the other hand, there is no tongue in the world to

which we should not with perfect freedom and perfect
propriety apply the name of dialect when considering it

as one of a body of related forms of speech.
Whitney, Life and Growth ot Lang., pp. 155, 176-8.

language^ (lang'gwaj), v. t.; pret. and pp. lan-

guaged, ppr. languaging. [< language^, «.] To
express in language. [Rare.]

A new dispute there lately rose

Betwixt the Greeks and latins, whose
Temples should be bound with glory

In best languaging this story.
Lovelace, Lucasta, i.

It is very likely that Daniel had only the thinking and
languaging parts ot a poet's outfit, without the higher

creative gift. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 139.

language^ (lang'gwaj), n. [A corruption, simu-

lating language^ oi languid^, itself appar. a

corruption of languet: see languet.'] Inorgan-

huilding, the horizontal shelf or partition of

wood or metal opposite and below the mouth
of a flue-pipe, by which the wind is obliged to

pass through a narrow slit between it and the

lower lip and to impinge upon the edge of the

upper lip. The front edge of the language is

usually serrated. See we. Also oa.ll6ila.nguid.

languaged (lang'gwajd), a. [< language^ +
-eS.;\ 1. Provided with a language ; having or

speaking a language or languages.

Seek Atrides on the Spartan shore.

He, wandering long, a wider circle made.

And many-languafd nations has survey d.

Pope, Odyssey, lu.

2. Skilled in language, or learned in several

languages ; instructed in languages.

To here this apell was commaunded a clerke, well Ian-

gaged to do such a besynesse.
Bemers, tr. ot Froissart's Chron., I. ccxlm.

I marvell your noblemen of England doe not desire to be

better languaged in the lorraine languages. . „ „„,
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 227.

The only languag'd men in all the world

!

B. Jonson, Volpone, IL J.
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languageleSB (lang'gwaj-les), a. [< language^
+ -less.'] Lacking speech or language; dumb.
He is grown a very land-fish, languageless, a monster.

Shak., T. and C, iii. 3. 264.

language-master (lang ' gwaj -mhe " t6r), n. A
teacher of languages.
languagert (lang'gwaj-6r), n. [< language^ +
-eri.] A linguist. Thynne. (BalUwell.)

langued (langd), a. [< P. langue, tongue, -I- E.
-ecP.] In her., having a tongue; furnished
with a tongue : said of a beast used as a bear-
ing only when the tongue is of a different tinc-

ture from the rest : as, a lion or langued gules.

langue d'oc (F. pron. longg dok). [OF. : langne

(< L. lingua), tongue ; de, of ; Pr. oc, yes, < L. hoc,

this.] A Eomanoe dialect spoken in France
south of the Loire in the middle ages, it was so

called from its using the affirmative oe, in distinction from
the dialect spoken in the north ot France, which was called

langue d'oui or langue d'(M, the language using the affirma-

tive tmi or (M. The langue Woe was the language ot the
troubadours, and is sometimes taken as synonympus with
ProoenffflZ, which is one of its principal branches. The
name was given to one ot tlie old provinces of France in
which it was spolcen, Languedoc.

Languedoc (lang'gwf-dok'), «. [So named
from Languedoc, in southern France.] A name
sometimes given to wines produced in the old

province of Languedoc in the south of France,
from the Ehone to Toulouse, including the mus-
cat wines of Frontignan and Lnnel.
Languedocian (lang-gwf-do'shan), a. and n.

[< F. langiiedocien; as Languedoc + -ian.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to Languedoc, an old pro-

vince of southern France, partly iDordered by
the Mediterranean, now divided into several
departments.

II. OT. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Lan-
guedoc.— 2. The dialect of the langue d'oc still

spoken in the old province of Languedoc and
the neighboring region. Itisthe nearestliving rep-
resentative ot the language of tlie troubadours, and has
considerable literature.

langue d'oui (F. pron. longg dwe), [Also langue
d?oU: OF. langue, tongue; de,oi; oui, oil, yes,-

< L. hoc illud, this (is) that, i. e. that's so, yes.

See langue d'oc] A Eomance dialect spoken
in the north of Prance in the middle ages ; old

French. It was the language of the trouvSres,
and is the immediate parent of modem French.
Compare langue d'oc.

lauguescent (lang-gwes'ent), a. [< L. lan-

guescen{t-)s, ppr. of languescere, freq. of lan-

guere, be weak: see languish.] Growing lan-

guid or tired. [Bare.]

The languesoent mercenary Fifteen Thousand laid down
their tools. Carlyle, French Eev., II. i. 11.

languesset, languisset, " Middle Englishforms
of languish. Chaucer.

languet (lang'get), n. [< F, languette (= Pg. lin-

gueta), a little tongue, dim. of langue, < L. lin-

gua, tongue : see lingual, language. Cf . langefi.]

Something in the shape of a little tongue.
[Obsolete except in technical use.]

A little languet of land like a tongue thrust out. . . ,

On this languet I saw standing . . . Yarmouth.
Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 476.

Specifically— (a) A thin slip or tongue of metal placed to

preserve the necessary space between the two blades of a
comb-cutters' saw, the strip being of the thickness of the
teeth required in the comb. Also called languid. E. H.
Knight, (b) On a sword-hiltj a small hinged piece ot metal
which turns down over the scabbard. Also called linguet.

(c) In music, same as languette, 2. (d) In zobl., one of the
series of little tongue-like or tentaculiform processes on
a longitudinal ridge along the middle line of the pharyn-
geal cavity or branchial sac ot an ascidian. (e) In enimn.,
same as languette, 3 (a).

languette (lang-gef), n. [< F. languette, little

tongue : see languet,] 1. A kind of hood form-
ing a part of a woman's costume in the seven-
teenth century.— 2. In music: (a) The tongue
of a reed of a harmonium or reed-organ. (V)

A key of a wind-instrument. See hey^, 4 (a).

Also languet.—3. In zool. : (a) Part of an in-

sect's lower lip; the tonguelet or ligula. See
ligula. Latreille. A\aolanguet. (6) Thebyssus-
organ of a moUusk.
languid^ (lang'gwid), a. [= F. languide = Sp.

Idnguido = Pg. It. languido, < L. languidus,

faint, listless, < languere, be faint or listless : see

languish.] 1 . Drooping or flagging from weak-
ness, fatigue, or lack of energy; indisposed to

exertion; sluggish; relaxed: as, ta«g'«i(J move-
ments ; languid breathing.

With mincing step, small voice, and languid eye.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 46.

Now happy he whose toil

Has o'er his languM powerless limbs diifus'd

A pleasing lassitude.

Armstrong, Art of Preserving Health, iii.

langulshment

Hence, in general— 3. Heavy; duU; drag-
ging; wanting spirit or animation; listless;

apathetic.
I'll hasten to my troops.

And fire their languid souls with Cato's virtue.
Addison, Cato, L 5.

All round the coast the languid air did swoon.
Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

Many clergymen were languid in those days, and did not
too curiously inquire into the reasons which gave them
such small congregations in countiy parishes.

Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's lovers, xxxi.

=S3T1. 1. Faint, weary, exhausted.— 2. Supine, spiritless,
torpid, slow.

languid^ (lang'gwid), n. [Appar. a corruption
ot languet.] 1. Same as languet (a).— 2. In
organ-building, same as language^.
languidly (lang'gwid-li), adv. In a languid
manner; feebly; sluggishly; listlessly; without
spirit or animation.
languidness (lang'gwid-nes), n. The state or
quality of being languid; listlessness ; dull-

ness; sluggishness; inertness.

languish (lang'gwish), v. [< ME. languishen,

languissen, langwissen, languessen, < OP. (and
P.) langviss-, stem of certain parts of languir
(= Pr. languir = It. languire), be listless, < L.
languescere, begin to be weak, become weak or
languid, < tomfiTMere," be faint, be weak; cf. Gr.
Xa-yy&l^eLv, slacken, loiter, < ^ayapdg, slack : per-
haps akin to E. lag^ and tecfcl.] I. intrans. 1.

To become weak or spiritless ; become listless

or sad; lose strength or animation; pine: as,

to languish in solitude.

Ladys languessande and lowrande to schewe

;

Alle was buskede in blake, birdes and othire.

That schewede at the sepulture, with sylande teris.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 4339.

She that hath borne seven languisheth. Jer. xv. 9.

She might have languished many years before our eyes
in a continual increase of pain, and totally helpless.

Gray, Letters, I. 208.

2. To droop, wither, or fade, as a plant, from
heat, drought, neglect, or other unfavorable
conditions.

For the fields of Heshbon languish. Is. xvi. 8.

3. To grow feeble or dull; lose activity and
vigor ; dwindle ; fall off : as, the war languished
for lack of supplies; manufactures languished.

The sacred Faith of Abram languisht not
In idleness, but alwaies waakt and wrought.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Vocation.

This great enterprise, aswe know, languished under the
colonial government. Sverett, Orations, II. 61.

4. To act languidly
;
present or assume a lan-

guid appearance or expression, especially as an
indication of tender or enervating emotion.

Languid Love,
Leaning his cheek upon his hand,
Droops both his wings, regarding thee.

And BO would languish evermore.
Tennyson, Eleanore.

When a visitor comes in, she smiles and languishes,

you'd tliink that butter wouldn't melt in her mouth.
Thackeray, Fendennis, Ixi.

=Syn. 1. To decline, taint, fail.

II. trans. To cause to droop or fail. [Rare.]

That he might satisfy or languish that burning flame.
Flario, tr. of Montaigne (1613), p. 495.

languisht (lang'gwish), n. [< languish, v.] The
act of declining, drooping, or pining ; a languid
posture or appearance ; languishment.

One desperate grief cures with another's lanov^h.
Shak., B. and J., L 2. 49.

languisher (lang'gwish-er), n. [< languish +
-eri.] One who languishes, droops, or pines.

[Bare.]
Yes, good father.

Mingle the potion so that it may kill me
Just at the instant this poor languisher
Heaves his last sigh. Mason, Caractacus.

languishing (lang'gwish-ing), p. a. Expressive
of languor ; indicating tender, sentimental emo-
tion: as, a languishing look or sigh.

languishingly (lang'gwish-ing-li), adv. In a
languishing or drooping manner ; with lassitude

or tender longing; so as to cause languor.

languishment (lang ' gwish-ment), n. [= P.

languissement; as languish + -ment.] 1. The
state of languishing, or of pining or drooping.

Yet it is comfort in great languishment
To be bemoned with compassion kinde.

Spenser, Euines of Time, L 169.

A speedier course than lingering languishment
Must we pursue. Shak., Tit. And., ii. 1. 110.

2. A languid appearance or expression; hence,
softness of look or mien; tender yieldingnesa

or compliance.

What zeal, what languishment, what ecstasies.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, U. 191.



langnlshness

languishnesst, »• [Irreg. < languish, «. ,+ -n«ssO
Languidness ; languor.

LangwCihnes should be anoided.
Vives, Instruction ol a Christian Woman, v.

languor (lajig'gor or lang'gwor), n. [Now writ-
ten (and sometimes pronoimced) as the L.; for-
merly langour, langor, < ME. langour, langure, <
AF. langour, < OF. langueur, F. langueur = Pr.
Sp. languor, langor= Pg. languor = It. languore,
< L. languor, faintness, languor, < languere, be
faint, languisli: see languish.'] 1. Faintness
or feebleness of body ; oppression from fatigue,
disease, trouble, or other cause; languidness;
dullness; heaviness.

I felt a languor stealing on

;

The active arm, the agile hand were gone.
Crabbe, Works, VII. 44.

2t. Sickness; illness; suffering; sorrow.
That suche a BOigeyn setthen yseye was ther neuere.
He nou so faithfol fysician ; for, aUe that hym bysouhte,
He lechede hem of here lav^oure, lazars and Wynde bothe.

Piers Plowman (C), xix. 142.

In the dust I write
My heart's deep languor and my soul's sad tears.

Shak., Tit. And., iil. 1. 13.

3. Inertness in general; sluggishness; listless-
ness ; lassitude ; oppressive or soothing quie-
tude ; sleepy content.

A sullen lajiguor still the skies opprest.
And held th unwilling ship in strong arrest.

Falconer, Shipwreck, i.

4. In vegetable pafhol., a condition of plants in
which, from unwholesome nourishment, bad
drainage, ungenial subsoil, or other bad con-
ditions, they fall into a state of premature de-
crepitude. =syn. 1. Weakness, faintness, weariness, de-
bility.

languort, v. i. [ME. languoren, languren, lan-
guish; < languor, n.] To languish; suffer.

And praied oure lorde that he wolde sonde hym liastely
the deth, ffor lever he hadde for to be deed than languor
in soche manor. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iil. 540.

Now wol I speke of woful Damian,
That langureth [var. langwisseth] for love, as ye shul here.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 623.

languorous (lang'ggr-us or lang'gwor-us), a.

[< languor+ -ous.] 1. Affected bylanguor; ex-
hibiting languor ; languid.—2. Dull; tedious;
wearisome ; inducing languor.

Whom late I left in languoroue constraynt.
Spenser, F. Q., IL L 9.

A medicine in themselves
To wile the length from languorous hours, and draw
The sting from pain. Tennyson, Princess, viL

3. Suggestive of languor; seductive: as, lan-

guorous eyes.

Warm breath, light whisper, tender semi-tone,
Bright eyes, accomplish'd shape, and lan^rous waist.

Keats, Posthumous Poems, Sonnet xvliL

languret, n. and V. An obsolete form of languor.

Languria (lang-gii'ri-a), n. [Nil. (LatreiUe,

1802), < L. languria, a kind of lizard; or per-

haps < L. langurium, a kind of amber.] The typ-
ical genus of Languriinm, characterized by the
shortness of the antennsB. its species are of ele-

gant form and mostly of metallic coloration, and occur in
all parts of the world excepting Europe. One common
in North America is L, mozardi, whose larvae live in the
stems of clover and timothy.

Languriinae (lang-gu-ri-i'ne),m. j)Z. [NL., <

Languria + -dnm.J A subfamily of Erotylido!

including the genus Languria. They are bee-
tles of long narrow form, with dilated tarsi and
the antennal knob five-jointed.

Laniadss, Lanianee (la-ni'a-de, la-ni-a'ne), n.

pi. See Laniidm, Laniince.

laniard, n. See lanyard.

laniarilonn (la-ni-ar'i-fdrm), a. [< laniary,

q. v.,+ li.forma, form.] Shaped like the lania-

ries or canine teeth of the Carnivora; laniary.

if. Owen.
LaniariUS (la-ni-a'ri-us), n. [NL., < L. lania-

rius, pertaining to a butcher: see laniary.] A
genus of party-colored malaconotine shrikes

peculiar to Africa. L. barbarus and L. cruentus

are typical species.

laniary (la'ni-a^ri), a. and n. [< L. laniarius,

pertaining to a butcher, neut. laniarium, a
butcher's stall, < lanius, a butcher, < laniare,

tear, rend: seelaniate.] I. a. Fitted for lacer-

ating or tearing flesh ; laniariform: specifically

applied to canine teeth when well developed.

n. n.
;
pi. laniaries (-riz). 1. A butcher's

stall; shambles. [Rare.]— 2. A canine tooth

when laniariform.

laniate (la'ni-at), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. laniated,

ppr. laniatin-g. [< L. laniatus, pp. of laniare,

tear, lacerate. Ct.lancinate.] To tearin pieces;

rend; lacerate. [Kare.]
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laniation (la-ni-a'shon), ». [< L. laniaUo{n-),

a tearing, < laniare, tear: see laniate.'^ A tear-

ing in pieces. Coles, 1717. [Bare.]

Lanidae, Laninse (lan'i-de, la-ni'ne), n.pl.

[NL.] See Laniidw, Laniince.

lanier^t, »• See lannier.

lanier^ (la'nifer), n. [F.: see lanner.] Same as

lanner.

laniferous {la-ni£'e-rus), a. [= F. lanif^e =
Sp. tenj/ero= Pg. It. lanifero, < L. lanifer, wool-
bearing, < lana, wool, + ferre= E. 6eari.] Bear-
ing or producing wool. [Bare.]

lamficalt (la-nif'i-kal), a. [As lanific-ous +
-al.] Worliing in wool.

lanificet (lan'i-fis), n. [= OP. lanifice= Sp. Pg.
It. lanificio, < L. lanificium, the working of wool,

< lanificus, wool-working: see lanificous.] A
woolen fabric ; anything made of wool.

The moath breedeth upon cloth, and other lamfices, es-

pecially if they be laid up dankish or wet,
Baem, Nat. Hist., § 696.

lanificoust (la-nif'i-kns), a. [= OP. lanifique =
It. lanifieo, < "L. lanificus, wool-working, < lana,

wool, +/acere, make: see-^c] Working wool.

Bailey, 1731.

laniform (lan'i-fdrm), a. [< L. lana, wool, -t-

forma, form.] Consisting of fibers like wool.

lanigerous (la-nij'e-rus), a. [= P. lardgbre =
Sp. lanigero '= Pg. It. lanigero, < L. laniger,

wool-bearing, fleecy, < lana, wool, -I- gerere,

bear.] 1. Bearing or producing wool.

No other labor did this holy pair.

Clothed and supported from the lavish store

Which crowds lanigerous brought with daily care.

Lowell, An Oriental Apologue.

2. In entom.: (a) Woolly; thickly covered with
fine curled hairs resembling wool. (&) Having
the appearance of wool: as, lanigerous hairs.

Grote. [The last meaning is of doubtful pro-
priety.]

Laniidse (la-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lanius +
-idee.] A large family of dentirostral lamini-
plantaracromyodianbirds of the orderPasseres;
the shrikes. They are characterized by the combination
of comparatively weak and strictly passerine feet with a
hooked and notched or toothed bill of semiraptorial eflB-

ciency. The tarsi are not booted ; the wing has 10 prima-
ries ; the nostrils are usually concealed by antrorse plu-
mules; and the plumage generally is dense. There are
about 200 species, of numerous genera and several subfam-
ilies, inhabiting nearly all parts of the world. The name
has been used with great latitude, covering many shrike-
like birds now located apart, as in Arta/midce, DicruridtB,
and elsewhere. See drongo, swaUow-shrike, ujood-shrike.
Also LaniadcB, Lanidce.

laniiform (ISr-ni'l-fdrm), a. [< NL. Lanius, q.
v., -t- Ij. forma, form.] Resembling a shrUie;
dentirostral, as a bird; of or pertaining to the
Laniiformes.
Laniiformes (la-ni-i-f6r'mez), n. pi. [NL., <

Lanius, q. v., +'li. forma, iann.] Same asDen-
tirostres, 2.

LaniinaB (la-ni-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lanius +
4n<B.] The typical subfamily of Laniidce; the
true shrikes or butcher-birds. The rounded wings
and tail are of nearly equal lengths, the rictus is bristly,

and the tarsi are scut^llate outside as well as in front. See
Lanius. Also Lamanoe, LarAnce.

Lanio (la'ni-6), H. [NL., < LL. lanio, a butcher:
see laniary.] A genus of tanagers of the fam-
ily Tanagridm, having a shrike-like bill with
dentate upper mandible. There are several
species, as L. aurantius; all are South Ameri-
can.

Lanius (la'ni-us), n. [NL., < L. lanius, butcher:
see laniary.] A restricted genus of butcher-

birds, of simple
bluish-^ay and
white colora-
tion,varied with
black on the
wings and tail;

thegray shrikes.
The term was for-
merly applied indis-
criminately to lanii-

form or dentirostral
birda,manyofwhich
do not even belong
to LaniidoB. L. ex-

cubitor is the com-
mon gray shrike of
Europe; L. horealis
is the great north-
em shrike or butch-
er-bird of North
America; and L.

ludomcianus is the loggerhead of the southern United
States. See also cat under butcherMrd.

lanfel (langk), a. [< ME. lank, < AS. \lanc, lank
(applied to a wolf, and to a leather bottle). Cf

.

Zo»S2.] 1. Meagerly slim; attenuated; lean;
gaunt: as, a tall, lank man.

lannerd

She [Diana] . . . had unlaste

Her silver buskins from her nimble thigh,

And her lanck loynes ungirt.
Spenser, F. Q., HL vi 18.

Meagre and lank with fasting grown,
And nothing left but skin and bone. Swift.

2. Loose or lax and yielding readily to pres-

sure; not distended; shrunken; shriveled: as,

a lank sack or purse.
The clergy's bags .

Are lank and lean with thy extortions.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI,, L 8. 132,

3. Straight and flat, as hair.

If any Gentlemens or Childrens Hair be never so Lank,
she makes it Curie in a little time like a Periwig,

Quoted in AsMon's Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne^
a. 147.

His visage was meagre, his hair lank and thin.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iii, 8.

4t. Languid; drooping.

Who, piteous of her woes, rear'd her lank head.
MUton, ComuB, L 836.

lankH (langk), n. [< lank\ a.] Lankness ; lean-

ness. [Probably used in the following quota-

tion for its agreement in sound with bank,]

He [S. Daniel] had neither a bank of wealth or tank of

want ; living in a competent condition.
Fuller, Worthies, in. 104.

lanki (langk), V. i. [< lank, a.] To grow or

become lank or thin. [Bare.]

All this . . .

Was borne so like a soldier, that thy cheek
So much as lanKd not. Shale., A. and C, L 4, 71.

lank^ (langk), n. [Also lonk; < ME. lanke, lonke,

the groin, = MD. lancke = OHG. hlamea, lanca,

lanka, lancha, MHG. lanke, lanche, loin, flank,

side; hence (< OHG. hlanca, with change of

Teut. hi- to Bom. fir) ML. flancus (> It. fiMnco =
Sp. Pg. flanco= Fi.flanc= ¥.flanc, loin, flank,

side, >E.flank: seeflank''-); prob. from the adj.

terefel, q. v.] The groin. [Prov. Eng.]
lankly (langk 'li), adv. In a lank manner;
straightly; stiffly.

lankness (langk'nes), n. The state or quality

of being lank or shrunken; slendemess; gaunt-
ness; leanness.

lankot (lang'kgt), n. Adialectalform of langefi.

lanky (lang'M)', a. [< lank^, a., + -^i.] Some-
whatlank ; tending to or characteristic of lank-

ness or leanness.

Scarce one of us domestic birds but imitates the lanky
pavonine stmt and shrill genteel scream.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xx.

Sometimes he would absurdly introduce into his conver-

sation scraps from Sam Lawson's vocabnlaiy, with flashes

of mimicry of his shambling gait^ and the lanky droop of

his hands, H. B. Stawe, Oldtown, p. 257.

lannardt (lan'ard), n. [Var. of lanner, with
term, conformed to that of haggardP-.] Same
as lanner.

That young lannard
Whom you have such a mind to, if you can whistle her
To come to flat, make trial.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iv, 3,

lanner (lan'er), m [< OF. lamer, lannier, laner,

tenter, P. lanier= Pr. lanier= It. laniere, a kind
of hawk,< L. tonian««, pertaining to a butcher:
see laniary.] A kind of falcon, (a) in omta,,
Falco lanariux (also called F. feldeggi), a noble hawk of

southern and central Europe and the countries bordering

11/ !li;r(ic?r'

Fiscal Shrike ILanius at Fisciis coUaris). T anger {Fatco ianartus „

on the Mediterranean, from 16 to 18 inches long. Some
related species share the name, as F. saker of southeastern
Europe and most of Asia, called F. lanarius by many
writra*s. The American lanner is F. mextcamu or poly-
agrus. (6) In falconry, the female of the above^ which is

larger than the male. See lanneret
lannerdt (lan'erd), n. Same as lannard, lanner.



lanneret

lanneret (lan'6r-et), n. [Also laneret; < OP.
laneret, lameret, F. laneret, the male of the lan-
ner, dim. (the male hawk being smaller than the
temale) of lanier, the lanner : see lanner.^ The
male of Falco lana/rius and some related falcons.
See lanner.

lanneroid (lan'6r-oid), a. [< Unmer + -oidA
liike a lanner: speoiflcally applied to an Af-
rican falcon, Falco cervicalis or F. biarmicus,
lanniert (lan'ifer), n. [Also lawier; early mod.
E.lmyer; < ME. langer, lanere, lainer, layner,
< OF. lamere, F. lamire, a thong, strap, orig. a
thong for a lanner, a hawk so called, < lanier,
a lanner: see lanner. Renoe lanyard, lania/rd.]A leather thong or strap. Speoiflcally- (o) A whip,
lash. (6) A guige.

• » / «-

Gigging of soheeldeB, -vrith laynero lasynge.
Clumcer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1646.

lannock (lan'ok), n. [Perhaps a corruption of
lanhot, a var. of langot, langeU.'] A long narrow
piece of land. HalJmell. [Prov. Eng.]
lanolin (lan'o-lin), n. [< L. lana, wool, + oleum,
oil, + -»n2.] A substance, consisting chiefly of
eholesterin, extracted from wool, used as a ba-
sis for ointments.
lanose (la'nos), a. [< L. lanosus, woolly, < lana,
wool.] Resembling wool. Cooke, Brit. Fimgi,
p. 786.

lansa, lanseh. (lan'sa, -se), n. [B. Ind. name.]
The berry of Lansmm domesUeum. Also langsat.

lansfordite (lanz'ford-it), n. [< Lansford (see
def.) + -j<e2.] A hydrous carbonate of mag-
nesium occurring in stalactitic forms in a coal-
mine at Lansford in Pennsylvania.
Lansium (lan'si-um), n. [NL. (Eumpf, 1741),
< lansa or lanseh, the East Indian name of the
tree.] A genus of East Indian trees belong-
ing to the order MeUacew, tribe TrichiUece, hav-
ing the 5 petals imbricated, 10 anthers, a 3-

to 5-eelled ovary and berry, and ariled seeds.
These trees have odd-pinnate leaves, small, axillary, pan-
icled or racemose flowers, and large yellow or red berries.
There are 2, 8, or 4 species, according to different authors,
inhabiting the mountains of India and of the Indian
archipelago. L. dtymeslicwm is cultivated for its yellow
berry, which contains within a bitter sliin a pleasant sub-
acid pulp. It is the lanaa, lanseh, or langsat, and the berry
is known as ayer-ayer.

lanskett, n. [Origin obscure.] A word occur-
ring only in the following passage, where it is

supposed to mean a lattice or panel:

Petron. How know'st thou?
JacqueB. I peep'd in

At a loose laiwket. Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, ii. 6.

lansquenet (lans'ke-net), n. [< F. lamsguenet,

< G. landsknecht, a foot-soldier, < lands, gen. of
land, land, + knecht, a boy, servant : see land^
and knight. Cf. lance-knight.] If. One of a
class of mercenary foot-soldiers or pikemen
who in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies formed a large proportion of both the
German and French armies. They took their name
from that of the class of German serfs who in war at-

tended their knights on foot, fighting with light arms
and without armor, from which class the first permanent
infantry corps was formed by Maximilian I. at the end of

the fifteenth century.

2. A game at cards. It is played by an unlimited
number of persons against a banker, with one or more
packs of cards. Bets laid on cards as they are dealt go
to the banker or to the players according as these cards
match with others considered as belonging to one side

or the other. The game admits of much trickery,

lant^ (lant), ». [Var. of fa»d2.] Urine; espe-

cially, stale urine. Stale urine, or lant, has been
much used as a detergent in wool-sconring on account of

the ammonium carbonate it contains. Though still used,

it has been largely supplanted by ammonia, sodium car-

bonate, etc.

The use of sulphurous acid, and of ammoniaoal liquors

in the form of lant or stale urine, is known (from draw-

ings on the walls of Pompeii) to have been practised by
the Romans. Spons' Enayc. Manvf., I. 609.

lanti (lant)j V. t. [< lant\ to.] To wet or min-
gle with urine.

Iant2 (lant), n. [Abbr. of lanterloo.'i A con-

traction of lanterloo.

lants (lant), n. [A var. of lance'^-, launce'i-.'] In

ichth., the lance. [Cornwall, Eng.]

lant*t. An obsolete preterit of lend^.

Lantana (lan-ta'na), «. [NL. (Linnseus).] 1.

A genus of gamopetalous plants of the natural

order Verbenacece, tribe Verbenew, type of End-

licher's tribe and De CandoUe's subtribe Lan-

tanecB, characterized by a small, membrana-
ceous, truncate, sinuose-dentate calyx, a corol-

la with 4 or 5 lobes, and a juicy drupe. Some 40

or 50 species are known, chiefly tropical or subtropical

American, but a few are natives of Asia and Africa. They

are mostly low shrubs, but sometimes climbmg high,

sometimes mere herbs, with opposite toothed leaves,

often roughened, and dense spikes or heads ol smaJlisn

red orange, white, or variouoly colored flowers sessile in
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Lantana mutabilis.

a, flower ; b, flower cut longitudinally, showing pistil and two of the
stamens ; e. fruits.

the axils of bracts. Two of the tropical American species
(i. irIifoUa and L. Comma) have become extensively natu-
ralized in the Old World. Many of the species are culti-
vated as greenhouse-plants and set out in summer, flower-
ing freely till frost, the flowers and herbage being some-
times pleasantly odorous. Among the most common of
these are L. Camara, L. mixta, L. nivea, L. involucrata,
and L. SeUowiana. The flowers of most of these species
change their color with age. In Jamaica the plants of this
genus are called ii^d sage. Four species are found within
the limits of the United States, cniefly in the southwest.
L. numrophylla is employed in infusions as a stimulant,
and L. psmmo-thea as a substitute for tea.

2. [I. c] A plant of the genus Lantana.
Lantaneae(lan-ta'ne-e),».jp2. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Lantana + -ece.] A tribe of plants of
the order Verbenacece, founded onthe genus Lan-
tana, byDe CandoUe reduced to a subtribe, and
now included in the tribe Verbenew.
lantanium (lan-ta'ni-um), n. See lanfhanium.
lantcha, lanchara (lan'cha, -cha-ra), n. [E.
Ind.] A Malay boat having three masts and a
bowsprit, in use especially in the eastern part
of the Indian archipelago.
lanterloot (lan't6r-16), n. [Also lamctreloo, lang-
teraloo, lantrillou, etc.; < D. lanterlu, lanterloo.
Cf. D. lanterfant, an idler.] A game of cards,
now commonly called loo, sometimes lant. See
loo^.

Were she at her Parish Church, in the Height of her De-
votion, should any Body in the Interim but stand at the
Church Door and hold up the Enave of Clubs, she would
take it to be a Challenge at Lanctre Loo.
<)uoted in Ashton's Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne,

(I. 103.

Lanterloo, lantrillou, or lanctreloo, a game in which the
knave of clubs is the highest card,

A. Dobaon, Selections from Steele, Notes, p. 480.

lantern (lan'tfem), n. [Until recently also
lanthorn, a popular spelling simulating horn (in
supposed allusion to the transparent plates of
horn which often formed the sides of lanterns)

;

< ME. lanterne, < F. lanterne = Sp. Pg. It. lanter-
na, < L. lanterna, laterna, < Gr. %afmTiip, a stand
or grate used in lighting, a torch, < 2,6/insiv, give
light : see lamp^.'] 1 . A case, generally transpa-

rent or trans-
lucent^ inclos-
ing a light and
protecting it

from the wind
and rain, and
either porta-
ble or fixed.
The earliest form
appears to have
been a collapsing
corrugated tube
of some semi-
transparent fab-

ric inclosing a
lamp or candle.

This form survives in the Chinese paper lanterns. Lan-
terns have been made of horn, talc, mica, perforated
metals, oiled fabrics, paper, and glass.

He [Hunger] bulfated the Brutener ahoute the chekes,
That he loked lyk a lanterm al hus lyf after.

Piers Plowman (C), ix. 174.

My natural Lanthorn, whose diaphanous side
Can both transmit and safely keep the Light.

J. Beawnwnt, Psyche, iv. 46.

All the way, quite through Hyde Park to the Queen's
palace at Kensington, has lanterns for illuminating the
road in the dark nights, for the Coaches.

Thoreeby, Diary, June 16, 1712.

At the watchman's lantern borrowing light,
Finds a cold bed hei- only comfort left.

Cmoper, Task, ii. 654.

2. The glass casing surrounding the lamp of a
lighthouse and forming the upper member of

the structure.

Ship's Lanterns.

, octagon lantern ; 6, masthead-lantern

;

c. signal-lantern.

Lantern.—Abbey Church of
St. Ouen, Rouen, France ; X4th
and 15th centuries.

lantern
TJpon the shore there is an high Lanthorn, large enonsb

at the top to contain about three score persons, which by
night directeth the Sailer into the entrance of the Bos-
phorus. Sandys, Travailes, p. 81.

3. In arch., speeifloally, an upright skylight in
the roof of a building.
It is distinguished from an
ordinary skylight in that it

has vertical sides. Of this na-
ture is the open tower often
placed, especially in English
church architecture, at the
junction of tlie cross in a
cruciform plan. Such a lan-
tern has the whole or a con-
siderable part of the inte-
rior open to view from be-
low, and receives light from
a range of windows extend-
ing entirely around it. The
name is also applied to a more
or less open construction on
the top of a tower, or crown-
ingaoome, althoughnot serv-
ing to admit light to the inte-
rior; also to a louver. See cuts
under dome and domical.

The most considerable ob-
ject is the great abby and
church, large and rich, built
after the Gotic manner, hav-
ing two spires and middle
lanterne at the west end all
of stone.
Evelyn, Diary, March 25, 1644.

Upon the cupola was to
stand the lantern, that was to
form the proper summit of
the whole vast edifice, and
on the proportions and design of which the effect of the
dome itself would be greatly dependent.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 282.

4. In the quadrant electrometer, the part of the
case of the instrument which surrounds the mir-
ror and suspension-fibers.— 5. A device for in-
closing fabrics in the process of dyeing, to fix
the colors by the aid of steam.—6. A work-
men's name for a short perforated core used in
making hollow castings.

It must be modelled in loam, upon a piece of cast iron
called a lantern, made expressly for this purpose. The
lantern is a cylinder or a truncated hollow cone of cast
iron, about half an inch thick, and differently shaped for
every core. Ure, Diet., II. 479.

7. A kind of cog-wheel. See lantern^heel.— 8.
(a) The whiff, a fish, which is semi-transparent
when held up against the light. Day. [Local,
Eng.] (6) The X^igla obscura, a fish of the sub-
family Triglince, Also called lantern-gwnard.—
Astronomical lantern. See astronomical.—SUnd lan-
tern. See iiJMdi.—Bull's-eye lantern. Seebull's-eye,?.
—Chinese lantern, a collapsible hand-lantem of paper
crimped or arranged in folds like the sides of a bellows or
an accordion, used by the Chinese, Japanese, etc. These
lanterns are either globular or cylindrical in shape, and
are generally decorated with flowers or other designs, those
intended for use as lanterns and not for mere ornament be-
ing also oiled, and provided with a short handle or staff for
convenience in carrying. The streets of Chinese and Japa-
nese cities being unlighted, it is necessary for those who
move abroad after dark to be (provided with lanterns.

—

Dark lantern, a hand-lantern having an opaque slide or
cover permitting the light
to be wholly or almost
wholly obscured at plea-
sure.

I do walk
Methinks like GuidoPau^

with my dark lanthorn.
Stealing to set the town

a-fire.

Fletcher and Shirley,
[Night-Walker, iii. 2.

Feast of lanterns. See
/eosf.—Fresnel lantern,
a lantern in which the
lamp or light is inclosed
in a cylindrical glass globe
of which the section ap-

Sroaches the form of the
ioptric lens as perfected

by Fresnel ; or a lantern
fitted with a Fresnel lens.
—Lantern and candle-
light, the old cry of the
London bellman at night.

Dost roare, bulchin?
dost roare? th' ast a good
rouncivall voice to cry
LaiMmme and Candle-
light.

Dekker, Satiromastix.

No more calling of lan-
thorn and candle light.

Heywood, Edward IV.
[(1626).

Dentary Apparatus or Oral Skel-
a Sea-urchin lEchinus spha-etonofa £

, ^ ___

^«),constitutingAristotle'sLantern. t««*.««« *j? a-i t. j.i

A.f«ool the five chief component ^2?*®™ 9' AlistOtle, or
parts apposed and viewed laterally. ATlStOtle S lantem, in
S, side view, and C, back view ofone Zool., the highly developed
piece, a, principal piece of alveolus; complex dentary appara-
«', Its suture with its fellow: d, epi- f„. iT. .-

, akpiptfin »nrl
physisi »', its suture with principal "°

. P'^ SKeietOn anO
piece; c, rotula; rf. radius or com- associate soft parts of a
pass ; e, tooth. sea-urchin (Echinus). See

the extract.

In the Echinidea the oral skeleton attains its highest
development in the so-called Aristotie's lantern of the sea-



lantern
nrchina. . . . The lantern conBiats of twenty principalpkceB— five teeth, Ave alveoli, five rotate, and five radii— of which the alveoli are again divisible into four pieces
each, and the radii into two, making a total of forty pieces
. . . Besides the inter-alveolar muscles, . . . this com-
plex apparatus has protractor, . . . oblique, . . . trans-
verse

. . . and retractor muscles. . . . A similar but less
complex oral skeleton exists In most Clypeastroida, but
nothing of this kind has yet been discovered in the Spa-
tangoida. Ewdey, Anat. Invert., p. 492.

Lantern of tbe
dead, in central and
western France, a slen-
der medieval tower
ofcommon occurrence
in cemeteries, having
apertures at the top
where a light was dis-
played at night. A
class of round towers
in Ireland may have
served a similar pur-
pose.—Magic lan-
tern, an optical in-
strument, first de-
scribed by Klrcher in
1646, by means of
which small images
are thrown on a white
wall or screen in a
dark room, magnified
to any size at plea-
sure. It consists of a
closed lantern or box,
in which are placed
a lamp and a con-
cave mirror which
reflects the light of
the lamp through an
adjustable tube in the
side of the lantern. At
the inner end of this
tube is fixed a plano-
convex lens and at the
outerend aconvex pro-
jecting lens. Between
the two lenses are suc-
cessively placed slips
of glass bearing trans-
parent photographs or

Lantern of the Dead, ;

(From ViolleMe-Duc's " DicF.
tecture.*')

,', France.
le I'Archi-

paintings, which are thrown in a magnified form on the
wall or screen opposite to the lantern.

lantern (lan't6m), v. t. [Formerly also Ian-
thorn; < lantern, re.] 1. To furnish with a lan-
tern; light as by means of ,a lantern: as, to
lantern a lighthouse.

Were it midnight I should walk
QfiVt-la-ntkom'dj saturate with sunbeams.

Southey, Nondescripts, iii.

2. To put to death by hanging to a lamp-post
(F. lanterne): a frequent incident during the
first French revolution.

lantern-bellows (lan'tfem-beFoz), n. sing, and
pi. A kind of bellows resembling in structure
a collapsible paper or Chinese lantern. The ac-
tion of drawingout or distending the bellows causes the air
to rush in through a valve opening inwardly in the outer
end, and the air is expelled in turn by compressing the
bellows. Bellows of this form are often set up in pairs
so as to work alternately and thus supply a continuous
blast to a forge or furnace. The device is of great anti-
quity, and is still in common use in ^gypt and the East.

lantern-carrier (lan't6m-kar"i-6r), n. Same
as lantern-fly,

lanterne (Ian-tern'), n. [F. : see lantern.^ A
long-handled copper ladle used to convey pow-
der to the bottom of the bore of a mortar or
other piece of ordnance. [Obsolescent.]

Iantem-flsll(lan't6m-fish),w. The smooth sole.

Halliwell. [Cornwall, Eng.]
lantern-flower (lan't6m-flou"6r), n. A name
of any ornamental species of AbuUlon.
lantern-fly (lan't6m-fli), n. Any insect of the
family Fulgoridm, supposed to emit a strong
light in the dark. Fvlgma eanddaria is a well-Imown

Honduras Uantem-Aj (a species oi Laternaria), reduced.

Chinese species, also called cajidle-fly. The largest is the
Brazilian lantern-fly, Latemariaphasph&rea, some 3 inches
long and 5 or 6 in expanse of wings, of rich and striking

colors. Also called latdem-carrier.

lantern-gurnard (lan'tSm-gSr^nard), n. Same
as lantern, 8 (6).

lantern-jack (lan'tem-jak), n. The ignis fa-

tuus.

lantern-jawed (lan't6m-ja,d), a. Having lan-

tem-jaws ; having a long, thin face.

Mine host, . . . poshing his Umtem-jawed visage . . .

rudely forward. Seitt, Waverley, xa.
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lantern-jaws Q.teii'tkTii-i&,7,), n, pi. Long, thin

jaws or chops; hence, a thin visage.

He sucked in both his cheeks till his lanternJcmi and
long chin assumed the appearance of a pair of nut-crack-

ers. Scott, Kob Hoy, vi.

lantern-keg (lan'tfem-keg), n. Naut., a keg
taken on board a boat at sea for holding, along
with a small reserve supply of bread, a lantern,

and sometimes fireworks, to enable the crew
to indicate their whereabouts in case of being
separated from the ship at night.

lantem-lerryt, n. Some trick of producing ar-

tificial Ught. Nares.
Henceforth I do mean

To pity him, as smiling at his feat

Of tantem-lerry, with fuliginous heat
Whirling his whimsies, by a subtilty

Sack'd from the veins of shop-philosophy.

B. Jomon, Expostulation with Inigo Jones.

lantern-light (lan't6m-lit), m. 1. The light of

a lantern.

The adjutant, by lantem-lwM, read our orders amid
breathless silence. The Century, XXXVII. 464.

2. In arch., a lantern on the top of a dome ; a
dome-light. See lantern, n., 3.

lantern-pinion (lan't6m-pin"yon), n. Same
as lanternrwheel.

lantern-pump (lan'tfem-pump), n. Any form
of pump which operates by means of a flexible

cylinder having a valved disk at each end and
alternatelydrawn out and compressed when the
machine is in use.

lantern-shell (lan'tfem-shel), n. The shell of
any bivalve moUusk of the genus AnaUna.

lantern-slide (lan't6m-slid), n. Aphotographic
plate prepared for use in a stereopticon.

Iantern-sprat(lau't6m-sprat),«. Aspratinfest-
ed by the lemsan parasite Lernmonema monila-
ris, making it luminous by night. [Prov. Eng.]

lantem-stairst (lan'tfem-starz), n.pl. Wind-
ing stairs, such as are used in towers.

In the midst of the said body of building there was a
pair of winding, such as we now call lanthorn stairs.

Urquhart, tr. of Babelais, i. 53.

lantern-tower (lan't6m-tou'''6r), n. In arch.,

same as lantern, 3.

The Lady-chapel (now Trinity church) at Ely, and the
lantern-tower in the same cathedral, are noble works of
the same time.

Walpcle, Anecdotes of Painting, 1. 195, note.

lantern-wheel (lan'tfem-hwel), n. A form of
the cog-wheel, it consists of
two parallel heads of which the
perij)heries are connected by bars
or spindles so spaced and propor-
tioned as to engage with the
cogs of a spur-wheel. Also called
lantern, lantem-jnnion, trun^-
wheel,a,DdwaU<rwer. E. H. Knight.

lantnanite (lan'tha-nit), n.

-i<e2.] A rare basic carbonate of lanthanum,
occurring in thin tabular crystals of a white or
nearly white color.

lanthanum, lanthanium (lan'tha-num, lan-
tha'ni-um), n. [NL., also lantarmm; < 6r.
Tiavddveiv, conceal: see lethe^.'] Chemical sym-
bol, La; atomic weight, 138.5. A rare metal dis-
covered by Mosander in 1839-41, associated
with didymium in the oxid of cerium, and so
named from its properties having been pre-
viously concealed by those of cerium, its spe-
cific gravity is about 6.13. It is malleable, not ductile, tar-
nishes quickly in air, and is soluble in hydrochloric and
sidphuric acids with evolution of hydrogen
lanthomt, n. An obsolete form of lantern.

lantifyt (lan'ti-fi), v. t. [< lanf- + -i-fy.^ To
moisten with lant or urine ; hence, to moisten
or mix. [Rare.]

A goodly peeoe of puff pac't fpastc),
A little laniijied, to hold the gilding.

A. WUeon, Inconstant Lady, it 2. (Narei.)

lantum (lan'tum), n. [Of uncertain origin.]
A kind of accordion or concertina, shaped and
played like a hurdy-^urdy.
lanuginic (lan-u-jin'ik), a. [< L. lanugo (Jamiv-
gin-), woolly substance (see lanugo), + -de.']

Pertaining to or derived from wool : as, lanu-
ginic acid.

lani^lnoas, lannginose (la-nu'ji-nns, -nos), a.

[= F. lanugineux = Sp. It.' lanuginosa, < L. la-

nuginosus, woolly, < lanugo (lanugin-), woolly
substance,< lana, wool.] Downy ; covered with
soft fine hairs like down: specifically said in
botany of the surfaces of plants, and in ento-
mology of the clothing of insects.

lanugo (la-nti'go), n. [L., woolly substance,
down, < lana, wool.] 1. In anat., the coat
of delicate downy hairs with which the human
fettis is covered for some time before birth.

Lantern-wheel,

[< lanthanum +

lap

This fetal covering la deciduous, being shed In the womb
or soon after birth. Most of the baira are extremely mi-

nute, but they can be detected by the microacope in the

liquor amnU if not on the body of the child.

2. In hot, and zool., the cottony or woolly
growth on the surface of some leaves, fruits,

insects, etc.

lanx (lanks), n.; pi. lances (lan'sez). [L.: see

lance^, balance, auneel."] In Mom. antiq., a large

dish or platter of metal used for serving meat
at table. A pewter lanx found in Norfolk, England, Is

2 feet 4| inches in diameter, and weighs 80 pounds ; and
Latin writers tell of such a dish of still greater weight.

lanyard, laniard (Ian 'yard), n. [A corrup-

tion of lanmer, lanier^, simulating yard^.] 1.

Naut, a small rope or cord used for certain

purposes on board a ship. SpeoiflcaUy— (a) A rope
rove In the deadeyes of the rigging, for setting up and
tightening the shrouds, backstays, etc. (t) A cord or line

used for convenience or safety In handling articles. A
lock-Umyard Is the cord fastened to the lock of a gun by
which the gun is fired ; & port-lanyard, the cord by whlc*
the ports are triced up or secured ; a km/e-lanyard, a white
cord or braided line worn by seamen round the neck, for

the purpose of attaching their knives ; a bneket-lanyard, a
small rope attached to a bucket for drawing water, etc.

He . . . towed the bags In the water by lanyardt from
the fore-rigging. The Century, XXXVIL 708.

2. Milit., a piece of cord having a small hook
at one end, used in firing cannon with a fric-

tion-primer.

lanyel (lan'yel), n. [< ME. lanyel, lamzel, Ian-

gel, a hopple ; cf. lanmer. See langel, v.'] A
hopple. [Prov. Eng.]
lanyerf, n. An early form of larmier.

Laodicean (la-od-i-se'an), a. and n. [< L. Lao-
dicea, < Gr. KaodiKeia : see def.] I. a. 1 , Of or

pertaining to Laodicea, an ancient city of Phrjr-

gia Major (now Eski-hissar), or to its inhabi-

tants.— 2. Like the Christians of Laodicea;
lukewarm in religion.

II. n. 1, An inhabitant of Laodicea.

And unto the angel of the church of the Laodtceam
write, . . . because thou art lukewarm, and neither hot
nor cold, 1 will spue thee out of my mouth.

Rev. IlL 14, 16.

2. Onewho resembles the Laodicean Christians
in character; a lukewarm Christian.

Certain Laodiceans and lukewarm persons think they
may accommodate points of religion by middle waya.

Bacm, Unity in Beliglon (ed. 1887).

Laodiceanism (la-od-i-se'an-izm), n. [< Laodi-
cean + -ism.'] IJukewarmness in religion.

Laopteryz (la-op'te-riks), n. [NL., < Gr. 7icui(,

Aof, a stone, + Trf^/rof, a wing.] A genus oi
fossil birds from the Upper Jurassic beds of
Wyoming, described by Marsh from a part of
a skull indicating a bird about as large as a
heron. The species is named L. prCseus. The afllnlties

of the bird are uncertain, but it is believed to have been
odontomitliic, and to have possessed biconcave vertebrw,
like Ichthyomis.

lapi (lap), v.; pret, and pp. lapped, ppr. lap-
ping. [Early mod. E. lappe; <ME. lappen, <
AS. lapian, lick, lap, = MD. lappen, lapen =
MLG.lapen, LG. lappen = QiB.Q.'laffan,M'B(i.
laffen = leel. lepja = Dan. lobe = 8w. Icma, lap,
lick up, = W. llepio = L. lambere (> E. lambent,
etc.) = Gr. Mtttciv, lap with the tongue, lick.

The F. laper, OF. laper, lapper, lick, and tam-
per, drink (see lampoon), are from LG. Prob.
allied to Up, and to L. labium, lip : see lip and
labium.'] I. trans. 1. To lick up (a liquid, as
water, milk, or liquid food) ; take into the
mouth with the tongue.
Thus sayeth the Lord: In the place where dogges Umped

the blonde of Naboth, shal dogges lappe even thy blond
also. Bate of 1551, 3 [1] El. zxL 19.

They'll take suggestion as a cat laps milk.
Shak., Tempest, U. 1. 288.

2. To flow against or upon with a sound as of
licking up; npple against; lick or wash.

Dark roll the whispering waves
That lap the piers beneath the hill
Bldged thick with ancient pcraves.

0. W. Holmes, Agnes.

n. vntrans. 1. To lick up a liquid; drink by
licking.

And gif hym lust for to Imte, the lawe of kynde wolde
That he dronk of eche a diche er he deide for tberste.

Piers Plowman (C), ixlIL 18.

The dogs by the river NIlus' aide, being thh^ty, lap
hastily as they run along the shore.

Sir K. IHgby, Nature of Bodies.

2. To make a sound like that produced by
taking np water with the tongue.

I beard the ripple washing in the reeds.
And the wild water lapping on the crag.

Tennyson, Marie d'Arthur.

lapi (lap), w. [<topi,».] 1. A lick; a lapping;
a motion or soundTresembling that of lapping.



lap
''*«™ was naught to show that it was water but . . .now and then a faint lap and a dying bubble round the

"Sf*- -R. L. Stevenson, Merry Men.
2. That which is licked up, as porridge. Com-
pare cat-lap. [Slang.]

Here's pannum, and lap, and good poplars of yarrum.
Brome, Jovial Crew, ii. (song).

Iap2 (lap), TO. [Early mod. E. Uppe, < ME.
lappe, < AS. Iwppa, the edge or skirt of a gar-
ment, lobe of the ear, a detached portion, a

Jtt^J^'
— 0^"«s. lappa = MD. lappe, D. Up= MLG. lappe = G. lappen = Sw. lapp = Dan.

Zap, a lap, loose hanging portion, shred ; of. G.
lappen, hang loose, = loel. Upa, hang down

;

Ii. laU, fall, > lapsus, a falEng (see latent,
lapse) ; Skt. \/ lamb, ramb, hang down. Cf

.

m>\lop^.'] If. A flap or loosely hanging part
of a thing; a loose border or fold.

Wyth lappez large I wot & I wene.
Dubbed with double perle & dygte.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 201.

A golden Banner, in whose stately lap
His Lord's Almighty Name wide open flew.

J. Bemvntumt, Psyche, ii. 122.

St. The loose part of a coat ; the skirt of a gar-
ment ; a lappet.

With the lappe of her gamemente iplifted in a frounce
she dried myn iyen, that weren full of the wawes of my
wepynges. Chaiccer, Boethius, i.

At first he tells a lie with some shame and reluctancy.
. . . For then, if he cuts oflE but a lap of Truth's garment,
his heart smites him. Fuller.

8. The front part of the skirt of a garment

;

that part of the clothing that lies loosely on the
thighs and knees when a person sits down ; es-
pecially, this part of the clothing, or an apron,
as used to hold or contain something.

To the tree she goth full hastily.
And on this faucon loketh pitously.
And held hir lappe abrood, for wel she wiste
The faucon moste fallen fro the twiste.
When that it swooneth next, for lakke of blood.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 433.

And one . . . found a wild vine, and gathered thereof
of gourds his lap full. 2 Ei. iv. 39.

4. The part of the body covered by the front
part of the skirts of one's garments or by an
apron, especially when in a sitting posture:
often used with special reference to nursing or
cherishing: as, to hold a child in one's lap.

Ich sauh hym sitte as he a syre were.
At alle manere ese in Abrahammes lappe.

Piers Plowman (C), ix. 283.

His walet lay byforn him in his lappe,
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 686.

I will live In thy heart, die in thy lap, and be buried in
thy eyes. Shak., Much Ado, v. 2. 100.

5. Ju texUle manuf. Bqg lapping^, i.— 6. Fig-
uratively, anything which supports and cher-
ishes ; any retreat in which something rests or
reposes; shelter; abode: as, the lap of earth;
the lap of luxury.

Who are the violets now,
That strew the green lap of the new come spring?

Shale., Rich. II., v. 2. 47.

Or the flowery lap
Of some irriguous valley spread her store.

Maton, P. L., Iv. 254.

Here rests his head upon the lap of earth. Gray, Elegy.

Iap3 (lap), V,; pret. and pp. lapped, ppr.

[Early mod. E. lappe, < ME. to^^eji^ earlier

wlappen, in another form wrappen, > E. wrap,
which is thus a doublet of lap^ : see wrap, Cf

.

emielop, develop, through P. from the same ult.

source.] I. trans. 1. To wrap or twist round.

With a great deal of cloth lapped about him like a scarf.

B, Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, v. 3.

About the paper ... I lapped several times a slender

thread. Newton, (Latham.)

2. To wrap or infold; involve.

Either lapped other, ful loueli in armes.
Waiiam o/Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1908.

And whanne the bodi was takun, Joseph lappide it in a

clene sendel and leide it in his newe biriel.

Wyclif, Mat. xxvii. 59.

A kind token of your favour lapt up in a parenthesis.

Milton, Animadversions.

As lapped in thought I used to lie

And gaze into the summer sky.

Longfellow, Voices of the Night, Prelude.

3. To fold; bend and lay one part or fold of

over another : as, to lap a piece of cloth.

Ne suflred she the Middayes scorching powre,

Ne the sharp Northerne wind thereon to showre

;

But lapped up her silken leaves most ohayre.
Spenser, F. Q., HI. v. 51.

4. To lay in such a way as to cover a part of

something underneath; cause to overlap: as,

to lap shingles or slates on a roof.— 5t. To

feign; invent.
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Ffor no luff hit is, lelly, thou lappis thies tales.

But for treason & trayn, trust we non other.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11302.

6. To cut or polish with a lap : as, to lap a gem.
See lap^, n., 5.

Some parts of the lock-work are also lapped upon a re-
volving leaden surface plate, with emery and water, and
always for dead-level polishing.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 262.

Lapped joint. Same as lap-joint.

II. intrans. To extend over a part of some-
thing else; overlap.—To lap over, to coverorpartly
cover, by being folded or turned upon ; extend beyond.

The upper wings are opacous ; at their hinder ends,
where they Zap over, transparent like the wing of a fly.

Grew.

Iap3 (lap), TO. [< lap^, v. In some uses appar.
confused with lap^, m.] If. A covering.

And alle ledis me lowttede that lengede in erthe.

And now es lefte me no lappe my lygham to hele.

Marte AHhure (E. E. T. S.), L 3287.

2. The part of one body which lies on and cov-
ers part of another; the amount or extent of
such covering : as, the lap of a slate in roofing.— 3. In the steam-engine, the space over which
a slide-valve travels after the closing of the
steam-passage to or from the cylinder. The out-
side lap is the space traversed by the slide-valve after it
has passed the inlet-port and cut off the supply of steam
from the cylinder, and is intended to cause the engine to
do a part of its work by expansion. The inside lap is the
space traversed by the valve before the end of the stroke,
after it has shut off the exhaust of steam. It leaves a por-
tion of vapor couflned within the cylinder to act as an
elastic cushion against the down stroke of the piston.

Expansive working, however, becomes possible when
we Sfive the valve what is called la^, by making it pro-
ject over the edges of the steam ports.

JEncyc, Brit., XXII. 601.

4. A thick roll or sheet of cotton, wool, or the
like, in various stages of manufacture.'

The felt for these purposes is made chiefly from wool,
which is, after washing, first carded out into exceedingly
fine uniform gossamer-like laps, Erncyo. Brit., IX. 68.

A pair of large fluted rollers, revolving in the same di-
rection, takes on the sheet of cotton until it has formed a
thick roll, technically called a lap.

Spans' Eneyc. Manuf,, J. 742.

5. A wheel or disk of lead, copper, wood, lea-
ther, or other substance, which, being charged
'with polishing- or cutting-powder, is used in
cutting gems, glass, etc., or in polishing gems
and cutlery, in some trades and for some purposes the
outer edge or periphery of the wheel is covered with the
polishing-powder and applied to the material to be fash-
ioned ; in others the face or flat side of the wheel is used.

6. In gun-making, a lead casting made to fit the
bore of a rifle,withwhich the rifling is smoothed
and polished.— 7. In euohre, a lapping of the
count from one game to the next; the carry-
ing of a surplus of points at the end of a game
over to the score of the next game: done by
agreement, not as a regular feature of the
game.— 8t. A course or round, as in running;
a lapping or roundabout run.

When their lap is finished, the cautious huntsman to
their kennel gathers the nimblefooted hounds.

Fidding, Jonathan Wild, i. 14.

9. In walking-matches and similar contests, a
single round of the course along which com-
petitors have to go a certain number of times
in order to complete a specified distance. Thus,
if a course is 440 yards, a pedestrian would have to do four
la(ps or lengths to complete a mile ^Left in the lapst,
embarrassed. Nares.

Viden me tuis consiliis impeditum esse ? Dost thou not
see me brought in the briars, or left in the laps, through
thy devise and counaaile ? . Terence in English (1614).

lap* (lap). An obsolete or dialectal (Scotch)
preterit of leap'^.

How Nannie lap and flang
(A souple jad she was and Strang).

Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

laparocele (lap'a-ro-sel), n. [< Gr. Imrdpa, the
flank, loins, fem. of TMiraodg, soft,+ k^?.};, tumor.]
In pathol., a rupture through the side of the
belly; lumbar hernia.

laparocolotomy (lap"a-r6-ko-lot'o-mi), to. [<
Gfr. laTrapa, the flank, loins, + KdAov, the large
intestine (see colon'^), + Tofj-ii, a cutting, < tsji-

veiv, rauetv, cut.] In surg., incision into the
colon through an incision into the peritoneal
cavity.

laparo-enterotomy (lap"a-r6-en-te-rot'o-mi),
n. [< Gr, Tiairapa, the flan£, loins, -f evrepov, in-

testine (see enteron), + to/xtj, a cutting.] In
surg., incision into the intestine through an in-

cision into the peritoneal cavity.
laparohysterectomy (lap^a-ro-his-te-rek'to-
mi), TO. [< (5r. hiirdpa, the flaiik, loins, + varepa,

uterus, + kKTOfifj, a cutting out : see hysterec-

Laphygma
_.] In swrg., the excision of the uterus

through an incision in the abdominal walls.

laparonephrectomy (lap'a-ro-nef-rek'to-mi),
TO. [< Gr. TMirapa, the flank, loins, -I- vsippdg, kid-
ney, -f- EKTouf), a cutting out.] In surg,, the ex-
cision of the kidney through an incision into
the peritoneal cavity.

laparonephrotomy (lap"a-r6-nef-rot'o-mi), TO.

[< Gr. XflTrdpa, the flank, loins, + vefpdQ, kidney,
+ TOjip, a cutting.] In surg., an incision into
the kidney by an incision into the abdominal
walls.

laparostict (lap'a-ro-stikt), TO. and a. [< NL.
LaparosUcta.'] I.' to! A dung-beetle of the s&e-
tion Laparostieta, Amer. Natwralist, XXII. 951.

II. a. Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Laparostieta : opposed to plewrostict.
Laparostieta (lap"a-ro-stik'ta), TO. pi, [NL.,
< Gr. ?M7r&pa, the flank'^ loins,"+ armrdg, verbal
adj. of art^eiv, prick, stab: see stigma.'] A
section of Scarabceidce, including dung-beetles
whose abdominal stigmata are in the membrane
between the dorsal and ventral segments, the
last one covered by the elytra, and whose anten-
n88 are 9- to 11-jointed, the outer three joints
usually forming the club. They live in excre-
ment and decomposing matters.
laparotomic (lap"a-r6-tom'ik), a. [< laparoto-
my -h -ic] . Pertaining to laparotomy.
laparotomist (lap-a-rot'o-mist), n. [< laparot-
omy -t- -jst] One who performs laparotomy.
laparotomize (lap-a-rot'o-miz), V, t,

;
pret. and

pp. laparotomizedjVW- laparotomizing. [< lapor-

rotomy+ -j«e.] To perform laparotomy upon.
laparotomy (lap-a-rot'6-mi), TO. [< Gr. Tjinapa,

the flank, loins, -(- ro/i^, a cutting, < ri/iveiv, ra-
fielv, cut.] In surg,, incision into the abdomi-
nal cavity ; abdominal section. '

lap-bander (lap'ban^der), to. [< lapS -I- band^
-\r -erl.] Anything that binds two articles more
closely together. JSalliwell. [North. Eng.]
lap-board (lap'bord), to. A thin, flat board,
sometimes cut out on one side to fit the body,
held on the lap for convenience in needlework,
shoemaking, and similar occupations. Also
called lap-table.

lap-chimt (lap'child), TO. A baby in arms.
In springs Koger of York, and, finding Canterbury so

seated, fairly sits him down on Canterbury's lap (a baby
too big to be danced thereon

! ) ; yea, Canterbury's servants
dandled this lap-child with a witness, who plucked him
thence, and buffeted him to purpose.

Fuller, Church Hist., III. ia 3.

lap-dog (lap'dog), TO. A small dog fondled in
the lap ; a pet dog.

Not louder shrieks to pitying heaven are cast.
When husbands or when lapdogs breathe their last.

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 158.

lap-dovetail (lap'duv"tal), m. In joinery, a
form of dovetaUmg which shows the thickness
of the lap only on the return edge.
lap-eared (lap'erd), a. Same as lop-eared,

lapel (la-pel'), TO. [Also lappel and lapelle; <
lap^ + dim. -el. Cf. lappet.'] A part of a gar-
ment which laps over another part, or which
is turned over and folded back, either perma-
nent or adjustable, as for buttoning and unbut-
toning.

lapelbout (lap'el-hout), TO. Same as ladlewood.
See JSartogia.

lapelle (la-pel'), «• See lapel.

lapelled (la-peld'), a, [< lapel + -ed^,] Fur-
nished with lapels, as a garment.
lap-frame (lap'fram), n. In flax-manuf,, a ma-
chine used in the preparation of coarse flax-

fiber or tow for spinning, it unites slivers of carded
tow delivered from the first carding-machine or breaker
into a lap suited for delivery to the finisher-card, winding
the lap as formed upon a bobbin, from which the lap ia
fed or delivered to the finisher-card.

lapful (lap'fid), to. [< lap^ + -ful.] As much
as the lap can contain.

The gold and silver which old women believe , . . con-
jurers bestow by whole lapfuls on poor credulous girls.

Locke.

Laphria (laf'ri-a), to. [NL., < Gr. Acufipia, an
epithet of Artemis; perhaps aMn to Mfvpa,
spoils taken in war.] A notable genus of rob-
ber-flies, or dipterous insects of the family Asi-
lidm, species of which resemble bumblebees.
L. gibbosa and L. flava are examples.
Laphygma (la-fig'ma), to. [NL. , < Gr. Xa^pidg,
gluttony, < Xapiaaeiv, swallow greedily.] A
genus of noctuid moths founded by GuenSe in
1852, characterized by the full naked eyes,
smooth front, unarmed tibiae, rounded collar,

truncate thoracic tuft, and tufted basal seg-
ments of the abdomen, l. frugiperda is the moth
whose larva is called the fall army-worm or grass-worm.



Laphygma
I* is a variabi e form, and two varieties,fidmm and ohseura,
hnve been described. The caterpillars often occur in great

Fall Array-worm {^Lttphygmafrugiperda).
a, larra; 2, moth; t, wings of var. (?djc«»*«/ ^, wings of var.yif/2/0fa.

numbers and damage cereal crops and pastures, occasion-
ally even vegetable-gardens. mLey, 7th Mo. Bnt. Rep.,
p. 19.

lapicidet (lap'i-sid), n. [< L. lapicida, prop.
(Lli.) lapididda, a stone-cutter, < lapis (lapid-),
a stone, + -cida, < ccedere, cut.] A stone-cut-
ter. Coles, 1717.

lapidablet (lap'i-da-bl), a. [< lapid(ate) +
-able.'] That may be stoned. Bailey, 1731.

lapidarian (lap-i-da'ri-an), a. [As lapidary +
-an.'] Same as lapidary. CroJcer. [Bare.]
lapidarious (lap-i-da'ri-us), a. [< L. lapida-
n«s, belonging to stones: see lapidary.] Con-
sisting of stones ; stony. Coles, 1717. [Bare.]

lapidarist (lap'i-da-rist), ». [As lapidar{y) +
4st.] A person versed in tlie lapidary art; a
connoisseur of fine stones or gems ; a lapidist.

The stone called sapphire by Pliny is now known to
loindarists as lapis lazulL Sei. Amer.; N. S., LV. 84.

lapidary (lap'i-da-ri), a. and n. [= P. lapi-

daire = Sp. Pg. It. lapidario, < L. lapidarius, of
or belonging to stones or stone ; as a noxm, a
stone-cutter; < lapis (lapid-), a stone : see lapis.]

I. a. 1. Pertaining to a stone or stones; nav-
ing relation to stones: as, the lapidary 'bee

(which see, below).— 2. Pertaining or relating
to, or used in, the working of stone or stones,

-, especially of fine stones or gems, as cutting,

_, poUshing, engraving, etc. : as, the lapidary art;

a lapidary wheel.—3. Engraved or inscribed
upon stone: as, lapidary Yersea.

The lapidary alphabet, used for inscriptions and coins,

is square and angular, the letters being of equal height,
and composed largely of vertical and horizontal lines.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 147.

Both styles of capital writing were obviously borrowed
from the lapidary alphabets employed under the empire.

Sncyc. Brit., XTin. 162.

4. Of or pertaining to inscriptions cut in stone,

or to anyformal inscriptions; monumental: as,

the lapidary style of composition or of lettering.

A nobler euloginm than all the lapidary adulation of

modern epitaphs. Connoisseur, No. 131. (Latham.)

Lapidary bee, Bom6«s lapidarius, a bumblebee with a
black body and red end of the abdomen. It nests in stony
places.—LapidarymllL (a) A lapidaries' grinding-, cut-

ting-, and polishing-apparatus, including the bench and the
machinery for the wheels or laps, the slitting-, roughing-,
smoothing-,and pollshing-mills, and the slitting-and grind-

ing-wheels. (6) A lapidary wheel.—Lapidary style, in

lit., a style appropriate for monumental and other in-

scriptions, or characteristic of inscriptions.—Lapidary
Wheel, awheel for cutting and polishing, nsed by lapida-

ries. There are two kinds of these wheels : (1) the siicer, a
thin iron wheel edged with diamond-dust, used like a saw

;

(2) the lap or wM, used for grinding and polishing, usually
workinghorizontally and performing its function bymeans
of its upper face or disk, which is faced with metal, wood,
leather, or other material, and is strewn with polishing or
abrading powder of different degrees of hardness and fine-

ness. E. H. Kraght.

n. n.; pi. lapidaries {-v\2.'). 1. A stone-cutter;

one who cuts and prepares and inscribes tomb-
stones.—2. Specifically, a workman in fine and
hard stones; one who does any kind of skilled
work on precious or semi-precious stones, as

cutting, polishing, engraving, the formation of

useful or decorative articles, etc.

The lapidaries now shall learn to set

Their diamonds in gold, and not in jet.

Brome, To his Kistress.

When practicable, the lapidary avaUs himself of the
natural cleavages in the mineral upon which he is going
to operate. Eneyc. Brit., XIV, 299.

3. A virtuoso of lapidary work; a lapidarist.

[Bare.]— Lapidaries' clotli-niill, a lapidary wheel,
about 2 inches thick, consisting of a center of wood about
6 inches in diameter, upon which a spiral coil of list or

cloth is wound closely until the diameter of the wheel is

about 10 Inches. The cloth or list face is dressed true and
even with an iron heated to a dull red. This mill is used
generally with pumice-stone and water, and by reason of
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its elasticity is well adapted to operate upon curved sur-

faces of shells and stones.

lapidate (lap'i-dat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. lapi-

dated, ppr. lapidating. [< L. lapidatus, pp. of

lapidare (>It. lapidare = Sp. Pg. Pr. lapidar =
F. lapider), throw stones at, stone, < lapis {la-

pid-J, a stone : see lapis. Cf. dilapidate.] 1. To
stone; throw stones at; hitwith stones. [Bare.]

I have been In the catacombs— caves very curious in-

deed—we were lapidatedby the natives—pebbled to some
purpose, I give youmy word. Scott, St. Eonan's Well, xxxi.

The season for lapidating the professors is now at hand

;

keep him quiet at Holland House till aU is over.

Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland.

2. To cut and polish, as a stone by a lapidary.

The ruby-colored ones [tourmalines] when lapidated

being easily mistaken for rubies.
Eng. Canxul at Bahia, quoted in Phila. Times, May 3, 1886.

lapidation (lap-i-da'shon), n. [= F. lapidaOon
= Pr. lapidatio = Sp. lapidadon = Pg. lapida-

gao = It. lapidazione,<. L. lapidaUoin-), a ston-

ing, < lapidare, stone : see lapidate.] The act

of throwing stones at a person or of striking a
person with stones

;
punishment or execution

by stoning.

All adulterers should be executed by lapidation; the
ancienter punishment was burning : death always, though
in divers forms. Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iv. 16.

Adultery, if detected, would be punished by lapidation
according to the rigor of the Koranic law.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 284.

lapidator (lap'i-da-tor), n. [= It. lapidatore, <

L. lapidator, a stoner, < lapidare, stone: see lap-

idate.] One who stones. [Bare.]

lapideon (la-pid'e-on), n. [< L. lapis (lapid-),

a stone, + -eon, as in melodeon, eta.] A musical
instrument, invented by M. Baudry, consisting
of a graduated series of flints so suspended on a
frame that they can be sounded by blows from
wooden or stone hammers.
lapideous (la-pid'e-us), a. [= Sp. lapideo = Pg.
lapideo, < L'. lapideus, stony, < lapis (lapid-), a
stone : see lapis. Cf. lapidose.] Of the nature
of stone; consisting of stone ; stony. [Bare.]

A chylifactory menstruum or digestive preparation,
drawn from species or individuals whose stomachs pecu-
liarly dissolve la/pideous bodies.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 5.

lapides, ». Plural of lapis. .

lapidescencet (lap-i-des'ens), «. [< lapideseen(t)

+ -ce.] The state of being lapidescent, or the
process of petrifying.

They [chemists] do with much confidence entirely as-
cribe the induration and especially the lapideseence of
bodies to a certain secret internal principle, lurking for the
most part in some liquid vehicle. Boyle, Works, I. 434.

lapidescencyt (lap-i-des'en-si), n. Same as lapi-

deseence.

The lapidesceneies and petrifactive mutations of hard
bodies. Sir T. Braume, Vulg. Err., iii. 23.

lapidescentt (lap-i-des'ent), a. and n. [= F. la-

pidescent = It. yn/pidescente, < L. lapidesoen(t-)s,

ppr. of lapidescere, become stone, petrify, < la-

pis (lapi^), a stone: seelapis.] I, a. 1. Turn-
ing to stone

;
petrifying.

A spring within the bowells of ye earth, very deepe, & so
excessive cold that the drops meeting wt^ some lapides-
cent matter converts them into an hard stone, which hangs
about it like icicles. Evelyn, Diary, June 20, 1644.

3. Petrifactive ; lapidifio ; having the power of
converting to stone.

Beneath the surface of the Earth there may be sulphu-
reous and other steams, that may be plentifully mixed
with water, and there, in likelihood, with lapidescent li-

quors. jBoj/ie,Works, ni. 657.

II. n. A substance which has the quality of
petrifying another substance, or converting it

to stone.

lapidific (lap-i-dif'ik), a. [= F. lapidifique =
Sp. lapidifico = It. lapidifico, < L. lapis (lapid^),

a stone,

+

facere, make. ] Forming or convert-
ing into stone.

Arguing that the atoms of the lapidifick, as well as of the
saline principle, being regular, do therefore concur in pro-
ducing regular stones. N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, L 3.

But have we any better proof of such an effort of bature
than of her shooting a lapidific juice into the form of a
shell? Jefersan, Correspondence, I. 431.

lapidiflcal (lap-i-dif 'i-kal), a. [< lapidific +
-al.] Same as lapidific. Sir T. Browne, Vulg.
Err., ii. 5.

lapidlfication (la-pid"i-fi-ka'shon), n. {= F.
lapidification = Sp. lapidifieacion = It. lapidi-

ficasione, < NL. *lapidiflcatio(n-), the act of
turning substances into stone, < *lapidificare,
lapidify: see lapidify.] Petrifaction ; the pro-
cess of conversion into stone.

Induration, or lajfidification of substances more soft, is

likewise another degree of condensation.
Bacon, Jfat. Hist., § 82.

LapithsB

We must suppose that an Interval of time elapsed be-

fore the commencement of lapidification, during which
the cellular tissue was obliterated.

Sir C. Lydl, Elem. of Geol. (6th ed.), p. 48.

lapidify (la-pid'i-fi), «. *. ;
pret. and pp. lapidified,

ppr. lapidifying. [= F. lapidifier = 8p. Pg.

lapidificar, <,'Nh.*lapidiflcare, make stone, turn
into stone, < L. lapis (lapid-), a stone, + facere,

make. Cf . lapidific] To convert into stone

;

petrify. [Bare.]

lapidist (lap'i-dist), n. [< L. lapis (lapid-), a
stone (see lapis), + -ist.] It. A lapidary.

The factitious stones of chymists in Imitation [of ada-

mant] being easily detected by an ordinary Icwiditt.

Bay, Works ofCreation, L

2. -An expert in precious and semi-precious

stones ; a student of mineralogy, especially ia

relation to stones used for decoration.

lapidose (lap'i-dos), a. [ME. lapidose = F.la-

pidewx = Sp. It. lapidoso, < L. lapidosus, stony,

< lapis (lapid-), a, stone: see lapis. Cf. lapide-

ous.] It. Stony.
Ther [where] cleyi landes are & la^dose;
With dounge is goode to help hem.

Palladius, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 216.

2. In 'bot., growing in stony places.

lapilliform (la-pil'i-fdrm), a. [< L. lapiUus, a
little stone (see lapilbis), +forma, form.] Hav-
ing the form of small stones.

lapillus (la-pil'us), n.; pi. lapilli (-i). [L., dim.

of lapis, a stone : see lapis.] 1 . A small stone

;

specifically, in the plural, fragmentary mate-
rials ejected from volcanoes in eruption,varying
in size from that of a pea to that of a walnut.

They are sometimes so cellular in structure as

to float on the surface of water.— 2. In anat.,

an ear-stone ; an otolith ; one of the hard con-

cretions found in the fluid of the labyrinth of

the ear of many animals. See otolith.

lapis (la'pis), n.y pi. lapides (-pi-dez). [L., a
stone ; akin to (jtt. Tiiwag, a bare rock, /Utt^, a
flake, scale, <A^TEij», peel, scale off: seeZepis.] 1.

A stone : used only as a Latin word. See phrases
below.— 3. A kind of calico-printing with in-

digo in which the resists are so composed that
they act as a mordant for other dyes, those parts
of the cloth which by the resist are protected
from the action of the indigo, and are thus left

white, being dyed in turn by madder or quer-
citron-bark. The patterns so produced were
thought to bear some resemblance to lapis la-

zuli ; hence the name—Lapis cauBticns (canstlo
stone), caustic potash.—Lapis diVlnuB (divine stone), a
preparation of copper sulphate, -potassium nitrate, and
alum, 16 parts each, and camphor one part, fused together.

—Lapis infemails (infernal stone), fused nitrate of silver,

or lunar caustic.— Lapis lazuli (Azure stone), a silicate of
sodium, calcium, and aluminium with a sulphurcompound
of sodium, allied in composition to hatiyne and nosean. It
occurs massive, and has usually a rich ultramarine-blue
color, which makes It highly esteemed as an ornamental
stone. It is hard enough to be engraved and cut into
cameos, but large masses cannot be used in this way, be-
cause of fiaws. That which comes from Persia and China
is finest in color. By isolating and powdering the blue
coloring matter the pigment called native or real ultra-ma-
rine is obtained. See ultramarine. — Lapls-lazuU Mue
a deep blue used in decoration, especially in Oriental
porcelain and in the porcelain of Sevres. The Sevres bine
is deeper in color than that which bears the same name in
Orlentel porcelain, and is commonly clouded or mottled,
and sometimes veined with gold.— Lat>i8-lazuli waxe,a
name given by Josiah Wedgwood to a variety of his peb-
bleware which was veined with gold upon blue. See pfi&-

6fewore,—Lapis LydlUB (Lydian stone), touchstone or
basanite, a variety of silicious slate.— Lapis ollaris (pot-
stone), soapstone, potstone, or talc, a hydrated silicate of
magnesium.
Lapitb (lap'ith), n.; pi. Lapifhm or Lapiths
(-i-the, -iths). [< L. Lapithce.i Gi. Axnridai : see
Zapithce.] One of the Lapith».
The Lapiths [Parthenon] are youthful, beardlesSjSlim,

but firmly knit. A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 66.

Lapithse (lap'i-the), n. pi. [L., < (Jr. AaiviBai.]

In Ch: myth., a people of Thessaly, held to be

Lapith Fighting with Centaur— Metope of the Parthenon.



Lapithae

the deacendants of Lapithes, eon of Apollo,
celebrated for their wars with the Centaurs,
and especially for their chastisement, with the
aid of Theseus, of the Centaurs for an attempt
to carry off Hippodameia and other women
from the feast at her marriage with Pirithous,
ruler of the Lapithee. The word is of trequent oc-
currence In treatises on Greek art, combats between
Laplthee and Centaurs having been a favorite subject
with Greek artists.

lap-joint (lap'joint), n. A joint in which one
edge of a board, ;plank, or plate overlaps the
edge of another pieoe^ the edges being partly
cut away so that the pieces are in paraflel rela-
tion with each other. The term is used in contradis-
tinction to butting-joint. The joints of weather-boardhig
in house-building and the so-oailed "clincher build" ol
boats are familiar examples. Also lappedjoint.Sal!-la.p
Joint, in couplings, a joint formed by making the ends of
shafts semi-cylindrical and putting them together so that
the tongue of one fits into the recess of the other. The
Joint is then covered with a thimble or ring in which it is
secured by a key. See out under coupling?'

lap-jointed (lap'join'ted), a. Having joints
formed by edges (as of plates) overlapping, as
steam-boilera, iron ships, etc Lap-Jointed work.
Same as clinclier-work.

Laplace's coefficients, equation, function,
theorem, etc. See coefficient, etc.

Laplacian (la-pla'si-an), a. [< Laplace (see
def .) + ian.'i Pertaining to Pierre Simon de
Laplace, a great French astronomer and mathe-
matician (1749-1827).

This primitive Kantian and La/plaeian evolutionism, this
nebular theory of such exquisite concinnity, . . . has re-
ceived many hard knocks from astronomers.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 640.

Laplander (lap'lan-d6r), n. [= Sw. Lappldnder
= Dan. Laplander; as Lapland (see def.) +
-eri.] A native of Lapland, a region forming
the northernmost part of the Scandinavian pen-
insula, and divided between Norway, Sweden,
and Bussia. See Lapp.
Lapland finch. See finch^.

Laplandish (laji'lan-dish), a. [< Lapland +
-is/ji.] Pertaining to Lapla;nd or the Lapland-
ers: Lappish.
Lapland rose-bay. See rose-lay.

lapling (lap'Ung), n. [< lap'^ + -%ng\1 One
who is nursed, as it were, in the lap of ease and
luxury: a term of contempt. [Bare.]

You must not stream out your youth in wine, and live
a lapling to the silk and dainties.

"Bewyt, Sermons (1668), p. 7.

Laportea (la-p6r'te-a), n. [NL. (Gaudichaud-
Beaupr^, 1^26), named after M. Laporte, of
whom the author gives no account.] A genus
of urtioaceous plants of the tribe UrUcece and
subtribe Urerece. They much resemble nettles, and,
like them, are provided with stinging hairs. They differ,

however, from the genus Urtica' in the oblique achenium,
connate stipules, and alternate leaves. There are about
26 species,widely dispersedthroughout the warmer regions
of both hemispheres, especially in the Old World, but also

in Mexico and further northward, being absent in South
America. They are perennial herbs, shrubs, or even trees,

with ample, usually toothed, leaves and minute moncecious
or dioecious flowers clustered in loose cymes or glomerules.
L. Canadensis, the wood-nettle, is a common plant through-
out the eastern United States. L. gigas of Australia is a
large tree 80 feet in height, with extremely light, open-
grained woodj and leaves from 12 to 16 inches broad. Its

native name is goo-rmw-ma, and its colonial name nettle-

tree. It yields a valuable fiber.

Lapp (lap), n. [< Sw. Lapp = Dan. Lap, a
Lapp; a name of Lappish origin.] A member
of the race from which Lapland takes its name,
but which forms only a portion of its popula-
tion. The Lapps are an inferior branch of the Finnic
race, physically dwarfish and weak, and low in the scale

of civilization.

lappaceous (la-pa'shius), a. [< L. lappaceus,

bur-like, < lappa, a bur.] In hot., pertaining

to or resembling a bur.

lappet, V. and n. .An obsolete form of lap.

lappel, «. Seb lapel.

lapperi (lap'6r), ». l<lap^ + -er^.2 1. One who
laps with the tongue. Johnson.— 2. laentom.,

one of the trophi or mouth-organswhich areused

for lapping honey or other food, as the tongue

of a bee. Kirhy.

Iapper2 (lap'6r), n. [< lap^ + -eri.] 1. One
who laps. Speoifloally— (a) One who wraps or folds:

as, a clo&-lappe!r.

They may be tappers of linen, and bailiffs of the manor.
Swift.

(h) One who uses a lap, as in a lapidary's work.

The tapper prodnoes the plain and diamond-shaped sur-

faces by the rotary action of the lapidary's wheel.
Goldsmith's Handbook, p. 178.

2. In cotton-manuf., a machine which receives

the scutched cotton from the batting- and blow-

ing-machine, and compacts it into a lap or
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fleece upon the surface of a roller called a lap-
roller. This lap or fleece, when it acquires the proper
thickness, is torn across, and removed from the lap-roUer

Lapper.

to be fed to a carding-machine, into which it is carried by
the action of feed-rolls and the iiiet card-roller or licker-
in. Also called spreader or blower, and lap-nmchine or lap-
ping-macMne.

lapper^ (lap'6r), v. t. and i. A Scotch form of
topper^.

lapper-milk (lap'6r-imlk), «. Loppered milk;
clabber. [Scotch.]

There's a soup parritch for ye— it will set ye better to
he slaistering at them and the lapper-milk.

Scott, Antiquary, x.

lappet (lap'et), n. [< MB. lappet; < lap^ +
-etl] 1 . A little lap, flap, or pendant, especially

on a coat or a head-dress.

When I cut-off this lappet from thy Coat,
Could I not then as well haue cut thy throat?

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartaa's Weeks, ii.. The Trophies.

Half adozen squeezed plaits of linnen, to which dangled
behind two unmeaning pendants, called lappets, not half
covering their strait-drawn hair.

Waipole, Anecdotes of Painting, IV. i.

The dalmatic . . . has full sleeves reaching only to the
elbows, but prolonged in broad lappets of moderate length.

Eruiyc. Brit., VI. 467.

2i. In ornitJi., a wattle or other fleshy process
hanging from a bird's head.— 3. One of cer-
tain bombycid moths, as Lasiocampa guercifo-
lia : an English book-name. The small lappet
is L. ilidfoUa.

lappet (lap'et), V. t. [< lappet, «.] To cover
with or as with a lappet. Landor.
lappeted (lap'et-ed), a. [< lappet + -ed^."] In
ornith., wattled; having fleshy lappets at the
base of the beak: as, the lappeted lapwing,
Soplopterus tectus or Sareiophonts pileatvs.

lappet-end (lap'et-end), n. 1. The free end of
a lapijet, as of fine lawn or lace, frequently
very rich in decoration. Hence^3. Apiece
of lace or embroideir suitable for making a lap-
pet. Art Jour., N. S., XIX. 8.

lappet-frame (lap'et-fram), n. In lappet-heav-
ing, a sliding bar carrying needles, each with
a separate thread, for producing the pattern.
The bar is raised and lowered as required by the action
on it of a wheel grooved according to the pattern to be pro-
duced. Sometimes two or more such bars are employed
simultaneously. The device is a somewhat old one, still

much used in Scotland. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 188.

lappet-head (lap'et-hed), n. A head-dress
made with lappets or lace pendants.
He beheld his . . . friend dressed up in a lappet-Jiead

and petticoat. Goldsmith, Voltaire.

And sails with lappet-head and mincing airs
Duly at chink of bell to morning pray'rs.

Cowyer, Truth, 1. 139.

lappet-moth (lap'et-mfith), n. Same as lap-

pet, 3.

lappet-weaving (lap'et-we'ving), «. A sys-
tem of weaving used for producing figures on
the surface of cloth by means of needles placed
in a sliding frame. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 188.

Lappic (lap'ik), a. and «. [<Lapp + -ic.\ Same
as Lappish.
lappingl (lap'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lap^, v.l

1. The act of licking up with the tongue.— 2.

The motion and sound of rippling water.

lapping^ (lap'ing), ». [Verbal n. of ta^3,^.] 1.

The act of wrapping or folding.— 2. The act

of superimposing the margin of a piece of any
material upon the margin of another piece, as
in making a lap-joint.— 3. In textile manwf.,ihQ

lapse

process of forming a lap or fleece of fibrous ma-
terial suitable for presentation or delivery to
the carding-machine. in cotton-manufacture thelaps
are formed by compacting the cotton upon rollers, whence
the fleece is detached after it has acquired the proper
thickness. Laps are also formed by uniting slivers, as in.

the preparation of tow for spinning.

4. In ordnance, a process for slightly increas-
ing the bore of a rifled gun by wearing away
the lands, or metal between the rifle-grooves.— 5. In metal-worlci/ng, the smoothing of metal
surfaces by rubbing them with a plate of metal
rendered abrasive by the application of oil and
powdered corundum, or by the application of
a revolving disk similarly prepared!— 6. That
which is lapped ; a flap or pendant.
As those casual lappings and flowing streamers were

Imitated from nothing, they seldom have any folds or
chiaro scuro. Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, IV. i.

lapping-engine (lap'ing-en"jin), n. In metal-
working, amachine for turning over the two laps
which are later joined by the operation of weld-
ing.

lapping-machine (lap'ing-ma-shen"), n. Same
a.s tapper'^, 2.

Lappish (lap'ish), a. and n. [= Sw. Lappsk =
Dan. Lappish; as Lapp + -j«7tr.] I. a. Pertain-
ing to Lapland or the Lapps.

II. n. The language of the Lapps, which is

akin to the Finnic.
Also Lappic.

lap-plate (lap 'plat), n. In metaUworhmg, a.

plate which covers the line or joint where two
other plates abut against each other, and is

soldered, riveted, or bolted to both, thus con-
necting them.
Lapponian (la-p6'ni-an), a. [< ML. Lapponia,
Lapland: see Lapp.Y Same a,8 Lappish.
lapp-OWl (lap'oul), n. The great gray owl, Strix
lapponica, of Lapland and other northerly re-
gions.

lappyt (lap'i), a. [< lap'i- + -j/i.] In liquor;
drunk. Bailey, 1731. [Cant.]
lap-ring (lap'ring), n. An open ring in which
the ends overlap each other without touching.
It is analogous to a split-ring, and, like it, is used to
form a convenient connecting-link. The lap-ring, how-
ever, is made of such heavy material that it cannot, like
the split-ring, be elastic. E. H. Enight.

lap-robe (lap'rob), n. A fur robe or a blanket
used to protect the feet and legs when riding

in a carriage or sleigh. [U. S.]

lap-roller (lap'r6"16r), n. In cotton-mawuf., the
roller of a lapping-machine which receives the
fiber after the processes of batting and scutch-
ing, and upon which the lap or fieece is built

up and compacted to a thickness suitable for

delivery to the carding-machine.
lapsable (lap'sa-bl), a. [< lapse + -able.'] Ca-
pable of lapsing, falling, or relapsing.

Lapsana, Lampsana (lap'-, lamp' sa-na), «.

[NL. Lapsana (Linnseus), Lampsana (Totime-
fort), < L. lapsana, lampsana, < Gr. Tiaijidvt/, M/i-
tpdvii, the charlock.] Agenus ofcomposite plants
of the liguliflorous tribe Cichoriacew, type of the
subtribe Lapsanece, having a glabrous involucre
and naked receptacle, oblong, somewhat com-
pressed, many-ribbed achenes, small, loosely
panicled heads, and yellow corollas. Nine very
closely related species, perhaps reducible to three or four,
occur, widely distributed throughout the northern hemi-
sphere in the Old World, one of them also occurring in
North America- They are annual erect, branching herbs,

sometimes hairy or glandular-viscid, with coarsely toothed
or pinnatifid leaves, and long-peduncled heads. L. com-
Tnunis, the nipplewort, is acommon hedge-weed in Europe,
and occurs in the United States and Canada, perhaps only
naturalized.

Lapsanese, Lampsanese(lap-, lamp-sa'ne-e),«.
pi. [NL., < Lapsana, Lampsana, -(- -e<8.] A
subtribe of composite plants of the tribe Ci-

choriaeece, typified by the genus Lapsana, and
containing also the genera Hispidella and Apo-
gon, annual leafy herbs with chiefly naked in-

volucres of nearly equal scales, and glabrous
achenes, obtuse or rounded at the apex.

lap-scale (lap'skal), n. An apparatus used in
weighing out the quantity of wool or cotton
which is to be spread upon the feeding-apron
of a lapper or a parding-machine. E. S. Knight.

lapse (laps), n. [= F. laps = Sp. Pg. lapso =
It. lasso, < L. lapsus, a falling, slipping, < labi,

sUp: see Idbent, Zap2.] i. a falling; a con-
tinued falling off or away; a passing or glid-

ing along or away: as, the Zopse offlowing water;
the lapse of time.

About me round I saw
Hill, dale, and shady woods, and sunny plains,

And languid lapse of murmuring streams.
MUton, P. L., Till. 263.

Through the still lapse of ages.

Bryant, Thanatopsia.



lapse

2. A gradual fall or descent; passage down-
ward, physical or moral; a passing from a
higher to a lower place, state, or condition: as,
a lapse from integrity; a lapse into sin.

Since thy original lapse, true liberty
Is lost. HUton, P. L, xii. 83.

The lapee to indolence is softand imperceptible, but the
return to diligence is difficult. Johmqn, Eambler.

With soft and silent lapse came down
The glory that the wood receives,
At sunset, in its golden leaves.

Longfellow, Burial of the Minnisink.

3. A failure or miscarriage through some fault,
slip, or negligence; hence, a slip or fault in
general; a mistake from carelessness or inat-
tention: as, a Zapse of justice ; a Zapse of title to
an estate ; a lapse of the tongue or of gra.TnTn a.T-.

His [Adrian's] whole time was a very restoration of all
the lapses and decays of former times.

JBacon^ Advancement of Learning, L 78.

Let us stand never so much upon our guard, there will
be lapses, there will be inadvertencies, there will be sur-
prises. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, n. iv.

4. In Eng. eccles. law, the failure or omission
of a patron to present a clerk to a benefice
within the time allowed him, six mouths from
avoidance, in which event the benefice is said
to be lapsed or in lapse, and the right of pres-
entation passes to the bishop.

The canon wasmade for presentation within six months,
and title of lapse given to the bishop.

Selden, Illustrations of Drain's Polyolbion, viii.

lapse (laps), V. ; pret. and pp. lapsed, ppr. laps-
ing. [< L. lapsare, fall, slip, stumble, freq. of
labi, pp. lapsus, fall, sUp: see lapse, n. Cf. col-

lapse, elapse, iXlapse, relapse.1 I. intrans. 1. To
fall; slip; sUde; glide; sink; pass slowly, silent-

ly, or by degrees.
This disposition to shorten our words by retrencliing

the vowels is nothing else but a tendency to lapse into the
barbarity of those northern nations from which we de-
scended. Swift, To the Lord Treasurer.

2. To slip in conduct; fail in duty; deviate
from rectitude; commit a fault ; slip or fall into
error or sin.

To lapse in fulness
Is sorer than to lie for need.

Shak., Cymbeline, ill 6. 12.

3. To fall or pass from one proprietor to an-
other, by the omission, negligence, or failure of
some one, as a patron, a legatee, etc.

If the archbishop shall not fill it up within six montlis
ensuing, it lapses to the long. Ayliffe, Parergon.

4. To pass or fall away; fail; specifically, in
law, to become ineffectual or void: as, the ben-
efice lapsed; the legacy lapsed.

UntU in time his history shall lapse and be forgotten.
R. D. BlacTcmore, Iioma Doone, p. 277.

The lapsed, in early church hist., those who, having pro-
fessed Cliristianity, denied the faith in time of persecution
or fell into some otherkind of sin, such as offering sacrifice

or incense to idols, etc. On profession of contrition they
were allowed to hope for restoration to the church, but,
hefore being again admitted to communion, had td pass a
long probation, and submit to special penances, some-
times lasting till the approach of death.

II. trans. To cause or suffer to slide ; suffer

to fail or become void or ineffectual ; let sUp.
[Rare.]

He counts the living his to dispose, not to make profit

ol He fears more to lapse his conscience tlian his living.

FuUer.

lap-shaver (lap'sha'ver), n. A machine for

reducing leather-hides to a uniform thickness
by shaving away inequalities by means of a
set knife. The name comes from the old prac-

tice of shaving hides by hand while held on a
board in the lap. E. M. Knight.

lap-sided (lap'si'ded), a. Same as lop-sided.

lap-stone (lap'ston), n. A stone held in the lap

on which shoemakers hammer leather to make
it more solid.

lapstreak (lap'strek), a. and n. I. a. Built

with each streak? or course of planking over-

lapping the one below it like clapboards on a
house; clincher-built: applied to boats.

II. n. A boat built in this way. Lapstreaks
are not so strong as smooth-seamed boats, and
are much more easily strainefl.

This boat . . . was a lapstreak, some thirty-seven feet

long. The Boston Globe, Nov. 7, 1886.

lapstreaked (lap'strekt), a. Same as lapstreak.

lapstreaker (lap'stre-k6r), n. Afishermanwho
uses a lapstreak boat. [New England.]

lapsus (lap'sxis), n.; pi. lapsus. [L., a faU,

sUp : see lapse, «.] A fall or slide ; a slip : only
as a Latin word.—Lapsus calami, a slip of the pen

;

a mistake in writing.—Lapsus llnguSB, a slip of the

tongue ; a mistake of a word in utterance.—LapsUB me-
morise, a slip of the memory.
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lap-table (lap'ta^bl), n. Same as lap-board.

lap-tea (lap'te), n. A tea at which refresh-

ments are served to the guests in their laps,

instead of at table. Lowell, Biglow Papers,

Int. [Local, U. S.]

Laputan (la-pu'tan), a. and n. [< Laputa (see

def.) + -an.'] I."a. Pertaining to Laputa, an
imaginary flying island described in Swift's

"G-uIliver'& Travels," whose inhabitants were
engaged in all sorts of ridiculous projects;

hence, chimerical; absurd; ridiculous; impos-
sible.

After all, Swift's idea of extracting sunbeams out of cu-

cumbers, which he attributes to his Laputan philosophers,

may not be so very absurd.
Sir J. Herschd, Pop. Lects., p. 62.

II. n. An inhabitant of Laputa; a visionary.

lap-'weld (lap'weld), n. A welding or weld
made by lapping one piece of metal over an-
other before hammering: distinguished from
hutt-weM.

lapweld (lap'weld), V. t. To weld together by
the lapping of one edge over the other.

lapwing (lap'wing), n. [Early mod. E. la;^e-

wing, < TVrF, lapwing, a corrupt form, simulating
wing ("because he laps or claps the wings so
often"—Minsheu), of lapmnk, lapwynke, lappe-

winJee, lapwynche, prop. *lepewinlce, leepwynke,

< AS. hledpewimce, a lapwing, < Medpan, leap,

run, + *wince, < *wincan, move aside, turn : see

winic, wince. The name appar. refers to the
bird's irregular, twitching mode of flight.] A
plover-like bird with four toes, a crest; and lus-

trous plumage, belonging to the genus Vanellus
and family CharadriMce. The best-known lapwing
is V. cristatus, a common European bird, also called pe-

larcenist

elaborate public ceremonial. After the time of Augustuii.

at least, each division of the city had also its own pubUc
Lares (Lares compHales). The private Lares differed for

each family, and were worshiped daily in the house, be-

ing domiciled either on the family hearth or in a special

shrine. They received also especial recognition upon
every occasion of festivity, public or private, and on cer-

tain days devoted particularly to them, and claimed trib-

ute alike from the bride upon entering the family and
from the youth upon attaining liis majority. The chief

of the private Lares in each family, the domestic or house-
hold iw (Lar famMams) in the fullest Bense, was the

spirit of the founder of the family. To the family spirits

were often added in later times, among the household
Lares, the shades of heroes, or other personalities who
were looked upon with admiration or awe. In their char-

acter as malignant divinities, the Lares were commonly
classed under the titles of lenmres or larvm.

In consecrated eartli.

And on the holy hearth.

The Lars and Lemures moan with midnight plaint.

Mitton, Nativity, 1. 191.

Hence— 2. One of the most cherished posses-

sions of a family or household ; one of the house-
hold gods.' Compare Penates, in a like use.

So shall each youth, assisted by our eyes, . . .

Be rich in ancient brass [coins], though not in gold.

And keep his Lares, though his house be sold.
'^

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 866.

You were my wonders, you my Lars,

In darJding days my sun and stars.

Lowell, Oracle of the Goldfishes.

3. II. c] The white-handed gibbon, Hylobates
lar. See Hylobates.— 4. pi. [NL.] A group of

lepidopterous insects.— 5. [NL.] A genus of

gymnoblastic or tubularian hydroids, type of

the family Bydrolaridm.
Lar^ (lar), TO. [< L. Lar or La/rs (Lart-), < Etrus-

can Larfh, lord.] Lord: a title prefixed to'

Etruscan names, properly distinctive of the
eldest son, and often mistaken for an integral

part of the name. Also Lars.

Appraised the Lycian custom, spoke of those
That lay at wine with Lar and Lucumo.

""
',, Princess, il

Lapwing ( VaTtellus cristatus).

wit, from its cry. The adult male has the upper parts iri-

descent with green, violet, and purplish tints, the under
parts white, a large area on the breast and the top of the
head and the long crest black, the tail-coverts chestnut
or orange-brown, the tail black and white, the bill black,
and the feet red. It is about as large as a pigeon. The
eggs are esteemed a great luxury, and many are annually
sent to the London markets from the marshy districts of
England, under thejiame of plotters^ eggs. There are other
species. Also called/opmn^.

For anone after he was chaunged,
And from his owne kinde straunged,
A lapwyrUce made he was.

Gower, Conf. Amant, v.

Wherein you resemble the lapwing, who crieth most
where her nest is not. I/yly, Alexander and Campaspe, iL 2.

lapwinkt, ». An obsolete form of lapwing.
lapwork (lap'werk), n. In metal^worJdng, work
in which parts are fastened together by being
lapped one over the other and then riveted,
lapwelded, or the like.

laauayf, laqueyf, n. Obsolete forms of lackey.
Minsheu, 1617.

laciuear (lak'we-ar), n. [L., also laqu^are, a
paneled ceiling; ef. lacunar, of same sense: see
lacunar.'] A ceiling which consists of sunk or
hoUowed compartments having bands or spaces
between. See lacunar'':

Lar^ (lar), n. ;
pi. Lares (la'rez), or, as English,

Lars (larz). [< L. Lar, usually in pi. Lares, OL.
Loses (Etruscan Laran, Lalan), perhaps aMn to
Skt. •/ las, shine.] 1. In Rom. antiq., one of
a class of infernal deities whose cult was of
primitive origin. They were looked upon as natural
protectors of the state and family, and also as powerful for
evil if not duly respected and propitiated. The public
Lares, originally two in number, were the guardians of the
unity of the state, and were honored with temples and an

Lars Porsena of Clusinm,
By the nine gods he swore

That the great house of Tarquin
Should suffer wrong no more.

Maeaulay, Horatins.

Laramie group. See group^.
lararium (la^ra'ri-um), «.; pi. torarja (-a). [L.,

< Lar, a household deity : see Lar^.'] "Among
the ancient Romans, a small shrine in private
houses where the Lares were kept and wor-
shiped.

larboard (lar'bord; by sailors, lab'erd), n. and
a. [Earlymod. E. also larhoord (also leereboord,

in connection with and accommodated to steere-

boord, starboard); prob., with irreg. alteration
of (i to r by assimilation of the form to that of the
associated starboard, < ME. laddebord (found
only once), perhaps for *ladebord, lit. the 'lad-

ing-side ' (the side on which, in the absence of

anyreasontothecontrary,thecargo isreceived),
< lade, a load, lit. a carrying (confused with thqi

unrelated verb lade, < AS. 7itadan,lade), + bord,

board, side: see lade'^, lade^, loadK load?, and
board. The AS. term was bcecbora: see etym.
of backboard. It is not clear why this term,
which remains in other Tent, tongues, gave
way in E. to larboard. Cf. starboard (ult. <
AS. stedrbord, < stedr, steer, rudder, + bord,
side). The supjiosition that larboard stands
for *lower-board, i. e. left side (D. laager, lower,
left; cf. E. obs. higher, right), is untenable ; and
the statement that larboard and starboard are
derived, respectively, from the (supposed) It.

terms gueUa borda, 'that side,' guesta borda,
'this side,' is gross nonsense.] I. «. Naut.,
that side of a ship which is on the left hand of
a person facing the bow: opposed to starboard,
the right-hand side, aiie term is now obsolescent
the word port having been officially substituted in order
to avoid confusion, in hearing orders, with the opposite
but like-sonuding slairioard.

Thay layden in on laddeborde and the lofe Wynnes.
Alliterative Poems (ed. MorrisX iiL 10ft.

All the way vpon his leerebord was the maine ocean.
Hakluyes Voyages, p. 5.

We have had enough of action, and of motion w^
Boll'd to starboard, roU'd to larboard, when the snigowas

seething free. Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters (Chorix: Bong).

n. a. Of or pertaining to the left-hand side
of a ship

;
port : as, the uirboard quarter Lar-

board boat, or laxboaxd quarter-boat, the mate's boat
of a whaler.

larbowlines (lar'bS^nz or -linz), n. [< lar
{board) + bowlines.] Naut., the men of the lar-
board watch. See watch.
larcener (lar'se-nfer), n. [< larcen-y + -«ri.]

One who commits larceny ; a thief.

larcenist (lar'se-nist), n, [< larceit^ + ist.']

Same as larcener.
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larcenous (lar'se-nus), a. [< larcerir^ + -tw«.] lard (lard), n. [< ME. larde, < OP. lard, P. lard,

Thievish; pertaining to, cliaraoterized by, or
tainted with larceny.

The acquittal of any noble and official thief will not fail
to diffuse the most heartfelt satisfaction over the la/rce-

ruma and burglarious world.
Sydney Smith, Peter Plymley's Letters, It.

larcenously (lar'se-uus-li), adv. In a larce-
nous or thievish manner: thievishly.

larceny (lar'se-ni), ». [Formerly also la/rdny;
with added suifix -y, prob. to conform the word
to burglary, felony, etc. ; earlier *larcen, larson,

< OP. larrecin, lardn, P. larcin = Sp. Pg. It. la-

troemio, < L. latrocimum (> B. latrociny), rob-
bery, < latrocinari, practise freebooting or high-
way robbery, < latro, a hired servant, a mer-
cenary, a freebooter, robber. Cf . Grr. Mrpig, a
hired servant.] In law, the wrongful or fraudu-
lent taking and carrying away, by any person
and from any place, of the mere personal goods
of another, with a felonious intent to convert
them to the taker's own use, andmake them his

own property, without the consent of the owner

;

theft. East, According to some recent authorities,

conversion with felonious intent may be larceny although
there was no intent to appropriate the thing to the use of
the thief himself. At common law appropriation by an
employee or bailee already in lawful possession was not
larceny, but at most embezzlement. By modem statute, in
several jurisdictions acts formerly amounting only to em-
bezzlement have been made larceny.

La/rdny, or theft, by contraction for latrociny, latroci-

nium, is (Ustlnguisned by the law into two sorts.

Blackstone, Com., IV. xvli.

Compound larceny. See simple larceny.—Grand lar-
ceny, larceny of property having a value equal to or more
than a certain amount, which the common law in England
fixes at 12d. , and which is fixed in some parts of the United
States at ?25, In others at $60.— Petty larceny, larceny of

property having a value less than that fixed m the case

of grand larceny.—Simple larceny, larceny uncombined
with any circumstanfces of aggravation, such as being com-
mitted by the owner's clerks or servants, or from the per-

son: when BO combined, it is called compound larceny.

Bobbery is larceny combined ^ith assault, and is thus com-
pound larceny.

larch (larch), n. [Early mod. E. larche, < OP.
larege, lariee= Sp. Idrice= Pg. larico= It. lariee

= MD. lerdkenifioom), D. lorlcen(fioom) = OHGr.
*larihha, MHG. larche, lerche, Gc. lerdhe, larche

(lercheniaum) =^ Dan. Iwrlce, legrlce(,trcB) = Sw.
lark(trdd), < L. larix (la/ric-), < Gr. Mpi^ (Mpuc-),

larch. The W. llars^ydden, llar-wydden {gwyd-

de«,tree)is afterE. Themod.P.iiameisTO^?^«e.]
Any coniferous tree of the genus Larix. The com-
mon larch of Europe, L. Europom, is native in the Alps

and their vicinity, and is frequently cultivated in England

bacon, fat of swine, blubber of whales, etc., =
Sp. Pg. It. lardo = NGb. /laprfj, < L. lardum, la-

ridum, larida, the fat of bacon. Cf . Or. ?iapiv6c,

fat, Aapiic, sweet, pleasant, nice.] If. The fat

of swine ; bacon ;
pork.

By this the boiUng kettle had prepar'd.

And to the table sent the smoking lard;

On which with eager appetite they dine,

A savoury bit that serv'd to relish wine.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Baucis and PhUemon, 1. 107.

2. The fat of swine after being separated from
the flesh and membranes by the process of ren-

dering; the clarified semi-solid oil of hogs' fat.

It is a very important article of commerce, being used for

many culinary and industrial purposes, in pharmacy as the

basis of ointments and cerates, etc. See lard-oil.

lard (liird), «. \_<.ME.larden,<F.larder = 8^. ,-,..,;,,, -r ry -.^tt. , .7

lardar = Pg. lardear =lt. Urdare, lard; from larderer (la,r'd6r-6r), n. [< ME. lardert

the noun.] I. trans. 1 . To stuff with bacon or larder + -ej^O ^One who has charge of a la

pork ; introduce thin pieces of salt pork, ham, ^''"" """ ^"'"" *" '^

or bacon into the substance of (a joint of meat)
before cooking, in order to improve its flavor.

He is also good at larding of Meat after the Mode of

France. Howell, Letters, I. v. 36.

Hence— 2. To intersperse with something by
way of improvement or ornamentation; enrich;

garnish; mterlard.

They say, the Liriok is larded with passionate Sonnets.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

White his shroud as the mountain snow, . . .

Larded with sweet fiowers. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 6. 37.

They lard then- lean books with the fat of others' works.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Header, p. 19.

A vocabulary larded with the words humanity and phi-

lanthropy. B. Choate, Addresses, p. 237.

3t. To pierce as in the operation of larding.

Thy Barbed dart heer at a Chaldee flies

And in an instant lardeth both his thighes,

Sylvester, tr. of Hu Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Vocation.

4. To apply lard or grease to; baste; grease;

besmear.
Falstafl sweats to death,

And lards the lean earth.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iL 2. 116.

As smart above
As meat and lairded locks can make him.

Cowper, Task, Iv. 642.

5t. To fatten.

And mochell mast to the husband did ylelde,

And with his nuts larded many swine.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

Live by meat I

By larding up your bodies 1 'tis lewd and lasy.

Fletcher, Bonduca, I 2.

Il.t intrans. To grow fat.

In the furrow by, where Ceres lies much spiU'd,

The unwieldy larding swine his maw then having flll'd,

Lies wallowing in the mire.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xiv. 108.

lardacein (lar-da'se-in), n. [< lardace{oiis) +
-i»2.] A proteid substance found as a deposit

in certain diseased organs and tissues of the
body. It differs from other proteids in resisting the ac-

tion of digestive fluids, and in coloring red with iodine

alone, and violet or blue with iodine and sulphuric acid.

lardaceous (lar-da'shius), a. [< lard, n., +
-aceous.'] Of, pertaining to, containing, or con-
sisting of lard or lardacein ; of the nature of

.^lard; resembling lard—Lardaceous disease, a
' morbid condition in which lardacein is deposited or form-
ed in various tissues. Also called dlbumi'mid, waxy, or - -

amyloid disease or degeneration.—Lardaceous tissues, lardryt, «.

tissues containing lardacein.

lard-boiler (lard'boi"ler), n. A steam-heated
pan in which the fat of hogs is boiled to sep

Larentins3

larder^t, larduret, « [ME., also lardre; < OP.
*lardure, slaughter (?) (not found in this sense);

cf . lardure, a piece of bacon or fat ; < larder, lard,

stick, spit: see lard, v.'] Slaughter.

TherdideBan gretmen^eilles, fforhe remounted Arthur
a-monge his enmyes with fln force, and made so grete
lardre at the Oeauntes, that noon durste of hym a-bide a
stroke. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 836.

larder-beetle (lar'der-be'^^tl), «. The bacon-
beetle, Dermestes lardarius : so called from its

depredations upon stored animal foods. See
Dermestes, and cut under baeorir-beetle.

larderelUte (lar-de-rel'it), «. [Named after

one Larderel, connected with the borax in-

dustry of Tuscany.] A hydrous ammonivim
borate occurring in white crystalline masses
about the Tuscan lagoons.

_ _
larderere^ <

larder.

John Fitz-John, by Reason of his Manner of S. in Nor-
folk, was admitted to be chief Larderer.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 186.

larder-houset (lar'der-hous), n. [MB. lardyr-

hows.'] Same as larder^, 1.

larderyt (lar'der-i), n. [Formerly also larderie,

lardarye, lardry, lardrie; < ML. lardarium, a
larder: see larder^. Cf . OP. larderie, the art of

larding meats.] Same as larder^.

Carnmo, camario [It.], a lardrie or place to hang and
keepe meate in. Florio.

The citizens of Winchester hadouersight of the kitchen

and larderie. Eolinshed, Hen. III., an. 1235.

lardinert (lar'di-nfer), n. [< ME. lardyner, <

OP. *lardinier, < ML. lardenarius, equiv. to lar-

darius, a steward, one in charge of the larder,

< L. lardum, lard: see lard, larder^. Hence the

surname Lardner.'] A steward.

Hoo so maiygt at Crystysmas a dogge lardyner and yn
March a sowe gardyner, ... he schall neuer haue goode
larder ne fayre gardyn. Sabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 3B8.

larding-needle (lar'ding-ne"dl), ». An instru-

ment with which to insert the strips of pork

used in larding meat.
larding-pin (lar'ding-pin), n. Same as lardr-

ing-needle.

larding-stickt, ». Same as larding-needle.

A larding-slick, wherewith cookes use to drawe lard

through flesh. Nomenclator.

lardocein (lar-do'se-in), n. Same as lardacein.

lard-oil (lard'oil), '». An oil expressed from
hogs' lard, it is colorless and limpid, and is used for

greasing wool, for the lubrication of machinery, for adul-

terating olive- and sperm-oils, and to some extent for

burning in lamps. It is largely used in the United States

for making soap.

lardon, lafdoon (lar'don, lar-don'), »• [< ^
lardon, a thin slice of bacon, <. lard, bacon : see

lofrd, m.] A strip of bacon or salt pork used for

lajrdmg.
Thrust the needle into the meat at one of the side lines,

and when it is about half way through to the top of the

piece, press the steel slightly with the thumb and fore-

finger, to hold the lardoon in place until it has entered the

meat. Pa/rloa, New Cook Book, p. 397.

lard-press (lard'pres), ». A press used for

separating cooked lard from the cracklings.

lard-renderer (lard ' ren " der - er) , «. A tank-

boiler or vessel in which cut lard is cooked to

separate the clear fat from the membranes and
watery parts. M. S. Knight.

A contraction of lardery.

American Larch, or Tamarack (Larix Amtricana).

I, branch with leaves ; 2, branch with cones ; a, branch_with male

flowers ; 6, branch with a young cone
the two seeds; e, seed.

; c, cone ; d, scale of cone with

rable The"tree yield's Venetian turpentine, and its hark

is used in tanning and dyeing. The American or black

larch Is L. Americana, the tamarack or hackmatack, ine

larch of northwestern America is L. oceidentalw. The om-

nese or golden larch is L. (Paeudolarix) T^om^feri. The

Himalayan larch, L. Orifflthii, yields a soft but durable

timber. The Corsican larch is Pinvx Laneu).

When rosy plumelets tuft the larch.

Tennyson, In Memonam, xol

larch-bark (larch'bark), n. The bark of iam
JEwopcea : the larifis cortex of the British Phar-

macopoeia. It has been used in hemorrhagic, bronchitic,

and cutaneous aiteotiona. n -, nc
larchen (lar'chen), a. [< larch + -erfl.^ Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of larch.

larch-tree (larch'tre), n. Same as larch.

lardsto'ne (lard'ston), n. A kind of soft stone

found in China. See agalmatoUte.

„ larduret, »• See larderK
arate the lard from the membranes. E. H. lardy (lar'di), a. [< lard + -y^.'] Containing
Knight. lard; full of lard; of the nature of lard.

lard-cooler (lard'ko"16r), n. An apparatus for lare^t, «• An obsolete form of lore^.

the artificial cooling of rendered lard. It consists lare^t, »• An obsolete spelling of tefrl.

of a vessel surrounded by a stream of cold water, which IotoS n. An obsolete or dialectal form of lair^.
passes in and out by means of pipes, while an- is forced i'.. ,,- „„^/4.: s\ „ rMT, CTrAitselikp
into the inner vessel through a tubular shaft in the mid- Larentia (la-ren ti-a;, n. [^riLi. (ireitSCUKe,

die. The contents of the vessel are agitated by the action 1825), < L. Larentia,m tComan legentt tne toster-
- . . . mother of Eomulus and Kemus.] A "genus of

geometrid moths giving name to the Larentldm,

having the palpi reaching beyond the front and
their joints indistinct. The larvae are slender and
cylindric, and live on low plants. Eepiesentatives occur

in all parts of the world ; nearly 100 species are described,

about 40 of them European.

Larentidffi, Larentiidse (la-ren'ti-de, lar-en-ti'-

i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Guen6e, 1857), < Larentia

+ idw.'] A family of geometrid moths, typi-

fied by the genus Larentia, containing such
forms as the pugs, carpet-moths, high-fliers, etc.

It is a large and wide-spread group, whose members have
the palpi compressed like a beak, the wings not angulate,

rarely dentate, with moderate fringes, and the areola

oftenest double. The larvse are elongate, without tu-

bercles, usually green, and with distinct lines.

Larentinse, Larentiinse (la-ren-ti'ne, la-ren-ti-

i'ne), n. [^^J., < Larentia + -mce.] The La-
retitidce regarded as a subfamily.

of movable wooden slats revolving between fixed slats,

while scrapers prevent accumulation of the lard on the

_\ sides of the vessel. E. H. Enight.

and the United States. It is of an elegant, conical growth, larder^ (lar'dSr), ». [<MB.larder,<0¥.lardier,
and its wood is tough, buoyant, _elastac,_andextremel^dij. ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ j^_

lardarium (also larderium, after OP.), a room
for meats, < L. lardum, laridum, fat of bacon:
see lard, n. Cf . OP. lardoir, lardouer, a larder,

P. lardoire, a larding-pin, < ML. lardatorium, a

larding-pin, < lardare, lard, spit : see lard, v.']

1. A room in which bacon and other meats are

kept or salted ; hence, a depository of provisions

in general for a household ; a pantry.

Good master porter, I belong to the larder.

Shak., Hen. vni., v. 4. S.

The larders of Savona were filled with the choicest game.

Prescatt, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 20.

2. The stock of provisions in a house

;

sions as served.

provi-



lareover

lareover (lar'o'vfer), n. See layer-over.
When children are over inquisitive as to the meaning or

use of any articles, it is sometimes the custom to rebuke
them by saying they are laremere for meddlers. HaUiwell.

Lares, n. The Latin plural of iari.
largamente (lar-ga-men'te), adv. [It., < largo,
large: see large.'] la. music, largely; broadly;
in a manner characterized by breadth of style
without change of time. Grove.
large (larj), a. and n. [< ME. large, < OP. large,
F. large = Sp. Pg. It. largo, < L. largus, abun-
dant, plentiful, copious, large, much.] I, a.
1. Ample in dimensions, quantity, or number

;

having much size, bulk, volume, extent, ca-
pacity, scope, length, breadth, etc., absolutely
or relatively; beiug of more than common
measure; wide: broad; spacious; great; big;
bulky: opposed to small or Utile, and used of
both corporeal and incorporeal subjects : as, a
large house, man, or ox ; a large plain or river

;

a large supply, assembly, or number of people

;

to deal on a large scale or with large subjects

;

to seek a larger sphere ; aman of large mind or
heart; a large manner in painting; the largest
liberty of action; to confer large powers upon
an agent ; large views.
Large er tho londes, that his eldres wonnen.

Bob. of Brunne, p. 144.

They buried him In Legate's Den,
A large mile frae Harlaw.
Battle of Harlaw (Child's EaUads, VH. 319).

When ye go, ye shall come ... to a large land.
Judges xviii. 10.

I pray God bless us both, and send us, after this large
Distance, a joyful Meeting. Howell, Letters, I. L 5.

From this place we had a large prospect of the Plain of
Esdraelon, which is of a vast extent, and very fertile.

MaundreU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 57.

In all seasons there will be some instances of persons
who have souls too large to be taken with popular preju-
dices. Steele, Spectator, No. 294.

2t. FuU; complete.
They slepen til that it was pryme large.

ChatuxT, Sqoire's Tale, L 352.

"Smyte on boldely," sayd Bobyn,
"I give the large leve."

Lytea Oette of Babyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 115).

3t. Ample or free in expenditure ; liberal; lav-
ish; prodigal; extravagant.

But by thy lyf ne be namoore so large:
Keepe bet oure good, that geve I thee in charge.

Chatteer, Shipman's Tale, L 431.

Large of his treasures, of a soul so great
As fills and crowds his universal seat [Innocent XI.].

Dryden, Britannia Itediviva, L 86.

4t. Ample or liberal in words; diffuse; free;

full; extended: applied to langoage.
The declarations we have sent inclosed, the one more

breefe & generall,which we thinke y« fitter to be present-
ed; the other something more large.

Quoted in Bradford'e Plymouth Plantation, p. 34.

If I shall be large, or unwonted in justifying my seUe
to those who know me not, for else it would be need-
lesse, let them consider that a short slander will oft times
reach farder then a long apology.

MH/Urn, Apology for Smectymnuus.

5t. Free from restraint ; being at large.

Of burdens all he set the Paynims large. Fairfax.

6t. Free from moral restraint; broad; licen-

tious.

Theman doth fear God, howsoever it seems not inhim by
some iar^e jests be will make. 5%(i^, Much Ado, iL 3. 206.

7t. Clamorous; boisterous; blatant.

Some men seyn he was of tonge large.

Chancer, Troilus, T. 804.

8t. Free; favorable as regards direction; fair:

applied to the wind. See large, adv., 3.

The same night about midnight arose another great

storme, but the winde was large with vs, vntill the 27 of

the same moneth, which then grew somewhat contraiT.
Bakluyts Voyaget, U. 282.

=zSyil. 1. Big, etc. (see great); capacious, expansive, spa-

cious.

H. n, 1. Freedom; unrestraint: in the phrase
at large (which see, below).— 2t. laoldmusical
notation, a, note properly
equivalent in value either to

three or to two longs, accord-
JTicr to .the rhythm used. Also called a maxima
or maxim. It was variouslymade, as when used
at the end of a piece its time value was often
indefinite.

A large, a long, a breve, a semibreve,
A minim, a crotchet, a quaver, a semiquaver.
Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, v. 1.

3t. Bounty; largess.

It blcometh to a kynge to kepe and to defende.

And conquerour of conquest his lawes and his large.

Piers Plovrman (B), xix. 43,

At large (formerly also at hie large, etc.). (a) At liberty;

without restraint or confinement: as, to go o^ large; to

be left at large.

th
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Alwey they seke upward on highte.

While eche of hem is at hie large.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 74S.

A byrd in hand, as some men say, is worth ten [that] flye

at large. Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

The will

And high permission of all-ruling Heaven
Left him at large to his own dark designs.

Mntm, P. L., i. 213.

In prison I expected greater satisfactions than I had en-

joyed o« large. QoMsmith, Citizen of the World, xrvii.

(J) At length; in or to the full extent ; fully : as, to dis-

course on a subject at large.

I will now declare at large why, in mine opinion, loue

is fitter than feare. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 3L

This is more at large describ'd in the Gazette of that

day. Evelyn, Diary, June 2, 1672.

(c) In general; as a whole; altogether.

The nation at large gained greatly by the revolution.

Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., it 1.

(0 For the whole; free from the customary limitation. In
:he United States a congressman at large is one elected

by the voters of a whole State instead of those of a single

district, which is done when the existing apportionment
by districts does not provide for all the representatives

to which the State is entitled. In some places an alder-

man or a supervisor at large is elected by a whole city or
county, in addition to those elected by wards or town-
ships.—Common at large. See emmrum, n., 4.

larget, v. i. [< ME. largen ; < large, a. Cf. enlarge,

of which large is in part an aphetie form.] To
get free. [Rare.]

And most especyally by the power and wyll of Almyghty
God, with meruaylons dj^ycultye, we larged borne the
shore. Sir S. Quylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 60.

large (larj), adv. [< ME. large; < large, a.] If.

Largely; broadly; freely; with license.

Al speke he nevere so rudelyche and large.

Chancer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 734.

2t. Fully; at large.

A greter payne, as more large apperyth in for-sayde
autoryte. Political Poems, etc. (ed. FumivallX P* 34.

3. Naut., before the wind; with the wind free

or on the quarter, or in such a direction that
studding-sails vrill draw: as, to go or sail large.

We continued running large before the northeast trade-
winds for several days.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 20.

4t. FuU; atfuU; in aU.

M^ selfe, with many good freinds in y* sonth-collonie of
Virginia, have received such ablow that 400. persons large
will not make good our losses.

J. EuigUm, quoted in Bradford's Rymouth PlantatiOD,
[p. 125.

5. "Big"; boastfully. [CoUoq.]—By and large.
See 6^1, adv.

large-acred (lari'a''Ti6rd), a. Possessing much
land.

Heathcote himself, and such large-acred men.
Lords of fat E'sham, or of Lincoln-fen,
Buy every stick of wood that lends them heat.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, IL ii. 240.

large-handed (larj'han'''ded), a. Having large
hands. Hence—(a) Bapacious; grasping; greedy.

Large-handed robbers your grave masters are.
And pill by law

!

Shak., T. of A , iv. 1. 11.

(6) Profuse ; generous : as, large-handed charity.

large-hearted (larj'har*ted), a. Having a large
heart or liberal disposition ; sympathetic; gen-
erous; liberal; magnanimous.

Such as niade.Sheba's curious queen resort • '

To the large-hearted Hebrew's famous court.
Waller, To the Countess of Carlisle.

large-heartedness (larj'har*ted-nes), ». Large-
ness of heart

; generosity.

In regard of reasonable and spiritual desires, the effects
of this affection axelarge-heartednegg and liberality.

Bp. Reynolds, The Passions, xvil

largely (larj'll), adv. [< ME. largely; < large,
a., + -ly^.'] In a large manner; to a great ex-
tent; copiously; diffusely; amply; hberaUy;
bountifully; abundantly: fully: as, the sub-
ject was largely discussed.

large-minded (larj'nun"'ded), a. Liberal; not
narrow in ideas ; characterized by breadth of
view.

I fear we shall find that, instead of training oxir girls to
be large-minded, useful, agreeable women, we shall have
trained them to have little or no real interest in anything.

Nineteenth Century, ytttt 229.

large-mindedness (larj'min'ded-nes), n. Lib-
erality of ideas; freedom from narrowness;
magnanimity.
largen (lar'jn), v. [< large + -««i.] I. intrans.
To become large or larger; wax. [Bare.]

And the one eye that meets my view,
Lidless and strangely largeniTig, too.
Like that of conscience in the dark.
Seems to make me its single mark.

LoweU, Oracle of the Goldfishes.

n. trans. To make large or larger; enlarge;
increase. [Bare.]

largition

No more a vision, reddened, largened,

The moon dips toward her mountain nest.

LoweU, Appledore, n.

largeness (larj'nes), n. The condition or qual-

ity of being large, (a) Bigness ; bulk ; magnltade

:

as, the largeness of an animaL

Circles are prais'd, not that abound
In largeness, but th' exactly round.

Waller, Long and Short Life.

(&) Comprehension; scope; extensiveness: as, largeness

of intellect or of a view.

There will be occasion for largeness ol mind and agree-

ableness of temper. Jeremy Collier, Friendship.

(c) Extension ; amplitude; volume: as, the 2ar^e7i««9 of an
offer.

The Umbrian champaign, brealdng away into the valley

of the Tiber, spreads in all the largeness of majestically

converging mountain slopes.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 68.

(jl) Freedom ; breadth ; latitude ; unrestraint.

The captain was tried by a council of war, and acquitted

by the largeness ot his commission.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 235.

This largeness of style is the result of that long and pro-

found study of nature which teaches the artist how to se-

lect and to give due prominence to the parts which are

essential to the main idea, every detail not so essential

being subordinated, or, if necessary, omitted.
C. T. Newton, Art and ArchseoL, p. 402.

(e) Magnanimity.

If the largeness of a man's heart carry him beyond pru-

dence, we may reckon it illustrious weakness. Bacon.

(/t) Liberality.

Loo! Laurence for hus largenesse! as holy lore telleOi,

That bus mede and hus man-hede for enere-more shal

laste; ...
He gaf godes men godes goodes and nat to grete lordea.

Piers Plowman (C), xviii. 64.

larcess, largesse (lar'jes), n. [< ME. largesse,<

OF. largesse, P. largesse= Sp. Pg. largueza= It.

larghezza, a bounty, < LL. as if *largiUa (= L.

largitio{n-), a bestowing freely: see ih/rgition), <

L. largiri, give freely,< largits, large, liberal: see

large, o.] 1. Liberality; generosity; bounty.
[Obsolete or archaic.]

Avarice maketh alweymokereres to ben hated, and lar-

gesse maketh folk cler of renoun.
Chaucer, Boethins; ii prose 5.

I could not bear to see those eyes
On all with wasteful largesse shine,

Lowell, The Protest

2. A liberal gift or donation; a present; a
bounty bestowed.

Ther mette I cryinge many oon,

—

A larges ! larges !

Chaucer, House of Fame, L U09.

The great donatives and largesses, upon the disbanding
of the armies, were things able to enijame all men's con-
rages. Bacon, Kingdoms and Estates.

I have not lack'd thy mild reproof.
Nor golden largess of thy praise.

Tennyxm, Baag.

To crjr a largess, to ask for a gift or bounty, as was
anciently the custom of the minstrels at feasts.

To crye a largesse by-fore oure lorde oure goode loos to
shewe. Piers Plowman (C), viiL 109.

=Syn. 2. Gratuity, etc See present, n.

larget (lar'jet), n. A length of iron cut from
a bar and of proper size to roll into a sheet.
It usually has a weight of about 14 pounds. It is heated
preparatory to rolling, and is rolled while hot.

larghetto (lar-get'to), a. and n. [It., some-
what slow, < largo, < L. largus, large : see large.]

\. a. In music, somewhat slow : noting a passage
to be rendered in somewhat slow tempo ; not so
slow as largo, but usually slower than andante.
H. n. A movement intended to be performed

in somewhat slow tempo.
largificalf (lar-jif'i-kal), a. l< 1,. largificus,
bountiful, < largus, large, + faeere, make.]
Grcnerous; bountiful; ample; liberaL Blount.

largiflnoust (lar-jif'lu-us), o. [< L. largifluus,
flowing copiously, copious, < largus, copious
{large, copiously), -f- fluere, flow.] Plowing co-
piously. Bailey, VJZl.
largiloqnentt (lar-jil'o-kwent), a. [< L. large,

abundantly, -1- loquen(t-)s, ppr. of loqui, speak.]
,

Speaking in a bombastic or boasting manner;
grandiloquent. Coles, 1717.

Largina (lar-ji'na), n. pi, [NL., < Largus +
-incfi.] Asubfaniilyof bugs of the familyi^-
rkocoridtB, typified by the genus Largus, having
largeproininent eyes placed obliquely,no ocelli,

triangular face with prominent anteimiferous
tubercles, and five-jointed antennae. itisanAmeri-
can group, rich in species of varied forms and colors, ex-
tending from the southern United States through most of
South America. It would be more regularly I^rgirue.

largitiont (liir^ish'on), «. [< OP. largition =
It. largizione, < L. targitio{n-), a giving freely,
< largiri, give freely, < largus, abundant : see
large. Cf. largess.] The bestowment of a lar-
gess or gift ; bounty.



largition

Ab wise Spotswood says upon Malcolm the Second, ne.
cesalty Is the companion o£ immoderate largition, and
forceih to unlawful shifts.

JBp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, L 225.

largo (lar'go), a. and n. [It., slow, < L. largus,
large] I. a. In music, alow, noting a passage
to be rendered in slow tempo and broad, dig-
nified style.

II. n. A movement intended to be performed
in sueh tempo and style.

Largus (lar'gus), «. [NL., < L. Largus, a Ro-
man surname, < largus, liberal : see large.'] The
typical genus o£ bugs of the subfamily Largina.
L. mweinelus is abroadly ovatebrownish-black bug marlted
with red or orange, found in most parts of the United
States.

lariat (lar'i-at), n. [< Sp. la reata, < la, the, +
reata, a rope used to tie horses and other ani-
mals togetner: see reata.] 1. A rope or cord
used for picketing horses while grazing.— 3.
A thong or noose used for catching wild ani-
mals : called in CaUfomia, Mexico, and further
south a lasso. Also called reata, often spelled
riata. [Western XJ. S.]

Those tribes, as the Utes, who are unable to procure beef
or buffalo skins, make beautiful lariats of thin strips of
buckskin plaited together.

£. I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, p. 262.

larid (lar'id) n. A bird of the family Zaridce.

Laridee (lar'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Larus + 4clw.']

A family of long-winged, web-footed swimming
birds, with a small free hind toe, and pervious
lateral non-tubular nostrils, belonging to the
order Zongipennes and suborder Gamice; the
gull family. This family includes upward of 126 species,
found In every part of the worid, of fluviatile, lacustrine,

and maritime habits. They are strong and buoyant fliers,

subsist on flsh, insects, and other animal food, and rear the
young in the nest, which they usually build on the ground,
laying two or three heavily blotched eggs. The prevailing
color is snowy-white with a pearly-blue mantle. The La-
ridcB present four types, usually made-the basis of division
into as many subfamilies; Lestridince, the j£lgers or skua-
gulls ; Larirue, gulls proper ; Stemince, terns or sea-swal-
lows ; and RkynchopincB, sldrnmers. See these words, and
cuts under Chroieocephalus, giill, ivory-gvll, etc.

laridine (lar'i-din), a. Pertaining to the Lari-
dWj or having their characters. Coues.

langot (lar'i-got), n. [OF. Varigot, the flageo-

let.] A kind of flageolet, or an organ-st6p imi-
tating a flageolet.

larin (lar'in), to. [< Ar. Pers. larm, (?).] A
money of Persia and Arabia, consisting of sil-

ver wire about the size of a.quill bent over into

the form of a hook, and bearing the name of the
reigning monarch. The old larins were worth intrinsi-

callyabout 20 cents in silver ; but later disk-shaped bronze
coins of this name were struck, the nominal value of which
varied from half a United States cent to 2 cents. See hook-

money.

Larinee (la-ri'ne), n.pl. [NL., <Laru3 + ince.']

A subfamily of Zaridce, having the bill more or
• less strongly epignathous, with continuous cov-

ering, and the tail usually square and of mod-
erate length ; the gulls. Some of the smaller species
closely resemble terns, but the hooking of the bill is usu-
ally distinctive. The Larime are cosmopolitan, abounding
on most sea-coasts and large inland waters. They are noisy
voracious birds, subsisting chiefly on flsh. The number
of species is variously reckoned atfrom 60 to 76. The lead-

ing genera are Larus, Pagophila, Bissa, Chroicocephalus,
Bhodostethia, and Xema. See guU^.

larine (lar'in), a. Pertaining to the Zarinm, or
having their characters.

LariX (la'riks), n. [NL. (P. Miller. 1731), < L.
larix, larch: see larch.] A genus of coniferous
trees with needle-shaped deciduous leaves ; the
larches. It belongs to the tribe AUelineoe with the pines,

true cedars, spruces, and firs, from all of which it is distin-

guished by its deciduous leaves, which are densely sub-
verticillate-fasciculate in the scalybud. The reflexed cones
are provided with persistent scales, each subtended by a
conspicuous bract. There are about 8 species, inhabiting
Europe, Asia, and North America. (See larch.) Four fossil

species have been described from the Miocene deposits of
Germany and Austria.

lark^ (lark), n. [< ME. larke, oontr. of laverock,

laverok, laweroTcke (> E. dial, laverock, lavrodk,

leverocK, laa/rick),<. AS. Idferce, Iduerce, earlier

lawerce, Iwwerce, Iduricae, Idurice = Fries. Uurke
= T>. lewerik, leeuwrih, leevmerik, leewwerk =
MLGf. lewerike, lewerhe, LGt. lewerke = OHG.
*lewarahha, lerahhd, lerehhd, lerifihd, MSGc.
lewreche, lew&rich, lewerech, lewerch, lereche, (jr.

lerche, &. dial, loweneckerche = leel. Iceoirki =
OSw. Icerikia, Sw. larka = Dan. losrke, a lark.

Origin unknown ; the older forms have the sem-
blance of a contracted compound, but no satis-

factory explanation of it appears.] 1. A small

osoine passerine bird of the family Alaudidce.
Larks are mostly insectivorous migratory birds of Europe,
Asia, and Africa, the only true larks found in the western
hemisphere being those of the genus BremophUa, except-

ing the occasional occurrence of the skylark as a straggler.

Africa is the richest in species. They are chiefly birds of
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the open country ; they nest on the ground, and some are
famous for soaring and singing. About 100 species are
described, leading genera of which are EremopkUa, Alau-
da, Melanoayrypm, Certhilauda, Mirafra, Megalophorms,
and Pyrrhvlama. The few species which are wellknown
are generally distinguished by qualifying prefixes : as, the
skylark, Alauda arvengis ; the woocL-lark, Alauda arborea ;

the shffre-lark, EremopkUa alpestris. See the compounds,
and cuts under Alauda, EremopkUa, and skylark.

Then perted the pepull, presit to there hold.
And loget the long night till the larke sang.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10000.

Hark, hark ! the lark at heaven's gate sings.

And FbcebuB 'gins arise.

Shak,, Cymbeline, ii. 3 (song).

2. A bird like or likened to a lark, but not one
of the Alaudidce: with a distinguishing prefix:

as, the Utlark, meadow-lark, iunting-lark, bush-
lark, horse-lark, etc. Such birds are chiefly the
titlarks or pipits (see Anthus), and various kinds
of finches and buntings—Dusky lark, the rock-
pipit, Anthus oiseurus.—Homed lark, a bird of the family
Alaudidce, EremxyphUa aZpestris, closely related to the true
larks, but distinguished by the development of feathers
into a horn-like tuft on the head: common to northern Eu-
rope and America.— Eock-lark, the rock-pipit, Anthus
ohseurus.— Sea-Iaxk. (a) The rock-pipit. (6) A kind of
sandpiper.—White or wUte-winged lark, the snow-
bunting. [Bug. (Norfolk).]

larfci (lark), V, i. [< lark\ n.] To catch or hunt
larks.

lark^ (lark), n. [A dial, form, with intrusive r
(often not pron.), of lake^ (pron. lak, also lak),

laik, play: see lake^.] A merry or hilarious

adventure ; a jovial prank or frolic ; sport : as,

to go on a lark. [CoUoq. slang.]

"Pip, old chap, "said Joe, . . . "when you're well enough
to go out for a ride— what la/rks t

"

Dickens, Great Expectations, Ivii.

It will be no end of a lark; just when nobody is think-
ing about tigers, you go off and kill a tremendous fellow,

fifteen or sixteen feet long, and come back covered with
glory and mosquito bites. P. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, vli.

lark^ (lark), V. i. [< lark^, n. Of. larrikin.] To
frolic ; make sport ; do anything in a spoytive
haphazard way. [CoUoq. slang.]

Don't lark with the watch, or annoy the police

!

£ajrha/m, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 200.

Jumping the widest brooks, and larking over the new-
est gates in the country. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlv.

lark-bunting (lark'buli"ting), n. 1. A spur-
bunting or spur-heeled bunting; a bird of the
genus Centrophanes : as, the Lapland larlc-bunt-

ing, G. lapponica : so called from the long
straightened hind claw like a lark's. .Also call-

ed longspu/r. See out under Centrophanes.— 2.
The common corn-bunting, Emberiza miliaria.

[Prov. Eng.]
larker (lar'ker), n. A catcher of larks.

lark-finch (lark 'finch), n. A bird of the
finch family, Fringillidce, Chondestes grammica,
abounding in the western parts of the United
States, inhabiting prairies and having some
resemblance to a lark in habits. It is 6| inches
long ; the head is variegated with black, white, and chest-
nut ; the under parts are white, shaded with gray on the
sides, and with a dark blotch on the breast ; the tail is

mostly black, its feathers tipped with white. The bird is

a sweet songster, nests on the ground, lays four or five

white eggs with dark zigzag lines, and feeds on seeds and
insects like other sparrows. Alsocalleilark-sparrow. See
cut under Chondestes.

lark-heeled (lark'held), a. Having a long and
straight hind claw, like a lark's; spur-heeled:
applied to the coucals, or cuckoos of the genus
Centropus.

lark-plover (lark'pluv"6r), n. A South Amer-
ican plover-like bird of the subfamily Thinoco-

rince, such as the gachita, Thinocorus rumiowo-
rus.

lark's-heel (larks'hel), «. 1 . The Indian cress

or garden nasturtium. See Tropceolum.—2.

Same as larkspur.

lark-sparrow (lark'spar"6), ». Same as lark-

finch. Coues.

larkspur (lark'sp6r), n. Any plant of the ge-

nus Delphinium: so called from the spui-shaped

formation of calyx and petals. The common or

field larkspur is D. Cansolida; the rocket-larkspur, D.

Ajaeis; the bee-larkspur, i).eia(«m. Sometimes also called

lark's-heel and lark^s-daw.

lark-worm (lark'w6rm), n. A kind of tape-

worm, Tcerda platycephala.

larky (lar'M), a. [< lark^ + -y^.] Same as

larkish. [CoUoq.]

The girls felt Icn-ky. . . . They tripped gayly along.

Qearge MacDonald, What's Mine s Mine.

larme^tf «• [By apheresis from alarm.] An
alarum. Palsgrave.

Iarme2 (larm), «. [F., a tear, < L. lacrima, a

tear: see lacrymal.] 1. A rounded form hav-

ing a point, and supposed to resemble a tear-

Larrea

drop, as in a pattern of lace.— 3. In her., the
representation of a tear—that is, a drop argent.
See gutt4.

larmier (lar'mifer), n. [< F. larmier, < larme, a
tear: see larme.] 1. ta arch., another name
for the corona; also, any horizontal member
or string-course similar in profile to a corona.

Larmiers. .,4, Greek; .ff, C, medieval.

projecting from the face of a wall to throw
off rain which would otherwise trickle down.
Sueh larmiers are especially common in medie-
val architecture.—3. In zoiil., the tear-bag; a
subcutaneous sebaceous gland or follicle of
sundry ruminants, as the Cervidce or deer, situ-

ated under the skin below each eye, and open-
ingupon the cheek near the inner comer of the
eye to discharge its viscid secretion. It is not
a lacrymal gland, but of the nature of Meibomian and
other sebaceous follicles, which exude an unctuous and
usually odorous substance.

laroid (lar'oid), a. [< Zarus + -oid.] Pertain-
ing to the ZaroidecB, or having their characters

;

laridine.

Laroidese (la-roi'df-e), n.pl. The Zaridce rated
as a superiamily,' divided into Stercorariidce
(the jagers) and Zaridce.

Larra (lar'a), n. [NL. (Pabricius).] A genus
of fossorial hymenopterous insects of the fam-
ily Sphegidce, type of the subfamily Zarrince.
It is characterized by the truncate marginal cell, the non-
emarginate eyes, three submarginal cells of which the sec-
ond is petiolate, and the elongate metathorax truncate be-
hind and parallel-sided. These wasps generally burrow in
the ground, but a Brazilian one makes a nest of the woolly
scrapings, of plants. L. semirxifa has a black head and
thorax and reddish abdomen, and preys on the Kocky
'M.owa.tam'laQViBt{Calopt£nusspretug\aa<li'piohSib\yonoth&i:
grasshoppers.

Larrada (lar'a-da), n. [NL.] A form of the
word Za/rra, recently in icurrent usage among
entomologists, proposed by Leach, 1817.

Larrea (lar'e-a), n. [NL. (Cavanilles), named
after J. A. H. de Zcurrea, a Spanish patron of art

and science.] A genus of polypetalous ever-
green shrubs of tropical and subtropical Ameri-
ca, belonging to the natural order ZygophyllecB.
It is distinguished botanically from GuaiacuTn and other
related genera by its sessile ovary, its hairy indehiscent

Branch of Creosote-busll {Zarrea Mexicatta),
with fiowers and fruit.

a, leaf, showing nervation ; b, flower ; c, flower cut longitudinally
through the pistil, and showing two introrse stamens; d, stamen,
seen ^om without ; e, fruit.

fruit, and itsbifoliate or abruptlypinnateleaves,theleaflets

being often connate. There are four known species, natives

of Texas, Mexico, southern Brazil, and the Andes. They are
unpleasantly odorous balsamiferous shrubs, with knotty
two-ranked branches, opposite leaves, persistent stipules,

and yellow flowers solitary on short, terminal, interstipu-

lar peduncles. L. Mexicans is the creosote-bush of Mexico
and the arid plains of the southwestern United States.
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larrick (lar'ik), a. [Origin obsctire.] Care- co™«te.— Larva ofLovfen, or Lovte's larva, the larval sense directly < larynx (laryng-) + -ismus, E.
less. [Prov. Eng.] form of an oceanic arohiannelld worm. PoijijjordiiM: so .jgni: see Zar«na;.1 Spasm of the glottis, cans-

larriMn.(lar:i-kin) aandn. [Cf. tomcA-. A ^^S^u^^^^^i^^t^^^e^.X^^ ing contraction or closure of the opening,-
loeal ongin is ascribed to the word in the first fwUch seel-^S^s-eaiS iSxirj^ See Plileui.- L^Tngisinus stridulus spaam of the glottis occnrnng

quotation.] I. a.Eollicking; disorderly; rowdy. kat-taUed^lJ^t^pu^Li^^me dipteroo. in- S,^«f^Skly,Sj'^S.tefyo^cha^I^""lt
rCoUoQ 1 sects, as a syrphid fly, with seyeral pairs of hooked abdom- f*!i^°'^^'"Ji^^ ''J?SL?.»rf^^^Sj»2-.^L.-.
w ,T TV,,, ;., ,v inal legs, aid a long slim taUcam*ed bent over the body. caUed«^<«*Ama,X^«a(*^

^^i}^^^^}«'^'^^^^^^^evolLc^s(:Tzexatotlnsk larvsefonn (lar've-fdrm), rt. An erroneous van- laryngltic(lar-m-jit ik),a. l<laryngtt%s+ -ic.^

n^vi,SS H fi?°''S'',"*'^^'^?.S58'°*'<'""''«"''" ant of taraiVm™ Pertaining to or of the nature of laryngitis.

^^^l^\^^^t!^^:.^l^^^^lt^-^ la^aia£^^X«. [=Sp.Pg.tor.a^<L.^ar- laryngitisV-in-ji'tis) ». m^.,<'f.Up^^
in describing the conduct of some youths, and the Bench volis, pertaining to a ghost (NL. pertaining to V-«-P«irr-)< larynx, + -4i!S.J Inlianunation of the
had so much difficulty m understanding what he meant, a Iai4a1-^ /yrriM n ffTinst- RPfiZ<z7T;a 1 Oforuer- larynx.
and the expression was repeated so often, that it passed ? •^'^^'l^ ,

''' ^S'i?® f^«v. A* io^„. o= lai-onffO-fiBRnrp na-riiiB'«'ff6-fish'nr^ n K Gr
int» a catch-word, and w£ soon applied universSly to taming to a larva; characteristic of larvae: as, laryngO-nSSHTC ua-rmg ^nsn urj, n. \s ur.

youthful roughs.
'

^07.1 Q^, ?«! s?"^ S45 ton>aZ character; ian)a? habits. Aa^f (A<r^n;>7-), larynx, + L. ^««ra, a cleav-

Such a lamHn phrase as " criminl " is to be found at The magpie moth . . . attacks In its larval state plums, ^^' ^fP® '
f'f^ ^ff?"^^'-'

^'^9; the division

least once In his writmga. liUerary Bra, U. 165. apricots, and even the sloe and the blackthorn. Ot tne tnyroia cartilage.

n. «. A rowdy ; a rough ; a blackguard ; a
BdMmrgh liev., CI^v. 361. larjmgological (la-ring-go-loj i-M), a [< Uir-

"hoodlum." fAustraliaf
j^^-^u, •» Larval generation, parthenogenesis. yngology + -^le-al.^ Of or pertaining to laryn-

» , ., . - . i .^^ Larvalia (lar-va'li-a), n. pi. [NIi., neut. pi. of gology.

ho^m^^^t^a"rC?tt:rug^!lSSwa4to*i^"provl larvalis.-ieelarval.i- One of two classesofW- llryngologist (lar-ing-gol'6-jist), «. lilaryn-
the mixture. .4r(A.J'or6e«,qnotedin Echoes, April 4, 1884. cates or ascidians (the other being baccata), gology + -ist.] One versed in laryngology,

larrikinism Oar'i-ldn-izm) » Klarrain + considered as a branch of vertebrates under the laryngology (lar-ing-gol'o-ji),M. i<Oi. Upvy?

-tsm.] The conduct of a larriirin rColloa 1 name Urochorda (which see). The Larvalia con- (^pvyy-), larynx, + -/ioyia, < /^/eiv, speak: see

T.aTn"Ti» ria l^'Tl5^ « n7 rwr < r>7^Ti a-l^i T
sist of the ^Ispendtcutoriffi, or those ascidians which retain -ologv.l The science of the larynx: a treatiseljamnse(la-rine),n.i>j. [JNL,.,<Xarra + -»«(£.] the nrochord throughout life. .B. A ianfo«ter. on the larvnx and its diseasesA small subfamily offossonal hymenopters of larvarium (lar-va'ri-um), «.; pi. larvariums, lar- i^^JfL^^^^wl^!"iff/^^'^^ „ r<' Cr- 7,„

the family Sphegidce, typified by the genus Lar- pario f-umz -a,) PNL < larva + -arium 1 1 laryngophony (lar-ing-gof o-m), n. [< Gr. ^
ranrT^n-nAn ti,»„™5 ,i- j. a .

»"™
(.
umz, a;. \au.,\mTiu-r unum.j j.. p™j,(j0<^o(. goundmg from the throat, < /apwvfra or X/arraaa. They are of small sue and slender form. In eretow., a shelter of leaves, Silk, or other ma- /-jl' I-, , +i,-no(. ia5i7T,-ir + rii^n,* onmifl 1 •Thl.with narrowly ovoid abdomen, concealed labrum, notched terial cmishniptpd bv a paterr)illar into which it v^'^P"^-}' throat, larynx, + ipami, somjcLJ Ihe

mandibles, and a spine at the base of the middle tibia. ^^V^^ eonstructett Dy a caterpiuar, into wmcnn ^ f ^he voice as heard through the stetho-
lamip (lar'up), r. «.; pret. and pp. terraped or

retreats when not feedmg.-3. An entomologi-
geope applied over the larynx.

Urrupped,vv^. larruping ovlarruj^ing. p>rob. «*1 hatehmg-house; a place or apphance for
laryigopMMsis (la-ring-go-ti'sis), n. [NL., <

< D. larpen, thresh with flails; cf. larp, a lash. '^^^•^'S msects.
g^, }^p^c ^piapvyy-), larynx, -I- (pBion, consump-

The E. form Uirrup (for :iarp)m^y repre- ^"«"'""'
^^^jj^^^ric"?^ ??^^^t!l59. tt°°= seei^WAm*.] In j,a«Aoi., tuberculosis of

sent the strongly roUed r of the D.: so larum, , ^ „.. , -,^ .- t^ , , ^ ,

alarum,,
slang.'

There _
bare ground, and was larruped with the rope.

" »«> a gnost, masK: see Mr»a.J MasSeO; elotned ^^^ ^^^^ ^j^'g larynx.
Diofe™, Hard Times, V. as with a mask. „ , laryngoscope (la-ring'go-skop), B. [=P. ?0-

tory (lar'i), ». Same as ?orry. larvated aar'ja-ted), a. [< laryate + -e^.1 ryngoscope,< Gi. ?Ifn^4 (/apW"), larynx, +
Lars (laxz), B. SameasXarZ. Same as ter^afe.- sometimes applied to certam /^^.i^J^l-^ A connivance for e^miidng the
larsont,«. See larceny. Bailey, 1731. diseases when then- ordinary character are larynx and trachea. It consists of a pl^e mirror in-

lanun (lar'um or lar'um), n. [Abbr. of alarum masked or concealed, as typhoid fever. Quam. troduced into the month, and placed at such an angle that
^alarm.'] 1. Alarm; awaming sound; anoise larve (larv), n. and a. [< F. lane, larva: see the light thrown on it from a concave reflector, in the cen-

givingnotice of danger. [Obsolete or poetical.] tog«-] I. » Same^s ton_^ [Eare.]
^Ibl^^^oTJS^K^Ofec^ll^ck'^Sgtthrap'^^

The wailefuUwarre in time doth yeelde to peace, ^„Jt^fZL^^- i-fP < '" r/'wT 7 ture in the reflector to the eye of the observer.
The toramlowde and trumpetesounde doth cease. larvUOrm (lar vi-f3rm), a. [< NIi. larva, a !„_„„„„• /i=^^^^^,jt^n ^y j^Turften^ After Mi^^ventures come Good Haps, larva (see ?an,a), + L. /orma,. form.] 1 Ke- ^^^?|^°^''i^'^i^gto the lar^igtAnd the first JaruOT of the cock's shnU throat sembUng a larva.— 2. Larval m form or struo- c,»«V,q V>i f,^ ir,I^i«t-^^ XT+iTIir,.™

""J »"

^o%s^so^.srs^&s-?Lr^itS^ '^ni^'"^ " '^^' ''
"
^''' °^^''*' "' ''^^ Sgosc^H (trinS^k^^^), a. i<

„, . , , ,, , ^T'/
^"*' "•"**•

lai^eronsaar-vij'e-rus), a. i<NL. larva, a.

i^ryngoscopic + -al.^ SB.me ss laryngoscopie.

2t. An alarm-clock or alarm-watch.
larva (see larva), + L. gerere, .carry.] BearSig laryngologisfs . . . have utilized this properly [of co-

Of this nature likewise was the farum mentioned by a laTTral slrin as Vhc -nnnsti nt rUnfXrn came] only m mahng laryngosmpleal examinaMong.
Walchlus, which, though it were but two or three inchra

larvai SKin, as tne pupae 01 inpxera. TherapeuUe GazOte, vm. 659.

big, yet would both wake a man and of itself light a can- '^^i™ ''«^*° "''^^^ "•*" ^^^ terr^yerou* pnpai they ,„,.,^„_„_„ ._„„_ _. . - i. ,• ,. i .%

dleforhim, at any set hour of the night [maggotsof the botfly] dislodge themselves and crawl out laxyngOSCOpiCally (la-rLng-g9-skop i-kal-l),

Bp. WUkint, Daedalus, ill.
<" are ejected by the animal in coughing. adv. By means of the laryngoscope.

lammt (lar'um or lar'um), r.i. l<larum,n.2 To- . „.. . , ... ,' „t^
^-'"-^ On attempting to examine the throat torynffogcopfrafly, a

ala.rm, frighten, or warn with noise. liampara (lar-vip ar-ra), n.pl. INL,., neut. pi. most frightful spasm came on. Medical News, XLVULTl?.

Down, down they larum, with impetuous whirl, t^'^l^V.^ Un^parous.J Insects which
laryngoscopist aar-ing-gos'ko-pist), n. [< la-

The Kndars and'^the Miltons of a^Il.
^ .^Jniig forth larpe instead of eggs. n/^orae + -i«n (Se ve^Vdin thfi use nf

Pope, Dunciad,iii. 163. lampaTOUS (lar-vip'a^rus), a. [< NL. larvipa- !s2T^,!3f„l„11 1"' "^S versed m tne use of

Lanisaa'rus),n. [NL., < LL. tor««, < Gr. ;Ui- "«, ^>mi, larva,Vl. ix.rer.'; bring for^.]
^el^3^oscope; onewho practises mspection

poQ, a ravenous sea-bird.] A genus of Larid<B; Brmmng forth larvae
;
giving birth to young larvB^oscoiivnaT inir •rns'tri.™'* n K ftr 3«.

fte gulls proper. The na^e formerly covered most o't
whlS have ab-eady passed from the egg to the ^^^^'^^XZ^SZ^Sl'^^^i^e^

the finily; it is now usually restricted to species of large larval stage; producing ma^ots ovovivipa- fr[r^llZ'\SVJ^^„^:TiJ^^
size, with square tail, hooked bill, normal hallux, and rously, as the common blow-fly.

ine art of usmg the laryngoscope; inspection
mostlywhite plumage, with a colored manUe and without larvivorons flar-viv'6-rns'> a r< NT, Jjirrn ,

01 tne larynx.
acoloredhood. i^«,»u,is the common mew-gull or sea- '^^+^,„^areaeYO^i' DevourWwi'. laryngOSpasm (la-ring'go-spazm), n. [< Gr.
mew of Europe, etc. i. arjentotus is the hemng-gnlL ^i va, t^ ^- ^i^»re, uevour.j devouring larvae

, Aaouyf (Xaovyy-) larvnx + (rirocuA- fmaRTn 1 Tn
i.marf»«« is the great black-backed gulL L.glaucm is feeding on grubs, caterpillars, and the like ; „„rt„7 =J^™ '*^^^' -1 • f^'^'*^ ,-^^^
the ice-gun or buiBomaster. SeeouH,jneK.-^eto.,and erucivorous. i>ar/!OJ.,spasm_ot the constrictors of the glottis,

cuts undCT^,/«mn(,Y'dJ, and gur^oiwHter laryngeal (la-rin'je-al), a. and n. [< lary7tx
la^eostenosis (la-ring'go-ste-no'sis), «.

larva(lar'va), «.; pl.tort;(B(-ve). [Alsorarely (to>u^-) -H-^Z.l T'a Of oruertainine'tolthe l^r < Gr. hipvy^ QMpvr/-), laiyox, + arevaaic,

'^/^'^'-''^f)''^'
= ?• %^^i^""/^'',- ^" W^=^^«U« v^s^^'^e^^^u^cles! f>,^'*°^

^trait^ened.] Li ^atfto?.%ontraction o\
(<P.);=F.torpe= Sp.Pg.It.?<»r!a,<NL.Z«jTa, etc ; taroi^ea? sounds.

""*"*' the passage through the larynx.
larva, < L. Urva, a ghost, specter, mask, skele- jj „_\ laryngeal nerve or artery - Inferior

^T^^^O^T^^ (la-rmg go-torn), «. [< Gr. Upvyi
ton.] 1. In.EoOT.TOyift.,aghost; a specter; a laryngeal, recurrent laryngeal, a branch of the ^eu- (^("n^-)) larynx, + to/i6s, cutting, < Ti/a/ew,

shade: generallyinthe plural. CompareZar1,1. mogastric nerve which reaches the larynx after winding rafielv, cut.] An instrument for peifonning
The dead were powerful also to do harm, unless they aroundalargeartery: ontterightsideofthebody.aiound laryngotomy.

weredalypropi»iatedwithalltheproperrites;theywere *''!.!,^if!f? = ™ l^ti . h*™"^ '?5k"''*'
''' *^*"^ laryngotomic aa-ring-^o-tom'jk), a. [< larun-

spirita of tirrSr as weU as of good : i£ this fearful sense - Superior laryngeal, a branch of the pneumogastnc „J^^ + Ucl ' Pert^niiKr t« nr nf +1,^\, a t,,r«
toe names Lemnres and stm more £an:<E were appropri- nerve which passes direct tHrough the thyrohyoid mem- ^f'^^^Ztl^l

^^'^^'^g to or of the nature

ated to them. Bneyc. BriL, 51V. 313. , ^"^^ *" *''« ^ST^ ,- ^ . . ,
, °* laryngotomy.

o T„ ,.,;r7 . /•„> nn,„ »o,w f.. ^ «* „„^ „„i , laryngean (la-rm j6-an), a. [< toruma; (toryna-) laryngotomy (lar-ing-got'o-mi), ». [< LGr. ?.o-

whiel frSiiIts^evllopmenTis^^TT^ ,
+ '^""^ ^?°^.? ^>n^«<?«a/. [fare.] ^^ p.-^o?p/^, <fer. U^r(M^4',ls.r^, + ™^,

7^^.^^^^ll^^^^2^^lt^^^XlfJ^ laryngectonuc(lar'm-jek-tom'ik),a. Klaryn- a cutting, < r^/zvejv, ra/zfZK, cut.] The operation

f«l ,-lp7>,P^n^?? ' i,^ .i /' ^««*^"^ + -*«•] Pertaining to laryngectomy, of makiS^ an iiicisioniiito the larynx, tS relieve

i^^tameXil^TS^^^S^^Si^^fl^rs^tSe^ larsmgectomy (laron-jek'to-mi), „. [< Gr. ?^- re^irationwhenobstructed,tor^S:^veforeign
after the egg in the metamorphoses of insects, preceding PV/f \."'f^-)j la^x, + eKTO/ai, a eutang out bodies, or for Other reasons,
the pupa or chrysalis ; the first condition of an insect at (\ ««, out, -r ro/J^, a cutting, < rl/ivetv, raiulv, laryngotraclieal (la-ring-go-tra'ke-al), a, [<
itsissulngfrom theegg,whenitisusnallyintheformof a cut).] The excision of the larynx. Gr. /apin'5(/^pinT'-), 'throat (larvnx) "4- Toarcui,

rn'kS^'?Se°SSfLi^af^eT^t^t^Ss l^Tynges. ». Latin ^.lural of larynx. trachea: see tra^%ea^ OfoV^iiingrS
or hides the true character or imago of the species. It laiyngismal (lar-m-jismal), a. [< NL. laryn- the larynx and the trachea.
was long only or chiefly an entomological term, but is gism(tts) + -al.'] Pertainingto or characterized in au the Amphibia, a glottis nlaced on the vmt™! wan .

^^rX"o^r°^h,?p^wMcT,S'de^tSn^o'?l ^^ laryngismus. of thf^pJ^^'^jl^^^i^Pl^rj^^iSSSS
^^^^^^,^ofZd5jt?SSd«^.4^S^, Tracheotomy in toynfffonoZepflep^. chamber. H«xfey, Anat. Vert. p. 162.

Cirripedia, Biptera, glats-crab, hag^moth, HoioUmroidea, Bruye. BnL, XL 390. laryngotracheOtoHiy (la-ring-go-tra-ke-ot'o-
saAhoux-fy. (6) [cap.] A genus of moUusks. laryngismus (lar-in-iis'mus), n. [NL., inform mi),n. [<Gr./.d/wyf (;.apiA/)'-)jlarynx,-l-rpar£ia,
Humphreyg, 1797. (c) [cap.'i A genus of birds: as if < Gr. Aapvfyyia/idc, a shouting (< ^apvyyi^etv, trachea, + rouv, a cutting. Cf. traeJieotomy^
same as Alca. VieiUot, 1^16.—Comute larva. See shout, bawl, < ?.6pvyf Qxipvyy-), laiynx), but in Incision into the larynx and the trachea involv-
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Fig. I- Fig. 2.

Larynx, internally and externally.

Fig. 1. A, larynx ; B, epiglottis, situated above
the glottis or entrance to the larynx; c, C,
trachea; D, esophagus or gullet. Fig. s. c,
trachea ; u, hyoid bone ; E, E, thyrohyoid mem.
brane ; F, thyrohyoid ligament; c, thyroid car-
tilage ; H, cricoid cartilage ; P, cricothyroid liga-
ment.

laryngotracheotomy
ing the cricoid and one or more of the upper
tracheal rings.

larynx (lar'ingks), n.
; pi. larynges, rarely lar-

ynxes (la-rin'jez, lar'ingk-sez). [NL., < Gr. U-
pvy^ (Aapuyy-), the upper part of the windpipe,
also the throat, gullet.] The part of the wind-
lipe in which vocal sound is made and modu-
atod; the organ of phonation. in man the larynx

Is the enlarged and modified upper end of the trachea,
with some associate parts, as the epiglottis. It opens by
the glottis into the pharynx : below, its cavity is directly
continuous with that of the trachea or windpipe It causes
the protuberance of the throat called Adam's apple orpomam Adami. The framework of the larynx la gristly,
and composed of nine cartilages —namely, the thyroid, the
largest, in two symmetrical halves, forming most of the
walls ; the cricoid, the enlarged upper ring of the trachea

;

a pair of arytenoids, small pyramidal pieces ; a pair of cor-
mama laryngis or cartilages of Santorini; a pair of cunei-
form cartilages or carUlages of Wrisberg. I'rom the ary-

y tenoid carti-

«^ liMJllKiHllliM
lages, which sit^ iiiiiwwfliwuMfiiiu Qjj the posterior
part of the cri-

coid ring, three
folds of mem-
brane pass for-
ward on each
side: above and
from the tips of
the arytenoids,
inclosing the
cornicula laryn-
gis and carti-

lages of Wris-
berg, the ary-
teno - epiglottic
folds pass to the
later^ margins
of the epiglot-
tis; next below,
the false vocal
cords run from

the anterior surface of the arytenoids to the angle between
the two halves of the thyroid, while below this a^ain the
true vocal cords are attached behind to the vocal processes
of the arytenoid and In front are inserted close tb the an-
gle of the thyroid below the insertion of the false vocal
cords. The true vocal cords hound the anterior two thirds
of the glottis, the posterior third lying between the aryte-
noid cartilages. Between the true and the false vocal cords
on each side there is a recess called a ventricle or sinus
of the larynx, which leads into a pouch, the sacculus la-

ryngis. The nerves of the larynx arebranches ofthe vagus.
The larynx acts at once as a gate guarding the windpipe
and as a vocal organ. Itisclosed by the approximation of
the three mucous folds of one side to those of the other,
the epiglottis contributing to the closing of the gap be-
tween the aryteno-epiglottic folds. In phonation the ary-
tenoid cartilages are s.wung around so as to close the
rima respiratoria and to bring the vocal cords close to one
another and parallel. The vocal cords are drawn tense
by intrinsic laryngeal muscles, according to the height of

- pitcli desired. The larynx is larger in men than In women
and boys by about one third. The average length of the
vocal cords is A of an inch in men, lA, in women ; of the
Blit of the glottis, H i^ men, f<i in women. The cracking
of the voice in hoys at the approach of puberty is due to
the rapid growth and change of shape of the larynx : the
size is almost doubled in two or three years. In various
animals the larynx may be situated anywhere along the
windpipe, or even in the bronchial tube. It is generally
at the top of the trachea. In birds there are two larynges,

one at the top, the other at the bottom of the trachea.

The latter is called the syrinx. When the syrinx is still

more inferior in position it is wholly bronchial ; then there
are a pair, right and left, making, with the one at the top,

three larynges. See cut under maulth.

lasHi »* .A. Middle English form of lace.

las^t, a. An obsolete variant of less\ Chaucer.

lascar (las-kar'), n. [Also lashJcar, Ivshkur; <

Hind, lashkar, a regimental servant, a native
sailor, prop, lashlcari, belonging to the army, <

Pers. lashlcari, belonging to the army, military,

a soldier, < lashkar (> Hmd. lashkar), an army;
. of. Ar. 'askar, army.] 1. In the Bast Indies, a
native teht-pitcher, camp-follower, orregimen-
tal servant. [A common name, but usually

treated' as a proper name.]

Some Lascars and Sepoys were now sent forward to

clear the road.
Onm, Hist. Military Transac. in Indostan, I. 394.

2. An East Indian sailor. [The more common
use.]

The ship's company numbered about two hundred, all

told, one-fourth of whom were Lascars and Malays, em-
ployed as stokers and coal-trimmers.

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 14.

lascaree (las-ka-re'), «• [< Hind, lashkari, be-

longing to the"army, military: see lascar.'] A
short spear used in the East Indies as a hunt-

ing-spear, or more rarely as a javeUn for throw-

ing.

lasche^tt w. and V. See lash'^.

lasche^t, a. See Ush^i.

lasciviatet (la-siv'i-at), v. %. [Irreg. < u. las-

civus, wanton : see lasdvous.] To be lascivious

;

play the wanton. Bailey, 1731.

lascivienm (la-siv'i-en-si), n. [< laseivien(t)

+ -cw.] Lasoiviousness.

laacivientt (la-siv'i-ent), a. [< L. lascivien(t-}s,

ppr. of laseiuire, be wanton, sport, < lascivus,

3359

wanton; playful: see lascivious, lasdvous.]
Lascivious.
lascivious (la-siv'i-us), a. [An altered form,
after lasdvient or L. lascwia, wantonness, of
lascivous: see lascivous.] 1. Wanton; lewd;
lustful : as, lascivious men ; lascivious desires.

Chi. How do you like the song?
Lucina. I like the air well

;

But for the words, they are lascivious.

And over-light for ladies.

Fletcher, Valentinian, ii. 5.

He on Eve
Began to cast lasoiirious eyes.

Milton, P. L., ix. 1014.

2. Tending to excite voluptuous emotions ; lux-
urious.

He capers nimbly in a lady's chamber
To the lasdvious pleasing of a lute.

Shak., Eidh. m., 1. 1. 18.

=Syn. 1. Lecherous, libidinous, licentious, lewd, lustful,
salacious, unchaste, incontinent.

lasciviously (la-siv'i-us-li), adv. In a lasciv-
ious manner; loosely; wantonly; lewdly.

lasoiviousness (La-siv'i-us-nes), ». 1. Lasciv-
ious desires or conduct; lewdness; wanton-
ness ; lustfulness ; looseness of behavior.

Who, being past feeling, have given themselves over
unto lasdvioumess.

,

Bph. iv. 19.

2. Tendency to excite lust; lascivious or lewd
character.
The reason pretended 'by Augustus was the lasHUous-

ness of his Elegies and his Art of Love.
Dryden, Pref. to Ovid.

lascivoust (la-si'vus), a. [= F. lascif = Sp.
Pg. It. lascivo, < L. lascimiis, wanton, playful,
sportive, loose,lioentious

;
perhaps for Haxvvus,

< laxus, loose, lax : see lax^ and lask'^. Less prob.
akin to Skt. (/ lash, desire, •/ las, be lively.] An
obsolete variant of lascivious. [Eare.]
To depaint lascious [read lasdvom] wantonness.

Holland.

laset, »• and V. An obsolete spelling of lace.

laser1 (la'sfer), n. [< ME. laser = P. Pg. laser

= Sp. Idser = It. lasero, < L. laser, juice of laser-

pitium.] A gum-resin obtained from the north
of Africa, and greatly esteemedby the ancients
as an antispasmodic, deobstruent, and diuretic.
It is supposed to have been produced by Tha^psia Qarga-
nica or one of the varieties of that plant. Also called
asadvlcis.

Yf thai be soure, eke stamppe a quantitee
Of laseris with wyne, hem two hemselve.
And helde it in the croppe.

Patladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

laser^ti ri. An obsolete form of leisure.

Laserpitiese (l&a" ir-yi-tl' e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Tausoh, 1834), < Laserpitium + -ece.] A sub-
tribe of plants (made by Bentham and Hooker
a tribe of the VmbelKferw), of which Laserpittum
is the type, it contains five genera of tall perennial
herbs, distmguished by their subterete fruit, the carpels
often winged; they are native chiefly of the Mediterra-
nean region and the Canary Islands.

Laserpitium (las-6r-pish'i-um), n. [NL. (Sp.
Pg. laserpicio = It. laserpizio),<. Lt. laserpicAum, a
plant, also called silphium, from which laserwas
obtained.] A genus of plants, naturalorder Um-
ielliferw, type of the tribe Laserpitiew, contain-
ing about 20 species, natives of Eua-ope, north-
ern Africa, and western Asia; the laserworts.
They are tall perennial herbaceous plants, with pinnate
leaves and compound many-rayed umbels of yellowish or
white flowers, the fruit with 8 wing-like appendages. L.
latifo}ium, the herb-frankincense or laaerwort, is a native
of mountainous districts of Europe, growing in dry and
stony places. The root abounds with a gum-resin, which
is acrid and bitter, and is said to he a violent purgative.
L. Siler is a native of the mountains of central and south-
ern Europe.

laserwort (Ia's6r-w6rt), n. A plant of the ge-
nus Laserpitium, especially X. laiifolium.

lash^ (lash), n. [< ME. lashe,,lasshe, lasche, a
stroke, the flexible end of a whip, = MD. lasche,

lassche, a piece sewed on, a patch, D. lasch, a
piece, joint, seank notch, = MLG. lasche, las,

LGr. lasche, a flap, dag, = G-. lasche, a flap, joint,

scarf, = Sw. Dan. lask, a 'joint, scarf, groove for
joining timber; cf. ML. lascia, a flap or dag;
perhaps ult. (like laslfl and lask'^, q. v.) < L.
laxus, loose, or from the same root: see lax^

and tog'l. The senses of the noun, and esp. of

the verb, vary, indicating some mixture with
other words; in the noun are prob. involved
lace (ME. las) and leash. The Ir. lasg, a lash,

whip, whipping, is of B. origin.] 1. The flexi-

ble part of a whip, usually a cord of braided
strips of leather; hence, anything flexible used
for flogging; a whip; a scourge: as, to lay on
the lash;- punishment by the lash.

Her whip of cricket's bone, the lash of flhn,

Her waggoner a small gray-coated gnat.

Shak., R. and J., i. 4. 63.

I observed that your whip wanted a lash to it. Additan.

lasb

A scourge hung with lashes he bore.
Cowper, Morning Dream,

I believe that a blow from the cruel lash would have
broken her [a mare's] heart. . . . The lash is hardly ever
good for the sex. C. D. Warner, Baddeok, ill.

2. A stroke with a whip or anything pliant and
tough; hence, a stroke of satire; a sarcasm; an
expression or retort that cuts or gives pain.

Many a stripe and many a grievouse lashe
She gaven to them that wolden louers be.

Court of Love, 1. 1207.

How smart a lash that speech doth give my conscience 1

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 60.

The moral is a lash at the vanity of arrogating, that to
ourselves which succeeds well. Sir S. L'Estrange.

^
Every one that sins with an high hand against the clear

light of his conscience, although he may resist the checks
of it at first, yet he wUl be sure to feel the lashes and re-
proaches of it afterwards. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xvt

3. A beating or dashing, as of wind or water;
a fluctuating impact.

The wat'ry stores that sleep
Beneath the smiling surface of the deep
Wait but the lasJies of a wint'ry storm
To frown and roar. Cowper, Hope, L 185.

4. In weaving, same as leash, 3.— 5. An eye-
lash.

Serene with argent-lidded eyes
Amorous, and lashes like to rays
Of darkness. Tennyson, Arabian Kights.

lash^ (lash), V. [< ME. lashen, lasshen, laschen,
lash, whip; = MD. lasschen, sew a piece on,
patch, join, D. lasschen, join, scarf (whence per-
haps def. 7), = MLG. LG. laschen, furnish with
flaps or dags, = G. laschen, furnish with flaps,
scarf, join, = Sw. laska = Dan. laske, scarf,
join; from the noun.] I. trails. 1. To strike
with a lash, whip, scourge, or other pliant thing,
as a thong, rope, etc.; whip; scourge; flog;
subject to the lash as a punishment.

To lash the Qreks to ground was her hertes joy.

The Nine Ladies Worthy,

What, Cupid, must the wojld be lash'd sd soon !

But made at morning, and be whipt at noon?
Qua/ties, Emblems, L 5, Epig.

He's taen a whip into his hand,
And lashed them wondrous sair.

The Clerks Twa Sons o' Owsenford (Child's Ballads, n. 67).

We lash the pupil and defraud the ward.
Dryden, tr. of Fersius's Satires, L 27.

2. To satirize ; censure with severity.

Juvenal was wholly employed in lashing vices, some of
them the most enormous that can be imagined.

Dryden, Ded. to tr. of JuvenaL
If Satire knows its time and place.

You still may lash the greatest— in disgrace.
Pope, Epil. to Satires, i. 88.

"I have no name," he shouted, "a scourge am I,

To lash the treasons of the Table Itound.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Bttarre.

3. To fling or throw recklessly or at random:
with out or up. [Archaic]
Which to haue concealed had tended more to the opin-

ion of virtue, than to lash onii whatsoeuer his vnstaied mind
afioorded. Eolimhed, Kich. II., an. 1397.

He falls, and, lathing up his heels, his rider throws.
Dryden.

4t. To spend recklessly.

When anie new troubles or wars did grow or come upon
him [Henry II. of England], then would he lash and powre
all that euer he had in store or treasurie, and liberallie

bestow that upon a roister or a soldier which ought to
have been given unto the priest.

Hdlinshed, Chion. (Conquest of Ireland, p. 30).

5. To beat or dash agaiiist.

The light'ning flies, the Thunder roars;
And big Waves lash the frighten'd Shears.

Prior, Lady's Looldng-Olass.

The solid reef increases only on the outer edge, which
day and night is lashed by the breakers of an ocean never
at rest. Darwin^ Coral Beefs, p. 2.

6. To comb (the hair). [Prov. Eng.]—7. To
tie or bind with a rope or cord ; secure or fas-

ten, as by cordage: as, to lash anything to a mast
or to a yard ; to lash a trunk on a coach.

An eel-skin sleeve lasht here and there with lace.

High collar lasht again.
Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 2.

A fisherman stood aghast.
To see the form of a maiden fair.

Lashed close to a drifting mast.
Longfellow, Wreck of the Hesperus.

Lash and carry (naut), lash or pack up and carry oft the
hammocks to the netting, where they are to be stowed.

—

To lash a hanunock. See ha/rmnock.

II. intrans. 1. To ply the whip; strike (at

something) ; aim sarcasms ; hit out.

And gan her fresh assayle,

Heaplilg huge strokes as thlcke as showre of hayle.
And lashing dreadfully at every part.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 16.

To laugh at follies, or to lash at vice.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, v. 22.

2. To strike or break out ; burst up or out, as a
wave or flame.



lash

For lyjtc laseehynge flame alle the londe over.
MS. CM. Calig. A. it, i. 111. (HaUiweU.)

3. To Strike out; plunge. [Eare.]
We know not what rich joys we lose when first we laeh

into a new offence. Feltham, Resolves, il. 40.

To lash out. (a) To kick out, as a horse. (6) To break
out or plunge recklessly.

I iMh'd out lavish, then began my ruth.
And then I felt the toUies of my youth.

Greene, Song of a Country Swain.
A pious education . , . may lay such strong fetters, such

powerful restrictions upon the heart, that it shall not be
able to lash <mt into those excesses and enormities.

South, Sermons, X. 347.

lasll^ (lash)j a. and n. [< ME. lasche, lache,
slack, sluggish, = G. lasch, slack, weak (= Icel.

loskr, -weak, idle, OSw. losk, idle, prob. < L.), <
or. lasche, lache, slack, loose, weak, remiss,
cowardly, F. Idche, loose, cowardly, = Pr. lose,

lax = Sp. Pg. laxo = It. lasso, < L. laxus (ML.
also prob. *lascus), slack, loose : see lax^, Cf

.

lusk.\ I. a. If. Slack; slow; sluggish; inactive.

Yif he be slow and astonyd and lache, he lyvyth as an
asse. Chaucer, Boetliius, iv. prose 3.

3. Lax; loose; soft; hence, watery or insipid.
[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Fmits being unwholesome and lash before the fifth year.

Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, v-

3. Moist and cold, as the weather. [Prov. Eng.]
H.t n. A sort of soft leather.

[A receipt] for to make rede lasche or lether.

MS. Sloane, 1698, f. 9. iHaUiweH.)

lash-comb (lash'kom), n. A wide-toothed comb.
[North. Eng.]

lasher^ (lash'6r), n. [< lash\ v., + -eri.] 1.

One who lashes, (o) One who whips, or scourges
with a lash ; one who punislies by laying on the lash, (b)

One who lashes or fastens a thing to somettiing else with
thongs, cords, etc.

2. A lashing ; a thong or cord used as a lashing.—3. A&shjthe Coitus bubalis. Seefather-lasher.
lasher^ (lash'er), n. [Appar. < lash^ + -eri.]

The slack water collected above a weir in a
river ; hence, a weir.
He sculled down to Sandford, [and] bathed in the lasher.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. v.

lashing (lash'ing), n. and a. [< lash^, r.] I. n.

1. The act of whipping or flogging; a scourg-
ing.— 2. A rope or cord for binding or making
fast one thing to another.
Tom from their planks the cracking ring-bolts drew.
And gripes and lashings all asunder flew.

Falconer, Shipwreck, ii.

3. A profusion or great plenty; a bountiful or
unstinted supply: usually in the plural: as,

lashings of beer. [Scotch and Irish.]

A nate buffet before them set.

Where lashins of good dhrink there was.
Thackeray, Mr. Molony's Account of the BaU.

n. a. [Ppr. of lash^, i).] Lavish. Taylor.

{HalUwell.)

lashing-eye (lash'ing-i), n. See e^ei.

lashing-ring (lash'ing-ring), n. One of the rings
on the sides of a gun-carriage to which the tar-

paulin, sponge, rammer, and worm are lashed or

tied: generally used in the plural.

lashing-string (lash'ing-string), n. In the in-

dustrial arts, a cord used to secure anything in

its place during the progress of the worlc, as in
upholstery to hold the springs for a seat at a
given height, preparatory to covering the seat.

lashness (lash'nes), n. [< lasli^ + -ness.2 The
quality of being lash; slackness; dtdlness.

HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lash-rail (lash'ral), n. Naut, a stout bar of

wood extending along the sides of whaling-ves-

sels inside the bulwarks. Its use is to secure

water-casks and other heavy casks by lashings,

hence the name.
Lasia (la'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ^daw;, hairy,

rough, shaggy', vrooUy.] 1. A genus of dipter-

ous insects of the family AcrocericUe. L. kletti is

a golden-green species, with a proboscis liaU as long again

as the body, found in Arizona. Wiedemann, 1829.

2. A genus of ladybirds: synonymous with Sm6-

coccinellaotB.OTpe (1840).—3. A genus of mono-
eotyledonous plants of the natural order Aroi-

dew (the arum family) and tribe Orontiece, the

type of the subtribe Lasiece. it is characterized by
a one-celled ovary and tliick style, the ovule pendent from
the apex of the cell. Only two species are known, natives

of the East Indies and Malay archipelago.

Lasieae (la-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 1883)', < Lasia + -ece.'] A subtribe of

plantsof the order ^roMJ«<E, tribe Orontiece (tribe

Lasioidece of the De CandoUes), typified by the

genus Lasia. It embraces 6 or 7 genera, with

elongated twisted spathes and densely flowered

spadices.

Lasiocampa (la"8i-o-kam'|)a), n. [NL., < Gr.

/toCTtof, hairy, woolly, + m/i-?!, a caterpillar.]
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A genus of bombycid moths, giving name to the
family Lasiocampidce. See Gastropacha.

Lasiocampids (la"si-o-kam'pi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Lasiocampa + -idee!] A family of bombycid
moths named from the genus Lasiocampa, con-
taining a number of stout hairy forms, among
them those known as eggers or egger-moths.

Lasioderma (la'''si-o-der'ma), «. [NL., < Gr.

WaaioQ, hairy, woolly, + Sepfia, skin.] A genus
of beetles of the family Ptinidce, of wide distri-

bution. Zj. serricome and L. Imje are among the few in-

sects which eat tobacco. Their larvae feed upon the weed
in its dried state, doing much damage.

Lasioidese (la-si-oi'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. and
C. de CandoUe), < Lasia + -oideee.'] A tribe of

plants of the Jroideoe, or arum family, embra-
cing 19 genera. It includes the subtribes Lasiece,

Amorphophallece, Nephthytidece, and Montriehar-
diecB.

Lasiopetaleae (la"si-o-pe-ta'le-e), «. pi. [NL.
(Jacques Gay, 1831),' < Lasiopetalum + -eee.']

A tribe of plants of the natural order Stercu-

liacew, typified by the genus Lasiopetalum. it
embraces, in modem systems, 8 genera, having hermaph-
rodite flowers destitute of petals (or with the petals re-

duced to mere scales), five anther-bearing stamens lightly

united at the base and alternate with the sepals, the an-
thers two-celled with the cells parallel, and five or fewer
non-anther-bearing stamens opposite the sepals.

Lasiopetalum (la"si-o-pet'a-lum), n. [NL.
(James Edward Smith,'l798). <f Gr. Mbvoq, hairy,

wooUy, -1- Tzha'kiv, a leaf (petal) : see petaW]
A genus of stereuliaceous plants, the type of

the tribe Lasiopetalew, disting^sned from re-

lated genera by having the sepals united with-
out a median nerve. There are about 30 species, grow-
ing in extratropical Australia. They are stellately pubes-
cent shrubs, with flowers in racemes or branching cymes
opposite the leaves or in their axils. Several species (as L.
parvijlffrum, L. ferrttgirteum, L. macrophyllum) are culti-

vated as greenhouse-plants.

Lasiunis (las-i-ii'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. Maiog,

hairy, woolly, + oiipd, taU.] A genus of Amer-
ican chiropters of the family Vespertilionidce

;

the red bats, in typical species the back of the inter-

femoral membrane is densely furry. The common New
York or red bat is L. norvebvracensis; the hoary bat is L.
dnereus or pruinosus. See cut under bat.

Lasius (la'si-us), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1804), < Gr.
iAavoi, hairy, rough, shaggy, wooUy.] 1 . A ge-
nus of ants of the family Formidcke, having the
abdomennotprolonged anteriorly,andthe ooeUi
of the workers very small, indistinct, or want-
ing. It is widely distributed, with 12 European and 6
iSTorth American species ; 4 are common to both continents.
L.JIavusiB an example.

2. A genus of bees of the family Apidce. Jv/rine,

1807. [Not in use.]—3. Same a,aLasia, 1. La-
treille, 1829.—4. A genus of beetles of the fam-
ily Malacodermida : synonymous with Dasytes
of Paykull, 1798. Motschulsky, 1845.

laskH (lask), n. [A transposed form of lax^, ».]
Looseness ; flux ; diarrhea. [Prov. Eng.]
A grave and learned minister was one day, as hewalked

in the fields for his recreation, suddenly taken with a laske
or looseness. Burton, Anat. of Mel, p. 99.

laski-)- (lask), V. i. [< lask^, ».] To suffer from
diarrhea.

So soft childhood puling
Is wrung with worms begot of crudity,
Are [and ?] apt to laske through much humidi^.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii. The Furies.

lask^t (lask), V. i. [Appar. a transposed form
of lax^, a., used as a verb. Cf. lash^.'] ifaut,
to sail large, or with a quartering wind—that
is, with a wind about 45° abaft the beam.
The Java came down in a lasKng course on her adver-

sary's weather quarter.
Quoted in T. RoosenOHs Naval War of 1812, p. 120.

laskSf, V. t. [ME. lasken; appar. < las, lasse,

less : see less\ a. ; cf . less^, v. But such a use
of the rare verb-formative -k is doubtful.] To
shorten ; bring to an end.

Heigh heuene king to gode hauene me sende,
Other laske mi liif daywes with-inne a litel terme.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.), L 570.

lask^ (lask), n. [Var. of lesk."] Same as last^.

Mud worms, mussels, slirimps, and tasks cut out ofmack-
erel are also used as baits for bass.

Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 261.

lask^.lasciue (lask),«. [Origin not ascertained.]
A thin flat diamond with a simple facet at the
side : used occasionally to cover small minia-
tures, and then called portrait-stone.

lasket (las'ket), n. [Ct. lash^, «.] Small lines
sewed in loops to the bottom of a sail to secure
a bonnet.
laspring (las'pring), n. [Cf. ?ax2.] The smolt
or young salmon 01 the first year. [Local, Eng.]
The smolt, or young salmon, is by the fishermen of some

rivers called a laspring. Yarrell, British Fishes.

lasque, «. See lask^.

last

lassl (Ifts), n. [< ME. "lasse, Tysse (rare) ; per-

haps contr. < W. llodes, fem. of llawd, a lad:

see lad^. The word is usually explained, in its

mod. form (the MB. form being hitherto unno-
ticed), as a contr. of laddess; but laddess is an
affected form, rare, and not found before the

18th century. Lass is now regarded as simply

the fem. of tocP.] 1. A girl: in familiar lan-

guage often applied to a woman of any age.

The last of thos lete children was a lysse faire,

Polexena the pert, prise of all other.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 1499.

And with your piteous layes have learnd to breed
Compassion in a countrey lasses hart.

Spenser, Astrophel, ProL

This is the prettiest low-bom lass that ever

Ban on the gieensward. Shale, W. T., iv. 4. 156.

Her prentice han' she tried on man.
Air then she made the lasses, 0.

Bums, Qreen Grow the Kashes.

2. A sweetheart.

It was a lover and his lass.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 3 (song).

Hemp-seed, I saw thee.

An' her that is to be my lass.

Come after me> an' draw thee.

Bums, Halloween.

3. A maid-servant; a servant-girl. [Scotch.]

It will may-be no be sae weel to speak about It while
that lang-lngged limmer o' a lass is gaun flisklng in and
out o' the room. Scott, Guy Mannering, xlv.

lass^ (las), a. [See lazy.'] Lazy. [Prov. Eng.]

lassef, a. and adv. A Middle English form of

lassie (Jlas'i), TO. [Dim. of tosl.] A little lass;

a young girl.

My love, she's but a lassie yet.

Bums, My love, she's but a Lassie yet.

Come lead me, lassie, to the shade.
Where wUlows grow beside the brook. Crabbe,

lassitude (las'i-tiid), n. [< F. lassitude = Sp.

lasitud = Pg. lassidao = It. lassitudine, < L.

lassitude, faintness, weariness, < lassus, faint,

weary, perhaps for *ladtus, and thus akin to E.

late : see latei. Cf . alas.] The state of having
the energies weakened ; weakness; weariness;
languor of body or mind.
The animal spirits being spent, the soul can hardlymove

the body any longer, the sense whereof we call lassitude.

, Dr. E. More, Immortal of Soul, iiL 8.

The heat of the summer months is sufllciently oppres-
sive to occasion considerable lassitude.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, L 5.

=Syn. Weariness, etc. Seefatigue.

lass-lorn (las'16m), a. Forsaken by one's lass

or mistress.
Thy broom-grorefl,

whose shadow the dismissed bachelor lores,

Being lass-lorn. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 68.

lasso (las'6), n.
;
pi. lassos or lassoes (-oz). [< Pg.

tefo, a snare, trick, = Sp. lazo, a snare, slip-

knot = F. Mas, a snare, < L. laqueua, a snare:
see tace."] A long rope or cord of hide (from
60 to 100 feet), having a running noose at one
end, used especially in the Spanish (or origi-

nally Spanish or Portuguese) parts of America
for catching horses and wild cattle. The noose is

thrown with a whirlfrom horsebackover the head or horns
of the chased animal while in full career. See lariat.

They [the lariat and the lasso'\ are the same, with a very
great difference. The lasso may be used for picketing a
horse, but the rope with which a horse is ordinarily pick-
eted would never be of use as a lasso.

R. I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, p. 251.

lasso (las. '6), V. t. [< lasso, ».] To catch or
capture by means of a lasso.

lasso-cell (las'6-sel), n. One of the peculiar
fiUferous eeU-Uke structures of coelenterates,
endowed with ability to throw out with aston-
ishing rapidity the contained thread, which has
the property of exciting a stinging or pricking
feebng on sentient surfaces ; an urtieating or-

gan ; a nematoeyst or thread-cell ; a cnidocyst
or cnida ; a nettling-cell. See cut under cnida.

lassock (las'ok), «. [< lass^ + -ocfc.] A little

lass ; a lassie. [Scotch.]

I mind, when I was a gilpy of a lassock, seeing the Duke.
Scott, Old Mortality, v.

lasti (list), n. [< ME. last, lest, <AS. last, last,

m., a footstep, track, footprint, trace ; also, in
glosses, last, t., a boot, Iceste, a shoemakers'
last; = D. leest, a last, form, = OHG. MHG.
leist, G. leisten, a last, = Icel. leistr, the foot
below the ankle, a short sock, = Sw. last =
Dan. Itest, a last, = Goth, laists, a foot-track

;

cf. OHG. leisa, MHG. leise, leis, track, furrow;
prob. < Goth, leisan, find out, pret. pres. lais, I

,
know: see lear\ learn, lore. Hence lasfi.'] A
wooden pattern ormodel of the human foot, on
which shoes are formed.



last

Harl be je sutlers [souters] with your mani leetes.
Early Eng. Poems (ed. Furnivall), xxxiv. 8.

Should the big LaMe extend the Shoe too wide,
Each Stone will wrench th' unwary Step aside.

Gay, Trivia, 1.

The cobbler is not to go beyond his last [a free render-
ing of the Latin proverb " Ne sutor ultra crepidara "].

Sir R, L'Estrange.

last^ (last), V. t. [< last^, re.] To form on or by
a last; fit to a last, as the materials for a boot
or shoe.

Iast2 (last), V. [< ME. lasten, lesten, < AS. l&s-
tan, follow, accompany, attend, observe, per-
form, continue, last (= OS. lesUan = OFries.
lasta, lesta = OHG. MHG. G. leisten, follow out,
= Goth, laistjan, follow after), lit. ' track,' < last,
a track, footprint: see last^ «.] I.f trans. To
follow out ; carry out; perform; do.

That io haue hoten wel,
Ic it sal lesten euerilc del.

Qeneiis and, Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2906.

And thel ben false and traiteroua and lasten not that
thei bihoten [promise]. Mand^mlle, Travels, p. 262.

U.mtrans. If. To extend; reach.
He hathe made a Duchee that lasteth unto the Lond of

Nyflan, and marchethe to Pruysse.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 7.

3. To continue to be; remain in existence;
continue in progress.

And thorowe thy grace I am nat A-gast,
What sorowe or sykenes to me thou sende.
To suflyr whyle my lyffe wole laste.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 176.

They hothe were In batell while the batell last,

And euther sawte & assembly see with there een.
Destruction qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 67.

Two days this Feast laetetlt, in which they dense their
graues and glue presents to the Bonzy.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 528.

Generations pass while some trees stand, and old fami-
lies hiA not three oaks. Bir T. Br(ywn£, Urn-burial, v.

The rock for ever lasta, the tears for ever flow.
Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 779.

That man may last, but never lives.

Who much receives but nothing gives.
T. Gibbons, When Jesus Dwelt.

8. To hold out ; continue unexhausted or un-
consumed; escape failure or loss.

I beg of you to know me, good my lord.

To accept my giief, and, whilst this poor wealth la^ste,

To entertain me as your steward still.

Shah., T. of A., iv. 3. 495.

1 pray my legs
Will laxt that pace that 1 wiU carry them.

Beaa. and FL, Maid's Tragedy, ill. 2.

Can the burning coal
Of thy affection last without the fuel

Of counter love? Quarles, Emblems, v. 8.

The days of childhood are too sweet to last .' Cities, like

men, grow out of them in time, and are doomed alike to

grow into the bustle, the cares, and miseries of the world.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 177.

4. To continue unimpaired; remain fresh, un-
faded, or unspoiled; continue to be available or
serviceable; wear well: as, this color willfas*.

Hami. How long will a man lie i' the earth ere he rot?

1st Cloum. ... He will last you some eight year, or nine
year. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 183.

And love will last as pure and whole
As when he loved me here In Time.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xllii.

Love to God and love to man are the only motives which
will last. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 354.

last^ (l&st), n. [< lasP, v.'] Power of holding
out; endurance; stamina, [Rare.]

What one has always felt about the masters is, that it's

a fair trial of skill and last between us and them— like a
match at foot-ball, or a battle.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Hugby, ii. 7.

Space is nothing to a traveller [the antelope] with such
speed and such last. T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 204.

last^ (last), «. [< ME. last, < AS. hlcest, a load

(= OFries. hlest = D. last = MLG. LG. last =
OHG. Mast, last, MHG. G. last, a load, = Icel.

Mass = Dan. Ices = Sw. lass, a cart-load, also

Icel. lest, a load (< Sw. Dan.), = Dan. Sw. last, a
load), <Madan, lade, load : see lade^. Hence in

oomp. ballast. The B. lest^, ballast, is of LG.
origin.] If. A burden; a load; a cargo.

God yeve this monk a thousand last quad yeer [cargoes of

bad years]. Chaucer, Prol. to Prioress's Tale, 1. 4.

2. A load of some commodity with reference to

its weight and commercial value ; henee, a par-

ticular weight or measure, varying in amount
in different localities and for different com-
modities. As an absolute measure, a last la generally

reckoned at 4,000 pounds ; but the word is now rarely met
with, and only in local or technical use. A last of flax

or feathers is 1,700 pounds ; of wool, 12 sacks ; of corn, 10

quarters or 80 bushels ; of meal or ashes, 12 barrels ; of

gunpowder, 24 barrels ; of codfish or white herrings, 12

arrels ; of red herrings, 20 cades (of 500 or 720 fishes

«ach) ; of pitch or tar, 14 barrels. A last of leather is given
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as 20 dickers of 10 hides each ; but a last of hides is 12
dozen.

They will pay ... for a Jos* of hides to bee caryed out
of ourrealme and dominion halfe amarke aboue thatwhich
heretofore was payed. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 137.

Even as in ships of war, whose lasts of powder
Are laid, men think, to make them last.

Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, v. 1.

These fishing ships doe take yeerely two hundred thou-
sand last of fish, twelue barrels to a la^, which amounts to
300000 pounds by the flshermens price.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 217.

last^t (last), re. [ME. last, lest, < Icel. lostr

{last-), faxdt, = Dan. Sw. last, vice ; cf. OS. las-

tar = OHG. lastar, MHG. G. laster, blame,
abuse ; AS. leahtor, blame ; from a verb rep-
resented by AS. ledn = OHG. lalian, blame.]
Fault.

last*t (last), V. t. [< ME. lasten = OHG. lasta-

ron, MHG. lasteren, lastern, G. Idstern = Icel.

lasta = Dan. laste = Sw. lasta, blame; from
the noun.] To find fault with ; blame.
lasts (last), a. and n. [< ME. last, latst, contr.
form of latest (= OS. letisto, latsto, lasto, last,

= OFries. letast = D. lest = LG. leste, lest =
OHG. lazzost, lezist, leszest, leeist, MHG. letzest,

letzst, letst, G. letzt, last, = Icel. laiastr), su-
perl. of late: see late^.2 1. a. 1. That comes or
remains after all the others ; latest; hindmost;
closing; final; ultimate.

Now, our joy [Cordelia],

Although the last, not least.

Shak., Lear, i. 1. 86.

Bear them unto their last beds, whilst I study
A tomb to speak their loves whilst old Time lasteth.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Iheodoret, v. 2.

Your last to me was in French of the first Current.
Howell, Letters, I. vl 15.

My latest found,
Heaven's last, best gift, my ever new delight I

MUtm, P. L., T. 19.

If I should live to be
The la^ leaf upon the tree.

0. W. Holmes, The last Leaf.

2. Next before the present : as, last week ; on
the la^st occasion.

Laxt morning you could not see to wipe my shoes.
Shak., T. 6. of V., ii. 1. 86.

iofii noon beheld them full of lusty life.

Last eve in Beauty's circle proudly gay.
Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 28.

A merry song we sang with him
Lttxt year. Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxx.

3. Utmost; extreme.

To see vain fools ambitiously contend
For wit and power ; their last endeavours bend,
T' outshine each other.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, il 18.

This city, remarkable in ancient times for its defence
against Hannibal, was of the last importance,

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 10.

The Lord of all the landscape round
Ev'n to its last horizon. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

4. Lowest; meanest.
But many that are first shall be last; and the last shall

be first. Mat. xix. 30.

Antilochus . . .

Takes the last prize.

Pope, niad, xxili. 923.

5. Furthest of all from inclusion or considera-
tion ; most improbable or unlikely.

She was the last person to be approached with undue
familiarity. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 16.

In his house I saw— the last thing one would have ex-
pected to find in the heart of Lapland— a piano.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 139.

Last act, in peripatetic and scholastic metaphysics, posi-
tive existence,which, after it is otherwise determined what
a thing shall be, determines that it shall be. Also called
second energy.—haAt day, yesterday. [Scotch.]

Last day I grat wi' spite and teen . . .

That to a bard I should be seen
Wi' half my channel dry.

Bums, Humble Petition of Bruar Water.

Last extreme of a syllogism, the minor term.—Last
heir, in Eng. law, he to whom lands come by escheat for
want of lawful heirs. In some cases the last heir is the
lord of whom thelands were held ; but ip others, the sover-
eign.— Last honor or honors. See Aoreor.—Last mul-
tiplier, a certain quantity used in the integration of the
equations of motion.—On one's last legs, on the verge
of failure or exhaustion ; almost ruined in health, ability,

or resources: also said of things.

The first lies like the fox's scent when on his last legs,

increasing every moment ; the other is a back-scent, grow-
ing colder the longer you foUow it.

Scott, St. Eonan's Well, xxv.

The last cast. See easti.—The last day, the day of

judgment.-The last days, the last times, in Scrip.,

the period when the end of the world draws near.—The
last gasp. See gasp.—lo breathe one's last, to die.—
To die in the last ditch. See diei.—lo put the last
hand to. See hand.

II. n. The end; conclusion; termination: in

phrases At last, or at the last, at the end; in the
conclusion; finally.

laster

To the here he cleued fast,
And to Petir he criede atte the last.

Zing Horn (B. E. T. S.), p. 92.

And 3if he fynde such defaute that je with Fals holden.
Hit schal bi-sitten oure soules sore atte laste.

Piers Plowman (A), IL 110.

Gad, a troop shall overcome him : hut he shall overcome
at the last. Gen. xlix. 19.

Virtue preserved from fell destruction's blast,
Led on by heaven, and crown'd with joy at last.

Shak., Pericles, v. 8. 90.

At thelong last. SeeJorcji.-Bookedatlast. Seeftoo*.
—To the last, to the end ; till the conclusion; especially,
till the near approach or the moment of death.

She preserved her wit, Judgment, and vivacity to the
last, but often used to complain of her memory.

Swift, Death of Stella,

lasts (last), adv. [< last^, a.] 1. At the end of
the series ; after all others.

God hath set forth us the apostles last. 1 Cor. iv. 9.

love thyself last: cherish those hearts that hate thee.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iiL 2. 443.

In conclusion

;

2 finally; lastly.

First my fear ; then my courtesy ; last my speech.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Epil.

Pleased with his idol, he commends, admires.
Adores ; and last, the thing adored desires.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorpb., x.

3. For the last time ; on the last occasion be-
fore the present time.

When saw you my father lastf Shak., Lear, i. 2. 167.

Declare when last Olivia came
To sport beneath thy boughs.

TennysoTi, Talking Oak.

4t. Lately.

And yet I was last chidden for being too slow.
Shak., T. G. of V., ii 1. 12.

First and last, first or last. See firsti-, adv.

last^ (last), re. In law, same as last-court.

lasf^ (last), n. [Also list (see list^) ; var. of tosfc*,

lisk, leslc.'] A piece cut from a fish and used as
bait. In pollack-fishing, for example, such a
piece is cut from the under or bright part of
the pollack.

lastage (las'taj), re. [= F. lestage; as last^ +
-age.^ 1. The lading of a ship.

By charter of Queen Elizabeth in the 36th year of her
reign, the lastage and ballaatage and office of lastage and
ballastage of all ships and other vessels betwixt the bridge
of the City of London and the main sea,was granted to the
Master Wardens and Assistants of Trinity House.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, m. 278.

2t. Ballast.

BaUesse or lastage for shippes, saburra.
Huloet, 1562. (Halliwell.)

St. A duty formerly paid (o) in some markets
for the right to carry things where one chooses

;

(6) on wares sold by the last
;

(c) for freight or
transportation ; (d) for the right of taking bal-

last from the sea-shore,between high- and low-
water mark.
They shall be free from all toll, and from all custome

:

that is to say, from all lastage, tallage, passage, cariage,

riuage, aaponsage, and from all wrecke.
HakluyVs Voyages, 1. 117.

The citizens of Hereford fined, in the second year of
Henry III., in a hundred marks and two palfreys, to have
the king's charter . . . that they might be quit through-
out England of toll and lastage, of passage, pontage and
stallage, and of leve, and danegeld, and gaywite, and all

other customs and exactions.

5. Dowdl, Taxes in England, I. 26.

4. Stowage-room for goods.

last-couirt (last'kort), re. A court held by the
twenty-four jurats in the marshes of Kent,
England, and summoned by the bailiffs,where-
in orders are made to lay and levy taxes, im-
pose penalties, etc., for the
preservation of the said

marshes. Also last.

lastet. -A-n obsolete preterit

of last^.

laster (las't^r), «. [< lasi^

+ -eri.] In shoemahing:
(a) One who fits the parts
of shoes to lasts prepara-
tory to the subsequent op-
erations, especially in a
shoe-factory.

The sole ... is now taken in
hand by the laster, who secures it

by a few tacks to the upper.
tr)-e,Diot.,IV.121.

(6) A tool like a pair of

pincers used in stretching
the upper-leather of a boot
or shoe on the last. The jaws
are curved and serrated so as to
grasp the leather firmly, and an
angular boss is formed on one of

the tongues of the pincers. The Laster. C CJaws,



laster

1k)ss acts against the last as a falcmm in stretcliing tlie
leather, and is also used as a hammer for pegging the
stretched leather to the last to hold it in place dnring
the process of soling.

lasteryt (las'ter-i), n. [Appar. < last^ + -ery.l
A red color.

Fair vermilion or pure lastery. Speriser.

lasting (las'ting), n. [Verbal n. of lasi^, «.] 1

.

Continuanee ; endurance.
Thou art made for ever, as thou hast made me, if this

feUcity have lasting. B. Jonirni, Epicoene, it 3.

Nothing procoreth the lagti-ng of trees, bushes, and herbs
so much as often cutting. Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 586.

If any true Briton maintains that beef and beer are es-
sentials to develop a man in stature, or strength or last-

ing, let him look at our camp-servants. W. H. RusgeU.

2. A strong and durable woolen or worsted
fabric: also called everlastitig, and formerly
durance, it is usually black, and is used for buttons and
for the uppers of women's shoes. It is woven eitherwlth
a double twill or with a satin-twill (then called Denmark
gatAn). Draw-bays, prUnella, and g^ge de berry are varie-
ties of lasting,

lasting (las'ting), i). a. [Ppr. of ias<2 , «.] Con-
tinuing in time ; durable ; of long continuance

;

that may continue or endure : as, a lasting good
or evil; a lasting color.

Lord ! wyth a lagtajide luf we lone the allone.
York Plays, p. 3.

O fleeting joys
Of Paradise, dear-bought with lasting woes !

MiUon, P. L., X. 742.

Diligence makes more lasting acquisitions than valour.
Steele, Spectator, No. 2,

May children of our children say
"She wrought her people lasting good."

Tennyson, To the Queen.

=SyiL Lasting, Durable, Permanent, Stable, enduring,
abiding, undecaying, perpetual, unending. Ij^Ung means
resisting the effects of time or other influences tending to
produce decay ; continuing for a long time, or as long as
the nature of the object admits. It is the proper word for
abstract things : as, a 2(»£i7i^ impression; sudden reforma-
tions are seldom lasting. DurcUtle is preferable for tangi-
ble objects, and means capable of resisting wear and tear

:

as, durable material. Permanent, remaining to the end,
abiding for ever, applies equidly to physical and abstract
objects : as, a permanent dye; ^permMnent situation ; the
grave is upermanetvt resting-place. Permanent and stable

imply less of resistance than the others. Stable means
permanent in its place, lasting upon its foundations, able
to stand indefinitely: as, a stable form of government; a
stable character.

Death, only death, can break the laOing chain.
Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, L 173.

With pins of adamant
And chains they made all fast ; too fast they made
And durable! Milton, P. L., x. 320.

Was anything permanent? anything stable? Nothing
but truth- J. F. Clarke, Ten Great lieligions, iv. 3.

The mutability in the public councils, arising from a
rapid succession of new members, however qualifled they
may be, points ont^ in the strongest manner, tile necessity
of some stable institution in the government.

A. BamtUon, federalist. No. 62.

lasting-awl (las'ting-31), «. A shoemakers'
awl having an eye near the point and carrying
a bobbin for thread in the handle. It is used in
sewing byhand to pass the ttiread through the leather and
to assist in forming a lock-stitch with a second thread.

lasting-jack (iSs'ting-jak), n. An implement
for holdinga last while the shoe-upper is strain-
ed and secured upon it, and for adjusting the
in-sole and out-sole so as to prepare them for
thepegging- or sewing-machine. E. S. Knight.
lastingly (las'ting-U), adv. In a lasting man-
ner; so as to last; durably.

And covenants betwixt them surely seal'd.

Each to the other lastingly to bind-
Drayton, Barons' Wars, iiL

It was not therefore till the Turk had been driven out,
not until southern Italy had been more thoroughly but
not much more lastingly overrun by the armies of France,
tiiat Otranto passed for a while under the rule of Venice.

E. A. Freeman^ Venice, p. 322.

lasting-machine, lasting-pincers, lasting-
tooL Same as laster (lb).

lastingness (las'ting-nes), n. The quality of
lasting; durability; permanence; long contin-
uance.
An [was] more lasting than beautiful, but that the con-

sideration of the exceeding lastingness made the eye be-
lieve it was exceeding beautiful SirP. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

The ancients depicted friendship in the bearings and
strengtb of a young man, bare-headed, rudely clothed^ to
aigniiie its acilvi^, and lagHngmss, readiness of action,
and aptnesses to do service. Jer. Taylor, Friendship.

lastly (last'li), adv. 1. In the last place.

Then does he say, he lent me
Some shipping unrestored: lasUy, he frets

Tliat Lepidns of the triumvirate
Should be deposed. Shak., A. and C, iii. 6. 27.

2t. At last ; finally ; in the end.

Then take my final doom pronounced lastly, this

;

That Lundy like allied to Wales and England is.

Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 79.
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I for his sake will leave

Thy bosom, and this glory next to thee
Vreety put off, and for him lastly die.

Milton, P. L, iii. 240.

Lastrea (las-tre'a), n. [NXi. ; origin not as-
certained.] A genus of ferns belonging to
the tribe Aspidiem, containing the marsh-fern,
sweet mountaiu-fem, male-fern, etc. It is charac-
terized by having theveins distinct after leaving the mid-
rib, not uniting with those of the adjoining lobe. It is
now more usu^y considered a section of Aspidimnu

lasty (las'ti), a. [ilasf^, v., + -y^.l Lasting;
durable. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

If yon be hasty, youll never be la^y.
Scotch proverb. (Ja/mieson.)

lat^ (lat), n. [Also latt; earlier form of lafh?-,

q. V.]- A lath. [Prov. Eng.]
lat^ (lat), a. [An earlier and diaL form of tofel,

q. v.] 1. Slow; tedious. [Prov. Eng.]
Lat afoot, slow in moving.

WHbraham, p. 63. (HaUiweU.)

2. Unseasonable ; wet (of weather). Bay, 1674;
Bailey, 1731. [Prov. Eng.]

lat^, V. An obsolete or dialectal form of let^.

lat*, V. An obsolete or dialectal form of lel^.

lat^t, V. _A Middle English form of leadeth, third
person singular present iudicative of lead^.

lat® (lat), n. [ffind. Idt."] In Indian arch., an
isolated shaft or pillar, serving for various pur-
poses, as for bear- a
ing inscriptions or ^
religious emblems,
or a statue or image,
for supporting a
lamp, or even for a
flagstaflf. Lats are
always original, and
often elegant in de-
sign. Also called
stambTia.

The oldest authentic
examples of these Idts
that we are acquainted
with are those which
King Asolsa set up in the
twenty-seventh year af-

ter Ids consecration—
the tliirty-flLrst of his
reign— to bear inscrip-
tions conveying to his
subjects the leading doc-
trines of the new faith he
had adopted.

J. Fergvsson, Hist. In-
[dian Arch., p. 52.

Lat. An abbreviation (a) of LaUn; (6) \l. c]
of latitude.

latakia(lat-a-ke'a), K. [So namedfromiatefcia
(anciently Laoduxa ad Mare) in Syria, near
which it is produced and from which it is ship-
ped.] A fine variety of Turkish tobacco.
After my sleep, which was allowed to last until a pipe

or two of latakia had gone round the party, we remounted
our animals. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 256.

Latania (la-ta'ni-a), n. [Nil.(Commerson,1789),
< latanier, the Gallicized native name of the

plants in the Isle
of Bourbon.] A
genus of fan-
palms, confined
to the Mascarene
Islands. They be-
long to the tribe Bo-
rassece, and are dis-
tinguished from Bo-
rassus and Hyphcene
by their numerous
stamens, and from
LodoiceOf the only
other genus of the
tribe, by having the
male flowers solitary
In the depressions ot
the spadix. There
are only three spe-
cies, tall unarmed
palms with single,
stout, annulated
trunks, broad, termi-
nal, long-petioled
leaves of rounded
outline, and spikes
several feet in length
sheathed by incom-
plete spathes. All
the species are very
ornamental, and

Lat.—Asoka's Pillar, Allahabad.

Gtoup of iMtaftta Borttmica.

much cultivated in hothouses. L. Borbonica, the common
Bourbon palm, is best known.
Latanites (lat-a-ni'tez), n. [XTj. (Massalongo,
1858),<XaiamiaH--}te«.] Agenusoffossilpalms,
more orless closely related to Latania. Massalon-
go has described sixteen species from the tower Tertiary
of Italy, but the number is probably too large, and will be
reduced by the discovery of connecting forms.
Lataz (la'taks), n. [NL., < (Jr. /arof, some wa-
ter-quadrupe^ supposed to hs a beaver.] A

latch

name under which two genera of otters have
been formed: (a) The sea-otter, of the subfam-
ily Enhydrimas. C. L. Gloger, 1827. See £n-
hydris, 2. (6) Certain land-otters of the sub-
family Lutrinw, as the North American Lutra
canadensis. J. E. Gray.

latch^ (laeh), V. [< ME. latchen, lacchen (pret.

lauhte, laugte, lagte, also lacchide, pp. lauht, lagt,

also latchid), < AS. Iceccan, Iceccean, gelcBocan,

seize, catch hold of. Cf. dutch, as supposed to
Toe -ait. <AB.gel(BCcan.'] I. trans. If. To seize;

lay hold of; snatch; cateh.

"Certes, sire, that is soth," sede William tliann^
& lepes ligtli him to & lacchis him in armes.

Wiaiam of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.), L 4526.

Andromaca, for drede of the derf kyng,
Xamydon hir ntill sun laght in liir armes.

DeOruetion qf Troy (E. K T. S.), L 13732.

But I have words
That would be bowl'd out in the desert air.

Where hearing should not latch them.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 195.

2t. To take; snatch up or off.

And then lacches his lene & his lone kyat^

Past fnrth priuely and thatpert lenyt.
Destruction o/Troy (K B. T. 8.X L 811.

Ttiay ledde hym furthe in the rowt^ and laehed ofe his
wedes. Morte ArOaare (E. E. T. S.X L 1516.

3t. To receive; obtain.

And if thow wilt be graciouse to God do as the gospel
techetli.

And biloue the amongea low men, so shaltow lacche grace:
Piers Plowman (B\ vi. 23a

And that no tale may be told in tyme for to com^
Ne witnes in writyng by weghes herafter.
That any lord of our londe ^uld lacche soche a skome
Vnwro^n with wondis.

DestmeHon of Troy (B. E. T. S.), L 4]fl4.

He stepped between the blow and us, and latched it in
his own body and souL Bp. Andrews, On the Passion. -

4. To hold; support; retain. [Prov. Eng.]

—

5. To close or fasten with a latch: as, to latch

agate.
II. intrans. 1. To snatch: with at.

Lygtly lepez he hym to, & lagt at his honde

;

•rhen feersly that other freke vpon fote lygtis.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (K E. T. S.X L 328.

2. To Ught or fall. [Prov. Eng.]
The golden-crested wren is . . . often caught by the

hand while latching in the rigging or among tlie gear,
during the North Sea fishery.

C. Swainson, British Birds (1885X p. 26.

3. To tarry; loiter; lag. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]
He's eye latehin' at 's wark, and eye ahin'. Jamieson.

latchl (lach), n. [< ME. lacche, a lateh,< lacchen,

latch, cateh: see latch^, ».] A device for catch-
ing or retaining sometmng; a catch. Specifically—(at) A trap; snare.

Love wn non other bridde cacclie.
Though he sette either nette or laeehe.

Bom. of the Rose, L 1624.

(b) A kind of gp-avity-lock, or door-fastening consisting of
some form of pivoted tiolt falling into and catching against

A, thamb-Iatcb. B, gate-latch.

a Ciitch or stop. Latches are usually made witii a lifter

or lever for raising the bar from tither side of Uie iaat.
Some simple forms
consist merely of a
woodenbaron thein-
side, wiiich is raised
by a string passed
through a hole in the
door. Door- andgate-
latches are made in
many forms, and are
descrilied by their
names, rim^, rdgl

'

thum^hlatches, etc.

This said, his guilty
hand pluck'd up
the lalxh.

And with his knee
the door he opens
wide.

Shak., Lncrece,L 398.

He swung the heavy door shut and putdown ijiewoodai
latch—relic of the pioneer period.

E. BgglesUm, The Graysons, xriL

(fi) ITavt, a small line like a loop, used to fasten a bonnet
on the foot of a saiL Also latching, (d) The trigger of
a croaabow; hence, the crossbow itself when it is of the

Reveisible T atrh.



latch
Mnd discharged by a latch, (e) In a knitting-machine,
same as fiyi, 8 ((i).-Dead latch. See deo(J-1ateft.-On
tne latcn, not looked, but fastened only by a latch ; hence,
easy to be opened ; inviting entrance.

They found the door m the latoh. Dkhmus.

Iatcll2 (laoh), V. t. [A var. of letcU, leach\ <
ME. "lecohen, < AS. lecean, moisten, wet: see
leak, of which latch^, letch\ leach^ is ult. the
causal form. Cf . 8w. laha, distil, fall by drops,
laka p&, pour on, as water on mash, = Dan. lags,
lay in brine. Hence tote/j^am.] 1. To pour or
drip (water); dribble. [Prov. Eng.]— gf. To
drip a liquid upon ; moisten.

But hast thou yet lateh'd the Athenian's eyes
With the love-juice, as I did bid thee do ?

Shak., M. N. D., lii 2. 36.

3. See leaeh^.

The tanning materials so prepared are next leaoh^,
latched, or infused for preparing the strongest tanning so-
lutions. Eneyc. Brit., XIV. 882.

latch^ (laeh), n. [< ME. lache, leche, a pit, hole

;

perhaps an assibilated form of lake^, in similar
sense : see tofcei.] A miry place. [Scotch.]

" If we were anoe by Withershln's latch, the road 's no
ne'er sae satt." . . . They soon came to the place he named,
a narrow channel through which soaked, rather than
flowed, a small stagnant stream.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxiii.

latch-drawert (laoh'dra'''6r), n. [ME., < latch^,

n., + drawer.^ A lifter of the latoh; one who
sneaks into houses to steal ; a thief. Skeat.

Al that holy eremytes hateden and despisede,
As rycheases and reuerences and ryche mennes almesse.
These lolleres, lacchedraweres, lewede eremytes,
Coueyten the contrarie ; as cotiers thei lybben.

Piers Plowman (C), x. 192.

latchet (lach'et), n. [< ME. lachet,< OP. laeet,

lasset (also 'lachefi), dim. of las, lae, P. lacs, a
string, lace : see lace. The word is now appar.
regarded as < latoK^ + -eti.] The strap or thong
by which a shoe or sandal is fastened.
One mightier than I cometh, the latchet of whose shoes

I am not worthy to unloose. Luke iii. 16.

Day, like a weary pilgrim, had reached the western gate
of heaven, and evening stooped down to unloose the latch-

ets of his sandal-shoon. LongfeUow, Hyperion, iv. 5.

latching (laoh'ing), n. [Verbal n. of latch\ «.]

Naut., same as latch^ (cj.

latch-key (lach'ke), n. A key used to raise or
throw back the latch of a door and allow one
to enter from the side on which the knob does
not control the latoh. See might-key,.

What would our grandmothers . . . think . . . now,
when husbands stay at home, and wives go abroad with
the latch-key f ThaAeray, Our Street, Jolly Newboy, Esq.

.latch-lock (laoh'lok), ti. Same as spring-lock.

latch-pan (laoh'pan), n. [< latcTfi, v., 2, +j?a».]
A dripping-pan. [Prov. Eng.]
latch-string (lach'string), n. A string passed
outward tmough a hole in a door for the pur-
pose of raising a latoh on the inside.

Zeke impatiently rattled the doorof thC'Oabin.the latch-

eirjng of which had been drawn in to lock it.

E. Egffleston, The Graysons, xxiv.

The latch-String Is out, the door is ready to be opened

:

an expression of invitation and welcome.

late^ (lat), «• ; compar. later, superl. latest, also,

in somewhat different use, compar. latter, su-

perl. last (see latter, lastS). [< ME. lat (usually

inflected, late, etc.), < AS. Icet, slow, late, =
OS. lat= OFTies. let= D. taat = MLG. lat, LG.
lat = OHG. lag, MHQ-. laz, Gr. lass, slow, weary,.

= Icel. latr = Dan. lad = Sw. lat, late, slow,

tardy, = Goth, lats, slothful; prob. from the

root of lef^, AS. Icetan, etc., and akin to L. las-

sies (for *ladtus, orig. pp.), weary (see lassitude,

alas). The verb le?^, hinder, is from late^-.'] 1.

Coming, appearing, orcontinuing after the usual

or proper time; slow or tardy; long delayed;

prolonged; behind time: opposed to eaWj/; as,

a late arrival; a late siimmer; a late embryo.

After Milce [mercy] wel georne [yearningly] he criede,

theis hit toe were. Holy Mood (E. E: T. S.), p. 19.

Gome, temperate nymphs, and help to celebrate

A contract of true love ; be not too late.

Shale., Tempest, iv. 1. 1S3.

I should be loth

To meet the rudeness and swill'd insolence

Of such late wassailers. Milton, Comus, 1. 179.

Garden-herbs and fruit,

The late and early roses from his wall.

T&nnysoti,, Enoch Arden.

2. Being or coming near the end or close; far

advanced in time; last: as, a late hour of the

day; a late period of life; set t^ia latest time

you can.

Come: it grows ifflte; well to bed.
..

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 299.

You need not bid me fly ; I came to part,

To take my latest leave. Farewell for ever.

Beau, and Fl.. Philaster, ul. 2.
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He pour'd his latest blood in manly fight,
And fell a hero in his country's right.

Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 26B.

3. Recent ; of recent origin or existence ; not
of old date : as, the latest fashion ; late news.

After her Noble husbands late decesse.
Spenser, E. Q., V. x. 11.

Our late edict shall strongly stand in force.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 1. 11.

HI matching words, and deeds long past or late.

MUton, P. L., V. 113.

The ground of the city [Laodicea] is risen very much,
having been often destroyed by earthCLuakes, which of late
years have been greater here than at Antioch.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 197.

4. Comparatively recent (with reference to
something older); of a comparatively recent
date or period: as, late (medieval) glass; late

(Greek) sculpture or epigraphy.

The Dome, or last judgment, is shown in late but beau-
tiful Flemish stained glass at Falrford.

Bock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 194, note.

5. Eeoently existing, but not now; not long
past: as, the tote ra;ins.

Now was not fltt time to offer Battell, while hismen were
scarce reoover'd of so late a fear. Milton, Hist. Eng., it

6. Recently acting; in a series, immediately
preceding that which now exists: as, the late

administration.— 7. Deceased.
Of which disease

Our late Elng, Bichard, being infected, died.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 58.

The late lord came to London with four postchaises and
sixteen horses. . . . The present lord travels with five b^-
men in a railway carriage. Thackeray, Pendennis, Ixvili.

Late Greek, Latin, etc. See the nouns.— To keep late
holirs. See keep. =Sjn. 3. Becent, Fresh, etc. See new.

latei (lat), adv. [< ME. late; < late^, a.] 1 . After
the usual time or the time appointed; after de-
lay: as, fruits that ripen late.

How couldst thou in a mile confound an hour^
And bring thy news so late? Shale., Cor., i. 6. 18.

Go ; while thou may'st, avoid the threaten'd fate

;

Fools stay to feel it, and are wise too late.

Pope, Hiad, xx. 239.

2. Not long since ; rec(ently; of late.

Where is the life that late I led 7

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 146.

In this room where so late

You dealt out law adroitly.

Browning, King and Book, I. 319.

3. Beyond the usual or proper tinie: as, to lie

abed late.

Late [let] him late & erli where him liked wende.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 4062.

So, well go no more a roving
So late into the night.

Byron, So, we'll go no more a roving.

Of late, lately ; in time not long past or near the present

:

as, the practice is of late uncommon.

Our pleasant Willy, all ! is dead of late.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses, L 208.

It is no shame to be a poet, though it is to be a bad
one. Augustus Csesar of old, and Cardinal Bichelieu of
late, would willingly have been such.

Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

Iate2, V. t. See lait^.

latent, v. A Middle English form of lef^.

latent, ri. [ME., < Icel. lat, in pi. manners, laU,

manner.] Manner; behavior.

Bot thow in this perelle put of the bettire,

Thow salle be my presonere for alle thy prowde latest

Marte Arthure (B. E. T. S.), 1. 2636.

latent, n. [ME., < Icel. ImU, sound; cf. tefe*.]

A sound; voice.

Than have we liking to lithe the lates of the toules.

King Alexavder, p. 149.

latebra (lat'e-brS), n.; pi. latebrcB (-bre). [NL.,
< L. latebra, a hiding-place, < latere, lie hid: see

latenf] The so-called yolk-oavity of a mero-
blastio ovum; the central space in the yellow
food-yolk of such an egg, as a bird's, where
there is an interior ball of white yolk, con-
nected by a thread of the same substance with
the tread or eicatrioula on the surface of the
yolk.

Latebricolse (lat-e-brik'o-le), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of LL. latebricola, one who dwells in lurking-

places.] The name applied by Walokenaer to

a group of spiders which live in holes. The di-

vision included the "theraphoses" of his system, all of

which have eight eyes. The tarantulas (MygaJidce) are

examples.

latebricole (la-teb'ri-kol), a. [< LL. latebricola,

one who dwells in lurking-places, < L. latebra,

a hiding-place (see latebra), + colere, dwell.]

Living or hiding in holes, as a spider.

latebrous (lat'e-brus), a. [< L. latebrosus, full

of hiding-places, < latebra, a hiding-place, lurk-

ing-hole: see latebra.'] Pull of lurking-holes.

Bailey, 1731.

latent

latedt (la'ted), a. [< tofel -I- -edK Cf. belated.]

Belated ; kept too late.

Now spurs the lated traveller apace.
To gain the timely inn. Shak., Macbeth, iiL 3. 6.

Cupid abroad was lated in the night.
Greene, Sonnet.

lateen (la-ten'), a. [A 'phonetic' spelling of
P. latine (voile latine, lit. ' Latin sail,' alluding to
its use in the Mediterranean), fem. of latin^< L.
ioiiMts, Latin: see Latin.] Literally, Latin: a
word used only in lateen sail, lateen yard, lateen
rig. Also spelled latteen Lateen sail, a triangu-
lar sail exteuded by a long tapering yard, slung at about

one quarter the distance from the lower end, which is

brought down at the tack, causing the yard to stand at an
angle of 46° or more : used in xebecs, feluccas, etc., on the
Mediterranean, in boats on the Lake of Geneva, etc.

On before the freshening gale.

That fills the snow-white lateen sail.

Swiftly our light felncca flies.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, v.

We set two huge triangular lateen sails on our low masts,
which raked forwards infetead of backwards.

B. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 15.

Lateen yard, a yard on which a lateen sail is spread.

lateener (la-te'ner), n. A lateen-rigged boat.

A two-masted lateener. Harper's Mag., LXXV. 462.

lately (lat'li), adv. Recently ; of late ; not long
ago; not long before.

The Marquis of Northampton and Sir Henry Gates, late-

ly before condemned to die, were now pardon'd, and set
at liberty. Baker, Chronicles, p. 317.

Many a fair cheek was blanched with woe, which had
lately mantled with secret admiration.

Irving, Granada, p. lOL

latent, n. An early form of latten.

latence (la'tens), n. [< laten{t) + -ce.] Same
as latency.

Infinite Love,
Whose latence is the plenitude of all.

Coleridge, Destiny of Nations.

latency (la'ten-si), n. [< laten(t) + -cy.] The
state of being latent or concealed ; unobserved
or undeveloped existence.

AlgEe, seeds of phanerogamic plants, infusori^ and even
MoUusca and leeches, werefound to be thrown into a con-
dition of sleep, or latency. Science, IV. 210.

With minor criminals, what society ought to aim at is

the reduction of the criminal anomaly to latency.

.

Mind, XIII. 452.

, In disinfecting filth, the work . . . ought to be repeat-
ed several times, remembering the law of latency in con-
nection with disease-germs. Sanitarium, XIV. 145.

lateness (lat'nes), n. 1 . The state of being late

or tardy, or of coming or appearing after the
usual or proper time : as, the lateness of harvest.— 3. Time far advanced in any particular pe-
riod : as, lateness in the season.

Your lateness in life . . . might be improper to begin
the world with, but almost the eldest men may hope to

see changes in a court. Sui\ft, To Gay, Nov. 23, 1727.

3. Recency, absolute or comparative; recent
origin, discovery, etc.

latent (la'tent), a. [= P. latent = Sp. Pg. It.

latente, < L! laten(i-)s, ppr. of latere, lurk, Ue
hidden, be concealed; cf. Gr. ^avddveiv, IoSeIv,

be hidden.] 1. Hidden
j
concealed; not visible

or apparent; not manifested: as, latent mo-
tives ; latent germs of disease.

They are shut and latent in dead bodies, though they be
open and manifest in live.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL 194.

The glittering helm by moonlight will proclaim
The latent robber, and prevent his game.

Dryden, Speeches of Ajax and Ulysses, 1. 172.

Every breach of veracity indicates some latent vice, or
some criminal intention, which an individual is ashamed
to avow. D. Stewart, Outlines of Moral Philosophy.

To evoke the latent genius of the nation, and to direct
it to the spheres in which it is most fitted to excel, is one
of the highest ends of enlightened statesmanship.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., lit

2. In bot, dormant or undeveloped: said of
buds which are not externally manifest until

stimulated to growth—Latent ambiguity, a doubt



latent

as to the meaning of a document, not apparent on the
face of the document, but raised by evidence of some ex-
trinsic fact. Thus, a legacy "to my cousin John Doe " is
not ambiguous until it appears that the testator had two
cousins of the same name; and the doubt raised by this
fact is called a latent ambiguity, as distinguished from
one that is patent or obvious on the mere reading of the
document.—Latent fault, in law, a blemish or defect in
goods purchased which was concealed from or not observ-
able by the buyer before acceptance of the goods.— La-
tent function, a function formed by subtracting the
same variable from every constituent of the principal di-
agonal of a matrix, and then forming the determinant
of the resulting matrix.—Latent heat. See heat, 2.

—

Latent hypermetropia. See hypermetropia.—Latent
Idea, in psyckol., an unconscious mental modification, as
an idea having a tendency to reproduce itself in con-
sciousness.—Lateflt period of a disease, the period
that elapses before the presence of the disease is mani-
fested by symptoms. Thus, the latent period of smallpox,
measles, etc. , is the time that elapses from the moment of
Infection to the appearance of the symptoms. Also called
period of irumbation.—Latent roots of a matrix, in
nuUh., the roots of the equation formed by subtracting an
unknown quantity from each of the constituents of the
principal diagonal of the matrix, and then regarding it as a

_ determinant. = Syn. 1. Covert, Occult, etc. See eecret.

latently (la'tent-U), adv. In a latent manner.
later (la'tfeT),"adv. At a subsequent time or
period; afterward; hereafter: also used with
(redundant) on : as, I will see you later; it may
be done later on.

But when the wreath of March has blossom'd, . . .

Or later, pay one visit here.
Tennyson, To F. D. Maurice.

latera, «. Plural of latus.

laterad (lat'e-rad), adv. [< L. latus (later-) +
-ad3.] In eoiil., to or toward the side; lateral-

ly in direction.

Caudad the cells were connected with the postero-lat-

eral column, while cephalad and laterad they conld be seen
to be connected with the direct cerebellar tract.

Amer. Jow. Psychol., I. 492.

lateral (lat'e-ral), a. and*M. [= F. lateral =
Pg. Sp. lateral '= It. laterale, < L. lateralis, be-
longing to the side, < latus {later-), a side. Cf.

collateral, bilateral, trilateral, quadrilateral,

etc.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the side;

situated at, proceeding from, or directed to a
side : as, a lateral projection ; lateral shoots or
branches ; a lateral view.

Thwart of these, as fierce.

Forth rush the Levant and the Ponent winds.
Euros and Zephyr, with their lateral noise.

Milton, P. L., X. 705.

I at length found my way to a lateral portal, which was
the erery-day entrance to the mansion.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 334.

The central aisle is twice the width, and more than
twice the height, of the lateral aisles, and has a well-de-
fined clerestory. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., 1. 508.

2. In anat. and zoiil., situated on either side of
the median vertical longitudinal plane of the
body; lying laterad of the meson : as, the lat-

eral ventricles of the brain ; the lateral line of
a fish ; the lateral margin of a thorax, elytrum,
or abdomen.—3. In conch., specifically, situ-

ated on either side of the hinge: contrasted
with cardinal : as, the lateral tooth of a bivalve.

Also admedian.—4. In hot., belonging to or
borne upon the side of any organ : sometimes
contrastedwith terminal (as, toieraZ buds),some-
times with medial (as, lateral ribs or nerves of

a leaf or glume).— 5. In physics and mech., at

right angles to a line of motion or of strain.
Lateral is also sometimes inaccurately used for transverse,

or at right angles to the longest axis of a body: thus,

lateral (in place of £ran^er«g) pressure and strength are
spoken of.

The lateral expansion of the ice from internal presanre

explains in a clear and satisfactory manner how rock-ba-

sins may be excavated by means of land-ice.

J. CroU, Climate and Cosmology, p. 254.

Lateral axes of a crystal, those axes situated in a plane
parallel to Oie base.— Lateral callosltieB Of the me-
tanotum, more or less inflated spaces on the sides of

the metathorax, seen in m3.nj Diptera.—Lateral con-
{ligation. See conjugation—Lateral coneate funicn-
us. Same as funieulus of Solando (which see, under
funiculus).—JjAeial curvature of the spine. See
curvature.—Lateral eouatlont, a linear equation.

—

Lateral eyes, eyes on the outer sides of the head, as in

bees.—Lateral fin, one of flie paired side fins of a fish,

as the pectoral and ventral : opposed to vertical fin.—
Lateral force, a force at right angles to the direction of

the motion of the particle to which the force is applied.

—Lateral foveolae. See fooeola.—Lateral gemma-
tion. See ^emnuzeum.-Lateral ginglymus. Same as

ci/rfartAroms.— Lateral line, in icMh. See limfi.— Lat-
eral lists. See Jt««*.—Lateral lobes, in the ffOTitptera,

two divisions of the anterior part of the head, one on each

side of the trios or central lobe.-Lateral moraine, mo-
tion,etc. Seethenouna.— Lateraloperation,in«u)-(7.,
a mode of catting for stone, in which the prostate gland

and neck of the bladder are divided laterally. See Ztttot-

017^.-Lateral sclerosis of the spinal cord, primary
spastic paraplegia. See ^rapfejrea.- Lateral stress,

a stress at right angles to the strain which produces it

—Lateral sulcus, a groove on the outer side of the cms
cerebri, marking theboundarybetween the cmata and teg-

mentum.—Lateral ventrlde, one of the two ventriclea
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of the cerebral hemispheres.-Lateral Vibration, In

acoustics, a vibration in a plane at right angles to the

length of the vibrating body, as in a violin-string ; a trans-

verse vibration ; opposed to longitudin^ vibra^on.

II, n. 1. Jn conch.: (a) A lateral or admedian
tooth of a bivalve, as distinguished from a car-

dinal tooth. See out under bivalve. (6) One
of the uncini, or uneinal teeth of the radula.

For the uncini he [E. E,. Lankester] adopts the term lat-

erals, which I venture to think is ttndesh:able.

W. H. Doll, Science, IV. 81.

2. A side branch or division of anything; a

part projecting from one side ; specifically, in

a grape-vine, one of the side shoots which
spring from the axUs of the leaves of a main
shoot.

These stocks were budded in the main stem, not on lat-

erals as now. Quarterly Ben., CXXV. 869.

A symmetric pair of perfect laterals spring from its [the

moraine's] eracefnl curve like the tangent from its chord.

Amer. Jour. Sci., XXIX. 888.

laterality (lat-e-ral'i-ti), n. [< lateral + 4iy.']

1. The quaUty'of being lateral.— 2, The state

or condition of having sides.

We may as reasonably conclude a right and left lateral-

ity in the ark or naval edifice of Noah.
Sir T. Brovme, Ynlg. Err., iv. 6.

laterally (lat'e-ral-i), adv. In a lateral man-
ner, direction, or position ; laterad; sidewise.

lateral-temporal (lat'e-ral-tem'po-ral), a. An
epithet applied to one of three principal fossaa

of the skull of Lacertilia, situated between the

squamosal and the postfrontal above, the ju-

gal and quadrate in front and behind, and the
quadratojngal ligament below. Huxley.

Lateran (lat'e-ran), a. [< L. Lateranus, a Ko-
man family name : see def.] Pertaining to or
connected vrith a locality in Rome called the

Lateran: as, the Xaferora palace or basilica; the
Lateran councils. The site so named belonged in the
first century to the family of the Laterani, was confiscated

by Nero, and given by Constantine to the Bishop of Eome,
together with the palace and the basilica built upon it.

This Lateran basilica, originally called the Church of Christ

the Saviour, has since the tenth century borne the name of

St. John Lateran,from the adjoining monastery of St. John,
andis the Pope's cathedral church, officially styled "mother
andhead of^ churches of the Ciiy [Rome] and the world.

'*

Itwas consecrated in A. D. 324, and has been rebuilt several
times, the present structure, which dates from the four-
teenth century,having beenmodernized in the seventeenth.
The Lateran palace was the residence of thepopesfor nearly
a thousand years (tUl 1309), was afterward burned and re-

built, and is now used as a museum, containing both classi-

cal and Christian antiquities. Adjoining the basilica is the
ancient baptistery in which, according to tradition, Con-
stantine was baptized.—Lateran councils, eleven cotm-
cUs held in the Lateran basilica, including an important
synod convened against the Monothelites in 649, and five

general councDa of the Western Church (1123, 1139, 1179,
1215, and 1512-1517), regarded by Koman Catholics as ecu-
menical, the fourth being the most important.

la'teredf, a. [ME., < AS.J^trwde, slow of coun-
sel, < Icet, slow, late, -1- rwd, counsel : see read^,
rede^, red.'] Given to procrastination ; inclined
to delay or postpone.

Thanne comth the synne that men clepen tarditas, as
whan a man is to laXered or tariynge er he wol tume to
God. Chaucer^ Parson's Tale.

latericeous (lat^-rish'ns), a. [Also lateritious;

< L. latericius, tateritius, consisting of bricks,
< later, a brick, tUe.] Like bricks ; of the col-
or of bricks—Uiterlceous sediment, a sediment in
urine resembling brick-dnst, consisting of uric acid.

latericom (lat'e-ri-k6m), n. [< L. latus {later-),

side, 4- correa ='E. Ttorn .] In ornith., the lateral
one of the several homy pieces into which the
sheath of the biU of some birds, as albatrosses,
is divided.

lateriCTUnbent (lafe-ri-kum'bent), a. [< L. lOr-

tus (later-), side, -I- *'cunibere, lie : see cuwibent.l
Lying on the side.

Latericumbent, with a block transversely under the neck.
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech.

lateriflection, lateriflexion (lafe-ri-flek'-
shon), n. [< L. latus (later-), side, fflexio{n-),
a bending: see flection, flexion.'] A bending
laterad or sidewise ; curvature to either side,
right or left : as, lateriflection of the spine. Also
lateroflection, lateroflexion.

laterifoUons (lat'e-ri-fo'U-us), a. [< L. latus
(later-), side, +/oMmTOj a leaf : aeefoHage.'] In
bot., growing by the side of a leaf at its base:
as, a laterifoUous flower.

Laterigradae (lat-e-rig'ra-de), n. pi. [Mj. : see
laterigrade.'] A group of spiders which for the
most part mn sidewise or backward, and make
no web, but stitch leaves together to form a
nest or retreat. The group has been rated as a family,
tribe, and suborder of araneids. It includes the family
TtumUsid/B. Also Laterigrada.

laterigrade (lat'e-ri-grad), a. and n. [< L. latus

(later-), side, + gradi, step: see grad^.] I, a.

latescence

Running sidewise, as a spider; pertaining to

the Laterigradw, or having their characters.

The Thomisidn, or laterigrade spiders.
Amer. Nat., XXI. 966.

n. n. A spider of the group Laterigradce, as

a thomisid.
laterinerved (lat'g-ri-nfervd), a. [< L. latus

(later-), side, + nervus, nerve, + E. -ed^.'] In
hot., having lateral nerves: applied to leaves.

laterite (lat'e-rit), n. [< L. later, a brick, a
tile, + ite^.'i A rock of peculiar character,

found in Ihdia and some parts of southwestern
Asia. Its essential features are that it is highly ferm-
ginons and that it forms the superficial covering of the
country. In its normal form it is a porous argillaceous

rock, largely impregnated with the peroxid of iron, some
kinds containing as much as 25 or 30 per cent, of metallic

iron. Although the laterite is in process of formation at

the present time, some of it dates back to the Tertiary, and
perhaps as far hack as the Eocene. There are two rather

distinct forms of this rock. One is extensively developed

on the west coast of India, where it forms the surface-rock

of the country over wide tracts of the low lands near the

sea. This, which is called the low-level laterite, is clearly of

detrital origin, and it rests indifferently on various older

rocks. The iron it contains appears to be due to the fact

that it is formed, in part at least, from the debris of the
high-level laterite, and in part to the large quantity of

iron ore present in the old volcanic rocks of the region.

The origin of the MgMeed. laterOe, which is found exten-

sively on the highlands of central and western India, is

more difficult to explain. It appears, beyond doubt, to

have resulted in considerable part from the decomposi-
tion in situ, by atmospheric agencies, of the volcanic rock
which it overUes.

lateritic (lat-e-rit'ik), a. [< laterite + -ic.]

Pertaining to or characterized by laterite.

The lateritic deposits of Madras. Ifature.

lateritious (lat-e-rish'us), a. See latericeous.

lateritypic (lat'^e-ri-tip'ik), a. [< laterityp^ +
-ic] Characterized by lateritypy; bilaterally

symmetrical.
lateritypy (lat'e-ri-ti-pi), n. [< L. latus (later-)

side, -t- Grr. rimog, type.] Same as bilateral

symmetry (which see, under bilateral).

latermoret, a. [< later + -^nore.] Secondary;
of less importance. Also lattermore.

Is it mete that the carnal be first, & that thing to be
latermore which is spiritual & gostly?

J. UdaU, On Mark i.

Laternaria (lat-er-na'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. latei'

na, another form of lanterna, a lantern (see lai^

tern), + -aria.] A Linnean genus of hemip-
terous insects of the family Fulgoridce; the lan-

tern-flies. See cut under lantern-fly.

laterocandal (lat"e-r6-ka,'da,l), a. [< L. latus

(later-), side, -I- cduda, tail': see eoMdal.] In

zool., lateral and hinder; situated on the side

posteriorly
;
posterolateral.

Latero-caudal angles of the head unarmed.
Comstock, Introd. to Entom. (1888), p. 219:

laterodorsal (lat'^e-ro-ddr'sal), a. [< L. latui

(later-), side, -f- dorsum, back: see dorsal."] In
zool. and bot., situated on the side of the upper
surface: as, a laterodorsal spot or line on an
insect, or the upper rows of leaves in the foliose

JungermanniaeecB.
lateroflection, lateroflexion (lat'e-ro-flek'-
shon), n. Same as lateriflection.

laterofrontal (lat'^e-ro-fron'tal), a. [< L. latus

(later-), side, + frons (front-), trout: seefrotir

tal.] Situated on the side in front. Eneye.
Brit.

lateromarginal (lafe-ro-mar'ji-nal), a. [< L.

latus (later-), aAB,+ margo (margin-), edge: see

marginal.] Situated on the lateral margin or

side edge.
A few postero-marginal or caudal, but never a continu-

ous series of lalero^marglrud setae.

W. S. Kent, Man. Infusoria, H. 792.

lateronnclial (lat'''e-r6-nu'chal), a. [< L. latus

(later-), side, + ML. nucha, nape: see nuchal.]
Situated on the side of the nape.
Latero-nuckal feathers elongated, rigid,with long discon-

nected flbrillK. Coues, Key to N. A. Birdi^ p. 734.

laterostigmatal (lat*e-ro-stig'ma-tal); a. [< L.
latus (later-), side, + NL.' stigmata.]" 'm entom.,

situated on the side, jtist above the stigmata or
breathing-pores: as, laterostigmatal spines: used
principally in describing larvffi. Also latero-

stigmatie.

lateroversion (lat'e-ro-vfer'shon), n. [< L. latus

(tofer-), side, -I- (ML.)'TOr«io(n-), a turning: see
version.] A turning to one side.

Lates (la'tez), n. [NL., < Or. Mra, a fish of the
Nile.] 1. A genus of serranoid fehes. Lates
nilotica is known as the Xileperch.— 2. [I. c]
A fish of this genus ; the Nile perch. It some-
times grows to the length of 3 feet.

latescence (la-tes'ens), n. [< latescen(t) + -ee.]

The qua,lity or condition of being latescent ; the
state of becoming obscured or lost to view.



latescence
ThiB obscuration can be conceived In every Infinite de-

gree between mcipientlateecence and irrecoverable latency.
Sir W. HamCltm,

latescent (la-tes'ent), a. [< L. late8cm{U)s, ppr.
of latescere, lie hidden, < latere, lurk, lie hidden:
see latent.'] Becoming latent or obscure ; not
obvious to perception or cognizance.

It Is too familiar to be notorious, lying, In fact, unex-
pressed and latescent in every concrete application.

Sfr W. HamHton.

latesomel (lat'sum), a. [< ME. latsome, < AS.
Icetsum, slow, late, < Icet, late: see tofei and
-some.'i Somewhat late ; backward. [Bare.]
latesome^ (lat'sum), a. [< ME. latesom, layt-
gom, latsome, < AS. wldtsum, hateful, < wlatian,
be disgusted. In the first sense now merged
in loathsome; in the second confused with late-

aome^.l If. Loathsome; hateful.

But to here of Crlstis passloun.
To many a man it Is ful laytsmn.

US. Athmole, 60, f. 5. (Haaiwett.)

2. Tiresome; tedious. [Prov. Eng.]
He es swyft to speke on hys manere,
And lateome and slawe for to here

;

He prayses awide men and baldes tbaim wyse.
Hampole, MS. Bowes, p. 35. (flaUimA)

latest (la'test), a. [Superl. of late: see ?afeland
last^.] Last; final.

Even he who long the House of Com-ns led.
That hydra dire, with many a gaping head,
round by experience, to his lateel breath,
Envy could only be subdu'd by death.

Jenyns, Imit. of Horace's Epistle, i. 1.

latewaket (lat'wak), ». A corruption of Mke-
walce.

latewardt (lat'ward), a. [< late^ + .ward.]
Somewhat late ; belated ; backward.
Lateward fruit. Hvloet.

They deserue much more to be reprehended than I will
vouchsafe to attempt in this my laiewmrd treatise.

Holinshed, Deacrip. of Scotland, xiil.

If it should fall out so lateward a breaking vp of the riuer.
HakluyVe Voyages, I. 455.

latex (la'teks), TO. [L., a liquid, fluid, juice.]

A milk-like liquid occurring in many plants in
special vessels (called laticiferous, or some-
times cmenclvymatons), and exuding when the
plant is wounded, it may be white, like that of the
milkweeds and many species of Euphorbia; or yellow, as
In the prickly poppy, Argemone ; or orange, as in celan-
dine, Chelidomum. It consists of a watery fluid holding in
solution small quantities of sugar, gum, alkaloid and acid
matters, etc., and, suspended in this, numerous minute
granules (giving the milky appearance) which coagulate
when exposed to the air. It has sometimes an economic
importance, as in the case of opium (the dried latex of the
poppy) and of india-rubber.— Latex-cells, latex-tubes,
the vessels which contain latex. See latici/erous.

lathi (lath), n. [< ME. lathe, latthe, laththe,

prob. < AS. *lwthth, found only in the altered
form Iwtt, pi. IcBtta, ME. latte, E. dial, lat = MD.
latte, D. lat, a lath, = OHQ-. latta, lata, MHG.
latte, late, lat, G. latte, lath, thin plate, = Sp. Pg.
lata = P. latte, a lath, = It. latta = Pg. lata, tin-

plate (see latten); akin to MHG. lade, laden, G.
laden, a board, plank, sash, shutter (but prob.
not to lathe^ or lathe^). Hence ult. latten and
lattice.] 1 . A thin narrow strip of wood, used
in building to form the groundwork for a roof
or for the plastering of walls and ceilings. For
the former pnrpose the laths are nailed to the rafters to
support the tiling, slating, or other roof-covering. Laths
for walls and ceilings, much narrower and thinner, are nail-
ed to the studs, with small spaces between them, into
which a part of the plaster sinks when applied, forming a
key or hold for the remainder. Iron laths have been used
in flre-proof buildings. See lathing^.

Come and get thee a sword, though made of a laih.

Shale, 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 2.

Z\. The bow-part of a crossbow.

Their bows are for form and length not unlike the laih

of a large crosse-bow, made of the horns of Buffoloea.

, Sandys, Travailes, p. 60.

Dagger of lath. See (tojrg'eri.—Lath and plaster, a
wall-Burfaoe formed of laths plastered over; a slight par-

tition formed of laths and plaster.

I traced the blood [of the rats] . . . through the open-

ings in the tathand plaster.

Ma/yhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 21.

Lath floated and set fair, three-coat piaster-work in

which the flrst coat is termed pricHng up, the second

floatmg, the third finishing. The last is done with fine

stuff.—Lath laid and set, two-coat plaster-work, in

which the flrst coat is called laying, and is often scratched

with a broom.— Lath-sawing machine, a machine for

sawing laths from the board, or directly from the bolt.

The cylindrical log is mounted upon journals on gravitat-

ing guide-bars and is rotated by rollers. The laths are

sawed from its periphery by saws cutting rectangularly

to each other. B. M. ^»^A«.- Lath-shaped cprstals.

See ophitic slructwre, under oi)Ai(ic.—MetalliO lath.
Soe Imhingl.

lathi (lath), V. t. [< lath\ n.] To cover or line

with or as with laths.
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A small kiln consists of an oaken frame, lathed on every

side. Mortimer^ Husbandry.

Iath2 (lath), n. See Uthe^.

lath-brick (lath'brik), «. A kind of brick, 22
inches long and 6 inches broad, used in kilns
to dry malt on. Lath-bricks are so named
from being used as a substitute for laths.

lath-coop (lath'kop), n. Same as lath-pot.

lath-cutter (lath'kuf'er), n. A power-machine
for cutting laths from a plank or bolt.

lathei (laTH), n. [< leel. lodh (ladh-), pi. ladhar,
= Dan. lad, a smiths' lathe. Connection with
lathe^ is improbable, unless Icel. lodh stands
for orig. "hlodh; see lathe^.] 1. A machine for
working wood, metals, or other substances by
causing the material to turn with greater or less

speed, according to the nature of the mate-
rial and the work to be performed, before a
tool which is held at rest relatively to the pe-
ripheral motion of the object operated upon.
Lathes are used for turning, cutting, chasing, flling, pol-
ishing, screw-cutting, engraving, and shaping, as in metal-
spinning. They range in size from a jewelers' lathe for
polishing the finest metal-work, through the various wood-
turning lathes, to the large machine-lathes for turning
locomotive-wheels, and the heavy machines for polishing
stone and marble columns for architectural purposes.
The ancient potters' wheel is probably the prototype of the
modem lathe. The common wood-turning lathe may be
taken as a type of these machines. It consists essentially
of the bed or main horizontal frame, the poppets, and the
rest or support of the tool used in operating the lathe.
The poppets can be moved into different positions and
clamped on the bed, and form at the left the live or mov-
ing head-stock, connected directly with the source of
powerj and at the right the dead or stationary head-stock,
sometimes called tail-stock. The work or material is

placed between these, and is supported by a live center in
the live head-stock and a dead center in the dead head-
stock ; and in the ordinary lathe the cutting is performed
concentrically with the axis joining these centers, the
material being rotated by the live head-stock. By the
adjustment of the poppets on the bed the lathe may be
adapted to receive different lengths of material. Usually
the dead head-stock only is moved toward or away from
the live head-stock in making this adjustment. !Facing
the work, and clamped to the bed between the poppets,
is the tool-rest, on which, in hand-turning, the tool rests
as on a fulcrum at a point very near the work, being held
in the working position by the hands of the turner, which
grasp the outwardly projecting handle of the tooL Such
a lathe is driven at high speed, and the amount and char-
acter of the turning are controlled by the workman who
holds the tool on the tool-rest and before the work. The
side-rest is a movable tool-rest carrying an adjustable
tool-stock or tool-post in -Which the tool is rigidly clamped.
It slides on longitudinal guideways formed on the bed of
the lathe, this movement being controlled by a screw and
sometimes being automatic. The tool-rest may be double,
presenting two tools, one on each side of the work, as in
the duplex lathe. The tool may also be controlled by a
templet or model, and shift its position automatically, as
in the lathe for turning irregular forms, the nulled-work
lathe, spoke-lathe, and last-lathe, of which the Blanchard
lathe is the original type. Iron-turning requires a much
slower speed than brass-turning, and wood-turning a
higher speed than brass. Large metal-lathes are said to
be of large swing ; that is, the space between the centers
and the bed is great, to admit of turning large objects.

In one form of these machine-lathes an opening is made
in the bed to permit the work to turn or to give large
swing, as in the gap-bed lathe. In many kinds of turning
the dead head-stock is not used, the material to be turned
being attached to a lathe-chuck, or to a face-plate carried
by the live head-stock. Lathes are nearly all described
by their names, as ieadwork-latlie, button-lathe, foot-lathe,

aliafting-lathe, etc., the name sometimes referring to some
feature of the construction, as the Jwllow-mandrel lathe,

and sometimes to the material or work, as the hat-ironing
lathe.

Could turn his word, and oath, and faith.

As many ways as in a lathe.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. 11. 376.

2. That part of a loom in which the reed is

fixed, and by the movements of which the weft-
threads are laid parallel to each other, shot
after shot, in the process of weaving. According
to the greater or less impulse of the lathe, the weft is

laid more or less closely together in the plane of the web.
Also called batten and iay.—Beadwork-lathe, a lathe
specially adapted or devoted to turning beadwork.

—

Blanchard lathe, a lathe in which the tool-position is

shifted by a pattern or model to turn irregular forms.
Oun-stocks, ox-yokes, wagon-wheel spokes, shoe-lasts, cer-

tain styles of carvings, columns, etc., are made in lathes
working on this principle, the lathes taking their special
names from the kind of work they perform, as spoSre-

lathe, last-lathe, gun-stock lathe, etc. This lathe is. named
from its original inventor, Thomas Blanchard of Massa-
chusetts (1788-1864), who patented it in 1819, and subse-
quently, with others, adapted it to a great variety of uses.
— Button-lathe, a kind of chuck-lathe used in manufac-
turing buttons.— Car-Wheel lathe, a double lathe for

turning off the rims of locomotive driving-wheels or car-

wheels. It is so arranged that two wheels fitted on one
axle may be turned together, or, when desirable, two
wheels may be turned independently, as each face-plate

can be driven separately.— Compound lathe, alathe for

turning or engraving geometric forms ; a geometric lathe

or rose-engine.

—

Copying lathe, a form of lathe adapted
for turning articles from a pattern on the principle of the
Blanchard lathe.— Cuttlng-off lathe, a lathe for cut-

ting rods, bars, and pipes to length. The object to be cut
is passed through a collet at the rear end of the spindle,

a concentric chuck holding it in front.—Duplex lathe,
a lathe with two or more cutting-tools, so distributed

lathe

Duplex Lathe.

a, tool in front; d, inverted tool at back; c, bed and standard;
(/, rf, two compound slide-rests ; e, a riglit-and-left screw for moving
the two slide-rests simultaneously to and from the center of the lathe.

about the work as to balance the transverse pressure and
avoid springing it.—Eccentric lathe, a lathe having a
compound face-plate oi" sliding frame, and guides which
present the object in such away that the tool works an oval
upon it.—Gap-bed lathe, a lathe having an opening in
its bed to admit of turning objects of larger radius than
would be possible with a continuous bed. Also called gap-
lathe, break-lathe.— Geometrical lathe, an instrument
used by bank-note engravers, watch-case manufacturers,
etc., to make complicated pattemaof fine lines. It forms
the stars, rosettes, ornamental borders, etc., on plates for
bank-notes, designed as a precaution against counterfeit-
ing. Also called rose-erag^ree.— Gun-stock lathe. See
BlancJuird lathe.— Hat-lroning lathe, a lathe used for
ironing hats. The hat-block is chucked in the lathe, and
the heated iron is held against the nap while the block is

turned.—HollOW-man&el lathe, a lathe in which the
mandrel of the live head-stock is hollow. It is much
used for cutting screws upon, or for turning oE the ends
of long and slender rods, which are thrust through the
hollow mandrel with the end of the rod which is to be
turned projecting from the nose of the mandrel, and
held in position for turning by a universal chuck or other
suitable holder. See chucks and mandrel.— taxa.'llel
lathe, a small hand-machine for jewelers', watohmakers'.

Parallel Lathe.

or dentists' use. It is arranged to run simultaneously, if

desired, several grinding-wheels of different sizes, a brush,
a drill, etc.— Koughing-lathe, a lathe used by electro-
typers as a substitute for a planer in " suifacing up" the
backings of electrotypes preparatory to mounting them on
wooden blocks. The plates are chucked upon a true face-
plate attached to the mandrel of the lathe, with their print-
ing-faces against the face-plate, and the backing-metal is

turned off by a sharp cutting-tool controlled by a gage.
The back surface is thus made parallel with the printing-
surface, and the plate is reduced to the required thickness.
—Screw-cutting lathe, a lathe especially planned for
cutting screws. Some examples of this type of lathe are
adapted also for boring cylinders, for turning shafting, and
for miscellaneous work. Same as screw-cutting machine.
See screw.— Sphere-turning lathe, a lathe adapted for
turning objects to a true spherical shape.—Wood-tum-
Ing lathe, a high-speed lathe the construction of which
is specially adapted to wood-turning. It is the simplest
form of lathe. The tools consist of a great variety of chisels
and gouges of different widths, with long wooden handles,
by which leverage is obtained upon the tool-rest as a ful-

crum, for holding the tools firmlyyet delicately with their
cutting edges in proper relation with the material in the
lathe. Thesamekindof latheisalsousedforturning ivory,
horn, bone, ete., the speed being regulated and the forms
of the tools being varied to suit the nature of the materials.
(See also bench-lathe, carving-lathe, center-lathe, chuck-lathe,
colwffm-lathe, gage-lathe.)

lathe^ (laTH), n. [Also laith; < ME. lathe, < Icel.

hladha = Dan. lade = Sw. lada, a bam, shed (in

comp. Dan. bog-lade= Sw. iok-ldda, bookstore),
= G. laden, abooth, shop, stall, orig. ' store,'prob

.

from the verb represented by Icel. hladha = AS.
hladan, E. lade, etc., load: see lade^. In this case
the word is not connected with E. lathe^, and
G. laden, a plank, board, sash, shutter, etc.,

lade, a box, chest, etc.: see lathe'^.] A bam or
granary. [Prov. Eng.]

Al mot out, other late or rathe,
AUe the sheves in the lathe.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 2140.

The northern man writing to his neighbour may say
My lathe standeth neere the kirke garth, for My barne
standeth neere the church-yard.

Coote, English Schoolemaster (1632).

T' maistor's down i' t' fowld. Go round by th' end o' t'

laUh, if ye want to spake to him. -

MnUy Bronte, Wuthering Heights, ii.

Iathe3_(lath), n. [Also lath; < ME. "lathe (?), <
AS. Iwth, leth, a district; cf. Icel. leidh, a levy;



latbe

or (a, diff. word) Dan. Icegd, a levying district,
Icegd, a situation, site, prob. from the root of
Hei.] In England, a part or large division of a
county, comprising several hundreds: a term
now confined to the county of Kent, in which
there are five of these lathes or divisions. See
rape<>.

lathe* (la^H), V. t.; pret. and pp. lathed, ppr. lath-
ing. [Also laith; < ME. lathen,< AS. lathian=
OS. lathian, ladhiaii = OFries. lathia, ladia =
OHa. ladon, MHG. G. laden = leel. ladha =
Goth, lathon, invite, call.] To invite; bid;
ask. [Prov. Eng.]

For alle am lathed luflyly, the luther & the better,
That eaer wern fulged in font that fest to haue.

AUiteralive Poems (ed. Morris), il 163.

lathe^t, a. A Middle English-form of loath.

lathe^t, 11. A Middle English form of loathe.

lathe-bearer (laTH'bar"er), n. Same as lathe-
carrier.

The grinder is laid upon the lathe-bearers or other sup-
port. 0. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 140.

lathe-carrier (la5H'kar'''i-er), ». An appliance
fastened to an object under operation in a lathe.
It causes the object to rotate with the mandrel and face-
plate of the live head by means of a projection which col-
lides with the stud or pin on the latter. Also called lathe-
dog, latke-bear&r.

lathe-center (lagM'sen"t6r), ». A piece of
hardened steel, round and tapered, having the
smaller end cut off sqviarely and the larger end
of tte form of a cone. One of these centers is fitted
to a socket in the nose of the mandrel of the live head-
stock, and the other into a socket in the spindle of the
dead head-stock. The former Is called the Mse-center; the
latter, the dead^center. The piece to be turned (for exam-
ple, a piece of shafting) is prepared for placing in the lathe
by centrally countersinking the ends. The conical ends
of the lathe-centers are made to engage the countersunk
ends of the piece in the countersinks, and the spindle of
the dead head-stock is then clamped in position. The
piece to be turned is then clamped to the mandrel by
means of a chuck or a lathe-carrier. The spindle of the
dead head-stock is usually provided with an adjusting-
screw and a clamping-screw by which the dead-center is

adjusted to and firmly held in position.

lathe-chuck (laTH'chuk), n. A device screwed
to the mandrel of a lathe and grasping the ob-
ject to be turned, bored,
ground, polished, or'the
like. E. H. Knight.
lathe-cords (lasn'-
kdrdz), n. pi. Cords
used to turn lathes. They
are made of the intestines of
horses, cleaned and prepared
by the separation of the mu-
cous membrane.

lathe-dog (lawn'dog), n.

Same as lathe-carrier.

lathe-drill (lasra'dril), n.

A horizontal lathe used
for drilling.

lathee, lathi (lat'e), n.

pjind. lathi, a stick, club;
cf. lath, a staff, pillar.]

In India, a stick ; a blud- ,

geon, USUaUy of bamboo a.^.U.ed^s^arealivanced
and Olfcen loaded VPlth or caused to recede by the ac-

iron. Also lattee. •'°° °'^ ""==' '^-
'

The natives use a very dangerous weapon, which they
have been forbidden by Government to carry. ... It is

a very heavy lathi, a solid male bamboo, 5 feet 5 inches
long, headed with iron in a most formidable manner.
Fanny Paries,Wanderings in Search of the Picturesque,

[1. 133.

lathe-head (laTH'hed), n. l. The poppet,
poppet-head, or head-stock of a lathe.— 2. A

small dental
or laboratory
lathe that
may be fitted

to a bench, it
carries a single
spindle on two
curved arms, and
is used by fit-

ting laps, grlnd-
ing-wheels, small
brushes, and oth
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soap moistened with water, as by a brush for

shaving.

Soap containing small proportions of glycerin . .. forms

a very tenacious lather. Eneyc. BrU., XXU. 204.

2. Foam or fi'oth formed in profuse sweating,

as of a horse.

He made the round of the hill and came back, his horse

covered with lather and its tail trembling.

C. Reade, Love me Little, xiv.

latherl (laTH'er), V. [< ME. Hethren, < AS. l^th-

rian, lythrian, lather, smear (= Icel. laudhra,

foam, be dripping wet with salt water, leydhra,

wash), < ledthor, lather : see lather'^, m.] I. in-

trans. To form a foam or suds, as soap and
water; become fi-oth or frothy matter.

Choose water pure,

Such as will lather cold with soap.

Lathe-head (def. x%

er light circular tools to the ends of the spindle. It is op-

erated by a treadle and a light belt.

lathe-hoist (lasH'hoist), n. A device for rais-

ing work in the lathe to the height of the lathe-

centers.

lathen (lath'en), a. [< lath^ + -erfi.'] Made of

lath. [Rare.]

LatJien daggers. Aingimrth, Lancashire Witches, iil 9.

lather' (la'JH'fer), n. [< ME. lather, < AS. led-

thor, a kind of niter used for soap, lather, =
leel. lawdJir, mod. Iddhr, froth, foam, a kind of

niter or soap used in washing, = Sw. ladder,

soap.] 1. Foam, froth, or suds made from

It is said that soap thus made has a beautifully mottled

appearance, lathers freely, and has a smooth surface.

Watt, Soap-making, p. 123.

II. tram. I. To spread lather on or over;

apply lather to, as the face in shaving.

The damsel with the soap-baU lathered hun with great

expedition, raising flakes of snow.
Smollett, tr. of Don Quixote, m. 281-

*Tis waste of soap to lather an ass.

JUacmiUan's Mag., July, 1860, p. 210.

2. To flog; leather. [Vulgar.]

Do you think that to lather a man all through eleven

pages, and then tell him he isn't to blame after all, is treat-

ing yourself right? New Princeton Eev.,y. 63.

lather^ (lath'6r), n. [< Ufhi- + -erl.] A work-
man who puts up laths for plaster-work.

The lathers and shoemakers want ten hours' pay and
eight hours' work. Philadelphia Times, May 1, 1886.

lather^, «. A dialectal variant of ladder. Pals-

grave; Collier's Old Ballads, pp. 33, 105. {Hdtli-

well.)

lathe-reevet, »• [No AS. term is found.] In
Anglo-Saxon hist., an ofScer who presided over

a lathe. See lathe^.

These [counties] had formerly their lathe^eeves and
rape-reeves, acting in subordination to the shire-reeve. '

Blackstone, Com., Int., § 4.

lathe-saw (lasn'sfi,), n. A small circular saw
or fret-saw which can be fitted upon an ordi-

nary lathe and operated by its mechanism.
lathe-tool (laWH'tol), «. .Any one of the vari-

ous turning-tools used in tool-posts of lathes.
—Lathe-tool holder, a socket or holder for a lathe-tool.

The shank is held by a set-screw on the post of the slide-

rest. E. H. Knight.

lath-hammer (la,th'ham"'er), n. Same as lath-

ing-hammer.
lathi, n. See lathee.

lathing^ (lath'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lath^, c]
A foundation of lath or other material on
a wall or ceiling, under the plaster; also, the
material used for such a foundation. Metal-
lic lathing is now used in the form of perforated and cor-
rugated sheet-metal, rods, bars, and wire netting. The
last form, under the name of wcrven-wire lathing, is the
most usual kind. Such lathing is used in constructing
fire-proof walls and ceilings, and in general to take the
place of the common and dangerous wooden lathing for
the support of plastering.

lathing^ (la'thing), n. [< ME. lathyng = AS.
lathung — OFries. lathenge, ladinge = OHG. la-

dunga, MHG. ladunge, G. ladung, a calling, in-

, vitation; verbal n. of lathe^, «.] .An invitation.

Bailey, 1731 ; HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lathing-clamp (lath'ing-klamp), n. A clamp
to hold a set of spaced laths while they are be-
ing nailed to the studding. . E. H. Knight.
lathing-hammer (lath'ing-ham'''6r)

,

n. ta carp.,

a hammer which has a small hatchet-face on
the side opposite the hammer-head and in line
with it, the hatchetbeingused for cutting laths,

and the hammer for nailing them to the studs.
The hatchet has usually a small lateral nick for
drawing out nails. Also called lath-hammer.
lath-mill {la.th'nul), n. A gang-sawfor cutting
laths from the log.

lath-nail (lath'nal), n. A small cut nail used
for fastening laths to studding. E. B. Knight.

lath-pot (lath'pot), n. In U. S. fisheries, a coop
or trap made of laths or thin strips of wood.
The term lath-pot is almost universally employed to

designate the common forms of closed lobster traps,

whether semi-cylindrical or rectangular in shape, provid-
ing they are constructed of laths or of any narrow strips

of wood. Other names by which they are known to the
fishermen are "box-traps," "house-pots," "stick-pots,"
and "lath-eoops." Fisheries of TJ. S., V. iL 666.

Lathraea (lath -re 'a), n. pSTL. (LinnsBus), so
called as growing in concealed places, < Gr.
hiBpalog, secret, hidden; cf. Mdpa, laBfir], secret-
ly, < lavdavEiv, '/xiBeIv, hide : see latent.'] A genus
of plants of the natural order OrdhanchacecB, or
broom-rape family, with a bell-shaped, broadly

Lathyrus

4-cleft calyx, and short dense spike or some-
what longer loose racemes of white, yellowish,

or bluish flowers, sometimes tinged with pink.
Three species are known, one of which is chiefly confined

to western Europe, while another is widely distributed

throughout Europe and Asia, and the third is restricted

to Japan. L. squmnaria, or toothwort, is a parasitical

plant, gi'owing on the roots of trees and shrubs. It has

a simple fleshy erect stem, a foot or less In height, with
fleshy scale-like bracts in place of leaves, and drooping
flesh-colored flowers. It occurs throughout Europe and
in Asia.

lathridiid (lath-rid'i-id), n. A beetle of the

family Lathridiidce.

Lathridiidae (lath-ri-di'i-de), n. pi. [KL., <

Lathridius + -idm.l A family of clavicom cole-

opters having the dorsal segments of the ab-

domen partly membranous^ ventral segments
free and nearly equal, tarsi three-jointed with
second joint not dUated, wings not fringed with
hairs, and elytra entire. See Lath/ridvus.

Lathridius (lath-rid'i-us), n. [NL., < Gr. la-

dpidiog, poet, for laBpioQ, later form of hiBpaiof,

secret, hidden : see Zathrcea.'] The typical ge-

nus of LathridUdcB, having the antennal club

three-jointed. They are small beetles, living under
bark and stones. More than 100 species are known, main-
ly European and Asiatic, but 15 are North American, as

L. tentdcomis. Usually LatridiiM, aB Herbst, 1793.

Latlurobiidse (lath-ro-bi'i-de), n. pi. [ML., <

Zathrobium + -^dce."] A family of brachely-

trous coleopters, taking name from the genus
LathroMum, or merged in Staphn/limdce. -Also

written Lathrobiadm, LathroMdce.

lathrobiiform (Iath-r6'bi-i-f6rm), a. [< fTL.

LathroMum + L. forma, form.] Having the

form of the LatTwoUidce; pertaining to the

Lathrobiiformes.

Lathrobiiformes (Iath-r6'''bi-i-f6r'mez), n. pi.

[Nil. : see lathroUiform.'] A group of beetles.

See Lathroiiidw.
Lathrobium (lath-ro'bi-um), n. [Nil., for

"LathrcBoUum, < Gr. 7MBpdloQ,_ hidden (see Lath-
rcea), + P'log, life.] The typical genus of Lath-

roMidcE. MsowrittenLatiwobius. Billberg, IS'iO.

lathwork (lath'wferk), n. Lathing; any work
in laths, or resembling lathing.

lathy (lath'i), a. [< latK^ + -y^.2 Long and
slender, like a lath.

The which he tossed to and fro amain,
And eft Ws lathy falchion brandished.

West, Abuse of Travelling.

A lathy young man, bent sideways over a spar, was
struggling, with a very red face, to right himself.

B. Taylor, Horthem Travel, p. 204.

lathyrism (lath'i-rizm), n. [< Lathyrus + -ism.]

A condition produced by the use of the seeds
of Lathyrus Cicera and other species as food.

It is characterized by formication, tremors, and
paraplegia.

Lathyrus (lath'l-rus), n. [NL. (Linnseus), <

Gr. TioBvpog, a kind of pulse.] A genus of legu-
minous plants of the tribe Videce, or vetch
family, agreeing in the structure of the flowers
with Fisum, the true pea, except that its style

is not grooved on the back. See Pisum. There
are probably about 120 species of these plants, inhabiting
the northern hemisphere and South America. They are

Flowenng Branch of Everlasting VeSi {Lathyrus venosu^.
«, flower; *, fruit.

vines creeping or climbing by tendrils, often with large
and handsome flowers. Several species are known in

cultivation, and the wild species are generally known as

peas, with qualifying names, that of eterlaMng pea\>eissg

applicable to the genus in general. L. nuicrorkizus, a

European species, is the bitter-vetch, carameUe, heath-

pea, or mouse-pea ; L. imarUiTnus, of wide distribution on
the sea-coast, is the beach-pea ; L. odoratus, a native of

Sicily, is the common sweet pea of the gardens ; L. laii-

folius, the everlasting pea of the gardens, is a cultivated
varied of the European species h, sUv^rig. Thirteett
species are native in the United .States, several of whicb,
aa L. omatm and L. venoms (see cut), have broad 1

and handsome, showy fiowers.



latialite

latialite (la'shal-U), n. [< L, LattaUa, Latin
{<ia«Mm,aooTmtry of Italy: SBBLatim,), + -ite^;
or for *lalioUte (?), < L. LaUwm + Gr. A^flof, a
stone (see -Mte). The mineral is so called be-
cause found in the volcanic rocks of that part
of Italy corresponding to the ancient Latium.]
Same as hauyne,
Latian (la'shian), a. [< Latium (see def.) +
-on.] Belonging or relating to Latium, one
of the districts or countries of ancient Italy

;

Latin. [Rare.]
By the right wheel rode Mamiliua,
Prince of the Latian name.

Macmday, Horatius.

latibulize (la-tib'u-liz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. la-

tibulized, ppr. latibulizing. [< latihulum + -ize.']

To hibernate ; retreat and lie hidden. [Eare.]
The tortoise latibidizes in October. Shaw.

latibulum (la-tib'u-lum), «.; pi. laUbula (-la).

[L., a liirking-place, < latere, lurk: see latent.^

A hiding-place ; a cave ; a burrow. [Rare.]
laticiferous (lat-i-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. latex (la-

tic-), a liquid, + ferre = E. Jeari.] In bot,
bearing or containing latex.

The liber or "inner bark," on the other hand, usually
contains woody fibre in addition to the cellular tissue and
laticiferous canals of the preceding.

(T. B. Catrpmixr, Micros., § 872.

Xaticlferoua cells, tubes, or veBBelS, a kind of vege-
table tissue, consisting of soft-walled cells, containing
latex. They are usually distributed throughout the plant
to which they belong. The tubes are either ortimtofe
{De Bary), composed of long cells, freely branching, and
anastomosing with others into a corai)lex reticulated sya-

liem, or non-ortumZate, consisting of single cells, elongat-
ing with the growth of the plant, much branched, but
little if at all confluent with others.—Laticiferous tis-
sue, laticiferous vessels taken collectively.

In many orders of Phanerogams tissues are found whose
component elements contain a milky or colored fluid—
the latex. To these, although varying greatly in struc-
ture and position, the generf^ name of TjaUcifev(m8 tissues

has been given. Bessey, Botany, p. 76.

Laticiferous hyphss, latex-yielding filaments occurring
in the sporophores of Laotarius and other fungi of the or-

der Agaridni.

laticlave (lat'i-klav), n. [< LL. laticlavus, a
broad stripe, < L. Urates, broad, -l-ctooMS, a stripe.]

1. One of two broad stripes of purple woven in

the stuff of the tunic worn by Roman senators
and persons of senatorial rank, extending ver-

tically from the neck down the front, and serv-

ing as a badge of their dignity. See angusti-

clave. Hence— 2. The tunic ornamented with
these bands or stripes, or the dignity of which
it was a mark.
laticostate (lat-i-kos'tat), a. [< L. latus, broad,

-1- costoiM*, ribbed: see costa.2 Broad-ribbed.

latidentate (lat-i-den'tat), a. [< L. latus, broad,

-f- dentatus, toothed: see dentate.'] Broad-
toothed.

latifoliate (lat-i-fd'li-at), a. [< L. latus, broad,
-1- foUatus, leafy, < 'folium, a leaf.] Broad-
leafed, as a plant.

latifolious (lat-i-fo'li-us), a. [< L. latifolius,

broad-leafed, < latus, broad, -f- folium, a leaf.]

Same as latifoliate.

latiflindium (lat-i-fun'di-um), n.; pi. latifun-

dia (-a). [L., a large landed estate, < latus,

broadj' 4- fundus, estate : see fund.] In Bom,
hist., a great estate, in their origin through con-

quest or military reward, and in the organization of serf

or peasant labor upon them, the latifundia resembled the

early English baronial manors. In the plural, the term
is used to designate the resulting system of aggrandize-

ment, tending to concentration of the land in the hands

of a few and to excessive poverty of the masses.

For the small properties of the earlier period were sub-

stituted the vast estates— the lati/undia— -which, in the

Judgment of Pliny, were the ruin of Italy.
" '

Erun/e. Brit., XIX. 360.

latigo-strap (lat'i-go-strap), n. [< Sp. Idtigo,

a thong (origin uncertain), + E. stra^.] A
strong tapering leather strap used for tighten-

ing the cinch or girth in packing. See pack-

saddle. [Western U. S.]

latilid (lat'i-lid), n. A fish of the famUy Za-
tilidm.

Iiatilidse (la-tU'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Latilus +
-idm.] A family of aeanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Latilus, with an elongated

compressed body, compressed head, a very

long dorsal fin whose foremost rays only are

spinose, an elongated anal fin, normal pecto-

rals with branched rays, and thoracic or sub-

iugular perfect ventral fins. The species are about

10 in number, referred to about 6 genera. They inhabit

tropical and temperate seas, some of them reaching a large

size, but have little economic importance.

Latilinse (lat-i-li'ne), ». pi. [NL., < Latilus +
-ince. ] A subfamily of fishes of the family La-

tilidce, includingthe genera Latilus, Caulolatilus,

and Lopholatilus. They have the dorsal fin continuous,
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the body scaly, and the upper Jaw usually provided with
posterior canines. These fishes form in Gunther's classifi-

cation a group called Pinguepedina, referred to the Tra-
chinidcB. Species of CaulolatUus are called UanquUlas or
wMleflsh, and yellowtaii. (See cut under blanquulo.) Lo-
pholatUus chamceleoTtiic^s is known as the tile-fish.

latiloid (lat'i-loid), a. and n. [< NL. Latilus

+ Gr. elSog, form.] I. a. Pertaining to the
Latilidce, or having their characters.

II. n. A fish of the family iaWJdffi; a latilid.

Latilus (lat'i-lus), n. [NL., <. L. latus, broad.]

A genus of fishes, typical of the family Latilidce

-^^nisiasaf^

Latiltts argentatus.

and subfamily Latilince. Cuvier and Valencien-

nes.

latimert (lat'i-m6r), n. [< ME. latimer, latymer,

< AP. latymer, a corruption of latiner: see Lat-
iner.] A corrupt form of latiner.

LaUmer is the corruption of Latiner; it signifies he
that interprets Latin ; and though he interpreted French,
Spanish, or Italian, he was called the King's Latiner— that
is, the King's interpreter. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 179.

Latimer-Clark battery. See battery.

Latin (lat'in), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

LaUne, Laten; < ME. Latin, Latyn (cf. AS.
Imden, leden, Latin, language, speech, ME.
leden, speech: see leden), < OF. latin, E. latin=
Sp. Pg. It. latino = D. latijn = G. latein = Dan.
Sw. laUn = Ir. Gael, laidionn, n. (cf. D. latijnsch

= G. lateinisck= Dan. Sw. latmsJc, a.), = OBulg.
latinu = Pol. lacina = Euss. latuinU = Gr.
Aarlvog, Latin (^ Kanvii ^i/yvfj or SidlEnTO^, the
Latin language), < L. Latinus, belonging to
Latium (lingua Latina, as a noun, Latinum,
the Latin language), < Latium, a country of
Italy. A popular etym. connected the name
with latere, he hid (see latent), and made Sat-
urn 'lie hid' here from his son.] I. a. 1. Of,

pertaining to, or derived from ancient Latium
orits inhabitants : as, theLatin cities ; the Latin
wars; the Latin language.— 2. Pertaining to
or having affinity with the ancient Latins in
the wider sense of the word : so applied from
the spread of the language and civilization of
the people of Latium throughout Italy and the
Roman empire: as, theLatin races of southern
Europe ; the Lathi arts.

But Turkish force and Latin fraud
Would break your shield, however broad.

Byron, Don Juan, iii. (song).

3. Relating or pertaining to, or composed in,

the language of the ancient Latins or Romans

:

as, a Latin idiom ; a Latin poem. See 11., 3.

Kemuneration 1 0, that's the Latin word for three far-

things. Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1. 138.

It is an unjust way of compute to magnify a weak head
for some Latin abilities, and to undervalue a solid judg-
ment because he knows not the genealogy of Hector.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Morals.

John Colet; Dean of St. Paul's, founded [St. Paul's school]
in the year 1610 ... for free education of children of all

nations and countries. . . . They were to be instructed . .

.

"in good and clene Zote/t literature," ... to the exclusion
of all which he terms "barbary and corruption, and Laten
adulterate," and such as he says "may rather be called
blotterature than literature." Blackwood's Mag., II. 465.

Dog Latin. See dog-Latin.—JMin Christianity, that
form of Christian doctrine and church life which grew up
among and was dominated by the Latin race : used in
ecclesiastical history generally in contradistinction from
Greek and sometimes from Teutonic Christianity.—Latin
Church, (a) The Western Church,which from very early
times down to the Reformation everywhere used Latin as
its ofitcial language, whether among Latin, Celtic, or Teu-
tonic races, as distinguished from the Greek or Oriental
Church. (V) The Roman Catholic Church.— Latin cross.
See crossi.—Latin empire, the name given to the empire
of Constantinople while under the rule of Latin (chiefly

French) emperors, from 1204 to 1261.^Latin kingdom,
the Christian kingdom of Jerusalem under the French or
Latin kings, from 1099 to 1187, when the Christians were
expelled, though the title "king of Jerusalem" was main-
tained long afterward.- Latin league, a confederation
of the cities of Latium existing in Italy in the earliest

historic times, and continuing till 338 B. 0., when the
Latin towns were finally incorporated in the dominion of
Rome. According to the earliest tradition, the league
included thirty cities, among which Alba Longa held the
preeminent place. Afterthefallof .Alba,Aricia,Lanuvium,
and Tusoulum, with other important communities not
originally included, were united with the league. The con-
federation held assemblies in the grove of Ferentina, be-
low Marino in the Alban hills, and had a common religious

sanctuary in the temple of Jupiter Latiaris on the summit
of the Alban Mount (Monte Cavo), where annual sacrifices

were celebrated.—Latin Union, a monetary alliance of

France, Belgium, Italy, and Switzerland, formed by con-

vention December 2Sd, 1865, and joined by Greece in 1S6S.

Its object was tlie maintenance and regulation of a uni-

Latin
form interchangeable gold and silver coinage, based on
the French franc. Its limited term was continued by two
renewals (1878 and 1885), Belgium withdrawing on the
latter occasion and adopting the single gold standard.
=Sra. Seeltoman.

H. n. 1 . A member of the race that inhab-
ited ancient Latium in central Italy, including
Rome ; afterward, one to whom the Latin lan-
guage was vernacular; an ancient Roman,
Italian, etc.— 2. In modem application, a
member of one of the races ethnically and lin-

guistically related to the ancient Romans or
Italians, by descent or intermixture: as, the
Latins of Italy, Prance, Spain, and Portugal.

—

3. The language of ancient Rome ; the lan-
guage originally spoken in Latium, and after-
ward extended over all the integral parts of
the Roman empire in Europe, which is the ba-
sis of the modern Romance languages (see Bo-
mance), and has supplied the greater part in
bulk 01 the vocabulary of modem English (see
English). Latin belongs to the Italican branch of the
Indo-European or Aryan family, together with Oscan, Um-
brian, and other dialects of which hardly any remains are
extant. Its nearer relations with the other branches
of the family are matters of doubt and dispute. It was
formerly, on insufficient grounds, believed especially akin
with Greek ; more recently,it has been thought closer to
Celtic. Latin, with its literature, is divided chronologi-
cally into several periods—in this dictionary, in the ety-
mologies, into five, namely Old Latin, Classical Latin, Late
Latin, Middle Latin, and New Latin. See below.

Seynt Jerome, that was a Freest and a Cardynalle, that
translatede the Bible and the Psaultere from Ebrew in to
Latyn. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 71.

The King of France . . . shall name your highness . . .

thus in Latin, Prasclarissimus flllus noster Henricus.
Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 369.

I love the language, that soft bastard Latin [Italian],

Which melts like kisses from a female mouth.
Byron, Beppo, st. 44.

4. Amember of the Latin or Roman Catholic
Church : the designation most frequently used
by Greek Catholics and other Oriental Chris-
tians for Roman Catholics.

The Latins in Palestine are not numerous, the country
villages, when Christian, belonging generally to the Greek
Church. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 644.

5. A member of a civil community in Turkey
composed of such subjects of the Sultan as are.

of foreign ancestry and of the Roman Catholic
faith.— 6t. An exercise in schools, consisting

in turning English into Latin.

By mine aduice, he shall not vse the common order in
common scholes, for making of Iodines.

Asekam, The Scholemaster, p. 25.

The divisions and periods of the Latin vary more or less

with different writers. As generally adopted, and as
somewhat more precisely discriminated in this diction-

ary and systematically followed in the etymologies, they
are here defined in chronological order : Old Latin, Latin
before the classical period, including Plautus, Ennius,
Terence, Cato, and other early Latin authors (so far as
they retain traces of the older language), and inscrip-

tions of early date.— Classical Latin, the Latin of the
writers commonly called classical (Lucretius, Catullus,

Crasar, Cicero, Sallust, Virgil, Nejjos, Horace, Ovid, Livy,

,

TibuUus, Curtius, Persius, Petronius, Seneca, the Plinys,

Statins, Tacitus, Juvenal, Suetonius, etc.), from about 75
B. 0. to about A. D. 175 or 200 ; the standard Latin of the
grammars and dictionaries.-Late Latin, Latin immedi-
ately following the classical period, from about A. D. 175

or 200 to about 600, including the writings of Ausonius,
Claudian, Lampridius,Orosius,Cassiodorus, Boethius, etc.,

and the early church fathers, TertuUian, Lactantius, Je-
rome, Augustine, etc.—Middle Latin, or Medieval Lat-
in, the Latin of the middle ages, from about A. D. 600 to

1500. During this period the Latin vocabulary received
enormous accessions from the Greek and Teutonic and
Oriental tongues, as well as from the Romance tongues,

the vernacular representatives of the ancient Latin, such
accessions being fully accommodated to the Latin, or
merely provided with Latin terminations, or received
unchanged. .Also called Low Latin, sometimes Barbarous
Latin, especially with reference to its foreign elements.—
New Latin, or Modem Latin, Latin as written in mod-
ern times, from about A. D. 1500 to the present time. It

now includes especially the Latin used by scientific writ-

ers in description and classification. New Latin, like Mid-
dle Latin, possesses a huge literature, but the language
in this form is now used almost exclusively in theological,

philological, and scientific works. Its main use is to serve,

with the Greek vocabulary, now in large part incorporated
in New Latin, as the common vocabulary of civilization,

the tendency being in each civilized tongue to form the
terms required by the progress of science upon an actual

or potential New Latin type.

LawLatin. See Jowi.-Low Latin. Bee Middle Latin.—
Thieves' Latin, thieves' language ; thieves' cant or slang.

A very learned man, I promise you, and can vent Greek
and Hebrew as fast as I can Thiexe^ Latin.

Scott, Kenilworth, xxix.

Abbreviated L. or Lat.

Latint (lat'in), v. [< Latim, a.] I. trans. To
turn into Latin ; interlard with Latin.

The well latined apology in his behalf. Fuller.

Such fellowes will so Latine their tongues that the sim-

ple cannot but wonder at their talke, and thinke surely

they speak by some revelacion.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric (1658), iii.

II, intrans. To use Latin words or phrases.



Latiner

Latiner (lat'in-fer), n. [< ME. latiner, latynere
(also latimer, q. v.) = Dan. latiner = Sw. lati-

nare, < OF. latinier, < ML. latinarius, a speaker
or user of Latin, an interpreter, < L. Latinus,
Latin: seeiafeH.] 1. One skilled in the Latui
language; a Latinist.

" The pity is, Daniel," replied Guy, "that Bowland Dixon
Is no latiner, any more than those who go to see his per-
formances." S&uthey, Doctor, zxili.

2. An interpreter.

And alle weys fynden Men Latyneres to go with hem in
the Contrees, and ferthere bezonde, in to tyme that Men
conne the Langage. MaridevClle, Travels, p. 68.

Latiniform (lat 'i-ni-f6nn), a. [< L. Latinus,
Latin, + forma, form.] Latin in form ; Latin-
ized, as a word. Compare Momaniform.
The English neuronym has a Latin form ; it is LaMni-

ftyrm; but it presents for the time an English face and
dress. B. 6. Wilder, Jotir. Nervous Diseases, 3di., 1885.

Latinisation, Latinise. See Latinisation, Lat-
inize.

Latinism (lat'in-izm), n. [= p. Latiwisme =
Sp. Pg. It. Latinismo, < ML. *Latinism,us, < L.
Latinus, Latin : see Latin.'] A Latin idiom ; a
mode of expression peculiar to the Latin lan-
guage ; use of Latin forms or derivatives.

I owe also to Fenton the participle meandered, and to
Sir W. D'Avenant the latinism of funeral ilicet.

Harte, Keligious Melancholy, Advertisement.

He [the author of "Piers Plowman"] disdained their
exotic fancies, their Latinisms, their Gallicisms, and their
Italianisms. J. D'lgra^li, Amen, of Lit., I, 214.

Milton's Latinigm was so pronounced as to be un-Eng-
lish. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 161.

Latinist (lat'in-ist), n. [= P. Latiniste = Sp.
Pg. It. Latinista, < ML. Latinista, onewho speaks
Latin, < Latinus, Latin: see Latin.'] One skilled
in Latin; a Latin scholar.

This interpretacion also do both the moste number and
the best lerned of the latinistes best alowe.

Bible of 1651, Ps. iv., note.

Every Latinist cannot understand them [words].
Cffryat, Crudities, I. 5.

Possibly Lander was a more ready Latinist, but no Eng-
lishman has written Greek elegiac to equal . . . the dedi-

cation of "Atalanta." Stedm/in, Vict. Poets, p. 398.

'Latinistic (lat-i-nis'tik), a. [< Latinist + 4c.]

Of or pertaining to Latinism; having a Latin
style or idiom. Colfridge.

Latinitaster (lat'in-i-tas'tfer), n. [< L. Latini-

ta{t-)s, Latinity, + -aster, a pejorative sufSx.]

One who has a smattering of Latin. Wallcer.

[Humorous and rare.]

Latinity (la-tin'i-ti), n. [= P. latiniti = Sp.

latinidad = 'Pg.'latinidade = It. latinitd, < L.
laHnita(t-)s, Latinity, the Latin language, <

Latinus, Latin: see Latin.] Use of the Latin
language ; method of speaking or writing Lat-
in ; Latin style or idiom.

If the author's [Lyly's] Latinity is not always perfect,

it rises wltt a readiness which might excite the envy of

modem University senate-houses, had not Latin ceased to

be familiar even to their venerable walls.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit, 1. 166.

The poems of Leo Xm. are remarkable for their ex-

quisite Latinity. The Century, XXX. 92.

English writers who were composing in French, and the

more learned who displayed their clerkship by their La-
tinity. I. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., L 134.

Latinization (lat'in-i-za'shon), n. [= F. lati-

nisation; 3,5 Latinize -\- -ation.] Theactof ren-

deidng into Latin. Also spelled Latinisation.

Latinize (lat'in-iz), v.; pret. and pp. Latinized,

ppr. Latinizing. [= P. latiniser = Sp. laUnizar

= Pg. latinisar = It. latinizzare, < LL. latini-

zare, translate into Latin, < L. Latinus, Latin:

see Latin.] I. trans. 1. To translate into

Latin.— 2. To convert into Latin forms, as

words; adapt to Latin spelling or inflection;

intermixwith Latin elements, as a style of writ-

ing.

The macaronian is a kind of burlesque poetry, consist-

ing of a jumble of words of different languages, with words
of the vulgar tongue latinized, and Latin words modern-
ized. Cambridge, Scribleriad, li., note 16.

II. intrans. To use words or phrases bor-

rowed from the Latin.

He latinizes less in the poems which follow, because it

is more difficult to do it in verse.
Ticknor, Span. Lit., IIL 18.

Also spelled Latinise.

Latinlyt (lat'in-li), adv. With purity of Latin

style.

You shall hardly find a man amongst them [the French]

which can make a shift to express himself in that (the

Latin] language, nor one amongst an hundred that can do

it Ltttinly. Heylin, Voyage of France, p. 296.

lationt (la'shon), n. [< L. latio{n-), a bearing,

< latus, used"as pp. of ferre = K. hear^. Cf.

ablation, collation, legislation, etc.] The act
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of bearing or carrying from one place to an-

other; transportation; translation.

Make me a heaven ; and make me there

Many a lesse and greater spheare

;

Make me the straight and oblique lines.

The motions, lotions, and the signs.

Herrick, Hespendea, p. 48.

latipennate (lat-i-pen'at), a. [< L. latus, broad,
-(- pennatus, winged: seepennate.] In ornith.,

broad-winged.
latipennine (lat-i-pen'in), a. [< L. latus, broad,

-I- penna, wing, -1- -ine^.] Same as latipennate.

latirostral (lat-i-ros'tral), a. [< L. latus, broad,

+ rostrum, bill, beak.] "hi ornith., broad-billed

;

of or pertaining to the LaUrostres.

latirostrate (lat-i-ros'trat), a. Same as lati-

rostral.

Latirostres (lat-i-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL., < L.

latus, broad, -)- rostrum, bill, beak.] 1. In Sun-

devaU's classification of birds, the fifth phalanx
of the cohort Oichlomorphce, embracing seven

families more orless nearly related to the true

flycatchers of the Old World {Muscicapidce).
— 2. In Selater's system of 1880, a group of

laminiplantar oscine Passeres, embracing the

Rirunainidce or swallows: equivalent to the

Chelid/momorphce of SundevaU.
latirostroust (lat-i-ros'trus), a. [< L. latus,

broad, -I- rostrum, biU, beak.] Same as latiros-

tral.

LaUrostraus or flat-billed birds.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., T. 1.

latiseptse (lat-i-sep'te), n.pl. [NL., <li. la-

tus, broad, -H scutum, septum, a partition.] In
bat., cruciferous plants having the dissepiment
broad in proportion to the thickness between
the valves.

latissimus (la-tis'i-mus), n.
;
pi. latissimi (-mi).

[NL. (sc. musculus, muscle), superl. of L. latus,

broad, wide : see latitude.] The broadest muscle
which lies upon the back ; one of the muscles of

the anterior extremity, arising from the spines
of numerous vertebras, and some otherparts,and
inserted into the upper part of the humerus:
commonly calledmore fully latissimus dorsi. See
cut under muscle Latissimus oollit, a former name
of the broadest muscle of the neck, now called platysma
myoides. See platysma.

latisternal (lat-i-ster'nal), a. [< L. latus, broad,
-I- NL. sternum, < Gr. cTipvov, the breast, chest.]

Having a broad and flat breast-bone : as, a lati-

sternal ape. The anthropoid or anthropomorphic apes
agree with man in this respect, whence tSie term Is spe-
cificaUy applied to them.

latitancyt (lat'i-tan-si), n. [< latitan{t) + -cy.]

The state of lying concealed; latency; hiber-
nation.

It cannot be denied it [the chameleon] is (if not most of
any) a very abstemious animal, and such as by reason of
its rrigidi^, paucity of blood, and laWaney in the winter
. . . will long subsist without a visible sustentation.

Sir T. Brmime, Vulg. Err., iii 21.

latitantt (lat'i-tant), a. [< L. latitan{t-)s, ppr.
of latitare, freq. of 'latere, lie hidden, lurk : see
latent.] Lying hidden ; latent ; hibernating.

Snakes, lizards, snails, and divers other insects latitant
many months in the year ... do long subsist without
nutrition. Sir T. Brmme, Vulg. Err., iiL 21.

latitat (lat'i-tat), n. [L., he lies hidden, 3d
pers. sing. pres. iud. of latitare, lie hidden: see
latitant.] In Eng. law, an old writ by which a
person was summoned to the King's Bench to
answer, as on the supposition that he lay con-
cealed.
I desu-e him also to conceale himself as he can, if he can-

not get a speciall pardon, to weare a Latitat about his
neck. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. T2.

latitationf (lat-i-ta'shon),». [< L. latitatio{n-),&

hiding, < latitare, lie hiiiden : see latitant.] T^e
act of skulking or lying concealed. E. Phillips,
1706.

Latitores (lat-i-to'rez), n.pl. [NL., < L. lati-

tare, lie hidden: see latitant.] In Blyth's sys-
tem (1849), the skulkers ; an order of birds cor-
responding to the Macrodactyli of Cuvier. [Not
in use.]

latitude (lat'i-tud), n. [< ME. latitude, < OP.
latitude, P. latitude = Sp. latitud = Pg. latitude
= It. latitudine, < L. latitudo, breadth, width,
< latus, broad, OL. stlatus (appearing in fem.
stlata, a broad strip), ult. a var. of stratus, pp. of
stemere, spread out, strew: see stratum, strew.]

If. Extent from side to side, or distance side-
wise from a given point or line ; breadth ; width.
Provided the length do not exceed the latitude above

one third part. Sir H. Wotton, Hem. of Architecture.
Thy yet close-folded latitude of boughs.

Cowper, Yardley Oak.

2. Extent within limits of any kind; scope;
range; comprehensiveness: as, to be allowed

latitude

great latitude of motion or action ; latitude of

meaning or of application.

This doctrine of clenches hath a more ample latitude and
extent than is perceived. . .. „„

Baean, Advancement of Learning, u. 226.

Then, in comes the benign latitude of the doctrine of

good-will, and cute asunder all those hard pinching cords.
South, Sermons.

The nation was less governed by laws than by customs,

which admitted a great latitude of interpretation.

Hume, Hist. Eng., L, App. 1.

Latitude of action should not be given to a relief party

who on a known coast are searching for men who know
their plans and orders.

Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 33.

Hence—3. Extent of deviation from a stan-

dard; freedom from rules or limits: as, latitude

of conduct.

In human actions, there are no degrees and precise nat-

ural limits described, but a latitude is indulged.
Jer. Taylor.

AngUBtus . . . reproved his dau^ter for her excess in

apparel, and boHi rebuked and imprisoned her for her im-
modest latitudes. Perm, No Cross, No Crown, it

4. The elevation of the pole of the heavens at

a station, or the angle at which the plane of

the horizon is cut by the earth's axis; the total

curvature or bending of a meridian between
the equator and a station ; the angle which the
plumb-line at any place makes with the plumb-
line at the equator in the same plane ; on a map,
the angular distance of a point on the earth's

surface from the equator, measured on the me-
ridian of the point : as, St. Paul's, London, is in

Ut. 51° 30' 48" N. ; Cape Horn is in lat. 55° 59' S.

Latitude is determined by different methods, according as
circumstances may require. At sea the instrument exclu-

sively used is the quadrant or sextant, the latterbeing sim-

ply a more accurately constructed and therefore more ex-

pensive form of the instrument. With this the altitude

of the sun is observed when on the meridian, and from
this altitude, with the aid of the declination taken from
the Nautical Almanac, with certain corrections for dip, re-

fraction, etc., the latitude is obtained. The same method
is used on land (with the aid of an artificial horizon in place
of the natural) in caseswhere no great accuracy is required,

as in ordinary geographical reconnaissances. More accu-
rate results are secured by increasing the number of obser-

vations by the method of circummeridian altitudes, sev-

eral observations being taken just before and just after

noon (or, if a fixed star is observed, before and after its cul-

mination), from which, with suitable corrections, a mean
result is attained more accurate than that furnished by a
single observation. A much higher degree of accuracy is-

reached by the use of the zenith-telescope, which is a port-
able Instrument, but considerably less so than the sex-

tant, which the observer holds in his hand. With this in-

strument the latitude is determined by measuring micro-
metricallythedlfference of themeridionalzenith-stances.
of two stfurs near the zenith, onenorthand the other south of
it. The zenith-telescope is used for latitudedeterminations
by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey at the sta-

tionsbelongingtotheprimarytriangnlation. Themostac-
curate method of determining the latitude in a fixed obser-
vatory is by observing, with the meridian circle, the alti-

tude of a circumpolar star at its transits above and below
the pole. This method is independent of the declination
of the star, and not necessarily liable to great errors of re-
fraction. Another method sometimes employed in fixed
observatories is to observe the transit of a star with a
transit-instrument in the prime vertical, the time of the
transit being observed with the instrument pointing east,

and again withthe same instrument pointing west; whence
the altitude of the pole may be deduced. There are other
methods of determining the latitude, but they are much
less important than those mentioned.
5. In astron., the angular distance of a star-

north or south of the eeUptie, measured on that
secondary to the ecliptic which passes through
the body. Secondaries to the ecliptic are called circles

of celestial latitude, and parallels to the ecliptic are called
parallels of celestial latitude. Latitude is geocentric or
heliocentric according as the earth or the sun is taken as-

the center from which the an^e is measured.
6. The quantity of the interval between two
latitudes, either in the geographical or the as-
tronomical sense: as, to sail through 30° of
latitude.

The zodiak in hevene is ymagened to ben a superflce-
contienyng a latUvde of 12 degrees.

Chmieer, Astrolabe, L 21.

7. A place or region as marked by parallels
of latitude : as, to fish in high latitudes (that is,

in places where the latitude is a high number)

;

the orange will not ripen in this latitude (that
is, it will not do so in any place on the same
parallel of latitude as the place spoken of) ; you
are out of your latitude (that is, literally or fig-

uratively, you have committed an error of navi-
gation, so that the latitude you have assigned
to the ship's place is not the true one).

Those latitudes and altitudes where no crops will grow.
W. £. Greg, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 103.

Argument Of the latitude. See argument—Ascend-
ll^ latitude. See ascending.—calm latltodea See
««mi.—Celestial latitude. See def. 5, above.— circle
of Uitltade. See circfe.—Geocentric, reduced, or cen-
tral latitude, the angle, measured at the center of the
earth, between a straight line to any place and the line*



latitude

to the equator In the same meridian.—Heliocentric lat-
itude. 8oe AeJiocentric.—HellograpMc latitude. See
heliograpldc.— Latitude by account (rwrat), the latitude
deduced from the course and distance sailed since the last
observation.—Latitude by Observation (.navt.), the lat-
itude deduced from an observation of some heavenly
body.— Middle latitude, in nav., the latitude of the
parallel midway between two places situated in the same
hemisphere. It is equal to half the sum of the latitudes of
the two places when they are on the same side of the
equator ; when they are on opposite sides, it is equal to
half the difference of theh: latitudes.- Middle-latitude
sailing, a combination of plane and parallel sailing, so
named from the use of the middle latitude— that is, the
latitude of the parallel which is equally distant from the
parallel left ana the one arrived at. See auiling.—Par-
allel of latitude. Same as circle of latitude (p),

latitudinal (lat-i-tu'dl-nal), a. [= Sp. latitu-

dinal, < L. laUtudo (-dM-),'breadth, + -alJ] Per-
taining to latitude; being in the direction of
latitude.

latitudinarian (lat-i-tu-di-na'ri-an), a. and n.

[Cf. F. latitudinaire ; < NL. laUimlinarius, < L.
laUtudo {-dirir-), breadth: see laUt'/,de.2 I, a.

1. Embracing a wide circle or raage; having
free.scope; not conforming to a strict code of
morals; roving; libertine.

Latitvdina/rian love will he expensive, and therefore 1
would be informed what is to be gotten by it.

Jer&my Collier, Kindness.

2. Characterized by latitude or independence
of thought, or by forbearance from strict insis-

tence upon the usual standards of belief or opin-
ion; especially, not rigidly strict in religious
principles or views; tolerant of free-thinking
or heresy: as, laUtucKnarian opinions or doc-
trines. The word is generally used opprobriously. It is

speciflcaUy applied in church history to certain Episcopal
divines of the seventeenth century (see below), but in later

time to all who regard specific creeds, methods of church
government, and forms of worship with comparative in-

iSerence.

Aman bred among Dutch Presbyterians, and wellknown
to hold latitudinarian opinions about robes, ceremonies,
and bishops. Macatday, Hist. Eng., vii.

Men of broad views, of tolerant, if not laUtutUnanan,
temper. if. if. Oxenhaan, Short Studies, p. 9.

Loclce . . . was a theolo^an, and a sincere if loMtuM-
narian Christian. Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, i. § 21.

II, m. 1. In Eng. church hist., one of a school

of Episcopal divines who in the seventeenth
century strove to unite the dissenters with the
Episcopal Church by insisting only on those

doctrines which were held in common by both,

and who, while they maintained the wisdom of

the episcopal form of government and ritual,

denied their divine origin and authority.

They wished that things might have been carried with
more moderation, and they continued to keep up a good
correspondence with those who differed from them in

opinion, and flowed a great freedom both in philosophy

and in divinity; from whence they were called "men of

latitude " ; and upon this men of narrow thoughts fastened

upon them the name of latitudinariana. Bp. Burnet.

2. Hence, in later times, one who regards with
comparative indifference specific creeds, meth-
ods of church government, and forms of pub-
lic worship: generally used opprobriously.

latitudinarianism (lat-i-tii-di-na'ri-an-izm), n.

[< latitudinarian + -ism.'] The doctrine of a

latitudinarian or of the latitudinarians; free-

dom or liberality of opinion in religion, phi-

losophy, poUtios, etc. ; laxity or indifference in

regard to doctrines and forms.

He [Jortin] was a lover of truth, without hovering over

the gloomy abyss of scepticism ; and a friend to free en-

quiry, without roving into the dreary and pathless wilds

of latitudinarianism. Parr, Tracts by a Warburtonian.

Fierce sectarianism bred fierce latUitdinariani&m.
De Quincey.

Extreme contrasts of doctrine have come to be openly

treated as simply differences of opinion, Sacerdotalism

and LaMtvMnarianimi finding a common home in an un-

divided Church. Contemporary Rev., L. 21.

latitudinous (lat-i-tu'di-nus), a. [< L. laUtudo

(-din-), breadth: see laHtude.] Very broad;

having a vride extent or scope.

latont, n. A Middle English form of latten.

Chaucer.
, ^ .

Latona (la-to'na), n. [L., < Gr. A^rii, Dotio

Karii: see del] 1. In classical myth., the Ko-

man name of the Greek goddess Leto, mother

by Jupiter of Apollo and Diana. See Leto.

Mygale, the symbol of iiKono or Night.

Knight, ^nc. Art and Myth. 0876), p. 57.

2. In zooh: (a) A genus of moUusks. (&) A
genus of cladooerous crustaceans of the family

Sididae. (c) A genus of rove-beetles or Staphy-

linidw having the anterior tarsi dilated. There

are two species, both from the United States of

Colombia. Gu^in, 1844. (d) A genus of spi-

ders. C. Koch, 1866.

latonert, n. A Middle English form of lattener.

York Plays.
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latount, n. A Middle English form of latten.

Chaucer.
latrantt (la'trant), a. ' [= It. latrante, < L. la-

tran{t-)s, ppri' of latrare, bark.] Barking;
clamoring noisily.

Whose latramt stomachs oft molest
The deep-laid plans their dreams suggest.

M. Green, The Spleen.

Thy care be first the various gifts to trace.

The minds and genius of theioiront race.

TiekeU, Hunting.

latratet (la'trat), v. i. [< L. latratus, pp. of

latrare, bark.] To bark, as a dog.

latrationf (la-tra'shqn), ». [< L. as if Hatra-
iJo(K-), < Zafe-'are, bart: seelatrate.'] A barking,

as of a dog.
Latreillean (la-tra'lf-an), a. [< ZatreHle (see

def.) + -an.] Pertaining to the French natu-
ralist Pierre Andr6 Latreille (1762-1833).

Latreillia (la-tra'U-a), n. [NL., named after

Latreille, the French naturalist.] 1. A genus
of crustaceans. Boux, 1827.— 2. A genus of

Muscidce. Desvoidiy, 1830.

latreutical (la-tro'ti-kal), a. [< MGr. *laTpev-

TiK6g, of or for divine service, < Gr. ^arpeieiv,

serve, work for hire, < Ttdrpis, a hired servant:
see latria.] 1. Acting in the capacity of a ser-

vant; ministering; serving. [Bare.]

That in this sacred supper there is a sacrifice in that
sense wherein the fathers spake, none of us ever doubted

:

but that is then either latreutical, as Bellarmin distin-

guishes it not ill, or eucharistical.
Bp. Hall, No Peace with Borne, § i.

2. Relating to or in the nature of latria.

latria (la-tri'a), n. [= F. latrie = 8p. latria =
Pg. It. latria,"<. LL. latria, < Gr. fMrpeia, service,

divine worship, < %aTpei>eiv, serve for hire, serve
God with prayers, etc., < Xarptq, a hired servant

;

cf. L. latro{n-), a mercenary, a robber: see la-

. drone.] In Bom. Cath. theol., a technical term
for that supreme worship which is allowed to

be offered to God only: distinguished from
dMlia and hyperdulia.

Latrididse (la-trid'i-de), n. pi. [NI;.] The
usual but an'irregular form of Lathridiidce.

Latridius, n. See LathridiMs.

latrine (la-tren'), »• [= F. latrine = Sp. Pg.
It. latrma, < L. latrima (also neut. latrinum),

contr. of lavatrima, a bath, a water-closet, \

lavare, wash: see lave^, lotion.] A privy; a
water-closet; especially, a water-closet in a
public place, as in factoiies, schools, barracks,
hospitals, etc.

Across the gardens were the Ictibrines for the domestics,
and, some distance away from these on the same side, the
laundries. Quoted in Mneteenth CerAury, XZIV. 847.

Latris (la'tris), ». [NL., < L. Lat/ris, a female
proper name, < Gr. Xdrptg, a Workman for hire,

in fem. a handmaid.] A genus of fishes of the
family Cirritidce. L. hecateia is a New Zealand
species, known as the trumpeter, and highly
esteemed for its flesh. J. Bicharason.

latrobe (la-trob'), n. [Short for Latrobe stove;

so called from its inventor, J. H. B. Latrobe of

Baltimore.] A form of stove which is set into

a fireplace, has a projecting ornamental front,

and is arranged for heating floors above by
means of a hot-air flue fitted with a damper
and register. M. S. Knight. Also called Bal-
timore heater.

latrobite (la-tro'bit), «. [Named after O. T.

Latrole.] A pink or rose-red variety of an-
orthite, or lime feldspar, from Labrador.
latrocinary (lat'ro-si-na-ri), a. [< lairooin-y +
-ary.] Practising highway robbery.
In our viatorial progression we were now opposite the

Portobello, where latrocimiry homicides wont to lurk.

CampieU, Lexiphanes (ed. 1767), p. 66.

latrocinationt (lat"ro-si-na'shon), n. [< L.
latrocinatio{n-), highway robbery,' < latrocmari,

be a hired servant, practise freebooting: see
latrocinium.] The act of robbing ; a depreda-
tion. IS. Phillips, 1706.

latrocinium (lat-ro-sin'i-um), «. [L.: see latro-

ciny, larceny.] if. Larceny; theft.— 2. [cap.]

In church hist., a council held at Ephesus (a. d.

449), at which action was taken in favor of the
heretic Eutyches (see Eutychian) : so called be-

cause its measures were carried by force and
intimidation, ah its acts were reversed at the ecu-

menical council of Chalcedon, two years later. Also called

the Epltesian Lairodnium, and the rohbear anmeU or synod.

St. The prerogative of sitting in judgment
upon and executing thieves.

latrocinyt (lat'ro-si-ni), n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

latrodnio, < L. tatromnium, military service,

robbery, < latrooiruiri, be a hired servant, prac-

tise freebooting, < latro(n-), a mercenary, a
robber ; cf. Gr. iarpig, a hired servant : see to-

latter-mint

tria, lad/rone, and of. larceny, a reduced form of
the same word.] Larceny; theft. Stackhouse.

Latrodectus (lat-ro-dek'tus), n. [NL.] A ge-

nus of retitelarian' spiders, of the family Theri-

lattage (lat'aj), n. [A dial. var. of *lettage, <

let^ + -age.'i An impediment: generally ap-
plied to a defect in speech. JSalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
latteen, a. See lateen.

latten (lat'en), n. [Early mod. E. also latton,

laton, laten; < ME. laton, latoun, latun (= Euss.
latunU), < OF. laton, F. laiton, latten, = Sp. laton

= Pg. latSo, brass, metal in thin plates, < Sp.
lata, lath, = Pg. lata, tin-plate, < G. latte, a lath,

a thin plate: see lath^.] 1. A mixed metal,
made of copper and zinc and not practically

distinguishable from brass. Such a metal was used
throughout the middle ages and later, commonly in thin
sheets, for the manufacture of various utensils, and for

the brasses of sepulchral monuments. The term appears
to he now restricted to kinds of brass that are worked
into articles for ecclesiaatical use.

He hadde a croys of latoun fulot stones.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 699.

The doores or gates are couered with fine Latten of
Corinth : one of wliich (they imagine) was made of the
wood of Noahs Arke. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 298.

The candlestick was seven-branched, made of laton or
brafis, so that it could be easily set up or taken to pieces
again. Rock, Church of our Fathers, ni. i. 244.

2. Same as latten-brass Black latten, a dark-col-
ored latten in milled sheets, sometimes beaten into wire.

—Gold latten. See gold.—Latten wire, wire made
from strips of latten beaten with a mallet Until round.
Such wire was made before the introduction of wire-
drawing machines.—Roll latten, latten polished on both
Bides ready for use. Simmonds.—Shaven latten, a
thinner liind of latten.

latten-brass (lafen-bras), n. A metallic com-
pound into which scrap-brass and other ingre-
dients enter, and which is roUed in thin plates.

lattener (lat'en-6r), n. A worker in latten.

latter (lat'6r), a. [A var. of later (= OFries.
letora, letera, littera, worse, later, = MHG. las-

zer, later, = loel. latari, oomp. of latr, lazy),

oompar. of late,now partly differentiated in use

:

see tafei.] 1. Later; more advanced or more
recent; nearer to the close or to the present
time : as, the latter part of the day, or of one's
life ; in these latter days.

Hear counsel, and receive instruction, that thou mayest
be wise in thy latter end. Prov. xix. 20.

2. Coming after anotherperson or thing in con-
sideration or relation ; being the second of two
or of a dual division in order of existence or of

mention : opposed to former : as, I prefer the
latter proposition to the former.

I hold it ever,

Virtue and cunning were endowments greater
Than nobleness and riches ; careless heirs
May the two latter darken and expend.

Shak., Pericles, iii 2. 29.

This was the opinion and practice of the laMer Cato.
Su)\ft, Sent, of Ch. of Eng. Man, i.

Sf. Last; latest; final.

Direct mine arms, I may embrace his neck.
And in his bosom spend my latter gasp.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 5. 88.

Latter end, Lammas, etc. See the nouns.—The for-
mer and the latter rain. See rain.

latter-bornt (lat'6r-b6m), a. Bom later;

younger.
My wife, more careful for the latter^om.
Had fasten'd bim unto a small spare mast.

Shak., C. of E.,i. 1. 79.

latter-day (lat'6r-da), a. Belonging to recent
or present times, as opposed to early or former
periods.
Two charming expressions of another of Mr. Lang's lat-

terday moods. The Academy, Dec. 29, 1888, p. 390.

Abraham, wandering off and founding a clan which be-
comes in time as distinct as any that ever existed, fore-

shadows our ItMer-day divergences.
Contemporary Rev., ml. 403.

Latter-day Saints, Mormons : so called by themselves.
See Mormon.
latter-kin (lat'er-kin), n. A pointed piece of

hardwood used for clearing out the grooves of

the cames or leaden frames in fretwork-glaz-
ing. E. H. Kniqht.

latterly (lat'er-li), adi). Of late; lately; at a
late or recent time.

It was by crashing a formidable resistance of this Mnd
that Taiko acquired his ascendancy laUerly. Brougham.

lattermath (lat'er-math), n. [< latter + math.]
The latter mowing; aftermath. [Rare.]

The laUer-'ituith has less substance, succulence, and fra-

grance than the summer crop. Landor.

latter-mint (lat'6r-mint), n. A late kind of

mint.
Savory, 2et«er-mi;)t, and columbines.

Eeali, Endymion, iv.



Lattice-window.

lattermore

lattermoret (lat'6r-m6r), a. See latermore.
lattemt (lat'6m), n. [See lectern.} Same as
lectern.

lattice (lat'is), n. [Early mod. E. also lattise,

lattis; < ME. latis, < OF. lattis, F. latHs, a lat-
tice, < latte, a lath : see lathX.] 1. Work with
open spaces formed by crossing, interlacing,

-^^ or joining laths,
~^

bars, or rods of
wood or metal.

So, my good win-
dow of IcLtticej fare
thee well: thy ca^e-
mentlneednotopen,
for I look through
thee.

SAai., All's Well, IL

[3. 225.

The upper part of
the window, which is

mostcommonlyshut,
is made of glasse or
lattise.

Coryat, Crudities,
[I. 50.

2. Anything
made of or cover-
ed with strips in-

terwoven so as to
form a sortof net-
work; specifical-

ly, awindow,win-
dow-blind, or
screen made of

laths or strips which cross one another like net-
work, so as to leave open interstices. Lattices
are used especially when air rather than light is to he ad-
mitted. They were once general in England. Also lot-

Uce-hlind, laUice-imndmo.

Holding a laitU still before his face,
Through which he stil did peep as forward he did pace.

Spenser, F. Q., III. idi. 15.

The mother of Sisera looked out at a window and cried
through the lattice, Wiyis his chariot so long in coming?

Judges V. 28.

Backward the lattice-hlind she flung.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

3. In her., a bearing representing a series of
perpendicular and horizontal strips crossing
one an other over the field or a part of it. These
strips may be interlaced or not, and if interlaced should
be so blazoned. A lattice differs from a surface fretty in
being palewise and barwise, while fretty is always bend-
wise. According to some writers, the lattice should never
be interlaced, and it is allowed by them that the stripsmay
be bendwise, dexter and sinister, the difference between
this and a surface fretty being in the circumstance that
they do not interlace.—Eed lattlcet, a frame of lattice-
work painted bright-red, formerly used to fill the windows
of an ale-house : considered a sign or mark of a tavern.

His Saint Valerio,
That knows not of what fashion dice are made.
Nor ever yet look'd towards a red lattice.

Chapman, All Fools, v. 1.

A' calls me e'en now, my lord, through a red lattice, and
I could discern no part of his face from the window.

SAo*., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 86.

lattice (lat'is), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. latticed, ppr.

latticing. [< lattice, «.] 1. To furnish with a
lattice.

The windows were latticed with small panes.
Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 5.

2. To give the form or appearance of a lattice

to.
O'er their heads

Huge alders weave their canopies, and shed
Disparted moonlight through the latticed boughs.

Glover, Athenaid, xxvli.

Every morning when the sun peeps through
The dim, leaf-latticed windows of the grove.

Longfedow, Birds of Killingworth.

Latticed cells, in liot., same as camblform cells. See cam-
bi/orm.—Latticed leaves, in bot., cancellate leaves. See
canceUate.—To lattice upt, to hide from the light of day

;

render obscure ; eclipse.

Alexander was adorned with most excellent vertues.

, . , Therein it seemeth he hath latticed up Csesar.

JTortft, tr. of Plutarch, p. «21.

lattice-blind (lat'is-blind),m. Same as ZattJce, 2.

lattice-braid (lat'is-brad), n. A narrow braid
made on the lace-pillow and having the ap-
pearance of a fine lattice, all the principal open-
ings bein^ of the same size.

lattice-bndge (lat'is-brij), n. A bridge in

which the web between the chords, or the com-
bination of the main compression and tension
members, is formed so as to resemble lattice-

work. It is a frequent form of construction in Europe,
where bridges of this kind have been built of more than
300 feet span. In these bridges the tendency to lateral

deflection, due to the lightness of the web, is counteracted
by making tile trusses double and properly connected,
thus forming a kind of openwork box-girder. See cut un-
der liridgeK

lattice-girder (lat'is-ger'dSr), «. A girder of

which the web consists of diagonal pieces ar-

ranged like latticework.
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latticeleaf (lat'is-lef ), n. A name of the Mada-
gascar water-plants Aponogeton (Ouvirandra)
fenestralis and A. {0.)£ernerianus. They are re-

markable for their skeleton leaves, the cellular tissue be-

Latticeleaf (..ifionageion fenestralis').

tween the veins being wanting. The fleshy root is farina-

ceous and edible, resembling that of the yam. Also called
laMice-plant and lacdeaf.

lattice-moss (lat'is-m&s), n. A moss of the
genus CincUdotus: so calledfrom the perforated
membrane which unites the peristome with the
columella.

lattice-plant (lat'is-plant), n. Same as lattice-

leaf.

lattice-truss (lat'is-trus), n. In bridge-building,

carp., etc., a truss consisting of upper and low-
er horizontal chords, connected by braces cross-

ing each other, and generally stiffened by join-

ing the traces where thej intersect.

lattice-window (lat'is-win"d6), n. Same as
lattice, 2.

They [galleys] are made with lattise •unndows all round,
and have swivel cannon fasten'd towards the prow.

Pococke, Description of the East, L 16.

latticework (lat'is-werk), n. 1. A grating
formed of crossing strips with small openings.
Compare lattice, 1.

These supplied *

Of texture firm a lattke^work, that brac'd
The new machine, and it became a chair.

Cowper, Task, L 42.

2. In embroidery, the outline of a lattice, done
in outMne-stiteh on solid material, and employ-
ed as a background.

latticinio (It. pron. lat-te-che'ni-o), n. [It.,<
L. lactioinium, milTr food : see lacUei/nwm.'] In
glass-manuf., a name given to opaque white
glass used in decorative designs.
latus (la'tus), n.; pi. latera (lat'e-ra). [L.,
side, flank: see lateral, etc.] Side: used in
some mathematical terms designating a line
or diameter— Latus primarium of a conic section,
a diameter of a circular section touching tte vertex of the
conic—Latus rectum, (o) Originally, a straight line
drawn between two curves so as to bisect all straight lines
drawn from one to the other parallel to a given straight
line. (&) A straight line drawn from the vertex of a conic
at right angles to the transverse diameter, and having a
length et^ual to the diameter of that circular section which
is at the same distance from the vertex of the cone as is
the plane of the conic—Latus transversum of a conic,
the transverse diameter.

laubanlte (14'ban-it), ». [< Lauban (see def.)
+ -i<e2.] A zeoUtic mineral occurring in
fibrous spherical forms of a snow-white color
in basalt at Lauban in Silesia. It is near lau-
montite in composition.
lauchi (lach), V. and n. A Scotch form of
laugh.

lancll^ (lach), n. A Scotch form of law^.
Aweel, aweel, Maggie, ilka land has its ain laiieh.

Scott, Antiquary, xxvl

land (lad), TO. [= P. los (> ME. los, loos, lose

:

see lose^) = Sp. lande = It. laude, lode, < L.
laus (latid-), praise, glory, fame, renown, prob.
orig. *claus I'claud-) (= W. clod = Ir. cloth,
praise), akin to cluere, hear, inclutus, famous,
renowned: see client and loud.'] 1. Praise ; com-
mendation; honorable mention. [Now rare.]

He was, if I shal geven hym his laude,
A theef and eek a somnonr, and a baud.

Chaucer, Friar s Tale, L 55.

Who sometimes rayseth vp his voice to the height of
the heauens, in singing the laudes of the immortall God.

Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie.

War. 'Tis called Jerusalem, my noble lord.
E. Hen. Laud be to God !— even there my life must end.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 236.

2. That part of divine worship which consists
in praise.—3. Music or a song in praise or
honor of any one.

She chanted snatches of old lauds.
Shak., Hamlet (ed. Collier), iv. 7. 178.

4. pi. In the Som. Cath. Ch., and in the Angli-
can Ch. as a monastic or devotional office, a re-
ligious service, forming, in combination with
matins, the first of the seven canonical hours

:

so called from the reiterated ascriptions of
praise to God in the last of the psalms (exlviii.

laudatory

exlix., cl.) which it contains. The usage in

the Greek church is similar. See canonical

hours, under canonical.

The belle of laudes gan to lynge,
And freres in the chauncel gonne synge.

Chaucer, Miller'fi Tale, L 469.

These noctums should begin at sach a time as to be
ended just as morning's twiUgbt broke, so that the next
of her services, the lauds, or matutinas laudes, might
come on immediately after, like gladsome thankfulnesa
for a newday then dawning, an emblem of Christ's second
coming. Hock, Church of our Fathers, HL it a.

laud (l&d), V. t. [< ME. lauden = F. louer= Sp.
laudar, loar = Pg. louvar = It. laudare, lodare,

< L. laudare, praise, < laus (laud-), praise: see
laud, n. Cf. allow^.] To praise in words ; speak
or sing in praise of; especially, to extol or
praise highly: as, to laud one to the skies.

Neyther for lone laude it nongi^ ne lakke it for enuye.
Piers Plowman (B), xi 102.

Praise the Lord, all ye Gentiles ; and laud him, all ye
people. Bom. xv. IL

In Egypt at funerals, and afterwards in tombs, the dead
were lauded and sacrificed to as their deities were lauded
and sacrificed to. S. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 145.

laudability (la-da-bil'i-ti), n. [= It. lauda-
bilita, < LL. lau^lyilita(t-)s, praiseworthiness,
excellency, < L. laudabilis, praiseworthy: see
laudable.2 The character of being laudable;
laudableness. [Bare.]

Names . . . instmctiveby the ZawdaftiZity of their char-
acters and the persuasiveness of their precepts.

Memoirs of Abp. Tendson, p. 5. (ZotA/inu)

laudable (l^'da-bl), a. [= Sp. laudable = Pg.
laudavel = It. taudabile, < L. laudabilis, praise-
worthy, < fawrfare, praise : see laud, v.] 1. To
be landed; praiseworthy; commendable: as,

laudable motives ; lau,dable actions.

I am in this earthly world, where to do harm
Is often laudable, to do good sometime
Accounted dangerons folly. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 2. 7S.

Even when I was at school, my mistress did ever ext<d
me above the rest of the youth, in that I had a laudaJble
voice. Swift, Mem. of P. P.

2. Tupathol., healthy; salubrious; natural.

Good blood, and a due projectile motion or circulation,
are necessary to convert the aliment into laudable animal
juices. Arlnithrwt, AlimentSL

If the abscess has not been exposed to the air, its con-
tents are laudable or healthy inodorous pus.

Qitain, Med. Diet, p. 829.

laudableness (l^'da-bl-nes), n. The quality of
being laudable

; praiiseworfMness ; laudability:
as, the laudableness of designs, purposes, mo-
tives, or actions.

laudably (l&'da-bli), adv. In a laudable man-
ner.

laudanum (l&'da-nnm), m. [Amod.irreg.var.
of ladanum.] 1" Same as ladanum.—2. Tinc-
ture of opium. See opM(m_])utclmian's lauda-
num. See Dvtehman's-laudanum.
laudation (la^da'shon), n. [= It. laudazione,
< L. laudatio(n-), praise, commendation, < lau-
dare, praise: see laud, «.] The act of lauding
or praising; praise; commendation; especially,
high or imstinted praise.

Butler deserves that one should regard him very atten-
tively, both on hisown account, and also because of the im-
mense and confident laudationbestowedupon hiswritings,

if. Arnold, Last Essays, p. 64.

laudative (14'da-tiv), a. and n. [= F. lauda-
Uf= Pg. laudaiivo = It. laudativo, lodaUvo, <
Ii. laudaUvus, laudatory;, < laudare, praise : see
laud, «.] I. a. Bestowing laud or praise; lau-
datory.

-A Mnd of lampoon, toiafotine-vituperative (as it ought
"> °^>- Carlyle, in Fronde.

II. TO. A panegyric; a eulogy.
I have no purpose to enter into a laudative of learning,

or to make a hymn to the muses.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 61.

laudator (la-da'tor), re. [< L. laudator, a praiser,
< teadare, praise: see laud, v.] 1. One who
lauds; a lander.— 2t. Inoidtew, an arbitrator;
an appraiser. Imp. Diet.
laudatory (ia.'da-t6-ri), a. and re. [= Sp. Pg.
It. laudatorio, < 'LL. laudatorius, belonging to
praise, < laudare, praise : see laud, ».] I. o. Con-
taining or expressing praise; praising highly:
extolling.

This psalm ... is laudatory, setting forth and celehrat-mg the power and greatness of God, for which he is to be
P™*™- J. UdaH, Sermons (1642), p. 1.

n. n.;Tpl.laudatories{-Tiz). That which eon-
tains or expresses praise.

I will not faUe to give ye, Readers, a present taste ofhim from his own title; . not simply a confutation hut
a modest confutation with a laudatory of it selfe obtrudedm the very first word. MiUon, Apology for Smectymnuus.
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lander (U'dfer), n. One who lauds or praises.
Ash.
Laudian (14'di-an), a. Of or pertaining to Wil-
liam Laud, a member of government, Bishop
of London, and Archbishop of Canterbury un-
der King Charles L, and a zealous persecutor of
dissenters and nonconformists, bom 1573, exe-
cuted on charges of high treasonby Parliament,
January 10th, 164J.

lauf (louf), n. [Or., a running, run,= E. leapi.l
1. In music, a running passage; a roulade.

—

2. The peg-box of the violin, guitar, and simi-
lar instruments. See peg.
laugh (laf), V. [Also spelled (dial.) laff, loff; So.
also laudh (pret. leugh, leuch); < ME. laughen,
lawghen, lauJien, laglten (pret. logke, logh, lughe,
etc.), < AS. Mehhan, hlihhan, hliehhan, hUehan,
hUhan (pret. hloh) = 08. hlalian (pret. Mog) =
OFries. lilalca = MD. Iddhen (pret. loedh, loegh,
loeg), D. lagchen = MLG. lachen = OHGr. hlali-

Jian, lahhan (pret. hloch), lachen, MHG. G. lachen
= Icel. hla^a (pret. hlo) = Dan. le (pret. lo) =
8w. le (pret. log) = Goth, hlahjan (pret. hloh),
laugh ; orig. imitative. The original guttural
gh (ch) has changed inEnglish (but notin Scotch
use) to/, as also in cough, enough, trough, etc.,
though the change is not recognized by a
change of spelling as in dwa'^, draft for
draught, etc.] I. intrans. 1 . To express mirth
or joy by an explosive inarticulate sound of the
voice and a peculiar facial distortion ; make a
convulsive or chuckling noise excitedby sudden
merriment or pleasure.
He is glad with alle glade as gurles that lauhen aJle,

And sory when he seeth men sory as thow seest children
Laghen ther men lauhen and loure ther men loureth.

Piers Plowman (C), xvii 300.

The folk gan laughen at his fantasie.
Chawxr, Miller's Tale, 1. 662.

And then the whole quire hold their hips, and loffe,

And waxen in their mirth, and neeze, and sweare
A merrier hour was neuer wasted there.

Shale, M. N. D. (fol. 1623), ii. 1. 65

Laughing consists essentially in an inspiration succeed-
ed, not by one, but by a whole series often long continued,
of short spasmodic expirations, the glottis being freely
open during the whole time, and the vocal cords being
thrown into characteristic vibrations.

M. Foster, Physiology, II. ii. | 9.

2, To be or appear gay; appear cheerful, pleas-
ant, lively, or brilliant. [Poetical.]

The fields did laugh, the flowres did freshly spring.
Spmser, T. Q., II. vi. 24.

Then la/ughs the childish year with flow'rets crown'd.
J>ryden,

3. To scoff playfully; make merry; flout; jeer:
with at.

I also will laugh at your calamity ; I will mock when
your fear cometh. Prov. i. 26.

No fool to laugh at, which he valued more.
Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 312.

Profusion . . . hardens, blinds,
And warps the consciences of public men,
Till they can lav^h at Virtue.

Cowper, Task, iL 692.

Laugh and laar downt, or laugh and lie downt, an old
game at cards, in which the one who holds a certain com-
bination lays down his cards, and laughs, or is supposed to
laugh, at his luck.

At laugh and lie downe if they play.
What asse against the sport can bray?

Lyly, Mother Bombie (ed. 1632), sig. Dd. ii.

To laugh In one's sleeve, to laugh inwardly, or so aa

not to be observed ; be mirthful while maintaining a de-

mure countenance. The phrase generally implies some
degree of contempt, and is used rather of a state of feeling

than of actual laughter.

Abs. Indeed, sir, I never was in a worse humour for

mirth in my life.

Sir A. 'TiB false, sir, I know you are lamghing in ymir
Aeme; I know you'll grin when I am gone, sirran I

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 1.

To laugh out of or on the other side or comer of the
mouth, to laugh on the wrong side of the mouth
(or face), to weep or cry (figuratively) ; be made to feel

regret, vexation, or disappointment, especially after ex-

hibiting a boastful or exultant spirit.

II, trans. 1. To express laughingly; give out

vidth jovial utterance or manner: as, he laughed

his consent.

The large Achilles, on his press'd bed lolling.

From his deep chest laughs out a loud applause.

SAa/c, T. andC., i. 3. 162.

2. To affect in some way by laughter, or a
laughing manner; act upon by exercise of risi-

bility: as, to laugh one's self sick or into con-

vulsions; to laugh one out of countenance.

I have not been able yet to laugh him out of his long bid

and beads. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, ii. 6.

Whenever she touch'd on me
This brother had laugh'd her down.

Tennyson, Maud, xix.

To laugh it outt, or laugh it off, to pass ofl something

with a laugh ; make light of it.
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Yet would he laugh it out, and proudly looke.
And tell them that they greatly him mistooke.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 703.

To laugh to scorn, to deride ; treat with mockery, con-
tempt, or scorn.

They la/ughed us to scorn, and despised us. Neh. ii. 19.

laugh (laf), m. {< laugh, v."] 1. An expression
of merriment by an explosive noise ; an inar-
ticulate expression of sudden mirth or joy.

But feigns a la/ugh, to see me search around.
And by that laugh the willing fair is found.

Pope, Spring, 1. 66.

The watch-dog's voice that bay'd the whisp'ring wind.
And the \qm^ la/ugh that spoke the vacant mind.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., L 122.

2. Mirth or merriment, particularly at the ex-
pense of some person or thing; ridicule: used
with the definite article : as, the laugh was turn-
ed against him.
He can be pleased to see his best friend out of counte-

nance, while th£ laugh is loud in his own applause.
Steele, Spectator, No. 422.

Canine laugh, in pathol. See canine.

laughable (la'fa-bl), a. [< laugh + -able.'] Ex-
citing or fitted to excite laughter : as, a laugh-
able story ; a laughable scene.

V The laughable peculiarities which contrasted so singu-
larly with the gravity, energy, and harshness of his [JFred-
eric's] character. Macaviay, Frederic the Great.

=Syn. Hidicidous, Comical, etc. See IvMerous.

laughableness (la'fa-bl-nes), n. The character
of being laughable."
laughably (la'fa-bli), adv. In a laughable man-
ner : so as to excite laughter.

laugher (la'fer), n. 1. One who laughs or is

given to merriment; rarely, a scoffer.

The laughers are much the majority. Pope.

You are of the Laugh&rs, the Wits that take the Liberty
to deride all Things that are magnificent and solemn.

Steele, Grief A-la^Mode, i. 1.

2. A domestic pigeon of a breed so named from
their notes.

laughing-bird (la'fing-berd), n. The green
woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. See highhoe.
[Eng.]

laughing-crow (la ' fing-kro), n. 1. See orowK—2, Same as laughing-thrush.

laughing-dove (la'fing-duv), ». A kind of pi-

geon, (a) The collared turtle- or ring-dove, Turtur riso-

riws. (b) The cushat.

laughing-gas (lii'fing-gas), n. Nitrous oxid, or
monoxid (N2O): so called because when in-

haled it usually produces exhilaration, which
is followed by insensibility, it is prepared by care-

fully heating ammonium nitrate, and is evolved as a color-

less gas with a pleasant smell and sweet taste. It may be
liquefied by pressure, and in this condition stored for use.
It is used as an anesthetic agent in minor surgical opera-
tions, particularly in dentistry.

laughing-goose (la'fing-gos), ». The white-
fronted goose, Anser albifrons : so called from
the conformation of the bill, which suggests
the act of grinning or laughing. The American

i 4-

Lau^hingf-goose {Anser alb^rons').

white-fronted goose is a different variety, A.
gambeli, known in California as the specMe-beUy.

laughing-gull (la'fing-gul), n. See gull^, and
out under Chrotcocephalus.

laughing-hyena (la'ftng-hi-e'na), n. The
striped hyena, Mycena striata : so called from
its cry.

laughing-jackass (la'flng-jak'as), n. The great
kingfisher of Australia, Dacelo gigas. See cut
under Dacelo.

launch

laughingly (la,'fing-li), adv. In a laughing or
merry way; with laughter.
laugmng-muscle (la'fing-mus''''l), n. The riso-
rius.

_
Also called smiling-muscle.

laughlng-staket, n. Same as laughing-stock.

He lay in Yulcan's gyves a laughing-stake.
Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, L a

laughing-stock (la'fing-stok), n. A person 01

thing that is an object of ridicule ; a butt for
laughter or jokes.

So I am made the servant of the manie,
And laughing stocke of all that list to scome.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses, L 224.

When he talked, he talked nonsense, and made himself
the laughiTig-stock of his hearers. Macaulay.

laughing-thrush (la'fing-thrush), n. A bird of
the genus Trochalopteron, or of some closely re-
lated genus, as Garrulax, commonly referred to
the iamilj PycnonoUdce, as T.phceniceum, T.ery-
throcephalum, or G. leucolophus. They are natives
of Asia. Also called laughing-crow.

laughter (laf't6r), n. [= Se. lavchter; < MB.
laughter, lauhter, < AS. hleahtor (= OHG. hlah-
tar, lahter, MHG. lahter (collectively gelehter,

G. geldchter) = Icel. hlair = Dan. latter, laugh-
ter), < hlehhan, laugh : see laugh, v.] 1 . A mode
of expressing mirth, consisting chiefly in cer-
tain convulsive and partly involuntary ac-
tions of the muscles of respiration, by means
of which, after an inspiration, the expulsion of
the air from the chest in a series of jerks pro-
duces a succession of short abrupt sounds, ac-
companied by certain movements of the mus-
cles of the face, and often of other parts of the
body, and, when excessive, by tears : also some-
times applied to any expression of merriment
perceivable in the countenance. laughter, accom-
panied by a feeling of annoyance rather than merriment,
may be cauEed by tickling ; it also accompanies hysteria.

Yiflf that youre lorde also yee se drynkynge,
Looke that ye be in rihte stable sylence
Withe-oute lowde lauhtere or langelynge,
Eovnynge, lapynge, or other Insolence.

Bdbees Book (E. B. T. S.), p. 4.

How inevitably does an immoderate laughter end in a
sigh, which is only natxire's recovering itself after a force
done to it. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

Laughter seems primarily to be the expression of mere
joy or happiness. Darwin, Express, of Emotions, p. 198.

2t. A laugh.

When the worthy hade his wordes warpit to end,
Diamede full depely drough out a la/u^iter.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6064.

When she cam to the Netherbow port.
She laughed loud loflighters three.
The Queen's Jfarie (Child's Ballads, m. 118).

laughterless (laf't6r-les), a. Without laughter;
not laughing.

laugh-wortny (laf'w6r'''5Hi), a. Deserving to

be laughed at; laughable. [Rare.]

They laugh'd at his laugh-worthy fate.

B. Jonson, Epigrams.

lauk, interj. See lawJc.

laumer (la'mer), n. Same as lammer.
laumontite, laumonite (la'mon-tit, -it), n. [<
Laumont, its discoverer, -I- -«te2.] A hydrous
silicate of aluminium and calcium. It is found in
laminated masses, and in groups of prismatic crystals.

Exposed to dry air, it loses water and disintegrates. Also
spelled lomonite.

laun (Ito), n. A flne sieve made of closelywoven
silk, used in the purifying of ceramic clay.

launce^t, »• and v. An obsolete form of lance^.

launce^ti n. See lanee^.

launcegayt, ». A variant of lancegay.

launch (laneh or Itoch), v. [Also lanch; <

ME. lanchen, launchen, var. of lancen, launcen,

lawncen, < OP. lanchier, var. of lander, P. lan-

cer = Pr. lansar = Sp. lanzar= Pg. langar= It.

lanoiare, hurl as a lance : see lance^, of which
lanch, launch, is a mere variant, now partly
differentiated in use.] I. trans. 1. To throw or
hurl, as a lance; dart; let fly.

At him he launch'd his spear and pierc'd his breast.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii.

He LauncKd the World to float in ambient Air.

Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

Power at thee has launched
His bolts, and with his lightnings smitten thee.

Bryant, Antiq, of Freedom.

2t. To pierce or cut with or as with a lance or
lancet; lance.

He held a sharpe bore-speare.
With which he wont to launch the salvage hart
Of many a Lyon and of many a Beare.

Spenser, F. Q., AT:, ii. 6.

In fell motion.
With his prepared sword, he charges home
My unprovided body, lanched mine arm.

Shak., Lear, il. 1. 61.



lanncli

3. To move or cause to slide from the land
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into the water: as, to launch a ship

They goe abord,
And he eftsoones gan launch Ms barke forthright.

Spemer, F. Q., II. xL 4.

With stays and cordage last he rigg'd the ship,

And, roll'd on levers, launch'd her in the deep.
Pope, Odyssey, v. 332.

4. To send out into another sphere of duty, an-
other field of activity, or the like : as, to launch

one on the world.

And so, without this belauded prudence, . . . into that

wide friendless . . . world the poor writer was launched
again. Forster, Goldsmith, iL 2.

5. Kaut. : (a) To lower suddenly on the fid (a

topmast ortopgallantmastwhichhasbeen sway-
ed up). (6) To move (heavy Uodies, as casks,

spars, etc.) by pushing.—6f. To lay out or Jaund^f, n.

word is now used onlv in the corrupted form laup (14p),«. A dialectal variant of ?o«pl, Uapl.

r«« see°™)ror?as mere F., inVe form laura (la'ra), n, [< Gr. ^^pa, an alley.^^ne,

lande: see hntde^.'] A plain sprmkled with

trees or brush; an open space between woods;

a park.
Id a launde upon a hill of flouris

Was set this noble goddesse Nature

;

Of braunchls were hire hallis and hire bouTis.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 302.

Loe from the hill above on th' other side.

Through the wide lawnds, they gan to take their cotme.
Surrey, Mneia, iv.

A Forest-Nymph, and one of chaste Diana's charge,

Imploy'd in woods and laundi her deer to feed and kUL
Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 89.

Under this thick-grown brake well shroud ourselves,

For through this laund anon the deer wiU come.
*

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., m. 1. 2.

An obsolete form of lawn^.

later a cloister, hermitage, monastery; akin to

TM^vpivBog, labyrinth: see labyrinth.'] In early

monachism, an aggregation of separate cells,

under the control of a superior, the inmates

meetingon the first and the lastdayof eachweek
for a common meal in the refectory, and for

common worship in the chapel, on other days

dwelling apart from one another, every one in

his cell, engaged in some light manual occupa-

tion. Bmith, Diet, Christ. Antiq.

Lauraceae (la^-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,

1833), < Laurvs + -oceffi.] A synonym for the

LaurinecB, stiU much employed.

lauraceous (la-ra ' shius), a. [< L. lawrus, lau-

rel, + -aceous.] Of or pertaining to the laurel

family, Laurinece {Lauracece).

plant, as leeks', in trenches. HaUiwell. [Prov. launder (Ian'- or llln'der), «. [< ME. launder, lauret, n. [MB., < OF. laure (= D.lamBer =
Eng.] " '

"' " ^ "" ' ""'^ '"''

II. intrans. 1+. To leap ; skip.

Who lukes to the lefte syde, whene his horse launchet,

With the lyghte of the Sonne men myghte see his lyvere.

Morte Arthure (B. K T. S.), L 2560.

2. To move a ship from the land into the water.

He said vnto them : Let us goe ouer vnto the other syde

of the lake. And they lanched forth.

BMe of 1551, lake viiL 22.

For, launching on the nimble wings of thought.
Forthwith to her designed port she sails.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, Iv. 170.

3. To move or come into new relations; enter

upon a different course or career; make a trans-

ition: as, to launch into the world, or into a

wide field of discussion : often with out: as, to

launch out into extravagant expenditure.

Our young poet launched out into all the excesses of re-

fined debauchery. OoMamUh, Voltaire.

He enjoys a great fortune handsomely,without launch-

ing into expense. Steele, Spectator, No. 49.

To launch It outt, to flaunt.

When you love, launch it out In silks and velvets;

111 love in serge, and win outage your satins.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 1.

iaimcll (lanch or lanch), n. [Also laneh; < ME.
launche, lawnche; < launch, v.] It. A sudden

MLG.' I6r(bere) = OHG. lor(peri), MHG. lor-

Cbere), ldr(ber), G. lorileere) = Dan. laur{tMBr) =
Sw. lager(bdr)), laurel, < L. laurus, laurel. Cf.

laurel.] Laurel.

Take of the laures bayes feel and greete

laundere, lander, a contr. of lavander, a wash-

erwoman : see lavender^.] 1 . One who washes

;

a washerwoman or washerman.
A launder, a distaff, a spinner, or whatsoever other vile

occupation then: idle heads can imagine and their weak
hands perform. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

2. A gutter or channel for conveying water;

specifically, a channel or trough, generally laureate (13.'re-a,t), «;.*.; pret. and pp. Zaureated,

made of wood, in which water is carried in any ppr_ laureatirig. [< L. laureatus, crowned with

ot *laureare (> It. laureare =

"^aHadim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 59.

desired direction.

launder (Ian'- or lan'der), v. t. [Formerly also

lander; < launder, n. ; but partly also < lawn-

dry.] 1. To wash andiron, as clothes; do up
by washing, starching, and ironing: now used

especially of laundry-work on a large scale.

It [a beard] does your visage more adorn

Than if 'twere prun'd, and starch'd, and landered.

S. Butler, Hudibras, IL i. 171.

2t. To wet ; wash.

Oft did she heave her napkin to her eyne, . . .

Laundering the silken figures in the brine

That season'd woe had pelleted in tears.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, L 17.

To cover, as a metal, with a thin wash or
3t.
film.

Ill bring thee, rogue, within

The statute of sorcery, . . . and perhaps thy neck
Within a noose, for iaundring gold and barbing it

B. Janson, Alchemist, L 1.leap; a
Lawnche o[r] skyppe, saltus. Prompt. Pan., p. 290. launderer (Ian'- or l^n'der-er), n.

2. The sliding or movement of a boat or ves-

sel from the land into the water; more par-

ticularly, the sliding of a newly built ship from
the stocks into the water, on ways prepared

for the purpose.—3. A large boat; specifically,

the largest boat carried by a man-of-war, gen-

erally sloop-rigged and pulling from sixteen to

twenty-two oars. A howitzer can be carried in laundress (Ian'

[Formerly
also landerer; < ME. lawnderer; an extension of

launder.] Same as launder, 1.

the bow or the stem.—4t. A lancing

What hart can feele least touch of so sore launch?
Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, 1. 162.

5. A trap used for taking eels, etc. [Prov.

Eng.]—steam-launch, a large boat propelled by steam-
' power, used principaUy for the transportation of passen-

gers.

launching-tube (lan'ching-tub), «. A metal

Of ladies, chamberers, and launderers, there were abone
three hunted at the least. Holinehed, Rich, n., an. 1399.

Another sect . . . which are Landereri, nor may they

or their posteritie be of other function.
Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 493.

, or 14n'dres), n. [< launder +
-ess.] Awoman whose employment is the wash-
ing and ironing of clothes ; a washerwoman.

Go, take up these clothes here, quickly. . . . Carry them
to the laundress in Datchet-mead.

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 3. 156.

laundresst (lan'- or lan'dres), v. i. [< laun-

dress, n.] To practise washing and ironing.

Sir U. Blovmt, Voyage to the Levant, p. 26.

tube fixed in a torpedo-boat or other vessel of laundry (lan'- or lan'dri), n.; pi. laundries

war, through which automobile or locomotive
torpedoes may be launched against an enemy.
Also called torpedo-tvie.

launcUng-ways (lan'ching-waz), n. pi. Tim-

(-driz). [A contr., after launder, of ME. la-

vendrie, < lavender, launder, a washerwoman:
see launder, n.] It. The act of washing; a
washing.
Chalky water Is too fretting, as appeareth in laundry of

clothes, which wear out apace. Baam, Nat. Hist.

2. A place, as a room or a building, where
clothes are washed and ironed; an establish-

ment where laundry-work is carried on.

Whan he is weiy of that werke thanne wil he some tyme
Laboiy in a lauendrye wel the lengthe of a myle.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 182.

PP
laurel, as i£ pp. — ,

Pg. Sp. laurear), < laurea, the laurel-tree, <

laureus, of laurel, < laurus, laurel: see laurel.]

1. To put a wreath of laurel upon the head of;

crown with laurel, as formerly in conferring a

degree in a university.

About the year 1470, one John Watson, a student in

grammar, obtained a concession to be graduated and lau-

reated in that science.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, H. 129.

Obverse, the bust of the king laureated and draped ; in-

scription, " Georgius IIL Dei Gratia Hex."
jr. ond Q., 7th ser., TL 338.

2. To invest with the office of poet laureate.

Pope.
laureate ClS.'re-at), a. and n. [Formerly also

laureat; < MEi laureate = OF. laurei, F. lawriat

= Sp. Pg. laureado = Vc'lawreato, < L. lamrea-

tus, crowned with laurel: see laureate, ».]_ I, o.

1. Crowned with laurel as a mark of distinc-

tion; decked with laurel.

Fraunceys Petrark, the laureat poetev
Highte this clerk, whos rethoryke swete
Enlumined al Itaflle of poetrye.

Chaucer, ProL to Clerk's Tale^ L 31.

Bid amaranthus all his beauty shed.

And daSadillies fill their cups with tears.

To strew the laureat herse where Lycid lies.

MUtcn, Lycidas, L 15L

2. In numismatieal descriptions, wearing a lau-

rel wreath: said of a human head, a bust, etc.:

as, the head of the emperor Nero, laureate.—
Poet laureate, formerly, a poet who had been publicly
crowned with laurel by a sovereign or some other eminent
person in recognition of his merits ; also, a student in a
university who had been so crowned on receiving an hon-
orable degree in grammar, including poetry and rhetoric;

now, in Great Britain, a salaried officer of the royal house-
hold, ofwhom no special dnty isreqiured,batwho formerly
was expected to famish an ode annually forthe sovereign's
birthday, and to celebrate in verse great national events.

The office of poet laureate seems to have existed with in-

terruptions from the time of Edward ITT, or IV., but was
first made permanent in 1630.

II. n. 1. One crowned with laurel; a poet
laureate ; an officially appointed or recognized
poet.

Ah think, what poet best may make them known!
Or choose, at least, some minister of grace.
Fit to bestow the laureat£^s weighty place.

Pope, Imlt. of Horace, XL i 379.

2. In the musical conservatories of Paris and

There dweDsone Mistress Quickly, which is in the man-
ner of his nurse, or his dry nurse, or his cook, or his laun-
dry. Shak., il. W. of W., i. 2. 5.]

Laundry blue, (a) Indigo blue. (6) Soluble Prussian
blue.

laundry (lan'- or Iftn'dri), V. t.; pret. and pp.
laundried, ppr. laundrying. [< laundry, n. Cf.

i„„^kh-ori.-^-;ri5cS;hriay.a,eT;aTd&th=irpi.cis. The upper Uundcr, V.] To launder. [Colloq.,U. S.]
ends of the poppets P rest against planks CP, whictl are prevented laUndry-maiU (lan drl-mad), n. A female Ser-
from slipping by cleats c.

.^^^^ ^^^ works in a laundiy.

bers built up on each side of a ship, for the laundryman (lan'dri-man), «.; yl.laundrymen

bUgeways to slide on in launching. (-men). Aman employed in a laundry; a man
launch-ways (lanch'waz), n.pl. Same as launcJi- engaged in the business of washing and ironing

[In the following passage the word is ludicrously put for ,
Brussels, a pupil who gains the Prix de Eome.

launder:
^^^

laureateship (la're-at-ship), n. [< laureate, n.,

+ -ship.] 1. The dignity or office of a laure-

Laonching-ways.

SIV, slip-ways, or sliding-ways; R, R, rib-bands to act as guides;
- — " —— rieing fjom the sole-plcces SP; S,

;er-plank£ ; SH, sh, outer and
SIV, bi]

slices;

Teways ; P, poppete, posts nsing from me sole-pieces SF, i>,

?.ff, baildW-brocks; -Z?P, dai
-->-- "" -- — * *

1 UT—k. kt... .»»«f tra 1

clothes: as, a Chinese laundryman.

[Early mod. E. also lawnd, laundry-stove (lan'dri-stov), m. Astoveadapt-
'"^ ' " ed to the needs of a laundry, especially one de-

signed for the heating of flat-irons and polish-

mg^ways.
laund^t (\^'dA), n. ^ ,

launde, laumde, rarely land, lande; < ME. launde,

lawnde, < OF. lande, launde, P. lande = Sp. Pg.

It. lajida, a heath, a waste
;
prob. not < Tent.

land, land, but rather of Celtic origin : cf . Ir.

land, later laun, a, thorny or spiny bush. The

ate ; the post of poet laureate.— 2. In the Eng-
lish universities, formerly, a degree in gram-
mar, including poetry and rhetoric: so called
because the person who graduated was pre-
sented with a wreath of laurel. HaUivoeU.
laureation G^-rf-a'shon), n. [= It. laurea^
none; as laureate, v., + -ion.] The aot of

crowning with laurel ; the act of conferring a
degree in a university, together with a wreath
of laurel—an honor formerly conferred for ex-
cellence in grammar, includingpoetry and rhet-

oric.

For a notice of Skelton's lavxeaHcn at Oxford the £«.
Dr. Bliss obligingly searched the archives of that univer-
sity, but without success.

T. Warton, Hist Eng. Poetry, m. 268, note.

mg-irons. In one kind there is a cone-shaped laurel (13.'rel or lor'el), n. and a. [Formerly
top, against which the irons rest on $xed sup- also lawreU; < ME. "laurel, loral, loryel, lawriaU,
ports.- loryel, var. of laurer, lorer, loryger = D. laurier.



Branch of Laurel {Laurus ttobilis), with
male flowers.

1, male flower with base of the inflores-
cence, showing two involucral leaves ; 6, fe-
male flower ; c, stamen, showing the dehis-
cence of the anther ; d, fruit.

laurel

< OP. laurier, F. laurier = Pr. Sp. lavrel = Pg.
loureiro, laurel, < ML. "laurarius, prop. a(3j., < L.
laurus, the bay-tree, laurel: see laure.'] I. n.
1. The bay-tree or bay-laurel, Lawns noMUs.
This is the true
laurel of the an-
cients and the
poets.

The bole [of a tree]
was of bright
gold, bret to the -

mydfies,
Xargior then a law-

riml <& lengur
with aU. •

Destruction of Troy
[(E. B. T. S.),

(1. 49S0.

The antique Gre-
cians used to lie

along at their meals
. . . upon beds that
circled three parts
of the table, . . .

In their feastings
crowned with chap-
lets of Aowers and
garlands of lawrell.

Sandys, Travailes,

tp. 61.

2. -Ajiy species
of the genus
Laurus.—3. .Ajiy one of many diverse plants
"whose leaves suggest those of the true laurel;
In English gardens the common laurel, or cherry-laurel,
more properly Icmrel-cherry, Is Prunus Lauro-Ceraims (see
jsherryl) ; the Portugal laurel is P. Limtunica. The copse-,
spurge-, or wood-laurel of England is Daphne Laureola.
American laurel is the genus Kalmia, including the moun-
tain-laurel of the eastern United States (K latifoUa), the
lambkill or sheep-laurel {K. anyiistifolia), and the pale
laurel or swamp-laurel (,K. glamca). (See cut under Kal-
Tnia.) The great laurel of the same region is the rosebay,
Rhododendron maxCnrnm; and the ground-laurel is the
trailing arbutus, Epigcea repens. (See cut under Epigxa.)
The white laurel, another swamp-laurel, of the Atlantic
coast and the South, is Magnolia glauea, also called sweet-

bay. Further south the big laurel, or bull -bay, is Magnolia
grandiflora. The Carolina cherry-laurel is Prunus Caroli-
niana. TheCalifornialaurel or bay-tree, the mountain-lau-
rel of the West, is Umiellularia Californica. The West
Indian laurel is Prunus ocddentalis; the seaside laurel of
the same locality comprises Phyllanthus latifolius, P. fal-
^:atus, and P. linearis. The Japanese laurel, cultivated
in several varieties, is Aucuba Japonica of the dogwood
iamUy. The Tasmanian laurel is Anopterus glandulosus.

4. A. crown of laurel; hence, honors acquired;
claims to or tokens of distinction or glory : often
in the plural: as, to win laurels in battle.

Their temples wreath'd with leaves that still renew

;

For deathless laurel is the victor's due.
Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. B41.

No other fame can be compared with that of Jesus. . . .

.All other laurels wither before his.

Ohanning, Perfect Life, p. 225.

The laurels of Miltiades would not suffer Themistocles
to sleep. Sumner, Fame and Glory.

6. An English gold coin worth 20 shillings, or

about 5 dollars, first issued in 1619 bjr James
I. : so called because the head of the king was
wreathed with laurel, and not crowned, as on
earlier English coins. It was also called broad,

'unite, and jacobus. See cut under broad, n.—
6. A salmon which has remained in fresh wa-
ter during the summer.

II, a. Pertaining to or consisting of laurel:

as, a laurel wreath.
laurel-bottle (U'rel-bofl), n. A bottle partly

filled with crushed leaves of the common laurel,

used by entomologists for killing insects. The
fumes of the laurel-leaves are almost instantly

fatal even to species of large size.

laurel-cherry (l&'rel-cher"i), n. See cherry^, 1.

laureled, laurelled (la'reld or lor'eld), a. [<

laurel + -ed^.'] Crowned or decorated with lau-

rel, or with a laurel wreath ; laureate.

Those laurel'd chiefs were men of mighty fame.
Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 634.

laurel-oil (la'rel-oil), n. Same as bay-oil.

laurel-slrub (la'rel-shrub), n. The laurel.

Every spicy flower

Of the laurel-shrubs that hedge it round.
Tennyson, The Poet's Mind.

laurel-tree (M'rel-tre), n. The laurel.

laurel-water (ia'rel-wa"t6r), n. A medicinal

water distilled from the leaves of the cherry-

laurel. It is employed in Europe as a sedative narcotic,

identical in its propei'ties with a dilate solution of hydro-

cyanic acid, if. S. Dispensatory.

Laurentian (l&-ren'shian), a. and n. [< Law-

rence, ML. Laurentius (see defs.), + -ian.'\ I. a.

1. Of or pertaining to Laurentius or Lorenzo

dei Medici, or to Bie Laurentian Library m
Florence,namedfromhim.—2. Oforpertainmg

to the river St. Lawrence : applied in geology,

in 1854, by Sir W. E. Logan, to a series of rocks
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occupying an extensive area in the region of
the Upper Lakes, and previously called by him
the metamorphic series, and by Foster and
Whitney the azoic series. These rocks, which un-
questionably underlie, unoonformably, the oldest known
foBsiliferous strata, are now (following the lead of J. D.
Dana) more generally denominated arcJuean; and the
same is true in regard to rocks of similar lithological char-
acter and of supposed similar stratigraphical position,
which occur in other parts of the world, and which have
been more or less vaguely and indiscriminately called Lau-
rentian. Those who hold that the absence of traces of or-

ganic life is a matter of fundamental importance, and that
the unavailing search for fossils in these rocks during half
a century is at least a strong indication that none will

be found, and that this fact should be recognized in the
nomenclature, still adhere to the name azoic, in pref-
erence to orcftaan.—Laurentian Ubrary, a celebrat-
ed library at Florence, founded by Pope Clement VII.
(1628-34) from previous collections of the Medici fam-
ily, to which he belonged, and named in honor of Lorenzo
dei Medici. It contains many rare books, but is famous
chietiy for its large collection of early and valuable manu-
scripts. Also called the Medioean or the Mediceo-Lau-
rentian Library.

II. ™. In geol., the Laurentian series.

laureolet (lS,'re-61), n. [Early mod. E. lawriel,

< ME. lawriol, '<. OF. lawreole, < P. laur4ole = Sp.
laurSola= Pg. It. laureola, the laureole, < L. tea-
reola, a little laurel garland, a laurel-branch,
dim. of lawea, a laurel garland, fem. of laureus,

of laurel, < lawrus, laurel: see laurel.'] Spurge-
laurel, Daphne Laweola.

Lamriol, centaure, and fumetere.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 143.

laurert, ». [ME., also lawrer, lorer, vax. of lau-

rel, q. v.] The laurel.

laurer-crownedt, a. Crowned with laurel.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1107.

laurestine (la'res-tin), n. Same as lawrusMne.

laur^elf, n. See laureole.

lauriferous (Ift-rif'e-rus), a. [= Sp. lawrifero

= It. laurifero, < li"laurus, laurel, + ferre = E.
bear^.'] Producing or carrying laurel. Coles,

1717.

laurin (l&'rin), n. [< L. laurus, laurel, -I- -«»2.]

A fatt)[ crystalline principle (CgoHsoOs) con-
tained in the berries of the laurel.

laurine (14'rin), a. [ME. lauryne, < OP. laurin,

< L. laurinus, of laurel, < laurus, laurel: see
laure, laurel.'] Of laurel.

As oil lauryne is lentisoyne of take,

WhooB vigour hoot water must underslake.
Pailadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 69.

Laurinese (lS,-rin'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. p. de
Candolle, 1813), < Laurus + -inete.'] Anatural
order of apetalous plants, the 1 aurel family,typi-

fied by the genus Laurus. it embraces 42 genera and
about 900 species of trees or shrubs, found for the most part
in the warmer regions of America, Asia, Australia, and the
islands of the Pacific. It is divided by modern authors
into four tribes, the Perseaeece, IMseaceae, Cassythem, and
He/rnandieae, the last two abnormal and consisting each of

a single genus. The plants of this order have strong prop-
erties, usually aromatic or medicinal. To it belong, be-
sides the laurel, the genera Cinruxmomurti (producing cin-

namon and camphor) and Sassafras, as well as other plants
of economic importance. Also Lauraceai.

Laurinium (14-rin'i-um), ». [NL. (linger, 1850),
< Laurus + -inium.'\ The generjo name applied
to fossil wood having an internal structure re-

sembling that of Laurus.
Laurinoxylon (Ift-rin-ok'si-lon), «. [NL. (Fe-
lix), < Laurus (Laurinium) + Gr. fii/loK, wood.]
Same as Laurinium. ' Also La/mrinoxylum.

lauriolt; n. See laureole.

laurionite (lfi.'ri-on-it), n. [Irreg. < Laurion
(see def.) + -ite^.'\ An oxychlorid of lead oc-

curring in prismatic crystals at Laurium (Lau-
rion), Greece, and produced by the action of
sea-water upon the ancient lead slags.

laurite (1& ' rit), n. [So called by WShler, a
German chemist, after a lady whose Christian
name was Laura.'] A sulphid of osmium and
ruthenium, a rare mineral, occurring in regular
octahedrons, of an iron-black color and bright
metallic luster, found in the platinum-washings
of Borneo. It occurs also in Oregon.
laurizet (l§,'riz), v. t. [< L. laurus, laurel, +
-ige.] To crown with laurel; laureate.

Our humble note&, though little noted now,
Lwuriz'd hereafter.

Sylvester, Posthumous Sonnets, iii.

Laurophyllum (la-ro-fll'um), «. [NL. (Goppert,

1848), < Laurus + Gr. AhXkov, leaf.] The gener-
ic name given to fossil leaves having the shape
and nervation of those of Laurus, with which
genus, however, their identity has not been
established. Such leaves are found in the Tertiary of

Italy, Java, and New Zealand, and in the Cretaceous of

Kansas and the British Northwest Territories.

Laurus (la'rus), n. [NL.use of L. laurus, the

laurel-tree, applied by Linnasus to the genus

:

lavage

see laurel.] A genus of apetalous trees, type of
the natural order Laurinece, falling within the
tribe Litseacece. it is characterized by polygamous
flowers in clusters of four together in an involucre, a peri-
anth of 4 segments, and usually 12 to 20 stamens. Only 2
species are known,one,i.7K)W!is, the true laurel, inhabiting
the Mediterranean region, the other, L. Canarieniis, con-
fined to the Canary Islands. They are small trees having
alternate, entire, evergreenleaves,with the flower-clusters
borne in their axils. The fruit is an ovoid beiry. (See lau-
rel.) An immense number of fossil leaves agreeing in all
essential respects with those of Laairus have been found,
ranging from the Lower Cretaceous of the British North-
west Territory and theMiddleCretaceous of Kansas, Green-
land, and Bohemia to the Pliocene and Quaternary of Eu-
rope, showing clearly that the plants of this genus and
closely related types were much more abundant formerly
than now. L. CanarienMs is also thus proved to have ex-
isted on the continent of Europe in Pliocene time.

laurustine (Ift'rus-tin), ». [Also laurestine; <
'N'L.laurusUnus: see laurustinus.] Same as lau-

laurustinus (la-rus-ti'nus), n. [NL., orig.

Laurus Tinus : L. laurus, laurel ; tinus, a plant,

Viburnum Tinus.] A plant. Viburnum Tinus, a
popular evergreen garden shrub or tree, native
in southern Europe.
laust, a. A Middle English variant of loose.

Chaucer.

lauset, ^. A Middle English variant of lose'^.

lautitlOUSt (lEl-tish'us), a. [< L. lautitia, ele-

gance, splendor, magnificence, < lautus, neat,
elegant, splendid, lit. washed, pp. of lavare,

wash: see lave^.] Sumptuous.

To sup with thee thou did'st me home invite.

And mad'st a promise that mine appetite
Sho'd meet and tire on such lautitious meat,
The hke not Heliogabalus did eat.

Herrick, The Invitation.

lava (la'va), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. lava = F.
lave = Spi' Pg. lava, < It. lava, a stream, esp. of

molten rook, < lavare, wash, < L. lavare, wash:
see lave^.] Molten rock which issues from a
volcano during an eruption; the same when
cooled and hardened. Lavas after hardening differ

much in structure and texture. Some are entirely made
up of an interlaced mass of crystals, others are entirely
vitreous, as in the case of obsidian or volcanic glass. Oth-
ers, again, have a partially glassy matrix, in which crys-
tals are embedded—this last being the most common ar-

rangement. Lavas also varymuch in respect to compact-
ness ; some have an open cellular structure, while others
are very compact. The specific gravity of lava varies in
the different kinds from 2.37 to 3.22. The heavier or more
basic kinds contain much magnetite or tttaniferous iron,
together with augite and olivin. These contain from 45
to 50 per cent, of silica, and to this class belong the ba-
salts, dolerites, and nepheline and leucite lavas. The
lighter or more acid varieties of lava contain from 60 to
80 per cent, or more of silica. In this class are included
the trachytes and rhyolites, as well as most of the pitch-
stones, obsidians, and pumice. There are also varieties
intermediate between the acid and the basic, such as augite
andesite and hornblende andeslte. Many volcanoes— at
least during certain stages of their existence—throw out
fragmentary materials only, and these are sometimes
ejected during the same period of activity in which molten
lava is poured forth. Among these fragtnentary materials
ashes, sand, lapilli, and even large angular masses occur.
Portions, of the molten material within the pipe of the
crater are sometimes hurled aloft, and fall in the form of

bonfbs, or in rough irregular masses, like furnace-slag.
Some volcanoes consist entirely of these fragmentary ma-
terials ; others are chiefly made up of lava which became
consolidated after ejection ; in many cases, however, the
mass of the cone has been built up by alternations of

fragmentary and fluidmaterial, and thewhole is frequently
bound together by dikes and sheets of lava forced into

cracks formed during the operation.—Lava millstone,
a hard and coarse basaltic millstone, obtained from quar-
ries near Andernach on the Rhine. Simmonds.— Lava-
ware, a kind of coarse ware resembling lava, made ^om
iron slag, cast into urns, tiles, table-tops, etc.

lavabo(la-va'b6),». [<L. Zat;a5o, 1st pers. sing,

fut. ind. of lavare, wash: see lave^.] 1. Eccles.,

in the Boman Catholic Church, and in many
Anglican churches, the ritual act of washing the
celebrant's hands after the offertory and before
entering upon the more solemn part of the eu-

charistic service : so called from the priest's re-

citing at the time the last part of the 26th psalm,
beginning with the sixth verse, "Izvill wash my
hands in innocency," in Latin, "Lavaboraaiius
meas in innocentia." In the Greek Church this

takes place in the prothesis, before vesting.

—

2. In many monasteries of the middle ages, a
large stone basin from which the water issued
by a number of small orifices around the edge,
for the convenient performance of ablutions
before religious exercises or meals. The lavabo
was usually placed in a room, itself called lavabo, adjoin-
ing tlie cloister, and sometimes, as at the Cistercian Abbey
of Fontenay, was the occasion of noteworthy architectural
dispositions. Also known in medieval times as lavatorium.

Hence—3. A convenience of similar object and
arrangement in some modern schools or insti-

tutions; a lavatory.

lavage^t, «• An obsolete form of lavish. Cath.
Angl., p. 210.



lavage

lavage^ (la'vaj), n. [= F. lavage = Pg. lavagem;
as lave^ + -age.'] A laving or washing; in
med., the process of cleansing by injection

of fluids; speeifleally, the wasmng out of the
stomach, as in gastritis.

Lavage of the stomach has accomplished , . . wonder-
lul results in the treatment of gastric affections.

Therapeutic Qaiette,VUL 530.

lavaltot, n. An obsolete variant of lavolta.

lavandert, n. See lavender^.

Lavandula (la-van'du-la), n. [NL. (Linnseus),

< ML. lavandula, lavendula, lavender: see laven-

der^.^ A genus of labiate plants, containing
the lavenders, of the tribe Ocimoidece, and con-
stituting the subtribe Lavandulem. It is charac-
terized by having the calyx tubular (with 13 to 15 striae)

and 5-toothed, and small flowers in spikes. There are
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lavatic (la-vat'ik), a. [< lava + -aticT-.l Con-

sisting of or resembling lava; lavic.

lavation (la-va'shon), n. [= OF. lavaoion = Sp.

lavacion =lt. laoaiione,< L. lavatto{n-), a bath,<

ZaOTre, wash: seetoe^.] A washing or cleans-

ing.

Such filthy stufle was by loose lewd varlets sung before

her tBerecynthia's] charet on the solemne day of her «am-

tum. BakeimU, Apology, IV, i. § 7.

Opposite to these are placed the appurtenances of lawir

iiofi, richly wrought In frosted silver. „ _, ,„
Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, p. 197.

lavatory (lav'a-to-ri), a. and n. p. a. < L. as

ii*lavatorius, a(ij.',<LL. Zavator, a clothes-wash-

er, < lavare, pp. lavatus, wash: see lave^. n. n.

< ME. lavatory = F. lavatoire = Sp. Pg. lava-

torio = It. lavatojo, < LL. lavatorium, a place

for bathing, neut. of "lavatoritis: see I.] I. a.

Washing, or cleansing by washing.

II. n.; pi. lavatories (-riz). 1. A room or

place for washing, or where anything is washed.

They baptized in rivers or in lavatories, by dipping or by
sprinkling. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), 1. 136.

We landed at a floating lavatory, where the washerwo-
men were still heating the clothes.

R. L. Stevengon, Inland Voyage, p. 201.

2. A sort of concave stone table upon which,

in the middle ages, dead bodies were washed

Lavender {Lavandula 'vera'i.

Ijlowerpart of plant: 3, inflorescence ; «, flower; *, pistil

aboat 20 species, chiefly natives of the Mediterranean re-

gion, but ranging from the Canary Islands to India. They
are perenni^ herbs, undershrubs, or shrubs, with the

leaves often crowded at the base, and whorls of flowers,

blue or violet, arranged in cylindrical spikes, and sub-

tended by bracts which are often large and colored. See

Lavandalese (lav-an-dii'le-e), n. pi. [NL. (End-
lieher, 1836), < Lavandula + -ece.'] A subtribe

of labiate plants of the tribe Ocimmdece. it is

characterized by having the lobes of the corolla nearly

equal, the upper lip twice cleft, the lower thrice cleft, and
the stamens included within the tnbe of the corolla. It

embraces the genus Lavandula, or lavender-plants, only.

lavanget, n- [Of. OF. lavache, lavace, lavasse,

a, heavy rain, an inundation, < laver, wash: see

lave^.] Same as lavant.

lavant (la'vant), n. [Also levant; appar. < OF.
toi7a«« (applied to a spring), ppr. of laver, wash

:

see lave^. Cf . lavange.'] A shallow and more or

less intermittent spring. [Prov. Eng.]

The land-springs, which we call lavanU, break out much
on the downs of Sussex, Hampshire, and Wiltshire.

Gilbert White, ^at. Hist, of Selbome, ii. 19,

lavaret (lav'a-ret), n. [F.] A Mnd of white-

fish, Coregorius lavaretus, found in European
lakes, as of Switzerland, Germany, and Swe-
den. Also called adelfiseh.

lavast, a. An obsolete form of lavish..

Lavatera (la-va'te-ra), n. [NXi. (Toumefort,

1700), dedicated to the two Lavaters, physicians

and naturalists of Zurich.] A genus of malva-
ceous plants of the tribe Malvem, subtribe Eii-

malvecB. It is closely related to Malva, the true mallows,

but differs from that genus In having from 6 to 9 bractlets

under the flowers (these being united at the base), and in

the projecting and dilated carpels. There are over 20 spe-

cies, chiefly natives of the Mediterranean region and west-

em Europe, but 2 occur on the Canary Islands, 1 in central

Asia, and 1 in Australia. They are tomentose or hirsute

herbs, shrubs, or small trees, with angled or lobed leaves,

and variously colored flowers, either solitary in the axils or

in terminal racemes, L. arborea, the besf>known species.

Is the tree-maJlow or sea-maUow of Europe, which grows
wild on the rocky coasts from Spain to Scotland. In cul-

tivation it attains a height of 8 or 10 feet. Ithas pale pnr-

ple-red flowers in long racemes at the ends of the annually
flowering branches. It contains an abundance of mu-
cilaginous matter, and yields a poor fiber. In common
with other soft-leafed malvaceous plants, it is sometimes
railed velvetleaf. Nearly all the species of this genus
are sometimes cultivated

Lavatory, Abbey of Cluny,

(From VioUet-le-Duc's " Diet, de 1'Architecture.")

before burial, in monasteries, hospitals, and
elsewhere.— 3. In med., a wash or lotion for a
diseased part.

lavaturet (lav'a-tur), ». [= It. lavatura, < L.
lavatiis, pp. of toiTare,wash: see lave^.] Awash
or lotion. Molland.
lavel (lav), v.; pret. and pp. laved, ppr. laving.

[< MB. laven, < AS. laflan, gelafian (rare), pour
out or sprinkle water, = D. laven= OHCr. labon,

laben, MHG. lahen, wash, G. Idben, refresh; cf.

Gr. TMtcat^tiv, alairat^etv, empty out. Connection
with lave^, < L. lavare, wash, is uncertain. The
two words in E. seem to have become confused.
Hence lavish.] I.t trans. 1. To pour or throw
out, as water; lade out; bail; bail out.

Pounding of water in a mortar, laving
The sea dry with a nutshell

B. Jimson, Devil is an Ass, v. 2.

And now, as we were weary with pumping and lavirw
out the water, almost sinking, it pleas'd God on the sud-
daine to appease the wind, Mo^yn, Diary, Oct. 11, 1644.

A fourth with labour laves
The intruding seas, and waves ejects on waves.

Lryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xL 448.

2. To draw, as water; drink in.

He [Orpheus] . . . soong in wepyng al that ever he
hadde resseyvyd and laved [tr. L. hauserat] out of the no-
ble Welles of his modyr Calyope the goddes.

Chaucer, Ikiethlos, iil meter 12.

3. To give bountifully ; lavish.

He lauez his gyftez as water of dyche.
Alliterative Poems (ed- Morris), L 607.

U. intrans. 1. To run down or gutter, as a
candle. [Prov. Eng.]—2. To hang or flap
down. Compare lave-eared. [Prov. Eng.]

His ears hang laving like a new Ingg'd swine.
Bp. BaU, SaMres, IV. i. 72.

lave^ (lav), v.; pret. and pp. laved, ppr. laving.

[< ME. laven, < OF. laver, F. Za»cr= Sp. Pg. la-

var = It. lavare, < L. lavare (pp. lautus, lotus, la-

vatus), wash, bathe, akin to luere, wash, bathe,
= Gr. hAuv, wash, bathe. From L. lavare come
also E. lava, lavender^, lavender"^, lavnder, laun-
dry, etc., lotion, etc., and from luere, E. aMuUon,
alluvium, deluge, diluvial, dilute, etc.] I. trans.

To wash; bathe.
My house within the city

Is richly furnished with plate and gold

;

Basins, and ewers, to lave her dainty hands.
Shak., T. of the S., fl. 1. 360.

The left presents a place of graves,
Whose wall the silent water laves.

ParneH, A Night Piece, Death.

n. intrans. 1. To wash one's self; bathe.
Ever since I heedlessly did lave

In thy deceitful stream, Keats, Endymlon, iL

lavender

3. To serve for washing or bathing ; wash or

flow as against something.

But, as I rose out of the laving stream,

Heaven open'd her eternal doors.
Hatan, P. E., i 280.

These waters blue that round you lave. Byran.

lave* (lav), n. [< ME. lave, laifjafe, < AS. Idf

(= OS. Uba= OFries. la/oa= OHG. leiba, leipa,

MHG. leiie = leel. leif, pi. leifar — Dan. lev

(frequent in local names: Haderskv, Snolde-

lov, etc.) = Goth. ?at6a), what is left, < Hifan,

remain: see lea/ve^.'] What is left; the re-

mainder ; the rest. [8coteh.]_

We had better lose ane than lose a' the lave.

Archie of Ca'fldd (ChUd's Ballads, VI, 98).

Weel pleased to think her bairn's respected like the lave.

Burnt, CJottar's Saturday Kight

lave-eared (lav'erd), a. Long-eared; flap-

eared. [Prov. Eng.]

A lave-ear'd asse with gold may trapped be.

Bp. HaM, Satires, IL ii 64.

laveert (la-ver'), "• *• [= 6- lavieren, laviren,

< D. laveeren, now laveren, tack, laveer, < OP.

louvier, P. louvoyer, beat to windward, lufE, <

louf, lof, loot, luff: see Zoo/2, j^ff.] Naut., to

sail back and forth; tack.

But those that 'gainst stiff gales laveering go
Must be at once resolv'd and skUful too.

Dryden, Astraea Kedux, L 65.

laveerert, »• One who tacks orworks up against

the wind.
They [the schoolmen] arethe best laveerers in the world,

and would have tanght a ship to have catched the wind,

that it should have gained'haM in half, though it had been

contrary. Clarendon, Essays, I. 263.

lavel (la'vel), n. [Prob. a var. of label.'] The
flap that covers the top of the windpipe. HaU
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lave-lngged (lav'lugd), a. Same as Uwe-eared.

HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lavementt (lav'ment), n. [< F. la/vement= 'PT.

lavament = Sp. lavamiento = Pg. It. lavam^nto;

as lave^ + -ment. ] 1 . The act of laving ; a wash-
ing or bathing.— 2. A clyster.

lavenderIt (lav'en-dfer), n. [< ME. la/vender,

Imyndere, lavander, laveridre (also contr. laun-

der, launderre, landar, > mod. E. launder), < OP.
lavandier, lavendier, m., lavandiere, lavefndiere,

i., = Sp. lavandero, lavandera = Pg. lavandeira,

= It. lavandajo, m., lavandaja, lamanda/ra, f ., <

ML. lavandarius, m., lavandaria, lavanderia, t.,

a washer, < L. lavandus, gerundive of lavare,

wash: see la/ver^.] A washer; a washerwo-
man ; a laundress.

Envye ys lavendere of the court alway

;

For she ne parteth neither nyght ne day
Out of the hous of Cesar, thus saith Daonte.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 367.

lavender^ (lav'en-d6r), V. t. [< lavender, n. Cf.

launder, v.] To launder; wash. [An archaism.]

Conceiting that the smell of soap, from the lavender-
ing in the back-yard, gave a stain to such flowers ... as
were bom there. N. P. WiUis, New Mirror (1843X

lavender^ (lav'en-der), n. and a. [< ME. la-

vendere, lavendre, lavandre = OF. "lavendre =
Sp. (obs.) lavdndula = It. lavandola = D. laven-

del = MHG. lavendele, lavendel, G. lavendel =
Dan. Sw. lavendel, < ML. lavandula, lavendula,
lavender; also P. lavande, < It. lavanda, laven-
der, < lavanda, a washing (so called, as vari-

ously stated, because used in washing, or be-
cause laid in freshly washed linen, or because
its distilled wat«r is used), < lavare, < L. lavare,

wash: see lave^.] I. n. 1. An aromatic plant
of the genus Lavandula, primarily L. vera, the
true lavender, which is used as a perfume. See
Lavandula.

Here's flowers for yon

;

Hot lavender, mints, savory, marjoram.
Ste*., W.T.,iv.4.104.

Crowned lilies, standing near
Porple-spiked lavender.

Tennyson, Ode to Memory.

2. The color of lavender-blossoms; avery pale
Ulac-color,which in consequence of its paleness
appears lessreddish. Amixture of color-disks ,% white
-(- J artificial ultramarine -\- 1^ vermilion gives a lavender.
A very pale lavender is called a lavender-gray ; a still paler
color a French white.—Oil Of lavender, or lavender-
Oil, an essential oil obtained by distillation from the flow-
ers and flower-stems of lavender. It is an aromatic stim-
ulant and tonic. An inferior lavender-oil, called o3 <tf

spike, is yielded by Lavandula Spica, which, together with
that from L. Stoechas, is used by porcelain-painters and
artists in the preparation of their Tarnishes,

—

FiesuSl
lavender, Lavandula Spica.— Sea-lavender, the plant
StaUee Limonium.—to lay in lavender, (a) To lay by
carefully, as clothes, with sprigs of lavender among them.

And a black sattin suit of his own to go before her in;
which suit (for the more sweet'ning) now lies in lavender.

S. Jonson, Every Man out of his Homoor, iiL d.



lavender
Henoe— (&t) To put In pledge

; pawn. [Old slang.]

To lay to pawne, as we say to lay in lavender. Florio.

Good faith, rather than thou shouldst pawn a rag more,
I'll lay my ladyship to lavender, if I Imew where.

Marston, Joneon, and Chapman, Eastward Ho.

II. a. Of the color of lavender-blossoms;
very pale lilac.

A pair of lavender gloves which fitted her exactly.
Yates, Land at Last, I. 219.

lavender^ (lav'en-d6r), v. t, [< lavender^, ».]
To sprinkle or scent with lavender.

The solemn clerk goes lavendered and shorn.
Hood, Two Peacocks of Bedtont, st. 26.

It shall be all my study for one hour
To rose and lamnder my horsiness.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, iil. 6.

lavender-cotton (lav ' en-dfer-kof'n), n. See
cotton^.

lavender-drop (lav'en-d6r-drop), n. Compound
tincture of lavender.
lavender-oil (lav'en-d6r-oil), n. See lavender^.

lavender-thrift (lav'en-d6r-thri£t), «. The sea-
lavender, Statice Limonium.
lavender-water (lav'en-dfer-w&'''t6r), ». A li-

quor used as a perfume, composed of spirits of
wine, essential oil of lavender, and ambergris.
lavendreyti n. An obsolete form of laundry.
HaUiweU.
laventine (lav'en-tin), n. A thin silk, used es-

pecially for sleeve-linings.

laver^ (la'vfer), n. [Formerly also lavor; < ME.
laver, lavowr (= T>. lavoor, > G. lavor), < OF. la-

vor, lavur, lameor, laveour, lavoir, F. lavoir, < LL.
lavatorium, a place for washing: see lavatory."]

1. A basin, bowl, trough, or cistern to wash in.

The laver mentioned in the Old Testament was a large

basin which stood upon a foot or pedestal in the court
of the Jewish tabernacle, and subsequently in the temple,
and contained water for the ablutions of the priests, and
for the washing of the sacrifices in the temple service.

Basyns, lavours eek, or men hem bye.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 287.

Thou Shalt also make a laver of brass, . . . Aaron and
his sons shall wash their hands and their feet thereat.

Ex. XXX. 18.

Itgushes into three ample lavors rais'd about with stone,

Boelyn, Diary, Nov. 12, 1644.

2. In her., a colter or plowshare when used as

a bearing.
laver^ (la'vSr), n. [< L. laver, a water-plant, also
called sion.'] 1. Either of two species of algse

of the gemia Porphyra, P. laoiniata and P. vulga-

ris, known in Ireland and Scotland as slolce or
sloaTcan, They are used as food, either stewed or piolded,

and eaten with pepper, vinegar, and oil; and they are said

to be useful in scrofulous afilections and glandular swell-

ings. Also laverwort.

2. A dish composed of one of the above algte

or of some similar seaweed. See laver-bread.—
Green laver, Ulva latissima and U. Ijactuca, used for the

same purposes as Porphyra laeCniata or P. vulgaris, but

inferior.—Purple laver, a general name in England for

plants of the genus Porphyra.

laver^t, a. [Of. lave\ v. i., 2.] Hanging.

Let his Jawer lip_

Speak in reproach of nature's workmanship.
Marston, Satires, v. 169.

laver-bread (la'v6r-bred), n. A sort of food

made from green laver (JJlva latissima) : some-
times called oyster-green.

laverock (lav'6r-ok), n. [Also lavrodk, leveroch:

see larJc^'] An obsolete or dialectal form of

larTc'^.

There mighte men see many flokkes

Of turtles and laverrohes. Rom. of Base, I. 662.

Now lavfrooks wake the merry morn.
Aloft on dewy wing.
Bums, Lament of Mary Queen of Scots.

Sandy laverock, the sand-lark or ring-plover, ^giMles
hiatiaula; also, the common sandpiper, Tringoides hypo-

ieucus. Also called water-laverock. •

laver-pot (la'v6r-pot), n. In her., a ewer when
used as a bearing.

laverwort (Ia'v6r-w6rt), n. Same as laver^, 1.

lavic (la'vik), a. [= F. lavique; as lava + -»c.]

Relating to or like lava.

lavish (lav'ish), a. [Early mod. B. also (appar.

by corruption) lavis, laves, lavas; also m another

formation laviA, q. v.; < MB. *lavish, lavage;

< loMe^ + -feP.] 1. Expending or bestowing

with profusion; profuse ;
prodigal: as, to be

lavish of expense, of praise, or of blood.

She, of her favourite place the pride and joy.

Of charms at once most lavish and most coy.
Craooe.

He was ambitious of acquisitions, but lavish in expen-

diture. Presoott, Ferd. and Isa., l 16.

S. Unrestrained; wild.

^in^al other thing so light an|^^»y»-[are ^ey^ of^l^^eyr
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TThen his headstrong riot hath no curb,
When rage and hot blood are his counsellors,

When means and lavish manners meet together.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. i. 64.

Lewd and lavish act of sin, Milton, Comus, L 465,

3. Expended or bestowed with prodigality or

in profuseness; existing in or characterized by
profusion ; superabundant.

Let her have needful, but not lavish, means.
5AaA?.,M.forM.,a2. 24.

For lavish grants suppose a monarch tame,
And more his goodness than his wit proclaim.

Dryden, Abs. and Aohit., i. 385.

The eyes that smiled through lavish locks.

Whittier, Hermit of the Thebaid.

4. Rank, as grass, etc. Ealliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
=Syn. 1 and 3. Profuse, etc. See extravagant.

lavish (lav'ish), V. t. [< lavish, a.] To expend
or bestow with profusion; give or layout prodi-

gally : as, to lavish eneomitans on a person ; to

laoish money on a friend, or for gratification.

Where western gales eternally reside.

And all the seasons lamsh all their pride.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

Even as a war minister, Pitt is scarcely entitled to all the
praise which his contemporaries lavished on him.

Macmday, WiUiam Pitt.

lavisht (lav'ish), ». l< lavish, v.] Waste; squan-
dering.

Such lavish will I make of Turldah blood.
Marlowe, Tamburlaine, II., i. 3.

Would Atropos would cut my vital thread.

And so make lavish of my loathed life.

Wily Beguiled (Hawkins's Eng. Dramas, III. 323).

lavisher (lav'ish-6r), n. One who lavishes ; one
who expends or bestows profusely or exces-
sively; a prodigal.

God is not a lavisher, but a dispenser of his blessings.
Potherhy, Atheomastix, p. 189.

lavishly (lav'ish-li), adv. In a lavish manner

;

with profuse expense
;
prodigally.

lavishment (lav'ish-ment), n. [< lavish +
-ment.'] The act of lavishing

;
profuse bestowal

or expenditure
;
prodigality.

Ah, happy realm the while
That by no officer's lewd lavishimnt,

With greedy lust and wrong, consumed art,

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, vi,

lavishness (lav'ish-nes), «. The state or qual-

ity of being lavish
;
profusion

;
prodigality.

Krst got with guile, and then preserv'd with dread.
And after spent with pride and lavishnesse.

Spenser, E. Q., II. vii. 12.

lavoltt (la-volf), n. [< lavolta.'] Same as la-

volta.
I cannot sing,

Nor heel the high lavolt.

S/«ji., T. and C, iv. 4. 88.

lavoltat (la-vol'ta), n. [Also, erroneously, la-

valto; < It. la volta, the turn: la, the (< L. ilia,

that); woJto, a turning round : see vault, n.] A
lively round dance, of Italian origin, popular in

England in the time of Elizabeth and later. It

probably resembled the polka or the waltz.

For lo I the liveless Jacks lavaMoes talje

At that sweet musick which themselves do make.
Brome's Songs (ed. 1661), p. 133. (Halliwdl.)

They bid us to the English dancing-schools.
And teach lavoltas high, and swift corantos.

Shak., Hen. V,, iii, 5, 33.

lavoltat (la-vol'ta), V. i. [Also, erroneously, la-

volto; < lavolta, ».] To spring or whirl as in

the lavolta.

Do but marke him on your walles, any morning at that

season, how he sallies and lavoltos.

Nashe, Lenten Stufle (Harl. Misc., VI, 164).

lavolteteret (la-vol'te-ter), ». {¥oi *lavoltateer,

< lavolta + -t- (a mere insertion) -I- -eer.] One
who dances the lavolta; a dancer.

The second, a lavoltetere, a saltatory, a dancer with a kit

at his bum ; one that, by teaching great madonnas to foot

it, has miraculously purchased a ribanded waistcoat.

Beau, and Fl., Fair Maid of the Inn, iii. 1.

lavoltot, * « See lavolta.

lavort, lavourt, n. Obsolete forms of laver''-.

lavrock (lav'rok), n. A variant of laveroek, for

lavyl (la'vi), a, [< lave'i- + -y^. See lavish.]

Lavish; liberal. Halliwell. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]

Iavy2 (la'vi), n.; pi. lavies (-viz). Same as lamy.

lawl (la), n. [< ME. laws, laghe, lagej^ lake, <

AS. lagu (rare, the usualwords being ee, L. jus,

and dom, L. deeretum, statutum) = OS. top =Icel.

log (for *lagu), law (cf . lag, a stratum, order), =
Sw. lag = Dan. lov, a law (ef. L. lex {leg-), a

law, from the same ult. root); lit. 'that which
lies' or is fixed or set (of. Gr. gesetz, AS. geset-

nes, a law, dom, a law, doom, Gr. dsa/iog, law, L.

law

ttatutuwi; a statute, all of similar etymological
import), < liogan (pret. Iceg), lie: see lie^.] 1.

A rule of action prescribed by authority, espe-
cially by a sovereign or by the state : as, the
laws of Manu; a law of God.
We must define Laws to be Eules of Conduct which we

are morally bound to obey, . . . or, more briefly. Commands
imposed by Kigbtful Authority.

H. Sidgwkk, Methods of Ethics, p. 269.

Our human laws are but the copies, more or less imper-
fect, of the eternal laws so far as we can read them, and
either succeed and promote our welfare, or fail and bring
confusion and disaster, according as the legislator's insight
has detected the true principle, or iias been distorted by
ignorance or selfishness. Froude.

Specifically— (a) Any written or positive rule, or collec-

tion of rules, prescribed under the authority of the state

or nation, whether by the people in its constitution, as the
organic law, or by trie legislature in its statute law, or by
the treaty-making power, or by municipalities in their or-

dinances or by-laws.

It is essential to the idea of a law that it be attended
with a sanction; or, in other words, a penalty or punish-
ment for disobedience. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 15.

(&) An act of the supreme legislative body of a state or na-
tion, as distinguished from the constitution : as, the con-
stitution, and the laws made in pursuance thereof, (o) In
a more general sense, the profession or vocation of attor-

neys, counsellors, solicitors, conveyancers, etc.: as, to prac-
tise law. (d) Litigation : as, to go to law.

Dare any of you, having a matter against another, go to
law before the unjust? 1 Cor. vi. 1.

2. Collectively, a system or collection of such
rules. Specifically— (a) The principles and regulations
of human government in their application to property
and conduct ; those general rules of external human ac-

tion which are enforced by a sovereign political author-
ity {Holland) ; the aggregate of rules set by men as pohti-
cally superior or sovereign, to men as politically subject
{Austin) ; rules ofhuman conduct prescribedby established
usage or custom, or by a constitution adopted by the peo-
ple, or by statutes or ordinances prescribed by a legislative
power, or by regulations of judicial procedure, -vr recog-
nized and enforced by judicial decision. Modem differ-

ence of opinion as, to the proper definition of law chiefiy

results from the fact that writers of the analytic school,

proceeding by an analysis of the usual mental conception
of law under monarchical government, have commonly
defined it as in essence command by a superior to an
inferior; and as perhaps the larger part of modem law
— such, for instance, as the law of negotiable paper and
of contracts generally— does not consist of commands or
prohibitions, this definition is supported by the argument
that what the sovereign permits he commands, or at least

indirectly commands, shall not be prevented. Writers of

the historical school, on the other hand, tracing govem-
ment by law back to its early development^ have defined

law as essentially consisting of what is judicially ascer-

tained to be usual and regular. In either view it is agreed
that a true law in the sense of jurisprudence is one which
deals with a class of things, acts or omissions, as distin-

guished from particular commands and awards. Law, as

it actually exists in modern society, is the aggregate or
system of rules by which a political community or conge-

ries of communities regulates or professes to regulate the
conduct and the rights and powers of its members and its

own interference with their freedom ; and any rule answer-
ing this description is, if authoritatively promulgated, a
law. Every new judicial decision, also, is part of the law
in the sense that it actually regulates conduct, rights, or

powers. (6) The system of law, often slightly personified

:

as, in the eye of the law; in the custody of the law; the

law presumes or intends.

No man e'er felt the halter &caw.
With good opinion of the law.

J. Trunibull, McFingal, iii. 490.

(e) The Mosaic system of rules and ordinances.

Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the
nronhets : I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil.

Mat. T. 17.

Hence— ((Q The books of the Bible containing this sys-

tem; the books of the law.

Alter the reading of the law and the prophets, the rulers
of the synagogue sent unto them. Acts xiil, 15.

(e) The preceptive part of the Bible, especially of the New
Testament, in contradistinction to its promises.

And worche many Myracles, and preche and teche the
Feythe and the Laioe of Cristene Men unto his Children.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 1.

Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of

Christ. Gal. vL 2.

3. A proposition which expresses the constant
or regular order of certain phenomena, or the
constant mode of action of a force; a gen-
eral formula or rule to which all things, or all

things or phenomena within the limits of a
certain class or group, conform, precisely and
without exception; a rule to which events
really tend to conform. A mere empirical formula
which satisfies a series of observations sufiiciently, but
would not hold in extreme cases, is not considered as a
law. A special fact is not a law ; but a subordinate prin-

ciple, as that planets revolve in ellipses, is or is not a law
according to the shade of meaning with which that word
is used.

I see another law in my members, warring against the
law of my mind. Horn. vii. 23.

The laws of nature are the rules according to which
effects are produced ; but there must be a cause which
operates according to these rules. The rules of naviga-
tion never steered a ship, nor the lam of gravity never
moved a planet. Seid.



law
Law means a rale which we have always found to hold

good, and which we expect always will hold good.
Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 340.

Thus the helief in an unchanging order— the belief in
law, now spreading among the more cultivated through-
out the civilized world, is a belief of which the primitive
man is absolutely incapable.

£f. Spemxr, Prin. of Psychol., § 488.

4. One of the roles or principles by which any-
thing is regulated: as, the laws of the turf;
the laws of versification.— 5. A rule according
to which anything is produced : as, the mathe-
matical law of a curve.— 6. An allowance in
distance or time granted to an animal in a
chase, or to a weaker competitor in a race or
other contest; permission given to one compet-
itor to start a certain distance ahead of, or a
certain time before, another, in order to equal-
ize the chances of winning.

These late years of our Civil Wars have been very de-
structive unto them ; and no wonder if no Law hath been
given to Hares, when so little hath been observed toward
men. Fuller, Worthies, Cambridgeshire.

Her Grace saw from a turret " sixteen bucks, all hav-
ing fayre lawe, pulled downe with greyhounds in a laund
or lawn." Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 71.

Two well-ljnown runners, chosen for the hares, . . .

started off. . . . Then the hounds clustered round Thome
who explained shortly, "They're to have six minutes'
tei"' T. Bughea, Tom Brown at Kugby, i 7.

7. Custom; manner. Halliwell. [Prov. Eug.]
—Act and operation oflaw, such a mode of the creation
or transfer of rights as does not depend on the intention
of the parties, but on rules of law, applied, it may be, ir-
respective of their intention. Thus, where an owner of
land dies intestate, the title is cast upon the heir by aci and
operation of law; and where a man becomes bankrupt, liis
property may be divested by act and operation of law, as
distinguished from a transfer by devise or voluntary act.—
Adjective law, rules of procedure, as distinguished from
gubstarMve law (which see, below).—Agrarian laws. See
ajTrarwMi.—Allenand sedition laws. &ee alien.—Avo-
fadro's law, in physics, the law that equal volumes of

ifferent gases, under like conditions of pressure and tem-
perature, contain the same number of molecules.

—

Baer'S
la.w. [NamedlromKarlEmstBoer, 1792-1876.] Thedoo-
trine that the evolution of an individual of a certain ani-
mal form is determined by two conditions: first, by a con-
tinuous perfecting of the animal body by means of an in-
creasing histological and morphological differentiation, or
an increasing number and diversity of tissues and organic
forms; second (and at the same time), by the continual
transition from amore general form of the type to one more
speciflc—Bankruptlaws, bankruptcylaws. Seeftan*-
rupicy.—Bell's law, thelaw that the anterior spinal nerve-
roots are motor and the posterior sensory.— Bode's law,
an empirical formula supposed to express approximately
the distancesof the planets from the sun in terms of the dis-
tance from the sun of the innermost two. The rule is that
the distances of the third, fourth, flftli, etc., planets from
the orbit of the first are respectively twice, four times,
eight times, sixteen times, etc., that of the second planet.
It holds very roughly for all the planets except Neptune,
and for the satellites of Saturn and Uranus.

—

Boyle's law,m pA^8i(»,the law that at any given temperature the vol-
ume of a given mass of gas varies inversely as the pressure
whichit bears. Itwas discovered byBobert Boyle, and pub-
lished by him about 1662; but Edme Mariotte having pub-
lished a book concerning it (about 1679), the law was for a
long time called Mariotte's law.— Brehon laws. See bre-
Aon.—Canon law. See canoni.— Case law, law estab-
lished by judicial decision in particular cases, as distin-
guished from statute law. I'hus, when the courts are ap-
plied to for redress under novel circumstances— as in cer-
tain instances of boycotting— for which no positive law
exists, case law necessarily results whichever way the
courts decide ; for if they hold that the person aggrieved
is entitled to injunction or damages, they establish the un-
lawfulness of the act complained of ; and if they decide
tliat the action cannot be maintained, because there is no
positive law to sustain it, they establish the lawfulness of
the act, and, as a consequence, the lawfulness of inciden-
tal agreements to combine or render services in the pro-
motion of such an act. The great body of the common law
has grown up thus as case law, constantly modified, how-
ever, by statutes, which in their turn commonly give rise
to new developments of case law called forth by contro-
versy as to the interpretation and application of l^e statu-
tory provisions.— (aiarles's law, the law that equal in-
crements of temperature add equal amounts to the pro-
duct of the volume and pressure of a given mass of gas. It
was discovered by the French physicist Jacques Alexan-
dre C^sar Charles (1746-1823), the inventor of the Char-
liere or hydrogen balloon, but was formerly often attrib-
uted to Balton and to Gay-Lussac.

Charles's law— that, if the temperature be varied while
the pressure upon the gas remains the same, the gas in-
creases by 5^3d of its volume at zero centigrade for every
degree of centigrade added to the temperature, or, which
in combination with Boyle's law is the same thing, that if

the densi^ be constant the pressure is directly propor-
tional to the temperature measured from the point — 273"

centigrade, tills point being called the zero of absolute
temperature. Encye. Brit., XVL 611.

Cindan law^ in Rom. hist., a law passed under the tri-

bune IL Cincius Alimentus, 204 B. c, forbidding an advo-
cate to receive compensation for the pleading of a case,
and restricting ill-considered or unwise gifts of any nature
by requiring certain legal forms of gift to be observed in
almost all cases. The law was confirmed by a senatus con-
sul tum under Augustus, and so modified under Claudius
as to permit a restricted compensation to lawyers.

—

Civil, commercial, common, consuetudinary, crim-
inal law. Seetheadjectives.— Conclusion of law. See
(»nrfi«i^,n.—Conflict of laws. See conflict.—Crown-
el's quest law. See crownerS.-Crown law. See
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crown, o.—OUBtomary law. Same as comuetudinary
law.—DaltOn'S law, a law enunciated by John Dalton,
that in a mixture of gases which do not enter into chemi-
cal reaction, but are in equilibrium, the total pressure is

the same as the sum of the pressures which would be ex-

erted by each constituent if the others were not present.
The ordinary statement that each portion of gas behaves
as a vacuum to all the rest is in a sense true, but tends
to convey a wrong idea.

—

Due process Of law. See
duei-.—Dulong and Petit's law, in physics, the law that
the product of the specific heat of any element in the solid

state multiplied by its atomic weight is (approximately)
constant ; or, in other words, that the different elementary
substances have (nearly) the same atomic heat.— Eccle-
siastical law. See ecclesiaMical.— ^b.t-hOva law
See hour,—Enpirlcal law. See empin4^.— Enforce-
ment law, a TMted States statute of 1870 (16 Stat., 140)
for enforcing the right of citizens to vote, and punishing
offenses against the equal enjoyment of suffrage. It was
specially directed to the protection of emancipated slaves
recently admitted to citizenship.— Exceptive law. See
exceptive.—Ex post facto law. See ex post facto.—
Falk laws. Same as May Jaws.— Faraday'B laws, in
elect., certain principles established by Faraday govern-
ing the electrolysis of compounds. The most important
are : (1) that the quantity of an electrolyte decomposed
in a given time is proportional to the strength of the cur-
rent; (2) that the weights of the elements separated are
proportional to their chemical equivalents; and (3) that
the strength of the electrolytic action is the same for cells
in any part of the same circuit,

—

Fechner's psychophys-
ical law, the law that as the physical force of excitation of
a nerve increases geometrically the sensation increases
arithmetically, so that the sensation is proportional to the
logaritlim of the excitation. Thus, if with a given degree
of attention we just perceive the difference between the
sensations of pressure produced by 1 pound and 1.1 pounds,
we shall also just perceive the difference produced by 2
pounds and 2,2 pounds. The differences of sensation are
thus the same in the two cases, and so are the differences
of the logarithms of the pressures. According to Fecli-
ner, the total sensation varies directly with the logarithm
of the stimulus divided by the stimulus just sufficient to

give an appreciable sensation, or s = it log -,. This is Fech-

ner'sfm-mula.-Tedeial law, thatlaw which is prescribed
by the supreme power in the United States, and regulates
the organization of the federal government and its inter-
course with the people, and that of the people with each oth-
er in matters of a national character, or with citizens of for-
eign states, as distinguished from state law, or that which
is prescribed by the supreme power in any individual state,
and regulates, in all matters not of a national character, the
intercourse of such state with its own people, and that of Its
people among themselves. Jtobinson.—ToieBt law, for-
mal law, Galilean law. See the adjectives.— Four
years' limitation law. See iimiJirtion.—Fugitive-
slave law. See/a^'w.— Gay-Lussac's law. Same
as Charleys law.— General law, law not local, nor con-
fined in application to particular persons ; a statute so
expressed as to be capable of application throughout the
jurisdiction of the lawgiver. Some controversy has ex-
isted as to whether the test is in the form of the law or in
the existence of the subject to which it applies ; but it is
now generally held that a law which in terms purports to
apply to all persons or places of a specified class through-
out the state is a general law, although at the time when
it is passed there may be only one such person or one such
place in the state.— Gibbet law. See Halifax law.—
Gothland sea laws. See lams of Wisby, below.—Gresh-
am's law, in polU. econ., the tendency of the inferior
of two forms or classes of currency in circulation to-
gether to circulate more freely than the superior : a law
shortly stated in the maxim that " bad money drives out
good." It results from the disposition of those who hold
both to get rid of the inferior by passing it, and to hoard
the superior, or, if coin, to select it for exportation. The
law was named from a former master of the English
mint, who observed and commented on It.—Grimm's
law, in phOol., a law announced by Jacob Grimm, a great
German philologist, though previously stated in part by
Erasmus Bask, a Danish philologist, formulating certain
changes or differences which the mute consonants under-
go or exhibit in corresponding words in the Germanic or
Teutonic branches of the Aryan family of languages. Ac-
cording to this law, stated briefly, the labials p, 6, / in
Greek, latin, or Sanskrit become /, p, b in Gothic (with
wliich English and the other LowGerman languages agreed
and 6 (ji), f,pm Old High German ; the dentals t, d, th in
Greek, etc., become th, t, d in Gothic, and d, z,ti]i Old
High German ; and the gutturals k, g, ch in Greek, etc
become h (not quite regularly), k, g in Gothic, and a, ch,
k m Old High German. But the Old High German shift-
ing (which is a second and much later shifting beginning
about A. D. 600, from the completed Low German shifting
IS incomplete and not wholly regular ; it is best exhibited
among the dental mutes. The following table shows the
changes and the usual correspondences : (1) Aryan (San-
skrit, Greek, Latin, etc,), (2) Low German (Gothic, Scan-

"ii??^"!,
Anglo-Saxon, English, etc,). (3) High German

(Old High German, Middle High German, New High Ger-
man).

^^

(1) p b f(ph, bh) t d th(dh) k g ch(kh ehl
(2) f(b) p b th t d h k g ^ '

(3) b(f,v) f p d z(ts) t g(h) ch k(g).

For example, Skt. pUri {pilar) = Gr. patsr = L pater =
Goth. /odor = OHG. vatar = E. father; Skt, tvam = Gr tu= L. te = Goth, thu = OHG. du = E. thou; Skt. ianu (for
<7o«M) = Gr. yovu = L. genu = Goth, kniu = OHG. chniu
chneo = E. knee, etc. In the application of Grimm's law
numerous inconsistencies and anomalies appear due to in-
terference^ conformation, particular position or sequence
of sounds, variations of accent, and other causes explained
by other philological laws, or remaining in small part oc-
cult. The most important of these other laws is Vemer's
law (which see, below). See also the articles on the separate
letters.—Haeckel's law, a concise statement of the fact
that every individual organism, in its development from
the ovum (or its ontogeny), goes through a series of evolu-
tionary stages in each of which it represents a stage of the
evolution of the class to which it belongs (the evolution of
the class being phylogeoy) ; and that every such organuim

law
"breeds true" (or shows pallngeny) In so far as It is Influ-

enced by heredity, and becomes modified (or shows ke-
nogeny) in so far as it is Influenced by conditions of en-
vironment. See keMogeny, ontogeny, palingetu/, and phy-
%«»y.—Halifax law or inquest, a hasty trial followed
by immediate punishment ; an Irrevocable punishment In-
flicted upon asummary trialwithoutadequate opportunity
of defense, so that subsequent proof of innocence becomes
unavailing. The plirase originated from the so-called gib-
bet law or custom In the forest of Hardwick, coextensive
with the parish of Halifax, England, under which the frith
burghers summarily tried any one charged with stealing
goods to the value of IS^d,, and could condemn him to be
beheaded on the market-day.—Health laws. See health.

-Heir at law. See Aeir.-Higherlaw.alaw paramount
to human law or statute. This phrase was used by Wil-
liam H. Seward in a speech in the United States Senate,
March 11th, 1850, on the admission of California as a State,

and became celebrated In connection with the slavery ques-
tion, as intimating that, if the Constitution and laws did
not condemn It, the law of a common humanity and jus-
tice should be appealed to.—Homestead law. See hmne-
stead. -Inheritance tax law. See inherUance.— ^sol-
ventlaw. See iwoJceni.—International law. Seefjiter-

natioruU.—In the intendment of law. Seeinlendment.
-Issue of law. See issue, 10.—Joule's law, in elect.,

the law that the number of heat-units developed in a con-
ductor is proportional to the product of the square of the
strength of the current,the resistance of the conductoi^and
thetimeduringwhich the current flows.

—

Judiciarylaw,
that part of law the source and evidence of which is the ad-
judications of the courts, as distinguished from statutes or
positive law. See case law, above.

—

Jurln's law, in phys-
ics, the law that the ascent of a given liquid in a capillary
tube is Inversely proportional to Its diameter.

—

Eeplei^B
laws, three laws of planetary motion , discovered by Johann
Kepler (1671-1630), who announced the first two in his "De
Motlbus StellsB Martis,"in 1609, and discovered thethirdon
March 8th, 1618. The three laws are as follows : (1) The or-

bits of the planets are ellipses having the sun at one focus,

(2) The areas described bytheir radii vectoresin equal tiroes
are equal. (3) The squares of theirperiodictim es are propor-
tional to the cubes of their mean distances from the sun.

—

EirchhofiTs laws, in elect., two laws stated as follows : (o)
At any junction-point in a network of conductors the sum
of all the currents which flow toward the junction is equal
to the sum of all the currents which flow away from the
junction (called the condition of continuity). (&) In any
complete electric circuit the sum of the electromotive
forces, reckoned In order round the circuit, is equal to the
sum of the products of the current through and the resist-
ance of each conductor forming the circuit.

—

Eopp's law
Ofboiling-points. See boUing-point.—Law French, the
form of Old French (Norman French) used In all common-
law proceedings from the time of William the Conqueror
to that of Edward III., and to some extent long afterward
in certain formal state proceedings.

—

Law language, the
technical phraseology used In legal writings and forms.—
Law Latin, Latin as used in law and In legal documents.
It is a mixture of Latin with Old French and English words
adapted to Latin inflections,

—

Law merchant, commer-
cial law ; the body of principles and rules, drawn chiefly
from the customs of merchants, by which the rights and
obligations arising in commercial transactions are det^-
mined.—Law Of absorption of light, the law that the
proportion of homogeneous light transmitted varies geo-
metrically as the thickness of the absorbing medium varies
arithmetically.—Law of action and reaction, law of
causation,law of citations, law of color. See action,
causation, citation, color.—Law Of contiguity. See con-
tiguity, 3.—Law of continullT, ofdemandand supply,
of equivalents. See continuity, demand, ajutvalent,—
Law of disgregation, the law that the work of dfsgrega-
tion is proportional to the absolute temperature.-Law
Of error. Seeerror,5.— Law of evidence, of facility,
of heterogeneity, of homogeneity, of integrity, of
mortality, of nature. See evidence, etc.—Law of in-
dependence. See laws of motion, under motion,-Law
Ofnations, international law. I'he phrase Jaw o/noftbru •

originally adopted to designate those ethical principles of
law deemed obligatory on all nations as the law of a par-
ticular nation is conceived as applicable to all persons with-
in that nation, has been superseded by the more appropri-
ate term international law (which see, under iiOematian-
al), which includes the results of conventions and treaties.—Law ofparsimony, the logical principle thatwe ought
not to suppose the existence of anything not necessary to
account for admitted facts.—Law Of perseverance. See
laws of motion, under motion.— Jjivr of reciprocity Of
Itttme numbers, the proposition that If p and q are two
•prune numbers, then, if p is a quadratic residue of o, 17 Is
also a quadratic residue of p, unless both leave the remain-
der 3 when divided by 4, when, if p is a quadratic residue

J' PffS."* '"'* * quadratic residue of ».—Law Of theMHnlty OfIdeas. See aMnity, 7.—Law ofthe Bnrgun-
S?^- S,^ Papuan code, under coife.-Law of the flag,the law of the country to which a ship belongs.—Lawoftnerorum. See/orum.—Lawof the land, (o) In con-
stitutional provisions securing its protection to persons
and property, due process of law.
By the law of the land is more clearly intended the gen-

eral law which hears before It condemns ; which proceeds
upon mquiry, and renders judgment only after trial. Themeaning is that any citizen shaU hold his life, liberty
property, and immunities under the protection of general
rules which govern society. j) Webster.
(6) The established law of a country,

t™ f?"" ,^ " nation has assumed the obligations of in-
ternational law, they become a portion of the law of the
land to govern the decisions of courts, the conduct of the
rulers, and that of the people.

WooUey, Introd. to Inter. Law, f 29.
Law sallquet. Sec Salic law, under &iZfc,—Laws Of assedation. See assoaatim of ideas, under associatim.-Laws of honor See tonor.—Laws of Manu. a Hindu
ccKle or compilation partly of the laws administered in
Hindustan, and partly of that which in the opinion ofBrahmans ought to be the law.-Laws of moUtm. See
»wft<m.-Laws Of OUron, the oldSt e55<Si™^modUem maritime laws, said to be a code existing at Oli^ron,

?L'wi? '"'. *-^^ <^tot France, about the middle of thetwelfth centuiT, which was compQed and put on record



law
by Eleanor, Duchess of Gnlenne, mother of Richard I. of
EDgland, and Introduced into England with some addi-
hons in tlie reign of Richard I. (1189-99).—Laws of the
DecemvlrB. See Twelve Tables, under toSJe.—Laws of
the Hanse towns. See Hanse^.— Laws of thenuody-
namlos. See(A«rmodj/namics.—LawsofWlsbyCorWis-
buy), a code or compilation of maritime customs and ad-
judications adopted in the island of Gothland in the Baltic
sen, of which Wisby was the principal seaport. By the
law-writers of the northern European nations it has been
claimed that these laws were older than the laws of Ol^ron,
but the better opinion seems to be that they were later
and in some respects an improvement. The code was not
established by legislative authority, but its provisions at-
tained the sanction of general use and observance among
the mariners of northern Europe. Sometimes called the
GotMand sea laws.— Lenz's law, a law discovered by H. P.
E. Lenz, according to which the currents induced in an
electric circuit, by changes of the current in, or of the po-
sition of, an adjacent circuit through which a current is
flowing, are always in such a direction as by their action
on the inducing circuit to oppose the change.—Levlti-
oal law. See LevUioal.—UdtOTA law, a punishment
without trial. Compare ffai^arc Jfflw.-Looal law. See
s(fl!(M(«.—Lynch law. See Jj/«cA-iaw.— Maine law, a pro-
hibitory hquor law passed by the legislature of Maine in
1851, and permanently established in 1868.— Malice in
law. Seenwrfice.- Mariotte'slaw. See Belle's law.—
Maritime, martial, mercantile, military, etc., law.
See the adjectives.—Matter Of law. See matter.—May
laws, several Prussian statutes (1873-4), also called the
Faik laws from the name of the introducer, restricting
the action of the church, by forbidding it to impose
civil penalties or pronounce against person, property,
freedom, or good name of the citizen, or use its discipline
against the law of the land, by extending state surveillance
over monastic colleges, reformatories, etc., and removing
hindrances to secession from any church. They were con-
siderablj; modified in 1887.—Mersenne's laws. [Named
from their discoverer, Marin Uersenne (1688 -1648), a Fran-
ciscan monk.] Three laws showing the dependence of
the time of vibration of a string upon its length, tension,
and density: namely, that the time varies directly as
the length and as the square root of the density, and in-

versely as the square root of the tension.—Mixed Utws,
Mosaic law, municipal law, natural law, naval
law. See the adjectives.—Moral law, that portion of
Old Testament law which relates to moral principles,
especially the ten commandments.— Myrmidons of the
law. See myrmidon.— THevrton'S law Of cooling, the
law that the quantity of heat lost by a body by radiation
in a given time is proportional to the difference between
its temperature and that of the surrounding medium.
It holds very nearly true within certain narrow limits.—
Normative law, a rule to which any process must con-
form in order to attain its end.— Olun's law, in elect.,

an important law propounded by G. S. Ohm, giving an
expression for the strength of an electric current, or the
quantity of electricity passing in a given time, under cer-

tain conditions. It may be expressed as follows; the
strength of an electric current, or the quantify of electri-

city passing a section of the conductor in a unit of time, is

directly proportional to the whole electromotive force in
operation, and inversely proportional to the sum of all the
resistances in the circuit.— Organic law. See organic.—
Periodic law, in chem. See periodic.—Policy Of the law,
the general purpose and sj)irit of the law : a phrase used to
designate certain prohibitions applied by the courts, with-
out positive statute enactment. Thus, a contract to com-
bine in bidding at a judicial sale, so as to diminish competi-
tion, is heldvoid as againstthe j7o2icj/q/'tAe2ai(;, or as against
public policy.—Political law. See political.

—

Poor law.
poor laws, laws providing for the support of paupers at

public expense. The general policy of such laws in England
and the United States has been to provide for the local care
of such persons as are unable to support themselves and
have not relatives bound to support them, under the su-

pervision of local officers in each parish, town, or county,
with restrictions intended to prevent vagrancy and im-
posture, and to forbid the removal of the burden of sup-

port of any pauper from the town where he properly be-

longs to some other not properly responsible for him.
The act which is regarded as the foundation of the system
was passed in 1601 (43 Eliz., c. 2).— Positive law_, law or-

dained by legislative power ; human law ; law which owes
ils force to human sanctions^ as distinguished from divine

law.—Presumption oflaw. See presumption.—Private
law. See pi-ivate.-'Raiaea law, a law (named from Sen-
ator John Raines, its chief promoter), enacted in 1896 and
amended in 1897, governing the sale arid taxation of liquors

in the State of New Yorli. Among its provisions are the

abolition of the existing excise boards, the appointment
of commissioners of excise, high taxation of the liquor-

traffic, local option of towns, etc.—Belief law, in U. S.

hist., a law for the relief of debtors.-Eevenue law. (a)

A law which provides for the assessment and collection of

a tax to defray the expenses of the government. Cooley.

(b) More specifically, a law relating directly to the raising

of the income of the government as distuiguished from
one incidentally imposingfees, etc.—Roman law, the sys-

tem of law developed by the ancient Romans : often also

termed the ciml iaw (which see, under ciiaO-— Salic law.
See Salic— Sea. laws, the maritime codes which gi'cw up
in the commercial ports of Europe in the early period of

development of modern commerce. See laws of OUran and
laws of Wisby, above.—Special law. See general law,

above, and statute.— State law. See federal law.

—

Stat-

ute law. See siatete.—Substantive law. the rules of

right which courts are called on to administer, as distin-

gnished from rnles of procedure or administration, called

adjective law.— Sumptuary law, a law made to restrain

excess in apparel, food, or any luxuries. Laws having only

this object are now generally deemed objectionable as be-

yond the true province of civil legislation. The opponents

of statutes in restraint of the liquor-trafBc frequently stig-

matize such statutes as " sumptuary laws. " On the other

hand, they are defended as a proper exercise of the police

power of the state for the preservation of order and pre-

vention of crime.-^Ten-hour law. See Ao«n--Theo-

logical ceremonial law, that portion of the Old Testa-

ment law which relates to the Jewish rites and ceremonies.

—To have the law of or on, to enforce the law against

;

go to law against. (CoUoq.J
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There's a hackney-coachman down stairs . . . vowing

he'U have the law of you. Thackeray, Vanity Tair, vi.

To lay down the law. See down^— Town-bonding
laws. See fcoradl—Vomer's law, in pkilol., a law an-
nounced by Karl Verner of Copenhagen, in 1876, stat-
ing the effect of the position of accent in the shifting of
the original Aryan mute consonants, and s, into Low Ger-
man, and explaining the most important anomalies in the
application of Grimm's law (see Qrvmm's law, above). Ver-
ner's law is in substance as follows : If the Aryan p, t, or
*, or s Immediately follows the.position of the accent, it

shifts regularly to the Low German/, th, or h, as stated in
Grimm's law ; but if It precedes the position of the accent,
it becomes sonant— that is, ^,£, ft, s change to b,d,g,z. The
law explains the apparent irregularity of Goth, fadar =
AS. faider = L. pater = Gr. TraTrjp = Skt. pitar, etc., with
the accent originally on the last syllable, and the Aryan i

accordingly changed to Low German d by Vomer's law,
instead of Low German %h, as Grimm's law would require,
as against Goth, brothar = AS. brothor = Latin frater =
Gr. (/jpaTTjp = Skt. bhrdtar, with the accent originally on
the first syllable, and the changes regular according to
Grimm's law. It also explains the change of original s to
z, from which, in Anglo-Saxqn, etc. , was developed r (as in
lose, lorn, etc.). See rAotojiffni.—Wager of law. See war
per.— Weber's law, in psyehophyslcs, the statement that
the variation of the stimulus which produces the least ap-
preciable variation In the sensation maintains a fixed ratio
to the total stimulus. It is only approximately accurate.

—Written law, statute law, as distinguished from the
common law, or law resting in usage, custom, and thede-
cisions of the courts. (As to noted laws on particular sub-
jects, such as naturalization laws, ^^eemption laws, recon-
struction laws, see the words characterizing the laws. See
also act, article, bill, byiaw, charter, code, decree, edict, ordi-

nance, petition, provision, statute.)=Syil. Bight, Equity^
etc. (see justice) ; Law, Common Law, Statute, Enactment,
Edict, Decree, Ordinance, Begulation, Canon. Law is the
generic word, covering not only wliat is commanded by
competent authority, but modes of action and orders of se-

quence : as, the Salic law; a law of rhetoric or logic ; a law
of nature ; a law of character. Cormncn law is that rule
of action which has grown up from old usage and the deci-

sions of judges. Statutes and enactments are laws made by
legislative bodies ; the slight difference between them is

implied in their d erlvations. Edicts and decrees, on the other
hand, are not legislative, but personal or executive acts, an
edict being generally the command of a sovereign, and es-

pecially of an autocrat, while a decree is generally the order
of an executive body or a court. Ordinance is very broad
in its use, being appUed to statutes(esvecially those of great
importance ; as, the ordinance of 178^, to decrees, to the lo-

cal laws passed by city governments, etc. A regulation is

a limited, subordinate, or temporary law or rule, perhaps
applying to details of management or behavior, and often
without expressed penalty for 'Violation : as, army regula-
tions; the reg%datimis in a constitution. Canon is in this
connection strictly an ecclesiastical term.

law! (!§.), V. [< WE..*lawen, Idhen, < AS. lagian,

make a law, ordain, < lagu, law: see law^, ».]

I. trans. If. To make a law; ordain.— 3. To
apply the law to; enforce the law against.
[Colloq.]

I've got a regular hotel license. . . . There's been folks

lawed in this town for sellin' a meal of victuals and not
having one. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 144.

3. To give law to; regulate; determine. [Rare.]

But for how long the file may stang.
Let Inclination law that.

Bums, Jolly Beggars.

4t. In old English forest usage, to cut off the
' claws and balls of the fore feet of (a dog) ; mu-
tilate the feet of, as a dog; expeditate.

And he whose dogge is not lawed and so founde, shalbe
amerced, and shall pay for the same. ill. s.

Bastail, Collect, of Statutes, fol. 186, Charta de Forests.

II. iiiirans. 1. To go to law; litigate. [Obso-
lete or colloq.]

Sir Samuel Bemardiston brought a writ of error of this

Exchequer chamber judgment into the House of Lords,
and there the Knight lawed by himself, for no person op-
posed him. Boger North, Lord Guilford, 1. 103.

Your husband 's ... so given to lawing, they say, I

doubt he'll leave you poorly off, when he dies.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 9.

2t. To study law.

Let him law there : long as his ducats last, boy,
I'll grace him, and prefer him.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, 11. 2.

law^ (1&), a. and v. An obsolete or dialectal

(Scotch) form of low'^.

law^ (la), n. A dialectal form of low^.

law* (IS/), inter). A variation of tei, or often of

lord. Also lavjs.

law-abiding (ia'a-bi'''ding), a. Abiding or

standing by the law; obedient to law: as, law-

ahiding citizens.

law-binding (lEi'biu"ding), «. In bookbinding,

a binding in smooth sheep or calf of pale-brown
color. Also known as law-sheep, law-calf.

law-blank (la'blangk), n. A printed form of a
legal paper, as a summons, affidavit, writ, lease,

etc., having blanks to be filled according to the

circumstances of the case,

law-book (la'buk), n. liWE.laglieboc; <_law^

+ book.'] A book relating to law, or containing
laws or reports of eases.

lawbreaker (la ' bra " ker), n. One who breaks
or violates the law.

lawing

law-burrows (l£l'bur''''6z), ». laSeots law, awrit
requiring one to give security against offering
violence to another.
law-calf (la'kaf), n. See law-binding.
law-court (Ift'kort), n. A court of law.
law-daughtert, »• A daughter-in-law. [Bare.]

Hecuba . . . with an hundred
Law-daughters. Stanihurst, Mneid, il. 526.

law-day (la'da), n. [< ME. lawdaye; < law'^ +
day^.'i 1. A day of open court.— Sf. A leet or
sheriff's court.

That the Ballliesput in execution alle ordinauncez of the
. . . seid yelde and of the lawdayes.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 370.

3. A day appointed for the discharge of a bond,
after which the debtor could not at common
law be relieved from the forfeiture except by
applying to a court of equity,
lawedt, a. An obsolete form of leivd.

lawert (1^'er), n. [< ME. lawer (also lawyer,

q. v.); < law^ + -eri.] An obsolete' form of
lawyer.

Lawers hauynge greate desyr to confyrme and estab-
lyshe theyr opinions by the lawe of man, say, that it is

shame to speake without lawe. Bible 0/1551, Esd., Pref.

lawet (l&'et), n. [Javanese.] The salangane or
esculent swift, Collocalia esculenta.

law-fatherti «• A father-in-law. [Rare.]

Next cooms thee lusty Chrorcebus, . . .

Soon to king Priamus by law : thus he lawfother helping.
Stanihurst, Mneii, li. 364.

lawful (lEb'fid), a. [< ME. laweful; < law^ +
-ful.'] 1. Allowed by law ; legitimate; not con-
trary to law ; free from legal objection : as, that
is deemed lawful which no law forbids ; many
things are lawful which are not expedient.

It shall not be IcvwfuU ... to cary and transport . . .

any commodie of this Realme . . . but onely in English
ships. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 371.

Behold, thy disciples do that which is not lawful to do
upon the sabbath day. Mat. xii. 2.

2. Constituted or supported by law; capable
of being enforced bylaw; rightful: as, lawful
demands ; the lawful owner of lands.

Bum, bonfires, clear and bright;
To entertain great England's lawful king.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., y. 1. 4.

3. Possessing full legal rights.-Lawful age.
See age, 3.— Lawful days. See dai/i.—Lawful man
or woman, in law, a man or woman free and capable
of bearing oath. Stimson.—Lawful money, that money
which is a legal tender in payment of debts. = Syn. 1,
Allowable, permissible, regular.- 1 and 2. Lawful, Legal,
Legitimate, Licit, legalized, authorized, constitutional,
just. Between lawful and legal there is really the same
difference in breadth that there is between law and
legislation or statute. (See law^.) Legal is exact, mean-
ing conformed to the law of the land, and having' little

figurative use: as, legal fnterest; a legal act. Lawful
means not opposed to ]3.Vr, primarily to the law of the land,
but with a good deal of freedom in figurative extension

:

it is unlike law, however, in always seeming figurative

when carried beyond its primary meaning. Legitimate
has as one of Its primary meanings the idea of being born
under law : as, a legitimate chUd ; its other meanings
are kindred. A legitimate inference is one that is drawn
in conformity with the laws of truth or thought. That
which Is legitimate is generally something made or done
in conformity to law, principle, justice, fairness, or pro-
priety. Licit is rarely used except in the phrase licit or
illicit; these words apply to that which is lawful or un-
lawful, or perhaps only legal or Illegal, in trade, relations,

or especiaUy Intercourse, illieji expressing much more op-
probrium than unlawful or illegal. See criminal.

lawfully (14'ful-i), adv. [< ME. lawfully; < law-

ful + -?2/2.] In a lawful manner ; in accordance
with law; without violating law; legally: as,

we may lawfully do what the laws do not forbid.

lawfulness (l&'ful-nes), n. [< ME. laughful-

nesse; < lawful + -ness.'\ The character of being
lawful or conformable to law; legality; right-

fulness : as, the lawfulness of an action does not
always prove its propriety or expedience.

lawgiver (la'gtVer), n. [= Icel. loggjafari =
Dan. lovgiver.'\ One who makes or enacts a law
or a code of laws ; a legislator.

The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a law-
giver from between his feet, until Shlloh come.

Gen. xllx. 10.

Let papal Rome, as the law-giver of the medieval church,
have all the credit of her great achievements.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 216.

lawgiving (Ift'giv'ing), a. Making or enacting
laws; legislating.

Lawgiving heroes, fam'd for taming brutes.

And raising cities with their charming lutes.

Waller.

lawing (la'ing), n. [Verbal n. of law'^-, v. In
def. 3, cf. equiv. D. gelag, lit. 'that which is laid

down.'] 1. A going to law; litigation. [Now
colloq.]

Ammianus Marcellinus ascribeth to the Egyptians a
contentious humour, addicted to lowing and quarreUs.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 582.



lawing

2f. The practice or act of cutting off the claws
and balls of the feet of an animal, as of the fore
feet of a dog, to incapacitate it from following
game. See towl, v. t., 4.

And such laiping shal be done by the assise commonly
used : that is to say, that iii clawes of the forefoote sliall
bee cut otf by the skin.

Jtaetaa, Collect, of Statutes, foL 185, Iv.

The cruel mutilation, the laming as it was called, of all
dogs in the neighbourhood of the royal forests.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, v. 108.

3. A reckoning at a public house ; a tavem-
bUl. Also lawin. [Scotch.]

Late at e'eu, drinking Ibe wine,
And ere liiey paid the lawiiig.

They set a combat them between,
To flght it in the dawing.

The Daurie Dens of Yarrow (Child's Ballads, m. 65).

lawk (13.k), inter]. [Also lauk, lawks (cf . tew*)

;

a trivial euphemism for Lord. ] An exclamation
expressLag wonder or surprise.

Lavk, llr. Weller, . . . how you do frighten one

!

Dickens, Pickwick, xxxix.

Lawk help me, I don't know where to look.
Hood, The Lost Heir.

lawk-a-day (lak'a-da), interj. Avariant of lach-
aday. Miss Hawkins, The Countess and Ger-
trude, m. 196.

lawks (laks), interj. A variant of lawh.

"Lawks!" exclaimed llrs. Partington, "what monsters
these master-builders must be !

"

Tlie Pioneer (New York), Oct., 1886.

lawland (14'land), n. A dialectal ( Scotch) form
of lowland.

lawless (la'les), a. [< ME. laweles, lagelease (=
Icel. loglauss= Sw. laglos= Dan. lovlos) ; < law''-

+ -less.'\ 1. Not subject or not submissive to
law; uncontrolled by law, whether natural, hu-
man, or divine; licentious; unruly; ungovemed:
as, lawless passions ; a lawless tyrant or brigand.

And wrong repressed, and establisht right.
Which latdesse men had formerly fordonne.

Spenser, F. Q., V. L 2.

To be worse than worst
Of those tliat latoless and incertaln thought
Imagine howling

!

Shak., M. for M., iii 1. 127.

For him Antaea bum'd with lawless flame.
And strove to tempt him from the paths of fame.

Pope, Iliad, vi. 201.

2. Contrary to law ; opposed to the laws of the
land or of order; illegal; disorderly: as, a, law-
less claim; toMjfess proceedings.

He needs no indirect nor latoless course.
Shak., Eich. in., L 4. 224.

3. Destitute of law; not conformable to rule
or reason; abnormal; anomalous: as, lawless
eccentricities ; lawless prosody.

Mastering the lawless science of our law.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Meld.

4. Deprived of legal rights; beyond the pale
of the law.—Lawless churches, formerly, in England,
churches and chapels exempted from the visitation of the
ordinary, the ministers of wliich usually celebrated mar-
riage without hcense or banns.— Lawless court. See
court.—Lawless man, a man who is deprived of the bene-
fit or protection of the law ; an outlaw. Compare lawful
man, under lawful.

lawlessly (la'les-U), adv. In a lawless man-
ner, or in a manner contrary to law ; unlawful-
ly; without regard for law.

lawlessness (la'les-nes), n. The condition or
quality of being lawless, or of being unrestrain-
ed, unauthorized, or uncontrolled by law ; want
of legality or legitimacy.

But Burton is not so much fanciful as capricious ; his

motion is not the motion of freedom, but of lawlessness.

De Quincey, Rhetoric.

lawliket, «• [^ toiri + like^. Cf . the older form
lawly.'] 1. Lawful; allowed by la,w.

To affirm the giving of anylaw or lawlike dispense to sin

for hardness of heart is a doctrine of extravagance from
the sage principles of piety. Milton, Divorce, il 7.

2. Eegulated as by law ; characterized by re-

spect for law and order.

Let not my verse your lawlike minds displease.
Gascoign£, Fruits of War.

law-list (la'list), n. An annual publication in

England containing matters of information re-

garding the administration of law and the legal

profession, such as lists of the judges, queen's
counsel, Serjeants at law, benchers, barristers,

attorneys, magistrates,law-ofBcers, sheriffs, etc.

A similar publication is issued for Scotland.

"Can you give a fellow anything to read in the mean
lime?" . . . Smallweed suggests the I/aw Z^.

Dickens, Bleak House, xx.

law-lord (la'lord), n. 1. A peer in the British

Parliament who holds or has held high judi-

cial office, or has been distinguished in the legal

profession. Since 1876 all cases appealed to the House
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of Lords are brought for decision before a specially con-

stituted court. See lard of appeal in ordinary.

They [the Peers] sit only during half the year. The law-
lords, whose advice is required to guide the unlearned
majority, are employed daUy in administering justice else-

where. Macavlay, Warren Hastings.

2. A judge of the Court of Session, the supreme
court of Scotland.

lawlyt (la'U), a. [< ME. lawelyche, < AS. Ulilic

(= Icel. logligr = Sw. laglig = Dan. lovlig), law-

ful, < lagu, law: see towi and -ly'-.'] Lawful.

lawlyt (la'li), adv. [< ME. laweliche, lagelice,

< AS. lahliee (= Icel. logliga), lawfully, < lahlic,

lawful: see lately, a.] Lawfully.

lawmaker (la'ma"ker), n. One who enacts or

ordains laws; a legislator; a lawgiver.

lawmant (ia,'man), n. [< ME. laweman, lagamon
(as a man's name, Lagamon, Layamon, the au-

thor of the "Brut") (ML. lagamannus, lageman-
nm), < AS. lahmann, a man acquainted with the
law, and whose duty it was to declare it, prop, a
Scaud. term (= Icel. logmadhr, OSw. lagman),

< tag'M, law, + man?!, man.] 1. A man author-

ized to declare the law. Specifically— (a) The chief

citizen or first commoner of an ancient Scandinavian com-
munity or state, who was the spokesman of the people
against the king and court at public assemblies, etc., the
guardian of the law, and president both of the legislative

body and of the law-courts. (6) The president of the su-

preme court of Orkney and Shetland while the islands re-

mained under Norse rule.

The Odaller [of Orkney and Shetland] owned no vassal-

age to king, earl, lawman (chief judge), or hofding, but,

with characteristic love of system and deference to lawful
authority, he yielded to each in his degree the obedience
of a subject. Memorial for Orkney, quoted in Westmin-

[ster aev., CXXVm. 688.

2. One of a body of aristocrats who held magis-
terial office in towns of Danish origin in early

England.
A member, doubtless the foremost member, of the Dan-

ish civic Confederation, it [Lincoln] still retained a Danish
patriciate of twelve hereditary Lawmen. . . . The Law-
men of Lincoln enjoyed the rights of territorial lords. All
twelve were clothed with the judicial powers of sac and
soc. . . , Anditis to be noticed that three of these great
officers were men in holy orders.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IV. 208.

lawmonger (13.'mung"ger), n. A low practi-
tioner of law ; a pettifogger.

Though this chattering lawmonger be bold to call it

wicked. MUton, Colasterion.

lawmpast, n. An obsolete spelling of lampas'-.
Fairholt.

lawnl (l§.n), n. [A corruption of lawnd'-, laund^:
see to!(«dl.] 1. An open space in a forest or
between or among woods ; a glade.

Groveswhoserichtreesweptodorousgums and balm; . . .

Betwixt them lawns, or level downs. MUton, P. L., iv. 252.

Brushing with hasty steps the dews away.
To meet the sun upon the upland lavm.

Gray, Elegy.

Those long, ranli, dark wood-walks drench'd in dew,
Leading from lavm to lawn. Tennyson, Fair Women.

2. An open space of ground of some size, cov-
ered with grass, and kept smoothly mown, as
near a dwelling or in a pleasure-ground.

Four courts I made. East, West, and South and North.
In each a squared lawn. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

lawn^ (Ian), ». i. [< toro?jl, H.] To make into
lawn; lay down in grass as a lawn. [Kare.]

Give me taste to improve an old family seat
By lawmng an hundred good acres of wheat.

Anstey, New Bath Guide, Conclusion.

Iawn2 (Ian), n. and a. [Earlymod. E. also lawne,
lautiejiME.lawndeflaimde; originuncertain; by
some regarded as a peculiar use of laicnl, either
" because from its fineness it was bleached on
a lawn or smooth grassy sward" (Imp. Diet.)
(whereas the word existed in the form laund,
lawnd, at a time when the other word laKn, ear-
lier laund, lawnd, had not the sense of ' a bleach-
ing-lawn'), or because, as " a transparent cover-
ing," it might be derived from the sense of " a
vista through trees " (Wedgwood). The prob-
able source is that pointed out by Skeat, name-
ly, F. Loon (formerly also Lan), a town near
Eheims. Lawnwas formerly also called '

' cloth
of Eheims," and Eheims is not far from Cam-
bray and Tournay, -which have given cambric and
domick respectively (Skeat). For the form,
cf./aa7B, < P./aofl.] I. «. 1. Pine linen cam-
bric, used for various purposes : also applied in
the trade to various sheer muslins. Lawn is nota-
bly used for the sleeves and other parts of the dress of bish-
ops of the AngUcan Church. The word is hence much used
in allusion to bishops, like ermine in allusion to judges.

In that chaunber ther was an hanged bedde,
Of sylk and gold full curyously wrought,
And ther vppon a shete of launde was spredde,
As clenly dressed as it cowde be thought.

Qenerydes (E. K T. S.X L 73.

lawny
The next to it in goodnesse is the line called Byssos, the

fine lawne or tiffanie whereof our wives and dames at home
set so much store by for to trim and deck themselves.

Holland, tr. of Hiny, xix. L
Thgr threw off their doublets both.

And stood up in their sarks of lavm.
Duel of Wharton and Stuart (Child's Ballads, VUI. 263).

An awful period for those who ventured to maintain lib-

eral opinions ; and who were too honest to sell them for

the ermine of the judge or the lawn of the prelate,

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iL

2. In ceram., a fine sieve, generally of silk,

throughwhich slip forglazing is passed to bring
it to uniform fineness and fluidity

—

BlBhop'g
lawn, cobweb lawn, cypress lawnt, etc. See the
quali^ing words.

II. a. Made or consisting of lawn Lawn
sleeves, sleeves of lawn ; the sleeves ofanAngUcan bishop.

See bishop-sleeve.

Suppose the Church, your present mistress, dressed in

lawn sleeves, on one hand, and Miss Sophia, with no lawn
about her, on the other, which would you be for?

Goldsmith, Vicar, viL

For you, right rev'rend Osnaburg,
Nane sets the lawn-sleeves sweeter.

Burns, A Dream.

My lords of the lavxn-sleeves have lost half their honours
now. Thackeray, Virginians, Iviii.

lawnd^t, n. An earlier form of laund?-.

lawnd^t, n. An earlier form of laxon^.

lawn-mower (l£l,n'm6'''er), n. One who or that
which mows a lawn; specifically, a machine,
either pushed over the ground byhand or drawn
by a horse, according to its size, for cutting the
grass on a lawn. The lawn-mower consists essentiaUy
of a double-edged spiral kniie, or a series of spiral knives,
set in the periphery of a cylinder, which is caused by gear-
ing to rotate in contact with the edge of a stationary recti-

linear knife placed tangentially to the cylinder at theheight
from the ground at which the grass is to be cut. The knives
thus clip olf the grass upon the principle of scissors.

lawn-sprinkler (14n'springk*ler), n. A contri-

vance for irrigating a lawn or garden gently
and evenly. A common form consists of a vertical
pipe supported on a stand, and having an attachment for
a hose at the lower and a swivel collar at the upper end.
From the swivel collar project one or more short branches
with small perforations, and all turned laterally in the same
direction with reference to the center. When the water
is turned on, its escape from these holes causes the swivel
collar to revolve rapidly, and the water is by centrifugal
force spread in fine drops over a circle of moderate diame-
ter.

lawn-tennis (Ito'ten'is), n. A game played
with a ball and rackets on a lawn or other
smooth surface by two, three, or four persons.
A space, 78 by 27 feet if two play, 78 by 36 if three or four
play (called a court), is laid off, and is divided lengthwise
into two equal parts by the line L F, and crosswise by
a net, C7, 3 feet high in the middle, and 3 feet 6 inches



law-officer

law-officer (ia'of"i-s6r),». An officer of the law;
one vested with legal authority in respect to the
administration of justice.

law-piece (14'pes), re. In fishery, an addition
to the leader of a pound. [Local, U. S.]
Some flBhermen had an excess of 26 feet to the end of the

leader, which addition was known as the law-pieoe, and,
when it was biaile,d up, it left the leader as complete and
effectual tor guiding the flsh into the pound as before.

Conn. Hep., 1871, p. 30.

law-pudderingt (la'pud'er-ing), ». Meddling
or "pottering" in the law, [Bare.]
Declaring his capacity nothing refined since his lam-pud-

daring, but still the same It was in the pantry and at the
dresser. Milton, Colasterion.

lawrencite (la'ren-sit), n. [Named after Dr.
J. Lawrence Smith (1818-83) of Louisville, Ken-
tucky.] Native iron protochlorid, a substance
not uncommon in meteoric irons.

laws (l&z), interj._ See laxiA.

law-Slieep (l&'shep), n. See Icm-binding.

lawson-evet, n. An obsolete form of Zow Sun-
day eve. See low^. HalUwell.
Lawsonla (la-so'ni-a), re. [NL. (Linnseus),
named after John Lawson, M. D., author of "A
New Voyage to Carolina" (1709).] A genus of
polypetalous shrubs, consisting of a single spe-
cies, L. inermis, the celebrated henna-plant of
the East. See henna. The genus belongs to the nat-
iiral order Jjythrmiece, or Lythraeeae, the loosestrife fam-
ily, and to thS tribe Lythreoe, being closely related to the
crape-myrtle. (See Lageretroemia.) Itha8a4-partedcalyx,
4 petals, 8 stamens, a globose 4-celled capsule bursting
irregularly, opposite, short-petioled, ovate-lanceolate, en-
tire leaves, and white flowers crowded in fascicles or short
axillary corymbs. The plant is probably indigenous to
northern Africa, Arabia, and the East Indies, but is culti-
vated and naturalized throughout the tropics. In England
it is often called Egyptian privet, and in the West Indies
it goes by the name of Jamaica Tmgnonette.

Lawson's cypress, re. See cypress, 1 (6).

law-stationer (la'sta-'shgn-fer), re. In England,
one who takes in drafts or writings to be either
fair copied or engrossed for lawyers, and who
sometimes keeps on sale the articles, as parch-
ment, brief-paper, etc., required by lawyers.
In the latter sense the word is in use in the
United States.
lawsuit (l&'stit), re. A suit at law or in equity

;

an action or a proceeding in a civil court ; a pro-

Cipss in law instituted by one party to compel
another to do him justice.

law-WOrtht (l^'wSrth), a. Law-worthy.
We therefore command you, . . . upon the oath of good

and law-worth men of your bailiwiclc.

English GUds (B. E. T. S.), p. 243.

law-worthyt (l£i,'w6r''''THi), a. Possessing fuU
legal rights.

The law-worthy man could give evidence in a court of

justice, in his own favour or that of another, and could
call upon his neighbour and his friends to justify him.

Jjoftie, Hist. London.

law-writer (l&'ri"ter), re. 1. A writer on law;
one who writes law-books.—2. A copier or en-

grosser of legal papers.

lawyer (Wj&t), n. [< ME. lawyer (also lawer,

lawere: see lawer) ; < law'^ + 4er\ -yer.'] 1. One
who is versed in the law, or is a practitioner of

law
I
one whose profession is to prosecute or de-

fend suits in courts, or advise clients as to their

legal rights, and aid them in securing those

rights. It is a general term, comprehending attorneys,

counselors, solicitors, proctors, barristers, Serjeants, and
advocates.

36 legistres and Imtiyeres holdeth this for treuthe,

That 3if I lye Mathew is to blame.
Piers Plowman (B), vii. 69.

Why may not that be the skull of a lawyer » Where be

his quiddities now, his quillets, his cases, his tenures, and
his tricks ? Shale, Hamlet, v. 1. 107.

2. In the New Testament, an interpreter or ex-

pounder of the Mosaic law.
And Jesus taswering spake unto the lawyers and Phari-

sees, saying. Is it lawful to heal on the sabbath day?
Luke XIV. 3.

8. The mudfish or bowfln, Amia calva; also,

the burbot, Lota maculosa : both more fully

called Ulee-lawyer. [Local, U. S.]—4. The
black-necked stilt, Simantoptis nigrieolUs. Be
Kay. [Local, U. S.]— 5. An old thorny stem

of a brier or bramble, as .of Rosa canina or Ru-

ins fruMcosus. [Provincial.] — Canon lawyer,

crown lawyer, etc. See the qualifying words.—High
lawyer*, a mounted robber or highwayman. Also called

highway laviyer. [Thieves' cant.]

The legerdemaine of . . . high Lawyers.
Greene, Groats-worth of Wit (ed. Dyce), Int., p. xxix.

lawyerly (la'yer-li), a. [< laivyer + -ly^.^ Like

a lawyer; befitting a lawyer.

To which and other Law-tractats I referr the more Law-

yerlie mooting of this point. MUton, Eikonoklastes, v

laxi (laks), a. and n. [= OP. lasche, P. Idche,

loose, slack, lax, sluggish, cowardly, = Sp. Pg.
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laxo = It. lasso, slack, lax, loose, lasco, lazy, idle,

sluggish, < L. laxus (ML. also transposed *las-

cus, > OP. lasche, P. lache, etc., > B. lash^, lasTfi),

wide, open, loose, lax, slack ; akin to languere,

be languid (see languid^, languish), and to E.
togfi and lack^. Hence ult. lash^, lache^, lash^,

laches, eta., leased, release,relax,6ta.2 I. a. 1.

Slack; loose; soft; notfiimin texture, consis-
tency, or tension ; readily yielding to touch or
pressure : as, lax flesh or fiber; a lax cord.

The flesh of that sort of flsh being lax, and spungy, and
nothing so firm, solid, and weighty as that of the bony
fishes. May, Works of Creation, ii.

And think, if his lot were now thine own,
To grope with terrors nor named nor known.
How laaxr muscle and weaker neiTe
And a feebler faith thy need might serve.

Whittier, Double-Headed Snake.

2t. Loose ; free ; being at ease.

Meanwhile inhabit lax [that is, dwell at ease], ye powers
of heaven. Milton, P. L., vii. 162.

3. Relaxed; not retentive: as, lax bowels.

—

4. Loose as regards force or energy; wanting
vigor; weak; remiss; lacking in strictness : as,

lax discipline ; he is lax in his duty.

Under his lax administration, abuses of every kind had
multiplied to an alarming extent.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 8.

It was a prejudice against a man of lax principle and
lax life. George Eliot, Mfll on the EloBS, vi. 12.

lay

or application of moral law ; specifically, one of

a school of casuists who hold that even slightly

probable opinions may be followed. The lax-

ists were condemned by Pope Innocent XI.
(1679), and they form no avowed school. See

laxity (lak'si-ti), re. [< P. laxity (in older form
Idchete) = Sp. laxidad = It. lassitd, laschitd,, <
L. laxita{t-)s, laxity, < laxus, loose : see lax\ a.]

1. The quality of being lax ; looseness; slack-
ness ; want of material firmness, tension, or co-

herence.

The former causes could never beget whirlpools in a
chaos of so great a laxtiy and thinness, Bentley.

2. Relaxedness; want of retentiveness : as,lax-

ity of the bowels.— 3. Slackness of force or en-
ergy; lack of vigor or strictness; weakness; re-

missness.

Nothing can be more improper than ease and laaity ol
expression, when the importance of the subj eot impresses
solicitude, or the dignity of the person exacts reverence.

Johnson, Bambler, No. 1B2.

Fixed a deep stain on it by the careless laxity of their
morals. Preseott, Eerd. and Isa., Int.

4t. Openness; roominess. [Rare.]

The hills in Palestine generally had in their sides plenty
of caves, and tho^e of such laxity and receipt that ours in
England are but conny-boroughs, if compared to the pal-
aces which-those hollow places afforded.

FuUer, Visgab. Sight, II. \. i.

5. Loose m construction or application; not i i naks'lil aiJv In a lax ma,raier- looselv
rigidly exact or precise; vague; equivocal.

^^J^outexact'nesI:
' ^'

caSor"'''"'^"'"^""""i>?X"chrisrnBl^i^r'v1; laxmannite (laks'man-it), re. [Named after

The conventuals had been courtenanced in their lax ^- ^^'''^''\^^Zfft '^
mineral,

interpretation of the rules of their order by many of their same a.s vauquearitze.

own superiors. Preseott, Eerd. and Isa., ii. 5. laxneSS (laks nes), re. A lax condition.

6. In 6o*., loose or open; not compact: said of lay^ (la), «.; pret. and pp. (aid (forinerly also

some panicles. layed), ppr. laying. [< MB. leyen, leten, leggen

II re. It A loosing; relief. (pret. leide, leyde, legde, pp. leid, leyd, %-leid,

Owharetore should I teu my grief, «-'«2/'^> etc.), < AS. lecgan (pret. legde, rarely

Since Ux I canna And? oontr. lede, pp. ge-leged,_ rarely contr. ge-led) (=
Bonny £a!ij/ iioins'sion (Child's Ballads, IV. 41).

2. A looseness; diarrhea.

laxH (laks), V. t. [< L. laxare, loosen, relax, <

laxus, loose : see lax^, a. Cf . leased, ult. the same
word.] To relax.

An extream fear and an extream ardour of courage do
equally trouble and lax the belly.

Cotton, tr. of Montaigne, xli.

lax^t (laks), n. [Formerly also lacks (KiUan)

;

< ME. lax, < AS. leax = MD. lacks, laehs, lasche,
, freedom of change from intrans. to trans, uses

OS. leggian = OPries. lega, leia, ledsa, Udsia =
B. MLGr. leggen = OHGr. leggan, lekkan, legen,

MHG-. G. legen = Icel. leggja = Dan. Icegge =
Sw. lagga = Goth, lagjan), lay, cause to lie, a
causal verb, < licgan (pret. Iceg), lie: see Kei.

Lay is thus the causal verb of lie (pret. lay).

The two verbs, entirely distinct in AS., began
to be confused in MB., and the admission of

intrans. uses of the orig. trans, lay, the general

lack = OHGr. MHG. laJis, G. lachs = Icel. Sw. lax

= Dan. laJcs, a salmon, = Pol. losos, a salmon,
= Russ. lososu = Lith. laszisza = Lett, lasis, a
salmon-trout.] A salmon. Ash.

laxatift, a. and n. An obsolete form of laxative.

laxationt (lak-sa'shon), re. [= It. lassazione,

weariness, weakness, < L. laxatio{n-), a widen-
ing, LL. a mitigation, < laxare, pp. laxatus,

widen, open, unloose, relax, < laxus, wide, loose

:

see lax^ and lease^.'] A loosing or slacking up

;

relaxation.
So all I wish must settle in this sum,
That more strength from laxations come.

W. Ca/rtwright, A New Year's Gift to a Noble Lord.

laxative (lak'sa-tiv), a. and n. [< MB. laxatif,

< P. laxatif = Pv. laxatiu = Sp. Pg. laxaUvo =
It. lassativo, < L. laxativus, loosening, < laxare,

pp. laxatus, loosen: see laxation.'] I. a. If.

Loose; soft; easy.

I am of such a laxaMve laughter thot if the devil himself

stood by I should laugh in his face.

MidcUeton (?), The Puritan, iii. 6.

Eellows of practised and most laxative tongues.
- B. Jonson, Poetaster, Apol.

2. In med., having the power or quality of re-

lieving from constipation by relaxing or open-
ing the intestines. Compare cathartic, 1.

II. re. A medicine that relieves from costive-

ness by relaxing the intestines ; a gentle purga-
tive.

For Goddes love, as tak some laxatif.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 123.

laxativeness (lak'sa-tiv-nes), re. The quality

of being laxative.

laxator (lak-sa'tor), «. ;
pi. laxatores (lak-sa-

to'rez). [NL., < Ij. laxare, pp. laxatus, loosen:

see laxation.'] In anat, that which relaxes or

loosens : the opposite of tensor Laxator tym-
panl, the relaxer of the tympanum, a part of the anterior

ligament of the malleus, once supposed to be muscular.

laxiflorous (lak-si-flo'rus), a. [< L. laxus, lax,

+ flos (flor-), flower, -1- -oms.] Having loose or

scattered flowers. [Rare.]

laxifolious (lak-si-fo'li-us), a. [< L. laxus, lax,

-t- folium, leaf, + -ous."] Having the leaves

loosely disposed. [Rare.]

laxist (lak'sist), re. [< lax^ + -«««.] One who
favors or allows a lax or loose interpretation

of verbs, and the instability of E. diphthongs
containing, as in lay and lie, an absorbed gut-
tural, have made the distinction difScult to

keep. Uneducated speakers very commonly,
and in certain uses even educated speakers,

use lay, v. and re., for lie; but rarely Ziefor lay.'i

1. trans. 1. To cause to lie or rest; put or place
in a position or situation, or as a deposit or a
burden; deposit; place; impose: as, to lay a
thing down; to lay one's hands on a thing; to

lay a submarine cable; to lay an embargo on
something ; to lay a tax on land.

And in a chare they hym layne,

And ladd hym home into Almayue.
MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, t. 77. (BaUiweCl.)

There dorste no wight bond upon him legge.

Chaucer, Reeve's 'Tale, 1. 17.

Come, now bait your hook again, and lay it into the
water, for it rains again ; and we will even retire to the
sycam&re-tree, and there I will give you more directions

concerning fishing. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. il6.

Her arms across her breast she laid.

Tennyson, Beggar Maid.

2. To put or place in some situation, state, or

condition expressed by a qualifying adjunct,
such as aside, away, iy, down, up, etc. (see the
phrases below)^ as, to lay hy money; to lay

away one's clothes in lavender.

The successful candidate being he who could lay his
bowl the nearest to the mark.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 359.

Specifically—3. To cause to lie in a prostrate,

reclining, or recumbent position, as in or on a
bed or on the ground.

Whanne he came ther he leyde hym on his bedd.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 763.

Forwearied with my sportes, I did alight

From loftie steed, and downe to sleepe me layd.
Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 13.

4. To strike down ; beat prostrate ; overthrow
and make prostrate or level.

Many a lifeless lud layed to the grounde.
That thei ne stirred of the stede strife for to make.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. B. T. S.), 1. 302.

That speare enchaunted waswhich layd thee on the greene.
Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 7.

Shall we knit our powers,
And lay this Anglers even with the ground?

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. S99.



lay

Yniol with that hard message went ; it fell,

Like flaws in summer laying lusty corn,
Tennyson, Geralnt

5. To cause to lie quiet or still; bring to a state
of rest or quietness

;
put down ; allay.

Where are my tears ? rain, to lay this wind, or my heart
will be blown up by the root Shdk., T. and C, iv. 4. 55.

Alas ! the devil 's sooner raised than laid.
Garrick, ProL to School for ScandaL

6. To place in contiguity or near relation
;
jux-

tapose; annex; conjoin.

Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay field
to field. Isa. v. 8.

7. To place in an orderly fashion, as in eoui'ses
or layei*s ; dispose serially or in courses ; put
together in proper position: as, to lay bricks;
to lay the timbers of a ship.— 8. To form or
construct by arranging and placing in order the
serial paris or elements of : as, to lay a founda-
tion ; to lay a mine in besieging a town ; to lay

a floor.
Or that the broader way

Gives Danger room more ambushes to lay.

J. Beaumontj Psyche, it 8.

It is reported, that when the workmen began to lay the
platform at Chalcedon, how certain Eagles convayed their
Unes to the other side of the Straight.

&mdyg, Travailes, p. 23.

9. To put into shape or form mentally; settle

or determine upon; fix; arrange; contrive:
often with out: as, to lay plans; to lay out a
course of action.

He had Ms liking iZau2e that Ladie too wedde.
. Alisaunder of Macedoine (K E. T. S.), 1- 203.

(jod had laid it so that Moses should be settled this way,
by having so able a man, and then a man in whom he
might be so confident as a brother, joined in commission
with him. Donne, Sermons, v.

You may guess how ill laid his schemes were, when he
[Lord Bath] durst not Indulge both his ambition and ava-
rice ! Walpole, Letters, IL 7.

10. To direct by planning; mark out; order:
as, the captain laid his course toward the land.— 11. To put down or deposit as a stake or
wager; stake; risk as a bet on a contingency;
wager; bet; venture.

I will lax with the, Litel John, twenti pound so read.

Playe of Robyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 425).

Ill lay my life this is my husband's dotage.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 1,

12. To place on or over a surface; apply or fix

superficially ; superpose : as, to lay on paint or
plaster ; to lay one fabric over another in sew-
ing.

I win lay sinews upon you, and wiU bring up flesh upon
you. Ezek. xzxviL 6.

13. To cover wholly or in part with something
else; coat or mark with something afOxed: as,

to lay a rope with sennit, or a garment with
braid.

For it [the robe] ful wel
With orfrays leyd was every deL

Bom. of the Rose, L 1076.

Ye shall every one have a velvet coat,

Ijoid down with golden laces three.

Johnie Armg^ang (Child's BaUads, VI. 42).

A building of stone . . . being not finished, and laid

with day for want of lime, two sides of it were washed
down to the ground. Win^op, Hist. ISew England, L 76.

14. To deposit the proper things on or^in: in
certain special uses: as, to lay a table (with
cloth, dishes, etc.) ; to lay printers' cases (with
new type).

When she woke up she heard Mrs. Bolton laying the
table for her one o'clock dinner.

Harper's Mag., LXXYH. 14?.

15. To bring fori;h and deposit, as eggs: said

specifically of any oviparous animal.

Wol thou thai [hens] often hatche and eyron grete
Thai legge? Half boiled bady thou hem bring.

PaOadius. Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 22.

The fli^ of latter spring.

That lay their e^s, and sting and sing.

Termyson, In ^lemoriam, L

16. To put or place to one's account or credit

;

charge; impute.

Men groan from out of the city : . . . yet God layeth not
folly to them. Job xxiv. 12.

So prepare the poison
As you may l(^ the subtile operation
Upon some natural disease of his.

B. Jonson, Sejann^ iL 1.

17. To present or prefer: as, to lay claim to

something.
She shows yon, Cniins,

What claim your country lays to you. and what duty
You owe to ith B. Jongon, Catiline, iii. 2.

John Earl of ifountford laid Claim to the Duchy of Brif^

ain, but in the Quarrel was taken Prisoner by the King of

France. Baker, Chronicles, p. 120.
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Specifically, in law : (a) To present or bring before a court

of justice ; as, to lay &q indictment, (b) To allege ; state

:

as, to lay the venue ; to lay damages.

18t. To search; haunt.
I have been laying all the town for thee.

Middleton, Trick to Catch the Old One, L 2.

19t. Same as to lay for (which see, under U.).

Master Primero was robbed of a carkanet upon Monday
last; laid the goldsniths, and found it.

Middleton, Your Five Gallants, iv. 8.

Laid aback. See a*acfti.—Laid embroideiy. (a)Gimp-
ed or raised embroidery, (p) Church embroidery in gen-

eral. Diet, of Needleufork.—J^d gold, in embroidery,

heavy gold thread laid flat upon the surface and held
down, as in couched work, by stitches.—Laid on, in

carp., said of moldings made In strips nailed to any sur-

face.—Laid rope. See rope.—Laid work, in embroidery,

same as Zoidem&roMfery.—Lath laid and Bet. SeetotW.

—To lay aboard. See o&oordi.— To 1^ a cable or

rope, to unite and twist the strands.-To lay, a cours^
to lie or sail in a certain direction without being obliged
to tack.—To lay a t^^^ See daifc.—To lay alon^, to

prostrate ; knock down ; overthrow.

To overthrow, lay along, and destroy, stemo.
WUhals, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 202.

In one place the walls of cities are laid along.
BdOand.

The leaders first he laid along. Dryden, .fineid, L 264.

To lay aside, (a) To put on one side or out of the way
for a time or for a purpose ; reserve from present use : as,

to lay aside one's work, or part of one's earnings. (6) To
put away permanently ; give up ; abandon ; discard : as, to

lay aeide a bad habit.—To lay away. (a> To put aside

;

give up ; discard.
Such the sight

Of fowle Du^sa, when her borrowed light

Is laid away, and counterfesannce knowne.
Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 49.

(ft) To lay by or aside for preservation ; place in store for

saJTe keeping or future use : as, to lay azMZj/ahundred dol-

lars a year.—To lay before, to exhibit or submit to ; pre-

sent for inspection or consideration to : as, he laid his pa-
pers, or his opinions, before the committee.—To lay Xny.

(a) To put aside or away ; put off; dismiss ; discard.

And she arose, and went away, and laid by her vail from
her. Gen. xxxvlii. Id.

Lay by all nicety and prolixious blushes.
Shak., M. for M., iL 4. 162.

They would lay by their animosities implicitly, if he bid
them be &iends. Steele, Spectator, No. 497.

(&) To put aside for future use ; lay up ; reserve : as, to lay
hy a part of one's income.—To lay hy the heels. See
Ami.—To lay by the lee, to bringoy the lee. See bring.

—To lay Claizu to. See daimX, and def. 17, above.—To
lay down, (a) To relinquish ; abandon ; resign ; give np

:

as, to lay down an office or commission. (^) To stake or de-
posit as a pledge, equivalent^ or satisfaction : as, lay down
your money.

Next day he writ to me that eight pounds would dis-

charge him^ and that Mr. Selden would lay doten half.

Donne, Letters, iTfrii
.

(ct) To fasten down or apply as embroidery; embroider;
decorate.

A scarlet cdoak, laid dovm with silver lace three inches
broad. ScoU, Monastery, xiv.

(d) To set down, as a plan on paper ; delineate: as, to lay
down a chart of a shore or sea ; in ^p-buHding, to lay off

(see below), (e) To set down as a basis for argument or
action; in general, to aflSrm; assert: as, to lay down a
proposition or principle ; especially, to assert magisteri-
ally or dictatoriaHy : as, to lay down the law.

Hee layes you dmone a hundred wild plots, all impossible
things, which you must be ruled by periorce.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Medling Man.
Flato lays it down as a maxim that men ought to wor-

ship the gods according to the laws of the country.
Swift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng, Man L

(/) To store away for future use, as wine or provisionB in
a cellar.

Mr. Linkinwater had only been here twenty year, Sir,
when tiiat pipe of double-diamond was laid eUnm.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxvli.

To layfortht, to lay or set out ; expend ; set forth.—To
lay hands on. See hand.-gio lay or put heads to-
gether, to confer; consult^ To lay hold Of or on, to
grasp; seize; catch.—To lay in, to provide or procure
and place in store : as, to lay in provisions.—To lay In
balance. See balance.—'£o lay In lavender. See lac-
endetz.—To lay in one's disht,to urge as an objection

;

make a subject of accusation, or an occasion of £anltfind-
ing with one.

Last night yon lay it, madam, in our dish
How that a maid of ours (whom we must check)
Had broke your bitches leg.

Sir J. Haringtan, Epigrams, i. 27.

Thinfst thou 'twin not be laid i* th' dish
Thou tom'dst thy back? quoth Echo, pish.

S. Butler, Hudibras, L iii 209.

To lay it on, to do anything to excess, as to be lavish in
expenditure, to charge an exorbitant price, to flatter or
denounce extra^igandy, etc

Mj^ father hath made her mistress of the feasf^ and she
lays U on. Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 4L

For inconstancym suffer

;

Lay it on, justice, till my soul melt in me.
Beau, and PI., King and No King, iv. 2.

To lay off. (o) To remove and lay aside ; rid one's self of

:

as, to lay off Ska outer garment ; to lay offa burden. (6) To
dismiss, as a workman, usually temporarily. [Colloq., XJ.

S. ] (c) To measure or marie off ; delineate on paper, as the
details of a survey or plan, (d) In sMp-buOdmg, to trans-
fer (the plans of a ship) from the paper to the fun size on

lay

the floor of the mold-loft, (e) To turn from any point or

object, as the head of a boat —To lay on. (a) To apply

with force ; inflict : as, to lay on blows. (6) To supply, as

water, gas, etc., to houses by means of pipes leading from

a main reservoir: sometimes used figuratively in this

sense, (c) To turn toward any point or object^ as the

head of a boat—To lay one open to, to expose one to.—

To lay one's self fortht, to exert one's self vigorously

or earnestly.—To lay one*S self out, to make vigorous or
earnest effort; exert one's self; take special pains.— To
lay on loadt, to lay load ont, to hit hard; attack

fiercely or with vigor ; belabor.

They fell from words to sharpy and laid on load amain^
UntiU at length in fight hight Irenglaa was slain.

Mir. for Mags., p. 134. (Xares.)

Britomart and gentle Scudamour . . .

So dreadfnll strokes each did at other drive.

And laid on load with all their might and powre.
Spenser, F. a, IV. ix. 22.

To layon the table. SeeteWc.—To lay open, (a) To
open ; make bare ; uncover ; show ; expose ; reveal : as,

to lay open the designs of an enemy.

Their smoothnese^ like a goodly champaign plain.

Lays open all the little worms that creep.
Shak., Locrece, 1. 1348.

(6) To make an opening in ; wound ; cut in such a way as

to expose what is inside or underneath.

Its edge kad the rapparee's face open in a bright scarlet

gash extending from eyebrow to dun.
Latorence, Guy Livingstone, p. 130.

To lay out. (a) To e^iend ; dispense ; lavish, ^t) To
display ; show or exhibit.

Live and lay out your triumphs, gild your glories.

Fletcner, Mad Lover, iiL 4.

(c) To show or set forth; expose.

He was dangerous, and takes occasion to lay out bigotiy

and false confidence in all its colours. Bp. Atterbury.

(dj To plan ; dispose in order the several parts of : a^ to

h^ out a garden, (c) To diess in grave-clothes and place

in a recumbent and extended posture for burial : said of a
corpse. (/) To disable ; place hors de combat : as, he laid

him out with a single blow or shot. [Vulgar.]-To lay
over, to spread over ; incrust ; cover the snrfoce of ; over-

lay: as, to lay over with gold or silver.- To layBl^^ to.

(a) To beside ; encompass with an army.

After this it was concluded that the King should lay

Siege to the City of Tonmay. Baker, Chronicles, p. 259.

(ft) Figuratively, to importune ; beside with constant so-

licitations.—To lay the land (nauL), to cause the land
apparently to sink or appear lower by sailing from it, the
di^nce ^minishing the elevation.—To lay the venne,
in law, to specif a certain place as the venne.— To lay
to. (a) To apply Trtth vigor.

Lay to your fingers ; help to bear this away.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 2&1.

0i) To attack or harass, (c) Naitt., to check the motion
of, as a ship, and cause her to be stationary.—To lay to
gaget. See gage^.—To lay to heart. See hearL—^o
lay to one's charge, to accuse one of ; hold one respon-
sible for.—To lay up. (a) To store away or lay asid^ as

for fnture use ; deposit ; store np.

Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven. Mat. vl 20.

(6) To reserve ; hold in reserve.

There were forty or fifty acres of grass laid up for hay.
Proude, Sketches, p. 74.

(c) To confine to the bed or one's room, as by Ulneas ; in-

capacitate or lay aside for a time.

TouTl drink, doctor.
If there be any good meat, as much good wine now
As would lay up a Dutch ambassador.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iiL L
(d) Naut., to dismantle, as a ship, and put in a dock or
other place of security, (e) To lay together and secure, as
the strands of a rope by twisting, or the wires of a wire
cable by twisting or binding.—To lay wait, to lie in wait,
or in ambush.

Than com tidinges how the kynge Arthur hadde leide

a-waite a-gein hym. Merlin (E.E.T. S.), iii. 658.

Even mine own familiar friend . . . hath laid great
wait for me. Book of Common Prayer, Psalter,^ 9.

To lay waste, to devastate ; desolate ; make a waste or
d^rt of by destruction.

Nineveh's turn comes to drink deep of this Cup of Fury,
and she was laid wast for returning to her sins after Be-
pentance. StUlingffeet, Sermons, XL iv.

Cities laid waste, they storm'd the dens and cavesw
Pope, Windsor Forest, L 49.

=&ni. Set, Place, etc. See put.

iLAntrans. 1. Tobringforthorprodueeeggs.
Hens will greedily eat the herb which wiU make them

lay the better. Mortimer, Husbandly.

2. To contrive ; form a scheme ; lay plans ; take
steps. [Bare.]

I owe him money for sweetaneats, and he has laid to ar-

rest me, I hear. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iit 1.

Scarce are their consorts cold, ere they are laying for a
second match. Bp. HaU, Cases of Conscience.

3. To wager; bet; stake money: as, to lay on
a race-horse.—4. Xaut., to put or place one's
self in. a certain position; go or come as indi-
cated: as, lay aloft; lay down from aloft; lay
aft. [This nantical use of lay, supposed by some to be an
error for lie, is of the same natnre as in the preceding cases
and in thephrases below. In all of them lay is the trana-
tive verb used intransitivdy, an object being always im-
plied. Thus, lay aloft means put or place yourself aloft

;

l<^ about you. lay your weapon (for instance) on the per-
sons or objects around you.]



lay

5. To lie (in most uses). See Ziel. [A eommon
erroneous use. See remarks in etymology,]

Send'et him, shivering in thy playfal spray, . . .

And dashest him again to earth : there let him lay.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 180.

Laugh and lav downt. See laugh.

—

To lay about one,
to strike on all sides; act with vigor.—To lay att to
strike or endeavor to strike.

The sword of him that layeth at him cannot hold.
Joh xli. 20.

To lay for, to lay wait or lie in wait for. [Now only slang.]

To. Where are they? let's go presently and iay /or Tiem.
Oo. I have done that already, sir, both by constables and

other officers.

Marston, Jonaon, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, iv. 1.

To lay Int, to lay about one.

The kynge Corados com in fresshe with xmi men and
leide in a-monge hem feroely. Merlin (E. B. T. S.), ii. 249.

To lay In fort, to make overtures for ; engage or secure
the possession of.

I have laid infor these. Dryden.

To lay Into, to beat or drub thoroughly. [CoUoq.]

I shall be very happy, ... if you contemplate horse-
whipping any body, to go and hold the door, while yoa. lay
into the ruffian.

D. Jerrold, Men of Character, John Applejohn, xiii.

To lay on, to strike ; beat ; deal blows.

A-noon as Vlfyn was vp he smote In to the presse, and
leide on ao harde that heorake the presse.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 157.

Lay on, Macdutf,
And damn'd be him that first cries " Hold, enough 1

"

Shak., Macbeth, v. 8. 33.

To lay out. to) To purpose ; intend : as, to lay out to make
a journey. [CoUoq.] (o) To take measures ; seek.

There hardly has been a time since the Apostles' day, in
which men were more likely than in this age to do their
good deeds to be seen of men, to lay out for human praise,
and therefore to shape their actions by the world/s rule
rather than God's will.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 130.

To lay over, to surpass ; excel. [Slang.]

They've a street up there in "Eoaring," that would lay
over any street in Red Dog.

Bret Harte, Luck of Koaring Camp.

To lay to, erroneous for to lie to.—To lay upont, to im-
porti^ne. =Syn. Xie, iJOi/. See iiel, i;. «.

lay^ (la), n. [< lay\ v. Of. OS. laga = OFries.
laga = D. laag= MLGr. lage= OHG. Idga, MHO-.
lage, G-. lage = Icel. Dan. lag = Sw. lag, Idge,

layer, lier, etc.: from the verb cognate with
Kei. In some uses an erroneous use of lie^, ».]

If. Thatwhiohliesorislaid; a layer or stratum.

First they layed a lay of Brickes, then a Mat made of
Canes, square as the Brickes, and in stead of lime they
daubed It with earth. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 214.

2. In wool-manuf., a quantity of wool or other
fiber in a willow or oarding-maohine. H. H.
Knight.—St. Abet; a wager; an obligation.

Clif. My soul and body on the action both!
York. A dreadful lay .'—address thee instantly I

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2. 27.

They bound themselves by a sacred lay and oath.
Holland.

4. Relative position, direction, arrangement,
situation, etc.; the way or manner in which a
thing lies in relation to something else : as, the
lay of the land; the lay of a rope (that is, the
direction in which the different strands are

twisted). [Lay in this sense is much more common than
lie, but the latter is regarded as more correct. See lie^,

»., 1.]

5t, Stationj rank.

Welcome unto ttee, renowned Turk,
Not for thy lay, but for thy worth in arms.

Kyd 0% Soliman and Perseda.

6. A share of profit; specifically, in whaling

and sealing, the proportionate share of the pro-

fits of a voyage which each officer and member
of the crew receives. These lays are known as a

short lay and a long lay, according to the position and ex-

perience of the recipient, and are agreed upon between the

owners of the vessel and the crew before sailing.

7.A field or method of operations; special kind

of theft or roguery: as, his lay is pocket-pick-

ing, or the drop game. [Thieves' slang.]

I have found you,

Your lays, and out-leaps, Junius, haunts, and lodges.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

Our people have moved this boy on, and he's not to be

found on his old lay. Dickens, Bleak House.

8. A certain quantity of thread or worsted. It

is usually 800 yards, being 200 threads on a reel

of 4 yards ; but in some places it is less. Also

lea Hnchin lay. See ijncMn.—On a lay, on sh^es

:

ea, officers and crew are shipped on a lay, instead of re-

ceiving wages. See def. 6.— To ship on a lay, to hire a

crew on shares, not on wages.- Welsh lay, a slate mea-

suring 3 by 2 feet.

Iay2 (la). Preterit of Ue^.

lays (la), n. [< ME. laye, lai, < OP. lai, Um, F.

lai = Pr. lays, lais, a song, lay; prob. of Celtic

origin, from a Bret, form not recorded, = Ir.
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laoi, laoidh = Gael, laoidh, a song, poem, = W.
llais, a sound, note, tone, voice. It is not clear
that these forms are akin to AS. ledth = OHG.
liod, leod, MHG. liet, G. lied= Icel. Ijodh = Goth.
*liuth (in verb liuthon, sing), a song, strophe.]
A song ; a lyrical utterance, either in words or
in musical tones ; specifically, a lyric poem.

If je wyl lysten this laye bot on llttel quile,

I sohaJ telle hit, as tit as I in toun herde with tonge.
Sir Oawayne and the Oreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 31.

So chaunts the mounting lark her gladsome lay
When night gives place to the delightfull day.

JBeaumori, To Viscount Perbeck.

I love the old melodious lays

Which softly melt the ages through.
Whittier, Proem.

lay* (15), a. [< ME. Uy, < OF. lai, P. lai (also

laiqiie) = Sp. laico= Pg. It. laioo (cf . OPries. leha,

leia = D. leek = MLG. lee = OHG. leigo, MHG.
leige, leie, G. Z«we= Dan. Iceg, partly < P., partly
< L.), < LL. ML. laicus, lay (in LL. only as a
noun), < Gr. ?Miic6g, belonging to the people,
< hiog, Attic Xe&g, the people. Also in more
mod. form laic, directly from the LL.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the people or laity, as distinct

from the clergy; not clerical: as, a to^ person;
a lay preacher.

'Tis a meddling friar

;

I do not like the man ; had he been lay, my lord,

... I had swinged him soundly.
Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 128.

The lay part of his majesty's subjects . . . may be di-

vided into three distinct states, the civil, the military, and
the maritime. Bla^kstone, Com., I. xii.

2. Not belonging to, connected with, or pro-
ceeding from the profession or occupation con-
cerned; unprofessional: as, a lay juAge; a lay

opinion of a legal question.— Sf. Uneducated;
unlearned; ignorant.

Lered men & lay, fre & bond of toune.
Hob. ofBrunne, p. 171.

Eor then all mouths will judge, and their own way.
The learn'd have no more privilege than the lay.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, 131.

4. In eard-pla/ying, not trumps : as, a lay suit

;

a lay card.—lay baptism, baptism administered by a
layman.—Lay brother, to) A layman.

Neither did the first Nicene conncel, as great and learned
as it was, think it any robbery to receive in, and require
the help and presence of many learned lay brethren, as they
were then calld. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

(&) A man under the vows of celibacy and obedience, who
serves the monks in a monastery, chiefly in manual labor,
but is exempt from the studies and religious services re-

quired of the monks.

This retreat, so suited to the genius of a Gray, or a Mil-
ton, is now occupied by a lay^other, who resides in it

merely to keep it clean. JEustaee, Italy, III. x.

Lay communion, the state of being in the communion of
the church as a layman, in distinction from the possession
of the additional powers and privileges of a clergyman

:

as, to reduce a priest or clergyman to lay communion as a
punishment for offense.—Lay corporation. See corpo-
ration.— LslY delegate, a layman chosen to represent his
own order in an ecclesiastical convention, council, or con-
ference.—Lay fee. to) Lands held in fee of a lay lord,

as distinguished from those lands which belong to the
church, (b) A fee held in consideration of secular service.

—Lay Impropriator, an impropriator who is a layman

;

a layman to whom the emoluments of an ecclesiastical

living were given.—Lay Investiture. See ecdesiasHcal
investiture, under investUwe.—Lay Judge. Seejudge.—
Lay lord, a civil lord of the British admiralty.—Lay
reader, a layman licensed to read the prayers in church.
—Lay sister, a woman who occupies a position in a nun-
nery analogous to that of a lay brother in a monastery.
Also called sister converse.—lAJ Vlcars, in the Eng. Ch.,

officers of a cathedral whose duty it is to sing so much of
the service as may be performed by laymen or by those in
minor orders. In some of the old cathedrals they formed
a corporation ; in some they were persons in holy orders.

In most new cathedrals they are merely paid singers. They
are also called clerk vicars, secular vicars, lay clerks, seeula/r

clerks, chanters, songmen, and secundarii.

lay^ (la), n. [MB., < OP. lei, lai, ley, also loi,

P. loi= Sp.ley= Pg, lei= lt.legge,<'L.lex (leg-),

law, ult. akin to E. law : see law^ Hence also
(from L. lex(leg-), law) E. leal, loyal, legal, legate,

allege^, etc.: see Mel.] i^_ Law.
Son, thou lyst oght lere To lyf by Moyses lay.

York Plays, p. 169.

'Tis churchman's lay and verity
To live in love and charity. Pede, Edward I.

2t. Paith; creed; religious profession.

She . . . seyde him that she wol'de reneye her Zoj/

And cristendom of preestes handes fonge,
Repenting hir she hethen was so longe.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 278.

3t. Faithfulness; fidelity. Piers Plowman.—
4. Liberty; leisure; latitude; opportunity.
[North. Eng.]— 5. A poor-rate. [Prov. Eng.]

lay^ (la), n. and a. An obsolete or dialectal

form of lea^.

Iay7 (la), n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

lee^.

layering

We returned to our quarter some foure myles downe
the River, which was onely the open woods vnder the lay
of a hill. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 204.

laySf, n. [Also ley; <ME. ley, leye, leie, lege, lie,

Use, < AS. leg, Ug (= Icel. leygr), flame, light-

ning; from the root of ledht, light: see lights.

Cf. low^ and laif^.l A flame.

And as wex and weyke and bote fyre togyderes
Fostren forth a flaumbe and a feyre leye,

So doth the sire and the sone and also spiritus sanctus
Fostren forth amonges folke loue and bileue.

Piers Plowman (PJ, xvii. 207.

Iay9 (la), n. [< ME. lai, laie, leie, leye, lawe, <

AS. lagu = OS. lagu = Icel. logr, etc., a lake

:

see tofcei.] A lake.

He made alle a valaye,
Al so it were a brod l&ye.

Arthour and Merlin, p. 350. (HaUiweU.)

layio (la), n. [By apheresis from allay^.'] The
standard of metals. [Prov. Eng.]
layii (la), n. Same as lathe\ 2, of which it is a
corruption.
Two or more ends are passed through each slit of the

reed, which is fixed in a lay or "batten," a suspended
frame for moving the reed backward in beating up the
weft. Eneyc. Brit, XXlVT 464.

Each stroke of the lay advances the weft the distance
required. Ure, Diet., IV. 957.

lay-cap (la'kap), ». In weaving, a wooden bar
which is adapted to lie upon the top of and
assist in holding the reed m the lathe or bat-
ten, and also formed to afford a convenient
hold for the weaver in working the lathe. See
lathe^, 2.

laydt (lad). An obsolete preterit and past par-
ticiple of lay^.

lay-day (la'da), «. One of a stipulated num-
ber of days allowed to a freighter or charterer
of a vessel for shipping or unshipping cargo.
In the absence of contrary custom, Sundays are to be
computed in the calculation of lay-days at the port of dis-
charge.

layer (la'6r), n. [< ME. leyer, leyare, a layer
(of stones or bricks); < lay'^, v., + -cj-i. In defs.
2-6 used in a passive sense, 'that which lies,'

as if equiv. to Keri, and its variants Ugger,
ledger^, and in part another spelling of lair^

:

see tojri, Keri, Ugger, ledger^.^ 1. One who or
that which lays, in any sense of the verb lay:

as, a hvioklayer; specifically, a hen that lays
eggs : as, she is a good layer.

The oldest are always reckoned the best sitters, and the
youngest the best layers. Mortimer.

2. A thickness of some material laid or resting
upon or spread over a surface of any kind ; a
stratum of moderate thickness : as, a layer of
paint; successive layers of clay, shale, and
slate ; a cake made in layers; the five layers of
the muscles of the back.
A layer of rich mould beneath and about his natural

earth to nourish the fibers.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

A cedar spread his dark-green layers of shade.
Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

3. In masonry and hricklaying : (a) Same as
course^, 16 (a). (6) A bed of mortar or cement.
E. 3. Knight.^^. In leather-manuf., a welt
or strengthening strip. E. H. Knight.— 5. A
shoot or twig of a plant, not detached from the
stock, partly laid under ground for growth or
propagation.— 6. In tanning, a pit or vat con-
taining a strong solution of tannin, in which
hides are laid near the end of the tanning pro-
cess. Also called iloomer-pit.

The hides are next put into large vats called layers, in
which they are smoothly stratified, with more bark and a
stronger infusion. Ure, Diet., III. 84.

Baclllary layer. See ftociBorj/.-Boimdary layer of
Henle, the outer layer of the medullary portion of the
kidney.— Cortical, gonldial, gonimio, granular, hya-
line, etc. , layer. See the adjectives.—Hymenial layer.
Same as liymenium— Layer Of rods and COnes. See
retina.-Woody layers, the rings of wood which sur-
round the pith in exogenous trees, one being produced
for every period of growth which the tree passes through.
See exogen.

layer (la'6r), «. *. [<.layer,n.'] In feort, to prop-
agate by bending the shoot of a living stem into
the soil, the shoot striking root while still fed
by the parent plant.

layer-board, layer-boarding (Ia'6r-b6rd,-b6r"-
ding), n. Boarding for sustaining roof-gutters
of lead. Also called lear-board, gutter-hoarding,

layering (la'er-ing), re. [Ver-
haln.otlayer,v.'\ The oper-
ation of propagating plants
by layers. See layer, v. t.

The figure shows the layered shoot
bent down and kept in the ground
by a hooked peg, the young root-
lets, and a stick supporting the
extremity of the shoot in an up-
right position. Layering.



layer-on

layer-on (la'er-on'), n. One who lays on. Spe-
cifloally— (a) In printing, the operator who feeds sheets,
etc., to a printing-machine. [Eng.] (b) In mech. enffin.,
an automatic mechanism which in a coining-press, em-
bossing-press, or other analogous machine feeds blanks
to the dies of the press.

layer-out (la'er-ouf), n. One who expends
money; a steward. [Rare.]
layer-over (la'6r-6'v6r), re. [Also Zareoiier.] A
whip ; any instrument of chastisement. Salli-
well. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]—Layer-overs for
meddlers, a punishment tor meddlers ; hence, something
not to be jieddled with.

layer-up (la'6r-up'), n. One who lays or trea-
sures up.
Old age, that ill layer-up of beauty, can do no more spoil

upon my face. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 248.

layery .(la'6r-i), a. [< layer + -^i.] Growing
in layers. [Rare.]

From hedge to layery beech. Leigh Bunt, Foliage.

layette (la-yef), n. [F.] 1. A complete outfit
for a new-bom child, including garments, toilet

articles, cradle or bassinet, and bedding.— 2.
A three-sided tray or box without a cover, used
to carry powder from one mortar to another in
powder-mills. Farrow, MU. Encyc.
lay-figure (la'fig"ur), n. [< lay- as in laymarfl
+ figure. Now appar. regarded as < layi, v. i.,

as if a figure that is 'laid' or that 'lies' in a
particular pose.] 1. A jointed figure used by
painters, made of wood, cork, etc., in imitation
of the human body, it can be placed in any position
or attitude, and serves when clothed as a model for dra-
peries, etc. Formerly also called layman.
Hence— 2. A living person or a character in
fiction who lacks individuality, or who is treat-
ed merely as a foil or puppet.
laying (la'ing), m. [Verbal n. of lay\ ».] 1.
The act of one who or that which lays ; the act
of depositing or dropping, as eggs: said of
birds, etc.— 2. The number of eggs laid, as by
a flock of hens in one day or other period.

—

3. In rope-making, the twisting of three or more
yams together to form a strand, or of three
strands to form a rope. E. H. Knight.— 4. In
plaster-work, the first coat on latMng of two-
coat work, the surface of which is usually
roughed by sweeping it with a broom Laying
on of hands. See hand.

laying-down (la'ing-doun'), n. In ship-build-

ing, the delineation of the parts of a ship in their
full size on the floor of the mold-loft.

laying-hook (la'ing-huk), ». In rope-making,
one of a series of iron hooks on the poles on
which a rope is hung while it is twisted by the
rope-maker.

laying-in (la'ing-in'), n. 1. The first painting
upon any object which is to be decorated in
color.— 2. In seal-engraving, the drawing of the
outline of a design to be cut.

laying-machine (la'ing-ma-shen"), n. In rope-
making, a machine for "laying up" or twisting
strands to form a rope. A variety of improved ma-
chines are in use for this purpose. The general principles
upon which they operate are the same as in spinning-,
doubling-, and twisting-machines used in the textile aits,

the parts, however, being stronger, and otherwise adapt-
ed to the heavier work of rope-making.

laying-on (la'ing-on'), n. la. printing, same as
feeding, 4. [Eng.]
laying-press (la'ing-pres), n. In bookbinding,

a small screw-press in which books are tightly

held while their edges are cut by a plow-knife.

laying-top (la'ing-top), n. In rope-making, a
wooden cone or top-shaped piece of wood
placed between the strands in laying up or

twisting a rope, to keep the twist well to the
point at which the strands diverge, and prevent
it from extending along the strands, which
would produce what is called sla^k twist. As
the twisting proceeds, the laying-top retreats

toward the untwisted part of the strands.

layket, v. and n. An obsolete form of lake^.

layland, n. See Ualand.
Soone he, with paine and lacke of blond.

Fell downe on that lay^nd.
Sir Cavline (Chad's Ballads, HL 178).

laylock (la'lok), ». A provincial corruption of

lilac.

layman^ (la'man), ».; pi. laymen (-men). [<

ME. layman, lay man (=OFries. lekman= MLGr.
lekman= Icel. leikmadhr= Dan. Uegmand= Sw.
lekman); < lay^ + man.'] An unprofessional
man ; a man belonging to the laity or general
mass of people, as distinguished from members
of the professions of divinity, law, and medi-
cine ; specifically, one who does not belong to

the clerical profession; more particularly, a
church-member who is not a clergyman: also

sometimes applied to persons vrith reference to
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any other profession or occupation in which
they are not expert.

There had been good store of Laymene Blood shed al-

ready, and now the time is coming to have Clergymens

shed. Baker, Chronicles, p. 321.

Lav-men have best interpreted the hard places In the

Bible" Selden, Table-Talk, p. 20.

Outsiders, laymen, can always benefit experts by sug-

gestions, if in no other way.
J. P. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 141.

layman^t (la'man), n. [< D. leeman, a layman,
lay-figure, contr. of *ledenman (= Q. glieder-

mann), < leden, pi. of lid (= G. glied = AS. Uth,

E. Uth), a joint, -t- man = G. mann = AS. mann,
E. man. The name seems to have been intro-

duced by or from Dutch artists in the 17th cen-

tury.] Same as lay-figure, 1.

You are to have a layman almost afi big as the life for

every figure in particular, . . . besides the natural figure

before you.
Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, § 220.

layme, n. Same as lame^.

laynert, layneret, »• Obsolete forms of lannier.

lay-out (la'out), TO. and a. I. to. 1. A laying or

spreading out; plan; arrangement. [Rare.]

Although the conception of its lay-out dates back nearly

half a century, the tree planting that has added so much
to Washington was begun only in 1872.

^Harper's Xag., LXXVU. 2S5.

2. That which is laid or spread out ; a collec-

tion of things laid out; an apparatus; a dis-

play; a spread: as, a lay-out for dinner, for

gaming, or for operations of anykind. [Colloq.]

His [a mine-owner's] necessities are appreciated by the
other owners, who get up a most expensive lay-ovt for

him. McClure, Eocky Mountains, p. 219.

A whole opium lay-ovi, including pipe, fork, lamp, and
spoon, can now be had for less than five dollars.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXm. 664.

3. The space occupied or fished over by a haul-
seine—Faro layout,the thirteen cards of a suit,which
are fastened to the faro-table, and on or near which the
stakes are placed. They are usually arranged in two rows
of six cards each, ace to six in one, and eight to king in
the other, in reversed order, and the seven at the end
next to the six and eight.

II. a. Laid out, stretched, or extended: as,

a lay-out line (a long line buoyed at each end,
from which baited hook-Unes run into deep
water). [New Jersey.]
lay-rod (la'rod), n. In a loom, one of the rods
crossing the warp-threads from side to side, to
separate the lays.

laysert, laysourt, laysurt, n. Middle English
variants of leisure. Chaucer.

layshipt (la'ship), TO. \<. lay^ + -ship. "] 1. The
condition of being a layman.— 2. A person
ranked as a layman.
The Priest esteems their lay-ships unhallow'd and un-

clean. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

laystallt, to. [Also leystall, lestall; < ME. lay-

stall; <. lay^ + stall.'] A place where refuse or
rubbish is deposited; hence, a heap of rubbish
or refuse. Also laystow.

The soil that late the owner did enrich.
Him, his fair herds, and goodly fiocks to feed,

Lies now a leystall, or a common ditch.

Drayton, Moses.

Scarse could he footing find in that fowle way,
For many corses, like a great Lay-stall,
Of murdred men, which therein strowed lay,

Spenser, F. Q., L v. 53.

laystowt, n. [A var. of laystall, as if < lay'^ +
stow, place.] Same as laystall.

This place of Smythfeelde was at yt daye a laye stawe of
all order of fylth. Fabyan, Chron., I. ccxxvi.

In Cyclops kennel, thee laystow dirtye, the foule den.
Stanihurst, ..fneid, iii. 628,

The ancient gardens were but dunghils and laistowes.

Harrison, p. 209. (Halliwell.)

laytt, n. See lait^.

lazar (la'zar), to. [< me. lazar, lazer, < OP. la-

zar = Sp. Idzaro = It. lazzaro, < ML. lazarus, a
leper, < L. Lazarus, < Gr. Kdl^apog, the name
of the beggar in the parable, Luke xvi. 20, <
Heb. EVdzdr (> E. Eleazar), a personal name,
' he whom God helps.'] A leper ; also, a person
infected with any loathsome disease ; especial-
ly, a beggar so diseased.

Unto such a worthi man aa he
Acordede noi^ as by his faculte.
To have with sike lazars aqueyntaunce.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T.,L 245.

The tear in his rags, rcnnyson, Inllemoriam, cxxvit

lazardt (la'zard), to. [A var. of lazar, with ae-
eom. term, -ard,] Same as lazar.

VIA piteous lazards oft attend her door*
She gave— farewell the parent of the poor.

Savage, Epitaph on Mrs. Jones,

lazaret (laz-a-ref), n. [< P, lazaret: see laza-
retto.} Same as lazaretto.

lazy

lazaretto (laz-a-ret'o), n. [< It. lazzeretto (s
P. lazaret = Pg. Sp. lazareto, a plague-hospi-

tal), < lazzaro, a leper: see lazar."]
_
1. A hos-

pital or pest-house for the reception of dis-

eased persons, particularly of those affected

with contagious diseases ; also, a prison hospi-

tal. At seaports the name is often given to

a vessel used for this purpose.— 2. A building
or vessel where ships' crews, passengers, and
goods are detained during quarantine.

We glided into the smaller harboor of Malta, and cast

anchor off the lazaretto. W. H.RumU, Diary in India, 1. 11.

3. In some large merchant ships, a place near
the stem where provisions and stores for the

voyage are kept.

lazar-house (la'zSr-hous), n. A lazaretto.

A lazar-hotise it seem'd ; wherein were laid

Kumbers of all diseased. Milton, P. L., xt 479.

Lazarist (laz'ar-ist), TO. [= P. lazariste; < Laz-

arus (see def.)' -I- 4st.] A member of the Con-
gregation of the Mission, a religious order in

the Roman Catholic Church, founded by St.

Vincent de Paul in 1624, and so called from the

priory of St. Lazare, near Paris, which was
given to the society in 1632. The primary object
was to dispense religious comfort and instruction among
the poor of the rural districts of France, and to establish

seminaries ; but its members, ofBcially called priests of
the mission, now have houses In most parts of the world.

Lazarite (laz'ar-it), to. [< Lazarus (see Laz-
arist) + -i*e2.]" Same as Lazarist.

lazar-like (la'zar-lik), a. Like a lazar; full of

sores; leprous." Shale., Hamlet, i. 5. 72.

lazarly (la'zar-li), a. [< lazar + -ly^.] Same
as lazar-like.

'

lazarman (la'zar-man), TO.
;
pi. lazarmen (-men).

A sick beggar; a lazar.

William Jakson, Lazarman, who of late hath wrechedly
& falsely spoken certein slaunderous wordes against sir

Marten Bowes, knyght, maister Bame, Aldreman, & other
men of worshype. Quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 445.

lazaroni, n. pi. A variant of lazzaroni, plural

of lazzarone.

lazaroust (laz'a-rus), a. [< lazar + -ous.l Lep-
rous ; full of disease. Bev. T. Adams, Worla,
m. 299.

lazarous-clappert, to. [For Lazarus-clapper or

lazar's clapper.] A clapper carried by a lazar
or leper in his begging-rounds; hence, a door-
knocker. Mollyband, 1593. {Halliwell.)

lazarwortt (la'zar-wert), TO. -A-n erroneous
spelling of laserwort.

laze (laz), V.
;
pret. and pp. lazed, ppr. lazing.

[< lazy, on the supposed analogy of hazy, <

haze.] I, intrans. To act, move, or rest idly or
lazUy ; be lazy. [Rare.]

You stand still lazing, and have nought to do ?

Greene, Alphonsns, i.

n. trans. To waste in sloth; spend in idle-

ness: generallywith ajca^: a,s,tolaze away one's
Hfe: sometimes used reflexively. [Colloq.]

Endormir [F.]. ... To laze Itwhen he hath most need to
looke about him. Cotgrave.

He that takes liberty to laze himsel/, and dull his spirits
for lack of use, shall find the more he sleeps, the more he
shall be drowsy.

W. Whately, Redemption of Time (1634), p. 23.

laze (}a,z), TO. [< laze, v.] Laziness; inaction.
Davies.

Thus folded in a hard and mournful laze,
Distress'd sate he. Greene, Badagon's Sonnet

lazily (la'zi-li), adv. In a lazy manner; slug-
gishly.

laziness (la'zi-nes), w. The state or quality of
being lazy; aversion or indisposition to action
or exertion; indolence; sluggishness; habitual
sloth.

lazuli (laz'u-li), n. Short for lapis lazuli (which
see, under lapis)—Lazull-flncli, the Oyanosplza at
Passenna amama, a beautiful bird of the western United
States, resembling the indigo-bird, but having, In the
male, brown and white on the under parts.

lazulite (laz'ii-lit), n. [< lazuli -I- -ifeS.] a
mineral of a light- or indigo-blue color, crys-
tallizing in the monoclinic system. It is a hy-
drous phosphate of aluminium, magnesium, and iron.
Also called azurite (true azurite is the blue carbonate of
copper), Uue spar, and Uuefddspar.

lazulite-blue (laz'u-Ut-blo), to. Same as the
genuine ultramarine.
lazy (la'zi), a. [Early mod. E. also lazie, laesie,
laysy; also dial, lass; appar. an orig.dial. corrup-
tion (with added adj. sufBx -^i) of a form *lase
or *laislie of ME. lasche, lache, < OP. lasche,
loose, lax, sluggish, slow, lazy: see lash^.] 1.
Disinclined to action or exertion ; naturally or
habitually slothful ; sluggish: indolent; averse
to labor.



lazy
Lewdly complalnest thou, laegte ladde,
Of Winters wraoke for making thee sadde.

Spemer, sEep. Cal., February.
Wicked condemjied men will ever live like rogues, and

not fall to work, but be Icusy and spend victuals. Bacon.

2. Characterized by or characteristic of idle-
ness or sluggishness ; languid; tardy; slow: as,
a lazy yawn; laey movements; a lazy stream.

Call on the Josj/ leaden-stepping hours. Milton, Time.

Lazy guy. See o«ui.—lazy welgbt, scant weight.
EalliMell. =S71L Indolent, IneH, etc. (eeeidle); dilatory,
slack.

lazy (la'zi), v.; pret. and pp. lazied, ppr. lagying.
[Hazy, a.] I, intrans. To act lazily; laze; move
idly, listlessly; or reluctantly. [CoUoq.]
So we would put in the day, lazying around, listening

to the stillness. S. L. Clemens, Huckleberry Finn.

II. trans. To waste or spend idly. [Colloq.]

We IcKAed the rest of the pleasant afternoon away.
The Century, XXXI. 197.

lazy-back (la'zi-bak), «. and a. I. n. 1. A
high back-bar attached to a seat as a support
for the back. It is sometimes made so as to be
removable. [Colloq., U. 8.]— 3. An iron rest
placed over the flre to support a frying-pan,
etc. Wright.

II, a. Having a reclining back, as a chair.

A lazy-haok chair makes a capital observing-seat.
Pop. Set. Mo., XXX. 748.

lazy-bed (la'zi -bed), n. A bed for growing
potatoes, in which the potatoes are laid on the
surface of the soil and covered with earth taken
out from trenches on both sides. This mode of
planting potatoes is now chiefly confined to Ireland, but
was common in early Scottish husbandry. It is of practi-
cal use only tor spade husbandry.

lazyboard (la'zi-bord), n. A short board used
by teamsters to ride on. It is placed on the
left of the wagon-bed, between the front and
rear wheels.

lazybones (la'zi-bonz), n. A lazy fellow; an
idler. [Colloq.]

lazyboots (la'zi-b6ts), n. Same as lazybones.
[Colloq.]

lazy-jack (la'zi-jak), n. In mech. engin., a jack
constructed on the same principle as a lazy-
tongs, consisting of compound levers pivoted
together. A screw and nut are generally used to operate
anu extend the Jack in lifting weights. The instrument
has nearly gone out of use, being almost universally su-
perseded by the hydraulic jack.

lazy-pinion (la ' zi-pin "yon), n. A pinion not
keyed to a shaft, but turning on a bearing and
serving merely as a transmitter of motion be-
tween two other wheels or pinions without af-

fecting their velocity-ratio. See idle-wheel.

lazy-tongs (la'zi-tdngz), «. sing, and pi. A kind
of tongs or pincers consisting of a number of

pairs of levers
pivoted together
at themiddle and
hinged to one
another at the
ends, the exten-
sion ot which, produced by bringing together

the scissors-like han(Jles, enables one without
change of position to pick up an object at a
considerable distance (whence the name). The
same principle ot construction has many applications, as

in safety bridges or gates between cars, on ferry-boats,

etc.. formed of levers pivoted together at several points.

It is used also in some forms of elevators, extension gas-

lamps, etc. It was first described by Eoberto Valturio,

who died about 1482.

lazzarone (laz-a-ro'ne ; It. pron. lat-sa-ro'ne),

n.
;
pi. lazzaroni (-ni). [It., a beggar, in form

aug. of lazzaro, a beggar, leper (referring to the

hospital of Bt. Lazarus in Naples, which serves

as their refuge, orult. to the beggar Xa«a»'«s in

the parable): see lazar.'\ One of those mem-
bers of the poorer classes in Naples who earn a

scanty subsistence as messengers, porters, and
occasional laborers, or by fishing, but have no
fixed habitation, and spend the most of their

time in idling and begging.

L. B. An abbreviation of the Latin (New Latin)

Baccalaureus Litterarum, Bachelor of Letters.

lb. An abbreviation of Latin libra, pound, used

as a symbol for pound in weight. Sometimes
written lb.

1. c. An abbreviation— (a) in prinUng, of lower

case (that is, small letters, as opposed to capi-

tals); (6) of the Latin loco citato, in the place

cited': used to avoid repetition of a citation or

reference already given
lei Qe). [P. le. OP. le, lo = Sn. Pg. lo = It. lo,m.,

OF.'y. Sp. Pg. It. la, f., def. art. ; of. OP. P. il,

he, = Sp. Pg. el = It. il, def. art.; < L. ille (ace.

ilium, neut. illud), OL. olle ollus, he, that, used

in LL. ML., and hence in Rom., as the def. art.]
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The French definite article masculine (includ-
ing the old neuter), much used in Middle Eng-
lish in names of French type, as Johan le Long,
William le Bon, etc. (many of which survive in
modern English;, as well as in modem French
names. It occurs contracted and unrecognized
in lingot and other words.

In September 1386 the walls of the friary [of the Augus-
tine or Hermit friars, Warrington, Cheshire, England] wit-
nessed a singular scene, for "Messieurs Johan le Botiller,

baroun de Weryngton, Nichol le Vernoun, . . sat three
days to examine witnesses in the friary church."

Quoted in Baineis Hist. Lancashire, II. 224.

Ie2 (le), n. See ?i2.

-le^. [Formerly also and in some instances still

-el; < ME. -le, -el, etc.; partly < AS. -ol, -ul, or -el,

partly < OP. -el (< L. -ellus, etc.) or -le (< L. 4Us,
etc.), or -al, -el (< L. -alis), or other forms.] A
suffix or termination of very diverse origin, and
now usually without obvious significance, oc-
curring in adjectives or nouns of native Eng-
lish origin, as in fickle, mickle, brickie, brittle,

etc., cockle, prickle, knuckle, etc., shackle, etc.,

or of other origin, as in battle^, battle^, bottle^,

buckle^, mettle, etc. See the etymology of such
words.

-le'-^. [< ME. -le, -el, with inf. suffix -len, -elen =
D. -elen = G-. -eln; ult. a var. of -er^, a freq. suf-

fix. Cf . -le^.2 A suffix of frequentative, or ori-

ginally frequentative, verbs, as babble, gabble,

cackle, crackle, humble^, mumble, ramble, scram-
ble, scribble, etc. it is equivalent to -er4, as in gibber,

jaboeTj etc. It is more or less confused with similar sufiixes

of various origin, as in tremble, trouble, hamble^, etc.

leal (le), n. and a. [Formerly also lee, dial, lay,

ley (in comp. in local names, -leigh, -ley, -ly) ; <

ME. ley, lay, leye, leyge, < AS. ledh (gen. leas,

dat. led), m., ledh (gen. dat. ledge), f., untilled
land, a lea, meadow, pasture, = MLG. lo, loch,

loge, lage, loye, LG. loge = Flem. loo (as in Water-
loo) = OH(t. loh, MHGr. loch, Q. dial, loh, a low
plain, a morass, = Lith. laukas, an open field,

= L. lucus, a grove, wood (orig., according to

etym., a glade, a 'clearing'), < lucere, be light,

lux, light: see lucent and lights. Thus lucus,

though said to be so called " a non lucendo," is,

regarded as a 'clearing,' really lucus a lucendo.

See lucus a non lucendo.^ I. n. 1. Open,untilled
land, usually in grass, or pasture-land; a mea-
dow or grassy plain ; a stretch of level fields or
commons.

A lady gaye.
Came ridand ouer a longe lee,

Thmnas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 98).

Two children in two neighbour villages
Flaying mad pranks along the heathy leas,

Tennyson, Circumstance.

Hence— 2. Any field; any level geographical
surface.

And bad hym holde hym at home and eryen his leyes.

And alle that halpe hym to erie to sette or to sowe.
Or any other myster. Piers Plowman (B), vii. 5.

When two warlike Erigandines at sea,

With m'urdrous weapons arm'd to cruell fight,

Do meete together on the watry lea,

They stemme ech other with so fell despight.
Spemer, F. Q., IV. ii. 16.

Sf. Fallow land ; lealand.

II. a. Untilled; fallow: said of land. Com-
pare lealand, layland. [In this use chiefly prov.

Eng.]
HI londis of vertues liggen al lay.

Hymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

The land it may lie lee.

Death ofParcy Seed (Child's Ballads, VI. 141).

Let wife and land
Lie lay till I return.

FletcTier {and another). Love's Pilgrimage, iii. 3.

lea^t (le), n. [< ME. ley, < Icel. le = Sw. lie =
Dan. lee, a scjrthe.] A scythe. Catholicon An-
glicum, p. 211.

lea^ (le), n. [Avar, of lay^.l 1 . Same as lay'^, 8.

E. M. Knight.— 2. One of the sets of alternating

threads into which the yarns of a loom are di-

vided by the harness system so as to form the

shed.
leachit, n. and v. See leech^.

leach^ (lech), V. t. [Also leech, letch (and latch)

:

see letch\ latch^.] 1 . To-wash or drain by per-

colation of water; treat by downward drain-

age: as, to make lye \)j leaching ashes (the

most familiar use of the Word) ; the rains leach

a gravelly soil.— 2. To remove by percolation;

drain away: as, to leach the alkali from wood-
ashes.

leach^ (lech), n. [< leach^, v.'] 1. A separa-

tion of lye, or alkali in solution, as from wood-
ashes, by percolation of water.— 2. The mate-
rial used for leaching, as wood-ashes.— 3. A
deep tub with a spigot inserted in the bottom,

lead

used in making potash. It holds from 6 to 8
bushels of wood-ashes.
leach^i n. See leech^.

leach^t (lech), n. [< ME. leche, < OP. lesehe, P.
Uche, a- slice, shive.] A dish, of various kinds,
served np in slices. It was sometimes a jelly
flavored with spices.

Leach,. . . a kind ot Jelly made of Cream,Isingla8, Sugar,
Almonds, &c. Bandle Holme.

leach^t, ". *• [< ME. lechen, leschen, slice ; from
the noim.] To cut into slices; slice.

Seyne bowes of wylde bores, with the braune lechyde.
Morte Arthure (B. E. T. S.), L 188.

leachS (lech), n. Same as latchK
leach^ (lech), n. Same as leash.

leach-craftt, n. See leech-craft.

leacberM, n. See leecher.

leacher^ (le'cher), n. A leach-tub or leaching-
vat..

leacher^t, leacheroust, etc. Obsolete spellings
of lecher, etc.

leacbing-vat (le'ching-vat), n. A leach-tub.
leach.-line, n. See leech-line.

leacbmant, «. See leechman.

leacb-trough (lech'tr6f), n. See the quota-
tion.

At the salt works in Staffordshire, they take the corned
salt from the rest of the brine with a loot or lute, and put
it into barrows, the which being set in the leach-troughs,
the salt drains itself dry, which draining they call leach-
brine, and preserve it to be boiled again as the best and
strongest brine. jBTenTteft, MS. Lansd. 1033. (HaUiwell.)

leach-tub (lech'tub), n. A wooden vessel in
which ashes are lekched. it has the form of an in-

verted truncated cone, with a perforated false bottom
which is covered with straw. In the true bottom is a tap
for the removal of the liquor, which is received in a tank
below. Also called leaching-vat.

leachy (le'chi), a. [< leach^ + -i/i.] Liable to be
leached; allowing water to percolate through,
as gravelly or sandy soil. Also letchy.

leadi (led), V.
;

pret. and pp. led, ppr. leading.

[< ME. leden (pret._Zed(Je,Jadde), < AS. Iwdan
(pret. Icedde, pp. loeded. Iced) (= 08. ledjan =
OPries. leda = D. leiden = MLG. leiden, leden

= OHG. leitan, MHG. G. leiten = Icel. leidha

= Sw. leda =Dan. lede), lead; a factitive verb,
connected with lad (= Icel. leidh, etc.), a way,
course, journey (see lode^), < Udhan = OHG.
lidan = Icel. lidha, go, = Dan. lide = Sw. lida,

glide on, wear on: see Kifee^.] I. trans. 1. To
go before as a guide

;
guide the steps or move-

ments of; precede or accompany in order to
show theway to ; conduct : as, to lead the blind

;

a star Isd the three wise men to Bethlehem.

And zee schuUe undirstonde that cure Lord Jesu, in that
Nyghte that he was taken, he was ylad in to a Gardyn;
and there he was first examyned rigfite scharply.

Mandevitte, Travels, p. 13.

Moses . . . led the flock to the backside of the desert.
Ex. iii. 1.

2. To be at the head of; direct or control the
movements or actions of ; command : as, to lead

an army or an expedition; to lead a mutiny.

The kynge Arthur hath well be-sette the lordship that
he hath yow yoven to lede and goueme his peple.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 394.

Assemble thou
Of all those myriads which we lead the chief.

MUton, P. L., V. 684;

Specifically, in music : (a) To conduct or direct^ as a band,
orchestra, or chorus. (6) To act as a principal performer
in, as an orchestra or chorus : said of the principal first

violin, of the principfd soprano, etc.

3. To go before or in advance of; take the lead
of or in

; go or be flrst in : as, the gray horse
leads them all; he leads his class in mathe-
matics; to lead the dance.

A-queynte the weel with Prudence,
He ledith alle vertues out & inne.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 6a

For her I made the Song : the Dance with her I lead.
Prior, Solomon, ii.

And lo ! Ben Adhem's name led all the rest.

Leigh Hunt, Abou Ben Adhem.

We sit in solemn rows on each side of the hall, and are
apparently waiting for some one to lead us in prayer.

C. W. Stoddard, Mashallah, xviii.

4. To cause to go or act; draw on; induce; in-

fluence: as, to lead one astray; this leads xaa

to refuse.

The king is not himself, but basely led

By flatterers. Shak., Rich. IL, ii. 1. 241.

All before him was anxiety, uncertainty. He had cut
himself adrift; he was on the great stream. Whither
would it lead him ? Eingsley, Hypatia, 1. 195.

5. To conduct in away or course ; draw or guide
in a mode of acting or thinking: as, to lead a
stream of water through a field for irrigation:

to lead one's thoughts into new channels.
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6. To draw out; live through; pass: said of During the flrat watch I went up into the crow's nest,

manner of life : as, to Uad an idle lite *° ^^^ " ^°°^ »* *« ^"^ °' °^R. ^'f' *° "IwooTered

"Ffeire suster," quod she, "as longe as ye caste yow to
lede socbe lyl, ye ought not to come in this place."

Maiin (E. B. T. S.X i 9.

That we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godli-
ness and honesty. 1 iSm. iL 2.

7. To draw or drag into ; cause to proceed in

:

as, he led his pursuers a hard chase.
You remember the ... life he fed his wife and daughter.

DickevA.

8. To act as a guide in ; show by going before.
And the Lord went before them by day in a pillar of

cloud, to lead them the way. Ex. xiii. 21.

He tried each art, reproved each dull delay.
Allured to brighter worlds, and led the way.

Qoldmath, Des. ViL, L 170.

9t. To drive, as horses.

The Sonnes sone, the rede^
That highte Fhetoun, wolde lede
Algate his fader carte and gye.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 942,

10. To transport or carry, as in a cart or other
conveyance. [Obsolete or prov. Eng. or Scotch.]

With him ther was a Ploughman, was his brother.
That hadde i-lad at dong ful many a fother.

Chawxr, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 530.

The hard frost . . . kept back the too early growth of
autumn-sown wheat, and gave . . . [the farmersj the op-
portunity of leading manure.

Mrs. Oagkell, Sylvia's Lovers, xvi.

11. In card-playing, to commence a round or
trick with : as, to lead a heart or a trump.

—

To lead apes In hell See ape.—To lead astray, to
draw into a wrong way or into error ; seduce from truth or
rectitude.— To lead by the no86, to cause to follow or
comply submissively, as a bear is led by a ring in the nose.

Though authority be a stubborn bear, yet heieoitledby
the nose with gold. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 832.

To lead captive, to draw or carry into captivity.—To
lead on, to persuade to advance ; Induce ; draw on.—To
lead one a dance, to lead the dance. See dance.

II. intrans. 1. To go before as a guide ; act
as a guide ; show the way by going along with
or in advance ; take the lead.

I will lead on softly. Gen. xzxiii. 14.

Lead, monster ; weTl follow. Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 169.

2. To be in advance ; be first ; have precedence
or power of direction: as, to lead in a race
or in battle. Specifically, in muetc: (a) To take the
principal part; conduct, as in an orchestra or a chorus. (&)

To enunciate the subject or theme of a thematic compo-
sition: said of one voice-part which begins alone: usually,

in this sense, with ojff".

3. To serve for direction or guidance; have a
direction or tendency; tend: as, this road ?ea(fo

to the river; gaming leads to other vices.

Wide is the gate, and broad is the way that leadeth to
destruction. Mat. vii. 13.

The ascent of steps
That to the decorated pillar lead.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

4. In card-playing, to play the first card of a
round or trick.— 5. To be led; be guided, con-
ducted, or tvimed in a given way.
As he [the king] was leading to the place of execution,

one of his people wept. Penn, No Cross, No Crown, ii.

Weir men say of fish that they lead best when passing
rapidly towards some distant point ; and worst when they
are moving slowly or uncertainly. Mass. Jiep., 1872, p. 28.

Before being entered the dogs must be taught to lead
quietly. Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 219.

To lead fair (nout.), said of running rigging when it is

clear of the other ropes.-To lead In prayer, to offer

prayer in an assembly, as a prayer-meeting: used with
reference to leading the thoughts of others into a particu-
lar devotional channel.—To lead Off, to lead the way or
take the initiative in the doing of something.—To lead up
to, to bring about or introduce by degrees or in a graduiQ
way : as, these events led up to the establishment of a re-

public ; he led up to his favorite topic.

lead^ (led), n. [= OFries. lede, lade = MD. leyde

= MLGr. leide, lede=OHG. leita, leiti, MHG. leite,

Q. leite, lead; from the verb.] 1. 'The position

of a guide or leader
;
guidance ; direction ; in-

struction ; hence, the condition of being first or
foremost; precedence: as, to be in the lead; to

take the lead of a party ; to have a clear lead in

a game ; to give one a lead in hunting.

I lost the run, and had to see Harriet Tristram go away
with the best lead anyone has had to a fast thing.

TroUope, Orley Farm.

The lawyers were, of course, in the lead, as the profes-

sion always is in all matters of public interest in our land.

Towrgie, A Fool's Errand, p. 217.

2t. A following.
Take fyve of the best knyghtes
That be in your lede.

I/yteU GesU of Robyn Eode (Child's Ballads, v. 108).

3. That which leads or guides; that which is

followed, as an example, a clue, or a passage-

way: as, to follow the lead of a speculator; to

find a lead out of a difficulty. Specifically—(a) A
passageway ; a channel ; an open passage through ice.

the appearance of one to the southward.
it M'Comdck, Arc. and Antarc. Voyages, L 148.

(6) In mining, a lode. See lode^, n. [Western U. S.]

4. The right of playing the first card in a round
or trick ; the suit or card so played.

All you have got to mind is to return your partner's lead.

Whyte Udrnlie, Good for Nothing.

5. The course of a running rope from end to

end : as, a clear lead,—Q. In engin., the average

distance required to be traveled to remove the

earth of an excavation to form an embankment.
It is equivalent to the removal of the whole quantity of the

material from the center of gravity of the excavation to the

center of gravity of the embankment.

7. In elect.: (a) The angle between the plane

through the Unes of contact of the brushes or

collectors of a dynamo or electric motor with
the commutator and the transverse plane bi-

secting the magnetic field. (6)Aconductor con-

veying electricity from the source to the place

where it is to be used.— 8. In a steam-engine,
an arrangement of the valve or valves and the
ports of a cylinder by which the steam is ad-
mitted in front of the piston or allowed to

escape from behind it a little before the end of

the stroke. On the steam-side or inlet-ports it is also

called outside lead; on that of the exhaust-ports it is called
the inside lead or exhaust-lead.

9. In rmisic : (a) The enunciation by one voice-

part of the subject or theme of a thematic com-
position before the entrance of the other parts.

(6) A cue or short passage in one voice-part on
which the entrance of others depends Lead of
the crank, in a steam-engine, the excess above 90° in

the angle made by the plane of one crank with the plane
of another on the same shaft. This setting secures greater
smoothness of motion by moderating the velocity of the
piston at the end of the stroke. E. H. Knight.

lead^ (led), n. and a. [< ME. leed, < AS. ledd,

lead, = OPries. lad= D. lood, lead, = MLG. lot,

lead, a weight, lode, a plummet, = MHG. lot, G.
loth = 8w. Dan. lod, a plummet, a lead, ball,

bvdlet, a weight. The word occurs disguised in
pilot, q. V. Another Teut. word for 'lead,' the
metal, is OHG. Uio, MHG. hli, G. hlei, MLG. hli,

Wig = leel. bly = Sw. Dan. My ; the L. is plum-
hum (see phimb).'] I, n. 1. Chemical symbol,
Pb; atomic weight, 206.92. One of the useful
metals, remarkable for its softness and dura-
bility. It belongs to the class of white metals, but has
a decided bluish-gray tint, expressed by the common term
"lead-gray." The freshly cut surface is lustrous, but it

soon becomes dull from the formation of a film of oxid.
Lead is the softest metal in general use ; itcan be scratched
by the finger-nail, and is easily cut with a knife. It is very
malleable, and can be rolled into thin sheets ; but it cannot
be drawn into fine wire. Lead rarelyoccursin the native
form ; as a general rule, and possibly in every instance, the
particles of the metal thus found are associated with some
ore of lead, or occur in such a manner as to indicate that
they are of secondary origin. The most important locali-

ties of native lead are in Sweden, near Pajsberg, where this
metal occurs in small filiform masses and scaly grains, asso-
ciated withmagnetite in dolomite, and also nearNordmark,
where pieces several ounces in weight have been obtained.
Kative lead has also recently been found crystallized in
various forms belonging to the isometric system. Its
specific gravity is about 11.4. It fuses at about 617° ; when
heated before the blowpipe on charcoal, it is volatilized,
leaving a yellow incrustation. The ores of lead are nu-
merous and widely distributed, occurring in many coun-
tries in very considerable quantity. The most important
of these ores is the sulphuret (galena), which contains 86i
per cent, of the metal. This ore is found in greater or less
quantity in a very large number of metalliferous veins,
especially such as produce gold and silver. Galena almost
always contains at least a trace of silver, and in most re-
gions the quanHty of the precious metal is sufficient to
make Its separation profitable. (See PaUinson process and
Parkes process, under process.) The carbonate of lead
(cerusite) is also an important ore of this metal, and so is

the sulphate (anglesite), but in less degree. These ores
also usually contain silver in paying quantity, and the
value of the precious metal is frequently greater than that
of the lead itself. One of the chief uses of lead is for ser-
vice-pipes in the supply of houses with water, a purpose
for which the ductility and flexibility of this metal ad-
mirably adapt it. A serious drawbaol^ however, is its lia-

bility to oxidation and the poisonous nature of the result-
ing combination, and to overcome this tendency lead pipes
are often lined with tin. Another important use of lead is

as the base of oil-painting, for which purpose it is used in
the form of the carbonate. (See wAtte fead, below.) Lead is
also much used in the form of shot and bullets. 'The most
important alloy of which lead forms a part is pewter.
2. A plummet or mass of lead attached to a
graduated line, used in sotmding at sea. it is
usually in the shape of the frustum of a cone or pyra-
mid. For depths of 20 fathoms or under, it has a weight
of from 5 to 9 pounds, and is called a hand-lead. For
depths from 20 to 80 fathoms, the lead weighs from 20 to
60 pounds, and is called a ccasting-lead. For depths from
60 to 200 fathoms, a deep-sea lead is used, weighing from
75 to 120 pounds. A special apparatus called a deep-sea
sounding-machine, is used for depths above 200 fathoms.
See deep-sea sounding-Ttmchine, under d£ep-sea.

3. la printing, B,t\aa strip of type-metal (some-
times of brass), used to increase the space be-
tween lines of composed types. Leads are usually

lead

cast to fractional parts of the body pica. The thicknen
most used is siz-to-pica, one thirty-sixth of an inch, but
there are many sizes both above and below this. To make
matter still more conspicuous, double leads (two leads

together) are often used, and sometimes treble leads.

There is a newspaper in another city which . . . avoids

double leads, capitus, pictures, and all forms of typo-

graphical hysteria. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 819.

4 . A small stick of blaek-lead or plumbago used
in pencils.— 5. pi. Sheets or plates of lead

used for covering roofs: sometimes used as a
singular for a flat roof covered with lead.

He looketh down on his brethren as if he stood on the
top of a leads, and not on the same ground they do.

Bp. Andrewes, Sermons, V. 18.

The tempest crackles on the leads.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

" On to the leads; will you come and see the view from
thenee?" I followed still, up a very narrow staircase to

the attics, and thence by a ladder and through a trap-door

to the roof of the halL Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xi

6t. A pipe of lead; a leader.

And let me (good Lord) be like the Lead
Which to som Citie from som Conduit-head
Brings holsom water ; yet (self-wanting sense)

It selfe receiues no drop of comfort thence.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, Eden.

7. In stained-glass work, etc., one of the cames
or ribbons of lead, grooved on both sides, which
serve to retain the glass by the edges.— 8. In
knitting, a tin or lead socket in which a needle
is fixed before being fitted to the frame Black
lead. See blaek-lead.— SixlS leaA, (a) A miners' name
for galena, (b) In the manufacture of white lead, lead
which has not become perfectly converted into the car-

bonate, and therefore retains more or less of its blue
color.—Chocolate lead. See chocolate.—CfxiaeauBleaA.
Same as pAosjrenite.—Drift-lead, a heavy lead hung over-

board when a ship is lying at anchor, to show if she drifts

or drags.—GlazleiB' turned lead. Same as earned, 2.—
Green lead ore. See pyromorphite.—Ijea.A-&oa,t file.

See ^1.— Lead-shaving mainline, a series of rotaiy
knives so combined as to reduce lead to shavings for the
manufacture of white lead.—Leads Of Venice, places of
confinement situated immediately under the leads (roof)

of the ducal palace in Venice, memorable for the political

firisoners confined there in the time of the Venetian repub-
ic.—Milled lead. Same as ^Ae^t-Zead (which see, below).

—

Mocklead. Same as blende.—Redlead,apigmentformed
by the exposure of litharge to the action of air at a tempera-
ture of 560°, under which conditions it absorbs oxygen. It
is used for a variety of purposes. When mixed with mastic
and linseed-oil, it is used as a cement for the fianges of
steam-pipes, but it enters the market chiefly as a pigmenl^
as, when mixed with either water or linseed-oil, it covers
extremely weU.—Red lead ore. Same as erocoite.—
Sheet-lead, a thin plate of lead made by passing a flat in-

got repeatedly through a rolling-mill until the requisite
thinness has been attained. Called in England milled
lead.—Sv.gax of lead, or lead acetate, a crystalline salt
prepared by dissolving lead or litharge in vinegar or pyro-
ligneous acid. It has a sweetish taste, and in large doses
is a violent irritant poison. It is used in medicine both in-
ternally and externally, and extensively in the ajrts.—To
arm a lead. See arm;^.—To heave or cast the lead, to
cast the deep-sea lead or hand-lead for the purpose of tak-
ing soundings.

I sail caste leede and loke the space, .

Howe depe the watir is like a dele.

York Plays, p. 5L
White lead, a mixture of the carbonate and the hydrated
oxid of lead m somewhat varying proportions, approximat-
ing to 75 per cent, of the former and 25 per cent, of the lat-
ter. It is prepared as follows : Metallic lead is cast into
perforated disks 7 inches in diameter and J inch thick,
technically called buckles. These are packed into earthen-
ware pots 15 inches high, and to each pot is added a small
amount of acetic acid. The pots are then piled into bins
40 feet square, and the whole covered with spent tan-bark
and left alone for nearly three months. During this time
the temperature rises, steam is given off, and a rather
complex chemical decomposition takes plaoe, by which the
metallic-lead buckles become converfed into the white
carbonate. But the quantity of lead converted into white
lead seldom amounts to more than 65 per cent. The bins
are unloaded and the contents of the pots thrown Into a
revolving screen, which separates the white lead from the
unconverted metallic lead, this latter being remelted and
put through the process again. The white lead is ground
to a fine powder, and then made into a paste with 10 per
cent, of linseed-oil, forming the paint known as white lead
in oil. This method of converting metallic lead into white
lead is known as the "Dutch process." Other methods
tending toward greater quickness and economy have also
been used.—Yellow lead ore. See wulfemite.

II. a. Made or composed of lead ; consisting
more or less of lead—Lead fla,t, a level roof cov-
ered with sheet-lead resting on boarding and joists. E.
H. Knighl.—heaA lights, a form of casement-window
having small panes set in leaden cames, which are at-
tached to cross-bars called saddle-bars. K H. Knight.
= Syn. See leaden.

Iead2 (led), V. t. [< ME. leden, leeden (= D.
looden= MLG. loden= G. lothen= Dan. lodde=
Sw. loda, sound with the lead; from the noun.]
1. To cover with lead; fasten or fit with lead;
join by means of lead: as, to lead a roof; to
lead stained glass, as in a window.
The Cloysters about it [the psdace], leaded above, and

paved with stone, the roof supported with colnmnes of
marble. Sandys, Travailes, p. 25.

2. In printing, to insert leads between the Unes
of, as type.— 3. In ceram., to give metalUe



lead

gloss to by means of an ore of lead CTOund fine
and strewn over the surface.—4. To smooth
and polish (the bore of a rifled gun) by the ap-
plication of a leaden lap.
When once rifled, the barrel cannot— as In the Henry,

Hatchet, and other riflings—be leaclM or otherwise regu-
lated, except with the rifling machine.

W. W. Qreener, The Gun, p. 146.

To lead out, in pHrMng, to insert leads between the lines
of (composed types).-To lead up, in stained-glass work,
to Join or assemble (the difllerent pieces) by means of lead
ribbons or cames.

lead^ti «• [Also leed; < MB. leede; perhaps <
Gkiel. luchd, a pot, kettle.] A oaldron; a cop-
per kettle.

His heede
That stemede as a tomeys of a hede.

Chmtcer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 202.

Mow haulm to burn,
To serve thy turn.
To bake thy bread,
To bum under leaa.
Ttaser, Husbandly, August's Abstract.

lead-arming (led'ar"ming), n. A lump of tal-

low, soap, grease, or other similar substance
pressed into the lower end of a sounding-lead
for the purpose of ascertaining the nature of
the bottom from the particles adhering to the
greasy substance.
lead-ash (led'ash), n. The slag of lead.

leadback (led'bak), n. The American dunlin,
ox-bird, or purre. [Shinnecock Bay, L. I.]

lead-bath, (led'bath), n. A furnace for expos-
ing ores of gold or silver mechanically to the
action of melted lead.
The powdered ores unite with
the lead to form an alloy, and
the precious metals are after-

ward extracted from the alloy

by various processes.

lead-coUc (led'kol"ik),

n. See colic.

lead-color (led'kul"or),
n. A dull bluish-gray
color, approximating to
the color of lead,

lead-colored (led'kuH-
ord), a. Having the col-

or of lead; of a dull-gray-

ish color: as, lead-color-

ed clouds.

lead-cutter (led'kuf'er),
n. A machine made to

out to any length the
leads used by printers. Lead-bath.

Many forms arem use, but all

have a flat table, an adjustable gage, and a chisel-faced

cutter that is brought down by means of a lever.

lead-eater (led'e"t6r), n. India-rubber. Halli-

well. [Prov, Eng.]
leaded (led'ed), a. [< lead'^ + -ed^'] 1. Sep-
arated or spaced by the insertion of thin strips

of type-metal between the lines : said of com-
posed types.— 2. Fitted or furnished with lead.
Especially—(o) Covered with sheet-lead, as a roof. (6)

Set in a frame of lead
;
joined by means of bars or ribbons

of lead, as stained-glass work.—Leaded sash, the sash

of a stained-glass or other window in which the panes are

held by bars or ribbons of lead.

leaden (led'n), a. [< ME. leden, < AS. ledden

(= D. looden), of lead, < ledd, lead: see lead^

and -eM^.] 1. Made or consisting of lead: as,

a leaden ball ; a leaden coffin.

What says this leaden casket? Sliak., M. of V., ii. 7. 16.

To me thy leaden Rod resign.

To charm the Centinels
On Mount Citheron.

Congreoe, Semele, iu. 1.

2. Like lead in any particular, (a) Inertly heavy

:

as, the leaden weight of a helpless person. (6) Heavy and
slow : as, a leaden pace, (c) Dull ; sluggish ; without spirit.

If he be leaden, icy-cold, unwilling,
Be thou so too. ShaJc., Eioh. III., iii. 1. 176.

Base, leaden earls that glory in your birth.

Marlowe, Edward II., ii. 2.

((J) Of the color of lead) dull-colored; hence, gloomy: as,

afeadensky. ,,...
{Leaden is often compounded with participial adjectives

:

as, leaden-vringei time ; a ieaden-paced messenger.

This may serve to shew the Difference betwixt the two

Nations, the ieaifon-heel'd Pace of the one, and the qiuick-

silver'd Motions of the other. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 21.

^e(lKfo»^hearted men, to be in love with death

!

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, ii.]

Leaden bulls. See ivM^.^Syn. Lead, Leaden. i|a^?s
an adjective is not used figuratively ; leaden is used both

literally and figuratively : as, a lead or leaden unage
;
a

leaden sky. A similar distinction exists between wood and

wooden, gold and golden, etc. : as, a vmod partition ;
wooden

walls ; wooden immobility ; a gold watch ;
golden clouds,

or hopes, or prospects. The form In -en is generallyprefer-

able rhythmically ; hence its retention and extension in

poetic use.
,/ iT,-\

lead-encephalopathy (led'en-sef-a-lop"a-thi),

n. A-morbid cerebral condition produced by

chronic lead-poisoning.
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leaden-gray (led'n-gra), a. and n. Same as
lead-gray.

leader! (le'dSr), n. [< MB. leder, ledere, < AS.
Imdere (= OPries. ledera, ledere = D. leider =
MLGr. Uider, leder = OHGr. leitari, MHG. leitwre,

letter, Gr. letter = Dan. leder = 8w. ledare), a
leader, < Uedan, lead: see lead^.'i 1. One who
leads, guides, conducts, directs, or controls ; a
director or conductor ; a chief or commander.
They be blind leaders of the blind. Mat. xv. U.

I have given him for ... a leader and commander of
the people. I«a. Iv. 4.

A resolute leader might have brought it [the war] to a
close in a month. JKaccmlay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

S. One who i^ first or most prominent in any
relation; one who takes precedence by virtue
of superior qualification or influence ; a recog-
nized principal or superior : as, leaders of soci-

ety; a leader of the bar.

Bi waar of richelees, for he wole make diSence^
For he is leder of al synne.

Bymns to Virgin, etc. (E. B. T. S.), p. 6a
Queen's Counsel are usually termed Leaders, & they sit

in front of the other Barristers, whome they are said to
"lead " in any particular case in which both are engaged.

Slater, Guide to Legal Prof., p. 17.

Judges, mayors, . . . leaders in science, clergymen bet-

ter than famous, . . . were represented in that meeting.
0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, p. 12a

3. In the Meth. Epis. Ch., one who has charge
of a " class," which he meets at stated times,
and over which he exercises a quasi-pastoral
supervision. See class, n., 3 (&).—4. In music:
(a) A conductor or director. (6) The principal
flrst-vioUn player in an orchestra (concert-
master), the principal cornettist in a band, or
the principal soprano in a chorus. Formerly the
leader of an orchestxa was also the conductor, but the du-
ties of leading and conducting ai'e now separated in large

orchestras.

5. That which leads or conducts; something
that guides the course of a thing, or conducts
to it. (a) In mining, the more or less well-deflned vein-

like mass of ore which the miner follows in his work;
the indication which the miner follows when working an
irregular metalliferous deposit. This is sometimes amere
crack, sometimes a fissure with vein-stone or even with
ore, and sometime^a well-deflned fissure-vein. The word
is used chiefly where there is some complexity in the phe-
nomena, as where the rock on each side of the flssure is

more or leas mineralized, so that the flssure or leader
forms only a part of the metalliferous deposit. (6) A pipe
for the conveyance of water from a roof or the upper part
of a house to the ground, (c) A row of dots or hyphens
which lead the eye of a reader from words or figures at

one end of a line to words or figures at the other end. (d)

A block or piece of wood in which holes are cut to serve
as guides for ropes, (e) A kind of wrapped quick-match
to lead fire rapidly from one part of a piece of fireworks
to another, (f) A furrow extending from the eye to the
skirt of a millstone, (g) In fishing, a piece of silkworm
gut or fine cord at the end of the reel-line, several feet

long, to which the droppers or bobbers are attached at
proper intervals. Also called casting-line, (h) A strue-

ture consisting of a fence of laths or brush, or of stakes
interwoven with brush or with netting, or formed of stone,

for leading fish into a pound, weir, or heart^seine. The
flsh following the shore meet the leader, and tmn and fol-

low it to its termination. Leaders are most frequently
used where there is a long extent of shallow water which
ebbs off at low tide.

The pounds of some of the Connecticut fishermen have
net-leaders of from 700 to 1,300 feet^ set on poles 26 or 30

feet long, driven into the sand.
Massachusetts Fisheries Report, 1868, p. 11.

(i) In surm^ng, the foremost of the two chain-carriers.

0) A ring or gripper used for leading cattle, passed through
the septum of the nose.

6. That which precedes ; somethingthat has a

leading or foremost place, whether in actual po-
sition or in importance. Specifically —(a) One of the

leading or front horses in a team of four or more, as dis.

tinguished from a wheeler, or one placed next the carriage.

St. Eoix takes a post-chaise

With, for "wheelers," two bays, and, for "leaders," two
greys. Barhwm, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 20.

(&) The principal wheel in a set of machinery, (c) A prin-

cipal editorial article in a newspaper ; one of the longer
articles in a newspaper appearing as its own utterances

or expressions of editorial views, whether written by the
ostensible editor or by leader-writers or contributors.

Mr. Bryant was the first of our journalists to adopt the

English practice of leaders, which has since become the

universal habit of our journalism.
D. J. HUl, Bryant, p. 96.

7. A sinew; a tendon: as, the feoffors of the fin-

gers or toes. [Technical.],— 8. Something of-

fered as a special attraction to customers ; a
leading "bargain." [Trade cant.]

A new rival may inflict severe loss through overestimat-

ing the business field which he enters ; through cutting

the price of a staple below cost, and making it what is

called a Uader. Pop. Sei. Mo., XXXIV. 622.

9. In bot., the terminal shoot of an excurrent
trunk, commonly forming the apex of a cone-

shaped tree, as in the fir and the larch.

—

Cu(^oo'B leader, the wryneck.—Follow my leader.

leading

See Mime. =Syn. 1 and 2. Commander, Head, etc. See
chief.

leader^t (led'6r), n. [< MB. ledere, leedare; <
lead^ + -eri.] A plvmiber.

leader-boy ,(le'd6r-boi), n. A boy who guides
bullocks. See fore-looper. [South Africa.]

leaderette (le-d6r-et'), n. A short leader in a
newspaper. [Eng.]

leader-furrow (le'd6r-fur'''6), n. See furrow.
leader-hook (le'd6r-huk), n. A hold-fast hook
to support a rain-water leader. Its tang is

driven into the wall.

leadership (le'dfer-ship), «. [< leader^ + -ship.]

The office of a leader; guidance; control.

leader-writer (Ie'd6r-ri"t6r), n. A member of

the editorial staff of a newspaper who writes
leaders or editorial articles.

lead-glance (led'glans), n. Lead ore
;
galena.

lead-glaze (led'glaz), n. A glaze for ceramic
ware produced by the use of lead, applied
throughout Europe to the coarser kinds of pot-

tery for domestic use. Ware covered with this glaze

was usually coarse and brittle, and a coating was needed to
make it available for holding liquids ; but the glaze was
injurious in the case of such contents as would pai-tly dis-

solve it, and hence pottery so coated was superseded, espe-
cially by salt-glazed ware.

lead-gray (led'gra), a. and n. I. a. Colored Uke
lead.

II. n. A color resembling that of lead.
Also leaden-gray.

leadhillite (led'hU-it), n. [< LeadMlls, a local-

ity in Lanarkshire, Scotland, -1- -ite^.] A sul-

phate-carbonate of lead occurring in trans-

parent white to yellow or greenish crystals.

leading! (le'ding), n. [< ME. ledyng; verbal

n. of lead^, ».] 1. The act of conducting oi

guiding; conduct; leadership; command.
Hlr fader, whiche in Eomaine
The ledynge of the chiualrie
In gouemance hath vndertake.

Oower, Conf. Amant., vii.

2. Ability to lead; commanding quality or ca-

pacity.
The situation of the Whig Party is very critical indeed,

and I really think it becomes necessary for your Lordship
and all othermen of great leading and property in the coun-
try to come up to town and to concert the measures to be
taken in so critical a moment.

0. J. Fox, Letter, July 1, 1^82,

3. A directing influence or guidance ; especial-

ly, a spiritual indication of me proper course of

action in any case : a term used by the Friends
or Quakers.

Ann Millet, a young person who began to have leadings

at the age of four years, who never cared to play, never
laughed, and always waited to be directed before she even
washed her hands.

M. C. Lee, A Quaker Girl of Nantucket, p. 8.

leadingi (le'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of lead^, v.'] 1.

Guiding; conducting; preceding; hence, serv-

ing as a precedent.

He left his mother a countess by patent, which was a

new leading example. Sir H. Wotton.

2. Attracting; draviing: as, a leading article

among shopkeepers (that is, something of-

fered as a special inducement to customers,

for its attractiveness or its cheapness, or both).

— 3. Chief; principal; capital; most influen-

tial : as, a leading motive in action ; a leading

man in a party.

The constitutional changes made by Solon were in lead-

ing respects towards industrial organisation.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 488.

Leading article. Same as leaderl, 6 (c).—Lead'ug
axle. See aa^e.— Leading business (theai.), the acting

of principal parts or r61es in plays.— Leading chord,
in music, the chord of the dominant : so called because
it leads naturally into that of the tonic— Leading col-

umn (mUit), the first column that advances from the

right, left, or center of a company, battalion, or army.

—

Leading file, the first two men who advance from the

rights left, or center of a company or a battalion.—Lead-
ing guide, the guide to whose movements a column of sol-

diers must conform in marching.— Leading lights. See

iiSjAti.— Leading man, leading lady, tie chief per-

formers in a theatrical company^; the man and woman
who enact the parts of hero and heroine.-Leading
marks, objects on shore used for guidance on entering

or leaving port.— Leading melody, in mime, the melody
which controls the construction of a piece at any point.

In plain music it is usually the soprano part, but in the-

matic music it may be any part or all the parts in turn.

—

Leading motive [German leitmotif], in dramatic music,

a principal motive or theme ; a theme, usually of but lew
tones, by which a personage, situation, thought, or emotion
is indicated, and which recurs (sometimes in a modified

form) whenever the personage, situation, thought, or emo-
tion appears or is suggested. The principle of the leading

motive was recognized in the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury, but was not elaborately applied until the later works
of Eichard Wagner, especially in those of the Nibelungen
Trilogy, in '"Mstan and Isolde," etc.—Leading note,
leading tone. In music, the seventh tone of the major scale

(and of certain forms of the minor scale), commonly called
ei (by the tonic-sol-faists te) ; the subtonic : so caUed be-



leading

cause it lies but one half-step below the tonic or key-note,
and (in ascending passages) naturally leads into it. Xhe
leading tone is characteristic of the modern as contrasted
with the medievalmodeSjin allbat one ofwhich the seventh
tone was a whole step below the tonic; hence it is some-
times called the characteristie tone.—Leading principle
Of inference. See ijyerence.— Leading ques&on. see
question.—Leading wind (Tuzut.^ a wind abeam or quar-
tering.

leading^ (led'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lead'i, «.]
1. Lead-work; the leads, as of a house; arti-
cles of lead collectively.

The doors are glazed with a design made of leadijig and
opalescent glass. Art Age, V. 47.

2. ilitit., the clogging of the grooves of a rifle

by lead from the bullets.

leadisg-block (le'ding-blok), n. A block for
guiding a rope or purchase, or holding it in a
given position without impeding its motion.
leading-hose (le'ding-hoz), n. The hose from
which the water of a fire-engine is discharged.
leading^in (led'ing-in'), n. The act or process
of putting together the parts of a stained-glass
window having lead eames.
leadingly (le'ding-U), adv. In a leading man-
ner

;_
by leading.

leading-rod (led'ing-rod), n. A rod used in
drawboring and polishing the bores of rifle-

barrels. E. H. Knight.
leading-screw (le'dmg-skro), n. Same as lead-
screw.

leading-spring (le'ding-spring), n. In English
locomotives, one of l£e springs fixed on the
leading axle-box to bear the weight above. E.
H. Knight.
leading-staff (le'ding-staf), n. Mint., the staff

or baton of a field-marshal. [Bare.]

After this action I preferrM was,
And chosen city-captain at Mile-End,
With hat and feather, and with leadi-ng-staf.

Beau, and PI., Knight of Burning PesUe, t. 3.

leading-strings (le'ding-stringz), n. j>t 1.

strings by which children are supported when
beginning to walk.

"Was he ever able to walk without leading-gtringg, or
swim without bladders ? Sw^
Hence—2. Restrictions imposed upon free-
dom of action ; intrusive care or custody ; re-

straining guidance.
Leaving you, within the tethering of certain leading-

strings, to gather what advantages you can.
Bvxkin, £lem. of Drawing, iii.

To be in leading-strings, to be in a state of infancy or
dependence ; be a puppet iu the hands of others.

leading-wheel (le'ding-hwel), h. In locomo-
tives, one of the wheels which are placedbefore
the driving-wheels.

leading-wires (le'ding-wirz), ». pi. In elect.,

same as leads. See feadl, 7 (6).

lead-lap (led 'lap), n. In gem-cutting, same as
roitghitig-mill and lead-mill.

leatUess (led'les), a. [< lea^ -1- Aess.'] Having
no lead; not charged with a bullet. [Bare.]

Little's leacHess pistol met his eye.
Byron, £ng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

lead-line (led'liu), n. l. The Hue attached to

a sounding-lead, used in measuring the depth
of water. Seefcod^, 2. The hand-lead line is marked
at one fathom with a toggle, at 2 and 12 fathoms with two
strips of leather, at 3 and 13 with three strips, at 5 and 15
with a white rag, at 7 audl7 with ared rag, at 10 with a piece
of leather with one hole in it, and at 20 with a piece of lea-

ther having two holes. Coasting-lines and deep-sea lines

are marked alike : namely, at 10 fathoms with a bit of line

knotted once, at 20 with a line having two knots, etc. , each
intermediate 5 fathoms being marked by a bit of line with-
out a knot ; at 100 fatlioms is placed a bit of red, at 200 a
bit of white, and at 300 a bit of blue buntiug.

2. Aheavy leaded or weighted line attached to

the bottom of a net, as a seine, and used to sink
it—Lead-line drawing, in gtain^d-glass work, same as
cut-line drawing (which see, under drawing).

lead-luster (led'lus'ter),*!. Oxidoflead; alead
glaze given to some wares after burning.

leadmant (led'man), n. [< leadX + man. Cf.

lodeman.'] One who leads in anything, as iu a
dance.

Such a light and mettled dance
Saw you never.

And by leadmen for the nonce,
That turn round like grindle stones. B. Jonson.

lead-mill (led'mil), n. In gem-cutting, a flat

wheel of lead charged with emery and water,
which is used in grinding all gems except those
below 8.5 in hardness.
lead-mule (led'mul), n. A mtde that goes in

the lead, as of a mule-train.

Our driver had named the lead^mules Bettie and Jane.
E. B. Custer, Boots and Saddles, p. 66.

lead-nail (led'nal), n. 1. A small, round-head-
ed copper-alloy naU, used for fastening sheet-
lead on roofs.— 2. Xaut., a scupper-naU.
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lead-ocher (led'o'ker), n. See massicot.

lead-paralysis (led'pa-ral'i-sis), n. Paralysis

due to chronic lead-poisoning.

lead-pencil (led'pen'sU), n. Aninstrument for

making marks or lines, or for writing or draw-

ing, made by inclosing a slip of plumbago or

graphite (which is commonly called black-lead)

in a small (generally cylindrical) casingof wood.

lead-plant (led 'plant), n. A shrubby legu-

minous plant, Amorplia canescens, found from
Michigan and Wisconsin southwestward, re-

puted to indicate the presence of lead-ore.

See Amorpha.
lead-plaster (led'plas'tfer), n. An adhesive

plaster made by boiling together lead oxid,

olive-oil, and water, the emplastnim plumbi of

the pharmacopoeia. Also called diachylon.

lead-poisoning (led'poi''zon-ing), n. Poisoning
by the introduction into ttiebody ofsome prepa-
ration of lead, as sugar of lead, white lead, etc.

Chronic lead-poisoning may exhibit one or more of the fol-

lowing features: anemia, pains in the limb^ lead-colic,

lead-paralysis, lead-enceplialopathy, nephritis, etc. Also
called^Tfm^^m.

lead-pot (led'pot), TO. A crucible or pot for

melting lead. E. S. Knight.

lead-screw (led'skro), n. In mech., the main
screw of a lathe, which gives the feed-motion
to the slide-rest.

lead-sinkers (led'sing'kerz), TO. pi. In a knit-

ting-machine, a series of plates attached to a
sinker-bar, by which they are depressed all to-

gether in order to form a loop between every
two needles. They alternate with the jaek-

sinkers.

leadsman^t (ledz'man), «. [ME. ledesman; a
var. of lodesman, q. v.] One who leads the
way.

I wyll be your ledes man.
And lede you the way.

Lytett Geste of Sobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, T. 108).

leadsman^ (ledz'man), n. Naut., a seamanwho
heaves the lead.

lead-soap (led 'sop), n. An insoluble oleate,

palmitate, or stearate of lead, or a mixture of
these salts. It is knovm in pharmacy as lead-

plaster.

lead-spar (led'spar), n. Cerusite.

lead-tracery (led'tra'ser-i), n. The lead sashes
or ribbons, collectively, in any combination of
glass, as in awindow,formed withleadencames.
lead-tree (led'tre ), n . A leguminous tree, ZeM-
ccBfna glauca, related to the acacias. It is native
in tropical America, and hasbeen naturalized in Africa and
Asia. It is widely cultivated as an ornamental tree in
warm climates.

lead-vitriol (led'vit'ri-ol), n. Same as anglesite.

lead-water (led'wa'ter), n. Aqueous solution
of subacetate of lead, employed in medicine
as an external application, it is sedative and as-
tringent. It is the liquor plumbi subacetatus dilntus of
the pharmacopoeia.

lead-works (led'wferks), n. sing, oi pi. A place
where lead is extracted from the ore.

leadwort (led'wert), n. [< lead^^ + worfi.] 1.
An herbaceous plant of southern Europe, Plum-
iago Europcea.— 2. By extension, any plant of
the genus Plumbago, of the order Plumbagine<B.
— Cape leadwort, P. Capensis, a cultivated species from
South Africa, with somewhat climbing, angled stems, and
large pale- orlead-blue corollas.— Ces^onor wMte-flOW-
ered leadwort, a shrubby East Indian species, P. Zeg-
2antca.—Leadwort family the Plumbaginaeece.

leadyt (led'i), a. [Early mod. E. ledy; < lead!^

+ -yl.] Pertaining to or resembling lead in
any of its properties.

His ruddy lippes [were] wan, & his eyen ledy and hol-
owe.

— .

leaf (lef), »,

Leaf of ViOta tri-

color, showing B, the
blade, P, the petiole,

a:QAS S, the two stip-

nles-

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, IL 12.

, leaves (levz). [< ME. leef, lef
Cpl. leves), < AS. ledf (pi. ledf)
= OS. lohh = OFries. te/= D.
loof= MLG. ldf= OHG. loub,
loup, MHG. loup, G. laub =
Icel. lauf= Sw. to/= Dan. lov
= Goth. ia«/s, aleaf. Cf.Idth.
Idpas = Buss, lepeste, a leaf,
Gr. Siirof, 7^-i^, a scale (see
fept«). For the L. and Gr.words
for ' leaf,' see/oiP. Hence ult.
lobby, lodge; in comp. ME. lef-
«eZ.] 1. An expanded, usual-
ly green, organ of a plant, of
transient duration, produced
laterallyfrom astem orbranch,
and, with others, arranged
upon the stem in a definite and
symmetrical order, in the most
complete sense, a leal consists of a
blade or lamina, the broad, flat por-
tion; a footstalk, leafstalk, or petiole

leaf

the linear portion connecting thebladewith the stem ; and
a pair of appendages,the stipules, atthe base of the^tiole

:

but often the petiole, and
still more often the stk»-

nles, are wanting. In
any case, lea/ very fre-

auenUy denotes merely
le blade, especiallywith

descriptives: a^ a cor-
date, an orate, a lanceo-
late 2«(/', etc Leaves are
simple or compound, ac-
cording as they have one
or several blades. They
are distmguished also by
the arrangement of their
veins. (See nematUm.)
Physiologically, the nor-
msd function of leaves
is assimilation— that is,

the transformation of inorganic into organic matter, which
takes place only in the green parts of the plant But leaves

may be converted to various other uses—for example^ into

a, unifoHate leafof orange (CZ/ffu
Auranttum'i; 6, simple leafof chest-
not (iZastanea vesca).

Compoond LeaveSL

e, decompound bipinnate leaf of Gteditschia trtatantkos: d, pal-
mately trifoliate leaf of clover ( Tr&olium pratense) ; e. temacely
decompound leaf of Thalictrum aioicum; J", paii-pinnate leaf of
Arackis hypogaa; g, palmately compound leaf of hoise-chestnut
^jEsculus Hippocastanvm) ; h, pinnately trifoliate leaf of Phaseo-
lusperennis.

meansforthe captui«and maceration of insects, as in sun-
dew and Venns's fly-trap, or into organs for climbing, as in
the pea-vine ; and in many other ways leaves depart from
the typical description above given.

Robyn was in mery Scherwode
As lizt as lef on lynde.

BM,n Rood and the Monk (CUld's BaDads, V. U).

Languid leaves whereon the autumn blows

—

The dead red raiment of the last year's rose.
Swinburne, Two Dreams.

2. Anything resembling a leaf, as in being flat

and relatively broad, or in being a flexible or
movable attachment or addition to something
else, (a) A single thickness of paper in a book or folded
sheet; hence, with reference to the words written or
printed upon it, the part of a book contained in one of
such leaves.

This is a J^ of vre bileeue as lettret men vs techetb.
Piers Plowman (A), viiL 162.

Had she loked that other hall and theW tomed.
She shulde haue founden fele wordis folwyng therafter.

Piers Plowman (B)^ ilL 338.

I turn
The Jaif to read them.

Shak., Macbeth, i 3. 152.

(B) A separately movable division ol a folding or sUdiug
door, fire-screen, table, hinge, etc.

To Sir Phflip Warwick's, to dinner, where abundance of
company come in unexpectedly ; and herelsawonepretty
piece of household stuff, as the company increaseth, to put
a larger leaf upon an ovall table. Pepys, Siaiy, IL 83a
The entrance to the park lay throngh an old-fashioned

gateway in the outer wan, the door of which was formed
of two huge oaken leaves, thickly studded with nails.

Scott, EennwoTth, ilL

(c) A very thin sheet olhammered metal ; foil : a^ goM-leaf.
(d) A portion of lat lying in a separate fold or layer; es-
pecially, the fat about the kidneys ol a pig (compare



leaf

kitf-larc^; hence, In local ubb, the kidney Itself. [Prov.
Eng.]

lea

What Bay you to the leafe or flecke of a brawne new
kild, to be of weight eight pound ?

John Taylor, Works (1630).

'e) A tooth of a pinion, especially when the pinion is small.
/) In arch., an ornament resembling or representing a
eaf of a plant ; a foliatioa (g) A flap, as of a hat.

Harry let down the latf of his hat and drew it over his
eyes to conceal his emotions.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 129.

(A) In tapeitry-weaving, one half the threads of the warp.
As a preliminary to working a tapestry these leaves are
separated, one being brought nearer the workman and the
other left in the background, (i) In zoUl., a leaf-like part
or organ. See nosdec^, and compare leafiest, 4.

St. A distemper in yoimg lambs caused by-
feeding on leaves. Bailey, 1731 ^Adverse, assur-
eent, compound, concave, connate leaf. See the ad-
jectives.— OrosB of four leaves. See crossi.—Dutch
leaf, fleshy leaf, germinate leaves. See the adjec-
tives.—Florence leaf, a leaf-alloy or leaf-metal of a yel-
low color, used for decorative purposes.-FoUage leaves,
those leaves which serve the normal purpose ol assimilar
tlon.—Latticed leaves, canoellate leaves.—Leaf Isln-
elaSB. See ifin^Joss.-Ijrrate leaf. See ij/rote.- Mala-
bar leaves, the leaves of Oinnamommm miiiim.m and
other species mixed together, formerly used in European
medicine.- Obllaue, obtuse, orbicular, simple, etc.,

leaf. See the adjectives.-nie fall of tbe leaf. See
/((2ii.—To take a leaf out of one's book. See iiooi.—
TO turn over a new leaf, to adopt a different and better
line of conduct.

Except such men think themselves wiser than Oicero
for teaching of eloquence, they must be content to turn a
new leaf. Aseham, The Scholemaster, p. 122.

leaf (lef), V. i. [< Uaf, n. Cf. leaved, t).] To
shoot out leaves: produce foliage: as, the trees
leaf in May. Also leave.

The vales shall laugh in flowers, the woods
Grow misty green with leafing buds.

WhM&r, The Clear Vision.

leafage (le'faj), n. [< leaf + -age.'] Leaves
collectively; foliage.

Soft grass andwandering lea/age have rooted themselves
in the rents, but they are not suffered to grow in their
own wild and gentle way, for the place is in a sort in-

habited. RmMn.

leaf-bearing (lef'barring), a. In zool.: (o) Bear-
ing leaves—that is, carrying leaves about in the
mouth: as, the leaf-bearing ants. (6) Having
leaf-like orfoliaceous appendages of the body:
as, the leaf-bearing worms. See Phyllodocidce.

leaf-beetle (lef'beni), ». A beetle of the family
ChrysomeUdm, nearly all the members of which
are leaf-feeders both as larvse and as adults.
The three-lined leaf-beetle (Lema trUineata) feeds on the
leaves of the common potato, and its larva covers its back
with excrement. The pupa is formed underground. See
cuts under Chrysomela and Lema. .

leaf-blade (lef'blad), n. The blade or lamina
of a leaf.

leaf-blight (lef'blit), «. A disease affecting

the leaves of various plants, caused by parasitic

fungi. That of the pear is distinct from the ordinary
pear^light, and is produced by the fungus Entomosporium
maciUatum (Morthiera Mespili). It causes the leaves to

fall, and also attacks other growing parts.

leaf-bridge (lef'brij), n. A form of drawbridge
in which the rising leaf or leaves swing verti-

cally on hinges. M. S. Knight.

leaf-DUd (lefTaud), n. A bud producing a stem
with leaves only, as distinguished from a flower-

bud, technically called a gemma. They are normal
when produced either at the end of the shoot or in the
axils ; otherwise they are adventitious. When not ex-

ternijly apparent they are called latent buds.

leaf-bug (lef'bug), n. Any heteropterous insect
of the family Tin^/itidce : as, the ash-gray leaf-

bug, Piesma einerea.

leaf-butterfly (lef'but''er-fli), n. A butterfly

of the genus Kallima.

leaf-carrier (lef'kar'-'i-fir), n. A leaf-carrying

ant.

leaf-comb (lef'kom), n. See comb\ 3.

Ieaf-crumpler(lef'krum*pl6r),». One of certain

pyialid moths of the family PhydUdw, whose
farvee crumple the leaves of various trees and
plants to make cases for themselves. The com-

mon apple leaf-orumpler of the United States is Pfiyos

nebula, also called Aerohasis indiginella. It apijews m
summer, laying eggs from which the larvra hatch ""d be-

come about one third grown when winter sets in. They
hibernate in a crumpled silken case attached to twigs or

hidden in leaves, and in spring do much damage by de-

vouring the tender young leaves. They feed on the apple,

cherry, plum, quince, and peach. They are subject to the

attacks of parasitic insects. SUey, 4th Mo. Ent. Kep., p.

38, See second cut under Acrobasis.

leafcup (lef'kup), n. A plant of the genus

Pohmma, natural order Composite. The plants

are coarse herbs, with the outer scales of the involucre

large and leaf-like, whence the name.

leaf-cutter (lef'kut"6r), n. 1. A leaf-outtmg

bee, as any species of the genus MegacUle: so

called, from their cutting or biting out mor-
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sels of leaves to line their nests with. Also
called upholsterer.—3. A knife used to out the
leaves of a book: same as paper-cMiten [U.S.,
rare.]

leafed (left), a. [(.leaf+ -ed^.] Having leaves

:

used frequently in composition: as, broad-teaz-
el; thm-leafed, etc.

leafent (le'fn), a. [< leaf + -em2.] Formed in
leaves: as, "leafen gold," Servey, Meditations,
I. 96.

leaf-feeder (leffe'dfer), n. An insect or its

larva which feeds on leaves.

leaf-flnch (lef'finch), ». The common bullfinch,

Pyrrhula vulgaris.

leaf-folder (lef'fol'dfer), n. In entom., one of
various mothswhose larvaa fold leaves together,
makiag oases in which to reside. See cut un-

leaf-footed "(lef'fuf'ed), a. Having leafy or fo-

liaoeous feet; phyllopod: specifically applied
to the Phyllopoda: as, a leaf-footed crustacean.

leaf-gilding (lef'gil"ding), n. Gilding by the
appUoation of gold-leaf. See gilding, 1.

leaf-gold (lef'gold), ». Gold-leaf. Jer. Taylor,
Works (ed. 1835, Sermons), I. 692.

leaf-hopper (lef 'hop" 6r), n. A hemipterous
insect of the family JassidcB. The species are all

leaful

leaf-netting (lefnefing), «. Amode of netting
iiy which some of the loops of a row are made
higher and more projecting than others : used
especially for bordermgs to netted fabrics.

leafnose (lef'noz), n. A bat of the family
Phyllostomida.

leaf-nosed (lef'nozd), a. Having a foliaceous
appendage on the snout ; rhinolophine or phyl-
lostomous, as various bats.

leaf-roller (lef'r6"16r), n. One of several dif-

ferent moths, as tortricids, whose larvse roU
leaves into cases for themselves. The strawberry

Leaf-hopper ^Erythretteura vi/is): a, with wings extended ; *, with
wings closed. IHair-lioes show natural sizes, )

plant-feeders, some of them doing great damage. Hry-
throneura mtis lays its eggs in April and May in the veins
of young grape-leaves, and by the middle of June swarms
in the periect state on the under side of the leaves. It is

found from Massachusetts to Georgia and the Mississippi
valley. It is erroneously called by many grape-growera
the grape-mne thrips.

leafiness (le'fi-nes), n. The state of being leafy
or full of leaves.

The sidelong view of swelling leafineai. Zeats.

leaf-insect (lef'in"sekt), n. An orthopterous
insect of the isumlj Phasmidm : so called from
its mimetic resemblance to the leaf of a plant.
Also called walking-leaf.

leaf-lard (lef'lard), n. Lard prepared from the
flaky fat of the hog.
leaf-legged (lef'legd), a. Having foliaceous or
expanded legs, as an insect.

leafless (lef'les), a. [< leaf + -less.] Without
leaves; having lost its leaves: as, a leafless

tree.

leaflessness (lef'les-nes), n. The state of be-
ing leafless.

leaflet (lef'let), M. [,< leaf -i- -let.] 1. A little

leaf; in bot., one of the divisions of a compound
leaf; a foliole.— 3. A small leaf of printed
matter for distribution ; a tract.

A generous gift of Liberation leaflets for home use and
distribution among the neighbours.

Quarterly Sev., CLXTT. 12.

3. TaprinUng, a circular of six or more small
pages on one piece of paper, not stitched or

sewed.—4. In zool. : (a) A plate or layer of

branchial appendages of a crustacean. (6) One
of the three divisions of the human diaphragm.
—Respiratory leaflets, in Araclmida. See Iwng.

leaf-lichen (lef'li'ken), n. A Uchen of tiie ge-

nus Parmelia: so called from the foUose ap-
pearance.
leaf-louse (lef 'lous), n. An aphid; a plant-

louse.

leaf-metal (lef'met^al), n. Metal in extremely
thin leaves; especially, such a metal imitating

gold in color and luster, used for cheap gilding.

leaf-miner (lef'mi'nfer), n. The larva of a moth
of the family Tineidce : so called because these
caterpillars feed mostly on the parenchyma of

leaves, and between the upper and lower sur-

faces.

leaf-mold (lef'mold), n. An earthy substance
consisting of a disintegrated mass of decayed
leaves. It is much used, alone or mixed with
earth or other substances, as a soil for some
house- and garden-plants.

leaf-mouthed (lef'moutht), a. Having a foli-

aceous appendage on the snout, as the bats of

the family Phylhstomidce.

Strawbeiiy Leaf-roller {Phoxopterisfraeariee).
d, larva, natural size; £,head and thoracicjoints of same, enlarged; e,

moth (cross shows natural size); d, anal shield of larva, enlarged,

leaf-roller, a tortricid, Phoxopteris fragarice, common in
many parts of the United States and Canada, is injiu'ious to
the strawberry. The cotton or rose leaf-roller, LoxoUenia
goBiypiana, or Ca^aeda rosaeeana, common all over the
country, rolls the leaves of cotton, clover, bean, birch, ap.
pie, rose, and many other trees and plants.

leaf-rust (lef'mst), n. A disease causing the
appearance of rusty spots on leaves, produced
by parasitic fungi of the family Ureainece.

lea>shaped (lef'shapt), a. Shaped like a leaf:

specifically applied in arehssology to certain
swords of the bronze period.

leaf-sight (lef'sit), n. In firearms, a form of
back-sight consisting of a hinged graduated
plate called a leaf, wliich is raised for use, but
at other times lies flat on the barrel.

leaf-silver (lef'sil'vfer), n. Silver-leaf.

leaf-silvering (lef'sil"v6r-ing), n. Silvering or
plating with silver-leaf.

leaf-spot (lef'spot), n. A disease affecting the
leaves of the rose, maple, etc., caused by par-

asitic fungi, Phyllosticta, Septoria, etc. Itap-
pears in dark spots on the leaves.

leaf-spring (lef'spring), n. A long spring which
presses together the coupling-hooks of railroad-

oars in the Miller coupling.

leafstalk (lef'st&k), n. The stalk which sup-
ports a leaf; the petiole. See first cut under
Uaf.

leaft. An obsolete or dialectal preterit and past
participle of leaveK

leaf-tailed (lef'tald), a. Having the tail shaped
Uke a leaf : applied to geckos of the genus Phyl-

leaf-tier (lef'ti"6r), n. A phycid moth, Pempe-
lia hammondi. The larvee feed on the leaves of the
apple, either singly or in smsdl companies, in the latter

e 3 a-
Leaf-tier iJPempetia kammondii.

a, larva, natural size; ^, segment of same ; f, head and thoracic joints
of same ; d, imago (civiss shows natural size), (fi, c, enlais^ed.)

case they tie several leaves togetber and skeletonize them.
They transform to pupse in slight cocoons usually spun
among ttie leaves. There are two broods a year. The
insect hibernates as a pupa.

leaf-tobacco (lef't6-bak"6), n. See tobacco.

leaf-trace (lef'tras), n. A foliar trace. See
trace.

leaf-turner (lef'ter^nSr), n. An attachment
to the desk of a piano or an organ for turning
the leaves of a music-book, it usually operates by
means of a series of springs connected with arms which
turn one leaf each time a spring is released by touching a
knob or key in front.

leafult (le'ful), a. [< ME. leful, lefful, < AS.
ledffull, geledfful, believing, faithrul, < geledfa,
faith, belief : see belief, leeoe^.] 1. Beueving;
having faith.— 3. Faithful.



leaful

Tell your sister Sarah
To come and lilt her UaSvC lord

;

He'a sleepin sound on Yarrow.
The Dowie Deng of Yarrma (Child's Ballads, III. 67).

leaf-valve (lefvalv), «. In a pumping-engme,
a valve hinged or pivoted at the side ; a clack-
or flap-valve. E. 3. Knight.
leafwork (lef'w6rk), n. [= G. laubwerh = Dan.
lovverk = Sw. ISfverk.'] Decorative work hav-
ing the character of leafage, or having a design
imitated from or suggested by natural leaves.

leafy (le'fi), a. [< lectf'+ y^.'] Furnished with,
abounding in, or consisting of leaves: as, a
leafy stem ; a leafy forest ; a leafy covert.

In the leafy month of June.
Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, v.

league^ (leg), n. [< ME. lege, < OF. F. ligtie =
Sp. Pg. liga = It. lega, < ML. liga, lega, a league
or ooiiederacy, < L. ligare, bind: see ligament.1

1. A compact or covenant between persons
for the mamtenanee of joint interests or mu-
tual service; hence,union; close affinity; friend-
ship.

There is such a league between my good man and he

!

SAaft., M. W. ot W., iii. 2. 25.

I myself am in such hearty league
With solitary thoughts, that pensive language
Charms my attention. Ford, Lady's Trial, ir. 1.

Fair couple, link'd in happy nuptial league,
Maion, P. L., iv. .339.

Specifically— 2. A political or military eon-
federation; a covenanted alliance or coalition,

as of persons or parties in a state, or more com-
monly of the ruling powers of different states,

for the promotion of common objects or inter-

ests ; a compact for mutual aid and support in

public policy or war: as, the Hanseatic League;
the Holy League m France; the league of

Schmalkald.
Howbeit, bycause we pylgrymes were not, as he sayd,

comprysed in the sayd lege, he wolde not therfore promys
nor warant vs any suerty, but we to stande atoure aduen-
ture. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 69.

To conclude.
Without the king's will or the state's allowance,
A league between his highness and Ferrara.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iiL 2. 323.

How fair his [William's] Friendship, and his Leagues how
just.

Whom ev'ry Nation courts, whom all Religious trust

!

Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st 21.

3. A combination of different associations or
bodies of persons for the promotion of com-
mon purooses: as, a base-ball league Achean
League, £tollan League, Hanseatic Lea^e, Holy
League. See the adjectives.— Land League, in Ireland,

a combination of Irish tenant farmers and others, organ-
ized by Charles Stewart Pamell in October and November,
1879, under the name of the " Irish National Land League,"
with the object of procuring reduction of rents, refusing
topay rents if such reduction was not granted, and, finally,

of effecting a sweeping change in the land laws, by which
peasant proprietors were to be substituted for landlords.

The league developed great strength, and became the
chief factor in the political movement for home rule in
Ireland, also led by Mr. Pamell.—Latin league. See
Latin Frlnurose League, in Great Britain, a league
or combination of persons pledged to principles of conser-
vatism as represented by Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of Bea-
consfleld (1804-81), and opposed to the "revolutionary
tendencies of Badicalism." i?heobject of the league is de-
clared to be "the maintenance of religion, the constitu-

tion of the realm, and of the imperial ascendancy of Great
Britain." The scheme of the organization was first dis-

cussed at the Carlton Club, in October, 1883, and the ac-

tual league made its first public appearance in a grand
banquet at Freemasons' Tavern in London a few weeks
later. The organization of the league is by " habitations

"

or clubs ; these obey the instructions of the Grand Council,

and annuallysend delegates to the Grand Habitation, which
is held in London on or near the 19th of April, the anniver-

sary of the death of Lord Beaconsfield. A noteworthy fea-

ture is the enrolment of women, or " dames," who take an
active part in all the business of the association, having an
executive committee and a fund of their own. The name
and symbol of the league are derived from Beaconsfleld's

favorite flower.—Solemn League and Covenant, see
covenant.—To be in league with, to be confederated
with ; have a compact with : usually with a sinister mean-
ing : as, to be in league urith rogues. =Syn. Confederacy,
Coalition,, etc. (see allianee), society, federation, associa-

tion, fraternity.

league^^ (leg), v.; pret. and pp. leagued, ppr.

leaguing. [< league^, ».] I. intrans. To form
a league; join in friendship or interest; com-
bine for mutual support; confederate.

Thus sundry motives, more than I can name,
Leagued on his part, and she a wife became.

Crabbe, Works, VII. 99.

II. trans. To combine ; band ; confederate.

Wakeful ambition leagu'd with hasty pride.

P. Fletcher, Upon the Picture of Achmet

A time came, almost within our own day, when Pope
and Turk were really leagued together.

E. A. Freeman,'Veoice, p. 318.

league^ (leg), n. [< ME. lege, legge, leghe, <

OF. legue (F. lieue) = Pr. lega, legua = Cat.
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llegua = Sp. Pg. legm, legoa = It. lega, < ML.
lega, leuga, leuca, LL. Uuca = LGr. levyri, NGr.
leirya, a Gallic mile (see below), = AS. ledwe, a

league. Of Celtic origin ; cf . Bret, led, leu, lev, a

league. The Gallic leig, Ir. leige, are from E.]

An itinerary unit not now in English use, ex-

cept as a marine league. (Seebelow.) Theleague

as a unit of length originated in ancient Gaul, where it was

equal to IJ Roman miles, or 1.4 statute miles, improperly

tei-med the Gallic mile. Afterward itwas 2,0U0 paces, and in

the middle ages it was in England 2 miles, or nearly 3 stat-

ute miles. It is a conventional, not a legal measure. A
land-league is sometimes said to be 3 statute miles. The
common league of France was 2.764 statute miles ; the

French posting-league was 2.422 statute miles ; the Span-

ish league was 4.214 statute miles ; the Spanish judicial

league was 2.634 statute miles ; the Flanders league was 3.9

statute miles ; the Brabant league was the marine league.

The league is stm in use in parts of the United States ac-

quu-ed from Mexico, where it is held to be about 2.63 Eng-

hsh miles, and a square league 4,42».4 acres. The league

is much used in South America. In the greater part of

the Argentine Republic, as in Uruguay before 1864, It

is equal to 6,000 varas, which, however, are of different

lengths in different provinces ; and the so-called Argen-

tine league of 5,000 varas exists only in Santiago Del Es-

tero. The postal league, however, varies from 4,000 to

5,000 varas ; and in Tucuman the league is sometimes

4,980, sometimes 3.320 varas. The old league of Cuba was

4,906 varas. In Buenos Ayres the league is 5,200 meters,

in Rioja 5,036.20 meters, in Colombia 5.000 meters, in

Chili 4,513.892 meters, and in Paraguay 4,193 meters.

Thre kennynges ferre on the see : that is, one and twenty
legheg ferre. Prose Bom. of Melumne, foL 61.

And aboute .iij. or .iiij. legges frome thens is the place

yt now is desert, where ye woman of Cananee prayde to

our Lord for her doughter yt was vexed wt a fende.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 47.

From the place whence the Romanes advaunced their

standerds unto the barbarians fort itwas fourteene leagues:

that is to say, one and twentie miles.
HoUand, tr. of Ammianus, p. 69.

The Domesday league was only a mile and a half.

Pearson, Historical Maps of Eng., p. 51.

BEaxine league, a rough unit of length, equal to three geo-
graphical or nautical miles (see mUe), or one twentieth of

a degree of latitude. A nation has exclusive territorial

jurisdiction on the high seas for a marine league from its

own shore.

leaguer^ (le'ger), n. [< OF. and F. Hgueur, <

ligue, league: see league^, ».] A member of a
league ; a confederate ; one who belongs to a
league of individuals or parties within a state

:

as, the French leaguers fought agatast both
Henry HI. and Henry IV.

The divisions are so many, and so intricate, of protes-

tants and catholics, royalists and leaguers.

Bacon, Obs. on a libeL

leaguer^ (le'ger), n. [Early mod. E. also feo-

glier, legher; < D. leger = G. lager, a bed, couch,
camp, = Dan. lejr, camp, = Sw. lager, camp, also

(= Dan. leje) bed, couch, = AS. leger, bed: see
lair^, of which leaguer is thus ult. a doublet.]

1. A camp; especially, the camp of a besieg-
ing army; a besieging force. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic]
He is carried into the leaguer of the adversaries.

Shak., AH's Well, iii. 6. 27.

I have it in charge to go to the camp or leaguer of our
army. ScoU.

2. Investment of a town or fort by an army;
a siege or besiegement.

. It was perceiued that their slender ranks were not able
to resist the thicke leghers of the enemies.

Holinshed, Hist. Eng., vi. 13.

111 tell you, gentlemen, it was the first, but the best
leaguer that ever I beheld with these eyes.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iiL 1.

It was to him that all eyes turned, during the infinite

horrors of the Harlem siege, and in the more prosperous
leaguer of Alkmaar. Motley, Dutch Repubhc, JL. 486.

leaguer^ (le'ger), v. t. [< leaguer^, b.] To be-
leaguer; besiege. [Bare.]

Two mighty hosts a leaguj'd town embrace.
And one would pillage, one would bum the place.

Pope, Ihad, xvilL

leaguer^t (le'ger), n. [< league^ + -eri , but with
sense of league^."]. Association in a league;
leagued or confederate action. [Rare.]

Wee, and our friends, are seconded from Italy, Spayne,
Flaunders, and Germany, besides the matchlesse strength
of resolute leaguer in this holy vnion.

Stow, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1590.

leaguerert (le'g6r-6r), n. One engaged in a
leaguer; a besieger: as, "Eoman leaguerers,"
J. Webster.

leak (lek), V. [< ME. lekm (prob. of Scand.
origin) = D. lekken = OHG. lechen (only In pp.
zerlechen), MHG. G. leehen, also lecken = Icel.

leka — Dan. Icekke = Sw. laeka, to be leaky,
leak ; cf . MHG. lecheeen, leehzen, G. lecheen, dry
up, leak; from the adj. (see leak, a.), which is

not found in ME. or AS. (the rare AS. hlec,

leaky—said of a ship—beingappar.vmrelated);
associated with a causal verb, E. leach^, letch^,

leaky

latch^, < AS. leccan= MHG. leeJeen,wet ; a.11 prob.

from an orig. strong verb, Goth, as if *likan, be

wet. Ci.leach^,letch^.;\ I, intrans. 1. To let

water or other fluid, or Iight,ete., out of, into,

or through something, by an accidental or im-

intentional aperture, or through permeable ma-
terial: as, the cask leaks; the ship Is leaking;

the roof leaks.

He by Sithrike's procurement was sent to Flanders in a

ship that leaked, and so was drowned.
Holinshed, Hist. Eng., vi. 19.

2. To ooze or pass, as water or other fluid, or

anything that can flow, as grain, through an
aperture.

Looke euery nyjt with a Oandelle that they [wines] not

reboyle nor leU lleke in MS. also].

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 124.

The water, which will perhaps by degrees leak into sev-

eral parts, may be emptied out again. WiUcins.

3. To void water or urine. [Vulgar.]

Why, they will allow us ne'er a Jordan, and then we leak

in your chimney.
'

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iL 1. 22.

To leak out, to find vent ; transpire ; find publicity in a

clandestine or irregular way : as, the story leaked out.

II. trans. 1. To let out or in (especially some
fluid) by an accidental aperture: as, the pipe

leaks gas; the roof teafcs rain; the camera Z«aft»

light.—2t. To make leaky.

After we had with much trouble & charge sente y* Tar-

ragon away to sea, and thought all ye palne past, within

14. days after she came againe hither, being dangerously

leaked. Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 138.

leakt (lek), a. [= D. lek= LG. lek= G. lech, now
usually leek, after LG., = Icel. lekr = Dan. tefc

= Sw. Zd'cfe, leaky: see the verb.] Leaky.

Fifty sisters water in leke vessels draw.
Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 35.

I hiive more to do with my honesty than to fool it.

Or venture it in such leak barks as women.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iL 1.

leak (lek), n. [< ME. *Uke (?) = D. lek= G. Ueh
= Icel. leki = Dan. Imk = Sw. laoka, a leak: see

the verb. Cf . leak, a.] 1 . An aperture by which
anything that can flow, especially water or

other fluid, passes out of, into, or through any-

thing intended to contain, exclude, or restrain

it; a crack, crevice, fissure, or hole that per-

mits the passage of anything intended to be
shut in or out : as, a leak in a cask, ship, dam,
or dike ; to stop or plug a leak.

If the leak [in a ship's bottom] increases when going
ahead at full speed, it is probably forward, otherwise it is

abaft. Luce, Seamanship, p. 582.

2. The oozing or passing of a fluid, etc., into,

out of, or through anything by an accidental or

unintentional aperture or through a permea-
blemedlum; leakage.— 3. Agutter. HaUiwell.
[Prov. Eng.]—To spring a leak, to open, spUt^ or

part so as tolet in water ; begin to let in water, as a ship

or boat.

leakage (le'kaj), m. [< leak + -age."] 1. A leak-

ing ; a passing, of a fluid, etc. , by or as if by leak-

ing.

To accumulate their misfortunes, they were soon obliged
to cut away their bowsprit, to diminish, if possible^ the
leakage at the head.

Anson, Voyage round the World, i 3.

It is an acknowledged fact that there is a constant leak-

age of emigrants, who had apparently promised to tarry
in Canada, into the United States territories.

Harper's Hag., LXXVHL 536.

2. The quantity of a fluid that enters or escapes
by leaking; loss from leaking: as, the leakage
amounts to so much.— 3. In com., an allow-
ance of a certain rate per cent, for the leaking
of casks, or waste by leaking.
leak-alarm (lek'a-larm*), n. A device, com-
prising a spring-drum, a float to be raised by
the water, and an alarm-bell, for sounding an
alarm when water accumulates in the hold of
a vessel; a leak-indicator or -signal.

leakiness (le'kl-nes)j ». The state of being
leaky.

leaky (le'M), a. [< leak + -^i.] 1. Having a
leak or leaks; allowing water or other fluid,

etc., to pass in or out through an aperture or
apertures: as, a leaky boat; a leaky barrel.

He was put ashore from a leaky vessel.
Steele, Englishman, No. 26.

Prisons were toiJy [in the fifteenth century], and ... a
man with a few crowns in his pocket, and perhaps some
acquaintance among the officials, could easuy slip out

R. L. Stevenson, Fram^ols Villon.

Hence— 2. Apt to disclose secrets; babbling;
tattling.

Women are so leaky that I have hardly met with one
that could not hold her breath longer than she could keep
a secret. Sir R. L'Fstrange.



leally (lel'li), adv. [< ME. leelly, lelly, lely; •

+ -«2^2.] Truly; faithfully; loyally. [Ea

leaky
There l8 no blab like to the quest'nlng fool

;

ISv'n scarce before you turn yourself about,
Whate'er he hears his leaJcy tongue runs out.

Hamilton, tr. of Horace's Epistles, L 18.

leal (lei), a. [C ME. leel, lei, < AF. Ual, OF. leial,

later loial, loyal, F. loyal (> E. loyal) = 8p. Pg.
leal = It. leale, loyal, faithful, < L. legalis, law-
ful, legal : see loyal, an immediate, and Isgal, an
ult. doublet of leal. With leal, loyal, of. real^
(obs.), roiial.'\ True; faithfal; loyal. [Now
only poetical or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
And alle he lered to be Ide and eche a crafte loue other,
And forbad hem alle debate that none were amonge hem.

Piers Ploumum (BX xix. 245.

Or wha wad wish a leal&r love
Than Brown Adam the Smith?

Brawn Adam (Child's Ballads, IV. 60).

Tea, by the honour of the Table Round,
I will be leal to thee and work thy work.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

Land of the leal, the abode of the blessed after death;
paradise. [Scotch.]

My soul longs to be free, Jean,
And angels beckon me
To the laTid o' th& leal.

Lady Naime, The Land o' the Leal.

lealt, v. t. [ME. Men; < leal, a.] To make true

;

confirm as true.

Whan the menskful messangers here message wisten,
& hade letteres of here lord to lelen here sawes.

WiUiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 6284.

lealand, layland (le'-, la 'land), n. [Also le-

land; < MB. leland, layland, leyland, leylond, etc.

;

< teoi (= lay^) + land^.'i Untilled land ; fallow
ground. [Obsolete or local.]

I have an aiker of good ley land,
Which lyeth low by yon sea strand.

The Mfin Kmght (Child's Ballads, 1. 120).

• < leal

iare.]

They sal thorue holy kyrke rede
Mynystre lely the godes of the dede.

MS. fforf. 2260, f. 50. (HaUiwdl.)

Hit ys lelly not like, ne onre belefe askys,

That Buche ferlies shuld fall in a frale woman.
Destmaian of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 420.

lealty (lel'ti), n. [< MB. *lealte, leute, leutee,

leaute, < OP. teaute, also loiaute, etc., > E. loyal-

to; see leal a.iidi loyalty.] Faithfulness; loyalty.

[Bare.]

Bot the IS^ortheren men held him no leaute.

Sob. of Bnmne, p. 38.

leam^ (lem), re. [< MB. leeme, leme, leome, < AS.
ledma (= OS. Uomo = loel, ^omi), a gleam, ray,

beam, flash of light, contr. of *le6hma, with
formative -ma (of. L. lumen, light, with forma-
tive -men), akin to ledht (with formative -t, orig.

-th), light: see light\ n. and a.] A gleam or

flash of light ; a glow or glowing. [Obsolete

or Scotch.]
The grete superfluite

Of youre reede colera, parde.
Which causeth folk to dremen, in here dremes,

Of arwes, and of fyr with reede leemes.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 110.

When the ingle lowed with an eiry leme.

Late, late in the gloamin' Kilmeny came hame.
Bogg, Kilmeny.

leam^ (lem), v. i. [< ME. leemen, lemen, < AS.
lyman, *Uman, in comp. d-liman (= Icel. Ijoma),

gleam, flash, shine, < ledma, a gleam: see leam\

«.] To gleam; shine; glow. [Obsolete or

Scotch.]
The lawnces with loraynes, and lemande scheldes,

Lyghtenande as the levenynge. and lemand al over.

DIorte AHhure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2463.

And when she spake her eyes did leamte as Are.

Mir. far Mags., p. 34.

leam^t (lem), n. Same as lime*.

leamant, »• See leman. Bailey, 1731.

leamerH (le'm6r), n. [< leam^.'] A giver of

light ; one who shines.

Hayle, my lorde, lemer of light,

Hayle, blessid floure

!

York Plays, p. 115.

leamer^t (le'mSr), n. Same as limmerS.

leamhoundt, n. An obsolete variant of Kme-

hound.
lean^ (lea), v. ;

pret. and pp. leaned, sometimes

leant, ppr. leaning. [< ME. lenen, leonen, linen

(pret. lenede, pp. lened), < (a) AS. hlinian, hleo-

nian = OS. hlinon = OFries. lena = D. Uunen =
OHG. Minen, linen.M.H.Gr. linen, lenen, G. lehrwn,

intr., lean; (&) AS. hlmnan = Dan. Ume = Sw.

lana, tr. , cause to lean (in Sw. Dan. used onlyre-

flexively) ; = L. *clinare in incUnare, lean upon,

incline, declinare, lean or bend a.w3.j, decline,

recUnare, lean back, recline, = Gr. lOiveiv, bend,

cause to lean ;
prob. Skt. •/ 9"- The L. and Gr.

words of this root, represented in E. , are numer-

ous: as, from L., dine, decline, incline, rechne, ac-
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cUvity, declivous, declimty, proelivous, proclimiy,

etc. ; from (Jr., clinic, cUmS^, climax, climacteric,

etc.] Lintrans. 1. To incline or deviate from
a vertical position or line; deviate from an
erect position; take or have an inclining pos-
ture or direction; bend or stoop out of line:

as, the column leans to the north ; the leaning

tower of Pisa; to lean against a wall or over a
balustrade.

The blessed saints that watched this turning scene.

Did from their stars with joyful wonder lean.

JDryden, Astreea Redux, 1. 154.

Our mdssy seat is green.

Its fringing violets blossom yet,

The old trees o'er it lean.
WhiUier, My Playmate.

2. To deviate from a straight or straightforward

line; turn: as, the road leans to the right.— 3.

To depend, as for support or comfort: usually
with on or upon : as, to lean on one's arm ; to lean

on the help of a friend.

Trust in the Lord with all thine heart ; and lean not
uuto [revised version vpon] thine own understanding.

Prov. iii. 5.

Everything good in man leans on wh&t is higher.
Emerson, Civilization.

What reed was that on which I leant f

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxiv.

4. To bow or bend in submission
;
yield.

Marry, yet
The fire of rage ia in him, and 'twere good
You lean'd unto his sentence with what patience
Your wisdom may inform you.

Skak., Cymbeline, i. 1. 78.

5. To incline, as in feeling or opinion; tend, as

in conduct : as, he leans toward fatalism.

They delight rather to Jean to their old customs.
denser, State of Ireland.

The contest was long and obstinate, and success seemed
to lean sometimes to one side and sometimes to the other.

Macavlay, Lord Cllve.

II. trans. To incline for support or rest.

See, how she leans her cheek upon her hand

!

Shak., R. and J., iL 2. 23.

lean! (len), ». [= OD. leyne, lene = OHG. hlind,

Una, lend, MHG. line, lin, lene, G. lehne^ a lean-

ing, support; from the verb.] Deviation from
a vertical position ; inclination.

Kotwithstanding its want of elegance, and an ominous
' lean that it had to one side, our pile dwelling . . . was
very comfortable.

H. 0. Fortes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 420.

The cracked veranda with a tipsy lean.

Whittier, The Panorama.

lean^ (len), a. andw. [< ME. lene, < AS. hloene

(= L(i. leen), lean, meager. Referred by Skeat
to hlwnan, lean, bend (see lean^, v.), as if orig.

'bending, stooping'; but this is doubtful.] I.

a. 1. Scant of flesh; not fat or plump; spare;

thin; lank: as, a lean body.

A gray and gap-tooth'd man as lean as death.
Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iii.

3. Free from fat ; consisting only or chiefly of

solid flesh or muscle: as, lean meat; the lean

part of a steak.— 3. Lacking in substance or

in that which gives value ; poor or scanty in

essential qualities or contents; bare; barren;
meager : as, a lean discourse ; a lean purse ; lear

soil ; lean trees.

What the land is, whether it be fat or lean.
Num. xiii. 20.

4. Exhibiting or producing leanness.

Lean penury within that pen doth dwell.
Shak., Sonnets, Ixxxiv.

And fetch their precepts from the Cynic tub.

Praising the lean and sallow abstinence !

Milton, Comus, L 709.

5. Among printers, unprofitable; consuming
extra time or labor. Lean work is work which takes

more time than otherwork paid for at the same rate. Lean
type is type which is so thin as to require an unusual num-
ber of letters to iill a certain space. The standard widths
(as declared by the typographical unions of the United
States) of the full alphabet of 26 lower-case letters are the
spaces occupied by 12 ems or squares of its own body tor

each size from pica to bourgeois ; 13 ems for brevier and
minion, 14 for nonpareil, 15 for agate, 16 for pearl, and 17

for diamond. Types whose alphabets do not reach these

measures are lean iyr lean-faced.—Lean bow (jiavt.). See
6ows, 2.—Lean type, lean work. See def. 5. =Syii. 1.

Spare, lank, gaunt, skmny, poor,'emaciated.

II. n. 1. That part of flesh which consists

of muscle without fat.

The fat was so white and the lean was so ruddy.

Ooldsmith, Haunch of Venison.

2. Any flesh that adheres to the blubber of a

whale: same as /aWeare.— 3. Among printers,

unprofitable work.
Ieail2 (len), v. [< ME. lenen ; < lean^, a.] I.+ in-

trans. To become lean.

The rude neb schal leanen. Bali Meidenhad, p. 35.

leap

II. trans. 1. To make lean: as, the climate
leans one very soon. [Colloq.]— 2. In whaling,
to remove the lean or flesh&om (blubber) with
the leaning-knife.

lean"^ (len), v. See lain^.

lean-faced (len'fast), a. 1. Having a thin face.

A hungry, lean-faeed villain. Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 237.

2. In printing, having an unusually thin or nar-
row face, as type. See lean^,a., 5.

leang, «. See liang.

leaning (le'ning), n. Inclination of the mind;
mental tendency; bias; bent.

They supposed he'd runaway to sea, as he had a leaning
that way. S. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. ISO.

leaning-knife (le'ning-nif), ». In whaling, a
large knife used in cutting the lean flesh, or

other tissue destitute of oil, from the blubber,
preparatory to trying out.

leaning-note (le'ning-not), n. In musio, an ap-
poggiatura.

leanly (len'li), adv. 1. In a lean manner or

condition; meagerly; without fat or plumpness.— 2. Barrenly; unprofitably: as, to discourse

leanness (len'nes), n. [< MB. lemws, < AS.
hlcmnes,lea,Jiues8,\.hlcene,\ea.ii: seelean^.'] 1.

The condition or quality of being lean; poor-
ness; meagemess.

Thirst, leanness, excess ofanimal secretions, are signs and
effects of too great thinness of blood.

Arbidhnot, Aliments, ii.

2. Unproductiveness; emptiness.

Poor King Reignier, whose large style

Agrees not with the leanness of his purse.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1. 112.

=Syn. 1. SpareneBS,lankne8S,gauntneES,skinniness, poor-
ness, emaciation.

leant (lent). An occasional preterit and past
participle of lean^.

lean-to (len'te), a. and TO. I, a. Having rafters

or supports pitched against or leaning on an-
other building, a wall, or the like : as, a lean-to

roof.

They [huts] were composed of great sheaves of giant
reeds, placed in lean-to fashion. O'Donovan, Merv, xv.

II. n. A building whose rafters or supports
pitch against or lean upon another building, or

against a wall, or the like ; a penthouse.

The lean-to is the simplest form [of vinery], often erected
against some existing wall. Entsyc. Brit., XII. 223.

lean-vntted (len'wif'ed), a. Having but little

sense or shrewdness.
A lunatic lean-witted fool. Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1. 115.

leanyt (le'ni), o. [<.lean^+-y^.'] Lean. [Rare.]

They han fatte kernes, and leany knaves.
Their fasting flocks to keepe.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

leapi (lep), V.
;
pret. and pp. leaped, sometimes

leapt, ppr. leaping. [< ME. lej)en (pret. leep,

lep, lap, lope, pp. lopen, also weak, lepte), < AS.
hledpan (pret. hledp, pi. hledpon, pp. hledpen),

leap, run, = OS. hWpan (in a-hl6pan) = OFries.
hlapa, lapa, hliapa = D. loopen = MLG. lopen

= OHG. hlaufan, laufan, loufan, MHG. lovfen,

G. laufen = Icel. hlaupa ^^Haa. lobe= Sw. lopa,

run, = Goth. *hlaupan, leap, spring (in comp.
us-hlaupan, spring up). Connected with leap

are the dial. lope\ loup\ and lapwing; also ult.

elope,interloper,orlop; and in comp. from Scand.
gantlope, gantlet^.'] I. intrans. 1. To spring
clear of the ground or of any point of rest

;
pass

through space by force of an initial bound or
impulse; spring; jump; vault; bound.

A man leapeth better with weights in his hands than
without. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 696.

High-elbow'd grigs that leap in summer grass.

Tennyson, The Brook.

2. To move with springs or bounds; start sud-

denly or with quick motion; make a spring

Or bound ; shoot or spring out or up.

He parted frowning from me, as if ruin
Leap'd from his eyes. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 206.

Days when my blood would leap and run
As fuU of sunshine as a breeze.

Lowell, Ode to Happiness.

A Joy as of the leaping fire

Over the house-roof rising higher.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, ni. 200.

3t. To go ; travel. Compare landleaper.

Beon lopen to Londun bi leue of heore bisschopes.

To ben clerkes of the kynges benche the cuntre to schende.
Piers Plowman (A), Prol., 1. 94.

4. In music, to pass from any tone to one that
is two or more diatonic steps distant from it.

=Syn. L Jump, Spring, etc. See skip.

II. trans. 1. To pass over by leaping; jump
over; spring or boimd from one side to the
other of: as, to leap a wall.



leap

Be clamorous, and leap all civil bonnds.
Shak., T. N., i 4. 2L

2. To copulate with; cover: said of the males
of certain beasts.—3. To cause to t&ke a leap

;

cause to pass by leaping.

He liad leaped his horse across a deep nullah, and got
off in safety. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 287.

leapl (lep), n. [< ME. leep,*lepe, lupe,<.AS. hlyp
= OFries. hlep (in iekhlep) = D. loop = MLGr.
lop = ORGc. louf, louph, MHG. louf, Gt. lauf =
Icel. hlaup z= Sw. lopp = Dan. lob; from the
verb.] 1. The act or an act of leaping; a
jump; a spring; a bound.

Behold that dreadful! downfall of a rock : . . .

'Tis that convenient leap I mean to try.

Dryden, tr. of Theocritus's Idyls, iii. 58.

Sudden leaps from one extreme to another are unnatu-
ral. Sir R. L'Sslrange.

Z. The act of copula,ting with or covering a
female: said of certain beasts.— 3. In music,
a passing from any tone to one that is two or
more diatonic steps distant from it.—4. In min-
ing, a fault or break in the strata. [Rare.]—
A leap in tlie dark, an act the consequences of which
cannot be foreseen ; something done regardless of results

;

a blind venture.

leap^ (lep), n. [Also teep; < ME. leep, < AS.
leap, a basket, = leel. laupr, a basket, box. Cf

.

seedleapSi If. A basket. Wyclif.— 3. A trap
or snare for fish. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]—
3. Half a bushel. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
leaper (le'pfer), n. [Also dial. Upper (and u>per,

louper) ; < ME. lepere, < AS. hledpere, a runner
(= D. looper = MLGr. toper = Q-. Idufer, a run-
ner, = leel. hlaupari, a ebarger (horse), = Dan.
lober = Sw. lopare, a runner), < hledpan, run

:

see leap'^.'^ 1. One who or that which rvms or
leaps: as, a horse that is a good leaper.— 3. An
anglers' name for the salmon, from its leaping
over obstructions in streams.— 3. A tool used
by junkmen for untwisting old rope ; a loper.

leaperyt, n. Same as lepry.

leap-frog (lep'frog), n. A boys' game in which
one player places his hands on the back or
shoulders of another who has assumed a stoop-
ing postTire, and leaps or vaults over his head.
leapMt (lep'ful), n. [< ME. lepeful; < leap^ +
-ful.] A basketful. Wyclif.

leaping-fish, (le'ping-fish), n. A small blen-
nioid fish of the ^enus Salarias, of an oblong or
elongate form, with a smooth skin and two or
three thick rays in the ventral fins: so called

because it comes out on the shore and is ca-
pable of leaping considerable distances. The
name is specifically applied to S. tridactylus of

Ceylon.
leaping-houset (le'ping-hous), n. A house of
ill fame ; a brothel. ShaJc. [Low.]

leaping-timei' (le'ping-iim), n. The period of

highest bodily activity; youth. [Bare.]

I had rather
Have skipp'd from sixteen years of age to sixty.

To have tum'd my leapi-ng-Ume into a crutch.

Than have seen this. Shale., CymbeUne, iv. 2. 2(X)l

leap-ore (lep'or), n. The most inferior quality

of tin ore. Also called round ore.

leapt (lept). An occasional preterit and past
participle of leap\
leap-weelt (lep'wel), n. A weel or snare for

fish. Holland.

leap-year (lep'yer), n. [< ME. lepe-gere (not

in AS.) (= Icel. hlaup-dr), leap-year (cf. D.
schrikheljaar, MD. schrickeljaer, lit. 'leap-year'

(< MD. schricken, leap forward, start,be startled,

be in fear, D. schrikken, be in fear, + jaer, D.
jaar, year ; so schrikkeldag, the odd day in leaj*-

year, schrikkelmaand, February); Dan. skud-

aar, Sw. skott&r, lit. 'shoot-year'); < leap\ n.,

+ year. The G. name is seJialtjahr, lit. 'inter-

calary year' (< schalten, insert, intercalate, +
jakr, year) ; L. (LL.) bisextilis annus (> It. anno
bisesUle, Pg. anno bissexto, 8p. (Mo Msiesto, F.
annie JnssexUle), a year containing a second
sixth day (sc. before the calends of March) (see

bissexMle)J] A year containing 366 days, or one
day more than an ordinary year; a bissextile

year. See bissextile. The exact reason of tne name
Is unknown ; but it probably arose from the fact that any
date in such a year after the added day (February 29th)

**leap8 over " the day of the week on which it would fall in

ordinary years : thus, if March 1st falls on Monday in one
year, it will fall on Tuesday in the next if that is an ordi-

nary year of 365 days, but on Wednesday if it is a leap-year.

leari (ler), v. [Early mod. E. also leer, lere;

< ACE. leren, teach, learn, < AS. keran — OS.
lerian, lerean, leran = OPries. lera = D. leeren,

teach, learn,= MLG. leren= OB.Gr. leran, lerran,

MHG. leren, G. lehren = Icel. Iwra = Goth.

laisjan, teach ; in form appar. a denominative
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verb, < AS. Mr (= D. leer = OS. OHG. lera =
MHG. Ure, G. lehre, etc.), teaching lore (see

iorei), but rather a causative derived, like AS.
lar, etc., and the associated verb learn, q. v.,

from a primitive verb represented by Goth.

leisan (pret. pres. lais), find out, learn, whence
also ult. lasfl, a foot-track, a mold for a shoe:

see lasfi-.] I, trans. 1. To teach; instruct; in-

form.
Constantyn lette also in Jerusalem chirches rare.

And wyde aboute elleswer, Christendom to lere.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. S!.

This charm I wol yow leere. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1580.

2. To learn.

The flrste vertu, sone, if thou wolt leere,

IB to restreyne and kepe wel thy tonge.

Chaueer, Manciple s Tale, 1. 228.

Al this newe science that men lere.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 25.

On that sad book his shame and loss he lea/red.

Spenser.

II. intrans. To teach.

The maister leseth [loseth] his time to lere.

When the disciple woU not here.
Rmn. of the Rose, L 2150.

[In all senses now only prov. Eng. or Scotch.]

lear^ (ler), n. [A var. of lore\ after the asso-

ciated verb Zearl: see lore\ lear\ «.] Learning

;

lore; a lesson. [Now prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

This leare I learned of a bel-dame trot

When I was yong and wylde as now thou art.

Rarrtefiad, Affectionate Shepheard (1594).

In many secret skils she had been conn'd her lere.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xii.

Thou clears the head o' doited tear.

Rums, Scotch Dtink.

learnt, a. See leerK

lear^j «. See leer"^.

lear-Doard (ler'bord), n. Same as layer-board.

learert, n. [ME. lerare = D. leeraar = LG. lerer

= OHG. lerari, lerdri, MHG. lerare, lerer, G.
lehrer = Sw. Idrare = Dan. Icerer, teacher; <

lear'^ + -eri.] A teacher.

learn (lem), v.
;
pret. and pp. learned, some-

times learnt, ppr. learning. [< ME. lernen,

lurnen, leornen, < AS. leornian = OS. Unon (for

Hirnon") = OPries. lirna, lerna = OHG. lirnm,

lernen, MHG. lirnen, lernen, G. lernen, learn ; a
secondary form, with formative -to, and change
of orig. s to r (as in the related lear\ loreV)i

from the verb represented by Goth, leisan (pret.

pres. lais), find out, learn : see lear^.'] I. trans.

1. To gain or acquire knowledge of or skill in;

become informed of or acquainted with: as, to
learn grammar ; to learn the truth.

To lea/m to die is better tlian to study the ways of dying.
Sir T. Rrowne, Clirist. Mor., ii. 13.

As, tanght by Venus, Paris leamt the art
To touch Achillea' only tender part.

Pope, Dunciad, it 217.

One lesson from one book we leam'd.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxix.

3. To teach. [Now regarded as incorrect, but for-
merly in good literary use, and still common in provincial
or colloquial use.]

Sweet prince, you learn me noble thankfulness.
Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 31.

Kiper hours hereafter
Must learn me how to grow rich in deserts.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, ii. 1.

n. intrans. To acquire or receive knowledge,
information, or intelligence; receive instruc-
tion; profit from teaching: as, to learn how to
act; the child learns rapidly.

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me ; for I am
meek and lowly in heart. Mat. xi. 29.

leamable (ler'na-bl), a. [< learn + -able.']

Capable of being learned.

These be gifts,

Bom with the blood, not learriable.

Tennyson, Ealin and Balan.

learned (ler'ned), p. a. [Prop. pp. of learn, «.]

1. Possessed of the learning of schools; well
furnished with literary and scientific know-
ledge; erudite: as, a teamed man.
Men of much reading are greatly learned, but may be

little knowing. Locke.

It is very difficult to be learned; it seems as if people
were worn out on the way to great thoughts, and can never
enjoy them because they are too tired,

Qeorge Eliot, Middlemarch, X. 398.

3. Well acquainted; having much experience;
skilful : often with in : as, learned in art.

Kot learned, save in gracious household ways.
Tennyson, Princess, vii.

3. Pertaining to or manifesting learning ; ex-
hibiting the effect of instruction or learn-
ing; s(molastlc: aa, learned accomplishments;
a learned treatise.

lease

How learned a thing it is to be aware of the humblest

enemy 1
^- Jonson, Sejanua

I set apart [for study] an hour or two each d^, and thus

repaired in some degree the loss of the learned education

my father once intended for me.
Franklin, Antobiog., p. 126.

There comes thus to be a separation of the originally

unitary speech into two parts : a learned dialect, which is

the old common language preserved, and a popular dia-

lect, which is its altered descendant.
Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., ix.

=Syn. 1 and 3. Learmd, Scholarly, erudite, deep-read.

These words agree in representing the possession of a
knowledge obtained by careful and protracted study, es-

pecially in books. They differ in that learned expresses

depth and fullness in the knowledge, while scholarly ex-

presses accuracy : as,a learned and scholarly treatise upon
the use of the dative case. Learned expresses only the

result of study ; scholarly may express the result or the

spirit : as, schcla/rly tastes. See igrunrarit,.

learnedly (16r'ned-li), adv. In a learned man-
ner ; with learning or erudition; with skill: as,

to discuss a question learnedly.

learnedness (16r'ned-nes), n. The state of be-

ing learned; erudition.

learner (ler'ner), n. [< ME. lernere, < AS. leorn-

ere, a learner, < leornian, learn: see learn.'] One
who learns ; one who acquires knowledge or is

taught ; a scholar ; a pupil,

learning (Ifer'ning), n. [< ME. lernyng, < AS.
leornung (= OS. lernunga = OHG. lirnunga,

lernunga, MHG. lernunge), learning, verbal n.

of leornian, learn: see learn."] 1. The act of

acquiring knowledge.—3. Systematic know-
ledge ; the information gained from books and
instruction ; education in general : as, a branch
of learning; a low state ot learning.

The rootes of leamynge most bytter we deme

;

The fruites at last moste pleasaunt doth seme.
Rabees Rook (E. E. T. S.),p. 340.

A little learning is a dangerous thing.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 215.

3. Specifically, profound or extensive literary

and scientific culture ; erudition: as, a man of
learning.

What shall become of that commonwealth or church in
the end which hath not the eye of learning to beautify,

guide, and direct it? Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viL 24-

No power of combining, arranging, discerning.
Digested the masses he learned into learning.

Lowell, Fable for Critics. •

4. That which is learned bj study of or appli-

cation to a particular subject; special know-
ledge or skill: as, to be deeply versed in the
learning of an art or a profession ; military or
mercantile learning.

Puts to him all the learnings that his time
Could make him the receiver of.

Shak., CymbeUne, i 1. 43.

I once did hold it, as our statists do,
A baseness to write fair, and labour'd much
How to forget that learning.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 35.

The New Learning, the development in England, in the
sixteenth century, of the Italian Itenaissance. It was led.

by Colet, Erasmus, Warham, and More.

It was the story of Nowhere, or Utopia, which More
embodies in the wonderful book which reveals to us th&
heart of the New Learmng. J. R. Green, Short Hist., v.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Scholarship, Erudition, etc. (see Wera-
ture) ; attainments, acquirements.

leamt (lemt). An occasional preterit and past
participle of learn.

lea-rod (16'rod), n. Same as lay-rod.

leasable (le'sa-bl), a. [< leased + -able.] That
may be leased ; capable of being transferred or
held by lease.

lease! (lez)i «'•; pret. and pp. leased, ppr. leas-

ing. [< ME. lesen, < AS. lesan (pret. Ices, pi.

IcBson, pp. lesen), gather, = OS. lesan= OFries.
lesa = D. lezen, gather, read, = MLG. lesen =
OHG. lesan, MHG. G. lesen, gather, read, = Icel.

lesa, glean, gather, read, = Dan. Icese = Sw.
Idsa, read, = Goth, lisan (pret. las), gather ; cf-
Lith. lesti, pick up (com). For the develop-
ment of the notion 'read' from 'gather,' cf..

L. legere,GT. Tiiyeiv, gather, read: see legend, col-

lect, eta.] I. trans. 1. To gather ; pick
;
pick,

up; pick out; select. [Prov. Eng.]^
Of wynter fruite science

Tet leseth oute the smale unto the greet,
So that the tree may sende her drinke & mete.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 165..

Specifically— 2. To glean, as com. [Prov.
Ei^.]
n. intrans. To glean

; gather up leavings,,
as at harvest. [Prov. Eng.]
Ac who so helpeth me to erie or sowen here ar I wende
Shal hane leue, hi owre lorde, to lese here in hemest.

Piers Plowman OB), vL 68-

Agreo, that in harvest used to lease;
But, harvest done, to chair work did aspire

;

Meat, drink, and two pence was her daUy hire.
Dryden, tr. of Theocritus's Idyls, iii-



lease

leased (les), v. t.; pret. and pp. leased, ppr. leas-
ing. [< ME. *lesen, < AF. *leser, OF. iamer, leis-
seir, Ussier, lesser, laxier, F. laisser, let, let go,
leave, let out, = Sp. Pg. laxar = It. lasaiare,
leave, lassare, iooaen (ML. reflex lassare, leave),
< L. Uxare, loosen, < laxus, loose : see tei, laxa-
tion. Ct release."] 1. To grant the temporary
possession of, as lands, tenements, or heredita-
ments, to another for compensation at a fixed
rate; let; demise.

This dear, dear land [England] . . .

Is now leaeed out, I die pronouncing il^

Like to a tenement or pelting farm,
Skak., Klch. II., U. 1. 69.

Those not by chance
Made, or Indenture, or leaefd out t' advance

The profits for a time.
B. Joneon, Underwoods, IxzxrliL 4.

S. To take a lease of, or to take, as lands, etc.,

by a lease : as, he leased the farm from the pro-
prietor. =Byn. Let, Rent, etc. See hirel.

leases aga), «. [< ME. "lese, < AF. *lese, lees,

leez, OP. laia, lays, laiz, Ms, les, lees, leez, m. (AIi.
reflex lessa), a lease, also (P. legs), a thing left
by will, a legacy ; cf. OF. laisse, lesse, f., a pres-
ent; from the verb. Cf. leased, leash, of the
same lilt. origin.] 1. A contract transferring a
right to the possession and enjoyment of real
property for life or for a definite period of time
or at will, usually made in consideration of a
periodical compensation called rent, in modern
times usually payable in money^ but sometimes
in a share of the produce, and in former times
frequently in services. The grantor or landlord is

called the Uemr, the grantee the leseee. The act of the
grantor is called a demise; the right of the grantee is

called the term; his holding under it is called a tenancy.
The right of the lessor to have possession again at the end
of the terra, or sooner in case 4f forfeiture, is called the
reversion. If the grantor has only a term and grants the
whole of It, the contract is not technically a lease, but, even
if in the form of a lease, is deemed only an assignment. If
the grantor of a term retains any reversion, even for a sin-
gle day, the contract is a lease. A contract not transfer-
ring a right of possession, bat merely contemplating that
such right shall be transferred in the future, is not a lease,
but an agreement for alease. A contract transferring such
a right to commence in enj<mnent at a future day— as, for
instance, one executed in February to give possession in
May— is a lease ; but the- right of the lessee for the In-,

tervenlng period before the term is an interesse termini.
The word lease is sometimes loosely applied to a letting of
personal proijerty.

2. The written instrument by which a lease-
hold estate is created. The word is also loosely applied
to oral contracts of letting, which, however, are made void
by the statute of frauds unless for a term not exceeding
one year.

One air gave both their lease of breath.
Lmoell, To Holmes on his Birthday.

3. The duration of tenure by lease ; a term of

leasing ; hence, the terminable time or period
of anything: as, to take property on a long
lease; a, short lease of life.

In this laziness she (the soul] sleeps out her lease, her
term of life, in this death, in this grave, in this body.

Donne, Sermons, xvli.

His life is but a three days' leaxe.

Lard Maxwell's Goodnight (Child's Ballads, VT. 168).

Cuatodiam lease. See custodiam.—Emphyteutic
lease. Same as baU d Irnigues anrUes (which see, under
bftija),—Improving lease. See improving, ».—Lease
and release, a form of conveyance, now disused, but in
common use in England and its American colonies in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, devised to avoid the
statute of enrolments, which then required conveyances
to be recorded, by taking advantage of the rule that a
tenant in possession could take a release without any such
act of notoriety.

lease^t. a. and n. [< ME. lees, les, leas, loose,

false, i AS. leds, loose, false : see loose, a. , which
has taken the place of the more orig. tease (ME.
tees).] I. a. False; lying; deceptive.

Macrobes
That halt nat dremes false ne lees.

Ram. of the Rose, 1. 8.

Louande . . . lese goddez, that lyf haden neuer.

Made of stokkes & stonez.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1719.

II. n. Falsehood ; a lie.

Of these twoo here -was a shrewede lees.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1645.

At every ende of the deyse
Sate an erle, withowt lese.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 64. (BaUiweU.)

Flanders of nede must with vs haue peace.

Or els shee is destroyed without lees.

HakluyVs Voyages, 1. 188.

lease* (lez), w. [Also haze; < ME. tese (var. of

lesewe), < AS. Ices, ameadow,pasture : see leasow,

to which leased is related as mead^ is to meadow.

Cf. teal, which in the sense of ' pasture ' is prob.

in part due to leased taken as a plural *tees.]

1. A pasture.
The nlwe forest,

That is In Southhamtessire, . . . helouedemou,

<S aatorede wel mid bestes & lese. Rob. of Gloucester.
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Leane Is an nnmown grass field stocked through spring

and summer. Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 129.

3. A common. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

lease^ (les), n. [The more original form of
leash.] In wearing, the system of crossings in
the warp-threads in a loom between the yarn-
beam and the heddles, effected by passing each
warp-thread alternately over and under the
lease-rods.

leasehold (les'hold), n. and a. [< lease'^ + hold.]

1. n. A tenure by lease; real estate held under
a lease.

"I have but a poor lease of this mansion under you,
voidable at your honour's pleasure." "Ay, and thou
wouldst fain convert thy leasehold Into a copyhold."

Scott, Kenilworth, v.

II. a. Held by lease: as, a leasehold tene-
ment—Leasehold enfranchisement, a plan for con-
ferring on holders of leases for long unexpired terms the
right by statute to acquire the fee by compensating the
owners of the reversion or remainder. It was brought be-
fore the British Parliament in 1886.

leaseholder (Ies'h61"d6r), n. A tenant under
a lease.

leasemonger (les'mung'''g6r), n. [< leased +
monger.] One who deals in leases. [Kare.]

They were all very sudainly Inhabited and stored with
inmates, to the great admiration of the English nation,
and aduantage of landlords and leasemongers.

Stow, King James, an. 1604.

leaserH (le'zfer), n. [= D. lezer, reader, =
OHQ-. iesari, lesdri, MHGr. leswre, leser, G. leser,

gleanfer, a reader,= Icel. Iesari, a reader,= Dan.
Iwser = Sw. Idsare, reader, also a pietist; as
teasel -I- -eri.] One who leases or gathers; a
gleaner.

I looked upon all who were born here as only in the con-
dition of leasers and gleaners. Smft.

leaser^ (le's6r), n. [< lease'^ + -crl.] One who
leases or lets ; a lessor.

leaser^t (le'zSr), n. [< leased + -er-i.] One who
tells a falsehood: a liar.

lease-rod (les'rod), n. In weaving, one of the
wooden rods, usually of oval cross-section, over
and under which the warp-threads in a loom
are alternately passed in forming the lease.

There are usually three of these rods, tied toge-
ther at the ends. See leased.

leash (lesh), n. [< ME. leesshe, leysche, lesshe;

a var. of more orig. leased (early mod. E. and
still in use in sense 3), < ME. lees, leese, leece,

lese, < OF. lesse, F. laisse = It. laseio, < ML.
laxa, thong, a loose cord,< L. laxa, fem. of laxtis,

loose: see lax^.] 1. A band, lace, or thong;
a snare.

He is caught up In another les.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 233.

Especially

—

(a) The line used to hold hounds or coursing-
dogs untu the time comes to set them on the game.

They brought him to the heading-hill.
His hounds intill a leish.

Young Waters (Child's Ballads, IIL 304).

(lit) Afack of hounds, (c) A light line used to give the fal-

con a short flight without releasing her altogether. It is

secured to the varvels on the bird's ankle.

But her [the hawk's] too faithful leash doth soon retain
Her broken flight, attempted oft in vain.

Quarles, Emblems, v. 9.

2. Among sportsmen, a brace and a half ; three
creatures of any kind, especially greyhounds,
foxes, bucks, or hares ; hence, three things in

general.
Citizens . . . tlr'd with toyl, by leaghes and by payrs,

Crowned with Garlands, go to take the ayrs.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

A leash of nightcaps on his head, like the pope's triple

crown. MiddleUm, Your Five GaJIantB, i. 1.

3. In wea/ving, one of the threads, cords, or wires
extending between the parallel bars or shafts

of the heddles and having a loop or eye in the
middle for the reception of a warp-thread. See
heddle.

leash (lesh), v. t. [< leash, n.] To bind or se-

cure by a leash.
And at his heels,

Leash'd in like hounds, should famine, sword, and fire

Crouch for employment. Sliak., Hen. V., 1. (cho.).

leasingl (le'zing), n. [Verbal n. of teasel, v.]

1 . The act of gathering
;
gleaning.— 2. An arm-

ful of hay or com, such as is leased or gleaned.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
leasing^ (le'sing), n. [Verbal n. of lease'^, v.]

The act of letting or taking on lease.

leasing^ (le'zing), «. [< ME. leesing, Using,

leesyng, etc., < AS. ledsung (= Icel. lausung),

falsehood, verbal n. of ledsian, lie, < leds, false

:

see teaseS, loose.] The telling of lies; lying;

a lie; falsehood; lying report.

Now axe hem yef this be true, for thei sholde not be so

hardy be-fore me to make yow no lesynge.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 37.

leat

Trust her not, you bonnibel.
She will forty leaMngs tell.

B. Jonaon, The Satyr.

Thou Shalt destroy them that speak leasing; the Lord
will abhor the bloody and deceitful man. Ps. V. 6.

leasing-maker (le'zing-ma'''k6r), n. One who
tells hes ; one who is guilty of leasing-making.
Franklin, Autobiog., p. 414. [Bare.]
leasing-making (le'zing-ma"king), n. In Scots
law, the Tact of telling lies ; specifically, the ut-
terance of slanderous and untrue speeches, to
the disdain, reproach, and contempt of the king,
his council and proceedings, or to the dishonor,
hurt, or prejudice of his highness, his parents
and progenitors ; verbal sedition.

leasing-mongert (le'zing-mung"g6r), n. [ME.]
A liar.

Leaeing-mongeris and forsworun. Wydif, 1 Tim. L 10.

Lea's oak. See oak.

leaso'vrt (le'so), n. [Early mod. E. also lessow
(also lease : see Uase^), < ME. Uesewe, Usew^,
Use, < AS. tos_(gen. Iwswe, dat. Wswe, Uese, pi.

Iceswe, Iceswa, Icese, Icesa), a pasture.] A pasture.

In men and cities, castols, fortresses, or other places of
defense, in medowes, leassewes, etc.

Holinshed, Hen. II., an. 1173.

William Shenstone . . . first saw the light on the patri-
monial estate which his taste afterwards made so famous
—The Leasowes, Hales Owen, Shropshire.

AUibane, Diet. Authors, p. 2072.

leaso'Wf (le's6)j«;. *. [Early mod. E. also Ussow;
< Uasow, n.] To feed or pasture.

Gently his fair flocks lessow'd he along.
Through the frim pastures, freely at his leisure.

Drayton, Moses. {Naree.')

leastl^lest), a. suiperl. [< ME. teste, Ust, last, <

AS. IdBSt, eontr. of Icesast, Icesest, Icerest, least,

superl. of Ices (adv. and a.), less (no positive in
use): see tessi.] Smallest; little in size or de-
gree, etc., beyond all others: answering as su-
perlative to UttU.

I spied a wee wee man.
He was the least that eir I saw.

The Wee Wee Man (Child's Ballads, L 126).

For I am the least of the apostles, that am not meet to
be called an apostle, because I persecuted the church of
God. 1 Cor. XV. 9.

At least, at the least, not to say, or that one may not
say, more than is certainly true ; at the lowest degree : as,

if he has not Incurred a penalty, he at least deserves cen-
sure ; it was two hours ago at the least.

V. hunderyd of his men he lost alto.

And borsis a thowsand atte lest.

Qenerydes (E. E. T. S.)t 1. 2636.

He who tempts, though in vain, at least asperses
The tempted with dishonour. M&lMn, P. li, ix. 296.

Circle of least confusion. See confusion.—to. the
least. In the smallest degree ; at all.

Acres. It is giving you a great deal of trouble.
Ais. Not in the least— 1 beg you won't mention it.—No

trouble in the world, I assure you.
Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 1.

Least and mostt, all; the whole of any number; one
and all, great and small. Nares.— Least common mul-
tiple. See multiple.— 'SliViusA Of least squares. See
gmtore.—Principle of least action. See acfioji.—Prin-
ciple of least constraint. See constraint.

leasti (lest), adv. superl. [< ME. lest, last, < AS.
ISsst, eontr. of Icesast, Icesest, Icerest, adv., superl.

of Ices, less : see tessi.] In the smallest or lowest
degree ; in a degree below all others : as, to re-

ward those who least deserve it.

With what I most enjoy contented leaa/t.

Shdk., Sonnets, xxix.

least^t, conj. An obsolete spelling of testi.

leas'tways (lest'waz), adv. At least: an obso-
lete or colloquial form of Uastwise.

There being ... no two birds in the hand worth one
in the bush, as is well known

—

leastways In a contrairy
sense, which the meaning is the same.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxvii.

At leastwayst, at least.

At least waies, I finde this opinion confirmed by a pretie
deuise or embleme that Lucianus alleageth he saw.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 118.

least'wise (lest'vrtz), adv. [< teas*i + -wise.]

At least: formerly used with at, with the same
force. [Now only coUoq.]

I have from Time to Time employ'd divers of my best
Friends to get my Liberty, at leastunse leave to go abroad
upon Bail. Howell, Letters, IL 61.

leasyt (le'zi), a. [< leased, a., + -y.] Counter-
feit; fallacious; misleading. [Rare.]

For studying therebie to make everie thing straight
and easie, in smoothing and playning all things to much,
never leaveth, whiles tihe sense itselfe be lefte both lowse
and leasie. Ascham, The Scholemaster, iL

leati, leet^ (let), n. [Appar.,like lade^,lode\
ult. connected with AS. tedam, lead: see lead^.]

1. Ameeting of cross-roads. Halliwell.— 2. A
watercourse or a trench for conveying water



leat

to engine- or mill-wheels. Fryce, 1778. [Corn-
wall and Devonshire, Eng.] See the quota-
tions.

Plymouth Leat. This artificial brook is taken out of the
river Mew, towards its source at the loot of Sheepston
Tor in a wild mountain delL Leat, Late, or Lake, as it is
sometimes pronounced, is perhaps a corruption of lead or
conductor, being applied, I believe, to any artificial chan-
nel lor conducting water.

MarshaU, Rural Economy of W. of Eng., II. 269.

Drake is connected with the modern lile ol Plymouth
by his construction ol the leat, or water-course through
which the town is stiU supplied from the river Meavy.

Worthy Hist. Devonshire, p. 210.

I have a project to bring down a leat of fair water from
the hill-tops right into Plymouth town.

Eingsley, Westward Ho, xiv,

leat2 (let), V. i, [Cf. ZcaA;.] To leak; pour.
HaUiwelL [Prov. Eng.]
leath^ (leth), a. A dialectal variant of lithe.

leath^ (leth), a. A dialectal variant of loath,

leather (le^n'Sr), n, and a. [Early mod. E,
letheTf < ME. letheTj < AS. lether (only in eomp.)
= OFries. leither, Uder, Uder, leer = D. le(&rj

leer = MLGr. leder, LG. leMer, lier = OHG-.
MHG-. Gt. leder = Icel, ledhr = Dan. Uederj losr

= Sw. Idder, leather; not found native outside
of Tent. The W. llethr, Bret, lesr, ler, are of E.
or LGr. origin.] I, n. 1. The tanned, tawed, or
otherwise dressed skin of an animal; dressed
hides or skins collectively. The peculiar character
of leather is due to the chemical combination of tannin
in the process of tanning, or of tannin and vegetable ex-
tractive matter (or else of some mineral or earthy base),
with gelatin as contained in animal skin; its physical
characteristics, such as flexibility, tensile strength, color,
and durability, are more or less modified by the processes
subsequent to the chemi-
cal, and included in the
various operations of cur-
rying and dressing. In
commercial and popular
usage leather does not in-

clude skins dressed with
the hair or fur on ; such
skins are usually distin-

guished by compounding
the word skin with the
name of the animal from
which they are taken: as,

sealsHn, hearekin, otter-

gkin, etc. In the un-
tanned state skins valued
for their fur, hair, or wool,
and destined to be tawed
and dressed for furriers'

and analogquB uses, are
called pelts or peltry. In
England the term pelts is applied to all untanned skins.

The term sHn has also certain applications relating to
leather which seem to follow no rule, but are sanctioned
by generfd usage : thus, leathers made from the skins of
kids, dogs, sheep, pigs, and calves, and in general from the
skins of all snudl domestic and of many wild animals, are
distinguished by the names of the animals: a£,dog8kin,
sheep^n, pigskin, calfskin, buckskin, or deerskin. Buff-

leather is an exception to this usage. (See Imff^, 2.) In
general, leather made from skins of adult bovine domes-
tic animals is called cowhide, and that made from skins of
horses is called horsehide. The tanned skins ol large ani-

mals, either wild or domestic, are distinguished by the
word hide with the name of the animal from which the
skin was taken prefixed, except when the skin has the fur
or hair left upon it : a£^ rhinoceros-hide, hippopotamus-hide,
buffaio-hide (tanned with hair removed) ; leopard-tkin, buf-

fmo-skin (tanned or tawed with hair or fur on). Leather
made from the skins of alligators and aquatic animals is,

however, generally called ^n with the name of the ani-

mal prefixed: as, aUtgator-skin, shark-skin, etc. (See also

shagreen.) The outer side of the skin both before and after

tanning is called the grain side, or simply the grain; the
opposite side is called the Jlesh side.

2. Human sMn. [Ironical or ludicrous.]

His body, active as his mind,
Uetuming sound in limb and wind
Except some leather lost behind.

Swift, To the Earl of Peterborough.

3. A round piece of tanned hide on the end of

a fish-hook, designed to keep the bait from
slidiptg up on the line.— 4, The loose hanging
part of a dog's ear.

The ears of the dog [the Irish water-spaniel] should be
long, and so broad in the leather that they will meet across

the nose. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 425,

Alum leather, tawed leather,—American leather, a
kind of varnished or enameled cloth prepared in imi-

tation of leather, used for covering chairs, sofas, etc.—

Avis^on leather, embossed leather, colored and gilded,

used for wall-decoration and for covering furniture : made
at Avignon in the seventeenth century, and in all respects

similar to that made for the same purpose in Spain.

—

Basan leather, bark-dyed sheepskin, used in making
slippers, etc.—Boiled leather. See cwir-6o«iHi.— Bufif-
leather. See&w/i,2.— BuUock-leather. Same as cow-

Aide.—Chamois leather. See chamois, 2.—Chrome-
leather, leather in which bichromate of potassa solution

is used as a steep, the bichromate being by reaction with

protosolphate of iron subsequently reduced in the tissue

to sesqaioxid of chromium-— Cordovan leather. Same
as cwdwain..—Danish leather, leather prepared by tan-

ning sheep-, goat-, kid-, and lamb-skins with willow-bark.

It is strong, supple, and bright-colored, and is used chief-

ly for gloves.—Enameled leather, leather usually split

and coated on one side with varnish, giving it a surface

less lustrous than that ol patent leather.— Fair leather.

Diaeram showii^ diviaons of a
tanned skin, a, butt; b, b, belly;
c, c, cheek ; d, neck ; e, e, e, e, shank
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leather not artificially colored.—Grained leatber. Same
as ^atn-teatA«r.—Hame8S-leatlier,bark-tanned leather

dresserl specially for liamess-making. Instead of tlie or-

dinary dubbing, the hardest tallow is used for the stuffing,

and a great deal of labor is expended upon it with the

stockstone and slicker to produce the desired smooth
finish on the grain side.—HogS' leatlier. Same as Aoff-

sjrin.— Hlingailan leather, a white leather originally

brought from Hungary, prepared by a peculiar process

similar to tawing, after which it is softened by the aj)-

pUcation of oil and heat.—Japanned leather. Same
as vaieni ieatAer.- Elp-leatber, leather made from the

skins of half-grown cattle.— Lace-leather. See wlumg-
leo^to-.-Lacquered leather. Same as patent leather.

—Leather appUpiu^, decorative work made by sewing

pieces of kid or other thin leather of different colors on a

surface, as of cloth, and completing the design by border-

inga, scrolls, etc., either of cord or of embroidery-stitching.

—Leather-punching machine, a machine for punching
leather, in which the action of both the punch and the die

is automatic. A cam-wheel and winch actuate the die-

stock and the punch,the cam-wheel having a spring attach-

ment which compensates for varying thicknesses of the

leather. The leather is fed by hand to the machine.—Lea-
ther-splitting mainline, a machine for dividing leather

into two thicknesses. See «pK{ leather.—Leather-Strip-
ing machine, a machine by which binding-leather is

marked with stripes for shoe-binding.—Leather-Strip-
ping machine, a machine for cutting sides of leather into

strips of uniform width, from which soles and heels are

afterward punched. E. H. Knight.— Leather-washer
tool, cutter, or machine, a device for cutting washers
from leather. One form resembles the ordinary carpenters'
brace and annular bit, haviug two cutters adjustable in re-

lation with the center of the bit. Leatherwashers are often

cut with circular hollow punches.—Morocco leather.
See morocco.— Oiled leather, leather prepared by any
process in which oil isan important ingredient.— Oil goat-
leather, oiled goatskin.—Fannonla leather. 6ame as

leather.cioth.—Va,teilt leather, leather having a finely

varnished surface, prepared from thick leather specially

tanned for the purpose. The varnish (technically called

sweetmeat) is applied in coats with intermediate drying in

a steam-heated oven, and smoothing between the apphca-
tions. Linseed-oil and coloring materials, which may be
black or white, etc., are the chief ingredients of the var-

nish. Also japanned leather, lacquered leather.—Febble-
grained goat-leather, goatskin grained in an irregular

manner, as though numerous small pebbles of different

sizeshad been pressed upon its surface.—Bussetleather.
(a) Leather finished except coloring and polishing. (&) Lea-
ther finished for use without artificial coloring, as that of

which shoes are made for use in hot weather. Hence

—

(c) Leather slightly colored, tingedred or yeUowish-brown,
for use in the same way.—Bussla leather, a fine leather
prepared in Hussia, and imitated elsewhere, by very care-

ful wHlow-bark tanning, dyeing with sandalwood, and
soaking in birch-oiL It is of a brownish-red color, and has
a peculiar and characteristic odor.— Spajllsh leather,
russet and other uncolored leather of the weight and qual-
ity used for boots.— Split leather, leather split by a ma-
chine. Two thicknesses are thus obtainetl either of which
may be used, which are better adapted for some uses
than the full thickness. The inner layer, of very inferior
quality, is used for trunk-covers and similar purposes,
and is sometimes finished and used for cheap boots and
shoes. Occasionally, however, splitting is done only to se-

cure an even thickness in the outer p^t, when the opera-
tion is more properly called skiving.—Transparent lea-
ther, raw liide treated with alum and glycerin, and thus
rendered more or less translucent.— Twisted leather,
oiled leather twisted from strips into a cord-like form for
straps or bands, used with gi-ooved pulleys and for other
purposes.—Vegetable leather, a material composed of
india-rubber spread upon linen according to a patent pro-
cess, very tough, and capable of being made ofai^ thick-
ness by additional layers of linen covered and cemented
with the india-rubber. It is made in long rolls. Ure, Diet.

—Whang-leather, tough leather used for cutting into
narrow smps, such as laces, crackers for whips, and small
straps. Also called lace-leather.—^Whlte leather, tawed
leather ; so called because the natural color is notdarkened
by the process, as is the case with tanned leather.

II. a. Consisting of leather; leathern: as, a
leather glove.
The nobility think scorn to go in leather aprons.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 13.

Leather armor, armor made of leatherrendered first flex-

ible and easily sliaped and afterward hard by soaking in hot
water, or boiling, pressing, and beating. (Compare euir-
hoviUi.) Such armor wasmuch used for defense in addition
to the hauberk, greaves, arm-guards, etc.,being worn over
the Unk-mail. Helmets also were often made St this mate-
rial.—Leather belting, leather first shaved to an even
thickness, and then cut into strips of definite width which
are chamfered off and riveted and cemented together at
the ends to form one long piece. 'ITie piece thus formed is

prepared for market by winding it into a coil like a ribbon.
It is used for the straps or belts of pnlleys, etc., in ma-
chinery,

leather (leTH'er), v. [< leather, «.] I. trarw.

1. To furnish with leather; apply leather to;
form into leather; tan.

Then, if you bring a liver not entirely leathered and
lungs not over half consumed.

S. Bowles, Our New West, p. 444.

Taking a green seal skin, we put a foot on it and cut
around it, sew up the heel, and run a string round the toe,

which draws it up, and tie it on the instep. By walking
it becomes leathered and soft to the foot.

Fisheries of U. S., Y. il 435.

2. To beat or thrash with or as with a thong of
leather. [CoUoq.]

If you think I could carry my point, I would so swinge
and leather my lambkin. Foote, Mayor of Garrat, i.

I gave Spouncer a black eye, I know— that's what he
got by wanting to leather me

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, p, 34.

n. intrans. To beat ; strike. [CoUoq.]

leather-lap

The drum was on the very brink of leathering away with

all his power. Dickens, The Chimes, It.

leatherback (leTH'6r-bak), n. 1. A turtle

of the family Dermochelydidm, the Dermochelys

coriaeeus, or soft-

shelled turtle, al-

so known as lea-

tlier-twrtle,

turtle, trimk-iur-

tle, and by oth-

er names. See
Sphargis.— 2.

The ruddy duck,
]Eri8matUra rubi^

Leafterback ^da: so called {^DermnchelysozSphareUc&riaeeus').

from the red
back of the male, which is of the color of tanned
sole-leather. [Charleston, South Carolina.]

leather-beetle (leTH'er-be'"tl), n. The toothed

derme8tid,Z)er»!e«te«««?p«»«s,whichinjures lea-
ther.

leather-board (leTH'6r-b6rd), n. A composition

of leather scraps and paper material, ground
and rolled into sheets. E. B. Knight.

leather-brown (leTH'fer-broun), n. See Tmowin.

leather-carp (leTH'6r-karp), ». A sealeless

variety of the carp.

leather-cloth (lesn ' 6r-kl6th), «. A fabric

covered with a water-proof composition, and
usually having a polished surface, it is common-
ly made by applying a coat of paint or varnish, or of botlL

to one side of a piece of cloth, and is sometimes embossed

'

with a grain resembling that of morocco, sometimes made
with a high gloss like that of patent leather. Also called

Pannonia leather.

leather-coat (lesH'fer-kot), n. Anything with

a tough coat, skin, or rind, as an apple or a po-

tato ; specifically, the golden russet.

There's a dish of leather-coats for you.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 44.

leather-dicing (leSH'6r-di''sing), n. Same as

leather-dressing. E. H. Knight.

leather-dresser (leSH'6r-dreB"'er), n. One who
finishes leather by coloring, polishing, and pre-

paring for use the sMns after they have been
tanned or otherwise preserved.

leather-dressing (leTH'6r-dres'''ing), «. The
finishing operations which succeed the currying
of leather.

leatherette (leTH-6r-et'), n. [< leather + -ette.']

Cloth or paper made to look like leather ; imi-

tation leather.

leather-flower (le5H'6r-flou''6r), n. A North
American climbing plant, Clematis FiornayWifb.

a large perianth of leatherypurplish sepals. It

grows wild from Pennsylvania and Ohio south-
ward, and is often cultivated.

leather-gouge (leTH'6r-goug), n. A tool usedto
cut channels in leather for receiving the thread
of a line of stitches. E. H. Knight.
leather-grinder (leSH'fer-grinMfer), ». A ma-
chine for reducing scraps of leather to shreds,
that the material may be made into washers,
in-soles, and shoe-heels.

leatherhead (lesn'er-hed), n. 1. A block-
head.— 2. A meliphagine bird, Philemon or
Tropidm-hynchus corniailatus of Australia: so
called from the bare, skinny head : also called
moiik and friar from the same circumstance,
oaA four-<yclock from its cry; a]so pimlico.
leathering (leSH'er-ing), n. [< leather+ -in^i.]

1. Naut., tanned or prepared leather fitted on
spars, rigging, etc., to prevent chafing.— 2. A
thrashing; a whipping. [CoUoq.]—3. Theyel-
low perehi [Neuse river, Norfli Carolina.]
leather-jack (lesn'^r-jak), n. A jug made of
leather; a black-jack.
leather-jacket (leTH'Sr-jak'et), n. l. One of
several fishes. («) a ballstoid fish, Balvsles caprisms,
having three dorsal spines, a uniform brownish color on the
trunk, the second dorsal and the anal fin checkered with
interrupted longitudinal brown lines, and the caudal fin
mottled. It occurs along the GuU coast of the United
States, as well as in the Mediterranean and other warm
seas. See cut under Balistes. (6) A monacanthine balls-
toid fish of any kind. (New South Wales; New Zealand.]
(c) A carangoid flsh, Oligoplttes saurus, havhig an elongated
snbfusiform body with narrow linearscalesembedded in the
skin at various angles, and a first dorsal fin with five spines.
It is common in tropical seas, and wanders along the east-
em coast of the United States.

2. In bot., same as hickory-eucalyptus.
leather-knife aeTH'er-nif), «. A knife of
curved or crescent form for cutting leather, the
edge being on the convex side, and the handle
being attached to the middle of the concavity.
It is one of the oldest tools known, and is much
used in harness-making.
leather-lap (Ibth ' er-lap), n. In gem-cutting,
an ordinary polishing-disk coveredwithwalms-



leather-lap

hide and charged with Venetian tripoli and wa-
ter: used to polish stones cut en caboohon.
leatherleaf (leSH'6r-le£), n. See Cassandra.
leather-mouthed (lesn'to-moutht), a. Having
a mouth like leather, or smooth and tough,
without teeth in the jaws.

By Uaiher-movtked fish, I mean such as have their teeth
In their throat, as the chub.

/. Waltm, Angler (ed. 1653), p. 203.

leathern (lesH'Sm), a. [< ME. Utheren, < AS.
Utheren, htkern, lethren, Utheren, Uthren, in old-
est form Udrin (= D. lederen = OHG. Udirm,
Udrin, MHG. Uderm, G. ledern), of leather, <
lether, leather: see leather and -e«2.] Made of
leather; consisting of or resembling leather.

Thenne com Couetyse, . . .

And lyk a letheme pors luUede his chekes.
Pien Plowman (A), v. 110.

And the same .Tohn had his raiment of camel's hair, and
a leathern girdle about his loins. Mat. ill. 4.

Leathern bird, leathern mouse, leathern wines, a
bat. HaUiweU. [Prov. Eng.]

leatheroid (leTH'6r-oid), n. [< leather + -oid.]
A material prepared from vegetable fiber chem-
ically treated and formed into sheets, having in
a greater or less degree a body, color, and tough-
ness resembling those of bark-tanned and un-
eurried leather.

leather-paper (le5H'6r-pa"p6r). n. A thick pa-
per having a fine-grained surface resemblmg
that of leather or silk crape. It is often em-
bossed with various designs, and gilded or en-
ameled in various patterns.

leather-plant (lesH'Sr-plant), n. A composite
plant ofthe genus CeZmwJa, includingC coriacea
and other species. [New Zealand.]

leather-polisher (leTH'6r-pol"ish-6r), n. A
machine for condensing and polishing the sur-
face of leather by
means of a slick-

ing- or glassing-tool
wMoh oscillates over
it.

leather-punch
(leSH'Sr -punch), n.

1. A hand-tool for
making eyelet-holes
in leather or holes for

lacings in belting.

—

2. A machine for

punching leather.

leather-seat (lesn'-

6r-set), n. A dust-
guard iDearing. Ca/r-

Suilder's Diet.

leatherside (le»H'6r-
sid),«. Asmallojrpri-
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sentially of a hollow cylinder, through which flow cur-
rents of steam ; in this the hides are rolled about with the
dubbing,

leather-turtle (leTH'6r-t6r'''tl), n. 1. The
leatherback. [Eastern coast of U. 8.]— 2. An-
other kind of turtle, Trionyx mutiea.

leather-winged (lesn'Sr-wingd), a. Having
leathery wings, as a bat.

leatherwood (leTH'6r-wtid), n. 1. A North
American shrub of the genus Dvrca, with very

Leatherwood (^Dirca patustris).

I, branch with flowers; 2, branch with fruit and ieaves; a, flower;
b, Aower laid open to show pistil and stamens.

tough bark. See Dirca.—3. An Australian
tree or shrub of the genus Ceratopetalum, be-
longing to the saxifrage family; also, its wood.
leathery (leTH'6r-i), a. [< leather + -^i.] Ee-

Leather-polisher.

noid fish, the leather-sided minnow, Tigoma tce-

nia, used in Utah as a bait for catching white-
fish, or mountain herring, Coregonus william-

soni.

leather-skin (leTH'6r-skin), n. The true skin,

or corium, as distinguished from the epidermis.

leather-softener (leTH'Sr-sSfufer), n. A ma-
chine for rendering dry hides or leather flexi-

Tnnnnnnnnnnnnnnr

Leather-softener.

ble, so that they may be worked without break-

ing. It either pounds the leather or, by means
of corrugated rollers, presses and extends it.

leather-stamp (leTH'6r- stamp), n.
_
A lever-

press, in whicn die and follower are jointed to-

gether to form a toggle, used for stamping lea-

ther.

leather-stretcher (Icth ' 6r - strech " 6r) , «. A
frame in which a side of leather is stretched so

that it may dry flat, in some frames the skin is held

by tenterhooks ; in others the sides of the frame are ex-

panded by means of wedges. E. H. Knight.
^

leather-stuffer (leSH'Sr-stufSr), n. A machine

for softening hides and charging them with

dubbing to render them pliable, it consists es-

sembling leather; tough and flexible like lea-

ther; specifically, in hot,, coriaceous.

leath-wake (leth'wak), a. See Uthwake.
leautef, ». -A Middle English form of lealty.

leave'^ (lev), v. ; pret. and pp. left, ppr. leaving.

[Early mod. E. leeve, leve, < ME. leeven, leven

(pret. left, lefte, laft, lafte,_lefde, pi. Ufte, levede,

pp. left, laft, yleft), < AS. Icefan, tr., leave (a heri-

tage), also intr., remain (= OS. far-lebhian, re-
main, lehhon, remain, = OFries. leva, leave, =
OHG. MHG. leiben, tr., leave, OHG. leiien, intr.,

remain, = Icel. lezfa, leave), a secondary verb,
associated with l^, a heritage, what is left, re-
mainder (> ME. laif, lafe, lave. So. lave: see
lave^), < *lifan, pret. *ldf, in comp. be-iifan (=
OS. bi-lzbhan = OPries. oi-lma, be-liva, bliva =
MD. bUven, D. blijven = MLG. bliven = OHG.
be-ltban, MHG. be-liben, bliben (also ge-Mben, ver-

liben), G. bleiben = Icel. Ufa (orig. strong, as in

pp. Ufen, but early displaced by the weak form
Ufa = AS. lifian, E. live^) (also blifa = Dan. blive

= Sw. blifva, after G.) = Goth, bi-leiban), be left,

remain, whence also lif, life, lifian, libban, live

:

see life, liveK The verb leave^ is not connected
with the noun leave^ in the phrase to take leave."]

1. trans. 1. To let remain; fail or neglect to
take away, remove, or destfoy; allow to stay
or exist: as, he left his baggage behind him; 5
from 12 leaves 7 ; only a few were l^t aUve.

Eke sum have this bileve,
That bare ylefte there shall noo foul it [dill] greve.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 82.

They that are Wt of you shall pine away ... in your
enemies' lands. Lev. xxvi. 39.

2. To place or deliver with intent to let remain

;

part from by giving or yielding up : as, to leave

papers at the houses of subscribers; to leave

money on deposit.

How came the lily maid by that good shield? . . .

He left it with her, when he rode to tilt.

Tennyson,, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. To let remain for a purpose ; confide, com-
mit, or refer : as, to leame the decision of a ques-
tion to an umpire; I leaxe that to your judg-
ment.
Always, when we leave our Ships, we either order a cer-

tain place of meeting, or else leave them a sign to know
where we are, by making one or more great Smoaks.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 262.

How many other things might be tolerated in peace and
left to conscience, had we but charity.

Milton, Areopagitioa, p. 53.

His thankless country leaves him to her laws.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 218.

4. To let remain or have remaining at death

;

hence, to transmit, bequeath, or give by will

:

as, he leaves a wife and children, and has left

his property in trust for their use.

leave

The kyng Wt non of his disente.
Nor of his hlode of that land to be kyng.

Generydea (E. E. T. S.), L 131S.

There be of them that have left a name behind them.
Eccl. xliv. 8.

Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you.
John xiT. 27.

5. To go away or depart from; quit, whether
temporarily or permanently,
Whiche yle we le^ on our lefte hande towardes Grece.

Sir R. Guylforie, Pylgrymage, p. 14.

There laft oure Lord his Diciples, whar hewente topreye
before his Passioun. MandeoUie, Travels, p. 95.

True patriots all ; tor, be it understood.
We l^t our country for our country's good.

Banringtan, New South Wales, p. 152.

6. To separate or withdraw from ;
part com-

pany or relinquish connection with ; forsake;
abandon; desert: as, to leaves, church or soci-

ety ; to leave one occupation for another ; he has
l^t the path of rectitude.

Thenne lachchez ho hir leue, & leuez hym there,
Eor more myrthe of that mon most ho not gete.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1870.

Tho sayde Mazent to Eateryn
Leve thy god and leve [leeve, believe] on myn, -

MS. Cantab. Ef. li. 88, f. 38. (HaUiwell.)

Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother,
and shall cleave unto his wife. Gen. ii. 24.

The heresies that men do leave
Are hated most of those they did deceive.

Shak., M. S. D., li. 2. 139.

7. To quit, as the doing of anything ; cease or
desist from; give over; leave off: followed, to

express the verbal action, by a verbal noun in
4ng, or formerly by an infinitive with to.

As yee seemen leaue eating of the fyrst and seconde dish,
so auoyde them from the Table.

Baiees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 67.

If I might see any such inclination in you, that you
would leave to be merciless, and begin to be charitable, I
would then hope well of you.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

Joseph gathered com . . . until he left numbering.
Gen. xli. 49.

I cannot leave to love, and yet I do.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 6. 17.

8. To suffer or permit to continue; fail to
change the state, condition, or course of; let

remain as existing: as, to leave one free to act;
leave him in peace ; leave it as it is.

We have left undone those things which we ought to
have done. Book of Com/mon Prayer, General Confession.

A door l^t ajar gave him a peep into the best parlour.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 338.

I leave thy praises unexpress'd.
T&nnyson, In Memoriam, Ixxv.

Often the noises made by children at play leave the pa-
rents in doubt whether pleasure or pain is the cause.

M. Spencer, Prln. of Pyschol., § 496.

Leave me, him, etc., alone to do anything, trust me to
do it

;
you may be sure I will do it.

Hell go along o'er the wide world with me

;

Leave me alone to woo him.
5Aa&., As you Like it, L 3. 135.

Left In the laj)Bt. See laps—To be left In the basket.
See baatet—fo be left to one's self, to be left alone;
be permitted to follow one's own opinions or desires.

—

To get left, to be distanced or beaten ; be left behind or
in the lurch, especially in a contest, competition, or ri-

valry. [CoUoq. slang. I—To leave alone, to suffer or per-

mit to continue undisturbed or untouched ; let alone.

—

To leave In the dark, to conceal information from,

I am not willing to leave my Reader in the dark.
Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 32.

To leave off. (a) To cease or desist from ; forbear ; ter-

minate ; quit : as, to leave off work at six o'clock ; to leave

of& bad habit.

J'or love of me leave o^this dreadfull play.
Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 28.

He hath left off to be wise, and to do good. Ps xxxvi. 3.

(6) To cease wearing or using ; lay aside ; give up : as, to
leave off a garment ; to leave off tobacco.

What a pretty thing man is when he goes in his dou-
blet and hose and leaves off his wit

!

Shak., Much Ado, v, 1. 203,

(ct) To give up or cease to associate with.

A woman cannot have an affair but instantly all her
sex travel about to publish it, and leave her off: now. if a
man cheats another of his estates at play, forges a will, or
marries his ward to his own son. nobody thinks of leamjig
him off tor such trifles, Walpole, To Mann, Sept, 26, 1742,

To leave one In the lurch. See i«rcA3.—To leave one
the hag to hold. See hagT-.—lo leave out, to omit:
as, to leave out a word or name in writing.—TO leave
(out) In the cold. See cold. n.

II, intrans. If. To remain ; be left.

Abate the noumbre of that same sonnes altitude owt of
90, and thanne is the remenaunt of the noumbre that levyth
the latitude of the regioun. Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 25.

Also I pray gow that the melve*, that levyt of my typet
may be sent home. PaeUm Letters (liTl', III -.7.

2. To go away; depart: as, he lefthj the last

steamer; I am to leave to-morrow; the next
train lea/ves at 10. [Chiefly colloq.]



leave

If they [the Mound-Buildera] fonnd forests In the val-
leys they occupied, these were cleared away to make room
for their towns, . . . and when . . . they finally le/t, or
were driven away, a long period must have elapsed before
the trees began to grow freely.

Baldwin, Anc. America, p. 50,

3i. To give over; cease; leave" off.

He searched, and began at the eldest, and kjft at the
youngest. Gen. xliv. 12.

Let us leave, and kiss

;

Lest some unwelcome guest should fall betwixt us,
And we should part without it.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, i. 2.

To leave off, to cease ; desist ; stop ; make an end.

But when you find that vigorous heat abate,
Leave off, and for another summons wait.

Soeammwn, Translated Verse, 1. 309.

So soon as we have dined, we will down again to the
little house : where I will begin, at the place I left off,
about fly-fishing. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, iL 251.

leaveH (lev), ». [<.leave^,v.^ A leaving; some-
thing left or remaining.
Then he's taen up the little boy [from the aide of his dead

mother],
Bowed him in his gown sleeve;

Said, " Tho' your father 's to my loss.

Your mother *s to me leave."
Birth of Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 395).

Ieave2 (lev), n. [< ME. leve, leef, < AS. ledf,

permission, = D. -lof in urlof, permission, =
MHG. louhe, Or. laube, also -lauo in ur-laub, ver-
lauh, permission, = leel. lof (also leyfi), per-
mission, = Dan. lov = Sw. lof, permission, a
secondary noun, in relation with ledf, dear,
gelyfan, loelieve: see lief, belief, believe, leeve.']

1 . Liberty granted to do something, or for some
specific action or course of conduct; permis-
sion; allowance; license.

Youre comaundement to kepe to kare forthe y caste me,
My lorde, with your leue, no lenger y lette yowe.

York Plays, p. 274.

In this banishment, I must take leave to say you are un-
just. Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, i. 1.

O ! Jjiberty is a fine thing, Flippanta ; it's a great Help
In Conversation to have leave to say what one will.

Vanbrugh, Confederacy, i.

Specifically— 2. Liberty to depart
;
permission

to be absent: as, to take leave. See below.
Hath he set me any day
Agenes that ihc me grethl may,
And nyme lyue of mine kenesmen.
And myne frend that with me beon?

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

Furlougbed men returned in large numbers, and before
their leaves had terminated. N. A. Rev., CXiVI. 93.

Absent with leave, absent without leave. See absent.

—By leave, or by leave of court in law, having sanction
from the court or a judge for the taking of a proceeding:
sometimes required to be had in advance to prevent vexa-
tious proceedings, as in the case of a leave to sue in a re-

cent judgment of the same court; or for the better pro-
tection of the person asking it, as in the case of a receiver
about to bring a suit who will not be charged with costs

in case of a failure if he obtains leave to sue.—Leave Of
absence. See absence.— Oa. leave. See furlough.—To
break leave (naut.). See &rea*.—To catch leavet.
SeeeaichX.—To take French leave. See French.—To
take leave, (.a) To receive (assume) permission : as, I
take leave to consider the matter settled. Especially

—

Qi)

Originally, to receive formal permission, as from a supe-
rior, to depart ; now, to part with some expression of fare-

well ; bid farewell or adieu.

And Paul . . . look his leave of the brethren, and sailed

thence into Syria. Acts xviil IS.

Hah! old Bowley ! egad, yon are just come in time to

take leave of your old aequaintance.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

=Syn. Leave, Liberty, License. These words impljr that

the permission granted may be tised or not. Leave is the
lightest, is generally personal, and is used on familiar oc-

casions, ^berty is more often connected with more im-
portant matters; it indicates full freedom, and perh^ms
that obstacles are completely cleared from the path. Li-

cense, primarily the state of being permitted by law, may
retain this meaning (as, license to sell intoxicating drink^,
or it may go so far as to mean that unlawful or undue ad-

vantage is taken of legal permission or social forbearance

:

as, liberty easily degenerates into license.

leave^ (lev), v. t.; pret. and pp. left, ppr. leav-

ing. [< ME. leven, < AS. lyfan, lefan, permit,

also in comp. alyfan, gelyfan, permit (= OH(}.
ir-louben, ar-louben, ar-lauban, er-Umpan, er-

louben, MHCr. er-louben, Gr. er-lauben = Icel.

leyfa = Goth. us-laul>jan, permit), < ledf, per-

mission : see leave^, «.] To give leave to ; per-

mit; allow; let; grant.

God leve it be my best
To telle it the. Chaucer, TroUus, L 597.

[The Middle English form leve (that is, as usually written,

leue) is often confounded in manuscripts and early printed

editions with lene, to grant; lend.

He [God] knoweth what is covenable to every wyht
and leueth [var. leneth] hem that he wot that is covenable
to hem. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.]

Whether Esau were a vassal I leave the reader to judge.
Locke.

{Theverhleave^, permit, allow, is generally confused with
leaved, permit to remain, quit, etc., from which, however.
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it differs in construction. Leaved is now generally fol-

lowed h^ an indirect object of the person, and an infinitive

with to; as, I leave you to decide. In vulgar speech leave

is often used for let without to: as, leave me be ; leave me
go.]

leave^ (lev), v. i.; pret. and pp. leaved, ppr. leav-

ing. [< Zeo/i, ».] Same as leaf.

leave*t (lev), v. t. [< P. lever, raise : see lever\

levy'^.] To raise ; levy. /

And after all an army strong she leav'd,

To war on those which him had of his realme bereav d.

Spenser, E. Q., IL x. 31.

leaved (levd), a. Having a leaf or leaves, in

any sense of that word; made with leaves or
folds: used in composition: as, a two-leaved

gate. Also leafed.

This ruddy shine issued from the great dining-room,

whose two-leaved door stood open, and showed a genial

fire in the grate. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xiL

A double hill ran up his furrowy forks
Beyond the thick-leaved platans of the vale.

Tennyson, Princess, liL

leavelessi (lev'les), a. [< leave^, n., + -fc«s.]

Without leave. [Bare.]

Within an yle me thought I was.
Where wall and yate was all of glasse.

And so was closed round about
That leaudesse none come in ne out.

The Me of Ladies.

leaveless^t, a. A rare variant of leafless.

A leavetess branch laden with icicles.

B. Jonson, Masque of Beauty.

leave-looker (lev'luk"6r), n. In English and
Welsh municipal law, a Ueensed or authorized
inspector, in Chester the function of these officers was
to discover non-freemen exercising any trade within the
liberties of the city, in order that a tax might be imposed
on them. In Denbigh their fnuctiou was to see that the
bread sold was of full weight, and to Inspect weights and
measures.

The Leavelookers [of Chester] are also appointed annual-
ly by the mayor for the purpose of collecting a duty of 2s.

6d. claimed by the corporation to be levied yearly upon
all non-freemen who exercise any trade within the liber-

ties of the city of Chester.
Municip. Corp. Report, 1836, p. 2621.

leaven^, n. See leven^.

leaven^ (lev'n), n. [Formerly also leven, levin;

< ICE. levain, levein, < OP. levain, P. levain= Pr.
levam, < ML. levamen (also, in reflection of the
OP., levanum; also levamentum), leaven, < L.
levamen, that which raises, an alleviation, < le-

vare, raise: see levy'^.'] 1. A substance that
produces or is designed to produce fermenta-
tion, especially in dough ; specifically, a mass of
fermenting dough, wMch, mixed with a larger
quantity of dough or paste, produces fermenta-
tion in' it and renders it light.

He is the leoeyne of the bred,
Whiche souroth alle the paste aboute. Gower.

The kingdom of heaven is llkQ unto lecbven, which a
woman took, and hid In three measures of meal, till the
whole was leavened. Mat. xiiL 33.

2. Something that resembles leaven in its ef-

fects, as some secret or impalpable influence
worMng a general change, especially a change
for the worse.

Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and of tlie Sad-
dncees. Mat. xvL 6.

• So thou, Posthumus,
Wnt lay the leaven on all proper men;
Goodly and gallant shall be false and perjured.
From thy great fafL Shak., Cymbeline, ilL 4. 64.

leaven^ (lev'n),?).*. [<leaven^,n.'\ 1. To excite
fermentation in ; raise andmake Ught, as dough
or paste.

A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump. 1 Cor. v. 6.

2. To imbue ; worli upon by some invisible or
powerful influence.

Beware, ye that are magistrates, their sin doth leaven
you aU. Latimer, 2d Sermon bet Edw. VX, 1650.

3. To ripen; mature. [Kare.]

No more evasion:
We have with a leaven'd and prepared choice
Proceeded to you. Shak., M. for M., L 1. 52.

leavening (lev'n-ing) , n. [Verbal n. of leavmfi,

v.'\ 1. The act of making light by means of
leaven; the act of exciting fermentation in
anything.

Tro. Have I not tarried?

Pan. Ay, the bolting : but you must tarry the leavening.
^TAo*., T. andC.L 1.20.

3. That which leavens or makes light.

leavenousf (lev'n-ns), a. [Formerly also lev-

enous; < leaven!^ + -oas.] Containing leaven;
hence, imbued ; tainted.

[Their] nnsincere and levenous doctrine, corrupting the
people, first taught them looseness and bondage.

MSton, Eikonoklastes.

Leavenworthla (lev-en-w6r'thi-a), n. [NL.]
A genus of North American cruciferous plants

leccherye

of the tribe Arabidem, distinguished by the nar-

row pod, straight embryo, and winged seeds.

They are low herbaceous annuals or biennials with lyrate-

pinnatifld leaves and yellow, purplish, or white flowers on
elongated pedicels. There are 3 species, which may be
reducible to one, L. Micha/uxii, a native of Alabama.

leaver^ (le'vSr), n. One who leaves or relin-

quishes; a forsaker.

leaver^t, n. An obsolete spelling of fe»erl.

leaves, n. Plural of leaf.

leave-silvert, n. In old forest-law, same as
danger, 6.

leave-taking (lev'ta'^king), n. The taking of

leave; parting speech; farewell salutation.

To horse

;

And let us not be dainty of leave-taking.

But shift away. Shak., Macbeth, li 8. 160.

leavineSBt (le'vi-nes), n. Leafiness.

leaving (le'ving), n. [< ME. levynge, verbal n.

of feawl, «.] 1\. Departure; death.

The aungelle gaf hym in wamynge
Of the tyme of hys levynge.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, t 243. (HaUtwett.)

2. That which is left; a remnant or relic;

refuse : nearly always in the plural.

My father has this morning call'd together,

To this poor hall, his little Boman senate.

The leavings of Pharsalia. Addison, Cato, L 1.

leaving-shop (le'ving-shop), n. An unlicensed
pawnshop. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, ii. 12.

[Slang.]

Leavitt stamp. See stamp.

leavyt (le'vi), a. An obsolete variant of leafy.

leban, leben (leb'an, -en), n. [Also lebban; <

Ar. lebam.l A common Arabic beverage^ con-
sisting of coagulated sour milk, often diluted

with water.

lebardet, n. An old spelling of leopard.

Lebel gim. See guni.

Leblanc process. See soda.

Lecanium (If-ka'ni-um), n. [NL., < (3r. WeK&mi,

a dish, pot, pan, a hod.] A genus of scale-in-

sects, tmieSi of a subfamily LecanUnw. it is

universafly distributed, and contains several cosmopolitan
species. Signoret has catalogued 61 species, but many re-

main undescribed. L. hesperidum is found all over the
world ; it is a great pest in hothouses, and infests the
orange, the lemon, the ivy, and many other plants.

lecanomancy (lek'a-no-man-si), n. [< Gr. ^ko-
vofrnvreia, dish-divination,< T^K&vr), a dish, pan,
pot (< /U/cof, a dish, plate, pan, pot), -1- uavrela,

divination. Cf. Aenavd/iavrii, a dish-diviner.]
Divinationby throwing three stones into water
in a basin and invoking the aid of a demon.
Lecanora (lek-a-no'ra), n. [NL., so called in
ref. to the form of tlie shields, < (Jr. /ienAvTi, a
dish: see lecanomancy.'] A genus of lichens,

type of the family Leeanorei. The thallus is crus-
taceous, chiefly uniform, but sometimes lobed on the mar-
gin, or very rarely slightly suSruticose. The apothecinm
is scutelliform ; the spores are 4- to many-celled, rarely 2-

to 4-celled, and vary from ellipsoidal to oblong or even elon-
gated-fusiform. The spermatia are of various more or less
lengthened forms, and placed on nearly simple sterigmata.
The species are very numerous ; some of them are used in
dyeing, especially L. tartarea. (See cudbear.) Another
species so used is L. pdUescens, which includes the light
and white crottles of Scotland and England. (See erotOel^.)
The species L. eseulertta and L. affinis, found from Algiers
to Tatary, appear to grow unattached, and are said to be
borne through the air in large quantities. They serve as
food for man and beast in times of scarcity, and axe called
manna^lixihens.

lecanorate (lek-a-no'rat), n. [< leeanor(ic) +
-ate^.2 A salt of lecanoric acid.

Lecanorei (lek-a-no'rf-i), n. pi. [NL., < Leca-
nora -I- -ei.] Afamily of lichens, typifiedby the
genus Lecanora. it is included in the tribe Parmelia-
cei, from the other divisions of which it is distinguished
by a crustaceous thallus.

lecanoric (lek-a-nor'ik), a. [< Lecanora + -ic.']

Belated to or dierived from plants of the genua
Lecanora—Lecanoric add. Bameaslecanarin.

lecanorui(lek-a-n6'rin),». [<. Lecanora + -m'^.']

A crystalline 'substance (CieHnOy) obtained
by Sehunek from Lecanora tartarea and other
lichens employed in the mannfaetore of cud-
bear.

lecanorine (lek-a-no'rin), a. [< Leca/nora +
-me.] Eesembling or pertaining to Lecanora;
especially, imitating its orbicular, disk-like
apothecium.

lecanoroid (lek-a-no'roid), a. [< lecanora +
-oid.] Besembling Lecanora; belonging to the
Lecanorei.

le(M^m (lek'am), n. A dialectal form of likam.

Wae, O wae
That ever thou was bom

;

For come the King o' Elfland in.
Thy leeeam is forlorn !

ChOd Rowland (Child's Ballads, I. 260X

leccheryet, ». An obsolete form of lechery.



lech

lecht (lech), V. t. [< OF. lecher, lechier, leUer,
lescher, lick, live in gluttony or sensuality, F.
Ucher = Pr. leear,lechar = It. leecare, < OS.
leccon, liccon = OHG-. leecon, lecdhm, MHG. G.
Ueken, lick: see Uclc.'] To lick.

lechef, n. and v. See leech^.

Lechea (lek'e-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus), named
after Johan Leche, a Swedish, botanist.] A ge-
nus o£ North American plants of the family
CiaUnew. in the perfect flowers there are but 8 petals
and 3 fimbriated stigmas, and there are only 2 ovules on

Lechea minor, a, flower ; ^, fruit.

each ot the 8 parietal placentae of the ovary. These plants
are slender, much-branched nndershrubs, with small pur-
plish or greenish flowers. There are about 10 species, com-
monly called 'jmmjwmdis, found for the most part near the
eastern coast from Canada to Texas.

lecher (leoh'6r), ». [Formerly also teacher,

letcher; < ME. letchow, lechowr, lechvr, < OF.
lecheor, lecheur, leceor, lelceor, ledkew, etc.,a glut-

ton, sensualist, libertine, < lecher, lick, live in

gluttony or sensuality: see lech.'\ Aman given
to lewdness; one who is grossly unchaste; a
habitual libertine.

A man made up in lust would loathe this In' you.

The rankest lecher hate such impudence.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iii. 6.

lecher (leeh'6r), v. i. [< lecher, n.] To prac-

tise lewdness; indulge in lust.

Die for adultery 1 No

:

The wren goes to 't, and the small gilded fly

Does lecher in my sight. Sliak., Lear, iv. 6. 116.

lecherous (lech'fer-us), a. [Formerly also leach-

erous; < ME. lecherous, Ucherous, OF. *lecherous

(in adv. leclierousement), < lecherie, sensuality,

lechery; see lechery. Of. Ucherous, liekerish.\

1. Sensual; prone to indulge in sensuality;

lustful; lewd.

Semiramis the daughter of Deroeto, a lecherms and
bloudie woman,was worshipped by the name of the Syrian

Goddesse. Purelum, Pilgrimage, p. 79.

2. Provoking lust.

Lo 1 Loth in hus lyue thorw lecherouse drynke
Wikkydlich wroghte. Piers Plowman (C), ii. 25.

=Syn. See list under lascivious.

lecherously (lech'6r-us-li), adv. In a lecherous
manner; lustfully; lewdly.

lecherousness (lech'6r-us-nes), n. The state

or quality of being lecherous.

lechery (lech'6r-i), n. [Formerly also leachery;

< ME. *lecherie (?), < OF. lecherie, lescherie, le-

cerie, licherie, gluttony, sensuality, lewdness, <

lecher, lick: see lech, lecher.'] 1. Sensuality;

free indulgence of carnal appetite; lewdness.
— 2t. Pleasure; delight.

What ravishing lechery it is to enter

An ordinary, cap-a-pie, trimmed like a gallant.
Mttismger.

lechourt, ». A Middle English form of lecher.

Leoidea (le-sid'e-a), n. [NL. (Acharius, 1814),

< Gr. ?i£idQ (ksmS-)', dim. of Ukik, a dish, plat©.]

A genus of lichens, the type of the family Leci-

deei. it has a crastaceous thallus, either efflgurate or

uniform. The apotheoia are patelliform, with a dark car-

bonaceous exciple. The spores are from ellipsoid to fusi-

form or even acicular, simple, or less often two-, four-, or

many-celled and colorless. The spermatia are oblong, club-

shaped, or filiform on nearly simple sterigmata. The spe-

cies are widely diffused, and are commonly found adhering

closely to rocks and trunks of trees, appearing as weather-

stains and patches.
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Lecideacel (le-sid-e-a's§-i), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
leddeaceus : see leddeaceous.'] A tribe of li-

chens characterized by its patelliform apothe-
eium, typified by the genus Leddea. It includes
the family Leddeei.
lecideaceous (If-sid-e-a'shius), a. [< NL. le-

cideaceus, < Leoidea, q. v.] Having the charac-
ters of Leddea.
Lecideei (le-sid-e-e'i), n.pl. [NL., < Leddea +
-ei] A family of lichens of the tribe Leddeacei.
lecideiform (If-sid'e-i-f8rm), a. [< NL. Leddea
+ ii. forma, form.]' EesembUng iedctea in re-

spect to its patelliform apotheoimn.
lecideine (le-sid'e-in), a. [< NL. Leddea +
-»»ei.] Same as lecideiform.

lecidioid (If-sid'e-oid), a. [< NL. Leddea +
-oid.l Resembling Leddea.
lecithin (les'i-tMn), n. [< Gt. MkiBoq, the yolk
of an egg, + -j»2.] A nitrogenous fatty sub-
stance, to which the formula C44H90NPOP has
been given, which is found in small quantity in
the blood, bile, and other fluids of the body,
but most abundantly in the brain- and nerve-
tissues, in pus, and in the yolk of eggs, it is

slightly crystalline, has a greasy feel, and is insoluble in
water but soluble in alcohol, ether, and chloroform. It
decomposes readily into stearic acid, glycerin-phosphoric
acid, and cholin or neurin.

leek (lek), V. [A var. of leak (< Icel. leka, etc.),

though in form as if < AS. leeean, wet: see leak,

letchV,leaeh^.'] Lintrans. Toleak. [Prov.Eng.]
II. trans. To pour or drain: as, to leek on;

to leek off. [Prov. Eng.] ,

Leclauchd cell. See cell, 8.

lecontite (le-kon'tit),''M. [Named after Dr.
John Le Conte, of Philadelphia.] A hydrous
sulphate of sodium and ammonium, found in
bq,t-guano in Central America.
lecotropal (le-kot'ro-pal), a. [< Gr. /li/co?, dish,

+ -rpoTTOf, <.' Tpiiretv, tiim.] la hot, having a
curve like that of a dish or a horseshoe : ap-
plied to a campylotropous ovule in which the
curvature stops short of coalescence.

lectert, n. An obsolete variant of lector. Halli-
well.

lectern (lek'tfem), n. [Formerly also lectwn,
lettern, lettron, letteron; < ME. leciorn, lectrone,

lectrun, letron, leterone, letteron, < OP. lettrin,

lettron, leutrin, F. lutrin, < ML. lectrinum, let-

tron, lectrvm, a pulpit, a reading-desk, a sup-
port for bookS; < Gr. T^nrpov, a couch, a support
for books, akin to /U;i;of, a couch, L. lecim, a
couch, bed: see lectual,liUer. It shouldbe noted
that lectern, a reading-desk, is not coimected
with lecture, a reading, lector, a reader.] 1. A
reading-desk in a church ; especially, the desk
from which the lessons are read at daily prayer.
In cathedrals it usually stands in the middle or the choir,
but in pariah churches at the choir-step or just without
the rood-screen. It Is ordinarily of wood or brass and
movable, but sometimes of stone and fixed. The name is

also given sometimes to the precentor's desk in front of
the pulpit in the Scotch Presbyterian churches.

The seconde lesson robyn redebreste song,
"Hayle to the Grod and Goddesse of oure lay !

"

And to the lectom amorysly he sprong.
Court qf Love, 1. 1382.

There was a goodly fine Letteron of brasse, where they
sunge the epistle and gospell, with a gilt pellican on the
height of it, finely gilded.

mtes ofDurham (Surtees ed.), p. 7.

2t. A writing-desk or -table.

And seand Virgin on ane letteron stand.
To wryto anone I hynf my pen in hand.

Oavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 202.

The whole expenses of the process and pices of the ly-

ble, lying in a severall buiat by themselves in my lettron,

1 estimate to a hundred merks.
MelvUl's MS., p. 5. (Jamieson.)

lection (lek'shon), n. [= F. lecon (> E,
= Sp. lecdon = Pg. ligSo = It. legione, < L. lee-

tio(n-), a reading, < lectus, pp. of legere, gather,
read, = Gr. Xtyscv, gather, speak, tell: see le-

gend. Of. Zes«OM, a doublet of Zeciiow.] 1. The
act of reading.— 2. A reading; a special ver-
sion in a copy of a manuscript or of a book.

Other copies and various lections, and words omitted,
and corruptions of texts and the like, these you are full of.

XUton, Defence of the People of England.

3. Same as lesson, 2.

lectionary (lek'shon-a-ri), «. ;
pi. lectionaries

(-riz). [= F. leetionnaire = Sp. Pg. leccionario

= It. leeionario, < ML. lectionarium, lectionari-

us, a book containing portions of Scripture for

worship), < L. lectio{n-), a reading, lesson : see
lection, lesson."] 1. A book for use in religious

worship, containing portions of Scripture to

be read for particular days: same as epistolary.

— 2. A table of lessons or portions of Scripture

for particular days.

lecturer

lectisternium (lek-ti-st6r'ni-um), n.i pi. lecti-

sternia (-a). [L., < lectus, a bed, -t- sternere,

spread out : see litter and stratum.] In classical

antiq., a sacrifice in the nature of a feast, at
which the Greeks and Eomans placed images
of the gods reclining on couches around tables
furnished with viands, as if they were about to
partake of them.
lector (lek'tor), n. [Formerly also lecter; = F.
lecteur = Sp. lector = Pg. leitor = It. lettore, <
L. lector, a reader, < legere, pp. lectus, read : see
legend. Cf . lister^, a doublet of lector.] In the
early church, an ecclesiastic in minor orders, ap-
pointed to read to the people parts of the Bible
and other writings of a religious character.

In the Catholic Church the ecclesiastical orders are as
follows : Bishops, priests, deacons, sub-deacons, acolytes,
exorcists, lectors, and ostiaril. JT. and Q. , 7th ser., VI. 71.

lectorate (lek'to-rat), n. The office of lector.

Cath. Diet.

lectornet, «. An obsolete form of lectern.

lectress (lek'tres), n. [< lector + -ess. Cf. lec-

triee.] A female reader.
" Go on, my dear, with your reading," saysthe governess

sternly. "She advanced through the counties of Devon,
Somerset, and Gloucester, " says the little lectress, in a loud,
disgusted voice. Miss Thackeray, Village on the Cliff, ii.

lectrice (lek'tris), n. [< F. lectrice =zlt. lettrice,

< Ll. lectrix, a female reader, fem. of lector,

a reader : see lector. Cf. lectress.] A woman
whose business it is to read aloud, as an atten-
dant on a woman of rank ; a female companion.

lectronef, «. An obsolete variant of lectern.

lectual (lek'tu-al), a. [< LL. lectualis, of or
belonging to bed, < L. lectus, bed : see lectern,

litter'^.] In med., confining to the bed: as, a
lectual disease.

lectuaryt, n. An aphetic form of electuary.

lecture (lek'tur), n. [< F. lecture =Sp. lectura

Pg. leitura ='lt. lettura, < ML. lectit/ra, a read-
ing, a lecture, < L. lectura, fem. of fut. part, of
legere, TQ^A: see legend.] 1+. The act of read-
ing; reading.

These bookes, I would haue him read now, a good deale
at euery lecture. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 87.

Were I a pagan I ahould not refrain the lecture of it.

(Sir T. Browne, Beligio Medici, i. 23.

2. A discourse, especially a written discourse,
of suitable length for a single reading ; a disqui-
sition pronounced or read, or written as if to be
read, before an audience ; especially, a formal
or methodical discourse intended for instruc-
tion: as, a lecture on morals; theBampton lec-

tures.—3. A religious discourse of an exposi-
tory nature, usually based on an extended pas-
sage of Scripture ; a discourse less methodical
and more discursive than a sermon.—4. A rep-
rimand, as from a superior; a formal reproof.

You have read me a fair lecture.

And put a spell upon my tongue for feigning.
Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

INumidia will be blest by Cato's lectures.

Addison, Cato, ii. 1.

5. A professorial or tutorial disqidsition.— 6.

A lectureship.

At the en d of the seventeenth century the Presbyterians
instituted a separate lecture at Salters Hall, which after

existing for nearly a hundred years was discontinued.
Hist. Anc. MerchanU' Lecture.

Caudle lecture, a curtain-lecture (which see) : so named
after "Mrs, Caudle's Ciuiain Lectures," by Douglas Jer-
rold.— Clinical lecture, cursory lectures, etc. See the
adjectives.

lecture (lek'tur), v.
;
pret. and pp. lectured, ppr.

lecturing. [<! lecture, n.] I. trans. 1. To in-

struct by oral discourse.

From dearth to plenty, and from death to life,

Is ^Nature's progress when she lectures man
In heavenly truth. Couiper, Task, vi. 182.

2. To speak to or address dogmatically or au-
thoritatively; reprimand; reprove: as, to lec-

ture one for his faults.—3. To influence by
means of a lecture or formal reprimand: as, he
was lectured into doing his duty.

II, intrans. To read or deliver a formal dis-

course
;
give instruction by oral discourse : as,

to lecture on geometry or on chemistry.

lecture-day (lek'tur-da), «. The appointed day
for the periodical lecture of the municipality or
parish. (See lecturer, 3.) In the New England
colonies it seems to havebeen usuallyThursday.

She was appointed to appear again the next leetureda/g.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 307.

lecturer (lek'tur-er), n. 1. One who reads or
pronounces lectures; a professor or other in-

structor who delivers formal discourses for the
instruction of others.— 2. In the Ch. of Eng.,
one of a class of preachers not rectors,'vicars.



lecturer

or ciirates, chosen in some parishes hy the ves-
try or chief inhabitants of the parish, with the
consent of the incmnbent, and supported by
voluntary subscriptions and legacies. Lecturers
nsually preach at evening prayeron Sunday, and sometimea
officiate on some stated day during the week.

If there had been no Leeturere (which sncceed the
Friers in their way), the Church of England might have
stood and liouriaht at tliis day. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 51.

I am not altogether so rustick, and nothing so Irreli-
gious, but as farre distant from a Lecturer as the meerest
Laick, for any consecrating hand of a Prelat that shall
ever touch me. Miltan, Apology for Smectymnuus.

3. In English and American colonial history,
a person appointed by municipal or parish au-
thority to deliver a periodical lecture, usually
on Sundays or market-days.
lecture-room (lek'Jur-rSm), n. A room in
which lectures are delivered, as at a university
or in a church.

lectureship (Iek'tar-Bhip),j8. l^lecture + ship.']
The office of a lecturer.

He got a leetureeJdp in town of sixty pounds a-year,
where he preached constantly in person. Swift.

lecturess (lek'tur-es), n. [< lecture + -ess.J A
female lecturer.

lecturize (lek'tur-iz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. lectwr-

ized, ppr. lectm'ieing. [< lecture + 4ze.'] To
deliver lectures; preach. [Ttare.]

We must preserve mechanics now
To lecturiie and pray.

A. Birome, Saint's Snconragement.

lectumt, n. An obsolete form of lectern.

lecus (le'kus), n. In hot., same as corm. Gray,
Structural Botany, Glossary.
lecyth (le'sith), n. [< NL. Lecythis.'] A plant
of the OTdeiLecythidacece : usuallyin the plural,
as an English equivalent for the name of the
order. lAnMey.

lecythi, n. Plural of leeythus.

Lecythldaceae (les'''i-thi-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < Lecythis (-i<l-) + -acem.'] In
Lindley's later system, an order of plants un-
der his "alliance" Myrtales, typified by the ge-
nus LeeytMs, nearly equivalent to the present
tribe Lecytkidew.

Lecvttaldese (les-i-thid'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Eieh-
ara,1825),<Xcey<feJs (-»*•') + -em.'] Atribeofmyr-
taeeous plants, typified by the genus Lecythis.
It embraces 10 genera and about 135 species, chiefly tropi-

cal American trees. It was regarded by Lindley (1833) as
an order, by Endlicher and others as a suborder.

Lecythis (les'i-this), TO. [NL., so called in al-

lusion to the shape of the seed-vessels, < LL.
leeythus, < Grr. Xi/icudog, an oil-vase.] A genus of
South American trees of the order Myrtacece,
tribe Lecythideoe. Itisdistinguishedbythewoodyand
operculate subglobose fruit, and the thick and fleshy entire
embryo. About 65 species are known, trees of large size,

80 feet or more in height. The Sapncaia-nuts of the mar-
ket are the seeds of L. ZdimcajOfthoK of L. OUana being
sometimes called by the same name. The seed-vessels of
several species are known as morUcey-potSt and aresometimes
used in tnmery. The thin layers of^the bark of L. OUaria
are used bythe Indians,under the name of kakaralij aswrap-
pers for cigarettes. See SapucaiOrnvt and TcdkaToli.

lecythoid (les'i-thoid), a. [< Gr. ^KvBog, an
oil-vase, + eUog, shape.] Resembling a leey-

thus in any way. Sometimes Ukythoid.
leeythus (les'i-thus), n.

;
pi. lecythi ( -thi). [LL.

leeythus, < Gr. Ti^icvdog, an oil-vase. ] In archceol.,

a small oil- or
perfume -vase
of ancient
Greece, of taU
and ^aeeful
proportions
and narrow
neck, use'd in
the toilet.

Yasesof thlsform
abound, decorat-
ed in the usual
s^les with black
orred figures. In
Attica a particu-
lar class of the le-

eythus was used,
especially in fu-
neral rites. The
neck and the foot
of these Attic lecythi are covered with a brilliant black
varnish, and the intervening part has aclear white ground,
upon which are drawn with a brown outline figures and de-

signs, often of remarkable delicacy and elegance, which,
nnUke nearly all other examples of Greek vase-painting,

are frequently filled outwith brightand naturalistic colors.

Also Wcythos.

ledi (led). Preterit and past participle of

l4sad^.

ledl (led), p. a. Under leading or control: as,

a led captain, friend, horse (see phrases below)

:

specifically applied to a landed possession not
occupied by the owner or by the person who

AtticLecytU.
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rents it, or a district rtded over by deputy: as,

a led farm, etc.

He transferred the Markgrafdom to Brandenburg, prob.
ably as more central in his wide lands ; Salzwedel is hence-
forth the led Markgrafdom or Marck, and soon falls out
of notice in the world. Carlyle, Frederick the Great; I. Iv.

Led captaint, an obsequious attendant ; a favorite that

follows as if led by a string ; a henchman.

They will never want some creditable led-ea^itain to at-

tend them at a minute's warning to operas, plays, etc.

Cheelerfield.

Petrie,inhiBEBsayonGlood-breeding, . . ; recommends
. . . this attitude to all led-captmnt, tutors, dependents,

and bottle-holders of every description.
Scott, Abbot, xxxix.

Led filendt, a parasite ; a hanger-on.

If you take notice, there is hardly a rich man in the

world who has not such a led-friend of small considera-

tion, who is a darling for his insignificancy.
Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

Led horse, a spare horse led by a groom or servant, to

be used in case of emergency ; also, a sumpter-horse or
pack-horse.

led^t, n. An obsolete form of lead^.

Leda (le'da), TO. [L., = Gr. A^Sa, a fem. name
(see def.l)".] 1. In(?reefc»»^*ft.,thewifeof Tyn-
dareus, king of Sparta, and mother of Clytsem-

nestra, Helen, Castor, and Pollux. According to
the latest of the many legends, the last three were the
offspring of Zeus in the form of a swan, and were pro-
duced from two eggs, Helen from one, and Castor and
Pollux from the other.

2. In zool. : (a) The typical genus of Ledidce.

Schumacher, 1817. (6) A spurious genus of

spiders. Koch and Berendt, 1854. (c) A genus
of amphipod crustaceans. Wrzesniowsld, 1879.

Leda-clay (le'da-kla), n. A marine deposit of

post-Tertiary age, occurring along the St. Law-
rence valley and on the borders of Lake Cham-
plain, The material is a fine clay, deposited in deep
water, and contains manj^moUuscan remains, the species
being chiefly those inhabiting the sea somewhat further
north. Among the genera represented Leda Is prominent

;

hence the name.

leddent, n. See leden.

ladder, to. An obsolete or dialectal form of
ladder.

leddy (led'i), to. A dialectal form of lad/y.

ledeM, v. A Middle English form of lead^.

lede^t, »• and v. A Middle Englishform of lead^.

lede^t, n. [ME., also leede, leod, leode, a man,
ledes, leedes, people, tenements, < AS. ledd, m.,
a man, pi. leode, people, also ledd, f., a people,
nation, pi. Udde, peoples ; = 08. liuU, pi. Uuai
= OFries. Mod, pi. Mode, liMde = D. pi. lieden =
MLG. Ut, pi. mOe = OHG. MHG. lva,t,_ OHG. pi.

liuM, MHG. pi. liute,'(jc. leute, pi.; in sing, a
people, in pi. people, men; OBulg. Jjudu, a
people, pi. Ijudije, people, = Bohem. lid, pi.

tide = Pol. lud, pi. ludzie = Buss. Uudu, a peo-
ple, jpl. liudi, people (ef. OBulg. Ijudinu, Kuss.
liudi, man), = OPruss. ludis, man, master, =
Lett, laudis, people ; from the verb represented
by AS. leddan (pret. *ledd, pi. ludon, pp. *loden)

= OS. liodan= OHG. *Uutan, in comp. ar-liutan,

fram-Uutam = Goth. Uudan, grow, whence also
Goth, lauths, great (in hweUmths,how great, swa-
lauths, so great, samalauths, as great, \Mi.e,jug-

galauths, a yoimgman), also ludja, face.] 1. A
man ; in the plural, men; people.

Is no lede that leueth that he ne loneth mede.
Piers Plowman (C), iv. 283.

2. pi. Tenements; holdings; possessions.

Al myn other purchas of londes and of leedes.

That I byqnethe Gamelyu, and alle my goode steedes.
Tale of Oamelyn, 1. 61.

ledent, leddent (led'en), to. [Also dial, lidden;
< ME. leden, liden, lyden, < AS. keden, leden,l,a,tia.,

speech, language, < L. LaUnum, Latin, theLatin
language (the only language of learning in the
AS. period): see Latin.'] Language: used poet-
ically of the language or voice of birds.

Canacee ... on hir finger bar the queynte ring
Thurgh which she understood wel every thing
That any foul may in his ledene seyn.
And coude anawere him in his ledene again.

ChoAuxr, Squire's Tale, 1. 427.

The ledden of the birds most perfectly she knew.
Drayttm, Polyolbion, *Li. 603.

ledert, a. See Zither'^.

ledererite (led'te-6r-it), to. [After Baron Led-
erer.'i A synonym of gmelinite.

lederite (led'er-it), to. [After Baron Lederer.]
A variety of titanite or sphene occurring in
large dark-brown crystals in Lewis county.
New York.
ledgei (lej), n. [An assibilated form of *leg
or *Ug (cf. ledger^-, Udger, assibilated forms of
ligger; legget, ligget, lidget, equiv. to ledge\ 2)

;

akin to Sc. Udgin, a parapet, leggin, laggen, lagen,
the rim of a oaskj cf . Icel. logg = 8w. la^g, the
rim of a cask, = Norw. logg (pi. legger), the rim

ledger

of a cask, the lowest part of a vessel ; from the

verb represented by E. lieh dial,% .• see Ue^. Cf

.

ledge^ as a var. of teyl, the causal form of lie^.

Cf . also Mperl.] 1. A shelf on which articles

may be placed ; anything which resembles such

a shelf ; a flia,t rim or projection : as, the ledge of

a window; a ledge of^earth on the inner side of

a parapet.

And he made ten bases of brass; . . . they had borders,

and the borders were between the ledges. 1 KL viL 28.

The lowest ledge or row should be merely of stone.
Br H. Wotlon, Eeliqnies, p. 18.

Specifically—(a) In arch. : (1) A small horizontal molding
rf rectangular profile. (2) A string-course. (6) InJofjwjy,
a piece against which something rests, as the side of a re-

bate against which a door or shutter is stopped, or a pro-

jecting fillet serving the same purpose as the stop of a

door, or the fillet which confines a window-frame in its

place. (<;) In ship-bwUdinff, a piece of the deck-frame of

a ship, Ij^ng between the oieck-beams. (d) Arail of a chair.

(«) In printing, one at the pieces of furniture ; a wedge^
used in locking up a form of type.

2. A shelf-like ridge or elevation ; any natural

formation somewhat resembling a shelf: as, a

ledge at the top of a precipice ; a ledge of rook

under water, in mining, ledge is a common name in

the Cordilleran region for the lode, or for any outcrop sup-
posed to be that of a mineral deposit or vein. It is fre-

quently used, as re^ Is in Australia, to designate a quartz-

vein.
Beneath a ledge of rocks his feet be hides

;

Tall trees surround the mountain's shady sides

:

The bending brow above a safe retreat provides.
Dryden, .^neid, L

' Fines, that plumed the craggy ledge.

Tennyson, (Enone.

3. A bar for fastening a gate. [Prov. Eng.]
ledge^ (lej), V.

;
pret. and pp. ledged, ppr. ledg-

ing. [A dial. var. of Im/^ < ME. leggen, < AS.
lecgan,la,j:Beelmi. Ct.ledge\n.'\ 1. trans. 1.

To lay (eggs). [Prov. Eng.]-:- 2. To lay hands
on. [Prov. Eng.]

II. imtrans. To lay eggs. [Prov. Eng.]
ledge^t, V. t. [MB. ledgen, leggen, by apheresis
from alegen, allege: see aUegeK] To allege.

Halliwell.

ledged (lejd), a. [< ledge^ + -ed^."] Famished
with or consisting of a ledge or ledges ; shaped
like a ledge; of the character of a ledge.

Ledged and.broken walls and floor.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 395.

Ledged door. See iZoor.

ledgement, to. See ledgment.

ledger^ (lej'6r), to. and a. [Formerly also Zeg^er,

and, in the obs. senses, also leiger, leidger, legier,

lieger, ligier; also and most prop. Udger (which is

found also in other senses); an assibilated form
of ligger, and thus ult. another form of Kerl;

cf. MD. leggher, D. legger, one that lies down, a
nether miUstone, MD. liggher, a resident g^est,
a book kept for reference, = MLG. ligger, a resi-

dent agent or factor : see ligger, lier^, and cf

.

ledge^, ledge^. The origin in the uses now obs.
seems to have been forgotten, and the wordwas
spelled irreg. leger, legier, leiger, Ueger, etc., ap-
par. in simulation of leger^, also spelled ledger,

light, or of liege, or, with ref . to an ambassador,
of legate. A '

' ledger ambassador " is a resident
minister, " a person sent to lie abroad for the
good of his country."] I. to. 1. A bar, beam,
stone^ or other thing that lies flat or horizontal
in a fixed position. Spieciflcally— (o) In buading, a
piece of timber used in forming a scaffolding. Ledgers are
fastened to the vertical bars or uprights ; they support the
putlogs which lie at right angles to the wall, and carry the
boards on which the workmen stand. See cut under put-
log. (&) In arch., a fiat slab of stone, such as is laid horizon-
tally over a grave ; the covering-slab of an altar-tomb, (e)

In mining, the foot-wall of a vein. Sometimes called the
ledger-eheek. [Alston Moor mitung district.] (.d) In ang-
ling, a ledger-bait.

2. The principal book of accounts among mer-
chants and others who have to keep an accurate
record of money and other transactions, so ar-

ranged as to exhibit on one side all the sums or
quantities at the debit of the accounts, and on
the other all those at the credit. Formerly
also ledger-iooTc.

Here you a muckworm of the town might see.
At his dull desk, amid his legers stall'd,

Eat up with carking care and penurie.
Thomson, Castle of Indolence, L

When only the ledger lives, and when only not all men
lie. Tennyson, Maud, L

3t. A resident; a resident agent ; especially, a
resident ambassador. For various other spell-
ings, see etymology.

By reason I had bene a lidger in Russia, I could the
better reply. Hakluyt^s Voyages, 1. 375.

Lord Angelo, having aflairs to heaven.
Intends you for his swift ambassador.
Where yon shall be an everlasting leiger.

Shak., M. for M.. UL 1. SB.



ledger
He's a, leiger at Horn's ordinary yonder

B. Jonson, Every Man oat of his Humoor, It. 4.

4t. Acomztiission-agent: a name formerlygiven
to a Londoner who bought coals of the country
colliers at so much a sack, and made his chief
profit by using smaller sacks, making pretense
he was a country collier. This was termed leqer-
ing. Mares.

ll.t a. 1. Lying in a certain place ; laid; laid
up; stationary; fixed.

For humours to lie leidger they are seen
Oft to a tavern, and a bowling-green.

Eandolph, Poems.
It happened that a stage-player borrowed a rusty mus-

ket, which had Hen long leger In his shop.
Putter, Worthies, London.

2. Besident, as an ambassador.
You have dealt discreetly, to obtain the presence
Of all the grave leiger ambassadors
To hear Victoria's trial. Webster, White Devil.

Eetum not thou, but legier stay behind.
And move the Oreekish prince to send us aid.

, , „ Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, 1. 70.

ledger^ a. See leger"^.

ledger-bait (lej ' 6r-bat), n. A bait fixed or
made to remain in one place, used in fishing.

You may fish for a Pike either with a ledger or a walk-
ing Soft; and you are to note that 1 call that a Ledger-
haiU which is fixed or made to rest in one certain place
when you shall be absent from it ; and I call that a Walk-
ing-bait which you take with you, and have ever in mo-
tion. /. WalUm, Complete Angler, p. 135.

ledger-blade (lej'6r-blad), n. In cloth-shearing
machines, the fixed straight-edged blade which
co-acts with a spiral blade or blades on a re-
volving cylinder, upon the principle of a shears,
and which trims off so much of the nap from
cloth as to reduce it to a uniform length and
give an even surface to the fabric.
ledger-book (lej'6r-buk). n. [Formerly also
leger-bo.ok, Ugier-booh; < ledger^ + boolc.'\ A
book that lies or is kept in a fixed place. Spe-
cifically—(o) A monastic cartulary. MaUiweU. (6) A book
of accounts— now usually ledger. Seeledgeri, n., 2.

1 find in the said ligier booke a note of the sayd Eyms,
of all such got/ds as he left. EaUuyt's Voyages, II. 98.

This ledger-hook lies In the brain behind,
Like Janus eye, which in his poll was set.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, xxl.

lodging (lej'ing), n. [< ledge^ + -mg^.'} A
ledge; also, ledges collectively. [Rare.]
ledgment (lej'ment), n. [< ledge^ + -ment.]
In arch.: (a) A course of horizontal moldings,
as the base-moldings of a building. (6) The
development of the surface of any solid on a
plane, so that the dimensions of its different
sidesmay readily be obtained. Also ledgement,
and formerly liggement, legement.

ledgment-table (lej'ment-ta"bl), n. In arch.,

the projecting part of a plinth. Compare earth-
table.

ledgy (lej'i), a. [< ledge'^ + -yi.] Abounding in
ledges.

Ledldse (led 'i -de), n. pi. [NL., < Leda +
-jdcB.] Afamilyof dimyarian bivalve moUusks.

The mantle-
margin la free-

ly open ; the
siphonal tubes
are elongate,
retractile, and
more or less
united; thegills
are narrow and
plume-like ; the
labial palps are

appendlculate and elongate ; the foot is compressed and
deeply grooved ; the shell is pearly within and oblong ; the
hinge has numerous transverse teeth ; and the ligament
is either external or internal. The Ledidce are called
beaked nutshells. About 80 species are known as inhabi-
tants of the cold and temperate seas.

ledon-gum (le' don-gum), n. [< Gr. T^ijdov, <

Pers. ladan, an Oriental shrub, + E. gum : see

ladanum.'] The ladanum derived from Cistm
Ledon.
Ledum (le'dum), n. [NL. (LinnBBUs), < Gr.

lijdov, ladanum : see ladanwm.'] A genus of eri-

caceous plants of the tribe Bhodorece. it is char-

acterized by a 6-toothed calyx and a 6-celled pod which
contains many small thin seeds having a loose coat The
plants are low shrubs with white flowers, and entire, more
or less fragrant leaves, There are about 4 or 6 species,

inhabiting the colder and arctic regions of the northern
hemisphere, commonly known as Lalrrador tea. The leaves

of L. latifMum are said to have been used in the colonies

for tea during the war of independence. L. paliMre, called

marsh-tea and wild rosemary, was formerly used in north-

ern Europe in malt liquors, and is said to be turned to ac-

count in Russia for tanning. The genus also occurs in a

fossil state.—Ledum-Oll, oil of Ledum, an essential oU
distilled from L. palvxtire.

lee^ He), n. and a. [< MB. lee, le, shelter, < AS.
Ue6, a eontr. form of hledw, a covering, shelter,

> MB. lew, B. dial, lew, shelter: see iewi. In
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the naut. sense lee (like D. lij = G. lee') is of
Scand. origin : Icel. hie = Dan. Im = Sw. Vi,

lee (of a ship); but of. feeteard in the 2d pron.,
as if spelled "lewward. The adj. in def . 2 is pe-
culiar to So. (also spelled lei, lie), and may be
of diff. origin.] J, n. 1. Shelter.

Thenne he lurkkes & laytes vrhere watz le best.
AUtteraMve Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 277.

2. The quarter toward which the wind blows,
as opposed to that from which itproceeds ; also,
the shelter afforded by an object interposed
which keeps off the wind: almost exclusively
a nautical term.

Though sorely buffeted by ev'ry sea,

Our hull unbroken long may tiy a lee.

Falconer, Shipwreck, ii.

Away the good ship flies, and leaves
Old England on the lee.

A. Cunningham, A Wet Sheet and a Flowing Sea.

To lay or trlng (a ship) by the lee. See bring.—Under
the lee (n.aiU.), on that side which is sheltered from the
wind; on the side opposite to that against which the wind
blows ; in a position protected from the wind ; under
shelter : as, under tlie lee ol a ship or of the land.

Swiftly they glided along, close under the lee of the island.
Lor^eUow, Evangeline, ii. 2.

II. a. 1, Naut, of or pertaining to the part
or side toward which the wind blows, or which
is sheltered from the wind : opposed to weather:
as, the lee side of a vessel.

Cachlt hom with cables & castyug of ancres.
And logget hom to lenge in that le hauyn.

Destruction qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 4675.

2. Lonely. [Scotch.]—Lee lurch. See lurchU—
Lee shore, the shore under the lee of a ship, or that
toward which the wind blows.—Lee tide^ a tide running
in the same direction as the wind is blowing.

lee^t, «. ^ obsolete form of lea^.

lee^ (le), V. and n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
Me2.

lee* (le), n. An obsolete or dialectal form of
lye^.

lee^ (le), n. [Early mod. E. lye (in pi. lyes), <

ME. lie, pi. lies, < OF. F. lie = Pg. lia, < ML. lia,

pi. lice, lees, the sediment in wine ; origin un-
known.] The grosser part of any liquor which
has settled on the bottom of a vessel ; dregs

;

sediment : as, the lees of wine : usually in the
plural, lees, which is sometimes treated as a sin-

gular.

With tarrere or gymlet perce ye vpward the pipe ashore.
And so shalle ye not cawse the lies vp to ryse, y wame yow

euer more. Sabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

I will drink
Life to the lees. Tennyson, Ulysses.

lee-board (le'bord), n. [= G. leebord= lo6\. hle-

bordh; as lee^ + board.^ One of two long flat

pieces of wood
attachedone on
each side of
a flat-bottomed
vessel (as a
Dutch galiot)

by a bolt on
which it tra-

leech-fee

For whoso lists have helynge of his leche.
To hym behoveth first unwry his wounde.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 857.

Make war breed peace, make peace stint war, make each
Prescribe to other as each other's leech.

Shalc.,T. of A., v. 4. 84.

leechl (lech), V. t. [< ME. leechen, lechen= Dan.
Iwge = Sw. Idka, heal ; also, with formative -m,
ME. lechnien, < AS. lacnian, Icecnan= Icel. l^kna
= Goth, leikinon, heal ; from the noun, AS. l^ce,
etc., a physician: see leeeh\ n.] To treat with
medicaments; heal; doctor.

Lame men he lechede with longen of bestes.
Piers Plowman (CX ix. 189.

Let those leech his wounds for whose sake he encoun-
tered them. Scott.

Ieecll2 (lech), n. [< ME. leche, < AS. Wsce(= MD.
laecke), a leech(theworm so named), a particular
use (notfoundin other languages) of leech\-with
ref. to the medicinal value of these worms : see
leech^.'} 1. An aquatic, more or less parasitic,
and blood-suckingworm ; a suctorial ordiscoph-
orous annelid of the order Sirudinea. There are
several families, many genera, and numerous species of
these worms. Most of them live in fresh-water ponds
and streams, some in moist herbage, and a few in the sea.
The body is segmented as in other annelids, but the cross-
lines on the surface are only superficial, and do not corre-
spond to the anatomical segmentation. There is a sucker
at each end of the body, that at the head end being armed

Beaked Nutshell (Zeda iorealts).

Dutch Galiot, with Lee-boards.

verses. when
the vessel is close-
hauled the board
on the lee side is

let down, reach-
ing below the keel,

and when the ship
is listed over by
the wind it resists

the tendency to
drift too fast to
leeward.

lee-bow (le'bou), v. t. [< lee bow, the lee side
of the bow.] 1. Naut., to run ahead and get
underneath the lee bow of: as, to lee-bow a ves-
sel while fishing. Hence— 2. To take advan-
tage of in any way: as, to lee-bow one in trade.
[doUoq.]

leechi (lech), n. [Also leach; < ME. leeche, leche,

< AS. IcBCC (rarely, and irreg., Ueca) (= OFries.
lelca, letza, leischa = OHG. lahhi, Idchi = Dan.
il(Bge z= Goth, lekeis), a physician (cf. Icel. Icek-

nir, Sw. lakare, a physician, from the associated
verbs)

;
perhaps < AS. lac, a medicine, lit^ ' some-

thing given' (cf . dose, of same sense), a particu-
lar use of lac, a gift, present, offering, sacrifice,

also a battle, struggle, < lacan, play, dance (see
lahe^) ; but lac, a medicine,maybe of diff. origin.

Cf . It. liaig, a physician, OBulg. Uhu, medicine,
lelcari, a physician, etc. In another view, not at

all probable, the word Iwce is sifpposed to have
been orig. associated directly with the notion of

'dancing,' with ref. to the magical formulas of
primitive leeohcraft. Hence i!eec7j2, ».] A phy-
sician; a medical practitioner; a professor of

the art of healing. [Now chiefly poetical.]

Longitudinal Vertical Section of Leech ^Hirtido mtdicinalis').

a, mouth ; b, b. b, sacculation of alimentary canal ; c, anus ; d, ter-
minal sucker ; e, central ganglia ; /, f, chain of postesophageal gan-
glia

; g. g, g, segmental organs.

with biting jaws. The body is usually flattened, broadest
toward the tail, but tapering to each end; the color is

generally dark, variously mottled, striped, or dotted with
lighter or brighter color. The ordinary medicinal leech
belongs to a genus known as Sirudo or Sanguisuga, in
which there are three jaws in the form of small white
serrated teeth which inflict the peculiar triradiate leech-
bite. The common brown, speckled, or English leech' is
H- or S. nwdicinalis ipff/Analis), of which the Hungarian
green or ofiiclnal leech, B. or S. officinalis, is a variety. The
European horse-leech is Hamwpis sanguisorba. Another
species, Avlastoma gulo, is also called horseleech. Some
leeches attain a length of %^ feet, as Macrobdella valdi-
mana. Macrobdella decora is an American leech. Ich-
thyobddla punctata is a leech found on the whitefish in
the Great Lakes. Leeches are used in medicine to extract
blood by sucking it.

2. Figuratively, one who, as it were, sucks the
blood or steals the substance of his victim, or
persistently holds on for sordid gain Artlflcial
leech, or mechanical leech, a small cupping instrument
used for drawing blood.

leecll^ (lech), V. t. [< leech^, «.] To apply
leeches to, for the purpose of bleeding.

leech^ (lech), n. [Also leach; not found in ME.;
< Icel. lik, a leech-line, = Dan. lig = Sw. Uk, a
bolt-rope, = MD. lyken, a bolt-rope ; further ori-

gin obscure.] Naut., the perpendicular or slop-
ing edge of a sail, in fore-and-aft sails only the after
edge is called the leech, the forward edge being called the
luff.

leech*, V. and n. See leach^.

leechcraft (lech'kraft), n. [Also leachcraft; <
ME. leehe-craft, < AS. Ueee-crceft, the art of medi-
cine, a medicine, < Iwce, a leech, physician, -l-

cr(eft, craft.] 1. The art of healing. [Archaic]
We study speech, but others we persuade

;

We leach-craft learn, but others cure with it.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, Int.

2t. Medical attendance.

My leche crafteand fesyk, and rewardys to them that have
keptme and condyt meto London,hath cost me sytheEstem
Day more than v 11. Paston Letters, III. 7.

leechdom (lech'dum), n. [< ME. lechedom, < AS.
IcBcedom (= OHG. Idchintuom, Idhhitoam, Idh-
tuam, lahtom, MHG. Idchenduom, lechentuom =
Icel. Icekidomr = Dan. laigedom), medicine, a
medicine, < Iwce, physician, leech, -1- dom, law,
jurisdiction: see leech^ and -dom.'] 1. Medi-
cine.— 2. A medicine; a medical formula.
[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]

Some of these charms are of Eastern origin, many are
found in Greek and Latin writers, many are Scandinavian,
and one, at least, is given as Gaelic. They are leechdonw,
and not witchcraft, at least in name ; and from their fre-
quent use of Holy Writ they evidently had priestly sanc-
tion, m and Q., 7th ser., lU. 278.

leech-eater (lech'e"t6r), n. A kind of plover
found in Egypt, either Hoplopterus spinostis or
Phivianellu^ cegypMus.

leechee (le-che'), n. See licM.

leecher (le'eher), n. [< leech^, v., + -erl.] One
who applies leeches in the treatment of dis-

ease ; one who lets blood.
leech-fee (leoh'fe),». Aphysioian'sfee. [Rare.J



leech-gaiters

leech-gaiters (lech'ga^terz), n. jpl. Closely
woven gaiters worn as a protection from land-
leeehes in Ceylon.

The coffee planters, who live among these pests, are
obliged to envelop their legs in leech-gaitere.

Sir J. M. Tennent, Ceylon, p. 303.

leeching (le'ching), n. [< ME. lechynge, leeh-
yng, < AS. IcBCung, usually lacnung, Iceonung,
leeching, < lacn,ian, Iceman, leech: see leechX,

jj.] Medical treatment.

He langnrd with lechyiig long tyme after.
Destruction of Troy(Ii, E. T. S.), 1, 10223.

leech-line (leoh'lin), «. A rope fastened to the
leech of a square sail, hywhich the saU is hauled
close up to the yard. Also leach-line.

leechmant (lech'man), n. [Also leacliman; <
MB. lecheman; < leeehX + man.} A physician;
a leech.

Oft have I seene an easie soone-corde ill.

By times processe, surpasse the Uachman's skill.

Remedy of Love, a Poem, 1602, B2, apud Capell. (Nares.)

leech-rope (leeh'rop), n. That part of the bolt-
rope of a sail which is sewed to the leeches.
lee-clue (le'klS), v. t. [< lee^ + clue, «.] To
clue up the lee side of (a sail).

leed^tf ". An obsolete form of leadX.

leed^t, n. and v. An obsolete form of leacH^.

leed^ti "• An obsolete form of lead?.

leedeti n. See lede^.

leefH, n. An obsolet. spelling of leaf.

leef^t, a. An obsolete spelling of lief.

leefang (le'fang), n. [Appar. < lee^ + fang.'}
Naut., arope passed through the clue of a jib, to
hold it amidships while lacing on the bonnet.
leefu'lane (le'fg-lan), adv. [< *leeful (< lee^ +
-ful) + lane, lane: see leelane.} Same as lee-

lane. [Scotch.]

lee-gage (le'gaj), n. Naut., with reference to
another vessel, a situation of less exposure to
the wind; hence, the sheltered or safe side:
opposed to weather-gage. See gage^, 3.

leek (lek), n. [< MB. leek, < AS. ledc, a leek,
an herb, = D. look = LG. look = OHG. louh,

MHG. louch, a. lauch = loel. laukr = Dan. log

= Sw. lok, leek. Cf. OBulg. luku = Serv. luk
= Pol. luk (barred V) = Buss, luku = Lith.
lukai = Finn, laukha, leek, aJl of Tout, origin.

The word occurs now unfelt as the final ele-

ment in gar-
lie, but prob.
not, as usually
stated, in char-
lock, hemlock,
or barley^: see
these words.]
One of several
species of the
genus Allium;
especially, a bi-

ennial culinary
plant, Allium
Porrum. it is dis-

tinguishedfromthe
onion (A. Cepa) by
having a cylin-

drical base instead
of aspherical or flat-

tened bulb, by its

flat leaves, andbyits

milder flavor. It is

stimulant and diu-
retic. The cultivat-

ed leek is believed
to have originated
from the wild leek,

A. Ainpeloprasum,
found in southern
Europe and west-
ern Asia.* It was
probably cultivat-

ed in ancient Egypt, and may have been the plant called

by that name in Numbers xi. 5. According to Pliny, it

was made prominent among the Bomans by Nero; and
at the present day it is still in extensive use. The leek

has long been the national badge of the Welsh, tradi-

tionally said to have been adopted by direction of St.

David, in celebration of a victory of King Arthur over
the Saxons. The craw-leek is the bluebell squill, Salla

nutans; the sand-leek, AUium Scorodoprasum, found in

sandyplaces in the middle latitudes of Europe ; the stoTte-

leek, A. fistidosum, known as Welsh onion; the vine-leek,

A. Ampelqprasum ; the iffUd leek, A. Ampdoprasum, A.
ursinum, and, in America, A. trieoccum. (See also house-

leek.)

He is come to me, and prings me piaad and salt yester-

day, look you, and bid me eat my leek.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 1. 10.

Leek to the Welsh, to Dutchmen butter 's dear.

Oay, Shepherd's Week, Monday, L 83.

Not worth a leek, of no value. Compare not worth a
cress or curse, under cwr«e2.

Thou fisshes not worth a leke, rise & go thi ways.
Rob. of Brunne, p. 204.

^70 eat the leek, to make a retraction or submit to hu-
miliating treatment from compulsion : in allusion to the
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scene between Fluellen and Pistol in Shakspere's "Henry
V. " See the quotation from Shakspere, above.

Here is a case in which they were made to eat the leek.

Ashton, Social Lite in Eeign of Queen Anne, II. 231.

leeket, a. An obsolete dialectal form of like'^.

leek-green (lek'gren), n. A shade of green re-

sembling that of the leaves of the leek; a duU-
bluish green.

leelt, a- An obsolete spelling of leal.

leelane (le'lan), adv. [Cf. leefu'lane, and lee-

some-lane (under leesome).} All alone; quite

solitary. [Scotch.]

leelang (le'lang), a. A Scotch form of live-

long.
The, lovers rade the lee-lang nighty

And safe got on their way.
Ronny Baby Limrtgstan (Child's Ballads, IV. H).

leemf, «. See leam^.

Leeman's Act. See act.

leemer (le'mer), n. [Origin obscure.] A ripe

nut. [Prov. Bug.]
leepif. An obsolete strong preterit of leap\

leep2, n. See leap^.

leeri (ler), n. [< ME. lere, lire, lure, < AS. liledr,

the cheek, face, = OS. hlior, hlier, hleor, hlear,

= OFries. lerhe = MD. Here = MLG. ler = loel.

W^j-, the cheek. Cf.lire^.} If. The cheek; more
generally, the face.

A loueliche lady of lere in lynnen y-clothid.

Cam doun fro that castel and calde me by name.
Piers Plovrman (C), iL 3.

No, ladie (quoth the earle with a loud voice, and the
tears trilling down his leeres), sale not so.

Eolinshed, Descrip. of Ireland, an. 1546.

2t. Complexion; hue; color.

He hath a Bosalind of a better leer than you.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 67.

3t. Flesh; skin.

He dide next his whyte lere

Of cloth of lake fyn and clere

A breech and eek a sherte.
Chmuxr, Sir Thopas, 1. 146.

4. The flank or loin. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
leer^ (ler), v. [Origin appar. 'make a face,' <

Zeeri, «., face. Ct. lower*.} I. j»«ram«. To look
obliquely or askant; now, especially, to look
obliquely with significance ; cast a look expres-
sive of some passion, as contempt, malignity,
etc., especially a sly or amorous look.

As a Wolf, that hunting for a pray.
And having stoln (at last) some Lamb away,
-Flyes with down-hanging head, and leereth back
Whether the Mastife doo pursue his track,

tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

Leek {Allium tricoccutn.)

_, floweiing plant ; 2, the plant with the
leaves devewpedr ' " ' '—•-... -

seed.
, flower; 6, fruit;

You leer upon me, do you? there's an eye
Wounds like a leaden sword.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 480.

I met him once in the streets, but he leered away on the
other side, as one ashamed of what he had done.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i. 117.

As the priest, above his book
Leering at his neighbour's wife.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

H. trans. 1. To give an oblique glance or
leer with.

Cocking his head, leering his eye, and working his black
tongue, he [a parrot] edged himself sidelong.

D. Jerrdld, Men of Character, Matthew Clear, ii.

2. To affect by leering, in a way specified.

To gild a face with smiles, and leer a man to ruin.
jyrydcn, Spanish Friar.

leer^ (ler), n. [< leer"^, v.} A significant side
glance; a glance expressive of some passion,
as malignity, amorousness, etc. ; an arch or af-
fected glance or cast of countenance.

With jealous laer malign
Eyed them askance. Milton, P. l., iv. 503.

Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer.

Pope, ProL to Satires, 1. 201.

leer?!, learnt (ler), a. [Baxly mod. E. also lere ;
< ME. *lere, lcBr,_< AS. *lcere (in deriv. larness,
emptiness), *gel€er (> ME. iker), empty, = OS.
Imri = MD. laer, D. laar = OHG. lari, MHG.
Icere, Iwr, lere, ler, G. leer, empty.] 1. Empty;
uuooonpied.

But at the first encounter downe he lay, ^
The horse runs leere away without the man. '

Sir J. Haringtem, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Purioso, xvi. 64.

Hence"— 2. Frivolous; trifling.

Laugh on, sir, I'll to bed and sleep.
And dream away the vapour of love, if the house
And your leer drunkards let me,

B. Jonson, New Inn, iv, 3.

He . . . never speaks without a lere sense.

B«fler,.]lemains.

leer*t (ler), a. [Prob. a particular use of teerS,

empty (cf. left\ orig. 'weak'); otherwise a
form equiv. to D. laager, lower, left.] Left.

With his hat turned up o' the leer side too.
B. Jonson, TSle of a Tub, L 2.

leer^ (ler), n. A dialectal variant of lire^.

leet

leer^ (ler), n. [Origin obscure.] Tape, braid,

binding, etc. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

In steede of silkes, I will weare sackcloth : for Owches
and Bracelletes, Leere and Caddys.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat of Wit, p. 79.

leer'^ (ler), n. [Also lear and lier, and perhaps
merely another spelling of lier^ as pronounced
dialectally le'er.] In glass-manuf., an anneal-

ing-furnace in which glassware is slowly cooled
and annealed. It consists usually of a long chamber
with a furnace at one end and having either a track of rails

over which the glass is moved on cars through the furnace
or a traveling apron for the same purpose,

leemesst, »• [Early mod. E. lereness, < ME.
lereness, < AS. Icerness, emptiness, < *l<iBre, emp-
ty: see leer^.} Emptiness. Batman, 1582. {Hal-

liwell.)

leer-pan (ler'pan), n. A shallow iron tray in

which are placed objects to be annealed in a
furnace. See leer'^.

Leersia (If-er'si-a), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1788),

named after Johann Daniel Leers, a German
druggist and botanist.] A genus of grasses

of the tribe Oryzece, or rice family, it is closely

related to the genus Oryza (to which rice belongs)^ but
differs from it in having only two glumes instead of four,

and often less than six stamens. The plants are marsh-
grasses with narrow leaves which often have sharp, rough-
ened edges that cut the flesh of those who pass through
places where they grow. Five species are known, all of

which occur in America, hut one of them, L. oryzoides, is

also found in Europe and temperate Asia, and another, L.

hexandra, is widely distributed throughout the tropical

regions of the Old World. Three species occur in the
United States, and are known as white-grass, especially L.

Virginica. L. oryzoides is the rice cut-grass, and L. lenti-

cularis the fly-catch grass. The name Leersia was given
six years earlier to a genus of mosses, on which account it

has been proposed to restore to the grass genus the name
Eomaiocenchrus, proposed by Mieg in 1768.

leerspool (ler'spol), n. [< ieerS -I- spool.} A
cane or reed. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
leeiT (ler'i), a. [< leer^ + -^i.] Knowing;
wide-awake; sly: as, the teery man. [Thieves'

slang.]

lees^, n. pi. See lee^.

lees^t, n. A Middle English form of leash.

lees^t, a. and n. See leased.

leese^t (lez), v. t. [< ME. leesen, lesen (pret.

lees, les, pi. loren, pp. lorn, lore; < AS. "Udsan
(pret. *leds, pi. *luron, pp. *loren), in comp. 6e-

ledsan, for-le6san = OS. far-liosan, for-leosan
= OFries. for-liasa, ur-liasa = D. verliezen =
OHG. for-liosan, for-liasan, MHG. ver-liesen,

ver-lieren, G. ver-lieren = Dan. for-lise = Sw.
fdr-lisa= Qoth.fra-liusan, lose; akintoL. 2t<ere

= Gr. AiiKv, loose, loosen, set free. See leased,

loose, lose\ loss. The verb leese is now obs.,

being supersededby lose, which is in part a var.
of leese, and in part from a secondary form:
see lose^.} To lose.

Suche hath ther bene, and are, that getithe graces
and leese itt soone whan thei it bane atcheuyd.

Political Poemg, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p, 73.

By the way his wyfe Creusa he les.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1, 945,

Take heed you leese it not, signior, ere you come there

;

preserve it,

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v, 1.

leese^t, v. t. [ME. leesen, < L. ItBsus, pp. of Ice-

dere, hurt.] To hurt.
The princis of the puple soughten to leese him.

Wydif, Luke xix. 47.

leese^t, n. A Middle English form of leased,

leash.

leesingt, n. A Middle English form of leasing^.

leesome (le'sum), a. A dialectal form of lief-

some—Leesome-laue [confused with leelaTU], alone ; all

by one's selt [Scotch.]

leeti (let), n. [Cf. latheS, lath^, < AS. Wth, a
territorial division: see lathes,} 1. An ancient
English court; originally, the assembly of the
men of a township for administering the law of
the community. See eourt-leet.

M. Lambert seemeth to be of the opinion that the leeU
of our time doo yeeld some shadow of the politike insti-

tution of Alfred. Holinshed, Descrip. of England, it 4.

Who has a breast so pure.
But some uncleanly apprehensions
Keep leets and law-days, and in session sit
With meditations lawful ?

Shak., Othello, iiL 3. 14a

2. The district subject to the jurisdiction of a
court-leet.

In their renewal of this system the Commons seem to
make sheriffs in their leets answer forthe provincial synod.

M. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iiL

3. The daj on which a court-leet was held;
also, the right to hold such a court, which in
later times could Tje granted to a baron Grand
leet, the chief assembly.

In the grand-leets and solemn elections of magistrates,
every man had not prerogative alike.

Hottand, tr. of Llvy, p. 25,



leet

eet2 (let), n. [Appar. < Icel. leiti, a
part; but of. AS. We*, hVyt, UiSt, var. f

lilot, lot, share: see lot.} 1. One poi

share, a
. forms of

,,„.,. - portion; a
lot.— 2. A Ust of candidates for any ofice.

—

Short leet, a list of persons selected as the most eligible of
the candidates for any office In order that their claims may
be more particularly considered in view of nomination.

leet*, n. See leaf^.

leet* (let), a. A dialectal form of lite^, little.—
Leet ratUer, a little whUe ago. HcMiwai.

leef* (let), v. i. [A dial, form of let^.'] To let
on; pretend; feign. [Prov. Eng.]

leets (let), a. and n. A dialectal form of Ughii-.

leef (let). V. i. A dialectal form of UgM^.
leet-alet (let'al), «. A feast or merry-making
at the holding of a court-leet.

Leet-ale, in some parts of England, signifies the dinner
at a courtrleet of a manor for the jury and customary
tenants. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 329.

leetle (le'tl), a. and n. A vulgar or humorous
variant of little.

She may be a leelle spoilt by circumstances.
Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iy. 13.

leet-man (let'man), «. l. One subject to the
jurisdiction of a court-leet.— 3. In the Funda-
mental Constitutions of Carolina (1669), a serf.
leets (lets), n. A name of the pollock. See

leeve^t, levet, «• *• [ME. leeven, leven, < AS.
Ip'dn, gelyfan, believe: see helieve.'] To, be-
lieve.
Alaas 1 that lordes of thq londe lemth swiche wrecchen,
And Imeth swych lorels for her lowe wordes.

Quoted in Babees Booh (E. E. T. S.), p. xlv.

leeve^t, v. An obsolete form of leave^.

leeward (le'ward; pron. by seamen lii'ard), a.

and n. [< lee^ + -ward. The pron. lu'ard is

prob. due to a form *lewward, the forms lee and
leto being ult. identical: see lee^, lew^.'] I, a.

Pertaining to the quarter toward which the
wind blows; being in the direction of the wind:
opposed to windward: as, a leeward course.

—

Leevard tide, a tide running in the same direction that
the wind blows, and directly contrary to .a tide under the
lee, which implies a stream in an opposite direction to the
wind.

II. 11. The point or direction opposite to that
from which the wind blows: as, to fall to lee-

ward.
leeward (le'ward; by seamen, lii'ard), adv. [=
D. lijwaarts = &. leewarts = Sw. lanart. See lee-

ward, a.] Toward the lee, or that part toward
which the wind blows : opposed to wiridward.

leewardly (le'ward-li; by seamen, Iti'ard-li),

a. Making much leeway when sailing close-

hauled: applied to ships that are notweather-
ly or cannot sail close to the wind without mak-
ing great leeway. See weatherly.

leewardness (le'ward-nes; by seamen, lu'ard-

nes), n. Tendency to make leeway; lac£ of

weatherliness.
But such was the leewardnesse of his Ship that, though he

was within the sight of Cape Henry, by stormy contrary
winds was he forced so farre to Sea that the West Indies
was the next land.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 165.

leeway (le'wa), m. 1. The lateral movement of

a ship to the leeward of her course, or the angle
formed between the line of the ship's keel and
the line which she actually describes through
the water; the deviation from her true cOurse

which a vessel makes by drifting to leeward.

Hence— 3. Loss of progress in general; a fall-

ing behind; retrogression: as, to be making
leeway financially To make up leeway, or make
up for leeway, to make up for time lost ; overtake work
which has fallen behind. v

leeze (lez). [In the phrase leeze me, appar. a

contr. of lief is me, tiiat is, it is pleasing to

me.] It is pleasing: used in the expression

leese me on (a person or thing), equivalent to

/ love. [Scotch.]
But leeze me on thee, my little black mare.

Archie of Ca'field (Child's Ballads, VI. 90).

leeze me on my spinning-wheel,

O leeze me an my rock an' reel.

Bums, Bess and her Spinning-Wheel.

lePt, lefet, n. Obsolete forms of leaf.

lefet, a. An obsolete form of lief.

lefeselt, lefselt, n. [ME., also lefsdl, leefesel,

lefesal, levesel,-levesele, etc. (=Sw. lofsal= 'DaD..

^liksal), an arbor, < AS. ledf, leaf, + sele, a hall,

a room : see leaf and saloon. Cf. lohhy, ong. of

like meaning and ult. connected with Zea/.] A
bower of leaves ; a place covered with foliage

;

an arbor.
[They] lurkyt vnder lefe-ials loget with vines,

Buaket vndur bankes on boarders with-oute.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 1167.

leftl (left), o. and n. [< ME. left, lift, luft, left,

< AS. lyft, left, weak, worthless, forms found
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only in comp., lyft-ddl, palsy (< lyft, weak, +
adl, disease), and the gloss "inanis, left" (not
found in the deflected sense ' left, ' for which the
AS. word is winster), = AID. luft, lueht, left, =
North Fries, leeft, leit ; the lit. sense, found only
in AS., is 'weak,' orig.' broken,' ult. =li.ruptus,
broken : see rupture. Of. lop^, cut off, maim,
etc. The left hand or arm is thus the 'weak' one,
as compared with the right, which is stronger
because in more active use. The term has been
extended, with mere ref . to position, to the leg,

ear, eye, cheek, side, etc. The common expla-
nation, that the left hand is that which is usu-
ally '16ft' unused (as if from the pp. of leave^),

is erroneous. The L. l<mi(,s = Gr. /Mcd( = Euss.
Uevmi, left, is not akin to the E. word.] I.
a. 1. Belonging to that side of the body of
man and other animals which is directedtoward
the westwhen the face or front is turned to the
north; sinistral: the opposite oi right: as, the
left hand, arm, leg, ear, or eye ; the heart beats
on the left side of the body.

Let nat thy lyft half, oure lord techeth,
Ywite what thow delest with thy ryht syde.

Piers Plowman (C), iv. 76.

This bridle host with gold
I beare in my left hande.
Oascoigne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 114.

Then Johnny looked over his left shoulder.

Johnie Armstrang (Child's Ballads, VI. 43).

3. Being on the left-hand side ; situated on the
side toward which the left hand of a person is

or is supposed to be turned. The left wing of an
army is the part or division on the left side of the center
when facing an enemy. Xlie left bank of a river is that
which is on the left hand of a person who is going in the
direction of its current. The left side of a deliberative
assembly is that on the left hand of the presiding officer.

In heraldry, the left (or sinister) is the spectator's right.

Uppon the lyfte way, men goon fyrst un to Damas, by
Flome Jordane ; uppon the rygt syde, men goon thorewe
the Lande of Flagam. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 128.

Left bower. See Sowcre.—Over the left shoulder.
Same as over the left (which see, under II.).

II, n. 1. The left-hand side ; the side oppo-
site to the right: as, turn to the left (hand); the
left (wing) of an army; to wheel from right to

left.

Lying, robed in snowy white
That loosely flew to l^ and right.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.

3. In the politics of continental Europe, that
part of a legislative assembly which sits on the
left of the president ; specifically, the liberal or
democratic party, as that party, according to
custom, always sits on this side of the house.
[Usually with a capital letter.]— St. A worth-
less creature.

The kynge knewe he seide sothe for Conscience hym tolde.

That Wronge was a wikked Ivft and wrougte moctie sorwe.
Piers Plowman (B), iv. 62.

In music and stage directions abbreviated L.
Left about ! See aibmit.— Over the left, or over the
left shoulder (see above), not at all : indicating negation,
or the contrary of what is stated or ordinarily meant : as,

he's a very clever fellow

—

over the left. [CoUoq. or slang.]

You will have an account to keep too ; but an account
of what will go over the left shoulder; only of what he
squanders, what he borrows, and what he owes and never
will pay. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. 242.

lefti (left), adv. [< left^, a. and re.] Toward the
left; sinistrad: as, they scattered right and ?e/*.

Shall not Love to me.
As in the Latin song I learnt at school.
Sneeze out a full Qod-bless-you right and leftf

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.
Guide left. See guide.

left^ (left). Preteritandpastparticiple of leave^.

left^t. A preterit and past participle of leeve^.

leftet. An obsolete form of the preterit of lift^.

left-hand (left'hand), a. 1 . Situated or located
on one's left side; found near the left of: as,

one's left-hand man.— St. Left-handed; sinis-

ter; inauspicious; unlucky; unfavorable.

If l^t-hand fortune give thee left-hand chances.
Be wisely patient. Quarles, Emblems, iv. 4.

left-handed (left'han"ded), a. 1. Having th'e

left hand or arm stronger and more capable of

being used with facility than the right ; using
the left hand and arm in preference to the right.

— 3. Characterized by direction or position to-

ward the left hand ; moving from right to left:

as, a left-handed quartz crystal (one which ro-

tates the plane of polarization to the left). See
levogyrate and polarization.

Herschel found that the right-handed or ^ft-hxmded
character of the circular polarization corresponded, in all

cases, to that of the crystal. WheweU.

3. Clumsy; awkward; inexpert; unskilful.

leg

Hitto. What kind of man ?

Piso. That thou mayst know him perfectly, he's one
Of a left-handed making, a lank thing.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, iil &
4. Insincere; sinister; malicious.
The commendations of this people are not alwaysl^

handed and detractive. Landor.

5t. Unlucky; inauspicious Left-handed com-
pliment. See compliment.— Left-handed marriage.
See mMrganxMc.

left-handedness(left'han"ded-nes), ». 1. The
state or quality of being left-handed ; habitual
use of the left hand, or the ability to use the
left hand with more ease and strength than the
right, or equally with it.

Although a squint left-handedn£88
Be ungracious, yet we cannot want that hand.

Donne, To the Countess of Bedford.

3. Awkwardness; clumsiness.
left-hander (left'han"d6r), w. 1 . A left-handed
person.
Let us pass on to the case of left-handers,

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 42.

2. A dagger carried in the left hand to parry
the thrusts of a rapier: an important accessory
of the fencing of the sixteenth century.— 3. A
blowwith the left hand; hence, a sudden blow
or attack from an unexpected quarter.

Stepping back half a pace, he let fly a terrific left-hander
at the doctor. MaenaUaris Mag., Feb., 1861, p. 278.

left-handiness (left'han''''di-nes), n. Same as
left-handedness. [Rare.]

An awkward address, ungraceful attitudes and actions,
and a certain l^handiness (if I may use the expression)
proclaim low education. Chesterfield.

leftness (left'nes), n. The condition or state of
being left or on the left side.

Kightness and leftness, upness and downness, are again
pure sensations differing specifically from each other, and
generically from everything else.

W. James, Mind, XII. 14.

left-oflf (left'df), a. Laid aside; no longer worn:
as, ie/*-o^ clothes. [Colloq.]

leftwara (left'ward), adv. [< lefti -I- -ward.']

Toward the left ; to the left hand or side ; sin-

istrad.

Kightward and leftward rise the rocks. Southey.

Turning leftward, we approach the Troitzkij Bridge,
Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 202.

left-witted(left'wit"ed), a. Dull; stupid; fool-

ish. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

lefult, a. See leveful.

leg (leg), n. [Early mod. E. also legge; < ME.
leg^\. legges, < Icel. leggr, a leg, a hollow bone,
= Dan. Iceg= Sw. lag, the calf of the leg. The
AS. word for ' leg' was seanca (> E. shank) ; the
G.word is liein (= E. bone^).] 1 . One of the two
lower Umbs of man, or any one of the limbs
of an animalwhich support and move the body.
Specifically— (a) A lower limb or posterior extremity; a
limb which is not an arm or a wing. (&) The part of a
lower limb which lies between the knee and the ankle;
the crus: distinguished from thigh and foot (See cut
under crus.) In vertebrates the parts called legs are
never more than two pairs. When both pairs are used
in supporting and moving the body, they are distin-

guished as fore legs and hind legs, as in all ordinary quad-
rupeds. A limb not used in support is known by some
other name, as wing, fin, arm, etc. In about three fourths
of the animal kingdom there are six legs, in three pairs,

as in the whole class of Insecta proper (hence called Hexa-
poda). The arachnidans have normally four pairs of legs.

All the higher crustaceans have five pairs of legs, and are
hence called Decapoda. In some arthropods there are
more than 100 pairs of legs, whence the terms cenUped,
mUleped, etc. Leg is often used synonymously with foot.

Many parts of invertebrates which are legs in a morpho-
logical sense become other kinds of limbs or members, as
mouth-parts, chelse, falces, etc.

Her fine fooi^ straight leg, and quivering thigh.
Shak., R. and J., ii. 1. 19.

The lone hem forgets his melancholy.
Lets down his other leg, and, stretching, dreams
Of goodly supper in the distant pool.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

2. Some object resembling a leg in use, posi-

tion, or appearance : as, the legs of a table or
chair; the legs of a pair of dividers; the legs

of a triangle (the sides, as opposed to the base,
especially the sides adjacent to a right angle)

;

the leg of an angle, or of a hyperbola.

Joint-stools were then created; on three legs

Upborne they stood. Cowper, Task, i. 19.

I have seen a leg of a rainbow plunge down on the river
rimning through the valley.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 336.

Hence— 3. Something that serves for support,
moral or physical.

The sprightly voice of sinew.strength'ning pleasure
Can lend mj bed-rid soul both legs and leisure.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 3.

Worthy but weak Mr. Brandon,
You haven't a leg to stand on.

Jean Ingelow, Ofl the Skelligs, xxii.



leg

4. The part of a pair of tronsers or drawers, or
of a stocking, that covers the leg.—5. In criclcet:

(o) The part of the field that lies to the left of
and behind the batsman as he faces the bowler

:

as, to strike a ball to leg.

A beautifully pitched ball for the outer stump, which
the reckless and unfeeling Jack catches hold of, and hits
right round to leg for Ave, wliUe the applause becomes
deafening. T. Billies, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

(6) The fielderwho occupies that part of the field
known as leg. Also long-leg.— 6. A sharper:
same as black-leg, 3. [Slang.]

He was a horse chaunter : he's a leg now.
IHekem, Pickwick, xlil.

Now and then a regular leg, when he's travelling to
Chester, York, or Doncaster, to the races, may draw other
passengers into play, and make a trifle, or not a trifle, by
it ; or he will play with other legs.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 601.

7. Naut.: (a) The run made by a ship on one
tack when beating to windward. (6) One of
two small ropes spliced together, by which a
buntline or leech-line is fastened to the foot or
leech of a sail—Abdominal legs. See abdominal.—
Artificial legs, supports imitating the natural leg, used
by persons who have undergone amputation. They are
made uf various materials, such as wood, vulcanite, gutta-
percha, rawhide, splints crossed at right angles and glued
together, etc. , and are often provided with ingenious com-
binations of joints and springs to imitate as far as possible
the natural motions. light artiflcial legs are commonly
called cork legs, but cork is now seldom used In them, wil-
low-wood being found preferable.— Barbados leg, pachy-
dermia, or elephantiasis Arabum. See pachydermia.—
Cursorloua legs. See cursorious.— False legs of cater-
pillars, the fleshy abdominal legs, or prop-legs, which dis-

appear in the perfect Insect. See cut untler.4mara.—Fos-
Boriallegs. See/ogsorwrf.—Hj[perbolloleg. Hee hyper-
bolic,— in. Illgll leg, much excited or exultant; in high
feather. [Eare.]

is not returned : the Mufti in high leg about the
Spaniards. Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland, Oct. 8, 1808.

Leg-and-foot guard. See guard.— hes-ot-Tsrattoa
sleeve. See sleeve.—On one's last legs. See laet^, a.—On one's legs, standing, especially to speak: as, to be
able to think on one's legs.

Meanwhile the convention had assembled, Mackenzie
was 071 his legs, and was pathetically lamenting the hard
condition of the Estates. Macmday, Hist. £ng.

The leg business, ballet-dancing. [Low.]

I was merely telling your Grace what Mrs. Theobald
was. . . . "She was," says Adonis, . . . "inthelegbusi-
Tiess, your Grafie."

Miss Annie Edwardes, Ought we to Visit her?

To Change the leg, to cliange from one gait to another

:

said of ahorse.
' The chestnut . . . is in a white lather of foam, and
changes bis leg twice as he approaches.

Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, ix.

To fall on one's legs. Same as to fall on one'sfeet (which
see, under /aWi).

A man who has plenty of brains generally falls on his

legs. Bulwer, Night and Morning, iii. 3.

To feel one's legs, to begin to support one's self on the
legs, as an infant, [CoUoq.]

Remarkably beautiful child! . . . Takes notice in away
quite wonderful ! May seem impossible to you, but feels

his legs already 1 Dickens, Cricket on ihe Hearth, L

To find one's legs. See jlnd.-'So give a leg to, to as-

sist by supporting the leg, as in mounting a horse.

The wall is very low, Sir, and your servant will give you
a leg up. Dickens, Pickwick, xvi.

To have a bone In one's leg. See banei.—To have
the legs of one, to be quicker in running. [Slang.]

The beggar had the legs of me.
MacwMan's Mag., March, 1861, p. 367.

To make a legt, to make a bow or act of obeisance (in al-

lusion to the throwing back of one leg in performing the
act).

He that cannot make a leg, put off 's cap, kiss his hand,

and say nothing, has neither leg, hands, lip, nor cap.

muik., AU's Well, iL 2. 10.

Making low legs to a nobleman.
Or looking downward, with your eye-lids close.

Ma/rlmve, Edward IL

We are just like a Child; give him a Plum, he makes a
Lea: give him a second Plum, he makes another Leg.

Sdden, Table-Talk, p. 109.

To put the boot on the wrong leg. See boof^.— To
shake a leg, to dance. [Low. ]—To shaJ^e a loose leg,

toleadanindependentandgenerallylicentiouslife. [Low.]

—To show a leg, to get up from or out of bed. [Low.]

—To try it on the other leg, to try the only other pos-

sible means or resource. [Colloq.]— Upon Its legs, es-

tablished ; in a stable or prosperous condition.

" When the paper gets upon its legs "— that waB the only
answer he received when he asked for a settlement.

The Century, XXXYII. 305.

leg (leg), V. i.; pret. and pp. legged, ppr. legging.

[</e3, re.] 1. To pass on; walk or run nimbly

:

often with an indefinite it. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch, or slang.]

The fool doth pass the guard now.
Hell kiss his hand and leg it.

Shirley, Bird in a Cage, v. L

2t. To make a reverence.

leg. An abbreviation of legato.
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legable (leg'a-bl), a. [< NL. as if *legaMlis, <

L. legate, seiid, bequeath: see Ugacy.] Capa-
ble of being bequeathed. Bailey.

legacy (leg'a-si), n.; pi. legacies (-siz). [< ME.
legacie, < O'P. Ugade (found only in sense of

'legateship') = Sp. Ugada = Pg. Ugacia, < ML.
as if 'legatia, for L. legatum (> It. legato = Sp.

legado; cf . Pg. Ugado, bequeathed), a bequest,

< legatus, pp. of legare, bequeath: see legate.

The P. legs, a legacy, is not related; it is a bad
spelling of OP. lais: see leased, «.] 1. Money
or other property left by wiU; a bequest ; spe-

cifically, a gift of personalty by will as distia-

guished from a devise or gift of realty.

Yea, beg a hair of him for memory,
And, dying, mention it within their wills.

Bequeathing it as a rich legacy
Unto their issue. Shak., J. C, iii. 2. 141.

Samhorus bestowed by legacie his goods and possessions

vpon tlie saide Order, receiuing maintenanceand exhibicion

from the saide Order, during the terme of his life.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 145.

3. Anything bequeathed or handed down by an
ancestor or a predecessor.

Good counsel is the best legacy a father can leave a child.

SirA L'EArange.

3t. A business which one has received from
another to execute ; a commission ; an errand.

He came and told his legacy. Chapman, Hiad, vii. 348.

4t. Legation; embassy.

Oflabyoften legacies solicited Charles le maigne,the king
of France, to be his friend. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 125.

Cumulative legacies. See cumvlaiive.—Demonstra-
tive legacy, a legacy in which the thing or money is not
specified or distinguished from all others of the same kind,
but a particular fund is pointed out for its payment, as a
gift of $1,000 worth of securities to be taken from testa-

tor's stocks and bonds, or a certain sum out of a bank-de-
posit.—General legacy, a legacy of a specified quantity
of money or other commodity, payable out of the persoujd
assets generally ; one which does not necessitate delivering

any particular thing, or paying money exclusively out of

any particular part of the estate, as a specific legacy does.
— Legacy duty, a duty to which legacies are subject, for
purposes of revenue, as in Great Britain, the rate of which
rises according to the remoteness of the relationship of the
legatee, and reaches its maximum where he is not related
to the testator. In the State of New York a uniform tax of
five per cent, on legacies is called collateral inheritance tax.

—ResiduazT legacy, a gift of whatever remains after

satisfying other gifts.— Specific legacy, the bequest of a
particular thing or money, specified and distinguished
from all others of the same kind, as a picture, or the money
in a particular bag. Thus, a bequest of a diamond ring
is general; a. bequest of my diamond ring is specific.

—

Vested legacy. See vested.

legacy-hunter (leg'a-si-hun*t6r)^ n. One who
seeks to obtain a legacy or legacies by flattery,

servility, or other artifice.

The legacy-hunter, however degraded by an ill-com-
pounded appellation in our barbarous language, was
known, as 1 am told, in ancient Rome, by the sonorous
titles of "captator " and " heeredipeta."

Johnson, Rambler, No. 197.

legacy-hunting (leg' a-si-hun'ting), K. An
eager pursuit of legacies.

legal (le'gal), a. and n. [< P. Ugal = Pg. Sp.
legal = It. legale, < L. legalis, legal, < lex (leg-),

law, ult. akiTi to E. law: see law^. Of. leal

and loyal, doublets of legal.'] I. a. 1. Per-
taining or relating to law; connected with the
law: as, legal doctrines or studies; a legal

document or controversy; legal arguments.

—

3. According or conformable to law; permit-
ted or warranted by the law or laws ; lawful;
not forbidden by law ; having the force of law

:

as, the action is strictly legal; legal traf&e or
commerce.—3. Pertainingto the provisions or
administration of the law; determined by or
in accordance with law; judicial: as, legal pro-
ceedings; a legal opinion or decision; a 'kgal
standard or test.—4. Amenable to remedy or
punishment by law as distinguished from equi-
ty; a,B, legal Yr&ste; te^aiirregularity.— 5. Cre-
ated bylaw; recognized by law: as, legal in-
capacity; a legal infant; legal crimes.— 6. In
theol., according to the Mosaic law or dispensa-
tion; according or pertaining to the doctrine
of reliance on good works for salvation, as dis-
tinguished from that of free grace Legal as-
sets, those assets which are subject to common-law pro-
cess; such assets as do not require the intervention of
equity to be recognized as assets—Legal CompulEion.
See compulsion—Legal debts, debts that are recovera-
ble in a court of common law, as a bill of exchange or a
bond ; a simple contract debt, as distinguished from lia-

bilities enforceable only in equity.—Legal estate, an es-
tate in land recognizable as such in a court ofcommon law.
See equitable estate, under esiote.—Legal fiction, fraud
holiday. Seethenouns.—Legal interest. See interest
7.—Legal memory, necessity, person, relation, etc.
See the nouns.—L^ll representatives. See represen-
tative.—hegal Teversion,in Scots law, the period within
which a debtor whose heritage has been ai^'udged is en-
titled to redeem the subject— that is, to disencumber it of
the adjudication bypaying the debt adjudged for.—Legal

legate

tender. See tender. =Syn. 2 and 3. Legitimate, etc. (ge»

lawfiO); legalized, authorized, allowable, just, constitu-

tional.

II. n. In Scots law, same as legal reversion

(which see, under I.).—Expiry of the legal. See
expiry.

legalisation, legalise. See legalization, legalize.

legalism (le'gal-izm), n. [< legal + 4sm.'] 1.

Strict adherence to law or prescription ; belief

inthe eflicaey of adhering strictly to the require-

ments of the law. Specifically— 3. In<fceo?.,the

doctrine that salvation depends on strict ob-

servance of the law, as distinguished from the
doctrine of salvation through grace ; also, the

tendency to observe with great strictness the
letter of religious law, rather than its spirit.

Leave, therefore, . . . mysticism and symbolism on the
one side ; cast away with utter scorn geometry and legal-

ism on the other. SusMn.

His [Zwingli's] profound respect for the letter of the
Bible led him to legalism and extreme Sabbatarianism.

Eneyc. Brit., XXIL 790.

legalist (le'gal-ist), n. [< legal + -ist.] One
vmo practises or inculcates strict adherence to
law ; specifically, in theol., one who regards con-
formity to the law as the ground of salvation,

or who is rigorous in exacting obedience to the
letter of the law.
They [the Jews] were rigid monotheists and scmpnlong.

legalists, who would strain out a gnat and swallow a cameL
Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 17.

legality (If-gal'i-ti), «. [< P. l^galit^ = Sp.
legaUdad = Pg. legalidade = It. legaliti, < ML.
legaUta{t-)s, lawfulness, < L. legalis, legal: see
legal. Cf . lealty and loyalty, doublets of legal-

ity.] 1. The state or character of being legal j

lawfulness; conformity to law.
The legality was clear, the morality doubtfuL

T. Hook, Gilbert Gumey.
The agreement of an action with the law of duty is its-

legality; that of the maxim with the law is its morality.
Abbott, tr. of Eant's Metaph. of Morals.

3. In theol., a reliance on works for salvation;
insistence on the mere letter of the law with-
out regard to'its spirit : personified in the quota-
tion.

He to whom thou wast sent for ease, being by name
Legality, is the son of the bond-woman which now is, and.
is in bondage with her children ; and is, in a mystery,
this mount Sinai, which thou hast feared will fall on thy
head. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, L

legalization (le"'gal-i-za'shqn), n. [< legalize
-^ -ation.] The act of legalizing. Also spelled

legalize (le'gal-Iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. legalized,.

ppr. legalizing. [= P. Ugaliser = Sp. legalizar
= Pg. Ugalisar= \i. legalizzare; as legal + -ize.]

1 . Tomake lawful ; render conformable to law,
either by previous authorization or by giving
the sanction of law to what has already been
done ; authorize ; sanction

;
justify.—3. In

theol., to interpret or apply Scripture in the.
spirit of legalism.
Also spelled legalise.

legally (le'gal-i), adv. In a legal manner ; law-
fully; according to law; in a manner permitted
by law.
legalness (le'gal-nes), n. Legality.
legal-tender (I'e'gal-ten'dfer), a. That can be
lawfully used in paying a debt: as, legal-tender
currency; legal-tender money. See tender.

legantine (leg'an-tin), a. Same as legatme.
legatary (ieg'a-ta-ri), n.; pi. legataries (-riz).

[= P. legataife = Sp. Pg. It. legatario, < L.
legatarius, a legatee, < legatum, a legacy: see
legacy.] One to whom a legacy is bequeathed

;

a legatee. [Kare.]
legate (leg'at), n.i [< ME. Ugat, legate, < P. 16-

gat = Sp. Pg. legado = It. legato, an ambassa-
dor, esp. of the Pope, < L. legatus, a deputy, <
legare, pp. legattis, send with a commission,
appoint, < lex (leg-), law: see law^. Gf. legate,
».2, legacy.] 1. A person commissioned to rep-
resent a state, or the highest authority in the
state, in a foreign state or court; a deputy; an
ambassador. Specifically— 3. In Rom. hist.,

a foreign envoy chosen by the senate, or a
lieutenant of a general or of a consul or other
magistrate in the government of an army or a,

province.— 3. Onewhoisdelegat.edbythePope
as his representative in the performance of cer-
tain ecclesiastical or political functions, orboth.
The papal legate to a church council is its presiding ofiicer

;

the ordinary legate to a foreign court was formerly both
ambassador to and ecclesiastical overseer of the country to
which he was sent ; and the legates of six of the former
Papal States (see legation, 4) were their governors. Three
ranks of legates were early established : legates (fegati) a
or de latere (from the side), who were generally cardinals

;

legati missi or dati (sent or given), corresponding to the
modem nuncios or internuncios ; and feoott nati (legates-
bom); a limited number of bishops or archbishopswho had



legate

or claimed the rank ol legates by right of office in their
particular sees.

In this King's Time, the first £mo« to supply the Pope's
Boom came Into England. Baker, Chronicles, p. 41.

The Lord Cardinal Pole, sent here as Legate
From our most Holy Father Julius, Pope.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, ill. 3.

legatet, n.^ [Ipl. legate = Sp. legado = It. le-

gato, < L. legatmn, neut. of legatus, pp. of legare,
bequeath: see legate, n^-, legacy. "^ A legacy.
In dysposyng thy Ugatya, pay flrste thy servanntls.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumlvall), p. 32.

legatee (leg-a-te'), n. [< Jj.legaius, pp. of le-

gare, bequeath (see legate, n.^, legacy), + -eel.]

One to whom a legacy is bequeathed ; in theHvU
Za«;,and as sometimes looselyusedin bothGreat
Britain and the United States, one to whom
property, real or personal, is given by will.

legatesnip (leg'at-ship), n, [< legate, nA, +
-ship.'] The office or position of a legate.
Thus, by the chance and change of Popes, theLegatship

of Anselme could take no place.
BoHnshed, Hen. I., an. 1116.

legatine (leg'a-tin), a. [< legate, n.\ + -«»ei.]

1. Of or pertaining to a legate.
All those things you have done of late,

By your power legaUne within this kingdom.
Fall into the compass of a preemunire.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 2. 839.

Sending from about them [the apostles] to all countryes
their Bishops and Archbishops as their deputies, with a
kind of Legar^ne power.

Mnum, On Def. of Humb. Eemonst.

2. Made by or proceeding from a legate : spe-
cifloally applied to certain eoolesiastieal laws
enacted in national synods in England under
the presidency of legates from the Pope about
the time of Henry III.

When any one is absolved from excommunication, it is

provided by a legatine constitution that some one shall
publish such absolution. Ayliffe, Parergon.

Also leganUne.
Legatine court, a court held by a papal legate, and ex-

ercising ecclesiastical jurisdiction : seen in England espe-

cially in the time of Wolsey, who as legate asserted juris-

diction as a supreme court of appeal over the spiritual

courts, and jurisdiction in probate and administration,

thus controlling and absorbing in a degree the functions
of the courts of the Church of England.

legation (If-ga'shon), n. [< F. ligation = Sp.
legacion = Pg. legagSo =lt. legaeione, <L. lega-

tio(n-), an embassy, < legatus, pp. of legare,

send, depute: see legate, «.i.] 1. A sendimg
forth ; a commissioning of one or more persons
to act at a distance for another or for others;

the office or functions of a legate or envoy.

And thys busynesse was farre dyuerse from worldlye
affaires ; enen so was this kind of ambassade or Legation
new, and such a one as had not bene Tsed before.

.f. trdoJi, OnMarkvi.

The holy Jesus went now to eat his last paschal supper,
and to finish the work of his legation.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 301.

2. The person or persons sent to represent a
government at a foreign court; an embassy;
a diplomatic minister and his suite: as, the
legation of the United States at Paris.

A legation or embassy comprises, in most cases, besides

the minister, one or more persona, known either as coun-
sellors of embassy, secretaries of legation, or attaches.

E. Sehuyler, Amer. Diplomacy, p. 122.

3. The place of business or the official abode of

an embassy.— 4. Formerly, the designation of

any one of those sis Papal States that were
governed by cardinal legates.

The pope began his government of Ferrara, nowbecome
a legation like Bologna. Brougham.

legatissimo (la-ga-te 'si-mo), a. aoAadv. In

music, in the smoothest, most connected, most
legato manner.
legato (la-ga'to), a., adv., and n. [It., pp. of

legare, tie, < IJ. Ugare, tie: see ligament.'] I.

a. and adv. In music, in a smooth, connected

manner, without breaks or pauses between
successive tones : opposed to staccato. It is usu-

ally uidlcated by the word itself (or its abbreviation leg.),

by a sweeping curve, ""^ or—, above or below the notes

to be performed without break, or (for single notes and

chords in the midst of staccato passages) by the mark —
or -r above or below.

n. n. A smooth, connected manner of per-

formance, or a passage so performed, in sing-

ing and on wind-instruments a sfriot legato is produced

only when more tones than one are made continuously By

a single breath; on instruments with a keyboard, like the

organ and the pianoforte, it is produced by holdmg each

key until just as the next is struck ; on bowed instru-

ments it Is produced by a continuous motion of the bow,

either up or down.
. j. j, ,

legator (le-ga'tor), n. [< L. legator, a testator, <

legatus, pp. of legare, bequeath: see legate, n.^.]

A testator; one who bequeaths a legacy.

A fair estate

Bequeath'd by some Jeg'aeor's last intent.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, u. 375.
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legatura (leg-S.-t6'ra.), n. [Itl, = E. ligature,

q. v.] In music, same as Ugature.

legaturet (leg'a-tur), n. [< legate, «.i, + -wre.]

The office or mission of a legate.

The Parliament forbade him to usurp the privileges of
his legature. Clarendon, Beligion and Policy, vi.

leg-bail (leg'bal), n. Escape from custody;
flight from danger of arrest or capture. [Hu-
morous.]

The summons and complaint were supplied by the
tomahawk, while judgment was enforced by the scalping-

knife, with leg-bau or a tribal warfare as a court of last

resort. The Century, XXXTII. 632.

To give leg-bail, to escape from custody or arrest by
absconding : hence, in general, to seek safety by fiight.

[Colloq.)

He has us now if he could only five us leg-bail again

;

and he must be in the same boat with us.

JHckens, Oliver Twist, xix.

leg-band (leg'band), n. A band secured around
the leg, serving as part of the dress, and form-
ing the only or principal covering of the leg,

now worn by some Italian peasants, etc.; one
of a set of bands passing diagonally around the
leg below the knee and forming a defense for

armed men.
leg-bone (leg'bon), n. Any bone of the hind
limb of a vertebrate. These are the femur or thigh-

bone ; the tibia, shin-bone, or leg-bone proper ; the fibula,

perone, or outer bone of the lower leg; the patella or
kneepan ; and, in animals which walk upon the toes, the
bones of the tarsus and metatarsus, such as the cannon-
bone of the horse or ox. See cuts under cannon-bone, /e-

mur, j^bvla, and knee-^oint.

leg-boot (leg'bSt), n. In a harness, a horse-
boot extenmng from the hoof to the knee, used
to protect the limb.
leg-by (leg'bi), n. In cricket, a run made on a
ball touching any part of the batsman's person
except his hand.

legef (lej), v. t. A Middle English aphetie form
of allege^ and allege^.

legeancet, n. Same as legiance for allegiance.

legementt, n. An obsolete form of ledgment.

legem-ponet (le'jem-po'ne), n. [< L. legempone,
the title, in the Anglican prayer-book, of a
psalm (the fifth division of Ps. cxix., which be-
gins in the Vulgate with these words: "Legem
pone mihi, Domine, viam justificationum tua-

rum" ; A.v., " Teach me, O Lord, the way of thy
statutes") appointed for the 2oth day of the
month. This psalm came to be associated es-

pecially with the 25th day of March, formerly
the beginning of the year, and thus a general
pay-day; hence the application of the phrase
to "ready money," an application probably
assisted by a humorous twist given to the lit-

eral translation ' lay down the law,' taken to

mean 'lay down what is required,' i. ©. "the
needful," "the ready": L. legem, ace. of fea;,law

(see legal)', pone, 2d pers. sing. impv. otponere,
put, place,^ay: see ponent.] Ready money;
cash. [Old slang.]

If legem pone comes, he is receav'd,
When Vix hand habeo is of hope bereav'd.

The Affectionate Shepheaird (1594). (HoBiweH.)

But in this, here is nothing to bee abated, all their speech
is legem pone, or else with their ill custome they will de-

talne thee. Q. Minshvl, Essays in Prison, p. 26. (Nares.)

legend (lej'end or le'jend), n. [< ME. legende,

< OF. legende, F. Ugende = Sp. legenda = Pg.
legenda, lenda = It. leggenda = D. Gr. Dan. le-

gende = Sw. legend, a legend, < ML. legenda,

f., a legend, story, esp. the lives of the saints;

orig. things to be read, neut. pi. of fut. pass,

part, of legere, read, = (Jr. ?icyetv, speak: see

lecture, etc.] 1 . In the early church, a selection

of readings from Scripture appointed for use at

divine service ; later, and more especially, the
chronicle or register of the lives of the saints,

formerly read at matins and in the refectories

of religious houses.

The Legend contained all the lessons out of Holy Writ,

and file works of the fathers, read at matins.
Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 212.

2. An entertaining story, especially in early

times one relating to wonders or miracles told

of a saint ; hence, anyunauthentic and improb-
able or non-historical narrative handed down
from early times ; a tradition.

Thou Shalt, whyl that thou livest, yere by yere.

The most party of thy tyme spende
In making of a glorious Legende
Of Goode Wommen, maidenes, and wives
That weren trewe in lovinge all her lives.

Chaucer, Prol. to Good Women, 1. 488.

It were Infinite, and indeed ridiculous, to speak of all

the Miracles reported to be done by this St. Dunstan,

which may be fit for a Legend, but not for a Chronicle.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 13.

leger

'ihis also was furthered by the Legend of Daphne, re-

corded by the Poets. Purehae, Pilgrimage, p. 82.

3. A musical composition set to a poetical story,
or intended to express such a story without
words.—4. An inscription or device of any
kind; particularly, the inscription on a shield or
coat of arms, or the explanatory inscription on
a monument or under a plan or drawing, or the
inscription which accompanies a picture, whe-
ther descriptive or supposed to stand for words
used by the persons represented in the pic-

ture.

The new inscription in fresh paint, Peiler and Snagsby,
displacing the time-honoured and not easily to be deci-

phered legend, Pefler, only. Dickens, Bleak House, x.

5. In numis., the words or letters stamped on
the obverse or the reverse" of a coin or medal:
sometimes difEerentiated from inscription as the
reading around the circumference of a coin or
medal,and sometimes as all that is inscribed ex-
cepting the name of the sovereign or other per-

son represented.

The first fault therefore which I shallfind with amodem
legend is its dift'usiveness ; you have sometimes the whole
side of a medal overrun with it.

Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

6t. AroU; list; book.

Many tales ge tellen that Theologye lemeth

;

p

And that I man made was and my name yentred
In the legende of lyf longe er I were.
Or elles vnwriten for somme wikkednesse as holywrit wyt-

nesseth. Piers Plowman (B), x. 376.

Golden Legend,the "Aurea legenda" of the middle ages,

the most popular of all hagiological records, consisting of
lives of saints and histories and descriptions of festivals.

If was written by Jacobus de Voragine, Archbishop of Ge-
noa, about the end of the thirteenth century, and is filled

with fancies and inventions so extravagant as to be now
universally discredited.

legend (lej'end or le'jend), v. t. [< legend, n.]

1. To narrate or celebrate in or as in a legend.

Nor ladies wanton love, nor wand'ring knight
Legend I out in rhimes all richly dight.

Bp. Ball, Satires, 1. 1.

Som of these perhaps by others are legended for great
Saints. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

2. To furnish with an inscription; inscribe
with a legend: as, "a legended tomb," Poe.

legenda (le-jen'da), n. pi. [L., things to be
read: seelegend.]" ^ccJes., things whichmay be
or are to be read, as distinguished from credenda,

things to be believed.

legendary (lej'en- or le'jen-da-ri), a. and n. [=
P. Ugendaire = Sp. Pg. legenclario = It. leggen-

dario, < ML. legendaries, prop, adj., pertaining
to legends (as a noun, sc. liber, a book of le-

gends), < legenda, a legend: see legend.] I. a.

Consisting of legends; like a legend; tradi-

tional; mythical; fabulous.

Thereupon she took
A bird's-eye view of all the ungracious past

;

Glanced at the legendary Amazon
As emblematic of a nobler age.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

II. ». ;
pi' legendaries {-viz). 1. A chronicle

or register of the lives of the saints: same as

legend, 1.— 2. A book of legends.

Bead the Countess of Pembroke's "Arcadia," a gallant

legendary, full of pleasurable accidents. James VI.

3. A relater or compiler of legends.

legendist (lej'en- or le'jen-dist), n. [< lege^id

+ -ist.] A writer of legends.

This was decidedly an invention of the legendist.

SouJthey, Letters, IV. 312. {Eruye. Vict.)

legendize (lej'en- or le'jen-diz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. legendized, ppr. legendiaing. [< legend+ 4ze.'}

To affix a legend to; inscribe with a legend.

Legendre's equation. See equation.

Legendrian (le-jen'dri-an]), a, [iZegendre
(see def.) + -ian.] Pertaining to or invented
by the eminent French mathematician Adrien
Marie Legendre (1752-1833)—Legendrian func-
tion. See/unction.— Legendrian or Legendre's sym-
bol, a symbol, looking like a fraction in parenthesis, used
in the theory of numbers. It is equal to plus or minus
unity, according as the numerator is or is not a quadratic
residue of the denominator. It vanishes it the numerator
is divisible by the denominator.

leger^t, «• and a. An obsolete form of ledger^.

leger^ (lej'6r), a. [Also ledger; < OP. legier,

ligier, leger, P. Uger = Sp. ligero = Pg. ligeiro

z= It. leggiero, light, nimble, < L. as if Heviari-

us, < levis, light: see levity.] 1. Light or small,

as a line. See phrases below.— 2t. Slight ; un-
important; trivial: as, " for/er performances,"
.Bacore.—Leger line, inmrafca! — „„„j ,,j„ „„, ,i„„.
notation, a short Ime added above .— fi«t legor ime above.

or below a staff to increase its ex- —
tent temporarily to more than the
usual five lines. The leger lines —
are numbered from the staff both ,„, ^„ „„ „„„
upward and downward. Also — Becund leger hdb beiuw.
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ciUled added ItTie.— Leger space, in mugiad notation, a leg-hamess(leg'har'iies),». la medieval armor,
space between leger lines. The leger spaces are numbered the defenses of the legs and tMghs. Hewitt.

aecond leger ipace above.
" firn leger apace above.

from the staff both upward and
downward. Also ciOled added
space,

legerdemain (lej'er-de-
man'), n. [Early mod.
E. legerdemaine, legierde-

mayne, leygier demaine, lieger dm maine,<. F. Uger
de main, light of hand : Uger, light (see leger^,

a.); de, < L. (Je, of ; TOaire, < L. mojitts, hand: see
mamS.] Sleight of hand; a deceptive per-

formance or trick which depends on dexterity
of hand; fallacious adroitness, trickery, or de-
ception generally.

Perceiue theyr leygier demaine, wyth which they would
lugle forth thir falshood and shift the trouth asyde.

Sir T. Mare, Works, p. 813.

He in slights and jugling feates did Sow,
And of legierderiuiyne the mysteries did know.

Spemer, F. Q., V. ix. 13.

The gypsies were then to divide all the money that had
been got that week, either by stealing linen or poultry, or
by fortune-telling or legerdemain.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 112.

To make it ground of accusation against a class of men
that they are not patriotic is the most vulgar legerdemain
of sophistry. Macavlay, Civil Disabilities of the Jews.

legerdemainist (lej"er-de-ma'nist), n. [< leger-

c^main + -is*.] One Who practises legerde-
main; a juggler; a trickster. with the name r.' termdum.

legeringt, n. [< leger^, ledger^ n., 4, -I- -i«firi.] legiancet (le'jans), n. [Also legeance, hgeanee.

See the quotation, and leci^er\ »., 4. liegeance, < MB. legiance, legeaunce, etc., legeans,

The law of legering, which is a deceit that coUiers abuse %a«»ce, etc.,< OF. ligeance, ligeaunce, Imeance,
- liganee,eta.:s&eaTkgiance.i Ba.niQss allegiance.

God forbid, but ech were others brother.

Of one ligeance due vnto the king.
HaUuyfs Voyages, 1. 199.

So also of aman that is abjured the realme ; for notwith-

standing the abjuration, he oweth the king his legeance,

and remaineth within the kings protection.

M. Dalton, Country Justice (1620).

legibility (lej-i-bil'j-ti), n. [< legible: see -Jnl-

ity.'\ Capability of being read; legibleness.

His [Lamb's] badinage on his sister'shandwriting was in

. jest. It was remarkable for its perfect legtbUUy.
Talfourd, Memoirs of Lamb.

legible (lej'i-bl), a. [= 8p. legible = Pg. legi^

vel, < LL. legiUUs, legible, < L. legere, read:

see legend.'] 1. That may be read; written

plainly or in intelligible characters : as, a legi-

ble manuscript.

leghet. A Middle BngUsh form of IxeK-

leghorn (leg'h6m), n. and a. [So caUed from

Leghorn, F. Livoune = Sp. Uorna = V&. U-
orne, < It. Livorno, < L. Ldburnus, Gr. At^ovpvoc

(Ptolemy), a sea-port in Tuscany.] I. n. 1.

A fine kind of plait for bonnets and hats

made in Tuscany from the straw of a pecu-

liar variety of wheat, Tritieum vulgare {turgi-

dum), thickly sown, out green, and bleached:

so named because exported from Leghorn.

—

2. A bonnet or hat made of this material.—

3. leap.'] An important breed of the common
domestic fowl, of the Spanish type, character-

ized by great activity and rather small size,

high, serrated comb, drooping to one side m
the hen, and white ear-lobes. The chief varieties

are the brovm (colored like black-breasted red games),

and the white, daminique or euekoo, and hlaek J^ghatm,

all but the last hs.vlng yellow legs and beak. 'The Leg-

horns are noted as being perhaps the most prolific layers

of all poultjy. , , „ ^, .j_

n. a. Pertaining to or brought from the city

of Leghorn ; also, made of or relating to Leg-
horn straw : as, a Leghorn bonnet or hat—^Leg-

horn plait, a braid of Leghorn straw, from which bon-

nets and hats are made. The upper joint of the stem is

used.—Leghorn straw, the straw of a variety of wheat,

Tritieum vulgare, sometimes considered a distinct species

the commonwealth withall in having unlawful sackes.

Greene, Discovery of Coosnage (1591).

legerity (If-jer'i-ti), n. [< OP. legerite (F. %d-
rete),hghtaess,'<.leger,)igb.t: aeelegerK] light-
ness; nimbleness. [Bare.]

When the mind is quicken'd, out of doubt^
The organs, though defunct and dead before.

Break up their drowsy grave, and newly move
With casted slough and fresh legerity.

ShaJi., Hen. V., iv. 1. 23.

leges, n. Plural of lex.

legestert, n. A variant of legister.

legge^t, «• A Middle English form of to^l.

legge^t, n. A Middle English form of leg.

legge^t, ". *• An aphetic form of allege^.

legged (leg'ed or legd), a. [< leg + -ed^.]

Having legs: often in composition: as,

legged maple-borer ; a two-legged animal.

What have we here? a man or a fish? . . . Legged like

a man

!

Shak., Tempest, il 2. 35.

A fine clean corse he is : I would have him buried,

Even as he lies, cro^-legg'd, like one o' the Templars.
Beau, and Fl., Captain, ii. 2.

3. In her., having legs, as a bird, of a different

tincture from the body.
legget (leg'et), n. \Ct. ligget, lidget.] A kind
of tool used by reed-thatofaers. [Local, Eng.]

leggiadro (le-ja'dro), adv. [It., pretty, light, <

1.

the

legislative

A soldier of the legion lay dying in AlglCTS.

Mrs. Norton, Bingen on the Bhme.

3. Any distinct military force or organization

comparable to the Roman legion.

I myself beheld the King
Charge at the head of all his Table Bound,
And all his legione crying Christ and him.

Tennj/Mm^^Lancelot and Elainei

4. An extraordinary number; a great multi-

tude.
My name is Legion: for we are many. Mark v. 9.

Where one sin has entered, legiom will force their way
through the same breach. Sogers.

5. In eool., a large group or series of animals,

of indeterminate taxonomie rank, but generally

of high grade, in Haeckel's system, for example, the

legion intervenes between the suliclass and the order, and
corresponds to what is usually called a superorder.—Le-
gion Of Honor, in France, an order of distinction and re-

ward for civil and military services, instituted in May, ISO^

during the consulate, by Napoleon Bonaparte, bat since

modified from time to time in important particulars. Un-

der the first empire the distinctions conferred invested the

person decorated with the rank of legionary., officer, com-

mander, grand-officer, or grand-cross. The order holds

considerable property, the proceeds of which are paid out

in pensions, principally to wounded and disabled members.

Xhe Thundering Legion, in Christian tradition, the

name given to a legion of Christians in the army of Marcus

Aurelius, in battle with the Quadi, whose prayers for rain

were answered, according to the tradition, by a thunder-

shower, which refreshed the thirsty Bomans, while it de-

stroyed numbers of the enemy by lightning.

legion (le'jon), v. t. [< legion, n.] To enroll

or form into a legion.

We met the vultures, legioned in the air,

Stemmmg the torrent of the tainted wind.
Sheaey,Meaw.

legionary (le'jon-a-ri), a. and n. [= P. legion-

naire = Sp. Pg. It. legionario, < L. legionarius,

belonging to a legion, < legio(n-), a Eoman le-

gion: Bee legion.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or con-

sisting of a legion or legions : as, legionary dis-

cipline; a legionary soldier; a legionary force.

— 2. Containing a great number.

Too many applying themselves betwixt jest and earnest

make np the legionary body of errour. Sir T. Browne.

II. n.; pi. legionaries (-riz). 1. One of a le-

gion; especially, a Roman soldier belonging to

a legion or a subaltern member of the Legion
of Honor.— 3. The neuter of a kind of red ant:

so named by Huber. It is probably the neuter

of Polyergus rufeseens, a slave-makmg species.

Let me receive no more Sibberish or Hieroglyphics from legiones, ». Plural of fepio
you, butlegiMe Letters. HoweU, Letters, I. v. 28. legionizC (le'jon-iz), V. t.; pret. and pp. legion-
The old gate [of the convent of Mount Sinai] now built ized.WT.leaionizinq. t<.leqion + -ize.] To form

up is on the west side ; there is some sign of a Greek in- . „ iV^_„
soription over It, but such as I believe would notbe 2«^2e, m d. legiou.

if any one could come near it. Descend, sweet Angels, legioni^d in rankes.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, L 149. Davies, Holy Boode, p. 28.

Hence— 3. That may be discovered or dis- leg-iron (leg'i''em), ». 1. A fetter for the leg.

cerned by marks or indications.

People's opinions of themselves are legible in their coun-
tenances. Jeremy Collier.

=Syn. Keadable, recognizable, plain, manifest.
l^fgiero, light: see'teger^.] In tomsic, a direc-

legfjjieness (ibi'i-bl-nes), "m. The quality or
tion that the music to which the word is ap-- '^?_^"- -""r°A ,t^-L.,.. ,1'_:t..-,.-.i_ ^ •'

pended is to be performed gaUy or briskly

leggiadroust (lej-i-ad'ms), a. [< It. leggiadro,

pretty, graceful: see leggiadro.] Graceful;

pleasing.

Yet this Betirement's cloud ne'r overcast

Those beams of leggiadrous courtesy
Which smild in her deportment.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xvliL

leggiero (le-ja'ro), a. a,nA adv. [It., light: see

leger^.] In musus, in a light, easy, rapid manner,
without emphasizing single tones : usually ap-

plied to a decorative or episodical passage.

leggini (leg'in), n. [Also laggen, laggin, lagen

:

see ledgeK] The rim of a cask. [Scotch.]

leggin^ (leg'in), n. See legging.

legging (leg'ing), n. [< leg + -ingK] An out-

er and extra covering for the leg, usually for

cold weather or rough traveling, it commonly has

the form of a long gaiter extending to the knee, but for

special purposes and sometimes for children to the thigh.

Often pronounced and sometimes written leggin.

He was dressed in deer-skin leggings.

Fringed with hedgehog quills and ermine.
LongfeSow, Hiawatha, xi.

l^gism (leg'izm), n. [< leg (blackleg) + -ism.]

flie character or practices of a leg or blackleg.

Slackwood's Mag. [Slang.]

leggy (leg'i), a. Z<leg + -^1.] Long-legged;
having disproportionately long and generally

lank legs.

Bobby frequents the tTnion-Jack clnb, where you behold
Slapper's longtaUed leggy mare in the custody of a red-

jacket Thackeray, Book of Snobs, x.

Like her great grand-dam, Fleur-de-lis, she stood full

sixteen hands, but was neither leggy nor light of bone.
Harper's Uag. , LXXVI. 205.

legllt, n. A iliddle English form of lea\

state of being legible ; legibility.

legibly (lej'i-bli), adv. Ei a legible manner;
so as to be read without difficulty : as, a manu-
script legibly written.

legiert, » and a. See ledger^.

legierdemainet, n. See Ugerdemain.

legio (le'ji-6), «.; pi. legiones (le-ji-6'nez). [L.:

see legion.] In zool., a legion.

legion (le'jon), n. [< ME. legvun, legiown, le-

gion, < OP. legion, P. legion = Sp. legion= Pg.
legiSh = It. legione = Gr. /.tye6v, Tieyi^, < L. ?e-

p«o(n-)j, a Eoman legion, < legere, gather, select,

= Gr. Atyeiv, collect: see legend!] 1. In Bom.
antig., a body of infantrynot corresponding ex-
actlyto either the regiment or the army-corps of
modem times, composed of different numbers of
men at different periods, from 3,000 under the
kings to over 6,000 under Marius, usually com-
binedwith a considerableproportion of cavalry.
The ancient legion had 300 hors^ and that of Marius about
700. Each legion was divided into ten cohorts, each co-
hort Into three maniples, and each maniple into two cen-
turies. The great power of theKoman legion was due to its

rigid discipline and its tactical formation In battle, which
was so open and flexible as to enable it to meet every
emergencywithout surprise or derangement. It thus pre-
sented a strong contrast on the one hand to the unwieldy

Dickens, Great Expectations, xvi.— 3. In car-

building, a wrought-iron forging attached to the

sole-bar, and supporting the foot-boards.

legislate (lej'is-lat), v.j pret. and pp. legislated,

ppr. legislating. [A back formation (like Pg.
legislar) from legislator, legislation, etc., q. v.]

I. intrans. To exercise the function of legisla-

tion; make or enact a law or laws.

n. trans. To act upon or effect by means of

legislation; determine by enactment: as, to

legislate a man out of office (as by abolishing
the office or changing its tenure) ; to legislate a
corporation into existence. [TJ. S.]

legislation (lej-is-la'shon), re. [= F. legislation

= Sp. legislacion = Pg!' legislagSo = It. legisla-

zione, < L. legis latio{n-), a proposing of a law:
legis, gen. of lex, law (see legal); tetto(re-), a
bearing, proposing : see lation.] 1. The enact-
ing of laws or statutes ; the exercise of the pow-
er of legislating ; the business of a legislator or a
legislature.—3. The product of legislative ac-
tion ; a law or the laws promulgated by a legis-

lator or a legislature ; a statute, or a body of

statutory law: as, the legislation of Moses is

contained in the Pentateuch Cilass legislation,
that legislation which affects the interests of a particular
class of persons.— General legislation, that legislation
which is applicable throughout the state generally, as dis-

tinguished from special legislation, which affects only par-

ticular persons or localities.—Local legislation. See
local.

soUdity of the Greek phalanx, and on the other to the legislative (lej'is-la-tiv), a. and n. [= P. UgiS-

latif=z Sp. Pg. It. legislativo ; as legislate + -»re.]

I. a. 1. Pertaining to or resulting from legisla-

tion; ordained by a legislator or a le^lature;
having statutory force or quality : as, legislative

proceedings ; a legislative prohibition.

The poet is a kind of lawgiver, and those qnalities are
proper to the legidative style. I>ryden.

3. Having power to legislate ; enacting or ut-
tering laws; lawmaking: as, a legislative body;
legislative authority.— 3. Of or belonging to a

confused and undisciplined state of other armies of the
time. Compare maniple.

Our legions are brim-fnll, our cause is ripe.
Shak., 3. C, iv. 3. 215.

2. TnFrench hist.,oue ofnumerous militarybod-
ies so called at different periods. Foreign legions
were employed by the kings from medieval times. A num-
ber of them were formed during the Bevolution and under
the first empire, of which one was maintained till a recent
period. This body, called specifically the legion, made
itself famous in Algiers and in the Crimea. There were
also provineial legions in the sixteenth century.



legislative

legislature ; relating to or consisting of a body
of legislators: as, a legislatwe committee; a
legislative vote ; a legislatioe recess Legislative
Asaembly. See owemftjj/.—Legislative power, the
power to make or alter laws. See jvdicial power (under
judicial), and exeeutive, 1.

. H. 7i. A person, as a prince or dictator, or
a body of persons, as a parliamentary assem-
bly, invested with authority to make or alter
laws. Compare exeeuti/ve.

The power of the legMaUve, being derived from the peo-
ple by a positive voluntary grant and institution, can be
no other than what that positive grant conveyed, which
being only to make laws and not to make legislators, the
Ugidative can have no power to transfer their authority
of making laws, and place it in other hands.

Locke, Civil Government, xi.

legislatively (lej 'is-la-tiv-li), aclm. By legis-
lative action; by means of legislation.

legislator (lej'is-la-tor), n. [= F. Ugislateur
= Sp. Pg. legislador = It. legislatore, < L. legis

lator (also legum lator), a lawgiver: legis, gen.,
legum, gen. pi., of lex, law (see legal) ; lator, a
bearer, proposer of a law, < latus, used as pp.
of ferre = E._ bearK Of. legislation.'] A law-
giver ; an individual who gives or makes laws

;

also, a member of a legislattire or parliament,
or other lawmaking body.

legislatorial (lej"is-la-to'ri-al), a. [< legislator
+ 4al.'] 1 . Pertaining or relating to legislation
or legislators : as, legislatorial power or dicta-
tion.— 2. Having the power of a legislator;
acting as a legislator or legislature.

Solon, the legislatorial founder of Athens.
JDe Quitwey, Homer, it

One may imagine a community governed by a depen-
dent legmatorial body. Miusyc. Brit., XIV. 357.

legislatorship (lej'is-la-tor-sMp), n. [< legis-

lator + -ship.'] The office of legislator.

legislatress (lej'is-la-tres), n. [< legislator +
-ess.] A woman who makes laws; a female
legislator. Shaftesbury, Morals, iv. 9 2.

legislatrix (lej-is-la'triks), n. [= F. Ugislch
trice, < L. as if *legis latrix, fem. of legis lator,

legislator: see legislator.] Sajtneaa legislatress.

legislature (lej'is-la-tur), n. [= F. legislature

= Sp. Pg. It. legisldtura, legislature, < L. legis,

gen. of lex, law, + (LL.) latura, a bearing, car-
rying, < latus, pp. of ferre = E. oear^ : see legis-

lator.] 1. A body of lawmakers; an assem-
blage of men invested with the power of mak-
ing, repealing, or changing the laws of a coun-
try or state, and of raising and appropriating
its revenues. A legislature generally consists of two
houses or separate bodies acting concurrently, and usually
requires the assent of the supreme executive authority for
the validation of its acts, the refusal of which, however,
may in the United States be overcome by a prescribed
majority of votes. (SeeBeto.) Legislatures have different

specific names, as the Congress of the United States and
the Legislatures of most of the separate States (the former
consisting of a Senate and House of Representatives, and
the two houses of the latter being generally also termed
Senate and House of Kepresentatives or Assembly), the
Parliament of Great Britain (divided into the House of
Lords and the House of Commons), the Reichstag of Ger-
many, the Cortes of Spain, etc. See housed, n., 6.

In the legislature, tlie people are a check on the nobility,

and the nobility a check upon the people.
Mackstorw, Com., I. ii.

'Twas April, as the bumpkins say

;

The legislature call'd it May. Couiper, A Fable.

2. Any body of persons authorized to make
laws or rules for the community represented by
them: as, the (Jeneral Assembly is the legisla-

ture of the Presbyterian Church.
legist (le'jist), n. [< OF. legiste, F. Ugiste = Sp.

Pg. it. legista, < ML. legista, one skilled in law,

ill. lex (leg-), la.w. see legal. Ct. legister.] One
skilled in the laws.

Though there should be emulation between them, yet

as legists they will agree in magnifying that wherein they

are best. Bacon, Letters, oxxviL, To the King.

Ye learned legists of contentious law.
Ford, Fame's Memorial.

legistert, «• [ME., also legistre, legester, < OF.
legistre, equiv. to legiste, legist: see legist.] A
legist.

Bisshopes yblessed sif thei ben as thei shulden,

Legistres ofbothethelawes,the lewed there-with to preche.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 14.

legitim, n. See legitime.

legitimacy (le-jit'i-ma-si), n. [< legtUma(te) -b

-ey.] 1. The state of being legitimate; con-

formity to law, rule, or principle ; natural or

logical result; regularity; propriety; correct-

ness: as, the legitimacy of a government, of an

argument, or of a conclusion.

During his first ten years of duty Beust served In Berlin

and Paris : the first, the stronghold of legitimaey, more con-

servative than Vienna itself ; the second, the center of

fashion and culture, where the salon had not yet become

extinct Quarterly Bev., CXLV. 330.
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Specifically— 2. Lawfulness of birth: opposed
to bastardy.— 3. Directness or regularity of de-
scent, as affecting the right of succession. See
legitimist, 2.

legitimate (If-jit'i-mat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. le-

gitimated, ppr. legitimating. [< ML. legitimatus,

pp. of legiUmare (> It. legiUmare = Pg. Sp. le-

gilnmar = F. UgiUmer), make lawful, < L. legi-

timuSflawtal: Bee legitime.] 1. To make law-
ful; establish the legitimacy or propriety of.

Our blessed Lord was pleased tftlegitimatetea.r to us by
his agony and prayers in the garden.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iii. 8.

To enact a statute of that which he dares not seem to
approve, even to legitimate vice. Milton, Divorce, ii. 2.

The general voice has legitimated this objection.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 460.

2. To render legitimate, as a bastard ; invest
with the rights of a legitimate child or lawful
heir, as one bom out of wedlock. Under the civil
and canon laws operative in many European countries a
bastard is legitimated by the subsequent marriage of the
parents ; hilt this is notthe case under the laws of England
and most of the United States.

At this Time, in a Parliament, the Duke of Lancaster
caused to be legitimated the Issue he had by Katherine
Swinford before he married her.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 147.

legitimate (If-jit'i-mat), a. [< ML. legitimatus,

pp. of legiUmare, make lawful: see the verb.]
1. According to law, rule, or precedent; agree-
able to established principles or standards; in
conformity with custom or usage; lawful; reg-
idar; orderly; proper: as, a legitimate king or
government ; the legitimate drama ; a legitimate

subject of debate ; legitimate trade.

There are certain themes . . . which are too entirely
horrible tor legitimate fiction. Poe, Tales, I. 326.

Among the topics of literary speculation, there is none
more legitimate or more interesting than to consider who,
among the writers of a given age, are elected to live.

Gladstone, Might of Kight, p. 123.

Specifically— 2. Of lawful birth; born in wed-
lock, or of parents legally married: as, legiti-

mate children ; a legitimate heir.

Sirrah, your brother ia.legitvmate;

Your father's wife did after wedlock bear him.
Sliak., K. John, i. 1. 116.

A legitimate cliild is one bom of wedlock ; or, more par-
ticularly, one between whose parents the relation of mar-
riage subsisted either at the time when he was begotten,
or at the time when he was born, or at some intervening
period. Stephen, 2 Com., 283.

3. Justly based on the premises ; logically cor-

rect, allowable, or valid: as, a legitimate vesvlt;
legitimate arguments or conclusion.
I will prove it [an assertion] legitimate, sir, upon the

oaths of judgement and reason.
Shak., Twelfth Night, iii. 2. 16.

A series of legitimate syllogisms, exhibiting separately
and distinctly, in a light as clear and strong as language
can afford, each successive link of the demonstration.

D. Stewart, Human Mind, II. iii. 1.

It is just as legitimate an inference that there are bodies
in stellar space not lumijious as that there are luminous
bodies in space not visible.

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 310.

Legitimate drama, a designation used at different peri-
ods with a varying specific reference, being sometimes
applied to the representation of Shakspere's plays and at
other times otherwise restricted, but generally employed
loosely to indicate approval of some (usually not distant)
former time.— Legitimate prejudice, an innate or a
priori presumption and anticipation of nature. =Syn. Le-
gal, Licit, etc. See la/uifvl.

legitimately (le-jit'i-mat-U), adv. In a legiti-

mate manner; lawfully;' according to law; gen-
uinely ; not falsely.

legitimateness (If-jit'i-mat-nes), n. The state

or quality of being legitimate; legality; law-
fulness; genuineness.
Asserting the legitimateness of his ordination.

Barrow, Pope's Supremacy.

legitimation (If-jit-i-ma'shon), n. [= P. Ugiti-

mation = Sp. legitimadon = Pg. legitimafoo =
It. legitUmasione, legitUmagione, < ML. as if *le-

giUmatio(n-), < legiUmare, legitimate : see legiti-

mate, v.] 1. The act of making legal, or of giv-

ing a tmng the recognition of law.

The coinage or legitimaUon of money. East.

2. The act of rendering legitimate; specifically,

the investing of an illegitimate child, or one
supposed to be the issue of an illegal marriage,
with the rights of one bom in lawful wed-
lock.

This doubt was kept long open, in respect of the two
queens that succeeded, Mary and Elizabeth, whose legiti-

mations were incompatible one with another, though their

succession was settled by act of parliament.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VIL (ed. Bohn), p. 462.

I have disclaim'd Sir Robert and my land;
Legitimation, name, and all is gone

;

Then, good my mother, let me know my father.

Shale., K. John, i. 1. 248.

leg-muff

3. In Grermany, etc., proof of identity and of

legal permission to reside in a certain place,
engage in a certain occupation, etc.—Letters of
legitimation, in Scots law, letters from the sovereign
empowering a bastard who has no lawful children to dis-

pose of his heritage or movables at any time during his life,

and to make a testament. These privileges, however, he
can now enjoy without letters of legitimation.

legitimatist (le-jit'i-ma-tist), n. [< legiUmate,
a., + -ist.] Same as legitimist.

legitimatize (le-jit'i-ma-tiz),«. t.; pret. and pp.
legitimatized, ppr. legitimatizing. [< legiUmate
+ -ize.] To legitimate. [Kare.]

A Governor-General of the Soudan . . . vlaolegitiffnatizes

the slave-trade by a decree. The Century, XKVIII. 661.

legitime (lej'i-tim), n. [< P. Ugitime = Sp. le-

giUmo = Pg. legitimo = It. legittimOj < L. Ugiti-

miis, according to law, legal, legitimate, < lex

(leg-), law: see legal.] In civil law, the part
of the free movable property of a testator
which he cannot bequeath away from his chil-

dren, or deprive them of inheriting by making
gifts while living. The one fourth which was thus
secured to the children by the Roman law was termed the
Falcidian portion, the law being named after the tribune
Falcidlus, who proposed it. This principle has been adopt-
ed in varying extent in some of the principal countries of
Europe,includingScotland,and also in Louisiana. In Scots
law the legitime (commonly spelled legitim), also called
bairTis^ part of gear (the part which the testatormay freely
dispose of being termed the dead's part), amounts to one
third where the father h as left a widow, and one half where
there is no widow. It cannot be diminished or affected
by any testamentair or other deed.

legitimisation, legitimise. See legitimization,

legitimize.

legitimism (le-jit'i-mizm), n. [< P. Ugitimisme,
< L. tejrjiiraiM.'legitimate : see legiUme and -ism.]

Maintenance of or insistence upon legitimacy
in any relation ; specifically, the principles of
the Legitimists.

The theory of sovereignty and government called legili-

ndsm, which is still a factor in French and Spanish poli-
tics, is ultimately based on the assumpljon of a sort of
sacred and Indefeasible law regulating succession to the
Crpwn, and placing it beyond competition and above popu-
lar sanction. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 143.

legitimist (If-jit'i-mist), n. [< P. Ugitimiste =
Sp. legitimis'ta, < L. legitimus, legitimate: see
legitime a.TiA-ist.] 1. (5ne who maintains or ad-
vocates legitimacy of any kind ; especially, a
supporter of legitimate authority; one who be-
lieves in the sacredness of hereditary monarchi-
cal government; a favorer of the doctrine of
divine right. Specifically— 2. [cap.] (a) In
France, a supporter of the claim to the throne
of the elder branch of the Bourbons, descen-
dants of Louis XTV., in opposition to that of
the Orleans family, descendants of the Duke
of Orleans, brother of Louis XIV. Charles X.,
the representative of the elder line, was deposed in 1830,
and replaced by Louis Philippe, of the younger line. The
succession fell into abeyance after the deposition of the
latter in 1848, and the dispute was terminated in 1883 by
the death of the childless Comte de Chambord (who was
actually invested with the crown at the age of ten by the
abdication of his grandfather, Charles X., and of the dau-
phin, the Due d'Angoul6me, and was called by his ad-
herents Henry V.), leaving the Comte de Paris, grandson
of Louis Philippe, sole heir to the royal claims of the whole
Bourbon family,

(fi) In Spain, same as Carlist,2.

legitimization (le-jit''''i-mi-za'shon), n. [< le-

gitimize + -ation.]' Legitimation. Also spelled

The conflict of laws on the subject of legitimiaation by
subsequent marriage yields some curious results.

Encye. Brit., HI. 427.

legitimize (If-jit'i-miz), v. t; pret. and pp.
legitimized, ppr. legitimizing. [< L. legiUmus,
legitimate (see legiUmate), + -ize.] To legiti-

mate. Also speUed legitimise.

legs.
legless (leg'les). s.] Having no

le^et (leg'let), n. [< leg -i- -let.] An ornament
for the leg, of the same nature as the anklet.

Her [the Begum of Dude's] dress was an immense pair
of trousers of striped Indian silk, a Cashmere shawl . , .

over a close covering of blue and yellow silk, two pairs of
remarkable slippers, numbers of anklets and leglets, a great
deal of jewelry, and a large blue cloak over all.

Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 11.

leglin (leg'lin), n. [Appar. for *legling, dim. of
Hegel, < Icel. legili = Sw. Idgel = OH(J. lagila,

lagella, MHG. Icegele, Icegel, lagel, Gr. legel, Tagel,

a small cask, < L. lagena, a fiagon: see lagena.]
A wooden inilk-pail. [Scotch.]

The lasses are lonely, dowie, and wae ; . . .

Ilk ane lifts her leglin, and hies her away.
Jane EUiot, Flowers of the Forest

leg-lock (leg'lok), n. A lock or fetter for the
leg.

leg-muff (leg'muf), n. One of the fleecy or
downy puffs or tufts about the feet of many



leg-mnff

humming-birds ; a fluffy legging. See cut un-
der Eriocnemis.

Legnotideee (leg-no-tid'f-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bart-
ling, 1830), < LegnoUs (-id-), a former genus of
plcmts now referred to Cassipourea (< Gr. ?£yva-
Tog, with a colored border, < /.cyvovv, furnish
with a colored border, < Aeyvov, a hem, border,
esp. a colored border), + -eoe.'] A tribe of tropi-

cal trees or shrubs of the natural order Bhizo-
pliorecB sometimes regarded as a distinct or-

der, chiefly distinguished from the rest of the
order by the presence of albumen in the seed.
It embraces 11 genera and abont 31 species, inhabiting the
immediate coasts and maddy estuaries of various tropical
countries and islands.

lego-literary (le'go-Ut'e-ra-ri), a. [(.li.lex

{leg-), law (see legal), + Bl literary, q. v.] Per-
taining to the literature of law. [Rare and
barbarous.]

An essay on this lego40erary subject. Lord CrnnpbeU.

leg-rest (leg'rest), n. A rest or support for the
leg.

Tom advanced before him, carrying the Ug-regL
George Eliotj Mill on the Moss, iii. 8.

leg-shield (leg'sheld), n. A defensive appliance
formerly used to protect the leg of a juster:
sometimes attached to the saddle, sometimes to
the poitrel of the horse, and sometimes forming
a separate shield-shaped plate of iron. This shield,
of whatever form, was worn particularly to guard the left

leg, because this side was especially liable to injury by
striking against the barrier which separated the justing
knights. The first of the three forms was also used in
war.

Leguatia (leg-u-a'ti-a), n. [Nil., named after
one Leguat.'\ A genus of large raliiform birds
of the Mascarene Islands, recently extinct ; the
giant rails. L. gigantea, a species abont 6 feet
tall, was described by Leguat. S. ScMegel, 1858.

leguleian (leg-u-le'yan), a. and n. [< L. legu-

leius, a pettifogging' lawyer, with dim. -u1^, <

lex (leg-), law : see legal.'] I. a. Pettifogging.
[Bare.]

In the classical English sense, or In the sense of legu-
leian barbarism. De Qidncey,

II. n. A pettifogger. [Bare.]

You do but that over again that you have from the very
beginning of your Discourse, and which some silly Legu-
leians now and then do, to argue unawares against their

own Clients. Milton, Answer to Salmasius.

legume (leg'um or le-gum'), n. [< F. legume
= Sp. legumbre = Pg.' It. legume, pulse, < L. le-

gumen, any leguminous plant, pulse, esp. the
bean, lit. ' that which may be gathered,' < legere,

gather: see legend.'] 1. pi. The fruit of legu-

minous plants of the pea Und; pulse.

Legumeg, or Legumeng, are a species of plants which are
call'd pulse, such as pease, beans, <&c., and are so call'd

because they may be gather'd by the hand without cut-

ting. Miller, Gardener's Diet.

2. A pod formed of a simple pistil, which is de-
hiscent by both sutures and so divides into two
valves, the seeds being borne at the inner or
ventral suture only. The name is confined to the
fruit of the LegurrUnosce. In the modification of the le-

gume called a Urment the pod breaks up into indefalscent

joints. See cut under loment.

legumen (If-gu'men), n. [L. : see legume.']

Same as legume.

legumin (If-gu'min), n. [< legume + -irfi.] A
nitrogenous proteid substance resembling case-
in, obtained from peas and other legumes. It

is insoluble in water or acid, but is freely soluble in ve^
dilute alkali, and lias an acid reaction- Also called wj^etawe
casein.

legumiliar (If-gu'mi-nar), a. In 6oi., resem-
bling or characteristic of a legume: said of de-

hiscence by a marginal suture.

leguminifona (leg-u-niin'i-f6rm), a. [< L. te-

gumen, legume, + forma, form.] Having the

form of a legume.
Legnminosse (le-gu-mi-no'se), n. pi. [NL. (P.

S. Ralph, 1849)', fern. pi. of leguminosus, legu-

minous: see 'leguminous.'] A large order of

dicotyledonous plants, exceeded in the number
of species by the Compositce only, belonging to

the great division (cohort) Rosales. It is charac-

terized. In brief, by the generally papilionaceons but
sometimes regular flowers, and a single free pistil that

forms a fruit known as a legume. The leaves, are, with
rare exceptions, alternate, compound, and generally pin-

nate. The order is composed of trees, shrubs, and herbs,

distributed throughout the world, except the frigid is-

lands of the antarctic region. It is divided into three

Buboiders, known as the PapHionacece, CoBsdlpirMoe, and
Mimoiece. There are about 7,000 species, contamed in

about 430 genera, mostly included in the suborders Pa-
jnlianacerB and Coesalpimeae. The order contains many
plants common in cultivation, such as the acacias, genis-

tas. Wistaria, etc.; also food-plants, as the kidney-bean,
Phageolus md^aris, and lucerne, Medicago gativa; some
are used medicinally, from otheis are obtained products
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of commercial value, and a few are poisonous. Also called

Fdbacece.

leguininose (le-gu'mi-nos), a. [< Nil. legu-

minosus : see ' leguminous.] Same as legumi-

leguminous (le-gii'mi-mis), a. [= F. Ugumi-

neux = Sp. Pg.' fi. leguminoso, < NL. legumino-

sus, pertaining to pulse, bearing legumes, < L.

legumen (legumin-), pulse, bean, NL. legume:

see legume.] 1. Pertaining to pulse ; consist-

ing of pulse.— 2. In hot., bearing legumes as

seed-vessels; pertaining to plants which bear

legumes, as peas ; speciflcally, of or pertaining

to the Leguminosw.
Also leguminose.

lehrbachite (lar'boeh-it), n. [< Lehrbach (see

def.) + -ite^.] A rare selenide of lead and mer-

cury occurring at Lehrbach in the Harz.

lei-. For scientific words so beginning, see li-,

lio-.

Leibnitzian (lib-nit'zi-an), a. and n. [< Leib-

nitz, often written Leiiniz (see def.), + -ian.]

I. a. Belonging, due, or aceordii^ to the Ger-

man philosopher and mathematician Gottfried

Wilhelm Leibnitz (1646-1716). In philosophy
Leibnitz taughtthe doctrine of monads, the identity of in-

discemibles, the law of continuity, preestablished har-

mony, the doctrine of vis viva, innate ideas, a universal

characteristic, the principle of sufficient reason, theism,
optimism, ete. He and Newton were independent invent-

ors of the differential and integral calculus, but the name,
notation, eto., which have prevailed are those of Leibnitz.

II. n. A follower of Leibnitz; in math., an
early student of the infinitesimal calculus.

Leibnitzianism (lib-nit'zi-an-izm), m. [<. Leib-

nitzian + -jsTK.] The doctrine and principles of

the Leibnitzian philosophy.

Leibnitz's tbeorem. See tlieorem.

leidgert, «• and a. An obsolete form of ledger^.

leiet, '"• A Middle English form of Zayl.

leiff, re. A Middle English (Scotch) form of

leigert, n. and a. An obsolete form of ledger^.

leiger-du-maineti »• -^ obsolete variant of

legerdemain.

leigh^ (le), re. A different spelling of leaX, mea-
dow or pasture, used as a suffix (-leigh, also -ley,

-ly) in English place-names, especially in Dev-
onshire: as, ChxLdleigh, ChTiimleigh,CalYeileigh.

leigh^t. An obsolete preterit of lie^.

leighton (la'ton), re. [Also laigJiton; ME. leigh-

ton, leylitun, lalitim, < AS. ledlitun, lehUin, a gar-
den of herbs, < ledc- (changed to ledh- before *),

herb (see leek), + tUn, an inclosure : see town,.]

A garden. [Prov. Eng.]
leightonwardt, «. [ME. leilitunward,<.AS.*ledh-
tunweard, lectunweard, a gardener, < ledhtvM, a
garden, + weard, ward, keeper.] A gardener.
leiMn, re. [A eontr. of liefMn.] A sweetheart.
HaVMoell. [North. Eng.]

leil, a. Another (Scotch) spelling of leal.

leimma, re. See limma.
leio-. For scientific woais so beginning, see
lio-.

Leiopbyllnm (li-o-fil'um), n. [NL. (Persoon,
1805), < Gr. Tjdoc, smooth, + <pv?iXov, a leaf.] A
genus of ericaeeous plants of the tribe Bhodo-
rem, distinguished by the separate lobes of the
corolla and the terminal corymbose arrange-
ment of the white to rose-colored flowers, l.
InuAfoUum,, the only species, is a small shrub with alter-
nate oblong or oval evergreen leaves, inhabiting the sandy
pine-barrens of eastern North America and the mountains
of Carolina. It is a pretty wild fiower, also cultivated,
known as sand^myrtie.

Leipoa (li-po'a), n. [NL. (Gould, 1840), also Leio-
poa, Leiopa, Laiopa, and Liopa; origin nneer-
tain.] 1. A genus of Australian mound-birds,
of the family Megapodidce and subfamily Mega-
^odijjffi,having the plumage ocellated. L.oceOata,
the only species, is about 2 feet long. It is blown as the
native pheasant by the English colonists. Its mounds are
constructed in a peculiar manner.

2. [?. c] A bird of this genus: as, "the ocel-
lated leipoa," Gould.

leirt, re. A Middle English form of lair^.

leiset, re. An irregular spelling of lashX, 4.

leisert, re. A Middle English form of leisure.

leister, lister Ues'tSr, lis'ter), n. [< IceL Ijdstr

= Norw. Ijoster = Sw. Ijuster = Dan. lyster, a
sahnon-spear.] A barbed spear having three
or more prongs, for striking and taking fish; a
sahnon-spear. Also called waster. [&otch.]

A tbree-taed lei/ter on the ither [shoulder]
Lay, large and lang.
Bwrm, Death and Doctor Hornbook,

leister (les't^r), v. t. [< leister, n.] To strike
or take with a leister. [Scotch.]

He [Scott] and Skene of Bnbislaw and I were out one
night about midnight^ leistering klppels in Tweed.
Bogg, quoted in Personal Traits of Brit Authors, HL 63.

leisurely

Leistes (lis'tez), re. [NL. (Swainson, 1826), <

Gr. '/jnurrtii, Attic AjiTT^f, a robber: see Lestes.]

A genus of American passerine birds of the
family Joteridm, to which different limits have
been assigned, it is now restricted to two South
American species, L.ffuianensis and L. gupercHiaris, which
resemble marsh-blackbirds of the genus Agekeus In form,

but have the tail short with acute rectrices. The male is

blackish, with the bendof the wing and most of the under
parts scarlet.

leisurable (le'zhur- or lezh'fir-a-bl), a. [For-

merly also leasurable; < leisure + -able.] 1 . Lei-

sure; spare. [Rare.]

This ... I had at leiguraile hours composed.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, Pret

2t. Leisurely; not hurried.

Thus much I say, that by some leim.r(Me trauell it were
not hard matter to induce all their auncient feete into vse

with vs. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 87.

leisurably (le'zhur- or lezh'fir-a-bli), adv. In

a leisurable manner ; at leisure ; without haste.

[Rare.]

But what shall bee their glory and reward thou shalt

see, if thou wUt leasurably lysten and beholde to the ende
of the tragedye. Barnes, Works, p. 358.

leisure (le'zhur or lezh'ur), n. and a. [Early

mod. E. also leasure, leisour; with orig. term.

-er (-erS), irreg. accom. to -ure; < ME. leiser,

leisere, leyser, layser, laser, < OP. leisir, lesir,

laissir, lasir, leizeir, loisir, permission, leisure,

F. loisir, leisure, < leisir, loisir, be permitted,

< L. Ueere, be permitted: see license.] I. n. 1.

Opportunity for ease or relaxation; freedom
from necessary occupation or business ; spare

time.
His limbs resolv'd through idle leisour.

Unto sweete sleepe he may securely lend.
Speriser, VirgO's Gnai^ L 141.

Where other senses want not their delightg

At home in 2ewure and- domestick ease.
ifiUon, S. A., L 917.

The founding of a new philosophy, the imparting of a
new direction to the minds of speculators, this was the
amusement of his leisure. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. Convenient opportunity; available or com-
modious time ; hence, convenience ; ease.

She . . . swoor hir ooth, by Seint Thomas of Eent^
That she wol been at bis comandement
Whan that she may liir leyser wel espie.

Chaucer, Hitler's Tale, 1. 107.

Their vassals, semannts and slaues vsed it [hair] short

or shauen in signe of seruitnde and because they had no
meane nor leagvre to kembe and keepe it cleanely,

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie^ p. 240.

If your Uxsare served, I would speak with yon.
ShaJc, Much Ado^ lit 2. 81.

Passions must have leiinjire to digesii.

&p. Haa, Epistles, ii. 9.

At leisure [OF. a leisir^, free from occupation ; not en-
gaged: as, I am now at leisure to hear yon.

Go yonre wey, and anothir tyme we shall speke more
at leyser. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X t 7.

Madam, Mrs. Candour is below, and if your ladysliip '6

at leisure, will leave her carriage.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, L 1.

At one's leisure, at one's ease or convenience ; at any
time otherwise onocenpied : as, do it at your leisure.

I shall leave with him tliat rebuke to be considered at
his leisure. Locke,

n, a. Free from business; idle; unoccupied:
as, leisure moments.

I spentmy time very agreeably at Damascus, passingmy
Zewure hours in the coffee houses, and commonly taking
my repast in them.

Pocoeke, Description of the Easf^ IL L 12flL

It may be accepted as the old-world assumption Hbat
the foundation on which the structure known as " Socie-
ty " is founded is the existence of a leisure class.

Arch, Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 143.

leisured (le'zhurd or lezh'urd), a. [< leisure

+ -ed^.] Havmg ample leisure ; not occupied
with business.

We are not debating whether government ought to be
earned on bythe people rather than by the Insured classes

Gladstone, Gleanings, L 193.

Many of the inhabitants belong to the leisured class.

Eneyc. Brit., yyttt. 491-

leisurely (le'zhur-li or lezh'ur-li), a. [< ME.
"leiserly, layserly; < leisure -f -Zyl.] Done at
leisure; not hasty; deliberate: as, a leisurely
stroll ; a leisurely survey.

With leisurely delight she by d^rees
Lifts ev'ry till, does ev'ry drawer draw.

Sir W. Davenant, Gondiberii iii 1.

^He . . . was at last taken up Into heaven in their sight,
by a slow and leisurely ascent.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, IL L

leisurely (le'zhur-li or lezh'iir-li), adv. [< lei-

surely, a.] At leisure ; not hastily or hiirrieidly;
deliberately.



leisurely

others saucily
Promise more speed, but do it leimrdy.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1349.

A flock of sheep that leimrdy pass by.
One after one. WardDuiorth, Sonnets, i. U.

Leitch's blue. See blue.

leitet, n. See laitK

Leithner's blue. See blue.

Leitneria (lit-ne'ri-a), n. [NL. (A. W. Chap-
man, 1860), named after Dr. Edward P. Leitner,
who collected iu Florida.] A genus of plants,
type of the order Leitneriece. l. Floridana, a na-
tive of Florida, is a stout shmb from 2 tcJ-6 feet in height,
with short thick branches and deciduous entire leaves,
smooth and shining above and covered below with short
woolly hairs. A second species is said to occur in
Texas.

Leitneriese (lit-ne-ri ' e-e), ». pi [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker," 1880)', < Leitneria + -ew.'i An
order of tinisexual apetalous plants, it is dis-
tinguished by the absence of a perianfii, and by a superior
radicle and simple leaves, from the related family Pla-
tanacea, in which the radicle is inferior, and from the Ju-
glandece, in which the leaves are pinnate.

Lejeune-Dirichlet's theorem. See theorem.
lek (lek), V. i. A dialectal variant of Idke'i^.

Some particular spot is chosen in their haunts, where
they [black grouse] congregate, or lek, as it is sometimes
called. H. Seebohm, Brit. Birds, II. 436.

leket, n. An obsolete form of leeh.

lekin (le'kin), n. Same as Ukin.
lekythoid, lekythos. See lecythoid, leoyfhus.

lelt, a- A Middle English form of leal.

Lelaps, n. See Lcelaps, 1 (6).

lelet, a. and v. A Middle English form of leal.

lellyt, adv. A Middle English form of leally.

Lema(le'ma),»j. [NL.; origin not ascertained..]

A genus of phytophagous
beetles of the family Crio-
ceridCB,_ having the prothorax
constricted. L. trilineata is a
common North American species
found on the potato, with a red-
dish-yellow head and prothorax, and
three lengthwise black stripes on
the elytra. Fdbricius, 1798.

Three-lined Leaf-beetle (itf»*« ?ri7»«««?rt). a,a,larva; fi.tipofits

body, enlarg^ed : c, pupa ; d, eggs. (Lines show natural sizes.)

lemant (lem'an or le'man), ». [Also leaman;
ea,rly mod. E. also lemman; < ME. lemman, lem-

mon, limman, lefmon, leofmon, leveman (?), dear
one, lover, sweetheart, lit., as separately and
only in a general sense, in AS., ledf mann or

monn, 'Uef man,' i. e. 'dear person': AS. ledf,

dear; wa»»,wojm, person (man or woman): see

lief and man.^ 1. One who is dear; a person
beloved.

Ho that slth him one the Kode.
lesus his lemmon.

And his moder bi him stonde
Sore wepinde, and seynt lohan.

PoUticcd Poems, etc. (ed. Fumlvall), p. 220.

2. A sweetheart of either sex; a gallant or a

mistress : often in a bad sense ; a paramour.

He seyde he wolde ben hire Limvman or Paramour.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 24.

His wjf anon hath for hir lemman sent

;

Her lenmmnf certes, this is a knavisch speohe.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 100.

Then like a king he was to her exprest,

And offred kingdoms unto her in vew,
To be his Leman and his Lady trew.

Spenser, F. Q., HI. viii. 40.

As jealous as Ford, that searched a hollow walnut for

his wife's leman. Shak., M. W. of W., Iv. 2. 172.

Lemanea (le-ma'ne-a), n. [NL. (Bory de

Saint-Vincent, about 1801), named after M.
Leman, a French botanist.] A genus of florid-

eous algEB, the type of the family Lemanea-

ceoB.

Lemaneacese(le-ma-ne-a'se-e), «.^Z. [NL. (L.

Eabenhorst, about 1864), <' Lemanea + -acew.']

A small family of fresh-water algse of the order

Floridece, growing in tufts of a gray, olive-

brown, or darker color, in rapidly running wa-

ter, as under mill-wheels. The filiform and car-

tilaginous thalluB is simple or'sparsely branched, hollow,

and more or less nodose. Tetraspores are wanting; the
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fructification is therefore sexual only. The carpospores
are collected at intervals within the filaments, and the
spermatozoids are produced in zones on the surface of the
thallus.

Lembid3B (lem'hi-ie), n.pl. [NL., < Lenibus +
4dcB.'} A family of ciliate infusorians named
from the genus Lembvs.
lembict) lembikt, n. Variants of limbec. Book
of Quinte Essence (ed. Pumivall), p. 9.

lembus (lem'bus), n. [L., < 6r. Mfi^og, a small
sailing-vessel with a sharp prow.] If. A small
piratical vessel without a deck.— 2. [cap.]
[NL.] The typical genus of Lembidm, having
a erest-like membranous border, and no an-
terior digitiform appendages nor caudal seta.
These animalcules swim very actively with a wriggling
motion. They are found in salt water. L. velifer is an
example, "

lemelf, » and V. A Middle English form of
leam^.

leme^t. A Middle English form of Kmftl. Chatc-
cer.

leming, n. See lemming.
lemma (lem'a), n.

;
pi. lemmata (-a-ta). [= F.

lemme = Sp. Pg. lema = It. lemma,'<. IJ. lemma, a
theme, < Gr. Taifijm, anything received or taken,
a thing taken for granted, < Aafifidveiv, 2d aor. Aa-

I^Ew, take, = Skt. •/ rabh, take. Cf. labis. etc.

Hence dilemma, trilemma.] 1. In logic: (a) In
the Stoical logic— (1) The major premise of a
hypothetical syllogism, or modus ponens : thus,
in the reasoning, "If it is day, it is light ; -but it

is day: hence, it is light," the first premise
was called the lemma. (2) A premise in general.

(6) A Megaric sophism depending on the ques-
tion whether a man who says "I am lying" is

truly lying or not.— 3. In math., a proposition
upon which it is necessary to arrest the atten-
tion for the sake of proving an ulterior one, but
which interrupts the regular series of theo-
rems; also, a premise drawn from another
branch of mathematics than that under con-
sideration.—3. A theme; a thesis; the subject
of an epigram, or of a musical composition,
etc. [A Latinism.]

In the year 1445, several pageants were exhibited at
Faul's-gate, with verses written by Lydgate on the fol-

lowing lermnata: . . . Five wise and five foolish virgins,
Of St. Margaret^tc.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 168, note.

4. In embryol., the primary or outer layer of
the germinal vesicle. Pascoe. = Syii. Seeinference.

lemmergeyer, n. See lammergeier.

lemming, leming (lem'ing), n. [< Norw. lem-
ming, also lemende, Umende = Sw. lemming =
Dan. iewjmirag', alemming, accordingto Aasenlit.
'destroying,'with ref. to its ravages, < Norw. lem-
ja,maim, strike, beat,= E. la/me^, v. ; butthe vari-
ations of form indicate a foreign origin, perhaps
Lappish: cf. Lapp. ZoMwefc, a lemming. Hence
NL. Lemmiis.'] A rodent quadruped of the fam-
ily Murid<B, subfamily ArvicoUnw, and one of the
genera Myodes, Cwniculvs, and Synaptomys (see
these terms). The common European lemming, Mtis
lemnuus of Linnceus, now Myodes lermrms, to which alone
the name originally pertained, inhabits Norway, Sweden,
Lapland, and other northern countries. It is about 5 inches

. Lemna tninor, flowerinET plants ; a, in-

florescence; b, pistil cut longitudinally; c,

fruit. 2. Lemna trisulca. 3. Lemnagibba,

lemniscate

Vimm, including the lemmings and some other
arvicoUnes.
Lemna (lem'ua), n. [NL. (LinnsBUs), < Gr. Ai/iva,

a water-plant."]
A genus of mo-
nocotyledonous
plants, type of
the order Lem-
nacecB. it is dis-
tinguished from
Wotj^a, the only
other genus of the
order, by having
the flowers devel-*

oped on the mar-
gin of the frond in-

stead of from a pit
in the upper sur-

face. Distributed
about the temper-
ate and tropical re-
gions of the world
are seven species,
known as duck-
weed, some of them
the smallest of
flowering plants,
consisting of a
frond that floats on
the surface of the
water, and bears
below a few thread-like roots, and above one or more mo- "

nceclous flowers.

Lemnacese (lem-na' se-e), n. pi. [NL. (S. L.
Endlicher, 1840), < Lemna+ -acece.'i An order of
monoootyledonous water-plants, the duckweed
famUy, distinguished by the absence of a dis-

tinct stem or foliage, and producing one or afew
monoecious or dioecious flowers from the edge
or upper surface of the frond. There are two genera,
Lemna and Wolffia, both generally distributed throughout
the temperate and tropical regions of the world.

lemnad (lem'nad), n. [< NL. Lemna + -adl.]

A plant of the order Lemnacece; a duckweed:
used in the plural by Lindley for the Lemnacece,
or duckweed family.

Lemnian (lem'ni-an), a. [< L. Lemnius (< Gr.
A^/j.vtos), Lemnian" < Lemnos, Lemmus, < Gr. A^//-

voQ, Lemnos, an island in the .3!gean sea.]
Of or pertaining to Lemnos, an island in the
.^eean sea—Lemnian earth, a kind of astringent
earth, of fatty consistence and reddish color, used medi-
cinally in the same cases as the other boles. It has the^
external appearance of clay, with a smooth surface re-*

sembllng agate, especially in recent fractures. Like soap,
it removes impurities. Like kaolin, to which it is re-
lated, it has its origin in the decomposition of feldspathic
rocks. See hdle^.—Lemnian ruddle, a sort of red chalk
obtained from deposits in Lemnos, and used as a coloring
material.

lemniscate (lem-nis'kat), a. and n. [< NL. lem-

niscata, fem. of L. lemmscatus, adornedwith pen-
dent ribbons, < lemniscus, a ribbon : see lem-

niscus.'\ I. a. 1 . In math., related to the lem-
niscate of Bernoulli.— 2. In ichth., having a
hyaline or transparent appearance and ribbon-
Uke form ; of or relating to the Lemmscati : as, a
lemniscate fish.

—

Lemniscate function, the function
of which the lemniscate integral is the inverse.—Lemnis-
cate integral, the elliptic integral

dxfV 1-xi

which Is exhibited in the quincuncial projection of the
sphere.

II, n. In math. : (a) The locus of the point
at which the tangent to an equilateral hyper-
bola meets the perpendicular let fall upon it

from the center: a curve invented by James
Bernoulli, it may also be defined as the locus of the
point the product of whose distances from two fixed points
is a quarter of the square of the distance of those points
from each other. It is a kind of Cassinian, and is also a
lemniscate in sense (c), below. (J) Any crunodal curve
of the fourth order having only one real branch.

Common European or Norway Lemming l^yodes lemmu^,

long and of varied coloration. It is very prolific, and vast
hordes periodically migrate down to the sea, destroying
much vegetation in their path. So numerous are they at
times, and so sudden is theto appearance, that they were
fabled to rain down from the clouds. Large numbers of ra-

pacious quadrupeds andbirdshangupontheirlineofmarch
and materially diminish their numbers. These migrations
are said to portend a hard winter. M. schixticolor is a
plain slaty-gray species of Siberia. M. olensis is a bright
rusty-brown "species inhabiting arctic regions of both
hemispheres and common in northwestern America. The
lemming of the Hudson's Bay regions, Greenland, etc., is

Cuniculus hudsonius or tarmmtm, a species of which turns
snow-white in winter; it is also called hare-tailed mouse
or rat, and by othernames. A kind of falselemming, found
in parts of the United States from Indiana and Kansas to
Alaska, and also in British America, is Synaptomys cooperC.

There are several other nominal species.

Lemmus (lem'us), n. [NL., orig. a technical
designation of the Norway lemming : see lem-

ming.'] A genus of Muridce, subfamily Arvico-

Fig. 1.oo
F'B. 3.

Efe.2.

Fig. 4.

Lemnlscates.

Fig. I, 8th class (xi + i *2j/2— .»2 -f j.2 =0).
Fig. 2, 8th class {xi + loo x2y2— x2 +j,2 = 0).
Fig. 3, iDth class (x^ + &yi— x2 -j- v2 = 0).

Fig. 4, loth class (flshtail) (J?4_ lojirSji2 + tMyi—x2 -f^-2= 0).

and this finite and symmetrical with respect to

two axes. [This definition is an attempt to interpret
that of certain writers formerly in repute, who say that
the lemniscate has the shape of an 8, but who give as the
typical form a curve which, having a tacnodal acnode
at infinity, is not a blcircular quartic. Curves satisfying
this definition are of the loth, 8th, and eth classes. See
figures and Cassiniam.] (c) The locus of the point
at which the tangent to a fixed conic is cut by
a perpendicular let fall upon it from the center.



lemniscate
Its equation is (x2 + yZ-)2=ax2 + hy2. It is a unicnrsal
Wcircular quartic. (See bicircular.) It has two real and
two imaginary bitangenta represented by the equation

I
ia2 + (6-o)y2

j- 1 J62 + (o—»)a:2 j. =o.

It is called an elliptic or hyperbolic lemnixate, according as
the fixed conic is an ellipse or a hyper-
bola ; in the former case the central /^ >^^ ^\
node is an acnode, in the latter a era- ( j_^ \
node. See the flgore. (d) A Cas- I )
sinian: a misapplication of the V-_-/\_^
word originating in Germany. Eiuptic Lemniscate.

Lenmiscati (lem-nis-ka'ti), n.pl. [NL.,< L.
lemniscatus, adorned with pendent ribbons : see
lemniscate.

'i
A group of fishes of ribbon-like

form and hyaline appearance, containing the
Leptocephalidce and similar forms,nowknown to
be the larval stages or young of other fishes.

lemniscatic (lem-nis-kat'ik), a. [< lemniscate
+ -ic] Of or concerning lemniscates Lem-
niscatic COOrdilULtes, asystem of confocal Gassinians cut
orthogonally by eijuUateral hyperbolas and used as coor-
dinates. See lemmsccUic geometry.—Lemniscatic Curve.
See curve and lemniscate (&).—Lemniscatic geometry,
the geometry of Gassinians. Any conform map-projection
which shows every point of the globe twice (except the
one tlirown to infinity), and on a single sheet, transforms
all circles into bicircular quartics, thus affording an easy
way of studying the latter curves. If the point tlirown to
infinity is one of the poles, the parallels of latitude appear
as Gassinians, while the meridians become equilateral hy-
perbolas.

lemniscus (lem-nis'kus), n.; pi. lemnisci (-i).

[Ii., a pendent ribbon, < (jr. ?iriij.vi<jiwc, a woolen
fillet or band; with irreg. inserted /i and dim.
term, -fa/cof, < %^og= L. lana, wool.] 1. In ane.
costume, a woolen fillet or ribbon pendent at
the back of the head from diadems, crowns, etc.
It was likewise attached to prizes as a mark of
additional honor.—2. Inanat.: (a) One of the
minute ribbon-like appendages of the genera-
tive pores of some entozoans, as JEchinorhyn-
chus. See cut under Acanthocephala.

The cavity of the body [of EchCrurrhynchiui] is filled with
a fiuid, in which the ova, or spermatozoa, float, and, at its

anterior extremity, two elongated oval bodies depend from
the parietes, and nang freely in it. These are the lemnisci.

Hiudey, Anat. Invert., p. 554.

(6) Same asjillet, 9.— 3. {oap.'^ In zool., a ge-
nus of aealephs. Quoy and Gaimard, 1824.

Lemodipoda (lem-o-dip'o-da), n. pi. See L<e-
modipoda.
lemon (lem'on), n. and a. [Formerly also lem-
mon, limon, temond; = D. limoen =: G. limone =
Dan. Sw. lemon, limon, < F. limon = Sp. limon
= Pg. limdo = It. limone, < ML. limo{n-) (also
lemonium), NL. lim^mum = NGr. ?^i/iC)vi = Euss.
limonii = Bulg. limon = Serv. limun = Hung.
lemonya= Turk, limun= Hind, niba, ninJm, nim-
bU = Pars. limHn, limUnd, also limH, < Ar. limHn,
a lemon. Cf. lime^, from the same ult. source.]

1. n. 1. The fruit of the rutaeeous tree Citrus
Mediea, var. lAmonum. Itisbotanlcallyaberryof an
ellipsoid form, knobbed at the apex, with apaJe-yellow rind
whose outer layer ischarged with a fragrant oil, and a light-
colored palp, full of an acid well-flavored juice. The lat-

ter,togetherwith lime-juice, is the chiefcommercial sonrce
of citric acid. The ot2 or essence of lemons is extracted from
the rind, at present by the method of expression, whlcli
yields the best. It is consumed in large quantities as a
flavoring essence and a component of perfumes.

A fruit that the inhabitants call Maracoclss, which is a
pleasant wholesome fruit much like a Lenwnd.

Capt. John Smith, Works, L 123.

ril be with you in the squeezing of a lemon,
Goldsndth, She Stoops to Conquer, L 1.

2. The tree that yields this fruit, it is found
wild in the mountainous regions of India, especially in
the north. As a cultivated fruit-tree, it was early Imown
and disseminated by the Arabs, but appears not to have
been established in Europe till comparatively late, per-
haps brought by the crusaders. It is now cultivated
widely in subtropical countries, and is grown Industrially
in Italy and the adjacent islands. In Spain and Portugal,
and in Florida, generally in connection with the orange.
The common lemon is a tree from 10 to 15 feet liigh. Un-
like the orange, it is of irregular growth and of sparse
foliage. The corolla of its flowers is purplish on the out-

side, and their fragrance is less heavy th^ that of orange-
flowers. Its closest botanical affinity is with the citron, the
two being now considered as varieties of the same species.

See Citrus, 2.

Far off, and where the lemjon grove
In closest coverture upsprung.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

3. The borhame or sand-sole, a kind of flatfish.

See lemon-sole, 1

—

Bergamot lemon. Same as berga-
mofi, 1.—Essential salt oflemon, the binozalate of pot-

ash, or potash combined with oxalic acid, used for remov-
ing iron-mold and ink-stains from linen.—Fingered lem-
on, an odd Chinese variety of lemon with very little pulp,
in wMch the segments divide at the apex into tive or more
cylindrical lobes.—Sea lemon. See sea-fe»mm.—Sweet
lemon, pear lemon, the variety Limetia of dints Medico,
a somewliat pear-shaped fruit. The variety also includes
the sweet lime. They lack the acidity of the common lem-
on.

—

Water lemon. See vKUer-lemon.
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n. a. 1. Having lemon as a principal ingredi-

ent; impregnated or flavored with lemon: as,

lemon candy.

He made our Skins as smooth as a Fair Ladles Cheeks,

just wash'd with Lemon Posset, and greas'd over with
Pomatum.
Quoted in AsMon's Social Life in Reign of Queen Ann^

[LL 116.

3. Of the color of a lemon; lemon-colored:

as, lemon silk.

lemonade (lem-o-nad'), n. [< F. limonade (=
Sp. limonada ="Pg. limonada, Umoada = It.

limonata, Umonea, > Ar. limunada), < limon, lem-
on: see femon and -adel.] A beverage consist-

ing of lemon-juice mixed withwater and sweet-

ened.
A Persian's heaven is eas'ly made,
'Tis but black eyes and lemonade.

Moore, Intercepted Letters, vi.

lemon-balm (lem'on-bam), re. A garden-herb,
Melissa officinalis.

" See balm, 7, and Melissa.

lemon-bird (lem'gn-berd), n. The comnion
linnet, lAnota carinaMna: from the yellowish
coloration of the male. [West Kiding, Eng.]
lemon-cadmium (lem'on-kad"mi-um), n. A
very pale shade of cadmium-yellow.
lemon-color (lem'on-kul''or), re. A yellow re-

sembling the color of a ripe lemon ; any proper
yellow of a greener tint than gamboge, but not
so much so as to suggest the idea of green.

lemon-colored (lem'on-kul'''ord), a. Having
the color of a ripe lemon ; of a lemon-color.

lemon-dab (lem'on-dab), n. The smear-dab.
[Local, Irish.]

lemon-drop (lem'on-drop),re. Akindof candyin
drops, flavoredwith lemon-juice or oil of lemon.
lemon-fish (lem'on-fish), n. A sort of amber-
fish, Seriola stedrnsi, of the Gulf of Mexico.
[Louisiana.]

lemon-grass (lem'on-gras), re. A sweet-scented
East Indian grSLSS, Andropogon Schcenanthus or
A. citratu^. it is abundant wild and in cultivation in
India, and is known in Western greenhouses. An infusion
of its leaves is used as a tea, and is considered a good sto-

machic. The name lemonrgr(KS is also given to A. Nar-
dus and perhaps to other fragrant species of the genus.

—

Lemon-grass oil, an oil distilled from the leaves of An-
dropogon citratus. It is chiefly sought as a perfume, for
which use it is exported from Ceylon and elsewhere in large
quantities. Itresembles oil of verbena, underwhich name
it often passes. It is more or less confounded with citronel-
la-oil, from a related grass. See Andropogon and citronella.

Lemonias (le-mo'ni-as), n. [NL.,< Gr. Tieiiiuviof,

a meadow-nymph, < ?.ei/i6v, a meadow.] The
typical genus of Lemoniinm, of which the Lin-
nean Papilio lemonias is the type.
Lemoniidae (lem-o-ni'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Le-
monias + -idce.^ A family of butterflies : also
called Erycinidce. They are characterized by the male
having but four perfect feet, and are divided into four sub-
families, LemordiruB, Eusda&AruB, Nem£obinxe, and lAby-
thaein/jB.

lemon-juice (lem'on-jos), n. The juice of the
lemon, it is somewhat opaque and turbid and extremely
sour, owing its acidity to citric and malic acids. It is

much used, especially in the form of lemonade, or com-
bined with potassium bicarbonate, as a cooling and effer-
vescing beyerage. Among seamen it is highly esteemed
as an antiscorbutic.

lemon-kali (lern'on-ka'^li), re. A mixture of
potassium bicarbonate with lemon-juice, (o) in
the form of a powder, the bicarbonate strongly flavored
with lemon. (6) An effervescing drink made either by
dissolving the powder or by mixing the ingredients fresh.
Also lemon and kali.

lemon-scented (lem'on -sent'ed), a. Scented
with lemon, or having a fragrance similar to
that of lemon—Lemon-scented thyme. See icmon-
fftyjn*.—Lemon-scented verbena. See lemmi-verbena.

lemon-sole (lem'on-sol), n. 1. A fish of the
family Soleidce, Solea lascaris.— 2. The smear-
dab, Sippoglossoides limandoides. [Scotch.]
Also lemon-dab.

lemon-squash (lem'on-skwosh), re. Lemonade.
[Eng.]

lemon-squeezer (lem'on-skwe''z6r), re. A small
hand-press, usually of the lever type, for ex-
pressing the juice from a lemon. It is made in
a great variety of forms, and is fitted with a
strainer to retain the seeds.

lemon-thyme (lem'on-tim), n. A lemon-scent-
ed garden variety of Thymus SerpyUum.
lemon-verbena (lem'on-v6r-be"na), n. A gar-
den-shrub, Lippia (Alhysia) citriodora, related
to the verbena. Its leaves have a lemon fra^
grance.

lemon-walnut (lem'^-waFnut), re. The but-
ternut, Juglans einerea: so called on account of
its fragrance.

lemonweed (lem'on -wed), re. A sea-mat of
the family Flusiridce: so called from its scent.
lemon-yellow (lem'on-yeFo), n. 1. A clear
pale-yeUow color, like that of the rind of a ripe

Lemuria

lemon. In entomology it is distinguished from
citron-yeUow, which is paler and more greenish.

—2. A pigment uaed by artists, composed of

barium 5iTomate. It is of a bright lemon hue
and quite permanent, but has little body.

Lemur (le'mfer), n. [NL., so called with ref.

to its nocturnal habits and stealthy steps, <

L. lemur, only in pi. lemures, a ghost, specter.]

1. The typical genus of L&muridas and Lemu-
rifUB. It has been more than coextensive with these

groups as now understood, but is now restricted to the

Vaned Lemur {L^mur varius).

typical Lemuridce with a long furry tail, fox-like face, and
^^ical dentition, such as the ring-tailed lemiu", Jj. catta,

and several other species.

2. [I. c] (a) A member of the genus Lemur, in

the widest sense; anylemurine,lemuroid, orpro-
simian. The ring-tailed, red, ruffed, etc., lemurs belong
to the genus Lemur. Gray lemurs, with the tail as long as
thebody,belong toffopo^emur, as S. griseus,yridcb is about
15 inches long. The broad-nosed lemur is Hapalemur
simus. The rather small lemurs with comparatively short
tail belong to LepHemur, as L. musteHnvs. Mouse-lemura
are small species of Chirogaleus. ([See cut under Chiro-
galeus.) Dwarf lemurs belong to Microcebus. The lemurs
of continental Africa are mostly referred to the genus Go-
logo. (See cut under Galago.) The woolly lemurs or in-

dris form the subfamily Indrieince, of the genera Indris,
PropUhecus, and Microrhynchus ; some of these are tailless.

The slender lemurs or loris belong to the genus Loris or
5tenops(see cuts under iorig); the slow lemurs to SfycUee-
bus. Tliese are Indian, extending to Java, Someo, Soma^
tra, and Ceylon. The potto is an African lemnr of the ge-
nus FerodicHeus. The angwantibo is a tailless lemur of the
genus Arctocebus. (J) Some animal like a lemur.
See flying-lemur and GaleopitJieeus Yellow le-
mur. Same as kinJcajou, 1.

Lemuravidae (lem-u-rav'i-de), re. pi. [NL., <
Lemuravus+ -idee.']

' A family of lemuroidmam-
mals with 44 teeth, from the Lower Eocene of
Wyoming, representing a generalized ancestral
type.

Lemuravus (lem-u-ra'vus), re. [NL., < Lemur
+ L. aims, grandfather.] The typical genus of
LemuravidcB. 0. C. Marsh, 1875.
lemures (lem'u-rez), re. ^H. [L.: seeLemur.'\ 1.
Among the ancient Eomans, the spirits of the
departed considered as evil-disposed specters
or ghosts, who were supposed to &o mischief at
night to the living, and were exorcised annually
with a ceremonial ritual by the head of each
household, at midnight on May 9th, 11th, and
13th, on which days was celebrated the festival
called lemuralia or lemuria. There were also games
and other public observances of the festival. Also called
larvcB. Ckimpare Larl, 1.

The Lars and Lemures moan with midnight plaint.
MUlon, Nativi^, L 17L

2. [cap.1 In zoiil.: {a) Lemurs : equivalent to
Lemuroidea. (&) A group of noctuid moths.
Siibner, 1816.

Lemuria^ (le-mii'ri-a), re. [NL., fem. sing., < Le-
mur, q.v.] in zoogeog. , asupposedformer faunal
area of the globe, corresponding to some extent
to the geographical distribution of the lemurs,
and characterizedbythe abundance andvariety
of those animals inhabiting it. The existence of any
such region or continent is hypothetical, being inferred
from, or held to account for, tie present peculiar geo-
graphical distribution of the lemurs.

n-ofessor Haeckel uses the latter nqun ILemuria] . . .
as the name of a continent now largely submerged, which
he supposes to have been the center of distribution of the
lemuroid ancestors of the higher orders of Mammalia, and
P?rt of which has persisted, as Madagascarwith its remark-
able fauna. Pateontological discoveries have, however,
shown that America can . . . lay as good a claun to have
been the onginal home of the lemuroids.

Stand. Nat. Hist., V. 481.



Lemuria
Lemuria^ (If-mu'ri-a), n. pi, [NL., neut. pi.,
< Lemur, q. v.] In some editions of Cuvier's
system, a subdivision of the CUropoda (which
comprised Bimana and Quadrumana) by which
the lemurs, includiag Chi/romys, are distiu-
guished collectively from monkeys and man.
with some little alteration, the dlTision oorreBponda to
the modern suborder PrommAx of the order Primatea;
but the term Lemuria is scai'oely in use in this sense.
See ProswnwB.

Lemurian (If-mu'ri-an), a. and n. [< Lemuria^
+ -an.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to the region
Lemuria.

II. n. One of the hypothetical human inhabi-
tants of Lemuria, or a person supposed to have
livedwhen the supposed Lemuria was an exten-
sive contiQent. Compare Atlantecm, 2.

Lemuridse af-mu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Zemur
+ -idee.] A family of Prosimice or Lemuroidea
formedby the exclusion of the TarsUdce and the
DaubentomidcB; the lemurs proper. The teeth
are of three kinds, and the incisors are not gliriform. There
are pectoral as well as inguinal mammee. The fibula is dis-
tinct from the tibia, and the bony orbits of the eyes are
open behind. The claws of the hind feet are like flattened
nails, excepting that of the second toe. These animals are
specially characteristic of Madagascar, hut many also in-
habit Africa, some India and islands further eastward.
They are arboricole and quadrumanous, and many of them
might be described as fox-like or cat-like monkeys; but
their forms are very diverse. Their size ranges from that
of a cat to that of a mouse. The family is divided into
four subfamilies, Indrisince, Lemurirus, Nycticebince, and
QaiaginiTMB.

LemurinaB (lem-u-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lemur
+ mm.] The typical subfamUy of Lemwid(B;
lemurs strictly so called. They have more than 30
teeth, usually 36 ; the tarsus moderate ; hind limbs longer
than the fore; the tailat leasttwo thirds aslong asthebody;
the ears moderate, with distinct tragus and antitragus, and
the anterior portion of the helix folded over; and the spi-
nous processes of the last dorsal and lumbar vertebrae pro-
clivous. The leading genera are Lemurs Ha/palemurj Le-
pilemur, and CMrogaleus.

lemurilie (lem'u-rin), a. and n. [< lemur +
-j»ei.] Same as lemuroid. ,

lemuroid (lem'u-roid), a. and n. [< lemmr +
-oid.] I. a. Pertaining to the lemurs or Pro-
simicB, or having their characters; lemnrine;
prosimian.

II, n. One of the Prosimice; one of the Le-
muridce; a lemur.
Lemuroidea (lem-u-roi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Lemur + -oidea.'} 'X. The lemuroids, prosimi-
ans, or lemurs at large, a suborder of Prima-
tes, distinguished from Anthropoidea; the strep-
sirrhine quadrumanous mammals. The Lenrn-
roidea are the lower series of Primates, having the cere-
brum much less developed, leaving the cerebellum much
uncovered ; the teats variable, not confined to the breast;
the uterus bicornuate ; and the clitoris perforated by the
urethra. The lacrymal foramen of the skull is outside the
orbit of the eye, and the orbit is open behind. The ears
are pointed^ with indistinct lobules or none. There are
three families, Lenmridce, Tarsiidae, and Daubentoniidce
(or Chiromyidce).

2. A superfamUy of Prosimice, containing the
families I,emMridcB and TarsUdm, together con-
trasted with the Daubentonioidea.

IenH, "o. An older and dialectal form of lend?-.

en^t, V. A dialectal form of lain^.

lenat (le'nS), n. [L., a procuress (cf. leno, a
procurer), <Ze»«re, persuade, render mild, < te-

rns, smooth, mild: SQQ lenity.] A procuress: as,

"my lean lena," Webster.

Lenaia (le-iu'a), n. pi. [< Gx. kifvam (sc. Upd),

neut. pi. of "kitiaio^, pertaining to the wine-press

(an epithet of Dionysus, or Bacchus), < 'krivtz, a

wine-vat, wine-press.] In Or. anUgi., an Athe-
nian festival in honor of Dionysus (Bacchus),

celebrated in the ancient temple of that god,

called the Lenaion, to the south of the Acropolis.
It was the second of the series of Dionysiac festivals, and
took place during the month of Gamelion (part of January
and February) ; it was tie occasion of a procession, and
of dramatic contests in both tragedy and comedy. See Bac-
chus and Dionysia.

lencheon (len'chon), w. [Perhaps a corrup-

tion of ledging.] In mining, a Mnd of shelf in

a shaft. Salliwell. [Prov. Bng.]

lend^ (lend), v.; pret. and pp. lent, ppr. lending.

[With excrescent -d, as also in sound^jTound^,

etc.
;
prop, lene, or as dial, len, < MB. lenen,

leenen (pret. lends, pp. lened, lend, lent, ilenet,

ylent), < AS. Iwnan (= OFries. lena, lenia = D.

leenen = MLG. lenen, lehenen, leinen = OHG.
lehanon, MHG-. lehenen. Or. lehnen = Icel. Idna

= Dan. laane = 8w. Idna, lend, make a loan), <

Ian, mn, a loan: see loan^.] I. trans. If. In

a general sense, to give
;
grant.

Matheu maketh mencion of a man that lente .,..,,
Hua seluer to thro manere men and menynge that the!

sholde , . . V i
ChaHare and cheeue ther-with in chele and m hete.

Piers Plmiiman (C), ix. 249,
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To hys lorde he can meene,
And preyed hym that he wolde hym leene
Wepyn, armowre, and stede,

US. Cantab. St. ii. 38, f. 76. (HaaiwM.)
Ihesu, that me loue hast lende,

In-to thi loue thou me bringe.
Take to thee al myn entente.

Hynms to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 23.

If God have lertt a man any manners, he may easily put
it ofl: at court. Shak., All's Well, ii. 2. 8.

2. To give the use of without compensation;
grant or give (anything) in expectation of a re-
turn of the same, or of the like in equal quan-
tity or amount: as, to lend a book, a loaf of
bread, or a sum of money.
Thou Shalt open thine hand wide unto him, and shalt

surely lend him sufilcient for his need. Deut. xv. 8.

Book of Eiddles I why, did you not lend it to Alice Short-
cake upon All-hallowmas last?

Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1. 210.

3. To give the use of for a consideration; let

or grant for hire
;
yield up on condition of re-

turn of the same or an eqmvalent, and payment
for its use : as, to lend money on interest.

Thou Shalt not . . . lend him thy victuals for increase.
Lev. XXV. 37.

Lent privately to my Lady Newcut upon her gilt cast-
ing-bottle, . . . fifty-five shillings.

MiMleton, Your Five Gallants, i. 1.

4. To give for a particular occasion or pur-
pose

;
grant or yield temporarily or specilcal-

ly; afEord; accommodate (with or to): as, to
Und one's ear to an appeal ; to lend assistance

:

often used reflexively: as, to lend one's self to
a project.

Friends, Komans, countrymen, lerid me your ears,

Shak., 3. C, iii. 2. 78.

A little onward lend thy guiding hand
To these dark steps. MUton, S. A., 1. 1.

The facility with which the hair lends itself to various
methods of treatment.

W. H. Flower, Fashion in Deformity, p. 7.

5. To furnish, impart, or communicate; con-
fer; add: as, "distance lends enchantment to
the view."

Lo I where the heath, with withering brake grown o'er,

Lends the light turf that warms the neighboring poor.
Orabie, Works, I. 5.

And round the roofs a gilded gallery
That lent broad verge to distant lands.

Tennyson, F^ace of Art.

Truth is for other worlds, and hope for this

;

The cheating future lends the present's bliss.

0. W. Holmes, The Old Prayer.

To lend a hand. See hand.

II, intrans. To make a loan or loans.

Unto a stranger thou mayest lend upon usury; but unto
thy brother thou shalt not lend upon usury.

Sent, xxiil, 20,

I neither lend,iioi borrow
By taking nor by giving of excess,

Shak., M. of V., 1. 3. 62.

lend^ (lend), m. [^lend^,v.] A loan: as, will

you give me the lend of your spade? [Colloq.]

For theZend of the ass you might give me the mill.
The Crafty MUler (old ballad).

lend^t (lend), v. i. [ME. lenden, < AS. lendan,
land: see land\ v.] To land; arrive; dwell;
stay; remain.

They put up pavilyona round,
And lendid there that night.

Quoted in Seligious Pieces (E. E. T, S,), Gloss., p. 100.

Here is full faire dwellyng for vs,
A lykand place in for to lende.

York Plays, p. 190.

lend^t, ». A Middle English form of landK
lendable (len'da-bl), a. [< lend^ + -able.] Ca-
pable of being lent.

lende^t (lend), n. [ME., usually in pi. lendes,

leendes, lyndes, < AS. lendenu, Uendinu, pi. (in

comp. lenden-, rarely lende-), = OS. lendi =
OFries. lenden = D. lendenen, pi., = MLG. lende

=OHG. lenti, lendi, MHG. G. lende, loin, haunch,
= Icel. lend= Dan. Icmd= Sw. land, loin. Cf

.

L. lumbus, loin, > ult. E. loin : see loin, lumbar.]
A loin : usually in the plural.

A barmclooth eek as whit as morne milk
TTpon hir lendes, ful of many a gore.

Clumeer, Miller's Tale, 1. 67.

lende^t, i>. A Middle English form of landK
lender (len'der), n. [< ME. lendare (with unorig.

d as in the verb lend^), earlier lener, lenere,

leenere, < AS. Imnere, a lender (= OFries. lener

= D. Zeemer=MLG. Ze»er= 6HG. lehenari, leh-,

nari, MHG. lehenwre, lehnmre, G. lehener, a lend-

er, a person holding a fief, = Dan. taaner = Sw.
Idnare, a lender), < Iwnan, lend: see lend^, v.]

One who lends; especially, one who makes a
trade of putting money to interest : opposed to

borrower.

The borrower is servant to the lender. Prov. xxii. 7.

lengtb

lending (len'ding)^ n. [Verbal n. of lend\ v.]

1. The act of making a loan : as, the lending of
money.— 3. That which is lent or furnished;
something not one's own ; a borrowed article.

Off, ofl, you tendings! come, unbutton here.

Shak., Lear, iii, 4, 113.

Thou lost a good wife, thou lost a trew friend, ha 1

Two of the rarest lendings of the heavens.
Mart^mi, ALiitonio and Mellida, II:, iv. 5.

lene^t, ii. A Middle English form of lean^.

lene^t, a. A Middle English form of lean'^.

lene^t, «. A Middle English form of lendX.

Than moot another paye for cure cost.
Or lene us gold. Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1, 19.

lene* (le'ne), a. and n. [< L. lenis, neut. lene,

smooth: see lenity.] I. a. la philol., smooth.;
surd and non-aspirate, as k, p, or t.

II. n. A smooth mute or non-aspirate surd,
as fc, p, or *.

lenerf, «. An obsolete variant of lender.

lengH, adv. An obsolete comparative of long^.

leng^t, lenge^t, «'• [ME., < AS. lengan (= D. len-

gen, lengthen, = MLG. lengen, lengthen, post-
pone, = OHG. lengjan, lengan, MHG. lengen, G.
Idngen, lengthen, = Icel. lengja, lengthen, pro-
long, = Dan. Icenges, refl., grow longer), pro-
long, put off, < lang, long : see long\ length, lin-

gerT] I, trans. To lengthen; prolong.
II. intrans. To linger, dwell, rest, or remain.

Lenge at home pur charyt^,
Leve soon, y prey the.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii, 38, f. 160. (HalliiceU.)

listen a little, & leng here a while

:

Let vs karpe of thies kynges or we cayre ferre.

Dettruetim of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 4649.

lenge^t, n. A Middle English form of ling'^.

lengert, o4v. A Middle English comparative
of long^.

length (length), n. [< ME. lengthe, sometimes
lenthe, < AS. length (=D. lengte = Icel. lengd
= Dan. Icengde = Sw. langd), length ; with for-

mative -th (cf. lengu, length), < lang, long: see
longi.] 1. The property of being long or ex-
tended in a single direction; also, that which
is long.
A needless Alexandrine ends the song,
That, like a wounded snake, drags its slow length along.

P(^, Essay on Criticism, 1. 167.

2. Distance along a line, as measured, for ex-
ample, upon the circumference of a wheel that
rolls over it: as, the length of a road, a river, or
the arc of a curve.
When thei aproched nygh thei lete renne ajid smyte

to-geder so harde that ye myght here the strokes haU a
myle of length. Merlin (E, E. T. S.), ii. 161.

Our Lady streete is very faire, being of a great length,
though not so broad as our Cheapside in London.

Cmyat, Crudities, I. 30.

Every measuring instrument is liable to change its length
with temperature. It is therefore necessary, in defining
a length by reference to a concrete material standard, such
as a bar of metal, to state the temperature at which the
standard is correct.

J. D. Everett, Units and Phys. Const., p. 17.

3. The magnitude of the greatest principal
axis of a body or figure ; one of the dimensions
of a body, the others being breadth and thicJc-

ness. See dimension, 1. Thus, the length of a stick
of timber is not its longest measurement, between opposite
angles, but is the shortest distance between the ends.
Every body has three principal axes, which are capable of
being determined with mathematical precision; and in
most cases we can see what they are near enough for prac-
tical purposes. The distance between the extremities of
the longest of these three axes is the length of the body.

& cleymed him for ther chefe of West and of Est,
Of North & of South in length & in brede.

Bob. of Brunne, p, 19.

Arise, walk through the land in the length of it and in
the breadth of it. Gen, xiii, 17,

So stretch'd out huge in length the Arch-fiend lay.

Matan, P. L., i. 209.

4. Eeach; power of reaching; extent of range

:

as, the length of one's vision or of a view.

Within my sword's length set him ; if he 'scape.

Heaven forgive him too ! Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 234.

She . . . holds them dangling at arm's length in scorn.
Ccywper, Truth, 1. 164.

5. Extent of or in time; duration; continu-
ance: as, the length of a day or a year, or of
life; the length of a battle or a performance; a
discourse of tedious length.

He asked life of thee, and thou gavest it him, even length
of days for ever and ever. Ps, xxi. 4.

Now length of fame (our second life) is lost.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, p, 480,

6. In orthoepy and prosody : (fi) The time oc-
cupied in uttering a vowel or syllable

;
quan-

tity. (6) The quality of a vowel as long or
short, according to the conventional distinction
of long and short in English pronunciation,
(c) The quality of a syllable as metrically ac-



length

cented or unaccented in modem or accentual
poetry. See long\ a.— 7. A piece or portion of
the extent of anything in space or time ; a part
of what is extended or elongated: as, a length
of rope ; a diess-length; to cut anything into
short lengths: often used specifically of a defi-
nite portion, of known extent, of the thing spo-
ken of, as of an acting drama (namely, forty
or forty-two lines) : as, an actor's part of six
lengths; won by a length (that is, of the horse,
boat, etc., engaged in the contest).

Lai^e lengths of seas and shores
Between my father and my mother lay.

Shak., K. John, L 1. 105.

Time glides along with imdisoover'd haste,
The future hut a length behind the past.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid.

Ten lenaths from the hig double he was out of his rider's
band, and going as fast as he could drive.

Whyte Melville, Satanella, p. 128.

8. In archery, the distance from the archer to
the target he is to shoot at a cable's length,
a measure of distance in charts and sailing directions,
about 100 fathoms (600 feet). The regular len^h of a chain
cable is 120 fathoms (720 feet). See caMe'i-length.—A
great length, a long way or distance toward any end or
object—At full length, fully extended; to or in the
greatest extension.—At length, (a) To or In the full
extent; without curtailment : aa,towrite&ii3Ljneatlengtk;
to read a document at length, (b) After a time ; at last

;

at the end, or at a point of transition : as, at length he
came to a spring ; at length they were sabdued.

—

Basl-
alveolar length. &eebasi^vedlar,—Ba^inasallength.
See baginaml.—B-atVB length. See 6!rf«2.—Focal
length. See focal distance Q>), under focal.—Tion'B
length. See iron.—Length of days, long life; pro-
longed existence.

Length of days is in her right hand. Prov. iii. 16.

Length Of one's nose. See nose.—On lengtht, away.

Draw the to pese with alle thy strength

;

iEro sttyf ana bate draw the on lengths.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 304.

To go to all lengths, to«xhaust all means ; use extreme
efforts or measures to do everything possible without
scruple ; as,he went to all lengths to compass his purposes.—Togotothelengthof. (a)Togoto;proceedasfara8.
(b) To go to the extent of ; rise to the pitch or height of

:

commonly used of inordinate action or speech: as, he
went to the length of tearing down his house, of denying
his identity, or of sacrificing his own interests.—To keep
a length, in archery, to maintain the same distance in
shooting; shoot uniformly as to distance; shoot the same
distance with each arrow.— To march to the length
oft. Same as to go to the length of (a).

He had marched to the length of Exeter.
Clarendon, Great Bebellion.

To measure one's length. See meamre.—VTiit of
length. See unit.

lengtht (length), v. t. [ME. lengthen; < length,

m.] To extend; lengthen.

"For sche ha4e brongt hem of bale bothe," thei seide^
"& i-lengthed here lif mani long gere."

William of Paleme (E. B. T. S.), L 1040.

And knowes ful wel life doth but length his paine.
Mir. for Mags., p. 264.

And mingled yam to length her web wtthall.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 2.

lengthen (leng'thn), v. [< length + -enl. Cf.

length, v/] I. trans. To make long or longer;
extend or elongate in space or in duration

;
pro-

tract or prolong: a.a,tolengthen a line; to lengthen

life ; to lengthen a vowel or syllable in pronun-
ciation.

Why do I overlive?
Why am I mock'd with death, and lengthened out
To deathless pain ? Milton, P. L, x. 774.

The bare white roads
Lengthening in solitude their dreary line.

Wordsworth, Prelude, xiii.

H. intrans. To grow long or longer; extend
in length.

And gasping, panting, fainting, labour on
With heavier strides^ that lengthen tow'rd the town.

Pope, niad, xxi. 636.

Drags at each remove a lengthening chain.
Goldmvith, Traveller, 1. 10.

lengthfol (length 'ful), a. [< length + -ful.']

Of considerable or remarkable length ; lengthy;
long. [Rare.]

The driver whirls his lengthful thong. Pope, Hiad, xi.

lengthily (leng'thi-U), adv. In a lengthy man-
ner; at great length.

lengthiness (leng'thi-nes), n. The quality of

being lengthy; prolixity.

lengthways (lehgth'waz), adv. Same as length-

wise.

lengthwise (length 'wiz), adv. [< length +
-wise.'] In the direction of the length; in a
longitudinal direction.

lengthy (leng'thi), a. [< length + -!/l.] Hav-
ing length; long; especially, of great length;

immoderately long, sometimes with the idea
of t«diousness attached : applied chiefly to dis-

courses; writings, arguments, proceedings, etc.:
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as, a lengthy sermon; a lengthy dissertation.

[Said by Richardson to have originated in the

United States (see the allusions in Southey and
LoweUbelow),but the earliest quotations found
are from British authors.]

Sometimes a poet when he publishes what in America
would be called a lengthy poem with lengthy annotations,

advises the reader in his preface not to read the notes in

their places as they occur, . . . bat to read the poem by
itself at first. Sauthey, The Doctor, clx.

The word lengthy has been charged to oar American
account, but it must have been invented by the first reader
of Dower's works, the only inspiration of which they were
ever capable. LoweU, Study Windows, p. 259.

Next came a body of about one hundred and fifty per-

sons on horseback, each carrying a very lengthy Persian-

made rifle. O'Donovan, Merv, x.

lenience (le'niens), n. [< lenien(t) + -ce.] Same

lens

leniency (le'nien-si), n. [< lenien{t) + -cy.]

The quality ofbeing lenient; mildness; gentle-

ness; lenity.

The House has always shown a wise leniency in dealing
with improper words blurted out in the heat of argument.

Fortnightly Bev., S. S., XXXTy. 264.

=Syn. Leniency, Lenity. Clemency, Mercy; humanity, ten-

derness, forbearance. Clemency is exercised only toward
offenders, being especially the attribute of those in exalted
places having power to remit or lighten penalty. Le-
niency, as a word, is much more common and expressive
than lenity; leniency or lenity may be practised by any
one having authority to lighten or remit penalty or to ex-

cuse from tasks : as, the leniency of a judge, a parent, or
a teacher. Mercy has a twofold use, expressing ctemency
toward offenders or great kindness toward the distressed;

in either sense it is a strong word.

lenient (le'nient), a. and n. [= OF. lenient =
8p. Pg. It. lemente, < L. lenien{t-)s, ppr. of lenire,

soften, soothe^ <fenis, soft: see lenity.] 1. a. 1.

Softening; mitigating; assuasive. [Archaic]
Consolatories writ
With studied argument, and much persuasion sought,
Lenient of grief and anxious thought.

MUton, S. A., 1. 659.

Those lenient cares, which, with our own combined.
By mix'd sensations ease th' afflicted mind.

Crabbe, Works, 1. 140.

[Old Time] upon these wounds hath laid
His lenient touches. Wordsworth, Sonnets, iiL 8.

2. Relaxing; emoUient ; lenitive. [Rare.]

Oils relax the fibres, are lenient, balsamic.
Arbvthnot, Aliments.

3. Acting or disposed to act without rigor or
severity; mild; gentle; merciful; clement.

The law is remarkably lenient towards debtors.
E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, 1. 124.

A critic should be lenientwhen considering speculations
of this nature. Science, VH. 556.

=&ni. 3. Forbearing, tender. See leniency.

rl.t n. An emollient; a lenitive.

Therefore I do advise the use of lenient^, not only by
the authority of those ancient and modem chirurgeons,
but%y my own practice. Wiseman, Surgery, v. 9.

leniently (le'nient-li), adv. In a lenient man-
ner; assuagingly; mildly.

Leniently as he was treated by his contemporaries, pos-
terity has treated him more lerdendy still.

Macavlay, Lord Bacon.

lenifi^ (len'i-fi), V. t.; pret. and pp. lenified, ppr.
Unifying. [< OF. lenifier, F. Unifier = Pr. Sp.
Pg. Uniflcar = It. Unificare, < L. Unis, smooth,
soft, mild, -I- facere, make: see -fy.] To as-
suage; soften; mitigate. [Now rare.]

That sorowe whiche shall assaHe me by reason of your
absence 1 wQl sweten and lenejie with contentation.

Bamaby Bich, Farewell to Military Profession.

My Lord Treasurer Clifford, who could not endure I
should lenifie my style when a war with Holland was the
subject. EKlyn, To Pepys.

All Boft'ning simples, known of sov'reign use.
He presses out and pours their noble juice

;

These first infus'd, to lenify the pain,
He tugs with pincers, but he tugs in vain.

Dryden, .^neid, xiL 592.

leniment (len'i-ment), n. [= OP. leniment,
liniment, < L. lenimentum, a soothing remedy, <
lenire, soften, soothe: see Unient, a.] A sooth-
ing application ; a liniment.

lenitive (len'i-tiv), a. and n. [= F. UniUf=z
Pr. Unitiu = Sp. Pg. It. leniUvo, < L. as if "leni-

tivus,<. Unitics,'pp.ot lenire, soften: see lenient.]

I. a. Assuaging; palliating.

Those milks have all an acrimony ; though one would
think they should be lenitive. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 639.

II. n. 1. A medicine or an application that
has the quality of easing pain ; anything which
softens or mitigates.

Thy linaUve appli'de did ease my paine

;

For, though thou did forbid, twas no restraine.
Marie Magdalens Lamentations (1601). (jitres.)

Address
Some lenUives, V allay the fl'rfness

Of this disease. Daniel, CSvil Wars, vliL

Their pain soft arts of pharmacy can ease,

Thy breast alone no lenitives appease.
Pope, Iliad, xtL 8B.

2. Anything which tends to aUay passion or ex-

citement ; a palliative.

I did apply some lenitives to soften

His anger, and prevail'd.
Shirley, Brothers, Iv. 1.

There is one sweet lenitive at least for evils, which Na-
ture holds out ; so I took it kindly at her bands, and fell

asleep. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 43.

lenitiveness (len'i-tiv-nes), n. The quality of

being lenitive or emollient. Bailey, 1727.

lenitudet (len'i-tud), n. [= OF. Unitude, < L.

Unitudo, softness, mildness, < Unis, soft: see

Unity.]. Lenity. Blount.

lenity (len'j-ti), n. [< OP. Unite, P. Unit4= Sp.

lenMad = TPg. Unidhde = It. UnitA, < L. Uni-

ta{t-)s, softness, smoothness, mildness, < lenis,

soft, smooth.] Mildness of temper; softness;

tenderness; mercy.

But they now, made worse through his lenitie & gentlG.

nes, cast stones at him & brake his head.
J. ffdaU, On Mark xa

Glorious is the victorie
Conqueronrs use with lenitie.

Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 104.

=Syn. Seelenieney.

lennert (len'ert), n. [A dial. var. of linnet^.]

The linnet or Untie. [Prov. Eng.]

leno (le'no), n. [A corrupt form of P. linon,

lawn : see linon.] A very thin linen cloth made
in imitation of muslin, and sometimes called

Unen muslin, it is used for translucent window-blinds,

and for other purposes for which a gauzy fabric is needed.

"Why, twenty years ago," she exclaimed, "I bought a

lot of leno cheap— it was just about going out of fashion

for caps then, I think."
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 430.

lenocinantf (le-nos'i-nant), a. [< L. Unod-
nan(t-)s, ppr. of Unoeindri, flatter, entice, < leno,

fern, tena, apander: seetenoi.] Givento lewd-
ness.

lenocinium (le-no-sin'i-um), n. [L., the trade

of a pander, < leno, a pander: see lena'^.] In
Scots law, a husband's connivance at his wife's

adultery.

lens (lenz), n.; pi. lenses (len'zez). [= Sp. Pg.
It. Unte (It. also, as E., after L., lens = D. lens

= G-. linse = Dan. lindse = 8w. tins), < NL.
Uns, a lens, so called from its shape, < L. lens,

a lentil (which is shaped like a double-convex
lens): see lentil.] 1. A piece of transparent
substance bounded by two curved surfaces
(usually spherical), or by a curved surface and
a plane. The ordinary use of a lens is to cause pencils
of rays to converge or diverge systematically after passing
through it. Lenses for optical purposes are usuallymade
of glass; acoustic lenses, of carbon dioxid inclosed be-

tween two thin membranes ; lenses for action upon elec-

trical radiations, of paraffin or pitch, substances which
are transparent to electrical rays, though opaque to
light. Optical lenses alone are in common use. Ordi-
nary lenses are distinguished into two classes

—

convex or
magnifying lenses, which are thickest in the center, and
concave, which are thinnest in the center, ^ch class has
three varieties, as
shown in fig. X. A B c £> E F
To the first be-
long D, the dmible-
convex or biconvex;
C, the pZano-coTi-
vex; and E, the
meniscus. The
concave lenses are
B, the dvuble-con-
cave or biconcave;
A, the %^no-concave; and F, the amcavo-convex, some-
times improperly called concave meniseus. The line which
passes tlm)ugh the centers of curvature of the two sur-
faces is the axis of the lens, and a point on this axis so
taken that every line drawn through it pieroes parallel
elements of the two surfaces is its opUcdCcenler. A con-
vex lens converges rays which are pai^el to its axis,

approximately to

a point called its

piriruApdl focus
(F in fig. 2). The
distance from the

optical center to

this focus is the

same on both sides

of the lens, and de-

pends upon the ra-

Fig. 2.

dii of its curved surfaces and the material of which it is

made. Kays diverging from a point beyond the principal
focus F on either side of the lens are approximately collect*
ed to a "real " focusbeyond the principal focuson the other
side (see fig. 3);
but if the source
of light is be-
tween the lens
and its principal
focus, the rays
after emergence
diverge as if they
came from a so-
called viUval focus behind the Inminons point The
luminons point and its focus are interchangeable, and are
called canjugatefad, as, for instance, L and 1 in fig. 3.

Fig- 3-



lens

(See /ociM, 1.) A concave lenB always renders still more
divergent rays emanating from a point, and so forma only
virtual foci. If the source of light is an extended surface,
then the pencil of rays emanating from each point forms
its own focus ; and the collection of foci constitutes an
image, which is real and inverted if the foci are real, but
virtual and erect if they are virtual. The relative sizes
of the object and image are sensibly proportional, if the
lens is thin, to their respective distances from the optical
center; if the lens is thiolc, the distances must be reclc-
oned from the two so-called principal pointa of the lens
(see principal point, under point), which lie on the axis
on each side of the optical center. An image formed
by a single lens is never perfectly distinct, on account of
the spherical and chromatic aberrations of the lens. (See
aberration, 4.) The former is due to the fact that a lens
bounded by spherical surfaces converges marginal rays
to a point nearer the lens than that in which the central
rays meet; the latter, to the fact that rays of different
color form their foci at different distances, the focal dis-
tance for violet rays being (with a glass lens) nearly a
seventh part shorter than that for the red rays. The
spherical aberration can be corrected by making the sur-
faces of forms other than spherical, or by combining two
or more lenses properly proportioned; the chromatic
aberration, only by combining two or more convex and
concave lenses of different materials, usually a convex of
crown-glass with a concave of flint-glass.

2. In anat., in the eye, a double-convex body
placed in the axis of vision behind the iris be-
tween the aqueous humor and the vitreous hu-
mor, serving to focus rays of light upon the
retina; the crystalline lens. See first eat under
eye\— 3. Figuratively, photography, from the
use of lenses in that art.

So thoroughly has this region been set forth by the pen
and the pencil and the lens that I am relieved of the ne-
cessity of describing it. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 268.

4. [cop.] [NL.] A genus of leguminous plants of
the tribe Videee. it is distinguished from Vida byhay-
ing but two ovules instead of many, as is generally the case
in Vida. The 8 species enumerated by some are gener-
idlyreduced to 2, which are low erector half-climbing herbs
with pinnate leaves and small single or racemose paie-
blue Bowers, natives of the Mediterranean region and
eastern Asia, One species, Lens esoulenta, the seeds of
wliich are called lentils, is probably one of the oldest of
plants cultivated by man for food. See fe«<3.—Aohro-
matic lens. See achromatic.—Actinic lens, a com-
pound lens so constructed that its chemical and lumi-
nous foci coincide.— Al>laiiatic lens, a compound lens
in which both cluomatic and spherical aberrations are
corrected.—Apochromatic lens, a microscope-objective
made from certain peculiar Isinds of glass, by means
of which the aberrations can be more accurately cor-

rected than in lenses made of the ordinary crown- and
flint-glass. —Buming-lens, a convex lens used to con-
centrate the heat of the sun at Its focus.— Camera-lens,
a combination of lenses used in a camera obscura. See
(ffljiMra.—Capsule of the lens. See capsule.— Caite-
Slan lens. See Cartesian.— COddiUgton lens, a lens

formed from a sphere of glass by cutting a deep and wide
equatorial groove around it, and filling the groove with
some opaque substance. — COllimatll^ lens. See col-

linuitinff.—Concave lens, a lens that is thinner at the
center than at the edge. — Condenslng-lens, or con-
denser, a convex lens or a combination of lenses used to

concentrate a strong light upon some point or surface,

as upon the slit of a spectroscope or a microscopic object,

or a photographic negative in the process of making an
enlarged picture.— Convex lens, a lens that is thicker

at the center than at the edge.— Copyin^-lens, a photo-

graphic lens specially designed for copying engravings,

etc.— Crossed lens, a glass lens the spherical surfaces of

which have radii bearing the ratio of 1 to 6. It has less

spherical aberration than any other form of glass lens

with spherical surfaces.—ClTStalline lens. See def. 2,

crystalline, and eyel, 1.— Cylindrical lens, a lens which
has one or both surfaces cylindrical : commonly used in

eye-glasses to correct astigmatism of the eye. See astig-

matism.—Diamond lens, a leiis made from a diamond.

—Doublet (lens), a combination of two lenses separated

by a small distance. Sometimes each of the two is itself

compound.— Field lens, in an eyepiece, the lens which

is furthest from the eye, and has the special function of

enlarging the field of view.— Fluid lens. See fiuid.—

Fresnel lens, a lens (bearing the name of its inventor)

formed of a central plano-convex

lflLig!igimmrmr!ll'w!ltltk lens surrounded by segmental rings,

S A Ere^ei i-ens ^ having the same focus. The
Fig. 4. Fresnel Lens,

separate pieces are cemented to a

plane glass or set in a metal frame. OFig. 4 represents

the cross-section of such a lens.) It is used in lighthouses

and signal-lamps.— Immersion-lens, a miorosoope-ob-

iective which requires a drop of water or other liquid to

be put between it and the cover of the object under ex-

amination, thus increasing the angle of aperture and ob-

viating loss of light by reflection.— Landscape lens, a

photographic lens specially adapted to landscape photog-

raphy.— MagnlfySng-lens, a lens used to increase the

apparent size of
an object seen
through it. A
convex lens held
near the eye pro-
duces this effect

wlien the dis-

tance of the ob-

jectfrom thelens
is less thau the
principal focal

length of thelens.

FiGr. 6. Photographic Lens
(Type of Portrait Lens).

Fig. 5-

f 1" in fle 6 ) The rays from the objectA B, after passing

through tlieiens, reach the eye as if theycame from thevir-

tual image a S.-Multiplylng-lens, a plano-convex lens

the convix side of which has been worked into a number

of plane facets, each of which presents a separate image

(virtual, and not magnified) of the object viewed through

k—OrthOBOOPlC lens, a form of achromatic doublet

3409
giving a very flat and ondistorted field of view.— Perl-
scopic lens, a lens with a very wide field of view. The
name is specially applied to spectacle-lenses which are
concave on the surface next the eye ; also to some wide-
angle photographic lenses.—PhotograpMc lens, a lens
or combination of lenses adapted for photography. Ordi-
narily the lens of the photographic camera is a combination

of two achromatic lenses of pe-
I— culiar curves, mounted in atnbe^ wT with a considerable space be-

mm I tween them. (See fig. 6.) The

*""H B— photographic objective of a tel-

Ml JB escope is like an ordinary achro-

ml Hf matic objective, except that its— curves are adjusted to bring the
blue and violet rays to the most
accurate focus possible, rather
than the yellow and green rays,

which are most effective in vision.— Polyzonal lens.
Same as Fresnel Zens.— Portrait-lens, a photographic
lens specially adapted to the taking of portraits.—Eeo-
tillnear lens, a photographic lens so constructed that
straight lines in the object will not be distorted into
curved lines in the picture.— Side-COndenslng lens, a
condensing-lens so attached to a microscope as to illumi-
nate an opaque object by side-light.—Stanhope lens, a
lens of small diameter with two convex faces of different
radii, inclosed in a metallic tube.— Triplet lens, a com-
bination of three lenses, usually all achromatic. The or-
dinary form of microscope-objective is a triplet.—Wide-
angle lens, a photographic lens capable of making a dis-
tinct and undistorted picture of objects which subtend
angles of 60" to 100° or more as seen from the camera;
also, a microscope-objective which admits from each point
of tlie object a pencil of rays of wide angle (often as much
as 140° and upward) ; an objective of large angular aper-
ture. See aperture, 4.

lens-cap (lenz'kap), n. A cap or cover fitting

over the opening of the tube of a lens.

lens-holder (Ienz'h61"d6r), n. A device for
supporting a lens, or a combination of lenses,
during the adjustment to the focus of an ob-
ject on an adjustable forceps or stage below.
JE. M. Knight.
Lenti (lent), n. [< ME. lent, lente, an abbr. of
lenten^, the final syllable being appar. taken
as inflexive : see lenten^. ] An annual fast of
fort^ days, begnming with Ash Wednesday and
continuing till Easter, observed fromvery early
times in the Christian church, in commemora-
tion of Christ's forty days' fast (Mat. iv. 2), and
as a season of special penitence and preparation
for the Easter feast. The lenten fast Is now observed
as obligatory by the Orthodox Greek and other Oriental
churches, and by the Itoman Catholic, Anglican, and Lu-
theran churches, and as a profitable exercise bymanymem-
bers of other churches. It has varied in length at different
times and in different parts of the church, and has begun
later or earlier according as Sundays only or Saturdays also
were excepted from fasting. In the Western Church it

begins on Ash Wednesday, forty-six days before Easter;
but as the intervening Sundays, called Sundays in (not of)
Leni, are (on the ground that Sunday is always a feast-

day) not counted part of Lent, the fast lasts only forty
. days. The first Sunday in Lent is known as Quadragesima
Sunday, the fourth as Mid-Lent Sunday, the fifth as Pas-
sion Sunday, and the sixth (beginning Holy Week) as Palm
Sunday. The two weeks and a half preceding Lent, be-
ginning with Septuagesima, following which are Sexagesi-
ma and Quinquagesima Sundays, form the pre-lenten
season, a transition between the joyful Christmas and
Epiphany season and the penitential season of Lent. In
medieval times the name Lent (or, in Latin, Quadraged-
ma) was given to other periods of fasting also. Forty days
between Martinmas (November 11th) and Oliristmas Eve
were called St. Martin's Lent (Quad/ra^esvma S. Martini),
and another Lent preceded St. John Baptist's day (June
24th). In distinction from these, the period 'between Ash
Wednesday and Easter was called Oreat Lent and Clean
Lent, the last name being probably given on account of
the preceding confession and absolution. In the Greek
Church Lent (Tea-oapaKotrTri) begins on the Monday after
Tyrophagus (Quinquagesima), and the first, third, and
sixth Sundays are called Orthodoxy Sunday, Stauroprosley-

neeimos (Sunday of the Adoration of the Cross), and Palm
Sunday respectively.

If it may be, fast
Whole Lents, and pray.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

Great Lent, Great fast, in the Gr. Ch., the lenton fast,

as the most important fast of the year, in distinction from
other seasons of fasting, to which the name Lent (as equiva-
lent to TefraapaKodTri) is also given by Western writers

;

namely, that between St. Philip's day (November 14th)

and Christmas (Fast of St. Philip or of the nativity), that
after All Saints' Sunday, which corresponds to the Western
TrinitySunday (Fast of the Apostles), and thatfrom August
1st to the 14tli, the eve of the Kepose of Theotocos (Fast

of the Theotocos).—Head of Lent. See head.— Lent
collectors. See coZZectm-.s.—Lent determination. See
deterTnination, 12,

lent^ (lent) . Preteritandpast participle of lencP-.

lents (lent), a. [< OP. and F. lent= Sp. Pg. It.

lento, pliant, flexible, tenacious, slow, sluggish,

easy, calm, < L. lentus (in form as if oontr. of

lenitus, pp . of leni/re, soften), < lewis, soft, smooth,
gentle, akin to E, lithe: see lenity, lenient, etc,
and leath^, litheK Hence relent."] If. Slow; gen-
tle; mild.

We must now increase
Our Are to ignis ardens ; we are past
Fimus equinus, balnei cineris.

And all those lenier heats.

B. Johnson, Alchemist, iil, 2.

2. In music, same as lento.

lenticula

lentando (len-ta,n'do), adv. [It., ppr. of len-

tore, make slow, < lento, Aoyr: see lent^, a.] In
music, slackening; retarding: a direction to
sing or play with increasing slowness the notes
over which it is written.

lentet, ». [ME., < OF. lente, < L, len{t-)s, a len-
til: see fe«s, ZemW.] A lentil. WycUf.
lenten^ (len'ten), n. and a. [< ME. lenten, rare-
ly lenton, leinten (also abbr. lente, leinte, whence
mod. E. lent), < AS. lencten, lengten, rarely lenten

(= D, lente = MLG. lente, lenten, linte = OH(J.
lenzin, lengizin (in. lengizinmanoth), also lenzo,
MHGr. lenze, G. lenz), the spring, later applied
esp. to the fast beginning in the spring, called
in full lenetenfcesten, i. e. ' spring-fast,' usually
derived < lang, long (whence also length and
lengthen), "because the days become longer in
spring": see long\ a. This derivation is sup-
ported by the var. forms OHG. langiz, MHG.
langez, langeze (appar. < lang, long); l3ut the
deriv. is irreg. in form and thought, and the
OHG. MHO, var, forms may be due to popular
etymology. It is not probable that the word
is connected with long. In mod. use lenten as
a noun is abbr. to lent, while in attrib. use it re-
mains unchanged, being taken as an adj. in
-e»2.] I.fji. 1. The spring; the season follow-
ing winter.—2. A fast observed in the spring:
same asie»tl (of which lentenis the older form).

To leue ne to lere, ne lentenes to faste.

Piers Plowman (C), xiv, 81.

II. a. [cap. or I. c] 1. Pertaining to Lent;
usediuLent: as, ieniem sermons; the?enfe»fast.

And perhaps it was the same politick drift that the Div-
ell whipt St. Jerom in a lenten dream, for reading Cicero.

MUUm, Areopagitica, p. 14.

Hence— 2. Characteristic of or suitable for
Lent; spare; plain; meager: as, ZeMie» fare.

If you delight not in man, what lenten entertainment
the players shall receive from you.

Shah., Hamlet, ii. 2. 329.

Who can read
In thy pale face, dead eye, and lenten sultj

The liberty thy ever-giving hand
Hath bought for others?

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, iv. 1.

Meanwhile she quench'd her fury at the flood.
And with a lenten saUad cool'd her blood.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 27.

3t. Cold; austere: as, a lentmi lover. Com-
pare Lent-lover. Cotgrave Lenten flg, a dried fig;

a raisin.—Lenten hearse. Same as tenSrce-fiearse.—
Lenten veil, a curtain formerly suspended in tlie West-
ern Church before the high altar during Len^ and said to
be still in use in Spain. It was a survival of the primitive
amphithyra, retained in the Greek Church.

lenten^ (len'ten), n. A dialectal variant of
linden,

lenten-crab (len'ten-krab), n. A fresh-water
crab of southern Europe, Thelphusa fluviaUlis,

allowed to be eaten in Lent.
lenthet, «• A Middle English form of length.

Lentibulariese (len-tib-u-Ia-ri'f-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < LentihidaJria (saidto be (irreg.

)

< L. lens (lent-), a lentil, -I- tubuhis, a small pipe
or tube), old name for Utricularia, + -ece.] An
order of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants
of the cohort Personates, distinguished by the
one-celled ovary containing a free central pla-
centa. See tftricularia.

lenticel (len'ti-sel), n. [Also lenticelle; < F.
lenticelle, dim. of lenticule, lens-shaped : see len-

ticule.'] 1. In 6o*., a lens-shaped body of cells

formed in the periderm or corky layer of bark,
which by its enlargement soon ruptures the
epidermis, or the older corky layers where such
are present. Outwardly lenticels appear in the earliest
sta^e merely as brighter spots, then as oval warts, becom-
ing two-lipped; while in some plants they widen with the
growth of the stem into transverse stnee. They are pro-
duced either beneath a stoma or group of stomata or in-

dependently. Their intercellular spaces are in commu-
nication with the outer air, and they thus serve tlie pur-
pose of cortical pores, which name they sometimes bear.
The outer (not corky) cells of a lenticel are termed pacMng
or complementary cells; the inner (corliy) cells have been
called phelloderm. Lenticels occur on the great majority
of stems which produce bark in annular layers, also on
the footstalks of many ferns.

2. In anat., one of the small mucous crypts or
follicles of the base of the tongue having the
shape of a lentil ; a lenticular gland.

lenticellate (len-ti-sel'at), a. [< lenticel +
-atel.] Pertaining to or having lenticels.

lenticelle, n. See lenticel:

lenticula (len-tik'u-la), n.; pi. lenticulee (-le).

[L., a lentil, a lentil'shape, a vessel of leatil

shape, a freckle: see lentil, lenticule.'] 1. In
optics, a small lens.— 2, In iot.: (a) A lenti-

cel. (6) The spore-case of some fungi,— 3. A
freckle ; an ephelis.

Also UnUcule.



lenticular

lenticular (lea-tik'u-lar), a. [= F. lenUculaire
= Pr. Sp. Pg. lenticular = It. lenticolare, < L.
lenticularis, lentil-shaped, < lenticula, a lentil:
see lenticule, lentil,'] 1. Resembling a lentil
in size or form.— 2. Having the form of a
donble-eonvex lens, as some seeds.—lenticular
bone. Same as fentunttore.—Lenticular fevert, fever
attended with an eruption of small pimples.—Lenticu-
lar ganglion. See ffOTi^ZtoTi.—Lenticular gland. Same
as lerMcd, 2.—Lenticular maxk or space, in entam., one
having the outline of a double-convex lens as seen from
the Bide, bounded by two oonvexly carved lines which
meet in two points.—Lenticular nucleus, the lower of
the two gray nuclei of the corpus striatum. It is some-
what conical in shape, with base outward toward the in-
sula. It is divided into tliree parts by medullaiy layers
parallel to the base. The outermost segment is called the
puiuTnen, the two inner the globus paUidvs; the inner-
most is more or less indistinctly divided into two. The
lenticular nucleus is separated from the caudate nucleus
and from the optic thalamus by the internal capsule.

—

Lenticular process of the incus of a mamm^ See
incus (a).

lenticulare (len-tik-u-la're), «.; pi. lenticularia
(-ri-a). [NL., neut. oiE L. lenticularis, lenticular:
see lenticular.} A bone of the carpus of some
reptiles, as crocodiles, it is an oval ossicle situated
between the ulnar proximal carpal bone and the second to
fifth metacarpals, supporting the third to fifth of these en-
tirely. Hwaey, Anat. Vert., p. 220.

lenticularly (len-tik'u-lar-li), adv. In a len-
ticular manner; like a lens; with a curve.
lenticule (len'ti-tal), n. [< P. lenticule, a., len-
til-shaped (as a noun, duckweed), = 8p. lenti-

cula, < L. lenticula, a lentil: see lenUl.} Same
as lenticula.

lenticulite (len-tik'u-lit), n. [< L. lenticula,

lentil, + -Jte2.] in geol., a fossil of lenticular
shape.

lenticulostriate (len-tik"u-16-stri'ait), a. [<
L. lentictila, lentil, -1- NL. striatus, furrowed:
see striate.] Pertaining to the lenticular por-
tion of the corpus striatum of the brain. Spe-
cifically applied to one of the anterolateral nutritive ar-
teries from the middle cerebral or Sylvian artery, which
from the frequency with which it bleeds is called by Char-
cot the "artery of cerebral hemorrliage."

lentiform (len'ti-fdrm), a. [= P. It. lenUforme,
< L. leTis (lent-), a lentil, + forma, form.]
Having the form of a lens; lenticular: as, the
lentiform nucleus of the striate body of the
brain.

lentigerous (len-tij'e-ms), a. [< Nil. len(t-)s,

a lens, + Ii. gerere, carry, bear.] Provided
with a crystalfine lens, as an eye : applied to
the eyes of some mollusks, as eephalopods, in
distiaction from pwncUgerovs.

lentigines, n. Plural of lentigo, 1.

lentiginose C^en-tij'i-nos), a. [< LL. lenUgi-
nosus, freckled: see len^inous^ In hot. and
sool., covered with minute dots as if dusted or
freckled; speckled.

lentiginons (len-tij'i-nus), a. [= P. lentigineux

= It. lentigginoso, \ LL. lentiginosus, freckled, <
L. lentigo (-»»-), a freckly eruption, freckles : see
lentigo.] Same as lentiginose.

lentigo (leu-ti'go) , n. [NL. , < L. lentigo, a lentil-

shaped spot, a freckly eruption, < lens (lent-), a
lentil: see lentil.] 1. PI. lentigines (len-tij'i-

nez). In med., a freckle; abstractly, a freckly
condition; the presence of freckles.—2. [cap,]

In zool., a genus of mollusks.
lentil (len'tU), n. [< ME. lenUl, < OF. lenUHe,

P. lenUlle = Sp. lent^a = Pg. lentilha = It. len-

Occhia, < L. lenticula, a lentil, < lens (lent-), a
lentil: see fews. Gt.lenticula,lenticule.] 1. The
annual leguminous plant Lens esculenta, or its

seeds. Its native country is unknown; but it is now
widely cultivated in the Mediterranean region and the
Orient, liaving been in use in £gypt and the Kast from a
high antiquily. The small flattened seeds famish a nu-
tritious food, similar to peas and beans, and are cooked
whole or spUt or ground into meaL The leafy stems of the
lentil serve as fodder, and when in blossom the plant is

a good source of honey.

2t. pi. Freckles; lentigo.

The root brought into a liniment cureth the lenti2s or
red spots. SoUand, tr. of Pliny, xxii. 21.

3. In apparatus for rectifying alcohol, one of
the lentU-shaped bulbs (of which there are gen-
erally two, but may be more) placed in the con-
denser between the coU and the pipe leading
from the column of the still. See stUl and recti-

fication.—Water-lentils, the duckweed Lemna minor.
[ProT. Eng.]

lentU-shell (len'tU-shel), n . A shell of the ge-
nus ErviUia.

lentinert, n. See lentner.

lentiscus (len-tis'kus), re.
;
yl. lentisci (-si). [L.,

the mastic-tree.] Same as lentish.

lentisk (len'tisk), n. [Also lentisc; < ME. fen-

tisJce = F. lentisque = Pr. lentisc = Sp. Pg. len-

tisoo = It. lentischio, < L, lentiscus, also lentis-
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cum, the mastic-tree.] The mastic-tree, Pista-

da Lentiscus. See mastic-tree and Pistacia.

In this tract all the heathes or oom'ons are cover'd with
rosemary, lavender, lentiscs, and the like sweet shrubes,

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 30, 1644.

lentitudet (len'ti-tud), n. [< OF. lentitude =
Sp. lentitud, < L. lentitudo, slowness, < lentus,

slow, tenacious: see ?eB<3, a.] Slowness. Bai-
ley, 1731.

Lent-lily (lent']il"i), re. The daffodil: so named
from its time of flowering. Also called Lent-

rose. [Prov. Eng.]
A silk pavilion, gay with gold

In streaks and rays, and all Lent-lily in hue.

Save that the dome was purple.
Tennyson, Gareth and lynettc.

Lent-lovert, »• A cold lover; a lenten lover.

See lenten^, a., 3.

These dolent, contemplative Lent-lovers.

Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, iL 21. (Davies.)

lentnert, lentinert (lent'ner, len'ti-nfer), re. [<

lenten + -eri-: "so called because taken during
that season" (?).] A kind of hawk.

If I should enlarge my discourse to the observation of

the . . . Haggard, and the two sorts of Lentners, ... it

would be much . . . pleasure to me.
I. Walton, Complete Angler, 1 1.

lento (len'to), a. [It., slow: see lent^, a.] In
music, at a slow tempo. Also lent.

lentoid (len'toid), a. [< L. len(t-)s, a lentil (see

lens), + Gr. eliog, form.] Having the form of

a lentil or a double-convex lens ; lens-shaped.

When Assyria and Phoenicia took the place of Babylonia
... as civilizing powers, the cylinder made way for the
lentoid or cone-lQse seal.

A. H. Sayce, Pref. to Schliemann's Troja, p. xx.

lentonf, re. A Middle English form of lenten^.

lentor, lentour (len'tor), re. [= F. lenteur =
Sp. Pg. lentor = It. letiiore, < L. lentor, flexibil-

i1^, pliancy, < lentus, pliant, tenacious, also

slow, sluggish: see lent^, a.] 1. Tenacity;
visoousuess ; viscidity, as of fluids.

Some bodies have a kinde of lentour, and are of a more
depertible nature than others. Bacon, Sat. Hist., § 857.

By reason of their clamminess and lentor they [arbores-

cent hollyhocks] are banished from our sallet.

Evelyn, Acetaria.

St. Slowness; delay; sluggishness.

The lentor of eruptions not inflammatoty points to an
acid cause. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

lentOUSt (len'tus), a. [< L. lentus, pUant, tena-
cious, viscous, slow: see lent^,a.] viscid; vis-

cous; tenacious.

In this [a frog's] spawn of a lentous and transparent body
are to be discerned many specks.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 13.

Lent-rose (lent'roz), n. Same as Lent-lily.

[Prov. Eng.]
lent-seedt (lent'sed), re. [ME. ^nteseed, linte-

seed; < ImP- + seed,] Seeds sown in spring.

Lynne-seed and lik-seed and lenie-seedes alle

Aren nouht so worthy as whete.
Piers Ploimnan (OX yi'i 190.

lenvoyt, I'envoy, I'envoi (len-voi'; F. pron.
loit-vwo'), re. [< OF. Venvoy, Venvoi: le, the;
envoi, a sending: see envoy^,] 1. A sort of
postscript appended to a literary composition.
See envoy''-,

Pag. Is not lenuoy a salue ?

Ar. No, Page, it is an epilogue or discourse, to make
plaine

Some obscure precedence that hath tofore bin faine.
S?Mk., L. Ii. L., iii. 1. 82 (folio 1623).

2t. A conclusionj a result. See envoy^,
Lenzites(len-zi'tez),». CNL.(EliasFries,1813).]
A genus of fungi of the order Agaricini, The
pileus is sessile, dimidiate in form, and woody or coris/.
ceous ; the gills are also corL'iceous ; and the trama is floc-
cose. The plants are found growing on stamps, etc., and
are most abundant in the topics, where they become
woody.

lenzitoid (len-zi'toid), a, [< Lemites + -oid,]
ResembUng in form or structure a fungus of
the genus Lemites.

Lenz^S law. See law^.

Leo (le'o), n. [L., a lion; a constellation: see
lion. ] 1 . In astron. , an ancient zodiacal constel-
lation, the Lion, containing Regulus, a star of
magnitude Ii, and two stars of the second mag-
nitude. It is easily found, for the pointers of the Great
Bear point southerly to its brightest star, distant about 45
degrees from the southernmost of them. Four stars in the
body of Leo form a characteristic trapezium, and those
about the neck and mane make a siclde. It is the filth
sign of the zodiac, its symbol as snch being n , showing the
lion's mane. See cut in next column.

2. In zool., the technical specific name [I. c] of
the lion, Felis leo, sometimes taken as a generic
name [cap.], when the animal is called Leo
africanus— Leo Minor, a constellation between Leo
and the Great Bear, first introduced in 1690 by Hevelius.

leonine

Alzubra.

\Denebola.

The Constellation Leo.

leodt, n. A Middle English form of led^.

leoft, a, A Middle English form of lief.

leohtt, a, and re. A Middle English form of

light^,

leont, re. A Middle English form of lion.

Leonardesque (le-o-nar-desk'), a. and re. [<

Leonardo (see def.)' + -esque.] I. a. In art, in

the manner of Leonardo or Lionardo da Vinci,

an illustrious Florentine artist, engineer, and
man of letters (1452-1519).

IL n. A disciple or an imitator of Leonardo
da Vinci; sometimes, a picture of the school of

Leonardo.
Also lAonardesque.

leonced, a. See lioneed.

leoncito (le-on-si'to), n. [A dipi. (not in Sp.

use) of Sp. icon, a lion : see lion.] The lion-

monkey of Humboldt, a kind of tamarin or

marmoset, Midas leoninus.

Leonese(le-o-nes'or-nez'), a. andre. [<Sp.X«o-
nSs, of Leon, < Le6n, Leon : see def.] L a. Of
or pertaining to the city, province, or ancient

kingdom of Leon in Spain, or its inhabitants.

II. re. sing, and pi, A native or an inhabi-

tant, or natives or inhabitants, of the province
or city of Leon in Spain.

leonhardite (le-on-har'dit), n, [Named after

Prof. K. C. von Leonhard of Heidelberg (1779-

1862).] A mineral closely related to laumon-
tite, and probably a variety of it, differing only
in having lost part of its water.

Leonia (le-6'ni-a), n, [NL. (Ruiz and Pavon,
1799), named after D. Francisco Leon, who pro-
moted the publication of Ruiz and Pavon's
"Flora Peruviana et Chilensis."] A genus of

South American trees, belonging to the order
Violariece and tribe Alsodeiece, it is distmguished
from Alsodeia, the type of the tribe, by having the five

petals partly connected, the connective of the stamens not
produced, and an indehiscent fruit. There aretwo species,
natives of Brazil and Peru. One, L. glycycarpa, produces
a fruit that is eaten by the Peruvians, who call the tree the
achocofl. This genus was formerly placed in the order
MyrsCnecE (Myrsinacece), and later made by De Candolle to
constitute an order (Leonmcece) by itseU.

Leoniacese (le-o-ni-a'se-e), re. pi. [NL. (Al-

phonse de Candolle, 1844), < Leonia + -acea.]
An order of plants, containing only the anoma-
lous genus Leonia,now referred to the Violariea,

Leonid (le'o-nid), re. One of the Leonides.
Leonides (le-on'i-dez),n.pl. [NL. , < L. ieo(re-),

a Hon, the constellation Leo (see lion), + -ides,

pi. suffix: see -i(J2, i.] a name given te the
group of meteors observed in the month of No-
vember each year, but occurring with extreme
profusion about three times in a century: so
called because they seem to radiate from the
constellation Leo.
leonine (le'o-nin or -nin), a. and re. [< ME.
leonim, < OF. leonm, F. Uonin = Sp. Pg. It. leo-

nino, < L. leoninus, belonging to a uon, ML. also
belonging to a person named Leo or Leonius or
Leoninus (in which sense it is generaUy sup-
posed to be used as applied to a form of verse
(verstis leoninus, OF. vers leonins, also leoni-

ni/me, lionime, f. sing.), the person in this case
being identified with Leo or Leonius or Leoni-
nus,^ a_ canon of the Order of St. Benedict in
Paris in the 12th century, or vrith other persons
who are supposed to have invented or used this
form of verse; but the adj. so applied is prob.
to be taken literally), < leo(n-), a Uon: see lion,]

1. a, X, Pertaining to or resembling a lion;
lion-like : as, leonine fierceness or rapacity.

So was he ful of leonyn corage.
Chaucer, Honk's Tale, 1. 658.

We almost see his [Landor'a] leonine face and lifted
brow. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 67.

2. In pros., consisting of metrical Latin hex-
ameters or ele^acs (alternate hexameters and
pentameters), in which the final word times



leonine

with the word immediately preceding the eesu-
ral pause or the middle of the line. The corre-
spondence of sound between the tennlnations of the two
halveB of the pentameter is frequently imperfect, affecting
unaccented syllables only, so as not to amount to a per-
fect nme. Leonine verses were extensively used in the
middle ages, even as early as the eighth century. The fol-
lowmg Latm version of "The devU was sick," etc.. is a
leonme elegiac couplet

:

"Diemon la.nguebat, monachus tunc esse yoUbat,
Ast ubi couyaluit, mansit ut ante/ua."

Although classical poets avoided in general the use of
rime, yet occasional instances of it can be found in their
writings, and sometimes even examples of true leonine
verses, such as this from Ovid

:

"Quot coelum itellas, tot habet tua Boma pu«2Jo»."

The epithet leonine does not properly apply to other me-
ters than those mentioned, nor to other distributions of
rime.

3. [cap.] Pertaining to a person named Leo,
partionlarly to several popes of that name;
more speoijloally, of or pertaining to Leo I., the
Great (pope from 440 to 461),who is said to have
added certain words to the JBoman canon of the
mass, and whom some have even, without good
reason, described as the author of the Bomau
liturgy. A Roman sacramentary extant in a manuscript
assigned to the eighth century is known as the Leonine
Saaramentary.—Leonine City, that part of the city of
Borne which is west of the Tiber and north of liastevere.
It contains the Vatican, the Castle of St. Angelo, and the
district between (known as the Borgo), and is inclosed
within a separate line of walls. It was first fortified by

, Pope Leo IV. (847 - 55), whence the name.—Leonine mon-
key, the Macaem leoninus of Aracan.

II. n. A coin illegally imported into England
by foreign merchants in the reign of Edward I.
It was made of silver, alloyed, and was intended to circu-
late with the silver pennies then legally current. Proba-
bly so called because its obverse type was a lion.

leoninely (le'o-nin-li or -nin-U), adv. In a leo-
nine manner ;' like a Hon.
Leonist (le'o-nist), n. [< ML. Leonista, said to
be so named, from one Leo, or from the city of
Lyons, P. Lyon (< L. Lugduwum), conformed to
Uon, L. leo{n-), a lion.] A name sometimes
used for a member of the religious body known
as the Waldenses.
Leontice (le-on'ti-se), ». [NL., < L. leonUce, the
wild chervil, < (Jr. TteovriK^, a plant also called
KamXia: see Caealia.'] Agenusof polypetalous
herbs of the natural order Berberidece and tribe

Berterece. it is characterized by having from 6 to 9
sepals, 6 small spurred petals, 6 stamens, and an indehis-
cent bladdery capsule. There are 3 or 4 species growing
in central Asia, herbs with tuber-bearing rhizomes.

Leontodon (le-on'to-don), «. [NL. (LinnsBus), in
allusion to the toothed leaves, < Grr. /l^uv (Aeovt-),

a Hon, 4- iSoic (bSovr-) = E. tooth.1 A genus of

composite plants of the tribe Cichoriacece and
subtribe Hypochwridece. it is distinguished by the
plumose pappus, naked receptacle, and smooth achenia.

There are about 40 species. The common hawk-bit or

faJl dandelion of the northeastern United States is L. au-
tumncdis, a native of Europe, naturalized -in the United
States. Popularly called lion's-tooth.

Leontopodium(le-on-to-p6'di-um),». [NL.
(Eobert Brown), K L. leontopodion = Gr. /Ieoito-

irdSiav, a plant, lit. lion's-foot, < Mav (/Ieovt-), a
lion, + irodf {wod-) = E. foot.^ A small genus
of composite plants of the tribe InuloidecB and
subtribe Crnaphaliew. it is closely related to Ona-
phalium and was formerly united with it, but is now sepa-

rated from it on account of the sterile hermaphrodite
flowers and undivided style. L. cUpinum (Onaphalium
Leon/topodiwm) is the edelweiss (which see).

Leonurus Qe-o-nu'rus), ». [NL. (Linnseus),

< Gr. ^^uv, lion, + ovpa, tail.] A genus of la-

biate plants of the tribe Stachydece. it is distin-

guishecffrom Stachysby having thetootlets acutely three-

angled at the top instead of rounded. There are 10 species,

natives of extratropical Europe and Asia. They are erect

herbs with cut leaves, having a close whorl of flowers in

their axils. One species, L. Ca/rdiaca, is a common weed
called motherwort, naturalized from Europe in the eastern

part of the United States.

leopard (lep'ard), n. [Early mod. B. also Ub-

bard; < ME. tepard, lepart, Upard, leopard, leo-

perd, leopart, also lebard, lebbard, Ubard, Ubart,

Uberd, lyberde, lybart, etc., = D. Impaard = G.

Dan. Sw. leopard, < OP. leopard, leopart, le-

part, P. Uopard= Pr. leopart, leupart, lupart =
8p. Pg. It. leopardo, < L. leopa^-dus, < Gr. /leii-

TrapSoc, ^eovrdwapSoc, a leopard, < Mov (movt-),

a lion, H- napSoc, a pard: see lion and pard'-.

2

1 . The pard or panther, Felis pardus, the largest

spotted oat of tne Old World, it ranks third in size,

sfrength, and ferocity among the Old World Felidce, being

exceeded only by the lion and tiger ; but it is also inferior

to the jaguar and cougar of America. The Himalayan

ounce. Pais irbis, is about equal to it in size. A good-

sized leopard is about 4 feet long without the tail, which

Is about 3 feet. The skull measures 9 inches in length by

5i in breadth. The color is tawny, paler or whitish below,

and nearlyeverywhereregularlyand profusely spotted with

black or blackish, the largest of these spots being ocel-

lated or broken Into rosettes. But the animal vanes not
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less in color than in size. Some individuals are black,
though even in these cases of melanism the characteristic
studded pattern of coloration may be traced. The leopard
is smooth-haired, without mane or beard, agile as well as
sturdy, and of somewhat arboreal habits, like the jaguar

Leopard {Felisfardus),

and cougar. It inhabits wooded country throughout
Africa and across Asia to Japan, .Tava, and some of the
other islands, in this wide range running into many geo-
graphical varieties.

It fortuned Belphebe with her peares.
The woody Dl^imphs, and with that lovely boy.
Was hunting then the IMibardx and the Beares.

Spemer, P. Q., IV. vil. 28.

Her foot on one
Of those tame leopards. Kitten-like he roll'd

And paw'd about her sandal. Tennyson, Princess, iii.

2. In her., originally, a lion passant gardant.
Thus, the three lions on the shield of England as it existed
in the reign of Henry III. are spoken of as leopards. In
later heraldry an attempt has been made to discriminate
between the lion and the leopard, but the only tenable dis-
tinction is when the leopard is represented spotted, which
is common in modern heraldry. The practical identity of
the two bearings is shown in this, that a leopard rampant
is said to be a leopard lionrU, and a lion passant gardant
is said to be a lion leopa/rdA.

3. A gold coin, weighing from about 53 to 69
grains, struck by Edward III. and Edward the
Black Prince of England, for circulation in

Obveise. Reverse.

Leopard, British Museum.

Prance, and having on the obverse a lion pas-
sant gardant. in French heraldry this representa-
tion is described as a lion l^opard^, whence the name of
the coin.—American leopard, the jaguar, Felis onca.—
Black leopard. See def. i.— Hunting leopard. See
hunting-leopard.—Snoyr-leopaxA, the ounce, Felis irbis.

leopard-cat (lep'ard-kat), m. 1. The American
ocelot, Felis pardalis.— 2. A wild cat of India,
Ceylon, Java, and Sumatra, Felis bengalensis,
about 3 feet long including the tail, of a tawny
color, white below, striped on the head and
back, spotted on the sides.

leopard6 (lep-ar-da')j « [Heraldic P., < Uo-
pard + -ij B. -eel.] In ^g^.^ passant gardant:
said of a lion. See leopard, 2.

leopardess (lep'ar-des), n. [< leopard + -ess.]

A female leopard.

leopard-fish (lep'ard-fish), n. The lesser wolf-
fish, Anarrhichas minor or A.pantherimis, of the
North Atlantic.

leopard-flower (lep'ard-flou'''6r), n. A garden-
flower from China, "Belamcanda (Pardanthus)
Chinensis, of the iris family. The perianth is spot-
ted with purple, and the fruited receptacle resembles a
blackberry, whence the plant is also called UaAberry-lUy.

leopard-frog (lep'ard-frog), n. The American
shad-frog, Bana H'alecina: so called from its

spotted coloration.

leopard-lily (lep'ard-liFi), n. A spotted vari-

ety of the liliaceous plant Laehenalia pendula,
from the Cape of Good Hope.
leopard-motn (lep'ard-m6th), n. A large black
and white spotted iinoth of the family Cossidce

{Zeuzera pyrina ovZ. wscuU), common through-
out Europe : an English collectors' name. The
larva bores in the trunks of the elm, apple, pear,

and plum.
leopard's-bane (lep'ardz-ban), n. 1. A plant

of the genusDoromcttw.— 2. Amedicinal plant.

Arnica montana.—8. Same as herb-paris.

leopard-seal (lep'ard-sel), n. A large spotted
seal, Leptonyehotes or Leptonyx weddelU, of the
family Phoddce and subfamily Stenorhynchince,

inhabiting Patagonia. Also called sea-leopard.

lepadoid

leopard-tortoise (lep'ard-tdr^tis), n. A tor-
toise, Testudo pardalis.

Leopardus (le-o-par'dus), n. [L., a leopard:
see leopard.^ A classic name of the leopard,
pard, or panther, sometimes used in zo61ogy as
a generic name of the large spotted cats.

leopard-wood (lep'ard-wud), n. The wood of
Brosimum Aubletn." It is mottled with dark
blotches, giving a fancied resemblance to the
sMn of a leopard. See snake-wood.

leopartt, n. A Middle English form of leopard.

Leopoldinia (le'o-pol-din'i-a), n. [NL. (Mar-
tins, 1833), dedicated to the Empress ieopoJdine,
wife of Dom Pedro I., Emperor of Brazil.] A
genus of Brazilian palms of the tribe Areeeas
and subtribe Caryotidece. The four species inhabit
the northern parts of Brazil. They are ornamental in cul-
tivation and have various economic uses. L. Piassaba ia
one of the bast-palms which yield the piassaba-flber.

leort, n. A Middle English form of leer^.

leornt, v. A Middle EngUsh form of learn.

leoset, V. t. A Middle English form of leese^.

lept. An obsolete strong preterit of ieapi. Chau-
cer.

Lepadicea (lep-a-dis'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Xe-
pas (Lepad-) + ^cea.^ "In De BlainviUe's clas-
sification (1825), one of two families of his Ne-
matopoda (the other heingBalanoidea), contain-
ing the cirripeds of the genera Lepas, Gymnole-
pas, Pentalepas, Polylepas, and Litholepas.

Lepadidae (le-pad'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lepas
(Lepad-) + ddce.'i A family of stalked thoracic
cirripeds, typifiedbythe genusXepas, belonging
to the order Thoradca of the subclass Cvrripedia;
the goose-mussels or bar-
nacles. These crustaceans are
free when larval, fixed to sub-
merged objects when adult. Fix-
ture is effected by the modifica-
tion of the antennas into a fiexi-

ble fieshy peduncle, sometimes
very short, and sometimes a foot
in length. This supports the
hard calcareous shell or capitu-
lum, normally of five valves,
compressed to a fiattened form,
whose two sides are drawn to-
gether by a single transverse
muscle. From the opening be-
tween the sides are protruded
the long, slender, curved, and
jointed legs resembling tenta-
cles, which move at will with a
sweeping motion. On each side
of the body are several filamen-
tous appendages, homologous
with the gills of higher crustar
ceans and supposed to have a re-

spiratory function. The alimen-
tary canal is comparatively sim-
ple ; there are three pairs of deli-

cate mouth-parts; there is no
heartorlargeblood-vessels. The
Lepadidoiaremostlyherraaphro.
dite, but in some species the ani-

mal of the normal form is strictly

female, having one or more males of minute size and more
simple organization lodged inside its shell. In others
which, though hermaphrodite, have the male organs less
developed than the female, similar males are met with,
and are termed cffinpleme^niaX males.

lepadite (lep'a-dit), n. [< NL. Lepadites, < Gr.
leiz&g Qi£wa6-)'j& limpet (see Lepas), + 4te^.'\ A
fossil supposed to be a kind of barnacle; an
aptyehus. See Lepadites.

Lepadites (lep-a-di'tez), n. [NL. : see lepadite.']

A spurious genus of supposed fossil barnacles,
based on the aptychi of certain fossil cephalo-
pods, as ammonites. See aptyehus. Schlotheim,
1820.

Lepadogaster (lep'a-do-gas'ter), n. [NL. (Eis-
so, 1810), < Gr. ylETrd'f pieiraS-), a limpet (see Le-
pas), + yacrriip, the stomach.] A genus of go-
biesooiform fishes with an adhesive thoracic

Lepas, in diagrammatic
section.

a, the cavity of the sac,
lyin^ over the labium; i,

piosoma ; c, carina ; s, sci>-

tum ; r, tergiim

;

y, penis: ^.
gut-formed gland; A, duct
connecting this with A, ce-
ment-duct and -glands; /(at
Ijottom of figure), antennae.

Ventral view.

Lepadogaster ciliatus.

disk divided into two portions, the posterior of
which has a free anteriormargin. Bymeans of this
organ the fish attaches itself to stones and other objects,
and is hence known as swiker. Several species occur in
European seas ; the most common are L. gmumi and L.
Umaiulatus. Erroneously written tepidogaster (YarreU,
1841) and Lepadogasterus (Oouan, 1770).

lepadoid (lep'a-doid), a. and n. [< Gr. Tisirai

(AETTod-), a limpet (see L(^s), + ei6og, shape.]



lepadoid

I. a. Resembling a goose-mussel; of or per-
taining to the Lepadidce.

II. n. A member of the Lepadidce.

lepal (le'pal), n. [< NL. as if *lepalum, < L.
lepis, \ Oct. ?-£Tiig, a scale: the term. eonJEorms
to that ofpetal, sepal.'i In bot., a barren trans-
formed stamen.
lepartt, n. An obsolete variant of leopard.
Chaucer.
Lepas (le'pas), n. [NL., < L. lepas (lepad-), <
Gr. /leTrdf (AeTvad-), a, limpet, < /^Traf, abare roek,
< /liweiv, strip, peel.] The typical genus of Le-
padidce; goose-mussels proper. L. amUifera is a
common species, usually found attached to floating or
submerged objects, hanging in the water sometimes to the
^ength of a foot or more. L. faseictdaris is another well-
known species, with a short footstalk. See bamade^f 2.

lepet, *• A Middle English form of leap.

Lepechinia (lep-e-Hn'i-a), n. [NL. (Willdenow,
1816), named after Joliii Lepeehin, a Russian
botanist.] A genus of labiate plants of the
tribe Satureinece, and type of the subtribe Le-
pechiniece. It is distinguished from the other members
of the subtribe by having the corolla naked within and by
the oblong parallel anther-cells. There are 2 species, na-
tives of Mexico, herbs with small yellowish or white flowers
in axillary whorls crowded in dense terminal spikes.

Lepechillieae (lep"e-ki-ni'e-e), n.pl. [Nil. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1876),'< Lepechinia + -eoe.]

A subtribe of labiate plants of the tribe Satu-
reinece, based on the genus Lepechinia, having a
loose campauulate or broadly tubular calyx, a
broad tubular and two-lipped corolla, and four
perfect stamens. It embraces 3 genera besides the
type, DeHnia, Sphacele, and Hormiura, natives of Mexi-
co, California, South America, the Hawaiian islands, and
Europe.

leperl (lep'fer), n . [In def . 1 (where also former-
ly lepry, q. v.) < ME. lepre,<. OF. liepre, F. Upre =
Sp. Pg. It. lepra, < L. lepra, < 6r. Mirpa, leprosy,
< AZTrpdg, scaly, < /Uirof, a scale, < Mnciv, strip,

peel,= Russ. lupite = Lith. lupti, peel. In def.

2, orig. leprous man, the form leper as applied
to a person being more recent, and appar. de-
veloped, as seeming noun of agent in -er, from
leprous.\ 1+. Leprosy.

The lepre of him was clensid. Wyclif, Mat. vilL 2.

Whan he was in his lustie age.
The lepre caught in his visage,

Govier, Conf. Amant., ii.

2. A person affected with leprosy.

And, behold, there came a leper and worshiped him, say-

ing, Iiord, if thou wilt^ thou canst make me clean.
Mat. vilL 2.

leper^t, ri. An obsolete form of leaper. Piers
Plowman.
leper-house (lep'er-hous), n. A hospital for
the treatment of leprosy.

leperizet Gep'6r-iz), v. t. [< leper'^ + -ize."] To
strike with leprosy.

Moses, by Faith, doth Myriam Jeperize.

Sylvester, tr. ofJ)u Bartas's Triumph of Faith, iiii. 7.

leperous (lep'er-us), a. See leprous.

lepid (lep'id), a. [= Sp. Upido = Pg. It. lepido,

< L. lepidus, pleasant ; of. L. lepor, lepos (lepor-),

pleasantness; no verb-root appears.] Pleas-
ant; jocose. [Rare.]
As for the joyons and lepid consul, he gives himself no

trouble upon any subject.
Sydney Smith, Peter Plymjey's Letters, vii.

lepides, n. Plural of l^is.

Lepidinese (lep-i-din'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
de CandoUe, 1821), K.' Lepidium + -inece.'] A
tribe of cruciferous plants distinguished by the
usually incumbent or condupUcate cotyledons

;

the peppergrasses. The tribe embraces 25 gen-
era, of which Lepidium is the type.

lepidityt, ». [Clepid -h -ity.'i Pleasantness;
wittiness. Bailey, 1731.

Lepidinm (le-pid'i-um), n. [NL. (Linnseus), <

L. lepidium, <C Gr. 'M-iSwv, a plant, prob. garden-
cress, pepperwort, also lit. a small scale, dim. of

'/^ttIq CKet^iS-), a scale: see lepis."] 1. A large
genus of cruciferous plants, chiefly herbs, of
the tribe Lepidinece, distinguished by the de-

hiscent pod,which is almost always two-seeded,
and by the white flowers. About lOO species have
been enumerated, which maybe reduced to from 60 to 80,

distributed over the warm regions of the world. They are
commonly known as peppergrasses.

2t. In zool., a genus of thysanurous insects.

Also written L^idion. Menge, 1854.

lepidlyt (lep'id-K), ode. [,< l^d + -ly^.2 Wit-
tily; pleasantly.

lepidocrocite (lep-i-dok'ro-sit), n. [< Gr. 2eiric

(/^TTiS-), a scale (see lepis), + KpdxoQ, crocus, +
-ite^.] A variety of goethite occurring in col-

umnar forms with a scaly or fibrous structure.

lepidodendroid (lep'i-do-den'droid), a. [< Le-
pidodendron + -oid.] Like plants of the genus
Lepidodendron ; having a scaly bark.

Lefidodendron Byittsii, Srom the coal-
measures of Missouri. <t, a group of four
leaf-scais; d, one of the scars OQ a larger
scale.
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Lepidodendron (lep*i-d6-den'dron), n. [NL.,

< Gr. Xem^ (A£7r«5-), a scale,+ SevSpov, a tree.] A
common fossil plant of the Carboniferous coal-

measures, supposed, in some cases at least, to

have furnished an important constituent of the

coal itself. By most fossil botanists Lepidodendron is

considered to be closely allied to the club-mosses (,Lyco-

podiacece), now widely spread plants. The fossil club-

mosses are, however, not identical in structure or exter-

nal appearance with any now living, one important difler-

ence being the much larger size of the fossil forms. The
surface of the stem of Lepidodendron is marked by pecu-

liar, prominent^ quincuncially arranged, and generally

lozenge-shaped "leaf-cushions" (also called "bolsters

and "leaf-bases"),
which are sometimes
distinctly separated
from each other, and
sometimes -confluent
above and below, and
which vary greatly in
size and shape with
the age of the plant
to which they belong.
The leaf-scars are
also usually rhombic
(sometimes heart-
shaped), and are situ-

ated on the upper or
central part of the
cushion, and marked
with vascular impres-
sions or scars, which
are osnaUy three in

number, the middle
one being always the
largest. The young
twigs were clothed
with long narrow
leaves. The internal
structure of the plant
varies considerably
with the species, of-

which great numbers
have been described,
based chiefly on the
differences in form and size of the leaf-cushions and -scars,

which are now generally considered as furnishing very
unreliable data for specific distinction. The fossil Lepido-
dendra are chiefly casts of the exterior. These plants are
very characteristic of the middle and lower divisions of the
productive (Carboniferous) coal-measures, and are widely
distributed over the world. One species of Lepidodendron
(corrugatum, Dawson) is very characteristic of the Lower
Carboniferous in America. In Europe this genus is espe-
cially developed in the lower parts of the coal-measures.
Sternberg, 1820. See StgCOaria.

lepidoganoid (lep'i-do-gan'oid), a. and n. [<
Lepidoganmdei, q. v.] ' I. a. Pertaining to or
having the characters of the Lepidoganoidei.

II. n. A fish of the group Lepidoganoidei.

lepidoganoidean (lep * i -do -ga-noi ' df -an), o.

and n. Same as lepidoganoid.

Lemdosanoidei (lep '' i -do -ga -noi 'de -i), ». j>?.

[NL., < Gr. /Uir/f {Xemd-), a scale, -I- NL. ganoi-
deus, ganoid: see ganoid.] In R. Owen's sys-
tems, an order or a suborder of ganoid fishes
with regular scales instead of plates, as in the
Placoganoidei. it is an artificial group, represented by
the living amiids, lepidosteids, and polypterids, withmany
extinct relatives. In one of Owen's systems the Lepido-
ganoidei are the second suborder of the -third order, Go-
Turidei, of fishes ; in another, the first suborder of the eighth
order, Ganoidei, divided into 8 families. The Lejfidoga-
noidei as an order are sometimes divided into 5 suborders
or families, Armidce, Lepidosteidoe, Lepido^Aeuridoe, Cros-
sopterygidtB, and Acantlwdidce. It is now obsolete.

lepidoid (lep'i-doid), a. and n. [< Lepidoidei,
q. v.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Lepidoi-
dei : as, a lepidoid fish ; a lepidoid scale.

II. n. A member of the Lepidoidei.

Lepidoidei (lep-i-doi'de-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
leTziSotiSfiQ, scale-like, < \eiii^ (AeTviS-), a scale, -1-

eldog, form.] In Agassiz's classification (1833),
a family of fossil ganoid fishes covered with
large flat rhomboid enameled scales. It in-
cluded forms now referred to several different
families, as Acanflwdidce, Dipterikce, Palceonise-
idce, etc.

lepidolite (lep'i-do-llt), n. [< Gr. Xeirtf (Xemd-),
a scale, + /.ido(, a stone.] Lithia mica. This
mineral is found in scaly masses, ordinarily of a violet or
Ulac color and containing a small percentage of Uthia. It
is often associated with the lithia tourmalin or mbellite,
as at Kozena in Moravia, and Paris, Maine. See miea.

lepidomelane (lep'i-do-me-lan"), n. [< Gr. ?-£5rif

(Wi(5-), a scale, -i- jiBJx^ (jieXav-), black.] A spe-
cies of the mica group (see mica),ot a deep-black
color, usually occurring in small, rather inelas-
tic scales. It contains a large amount of iron.

lepidophaeite (lep'i-do-fe'it), n. [< Gr. /.e-lc

(%em6-), a scale,+ ipaii^, dus^,+ -ite^.] A soft,
scaly variety of wad containing copper.
Lepidophloios (lep^'i-do-floi'os), n. [NL.
(Sternberg, 1825) ; prop. *Lepidqphl<Bus, < Gr.
Af-/? (Aeirid-), a scale, -i- (j)?m6c, bark.] Agenus
of fossil plants of the coal-measures, closely re-
lated to Lepidodendron, with prominent (often
very prominent) transverse rhombic leaf-cush-
ions, at the lower end of each of which is a leaf-

Lepidopus

sear of the same shape, together with three

smaller punctate vascmar scars, the central one

being the largest and triangular in form. This

genus is found in various parts of Europe, in

the United States, and in (Janada.

Lepidopliyllnin (lep"i-do-fil'um), n. [NL., <

Gr. /-e-iric Ckemd-), a scale, + (pi)X'/MV, leaf.] A
supposed genus of fossil plants, to which have
been referred leaves, blades, or bracts forming

a part of the organs of fructification of Lepido-

dendron and Lepidophloios. Some species described

nnder the name ofLepidophyUwm are fn^ments of linear

leaves of Lepidodendron.

Lepidopodidse (lep"i-do-pod'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,<

L^dopus {-pod-) + -ida.] A family of aean-

thopterygian fishes, typified by the genus Lepi-

dopus, embracing scombroids of very elongate

compressed form, and with a distinctly devel-

oped caudal fin. It includes several deep- and
open-sea fishes.

lepidopter (lep-i-dop'tfer), n. [< NL. lepidopte-

r««, scaly-winged: see lepidopterous.] Alepi-
dopterous insect. Also lepid<^teran.

Lepidoptera (lep-i-dop'te-rS), n. pi. [NL.,

neut. pi. of lepidopterus, scaly-winged: see lepi-

dopterous.] An order of hexapod insects, or

true Insecta, with suctorial mouth-parts in the

form of a spiral antlia, four similarmembranous
wings completely covered with scales, a fused

prothorax, and perfect metamorphosis. These
beautiful insects are known as buttermes and moths,

the former being the Lepidoptera diuma, or Shopalocera,

and the latter the Lepidoptera noctuma, or Heteroeera, re-

spectively constituting the two suborders into which the

order is now nsually divided. In the adults the mouth
is completely hanstellate or antUate, the maxillse being
modified into a tubular sucking-proboscis, and the man-
dibles being rudimentary. The modified maxillse have a
pair of palps. The head Is loosely attached to the tho-

rax, and the long slender legs are very freely movable.

The fore pair are rudimentary in some bntterflies. The
body is h^ry ; the prothorax has a pair of tippets or pa-

tag&, and the mesothorax a pair of scales, tegnls^ or pa-

Lepidoptera.
I. Butterfly

—

Hipparckia gataihea, marbled white buttofly. 3.

Hawk-moth or spbmx

—

Macrogtosia. stetlatarum, hDmmiii(;-binl
hawk-moth. ^. Moth—A6raxas grossulana/a. taagpte-moib. 4.

Palpi and spiral moutll of butterfly. 5. Antennae

—

a. buttcffly's;

6, sphinx's ; c. moth's. 6. Portion of wing of cabbage-bntteifly, with
part of the scales removed. 7. Scales ofsame, magnified. >

raptera. The pupa is obtected. The larva, known as a
caterpUlar, is mandibnlate, having masticatory instead of
suctorial month-parts, and is provided with from 4 to 10
prolegs or prop-legs besides the 6 true 1^. The lip of the
larva bears a donble-orificed spinneret, a tubular organ
through which passes the silk of which the cocoon is fabri-

cated. CaterpOlars are almost invariably vegetable-feed-
ers, and often prove highly destructive. A few species

are known to be carnivorous. Upward of 50,000 species
are described. In the Linnean system, prior to 17^, the
Lepidoptera consisted of the two genera PapUio and Pfta-

loena. corresponding to the modem suborders RJuyoaioeera
and Heteroeera, or butterflies and moths ; later, in the same
system, of the genera PapUio, SpJdnx, and Phalaena, cor-

responding to the Lafcreillean Lepidoptera diuma, erepus-

cidaria, and noctuma. Later writera divided the order
mU)thefamiiieBPapiliomd€e,Sphi7i^d€e,^geriida,Zyg<B-
nid(e, Bombyddte, Noctuidoe, Geometridce, Pyrdtidoe, for-

triadoe, and Tineidae; and nearly all of these have been
further subdivided into other families.

lepidopteran (lep-i-dop'te-ran), a. and n. [As
lepidopter-ous -i- -an.] I." o. Same as lepidop-
terous.

n. n. Same as lepidopter.

lepidopterlst (lep-i-dop'te-rist), n. [< Lepidop-
tera + -ist.] One who is versed or engaged in

the scientific study of Lepidoptera.
lepidopterons (lep-i-dop'te-ms), a. [< NL.
lepidopterus, scaly-winged,"< Gr. Aen-tf (%eizi6-),

a scale, -I- irrtpdv, a wing.] In entom., having
scalywings ; specifically, pertainingto the Lepi-
doptera, or having their characters. Also Iqn-
dopteral, lepidopteran.

Lepidopns (le-pid'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. XcttI;

(?jeKtS-), a scale, -t-' iroi-f (jrofJ-) = E. foot.] 1.

In iohth., the typical genus of Leptdopodidte,
having scale-like appendages in the ^ace of

ventral fins, whence the name. L. argenteus,ot a
silvery color, is the true scabbard-fish, a species of widft
distribution in many seas.

2. A genus of crustaceans. Dana, 1847,



Mn ~ ^y
Skull of Mudflsh {Lefiutosiren annec-

tens), side views, the u^per in longitudinal
vertical section. (Cartilage dotted; mem-
branes and bones shaded m lines.)

j4, parieto-frontal bone ; j4s, alisphenold

;

jtu, auditory chamber ; S, superorbital

;

Sr, branchiostegal rays ; C, nasal : 77, pal-
ato-pterygoid ; £t vomerine teeth; £0,
exoccipital bone : Bth, ethmoid ; JJv, hy-
oid ; L, lacrymal ; Mn, mandible ; J^, na-
sal sac ; 0/, opercular plate ; Or, orbit ; PS,
cartilaginous presphenoidal region; ^tj,

vomer; a, quadrato-mandibular , articula-
tion; fA, notochord ; ;if^, parasphenoid; ^,
pharyngo-branchial ; //, y", VIU, exits of
optic, trigeminal, and vagus nerves ; X, z,

first and second vertebrae.

Lepidosauria

Lepidosauria (lep"i-d6-8ll,'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <
6r. Xemg Qemd-), a scale, + advpog, a lizard.] In
some systems, a subclass orsuborder of iJepiiZJa,
including reptiles with scales and plates, with
limbs or without, and with the anal cleft trans-
verse and the penis double. The group includes the
ophidians and lacertilians, but not the crocodillans nor
cnelonlans. Also called Plagiotremata and Sgna/mata.

lepidosaurian (lep"i-do-sa'ri-an), a. and n. I.
a. Pertaining to the Lepidosawia, or having
their characters.

II, n. One of the Lepidosauria.
Lepidosiren (lep"i-do-8i"ren), n. [NL., < Gr.

AeTTif (AetthS-), a
scale (see lepis),

+ Nil. Si/ren, a
genus of am-
phibians.] 1.
A genus of
dipnoan fishes,

typical of the
iaiVnWyLepidosi-
renidk and sub-
family Lepido-
siremncB, of an
elongate form,
as in the am-
phibian genus
;Sfre«,butwitha
scaly body, ror-
merly the Protopte-

. rus annectem of Af-
ricawas included in
this genus, and the
name lepidosiren is

still loosely applied
to that fish, though
it is more properly
restricted to the
South American
form for which the
genus was original-

ly instituted. L.
pwmdoxa is the South American mudfish, about 3 feet

long, found in the Amazon. AmpWricMhya is a synonym.

2. [J. C.J A member of this genus.
Lepidosirenidse (lep"i-ao-si-ren'i-de), ». pi.

[NL., < Lepidomen + idm.'] A family of dip-

noan fishes, typified by the genus Lepidosiren.
The body is eel-snaped; there are teeth in each jaw, a
pair of lateral molars with strong cusps supported by ver-

tical ridges and on the vomer a pair of conical ones ; the
dorsal and anal Uns are long and confluent with the cau-

dal; and the ventral and pectoral fins are almost reduced
to long filaments. It is a small group of two genera, the
South American Lep/idoeiren and the African Protx)pt£fnts.

AmphibietUhyidce and Siremdae, 2, are synonyms.

Lepidosirenidea (lep"i-do-si-re-nid'e-a), n. pi.

[NLy < Lepidosiren + -ddea. ] An order referred
by Melville to the amphibians : same as Sirenoi-

dea.

lepidosirenoid (lep^i-do-si'Te-noid), a. and n.

[< Lepidosiren + -oid.l
'

I, a. Pertaining to the
Lepiaosvremdos, or having their characters.

ll. n. A fish of the family Lepidosirenidce.

lepidosist (lep-i-do'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. leizig {%e-

nid-), a scale, + -osis.'\ In med., scaly disease:

applied to ichthyosis, psoriasis, and pityriasis.

Lepidosperma (lep"i-do-sp6r'ma), n. [NL. (La
BulardiSre, 1804), < Gr." JleTrt'f (lemd-), a scale, -1-

arrip/ia, seed.] A genus of sedges of the tribe

Ehynchosporeos, distinguished by having sub-

distiehous glumes and nard eroded seeds. There

are about 40 species, inhabiting Australia, New Zealand,

the Malay archipelago, and southern China. L. gladiatum,

the sword-sedge of the sea-coast of extratropioal Australia,

is an important plant (or binding sea-sand, and also yields

a paper-material said to be as good as esparto.

Lepidostei (lep-i-dos'te-i), n.pl. [NL., pi. of

Lepidosteus.'] Agroupdf ganoid fishes, founded
by Agassiz in 1833: same as Lepidoidei.

lepidosteid (lep-i-dos'te-id), n. A fish of the

family Lepidosteidce. Also lepidosteoid.

Lepidosteldss (lep"i-dos-te'i-ae), n.pl- [NL. ,

<

Le^idosteus + -idce.^ 1 . A family ofrhomboga-
noid fishes. They have lozenge-shaped scales, and fins

with fulcra. The dorsal and anal fins are placed far back,

close to the caudal. The abdominal part of the spinal col-

umn is longer than the caudal part. Opercular gills or

pseudobranchisB are present. The LepidoateidcB are char-

acteristic of the fresh waters of North America, and me
popularlyknown as garfishes, garpikes, bony pikes, and alh-

gaior-gairs. They are noteworthy for many anatomical

peculiarities, and as being the only living representatives

of a once large and widely diffused order of fishes. One
species has been reported from China.

2. In Huxley's and Zittel's systems, a suborder

or order of ganoid fishes, containing the above

family, then called Lepidosteini or Ginglymodi.

lepidosteoid (lep-i-dos'te-oid), a. and«. [NL.,

< Lepidosfeoidei^ I. a. Pertaining to the Lepi-

dosteidce, or having their characters.

II. n. Same as lepidosteid.

Lepidosteoidei(lep-i-dos-te-oi'de-i),«jPf. [NL-,

< Lepidosteus + Gr. eldof, form.] In Gunther's
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system, a suborder of ganoid fishes having
rhombic scales, generally fulorate fins, numer-
ous branchiostegals, and no gular plate. It em-
braces the Lepidosteidw and numerous extinct
forms.
Lepidosteus (lep-i-dos'te-us), n. [NL., < Gr. Ae-

mf (?iemd-)j a scale, -I- ocriov, a bone.] A genus
of fishes with rhomboid scales as hard as bone,
whence the name. The genus includes the North
American garpikes or bony pikes, as L. osseus, the com-
mon long-nosed, and L. platystomus, the short-nosed gar-
pike. The alligator-gar, L. trigtcechue, represents a section
of the genus called Atractosteus. The genus is typical of
the family Lepidosteidce. Originally spelled Lepisostem
(Lacipide, 1803).

lepidostrobUS (lep-i-dos'tro-bns), ».; pi. lepi-

dostroM (-bi) . [NL. , < Gr. Xktric (?iem6-), a scale,
+ cTpd/log, a twisting or whirling round: see
stroiile.'] The fruit-cone of plants of the ge-
nus Lepidodendron. it corresponds closely in struc-
ture with the fertile spike of the living Selaginella. The

Lepidostrobus macrolepidoitts.

(From Weiss's " Flora der Steinkoblen-
formation.")

Lepidostrobus' has-
tattts ; a, an entire
strobile; b, a single
scale.

spore-bearing leaves are attached to a central axis in a
crowded spiral arrangement, and their outer ends curve
over so as to form an imbricated, diagonally arranged pat-
tern, resembling that of the stem itself.

lepidote (lep'i-dot), a. [< Gr. Aemdfjrdf, scaly,

< Ismdoiv, make scaly, < 'kmiq (XeinS-), a scale

:

see lepis.'] In bot., covered with scurfy scales
or scaly spots; leprous.

lepidoted (lep'i-do-ted), a. [< lepidote + -ed^.]

Same as lepidote.

LepiduruS (lep-i-dii'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. Tieirig

(/lemd-), a scale, + oiipa, a tail.] A genus of

phyllopods of the family Apodidce
(or Apusidm), related to Apus, but
having a spatulate telson; the
spoontails. L. couesi is a species
abounding in pools in Montana,
Utah, and elsewhere.

Lepiopomus (lep"i-o-po'mus), «.

[NL., also Lepomus, prop.*£epj(Jo-

pomus; < Gi.Aemg (XemS-), a scale,

+ wajia, a lid, cover.] Same as
Lepomis.
lepis (le'pis), n.

;
pi. lepides (lep'i-

dez). [NL., < L. lepis, < Gr. /len-Zf,

a scale, rind, husk, flake, < ?iiireiv,

peel, strip. Cf. Lepas.] 1. A
scale, as that of a fish.— 2. In
bot., a thin flat membranous pro-
cess or scale, attached by its mid- ^t^^
die, and having a lacerated irregu-

lar margin, such as covers the foliage of the
oleaster.

Lepisma (le-pis'ma), n. [NL. (Linnssus, 1748),

< &r. Xkniaiia, that"which is peeled off, peel, <

AsTrifeiv, peel, husk, < T^vlg, a scale, husk: see

lepis.'] The tjrpical genus of Lepismatidw, hav-
ing three long and four short caudal filaments,

very long antennae, and the body flat and scaly.
Several species of these bristletails occur about houses In

warm or damp places, where they may be seen running
swiftly when disturbed. In their movements and general
habits they resemble cockroaches. L. saccharina is a
common household pest in Europe and America, in damp,
close rooms. L. dom£stica, the fishtail, is another house-
hold pest. L. quadnseriata is commonly observed on the
walls of out-houses. In the United States these insects

are commonly called^MaS, sUvertail, and sttverfish. They
are fond of the glazed figures in wall-paper, of photo-

graphs, the paste of book-bindings, etc., and also injure

silks and silk tapestries. They are most abundant where
it is a little damp.

Lepismatidffi (lep-is-mat'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lepisma(t-) + -idw.] A family of genuine thy-

sanurous insects of the suborder Cinura, having
long caudal stylets or filamentous appendages,
long filamentous antennse, well-developed jaws
and long palps, six legs, slender cylindrie or

flattened body coveredwithmetallio scales, and
ten-jointed abdomen; the bristletails proper.
They are found running swiftly about buUdings, under
stones, etc., and somewhat resemble cockroaches, though
not nearly related to these orthopterous insects. Lepimrn,
Lepismina, and MachUis are the representative genera.

Also LepimvUoe.

Lepistemon (lep-i-ste'mon), n. [NL. (C. L.

Blume, 1826), < Gr. AeTr/f, a scale, -I- ariiiiav, a sta-

lepra

men.] A genus of convolvulaceous plants ofthe
tribe Convohulece, (iistinguished from Ipomcea
by the dilatation of the base of the filaments
into small arched scales. There are 8 species, having
cordate three-lobed leaves and small yellowish flowers, all

twining herbs, natives of tropical Asia, Africa, and Aus-
tralia.

Lepistemoness (lep"is-te-m6'ne-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Miquel, 1856), < Lepistemon + -ece.] A tribe of

plants of the order Convoltmlacece, established
for the reception of the genus Lepistemon.
lepocyta (le-pos'i-ta), n. [NL.: see lepocyte.]

An infusorian witH" a cell-membrane : distin-

guished from gymnocyta,
lepocyte (lep'o-sit), n. [< NL. lepocyta, < Gr.
Mvog, a scale, husk, -f- rorof, a hollow, a cavity

:

see cyte.] A nucleated cell with a ceU-wall:
distinguished from gymnocyte.

Lepomis (le-po'mis), n. [NL. (Eafinesque,
1819), also Lepomus, emend. Lepimomvs (Jor-

dan. 1878), prop. *Lepidopoma; < Gr. ?,evtg (/If-

TTid-), a aaale, + tra/ia, a lid, cover.] A genus
of sunfishies of American fresh waters, having
the operculum ending behind in a convex black
flap, sometimes highly developed. Theybelongto
thetamUyCentrarchidoB, and are nearlyrelated tothe black-
bass. Upward of 20 species are described, some of them
among the commonest and mostfamiliar fishes of the United
states, often called bream, as the blue or copper-nosed, L.
pallidum. The common sunfish, sunny, or pumpkin-seed is

L. gibbosus, found from Maine to Florida and in the Great
Lake region. The red-spotted sunfish is L. humilis, found
from Kentucky to Kansas and Texas. Jj. evansUus of the
Great Lake region and thence to Mexico is the blue-spotted
sunfish or redeye. The two species in which the gill-flap

is most highly developed are i. aurttm and L. megaloUg,
both called long-eared ffunfish.

Leporidee (le-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lepiis

{Lepor-) + -id(e.] A family of mammals of the
order Bodentia or Glires and suborder Dwplid-
dentata; the hares. The Leporidce, together with the
iap'omj/ite, compose the suborder. The dental formula of
Leporidm is : 2 incisors above and 1 below in each half-jaw,

no canines, 3 premolars in each upper and 2 in each lower
half-jaw, and 8 molars above and below in each half-jaw

—

in all, 28. The milk-dentition is : i. j, pm. 4 = § x 2 = 18.

There are in the adult 2 pairs, and in the young 3 pairs, of
upper front teeth, the largest number found in this order.
The grinders are all alike rootless and mostly trilaminate

;

the skull is large, and noted for its many vacuities or fon-
tanelles among the bones ; clavicles are present, but rudi-
mentary ; the scapula has a metacromion ; the tibia and
fibula are united as in murine rodents ; the radius and
ulna are complete, but fixed ; and the spinal column is

remarkably long in
the lumbar region.
The hind limbs are
disproportionately
long, and the gait is

more or less salta-

torial. The hind as
well as the fore feet
are entirely fur-

ry, and the whole
length of the meta-
tarsus may be ap-
plied to the ground.
There are 6 digits

on the forefeet, 4on
the hind. The head is full and globose, with very long
ears, large eyes, and prominent, mobile, cleft upper lip

;

there are no cheek-pouches, and the inside of the mouth
is partly furry. The tail is short and habitually recurved.
The mjue organs are external ; the uterus is two-homed,
and the mammse are numerous—about 5 pairs. There ia

but one living genus, Lepus, but there are several extinct
genera, as Palceologus, PamHax, and Praotherium. See
hare^, rabbit.

leporide (lep'o-rid), n. [< L. lepus (lepor-), a
hare (see Lepus), + E. -ide^.] A variety of the
domesticated rabbit, supposed to be a hybrid
between the rabbit (Lepus cuniculus) and the
hare (i. timidus), and also known as the Belgian
hare.

Many of these animals were sold as leporides or hybrids,
produced by the union of the hare and rabbit ; but the
most careful experimenters have failed to produce any
such hybrid. Encye. Brit., XX. 193.

leporiform (lep'o-ri-f&rm), a. [< L. lepusQepor-),

a hare, -1- forma, form.] Shaped like a hare

;

resembling a leporide in form; lagomorphic.
leporine (lep'o-rin or -rin), a. [= OP. lepo-

rin, < L. leporinus, of a hare, < lepv^ Qepor-^, a
hare : see Lepus.] Pertaining to a hare ; hav-
ing the nature or qualities of the hare; lago-

morphic.
lepothrix (lep'6-thriks), n. [NL., < Gr. A^irof,

a scale, husk, 4- Bpi^, hair.] The condition of

a hair in which the scales of the cuticle are
loosened and partially detached. Such hairs

are found in the axilla.

lepped (lept). An obsolete or dialectal (Irish)

past participle of Zeopi. Spenser.

lepra (lep'ra), n. [L., < Gr. Mwpa, leprosy : see
leper'^,lepry.] 1. In ^atfeoZ., a chronic and al-

most uniformly incurable disease, caused by a
well-determined bacillus, Badllv^ leprwJi It is

characterized anatomically by the formation of nodules

Skull of Arctic Hare ij-eptts iintidus,
var, arcticus), from specimen in United
States National Museum, Washington.
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and diffuse masses of leprous tissue, distributed especially
to the skin and along the nerves, but occurring elsewhere.
Lepra begins slowly and haltingly with the ordinary signs i^^^««-, /i^^/^a ci^ «
of feeble health, and develops into one or the other of the leprOSy U^P rO-Si;, n.

prosiUes of metals were cured, they would become gold—
all these are but dreames. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 326.

two recognized types of the disease, or into a mixed form.
In one type, lepra cutanea or l^^ra tuberculosa, the skin
and mucous membranes are the principal places of deposit
of leprous tissue, and there is formation of nodules, indo-
lent ulcers, and cicatrices. The other form, lepra nervo-
rum or lepra ancestheiica, in which the nerves are prin-
cipally affected, is characterized by pains and anaesthesia
in various nerve-r^ions (the motor paralysis being re-

markably scantyX and by various dystrophies consequent
upon the nervous lesions, bullous eruptions, spots of pig-
mentary surplus or deficit, glossy skin, muscular atrophy,
and the loss of fingers and toes. Patients with lepra nervo-
rum seem to live longer than those with lepra cutanea.

typified by the genus LepUnus. They have the dor-

sal segmeote of the abdomen partlymembranouB^entral

____.._„. IFor^erlj^lsoleprosie; ^^^^'^^^^TJ^^^^^^i^^^i
< OP. leprosie, leprosy, < ML. leprosm (found distant at base.

only in sense of 'a hospital for lepers'), < MGr. leptinolite (lep-tin'6-lit), n. [< Gr. A«7rT(5f,thiiL

TiiTrpaatf, leprosy, < Gr. /UTrpovaBai, become lep- fine, small, + sufSx -tvog + ^og, a stone.] A
rous,< ;U7rpo, leprosy: see l^a, leper\ leprous.'] name given by Barrois to a roek produced \)j

Aname given to several different diseases. Ee- the metamorphie action of granite on the ad-

garding the leprosy ol the Jews nothing certain is known, ^acent schists, as seen in the French Pyrenees.
The term was probably applied to various cutaneous dis-

Tj^g-j-jjmg (lep-ti'nus), n. [NL. (MiiUer, 1817),
eases, especiaUy those of a chronic or contagious charac- -H^f,"^"" vfl", . -.^' >; . ^ lentonX 1 A
ter. The term is now commonly restricted to lepra cuta- < Gr. /£jrof thin, hue, smaU

.
see «^»^- J -f

nea, or elephantiasis Gnecormn. See lepra.Sla.ck. lep- genusofbeetles, formerly ofthe familyAitJJftlCto,

rosy, a form of lepra exhibiting dark, liTld patches.—Dry
leprosy. See l^pra.

Lepra is unknown among brutes. It is communicated lenrons (leB'rus). a. FAlso sometimes leperm(S;
from man to man, but seems usually to require extreme
intimacy of association. Lepra has been prevalent in al-

most all countries of the world. At present it is frequent
in many parts of Asia and Africa, and in some of the is-

lands of the Pacific and Indian oceans. In Europe it oc-
curs in Scandinavia, in Finland, in Iceland, and there is

some in Spain. It prevails in many parts of South Amer-
ica, Central America, and Mexico, and in a number of the
West Indian islands. In America north of Mexico there
are some points of prevalence in the southern part of the
IFnited States, some among the Chinese of the western
coast, and some among the Scandinavian immigrants of
the northwest. There are also some infected localities in
New Brunswick, in Cape Breton, and in Greenland. Le-
pra cutanea is also called lepra Ardbwm, dephantia^ or
eUphantiasU Qr<Bcorum, and leprosy. Lepra nervorum is

also called lepra nervosa, lepra muting, dry leprogy, joiTU-

euU, and nonrtvbercidoited lepra.

2. One of a class of scaly sMn-affections,mostly
psoriasis; lepra Grseeorum. [Obsolescent.]—
3. In bot., a scurfy or mealy matter on the sur-

face of some plants.

Lepralia (le-pra'li-a), n. [NL. (Johnston),< Gr.
AcTrpdc, scaly: see leper^.'\ 1. A notable ge-
nus of ehilostomatous polyzoans, of the family
Escharidw or Menibraniporidm, of irregularly
branched form with broad flattened divisions.

L. pertusa is an Adriatic species.—2. \l. c] A
species of Lepralia. P. P. Carpenter.

<'ME. leprous, < OF. leprous, lepras, lepreux =
F. leprewo = Sp. Pg. It. leproso, < LL. Uprosus,

^^^^^ ^^ _^^ ^ ^
leprous, having leprosy, < L. l^ra, leprosy: see

Lgp^jg (lep'tis), n
lepra, leper\ 1. The adj. is thus as if < leper^

;u^r(i<r, thin, fine,
1, + -tms.] 1. Infected with leprosy. - ' -.

Oure lorde hym comaunded to make a table, in the

name of that table at the whiche he was sette in the house

of Symond leprome. Merlin (&. E. T. 8.X L 69.

TTia hand was leprous as snow. Ex. iv. 6.

2t. Causing leprosy.

In the porches of my ears did pour
The lepertms distilment. Shak., Hamlet^ L 5. 64.

3. Covered with white scales, (a) in Sot, same
as leprose. (6) In entom., covered with large, loose, irreg-

ular whitish scales, as the elytra of certain Coleoptera.

now giving name to the Leptinidce. These minate

beetles live in the trunks of old trees, under fallen leaves,

and in decomposing vegetable matter. L. UOmxm is com-

mon to Europe and North America though specimens

from the latter continent have been described as distinct,

under ttie name L. aTnericamiS.

. [NL.(Fabrieiu8,1805),<Gr.
delicate: see leptonX.'] The

typical genus of £ep<i<feE. The species are of medium
size, with short, sparse hair, of a yellowish-red colormarked

with black or brown. The larve live in damp earth and in

the burrows of May-beetles. About 30 European and 17

North American species are described.

Leptocardia (lep-to-kar'di-a), «. pi. [NL-]

Same as Leptocardii.

leptocardiaJl (lep-to-kar'di-an), a. and n. [As

Leptocardii + -an.'\ I. a. Pertaining to the

Leptocardii, or having their characters.

n. n. A vertebrate of the class Leptocardii;

a laneelet, branchiostome, or amphioxus.

sisting of round cells, with some ftisiform or branched,

with scanty fibrillar intercellular substance, and well pro-

vided with blood-vessels. It forms nodules up to the size

of a walnut, and diffuse masses. It may persist without

change, it may ulcerate on violence, or it may atrophy,

leaving a scar. It is formed under the influence of Bar

cOivs leprx, and these bacilli are found in the tissue.

leprousness (lep'rus-nes), ». The state of be-

ing leprous.

lepralian (le-pra'li-an), a. f< Lepralia + -an.'] lepryt(lep'ri),«. [Also Zeprie,Zeprej/ < ME. fepr^.

Pertaining to the genus Lepralia, or having its leprie,< OF. l^prie, leprosy: see leper^.'] Leprosy,
characters.
leprarioid (le-pra'ri-oid), a. [< NL. Lepraria
(t Gr. T^irpa, leprosy) + -ind.] BesembUng cer-

tain crustaoeous lichens of a dust-like or lep-

rose character, formerly considered to compose ^epta n
a genus Lepraria.
leprechawn, leprecawn (lep're-kan), n. [Also
leprechaun, leprachawn, luprachaun, etc. ; ult.

< It. luchorpan, lucharban, lucharman, a pygmy
sprite (see def.), lit. 'a little body,' < lu, lit-

tle, smaU, + corpan, dim. of corp, < L. corpus,

body: see corpus, corpse. Of. Gael. lucharmunn,
a pygmy, a dwarf, given as < luch, a mouse,
+ armunn, a hero, chief, bat prob. a form of

the It. word. The present form of the Angli-

cized name comes rather < Ir. leithbhragan, an-

other name of the same fairy, appar. altered

from the earlier name by popular etymology,
as if < Uit, half, + brog, shoe, -1-

Leprous inflammation, inflammation caused by the ,-..,, .- ... /j--, „7 rMT / n-
presence of BaciUus leprae, and resulting in the forma- LeptOCardil (lep-to-kar dl-l), n.pl. L^L., <. Ur.

tlon of leprous tissue.—Leproustlssue, atiraue con- '/^t^toq, thin, fine, small, -I- KapOia = E. heart.]

The lowest group of true vertebrates; aelassor

other high £vision of Vertebrata, to which dif-

ferent values have been assigned by natural-

ists ; the lancelets. In the leptocardians the skele-

ton is notochordal, acrania], and membranocartilaginous;

they have no brain, no jaw^ contractile pulsating sinuses

instead of a hearti colorless blood, confluent respiratory

and abdominal cavities, and many branchial cleftstbrongb

which water enters to be expelled by an opening in front

of the vent In the older systems the group was consid-

ered an order of fishes ; by Johannes Miiller and others, a

subclass of fishes; now, it is generally rated as a separate

class of Vertebrata. Other names of the same grooj^ in

some of its acceptations, are CirroeUmd, Pharyngobratielm,

Aerama, Entomocrarda, Cephaloclurrda, and family Bran-
cMostomidte or Ampldoxidae. Only about six species are

known. Also Leptocardia. See cats under Brancldostoma
and lanceleL

sef'a-

Narrow,as
a skull ; having a narrow skull ; characterized

by or exhibiting leptoeephaly.—2. In ichth.,

retaining a long, narrow skull, as certain flat-

fishes whose skull does not undergo the special

modification characteristic of the pleuronec-

tids; leptoeephaloid.

He made the blynde to se & heled some of l^pry.

Joseph ofAnmatMe (E. E. T. S.), p. 38.

Their breath J3 contagious, their leprey spreading.
iV. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 18.

Plural of leptori^.

lr'^^^f"L2il -P^^a leptocephaUc (lep^'to-se-fal'ik or lep-to-iLeptadenia (lep-ta-
Brown, 1809), < Gr,

gland.] A genus of plants
piadew and tribe Ceropegiew, characterized by a
double crown and a rotate corolla with filiform

lobes. There are about 12 species, shmbs or climbers,
with filiform leaves and small fiowers, natives of tropical

Asia and Africa and Madagascar. Endllcher made this

genus the type of a further subdivision, Leptadenieoe.

Leptadenies (lep*tad-e-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Eidlicher, 1836), < Leptadenia + -ece.] A sub-
division of asolepiadaeeous plants, embracing
the genera Leptadenia and OrthantJtera, now
included in the tribe Ceropegiew.

this name b"e'i^ lecompaMed by the k™e^nd I^ptandra aep-tan'dra),%!: [NL (Nuttall,

iryTpends his time in mending a 1818), < Gr. At-roi thin, fine, slender, small,
that the fairy spends
single shoe (half a pair).] In Irish supersti-

tion, a pygmy sprite, supposed to grind meal,
make shoes, and do other services for persons
who treat him weU, and, if spellbound b^ a
fi[xed gaze, to give up an inexhaustible fairy

purse.

The Ghosts, Giants Pookas, Demons, Lepreeavms, Ban-
shees, Fairies, Witches Widows, Old Maids and Other
Marvels of ^e Emerald Isle.

+ avijp (avSp-), male (in mod. bot. stamen).] 1
A former genus of scrophulaiiaceous plants,

now reduced to a section of Veronica.—2. [I. c]
The rhizome and rootlets of Veronica {Leptan-
dra) Virginica. It is used as a cathartic.

leptandrin (lep-tan'drin), n. [< Leptandra +
-in^.] A bitter glucoside, crystallizing in nee-
dles, obtained tiotn Veronica (Leptandra) Vir-

ginica, and probably constituting the active leptoeephaloid (lep-to-sef'a-loid), a."and n. L

Indeed, there seems good reason to believe that many
young flat-fish neverundergo this change at all, bnt^ swim-
ming about freely in the open sea, assume that peculiarly

elongated and strange form known as the leptocephalic.

Pop. So.. Mo., XXIX. U4.

Leptocephalidae (lep'to-se-fal'i-de), n. pl.

[Nil., (. Leptocephalus + -idee.] 1. A supposed
family of fishes of ribbon-like form, with a

translucent body, a continuous vertical fin con-

sisting of the united dorsal, caudal, and anal

fins, a small head, and lateral branchial aper-

tures. They live in the sea, and are considered to be im-
mature fishes, mostly of the family Congridoe. Lepto-

eephalus morrissi is the larval or immature form of Conga'
mugaris. Also heptocephalini {Bonaparte, 1837).

2. The family otherwise called Congridte.

Amer. Aittiquarian, X., Index, principle of the drug leptandra.

lepreyt, lepriet, n. See lepry.

lepric (lep'rik), a. [< Gr. ImpiKdg, of or for lep-

rosy, < Mirpa, leprosy : see lepra, leper^.] Of or

pertaining to leprosy. Thomas, Med. Diet.

leprosarinm (lep-ro-sa'ri-um), n.; pL lepro-

saria (-a). [ML.: see leprosery.] A hospital

for the treatment of leprosy.

leprose (lep'ros), a. [< LL. leprosus, leprous:

see leprous.] la bot., scale-like or scnrf-like

Leptid^i (lep'ti-de), n. pl. [NL., < Leptis +
-idee.] A family of dipterous insects, typified

by the genus Leptis, founded by Westwood in
1840. They are related to the TdbamUB or horse-flies,

but the simple and not annulate third joint of the anten-
nae has a styliform bristle. With few exceptions, the spe-
cies are unable to draw blood. Theyareabont 200 in num-
ber, cosmopolitan, of moderate size, and rather sluggish

;

they sometimes prey on other insects. They are ^own
as snipe-JUes.

said of some erustaceous lichens whose thallus LeptidsB^ (lep'ti-de), to. pl. [NL., < Lepttis, 1,
+ -»d(E.] An old family of harvest-mites, based
mainly or wholly on immature forms.
Leptidea (lei>-tid'e-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ^eirrdg,

thin, fine, smaJL] i. A genus of butterflies,

now called XcMCopftawia. Billberg, 1820.— 2. A

a. Pertaining to the Leptocephalidee, or having
their characters.

n. n. A fish of the Leptocephalus kind, as a
larval conger.
Leptocephalus (lep-to-Bef'a-lns),K. [NL.,<Gr.
/Ira-rdf, thin, fine, small, + KC^'fJi, head.] 1. A
spurious genus of eel-like fishes, having a very
thin diaphanous body, formerly regarded as a

valid generic type and hence giving name to

the Lqptocep'haUdce, but now generally consid-

ered to be the larval form of a conger.—2.

\l. c] The larval or aborted stage of the con-
ger and allied fishes, when the body is much
compressed and hyaline and no generative or-

gans are developed.— 3. The genus otherwise
called Conger.

adheres to trees or stones Kke a scurf; lepi

dote.

leprosery (lep'ro-se-ri), n.; pl. leproseries (-liz).

[< OF. ieproserii, F. leproserie, < ML. leprosaria,

Zeprosarsum, a hospital for lepers, < LL. Zepro- ,.- -j t, , -• —- »-•
sus, leprous : see porous.] A hospital or home genus of cerambyeid beetles, having a few spe- leptocephalv (lep-to-sef'a-li), n. r< Gr. TueirrM,

for lepers. X F. JTet?. Jb«r., XL. 275.
~ j,™„ „* .„^ti,„-„ t^ _j ..— .*•. - •».....,.. . . i—

leprosied (lep'ro-sid), a. [< leprosy + -ecP.]

Affected with leprosy.

leprosity <le-pros'i-ti), n. [= OF. leprosite, <

ML. lepro8itait-)s, "leprousaess, < LL. leprosus,
. ., „ , . .,.

leprous: see leprous.] 1. The state of being leptimd (lep ti-md), n.

leprous; leprousness.— 2t. A scaly condition. Leptinidw.

For to say that Nature hath an intention to make all LeptlDldaB aep-tm 1-de), n.pl [NL., < L^ti-
metals gol4 and that, if the crudities, impurities, and U- nus + -MkB.] A family of clavicom beetles.

cies natives of southern Europe and western
Asia. Mulsant, 1829.

lepttfonn (lep'ti-f6rm), a. [< Gr. 'Xeirrdg, thin,
slender, -1- L. forma, shape.] Slender in shape

;

vermiform.
A beetle of the family

thin, fine, small, -1- iceipa/.f, head.] "Narrowness
of the skull ; the condition of having or the pos-

session of an extremely narrow skulL
Leptocerids (lep-to-ser'i-de), n. pl. [NL., <

Leptocerus + -id<B.] A family of caddis-flies or

trichopterous neuropterous insects, typified by
the genus Leptocerus, having long slun anten-
nae, whence the name. It was foanded by Stephens
in 1836. They have the palpi stron^y hairy, ordinarily
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ascending and with the last Joint long and simple, and the
wings pubescent and generally narrow. The larval cases
are tubular and free, and are found in both standing and
running water. These insects are found all over the
world ; about 60 species are European ; some exotic ones
are among the largest of their tribe.

Leptocerus (lep-tos'e-rus), n. [NL. (Leaoh,
1817), < Gr. Xeirrds, thin, fine, delicate, + Kipa^,
horn.] 1. The typical genus of Leptocericke,
having the neuration of the fore wings differ-
ent in the two sexes. The larvse are slender, and in-
habit free tubular oases. There are 16 European species,
and the genus is also represented in northern Asia and
America.

2. A genus of curculios, now called Naupactus.
Sehonherr, 1826.

leptodactyl, leptodactyle (lep-to-dak'til), a.
and n. [< NL. leptodaetylus, < MGr. lewTodd^
KTvk)^, with slender toes (or fingers), < Gr. /Ie-

TTTiJf, slender, + dd/cruAof, a finger or toe.] I,
a. Having small or slim toes. Also leptodac-
tylous.

II, n. A bird or other animal having slender
toes.

leptodactylous (lep-to-dak'ti-lus), a. [As lep-
todaetyt + -ous.'] Same as leptodactyl.

Leptodera (lep-tod'e-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. Ae-

KTdq, thin, fine, slender, + dtpoQ for dipiia, skin,
hide.] A genua of vinegar-eels of the family
AnguilluUdcB. L. oxyphila is the vinegar-eel formerly
called AnguiUvla, aceti. The same or a very similar spe-
cies found in sour paste is L. glutinis. The form is as
simple as possible, being cylindric and tapering, the mouth
a slight opening, and the length less than one twelfth of
an inch.

Leptodora (lep-tod'o-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. ;ie-

itt6(, thin, fine, slender, -f- Sopd, a skin, hide.]
The typical genus of Leptodoridce. L. hyalma
is an example. lAUjeborg, 1860.

Leptodoridse (lep-to-dor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Leptodora + 4dce.'] A family of daphniaceous
crustaceans, of the order Cladocera, represented
by the genus Leptodora. The form is very peculiar

;

there are six pairs of ambulatory feet ; the abdomen is very
long and segmented, and there are no respiratory organs.
There is a rudimentary shell in the female only. These
water-fleas grow to an inch in length, and occur in fresh
water in both America and Europe.

Leptogaster (lep-to-gas't6r), n. .[NL., < Gr.
TiCTTTds, thin, fine, slender, -I- yaarfip, stomach.]
1. A genus of robber-flies or Asilidce, founded
by Meigen in 1804, having the face very narrow
and the abdomen long and slender, whence the
name. There are about 12 European and near-
ly 20 North American species.— 2. A genus of

reduvioid heteropterous insects, containing one
Madagascar bug, L. flavipes. Signoret, 1860.

—

8. A genus of dragon-flies. Magen, 1861.

Leptoglossa (lep-to-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. /tEffrfif, thin, flne, slender, + y^aaa, the
tongue.] 1. A division of LacerUlia, including
lizards with slender cleft protrusile tongue:
same as Mssilinguia.— 2. In Cope's classifica-

tion, a suborder of lizards.

leptoglossal (lep-to-glos'al), a. [As Lepto-
glossa + -fil.l Having a slender tongue ; spe-

cifically, of or pertaining to the Leptoglossa.

leptoglossate (lep-to-glos'at), a. and n. [As
Leptoglossa + -afei.] I. a. Pertaining to the
Leptoglossa, or having their characters.

11, n. A lizard of the group Leptoglossa.

Leptoglossus (lep-to-glos'us), ». (JTL., < Gr.

TumrdQ, thin, fine, slender, 4- yliaaaa, the tongue.]

1 . An important genus of ooreoid bugs, having

Leptoglossus phyltopus, twice natural size.

the hind tibise usually expanded, erected by
Gu6rin in 1830. The species are subtropical. L.phyl-
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lopue Is common In the southern United States, where it

injures cotton-bolls and oranges.

2. A genus of Australian myzomeline birds.

Swainson, 1837. See Acanthorhynchus, 1.

Ieptogonidium(lep"t6-go-nid'i-um), n.; pi. lep-

togonidia {-&). [NL.,^Gr.AB7rT(if, thin, fine, slen-
der, -I- NL.'gromdJMJW.] Same as gonidimium.
Leptolepidse (lep-to-lep'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Leptolepis + -idce.'\ A family of extinct ami-
oid fishes, typified by the genus Leptolepis, with
the vertebree ossified, the tail homoceroal, the
scales cycloid, the fins without fulcra, the dor-
sal fin short, and teeth in bands mostly minute,
but some developed as canines in front. The
family flourished in Liassic and Oolitic epochs.
Leptolepis (lep-tol'e-pis), «. [NL., < Gr. Xs-

itt6i, thm, fine, small, + Ti^nig, a scale: see le-

jpis.] The typical genus of Leptolepidce, contain-
ing clupeiform fishes with small scales, whence
the name.
leptology (lep-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. lewroloyta,

minute description! also quibbling, < leirrdg,

fine, minute,+ -/lo)'i(2,< AE/Eiv, speak: eee-ology.^
In rhet., minute and detailed description.

leptome (lep'tom), n. [< Gr. yie-n-rdg, thin, fine,

slender.] Same as basP-, 2. PotonU.
Leptomedusse (lep"to-me-du'se), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Aejrnif, thin, delicate, + NL. Medusa;.'] In
Haeckel's classification of hydrozoans, the ea-
lyptoblastic hydromedusans, as the campanu-
larian and sertularian polyps, regarded as an
order of Medusa. See Calyptoblastea.

leptomedusan (lep"to-me-du'san), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to the Leptomedusw, or having
their characters; calyptoblastic, as a hydro-
medusan.

II. n. One of the Leptomedusce ; a calypto-
blastic hydromedusan.
leptomeninges (lep*to-me-nin'jez), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. AcTTT-iif , thin, fine, slender,+ iiijvty^ (/iT/viyy-),

a membrane: see meninx.^ In anat., the pia
mater and arachnoid.
leptomeningitis (lep-to-men-in-ji'tis), n. [< lep-

tomeninges + 4tis. C£ memngiUs.'i inpathol.,
inflammation of the pia mater and arachnoid.

Leptomeria (lep-to-me'ri-a), n. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1810), so called from the small delicate

flowers ; < Gr. ^enrSg, small, slender, + /lipog, a
part.] A genus of dicotyledonous apetalous
plants, of the natural order Santalaoece and tribe

Osyridece, with minute hermaphrodite flowers
crowded in terminal or lateral racemes or

spikes, and small drupes, sometimes with a
flashy exocarp. Fourteen species are known, all natives
of Australia, broom-like shrubs with angular or roundish
twig-like branches, mostly destitute of leaves except on
the young twigs. L. BiUardieri is a pretty shrub, six feet

high,with white flowers andgreenish-redberry-likedrupes,
the pulp of which is pleasant, acid, and slightly astringent

;

the di'upes are called native currants in New South Wales
and Victoria. Kemains of plants of this genus occur in
considerable abundance in nearly all the deposits of the
Tertiary age in Europe.

leptomorphic (lep-to-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr. Xe-

TTTiif, thin, fine, + i^opflj, form.] An epithet
proposed by Gumbel to designate those mineral
constituents of rooks which, although crystal-

line in structure, are not bounded by their own
proper crystalline faces. It is nearly the same
in meaning as the "allotriomorphie" of Bosen-
busch.
lepton^ (lep'ton), n.

;
pi. lepta (-ta). [< Gr. Ae-

nrdv, a small coin, prop. neut. {sulvd/iusjia, coin)

of /lETrr^f, thin, fine, slender, small, lit. peeled,

stripped, < TiMweiv, peel, strip. Of. L&pas, lepis.]

The smallest coin of modern Greece, equal to a
centime. One hundred lepta make a drachma.
Lepton^ (lep'ton), n. [NL., < Gr. Aetttijv, neut.

of /UTTTdf, fine, small, delicate.] The typical
genus of Leptonida. The shell resembles that of

Kellia, is often minutely punctured, and has divergent
teeth. There are many species. L. squamosum and L.
convexuTTi are British.

Leptonidse (lep-ton'i-de), n.pl. [< Lepton^ +
-id(s.'] A family of siphonate dimyarian bi-

valves, typified by the ge-
nus Lepton. They have the
mantle extensile beyond the
shell, and furnished with a row
of filaments (one of which is

enlarged and prolonged in
front); a single short siphon;
two branchlEe, complete and
separate ; foot thick, tapering,
and with a byssal groove ; and
equivalve subequilateralvalves,
gaping at the end, with an in-

ternal ligament and simple pallial impressions. There is

one cardinal tooth on each side of the cartilage-pit (some-

times on one side only) ; of the lateral teeth there are on
each side two or only one.

leptophloem (lep-to-flo'em), ». [< Gr. Ti^nrdg,

slender, + ^.phloem.'] A rudimentaryphloem:

Leptoptllus

applied by Vaizey to the phloem of the inner
tissue in the seta of some mosses. Compare
Iqitoxylem.

Leptophlceum (lep-to-fle'um), n. [NL. (Daw-
son, 1862), < Gr. XeiTTdi, thin, fine, delicate, +
(p?.oc6g, bark.] A lycopodiaceous fossil plant,
allied to Lepidodendron and found in the De-
vonian of Maine, New Brunswick, and the ad-
jacent region of northeastern America, and also
in beds of similar age in Australia. The stem is

covered with broad rhombic leaf-bases or -cushions, each
with a single small vascular scar a little above its center,
and above this a very slight furrow. This is a characteris-
tically Devonian genus.

Leptoplana (lep-toji'la-na), n. [NL., < Gr.
Xenrdg, deUeate, + tzaAvtiq, a wanderer, < nMvog,
wandering; see^towe*.] The typical genus of

X. Jremeltom is a Mediterranean
species.

Leptoplanidse (lep-to-plan'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,<
Leptoplana + ida.'] A family of digonoporous
dendroccelous turbellarians, typified by the ge-
nus Leptoplana. it contains marine planarians with
a flat, broad, and usually very delicate body without dis-
tinct cephalic region or tentacles, eyes more or less numer-
ous, mouth usually in advance of the middle of the body,
and the genital openings behind the mouth,

leptopod(lep'to-pod), a. [_AsLeptopod^a.'] Slen-
der-footed, as a member of the Leptopoda.
Leptopoda (lep-top'o-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
A£7rr<Sf, thin, fine, delicate, -I- noig (ttoc!-) = E.
foot. ] A group of rostriferous gastropods with

.

the foot compressed and adapted for leaping,
composed of the families Strornbidce and Phori-
doe. J. E. Gray, 1821.

Leptopodia (lep-to-po'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Xe-

7rriic,thin, slender, -I- itcAq (Trod-) = E./oot.] A

Lepton squamulostint,

f, foot : w, mantle : s. s

phon ; t, tentacular fili

ment.

Long-legged Spider-crab {^Leptopodia sagittaria

genus of spider-crabs, founded by Leach in
1814. They have a small triangular body with a long
acute rostrum, and extremely long, slender legs. Z. sagtt-
taria, whose body is less than an inch broad, has legs near-
ly a foot long.

leptopodian (lep-to-po'di-an), n. [< Leptopodia
+ -an.'] A crab of the family Leptopodiidce; a.

spider-crab or sea-spider.

Leptopodidse (lep-to-pod'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Leptopoda + -idee.] In entom., a family of He-
teroptera, represented by the genus Leptoptis.

Also Leptopidce.

Leptopodildse (lep"to-po-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Leptopodia + -idee.] A family of brachyu-
rous decapod crustaceans, named from the ge-
nus Leptopodia; the spider-crabs.

leptoprOSOpe (lep-to-pros'op), ». [< Gr. lewrdg,

thin, narrow, + irp'daijyirov, face: see Prosopis.]

Narrowness of the face ; the possession of or
condition of having a long, narrow-faced skull.

leptoprosopic (lep"to-pro-sop'ik), a. [< lepto-

prosope + -ic-] Having a long narrow face, as
a skulL
The mid-facial index . . . could be accurately deter-

mined in the three Yasinese skulls, in which it is very
constant and averages 54.2, making them dolichofacial, or
lept(^osopie. Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XVIII. 23.

Leptops (lep'tops), n. [NL.,< Gr. /lETrrdf, thin,

fine, narrow, + l>i), face, eye.] 1. A genus of
fishes, the mud-cats, of the family Siluridce and
subfamily Ictalurinee, with large fiattened head,
projecting lower jaw, and peculiar dentition.
L. olivaris is a large catfish living on muddy bottoms of
streams and lakes in the southern and western parts of
the United States. JRaftnesgue, 1820.

2. In entom., a genus of snout-beetles, of the
family Curculionidee, comprising many Austra-
lian species of large or medium size, whitish or
brown color, with narrow linear vertical eyes
and a distinct seutellum. Sehonherr, 1834.

Leptoptila (lep-top'ti-la), n. [NL., < Gr. AeTrrdr,

thm, fine, delicate,+ tttj/Iov, feather.] A genus
of American wood-pigeons, containing about
a dozen species, whose outer primaries are in-

cised, attenuate, and bistoury-like at the end;
the pin-win^ doves. The tarsi ai-e bare ; the tail has 12
feathers ; the lining of the wings is chestnut ; the neck is

iridescent; and there are no metallic spots. The genns
is also called EngyptUa. L. or E. olmifTons is found in
Texas and Mexico, L. jamaicensis in Jamaica.

Leptoptilus (lep-top'ti-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.
/isrrr3f , thin, fine, delicate, + nTi/Mv, feather.] A



Leptoptilus

genus of storks of Asia and Africa, of the fam-
ily CiconiidcB; the adjutants or marabous. Also
Leptoptilos. See out under a^utant-bird.
Leptopus (lep'to-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. ;U:7rTo?,

tmn.fine, delicate, + Troif= E./oo<.] hxzool.,
a name of various genera, (o) The typical genus ol
Leptopidce or Leptopoduite, founded by Latreille in 1809,
having the prothorax contracted into a neck, the antennss
very slender, and the upper surface of the body often
spinous. The species occur in France and Algeria. (6)
A genus of dipterous insects of the family Dolichopodidae.
Also called Xantlwchlorm. Holiday, 1867. (c) A genus
of scarabaeoid beetles. Dejean, 1833. (d) A genus of fishes.

Rafinmue, 1816. (e) A genus of crustaceans. Lmnarck,
1819. (/) A genus of birds. Fraser, 1844.

leptorrhine, leptorhine (lep'to-rin), a. [< Gr.
^jrriif,thiii, small, slender, +|5ic (A'"-), the nose.]
1. Having a small nose or slender snout: spe-
cifically applied to a fossil rhinoceros, Rhinoce-
ros leptorrMnus.— 2. Same as leptorrhinian.
The average nasal index is 46.8, which places them in

the leptorhine group (below 48.0).

Jaur. AnOerop. Imt., XVIII. 22.

leptorrhinian, leptorhinian (lep-to-rin'i-an),

a. [< leptorrhine + •ian.'\ Having' slender or
narrow nasal bones, as a skull.

leptorrhinic, leptorhinic (lep-to-rin'ik), a. [<
leptorrhine + -ic] Same as leptorrhinian.

Leptoscopidae (lep-to-skop'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Leptoscopus + -idd.'] A family of traehinoid
fishes represented by the genus Leptoscopus.
(a) In a restricted sense it includes only flsnes with an
elongated antrorsiform body, median lateral line, long
continuous dorsal and anal fins, and perfect ventrals with
one spinous and five soft rays

; (2>) in a wider sense it is

used for traehinoid fishes of the foregoing form with imper-
fect as well as with perfect ventral fins, and then divided
into two subfamilies, LeptoscopituB and Dactyloscopince.

Leptoscopus (lep-tos'ko-pus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Leptoscopits macropy^us,

Tieirrdg, thin, slender, -f- a/coKelv, view.] The typi-
cal genus ot Leptoscopidte. Gill, 1859.

Leptosomatidae (lep"t5-so-mat'i-de), n.pl.
[Nh.'] Same as Leptosomidm.

Leptosomidse (lep-to-som'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Leptosomiis + -idee.'] A peculiar Madagascar
family of piearian birds represented by the sin-

gle gejmsLeptosomus, related to the Coraciidce or
rollers. The feet are zygodactyl to some extent, but the
outer toe is not completely reversed. The pterylosis is

remarkable for the development of a pair of pygal powder-
down patches. The plumage is aftershafted, and the loral
plumules form a tuft over each side of the base of the
beak. The nostrils are median. The sexes are diverse.

Leptosomus (lep-to-s6'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
/ieiTTdi, thin, slender, + ffu/m^body.] 1. The
typical genus
of Leptosomi-
dce. L. discolor

is the kirumbo.
Vieillot, 1816.

AlsoLepiosoma.
Bonaparte,1849.
— 2. A genus
of euroulionids,

now called Bha-
dinosomus

.

Schonherr, 1826.

(lep'to-sperm),
n. A tree of
the genus Lep-
tospermum.
Leptospermeae
(lep - to - sper '-

me-e),' n. pi.

[NL. (A. P. de Candolle, 1828), < Lepfospermum
+ -ew.'\ Originally, a suborder, now reduced to

a tribe of plants of the order Myrtacece, based
on the genus Leptospermum, chiefly character-

ized by the locuUcidaUy dehiscent capsule. It

embraces 33 genera, among which are Eucalyp-
tus, Melaleuca, and Metrosideros.

Leptospermum (lep-to-sper'mum), n. [NL.
(G. Forster, 1776), < Gr. PUjrrrff, thin, slender, -1-

a-aepim, seed.] A genus of plants, the type of

the tribe Leptospermeoe of the order Myrtacece.
It is distinguished Iqr the generally alternate leaves, the
stamens not exceeding the corolla, and the numerous
ovules. There are about 25 species, shrubs or rarely

small trees, with small rigid one- to three-nerved leaves

and white flowers, natives of Australia, New Zealand, New
Caledonia, and the Indian archipelago. See tea-tree and
sandxtay,

leptosporangiate (lep'to-spo-ran'ji-at), a. [<

Gr. 7^ivr6Q, slender, + NL. sporam^um + -ate^.']

Kirumbo (J^ptosomus discolor).
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In 'hot., having sporangia formed from a single

epidermal cell, as in the true ferns and in the
Salviniacem and Marsileacece. Compare euspo-

rangiate.

Leptostraca (lep-tos'tra-ka), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. /Un-Tcif, thin, fine, small, + barpoKov, a shell.]

An order of Crustacea formed by Clans for the

reception of the genus Nehalia and related ex-

tinct forms.
LeptothriX (lep'to-thriks), n. [< Gr. T^Trrdg,

slender, + dp'i^, hair.] 1. A group of bacteria

originallyregarded as a genus, comprising those

having the form of an unbranched non-spiral

filament, consisting of cylindrical cells joined

end to end. L. tuaxdis, so called, lives on the mucous
membrane, and in the fur of the teeth, under some condi-

tions becoming parasitic on the teeth and causing decay.

2. [I. c] Ajij bacterium having this form.

leptoxylem (lep-to-zi'lem), n. [< Gr. Tieirrdc,

slender, + E. xylem.l In bat, a rudimentary
xylem.
Leptura (lep-tu'ra). n. [NL., < Gr. ^Trrdg,

thin, slender, + oCpd, the tail.] A large genus
of longicom beetles of the family Ceranibyeidce.
Some 75 species occur in North America north of Mexico.
L. canadmsis, about one half of an inch long, is brownish-
black with yellow on the antennse and red on the elytra.

Leptureae (lep-tii're-e), n. pl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1883), '< Lepturvs + -ecB.] A sub-
tribe of grasses founded on the genus Lepturus,
having one or two stiff empty glumes much
longer than the hyaline fiowering ones. It em-
braces four genera besides Lepturus, all natives
of the warmer parts of the Old World.

lepturid (lep'tu-rid), n. A member of the Lep-
turidcB.

Lepturidae (lep-ta'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Leptura
+ -idee.'] A family of longicom insects,typified

by the genus Lqptura. They have the head narrowed
to a neck behind the eyes, which are rounded and do not
envelop the base of the antennse ; the front coxse conical

;

and the stridulating plate on the mesonotnm divided by
a smooth portion or by a furrow. These insects occur on
flowers. Also written LepturadtB, LeptureUB, hepturida,
LepturUes.

Lepturinae (lep-tu-ri'ne), n.pl. [NL.,< Leptura
+ -incB.'] The lepturids rated as a subfamily of
CeramiycidcB.

Lepturus (lep-tu'rus), n. [NL. (E. Brown,
1810), < Gr. XeiTTSg, slender, + ovpd, tail (from
the slender spikes).] A genus of grasses of the
tribe Hordeece and type of the subtribe Lep-
turece, characterized by the one- to two-flowered
spikelet having one or two rigid outer glumes
inclosing the thin pointless flowering glumes.
There are about 6 species, natives of northern Europe and
Africa, temperate Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and the
islands of the Pacific. They are generally known as hard-
grass, and also as snake's-taU.

Leptus (lep'tus), n. [NL„ < Gr. T^ktoc, thin,

fine, delicate : see Leptorfi.'] 1 . A genericname
under which sis-legged larval forms of various
mites, chieflyof the family Trom bidiidcB,but also
of Tetranychidm, have been grouped. L. autumna-
lis, ayoung tetranychid, is the cause of a cutaneous disease
in man. i. OTnfiricaTmsisayoung trombidlid. &ee harvest-
tick. Latreille, 1806.

2. A genus of beetles of the family Cucujidce

:

same as Sylvanus. Duftschmidt, 1825.

Lepus (le'pus), n. [NL., < L. lepus {lepor-), a
hare. Cf. Gr. (.^olic) Tiewopis, (Italic) XelSTipig,

a hare.] 1. The representative and only ex-
tant genus of LeporidcB. There are about 30 species,
of most parts of the world except Australia. South Amer-
ica has but one, the tapeti, L, brasHieTisis. India and
Africa have several, and North America the largest num-
ber. L. timidus is the common hare of Europe. L. eu-
niculv^ is the common rabbit, the original of the domestic
varieties. The polar hare, white in winter, is L. timidus,
var. aretieus. Several other species also turn white. L.
amencanus is thecommon varying hare of North America.
i. campestris is the northern prairie-hare. L. caUotts and
L. ealifomieus are two large southern hares of the same
continent. L. aquaticus is the swamp-hare of the southern
TTnited States. L.
palu^ris is the
marsh-hare. The
common wood-rab-
bit or moUy cotton-
tail of the United •

States is L. sylvati-

Gug, of which there
'

are several varie-

ties in the West.
See cuts under cot-

torOaU, hare, and
jadc-rablrU.

2. An ancient
southern con-
stellation, situ-

ated south of

Orion and east

of Canis Major.
Its brightest star,

of 2.7 magnitude, is in a line trom the middle star of Ori-
on's belt through the sword of Orion.

The Constellation Lepus.

lerry

Lepyridaet (le-pir'i-de), n. pl. [NL., < Lepyruc

+ idee.'] a" family of coleopterous insects,

named from the genus L^rus. Kirhy, 1837.

Lepyrus (lep'i-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. 'MwvpSg, in a

rind or shell, neut. Mirvpdv, a rind, shell, < Miro^,

a scale, rind: see lepis.i A genus of -weevils or

Gurculionidw, having the rostrum subangulate

and carinate below, and the legs rounded, not

sinuate. They are rather large yellowish or grayish

beetles, living upon various trees. The species are numer-
ous, and belong to the northern portions of both hemi-

spheres. L. colon is an ashy-gray species, about one third

of an inch long, found in Europe and British America,

especi^ly upon willows.

leret. An obsolete form of lear\ Uer\ leerS.

Lernaea (16r-ne'a), n. [NI-.,-with ref. to the Ler-

n£Ban hydra, < L'. Lerncm, fern, of Lernceus: see

Zerncean. ] The typical genus of Lernwidce, for-

merly regarded as belonging to the group of

nematoid intestinal worms. The male of L.

branchiaUs is 2 or 3 millimeters long, the female

twice as large. Also Lernea.

Lemaean, Lernean (16r-ne'an), a. and m. [<

L. Lernceus, < Gr. Aepvalog, Lemsean, < Aepva,

Kiptiij, > L. Lerna, Lerne, a locality in Argolis.]

L a. 1. Pertaining to the marshy district and
the lake and fountain called Lerna, in the re-

gion of Argolis in Greece, or to the ancient

sacred grove in this district.

Opened the eye of his conscience to the hundred-headed
injustice in the temcean Marsh of Modem Society.

Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons on Seligion.

2. [I. c] Same as lerrueoid.—jjemxa3a. hydra, in

Or. myth., a monstrous nine-headed serpent inhabiting

the Lemsean marsh, killed by Hercules. See hydra, 1, and
Hercides.

II. n. AvaembeT ot the LerncEidce OT Lernceoi-

dea.

Lernaeidae (16r-ne'i-de), n. pl. [NL., < Lerncea

+ .idcB.'i A family of degraded parasitic crus-

taceans (fish-lice), of the order Siphonostoma, or

riving name to a different order, LerncBOideq,.

The females of these fish-lice resemble worms rather than
crustaceans. The body is unsegmented ; there are pro-

cesses upon the head ; the mouth-parts are piercing, with
a suctorial tube ; and there are four pairs of small swim-
ming-feet. They are found on the eyes, mouth, gills, and
skin, and sometimes in the flesh of fishes. l%e small

males are parasitic upon the females, and resemble crus-

taceans more than do the females. There are several
genera, as Lemaea, Lemaeocera, Lemceonema, PenMa,
Hamohaphes, etc. Also Lemoeadm.

lernaeiform, lemeiform (Ifer-ne'i-fdrm), a.

[< NL. Lerncea + L. forma, form.] Having the
form or characters of the Lernceoidea ; resem-
bling crustaceans^of the genus Lerncea.
Lernaeodea (16r-ne-od'e-a), n. pl. Same as Ler-
nceoidea.

lernaeoid, lemeoid (ler-ne'oid), a. [< NL. Ler-
ncea + Gr. elSog, form.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Lernwoidea. Also lerncmn.

Lemaeoidea (ler-ne-oi'de-a), n. pl. [NL., < Ler-
naia + Gr. eiSog, form.]' 'Aii order of Epizoa,
containing those most degraded parasitic crus-
taceans whose bodies are worm-like and whose
limbs are rudimentary, as in the fan^es Chon-
dracanthidcBjLernceidce, and. Lernceopodidw. The
limbs,when present, are simple inarticulate processes, ser-

ving only to fix the parasite on its host. The thorax is in-

articulate and the abdomen nsuaUy rudimentary. These
flsh-lice, especially the females, exhibit the extreme of
degradation and distortion of form. Also Lenweodea.

Lemaeopoda (ler-n&-op'6-da), n. [NL., < Ler-
ncm + Gr. Koic (irod-) = fe. foot.] The typical
genus of Lernceopodidce.

lemaeopodian (ler-ne-o-po'di-an), n. [< Ler-
nceopoda + -ian.] A ifish-louse of the genus
LerncBopoda, or some similar species.
Lemaeopodidae (16r-ne-o-pod'i-de),w.pZ. [NL.,
< Lernwopoda + -idee.] ' A family of degraded
parasitic crustaceans, of the order Siphonosto-
ma or Lernceoidea. The body consists of head and
thorax with rudimentary abdomen, and there are no swim-
ming-feet. The mouth-parts consist of mandibulate and
suctorial parts, the maxillipeds attaining some size and
serving in the female for attachment. The dwarfed males
have clasplng-feet, but no swimming-feet ITiere are sev-
eral genera of these grotesque flsh-lice, as Lemceopoda,
Achtherea, AnehoreUa, BrachUUa, etc.

Lernea, Lernean, etc. See Lerncea, etc.
lerot (le'rot), n. [< P. Urot, dim. of loir, < L.
glis (glir-), a dormouse : see GUs.] The gar-
den-dormouse, Myoxus or Eliomys nitela, one
of the larger dormice of southern Europe, about
6 inches long.

lerp (16rp), n. [Australian.] Amaimasaidtobe
a secretion from an insect, found on the leaves
of Eucalyptus dumosa when very small.
lemick (ler'uk), n. A dialectal form of lome-
rock, for larV^-. [Orkney Isles.]

lerryt, n. [Appar. a var. of lear^, n.] Learn-
ing; lesson. MiMleton, Blurt, Master-Consta-
ble, iii. 3.



Lerva

Lerva (16r'va), n. [NL. (Hodgson, 1837, as
Lerwa; Blyth, 1849, as Lerva), from a native
name.] A genus of gallinaceous birds of the
family Tetraonidw; the snow-partridges. L. nivi-

Himalayan Snow-partridge ^Lerva nivicota).

eda, the only species, ranges along the Himalayas into
Tibet and China, at an altitude of from 7,000 to 14,000 feet,

breeding near the snow-line. The plumage is variegated
with chestnut-red, buff, blacl^, and gray ; the male is spur-
red, and weighs about 20 ounces, ^ee enow-partridge. Also
called Tetraoperdix.

les^t, o,^- An obsolete form of less.

les^t. -A. Middle English preterit of leese'^.

Lesbia (les'bi-a), n. [NL., so called with ref-

erence to their brilliant metalUe color; < L.
lesbias or lesbia, a precious stone found in Les-
bos: see Lesbian.'] 1. A genus of Carabidce
founded by Latreille in 1804. As now restricted,

the genus enters the tribe Lesbtini of the subfamily Hot-
ptUince uniBetoBce, and is characterized by having short
tibial spurs, distinct antennal scrobes, the ilrst three joints
of the antennee glabrous, and the head constricted behind
the eyes. A greatmany species of rather small size occur in
all parts of the globe, but they are especially numerous in
the tropical and subtropical parts of the I^ew World. Host
of them are either of brilliant metallic color or beauti-

fully variegated with bright contrasting colors. They are
usually met with during the daytime on trees and low
plants.

2. A genus of humming-birds, or TrodhiUdm,
with long forked tail, containing such species

as L. symiia or L. gouldi.

Lesbian fles'bi-anX a. andm. [< L. Lesbius, < Gr.

Kka^ioQ, i. Kia^oQ, > L. Lesbos, Lesbos.] I, a. Of or

pertaining to the island of Lesbos in the .S)gean

sea, which belonged in ancient times, together
with the adjoining part of the coast of Asia
Minor, tothe district called iEolis, and was the

home of afamous school of lyric poets, including
AICBBUS, Sappho, and others. Prom the reputed char-

acter of the inhabitants and the tone of their poetry, Les-

bian is often used with tlie implied sense of ' amatory' or

'erotic.'—Lesbian csrma. Seecyma, l.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Lesbos.

lesche (les'ke), n. [< Gr. Uaxn, a place for con-

versation, a public portico, club-room, etc., also

. conversation, discussion, < liyeiv, speak: see

legend.] In Gr. antiq., a building or covered
portico frequented by the people for conversa-

tion or the hearing of news. Such edifices were
numerous in Greek cities, and their walls were often dec-

orated with historical and patriotic subjects by celebrated

painters, as notably at Delphi.

Lescuropteris (les-kfl-rop'te-ris), ». [NL.,

named after Leo Lesqwereux, a Swiss-Ameri-
can paleobotanist.] A genus of fossil ferns

established by Schimper (1869), which is relat-

ed to Odontopteris by the mode of attachment
of the lateral veins, and to Newropteris by their

direction, but differs from all the forms of the

Carboniferous by its peculiar nervation. It

OGCurs in the coal-measures of Ohio and Penn-
sylvania.

lese^t. A Middle English form of lease'-, etc.,

and leese^.

lese^f, V. t. [MB. lesen, < AS. lysam, lesan, Msan,

loose, release, < Uds, loose: see loose, -less.] To
loose; deliver; release.

lese-majesty (lez'maj'es-ti), n. [< P. Use^a-
jesU,< ML. uesamajestas, high treason: L. IcBsa,

fern, of IcBSus, pp. of Icedere, hurt (see lesion)

;

majestas, majesty: see majesty.] _
In jurispru-

dence, any crime committed against the sov-

ereign power in a state ; treason. The Latin eri-

men Iceaoe majestatis denoted a charge brought against a

citizen for acts of rebellion, usurpation of ofBce, or gen-

eral misdemeanors of a political character, which were

comprehended under the title of oitenses agamst the ma-

jesty of the Roman people. In the reign of Tiberius, ac-

cording to Suetonius, it was lese-majesty to flog a slave or

to change one's clothes in the presence of any image of the

emperor. It also was lese-majesty to take into a latnne

a ring or a piece of money bearing the effigy of Cajsar.

Also spelled leze-majesty. .

lesion (le'zhon), n. [< P. Usion = Sp. leston =
Pg. lesSo = It. lesione, < L. lcBSio(n-), an mjuy,

< Uedere, pp. Icesus, hurt. Of. collide, elide, %lMe,

aUision, collision, elision, ilUsion.] 1. A hurting;

hurt; wound; injury.— 2. In dvil law, the loss
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or injury sufEered in a commutative contract by
the party who does not receive an equivalent
for what he gives. When the inequality amounts to
more than one half of the value of what the party gives, it

is called in French law lision d'outre rtuniU dujuate prix, in
Spanish law lesion innrme, and, if very much more, lesion
inormisima. When the inequality amounts to from one
third to one quarter of the value of what the party gives,
it is called in French law lision du tiers a/u quart.

8. lapathol., any morbid change in the struc-

ture of organs. The term is not restricted to visible
anatomical changes, but may be applied to such as are re-

vealed solely by a disturbance of function.

When it [peritonitis] arises from a wound, it is probably
not the simple injury to the peritoneum that causes the
lesion. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 1131.

FocalleBlon. See/ocnJ.

lesk, lisk (lesk, Usk), n. [< ME. les'ke, < Dan.
Tyslce= Sw. Ijums'ke = MD. Uesche, flank.] The
groin or flank. [Prov. Eng.]
The laste was a lltylle mane that laide was be-nethe,
His leskes laye alle lene and latheliche to schewe.

Marte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3280.

Leskea (les'ke-a), ».' [NL. (Johann Hedwig,
1782), named after N. G. Les'ke (1757-86).] A
f:enus of mosses, the type of the tribe Leskeem.
t is marked by the narrowlylanceolate teeth of the outer

peristome, the narrow and linear segments of the inner, the
absence of cilia, and the oblong capsule, which is erect or
somewhat arcuate. L. sericea, sometimes called golden
rmss, is very common in England, forming silky yellowish-
green patches on ash-trees.

Leskeeee (les-ke'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (W. P. Schim-
per, 1860),< LesJc'ea + -ece.] A tribe of pleuro-
oarpous JBryaoece or true mosses, embracing
Zes&eaif its type, and a few other genera.

Leskia (les'ki-a), n. [NL. (Eobineau-Desvoidy,
1830), named alter N. G. Leske.] 1 . A genus of

dipterous insects of the family TacJiinidce. They
are rather large bristly flies of dark-yellowish or -greenish
color, conflned to Europe and Asia. The larvse are internal
parasites of other insects. L. OMrea of Europe infests the
larvSB of moths of the genus Sesia, and L. eericariaot Japan
aflects the silkworm of commerce with the disease known
as ufi. The latter species has been placed in a genus Uji-

myta. See wji.

2. A genus of spatangoid sea-urchins having
the mouth closed by triangular converging
plates, as inX.mira6iKs. J. E. G-ray, 1S51. Also
called Palceostoma.

Leskiidse (les-ki'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Leskia
+ -idw.] A family of spatangoid sea-urchins
named from the genus Leskia. Also Leskiadw.

Leskiinee (les-M-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Leskia +
-*»«.] A subfamily of irregular sea-urchins,

of the family Spatangidm.
Lesleya (les'le-ya), n. [NL., named after J. P.
Lesley.] A genu's of fossil ferns established by
Lesquereux (1880). it is related to Newopteris by
some of its characters, and to Megalopteris by others. It
differs from GlossopteHs in that its venation is dichotomous
and not reticulate. Two species have been described, one
from the base of the Chester limestone in Illinois, the other
from the bituminous coal of Kansas.

Leslie's cube. See cube.

Lespedeza (les-pf-de'za), n. [NL. (A.Miohaux,
1803), named after D. £espedez,t'h.6 Spanish gov-
ernor of Florida in the time of Miohaux.] A
genus of leguminous plants of the tribe Sedy-
sarecB, distinguished by the generally one-seed-
ed and one-jointed pod and the pinnately tri-

foliate leaves without stipules. See hoopkoop-
plant, and Japan clover (under Japan).

less^ (les), a. compar. [< ME. lesse, lasse, < AS.
laissa (= OPries. lessa), less, smaller, for *lwsra,

compar. (with superl. Icesast, Icesest, Icest, > E.
leasP-, q. v.), from a positive prob. appearing
in a deriv. form in Goth, lasiws, weak (see lass^,

lazy), but associated in meaning with the unre-
lated lytel, little, small: see little. Of. less^, adv.

Hence lesf^, unless, less^.] 1 . Not so much or

so lar^e ; of smaller quantity, amount, bulk, or

capacity; inferior in dimensions, extent, or du-
ration: as, less honor or reward; less profit or

possessions; Zess time; tos distance ; tess scope
or range ; the reward is less than he deserves ; a
man of less courage or ability; an article of less

weight or value.

Itis like a grain of mustard-seed,which . . . is {ess than
aU the seeds that be in the earth. Mark iv. 31.

Thou . . . wouldat . . . teach me how
To name the bigger light, and how the less,

That burn by day and night.
Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 336.

Or less be lost.

More glory will be won.
MUton, P. L., iv. 854.

The sea having lost to the north, and also to the west,

on the side of the antient causeway to the island, is the

reason why the eastern port [of Pharos] at present is the

less. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 3.

Even so late as less than half a century ago this region

was still . . . most attractive. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, i.

2. Not so great, considerable, or important; of

smaller scope or consequence; lower in the

scale: as, St. James the Less; his honors are
' less than his deserts.

But he that is lesse in the kyngdoni of heavenes is more
than he. Wydif, Mat. xi. 11.

Whan thise [tidings] were told to lasse & to more.
Wmiam of Paleme (B. B. T. S.), 1. 4768.

Look for no less [punishment] than death.
Shak., W. T., iii. 2. 92.

What power shall stand in that frightful time when re-

hellion hath become a less evil than endurance?
Macaulay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

Great tracts of wilderness,
Wlierein the beast was ever more and more.
But man was less and less, till Arthur came.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

=S3m. SmoMer.Less, Fewer. SmaKej- is rather more exact
than less, but is used freely of persons and of things both
concrete and abstract : as, a smaller man, soul, size. Less is

notused of persons : as, less trouble, happiness, size, degree

;

less of an evil. With reference to size and number, the
proper words are smaller and fewer. "This apple is less

than that," "There were less people there than I expect-
ed," are inelegant and erroneous, although similar expres-
sions are often used both in speech and in writing. While
the latter,however,is inexcusable, the former may be used
sparingly without offense in certain collocations, especial-
ly in poetry. The allusion to the mustard-seed in Mark
iv. 31 appears to be the only example in the Bible of the
use of less in the sense of ' smaller in size.' In Shakspere's
plays the word occurs more than two hundred times, and
in Milton's poems more than a hundred ; in the former it

is used only four or flve times and in the latter three times
in the sense of 'smaller in size,' and never in that of
'fewer.'

The razor's edge invisible.

Cutting a sm^ler hair than may be seen.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 258.

Of harmes two the lesse is for to cheese.
Chaucer, Troilus, IL 470.

If we are mark'd to die, we are enow
To do our country loss ; and if to live.

Thefewer men the greater share of honour.
Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 3. 22.

less^ (les), adv. compar. [< M!E. lesse, les, las, <

AS. l(es (= OS. les), compar. adv., associated
with Icessa, adj.: see less^, a.] In a smaller or
lower degree; to an inferior extent, amount,
etc.; in a decreased or abated way or manner:
as, ?ess prudent ; ?es« carefully executed; to ex-

aggerate less; to think less of a person.

Sche changyd hyr colour lesse and more.
The Horn of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 24).

His guide now led the way into another valley, where
he would be less exposed to danger.

Irving, Granada, p. 96.

My life I value less

Than yonder fool his gaudy dress.

Whittier, Mogg Hegone, i.

lessM (les), V. [< ME. lessen, lessen, < lesse, less

:

see less, a. Cf. lessen.] I. trans. To make less;

lessen.

If we thus do . . . we shal . . . with this cumfortfinde
our hartes lighted, and therby the griefe of our tribula-

tion lessed.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1673X fol. 68.

II, imtrans. To become less ; lessen.

The day is gon, the moneth passid.

Hire love encreseth and his laxseth.

Oower. (HaUivieU.)

Lessen gan his hope and ek his myght.
Chmuxr, Troilus, v. 1438.

less^t (les), conj. [An aphetic form of unless.]

Unless. B. Jonson.

And the mute Silence hist along,
'Less Philomel will deign a song.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 56.

-less. [< ME. -les, -leas, < AS. -leds = OS. -16s

= OPries. -las = D. -los = MLG. LG. -las =
OHG. MHG. -los, G. -los = leel. -lams = Dan.
Sw. -los = Goth, -laws, a suffix meaning ' free

from, without,' orig. an independent word,
AS. leds, etc., free, loose, governing the geni-

tive, as in dredma leds, without joys, but be-
coming a mere suffix, as in endeleds, without
end, endless, scamleds, without shame, shame-
less. See leased, loose, a.] A common English
suffix forming, from nouns, adjectives meaning
'without' (lacking, wanting, void of, destitute

of) the thing or quality denoted by the noun : as.

cft«MZess, without a child; /at/iertes, without a
father; endless, without end; hopeless, without
hope : leafless, without leaves ; shameless, with-
out shame; so motherless, penniless, faithless,

godless, graceless, lawless, witless, remediless,

tasteless, etc. it is applicable to any noun of which ab-

sence or destitution may be asserted. It is opposed to

-fid, and is usually equivalent to the negative un-^ prefixed

to an adjective in -ful, -yl, -ing^, or -ed^, as unhop^ul, un-
witty, unending, unmatched, etc., equivalent w hopeless,

uriUess, endles8,matchless, etc. It is in some cases attached
to a verb, or to a word rare as a noun while common as

a verb, as in ceaxdess, doless, fadeless, relenUess, repenttess,

shunless, etc.

lessee (le-se'), n. [< OP. Iess4, pp. of lesser, let,

lease, P. laisser, let, leave: see lease'^, v.] The



lessee

person to whom a lease is granted; a tenant
taking an estate by lease.

One [personage] is tlie letsee of the fishery, whose good
will is of special impoitance.

B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 340.

lesseeship (le-se'ship), n. [< lessee + -sfetp.]

The condition or state of being a lessee.

lesselt, n. Same as lefesel. Bailey.

lessen (les'n), v. [< less^ + -enX. Cf. less\ v."]

1. intrans. 1. To become less ; contract in bnlk,
quantity, number, or amount ; decrease; dimin-
ish; shrink.

Naught was 'twixt the sea and hJTn at last^

Except a lessening belt of yellow sand.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, n. 1Y8.

2. To come to appear less from increase of dis-
tance.
In mounting np in antiqnl^, like hawks, they did not

only lessen, but fly out of sigh^ even heyond the ken and
cognizance of any record. Puller, Worthies, xvl

A nisthng as of wings in flight,

An upward gleam of lessening white.
So passed the vision, sound and sight.

WfatHer, The Watchers.

H. trans. 1. To make less; diminish; re-
duce in number, size, degree, or quality.

Wickedness is 1^ being acknowledged lessened, and doth
grow by being hid.

Quoted in S.odkei's Eccles. Polity, vl 4.

Well, we shall then know more ; and Buckingham
Shall lessen this big look. ShaJc., Hen. Yin., L 1. 119.

2. To degrade; reduce in dignity; depreciate;
disparage.
The making of new Lords lessens all the rest.

Sdden, lable-Talk, p. 69.

St. Panl chose to magnify his ofiice when ill men con-
spired to lessen it. Bp. Atterbtay.

3. To cause to appear less from increase of
distance ; specifically, va.falconry, to soar above
or beyond.

Our two sorrows
Work, like two eager hawks, who shall get highest;
How shall I lessen thine? for mine, I fear.

Is easier known than cnr'd.

Beau, and Fl., King and Ko Kln^ Iv, 1.

lessening (les'ning), n. [Verbal n. of lessen,

c] 1. The act or process of TnaViTig or becom-
ing less. Specifically—2. In falconry, a soar-

ing flight.

A flight of madness, like a falcon's lessening, makes
them the more gaz'd at. Collier, Eng. Sts^e, p. 73.

lesser (les'te), a. [< less^ + -er^. This is the
compar. less\ with the reg. compar. -er^ su-
perfluously annexed.] Less; smaller; minor.

God made . . . the lesser light to mle the night.
Gen. L 16.

This is some monster of the istowith four legs. ... 111
pull thee by the lesser legs. Shak., Tempest, iL 2. 108.

{Lesser is not so common as less, but it is almost always
nsed after the deflnite article, and in antithesis to greaUr,
as well as in certain speciflc uses, as in lesser AimenisL]
—Lesser appogglatara, In muxie, the short appoggia-
tnra Lesser barblton. Same as iit&.—Leaser IMony-
sla, Elenslida, excoirnnnnleatloii, George, etc. See
the nouns.—Lesser line, the lesser of two lines whose
squares are incommensurable, and the sum of whose
squares is rational, while the rectangle is medial—Less-
er litany. See Ztta?^.—Lesser siztli, third, etc., in
music, a minor sixth, third, etc.

lessert (les'6r), adv. [< lesser, o.] 1. In a
smaller degree ; less.

Some say he's mad ; others that lesser hate him
Do caU it valiant fnry. Shak., Macbeth, v. 2. 13.

2. To less purpose.
I was an ear-witness

When this young man spoke lesser than he acted.

And had the soldier's voice to help him ont.

Beau, and Fl., 'La.wi of Candy, iL 1.

lesses (les'ez), n.pl. [< ME. lesses, < OP. (F.)

laissies, dung, lit. loavings, < laisse, pp. of laisser,

leave: see leased, v. <.] lii Jiunting, the ordure
or excrement of the boar, wolf, or bear.

And 3if men speke and aske hym of the fumes^ he shal

clepe fumes of an hert croteynge, of a bokke and of the
roo-bukke, of the wUde boor, and of blake beestys, and of

wolfes, he shal clepe it JesssK. MS. Bodl.,f>ia. (HdCUwea.)

lessness (les'nes), n. The quality or condition
of being less; diminution; abatement; infe-

riority; insignificance; meanness. [Bare.]

In the original it hath no such relation to lessness or
greatness of person.

Sir T. Wyatt, To the King, Feb. 3, 1540.

lesson (les'n), n. [< ME. lessoun, lessun, leseun,

< OF. legon, F. legon = Sp. leccion = Pg. lec^So

= It. lezione, < L. lectio(n-), a reading, < legere,

pp. lectus, read : see legend. Cf. lection, a doublet
of lesson.'] 1. A reading; a part of a book or
writing read (originally aloud) at one time for
information or instruction.

Of the worth! wedding was bi-fore graunted
Bi-twene the meyde MelioTB & the prince of Grece

;

Kow listenes, lef lordes. this lessvun thus i ginne.
WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 1929.
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Specifically— 2. A portion of Scriptnre or

other sacred writing appointed tobe readduring
divine service. Lessons were used in the very early

days of the Christian Chnrch, being taken at first from the
Old Testament, but to these were soon added selections

from the New Testament, and later from the homUies of

the fathers and from the Acts of Martyrs and Saints. In
the Anglican Church the first lesson at morning or evening

prayer is taken from the Old Testament (with inclusion

of the books called the Apocrypha), and the second lesson

from the New Testament. Those of the Eoman Catholic
Chnrch include also lessons from the Acts of Martyrs and
Saints, read on their memorial days. Also called lection.

3. Something to be learned at one time ; _
a task

assigned for study and recitation; a division

of a text-book, or a particular portion of know-
ledge of any Mnd, constituting a single exercise

for a pupil.

When baith bent doun ower a braid page^

Wl' ae bulk on oar knee.
Thy lips were on thy lesson, but
My lesson was in thee.

Motherwell, Jeanie Morrison.

One lesson from one book we leam'd.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Izxix.

4. Instruction conveyed to a pupil at a set

time : as, to give lessons in drawing or music.

"Tom, you needn't go ; I'm sure you wont be called up
at first lesson." Tom felt that hewould risk being fioored

at everyfefflonfortherest of his natural school-life, sooner
than go ; so sat down.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, iL 6.

5. Something learned, or that may be learned;
a special piece of knowledge gained or im-
parted; an inculcation serving for guidance or
for warning. *

I lemed amonge Lumbardes and lewes a lessoun.

To wey pens [pence] with a peys, and pare the heuyest.
Piers Plowman (B), iL 242.

Be not jealons over the wife of thy bosom, and teach
her not an evil lesson against thysell Eccles. iz. 1.

O learn to love ; the lesson is but plain.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 407.

The historian of true genius will choose for the employ-
ment of his genius scenes from history thatmayreadgood
and noble lessons to the world that reads him.

StuSbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 99.

6. Severe admonition; reproof; rebuke.
She would give her a lesson for walldng so late.

Sir P. Sidney.

lesson (les'n), V. t. [< lesson, «.] To give a les-

son or lessons to ; teach; instruct; prompt.
Could you not have told him

Asyonwere lemm'if.' /SAoi., Cor., IL 3. 185.

Spenser ... on this occasionhurt the pride of Leicester,
too haughty or too mortified to be lessoned by his faTniliai*

dependimt. I. Digraeli, Amen, of Lit., n. 1^.

The boy is lessoned in good behaviour from his earliest
years. Nineteenth Century, YY 45.

Lessonia (le-s6'ni-a), n. [NL., named after E.
P. Lesson, a French naturalist.] 1 . A genus of
South American muscisaxieollne flycatchers,
of the family Tyrannidce. L. nigra and L. orcas
compose the genus. Swainson, 1831.—2. A ge-
nus of ccElenterates. Eydowc and Souleyet,1848.—3. A genus of seaweeds belonging to the La-
minariacecE,oloselya,UiedtoMacroeystis andJfe-
reocystis. Sory de Saint-Vincent, ISW.
lessor (les'or), n. [< OP. lessor, < lesser, lease

:

see leased, v, i."] 05ie who grants a lease ; the
person who lets to a tenant.
lessowt, n. and v. A variant of leasow.
lestl (lest), conj. [Early mod. E. also least; <
ME. leste, les the, < AS. thy Ices the, the less
that: thy, instr. of that, the, that; Iws, adv.,
less; <7je, conj., that : see the^, less^, that.'} For
fearthat; that . . . not; so that . . . not: as,
he fled lest (or for fear that) he should be kill-
ed; take heed lest you fall (that you fall not).

I rede thee hence remove.
Least thou the price of my displeasure prove.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., Pebmaiy.
Te shall not eat of It, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye

die. Gen. iiL a
lest^t, lest^t, etc. A Middle English form of
lasH, leasts, listX, list?, and lust.

Lestes Oes'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. Xyarfig (Ionic
Tjliariig, Doric /xusHiq), a robber, < hii^eadcu, carry
off as booty, < /Jiig, eqniv. to Ionic '/sla, Atiiri,

booty, plunder. Ct. Leistes.'] A genus of beau-
tiful dragon-flies, of the family Agrionida, es-
tablished by Leach in 1817. They have a large
oblong pterostigma, two antecubital transverse venules,
broken fourth apical sector, simple postcostal space, and
forcipated appendages in the male. L. eurina is blue
green, and violet.

*

Lestodon (les'to-don), n. [NL., < Gr. A^trr^f,
a robber, + hdov^ (bSovr-) = E. tooth.'] A ge-
nus of large extinct sloths, related to Mylodon.
Gervais, 18.5.5.

Lestomis (les-t6r'nis), n. pvL., < Gr. '/.^ar^c
a robber, + dpm, a bird.] A genus of large

let

odontomithio birds from the Oetaeeous of

Kansas, related to Sesperomis. The type is

X. orassipes. Marsh, 1876.

LestridJnaB (les-tri-di'ne), n. ^l. [Nil., < Lestris

(^Lestrid-)+ ma.'] A subfamily of Xortdw, typi-

fied by the genus Lestris; the jagers or skuas.
The bill is epignathons, as in Larinee, but its covering is

discontinuous, the upiwr mandible being saddled with a
kind of cere beneath which the lateral nostrHs open.
The tail is nearly square, with the central rectrices long-

exserted. 13ie cieca are long, the sternum is single-

notched, and the pterylosis is iiecnliar In some respects.

The leading genus is Le^ris, from which Stercoranus or
Megalestris is now often separated. The species are few,

chiefly inhabiting sea-coasts and large inland waters of

the northern hemisphere. They are rapacious and vora-

cious birds, which attack and harass others^ especially

gulls and terns, tomake them disgorge or defecate in cfriet

to feed upon the droppings. The snbfamQy is also callei

StercorariiTwe.

Lestris (les'tris), n. [NL. (Uliger, 1811), < Gr.

^yarpif, piratioal,< Ajtrr^f, a robber: see Lestes.]

The typical genus of Lestridmm, either held to

be conterminous with the subfamily or restrict-

ed to the smaller species like L. pomatorhinus
and X. parasiticus.

leti (let), V. ;
pret. and pp. let, jrpr. letting. [< ME.

leten, laten (pret. let, leet, Uet,_ pp. leten,_ laten,

ileten), < AS. Uetan, ONorth. teto_(pret. 'let, Udt,

le6rt, pi. leton, pp. loeten) = OS. Idtan = OFries.

leta= D. laten= MLG. LG. laten= OHG. Idzan,

idzzan, MHG. lazzen, G. lassen = Icel. lata = •

Dan. lade = Sw. Idta= Goth, letam, let ; a redu-

plicating verb, as shown in the earliest forms
of thepret. (AS. le6rt,Goih. lailot); prob.akinto
tofei, and the related L. lassus, weary, faint,

orig. *ladtus, in form a pp. from the root *lail:

see tofei. Let^ is thus ult. related to let^jj^hich

is a causalverb from late^.] I. trans. 1. To per-

mit or allow (to be or to do), either actively or

passively
;
grant or afford liberty (to) : followed

by an infinitive without to: as, to let one do as

he pleases ; to let slip an opportunity.

Pharaoh said, I will let you go. Ex. vilL 2&

The queen did let no man come in . . . but myself.
Esth. V. 12.

Who lets so fair a house fall to decay?
Shak., Sonnets, xiiL

My Shakespeare's curse on clown and knave
Who will not fet his ashes rest 1

Teimyson, To , after reading a Life and Letters.

One that manures his ground well, but 2et8 himselfe lie

fallow and vntal'd.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmogiaphle, A Plaine Conntiy Pellow.

2. Hence also much used as a kind of impera-
tive auxiliary, with following infinitive, to form
imperative&st and third persons : as, 2ethim be
accursed (literally, allow hiTn to be accursed);
Ze^ them retire at once; letvayray; Zetmebe
listened to when I speak.

Dedications and panegyrics are frequently ridicnloos,
let them be addressed where they wiU.

Stede, Tatler, No. 92.

Now late vs leue all this as for a space.
Generydes(fi. E. T. B.), L 568.

And God said. Let there be light : and there was light
6en.L3.

Follow me ; and lei the dead bury their dead.
Mat. vliL22.

Don't let us ascribe his faults to his phnoeophy.
Goldsmith, G<x>d-natnred Man, L

3. To furnish with leave or ability by direct
action or agency; enable, cause, or ms&e to do
or to be: followed by an infinitive without to

(except in the passive), or by a definitive adjec-
tive or adverb (with ellipsis of go, come, or
get before the adverb) : as, I will let you know
my decision ; fe< me understand your claim ; to
let a person in (come in or enter) ; to let & man
out of prison.

In thatmenetyme Alexander sent alettreHUe Olympai^
his moder, and tUle his mayster Arestotle, latand thame
wltte of the batelles and the dyasese that thay suffred.

MS. Uncoln, A. L 17, t 46. (HaOiuxa.)

There's a letter for you, sir, . . . if your name be Hora-
tio, as I am Jet to know it is. Sliai., Hamlet, iv. 6. IL

4rt. To leave ; allow to remain or abide ; suffer
to continue or proceed.
And in that lawe thei leyue and leten hit for the beste.

Piers Plowman (C), xvIlL 299.

That heart only which is ready to do, or let undone, all

things for his neighbour's sake, is a pleasant thing in the
sight of God.
Tyndate, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 164.

But 2et me to my fortune and the caskets.
Sliak., M. of v., iiL 2. 39.

5t. To leave the care or control of ; commit or
intrust; resign; relinquish; leave.
So high doctrines I lete to divines.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Tf thou can stede welle ryde,
Wyth me thou schalt be lete.

MS. Cantab. Ff. iL 38, t 92. iHaOiweU.)



let

Christ had power to let his lile and to take it again.
TyndtUe, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parlcer Soc, 1860), p. 238.

But to her mother Nature all her care she lette.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 16.

6. To leave or transfer the use of for a con-
sideration; put to rent or hire; farm; lease:
often with out: as, to let a house to a tenant;
to let out boats or carriages for hire.

Making great spoyle, and letting them out to faime to
anch as would' giue most tor them.

Stao, William Kufus, an. 1088.

They have told their money, and let out
Their cola upon large interest.

Sliak., T. of A., iiL B. 107.

This house is to be let for life or years;
Her rent is sorrow, and her income tears.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 10, Epig,

7t. To cause: with an infinitive, without to,

in a quasi-passive use (the original subject of
the infinitive being omitted) : as, to let make
(cause to be made)^ to let call (cause to be
called). It is sometimes joined with do, with-
out change of meaning.

The whiche toune the queene Simyramus
Xieet dichen al about and walles make
Ful hye. ChoMcer, Good Women, 1. 709.

The juge answerde "Of this in his absence
I may not geve diffynytyve sentence

;

Lot do hym calle, and I wol gladly heere."
Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, L 178.

Faste by is Kyng Heroudes Hows, that leet slee the In-
nocentes. MandevUle, Travels, p. 89.

Than thei lete crie and enquere yef the man that hadde
brought the lettere were yet in the town.

Merlin (E. B. T. S.), ii. 290.

8t. To allow or hold to be ; regard; esteem.
Lo ! he that leet hymselven so konnynge.
And scorned hem that loves peynes dryen,
Was ful unwar that Love hadde his dwellynge
Withlnne the subtile stremes of hir eyen.

Chancer, Troilus, i. 302.

Let alone (imperative), to say nothing of ; not to men-
tion ; leaving out of question.

He told me that I should meet two men whom I am cu-
rious to see— Lord Plunket and the Marquess wellesley

:

let alone the Chancellor, who is not a novelty to me.
MacaiUay, in Trevelyan, 1. 118.

I wouldn't turn out a badger to you, let alone a man.
Lavirence, Guy Livingstone, xvli.

Let be (imperative), (a) Cease ; leave off. Also formerly
labbe. [Archaic]

'
had your tongue, ye lady fair.

Lot a' your folly be.

The Earl of Mar's DamgUe/r (Child's Ballads, 1. 172).

Let bee therefore my vengeaunce to disswade,
And read where I that faytour false may find.

Spenser, F. Q., in. ii. IS.

The rest said. Let be, let us see whether Ellas will come
to save him. Mat. xxvii. 49.

Forgive me,
I waste my heart in signs : let be.

Tennyson, Princess, vii.

(6) Leave alone ; do not trouble or meddle with.

Fteire lordes, lete be the Queue, and go youre wey qujrte,

flor I can yow good thanke for that ye haue of hir pite,

and gramercy for that cnrtesie.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. B91.

Let her rip, let it run its course, or do its best or worst.
[Slang, TJ. S.)

"Lordy massy," ses he, " ef she don't do nothin' more 'n

take a walk 'long-side on him now an' then, why, I say, let

'errijj—sarveshim right." H. B.Stowe, Oldtown, p. 607.

Let me or us see, or let's see, let me or us consider or
reflect.—Let seet. Same as let me (or us) see.

" Now let se," quod Merlin, " what ye will do, for now is

ther oon lesse." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 3B7.

Quod the world to the child, "how many foolde
Hast thou brougt richesse ? now late se :

Thou schuldist dele for hunger and coolde
But y lente meete & clothe to thee."

Bymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 58.

To be let blOOdt. See blood.—to let abe. See aie.—
To let alone, to leave to himself or itself ; leave undis-
turbed; avoid.

Ephraim is joined to idols : let him alone. Hos. iv. 17.

To let blood. See 6Zoo(i.—To let down, (a) To allow to
descend; lower; give down: as, tofetdojOTsaropeoralad-
der.

He cairyeth with him a long ohayne, which hee letieth

downe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 79.

The steps of a fine belozenged carriage were let down
with a bang. Thackeray, Newcomes, xliv.

There's ne'er sich a cow i't'Eiding, if she'll only behave
hersel". She's a bonny lass, she is ; let down her milk,

there's a pretty

!

Jlfrs. Oaekell, Sylvia's Lovers, xv.

(6) To bring down ; cause to be depressed or lowered.

Every outlet by which he [Shaftesbury] can creep out of

his present position is one which lets him down into a

still lower and fouler depth of Infamy.
MacoMlay, Sir William Temple.

(c) In niietal-worMng, to lower the temper of, as a tool or

spring of steel which has been made flint-hard. The tem-

§er is reduced by heating, the attainment of the required

egree of hardness being indicated by the color.— To let

drive. See drive.—To let falL (a) To drop; allow or

cause to drop, droop, or hang down : as, to letfall a boat s

oars (into the water, preparatory to rowing).

3419
And therewith the Duke lete /all the ryng in to the see,

the processe and the cerymonyes wherof war to long to
wryte. TorHngtm, Diarie of Bug. Travell, p. 12.

The goose let fall a golden egg. Tennyson, The Goose.

(&) To allow to escape one, as an expression ; utter care-
lessly or incidentally.

Least of all would Mrs. D. have willingly let fall a hint
of the aerial castle building which she had the good taste
to be ashamed of. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, ix.

To let fly. See flyl, v. i.—To let go. (a) To loosen the
hold upon; cease holding; cast loose: often (colloquially)
followed by of: as, to let go a hawser; let go o/ my hand.
Also, colloquially, leave go. (6) To pass by or disregard.

But to let go the name, and come to the very nature of
that thing which is thereby signified.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 2.

To let go amain. See amain^.—To let in. (a) To ad-
mit ; allow to enter. (&) To take in ; cheat ; swmdle ; in-
volve in something undesirable: as, he let me in for ten
dollars. [Slang.]

The farmer . . . persists in trying to convince himself
that he was let in when he made himself liable for the
tithes. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 262.

To let into, to admit to knowledge of; trust with.

As we rode side by side through the town, I was let into
the characters of all the principal Inhabitants whom we
met in our way. Addison, The Tory Foxhunter.

Lady Teazle has lately suspected my views on Maria;
but she must by no means be let into that secret.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

To let light oft, to make light of ; despise.

Whane the gouernaunce goth thus with tho the hous gie
shulde,

And letUh lyghte of the lawe and lesse of the peple,
And herkeneth all to honour and to ese eke.

Richard the Eedeless, iii. 28i.

To let loose, to set free ; release from restraint.

Thy master has let loose the boy I look'd for.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 3.

To let Off. (a) To allow to go ; excuse from service, task,

or penalty : as, to let o/" a servant or a rogue. (6) To dis-

charge with an explosion, as a flre-cracker.

I cannot bear people to keep their minds bottled up for
the sake of 2€££in^ them 0/with a pop.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxix.

To let one's self loose, to launch out unreservedly

;

indulge in unrestrained speech or conduct. [CoUoq.]—
To let out. (a) To allow to pass out, as a prisoner.

And [he] seide than to the porter, "Lete oute, for it is

tyme;" and the porter seide thei sholde not oute of the
yates till the kynge hadde comaunded.

Merlin (B. E. T. S.), il. 206.

(&) To allow to escape, as a confined fluid or a secret.

A spere thoru myn herte gan boore,
& leete out the derworthiest oile thateuere was.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

(c) To extend by lessening a seam or a tuck, as a garment
or a sail, (d) To make narrower, as a seam ; remove wholly
or in part, as a tuck.— To let Slide, (a) To leave out
of consideration ; pay no attention to. [Slang.]

Let the woTli slide: sessal 5Aas%.,T.of theS.,Ind.,i.6.

(6) To allow to slip away or escape ; suffer to be lost.

[Slang.]

If California was going to cost the Union so much, it

would be better to let Csdifomia slide.

Quoted in Bartlett's Americanisms.

To let Slip, to allow to escape ; lose sight of.

The Duke of Newcastle, who never let slip an opportu-
nity of being absurd, took it up as a ministerial point, in
defence of his creature the Chancellor.

Walpole, Letters, II. 42.

To let the cat out of the bag. See caji.- To let well
(or well enough) alone, to refrain from trying to Improve
that which is already tolerable ; leave matters as they are.

=&ni. 6. Hent, Lease, etc. See Airel.

n. intrans. 1. To permit or allow something
to be done, occur, etc.: in certain colloquial
phrases. See below.— 2. To be rented or
leased: as, this house lets for so much a year.
—To let in, to leak ; allow something to enter, as water.
—To let on. (a) To allow (a matter) to be known ; be-
tray one's knowledge : followed by a clause with that, or
used, by ellipsis, absolutely : as, if he asks yon, do not let

on that you were there. [Colloq.]

A weel-stockit mailen, himsel' for the laird.

And marriage aff-hand, were his proffers

;

I never loot on that I kenn'd it, or car'd.
But thought I might ha'e waUr offers.

Bums, Last May a Braw Wooer.

I saw the signal, for as quick as she was, but I never let

on I saw it. C. Reade, Love me Little, xiv.

(V) To pretend ; feign ; aSect : as, let on that you did not
hear. [Local.]—To let out. (ft) To speak out; make some-
thing known. [Colloq.]

You bile the pot, and when I have had a smoke, I'll let

out, but not afore. Western Scenes.

(6) To strike out. [Colloq.]

At length, in a sort of frenzy, he took off his coat and be-

gan letting out at everybody around him, no matter whe-
ther his victims were on his side of the question or not.

Lester Wallack, Memories, p. 101.

(e) To be dismissed or concluded: as, school lets out at

three. [Rural, U. S.]

Tom whispered to Barbara that he would go and see if

the horse was all right, and would meet her at the door of

the Mount Zion tent when meeting should let out.

E. Eggleston, The Graysons, x.

letgame
To let up, to cease; intermit; hold up; pause; rest: as,

the rain is beginning to let up; will that scold never let up ?

[Colloq., U. S.] Also used imperatively.

The man lets up on his watchfulness.
Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XII. ii. 5.

letl (let), n. [< ?e«i, «.] A letting for hire or
rent. [CoUoq., Eng.]

Till this coach-house . .•. gets a better Zef,we live here
cheap. Dickens, The Chimes, ii.

Iet2 (let), V. [< ME. letten, < AS. lettan (pret.

lettede), make late, hinder (= OS. letUan =
OFries. letta = D. letten = MLG. letten = OHa.
lezjan, leszan, lezzen, IVIHG. lessen, letzen, hinder
(cf . G. ver-letzen, hurt, injure), = leel. letja, hin-
der, = Goth, latjan, tarry), < leet, late, slow:
see late\ Cf. let^.j I. trans. To delay; re-

tard; hinder; prevent; stop. [Obsolete or ar-
chaic]

Bycause of his siknesse.
Which letted him to doon his bisynesse.

Chaveer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 660.

The Duchesse Dowager was absolute in the lands of her
dowrie, and hee could not let her to dispose of her own.

Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 129.

By heaven. 111 make a ghost of him that letg me 1

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 86.

Sir King, mine ancient wound is hardly whole,
And leta me from the saddle.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Il.t intrans. 1. To delay; hesitate; waver;
be slow.
"I may no lenger lette," quod he, and lyarde he pryked,
And went away as wynde, and there-with I awaked.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 349.

Ther was a proud & very profane yonge man, . . . and
[he] did not let to tell them that he hoped to help to cast
halfe of them over board before they came to their jurneys
end. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 76.

2. To forbear; cease; leave off.

Ne truly for my dettie I shal not lete

To ben her trewest servauiit and her knyght.
Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 186.

When Collatine unwisely did not let

To praise the clear unmatched red and white.
Shak,, Lucreoe, 1. 10.

3. To be a hindrance ; stand in the way.
He who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the

way.- 2 Thes. iL 7.

let^ (let), n. [< let^, ».] A retarding ; hindrance

;

obstacle; impediment; delay: now currently
used only in the tautological phrase "without
let or hindrance."

Whereto when as my presence he did spy
To be a let, he bad me by and by
For to alight. Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 17.

It had been done ere this, had I been consul;
We had had no stop, no let.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 3.

The conference with theseWitches is one of the greatest
letts to the proceeding of the Gospell amongst them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 883.

-let. [< ME. -let,< OF. -let, m., -lette, t, prop.
-el-et, being dim. -eZ -f dim. -et. See examples.]
A diminutive suffix, as in bracelet, hamlet, rivu-

let, etc., and other words from or based upon
the French, it is also used as a purely English forma-
tive, as in armlet, Idnglet, notelet, ringlet, etc., being often
merely humorous. In eyelet and some other words the
termination -let is not original.

let-alone (let'a-lon'), a. and n. I. a. Passive

;

inactive: as, a let-alone policy; the let-alone

treatment in medicine.
II. n. Forbearance. [Rare.]

The let-alone lies not in your good will.

Shak., Lear, v. 3. 79.

letchi (lech), V. t. [Also leach (and latch: see
latch^) ; < ME. *lecchen, < AS. leeean (= OHG.
leken, lechen, MHG. leclcen), wet, moisten: see
leak, «.] Same as leach^.

letcn^ (lech), n. [< letch'^, «.] Same as leaclfi.

letch^ (lech), n. [Var. of leach"^, lache^, ult. of
lalce^, q. v.] An almost stagnant ditch. [Prov.
Eng.]
letcn^ (lech), n. [< *letch, lech, ».] Strong de-
sire; an itching; a crotchet. [Rare or prov.
Eng.]

Then will the Earl take pity on his thralls.

And pardon us our letch for liberty.

Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I. , ii. 6.

Some people have a letch for unmasking impostors, and
for avenging the wrongs of others. De Quincey.

letchert, letcheryt, n. Obsolete forms of lecher,

lechery.

letchy (lech'i), a. [< letch^ + -^i.] Same as

letet. Same as lait^, let\ and lethe^.

letent. An old past participle of let^. Chaucer.
letgamet, ». lME.,<let^,v., + ohj.game^.^ A
spoil-sport; a hinderer of pleasure.

Dredeles it clere was in the wynde
Of every pie, and every lette-gams.

Chaucer, Troilus, ill. B27.



lethal

lethal (le'thal), a. [= Sp. letal = Pg. lethal =
It. letale, < L. letalis, improp. written lethalis,

mortal, deadly, < letum, death, improp. writ-
ten lethum, as associated with Gr. mjBt), forget-
fulness : see letlte^, Lethe^.'] Pertainiiig to or
capable of causing death; deadly; fatal.

Thou wrapp'st his [man's] eyes in mists, then boldly lays
Thy Lethal gins before thy ctystal gates.

Qttarles, Emblems, iL 3.

All persons who . . . are found in possession of . . .

any lethal weapon.
Lindiay Act (1882), quoted in B,ibton-Tumer's Vagrants

[and Vagrancy, p. 365.

StarratiOQ carried off allwhom the lethal climate spared.
Nineteenth CerUmy, XXI. 825.

lethalityt (le-thal'i-ti), n. [< F. UthaliU = It.

UtalitH; as lethal f^ty.'\ The quality of being
lethal; deadliness.

The certain punishment being preferable to the doubt-
ful lethality of the fetish. Atkins, Voyage to Guinea, p. 101.

letharget, «. An obsolete form of lethargy'^.

lethargia (If-thar'ji-a), n. [LL., < Gr. Irfiapyia,

lethargy : see lethargy^. ] In veg.pathol., a slug-
gish condition of buds or seeds which still pos-
sess vitality, it may sometimes be overcome by close
pruning in the case of buds, or by the application ot hot
water or weak acids in the case of seeds.

lethargic (le-thar'jik), a. [< P. Uthargique =
Sp. letdrgicb = Pg. lethargico = It. letargico,

< L. lethargicus, < Gr. /.jfiapyiKOc, drowsy, < ^-
Bapyog, forgetful, Tjfiapyia, leth^gy: see leth-

argy'^.'\ 1. Affected with lethargy; morbidly
sluggish or drowsy ; dull; torpid.

Sparta, Sparta, why in slomberB
Lethargic dost thou lie?

Bifran, tr. of Greek War-Song.

The exiles of a yearhad grown familiar with the favorite
amusement of the lethargic Indians ; and they introduced
into England the general use of tobacco.

Baneroft, Hist. U. 8., X. 83.

2. Marked by lethargy or languor; manifest-
ing sluggishness or apathy : as, lethargic move-
ments ; a lethargic government.

All the company are sitting in lethargic silence round
the table. QMxmiih, Citizen of the World, Iviit

The lethargic character of their ambassador here gives
a very unhopeful aspect to a treaty on this ground.

Jefferson, Correspondence, L 294.

3. Producing lethargy; causing languor or
apathy; stupefying.

Too long Jove loll'd us with lethargic charms.
But now in peals of thunder calls to arms.

Pope, Hiad, xv. 876.

lethargical (le-thar'ji-kal), a. [< lethargic +
-al.'] Same as lethargic" [Eare.]

Distracted persons, lethargical, apoplectical, or anyway
senseless and incapable of human and reasonable acts, are
to be assisted only by prayers.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, v. i.

lethargically (If-thar'ji-kal-i), adv. In a le-

thargic or sluggish manner; torpidly.

Here in the gloom the pamper'd sluggards lull

The lazy hours, lethargically dulL
Fawkea, Voyage to the Planets.

lethargicalness (If - thar 'ji
-kal -nes) , ». The

state or quality of' being lethargic ; unnatural
drowsiness or sluggishness.

That thou mayest be the more effectuallyroused up out
of this tepidity and lefhargicalnete.

Dr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, is.

lethargicness (If-tliS'r'Jik-iies), n. Same as
Uthargicalness.

A grain of gloi7, mixt with humbleness.
Cures both a fever and lethargieknegs. G. Herbert.

lethargize (leth'ar-jiz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
letliargized, ppr. 'iethargizing. [< lethargy^ +
-ize.l To render lethargic; stupefy. Also
spelled lethargise.

The lethargised isnot less sickbecansebe complainsnot
so loud as the agnish. Bev. T. Adams, Works, I. 353.

All bitters are poison, and act by stilling, and depress-

ing, and lethargizing the irritability. Coleridge.

lethargogenic (le-thSr^o-jen'lk), a. [< Gr. '/.?!-

Bapyoi, lethargy, -f- -yevi^, producing: see -genous,

-genie.'] Giving rise to lethar^.
lethargns (If-thkr'gus), n. pfL. use of L. le-

thargus, lethargy: see lethargy^.] Negro leth-

argy. See lethargy^.

lethaxgyi (leth'ar-ji), n. [Early mod. E. also

lethargie, < ME. tetharge, litarge, < OF. Jetharge,

lethargic, litarge, F. lethargie = Sp. letargia =
Pg. lethargia= It. letargia, < LL. lethargia, < Gr.
/jfiapryia, drowsiness, < '/Jfiapryo^, forgetful (as a
noun, '/JftapyoQ, > L. lethargus, > It. Sp. letargo,

lethargy), < A^, oblivion (see Lefhe^, «.), -1-

a/.yoc, pain (oAy- altered to apy- to avoid recur-

rence of /.).] 1. A state of prolonged in-

activity or torpor ; inertness of body or mind;
sluggishness; dullness; stupor.
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He is fallen Into a litarge, which that is a comune syke-

nesse to hertes that ben desseyuyd.
Chavcer, Boethius, t prose 2.

Europe lay then under a deep lethargy. Bp. AUerbury.

What means this heaviness that bangs upon me?
This lethargy Umt creeps through all my senses?

Addison, Cato, v. 1.

In a state of lethargy or inattentiveness a greater force

of stimulus is needed to arouse the attention.

J. SvUy, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 88.

2. Specifically, in pathol, a disorder of con-

sciousness, which consists ofprolongedandpro-

found sleep, from which the patient may be
momentarily aroused, but into which he quick-

ly sinks again. Quain.—3. The hibernation or

winter sleep of an animal, or any other state of

complete repose, as a period ofsummerlethargy
observed in many insect-larvse, the repose of

many tropical animals during the dry season,

etc Negro or African letbarg^, a disease prevailing

on the w^ coast of Africa, affecting negroes almost if

not quite exclusively, and terminating after a course of

some months almost invariably in death. It is charac-

terized by fits of somnolence increasing in intensity and
gravity, by enlai^ement of the lymphatic glands, and by
more or leas edema^ Also called de^ng-siclcness, gleeping-

dnmsy, nelavan, and lethargus.

leth^gyif (leth'ar-ji), v. t. [< lefhargy\ «.]

To make lethargic or dull. ChurchiU.

Either his notion weakens, [or] his discemings
Are lethargied. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 249.

lethargy^t, ». Same as litharge.

letheH, »• [Also lete; < L. lethum, improp.
speUing of letum, death. Cf. lethal.] Death.
[Poetical.]

Here did'st thou tall ; and here Qiy hunters stand,

Sign'd in thy spoil, and crimson'd in thy lethe.

Shak., J. C, iii. 1. 206.

What more remains f accomplish our revenge?
The proudest Xation [TroyJ that great Asia nnrst
la now extinct in lethe. Heywood, Iron Age, iL 3.

Lethe2 (le'the), n. [< L. I^the (def. 1), < (Jr.

?i^, forgetfulness, oblivion {yfirjg vSup, water
of oblivion; b t^( ^^Ot/g ^o^afidg, the river of
oblivion, name of a river in Lusitania ; but no
river calledA^ is mentioned by Greek writ-

ers),< TMvdaveiv, TuoBelv, forget, akm to L. latere,

lie hid: see latent.] 1. £. Gr. myth.: (a) The
personification of oblivion, a daughter of Eris.

(6) The river of oblivion, one of the streams
of Hades, the waters of which possessed the
quality of causing those who drank of them to
forget their former existence.

Your goodness is the L^he
In which I drown your injuries, and now live
Truly to serve you.

Fldxher (and another). Sea Voyage^ ii. 1.

Far off from these a slow and silent stream,
Lethe, the river of oblivion, rolls

Her watery labyrinth. iftZton, P. L., it 583.

2. A draught of oblivion ; forgetfulness.

The conquering wine hath steep'd our sense
In soft and deUcate Lethe. Shak., A. and C, jl 7. 114.

3. In entom., a genus of nymphalid butterflies,

with one species, L. europa, 6om the Malay ar-
chipelago. Hilbner, 1816.

lethe^, a. and v. An obsolete variant of lithe^.

Lethean (le-the'an), a. [< L. Lethwus, < Gr.
'/sfiaioQ, of forgetfulness, < '/vOri, forgetfulness:
seeLeihe^.] Pertaining to the river Lethe; in-
ducing forgetfulness or oblivion.

The aoul with tender luiniy you fill.

And o'er the sense lethean dews distill-

Falconer, Shipwreck, iii

Lethe'dt Ge'thed), a. [< Leth^, q. v., -I- -ed^.]
Caused by or as if by a draught from Lethe

;

Lethean; oblivious: used only by Shakspere,
originally in the form Lethied.

Epicurean cooks
Sharpen with cloyless sauce his appetite

;

That sleep and feeding may prorogue his honour
Even till a Z«tAe'<2 dnlness. Sftai.,A.andC.,iL L27.

letheon (le'the-on), n. [NL., < Gr. /j^, for-
getfulness (see Leth^), + -on, for -one.] Ethyl
ether when used as an anesthetic.

letheonize (le'the-gn-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. le-

theonized, ppr. letheonizing . [Cletheon + -ize.]

To subject to the influence of letheon.

lether, a. See liiher.

lethiferous (le-thif'e-rus), a. [= F. lefhifere

= Sp. Jetifero = Pg. lethifero = It. Utifero, < L.
letifer, improp. spelled lethifer, deadly, < letum,
death, + ferre = E. learX] Deadly; bringing
death or destruction.

Those that are really lethiferous are but excrescencies
of sin. J. RMnson, Eudoxa (16a8X p. 151-

Lethms (leth'ms), n. [NL. (Scopoli, 1777);
supposed to be for Olethrus, < Gr. b/.edpog, ruin,
destruction, death.] A genus of scarabseoid

letter

beetles, of the family AphodiMiB, confined to

eastern Europe andwestern Asia. Theyarenoted
for climbing up plants to cut off leaves and twigs, which
they carry into their burrows to eat.

lethyif, a- See lithy.

Iethy2 (le'thi), a. [< LetJie^ + -y^.] Causing
obhvion or forgetfulness; Lethean. [Bare.]

Thou dotest upon a divell, not a woman.
That has bewitcht thee with her sorcerie.

And drown'd thy soul in leathy faanlties.

MarsUm, Insatiate Countess, Ir.

letificalt (If-tif'i-kal), a. [< "lettfic (< L. leeHfi.

CU8, making gla,d,( UBtus, glad, + facere, make)
+ -al.] Making glad. Sailey, 1731.

letificatef (le-tif'i-kat), v. [< L. leeUficatus, pp.
of Uetifimre (> It. UUficare = Sp. letificar),

make glad, cheer, rejoice, < latifious (> Pg. fc-

<i^), make glad: seeletifieal.] I. intrans. To
rejoice ; be ^d. Bailey, 1731.

n, trans. To make glad; gladden; cheer.

Nares.
letificationt (If-tif-i-ka'shgn), n. [< leUjicate

+ -don.] The act of rejoieii^ ; festivity.

The last yeer we shewid you, and in this place.

How the shepherds of Christ by thee made letifleatl<m.

Candlemas Day (1512), Int

Leto (le'to), n. [< (Jr. tuirit; ot. L. Latona.]

1. In Gr. myth., the mother by Zeus of Apollo

and Artemis (Diana), to whom she gave birth

on the island of Delos. she was a personification

of the night and of the darkness, which is a necessary

antithesis to the great twin deities of light, her children.

She was called by the Bomans Latona.

2. In entom., a genus of hepiaUd moths, with
one species, L. venus, of South Africa. Hiibner,

1816.

let-off (let'df), n. [< the phrase let off: see leO-,

v.] 1. An outlet; a vent.

Ah, the poor horses ! howmany a brutal kick and stripe

they got^ . . . just as a let-off^ for the angry passions of

their masters. BeUgiaus Herald, June 2, 1887.

2. In power-loom weaving, any one of a variety
of devices for feeding or letting off the warp
from the beam or yam-roU of a loom, as re-

quired by the winding of the cloth on the cloth-

beam.
let-passt (let'pas'), n. 1. A passport or per-

mit to pass, or to go or be abroad.

Three men found wandering without a lel>^asse were to
be sent to the fleet to serve His Majesty.

A. H. A. HamUUm, Quarter Sessions, p. 218,

2. A pass or paper furnished to a vessel in order
to prevent detention by a ship of war ; a safe-

conduct.
Lett (let), n. [< Lett. Latvi.] A member of a
branch of the Lithuanian or Lettic race, in-

habiting chiefly the Bussian provinces of Conr-
land, Livonia, and Vitebsk. The Letts call

themselves Latois. See Lithuanian.
letteri (let'fer), n. [< fe«i + -er\] 1. One who
lets or permits.

A provider slow
For his own good, a careless fe(ter-go.

B. Jonson, tr. of Horace's Alt at Todtj.

2. One who lets for hire. [Bare.]

Aston, who calls her [Mrs. Bracegirdle] " the Diana (rf

the Stage," s^, "The most received Opinion is that ahe
was the Daughter of a Coach Man Coach nuik», or Letter
out of Coaches in tlie Town of Northampton."

J. AshUm, Social Life in Beign ot Queen Anne, IL 25.

letter^t (let'er), n. [<iIB. lettere; <lefi + -erK]
One who lets, retards, or hinders,

letter^ (let'er), n. [< ME. lettre, letre, < OF.
lettre, letre, F. lettre = Sp. letra = Pg. lettra =
It. lettera, < L. littera, litera, a letter, alphabetic
character, in pL a letter, epistle, also litera-

ture, history, letters; origin uncertain; perhaps,
with formative -ter, from the root 'U of linere,

pp. litus, smear, spread, or rub over (see lini-

ment), meaning a character graven (with a
style) on a tablet ' smeared' with wax ^the let-

ters being, when necessary, erased by rubbing
the wax with the end of the style), or a charac-
ter ' smeared' or spread (with a reed or pencil)
on parchment. (Cf. obliterate.) Hence also
(from L. littera, litera) E. literal, literary, liter-

ate, literature, alliterate, obliterate, transliterate,
etc.] 1. A mark or sign used to represent a
sound of the human voice ; a conventional rep-
resentation of one of the primary elements of
speech; an alphabetical character.

And than ho broght hym a href aU of brode lOm,
That was comly by crafte a clerke for to rede.

I>alructionofTroy(2.^1.%\\.^9^.
He . . . from Uie cross-row plucks the letter G

S&it.,Eich.III.,ll.55.
Primitive picture ideograms have passed through Uie

successive stages of phonograms and syllabic signs till
they finally developed into letters.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, L 13.



letter

2. In printing, a type bearing an alphabetical
character : as, an initial letter; broken letters.— 3. Alphabetical representation in general

;

characters used in writing or printing collec-
tively; hence, in printing, movable type as
constituting complete fonts: as, blaok-Ze«er (ei-

ther in manuscript or impression, or as type)

;

plenty or scarcity of letter.

It [the Samaritan Pentateuch] seemed to me to be much
later than that of Sir John Cotton's Library with us, be-
cause it was of a much smaller Letter, and more broken in
the Writing, which was all I am capable to Judge by.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 132.

4. A missive commtmication made by the use
of letters. Specifically—(a) A written message, notice,
or other expression of thought sent by one person to an-
other; an epistle: formerly in the plural with reference to
a single communication.

Purst the Sowdon sent his letters owt
With massengers as fast as they cowde ride.
To kynges and to princes all abought.

Generydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1891.

Lo, heer the lettres seled of this thing,
That I mot here with al the haste I may.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 638.

I have a letter from her,
Of such contents as you will wonder at.

5*0*., M. W. of W., iv. 6. 12.

(6) An official or legal document granting some right, au-
thority, or privilege to the person or persons addressed or
named in it : as, letters patent ; letters of administration.

6t. An inscription.
In al that lond magicien was noon
That coude expoune what this lettre mente.

CMucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 218.

Be wryting of wees that wist it in dede,
With sight for to serche, of horn that suet after.
To ken all the crafte how the case felle.

By lokyng of letturs that lefte were of olde.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 25.

6. Literal or exact meaning; unglossed signifi-

cation; that which is most plainly expressed
by the words used: as, to adhere to the letter

of the text.

Who also hath made us able ministers of the new testa-

ment ; not of the letter, but of the spirit : for the letter

killeth, but the spirit giveth life. 2 Cor. iii. 6.

^y the letter and written word of God, we- are without
exception in the state of death.

Sir T. Browne, Beligio Medici, i. 57,

The special abuse of reverence is idolatry, which is wor-
shipping the Idter instead of the spirit.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 105.

7. pi.. Literature in general; hence, knowledge
derivedfrombooks; literary culture; erudition:

as, the republic of letters; a man or letters.

Pericles was an able minister of state, an excellent ora-

tor, and a man of letters. Swiift, Nobles and Commons, ii.

But the valuable thing in letters ... is, as we have of-

ten remarked, the judgment which forms itself insensibly
in a fair mind along with fresh knowledge.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, Int.

It [teaching] was wise in this, that it gave its pupils
some tincture of letters as distinguished from mere schol-

arship. Lowed, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8 1886.

8. In musical notation, same as letter-name.—
Ancillary letters, Seeaiunllary.—ApoatoUo letters.
See bulla, 2.—Ascending letter, mprinting. See ascend-
ing.— 'Body letter, that kind of type in which the main
portion of a book or paper is printed. S. H. Knight.—
Cacuminal letter. Same as cerebral letter.— CaxiXns
letter, canonical letters, capital letters, cerebral
letter, characteristic letter, circular letter, com-
mendatory letters,commercial letter, criminal let-

ters. See the adjectives.—Communicatory letters. See

commendMory letters, under commendatory.— COTlAeDSed
letter, \nprinting. See type.—Dead letter, dead-letter
office. See fieai2.—Descending letters, dlmissory let-

ter, dominical letter. See the adjectives.— Double
letters, in printing, the characters fl, fl, if, ffl, and ill cast

as single types, to prevent the breaking of the beak of the

f, wliich when used separately interferes with every fol-

lowing ascending letter. The diphthongs se and oe are also

cast as doable letters.—Ecclesiastical letters. See ec-

clesiasiical epistles, under ecclcBiastical.—Extended let-

ter, in printing. See «a;teiMj,— Inferior letter, in print-

ing, a small letter printed at the bottom of the line,—

Initial letter. See initial.—KeiaeA letter, a type in

which some portion of the face overhangs the body, as

the upper part of the letter f. Nearly all the long let-

ters in italic and script fonts are kerned, H. H. Knight.

—King's letter. Same as brief, 2 (d).—Letter dismiB-
sory. Same as dimissory letter.— JjBttei missive, (a)

A letter of an official character sent to or intended for dif-

ferent persons about some matter concerning all of them

;

specifically, among Congregationalists, an identical letter

Issued by a church, by a member or members of a church

feeling aggrieved, or by persons desirous of forming a

church, calling a counoU of churches for advice or aid

upon the subject or subjects mentioned in the letter.

The council, being assembled as invited, is organized by
being called to order by one of its older members, who
reads the letter missive which is the authority for their pro-

cedure. B. Jf. Dexter, Congregationalism, iii. § 1.

(6) In Eng. law: (1) A letter of courtesy written by the lord

chancellor to any peer, peeress, or bishop against whom a

bill is filed, informing fee party of the complaint and re-

questing an appearance, sent in lieu of summons. (2) A let-

ter from the sovereign addressed to a dean and chapter,

naming the person whom they are required to elect as bish-

op. Also called roj/aJ defter. See extract andet royal letter.

—Letter of allotment, attorney, balllery, credit, li-
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cense. See allotment, etc,—Letter of credence. See cre-
dence, 2.—Letter of marque. See marque.—hetter of
martt. Same as letter of marque.— Letter of orders.
See order.—Letter of recommendation. See recom-
mendation.—Letteia avooatory. See OToctrtorj/.—Let-
ters clause or close, in Bng. law, letters in the name of
the sovereign closed or sealed up with the royal signet or
privy seal Letters of administration, the instrument
by which the court having jurisdiction of intestates' es-
tates authenticates the appointment of an administrator
and authorizes him to proceed in the settlement of the es-

tate-Letters of administration with the will an-
nexed, letters of administration in a case where there is a
will but no executor, as where the will omits to provide
one, or the one designated does not accept the trust, and
it therefore becomes necessary to appoint an administrator
to carry the will into effect.-Letters of caption. See
caption.— LeiteTB of collection, or letters of special
administration, letters issued for the temporary pur-
pose of enabling some one to collect and hold the assets,

pending a controversy as to the right to have letters of ad-
ministration or letters testamentary,—Letters Of ejec-
tion, of exculpation,of fire and sword, ofhoming, of
legitimation. See ejeetimi, exeulpation, fire, etc.—Let-
ters of intercommuning. See inixrc&minune.— Let-
ters of open doors. See open.—Letters overt. Same
as Mtersjiatent,— Letters patent, an open letter under
the seal of the state or naflon, granting some property,
right, authority, privilege, or title ; more speoiflcally, in
rmdem law, such letters granting the exclusive right to
use an invention or design. Letters patent are so called
because they were commonly addressed by the sovereign to
all subjects at large, and were not sealed up like a secret
commission, but open, ready to be shown to whom it might
concern.

By the atoryty of dyvers letters patentes or charturs
grauntid and confermyd by dyvers kynges of Ynglond.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S,), p, 328.

With the exception of a few gaps in the reigns of John
and Henry III., the l^ere-pateni extend without break or
flaw from the year 1200 to our own day. Unlike the close
rolls, they are unsealed and exposed to view, hence their
name. Encyc. Brit., XX. 311.

Letters rogatory, an instrumentby which a court of one
nation informs a court of a foreign nation that a certain
claim is pending in the first-mentioned court, in which the
testimony of certain witnesses who reside within the ju-
risdiction of the foreign court is required, and the foreign
court is requested to take their depositions, or cause them
to be taken, induecourseand form of law, for the further-
ance of justice, usually adding to the request an offer on
the part of the court making it to do the lilce for the other
in a similar case. Benedict.—Letters secret, letters or
documents closed and sealed, and not for general perusal

:

opposed to letters patent.

Two different methods of sealing documents, either
closed or open for inspection, are recorded in the legal
terms letters secret and "letters patent."

Erusyc. Brit., XXI. 586.

Letters testamentary, the instrument by which a court
of probate authenticates the appointment of an executor
under a will, and authorizes him to proceed in the admin-
istration of the will.—Lingual letter. Same as cerebral
letter.— J/Ian Of letters. See man.-Monitory, mova-
ble, nundinal, etc. , letter. See the adj ectives.—Open
letter, a letter designed for several or many persons; a
letter to be passed from hand to hand, or to be published

;

especially, a letter of private or personal import intended
for general perusal.— Paciflcal letter. See commenda-
tory letters, under commendatory.—Proof before letter.
See proo/,—Provincial letter. See promnciM.— Regis-
tered letter, a letter the address of which is registered
at a post-office for a special fee, in order to secure its safe
transmission, a receipt being given to the sender and by
each postmaster and employee through whose hands it

passes. In the United States the receipt of the person ad-

dressed is forwarded to the sender.—Ribbon letter, an
ornamental type or character whose design is taken from
a ribbon laid in the shape required, with its doublings,
folds, etc.—Royal letter. Same as letter missive ijb) (2).

The royal letters are a thing of course,
A king, that would, might recommend his horse [to be

bishop].
And deans, no doubt, and chapters, with one voice.

As bound in duty, would confirm the choice.
Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 416.

Signet letter. See sSmet-Sunday letter. Same as
dominical letter. See dominical.— Superior letter, in

printing, a small letter printed at the top of the line.

—

Synodal letter. See bulla, 2,—To expede letters.
See expede.— "So gain or lose letters, in teleg., in A B C
instruments, to indicate letters in advance of or behind
the proper letter of the alphabet : said of the index when
it is out of adjustment and points to the wrong part of

the dial. The error may be continually one or more let-

ters in advance or one or more letters behind the proper
position, or it may be a varying one due to the index fail-

ing to make the proper steps.—To run one's letters, in

Scots law, to exercise the right an accused person has (un-

der certain restrictions) of having his case tried before the
circuit court sits in the locality in which the applicant is

imprisoned. (See also drop-letter.)

letter^ (let'fer), v. t. [< letter^, «.] To impress
or engrave letters on ; mark or stamp with a
title or an inscription: as, to letter a book; a
lettered stone or print.

And ye talk together still.

In the language wherewith Spring
Letters cowslips on the hill?

Tennyson, Adeline.

letter-balance (let'6r-bal"ans), n. A machine
for weighing letters, printed matter, or small

packages, for mailing,

letter-board (let'6r-b6rd), n. 1. Inprinting, a
strong movable board upon which types are

placed for distribution or for temporary stow-

age.— 2. The broad smooth board on the out-

lettering-tool

side of a railroad-car, above the cornice and
windows, on which is painted the name of the
road or other legend. Also called /ne^e.
letter-book (let'6r-buk), n. A book in which
letters are filed, or in which copies of letters
are made, for preservation,
letter-box (let'6r-boks), n. A box to receive
letters, (a) A locked box fastened to a wall or post in a
public place, or conveniently placed lor public use in a
postofllce, in which letters are dropped to be collected
and mailed at regular hours by the post-office carriers ov
clerks.

The lion's head which served as a lettfr-box has been im-
mortalised in that paper [the "Guardian"]. It was in
imitation of the famous lion at Venice.

J. Aehton, Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne, I. 221-

(p) One of a number of rented boxes in a post-office, in
which letters are placed by the postmaster or clerk to be
collected by the owners of the boxes at their convenience.
More commonly called simply 60a;.

Any body hesitates a little in reference to going behind
the letter-boxes and assisting in sorting the mails.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 218.

(c) A box to receive letters, affixed at the entrance of a
dwelling or place of business, usually upon the inside of
the door, with a slit through which letters may be thrust
in from without.

letter-carrier (let'er-kar"i-er), n. A man who
delivers or coUeets letters in postal service; a
postman.
letter-case (let'er-kas), n. 1. A case for con-
taining letters; hence, a portable writing-desk
orportfolio,— 2. In j)n»<j»£r, a type-case. See

letter-clip (let'er-klip), n. An implement, con-
sisting of a pair of plates opening and closing
on a spring, by means of which papers may be
clasped firmly, so as to be hung up or kept to-
gether,

letter-cutter (let'6r-kut''''6r), n. One who outs
letters in or upon a surface, as of stone or
metal ; specifically, in type-founding, a punch-
cutter,

letter-drop (let'er-drop), n. On a postal or mail
railroad-car, a plate with an opening closed by
a hinged flap, for receiving letters for the post
along the route of the train,

lettered (let'erd), a. [< letter^ + -ed^. Cf, UP
erate.'] 1, Literate; educated; versed in litera-

ture or science,
Lere it thus, lewede men, for lettrede hit knoweth.
Than treuthe and trewe loue ys no tresour bettere.

Piers Plowman (C), ii. 135.

Arm. Monsieur, are you not lettered ?

Moth. Yes, yes ; he teaches boys the horn-book.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 1. 48.

2. Of or pertaining to learning; marked by or
devoted to literary culture : as, lettered ease or
retirement.

,

And he, who to the lettered wealth
Of ages adds the lore unpriced.

Whittier, Last Walk in Autumn,

3. In eool. and Jot, marked as if with letters;

having spots which look like letters, or make
the simace seem to be written over : as, the let-

tered tortoise (Emys scripta) ; the lettered china-
mark (Diaseniia literalis, a small brown British
moth).
letterer (let'6r-6r), n. One who letters; one
who marks or outs the letters of an inscription,

a title, or the like : as, a 'book-letterer.

letter-file (let'er-fil), «. A device for holding
letters for reference, it may be a rod or pointed
hook of metal mounted on a stand, or a clip, case, box, or
folio, with or without some arrangement to facilitate ref-

erence,

letter-founder (let'er-foun''der), n. Same as
type-founder.

Our printing-house often wanted sorts, and there was
no letter-founder in America. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 169.

letter-founding (let'er-foun"ding), n. Same as
type-founding.

letter-foundry (let'6r-foun"dri), n. Same as
iy))e-foundry.

letter-head (let'6r-hed), ra. 1. A printed form
of address or advertisement at the head of a
sheet of letter-paper. Also called letter-heading.

— 2. A sheet of letter-paper so headed.
He drew up a note upon the "tavern" letter-head.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 649.

letter-heading (let'6r-hed''''ing), n. Same as
letter-head, 1.

lettering (let'er-ing), n. [Verbal n, of letter^,

V.I 1. The act of stamping or marking with
letters.— 2. The letters impressed or marked
upon anything; any inscription, as on a sign-
board, coin, or tombstone,

lettering-box (let'6r-ing-boks), n. A small
case in which are kept the types used by book-
binders for lettering books,

lettering-tool (let'6r-ing-tol), n. In bookiind-

ing, a small box of brass mounted on a handle



lettering-tool

of wood, in which types are fastened by means
of a side-screw, used by the finisher in the let-
tering of books.

letterize (let'er-iz), v.i.; pret. andpp. letterized,
ppr. letteriziiig. [< letters + -ize.^ To write
letters or epistles. Lamb. [Bare.]

letterleaf (let'6r-lef), n. An orchid of the ge-
nus Gi-ammatophyUum: so named from its fig-
ured leaves. Also called letter-plant.

letterless (let'6r-les), a. [< letters + -less.'}

Unlettered; illiterate; not learned.
A meer daring letterless commander can, in a rational

way, promise himself no more snccess in liis enterprise
than a mastif can in his contest with a lion.

Waterhouse, Apology (1653), p. 125.

There was an illiterate generation, and a letterless race
to be educated. The Century, YYVTTT 167.

letter-lichen (let'6r-li''ken), n. A lichen of the
genus Opegrapha. The apothecium assumes
irregularly stellate or radiate forms, suggest-
ing written characters. Also called seripture-
wort.

letterling (let'6r-ling), m. [< letter^ + -Imgi.']

A little letter. Imp. Diet.

letter-lock (let'fer-lok), n. A form of permu-
tation-lock, in which the combinations are in-
dicated by particular arrangements of pieces
marked with letters.

lettemt (let'em), n. See lectern.

letter-name (let er-nam), n. In musical nota-
tion, the alphabetic name or symbol of tones,
of keys of the keyboard, of degrees of the staff,

or of notes placed upon such degrees and rep-
resenting such tones or keys. See keyboard,
notation, staff. Alan letter.

letter-office (let'er-of^is), n. A place for the de-
posit and distribution of letters ; a post-office.

letteront, n. An obsolete form of lectern.

letter-ornament (let'er-dr'nar-ment), n. A dec-
oration made up of the forms'of letters, in some
letter-ornaments the letters are complete and legible,
and usually, though not necessarily, forming words, as is

common in Russian art and in modem art of the Levant,
as on metal-work. In others the letters are modified or
wholly changed for decorative eSect, or parts only of the
letters are given, 'as sometimes in Byzantine art and in
European imitations of it, and also in early northern dec-
oration, Anglo-Saxon, etc.

letter-paper (let'er-pa'^per), n. Paper for writ-
ing letters on ; specifically, paper of an inter-
mediate size between note-paper and foolscap,
usually quarto, as distinguished from the oc-
tavo form of note-paper.

letter-perfect (let'er-per"fekt), a. Perfect to
the letter in committing anything to memory;
having a part or a speech thoroughly memo-
rized : used especially of actors.

letter-plant (let'er-plaut), n. Same as letter-

leaf.

letterpress (let'6r-pres), n. and a. [< letter^,

type, -I- press^, print.] I. n. Letters or words
impressed on paper or othermaterialfromprint-
iiig-types; printed text: so called when subor-
dinate to or in contrast with illustrations.

The letterpress with which the illustration is accompa.
nied is no less interesting than the plate, and furnishes
much valuable information. Jf. and Q. , 7th ser., n. 860.

H. a. Consisting of, relating to, or employed
in printing from types: as, letterpress printmg.

letter-press (let'6r-pres), n. [< letter^, a writ-
ing, -1- press^, printing-machine.] A press for
copying letters by transfer; a copying-press.

letter-punch (let'er-punch), n. A steel punch
on the end of which a letter is engraved. Such
punches are used for maldng matrices for printing-type,
as well as for making an impression on me^, etc., when
applied against the surface and struck with a hammer.

letter-rack (let'er-rak), n. 1. A tray divided
into small compartments in which large types
of wood are ranged.—2. A rack or small frame,
usually ornamented, in which letters, arranged
as answered and unanswered or otherwise, are
kept.

letter-scale (let'er-skal), n. Same as letter-

haiance.

letter-stamp (let'^r-stamp), n. A stamp used
in a post-office for canceling postage-stamps,
or for stamping on letters or packages various
notices or remarks, such as the place of mailing,
instructions for the carrier, etc.

lettemret, lettniret, ». [ME., < OF. letterure,

lettrure, letreiire, < L. litteratura, literatura, learn-
ing, letters, literature: see literature.'] 1. Learn-
ing; letters; literature.

Al conne he letterure or conne he noon.
As in effect he shal fynde it al oon,
Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 293.

2. Writing; scripture.

•Lo!" seith holy letterrure, "whiche lordes beth this
shrewes !

"

Piers Plmeman (B), x. 27.
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letter-winged (let'6r-wingd), a. Having the

wings maAed as if with letters: specifically

said of a kite, Elanus scriptus. P. L. Selater.

letter-wood (let'er-wud), n. The heart-wood
of the South American tree Brosimwm AubleUi.
It is extremely hard, of a beautiful brown color with black
spots, which have been compared to hieroglyphics; hence
the name, which is also applied to the tree. Being rare

and costly, the wood is used in cabinet-work for veneer-

ing only.

letter-writer (let' 6r-ri"ter), n. 1. One who
writes letters; specifically, one whose profes-

sion it is to write letters for others.

The same desire impels thousands of people to write
letters to the newspapers ; but these letter-writers are not
usually ioumaliBts. Athenceum, Jan. 14» 1888, p. 43.

2. A book containing rules and examples for

the use of persons unskilled in the writing of

letters.

Lettic (let'ik), a. and n. [< Lett + 4c.'] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Letts or their congeners

;

related to the Letts: as, the Lettic language;
the Samoghitians are aXetiJc people. Letticraee
is a general term for the Letts, Lithuanians,
and Bomssians or Old Prussians.

II. n. Same as Lettish.

letticeH, »• An obsolete spelling of lettuce.

lettice^t, n. An obsolete form ot lattice.

lettice^t (let'is), n. [Early mod. E. also lettyce;

< OF. letice, leMsse, ihitice, an animal of a very
white color, supposed to be an ermine, also a
white fur, < F. lait, < L. lac (lact-), milk: see
lettuce.] A kind of fur, white or very light-col-

ored, in use as late as the middle of the sixteenth
century.
You shall charge your seines with many [furs], ... as

good martems, miniuers, otherwise called LeUis.
EaJduyts Voyages, I. 298.

lettice-caplf, ». [Perhaps < lettice^ + eap^, in
allusion to tsttice-cap^.] A soporific in which
lettuce is supposed to have been a leading in-
gredient.

Bring in the lettice-cap. You must be shaved, sir

;

And then how suddenly well make you sleep

!

Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, ill. 1.

lettice-cap^t, n. [< lettice^ (?)= lattice (see quot.
from Nares), or lettice^, + cap'^.] A kind of cap.

A lettice-cap it wears and beard not short.
Shippe of Safegarde (1569).

A lettice-cap was originally a lattice-cap— that is, a net
cap which resembles lattice work. Nares.

Lettish (let'ish), a. and n. [< Lett + -ishX.] I.
a. Of or pertaining to the division of the Lettic
or Lithuanian race distinctively called Letts

:

as, the Lettish language ; Lettish customs.
H. n. The language spoken by the Letts, a

branch of the Indo-European family, closely re-
lated to Slavonian or Slavic. Also Lettic.

lettre-de-cachet (let'r-de-ka-sha"), n. [P.: let-

tre, letter ; de, ot; cachet, seal : see letter^, de^,
cachet] See cachet.

le'ttruret, «. See letterure.

Lettsomia (let-s6'mi-a), n. [NL. (W. Eox-
burgh, 1824), named after J. C. Lettsom, an Eng-
lish naturalist.] A genus of plants of the tribe
ConvolvulecB, distinguished by the fruit, which is
a soft, several-seeded berry. There are 32 species,
found in eastern India, southern China, and the Malay
archipelago, twining or climbing vines with alternate
leaves and dense corymbose cymes in the axils. Some
of the species are used medicinally. L. grandijlora is an
evergreen shrub cultivated in greenhousesunder the name
of Lettsom'g tea-pUait

.

lettsomite (let'som-it), n. [After W. G. Lett-
som, an English mineralogist.] A basic sul-
phate of copper, of a bright-blue color: same
as cyanotrichite.

lettuce (let'is). n. [Early mod. E. also letUce;
< ME. letuce, < OF. "laituce, letuce, usually lai-
tue, letue, P. laittte (> D. latuw) = Sp. lechuga =
It. lattuga=AS. lactuce= OHG. lattuh, lattouch,
latoch, latohha, MHGr. lateche, latech, lattech, G.
lattich = Sw.Dan.tofc*«fc,< L. lactuea, lettuce, so
called from its nulky juice, < lac (lact-), milk:
see lactate.] 1. A garden-herb, Lactuea saliva,
a hardy annual, extensively cidtivated for use
as a salad, it is believed by some to be derived from
L. Seariola (including L. mrosa). There are many varie-
ties of the garden-plant, which may be grouped as cabbage-
lettuces, low forms with depressed cabbage-like heads, and
Cos lettuces, erect-growing varieties having the head long
and tapering downward.
The bason then being brought up to the bishop, he often

dipped a large letbee into it, and several times sprinkled
all the people. Pocoeke, Description of the East, n. i. 18.

These are creeping Lettuces of a very milky Juice like
their Name. If. BaOey, tr. of CkjUoquies of Erasmus, 1. 302.

Letuce ot lac derivyed is perchaunce

;

ffor mylk it hath or yeveth abimdaunce.
PaHadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 51.

2. Any plant of the genus Zoc^itca; also,aplant
having some resemblance to Lactuea Blue

lencaniline

lettuce, a plant of the section Mvlgedium, of the genus
Lactuea, with blue flowers. [0. S.]—Cabbage-lettuce,
Cos lettuce. See def. 1.—Dnunliead lettuce, a variety

of cabbage-lettuce.—False lettuce. Same as Ktic let-

tuce.— Trof^B lettuce, a species of pondweed, Potamo-
getan dermis. [Prov.Eng.]—Garden-lettuce. See def. 1.—TtiiUfl.Ti lettuce,the American columbo,^a«era Caroli-
nensis ; also, the false wintergreen, Pyrala rotundifolia,—

Lamb's lettuce, corn-salad, Valerianella (which see).—
Loafed lettucet. See ionfi.—Prlolto' lettuce, Lactuea
Seariola.— Sea^lettnce, the seaweed iJlva Lactuea. Also
called lettuee-laver. [Eng.]

—

Wall-lettuce, Lactuea mu-
raiis. [Eng.]—Water-lettuce, Pistia Stratiotes of the
tropics.—White lettuce, Premanihes alba or kindred spe-

ciea Also called Uon's-foot, rattlesnake-root, etc—Wild-
lettuce, (a) In England, Lactuea Seariola. (&) In Amer-
ica, Lactuea Canadetms. Also called trumpetweed and
trumpetmUkuieed. (c) Sometimes the same as Uue lettuce,

lettuce-bird (let'is-berd), n. The thistle-bird

or common American goldfinch, Chrysomitris

tristis. [Local, TJ. S.]

lettuce-opium (let'is-6''pi-um), n. Lactuca-
rium.
lettuce-saxifrage (let'is-sak'si-fraj), n. A
plant of the Alleghany mountains, Samfraga
erosa, the leaves of which have sharply erose
teeth.

letuaryt, n. See electuary.

let-up (let'up), n. [< let up, verb phrase under
lef^, v.] A cessation of restraint or obstruc-
tion; release; relaxation; intermission, as of
labor. [CoUoq., U. S.]

Our little let-up Wednesday afternoons ... is stire to
come, while the letups we get other days, . . . yon can't
be sure whether you're going to get them or not.

The Century, XXVUL 588.

leu (la), Ji.; pi. Zej (le). [Bimianian.] A mod-
em silver coin of Rumania, the unit of the
monetary system, equivalent to the French
franc, or about 19 United States cents.

Leucadendron (11i-ka-den'dron), n. [NL. (E.
Brown, 1809), irreg.^Gr. 2.evic6(, white,+ ihSpm,
a tree.] A genus of plants of the order Protea-
cew and tribe Proteem, distinguished by having
the regular dioecious flowers in heads in both
sexes. There are about 70 species, shrubs and trees, na-
tives of South Africa. L. argenteum, the silver-tree or
witteboom, is native only on a slope of the Table Monn.
tain near Cape Town, and has been nearly exterminated
for fuel. Its white silveryleaves make it highly ornamen-
tal, and they are much used in Christmas decors^ns.
Other species also are cultivated.

leucsmia, leucsmlc. See leucemia, leucemic.

Leucania (lu-ka'ni-a), ». [NL., < Gr. Aev/oif,

white : see leucous.] "A genus of noctuid moths
foundedbyHiib-
ner in 1816. it
is characterized by
full' hairy eyes,
smooth front, weU-
developed palpi,
strong tongu^ sim-
ple antennse, hairy
unarmed legs,
rounded collar,
quadrate slightly
tufted thorax, and
nntnfted abdomen.
L. unipuncta is the
adult of the well-
known army-worm
(which see). L.alM-
iinea is the adult
of the wheat-head
army-worm, an in-
sectwhich occasion-
allyappears in great
numbers and feeds
upon heads ofwheat
and rye. There are
two annual genera-
tions, and the insect
hibernates as pupa
underground.

Leucaniidae (lu-

kar-m'i-de),».pZ.

[NL., < Leuca-
nia + -id<B.] A
group of noctuid
mothjs, repre-
sented by the
genus Leucania,
and regarded as
a family. There
are about 20gen-
era,widelydis-
tributed. Also
called Leuca-
nidoe.

lencaniline
(lu-kan'i-Un),
n. [< Gr. Tteo-

K6q, white, -4-

E. aniline.] A
white crystal-
line substance
(CaoHaiNg)
lonmng color-

Wheat-hcad Annr-woim {Leucania albU
lift.'itua).

a, a, larvae on a wheathead ; b, e
uralsize); c. d, egg (top and side' views
magnified) ; lower figure, male moth.

s(nat'



leucaniline

less salts, prepared by treating fuchsine salts
with zinc-dust and hydroolilorio acid. It yields
rosaniline by oxidation.
Leucanthemum (lu-kan'the-mum), n. [L.,
also leucanthemis, K Gr. TievKavBe/jov, the camo-
mile/ ?£vic6g, white, + &v8efiov, flower.] A sec-
tion of the genus Chrysanthemum, embracing
the species C. Leucanthemum (Leucanthemum
vulgare), the oxeye daisy or whiteweed. It was
retained as a genus by A. P. de Candolle (1837),
with 20 species.

leucanthous (lu-kan'thus), a. [< Gr. ?.evK6g,

white, + &vdog, flower.] In bot., having white
flowers.

Leucaster (lu-kas't6r), n. [NL. (J. D. Choisy,
1849), < Gr. AevKdg, white, + aar^p, a star.] A
genus of plants belonging to the family Al/cto-
gine(e andTtype of the tribe Leucasterece, distin-
guished by havingbut two stamens. The only spe-
cies, i. camjlorus, is a native of Brazil, and is a half-twin-
ing shrub with entire alternate leaves, and white flowers
in axillary cymes.

Leucasterese (ifl-kas-te're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1880)", < Leucaster + -ea.']

A tribe of plants of the order Nyctaginem, dis-
tinguished by a subglobose achenium, which
is free and inclosedby the base of the perianth,
and a short curved or annular embryo, it in-
cludes the genera Leucaster (type of the tribe), Andradea,
and Cryptocarpue, tropical American trees or shrubs with
alternate leaves.

leucaugite (lu-ka'jit), n. [< Gr. Aewdf, bright,
light, white, + *aiylTric: seeaugite.'] An alumi-
nous variety of pyroxene, allied to augite, but
containingvery little iron, and hence of a white
or grayish color.

leucemia, leucaemia (lu-se'mi-a), n. [NL.,<Gr.
/let)/c(5f, white, + al/m, blood.] A disease char-
acterized by a large excess of the white cor-
puscles of the blood, with hypertrophy of the

, spleen or the lymphatic glands, or changes in
the bone-marrow. It is usually fatal. Also
called leucocythemia.

leucemic, leuceemic (lu-se'mik), a. [< leucemia
+ -ic] Pertaining to or affectedwith leucemia.

With one exception, that of leuccermc blood (Scherer),
no glutin has as yet been found In the fluids of the body.

Frey, Histol. and Histochem. (trans.), p. 22.

leuch (lyooh), A Scotch preterit of laugh.

leuchtenbergite (loich'ten-b6rg-it),«. [Named
after the duke Maximilian von Leuchtenberg.']

A kind of chlorite of a white or greenish-white
color, occurring in hexagonal plates or crystals.

leucin (lii'sin), ». [< Gr. XevKdc, white, + -Jra2.]

A white pulverulent substance, amido-caproic
acid (CaHiiOgNHo), obtained by treating mus-
cular fiber with sulphurio acid, and afterward
with alcohol, it crystallizes in shining scales. It is one
of the principal products of the decomposition of nitroge-

nous matter, and occurs normally in various tissues and
fluids of the body, being also a product of the pancreatic
digestion of the proteids. Also called aposeKmUn.

leucisciforifl (lu-sis'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Leueis-

eus + L. forma, form.] Having the form of a
fish of the genus Leuciscus; resembling a dace.

Leuciscina (lu-si-si'na), n. pi. [NL., < Leucis-

cus + -ina^.'] In Gunther's ichthyological sys-

tem, the eighth group of C^pnmiicB. They have the
air-bladder divided hito anterior and posterior portions

;

pharyngeal teeth developed in single or double series;

the anal flu short or of moderate length (not extending
forward to below the dorsal), with from 8 to 11 branched
rays ; the lateral line when complete running in or nearly

in the middle of the tail; and the dorsal fin short, without
osseous ray. The species are very numerous, and Include

the majority of the most familiar European and North
American cyprinoid fishes, as the dace and roach.

Leuciscinse (lii-si-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Leucis-

cus + -ince.'] In Jordan's ichthyological system,

a subfamily of Cyprinidw, with the air-bladder

next to the roof of the abdominal cavity, the

dorsal fin short, median, and spineless, and the

lower jaw normal, it embraces partly or wholly the

Leudadna and Abramidina of Gunther ; and by far the

greater portion of the American as well as Eurasiatic

cyprinoids belong to it.

leuciscine (lu'si-sin), a. and n. I. a. Pertain-

ing to the Leuciscince, or having their charac-

ters; leucisciform.

II. n. One of the Leuciscina or Leuidseinw.

Leuciscus (lu-sis'kus), n. [NL. , < Gr. XevdcKoc,

the white mullet, < /Uwxrff, white : see leucous.^

A genus of cyprinoid fishes to which various

limits have been assigned, tyijical of the sub-

family Leudsdnw. L. ruUlus is the European
roach. See cut under dace.

leucism (lu'sizm), n. [< Gr. ?i£vk6c, white : see

leucous and -dsm. ] In eool. ,
whiteness resulting

from lack or loss of coloring; albinism, partial

or complete : a technical term, correlated with

melanism, and erythrism. See albinism.
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lencite (lu'sit), n. [So called from its white-
ness

; < Gr. XevKdg, wjhite, + -ite^.] A mineral
originally found in the recent volcanic rooks of
southern Italy, especially at Vesuvius, dissemi-
nated through the lavas in crystals, usually
trapezohedrons, or in irregular masses, it has
also been observed similarly associated in some other re-
gions, as the Eifel in Rhepish Prussia, the Leucite Hills
of Wyoming, etc. ; but it is in general of very limited oc-
currence. It is a silicate of aluminium and potassium,
and has a white or grayish color. It was very early called
white garnet, from its similarity to garnet in crystalline
form ; and it is also called amvphigene. Leucite has ex-
cited much interest because of the phenomenon of double
refraction which its crystals exhibit, this being at vari-
ance with the usually accepted isometric form. On ac-
count of these "optical anomalies," and because also of
certain variations in external form, it has been referred
to the tetragonal (or orthorhombic) system. Kecent inves-
tigations have shown, however, that at a temperature of
500° C. it becomes isotropic, and hence it is inferred that
when formed it was normally isometric, and that the ob-
served variations in form and optical character have re-
sulted from subsequent molecular changes.—Leucite
rocks, a series of rocks closely allied to basalt, but con-
taining leucite in the place of feldspar. These rocks are
for the most part, so far as known, of veiy modern origin.
They are particularly well developed in southern Italy and
the Eifel. See lAiidUiphyre, phmwlitef and tephrite.

leucite-basalt(lu'sit-ba-s&lt"),». Arock closely
resembling ieucitophyfe,but less coarsely gran-
ular in texture. Eosenbusch divides the leucite rocks
into leucite-basalts and leucitites, the chief difference be-
ing that the former contain olivin, while the latt^ do not.

leucitic (lu-sit'ik), a. [< leucite + -»c.] Of or
pertaining to leucite; containing or resem-
bling leucite.

leucitite (lu'si-tit), n. [< leucite + -ifeS.] The
name given by Eosenbusch to varieties of leu-
cite rock containing no olivin. Rocks of this type
have been found in various parts of Italy, in the Cordil-
leran regions of the United States, and in the East Indies.
Their composition is extremely variable, and they have not
yet been fully worked out.

leucitoid (lu'si-toid), n. [< leucite + Gr. tlSog,

form: see -oid.'] In crystal., a tetragonal tris-

octahedron, or trapezohedron : so called as be-
ing a common form of the mineral leucite.

leucitophyre (lu-sit'o-fir), %. [< leudte + Gr.
^upE(v,mix.] A crystalline-granular rock, differ-

ing from ordinary basalt chiefly in the presence
of considerable leucite. The essential ingredients
of leucitophyre are leucite, augite, olivin, and magnetite,
the crystals of the first-named being sometimes as much
as an inch in diameter.

leucoblast (lu'ko-blast), n. [< Gr. /lemiif, white,
+ /SAauriSf, germ': see hlastus.l A germinal leu-

cocyte, or the germ of a leucocyte.

leucocarpOUS (m-ko-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. ^wdf,
white, -I- Kapndg, fruit.] Having white fruit.

leucocnolyt (lii'ko-kol-i), n. [< Gr. Aemdf,
white, -1- ;i;o)l;^, bile : see cfeoKci. Gt. melancholy.']

"White bile": a nonce-word, opposed to mel-
ancholy, " black bile."

Mine ... is a white Melancholy, or rather Iieucocholy
for the most part; which, though it seldom laughs or
dances, nor ever amounts to what one calls Joy or Plea-
sure, yet is a good easy sort of a state. Qray, Letters, 1. 113.

Leucocoryne (lii-ko-kor'i-ne), n. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1839), in allusion to the white flowers of
some species, mounted on scapes ; < Gr. Aemci?,

white, -I- Kopiv?!, a club.] A genus of liliaceous
plants of Chili, of the tribe AlUeoe, or onion
family. Three or four species are known, having nar-
rowly linear, channeled, radical leaves, and simple leaf-

less scapes bearing few white or blue flowers in terminal
umbels. They are called white etub-JUmer.

leucocyte (lu'ko-sit), n. [< Gr. 7isvK6g, white,
+ KiiTof, a hollow.] A white or colorless cor-
puscle of the blood or lymph.
leucocythemia, leucocythaemia (lu"ko-si-the'-

mi-S), n. [NL., < Gr. 7\£vk6q, white, -I- /ciirof, a
hollow, + alfM, blood.] Same as leucemia.

leucocytic (lu-ko-sit'ik), a. [< leucocyte + -Jc]
1'. Pertaining to leucocytes.— 2. Pertaining to
an excess of leucocytes ; leucemic.
leucocytogenesis (lu-ko-si-to-jen'e-sis), n.

[NL., < leucocyte + Gr. 7fve(r(f,'produotion: see
genests."] The production of leucocytes, orwhite
blood-corpuscles.

leucocytosis (lu"ko-si-t6'sis), n. [NL., < leuco-

cyte + -osis.] The presence of an excessive
number of white corpuscles in the blood, espe-
cially when merely the result of temporary
causes and not produced by grave disease.

leucodermia (lii-ko-der'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Aem3f, white, + Sip'fia, skin : see derm.] Abnor-
mal lack of pigment in the skin. Also written
leukoderma, leukoderma, leukodermia Leuco-
dermia acqulsita, vitiligo.— Congenital leucoder-
mia, albinism.

leucodermic (lu-ko-d6r'mik), a. [As leucodermia
+ -Jc] Pertainingtoorexhibitingleuoodermia.

leucoethiop (lu-se'thi-op), n. Same as leucoethi-

ops.

leucophlegmatic

leucogthiop (lu-ko-e'thi-op), n. [Also leucoe-

thiop; < leucoethiops.] Same as leucoethiops.

leucoetMopic (lu-ko-e-thi-op'ik), a. [< UucO'
ethiops + -ic] Pertaining to a leucoethiops
or alJDino

;
pertaining to leucopathy.

leucoethiops (lii-ko-e'thi-ops), n.; pi. leucoethi-
oxies (lu-ko-e-thi'o-pez). [< Gr. %EVK6g, white, +
AWioTfi, an Ethiop, a negro : see Ethiops, Mthiop.]
An individual of a dark-skinned race exhibiting
albinism or a want of coloring matter in the
skin and epidermic formations.
leucoindopnenol (lii-ko-in-do-fe'nol), n. [<
Gr._^vK6g, white, -I- E. indophenol] Indophenol
which has been reduced by glucose and caustic
soda. It is a commercial article, forming a white paste
soluble in pure and in acidified water. It is used in dye-
ing indigo-blue shades. Sometimes called indophenol
white, or indophenol preparation.

Leucoium (lu-ko'i-um), ». [NL. (Linnssus), < L.
leucoion, < Gr. ?.evK6lov, name of several plants,
the wallflower, snowflake, etc., lit. 'white vio-
let,' < /IcmiSf, white, + iov, violet.] A genus of
plants of the iazniljAmarylUdece and tribe Ama-
ryllece, distinguished by the long filaments and
the equal segments of the perianth. There are 9
species. L. cestivum is the summer snowfiake, and L. ver-
num, a smaller and earlier plant, the spring snowfiake.

leucol (lH'kol), n. [< Gr. Xevk6;, white, + -ol.]

An organic base obtained from coal-tar, iso-
meric with ohinoline.
leucoline (lii'ko-lin), n. Same as leucol.

leucoma (lu-ko'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. /uiieafia, a
white spot in the eye, (. AetJ/cow, whiten, < TievKdg,

white: see leucous.] In ^oiZioZ., a white opaci-
ty of the cornea of the eye, the result of inflam-
mation. Also called albugo.
leucomaine (lu-ko'ma-in), n. [Irreg. < Gr. Aef-
Ku>ij.a, whiteness, a white spot in the eye (see
leucoma), + -ine^.] A nitrogenous organic base
or alkaloid produced in living animal tissues as
a result of their activity: distmguished from,
a ptomaine, which is an alkaloid produced in
the putrefactive decay of a dead tissue.

leucomatOUS (lu-kom'a-tus), a. [< NL. leu-

coma{t-) + -ojwi] Pertaining to or exhibiting
leucoma.
leucomelanous (Ifl-ko-mel'a-nus), a. [< Gr.
?-evk6c, white, -1- //^/laf (fis^v-), black.] Having
a fair complexion with dark hair.

Leuconaria (lu-kg-na'ri-a), n.pl. [NL., < Leu-
conies) + -aria.] ' In Sollas's classification of
sponges, a tribe of heterocoelous Caldspongice,
embracing recent and fossil forms whose canal
system is of the eurypylous rhagonate type, di-

vided into Leucomdw and Eilhardidw.

leucouate (Ifi'ko-nat), a. [< Leucon{es) + -ate^.]

Pertaining to the Leucones, orhaving their char-
acters : as, a leuconate canal system ; leuconate
type of structure.

Leucones (lu-ko'nez), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. XevKdg,

white: see leucous.] A group of the chalk-
sponges, or Caldspongice, characterized first by
great thickening of the ectodermal syncytium,
so that the inhalent pores, such as exist in As-
cones, lengthen into canals which may variously
branch and anastomose, and secondly by final

restriction to these canals of the endodermal
cells, which at first form a continuous layer.

leucopathia (lu-ko-path'i-a), n. [NL.: see leu-

copathy.] Same as leucopathy.

leucopathy (lu-kop'arthi), n. [< NL. leucopa-
thia, < Gr. leviidQ, white, + aaSog, affection : see
pathos.] 1. The condition of being an albino;
albinism.— 2. Same as chlorosis.

leucophane (lu'ko-fan), n. [< MGr. yievKofav^g,

appearing white, < Gr. XevKdc, white, + -faviiq, <

(paweadai, appear.] An imperfectly crystallized
mineral, of a pale greenish or wine-yellow
color. It is a fluosilicate of beryllium, calcium,
and sodium, and is found in Norway. Also
called leucophanite.

Leucophasia (lu-ko-fa'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
/iTO/cdf, white, + ipdmg, appearance: see phase.]
A genus of pierian Isutterflies of the family
Papilionidce. Also called Leptidea. L. sinapis
is a British species.

leucophilous (lu-kof 'i-lus), a. [< Gr. Xevic6g,

white, + i^/Aof, loving.] Pond of light; light-

loving; heliophilous.

leucophlegmacyt (lu-ko-fleg'ma-si), «. [< Gr.
?.EVico<j>'AEyiiaTia (also AeuKdv (fiTiiy/ia), the dropsy, <
AEVKO<j>MyftaTog, suffering from white phlegm, <

/Uufcdf , white, + <l>Xiy/ia, phlegm : see phlegm.]
Inpathol., an inferred tendency to a dropsical
state, as indicated by paleness, flabbiness, or
redundancy of serum in the blood.

leucophlegmatict (lu"k6-fleg-mat'ik), a. [<
Gr. Tisvuofyiiy/iaTog, suffering from white phlegm:



leucophlegmatic

see leucophlegmacy.'i Of, pertaining to, or af-
fected with leucophlegmacy.
leucophyl, leuco^hyll (lu'ko-fil), ». [< Gr.
/IfD/cdf, white, + ^iAAov, leaf.] A chromogen be-
lieved to exist in the white corpuscles of an
etiolated plant, which, under appropriate con-
ditions, will give rise to chlorophyl. Sachs.
Leucophylleae (lu-ko-fil'e-e), n. pi [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1876), < Leucophyllum +
-cfF.] A tribe of serophulariaoeous plants, typi-
fied by the genus Leucophyllum, and embracing
also the genera Heteranthia and Ghiesbreghtia.
They are herbs and shrubs of Texas, Mexico, and Brazil,
with alternate leaves and bell-shaped corollaswiththe tube
short.

Leucophyllum (lii-ko-fil'um), n. [NL. (Hum-
boldt and Bonpland, 1809), < Gr. AcuKdf, white, -f

(pvMov, leaf.] A genus of plants of the family
Scrophularinece, type of the Leucophyllece.

leucoplacia (Ifi-ko-pla'si-a), «. [NL., < Gr. Ara-

Kof, white,+ ffAdf, anything flat and broad.] In
pathol.jthe occurrence of chronic white patches
on the tongue and buccal mucous membrane.
There is inflammation of the corium, with hypertrophy and
perversion of growth of the epithelium. Also caUed ich-
thyosis linguae, tyloms linguae, and psoriasis linguee.

leucoplast, leucoplastld (lu'ko-plast, lu-ka-
plasMiid), n. [< Gr. XevKdc, white,+ TrTutardg, ver-
bal adj. of TzMaaeiv, form.] Same as amyloplast.

leucopterous (lu-kop'te-ms), a. [< Gr. ActkiJc,

white, -I- TTTepdv, a wing, = E./ea(Aer.] Having
white wings. Thomas, Med. Diet.
leucopyrite (bi-ko-pi'rit), n. [< Gr. TievKdc,

white, + 'E. pyrites.
'i
A mineral (Fe3As4) of a

color between white and steel-gray and of a me-
tallic luster, consisting chiefly of arsenic and
iron. It is related to loellingite (FeAsg) and
arsenopyrite (PeAsS or PeAs2.FeS2).
Leucornamphus (Ifi-ko-ram'fus), «. [< Gr.
Ara/cdf, white, + pafujiog, beak, bill.] A genus
of toothed cetaceans, of the family Delphinidie,
having no dorsal fin. These dolphins have hence
been called Delphiruiptenis, but that name belongs to an-
other genus. There are two species: i.^eroni of the west-
ern coast of South America, black above and white below,
with 44 teeth on each side of each jaw ; and L. boretUis of
the same coast of North America, called the right-whale
dolphin. See Delphinapterue, Ddphinus.

leucoirhea, leucorrlicea (lu-ko-re'a), n. [NL.
leucorrhcea, < Gr. Xevnd^, white, + f)oia, a flowing,
< pelv, flow.] In pathol., a mucous or mucopuru-
lent discharge of a white color from the vagina

;

fluoralbus; the whites. Mao aaMeHbleimelytria
and colporrhea.

leucorrheal. leucorrhoeal QxL-kg-ie'al), a. [<
leueorrhea + -ai.] Pertaining to or of the na-
ture of leueorrhea : as, leueorrheal discharges.

leUCOSCOpe (lu'ko-skop), n. [< Gr. Anifuif, white,
+ ctumeiv, view.] An optical instrument for

testing the eyes for color-blindness, devised by
Helmholtz.
Leucosia (lu-ko'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 'Xcviumsl^,

whiteness: see teiicosjs.] 1. The typical genus
of LeucosiidcB. Fabridus, 1798.— 2. A genus of

mollusks.— 3. A genus of bombycid moths of

the family Xaparidce, based upon the European
X. solids. Bambur, 1869.

leucosian (lu-ko'si-an), n. and a. [< Leucosia
+ -an.'] I. n. A crab of the family Leucosiida.

II. a. Resembling or related to crabs of the
genus Leucosia; pertaining to the LeucosiidcB.

Leucosiidae (lii-ko-si'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Xett-

cosia + -idw.] A family of braehyurous deca-
pod crustaceans, typified by the genus Leu-
cosia, containing a number of genera of small
crabs of compact rounded form and more or

less porcellaneous test. Also Leueosiadee.

leucosis(lu-k6'sis),«. [NL.,<Gr./lE{;/c6)fftf,white-
ness, < Mvaovv, whiten, < Afti/cdf , white : see leu-

cous.l 1. Whiteness of skin; pallor.— 2. The
formation or progress of leucoma.
leucospermous (lii-ko-sper'mus), a. [< Gr.
AevKiQ, white, -1- c-n-epfia, seed.] Having white
fruit or seeds.

Leucospori(lu-kos'po-ri), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. Xev-

Kog, white, + inrdpoc, seed.] A series of fungi in

the large genus Agarieus, distinguishedby their

white spores.

Leucosticte (M-ko-stik'te), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1831), < Gr. /Miicdg, white, + ariKrdg, pricked,
punctured, spotted, < ari^ew, prick, puncture:
see stigma.] A notable genus of fringilline

birds, having an oblique ridge on the under
mandible, and the plumage more or less rosy
or sUvery-gray. There are several species, chiefly of
western North America, known as rosy finches. The best-

luiown is L. tephrocotis, wliicb is of a rich chocolate-brown
color, much of the plumage skirted, with a rosy tint, the
ears silvery-gray, and the cap black. Its length is about

6i inches.
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leucostine (lu-kos'tin), n. [< Gr.X«;Ki5r, white,

+ 6aT(eov), bone (?), + -ine^.] A variety of tra-

chyte.

Leucothoe (lu-koth'6-e), n. [NL. (D. Don, 1834),

< L. Leucothoe, < Gr. *Acvko66^, daughter of Or-

chamus. King of Babylon, and Eurynome.] A
genus of erieaeeous plants of the tribe Andro-
medece. The imbricated calyx does not become berry-

like in the fruit, and the seeds are winged. There are

about 9 species, shrubs with petioled, serrulate leaves and
axillary or terminal spiked racemes of white waxy flowers

gracefully arranged along the under side of the branches,

natives of North America, Japan, and the Himalayas.

Some of .the species are ornamental, and known in gar-

dens. L. acuminata of the South Carolina and Florida

coast is ealleipipewood. According to Schimper, 30 fos-

sil species of Leucothoe occur in the Tertiary deposits of

Europe, one in the Miocene of Alaska, and one in the Da-
kota group (Middle Cretaceous) of Nebraska.

leucous (Iti'kus), a. [< Gr. y^vudg, light, bright,

white, akin to L. lucere, be light, and to B.
lights, q. -v.] Light-colored; white; affected

withleueism; albinotio: applied specifically to

albinos.

'

leucoxene (lli'kok-sen), n. [< Gr. Tievicdg, white,

+ ^cvog, a guest.] An opaque white substance
often observed in thin sections of rocks, de-

rived from the alteration of titanic iron. It is,

sometimes at least, identical with titanite in
composition.

leudt, leudet, «• Middle English forms of lewd.

leugh (lyueh or lyooh). A dialectal (Scotch)
preterit of laugh.

leukef, a. An obsolete spelling of luke^.

leukoderma, leiikodeniiia,^. Seeleu^Mdermia.

leunt, »• A Middle English form of lion.

leuset, V. An obsolete irregular spelling of

loose. Myot.
leutet, leuteet, n. Middle English forms of

lealty.

leuzernt, n. A variant of luoernS.

Lev. An abbreviation of Leviticus.

levantl (lev'ant), a. and n. [< OP. levant, P.
levant, a., rising, < L. levanlt-)s, ppr. of le-

vare, raise, refl. se levare, rise, < levis, light, not
heavy (whence also ult. E. lever\ levity, levee^,

levee^, levy^, levy^, alleviate, allege^, elevate, rel-

evant, relieve, relief, etc.), akin to E. light^, q. v.

Hence levanP, levant?.] I. a. If. Eising. Min-
shev, 1617; Phillips, 1706.— 2t. Eastern; coming
from the direction in which the sun rises.

Forth rush the Leraaivt and the Ponent winds,
Eurus and Zephyr. JfiZton, P. L.,x. 704.

3. leap.] In geol., appellative of the fourth of
Professor H. Rogers's fifteen divisions of the
Paleozoic strata in the Appalachian chain, the
names of which suggest metaphorically the dif-

ferent natural periods of the day. It is the equiva-
lent of the lower part of the Upper Silurian, and represents
the Oneida conglomerate and Medina sandstone of the
New York Survey. See Medina sandstone, under sand-
stone.— Levant and couchant, in law. See coueharU.

H. n. Same as lavant. [Local, Eng.]
levant^ (If-vanf), n. and o. [= D. levant
= 6. levante = Dan. Sw. levant, < P. levant
= Sp. Pg. It. levante, < ML. levan{t-)s, the
sunrise, the east, the orient, prop, adj., ris-

ing, applied to the sun: see levant^.] I. «. 1.
[cap.] The region east of Italy lying on and
near the Mediterranean, sometimes reckoned
as extending east to the Euphrates and as
taking in the Nile valley, thus including Greece
and Egypt; more specifically, the coast-region
and islands of Asia Minor and Syria : a name
originally given by the Italians.— 2. An east-
erly wind blowing up the Mediterranean ; a le-

vanter.
The Macstrale, the Bora, the Gregala, and the Levante,

are polar currents [of wind]— the first about north-west, the
second north, and the other two with more or less easting.

FvtiRoy, Weather Book, p. 141.

3. Same as levant morocco Cloth of Levantt a
cosmetic used hy ladies in the sixteenth century. Nares.
To make a kind of . . . cloth of ieuoTU, wherewith wo-

men do use to colour their face. Secretes of Alexis.

II. a. Of or pertaining to or obtained from
the Levant.--Levant fever. See/ctieri.—Levantmo-
rocco, in bookbindijig, morocco of superior quality, having
a large and prominent grain. It was originally made in
the Levant, from the sldns of Angora goate.

levants (If-vanf), v. [< Sp. levantar, raise,
move, remove (levantar la casa, break up house,
levantar el campo, break up camp), < levar, lie-

var, now llevar, raise, carry, < L. levare, raise

:

see levant^, n.] I. intrans. To run away; de-
camp.

When he found she'd levanted, the Count of Alsace
At first turned remarkably red in the face.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 244.

Il.t trans. Used only in the imperative, in the
exclamatory phrase levant me, a mild impreca-
tion much Uke blow me! [Low.]

levator

Levant me, but he got enough last night to porcbase a
principality amongst his countrymen. Foole, The Minor, 1.

levant^t (If-vanf), n. [< levant^, ».] A bet

made by one who expects to evade paying if

he loses To throw or run a levantt, to bet without
intention to pay. [Slang.]

Crowd to the hazard table, throw a familiar levant upon
some sharp lurching man of quality, and, if he demands
his money, turn it off with a loud laugh.

Cibber, Provoked Husband, i. (fiavies.)

levanter^ (le-van't6r), n. [< levantt, n., + -er^.]

An easterly windblowingup the Mediterranean
from the mreetion of the Levant.
Let them not break prison to burst like a levanter, to

sweep the eartli with their hurricane.
Burlce, Bev. in France.

levanter^ (lf-van't6r), n. [< levant, v., + -eri.]

1. One who levants; one who runs away dis-

gracefully. Specifically— 3. One who bets at

a horse-race, and runs away without paying
the wager lost. [Slang in both senses.]

levantine (lev'an-tin or le-van'tin), a. and n.

[= P. levantim (= Pg. Sp. It. levantino), per\;ain-

ing to the Levant (fem. levantme, a silk cloth),

< levant, the Levant: see levantt, n.] I. a. If.

Eastern; Oriental.

They (the seeds of Plaianus] should be gathered late in

Autumn, and brought us from some more levantme parts

than Italy. Evelyn, Sylva, xxiL

2. [cap.] Of or pertaining to the Levant.— 3.

Designating a particular kind of sUk cloth.

See n., 3.

II. n. 1. [cap.] A native or an inhabitant of

the Levant.—2. [cap.] A vessel belonging to

the Levant.—8. A nch and stout silk material,

characterized by having two faces of different

colors or shades. Diet, of Needlework.
levari facias (le-va'n fa'shi-as). [L. (NL.),

cause to be levied : levari, pass, of levare, raise

(see levy^); facias, 2d pers. sing. pres. subj.

(with impv. force) of facere, do^ cause : see

fact.] In law, a writ of execution issued to

the sheriff, commandinghim to levy the amount
of a judgment out of the goods, etc., of the

debtor.

levationt (le-va'shon), n. [= OF. levation =
It. levazione] < L. levaiio{n-), a raising, < levare,

pp. levatiis, raise: see levant^.] The act of

raising; elevation; especially, the elevation of

the Host.
Kneling, knocking on brestes, and holding vp of.handes

at the sight of the levacum. Sir T. More, "Works, p. 890.

By his gesture he will behave himself in such sort as
rather shall make men the less to regard the mass, for he
win not look up at the levation time, hold up his hands,
nor strike his hands on his face.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853X H. 302.

levator (If-va'tor), n.; pi. levatores (lev-a-to'-

rez). [L.,alifter,< iCTore, raise: see ?ei'an<f. Cf.

lever\ ult. < L. levator.] 1. In anat, that which
raises or elevates, as various muscles of the hu-
man body : opposed to depressor.—2. A surgi-

cal instrument used to raise a depressed part of

the skull—Levator angull oris, the Utter of the angle
of the mouth. Also caUea canine mugde.—Levator an-
gull scapills, the lifter of the angle of the scapula: in

man, a distinct muscle arising from the cervical region of

the spine and inserted into the scapula; in some animals,
a part of the serratus magnus, as in the opossum.—Leva-
tor an! the lifter of the anus, a sheet of mnscnlar tissue

chiefly forming the floor of the pelvic cavity.— Levator
arcuum, in some of the lower vertebrates, as Mcmibran-
chus, one of the muscles suspending branchial arches to the
parts above them.— Levator clavlculs, the lifter of the
clavicle, a muscle of many animals, not normally found in

man, extending from the occipital bone and attached to the
metacromion of the scapnla. Also called trachelo-aeromia-
lis.—Levatorcoccygis, the lifter of the coccyx,a consider-
able muscle having the office implied inthe name, proceed-
ing from the pelvis to the coccyx, and belonging to the genr
eral series of extensor muscles of the spine. It is well
marked, for example, in birds.— Levatores costamm,
twelve muscles on each side of the spine. Each passes
from the transverse process of a vertebra to the rib below,
being inserted between the tubercle and the angle. They
raise the ribs.—Levator glandnlse tbjrroldese, a muscle
wliich occasionally passes from the hyoid bone to the tliy-

roid gland.—Levator humeri propriUB, the proper ele-

vator of the humerus, a muscle ofsome animals, as the dog,
resulting from union of fibers of the deltoid and stemo-
mastoid, when the latter coalesces with the trapeziuB.—
Levator labll Inferiorls, the elevator of the lower Up
and chin, causing the lip to protrude, as in pouting. Also
called levator menli.— Levator labll superlorls, the ele-

vator of the upper Up, eximsing the canine teeth, as in
grinning. From its action in dogs, it is sometimes caUed tht

wiariira-TiMiscfe.- Levator labU superlorlB alsqne
nasi, the lifter of the upper Up and nomril, as in sneering

;

the sneering-muscle.— Levator mentL Same as levator
labii inferimis.— 'Leva.Ua palatl, the lifter of the soft
palate, bounding the posterior naris externally, arising
from the apex of the petrous portion of the tempor^
bone, and inserted with its fellow into the median line of
the palate.— Levator palpebrse superiorls, the lifter

of the upper eyelid, antagonizing the orbicularis palpe-
brarum.— Levator proinluB alfe nasi, the lifter of the
nostril ; the dilatator naris, anterior or posterior.—Leva-
tor prostata, the lifter of the prostate gland, the anterior



levator
part of the levator an!, passing from the publo ramus to
the Bide of the prostate, and thence under the eland to a
median raphe in front of the anus.

levef. An obsolete variant of leme'>; learned, leeve,
Uve^, and lief.

levecelt, n. A variant of lefesel.

levedt, a. A Middle English form of leafed.
levedyt, n. A Middle English form of lady.
leveei (le-ve' or lev'f), n. [< P. lev^e, a raising,
embanking, embankment, a levy (also formerly
a rising, as of the snn) : see levy'^, the naturalized
form of the word in E.] 1. An embankment
on the margin of a river, to confine it within
its natural channel: as, the levees of the Mis-
sissippi.

On the IBth of November, he had completed in front of
New Orleans a levee, of eighteen hundred yards in length,
and BO broad that its summit measui'ed eighteen feet in
width. Oayamri, Hist. Louisiana, I. 382.

Hence—2. A landing-place forvessels; aquay,
pier, or landing-stage . [Southern and western
U. S. in both senses.]
leveei (le-ve' or lev'e), ®. t. [< levee^, m.] To
embank: as, to levee's, river. [U. S.]

levee^ (le-ve' or lev'f), n. [< F. lever (pron.
le-va' ), a rising (of the'sun), a rising (from bed),
a morning reception (on rising), K lever, raise,

refl. rise : see levanf^. The spelling levee was
orig. intended to represent the Fj)ron. of lever.

The word does not come from P. Iev4e, which
has not the meaning 'a reception.'] If. The
act or time of rising.

Nothing iB more alluring than a Lmee from a Couch in
some Confusion. Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 1.

1 set out one morning before five o'clock, . . . and got
to the sea-coast time enough to be at the sun's levee.

Gray, To Mr. Nicholls.

2. Amorningreception heldby aprince or great
personage; a morning assembly. The term is

chiefly applied in Great Britain to the stated public oc-
casions on which the sovereign receives such persons as
are entitled by rank or favor to the honor. It is distin-

guished from a drawinff-room in the respect that, whereas
at a levee men alone appear (with the exception of the
chief ladies of the coui-t), both women and men attend a
drawing-room. In old French usage, a levee (lever) v/aa a
reception of nobles by the king on his rising from bed, or
during or immediately after the making of his toilet.

I humbly conceive the business of a levee is to receive
the acknowledgments of a multitude. Spectator, No. 193.

Of the three levees in this street^ the greatest is in this
house. Wdlpole, To Mann, Nov. 30, 1743.

That 4th of August was the eve of Louis XVI. 's last levie

— a brilliant spectacle, through which sad presages were
felt and seen in many hearts and eyes.

E. Dowden, Shelley, 1. 7.

3. A general or miscellaneous assemblage of

guests, without reference to the time of day;
a reception: as, the president's levee.

He [Brougham] had a levee the other night, which was
brilliantly attended— the archbishops, Duke of Welling-
ton, Lord Qrey, a host of people.

Gremtle, MemoirB, March 15, 1831.

levee^ (le-ve' or lev'f), v. t. [< levee^, m.] To
attend the levee of; fasten one's self on, or

pester, at levees. [Rare.]

Warm in pursuit, he levees all the great. Youn;/.

levefult, «• [Also leeful, leful; < leve,now leave'^,

permission, + -ful. In the form leeful, leful,

appar. confusedwith Imoful.^ Allowable
;
per-

missible; lawful.

For levejvl is with force force of showve.
Chameer, Prol. to Keeve's Tale, 1. 68.

Kichmen sayen that it is both le^fuU and needfuU to them
to gather riches together. Fox, p. 372. (Nares.)

level^ (lev'el), n. and a. [< ME. level, levell, Iwel,

< OP. livel, Iweau, leveal, later nivel, niveau, P.

niveau (dial, leveau, lk>ai, livS) = Sp. nvoel, nivel-

lo = Pg. livel, nivel = It. Uvello, < L. libella, a

balance, a level, dim. of libra, a balance, a level:

aee libra, Ubrate^jete.j I. n. 1. An instrument

for determining the plane of the horizon, or the

plane perpendicular to the direction in which
bodies fall under the action of gravity. The
simplest instrument used for this purpose is the piwmb-

line. This Is now superseded tor mosl; purposes by the

Spirit'level, mounted for surveying.

Spirit-level.

a. end view; 6, side view (part shown in section).

bubWe- or spirit-lev^, which consists of a frame of some
kind flrmly holding a glass tube, closed at the ends,

nearly filled with anhydrous ether, or a mixture of ether

and alcohol, and having its inner surface on the upper part

ground into the form of the outer part of an anchor-ring.

Fine levels have besides a graduated scale either on the

glass or on a metallic rule set against it, so as to mark the

precise position of the bubble. Most fine levels are pro-
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vlded with a chamber so
contrived thatthelength
of the bubble can be
altered. The spirit-level
is usually reversed in use,
and the mean of its two
indications adopted. The
spirit-level is an attach-
ment of most geodetical
instruments; and there
is a special instrument
called a level or levelin^-

inetrument (which see).

Of aUe kyne craftes ich contreeuede here tooles . . .

And cast out by squire both lyne and leuell.

Piers Plmuman (C), xii. 127.

In her lap she held a perpendicular or level, as the ensign
of evenness and rest.

B. Jonson, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

2. An imaginary surface everywhere perpen-
dicular to the plumb-line, or line of gravity, so
that it might be the free surface of a liquid at
rest. Every such surface is approximately that of an
oblate spheroid, as the sea-level, for example, is ; but for
most of the purposes of ordinary life it is convenient, and
occasions no sensible error, to confound this surface with
its tangent plane at the point refeiTed to— the plane of
its horizon. The vertical distance from any given lower
level (in the stricter sense of the word). A, to a given
higher level, B, will vary with the latitude ; but the work
required to raise a given weight from jd to£ is everywhere
the same. The level or horizontal surface is ordinarily
spoken of as belonging to anything lying or moving upon
it, or to a liquid whose free surface in equilibrium will
coincide with a portion of it, and frequently indicates, in
addition, some reference to some other object having the
same or a different vertical elevation. Thus, we speak of
the level of a station (often with reference to some standard
of elevation), or of the level of the sea ; a liquid is spoken
of as finding its level; A is said to be on a level wtth B, or A
and B are on a level or on the same level.

Each place is alternately elevated and depressed ; but
the ocean preserves its level.

J. S. Mm, Pol. Econ., III. iii. § 1.

The highest flood-mark was on a level with the terrace
round the house. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xiv.

Hencp— 3. Figuratively, degree of elevation
as regards standing, condition, or action; a
height reached or aimed at, from a social, in-

tellectual, or moral point of view. The idea of
comparison, relativity, or parallelism is prominent in this
as in the literal signiflcation of the word ; and a natural or
normal level is often spoken of, after the analogy of a free
liquid surface.

It was no little satisfaction to me to view the mixed
mass of all ages and dignities upon a level, partaking of
the same beneflts of nature. Steele, Guardian, No. 174.

Foppish airs

And histrionic mumm ry, that let down
The pulpit to the level of the stage.

Coivper, Task, ii. 564.

When merit shall find its level. F. W. Robertson.

A common level of interests and social standing fostered
unconventional ways of thought and speech, and friendly
human sympathies.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 205.

4. An extent of laud-surface approximately
horizontal and unbroken by irregularities; a
plain.

We rode a league beyond.
And, o'er a bridge of pinewood crossing, came
On flowery levels underneath the crag.
Full of all beauty. Tennyson, Princess, iii.

5. The point-blank aim of a missile weapon,
including the line of fire and the range or dis-

tance the missile is carried without deflection;
hence, purpose; aim.

As if that name.
Shot from the deadly level of a gun.
Did murder her. Shak., B. and J., iii. 3. 103.

Bring me within the level of your frown.
But shoot not at me in your waken'd hate.

Shak., Sonnets, cxvii.

Be the fair Level of thy Actions laid
As Temp'rance wills, and Prudence may persuade.

Prior, Solomon, iii.

6. In mining, a drift or nearly horizontal exca-
vation made in opening a mine. Levels are run
to connect shafts and winzes, so as to open and make
ready for stoping a certain amount of ground. In a mine
regularly opened on a permanent vein, the levels are
usually from 60 to 100 feet apart, but vary in position
with the varying richness of the lode.

7. A leveling-instrument. See clinometer-level

and leveling4nstrument Aita's level, a modified
water-level, in which the horizontal part of the tube is

replaced by long india-rubber tubing, for carrying lines

of level round corners.— Blind level. See bUndi.—
Bricklayers' level, a plummet attached to a wooden
T having a line through the attachment of the plumb-line
perpendicular to the edge of the wood.—Carpenters'
level. Same as bricklayers^ level.—Day level,in mining,
a level open to the surface at the side of a valley. Most
mines have, when possible, at least one such level for

drainage. Also called adit or simsA.—Dead level, a
stretch of land without hills, and very nearly horizontal;

hence, absolute uniformity; unvarying sameness; mo-
notony.

We bring to one dead level every mind.
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 268.

All unnecessary rises and falls [in roads] should be
avoided, but a dead level is unfavorable for drainage.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 682.

Gravatt's Surveyors* Level.

level

Flying level, in engin., a trial leveling over the track of a
projected road, railroad, or canal, to ascertain the fitness

of the ground.—Gunners' level, a brass Instrument with
a steel sliding arm and a spirit-level, used for obtaining the
line of sighting-points on a gun.— Hand-level, in mining,
a level about four feet high and three feet wide, giving
just room for a man to pass through in a constrained
position, pushing a little wagon called a driving-wagon.
[Yorkshire, Eng.]— Line and leveL See Zine^.—lines
of level, lines on a map representing the intersections of
the surface of the ground with level surfaces; contour-
lines.—Locke level (invented by John Locke), a tube, like
a small spy-glass, held in the hand, and so contrived that
when the bubble occupies the centfir of a small mirror
within the tube, the axis of the instrument, the position
of which is indicated by a cross-hair in the field, is level.

This instrument, which is extremely convenient for field

geologists, is used for getting the height of slopes of mod-
erate extent by holding the instrument to the eye, noting
the point in the ascending slope where, when the instru-
ment is level, the cross-hair strikes the ground, then walk-
ing to that and repeating the process, until the spot is

reached of which the height is desired. The result is

given by multiplying the height of the observer's eye
above the ground by the number of stations. Of course
the instrument can be used only on a continuously as-

cending grade.—Masons' level. Same as plummet-level.
— Mercurial level, a fluid-level in which mercury serves
in place of water or
alcohol in the tube
or trough.—Re-
flecting level.
Same as Locke level,

—Self-recording
level, a machine
which when passed
over the ground
makes a profile or
vertical section of
a line of survey ; a
grade - indicator.—
Surveyors' level,
a telescope with a
spirit-level attach-
ed, for measuring
difierences of ele-

vation, in connection with a leveling-staif. For the Qra-
vatt surveyors* level, see dumpy-level.—Water-level, a
horizontal tube with two upright branches, mounted on a
tripod, and partly filled with water, so that one can sight
across from the surface of the water in one upright branch
to that in the other. (See also artUlery-level,oatter-level,

foot-level, Y-level.y

II. a. 1. Lying in or constituting a horizon-
tal surface ; not having one part higher than
another ; horizontally even or flat ; not sloping:
as, level ground; a level floor or pavement.
The .iiij. syde lyeth to the moiitayne warde, and that

nedeth no walle, and it is dressed so yt it is leuell aboue
and voughted thrughout vnder nethe.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 34.

God ! that one might read the book of fate,

And see the revolution of the times
Make mountains level. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 47.

In the more level parts of Navarln Island, these bands
of stratification were nearly horizontal.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 448.

2. Lying in such a surface that no work is

gained or lost in the transportation of a par-
ticle from any one point of it to any other;
equipotential.—3. Existing or acting in the
same plane or course; continuing without
change of relative elevation ; even with some-
thing else.

Now shaves with level wing the deep, then soars
Up to the fiery concave towering high.

Milton, 7. L., ii. 634.

Kound and full the glorious sun
Walks with level steps the spray.
Through his vestibide of Day.

B. Taylor, Ariel in the Cloven Pine.

Its [Scripture] having some things in it hard to be un-
derstood implies that it has but some, and that most
things in it are easy to be understood, lie open and level

to the meanest understandings.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. ix.

Where Pope, as in the "Kape of the Lock," found a sub-
ject exactly level with his genius, he was able to make
what, taken for all in all, is the most perfect poem in the
language. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 432.

The light thrilled towards her, fill'd

With angels in strong level flight.

2). G. Bossetti, The Blessed Damozeh

4. With reference to color, especially in dye-

ing, even ; unbroken ; uniform.

The periection of cotton dyeing is to produce on these
warps the same tone and deptli of colour as are found on
theworsted, so that the entire piece may appear level, and
free from any cheeky character.

Workshop Beceipts, 2d ser., p. 222.

5. Equal in rank or degree.

And your conceal'd sins, though you work like moles.
Lie level to their justice.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Xheodoret, i. 1.

Be levd, in preferments, and you will soon be as level in
your learning. Bentley.

6. Well-aimed; direct; straight; in a right line;

conformable.

Everything lies level to our wish.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4. 7.

Level as a cannon to its blank. Slmk., Hamlet, iv. 1. 42.

7. Steady; in equipoise. [Eare.]



level

It is not a confident brow, nor the throng of words that
come . . . from yon, can thrust me from a level consider-
ation [of the justice of a cause].

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii L 124.

8. Well-balanced ; of good judgment : as, a level

head. [CoUoq. or slang, U. S.]

There is a strong suspicion among men whose heads are
level that ttiis . . , pei^ormance is a bluff.

Bret Harte, Gabriel Conroy, tttitt.

Level crossing. Same as ffrad£~crosgmg (which see, un-
der crosang).—Level surface. Same as e(iuipotential sur-
face (which see, under eqtdpoterOial).—To do one's level
best, to do one's utmost. [Slang, U. S.]

"Now you have a position in society, yoa must assist in
all good objects." . . . I said, " 111 do my iend Best, Doc-
tor." B. E. Hale, His Level Best

=Syn. 1 and 2. Level, Flat, Even. In regard to the sur-
face of land, fiat is a depreciative word, indicating low-
ness or unattractiveness, or both ; leoel conveys no slur,
and is entirely consistent with beauty; as, fiat marshes;
level prairies. Flat is a rather more absolute word than
levd. Thatwhich is jZiit or 2etie2 is parallel to the horizon;
that which is even is free from inequalities : as, an even
slope.

leveli (lev'el), V.
;
pret. and pp. leveled or lev-

elled, ppr. leveling or levelling. [< leveP-, nj] I,
trans. 1. To make horizontal; bringinto a plane
parallel to the horizon, as by the use of a level-

ing-instrument : as, to level a. billiard-table.

—

2. To reduce or remove inequalities of surface
in; make even or smooth: as, to level a road
or walk.— 3. To reduce or bring to the same
height as something else; lay flat; especially,
to bring down to the ground; prostrate.

AH things were levelled by the delnge.
Bacon, Physical Fables, ix.

4. To reduce to equality of condition, state,

or degree ; bring to a common level or standing
in any respect: as, to level ranks of society.

To level him with a headborough, beadle, or watchman,
were but little better than he is ; constable 111 able him.

Middleton, Changeling, L 2.

This sense of mankind is so far from a leveRing princi-
ple that it only sets us upon a true basis of distinction,

and doubles the merit of such as become their condition.
Slede, Tatter, No. 69.

5. To direct to an object, in a particular line,

or toward a purpose
;
point or aim.

For aU his minde on honour fixed is.

To which he leveli all his purposis.
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 772.

The setting sun . . .

Against the eastern gate of Paradise
Z^iw2Z'd his evening rays. 3fiZf07l,P. I..,iv. 543.

Such is the clamour of rooks, daws, and kites,

Th' explosion of the leoeU'd tube excites.
Cowper, Hope, L 350.

6. To adapt; suit; proportion: as, to level ob-
servations to the capacity of children.— 7. In
surv., to find the level or the relative elevation
of by observation or measurement.
An ancient river-bed in the desert . . . will soon be

levelled throughout its extent^ and the conflict of opinion
be settled by ... a careful survey. Science, VI. 516.

8. In dyeing, to make smooth and uniform.
See leveP-, a., 4.

This liquid [tartar] is employed by some dyers for level-

ling certain colours. W. Crookes, Dyeing, etc., p. 549.

To level down or up, to lower or raise to the same level

or status—to level up being used specifically of raising a
lower person or class to the level of a higher.

Sir, your levellers wish to level dmim as far as them-
selves ; but they cannot bear leveUing up to themselves.

Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1763.

=SyiL 3. To raze, destroy, demolish.

11. intrans. 1. To be in the same direction

with something; be aimed. [Bare.]

He to his engine flew, . . .

And rais'd it till it leveWd right
Against the glow-worm tail of kite.

S. Butler, Hndlbras, n. iiL 443.

2. To point a weapon at the mark ; take aim

:

as, he leveled and fired ; hence, to direct a pur-

pose; aim.
Thou lonely Venus:

With thy blind boy that almost neuer misses,

But hits our hartes when be leuds at vs.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 147.

Ambitious York did level at thy crown,
Shak., 3 Hen. VL, iL 2. 19.

He lifts the tube, and levels with his eye

;

Straight a short thunder breaks the frozen sky.

Pope, Windsor Forest, L 129.

3t. To conjecture ; attempt to guess.

So cunning that yon can leuell at the dispositions of

women whom you neuer knew.
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 289.

Bravest at the last.

She leveWd at onr purposes, and, being royal.

Took her own way. Shak., A. and C.,v. 2. SS9.

4. To accord; agree; suit. [Eare.]

Such accommodation and besort
As levds with her breeding.

Shak., OtheUo, L 3. 239.
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5. To work with a leveling-instrument; make with the pins ^^^ J^ll^^^;^?'.^^^^ '' 'i'^^J
"• J-" """^"^ "*>" " " ^r. *„.».,«„*_,„«•, ~ „ and accurately bent to the form of the trace,
the observations necessary for constmetmg a i.^ujig.iji^nuiientClev'el-ing-in'stro-ment),
profile or vertical section of any line on the ^r'^Tr^^,tS^moT,t.f«r „«« iTi^rv«vin<7. of Hiflprofile or vertical section ol any
earth's surface, or for ascertaining the differ-

ence of elevation between two or more stations,

level^t, V. A corruption of levy^.

From faking leuell by vnlawfnU measure.
Breton, Pasquil's Precession, p. 8. (fiavies.)

level-coilf (lev'el-koil), n. [Formerly also

leveM-coyU; an accom. form of OF. leve-ciU, a
game so caUed (see the def.), < lever, raise, +
eul, buttock (< L. cuius, the posteriors) ; lever le

mil, in slang use, rise.] 1. An old Christmas
game in which one player hunted another, the

loser giving up his seat to the winner.

May we play not Levetrcayl [read level-coyl\1 I have
not patience to stay till another match be made.

Shuffling [etc.] in a Game at Picquet (1659), p. 6.

Hence—2. Biotous sport of any kind.

Young Justice Bramble has kept level coyl

Here in our quarters, stole away our daugihter.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iii. 2.

Tav. How now ! what coil is here?
Black. Levd-coU, you see, every man's pot

Beau, and Fl. (?X Faithful Friends, L 2.

level-dyeing (lev'el-di''ing), n. The process

of dyeing evenly where, from the great aflSnity

between the goods and the dye, the portion first

dyed would absorb too much coloring matter.
It is usually accomplished by adding to the bath a quan-
tity of crystallized sulphate of soda (Glauber's salts).

leveler, leveller (lev'el-er), n. 1. One who
levels or makes even ; one who or that which
brings or reduces to a level, or destroys by lev-

eling: as, time is the great leveler.— 2. One
who desires or strives to bringmen to a common
level; one who would level social distinctions,

or who disregards differences of rank or status.

Its structure strongly proves the truth of the maxim
that princes are irue leveUers— real republicans—among
themselves. Brougham.

3. [cop.] One of a party which arose in the
army of the Long Parliament about 1647. They
professed a determination to level all ranks and establish

equality in titles and estates throughout the kingdom.
They were put down by Fairfax.

They were termed leveUers upon a pretended principle
which they espoused, to endeavour to obtain such an equal
righteous distribution of justice in government to all de-
grees of people that it should not be in the power of the
highest to oppress their inferiors, nor should the meanest
of the people be out of capacity to arrive at the greatest
office and dignity in the state, foifcer, Charles IL, an. 1649.

4. A screw or other device fitted to the leg of a
billiard-table or to any piece of apparatus for
adjusting the table or apparatus to a true level.— 5. An earth-scraper.

levelesst, a. A variant of leaveless^.

level-headed (lev 'el -hedged), a. Sensible;
shrewd. [Colloq. or slang.]

It is to be regretted that the State Department loses the
services of so competent and level-headed a chief.

The American, XIV. 341.

leveling, levelling (lev'el-ing), n. [Verbal n.

of UveP-, v."] 1 . The act or process of reducing
an uneven surface to a level or plane.— 2. The
art or operation of ascertaining the different
elevations of objects on the surface of the earth;
the art or practice of finding how much any
assigned point on the earth's surface included
in a survey is higher or lower than another as-
signed point. It is a branch of surveying of great im-
portancein making road^ determining the proper lines for
railways, conducting water, draining low grounds, render-
ing rivers navigable, forming canals, and the like. The
instruments commonly employed are a level or leveling-in-
strument and a pair of levelisg-stafls. One of the staffs is
held up vertically, resting upon the ground at the initial
point. The observer then goes forward with his instru-
ment for a convenient distance, makes his telescope level,
and directs the rod-man to raise or lower the target tmtil
it is at the height of the telescope. This is c^ed a hack-
sighL The height of the target on the rod is now read.
The other rod has meantime been carried forward, and is
observed in the same maimer. 'l?his is called afore-sighL
The instrument is now carried forward and a back-sight
is made on the last rod. When a bench-mark or ot^er
terminus is reached, all the fore-sights are added toge-
ther, as well as all the back-sights, and the difference of
the sums is the difference of elevation.

leveUng-block (lev'el-ing-blok), n. In iron
ship-huilding, a cast-iron platform made up of
lajge rectangular castings having as many
holes with centers from four to five inches
apart cast in them as the eastings can contain.
The faces of the blocks are level. Pins with eccentric
disks fitted to their heads are inserted into the holes. The
disks have holes arranged with different degrees of eccen-
tricity. The block orplatform is used for bending frames,
ete. A mold, to the form of which a frame is to be bent*
is laid npon the block, and its form is traced by a chalk-
mark. The pins are then arranged in the holes so that
the heated iron frame may be bent upon them into the
form of the trace. The temperature of the heating is in-
dicated by orange-red; and by the use of various tools.

An instrument for use in surveying, of dif-

I

Leveliog-instzijineiit.

ferent forms, but consisting essentially ofa tel-

escope carrying a parallel, rigidly connected,

and sensitive spirit-level. The telescope is moimted
on a stable stand, and is capable of adjustment in all di-

rections by means of screws.

leveling-plow (lev'el-ing-plou), n. A plow
adapted for leveling the ridges thrown up in

some forms of cultivation in rows.

leveUng-pole, leveling-rod (lev'el-iog-pol,

-rod), n. Same as leveling-staff, 1.

leveling-ScrewOev'el-ing-skro),)!. l.InaTniTI,

a screw in the hurst or frame on which a run
of millstones is placed, used to give a vertical

adjustment and bring it to an exact leveL It

acts against an iron plate set in a bedstone.

—

2. In a surveying or portable astro-

nomical instrument, any one of the
screws used for leveling the horizontal
plate or that part of the instrument on
which the horizontal angles are read
off. In most TgnglJgl' theodolites and leveling-
instmments there are two pairs of leveling-
screws; in French and Crennan instruments
usually only three screws.

leveling-staff (lev'el-ing-staf), re. 1.

An instrument used in leveling, in eon-
junction with a leveling-instrcLment or
with a spirit-level and a telescope. It
is variously constructed, but consists essentially
of a graduated pole with a vane sliding upon it

so as to mark the height at any distance above
the ground. Seeleveling,% Also called I^iKluig-
pdle, levding-rod, station-pole, or staHon-staff'.

2. An instrument used to support a
glass plate horizontally so that it can
retain a fluid upon its upper surface.
It is usually iu the form of a tripod fit-

ted with adjusting-screws or levelers.

leveUsm (lev'el-izm), n. [< leveP- +
-ism.'] The leveling of distinctions in
society, or the principle or doctrine of such
leveling. [Bare.]
leveller, levelling. See leveler, leveling.

levelly (lev'el-li), adv. In a level manner;
evenly; equally. [Rare.]

Neitherwould praises and actions appear so levelly con-
current in many other of the Grecians as they do in Uies&

HMes, tr. of Thucydidea, iL

levelness (lev'el-nes), n. The condition of be-
ing level; evenness; equality.

The river Tiber is expressed lying along, for so yon must
remember to draw rivers, to express their levdness with
the earth. Peacham, Drawing.

level-susef, level-sicet,»!. [Appar. < OP. Uter,
raise, + sus, upon, over. Cf. lecel-eoil.l Same
as level-coil. Skelton.

By tragick deaths device
Ambitious hearts do play at levd-siee.

Sylvester, tr. of Dn Bartas's Weeta^ iL, The Decay.

leveni (lev'n), n. [Early mod. E. also levin,

leaven; <.ME.levene,levyn,'^ghtmng. No appar.
source in AS., connection with AS. Itg, leg (E.
layS), Ughtning, AS. liget, leget (E. ?«»<!), li^t-
ning, AS. Ie6ht (E. lighfi-), light, or with leima
(E. leam^), gleam, being phonetically improbsi-
ble.] Lightning. [Obsolete or archaic]

With Wilde thonder dynt and flry levene
Moote thy welked nekke be to-broke.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 276.

As when the flashing Levin haps to light
(Tppon two stnbbome oakea.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vL 4a

LcTeliug-
staff



leven
In Sinai's wIldemeBB be Baw
The Mount, where iBrael heard the law,
Mid thunder-dint, and flashing levin.

Scott, Marmlon, L 23.

leven^t, v. [Earlv mod. B. also leaven; < MB.
levenen, levynen,<. levene, lightning: see leven^,
m.] I. trans. To smite with lightning.

II. intrans. To flash; shine Uke li^tning.
Thonret lull throly with a thicke haile

;

With a Uuenyng light as a low lyre,
Blaset all the brode see as it bren wold.

DestruDtian qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1988.

leven^t. n. An obsolete form of leaven.
leven^ (lev'n), «. [Origin ohsoure.] A lawn; an
open space between or among woods. [Sootoh.]

And see ye not that braid braid road,
That lies across that lily leven?

Tlwmae the Rhymer (Child's Ballads, I. 111).

leven-brandt, n. A bolt of lightning.

His burning Imin-brond in hand he tooke.
Spenmr, F. Q., ATII. vi. 30.

leveninet, «• [Barly mod. E. also leavening;
< MB. levemng, levem/nge; verbal n. of leven^,
V.'] Lightning.

Sins that the flre ol gods and king ol men
Strake me with thonder, and with leauening blast.

Surrey, .fflneid, ii.

lever^ (lev ' er or le ' v6r), n. [Formerly also
leaoer; < ME. lever, levour, a lever, < OP. leveor,

leveur, F. leveur, a lifter, a lever (also OF. and
P. levier, a lever, with diff. suffix), < L. levator,

a lifter, < levare, pp. levatus, raise: see levant^.]

1. A simple maehine, consisting of a bar or
rigid piece of any shape, acted upon at different
points by two forCes which severally tend to
rotate it in opposite directions about a fixed
axis. The bearing ol this axis is called the fvlemm; ol
the two lorceB, one, conceived as something to be bal-
anced orovercome, is termed the resistance, load, or weight,
while the other, conceived as voluntarilyapplied, is termed
the power. These are understood to act in the plane ol
rotation, and each perpendicularly to the line joining the
point ol its application to the fixed axis. The lengths of
these two lines are termed the arms ol the lever. It the
load is ten times as great as the power, but the power is

ten times as lar from the fulcrum as the load is Irom the
fulcrum— or, generally, 11 the two lorces are inversely as
their respective arms— then the lever is in equilibrium.
This principle, beautifully demonstrated by Archimedes,
was adopted by Lagrange as one ol the two fundamental
principles ol statics, the other being the principle ol the
inclined plane. A lever is said to be of the first, second,
or third kind, according as ol the three points— the lul-

T

• F 6

Levers.

F, fulcrum ! P, power ; w, load or weight, a and * are levers of the
first kind, £ and d of the second, and e and/of the third. _

In *, c,

and^ the pulley is used in combination with the lever. £ is a com-
pound lever, or a combination of levers.

crum, the point ol application ol the load, and that ol the

power—the first, second, or third is between the other

two. But this distinction is insignificant ; and when these

three points are the vertices of a triangle, and the lever

is not in the form ol a bar, which olten happens, the

distinction becomes oonlused. Among the innumeraMe
examples ol levers may be mentioned the steelyard, the

crowbar, oars, and the bones ol the human limbs.

A lever to uplift the earth
And roll it in another course.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, oxiii.

2. In special uses— (a) In surg., an instru-

ment for applying power, as one of the arms
of an obstetrical forceps, used in delivery as

a tractor ; the vectis. (6) In dentistry, an in-

strument used in extracting the stumps of

teeth, (c) In a steam-engine, a bar used to

control by hand the movement of the engine

in starting or reversing it; a starting-bar.

(d) In firearms, in some forms of breech-load-

ers, the piece by which the gun is opened or

closed, as in the Douglas, Henry, and May-
nard rifles. It may be a top, side, or imder

lever. M. H. Knight.— S. One of the chief

supporters of the roof-timber of a house, be-

ing itself not a prop, but a part of the frame-

work. Halliwell.—i.. The lower movable board
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of a bam-door. HallimeU.— 5. The first row
of a fishing-net.—6. Generally, a rod or bar.

There are certaine fish-shells, like Scalop-shells, found
on the shore, so great that two strong men with a leauer
can scarce draw one ol them after them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 504.

Arithmetical lever, a straight lever, arranged so that
different known weights can be placed at different known
distances, either for illustrating the principle of the lever,
or lor calculating the value of asum of products of two fac-
tors.— Bent lever, a lever having arms bent at an angle,
with the lulcrumattheangle.—Bent-lever balance. See
tonffent-Majwe.-Catch-lever, a lever which carries a
catch, asapartolthevalve-gearofau engine.—Compound
lever, a machine consisting ol several simple levers com-
bined together and acting on each other.— Continual
lever, or perpetual lever, a term sometimes applied to
the wheel and axle.— Crow'S-fOOt lever, a compound
lever used in the middle ages lor bending the arbalist and
lor other purposes.- Goat's-foot lever, a lever formed
ol two parts, lormerly used lor bending the hand-bow, ar-
balist, or crossbow.-Heterodromous lever. See hete-
rodrrnnous.—JjQyeT hand-cax, a hand-car which is driven
by means ol levers attached to cranks.-Live lever. See
Jr«e2.—Universal lever, a contrivance by means of which
the reciprocating motion of a lever is made to communi-
cate a continuous rotatory motion to a wheel, and a con-
tinuous rectilinear motion to anything attached by a rope
to the axle ol the wheel. (See also JlooUng-lever, hand,
lever.)

leveri (lev'6r or le'vfer), v. t. [< lever\ ».] To
act upon, as raising, lowering, etc., with a lever.

One of these locks they picked, and then, by levering up
the corner, forced the other three.

R. L, Stevenson, Francois Villon.

leveret, a. and ado. An obsolete comparative
of lief.

leverage (lev'6r- or le'vSr-aj), m. [< lever^ +
-age.'] 1 . The action of a lever ; the arrange-
ment by which lever-power is gained.

The fulcrum of the leverage. I. Taylor.

3. Lever-power; the mechanical advantage or
power gained by using a lever.

The puny leverage ol a hair
The planet's impulse well may spare.

Whittier, The Waiting.

3. Figuratively, advantage for accomplishing
a purpose ; increased power of action.

A leverage is at once gained [by a certain procedure] lor
the removal of other, obstacles and abuses.

S. A. Wells, Merchant Marine, p. 169.

Such men have the sensibilitieB that give leverage to the
moralist. W. M, Sorley, Ethics of Natmalism, p. 146.

lever-board (lev'6r-b6rd), n. A corruption of
louver-board. See lowuer-window.

lever-brace (lev'6r-bras), n. A brace worked
by a lever, which has usually a ratchet motion,
as in the ratchet-drill.

lever-compressor (lev'6r-kom-pres'or), n. A
device for applying pressure to an object im-
der the microscope. £1. S. Knight.

lever-drill (lev'6r-dril), n. A machine-tool in
which the tool-spindle works with a spline in
the socket of the wheel which rotates it, and is

projected axially by a lever to bring it toward
or away from its work. E. IT. Knight.

leveret, ». A Middle English form of livery.

lever-engine (lev'6r-en''''jin), n. In steam-engin.,

a modification of a side-beam engine, in which
the beams are levers not of the first but of the
second order, the piston-rod connection being
at one end of the beams, the fulcrum at the
other, and the crank-connection at some inter-
mediate point. In this kind ol engine the "throw"
of the crank is always less than the stroke of the piston.
Also called gratshoi^er-engine. See cut under grasshop-
per-bewm.

lever-escapement (lev'er-es-kap'''ment), n. See
escapement, 2.

leveret (lev'6r-et), n. [< OP. levret (el. eqiuv.
levreteau, and levrault, F. levraut), a young hare,

dim. of levre, P. libvre = Sp. Uebre = Pg. lebre

= It. lepre, a hare, < L. lepus (lepor-), a hare

:

see Lepus. Cf. levrier.] A hare ui its first

year ; a young hare.

leveret-skin (lev'6r-jt-skin), n. A name given
to a Japanese ceramic glaze, usually deeply
black, upon which thin silver lines are applied,

having a fancied resemblance to hare's fur.

lever-faiicet (lev'er-fa'''set), n. An automatic
faucet which closes by a spring and opens by
means of a handle or lever. Car-Builder's Diet.

lever-frame (lev'^r-fram), n. In a railroad
hand-car, a wooden frame, shaped somewhat
like a letter A, which supports the lever-shaft

and lever on the platform. Car-Builder's Diet.

lever-hoist (lev'er-hoist), n. A form of lifting-

jack employing a lever revolving or reciprocat-

ing on a fixed axis. A pair of short arms or stirrups

are so attached to the lever that their ends fit into racks
set upon both sides, and by catching upon the rack-teeth

on alternate sides they enable the lever to raise a weight.

Leverian falcon. See falcon.

levigate

lever-jack (lev'6r-jak), n. A Ufting device.
It consists of a posi^ a shdlng-rack working in guide-
ways formed in or attached to the post and carrying a step
which supports the object to be lilted, a pawl pivoted to
the post and engaging the sliding-rack to hold the latter
from descending, and a lever which is pivoted to the post^
and carries a pawl which engages the teeth ol the rack and
slides it upward, thus raising the weight.

leverock (lev'er-ok), n. A variant of laverock,
for torfci.

lever-press (lev '6r-pres), n. In mach., any
press in which power is applied to the "fol-
lower" or platen by means of a lever, or a
combination of levers, as by a treadle, etc., as
distinguished from a pendidum-, screw-, or fly-

press. The name is applied more particularly, however,
to presses which have only one lever ol the second order,
generally operated by weights hung upon the end of the
lever, but sometimes by a screw used as a substitute lor
the weights.—Compound lever-press, a press compris-
ing a system ol compound levers.-Duplex lever-press,
a press having two cam-laced levers drawn togetner by
a screw.

lever-punch (lev'er-punch), n. In mach., any
punch operated by lever mechanism ; in par-
ticular, a punch operating upon the priaeiple
of the duplex lever-press.

lever-valve (lev'6r-valv), n. A safety-valve
kept down by the pressure of an adjustable
weight. In locomotives a spring is substituted lor the
weight, and the pressure is regulated by a screw and in-
dicated on a brass plate. See vcUve and safety-valve.

leverwood (lev'er-wud), n. The hop-hornbeam
or ironwood, Ostrya Virginica. See Ostrya.

levett (lev'et), n. [< F. lever, raise, < L. levare:
see levant^.'] A musical call or strain intended
to arouse or excite; a blast of a trumpet to
awaken soldiers in the morning.

Come, sirs, a quaint levet.

To waken our brave general ! then to our labor.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, iL 1.

Waked very early ; and when it was time, did call up
WUl, and we rose, and musique (with a bandore lor the
base) did give me a levett. Pepys, Diary, I. 335.

levetenantt, n. Same as lieutenant.

levettest, «• pi- [Early mod. E., appar. irreg.
(for the sake of the rime, in this one instance)
< leve'^, now leajve^, + -et] Leavings.

Then gadder they vp their levelOis,

KTot the best morsels, but gobbettis.
Which vnto pover people they deale.

i2(}i/a7u2£arZow,EedemeandbenottWroth,p.80. (Davies.)

leviable (lev'i-a-bl), a. [< lem/'^ + -able,] 1.

Capable of beiiig levied and collected.

Hence, M. Boniol's would-be purchaser is warned that
it never can be worth his while to make improvements on
his property, since they would only add to the standard
ol the fine leviable in these eventualities.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 309.

3. That maybe levied upon; capable of being
seized upon execution.
leviathan (le-vi'a-than), n. [= P. l^iathan
= Sp. leviatdn = tg. leviathan, < LL. leviathan,

< Heb. livydthdn, an aquatic animal (see def.)

;

cf . Heb. lava, cleave ; Ar. lawa, bend, twist.]
1. An aquatic animal mentioned in the Old
Testament. It is described in Job xlL apparently as
a crocodile; in Isa. xxvii. 1 it is called a piercing and a
crooked serpent ; and it is mentioned indefinitely in Ps.
Ixxiv. 14 (as lood) and Ps, civ. 26.

Hence, in modem use— 2. Any great or mon-
strous marine animal, as the whale.

Wend we by Sea? the drad Leuiathan
Turns vpside-down the boyling Ocean.

Sylvester, tr. ol Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Furies.

There lematlum,
Hugest ol living creatures, on the deep
Stretch'd like a promontory, sleeps or swims.

MUton, P. L., vll. 412.

3. Anything of vast or huge size.

The oak lemathans, whose huge ribs make
Their clay creator the vain titte take
01 lord of thee [the ocean].

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 181.

Leviathan canvas, coarse canvas used lor decorative
needlework, the strands being made ol two or even three
threads each, laid side by side.— Leviathan wool, a soft
and loosely laid wool or worsted, used lor needlework on
leviathan canvas.

levicellular (lev-i-sel'u-lar), a. [< L. levis,

smooth, -I- NL. cellula, oell:"see ceUular.] Per-
taining to or consisting of unstriated muscle-
fiber— Levicellular myoma, a myoma composed ol
smooth muscle-fibers.

levier (lev'i-6r), n. [< levy'^ + -eri.] One who
levies. Imp. Diet.

levigable (lev'i-ga-bl), a. [< leviga{te)'>- +
-ble.] Capable of being rubbed or ground
down to fine powder.
levigate^ (lev'i-gat), v. t.\ pret. and pp. levi-

gated, ppr. levigating. [< L. levigatus, pp. of
levigare (> It. levigare = Sp. Pg. levigar = P.
Uviger), make smooth, < levis, erroneously Ice-

vis (= (jr. Aetof, for *'kuFoQ
; cf . equiv. poet. "Kev-



levigate

prff, for *XeFp6g), smooth, + agere, do, make : see
act.2 1. To rab or grind to a fine impalpable
powder, as in a mortar. See lemgatioii.

Makes logic levigate the big crime smaU.
BrourrUng, Ring and Book, I. 42.

The massicot [protorid of lead] ... is removed,
ground, and levigated. . . . The product is minium, or
red-lead. Spans' Encyc. ManvJ., p. 1560.

2t. To plane
;
polish ; make smooth.

When use hath levigated the organs, and made the way
so smooth and easie that the spirite pass without any stop,
those objects are no longer lelt. Barrow, Works, lEt. ix.

Levlgatlng-macblne, levlgatlng-mlll, a mortar hav-
ing a pestle fitted with a crank and mounted in a frame,
for convenience in grinding drugs, paints, etc.

levigate^ (lev'i-gat), a. [= It. levigato = Pg.
levigado, < L. leingatus, pp. of levigate, make
smooth: see the verb.] Smooth as if polished;
having a polished surface: applied in botany
to leaves, seeds, ete. Also Icevigate.

levigate^ (lev'i-gat), v. t.-, pret. and pp. fewi-

gated, ppr. levigating, [< L. leiigatus, made
light, pp. of levigare, make light, < Mvis, light (see
levity),+ agere, do: see aci.] To lighten; make
light of ; belittle the importance of. [Rare.]

levigate^ (lev'i-gat), a. [< L. leoigatus, pp. : see
levigate^, v."] Lightened; alleviated. [Eare.]

Wherby his labours being leuigate, and made more tol-

lerable, he shal goaeme with the better aduyse.
Sir T. Elyot, The Govemonr, L 2.

ievigation (lev-i-ga'shon), n. [= P. levigaUon
= Sp. levigaeion = Pg. levigagao = It. leviga-

- zione, < L. lemgatio{n-), a smoothing, < levigare,

pp. levigatus, make smooth: see V^eigate^, v.\

The act or operation of grinding or rubbing a
solid substance to a fine impalpable powder.
A mortar and pestle are commonly used in the process,
and it is completed by allowing the coarser particles to
settle in water, then decanting the latter, letting it stand
till the fine powder has fallen to the bottom, and finally
pouring off the water. In the chemical analysis of min-
erals this process is repeated until the mineral has been
reduced to a sufiKcient degree of fineness, the coarser part
being subjected to further pulverization after each sepa-
ration by the aid of the water.

levinif, n. See leven\
levin^t, »• An obsolete variant of leaven.

levine, n. See levyne.

levipede (lev'i-ped), a. [< L. levis, smooth, -1-

pes (ped-), foot.] Smooth-footed.
levirate (lev'i-rat), n. [= Sp. levirato, < KL.
leoiratus, < L. levir (= Gr. da^p, orig. *6aFiip, =
Skt. dSvara= AS. tacor= OHG. seihhur), a hus-
band's brother, + -atus, E. -ate^J] The in-

stitution of marriage between a man and the
widow of his brother or nearest kinsman under
certain circumstances. Among the ancient Hebrews
sach marriage was required in case the brother died child-
less, for the purpose of continuing his family, the first-

born son being the heir of the deceased hnsband. (Deut.
XXV. 5-10; see also Mat. xxii. 24-26.) Frora the book of
£uth it appears that the obligation rested upon the near-
est kinsman of the husband if there was no brother. It
was counted disgraceful for a man to refuse to submit him-
self to it. A similar cnsbom prevails in parts of India.

An institution . . . known commonly as the levirate,

but called by the Hindus, in its more general form, the
Niyoga. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 100.

leviratic (lev-i-rat'ik), a. [< levirate + -ic]
Pertaining to the levirate.

leviratical (lev-i-rat'i-kal), a. [< leviratic +
-al.] Same as leviratic.

"

The first-born son of a leviratical marriage wasreckoned
and registered as the son of the deceased brother.

Dean Mford.

leviration (lev-i-ra'shgu), n. [Irreg. < levirate

+ -ion.'] Leviratic marriage.
Levirostres (lev-i-ros'trez), n.pl. [NL., < L.
levis, Ught, + rostrum, beak.] In ornith.: (a)

In Merrem's classification, a group of birds,

including the toucans, parrots, and some others,

approximately equivalent to the order Psittaei

plus the family Ehamphastidce of modern au-
thors. (6) In Blyth's system (1846), a series

or superfamily group of his Piakdes, consisting
of the toucans, touraeous, and coUes, or Eham-
phastidce, MusophagidcB, and Coliidw.

Levisticum (le-vis'ti-kum), n. [NL. (W. D.
J. Koch, 1825) : see lAgustiewm and lavage.'] A
genus of umbelliferous plants of the tribe Sese-

linecB and the subtriitoe AngelicecB, closelyrelated
to Angelica and Archangelioa,but having the lat-

eral wings of the fruit thickened. It embraces
only a single species, L. officinale, the garden
lovage. See lavage,

levitate (lev'i-tat), v.
;
pret. and pp. levitated,

ppr. levitating, [< L. levita(1^)s, lightness (see
levity), + -ate^.] I. trans. To cause to become
buoyant in the atmosphere ; make light, so as
to cause to float in the air; deprive of normal
gravity.
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n. intrans. To act or move by force of levity

— that is, by a repulsive force, contrary to grav-

ity ; overcome the force of gravity by means of

specific lightness : especially, in recent use, said

of a body heavier than the air, but supposed
to rise in it by spiritual means.

That distinction between gravitating and feOTtattn^mat-
ter .. . which the phaenomena of their (comets'] tails

afford. Herschel, Pop. lects., p. 140.

It is asserted that a man or a woman levitated to the
ceiling, fioated about there, and finally sailed out by the

window. Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 201.

levltation (lev-i-ta'shon), n, [< levitate + don.]

1. The act of making light; lightness; buoy-
ancy.
The lungs also of birds, as compared with the lungs of

quadrupeds, contain in them a provision distingnishlngly

calculated for this same purpose of leviUztimi.

Paley, Xat. TheoL, xii I 6.

3. Among Spiritualists,the allegedphenomenon
of bodies heavier than air being by spiritual

means rendered buoyant in the atmosphere.

The lenitatUm in this case was by the hound Shaman in

one lodge being found nnboimd in the other.
Science, XI. 270.

levitator (lev'i-ta-tor), n. [< levitat(ion) +
-or.] One who believes in the supposed spir-

itualistic phenomena of levitation, or professes

to be able to exhibit them.
Theoretically, therefore, we can have no sort of objec-

tion to your miracle. And our reply to the levitators is

just the same. Why should not your friend "levitate"?
Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XSI. 202.

Levite (le'vit), «. [= P. L4vite = Sp. Pg. It.

Levita, < LL. Levites, Levita, < Gr. KevkriQ, a
Levite, < Heb. Levi, one of the sons of Jacolj.]

1. In Jewish hist., a descendant of Levi, one of

the sons of Jacob ; one of the tribe of Levi.

I have taken your brethren the Levites from among the
children of Israel ; to you they are given as a gift for the
Lord, to do the service of the tabernacle of the congrega-
tion. Num. xviii. 6.

2. Specifically, one of a body of assistants to
the priests in the tabernacle and temple service

of the Jews. This body was composed of all males of
the tribe of Levi between 30 (or 25) and 50 years of age,
exclusive of the family of Aaron, which constituted the
priesthood. Originally they guarded the tabernacle, and
assisted in carrying it and its vessels, and in preparing the
com, wine, oil, etc., for sacrifice ; tliey furnished the mu-

.

sic at the services, and had charge of the sacred treasures
and revenues. After the settlement in Palestine they were
relieved of some of these duties, but assumed those of reli-

gious guidesand teachers. Later theywere also the learned
class, and became scribes, judges, etc. They were allowed
no territorial possessions, except thirty-five cities in wliich
they lived, supported by tithes on the produce of the lands
of the tribes. The Levites were divided into three fami-
lies, which bore the names of the sons of Levi—the Ger-
shonites, the Kohathitea, and the Merarites.

No Protestant, I suppose, will liken one of our Ministers
to a High Priest, but rather to a common Levite.

MiUon, Touching Hirelings.

Hence— 3. In the early Christian church, a
deacon as distinguished from a priest.— 4t. A
priest ; a clergyman : often in slight contempt.
A young Levite— such was the phrase then in use—

might be had for his board, a small garret, and ten pounds
a y6ar. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., jii.

5t. A fashionable dress for women, introduced
about 1780. It was satirized by Horace Wal-
pole as resembling " a man's night-gown bound
round with a belt."

Levitic (le-vit'ik), a, [= P. Uvittque = Sp.
leHtico = Pg. It. levitico, < LL. leviticus, per-
taining to the Levites, < Levites, Levita, Levite

:

see Levite.] Same as Levitical,

Levitical (le-vit'i-kal), a, [< Levitic + -al.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or peculiar to the Levites.— 2. Of, pertaining to, or contained in the book
of Leviticus: as, the Levitical law.
By the leviUeal law, both the man and the woman were

stoned to death : so heinous a crime was adultery.

_ „ Aylige, Parergon.
3. Priestly. [Kare.]
Austin . . . sent toHome . . . to acquaint the pope of

his good success in England, and to be resolved of certain
theological, or rather lemUcal, questions.

Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

Levitical degrees, degrees of kindred named in Lev.
XTiiL 6-18, within which persons were prohibited to mar-
ry.—Levitical law, that part of the Mosaic law which
related to the Levites ; hence, that part which regulated
the Jewish worship and rituaL

Levitically (If-vit'i-kal-i), adv. Afterthe man-
ner of the Levites or of the Levitical law.
Leviticus (If-vit'i-kus), «. [LL., prop, adj., sc.
liber, the book of the Levites : see Levitic] A
canonical book of the Old Testament, the third
book of Moses or of the Pentateuch, containing
principally the laws and regulations relating to
the priests and Levites and to religious ceremo-
nies, or the body of the ceremonial law. Ab-
breviated Lev.

levy

Levitism (le'vit-izm), n. [< Levite + -few.]

The doctrines and practices of the Levites.

leviton (lev'i-ton), n, [ML. levito(n-), a sleeve-

lessrobe.] A sleeveless robe worn by Egyptian
monks.
levity (lev'i-ti), n. [= OP. levite= Sp. levidad

= Pg. levidade = It. levitA, < L. levita(t-)s, light-

ness, < levis, light, akin to Gr. i^axis, Ught, and
to B. light^, q. v.] 1 . Lightness of weight ; rel-

atively small specific gravity.

Their extreme minnteness and levi^ enable them [coni-

dia] to be dispersed and canied about by the slightest cur-

rents of air. Hvailey, Biology, v.

2. A tendency to rise by a force contrary to

gravity.

For positive levHty, till I see It betterproved than it hath
hitherto been, I allow no such thing planted in sublunary

bodies, the prepollent gravity of some sufBcing to give

others comparative or respective lightness.

Boyle, Notion of Nature^ 1 5.

The simple rise as by specific levtly, not into a particu-

lar virtue, but into the region of all the virtues.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 250.

3. Lightness of spirit or temper. Specifically—

(at) Cheerfulness ; ease of mind.

To what a blessed levity, ... to what a cheerful light-

ness of spirit is he come that comes newly bam confes-

sion, and with the seal of absolution upon him

!

Donne, Sermons, xriv.

(&) Carelessness of temper or conduct; want of serious-

ness; disposition to tr&e; inconstancy; volatili^: as,

the levUy of youth.

The Censor, frowning upon him, told him that he ought
not to discover so much temty in matters of a serious na-

ture. Addison, Trial of Ladies' Quarrels.

=Syil. 3(b). Lemty,Volatility,FligJMness, Frivolity, Light-

ness. All these words are founded npon the idea of the
lack of physical and, by figure, of mental and moral sub-

stance or weight, with a resulting ease in flying away from
what is wise. "The first three refer especially to outward
conduct. Levity is a want of seriousness, temporary or
habitual, a disposition to trifle with important interests.

Volatility is that moral defect by which one cannot dwell
long upon any one object of thought^ or turns quickly
from one source of pleasiu-e to another: the word does
not convey much opprobrium ; in the yonng some degree
of volatility is ejected. Flightinessborders npon the loss

of sanitrf in caprice or excitement of fancy ; it is volatUUy
in an extreme degree. Frivolity is a matter of nature, an
inability to care about any but the most petty and trifling

things. Lightness is not so strong is frivolity, but covers
nearly the same ground ; it emphasizes inconstancy.

levoglncose, laevoglucose (le-vo-glii'kos), ».

[< L. Icemis, left, -1- E. gliteose, q. v.] In cfcem.,

same as levulose.

levogyrate, Isevogyrate (le-vo-ji'ra.t),.a. [<
L. Icevus, left, -t- gyratus, pp. of gyrare, turn
round in a circle: see gyre, v., gyrate,] Caus-
ing to turn toward the left hand: as, a levogy-

rate crystal—thatis, one that turns the rays to
the right in the polarization of light. See dex-
trogyrate.

If the analyser [a slice of qnartz] has to beturned towards
the right so as to cause the colours to succeed each other
in their natural order— red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
indigo, violet— the piece of quartz is called right-handed,
or dextrogyrate. If, however, the analyser has to be turned
from right to left to obtain the natural order of colours,
the quartz is called left-handed or levogyrate. Haydn,

levogyration, laevogsnration (le ''vo - ji -ra '-

shon), TO. [< L. l(0vus, left, + ML. gy'ratioin-),
gyration : see gyration,] Rotation of the plane
of polarization to the left. See polarization,
levogyrous, laevogsnroTis (le-vo-ji'rus), a. [<
L. Iwvus, left, -I- gyrus, a turn, gyre: see gyre,]
Same as levogyrate.

levorotatory, laevorotatory (le-vo-ro'ta^to-ri),
a. [< L. Iwvus, left, + *rotatorius,'tamiiig; see
rotofory.] Same as levogyrate.

levulin (lev'n-lin), n. [As levul{ose) -t- -in2.]

A carbohydrate (CgHjoOs) occurring in the
tubers of certain species of Helianthus.
levulinlc (lev-u-lin'ik), a. [< levuliri + -ic.]

Derived from levulin—Levnlinic acid, an acid
(CsHgOs) obtained from levtUin, levulose, cane-sugar, cel-
lulose, and other similar substances, by boiling with a di-
lutemineral acid. It is a crystalline body,soluble in water.

levulose, laevnlose (lev'u-los), n. [< L. Um-us,
left, -1- -j(?e + -ose.] A sugar (CgHioOe) iso-
meric with dextrose, but distinguished from it

byturning the plane of polarization to the left.
Itoccurs associated with dexliose in honey, inmany fruits,
and in other vegetable tissues. The mixture of these two
sugars in equal quantities constitutes invert-sugar, which
itself turns the plane of polarization to the \eSt, the specific
rotatory power of levulose being greater than that of dex-
trose. It is usually a thick syrup, having a taste as sweet
as that of cane-sugar ; it crystallizes with difSculty. Also
called frvit-eugar.

levyi (lev'i), «.; ^. levies (-iz). [Early mod.
E. also leami; < ME. Uvy, levey, < OP. leniee, P.
levee, a raising, an embankment (see levee^),
rising, breaking up, removal, a raising (of
troops, of taxes, etc.), = Sp. levada, a rising,
attack, = Pg. levada, a current of water, trans-



levy

Sort, = It. Uvata, raising, rising, departure, <
[L. levata, something raised or levied, tax, ex-

action, quota, embankment, prop. fem. of L. le-

iiatMS, pp.of levarejiaAae: see levant^.'] 1. The
act of levying; the raising or coUeoting of any-
thing by authority or force ; compulsory satis-
faction of a requirement, claim, or demand:
as, to make a levy of troops or taxes.
They have but two ways of raising money publicly in

that country [Virginia] : viz., by duties upon trade, and a
poll tax, wmch they call Imdes. Beverley,\iigim&, iv. U 18.

Upon our first, he sent out to suppress
His nephew's temes. Shah., Hamlet, ii. 2. 62.

These are the sons of Christians fallen in their childhood
from their miserable parents, by a leavy made every five
years.

"

Sandys, Travailes, p. 37.

2. Specifloally, in law, a sufficient taking of
possession of chattels, and assertion of author-
ity, by a sheriff or similar officer, under color
of legal i)rocess, to render the officer liable for
trespass if he be not protected by process: as,
a levy upon a debtor's property.
And the constable that doth not his devour for the levey

of the same, to leseto the seid comyn tresour, vj. s. viij. d.
English Ouds (E. B. T. S.), p. 893.

3. That which is levied, as a body of troops,
or the amount accruing from a tax or an exe-
cution.

And King Solomon raised a levy out of all Israel, and
the letiy was thirty thousand men. 1 Ki. v. 13.

The Banes were as superior to their opponents in tac-
tics as in strategy. An encounter between the shire levies
and the pirates was a struggle of militia with regular sol-
diers. J. M. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 86.

Levy In kind, a tax or toll paid in produce or commodi-
ties, in lieu of money.—Levy in mass [F. leoieen masse],
a levy of aU the able-bodied men of a country or district lor
military service.

levyi flev'i), v.; pret. and pp. lemed, ppr. levy-

ing. [Formerly also levey (and lea/oe^, q. v.); <
late ME. levyen; < levy, n., in part direotly(prop.
only in the obs. form leave^) < F. lever, raise

:

see levy'^, n., levantK^ I. trans. If. To raise:
as, to levy a siege.

Bnphranor, having levied the siege from this one city,

Jorthwith lea his army to Demetrius. Holland.

2. To raise or excite ; stir up ; bring into ac-
tion; set in motion: as, to levy war.

Never did thought of mine levy offence.
Shak., Pericles, ii. 6. 62.

Yet live in hatred, enmity, ai^d strife

Among themselves, and levy cruel wars.
Milton, P. L., ii. 601.

3. To raise by force or authority; gather or

collect by compulsion: as, to levy troops; to

levy taxes or toUs; to levy contributions.

And did he not, in his protectorship.
Levy great sums of money through the realm?

ShuTc, 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 61.

If his estate had been confiscated, he wandered about
from bawn to bawn and from cabin to cabin, levying small
contributions. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xii.

4. In law : (a) To commence enforcement of, as

a legal process, by seizing property thereunder
for the purpose of raising means for payment.
(J) To erect or construct: a.a, to levy a miU.; to

levy a ditch. Imp. Diet.—To levy a fine, at common
la/w, to commence an action on a suit for assurmg the title

to lands or possessions.

II. intrans. To make a levy To levy on, to

seize, under color of legal process, for the purpose of rais-

ing means for payment. *

levy'-^t (lev'i), n. An obsolete form of levee^.

Ievy3 (lev'i), n. [An abbr. of eleven-penny hit.']

If. A coin, the Spanish real, or eighth part of

a dollar (twelve and a half cents), formerly
current in the United States. Also called an
elevenpenny bit. See iip^.—2. The sum of twelve
and a half cents; a"" bit." [Local, U. S. (Penn-
sylvania,Maryland,andVirginia),inbothuses.]
levyne (lev'in), n. [Also levine : so called from
Levy, a crystallographer.] A mineral foujid

in Ireland, the Faroe Islands, and some other

places. It belongs to the zeolite group, and is a hydrat-

ed silicate of calcium and aluminium. It is related to

chabazite.

lewif, ». [< ME. lew, lewe, < AS. hledw, shel-

tei-, whence in the contr. form hied, E. lee: see

leei.'] Shelter; a place sheltered from the

wind. [Prov. Eng.]
Iew2 (Iii), a. [< ME. lew, lewe (= MD. lauw, D.

laauw = OHGr. lao {law-), MHG. la (law-), Q. lau

= leel. hlcer, hlyr, warm, mild; orig. with initial

h, OHa.*fc?ao, whence OF.flo, soft, F.flou, soft,

softness),warm, tepid. The asserted derivation

from lew^, n., a shelter, is not obvious. Cf . equiv.

lewlc,now luhe; and ef . also lew^arm.'] 1 .Warm;
lukewarm; tepid. [Prov. Eng.]

Thou art lew [var. in one MS. lewk], nether cold nether

hoot. WydV, Eev. iii. 16.

2t. Weak; faint. HalUwell,

3429

lew^t, n. An obsolete variant of lea^.

But true it is, to th' end a Iruitfull lew
May every Climat in his time renew.

Sylveeter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

lewd (IM), a. [< ME. lewde, leude, laude, lewed,
unlearned, ignorant, < AS. Icewed, unlearned,
ignorant, lay; appar. orig. pp. of Z^wan,weaken,
enfeeble, also betray, = Goth, lewjan, betray, <

lew, an occasion, opportunity. The develop-
ment of senses has been somewhat peculiar.]

If. Ignorant; unlearned; illiterate.

Til laude men that er unkunnund.
That can na Latyn understand.

Hojmpole, Prick of Conscience.

For be he lewed man or ellis lered,

He noot how soone that he shal been afered.
Cliawxr, Doctor's Tale, 1. 283.

This lewde and learned, by common experience, know
to be most trewe. Asclumi, The Scholemaster, p. 46.

2t. Lay, as opposed to clerical.

For if a prest be foul, on whom we truste,

No wonder is a lewed man to ruste.

Chawoer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 602.

3t. Eude; homely; uncultivated.
The ryme is lyght and lewed.

Ctumoer, House of Fame, 1. 1096.

4t. Worthless; useless.
Chastite with-oute oharite worth cheynid in belle

;

Hit is as lewede as a lampe that no lyght ys ynne.
Piers Plowman (C), ii. 186.

5. Bad; vile; vicious; wicked. [Now onlyprov.
Eng.]

I ne'er gave life to lewd and headstrong rebels.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 7.

So since into his church lewd hirelings climb.
XUton, P. L., iv. 19S.

6. Lustful; wanton; lascivious; libidinous.

The daughters of the Philistines, which are ashamed of
thy lewd way. Bzek. xvi. 27.

Where, like a virtuous monument, she lies,

To be admired of lewd unhallowed eyes.

Shak., Lucrece, 1, 392.

=Syn. 6. See list xmieT lascivious.

lewdly (Itid'li), adv. [< ME. lewedVy; < lewd +
-l/y^.'] If. In a lewd manner ; unlearnedly; ig-

norantly.
But Chaucer (thogh he can but lewedly
On metres and on riming craftily)

Hath seyd hem in swiche Englissn as he can
01 olde time.

Chaucer, Prol. to Man of Law's Tale, 1. 47.

2t. Vilely; viciously; wickedly.
A sort of naughty persons, lewdly bent,
Under the countenance and confederacy
Of Lady Eleanor. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., u. 1. 167.

3. Lustfully; wantonly; lasciviously.

lewdness (IM'nes), ». [< ME. lewednesse; < lewd
+ -reess.] 1+. Ignorance; folly.

Ye blynde beestis, lul of lewednesse.
Chauc&r, Fortune, 1. 68.

2t. Viciousness ; wickedness.— 3. Lustfulness;
lascivious behavior; lechery. =syn. 3. impurity,
unchastity, licentiousness, sensuauty, debauchery,

lewdsbyt (ladz'bi), n. [< lewd, with term, as
in rudesby, etc.] A lewd or lecherous person.
Imp. Diet.

lewdstert (lud'st6r), n. [< lewd + -ster.'] A
lewd person ; a lecher.

Against such lewdst&rs and their lechery
Those that betray them do no treachery.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 3. 23.

lewedt, d- A Middle English form of lewd.

lewis (lu'is), n. [Origin uncertain. Cf. clevis.']

1 . A contrivance for securing a hold on a block
of stone in order that it may be
raised from its position by a der-
rick. It consists of two side-pieces which
fit into a dovetail recess cut in the stone,
and between which a ring-tongue is put
and fastened in such a way that, when
lifted, the lewis gets a firm hold by wedg-
ing itself in the dovetail.

2. A kind of shears used in crop-
ping woolen cloth. [Eng.]

The flocks [lor psqjer-hangings] are ob-
tained Irom the woolen-cloth manufac-
turers, being cut off by their shearing ma-
chines, called levrises by the English work-
men. Ure, Diet., III. 479.

lewis-bolt (111 'is -bolt), n. A wedge-shaped
bolt which in use is inserted like the shank of a
lewis in a hole drilled in a stone, and fastened
therein by pouring melted lead into the unoc-
cupied part of the hole; an eye-bolt similarly in-

serted, and used, like a levris, for lifting heavy
stones. See cut under bolt.

lewis-hole (Wis-hol), n. The hole which is

drilled in a stone for the reception of a lewis.

The wells are almost entire, and perhaps the work of the

Komans, except the upper part, which seems repaired with
the ruins of Koman buildings, lor the lewis-holes are still

left in many of the stones.

Stjfoe, Tour through Great Britain, ii. 287. (Davies.)

lexicography

Lewisia (lu-is'i-a), n. [NL. (F. T. Pursh, 1814),
named after Capt. M. Lewis, of the Lewis and
Clarke expedition to the Eocky Mountains.] A
genus of polypetalous plants belonging to the
natural order Portulaeem, the purslane family,
distinguished by having from 5 to 8 sepals and
from 8 to 10 petals. There are but 2 species, herbs
with narrow woolly leaves and handsome rose-colored
flowers open only in sunshine, found only in northwest-
ern North America. One species, L. rediviva, is used as
food by the Oregon Indians. It is the Jritter-root {racine
am^e) ol the early French settlers, and is said to be veiy
nutritious. It is also called tobacco-root, because when
cooked it has a tobacco-like odor. These plants are hardy
and ornamental in cultivation.

lewkt, a. A Middle English form of luhe^.

lewtet, n. A Middle English form of lealty.

lewth (Itith), ». [Also spelled irreg. lootli; <

ME. lewth, < AS. hledwth, hledth, shelter, < hledw,

shelter: see to«i,«.] Shelter; warmth. JSalli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
lew-warm (lU'w^rm), a. [Also spelled irreg.

loo-warm, lu-warm; < lew"^ + warm. Cf. luke-

warm.] Lukewarm; tepid. [Archaic]

We found pieces of loo-warm pork among the salad, and
pieces of unknown yielding substance in the ragoUt.

R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 239.

lewzernet, n. A variant of lueern^.

lex(leks),».; pi. tefires (le'jez). [L.lex{leg-)ila,w,
lit. that which lies or is laid down : see law^ and
Kei, V. i.] Law : used in various phrases Lex
domicilii, the law of the place of domicile.—Lex fori, the
law of the jurisdiction where the action is pending.—Lex
Gondobada. See Papian code, under code.—Lex Julia,
a Roman law of the time of Augustus, regulating mar-
riage, encouraging marriage portions, and discouraging
celibacy.—Lex loci, the law ol the place; local law.—Lex
loci contractus, the law ol the place where the con-
tract is made.—Lex loci rei sitse, the law ol the place
where the subjectol action is situated.—Lex mercatoria,
the law ol merchants ; the system ol usages ol commerce
in force in commercial nations generally, and recognized
by the courts as part of the law of the land.—Lex non
scripta, the unwritten or common law.— Lex SCrlpta,
the written or statute law.— Lex talionis, the law of re-

taliation, providing that the punishment should he the
same in kind as the crime, as an eye lor an eye, a tooth
lor a tooth, etc.

lex. An abbreviation of lexicon.

lexical (lek'si-kal), a. [< lexie(on) + -al.] 1.

Eclating to or connected with the vocabulary
of a language : as, lexical fullness ; lexical know-
ledge.

The advance of Wycliffe upon Langland is chiefly gram-
matical, not lexical. G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang.,vli.

2. Of or pertaining to a lexicon.

lexically (lek'si-kal-i), adv. In a lexical man-
ner; according to lexical principles; as regards
vocabulary.

The Anglo-Saxon is not grammatically or lexically iden-
tifiable with the extant remains of any Continental dia-

lect, ff. P. Marsh, Hist. Eng. Lang., p. 48.

lexicographer (lek-si-kog'ra-f6r), n. [Cf. P.
lexicographe= Sp. lexicdgrafo= Pg. lexicographo

= It. lessicografo; < NL. lexicographus, < MGr.
X€^tKorYpd(j)og, one who writes a lexicon, < Gr.
?l£^ik6v, a lexicon,+ jpcupeiv, write : see graphic.]
A compiler of a lexicon or dictionary; one em-
ployed in the making of a vocabulary or word-
book of a language, and giving definitions, with
or without other explanatory matter, in the
same or another language.

Whether it be decreed by the authority of reason, or the
tyranny of ignorance, that of all the candidates for lit-

erary praise the unhappy leodcographer holds the lowest
place, neither vanity nor interest incited me to inquire.

Johnson, Plan of Eng. Diet.

lexicographic (lek^si-ko-graf'ik), a. [= F.
lexioographique = Sp. lexicogrdfieo = Pg. lexi-

cographico = It. lessicografico, < NL. lexico-

graphicus, < leocicographia, lexicography: see
lexicography and -ic] Of or pertaining to lexi-

cography.
lexicographical (lek-'si - ko - graf ' i -kal), a. fC
lexicographic + -al.] Same as lexicographic.

lexicographically (lek"si-ko-graf'i-kal-i), adv.
In a lexicographic manner; as regards lexicog-

ra;phy.

lexicographist (lek-si-kog'ra-fist), n. [< lexi-

cograph-y + -ist.] A lexicographer. [Eare.]

The good old lexicographist, Adam Littelton.

SmXhey, The Doctor, clxxxiv.

lexicography (lek-si-kog'ra-fi), n. [= F. lexi-

cographic = Sp. lexicografia = Pg. lexicogra-

phia = It. lessicografia, < NL. lexicographia, <

MGr. as if *ie^iKoypa^ta, < 7i£^iKoypa^g, one who
writes a lexicon: see leodcographer.] 1. The
art or science of compiling lexicons or word-
books; the scientific exposition of the forms,
pronunciation, signification, and history of
words.— 2. The act or process of making a
dictionary.
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Snoh is the fate of hapless lexicography that not only
darkness, but light, impedes and distresses it : things may
be not jonly too little but too much known, to be happily
illastrated. Johnson, Pret to Diet.

lexicological (lek^'si-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [< lexieoh
og-y + -ic + -al.'\ Pertaining to lesdoology; re-
lating to the science of words : as, lexicological
studies.

Por every one of sixty-seven dialect centres, the author's
lexicological collection contains three hondred and fifty
articles. A. M. Elliott, Amer. Joor. PhiloL, IV. 488.

lexicologist (lek-si-kol'o-iist); n. [< lexicolog-y
+ -ist.'\ One who is stilled in lexicology.

lexicology (lek-^i-kol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. Ic^lk&v, a
lexicon,+ -/I07&Z, < /tiyEjv, say : see -oZo^^.] The
science of words ; that branch of leamingwhieh
treats of the forms, derivation, signification,
and relations of words.
lexicon (lek'si-kon), n. [= F. Unique = Sp.
lexieo = Pg. lexicon = It. lessico, < MXi. NL.
lexicon, < Gr. (MGr.) Tiz^ikSv (sc. ptpTuov, book),
a lexicon, neut. of TiE^rndg, of words, < Aifif,

a saying, speech, word, < Tiiyuv, speak: see
legend.2 A word-book; a vocabulary; a col-
lection of the words of a language, usually
arranged alphabetically and defined and ex-
plained ; a dictionary : now used especially of
a dictionary of Greek or Hebrew.
In the lexicon of youth which Fate reserves for a bright

manhood, there is no such word as— fail.

Bulwer, Richelieu, ii 2.

=Syn. DiiMonary, Glossary, etc. See vocabulary.

lexiconist (lek'si-kon-ist), n. [< lexicon+ -is*.]

A writer of a lexicon. Imp. Diet. [Bare.]
lexigraphic (lek-si-graf'ik), a. [< lexigraphy
+ -jc.] Pertaining to lexigraphy.

lexigraphical (lek-si-graf'i-kal), a. [< lexi-

graphic + -al.'] Same as lexigraphic.

lexigraphy (lek-sig'ra-fi), n. [(Cf . MGr. ;i£f

>

yp&pog, equiv. to Tie^utoypwpo^: see lexicogror-

j)feer)< Gr. /l^fic, a word (see leincon), + -ypa-
(pia, < ypdipciv, write.] The art or practice of
defining words. [Rare.]
lexiphanic (lek-si-fan'ik), a. [< Gr. Xe^i^vT/g,

a phrasemonger (found only as a proper name),
< Aifjf, a speech, word (see lexicon), + (paiveiv,

show.] Bombastic; turgid; inflated. Camp-
hell.

lexiphanicism (lek-si-fan'i-sizm), n. [< lexi-

phanic + -ism.'] The habit of using a pom-
pous or turgid style in speaking or writing.
Campbell.

ley^t, V. An obsolete form of lay^.

ley^j n. An obsolete or dialectal form of feci,

lay", and lye^.

Iey8 (la), n. [Sp., lit. law, < L. fos {leg-), law:
see law'i- and allay^, aUoy.'] Yield; produce;
assay-value.

The costs oftheHaciendasamonnt to 301,654 dollais; the
produce, or ley, of each cargo averages 114^ dollars.

Ward's Mexieo, U. 511.

Le7de ore,percentage of gold contained in silver bullion.

—Ley de plata, quantity of silver which the ore con-
tains.—De Duena ley, of superior quality : said of ores.

ley*. ». See lea^.

Leyden jar, Leyden vial. See jarS.

Leydigian (li-dig'i-an), a. [< Leydig (see def.)
+ ian.'] Described by or named after P. Ley-
dig, a German zoologist, bom 1821 Leydigian
pi^aiis,the antennal sense-organs of insects, minute sacs
inclosed in membrane and communicating with branches
of the antennal nerves, sometimes prolonged externally as
papillae : regarded by Leydig as organs of smell, by others
as auditoiy organs. Lefebre and Gers^cker support Lev-
dig's view of their function.

leye^t, leye^t, etc. See ley\ etc.

leyelondt, n. An obsolete form of lealunek

leyerf, n. An obsolete spelling of layer.

ley-pewter, ». Inferior pewter made for large
vessels, having more lead and less tin than the
superior qualities.

leysert, n. A Middle TCngliaVi form of leisure.

leystallt, n. See laystall.

leytt, n. See l-aif^.

leyvret, n. Same as layer.

leze-majesty, «. See lese-majesty.

L, H. in musical notation, an abbreviation for

left hand.
L. H. D. An abbreviation of the Latin (New
Latin) Litterarum humaniorum doctor, 'doctor
of the more humane letters'— that is, of the
humanities or of learning: a degree conferred
by universities.

IherzoUte (ler'zo-lit), n. [< Lherz (see def.)

+ Gr. /ifof, stone : see -lite.'] A crystaUine ag-
gregate of olivin, enstatite, and diallage, with
some picotite: a rock occurring about Lake
Lherz and in the adjacent regions in the French
Pyrenees, it has also been found in various other lo-

calities in Europe and ?forth America. Some meteorites
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closely resemble Iherzolite in mineralogical composition.
See jpmtZotite.

HI (le), n. [Chin.] A Chinese weight, equal to

the one thousandth part of a liang or ounce.
A li of silver is nominally equal to the copper coin called

a cash by Europeans in China, and rin by the Japanese.

Ii2 (le), n. [Chin.] A Chinese mile, equal to

rather more than one third of an English mile,

27f U being equal to 10 miles.

Li. The chemical symbol of lithium.

Liabese (li-a'be-e), n. pi. [NL. (Cassini, 1826),

< Liabum (see def.) + -ece.] A subtribe of com-
posite plants of the tribe Senedonidee, having
the scales of the involucre imbricated in many
series, the outer gradually shorter, it embraces
five genera, of which tioftMrn is the type, all, with one ex-

ception, natives of tropical America and Mexico. The
group was treated by Endlicher, De CandoUe, and other
botanists as a division of the subtribe Peetidece under the
tribe VenumiacetB, a classification still followed by some
authors.

liability (li-a-bil'i-ti), B. ;
pi. liabilities (-tiz).

[< liable: see -Uliiy.] 1. The state of being
liable through obligation or duty; fixed or con-
tingent responsibility ; exposure to that which
is or may be required: as, the liability of a
principal for his agent's acts. In this sense, in
law, it is sometimes used as including, and sometimes
as excluding, contingent demands and unliquidated dam-
ages.

2. The state of being liable incidentally or by
chance; exposure to that which is possible or

probable; tendency; susceptibility: as, liabil-

ity to accident or contagion ; a physician's lia-

bility io broken rest.— 3. That for which one is

liable ; that to which one is bound or exposed;
a fixed or contingent obligation : as, to incur or
assume a heavy liability (as for the payment of
a debt or the performance of a service); the as-

sets and liabilities of a bank Employers' Liabil-
ity Act. See employer.— Individual llabJllty, personal
liabilityof one ormoi e as individuals, as distingnishedfrom
official liabUiiy, as the liability of an executor, for instance,
or as distinguished from the liability of a corporation of
wliichpersons are members, and for the debts of which they
orsome ofthem maybecome individuallyliable.—limited
liability, a principle of modem statute law, whereby, un-
der certain conditions, participants in a partnership, joint-
stock company, or other undertaking are held liable for
joint debts or responsibilities only to the extent of their
personal interest therein, or to such further extent as the
lawmay prescribe, instead of to the full extent of their in-
dividual means, as at common law.

liable (li'a-bl), a. [Not found in ME., being
appar. a mod. formation, perhaps first in legal
use ; it is not clear whether it is a mere E. for-
mation, < fol -(- -able, meaning 'lying open' to
obligation (cf. inclinable, < incline), or < OF. as
if *liable, < ML. as if *ligabilis, < L. ligare (> F.
Zier), bind: see ligament, lien^. No such OF. or
ML. form has been found.] 1. Bound in law or
equity; responsible; answerable: as, the surety
is liable for the debt of his principal.

To Bridewell, to see the pressed men, where there are
about 300, . . . kept these three days prisoners, with little
or no victuals, and pressed out, and, contrary to all course
of law, without press-money, and men that are not liable
to it P^n/s, Diary, XL 407.

A corporation is lu^ile like an individual for its torts.

Amer. Oyc, XV. 809.

2. Having an aptitude or tendency; subject;
exposed, as to the doing or occurring of some-
thmg evil, injurious, or erroneous: as, we are
constantly Ma6fe to accidents; your plans are
liable to defeat.

He here openly avouches, in a manner that is scarce lia-
ble to exception. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii. ExpL, note.

Yet, if my name were liable to fear,
I do not know the man I should avoid
So soon as tliat spare Cassins.

Shak., J. C, L 2. 199.

Proudly secure, yet litMe to fall
By weakest subleties. Milton, 8. A., L 55.

Public conventions are liaile to aU the inftrmitie^ fol-
lies, and vices of private men.

Swift, Ifobles and Commons, v.

3t. Subordinate; subject.

All that we upon this side the sea . .

Find liatAe to our crown and dignity
Shall gild her bridal bed.

Shak., King John, ii 1. 490.

Though they were objects of his sight, they were not
luMe to his touch. Addison, Spect^ur, ^o. 56.

4t. Fit; suitable.

Finding thee fit for bloody villany.
Apt, liable, to be employ'd in danger,
I faintly broke with thee of Arthur's death.

SJiak., K. John, iv. 2. 226.

=Syn. 2. Incident, Subject, Likely, etc. (see inddenC) ; Apt
Likely, etc. (see apO.

liableness (H'ar-W-nes), n. The state of being
liable; liability.

Now let it be considered what this brings the noble
principle of human liberty to, particularly when It is
possessed and enjoyed in its perfection, viz. a full and

Hard

Serfect freedom and Hableness to act altogether at ran*
om. Edwards, On the WiU, li is.

liaget, n. [< OF. F. liage, a binding, < lier,

bind: see liable.] A league; an alliance.

liaison (le-a-zdn'), n. [F., a union, an entan-
glement,= Pr. liazo= Sp. ligadon

=

Pg. ligaQSo,

< L. %a*M)(»-), a binding: see ligation, of which
Uaison is but a F. form.] 1. A bond of union;
an intimacy; entanglement; commonly, an il-

licit intimacy between a man and a woman.
He had liaisons with half the ladies in Bome.

Frottde, Csesar, p. 533.

3. In the French language, the linking or join-

ing in prononciaticn of a final consonant, usu-
ally suent, to the succeeding word when that
begins with a vowel : for example, vovs (v6) and
avez, when coming together, are pronounced to
zavd.—3. In coohery, a thickening, generally of

beaten eggs, intended to combine or ama^a-
mate the ingredients of a dish,

liana^ liane (li-an'a, U-an'), n. [< F. liane, a
climbing or twining tropical plant, < lier, bind:
see liabU.] A general name for the climbing and
twining plants in tropical forests which wind
themselves round the stems of trees, often over-
topping them and passing to other trees, or
descending again to the ground.

Clifls all robed in lumas thatdropt to the brink of Us bay.
Tennyson, The WreoL

liang (lyang), n. [Chin.] A Ounese ounce or
tael. As used in commerce, it is one third heavier than
the ounce avoirdupois, but the old standard was 579.84
grains troy; 161iangmake Ikinor pound. .(Seeco^et^.) It
is divided into tenths called tgien (or mace), into hun-
dredths called fun (or cav^areerij, and Into thousandths
called li. See tad. Also Qielled leang.

liar (li'ar), n. [Prop., as in early mod.E., lier;

early mod. E. also Iyer, < ME. ligere, lygere,

leghere, leigher, etc., < AS. ledgere (= IceL IjO-

gari) (cf . equiv. D. leugenaar = MLG. logenere
= OHG. litgindri, luMndri, MHG. liigencere, G.
liigner = Dan. logner = Sw. lognare, of diff.

formation: see lain^), a liar, < ledgan, lie: see
lie^ and -arl, -erl.] One who lies; a person
who knowingly utters falsehood; one who de-
ceives by false report or representation.

The messenger was faole y-schenl^
And oft y-cleped foole leather.

Arthaur and Merlin, p. 95^

Shall I ten yon a lie? I do despise a liar as I do de-
spise one that Is false. Shak., M. W. of W., L 1, 69.

And she to be coming and slandering me ; the base little

liar! Tennyson, The Grandmother.

The liar [6r. ^ev86fi.efo$], a Megaric sophism or logical
puzzle, arising from ^e question whether amanwho says
he is lying is truly lying or lyingly telling the tmtli.

liardi (li'ard), a. and n. [Also (Se.) liart, h/'

art; < ME. liard, < OF. liard, liart, liairt = K.
leardo (ML. liardus), gray, dapple-gray; as a
noun, a gray horse.] I. o. 1. (3ray or dapple-
gray: applied to a horse.

This cartere thakketh his hoiB upon the croupe. . . -

"That was wel twight, myn owenelyard boy."
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, L 28i

Stedis stabiUede In stallis,

Lyarde and sore [sorrel].
MS. Lincoln, A. i 17, 1 130. (BaUiuxa.)

2. Gray : applied generally.

Twa had manteeles o' dolefa' black.
But ane wi' lyart linln'. Bvma, Holy Fair.

TL. n. 1. A dapjde-gray horse.
He ligte adown of lyard, and ladde hym in his bands.

Piers PUnmnan (B), ivii 64.

2. The color gray or dapple-gray.
Colours nowe to knowe attendeth ye;
The baye is goode coloure, and broune pnipure.
The lyarde and the white and browne Is sore.

Pattadius, Hosbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 133.

[Obsolete or Scotch in all uses.]
Iiard2 (liar), n. [F., < OF. liar, liard, liars, a
small piece of money.] A small coin formerly
current in France, from the fifteenth century,

'

Obverse. Reveise.

"worth three deniers, or the fourth part of a
sol. It was originally struck in silver, and afterward,
tcom the reign of Louis XTV., hi copper. The specimen
illustrated weighs about 94 grains.

liardS (li-ard'), n. The taeamahac, or balsam-
poplar, Populus balsamifera, of northern North
America. [Canada.]



liar's-bench

liar'S;bencht, «. A place in St. Paul's Cathe-
dral in the sixteenth century, so called because
it was said that the disaffected made appoint-
ments there. Nares,

liartt, a. and n. See UardX.
Lias (li'as), n. [< F. lias, OF. liais, Hois, a hard
freestone

; prob. < Bret, liach, leach, a stone, =
W, lleeh = Gael, leac, a stone (see cromlech).']
In geol., the lower division of the Jurassic.
It is particularly well developed in England, where it is
distinguislied by its wealth of organic remains, especially
of ammonites, and where it is divided into three groups,
each characterized by its assemblage of fossils, the rock
being chiefly grayish limestones, shales, and marlstones.
The Lias is hardly recognized as a distinct formation ex-
cept in England and on the continent of Europe.

Liassic (li-as'ik), a. [< F. liassigue; as Idas +
-ic] Belonging to the geological subdivision
of the Jurassic called the Lias.

Liatris (li'a-tris), n. [NL. (J. C. D. Sehreber,
1774) ; origin unknown.] A genus of composite
plants of the tribe JUupatoriaeew andsuhtrihe

Lt'atris ^ratftiMifijlt'a,

I, inflorescence ; 2, lower part of plant with the corm-like rootstock

;

a, anthodium; d, flower; c, corolla laid open; d, bristle of tlie pap-
pus ;*, scale of the involucre.

AdenostylecB ; the button-snakeroots. They are
perennial herbs, growing f^om large subterranean globose
corms, with racemose or spicate heads of handsome rose-
purple flowers.

libi (lib), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. Kbhed, ppr. Uh-

hing. [<D.ZM66e»,MD.Zt«ppe»i, maim, geld: see
lop'-. Of. gr^i&S.] To castrate. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

To capon, to geld, to lib, to splale. Mario.

lib^ (lib), n, [A dial. var. of leap^J] A basket.
HaUiwell. [Proy. Eng.]

lib. An abbreviation of liber\ 2.

libamentt (lib'a-ment), n. [< L. libamentum (cf.

equiv. UbamenJ, a drink-offering, < libare, pour
out : see libate.] Same as UbaUon.
This discourse being thus finished, we performed our

oblations and libaments to the muses.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 652.

Ubanomaiicy (lib'a-no-man-si), n. [< Gr. 2i-

Pavog (L. libanus), the franldncense-tree, + fiav-

Teia, divination.] Divination by the burning
of frankincense.

libanotophorous (lib"a-no-tof'o-ms), a. [< Gr.

XiBavoToijidpoc, bearing frankincense, < Tu^ava-

t6(, frankincense (see Ubanotrts), + ^ipetv = E.
6ea»'i.] Bearing or producing frankincense.

The libanotopfwrons region of the ancients.
JSneyo. Brit., IX. 710.

libanotUSt (Ub-a-no'tus), n. [< Gr. Xifiavardg,

frankincense, K'^i^avoQ, the frankincense-tree.]

Frankincense.
In that greater [altar] the Chaldseans burnt yeerly in

their sacrifices a hundred thousand talents of Lioanotvs.
Furchas, Pilgrimage, p. 66.

libant (li'bant), a. [< L. liban{t-)s, ppr. of Zi-

bare, take out a little taste : see libate.'] Sip-

ping; touching lightly. [Rare.]

She touched his eyelashes with libant lip,

And breathed ambrosial odours o'er his cheek.
Landar.

libate (li'bat), vr, pret. and pp. libated, ppr. li-

battng. [< L. Ubatus, pp. of libare (> It. libare

= Pg. Sp. Ubar), take out a little taste, sip,

pour out, = Gr. ?isil3£tv, pour out, make a liba-

tion of (wine or other liquor) in honor of a di-

vinity.] I. intrans. To make a libation, as by
pouring out wine.
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II, trans. 1. To pour out, as wine or milk.
—2. To make a libation to ; honor with a Uba-
tion. [Rare and incorrect.]

A son of Israel has no gods whom he can libate.

L. Wallace, Beu-Hur, p. 441.

libation (li-ba'shon), n. [< F. libation = Sp.
Ubaoion = Pg. libacao = It. libazione, < L. Uha-
tio(n-), a dnnk-offering, < libare, pp. Ubattis,
pour out: see libate.'] 1. The act of pouring a
liquid, usually wine, either on the ground or on
a victim in sacrifice, in honor of some deity.
Libation was practised by the ancient Greeks and Komans
on various occasions, both public and private; and the
drink-offering of the Jews was of similar character.

2. The wine or other liquid poured out in hon-
or of a deity; a drink-offering.

The goblet then she took, with nectar crown'd,
Sprinkling the flrst libations on the ground.

Dryden, .lEneid, i. 1031.

May every joy be yours ! nor this the least,
When due lihatUm shall have crown'd the feast,

Safe to my home to send your happy guest.
Pope, Odyssey, xiii.

libatory (li'ba-to-ri), a. [< L. as if Hibatorius
(ef. neut. libaiorium, a libation-vessel), < libare,

pp. Ubatus, pour out : see Ubant, libation.] Of or
pertaining to libation.

llbavius (li-ba'vi-us), n. [Named after the dis-

coverer, A. lAbavius, a German chemist (died
1616).] Tin ohlorid, SnCl^, a colorless volatile
and fuming corrosive liquid, used in dyeing as
a mordant.

libbardt, n. An obsolete variant of leopard.

libbet, V. An obsolete form of Zfoei.

libbet (lib'et), n. [Formerly also lybbet; per-
haps < Kfti, in the sense 'lop,' orig. 'a piece
loppedoff.'] 1. Abillet; astick. [Prov.Bng.]

A beesome of byrche, for babes verye fit,

A longe lastinge lybbet for loubbers as meete.
Barman, Caveatfor Common Cursitors (1667). (Narei.)

A little stafle or libbet, bacillus.

Witfials, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 317. (N'ares.)

3. pi. Rags in strips. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
libecciot (li-bech'6), n. [< It. libeeeio, < L. Libs,
< Gr.Af'Y/jthesouthwestwind: seeLibyan.] The
southwest wind.

Porth rush the Levant and the Ponent winds,
Eurus and Zephyr, with their lateral noise.
Sirocco and ikbecchio. Milton, P. L., x. 706.

libel (li'bel), n. [< ME. libel, < OF. libel, libeau,

m., libele, libelle, P. libelle, f., = Sp. K6eto= Pg.
It. libello, m., < L. libellus, m., a little book, pam-
phlet, note, petition, letter, lampoon, libel, dim.
of liber, a book: see liber^.] If. A writing of
any kind ; a written declaration or certificate.

May I nat axe a libel, Sire Somonour,
And answere there by my procuratour
To swiche thyng as men wole apposen me ?

Chaucer, Priar's Tale, 1. 297.

And it hath ben seid, whosoevere leveth his wyf, give he
to hir a K&e? of forsaking [authorized version, "writing of
divorcement"]. Wycl%f, Mat. v. 31.

2. In admiralty law, Scots law, and Eng. eccles.

law, a writing or document instituting a suit
and containing the plaintiff's allegations.— 3.
A lampoon.

Plots have I laid, inductions dangerous.
By drunken prophecies, libels, and dreams,
To set'my brother Clarence and the king
In deadly hate the one against the other.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 1. 38.

More solid things do not show the Complexion of the
times so weU as Ballads and Libels.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 68.

4. A defamatory writing made public ; a ma-
licious and injurious publication, expressed
in printing or writing, or by signs or pictures,
tending either to injure the memory of one dead
or the reputation of one alive, and to expose him
to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule.

We have in a libel Ist. the writing ; 2d. the communi-
cation, called by the lawyers the publication ; Sd. the ap-
Slication to persons and facts ; 4th. the intent and ten-
ency ; 6th. the matter— diminution of fame.

Burke, Powers of Juries in Prosecutions for Libels.

Libel is defamation published by means of writing.
printing, pictures, images, or anything that is the object
of the sense of sight. Cooley.

5. The crime of publishing a libel: as, he was
guilty of libel.— 6. In general, defamation; a
defamatory remark or act ; malicious misrep-
resentation in conversation or otherwise ; any-
thing intended or which tends to bring a per-
son or thing into disrepute.

Dost not know that old Mansfield, who writes like the
Bible,

Says the more 'tis a truth, Sir, the more 'tis a libel'

Burns, The Eeproof.

His conversation is a perpetual libel on all his acquain-
tance. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Fox's Libel Act, an English statute of 1792 (32 Geo. III. , c.

60) empowering a jury on the trial of a criminal libel to give

Libellulina

a general verdict upon the whole issue, without being re-
quired by the court to find a verdict of guUty on proof of
publication and of the sense ascribed in the information.—
Ubel Act, an English statute of 1843 (6 and 7 Vict., o. 96)
which authorizes a defendant sued for libel to plead no
malice, and that an apology was made. Compare Fox's
Libel Act, above. = 8301. 4. See asperse and lampoon.

libel (li'bel), V.
; pret. and pp. libeled or libelled,

ppr. libeling or libelling. [= F. libeller = Sp.
libelar, draw up a legal demand, libel ; from the
noun: see libel, n.] I. tra')is. 1. In admiralty
law, Scots law, and Eng. eccles. law, to serve a
libel upon; institute suit against; present a
formal charge against for trial, as against a
clergyman for conduct unbecoming his office,

or against a ship or goods for a violation of the
laws of trade or revenue. See libel, n., 2.— 2.
To defame or exnose to public hatred or con-
tempt by a malicious and injurious publication,
as a writing, picture, or the like ; lampoon.
Thou Shalt libel, and 111 cudgel the rascal.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 4.

But our work is neither to libel our Auditors nor to flat-

ter them, neither to represent them as better nor worse
than they are. SiUlingJleet, Sermons, II. iii.

=Sjpi. 2. BeSame, Calumniate, etc. See asperse.

n.t intrans. To spread defamation, written
or printed : with against.

What's this but libelling against the senate?
Shak., Tit. And., iv. 4. 17.

libelant, n. See Ubellant.

libeler, libeller (li'bel-er), n. [< Ubel, v., +
-eri.] One who libels ; a lampooner.
There is not in the world a greater errour than that

which fools are apt to fall into, and knaves with good rea-
son to encourage, the mistaking a satirist for a libeller.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, Advertisement.

libelist, libellist (li'bel-ist), n. [< F. libelliste,

a libelist, < libelle, a libel : see libel, ».] A li-

beler. Imp. Diet.

libella (li-bel'a), ».; pi. libellw (-e). [L., level,
water-level, dim. of libra, a balance : see libra.

Hence ult. (< L. libella)'E. leveP-, q. v.] 1. A
gmall balance.— 2. An instrument for taking
levels; alevel.— 3. [cop.] A southern constel-
lation which Lacaille, after 1754, proposed to
substitute for Triangulum Australe,which dates
from the fifteenth century.— 4. [cap.] [NL.] A
genus of dragon-flies. Selys-Longchamps, 1840.

libellant (li'bel-ant), n. [< F. Ubellant, ppr.
of libeller, draw up a legal demand, libel: see
libel,_ v.] One who brings a libel or institutes
a suit in a court, especially in an ecclesiastical
or an admiralty court. Also libelant.

The counsel for the libellant contended they had a right
to read the instructions. Cranch.

libeller, libellist. See libeler, libelist.

libellous, libellously. See libelous, libelovsly.

Libellula (li-bel'u-la), n. [NL.; so called be-
cause they hold their wings extended like the
leaves of a book; < L. Ubellulus, a very little

book, dim. of libellus, a little book: see libel, ».]

1. A Linnean genus of pseudoneuropterous in-
sects with mandibulate mouth and anal for-

ceps, (a) A genus coextensive with Libellulina, Libellu-
lidoB, or the modern suborder Odoimta of the order Pseu-
doneuropt&ra. (b) A genus containing forms considered
typical of the modern restricted family Libellulidoe. The
abdomen is comparatively short, flattened, and tapering,
and the male claspers are reduced. See cut under drag-

3. n. c] Any dragon-fly or libellulid.

libeUulid (li-bel'u-Ud), n. A member of the
family Libellulidce.

Libellulidse (li-be-lu'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Zi-
bellula + -idee.] A family of pseudoneuropter-
ous insects of the group lAbellulina or Odona-
ta; the dragon-flies, devil's-daruing-needles, or
mosquito-hawks, (a) Coextensive with LibelluUna, and
divided into three groups, Agrionina, Libellulina, and
jEschnina. Also lAbeUulida, LibelluUdes, Libelluloides.

(&) Restricted to forms typified by the genus Libellula in
a narrow sense, having the wings unequal, the triangles of
the anterior wings dissimilar, and the anterior genital ar-

mature of the male free.

Libellulina (li-bel-ll-li'na), n.pl. [NL., < Li-
bellula + -ina.] A group of pseudoneuropter-
ous insects ; the dragon-flies, (a) A superfamily,
same as 'Odonata, or as Libellulidoe in a broad sense, char-
acterized by the long and more or less slender and cylin-

dric abdomen ending in an anal armature, an enormous
head and thorax, the former globular with immense eyes,
the latter square with its tergal parts small and its flank
pieces enlarged and rising up in front to take the place of
the aborted prothorax. The antennae are short and seti-

form, and the mouth is not provided with palps. The
wings are large, long, and approximately equal in size and
shape. The tarsi are trimerous, and the second abdomi-
nal segment of the male is furnished with accessory geni-
talia. Metamorphosis is incomplete ; the larvse are active,
aquatic, and voracious ; and the pupa resembles the larva.
The LibellulirMi are composed of three families, named
Libellulidce, AgrionidoB, and JEschnidoe. (ft) A subfamily,
same as Libellulidoe in a narrow seuse, or as LQ)elltilime.
See cut under dragon-fiy.



Libellnlina

Libellulinse (li-bel-u-li'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< LibeU
lula + -ince.'i AsubtsanlyotLihelluUclce: same
as lAbellulina (h).

libelluline (li-bel'u-lin), a. Of or pertaining
tf)\heLibellulina; resembling a dragon-fly. See
cut under dragon-fly,

libelous, libellous (li'bel-us), a. [<, libel +
-ott«.] Containing a libel; of the nature of a
libel; defamatory; containing that which ex-
poses to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule

:

as, a libelous picture.

It was the most malicious surmise that had ever been
brewed, howsoever countenanced by a libellous pamphlet.

Sir H. WoUon.

libelously, libellously (li'bel-us-li), adv. In a
libelous manner.

liberi (li'bfer), n. [< L. liber, the inner bark of

a tree (cf . Gr. T^eniq, a scale : see lepis), also, be-
cause such bark was once used for writing on
(cf. book as related to beech, anA paper as re-

lated to papyrtis), a writing consistiig of sev-
eral leaves, a book, a division of a book. Hence
library, etc.] 1. In bot., the inner bark of ex-
ogenous stems, lying next the cambium, and
enveloped by the corky layer, when perfect it con-
tains, besides parenchyma, sieve-cells and bast-cells, the
lastbeing th e characteristic element. Also called bast and
endopJdopum, See bastij 2, and bark^^ 1.

2. A book: used In English especially with ref-

erence to the books in which deeds, mortgages,
wills, and other public records are kept. Ab-
breviated I. and lib.

liber^ (li'bfer), n. [Origin obscure.] See the
quotation.

The roily horses have a peculiarland of shafts, common-
ly made of iron, named libers, the purpose of which is to
prevent the carriage from overrunning them.

Ure, Diet., m. 333.

Iiiber' (li'bfer), n. [L.] An ancient Italic divin-

ity presiding over vineyards and wine : later

identified by the Romans with the Greek Bac-
chus.

liberal (lib'e-ral), a. and n. [< ME. liberal, <

OF. liberal,"F'.' liberal = 8p. Pg. liberal = It.

liberate, < L. liberalis, befitting a freeman, <
liber (OL. *loeber, loebes), free ; akin to libet, it

pleases, Gr. Mirrecv, desire, Skt. \/ lubh, desire,

AS. Ie6f, dear, lufian, love: see lief, love^,

leave^. From the same L. source (liber, libet)

are ult. E. liberate, liberty, libertine, libidinous,

Uver^, livery^, deliver, etc.] I. a. 1. Befitting

a freeman, or a state, condition, or situation
free from narrow limitations; free in scope;
of wide or ample range or extent; not nar-
rowly limited or restricted; expanded; com-
prehensive : as, a liberal education ; the liberal

arts or professions; liberal thought or feeling;

liberal institutions ; a liberal poEey in govern-
ment; a liberal interpretation or estimate.

So wonderful were the graces of Solomon tliat they over-
came the highest expectation, and the liberalest belief.

Bp. HaUf Contemplations, xvlL 6.

To love ber [I^y Elizabeth Hastings] was a liberal edu-
cation. Steele, Tatler, No. 49.

Now the perfection of man as an end and the perfec-

tion of man as a mean or instrument are not only not the
same, they are in reality generally opposed. And as these

two perfections are different, so the training requisite

for their acquisition is not identical, and has, accordingly,

been distinguished by different names. The one is styled

liberal, the other professional education— the branches
of knowledge cultivated for these purposes being called

respectively liberal and professional, or liberal and lucra-

tive, sciences. Sir W. HaviUton, Metaph., i.

The study of them [Uie classics] is fitly called a liberal

education, because it emancipates the mind from every

narrow provincialism, whether of egoism or tradition,

and is the apprenticesliip that every one must serve be-

fore becoming a free brother of the guild which passes

the torch of l&e from age to age.

Lowed, Among my 'Books, 1st ser., p. 177.

2. Free in views or opinions; expansive in

purpose or aim; not narrow, bigoted, or in-

tolerant; specifically, favorable to personal,

political, or religious liberty; opposed to nar-

row conservatism or undue restrietion: as, a
liberal thinker ; a liberal Christian ; a liberal

statesman; the Liberal party (in the politics of

some countries).

It was a Scotchman, Buchanan, who flrst brought liberal

principles into clear relief. Leeky, Kationallsm, L 150.

A livelier bearing of the outward man, . . .

A bright, fresh twinkle from the week-day world.

Tell their plain story ;— yes, thine eyes behold
A cheerful Christian from the liberd fold.

O. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

A Liberal leader here in England is, on the other hand,

a man of movement and change, called expressly to the

task of bringing about a modem organisation of society.

M. Arnold, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 652.

3. Free in bestowal or concession ;
generously

inclined ; ready to impart or bestow ; bounti-
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fnl; mnniflcent; magnanimous: followed by
vnth or of before the thing bestowed, and to

before the recipient: as, a liberal donor; to be

liberal with one's money; to be liberal to an

opponent in debate.

Where you are liberal o/your loves and counsels,

Be sure you be not loose. SMIc., Hen. VIII., u. 1. 126.

Nature had been . . . i»craio/ personal beauty to her.

GoldsmUh, The Bee, No. 2.

Pure is the nymph, though liberal o/her smiles.

Co!»pe)-, Task, iii. 712.

Once more the liberal year laughs out

O'er richer stores than gems or gold.

Whittier, An Autumn Festival.

4. Freely bestowed or yielded; marked by
bounty or abundance ;

generous; ample: as, a

liberal donation; a liberal harvest or flow of

water; to make a liberal concession or admis-

sion.

But the liberal deviseth liberal things; and by liberal

things shall he stand. Isa. xxxii. 8.

His wealth doth warrant a liberal dower.
Sliak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 5. 46.

5. Free in character or quality ; candid; open;

hence, with an added implication, unduly free

;

unrestrained; unchecked; licentious. [Obso-

lescent.]

For a tongue euer lyberaU nourisbeth folly.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 106.

Whether they cast any liberall lookes towards any of

the Kings women. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 363.

Who hath, indeed, most like a liberal villain,

Confess'd the vile encounters they have had
A thousand times in secret.

Shale., Much Ado, iv. 1. 93.

Liberal Christianity, liberal theology, the doctrinal

views respecting Christianity entertained by liberal Chris-

tians.— Uberal Chilstians^ a general name assumed by
certainProtestantdenominatmns, especiallytheUnitanans
and Universalists, who dissent from the principal tenets

of what are commonly called the orthodox denominations.

—Liberal party, a party united in advocacy of measures
of progressive reform. As a distinctive designation in

British politics, the name was adopted by the Whig party
about 1830, to denote the body formed by the addition to

their par^of the Radicals. From that time it has been
the name assumed by and usually given to that party
which, in opposition to the Conservative party, has spe-

cifically devoted itself to the promotion of measures of pro-

gress and reform.—Liberal Union, in German poliUes, a
party consisting of National Liberals who, chiefiy because
of adherence to doctrines of free trade, in 1880 withdrew
their support from Prince Bismarck (Secessionists), toge-
ther with other Liberals of similar views. In 1884 this

party joined with the Progressists (Fortschritta-partei) to
form the German Liberal party. =Syn. 2. Catholic, toler-

ant.— 3. Charitable, open-handed, free-handed.— 4. Full,
abundant^ plentiful, unstinted.

II. n. 1. A person of liberal principles; one
who believes in liberal reforms, or advocates
intellectual, political, or religious liberty.— 2.

[cap.'\ Specifically, a member of a Liberal par-
ty in polities.

Most of those who now pass as Liberals are Tories of a
new type. E.. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 1.

ConstitutionalLiberals, inSpanish polities, a partycom-
posed of former Republicans, who, under the leadership
of Seftor Sagasta, became supporters of the monarchical
constitution established after the restoration of the Bour-
bon monarchy in Spain in 1874.— CSennan IJberalB, in
Qerman polUics, a party of moderate Liberals, opposed to
the policy of Prince Bismarck, formed in 1884 by the union
of the Progressist party (Fortschritts-partei) with the Lib-
eral Union.— Nattonal Liberals, in German polities, a
party which, before the creation of the German empire in
1871, advocated, along with progressive measures of re-
form, the completion of governmental nnfty in Germany.
After that time it embraced those persons who, though of
Liberal antecedents, continued In support of the later pol-
icy of Prince Bismarck,

Liberal-Conservative (lib *e -ral -kon - ser 'va-
tiv), a. and n. I, a. In Great teritainj belonging
to thatwing or portion of the Conservative party
which is most nearly in accord with the Liber-
als ; occupying a position midwaybetween that
of the average Liberal and that of the average
Conservative.
H, n. One who occupies the political position

defined above.
Liberalia (Hb-e-ra'li-ai, n.pl. [L., neut. pi. of
IAberalis,<. Mber, Bacchus: see Liber^.^ An an-
cient Eoman festival celebrated annually on
March 17th, in honor of Liber and Libera.
liberalisation, liberalise, etc. See liberaliza-

tion, etc.

liberalism (lib'e-ral-izm), n. [= F. Ul^a-
Usme = Sp. liberalisme; as liberal + ism.'] 1.
Liberal principles ; the principles or practice of
liberals ; freedom from narrowness or bigotry,
especially in matters of religion or politics.—
2. Specifically, the political principles of a Lib-
eral party.

The function of Uberaligm in the past was that of put-
ting a limit to the powers of kings. The function of true
Liberdligm in the future will be that of putting a limit to
the powers of Parliaments.

B. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 107.

liberate

The effects of their [the Peelitea'] separation from offl-

cial Liberalism . . . were early traceable.
Gladstane, Gleanings, 1. 127.

liberalist (lib'e-ral-ist), n. [< liberal + -»««.]

liberalistic (lib*e-ra-lis'tik), a. [< liberalist +
-ic.'] Kelating to or characterized by liberal-

ism; conforming to liberal principles, espe-

cially in politics.

liberality (Hb-e-ral'i-ti), n.
;
pi. liberalities (-tiz).

[< ME. Uberaiite, <"0F. liberalite, F. lib6raUt6

= Sp. liberalidad = Pg. liberalidade = It. libe-

ralitA, < L. liberaUta(t-)s, away of thinking be-

fitting a freeman, generosity, < liberalis, befit-

ting a freeman: see liberal.'^ 1. The quality

of being liberal in thought or opinion ; largeness

of mind; catholicity; impartiality: a,a, liberal-

ity in religion or politics ; he treats his oppo-

nent's views with great liberality.

Many treat the gospel with indifference under the name
of liberality. J- ^- Mason.

2. Freeness in imparting or yielding; dispo-

sition to give or concede; generosity; bounty;

magnanimity : as, liberality in one's donations

or concessions.

Amonge the comyn? welth and Concorde,

And that our ryche men may vse lyberalyte.

Joseph 0/ ArimaMe (E. B. T. B.), p. 51.

In a bishop great liberality, great hospitaliiy, actions in

every kind great are looked for.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vlL 24.

3. An expression or manifestation of generos-

ity; that which is generously given.

Over and beside
Signior Baptista's liberalUy,

111 mend it with a largess.
Shak., T. of the S., i. 2. 180.

A little before the Lord sent this rain of UberaUUes upon
his people. if. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 99.

=Syn. Bounty, Generosity, etc. (see benefteenee), bountiful-

ness ; toleration, candor.

liberalization (lib^'e-ral-i-za'shon), n. [< liber-

alize + -ation.'] TK'e act or process of liberaliz-

ing or making liberaL Also spelled liberalisa-

tion.

The end of education is the formation and liberalisation

of character. Tlte Academy, No. 875, p. 88.

liberalize (Ub'e-ral-iz), v.; pret. and pp. liberal-

ized, ppr. liberalizing. [=zF. lib^aliser = Sp.

liberalizar = Pg. liberalisar; as liberal + 4ze.']

I. trans. To render liberal; enlarge the free-

dom or scope of ; free from narrowness or pre-

judice: as, to liberalize the institutions of a
cotmtry.

Grand, swelling sentiments of liberty I am anre I do not
despise. They warm the heart, they enlarge and liberal-

ise our minds ; theyanimate our courage in a time of con-
flict. Burke, Rev. in France.

Some acquaintance with foreign and ancient literatures-

has the liberalizing effect of foreign travel.

Lowell, Books and Libraries.

II. intrans. To become liberal. [Bare.]

Alter the rejection of the exclusive feature of the origi-

nal plan, Mrs. Mnnger had liberalised more and more.
HouxUs, Annie EJlbum, xvL

Also spelled liberalise.

liberalizer (lib'e-ral-i-zfer), n. One who or that,

which liberalizes, or makes liberal. Also spell-

ed liberaliser.

Arche^, cricket, gnn and fishing-ro^ horse and boat,

are all educators, Iweralixers. Smerson, Culture.

liberally (lib'e-ral-i), adv. In a liberal man-
ner, (a) With a liberal scope or range ; without nar-
rowness or prejudice; impartially; freely. (6) With a
liberal hand ; botmtifally ; amply, (e) With undue free-
dom; licentiously.

Liberal-Unionism (lib'e-ral-u'nyon-izm), n.

The political attitude or opinions of the Liberal-
TJnionistparty.

Liberal-Unionist (Ub^'e-ral-u'nygn-ist), n. and
a. I. n. A member of that section of the Lib-
eral party in Great Britain which from 1886,

refusing to concur in Mr. Gladstone's policy
of conceding home rule to Ireland, advocated
the maintenance of the legislative union of 1801
essentially unimpaired, and therefore, from the
importance they attached to the Irish question,
made common cause with the (Conservatives.

H. a. Of or belonging to the political party
or section of the Liberal-Unionists.
liberate (lib'e-rat), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. liberated,

ppr. liberating. [< L. liberatiis, pp. of liberare

(> It. liberare = 8p. Pg. librar = F. livrer), set
free, deliver, < liber, free : see liberal. Cf. Kver^,
livery^, delivery.'] 1. To set free; release from
restraint or bondage; deliver: as, to liberates
slave or a prisoner ; to liberate the mind from
the shackles of prejudice.



liberate

It Is an uneasy lot ... to be present at this great spec-
tacle of life and never be libercUed from a smul, hungry
shivering self. Beorge Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 307.

At last and forever I am mine and God's,
Thanlis to his liberating angel Death—
Never again degraded to be yours.

Browning, Eing and Boole, I. 138.

3. To disengage; separate from something
else: as, to Mberate a gas from a solid. =syii. 1.
Enfravehite, Manumit, etc. (see emandpate); jRelease, etc.
(see disengage); disenthrall, ransom, discharge, let go, turn
loose.

liberate (Ub'e-rat), n. [< ML. liberata, delivery,
livery: see livery^.'] Ci old Eng. law, a writ is-

sued out of Chancery for the payment of pen-
sions and similar royal allowances ; also, a writ
issued to the sheriff for the delivery of laud
and goods taken upon forfeits of recognizance.
—Liberate roll, the account kept in the old English
exchequer of pensions and other allowances of money
made under the great seal.

liberation (Ub-e-ra'shgn), n. [< F. Miration
= Sp. liberaGtori = Pg! libera^o = It. Uierazi-
one, < L. UberaUo{n-), a freeing, < liberare, pp.
liheratixs, set free: see liberate, i>.] The act of
liberating or setting free; deliverance from
restraint or confinement; enlargement; disen-
gagement, as from constraint or obligation, or
from mixture: as, liberation from prison orfrom
debt ; the liberation of a country from tyranni-
cal government ; the liberation of a gas.

liberationism (lib-e-ra'shon-izm), n. [< libera-

tion + 4sm.'\ In British politics, the principles
or opinions of the liberationists. Quarterly Bev.,
CLXII. 8.

liberationist (Ub-e-ra'shon-ist), n. [< libera-

Uon + -is*.] In British politics, one who is in
favor of the disestablishment of the Church.
The object of the Liberationists is sufficiently transpa-

rent. If the maintenance of the Established Church could
be identified with the supremacy, its fall might be assured
with the collapse of one political party.

Quarterly Sen., CLXII. 3.

liberator (lib'e-ra-tor), n. [= F. _
Sp. Pg. liberator= It. Uberatore, < L. liberator,

one who sets free, < liberare, pp. liberatus, set

free: see liberate.] One who liberates or de-
livers ; a deliverer.

He [Luther] was the great reformer and liberator of the
European intellect. Buckle, Civilization, II. 634.

liberatory (lib'e-ra-to-ri), a. [= F. libiratoire;

as liberate + -ory.] lending to liberate or set

free. [Kare.]
Liberian (li-be'ri-an), a. and n. [< Ziberia (see

def.) (< L. liber, free) -t- -an.J I. a. Pertaining

or relating to Liberia, a country on the western
coast of Africa, colonized with liberated Afri-

cans by the American Colonization Society (be-

ginning in 1822), and made a republic in 1847.

II. n. An inhabitant of Liberia.

liberomotor (lib"e-r6-m6'tor), a. [Irreg. < L.

liberare, free (see"liberate),'+ motor, a mover.]
Disengaging or setting free motor energy, as a
nervous ganglion: correlated with redpiomotor
and dirigomotor. See motor, a.

libertarian (Iib-6r-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< lib-

ert(y) + -arian.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to lib-

erty, or to the doctrine of the freedom of the

will (especially in anextreme form), as opposed
to the doctrine of necessity; advocating the

doctrine of free wUl: opposed to necessitarian.

I believe he [Dr. Alex. Crombie, author of an essay on
philosophical necessity] may claim the merit of adding

the word laertarian to the English language, as Priestley

added that of
'
' necessarian. " Meid, Correspondence, p. 88.

The "power of acting without a motive," which Eeid

and other writers, on what used to be called the Jjiherta-

rlan side, have thought it necessary to claim.

H. Sidgwiek, Mind, XIII. 407.

II. n. One who maintains the doctrine of the

freedom of the wUl (especially in an extreme

form): oT^poaed to necessitarian.

Though Mbertariam contend that it is possible for us

at any moment to act contrary to our formed character

and previous custom, still they and Determinists alilie

teach that it is much less easy than men commonly ima-

gine to break the subtle unfelt trammels of habit.

B. Sidgwiek, Methods of Ethics, p. 49.

Ubertarianism (lib-er-ta'ri-an-izm), n. [< lib-

ertarian + -Mm.] The principles or doctrines of

the libertarians. H. Sidgwiek, Mind, XLI. 144.

liberticidel (lib'Sr-ti-sId or li-ber'ti-sid), n. [=
P. liberticide = Sp. libertidda, < L. liberta{t-)s,

liberty,+ -cida, <6cedere, kill.] A destroyer of

liberty.
His country s pride

The priest, the slave, and the mertieide.

Trampled and moclted with many a loathed rite.

Shelley, Adonais, st. 4.

liberticide^ (lib'6r-ti-sid or li-ber'ti-sid), ». [<

L. liberta{t-)s, liberty, + -cidium, < ccedere, kill.]

Destruction of liberty.
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The principles of Christian morality and Christian phi-

lanthropy were violated in the maxims of liberticide wliich
guided the dominant politics of the country.

Whipple, Starr King.

libertinage (lib'er-tin-aj), n. [< F. Ubertinage;
as libertine + -age.'] 1. The character or be-
lief of a libertine or free-thinker; laxity of
opinion.

A growing libertinage, which disposed them to think
slighfly of the Cliristian faith. Warburton, Works, IX. xiii.

2. The conduct of a libertine or debauchee.
Some fourteen years of squalid youth.

And then libertinage/ disease, the grave

—

Hell in life here, hereafter life in hell.

Browning, King and Eools, 1. 159.

libertine (lib'er-tin), «. and a. [= F. libertin
'= Sp. Pg. It. libertino, < L. libertinns, a freed-
man, prop, adj., of or belonging to the condi-
tion of a freedman, < libertus, a freedman, <

Uber, free : see liberal, liberate, v. In the later
senses (4-7) the word logically depends on
liberty, liberal.] I. n. 1. Id. Rom. tei., a freed-
man ; a person manumitted or set free from le-

gal servitude.

By vertue of an act granted out of the senat, the liber-

tines (i. e. the sonnes of treed-men) were enrolled into the
foure tribes of the oitie. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 1210.

2. Amember of a Jewish synagogue mentioned
in Acts vi. 9, probably composed of descen-
dants of Jewish freedmen who had been ex-

pelledfromKome by Tiberius, and hadreturned
to Palestine.

Then there arose certain of the synagogue, which is

called the synagogue of the Libertines, . . . disputing
with Stephen. Acts vi. 9.

3t. A freeman of an incorporate town or city.

And used me like a fugitive, an inmate of a town.
That is no city lUertine, nor capable of their gown.

Chapman, Hiad, xvi.

4. One who is free from or does not submit to

restraint; one who is free inthought and action.

When he speak^
The air, a charter'd liberUne, is stilL

Shak., Hen. V., i. 1. 48.

And though Buhens in his History is too much a Liber-

tine in this respect, yet there is in this very place, which
we now describe, much truth In the habit of his principal
Figures, as of King Henry the Fourth, the Queen, her Son,
the 3 Daughters, and the Cardinal.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 39.

5t. One who holds loose views with regard to

the laws of religion or morality; an irreligious

person ; a free-thinker.

The second sort of those that may be justly number'd
among the hinderers of Eeformation are Libertines; these
suggest that the Discipline sought would be intolerable.

MUton, Eeformation in Eng., i.

6. [cap.] A member of a pantheistic, antinomi-
an sect which existed about 1530 in France
and neighboring countries. The Libertines main-
tained that Gkid alone exists, and that there is no distinc-

tion between right and wrong, since man, in obeying his

own impulses, obeys God, who is in him, and consequently
can never commit sin. The sect became grossly sensual,

and finally disappeared.

That the Scriptures do not contain in them all things
necessary to salvation is the fountain of many great and
capitfid errors : I instance in the whole doctrine of the
libertines, familists, quakers, and other enthusiasts, which
issue in the corrupted fountain. Jer. Taylor.

7. A man given to the indulgence of lust ; one
who leads a dissolute, licentious life ; a rake

;

a debauchee.
Like a pufi'd and reckless libertins.

Himself the primrose path of dalliance treads.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3. 49.

libertines of Geneva, a body of avowed infidels and
voluptuaries of the first half of the sixteenth century,

who were evidently infiuenced by the sect mentioned
above, if they were not representatives of it.

II. a. 1. Free; unrestrained. [Bare.]

I have rambled in this libertine manner of writing by
way of Essay. Steele, Tatler, No. 172.

2. Licentious; dissolute; not under the re-

straint of or in accord with law or religion : as,

libertine principles.

There are men that marry not, but chuse rather a liber-

tine and impure single life than to be yoked in marri^e.
Bacon.

Pangs arthritic, that infest the toe

Of libertine excess. Cowper, Task, i. 106.

libertinism (lib'er-tin-izm), n. [< F. liberti-

nisme; as libertine + .4sm.'} 1. The exercise o*

the privileges and rights of a libertine or freed-

man; exemption from servitude and its dis-

abilities. [Rare.]

Dignified with the title of freeman, and denied the lib-

ertinism that belongs to it. Bammond, Works, IV. 486.

2. The state of being free or unrestrained in

thought or action.

The genial libertinism of Horace.
Sumner, Orations, 1. 143.

liberty

St. IrreUgiousness ; regardlessness of the dic-

tates of morality.

Ever since hath libertinism of all lands promoted its in-

terest, and increased its party.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ilL

4. The character or conduct of a libertine or

rake ; licentiousness ; unrestrained indulgence
of lust; debauchery; lewdness.
libertismt (lib'er-tizm), n. [< libert{y) + Asm.]
Libertinism. [Rare.]

A writ of error, not of libertism, that those two princi-
pal leaders of reformation may not now come to be sued
in a bill of licence, to the scandal of our Church.
Milton, Judgement of Martin Bucer concerning Divorce.

liberty (lib'er-ti), n.; pi. liberties (-tiz). [< ME.
liberie, libertee, < OF. liberte, F. libertS = Sp.
libertad = Pg. liberdade = It. libertd, < L. liber-

ta(t-)s, OL. loeberta{t-)s, freedom, < liber, free

:

see liberal.] 1. The state of being free, or
exempt from external restraint or constraint,
physical or moral; freedom; especially, exemp-
tionfrom opposition or irksome restraint of any
kind.
The creature itself also shall be delivered from the bond-

age of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children
of God. Kom. viii. 21.

Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ hath
made us free. Gal. v. 1.

I must have liberty

Withal, as large a charter as the wind.
To blow on whom I please.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 47.

The natural liberty of man is to be free from any supe-
rior power on earth, and not to be under the will or legis-

lative authority of man,but to have only the law of Nature
for his rule. Locke, Of Government, II. iv. 22.

'Tis liberty alone that gives the flower
Of fleeting life its lustre and perfume.

Cowper, Task, v. 446.

The French notion of liberty is political equality ; the
English notion is personal independence.

W. B. Oreg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 89.

Specifically— 2. Freedom of thewill; thepower
of election or free choice, undetermined by any
necessity; exemptionfrom internal compulsion
or restraint in willing or volition.

Liberty . . . is the power aman has to do or forbear do-
ing any particular action, according as its doing or forbear-
ance has the actual preference in the mind.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. 15.

Freedom iiofa necessity is also called liberty of election,

or power to choose, and implies freedom from anything
invincibly determining a moral agent. It has been distin-

guished into liberty of contrariety, or the power of deter-
mining to do either of two actions which are contrary, as
right or wrong, good or evil ; and liberty of contradiction,

or the power of determining to do either of two actions
which are contradictory, as to walk or to sit still, to walk
in one direction or in another. Freedom from necessity is

sometimes also called liberty of indifference, because, be-

fore he makes his election, the agent has not determined
in favor of one action more than of another.

Fleming, Vocab. Philos.

3. The condition of being exempt, as a com-
munity or an individual, from foreign or arbi-

trary political control ; a condition of political

self-government. Civil liberty implies the subjection

of the individual members of a community to laws imposed
by the community as a whole ; but it does not imply the
assent of each individual to these laws. An individual has
civil liberty if lie is a member of a community which pos-

sesses such liberty, and is in the enjoyment of the rights

which tlie laws of the community guarantee him.

If not equal all, yet free.

Equally free ; for orders and degrees
Jar not with liberty. Milton, P. L., v. 793.

Real liberty is neither found in despotism, nor in the ex-

tremes of democracy, but in moderate governments.
A. Hamilton, Works, II. 416.

Liberty and Union, now and forever, one and inseparable.

D. Webster, Second Speech on Foote's Eesolution.

4. In law, freedom from all restraints except
such as the lawful rights pf others prescribe.

—

5. Permission granted, as by a superior, to do
something that one might not otherwise do;
leave; specifically, permission granted to en-

listed men in the navy to go on shore. Com-
pare liberty-man.

There is full liberty of feasting, from this present hour
of five till bell have told eleven. Shak., Othello, ii. 2. 10.

There is no liberty for causes to operate in a loose and
straggling way. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 18.

6. Immunity enjoyed by prescription or by
grant

;
privilege ; exemption ; franchise : as, the

liberties of the commercial cities of Europe.

It is the property of Englishmen, much more of religious

Englishmen, and should be most of all of religious New
Englishmen, to be tenacious and tender of their liberties.

U. Oakes, Election Sermon (Tyler's Amer. Lit., II. 166).

7. A jilace or district within which certain spe-

cial privileges may be exercised; the limits

within which freedom is enjoyed by those enti-

tled to it; a place of exclusive jurisdiction : geii-

erally in the plural : as, the liberties of a prisou
(the limits within which prisoners are free to



liberty

move); withm the city liberty; the Northern
Liberties (a part of Philadelphia so named be-
cause originally consisting of districts having
certain specific privileges).

We had told him that, if ours [our vessels] did trade
within his liberties^ they should do it at their own periL

Winthrop, Hist, ^'ew England, 11. 377.

Yet there are no people in the Liberty of Westminster
that live in more credit than we do.

Foote, The Commissaiyj L

We dropt with evening on a rustic town
Set in a gleaming riveps crescent-curv^
Close at the boundary of the liberties.

Tennyson, Princess, L

8. Action or speech not warranted hy custom
or propriety; freedom not specially granted;
freedom of action or speech beyond the ordi-

nary bounds of civility or decorum: as, may I
take the liberty of calling on you?
This beadsfrong writer came ; who, with a new-found art,

Hade following authors take l^s liberty.

Dryden and Soame, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry, L 130,

This Liberty of your Tongue will one Day bring a Con-
finement ou your Body. Congreve, Love for Love, L 3.

Acres. I never saw him in my life.

Sir Lite. That's no argument at all—he has the less right
then to take such a liberty. Sheridan, The Rivals, iiL 4.

He was rei^eatedly provoked into striking those who had
taken liberties with turn. Ma^Mulay,

9. In the managej a curve or arch in a horse's

bit affording room for the tongue At liberty.
(a)Freefromcon6tralnt; free: as,toseTaper8onat2i&erty.

And yet within these five hours lived Lord Hastings,
Untainted, unexamined, free, at liberty.

Shak., Eicfa. HL, iit 6. 9.

(6) With freedom or power (to do something) : as» he was
not at liberty to disclose the secret.

I took one of the janizaries of the place, and paid him
the usual Tribute, and found myself cU perfect liberty to

do what I pleased. Pococke, Description of the East^ L 9.

(c) Disengaged ; not in use.

I dressed as well as I could for shivering, and washed
when there was a basin at liberty.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, v.

GapofLibert^. SeecapiandZi&eriy-cop.—Civilliberty.
See eivU, and def. 3, above.—Forest liberties, Gallican
liberties,jaillib^ties. See the qualifying words.—Lib-
erties' Umon Act, an English statute of 1S50 (13 and 11

Vict., c 105X providing for the incorporation of liberties

with the counties in which they are situated.—Liberty
hall See AoH.—Liberty of indifference. See quotation
from Fleming under de£ 1, and indiference.—TA})exty of
the press, freedom of the press from police restrictions of

the right to print and publish; liberty to print and publish
withoutprevionspermission from government. Liberty of
the press is deemed to exist where the only restrictions on
the right of publishing are amenability to judicial process

for damages, or to ponislmient, after making an actionable
or ciimiiULl publication, and amenabilityto judicial process
toprevent intended publication on proofthat it is injurious
torightsofprivateproperty.—Libertyparty,in U.S.hi^.,
a XK)litical party whose leading principle was the abolition

of slavery. It arose about 1839, and nominated a candidate
for President in 1840 and in 1844. From 1848 its members
generally acted with the Free-soil and later with the Ke-
pnblican party.—Natural liberty, the power of acting

as one thinks fit, without any restiamt or control, unless by
the law of -nature. BlcKk^one. [iianj writer^ however,
use natural liberty in the sense ascribed to dvU liberty.]—

Personalliberty,freedom from restraint of the person.

—

Political liberty,freedom from political usurpation ; the
condition of a people which participates in the making
of its own laws, in a state which is not subject to foreign

domination.—EeUglousliberty,the right of freely adopts
ing and professing opinions on religions subjects, and of

wor^iiping or refraining from worship according to the
dictates of conscience, without external controL—To
break liberty. See frreoit. =Syn. Independence, etc. (see

freedomy, lAoense, etc (see Zeai»2, Tk).

liberty-book (lib'^r-ti-bnk), n. A book on a
man-of-war which shows the length of liberty

allowed, the time of retiiming, and the condi-
tion in which the man returned. Luce.

liberty-cap (lib'er-ti-kap), n, A cap of the

form known as the Phrygian, nsed as a symbol
of political or personal liberty. The custom is

taken from the supposed use of this cap as a token of the
manumission of a slave in Kome. llie red cap of the
French extreme revolutionists (see bannet-rov^e) was iden-

tified with the Roman cap of liberty, which accordingly
became the symbol of the French revolution.

liberty-man (lib'er-ti-man), n. Xaut., a sailor

who has leave to go ashore ; onewho has been
allowed a period of liberty for recreation.

It is a point with liberty-men to be palled off and back
by their shipmates.

it H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 147.

libert^y-pole (lib'er-ti-pol), n. A tall flagstaff

set np in honor of liberty, usnally surmounted
with the libertv-c-ap or other symbol of liberty.

[r. s.]

The soldiers openly insulted the people, and in a few
weeks cut down their liberty-pcie.

Preble, Hist, of the Flag, p. 193.

libethenite (li-'beth'en-it), w. [< Libethen (see

def.) + -i7c2.] The basic phosphate of copper,
a mineral first found at Libetlien in Hungary,
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having an olive-green color and crystallizing

in the orthorhombic system. It is isomorphous
with olivenite.

libidinist (li-bid'i-nist), n. [< L. libido (libi-

din-), desire (see libidinous), + -is*.] One who
is given to lewdness. [Bare.]

Nero, being monstrous incontinent himself verily be-

lieved that aU men were most foul libidinists.

F. Junius, Sin btigmatized (1639), p. 350.

libidinosity (U-bid-i-nos'i-ti), n. [< F. libidino-

gite; as libidinow + -4*1/.'] The state or char-

acter of being libidinous ; libidinousness.

libidinous (U-bid'i-nus), o. [< P. libidinmix =
Sp. Pg. It. Ubidinoso, < L. Ubidinosus, lubidino-

sus, full of desire, passion, or appetite, lascivi-

ous, < libido, lubido (libidin-, lubidin-), desire,

< libet, lubet, it pleases: see liberal.^ Charac-'

terized by lust or lewdness ; having or arising

from an eager appetite for sexual indulgence

;

lustful; lewd; also, fitted to excite lustful de-

sire.
It is not love, but strong libidinous will.

That triumphs o er me.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, L 1.

=Syn. Prurient, concupiscent See list under lascivious.

Ubidinously (U-bid'i-nus-li), adv. In a libid-

inous manner; with lewd desire; lustfully;

lewdly.

libidinonsness (U-bid'i-nus-nes), «. The state

or quality of being libidinous; lustfulness;

. lewdness.
libkent, libkint, n. [Appar. < Uve^ {*lib) +
JtenS.] A house; lodgings. [Old slang.]

To their libldns at the crackman's.
B. Jonsan, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

These are the fees that I always charge a swell that must
have his lib-ken to himsell—thirty shillings arweek for

lodgings, and a guinea for garnish ; half-a-guinea a-week
for a single bed. Scott, Guy Mannering, xliv.

liblongt, n. An obsolete form of livelong^. Cot-

grave.

LLbocedms (li-bo-se'drus), n. [NL. (Endlicher,

1847) ; the fist element is not obvious ; the sec-

ond is Gr. KcSpoc, the cedar : see cedar.^ A ge-
nus of coniferous trees of the tribe Cupressinew.
It is closely related to Thuja, the arbor-vitae, but distin-

guished from it by having only two fertile scales in the
cone, and seeds united at the top. lliere are eight species,

natives of Chili, California, China, Japan, New Zealand,
and New Caledonia. L. decurrens, the North American
species, called white cedar, bayard cedar, pogt~cedar, and
incense-cedar, is a large tree, sometimes 150 feet in height,
ranging from Oregon to Mexico, with light, soft, durable
wood. (See injxnse-cedar.) L. ChUensis is the Chilian
arbor-vitBB or alerce-tree.

Ubra (li'bra), n. [< L. libra, a balance, a Roman
pound(see livre); cf.Gr.?irpa,apound(see liter).

Hence ult. livre, libella, leveV-, etc.] 1. [cop.]

An ancient zodiacal constellation, representing
an ordinarypair of scales. This constellationwas not
commonly used among the Greeks, its place being occu-
pied by the Chelae, or Scorpion's Claws. It is found, how-
ever, in all the Egyptian zodiacs, going back to 600 B. c;
but there is reason to believe that it is not as old as the rest
of the zodiac (that is, 2,000 years or more B. c). Its prin-
cipal stars, Kiifa borealis and Kifla australis, 2.7 and 3.0

magnitude respectively, are at the base of an isosceles
triangle of which Antares forms the vertex.

2. [cap.'] The seventh sign of the zodiac, repre-
sentedbythe eharaeter=i!=, whichshowsthe scale-

beam.—3. An Italian or Spanish pound. The
Boman pound was 327 grams or 5,016 grains troy, and the
Italian light-weight pounds seem to be derived from it,

their hea^ weights having another origin, as is shown in
the following table

:

Libia. Grains. Libia. Grains.

Grossa of Milan 11,776.7 Borne 5,234.0
Plccola of Milan . . . 5,046.6 Messina 4,92a7
Naples 4,949.1 Tuscany 5,240.5
Piedmont 5,692.6 Gtossa of Venice. . . 7,363.0
Eagusa 5,772.7 Sattile of Venice . . . 4,649.5

All these statements are taken from the work of the Rus-
sian Commission, and differ in some cases from Italian
official flgnres. The CastHian libra was 7,101 grains ; that
of Portugal was 7,083.3 grains.

libral (li ' bral), a. [< L. Ubralis, of a pound
weight, < libra, a pound : see libra.] Of or per-
taining to a Boman libra or pound: as, the
libral as, a Roman bronze coin weighing one
pound or 12 ounces (compare a«*) ; the libral

system, the Roman monetary system based on
the libra or pound.
librarian (li-bra'ri-an), H. [In def. 1, < L. li-

brarius, a transcriber of books, also a booksell-
er (> It. librajo = Sp. librero = Pg. livreiro, a
bookseller, = OF. Ubraire, a bookseller, tran-
scriber, a writer of books, F. lihraire, a book-
seller), < librarius, belonging to books: see li-

brary. In def. 2 as if directly < library + -an.]

It. One who transcribes or copies books.

CTiarybdis thrice swallows, and thrice refunds, the
waves : this must be understood of regular tides. There
are indeed but two tides in a day, but this is the error of
the MbrariaTh Broome, Xotes on the Odyssey,

libration

2. The keeper or custodian of a library; one

who has charge of the books and other contents

of a Ubraiy.
librarianship (li-bra'ri-an-ship), n. [< libra-

rian + -ship.] 1. The office of librarian.— 2.

The work of a librarian ; the management of a
library.

A very good basis for his modest plea for the recogni-

tion of liSrariarahip as one of the learned professions.

Science, TUL 70.

Ubrary (li'bra-ri), w.: pi. libraries (-riz). [<

ME. librarie, < OF. librairie, librarie, Ubraire,

a bookseller's shop, a bookcase, a library, F.

librairie= Pr. librari= Sp. libreria (after F.) =
Pg. livraria= It. libreria (after P.), a booksell-

er's shop, bookselling, also, in imprints, a pub-
lication-office, < L. libraria, abooksellei^sshop,

ML. a library, cf. L. librarium, a bookcase, fem.
and neat, respectively of librarius, belonging to

books, < liber, a book : see liberK For the Rom.
word for 'library' in the usual E. sense, see 6t6-

liotheca. ] 1 . A plaee set apart for the keeping
and use of books and other literary material; a

room, set of rooms, or a building in which a

collection of books for reading or study is kept.

His library (where busts of poets dead
And a true Pindar stood without a head)
Keceived of wits an undistingoished race.

Pope, ProL to Satires, L 235.

2. A collection of books, whether manuscript
or printed, whicH may include also pamphlete,
maps, and other literary material, intended for

reading, study, or reference, as distinguished

from a bookseller's stock, which is intended for

sale. Libraries are of different kinds and classes accord-

ing to the tastes of their owners, the readers for whom they
are designed, their contents, and the manner in which thw
may be used, as private, public, special or professional

general, consulting or circulating, etc.

Knowing 1 loved my books, he fumish'd me
From mine own library with volumes that

I prize above my dukedom.
Shak., Tempest^ L 2. 167.

Alexandrian library, a library at Alexandria (see Alex-
andrian). destroyed abont 47 B. c. A supplementary or
second library was in the Serapenm. This library (accord-

ing to some writers who discredit its sacking by the Arabs)
was entirely destroyed under Theophilus, A. B. 391.— *Tn-

brosian, Cottonian, Laorentum, etc., liorary. See
the adjectives.—Circnlating library, (a) A library the

books of which circulate among the subscribers : distin-

guished from a amsulUng or reference library, where books
may be consulted, but from which they may not be taken
away. (5) Specifically, a collection or stock of books kept
exclusively for lending out, as a private enterprise^ either

for a ffxed payment on each or for a periodical subscription.

library-keeper (li'bra-ri-ke'per), n. The cus-

todian of a library: formerly us^ for the now
current librarian, 2.

librate^ (li'brat), v.; pret. and pp. librated, ppr.

librating. [< L. libratus, pp. of librare, poise,

weigh, balance, < libra, a balance: see libra.]

I. trans. To hold in equipoise
;
poise ; balance.

H. intrans. To move as a balance ; be poised.

The birds of the air librating over me served as a can-

opy from the rays of the sun. Bedford, Vathek, p. 193.

librate^ (li'brat), n. [< ML. Ubraia, the value

of a pound (librata terrce, appar. orig. a piece

ofland producing an annual rent of one poimd),
< L. Zj6ra, a pound: see K6ra.] 1. Land of the
annual value of one pound.— 2. A piece of land
containing 4 oxgangs of 13 acres each, ilin-

sheu; Bailey.

The sheriffs were ordered to send [to a provincial coun-
cil] all persons who possessed more than twenty Ubrates
of land. StiMs, Ck)nst. Hist, i 179.

libration (li-bra'shon), n. [< F. libration= Sp.
Ubracion = Pg. librag3o = It. Ubrazione, < L.
libratio(nr-), a poising, < librare, pp. libratus,

poise : see librate^. ] 1 . The act of Ubrating or

balancing, or the state of being balanced; a
state of equipoise; balance.— 2. In astron., a
real or apparent libratory or oscillating mo-
tion, like that of a balance before coming to

rest—Libration of the earth, a phrase nsed by some
of the older astronomers to describe that feature of the
earth's motion by which, while it revolves in its orbit,

its axis constantly continues parallel to itself.— Li-
bration Of the moon, an apparent irregularity of
the moon's motion, whereby those parts very near the
border of the lunar disk alternately become visible and
invisible, indicating, as it were, a sort of vibratory motion
of the lunar globe. The libration of the moon is of three
kinds ; (a) lufration in longitude, or a seeming vibratoiy
motion according to the order of the signs, due to the fact
that the angular motion of the moon in her orbit is not
?)recisely uniform, as her rotation about her axis is ; (6)

ibration in latitude, in consequence of her axis being in-

clined to the plane of her orbit, so that sometimes one of
her poles and sometimes the other declines, as it were, or
dips toward the earth ; (rt ditcmal libration, which is sim-
ply a consequence of the Innar parallax. In the last case,
an observer at the surface of the earth perceives points
near the upper edge of the moon's disk, at liie time of her



libration

rising, which dUappear as her elevation is increased:
whUe new ones on the opposite or lower edge, that were
before invisible, come into view as she descends toward
the horizon. If the observer were placed at the earth's
center he would perceive no diurnal libration.

libratory (li'bra-to-ri), a. [< Ubratei- + -ori/.]
Balancing; moving like a balance as it tends
to become stationary ; oscillating.

Astronomers . . . ascribe to the moon a Hbralary mo-
tion, or motion of trepidation, which they pretend is from
east to west, and from north to south, because that, at
full moon, they sometimes discover parts of her disk which
are not discovered at other times.

DM. of Treeoux. (Latham.)

librettist (li-bret'ist),M. [< libretto + -jsJ.] A
writer of librettos ; one who writes the words
for an extended musical composition.

Cambert . . . built his work on the Florentine model,
and, encouraged by success, wrote several others, on the
strength of which he, with his librettist Perrin, instituted
the Academic Eoyale de Musique. Eneye. Brit.,XVII. 87.

libretto (li-bret'6), n. [It., dim. of libra, a
book, <

Jj.
liber, a book: seeiiJeri.] 1. Abook

containing the words of an extended musical
composition, like an opera or an oratorio.— 2.
The words themselves of such a work; the
text.

libriform (H'bri-f6rm), a. [< L. liber, inner
bark, + forma, form.] Having the form of
liber or bast—Litolform cells or flbers, those wood-
cells whiohresemble liberin being extremely thick-walled.

The wood of the beech consists of the usual elements

—

vessels, tracheides, libriform fibres, and wood parenchy-
ma. Nature, XXXIX. 511.

librilla (li-bril'a), n. [ML., a balance (steel-
yard), a warlike engine, dim. of L. libra, a bal-
ance : see Ubra.'\ A fool's bauble.

libs (libz), n. [L., < Gr. Aif, the southwest
wind, perhaps, like Mf (h.^-), any liquid poured
forth, a drop, stream, < Xeipetv, poTir (so called
because it brought wet).] The west-southwest
wind. Shenstone.

Liburnian(li-b6r'ni-an),(i. and n. [< li.IAburnia,
Gr. Mpvpvla, Ai^ovpvia, the country so called,
Liburni, Gr. Ai^vpvoi, AiBvpvioi, the inhabitants,
an Illyrian people.] I. a. In anc. geog., per-
taining or relating to the country called Libur-
nia, on the eastern coast of the Adriatic sea,
southeast of Istria, answering to parts of mod-
ern Piume, Croatia, and northern Dalmatia.

—

Ubumlau galley, a light, fast-sailing ship with two or
more banks of oars, originally used by Liburnian pirates,
and employed by the Eomans at the battle of Actium and
afterward as a war-ship.

II. n. In anc. hist., an inhabitant of Libur-
nia. Liburnians were much employed at Home under
the empire as porters and litter-bearers.

Libyan (lib'ian), a. and n. [< L. Libya, < Gr.
Aj/Ji))/,the northern part of Africa,west ofEgypt;
of. L. Libs, Libys, < Gr. AijSvg, a Libyan.] I. a.

1. Of or pertaining to Libya. Libya was the ancient
Oreek name of that part of nortnern Africa which lies be-
tween Egypt and the Atlantic, but especially of the coun-
try immediately west of Egypt. The tei-m was also used by
the Greeks as the name of the whole continent of Africa.

2. Belonging to or concerning a branch of the
Hamitio family of languages found in and about
ancient Libya. Also called Berber.—jA^ayan sub-
region, in zoSgeog. See region.

II. ». A member of the primitive race in-

habiting ancient Libya; a Berber.
Licania (li-ka'ni-a), n. [KL. (Pus6e Aublet,

1775); said to be a modification of calignia,

the native name of these trees in Guiana.] A
genus of rosaceous plants of the tribe Chry-

sobalance, distinguished by the small anthers,

minute stamens, and one-celled ovary. There
are about 35 species, trees or shrubs, natives of Guiana,
the West Indies, and Brazil, with alternate simple leaves

and small flowers. The wood is exceedingly hard. L. G^iia-

nensis is called Cayenne rose and Cayenne sassafras, pep-
perwood, and pott^-bark tree, names indicating its char-
fl.Cli6P And 11S6S

licca-tree (lik'a-tre), n. A West Indian shrub
or tree, Aantho'xylumemarginaium. Also-called

hgnum-rorum.
lice, n. Plural of louse^.

licebane (lis ' ban), n. The stavesacre. Delphi-

nium Staphisagria, a species of larkspur.

licensable (li'sen-sa-bl), a. [< license + -able.]

Capable of being licensed; suitable to be li-

censed ;
permitted by legal grant.

license, licence (li'sens), n. [< MB. licence, <

OF. (and F.) licence = Sp. licencia = Pg. licenqa

=It. Ucenza,<. L. licentia, license,< licenlt-)s, ppr.

of licere, be allowed, be allowable ; of. Unquere,

Gr. Miruv, leave: see delinquent, relinquish.

Hence also (from L. licere) E. leisure, licit, il-

licit, licentiate, etc.] 1. Authority or liberty

to do or forbear some act ; the admission of an

individual, by proper authority, to the right of

doing particular acts, practising a certain pro-
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fession, or conducting a certain trade ; a grant
of authorization ; a permit.

I will no lenger dwelle in this contre.
Wherefore, I you beseche, sithe it is so,

That ye will graunte me licence for to go.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 588.

AZicCTwe
Which did not more embolden than encourage
My faulting tongue. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 2.

Very few of the Egyptians avail themselves of the li-

cence, which their religion allows them, of having four
wives. E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 162.

Speciflcally— (a) In the law of real property, authority to
do an act or series of acts upon the land of the person
granting the license, without, however conferring on the
licensee any estate in the land : as, a license to enter and
shore up an adjoining building, or to take sand, or bore for
oil : distinguished from easement. (6) In patent and copy-
right law, permission to use the invention patented, or pub-
lish the work copyrighted, without a grant of any proprie-
tary rights therein, (c) In the law ofTnunieipal corporations
andpolice power, permission from government to pursue a
vocation or carry on acts which are prohibited to those not
takinga license, theobj eot being, by theprohibition and the
conditions imposed on the permission, to regulate the ex-
tent or manner of doing what is licensed, (d) In interna-
tional law, a safe-conduct granted by a belligerent state to
its own subjects, to those of its enemy, or to neutrals, to car-
ry on a trade which is interdicted by the laws of war, and
oi)eratingas adispensationfrom the penalties of thoselaws,
withrespecttothestate granting it. HaXleck. {e) Eccles.,&n
authority to preach, but not to administer the sacraments,
nor to represent the church as a clergyman in its ecclesi-
astical assemblies, which powers are conferred by ordi-
nation. The license is granted, frequently for a limited
period only, by an ecclesiastical body, after examination
of the candidate as to his fitness. The person licensed is

termed a licentiate. In the Anglican Church, a deacon
must procure a license from a bishop to enable him to
preach, that power not being inherent in his office. A
license from the bishop is also necessary to permit a man
not in orders to act as lay reader. •

3. A document or certificate conferring such
authority or permission.—3. Unrestrained free-
dom of thought and action, especially the abuse
of such freedom ; excess of liberty; undue free-
dom ; freedom misused in contempt of law and
decorum ; rejection of legal and moral control

;

libertinism.

Licence they mean when they ciy liberty.
Milton, Sonnets, vii.

We have already all the liberty which freeborn subjects
can enjoy ; and all beyond it is but licence.

Dryden, All for IiOve, Ded.

No more let Ribaldry with Licence writ
Usurp the Name of Eloquence or Wit.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, Prol.

4. An intentional departure from a rule or
standard in art or literature ; exceptional liber-

ty taken for the sake of a particular purpose or
effect: as, poetical or musical license; to use li-

cense in painting or sculpture.

Public transactions had generally been recorded in
verse. The first historians might, therefore, indulge with-
out fear of censm'e in the license allowed to their prede-
cessors the bards. Macavlay, History.

High license, a license for the sale of liquor granted only
at what is regarded as a high rate, and intended thereby
to reduce the number and improve the character of the
places so licensed. The principle of high license is regard-
ed as an efficient agency for the promotion of temperance.
— Letter of license, an agreement between an embar-
rassed debtor and his creditors, that the latter shall for a
time forbear to enforce their claims, and allow him mean-
while to carry on the business without molestation. The
usual form in the United States is a "composition deed,"
by which the creditors commonly agree to receive part as
payment in full, or to receive notes payable at future peri-

ods. A letter of license containing provisions that the busi-
ness is tobe carried on under the inspection and control of a
committee of the creditors is called a deed of inspectorship,— License cases, the decision by the United States Su-
preme Court in three cases, in 1847 (6 How., 604), sustaining
State laws requiring licenses to sell spirituous liquors, on
the ground that the constitutional provision conferring on
Congress the power lo regulate commerce among the States
does not restrict the power of a State to legislate on matters
of police, public health, etc.— License in amortization,
a license to convey lands to a corporation whose holding
of lands was otherwise forbidden by the lawof mortmain, be-
cause it involved a perpetuity.— Marriage license. See
marriage.

—

Eeglstra]?s license, in Eng. law, a license is-

sued by a superintendent registrar for a marriage without
religious ceremony at the registrar's office jr with religious

ceremony in a dissenting chapel or in a church or chapel
of the Church of England, but in the latter case only by a
clergyman of that church and with consent of the min*
ister.-Rod license, a license-tax paid by anglers for the
privilege of fishing for salmon. [Canada.]— Special li-

cense, speciflcally, in Eng. law, a license obtained from
the Archbishop of Canterbury, permitting specified per-
sons to be married without publication of banns and at

a time or place other than those prescribed by law. =Syn.
3. Mberty, etc. (see leaved, n.) ; laxity.

license (li'sens), v. t.; pret. and pp. licensed,

ppr. licensing. [< F. licencier = Pr. Sp. licenciar

= Pg. Ucencear = It. licemiare, < ML. licentiare,

license, < L. licentia, license : see license, n. Cf.

licentiate'^, v.'\ 1. To grant authority to do an act

which,without such authority, would be illegal

or inadmissible ; remove restrictions from by a
grant of permission ; authorize to act in a par-
ticular character: as, to license a man to keep

licentiation

an inn ; to license a physician or a lawyer. Also
licence.

In this Year Proclamation was made, whereby the Peo-
ple were licensed to eat white Meats in Lent.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 291.

The king's right of liceruang, and of assenting or with-
holding assent to the election, was backed up by his power
of influencing the opinion of the electors.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 381.

2. Generally, to permit to act without restraint;
allow; tolerate; privilege: as, a licensed buf-
foon.

Jests like a licens'd fool, commands like law.
Donne, Satires, iv. 228.

From stage to stage the licensed earl may run.
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 687.

3t. To permit an action of
;
grant liberty to for

a particular proceeding.
I pray. Sir, licence me a question.

Chapman, May-Day, i. 1.

Licenee my innocent flames, and give me leave to love
such charming sweetness, Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

4t. To dismiss. [Bare.]

He would play well, and willingly, at some games of
greatest attention, which shewed, that when he listed he
could license his thoughts. Sir H. Wotton.

Licensed victualler. See mctualler.— 'Powei to li-
cense, conferred on a municipality, is generally under-
stood to mean power to regulate by prescribing the con-
ditions on compliance with which the thing shall be per-
mitted, but not' to imply the power absolutely to pro-
hibit any useful business.

licensee (li-sen-se'),M. [< Kcejwe + -eel.] One
to whom a license is granted. Also licencee.

licenser (li'sen-s6r), n. 1. One who licenses
or grants permission; a person authorized to
grant permission to others: as, a licenser of the
press. Also licencer. In legal use often Kcemsor.— 2t. Same as censor, 2.

license-tax (li'sens-taks), n. In the statutes of
Wisconsin, an annual license-fee imposed on
certain corporations, computed by a percentage
of gross receipts, and taken in lieu of ordinary
taxation.
The lieense-tax, as it is called there [in Wisconsin], ap-

plies to railroads, insurance, telegraph, and telephone com-
panies. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 464.

licensure (li'sen-gur), n. [< license -h -ure.'] The
granting of a license; the act of licensing, as of
an unordained preacher in a church of the Pres-
byterian order. See licentiate^, n., 1 (6).

licentiate^t (li-sen'shi-at), V. t. [ME. liceneiat,

pp.; < ML. licentiatus, pp. of licentiare, license

:

see license, v.] To give license or permission
to; encourage by license.

All thingis be takin treuly as thai attest,

ay liscendat and lovit with al ledis.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 101.

We may not hazard either the stifling of generous incli-

nations or the liceniiaAing of anything that is coarse.
Sir a. L'Estrange.

licentiate^ (ll-sen'shi-at), n. [< ME. liceneiat

= P. liceneii — Pg. licenceado = Sp. licenciado

= It. liceneiato, < ML. licentiatus, pp. of licenti-

are, license : see licentiate, «.] 1. One who has
license to practice an art or a profession.

The College of Physicians, in July, 1687, published an
edict requiring all fellows, candidates, and licentiates to
give gratuitous advice to the neighbouring poor.

Johnson, Garth.

The licentiate Don Felix del Rey, a practising advocate
before the royal courts of St. Domingo and Mexico.

Gayarr&, Hist. Louisiana, II. 334.

Speciflcally—(a) A friar licensed by the Pope to hear con-
fession, grant absolution, and inflict penance in any place
independently of the local clergy.

He hadde power of confessioun.
As seyde himself, more than a curat.
For of his ordre he was licentiat.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 220.

(6) In non-episcopal churches, as the Presbyterian, a per-

son licensed to preach and perform the ordinary services of

public worship, prior to being ordained as a pastor.

2t. One who behaves in a licentious manner

;

one who transcends the bounds of due restraint

and decorum. [Bare.]

What is this but to baffle and affront that sacred power,
which is entrusted to government, and to profess our-

selves not libertines, but licevUates of disorder?
Bp. Hall, Sermon, Christian Liberty.

licentiate^ (li-sen'shi-at), n. [< Mil. licentiatus,

the condition of having a license, LL. freedom,
license, < L. licentia, license: see license, n.,

and -aieS.] The condition of having a license

;

specifically, in continental Europe, an academ-
ical dignity which intervenes between the bac-
calaureate and the doctorate, and is a step to-

ward the doctor's degree.

licentiatesMp (li-sen'shi-at-ship), n. [< licen-

tiate^, »., + -ship.'i The condition or office of a
licentiate.

licentiation (li-sen-shi-a'shon), n. [< ML. Hi-

centiatio{n-), < licentiare, license : see license, ».]



licentiation

The act of licensing or permitting; the grant-
ing of a license or of licenses.
There is a tacit licentiation or permitting of error.

Freeman, Sermons (1643), p. 35. (,Latham.)

The system of medical licentiatum is year by year be-
coming more stringent and more centralized.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 19.

licentions (li-sen'shus), a. [< F. Uceiwieux =
Sp. Pg. licendoso = It. licenzioso, < L. licenti-

osus, full of license, unrestrained, < licentia, li-

cense: see license, n.'] 1. Characterized by or
using license; nuirkedby or indulging too great
freedom; overpassing due bounds or limits; ex-
cessive. [Now rare.]

For since the cheife grace of our vulgar Poesie consist-
eth in the Symphonie, as hath bene already sayd, our
maker must not be too licentiotts in his concords.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 67.

The Throats and Lnngs of Hawkers, with voices more
licerUious than the loud Flounder-man's.

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 5.

He is a very licentious translator, and does not recom-
pense his neglect of the author by beauties of his own.

Jokneon, Stepney.

Specifically—2. Unrestrained by law, religion,

or morality; wanton; loose; dissolute; libidi-

nous: as, a KceniJoits person ; KcemiioMg desires.

How dearly would it touch thee to the quick,
Shouldst thou but hear I were licenbums !

Shak., C. of E., iL 2. 133.

Divinity itself, inculcating an abject reverence for the
Court, gave additional effect to the licentunis example of
the Court. Hacavlay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

=8^11. 2. Pro^gate, dissolute, debauched. Seelistnuder
laxdvUnu.

licentiously (li-sen'shus-U), adv. In a licen-
tious manner; with too great freedom; espe-
cially, incontempt of law and morality ; lascivi-

ouslyj loosely; dissolutely.

licentiousness (li-sen'shus-nes), n. The state
or character of being licentious ; want of due
restraint in any respect; especially, dissolute
or profligate conduct ; sexual immorality.

licet (U'set), n. [< L. licet, it is permitted: see
license,'] A formal certificate of permission;
authorization.

"So faculty or investigator must be allowed topoach be-
yond the lines laid down by the great £antean survey,
even for an hypothesis or conjecture. It is the function
of the philosopher to enforce the licet and non-licet of the
code. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 152.

lich^t, «• An assibUated form of Hfeei.

lich^t, o. An obsolete assibilated form of like^.

-lichlf, -licheH. Middle English forms of -ly\

-lich^t, -liclie^t. Middle English forms of -ly^.

liclianos (lik'a-nos), n. [Gr. 7uxavo( (sc. xop^,
string), the string struck with the forefinger,

and its note, prop, the forefinger, lit. (sc. Mktv-
/lof, finger) the licking finger, < Mixeiv, lick:

see licJc, v."] In aiic. Gr, music, originally, the
forefinger-string of the lyre, and the tone pro-
duced upon that string; later, the third tone
from the bottom of the lowest and of the next
to the lowest tetrachords of the recognized sys-
tem of tones. See lyre and tetrachord.

Lichanotinae (lik'a-no-ti'ne), n. pi. [Nli., < Li-
chanotus + -iruB.I " A subfamily of Lemuridm

:

sajne as Indrisince. Also lAchanotina. J. E.
Gray, 1825.

Lichaiiotns (lik-a-no'tus), n. [NXi. (Uliger,

1811).] A genus of lemurs : same as Jredm.
licheM, «• An assibilated form of Mfcel.

liche^t, a. An obsolete assibilated form of like'^.

lichee, ». See lichi.

lichen (li'ken or lich'en), n, [= F. Pr. lichen

= Sp. liquen = Pg. lichen = It. lichene, < L. li-

chen, < Gr. Xeixv", also Mx^, a tree-moss, lichen,

also a kind of liverwort, also an eruption on
the skin, ringworm, tetter, perhaps < 'Xzixtiv,

Uck.] 1. In tot., a plant or vegetable growth
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(the CoUemei, or jelly-lichens) form, when weli a pulpy or

gelatinous mass. Lichens are distributed through all

lands, enduring great extremes of temperature and the

severest drought, living often where nothing else can.

They corrode the hardest rocks, thus contributing to the

formation of soil. The lichens most useful for food are

the Iceland moss (see Cetrmid), the reindeer-moss (see

Lichens;
a, Cladonia pyxidata ; b, Cetraria cuculiata.

of the group lAchenes, ordinarily recognizable
by its dry aspect and gray, brown, greenish, or
blackish color, and its appearance in crusts,
scaly patches, or bush-like forms on trees, rails,

rocks, etc. Lichens also grow on the ground, and some

d
Lichens.

c, Butllia geograpkica ; d, Pettigera eanina.

Cladoma and reindeer^moss), the manna-lichen (see Lecano-
ra), and the rock-tripe (see TTvUnlicaric^. Various lichens
fnmish the blue or pmT)le dyestuffs known as arckH, cud-
bear, and lUmus. The Iceland moss has a demulcent worth;
but for the most part the medicinal virtues of lichens are
imaginary.

2. Id pathol., an eruption of papules, of a red

or pale color, which do not reach a vesicular or

pustular stage. They may be in clusters or scattered,

or disseminated over the surface of the skin ; and may be
attended with itching, as in lichen ruber, or may be quite

free from it, as in lichen scrofulosomm.— (Jrab's-eye
lichen, a name in the north of England for Lecanora pal-

lescens, formerly used for dyeing.—FoUaceous lichen.
See foliaeeom.—'EaiTBe'halr or horsetail lichen. See
hartetail-licTien.—Wild lichen, a form of eczema.—Yel-
low wall-lichen (commonly waU^moss), Parmdia parie-
taria.

lichenaceous (li-ke-na'sMus), a. [< lichen +
-aceous,'] Having the characters of a lichen; be-
longing to the Lichenacew or Lichenes.

lichened (li'kend or Uch'end), a. [< lichen +
-ed^.} Covered with Uehens, or appearing as
if so covered: as, a lichened wall; the lichened

tree-toad, Trachycephalus lichenatus.

Lichenes (K-ke'nez), n. pi. [Nil., pi. of L. li-

chen: see lichen.'] A division of cellular, mostly
thalloid, cryptogamio plants, formerlyregarded
as constituting a distinct class, but now, in ac-
cordance with the theory of Sehwendener and
others, considered to be genuine fungi of the
divisions Ascomycetes and BaMdiotmjeetes. They
exhibit a remarkable parasitism. "The bosf^plants are
algse, growing as a rule in damp situations, but belonging
to a variety of groups, frequently to the Ckroocoecaceee and
NogtocacetB, still more frequently to the Palnuilacece, some-
times to the Chroolepideoe, rarely to the Confemac&je " (Goe-
bel. Outlines of Classification, etc., p. 114). The algae, which
are also known in a free state and separate from tke fungi,
are embraced by the hyphae of the lichen-fungus, and ttie

two elements together compose a thallus of definite form.
A transverse section of a lichen-thsdlus shows the hyphae
to be more or less closely interlaced about the algal cells
or gonidia. This parasitism, which is without parallel in
the animal kingdom or any other part of the vegetable
kingdom, instead of resulting detrimentally to the alga!.
Incites them to more rapid activity and more vigorous in-
crease. The reproduction is characteristic of the particu-
lar class to which the fungus belongs, and in a few lichens
examined by Stahl there is an adaptation for the supply of
algffi to the new lichen : algal ceUs, the offspring of the
thallus-algse (gonidia), are cast off along with the spores,
BO that the germ-tubes of the spores find suitable hosts at
once. Propagation is also abundantly earned on by means
of soredia, or brood-buds,which consist of oneormore algal
cells, surrounded by the fungus-hypbae, which separate
from the parent thallus. Lichens have been produced syn-
thetically by Stahl and others by sowing the fungus-spores
upon favorable algal cells, thus proving beyond question
their dual nature. The older systematic lichenologists pre-
fer to consider lichens as autonomous.

lichenian (H-ke'ni-an), a. [< lich.en + -ian.]
Of or pertaining to lichens. Amer. Naturalist,

lichenic (li-ken'ik), a. [< lich«n + -ic.] Of or
pertaining to or derived from lichens: as, li-

chenic acid.

lichenicolons (li-ke-nik'o-lus), a. [< L. lich^,
a lichen, -1- colere, inhabit.] Parasitic on U-
ehens. Micros, Science, XXX., Index, p. 42.
licheniform (li'ken-i-fdrm), a. [< L. lichen, a
lichen, -f- forma, form.] Resembling, orhaving
the form of, a lichen; lichenoid.

Some of the inferior liverworts are quite licheniform,
and are often mistaken for lichens.

B. Spencer, Prln. of BloL, § 186.

Uchenin (li'ken-in), n. [< Uchen, q. v., -I- -iifi.']

A variety of starch obtained from Iceland moss
and many other varieties of lichens, it is insolu-
ble in cold water, but forms a jelly with hot water and
yields with iodine a dirty-blue color.

'

lich-gate

lichenism (U'ken-izm), n. [< Uchen + -i*tw.]

The habit of living in that union of fungus and
alga which is supposed by many to constitute

a Uchen.
It is moreover quite conceivable that there are species

of Algis which have become so adapted to lichemmn that

they can no longer attain their full development outside

the Lichen-combination. De Bary, Fungi (trans.X p. 419.

lichenist (li'ken-ist), n. [< lichen + 4st,'\ A
lichenologist.

It is only within the last thirty years that it [the origin

of the gonidia] has been investigated by lichendgts.

Eneye. Brit., XIV. 666.

lichenographer (li-ke-nog'rar-f6r), n. One who
describes lichens ; one who is versed in lichen-

ography.
lichenographic (li'k6n-o-graf'ii_), a. [< lichen-

ographw + -Jc.] Pertafningto liehenography.

lichenpgraphical(li''ken-o-graf'i-kaJ), a. Same
as lichenogra/phie.

lichenograpuist (li-ke-nog'ra-fist), n. [< liehen-

ography + -ist.'i Same as Uchenograp'her,

liehenography (H-ke-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. Titixm',

a lichen, -I- -ypaipia, < ypit^ecv, write.] A system-

atic treatment or description of lichens; the de-

scriptive portion of lichenology.

lichenoid (li'ken-oid), a. [< Gr. Txix^, a lichen,

-I- eWog, form.] In pathol, and iot,, resembling
lichen or a lichen; Uchen-like; especially, in

T)ot., resembling one of the foliaceous lichens;,

having a decumbent thallus, irregularly lobed.

lichenological (li"ken-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< lichen-

olog-y + -ic-al.J Of, pertainii^, or relating to

lichenology or the science of lichens.

From the time of Acharins, the father of lichenolagical

science, different authors have proposed different ckssi-

flcations of lichens. Eneye. Brit., XTV. 660.

Uchenologist (li-ke-nol'o-jist), w. [< lichenology
-)- 4st.] A specialist in Uehenology; one who
writes on the science of Uehens.
lichenology (li-ke-nol'o-ji), «. [< Gr. Xeix^, aU-
chen,+ -/ioy«2, < 2iyuv, speak : see -ology,'] That
department of botany which treats of lichens.

Lichenops (U'ke-nops), n. [KL. (Commersoh),
< Gr. Tieixiiv, a tree-moss, Uchen, + br^, the face,

countenance : see lichen.'] A remarkable genus
of South American clamatorial birds of the fam-
ily TyrannidcB, containing a single species of

flycatchers called Ada commersoni by Lesson,
and now known as Zichenops perspicUlata.
lichenose (U'ken-os or lich'en-os), a. [< lichen

+ -ose.] Having the characters of a Uchen, or

belonging to the Lichenes.

The simplest form under which UcheTiogevegeistion oc-

curs. Eneye. Brit., XIV. 552.

lichenons (U'ken-us or Uch'en-us), a, [< lichen

+ -ous.] 1. Eelating to, resembling, abound-
ing in, or covered with lichens.

An effect something like that of a fine flower against a
liehenmu branch. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, zxxvL

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of the dis-

ease called lichen : as, lichenous eruptions,
lichen-starch (li'ken-starch), n. A kind of

starch associatedwith Uchenin in Iceland moss.
lich-fowl (lich'foul), n. [Lit. 'corpse-fowl'
(cf. equiv. G. leichhuhn); < iicftl, like^, +fou!P:]
The night-jar or goatsucker, Caprimulgus euro-
pceus : so called from an old superstition.

Uch-gate (Uch'gat), n. [< Hcfti + gaU^.'] A
churchyard gate
with a porch or

shed forming a
chapel either

combined with it

or contiguons to

it, in which in

England and on
the continent it

was formerly
customary, and
is stUl usual in

some places, for

a bier to stand
during the read-
ing of the intro-

ductory part of

the service, be-

fore it is home
inside ; a corpse-

gate. It is very
commonly no-
thing more than
a simple shed

Lich-^te.

under which is the gate. Also speUed, archai-
cally, lyehgate.

Yet to the lyehgate, where his chariot stood.
Strode from the porch. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.



lichi

llcU (le-che'), n. [Also lichee, leechee, litcM.']
A Chinese fruit, the product of the tree Litchi
Chinensis (Nephelium Utchi). The most common va-
nety la nearly round, about an Inch and a half in diameter,
with a thin and brittle red-colored shell, which is covered
with wart-like protuberances. The pulp, when Iresh, is
white and nearly transparent, sweet and Jelly-like and
contains a single shining brown seed. The fruit is borne
in clusters. It is dried for preservation, the pulp shrink-
ing away from the shell, and in this state it sometimes
finds its way to ivestem ports. See LitcM.
The liehi is the finest of Chinese fruits, having a white

flesh with the taste of the best of grapes— excellent.
Pop. Sei. Mo., XXVIII. 674.

lichinin (li'ki-nm), n. [< lichen + 4rfi.'] Same
as earrageenin.

llch-owl (lioh'oul), n. [Also litch-owl; < lieh^

+ oiol.^ A soreech-owl, as supposed to Ijode
death.

The shrieking JifcA-owZ, that doth never cry
But boding death. Drayton, The OwL

lichroad (lioh'rod), n. Same as lichway.
lichti, V. and n. An obsolete or dialectal
(Scotch) form of Ughi\

licht^, a. An obsolete or dialectal form of Ught^.
lichtlv (lieht'li), V. t.; pret. and pp. lichtUed,
ppr. UchtVying. Same as lightly. [Scotch.]
licnwake (lioh'wak), n. [< ijcfel + wahe.'] See
Ukewake.
lichway (lich'wa), n. [< lich'i- + way.'] The
path by which the dead are carried to the grave.
[Prov. Eng.]

lichwort (lioh'w6rt), n. [< lieh^ + wort.'] The
wall-pellitory, Parietaria officinalis.

liciblet, «• [ME., < OF. Hicim (?), < L. Ucere,
be allowed : see license.] Pleasant ; agreeable.

Percas as whan the liste what thl wyf pley,
Thi conceyte holdeth it good and licible.

Ocdeve, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 259. (BdUiwell.)

Licinian (li-siu 'i-an), a. [< C. Lidmius) (see
def.) + -an.] Pertaining to Gains Licinius
Calvus Stolo, a Koman, tribune of the people
about 376-367 B. c, noted as the promoter of
the Licinian laws.—Idciniau laws, several Boman
laws passed about 367 B. 0.—one for relief against usury, by
allowing interest to be deducted from the principal, ana
the balance to be paid in equal instalments within three
years; one restricting individual holdings of public land to
about 333 acres each, and limiting the herds of any one per-
son ; and one providing that two consuls should be elected
instead of military tribunes, one of whom must be a ple-
beian.

licit (lis'it), a. [ME. Hicite, lyssette, < P. licite

= Sp. lidto = Pg. It. lidto, < L. licitus, lawful,
permitted, allowed, pp. of Ucere, be lawful:
see license, n.] Lawful; allowable: opposed to

. illicit: as, "Keif establishments," Carlyle.

The kynge demaunded of them if it were a thynge ly-

eette and lawful to beleue.
Bemers, tr. of Froissart*s Chron., II. 628.

To sensual vices she was so abandoned, '

That lustful she made^icit in h&r law,
To remove the blame to which she had been led.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, v. 66.

=Syn. Legal, etc. See lawfid.

licitation (lis-i-ta'shon), n. [= F. licitaUon =
Sp. licitacion = Pg. licitaq&o, < L. licitaUo{n-),

an offering of a price, < lidtari, pp. Ucitatus, <

liceri, bid on goods at an auction, licere, be for

sale, offer for sale.] 1. The act of selling or

exposing to sale by offering publicly to the
highest bidder; an auction. Bailey. [Bare.]
— 3. In law, a sale, and partition 'and division

of proceeds. [Rare.] '

licitly (lis'it-li), adv. In a licit manner; law-
fully.

The question may be licitly discussed,
Throckmorton, Considerations, p. 38.

licitness (lis'it-nes), «. The state or quality

of being Ucit; lawfulness. [Bare.]

lick (lik), V. [< ME. licJcen, < AS. liedan = OS.
lekkon, likMn = D. liKken = MLG. LG. licken

= OHGr. lecclion, lechon, leccon, MHGr. G. lecken

= Dan. Wklce (< D. or LGr.) = Goth. *lihkm, an
unrecorded form (the prob. source, rather than
the OHG., of It. leccare = Pr. liquar = OF. le-

ehier, leUer, P. Ucher, lick: see lech,^ lecher, lech-

erous, etc.), secondary to Haigon, in comp. bi-

laigon, lick; = Ir. lighim = OBulg. lizati= Serv.

Bohem. lizati = Buss, lizatz = Lett, laizit, lick,

= Gr. Xeixeiv, lick (cf . Vi%voc, dainty, lickerous),

= L. lingere, lick, ligurire, lick, = Skt. i/ lih, rih,

lick.] I. trans. 1. To pass or draw the tongue

over the surface of ; rub with the tongue.

This lord comes, liclts his hand, and protests to me.
Fletcher, loyal Subject, iii. 2.

I have seen an antiquary lick an old coin, among other

trials, to distinguish the age of it by its taste.

Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

Crouches to the rod,

And licks the foot that treads it in the dust.

Couiper, Task, v.
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2. To take into the mouth by lapping with the
tongue; lap.

In the place where dogs licked the blood of It'aboth shall
dogs lick thy blood. i Ki. 3£xi. 19.

3. To strike repeatedly by way of punishment;
flog; chastise with blows ; beat. [Colloq.]

I'm tauld the muse ye ha'e negleckit

;

An' gif It's sae, ye sud be lieket.

Bums, Second Epistle to Davie.

Who, if she dared to speak or weep,
He instantly would kick her

;

And oft (to use a Devonshire phrase)
The gentleman would liek her.

Woleot, Orson and Ellen, ii.

I've tried to lick the badness out of him. . . . You can
out of some boys, you know. Tlie Atlantic, XLIX. 41.

Hence—4. To "beat" or overcome; gain a
victory over : surpass ; excel. [Colloq.]— 5. In
meoh. : (a) To catch and retain (fiber), as the
rollers ofdrawing-frames in adampatmosphere

.

(6) To lap or scoop up ; wipe off or transfer by
intermittent contact, as in the device for lubri-
cation called a Mclcer. (c) To take up gradually
and feed (fiber) into a carding-maehine: said
of the action of the card called the licker^n.—
Tollck Into shape, to give form or method to: in al-
lusion to the ancient notion that the young bear is born
shapeless and is licked into shape by its mother.

A bear's a savage beast, of all
Most ugly and unnatural

;

Whelp'd without form, until the dam
Has lick'd it irda shape and frame.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 1308.

To lick the dust, (a) To be slain ; bite the dust
; perish

in battle. (6) To prostrate one's self on the ground in
token of utter submission ; act abjectly and servilely.

They shall lick the dust like a serpent. Micah vii. 17.

To llok the spittle of, to fawn upon with servility

;

court by flattery or attentions ;' be meanly servile to.

[Low.)

His [Pope's] heart too great, though fortune little.

To lick a rascal statesman's spiiUe.

Svyift, liibel on Delany and Carteret.

To lick up, to take up or remove by licking or a^ by lick-
ing ; remove entirely.

They shall . . . lick up the dust of thy feet.

Isa. xlix. 23.

Then the Are of the Lord fell, . . . and licked up the
water that was in the trench. 1 Kl. xviii. 38.

II. intrans. To gain the victory; be victori-
ous: as, who Ke&ecZ? [Colloq.]

lick (lik), n. [< lick, v.] 1. A rubbing or draw-
ing of the tongue over something.
He came galloping home at midnight to have a lick at

the honey-pot. Dryden, Amphitryon, ii. 1.

2. A slight smear or coat, as of paint.

When sly Jemmy Twitcher had smugged up his face
With a lick of court whitewash and pious grimace.

Chray, The Candidate.

3. A small quantity; as much as can be taken
up by the tongue : as, a lick of sugar or of oat-
meal. [Scotch.]— 4. A place where salt is

deposited at salt-springs, and where animals
come, or might come, to lick it. [U. S.]

The woods are full of deer-paths which run to the
streams and licks. J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, iv.

These clay Jioiswere mere holes in the banks, and were
in springtime visited by other animals besides goats.

T. Soosevelt, The Century, XXXVI. 209

5. A blow; a stroke; hence, a trial or essay.
[Colloq.]

He gave me a lick across the face. Dryden.

I should like to go out to Colorado and have a lick at

iftining speculations. The Century, XXVI. 276.

6. j»Z. A beating. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

An* monle a fallow gat his licks.

Bums, To William Simpson.

To give a lick and a promise of better, to do a piece
of work in a slovenly fashion, with the implied purpose of
making amends later. [Colloq.]

lick-boxf, n. [< lick,v.,+ obj. hox^,] Same as
lick-dish.

Agamemnon a liek-hox,

Urquhart, tr. of Eabelais, ii. 30. (Dames.)

lick-disht (lik'dish), n. [< lick, v., + obj. dish.]

A parasite. Also lick-sauce.

"Liar, liar, lick dish," a proverbial address to a liar,

chiefly used at schools. It is an old saying, being found
in the Tragedy of Hoffman, 1631, sig. I. ii. HalliweU.

licker (lik'^r), n. [< ME. *licker, likkare (=
OHG. lecchari, MHG. G. lecker) ; < lick + -eri.]

1. One who licks or laps up.— 2. Onewho beats.

[Colloq.]— 3. A device attached to a rotating

or sliding part of an engine or other machine,
for taking up a small quantity of oil and convey-
ing it to a bearing or journal to be lubricated.
The oil thus licked up may be presented to the licker in

an open vessel, or in some absorbent material like flannel

or sponge, with which the licker comes in contact at each
revolution or reciprocation of the partwhich carries it ; and
the licker may act either on the principle of a scoop or by
capillary action in conveying the oil to the bearing needing

lickety-cut

lubrication. Such lickers are now common in high-speed
engines and other fast-running machines.

licker-in (lik'fer-in'), n. The first roller-card of
a oarding-maohine, which receives the lap or
fleece from the feed-rolls, and delivers the fiber
to the main carding-cylinder. The licker-in runs
with less peripheral velocity than that of the main cylin-
der-card, hence the teeth of the latter continuously draw
out or strip the fiber from the teeth of the licker-in aa
fast as it is received from the feed-rolls.

lickerish (lik'er-ish), a. [Formerly also liquor-
ish; a corrupted form (as if < licker or liquor
+ 4sh^) ot lickerous : see lickerous.] 1. Same
as lickerous, 1.— 3. Same as lickerous, 2.

It is never tongue-tied when fit commendation, whereof
womankind is so lickerish, is ottered unto it. Sir P. Sidney.

Short Taste of Pleasures, how dost thou torment
A liquorish Soul, when once inflam'd by thee 1

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 1.

Their magazines are very often rifled by bears, raccoons,
and such like liquorish vermin. Beverley, Virginia, ii. H 18.

3. Such as to tempt the appetite; of dainty
quality.

Like a spunge, you suck up ticklish wineS.
MasHnger, Virgin-Maxtyr, ii. 1.

Wouldst thou seek again to trap me here
With lickerish baits, fit to ensnare a brute?

MUton, Comus, 1. 700.

lickerishly (lik'^r-ish-li), adv. [Formerly also
Uquorishly; < lickerish + -ly^. Cf. lickerously.'^

In a lickerish manner ; daintily,

lickerishness (lik'er-ish-nes), n. [Formerly
also Uquorishness ; < lickerish + -ness. Cf. lick-

erousness.] The state or quality of being licker-
ish, (a) Niceness of palate ; daintiness. (6) Eagerness

;

keen desire.

Lying to her dame in denying somewhat that in Uquor-
ishness she had taken away.

Wirdhrop, Hist. New England, n. 115.

The minds (or rather fancies) of men have such a naturall
liquorishnesse after the knowledge of things strange and
remote that they swallow nothing with so gratefull a gusto
as stories of things rare and unusuall.

Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 82.

lickerousf (lik'6r-us), a. [Also liquorous (simu-
lating liquor), lickorous, licorous, also likresse,

etc.; < ME. likerous, lykerous, Ukrus, < OF. *like-

rous, *lekerous, dainty (F. Uquoreux, luscious,
sweet), appar. an unassibilated form of *lech-
erous (>E. lecherous), dainty, wanton, ef. lekeor,

leckeur, unassibilated forms of leeheor, lichieor,

a glutton, lecher : see lecher, lecherous. Hence,
by corruption, the later form Mcfcensft.]. 1. Nice
or fastidious in taste ; dainty.

Syn wemen are wilfull & there wit chaunges,
And so l^erus of loue in likyng of yowthe,
This vnwarnes of wit wrixlis hys mynd.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 444.

Let not sir Surfet sitten at thi bord

;

Loue him not, for he is a lechour and likerous of'tonge.
Piers Plowman (A), vii. 25S.

2. Having a keen relish; eager to taste or en- '

joy ; keenly desirous.

Yonge clerkes that been lykerous
To reden artes that been curious.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, L 391.

3. Sensual; luxurious; wanton; lecherous.

Lykerous folk, aftyr that they ben dede,
Schul whirle aboute the erthe, alwey in peyne,
Tyl manye a world be passed, out of drede.
And that forgevyn is here wickid dede.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 79.

lickeronslyt (lik'6r-us-li), adv. [Also liquorous-
ly; < ME. likerously; < lickerous + -ly^. Hence,
by corruption, lickerishly.] In a lickerous man-
ner. Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 567.

lickerousnesst (lik'er-us-nes), n. [Also liquor-

ousness; < ME. likerousnesse; < lickerous + -ness.

Hence, by corruption, lickerishness.] The state
or quality of being lickerous. (a) Keen appetite;
longing ;

gluttonous craving.

A theef of venysoun that hath forlaft

His likerousnesse and al his olde craft

Ean kepe a forest best of any man.
Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 84.

(&) Lasciviousness;

Venus me yaf my lust, my Wterousnesse.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 611.

licker-up (lik'er-up'), n. See the extract.

The die is usually made of cast steel. When it is placed
upon the anvil, and the plated metal is cut into pieces of
proper size, the top of the die is then surrounded with a
lute, made of oil and clay, for an inch or two above its sur-

face ; and the cavity is filled with melted lead. The under
face of the stamp-hammer has a plate of iron, called the
licker-up, fitted into it, about the area of the die. When-
ever the lead has become solid, the hammer is raised to a
certain height, and dropped down upon it ; and as the un-
der face of the licker-up is made rough like a rasp, it flrmly
adheres to the lead, so as to lift it afterwards with the ham-
mer, lire. Diet., III. 683-

lickety-cut (lik'e-ti-kut'), adv. [< *lickety, a
vaguely imitative form based on lick, + cut.]

Same as lickety-split.
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So they went and pitched into the old chap, lickety-cut.

E. S. Phelps, Old Maid's Paradise, p. 157.

lickety-split (lik'e-ti-splif), adv. [< Hickety
(see lickety-cut) + split.'] Headlong; very fast.

[Slang, U. S.]

I tell you if they didn't whip np an' go UehitysplU down
that 'ere hilL H. B. SUrwe, Oldtown, p. 358.

licking (lik'ing), n. [< ME. licking, < AS. lic-

cung, verbal n. of liccian, lick* see lick, ».] 1.

The act of one who licks.— 2. A beating; a
thrashing. [Colloq.]

What, still at your tricking? . . .

I see you won't rest till you've got a good licking.

Barhwm, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 820.

lickourt, m. An obsolete spelling of liquor.

lick-pant (Uk'pan), n. [< lick, v., + obj. jpan."]

A sycophant.
lickpenny (lik'pen'''i), n.; pi. lidkpennies (-iz).

[<lateME. lyckpeny; <. lick,v.,+ 6bj.pennt//\ A
greedy or covetous person; a grasper. [Scotch.]

You talked ol a law-suit—law is a lick-penny, Mr. Tyixel
— no counsellor like the pound in purse.

ScoU, St. Konan's Well, xxriii.

lickplatter (lik'plaf'er), «. [< lick, v., + obj.

platter.'] A sneaking parasite ; a lickspittle.

He had a passion for independence, which, though
pushed to excess, was not without grandeur. No lick-

platter, no parasite^ no toad-eater.
Bvlwer, My Novel, vi 23.

lick-sa'UCet (lik'sS,s), n. [< lick, v., + obj. sauce.]

Same as lick-dish.

lick-spigoU (lik'spig'''ot), n. [< lick, v., + obj.

spigot.] A tapster or drawer.

Chwtfio. FUl, lick-spigot.

Drawer. Ad imum, sir. Massinger, Old Law, iv. 1.

lickspittle (lik'spit'^l), n. [< lick, v., + obj. spit-

tle.] One who is abject enough to lick, as it

were, another's spittle; a vulgar flatterer or
parasite.

stage-coachmen were . . . comrades to gentlemen, lick-

spittles to lords, and the high-priests of horse-flesh.

J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 8.

lick-trencherf (lik'tren^cher), n. [< lick, v., +
obj. trencher.] Same as lickplatter.

Art magnanimous, lick-trencher? Dekker, Satiromastiz.

Licmetis (lik-me'tis), n. [NL. (Wagler, 1830),

< Gr. Xiic/jiirr6c, a winnowing, < ?.iK/ia.v, 'sramow, <

TuKjidg, also Ukvov, a winnowing-fan. ] A genus
of slender-billed white Australian cockatoos, as

L. tenuirostris and L. pastinator. They live on
bulbs androots which they dig out of the ground.

licorice, liquorice (lik'o-ris), m. [Formerly also
lickorice, lickerice, Ucourize; < ME. licorice, lico-

ris, lycorys, licoriz, etc., = D. lakkris, lakkeris =
MLG. lackeritze= G. lakritze = Dan. Sw. lakrits,

< OP. licorice, AF. lycorys, later liquerice; also,

in other OF. forms, recalisse, recolice, regoliee,

• regalisse, rigalisse, riglisse, etc., F. reglisse= Pr.

regalicia, regulecia = Sp. regaliz, regaliza, rega-

licia = Pg. regaliz, regalice = It. regolizia, lego-

rizia, liquirizia,ClAj. liquiritia, ML. also liquiri-

Uum, corrupted from L. glycyrrhiza, < Gr. ytvKvp-

piX.a, the licorice-plant, lit. ' sweet root,' < yhrnic,

sweet, + ^I'fo, root.] 1. A le^minous plant,

Glycyrrhiza glabra,whose root yields the licorice

of commerce, it is a perennial herbaceous plant grow-
ing 4 or 5 feet high, sparingly branched, with pinnate leaves
and bluish pea like flowers in spikes. The roots grow sev-

eral feet long and au inch or more thick. Other planta of

the genus are also called licorice.

In all thes for sayd yles ys growing wondyr myche He-
ores, tyme. Sage, ffyggs, Oryges, Pomgametts, smale Eey-
syns, which we call £eyse of Gorans.

Torrkington, Diarle of Eng. Travel], p. 61.

2. An economic product, either the root of this

plant or an extract from it. The former is called litxi-

rice-root or licorice; the latter is called stick-licorice, Spanish
juice, or Italian extract of licorice, and is obtained by boil-

ing the crushed root and evaporating the infusion, the re-

siduum being rolled into sticks. The substance thus se-

cured is dry and brittle, with a shining fracture, and when
pure is entirely soluble in water, but is often grossly adul-

terated. Licorice is used medicinally chiefly as a demul-
cent, especially in bronchial affections. It is also em-
ployed in maldng confectionery, in brewing, and in the
manufacture of tobacco. The extract is prepared exten-

sively in Mediterranean Europe, and latterly in the United
States from imported root.

But first he cheweth greyn and lycorys

To smellen sweete.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 504

Indian licorice. See Abms,— Prickly licorice, Glycyr-

rhiza echinata, whose pods are bristly and whose root is

used like that of G. glabra.— Wild. liCOlice. (a) Same as

Indianlicorice. (&) Theplantalsocalledre«(-ftaTT0w,07Mmi«
arvensis. Its root is used by children in place of licorice.

[Prov. Eng.] (c) In America, a member of the true lico-

rice genus, Glycyrrhiza lepidota, found chiefly far north-
west; also, Galium circoezans and G. lanceolatum, on ac-

count of a sweetish root, (d) In Australia, Teucrium co-

rymbogum, a sort of germander.

licorice-mass (lik'o-ris-mas), n. Same as Uco-

rice-paste.
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licorice-paste (Kk'o-ris-past), n. Crude Uco-
rice.

licorice-vetch(lik'g-ri8-vech), n. A milk-vetch.

Astragalus glycyphyllus : so called on account of

its sweet root.

licorice-weed (lik'o-ris-wed), n. A wide-spread
tropical plant, Scoparia dulcis.

licoroust, licorouslyt, etc. See lickerous, etc.

licourt, n. An obsolete form of ligmr.

Ucourizet, n. An obsolete form of licorice.

Uctor (lik'tgr), n. [L., an attendant on the

Eoman magistrates, perhaps lit. 'binder,' <

ligare (/ lig), bind (with ref. to the fasces or
'bound' rods whichthey bore, or to binding cul-

prits); otherwise < *licere, summon.] Among
the ancient Romans, one of a number of ofi-

cers, required to be free-bom (though freed-

men were admitted to the office under the

empire), whose functions were to attend a ma-
gistrate, bearing the fasces, in some cases with
the ax and in others without it, in order to

clear the way and enforce due respect, and also

to arrest offenders and to scourge or behead
condemned persons. Magistrates were entitled to

a number of lictors according to their rank, a dictator

having twenty-four, a consul twelve, a pretor six (at flrst

only two within the city walls), etc. The Flamen Dialis,

orjpriest of Jupiter, and the Vestals also had lictors, but,

it IS believed, without fasces.

iMtors and rods, the ensigns of their power.
HiUon, P. E., It. 65.

Ho, trumpets, sound a war-note I

Ho, lictors, clear the way

!

The Knights will ride, in all their pride,

Along the streets to-day.
Macaulay, Battle of Lake Kegillus.

Licuala (lik-u-a'la), n. [NL. (Thunberg, 1782),

from the native Jiacassar name.] A genus of

palms of the tribe Coryphece, distinguished by
the terminal style, valvate corolla, and slightly

coherent three-angled carpels. There are about
36 species, natives of tropical and eastern Asia,
New Guinea, and northern Australia.

lid (Ud), n. [< ME. lid, < AS. hlid (= OFries.
hlid, lid = D. lid, Ud, cover, = MLG. tide, way,
passage, = OHG. hlit, lit, MHG. lit, G. lid (in

comp. augenlid,, augenlied, eyelid), a lid, cover,
= leel. hlidh, a gate, gateway, gap, breach, =
Dan. Sw. led, wicket, gate), < hlidan, pp. hliden,

= OS. hlidan = OFries. hlidia, cover.] 1. A
movable cover which closes an aperture or
shuts in a cavity, and usually forms an integral
part of the structure to which it belongs by
being either attached or closely fitted to it

:

as, the lid of a tea-kettle, stove, chest, or desk.

My Lord, I broke my Glass that was in the Lid of my
Snuff-box. Congreve, Double-Dealer, i. 5.

2. In bot., the upper section of a pyxis, which
separates by a transverse line; also, the hood of
the leaf in the pitcher-plants; in mosses, the
operculum.— 3. An eyelid.

The flame o' the taper
Bows toward her, and would under-peep her lids.

To see the enclosed lights. Shak., i^rmbeline, it 2. 20.

4. In coal^mining, a short piece of timber placed
on top of a prop to help in supporting the roof.—5. A coverlet. Malliwell. [Prov. Eng.]—
6. One of the covers or boards of a book: as,

everything between the lids of the Bible. [Col-
loq.]—Granular lids. See sranKZar.—Port-lid, one of
two Gutters, upper and lower, which together close a port-
hole. Each shutter has a semicircular piece cutout of it, so
that together they flt round the gun. Also called half-pin.

lid-cells (lid'selz), n. pi. In bot., the terminal
cells of the neck of an archegonium of a crypto-
gam, closing for a time its canal. Also caUed
sUgmaUc cells.

lidded (Ud'ed), a. [< lid -1- -ed^.] Having a
lid ; coveredby a lid. in mining, the top of the bear-
ing part of a pipe is said to be lidded when ite usual space
is contracted to a small compass or width. HailiweU.

The Persian girl alone.
Serene with axgent-lidded eyes.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

_
One minute's while his eyes remained

Half lidded, piteous, languid, innocent.
Eeats, Cap and Bells, st. 20. (Davies.)

Udden (lid'en), n. [A dial, form of leden, led-
den.] A saying, song, or story. [Prov. Eng.]
lidder Gid'er), a. A dialectal variant of lither^.

Also used adverbially.
The horses are grown sae lidder fat,

They downa stur out o' the sta'.

Diek o' the Cow (Chad's Ballads, TL 68).

lidderont, «• [< ME. Udrone; < lidder, lither\]
A lazy fellow.

I leve we schall laugh and haue likyng
To se nowe this lidderon her he leggis oure lawis.

York Plays, p. 298.

lid-flower (lid'Aou'er), n. Any tree or shrub
of the genus Calyptranthes, of the natural or-

Ue

der MyrtaceiB. The upper part of the calyz

forms a lid, wliich falls as the flower opens.

Lidford law. See law^.

lidgerti »»• -^ obsolete form of ledger^.

lidgett (lij'et), n. [Also lidgit, equiv. to lidger,

ledger^: see ledger^ in a similar sense.] A
gate. [Prov. Eng.]

lidless (lid'les), a. l<Ud + -less.] Having no
Ud ; especially, having no eyelids ; hence, poeti-

cally, incapable of closing the eyes; sleepless;

perpetually vi^ant.
Dost imagine

We will but laugh into thy lidless eyes?
Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, L 1,

An eye like mine,
A lidless watcher of the public weaL

TennysoTi, Princess, iv.

liel (U), V. j.: pret. lay, pp. lain, ppr. Mng.
[Early mod. E. also lye; < ME. lien, lyen, ligen,

lygen, also Uggen, lyggen (> E. dial, lig) (pret.

lay, lai, ley, pi. layen, leyen. laye, Uye, pp.
layn, leyn, leyen, yleye, etc.), < AS. licgan

(pret. Ueg.Tpl. leegon, pp. legen) = OS. lig-

gian = OFries. liga, lidzia = D. Uggen =
MLG. Uggen= OHG. ligan, liggan, lickan, MHG.
ligen, lichen, G. liegen = Icel. liggia = Sw. ligga

= Dan. ligge = Goth, ligan, lie, = OBulg. lezha-

ti, lie, lesJiti, lay oneself dowuj = Euss. l^ati,

lie (etc„ the word having a wide development
in the Slavic tongues), = L. leg, legh, in deriv.

leetus, a bed (> E. lecttial, etc.), lectiea, a, litter

(> E. lifter), = Gr. root ^x ^ an old defective

verb *Mx^tv (aor. act. f/Ufo, /Ufa, fut. mid.

^^ofiai, aor. mid. k'/^^d/api, ^ega/iiiv, aor. pass.

BzKTo, linTO, inf. lixfiai, etc.), act. lay down
(to sleep), pass, lie down, and in deriv. Ai;ifof, a
bed, TiiKTpov, a bed (> ult. E. lectern, q. v.), ^xo?,
a lying in wait, ambush, a lurMng-plaee, lair,

etc. ; not found in Skt. From the E. verb lie are

derivedmanyforms, some of them no longerfelt
to be connected with lie: namely, from AS.,

lay\allay\ belay, lair^, law\ layer, ledgeKledgf^,

lidge, ledger^, lidger, lidget, etc.; from D. G. or

Scand., Zeagr«er2, beleaguer, lager, log\ log^, lovfl,

etc.; from theL. andGr. are lectual, litter, lectern,

etc.] 1. To rest in a recumbent or prostrate

position; remain or be held flatwise, length-

wise, or inclined on a supporting surface ; re-

cline or be prone or supine on something.

And some wolde munche hire mete al allone,

Lyggynge abedde. Chaucer, Troilus, i 008.

In that Kyngdom lithe the body of seynt Thomas the
Apostle, in Elesche and Bon, in a faire Tombe.

MandemUe, Travels, p. 171.

When the kynge Kion felt hym so sore wounded, and
sangh his felowes ly at erthe deed bledynge, he hadde
grete drede. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 346.

If I do not gull him ... do not think I have witenough
to lie straight in my bed. Shak., T. N., iL 3. 148.

When the angel hath troubled the water, and made it

medicinal for him that is first put in and no more, then to
have lien many years in expectation, and still to lack a
servant^ or a friend to do that office, this is a misery.

Bonne, Sermons, v.

In strong convulsions panting on the sands
He liei, and grasps the dust with dying hands.

Pope, Hiad, xviL 387.

2. To be in a quiescent state; be or become
quiet or inactive ; remain passive or expectant.
Well it shewed by theire armes that thei hadde not al-

wey leyen at reste. . Merlin (E. E. T. S.), it 356.

Tho' the Wind lye, yet after a Storm the Sea will work
a great while. Sdden, Table-Talk, p. 82.

3. To lay or place one's self in a recumbent
or prostrate position ; take a reclining posture

:

often followed by downwhen entire prostration
is intended: as, to lie back in a chair; to ZJe

down, on the ground.
And he [Eli] answered, I called not, my son ; lie down

again. i Sam. ilL 6.

His mother lay ower her castle wa'.
And she beheld baith dale and down.

Leesome Brand (Child's Ballads^ IL 345).

From off the wold I came, and lay
Upon the freshly-flower'd slope.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

4. To have place, position, or direction; be
situated, set, or settled; stay or abide: as, the
Azores lie in the Atlantic ocean; the army lay
in a fortified camp.
The napkin, that was about his head, not lying with the

linen clothes. John xx. 7.

And the Turkes mayne londe lithe with In ij or iij myle
of them. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 17.

Those happy climes that lie
Where day never shuts his eye.

ifHUm, Comus, L 977.

The door is open, sir ; there lies your way.
Shak., T. of the S., iiL 2. 212.

Even when that good king lay in the Isle of Athelney,
he had a Eidd along with him.

R. D. Blaclanare, Lorna Doone, xlvUi.
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5t. To be confined or imprisoned.
Well, your imprisonment shall not be long;
I will deliver you, or else lie for you.

Shak., Rich. III., L 1. 116.

6. To rest or remain in a state or condition

;

continue inactive or unchanged: as, to lie in
soak; the land lies fallow.

All that Winter King Edward lay without any Molesta^
tlon by the French King. Baker, Chronicles, p. 122.

I feel a grudging
Of bounty, and I would not long lye fallow.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, I. 2.

A Bow that lies a while unbent, and a Held that re-
mains fallow for a time, grow never the worse.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 2.

I have been told, too, there is a law of Charles the Fifth
something like our statute of Mortmain, which has lain
dormant ever since his time.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 480.

As she lay, on that day,
In the Bay of Biscay, 0.

A. Cherry, The Bay of Biscay (song).

7. To be in a certain direction; be present in
a particular place or thing ; be found; exist.

Regan, Goneril I . . .

0, that way madness lies; let me shun that.
shah, Lear, iii. 4. 21.

He that thinks that diversion may not lie in hard labour
forgets the early rising of the huntsman. Locke.

Only in thy virtue lies

The saving of our Thebes. Tennyson, Tiresias.

8. To lodge
;
pass the night ; sleep.

And Kay and Arthur hadde made her bedde atte the
chamber dore of kynge Loot, in a corner, like as a squyre
Bholde ly. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 180.

Look 1 here comes a pilgrim. I know sheiwill lie at my
house. Shak., All's Well, iii. 6. 34.

We lay at St. Dizier the first night, and at Langres the
second. Oray, Letters, I. 31.

9. To rest ; bear
;
press ; weigh : with on or

upon.
All the curses that are written in this book shall lie upon

him. Beut. xxix. 20.

Though it should sleep for ever to the world,
It is a simple sin to hide myself,
Which will for ever on my conscience lie.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ii. 2.

The reason on their pai'ts why she [the ship] stayed so
long, was ye necessitie and danger that lay upon them.

Bradf<yrd, Plymouth Plantation, p. 99.

10. In law, to be sustainable; be capable of

being maintained : as, an action lies against the
tenant for waste.

An appeal lies in this case. farsons, C. J.

To Ue along, id) To be extended at full length.

As he lay along
Under an oak.

Shale, As you Like it, ii. 1. SO.

(6) Na/M., to careen with the wind abeam, as a ship.

—

TO lie along the land (now*.), to coast, keeping the land
In Bight.—To lie att, to importune ; urge.

She lay at me hard to turn aside with her, promising me
all manner of content. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 138.

His mother and brother had lain at him, ever since he
came into his master's service, to help him to money.

Exam, (if Joan Perry (1676). (Harl. Misc., III. 549.)

To lie at anchor. See ancAori.—To lie at one's door.
See door.—To lie at one's heart, to be an object of affec-

tion, desire, or solicitude to one.

The Spaniards have but one temptation to quarrel with
us, the recovering of Jamaica, for that has ever lien at

their hearts. Sir W. Temple.

To lie by. (a) \By, adv.] (l) To be laid aside, out of

present use. (2) To rest; intermit labor; knock off: as,

we lay by in the heat of the day.

Every thing that heard him play,

Even the billows of the sea.

Hung tlieir heads, and then lay iy.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 1 (song).

(St) Navt., same as to lie to.

We arrived at Righah that night, wh^re we staid; it

being the custom going up always to lie by &t night, as

there are many shoals in the Nile. „ . _ „
Pococke, Description of the East, I. 70.

(6) [By, prep.] (1) To remain with; be accessible to, or be

in the keeping of : as, he has the documents lying by him.

'Twas a commodity lay fretting by you.

'Twill bring you gain, or perish on the seas.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 8S0.

(2) JVfflM*., to remain near, as one ship to another at sea.

—To lie down, to be brought to bed ; lie in. Compare

Scotch dowrUyinff. [Obsolete or dialectal.]

There is in one of [the chests] ... a rundlet of honey,

which she desires may be sent to her against she he down.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 466.

To Ue for, to lie in wait for ; keep watch upon for a sin-

ister purpose. See to lay for, under layi, v. i.

At this Corfona we were aduertysed of certayne Turkes

Fustis that layfor us in oure waye.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 11.

To Ue hard or heavy on, upon, or (formerly) to, to op-

press; burden. ...
'

Thy wrath lieth hard upon me.- Ps. Ixxxvm. 7.

Could I meet 'em

But once a day, it would unclog my heart

Of what lies heavy to % Shak., Cor., iv. 2. 48.

3439

To Ue in, to be in childbed.

Val. Come, you must go visit the good lady that lies in.

Vir. I will wish her speedy strength, and visit her with
my prayers. Shak., Cor., i. 3. 86.

To Ue In a nutsheU. See nutshell.—To Ue in any one,
to be in the power of; depend on: frequently in such
phrase-forms as as much or asfar as lies in one.

" no, no, no," the sheriff said,

"Thou Shalt on gallows dye . . .

If ever in me it lye."

Robin Hood rescuing WiU StuUy (Child's Ballads, T. 287).

Imitate him as much as in thee lies.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 368.

NatuTe, so far as in her lies,

Imitates God. Tennyson, On a Mourner.

To Ue In the or one's way. (a) To be ready at hand.

King. You have not sought it 1 how comes it, then?
Fal. Rebellion lay in his way, and he found it.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 28.

(&) To be an obstacle or impediment : as, objections that
lie in the way of adjustment.

That Is a step
On which I must fall down, or else o'erleap,

For in my way it lies. Shak., Macbeth, i. 4. 60.

To Ue in wait (formerly also In await), to wait for in
concealment with hostile intent ; lie in ambush.

These homicides alle

That in awayte lyggen to mordre men.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 404.

To lie low. (a) To avoid observation ; conceal one's self.

(b) To conceal one's views or intentions. [Slang.]—To
Ue off. Same as to lie by (a) (2).—To Ue on or upon, (a)

See def. 9. (b) To be incumbent upon, as an obligation or
a duty: as, it lies on the plaintiff to maintain his action.

This ceremonie lay on me, which I performed with all

the decency I could. Evelyn, Diary, June 2, 1672.

After the people were gone out of the chamber, it lay
upon m e from the Lord to speak to those two^he princess
and the countess. Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

(c) To depend on.
It nothing steads us

To chide him from our eaves ; for he persists.

As if his life lay on 't. Shak., All's Well, lit 7. 43.

(d\) To importune ; urge.

The old dotard, he that so instantly doth lie upon my
father for me. Qascoigne, Supposes, i. 1.

Dame Tullia lay ever upon him, and pricked forward his
distempered and troubled mind.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 27.

To Ue on hand, to be or remain in possession ; remain
unsold or undisposed of : as, goods that have lain long on
hand.— 10 lie on one's hands, (a) To remain unsold.

(&) To be unspent or remain unemployed ; hence, of unoc-
cupied time, with a qualifying word, as heavy, to cause
ennui ; be tedious : as, the hours lay heavy on my hands.—
To Ue on one's oars. See oar.— To Ue over, (a) To re-

main unpaid after the time when the payment is due, as a
note in bank. (6) To be deferred to some future occasion,

as amotion or resolution in a deliberative assembly.—To
Ue to (?2a«t.), to come to a comparatively stationary posi-

tion at sea ; lie with th^ head as n ear the wind as possible,

for safety in a gale, as a ship. A ship is said to lie to when
her progress is checked by keeping the helm a-lee and
counterbracing the yards or taking in sail, or, if a steamer,
by slowing down the engines— in all cases with the head
to the wind.

About ten o'clock we got underway, but lay to for break-
fast. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. i.

On the 10th of June the vessel lay to off Madras.
Trevelyan, Macaulay, I. 321.

To Ue to one's work, to exert all one's strength or pow-
ers in the performance of one's task.

So many workers; and no mercenary mockworkers, but
real ones that lie freely to it; each patriot stretches him-
self against the stubborn glebe ; hews and wheels with
the whole weight that is in him. Carlyle.

To Ue under, to be subject to ; suffer ; be oppressed by.

They lie under the disadvantage of living like foreigners

in their own country. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 10.

I lay under greater difficulties, as, in this journey, for

certain reasons, I did not take my interpreter with me.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 6.

To Ue up, to lie at rest ; abstain from work or usual ac-

tivity ; go into retirement or retreat.

There they [ships] must lye up, or be 3 or 4 Years in their

return from a place which may be sailed in 6 Weeks.
Bampier, Voyages, II. iii. 24.

He has a bad cold— rheumatism— he must lie up for a

day or two. Dickens, Household Words.

The black bear lies «» during the day in caves and
amongst rocks. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 695.

To Ue upon the lurch. See ZMrcfti.—To Ue with, (a)

To lodge or sleep with.

I lay with Cassio lately.

And, being troubled with a raging tooth,

I could not sleep. Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 413.

(b) To have carnal knowledge of. [Archaic]

Master Brook, thou shalt know I will predominate over

the peasant, and thou shalt lie with his wife.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 295.

(fi) To belong to : as, it lies with you to make amends.

=Syn. Lie, Lay. "Lay is a transitive verb, and has for its

Sreferit laid: as, he told me to lay it down, and I laid it

own. Lie is intransitive, and has for its preterit lay : as,

he told me to lie down, and I lay down. Some persons

blunder by using laid for the preterit of lie : as, he told

me to lie down, and I laid down. So persons often say,

the ship laid at anchor; they laid by during the storm;

the book iafd on the shelf, etc. Itis only necessary to re-

member, in all such cases that laid is the preterit of lay

and not of lie. This would save many respectable writers

Ue
from a gross error which seems to be increasing among us."
(Goodrich^ Similarly, laid is often erroneously used for
lain : as, I had laid down ; and lain is sometimes used for
laid.

lie! (Ii), m. [<Kel, ?). Ct.lay\n.'\ 1. Manner
of lying; relative direction, position, arrange-
ment, etc. See lay'^, n., 4.

We shall be able, by a study of the position and lie of
the earth in her orbit, to determine from what part of
space these regular meteors . . .' come.

J. N. Lockyer, Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 685.

The lie of the city [Brindisi] and its haven is truly a
sight to be studied. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 312.

Mrs. Penton . , . went on with her darning. She had
filled up all thos6 great holes, doing them aU the more
quickly because she had studied the lie of them, and how
the threads went, before.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xi.

3. The place where a bird, beast, or fish is

accustomed to lie or lurk; haunt.

A salmon is said to be swimming when he is moving up
the river from pool to pool. At other times he is usually
resting in his "stand" or lie, or at most shifting from one
stand in a pool to another.

Quarterly Rev., CXXVI. 869, note.

On our way home there lay a long narrow spinney which
was a very favorite lie for woodcock, and generally held a
pheasant or two as well. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 181.

3. In rail., a siding or short offset from the
main line, into which trucks may be run for the
purpose of loading and unloading; one of the
different sets of rails at a terminus on which
trucks stand while being loaded or unloaded.

Iie2 (Ii), V. i.; pret. and pp. lied, ppr. lying.

[Early mod. E. also lye; < ME. lien, lyen, ligen,

lygen, legen (pret. lowe, also weak, lygede, pp.
lowen, i-loge), < AS. ledgan (pret. l^ah, pi. lugon,

pp. logen) = OS. liogan = OFries. liaga = D.
liegen = ML(}. legen, leigen = OHG. liogan,

MHG. liegen, G. liigen, dial, liegen= Icel. IjUga
= Dan. lyve = Sw. Ijuga = Goth, liugan, lie,

tell a falsehood, = OBulg. lugati = Russ. luigati,

lie. Not found in L., Gr., or Skt. Hence Ke^,

»., and nit. lain^, v. and «.] 1. To speak false-

ly ; utteruntruth for the purpose of misleading y

make a misrepresentation consciously: follow-
ed by about, etc., and formerly (and still some-
times colloquially) by on.

If they on hire lye,

Ywis hemself sliolde han the vileyny.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 20.

2. To make a false impression, either con-
sciously or unconsciously; hold forth a mis-
leading or deceitful appearance ; act or mani-
fest an untruth: used of both persons and
things.

I trowe that countenance cannot lie

Whose thoughts are legible in the eie.

M. Roydon, Elegy, 1. 107.

When London's column, pointing at the skies,

Like a tall bully, lifts the head and lies.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 840.

To Ue in one's teeth or in one's throat, to lie flagrant-

ly and basely.

He will on Musgrave's body prove
He lies most foully in his throat.

Scott, L. of L. M., v. 20.

lie^ (li), n. [Early mod. E. also lye; < ME. lie,,

lye, lige, < AS. lyge, lige = OHG. lugi, MHG.
liige, luc, G. liige, lug = Icel. lygi, a lie; also,

with diflf. suffix, OS. lugina = D. leugen, logen=
MLG. logen = OHG. lugina = Dan. Sw. logn =
Goth, liugn, a lie (cf. lain^) ; from the verb : see
lie^, «!.] 1. A false statement made with the
purpose of deceiving; an intentional untruth;

a falsehood ; the utterance by speech or act of
that which is false, with intent to mislead or de-
lude.

Tell them that I will not come to-day:
Cannot, is false. . . . Shall Csesar send a lie?

Shak., J. C, ii. 2. 65.

It is the wilful deceit that makes the lie; ... a man
may act a lie, as by pointing his finger in a wrong direc-

tion, when a traveller inquires of him his road.
Foley, Moral Philos., Ht. i. 16.

Guldo pronounced the story one long lie.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 119.

A lie which is halt a truth is ever the blackest of lies.

Tennyson, The Grandmother.

2. That which is intended or serves to deceive
or mislead; anything designed or adapted to-

produce false conclusions or expectations : as,

this epitaph is a lie.

•Sepulcliral lies, our holy walls to grace.
Pope, Dunciad, i. 43.

Wishing this lie of life were o'er. Trench.

A Ue out of whole cloth, a story or statement wholly
fabricated; a tissue of falsehood, without any founda-

tion in fact.—To give one the Ue in his throatt. See
givei.—to give the Ue to. See iTicei.—White Ue, a.

well-meant falsehood ; a lie uttered without evil intent,

or without expectation of harm, and so supposed to he
excusable; a polite or conventional phrase not strictly in
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asGordance with fact^ and not meant to be understood
Meially.

Have you great heroic virtues?—no?— then remember
Ananias and Sapphira. They died tor a single White Lie,— a Wlate Lie as common as dirt.

C. Beade, White Lies, xliv.

=Syn. Untruth, deception. Compare l!M.

3ie*t, n. An obsolete spelling of lye^.

lie*t, »• An obsolete form of feel.

lie^ti n. An obsolete form of lee^.

116 (li-a'), a. [< F. Ui, pp. of lier, bind, < L.
Ugare, bind: see Me»2.] in ^e;-.^ same as
stringed.

lie-a-bed (li'a-bed), n. One who lies long in
bed in the morning. [Colloq.]

H you liad got up time enough, you might havesecnr'd
the stage, but you are a lazy lie-a-ied.

Foote, Mayor ot Garratt, L

David was none ot your He-a-beds. He rose at five in
summer, six in winter. C. Reade, Love me Little, x.

Ueberkiilm (le'b6r-kiin), n. [Named after its

inventor, J. N. Lieberkiihn : see IAeberlcUhnian.'\

An annnlar reflector attached to the nose of the
- olsjeot-glass of a microscope for bringing the
light to a focus on an opaque object.

Xieberkulmia (le-ber-ku'ni-a), re. [NL., < Im-
berTmhn : see lAeierkuhnian.] A genus of im-
perforate foraminifers of the family Gromiidce.
They have no test, and the pseudopodia are given off from
only asmall part of the body, the restbeing naked and flex-

ible.

Xieberkiilmian (le-b6r-kii'ni-an\ a. Pertain-
ing to or named after Johann Nathanael Lie-
berkiihn (1711-56), an anatomist of BerHn.

—

Lleberkiilmlan glands, the simple follicles or crypts of
Lieberkiihn, which stud nearly thewhole tract of the small
intestine. They are minute tubes with one blind end, the
other opening into the intestine, where their orifices may
be seen with a lens, like little dots between the villL Their
walls consist of a delicate basement membrane lined with
columnar epithelial cells. The purpose served by their
secretion is doubtfuL They vary in lengthfrom 3J0 to^
inch, with a diameter of ^^ inch.

liebigite (le'big-it), n. [Named after Justus,
Baron von LieUg (1803-73), a celebrated Ger-
man chemist.] A hydrous carbonate of urani-
um and calcium occurring as an incrustation
on uraninite.

lied (let), ffl. [Gr., =AS. tedJfe, asong: seelay^.l
Properly, a German ballad, secular or saered,

fitted for singing or actually set to music. A
volkdied is a lied whose origin is among the common peo-
ple and is merely traditional; a volkethumliches lied is one
that is deliberately written in the general style of a volks-
lied ; a kungUied is one that is designedly and obviously
artistic rather than naive. The lied stands in the same
relation to poetry and music in Germany as the chanson in
France or the ballad in England. The term is also more
or less extended to other than German songs.

liederkranz (le'd6r-krants), re. [G., < Ueder,
pi. of lied, a song, + Icranz, a garland: see
crants.'\ A German choral society, especially
one composed of men only; a glee-elub. See
liedertafel.

liedertafel (le'dSr-ta^fel), re. [G., < lieder, pi.

of lied, a song, + tafel = B. ta^le.2 A German
choral society or glee-club of men; a lieder-

kranz ; also, a social, informal meeting or re-

hearsal of such a society.

lie-de-vin (le'd6-van'), n. [P.: ite, lees; de,

of; vin, wine.] The color of the lees of wine,
or a color supposed to be of that hue : a name
given to a deep-red color in porcelains, etc.

lief (lef), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also leef,

leefe; < ME. leef, lefe, lef, leve, < AS. U6f= OS.
«Jo/= OPries. liaf= D. Zief=MIjG. ?e/=OHG.
liob, MS.Gr. liep, G. lieb = Icel. Ijufr = Sw. Ijuf

= Goth, liuhs, dear, beloved, = OBulg. liubv, =
Euss. liuM, dear (etc., being widely developed
in Slavic); akin to L. lubet, libet, it pleases, Skt.

-/ lubh, desire : see liberal. From the same root,

and in close relation to lief, are belief, believe,

leeoe^, leave^, love^, and the disguised com-
pounds furlough, leman, etc.: see these words.
From the L. verb are ult. E. liberal, liberate,

liberty, etc., Uver^, deliver^ livery^, etc.] I. a.

1. Beloved; pleasing; agreeable. [Obsolete
or archaic]

He seyde, John, myn hooste, lief and deere.
Chatuxr, Miller's Tale, L 315.

Looe made the to me so leffe

That I [Christ] for the was Kente on Boode;
I sullyrde dethe to chaunge thy greife.

PolUiad Foemg, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 188.

A liefer lass than this had been
Coridon had never seen.

Greene, Description of the Shepherd and Ills Wife.

And with your best endeavour have stirr'd up
My liefest liege to be mine enemy.

Shak., 2 Hen. TL, iii. L 164.

Yet now, I charge thee, quickly go again.
As thou art li^and dear, and do the thing
I bade thee. Tennyson, ilorte d'Arthur.
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2t. Inclined; disposed; willing; having a pref-

erence.
Though I it seye, I am not Zi^ to gabbe.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 324.

Hauethou not to manyewordis ; to swere be thou not le^e;

For alle such maners comen to an yuel preef

.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

Lief or loatht, willing or averse ; ready or reluctant

;

willy-nUly.

Were hem lef other loth William at last

Keuered with the kinges sone out of the kene prese.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 3624.

Cast in your nette : but be you liefe or lofhe,

Hold you content as fortune list assyne.

Sir T. Mare, To them that seke Fortune.

To have as lief, to have liefer (had as lief, liad

liefer or liever). See explanation of these phrases un-

der have.—To have lleft [= D. liefhebben = G. Uebhaben,

etc.], to hold dear; love.

" Hffldite I hym nevere Jie/? ByGod,Iwene
Yet hadde I nevere thyng so lief I" quod she.

Chxmeer, Troilus, m. 869.

n.t re. One beloved; a darling.

Cryseyde, which that is thi lief,

Now loveth the as wel as thow dost hire.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 611.

lief (lef), a&v. [< lief, a.] Gladly; willingly.

Lief is peculiarly used (originally an adjective) in the con-

structions to ham as lief, to ham liefer (had as lief, had
liefer or liever), etc. See under have.

liefkint.re. [Early mod. E. leefehyn, < MD. Uef-

ken (= G. liebchen) ; as lief + -km.'] Darling.

Palsgrave, Acolastus.
liefsomet (lef sum), a. [Also dial. leesome,<

ME. lefsum (= OHG. liebsam); < Uef + -some.]

Agreeable.
So forth I goe apace to see that leefsame sight.

And with a klsse, methinke, I say, welcome my lord, my
knight.

Surrey, Complaint of the Absence of her Louer.

lieftenantt) re. An obsolete form of Ueutenant.

liege (lej), a. and re. [< ME. lege, Uge, Imge,

liege, < OP. Uge, liege = Pr. litge = It. ligio (ML.
reflex Ugiu^, legims), lieg;e, free (AF. seignour

Uge, OF. Uge seignur, uege lord, horns Uge,

liege man, a liege lord being the lord of a free

band, and his liege men privileged free men,
bound to him, but free from other service, even
that of their sovereign); < MHG. ledic, ledec,

free, unhindered, empty, G. ledig, empty, va-
cant, = MLG. ledich, leddich = MD. ledieh, idle,

unemployed, = Icel. Udhugr, free, unhindered
(not found in Goth.); prob. formed (as an adj.

in -ig", E. -^1) on the noun remaining in ME.
lethe, leisure, = MD. *lede, in neg. unUde, busi-
ness, trouble. Cf. AS. unlwde = Goth, unleds,

poor, > unledi, poverty. The history of the word
is incomplete.] I. a. 1. Free; specifically, free
from obligation to service except as witMn ttie

relations of lord and vassal : as, a Uege lord, a
Uege man (correlative terms implying protec-
tion on the one side and service on the other,
as against all other claims).

I schal lone him lelli as my lege brother.
WiUiam of Paleme (E. K T. 8.), 1. 4128.

It hath pleased God to grant us a natural liege king and
lord of our own nation.

Latimer, 1st Sermon bet Edw. VI., 1549.

One would think that by this royal Patent which gave
him Power of Life and Death over the King's liege People,
Sir W. Baleigh should become rectus in curia, and free
from all old Convictions. HaweU, Letters, iL 61.

2. Of or pertaining to the tie reciprocally con-
necting vassal and chief: as, iiegfe vassalage.

—

Liege homage. See Iwmage.—liege lord. See n., 2.—Liege man. See liegeman.
- n. re. 1. A liegeman; a subject; a vassal;
hence, a law-abiding citizen ; a peaceably dis-
posed person: as, to disturb the lieges.

The sowdan and his baronage
And alle his lieges shulde ycristned be.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1 142.
" For kings, and all that are in authority," we may yet

enlarge, and pray for a peaceable reign, true lieges, strong
armies. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 228.

2. A liege lord; one towhom another is bound
in fealty or vassalage; a sovereign lord or feu-
dal superior; a lord paramount.

Most mighty liege, and my companion peera.
Shak., Eich. n., L 8. 93.

And glory to our sovereign liege, King Henry of Kavarre.
Maea/ulay, Ivry.

liegedom (lej'dnm), n. [< liege + -dom.] Al-
legiance. [Bare.]

Sceptre, robe, and crown,
Liegedom and seignorie.

Scott, Bridal of Triermain, iii. 36.

liegeman (lej 'man), n.; pi. liegemen (-men).
[< ME. lege man, leege man, orig. as two words

:

see liege and man.'] A vassal; a subject; one
bound to the service or support of a sovereign
lord.

lientery

He moste tbinke yt is his leege man,
And is his tresour, and his gold in cofre.

Chaucer, Good Women, I. 379.

You shall become true liegemen to his crown.
Shak., 1 Hen. TI., v. i. 128.

liege-poustie (lej'pons'''ti), j4. [< ME. (8c.) Uege

poustee, < OP. liege poustee, free sovereignty:

liege, free; pousUe, < L. potesta(t-)s, power,

sovereignty: see Uege and poustie."] In Scots

law, that state of health in which a person has
fuU power to dispose, mortis causa or otherwise,

of his heritable property.

llegert, »• -^ obsolete form of ledger^.

lien^ (u'en). An obsolete or archaic past par-

ticiple of fel.

lien^ (le'en or li'en, commonly len), n. [< F.

lien, a band, tie, = Pg. ligamen, a hindrance,

band (to marriage), = It. Ugame, a band, tie, <

L. ligamen, a band, < Ugare, bind, tie: see liga-

ment.] 1. In law: (a) The right of a person

having possession of the property of another to

retain it nntU some charge upon it or some de-

mand due him is satisfied; the right to enforce

a charge upon a speotflo thing by withholding

possession from the owner until the charge is

satisfied. A particular lien is a right to retain athingfor

some charge or claim growing out of the identical thing or

connected with it; a general lien is a right to retain the

thing for a general balance either of all accounts between
the parties, without restriction, or of accounts of like

transactions, or in the same line of business. At common
law possession was essential to the existence of a lien;

courts of equity extended the doctrine. Hence— (6) A
right of a creditor to have a debt or charge sat-

isfied by legal proceedings out of specific prop-

erty or its proceeds, irrespective of having pos-

session. Mien c&WsAaa equitable lien. Maritime liens,

the creation of courts of admiralty, are also independent
of possession. So are mechanics liens, given by statute

to mechanics, etc. , for unpaid labor, on real property. See
below.

Hence—2. A claim; occasion of demand; right

to compensation.

The slightest thing will serve, in Italy, for a lien upon
your exchequer. T. B. Mdrieh, Fonkapog to Pesth, p. 44.

Attorney's lien, the right of an attorney, which was es-

tablished on equitable principles by the courts, and ex-

tended in some jurisdictions by statute, to have his com-
pensation satisfied out of the cause of action or the judg-

ment recovered by him, or by retaining his client's papers,

even if this prevented his client from compromising and
settling with the adversary.— CSharglng lien, the right

of an attorney to have a lien created or declared as a
charge upon a fund not in his possession, or upon a judg-
ment or decree recovered by him.—Lten de droit, in

French law, obligation; nexus.— Uedianlc'B lien, a
lien on real property, given by statutes in most of the
United States, to meclmnicB and material-men, for the
price or value of improvements supplied by them, even
though not contracted for directly by the owner. Two sys-

tems exist : in one (of which the law of New York is an
example) the subcontractois and material-men are subro-
gated to the claim of the contractor against the owner,and
may charge the land with liens up to the amount due from
the owner to the contractor ; in the other system (of which
the Pennsylvania law is a leading examples the subcon-
tractors and material-men are given a lien to the amount
of whatth^have furnished, irrespectiveof the state of the
accounts between the owner and the contractor, the theory
of the lawbeing that the contractor is the owner's agent for
thepurpose of employing labor andmateriaL—Retaining
lien, the right of an attorney to retain papers in his pos-
session belonging to a client until his claim against the
client for services has been satisfied.

—

Specific lien, a
lien secnred by a contract or a judgment execution, at-

tachment, or other legal proceeding, fastening it on a spe-
cific thing.—Vendor's liens, a class of equitable liens
arising where a seller conveys land without being paid
the price or taking secnriiy, and is allowed to have the
land resold to raise it.

lien^ (U'en), re.; pL Uenes (li'e-nez). [L.] The
spleen. [Bare.]
Hencnlns (li-eng'ka-lus), n.; pi. UeneuU (-11).

[NL., dim. of L. lien, the spleen: see lierfi.]

One of the small separate masses of splenic
tissue sometimes found about the spleen.
lien-holder (len'hoFder), «. One who holds a
Hen.
lieno-intestinal (li^e-no-in-tes'ti-nal) , a. Per-
taining to the spleen and to the intestine: ap-
plied to avein of the portal system,whichbrings
blood from the spleen and intestine to the liver.

lienomalacia (li^e-no-ma-lar'si-a). n. [NL., <
L. lien, the spleen, + Gr. na/MKia, softness, <
imkaK6q, soft.] In pathol., softening of the
spleen.

lienor (le'nor), n. One who has a lien.
lienteric (li-en-ter'ik), a. [< L. lientericus, <
Gr. Xei£vTeptK6(, lienteric, < Aeievrepia, lientery:
see lientery.] Relating or pertaining to or af-
fected with lientery.

lientery (li'en-ter-i), re. [=F. Uenterie = Sp. It.

Uenterla, < Gr. ?^tevTepia, the passing one's food
without digesting, < Agjof, smooth, + tvrepov,
an intestine: see enteron.] In pathol., a form
of diarrhea in which, from excessive peristal-



lientery

sis, the aliments are discharged undigested,
and with little alteration in either color or sub-
stance.

lieri (li'6r), n. [< ME. Her; < lie^ + -erl. Cf

.

the variant forms Ugger, lidger, ledger^.'] One
who lies down ; one who rests or remains.
He wist not that there were lierg in ambush against him.

Josh, viii. U,

lier^tj "• -Aji obsolete spelling of Mar,

lier**, ». Same as feer7.

lierne (li-6rn'), n. [P. : perhaps for lienne, the
warp-thread in which the woof has not passed,
< lier, < L. lipare, bind : see Ke»2.] In arch., any
rib in vaulting that does not rise from the im-
post, and is not a ridge-rib, but passes from a
boss or intersection of the principalribs to other
secondary ribs. Vaults in whioh such ribs are
employed are called Uerne vaults.

lie-tea (Ix'te), n. [Pidgin-English.] Spurious
or adulterated tea sometimes palmed off or at-

tempted to be palmed ofE on the tea-market by
Chinese dealers, it usually consists of willow or other
leaves, with tea-leaves and broken stems, fired and pre-
pared as genuine tea.

lieu (lii), n. [< P. lieu, OP. liu, lou = Pr. Zwec,

loc=It. loco, luogo,<. L. loous, a place: see locus.'^

Place; room; stead: now only in the phrase in

lieu of, which is equivalent to instead of.

One would think it a very large offer to give so great a
lieu for so small a service. Bp. Andrewee, Sermons, V. 643.

The topmost spire of the mountain was lilies in lieu of
snow. Tennj/eoTif Voyage of Maeldune,

Lieut. An abbreviation of lieutenant as a title.

lieutenancy (lu- or lef-ten'an-si), ».; pi. lieuten-

ancies (siz). {^<.lieutenan(t'j+ -cy.'i 1. The of-

fice, authority, or incumbency of a lieutenant.—Z. The jurisdiction of a lieutenant; a district

or territory over which a lieutenant exercises

authority.

To this purpose were several other congratulations or

addresses to the King (some before, some after this of Mid-
dlesex), viz. from Norwich, from Hereford, from the lAeu-

tenancy of London. Baker, Charles II., an. 1682.

3. Lieutenants collectively. [Rare.]

lieutenant. (Iti- or lef-ten'ant), n. [Formerly
also lieftenani, leftenant; < ME. levetenant, <

OP. lieutenant, P. lieutenant = It. locotenente

< ML. locum tenen{t-)s, one who holds the place

of another: L. locum, aco. of locus, place; te-

nen(t-)s, ppr. of tenere, hold : see lieu and tenant.

Cf . locum-tenens.'] 1 . In general, one who holds

the place of another in the performance of any
duty or function ; one authorized to act in lieu

of another, or employed to carry out his will or

purposes ; the substitute or representative of

a superior.

My syster sone, Sir Mordrede hym selvene,

Salle be my levetetmnte, with lordohipez ynewe,
Of alle my lele lege-mene, that my landez semes.

Jforte Arthure (E. B. T. S.), 1. 646.

Thou Shalt be my Heutenant, monster, or my standard.
Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 18.

3. One who holds an oflce, civil or militstry, in

subordinationto or as the representative of a su-

perior ; an ofacer authorized to perform certain

functions in the absence or under the orders of

another : as, the lieutenant of the Tower of Lon-
don; the lord Ueutenant of Ireland or of an

English county (considered the direct repre-

sentative of the sovereign). Particularly— (a) in

the army, a commissioned officer next in rank below a cap-

tain, and commanding the company in his absence. In

the United States this officer is called first lieutenant, and

has under him a subordinate officer called second lieuten-

ant, (b) In the navy, a commissioned officer next in rank

below a lieutenant-commander in the United States and a

commander in Great Britain, and in both ranking with cap-

tains in the army. In the United States navy the tetmlieii-

tenant (junior grade) has been substituted for the old term

master, ranking with first lieutenants in the army. In the

British navy the corresponding grade is called sw6-(M«-

tenant. In the British navy the lieutenants on boaid a

ship are designated as first, second, third, etc. The term

first lieutenant in the United States navy has been replaced

by exeeutim oMcer. (c) In the early days of the colony ot

Virginia, the chief officer of a county, corresponding some-

what to the lord lieutenant of an English county. Ab-

breviated, as a title, Limt., it.—Field-marshal lieu-

tenant. Seefleld-marshal.— 'Loi&Tleiltenan.t. Seelord.

lieutenant-colonel (lu-ten'ant-k6r nel), n. A
military ofloer next m rani below a colonel,

and in some European armies commonly the

actual commander of a regiment, the colonel-

ship being honorary.
, , , . ,

lieutenant-commander (lu-ten'ant-ko-man-

d6r), n. A commissioned ofleer m the Unitea

States navy, of a grade intermediate between

that of commander and that of lieutenant, and

ranking with a major in the army.

Ueutenant-general (lu-ten'ant-]en'e-r^), ». 1.

A military ofBeer ranking m the United btates

and British armies next below a general. In the
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German army he ranks below a general of infantry and
above a major-general, and commands a division. The only
persons who have hitherto held this rank in the United
States army are Generals Washington, Grant, Sherman,
and Sheridan. Gen. Scott held the rank of brevet lieu-

tenant-general. See general.

2t. In the proprietary government of Maryland,
the deputy ofthe proprietor, who acted as gov-
ernor of the province for him Lieutenant-gen-
eral of the kingdom, a title sometimes held by a regent
of France when there was no recognized king, or when
the king was in a state of disability.

lieutenant-governor (lu-ten'ant-guv'er-nor)

,

n. An officer authorized to perform the func-
tions of a governor in case of the absence, dis-
ability, or death of the latter, or in a subordi-
nate governorship, in the United States the lieuten-
ant-governor of a State has some independent duties, and
is entitled not only to act as governor ad interim, but to
succeed to the office if it becomes vacant during his elec-
toral term. In some parts of the British empire a lieuten-
ant-governor is the actual governor of a district or prov-
ince, under a governor-general or other chief magistrate
of the territory of which it is a part.

lieutenant-governorship (lu - ten'ant - guv' er-
nor-ship), n. [< lieutenant-governor + -ship.']

The office of lieutenant-governor.
lieutenantryt (lu- or lef-ten'an-tri), n. [< Ueu^
tenant + -ry.'] Lieutenancy.

If such tricks as these strip you out of your Ueutenantry.
SML, Othello, ii. 1. 173.

lieutenantship (lu- or lef-ten'ant-ship), n. [<
lieutenant + -sMp.'] The state or office of a
lieutenant ; lieutenancy.
liever (le'ver). Comparative of lief.

lievrite (lev'rit), n. [Named after C. H. Xe-
lidvre, a French mineralogist (1752-1835).]

Same as ilvaite.

life (lif ), n.
;

pi. lives (livz). [< ME. lif, lyf

(dat. fee), < AS. lif, life, = OS. Uf, libh = OPries.

Uf= D. lijf life, body, = MLa. lif= OHG. lib,

Up, life, MHG. lip, life, body, G. Mb, body, =
Icel. lif (also lif,), life, = Dan. liv = Sw. lif,

Ufe, = Goth. *leif (not found ; cf . libains, life,

from the same root, andfairhwus = AS.feorh,
life), lit. 'continuance,' associated with lifian,

live, lit. remain, continue, < *lifan (pret.*Za/, pi.

*lifon, pp. *lifen), in oomp. ieUfan = OS. Uli-

blian = OHG. biMban, MHG. beliben, bliben, G.
bleiben, etc., = Goth, bileiban, etc., remain, be
left (see leave^), akin to Gr. TunapfiQ, persistent,

persevering, MTrapelv, persist, persevere. Hence
in comp. (ori^. phr.) alive, by apheresis live^.^

1. The principle of animate corporeal exis-

tence ; the capacity of an animal or a plant for

self-preservation and growth by the processes

of assimilation and excretion, the permanent
cessation of which constitutes death ; that state

of an animal or a plant in which its organs are

in actual performance of their functions, or are

capable of performing their functions, though
the performance has not yet begun, or has be-

gun but incompletely, or has been temporarily

suspended; vitality.

Deed men he reisid from deeth to lyue.

Hymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

The Lord God . . . breathed into his nostrils the breath

of life; and man became a living soul. Gen. ii. 7.

Noble mother.
Can you kill that you gave life! are my years

Fit for destruction ? Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 4.

Seeing, then, that in all oases we may consider the ex-

ternal phenomena as simply In relation, and the internal

phenomena also as simply in relation, the broadest and
most complete definition of Li/'e will be—The continuous

adjustment of internal relations to external relations.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 30.

Life is the state of an organized being in which it main-

tains, or is capable of maintaining, its structural integrity

by the constant interchange ot elements with the sur-

rounding media. 0. W. Hohnes, Old Vol. ot Life, p. 201.

3. Duration of the animate existence of an in-

dividual; the whole or any period of animate

existence ; the time between birth and death,

or any part of it from a given point till death:

as, life la but a span; to hold office for life.

Mannis lijf here is but a day
Agens the lijf that euere sohal be.

Hymnsto Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

Health and long life to you, Master Silence.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 64.

As men buy Leases, for three lives and downward.
MUtrni, Church-Government, u.. Int.

A life spent worthily should be measured by a nobler

line— by deeds, not years. Sheridan, Duenna, iv. 1.

3. The principle or state of conscious spiritual

existence : as, the life of the soul.

'Tis life, whereof our nerves are scant,

Oh life, not death, for which we pant.

More Jtft, and fuller, that I want.
Tennyson, Two Voices.

life

4. Duration of existence or activity in general;
term of continuance, usefulness, or efficiency

;

the time during which anything lasts, or has
force or validity: as, the lifeot a machine; the

life of a lease ; the enterprise had a short life.

In turning or planing steel the life of the tools used
upon it is greatly increased if it has been thoroughly an-
nealed. C. P. B. Shelley, Workshop Appliances, p. 324.

In London, [electrical] lamps can now be obtained whose
life is guaranteed for a thousand hours. Science, IV. 391.

The life of a rope appears to be about a year and a half.

Bankine, Steam Engine, App., p. 569.

5. The state or condition of being alive ; indi-

vidual manifestation of existence : as, to save
or lose one's Ufe.

And yf they do any trespace wherof may fall peryll of

lyfaailym [etc.].

Charter of London (Ricb. II.), Arnold's Chron., p. 15.

I beg mortality.
Rather than life preserved with infamy.

Shuk., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 5. 83.

6. Embodied vitality; vital force in material
forms; living beings in the aggregate: as, a
high or a low type of Ufe; the absence of life in

the desert.

Full nature swarms with life. Thomson, Spring, 1. 137.

From the life that fills the fiood

To that which warbles through the vernal wood.
Pope, Essay on Man, L 215.

The noise of life begins again.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xil.

7. A corporeal existence ; a living being ; one
who or that which has life; a person: now used
only with reference to persons as lost or saved,
but formerly of a person generally : as, many
lives were lost.

How louynge he is to eche lyf a londe and a watere.
Piers Plowman (C), xvi. 19.

An awful thought, a life removed.
The human-hearted man I loved.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xili.

8. Source or means of living; that which makes
or keeps alive; vivifying principle; an essential

vital element, as food or the blood.

Why, there you touch'd the life of our design.
Shak., T. and C, ii. 2. 194.

Genial Day,
What balm, what life is in thy ray

!

Moore, Lalla Rookh, The Fire-worshippers.

The warm life came issuing through the wound.
Pope, Iliad, iv. 609.

The Lord of all, himself through all diflus'd.

Sustains, and is the life of all that lives.

Cowper, Task, vi. 222.

9. A vital part of the body ; a life-spot or vul-

nerable point.

The boat approached near enough to "set" the hand-
lance into her life, dispatching the animal [a whale] at

a single dart. C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 25.

10. Condition, quality, manner, or course of

living; career: as, high or low, married or sin-

gle life ; to lead a gay Ufe; to amend one's life;

the daily Ufe of a community.
Whan they were alle come, thei ledde alle symple lif

and honeste. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 97.

They litle diffred for their maner of life from the very
brute beasts of the field.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 4.

He hath a daily beauty in his life

That makes me ugly. Shak., Othello, v. 1, 19.

It is like they might have lived here happily enough,
had their inclinations led them to a quiet Life.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 107.

11. In theol., that kind of spiritual existence

whioh belongs to God, is manifested in Christ,

and is imparted through faith to the believer

;

hence, a course of existence devoted to the ser-

vice of God, possessed of the felicity of his fel-

lowship, and to be consummated after death.

I am the resurrection and the life. John xi. 26.

To be carnally minded is death; but to be spiritually

minded is life and peace. Bom. viii. 6.

The soul flows into the human mind, and conveys with
it the Ufe which it receives, without interruption, from
the Lord.
Swedenbarg, Christian Psychology (tr. by Gorman), p. 70.

12. An account of a person's career and ac-

tions; a personal history; a biography: as, Plu-

tarch's Lives; Johnson's Lives of the Poets.

Plutarch, . . . that writes his life.

Tells us that Cato dearly loved his wife.

Pope, Epilogue to Eowe's " Jane Shore."

13. Vivid show of animate existence; anima-
tion; spirit; vivacity; energy in action,thought,

or expression: as, to put life into one's work.

Eem negligenter agit. He goes carelessly about the
matter. He puts no life into the matter. He doth it as
though he cared not whether he did it or no.

Terence in English (1614). (Nares.)

They have no notion ot life and fire In fancy and in
words. Pdton.



life

Eyes of intense life looking out from a weary, beaten
face. George Eliot, Mill on the floss, vii 5.

14. Aa animating force or influence ; anything
that quickens or enlivens; a source of vital
energy, happiness, or enjoyment; hence, that
which is dear as life (in this sense often used
as an epithet of endearment) : as, he was the
life of the company ; his books were his life.

That is the only place of Trade in the Country, and Trade
is the Life of a Chinese. DampieTj Voyages, IL i 15.

And Deborah, my life, grief, yon know, is dry; let ushave
a bottle of the best gooseberry-wine.

Goldgmithf Vicar, xviL

15. The living form and expression; hence,
reality in appearance or representation; living
semblance; actual likeness: as, to draw from
the life; he looks the character to the life.

There was never counterfeit of passion came so near the
life of passion. Shak., Much Ado, iL 3. 110.

I would your lordship did but see how well
This fury doth become you ! it doth shew
So near the life as it were naturaL

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ii. 1.

The Ecce Homo, shut up in a frame of velvet, for the life
and accurate finishing exceeding all description.

Evelyn, Diary, March 1, 1644.

16. An insurance on a person's life ; a life-in-

surance policy.

He renewed two lives which had dropped.
Mrs. Henry Wood, The Channings, I. 243.

A case or matter of life and death, an extremely criti-

cal or pressing case, asoneinwhich life isat stake.

—

Breth-
ren and Clerks of the Common Ufe. See ftrotAer.—
Canonical life. Seeaznoiu(»2.—Change of life. See
cAaTi^e.—Equal decrement of life. See decrement.—
Expectation of life. See expectation.—Var life, (a)
For the whole term of one's existence : as, a pension for
life; estate for life; imprisonment /or Jife. (6) So as to
save, or as if to save, one's life : as, to run for life; to swim
for life.

As from a bear a man would run for life.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 158.

High life. See high.— In life, in the world. [Colloq.]

"Hallo!" responded that gentleman, looking over the
side of the chaise with all the coolness in life.

Dickem, Pickwick, L

Life annuity. See annvHy.— Ufe or lives in l>eing,
in lauj, a phrase used in limiting the power of grantor or
testator to suspend the absolute power of alienation of
property, the general policy of modem law being that such
power siiaU not be saspended by putting propertyin trust
OF otherwise except for a period expressly limited so as
to expire on the decease of the last survivor of specified
persons in being at the time the will or deed takes effect.

In some jurisdictions the limit is two lives or three lives.

—Life of an execution, the period prescribed by law
or by the terms of an execution within wliich it ought to
be returned to the court.— Line Of life, SeeKngS.—Or-
ganic life, (a) That life which is common to all organized
beings, as animals and plants ; life in an ordinary sense.

(6) That life which belongs properly to the most vital or-
gans, as the heart, brain, or lungs : distinguished from the
more vegetative life of the organs of nutrition, for example,
whose functions may be temporarily suspended without
causingdeath.—Stllllife,in art. Siq& stUlriife.—To bring
to life, to restore(that which is apparently dead); revive

;

resuscitate.—To come to life, to revive as from appa-
rent death; be reanimated : as, a drooping plant comes to

life in water.—To the life, so as closely to resemble the
original, as a picture; hence, exactly; perfectly: as, a por-
trait drawn to the We. [Life is us^ in a number of com-
pounds the meaning of which in most cases is sufficiently
obvious : as^ Zife-consumiug, Zt/e-preaerving, etc] = Syn.
Animation, lAfe, Liveliness, etc. See animation.

life (lif), interj. An abbreviation of God's
life, used as an oath: an interjection of impa-
tience.

Life .' had she none to gull but poor promoters?
MiddlOon, Chaste Maid, iL 2.

She once had past that way ; he beard her speak

;

She scared him : life.' he never saw the like.

Tennyson^ Princess, i.

life-and-death (lif'and-deth'), a. Noting a
matter of life or death ; critical ; desperate.

The life-and-deaih struggle between the Sing and the
Commons. Xew Princeton Mev., IV. 145.

life-arrow (lifar'o), n. An arrow carrying a
line or cord, fired from a gun for the purpose
of establishing communication between a ves-
sel and the shore in cases of shipwreck. The
arrow-head has large barbs, so that it may read-
ily catch in the ship's rigging.

life-belt (lif'belt), re. An inflatable belt, gen-
erally of india-rubber, or a belt made of several
pieces of cork fastened together, used to sup-
port the body in the water.

lue-blood (lif'blud), re. and a. I. re. 1. The
blood necessary to life ; vital blood.

Patient the sickening victim eyed
The life-blood ebb in crimson tide
Down his clogg'd beard and shaggy limb.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. a

2. That which is essential to the existence
or strength of something; that which consti-

tutes or gives strength and energy. Also life's-

blood, or, preferably, life's blood.
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Sick now I droop now ! this sickness doth infect

The very lifeUood of our enterprise.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 1. 29.

Begone, sweet life-blood ; if 1 shonld discern

Thyself but touched for my sake, I shonld die.

B. JoTison, Poetaster, iv. 6.

3. In pathol., the more or less constant spas-

modic quivering of the eyelid or lip : also called

lif^s-bhod, live-blood, and cillo.

That curious muscular sensation or quiver, to which the
vulgar give the name of live blood.

B. W. Richardson, Diseases of Modem Life, p. 163.

H. a. Necessary as blood to life ; essential.

[Bare.]

These devout prelates . . . set at nought and trample
under foot all the most sacred and life-blood Laws, Stat-

utes, and Acts of Parliament.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., u.

life-boat (lif'bot), re. A boat constructed for

the special purpose of saving life at sea in

stormyweather, especially in case of shipwreck.
Life-boats are sharp at both ends, and those carried by
ships are light and strong, and of great buoyancy, obtained
either by air-chambers of metal or by cork cylinders un-
der the thwarts. On the coasts of the United States and
Great Britain and of some other countries, life-boats are
stationed at intervals along the shor^ to assist ship-

wrecked seamen. These boats vary in construction, ac-

cording to the nature of the coast. On the sandy sea-coast

of the United States a light suri-boat is used, while on the
shores of the British Isles and on the great American lakes
a much heavier boat is in common use.

life-breath (lif'breth), re. The breath of life;

that which imparts or sustains life ; a vivifying
principle or agency. [Rare.]

The functions of the staff are the army's life^eath.
N. A. Sev., CXXVL 454.

life-buoy (lif'boi), re. See buoy, 2.

life-car (lif'kar), re. A water-tight chamber
used for conveying people ashore from a wreck.
Connection between the shore and the ship is established
by means of a line-throwing gun, and the car is drawn
backward and forward along a guide-rope by means of
cords manned on the wrecked vessel and on shore.

life-cord (lif'kSrd), n. Same as lifestring.

And to the brain, the soul's bed-chamber, went.
And gnaw'd the life-cords there.

Donne, Progress of the SouL

life-cycle (lif'si'kl), re. The whole cycle or se-

ries of vital phenomena exhibited by an organ-
ism in its successive stages of development
from the ovum ; life-history.

life-dayt (lif'da), n. [ME. lyfe-day, lyf-^ay, lif-

dag, < AS. lifdwg, lifetime, < lif, life, + dceg,

i&y, period.] Lifetime.

. Prestes hue menteyneth
To holde lemmanes and lotebyes al here lif-dayes.

Piers Ploteman (C), iv. 188.

life-drop (lif'drop), re. A vital drop ; a drop of
one's heart's blood.

Thou know'st my deeds, my breast devoid of fear.
And hostile life^rops dim my gory spear.

Byron, Nisus and Enryalns, Paraph^se from .^neid, ix.

life-estate (lif'es-tat'), re. An estate the tenure
of which is measured by the duration of a Ufe.
See estate for life, under estate.

Ufe-everlasting (lif'ev-er-las'tiug), re. Cud-
weed or everlasting; the species of the genus
Gnaphalium.

lifefol (lif'ful), a. [< life + -ful.-\ 1. FuU of
life; lively. [Obsolete or archaic]

Tiberios Ufe-fvU eyes and well-fild vaines.
Marston, The Fawne, L 2.

Thus he lifefiiL spake. Reals, Endymion, L

2. Giving life.

like lyfiM heat to nummed senses brought.
Spenser, F. Q., VI li. 45.

life-|iving (lif'giv'ing), a. Giving Ufe or spirit

;

having power to revivify or animate ; inspirit-
ing; invigorating.

Nor on the virtue thought
Of that life-givi-ng plant, but only usmI
For prospect what wen used had been the pledge
Of immortality. Hilton, P. L., iv. 199.

life-guard (lif'gard), re. [= G. leihgarde= Sw.
lifgarde = Dan. livgarde, body-guard.] 1. A
guard of the life or person ; a guard that attends
a prince or other person ; a body-guard, in the
British army the name Life Guards is given to two caval-
ry regiments forming, with the Eoyal Horse Guards, the
Household Brigade^ the body-guard of the sovereign.

And he's kiU'd a' the king's life guards.
He's kni'd them every man 0.

Stveet Wmie and Lady llargerie (Child's Ballads, IL 54).

2. Brushes or some other device placed before
the forward wheels of a locomotive to sweep
small obstructions from the track,

life-history (lif1iis'to-ri), K. Jnbiol: (a) The
series of vital phenomena exhibited by an or-
ganism in the course of its development from
the egg to its adult state. The word refers espe-

life-plant

cially to embryological and subsequent transformations or
metamorphoses, if any occur. It incidentally inclades the
habits, manners, etc., of an organism during the period of

its development^

The life-history of sacb an imaginary individoal, that is

to say, wonld correspond with sJl that was new, all that

could be called evolution or development, in a certain

typical series of individuals each of whom advanced a cer-

tain stage in menbil differentiation.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX 45.

(&) The written description of a life-history;

morphological "natural history."

life-hold (lif'hold), re. Same as life-land.

life-insurance (lif'in-shor'ans), n. See insur-

ance, 1.

life-interest (Uf'in'ter-est), n. An interest or
estate terminating with the life of the person
towhom it belongs.

life-land (lif'land), re. Land held on a lease

for a life or lives. Also called life-hold.

lifeless (lif'les), a. [< ME. lifles, < AS. lifteds

(= OPries. liflas = MLG. liflds = Sw. lifUis =
Dan. livlos) (cf. equiv. D. levenloos, MHG. lebe-

16s, G. leblos, involving another but related

noun), lifeless, < lif, life, -I- leds, E. -less.] 1.

Deprived of life ; dead; also, in a state of sus-

pended animation.
There let his head and lifeless body lie,

Until the queen his mistress bury it.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, iv. 1. 142.

2. Not possessing life ; inanimate; inorganici

as, lifeless matter.
Was I to have never parted from thy side?

As good have grown there still a lifeless rib.

uaum, P. L., ix. 1154.

3. Destitute of power, force, vigor, or spirit;

wanting animation or vital energy; dull;

heavy; inactive; vapid; insipid: as, a lifeless

style of oratory ; lifeless movements.
Description cannot suit itself in words
To demonstrate the life of such a battle [army]
In life so lifeless as it shows itself.

Shak., Hen. v., iv. 2. 54.

4. Destitute of living beings.

Statues finished the lifeless spot with mimic representa-
tions of the excluded sons of men.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, TV. vii

=SJT1, 1. Defunct.— 3. Inert, torpid, sluggish, spiritless,

passive ; flat, frigid, pointless.

lifelessly (lif'les-li), adv. In a lifelessmaimer

;

without vigor; dully; heavily; frigidly.

lifelessness (lif'les-nes), re. The state of be-
ing lifeless; destitution of life, vigor, or spirit;

inactivity.

lifelike (lif 'lik), a. Simulating or resembling
life

;
giving the impression of real Ufe : as, a

lifeWke portrait or narrative.
Ufelikeness (Irt'lik-nes), re. The quaUty of be-
ing lifelike ; simulation of real life.

An absolute lifelikeness of expression.
Poe, Oval Portrait.

life-line (lif'lin), re. Ifaut. : (a) Arope stretched
anywhere on a vessel for the safety of the men
inbad weather orwhen theyaremanningyards

:

in the latter case it is stretched from the ma.st
to the lift, (ft) One of several lines attached
to a Ufe-buoy or life-boat, to enable a person
in the water to reach the boat or buoy more
readily.

lifelodet, re. [ME. Hflode, lyflode; < life + todei.

Hence, by confusion, the present form Uveli-

feoo(i2.i Conduct of life ; means of living ; sup-
port; sustenance.

This foule syn, accidie, is eek a fnl greet enemy to the
lifelode of the body. Chancer, Parson's Tale.

The Erth mynystrethe to us 2 thinges ; oure Liflode,
that comethe of the Erthe that wee lyve by, and oure Se-
pulture aftre oure Dethe. MandeviOe, Travels, p. 293.

lifelong (Uf'long), a. [< life + long\ Gt. line-

long, an older form of the same word.] Last-
ing or continuing through lite : as, a lifeUmg
struggle with poverty ; a lifelong friend.

lifelyt, a. and adv. An obsolete form of lively.

life-mortar (lif'mdr'tar), n. A mortar for
throwing a rocket with"a rope attached over a
ship in distress near the shore.

lifent, ». t. An obsolete form of liven.

life-pffice (lif'of'is), re. An office whetts the
business of life-insurance is transacted.
life-peer (lif'per), n. A peer whose peerage
lapses at his death, not being hereditary. See
lord of appeal in ordinary, under lord.
life-peerage (lif'per'aj), re. A peerage con-
ferred only for the period of the recipient's
Ufe.

life-plant (lif'plant), n. A plant of the genus
BryophyUum (B. calydnum aad B. proliferum),
belonging to the Crassulacea. The leaf emits
roots when laid on damp earth.



Life-preserver.

life-preserver

life-preserver (lif'pre-z6r"v6r), n. 1. An ap-
paratus of various lorms, as a buoyant jacket
or belt, or a complete dress, de-
signed for the preservation of the
lives of persons who, feom ship-
wreck or other cause, are com-
pelled to trust themselves to the
water.— 3. A weapon, as a pis-
tol, or specifically a short stick
with a loaded head, used for de-
fense against assailants.

lifer (li'ffer), n. One who receives
or has received a sentence of pe-
nal servitude for life. [Slang.]

They know what a clever lad he is ; he'll be a lifer;
they'll make the Artful nothing less than a lifer.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xlii.

Lifers cannot claim any remission, hut their cases are
brought forward at the end of twenty years, and consid-
ered on their merits. Encye. Brit., XIX. 766.

life-raft (lif'raft), ». Naut., a raft-Uke construc-
tion designed to save life in case of shipwreck.
That in most general use is composed of two water-tight
cylinders of wood or metal, or of inflated india-rubber, con-
nected by a wooden framework, and furnished with appli-
ances for rowing and teering.

life-rate (lif'rat), n. The rate of payment on
, a policy of life-insurance.

life-rendering (lif'ren"der-ing), a. Yielding up
life. [Bare.]

To his good friends thus wide I'll ope my arms,
And, like the kind life-rendering pelican,
Kepastthem withmy blood. SAa4., Hamlet, iv. 5.148.

life-rent (lif'rent), n. A rent which one is en-
titled to receive for life, usually for support;
a right which entitles a person to use and en-
joy property during life, without destroying or
wasting it.

life-renter (lif'reh'ter), n. A person who en-

joys a life-rent.

llfe-rentrix (lifren'triks), n. A woman who
enjoys a life-rent.

Lady Margaret Bellenden, . . . life-rentrix of the bar-

ony of Tillietudlem. Scott, Old Mortality, il.

life-rocket (lif'rok"et), n. A rocket used to

convey a rope to a vessel in distress, so as to

establish communication between it and the
shore.

liferoot (lif'rot), n. The golden ragwort, Sene-

cio aureus: so named on account of supposed
vulnerary and other properties.

life-saving (lif salving), a. Designed to save
life ; especially, designed to save those who are

in danger of drowning— Life-saving apparatus,
all the materials, tools, and appliances used for the rescue
of human life endangered by shipwreck or by Are, such as

life-boats, wreck-ordnance, line-carrying projectiles, shot-

lines, faking-boxes, life-cars, breeches-buoys, transporta-

tion-carts, lile-buoys, life-preservers, hawsers, whip-lines,

etc.—Life-saving gun, a light piece of ordnance used to

shoot line-carrying projectiles from the shore to vessels in

distress, to establish communication between them and
the shore.—Llfe-savlng mortar, a small mortar fitted

for throwing a hooked projectile with a line attached

from the shore to a ship. See life-saving service.— Life-

saving projectile, a projectile which is used for the

rescue of human life imperiled by fire or shipwreck.

—Llfe-aavlng service, an organization for saving the

lives of persons shipwrecked within reach of aid from the

shore ; in the United States, a division of the Treasury De-
partment of the national government, having stations at

short intervals along the shores of the ocean and the great

lakes, provided with crews and life-saving appliances of

all kinds. Similar organizations in other countries are

chiefly maintained by voluntary private agencies.

life's-blood (lifs'blud), n. See Ufe-hlood, 2 and 3.

life-shot (lifshot), n. A shot or bullet carry-

ing a line, used in the same way and for the

same purpose as a life-rocket.

life-sigpal (lif'sig"'nal), n. In alife-savingbuoy,

a device for producing an inextinguishable

chemical light, which is kindled automatically

by the cutting loose of the buoy.

life-size (lif siz), a. Of the same size as the

(living) object portrayed.

The Eoman senate decreed that his life-size statue should

be sculptured and set up upon the Capitoline.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. lix.

lifesome (lif'sum), a. [< life + -some.'] -Ani-

mated; gay; lively. [Bare.]

I wish for your sake I could be
More lifesome and more gay.

Coleridge, Three Graves.

life-spot (lif'spot), n. In "whaling, the vulner-

able point behin,d the fln into which the lajice is

thrust to reach the "life" and kill the whale.

lifespring (Uf'spring), ». The spring or source

of me ; anything regarded as essential to the

sustentation of the life of either the body or the

soul. Imp. Diet.

lifestring (lif'string), n. A nerve or string m
the bodyimagined to be essential to life ; henee,

in the plural, the essential supports of life.
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Breaking thy veines and thy life-stringes w' like pain &

grief. Sir T. Mare, Works, p. 77.

These lines are the veins, the arteries,
The undecaying lifestrings of those hearts. Datml.

life-table (lif'ta"bl), n. A statistical table
exhibiting the probable proportion of persons
who will live to reach different ages.

life-tenant (Uf'ten"ant), n. The ovmer of a
life-estate; one who'holds lands, etc., for the
term of his own or another's life.

lifetime (liftim), n. The time that one's life

continues; duration of life.

And that Cuppe the Sone schalle kepe to drynken of,

alle his lif tyme, in remembrance of his Fadir.
MavAemlle, Travels, p. SIO.

Let me for this life-time reign as king.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 1. 171.

life-weary (lif'wer"i), a. Tired of life; weary
of living.

Let me have
A dram of poison, . . .

That the l^e-weary taker may fall dead.
Shak., E. and J., v. 1. 62.

life-work (lif 'w6rk), n. The work of a lifetime

;

the employment or labor to which one's life is

or has been devoted.
liflodet, n. - See lifelode.

liflyt, adv. An obsolete form of lively.

lifti (lift), n. [< ME. lift, luft, lyft, < AS. lyft

= OS. luft = D. lucht = MLG. luclit, luft, LG.
luft = OHQ-. MHa. G. luft = Icel. lopt (pron.

loft) = Dan. Sw. luft = Goth, lufttis, the air,

the sky: the orig. Tout, word for ' air,' and not
found outside of Tout. Hence, through Seand.

,

lift^, loft, lofty, aloft, etc.] The air; the atmo-
sphere ; the sky ; the heavens. [Now only prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

When the lift grew dark, and the wind blew loud.
And gurly grew the sea.

Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, III. 164).

It is the moon, I ken her horn.
That's blinkin' in the lift sae hie.

Burns, Oh, Willie Brew'd a Feck o' Maut.

lifts (lift), V. [< ME. Uften, lyften (pret. lift,

'JZ/O; < leel. lypta (pron. lyfta) (= Sw. lyfta =
Dan. lofte, lift, MHG. G. luften), lift, air, lit.

'raise in air,' < lopt (pron. l(tft) = Sw. Dan. luft

= MHG. G. luft = AS. lyft, lift, the air: see
lift^.2 1. trans. 1. To move or heave upward
in space ; bring to a higher place or position

;

raise ; elevate : often followed by up : as, to lift

a stone from the ground : to lift up one who has
fallen.

Whan he was upon his Coursere, and wente to the Cas-
telle, and entred in to the Cave, the Bragoun lifte up hire
Hed azenst him. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 24.

He lift up his spear against eight hundred.
2 Sam. xxiii. 8.

He rises on the toe ; that spirit of his
In aspiration lifts him from the earth.

Shak., T. and C, iv. 5. 16.

2. To bring to a higher degree, rank, or con-
dition ; make more loftjr or considerable ; ele-

vate ; exalt ; raise to a high or a higher pitch or
state of feeling, as the voice, the mind, etc.

In those means which he [God] by law did establish as
being fittest unto that end, for us to alter any thing is to

lift up ourselves against God, and as it were to counter-
mand him. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 10.

His [Joseph's] envious brethrens treacherous drift

Him to the Stern of Memphian State had lift.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

And Jacob . . . lifted up his voice, and wept.
Gen. xxix. 11.

I/ifted at length, by dignity of thought
And dint of genius, to an affluent lot.

Cawper, Table-Talk, I. 676.

I remember Penn before his accusers, and Fox in the
bail dock, where he was lifted up in spirit, as he tells us,

and the Judge and the Jury became as dead men under
his feet. _ Larrib, Elia, p. 64.

3. To keep elevated or exalted ; hold up ; dis-

play on high : as, the mountain lifts its head
above the clouds.

We saw
The long-roofed chapel of King's College lift

Turrets and pinnacles in answering files.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iii.

And, in dark firmaments of leaves.
The orange lifts its golden moons.

Lowell, An Invitation.

4. To take away; steal. BeeUftS. [CoUoq.]—
5. Iamining,sa,mea,sdraw,SO.— 6. To gather;

collect: as, to K/* rents.— 7+. Tocarve(aswan).
Lyft that swanne. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 266.

8t. To bear ; support.

So downe he fell, that th' earth him underneath
Did grone, as feeble so great load to lift.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xi. 64.

9. In golf, to take (a ball) out of a hazard and
drop or tee it in conformity with the rules.

—

lift

To lift one's graith. See graith.—To lift one's hair,
to scalp one. [Slang, western U. S.]— To lift the crib,
in the Great Lakes fisheries, to gather in the netting of a
crib or bowl of a pound-net ; haul the pound, as would be
said in New England.—To lift up the eyes, to look

;

raise the eyes ; direct one's eyes, or, figuratively, on'e's

thoughts.

I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence
Cometh my help. Ps. cxxL 1.

To lift up the bead, to rejoice or exult.

Then look up, and lift up your heads; for your redemp-
tion draweth nigh. Luke xxi. 28.

To lift up the horn, in Scrip., to vaunt one's self; be-
have arrogantlyo

I said unto the fools. Deal not foolishly ; and to the
wicked. Lift not up the horn. Ps. Ixxv. 4.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Hoist, Heave, etc. See raise.

H. intrans. 1. To raise or endeavor to raise
something; exert the strength for the purpose
of raising something.
The mind, by being engaged in a task beyond its

strength, like the body strained by lifting at a weight too
heavy, has often its force broken. Locke.

2. To rise or seem to rise ; disappear in the air

:

as, the fog lifts.

No gladlier does the stranded wreck
See thro' the gray skirts of a lifting squall
The boat that bears the hope of life approach.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. Naut., to shake lightly in the wind: said of
a sail when the wind blows on its edge at too
small an angle to fill it To lift for dealing, in
card-playing, to draw or cut for deal. Halliwdl.

Iift2 (lift), n. [< Uft'^, v.] 1 . The act or manner
of lifting or raising; a raising or rising up ; ele-

vation.

In races it is not the large stride or high lift that makes
the speed. Bacon, Dispatch (ed. 1887).

A lift of the fog favored us at last, and we ran into the
little harbor. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 16.

Paris had received one ol those momentary lifts of which
she went through several before her final exaltation.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 8.

Some boughs of the maples were beginning to lose the
elastic upward lift of their prime, and to hang looser and
limper with the burden of their foliage,

Howells, Annie Kilburn, xv.

2. Assistaneeby, orbymeans of, lifting; hence,
assistance in general; a helping hand: as, to
give one a lift (a help on one's way) in a wagon.
Much watching of Louisa, and much subsequent obser-

vation of her impenetrable demeanour, which keenly
whetted and sharpened Mrs. Sparsit's edge, must have
given her, as it were, a lift in the way of inspiration.

Dickens, Hard Times, ii. 10.

A lady in a dog-cart warned us of rain, and offered us a
lift, which we refused heroically.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 945.

3. Arise; degree of elevation; extent of rise,

or distance through which anything is raised.

All of these valves have cages in which they work and
which also act as stops, which prevent them from rising
from their seats further than a certain distance. This
distance is called their lift, and the successful working of
the pumps depends verymuch on the amount of lift which
the valves have. Forney, Locomotive, p. 117.

Here and there in the land were sharp lifts where rocks
cropped out, making miniatui'e cliffs overhanging some
portions of the brook's course. The Century, XXXI. 108.

Specifically— (a) The extent of rise in a canal-lock : as, a
lyt of ten feet. (6) In mining: (1) The distance from one
level to another. (2) The distance through which the pes-
tle of an ore-stamp rises and falls.

4. A rise in state or condition; promotion;
advancement : as, to get a lift in the army for

bravery.— 5. Elevation of style or sentiment;
action of lifting or elevating, as the mind.
[Bare.]

The voice of the orator ceased, and there was perfect si-

lence. It seemed as if it could never be broken. Ih^lift
was altogether too great for immediate applause.

Joiiah Quinsy, Figures of the Past, p. 109.

6. Anythingwhich assists in lifting, orbywhich
objects are lifted. Specifically— (o) A hoisting-ma-
chine or other device for raising or lowering persons or
things vertically from a lower to a higher level or vice
versa. (See elevator, 4.) A lift in a canal is a large ma-
chine-elevator sometimes used instead of a lock.

The Times establishment is altogether too conservative
to introduce elevators except in their publication depart-
ment, where the lifts are employed for carrying the forms
up and down and for similar heavy work.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 110.

An elaborate arrangement of lifts by which actors can
suddenly appear or vanish through the stage floor.

Encyc. Bril., XXHI. 226.

(6) In mining, a set of pumps.
The separate pumps in an engine-shaft are placed one

above another ; each set constitutes a li^. and the water is

raised from the sump or fork to the surface by several
repetitions of the same process.

Callon, Lectures on Mining (tr. Le Neve Foster and
[Galloway), II. 360,

(c) A handle, knob, or other device attached to windows
and window-blinds to afford a hold in raising or lowering
them. Car-Builder's Diet, (d) One of the steps or grooves
of a cone-pulley. The speed of the hoist is varied by
changing the belt from lift to lift, (e) The long stock or
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rod of a deep well-pump. (/) In a ship's rigging, one of lifting (lU'ting), n. [Verbal n. of Ufi^, V.} 1.
the ropes connecting the ends of a yard with a masthead r^he act of raising or rising,
or cap. By means of such ropes the yards are squared or " t^

v- j J^-»i,
• ^ •.-.- -^ .- .- , .

.'^. , 'I , , . "1 ... A summer bird, which . sings
'
Sliat., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 4.The Vfling up of day.

2. A lift; aid; assistance. [Kare.]

I cannot forheardoing tliat author the Justice of my pub-

lic acknowledgments for the great helps andi^wiOTl had

out of his incomparable piece. Swift, Tale of a Tub, v.

St. An attempt; a tentative attack. Dames.

There had been some Ufiingi at him in the Court by Sir

John Cooli, who had informed against him to the Lord

Treasurer then being. Eeylin, Life of Laud, p. 180.

trimmed—that is, brought into and held in a position at
right angles with the mast, (g) A machine for exercising
the body by the act of lifting. Also called lifting-ma-
chine and health-lift (A) In a lathe and in otlier machine-
tools, any one of the ledges, flats, or grooves on or in the
periphery of the headstock-pulley, and of a similar pulley
of the slmft or countersliaft from wliich power is taken.
These lifts are so proportioned and arranged that shifting
the belt from a lift of a given diameter to one of a smaller
diameter on the headstock-pulley compels it to be also
shifted from a lift of smaller to one of larger diameter on
the countershaft-pulley. Thus several definite clianges ,.„.. , „.„,,. , .. n it „ ir^itti^^i^
of speed of rotation may be obtained with the same belt. liftmg-Dar (lif'ting-l)ar), n. J- i^ a Kmiimg-
7. That wMeh is lifted or is to be lifted. Spe- maehuie, a horizontal bar which, moving par-

ciflcaUy— (a) A weight to be raised : as, a heavy lift. (6) allel to itself and vertically, systematically and
A gate without hinges, wliich must be lifted up in order gimultaneonslvraises the iacks.—2. Inthe Jac-
to remove or open it. In some parts of England and the ,. „ s ^ ^\^i^\^ ^^'^maa a-nA -raint^n thfi,
United States the projecting ends of the hlSs are let into quard loom, a bar which carries ana raises me
mortise-holes in the posts, into and out of which the gate lifting-jaCKS,
must be lifted. Also caUed lift-gate, lifling-gaie. lifting-blade (lif'ting-blad), n. In the Jacquard
8. In a boot or shoe, one of the thicknesses of loom, an iron mle-Uke blade or plate which re-

leather which are pegged together to form the ceives the lifting-wires when they are raised,

heel; aheel-Uft—Dead lift, (a) A lift made in the lifting-bridge (lif'ting-brij), ». A drawbridge
mostdifflcnltcircumstance8,asof adeadbody; adirectlift +i,„ whole or a section of which may be raised
without the assistance of leverage or any other mecliani- , j 4.„ „i„„, h,q ot^ooo Tioxioath it
cal appliance, (ft) A last resort! a desperate emergency. ,

t/ one end to clear the space beneatn it.

The physician lijfting-day (M'tmg-da), ». Ea^er Monday or

Helps ever at a dead lift. Tuesday. See heamng-days. [I'rov. Jing.J
Beau. andFl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 1. lifting-dOg (Uf'ting-dog), n. In moch., 3, de-

Here is some of Hannibal's medicine he carried always vice in the nature of a pawl, clutch, or gnpper,
in the pommel of his sword, for a dead lift. ^y thg action of which a lifting movement is

SAiriey, Maid's Eevenge,iii 2.
effected. See do^.

On the lift, on the point of leaving; ready to depart; in Hf+Sno'.D'atpflLf'tine'-eati.M. Sajne as Uft^, 7 (l).
aflgurative sense, at the point of death. [Southern IT. S ] ™|:|^^ M'Slr n. H steam-boiler

li^^^^^Zf^'^^S.tt^'^^V^^^"^^- ^th^al intkor^^osed safety-valve, the

self for citizenship. Flush Times of Alabama, mechanism for hfting the valve trom its seat.

De ole ox is done took sicls, and JBtmde lift.

C. D. Warner, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 486.

Topping-lift (naut.), a rope used to support or raise the
outer end of a spanker-boom ora lower studdingsail-boom.

lifts (lift), V. [Commonly supposed to be ult.

akin to Goth, hlifan, steal {>hliftus, a thief), =
L. clepere = Gr. iMir-T-eiv (aor. pass, k^jt^oj),
steal (see cleptomania, Mepht). Bat the word is

not found in this sense in ME. or AS., and this

In one form of this gear the principal parte are a lever of

the second order, a rod connected with the lever and the

valve proper, and a screw passing tlirough a nut in the side

of the boiler and swiveled to the lever, by which the latter

is actuated. In another form the lever is actuated by a
rod passing out through a stufBng-box, and provided with
a lifting-handle.

lifting-hitch (Hf'ting-hich), n. A hitch adapt-

ed for sUnging an object by a rope, so that it

can be hoisted.

Same

fact and the associations of the word make it lifting-jack (lif'ting-jak), n. A form of jack

clear that lif&, remove, take away, steal, is sim- adapted JEor lifting. See jack\ 11 (6).

ply a use of ijf«2, raise: see Zi/«2.] l. trans. To lifting-machine (lif'ting-ma-shen'), n.

remove surreptitiously; take and carry away; as health-lift.

steal
;
purloin : as, to lift cattle. Ufting-piece (lif'ting-pes), n. A device for rais-

Common thief! . . . Nosuch thing; Donald Bean Lean ,ing the hammer of a clock in striking,

never lifted less than a drove in his life ; ... he thatJ<fts lifting-rod (111 tmg-rod), n. In a steam-engine
a drove from a Sassenach laird is a gentleman drover. with puppet-valves, a rod which, receivinK mo-

Scott, Waverley, xviii. • -*^ ^^- ,',... .' .. P .,

The cut in question is lifted from the pages of the Sci-
tion from the rock-shaft, imparts motion to the
lifter of a puppet-valve.

n.t intrans. To practise theft; steal.

The lifting law, says Dekker, "teachetha land of lifting

of goods cleane awaye."

entific American, but I suspecttliat its reputed author in ,.-(.. „ jt™. A:4j/*4 i «\ *. a '«.^«+«;.«.«««.x
turn lifted It from the pag^ of the Engineer. llfting-SCreW (M ting-skro), n. A contrivance

The Engineer, LXV. 424. for raisingweight bymeans of a screw ; a jack.

lifting-set (Uf'ting-set), TO. A series of pumps
by which water is raised from the bottom of a
mine by successive lifts. M. H. Knight.

Bdman of London (1608). ^HaUiwett.) liftlng-tOngS (lif'ting-tdngz), n. sing, and pi. A
One other peculiar virtue you possess, in lifting, or form of tongs with concave jaws for grasping

leiger-du-main. B. Jonsfm, Cynthia's Bevels, L 1. and lifting crucibles.

lift*! (lift), n. [< Uft^, f.] A thief. Davies. lifting-'wire (lit'ting-wir), n. In the Jacquard
Though you be crossbites, foys, and nips, yet you are not loom, one of the wireswhichformthe patternby

good lifts : which is a great h^pe to your ^ulty, to filch operating the warp-threads,
aboultof sattoiorvelvet

.„ttt oo„^ Uft-latch (lift'laeh), re. A door-fastening con-
Greene, moves Falling Out (H^L ilisc.. Vm. 389).

^j^^j ^^\ j^^^j^ ^J^^j^ -^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^
lift*t, o- An obsolete form of left'^. knob.
liftable (lif'ta-bl), a. [< lift^ + -able.'] Ca- uft-lo'ck (litt'lok), n. A canal-lock which lifts
pable of being lifted. a boat confined in it by flotation from one level

lift-bridge (lift bng), n. A bridge which may to a higher level when water is allowed to flow
be raised to admit of the passage of a boat, jj^to the lock.
Such bridges are sometimes used upon canals, when the nftn„™„ nift,'TiTnnT>> « Ativ TmmT< thnt ia
roadway is but alittle higher than the water-leveL JUlr^pimip tiirc pump;, TO. .any pump mat is

lifteri (Uf'ter), n. [< li/V + -erK] 1. One who ,?ot/ force-pump.

lifts or raises anything. lift-tenter (liftWt«r),«. In macfe. the gov-

nr A -t 1 . A *!,„ 7.-<»— „f ™„ emor of a windmill that is employed in dnv-
^
Thou, Olxird, art . . . my glory, and the Z^fifer up ofmy ^ grfnding-stones, designed to regulate the

r. rrn, t !,„ „„„ „* „i,;„T, o„™o+i,i„.» ;= liffo,^ . distance between the upper and the lower
2. Thatbymeans of which somethii^is lifted,

according to the velocity.
an instrument or contrivance for Mtmg^s a

^^.^^^^^ (liffwai), to. The eross-waU of a loek-
ho^tmg-ap^aratus or elevator, a curved arm m ^^^^T^er in a canal.
a steam-engme for hftii^ the puppet-valve au- ^ (jj ) ^.i. Anobsoleteordialectalformof iieL
tomatically a bucket-wheel for racing pulp m Jg^^^t (lig'a-ment), to. [< P. ligaments 8p.

ofTsto^e'tc
""^ "|™^.to,%a«eiito =Pg; It, l^amento, < l!

lifter^ (Uf'ter),' n. [< UftS -f -erl.] A thief;

one who lifts a thing for the purpose of purloin-

ing it. In the quotation from Shakspere the word is

used pnnningly, Troilus having been praised for his power
in lifting.

Is he so young a man, and so old a lifter?

Shale, T. and C, i. 2. 129.

I am dead at a pocket, sir : why, I am a lifter, master,^my occupation. Greene, James IV.^ iiL

lift-gate (lift'gat), n. Same as lift^, 7 (h,.

lift-hammer (lift'ham'^r), «. A form of tilt-

hammer in which the alternate action of a
spring in raising the hammer, and of the foot in
the opposite direction through treadle-mecha-
nism, imparts the blow in forging. See Oliver.

ligamentiim, a tie, band, < Jigare, bind. Gf.

lien^.] 1. A conneetingtie or band; anything
that binds objects or their parts together; any
bond of union, material or immaterial.
Common and described prayers are the most excellent

instrument and act and ligament of the communion of
saints. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 284.

I find here a man, awoman, a child, amongst whom and
myself there exist the closest ligaments.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, iv.

2. Specifically—(a) Inanat, a band of connec-
tive tissue serving to bind one part to another.
Most ligaments have a particular shape, site, and office^

and consequently receive special names. See phrases fol-
lowing. (6) Inconcfe.,abandof uncaleifiedchit-
inous eutieular substance which unites the

llgamentary

valves of a bivalve shell, it la usually elastic, and
so disposed that when the valves are closed it is either

compressed or put upon the stretch, in either of which
opposite cases it antagonizes the action of the adductor

muscles and tends to divaricate the valves.

Conchologists commonly draw a distinction between an
internal and an external ligament; but, in relation to the

body of the animal, all ligaments are external, and their

intemality or externality is in respect of the Unge-line,

or the line along which the edges of the valves meet.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 406.

Acromioclavlcnlar Ugajuents, alax Usaments, an-
nular ligament. See the adjectives.—Annular llga-

ment of the stapes, the capsular ligament connecting

the foot of the stapes with the margin of the fenestra ova-

lis.—Arcuate ligament. See arciuite.—Atlo-azoid
ligament. See otto-aawMi.—Broad ligament, (a) Of the

liver, the felcilorm or suspensory ligament, consisting of

two layers of peritoneum, passing between the liver and
the diaphragm, (ft) Of the uterus, the fold of peritonemn

which extends from the uterus to the pelvis on either side.

—Bnms'B or Hey'S ligament, the upper border of the

saphenous opening in the fascia lata of the thigh; the

femoral ligamentorfalciform process. Also called/entonii!

ligament of Hey.

—

Camper's ligament. See tnanmOar
ligament oftIieurethra,tmder triangular.—CAVsaiaxuear
ment. See cajimtor.— Central ligament. See central.—

Check-ligaments, two stout fibrous cords, one on each

side, passmg from the occipital condyles and margin of tlie

foramen magnum to the odontoidprocess of the axis, thus

limiting or checking the rotation ofthe head upon the axis.

Also called lateral or alar odontoid ligaments.- Wiaxy,
conoidal, coraco-acromlal, coracoclavicnlar, cora-
cohiuneral ligament. Seethe adjectives, and cut under
*)j««-j'i>t»i«.— Coracold ligament, a fiin-ous band convert-

ing the suprascapular notch into a foramen.— Coronary,
costocollc, cotyloid, cmdal ligaments. See the adjec-
tives.—^Deltoidl^ament, the internallateralligamentof
the ankle-joint.—Falciform ligament. Beefalt^orm.-
Femoral ligament of Hey. Same as Burmfs ligament.—
Gastrosplenic ligament. Seegastrosplerae.-Qiwiba-
nat's ligamentTthat portion of Poupart's ligament which
is reflected along the Uiopectineal line.— Glenoid llga^

ment, a fibrocartilaginous band surrounding the glenoid

fossaof the scapula.—Hey'S ligament. 8ameasBKnw'»
ligament.—Myo-epiglotllo, Iliofemoral, lliolnmhar,
intermnscularligaments. Seethe adjectives.—liga-
ment of Winslow, the principal ligament of theback of

the laiee-joint, largely derived from expansions of the ten-

dons of muscles, especially of the semimembranosus.

—

Ligament of ^^titi, a fibrous band attached to the border
of the optic foramen, whence the recti muscles of the eye-

ball arise.—Ligaments Of the diaphragm. See dia-

^^a^m.—Lumbosacral ligament. See«fmfto«zcraZ.—

Mucous ligament, a ligament traversing the synovial

cavity of the knee from the anterior wall of the synovial

membrane to the intercondylar notch of the femur.—Hu-
chal ligament. See ligamentum nuchas, under liganien-

tum.— Odontoid ligaments. See c*«ci-%a»n«7i&.—Or-
bicular ligameilt, a circular hand of fibers confining the
head of the radius in the lesser sigmoid cavity of the ulna.

— Fonpart's ligament,
the thickened lower border
of the aponeurosis of the
external oblique muscle of
the abdomen, continuous
with the fascia lata of the
thigh, extending from the
anterior superior spinous
process of the nium in the
line of the groin tothe spine
of the OS pubis ; the crural
arch, beneathwhich emerge
the great vessels and nerves
of the front of the thigh,
and just abovewhich is the
inguinal canal for the sper-
matic cord, or for the round
ligament of the ntems.

—

Bhombold ligament, the
costoclavicular ligament.

—

Bound Iteament. (a) Of
thehip,a short, stout fibrous
cord connecting the cavity
of the acetabulum with the
depression uponthesnmm it

of the head of the thigh-bone. (6) Of the liver, the imper-
vious cord formed by the umbilical vein, passing from the
navel tothe under surface of the liver, (e) Of the uterus, a
rounded cord on each side between the layers of the broad
ligament, passing from the npper part of the womb to the
internal abdominal ring and thence throngli the inguinal
canal to the labia majora, consisting of fibrous, areolar, and
gome muscular tissue, with vesselsand nerves inclosed in a
fold ofperitoneum. It corresponds in part to the spermatic
cord of the male.—Stellate ligaments, the anterior cos-

tovertebral ligaments.—Stylwiyold Itgamfflit, the rep-
resentative in man of the epihyal bone of some mammals,
situated between the stj-lohyal and ceratoiiyai elements of
the hyoidean arch.— Suspensory ligament, (o) Of the
liver. See broad ligament (a). (6) Ofthe mammae, processes
of tbe superficial thoracic fascia entering and supporting
these glands, (c) Of the penis, the fibrous attachment of
the root of the organ to the symphysis pubis, id) Of the
spleen, a fold of peritoneum connecting the spleenwith the
diaphragm.—Tarsal ligament. BeepalfSralUgament,
under palpebral.— Transverse ligament of the atlas,
a stout cord extendingacross the ring of the atlas, and hold-
ing the odontoid process of the axis in place. Its mpture,
as inhanging, causes instantdeathfrom impactof the odon-
toid process upon tbe mednlla oblongata.— Trapezoid
ligament, the squarish portion of the acromioclavicu-
larligaments—VeslcO-nmUlicalligament, the nracbns.
—T-ligament of Bigelov, the lower toAeA part of tbe
iliofemoral ligament.

ligamenta, ». Plural of ligamentum.
ligamental (lig-a-men'tal), a. [< ligament +
^1.1 Same as ligamentous. [Bare.]
ligamentary (lig-a-men'ta-ri), a. [< ligament
+ -ary.'] Same as ligamentous.

Left Innomiiiate Bone of Biia&.

showing ff, Pouparfs ligament;
//. ilium; Is, iscluum; Pe, pulns;
A, acetatnilum.



ligamentons

Ugamentous (lig-a-men'tus), a. [= F. Uga-
menteux = 8p. Pg. It. Ugamentoso; as ligament
+ -ous. ] Of or pertaining to a ligament ; com-
posing a ligament: as, ligamentous tissue; a
ligamentous connection or attachment.
ligamentously (lig-a-men'tus-li), adv. By
means of a ligament."
Being also connected ligamentaudy with the scapulae.

Eruyc. Brit., XVI. 609.

ligamentum (lig-a-men'tnm), ».; pi. ligamenta
fta). [L. : see ligament.^ A ligament. The
names of the ligaments here given are commonly written
in the Latin form.—Ligamenta subflava, the yellowish
elastic ligaments connecting the laminse of vertebrss with
one another.—Ligamenta Taglnalla, the sheathing liga-
ments, strong fibrous bands which form sheaths for the
flexor tendons of the fingers and toes.

—

Llgamentum
Botalll. See duetuB BotaUi.nnier ductus.—Ligamentum
dentatum or dentlculatum, a narrow serrated fibrous
band on each side of the spinal cord, separating the anterior
from the posterior roots of the spinal nerres.-Llgamen-
tum mucoBum, a mucous ligament.—Llgamentum
nuebse, a mass of yellow elastic fibrous tissue in the me-
dian line of the back of the neck of many animals, as the

Llgamentum Nuchae of the Ox (shown by the shaded part ofthe figure).

ox, serving by its elasticity to assist in the support of the
head. It is rudimentary or wanting in man, m whom it

is represented merely by an aponeurosis. It is readily
seen in a neck of lamb as served on the table ; called by
butchersfa/iewax,Jixfax, pctekwax,paxwax, paoeywaxy,whit-
leather, etc.—Llgamentum patellae, the ligament of the
kneepan, the tendon of insertion of the great extensor
muscles which lie upon the front of the thigh.—Llga-
mentum pectlnatum iridls,the connection of the cir-

cumference of the iris with the cornea.

—

Llgamentum
SPlTale,the spiral ligament of the cochlea.

—

Llgamen-
tum teres, the round ligament of the hip-joint.

ligan (li'gan), n. [In tMs form, and according
to the def" (' a thing tied,' etc.), < OP. as if "li-

gain, an assumed var. of Main, lien (= Pg. ligame,

etc. ), a band, tie,< L. liganien,To&ndL, tie: see lien^.

But Ugan is appar. a sophisticated form, feign-

ing a connection with L. ligare, bind, as above,
or with E. Ue, lig, D. Uggen, etc., of the older form
lagan (formerly also lagon, lagam),<. OF. lagan,
also lagand, lagant, laguen, waifs or wreckage
oast ashore, a seignorial right claimed to such
wreckage

;
perhaps of LGr. origin, from the verb

cognate with E. lieK^ Ii^ ^<'«'> anything sunk in
the sea, but tied to a support at the surface, as

a cork or buoy, in order that itmaybe recovered.
See flotsam and jetsam.

Jetsam is where goods are cast into the sea, and there
sink and remain under water ; flotsam is where they con-

tinue swimming on the surface of the waves; l^an is

where they are sunk in the sea, but tied to a cork or buoy
in order to be found again. Blaeketone, Com., I. viii.

ligancet, n. A variant of legiance, for allegiance.

Ugate (ll'gat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Ugatea, ppr.

Ugating. [< L. Ugatus, pp. of liga/re, tie, bind:
see Ugament.1 To bind with a ligature ; tie.

The possibility of Ugating the ruptured artery could
not, under the cucumstances, be entertained.

MediccU News, LIII. 78.

ligation (li-ga'shon), ». [= OF. ligation (ver-

nacularly liaison, F. Uaison) = Sp. ligadon, li-

gazon, < LL. ligaUo(n-), a binding, < ligare, pp.
Ugatus, bind: see ligament.] A tying or bind-

ing, or the state of being tied or bound; con-

striction by a ligature or bond; especially, in

surg., the operation of tying an artery to pre-

vent hemorrhage, as after amputation, etc.

It is the ligation of sense, but the liberty of reason.

Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, ii. 11.

ligator (li-ga'tor), n. [< NL. Ugator, < L. Ugare,

tie, bind: Bee 'ligament.] In surg., an instru-

ment used to place and fasten a ligature. -E.

H. Knight.

ligature (lig'a-tiir), n. [< F. Ugature= Sp. Pg.

Ugadura = It. Ugatu/ra, < LL. Ugatura, a band,

< L. Ugare, bind: see Ugament.] 1. Anything
that serves for tying, binding, or uniting, as a

cord or bandage ; hence, an^ binding, restrain-

ing, or uniting agency or principle.

Religion is a public virtue ; it is the ligature of souls,

and the great instrument of the conservation of bodies

politic. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. 81.

The many ligatures of our English dress check the cir-

culation of the blood. Spectator.

Idgatures of race and family and family affections to

bind tliem together. , ... „ »

SushneU, Nature and the Supernat., vi.

3445
Specifically— 2. In sm-g.: (a) A cord for ty-
ing a blood-vessel, particularly an artery, to
prevent hemorrhage. (6) A cord or wire to re-
move tumors, etc., by strangulation.— 3. The
act of binding; ligation.

Any stoppage of the circulation will produce a dropsy,
as by strong Ugature or compression. Arbuthnot, Diet.

4t. The state of being bound or consolidated,
Sand and gravel grounds easily admit of heat and mois-

ture for which they are not much the better, because
they let it pass too soon, and contract no ligature.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

5t. Impotence supposed to be induced by ma-
gic.— 6. In. music: (a) In medieval musical no-
tation, one of various compound note-forms
designed to indicate groups of two otmore tones
which were to he sung to a single syllable

—

that is, similar to a group of slurred notes in the
modem notation. Ligatures are often difficult to de-
cipher, on account of the doubtfulness not only of the
pitch of the tones intended, but of their relative duration.

(6) In modern musical notation, a tie or band;
hence, a group of notes slurred together, in-
tended to be sung at a single breath or to be
played as a continuous phrase, (c) In contra-
puntal music, a syncopation.— 7. In printing
and writing, a type or character consisting of
or representing two or more letters or charac-
ters united, in type-founding the ligatures fl, fl, fl, ffl,

flfl are made on account of the kern or overhanging top of
the letter f. Six others were formerly made with the simi-
larly shaped longs, now disused— lb, fli, fi, Ik, 11, and ft;

and there was also a ligatured ct (&). A still larger num-
ber of ligatures were used in old fonts of Greek type, all

of which are now generally discarded. In medieval cursive
or minuscule manuscripts, especially of Greek, ligatures
are very numerous, and in the earlier printed editions about
fifty such characters are of frequent occurrence. Some
of the Greek ligatures and of the elements composing them
seem to have originated in tachygraphic or shorthand
characters. See tachygra/phy.—ligature forceps. See
forceps.

ligature (lig'a-tur), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. liga-

tured, ppr. ligaturing. [< ligature, n.] To com-
press or tie bymeans of a ligature, in any sense

;

ligate.

If the sino-auricular junction of the heart of the turtle
be ligatured under favorable circumstances, the action of
the auricles and ventricle, temporarily arrested, may be
resumed. Science, XI. 80.

ligeancet, ligeaucyt, » Variants of legiance,

for allegiance.

ligget, v. i. A Middle BngUsh form of Ziel.

liggementf, n. An obsolete form of ledgmsnt.

ligger (lig'Sr), n. [< ME.*Uggere, var. of "ligere,

lier: see Uer^, and cf. Ug, lie^. Hence by assibi-

lation lidger, ledger: see ledger'^.] 1. The hori-

zontal timber of a scaffolding; a ledger.— 2. A
nether millstone.

The stones which composed these primitive . . . mills

. . . were two : an upper stone or runner, and a nether,
called in Derbyshire aligger, from the old word lig, to lie.

Archceologia (1785), VII. 20.

3. A plank placed across a ditch as a pathway.
—4. A coverlet for a bed.— 5. A line with a
float and bait used for catching pike.— 6. A
spent salmon; a kipper or kelt. [Prov. Eng.
in all senses. SalliweU.']

lighti (lit), a. [< ME. Ught, liht, lyht, Ugt, < AS.
ledht, leht, Uht = 08. liokt = OPries. liacht = D.
Ugt, licht = MLG. LG. Heht = OHG. Uoht, MHG.
Ueht, Or. licht = Goth. *Uuhts (evidenced by
its deriv. liuhtjan, shine: see light^, v.), light,

bright ; with orig. pp. formative -th (AS. usually
-d (E. -d^, -etZ2), after h usually -*),< Teut./ luh,

be light, whence also ledht, n. (see lights, n.), le-

6ma, gleam (see leam^), Uget, legetu, lightning
(see lait^), Ug, leg, a flame (see lay^, low^, lixan,

Ucsan, liixan, shine, glitter, and other Teut.
forms; awide-spread Indo-Eur. root: ='L.-\/luc,

shine, in Ivsc (J,uc-), light, lucere,'be light (see lu-

cent), luddus, light, clear (see lucid), lumen, light

(see lume, loom^, luminous, illumine, etc.), luna,

the moon (see luna, lunar, etc.); = Gr. •;/ Am,
shine, in AemiSf, light, bright, white (see leucous,

and words in leuco-), 'kevacetv, see, aiupiMiai, twi-

light ; cf . Ir. loche, lightning, Ion, gleam, Gael,

tews, Ught, 16j Id, daylight, loehran, a light,

lamp, W. Hug, light; OBulg. lucha, beam of

Ught, luna, the moon; = Skt. •/ ruch, shine.

Hence lighf^, v., lighten^, enlighten, etc.; but
light^, n. , is of different terminal formation : see

lights, ».] 1. Bright; clear; not dark or ob-

scure : as, it begins to be Ught (said of the morn-
ing); a light apartment.

Even the night shall be light about me. Ps. cxxxix. 11.

O, now be gone ; more light and Ught it grows.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 5. 36.

2. Pale or whitish in color; applied to colors,

highly luminous and more or less deficient in

chroma: as, a Kgrfc* complexion; a, Ught pink.

light

The boy was so Ught-eyeA and light-haiied that the . . .

rays appeared to draw out of him what little colour he ever
possessed. Dickem, Hard limes, i. 1.

Sweet-hearted, you, whose Kghtrhlue eyes
Are tender over drowning flies.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xcvi.

Light green,llgllt green S. Same as acidrgreen.—IAght
meat. See meat.

lights (lit), V.
;
pret. and pp. lighted (less prop-

erly lit), ppr. lighting. [< ME. lighten, lichten,

Uhten, lyhten, Ugten, < AS. lyhtan, Uhtan, leohtan,
shine, lighten (also in comp. dlihtan, inlihtan,
onlihtan, gelihtan, merged in obs. E. alight^,
v., light, illuminate) (= OS. liohtian, liuhtian,
OPries. lichta, ligta = T>. lichten = MLG. lichten,
lechten, LG. lichten = OHG. MHG. liuhten, G.
leuehten = Goth, liuhtjan, he light, be bright,
shine), < ledht, light, bright: see lighf^, a.] I.
intrans. 1. To become light or bright ; exhibit
a bright or luminous effect; shine, as from in-
ternal or reflected light : as, her face lighted up
with joy; the picture lights up well.

But, natheles, it was so fair a syghte
That it made alle her hertes for to lyghte.

Chaucer, Squire's TaJe, L 388.

And that shall be the day, whene'er it lights.

That this same child of honour and renown . . .

And your unthought-of Harry chance to meet.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 138.

3. To catch fire ; kindle, as something to which
fire is applied.

II, trans. 1. To make light; give light to, or
shed light upon, literally or figuratively

;
pro-

vide with light ; illuminate ; irradiate : as, to
Ught an apartment; a smile lighted up his coun-
tenance.

And after that hire lokynge gan she lyghte
That never thoughte hym seen so goode a sighte.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 293.

And all our yeeterdays have lighted fools
The way to duaty death. Shak., Macbeth, v. 6, 22.

That one great eye [in the Pantheon] opening upon
heaven is by far the noblest conception for lighting a
building to be found in Europe.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 311.

From the intense, clear, star-sown vault of heaven.
Over the lit sea's unquiet way.

M. Arnold, Self-dependence.

2. To kindle; ignite; cause to hum, either
literally or figuratively : as, to light a fire or a
match ; to light the torch of rebellion.

Whome we folowyd to all the holy placys with in the
same Monaster!, with candels light [lit or lighted] in ower
handys. TorMngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 48.

With better flames than these, which only be
lAghted to plunge in Darkness you and me.

J. Beaumcmi, Psyche, ii. 114-

lighti (lit) «. [< ME. light, licht, list, liht, < AS.
ledht = OS. Uoht = OPries. liacht = D. licht =

MLG. LG. licht = OHG. Uoht, MHG. Ueht, G.
licht = Goth, liuhath (liuhad-), light; with orig.
noun-formative -ath,-th (the Seand. forms, Icel.

Ijos = 8w. Ijus = Dan. lys, having a diff. forma-
tive -s), from the Teut. t/ luh, be light : see
light\ a. The noun Ught is thus of diff. forma-
tion from the adj. light, though from the same
root.] 1. That which makes things visihle;

in -^ghysics, that form of energy which, acting
upon the organs of sight, renders visible the
objects from which it proceeds. The now aban-
doned emission or corpuscular theory, which was advocated
by Newton, represented light as consisting of minutemate-
rial particles emitted by the luminous body and traveling
through space in all directions from it, with immense ve-
locity ; the sensation of sight being due to the action of
these particles upon the eye. According to the unduia-
tory tfieory, -whlcli is now generally accepted, light is akind
of undulatory motion produced by the luminous body in
the particles of an elastic, imponderable medium called the
luminiferous ether (see ether^, 2), which is supposed to fill

all space, as also the interstices of all bodies. This motion
is propagated in waves (see wave) in all directions from
the luminous body, and with a velocity in a vacuum of
about 186,000 miles per second. The rays sent out or ra-

diated in straight lines from the luminous body differ in
wave-length, although apparently propagated with the
same velocity ; the eye is sensitive to those only whose
wave-lengths are included between certain narrow limits,

namely, those corresponding to red and violet light (see
spectrum). Light is, then, a part of the kind of energy
called radiant energy (see radiant energy, under energy,
and radiation). The electromagnetic theory of light, pro-
posed by Maxwell, supposes light (or, more generally, ra-

diant energy) to be an electromagnetic disturbance prop-
agated by vibrations at right angles to the direction of
the ray, and taking place in the same ether the strains or
vibrations of which serve to propagate electromagnetic
induction. In confirmation of this theory, it is found that
the experimentally determined velocities of the propaga-
tion of light and of electromagnetic induction are nearly
the same. The principal phenomena of light are grouped
under the following heads : (1) Absorption, or the trans-
formation of the vibration of the ether into the molecular
vibrations of the body upon which the light falls or through
which it passes. The effect of the absorption of part of
the light-rays by a body is to give it color ; thus, grass
is green because it sends back to the eye only the rays
which together produce the effect of green, the other rays



Ught
being absorbed ; and a piece of red glass owes its color to
the fact that it transmits only that part of the light whose
combined effect upon the eye is that of red. According
to the degree of absorption of light, a body is said to be
trangparent, tranducent, opaque, etc. Connected with ab-
sorption are the phenomena of fluorescence and phos-
phorescence. (2) RejlBction, or the sending back of the
light-rays by the surface on which they fall into the me-
dium through which they have come. The laws of reflec-
tion explain the action of plane, concave, and convex mir-
rors (see mirror). The irregular reflection, scattering, or
diffusion of the light from the surfaces of bodies serves
to make them visible to the eye. (3) Se/rmtion. the break-
ing or change of direction of the ray as it passes from one
medium into another of different density. This may be
single or double, the latter when the ray is separated into
two rays. The principles of refraction explain the use of
lenses (see lens), with the various instruments in which
theyform the essential part^ as the microscope, telescope,
etc. (4) Dispersion, or the separation of rays of different
wave-length, as when a pencil ofwhite light passes through
a prism, and a spectrum showing the successive colors is

produced (see gpectrum and spectroMcope). (5) Interference,
or the mutual action of different waves, producing such
phenomena as Newton's rings, the colors of thin plates,
and the colored figures of uniaxial and biaxial crystals.
A special case is that of diffraction. (6) Polarization, or
that change in a light-ray which limits its vibrations to
one plane—a change produced by reflection and double
refraction, and leading to a wide range of beautiful phe-
nomena. See further under each of these terms.

Truly the tight is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is for
the eyes to behold the sun. EccL xi. 7.

Hail, holy Light ! offspring of heaven flrst-bom, . . .

Bright effluence of bright essence increate.
Milton, P. L., iii, 1.

It is p»ossible to produce darkness by the addition of
two portions of light. If light is a substance, there cannot
be another subs^nce which when added to it shall pro-
duce darkness. We are therefore compelled to admit that
light is not a substance. Clerk MaxweU, Heat, p. 215.

No one who has studied the subject can doubt . . .

that light really consists of a change of state propagated
from point to point in a medium existing between the
luminous body and that which the light affects.

Stokes, light, p. 25.

2. In physiol., the sensation produced by the
action of physical luminosity upon the organ of
vision. See color.—3. Illumination or enlight-
enment as an effluence or a result; radiation
from or to anything, in either a physical or a
moral sense; luminosity; glow; radiance: as,

the light of the sun, of a taper, or of a glow-
worm; to be guided by the light of reason; to
shed new light on a subject.

Lord, lift thou up the light of thy countenance upon us.
Ps. iv. 6.

Wearing the white flower of a blameless life.

Before a thousand peering littlenesses.

In that fierce ligM which beats upon a throne,
Tennyson, Idylls of the King, Bed.

Men and women who have developed power of mind
and heart by simple fidelity to truth and conscience, un-
til they have become sources of light and comfort to all

the neighborhood. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 43.

4. The state or condition of being visible;

exposure to view; hence, public observation;
publicity: as, his misdeeds have come to light.

The better to follow the good, and avoyd the evill, which
in time must of force bring great thinges to light.

Baoke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), L 6.

A doleful story you shall heare.
In time brought forth to li^ht.

The Children in the Wood (Child's Ballads, m. 129).

Oh, spring to light, auspicious Babe, be bom

!

Pope, Messiah, L 22.

5. Thatwhich gives light; a source of illumina-
tion; abodythat emits ortransmitsrays of light,

as the son, the moon, a star, a beacon, a candle,
etc. ; in pyrotechnics, any piece of fireworks
which bums brightly.

And God made two great lights ; the greater light to rule
the day, and the lesser light to rule the night. Gen. L 16.

The lights bum blue. It is now dead midnight.
Shak., Eich. m., v. 3. 180.

The lights of heav'n (which are the world's fair eies)

Look down into the world, the world to see.

Sir J. Davies, Nosce Teipsum-

That on a certaine night they laye an Image in a bed,
and number a set bead-roll of lamentations : which being
ended, light is brought in. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 89.

More than two thousand churches in England have
lights upon the Altars.

F. 6. Lee, Directoiium Anglicannm, p. 46, note.

Hence— 6. Figuratively, a source of mental
or spiritual illumination ; one who or that which
enlightens, as an eminent teacher; anything
which difiEuses knowledge, instruction, or infor-
mation ; a guiding power or principle ; also, a
source of cheerfulness or joy.

The Lord is my light and my salvation. Ps. xxvii. 1.

The woman where we lodged was an ancient, grave,
and serious person, to whom we declared the testimony
of the light, shewing her the difference betwixt an outside
and an inside religion, which she received with much
kindness. Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

One who has not these previous Lights is very often an
after Stranger to what he reads.

Addison, Spectator, No. 291.
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But who shall comfort the living,

The light of whose homes is gone?
Bryant, Autumn Walk.

7. Means of communicating light or fire ; some-
thing to kindle with : as, to give one a light for

a cigar.—8. A lighthouse: as, Pastnet light;

Sandy Hook light.

From Kingston Head and from Montauk light

The spectre kindles and burns in sight.

trhOtier, The Palatine.

9. That which admits light ; a medium or an
opening for the entrance of light, as a window,
or a pane or compartment of a window : as, a
window consisting of three lights; a light of

glass.

The lights, doors, and stairs [were] rather directed to

the use of the guest than to the eye of the artificer.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

10. The manner in which the light strikes upon
an object or a picture ; also, an illuminated part
of an object or picture ; the part which lies op-
posite the point or place from which the light

comes or is supposed to come.

Never admit two equal lights in the same picture.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Fainting.

11. The point of view from which, or position
in which, anything is looked at or considered;
the side or features to which attention is paid;
aspect.

Consider then, and judge me in this light;

I told you, when I went, I could not write.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, n. ii. 27.

12. In law, the right to have one's windows un-
obseured by obstructions on the part of one's
neighbors.— 13. In painting, a small patch or
surface of very light color, as white, used in
a design, to diversify the effect of the darker
colors.— 14t. A torch-bearer; a link-boy.

I went to my lodgings, led by a light, whom I put into
the discourse of his private economy, and made him give
me an account of the charge, hazard, profit^ and loss of a
family that depended upon a link.

Steele, Spectator, No. 454.

Aberration of light. See aberratum, 5.— Accidental,
albo-carbon light. See the qualifying words.—Ancient
light, in law, a window receiving light over the land of
another than the owner of the house benefited, which, by
reason of uninterrupted enjoyment for twenty years or
more, has become established as an easement, imposing a
servitude of light and air over such adjoining land. The
English law, followed in a few of the United States, estab-
lishes such a right by lapse of time, unless the enjoyment
was under written permission ; but it does not include a
right of prospect. In other States such a right cannot be
claimed by prescription, but only by contract.—Artlflcial
ligbt. See aHifiaal.—tcsis of a beam of light. See
oaasi.— Beale light, a form of Argand burner in which
combustion is promoted by a current of air under pres-
sure.—Bengal light, in K/rotecAreics, a vivid and sustained
blue light used in signaling and displays of fireworks. It
is composed of antimony 1 part, sulphur and mealed
powder each 2 parts, and nitrate of soda 8 parts, pulver-
ized, mixed, and pressed into shallow vessels. E. H.
Knight.—Bebweea the lights, between daylight and
artificial illumination ; in the twilight.

I was still busy between the lights, singing and working
by the window. Dickens, Bleak House, xviL

Between two lights, between two days ; under cover of
darkness ; in the night : as, he was forced to leave town
between two lights. [Colloq. ]—Blue U^t, a composition
which bums with a blue flame, used as a night-signal in
ships or lor military purposes, etc. The color is due to the
admixture of ammonlacal copper-sulphate in the compo-
sition.— Boccius light, a form of gas-burner in which a
pair of concentric metallic cylinders are placed over the
flame inside an ordinary lamp-chimney, to reduce the
combustion and give a more brilliant light.—Bude light
an exceedingly brilliant light, produced by directing a
current of oxygen gas into the interior of the flame of an
Argand lamp or gas-bumer. See Bude burner, under
!>u77!«r.—Calcllun light. Seecafcium.— Catadioptrlo
light, a light used in lighthouses, in which are combined
the catoptric and dioptric systems.—Catoptric light
a light in which the beam is produced by reflectioiL See
catoptric.— Chatham light, a kind of flash-Ught pro-
duced by blowing a mixture of pulverized resin and mag-
nesium-dust through the flame of a spiriHamp. It is used
for miUtary signals.— Children of Light. See chad—
Cockshutt, colored, converging light. See the quali-
fying words.-Collection of light. See collection.—
Common light. Same as white light (a).—Decomposi-
tion of light. See decomposition.— Deviation of a ray
ofUght. Seedematton.—Dlffusionof light, the irregu-
lar reflection or scattering of the light from the surface of
a body not absolutely smooth. The light is called diffused
iij/At.- Dioptric light, a light in which the beam is pro-
duced by refraction, not by reflection. See dioptric system
under dioptric.—DiTine light, that illumination which
proceeds directly from God.— Double li^ts, in light-
houses, lights on different levels, either in one tower
at different heights or in two towers.—Dmmmond
ll^t. 8araeascafciKm?i5r/ii.— Hectrlclight. Seecfec-
tnc.— Equation of light. See light-equation.—Tixed
light, in lighthouses, a light which is maintained stead-
ily without change, in contrast with revolving or inter-
mittent lights.—Floating ligh% a light displayed at the
masthead of a vessel or lightship anchored near a reet
shoal, or channel where there is no suitable foundation
for a lighthouse —Friends of Light See Free Conore-
gallons, under congregation.— Ground lights a row of
hghts used on a stage to light the base of a scene.—ffiglx

light

light, in art, any part or point In a picture upon which
the light falls or glances in full force and without shadow

:

as, the A^A/ipAt* in a portrait, orin a study of still life,—

Holme's light, a device used, in practice, to show the
movements of a locomotive torpedo. It is an arrow,
headed canister pierced with several holes and filled with
phosphide of calcium. Thecontactofwaterwiththlschem-
ical produces bubbles which burst Into flame on reaching
the suiiace and also emit dense smoke having the odor of
garlic—Homogeneous light, light which Is all of one
color, or, more strictly, of one wave-length ; monochro-
matic light.— Incandescent light. See electric light, un-
der electric.—Increate light. Same as divine light.— ta.-

ner or inward light, spiritnal Illumination ; knowledge
divinely imparted ; specifically, as used by the Society of

Eriends, the light of Christ in the souL—Intermittent
light, in lighthouses, a light which appears suddenly, re-

mains constant for a short interval, and then suddenly dis-

appears, the light being alternately displayed and hidden
by the motion of circular shades in front of the reflectors.

—Law of absorption of light. See iawi.—Leading
lights, lights in different towers to indicate to seamen a
certain course, channel, or danger. E.H. Knight.—Lead
lights. See 2ea<22.— Light-elasticity, the elasticity of

the Inminiferous ether, upon which the velocity of light-

propagation depends. This is ordinarily conceived of as
being modified by the nature of the particular ponderable
medium under consideration. Thus, the ratio of the ve-

locities of light in water and glass (or the inverse ratio

of their refractive indices) expresses also the ratio of the
light-elasticity in each case. In crystallized media the
light-elasticity may differ in different directions in the
same substance, and its character determines whether
these media are isotropic, uniaxial, or biaxial. See reSrac-

tion, and axes of light-elasticity (under axisl).— Light of
nature, (a) Intellectual perception ; that faculty of the
mind by which certain truths appear evident, or clear and
distinct, independently of experience. The phrase was
used by Descartes in this sense. Leibnitz remarks that
there are certain innate tmths, called instinets, which do
not belong to the light of nature, because they are ob-
scure. (6) In theol., the capacity which belongs to man
of discovering some of the truths of religion without the
aid of revelation: opposed to divine light— Light-re-
gistering apparatus, an automatic device for record-
ing the amount of light falling upon any particular spot
during small fixed intervals. E. H. Knight.— Magneti-
zation Of light. See magnetization.—Monochromatic
light. See monochromatic.—New Lights, a name some-
times given to persons who have seceded from a church,
or formed a new religious connection, on account of some
new view of doctrine or duty. See Camphellite, 1.—North-
em lights, the aurora borealis.— teycalcium light.
Same as calcium light.—Oxyhydrogen light. See oxyhy-
drogen.-'Red light, a light colored by strontium.—Re-
volving light,in lighthouses, alight alternately displayed
and concealed by the revolution of a frame with three or
more sides fitted with large reflectors so an-anged that
those on each side have their axes parallel. The light ap-
pears, gradually Increases to full strength, and gradually
disappears as the opaque sides of the frame Intervene
between it and the observer.—The Lights, (a) The Jew-
ish feast of the Dedication or Eucsenia. (b) In the Gieek
Church, thefeastofthe Epiphany, ormanlfestatlon ofChrist
to the world, especially at his baptism. The name also
refers to the illumination (baptism) of believers, and
to the great number of lights carried at the ceremony of
the benediction of the waters (see water) on the day of
that feast, symbolical of illumination and baptism.— To
bring to light. See bring.—To see the Ugbt, to come
into view ; be made public ; be brought forth,—To stand
in one's own light, to be the means of preventing one's
own advantage, or of frustrating one's own purposes.-
White light, (a) Inphysics, the light which comes directly
from the sun, and which has not been deci>mposed as by
refraction In passing through a tmirsparent prism. (6) A
light produced artiflclally, and used for signals, etc. (See
also arc-light, flash-light.) = Syn. 1 and 2. Flash, Blaze,
etc. See flame, n.

lights (lit), a. and n. [< ME. light, licht, ligt,

lyht, liht, < AS. ledht, rarely leht, liht (orig. liht),

= OS. *lilit (in comp, lilitlik, light) = OFnas.
licht = D. ligt = MLG. licht = OHG. lihti, Wit,
MHG. lihte, Q. letch t = loel. lettr = Sw. latt =
Dan. let = Goth, leihts, light ; perhaps orig.
*linht, *lenht (with orig. pp. suffix -t), aMn to
Lith. lengwus = L. levis, earlier levis, orig. *lenh-
vis (?) = Gr. cTmxvs = Skt. raghu, light. From
the li. form levis are ult. E. levity, levitate, leaven^,
lever\ levee\ levee^, levy'i, levy^, alleviate, allege"^,

etc.] I. a. X. Having little or relatively little

actual weight ; not burdensome ; not cumbrous
or unwieldy: as, a.Ught\oaA; Zig'fef weapons.
This dragon no man cowde wite where Merlin it hadde,

and it was merveilouse light and mevable ; and whan it
was set on a lauuce thei beheilde It for grete merveile.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 116.

It will be light, my lord, that you may bear it
Under a cloak that is of any length

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1, 129.

The strong and cnmb'rous arms the valiant wield.
The weaker warrior takes a lighter shield.

Pope, Iliad, xiv. 442.

2. Having little weight as compared with bnlk

;

of little density or specific gravity; not heavy,
either absolutely or relatively : as, feathers and
cork are light; oil is lighter than water.

Along the quiet air.
Come and float calmly off the soft, light clouds.
Such as you see in Summer.

Bryant, A Winter Piece.

3. Of short weight; weighing less than the
proper or standard amount: as, to use light
weights in trade ; light coin.
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You allow some grains to your gold belore you call It
light: allow some inflrmitiea to any man before you callmm ill. Donne, Sermons, xiv.

Good ye are and bad, and like to coins.
Some true, some light. Tennyson, The Holy Grail.

4. In cookery, not heavy or soggy; spongy;
well raised: said of bread, cakes, and the like.

To begin, then, with the very foundation of a good ta-
ble,— Bread: What ought it to be? It should be liaht,
sweety and tender.

H. B. Stowe, House and Home Papers, x.

6 . Lacking that which burdens or makes heavy;
hence, free from burden or impediment ; unen-
cumbered: as, Mgife* infantry; the ship returned
light.

He died for heaviness that his cart went light.

MUton, On Old Hobson, ii.

I would teach them that my arm is heavy, though my
purse be light.

Hawthorne, Twice-told Tales (My Kinsman).

6. Not heavy in action or effect; lacking force
or intensity; moderate; slight; buoyant; agile;
sprightly: as, a ship of light draft: light of foot;
a light hand; Ught sleep; a light wind; Ught
comedy.

This city must be famish'd.
Or with light skirmishes enfeebled.

Shah., 1 Hen. VI., L 4. 68.

A foot more light, a step more true,
Ne'er from the heath-flower dash'd the dew.

Scott, L. of theL.,i. 18.

You are young. Miss, and I should say a light sleeper.
Chm'lotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvi.

7.. Not weighty; of little import or conse-
quence; trivial; unimportant: as, a Ught re-
mark; Kgrfe* reading ; a light i&-a\.t.

Seemeth it to you a light thing to be a king's son-in-
law! 1 Sam. xviil. 28.

Trifles light as air
Are to the jealous confirmations strong
As proofs of holy writ. Shak., Othello, lii. 3. 822.

To throw all Europe into confusion for a purpose clearly
unjust was no light matter.

MacoMlau, Erederic the Great.

8. Not burdensome, hard, or difficult; easy to
perform, to endure, to digest, etc.; slight; in-

oonsiderable: as, Kgr/ifwork; %/»* punishment;
a light repast; a light wine.

It is lister to leue in thre lonely persones
Than for to louye and leue as wel lorelles as lele.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 43.

Our light affliction . . . worketh for us a far more ex-
ceeding and eternal weight of glory. 2 Cor. iv. 17.

You shall presently have a light supper, and to bed.
Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 234.

The light wines of Bordeaux began to be familiar to
almost every table, J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, xli.

9. Not weighed down; free from care or an-
noyance; cheerful; jubilant: a,B, a, light heaxt.

Priam, at the prayer of tho prise kynges,
Deliuert the lady with a light wille.

In eschaunge of tho choise, that chaped before.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7903.

What sadness can I have? No ; I am light,

And feel the courses of my blood more warm
And stirring than they were.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

Although I did not give way entirely to such hopeful
thoughts, I was still very light in spirits and walked upon
air. R. L. Sbivenson, Merry Men.

10. Lacking moral or mental gravity; charac-

terizedby or exhibiting levity; volatile; capri-

cious; frivolous: as, a%fefmind; light aonAuat.

Carols and rounds and such light or lasoiuious Poemes.
Pvmnhmn, Arte of Bug. Poesie, p. 69.

Seneca cannot be too heavy, nor Plautus too light.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 420.

These light vain persons stUl are drunk or mad
With surfeitings and pleasures of their youth.

Sir J. Domes, Immortal, of Soul, xxx.

Her light head quite turned
In this court atmosphere of flatteries.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 66.

Hence— 11. Griventolevity of conduct; loose

in morals ; wanton ; unchaste.

A light wife doth make a heavy husband.
SAa*., M. of v., V. 1. 130.

It's fitting that thae wha hae had a light and evil life,

and abused charity when they were young, suld aiblins

come to lack it when they are old. Scott, Antiquary, xxi.

The ghawazee, clad in light garments, that cling to them,

sprawl easily, and sport with one another till the guests

are assembled. . . . These are the JifirM women of Egypt

;

and there are none lighter on the face of the globe.

C. W. Stoddard, MashaUah, xvm.

12. Having a sensation of lightness; giddy;

dizzy; hence, flighty in mind; deUrious.

It seems his sleeps were hinder'd by thy railing,

And thereof comes it that his head is light
Shak., C. of E., V. 1. 72.

13. Adapted for or employed in light work.

A deaf serving woman and the light porter completed

Mrs. Sparsit's empire. Dickens, Hard Times, li. 1.
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14t. Quickly passing; fleeting; transitory.

Fortune unfeithful favorede me with lyhte goodes.
Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 1.

15. Without substance ; not nutritious or sat-
isfying. [Bare.]

Our soul loatheth this light bread. Num. xxi. 5.

16. Weak; sickly. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]—
A light hand. See Aan<f.—Light artillery, battery,
cavalry. See the nouns.—Light carbureted hydro-
gen. See carbureted.—UsTcA comedian, an actor of light
comic parts.—Light in band. See ftand.—Light litera-
ture. See literature.—JigiA marching order (milit.),

the condition of troops equipped with arms, ammunition,
canteen, and haversack, but without overcoat, blanket, or
knapsack.—Light metal. See metai.—Light sails, top-
gallantsails, royals, flying-jib sails, and sfuddingsails.

—

Light soil. See soa.—TO let light oft. See letl.—To
make light of, to treat as of little consequence ; disre-

gard.-To set light by (formerly of), to undervalue;
slight ; treat as of no importance.

All their exhortations were to set light of the things in
this world, to count riches and honours vanity.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., viii.

The Art you speak of is not to be set light by; it is as
Praise-worthy sometimes to run away nimbly as it is to
fight stoutly. N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 85.

II. n. pi. The lungs, especially of a brute
animal (most frequently in the phrase liver and
lights): so called from their lightness.

lights (lit), adv. [< ME. %ftfe, lihte, < AS. Ie6hte

(= OS. liohto = D. ligt = MLG. lichte = OHG.
lihto, MHG. lihte, Gr. leicht z= Dan. let= Sw. latt),

lightly, < le6ht, Ught: see light% o.] 1. Not
heavily; not with fuU weight or force.

Light lay theyears upon the untroubled head.
WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 167.

2. Lightly; cheaply. Hooker.—3. Easily; read-
ily; nimbly.

Yow oghte ben the lyghter merciable.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 410.

Every elf and fairy sprite

Hop as light as bird from brier.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 401.

4. With light or easy effort ; without requiring
or exerting much power: as, a Ught-rujaning
wagon or machine.
light^ (lit), V. t. [< MB. lighten,'lychten, listen,

lihten, lyhten, make light (less heavy), < AS.
lihtan (also in comp. alihtan, geUhtan, > E.
alight^), make light, alleviate, ledhUan, be-
come light (= OPries. lichta, Ugta = D. Ugten
= MLG. LG. liohten = OHG. Uhtan, Uh^an,
MHG. lihten, G. liehten (after LG.) = Ieel. letta

= Sw. latta = Dan. lette, make light, lift, dis-

burden), < ledht, liht, light: see lights, a. Cf.

alight^. Cf. also light'^.'] 1. To make light or
less heavy; lighten; ease of a biirden. [Obso-
lete or colloq.]

The lettres of syr Lucius lyghttys myne herte.
Morte Arthure'(K E. T. S.), L 261.

If we do thus do, ... we shal with this cumfort flnde

our hartes lighted, and therby the griefe of our tribula-

tion lessed.

iSir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1673), foL 63.

Now that the shearing of your sheep is done,
And the washed flocks are lighted of their wool.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

2. To deliver, as of a child. [Prov. Eng.]

Faste besyde that Chirche, a 60 Fedme, is a Chirche of
Seynt Nicholas, where our Lady rested hire, after sche
was lyghted of oure Lord. MandemUe, Travels, p. 71.

And I shalle say thou wast lyght
Of a knave-childe this nyght.

Towneiey Mysteries, p. 107. {Hailiwell.)

To light along (rumt.), to move (a cable or sail) along by
lifting or carrying it. Totten.—lo light up (juwt^, to
loosen, slacken, or ease oil : as, light up the jib-sheets.

light^ (lit), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. lighted (often lit),

ppr. lighting. [< ME. lighten, liehten, lyghten,

listen, lygten, lihten, < AS. lihtan, lyhtan (also in
comp. alihtan, gelihtan, > E. alight^), dismount
(from a horse), = Icel. letta, dismount, stop,

halt, lit. make light, relieve of a burden, a par-
ticular use of lihtan, make light: see light^, v.

Cf. alight^.'] 1. To get down or descend, as

from horseback or from a carriage ; dismount

;

alight. [In this sense now usually alight; but
Ught is still used in some parts of the United
States.]

Doun of his hors Aurelius lighte anon.
Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 466.

Yonder . . . TJi&ma lighted; the veryhorse methought
bewailed to he so disburdened. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

And, when I mount, alive may I not light.

If I be traitor, or unjustly fight

!

Shak., Rich, n., i. 1. 82.

Mylord, the count's sister, being overtaken in the streets

with a great hail-storm, is ligM at your gate, and desires

room till the storm be overpast.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ii. 1.

2. To settle down, as a bird from flight; come
to rest; hence, to fall, drop, or spring (upon

Ughten

something) : as, bees light among flowers ; he lit

on his feet ; trouble shall light upon him.
The firsten shot [it] was to neir.
It lighted all to schort.
BatOe o/Bcdrinnes (Child's Ballads, Vn. 225).

The wrongs you do these men may light on you.
Too heavy too. Fletcher, Pilgrim, L 2.

The curse of Cain
Idght on his head who pierced thy innocent breast.

Shelley, Adonals, xvii.

On the tree-tops a crested peacock lit.

Tennyson, OEnone.

3. To come by chance, fall, or happen (upon
something) : followed by on or upon, formerly
sometimes by of.

If, before their goods are all sold, they [the Chinese] can
light of Chapmen to buy their Ships, they will gladly sell

them also. Dampier, Voyages, II. L 186.

He lighted on the Wills of several persons bearing the
same names as the poet. Dyce, Pref. to Ford's Plays, p. vii.

What is that which I should turn to, lighting upon days
like these? Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

4t. To drop or fall, as if unexpectedly; bo
brought or drawn : followed by into.

When the Hierarchy of England shall light into the
hands of bueie and audacious men, . . . much mischiefe
is like to ensue. MUton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

They shall light into atheistical company. South.

To light out, to go away ; especially, to depart in haste
or without notice: make ofE: abscond; "skip," [Slang,
U.S.]

Ef I had anufi money to go to New Orleans like a gen-
tleman, I'd just light out some night.

The Ceintury, XXXVI. 80.

lightable (li'ta-bl), a. [< Ught\ v., + -able.J
Capable of bemg hghted.
light-apostroplie (lit'a-pos^tro-ff), n. In iot.,

see apostrophe^, 2.

light-armed (Kt'armd), a. Armed and accou-
tred in a manner convenient for active and de-
sultory service : said of troops.

lAght-armed troops
In coats of mail and military pride.

MiUon, P. R., iii. 311.

light-ball (lit'b&l), n. Milit., a pyrotechnic
preparation, composed of saltpeter, sulphur,
resin, and linseed-oU, used by soldiers to afford
light for their own operations. Light-balls are
made on frames of iron and canvas, of different sizes, for
burning a certain number of minutes. They differ from
fire-balls in containing no provision for causing destructive
explosion.

light-barrel (lit'bar''''el), ». Milit., an empty
powder-barrel, with holes in it, filled with shav-
ings soaked in tar, used to light up a trench or
breach.
light-boat (llt'bot), n. Same as Ught-ship.

light-box (lit'boks), n. Naut., same as light-

room, 1.

lightbrain (lit 'bran), n. A light-headed or
weak-minded person.

Being as some were,Jig'At-6rai»««,runnagates, unthrittes,
and riotours.
Martin, Marriage of Priestes, L. 1. lit (1664). (Latham.)

light-course (Ht'kors), «. A copper band, from
15 to 18 inches deep, on the top of the pan used
in clarifying sugar. Its function is to keep the
scum from boiling over,

light-dues (lit'dtiz), n. pi. Duties or tolls lev-
ied on ships navigating certain waters, for, the
maintenance of lighthouses; light-money.

lighten^ (li'tn), v. [< ME. Ughtnen, Ughtenen,
ligtnen, become light; with suffix -n, E. -en^ (1),

formative of passive verbs, < Ught^, a., light:

see light\ a. Cf. alighten^, enlighten. Hence
lightening^, Ughtning^.^ I. intrans. 1. To be-
come light or lighter; grow light or clear up;
brighten : as, the sky lightens.

No motion, save alone
What lightens in the lucid east
Of rising worlds by yonder wood.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cv.

After sixty years, the ardent words of a lovely girl are
not quite so quick and spirit-stirring as when, fresh from
the fancy or the heart, they lived and lightened on tlie

page. E. Dowden, Shelley, II. 873.

2. To emit flashes of lightning; shoot out as
lightning; flash. See lightning^.

The lightning that lighten£th out of the one part under
heaven shineth unto the other part. Luke xvii. 24.

This dreadful nighty
That thunders, lightens, opens graves, and roars.

STiak., J. C, i. 3. 74.

II, trans. 1. To make Ught or bright; give
light to ; light up.

God, who lightned Eden with his Rays.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

The Lord will lighten my darkness. 2 Sam. xxii. 29.

A key of fire ran all along the shore.
And lightened all the river with a blaze.

Dryden, Annua Mirabili^ at. 231.



lighten

2. To illuminate mentally or spiritually; en-
lighten.

Saving grace is the gift of the Holy Ohost, which ligM-
eneth inwardly the minds, and inflameth Inwardly the
hearts of men. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

Now the Lord lighten thee ! thoa art a great fooL
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., it 1. 208.

3. To send forth like lightning. [Bare.]

Behold his eye.
As bright as is the eagle's, lightens forth
Controlling majesty. Shale., Kich. n., iiL 3. 69.

lighten^ (li'tn), v. [< ME. lightenen; < light^ +
-ersi (3). Cf. alighten^.'] I. intrans. To become
light or less heavy.

Thaire snete songe made my herte to lighten.
Book of the Knight of La Tour Landry, p. 1.

II. trans. 1. To make light or less heavy; re-
duce in v^eight; relieve of weight: as, to Ughten
coin by clipping or abrasion; to Ughten a load
or a ship.

As the ships of the company were large, and could not
pass without being lightened, a small vessel (flute) was
left stationed on the Balize bar, to receive part of the
cargoes. Oayarri, Hist. Louisiana, I. 501.

2. To make less burdensome or oppressive;
alleviate : as, to Ughten the cares of life.

Then first of all his minde was at ease, and free to re-
joice, lightened of all maner burden and care.

Sir H. SavUe, tr. of Tacitus, p. 24.

When I contemplate that infinite Advantage he hath
got by this Change and Transmigration, it much lightem
the Weight of my Grief. HoweH, Letters, L vi. 7.

3. To cheer; gladden.

A trusty villain, sir, that very oft , .

Lightens my humour with his merry jests.

Shak., C. of B., L 2. 21.

It takes so very little to lighten hearts of seventeen and
eighteen

!

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xi.

4. To make lighter in color or shade : as, to
lighten the background of a picture.

lightenSf (H'tn), v. i. [< lights + ..gn^ (3). Cf.
alighten^.] To descend; settle down; light.

O Lord, let thy mercy lighten upon us, as our trust is in
thee. Book of Cormnon Prayer (Ch. of England), Te Deum.

lightening! (lit'ning), n. [Verbal n. of Ughl?-

en^,v,: see lightning^,'] 1. A becoming light

;

the break of day. See Ughtnmg^, 1.—2f. See
lightning^, 2.— 3. A brightening up, as of the
mind or spirit. [Bare.]

You gave me good warning to take heed and beware,
lest after a lighting I catch a foiL
J. Careless, in Bradford's Works (Parker Soc. , 1853), II. 356.

4. In metal., the sudden brightening of the
color of silver during cupellation when the
metal reaches the point of greatest purity.

lightening^ (lit'ning), n. [Verbal n. of light-

en''^, V.2 The act or fact of becoming ormaMng
Mght or less heavy.

Ii^t-eg.uation (lit'f-kwa'shon), n. The cor-
rection for the effect on astronomical phe-
nomena, especially eclipses of Jupiter's satel-

lites, of the time required by light to traverse
the space between the planet and the earth.

This is combined with aberration (which see).

lighter^ (li'ter), n. [= D. lichter = O. leueh-

ter; as lights, v., + -erl.] 1. One who or that
whichlights or illuminates; specifically, atorch
or an electric device for lightijig candles or gas-
jets. A simple form of lighter is a strip of pa-
per rolled into a tapering tube.

Twisting up a piece of waste paper into a lighter.

WUkie CoUijis, Hide and Seek, ix.

An electric lighter attached to the gas fixture suddenly
flashed brightness over a most curious place.

WeeUy American (Waterbury, Conn.X Aug. 27, 1886.

2t. pi. Blinkers for a horse.

Yell take the bridle frae his head.
The lighters frae his e'en.

ElanchefUmr and Jellyfloriee (Child's Ballads, IV. 298).

lighter^ (li'ter), n. [= D. ligter; as light^ +
-eri.] A boat or vessel, commonly an open
flat-bottomed barge, but sometimes decked,
used in lightening or unloading and also in
loading ships, and for receiving and transport-
ing for short distances passengers or goods, or
materials of any kind, usually in a harbor.

Some pretty presentation, which we have addressed and
conveyed hither in a lighter ^t ttie general charge, and
landed at the back door. B. Jonton, Masque of Augurs.

The boatmen jnm{> into the water and push the lighters

against the stone stairs.whUewe unload our own baggage.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 19.

Ji^hter^ (K'tSr), v. [< lighter^, «.] I. tran.s.

To convey or transport in or as in a lighter, as
goods or cargo.

And our effects of some three or four tons were light,

eied ashore by means of the Indian canoes.
The Century, XXX. 739.
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n. intrans. To be employed in the business

of transporting goods by means of a lighter.

The vicissitudes of business in their respective voca-

tions—Ji^Wmiw, mule-driving, peddling, or bar-keeping,

as the case maybe.
J. W/Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 207.

lighter^ (la't^r), n. Same as lafter.

lighterage (li't6r-aj), n. [< lighter^ + -age.']

1. The act of unloading car^o into a lighter.

—

2. The price paidfor unloading a ship by means
of a lighter, or for conveying goods or mer-
chandise in lighters.

The lighterage, carriage and porters' due.
Report to Lord Burleigh in 1683 (Arber's Eng. Gamer, 1. 46).

lighterman (li't6r-man), ».; pi. Ughfermen
(-men). [= D. ligterni'an; as lighter^ + man.]
A man who manages a lighter; one employed
on a lighter.

A poor lighterman, sir, one that hath had the honour
sometimes to lay in the king's beer there.

B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

lighter-screw (li'ter-skro), n. A screw for

the adjustment of the relative distances of the
grinding surfaces of a pair of millstones.

lighter-staff (li'ter-staf), n. In a grain-mill, a
lever which supports and controls the adjust-

able end of the bray-plank or bridgetree, to

which it is connected at one end by a stirrup,

while its other end receives the lighter-screw or

a counterbalance weight. E. S. Knight.

light-fingered (lit'fing"gerd), a. 1. Light in

touch with the fingers, as in playing the piano.
—2. Dexterous in touching and taking; thiev-

ish; addicted to petty thefts : applied particu-

larly to pickpockets.

Our men contented themselves with looking after their

goods (the Tonquinese being very light^finget'd), and left

the management of the Boats entirely to the Boats crew.
Damvpier, Voyages, II. L 14.

Great is Apollo with his golden shell.

The gift of Hermes in his infancy.
And great is Hermes' self, light-Jirigered god.

Ji. E. Boddard, Arcadian IdyL

light-foot (lit'fut), a. Nimble; light-footed.

[Poetical.]

There she alighted from her light-foal beast.
Spenser, F. Q., HL iv. 7.

Lightfoot Iris brought it yester-eve.
Tennyson, (Enone.

lightfoott (lit'fut), n. Venison. [Old cant.]
" Wife," quoth the miller, "fetch me forth lightfoote,

And of his sweetnesse a little we'll taste."
A fair ven'son pastye brought she out presentlye.
The King and the Miller of ManifiM (CbUd'a BalladB,

cvm. 86).

li^ht-footed (lit'fut'-'ed), a. Light of foot; step-
ping or skipping lightly or nimbly, as in run-
ning or dancing.

Wood-nymphs mixed with her light-footed Fauns.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xi. 135.

A fairy Prince with joyful eyes,
And lighter-footed than the fox.

Tennyson, The Day-dream (The Arrival).

lightfull(lit'ful),a. [<light\n.,+ -fill.] PuU
of light; bright. [Bare.]

That glorious lampe
Whose lightfuU presence giveth snddaine flight
To . . . sleepe. Marston, Sophonisba, L 2.

lightful^t (Ht'ful), a. [Irreg. < lighfi, a., +
-Jul.] Light; cheerful. [Bare.]
Tho' my heart was lightfvl and joyous before, yet it is

ten times more lightsome and joyous now.
Bimyan, PUgrim's Progress, ii 60.

lightfulness (lit'ful-nes), n. The quality of be-
ing lightful, in either sense. [Bare.]
The eternal Intelligence. . . needs no recording of opin-

ions to conflrm his knowledge, no more than the sun
wants wax to be the fuel of his glorious lightfulness.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

light-handed (lit'han^ded), a. 1. Having light
hands; soft, delicate, or dexterous in touch or
manipulation.— 2. Having or bringing little in
the hands: as, to come home light-handed.—
3. Insufficiently supplied with ha^nds or assis-
tants, as a ship or a factory; short-handed.
light-headed Oitlied^ed), a. l. Disordered in
the head; giddy or dizzy; hence, flighty; de-
lirious.

When Belvidera talks of "lutes, laurels, seas of milk,
and ships of amber," she is not mad, but light-headed

Walpole.
Some doubted and were sore afeard

That she had grown light-headed with her woe
Wmiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 152.

2. Thoughtless; volatile; frivolous.
If the man be graue, his speech and stile is graue •

If
light-headed, his stile and language also light.

Pvttenliam, Arte of Bug. Poesie, p. 124.

These often overturn a thick-witted or a light-headed
nan. The Century, XXVI. 389.

lighthouseman

light-headedness (lit'hed''ed-nes), n. The
state or quality of being light-headed; dizzi-

ness; flightiness; wandering; delirium.

So lovely a voice uttering nothing but the Incoherent
TxviBgi otlightheadednea. iftts £um«i/, Cecilia, z. 9.

light-hearted (lifhar'ted), a. Having a light

heart; free from grief or anxiety; cheerful.

He whistles as he goes, light-hearted wretch,
Cold and yet cheerful Camper, Task, iv. 12.

=Syil- Gladsome, joyous.

light-heartedly (lit'har*ted-li), adv. In a
light-hearted manner; with a light heart.

light-heartedness (lifhar'^ted-nes), n. The
state of being light-hearted or free from care

or grief ; cheerfulness; playfulness.

These "gabes," as they are called, are merely frolic-

some braggadocio, spoken in lightheartednew, and not in-

tended to convey any serious intention.
Sneyc. Brit, XX. 662.

light-heeled (lit'held), a. 1. Nimble or lively

in walking or running; swift of foot.

The villain is much lighter-hed'd than L
Shak., M. N. D., lit 2. 416.

2t. Of loose character.

She is sure a light heeld wench.
The Bride, 1640, sig. O. {HaOiwea.)

light-horse (lit'hdrs), n. Light-armed cavalry.

One hundred Men at Arms, and Six hundred Light-

H&rse, led by the Earl of Warwick.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 303.

Ludovic comes forth with his army, and with his light

horse beginnes the charge. Coryat, Crudities, L 110.

light-horseman (lifbdrs'^man), n. A light-

armed cavalry soldier.

lighthouse (ut'hous), n. A tower or other
structure exhibiting a light or lights, for the

purpose of indicating the presence of rocks,

shoals, or other dangers to navigation, or for

the guidance of mariners when approaching or

sailing along a coast, entering a harbor, or

navigating a river or other body of water.
Lighthouses were formerly illuminated simply by means
of a wood- or coal-flre, and afterward by candles and lamps.
Coal-fires continued in general use till after the middle
of the eighteenth centu^, and in some places many years
later. The lamps in the lanterns of lighthouses in the
United States are, for the most part^ mechanical oil-lamps

Lighthouse on Alligator Reef. Florida Reefs.

fitted with Argand burners, and employed with simple re-
flectors or with some form of the Fresnel lantern. Elec-
tric lighting has been tried in some lighthouses, but found
objectionable on account of the depth of shadow inodnced
by it in their immediate vicinity. In orda that light-
houses may be distinguished l^ night, their lights vary
in power, color, number, position, etc. As regards power,
they are classifled as of the firsts second, third, or fourth
order : the first two being employed in coast-lighthouse^
and the others as sound-, harbor-, or liver-lights. They
may be fixed, revolving, fiashing, or intermittent, in either
smgle or combined colors : thus, a light may show two
white flashes and a red flash followed by an interval of
darkness, or the red and white flashes may alternate.
These changes are obtained by various contrivances for
causing the lenses, reflectors, or screens to travel in a cir-
cular path around the lamp, or to pass before it. Some
lighthouses are painted with bands of color, or brar some
other distingnishing mark, that their identity may be
easily established in the daytime.

They saw . . .

The lamp-flregUmmer down from the tall lighthome tower.
WhUtier, Tent on the Beaeh.

Lighthouse Board, a board of commissioners attached
to the Department of Commerce and Labor of the United
States government, having supervision of the U^thouse
systemof the United States. Itconsistsof ninemembers:
three civilians (the Secretary of the department and two
eminent scientists), three naval officers, and three officers
of the Corps of Engineers of the Army.
lighthonseman (lit'hous-man), n.; pi. light-

housemen (-men). A keeper of a lighthouse.
The manners and ways of coastguardsmen, Ughthovx-

men, and other amphibious creatures.
Athewieum, No. 3200. p. SS7.



lighting

liehtmgi (li'ting), n. [< ME. mtmge, Ugtmge,
< A8. Uhtung, lyhtung, Ughting, lyhting, le6hting,
verbal n. of Uhtan, teohtan, light, shine, illumi-
nate : see Ughfi;v.] 1. The act of making light
or becoming light. See Ught\ v. t.—2. The act
of igniting or flluminating : as, the UghUng of a
fire ; street-W -" -- -

Electric lighting and working of railways and tramways
are upon a commercial and useful stage.

Natiure, XXXYII. 303.

3. In metalr-worldng, same as annealing.
lighting^ (li'ting), n. [< ME. HihUng, < AS. liht-

ing, a making or becoming light, alleviation,
verbal n. of lihtan, lehtcm, make light, ledhtian,
become light : aeeUght'^,v.'] The act of making
or becoming light or less heavy. See light^, v. t.

lightillgS (li'ting), n. [Verbal n. of UghtS, v.']

The act of alighting, as from flight.

Ere long it was noticed that in the process of ligTiUng
[of various birdsj there was, very commonly, a conspicu-
ous flashing-out of white on wings or tail, or on both.

Amer. NaturalM, XXII. 202.

light-iron (lit'i"6m), n. An iron stand serving
to hold a candle or a lamp : an early utensil,
kept in use in some localities until lately.

lignt-keeper (lit'ke'pfer), «.. The personwho has
charge of the light in a lighthouse or lightship.

I reached Dublin on the evening of the 6th, and, with-
out giving the lightkeeper any warning of my visit, went
straight to the lighthouse.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 67.

light-legged (Ht'leg"ed or -legd), a. Nimble

;

swift of foot.

IdghUegged Pas has got the middle space.
&r P. Sidney.

lightless (Ut'les), a. [< ME. Ughtless, < AS.
ledhtleds, without light, < ledht, light, + -leds,

= B. -less : see Ughfl-, «., and -less.'] Without
light; giving no light; d.ark.

Upon the chaungynge of the moone,
Whan lightlees is the world.

Chaucer, Troilus, 111. 560.

The lighMess Are,

Which, in pale embers hid, lurks to aspire.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 4.

These large lightless waves of the sun . . . are frequent-
ly called obscure or invisible heat.

TyntMl, Forms of Water, p. 13.

lightly (lit'li), ach. [< ME. lightly, Ugtliche,

Uhtliche, < AS. ledhtUce (= OPries. lichtelik =
D. ligtelijJc = MLGr. Uchteliken = OBHr. UhtUhho,
MHG. M,teliche, G-. leichtlich), in a light man-
ner, < ledhtlic, a., light, < ledht, light, -F-Kc = E.
-Z^i.] 1. Not heavily; with little weight or

force ; not oppressively or severely: as, to tread
lightly; to punish Ughtly; his cares sit lightly

upon him.
When at the first he lightly afBlcted the land of Zebu-

lun. Isa. is. 1.

That the King's hands may not be rudely tied by others,

he must consent to tie them lightly himself. *-

MaeaiUay, Sir William Temple.

2. With Uttle efEort ; without difficiilty; easily.

And verily you shall not lighMy find In all the city any
thing that is more commodious . . . [than] these gardens.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Kobinson), 11. 2.

They come lightly by the malt, and need not spare it.

Seott,

And, pushing his black craft among them all.

He lighfly scatter'd theirs.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. Without good reason; upon slight grounds;
readily.

My wife is in a wayward mood to-day,

And will not lighUy trust the messenger.
Shak., C. of E., iv. 4. 6.

4. With little regard; slightingly; indiffer-

ently.
Then, and long afterwards, colonial property was lightly

esteemed. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., II. 362.

5. Parsimoniously; niggardly.

They are but lightly rewarded.
'

, 5*aft., L. L. L., L 2. 167.

6. Without deliberation; heedlessly; incon-

siderately.

Matrimony ... is not by any to be entered into unad-

visedly or ZwAfly. ,. ^„,.
JJooft of Crnmnon Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

They choose the Tranibores yearly, but lightly they

change them not. , .. „
SirT. More, Utopia (tr. by Kobmson), u. 3.

7. Inalight-heartedmanner; cheerfully; cheer-

ily; airily; with levity.

ni UghOy front each high emprize

For one kind glance of those bright eyes.

Scott, L. of the L., i. 24.

. He seventy years borne lightly as the pine

Wears its first down of snow in green disdain.

Lowell, Bankside, iii.

In the Spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts

of love. rmnyson, Locksley HalL
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Lightly he answered her, and smile or kiss
Would change their talk to idle words of bliss.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 274.

8. With agility; nimbly; quickly.

It booted not to thinke that throw to beare,
But grownd he gave, and lightly lept areare.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xL 36.

Watch what thou seest, and lightly bring me word.
Tennyson, Morto d'Arthur.

9t. Commonly; usually.

The folk of that Contree ben lyghtly dronken, and han
but litille appetyt to mete. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 1B7.

Short summers lightly have a forward spring.
Shak., Eich. ifi., iii. 1. 94.

The great thieves of a state are lightly the oiScers of the
crown. jB. Jonson, Discoveries.

lightly (lit'li), V. t. : pret. and pp. lightlied, ppr.
lighttying. [< Ughtly, adv.] To make light of

;

slight; disparage. Also Uchtly. [Scotch.]
I drew me near to my stairhead,
And I heard my ain lord lichUy me.

Lord Jamie Douglas (Child's Eidlads, IV. 138).

His House, whose front vpreard so high and eaven.
That lightlied earth, and seemed to threat the heaven.

T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, i. 78.

light-maker (lit'ma'kfer), n. That which yields
light, as a heavenly body. WycUf.
lightmant (lit'man), n. A Unkman.

The stars might go to sleep a-nigbts.

And leave their work to these new lights

;

The midwife moon might mind her calling,

And noisy lightman leave his bawling.
Tom Broum, Works, IV. 265.

light-minded (lit'min"ded), a. Of light mind;
unsteady; volatile; capricious.

He that is hasty to give credit is lightminded.
Ecclus. zlz. 4.

light-mindedness (]it'min"ded-nes), n. The
quality of being light-minded; inoonsiderate-
ness; capriciousness.

The singular light-mindedness with which a king of

France bestows upon a Lombard adventurer a county in
the very heart and centre of his own kingdom.

Fartnigmy Mev., N. S., XLI. 411.

light-moderator (lifmod^e-ra-tor), n. An at-

tachment for a microscope to secure a white
light on an object when examined by artificial

light. It consists of two disks of colored glass, one blue,
the other red, mounted on a stand for convenience in ad-
justment.

light-money (lit'mua'''i), n. Money levied for
the maintenance of lighthouses ; light-dues.

Apart from the Sound dues themselves, there were
charges of light-money, pass-money, eto., which caused a
delay at Elsinore. E. Schuyler, Amer. Diplomacy, p. 308.

lightness^ (lit'nes), n. [< ME. "Ughtnes, < AS.
Witness (= OHGr. Ivuhtrmaa), lightness, bright-

ness, < leAht, Uht, light: see lighO-, a., and -mess.]

The state or quality of being light or bright.

lightness^ (lit'nes), n. [< ME. Ughtnesse, ligt-

nesse (= MLG-. liehtnisse) ; < Ught^, a., -I- -ness.]

1. The stateor quality of being light inweight;
lack of heaviness or gravity: as, the lightness of

a burden; the lightness of cork or of hydrogen.
Its [cork's] specific lightness, combined with strength and

durability, recommends it above all other substances for

forming life-buoys, belts, and jackets.
Encyc. Brit., VI. 402.

3. In cookery, sponginess; the state of being
well raised; freedom from sogginess.

This matter of lightness is the distinctive line between
savage and civilized bread.

S. B. Stowe, House and Home Papers, x.

3, Preedom from heaviness or clumsiness in act

or execution; dexterity; nimbleness; agility:

as, lightness of touch in painting or music; light-

ness of foot in running or dancing.
Somtyme, to shewe his lightnesse and maistrye.
He pleyeth Herodes upon a soaflold hye.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, I. 197.

He [Bab] . . . trotted up stairs with much lightness,

and went straight to that door.
Br. J. Brown, Rab and his Friends.

4. Inconstancy; unsteadiness; fickleness.

Commanded always by the greater gust

;

Such is the lightness of you common men.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 89.

5t. Levity; wantonness; unohastity.
Can it be

That modestymay more betray our sense
Than woman's lightness f

Shak., M. forM., ii. 2. 169.

Eeady to sprinkle our unspotted fame
With note of lightness f

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, v. 3.

6t. Light-headedness.
And he, repulsed— a short tale to make—
Fell into a sadness, then into a fast.

Thence to a wateh, thence into a weakness.
Thence to a lightness. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 149.

=Syn. 3. Briskness, sprightliness, ease, facility, swiftness.

—4. VolatUUy, Frivolity, eto. (see levity), Instability, giddi-

ness, airiness.

lightning-discharger

lightning^ (lit'ning), n. [Also in the first sense
lightening, after the present form of the verb,
but according to the orig. type lightnmg; < ME.
*lightning, ligtnyng, illumination, verbal n. of
lightnen, Ugtnen, illuminate: see lighten^. Cf.

lightimg'^.'] 1. A becoming light or bright; a
flashing of light : in this sense usually lighten-

ing.
Be the ligtnynge of a storre.
To Jhesu alle thre presentis thei bronjte.

Hymns to Virgin, eto. (E. B. T. S.), p. 45.

The great brand
Made lightnings in the splendour of the moon.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

3. A suddenillumination of the heavens caused
by the discharge of atmospheric electricityfrom
one cloud to another or from a cloud to the
earth; a flash of light due to electricity in the
atmosphere. The lightning-flash may have a length of

a mile or even more, and commonly takes an irregular di-

rection {forked lightning), the path of the electrical dis-

charge being that of the least resistance. In sheet-lightning

no definite spark is seen, but a general illumination over
a broad surface ; it is commonly due to the reflection by
the clouds of the discharge proper. This is called sum-
mer lightning or heat-lightning when the storm is ata great
distance, so that only the broad flashes of light are seen,

usually near the horizon, and unaccompanied by thunder.
Sheet-lightning is also described as occurring when there
is neither storm nor cloud ; if such cases be authenilc, it

is probably due to a weak electrical discharge in the air

at a considerable altitude. In globular ligHning or globe-

lightning, which is a rare phenomenon, the discharge takes
a spherical form (Jire-ball), sometimes apparently a foot

or more in diameter, and lasts for a number of seconds, de-

scending slowly to the earth, and often exploding with a
loud report. The discharge of frictional electricity in the
laboratory gives phenomena similar in kind to those of

lightning, and the •' brimstone odor " which sometimes ac-

companies the latter (due to the formation of ozone) is

often observed.

In lyknesse of a ligtnynge he lygte on hem alle,

And made hem konne and knowe alkyn langages.
Piers Plowman (B), xix. 197.

And when the cross blue lightning seem'd to open
The breast of heaven, I did present myself
Even in the aim and very flash of it.

Shak., J. C, I. 3. 60.

Mr. A. S. Barker photographed outside objects on an ex-

cessively dark night by the light of lightning alone. The
wind was strong, and the interesting feature was brought
out, when tlie plates were developed, that the foliage had
perceptibly moved during the exposure. The flash must
therefore have a measurable interval, probably decidedly
longer than the thousandth or ten thousandth of a second,
as got by Wheatstone. Amer. Meteor. Jour., III. 101.

Jersey lightning, apple-jack or peach-brandy (as made,
or alleged to be made, in New Jersey) ; very crude and bad
whisky. [Slang, U. S.]

lightning^t n. [Same as lightening^'] A be-
coming Ught or less heavy ; an exlularation of
the spirits. [Perhaps really the same as light-

ening, the senses being easily interchanged.]

How oft when men are at the point of death
Have they been merry I which their keepers call

A lightning before death. Shak., K. and J., v. 3, 90.

lightning-arrester (lit'ning-a-res't6r), n. An
apparatus used for protecting telegraph or
telephone lines, ofSees, instruments, and op-
erators from lightning-discharges. It usually con-
sists of two wires or plates placed in cloee proximity, one
of them connected to an earth-plate and tlie other to the
line. The opposed surfaces of the plates are sometimes
covered with sharp corrugations in directions at right

angles to each other, and sometimes filled with sharp
points which face each other and increase the power of the
instrument.

lightning-bug (lit'ning-bug), n. A firefly or
phosphorescent beetle of the family Zampy-
ridce, related to the European glow-worms. Two
common species are Pyractomena angulata and P. borealis.

The genera Phengodes,
Zarhipis, Microphotus,
and Pleotomits have
more or less wingless,

degraded, larviform fe-

males, which are lu-

minous in abdominal
patohes. The males of
the same genera are
winged, and resemble
the common lightning-
bugs, giving a more or
less intense fiash-light.

Another lightning-bug of
the eastern United States

is Photvris penngylvani-
ca, about half an inch
long, of a yellowish color
with a few ill-defined

lines of black or brown

;

both sexes have wings and long elytra, and the luminous
larva has a brush-like anal leg. A third species, common
in parts of the Mississippi valley, is PhxiUnutpyralis, which
has blackish-brown elytra margined with x>aleyellow, and
ayellow prothorax with a central black spot. iSie two last-
named belong to the subfamily Lampyrvnoe.

lightning-conductor (lit ' ning -kon -duk " tor),

n. Same as lightning-rod.

lightning-discharger (lit ' ning - dis -chftr'idr)^
n. Same as lightning-arrester.

Lightning-bug, or Firefly iPhoturiff
pennsylvanica). a, larva (line shows
natural size) ; b, leg of larva, magni-
fied ; c, beetle.



lightning-print

lightning-print (lifning-print), n. Abranched
or tree-Eke markiiig sometimes found on the
skill of men and animals and on clothing
struck by lightning, or in the neighborhood of
the stroke, and popularly supposed to be an im-
pression of the images of surrounding objects.
That this is the case is highly improbable, and the few
well-authenticated instances yet remain to be accounted
lor.

lightning-proof (lit'ning-prof), a. Safe or pro-
tected from Ughtnlsog.

lightning-protector (lit'nlng-pr9-tek"tor), n.
Same as lightning-arrester.

lightning-rod (lit'ning-rod), n. A pointed, in-
sulated metallic rod erected to protect a build-
ing or a vessel from lightning; a lightning-
conductor. Lightning-rods are attached to buildings
and other structures for two purposes : (1) to prevent as
far as possible sudden discharges of electricity from
clouds to earth through or in the neighborhood of the
building; (2) to form a line of least resistance for any
such discharge, should it take place, and thus prevent
damage to the building. In order that a lightning-rod
may be efficient for the first purpose, it is provided with
one or more (preferably several) sharp points at its up-
per end, with the view of gradually discharging the elec^
tricity of the surrounding atmosphere to e^h. (See
power of poirUs, under point.) With regard to the most
efficient form for a lightning-rod to fulfil the second pur-
pose for which lightning-rods are erectod, there have been
great differences of opinion. Becent developments of
electrical theory and experiment indicate that the form
of the conductor is the most important element, the par-
ticular kind of metal being of comparatively little account.
The conductor should be in the form of a ribbon or a
thin tabe^ or consist of a number of separate thin wires
not spun together to form a rope. The object is to obtain
a conductor having small self-induction, which is the main
impediment to a sudden rush of electricity. Care is ^so
taken that the rod orconductorbe well connected to earth,
either through wet soil or through a network of water-
mains.

lightning-tnbe (lit'ning-tub), n. Same as ful-
gurite.

llght-o'-lovet (lit'o-luv*), n. [From the phrase
ligM of love, i. e. trifling or capricious in love.]
1. A light, capricious woman; a wanton co-
quette.

So, my quean, yon and I must part sooner than perhaps
a light-o'-love such as you expected to part with a—likely
young fellow. Scott.

2. An old dance-tune.

Clap us Into Light-o'-love ; that goes without a burden

;

do you sing it, and 111 dance it.

Shak., Much Ado, iiL 4. 44.

light-organ (lit'6r'''gan), n. In entom., one of

the luminous organs of certain insects, situated
in the thorax or abdomen.
light-room (lit'rom), n. 1. A small apartment
next to the magazine in a ship of war, in which
lights for illuminating the magazine are placed
behind thick glass windows, to avoid danger
from carrying fire among the explosives. Also
called light-box.— 2. The room at the top of

a lighthouse containing the lighting appara-
tus.

light-ship (lit'ship), n. A vessel riding at an-
chor and displaying a light for the guidance of

mariners, in a position where the bottom or

the depth would render a fixedlighthouse-struc-
ture impracticable. Light-ships have only such masts
and sails as will enable them to reach a port if driven by
storms from their anchorage.

light-shott, n. In Anglo-Saxon times, a contri-

bution of wax payable to the church three times
rly.

€tsomei Git'su™). «• [< tigJt^, a-, + some.']

itting or manifesting light ; luminous ; not
dark, pjow chiefly poetical.]

However dark the habitation of the mole to our ^es,
yet the animal itself finds the apartment sufficiently H^ht-
tome. GrMmuUi, Vicar, vL

If thou wonld'st view fair Melrose aright.

Go visit it by the pale moonlight

;

For the gay beams of lightgonw day
Gild but to flout the ruins gray.

Scott, L. of L. H., it 1.

lightsome^ (lit'sum), o. [< light^, a., + -some.']

Having the quality of lightness or buoyancy;
light-hearted; cheerful or cheering; gay; airy;

sportive.
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It suiteth so fitly with that tighttame affection of Joy

wherein God delightoth when his saints praise him.
Booker, Eccles. Polity.

This news should make yon ligliteome, bring joy to you.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 1.

Pope's understanding was no less vigorous . . . than

his fancy was lightaome and sprightly.

LoweU, Study Windows, p. 410.

lightsomely (Ut'sum-li), adv. In a lightsome

manner.
lightsomenessl (lit'smn-nes), n. The state or

quality of being lightsome or of emitting or

showing light, luminousness. [Bare.]

It is to our atmosphere thJt ... the lighttomeness of

our air and the twilight are owing.
a. Cheyne, Philos. Prin. of Nat. Eellglon.

lightsomeness^ (lit'sum-nes), n. The quality

of being lightsome or not heavy.

Drayton could write well, and had an agreeable light-

someness of fancy.
Lowed, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 138.

Ught-spirited (lit'8pir"i-ted), a. Having a light

or cheerful spirit.

Ught-stmck (lit'struk), a. In photog., injured
by exposure to actinic light; fogged, as a sen-

sitized plate which has been insufficiently pro-

tected from light, or has been used in appa-
ratus leaking light.

light-tight (lit'tit), o. Impervious to light; ex-

cluding the light perfectly. Compare air-tight.

light-vessel (St'ves''el), n. Same as lightship.

light-wave (lit'wav), n. A wave of the lumi-

niferous ether ; a wave of Ught.

light-weight (Ht'wat), n. In sporting, a man or

an animal of a certain weight prescribed by the
rules, between that of the middle-weight on one
hand and that of thefeather-weight onthe other

;

hence, any person of lightweight or ofcompara-
tively little importance.
light-winged (lit'wingd), a. Having light or
fleet wings.

Lightwing'd toys
Of feather-d Cupii Shak., Othello, L 8. 269.

light-witted (lit'wif'ed), a. Having a feeble
or weak intellect.

For lyght^urittedoT dronken, sure, men will name thee in
talke. Babeee Book (E. £. T. S.X p. 82.

lightwood^ (lit'wud), n. [< ligh&-, n.,+ woodX.]
Any wood used in lighting a fire; kindlings;
especially, in the souSiem United States, very
resinous pine wood.
They [Indians] make a hearth in the middle of t^eir ca-

noe, raising it within two inches of the edge; upon this

they lay their burning lightwood, split into small shivers,

each splinter whereof will blaze and bum, end for end, like

a candle. Beverley, Virginia, ii

A negro woman on her knees was hastily lighting a fire

on the broad hearth with fat lightwood, and in another
moment there was a strong aromatic odor, and the brilliant
blaze. Uarpei'f Mag., LXXVm. 243.

UghtWOOd knot, (a) A pine knot used for kindlings.

(6) The ruddy dno£Bri»7nat»ra rubida : so called from its

toughness. [New Berne, North Carolina.]

lightwood^ (lit'wud), n. [< lights, a., + woodX.]
An inappropriate colonial name for the Aus-
tralian tree Acacia Melanoxylon, more properly
called blaclctcood.

lightwood^ (lit'wud), n. [< lights, a., + wood^.]
Same as coachwood.

lightyt (li'ti), a. [ME. lighty,listi; <.Mgh0;n.,
+ -^1.] FuH of light; illuminated; not ob-
scure.
The lanteme of thi bodi is thine yghe ; if thin yghe he

symple, al thi body schal be lighby, but if it be weyward,
A thi body schal be derkfuL Vydif, Luke xi. 34.

Ligia (lij'i-a), «. [Nil., < L. Ligea or *Ligia, <
Gr. Aiycia, a water-nymph, fem. of hryiig, clear-
voiced.] 1. A Fabrician (1798) genus of iso-

pod crustaceans, now referred to the family
OnisddoB. It contains certain sea-slaters, as
L. oceaniea. Also Lygia.— 2. The typical ge-
nus of lAgiincB or Ligiidce, having a few Euro-
pean and Asiatic species. JDuponehel, 1829.
LigiidsB (li-ji'i-de), n. pi. [Nh., < ZAgia + -idee.]

The lAgiincE rated as a family. Usually called
lAgidcB.

Ligiinae (lij-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ligia + -i-nce.]

A subfamily of geometrid moths, typifiedby the
genus Ligia: also named Ligiidce as a family of
Geometrina or Phaleenites. it iawidely distributed,
and contains 7 genera of moths, with the body stoul^ froni
prominent, palpi variable, antennae stout, pectinate in the
male, thorax very short, wings entire and unmarked or
very slightly speckled, tarsi spinose, and hind tibia four-
spurred. Usually called Ligiiue.

lignaget (li'naj), " A Middle English form of
lineage.

lignaloes (lig-nal'oz), n. [< ME. Ugne aloes,
< OF. lignaloes, lignaloe, ligjie aloes, lingaloes,
lingndloel, etc., \ L. lignum aloes : lignum, wood;
aloes, gen. of aloe, aloes: see aloes.] 1. Aloes-

Ugnitiferons

wood or agalloohum: same as aloes, 2.— St. A
bitter drug: same as aloes, 1.

The wolul teres that they leten falle

As bittre weren out of teres kynde,

For peyne, as is hone aloee [var. lignum aloes) or galle.

Chaucer, Troilos, Iv. 1187.

lignatlle (Ug'na-til), a. [< NL. Ugnatilis, < L.

lignum, wood. "Cf. saxatile.] In hot, growing

on wood; lignioole.

lignet, »• -A- Middle English form of line^.

ligneous (lig'ne-us), a. [= Sp. Ugneo= Pg. It.

ligneo, < L. Ug'neus, wooden, < Ugmim, wood:
see lignum.] Consisting of or resemblingwood

;

wooden; woody; in bot., having a wood-like

texture; woody, as distinguished from herba-

ceous. Also lignose.

For it may be they (shoots of vines and roots of red

roses], being of a more ligneous nature, will Incorporate

with the tree itself. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 604.

Ligneous galls, in entom., galls which are hard and in-

elastic, resembling wood in structure.—Ligneous mar-
ble, wood coated or prepared so as to resemble marble.

lignescent (Ug-nes'ent), a. [< L. lignum, wood,
+ -esoent.] Tending to be or become ligneous

or woody; somewhat woody.
lignicole (lig'ni-kol), a. [< L. Ugnwn, wood, +
colere, dwell.] Same as lignieoUne.

lignicoline (lig-nik'o-lin), a. [< lignicole +
-me.] Growing upon wood, as some mosses,

lichens, and fungi.

ligniferous (lig-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. Ugnifer, <

lignum, wood, -I- ferre = B. bear^.] Producing
or yielding wood.

ligmfication (lig"ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F. lignifi-

cation = Pg. Ugnifiea^do; as hgnify + -ation:

see -fication.] The act of lignifying, or the state

of being lignified; the process of becoming or

of makmg woody: an alleged conversion of

animal matter into wood, not confirmed by
scientific investigation.

lignifonn (lig'ni-fSrm), a. [= P. ligniforme, <

L. lignum, -wood, + forma, form.] Like wood;
resembling wood.—Llgnlform asbestos. See a»-

iestos, 3.

lignify (lig'ni-fi), V. t. and i.; pret. and pp. lig-

nified, ppr. lignifying. [= P. lignifier = Pg.
(refl.) tignificar, < L. lignum, wood, + facere,

make: see -fy.] To convert into or become
wood; make or grow woody.
As internal cells grow older the protoplasm disappears,

the cellulose I'^nMes, and a mere framework of woody
ceUs is left. 8. B. Herrick, Wonders of Plant Life, p. 6.

The object is, in brief, what appears to be a ligTiifled ser-

pentformed between the outer bark and the wood— in the
cambium layer, in fact—of a native tree known as the lp6
misim. C. V. BMey, ScL Amer. Supp., Feb, 17, 188a

Lignified cells, mvhys. iot., vegetable cells whose walls
have been indurated and more or less thickened by the de-
position of lignin, thus being converted into woody fiber-

lignin (lig'nin), n. [< L. lignum, wood, + -in^.]

An organic substance which forms the charac-
.teristic part of wood-cells, bast-cells, and all

woody fibers, making the greater part of the
weight of most dry wood. It is superadded to the
cellulose of primitive cells by deposition on their walls.
It is harder and more elastic than the latter, and absorbs
comparatively little water. Its chemical composition is

not satisfactorily made out ; but it differs from cellulose
in being soluble in Schnltze's macerating mixtnre and in

potassium hydrate, but not in cupro-ammoniiim. It has
sometimes been called xylogen. See lignified alls, under
lignify.

ligniperdons (lig-ni-pfer'dus), a. [< L. lignum,
wood, + perdere, destroy; cf. P. ligniperdes,
insects destructive of wood.] Destructive of
wood; injurious to timber: specifically ap-
plied to various insects, crustaceans, and mol-
lusks.

Itenite (lig'nit), n. [< L. ligmim, wood, + -ite^.]

Brown-coal; imperfectly formed coal, or that
in which the original form of the wood is so
distinctly preserved that it can be easily recog-
nized by the unaided eye. Lignite nsuaUy contains
considerably more hygrosc<^c water than doesiame coal,
and is inferior to the latter as a fneL It contains de-
cidedly more oxygen than true coal, and In its general
chemical composition stands midway between coal and
wood. It is not limited to any particular geological for-
mation, but is more abundant in the more recent strata.
The fossil fuel of the Tertiary is almost all lignite ; and hi
the Tertiary coal, where the vegetable structure may not
perhaps be distinctly recognizable, the presence of 10 or
12 per cent, of water is an indication of imperfect eonver-
sion of the material into coal. There are, however, Tertia-
ry coals which are nearly as free from water as those of
Oarboniferons age nsnally are, as. for iriBtance, some of the
coal of southern Colorado, which is either of very early
Tertiary or late Cretaceous age.

lignitic (lig-nit'ik), a. [< lignite + -tc.] Con-
sisting of or containing lignite Ugnltlc gronp.
Same as Laramie group (wUch see, under groups).

lignitiferons (lig-ni-tlt'e-ms), a. [< U^mte +
E. ferre = E. bear^.] Hgeol., lignite-bearing;
containing beds of lignite or brown-coai, as
certain strata.



lignitize

lignitize (lig'ni-tiz), v. t. : pret. and pp,
Uzed, ppr. UgmUzing. [< Ugmte + 4ze.']

convert into lignite.
To

A large log two (eet in diameter, and completely ligni-
tized, was also seen. Amer. Jour. Sm. , 3d ser., yyvT. 203.

lignivorous (lig-niv'o-rus), a. [= P. Ugmoore;
< L. lignum, wood, ' + vorare, eat, devour.]
Wood-eating; living in and devouring wood,
either in a growing tree or in cut timber, as the
larvsB of many insects; xylophagous.
lignose (lig'nos), a. and n. [< L. lignosus,
woody: see lignous.1 I. a. Same as Ugneous.

II. n. An explosive mixture consisting of
wood ^ulp saturated with nitroglycerin. It has
fallen into disuse on account of the special dan-
ger attending its use.

lignoust (lig'nus), a. [= F. Ugneux = Pg. Ug-
noso; < L. lignosus, like wood, < Ugnum, wood:
see lignwm.'] Ligneous.

Their lignous fibers with continuous length.
Equivalent, compact, a bony strength.

Brooke, Universal Beauty, ill,

lignum (lig'num), ». [L., wood as used for
fuel (or rarely for making tables, etc.)

;
prob.

'that which is gathered' (sc. for firewood), < le-

gere, gather : see legend."] Wood, as contrasted
with soft tissues or with bark; that part of ex-
ogenous plants which comprises the alburnum
andthe duramen.—Uenumcrucls, wood of the cross;
eccles,, a relic asserted tone a piece of the true cross, or a
decorative object containing such a relic.

lignmn-aloes (lig'num -al'dz), n. Same as
Ugn-aloes.

Ugnuni-Tits (Ug'num-vi'te), n. [NL., < L. Ug-
mwm, wood, -I- vitce, gen. of vita, life : see vital.']

1. The tree Ghiaiaeum officinale, or its hard and
durable wo6d; aXso,G. sanctum. SeeGuaiacum.— 2. A name of several other trees of which
the wood is more or less similar to that of G.

offictnals. That of Guiana is Ixora tHflorwm, also called
hackia; that of Queensland, Vitex lignum-vitce of the Ver-
henaceoB. AcacCa fdlcata and Eucalyptits polyantliema of
New South Wales have likewise received the same name

;

and so has Melanorrhea itsitata, the black-varnish tree of
Burma and Pegu.—Bastard UgUUm-vlt2e,5arcompft(rit«
laurinue of Jamaica, belonging to the Bluimnece.—Bick-
ory llgaum-vitae, Aoaeia fidaita of New South Wales.

—White Ilgnum-Vitee, Bakiera divenifolia, of the Poly-
galeae, found in Jamaica.

ligroin (lig'ro-in), n. [Formation not obvious.]
That part of petroleum which has a boiling-

point between 90° and 120° C.
Ilgula (lig'u-la), n.

;
pi. ligulce (-le). [NL., < L.

ligula, a vair. of lingula, a little tongue, tongue
of a shoe, strap, etc., a spoon, spoonful; dim.
of lingua, tongue : see lingual.'] 1. In hot, same
as ligule.— 2. In entom. : (a) A fleshy, mem-
branaceous, or homy anterior part of the labi-

um, attached to the inner surface of the men-
tum, by which it is sometimes entirely conceal-
ed; the terminal or distal one of the three com-
ponent parts of the labium, in the Hymenoptem it

ISdeveloped into a long tongue-like organ, split into three
parts, of which the outer two are called the paraylossce and
the intermediate one the glossa or lingua. (See cut under
EymeTioptera.) Sometimes the term ligula is applied to

the united palpigers orpalpus-bearing lobes of the labium,
which cover and conceal the true ligula. In the Coleop-

tera the ligula is properly the central division of the labi-

um, between the paraglossse ; but, a« the latter are often

wanting, the term ligula has come to be used synonymous-
ly with labium, where the teimlabium is used as applying

only to the anterior division, excluding merUurn and smI>-

mentum. See cut under mouth-parts. (6) A process

on the elytra of certain beetles. See elytral.—
8. In anat, a band of white nervous substance
bordering the membranous covering of the pos-

terior part of the fourth ventricle of the brain

on each side, and extending from the elava to

the strisB aousticsB, where it winds around the

restiform bodies. .Also called twnia ventrieuli

quarU,alapontis,a-ndponticulus.—4. [cop.] A
genus of simple cestoid worms, type of the fam-
UjLiguUdcs, having an unsegmented elongated

body with two lateral depressions at the head
end, and numerous sets of sexual organs in

longitudinal series opening on the median line

of Sie body. These endoparasites inhabit fishes and
amphibians, and acquire theirmatured character in water-
birds.

5. leap."] A genus of mollusks.

ligular (lig'tiJar), a. [< ligul(e) + -ar^.] Of or

pertaining to a ligula; consisting of ligute;

strap-like.

Ab occasional appendages . . . mustbe mentioned stip-

ules, liavlar structures, and wood-like outgrowths.
SacM, Botany (trans.), p. 191.

I^gularia (lig-ii-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Ugula
+ -aria.] The lAguU'dce rated as an order of

the class Cestoidea.

Hgulate (lig'u-lat), a. [< ligula f.-afe^-] 1-

&bot.: (a) Strap-shaped: said chiefly of the
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rays of the tubuliflorous and the coroUas of the
liguliflorous Composites. (6) Furnished with a
ligule: as, a ligulate grass; having a ligulate
corolla: as, a ligulate flower; having ligulate
flowers: as, a %Mto*e head.—2. In sooY., strap-
shaped: specifically applied (o) to the cochlea
of vertebrates below mammals, in distinction
tvom heUdne or helicoid; (&), in entomology, to
parts which are long, narrow, flat, and parallel-
pided or nearly so, as the tongue of a butterfly.
lignlated (lig'u-la-ted), a. Same as Ugulate.
ligule (lig'iil), n. [< ligula, q. v.] In hot., one
of several strap-shaped organs or parts, (a) The
blade formed by the corolla in some or all the fiorets of
numerous composite plants. See Liguliflarx. (b) The
membranous appendage which projects from the summit
of the leaf-sheath in many grasses, (c) The name is ex-
tended by Gray to certain outgrowths, analogous to the
last, from the inner side of some petals (for example, those
forming the crown in Silene}, and also of some filaments (as
in the stamens of dodder), (d) In Selaginella and laoetes,
a pecnliar membranous scale or tongue arising from the
upper surface of the leaf above the sporangium when that
is present. Also ligula.

Ligulidee (li-gu'li-de), n. ]pl. [NL., < Ligula +
-idcB.] A family of cestoid worms, typified by
the genus Ligula.

LignUfloree (lig^u-li-flc're), n.pl. [NL. (A.
P. de CandoUe, 1838), fern. pi. of liguliflorus:

see liguliflorous.] A suborder of Compositce.
The florets of the compoxmd flowers are ligulate
and hermaphrodite.

liguliflorous (lig"u-li-fl6'rus), a. [< NL. liguli-

florus, < L. ligula, a strap, +flos (flor-), a flower:

see Ugula and flower.] In hot., having heads
composed exclusively of strap-shaped florets.

liguliform (lig'u-U-f6rm),a. [< L. Ugula, a strap,

-i- forma, torm.] In entom., strap-shaped; flat

and parallel-sided.—ugullform tongue or lingua,
a tongue or lingua which is rather short^at, and partly
free from the labium, and not concealed within the mouth,
as In most wasps.

Liguorian (li-gwo'ri-an), a. and n. [< lAguori
(see def

.
) + -an.] I."o. Of or pertaining to Al-

fonso Maria da Liguori (1696-1787), an Italian

bishop and saint, founder of the order of Ee-
demptorists.

IL n. Same as Medemptorist.

Liguorist (li-gw6'rist), V. [< Liguori (see 14-

guorian) + -ist.] Same as Bedemptorist.

llgure (lig'ur), n. [< LL. ligurius, lyncurius, T/yn-

curion, h/n'curi'um, < L(Jr. 'Kcyhpim, Gr. TvuyKov-

piov (Theophrastus), iL-ymvpiov, Tuyyovpum, Ivy-

yovpiov, TMyyovpiov, Tiayoipun), a sort of gem (Sep-
tuagint, tr. Heb. leshem); origin obscure ; appar.
(in the form Ivyxoiipiov, the other forms being
then corruptions), < /Itiyf (/luy/c-), a lynx, -f oipov,

urine, an etym. accompanied by, and perhaps
originating, the statement that the gem was
believed to be lynx's urine petrified. The origin
hfts also been referred to L. Liguria (Gr. Atyv-
pta, h-tyvanufi) in northern Italy: see lAgurian.]
Some precious stone. The word is used in the author-
ized version of the Old Testament to translate lesJi&m, the
Hebrew name of one of the twelve precious stones set in
the breastplate of the Jewish high priest (Ex. xxviii. 19,

xxxix. 12). The ligure has been identified by some with
the jacinth, but by others with the opal or with the tour-

malin.

And the third row a ligure, an agate, and an amethyst.
Ex. xxviii. 19.

Liguriau (li-gu'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. Liguria
(Gr. Aiyvpia, Aiyovpia), < lAgwres (Gr. Alyveg, Al-

yvpec), pi. of lAgiis {lAgwr-) or ikgur, a people
in northern Italy. Cf. lAgusticvm and lovage,

from the same tdt. source.] I. a. Pertaining
to Liguria, an ancient district on the coast of

northwestern Italy and southeastern France,
including Nice, the south of Piedmont, Genoa,
part of Parma, etc. in the present kingdom of Italy

Liguria is a compartimento or department comprising the
provinces of Genoa and Porto Maurizio.—Liguilan bee,
Apis ligustrica, the Italian honey-bee, indigenous to the
south of Europe.-Ugurlaa Sea, the Gulf of Genoa.

II. n. One of a race inhabiting in ancient
times a great part of northwestern Italy, espe-
cially in the neighborhood of Genoa, and occu-
pying also much of southeastern Gaul. The Li-

gurians seem to have been ethnically distinct from Iberi-

ans, Gauls, and the main stock of Italian tribes. They were
subjugated by the Somans during the secctad century be-

fore the Christian era.

Ugurinus (lig-u-ri'nus), n. [NL., < L. Liguri-

»MS, Ligurian: see XigfMnare.] 1. -An old name
of the green linnet, or siskin, now commonly
oaRed. Chrysomitris spinus. Hence—2. [cap.]

(a) A genus of fringilline birds having the sis-

kin as its type. Brisson, 1760. (6) Another
genus of birds having as type the greenfinch,

Loxia cMoris of Linnssus. KocJi, 1816.— 3.

[cap.] A genus of spiders. Karsch, 1878.

ligurite (lig'u-nt), n. [= F. ligurite, < L. lAgu-

ria, name of a district of Italy (see lAgurian),

like

-I- -4te^.] A variety of sphene or titanite, oc-

curring in oblique rhombic prisms of an apple-
green color.

ligurrition (lig-u-rish'on), n. [< L. Uguritio(n-),

ligurriUo(rir), a fondness for dainties, < Ugurire,

ligurrire, be fond of dainties, lick, Ut. desire

to Uok, desiderative of Ungere, lick: see Uek.]
The act of licking. [Bare.]

The emptying of wine-glasses and the ligurrition of
dishes. F. W. Farrar, Julian Home, p. 94.

LigUSticum (U-gus'ti-kum), n. [NL. (Linn»-
us), < L. ligusticum, a plant indigenous to Ligu-
ria, lovage, < Ligusticus (Gr. AiyvanKOQ), Ligu-
rian, < Ligus, lAgur, a Ligurian : see Ligurian.
See lovage, ult. < L. ligusticum.] A genus of

umbelliferous plants belonging to the tribe Se-

seUnecB, subtribe Selmece, distinguished by an
ovate or oblong fruit with numerous oU-tubes,
and by having seeds with a flat or slightly con-
cave face. There are about 26 species, which are found
throughout the whole northern hemisphere. L. ScoHcum,
the Scotoh lovage, is sometimes used as a pot-herb. It is

common on northern shores, in America reaching south to

Bhode Island, L. acto^olium, called rwndo and aTigelico,

has a large root with the strong aromatic odor and taste

of Angelica.

ligustrin, ligustrine (li-gus'trin), n. [< Mgus-
trum -{- -dn^.J The bitter principle of the privet,

Ligustrum vulgare.
Ligustrum (U-gus'trum), n. [NL. (Linneeus),

< L. ligustrum, privet.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Oleacece and the tribe

Oleinem, distinguished by the induplicate co-
rolla and the termiual panicles of the flowers.
There are about 25 species, natives of temperate and trop-
ical Asia, of Europe, and of Australia. They are shrubs
with opposite entire smooth leaves. L. milgare, the com-
mon privet, makes neat hedges, bearing clipping well,

hence caUed prvm and priimprivt. The hard white wood,
. though small, serves some purpose in turnery, the twigs
have been used in Belgium in tanning, and the bark yields
the bitter principle ligustrin. The Japan privet, L. Ja-
pmdaum, with broader, evergreen leaves, is a cultivated
species, which, like the former, will grow in shade, and
may be used for hedges.

Ligyrus (lij'i-nis), n. [NL., < Gr. h.yvp6c, pli-

ant, flexible.] A genus of scarabs, of the sub-
family Dynastince. It is an important group, confined
to North and South America and the West Indies. Four
species inhabit the United States. L. rugiceps is the great-
est enemy of the sugar-cane in Louisiana, and also injures
corn. L. Htuberculatus is injurious to the sugar-cane in
South America. Burmeister, 1847.

likt, n. , A Middle EngUsh form of KJ;ei.

likable (li'ka-bl), a. [Also likeable; < like^,

v., + -able.] "Of a nature to attract liking; apt
to be liked: as, a likable disposition.

Harry was liked because he was likable.

Thaelceray, Virginians, xliLi.

Ferris, the consul, is meant to be a good fellow in inten-
tion, and a likable one in person. N. A. Bev., CXX. 213.

We cannot make much out of his military services, but
he [Franklin Pierce] is a likeable man, and has as much of
"Young America" as we want.

Marey, in Curtis's Buchanan, II. 38.

likableness (U'ka-bl-nes), n. The quality of
being likable. Also spelled Ukeableness.

The agreeableness of a thing depends not merely on its

own likeaMeihess, but on the number of people who can be
got to like it. Bwihin.

likamf, n. [E. dial, leecam; < ME. Mkam, licam,

Hkame, licame, lykam, lykame, lycome, lighame,
Ucham, lichame, etc., < AS. lichama, lichoma (=
OS. likhamo = OFries. likkoma, Ucma = D. li-

chaam, ligehaam,='!ii'LG. Ucham, Uchame=ORQ.
Ulihamo, Uchamo, MHG. lichame (also OHG. Wh-
kinhamo, lihhinamo, MHG. lichname, G. Uich-
nam) = Icel. likamr, Ukami = Sw. (obs.) leka-

men = Dan. legeme), body, lit. 'body-covering,'
< lie, body, -{ hama, a covering: see like^ and
hame'^-. The compound has a poetical aspect,
a.nd doubtless originated in poetical use, like

the equiv. AS. flMschoma, 'flesh-covering,' bdn-
co/fl, 'bone-chamber,' 6a»/«<, 'bone-vessel,' 6oM-
hus, 'bone-house,' bdnloca, 'bone-chest,' etc.]

The human body.

As anores and eremites that holden hem in hure cellys,

Coueytynge nogt in contrees to carien a-boute
For no lykerouse lyflode hure lykame to plese.

Piers Plowman ((S), L 82.

Eue, thou art to blame,
To this entysed thou me.

Me shames with my lyghwme.
York Plays, p. 26.

like^t (lil^)) »• [< ME. Uke, lyke, in southern
use assibilated- lidh, liche, h/cfie, < AS. Uc, the
body (the living body, but also sometimes a
dead body), = OS. Uk = OFries. Uk = D. lijk

= MLG. lik, Uch, neut., = OHG. Uh, n., f.,

MHG. Uch, liche, f., G. leiche, f., the body, a
dead body, = Icel. lik = Sw. lik = Dan. lig, a
dead body, = Goth, leik, the body, flesh. From
this noun, besides the assibilated form lioh\



like

and the compounds Ukam and likewake, lich-

wake, lichgate, etc., are ult. derived like"^, a. and
n., (prob.) Ki«3^ ». and n., with their derivatives,
and the sufBxes -lyi, -ly^, as well as the termi-
nations of each, every''-, such (Sc. sic), thilk, which
(whUk), etc.] 1. Body, form; the body of a
human being or of any animal.

That in a mannes lyke
The devel to this mayden com.

MS. Coll. Trin. Oxon. 57. (HaStwen.)

Thanne hadde Witte a wyf waa hote dame Stndye,
That lene was of lere and of liche bothe.

Piers Plowman (B), x. 2.

Ont of her womaniashe hende
Into a briddea lUee 1 finde
She was tiansfonned forth withall.

Oower, Conf. Amant., v.

2. A dead body; a corpse.

Ear on the mom, whan it was day,
Tliree likes were ta'en frae the castle away

;

Sir Oluf the leal, and his bride sae fair,

And his mither, that died wi' sorrow and care.
Sir Oliff atul the Eif-Kiiig's Daughter (Child's BaUads,

p. 301).

like^ (Ilk), a. and n. [< ME. like, lyke, lijk, lyk,

also assibilated lich, liche, lyche; not, as stated
in the dictionaries, < AS. "lie, like, there being'
no suchAS. adj., but, by apheresis, in laterME.,
from the earlier ME. Hike, ilyke, ilyche, alike,

alyke, alyche, etc., < AS. gelic, etc., like (gelica,

n., one like), the numerous ME. forms being
merged in E. alike : see alike, where the relation
to Jifcei, AS. lie, body, is explained.] I, a. 1.
Of similar form, appearance, or quality ; of cor-
responding Mnd, amount, extent, degree, etc.

;

corresponding; equal or equivalent; analogous;
agreeing in some noticeable respect : as, terri-

tory of like extent ; two men of like pursuits and
tastes.

Elias was a man subject to like passions as we are.

Jas. T. 17.

If the men he both nought, their praiers be both Wee.
Sir T. Mare, Cmnfort against Tribulation (1573), foL U.

But thou and 1 are one in kind.
As moulded like in nature's mint.

TerLvyson, In Memoriam, Ixzix,

In proportion as the Wee nnita of an aggregate are ex-
posed to unlike forces, they tend to form differentiated
parts of the aggregate. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 455.

2. Having resemblance ; similar in anyrespect;
resembling: followed by to or a dative case
(sometimes by as), the word or phrase governed
Ijy to being,however, often omitted : as,they are
as like (to each other) as two peas. [Uke is fre-

quently snffixed to nouns to form adjectives denoting re-

semblance or in the manner of, as cbMHike, magnet-fube.]

It was noght no humayn body lyke.

But more better semed a thyng angell-2j/jte.

Rom. of Partenay (B. E. T. S.), L 937.

He was lothly to looke on

;

He was lyker a derill then a man.
Betris of Hampton. (HaUiweR.)

Who is like unto thee, O Lord, among the gods?
Ex. xv. 11.

Bat thon Eu*t the likest Auld Haitland
That ever I did see.

Atild MaOiand (Child's BaUads, VI. 221).

Jios. O, he hath drawn my picture in his letter!

Prin. Anything like ? Shot., L. L. L., t. 2. 39.

Come back into memory, ISce as thon wert in the day-
spring of thy fancies. Lamb, Christ's Hospit^

3. Likely; liable. [Archaic or provincial.]

Or that wayueris in wer what shall worthe of

;

Licker at the last end in langore to bide.

And tome vnto torfer, then any triet ioye.

Destruction of Troy (B. B. T. 8.), L 2254.

He is like to die for hunger in the place where he is.

Jer. xxxviii. 9.

Who was dead.
Who married, who was like to be.

Tennyson, Audley Court.

Had like, with a present orpast infinitive, a colloquial ex-

pression for wag likely, came near: as, the wall had Wee to

fall (or to hare fallen) upon me ; he had like to be (or to

have been) defeated.

Forth is at Bury ; but he fell so between two forms as

he had like, between both, to have fallen back to Boxford-
Winthrop, Hist. Mew England, I. 405.

Yet they adventored to go back ; but it was so dark,
and the flood was so high, that, in their going back, they
had like to have been drowned nine or ten times.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 173.

Something like, used eUiptically, something like the
thing desired or aimed at; what one wants: as, that is

something like.—Snch like, of that kind : a pleonasm for

either gueh or Wee.

Ye hold the tradition of men, as the washing of pots

and cups : and many other gueh like things ye do.
Mark viL 8.

Theyfound alarge crucifix, copes, rich vestments, beads,

and heaps of such Wee trumpery. WeUpoU, Letters, H. 16.

To feel lUce, to have inclination for ; be disposed to : fol-

lowed by a verbal noun in -Mi^i: as, iie /eft Wee refusing.

(CoUoq.]

He did not /erf like retomlng to his solitary room.
R. B. KinibaU, Was He Successful?
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To look like, to show likelihood or probability of; be in

a state for : as, the weather looks like clearing. [CoUoq.]
= Syn. Allied, cognate, analogous, parallel.

II. n. 1. A person or thing resembling an-
other ; a counterpart ; a resemblance ; a similar

character, condition, or example.
His living Wee saw never living eye.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 8.

He was a man, take him for all in all,

I shall not look upon his Wee again.

Shak., Hamlet^ t 2. 188.

Your ladye has a steed.

The like o' him 's no in the land o' Leed.
Willie's Ladye (Chad's Ballads, 1. 164).

What more natnrall then every like to produce his like,

man to beget man, fire to propagate fire ?

Milton, Church-Goverranent, i. 4.

2. In golf, a stroke which equalizes the num-
ber played by the other side Like cures Uke, a
popular translation of the homeopathic maxim gimuia
similibug curantur, literally ' like things are cured by like

things.'—The like, whatever is similar or akin to that
which has been named ; something of a similar or com-
parable character.

I am a stranger to any ceremonies used by them in Mar-
riage, or at the Birth of a Child, or the like, if they use any

Dampier, Voyages, II. L 50.

He is master of a certain set of words, as Unity, Style,

Fire, Phlegm, Easy, Natural, Turn, Sentiment, and the
like. Addieon, Sir Timothy Tittle.

like^ (lik), aAv. [< ME. like, lyke, by apheresis
for alike: see alike, adv., and cf. lik^, a.] 1.

In the same or a similar manner ; equally ; cor-

respondingly.
The thirde daye that thise childeren rode to-geder lyke

as that ye bane herde. Merlin (K E. T. S.), il 191.

lAke as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth

them that fear him. Ps. ciiL 13.

How then can they. Wee wretched, comfort me?
The which no less need comforted to be.

Lady Pembroke (Arbor's Eng. Gamer, L 261).

3. In the manner of ; in the same way as.

Be strong, and quit yourselves like men. 1 Sam. iv. 9.

Like one in prayer I stood.

Lemgfaioui, Voices of the Night, PreL

In the honest bosom of this heroic Sntchman dwelt the
seven noble virtnes of knighthood, flourishing among his
hardy qnalities like wild flowers among rocks.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 293.

Who the rdle of the priest and the soldier unites,
And, praying like Aaron, like Joshua fights

!

WhitUer, From Ferogia.

[This use of like is so nearly prepositional that the word
as properly receives the name of preposition in it as do, for
example, save, during, except, in their prepositional con-
structions.]

3. Likely; probably.

I like the work well ; ere it be demanded
(As Wee enough it will), I Id have it copied.

Shak., Othello, iiL 4. 190.

4. As it were; so to speak: used after clauses
or phrases with a signification similar to that of
like sufBxed to nouns. See like^, a., 2. [Colloq.
or provincial.]

They say she was out of her mind I'Oee for six weeks or
more. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxv.

A drop of good beer puts new sap into a man. It oils

his joints like.

Mayhew, Loudon Labour and London Poor, TTT 263.

Like blazes. See &{azei.—Like fan. See fim.—JAke
mad. See madK

like^ (Ilk), cow/. [< like^, adv. ; being in part
an abbr. of like as.] As ; as if. This use is com-
monly condemned as incorrect, and is generally nnac-
knowledged in dictionaries. It occurs several times in
Shakspere, and not unfreqnently in modem writers, and is

common in colloquial and provincial usage ; as, he limped
Wee he had been hurt.

But, Wee in sickness, did I loathe this food.
Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1. 178.

Xhrongh which they put their heads, like the Oanchos
do through their cloaks. i)anrin,Joar. of a Naturalist, x.

Like for eig is never used in New England, but is univer-
sal in the South and West. It has on its side ^e author-
ity of two kings (^o sum rex Bomanomm et supra gram-
maticamX Henry vm. and Charles L This were ample,
without throwing into the scale the scholar and poet
DanieL Lowell, Introd. to Biglow Papers.

like^t (lik), V. t. : pret. and pp. liked, ppr. Ukiiw.
[= D. lijken = HLG. liken = G. gleichen = Goth.
galeikon, Uken, compare; from the adj.: see
Uke^, a. Cf . liken..'] To regard or describe as
resembling; liken; compare. [Bare, Zifen be-
ing the form in common use.]

And like me to the peasant boys of France.
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, Iv. 6. 48.

like^ (Hk), v.
;
pret. and pp. liked, ppr. liking.

[< ME. liken, lyken, < AS. lunan. liean, please
(= OS. likon = OFiies. Itkia = D. lijken, suit,
= OH(J, lichen, lichan, MH6. lichen, be like,
suit, please, = Icel. lika, please, Uke, = Goth.
leikan, also in eomp. ^afettaWjplease)

;
prob. <

lu;, body, form: see UkeK The exact transi-
tion of sense is not clear; appar. 'be the form'
(for a person—governing the dative), L e. the

likelihood

form or thing desired. It is usually ezpilained

as directly from like'^, a., ' to be like or suitable'

(for a person); but the adj.does not exist in the

earliest tongues (Goth., AS., and OHG.) except

in the full form (Goth, galeiks, AS. geWc, OHG.
galih), from which the verb without the prefix

(Goth, leikan, AS. Ucian) could hardly be de-

rived, except by assuming an apheresis impossi-

ble at this earlyperiod.] i. trans. It. Toplease;
be pleasing to; be agreeable to; suit; satisfy:

used impersonally, and foUowed by an object,

originally dative, of the person.

I wol you tell a litel thing in prose.

That oughte Ween you.
Chaucer, Prol. to Tale of Melibeus, L 20.

Late me nener no werke bigynne.
Lord, but gif it lyke thee.

Political Poemg, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 262.

The music likes yon not. Shak., T. G. of V., Iv. 2. 56.

So soon aswe are past through the town, I will endeavour
by such discourse as best likes you to pass away the time
tOl you come to yotir ill quarters.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, IL 227.

[This impersonal constmction with the indirect object of

the person gave waj% in early modem English, to a per-

sonal constmction, the person being taken as the subject

and the thing as the direct object. See del 2.]

2. To regard with favor; be well affected to-

ward; be pleased with; take pleasure in.

And tho that lykys with me to lende, and trewly tent to

me will take,

Sail wonne in welth withontyn ende. York Plays, p. 9.

If I like thee no worse after dinner, I will not part froto

thee yet. Shak., Leu, L 4. 144.

He fliat deceas'd ; she for a little try'd

To live without him, lik'd it not^ ana died.

SirE. Wotton, Death of Sir Albert Morton's Wife.

"Bereasonable, Louis—he patient! IZiteyoutiecause
you are patient."
"Like me no longer, then —love me instead."

Charlotte Bronti, Shirl^, xxxvt

I Wee a monk ; I like a cowl

;

I love a prophet of the souL
Bmerson, The Problem.

3. To agree with, as food or drink. SaUiweU.
[Prov. Eng.]=Syil. 2. Like, Lene; be fond Of, relish,

fancy. Like and love differ greatly in strength or warmtJL
and may diffCT in kind. LQee may be feeble and cool, and
it never has the intensity of ZotK. We may {tike or even foiie

aperson ; we only Wee the most palatable kind of food.

With an infinitive, like is the common word, low being ap-
propriate only in the hyperbole of poetical or rhettmcal
feeling.

H. intrans. If. To be suitable or agreeable;
give satisfaction.

Come, boys, sing cheerfully ; we shall ne'er sing younger.
We have chosen a loud tune too, because it should Wee

welL Fletcher (and others). Bloody Brother, iiL 2.

2. To be pleased or suited; 6hoose: used abso-
lutely, but formerly sometimes followed by of.

But when file mightiest began to like of the ChrisUan
faith, by their means whole free states and kingdoms be-
came obedientunto Christ. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viiL 6.

You have been somewhat bolder in my house
Than I could well like of.

MOdleton, Chaste Maid, T. i.

He may either go or stay, as he best likeg. Locke.

3. To thrive
;
grow. SaUiweU. [Prov. Eng.]

likep (lik), n. [< like^, d.] A liking: a fancy;
an inclination: used chiefly in the phrase likeg

and dislikes.

Shensedtosay,"Itwas not her lOtes, but herhnsband's,
or she'd have had me back."

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, n. 56L

The editor of a magazine ahonld be above penonal likes

and dislikes, and judge articles upon their merita.
G. W. CurtU, Harper"! Mag., T.XXTX 47B.

like* (lik), V. i. [< Uke^, a., 3.] To be likely:
chiefly or only in the preterit liked, equivalent
to Tiad like. See like^, a. [Bare.]

He probably got his death, as he liked to have done two
years ago, by viewing the troops for the expedition from
the wall of Kensington-Garden.

Walpole, Letters, IL 193. (Davie:)

likeable, likeableness. See likable, Ukableness.

likehood Gik'hud), n. [= D. gelijkheid=MHG.
gelicheit, glicheit, G. gleichheit = Dan. Ughed =
Syr.likhet;&alike^ + -hood.'] Likelihood. [Very
rare.]

likeliieadt, n. [ME. UkUhede ; < likely+ -head.
Cf . likelihood.'] Same as likelihood. Chaucer.
likelihood (lik'li-hnd), n. [< likely + -hood.]
1 . The state of being likely or probable ; prob-
ability; likellness; promise.

What likelihood of his amendment?
Shak., Bich. IIL, L 8. 33.

By all likelihood these Bidges of Monntaina do ran in a
continued Chain from one end of Pern and Chili to the
other. Dampier, Voyages, I. 9S.

We were loddng for an anchoring-place where there
was a likelihood of fishing. Frmtde, Sketches, p. 72.

2. Promising state or appearance; standing;
consideration. [Archaic]



likelihood

Left me In reputeleas banishment,
A fellow of no mark nor likelihood.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Ul. 2. 46.

8. That which is probable ; a probability ; an
indication.

lAkaihodea are those [arguments] that often hit the
trueth, and yet are not alwaiea so ; as thus : Socbe a young
manne talketb often and that ^one with soch a young
maide. Ergo, he is in lore with her.

Sir T. WUson, Rule of Reason.

Against which testimonies, likelyhooda, evidences, and
apparent actions of his own, being so abundant, the bare
denyall of one man, though with imprecation, cannot in
any reason oountervalle. MUtan, Eikonoklastes, xil.

4t. Likeness; resemblance; similarity.

There is no likelihood between pure light and black
darkness, or between righteousness and reprobation.

likeliness (lik'U-nes), n. [< ME.
lykUnesse; < Ulcely + -ness.'] The condition or
quality of being likely, la) Probability. (6) Suita-
bleness ; agreeableness. (ct) Likeness.

That she knew not his favours likelunesie,
For many scarres and many hoary heares.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vii. 39.

likely (lik'li), a. [< ME. UlcU; by apheresis
for HUkli, < AS. geUcUo, likely, apt, < geUe,
like; see like^, a., and -h/'-.^ If. Similar; con-
genial; kindred.

Love is a celestiall harmonle
Of likely harts.

Spenser, In Honour of Beautie, 1. 198.

2. That may be suitable ; preferred for a par-
ticular reason orpurpose ; fit or adapted, or giv-
ing promise of being so : as, a likely subject for
satire.

In that batell Darell was Eaner,
And, as the story seith in euery wise,
He was a likely knyght for that OfHce.

^ Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 2107.

Venator. Now Piscator,' where will you begin to flsh?
Piscator. We are not yet come to a likely place.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 61.

The swag-shopkeepers can always find customers "for
anything likely," with the indispensable proviso that it is

cheap. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 487.

8. Having likeness to truth ; that seems or that
may be true; credible; probable: as, a likely

story.

Most likely 'tis for you. Shak., Cor., L 2. 18.

Sore hath been their fight,

As likeliest was when two such foes met arm'd,
Milton, P. L., vi. 638.

It seems likely that he was in hope of being busy and
conspicuous. Johnson, Otway.

Hence—4. Within the limits of probability;
having a tendency; so situated or constituted
that he or it wiU probably be or do something
indicated: followed by an infinitive.

Many things happen, not likely to ensue from any prom-
ises of antecedencies. Sir T. Brovme, Christ. Mor., ii. 6.

The election of the speaker showed that the duke was
not lUcely to have his own way in the assembly.

StiMs, Const. Hist., § 348.

It is proverbial that, if a man does not care for himself,

he is not Ukdy to care much tor other people.
Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutoheson, p. 97.

5t. Liable to happen or come about ; in pros-

pect or expectation.

Have you heard of no likely wars toward, 'twixt the
Dukes of Cornwall and Albany? Shah., Lear, ii. 1. 11.

Grant that our hopes, yet likely of fair birth.

Should be still-born. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. S. 63.

6. Such as may be liked; likable; pleasing;

agreeable; commendable; promising; good.

Thou art as likely a fellow as any is in the company.
Itiddieton (and others), The Widow, i. 2.

Those argent fields more likely habitants,

Translated saints, or middle spirits, hold.
Miltm, P. L., lii. 460.

From 30 to 60 likely young Horses.
Mass. Mereury, April 29, 1796.

He it waswho had let her know when Haytersbank Farm
had been to let, esteeming it a likdy piece of land for his

uncle to settle down upon.
Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

Time was that Caok was a . . . likely young man, and
his wife a very respectable woman.

B. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 11.

=Syn. 4. Apt, lAkdy, etc. See apt.

likely (lik'li), ack. [< likely, a.] Probably;
as may reasonably be supposed.

like-minded (lik'min''ded), a. Having a like

disposition or purpose ; animated by the sa,me

spirit or temper ; having the same or similar

thoughts and tendencies.

Fulfil ye my joy, that ye be likendnded, having the same
love, being of one accord, of one mind. Phil. ii. 2.

liken (li'kn), ». *. f< ME. liknen, lyknen, licnen

= MLQ-. likenen = Dan. Ugne = 8w. Ukna; as

like^, a., + -en^ (3). Cf. ?JA;e2, «.] If. To make
like ; cause to resemble.
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I will her liken to a laidley worm,
That warps about the stone.

The Laidley Worm of Spindlestonheugh (Child's Ballads,
[I. 282).

It is remarkable how exactly the occasional deviations
from its fundamental principles in a free constitution, and
the temporary introduction of arbitrary power, liken it to
the worst despotisms. Brougham.

2. To represent, declare, or describe as like or
similar; compare.

Liliwhite was hur liche to likne the beurde [lady]

;

Where is ther lengged in lond a Lady so sweete ?

Alisaunder of Maeedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 195.

Men may well lylme that Bryd [the phoenix?] unto God

;

be cause that there nya no God but on.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 48.

And he said, 'Whereuiito shall we liken the kingdom of
God? Mark iv. 30.

Well may the preacher £^nd the ploughman be Weened
together. Eatimer, Sermon of the Plough,

likeness (lik'nes), n. [< MB. Uknesse, liknes,

lyknes, by apheresis from iliknes, < AS. gelzcnes,

rarely limes (= OS. gelicnassi, gelicnessi, gelie-

nussi = D. geHjkenis = MLO. Ukermse = (JHCJ.
galihnissi, giUhnussi, chilihnissa, MHO-, gelich-

nisse,geUchnusse,G.gleichnis), form, semblance,
image, likeness, < geUc, like, alike: see alike,

like^, a., and -jiess.] 1. The state of being like

or alike ; the relation of two or more objects
which agree in respect to some quality; simili-

tude ; similarity ; resemblance.
And God said. Let us make man in our image, after our

likeness. Gen. i. 26.

I see thee what thou art, and know
Thy likeness to the wise below.

Thy kindred with the great of old.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxiv.

While Spalato is putting on the likeness of a busy mod-
ern town, Trail has nothing to show but its ancient mem-
ories. S. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 180.

2. That which resembles something else ; an
express representation or copy; anemgy; espe-
cially, a portrait of a person, or a representation
of an animal or other object.

What seem'd his head
The likeness of a kingly crown had on.

Milton, P. L., it 673.

Here, take my Ijikeness with you, whilst 'tis so.

Cowley, The Mistress, My Picture.

likeroust, a. See Uckerous.

like'waket (lik'wak), n. [Also lykewake, also
assibilated lichwake (also by corruption lake-

wake, latewake); < ME. *likewake, lykewaik,

lichewake; < like\ lich, a dead body, + wake,
a watching: see Kfcei and wake'^, m.] A watch
over a dead body.

Ne how Arcyte is brent to asshen oolde,

Ne how that liche-wttke was yholde
Al thilke night, ne howe the Grekes pleye
The wake-pleyes, ne kepe I nat to seye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 2100.

The night it is her low lykewake.
The morn her burial day.

Ymng Benyie (Child's Ballads, II. 303).

likewise (lik'wiz), adv. [Abbr. of in like wise.

Ct. Dan. ligervUs.'} In like manner; moreover;
also ; too.

The same Thursdaye we sayled, styll trauersynge ye see
ayenst ye wynde ; and so lyke wyse we dyde ye nyght fol-

lowynge. Sir B. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 61.

Then said Jesus unto him, Go, and do thou likewise.

Luke X. 37.

As there were many reformers, so likeurise there were
many reformations. /Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 4.

likin (le'ken'), n. [Chin., < U, the thousandth
part of a tael, + kin, money.] A tax, originally

of one cash per tael on the value of all sales, im-
posed by the people of China upon themselves,
in order to make up the deficiency in the land-

tax, during the Taiping rebellion (1850-64).
It was to be set apart for military purposes only, and was
intended to be merely a temporary measure. It is still

levied, however, and has been recognized in treaties by
the foreign nations trading with China. The rate varies

at the diiferent barriers all over the country; but foreign-

owned goods are exempted from this and other local ex-

actions by transit passes, which are issued by the customs
authorities on the payment of a commutation of 2i per
cent, ad valorem. Also spelled lekin.

There were imposed special taxes, or likin dues [in

China], on many commodities.
U. S. Com. Rep., No. 70 (1886), p. 260.

liking (li'king), n. [< ME. liking, likinge, h/k-

ynge; verbal n. of like^, v.] 1. The state of be-

ing pleased with something; favor; approval;
inclination; pleasure: as, one's liking for a
friend; he took a liking to the place.

Youre lyking is that I shal telle a tale.

Chamer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, L 169.

That liked, but had a rougher task in hand
Than to drive lildrw to the name of love.

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1. 302.

Friendships begin with likirui or gratitude.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxii.

lilac-mildew

2. A favorable or pleasing condition; attractive
appearance; comeliness; in general, appean
ance. [Obsolete or archaic]
They not onely glue it no maner of grace at all, but

rather do disfigure the stulfe and spill the whole work-
manship, taking away all bewtie and good liking from it.

Pitttenham,, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 115.

Their young ones are in good liking. Job xxxix. 4.

I shall think the worse of fat men, as long as I have an
eye to make diiference of men's liking.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1. 57.

On llJdng, on trial or probation ; on approval : as, to en-
gage a servant on liking.

Forced with regret to leave her native sphere,
Came but a while on liking here.

Dryden, Threnodia Augustalis, L 163.

Pray excuse him, madam ; ... he [the waiter] is avery
young man on liking, and we don't like him.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iv. 4.

=Syil. 1. Predilection, attachment, etc. See love^.

liking! (li'Mng), a. [< MB. likinge, lykynge; ppr.

ot like^, v.'] Pleasing; comely; good-lookmg.
I wot no lady so likyng. Mom. of the Hose, 1. 868.

She, thus in blake, likynge to Troilus,
Over alle thinge, he stod for to beholde.

Chajmer, Troilus, i. 309.

likinglyt, o,Av. [< ME. likingly; < liking, a,, +
-ly^.J Pleasantly; agreeably.

Myn herte fil doun vnto my too
That was woont sitten ful likingly.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 9L

likingnesst, n. [MB. Ukingnes; < liking, a,, +
-ness.^ Pleasingness.

This hauk of herte in gouthe y-wys
Pursueth euere this feisaunt hen

;

This feisaunt hen is Ukingnes.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

lil, a. See lilis.

lilac (li'lak), n. and a. [Formerly also lilach,

lelack ; dial, laylock; = P. lilas,<. Sp. lilac = Pg.
lilaz= Bulg. liUk, Ijuleka= Bohem. Ulak = Pol.
lilak= Turk, leilaq, < Ar. lildk, < Pers. lilaj, lilarg,

lilang, lilac (?), prop, the indigo-plant, with al-

teration of the initial consonant, < nilah (also

nil = Hind. Ar. nil), the indigo-plant {nilak,

bluish), < Skt. nila, dark-blue indigo, nili, in-

digo-plant. Ct.a'nil.'] I. M. 1. A shrub of the
genus Syringa. See Byringa. The common lUaoa
are 5'. vulgaris and S. Persica, with their varieties ; they
abound, especially the former, as ornamental plants, cul-
tivated for their beauty and fragrance. S. vulgaris is the
larger species, having heart-shaped leaves and large thyr-
aiform cljusters of purple fiowers— the ordinary purple
lilac or Scotch lilac, or, with white fiowers, the common
white lilac. There is also a blue-fiowered variety. S.

Persica, the Persian lilac, is a smaller, slender shrub, with
looser panicles and pale flowers, blooming later, and also
having a white variety. Countess Josika's lilac, «S^. Josi-
koea, discovered by the Countess von Josika in Transyl-
vania, is a tall shrub with elliptical-lanceolate wrinkled
leaves and bluish-purple scentless flowers. The Hima-
layan lilac, 5. Emjodi, is large, with dense panicles, but is

not preferred to the common lilac. The lilac was for-

merly called jpipe-iree or -T^pe-priveis, and blue-pipe, on ac- .

count of the large pith that could easily be bored out of
the straight shoots to make pipe-stems. The common
lilac has febrifugal properties. (See lUadne.) An oil is ex-

tracted from itfor use in perfumery. The name lUac has
also been giyen to various plants having some resem-
blance to the true lilac (see phrases below).

A fountaine of white marble with a lead cesteme, which
fountaine is set round with six trees called lelack trees.

Survey of Nonsuch Palace, 1650 (Archseologia,
[V. 434). (Davies.)

2. The color of the common lilac-blossom ; a
pale-purple color. A color-disk composed of one half
artificial ultramarine, one sixth Chinese vermilion, and
one third white will give a lilac.—African lilac, Melia
.^sedarocA.—Australian lilac, the labiate plants Pros-
tanthera vidlacea and P. lasianthos.— Charles X. lilac,
the variety grandifiora of S. vulgaris, a form with particu-
larly large and fine panicles.—German lilac, an old pro-
vincial name for a valerian, probably the red valerian, Cen-
trantAusruiier.— Hungarian lilac. SameasCoun(««<i/o-
sika's lilac. See def. 1.—Indian Illac, the crape-myrtle,
Lagerstrosmfia Indiea, a beautiful lythraceous shrub from
Chma, bearing large rose-colored fiowers. It is hardy in

the latitude of Washington, D. C. Sometimes, also, Melia
.^zedarocA.—Vlctorianlllae. See flar(f«?i6erpfa.— West
Indian lilac, Melia Azedarach.

II, a. Of the light-purple color of the flower
of the common lilac.

So Willy and I were wedded ; I wore a lUciAi gown

;

And the ringers rang with a will, and he gave the ringers

a crown. Tennyson, The Grandmother.

lilaceous (li-la'shius), a. [< lilac + -eous (ac-

com. to -aceous).'] Of the color of lilac : as, the
lilaceous throat of a humming-bird.
lilac-gray (li'lak-gra), n. Avery pale violet

color. A color-disk composed of one third artificial-

ultramarine and two thirds white might be called a lilac-

gray.

lilacine (li'la-sin), n. [< lilac + -4ne^.'] In
chem., a bitter principle found in the lUac.

lilac-mildew (li'lak-mil'''dii), n. A fungus,
Microsphcera Friesii, infesting the leaves of the
lilac.



lilac-rust

lilac-mst (li'lak-rust), n. Same as lUac^dldew.
lilacthroat (li'lak-tliot), n. A hmnming-bird
of the genus PJuEoloema.

lilbumf, n. [Origin obsonre; perhaps < tile,

contr. of little, + ME. hum, heme, etc., a man:
see 6era2.] a heavy, stupid fellow. SaUiweU.

Ye are snch a calfe, each an asse, snch a blocke,
Snch a liByume, sach a hoball, such a lobcocke.

Udatt, BoUtei Doister, iii 3.

lile, a. A dialectal contraction of little. Com-
pare lill^.

liiliaceae (lil-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (S. End-
lioher), < L. IAliu,m,(i. v., + -acece.'] An order
of monoootyledonous plants, characterized by
the regular symmetrical and almost always hex-
androus flowers, with a non-glumaeeous peri-
anth which is free from the generally three-
celled owaxj. There ar^ with one exception, six star
menSj one beK>re each division of the perianth. The fruit
is a pod or berry containing from few to many seeds hav-
ing a small embryo in copious albnmen. It is a large order
dlBpersed widely round the world, and containing about
2,300 species of herbs, shrubs, and trees. Many genera,
as LUium, Tylvpa, Hyacinthiis, furnish beautiful garden-
flowers ; some, as AUium, yield esculent bulbs ; a few, as
Aloe, supply important medicines ; and Phormium and a
tew others yield a textile flber.

liliaceous (lil-i-a'shius), a. [< LL. UUaceus, of
or belonging to a my, < L. lilium, a lily: see
Uly.'\ Pertaining to or characteristic of lilies,

or plants of the order IMiacem; Uly-like.
liliet, n. An obsolete spelling of Uly.

lilied (lil'id), a. [< lily + -ed^.] 1. Abounding
in or embellished with lilies.

By sandy Ladon's lUied banks.
Milton, Arcades, L 97.

3. Besembling lilies, especially in color.

She was the fairest of all the lilied brood.
J. WUrnn, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, p. 6.

Shrinking Caryatides
Of just-tinged marble, like Eve's lilied flesh
Beneath her Maker's flnger. Brouming, Bordello.

llliform (lil'i-f6rm), a. [< L. lilium, lily, +
forma, form.] Having the general form of a
lily-flower. [Bare.]
liliformed (Ifl'i-fdnnd), a. [< liUform + -e^.]
Same as liliform.

Faterse of glazed ware with broad flattened rims of taa-

selled or liliformed patterns found at Canterbury.
Jour. Brit AtcTuboI. Asa., XTL 73.

Idlium (lU'i-um), 71. [NL. (Linn£6us),<L. KKj«»,
a lily: see lily.2 A genus of plants of the order
IMiacecE, belonging to the tribe Tulipece, distin-
guished from the related genera by the versa-
tile anthers. The flowers are either erect or nodding,
and have as a rule a funnel-shaped perianth of six seg-
ments, with six stamens and a three-lobed stigma. There
are about 46 species, found in the northern temperate re-

gions of the world. They all have scaly bulbs, some of
which are edible, as those of L. Martagon, eaten by the
Cossacks, and those of h. tigrinum (the tiger-lily) and
others in China and Japan. Their chief value, however,
lies in the beauty of their flowers. For the species, see
tHu.

JUm (lU), V. t. and t. [Earlymod. E. lylle; a var.
of toH.] To loll.

DreadfnU Cerberus
His three deformed heads did lay along, . . .

And lUled forth his bloody flaming tong.
Speneer, F. Q., I. T. 34.

lill^ (IJl), re. [Origin obscure.] 1. One of the
holes of a wind-instrument. [Scotch.]—2. A
small pin. Draper's Dictionary.

lill^, lil (lil), a. A dialectal contraction of little.

Also lUe. [Southern U. 8.; in negro use.]

Lille lace. See lace.

Lillibullero, Lilliburlero (lil'i-bu-le'ro, -b6r-

le'ro), n. Originally, it is said, a watchword
of the Irish Boman Catholics in their massacre
of the Protestants in 1641; afterward, the name
of a song burlesquing the former, said to have
been written by Lord Wharton, which was ex-
tremely popoU^ in England during and after

therevolution of 1688, having the refiain "Lero,
lero, lilliburlero,"_etc.

Iiillipntian (lil-i-pu'shan), a. and n. [< IMiput
(see def.) -I- -iaw.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to Lilli-

put, an imaginaryMngdom described in Swift's

"Travels of Lemuel Gulliver," or to its people,

feigned to be pygmies about six inches h^h.
Hence— 2. Of minute size.

H, n. 1. An inhabitant of the imaginary
kingdom of LEliput.— 2. A person of diminu-
tive size ; a very small dwarf.
miypilly (IQ'i-pil-i), n. [Australian.] A tree

of the myrtle family, Eugenia Smithii (Acmena
floribunda), fonnd in Australia, it is a slender but
sometimes till tree^ with terminal panicles of abundant
white flowers, and a very liard and heavy wood. Also
called AiUtnUian myrtle.

lilt (Kit), V. [< ME. lilten, lulten; origin ob-
scure.] I. tram. If. To sound.
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Loude alarom vpon launde hdted was thenne.

AUiterative Poems (ed. Morris), IL 1207.

2. To sing or play in snatches, and with easy,

tripping grace, as a song or a tune ; utter or

pour forth with sprightliness, animation, or

gaiety.

Our Jenny sings saftly the " Cowden Broom knowes,"
And Bflsie liUs swiftly the "Milking the ewes."

Bamsay, Gentle Shepherd, ii 4.

The Muse shall . . .

Such enchantment lUt to thee
That thou shalt hear the life-blood flow

From farthest stars to grass-blades low.
LoweU, To the Muse.

H. intrans. 1. To sing or play a tune in
a sprightly, tripping manner; utter musical
sounds flowingly and cheerfully.

Lasses a' lilting before the break of day.

Jane EUiot, Flowers of the Forest

Mak' haste an torn king David owre.
An' lilt wV holy clangor.

Burm, The Ordination.

2. To do anything with dexterity or quickness

;

spring; hop. [Rare.]

Whether the bird flit here or there.

O'er table lUt, or perch on chair.

Wordsworth, The Sedbreast

lilt (lat), n. [< lilt, «).] 1. A snatch of a
cheerful, lively song; a short, smooth-flowing,
tripping air or tune.

The blythest lUts that e'er my Ings heard sung.
Bmnsay, Poems, IL 390.

Hence— 2. Cadence; rhythmic swing or flow.

This faculty of hitting on the precise UU. of thought and
measure that slmll catch the universal ear and sing them-
selves in everybody's memory is a rare gift.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 336.

The lUt and melody of Shelley, joined to precision of
thought and outline. Stedman, Poets of America, p. 165.

lilting (lU'ting), a. [< ME. liltyng; ppr. of
lilt, «.] Played or sung in an animated man-
ner; giving lively utterance to a lilt or song.

Many a flowte and liltyng home.
And pipes made of greene come.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 1223.

lily (m'i), n. and a. [Formerly also lilly.liUie;

< ME. lUie, < AS. lilie, lilige= OS. liUi= D. lelie

= OHG. lilja, MHG. lilje (also gilge), G. lilie =
Icel. lilja = Dan. lilie = Sw. lilja = F. lis =
OSp. lilio, Sp. Pg. lirio (Sp. also lis, < P.) = It.

giglio (> Croatian shiy) = Pol. lilija, lelia =
Serv. Iji^an = Buss. Zi%a= Hung. Uliom, < L.
liUum = Serv. lir, lijer, < Gr. Tteiptov, a lUy.] I.

n.; pi. lilies (-iz). 1. A plant of the genus
I4iium, or its flower. In the four native species of
the eastern United States the perianth is colored from

Lfly (,Lilium superbunt).
X. Upper part of the plant with flowers. 3. Lower part of the plant

with bnlbs, a, stamen ; b, pistil ; c. miit-

yellow to scarlet, with purple or brown spots on the in-
side. Th?y are : the wild orange-red lily, L. Pldladdphl-
cum, with flowers erect and serais not recurved, common
in sandy soil ; the Southern red lily, L. Catetbai, with soli-
tary erect Sowers and rectured sepals ; L. Canadense,
with several nodding flowers and the sepsils recurved,
common in the north; and the American Tui^s-cap or
swamp-lily, L. mperbum, with a pyramidal panicle, often
with 20 or sometimes even 40 blossoms, fonnd on low
grounds at the north. Among the eight species of the
Pacific slope are the Washington lily, L. Waslungtortia-
num, often with as many as 20 large and fragrant white
flowers, becoming purplish, in a thyrsoid raceme ; the pan-
ther-lHy, L. pardaHnvm; and Humboldt's lily, L. Bum-
boldtii. Among Enropean species are the Martagon lily
L. Martagon, found wild m Europe and in Siberia, and
cultivated from time immemorial^ the varieties differing
in color; the bulb-bearingmy, 7/. buKr^erum, with orange-

red flowers and bulblets in the axils of the upper leaves,

a plant of the region of the Alps, long known to garden-

ers ; and the white or Madonna lilj, L. candidum, also

called annunciation lUy, found wildm the northern Medi-

terranean countries. Among the fine Asiatic lilies are the

lance-leafed or roear-leafed lUy, L. speciogum (laneifolium),

from Corea and Japan, with white flowers more or less

suflused or spotted with pink, and with the lower part of

the sepals covered with papillae ; the giant lily, L. gigan-

team, the l^^est of the genus, from the Himalayan re-

gion ; and the tiger-lily, L. tigrinum, so called from its

spots, a plant introduce from China and known every-

where. There are many other less-known lilies.

Softur then watnr or eny liconr.

Or dewz that lith on the lUie flonr.

Was Cristes bodi in blod colour.
Boly Bood (B. E. T. S.), p. 138.

Lay her in liUies and in violets.

Spenser, Epithalamion, L 302.

2. Any one of many plants resembling the lUy.

—3. The end of a compass which points to the

north: so called from being frequently orna-

mented with a lily or fleur-de-lis.

If we place a needle touched at the foot of tongs or and-
irons, it wiU obvert or turn aside its l^ie or north point,

and conform its cnspis or south extream with the andiron.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iL 2.

AMcan lUy, a plant of the genus Agapanaaa.—taar-
masco Illy, Zephyranthes Atamaseo. See Zephyranlhes,
andalso^TRaryeis.—BeUadonnalUy. %ee AmaryUit.—
Blackberry Illy, Bdameanda (PardanUms) Chinaaii, ot
thenTsfamfly.—Callallty. See coBu, 3.— Day-lily. See
Hemerocallis.—'Fleai-iMis of tiiree lilies. See Jkur-
(2e-Zi8.—Florentine lUy. See giglio.—Jaxxibaa, Illy,

Sprekdia formosissima.— Enisht'S-Btar Illy. See Hip-
jpeostrem.—Lent-lUy, the daSodiL—Ulies Of FrancCL
the fleurs-de-lis which constitute the distinctive armorial
bearing of the ancient royal family of France, and figured

on the French royal standard.

But Magna is pledged not to sully the lilies of France.
Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xviL

Lily of the flag, in her., a fleur-de-lis, as home in the
arms of France.—Mexican Illy, AmaryUis regiiuB, a plant
with beautiful scarlet flowers;—Pond-lily, the spatter-

docl^ genus Nymphoea {Nupha/i^' also, the common spe-

cies of Nymphcea (Castalia).—Wat^-lUy, most often

Nymphcea (Castalia). See water-lily.—TeUOW lily, the
gold-lily. See def. 1, above.

TT . a. EesembHng a white lily, especially in

purity; pure; unsullied.

By Cupid's dove.
And so thou shalt ! and by the lUy troth
Of my own breast, thon shalt, beloved youth 1

Keats, Endymion, iv.

Elaine, the lUy maid of Astolat,
High in her chamber up a tower to the east
Guarded the sacred shield of Lancelot.

TenTiyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

lily-beetle (lil'i-be^tl), n. A beetle, Crioceris
merdigera.

lily-encrinite(lil'i-en'kri-iiit),«. Sameae«tone-
lily. See encrimte.

lily-faced (lil'i-fast), a. Pale-faced; afiectedly
modest or sensitive.

Like a squeamish dsune.
Shrink and look lay-faeed. J. BaHUe.

lily-handed Oil'i-han^dedJ, a. Having white,
delicate hands ; hence, effeminate.

No little lUy-handed Baronet h^ *

A great broad-shoulder'd genial Englishman.
Tennyson, Princess, Concliision.

lily-hyacinth Clil'i-Wa-sinth), n. A bulbous
perennial plant with blue flowers, SciOa LiUo-
limacinflms.

lU^-iron (Ul'i-i'em), n. In whaling, the detach-
able barbed head of a harpoon. There are two
barbs, and between them, a litUe to one side and at an
anglewith the axis of the head, is fixed the harpoon-shank,
which carries the line. The harpoon, owing to this pecu-
liarity of form, penetrates the wh^e's body in a curved
course, and thus secures a firm liold.

lilyllver (lil'i-Uv'fer), n. A white-livered per-
son ; a coward.
I always knew that I was a lUyUver.

Thackeray, Bonndabont P^ien, xii.

lily-livered (lil'i-liv'ferd), a. WMte-Uvered;
cowardly.

Go, prick thy lace, and over-red thy fear.
Thou lUyAicei'd boy. Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 17.

lily-of-the-valley (m'i-ov-the-val'i), n. See
ConvdUaria.

lily-pad (lil'i-pad), n. The broad leaf of a
water-lily, especially as it lies upon the water
in its place of growth. [U. 8.]
A deer had been down to eat the lily-padt at Uiefoot of

the lake the night before.
C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 145.

lily-star (IH'i-star), n. Same a.s feafher-ntar.
Uly-white (lil'i-hwit), a. [< ME. Miwhite, lilie-

whyt; < lily + white.'] White as a lUy. [Poeti-
caLJ

Lord Bonald brought a UlywMte doe
To give his cousin. Lady Clare.

Tennyson, Lady ClaiCL

limf, n. An obsolete but historically more cor-
rect spelling of Umb^.



Lima
Lima (li'ma), n. [NL. (BruguiSres, 1791), appar.
so called from the shape of their shells, < L.
tlma, a file.] 1, A genus of bivalve moUusks,
tvpioal of the family lAmidce. The obliquely oval
Bhell gapes anteriorly and has a straight toothless binge.

Lima squamosa. Lima {Plat!iostiima) cardii/ormis.

and the mantle-margin is cirrose. L. Mang swims easily
like a scallop, with a flapping movement of the valves,
spins a byssus, and sometimes builds a nest or burrow.
The genus was formerly placed with the scallops in Pee-
Unidce.

8. [I- c] A member of this genus.
Lima bark. See bark^.
Limacea (li-ma'se-a), n. pi. [NL. (Lamarck,
1809), < lAmax {Liniac-)+ -ea.] A family of gas-
tropods, typified by the genus lAmax, including
all the naked terrestrial gastropods. By later
systematists its constituents have been distributed among
the families UmacMoe, AHonidoe, Vitrinidce, TestacelUdee,
and Onchidiidce.

limacel^ limacelle (lim-a-seV), n. [< P. lima-
celle, dim., < NL. Limax\Limac-), q. v.] The
small internal shell of the genus Limax. It has
a subquadrangular form, and has no spire,but a
marginal nucleus near the posterior end.
limaceous (li-ma'shius), a. [< L. Umax (Imnac-),
a snail, slug, + -eous.'] Like a slug ; of or re-
lating to the Limaeidw.
Limacea (H-ma'sez), n. pi [NL., plural of lA-
max.2^ Same as Limacea. F&russae, 1819.

limacian (li-ma'shian), n. [< L. limax (Umae-),
a snaU, slug, + Hcm.'] A limaoid; a slug, or
some related pulmobranohiate.
limacid (lim'a-sid), n. A gastropod of the fam-
ily lAmaeidw; a slug.

Limacidse (li-mas'i^de), n. pi. [NL., < Limax
(Limac-) + dclw.'] A family of land-snails or ter-

restrial pulmonate gastropods, typified by the
genus Imnax, accepted with various limitations,
sometimes merged in BeKcJ(i(B>' the slugs, in a
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II, n. A slug of the subfamily Limacince or
family LimacidcB.
Limacinea(Ii-ma-sni'e-a), TO.i)Z. [NL.] 1. In
De Blainville's classification (1825), the third
family of his Pulmobranchiata, distinguished
from Av/ricula:cea and Limnacea, and contain-
ing the genera Suceinea, Bulimus, AchaUna,
Clausilia, Pupa, MeUx, Testacella, Parmaoella,
Limacella, Limax, Onchidium, etc. it is thus an
enormous group, equivalent to the suborder OeiypMta or
Stylrnnmatoptuora, now divided into many modern families,
and no longer in use.

2. Same as Limacea. Beeve, 1841.

limacinian (li-ma-sin'l-an), «. [< Umacime +
4an.2 A slug or slug-like animal; any limaeuie.
limacinid (li-mas'i-nid), n. A pteropod of the
familjr Limacinidw.

Limacillidse(li-ma-siu'i-de),».^Z. {WL.,<Lma-
cina + 4dce. ] A family of theoosomatous ptero-
pods, typified by the genus lAmaoina, with fins
attached to the sides of the body and united
ventrally by operculigerous lobes, and with a
spiral or subspiral shell coiled toward the left.
It contains many species, living near the surface of the
ocean in different parts of the world. See cut under JAma-

Limacodes (li-ma-ko'dez), «. [NL., < Gr. f^fia^
(> L. limax), a slug, snail (see Limax), + slSog,

form.] A genus of moths sometimes giving
name to a family Limaeodidm. in Latreille's olassi-
flcation it was put in his third section (Pseiidobombyces) of
nocturnal Lejndoptera, and characterized by "having the
caterpillarslike wood-lice," whence the name. Itisnowre-
ferred to ArctiidcB. L. testudo and L. aseUus are examples.

Limacodidse (li-ma-kod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Limacodes + -idce.'i' A family of moths named
from the genus JUmacodes. The antennse are
not pectinated, and the larvte are oniseiform.
Also called Cochleopodidce, or abandoned to

Limax sovierbyi, crawling and at rest.

strict sense now current, the lAmacidm are those land-gas-
tropods which have a naked body, the mantle being small,

narrow, anterior, and shield-like ; the shell reduced to a
rudiment and concealed under the mantle ; the jaw ribless

;

and the teeth of three kinds— a central tricuspid, laterals

of same height as the central and bicuspid or tricuspid,

and marginals differing from the laterals and aculeate,

unicuspid, or bicuspid. Wider limits and vaguer charac-
ters were assigned to the Lmuuddm by older authors. The
species are of nearly world wide distribution, but most nu-
merous in temperate parts of the northern hemisphere.
The slugs of gardens and damp places are familiar exam-
ples.

limaciform (li-mas'i-f6rm), a. [< L. Umax {li-

mac-), a snaU, slug, + forma, form.] Resem-
bling a slug; limaceous. Speciflcally applied in ento-

mology to certain ovate herbivorous larvse with short or
obsolete legs, and having the body covered with a kind of

slime, as those of certain TenthrediTddoe.

Limacinai (li-ma-si'na), n.

(Umac-), a snail, '+ 4nd\']_ A
genus of pteropods, typical
of the family Limacinidce.
L. borealis is one of the ani-
mals which form brit or
whale-food. Cuvier, 1817.

Limacina^ (U-ma-si'na), n.

pi. [NL., < Limax {Limae-)
+ -ma^.] 1 . Same as Limacea. Wiegmann, 1832

;

Macgillivray, 1843.— 3. AsuJot&milfot Heliddai,
restricted to the genus Limax: same as Lima-
dnnB. J. E. Gray, 1840.

Limacinae (U-ma-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Limax
(Limac-) + 4nce.'] 1 . A subfamily of land-snails

referred to thq family Heliddce, typified by the

genusLimax, and variouslylimited. It is nearly

or quite the same as JUmaddce.—2 . A family of

pteropods containing the genera Limacina and
Atlanta. F^russac, 1821.

limacine (lim'a-sin), a. and re. I. a. Pertaining

to the Lim^dncB or Limaddee, or having their

characters; limaciform; limaceous.

limacoid (lim'a-koid), a. and n. [< NL. Limax
(Limac-) + -aid. Cf . lAmacodes."] 1. a. Pertain-
ing to the Limaddee ot Idmacoidea, or having
their characters.

II. n. A slug of the family Limaddee.
Limacoidea (li-ma-koi'df-a). n.pl. [NL. (Fitz-
inger, 1833), < Liniax {lAmdc-) + Gr. elSog, form.]
Same as Limacea.
limaQOn (lim'a-son), n. [P., a snail, < L. lirrmx

(Umac-), a snail.] If. Any univalve sheE.

—

2. A curve, invented and named by Pascal,
generated from a circle by adding a constant
length to all the radii vectores drawn from a
point of its circumference as an origin, taking
proper account of negative radii vectores. it is

a Cartesian, having cusps on the circular points ; and it

has a single bitangent, which is always
real. It has three varieties, all of which >- ^>^^
are unicursal curves of the fourth order, f ^
One of these is the cardloid, which is / \
a single form lying between the other I \
two. It is of the third class. It has ) -Actuiiie

|

no node, but a cusp at the origin, and
has no inflections. (See cut undercar-
dioid.') All other limagons are of the
fourth class. Those lying outside of
the cardloid have the origin as an ac- Acnodal Limaqon.
node, and two real inflections; those
lying within the cardloid have a crunode at the origin,

and two imaginary inflections. For a crunodal limai^on,

see Cartesian, n., 2.

Limadae (lim'a-de), n. pi. See Limidce.

limailt (li-mal'), n. [ME., also h/mail, lymaille,

< OP. Umaile, P. Umaille (= Sp. limalla = Pg.
limalha), filings, < limer, file, \ L. Ivmare, file

:

" see Umation."] Filings of any metal.
Therein put was of silver lymaille
An ounce, and stopped was, withouten fayle,

The hole with wex, to kepe the lymail in.

ChoMcer, Canon's Yeoman s Tale, 1. 151.

Limapontia (H-ma-pon'shi-a), «. [NL. (Porbes,

1832), < lAmax -I-" Gr. ir&vTo'g, sea.] A genus of
slug-like nudibranchiates, typical of the family

1 'Acnode )

Limacina antarctica.

LimapontiidsB (li'ma-pon-ti'l-de), W. pi. [NL.

,

< Limapontia + -idee.'] A family of nudibran-
chiate gastropods, typified by the genus Lima-
p&nMa. The species are slug-like, with a flat head pro-
longed laterally into simple tentacles, dorsal anus, and
no branohisB ; the radula has a single row of teeth. They
are inhabitants of the coast of the North Atlantic. Also
Limapontidce.

limation (li-ma'shon), n. [< LL. limatio(n-), a
diminishing (lit. prop, a filing), < L. Umare, pp.
limatus, file (see Ume°), < lima, a file : see Lima.']

The act of filing or polishing. [Kare.]

limature (li'ma-Jur), n. [= OP. Umature, U-

meure = Sp. Pg. limadMra = It. limatura, < L.
limatura, filings, < Vmare, file: see Umation.']

1. The act of filing.— 2. Pilings ;
particles re-

moved by a file. [Rare.]
lima-WOOd (le'ma-wud), n. See brazil, 2.

Limax (li'maks)," n. [NL., < L. limax, a slug,

snail, kindred with L. Umits, slime, mud ; cf. Gr.

limbec

?.l/n»!, a marsh.] 1. The typical genus oiLima-
ddce, formerly of great extent and heterogene-
ous composition, now restricted to the slugs
which are without a caudal mucous pore, with a
concealed quadrate non-spiral shell or Umacel,
and a smooth jaw.— 2t. [I. c] In early systems
of classification, as the Linnean, the animal or
softbody of anyunivalve, considered apart from
its shell, which latter was otherwise classified.

limb^ (Ijm), n. [Early mod. E. Um, lym, lymme;
< MEI Um, < AS. Um (pi. limu, leomu) = Icel.

limr = Sw. Dan. lem, a limb, member of the
body.] 1. A part or member of an animal
body distinct from the head and trunk; an ap-
pendicular member; a leg, an arm, or a wing:
often limited in meaning to the leg, at present
general out of affected or prudish unwillingness
to use the word leg.

He was a moche man and a longe,
In every iym styfl and fltronge.

MS. Cantab. Ft. ii. 38, f. 74. (HalUmU.}
Slime han here Armes or here Lymes alle to broken,

and some the sides. MandevUle, Travels, p. 175.

Of courage haughty, and of limb
Heroic built. Milton, P. L., ix. 484.

I lastly was with Curtis, among the floating batt'ries.
And there I left for witness an arm and a limb, .

Burns, Jolly Beggars, I am a Son of Mars.

"A bit of the wing. Boxy, or of the—under limb'" The
first laugh brqke out at this.

0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, vii.

2. Thebranoh of a tree : applied only to abranch
of some size, and not to a small twig.—3. The
part of abow above or below the grip or handle.—4. A thing or person regarded as a part of
something else; a part; a member: as, a limb
of the devil; a limb of the law.

Crye we to Kynde that he come and defende vs,

Foles, fro this fendes lymes for Piers loue the Plowman.
Piers Plovmum (B), xx. 76.

That little limb of the devil has cheated the gallows.
Scott.

5. A mischievous or roguish person, especially
a young person; an imp; a scapegrace; a scamp.
[CoUoq.J
I had it from my maid Joan Hearsay; and she had it

from a limb o' the school, she says, a little limb of nine
year old. B. Jomon, Staple of News, iii. 2.

Exarticulate limbs. See exarticulate. =Syii. 1. See
ynember.

limbi (lira.), V. t. [< Umb^, ».] 1. To supply
with limbs.

As they please.
They limb themselves, and colour, shape, or size
Assume, as likes them best, condense or rare.

Milton, P. L., vl. 352.

2. To dismember ; tear or carve off the limbs
of: as, to limb a turkey; to limb a tree.

It [a dam] seemed to be built principally of alder poles
well limbed off, and placed, roughly speaking, aiae by
side. Barper's Mag., LXXVIII. 231.

Iimb2 (Um), n. [< P. limbe = Sp. Pg. It. limbo,

< L. Ivmbvs, a border, edge, fringe, belt, the
zodiac (in NL. esp. the border or outer edge of
the sun or moon). Cf. limbus, Umbo.] 1. In
astron., the border or outermost edge of the
disk of the sun or moon.
The star once risen, though only one man in the hemi-

sphere has yet seen its upper Ivinb in the horizon, will
mount and mount, until it becomes visible to other men,
to multitudes, and climbs the zenith of all eyes.

Emerson^ Misc., p. 188.

2. The graduated edge of a circle or other as-
tronomical or surveying instrument, etc.— 3.
In zool., the lateral area or marginal band of the
cephalic shield of trUobites on either side of the
glabellum, corresponding to a pleuron of the
thoracic region.— 4. In bot, the border or up-
per spreading part of a monopetalous corolla,

or of a petal or sepal.

limbat (lim'bat), n. A cooling periodical wind
in the island of Cyprus, blowing from the north-
west from eight o'clock in the morning until
noon or later.

limbate (lim'bat), a. [< LL. limbatus, edged,
< L. limbus, a border, edge : see limb'^.] 1, In
bot., bordered: said especially of a flower, etc.,

in which one color is surrounded by an edging
of another.— 2. In sool. and anat., having a
limb or limbus; bordered; margined: said of
various parts and organs.

limb-bearing (lim'bar"ing), a. Purnished with
or supporting limbs : said of those segments in
arthropods or articvdated animals which bear
true jointed appendages or their homologues,
as the thoracic segments which bear the legs
and the cephalic segments which bear the palpi
and antennee.

limbec, limbeck (lim'bek), n. [Also limbeke:
contr. of *alimbec, alembic, q. v.] If. A still.



limbec

This bloud, together with the opened veins,were stilled
in a vessel! of lead, drawn thorow a JUimbech.

Sandys, Xravailes, p. 168.

2. In her., the representation of an alembie or
still used as a bearing.

limbect, limbeckt (lim'bek), v. t. [< limbec,
limbeck, ».] To strain or pass through a still.

The greater do nothing but limbeck their brains in the
art of alchemy. Sandys, State of Religion.

limbed (limd), a. [< limb^ + -eiJ2.] Having
limbs: used mostly in composition with ad-
jectives: as, BtTong-Umbed, large-limbed, short-
limbed.

Timerously hasting from the sickly pale face or feeble
limrned, enter. HoMuyt's Voyages, p. 8.

Innumerous living creatores, perfect forms,
Limb'd and full grown. MUton, P. L., vii. 466.

limber! (lim'ber), a. [Also formerly or dial.
limmer ; appar. for *limper, < Ump^ + -er, with
freq. (adj.) force.] Easily bent; flexible; pli-
ant; lithe; yielding: as, a. limber rod; a limber
joint.

You put me off with limber vows. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 47.

I could skip
Ont of my skin now, like a subtle snake,
I am so limber. B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 1.

Umberl (lim'bSr), v. t [< Umber^, a.] To
cause to become limber; render limber or pli-
ant. [Bare.]

Her stiff hams, that have not been hent to a civility for
ten years past, are now limbered into courtesies three
deep at every word.

Riehardton, Clarissa Harlowe, m. 366.

limber^ (lim'ber), n. [Also dial, limmer; prob.
< Joel, limar, limbs, boughs, branches (hence
in E. shafts), pi. of Um, foliage, < Umr, a limb
(branch): see limb'^.'] 1. The shaft or thill of
a wagon: usually in the plural.— 2. The fore
part of the carriage of a field-gun or cannon,
consisting of two wheels and an axle, with a
framework and a pole for the horses. On the top
of the frame are two ammunition-chests (or sometimes
one), which serve also as seats for two artillerymen. The
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limb-guard (Um'gard), n. Defensive armor for

the legs and arms.
limbi, n. Plural of Ivmbvs, 2.

limbic (lim'bik), a. Having the character of or
pertaining to a limbus or border; bordering;
marginal Limbic lobe, In amal. See lobe.

limb-mealt (lim'mel), adio. [< MB. limmele,

Umemele, < AS. limmmhim, limb by Umb, < Um,
limb, -1- mwhim, dat. pi. oimM, a portion, meal

:

see meaC^, -meal.^ Limb by Umb ; limb from
limb piecemeal.

that I had her here, to tear her limb-meal.
Shak., Cymbellne, ii. 4. 147.

limbo (lim'bo), n. [Orig. in the phrase in Umbo,
whichis whoUy L. (ML.): h. in, in; Umbo, abl.

of limbus, a border, edge, in ML. a supposed
region on the border of hell: see limbus. The
prep, in being taken as E., the L. abl. noun
came to be used as an B. noun.] 1. A sup-
posed border-land of hell; a region which has
been believed by many to exist on the borders
of hell, and to be the appointed abode of those
who have not received the grace of Christ while
living, and yet have not deserved the punish-
ments of wilful and impenitent sinners. See
the phrases.

What 1 heris thou nojt this vggely noyse,
Thes lurdans that in lyTnbo dwelle.
Thai make menyng of many joies.

And musteres grete mirthe tbame emelL
York Plays, p. 878.

O, what a sympathy of woe is this,

As far from help as Limbo is from bliss I

Shak., Tit. And.,iiLl. 149.

The gate of Dante's Limbo is left ajar even for the an-
cient pliilosophers to slip out.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 113.

2. Any similar region apart from this world.

A limbo large and broad, since call'd

The Paradise of Fools. JfiZton, P. L., ilL 496.

3. A prison or other place of confinement ; any
place where things of little or doubtful value
are deposited or thrown aside.

He threw it therefore into a limbo of ambiguities,
Bushnell, iN'ature and the Supemat., v.

Quarantine is a sort of limbo, without the pale of civil-

ized society. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 23.

.There is a limbo of curious evidence bearing on the
subject of pre-natal influences.

O. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, Pref.

Limbo ofInfants(fimbusin/antiumorinfantum), in Bo7n.

ume
2. An alkaline earth of great economic im-

portance. It is the ozid of the metallic base calcium;

but neither ttdis metal nor its ozid occurs in nature in

the uncombined condition, although existing in enormous
quantity in various combinations. Lime a< artiflclally

made for use in the arte is prepared by calcining lime-

stone or marble, or sometimes sea-shells, in properly con-

structed furnaces, known generally as lime-kilns, or sim-

ply kilns. By this process the carbonic acid is driven oil

from the lime, and the latter remains as an infusible amor-
phous substance, which is white when pore limestone has
been employed. In tills condition it is commonly known
as quicklime. When exposed to the air it attracts moist-
ure and falls into powder, with greater or less rapidity

according to tlie humidity of the atmosphere and the

quality of the lime. This process is called avrelaMng.
For use in preparing mortar lime is slaked by the addi-

tion of water, which is absorbed with avidity and with
considerable evolution of heat. Lime may be so slaked

that if packed in tight bairels immediately after the slak-

ing it will keep for months without serious change or in-

juiT ; in most cases, however, the lime is slaked with the
addition of a large quantity of water, and is then immedi-
ately mixed with the amount of sand deemed suitable for

making the desired quality of mortar. (See inortar. ) There
are few limestones which do not contain a greater or less

quantity of sand and clay or of silicates of various bases
mixed with the calcareous material. The lime as prepared
from various qualities of rocks varies in character with the
nature and amount of this foreign admixture. Limestone
containing; less than 5 or 6 per cent, of impurities yields

a rich or, as it is often called, a "fat" lime ; with more
than that amount the lime is poor, and does not augment
in bulk to any considerable extent when slaked with water.

Wlien the amount of silica, alumina, etc.^ in the limestone
is increased to almve 16 per cent., the hme made from it

begins to acquire the property known as " hydraulicity, " or
of hardening, or "setting," as it is technically called, under
water. (&eecem£nt,_2.) By far the most extensive use made
of lime is as the chief ingredient in mortar; but there are
many otlier purposes to which it is applied when a strong
and cheap base is desired. It is of importance in tanning,
in various processes of chemical manufacture, as in the
preparation of ammonia and the caustic allmlis and of
bleaching-^owder, for fertilizing or ameliorating land,
for purifying gas, and for various other purposes. Sul-
phate of lime, or gypsum, is found in the form of ala-

baster and of selenlte. It is ground and roasted at a low
heat to make plaster of Paris, and is used for molding and
statuary. For notices of the nature and disti ihu tion of the
mostImportant salts of lime, see, for the carbonates, calcite,

aragonite, limestone, and marble ; for the sulphates, anhy-
drite, gypsum, and plaster ofParis (nnderplaster) ; for the
phosphates, apatite and phosphorite. For the presence
and action of lime in natural waters, see water, and also
stalagmite and statactite.— Chloild of Ume. Same as
calx chlorata (which see, under calxl).— Cream Of lime.
See creaml.— Hydraulic lime. See hydraulic.—Ume
cartridge. See cartridge.—MUk of Ume. See mUk.—
White Ume, a solution or preparation of lime used for
whitewashing; a variety of whitewash. (See also gas-

Calh. and schtOasUc theol, the appointed place after death limel (lim), V. t.l pret. and BTJ. limed. Bnr. lim^
of infants who die without receiving baptism.—Umbo Of ;„„ ><" 'mr isJ,J^ / Aa 7i\^£.« / t» i,?™™
the fathers or of the patriarchs Q.imims patmmX the J?^-„

L< ME- Itnwn^ < AS. Imimn (= B.hjmen =
• "^ ' '• ' --^ • " OHG. Imyan, WELQi. Itmen, &. leimen

limber is connected with the gun-carriage properly so
called by an iron hook called the pintle, fastened into an
eye in tlie trail or block which supports the cannon in the
rear. When the gun is brought into action, it is unlim-
bered by unfastening the block from the pintle and laying
it on the ground.

3. Naut., a hole cut through the floor-timbers
as a passage for water to the pump-weU.

limber^ (lim'bfer), v. t. and i. [< limber'^, to.] To
attach the limber to, as a gun ; fasten together
the two parts of a gun-carriage, iu preparation
for moving away: often with lip.

The enemy soon limbered up and fled west.
N. A. Ben., CXXVL 244.

limber-board (Iim'b6r-b6rd), n. Naut., a short
plank placed over a limber-hole to keep out
dirt, etc.

limber-box (lim'b6r-boks), n. Same as limber-

chest.

limber-chain (lim'ber-ohan), TO. 1. In. artillery,

a keep-chain which goes round the pintle and
confines the trail to the limber, preventing its

flying off the limber-hook. Farrow, Mil. Encyc.—2. Naut., a chain lying in the limber-holes of

a ship so as to be drawn to and fro to clear the
holes.

limber-chest (lim'b6r-chest), n. In artillery,

the box for ammunition placed on the limber
of a field-piece. Sometimes called limber-box.

Some of . . . [the Confederates], springing' nimbly on
his limber-chests, shot down his horses and then ills men.

The Century, XXXVL 103.

limber-hole (lim'bfer-hol), n. Same as limber^, 3.

limbemess (Um'b^r-nes), n. The quality of
being limber or easily bent ; flexibleness

;
pli-

ancy.
limber-Strake (lim'bfer-strak), n. The plank
in the floor of a vessel nearest the keelson.

limb-girdle (lim'ger"dl), n. In artat., the bony
or gnstly apparatus by which a limb is attached
to the trunk; the basis of the appendicular
skeleton ; the shoulder-girdle or hip-girdle ; the
pectoral or pelvic arch.

place (the outermost circle of hell) where it has been be-
lieved the spirits ol the righteouswho died before the death
of Christ were confined until his descent into hell. It has
been identified with the " prison " of the spirits to whom
Cluist preached when "put to death in the iieah" (1 Pet,
iii. 18-20).

limb-root (lim'rSt), n. In anat, the part of the
skeleton which bears a limb. Thus, the pectoral
and pelvic arches, or shoulder- and hip-girdles, are the
limb-roots respectively of the fore and hind limbs: the
actinosts of some fishes are limb-roots.

Limburger cheese. See cheese'^-.

limburgite (lim'b6rg-it), n. [< Umburg, a for-
mer duchy, now divided between Belgium and
the Netherlands, + -ite^."] The name given by
Rosenbusch to a rock which is related to pen-
dotite, and consists chiefly of olivin and augite
with some magnetite and apatite in a variable
but largely vitreous magma. It is essentiaUy a
basalt destitute of feldspathic constituents. To speci-
mens of this rock from Bohemia the name of magma-
basalt was given by Boi^clcy.

limbus (Um'bus), n. [L., a border, edge, ML.
esp. as in def . 1 of Umbo : see limbo, Umb^.'] 1.
Same as Umbo, 1.

What thanne, is lymbus lome, alias

!

Garre Satan helpe tliat we were wroken.
Tills werke is werse tlianne euere it was.

York Plays, p. 384.

2. PI. Umbi (-bi). In anat, a border Umlras
Infantitun or InfaTltum. See limbo of infants, under
limbo.—LimbUB TamlTigi splraUa, the membranons spi- li'maZ (lim), n. and a
ral cushion resting on the border of the osseous spiral - -" -. -'

lamina of the cochlea. It extends from the attachment of
the membrane of Beissner and terminates externally in a
crest overhanging the spu^l groove.—LlmbUS paUiaUs
the pallial border; the edge of the mantle or mantle-flap
ofamoiiusk.—Llmbuspatmm. Seelimbo of thefathers,
under limbo.

limei (lim), n. [< ME. Um, lym, < AS. Um, bitu-
men, cement, glue, = D. %j» = ML(J. lim =
OHG. MHG. lim, G. leim, glue, = Icel. lim =
Sw. Dan. lim, lime, glue; akin to AS. Wm, B.
loam, to Icel. leir, etc., clay, mud (> E. lair^),
and prob. to L. limus, sUme. mud; cf. L. linere,
smear: see liniment, letter^."] 1. Any viscous
substance ; especially, a viscous substance laid
on twigs for catching birds ; bird-lime.

Ton must lay Ume to tangle her desires
Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 2. 68.

Dan.lime
= Sw. lirhmd), smear with lime, < Ivm, lime: see
lime\ m.] 1. To smear with a viscous sub-
stance for the purpose of catching birds.

For who so wol his hondis tyme.
They mosten be the more nnclene.

Oower. (BdOlmea.)

York, and Impious Beaufort, that false priest.
Have all limed bushes to betray thy wings.
And, fly thou how thou canst, theyll tangle thee.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI, a 4. 84.

Hence— 2. To entangle; insnare; encumber.
limned soul, that struggling to be free,

Art more engaged 1 5Ao*., Hamlet, ill. 8. 88.

True—we had limed ourselves
With open eyes, and we must take the cliance.

Tennyson, Princess, UL

3. To applylime to ; in a special use, to manure
with lime, as soil; throw Ume into, as a pond
or stream, to kiU the fish in it.

Encouragement . . . to improve (land]by draintag, marl-
ing, and liming. Sir J. Child, On Trade.

4. To sprinkle with slaked Ume, as a floor ; treat
with lime ; in leather-mamtf., to steep (hides) in
a solution of Ume in order to remove the hair.— 5t. To cement.

I will not ruinate my father's house.
Who gave his blood to lime the stones together.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 1. 84.

[A corruption of Krec* for
orig. lind: see Ivnd.'] I. n. Ata-ee of the genus
Tilia, natural order Tiliaceoe; the linden.
n. a. Of or pertaining to the tree so called.—Lime taawk-motb, Smerinthus tUicB, whose larva feeds

on the lime.

lime^ (lim), n. [< F. Ume, < Pers. limu, a lemon, a
citron: see lemon.'] 1. A tree,avarietyof Citrus
Medica. The sour lime (var. acida) has a globose fruit,
smaller than the lemon, with thin rind, andyields an ex-
tremely acid juice. (See lime-Jidce.) It is cultivated In
southern Europe, India, Florida, etc. The sweet lime of
India is the variety Limetia.

2. The fruit of the lime-tree.

The mddier orange and the paler Ume.
Cowper, Task, la 67lt,

Indian wild Ume. See Ltmmia.—Ogeecbee Ume, the
sour tupelo, Nyssa capUata, found in p»te of the sontbem
United States. Its large acid fruit is made into a con-



lime

aerve called Ogeechee Jimai.—Wild lime, Zanthoxylum
Pterota, a Bmall tree with a hard, oloBe-grained, reddish-
brown wood, found In tropical America and extending
into the southern United States.

lime*t (lim), n. [Also Uam, "Hem, h/am; < OP.
Uem, also lien, F. lien = Pr. Uam = Pg. liame,
ligame = It. legame, ligame, < L. ligamen, a band

:

see Ke»2 (another form of the same word) and
ligament.^ A cord for leading a dog; a leash.
Hence limer, Ummer^, Umehound.
My hound then in my lyam, I by the woodman's art
Forecast where I may lodge the goodly high-palm'd hart.

Drayton, Muse's Elysium, vi.

llme^t, n. [ME. lime, h/me, < OP. *lime (?), limit,

< L. Umes, limit: see limit.'] Limit; end.

Eyst as we cleye jet the same,
Ana herrafter shulde withouste lyme.

Chron, VUockm, p. 4. (BaiUwell.)

lime^t, v. t. [< OP. limer, P. limer = Pr. Sp. Pg.
Umar= It. limare, < L. limare, file, < Uma, a file.]

To file
;
polish.

It was lilce a lymed [var. a thynge of] glas,
But that it shoon ful more clere.

Chancer, House of Fame, 1. 1124.

limeball-light (lim'b&l-lit), n. Same as calcium
light (which see, under ealdum).

lime-boil (lim'boil), n. In caUco-bleacMng, the
passing of the goods through milk of lime. Also
called Ume-bowk.
lime-burner (Iim'b6r"n6r), n. One who burns
limestone to form lime.

lime-busb (lim'bush), n. A bush smeared with
lime.

He's flown to another lime-lniih; there he will flatter as
long more, till he have ne'er a feather left.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

lime-catcher (Um'kach'''er), n. In a steam-en-
gine, a form of filter to intercept the lime in the
feed-water, and thusprevent the deposit of scale
in the boiler, it consists of a cage filled with loose char-
coal or other material, inclosed in the dome of a steam-
boiler and in communication with it. The feed-water id

admitted abore the filter, through which it trickles down,
leaving its lime and other impurities in the charcoal. Also
called lime-extractor,

lime-cracker (lim'krak''''6r), n. In cement-
works, a mill inwhichcrude piaster and calcined
limestone are coarsely ground, it iamade of chilled
iron, and its core and teeth are removable in sections, so
that separate parts can be repaired when affected by wear.

lime-dogt (lim'dog), n. A limehound.
lime-feldspar (lim'feld'^spar), n. See feldspar.

lime-floor (lim'flor), n. A floor made of Eme
mortar beaten and smoothed to an even surface.

limehoundt (lim'hound), ». [Also leamhound;
so called as being led by a lime or learn ; < lime^

+ hound. Of. Ummer'i and lym^.] A dog used
in hunting the wild boar ; a limmer.

But Talus, that could like a lime-hound winde her.

And all things secrete wisely could bewray.
At length found out whereas she hidden lay.

Spemer, F. Q., V. ii. 2B.

lime-juice (lim'jds), n. The juice of the lime,

used for much the same purposes as lemon-
juice. It is especially in favor as an antiscorbutic, and
forms a part of the outfit of vessels bound on long voyages,
especially for arctic regions.

lime-juicer (Iim'j6''s6r), n. A British sailor:

so called because he is obliged by law to use
lime-juice at sea as an antiscorbutic. [Amer.
uaut, slang.]

lime-kiln (lim'Ml), n. [Formerly also limeMll;

< Kmei + feUn.'] A kiln or furnace in which lime

is made by calcining limestone or shells.

lime-light (lim'Ht), n. Same as calcium light

(which see, under calcium).

lime-machine (lim'ma-shen''0, n- In gas-manuf. ,

a machine for purifying gas by causing it to

pass through lime.

Limenitis (lim-e-ni'tis), n. [NL., < 6r. Aifts-

vlTL^, an epithet of Artemis, lit. of harbors, < h-

l4v, a harbor, haven.] A genus of nymphalid
butterflies, having the head narrower than the

thorax, the antennas nearly as long as the body,

and ample wings without ocelli. L. camUla and

L. Sibylla are brownish-black European species with

white markings, notable for their graceful fiight. i. Ursu-

la and L. arthemis are found in the middle and eastern

portions of the United States. L. Sibylla is the wlute

admiral of English collectors. L. disippus is a very com-

mon North American butterfly, also called Basilarchia ar-

chippm (not to be confounded with Danaus or Danats ar-

chippus, now called D. plemppus). Limenitis l<^quimi

is a well-known species of the United States. See cut

under disippus.

lime-ointment (lim'oint''''ment), n. In phar.,

an ointment consisting of "4: parts of slaked

lime, 1 part of lard, and 3 parts of olive-oil.

lime-pit (lim'pit), w. A limestone-quarry.

lime-powder (lim'pou'dSr), n. The cracMed
lime resulting from air-slaking.
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lime-punch (Um'punch), n. A punch in which
lime-juice is substituted for lemon-juice,
limert, limeret, n. Middle English forms of
limmer^.

Limerick hook, lace, etc. See hook, lace, etc.

lime-rod (lim'rod), n. [ME. lymrod; < limei-

+ rod.] A twig smeared with bird-lime. Also
Ume-twig, and formerly Vmeyard.

The egle of blak therin,
Caught with the lyrmod.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 394.

limes (li'mez), n.; pi. Umites (lim'i-tez). [L., a
cross-path, balk, boundary, limit : see limit, ».]
1. In anat., one of two distinct tracts of the
lateral root of the olfactory lobe of the brain,
distinguished as Umes alba and limes cmerea.
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 480.— 3. In
zool. ,aboundary; a line of division or separation
between two parts or organs Limes facialis, in
omith., the facial boundary, or facial outline ; the line or
limit of the feathers all around the base of the bill. It
forms in different groups of birds various salient and re-
entrant angles, of some significance in classification. The
most constant saliences are the frontal points, or antiee.
See antice.

lime-sink (lim'singk), ». A rounded hole or
depression in the ground in limestone districts.

lime-sour (lim'sour), n. In calico-bleaching,
same as gray sour (which see, under gray).
lime-spreader (lim'spred"er), n. In agri., a
perforated box on wheels, or a special form of
cart, for distributing lime over land.

limestone (lim'ston), n. Rook consisting wholly
or in large part of calcareous material or ckt-
bouate of lime. Where, as is often the case, there fa

some carbonate of magnesia mixed with the lime, the
rock is called dolomitic limestone, and from this there may
be a gradual transition to dolomite. Marble is the name
given to the more crystalline limestones, and especially
to such as are solid and handsome enough to be used for
ornamental purposes or in costly buildings. Limestones
are classed B& dlicious or argitlaceou^, according to the
amount of sand or silica or of clay tliey contain. They
are of many shades of color, reddish, grayish, and slate-
colored tints being the most common. Many marbles,
however, are either pure white or slightly clouded with
tints of gray, red, or brown ; but some are so dark as to
appear when polished almost black. The limestone of the
fossiliferous stratified groups is generally admitted to have
been the result of organic agencies, just as limestone de-
posits are seen forming at the present time from the debris
of coral growth. The crystalline varieties of limestone
and marble which occur in the azoic or aichsean rocks are
by some believed to be a chemical precipitate or segrega-
tion, while others consider their existence proof that these
rocks, in which no fossils have yet been found, are meta-
morphosed sedimentary beds, and that this limestone is

also the result of organic life.—Baculite limestone.
See baculite.— Bala Hmestone, in geoL, a bed of lime-
stone which is an important and very fossiliferous niember
of the Lower Silurian series in North Wales.— Bastard,
bituminous, burnt limestone. See the adjectives.—
Bird's-eye limestone, a part of the Black Kiver lime-
stone, one of the subgroups into which the Lower Silurian
has been divided by the New York geologists ; so called
because it has crystalline points scattered through it

which have a fancied resemblance to the eyes of birds.

—

Carboniferous limestone. Same as mountain lime-

stone.— Chazy limestone, in geol., the name given by the
New York Geological Survey to a member of the Ix>wer
Silurian series lying next below the Trenton group. The
most abundant and interesting fossil which it contains is

the Madurea magna, which is a conspicuous object in the
black marble quarried at Isle La Motte in Lake Champlain,
and in other localities, and used extensively for floor-tiles

in halls and public buildings, in square slabs or tiles alter-

nating with those of white marble.— Comlferous lime-
stone. See Helderberg limestone.—Dudley limestone,
a highly fossiliferous limestone belonging to the Silurian
system, occurring near Dudley in England, and equivalent
lo the Wenlock limestone. It abounds in beautiful masses
of coral, shells, and trilobites. Also called Dudley rock.—Fontainebleau limestone, a variety of calcite from
Fontainebleau, in rhomboliedral crystals peculiar in con-
taining a large amount (about 60 per cent.) of sand as im-

, purity.—Galena limestone, the dolomitic rock, of Lower
Silurian age, in which the lead ore of the Upper Missis-

sippi lead region chiefly occurs. The formation has a
maximum tliickness of about 260 feet, and is in large part
almost a pure dolomite.

—

Granular limestone. See
granular.— Helderberg limestone, aname derived from
the Helderberg mountains in New York, applied to rocks

Eartly of Upper Silurian and partly of Devonian age. The
ower Helderberg limestones include four groups of lime-

stone-beds, distinguished from one another by their fossil

remains. Among these groups is the economically impor-
tant one affording hydraulic cement— the Tentaculite or
water-lime group. The Upper Helderberg is more gener-

ally called the comi^erous limestone. In Canada this rock
is, in part at least, a source of petroleum which is of con-

siderable economic importance. It forms with the Scho-

harie and cauda-galli grits the lowest division of the De-

vonian series as &bulated by the New York geologists.

—

Indusial limestone. See indusial.— Jura limestone,
the limestone rock of the .Tura mountains, which corre-

sponds to the Oolite of British writers. It is composed of

limestones of variousqualities, clays, marls, and sandstones.
—Keokuk limestone, one of the divisions of mountain
limestone, of importance in the Mississippi valley. It lies

between the Burlington and St. Louis limestones. In this

group the geode-bed occurs. See geode.—Magneslan
limestone, a carbonate of lime containing some carbo-

nate of magnesia. When the two are present in the neces-

sary proportion to form dolomite (54.35 of the former to

45.65 of the latter), the rook is usually called by that

Limicolse

name. See doiomite.—Mountain limestone, the lowest
of the tliree groups into which the entire Carboniferous

' series in England is divided. It is overlain by the mill-

stone-grit, and over this are the coal-measures proper.
These general divisions hold good over a large part of Eu-
rope, and to a considerable extent in the eastern and north-
eastern United States. Even in China there is a limestone
formation corresponding in geological position and fossil

contents with the mountain limestone of England. Wher-
ever it occurs, this formation is characterized by similar
fossils. Among these the most abundant foims are—rhi-

zopods, especially the wide-spread genus Fusulina; cri-

noids, in great Variety and beauty; brachiopods, especially
of the genera Produdus and Spirifer; corals, among which
the genus Lithostrotion is conspicuous

;
ganoid and sela-

chian fishes; and also the earliest amphibians known.
The trilobites, very characteristic of groups lower than the
Carboniferous, have in the mountain limestone almost
entirely died out. This formation is of great interest in
the Mississippi valley, on account of the extent of territory

which it covers and its extraordinary wealth of fossil re-

mains. In various parts of the world, notably in Scotland
and in some parts of the Appalachian coal-field, the moun-
tain limestone contains workable beds of coaL Also called
carboniferous limestone. See carboniferous.— Niagara
limestone, an important member of the Upper Silurian
series, largely developed in the vicinity of Niagara Falls,

and further west. The Medina sandstone, the Clinton
group, and the Niagara shale and limestone together form
the "Niagara period " of Dana. The Niagara group con^
tains large numbers of corals, crinoids, brachiopods, and
trilobites. It is nearly the equivalent of the Wenlock
group of English geologists. Near Lockport, New York,
this rock contains many geodes lined with crystals of dog-
tooth-spar (calcite), pearl-spar, and other minerals. The
rocks of the Niagara period are overlain by the saliferous

group, and this latter by the Lower Helderberg rocks.

—

Nummulltic limestone. See Foramin^fera.— Trenton
limestone, a rock of Lower Silurian age, finely exhibited
at Trenton Falls, New York, and hence so named by the
geologists of the New York Survey. It is also an important
member of the series further west than New York, and
south through the Appalachian range. It is generally a
highly fossiliferous rock, rich in crinoids, brachiopods,
trilobites, cephalopods, and gastropods. The Trenton and
Black River limestones, together with the Utica slates and
the Hudson River or Cincinnati group, constitute the
'*Trenton period" of Dana. See marble.

limestone-meter (Iim'st6n-me'''t6r), «. An in-

strument for determining the proportion of

calcareous matter in soils.

lime-tree (lim'tre), ». Same as lime^ Ume-
tree winter moth. See moth.

lime-twig (lim'twig), «. [< ME. Ume-twig ; <
Kwel + trng^.] A twig smeared with bird-
lime ; hence, that which catches ; a snare ; a
beguiling trick or device.

I doubt his lime-twigs catch not

;

If they do, all 's provided.
Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, iv. 2.

Enter'd the very lime-twigs of his spells.

And yet came off. Milton, Comus, 1. 646.

limetwig (lim'twig), v. t.; pret. and pp. lime-

twigged, ppr. Umetwigging. [< lime-twig, n.] To
beset with lime-twigs or snares; entangle or
retard.

Not to have their consultations lime-twigged with quirks
and sophisms of philosophical persons.

Jj. Addison, Western Barbary, Pref.

lime-vial (lim'vi''''al), ». A vial of quicklime
intended for incendiary purposes: an object
supposed to be represented by a large bulbous
mass on the end of an arrow m some medieval
pictures.

lime-wash (lim'wosh), n. A coating given with
a solution of lime; whitewash.
limewash (lim'wosh), v. t. [< lime-wash, m.]

To whitewash.
Even in Cornwall and North Devon, moorstone cottages

look very " dejected " unless they are lime-washed.
Contemporary Bev., LI. 237.

lime-water (lim'w&''''t6r), «. A saturated aque-
ous solution of lime. It is astringent and alkaline, and
when added to milk it prevents the formation of dense co-
agula. It is used in diarrhea and vomiting, and as an ex-

ternal application to ulcers, etc. It is also employed in
the clarification of coarse sugar.

limewortt (lim'wert), n. An old name of the
catch-fly, Silene Armeria, and of one or two
other plants.

limeyardt, n. [ME. limgerd; < lime + yard^.]

Same as lime-rod.

I likne it to a lym-gerde to drawen men to hell,

And to worchipe of the fend to wraththen the soules.
Piers Plourman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), L 664.

Limicola (li-mik'o-la), n.' [NL., < L. limus,mud
(see lime^, + cofeVe, inhabit.] A genus of small
broad-billed sandpipers of the family Scolopa-
cidoB, having as type Tringaplatyrhyncha. Koch,
1816.

Limicolse (K-mik'o-le), n. pi. [Nil., pi. of Limi-
cola.] 1. In orwiifc., an order or a suborder of
birds, a part of the old order Grallce or Oral-
latores, including most of those wading birds
the few (usually four) young ofwhich run about
at birth, as distinguished from those of the
heron tribe, which are reared in the nest, or of

the rail tribe, which lay nvmierous eggs, it is

called the "plover-snipe group," and embraces the taml-



Limicols
lies CharadrUdcB and ScolopacCdce, or plovere and snipes,
and their allies, as sandpipers, curlews, godwits, avosets,
stilts, tumstones, oyster-catchers, etc. It is approximate-
ly equivalent to the Longirostres and Preesiroatrea of Cu-
vier. In Sundevall's system it ls,re8tricted to the snipes,
tattlers, sandpipers, stilts, and avosets, and is thus little

more extensive than the family ScolopaeCdce. Also called
DebUirostres.

2. In Vermes, a group of olisetopod worms con-
taming those Scoleina which are maritime and
characterized by having the looped canals
highly developed and differentiatedl^as seminal
ducts : distinguished from ordinaryearthworms
or Tm-ricolcB.

limicole (lim'i-kol), a. Same as UmicoUne.
lunicoliue (li-mik'o-lin), a. and n. [As Limi-
eola + 4ne^.'i I. d. Living on or in mud; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Limicolce, in
either sense of that word. It is a common
epithet of the large group of birds known as
shore-birds, bay-snipe, etc.

II. n. In ornith., a member of the Zimicolce.

limicolons (li-mik'o-lus), a. [As Limieola +
-ous.^ Living in mud; limicoline.

. In many liimcoloiis forms, as in earthworms.
Eneye. Brit., XXIV. 678.

Iiimidee (lim'i-de), n. pi. [NL. , < Lima + -idee.']

A family of monomyarian acephalous bivalves
or lamellibranoh moUusks, typified by the ge-
nus lAma, having the mantle-margins fringed
with tentacular filaments, the foot finger-hke,
the lips tentaculate, and the shell obliquely
oval, with the umbones eared, the anterior side

gaping, and the posterior rounded. They live in

me sand and generally burrow, but are able to move like

scallops through the water by rapidly opening and clos-

ing the valves. Many of them attach themselves by a bys-

sus and form a sort of nest. The animal is generally of an
orange or bright-red color. The species are numerous, and
occur in most seas. Also LiTnadce. See cut under Lima.

Uminal (lim'i-nal), a. [< L. Umeti {limirir),

threshold (ef. elirmnate), + -al.'\ Pertaining
to the threshold or entrance ; hence, relating
to the beginning or first stage; inceptive; in-

choative.

Every stimulos must reach a certain intensity before
any appreciable sensation results. This point is known
as the threshold or liminaZ intensity.

J. Sully, Outlines of PsyohoL, p. 114.

The Uminal difBculties cannot be evaded without the
most disastrous consequences to the body of the exposi-
tion. Mini, IX. 428.

limi-ng (li'ming), n. [Verbal n. of Ume^, v.'\

1. The operation of treating with lime, or of
sprinkling with slaked lime ; ialeafher-manuf.,
the steeping of hides in a solution of lime to
remove their hair.— 3. In bleaching, a solution

of lime in water.—3. The smearing of twigs
with lime to catch birds ; bird-liming.

limit (lim'it), n. [< ME. limite, lymyte, < OF.
limite, F. limite = Sp. limite = Pg. K. limite, <

L. limes (limit-), a cross-path or balk between
fields, hence a boundary, boundary line or wall,

any path or road, border, limit; cf. limen, a
threshold. Cf. Ume^.'] 1 . A definite terminal
or border line ; a boundary; that which bounds
or circumscribes in a material manner ; as, the
northern limit of a field or town; the limits of a
country.

Whiche .ij. place be the lymyteg or endes of the Holy
Xande the longest waye.

SirS. Guylfarde, Pylgrymage, p. 42.

Here, the double-fonnted stream,
Jordan, true Kmii eastward- MUt(m,'P.Jj.,^.145.

Nor ceas'd her madness and her flight before
She toucb'd the limit of the Fharian shore.

Dryien, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i.

The spectrum extends in both directions beyond its

visible UmUs. TyndtM, Light and Elect., p. 66.

2. A terminal line or point in general ; the ex-

tent or reach beyond which continuity ceases;

a fixed term or bound as to amount, supply,

continuance, inclusion, or the like: used of

both material and immaterial things : as, to

reach the limit of one's resources ; the limit of

vision or of resistance; to set limits to one's

ambition.
All kinds of knowledge have their certain bounds and

limUg. Mooher, Eccles. Polity, L 14.

Dispatch ; the limit of your lives is out.

Shak., Eich. HL, ilL 3. 8.

The Limits at my Paper wOl not giveme leave to be i)ar-

ticnlar in Instances of this kind.
Addison, Spectator, No. 29r.

Not without a few falls in the wrestle with Nature do
we leam the liimts of our own power, and the pitfless im-
mensity of the power that is not ours.

J. R. Sedey, Sat. Beligion, p. 27.

3. That which is within or defined by limits;

confine; district; region.

At length into the Urnitt of the north
They came. MHUm, P. L., v. 755.
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The archdeacon hath divided it

Into three limtts very equally.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 78.

The voyageur here also generally holds his place in the

front rank, explores and reports the quality and quantity

of timber in certein limits or lots.

Harpen's Mag., LXXVI. 650.

4t. A logical term. See the quotation.

In this proposition, every man is a sensible body ; these

two words, man and sensible body, are the terms, WnMa,
or bounds, whereof as the said proposition is compounded,
so into the same it is to be resolved, as into his uttermost

parts that have any signification. „„„,
BlundemOe, Arte of Logicke (1619).

5. In math., the precise boundary between two
continuous regions of ma^itude or quantity

;

especially, the point at wMch a variable upon
which some function depends passes through
infinity, it is frequently said to be the value that a
variable quantitymay indefinitely approach but can never
reach—a definition wliich, as tacitly assuming that the

variable depends upon another which increases by succes-

sive finite steps, introduces an inessential element, while
altogether overlooking the essential one of continuity.

6t. A limb, as a limit or extremity of the body.
Hurried

Here to this place, i' the open air, before

I have got strength of limU.
Shak., W. T., ilL 2. 107.

Thought it very strange that nature should endow so

fair a face with so liard a heart, such comely limits with
such perverse conditions.
THana and Theseus, bl. lett., cited by Steevens. (.Nares.)

Etdiptlc limits. See ed«i>««!.—Eaiiatlon oflimits. See
equation.—lAtnit of a planet. Its greatest heliocentric

latitude.—Limit Ofdistinct vision,the smallest or great-

est distance from which the image of an object can be
fixed upon the retina.—Umlt Of elasticity. See elasH-

cUy.—Uiait of the roots of an equation, a value greater

than the greatest root or smaller than the smallest.—Lim-
its of aprison,JaU limits, or simply UmltS. SeejaU.—
Limits of integration. See iiUegration—Hagnetic
limit. See 7nagnetie.—TaethoA or doctrine Of UmltS,
the doctrine tlfct we cannot reason about infinite and in-

finitesimal quantities, that phrases in mathematics con-

taining these and cognate words are not to be understood
literally, but are to be inten)reted as meaning that the
functions spolcen of behave in certain ways when their

variables are indefinitely increased or diminished, and
that the fundamental fonnulse of the differential calculus

should be based upon the conception of a limit. (See def.

6, above.) The first of these positions is not now tena-

ble: the hypothesis of infinite and infinitesimal quanti-

ties is consistent and can be reasoned about mathemati-
cally. But the doctrine of limits should be understood
to rest upon the general principle that every proposition
must be interpreted as referring to a possible experience.

The problems to which this method is applied belong to

three types : the summation of series, the problem of tan-

gents, and the problem of quadratures. (See series and
problem,.') It is essentially the same as Newton's method
of prime and ultimate ratios. Its rival is the method of
infinitesimals, wiiich is almost excluded from the text-

boc]£8 at present, but is more in harmony with recent ad-
vances in mathematics.—Tliree-mile limit. See mite.
= Syn. 1. Confine, termination, bourn, precinct, boundary,
frontier (see boundary) ; restriction, restraint, check.

limit (lim'it), V. [< ME. limiten, < OF. Wmiter,

P. Umiter = Pr. Sp. Pg. limitar = It. limitare,

< L. limitare, bound, limit, fix, determine, <
limes (limit-), a boundary, limit : see Umit, n.

Cf. delimit.'] I. trans. 1. To restrict within
limits; bound; set bounds to.

They . . . Zimifedthe Holy One of IsraeL Ps. Ixxviii. 41.

In all well-instituted commonwealths, care has been
taken to UmU men's possessions.

Swift, Thoughts on Various Sub]ects.

2. To assign to a limit or confine ; fix within a
limit; allot.

lAmit each leader to his several charge.
Shak., Kich. m., v. 8. 25.

The hopes and fears of man are not lijmted to this short
life, and to tliis visible world.

MaxavHay, Grladstone on Church and State.

3. To fix as a limit; assign exclusively or spe-
cifically. [Obsolete or archaic]
Again, he limiieth a certain day. Heb. Iv. 7.

And, as you do answer, I do know the scope
And warrant limdted nnto my tongue.

Shak., K. John, v. 2. 123.

Their time limeted them being expired, they returned
to ye ship. Bradford, Plymoulh Plantation, p. 82.

T.lmiMTig case of a hypothesis involving continolty, a
case which is' indefinitely near to cases which conform to
the general conditions, and also to cases which violate
these conditions. Thus, a tangent to a circle is a limiting
case of a secant, ^eelirn^,n.,5.—Limiting points, with
reference to the system of circles having a given radical
axis, two points which have the same pol^ irith reference
to all the circles.

H.t intrans. To exercise any function, as
begging, within a limited district: as, a limit-

ing trisec.

Theygo ydelly ^limiting alirode, livingupon the sweat of
other mens travels. SarOibrooke, Dicing (1577). (Ifares.)

Umitable (Hm'i-ta-bl), a. [< limit + -able.']

Capable ofbeingbinited, circumscribed,bound-
ed, or restricted.

limitation

limitaneonst (Um-i-ta'nf-us), a. [< L. Mmito
neus, situated on the borders, < TMnes (limit-),

a boundary, limit: see limit, ».] Pertaining

to limits or bounds. Bailey, 1731.

limitarian (lim-i-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< limi-

tary + -a».] I. a. Tending to limit or cir-

cumscribe.
II. n. One who limits; in theol., one who

holds that a part of the human race only are to

ije saved: opposed to M»M«ersato*. Im^.Dict.

limitary (lim i-ta-ri), a. and n. [= F. Umitaire,

preliminary. < L'. Umitaris, that is on the bor-

der, < limes (limit-), a boundary, limit : see Umit,

re.] I. a. 1. Marldng or maintaining a limit

or boundary; limiting; restrictive.

Then, when I am thy captive, talk of chains.

Proud limitary cherub. Milton, P. L., Iv. 971.

Statements so palpably limitary of the Divine suprem-

acy as I found on the face of Eevelatlon.
B. James, Sub. and Shad., p. 128.

2. Subject to limitation; restricted within lim-
its; limited.

What no inferior limUary king
Could in a length of years to ripeness bring,

Sudden his word performs.
Pitt, tr. of lirst Hymn of Callimachus to Jupiter.

A philosopher should not see with the eyes of the poor
lim&ury creature calling himself a man of the world.

De Qidncey, Opium Eater.

n.f re. 1. That which constitutes a limit or

boundary, as a stretch of land; a border-land.

In the time of the Komans this country, because a lim-

itary, did abound with fortifications.

FvUer, Worthies, Cumberland.

3. Same as Umiter, 2. HeyUn, 'Lite of Laud,

p. 210.

lunitate (Um'i-tat), a. [< L. Umitatus, pp. of Umi-

tare,bound, limit : see limit, ®. ] In 6o*. ,bounded
by a distinct line, as the hypothallus in some
lichens.

limitation (lim-i-ta'shpn), re. [< ME. Umita^

cioun (in sense 6), < OP. limitacion, P. Umi-

tation = Sp. limitaoUm = Pg. Undta^gSo = It.

limitazione, < L. Umitatio(n-), a bounding, <

limitare, pp. Umtatm, bound: see Umit, v.] 1.

The act of bounding or circumscribing; the

fixing of a limit or restriction.

Mercy to him that shows it is the rule
And righteous limitation of its act,

By which Heav'n moves in pard'ning guilty man.
Cmopeir, Task, vt 696.

The checks naturally arising to each man's actions when
men become associated are those only which result from
mutual UmUaUiyn. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 101-

3. The condition of being limited, bounded, or

circumscribed; restriction.
Am I yourself

But, as it were, in sort or UndtaMonf
Shak., J. C, IL 1. 28S.

8. -An opposing limit or bound; a fixed or pre-

scribed restriction ; a restraining condition^ de-

fining circumstance, or qualifying conception;

as, limitations of thought.
Titus Qnlntiusunderstood thathe was appointedtohave

command of the army, without any other limitation fhm
during the pleasure of the senate.

Baleigh, Hist. World,V. iv. i W.

We are under physiological and cerebral Umitaiimis;
limitations of association, want, condition.

BushveU, Nature and the Snpemat , p. 51.

Every Imitation of a power is a prohibition to transcend
it ; for, if it had not that effect, ft would not be a limita-

tion. If. A. Bev., CXXXIX. 167.

4t. That to which one is linadted; that wliich

is required as a condition.
Yon have stood your limitation; and the tribunes
Endue you with the people's voice.

Shak., Cor., li 3. 145.

God, then, not only framed Nature one,
But also set it limitation
Of Forme and Time.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weete, L 1.

5. In law: (a) The period of time prescribed
b^law afterwhich an actioncannot be brought.
Smce the investigation of controversies becomes more dif-

ficult with the lapse of time, and long delay to sue may
imply either that satisfaction has been received or that

all claim is abandoned, and as it is vexatious to revive
stale claims, the law allows fixe<l periods, varying with the
nature of the grievance, within which, if at all, a claim-

ant must apply to the courts. The statutes fixing these

perioCa are ceileA statutes of limltaliortg. From the limita-

tion prescribed for actions to recover real property, it fol-

lows that a practicaiUy secure title to land can be acqoiied
by mere adverse possession for a sufficient time, (b) In
the law of conveyancing, the carving out of an
estate less than a fee simple absolute (see fee^) ',

the prescrilnng of an ulterior direction for the

devolution of an estate in case the estate of the

primary grantee shall fail, if a deed ot win gfva
property to A limiting his estate to his life^ and on U*
death giving the property to B, the gift to B is a UmUation,
or limitation over. It the property is given to A so long sa

she remains unmarried, adding that in case she maxris*



limitation

the property is to go to B, the added olauBe is aconditlmuU
Ivnutatum, or a limitation over dependent on a condition.
H a. condition only is prescribed without adding a limita-
tion over, the property will, if the condition be valid, re-
vert to the donor or his heirs.

6t. The particular district in which a limiter
or begging friar was allowed to beg for alms.

Ther wallieth now the lymytour hymseU, . . .

And seyth Ills matyns and bis hooly tbynges
As he gooth In his lymiytaeUmn.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 21.

A limitonr of the Grey Friars, In the course of bis Umi-
tatUm, preached many times, and had but one sermon at
all times. LaUmerf Misc. Sel.

Some [pulpits] have not had foure sermons these flf-

teene or slxteene yeares since Friers left their limitations.
B. Gilpin, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1562.

Collateral Umitatlou a limitation dependent on some
collateral event.— Conditional limitation. See def. 5.—
Foiiryears' limitation law, a name by which the United
States Tenure of Office Act (United States Congress, March,
1867) is sometimes known. See tenwre.—LlSlitatlOn of
the Crown Act, an English statute of 1701 (12 and IS Wm.
III., 0. 2) which vested the succession to the crown in the
Princess Sophia of Hanover and her heirs, being Protes-
tants. Also called the Act of Settlement, and the ^xcceision
to the Orown .4(!t.—Statute of limitations. See def. 5.

—Words of limitation, words in a deed or wiU taken as
indicating the nature or kind of estate the donee is vested
with, by stating who shall or may take after him.

limitatiTe (lim'i-ta-tiv), a. [= P. Umitatif=
Sp.Pg. Ivmitativo; as Umitate + we.'] Limiting;
fixing litnits; restrictive.

IdmitaHve notions which have a negative value, in so
far as they keep open a vacant space beyond experience,
but do not enable us to All that space with any positive
realities. Bncyc. Brit., XVI. 84.

Limitative Judgment, in logic, a name given by Eant
to an affirmative mflnitated proposition, such as " Every
man is a non-dog," in order to make up the triad of forms
— afiSnuative, negative, limitative— under the category
of quality.

Much acumen has been expended even in recent times
in vindicating the limitative form ot j'udgmente, but I can
see in it only an unmeaning product of pedantic ingenu-
ity. NetOeMp, tr. of Lotze's Logic, I. ii. § 40.

limited (lim'i-ted),^). a. and n. I. p. a. 1. Con-
fined within limits ; narrow ; circumscribed.

After this great Affront to the King, is Mountford sent
over again into Gascony, though with a more Ivmited Au-
thority. Baker, Clironicles, p. 84.

St. Allotted or appointed.
I'll make so bold to call,

For 'tis my li/ndted service.
Shak., Macbeth, IL 3. 56.

3. In rail/roadmg, restricted as to number of

cars (weight), or to the carrying of first-class

passengers: said of a train Limited adjunct, an
adjunct that agreeswith the subject in regard to some part,

nature, time, place, or respect.

Mortality is the absolute adjunct of man, whilst immor-
tality is the limited ; because man is not absolutely im-
mortal, but only as to the soul.

Burgergdimii, tr. by a Gentleman.

Limited company, fee, fimctiou. See the nouns.—
Limited divorce. See divorce, 1.—Umited Jurisdic-
tion, liability, mall, monarchy, partnership, prob-
lem, ticket, train, unlvocation, vote, etc. See the

nouns.

II. n. A limited express-train: as, the Chicago
Umited. [Colloq., U. S.]

Let the great steamship founder, the limited crash

through a trestle. Pop. Sd. Mo., XXX 677.

limitedly (lim'i-ted-li), adv. In a limited man-
ner or degree ; with limitation.

The constitution of such an unity doth involve the vest-

ing some person or some number of persons with a sover-

eign authority, ... to be managed in a certain manner,

eitlier absolutely, according to pleasure, or limitedly, ac-

cording to certain rules prescribed to it.

Barrow, Unity of the Church.

limitedness (lim'i-ted-nes), n. The state of

being limited. Johnson.

limiter (lim'i-t6r), n. [< ME. Kmitow, lymy-

tour, < OF. *Umitov/r, limitevr, < ML. Umitator, a

friar licensed to act within certain limits, lit.

one who limits, < L. Umitare, limit, bound : see

Umit, ».] 1, One who or that which Umits or

confines.

ThOT so believing, as we hear they do, and yet abolish-

ing a law so good and moral, the linMer of sin, what are

they else but contrary to themselves 7

MilUm, Tetrachordon.

St. Afriar licensed to beg, collect convent-dues,

preach, or perform other duties within certain

Umits, or in a certain district.

A Frere ther was, a wantown and a merye,

A lymytour, a ful solempne man. . . .

He was the beste beggere in his hous.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. Morris), I. 209.

'Twas but getting a Dispensation from the Pope's I*»i-

iter, or Gatherer of the Peter-Pence.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 101.

limites, «. Plural of Umes.

limit-gage (lim'it-gaj), n. A gage which is used

for determining whether pieces do not exceed

or fall below a certain specified range of dimen-

sion. Cm-Bmlder's Diet.
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limitless (lim'it-les), a. i<.limit + -leas."] Hav-
ing no limits; unbounded; illimitable.

Now to this sea of city-commonwealth,
LvrnMew London, am I come obscuredl

Sir J. Dames, Wlttes Pilgrimage, sig. H, 4 b.

=85^. Boundless, unlimited, illimitable, infinite.

limitourt, n. A Middle English form of Umiter.
limit-point (lim' it -point), n. A point on a
line or other spread, such that within every in-
terval within which it is contained there lie an
infinity of points of a given manifold. The
limit-point may or may not belong to this
manifold.
limma (lim'a), n. [LL., < Gr. Tiei/ifia, a rem-
nant, somewhat less than half a major tone, a
monosemic pause, < ?u'meiv, leave.] 1. In the
Pythagorean system of music, the smaller half-
step or semitone, being the remnant of a per-
fect fourth after subtracting from it two whole
steps or "tones": f -^(f)^= M- A limma
and an apotome together made a "tone": fff
X fMi = f• Also called Pythagorean semitone
or hemitone.— S. la pros., a monosemic empty
time or pause; a time equal to one mora or
semeion, existing in the rhythm, but not ex-
pressed by a syllable in the words. The limma is

mdicated by a mark like a caret (A, taken from the
initial A or A of Kel/iij.a.'). The pause at the end of a tro-

chaic dimeter or tetrapody catalectic (see the lines quoted
under catalectic) is an example, — *./ — '^ — w — A, the acat-
alectic line being — w — w — w — w. Also written Idrnma.
See pa/use.

limmer^ (lim'6r), a. An obsolete or dialectal

form of Umber^.
They have their feet and legs limmer, wherewith they

crawl. Holland.

limmer^ (lim'er), n. 1. A dialectal variant of

Umber^.—Sf. Naut., a man-rope at the side of

a ladder.

limmer^ (lim'6r), ». and a. [Formerly also lym-
mer; in def. 1 also learner; < ME. Timer, Umere,
lymere, < OF. liemier, F. limier, a large dog, lit. a
dog held in a leash, < OF. Hem, F. lien, a leash:

see Mwje*, Uen^. Cf. limehound.'] I. n. If. A
limehound ; in general, a hound ; in a later use,

a mongrel hound. '

A gret route •

Of huntes and eke of foresteres.

With many relayes and lymeres.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 362.

A dogge engendred betwene an hounde and a mastyve,
called alj/mmsr or mungrell.

Blyot, in v. Hybris. (Hdlliwell.)

Hence

—

2. A low, base, or worthless person;
a scoundrel; as applied to a woman, in a milder
sense, a Jade. [Now Scotch and North. Eng.]

To satisfie in parte the wrong which had bene offred him
by those lyrmners and robbers. Holinshed, Hist. Ireland.

The nourice was a fause lim/mer
As e'er hung on a tree.

Lamkin (Child's Ballads, in. 96).

Thieves, lirmners, and broken men of the Highlands.
SeoU.

Il.t a. Base; low.

Then the limmer Scottes . . . burnt my guddes, and
made deadly feede on me, and my barnes.

Bvllein's Dialogue (1573), p. 3. (HoJJiweB.)

Hence with 'em, lirimier lown.
Thy vermin and thyself.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

limmock (lim'ok), a. [< limmer'^, Umber^jyvith
substituted term. -ocfc.] Very limber. [Prov.

Eng.]
limn (Hm), V. [< ME. Umnen, contr. of lumi-

nen, an aphetic form of enlumimen, < OF. e»-

luminer, < L. ilVwmmare, inluminare, illuminate,

burnish, limn: see illumine, illuminate.'] I.

trans. To represent by painting or drawing;
depict ; delineate ; hence, to describe vividly

or minutely. [Archaic or poetical.]

It were impossible
To limn his passions in such lively colours

As his own proper sufferance could express.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, ill. 3.

U.f intrans. To practise drawing or painting,

especially in water-colors.

Yesterday begun my wife to learn to lim.n of one Browne,
. . . and by her beginning, upon some eyes, I think she

will do very fine things, and I snail take great delight in it.

Pepys, Diary, n. 234.

Limnacea (lim-na'se-a), n. pi. [NL. (Bron-
gniartjlSlT), for *LirnncBacea,<.Limncea +-acea.]

In De Blainville's classification (1825), the first

of three families of his JPulmobranehiata, con-

taining pulmonate gastropods of the genera
Limncea, Physa, and Planorbis in a broad sense;

the pond-snails, now divided into two families,

Ltmnwidce and Physidee.

limnacean (lim-na's§-an), a. and n. [< Idmnaeea
+ -an.] I. a. Of or ifelating to the Umnaeea.

II. n. A gastropod of the group Limnacea;

any pond-snail.

Toai-snaiULimnaa

limner

limnaceous (lim-na'shius), a. Same as limnor-

cean.

Limnadia (lim-na'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 2j.ij.vri, a
pool, lake, marsh.] 'k. genus of phyUopod crus-
taceans, with a thin flexible bivalve carapace of
oval form, and from 18 to 26 segments which
bear limbs. X. agassizi is found in pools inNew
England.
Limnadiacea (lim-na-di-a's|-a), n.pl. [NL., <
Mmnadia + -aeea.] Same &i'LimnadUdce.
Limnadiidse (lim-na-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Limnadia + 4dm.] ' A family of phyUopod or
branchiopod crustaceans, typified by the genus
Limnadia. The test is soft and bivalved, there are nu-
merous pairs of pleiopods or swimming-feet, the antennae
are large, the antenniUss are small, and the large telson has
a pair of appendages. In the male one or two pairs of feet
are chelate. The leading genera are Limnadia, Idmnetis,
and JEstheria. See JEstheriidce.

Limnaea (lim-ne'a), n. [NL., < Gr. ^/ivaioi, of
or from a marsh',' < M/ivi!, a pool, lake, marsh.]
A genus of Limnceidce, typical
of the subfamily Limnceince. In
these pond-snails the shell is a slen-

der dextrad spiral with a large body-
whorl and aperture, of a light, thin,

horny texture. There are many spe-
cies, L. stagnalis is a common one.
They live in ponds, and are almost ex-
clusively vegetarian. The genus is

cosmopolitan, and reaches its highest
development in North America. Also
erroneously Limnea, Lyrrmoea, Lym-
Thea, Lim/aeus.

Linmeeana (Um-ne-an'a), n. pi.

[NL. (Lamarck, '1812)'; < Um-
ncea+ -ana.] Afamilyoftraehe-
lipod moUasks, typified by the
genus Limncea, containing all

the limnophilous gastropods,now differentiated
into the families Limnceidce, and Physidee.

Limnaeids (lim-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lim-
ncea + -idee.] A family of basommatophorous

pulmonate gastropods, with di-

versiform tentacles, eyes at
the inner or posterior bases of
the tentacles, simple upper jaw
as well as lateral ones, wide ser-

riform marginal teeth of the
radula, and generally a spiral
shell; the pond-snails. They in-

habit fresh waters, especially of tem-
perate and northerly countries, and are
of cosmopolitan distribution. More

, . than 600 species are described, most of

""^reXmblSw."' which belong to the genera ij/m«<m,
Planorbis, and Ancylus. They are di-

vided by the shape of the shell into Limnmnoe, Planar-
biruB, and Ancylince,

Limneeins (lim-nf-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Limnma
+ -ince.] The typical subfamily of Limnceidce,
includingthose pond-snails whose shell is a long
spiral.

limnseine (llm'ne-in), a. [< Limnceince.] Of or
relating to the tminminm.
Limnanthese (lim-nan'the-e), n.pl. [NL. (E.
Brown, 1833), < Limnanthes + -ece.] A tribe of
plants of the order Geraniacece, characterized
by regular flowers with valvate sepals, small
glands alternating with the petals, and beak-
less carpels, it embraces the two genera Limnanthes
and FlcerTcea, with four species, all natives of North Amer-
ica. The group was given ordinal rank by some of the
earlier botaniste.

Limnanthemum (lim-nan' the-mum), n. [NL.
(Gmelin, 1769), < Gr. Tdiwri, a pool, lake, marsh,
-f- d.v6e/iov.] A genus of plants of the order
GentianecB and tribe Menyamthece, distinguished
by the indehisoent fruit and cordate leaves.
There are about 26 species (perhaps reducible to 13), dis-

tributed throughout the temperate and tropical regions
of the world. They are aquatic, perennials, with floating

leaves on very long petioles, and yellow flowers. One beau-
tiful species, L. nymphoeoides, is a native of Europe and
Asia, and goes by the names of fringed bog-bean or buck-
bean, fringed water-lily, water-fringe, and marsh-flower.
(See bog-'bean^ L. lacun^smn of the eastern United States
is the common floating-heart.

Limnanthes (lim-nan'thez), n. [NL. (B.
Brown, 1833), < Gr. lliivri, a pool, lake, marsh, -1-

avdog, a flower.] A genus of plants of the order
Geraniacece, type of the tribe Limnanthece, and
distinguished ftom Flcerkea, the other genus of

the tribe, by having five petals instead of three.

Limnea, n. See Limncea.

limner (lim'nfer), n. [< ME. limnore, lymenour,
luminour, short for enluminour, < OF. enlumi-
nev/r, < 'il£L. illuminator, illuminator, limner: see
illuminator and limn.] One who limns ; an ar-
tist or delineator; more especially, one who
paints portraits or miniatures. [Archaic or
poetical.]

Johannes Dancastre, lymenour.
English GUda (E. E. T. 8.), p. 9.



limner

That family had lately got their pictures drawn by a
limner, who travelled the country, and took likenesses for
fifteen shillings a head. Goldmath, Vicar, xvL

Limnetis (lim-ne'tis), n. [Nil., < Gr. Tuiivirrii,

fern, of Tj-iiwimQ, living in marshes, < Miivri, a
pool, lake, marsh.] One of the three leading
genera of Limnadiidce (or EstheriidcB), having

Litnnetis brachyura : upper left-haad fi^re, male ; upper right-
hand figure, female— in both the left side ofthe carapace cut away

;

lower left-hand figure, larval foim; lower right-hand figure, same
further advanced. A^, antennules; A' and J4S, antennx; c, head;
f', body; i7, carapace; j/, mandibles; a', great plate covering mouth;
e, eye.

a bivalve carapace, nnmerous hody-segments,
and the foliaceous appendages of typical phyl-
lopods. i/. &racA2/i<ra is an example. The males of these
water-fleas may be even more numerous than the females,
contrary to the rule among related forms. See LimnadU-
d(B, and cut under EstheriidcB.

limning (lim'ning), n. [Verbal n. of limn, v.']

1. The act of delineating, as by means of pen-
cil or brush.— 2. That which is limned ; a de-
lineation, literally or figuratively. [Bare.]

There isnothing in either of the former two [panels with
the portraits of the king and queen] which conld not have
been copied by a Fleming from a limning made in Scotland
years before. Athenaemn, No. 3199, p. 221.

Umnite (lim'mt), «. [< Hmn{(Ba) + -ite^.'] 1.

A fossil of the genus Limncea or some simi-
lar shelL Also lymnite.— 2. YeUow ocher or
brown iron ore, containing more water than
limonite. It consists of oxid of iron 74.8 and
water 25.2.

Limnobates (lim-nob'a-tez), n. [NL. (Bur-
meister, 1835), < Gr. U/ivji, a pool, lake, marsh,
-I- pd-niQ, one that treads, < jiaiveiv, walk, step.]

The typical genus of IdmnobatidcE, contain-
ing such species as L. lineata of the United
Slates.

Limnobatidae (lim-no-bat'i-de), n. pi. [Nil.

(Douglas and Scott, 1865), ilAmnobates+ -tdce.]

A faimly of aquatic Heteroptera, represented by
the genus Limnobates alone, whose species are
commonly found in ponds in Europe and North
America. These water-bugs have the head horizontal,
as long as the thorax, with the anteonse inserted at the
end of the widened front, the first joint stoutest and short-
est, the third longest.

Limnochares (lim-nok'a-rez), n. [Nil., < Gr.

^/ivoxapic, delighting in marshes (epithet of a
frog), < iifiv^, a pool, lake, marsh, + x"^?^'-'")

rejoice, deUght (> x^pi^t delight).] 1. A ge-
nus of water-mites or aquatic acarids of the
family Hydrachnidw, or giving name to the
Limnocharidw. LatreiXle, 1796.—2. A genus
of heteropterous insects: same as Mydrometra.
Limnocharidae (lim-no-kar'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Limnochares + -idcB.I A family of tracheate
Aearina, with the skeleton composed of sele-

rites embedded in a soft skin, palpi raptorial,

stigmata near the rostrum, legs of six or more
joints, fitted for crawling organs, and habits of

life wholly or partly aquatic.

Limnocociilidest(l™-'i?"^°^'li-*i^2), n.pl. [NL.
(LatreiUe, 1825), < Gr. ^d/ivii, a pool, lake, marsh,
-I- KoxJ'-k {i">X'-^^-)j * small snaU : see Coehlides.']

A family of pulmoniferous gastropods, combin-
ing the Limnacea and AurieiUacea.

Limnocyon (Hm-nos'i-on), n. [Nil., < (Jr. ?i/iW7,

a pool, lake, marsh, -1- kvuiv, a dog.] A genns of

fossil carnivorous TTij^mTnalg from the Eocene of

America, belonging or related to the Hycenodon-
tidm. O. C. Marsh, 1872.

Limnobyidae (lim-no-hi'i-de), n. pi. [Nli., <

Limnohyus + -idm.'] A family of extinct Eo-
cene hoofed quadrupeds of stulline character,

founded by Marsh for the reception of the ge-

nus Limnohyus.
Limnohyna (lim-no-hi'ns), ». [NL., < G. MfivTj,

a poolTlake, marsh, + if, a pig, hog (= L. sus

= E. «ow2).] The typical genns of LimnohyidtB.

O. C. Marsh, 1872.
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Limnophagae (lim-nofa-je), n.pl. [NL., fern,

pi, of Umnophagus: see Umnophagovs.'] See
CyprinodonluUE Umnophagce, under Cyprinodon-

tidce.

limnopbagons (Um-nof'a-gus), a. [< NL. Uvi-

nophagits, < Gr. Xiiivri, a pool, lake, marsh (con-

fused with L. limus, mud), + ipayelv, eat.] Mud-
eating; specifically, of or pertaining to the Cy-

prinodontidce Umnophagce.
Limnophila (Um-nof'i-la), n. pi. [NL. (Hart-

mann, 1821), neut. pi. of limnophilus: see lim-

nophilous.'] A division of pulmoniferous gas-

tropods, containing the fresh-water basomma-
tophorous forms : same as HygrophiUfi.

LimnophiUdae (Um-no-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Limnophilus + 4diB.'\ ' A family of trichopter-

ous nenropterous insects, or caddis-flies, typi-

fied by the genus l/imnophiVus, having the max-
illary palps of the male three-jointed, scarcely

pubescent, and like those of the female. The
habits of the larvae vary; some live in rapid streams,

others in standing water, and others in moss at the roots

of trees. Their cases are always free. The group is near-

ly confined to the temperate and boreal regions of the
northern hemisphere.

limnophilons (lim-nof'i-lus), a. [< NL. limnophi-

lus, < Gr. 2duv7i, a pool, lake, marsh, -f- ^I'^f, lov-

ing.] Fond of ponds or pools, or living in them

:

said of various animals, especially mollusks and
insects.

Limnophilus (lim-nof'i-lus), n. [NL.: see lim-

nophiUyus.'] 1. The tyjiieal genus of Xironopfei-

lidcB, having the anteriorwings mostly narrow,
with straight costa and truncate apical margin.
It is abundantly represented in Europe, North America,
and Asia by species which extend far north andmostly in-

habit still water. Given in this form by Burmeister, 1839,

after LfimnepkUus of Xeacb, 1817.

2. A genus of reptiles. Mti^inger, I8i3.

Linmoria (lim-no'ri-a), n. [NL. (Leach, 1815),

< Gr. Aifiv6pem, in myth, a daughter of Nereus
and Doris, < M/ivT;, a pool, lake, marsh, sea.]

The typicalgenus ofiMrmoriidw. L. lignorum or
terebrans is the common gribble, a minute iso-

pod highly injurious to submerged woodwork.
Iiimnoriidae(lim-no-ri'i-de)^m.j)?. [NL., <i«»i-
noria + -idw.'i A family of isopods represented
by the genus Limnoria; the gribbles. By means
of their trenchant mandibles they eat their way into 8ub<
merged wood, and are numerous enough in many waters
to do great damage to wharves and shipping on both coasts
of America and on European coasts.

Linmospiza (lim-no-spi'za), n. [< Gr. H/ivri, a
pool, lake, marsh, 4- aizU^a, a finch.] A genus
of fringUline birds : same as Embernagra.
Idmodoreae (li-mo-do're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1833), \ lAmodorum + -ew.']

A subtribe of orchidaceous plants of the tribe
NeoUiew, with simple erect stems, usually leafy,
and rhizomes without tubers. It embraces 5 gen-
era, lAmodcrum being the type, all terrestrial (not epi-
phytic) herbs, growing outside the tropics in both hemi-
spheres.

LUnodonun (li-mo-do'mm), n. [NL. (Bichard,
1818), < L. limodoron, < Gr. M/i6dopov, ?ieifi6dapop,

a wild plant, not identified.] A genus of orchi-
daceous plants of the tribe Neottiece, type of the
subtribe Limodorece. There is but one species, L. ab-
ortinum, which is found in the Mediterranean region and
in central Europe. It grows to the height of 1 or 2 feet,
and has a purplish stem and rather large purple flowers in
a simple loose spike. It is believed to bei»rt&lly parasitic
on the roots of shrubs. It is sometimes cultivatoL

Limoges enamel. See enamel.
limontj n. An obsolete form of lemon.

Limoma (li-mo'ni-a), n. [XL. (LinnaBus), < P.
limon, < Pers. limun, the lemon, citron: see
lemon.'] A genns of spiny shrubs from tropical
Asia, belonging to the order Butacece, tribe Avr-
rantiew. Theyaredistingnishedbyhavingflowerswltha
4- or 5-lobed c^yz and from 8 to 10 stamens. The leaves
are compound,with from 3 to 8 leaflets. The Javanese
employ the extremely acid pulp of the fmtts of L. acidU-
tima as a substitute for soap, and on the coast of Malabar
they are used medicinally. This species is sometimes
called the miuk-deer plant. L. camosa yields thekeklam-
fruit of Bengal, and L, monophyUa is known as Indian
wHd lime.

limonin (lim'o-nin), n. [< NL, limonum (F. li-

mon), lemon, -I- -i»2.] a bitter crystaUiza-
ble matter (C22H50O13) found in the seeds of
oranges, lemons, etc.

limonite (li'mo-nit), n. [= F. limonite; as Gr.
Tiei/i^v, a marshy meadow, a meadow, + iU^.']
An important iron ore which is found earthy,
concretionary, or mammiUary and fibrous, its
brownish-yellow streak distinguishes it from hematite.
It forms uie bog-iron of existing marshes. Its color va-
ries from dark brown to ocher-yellow. It consists of ses-
guiozld of iron 85.6 and water 11.4. Also called broum
hemaUU and brovm iron ore,

limonitic (li-mo-nit'ik), o. [< limonite + -tc.]

Consisting of limonite, or resembling it in ap-
pearance.

Bar-tailed Godwit [Limesa lafpgnUa),

limp

Limosa (U-mo'sa), ». [NL., < L. Vmiosa, fem.

of limosus, mud'dy: see Umous.] A genus of

wading birds of tie family Scolopaeida, having
the bill a little recurved; the godwita. They are

among the largest of the family, and resemble curlews, but
the bill is not de-
curved, L. cegoce-

2>Aa2aisthecommon
black-tailed godwit;
L. lumuutica is the
Hudsonian godwit;
L. fedoa is the great
marbled godwit.
There are other spe-

cies. See godwit.

limose (U'mos),
a. [< L. limosus,

muddy: see li-

mous.'] Same as
Umous.
Limosella (U-

mo-sel'a.), n.

[NL. (IJinnffius,

1737), so called

from their place
of growth, < L.
limus, mud.] A
genus of small creeping or floating herbs of

the order Scrophularinete and tribe Gratiolea,

characterized by having the leaves in clusters,

the calyx 5-toothed, and the 4 stamens with

the anthers confluently 1-eelled. There are 5 or

6 species, found throughout the warm and temperate re-

gions of the earth. L. aquaUca is Icnown as mvduort
or mudweed. The American plant Is the variety tentii-

folia, found in tidal mnd northward on the Atlantic

coast.

Limosina (li-mo-si'na), n. [NL. (Macquart,

1835), < L. limosus, nxiiddy (see limose, limous),

+ -ina^.l A genus of MusddtB. Also called

Coprina.
Limosinae (li-mo-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Limosa
+ -MKB.] A subfamily of birds of tiie fanuly

Scolopacidw; the godwits. G. B. Gray.

limosis (li-mo'sis), m. [NL., <Gr.Xt/«if, hunger,
-1- -osis.'] In med., a depraved or morbidly
ravenous appetite caused by disease.

Limosogae (li-mo-su'je), n. pi. [NL.,< L. limtis,

mud, + sugere,' STieTi..'] In Merrem's classifi-

cation of birds, a group of his Busticola, includ-

ing such birds as curlews, snipes, sandpipers,

and plovers, and thus nearly coextensive with
the Limicolm of authors.

limonsf (H'mus), a. [< ME. limous, < OF. limtva
= 8p. Pg. It. limoso, < L. limosus, muddy, slimy,

< limus, mud, slime : see lime^.l Muddy; slimy;

thick.
If water ther be lymmis or enfecte
Admyxtion of salt wol it correcte.

PaOadma, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p, 17ft.

Thatconntiy . . . became a gained ground tnr themud
and limovi matter brought down by the river Nilus.

Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., vl L

limpl (limp), a. [Not found in ME.; appar.
< AS. "lemp, in comp. lemphealt, lemphalt, earli-

est form laempihalt, glossing HL. lurdus (see

lourd), appar. 'awkward,'but lit. 'lame,' <*te)nj)

+ healt, halt, lame; cf. Icel. lempinn, or lem-

piligr, pliable, gentle. The adj. is prob. con-

nected with the verb limp^, q. t. Cfl limber^.']

1. Lacking stiffness or finnness ; weak in fiber

or texture; flexible; limber; flaccid: applied to

things or persons.

The chub eats waterish, and the flesh of him is not firm,

limp and tasteless. I. Walton, Complete Angler.

Limp linen betokens a desponding spirit
T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, iv.

Her verses on the bombardment of Copenhagen were
... as limp and incoherent as SheUey's own of tlic same
date. E. Dowden, Shelley, L 108.

2. Lacking stability or firmness of character;
inefficient; incapable.

AkindProvidencefurnishes the Umpest personality with
a little gnm or starch in the form of tradition.

George Eliot, Middlemareb, t 85.

Limp case. See eoseZ.

limpif, V. i. [< Ump\ o.] To be inadequate
or unsatisfactory. Stanihurst.
Iimp2 (limp), V. i. [Not found in ME. or AS.;
= LG. lumpen = MHG. limphen, limp; cf. G.
dial, lampen, hang down loosely, > lampeeht,
flaccid, limp'; cf. mod. Icel. Umpa, limpness,
weakness ; W . lleipr, flabby, llibin, Umber, Vipa,

limp ; perhaps ult. connected (as a nasalized
form) with Mp^, Skt.-/ Jam*, hang down. Prob.
connected with the adj. Kmpl, q. v. ; but the
relations of these and the other forms are not
clear, the records being too scanty to deter-
mine.] To move with a halting or jerky step;
walk lame : <rften used figuratively : as, a limp-
ing a^mnent; hmpintg verses.



limp
Pluck the lined crutch from thy old limping sire.

Shak., T. of A., Iv. 1. 14.

The commentator will lend a crutch to the weak poet,
to help him to Jwnp a little further than he could on his
own feet. Pope, To Warburton, Sept. 20, 1741.

The unfortunate divine, whom we left limping with a
sprained ankle into the breakfast-room of the Inn.

Peacock, Headlong Hall, ii.

Iiinp2 (limp), ». l<Ump^,v.2 A halting step;
the act of limping.
limpet (limp), V. [ME. limpen (pret. hmp. also
weak Umpede, pp. Iwmpen), < AS. Umpan (pret.
lamp, lamp, pp. *lumpen; also in eomp. gelim-
pan, helimpan), happen, 'befall, pertain, = OHG.
Wmphan, limpfan, MHQ-. Umfen, become, suit.]

I, intram. To happen; befall; chance.
" A I lord 1 " quath loseph, "how may this Ivmpe f

"

Joseph of AxknatkU (E. E. T. S.), 1. 213.

H. trans. To come upon; meet.
The fyfte was Josue, that ]oly mane of armes,
That in Jerusalem ofte fulle mychejoye lymppede.

Morte Arthwe (E. B. T. 8.^ 1. S416.

limp* (limp), n. [Prob. < lvmp\ a.] A scraper
of board or sheet-iron shaped like half the head
of a small cask, used for scraping the ore off

the sieve in the operation of hand-jigging.
limpardt, ». [< Ump^ + -ard.'] A cripple.

What could that gouty Ivmpa/rd have done with so fine
a dog? UrqiihaH, tr. of Rabelais, 1. 39. {DavUe.)

limper (lim'pSr), n. One who limps ; a lame
person.

limpet (lim'pet), n. [< ME. lempet, a limpet,
appar. orig. a lamprey, < AS. lempedw, another
form of lamprede, a lamprey : see lamprey. It

can hardlybe connected with LL. lepas (lepad-),

< Gr. AsTrSf (/U?ro(J-), a limpet: see Lepas. Cf.

limpm.'] 1. A marine docoglossate gastropod
with an open conical shell imperforate at the
apex. The species mostly belong to the families Patel-
hdoe and Aom/Bidae; the best-known is PateUa vulgata, the
common limpet of northern Europe. This inhabits rooky
coasts, and selects a site on intertidal rocks, which it uses
as a resting-place and wears down into a cavity, making
short excursions in search of food, which consists chiefly
of algw. Limpets are noted for sticking closely to rocks
by means of their adhesive foot, which acts as a sucker,
bringing considerable atmospheric pressure to bear upon
their shells, which latter, moreover, fit tightly in conse-
quence of the evenly rounded aperture. Large numbers
are collected for flsh-bait, and they are also used as food by
the poor. See bonnet-limpet, keyhole-limpet, slipper-lvmpet.

He stuck like a limpet to a rock.
Scott, St. Konan's Well, xxzi.

And on thy ribs the limpet sticks.

And In thy heart the scrawl shall play.
Tennyson, The Sailor Boy.

3. Some mollusk resembling the foregoing, at

least in shape of the shell.— Cup-and-saucer lim-
pet. See CMp-and-SflSMcer.—Duck'a-blll limpet, a limpet
of the family Fismrellida and genus Pmrnophorm, having
an imperforate shell covered by the mantle.— False lim-
pet, one of the ^omceiito.— Foolscap-llmpet, a shell of

the genys Pileoptis (which see).— Fresh-water limpet,
a species of Ancylus.

limpid (lim'pid), a. [< F. limpide = Sp. limpido

= Pg. it. limpido, < L. limpidus, clear, bright

;

cf. Qt. Ti&imeiv, shine, Xa/iirpdc, bright: see lamp.

Cf. also lymph.'] Characterized by clearness

or transparency; translucent; crystal-clear;

lucid: as, a Umpid stream; a limpid style.

Filter this solution through cap-paper, to have it clear

and limpid. Boyle, Works, I. 708.

And witness be what splendid Princes are

The stars which move about this limpid sphere.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 201.

A beautiful limpid lake, which is fed by a rivulet flow-

ing down from unseen sources in the rock.

D. G. Mitchell, Bound Together.

Turn those limpid eyes on mine.

And let me read there, love, thy inmost soul

!

Jf. Arnold, The Buried Life.

limpidity (lim-pid'i-ti), n. [< F. UmpidiU == It.

Umpidita,<.'liLAvmpidita,{t-)s, olearness,< L. lim-

i)jd««, clear, limpid: se& limpid.'] Limpidness.

limpialy(lim'pid-li), adv. In a limpid manner;
transparently; clearly; lucidly.

Gtoethe himself, limpidly perfect as are many of his

shorter poems, often faUs in giving artistic coherence to his

longer works. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser.
, p. 296.

limpidness (lim'pid-nes), n. The state of be-

ing limpid; clearness ; transparency ; lucidity.

limpint, n. [Cf. Umpet.'] A limpet. Nares.
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limply (limp'li). adio. In a limp manner,
limpness (Ump'nes), n. The quality of being
limp or flaccid; weak pliancy.

There are several replicas of rough sketches, whichwere
probablymade byWebb, as they show a limpness of method
quite unlike the slashing draughtmanship of Inigo.

Portfolio, No. 234, p. 113.

The moral laxity and limpness which may be remarked
in the lower classes In Russia.

D. Jf. Wallace, Russia, p. 545.

limpsy (limp'si), a. [< Umpi + -sy, equiv. to
-^1.] Limp; flaccid. [CoUoq., New Eng.]
Somethin' or other 's ben a usin' on her up, for she was

all wore out, and looked sort o' lirnmy, as if there wa'n't
no starch left in her. B. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 584.

Limulidse (li-mu'li-de), n.pl. [NL., < lAmulus +
ddcB.] The limulus family; a family of gigan-
tostracous or paleocaridan crustaceans of the
ordien PoB&,lopoda,Merostomata, orXiphosura (or
Xiphura), exemplifled by the genus Mmidus.

*

limulite (lim'u-lit), n. [< Limulus + -ite^.] A
fossil limulid or some similar organism.
limuloid (lim'u-loid), a. and n. [< LimvXus +
-oid.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the char-
acters of Limulus; related to or resembling a
limulus

;
poeoilopodous ; merostomatous ; xiphu-

rous.
In the Coal-measures no fewer than three genera and

eight species of small Lim/uloid Crustaceans have been
met with. Encyc. Brit., VI. 662.

II. n. A limuloid crustacean; a poecilopod,
merostome, or xi-

phure.
Limulus (lim'u-lus).

n. [NL.,<L.K»iMfe35
somewhat askance,
dim. of Umus, as-

kance.] 1. The rep-
resentative genus
of LimuUdce. L. poly-
phcmus is the common
horseshoe- or king-crab
of the Atlantic coast of
North America; L. mo-
luccanus is found on the
Faciflc coast of Asia.
lAmiilws is the only liv-

ing form of the order to
which it belongs.

3. \l. c] Any crus-
tacean of the genus

limy (li'mi), a.

+ i/i.]
[<
1.

Telllna, mytulus. reAii/a, uvt^os. Atheneeo. A i

Nomenclatar.

Umpingly (lim'ping-li), a*. In a limping or

halting manner; lamely.

limpitudet (lim'pi-tad), n. [< L. Umpttu^,

clearness, < Umpidus, clear, limpid: see limpm.]

The quality of being limpid; limpidness. £ai-

^. 1727. „, ., ,

limpkin (limp'kin), n. A local (Florida) name
of the crying-bird or conrlan, Aramus giganteus.

See courUm, Aramus,

Limulus rotundicauda, a species of
King-crab (ventral view).

5,cephalicshield,covering anterior
division of tlie body ; b, posterior di-

vision of tile body ; c, base of telson

;

d, subfrontal area ; e, antennules of
- -. antennae;y,oneoftheseriesofambu-

Smeared with lime ; latory legs; f, operculum; A, bran-

viscous; glutinous.
'=l'i'"°°"PP=-dages.

Striving more, the more in laces strong
Himselfe he tide, and wrapt his winges twaine
In lywie snares the subtill loupes among.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 429.

3. Containing lime: as, a limy soil.— 3. Re-
sembling lime ; having the qualities of lime,

lin^t (lin); "• [Sc. also leen; < ME. linnen, < AS.
linnan (pret. lann, pp. lunnen) (= Icel. linna),

also in comp. belirman, blinnan (> ME. blinnen,

E. blin, q. v.), cease.] I. intrans. To cease;
stop; rest.

Set a beggar on horseback, he'll never lin till he be
a-gallop. B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

So they shall never lin.

But where one ends another still begin.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 1.

II. trans. To cease from.
Their tongues will never lin wagging, master.

Middleton (_and others). The Widow, v. 1.

Yea, they and their Seminaries shame not to professe,

to petition, and never lin pealing our cares,

MUton, Church-Government, ii.. Con.

lin^, linn (lin), n. [Also lyn, h/nn; early mod.
E. linne; < ME. *lynne; prob. (a) in def. 1 < AS.
(ONorth. ) hlynn, a torrent (cf . hlyn, hh/nn, sound,
noise, clamor, hlynian, roar; related like hlim-

me, a torrent, hUmman, roar, clang); (6) in def.

2, prob. < Gael, linne = Ir. linn = W. llyn, a pool.

The forms and senses mix; whether they are

ult. from one source is not clear. Cf . also Icel.

lind, a well, spring, brook.] 1. A cataract or

waterfall.
We heard nought but the roaring linn,

Amang the braes sae scroggie.

Bums, What will I do gin my Hoggie die?

3. A pool; particularly, a pool below a faU of

water.
I saw a river rin

Outoure a steipie rock of stane,

Syne lyohtit in a lin.

Chemrie and Sloe, st. 6.

The nearest to her [Tovy] of kin
Is Toothy, tripping down from Verwin's rushy lin.

Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 118.

The BhalloweBt water makes maist din.

The deadest pool the deepest linn.

Fair Belen (ChUd's BaUads, IL 209).

lincbet

3. The face of a precipice ; a shrubby ravine.

He took her in his armis twa.
And threw her o'er the linn.

Young Benjie (Child's Ballads^ n. 301).

Duncan sigh'd baith oat an' in, . . .

Spak' o' lowpin' owre a linn.

Bums, Duncan Gray.

pTow rare or local in all uses.]

lin^t, n. A Middle English form of U*e\
Lina (li'na), n. [NL. (Megerle, 1823), < Gr. 7Jivm>,

flax: seeZwei.] A genus of leaf-beetles or ehry-
somelids, with short antennse, tibiae externally
grooved,and pronotum laterallyprojected, it is

represented in all parts of the world ; about 30 species are
known, of which 8 inhabit the United States, as L. serivta,

the Cottonwood leaf-beetle, which often does ^rest dam-
age by defoliating the groves of Populut manH^fera in the
Western States, and also feeds in the larval state on wil-
lows.

Linaceae (li-na'sf-e), n. pi [NL. (Lindley,
1835), < lAnum + -acem.] A synonym otIAnece,
still much used.

linaceous (U-na'shius), a. Of or pertaining to
the natural order lAnacew.

linaget, n. An obsolete form of lineage.

liualoa (lin-a-lo ' a), n. [Also linaUie; a Mex.
name.] Afragrant Mexicanwood obtained from
species of Bursera, used to a limited extent in
making furniture, and yielding a substance em-
ployed in perfumery.
linament (liu'a-ment), n. [< L. Unamentum,
linen stuff, < linurn, flax : see line^.] In surg.,

lint ; a tent for a wound.
Linaria (li-na'ri-a), n. [NL. (A. L. de Jussieu,
1789), < L. linum, flax, + -aria."] 1. A genus
of herbs, rarely shrubs, of the order Scrophu-
larinecB and tribe Antirrhinece, characterized
by a spurred corolla with a prominent palate,
and stamens in which the anther-cells are dis-

tinct ; toad-flax. There are 130 species, found in the
warm and temperate regions of the northern hemisphere
and of South America. See cancerwort, Kenilworth ivy.

2. In ornitk.: (a) A genus of linnets, including
L. cannaMna, the common linnet of Europe,
and sundry related species, as the twite, the
redpolls, etc. Brisson, 1760. Also called Li-
nota, Mgiothus, and by other names. See cut
under linnet. (&) \l. c] A bird of this genus,
(c) [I. c] The Linnean specific name of the
mealy redpoll, Fringilla linaria (Mgiothus canes-
cens), of northern Europe: more frequently ap-
plied of late years to the common redpoll of
Europe and America, Lirwta rufescens, now usu-
ally called JEgiothus linaria or Acanthis linaria.

See cut under redpoll.—3. A genus of worms.
linarite (lin'a-rit), re. [< Linares, a town in
Spain, + -ite^.] A hydrated sulphate of lead
and copper, occurring in deep azure-blue mono-
clinic crystals.

linativet, n. A corrupt form of lenitive.

lince (lins), n. [Var. of lineh^.] A bank of sod
between terraces formed on a hillside by the an-
cient mode of plowing strips and leaving banks
of sod between them; also, the strip or terrace
of arable soil between two such banks. [Prov.
Eng.]

lincelst, n. pi. [Also lintels, and lints ; origin ob-
scure

;
prob. OP.] Tares in com. BalUwell.

Linceus, re. See Lynceus.
liuchi (iinch), re. [< ME. *lineh, lynch, < AS.
lilinc, a ridge of land, a balk. Hence the sur-

name Linch, Lynch.] 1. A ridge or balk of
land; any bank or boundary for the division of
land.— 3. A ledge; a right-angled projection.
— 3. A narrow and steep bank or footpath.

—

4. A small inland cliff, generally one that is

wooded.— 5. A hamlet. [Prov. Eng. in all

uses.] (Halliwell.)

linch^ (linch), V, [Origin obscure; cf. linTc^.]

I. intrans. To prance about in a lively manner.

Cheval coquelineux, a lin^hing horse.
HoUyband, Dictionarie (1S93). (BcMiwell.)

II. trans. To beat or chastise. Urry's MS.
additions to Bay. {Halliwell.) [Prov. Eng.]
linchet (lin'ehet), re. [Also lynchet; < Uneh'^ +
-et.] A ridge or terrace seen on the slopes of
the Chalk, Oolitic, and Liassic escarpments in
variouspartsof England, especially in Bedford-
shire, Hertfordshire, Wiltshire, and Somerset.
The origin of the linchets has never been made entirely
clear. It is probable that most of them are artificial con-
structions, and that they were made for convenience in
cultivating the hill-slopes on which they occur. Also call-

ed 2incA. Used chiefly in the plural. [Local, Eng.]

Many terraces are still cultivated, but every farmer I
have met with has assured me that there is now, and has
been from time immemorial, a general desire to plough
down the lynchets (as they are locally called), and that
formerly their numberwas much greater than at present.

Mackintosli, Scenery of England and Wales, p. 89.



linch-hoop

lincll-hoop (linch'hop), n. [< linch-(pin) +
hoop^.'] A ring on the spindle of a caniage-
axle, held in place by the Uneh-pin.
linch-pin (linch'pin), n. [Also (simulating Zimfci)

dial, linkpin (early mod. E. also Unpin, Unpinne,
lynpyn), with loss of the appar. pi. suffix -s;
prop., as formerly, Unspin, lit. ' axle-pin,' < Unse
(obs.), axle,+^»i: see Kjwe andjnni.] A pin
inserted in the spindle of the axle of a vehicle
to prevent the wheel from slipping off. Also
axtis-pin.

Bat if the rograe have gone a cap too far,

Left out his linchpin, or forgot his tar,

It [a carriage] sailers interraption.
Camper, Progress of Error, L 441.

Linckia (Ung'kL-a), n. [NL., named after the
German naturalist J. H. lAnck (1674-1734).]
The typical genus of lAnckiidw. Nardo, 1834.

Lmckiidae(ling-ki'i-de),n.j)!. ^h.,<IAncUa+
-td<B.] A family of starfishes, of the order Aste-
roidea, whose skeleton is composed of rounded
or elliptical ossicles, either contiguous orunited
by rods. There are no spines, the body being smooth
or only grannlar. L. guUdtTiffi inhabits Florida and the
West Indies; L. ur^fagcialie ranges from California to
Fera. Also LinckiadcB.

Lincoln green. See green?-.

Lincoln's finch. See fincIO-.

Lincolnshire cheese. See cheese^-.

linctnre (lingk'tur), n. [< ML. Hmetura, < L.
Ungere, pp. linetus, lick ; cf. Gr. Xeixeiv, Uek: see
Bcfcl.] A medicine to be taken by licking or
sucking; a substance of the consistence of
honey, used for coughs, etc.

Confections, treacle, mlthridate, ecl^mes, or linctvres,
etc. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 371.

linctlis (lingk'tus), n. [NL. linetus, a licking, <
L. Ungere, pp. Unctus, Uck: see Uneture.'] Same
as Uneture.

lind^ (lind; formerly and prob. still dial, also
lind), n. [< ME. Und, Unde, lynde, < AS. Und,
also Unde = D. Unde = MLG. Unde= OHG. Unta,
MHG. 6. Unde =leel. Sw. Dan. Und, lind, linden
(in AS. also a shield, as made of lind) ; prob.
connected with Und^, Uthe. G. diaL Und, bast,
Icel. Hndi, girdle (orig. of bast), are derived
from the name of the tree. Cf. Urtden. Hence
by corruption Kn^, Ume^.'\ Same as Unden, 1.

[Obsolete or local.]

Be ay of chiere as light as leef on lynde.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L'EnTOy, L 34.

Was neaer lef vp^on lynde lyghter therafter.

Pien Plowman (C), iL 152.

lind^t, a. [ME. lynd; a var. (due perhaps to
the cognate Icel. Unr or Dan. Und) of Uthe, soft,

gentle: see UtJie^.^ Soft; gentle.

Be not prowd, hot melee & lynd.
And with till better go thon be-hynd.

Balees Book (E. B. T. S.), p. 2L

lind-COalf, n. {JSE.lyndecole.^ Charcoal made
of the wood of the linden-tree: as, "half an
unee of lyndeeole," MS. Soc. Antiq. 101, f. 76.

(SaUitoell.)

linden (lin'den), a. and n. [Formerly also lyn-

den; < ME. Unden, < AS. Unden (= G. Unden), of

the Und, < Und, lind, + -en: see Undi- and -en^.

As a noun the word is modem, being, like aspen,
orig. only adj.] I.f a. Of the linden.

n. n. 1. A tree of the genus lYZia; the lime-
tree. The common Eniopean linden is T. Evropcea. An
oil, osed by perfamers, is distilled from its flowers. The
American linden is T. Americana, and is also called has»'

•wood, bee-tree, eta

The Unden broke her ranks and rent
The woodbine wreaths that bind her.

And down the middle, bazz! she went
With all her bees behind her.

Tennysm, Amphlon.

2. A shield made of linden-wood; any shield: a
modem use, translating the Anglo-Saxon Und,
used poetically for a shield. See shield.

The shields placed in the graves were the ordinary Un-
dens, of which no part con^nonly remains bat the metal-

boss handle. Hewitt, Ancient Armor, I. 78.

Silver-leafed Hn't«»n. TCia argentea, of Hungary.

linden-tree (lin'den-tre), n. Same as Und?-, Un-

den.

Lindera (lin'der-a), n. [NL. (C. P. Thnnberg,
1784), named after John Under, a Swedish bot-
anist of the early part of the 18th century.]
A genus of lauraceous trees or shrubs of the
tribe lAtseacece, having dioecious flowers sur-

rounded by involucres, and often nine stamens
having two-celled anthers. There are about 60 spe-
cies, found in Xorth America and in tropical and eastern
Asia a^ far as Japan. L. Benzoin of Korth America, called
spice-bush. wQd allspice, and benjamin-bush, has a pleasant
aromatic scent and taste, especially its bark and berries.

lindo (lin'do), n. [XL., < Sp. Pg. It. Undo, fine,

beautiful, pretty.] One of the brilliantly eol-
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ored thick-biUed tanagers of South America;
a buUflnch tanager of the genus Euphonia.

lind-treef, n. [SEE. Unde-tre, lyn^tre; < Und^ +
tree.'i SameasWnd^-jUnden-tree. Turner, 'B.et\J&\.

linei (lin), n. [< ME. Une, Un, lyn,< AS. Im,

flax, linen, = OS. OFries. Un = D. lijn = MLG.
Un. = OHG. MHG. Im, G. lein = Icel. Un = Sw.
Dan. Un, flax, = Goth. Uin, linen (not recorded
insenseof 'fla.x'); cf. OF.F. ?j«= Sp. It. ij»0 =
Pg. Unho, < L. linum = Gr. Xiwv = OBulg. Unu
= Lith. Unai = Ir. Un, lion = W. Uin = Bret.

Un, flax (in L., LGr., etc., also linen, a linen

garment, a thread, line, cord, rope, etc.); not
found in Skt., etc. It is probable but not cer-

tain that the Teut.,Slav.,ete.,fomis are derived
from the L. or Gr. Hence (from AS. Un) linen,

Unfi, Unseed, linnet^, etc., and ult. (from L.

linum) E. Une^, line?, etc.] 1. Flax. [In the
• general sense obsolete or provincial.]

He dronk never cidre ne wyn,
Ne never wered clooth of lyn.

Cursor Munii. (.HaUiweU.)

Specifically, in technical use— (a) Flax of the longer and
fine staple, separated from the shorter by the hackle and
prepared for spinning, (b) A hat-makers' pad or brush,

now nsnally of padd^ velvet, for smoothing the nap of

hats.

2t. Cloth of flax ; linen.

Throughout all parts of Fraunce they weaue line and
make sailes thereot Holland, tr. of Fliny, zix. L

Nor anie weaver, which his worke doth boast.

In dieper, in damaske, or in lyne.
Spenser, Muiopotmos, L 364.

Little he was, and ever wore a breastplate made of Unne.
Chapman, Diad, iL 459.

St. Linen apparel; apparel generally,

line^ (lin), n. [(a) < ME. Une, lyne, a cord, a
net, a snare, < AS. line = D. lijn = OHG. Una,
MHG. line, 6. leine = Icel. Una = Dan. line =
Sw. Una, a cord, rope; mixed with (6) ME.
line, lyne, ligne, < OF. ligne, F. ligne= Pr. Ugna
= Sp. linea = Pg. linha = It. linea = D. MHG.
G. Sw. Dan. linie, a line (mark), < L. linea, also
linia, a linen thread, a string, Une, feature, out-

line, line of descent, etc., orig. fem. of lineus (=
Gr. Uveog, Tuvovg), of flax, linen, < linum, flax,

linen: see line^. It is uncertain whether the
words of the first group (a) are Tent, derivatives
of the Teut. form line'^, or areborrowed or adapt-
edfromL. K»M»n,fla,x,linen, a Unenthread, cord,
rope, or, less prob., like the words of the second
group (6), from the deriv. linea. The two groups
are entirely confused in E.: see line^.'] 1. A
thread, string, cord, or small rope of any kind,
especially one designed for some particular use,
as a flshing-Kne, measuring-Zinc, elothes-ZJ««, a
bowline, a hauling-H7j«, etc.

Sowe hem [inula] by a lyne other a threed.
PaUadivs, Hnsbondrie CE. E. T. 8.), p. 85.

Who hath laid the measores thereof, if thou knowest?
or who hath stretched the line upon it? Job xxzvlil 5.

The Unes were out upon the poles— they were painted
green and were square— and on the Unes hung half the
family linen. W. Besant, Fifty Tears Ago, p. 86.

Specifically—(a)A cord used as a guide ormarker in stone-
work or carpentry; a chalk-line or marking-line. 0)pl.
A lot or portion marked off by or as l>y a measaring-line;
hence, fortune ; condition.

The lines are fallen unto me in pleasant places.
Ps. ivL 6.

The old seaman paused a moment. "It is hard lines for
me," he said, "to leave your honour in tribulation."

Scott, Kedgauntlet, ch. iii.

(e) pi. The reins or thongs by which one guides a horse in
driving. [U. S.J

2. Anythingwhich resembles athread or string
in tenuity and extension.

Yon gray lines
That fret the clouds are messengers of day.

Shak., J. C, iL 1. 103.

Specifically—(a) A thread-like mark, as one made with a
pen, pencfl, or graving-tool; a mark having length with
little appreciable breadth; a stroke; a score. (6) In mu-
sical notation: (1) One of the horizontal strokes or marks
that constitate the staff. The usual staff consists of five
such lines, that for Gregorian music of four, wixHe larger
numbers of lines have also been used. The lines are nom-
bered from below upward. The lines and the spaces be-
tween them are collectively called degrees. The pitches
to which the several degrees are assigned depend upon
the clef and the signature placed at the head of the staff.

When it !a necessary temporarily to increase the com-
pass of the staff above or Iwlow, added or leger lines are
used, which are numbered up or down fnnn the staff
proper. See notation, staff, and le{ier2. (2) A short dash
or stroke used in figured bass to indicate that a tone of
a previous chord is to be continued without regard to
its harmonic connection into a second chord. See figured
bass, under ftoasS. (3) A wavy horizontal mark, preceded
by the letters Sva, added above or below a passage to in-
dicate that it is to be played an octave above or below the
pitch at which it is written. The end of sucli a transpo-
sition is indicated by the word loco, 'in place,* or simply
by the termination of the line. f4) A wavy vertical mark
to the left of the notes of a chord, to indicate tliat the
chord is to be played arpeggio, (c) A seam or furrow on

line

the face or hands. Such seams in the hands are the baali

of palmistry. See phrases below.

And do whate'er thon wilt, swKt-tooted Time, . . .

O, carve not with thy hours my love's fair hrow,

Nor draw no lines there with thine antique pen.
Shak., Sonnets, xiz.

3. In math.: (a) The limit of a surface ; a length
without breadth. These definitions, cited as well

known by Aristotle, may be more precisely expressed

thus: a part or the whole of the intersection of two sur-

faces; a continuum of points extended lu only one di-

mension at each point. (6) In higher geom., a right

line, ray, or axis; a curve of the first order.

This use of the word is inaccurate but common, and can

give rise to no inconvenience, since a line in sense (a) is

usually called a curve in higher geomeliy, except a broken
line, which is not considered.

4. Outline; contour; lineament; configuration:

as, a ship of fine lines.

The lines ofmy body are as well drawn as his.

Shale., Cymbeline, iv. 1. 10.

5. AUmit; division; boundary.

The Hellenes always drew a sharp line between tliem-

selves and the bau'barians, a term by which they designated

all non-Hellenic people.
W. E. Heam, ki^sa. Household, p. 262.

6. A row; a continued series or rank: as, a
line of trees or of buildings.

We past long lines of northern capes.
Tenrsyson, The Yoyaga

(a) A straight row of letters and words between two mar-
gins : as, a page of thirty lines.

And yet I would I Iiad o'erlooked Uie letter. . . .

Lo, here in one line is his name twice writ.

Shak., T. G. of V., L 2. 123.

(ft) In poetry, a succession of feet (colon or period), con-
sisting of words written or printed in one row; a verse.

A line or verse is no definite prosodic group of feet, but
may consist of a single colon or of two cola, the ordinary
width of a page or column generally limiting its length.
Short verses or cola are sometimes printed as single lines,

or combined in pairs to constitute one line. The name {ine

is sometimes extended to verses slightly exceeding tlie

printed line in length, but marked by indention and want
of initial capital as one verse. In ancient prosody a line
i^sersux, oTt'xof) was conventionally determined to be a di-

colic TM^jer or period, or a monocolic period of eighteen or
more mone in magnitude. A shorter period was called a
colon or a comma. Abbreviated I.

Waller was smooth ; but Dryden tangbt to join
The varying verse, the full resounding Une.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, IL L 288.

Hence— (c) pi. Anry piece of writing, as a letter, or an
actor's part in the cualogue of a play ; specifically, a short
or occasional poem, or poetry in generaL

Com'st thou with deep premeditated lines.

With written pamphlets studiously devised?
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iiL L 2L

(fZ) A short letter—one as it were consisting of only a line
of writing ; a note : as, I received a line from my friend,
(e) jA. Same as marriage lines. [Colloq.]

"How should a child like yon know that the marriage
was irr^ular?" "Becaaselhadno/tn^s/** cries Caroline.
. . . "Ajid our maid we had then said to me, 'Miss CaiT3%
Where's your lines ? And it's no good without.' And I
knew it wasn't." Thackeray, PhiUp, xiL

(/) A row or rank of soldiers drawn up with afl extended
front: dlstangnished from column. Q) A disposition of
ships at regular intervals, either at anchor or under way.
i^eelineo/batile. (A) pf. A punishment id English schools,
consisting in requiring the student to commit a certain
number ot lines of La&i or Greek verse to memory.
7. A continuous or connected series, as of pro-
geny or kin, descending from a common pro-
genitor : as, a line of kings ; the male line.

He
From John of Gaont doth bring his pedigree,
Being but fourth of that heroic Une.

Shot., 1 Hen. VI, iL S. 78l

8. A series of public conveyances, as coaches,
steamers, packets, and the like, passing to and
fro between places with regularity: as, a line ot
ships to New Zealand; the Cnnard line.—9. A
railroad, or a continuous part of a railroad:
as, a main liTie, branch line, through line.—10.
A telegraph-wire between stations, forming
with them the circuit.— 11. In com.z (o) An
order given to an agent or commercial traveler
for goods. (6) The goods received upon such
order, (c) The stock on hand of any particular
class of goods.—12. In her., the division or de-
marcation between a bearing and the field, or
between one bearing and another when one is
charged upon the other. The ordinaries and subor-
dinanes are the bearings whose lines are most commonly
varied. See daneettd, donetaHed, embattled, engraHed, in-
dented, inveeted, nebruU, ragule, and und^ or vravy.

13. lafart.: (a) A trench or rampart, (b) pi.

A series of field-works, either continuous or
with intervals. Wilhelm, MU. Diet.—14 . Milit.,
in the British army, the regular infantry, as
distinguished from cavalry, artillery, militia,
volunteer corps, etc. (in some cases, however,
includingtheordinaryregiments of cavalry); in
the United States army, the infantry, cavalry,
and artiUery of the regular army. The combatant
ofilcers in the navy are called officers o/the Une, as diatin.



line

gjished from the non-combatants, or officers of the Oaff.
Thus, the line officers are admirals, commodores, captains,
commanders, lieutenant-commanders, lieutenants, lieu-
tenants uuior grade), ensigns, and midshipmen. Mates,
boatswains, and gunners are also line officers, but not In
the line of promotion.

It is now generally conceded that the law contemplates
that the fighting portion of the army, as cavalry, artillery,
Infantry, and engineers, . . . constitutes the Kne of the
army. WUhelm, Mil. Diet.

15. The course in. -wMch. anything proceeds
or which any one takes ; direction given or as-
sumed: as, a line of policy or of argument; to
mark out a line of travel or of conduct ; to pur-
sue a certain line of business or of art.

If I chance to make an excursion into the matters of the
Commonwealth, it is not out of curiosity, or busy-bodinesse
to be medling in other men's lines.

Fuller, Church Hist., II. ix. 23.

He is uncommonly powerful In his own line, but it is not
the line of a Urst-rate man. " ' •

'

I am now sending back to Belle Plain all my wagons for
a fresh supply of provisions and ammunition, and propose
to fight it out on this line if it takes all summer.

U. S. Grant, To Gen. Haileck, May 11, 1864.

16. A unit of length, the twelfth of an inch, or
sometimes the tenth of an inch. As a subdivision
of an English inch it was never common and is now obso-
lete. The Paris line, a unit formerly much used through-
out Europe, is the twelfth part of a French inch, equal to
0.0888 of an English Inch, or 2.266 millimeters.

17. The equinoctial line ; the equator.

Twenty of the dog-days now reign in's nose; all that
stand about him are under the line.

Shah, Hen. VIII., v. 4. 44.

Abdominal line. See oSiiomiraa?.— Absorption-Unes.
See absorption.—Aclinic, adlabatio, agonic, Aloma-
nlan, atmospheric,basi-alveolar, basic, etc. , line. See
the adjectives.—Asymptotic line, a curve upon a sur-
face the envelop of normal sections, having infinite radii
of curvature. Not to be confounded with asymptotical
Cities.—Baslobregmatlc line, the line joining the basion
and bregma.—Becket-llne, a short piece of rope used to
form a becket or bight on a longer or larger line, such,
for example, as is used in rigging a trawl.—Breeding In
the line. See breeding.— 'Bio'ksa, bulkhead, cardiac
line. See the qualifying words.- Casting-line, a line,
from 7 to 9 feet long, made of several gut-lengths, attached
to the rod-line in angling, and having the drops fastened
to it.—Check-line, a line attached to a fishing-line fas-
tened to an outrigger, by which the fishing-line is drawn
in to the boat without disturbing the outrigger.—Circu-
lar, concluding, contingent, etc. , line. See the adj ec-
tives.— Curved line, aline whose direction continuously
changes along its length.—Curved line of the ilium, in-
ferior, middle, and superior, the lines on the dorsum ilii,

marking off the origins of the glutsei muscles. Also called
iinea glutoea.

—

Curved lines of the occipital bone, the
curved lines on the outer surface of the occipital bone: a
superior, median, and inferior are distinguished. Also
called line(B nucnoe.— Cutting-down line. See cutting.—CycUfying, dimidiate, etc., line. See the adj ectives.
—Datum-line. See datum,—Directed right line, dis-
located line, dotted line. See direct, dislocate, doti.—
Dobie'S line. See mernbrane.— Double line, in entom.,
a line formed of two generally unequal lines which are
close together and parallel.—EQ^uinoctial line, the celes-

tial equator.; also, the terrestrial equator: in the latter

sense commonly called the line.—Equlpotential, focal,
famine. See the adjectives.—Facial line of Camper.
See araniometry.—Fiducial Une. (a) The straight edge
of the alidade of a plane-table, (fi) The initial line of a
graduated circle or vernier, (c) Anyline which is intended
to be taken as a standard straight line.—Fraunhofer'B
lines. See spec(»Tjm..—Frontalminimumllne,the short-
est horizontal line drawn between the temporal crests of

the frontalbone.— Generating line. See generate.—Geo-
deslc, gingival, etc., line. See the adjectives.— Geo-
detic line, a curve upon a surface any arc of which be-
tween points not too remote is the shortest ^ath on that

surface between those points. The osculating plane of

a geodetic line at any point is there normal to the sur-

face.—Geometrical llnet, an algebraic curve.—Gun-
ter's line, (a) A logarithmic line on Gunter's scale, used
in performing the multiplication and division of numbers
mechanically by means of dividers. Also called line of lines

and line of numbers, (b) A sliding scale corresponding to

logarithms, for performing these operations by inspec-

tion without dividers. Also called Gunter's sliding rule.—
Hard lines. Seedef. 1(6).—Hellspherlcalllne. Same
as lomdrmnie Ji»i«.—Horizontal Une. See horizontal.

— Hour-lines, in dialing, the common sections of the

hour circles of the sphere with the plane of the dial.

—

Hlopectiueal line, in anat. See iliopectineai.—lmar

glnarv, Isochimal, etc., line. See the adjectives.- In-

dex of a line. See index.— initial line. See polar

coordinates in a plane, under coortiiMate.- Isoclinal,

iBOdynamic, Isogonic lines. See the adjectives.— Iso-

phasal line, a line drawn in the plane of the imaginary

variable through all values which correspond to values

of the function having one value of the argument.— Iso-

timal line, a line drawn in the piano of the imaginary

variable through all values which correspond to values

of the function having one modulus.—Lateral line, in

ichth., a longitudinal line along each side of many fishes,

marked by the structure or color of the skin, or by both.

It consists of a row of tubes or pores, mostly on scales, ex-

tending from the head to or toward the tail. The pores

are the ducts of muciferous glands whose product is ex-

creted on the sides of the fish. The modifications of the

lateral line are inniimerable, and often afford classificatory

characters. Thus, the line is more or less nearly parallel

with the outline of the back in most acanthopterygian

fishes, and with the outline of the belly in cyprinoids and

many other malacopterygian fishes. The line is well

shown in the cuts under caplin, haddock, and hake (which

see).— LegerUne. See legerH.—LesBei liac. See lesser.
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—line abreast. See aiireast.-'iiae and levelt, a
plumb-line ; hence, rule ; method.

This deoencie is thertore the line <fc leuell for al good
makers to do their busines by.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 218.

We steal by line and level. Shak. , Tempest, iv. 1. 239.

Line at infinity, the aggregate of all points in any plane
at an infinite distance from any given origin. It is called
the line at infinity because represented by a line in a per-
spective proj ection ; for in such a proj ection every straight
line is projected into a straight line, and no other curve
or locus is so projected, generally speaking.—Line co-
ordinates. See line-coordinates.—Line dniwing. See
drawing.— Line geometnr. See geometry.

—

Line Of ap-
sides, (a) In one. astron., the line through the perigee and
apogee of a planet's orbit. (6) In mod. astron., the line
through the perihelion and aphelion ; the major axis of the
orbit.—Line of ascent. Seeascenf.-Lineofbattle,the
line formed by the ships of a fleet or by an army when or
as when in readiness for action.—Line Of bearing, a line
formed by the ships of a fleet in which each ship bears by
compass in a prescribed direction from the next ahead or
astern or on either side.—Line of beauty, in art, a line
of undulating curvature which, it has been maintained,
must enter as a potent factor in all graceful combina-
tions of line and form. Different artists have given it

different forms, but it is most commonly considered as a
curve of contrary flexure resembling a very slender elon-
gated letter S.— Line of center, in mach. : (o) A straight
line joining the centers of two wheels In gear. E. H.
Knight. (6) The dead line ; that line in which a crank and
the connecting-rod stand when their axes form a straight
line.— Line of coincidence, collimation, counter-ap-
proach. See cffinddenee, etc.—Line of consanguinity,
a family relationship between two persons: it is either
descending/ (the relationship of a person to his descen-
dant), ascen^ting (the relationship of a person to his an-
cestor), or transversal (the relationship of a person to a
descendant of one of his progenitors).—Line Of curva-
ture, a line traced upon any surface such that the nor-
mals at any two successive points meet one another.
Through each point of every surface there are two lines of
curvature which ai-e perpendicular to each other.—Line
Of Daubenton. See craniometry.- Jj^e Of defense.
See defense.—Line Of dip, in geol., a line in the plane of
a stratum, or part of a stratum, perpendicular to its inter-
section with a horizontal plane; the line of greatest in-
clination of a stratum to the horizon. See dip.—Line of
direction, (a) See direction, (p) A line laid down in
surveying ; the bearing.—Line Of Oistance. See distance.

—Line of ecLUilibrlum, a curve every point on which is

a point of equilibrium.—Line of fire, flotation, flow.
See fire, etc.—Line of force, (a) A straight line through
the point of application of a force and in the direction of
its action. (6) A curve whose tangent everywhere coin-
cides with the direction at the point of tangency of a force
distributed thiough space. Maxwell, following a hint
from Faraday, supposes these lines so drawn that the num-
ber jier unit of area normal to them in the neighborhood of
a ^oint shall measure the intensity of the force at that
point.— Line ofhealth, or line ofthe liver (hepatic line),

in palmistry, a line beginning at the wrist, near the line of
life, and running upward to the base of the fourth finger.

—Line Of life, inpalmistry, a line starting near the wrist,

skirting the base of the thumb, and terminating between
the thumb and the line of the head.—Line Of lines, line
of numbers. Same as Gunter's line (ct).—Line Ofmotion,
(a) A curve imagined to be so drawn in a fluid that the di-

rection at any point is that of the motion of the fluid at the
samepoint; alineof flow. Lamb. (&) Thepath of a particle
of a moving fluid. Basse*.-Line of nodes. See node.—
Line ofSaturn, orline of fate, in palmMry, a line begin-
ning near the wrist, and running up the middle of the hand
toward the base of the second finger.—Line ofspherical
curvature, a line every point ofwhich is an umbilloon the
surface.—Line or curve of swiftest descent. Same as
brachistochrcne.—Line Ofthe head, inpalmistry, aline be-
ginning between the thumb and forefinger, and extending
across the central part of the palm of the hand, parallel to
the line of the heart.—Line of the heart, in palmistry,
a line passing across the hand, skirting the mounts of
Mercury, Apollo, Saturn, and Jupiter.— Line of the sun
or line of fortune, in palmistry, a line running upward
to the base of the third finger.—Lines of level. See
levels.—Lines of operation (milit.}, all lines of com-
munication by which an army may reach an enemy's base
of operations. A dmple line of operations is one by which
the divisions of an army are kept together, or within sup-
porting distance of each other. The roads forming this
line are nearly parallel, quite close together, and have no
impassable obstructions between them. A double line of
operations is one in which a divided army follows two
sensibly parallel roads so far apart that the two sections
of the army cannot be assembled upon the same day on
the same field of battle. Double lines of operation may
be either converging or diverging, according as they ap-
proach each other or draw wider apart as they advance.
An accidental line of operations is adopted when an army
is compelled to abandon the line of operations proposed
in the original plan and take up another. A temporary line

of operations (sdso called mamieuver line) is one which devi-
ates from the line of movement adopted in the general plan
of the campaign. When the movement is completed the
general line is resumed. An interior line of operations is

one which lies between the double lines of an enemy, and
enables the army following it to fall upon and defeat the
parts of the enemy's army in succession. In such a case
the double lines are said to be exterior lines.—Logistic,
loxodromlc, magistral, etc. , line. See the adjectives.—

Marriage lines, a marriage certificate. [CoUoq., Eng.]—
Mason and Dixon's line, theboundarybetween Pennsyl-

vania on the north and Maryland on the south (lat. 39" 43'

N. ), partly surveyed by Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon
between 1763 and 1767, and afterward completed by others:

celebrated before the extinction of slavery as a line of de-

marcation between the free and the slave States.—Me-
chanical llnet, a transcendental curve.—Medial, me-
dian, meridian, etc., line. See the adjectives.— Multi-
ple lines. See multiple.— Naso-alveolax line, nasoba-
sllarline. Seeoranionwtry.—Natural line Ofsight. See

light, —N^latOU'S line, in surg., a line drawn from the an-

line

terior superior spine of the ilium to the most prominent
part of the tuberosity of the ischium. In the course of ihis
line lie the center of the acetabulum and the summit of the
trochanter major of the femur.—Neumann lines. See
meteorite.—Nodal, objective, occult, etc., lines. Seethe
adjectives.— Oblique line of the lower Jaw, an oblique
line beginning below the mental foramen and parsing up-
ward and backward to the anterior border of the corouoid
process.- Officer of the line. See def. 14.—Organs of
the lateral lines, in ichth. See m/ucpus canals, under mu-
coiM.—Parasternal line, the line drawn on the surface
of the chest perpendicularly downward from the junction
of the middle and inner thirds of the clavicle.—Polar line,
the intersection of consecutive normal planes to a skew
curve. 'Ihis is the name given by Monge {droit polaire),
but Mannheim's axis of curvature is preferable.— Pop-
liteal line, a line passing downward and inwai'd on the
upper part of the posterior surface of the tibia; it gives
origin to the soleus muscle.—Quadrate line, in anat., the
Iinea quadrati (which see, under Iinea).— ReiOD. line, a
series of redans connected by straight curtains. Mahan,
MiUt. Engineering.— Right line. See ri^R-Ship Of the
line. See ship.—Shotted line, a fishing-line to which
split shot are attached as sinkers. Shotted casting-lines
are also used in special cases for fly-fishing.— Spirlc line,
a bicircular quartic having an axis of symmetry. Such a
curve is a plane section of an anchor-ring, or torus, and
indeed of four different ones, though all may be imagi-
nary.—Stream-line, in hydrodynamics: (a) A line of mo-
tion in a fluid whose motion is steady. Stokes. (&) The
actual path of a particle or molecule in a fluid mass.

—

Supracondylar lines of the femUr, the two lines into
which the Iinea aspera divides below.— Telegraph-line,
telephone-line. See telegraphy, telephony.—temvOTaX
inferior line, the lower of the two curving ridges which
pass back from the external angular process of the frontal
bone over the frontal and parietal bones. Also called
lower temporal ridge.—Temporal lines, the two curv-
ing ridges which pass back from the external angular
process of the frontal bone over the frontal and parietal
bones. The upper, the superior temporal line or upper tem-
poral ridge, is the line of attachment of the temporal fas-

cia, while the lower marks the upper boundary of the at-
tachment of the temporal muscle.— The line. Same as
equinoctial line.—To draw the line. See draw.—To
drop a line. See drop.—To give line. Seegivei.v.t.-
To give one line, to allow one apparent freedom or oppor-
tunity of action, with a view to securing an ultimate ad-
vantage : in allusion to the angler's playing of a hooked
fish.

Wherefore should the Ministers give them so much line
for shifts and delays ? Milton, Heformation in Eng., i.

It's policy to give 'em line. Dickens, Hard Times, ii. 8.

To keep a line, in archery, to shoot in 'the vertical plane
of the gold of the target.—To make even lines. See
eveni.—To part a line, to break it, as when a whale runs
BO fast as to break the whale-line. Also to part a warp.
—To sound a line, to go down when harpooned and
carry the line with it : said of a whale.— To sound all
line, to go down so far as to take out all the line from
the'boat: said of a whale.—To stop a line, to confine
or fasten a rope, usually by means of a smaller one.
Thus, to stop the line to the harpoon-staff is to fasten
the line to the handle by passing one or more turns of rope-
yai'n around both line and pole, and confining the ends by
knotting them together.—'To wet one's line, to put one's
fishing-Une to use; to fish.-Trapezoid Une, the line of
attachment of the trapezoid ligament on the under side
of the outer part of the clavicle.—Visual line. Same
as visual axis (which see, under axis^).—^Vortex-Une, a
curve imagined to be so drawn in a fluid that its direction
is everywhere that of the instantaneous axis of molecular
rotation at that point.—Wallace's line [so named after
Alfred R. Wallace, who defined it], in zoogeog., a line as-

sumed to separate the Indomalayan from the Austroma-
layan zoological region or faunal area. It passes between
Borneo and Celebes, through the strait of Macassar, south-
ward between Bali and Lorabok, northeastward between
Mindanao and Gilolo. This line divides the shallow wa-
ters of the Indomalayan region from the much deeper
Austromalayan seas; and the character of the fauna is

quite different on the two sides of it—White Une, in
printing, a blank line ; a blank space equal in depth to the
spaceoccupied by a line Of reading in any given size of type.

[In geometry curve is often used instead of line, so that
phrases not found above should be sought under curve.}

line^ (lln), v.\ pret. and pp. lined, ppr. lining.

[< F. ligner = Sp. linear = It. lineare (cf. D. lij-

nen, linieren = &. liniren = Dan. liniere = Sw.
liniera), line, < L. lineare, reduce to a straight
line, ML. draw lines upon, < Iinea, a line : seo
Une^, n. In defs. 6, 7, th6 senses touch those
of KweS, «.] I, trans. 1. To draw lines upon

;

mark with lines or thread-like strokes : said of
some decorative processes, and also of the ef-

fects of age, fatigue, etc., on the human cotmte-
nance.
Some wood engravers are but too apt to pride them-

selves on the delicacy of their lining, without considering
whether it be well adapted to express their subject.

Chatto, Wood Engraving, p. 684.

The simple operation of lining the edge of a plate is

executed by female hands. Art Journal, N. S., IX. 267.

2. To delineate; draw; paint. [Bare.]

r All the pictures fairest lined
Are but black to Bosalind.

Shak., As you Like it, lii. 2. 97.

3. To give out, line l)y line ; read one or two of
the lines or strophes of (a metrical hymn) in
public worship Ijefore singing. The custom of lining
out the hymns originated at a time when printed books
were scarce, and when congregational singing could be se-
cured in no other way ; it is now nearly unknown. The
reading was done by the clerk, by a deacon, or by the offici-

ating clergyman himself. In New England It was some-
times called deaconing. Usually witih out.



line

In large coloured churches (in the South] it is still the
practice to line out the hymns, because few of the congre-
gation can read. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 861.

4. To measure, as land, with a line ; fix the
Ijotmdaries of. [Scotch.]— 5. To bring into
lineoraUne; hence, to arrange ; marshal; em-
ploy in service.

No actor of American birth and training can be lined to
this class of work. Philadelphia Times, March 21, 1886.

6. To place something in a line along ; arrange
something along and within for security or de-
fense: as, to line works with soldiers.

Line and new repair our towns of war
With men of courage. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 7.

Not feeble years, nor childhood stay'd, hut all

Alike impatient throng'd to line the wall.
Boole, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, xxxv.

The spears that liTie

Baronial halls the opprobrious insult feeL
WorcHworth, Eccles. Sonnets, L 37.

7. See the qnotation.

Cunning mules [when hobbled] . . . soon learn to lift

both forefeet at a time and gallop off ; hence they are lined,

that is, the forefoot is tied to the hindfoot on the same
side, so that the step is very much shortened and their
gait reduced to a kind of pace.

S". Be Vere, Americanisms, p. 131.

Lining out stuff, the operation of drawing lines on
boarding or planking, to guide the cutting of it into thin-
ner pieces.—To line bees, to track wild bees to their
nests by following them in the line 'Oi.^heir flight.— To
line men {mUit.}, to dress or arrange a body of men so
that they shall collectively form an even line or lines.

TL. intrans. Tofishwithaline. [Rare, U. S.]

The squeteague is taken both by lining and seining.

J. V. C. Smith, Fishes of Massachusetts.

line^ (lin), V. t; pret. and pp. lined, ppr. lining.

[< ME. linen, cover on the inside, double ;
prob.

orig. double with linen, < line\ linen: see line^,

n.] 1. To cover the inside of (some object, as
a garment, a utensil, etc.) with some materi-
al other than that of which the object lined is

made.
Coach with purple lin'd, and mitres on its side.

Cowper, Tirocinium, L 369.

Hence, by extension— 2. To fill the inside of;

wad; stui: as, to line a purse or a pocket with
money.

What
If I do line one of their hands?

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 3. 72.

By this rich purse, and by the twenty ducats
Which line it, I will answer for thy honesty.

Ford, Fancies, iiL 1.

No bridegroom's hand be mine to hold
That is not lined with yellow gold.

Whittier, Maid of Attitash.

3t. To cover; pad.
Their smoothed tongues are lyned all with guyle,

Gascoigne, Hearbes, Councill to Master BarthoL WithipolL

Son of sixteen.

Pluck the lined crutch from thy old limping sire.

Sfiak., T. of A., Iv. 1. 14.

4. To impregnate : said of animals.

He would with the utmost Diligence look for a Dog that

upon all Accounts was of a good Breed, to line her, that he
might not have a Litter of Mongrels.

jr. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, n. 160.

5t. To aid. [Bare.]
Whether he was combined

With those of Norway, or did line the rebel
With hidden help and vantage.

Shdk., Macbeth, i 3. 112.

To line one's Jacket. SeejaxAet.

lilie*t (l"!); ™- An obsolete form of lincP-, Ume^.

linea (lin'e-a), n.; pi. linece (-e). [L. : see

line^, ».] in zool. and anat., a line; a linear

mark or trace, whether of impression or expres-

sion Linea alba, the white line, the median longitu-

dinal line of connective tissue running from the pubis to

the sternum.— Ijinea aspera^ the rough line, a promi-
nent longitudinal ridge on the back of the femur. It

divides above into three lines running to the great tro-

chanter, lesser trochanter, and spiral line, and below into

two lines running to the inner and outer condyles.—Unea
COStoarticuIarlS, a line marking the junction of the ribs

with their cartilages, drawn from the sternoclavicular ar-

ticulation to the tip of the eleventh rib.—Linea fnsca,
a median line of darker pigmentation extending upward
from ttie pubis to the umbilicus or beyond, developed in

pregnant women. Also called pigmented abdominal line.

—Linea glutsea, pogtenor, anterior, and inferior respec-

tively, the superior, middles, and inferior curved lines of

the dorsum ilii.— Linea iliopectinsea, the iliopectineal

line (which see, under Uiopeetinedr),—Linea il^LOmi-
nata, the brim of the true pelvis, formed by the promon-
tory of the sacrum and the rounded angle between the up-
per and anterior surfaces of the lateral divisions of the first

sacral vertebra, the iliopectineal line, and the upper border
of the OS pubis.—Linea lateralis, in iehth., the lateral

line (which see, under Ztne2).—Linea mTloliyoidea, the
mylohyoid ridge on the inner surface of the lower jaw-'
bone.—Linea nuchse Inferior, the line, curved, of oc-

cipital bon^ inferior.—Unea nuclise mediana, the ex-

ternal occipital protuberance, running in the middle line

from the external occipital crest to the foramen magnum.
—Linea nuchse superior or suprema, the line, curved,
of occipital bone, superior.—Linea parasternalls, a line

drawn on the surface of the chest from the junction of
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the inner and middle thirds of the clavicle perpendicu-

larly downward.—Linea quadratl, the line of msertion

of the quadratus femoris muscle.—Unea semllunaiis,
the curved tendinous line on the outer border of the rec-

tus muscle, extending from the cartilage of the eighth rib

to the pubis. Also called linea Spigelii.—Unea aplen-
dens, the shining line, a median lengthwise band along
the anterior surface of the pi'a mater of the spinal cord.

—

Linese transversSB. (o) Of the abdomen, the tendinous

intersections in the course of the rectus muscle of the ab-

domen. (6) Of the fourth ventricle, the striae acusticae

(which see, under sMz),

Lines (lin'e-e), n.pl. PSTL. (A. P. de Candolle,

1813), < ZAnum + -ew.'] An order of polypet-

alous exogenous plants, typified by the ge-

nus Linum, belonging to the cohort Geraniales.
It is characterized by regular flowers, with imbricate se-

pals, andan entire ovarywhich isfrom three- to flve-celled,

usually with two ovules in each cell, having a fleshy al-

bumen. The order embraces about 235 species, divided

among 15 genera, which have been grouped under 4 tribes.

They are herbs, rarely trees, usually with alternate leaves,

and are widely dispersed throughout the world. Also
LinaeeoB.

lineage (Un'e-aj), n. [Prop. , as orig. , linage (mod.
pron. li'naj) ; the speUing lineage simulates line^,

lineal, etc., and the pron. has been altered to

suit lineal, etc. ; < ME. linage, lynage, lignage, <

AF. OP. linage, P. lignage {at. Pg. linhagem),

lineage, < ligne, < L. linea, a line : see line^, k.]

Line of descent from an ancestor; hence, fam-
ily; race; stock.

. Of his lynage am I, and his ofspryng.
By verray ligne, as of the stok roiaL

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 693.

He was of the house and lineage of David. Luke ii 4.

Believe me, he is well-bred.
And cannot be but of a noble lineage.

Beau, and FL, Wit without Money, L 2.

Hither he brought a joyous dame.
Unknown her lineage or her name.

Scott, Eokehy, vt 12.

=Syn. Genealogy, etc. (see pedigree), birth, extraction, an-
cestry, family, descent.

lineal (lin'e-al), a. [= P. lineal = Sp. Pg. line-

al = It. lin'edle, pertaining to a Une, < L. line-

alis, < linea, a line : see line^, n.'] 1 . Of or per-
taining to a line or length; extending in a line;

involving the single dimension of length: as,

lineal measure ; a lineal foot. (In the physical sense
lineal and linear are often used interchangeably, but a dif-

ferentiation is commonly made. Compare linear.']

Lineal walks immediately enveloped the slight scene.
Walpole, Anecdotes, IV. vii.

An inch is the smallest lineal measure to which a name
is given. 0. Gregory, Mathematics, p. 120.

2. Proceeding in a direct or unbroken Une;
hereditary ; unbroken in course : distinguished
from collateral: as, lineal deseent; lineal suc-
cession.

The house of York,
From whence you spring by lineal descent.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ilL 1. 16«.

8. Pertaining or relating to direct descent;
hereditary in quality or character ; having an
ancestral basis or right.

The lineal glory of your royal house.
Sluik., Rich, m., iil 7. 121.

Millions shall spring from otir loins, and trace back with
lineal love their blood to ours.

R. Choate, Addresses, etc., p. 104.

4t. Allied by direct deseent.

For only you are lineal to the throne. Dryden.

Lineal measure, vaixanty, etc. See the nouns.

lineality (lin-e-al'i-ti), n. [< lineal + -ity.']

The state of being lineal, or in the form of a
line. Wright. [Rare.]

lineally (lin'e-al-i), adv. In a lineal manner;
in a direct line: as, one who is KrecaHy descend-
ed from the Conqueror.

From whose race of old
She heard that she was lineaUy extract.

Spenser, F. Q., rn. ix. 38.

lineament (lin'e-a-ment), n. [< F. lineament =
Sp. lineamiento = Pg. lineamento = It. linea-
mento, feature, < L. lineamentum, a line, fea-
ture, < lineare, reduce to a straight line, ML.
draw lines upon : see line^.'] A feature or de-
tail of a body or figure considered as to its out-
lines or contour ; linear formation of a part, as
in the human face; hence, a particular physi-
cal feature or characteristic ; sometimes, a dis-
tinguishing characteristic or quality in gener-
al: used chiefly in the plural.

The lineaments of the body do disclose the disposition
and inclination of the mind in general

Bacon, Advancement of learning, IL 184.

Examine every married lineaTnent,
And see how one another lends content.

Shak.
, E. and J., L 3. 83.

line-and-Iine (lin'and-Hn'), a. With edge ex-
actly to edge : a term characterizing the adjust-
ment of a slide-valve without lead: as, a line-

and-line setting. See lead^, n., 8.

Linear Leaf
of Pycnan-
tJte7nt(m ti-

nifolium.

lineate

The valve is supposed to be set without any lead, or
line-andline, as it is called, at full stroke. That is, the

steam edges of the valve correspond with the steam edges,

of the part at the beginning of the stroke.

Famey, Locomotive, p. 287.

linear (lin'e-ar), a. [= P. liniawe = Sp. Pg.
linear = It.' Uneare, < L. linearis, belonging to-

a line, < Unea, a line: see }me^,n. Ci. lineal.^

1 . Of or pertaining to a line or lines ; composed
orconsisting of lines: as, Kmear' draw-
ing; linear perspective.— 2. Relat-

ing to lengtn only; specifically, in

math, and physics, involving mea-
surement in one dimension only, or a
sum of such measurements ; involv-

ing only straight lines; unidimen-
sional; of the first degree : as, linear

numbers; Knear measure. A plane is

said to be a linear locus, because of the first

order; expansion, if considered in one di-

mension only, the others being neglected, is

termed linear esepanmm.

The linear expansion of metals heated be-

tween the freezing and boiling points of wa^
ter varies from one to three parts in 1,000.

W. B. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 49.

3. In hot., zool., and anat, like a line

or thread; slender; very narrow and
elongate: as, a linear leaf.—4. In
pros., consisting in or pertaining to a
succession of single verses aU of the
same rhythm and length; stichic

:

as, linear composition; "Paradise
Lost" is linear in composition.

—

Linear algebra, a system of algebra In which every ex-

pression equals a linear expression in certain units.—Un>
ear class of functions, a number of functions produced'
from one another by addition, by subtraction, and by mul-
tiplication by constants.—Linear coefficient of expan-
sion. See coefflcient.—'ljiieax complex, congruence,
content. See the nouns.—Linear demonstrationt, a
proof drawn from the consideration of a geometrical dia-

gram, without the use of algebra or trigonometry.— Lin-
ear differential equation, an equation in which the
differential coel&cients and dependent variables are not
multiplied into themselves or into one another : thus,

is a linear partial differential equation.—Linear draw-
ing. Seedrauiing.—Linear dyadic. See dyadic.—Lin-
ear ensemble. See ensemUe, 3.—IJnear equation, in
math., an equation of the first degree between two varia-

bles : so called because every such equation may be con-
sidered as representing a right line.—Linear function,
a function resulting from the performance of the opera-
tions of addition, subtraction, and mnltiplication by con-
stants upon the variables,—Linear geometry, group,
integral etc. See the nouns.—Linear beraldn', her-
aldiy of the more elaborate sort, in which a number of or-

dinaries and their hearings are combined to produce varied
escutcheons.—Linear numbers, in math., such numbers
as have relation to length only, as a number which repre-
sents one side of a plane figure. If the plane figure is a
square, the linear side is called a root—Linear per-
spective^ that branch of perspective which regards only
the positions, magnitudes, and forms of the objects de-

lineated: distinguished from aerial perspective,whichcoxi-
siders also the variations of the light, shade, and color of
objects, according to their different distances and the
quantity of light which falls on them.—Linear problem,
a problem that may be solved geometrically by the inter-
section of two right lines, or algebraically by an equation
of the first degree.—Linear space, a nnicursal space the-
points of which may he unic^uely represented by value-
systems of the coordinates, without the exception of any
point-equations or loci-values.— Linear transfonna-
tion, a transformation from one set of variables to an-
other connected with them by linear equations.—Linear
units, units of length.

linear-acute (lin'e-ar-a-kuf), a. [< L. linearis,

linear (see linear)', ^- acutns, sharp : see acute.']

la bot., narrow and very gradually tapering to
a point, as a leaf ; acuminate.

linear-ensate (lin'e-ar-en'sat), a. [< L. linea-
ris, linear (see linear), -t- ensis, a sword.] In
bot., having the form of a long narrow sword.

linearity (lin-e-ar'i-ti), n. [< linear + -itj/.J

The state or condition of being linear.

The linearity of the differential equation depends upon
this physical fact, etc. -4try, Optics, f 12.

linear-lanceolate (lin'e-ar-lan'se-o-lat), a. [<
L. linearis, linear (see linear), + LL. lanceolatvs,
armed with a little lance or point : see lanceo-
late.'] In hot., lanceolate and very slender;
narrow and parallel-sided in the middle, and ta-
pering to a slender base and an acute tip.
linearly (lin'f-ar-li), adv. In a linear manner;
with lines.

linear-oblong (lin'e-ar-ob'16ng), a. Oblong and
very narrow.
linearyt (lin'f-a-ri), a. [< L. Unearius, belong-
ing to a line, < linea, a line : see line^, n. Cf.
linear.] Linear. Holland.
Uneatet (Un'e-at), v. t. [< L. Uneatm, pp. of
lineare, reduce to a straight line, 3IL. drawlines
upon, < linea, a Une: see lint^, v.] To draw;
deUueate. Davies.



lineate

life to the life the Cheasboord Hneatea.
'

Sylvester, Memorials of Mortalltie, st. 8.

lineate (Un'e-at), a. [< L. Uneaius, pp.: see
tlie verb.] Marked with lines, especially with
longitudinal and more or less parallel lines : as,
a Uneate leaf, in describing sculpture, a, surface is
said to be Immte when it has fine elevated or depressed
longitudinal lines more or less parallel and separated by
regular intervals. Also lined.

lineated (lin'e-a-ted), a. Same as lineate.

lineation (lin-e-a'shon), ». [< L. lmeaUo(n-),
a drawing of a line, < Uneare, pp. Uneatus, re-
duce to a line : see Uneate, «;.] 1. A marking
by lines; disposition or arrangement of lines.

The lineation of the nacreous surface may perhaps be
thus accounted for. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 566.

2. In zool., one or more line-like marks on a
surface ; the appearance or form of a lineated
surface: as, the lineation of the thorax of a fly.

There are in the homy ground two white lineations, with
two of a pale red. Wooimard.

St. Mensuration. SalUwell (spelled liniaUon).
line-conch (lin'kongk), n. A large gastropod,
Fasmola/ria distans, marked by several black
lines revolving on the whorls of the shell.
[Florida.]

line-codrdinate_ (lin'k9-6r"di-nat), n. One of
a set of quantities, commonly three in a plane,
or six in space, defining the position of a line.
The ordinary line-coQrdinates are u, v, w, in the equation

«^ +w + w« = 0,

where x, y, z are the trilinear coordinates of a point in a
plane, when these are taken as constant, while u, v, w
are variable, the equation restricts aline topassing through
that point, and any set of values of u, v, w define a line.
The above equation determines the incidence of the point
on the line, whether u, v, w or x, y, z, or both, be variable.
The precise geometrical significance of the line-oobrdi-
nates depends upon that of the point-coSrdinates. The six
llne-cobrdinates in space are generally turned ray-coor-
dinates.

linedi (lind), p. a. Same as Uneate.
lined^ (lind), p. a. 1 . Having a lining.— 2. Im-
pregnated. See M»e3, v., 4.— 3. Supplied with
money. [Bare.]

I am given out to be better lin^d than it can appear to
me report is a true speal^er ; I would I were really that I
am delivered to be 1 Marry, what I have (be it what it

will) I will assure upon my daughter at the day of my
death. Metclier (and another), Two Koble Kinsmen, ii. 1.

Lined gold. See gold.

line-density (lin'den''''si-ti), n. The limiting
ratio of the electricity on an element of the
line to the length of that element when the
element is diminished without limit. Cleric

Maxioell, Elect, and Mag.
line-engraving (lin ' en - gra " ving), n. 1 . The
process of engraving in lines : commonly sy-
nonymous with steel or copperplate engraving.

See engraving.— 2. An engraved plate or a
print representing its subject chiefly or wholly
by lines.

Drawings, both in crayon and black lead, line engrav-
ings, and etchings were within the compass of most peo-
ple's purses.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne, II. 48.

line-eciuation (lin'e-kwa'''shqn), n. An equation
between the coordinates of lines, these being
usually tangents of a plane curve.

line-fisn (Un'flsh), n. A fish, such as the cod,

haddock, and halibut, which is taken with the

line : opposed to net-fish.

line-flsnerman (lin'flsh'''6r-man), n. One who
fisheswith hook and line ; a hook-and-line man.

line-fishing (Iin'flsh'''ing), n. The act or art of

fishing with hook and line; angling: distin-

guished from net-fishing.

Lineidse (li-ue'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Uneus +
-idee.'] A family of rhynchoooeloua turbella-

rians, typified by the genus Zineus; the sea-

longworms, or marine nemerteans. They have an
extremely long slender form, unarmed proboscis, elon-

gated cephalic ganglion, and long slits on each side of

the head.

lineiform (lin'e-i-f6rm), a. [< L. Unea, line, +
forma, iorm.']' Linear in form ; linear.

line-integral (]in'in"te-gral), n. In math., the

integral along any curve of a vector quantity

distributed through space resolved along that

curve. Thus, if the vector is a force, the line-

integral is the work gained in passing over the

curve.

linelet (lin'let), n. [< Une^ + -let.^ A minute
or very short line.

The peculiar arrangement of the leading lines (usually

two) and train of linelets ... Is fully shownjn the dla
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who attends to keeping the parts of the line,
as the rails, posts, wires, etc., in proper con-
dition.— 3. A Une-flsherman.
linen (lin'en), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also
linnen; < MB. linen, Imen, also Unnen, < AS.
linen (= OS. linin, = OPries. Unnen = D. linen
= MLG. linen = OHG. MHG. linen, G. Uinen,
Unnen = Dan. Unned = Sw. Unne), of flax, linen,
< Un, flax, -t- -en : see Une^ and -en^. The noun
is now generally regarded as the orig. form, its
connection with the obs. line^ being no longer
generally recognized. Cf. woolen, woollen, a.
and n., < wool.'] I. a. 1. Made of the fibers of
flax : as, Unen thread ; Unen cloth.

And David was girded with a lin^n ephod. 2 Sam. vi. 14.

2. Eesembling linen cloth ; white
;
pale.

Those Unen cheeks of thine
Are counsellors to fear. Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 16.

Fair linen cloth, in the Anglican Ch., the cloth used at
the celebration of the eucharist to cover the consecrated
elements after communion ; the post-communion veil —
Fair white linen cloth, in the Anglican Ch., the outer
altar-cloth, spread over the other altar-cloths at the time
of celebration. It usually covers little more than the top
of the altar, and hangs down about two feet at each end.

—

Linen damask. See darnask, l (d).—Linen diaper, linen
cloth woven in the same way as damask, but having a small
set pattern of diagonal squares or the like : used for tow-
els, children's clothing, etc.— Linen embroidery, a kind
of fancy work made by drawing the threads from a piece
of linen, except from the space comprised within the lines
of a pattern, so that the pattern remains in solid surface
relieved upon the openwork ground from which threads
have been withdrawn.—Unen pattern. Same as linen-
scroll.

II. TO. 1. A fabric of Unen yam or thread;
cloth woven from the fibers of flax; in the
plural, linen cloth in general; manufactures of
flax-fiber: as, Irish Ziwens. The principal fabrics in-
cluded in the term linen.s are lawn, cambric, batiste, dam-
ask, diaper, and glass-cloth, besides the heavy qualities
known as toweling, shirting, sheeting, etc.

2. Collectively, articles of Unen fabric, or by
extension (in modern use) of linen and cotton,
or of cotton alone for household use, as table-
cloths, napkins, etc. (table-linen), sheets and pil-

low-cases (bed-linen), towels, etc., or for under-
wear (body-linen), etc.

In any case, let Thisby have clean linen.

Shak., M. N. D., Iv. 2. 40.

Let's go to that house, for the linen looks white and
smells of lavender, and I long to lie in a pair of sheets
that smell so. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 77.

3. Linen thread.—4. Cloth made of hemp.
[Rare.]— 5t. pi. Sails. [Rare.]

Down with the main mast, lay her at hull,
Farle up her linnens, and let her ride it out.

Fletcher, Sea Voyage, i. 1.

Carbonized linen. See carbonize.— Ciea.m-twilled
linen, a wide linen cloth used as a foundation for em-
broidery.—Danublan linen, a name given to ornamental
damask for table use, having borders, etc., in red. These
linens are of Austrian manufacture, and were introduced
about 1878.—Diamond linen. See diannond.—ToBail
linen, a variety of hornblende with soft and flexible par-
allel fibers.

linen-draper (lin'en-dra''''p6r), TO. A person who
deals in linen goods and related articles.

I am a liTiendraper bold,
As all the world doth know.

Coioper, John Gilpin.

linenert (lin'en-6r), n. [< Unen + -erl.] Same

A small mi-

Have council of tailors, lineners, lace-women, embroi-
derers. B. Jonson, Epicosne, ii. 3.

linenmant (Un'en-man), to. Same as linen-

draper.

linen-muslin (lin'en-muz'lin), to. Same as leno.

linen-panel (lin'en-pan''''el), TO. A panel deco-
rated with a linen pattern.

linen-prover (Iin'en-pr6''''v6r), to.

croscope used in commerce for
counting the threads in linen
fabrics, and thus determining
their fineness.

linen-scroll (lin'en-skrol), to. Li
arch., a form of curved orna-
ment employed to fill panels : so

called from its resemblance to

the convolutions of a folded nap-
kin. It belongs peculiarlyto the latter

part of the fifteenth and the beginning
of the sixteenth century. The figure

shows the scroll from a panel in Layer
Marney Hall, in the county of Essex,
England.

i_inf

lineograph (lin'e-o-graf), TO. [<

L. Unea, a line, + Gr. -ypdifisiv, write.]

gram. Nature, XXXIX. 370.

lineman Ciin'man), n.; yl. linemen (-men). 1.

A person who carries the line in surveying, etc.

—2. One employed in duties relating to the

line of a railroad, telegraph, or telephone ; one

An in-

strument for drawing lines of defined charac-

ter.

lineola (li-ne'o-la), n.; pi. lineolce (-le). [LL.,

a little line, dim." of L. Unea, a line: see Ziree^.]

In anat. and zool., a small or fine line or linea;

a lineolet.

linesman

lineolate (lin'e-6-lat), a. [< NL. UneolatuSf < LL.
lineola, a little line : see lineola.] In zool. and
bat., marked with fine or obscure lines; dimin-
utively lineate.

lineolated (lin'f-o-la-ted), a. Same as lineolate.

lineolet (Un'e-o-let), n. [< lineola + -et] In
entom., a short or minute line.

lineolinear (lin'''e-9-lin'f-ar), a. [< L. Unea, a
line,+ Jmeans, ot aline: seeZinear.] Inmath.,
linear with respect to each of two different va-
riables or sets of variables.

lineopolar (lin"e-o-p6'lar), a. [< L. linea, a
line, -I- NL. potons, polar: seepolar.'] In math.,
produced by taking the (»— l)th polar of a lo-

cus with respect to a function of the reth order

:

so called because such a polar of a point is a line.
Thus, the lineopolar envelop of a line with respect to a cu-
bic is a conic which is the envelop of the lines that are the
second polars of the points of the first line.

line-pin (lin'pin), to. In bricklaying, a pin of
wire pointed at one end, and usually having an
eye or loop on the other end^ used as a support
for the line or cord by which the bricklayer
alines his work.

lineri (li'nfer), ». [< Une^ + -erl.] 1. A person
employed in drawing or painting lines, as in
decorative art.— 2. A ship of the line; a man-
of-war.

Fancy the sensations of a man fighting his frigate des-
perately against overwhelming odds, when he sees the
outside of a huge liner, with English colours at the main,
looming dimly through the smoke I

Lawrence, Sword and Gown, xvii.

3. A vessel regularly plying to and from cer-
tain ports; especially, a vessel belonging to
one of the regular steamship lines: as, a Liver-
pool and New York liner.— 4. In base-ball, a
ball knocked or thrown with much force nearly
parallel to the ground : as, he struck a liner to
second base.— 5. A ball, marble, or the like

that strikes or remains on some certain line of
demarcation used in a game.
liner^ (li'nfer), to. [< line^, v., + -eri.] 1. .One
who or that which lines. Specifically— 2. A
vessel of smooth material fit for holding liquids,

etc., fitting within an ornamental exterior and
made movable for facility of emptying, cleans-
ing, etc. Thus, in ornamental table-ware, a basket of
metalwork or a jardinifere of fine porcelain has a liner to
contain fruit or earth for the plants.

3. In mach., a thin plate of metal, paper, lea-

theroid, etc.,placedundersomemovable and ad-
justable part—a gib for example—to set up the
part toward its bearing after it has been worn
away as much as the thickness of the plate.

The :!^cole Industrielle des Vosges exhibits a pattern of
an 8-foot flywheel that is well made, and a connecting rod
end, the double set of keys and gibs dispensing with the
use of liners, while enabling the wear to be taken up with-
out altering the length of the rod.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LXI. 83.

The barrels are bored up within three inches of the
muzzle with a flne-boring bit, using a spill and liners as
already described. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 237.

4. In marble-^orlcing, a long slab of marble to
which the backs of small marble tiles, etc., are
secured by plaster while being polished.

Linerges (li-n6r'jez), to. [NL.. < Gr. livepyijc,

wrought of flax, < X'mov, flax, -f- *lpyeiv, work:
see line^ and worlc.] A
genus of discoid jelly-

fishes, typical of thefam-
ily Linergidte, or the
thimblefishes. The bell

has the shape of a thim-
ble.

Linergldse (li-nSr'ji-de),

TO. pi. [NL., < lAnerges
+ -id<B.] A family of

Discomedusw with sim-
ple quadrangular manubrium without mouth-
arms, simple quadrate mouth, 8 marginal bod-
ies, 8 tentacles, IS marginal flaps, broad radial
pouches, branched sack-shaped flap-canals, and
without ring-canal. See Linerges.

line-riding (lin'ii"ding), n. The act of making
on horseback the circuit of the boundary of a
cattle-drift, in order to keep the cattle within
bounds, and recover those that may have
"drifted" or strayed. ["Western U. S.]

lAne-riding is very cold work, and dangerous, too, when
the men have to be out in a blinding snowstorm.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 668.

line-rocket (lin'rok'''et), n. In pyrotechnics, a
rocket, usually of small size, with a running
connection bywhich it can be movably attached
to a line or wire, along which when fired it is

caused to run.

linesman (linz'man), to. ;
pi. linesmen (-men).

Milit., a private in the line ; an infantryman.

Thimblefish {Linerges
mercuyius).



linesman

If not perhaps as tall as our ordinary Uruanen, he [the
Persian soldier] is as heavy and as strongly built

Weitininster Ren., CXXVUL 458.

line-SCLuall (lia'skwal), n. In meteor., a squall
oceurrmg along the axis of a V-shaped baro-
metric depression, generally secondary to a
large cyclonic area, consisting of a violent
straight blow of cold air, nsxiallyfrom the north-
west, accompanied by rain or snow and a sud-
den rise of the barometer: so called by Aber-
cromby. The Iowa squall or derecho is a line-

squall.

line-storm (lin'storm), n. A storm popularly
supposed to occur at the time the sun crosses
the equator ; hence, any heavy storm that oc-

curs within a week or ten days of the equinoxes

;

an equinoctial storm. [Local, New Eng.]
Along their foam-white carves of shore
They heard the line-storm rave and roar,

Whxttier, The Palatine.

Linens Giii'f-'^)i "• CNL., < L. Unea, Hue : see
line^.^ The' typical genus of Lineidce. l. mari-
nus or L. longigsCmus is one of the narrowest of organisms
for its length, growing to he 12 or 15 feet long and only
half an inch or so broad.

line-wire (lin'wir), re. In teleg., the wire which
extends between and connects the stations of

a telegraph-line, and transmits the electric cur-
rent or impulse from station to station.

lingi (ling), n. [< ME. lertge, leenge, < AS. "lenge

(not recorded) = MD. lenghe, linghe, D. leng =
Cr. Idnge, Ung (also lang, langfiseh) = Icel. langa
= Norw. langa, longa= Dan. lange= Sw. l&nga,

a ling : so named from its length, < AS. lang,

etc., long: seeJoB^^^. Cf. Mn^er, from the same
source.] 1. A European gadoid fish, Molva
molva or M. vulgaris (called by Cuvier Lota mol-
va). It has an elongate form, a short anterior and long
posterior dorsal tin, long anal fin, separate convex caudal

Ling l,Molva vulgaris'].

fln, normal ventral fins, and several large teeth in the lower
jaws and vomer, besides a band of small teeth in the jaws
and vomer. The ling inhabits the seas of northern Europe,
and attains a length of 4 feet. Great nnmbers of them are
caught for food, and either used fresh or salted and dried
for future consumption.

2. AnAmericangadoid fish,Xoto maculosa,loet-

ter known as the burbot, and also called laivyer

and lake-lawyer.—3. A chiroid fish, Ophiodon
elongatus,'betteT'knowaa,8cultus-cod.—4. Same
as bay-cod.—5. Same as conger-eel, 3.

Iing2 (ling), n. [< ME. lyng, < Icel. lyng = Dan.
lyng = Sw. Ijung, heath.] Common heather,
Calluna vulgaris.

lingS (ling), n. [Chin.] The water-chestnut
of Chma, Trapa bicomis, largely used in China
for food.

-lingi [< ME. -liTig, -lyng, < AS. -ling (= OS.
0S?ie8. -ling = OHGr. -ling, MHG-. -line, G. -ling

= IceL -lingr = Goth, -liggs), a suffix (orig. a
compound suffix, K -I + -ing^) denoting origin,

or having a dim, force, as in deorling, darling,

eorthling, earthling, hyrling, a hireling, geong-

ling, a youth, gwdeling, a companion, etc.] A
termination having usually a diminutive or de-

preciative force, occurring in designations of

persons, as darling, earthling, gadling^, gadling^,

groundling, hireling, lordling, stripling, under-

ling, worldlinij. etc., or of young animsis, etc.,

as duckling,gosling, kidling, kiiling, starling, first-

ling, nestling, yearling, etc.

-Iing2. [< lEE. -ling (also -linges), < AS. -ling, -lin-

go, -lunga, an adverbial termination as in IxBC-

ling, backling, grundlinga, grundlunga, from the
bottom, equiv. to -unga,-inga, as in caUunga, en-

tirely, fwringa, suddenly, etc., orig. a case of

-UTij, -ingr, suffix of verbal nouns : see-injl. Cf.

-long."] An adverbial suffix, forming adverbs
from nouns, as in backling, darkling, groveling,

headling, sideling, halfling, etc. It also appears with
an added adverbial genitive suffix, 4ings, as in txKldingg.

In dialectal use it is often -lin, -tins. In some words it ap-

pears in the variant form -long, as in headlong, sidelong.

It IB not now used in the formation of new words.

linga (ling'ga), n. Same as lingam.

lingam (ling'gam), n. [Skt. (stem liriga, neut.

nom. lingam), a, mark, a token; especially, the
male generative organ.] In Hind, myth., the
male organ of generation, worshiped as being
representative of the god Siva or of the gener-

ative power of nature ; a phallus. Also linga.

ling-berry (Ung'ber'i), n. 1. The erowberry,
Empetrum nigrum.—2. The cowberry, Vacci-

nium Vitis-Idtea.— 3. The fruit of the ling.

[Prov. Eng. in all senses.]
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ling-bird (Ung'bferd), n. The meadow-pipit of

Europe,A nihus pratensis: so called as frequent-

ing the moors where the ling or heather grows,

linge (linj), V. i. [< ME. lengen, linger: see

linger. Ct.lingy^.^ To work hard. [Prov.Eng.]

lingeli (ling'gl), n. [Also lingle, dial, liniel, for-

merly also lintel, Untie, < ME. lingel, lyngel, lyn-

eelle, irreg. lyniolf (by error inniolf—Prompt.
Parv.), < OP. Higneol, Ugneul, P. Ugneul, a shoe-

latchet, < L. lineola, dim. of Unea, Une : see line^.l

1. A shoe-latchet. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]—
2t. A shoemaker's thread of hemp rubbedwith
rosin. Percy.

The Shoemakermaketh Slippers . . . of leather(which
is cut with a Cutting-knife) by means of an Awl and Lin-

gel. Cmnenms, Visible World, p. 97.

Where sitting, I espy'd a lovely dame.
Whose master wrought with lingel, and with aul.

And under ground he vamped many a boot.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, T, 3.

3, Anything of considerable length; a consid-

erable length of anything. [Scotch.]

lingel^, n. See lingle^.

lingencet (lin'jens), n. [< L. Ungen(t-)8, ppr.

of lingere, lick:" see lincture.^ A liquid medi-
cated confection taken by licking; a lincture.

A stick hereof [licorice] is commonly the spoon pre-

scribed to patients, to use in any lingencet or loaches.

Fuller, Worthies, Nottinghamshire.

linger (ling'ger), V. [< ME. *lengeren, tarry (=
G. ver-ldngem, prolong), freq. of lengen, tarry,

< AS. lengan, prolong, put off (= OHG. lengjan,

lengan, lengen, MHG. lengen= D. lengen= WliG.
lengen = Icel. lengja = Sw. for-langa= Dan.for-
Uenge, lengthen), < lang, long: see leng, longl.']

1, trans. If. To make long; prolong; protract;

delay; put off; defer.

It shall cause things to have good success, and that mat-
ters shall not be lingered forth from day to day.

Laiimer, 2d Sermon bet Edw. YL, 1550.

He goes into Mauritania, . . . unless his abodehe ZiTij^eretf

here by some accident. Shak., Othello, iv. 2. 231.

We linger time ; the King sent for Philaater and the
headsman an hour ago. Beau, and Fl., PhilBSter, v. 1.

2. To spend in an inactive or tedious manner;
drag : with out, and sometimes away.

Now live secure, and linger out your days.
Dryden, Death of PnrcelL

Better to rush at once to shades below.
Than linger life away, and nourish woe.

Pope, Odyssey.

n. intrans. To remain in a place or a state
for an unusual, undue, or unexpected length of
time; defer action, movement, decision, etc.,

either frominclination ornecessity ; hold back

;

tarry; delay; loiter.

I would not hare thee linger in thy pain.
Shak., OtheUo, y. 2. 88.

He, be sure.
Will not connive or linger, thus provoked.

MilUm, S. A., L 466.

This palace . . . really deserves no small place in the
history of Eomanesque irt. It shows how late the genu-
ine tradition lingered oil E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 251.

lingerer (ling'ger-er), n. One who lingers.

lingerie (P. pron. lan-zhe-re'), n. [P., a linen-
warehouse, linen goods, linen underwear, < lin-

ger, a dealer in linen goods, < linge, Huen, flax,

< L. Zmam, flax, linen: seeKTwl.j Linen goods;
linen underwear, especially as used by women

;

also, coEeetively, all the linen, cotton, and lace
articles of a woman's wardrobe.
lingering (ling'ger-ing), p. a. Drawing out in
time; remaining long

; protracted; diU.toryin
action: as, a Kn^erin^ illness; Zin^erjji^" poisons.

My gnefs not only pain me
As a lingering disease.
But, finding no redress, ferment and rage.

MUton, S. A., 1. 61S.

lingeringly (ling'ger-ing-li), adi: In a linger-
ing maimer; with delay; slowly; tediously.

Iingerly(ling'g6r-li),ade. Lingeringly; slowly.
[Eare.]

Sometimes, preoccupied with her work, she sang the re-
frain very low, very lingerly ; "A long time ago " came out
like the saddest cadence of a funeral hymn.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, iil.

linget (ling'get), n. See lingot.

lingism (ling'izm), n. [< Ung (Peter Henrik
Ling (1776-1839), a Swedishpoet,who proposed
the method) + ism.'] In ilierap., the Swedish
movement-cure ; Mnesitherapy.

lingle^, n. See lingelX.

lingle^, lingel^ (ling'gl), n. [< L. Ungula, dim.
of lingua, tongue: see lingual. Cf. ligule.] A
little tongue or thong of leather, as a lace used
in uniting leather bands.
lingQl (ling'ga), ». [Prob. a vulgar or cant cor-
ruption of L. lingua, tongue, speech: see lin-

lingnal

gual, a.] Language ; speech; esyeoially, a pe-

euliar kind of speech, more or less unintelli-

gible ; a dialect.

Well, well, I shall understand yonr Lingo one of these

Days, Cousin ; in the mean while I must answer in plain

English. Congrece, Way of the World, iv. 4.

He's a gentleman of words ; he understands yonr for-

eign lingo. Slieridan, St. Patrick's Day, L 1.

Norman French, for example, or Scotch down to the

time of James VI., could hardly be called patois, while I

should be half inclined to name the Yankee a lingo rather

than a dialect. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser.. Int.

lingo^ (Ung'go). n. [Also lingoa; a nativename.]

A large legummous tree, Pterocarpus Indicus,

or its wood. See kidbooca-^ood.

lingott (ling'got), n. [< OP. lingot (ML. Un-

gotus), an ingot : see ingot.] A small mass_ of

metal shovring the form of the mold in which
it is cast, often tongue-shaped; an ingot. Also

linget.

Among the Lacedemonians iron lingots quenched with

vinegar that they may seme for no other vse (hath been

vaed for moneie). Camden, Kemains.

ling-pink (ling'pingk),m. 8a,mea,s ling. [North.

Eng.]
Brakes of ling-pink, faintly scented, a feast for every

sense. Mrs. Bumphrey Ward, Eobert Elsmere, li

-lings. See -ling^.

lin^bom (^Jog'thbrn), n. A British starfish,

Luidiafragilissima, of the family Asteriidte.

lingua (linj'gwa), TO.; pi. linguae (,-gwe). [L,:

see Ungual, tongue.'] 1. The tongue; a tongue.
Specifically, in entom.: (a) The central lobe of the Ilea-

la when this has two lateral lobes or paraglossas, as in By-
menaptera and many Coleoptera. Kirby applied the term
to the whole ligula. Also called glossa. (S) The tubular

proboscis of Lepidoptera, formed of the united and elon-

gated maxills. Hus tongue-like organ is sometimes sev-

eral inches long, and in repose is coiled spirally beneath

the head. Also called antlia. (c) The hypophaiynx, or a

tongue-like prolongation of its apex. Huxley. [Bare.]

2. A language.—Frenum llnguse. See frenum.—
IcbthyoslB m£asB,psoriasis llngiue,tylosis linens.
Same as leua^lacia.—IAea3iiorm lingoa. See hguU-
form.—Lingua Ftanca. iSL., It., etc., lit. the Frank
language.] (a) Amixed language or jargon used by French-
men, Spaniards, Italians, etc., in intercourse with Arabs,

Moors, Turks, and Greeks. It is Italian mixedwith Arabic,

Turkish, Greek, etc. Hence— (6) Any hybrid tongue used
similarly in other parts of the world; an international
dialect.

What concern have we with the shades of dialect in Ho-
mer or Theocritus, provided theyspeak the spiritual lingua
franca that abolishes all alienage of race, and makes what-
ever shore of time we land on hospitable and homelike?

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 177.

Lingua geral [Pg., lit. general language], in Brazil, the
language of the Guarani Indians: so called because used
by Indians throughout Brazil in intercourse with other
tribes, and also in dealingswith the whites.—Linguaros-
tica [L., lit. rustic language], the form of ancient latin as
spoken by the common people : so called in contradistinc-
tion to classic Latin. It retained numerous archaisms
throughout the classical period, and it, rather than the
literary form of Latin, has been regarded by many as the
source of the vemacu^ part of the modem Bomanlc lan-
guages.-OS linguae. See lingwde.

lingnacionst (ling.^wa'shus), a. [< LL. linguax
(linguae-), loquacious, < L. lingua, tongue : see
lingual,a.] Talkative; loquacious. Bailey, V!^.
lingoadental (ling-gwa- den 'tal), a. and n.

[Prop. *linguidental; < "L. lingua, tongue (see
lingual, a.), + dens (dent-), a tooth: see dental.]
Same as dentilingual.

lingual (ling'gwal), a. and n. [= P. Sp, Pg.
lingual = It. linguale, < XL. Ungualis, of the
tongue, < L. lingua. Oh. dingua = E. tongue:
see tongue.] I. a. 1. 'ba.anat. and zool.: (a) Of
or pertaining to the tongue

; glossal, (6) Ctf or
pertaining to a lingua or any tongue-like part
See phrases.— 2. Pronounced by or ehie^ by
the tongue : variously applied to sounds made
with the tip or forward part of the tongue, as t,

d, etc. (also called dental), or especially to the
peciiliar Sanskrit

f, d, etc. (also called cacumi-
nal, cerebral), forming a distinct class from the
Sanskrit dentals, and pronounced with the tip
of the tongue drawn back,—3. Relating or per-
taining to utterance, or of the use of the tongue
in speaking: as, Ungual corruptions of words
or language.
Here indeed becomes notable one great difference be-

tween our two kinds of civil war : between the modem
lingual or Parliamentary-logical kind, and the ancient or
manual kind in the steel battlefield.

Carlyle, French Eev., XL L 2. (Daviet.)

Ungual aiipendages, the paraglossae, or membranous
outer lobes of the lignla.

—

T.<7igng1 artery, a branch of
the external carotid, supplying the tongue and associate
parts. It is in man the nsual second branch of the ca-
rotid, arising between the superior thyroid and the facial

;

its termination is the ranine artery.—Lingual ganglion,
lobule, etc. See the nouns.—Ungoal nerve, the gus-
tatory nerve, a portion of the thlroor inferior maxiUary
division of the trigeminns or filth cranial nerve, supplying
the tongue.—Lingual libbrai. In gastropodous moUusks,
an expansive surface which bears the teeth ; the radulaoi



lingual

odontophore.—Lingual teeth, the rasping points or pro-
cesses ol the radula or lingual ribbon ol a niolliisk.

—

Lingual vein, the vein corresponding to the lingual
artenf.

II. n. A letter pronounced in the manner
described in I., 2.

linguale (ling-gwa'le), n.
;
pi. Ungualia (-li-a).

[NL. (so. o«, bone), neut. of ImguaUs: see tin-

gual.'] The bone of the tongue, more fully
called OS Ungum or os linguale; the liyoid bone,
or OS hyoides. See hyoid, n.

liugualis (ling-gwa'lis), ». ;
pi. Unguales (-lez).

[NL. (se. mvseulm, muscle) : see Ungual.^ The
proper muscle of the ton^e ; the musctilar sub-
stance of the tongue which is not definitively
attached to surrounding bony parts.

lingually (ling'gwal-i), adv. In a lingual man-
ner; as relates to language.
Linguatula (ling-gwat'u-la), n. [NLi., dim.,

< L. UnguatJis, tongued, < Ungua, tongue : see
lingual.'] A genus of worm-like entoparasitie
jiracfcjMcto, remarkable among air-breathing ar-

thropods in having the appendages reduced to
two pairs of minute hooks. The genus, containing
some 20 species, is otherwise known as Pentastoma or Pen-
tastKnTium, and with some writers constitutes an order, Pen-
taitomidea or Pentaetomida, of the class Arachnida. L. toe-

nimdes is 3 or 4 inches long.

Linguatulid8e(ling-gwa-tu'li-de), n.pl. [NL.,<
Linguatula + -idw.] The only family of tongue-
lets or fivemouths, typified by the genus Lin-
guatula, and constituting the order Linguatu-
lina of the class Arachnma.
Linguatulina (ling-gwat-u-li'na), n.pl. [NL., <

lAnguatula + 4na.'] A group, ordinal or other,

of entoparasitie vermiform araohnldans, repre-

sented by the family Unguatuliclce, related to

the mites or aearids, bear-animalcules or Arc-
tisea, ajud Pycnogonida ; the tonguelets, tongue-
worms, or fivemouths. In their mode of parasitism
they singularlyresemble cestoid worms, being found in the
sexless or larval state in the lungs and liver of herbivo-
rous animals, whence they are imported by carnivores, in-

cluding man, in whose digestive and other passages they
develop. The tonguelets are worm-shaped, ringed, and
flattened ; in the young state, when they resemble aearids,

they have four legs, but when matured they have no exter-

nal organs excepting two pairs of small hooks on the head,
and a mouth." These hooks can be retracted into sheaths,

the four openings of which, with the mouth, make five

holes in the head, whence the alternative name of the
creatures, fivemouths or Pentastomum. Another name is

Acanthotfieca, from the sheathing of the hooks. See cut
under Pentastomida.

lingue (ling'gwa), m. [Chilian.] A Chilian tree,

Fersea Lingue, attaining a height of 90 feet. Its

wood is valuable for use in furniture-making,
and its bark for tanning.

llnguedf, a. [< L. lingua, tongue, + B. -ed^.]

Tongued.
Boaey-linffued Polyhymnia.

Middleton, World Tost at Tennis.

linguet (ling'gwet), n. Same as languet (6).

lingttiform (ling'gwi-f6rm), a. [< L. Ungua,

tongue (see Ungual, a.), + forma, form.]

Shaped like a tongue : Ungulate : specifically,

in entomology, said of processes or parts that

are flat, somewhat linear, and rounded at the

tip.

linguist (ling'gwist), n. [= F. linguiste = Sp.

Unguista = Pg. It. Unguista, < L. lingua, the

tongue: see lingual, a.] 1. A person skilled

in the use of languages ; one who can speak
several languages.

Sec. Out. Have you the tongues?
Val. My youthful travel therein made me happy. . . .

First Out. By your own report

A linguist. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 1. 67.

2. A student of language; a philologist.— 3t.

Amaster of language or talk ; a ready eonverser

or talker.

Artamockes, the linguist, a bird that imitateth and

useth the sounds and tones of almost all the birds in the

countrie. Barriott, Virginia (1688).

I'll dispute with him

;

He's a rare linguist. Webster.

linguister (ling'gwis-t6r), n. [< linguist + -erl.]

A dabbler in linguistics ; a student of philology

;

a linguist. [Eare.]

Though he [Chaucer] did not and could not create our

language (for he who writes to be read does not write for

linguisters), yet it is true that he first made it easy, and to

that extent modern. LaweU, Study Windows, p. 265.

linguistic (ling-gwis'tik), a. [= Sp. linguistieo;

< linguist + -Jc] Of or pertaining to language,

or to the study oflanguages : as, linguistic know-

ledge.

linguistically (ling-gwis'ti-kal-i), adv. In a

linguisliic manner or relation ; as regards lan-

guage or linguistics.

Imguistics (ling-gwis'tiks), n. [PI. of ImgmsUc:

see -MW.] The science of languages, or of the
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origin and history of words ; the general and
comparative study of human languages and of
their elements. Also called comparative phi-
lology.

In linguistics . . . language itself, as one of the great
characteristics of humanity, is the end, and the means are
the study of general and comparative grammar.

Q. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., ii.

linguistry (ling'gwis-tri), n. [< linguist + -n/.]
Linguistics. [Rare.]

lingula (ling'gu-la), n.
;
pi. lingulce (-le). [NL.

use of L. lingula, ligula, dim. of lingua, tongue:
see lingual. Ct.'ligule, lingle^.'] 1. A little

tongue or tongue-like part or process ; a ligula.
Specifically— (a) In embryol., a cartilaginous strap or
bridge on each side of the end of the notochord, connect-
ing the trabeculsB cranii with the parachordal cartilage
or basilar plate of the skull of the early embryo. (6) In
anat, the posterior division of the anterior medullary ve-
lum or valve of Vieussens, marked by three or four trans-
verse gray laminae, often regarded as the first lobe of the
vermis superior of the cerebellum.

2. In zool.: (a) [cop.] The typical genus of
Lvngulidw. The species are numerous; they are mostly
fossil, and go hack to the Cambrian group, but several
are still living. They are found in the sand of the sea-

shores of most parts of the world, living buried in the
sand about low-water mark. One is common on the coast
of North Carolina. Its shell is bivalve, about an inch
long, flattened, each valve shaped like the bottom of a
smoothing-iron, and the two valves working loosely upon
each other sidewise, not opening and shutting like those
of bivalve mollusks. From the pointed end protrudes a
stalk or peduncle from an inch to several inches long, of
stiff gristly consistency, and this organ maybe incased in
a tube formed of sand, like the case of a tube-worm. The
broad end of the shell is fringed with little processes.
The shell is thin and of a homy texture. The appearance
of a lingula is thus somewhat like that of a stalked barna-
cle or acorn-shell (Lepas), though the animal has no spe-

cial afllnity with a ciiriped. The living American lingulas
are now placed in arestricted genus Glottidia,iheone above
described, best known as L. jryramAdai^b, being now called
G.awia)mii. See cutunder Iijng'trfitto. {h) YV. lingu-

las (-laz). Any species of the genus Lingula or
family lAnguMdce; a lingulid or tongue-shell.
—Frenula llngulse. See/renirfai.—Lingula sphenoi-
dalls, a small tongue-like process of the sphenoid bone
on the outer side of the groove for the carotid artery.

lingular (ling'gu-lar), a. l< lingula + -arS.] Of
or pertaining to a lingula, especially that of the
cerebellum.

In the child at birth the lingular folia are rounded and
distinct. Buck's Handbook of Med. Snences, VIII. 126.

Ungulate (ling'gu-lat), o. [< L.
tongue-shaped, < lingula^im.. otlingua, tongue:
see lingula. Ungual.] Formed like a tongue;
strap-shaped; ligulate.

Lingulidae (ling-gu'li-de), n.pl. [NL., < Lingula
+ -idee.] Afamily oflyopomatousbrachiopods,
with an elongate peduncle passing out between
the valves or through a narrow channel in the

hinge-margin, the brachial appendages fleshy

Littffula anatina.

A, ventral valve, with mantle-fringe ; B, ventral valve, with mantle
turned baclc ; C, dorsal valve, with part of mantle cut away, a a,

anterior, and 'a, posterior adductor muscles ; 6, brachial vessels ; c,

capsule of pedicle ; i, intestine ; I, liver ; fn, mantle-margin ; «, vis-

ceral sheath; e, esophagus; /, posterior, _^', central adjustors; r,

anterior retractors or occlusors; r', posterior adjustors; j (central)

stomach ; s', marginal setee ; v, vent.

and forming separate coils directed upward,
the valves oblong or subcircular, and the shell

horny. About 15 genera are referred to the fam-
ily, all but two of which {Lingula and Glottidia)

are extinct. See Lingula, 2 (a).

linguliferous (ling'gu-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL. lin-

gula + L. ferre = E. lear^.] Containing or

abounding in remains of lingulas.

liuguloid (ling'gu-loid), a. [< Lingula + -aid.]

Eesembling or belonging to the genus Lingula

:

as, linguloid shells.

lingwortt (Ung'wert), n. The white hellebore,

Veratrum album.
lingyl (ling'i), a. [< Tmg + -y^.] Abounding
in ling ; heathy.

His cell was upon a lingy moor.
T. Ward, England's Keformation, p. 396. {Dames.)

lingy^ (lin'ji), «• [With altered vowel as in

linger, < long^ + -y\ In second sense cf . leng,

tinge; in third sense cf. linger.] 1. Tall; lim-

ber; flexible.— 2. Active; strong; able to bear

link

fatigue.—3. Idle; loitering. [Prov. Eng. in aE
uses.] {Halliwell.)

linhay (lln'ha), n. [.^Iso linny; appar. < lean^

+ hay^; eqaiv.to lea7i-to, dial, linter^.] An open
shed attached to a farm-yard. [Eng.]

I went to the upper linhay, and took our new light pony-
sled. K D. BlackTnore, Lorna Doone, xliv.

liniationt, n. See lineation.

linigerous (h-nij'e-rus), a. [< L. liniger, linen-

wearing (< Unumj'&ax, Unen: see line'^), + ge-

rere, bear.] Bearing flax
;
producing linen.

liniment (Un'i-ment), n. [< P. liniment = Sp.
linimento, linimiento = Pg. It. linimento, < LL.
linimentum, a soft ointment, < linere, rarely li-

nire, smear. Cf . letter^, perhaps from the same
source.] In med., a liquid preparation for ex-
ternal application, especially one of an oily

consistency.

This Fuller's-earth, Cimolia, is of a cooling nature, and,

being used in the forme of a liniment, it staiethimmoderate
sweats. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxv. 17.

linimentum (lin-i-men'tum), n.; pi. Imimenta
(-ta). [TiL.: aee liniment.] In^fear., a liniment:
the officinal name.
linin (li'nin), n. [< L. linum, flax (see line^, n.),

+ *j»2.] The crystaUizable bitter principle
of lAnum catharticmn, or purging-flax.

liningl (li'ning), n. [Verbal n. of line^, v.]

The act of measuring, as land, with a line ; a
fixing of boundaries; specifically, permission
granted by a dean of gild to erect or alter a
building according to specified conditions.
[Scotch.]

lining^ (fi'ning), m. [Verbal n. of ZineS, «.] 1,

The covering of the inner surface of anything,
as of a garment, a box, a wall, or the like. The
word is applicable especially when the inner face is formed
of different material from that forming the body or exte-

rior.

Was I deceived, or did a sable cloud
Turn forth her silver limng on the night?

MUtmi, Comus, 1. 222.

Speciflcally—(a)Inmatt enpfo.,awooden sheeting to sup-
port the top and sides of the galleries and the sides of the
shafts of a mine. (&) In carp., the inside boarding, or the
felt fabric, paper, or other material, put on the inside of

walls, floors, partitions, etc. (c) In metal-working, the
fire-brick or other refractory material placed within a
blast-furnace or converter to resist high temperatures.
(d) The puddling or tenacious clay put on the back of a
dam or the embankment of a canal to prevent the infil-

tration of water, {e) A piece of canvas sewed on any part
of a sail to preserve it against injury by chafing. Tribune
Book of Sports, p. 282.

2. In a figurative use, contents.

The lining of his cofi^ers shall make coats
To deck our soldiers. Shak., Hich. II., i. 4. 61.

My money is spent

;

Can I be content
With pockets depriv'd of their lining?

The Lady's Decoy; or, Man-Midwife's Defence (1738), p. 4
(N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 206).

3. The jacket of a steam-boiler or -cylinder: an
inverted use.— 4. In marble-worMng, the pro-
cess of cementing back to back with plaster of
Paris two pieces of marble, so that they can bo
ground on two or on all four faces, as if they
were one piece Basle lining. See basic.

lining-brush (li'ning-brush), n. A brush for
marking lines ; specifically, in theaters, a brush
for painting wrinkles on the face.

lining-felt (li'ning-felt), n. Seefelt^,

lining-nail (li'ning-nal), n. A small nail with
a hemispherical head, used in upholstery-work.
lining-paper (K'ning-pa^pfir), n. Any paper
used as a lining. Specifically— (a) In bookbinding,
the plain or ornamented paper pasted on the inside of the
cover, which aids in connecting the book proper with its

binding. (6) In building, paper (generally made water-
proof) fastened to the studding of frame buildings before
nailing on the weather-boarding. It is more commonly
called sheathirig. Such paper is also used under slates and
shingles in roofing.

lining-strip (li'ning-strip), m. One of a series

of wooden or metal strips fiied on the inside
of freight- or baggage-cars to protect the car
from injury by the freight. Car-Builder's Diet.

liniscus (li-nis'kus), n.
;
pi. linism (-i). [NL.,

< Gr. 2,LvlaKoq, dim. of Xivov, a line, cord: see
line^.] In ornith., one of the little lines or
traces which form reticulations on the tarsal

envelop. [Eare.]

link^ (Hngk), n. [< MB. *lenke, < AS. JOence =
leel. hlekkr = Sw. lank = Norw. Icenk, a link, =
Dan. lasnke, a chain ; cf . MHG. gelanc, gelenke, a
bending, esp. the main bend or joint of the body,
G. gelenk, a joint (knuckle, wrist, or other joint

of the bo(iy), also a link, ring ; from a noun not
found in AS., but represented by E. lank^ =
OHG. hlanea, lanea, lancha, MHG. lanke, the hip,

loins, the bend of the body (> MHG. G. lenken,

ben(i, turn) : see lank^.] 1 . One of the rings or



link

separate pieces of which a chain is composed.
In ornamental chain-making, any member of the chain,
of wliatever form, as a plaque, a bead, etc., is called a Imk.

Nor airless dungeon, nor strong links of iron.
Can be retentive to the strength of spirit.

Shak., J. C, L 3. 94.

Untwining his gold chain from his neck, Balafr^ . . .

said, . . . "Then look that none of the links find their
way to the wine-house." Scott, Quentin Durward, t.

2. Anything doubled and closed together like a
ring or division of a chain.
Kow, sir, a new link to the bucket must needs be had.

SImk., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 23.

Then down cam Queen Marie
Wi' gold links in her hair.

Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, in. 329).

3. Anything which serves to connect one thing
or one part of a thing with another; any con-
stituent part of a connected series.

As nature has framed the several species of beings as it

were in a chain, so man seems to be placed as the mid-
dle link between angels and brutes. Spectator, No. 408.

4. A division, forming the hundredth part, of

the chain used in surveying and for other mea-
surement. In Gunter's chain of 66 feet the link is J.92
inches. The chain of 100 feet, with link of a foot, is used
in the United States exclusively in engineering work, and
often in surveying.

.^ ^

5. One of the divisions of a sausage made in a
continuous chain. [Colloq.]
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They reel'd, they set, they cross'd, they cleekit,

Till ilka carline swat and reekit,

And coost her dnddies to the wark,
And linket at it in her sark. Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

linkage (ling'kaj), n. [< liriki- + -age.'\ 1. A
system of connected
links; acornbination
of pieces pivoted to-

gether so as to turn
about one another
in parallel planes of

rotation. Sometimes
the meaning is extended
to embrace cases where
the motions are not in
parallel planes; and such
a linkage Is termed a
solid, as opposed to a „ , t - , ^ ^ ^
plaile, linkm- '"""'"

'''""llgf"
'"""^ ^

In Chapter xi. we ar-

rive at the study "beam linJcages"— that is, "flat static

structures containing beam links."
The Engineer, LXVIH. 207.

2. The state of being linked together.

Briihl showed that in case of "double-Kniofl'e" each
such carbon-atom has a refraction equivalent to about 6.1.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXTTT. 74.

Complete linkage, a linkage whose parts are so jointed

that they can move only in one way relatively to one an-
other.—Primary, secondary, etc., linkage, a linkage
which has one, two, etc., degrees of freedom more than a

ThenfoUowed seven camels loaded with hnksaad chit- n_v T,oltfS!wiiTio't'hpl'''tiTiir'>- « A hplt fnrthp
rerlings, hog's puddings and sausages. imK-Deiling ^lingK Del ting;, n

.
A oeit lorme

Urquhart, tr. of fiabelais, ii. 2. (Dames.) transmission or power, composed or a series or

6. Any rigid movable piece connected with detachable links.

other pieces, generally themselves movable, by link-block (bngk blok), n. In steam-engines,

means of interlinked open ends or pivots about the block, sometimes attached to a valve-stem,

which it can turn.— 7. In a steam-engine, the actuated by the link-motion.

Unk-motion.-Link cent. See <«««.-Missing link. Imkboy (Ungk'boi), n. A boy or man who car-

Co) Something lacking for the completion of a series or se- nes a hnk or torch to light passengers in thempU
quence of any kind ; a desiderated connecting-link. The
term has been used especially with reference to animal
forms notfound inthesupposed succession of development
from primordial germs by natural variation and "the sur-

vival of the fittest. " (6) In zoiil., specifically, an unknown
hypothetical form of animal life in any evolutionary chain
or series, assumed tohave existed at some time and thus to
have been the connecting-link between someknown forms; 'ii.-,T-;rt+or+ «
especially, an anthropomorphic animal supposed to have lULKlST/erT, «

streets of a city. Improved street-lighting has made
the employment of linkboys generally unnecessary ; but
they are still required in London during the dense fogs
frequently occurring there.

Then shalt thou walk, nnharm'd, the dangerous night,
Nor need th' officious link-boy's smoky light.

Gay, Trivia, iii. 114.

A corrupt form of linguister.

Linociera

see Linnean.'] A genus of caprifoliaceous plants

of the tribe Lonicerece. It is characterized by lan-

ceolate calyx-lobes,, drooping three-celled many-seeded

fruit, and long two-flowered peduncle. The only species

is L. borealis. See twin-flower.

linnseite (li-ne'it), n. [< lAnrumis (see Linnean)

+ -jte2.] A native sulphid of cobalt, of a tin-

white color, crystallizing in octahedral crystals,

also occurring massive. Siegenite is a nickel-

iferous variety.

Linnean, Linnsean (li-ne'an), a. [< Urmmia
(see def.) + -an.'] Pertaining to Carolus Lin-

nseus or Carl Linn6 (called Car] von Linn6 when
ennobled in 1761), a celebrated Swedish natu-

ralist (1707-78) Linnean BTStem, in bot., the sys-

tem of classification introduced by Linnaeus. This was
the arUflcial, as contrasted with the later-developed mUu^
ral system of Jussieu. Its fundamentU division is into 24

classes, the last of which consists of plants without sta-

mens and pistils, the Cryplogamia, the other 28 being the

Phanerogamia. The latter classes are based on the sta-

mens, their number, insertion, connectionwith each other,

etc. The orders are founded mostly on the nnmber of

styles or stigmas, some of them on characters relating to

the fruits, others again on the number of stamens in classes

which are not defined by the stamens, and some on other

considerations. The Cryptogamia were divided into FUi.

ces (ferns),Musn (mosses), Algoe (including, besides the sea-

weeds, the Hepaticte, Lichenes, etc.), and Fungi (the mush-
rooms, etc.). This gave a definite and convenient scheme^

of no scientific value in classification, bnt exceedingly

useful in its day as a key to the nomenclatnre of botany.

Compare Jussieuan.

linnent, a. and n. An obsolete spelling of

linnet (lin'et), n. [< MB. linet, lynet, < AS.
Umte, a linnet; mixed in ME. with OP. Unot,

F. Unot, m., linotte, i., a linnet; so called from

their feeding on flaxseed, < L. Unum, flax: see

line\ n. Cf. the related UntwMteK Of. G. Mnf-
ling, a linnet, < hanf, hemp.] 1 . A small song-

bird, Linaria or Linota cannabina, of the fam-

ilyJPringiUidw,inhabiting parts ofEurope, Asia,
and Africa. It is about .^J inches long, and 9J in extent

of wings. The plumage is streaked with various gray.

There was one Bedman suspected to have betrayed their

pinnace, for he, being linkister (because he cotdd speak
the language), and being put out of that employment for
his evil carriage, did bear ill will to the master.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, n. 290.

been derived from some simian and to have been the im-
mediate ancestral stock of the human race ; hence, hu-
morously, an ape or monkey taken as itself the connecting-

link for which Darwinians seek. See Alalus.

The lowest races of men will soon become extinct, like

the Tasmanians,andthehighest Apes cannotlongsnrvive. link-le'7er (Ungk'lev'Sr), K. In a steam-engine.
Hence the Intennediate lorms of the past if any there j ^ jm^ ^-^ jj j^ f link-motionvalve-
were, become of still greater importance. For such mtS8- • j. ni ^ i. x-l j.j. j-
ing links, we must look to the caves and later Tertiary of gear IS controlled by the attending engineer

;

Africa. 0. C. Marsh, Proc. of Amer. Ass. for Adv. of ScL, in particular, the reversing-lever of a looomo-
[1877, p. 256. tiye engine.

linkl (lingk),«;. [< linlc^,n.'] I. trans. To unite linkman (lingk'man), n.; pi. linkmen (-men).
or connect by or as if by a link or links ; unite A man employed to carry a link or torch to
by something intervening ; unite in any way

;

couple; join.
They're so linA'd in friendship

That young Prince Edward marries Warwick's daughter.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. L 116.

In notes with many a winding bout
Of lirJced sweetness long drawn out.

Maton, L'Allegro, L 140.

Link towns to towns with avenues of oak.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, IL IL 260.

Unked ring. See ring.

H. intrans. To be or become connected; be
joinedin marriage; ally one's self; form atmion.

Now, Warwick, tell me, even upon thy conscience.

Is Edward your iTue king? for I were loath

To link with him that were not lawful chosen.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii 3. 115.

The flickering fairy-circle wheeVd and broke
Flying, and linlfd again. Tennyson, Guinevere.

link^ (lingk), n. [A dial, and more orig. form
of lincKi; q. v.] 1. A crook or winding of a
river; the ground lying along such a winding:

as, the links of the Forth. [Scotch.] —2. pi. A
stretch of flat or slightly undulating ground on
the sea-shore, often in part sandy and covered

with bent-grass, furze, etc
.
, and sometimes with

a good sward, on part of it at least. [Scotch.]

— 3. pi. The ground on which golf is played.
—IjiSs goose. See goose.

link"* (lingk), H. [A corruption of lini^, orig.

Link-motioii.

Ught passengers. See linkboy.

link-motion (lingk'mo'shon), TO. 1. A system
of pieces pivoted together, and turning about

pivots attached to a fixed
base, all the rotations be-
ing in the same plane or
parallel planes, so that
all the points describe
definite curves; a com-
plete linkwork. link-
motions have been deeply
studied by mathematicians,
especially since 1864, the date

of the discoveryof the Peaucellier cell. The problems in-

volved are exceedingly difficult, as well as practically of
no little importance. Any algebraic curve whatever may
be drawn by a suitable link-motion. See Peaucellier ceU,
under ceU.

Specifically— 2. In steam-engines, a system of
gearing for controlling the valves for the pur-
pose of starting or reversing the engine, and
for controlling the cut-off. See valve-gear. The
link-motion combines in itself a variable cut-off by which
the expansion of the steam can be diminished or increased
as the resistance to the engine increases or diminishes, and
reversing mechanism whereby the engine may be caused
to reverse the motion of its crank-shaft as desired in loco-
motives, marine engines, and some kinds of stationary en-
gines.

Starting ahead or astern is effected by link-motion.
Luce, Seamanship, p. 225.

lunt, a torch: see lunt.-\ A torch made of tow Unfepin (Ijngk'pin), to. A dialectal variant of
or hards, etc., and pitch, earned for lighting n^^pin.
the streets, formerly common in Great Britain, ij^fe.rnnmlTig Oiiigk'TQ'mmg), n. Naut., the
and still used in London m fogs. operation of filling up the spiral depressions
Those that, seeking to light a Lyrike, quenched a Lamp, of a rope by means of chains wound into these

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 240. depressions. The chains thus inserted make the sur-

This place is so haunted with batts that their perpetual '^"=2 "L^^^^^"^^ uniform, and protect the softer

fluttering endanger'd the putting out our ?jnic«. i P^!!iTJSL. 5^ „v/„a,i,\ a ,• , • ^ j
Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 7, 1645. linkwork (lingk w6rk), n. A hnkage pivoted

I- 1.1 n- \.\ r^ T Ti ..-\ rr„ i „. +0 ^ fixed base— Complete linkwork, a linkwork
link^ (Ungk), V. I. [< link'i, «.J lo bum or whose parts can move but in one way relative to the base;
give light. [Prov. Eng.] a link-motion.

Imk* (lingk). V. i. [Origin obscure , cf . lincJfi.'] linn, n. See lin^.

To go smartly; trip along; do anything smart- Linnsa (li-ne'ii), n. [NL. (Gronovius, 1742),
ly and quickly. [North. Eng. and Scotch.] named after lAnnceus, a celebrated naturalist:

Liimet iLitwta canfiabina^.

brown, and flaxen shades; the male in summer has the
poll and breast rosy or red. The linnet is called gnn,
brown, and red or rose, according to sex and season ; it has
also many local or dialectal names. The yellow-billed
linnet, mountain-linnet, or twite is another species of the .

same genus. L. flavirostris or L. monUum. IHiere are yet
other species, and sundry related birds also are called
linnets, as the redpolls of the genus jEgiothvx. The bird
called pine-linnet or inne^finch in the United States is a
siskin, Chrysomiiris pinus.

2. Ail ore which contains phosphate intermixed
with carbonate of lead in variable proportions:
so called on account of the linnet-like colordue
to the presence of the phosphate. [Prov. Eng.
(Derbyshire).]— Chevy, French, red, red-headed,
and rose linnet, the redpolL—Seven-colored linnet,
the goldfinch, Carduelis eUgans.

linnet-finch, (lin'et-finch), «. Same as linnet, 1.

linnet-iole (Un'et-hol), n. [< *linnet, a cor-

ruption of P. lunette, + hole^.'] One of the cir-

cular or semicircular holes in the upper part of
the sides of a glass-melting furnace, through
which flame and smoke pass into the arch.

linot, TO. [< F. linon, lawn; see linon.] A silk

gossamer stuff. Davies.

He absolutely insisted upon presenting me with a com-
plete suit of gauze lino.

Mme. VArUay, Diary (1780)i i. 310. (Davies.)

Linociera (li-no-a'e-i^), n. [NL. (O. Swartz,
1797), named after G. "Linoder, a French physi-
cian.] A genus of oleaceous trees or shrubs
of the tribe Oleinem. it is characterized by long lin-

ear petals, free or sometimes united in pairs, a hard dru-
paceous fruit, and flowers usuallygrowing in lateral cymes.
The leaves are opjwsite and entire, lliere are abont 40
species, found throughout all the tropical regions of the
globe. L. inerassata of Jamaica, a hu^e tree with pani-
cles of white flowers, is called snimdroptree. L. figus-
trina, of the same and other West Indian falwinln^ is called
Jajnaica rosewood.
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linsey-woolsey (lin'si-wvd'si), TO.

mod. E. lynsey-wolsey, Unsiewoolsie, lynsewulse,
lynsye-woolsye; < late ME. lynsy wolsye; < linsel
+ wool; the term, -sey being a reduction of -sel

„„ , .
, ^ ™,.«.oni;, -r -™- ,

^"^ ^'is fi^'st element, repeated in the second, and
glycerid of linoleic acid; the constituent H?/Pf "V"^

^"^^^"^ *° imitation of jemj/ and i^'i'^A^.^'T"*'
Qseed-oil and other drying-oils on which t^^^-\l- '*• ^- .\?''^^''^^ and stout material ",^*5m^

'
of which the warp IS linen and the woof woolen. """'-'"

To weave all In one loom,
A webb of lynee [lylse in Dyce's ed.] wulse.

Skelton, Why Come you not to Court? 1. 128.

These are the arts we think most fit to go together : . . .

Lynsey weavers ; Tike weavers ; Silk weavers ; Lymey wol-
sey weavers. Letter to Sec'y CeeU (1567).

His wares consist of hose— linsey-wolsey, for making
petticoats, . . . and all sorts of small wares.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 420.

2. A similar material into which cotton enters

linoleic

linoleic (ll-no'le-ik), a. [< L. Unum, flax, 4-

oleum, oil. Cf. linoleum.1 Related to, existing
in, or containing the oil of linseed.- Linoleic
add, an acid found in linseed-oil and other drying-oils
forming with glycerol the glycerid linolein.

linolein (li-no'le-in), n. [< linole{ic) + -in^.']

The glycerid of linoleic acid; t:

of linseed-oil and other drying-
their drying property depends.

linoleum (li-no'le-um), n. [A trade-name, in-
tended to mean ' linseed-oil cloth

' ; < L. Unum,
flax, + oleum, oil: seeKreei and oil.\ A kind
of floor-eloth made of linseed-oilwhich has been
oxidized to a dense mhber-like consistency.
This is accomplished in various ways, usually by allow-
ing the oil to flow very slowly over a large concrete floor
across which warm air is blown. This material is ground
up with cork-cuttings, passed through iron rollers, and
attached to a coarse canvas. The back of the canvas re-
ceives a coat of paint.

linon (lin'gn), n. [F., lawn, fine linen, < tin, <
li. Unum, &a,K,liaen: see line^.'] Lawn. [Trade
use.]

Iiinota (li-no'ta), n. [NL., < F. Unot, a linnet:
see linnet.'] Same as Linaria, 2 (6).
linotype (lin'9-tip), n. A machine in which
stereotyped lines (of words) are produced, for
use in printing. See type-setting.

linous (li'nus), a. [< Une^ + -ous.] Relating
to or in a line. Sir J. Herschel. [Rare.]

lin-pin (lin'pin), n. Same as linch-pin. [Prov.
Eng.]

linguet (ling'kwet), n. 1. Atongue; alanquet.— 3. The piece of a sword-hilt which turns
down over the mouthpiece of a scabbard.

linsang (lin'sang), n. [E. Ind.] 1. A kind of
civet-oat found in Java, etc., banded with black
and white, and having 38 teeth, Prionodon {Lin-
sang) gramlis. A related .African species, Pri-

Liodon
and a. [Early linteri (lin'ter), n. [< linfi- + -erl.] A machine

for stripping off the short-staple cotton-fiber
which adheres to cotton-seed after ginning, pre-
paratory to extraction of oil from the seed. The
cotton thus removed is used in the manufacture of cotton"

" ' other purposes. Also linter-machine.

. , B. A corrupt dialectal form of
lean-to.

linternt, ». [A var. of lintel, appar. by confu-
sion with OP. linter, Untier, a threshold, as if
<» ML. *limitarium, < L. limes (limit-), bound,
limit, but with sense of L. Umen Qimin-), thresh-
old : see lintel.'] Same as lintel.

And with the blood thereof [a lamb] coloured the post
and Kntem of the doors. Raleigh, Hist. World, II. ill. 4.

I read these two verses written in golden letters upon
the Linteme of the doore, at the entering into the Inne.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 15.
either with or without linen. The attempt has lintie flin'ti) n PDim oilinvet^ or a redu'ction
been made to reserve thn word K«j!«/ fni- a mivt„ro „f u„o„ '^l".'' >"" . '' ,. ' . Lf.^™! OT.imnei'; Or a reauctionbeen made to reserve the word linsey for a mixture of linen
and wool and woolsey for a mixture of cotton and wool.
The compound term would then signify a stufl made of all
three materials in certain proportions.

3. Inferior fabrics of doubtful or uncertain
materials: a term of depreciation.— 4. Any-
thing unsuitably mixed ; a farrago of nonsense

;

jargon; gibberish.
What linsey-woolsey hast thou to speak to us again ?

Shak., All's Well, iv. 1. 13.

II. a. 1. Made of linen and wool mixed.— 2.
Of different and unsuitable parts; neither one
thing nor another; ill-assorted.

And Balaams wages doe moue many still to make such
Umey-woolsey marriages. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 38.

A lawless linsey-woolsey brother.
Half of one order, half another.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I.' iii. 1227.

No flimsy linsey-woolsey scenes I wrote,
With patches here and there like Joseph's coat.

Churchill, The Apology.onodon (Poiana) richardsoni, is known as the i,-„„+„„v ij„4.„4.„„i,/i- / t */ * i n t-p i

Guinea lmsang.—2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of
"nstOCk,lmtstock(lin'-, lmt'stok)„«. [Early

Viverridce, now commonly called Prionodon. S°f ?• ^}^°. Imestock, hnestoke; for luntstock, <

linset, n. [ME., < AS. lynis (pi. lynisds), gloss- %' ««»*«*ofc, < lont, a match for firing cannon, -\-

ing L. (ML.) axedo, covhiptly adredo, an axle,
4'ipc^stick: see tai and siocfc.] A pointed staff

= 1). luns, lens = MLG. lunse,lusse, LG. lunse = ^^^^l '^lf^n°^l^}^l°''^
°^ ^ liS^te'A

OHG. lunisa, MHG. luns, lunse, G. liinse, OHG. "'° " "°° '" "'"" no^r,^„

also lun, luna, MHG. lun, lune, OHG. also tu-
ning, MHG. luninc, MHG. also liiner, linch-pin
(root uncertain ; some uncertainty exists as to
the forms).] An axle. William de Shoreham,
Poems (ed. Wright), p. 109.

linseed (lin'sed), n. [Formerly also lintseed; < linti (lint), n. [Also dial
ME. linseede, Unsede^ lynesede, < AS. linseed, flax- Un, flax (see line\ n.). Cf.
seed, < K»,flax, H-sflsd, seed: see ZmeiaDd«e«(i.] •-- —
The seed of lint or flax ; flaxseed.

linseed-cake (lin'sed-kak'), n. The solid mass
or cake which remains when oil is expressed
from flaxseed. It is much used as food for cat-
tle and sheep. Also called oil-calce.

linseed-meal (lin'sed-mel'), n- The meal of
linseed or flaxseed, used for poultices and as
a cattle-food.

linseed-mill (lin'sed-mil), n. A form of mill
for grinding flaxseed.

linseed-oil (lin'sed-oil'), n. A drying-oil pro-
duced bypressure from linseed,varying in color
from light amber to dark yellow. Cold-drawn or
cold-pressed linseed-oil is obtained from the crushed seeds
without heal;. Raw or ordinary linseed-oil is produced by
steaming the crushed seeds before expressing the oil. The
yield is from 20 to 25 per cent, of oil. Boiled linseed-oil

is obtained by boiling the raw oil with litharge, sugar of
lead, or some similar substance, the result being a dark
oil drying more rapidly than the raw oil. Linseed-oil is

used as a vehicle for colors by painters, for printing-inks,
varnishes, linoleum, etc.

linselt, » [< OP. linsel, lincel, Unsiel, m., linen
cloth ; cf . Uncele, lyneele, f., also Ungaol, linqoel,

lingol, linsuel, etc., a linen cloth or sheet, P.
linceul, a winding-sheet, < L. linteolum, dim. of

linteum, linen (see lingerie), < L. Unum, flax,

linen: see Zwei. Cf. linsey-woolsey.] A cloth

match, used in firing cannon.
A Hnestoke fell into a barrell of powder, and set it on flre

together with the vessell. Slows, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1663.

And the nimble gunner
With linstock now the devilish cannon touches.
And down goes all before them.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. (cho.).

appar. < ME.
Dan. tinned, linen

cloth.] i. Flax. ' [Obsolete or local.]

I haue sene flax or lynt growyng wilde in Sommerset
shyre. Turner, Herbal.

The frugal wifie, garrulous, will tell

How 't [cheese] was a towmond auld, sin' lint was i' the
bell. BwrM, Cottar's Saturday Night. ., j. .....- ... ,. „ , . >~.^ ,, .., J, ,. wi"^ distribution through Europe and Asia.

?: ArffJ'"lf5L™„**^™lFi°'''?''''!: ^7J!ff®'™^ liny (li'nl), «. [< Une^ + -2/1.] Full of lines;
^^^^^.j^jj^^ ^ j.^^ _ marked with lines.

of the equiv. lintwhite.] The linnet. [Scotch.]
But I dinna see the broom
Wi' its tassels on the lea.

Nor hear the lintie's sang
O' my ain countrie. R. GUfUlan.

lintseedt, «• An obsolete form of linseed.

liutstock, n. See linstock.

lint'white (lint'hwit), n. [< ME. (So.) lyntquhite,
corrupted from AS. Unetwige, linetuigle, a linnet,
so called from frequenting flax-fields, < Un, flax
(see line^, and of. linnet), + -tuige, -tuigle (seen
also in thisteltuige, a linnet), of uncertain ori-
gin.] 1. Alinnet. Also lintywhite. [Prov.Eng.
and Scotch.]

Of Larkes, of lynkwhyttez, that lufflyche songene.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 2674.

In vain to me, in glen or shaw,
The mavis an' the lintwhite sing.

Bums, Again Hejoicing Nature Sees.

Her song the lintwhite swelleth.
Tennyson, Claribel.

2. A skylark or wood-warMer. [Prov. Eng.]
lint-'white (lint'hwit), a. [< Unf^ + white.] As
white as lint or flax ; flaxen.

Lassie wi' the lintwhite locks, . . .

Wilt thou be my dearie, 0?
Bums, Lassie wi' the Lintwhite Locks.

linty-white, «. Same as lintwhite.

Linum (li'num), n. [NL. (Toumefort, 1700), <
L. linum = Gr. Mvov = "W. llin, flax: see linei.]

A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,
of the natural order ijne«, tribe Eulinece. They
are herbs, often slightly woody, characterized by regular
five-parted flowers, with often showy but fugacious pet^s,
usually yellow or blue in color, and by entire sepals and
leaves. There are about 100 species, growing in both hemi-
spheres, many of which are ornamentaL L. usitatissi-
mum is the flax of commerce, and the seeds of the same
are the source of linseed-oil. L. perenne, called perennial
Jlax, is a very handsome blue-flowered species, abundant
in the northern parts of the United States, and having a

or scraping linen, and used for dressing wounds
and sores; charpie.— 3. Raw cotton that has
been ginned and is ready for baling.—4. Fluff

;

flue.

He's brushing a hat almost a quarter of an hour, and as
long a driving the lint from his black cloaths with his wet
thumb. Sir R. Howard, The Committee, ii.

5. A net.— 6. The netting of a pound or seine.
E. H. Knight.— 7. A kerchief or net for the
head.

There's never lijtit gang on my head,
Nor kame gang in my hair.

Lard Livingston (Child's Ballads, III. 348).

lint^t, n. An obsolete variant of lunt.

lint-doctqr (lint'dok''tor), n. In calico-printing.

Then there rose to view a fane
Of liney marble. Keats, Sleep and Poetry.

Shaping their eyes long and liny, partly because of the
light. T. Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd, viii.

Linyphia (li-nif'i-a), «. [NL., < MGr. Xivvipoe,

?iiv6v<l)og, ^.Lvoixp^c, weaving linen, < Gr. /livov, flax,
linen,-)- v(j>aiveiv, weave: see weave.] 1. A
Latreillean genus of spiders of the family The-
ridiidw. L. marmorata is noted for its large domed web,
under which it lies in wait for its prey to be entangled
in amaze of threads that reach two or three feet upward in
the bush. L. communis constructs a double web, with one
sheet over the other, and hides between the two.

2. [I. c] A spider of this genus.

ing side of a calico-printing machine, in such
relation with the printed web that it scrapes
off and retains loose lint, fluff, or fragments of
threads which might otherwise adhere to and
disfigure the fabric,

of wool and linen mixed together ; a garment of lintel^ (lin'tel), «. [< ME. lintel, lyntell, < OF.
such cloth. Biohardson. lintel, P. linteau= Sp. lintel, dintel, < ML. lintel-

Casting a thyn course lynsel ore his shoulders, '"«> head-piece of a door or window, for *limi-

That tome in pieces trayld upon the ground. tellus, dim. of L. limes {limit-), a boundary, bor-
ComMia (1694). ^er (cf . Umen, a threshold): see limit. Cf. lin-

tern.] In arch., a horizontal piece of timber or
stone resting on the jambs of a door or window,
or spanning any Other open space in a wall or in

a columnar construction, and serving to sup-
port superincumbent weight.

Whan he com to the halle dore he wrote letteres on the
lyntdl of the dore in Grewe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 436.

At the bottom of the steps is a roundheaded doorway,
not, it is true, surmounted by a true arch, but by a curved
lintel of one stone.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 282.

The immense batten doors with gratings over the lin-

tels, a. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 247.

lintePt, n. See lingeV-,

linsey (lin'si), n. [A corruption of linsel. In
part an abbr.of linsey-woolsey.] 1. Cloth made
of linen and wool ; linsey-woolsey.

hand awa thae linen sheets,

And bring to me the linsey clouts

I hae been best used in.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 400).

In 1704 was advertised "Three Suites of Hanging : one
of Forrest Tapistry, one of clouded Camlet, and one of

blue Printed Linsey."
J. Aihton, Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne, I. 64.

2. In coal-mining: (a) A peculiar kind of

clayey rock: bind. (6) A streaky sandstone.
[Eng.]

a knife-edged scraper arranged on the deliver- Lioceplialus(li-6-sef'a-lus),M. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
• ;j. -i! - .-I.- =_i.; 1- _ !__ , 1827, as Xeiocepfefl!ZMs),'< Gr. Mof, smooth (= L.

levis), + KEfaTir/, head.] A genus of American
iguanoid lizards, having no anal or femoral
pores, and the back and tail crested. There are
many species, natives of tropical America and the West
Indies, known as roquets,asL. carinatus, the keeled roquet.

Liodera (li-od'e-ra), n. [NL. (Fitzinger, 1843),
also Liodeira; "< Gr. /leJoc, smooth, + Sipog (for
iep/xa), skin.] A genus of South American
iguanoid lizards, containing such as L. ehilen-
sis, L. gravenhorsti, and L. gracilis. Also spelled
Leiodera.

liodere (li'o-der), n. A lizard of the genus Lio-
dera. Also spelled leiodere.

Liodermatidae (li"o-der-niat'i-de), w. pZ. [ISTL.

(Owen, 1841), < Liodermatus, the typical genus
(< Gr. Mog, smooth, -f <Sip/ia {dsp/iar-), the skin),
-)- -idcB.] A family of holothurians, commonly
eaXled. MolpadiidcB. Also Liodermati.
Liodon (li'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. lelog, smooth,
+ odovc {bSovT-) = E. tooth.'] A genus of Creta-
ceous mosasaurian or pythonomorphic reptiles,
with smooth compresssd teeth fitted for cut-
ting, and lenticular in sectional outline. The



Liodon
original species waa described by Owen in 1841, from the
CbalK of i> orfolk. Large forms abounded in America dur-
ing the same period. L. proriger of the Kansas beds was
75 feet long. L. dyepelor was still larger. Also spelled
Leiodon.

Iiioglossa (li-0-glos'a), n. pi- [NL., < Gr. A«<S-

yiuaaoQ, smooth-tongued, < A^(Of, smooth, +
yVjana, the tongue.] A primary division of
octopod cephalopoda,characterized by the non-
development of a radula. The only known
forms belong to the family Cirroteuthidte. Also
spelled Leioglossa.

lioglossate (K-o-glos'at), a. [As Lioglossa +
-afcl.] Smooth-tongued; havingno radula, as
a member of the group Lioglossa. Also spelled

Iiiolepis(li-ol'e-pis),m. [NL.,<Gr./leiof,smooth,
+ A«rjf, a scale, rind, husk : see Zepis, ] A genus
of aorodont agamoid lizards, having the skin of

the sides expansible into wing-like organs sup-
ported on long spurious ribs, the scales small
and ecarinate, the tympanum naked, and fem-
oral pores present. L. sulcatus is a flying-

dragon of the Malay peninsula and China,
about 20 inches long. ' Also spelled Leiolepis.

liomyoma (li''o-mI-6'ma), «.; pi. liomyomata
(-ma-tS). [Nli., < Gr. ^to?, smooth, + NL. my-
oma.'] A myoma composed of smooth (that is,

non-striated) muscle-fiber. Also spelled leio-

myoma.
lion (li'on), n. [Early m^od. E. also lyon; < ME.
lion, lioun, lyoun, liun, also lean, leoun, leun, <
AP. liun, OF. lion, leon, F. lion = Pr. leo = 8p.
leon = Pg. leao = It. leone, lione = AS. led

(gen. dat. ledn, dat. also leine, lednan) = 08.
leo = OFries. lawa, NFries. liewme = I), leeuw
= MLG. lauwe, LG. louwe, lauwe = OHG. lewe,

louwo, MHG. leioe, louwe, Imitoe, G. lowe = leel.

Ted, leon, Ijon= Sw. te/o»= Dan. like (cf . OBulg.
Rva = Bulg. lHv = Serv. lav = Bohem. lev =
Pol. lew = Buss, levu = Lith. levas, lavas =
Lett, lauvas, all < OHG.) = Croatian lijun =
Albanian luan, < L. leo (leon-), < Gr. Mcjv (AeovTi-),

a lion; prob. of Semitic or Eg^tian origin; cf.

Heb. Zaftj', OEgypt. labu, Coptic laiqj, a lion.]

1. A quadruped of the genus Felis, F. leo, the
largest of all carnivorous animals,distinguished
by its tawny or yellow color, a fuU flowingmane
in the male, a tufted taU, and the disappearance
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3. leap.] In astron., a constellation and sign

of the zodiac. See Leo, 1.

Now next at this opposicioun,
Which in, the eigne shal be of the Leoun.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, L 330.

4. In her., a representation of a lion used as a
bearing. There are various attitudes in which it is rep-

resented, forming as many different bearings, viz. : pas-

sant, passant gardant or leopard^, passant regardant, ram-
pant, rampant gardant, rampant regardant, salient, com-
batant (when two lions are rampant and face to face, also

•called counter-i'ampant), statant, statant gardant, sejant,

couchant, and coward. (See these words.) Furthermodi-
flcations of these bearings may exist, but are rare. An-
ciently the blazon was "a lion" only when the creature
was rampant ; when passant gardant, as on the shield of

England, it was culled lion leopardi, and also leopard. The
lion is always langued and armed gules unless the field is

gules, when it is langued and armed azure.

So Mon hedde scheld of schrifte

;

The deuel stod lyk aJyonraumpaunt.
Hriy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 145.

git to knaw neidful is xv maneris of lionys in armys.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), t 98.

5. (o) A gold coin current in Scotland from the
time of Robert III. to the reign of James VI.: so
called from the lion on the obverse of the coin.

Head of Lion (Felis iaft, from photograph by Dixon, London.

of the feline markings in both sexes before they
arrive at maturity. The largest are from 8 to 9 feet in
length. The lion is anatireof Africa and thewarm regions
of Asia. He preys chiefly on live animals, avoiding carrion
unless impelled by extreme hunger. He approaches his
pr€y with stealthy movements, crouching for the spring,
which is accompanied with a terrific roar The whole
frame is most powerful and impressive, giving with the
large head and ample mane that majestic appearance to
the animal from which he derives 1^ title of "king of
beasts." Of the Africau lion there are several varieties, as
the Barbary, Gambian, Senegal, and Cape lions. The
Asiatic varieties are generally distinguished as the Ben-
gal, the Persian or Arabian, and the maneless lion of
Gujerat.

The lion did tear in pieces enough for his whelps, and
strangled for liis lionesses, and filled his holes with jprey,

and his dens with ravin. Nahnm li. 12.

2. Figuratively, a lion-like person; a man
Sossessing the courage, fierceness, etc., of a
on.
There were about two hundred men on horseback, arm-

ed witli firelocks ; all of them liong, if you believed their
>rord or appearance. Bruce. Source of the Iflie, L 170.

Under Mary it was worth 44 shillingsScotch ; under James
Yl. (when it was called the lion nobleX 74 shillings Scotch.
Hall-lions were also coined. (J)) A copper coin:

same as hardhead, 2.— 6. An object of interest
and curiosity ; especially, a celebrated or con-
spicuous person who ismuch sought by society
or by the public in general : as, to visit the lions

of the place ; such a one is the lion of the day.
The use is an extension of lion in its literal sense, with
reference to the lions formerly kept at the Tower in Lon-
don. See the first quotation.

The lions of the Tower are the origin of that application
of the term lion to any conspicuous spectacle or personage
which has long since become universaL

JLechy, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

Such society was far more enjoyable than that of Edin-
burgh, for here was not a lion, but a man. J. WHson,

After dinner the palanquins went forward with my ser-
vant, and the captain and 1 took a ride to see the liong of
the neighborhood. Macavlay, in Trevelyan, L 324.

A lion in the way. (a) A danger or obstacle to be faced
and overcome.

Lancelot shouted, " Stay me not

!

I have beenthe sluggard, and I ride apace.
For now there is a lion in the way."

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

(b) An imaginary danger, trumped up by cowardice or
sloth.

The slothful man saith. There is a lion in the way ; a lion
is in the streets. Prov. xxvL 13.

They fear'd not the bug-bear danger nor the I/yon in the
way that the sluggish and timorous Politician thinks he
sees. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

American lion, monntain lion. Same as cougar.—
Blancb lion, see iiJancAl.—Brltlsll lion, the lion as
the national emblem of Great Britain.

The BriUih Lion . . . cannot always have a worthy
enemy to combat> or a battle royal to deliver.

Thackeray, Virginians, Ixiv.

Lion dollar. See (2o2Zar.—Lion of Cotswold or Cots-
wold lion, a sheep. [Prov. Eng.]

Lo then the mystery from whence the name
Of Cotsdd lyom first to England came.

Harrington, Epigr., B. lit Ep. 18. {Naret.)

Lion ofSt.IIark,asymbolical lion represented aswinged,
and holding an open book, on which is written pax tibi,

Marce, Evangelista meus, or a part of this. It is uie char-
acteristic device of Venice. The full heraldic description
requires a sword with the point uppermost above the book
on the dexter side and a gloiy surrounding the whole. The
lion also is sejant : but in artistic representations this is

continually departed from.—Lion's provider, (a) A
popular name for the jackaL (&) Any hnmble friend or
follower who acts as a sycophant or foil to another.

—

Lion's share, the largest share; an undnly large share;
usually, any excessive appropriation made by one of two
or more persons from something in which all nave an equal
right or interest, but sometimes without any invidious
sense : a^ the lion's share of attention. The phrase alludes
to .^sop B fable of the lion, who, hunting in i>artnership
with the fox and wolf, claimed one third of the prey as his
agreed pcotion, one third by right of sovereign^, and the
other third on general principles,— Lion trlcorporate, in
her. , a bearing representing three rampant bodies of lions
springing or proceeding from the three comers of the
escutcheon and having a common head affront^— Order
of the Lion, the name of several orders in Germany, etc.;
especially, an older founded in 1815 by WHIiam £, first
king of the Ketherlands, and continued by the later
kings. It is an order for civil merit. The badge is a star

lionize

of eight points, having in the central medallion a rampant
lion and crown, and a goldenW between each two arms.

—To put one's head Into the lion's mouth, to put
one's self in a position of great danger, as in the power
of an enemy.

lion-ant (li'on-ant), n. Same as ant-lion.

LionardeBg.ue (le'o-nar-desk'), a. and n. Same
as Leonaraesque.

lionced, leonced (li'-, le'onst), a. [< OF. lioncet-

+ E. -ed2.] In her., adorned with lions' heads,

as a cross the ends of which terminate in lions'

heads.

lioncel, lioncelle (li'on-sel), n. [< OF. lioneel,

leoncel, F. Uonceau (= Sp. leoneelio = It. leon-

cello, lioncello), dim. of lion, lemi, a Hon: see

lion.'] In her., a small or young Uon used as a
bearing, when a number of lions are represented on
the same field or ordinary, they are assumed to be lioncels

and are blazoned as such. Also lionel.

llon-dog (li'on-dog), n. A variety of dog with
a flowing mane.
lion-dragon (li'on-drag'on), n. In Tier., an ima-
ginary beast having the ifore part of a lion end-
ing in the hind part of a wyvem.
lionel (li'on-el), n. [< OF. lionel, Uormel, lio-

neau, etc.,' dim. of lion, a lion: see lion.] 1. A
lion's whelp; a young lion.—2. In her., same
as lioneel.

lioness (li'on-es), n. [< ME. lionesse, leonesse,

leonys, h/orieys, < OF. (also F.) lionnesse (= It.

Uonessa, lionessa), fem. of lion, lion : see lion.]

1. The female of the lion.

A lioness hath whelped in the streets.

Shak., 3. C, H. a 17.

The gaunt lionneas, with hunger bold.

Springs from the mountains tow'rd the guarded fold.

Pope, Hiad, x. 214.

2. A woman who is an object of public inter-

est and curiosity ; rarely, a boldly conspicuous
woman. See lion, 6.

For the last three months Miss Newcome has been the
greatest lionets in London.

Thackeray, Newcomes, xU. IDavies.)

"Now, boys, keCT) your eyes open, there must be plenty
of lionesses about :

' and thus warned, the whole load, in-

cluding the cornopean player, were on the look-out for
lady visitors, profanely called lionesses.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xxv. (flavies.)

The reaction against the over-sentimentalism of 1830
which found expression in the Lionesses of 1840— de-

voted to masculine sport— who, in theirtnm, were swept
away by the storm of '48. WestminsterSen., CXXTaLSbl.

lionet (li'on-et), n. [< lion + dim. -et.] A
young or siinall Uon.
He himself thmst just into the press, and, making force

and fury wait upon discretion and government, he might
seem a brave lion who taught his yonng lionets how, in
taking of a prey, to join courage with cunning.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ilL

lion-heart (li'gn-hart), n. One who has great
courage.
lion-hearted (li'on-hai*ted), a. Having a lion's

heart or courage; brave and magnanimous:
as, Bichard the Lion-hearted (Eichard Ceeur de
lAon—King Eichard I. of England).
Arabian motherslong awed their infants to silence with

the name of the lion-hearted Plantagenet.
Uaeavlay, Hist. Eng., L

Uon-hnnter (li'on-hun''t6r), n. 1. One who
pursues the Uon as a beast of the chase.—3.
A person given to the pursuit or Uonizing of
notabilities. See lion, 6.

One of the greatest dangers to all genius is that of
being robbed of its vital strength by velvety-pawed lion-

hunters. Harper's Mag. , LXXVDI. 417.

lionise, v. See lionize.

lionism (U'on-izm), n. [(.lion + -dsm.] The
practice of Uonizing; the treating of persons
or things as Uons in the figurative sense ; the
pursuit or adulation of celebrities. See lion, 6.

_ An anecdote or two maybe added to bear out the occa-
sional references to the honours and hnmonis of lionism
which thOT contain.

Charley, Mem. of Mrs. Hemans, il 25. (Pavies.)

All common Lionism, which mins many men, was no-
thing to this. Carlyle.

lionize (li'on-iz), ».• pret. and pp. lionized, fpt.
lUmizing. [< lion + -ize.] I. trans. 1. To treat
as a Hon, or as an object of curiosity and in-
terest. See lion, n., 6.

Can he do nothing for bis Bums but Uotase him?
Cariyle, Past and Present, iv. &

Tennyson hates being lionized.

Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 272.

Besides this^ however, . . . [Liszt] allowed himself, with
his usual good nature, to be lionised, and dragged from con-
cert to concert Fortnightly Ra>., XL. 367.

3. To exhibit objects of curiosity to. [Bare.]
He had Uonised the distinguished visitors during the

last few days over the Unlversi^.
Din-oeU, Lothair, zxiv. (fiamn.)

3. To visit or explore as a sight-seer: as, to
lionize Niagara. [Biire.]
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For eight days I had been lionizing Belgium under the
disadvantages of continual rain.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 129.

II. intrans. To visit the lions or objects of
interest or curiosity in a place.
Also spelled lionise.

lion-leopard (U'on-lep'-'ard), n. In her., same
as lion leopard^. See leopard, 2.

lion-like (li'on-lik), a.. Eesemblingalion; hav-
ing the strength or courage of a lion.

Our first acquaintance was at sea, in fight
Against a Turkish man-of-war, a stout one,
Where lion-like I saw him shew his valour.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

lion-lizard (li'on-liz"ard), n. A species of basi-
lisk, Basiliscus amerioanus : so called from the
crest (or mane) on its back and tail.

lionlyt (li'on-li), a. [< Hon + -?^i.] Like a
lion; fierce.

The Church coveting to ride upon the lionly form of
Jurisdiction makes a transformation of her self into an
Asse. Milton, Church-Government> ii. 3.

lion-monkey (li'on-mung"ki), n. Same as ma-
rikina.

lionn6 (F. pron. le-o-na'), a. [F., < Hon, Uon:
see lion.'] In her., rfimpant gardant: said of a
leopard. See under leopard, 2.

lion-poisson (F. pron. le-&n'pwos-6n'), n. [F.,

< Uon, Hon, -I- poisson, fish.] In hef., same as
sea-lion.

lion's-ear (ll'onz-er), n. 1. A plant o£ the ^e-
nus Leonotis.— 2. One of various composite
plants of the genera CuleiUum and Espeletia.

lion's-foot (li'onz-fut), n. One ofvarious plants,
(o) Leontopodimn alpimmi, from the appearance of its

clustered heads, (b) The lady's-mantle, Alehemilla vul-
garis, from the shape of the leaf. Also called lion's-paw.
(c) The white lettuce, Prenanthes alba, and also P. serpen-
taria.

lion'S-heart (li'onz-hart), n. An American
plant, the false dragon's-nead, Physostegia Vir-
giniana.

lion's-leaf (li'onz-lef), n. Any plant of the ge-
nus Leontice, especially L. Leontopetalum, from
a fancied resemblance of the leaf to the print
of a lion's foot.

lion's-mouth (li'onz-mouth), n. A popular
name of the snapdragon, AnUrrhinum majus,
and of several other plants with two-lipped
fiqwers. [Prov. Eng.]

lion's-tail (li'onz-tal), n. The plant LeonoUs
Leonwus. See Leonotis.

lion's-tooth (li'onz-toth), n. A plant of the
genus Leoutodon; also, the common dandelion.

lion's-turnip (li'onz-t6r'''nip), n. The plant
Leontice Leontopetalum.

lion-tailed (li' on-tald), a. Having the tail tuft-

ed like a lion's": applied by Pennant to species

of the genus Maoacus Uon-tailed baboon, the
wanderoo.

lion-toothed (li'on-totht), a. Having teeth like

those of a lion.

Liotheidae (Il-6-the'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < X»o-

theum -H id<!S.'\ A family of mallophagous in-

sects or so-called bird-lice, diflfering from the

true lice, and typified by the genus lAofhemn.
They have stout four-jointed antennse, a generally trilo-

bate head, conspicuous maxillary palps, and two-johited

or one-jointed tarsi. They infest the plumage of birds,

but they are also found in the fur of quadrupeds. Also
spelled Leiotheidce.

Liotheum (U-oth'e-um), n. [NL., < Gr. Moc,
smooth, + (?) deeiv, Oe'iv, run.] The typical ge-

nus of JUotheidcB. Also Leiotheum.

Liothrix (li'6-thriks), n. [NL. (H. E. Strick-

land, 1841) ; brig. Leiothrix (Swainson, 1831) ; <

Gr. ;ie(Of, smooth, + Bpi^ (rpix-), hair.] A genus
of turdiform passerine birds . The genus was based

upon Parus furcatus of Temminok, now known as lAothrix

lutea, one of the Indian hill-tits. Also called Callipyga.

Liotia (li-6'ti-a), n. [NL. , < Gr. Udrvc, smooth-
ness, < X«of, smooth.] The typical genus of

lAotiidoe. These shells have the horny operculum spi-

rally dotted with shelly substance, and the mouth ends in

a round varix. Also spdled LeioUa.

Liotiidae (li-6-ti'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < lAotia +
-idw.] A family of rhipidoglossate gastropods,

typified by the genus Liotia, associated by most
authors with the Troehidm or DelphinuUdce. .Also

spelled LeioUidce.

Liotriclii (H-ot'i-i-M), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Tmo^,

smooth, -f- Spif {rptx-), hair.] A name applied

by Huxley (in the form Leiotriehi) to one of the

two primary groups into which the races of

men are considered to be divisible, the other

being Ulotriohi. The Uotridii are those with smooth

hair, and are divisible into four secondary groups: the

AuBtralioid, the Mongoloid, the Xanthochroic, and the Me-

lanochroic. See these words.

Liotrichidffi (U-6-ti-ik'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lio-

thrix + -i(te.] "A family of birds of uncertain

character. («; Approximately the same as Idotrichince,
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including some 60 or 60 hffl-tits of Asia, having a varied
and often brightly colored plumage, feeding on berries
and insects. lAothrix, JSrachypteryx, Pterythrius, etc., are
leading genera. (6) Extended to include many other birds,
as the American wrens and mocking-thrushes, etc. Ca-
banis, 1847. Also spelled Leiotrichidce.

Liotrichinse (li'o-tri-M'ne), n. pi. [NL.,<Xj-
othrix + -ince.] A subfamily of birds, typified
by the genus .Ko*?ina;; the hill-tits : originally
made by Swainson in 1831 a subfamily of Am-
pelidm in the form Leiotrichance. Also spelled
Leiotrichinm.

liotrichous (U-ot'ri-kus), a. [< Gr. leloQ, smooth,
+ 6pl^ (rptx-), hair.] Having smooth hair : of
or pertaining to the lAotriehi. Also spelled
leiotrichous.

see ligature.] 1. Binding or edging, as of cur-
tains and hangings.

Beddys . . . that henget shalle be with hole sylour,
With crotchettis and loupys sett on lyour.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 313.

2. In cookery, a thickening, or a thick prepa-
ration.

And make a lyoure of brede and blode, and lye hit ther-
withe. Liber Cure Cocorum, p. 32.

lip (lip), n. [< ME. Up, lyp, lippe, lyppe, < AS.
lippa, lippe = OFries. limia. Fries. Uppe = MD.
lippe, D. lip = MLG. LG. Uppe (>G. Dan. Uppe,
lip, = OF. Upe, lype, lippe, a Up, esp., as F.
lippe and ML. lipium, a thick under lip; ef.

Sw. Idpp = Dan. Imbe, lip, appar. < LG., but
modified by L. labium); with orig. formative
-ja (and akm to OHG. lefs, leps, MHG. lefs, leps,

lefse, G. lefie, with var. OHG. leppur=08. lepur.

lip, with orig. formative -as), = L. labium (>
Sp. Pg. labio). Up, with var. labrum (= OHG.
lefs, leppur, above?) (> It. labbro = Sp. Pg.
labro = F. I^re), Up; cf. Gael. Hob (perhaps <

B.), Lith. lupa. Hind, lub, Pers. lab, lip. Con-
nection with lap^ (L. lambere, etc.) is improb-
able ; the phonetic conditions do not agree,
and it isnot the lips,but the tongue, that 'laps.']

1. One of the two edges or borders of the
mouth; one of the two fleshy or muscular parts
composing the opening of the mouth inman and
many other animals, and covering the teeth.

All they that see me laugh me to scorn ; they shoot out
the lip, they shake the head. Ps. xxli, 7.

He that loves a rosy cheek,
Or a coral lip admires.

Carew, Disdain Returned.

2. pi. Figuratively, the organs of speech as
represented by the lips ; speech or utterance
as passing between the lips and aided by them.
A wicked doer giveth heed to false lips. Prov. xvii. 4.

His lips are very mild and meek.
Tennyson, Two Voices.

So gently blending courtesy and art

That wisdom's lips seemed borrowing friendship's heart.
0. W. Holmes, A Portrait.

3. Impudent or abusive talk. [Slang.]

1 told him that 1 didn't want none of his lip.

P. R. Stockton, Kudder Grange, p. 99.

4. Anything resembling a Up in position or re-

lation; the edge or border of anything; a mar-
gin: as, the Up of a vessel; the lips of a wound.
Now wet the lip of the phial.

Charlotte BroTite, Jane Eyre, xx.

Between the town of Brill, upon the southern lip of this

estuary, and Maaalandsluis, . . . the squadron suddenly
appeared. Motley, Dutch Republic, n. 352.

The cannon's brazen lips are cold, WhMier, To Pius IS.

5. In hot. : (a) Either of the divisions of a bila-

biate corolla. The two are distinguished as upper (the

superior or posterior, next the axis) and lower (the infe-

rior or anterior, away from the axis). (6) In orchids,

one of the petals differing from the other two
in shape. It is really the upper, but by a half-

twist of the ovary has become as if anterior or

lower.— 6. In zool., any Up-like part or organ.

See labium and labrum for technical usages.

—

7. In a li^-auger, the blade at the end which
cuts the chip after it has been circumscribed by
the spxir.— 8. In a turbine water-wheel, a rim
which closes the joint between the barrel and
the curb. E.H. Knight.— 9. Inavehicle, a pro-

jecting part of the bolster; a cuttoo-plate. E.H.
Knight.— 10. In organ-building, one of the flat

vertical surfaces above or below the mouth of a
flue-pipe, called respectively the upper lip and
the lower Up. The upper lip is always sharp-edged, and
the current of air in the pipe is so directed against it as to

be thrown into vibration. See jnpe and organ.

11. In music, the power or facUity of adjusting

one's lips to the mouthpiece of a metal wind-
instrument soastoproducetones; embouchure

.

Since the pitch and quality of tones produced upon such
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instruments depend upon the strength, endurance, and
flexibility of the player s lips, the term is used in a general
sense to indicate his method and style.— Columellar lip.
See columellar.— Curl Of the Up. See curl.—IAp drlU.
See driKl.—Lip-glue. See mouth-glue, under glue.—The
calves of the lips. See calfl.—To bite the lip. See
bite.—To hang Mie lip, to be sullen or sulky.

Par. How chance my brother Troilus went not ?

Helen. He hangs the lip at something.
Shak., T. and C, iii. 1. 152.

To keep a stiff upper lip, to keep up one's courage, as
under adversity or trying circumstances ; struggle against
despondency. [CoUoq.]—To make a Up, to pout the un-
der lip in suUenness or contempt. [Archaic]

A letter for me! it gives me an estate of seven years'
health; in which time I will make a lip at the physician.

Shak., Cor., ii. 1. 127.

To present the cup to one's Ups. See cup.

lip (Up), v.; pret. and pp. lipped, ppr. lipping.

[< Up, n.] I, trans. 1. To touch with the lip

or Ups, as in kissing ; reach with the Up or bor-
der. [Chiefly poetical.]

A hand that kings
Have lipp'd, and trembled kissing.

Shak; A. and C, it 6. 30.

When
A stone is thrown into some sleeping tarn.
The circle widens till it lip the marge.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

No good sheep-dog ever somuch as lips a sheep to turn it.

H. D. Blackrmrre, lorna IJoone, xlii.

2. To utter with the Ups ; speak. [Hare.]
I heard my name

Most fondly lipp'd, Keats, Endymion, i.

3. To notch, as the edge of a sword or knife.
[Now only Scotch.]

In these dales the maner is lightly to barbe and pluck
o£E with a sarding hook the beards or strings of the root,
that being thus nipped and lilted (as it were) they might
nourish the body of the plant. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 6.

II. intrans. In music, to apply one's lips to the
mouthpiece of a metal wind-instrument so as to
produce tones; also, to use one's lips in some
particular manner: as, to lip well or badly.
lipsemia (U-pe'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Mnetv,
Xmelv, leave, be lacking, -{- at/xa, blood.] In^o-
thol., the presence of an excessive quantity of
fat in the blood.

LipangUS, n. See Lnpaugus.
Lipari (lip'a-ri), n. wine produced in the Lipa-
ri Islands, iiorth of Sicily, both red and white,

. and of many grades of excellence. It is in de-
mand in Naples at prices high for ItaUan wine,
but is rarely exported.

What can make our fingers so fine?
Drink, drink wine, iipiJcsri-wine.

The Slighted Maid, p. 83. (.Naree.)

Liparia (U-pa'ri-a), n. [NL. (LinnEBus, 1771),
so called from the shining leaves ; < Gr. Mnap6;,
oily, shining, sleek, < Tdizo^, fat, lard.] A ge-
nus of South African leguminous plants of the
tribe Genistem, and type of the subtribe lApa-
riecB. They are shrubs with simple, entue, coriaceous,
shining leaves, without stipules, and having bright-yellow
flowers in terminal heads, surrounded by large bracts form-
ing an involucre. One of the lower lobes of the calyx is
large and petaloid, and the stamens are diadelphous.

Liparidse (li-par'i-de), n. pi. Same as lApari-

Liparididae (Up-a-rid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lipa-
ris {4d-) -\- -idee.] 1 . A family of acanthoptery-
gian fishes, represented by the genus Liparis,
embracing oottoids with oblong or elongated
antrorsiform bodjr, the head unarmed and en-
veloped by the skin, a long dorsal fin with
anterior spines scarcely differentiated, a long
anal fin, and ventrals united to form a circular
sucker. The numerous species, of several genera besides
Liparis, inhabit cold and temperate seas, chiefly of the
northern hemisphere, and attain a moderate or only small
size. They are popularly known, in common with many
other fishes, as embers, and are also called snail-fishes and

2. A family of bombyeid moths, typified by the
genus lAparis (named in the form lAparidm by
Boisduval in 1834), having the proboscis short
or obsolete, and the female rarely wingless.
The larvse are free, usually live in trees, have hairs aris-

ing in bundles from tubercles, and are mostly dark-col-
ored; they pupate in a loose cocoon usually Interspersed
with hairs. The family is wide-spread. There are about
60 genera, species of which are variously known as gip-
sies, vaporers, etc.

Liparidina (lip"a-ri-di'na), n. pi. [NL., < Lijpa-

ris {4d-) + 4na.'\ In Giinthers ichthyological
system, the second group of his family Disco-
boli : same as Liparidinw and Liparidid<B, 1.

Liparidinae (Up''''a-ri-di'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Lipa-
ris (-4(J-) + -ince'.'] A subfamily of Cyclopteri-

dce, equivalent to the family lAparididce. Also
LiparincB.

Liparieae (Up-a-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham,
1845), < Liparia +' -em.] A subtribe of plants
of the tribe Genistece and order Leguminosce.
It Includes South African genera characterized by the
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absence of stipalee and by the free vexillary stamen which
is rarely joined to the others above the opening of the
tube of the corolla. The subtribe includes the type Li-
paria and five other genera.

Liparinae (lip-a-ri'ne), n. pi. Same as Lipari-
dincB.

Liparis (lip'a-ris), n. [XL., < Gr. Xinapd^, oily,

shilling, sleek: see Liparia.'\ 1. Inicfttft., a
genus of fishes, so called by Artedi in 1738
from the soft smooth skin, typical of the family
Liparididm, having the ventral disk weU de-
veloped. The type of the genus is Cyelopterus
liparis of Linmeus.— 2. In entom., a genus of
arctiid moths, founded by Ochsenheimer in
1810. It is a comprehensive group, much broken up of
late years, all the British species Imving been placed in
other genera. The gipsy-moth is L. (Oeneria) dispar. L.
monacha Is one whose liurva is injurious to trees, especially
conifers.

3. A genus of orchidaceous herbs, some ter-

restrial and some epiphytes, belonging to the
tribe Epidendre(B. It is characterized by small flowers
growing in racemes, the anthers having four pollinia, and
a column which is rather long and sometimes winged
above. There are about 120 species, found in all warm and
temperate regions. L. hceaeUii in England is sometimes
called fen-orchis.

liparite (lip'a-rit), n. [So called from the Lipari
Islands in the Mediterranean.] A name applied
byRoth to the rockcalled rhyolite byVon Kicht-
hofen. See rhyolite.

liparocele (lip'a-ro-sel), n. [< Gr. Imapiq, oUy,
fatty (see Idparia), + k^aj?, a tumor.] Same as

Lipauginse (Up-S^ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lipau-
gus + -inoB.'] A subfamily of Cotingida, in-

eluding a number of South American ootingine
birds of plain coloration, like the species of Li-
paugtis. P. L. Sclater, 1862.

LipaUgUS (li-pa'gus), n. [NL. (Boie, misprinted
lApangiLS and so used by some ornithologists)

:

so called as being a very plain-colored genus
among a number of briUiant relatives, < Gr.
TuTzavyiiq, having lost its light or splendor, <
/leijretv, MweIv, leave, + avyij, brilliance, splen-
dor.] The typical genus of Lipauginm, based
upon Muscicapa simplex of Lichtenstein, a co-
tingine bird of Brazil.

lip-bit (lip'bit), n. A brace-bit with a cutting
lip which projects beyond the end of the barrel.

lip-bom (lip'bdm), a. Coming from the lips

only; not arising from the heart; not cordial

or genuine.

Why had he brought his cheap regard and his Hp-bom
words to her who had nothing paltry to give in exchange ?

George Eliot, Middlemarch, Ixxx. (Daviet.)

lip-cell (lip'sel), n. In hot, one of a group of

cells in the sporangia of some ferns between
which the dehiscence begins. Theyhave ligni-

fied walls, and number from two to four.

llp-clipt, n. A kiss. Halliwell. [Old slang.]

lip-comfort (lip'kum'fert), n. Utterance of

words of comfort or consolation, especially of

an insincere kind or unaccompanied by practi-

cal assistance.
Promises

Are but lip-comfortx.

Fletcher (and another T), Prophetess, IL L
Lip-emnfofrt cannot cure me. Pray you, leave me
To mine own private thoughts.

MasingeT, Maid of Honour, iu. 1.

Up-comforter (lip'fcum''fer-ter), n. One who
consoles or comforts with mere empty talk.

Keverend lip-comforters, that once a week
Proclaim how blessed are the poor.

Southey, Soldier's TnneiaL

lip-devotion (lip'de-vo'shon), n. The utter-

ance of prayer by the lips, especially without
genuine desire.

We saw those large marble stayres, 28 in number, which
are never ascended but on the knees.some Up-dew^^^m be-

ing us'cl on every step. Evelyn, Diary, iJov. 20, 1644.

Lip-devotion will not serve the turn ; it nndervalnes the

very thing it prays for. South, Sermons, VI. 388.

lipe (lip), "• [< MB. *Kpe, lippe, < OF. lipee,

lippee (ML. lippa), a large piece, a good bit or

morsel, a mouthful] A piece, bit, or fragment;

a portion. [Prov. Eng.]
Ac me were leuere, by oure lorde, a Uppe ot godes grace

Than al the kynde witt that ge can bothe and comiynge of

gonre bokes. Pierg Ploumum (C), ill. 226.

lipett, n. [IIE., dim. of lipe.'] A portion.

Of every disahe a lipet out to take,

I/ydgaie, Minor Poems, p. 52. (HaUiweU.)

lip-fern (lip'fem), n. A fern of the genus Chei-

lanfhes: in allusion to the Up-like indusium.

lip-fish (lip'fish), n. A labroid fish.

Many wrasses are readily recognized by their thick lips,

the inside of which is sometimes curiously folded : a pe-

culiarity which has given to them the German name of

lip-faha. Eneye. BriL, XIXV. 686.
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lip-good (lip'gud), a. Good in profession only.

His grace is merely but lip-good.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, L 2.

liphsemia (U-fe'mi-a), «. [NL., < Gr. Mnuv,
fmuv, leave, be lacking, + aijia, blood.] De-
ficiency or poverty of blood. Also spelled lei-

pluemia.

Up-head (lip'hed), n. A head of a bolt or analo-

gous metal object which projects toward one

side only: used in angles and other situations

where there is notroom for a head symmetrical
all around.
lip-homage (lip'hom^aj), n. Homage rendered
by the lips only; insincere professions of devo-

tion.

It [devotion to science] is not a mere Hp-homoffe, but a
homage expressed in actions.

H. Spencer, Education, p. 91.

lip-hook (lip'hnk), n. 1. In angling, the upper
hook of a gang, which is put through the lips of

live bait, as a minnow, closing the mouth but
leaving the giUs free for respiration: used on
spinning-tackles, etc.— 2. A kind of grapnel
used by whalers for towing a dead whale to

the ship.

lip-labor (lip'la"bor), n. A laboring merely
with the lips ; labor that consists in promises
and professions.
When these actions fail of their several ends, . . . alms

are misspent, fasting is an impertinent trouble, prayer is

but lip-labour. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, L 2.

lip-laboriOQS (lip'la-b6"ri-us), a. Abounding
in mere verbal professions ; hypocritical.

The lower the times grew, the worse they were at the
bottom : the Bramins grew hypocritical and lip-laborious.

Lord, Hist. Banians (1630), p. 86. (Latham.)

lip-language (lip'lang"gwaj), re. In the in-

struction of the deaf and dumb, oral or articu-

late language, to be understood by watching
the motion of the lips, in contradistinction to

the language of signs or of the fingers.

liplet (Up'let), n. [< lip + dim. -let.1 A little

lip.

Lipobrachia (li-p6-bra'ki-a), n. pi. [Nil., <

Gr. Xeiveiv, Tiiwelv, leave, be lacking, + L. bra-

ehium, arm.] In Haeckel's system of classifi-

cation, a primary group of Eehinodermata, con-
sisting of the sea-urchins (Echinida) and the
sea-cucumbers (Holothuria), which are called
armless eehinoderms in distinction from the
ringed-arms or Colohraehia.

lipobrachiate (li-po-bra'ki-at), a. [< Lipobra-
chia + -ate^.'] Pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the Lipobrachia; armless; rayless;
having no braehia.

Lipobranchia (li-po-brang'ki-a)^ n. pi. [NL.,
<&r. XeiTiCiv, '/j.-dv, leave, be lacking, + ppayx^^j
gills.] InLankester'solassifieation, one of three
grades of the class Arachnida, contrasted with
Enibolobranchia and Delobranchia, and com-
posed of the weasel-spiders, harvestmen, false

scorpions, and mites, or the four orders Galeo-
dina, Opilionina, Pseudoseorpionina, and Aca-
rina.

lipobranchiate (li-po-brang'M-at)^ a. [< Li-
pobranchia + -ate^.] Of or pertaining to the
Lipobranchia.

Lipocephala (li-po-sef'a-la), n. pi. [NL., nent.
pi. of lipocephaltis : see tipocephalorus.'] Lan-
kester's name of the lamellibranchs or bivalve
moUusks, contrasted with the Glossophora, re-
garded as a branch of Mollusca, and divided
into Isomya, Eeteromya, and Monomya.
Hpocephalons (li-po-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL. Upo-
cephalus, < Gr. Aemeiv, TutteIp, leave, be lacking,
-I- KZ^TJi, head.] Headless, as a bivalve mol-
lusk; acephalous; of or pertaining to the Lipo-
cephala.

lipofibroma (li'po-fi-bro'ma), n.; pi lipofibro-
mata (-ma-ta). ("NL., < 6f. /(Vof, fat, -1- NL.
jWrortM.'] ' in pathol., a lipoma in which there
is a considerable amount of connective tissue.
Also called adipofibroma.

lipogastria (li-po-gas'tri-a), n. [NL., < (Jr. '/m-

aeiv, }uirelv, leave, be lackmg, -t- -yaa-^p (jacrp-),

stomach.] Atrophy of the primary enteric cav-
ity.

lipogastrosis (li'po-gas-tro'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. Xeiireiv, '/xizuv, leave, be lacking, + yaariip

(jaarp-), stomach, + -osis.'] Absence of a stom-
ach; specifically, in sponges, absence of the
paragaster, with the development of diverti-
cula, which form a system of canals replacing
the original enteric cavity.

Lipogastrogis . . . may be produced by the growing to-
gether of the roots of the choanosomal folds, thus redu-
cing the paragastric cavity to a labyrinth of canals.

SoOoM, Encyc Brit., xttt ud.
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lipogastrotic (li^o-«as-trot'ik), a. [< lipogas-

trosis {-ot-) + ie.'} Having no stomach ; specifi-

cally, in sponges, having no paragaster; char-

acterized by or exhibiting lipogastrosis.

lipogenesis (li-po-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gh-. ^voq, fat,

lar^ + yiveaic, origin : see genesis.] The forma-

tion of fat.

The effective agent in lipogenefis . . . also favors the

formation of uric acid. Qtwzin, Med. Diet., p. 1063.

lipogenous (li-poj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. ^Xttoc, fat,

+ -yevfjg, producing: see -genous.] Pertaining

to the formation of fat; forming or tending to

form fat; developed in fat.

Lipoglossa (li-po-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Tiei.

Keiv, Mirelv, leave,be lacking, + ylitaaa, tongue.]

A grade or series of Mollusca, represented by a
class (Scoleeomorpha) containing the genus JTeo-

menia (or Solenopus), as alone distinguished

from the Eehinoglossa (gastropods, eephalo-

pods, etc.). E. B. Lankester.

Lipoglossae (li-po-glos'e), n. pi. [NL., fem.

pi: see Lipoglossa.] In Nitzsch's classifica-

tion (1829), a major group of birds, typified by
the kingfishers (Alcedinidw), and including the

hombUls (Bvcerotidee) and hoopoes ( Virupidw),

in all of which the tongue is very small

lipoglossate (li-po-glos'at), a. [As Lipoglossa

-H -ate^.] Having a small tongue, or none;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Lipoglossa.

lipogram (li'po-gram), n. [< Gr. T^inecv, Xtmlv,

leave, be lacking, + ypd/i/ia, a letter, < ypdAetv,

write. Ct.lipogrammatie.] Awritingfromwhicn
allwords containing a particular letter are omit-
ted, as the several books of the Odj^ssejr of Try-

phiodorus, in the first of which, it is said, there

was no A, in the second no B, etc. similarly, poems
have been written in English avoiding the use of e, which
is the most frequent of all English letters, while, on the

other hand, pieces also have been written containing only

one vowel, as e.

lipogrammatic (li"po-gra-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.

'/.iiroypd/i/taTOCj /.eivoypifi/uiTog, with a letter left

out,< ;i«tir«v,Ai7r««v, leave,be lacking, -t-y/ji/yMs, a
letter. Cf. lipogram.] Pertaining to the writing
of lipograms ; also, of the nature of a lipogram.

The Greeks composed lipogrammatic works, works in

which one letter of the alphabet is omitted.
/. Ditradi, Curios, of lit., L 389.

lipogrammatism (li-po -gram ' a-tizm), m. [<

lipogrammat{ic) + -4sm'.] The art or practice

of writing lipograms.

Lipogrammatitm does not affect the rhythm or metre of

verse. G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. lang., xxv.

lipogrammatist (li-po-gram'a-tist), n. [< lijpo-

grammat{ic) + -4st.'\ One who writes lipo-

grams.
The HpogramTnatists or letter-droppers of antiqnify . .

.

would take an exception, without any reason, against
some particular letter of the alphabet, so as not to admit
it once in a whole poem. Addison, Spectator, No. SB.

lipoma (li-p6'ma), n.
; pi Upomata (-ma-ta).

\tfL., < Gr. ?iiitog, fat, -t- -oma.] In patliiil.', a
tumor formed of fatty tissue. Also called adi-

poma and liparocele.

lipomatosis (li-po-ma-to'sis), n. [< liponia(t-)

+ -o»is.] The excessive growth of fatty tissue

in the body or any of its parts.

lipomatoUB (li-pom'a-tns), a. [< liponta(t-) +
-ous.] Pertaining to or of the natnre of a li-

poma.
lipomyxoma(lip'6-mik-s6'ma),m.; -phUpomyxo-
mafa (-ma-ta). [??L., < Gr. liiv'o(, fat, +/i(ifa,mu-
cus, -r -oma.] In pathol., a tiunor composed
partly of fatty and partly of mucous tissue.

Liponema (K-po-ne'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. '/.eiireiv,

'/x-eiv, leave, be'lacking, + vfipxi, a thread.] The
tjrpical genus of LiponemidtB.
Liponemidae (li-po-nem'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Liponema + -4d(E.] A family ot Hexaetinia,
with numerous perfect septa and with margi-
nal tentacles transformed by retrogression into

short tubes or into stomidia. Of the three genera
united as Liponemidce, Liponema comes near the Ditcoso-
midte, as its stomidia may be divided into principal and
accessory stomidia; PotyHomtdium has an endodramal
muscle and marginal sphemles ; and Pdysiphonbt, with
its mesodermal circular muscle, resembles the ParaMiae.
lipopod (li'po-pod), a. and n. I. a. Of or per-
taining to me Lipopoda.
n. n. One of the Lipopoda.

Lipopoda (E-pop'o-da), «. pi. [NL., < Gr.
/Mireiv, MTitlv, leave, be'lacking, + rrcAg (irod-) =
E. foot.] Aprime division of Kotifera, called a
class and contrasted with Parapodiata, and di-

vided into the orders Ploima, BdeUigrada, and
Shizota.

lapoptera (U-pop'te-ra), n. [NL., < (Jr. leivea),

'/.i-elv, leave, be lacking, + -rrepdv, a wing.= E.
featJier.] A genus of pupiparous parasitic dip-
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terous insects of the family Bippoboscidw. The
species are at first winged and live on birds : afterward
they seek quadrupeds and lose their wings, whence the
name. Also lApoptena.

lip-ornament (lip'6r"'na-ment), n. An object
inserted in the lip as an ornament, as is cus-
tomary among many savage races ; a labret.
Lipostoma (li-pos'to-ma), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Tisc-

TTEiv, Tunslv, leave, be lacking, -1- ardiia, mouth.]
Same as Lipostomata.
Lipostomata (li-po-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL., <
Gti. /lei7rsai,At7reiv, leave, belaoking, + ardfm, pi.
dTdfiaTa, mouth.] The mouthless corticate Pro-
tozoa; the sporozoans or gregarines: opposed
to Stomatophora. Originally Lipostoma. E. E.
Lanhester.

lipostomatous (li-po-stom'a-tus), a. [As Lipo-
stomata + -ous.^ Mouthless; astomatous; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Idpostomata.
lipostomia (li-po-sto'mi-a), ». [NL.] Same
as lipostomy.

lipostomosis (li"po-st6-m6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
MiTTEiVflmelv, leave, belacking,+ aTdjia, mouth.]
Absence of a mouth, stoma, or oral orifice ; spe-
cifically, in sponges, lack of an oscule ; the state
of being lipostomotic.

lipostomotic (li"po-sto-mot'ik), a. [< liposto-

mosis {-ot-) + -ic] Having no stoma, mouth,
or oral orifice ; specifically, in sponges, having
no oscule; characterized by or exhibiting li-

postomosis.
lipostomous (li-pos'to-mus), a. [As Upostoma-
tom.l Having no mouth ; lipostomatous.
lipostomy (li-pos'to-mi), ». [<NL. lipostomia,

\ (jr. TuE'mEiv, Mwelv, leave, be lacking, -I- ardfia,

mouth.] Atrophy of the mouth; an astomatous
condition.

lipothymia (li-po-thim'i-a), n. [NL., also writ-
ten Mpoth,ymia.\ Same as Upothymy.
lipothymic (li-po-thim'ik), a. Same as lipothy-

mous.

lipothymous (H-poth'i-mus), a. [Also written
ieipothymous ; < Gr. Imddvfwg, fainting, in a
swoon, < /lEOTeiw, Tuireiv, leave, -1- 6v/i6^, life, soul.]

Pertaining to or given to swooning; fainting.

lipothymy (K-potn'i-mi), n. [Also written lei-

pothymy; < NL. lipothymia, < Gr. Tu.irodvjj.ia,

\ev7zodvjiia, fainting, a swoon, < /liirfSflwjof, faint-
ing, in a pwoon : s&B lipothymoiis.'} tnpathol.,
fainting; syncope.
In lipothymies or swoundings he used the tricatiou of

this finger [the ring-fingerj with saffron and gold.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 4.

lipotype (li'po-tip), n. [< Gr. Isiiruv, Xivdv,

leave, be laclsing, -1- riurof, impression, type.]
In zoogeog., a type or form of animal life which
distinguishes a given faunal area by its absence
therefrom. Gill.

Lipotyphla (li-po-tif'la), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
XeiiTEw, TiiTTElv, leave, be lacking, -1- tv^X6q, blind
(withref.to the blind gut, NL. ccecum) . ] In some
systems of classification, a division of the mam-
malian ovdev Insectivora, including those forms
which have no csecum, as distinguished from
the Menotyphla, which have a csecum. Gill.

lipotypic (U-po-tip'ik), a. [< lipotype + -«c.]

Having the character of a lipotype.

lipoxenous (li-pok' se-nus), a. [< Gr. Mmiv, "h-

n-EiVjleave, -i- flwofjhost,-!- -ous.'l In 6o<.,desert-

ing its host. A term descriptive of aom e parasitic fungi,
which, after a certain period, leave their host and com-
plete tlieir development independently, living entirely

upon a reserve of food earlier appropriated from the host
plant. De Bary, Fungi (trans.), pp. 388, 466.

lipoxeny (H-pok'se-ni), «. [As Upoxen-ous + -y.'\

m hot., the desertion of its host by a parasitic

fungus. See Upoxenous. DeBary.
lipped (lipt), a. [< Up + -ed^.'] 1. Having
lips ; also, having a raised or rounded edge re-

sembling a lip ; having lips of a kind specified:

often used in composition.

Come on, you thlck-Kpp'd slave.

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 2. 175.

A virgin purest lipp'd, yet in the lore

Of love deep learned to the red heart's core.

Keats, Lamia, i.

2. In hot., same as labiate.— 3. In iehtli., spe-

cifically, thick-lipped; labroid: applied to the

wrasse or rockflsh family.—Upped and harled,
built, as a wall, of stones without mortar, but with the

joints afterward filled with mortar, and the whole surface

plastered over with what is called rough-cast or harhng.

[Scotch.]

lippen (lip'n), v. [< ME. Upnen, trust: origin

obscure.] I. trans. To intrust. [Prov. Bug.

and Scotch.]

II. intrans. To trust; rely or depend: with

to or on : as, do not Uppen to him ; I was lippen-

ing on you. [Prov. Bng. and Scotch.]
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Na, I had far rather Tib Mumps kenned which way 1

was gaun than her—though Tib 's no muokle to lippen to
neither. Scott, Guy Mannering, xxii.

lippening (Up'uing), a. [Appar. ppr. of lippen,
peculiarly used (?).] Occasional; accidental.
[Scotch.]

I aye telled the gudeman ye meant weel to him ; but he
taks the tout at every bit lippening word.

ScoU, Bride of Lammermoor, xiL

lipperi (lip'fer), n. Same as leaper.

lipper^ (lip'6r), n. [Appar. < lip + -eri.] 1.
Athin piece of blubber out in oblong shape,
with slits in it, used to wipe up gurry or slum-
guUion from the deck of a whaler. Fisheries
of U. S., V. ii. 287.-2. A large metal ladle
used for scooping up the oil from the deck of
1, whaler. Fisheries of U. S , V. ii. 287.

lipper^ (lip'Sr), V. t. L< lipper'^, ra.] To wipe
with a Upper: followed by ojf: as, to Upper ojf
the deck.

lipper'' (lip'fer), a. and n. [Origin obscure.]
I. a. Wet; rainy. [Prov. Eng.]

II. n. The spray from small waves, in either
fresh or salt water. SalUwell. [North. Eng.]
Lippia (lip'i-a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), namedafter
Augustus lAppi, a French physician and trav-
eler in Abyssinia.] A genus of plants of the
tribe Verbenece, characterized by a small mem-
branaceous two- to four-toothed calyx, a four-
lobed corolla, and a dry indehiscent feuit. They
are shrubs, or rarely herbs, bearing small flowers in spikes
or heads. There are about 90 species, found in all warm
regions, but especially abundant in America. L. citriodora
is the lemon-scented verbena. See verbena.

lippie, n. See lippy^.

lipping (lip'ing), TO. l<Up + -ing'i^.'] The forma-
tion of a lip-like projection. Lancet, No. 3428,
p. 933.

lippitude (lip'i-tiid), n. [= P. lippitude = It.
lippituclAns, < L. lippitudo, inflammation of the
eyes, < foj)p««s, blear-eyed.] Soreness of the eyes;
blearedness ; lippitude.

lippitudo (lip-i-tii'do), ». [L. : see lippitude.']
hipathol., the presence of a gummy or crusting
accumulation along the edges of the eyelids.

lip-plate (lip'plat), n. The hypostome of tri-

lobites.

Kp-protector (lip'pro-tek"tor), n. A shield to
protect the lip from injury during dental opera-
tions.

lippyl (lip'i), a. [< lip + -2/1.] Full of lip (see
Up, n., 3); impertinent and voluble in speech;
saucy. [Slang.]

Iippy2, lippie (lip'i), n. [A dim. of *lip, var. of
leap^.2 An old Scotch dry measure, the fourth
part of a peck: same as forpet. The lippy was
the sixteenth part of the flrlot, which was the fourth part
of the boll. For the different sizes of those measures, see
flrlot and boll.

lip-reading (lip're'ding), n. Beading or under-
standing what another says by observing the
movements of his lips ; used in regard to the
instruction of the deaf and dumb.
lip-rewardt (lip're-w&rd"), ». An empty prom-
ise. Davies.

To euery act she giues huge lip-reward,

Lauish of oathes, as falsehood of her faith.

O. Markham, Sir E. Grinuile (Arber Bep.), p. 66.

lip-righteousness (lip'ri'^chus-nes), «. Mere
profession of righteousness. Davies.

Dost thou think
To trick them of their secret? for the dupes
Of Iiumankind keep this Up-righteoumess,

Southey, Thalaba, v.

lip-salve (lip'sav), n. 1. laphar., a cosmetic
ointment lor the lips.— 3t. Figuratively, soft

and flattering speech.

Spencer, that was as cunning as a serpent, finds here a

female wit that . . . taught him not to trust a woman's
lip-salve, when that he knew her breast was flU'd with
rancour. E. Fannant, Hist. Edw. II., p. 91.

lipsanotheca (lip''''sa-n6-the'ka), n, [NL., <

NGr. 9iEitliavo8^iai, < dfr. Isiijiavov', a relic, a thing

left (<M7reii', leave), -f flw, a shrine.] Ashrine
for relics ; a reliquary.

lipset, V. A Middle English variant of lisp.

Chaucer.

lip-ser'Vice (lip's6r''''vis), n. Service with the

lips or in pretense only; insincere profession

of good will or devotion.

lipsey (lip'si), V. A dialectal variant of lipse,

lisp.

lip-spine (lip'spin), n. In conch., a spine on
the lip of a shell.

lip-tooth (lip'toth), n. In conch., a tooth on the

lip of a shell.

lip'Wingle (lip'wing'''gl), n. A dialectal variant

of lapwing.

lio[uefaction

lip-'Wisdom (Hp'wiz'''dum), n. Wisdom in talk
without corresponding practice.

I find that all is but lip-uiisdom, which wants experience.
Sir P. Sidney.

lip-'wise (lip'wiz), a. Garrulous. SalUwell.
[Prov. Eng.]

lip-'work (lip'wferk), n. 1. Lip-labor. Milton.— 2. The act of kissing. B. Jonson.
lip-'WOrking (lip ' w6r '' king), p. a. Professing
with the lips without corresponding practice

;

lip-laborious.

Their office is to pray for others, and not to be the Up-
working deacons of other mens appointed words.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

licLUable (lik'wa-bl), a. [= Sp. licuable = It.

Uquabile, < JJh" liguabilis, that may be melted
or dissolved, < L. liquare, melt: see liquate.']

Capable of being liquefied or melted.
liquamenf (li-kwa'men), n. [L., a liquid mix-
ture, a sauce, < liquare, make liquid, dissolve

:

see liquate.] A liquid sauce.

And make liquamen castimoniall
Of peres thus.

PttBadtzcs, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 90.

liquate (li'kwat), v.
;

pret. and pp. liquated,
ppr. liquating. [< L. liquatus, pp. of Uquare
(> It. Uquare = Sp. lieuar), make liquid, melt,
dissolve, < liquere, be fluid: see liquid.] I.
trans. To melt; liquefy; specifically, in »ietoi.,

to separate, as one metal from another less
fusible, by applying just sufficient heat to melt
the more easily liquefiable, so that it can be run
off from the other. Also eliquate.

II. intrans. To become liquefied or dissolved;
melt.

liquation (li-kwa'shqn), n. [= P. liquation
= Sp. Uauadon, < LL. UquaUo{n-), a melting,
< L. liquare, pp. liquatus, melt, dissolve: see
liquate.] 1. The act or operation of liquating
or melting.— 2. The condition or capacity of
being melted: as, a substance congealed be-
yond UquaUon.— 3. The separation of metals
differing considerably in fusibility by subject-
ing them, when contained in an alloy or mix-
ture, to a degree of heat sufficient to melt the
most fusible only, which then flows away, or
liquates, from the unmelted mass. This process
is of great antiquity, and was up to 1836 extensively used
at Mansfeld in Prussia, in the treatment of argentiferous
copper and lead ores. Lead containing antimony and some
other metals is also partially freed from these and prepared
for further treatment by a process of liquation. Also eii-

quaiion.

liquation-furnace (li-kwa'shon-f6r''nas), n.

In metal., a furnace specially adapted to'liqua-

tion.

liquation-hearth (ll-kwa'shon-harth), n. In
metal., a hearth specially adapted to liquation.

liquefacient (lik-we-fa'shient), n. [< L. lique-

facien(t-)s, ppr. of liquefac'ere, make liquid, dis-

solve, < liquere, be fluid or liquid, -I- facere,

make. Cf. liquefy.] That which liquefies or

serves to liquefy; in med., an agent, as mer-
cury or iodine, used to produce liquefaction of

solid depositions.

liquefaction (lik-we-fak'shon), n. [= F. Uqu£-
faction = Sp. liquefoAscion = Pg. Uquefaeedio =
It. liquefazione, X LL. liquefaeUo{n-), a melting,
< L. liquefacere, pp. liquefactus, melt: see lique-

facient.] 1. The act or process of liquefying,

or of rendering or becoming liquid; reduction
to a liquid state. The liquefaction of solids is eflected

by the application of heat or by solution (see solution),

that of gases by cold or pressure, or by both combined (see

gas). Of the gases, chlorin, ammonia, and others were
first liquefied by Faraday. The experiment of Andrews
with carbon dioxid led to the conclusion that for every gas
there is a certain temperature such that if the tempera-
ture of the gas is above it, no increase in pressure, how-
ever great, will produce visible liquefaction. This is

called the cHtical temperature. If the gas has this temper-
ature a certain pressure, the critical jsrcssure,will produce
liquefaction, and the volume per unit mass at this instant
is the critical volume. If the temperature of the gas is

below the critical value compression produces gradual in-

crease in pressure until (the temperature being kept con-
stant) liquefaction begins at a definite pressure. Further
decrease in volume produces very slight increase in pres-
sure until all the gas is liquefied, after which a slight de-
crease in volume necessitates a large increase in pressure,
liquids being, in genera], almost incompressible. From
these experiments it was predicted that all the so-called
permanent gases could be liquefied if they could be cooled
below their critical temperatures, and in fact this has been
accomplished. The critical constants of some of the most
importaut gases are as follows :

Crit. Temp.



liquefaction

For the liquefnction of gases having only moderately low
critical temperatures, freezing mixtures produce sufficient
cold. Gases thus liquefierl, if allowed to evaporate under
low pressure, produce still greater cold which can be
used iu the liquefaction of other gases; or, the gas to be
liquefied can be compressed, cooled as much as possible,
and allowed suddenly to expand. In many cases this
sudden exp;insion will cool the gas sufficiently to produce
partial liquefaction and even solidifi-atiun. By such meth-
ods Pictet and Cailletet succeeded in 1877 in liquefying
oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen. More recently Wro-
blewski, Dewar, and Olzewski produced these liquids iu
quantities large enough to permit their critical constants
to be studied. In the process later perfected by Linde,
Dewar, Tripler, and others, and applied most notably to
the liquefaction of air, the gas to be liquefied is com-
pressed to a pressure of from 1,200 to 3,000 pounds per
square inch, cooled to the ordinary atmospheric tempera-
ture, and then led through a long coil of pipe and allowed
to escape through a small orifice. The escaped gas, cooled
by expansion, is led back around the coil of pipe, cooling
the compressed gas on its way to the onflce. j?liis cooled
compressed gas therefore after expansion becomes colder
than the gas preceding it, and upon flowing back around
the pipe produces still greater cooling of the incoming
gas ; hence the temperature of the escaped gas will grad-
ually diminish until equilibrium is reached either by gain
of heat from the surroundings or by liquefaction of part
of the gas. If there is sufficient protection from influx of
heat from the outside the liquid will accumulate and can
be drawn off, in some machines at the rate of several gal-
lons an hour. If air thus liquefied be expnsed to the at-

mosphere the nitrogen, having the lowest boiling-ptdnt,
boils away first, leaving nearly pure liquid oxygen, which
boils away with sufficient rapidity to keep itself at a tem-
perature of— ISl" C, its boiling-point at atmospheric pres-
sure. Liquid air will probably find its greatest commercial
application in various refrigerative processes and as a
means for transporting and storing power. It cannot be
a source of power, for a theoretically perfect process of
liquefaction would require th e expenditure of more energy
than could he obtained by the evaporation of the liquid
product, and practical methods are necessarily even less

efficient.

2, The state of being liquefied or melted,
liquefactive (lik-we-fak'tiv), a. \_<UquefaC'
t{ion) + -zvc] Pertaining to or producing li-

quefaction.

liqnefiable (lik'we-fi-a-bl), a, [< F. UquSfidble;

as liquefy + -able,'] "Capable of being lique-

fied, melted, or changed to a liquid state.

liquefier (li'wf-fi-er), n. One -who or that

wliich liquefies.

liquefy (lik'we-fi), v.
;
pret. and pp. liquefied,

ppr. liquefying. [< OF. liquefier, F. JiquSfier,< L.

liquefi^t, become liquid, pass off, Iwuefacere (>

It. Uquefare), make liquid, melt, < liquere, be
fluid or liquid, +/accrc (pass, fieri)^ make : see

liquid and -fy. Gf. Uqiiefacient.^ I. trans. To
make liquid; melt, as a solid, or compress, as a
gas, into a liquid state.

n, intrans. To become liquid.

liquescence, liquescency (li-kwes'ens, -en-si),

71. [= Sp. licnescencia; as liqttescen{t) + -ce,

-c^.] The condition of being liquescent; apt-

ness to melt ; the state of becoming liquid.

liquescent (li-kwes'ent), a. [= Sp. Ucuescente,

< Ii. liquescen{t-)s, ppr. of liquescere (> Pg. li-

quescer), become fluid, < liquere, be fluid: see

liquid.'] Having a tendency to liquefy ; melt-

ing; becoming liquid: as, a substance natu-

rally liquescent.

At the end of our path a liquescent

And nebulous lustre was bom- Poe, TJlalome.

liquenr (li-ker'), n. [F. : see liquor, n.] 1.

An alcoholic dnnk, usually sweet and of high
flavor and perfume; a cordial.

Bitters form a class of liqueurs by themselves, claiming
to possess cert£un tonic properties and a medicinal value.

Enayc. Brit., XIV. 686.

Especially

—

(a) A strong and sweet wine like those grown
In some soatnem places, such as Lunel, Alicaut, and Cy-
pmsi, which are also called liqueur wines, (b) A spirituous

compound based upon brandy or pure alcohol, and wholly
artificial in it« composition. These liqueurs are in a cer-

tain sense the successors of those of the middle ages, which
were supposed to be universal remedies. Their modem
use is ahnost exclusively the gratification of the palate.

See Curasao, Benedictine, chartreuse, Tnaraschino, eaU'de-

vie de Dantzig (under eau-de-vieX anigette, and cordial.

Liqueurs may be distinguished as of three qualities:

first, the ratafias, or simple ligueurs, in which the sugar,

the alcohol, and the aromatic substances are in small
quantities; such are anise-water, noyau, the apricot,

cherry, &c., ratafias. The second are the oils or fine li-

queurs, with more saccharine and spirituous matter, as the
anisette, cura^oa, Ac. The third are the creams or super-

fine liqueurs, as rosoglio, maraschino, Danzig water, &c.
Pop. Encyc

(c) Amixture prepared for the purpose ofdosingchami)agne,
the effervescence and sweetness of the wine depending
much upon its composition- It consists either of wine or

of fine brandy, or of a mixture of the two, with pure rock-

candy dissolved in it.

2. Same as liqueur-glass.

liquenr-cnp (li-ker'kiip), n. A very small gob-
let, usually of silver or of silver gilt, used for

the same purpose as a cordial-glass.

liqueur-glass (li-ker'glas). n. A very small
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drinking-glass intended for liqueurs or cor-

dials ; a cordial-glass.

liqueuring (li-ker'iu^), n. [< liqueur + -ing.']

The process of qualifying wine by means of

liqueur, as in the making of champagne.

The liqueuring is r^ulated by a machine, by which the
quantity is measured to a nicety.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 606.

liquiblet,w, [ME.,appar.forZigMa&fe; seeliquor

ble.'] A fusible metal.

ge schal vndirstonde that wiyn not aloonly holdith in it

the propirtees of gold, but myche more the propirtees of

alle liquibles. Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furaivall), p. 7.

liquid (lik'wid), a. and n. [< ME. Uquide, < OF.
liquide, F. liquide = Sp. liquido = Pg. It. liqui-

do, < L. UquiduSf fluid, liquid, moist, < liquere,

be liquid, be fluid : cf. Skt. •\/ ri or n, flow, run.]

La. 1. Composed of particles that move freely

among each other on the slightest pressure ; of

a fluid consistence ; flowing, or capable of flow-

iag; not fixed or solid.

Wash me in steep-down gulfs of liquid fire

!

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 280.

Hence— 2. Clear or transparent, like a liquid:

B,8f liquid eyes; liquid depths.— 3. Tearful.

She . . . turned her face, and cast
A liqtdd look on Ida, full of prayer.

Tennyson, Princess, ir.

4. Sounding smoothly or agreeably to the ear;
devoid of harshness : as, liquid melody.

Lull with Amelia's liquid name the Nine.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. 1. 31.

5. Pronounced with a smoothly sonorous and
freely continuable sound: as, a liquid letter.

See n., 2.—Liquid ammonia. See ammorUa, l.~JA-
?Luid confections. See confection.—lAaald debt, (a)
n Scots law, a debt the amount of which is ascertained
and constituted against the debtor, either by a written
obligation or by the decree of a court. (&) See debt—
Liquid glue, measure, etc. See the nouns.—Liquid
verb, in Gr. grwm., a verb the stem of which ends in a
liquid (A, fjL, V, p).

II, w. 1. A substance ofwhich the molecules,
while not tending to separate from one another
like those of a gas, readily change their relative
position, andwhich therefore retains no definite
form, except that determined by the containing
receptacle ; an inelastic fluid. The differentiation
of a hquid as an incompressible fluid is not strictly correct,
experiment having shown that liquids are compressible
to a very limited extent. See fluid.

2. In gram., a smoothly flowing sound or letter.
The name liquids (vypd, sc. a-utitfuova. or o-TotxeZa, iiypd be-
ing neuter plural of v-ypos, liquid, pliant, easy) was given by
Greek grammari^is, as early as the second century b. c.

,

to I, m, n, r (A, [x, v, p)— that is, to consonants not mutes or
sibilants—on account of their smooth and flowing sound
and the pliancy with which they coalesce in pronunciation
with a preceding mute. It was adopted by Boman gram-
marians di/piidcE, sc. consonantes or literce), and has since
remained iu common use. The classification is not now
apiffoved as scientific, and is obsolescent.—Amniotic li-
quid. Seeamniotfc.—Burnett's liquid, a solution of zinc
chlorid, used by Sir William Burnett, for preserving tim-
ber, cauTas, and cordage from dry-rot^ mildew, etc. It
is also employed as an antiseptic to preserve d^d bodies,
and for disinfecting hospital^ ships, etc.—Diffusion of
liquids. See diffusion.—Dntcll liquid. See Dutch.

liqnidable (lik'wi-da-bl), a. [= F. liquidahle
= Sp. liquidahle; a,i' liquid{ate) H- -dbU.^ Ca-
pable of being liquidated.

Llquidambar (lik'wid-am'^bar), n. [NL. ( Lin-
naeus), < L. liquidusj liquid, -{-'ML. amhar, ambra,

Branch of Liquidambar styraciflua.

liquor

amber : see liquid and amber'^.1 1. A genus of
dicotyledonous trees of the natural order Ba-
mamelidew, distinguished by monoeeious flow-

ers without petals, growing in heads and sur-

rounded by an involucre of four bracts. The
carpels of the fruit are tipped by long, persistent styles,

and the leaves are palmately lobed and decidnoiis. There
are two species—one, L. orient(di9 of Asia Minor, furnish-

ing the balsam called liquid storax; the other, L. styraci-

Jlua of the warmer parts of North America, extending as far

north as Connecticut, Ohio, etc., abundant and at its best
on bottom-lands in the South. The latter is a large tree

withhandsome, shining, star-shaped leaves. In hot regions
it exudesagum, sometimes calledcopa/m(aname alsogiven
to the tree) orcopal-baUam, usedin the preparation of chew-
ing-gum, and to some extent in medicine as a substitute

for storax. The tree is variously named gweet-gum, star-

leafed gum, liquid-aniber (liquidamber) or amber, red-gum,
and W&ed, as well as eopalm. From the corky ridges of its

branches, it has been called alligator-tree. Fossil remains
of the genus are found in the Tertiary deposits of Europe,
Greenland, Alaska, California, and Colorado, and also in

Japan, and one species occurs in the Cretaceous of Kansas
and Nebraska. Sixteen fossil species have been described.

2. [l. c] A tree of this genus.

liQUidamber (lik'wid-am^b^r), m. Same as
liquidambar, 2.

liquidate (lik'wi-dat), v. t; pret. and pp. li-

quidated, ppr. liquidating. [< ML. liquidatus,

pp. of liquidare (> It. liquidkre = Pg. Sp. li-

quidar = F. liquider), make liquid, make clear,

clarify, < L. liquidus, liquid: see liquid, o.] 1.

To make clear or plain ; clarify ; fiee from oh-

seurity. [Obsolete or rare.]

A senseless jumble, soon Utnddated by a more egT^on&
act of folly, the King with his own band crowning the

young Duke of Warwick King of the Isle of Wight.
Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, L it

2. To clear up; reduce to order or precision;

settle the particulars of; adjust: as, to liqui-

date the afeirs of a bankrupt firm. See liqui-

dation.— 3. To clear off; settle; pay: as, to

liquidate a debt or a mortgage.— 4. To make
less harsh and offensive: as, to liquidate the
harshness of sound. Imp. Diet—liquidated,
damages. See damage.

liquidiition (lik-wi-da'shon), n. [= F. liquida-

tion = Sp. liquidacion = Pg. liquidagSo = It.

liquidazione, < ML. as if *liquidatio(n-), < liqui-

dare, pp. liquidatus, liqxddate : see liquidate.']

The act of liquidating; the act of adjusting
debts, or ascertaining their amount or the bal-

ance of them due. In a more general sense, the act

or operation of winding up the affairs of a firm or com-
pany by getting in the assets, settling with its debtors and
creditors, and apportioning the amount of each pai'tner's

or shareholder's profit or loss, etc.— Signing in liquida-
tion, the act of the partner who is intrusted with the
business of liquidation, in signing for the firm when neces-

sary for that purpose. It is indicated by his writing the
name of the firm and adding the words in liquidalitm.—
To go into liquidation, to refrain from new business,

and continue business only for the purpose of getting in.

the assets, paying obligations, and dividing the surplus,

if any.

liquidator (lik'wi-da-tor), n. [= F. liquidateur

= Sp. liquidador; as liquidate + -or.] One who
or that which liquidates or settles ; specifically,

in Great Britain, in com., an officer appointed
to conduct the winding np of the affairs of a
firm or company, to bring and defend actions
and suits in its name, and to do all necessary
acts on behalf of the firm or company: called a,

receiver iu the United States.

liquidise, ®. t. See liquidize.

liquidity (li-kwid'i-ti), n. [= F.l^piidite =
It. liquidity, < LL. liqnidita(t-)s, liquidity, < L.

liquidus, liquid: see liquid, a.] 1. The state

or quality of being liquid; fluid consistence;
capacity of flowing freely.— 2. The quality
of being smooth, flowing, and agreeable : said
of sound, music, etc.

liquidize (lik'wi-diz), v. t.: pret. and pp. liquid-

ized, ppr. liquidizing. [< liquid + -tze.] To
make liquid; liquefy. Also spelled liquidise.

[Rare.]

liquldly (lik'wid-li), adv. In a liqidd or flow-

ing manner ; smoothly ; flowingly.

liquidness (lik'wid-nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being liquid ; fluency.

liqilidogemc (lik"wi-do-jen'ik), a. [< L. liqui-

dus, liquid, + ]/ gen, produce, + -ic] Giving
rise to liquids or forming fluid substances.
[Eare.] Nature, XXXVm. 91.

liquid-refrigerator (lik'wid-re-frij "e-ra-tor), «.

In brewing, an apparatus for cooling wort; a
wort-refrigerator, it consists of a shallow tank, or a
series of such tanks, through which is laid a pipe for cold
water, the circulation of which cools the wort.

liguor (lik'or ; L. pron. li'kwdr), n. [Early mod.
E. also liquoure; the spelling with qu is a mod.
accom. to the orig. L., without change of the
reg.E^ronunciation ; < ME. licour,lyeour,lieure,
lieur, < AP. licur, OP. licor, licour, Uqueiir, iiketir.



liquor

V. liqueur =STp. Pg. Ucor==U. liquore, < L. li-

quor, fluidity, liquidness, a fluid, a liquid, <
liquere, be fluid or liquid: see liquid.^ 1. A
liquid or fluid substance, as water, milk, blood
sap, etc.

This flooring wol be blak and wyiiter warme,
And lyeoure shedde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.)/p. 13.

From silver spouts the grateful liquors glide,
While China's earth receives the smoking tide.

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 109.

S. A strong or active liauid of any sort, spe-
cifically— (o) An alcoholic of spirituous liquid, either
distilled or fermented ; an intoxicating beverage ; espe-
cially, a spirituous or distilled drink, as distinguished
irom fermented beverages, as wine and beer.

Fetch me a stoup of liquor.
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b) A strong solution of a particular substance, used in
ihe industrial arts. The liquor of any substance is that
substance held in solution, and the word used absolutely
lias meanings differing according to the industry in which
It is used, (ct) An elixir.

I, and my six servants, are not able to malce of this pre-
cious limior so fast as it is fetched away from my lodging
t»y gentlemen of your city. B. Jfmaon, Volpone, ii. 1.

Hence

—

{d) Any prepared solution, as a sugar solution
lor claying the loaves, or a solution of a dye or mordant.

franc, or about 19 United States cents.— 2. A
gold coin of Turkey, otherwise called a TurJcish
pound, equal to $4.40.

SAat., Hamlet, V. 1.68. lira^ (le'ra), «. [It.,<L. ?wa; seeZ^re.] A lyre;
formerly, also, some related instrument. Thename has been loosely applied to many instruments of the
viol class, and to others having a resonance-boxresembling

V • ?.
violin and violoncello ; also to an instrument in

which the tones are produced by properly tuned steel bars
fastened in a lyre-shaped rim and struck with a hammer.—Lira da braccio, an obsolete variety of tenor viol, hav-
ing seven strings.— Lira da gamba, an obsolete variety
of violoncello, having fourteen or sixteen strings.—Ura
pagana, rastica, or tadesca, a hurdy-gurdy.
lireH, ». -An obsolete form of leerK

[< ME.
Plesb; brawn.

, < AS. lira,

[Prov. Eng.

<e) A dilution, as in JioMor dTwmoreMB. [In technical Latin lire^ (lir)
phrases pronounced li'kwOr, as in liquor amnii, liquor po- fl-,„i, >>«a'wTi T
taeaoB, etc.]—Ammoniacal llOLUor. See ammoniacai.— % X, "'f'Y'^-J
Blackllquor. SeeSiocWsgitoj-.-Bolled-off liquor, the ana bcoton.]
soapy liquid which has been employed for the purpose of lire^t, ». [Origin obscure.] A olotb manufao-
remoying the silk-glue from raw silk previous to dyeing It tured in England in the fifteenth century, and
Is a slightly alkalme and more or less concentrated solution „»,„„_„„+i„ „ „„i„„m„ „

"•'coiiuii vcin,uij., auu.

of sUk-glue. It is added to the dye-bath in dyeing silk, in ,
apparently a valuable and rich fabric.

order that the coloring mattermay be attracted more slow- lirella (li-rel a), ». [NL., dim. of L. Kra, a fur-
ly and evenly by the silk, and it also preserves the luster of row.] In &o*.,thenarrowfurrowedapothecium
the latter.—Gas-liquor. Sees'™.— Inliquor. (a)Drunk. nf some licbfiTiB dr in the, o-onno rrnnliiaM Measured (in selling) with their natural Juice as oys- if-J?!^® ni ™V5+^^ r/ S^ r ^^J'™" , , -,

iers ; opposed to solid. [U. S.]-Uquor amnU, the am- lireUate (li-rel at), a. [< NL. hrella + -afel.]

miotic liquid. See fflmniofe—Llquorooellarum, liquor Luoo'-jnarrowwithalongitudinalfuirow; hav-
ventrlculorum cerebri, the serous fluid in the ventricles ing the character of a lirella: said of the apo-
of the brain. See c<Ki!a.-Llquor Cotunnll, the fluid of thecia of some lichens.
Cotunnius;theperdymphoftheear.— Liquor Morgagm n_.ii,-p„-._, /i; „„v) *A™„^ „ r/ att t n
lea called from &. B. Morgagni, 1682-1771]; a small qulSti- ^reUl«"^lll ("f^1 1-form), a. [< NL. hrella, a
ty of liquid which frequently collects after death between little furrow, + L. forma, form.] In iot., Urel-
the back of the lens and the capsule. Also called humor late ; narrow and furrowed

lir^'i-kum-fan'si), n. [Also liricumphancy ; a
loose compound, appar. ult. based on Gr. Xei-

pim, lily, 4- (jiavraaia, fancy.] The Uly-of-the-
valley, Cowoalla/ria majalis.

The tufted daisy, violet.

Heartsease, for lovers hard to get

;

The honey-suckle, rosemary,
Uricumiphancy, rose-parsley.

Vinous liquor, Uquor made from grapes ; wine. P'"^ ^o^" (1^*6). (Nares.)

liquor (lik'or), i;. {< liquor, n.^ I. trans. X\. liriodendrin (lir"i-6-den'drin), ». [ilArioden-
Tb moisten; drench. dron + -«»2.] A stimulant tonic with diapho-

The stranger reply'd, I'll liquor tliy hide, retic properties, prepared from the bark of Uri-
If thou ofter'st to touch the sfeng." odendron TuUpifera.

Robin Hood and IMtte John (Child's Ballads, V. 217). Liriodcndron (lir'''i-o-den'dron), n. [NL. (Lin-

cum. Same as liquoir ofJtiMs.—Malt liquors, liquors
brewed from malt.—Bed uquor, a crude aluminium ace-

tate prepared from pyroligneous acid, used as a mordant
in calico-printing.-Spirituous liquors, liquors pro-

cured by distillation.—The grand llquort, the great
elixir, or aurum potabile, of the alchemists. Nares.

Where should they
Find this grand liquor that hath gilded 'em ?

Shak,, Tempest, V. 1. 280.

2t. To rub with oil or grease ; anoint ; lubri-

cate.

Cart-wheels squeak not when they are liquored.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 117.

3. To treat with a liquor; apply liquor or a
solution to, as in various manufacturing opera-
tions. Liquoring sugar, in refineries, consists in pouring
on the top of the molds a solution of pure sugar, which,
percolating through, removes all reniauiing coloring mat-
ter.

4. To give liquor to; supply with liquor for

drinking. [Obsolete or colloq.]

0, the musicians. Master Edward, call 'em in, and liquor

'em a little. Middleton (?), Puritan, v. 1.

II, intrans. To drink ; especially, to drink
spirits : often with up. [Slang.]

liquor-gage (lik'or-gaj), n. A gagers' mea-
suring-rod for ascertaining the depth of liquid

in a cask or tank.
liquorice, n. See licorice.

liquorishif, liquorishlyt, etc. Obsolete spell-

ings of lickerish, etc.

liquorish^t, n. An obsolete form of licorice.

liquorist (lik'or-ist), n. [< Uquor + -ist.} A
maker of liquor or cordials. [Bare.]

The manufacture of these liqueurs constitutes the trade
of the " compounder" or liqiumst.

Variant spell-

neeus), < Gr. Txlpiov, a lily (see lily), + (Uvdpov, a
tree.] 1. A genus of North American trees,
consisting of a single species, belonging to the
order Magnoliacew, tribe Magnoliece, character-
ized by extrorse anthers and a sessile gyno-
phore ; the tulip-trees. The oai-pels have two ovules,
and the fruits are like samaras. The tree often attains

a height of over
100 feet,hasa close
bark, large four-
lobed leaves, and
solitary terminal
greenish - yellow
flowers, shaped
somewhat like a
tulip and consist-
ing of three sepals
and six petals.

Thewood is light-

yellow or brown
with white sap-
wood, light and
soft, not strong,

and close- and
straight - grained.
The tulip-tree
reaches its great-

est development
in the lower Wa-
bash valley and
along the western
slopes of the Al-
leghanies south-
ward. It is the

Lisbon
Master Janotns, . . . liripipionated with a graduate's

hood, . . . transported himself to the lodging of Gargan-
tua- Urquhart, tr. of Babelais, i. 18. (Darnel.)

liripipiumt (lir-i-pip'i-um), n.; pi. Uripipia (-a).

[= OF. Uripipion (see liripoop),< ML. Uripipiiim,
prob. a corruption of LL. cleri ephippium, ca-
parison of a cleric: cleri, gen. of clerus, a clergy-
man, a cleric ; ephippium, < Gr. k<liiirwio;, a sad-
dle-cloth : see ephippium.'} Ahood of a particu-
lar form formerly worn by graduates; in later
times, a scarf or an appendage to the hood,
consisting of long tails or tippets, which passed
round the neck and hung down to the feet, and
was often jagged. See tippet.

With their Aristotle's breech on their heads, and his liri-

pipium about their necks.
Beehive, 1. 1 (cited by Capell). (Nares.)

liripoopt (lir'i-pSp), n. [Also lirripoop, Ivrry-
poop; in defs. 2, 3, practically an independent
word, of a slang nature, and subject to arbi-
trary variation, as lerripoop, lerripoope, lyrri-

pup, etc.; < OF. Uripipion, Uripion, Urippion, a
graduate's hood, < ML. liripipium, a graduate's
hood: see Knp»piM»(.] 1. &aie a.aliripipvum.— 2. Adegree of learning or knowledge worthy
the wearerof aliripoop; acuteness; smartness;
a smart trick. [Slang.]

Thou maist bee skilled in thy logick, but not in thy l«ry-
poope. Lyly, Sapho and rhao, i. 3.

I will teach thee thy lyrripups after another fashion than
to be thus malpertlie cooking and billing with me that
am thy gouernour. Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, vi.

3. A silly person: as,

Beau, and Fl. [Slang.]
lirk (16rk), V. t. [< ME. lyrlcen: cf. Urt, Urp."]

It. To jerk.

I lyrke hyme up with my bond.
And pray hyme that he wolle stond.

US. ParkingUm, 10. (Halliwell.)

2. To crease ; rumple; cause to hang in loose
folds. Halliwell. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]
lirk (Iferk), «. [iUrhjV.I A crease ; a rumple

;

a fold. Halliwell. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

The hills were high on ilka side,

An' the bought i' the lirk o' the hill.

The Broom of Cowdenknows (Child's Ballads, IV. 46).

liroconite (li-rok'o-nit), n. [Said to be < Gr.
?i£ip6g, pale, -f- Kovla, Koviq, powder, + -ite'^.l A
hydrated arseniate of copper, occurring in sky-
blue or verdigris-blue crystals in several mines
in Cornwall.

lirpt (Iferp), V. i. [Cf. Urt, Uric.'] 1. To snap the
fingers.— 2. To walk lame. Somerset. {Halli-
well.)

lirpt (lerp), TO. [< Urp, n.] A snap, as of the
fingers.

A Urp or clack with ones fingers ends, as barbers doe give.
Floriio.

lirt (16rt), V. t. [Cf. lirJc.'] To toss. [Prov.
Eng.]
Lirus (li'rus), to. [NL., < Gr. letpdg, pale, deli-

cate, var. of letpidc, Tieipiong, delicate, lily-like,

< 'kelpiov, lily ; see lily.l A genus of stromateia
fishes, of compressed-ovate form, with convex

a yoimg

liquoroust, liquorouslyt, etc,

ings of licherous, etc.

liquor-pump (lik'or-pump), n. A portable

pump used to draw liquor from a cask, a barrel,

or the like.

liquor-thief (lik'or-thef), to. A tube used to ,. . -.

lift a small quantity of liquor from a cask linpipet, n.

through the bung-hole ; a sampling-tube. Uerepv/pe; <.

lira! (le'ra), to. : pi. lire (-re). [It. (= F. Ivvre), ,8am_e as hrvptptum.^ .,..., ^,
< L. UhraW balance, a pound: see libra, livre.'] liripipionatedt (hr-i-pip'i-p-na-ted), a. [<

1. A modern silver coin of the kingdom of Uripipion, hnpi-pmm (see Uripipium),+ -ate^

Italy, divided into 100 centesimi, and worth a -e^-l Hooded; wearing the linpipium.

Flowering Branch of Liriedendron Tulifi-
/era, the tulip-tree, a, a stamen; i>, fruit;

c, a carpel.

sole remaining
representative of a nearly extinct type which was formerly
abundant, not less than 17 fossil species being known, the
greater part occurring in the Cretaceous formation in New
Jersey, Kansas, Nebraska. Wyoming, Greenland, and Bo-
hemia, with a few in the Tertiary, chiefly of Europe.

3. \l. c] A tree of this genus.
[Also Uripippe, lerripippe = MD.
ML. Uripipium: see liripipium.']

OP.
-1-

Log-fish, Black Rudder-fish [_Lirusperciformts),

profile, and six or eight short strong spines in
front of the dorsal fin. L. perciformis is the rudder-
fish, log-fish, or barrel -fish, of ablackish-greeh color, found
from Maine to Cape Hatteras. Also written Leirus. Lowe,
1839.

lisl (lis), TO.
;
pi. lites (H'tez). [L.] A contro-

versy ; a litigation.—Lis mota, a controversy started

;

the commencement of a controversy, without reference to

the bringing of an action thereon.—Lis pendens, (a) A
pending litigation. (&) A formal notice, recorded so as to

aSect title to land, that litigation concerning it is pend-
ing.

Iis2 (les), ».; pi. Usses (les'ez). [P., a lily: see

lily, fleur-de-lis.'] In her., same as fleur-de-lis.

A cross fleury with lions and lis in the angles.

Athenceum, No. 3188, p. 742.

Now of the lisses, as we shall elect to call them.
E. Jennings, Kosicrucians (1879), p. 46.

Lisbon (liz'bpn), to. [< lAshon (Pg. lAs'boa),

the capital of Portugal.] 1. A white or light-

colored wine produced in the province of Es-
tremadura in Portugal : so called from being
shipped at Lisbon.— St. A soft sugar.



Lisbon cut

Lisbon cut. See doubU-brilUant, under hriU
liant.

Lisbon diet-drink. See diet-drink.

lish (lish), a. [Also leesh, Sc. leish; perhaps
connected -with iMsAi.] Stout; active. Malli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
Lisianthese (lis-i-an'thf-e), n.pl. [NXi. (Grise-

bach, 1845), < Lisianthus + -ece.'] A subtribe
of gentianaoeous plants of the tribe Chironiea,
characterized by the twice-lamellate stigma,
usually exserted, versatile anthers, and per-
sistent style. It embraces 6 genera, of v/hiehLigianthv^
iB the type, shrubs or tall herbs, all natives of America,
chiefly within the tropics.

Lisianthus (lis-i-an'thus), n. [NL. (Aublet,

1775), irreg. for "Lysianthus, intended to mean
'cathartic flower,' erroneously formed < Gr.
Xi/eiv (iluffj-), loosen, dissolve, -I- av6o;, flower.] A
genus of herbs or shrubs belonging to the natu-
ral order GentianecB and the tribe Chironiem, and
type of the subtribe Lisianthece, characterized
by large and usually handsome flowers, with a
campanulate calyx having appressed and often
obtuse segments, and a ftinnel-shaped corolla
with an exserted tube. There are about 60 species,
almost entirely confined to tropical America. Many are
coltirated for ornament.

lisk (lisk), n. Same as lesTc.

liskeardite (lis'kard-it), ». [< lAskeard (see

def.) -I- -ite^.J A hydrous arseniate of alumin-
ivun and iron, occurring in thin incrustations
of a white or bluish-white color at Liskeard in
Cornwall, England.

Lisle glove. Same as Lisle-thread glove. See
thread.

Lisle stocking. Same as Lisle-thread stocking.

See thread.

Lisle thread. See thread.

lisnet, n. Same as lissen.

lisp (lisp), V. [Also dial, lipsey ; < ME. lipse,

lispen, lipsen, < AS. *wUspian (not recorded)

(= D. lispea = MLG. wlispen = OHG. MHG.
lispen, G. dim. or freq. lispeln = Sw. laspa =
Dan. IcBspe), lisp, < wlisp, wlips (= OHG. lisp),

lisping, stammering
;
prob. orig. imitative.] I.

intrans. 1 . To pronounce the sibilant letters s
and z imperfectly, as by giving the sound of th

(as in thin) or th (as in this, either).

Somewhat he lipsede, for his wantownesse,
To make his Englissch swete upon his txmge.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. Morris), 1. 264.

2. To speak imperfectly, as in childhood ; make
feeble, imperfect, or tentative efforts at speak-
ing; hence, to speak in a hesitating, modest
way.

I lisp'd in numbers, for the numbers came.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, L 128.

H. trans. To pronounce with a lisp or im-
perfectly.

This they suck in with their milke, and in their first

learning to speake ligpe out this deuotion.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 296.

Another gift of the high God,
Which, maybe, shall have leam'd to lisp you thanks.

Tennyson, Geraint.

lisp (lisp), «. [< lisp, V.'] The habit or act of

lisping, as in uttering th for », and th for z; an
indistinct utterance, as of a child.

Love those that love good fashions.

Good clothes and rich—they invite men to admire 'em;
That speak the lisp of court— oh, 'tis great learning

!

Fletcher (and another). Elder Brother, iL 3.

She has naturally a very agreeable voice and utterance,

which she has changed for the prettiest ligp imaginable.
Steele, Tatler, No. 27.

lisper(lis'per),«. [<ME. i^sper; <Z/sp,«., -I- -erl.]

One who Usps ; one who speaks with a natural

or affected lisp or imperfectly.

I remember a race of Iwpers, fine persons, who took an
aversion to particular letters in our language.

Steele, 'I'atler, Xo. 77.

lispingly Clis'ping-U), adv. In a lisping man-
ner; with a lisp.

llsst, n. [ME. lis, lisse, lysse, < AS. liss, and
orig. liths, gentleness, mildness, ease, lenity,

mercy, forgiveness, grace, favor (= Dan. Use

= Sw. lisa, solace, relief), < lithe, gentle, mBd,
soft : see litJte^. So lissome for lithesome. Cf.

bliss, similarly related to blithe.^ 1. EeUef

;

ease ; abatement ; cessation.

His woful herte of penaunce hadde a lisse.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 510.

2. Comfort; happiness.

Thus William & his worthi quen winteres fele

Liueden in liking and lisse as our lord wolde.
WiUiam of Paleme (K E. T. S.), L 550a

lisst (lis), V. t. [JIE. lissen, lyssen, < AS. lissan

(= Sw. lisa), soften, weaken, subdue, < liss.
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gentleness, mildness, ease: see liss, n.] To
ease; lighten; relieve; abate.

I praye Grod youre sorwe lysse.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 210.

Lissa (lis'a), m. [NL., < Gr. Ai(T(T(if, smooth.] 1.

A.genus ol braehynrous decapod crustaceans,

or crabs. Leach, 1815.— 2. A genus of dipter-

ous insects, of the iamiiy Micropezidce, founded
by Meigen in 1826. They are slender shining black
flies, most of which are rare, and whose metamorphoses
are unknown. L. loxocerina is the only European form.

The three North American species described by Walker
were incorrectly assigned to this genus.

Lissajous curves. See curve.

Lissamphibia (lis-am-fib'i-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. Xtaadg, smooth, + NL. "Amphibia: see am-
phibia.'] A division of the Amphibia, embra-
cing the naked or smooth as distinguished from
the mailed batraehians: opposed to Fhractam-
phibia.

lisse (les), n. [F., also lice, < L. lidum, thrum,
leash, thread of a web : see Kslfi.] In tapestry,

the threads of the warp taken together. The
manner in which they are disposed determines the kind
of tapestry, whether havte-lisse at basse-lisse.

lissen (lis'n), n. [Formerly also lisne; origin

obscure.] A cleft in a rock. [Prov. Eng.]

In the lisrte of a rock at Kingscote in Gloucestershire,

I found a bushel of petrified cockles.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

Lissencephala (Us-en-sef'a-la), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of Ussencephalus : see lissencepJialoits.'}

Those mammals which have smooth brains; in
Owen's system of classification, one of four
prime divisions of Mammalia. The corpus callo-

sum is present and well developed (as it is not in l/yen-

cephala), but the cerebral hemispheres are small, leaving
much of the olfactory lobes and of the cerebellum uncov-
ered, and their surfaces are smooth, having slight, few, or
no convolutions (as is not the case in Gyrencephala and
Archencephaia). The ZMsencepAato comprise the Bnrfo or
edentates, Chiroptera or bats, Insectivora, and Rodeniia.
The group thus corresponds to the InedvcabUia of Bona-
parte ana Microsthena of Dana, or the lower series of pla-

cental or monodelphous mammals, as Gyrencephala does
to the higher series EducaifUia. Owen's Lyencephala were
the marsupials and monotremes, or didelphian and orni-

thodelphlan mammals ; his Archencephaia included man
alone. The lissencephalous brain is Illustrated under
gyrus (fig. 1).

lissencephalous (lis-en-sef'a^-lus), a. [< NL.
Ussencephalus, < Gr. ^.taadq, smooth, -1- cyiic(^ah>g,

brain : see ence]^halon.'] Having a smooth cere-
brum

;
pertaining to the Lissencephala, or hav-

-ing their characters,

lissens (lis'nz), n. pi. [Cf. lissen, a cleft.] In
rope-making, the ultimate strands of a rope. E.
H. Knight.
Lissoflagellata (Us-o-flaj-e-la'ta), re.jsZ. [NL.,
nent. pi. of lissoflagellatus : see lissojlagellate.']

Flagellate infusorians proper, which have sim-
ply a flageUum or flagella, but no collar ; a sub-
class of Flagellata, contrasted with Choanofla-
gellata, and divided into Monadidea, Euglenoi-
dea, Heteromastigoda, and Isomastigoda.

lissoflagellate (Us-o-flaj'e-lat), a. [< NL. lis-

soflageUatns, < Gr. Tuacdq, smooth, -1- NL. flagel-
latus: see flagellate^.'] Simply flagellate, as an
infusorian ; having a flageUum, but no collar or
choana ; of or pertaining to the Lissoflagellata.

lissome (lis'um), a. [A reduction of lithesome,

q. V. Cf. liss.] Limber; supple; flexible;
lithe ; lithesome ; light; nimble ; active. Some-
times written lissom.

A daughter of our meadows, yet not coarse.
Straight, but as liss(nne as a hazel wand.

Tennyson, The Brook.

lissomeness (Us'um-nes), ». The state of be-
ing lissome; flexibility; agility; lightness;
lithesomeness.
lissotrichous (U-sot'ri-kus), a. [< NL. lissotri-

ehus, < Gr. 7uac6g, smooth, -f- Spjf (~P'X-)t hair.]
Smooth-haired; liotriehous: said of animals
having hair that is cylindrical, or circular in
section, and hence straight and smooth.
Lissotriton (Hs-o-tri'ton), n. [Sh. (BeU, 1849),
< Gr. '/ucaoc, smooth, -I- XL. Triton.] A genus
of smooth-skinned Salamandridw. L. punctatus
is the common or smooth newt or eft of Great Britain,
thus generically separated from the crested or warty
newt. See Triton.

listl (list), V. [Early mod. E. also lyst, lest; <
ME. listen, lesten, lusten, earlier hlesten, < AS.
hlystan (=Icel. hlusta), list, listen, < hlyst, hear-
ing (cf . gehlyst, hearing) (= Icel. hlitst, the ear

;

cf. W. dust, It. cluas, the ear) ; with noun-for-
mative -t, < Tent. V ^ilus, hear, which also ap-
pears (a) with formative -n in AS. hlosvian (=
iIHG. lusenen, liisenen = Sw. lyssna), listen (a
form represented later by (6) JlE. lustnen, lest-

nen, listnen, E. listen, in which the t is due to

list

association with ME. Usten, E. list)
;

(c) with

formative -sk in MD. luisehen = MLG. lOschen

= MHG. lOschen, G. lauschen= Dan. luske ( >ME.
lusken ?), listen; (d) with formative -r in D.

luisteren = OHG. lUstren, MHG. Viistrm, G. dial.

laustern = Dan. lystre = Sw. lystra, barken;

and (e) with formative -ja, absorbed, in OHG.
hlosen, MHG. losen, listen ; the Tout. •/ hlus

(= Aryan •/ klus, as in OBulg. slyshati, hear,

slukhu, hearing, Lith. klausyti, hear, paklvsti,

harken, klausa, obedience, Skt. grushti, hear-

ing, obedience) being an extension of •/ hlu

(= Aryan •/ klu, in L. chiere, hear, inclutus,

heard of, famous, Gr. lAiieiv, hear, «At«-i5f, heard

of, famous, etc.), whence AS. hlOd, E. Imid, etc.

:

see loud, client, etc.] I. intrans. To attend;

give heed ; harken ; listen. [Poetical.]

Lest, my sone, and thou schalt here

So as it hath brfaUe er this. Oower.

lAst, list; I hear
Some far off halloo break the silent air.

JUiltan, Comua, 1, 480.

Go forth under the open sky, and list

To Nature's teachings, Bryant, Thanatopsis.

II, trans. To listen or harken to. [Poetical.]

Then weigh what loss your honour may sustain.

If with too credent ear you li^ his songs.
Shak., Hamlet, L 3. 30.

Hollowing one hand against his ear.

To list a foot-faU, ere he saw
The wood-nymph. Tennyson, Palace of Ait.

list^t (list), n. [MB. *list, lust, < AS. hlyst, hear-

ing, gehlyst, hearing, = Icel. hltist, the ear: see

lisfi-, v.] 1. The sense of hearing.— 2. An at-

titude of attention.

In honorance of lesu Cryst
Sitteth stille & haneth lyst,

And glf ae wille to me here
Off oure ladi ge mai lere.

Zing Horn (E. E. T. S.X p, 76.

list^ (list), V. [< ME. listen, lysten, lesten, lus-

ten (u pron. as y), desire, also impers., please,

< AS. lystan, impers., please (= OS. lustian =
D. lusten = MLG. lusten = OHG. lustjan, lusten,

MHG. liisien, G. lusten, ge-liisten = IceL lysta =
Dan. lyste = Sw. lysta = Goth, luston, desire)

;

< lust, desire, pleasure : see liist, n. Cf. lust, v.,

a doublet of list^, now depending directly on
the mod. noun ferf.] I, trans. It. To please;

be agreeable to; gratify; suit: originally im-
personal, with indirect object of the person.

Whan hem lyst, thei remewen to other Cytees.
MandexnUe, Travels, p. 38.

And somme seyn that we loven best
For to be free, and do right as us lest.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 80.

2. Naut., to cause to incline or lean to one side

;

cause to careen or heel over, as a ship by force
of a side wind or by unequal stowage of cargo,

etc.

II. intrans. 1. To be disposed or inclined;
wish ; choose ; like

;
please : with a personal

subject : absolute, or followed by an infinitive

with to.

And there oure host bigan his horse areste.
And seyde : "Lordynges, herkneth if yow fe«te,"

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 828.

They oppress the weak, and take from them what they
ligt by force. Lati/mer, Sermon bef. Edw, VL, 1550.

Imagining no so true property of sovereignty as to do
what he listed, and to list whatsoever pleased his fancy, he
quickly made his kingdom a tennis-court, where his sub-
jects should be the balls. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

To them that list the worlds gay showes 1 leave.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ix. 22.

The wind bloweth where it listetli. John lit 8,

But still he lets the people, whom he scorns,
Gape and cry wizard at him, if they ligt.

M. ArnUd, Empedocles on Etna.

2. Naut., to incline to one side or careen: as,

the ship listed to starboard.

Soon she listed to port and filled rapidly.
The Century, XXLX. 742.

Iist2 (list), n. [< ME. list, lest, lyst, var. (after

the derived verb list^) of lust, < AS. lust, plea-
sure, desire: see lust, «., and list^, v.] If. De-
sire; wish; choice; inclination.

To dyne I have no lest,

l^U I have some bolde barbn.
Or some unketh gest,

Lytctt Geste of Eobyn Mode (Child's Ballads, V. 45).

If you would consider your state, yon would have little

list to sing, i-wis.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, L 4.

He saw false Beynard where he lay full low

;

I need not swear he had no list to crow.
Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1, 562.

2t. Pleasure; lust.

Honestie my olde Graundfather caUed that, when menne
lyued by law, not lyst.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 261.



list

8. Naut., a careening or leaning to one side

:

aB, the snip has a Ust to port.

In consequence ot her litt and her drop aft, the forecas-
tle was half-empty of water.

W. 0. Suttell, Sailor's Sweetheart, xvi.

Giving a great liat, she [a hoat] rocked forward and aft
several times, and went to the bottom in eight fathoms of
water. Sci. Amer., H. S., LVH. 16.

list^t (list), n. [< ME. Uste, < AS. Ust, wisdom,
cunning, = OS. list = OPries. Ust, lest = T>. Ust
= MLG. LG. list = OHG. MHG. list, wisdom,
prudence, cunning, artifice, G. list, cunning,
artifice, =Ioel. Sw. Dan. fosf, wisdom, skill, cun-
ning, = Goth, lists, cunning, craft, will; orig.
'cunning 'in the orig. sense of that word, 'know-
ing' ; with formative -t, < Teut. •/ Us in AS. leor-

mian (orig. *Usnian), learn, losran, teach. See
learn and lear^, lore^, and cf . last^^trom the same
ult. root.] Cunning; craft; skill.

Bluore me to kerue
And of the cupe seme,
Thu tech him of alle the liate.

King Horn (B. E. T. S.), L 236.

list* (list), n. and a. [< ME. Ust, Uste, lyste, <

AS. Ust, a t3order of cloth, = D. lijst = MLG. Uste,

a border, margin, = OHG. Usta, MHG. liste, G.
leiste, a horder, strip, = loel. Usta = Dan. Uste
= Sw. Ust (of. P. Uste = Sp. It. Usta, < G. or
LG. ), a border, strip. Not found outside of Teut.
and Eom. Some uses (e. g., def. 5) of Ust^ are
appar. of P. origin, the P. Uste being ult. the
same word, and the immediate source of B.
UsiP.'] I, n. 1. The outer edge of anything; a
border, limit, or boundary. [Obsolete or poeti-
cal.]

And til) any brother or sister yat duellen wyt-out-en ye
lyitye of thre myle from ye cite deye.

Engliah Gads (E. E. T. S.), p. 44.

The . . . situation ... is in the very farthest part &
liet of Europe, bordering vpon Asia.

Hatluyt's Voyages, I. 479.

I am bound to your niece, sir; 1 mean, she is the list of
my voyage. Shak., T. N., iii. 1. 86.

Made her right [hand] a comb of pearl to part
The lists of such a beard as youth gone out
Had left in ashes. Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

5. The border or edge of cloth, forming the
selvage, and usually different from the rest of

the fabric; also, such borders collectively. This,

which is torn or out off when the cloth is made up, is used
for many purposes requiring a cheap material.

t'Hrst Gent. Well, there went but a pair of shears be-
tween us.

Lucio, I grant ; as there may between the lists and the
velvet. Shak. , M. for M. , i. 2. 81.

Hence— 3. Any strip of cloth ; afiUet; astripe

of any kind.

Gartered with a red and blue list.

Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 69.

They make blacke lists in their flesh, razing the skinne.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 429.

There is a very beautiful sort of wild A ss in this Country
[the Cape of Good Hope), whose body is curiously striped

with equal IMS of white ahd black.
Sanmer, Voyages (1699), I. 633.

4t. The lobe of the ear ; also, the ear itself.

By God, he smoot me ones on the lyst,

For that I rente out of his book a leef.

That of the strook myn ere wax al deet.

Chmtcer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 634.

Le mol de I'oreille, the lug or list of th' eare. Cotgrave.

Theyhaue giuen it me soundly, I feele it vndertheitste

of both eares. Dekker, Match me in London.

6. In arch., a square molding; a fillet. Also
called listel.

In the beginning it [the Doric] was a very simple order,

as it appears even now in some places ; the capital con-

sisting only ot a large list or square stone and a large

quarter round under that, and the entablature of a deep

architrave of one face, a broad frieze, and a very simple

oornish. Pocoake, Description ot the East, II. ii. 156.

6. In carp.: (a) A narrow strip from the edge

of a plank. (6) The upper rail of a railing. .B.

S. Knight.— 7. A woolen flap used by rope-

makers as a guard for the hand.— 8. In tinning

iron plates, a thin coat of tin applied prepara-

tory to a thicker coat. M. H. Knight.—Q. A
close dense streak in heavy bread. SalUwell.

[Prov. Bng.]— 10. A ridge of earth thrown up
by a double-moldboard plow, as in cultivating

Indian corn. [Western IT. S.] —lateral lists, in

dipterous insects, the sides of the front, as distinguished

from the central part or frontal stripe.

II. a. Made of lists or strips of woolen sel-

vage ; made of list : as, Ust carpet.

I watched her glide along the gallery, her quiet tread

muffled in a liat slipper. , „
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvil

That noble creature [the butler) came into the dining-

room in a flannel gown and list shoes.
Sickens, Little Dorrit, li. 26.
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list* (list), V. t. [< ME. listen, lysten; < Ust^, ».]
If. To border; edge. See lisV^, n., 1.

Crownes ot goolde and asure bendes entrauerse lysted as
grene as a mede, and the stremers down to the handes ot
Antony his stiwarde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 163.

Most of them, I mean among your Latin Epistolizera,
go Ireighted with mere Bartholomew Ware, with trite and
trivial Phrases only, listed with pedantic Shreds of School-
boy Verses. Howell, Letters, I. i. 1.

A Danish Curtax, listed with gold or silver, hung on his
left shoulder. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. To sew or put together, as strips of cloth, so
as to make a variegated display of color, or to
form a border.

The showery arch,
With listed colours gay, or, azure, gules.
Delights and puzzles the beholder's eye.

J. Philips, Cider, ii.

3. To cover with list, or with lists or strips of
cloth : as, to Ust a door ; hence, to mark as if

with list ; streak.

He liated the doors against approaching winter breezes.
R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 64.

4. lacarp., to take off the edge of, as a board;
shape by chopping preparatory to finishing, as
a block or stave. E. H. Knight.— 5. To ridge
with raised borders of earth, as rows of Indian
com, by throwing up a furrow on each side with
a double-moldboard plow. [Western U. S.]

Particularly for use on growing check-rowed and listed

corn. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 298.

6. In cotton-culture, to prepare for the crop (as
land^ by making a bed with the hoe, and alter-

nating beds with alleys. [Southern U. S.]

There is much difference of opinion upon the subject of
burning or listing [in preparing the land for a cotton crop).

New Am&r. Farm Book, p. 261.

lists (list), n. [= D. lijst = G. Dan. Uste = Sw.
Usta, < OP. Uste, P. Uste = Sp. Pg. It. Usta, orig.

a border, band, strip, in present use a roll or list

of names, catalogue, < MHG. Uste, G. leiste (=
AS. Ust, E. list^), a border, band, edge, strip:

see list*'.'] 1 . A roll or catalogue ; an enumera-
tion of persons or things by their names : as, a
Ust of officers or members of a society ; a list of
books or of clothing.

Yes ; 'tis the list

Of those that claim their offices this day
By custom of the coronation.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1. 16.

I would not enter on my list of friends . . ,

the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.

Cowper, Task, vi. 660.

What student came but that you planed her path
To Lady Psyche? . . .

Still her lists were swell'd and mine were lean.
Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. A book, card, or slip of paper containing a
series of names of persons or things, or pre-
pared for the noting of such names : as, a visit-

ing-Ust; a washing-Kst.—Active list, burgess list,

descriptive list. See the qualifying words.— Civil list,

the list or the aggregate ot the sums appropriated for the
payment of the civil officers of a government ; hence, the
body of such officers in a country. (For the use of the
phrase in Great Britain, see dtnl.)—Free list, a list or
category of particular persons who or things which are
exempt from some general requirement. Specifically—
(a) A list of the articles exempt from duty under existing
revenue laws. (&) A list of persons allowed free admit-
tance to any public entertainment. =Syil. List, Roll, Regis-
ter, Catalogue, Inventory, Schedule. Roll applies only to
persons, inventory and schedule only to things ; the rest

apply to both. List is much the most general. A list

may be merely ot names, without description or order,
aasilistoi shops, a list of persons proscribed. Roll differs

from list only in limitation to persons and in faint sug-
gestion ot its original meaning ot a roUed-up paper or
parchment. Register suggests an official act of some
formality and fullness of detail, perhaps according to

a legal or customary form: as, a register ot voters, of

marriages, or of deaths. Catalogue supposes orderly ar-

rangement and some fullness of description: as, a cata-

logue of the paintings in a gallery, ot the specimens in a
museum, of the books in a library, or of the students in a
college. An inventory is a list of property, generally with
prices or values, made for legal or business purposes, as

on a dissolution ot partnership. A schedule is a list ot

things, made for any purpose, and showing what they are

both in a general view and in some detail : as, a schedule

of studies, or of assets.

lists (list), V. [< lists, «.] I. trans. 1. To put
into a list or catalogue ; register; enroll.

They may be listed among the upper serving-men oi

^ome great household. Milton.

As we have seen who were called faithful by the apos-

tolical men, we may also perceive who were listed by

them in the catalogue of heretics.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 310.

Though all th' inhabitants of sea and air

Be listed in the glutton's bill ot fare.

Cowley, On a Garden.

Specifically— 2. To register the name of as a
soldier ; muster into the public service as a sol-

dier ; enlist : in this sense partly by apheresis

from enlist.

lister

Libertinism hath erected its standard, bath declared
war against religion, and openly listed men of its side and
party. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xiil.

A sergeant made use of me to inveigle country fellows,
and list them in the service of the parliament.

Addison, Adventures of a Shilling.

3. To enter for taxation, as property of any
kind, upon the assessment-roll or a tax-book.
[Local, U. S.]

II. intrans. To enter the public service by
enrolling one's name; enlist: in this use partly
by apheresis from enlist.

At the age of fifteen, I went and listed for a soldier.

Goldsmith, Strolling Player.

lists (list), «. [Usually in pi. lists; < ME. Uste,

lyste, < AF. Uste, with unorig. t (perhaps by eon-
fusion with OP. Uste, ME. Uste, E. Ust^, edge),
prop, lisse, OP. lisse, lice, P. Kce= Pr. lissa =Sp.
liza = Pg. Uga = It. liccia, lizza, < ML. licia (pi.

licim), barrier (Jieice duelli, barriers of a tourna-
ment, the lists), appar. (with ref. to the ropes
used as barriers) orig. pi. of L. licium, thrum,
thread, a small girdle. Cf. MHG. G. litse, cord,
lace, file, bobbin; P. lisse, lace (see lisse).'] One
of the barriers inclosing the field of combat at
a tournament; usually, in the plural (rarely in ,

the singular), the space or field thus inclosed

:

now mostly used figuratively: as, to enter the
lists in behalf of one's principles.

No man thertore, \\p peyne ot los of lyf

,

No manor shot, polax, ne shorte knyf
Into the lystes sonde ne thider brynge.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1687.

To the lists they came, and single-sword and gauntlets
was their fight. Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii. 1.

A prince whose eye is chooser to his heart
Is seldom steady in the lists of love.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iv. 1.

The list must be sixty paces long and for^ paces broad,
set up in good order, and the ground within hard, stable,
and level, without any great stones or other impediments.

Dvke of Gloucester, quoted in Strutt's Sports and
[Pastimes, p. 212.

lists (list), V. t. [< lislfi, «.] To inclose for a
tournament, or for any contest: used especial-

ly in the past participle.

Then dare the boldest ot the hostile train

To mortal combat on the listed plain.

P<^, Iliad, vii. 66.

Ourselves beheld the listed field,

A sight both sad and fair.

Scott, Marmion, i. 12.

list^ (list), n. [A var. of lis'k, lesh: see lesle.']

The flank. [Prov. Eng.]
A list ot pork, a bony piece cut from the gammon.

Eennett, MS. (HaUiwell.'y

listel (lis'tel), n. [< F. listel, Usteau, dim. of
Uste, a list, fillet, roU: see list^.] In arch., a
narrow list or fillet : a reglet.

listen (lis'n), V. [< ME. listnen, lustnen, leste-

nen, listen; with formative -n, < listen, lusteti,

E. list: see list^, v.'] I. intrans. To attend
closely with the design of hearing

;
give ear

;

harken ; hence, to give heed
;
yield compliant-

ly : as, to listen to reason.

Parys listinet lyuely, let for no shame.
Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), 1. 3114.

I listned tor the Clock to chime
Dayes latest hower.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

My Lord, let me intreat you to stand behind this Skreen
and listen. Congreve, Double-Dealer, v. 16.

Where street met quay a fiddle's sound beguiled
A knot ot listening folk.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, n. 281.

To listen aftert, to be eager to hear or get information
regarding ; inquire after.

Here comes my servant Travers, whom I sent

On Tuesday last to listen after news.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 29.

Il.t trans. To hear; attend to; give heed to.

As it is fre to a fole foly to carpe.

So is it wit a Wiseman his wordis to listyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6082.

Lady, vouchsafe to listen what I say.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 103.

At which I ceased, and listen'd them a while.
Milton, Comus, 1. 651.

To listen outt, to find out.

Jenkin, come hither : go to Bradford,
And listen out your fellow Wily.

Greene, George-a-Greene.

listener (lis'ner), n. [< ME. Ustnere (?) ; as listen.

+ -eri.] One who listens ; a harkener.
Not to die a listener, I arose.

And with me Philip, talking still.

Tennyson, The Brook.

lister! (lis'tfer), n. [< list^, v., 5, + -eri.] In
agri., an implement, of the nature of a plow,
by which open furrows at proper distances from
each other are formed, in the bottoms of which
maize or other grain is planted by a drill. The



lister

lister and drill have been combined in one implement, and
listing and drill-planting are simultaueously performed
by tliis device.—Lister-cultivator, a cultivator specially
designed for operation between the rows of listed corn.

lister^* (lls'ter), n. [< lists, v., + -eri.] One who
makes a list or roll ; speeifioally, in some parts
of the United States, an appraiser for the pur-
pose of taxation ; an officer whose duty it is to
make lists of taxable property.

lister^t (lis'ter), n, [ME. lister, Ustre, listyr, <
OF. lisire, for litre, < L. lector, a reader, < le-

gere{>F.lire),Tea,dL: see Sector.] 1. A reader.— 2. A preaching friar ; a lector.

lister*, n. See leister.

Listera (lis'te-ra), n. [NL. (R. Brown, 1813),
named after Martin Lister, an English physician
and naturalist.] A genus of small terrestrial

orchidaceous plants of the tribe Neottiew, char-
acterized by distinct spreading sepals and pet-
als, an entire or two-lobed lip longer than the
sepals, and a very short column. The stem is sim-
ple and erect, and bears two sub-opposite leaves. There
are about 10 species, growing in Europe, temperate Asia,
and North America. See twayblade.

Listerian (lis-te'ri-an), a. [< lAster (see lAster-
ism) + -ia».] Of orpertainingto SirJosephLis-
ter ; specifically, pertaining to a method of anti-
septic surgeryintrodueedbyhim. See Listerism.

listerine (lis'ter-in), n. [Prom Sir Joseph iis-
ter, the founder of antiseptic surgery.] A-n

antiseptic preparation consisting of a solution
of benzoic acid, borie acid, thymol, etc.

Iiisterise, v. t. See lAsterize.

Iiisterism (lis't6r-izm), «. [< Lister (see def.)
-I- -ism.'] An antiseptic method of operatiog in-

. troduced by Sir Joseph Lister, an English sur-

geon (born 1827). It was designed to effect the total

exclusion of living germs from surgical wounds. A spray
of cai-bolic solution was brought to play over the part
under operation, tliat the germicidal effect might result
not only on the surface of the tissues, but also in the sur-

rounding air. After the operation the part was closely

enveloped in dressings impregnated with carbolic acid
or other germicide, wliich were disturbed as little as pos-
sible during recovery. Some of the features of the early

forms of Lister's method have fallen into disuse, but the
recognition of the importance of the exclusion of living

germs from surgical wounds, of the danger of the introduc-
tion of germs from air, instruments, appliances of all kinds,

and the hands of those operating, and of the value In this

regard not onlyof cleanliness but of germicidal drugs, seems
to be a permanent acquisition of the surgical art.

Ziisterize (lis'ter-iz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. Lister-

ized, ppr. Listerizing. [< Lister (see Listerism)
+ -ize.] To treat by Sir Joseph Lister's an-
tiseptic method. See Listerism. Also spelled
Listerise.
Patients are lAsterised, to use a hospital term, just as

beer and wine are nowadays "Pasteurised," to use atrade
term—which means that, by their respective methods,
they are sealed against the entrance of the germs of dis-

ease. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 846.

Iiister's gauze. See gauze.

listful (list'fid), a. [< listi, »., -I- -ful.'] At-
tentive.

Who all the while, with greedie IwlJvU eares.

Did stand astonisht at his curious slalL
Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 7.

listingl (lis'ting), n. [Verbal n. of list^, ».] 1.

The act of attaching a list or border, or of

binding with list.

Here I must breath awhile, to satisfy some that perhaps
might otherwise wonder at such an accumulation of bene-
fits, like a kind of embroidering or ligtinff of one favour
upon another. Sir H. Wotton, Eeliquiae, p. 211.

2. A list or border of cloth, etc.

Shoes bound round with listing band. Mary Htneitt.

3. The act of cutting away the sapwood from
the edge of a board.— 4. The strip thus cut

away.— 5. In agri., the throwing up of the
soil into ridges. [IT. S.]

The drawback to this lisling is due to the fact that close

to the edges of the furrow on each side a row of weeds
springs up. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVI. 6.

Iistmg2 (lis'ting), n. [Verbal n. of list^, v.]

1. Tne act of making a list or catalogue.— 3.

In land laws of the United States, an allotment

or assignment of land by the government.

An attempt was made to attack the validity of the list-

ing of the land by the general government over to the
state, which is equivalent to a patent in passing to it the
fee simple. California Law Heport.

listing-plow (lis'ting-plou), n. A plow with a
double moldboard, specially designed for list-

ing, or throwing the soil np into ridges. [U.S.]

Jilsting's theorem. See theorem.

listless (list'les), a. [< list^, n., + -less. Cf. lust-

less. '\ 1. Indifferent to or taking no interest

in -ffhat happens about one; languid and un-

heeding . as, a listless hearer or spectator.

I, listless, yet restless,

Find every prospect vain.

Bums, Despondency.
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2. Marked by languid inactivity; manifesting
relaxed attention ; inanimate : as, a listless atti-

tude.

His listless length at noontide would he stretch.

Oray, Elegy.

With a half smile she let fall the gold
And glistening gems her listless hand did hold.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 220.

=Syn. 1. Listless, Careless, Supine, Indolent. The listless

and the careless do not care or desire ; the supine and the

indolent do not care enough to conquer their shrinking

from activity or work. The words may all indicate a tem-
porary state or a permanent element of character ; indo-

lent generally indicates the latter. (See idle.) Careless is

not caring ; supine is literally lying flat on one's back, not
rousing one's self at all, ignobly indifferent; listless, in-

different and languid. LiSless does not necessarily imply
blame.

listlessly (list'les-li), adv. In a listless man-
ner ; without attention ; heedlessly.

Ustlessness (list'les-nes), n. The state of be-
ing listless ; indifiference to what is passing

;

languid inattention.

listlyi (list'li), a. [< list^, n., + -ly^.^ Quick
of hearing. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

listlyi (Ust'li), adv. [(= D. Ustlijlc = Dan.
(obs.) listelig) < listly, o.] Easily; distinctly.

Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
listly^t (list'li), adv. [ME. listely, < AS. listlice

(= 0H&. listlih, MHG. listelich), cunningly, <

list, cunning, + -lice : see list^ and -ly^.} Cun-
ningly; slyly.

He ful listli hem ledes to that loueli schippe,
& taugt bi-bende tunnes hem to hude there.

William of Paleme (B. E. T. S.), L 2742.

list-mill (list'mU), n. In gem-cuttimg, a wheel
covered with list or selvage of woolen mate-
rial, used for polishing stones out en cabochon.
[Obsolescent.] Also list^wheel.

listnesst, »• [Irreg. < list^ + -me«s.] The state

of listening; attention.
Then take me this errand.

And what I shal prophecy with tentiue listenes harcken.
Stanihurst, ^neid, iii. 254. (Dames.)

listen (lis'tqn), n. [< OP. listen, < liste, a list:

see Msi*.] In her. , a scroll or ribbon upon which
a motto is inscribed.

list-pan (list'pan), ». A perforated skimmer
used in tin-plate manufacture. jB. H. Knight.

list-pot (list'pot), n. In tirnplate manuf., the
last of the series of five pots used in coating the
iron plates.

The list-pot, which contains a layer of melted tin about
one-quarter of an inch deep,

WaM, Galvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 518.

listred (lis'tred), n. [< W. llestraid, a corn-
measure, lit. a vesselful, < llestr, a vessel.] A
Welsh corn-measure, equal to Sf imperial bush-
els, or 4 United States (Winchester) bushels.
This is the statement of the parliamentary returns of 1879,
where it is reported as stfll in use. According to Dr.
Young, it was 20, 21, 22, or 24 gallons in different localities.

list-wheel (list'hwel), n. Same as list-mill.

list-work (list'werk), n. A sort of appliqu6
work in which list is sewed upon a garment cut
out of fabric of any kind, edge to edge or over-
lapping.

listy (lis'ti), a. [A dial. var. of lusty. 2 Strong

;

powerful. [North. Eng.]

Listy mene and able. Lincoln MS., t. 3. (Salliwell.)

lit^t (lit), a. and n. [ME. lit, lyt, lut (also lite,

lyte, lute, partly as abbr. of litel, lytel, little), <
AS. h/t = OS. lut, little : see little, and cf. Kfei.]

Little.
Felaw, he seid, herkyn a li^,
And on myne errand go thou tyte.

MS. Cantab. Ft v. 48, f. 62. (HaUiweH.)

Iit2 (Ut), n. [< ME. lit, little, < Icel. litr, color,
dye, earlier complexion, face, countenance, =
AS. wlite, beauty, splendor, form, hue, face.]
Color; dye; stain. [Prov. Eng.]
Ut^t (lit), V. t. [< ME. liUen, liten, < Icel. lita,

dye, color, < litr, dye, color: see lit^, «.] To
color; dye.

We use na clathes that are littede of dyverse coloures

;

oure wlffes ne are no3te gayly arayed for to plese us.
MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 33. (BaUiweU.)

Iit3 (lit). Preterit and past participle of Ughfi-.

lit* (lit). Preterit and past participle of light^.

lit. An abbreviation of literal and literally ; also
of literature.

litae, n. Plural of lite^.

litany (Ut'a-ni), n.; pi. litanies (-niz). [Early
mod. E. litanie, < ME. letanie, < OP. letanie, P.
litanie = Pr. tetania = Sp. tetania = Pg. ladai-
nha= lt. litania, tetania, letana (inP., etc., usu-
ally in pi.), < LL. litania, < Gr. /.iraveia, an en-
treating, a litany, < '/jraivcLv, rare form of '/.vra-

vei'uv, pray, < '/ireadai, ?iicaec8ai, beg, pray; cf.

/Uti^, prayer: see Kfe2.] x. Primarily, a solemn

lite

prayer of suppUeation ; a public or general sup-

plication to God, especially in processions.

Thel putten his name in here Letanyee, as a Seynt.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 177.

The morning hymns and psalmody and prayers then
came all under the general term of litany, and the Arians
were forbidden in this sense to make any litanies within
the city, by this law of Arcadlus.

Bingham, Antiq., I. xiii. 1.

2. Specifically, in liturgies, anappointed form of

responsive prayer, used as part of a service or

separately. The most important varieties have been the
following : (o) Liturgical oimissal litanies, found in the old-
est liturgies or encharistic offices, especially in the intro-

ductory division. .Such are the synapte and ectetie of the Ori-

ental foi-ms, consisting of a series of brief clauses, mostly
beginning " In behalf of," then naming the person or thing

prayed for, and concluding "letusbeseechthe Lord,"with
the response Kyrie eleison. There were originally five

such litanies in the liturgy : the initial diaconica or ire-

nica (the Western Kyrie, pacifies, and collect), the ectene

after the Gospel, the litany after the offertory, that follow-

ing the great intercession by the priest after consecration,

and a closing litany after communion. In the West such
litanies were in use for many centuries, but they have not
been retained in the Roman Church, which has, however,
versicles before the introit and the Kyrie after it. (6) In
the day hours and other offices similar litanies often form
part of the service in both East and West, (e) Aa sepa-

rate ofilces in the Western Church, litanies have been used
since the fifth century, especially in processions of clergy

and people. The earliest form of these was the repetition

of Eyrie eleison a great number of times without variation,

the petitions of the missal litanies being omitted. .Some-

what later the existing Western form was developed, be-

ginning with the Kyrie and invocation of the Trinity, fol-

lowed by invocations of saints, deprecations, obsecrations,
supplications or intercessions, with other suffrages and
prayers. The Anglican Litany in the Book of Common
Prayer follows very closely the model just described, but
omits all invocations of saints, recites generally several pe-
titions in succession before inserting aresponse, and makes
a few additions. (See deprecation, 2.) It is, properly speak-

ing, a separate service, but is regularly said after the third

collect at morning prayer on,iiundays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays. On Sundays and holy days it immediately pre-
cedes the communion service, or else is said separately. In
the Eoman Catholic Church three litanies are recognized
for use in public worship : (1) the Litany of the Saints ; (2)

the Litany of the Blessed Virgin, or Litany of Loreto ; and
(3) the Litany of the Most Holy Name of Jesus. See liU^.

And songe the letanye
And other gode orysons.

Bob. of Gloucester, p. 406.

Hence— 3. Any earnest supplication orprayer.
[Poetical.]

We passed, and joined a crowd in such like gnise.
Who through the town sang woful litanies.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, L 16.

Deacon's litany. See diaconica, ectene, irenicon, synapte.

—Lesser litany, (a) The petitions Kyrie eleison, Christe
eleison, Kyrie eleison, each said thrice, as at the banning
of the eucharistic oftice or mass, or the same translated,
"Lord (or Christ), have mercy upon us." (6) "The same
petitions with the following versicles or prayers and
responses in the litany in the English Book of Common
Prayer, allowed to be omitted at discretion in the Ameri-
can Book, (c) The same petitions with the following ver-
sicles and responses in the Orders for Morning and Even-
ing Prayer.

litany-desk (lit'a-ni-desk), n. In the Anglican
Ch., a movable desk at which a minister or
reader kneels facing the altar, while he recites

the Ktany. it is placed in the body of the church, in
front of the door of the rood-screen or chancel. This posi-
tion outside the choir or sanctuary is intended to accord
with the penitential character of the litany. Also called
litany-stool and (less correctly) ftdtUtool. See cut under
falditml.

litany-stool (lit'a-ni-stol), n. Same as litany-

desk.

litarge^t, «• An obsolete variant of litharge.

litargiet, litarge^t, n. Middle English variants
of lethargy'^. Chaucer.

litationt (li-ta'shon), n. [< L. litatio(n-), a for-

tunate or successful sacrifice, < litare, make a
favorable sacrifice or offering, obtain favorable
omens.] A sacrificing. Bailey, 1731.

Litchi (lieh'i), n. [NL. (P. Sonnerat, 1776), <
Chin, lichi : see lichi.^ A genus of sapindaceous
trees included by Beutham and Hooker in the
genus Nephelium. There is bntone species, which is

confined to China, the eastern part of India, and the Philip-
pine Islands, producing an edible fruit, the lichi. See licU.
litch-owlj w. See lich-owl.

Lit. D., Lltt. D. An abbreviation of the Latin
Literarum (Litterarum) Doctor—that is. Doctor
of Letters.

lit de jostice (le de zhtis-tes'). [P.: lit, bed
(< L. lecttis, bed : see litter, n.) ; de, of

;
justice,

justice.] Bed of justice. See becP-.

liteH, a. and n. [< ME. lite, lyte, lute, partly
abbr. of litel, lytel, lutel, little (cf. much, ME.
muehe, moche, abbr. of muchel, m^chel), partly
from lit, lyt, little: see lit^ and little.'] I, a. 1.

Little.
It semed that he carried lyt array.
Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, \. 14.

From this exploit he sav'd not great nor lite,
The aged men, and boys of tender age.

Fairfaa, tr. of Tasso. xL 26. (Latluan^



Ute

S. Of low rank.

He ne lalte for reyne ne thonder
In flikneSBe nor in meBchief to viaite
The terreste in his parisBohe, moohe and Ute.

Chcmcer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 494.

n. ». A little; a small amount; a short time.

Cold water shal not grave us but a lyte.

Olumeer, Man of Law's Tale, L 2B4.

Ac for to fare thus with thi frende foly it were,
For he that loueth the lelly lyte of thyne coueiteth.

Piera Plowman (B), jdiL 149.

He sede me a lute bluore is deth that he was ate dede.
Holy Mood (E. E. T. S.), p. 88.

litest, <i^i'- In a small quantity or degree.—Lite
and lite, little by little ; gradually or slowly.

Every soun
Nis bat of eir reverberacioun.
And evere it wasteth lOe and lite [var. litel] away.

Chaucer, Sommoner's Tale, 1. 527.

lite^ (li'te), ».: pi. Htm (-te). [Gr. ?^it^, prayer:
see UtOMy.^ In the Cfr. Ch., a religious pro-
cession aeoompanied with prayer; prayer for
a special object made during such a procession.

-lite. [< F. -lifhe = Sp. -lito = Pg. -litho = It.

-lito, < L. -Uthus, < Gt. IWoCf a stone. The form
-Uth is directly from the L. and Gfr. ; the form
-Ute is partly from the F. -lithe (pron. let), and
is partly due to conformation to the unrelated
suffix -Jte2 as used in mineralogy.] An ele-
ment (a quasi-suffi.x) in names of minerals, sig-
nifying 'stone': same as -Uth.

litelt, a., n., adv., and v. A Middle English
form of little.

literH, » A Middle English form of lifter.

Iiter2, litrei (le'tfer), ». [< F. Utre, < Gr. Mrpa,
a pound, > LL. litra, a pound, ML. a measure
of liquids (> F. Utron, an old measure of capa-
city) : see litra.^ The unit of capacity in the
metric system, equal to 0.88036 imperial quart,
or 1.056 United States quarts; the volume of
one kilogram of water at its maximum density.
It was intended to be as nearly equal as possible to one
cubic decimeter, and in fact its departure from this is ex-
tremely small and has never been satisfactorily deter-
mined. The liter is a volume ascertained by weighing.
It is not a vessel; and the temperature of the vessel that
holds it is only denned for the purpose of testing standards.

literacy (lit'e-ra-si), n. [< Utera(te) + -oy.2

The state of being literate ; knowledge of let-

ters ; ability to read and write ; possession of
education; also, condition with reference to
education : opposed to illiteracy.

Massachusetts is the first state in the TTnion in literacy
In its native population.

New Eng. Jour, of Education, XVII. 64.

literal (lit'e-ral), a. and n. [< OF. Uteral, F.
litt&ral= Sp. Uteral = Pg. Utteral =It. litterale,

letterale, < LL. lateralis, UteraUs, of or belong-
ing to letters or to writing, < L. littera, litera,

a letter, litterce, literm, letters: see letter^, m.j

1. a. 1. Consisting of, expressed by, or repre-
sentiag letters ; alphabetic.

So haue I don, after myne entente
With litterall carectes for your sate

;

Tham conueying in sable lines blake.
Rom. of Partenay (E. B. T. %.\ 1. 660B.

The literal notation of numbers wasknown to Europeans
before the ciphers. Johnson.

2. According to the letter of verbal expression.
<o) According to inherent or fundamental purport ; free

from figure or variation of meaning ; exact ; precise
; pri-

mary: as, the literal meaning of words used metaphori-
cally ; to use the most literal expressions. (6) In accor-

dance with the natural or established use of language;
conformable to the most obvious intent ; real ; authentic

:

as, the literal meaning of an author ; literal interpretation.

Though some differences have been ill raised, yet We
take comfort in this, that all Clergymen within Our Realm
have always most willingly subscribed to the Articles es-

tablished : which is an argument to Us that they all agree
in the true, usual, literal meaning of the said Articles.

Royal Dedaraiion prefixed to the Thirty-nine Articles.

That is properly the literal sense which is the first mean-
ing of the command in the whole complexion.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), n. 121.

Literal interpretation in Scripture as in other books re-

sults from the ordinary use and force of the words. It

gives the sense which the words proximately signify ac-

cording to the writer's intention. This may be either the
proper or the metaphorical meaning.

J. H. Blunt, Diet. Doct. and Hist. Theol., p. 417.

S. Following the letter or exact words.

The common way which we have taken is not a literal

translation, but a kind of paraphrase, or somewhat which
is yet more loose, betwixt a paraphrase and imitation.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, Ded.

4. Exact; especially, mechanically precise: as,

the too literal execution of an order.— 5. Char-

acterized by a tendency to regard everything
in a matter-of-fact, unimaginative way: as, a

very literal person— literal arithmetic, algebra.—

literal contract, equation, etc. See the nouns. = Syn.
2. See verbal.
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H.t w. Literal meaning.
How dangerous it is in sensible things to use metaphor-

ical expressions unto the people, and what absurd conceits
they will swallow in theb literals!

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., Iv. 10.

literalisation, literalise, etc. See UteraUza-
tion, etc.

literalism (lit'e-ral-izm), «. [=F. UttSralisme;
< Uteral + ism.'] 1. Literal interpretation or
understanding; adherence to the exact letter
or precise significance, as in interpreting or
translating.— 2. In art, exact rendering or rep-
resentation

; unimaginative exactness.
He shunned the literaMxm of both form and color that

jarred the ideal vision. The Studio, III. 147.

literalist (lit'e-ral-ist). n. [= P. liti&raliste =
Sp. (rare) litefalista; < literal + -ist.] 1. One
who adheres to the letter or exact word; an
interpreter according to the letter.— 3. In art,
an exact copyist ; one who draws or paints with
unimaginative exactness.

literality (lit-e-ral'i-ti), n. [=P. litt4raUt4; as
literal + -ity'.] Tiie quality of being literal;
literalness ; verbal or literal meaning.
Those who are still bent to hold this obstinate lit&rality.

Milton, Divorce, i. 14.

literalization (life-ral-i-za'shgn), n. [< Uter-
alize + -ation.'] Tte act of literalizing or ren-
dering literal ; the act of reducing to a literal

meaning. Also spelled Uteralisation.

literalize (lit'e-ral-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. literal-

feeti,ppr. Uteraliding. [< literal + -ize.] To ren-
der literal ; conform or adhere to the letter ; in-
terpret or put in practice according to the strict
meaning of the words. Also spelled literaUse.

literalizer (lit'e-ral-i-z6r), n. One who literal-
izes ; one who interprets or understands liter-

ally. Also written literaUser.

literally (lit'e-ral-i), adv. In a literal manner
or sense ; according to the strict import of the
word or words; exactly: as, the city was Uter-
ally destroyed; the narrative is literally true.

literalness (lit'e-ral-nes), n. The state of be-
ing literal, (a) Literal inteipretation or import. (6)
The tendency to give to everything a literal or matter-of-
fact interpretation; want of imaginativeness or ideality.

The literalness and the logic which they [the Puritans]
applied to everything they applied particularly to the doc-
trines of providence and of prayer.

M. C. Tyler, Hist. Amer. Lit., 1. 101.

literarian (lit-e-ra'ri-an), rt. [< literary +
-an.] One who'is engaged in literary pursuits.
[Recent.]

Mr. J. A. Fronde, the historian, is the latest literarian
to lay aside, temporarily, weightier work and indulge in
the writing of fiction. The American, XVII. 301.

literary (lit'e-ra-ri), a. [= F. Utt6raire = Sp.
Uterario = Pg. titterario = It. letterario, < L. Ut-

terarius, literarius, belonging to letters or learn-
ing, < L. littera, Utera, letter, pi. letters, learn-
ing: see letter^, ».] 1. Pertaining or relating
to letters or literature; proper to or consist-
ing of literature : as, Uterary property ; literary

fame or history; literary conversation.

He has long outlived his century, the term commonly
fixed as the test of literary merit.

Johnson, Pref. to Shakespeare. (Latham.)

Chaucer had that fine literary sense which is as rare as
genius, and, united with it, as it was in him, assures an
immortality of fame. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 260.

The language of the Bible is fluid, passing, andiltterary,
not rigid, fixed, and scientific.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, Pref.

2. Versed in letters ; occupied with literature;

especially, engaged in writing books.

He liked those literary cooks
Who skim the cream of others' books.

Mrs. H. More.

Uterary and Scientific Institutions Act. See inM-
tution.

literate (lit'e-rat), a. and n. [= F. lettr^ = Sp.

Uterato = Pg. titterato = It. Utterato, letterato,

< L. litteratm, Uteratus, lettered, learned, < lit-

tera, litera, letter, pi. letters, learning: see let-

ter^, «. ] I.a.l. Having a knowledge of letters

;

possessing education; instructed: opposed to

ilKterate.
The Xgama sea, that doth divide

Europe from Asia, the sweet literate world
From the barbarian.

Chapman, Caesar and Pompey, v. 1.

3. Of or pertaining to letters; learned; literary.

This is the proper function of literate elegancy,

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xix. § 3.

He was the Friar Bacon of the less literate portion of

the Temple. Lamb, Old Benchers.

It is only from its roots in the living generations of

men that a language can be reinforced with fresh vigor

for its needs ; what may be called a literate dialect grows
ever more and more pedantic and foreign, till it becomes

literature

at last as unfitting a vehicle for living thought as monk-
ish Latin. LoweU, Biglow Papers, 2d ser.. Int.

3. Marked with short, angulated lines resem-
bling letters: applied to the surfaces of shells
and insects.

II. m. 1. A man of letters; a learned or lit-

erary man.
On his monument ... he [SirW. Jones] sits surround-

ed by his company of native literates,

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 3.

3. An educated man who has not taken a uni-
versity degree ; especially, a candidate for holy
orders who has not been educated at a uni-
versity. [Eng.]

We have no literates, none of that class who in this
country prepare themselves by private study, at a trifiing
cost, for the profession of the Church.

Bp. of Limerick, quoted in Quarterly Rev., XXXL 514.

literatedt, a. [< literate + -ed^.] Same as lit-

erate.
Most literated judges, please your lordships
So to connive your judgments to the view
Of this debauch'd and diversivolent woman.

Webster, White Devil, iil. 2.

literati, «. Plural of uteratus.

literatim (lit-e-ra'tim), adv. [ML., < L. littera,

litera, letter : see letter^, m.] Letter for letter;
without the change of a letter : usually in the
phrase verbatim et UteraUm.
llteration (lit-e-ra'shon), n. [As literate +
-ion,] Eepreseiitation by letters : as, the liter-

ation of Oriental words in English. Compare
transliteraUon.

literatist (lit'e-ra-tist), n. [< literate + 4st.]
A literary person ; one engaged in literary pur-
suits. [Rare.]

Indeed, they are never the most elegant literatista who
study longest at college. Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote.

literate (lit-e-ra'to), n. [< Sp. Uterato = It. Ut-
terato, letterato, learned : see Uterate, a., Utera-
tus.] Same as Uteratus. [Rare.]

literator (lit'e-ra-tgr), n. [= F. Utt^rateur= It.

litteratore, a literary man, < L. Utterator, litera-

tor, a teacher of reading, an instructor, also a
grammarian, critic, philologist, < Uttera, Utera,
letter, pi. Utterce, literce, letters, learning: see
letter^.] 1. A petty schoolmaster; a dabbler
in learning.

They systematically corrupt a very corruptible race, . .

.

a set of pert, petulant literators, to whom, instead of their
proper, but severe, unostentatious duties, they assign the
brilliant part of men of wit and pleasure, of gay young
military sparks', and danglers at toilets.

Burke, To a Member of the Nat. Assembly.

2. A man of literary culture ; a man of letters

;

a literary man.
Eobanus was the Poet of the Reformation, and, with •

Melanchthon and Camerarius, its chief Literater.

Sir W. Hamilton.

Literator, modified from litterateur, is much nearer be-
ing Anglicized. This word, but not in the sense attached
to it by Burke, we have long desiderated; and the coun-
tenance it has received from Southey, Landor, Lockhart,
Mr. De Quincey, and Mr. Carlyle has already availed to
take off something of its strangeness of aspect.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 184.

literature (lit'e-ra-tur), n. [Early mod. E. also
Utterature (in Mil. letterure, lettrure, < OF. let-

trure : see letterv/re), < OF. literature, P. Uttera-
ture = Sp. Uteratwra = Pg. litteratura = It. fe'<-

teratura, letteratura = D. litteratuur = G. Dan.
Uteratur = Sw. Utteratur, < L. litteratura, Utera-
twra, a writing (as formed of letters), the alpha-
bet, the science of language, phUology, erudi-
tion, learning, < littera, litera, a letter, pi. let-

ters, learning: see letter^, n.] If. Learning;
instruction in letters.

WorshypfuU maysters, ye shall understand.
Is to you that have no litterature.

The Pardoner and the Frere (1633). (HaUiwea.)

Would I had been at the charge of thy better lUeralMre.
B. Jonson, New Inn, To the Reader.

A person who by his style and lilerature seems to have
been the corrector of a hedge-press in Little Britain pro-
ceeded gradually to an author. Swift.

2. The use of letters for the promulgation of
thought or knowledge ; the communication of
facts, ideas, or emotions by means of books or
other modes of publication; literary work or
production: as, the profession of literature.

Literature is a very bad crutch, but a very good walkins-
stick. Lamm.

3. Recorded thought or knowledge ; the aggre-
gate of books and other publications, in either
an unlimited or a limited sense ; the collec-
tive body of literary productions in general, or
within a particular sphere, period, country, lan-
guage, etc, : as, the literature of a science, art,

or profession; Greek, Roman, or Elizabethaji
literature.



literature

Literattere ia the greatest of all sources of refined plea-
sure. Htadey, Lay Sennons, p. 62.

We become so wonted to . , . [Browning's diction] that
it seems like a new dialect that we have mastered for the
sake of its literature. Stedman, Vict. Foets, p. 296.

4. In a restricted sense, the class of writings in
which expression and form, in connection with
ideas of permanent and universal interest, are
characteristic or essential features, as poetry,
romance, history, biography, and essays, in con-
tradistinction to scientific works, or those writ-
ten expressly to impart knowledge.

Literature consists of a whole body of classics in the
true sense of the word, . . . Literature consists of all the
books— and tiiey are not so many— where moral truth
and human passion are touched with a certain largeness,
sanity, and attraction of form.

J. Marley, Address, Feb. 26, 1887.

Light literature, books or writings such as can be under-
stood and enjoyed without much mental exertion; writ-
ings intended primarily for entertainment^ relaxation, or
amusement: applied most frequently to fiction.—Polite
literature,belles-lettres. [This phrase has almost passed
out of use.]= SjTl. Literature, Learrdng, Scholarship, Eru-
dition, Lore. Literature, the more polished or artistic class
of written compositions, or the critical knowledge or ap-
preciation of them ; learning, large knowledge acquired
by study, especially in the literature, history, or the like,

of the past ; scholarship, learning viewed as tihe possession
of a professional or amateur scholar or student; erudi-
tion, scholastic or the more recondite sort of knowledge
obtained by profound research ; lore, a rather poetic word
for erudition, often in a special department; as, versed in
the lore of magic.

literatured (Ut'e-ra-turd), a. [< literature +
-ed2.] Learned; having literary knowledge.
Gower is . . . literatured in the wars.

Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 7. 157.

literatus (lit-e-ra'tus), TO. ; -pi. literati {-ti). [L.

litteratits, literatim, lettered, learned : see liter-

ate.'] A man of letters or erudition; in the
plural, literary men in general; the literary
class ; learned people. [Rare in the singular.]
Among foreigners in China the term lUerati is applied to
the scholars and learned men of the country generally,
especially to those who have taken one or more degrees,
but are not in office and not engaged in trade.

Manifold are the tastes and dispositions of the enlight-
ened literati, who turn over the pages of history.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 161.

Now we are to consider that our bright ideal of a litera-

tus may chance to be maimed. J)e Quincey.

literose (lit'e-ros), a. [< L. Utterosus, literosus,

learned, lettered, < littera, literay letter : see let-

ter^, ».] Distinctively literary; exercising or
manifesting special care for literary form or
style. [Bare.]

Amongst the Trench masters Dandet is always literose.

Harper's Hag. (Editor's Study), LXXTL 479.

literosity (lit-e-ros'i-ti), n. [< literose + •ity.']

Literary character. [Bare.]

The sentiment is German, while the literosUy in the
poorer passages of the work is second-rate English.

Harper's Mag. (Editor's Study), LXXVm. 322.

lites, n. Plural of lis^.

litestert, n. See litster.

lithl (lith), n. [< ME. lith, lyth, < AS. lifh (pi.

lithii, leothu)= OS. OFries. lith= D. lid= OHG.
lid, MHGr. lit = Icel. lidhr = Dan. Sw. led =
Goth, lithus (also with generalizing prefix ge-,

D. gelid = ()HG. gilid, MHG. gelit, G. glied),

limb, joint, member ; not connected, as usually
supposed, with AS. litlmn, go (see lead)-, Uthe^),

for the word does not mean 'that on which
one goes,' but prob. formed, with formative -th

(Goth. -tJm), from the •/ H of AS. lim, limb : see

Krafti.] A limb ; any member of the body ; also,

a joint ; a segment or symmetrical part or di-

vision : as, sound in lifh and limb ; a, lith of an
orange. [Obsolete or provincial.]

Trewely she hath the herte in hold
Of Chauntecleer loken in every lith.

Chaucer, Nun's Friest's Tale, 1. 55.

O Willie's large o' limb and lith.

And come o' high degree.
Birth 0/ Robin Hood (CSiild's Ballads, V. 170).

Uth^f, n. [ME., also lyth, property; cf. Icel.

lydhr, the common people, AS. ledd, people : see

tedfiS, «.] Property.

lith^f, a. A Mid(Ue English variant of light.

Chaucer.

lith*f, V. An obsolete variant of lieth, third per-

son singular indicative present of lie^. Chaucer.

-lith. [= F. -lithe (> E. -lite) = Sp. -lito = Pg.
-Ittho = It. -lito, < L. -lithus, Gr. TUBog, a stone.]

An element in some compounds of Greekforma-
tion, meaning ' stone,' as in acrolith, monolith,

etc. In many names of minerals it occurs in

the form -lite (which see).

lithagogue (lith'a-gog), a. and n. [< Gr. Woq,
a stone, -I- ayaydq, drawing forth, < dyetv, lead,

carry away.] I. a. In med., having the power
of expelling stone from the bladder or kidneys.
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n. n. A medicine formerly supposed to ex-

pel small calculi from the kidneys or bladder,

hthanode (lith'a-nod), n. [< Gr. Woq, stone, +
E. anode (?).] ii hard, compact form of peroxid
of lead, used in storage-batteries. [A trade-

name.]
lithanthrax (U-than'thraks), n. [< Gr. 7J.Bog,

a stone, + avBpa^, coal: see anthrax.'] Stone-
coal ; mineral coal : in distinction from xylan-

thrax, or wood-coal. See coal, 2.

litharge (lith'arj), n. [Formerly also lithargie,

lithargy, lethargy; ME. litarge, < OF. litarge, F.
litharge= Sp. Utargirio (also litarge, after F.) =
Pg. lithargyrio = It. litargiro, Utargirio, litar-

gUio, < L. lithargyrus, < Gr. fjBapyvpoq, spume of

silver, < VSoq, stone, + dpyvpo;, silver: see argent.]

The yellow or reddish protoxid of lead (PbO)
partially fused. On cooling it passes into a mass con-
sisting of small six-sided plates of a reddish-yellow color,

and semi-transparent. It is much used in assaying as a
fiux, and in the composition of flint-glass, enters largely

into the composition of the glaze of common earthen-

ware, and is used in the manufacture of varnishes and
drying-oils.

I'le onely now emboss my book with brass,

Dye 't with vermilion, deck 't with coperass.

With gold and silver, lead and mercury.
Tin, iron, orpine, stibium, lethargy.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i 8.

Idtharge plaster, in med., lead-plaster or diachylon,

lithate (Uth'at), n. [< lithiie) + -ateK] A salt

of Uthic acid. See urate. Also lithiate.

lithei (liTH or lith), a. [< ME. lithe, lythe (also

lind, lynd : see lind'^), < AS. lithe, gentle, soft,

= OS. Kthi= ML(i. linde = OHG. lindi, MHG.
linde, G. lind (and gelinde) = Dan. lind, gentle,

soft, mild, tender (cf. L. lentus, pliant, flexible,

tenacious, tough, viscous, slow, easy, etc. : see
fe»t3): -with formative -th, < •/ lin, seen in G.
dial. (Bav.) Ten, soft, = Icel. Unr, soft,= L. lenis,

soft, mild (see lenity, lenient, etc.), and in the
veTb,A8.linnan,eto., cease: aeeliri^.] It. Soft;

tender; mild; calm; agreeable.

To make lythe that erst was hard.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 119.

Atte places warme, in dales litlie and drie,

Ts nowe the hilly landes nppe to eree,

PaUadius, Husbondrie (K E, T, S,), p. 61.

2. Easily bent; pliant; flexible; limber.

Thou givest moisture to the thirsty roots
Of the lUlie willow. Bryant, The Hiver by Night.

Young maiden, with a lithe figure, and a pleasant voice,
acting in those love-dramas. O. W. Holmes, Autocrat; iL

3t. Pleasant; fine.

We are comene fro the kyng of this lythe ^che [kingdom].
That knawene es for conquerour corownde in erthe.

Uarte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1653.

=Syn. 2. Pliable, supple, willowy.

lithe^t (liTH), V. [< ME. lithen, lethen, < AS.
Uthian, become or make soft or mUd, < Utlie,

soft: see lithe^, a.] I. intrans. To become
calm.
H, trans. 1. To make soft or mild; soften;

alleviate; mitigate; lessen.

After the deth she cried a thousand eythe,
Syn he that wont hire wo was for to lithe

She moot forgon. Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 754.

3. To relax; make less stiff.

Lome mennes limes weore lythet that tyme.
And bi-come knaues to kepe Fers beestee.

Piers Plowman (AX vli. 183.

The Grecians were noted for light, .the Farthians for
fearful, the Sodomites for gluttons, like as England (God
save the sample !) hath now suppled, lithed, andstretched
theh- throats. Beo. T. Adame, Works, L 368. (Lavies.)

lithed (liTH), V. [< ME. lithen, lytha, < Icel.

hlydha (= Dan. lytte), listen, < hljodh, hearing,
what is heard, a sound; cf. AS. hledthor, hear-
ing, a soimd, akin to hlOd, loud, hlyst, hearing

:

see M«<i, loud.] I, intrans. To give ear; at-
tend; listen.

Ltthe and listen, gentlemen.
All that now be here. Old ballad.

n. trans. To listen to.

And vnder a lynde vppon a launde lened I a stounde.
To lythe the layes the lonely foules made.

Piers Plowman (BX viiL 66.

lithe^t, V. i. [MB., < AS. lithan, go : see leadX.]
Togo.
He ne durste noht . . . Wthen.

Ormulum, L 8374. (Eneye. Diet.)

lithectasy (li-thek'ta-si), n. [< Gr. Wog, stone,
-I- iKTotsLf, extension: see cystectasy.] m surg.,
same as cystectasy, 2.

Uthely (li?H'- or lith'li), adv. In a lithe man-
ner; flexibly; pliantly.

lithemia, lithsemia (li-the'mi-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. 7u6o(, a stone, + al/m, blooi] In pathol.,
an excess of uric acid in the blood. Also caUed
uricemia.

Uthic

lithemic (li-the'mik), a. Pertaining to or af-

fected with lithemia.

lithent, v. t. [ME. Uthnien; with formative -n,

< lithe, soft, mild: see lithe\ a. and v.] To
ease.

litheness Q.vsn'- or lith'nes), n. The condition

or quality of being lithe; flexibility; limber-

ness.

lither^t (Usn'^r), a. [< ME. lither, lyther, liu-

ther, Kthere, lidwer, bad, wicked, false, treach-

erous, < AS. Zyifere, bad, wicked; cf. D. ladder, a
wanton, adj. lodaering, trifling, wanton, = G.

lotterig, slovenly ; see also litherly. Cf . Gr. eXeii-

Sepof, free.] Bad; wicked; corrupt; lazy.

For he [Love] may do al that he can devyse,

And in lithere folke dystroye vise.

The Cuckoo and the Nightingale, \. 14.

Her-of, good god grannte me forsenenesse.

Of al my Ivthur lyuyng in al my lyf-tyme.

Piers Plowman (C), vii. 437.

lither^ (lisn'er), a. [Appar. an extension of

lifhe^, in simulation of lither\ which in the

sense of 'idle' (in deriv. litherly) approaches
the sense of 'pliant, supple': seelifh^K] Soft;

supple; limber; pliant. [Obsolete or prov.

Eng.]
Two Talbots, vringed through the lither sky.

In thy despite shall 'scape mortality.
Shak., 1 Hen. VT., Iv. 7. 21.

litherlurdent (liTH'6r-ler''den), n. [< lither^ -t-

lurdan.] Laziness. [Old slang.]

1 am alwayes troubled with the lUherlurden,

I love so to linger

;

I am so lasy, the mosse groweth an
Inch thick on the top of my finger

!

Marriage of Witt and Wisdoms (1579): (Hattiioell,y

litherly (liTH'er-li), a. [< ME. litherly (1) =
D. liederlijJc = MLG. liderliJc = MHG. liederlieh,

light, trifling, frivolous, G. liederlieh = Dan.
Sw. liderlig, lewd, careless, slovenly, wanton,
vicious, dial, also light, quick; as lither'^ +
-Zyi.] 1. Mischievous ; wicked. [Obsolete or
prov. Eng.]

He [the goblin] was waspish, arch, and litherlie

But well Lord Cranstonn served he.
Scott, L. of L. M., IL 32.

2t. Idle; lazy.

litherlyt (liin'^T-M), adv. [< ME. uthely, luth-

erliche; < lither^ + -ly^.] Badly; wickedly;
mischievously.

Thel hadde lutherli here lond brend and destrued.
William ofPaterne (E. E. X. S.), 1. 2646.

A clerk hadde litherly biset his whyle
But if he koude a carpenter bigyle.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 113.

Saise to syr Lucins, to unlordly he wyrkez,
Thus letherly agaynes law to lede my pople.

MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1268.

lithemessit (liTH'6r-nes), n. [ME. lithernesse;

< lither^ + -ness.] 1. Wickedness.
Thei als wrecchis, wlttirly,

Has ledde ther liffe in lithimesse .

York Plays, p. 498.

2. Idleness. [Prov. Eng.]
lithemess^ (lisn'Sr-nes), n. [< lither'^ + -^ness.]

The condition or quality of being lither or lim-
ber.

litheronst (liTH'6r-us), a. [Also lidderous, lid-

drous; < lither^ + -otis.] Wicked; base.

But my learning is of an other degree.
To taunt theim like liddrous lewde as thei bee,

Skelton, Against Venomous Tongues, L 29.

lithesome (Iith'- or lith'sum), a. [< lithe^ +
-some. Also contr. lissome.] Pliant; limber;
nimble; lissome.

lithesomeuess (li»H'- or lith'sum-nes), n. The
state of being lithe or lithesome.
lithia (lith'i-a), n. lNLi.,< lithium, q. -v.] An
oxid (Li20)'o£ the metal litbimn. it is of >
white color, and Is slowly soluble in water, forming a
hydrate, acrid and caustic, which acts on colors like other
alkalis,—Uthia emerald. See emerald.—lAtMn mica.
See lepidolite.—latlllawater, mineral water containing a
considerable portion of llthla salts, found In natural springs
in the United States, The name is also applied to artificial

mineral waters of similar constitution.

lithiasis (li-thi'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. hBlaai;,

the stone (a disease), < Xiflof, a stone.] hipathol.:
(a) A condition of the body in which uric acid
is deposited in the form of stone or gravel in

the urinary passives, or in gouty concretions in

the tissues. (6) In a general sense, the forma-
tion of stony deposits of any kind in any part of

the body.
lithiate (lith'i-at), n. Same as lithate.

lithiate (lith'i-at), p. t l< lithium + -ate'^.] To
impregnate with a salt of lithium.
litmci (lith'ik), a. [< Gr. Wuidc, of or for stones,
< /iiSof, a stone (a substance), stone (a disease),
etc.; no cognate forms appear in other Ian-
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f^rta^toT ^on^'isS n^^Lr"*'-^ ^^ H^^ochromatlc (Uth"o-kro-mat'ik), a. [< 6r. dro«; so called from their branched form andJr-ertammg to or consisting of stone. ^of, stone, + ;^p6/.a, coW: see cferomaWc. ] petrified state. Edwards and Maine, 1856.
As a general rule it may be asserted that the best Zitftic -rertaining to lithochromaties ; relating to or Lithodendrum (lith-6 -den 'drum), n. fNL 1

r.»s?a-"„?&--.xri-i£?r.:!!i« fatfli,KLSSti°i°^-^°^^^ ^° -'^-' - '^^'^'^'>'-

2. Pertaining to stone in the bladder; uric— lithochromaties (lith"6-kr6-mat'iks). n. rPl.
Lltblc acid. Same as uric add (which see, under uric).

lithic^ (lith'ik), a. [< Uthium + -jc] Consist-
iag of or related to the element lithium.

LUMo Iodide gave the red line of this metal (W. L.
6706) extending all across the spectrum.

J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 160.

Lltblc paint, a mastic of petallte (a mineral containing grapMc.
Uthiun^, sand, and litharge, used as a coating for walls, lithochromic (lith-o-kro'mik), a. [<

otlithochromaiic: see-ics.] " The art of painting
in oU-colors upon stone, and of taking impres-
sions from the stone on canvas.

Iithochromato^aphic(lith-o-kr6"ma-t6-graf'-
ik), a. [< Gr. Mo;, stone, -I- zpa/ia(T-), color, -f-

-ypafla, < ypa^eiv, write,] Same as ehromoUtho-

Lithodes (li-tho'dez), n. {Nil., < Gr. ^SMt/q,
like stone, stony: see Uthoid.'] The typical ge-
nus of Lithodidce, containing such species as X.

M. E. KrdgM.

Lithichnozoa (li-thik-no-zo'a), n.pl. [NL.,<
stone, + xP'-'H-''; color:
as Uthochromatic.

Gr. V(j9og,

see chromatic^ Same
Gr.. ^ifof, a stone, + lxm, ajmct: +i^ov, an ifthochx^oitdcsciith-o-kro'miks),,animal.] A name given by Prof. B. Hitchcock , „« [Pl.ofZjtfjo-

to the undetermine-d fossil animals which left uKastTlith'^MaftT™
"'"

UcVtZ^ffL.
their footprints in the f!oT.T,Br..t,i«„t. fl»nH=+«„^a "tJlpClast (hth o-klast), m. [< Gr. A(0of, stone,

KAaarfip, < itAav, break in pieces.]
their footprints in the Connecticut sandstones.
Some, at first supposed to have been gigantic
birds, are now believed to have been dinosau-
rian reptiles.

lithification (lith"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< Gr. Wo?,
a stone, + L. -fioaUo{n-), Kfacere, make: see
-fication, -fy.^ A hardening into stone; the
process of becoming stone. Barely used, and only
when it is desired to speak of the conversion of uncon-
solidated sediments into solid rock, without any refer-
ence to the fossils which they may contain. See petrifac-
tion.

. _ 1. One
who breaks stones.

A party of horsemen . . . were ready at the gates of the
mosque to assist the lUhoclast as soon as he should have
executed his task.

Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, i. 307. (Davies.)

2. An instrument used for crushing stones in
the bladder, particularly for crushing stones too
large for extraction in the course of a lithot
omy, the instrument being introduced through
the wound.

Li«At/!(M!tio» of sediments will probably take place under llthoclastic (lith-o-klas'tik), a.
heavy pressure even at ordinal temperature, but is no
doubt hastened by high temperature.

J. Le CorUe, in Amer. Jour. ScL, 8d aer., IV. 468.

lithing (liTH'ing), n. [Verbal n. of Ut}ie\ «.]
The thickening of soup or broth. [Scotot.]

lithiophilite (lith-i-of 'i-lit), n. [So called as
containing Uthium; < NL. Uthium + Gr. ^iXo?,

loving,+ -Jte2. ] X variety of triphylite contain-
ing a large amount of manganese. It occurs at
Branohville in Connecticut.

lithistid (lith'is-tid), a. and n. I. a. Pertain-
ing to the lAthistida, or having their charac-
ters; lithistidan.

II. n. A sponge of the group Lithistida.

Lithistida (li-this'ti-da), n. pi. [NL.. < Gr. as
if */l,i%(TTOf, assumed verbal n. of ^idiietv, look
like a stone (< ?iidoQ, a stone), + 4da.'] A large
group of silioious sponges in which the spicules
are more or less clearly tetraxial and are inter-
woven into a dense skeleton, the stony body
jnresenting a central gastric cavity or many ver-
tical tubes; the stone-sponges, it contains the re-
cent families Bhizomorinidce, Anamodadinidce, and Tetra-
dadiiMce, and the fossil Megamorinidos. In Sollas's classi-
Acation the LUhieiida are one of two orders of tetractinel-
lidan sponges, the other being ChariMla, and are defined
as Telraetinellida with branching scleres or desmas, which
may or may not be modified tetrad spicules, articulated to-

gether to form a rigid skeleton, ^so IMhietidae and lA-
thietirue, variously rated.

lithistidan (li-this'ti-dan), a. and n. [< Lithis-

tida + -an.] I, a. Of or pertaining to the group
LithisUda; stony, as a sponge.

II. n.- A stone-sponge of the group iJ*/MS*j(ifl!.

lithium (lith'i-um),». [NL.,<Gr./lift)f, astone.]
Chemical symbol, Li or L; atomic weight, 7.03.

A metallic element having a silver-white lus-

4e,'\ Of or pertaining to the breaking of
stones in the bladder.

(

LithocoUetidse (lith"o-ko-let'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Staudinger, 1861), < 'lAthocolletis + -jdce.] A
family of tineid moths containing such impor-
tant genera as lAthocolletis (the type), Tischeria,
and Bedellia. They have no ocelli, short and thin palpi,
long-fringed fore wings with the middle cell closed and 7,

8, or 10 veins, and small lanceolate hind wings with very
long fringes. The larvee are usually leaf-miners, but those
of (Enophila live in fungi.

LithocoUetis (lith"o-ko-le'tis), n. [NL. (Hub-
ner, 1816), < Gr. \idoK6X>ii^oq, set with precious

Agassiz's Deep-sea Spider-crab i^Lithodes agasstzi).

arcticus of northern seas, and X. agassizi. These
crabs resemble maioids in general form and ap-
pearance, but belong to a (Efferent group. Xo-
treille, 1802.

Lithodidse (U-thod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < JUtJw-
des + 4d(e.^ A family of anomurous decapod
crustaceans, typified by the genus lAthodes, hav-
ing the carapace triangvilar or somewhat cor-
date, with elongated rostrum, no abdominal
appendages, and the fifth pair of legs much re-
duced.

,'-vl?*^^l^'^'l lithodome (lith'o-dom), «. [CNL. lithodomus,
<Gr. ?i.i6oS6/ioc, a mason, < Afflof, stone, + Sifisiv,

build (> 66/iog, a house): see dome^.'] A shell-
fish which lives in a hole made by it in a rock,
as a date-shell or a piddook. See Lithodomus
and Pholas.

lithodomi, «. Plural of lithodomtis. 2.

lithodomous (li-thod'o-mus), a. [As Uthodome
+ -ous.l 1. Dwelling in rocks; having the
characters of a lithodome : as, lithodom<ms mol-
lusks.— 2. Done by a lithodome

;
pertaining in

any way to a lithodome : as, lithodomous per-
forations. Sir C. Lyell.

ter, quickly tarnishing in the air. itW be^t
iithocoralline"(iith-6-kor'a-lin), a. [As Utho-
eorallia + -ine^.

with a knife, but is less soft than potassium or sodium

.

it fuses at 180° C, and takes fire at a somewhat higher
temperature. Lithium is the lightest of all known solid
bodies, its specific gravity being 0.5936. It forms salts

analogous to those of potassium and sodium. It occurs
only in combination, most abundantly in the minerals spod-
nmene, petalite, amblygonite, triphyUte (and lithiophilite),

and lepidolite (lithia mica).

lithlyt. An irregular Middle English spelUng
of lighthj. Chaucer.

litho (lith'o). A common technical abbrevia-
tion of lithograph.

lithobibliont (lith-o-bib'li-on), n. [NL., < Gr.
MBog, stone, + fiijiMbv, a book : see iiile, ] Same
as bibliolite.

Lithobiidse (lith-o-bi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < 14-

thobius + -idee.'] "A family of centipeds of the

order Chilopoda, having the bodyunequally seg-

mented,with 9 larger and 6 smaller divisions,

15 pairs of legs, and long many-jointed anten-

n8B. The species are of moderate and small size, and T,ithodendron
their bite Is not severe. They are common under stones,

*'*«"">»*•*»""•»

and are sometimes called earwigs in the ITnited States.

Also LithobiCruB, as a subfamily of Scolopendrid^.

Lithobius (U-tho'bi-us), n. [NL., < Gr. A/fof,

stone, + j3iog, life.] The typical genus of Li-

thobUdce, characterized by a flattened form,

2-jointed tarsi, and iO-jointed antennse. X. ame-
ricanus is a common United States species. X.

foffimtus is the corresponding European form.

lithocarp (lith'6-karp), n. [< Gr. XiSo?, stone,

+ /capn-iif, fruit.|] A fossil fruit ; a carpolite.

stones, < A(flof, stone, < KoXhrrb?, verbal adj. of Lithodomus (H-thod'o-mus), m. [NL.: seeM*fto-
koVmv, glue, fasten, < KSKka, glue.] A large dome.] 1. A genus of mussels of the family

MytilidcB, of small size and subcylindric form,
which burrow in rocks, and are known as date-
shells. L. lithophagus is an example. Also
called Lithotomus and Lithophagus. See cut
aniei date-shell.— 2. [Z.c; -pt. lithodomi (-im).]
A member of this genus.
lithofracteur (lith-6-frak't6r), n. [P., < Gr.
Xiffog, a stone, + LL. fractor, a breaker, < L.
frangere, pp. fractus, break: see fraction.] An
explosive mixture, containing 55 per cent, of
nitroglycerin, mixed with sUicions earth, coal,
barium nitrate, sulphur, and sodium bicarbon-
ate, used principally in blasting.

"ithogenesy (lith-o-jen'e-si), n. [< Gr. Wag,
stone, + ylvEOTf, origin : see genesis.] The doc-
trine or science of the origin of the minerals
composing the globe, and of the causes which
have produced their form and disposition.
lithogenous (U-thoj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. Wog,
stone, + -yei4s, -producing : see -genous.]
Stone-producing; of or pertaining to animals
which form coral.

W,— -,7^"n -nr'-'^?-^!!''' lithoglyph (Uth'o-glif), n. [< Gr. MoyUAou
^ , , ,

^^- «<";««««] ^^.g t^e carvfng stoie, < Xiffoc, stone, + yXi,pecv, carve jcharacters of a stone-coral; of or pertaimng to ^n incision, engraviig, or sculptuie m stone,
the lAthocmraum.

_ r, r< %'a i. j. especially in a precious stone; also, an en-
llthocyst (lith'o-sist),«.. [<Gr.Mo<:,stone,-l- graved or incised stone.
Kv<!Tig, bladder: see cyst] In zool., one of the uthoglyphert (li-thog'li-f6r), n. One who cuts

Litkocollttis cratasella, (Cross shows natural size.)

genus of tineids, typical of the family Lithocol-
letidm, with over 100 European and nearly as
many North American species, whose larvse'are
leaf-miners. X. cratmgella mines the leaves of
the apple in the United States.

Lithocorallia (lith'^o-ko-rari-a), ». ^Z. [NL.,
< Gr. TJdog, stone, + KopaTAim, coral: see coral.]

The stone-corals.

sense-organs or marginal bodies
of the Lucernarida or steganoph-
thalmate medusans.

As regards the existence of a nervous
system in the Hydrozoa, very diverse
opinions have been entertained. . . .

There can be little doubt that the lilh-

ocysts, or sacs containing mineral par-
ticles, which are so frequently found in
the Medusee, are of the nature of audi-
tory organs ; while the masses of pig-
ment, with imbedded refracting bodies,
which often occur associated with the
Uthooysts, are doubtless rudimentary

Hvaley, Anat. Invert., p. 116.

or engraves precious stones, gems, etc.

Uthoglyphic (Uth-o-glif'ik), a. [As lithoglyph
+ -ie.] Relating to the art of cutting and en-
graving on precious stones, gems, etc.

lithoglyphite (li-thog'li-fit), «. [As lithoglyph
+ -ite^.] A fossil that presents the appearance
of being engraved or shaped by art.

lithoglyptics (Uth-o-glip'tiks), n. [< Gr. liBog,

stone, + E. glyptics, q. v.] The art of cutting
and engraving precious stones or gems, as in-
taglios, cameos, etc.

lithograph (lith'o-graf), n. [< Gr. Wog, stone,
+ yp&<pEtv,-wnte. Ct.Uthography.] Aprintexe-

, _
cie sideview-arrow

d^^d by lithography.
dron),M. [NL., < (jr. /^.j^iiiJCTiJpoi', Ldfcaang direction lithograph (lith'o-graf), ». [<. lithography n.]

a tree-shaped coral, < Wog, a {he"'eiterS?work.°' !• *»«««• Torepro&ueebymeansof lithography:
stone, + divSpov, a tree.] The as, to lithograph a picture,
typical genus of Lithodendronince. Schmeigger, II. intrans. To practise lithography.
1820. Msowiitten Lithodendrum. </. X>. Dama, lithographer (li-thog'ra-f6r), to. Onewhoprac-
1846. tises lithography.

Lithodendroninse (Uth-o-den-dro-ni'ne), n. pi. lithograpUc (lith-o-graf'ik), a. [As Uthogra-
[NL., <. Lithodendron + -ince.] A subfamily of ph-y -i- ^.] Of or pertaining to lithography;
fossil carboniferous stone-corals, of the family engraved upon or printed from stone

;
produced

Cyathophyllidw, typified by the genus Idthodenr- by or employed in lithography : as, lithographic

(lith-6-den'-

Lithocyst of the
Ephyra of Aurelia
aurita, with pedun-
cle.sideview— arrow



lithographic

prints ; a lithographic press Uthosraphic cray-
on. Same as crayon^ 2.—Lithograplllc ^"g See tnJtl.

—

UthograpMc paper, paper used, or specially prepared,
for taking impressiona from litliographic stones. For or-
dinary use common book- and map-papers are employed,
but are specially selected from those in which the bleach-
ing-agents and substances employed in the size are in kind
or qaantitjr such as do not, by chemical reaction upon ink
or stone, injuriouslyaffect the quality of thework.—^UthO-
grapMc pen, a small, very flue steel pen used in litho-

graphic work.—UthOgiaplllC press, a printing-press
adapted for striking off impressions from lithographic
stones. There are lithographic hand-presses, usually work-
ing by means of a trareling carriage which is run under a
horizontal scraper-bar, and lithographic power-presses, in
which the pressure is applied by means of a cylinder, and
which generallyhave automatic devices fordampening and
inking the stone and for feeding and removing the paper.—
UthograpMc roller, a wooden or metallic iuMng-roller
used in U&ographic printing. It is wrapped in woolen
cloth, and covered with leather of uniform thickness and
fine quality. Hand-rollers have handles at each end, cov-
ered with loose leather sleeves, by the compression of
which the printer can produce varied effects. Machine-
rollers, similar in construction to hand-rollers, have stocks
of metal, and are sometimes as much as 50 inches long.
They are driven by friction-disks running with the bed of
the press.—Litbograpblc slate. Same as lUhograpTde
etone.—Lithograpllic stone, a compact slat? limestone,
of a yellowish color and fine grain, used in lithography.
The best comes from the flaggy oolites of Solnhofen in
Bavaria ; but other? are got in the oolites of England,
France, and Greece, and from older rocks in Canada.

—

Utho^apIllC-stone dresser, amachlneforfacing litho-

graphic stones, or polishing their faces.—UthOgrapMc
Tamisll, a medium empl<^ed in making and also for
thinning lithographic printing-ink. It is prepared from
linseed-oil, heated and then burned, and retains enough of
the greasy character to give the ink the qualities necessary
for lithographic printing, but not enough to grease the
stone or paper.

lithographical (lith-o-grafi-kal), a. [< litho-

graphic + -al.'] Same as lithographic. [Bare.]
lithographically (lith-o^af'i-kal-i), adv. By
means of, or as regards, lithography.

lithographize (li-thog'ra-fiz), v. t.
;

pret. and
pp. lithographized, ppr. liihographizing. [< litho-

graph + -ize.'i To lithograph. [Bare.]

This picture has been litfiograpfazed.
ArchiBologia, XYTT. 452.

lithography (li-thog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. AiBof,

stone, + -ypaipia, < yp6^eiv, write.] The axt of
TnalH-ng a picture, desiga, or writing upon stone
in such a manner that ink-impressions can be
taken from the work, and of producing such
impressions by a process analogous to ordinary
printing. Lithographywas inventedbyAloysSenefelder
of Munich, about 1796. A special kind of stone is used,
called lithographic iUme. (See lUhograpTdc.) The design
may be put upon the stone by direct drawing, by transfer

from paper or from another stone, by engraving, or by
transfer from a photograph. In the first process the stone
is prepared by grinding to give it a gndned or slightly
roughened surface, on which the design is drawn with a
lithographic crayon precisely as it is to appear in print,
but reversed; or the surface is smoothed, and the design is

made with pen or brush in lithographic ink. When the
drawing is finished, the stone is etched with dilute nitric

acid, and then flooded with a solution of gum arable in
water, or it is flooded with nitric-acid and gum-arabic
solutions combined. The acid decomposes the soap of
the crayon or ink, and leaves the marked surface of the
stone in a chemical condition that fits It to absorb fatty

inks. The gum-water, on the other hand, covers with
an adherent film all those parts of the surface of the
stone which have been left untouched by the crayon or
ink. The stone is then passed on to the printer, who
'* washes out" the picture with turpentine, after which
tile Image appeara faintly defined in white. To print
from it, an inking-roller is now iiassed over the stone.

The wet gummed surface resists the ink and remains
clean, while the design takes up the ink and readily gives

itback to paper under pressure in the press. The second
or autographic process is by transfer. The desigii, pic-

tore^ map, or writing is made on prepared paper with the
proper ink, dampened, laid face downward on a heated
stone and pulled through the press, when the ink leaves

tile paper and adheres to the stone. The after-treatment

Is the same as in the first process. Transfers are also made
from stone to stone in like manner, to save from wear the
original drawing on l^e first ston& The third process

is allied to copperplate engraving. A smooth stone is

prepared with gum-water, its face is colored with lami>-

black or other pigment^ and the picture is scratched
through the gum with a steel needle. When it is finished

the stone is oHed, and the oil is alisorbed wherever the
surface of the stone has been laid bare by the needle. The
incised design is thus made fit to take np fatty inks, which
are resisted by the gummed surface so long as it is kept
damp. The fourth process is that of transferring a photo-
graph to the stone, and is called pJwtolWwgraphy (which
see> These four processes are modified and combined in

a great variety of ways, yet in all, with the exception of
photolithography, the method is essentially that invented
by Senefelder.

lithoid (lith'oid), a. [< Gr. JjBoeidi/i, also contr.

yjBid&riq, like stone, stony, < JjBoq, stone, -I- e«5of

,

form.] EesembUng a stone : of a stony struc-

ture: opposed to wfreoM. fiee devitrification.

By the progressive development of crystallites or crys-

tals during the cooling and consolidation of a molten rock
a glass loses its vitreous character and becomes lithoid—
in other words, undergoes devitrification.

GeHae, Teit-Book of GeoL (2d ed.), p. 108.

lithoilial (li-thoi'dal), a. [<lithmd + -aJ.1 Same
as lithoid.
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litholabe (Uth'o-lab), n. [< LGr. hBoU^oi, an
instrument for' extracting a stone, < (Jr. Xtflof,

stone,-!- /.a/i^^j'E«)',Aa;3etj', take, seize.] Insurg.,

an instrument formerly employed for keeping
a stone in the bladder fixed so that it eouM be
acted upon by lithotritic instruments.

litholapa^ (lith'o-la-pak'si), n. [< Gr. Wo;,
stone, + AajTofif, an evacuation, < ^iraaasiv,

empty.] In surg., a form of lithotrity; a meth-
od of crashing stone in the bladder and evacu-
ating it.

litholatrons (li-thol'a-trus), a. [< lifholatr-y

+ -ous.'\ Practising or pertaining to lithola-

tiy: as, litholatrous persons or rites. Imp. Diet.

litholatry (li-thol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. 7M>s, stone,
4- TiXiTpela, worship ": see latria.'] The worship
of stones of particular shapes. Imp. Diet.

litholeine (U-tho'le-iu), n. [< Gr. TuSo;, stone,+
L. oleum (< Gr. ITniuiv), oil, -1- -iTie^.] A yellow
oUy liquid distilled from petroleum, used in ec-

zema and parasitic skin-diseases.

lithologic (lith-o-loj'ik), a. [< litJiolog-y + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to Hthology or the science of

rocks; relating to stones; concerning the na-
ture or composition of stone

;
petroeraphic.

lithological (lith-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< lifhologUs

+ -al.'] Same as lithologic.

lithologically (lith-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In aUth-
ological manner ; from a liEhologieal point of

view; as regards lithologic character or struc-

ture : as, strata lithologically distinct.

Uthologist (li-thol'o-jist), n. [< Utholog^ +
4st.'] One who is versed in Uthology.

Hthology (U-thol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. /iflof, stone, -I-

-Aoy«i,<A£)'EJi', speak: Bee-ologj/.'] 1. A branch
of mineralogy concernedwith the minute study
of rocks, with the object of finding out what
minerals make up the different varieties. This
is done chiefly Xty the microscopic study of the rocks, cut
for this purpose into thin sections and properly mount-
ed for examfiiation. See petrograptv sad pOrdlogy.
2. That department of medical science which
is concerned with the study and treatment of
calculi found in the human body.
lithomancy (lith'o-man-si), n. [< Gr. Woe,
stone, + /lavreia, divination, < /idvnc, a diviner.]
Divination or prediction bymeans of stones.

As strange must be the lUhmrumcy, or divination from
this stone, whereby Helenns the prophet foretold the de-
struction of Troy. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., ii 3.

lithomarge (lith'o-maij), n. [< (Jr. Wog, stone,
-I- L. marga, marl.] One of several imperfectly
determined minerals, or mixtures of minerals,
all of which are hydrous silicates of alumina,
and closely related to or identical with kaolin
andkaolinite. Some varieties are compact;otheramor«
or less pulverulent. The word is little used in English ex-
cept as the translation of the German gteinmari^ literally
'rock-marrow.

'

lithopaedinin Gitli-?-pe'<Ji-i™i), «• pn^., < Gr.
Aiflof, a stone, + izatiUn), dim. of 5raif (iraii-), a
child.] A dead fetus, retained, and impreg-
nated with salts of Ume.
lithophaga Qi-ihot'o-^), n.pl. [NL., neut.
pi. of lithophagus : see liihopJiagous. ] A family
of bivalve mollusks containing several genera
whose members burrow in rocks and other hard
substances, as Saxicava, Petricola, Venerupis,
etc. The term is no longer in use ; the family being het-
arogeneons, its representatives are by modem systema-
tistB dissociated in different families, namely Saadcavidm
(or Glycimeridie), Petrieolidie, and Veneridte. Also called
LitlMphagce,I/ithophagi,Lithophaffidie. Lamarck,1S12-lS.
lithophagi (li-thof'a-ji), n. pi. [NL.: see litho-
phagous.] 1. Eaters of stone: applied collec-
tively or indiscriminately to animals that per-
forate or penetrate stones or stony objects to
make a nest or burrow for themselves therein.
Such are the llthodomons mollusks, as date-shells {Lilho-
domue) and piddocks (Pholadidce), various zoophytes, an-
nelids, etc See cuts under date-sheU and piddoei.
2. [cap.'] Same as Lithophaga.

Lithopliagidae (litt-o-fag'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Lith<mhagu8 + -id(E.'\ Same as Lithophaga.
lithophagons (li-thof'a-gus), a. [< NL. litho-
phagus, < GrT.Woq, a stone, + ipayelv, eat.] 1.
Eating stones ; swallowing gravel, as a bird.

—

3. Perforating or penetrating stones, as the
Lithophaga; lithodomous.
Lithophs^ns (li-thof'ar^us), n. [XL.: see li-

thophagous.] 1. A gienus of mussels of the
family MytUidw (not pertaining to the Litho-
phaga): same as Lithodomus, 1.

hthophane (lith'o-fan), n. [< Gr. '/JBog, stone,
+ -6avfic, appearing, < dalveadai, appear.] A
style of ornamentation adapted for lamps, dec-
orative windows, and other transparencies,
produced by impressing sheets of porcelain-
glass, when in a soft state, with figures, which
become visible by transmitted light.

Lithospermnm

lithophosphor (lith'o-fos-fdr), «. [< Or. Wo(,
stone, + <ptM!(ji6po(, giving lig^t: see phosphor,

phosphorus.^ A stone that becomes phospho-
rescent when heated.

lithophosphoric (lith'o-fos-for'ik), a. [< Ufho-

phosphor + 4c.'] Pertaining to lithophosphor,

or having its nature; becoming phosphorescent
by heat.

lithqphotography (Uth'^o-fo-tog'ra-fl), n. [<

Gr. Wag, stone, + 'E,. photography, q. v.] Same
as photolithography. Imp. Dtct.

Uthophyl, Hthophyll (lith'o-fll), n. [NL.,< Gx.

Woe, stone, + piMov, a leaf.] A fossil leaf or

impression of a leaf, or a stone containing such

a leaf or impression.

lithophysa (lith-6-fi'sa), «.; pi. Uthophysce (-se).

[NL., < Gr. Woe, stone, + iniaa, beUows.] A
spherulite having a concentrically chambered
structure: so caUed by Eichthofen. See sphe-

rulite.

lithophyse (Uth'o-fis), n. Same as lithophysa.

Uthophyte (lith'o-fit), n. [< Gr. Woe, stone, -I-

(^6v, a plant.] Any one of the polyps whose
substance is stony or hard, as corals and sea-

fans. The older naturalists classed them with
plants, whence the name.
llthophjrtic (lith-o-fit'ik), a. [< lifhcphyte +
-ic] Same as littU^hytcms.

lithophytont, n. pfL.: see uthophyte.] A Utho-

phyte.
Coral ... is a lithophyton, or stone plant, and groweth

at the bottom of the sea. Sir T. Brmmte, Vulg. &t., it 5.

lithophytons (lith'o-fi-tus), a. [< uthophyte

-I- -ous/] Pertaining to or consisting of utho-

phytes.

Litnomis (li-tiSr'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. Woe,
stone. -I- opvie, a bird.] The generic name pro-

posed by Professor Owen for certain bird-re-

mains from the Eocene clay at Sheppey in Eng-
land, supposed to have been aeeipitrine. The
species is named Lithornis vvUurinv^.

Llthosia m-tho'si-^), n. [NL. (Pabricins, 1798),

< Or. Woe, a stone.] The typical genns of

LifhosiidCE. The palpi are short, squamous, and two-
jointed; the antennse are simple^ and setose in the nude;

Lithosia aphaliea. (Cross diows natnial size.)

Tbis moth is a pore silvery-white. Tlie binge on the nnder pair of
wings is long and soft.

and the tibi» are short and slender. There are nearly 100
species, and tlie genns is wide-spread. L. IHcoior is com-
mon in North America. The common footman of Great
Britain is L. complanvlaf of a dull color, expanding about
1} inches.

lithosild (li-tho'si-id), a. and n. L a. Pertain-
ingto the IdSiosiidte, orhaving their characters.
n. n. Anymember of the LifhosOdtB; a foot-

man.
Lithosiidse (lith-o-si'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < lAVto-
sia + -^dce.] A family of bombycid moths, typi-
fied by the genus Liihosia; the footmen. They
have a slender body, filiform anteniue, moderate three-
jointed labial palps, ample wing^ snbelliptical fore wings,
and unfolded hind wings with a conspicuous frennlaiii.
The larvie feed upon plants and lichens, and are often
clothed with hairs arising from piligeronstubercles. There
are about 100 genera, and the family is widespread. Also
written LithoAadae, lAthotUa.
Lithospermeae (lith-o-spfer'me-c), n. pi. [NL.
(A. P. de CandoUe, 1845), < 'Litliospermum +
-e<B.] A subtribe of plants of the tribe Bora-
ge<B, typified by the genus lAthospermum, and
characterized by having the four erect or in-
curved nntlets sessile and attached by the im-
mediate base to a plane eynobase. it embrace*
17 genera of herbs or low sfanibs. Including among them
Merteima (the lungworts), Orwrnrwdium (the false grom-
weU), Myototi» (the foiget-me-not), and many other well-
known plants.

lithospermons (lith-o-spfer'mua), a. [< Gt.
Woe, stone, + OTzepim, seed: see sperm.] In
hot., having hard and stone-like fruft.
LithospermTun (lith-6-sp6r'mum), n. [NL.
(Toumefort, 1700) (so 'called in allusion to the
nuts or seeds, which are very hard and have
a polished surface), < L. Uthospermon, < Gr.
/.iBSaTrepfwv, gromwell, < ?.ldoe, stone, -t- (nrip/ai,

seed: see sperm.] A genus of plants of the



Lithospermum
tribe Boragew, type of the subtribe Uthosper-
mece, characterized by a corolla with a cylindri-
cal tube, a usually naked throat, and a spread-
ing limb. The stamens are Included, and the nutlets
smooth, with a small flat surface at the base. There are
about 40 species, growing throughout the warm and tem-
perate parts of the northern hemisphere, in eastern Africa,
and the western part of South America. They are rough
hairy herbs, rarely undershrubs, bearing purple, blue,
white, or yellow flowers, either solitary In the axils or (the
upper) in leafy bracted spilieB or racemes. See grammeU,
tUkanet, 3, a.na pvuieoan.

llthosphere (Uth'o-sfer), n. [< Gr. IWog, stone,
-f- Bipaipa, sphere : see gpftere.] The crust of the
earth: a designation corresponding with atowo-
sphere and liydrospliere. [Little used.]
lithostrotion (lith-o-stro'ti-on), n, [NL., < L.
Uthostrotus. mosaic, < Gr. "KMarparo^, pavedwith
stones, { XiSoQ, stone, -t- arpurrdQ, covered, < arpoyv-
viwai, spread: see strew, straw.'] If. A kind
of fossil coral found in mountain limestone.
Lhwpd (Lloyd), 1699.—2. [cap.] A genus of
fossil rugose stone-corals of the family Cyatho-
phylUdcB. Also lAtliostroUum.

llthothryptic (lith-o-thrip'tik), a. [< Gr. Wog,
stone, + dpvTTTmdc, able to break, < dpinzTEiv,

break to pieces.] Same as UthotriUc. Some-
times, erroneously, lithonthryptic.

lithotnrjrptist (lith-o-thrip'tist), n. [< Utho-
t1mipt4e + -is*.] Same as Uthotritist.

lithothryptor (lith'o-thrip-tor), n. [< Utho-
thrypt-ic + -or.'] Same as UtKotritor.

lithothrypty (lith'6-thrip-ti), n. [< Gr. Wog,
stone, + OpvKTELV, break to pieces.] The opera-
tion of crushing stone in thebladder ; lithotrity

.

lithotint (lith'6-tint), ». [< Gr. H6oc, stone, +
E. tint.] 1. The art or process of producing
pictures in colors from lithographic stones.

—

2. A picture so produced.
lithotoine (lith'o-tom), n. [< Gr. Mardfwg,
cutting stones, < Xidog, stone, + re/iveiv, ra/iew,

cut: see feme.] 1. A mineral whichin its rough
state has the appearance of a cut gem.— 2. In
surg., an improper name for a eystotome.
lithotomic (lith-p-tom'ik), a. [< Ufhotom-y +
ie.] Of, pertaining to, or performed by lithot-

omy.
lithotomical (lith-o-tom'i-kal), a. [< lithotomic
+ -al.] Same as Uthotomic"

lithotomist (li-thot'o-mist), n. [< Uthotom-y +
ist.] One who practises cutting for stone in
the bladder.

lithotomize (li-thot'o-miz), «. *. ; pret. and pp.
Uthotomined, ppr. Uthbtomimtg. \\ lithotomy +
ize.] To perform lithotomy on.

He lithotormzed a man, but was unable to extract a stone.

iS. D. Oross, Autobiog., p. 46.

Lithotomus (li-thot'o-mus), n. [NL. : see lith-

otome.] Same as lAthophagus or lAthodomus

:

a term coined to replace Mthophagus, in order
to avoid the implication that the members of
this genus eat the rock they excavate. Nitzsche,

1825; Voigt, 1834:.

lithotomy (li-thot'o-mi), n. [< LL. Uthotonda,

< Gt. XtdoTo/iia, a cutting of stones, a cutting
for stone, < TitBord/ioc, cutting stones, cutting for
stone: see lithotome.] The operation, art, or
practice of cutting for stone in the bladder.

lithotripsy (lith'o-trip-si), n. [< Gr. XWoc, stone,

-t- Tpltpt;, rubbingj < Tpl^etv, rub.] Same as Utho-

trity.

lithotriptic (lith-6-trip'tik), a. [< lithotripsy

{-trvpt-) + -jc] ^ame as lithotritic.

lithotriptist (lith-6-trip'tist), n. [< lithotripsy

(-tript-) + -ist] Same as Uthotritist.

lithotriptor (lith'6-trip-tgr), n. [< lithotripsy

(-tript-) -H -or.] Same as Uthotritor.

lithotrite (lith'o-trit), n. [< Gr. ?iWoe, stone, +
L. iritus, pp. of terere, rub: see trite.] An
instrument for crushing a stone in the blad-

der, so as to reduce it to small particles which
will pass through the urethra. Also Uthotritor.

lithotritic (lith-o-trit'ik), a. [As lithotrite +
-ie; partly confused with Uthoth/rypUc] Of or

pertaining to lithotrity; having the property

of destroying stone in the bladder.

lithotritist (lith'o-tri-tist), ». [< Uthotrite +
4st.] One who practises lithotrity. Also Utho-

thrypUst.

lithotritor (lith'6-tri-tor), n. [NL., < Gr. Ajfof,

stone, + L. tritor, a rubber, < terere, pp. tritus,

rub, grind.] Same as Uthotrite.

lithotrity (Uth'o-tn-ti), n. [< Gr. A^Sof, stone, +
L. tritus, pp. of' terere, rub, grind.] The oper-

ation of crushing a stone in the bladder by
means of an instrument called a lithotrite.

lithotype (lith'6-tip), n. [< Gr. Aifiof, stone, +
Timoc, impression: see type.] 1. A kind of ste-

reotype plate produced bylithotypy.— 2. A

3483
method of printing from lithographic stone in
the same manner as from type, the design on
the stone being etched deeply enough to admit
of the use of the type-press. JE. M. Knight
hthotype (Uth'o-tip), v. t

;
pret. and pp. Utho-

typed, ppr. Uthotyping. [< lithotype, n.] To
prepare for printing by lithotypy.
llthotypic (lith-o-tip'ik), a. [< lithotype -I- -ie.]
Belating to lithotypy

;
printed by the lithotype

process.
lithotypy (lith'o-ti-pi), n. [As Uthotype -i- -y.]A peculiar process of stereotyping by pressing
the types into a soft mold or matrix. On the re-
moval of the types the hollows left by them are filled with
a mixture of gum shellac, fine sand, tar, and linseed-oil
in a heated state. This mixture when tlirown into cold
water becomes hard, and forms a plate ready to be print-
ed from. Prom the sand present in it, it has a stony tex-
ture.

lit-house (lit'hous), n. A dye-house. [Prov.
Eng.]
lithoxyle (li-thok'sil), «. [< Gr. ?iiBo(, stone,

-f- ^iiTkov, wood.] A variety of wood-opal, which
retains distinctly the form and texture of the
original wood.
lithoxylite (li-thok'si-lit), n. [< lithom/le +
4te^.] Same as lithoxyle.

Lithuanian (lith-u-a'ni-an), a. and n. [< Llthii-
ania_ (see def.) + -an.] "

I. a. Of or pertaining
to Lithuania, or to its people or language.

II. n. 1. A member of a race inhabiting Lith-
uania, formerly an independent coimtry south-
east of the Baltic sea, afterward subject to
Poland, now included in West Eussia.— 2. The
language of Lithuania, it is one of a branch of Indo-
European or Aryan tongues, usually called Lettic or Lettish,
and most nearly allied to Slavic. These languages are
spoken in parts of western Kussia and eastern Prussia.

Lithuanic (Uth-u-an'ik), a. and n. [< Lithua-
nia + 4e.] I. a. Same as Mthuawian.

II. n. Same as Lithuanian, 2; in a wider
sense, same as Lettie.

lithuria (li-thii'ri-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. IWog, stone,
-I- oipov, urine.] "The presence of an abnormal
amount of uric acid in the urine.
lithwake (Uth'wak), a. [Also dial, leathwake;
< ME. Uthwayhe, lythewayke, < leothewoJc, < AS.
Uthowdc, lithewdc, leothwwdc, with pliant joints,
flexible, < Uth (pi. leothv), a joint,+ wdc, yield-
ing, weak: see lith^ aiaAweak.] Limber; flexi-

ble; pliable.

lithy (li'SPHior-thi), a. [Also dial, lethy; < lithe^.
*

-^'^O 1- Lithe; easily bent; pliable.

Their Uthie bodies bound with limits of a shell.

A Herrings Tayle (1598). (Nares.)

2. Heavy; warm: applied to the weather. Mal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]

lithy-tree (li'sni-tre), n. [So called from its

pliable limbs; < lithy + tree.] The wayfaring-
tree, Viburnum Lantana; also, Rhus oausUea.

litigable (lit'i-ga-bl), a. [< ML. UtigaUlis, <

L. litiga/re, litigate: see litigate.] Capable of
being litigated, or made the subject of a suit

at law.

litigant (Ut'i-gant), a. and n. [= F. litigant =
Sp. Pg. It. liUgante, < L. UUgan(t-)s, ppr. of
liUgare, litigate: see liUgate.] I. a. Disposed
to litigate; contending in law; engaged in a
lawsuit.

II. n. One who is a party to a suit at law.

In all the Teutonic bodies of custom except the English
and the Lombardic, even when the greatest latitude of
seizure is allowed to litigants out of Court, some judicial
person or body must be applied to before they proceed to
extremities. Maine, Early HJst. of Institutions, p. 284.

litigate (lit'i-gat), v.
;
pret. and pp. Utigated,

ppr. liUgating. [< L. litigatus, pp. of litigare,

dispute, quarrel, carry on a suit, < lis (lit-),

strife, dispute, suit, -I- agere, drive, carry on:
see Msl and agent.] I. vntrans. To carry on a
suit by judicial process.

The appellant, after the interposition of an appeal, still

migates in the same cause. Ayliffe, Parergon.

II. trans. To make the subject of a suit at

law ; bring before a court of law for decision

;

prosecute or defend at law, as a right or claim.

It is taken absolutely for granted that there is some-
where a rule of known law which will cover the facts of

the dispute now lUigaAed. Maine^ Ancient Law, p. 31.

litigation (lit-i-ga'shon), n. [< LL. litiga-

tio(n-), a dispute, < L. tiUgatus, pp. of liUgare

(> It. litigare = Pg. Sp. UUgar), quarrel, carry

on a suit: see UUgate.] 1. The act or process

of litigating or carrying on a suit in a court of

law or equity; a judicial contest.

It was a curious coincidence that the great breach be-

tween England and Home should be the result of a litiga-

Htm in a matrimonial suit. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 403.

Nothing quells a spirit of lit^atum like despair of suc-

cess. Paley, Moral Philos., vi. 8.

litmus

2. Any dispute or discussion dependent upon
evidence for decision. [Rare.]
Whether the "muscular sense" directly yields us

knowledge of space is still a matter of litigation among
psychologists. W. James, Mind, XII. 1.

litigator (Ut'i-ga-tor), n. [< L. litigator^ < liti-

gare, litigate : see litigate.] One who litigates.

lltigiosity (li-tij-i-os'i-ti), n. [< L. as if HiU-
giosita(t-)s, < litigiosus, contentious: see liti-

gious.] 1. The character or quality of being
litigious: liti^ousuess.— 2. In Scots toio, atacit
legal prohibition of alienation, to the prejudice
of a begun action or diUgenee the object of
which is to attain the possession or to acquire
the property of a particular subject, or to at-
tach it in security of debt. Imp. Diet.

litigious (li-tij'us), a. [< F. Utigieux = Sp. Pg.
It. litigioso, < L. Utigiosus, disputatious, conten-
tious, < litigium, strife, dispute, < Utigare, dis-
pute: see litigate.] 1. Inclined to litigate or
go to law; given to the practice of bringing
lawsuits ; fond of litigation ; contentious.

A rich lUigiovs lord I love to follow,
A lord that builds his happiness on brawlings.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ilL 4.

2. Subject to or dependent upon legal contest

;

hence, disputable ; controvertible ; subject to
contention : as, litigious right.

No fences, parted flelds, nor marks nor bounds,
Distinguish'd acres of litigious grounds.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Qeorgics, 1 194.

The Governor . . . encouraged me to buy it, saying
"that such kind of lands only were lawful here to be
bought and sold, and that this was not in the least liH-
gipm." is. Knox (Arbor's Eng. Gamer, I. 386).

3. Of or pertaining to litigation ; relating to or
connected with legal contention.

They view'd the ground of Ilome's litigious hall

;

Once oxen low'd where now the lawyers bawl.
Dryden, ^neid, viil

I never visit these scenes . . . without a very vehement
desire to be disengaged . . . from litigious terms.

R. Choate, Addresses, etc., p. 134.

The litigious sophism, a logical puzzle, which runs
thus ; A law-student agreed to pay his teacher a certain
sum if he won his flrst case. As he never had a case, his
teacher sued him tor the amount,, thinking that if the
matter was not decided in his favor in the first instance,
he should necessarily win a second process for the same
money, because the law-student would then have won his
flrst case. The student, on the other hand, maintained
that if the case was decided in his favor, he ought not to
be compelled to pay ; and if it were decided against him,
then by the terms of the contract he should not pay.

litigiously (li-tij'us-li), adv. In a litigious or
contentious maimer.
litigiousness (li-tij'us-nes), n. The character
of being litigious; a disposition to engage in
or carry on lawsuits; inclination to judicial
contests.

Litiopa (li-ti'o-pa), n. [NL., so called as hav-
ing a simple aperture, without a spout ; irreg.
< Gr. /^lT6c, smooth, plain, simple, + oiri^, hole,
aperture.] The typical genus of Litiopidce.
The species are very smalL They are oceanic, and attach
themselves to gulfweed by glutinous threads.

Litiopidse (lit-i-op'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Litiopa
-I- -idee.] A family of tsenioglossate gastropods
typified by the genus lAUopa; the gulfweed-
snails. They are related to the Rissoidm and Cerithiidiie,

but have filaments developed from the epipodium and
operculigerons lobe. The shell is conic, with an entire ap-
erture (whence the name) and a truncated columella. The
species are of small size, and live in various seas, chiefly
on sargassum.

litiscontestation (li-tis-kon-tes-ta'shon), n. [<
OP. litiscontestation, < LL. litis contestatio(n-),

the formal entering of a suit by calling wit-
nesses: L. litis, gen. of lis, strife, lawsuit; co»-
testatio(n-), an attesting by witnesses: see con-
testation.] In Scots Urn, the appearance of
parties in court to contest their rights.

litispendencet (li-tis-pen'dens), n. [< OP.
litispendence, < ML. litis pendentia, pendency of
a suit : L. litis, gen. of Us, a suit, + ML. pen-
dentia, pendency: see pendency.] In law: (a)
The time during which a lawsuit is going on.

(6) A plea that another action is pending.
litmus (lit'mus), n. [A corruption of lacmus,
simulating dial, lit, Aye : see lacmu^.] A pe-
culiar coloring matter procured from Boccella
tinctoria and some other lichens, it is prepared
chiefly in Holland by macerating the lichens with a mix-
ture of urine, lime, and potash or soda. As a result of the
fermentation, the mass flnally becomes blue, when it is re-
moved, is mixed with calcareous matter to give it consis-
tence, and is then allowed to harden in molds. Paper
tinged blue by litmus, called litmus-paper, is reddened by
an acid, for the presence of which it is used as a test ; its
blue color is restored by an alkali. See arckU.—Utmus
on rags, or toumesol en drapeaux, a name given to a pig-
ment prepared by steeping coarse linen rags in the juice
of Croton tirustonum, and afterward subjecting them to
the action of ammonia from urine or stable-manure. The
toumesol en draveaux is used especially to color the crust
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of certainkinds of Holland cheeses, in order torenderthem
less liable to decay or to attacks of cheese-mites. The
color of the cloths is bine, but turns red after appUcation
to the cheese.— Utmus-paper. See above.

Litonotida (lit-o-not'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Lito-
notu3 + -icUe.'\ A family of hypotrichous ciliate

infusorians, representedby the genualAtonotus,
free-swimming, soft and flexible, and of lance-
olate or elongate figure. They have a narrow and
often highly elastic neck-like anterior prolongation ; the
entire ventral surface flat and finely ciliated throughout;
the dorsal surface smooth and fibrous, and mostly convex;
the oral apertnre ventral ; a series of larger preoral cilia
mostly developed in advance of the oral aperture; the
pharynx unarmed; and the trichocysts usually abundant,-

Litonotns (lit-o-no'tus), n. [Nil. (Wrzesni-
owsM, 1870), <(ir. Xtrdg, smooth, + voto^, back.]
The typical genns of lAtonoUdoe. L.fasciola in-
habits ponds.
litoraL a. See littoral.

Litoralia (lit-o-ra'li-a), n.pl. [NL., nent. pi. of
L. litoralis, of orbelongingto the sea-shore.] In
Fieber's classification, a subsection of aquatic
hemipterous insects, including those which are
subaquatie.

litotes (lit'o-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. Xtrdr^g, plain-
ness, simplicity, < ^rdg, smooth, plain, < /if,

smooth. ] In rhet., a figure in which an ajO&rma-
tive is expressedbythenegative of the contrary.
Thus, "a citizen of no mean city" means one
'of an illustrious eii^."

litra (le'tra), n. [NL., < Gr. ?uTf)a, a i)Ound, a
silver coin, prob. a dial. var. of L. libra, a pound:
see Zt&ro.] A silver coin of Sicily. Compare
decalitron.

litrameter (U-tram'e-t^r), ». [NL., < Gr. Tiirpa,

a pound (see liter), + /Hrpcv, a measure (see
meter).'] An instrument for ascertaining the
specific gravity of liquids.

litrei, n. See liter.

litre^ (le'ter), n. [< P. litre, OF. litre, littre,

prob. orig. *listre (= Pr. listra= It. dial, listra), a
band used in draping a church for a funeral ser-
vice; prob. orig. a var. of liste, a border, band:
see lisl^, Tig^.'] In Iter., a black band, supposed
to represent the knightly belt, charged with the
arms of the defimct, and painted on the waU of
a church or chapel at the time of the funeral.
This variety of the funeral achievement was formerly con-
sidered a mark of very high dignity. It isnow nearly aban-
doned.

litre^ (lit're), n. [Chilian.] A small tree of
Chili, Bhtts caustica, with very hard wood, used
for axletrees, cogs, and furniture.

Litsea (lit'se-a), n. [NL. (Lamarck, 1789), from
the Jap. name of the tree.] A genus of laura-
ceous trees, rarely shrubs, otthetnbeLitseaeetB,
characterized by dicecions flowers with usually
a four- to six-parted involucre. There are nine,
twelve, or an indefinite number of stamens in the three-
parted flowers, and six in the two-parted, all having four-
celled anthers. The leaves are usually alternate and cori-

aceous with a pinnate venation or triple-nerved, and the
staminate flowers are generally sessfle, while the pistillate

are often umhelled. There are about 125 species^ natives
of tropical and eastern Asia and Australia. L. deoEbaUi
of Anstralia, sometimes cultivated in greenhonse% is call-

ed hrushkmi m£gt-tree.

Litseaceae (lit-se-a'sf-e), n.pl. [NL. (Keichen-
bach, 1840), < Litsea 4- -aeece.'] A tribe of plants
of the order Laurinae, based on the genus JAt-

sea, distinguishable from the tribe PerseacetEhy
having introrse anthers, and a short dense in-

florescence, either subsessile or on a short pe-
duncle. It embraces 9 genera, among which are included
some of the most important of the order, snch as Laurua
(the laurel), Lindera (the wild allspice), and Sasgafras.

lltster (lit'ster), n. [< ME. Ulster, littester, lyt-

ster, lyster, a dyer; < Kf2 + -ster."] A dyer. [Old
and prov. Eng.]

No madyr welde, or wod no litegUre

ye knew. Chaucer^ Former Age, L 17.

Litt. D. See Ut. D.
litten (lit'en), n. [Also liten; a dial. var. of
leighton.'] 1. A garden. Bay.— 2. A church-
yard. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

litter (lit'^r), n. [Early mod. E. also littour;

< ME. liter, litere, lyter, lytere, lytier, < OP. Ulc-

ere, P. Utiire = Pr. leittiera, littiera = Sp. litera

= Pg. liteira = It. lettiera as if "Ucticaria (ML.
also litera, literia, leetoria, after OF.), a Utter
(cf. lecticarius, a litter-bearer), < lectica, a litter,

sedan, < leetus (> P. lit), a bed; < / legh='Ei.

lieh see lectual, Uctiea, lectern, etc., and lie^. AU
the various senses are derived from the primi-

tive sense, a ' bed ' or ' couch,' whence 'a porta-
ble bed,' 'a bed for animals' (usually of loose
straw), etc. It is an error to refer ' litter,' a
brood, to Icel. Idtr, Idttr, a place where animals
produce their young. The E. word from this

source is the diaL lafter, latter, lighter, lauchter.']

1 . A vehicle consisting of a bed or couch sus-
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pended between shafts, and borne by men or

horses, it was formerly esteemed as au easy and fashion-

able method of carriage. Among the £omana the litter

Ancient Roman Utter, preserved in the Capitoline Museum,
Rome.

(fecHca) was borne by slaves set apart for that s^ial ser-

vice ; itwas in common use by pabiciaus in the time of Ti-

berius. In Europe horse-littCTS were much used before

the introduction of coaches.

Make somowne all thyn oste an thy peple; and whan
thei be alle come, do the to be bore in a lytier, and so go
flght with thyn enmyes ; and, wite it venly, thow shalt

hem venquise. Merlin (E. £. T. S.), i. 92.

3. A form of hurdle-bed on which a sick or

wounded person is conveyed from one point to

another, as to a hospital in a city, or to a field-

hospital on a battle-field. For this purpose the
stretoher or hand-litter is in use, consisting of canvas,
about 6^ feet long by 3 feet wide, securely fastened at the
sides to two hard-wood poles about 8 feet long, and con-
venient for rolling up. Borse- and mule-litters of varions
forms are used in some armies and in American frontier
service.

3. A birth or bringing forth of more than one
young animal at a ^me, as of pigs, kittens, rab-
bits, puppies, etc.

The thirty pigs at one large litter farrowed.
Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vl 256.

My mother had ij. whelps at one litter.

Both home in Lent.
Marriage of Witt and Witdome (1679).

4. A number of young animals brought forth
at a birth: used with reference to mammals
which regularly give birth to more than one
young at once, as the sow, bitch, cat, rabbit,
etc., and only slightingly of human beings.

—

5. Loose straw, hay, or the like, spread on a
floor or the ground as bedding for horses, cows,
or other animals.

Gromes palettis shyn fyle and make litere,

ix fote on lengthe with-out diswer&
Ballet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 313.

6. Waste matter, as shreds, fragments, or the
like, scattered about, as on a floor; scattered
rubbish; things strewn about in a careless or
slovenly manner; clutter.

Slrephon, who found the room was void.
Stole in, and took a strict surv^
Of aQ the litter as it lay. Sin^.

7. A condition of disorder or confusion : as, the
room is in a litter.— TTiiHan litter, an extemporized
Uttermade byattaching three cross-piecestotwo stout sap-
lings, bymeans of notehes and cords. The sick or wound-
ed man is laid in his blanket, which is then knotted to the
framework. In storms the man is protected by a top made
with a blanket stretehed over bent twigs.—To be In lit-
ter, to be in the state of bringing forth young, or of lying
in with young, as a sow or a biteh.

He called me Turmots and arsked what were the price
o' pigs. I arsked him, were any of his fambly in litter.

J. W. Palmer, Alter his Kind, p. 116.

litter (lit'fer), V. [< Utter, n.] I. trans. If. To
carry in a litter.

These Pagan ladles were litter'd to Campus Martins, ours
are coached to Byde-Fark. Gentleman Intruded, p. 112.

2. To scatter straw, hay, or other similar sub-
stance on or over for bedding.

At last he found a stall where oxen stood, . . .

Buii for his ease, well littered was the floor.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, L 226.

3. To spread a bed for ; supply with litter : usu-
ally with doum.

TU see the horse well littered.

The Suffolk Mtrade (Child's Ballads, I. 221).

4. To make litter of; use for litter.

Then to their roots
The light soil gently move, and strew around
Old leaves or litter'd straw, to screen from heat
The tender infante. Doddey, Agriculture, iL

5. To bring forth ; give birth to : said of mam-
malswhich usuallyproduce a number at a birth,
as the sow, cat, rabbit, bitch, etc., or slightingly
of human beings.

My father named me Antolycns ; who being, as I am, lit.
tered under Mercury, was likewise a snapper-up of uncon-
sidered trifles. Shale, W. T., tv. 3. 26l

little

6. To scatter things over or about in a care-

less or slovenly manner.
They found

The room with volumes litter'd round.
Swift, Cadenns and Vanessa.

n. intrans. 1. To be supplied with a bed or

litter for bedding; sleep in litter : as, to Utter in

the straw.
The inn

Where he and his horse littered.

HabingUm, Castara, it

2. To bring forth a litter of young animals.

These [dogs] have in this City no particular owners ; . ,

.

[the Turks] thinking it neverthelesse a deed of pie^ to

feed, and provide them kennels to litter in.

Sandyt, TravaileE^ p. 45.

A horrible desert, . . . where the she-wolf still lAternf.

Maeavlay,

litterateur (lit-e-ra-t*r'), n. [P., < L. Utterator:

see literator.'] "A literary man; one who is en-

gaged in literary work; one who adopts litera-

ture as a profession.

littery (lifer-i), a. [< litter, n., + -yi.] Con-
sisting of litter; encumbered or covered with
litter.

little (lit'l), a. and n.; compar. less, snperL least

(rarely, and only in modem obs. or dial, use,

littler, littlest). [< ME. litel, litil, lytel, litle, lutel,

< AS. lytel, litel= OS. luttil = D. luttel =MLG.
luttel = OHG. li^l, hizzil, MHG. G. diaL liiizel

= (with a diff. base lit-, instead of lut- as in the

preceding forms) Icel. UtiU = Dan. lille = 8w.
lille, liXla= Goth, leitils, little ; also without the

suffix -el, ME. lit, lyt, < A8.lyt = OS. lut = D.
(dim.) lutje = LG. Hit, dim. lu^e = Icel. litt

(adv.) = Sw. Uten^itet = Dan. liden, lidet, lidt

(adv.), Uttle (cf. E. dial, lite, < ME. lite, lyie,

abbr. of litel, lytel, little, etc.) ; root unknown.
The word is connectedby Skeat with AS. lytig,

deceitful (< lot, deceit; cf. Goth, liuts, deeeitfid,

luton, betray), as if the sense 'little' in size

were derived from the sense of ' little ' in spirit,

'mean,' 'base'; but this is improbable in itself,

and no snch transition or connection of sense
appears in AS. use.] I. a. Not large or much,
(a) Of small size, bulk, or compass ; diminutive, abso-
lutely or relatively ; as, a little grain of saud ; a little child
or man ; the little flnjger.

Thanne was the place to litm for them all.

Wherefore the Sowdon anon dede ordeyne
A larger place owt vppon ihe playn.

GenerydesO^ B. T. S-X L 1392.

Presumptuous man ! the reason wouldst thou know.
Why form'd so weak, so little, and so blind ?

Pope, Essay on Man, L 36.

(&) Not large in number; having few constituent members
or parts: as, a little army or fleet; a little city.

If the household be too little lot the lamb. Ex. xiL 4.

(c) Not much ; of small amount, quantity, or degree ; re-

stricted; limited: as, a litUe food or drhik; litue joy or
happiness ; Utile influence.

O thou of UtUe faith, wherefore didst thou donbt?
Mat. xlT. ^

There was too much talk . . . and too little real work
done. O. W. Holmee, Emerson, v.

(d) Not of great extent or duration ; not long ; short in
space or time; brief: as, a little way or distance; a UtHe
whUe.

Our 2<tt2e life
Is rounded with a sleep.

Shai., Tempest, fv, 1. 1S7.

(e) Not great; small inconsideration, dignity, oonseflnenc&
etc.; petty; inconsiderable ; insignificant; a^ a uttle m.-
flce ; KUle affairs ; a little accident.

I wol yow telle a lild thing In prose.
That onghte lyken yon, as I suppose.

Chaucer, FroL to Tale of Melibeni^ L 2L
When thou wast litUe in thine own sight, wast thou not

made the head of the tribes of Israel? 1 Sam. xv. 17.

These considerations have given me a kind of contempt
for those who have risen by unworthy ways. I am not
ashamed tobe 2At2e, when I see them so infamously great.

Dryden, Ded. of the Third liisc

Hence— (J) Petty in character; mean; narrow; wanting
breadUi or largeness : as, a VtfU soul or mind.
There are poets 2it22e enough to envy even apoet-lanreat.

6ray, I.etters, L 346.

Little assjndlatlons. See a«8»ni2a2ion.—uttle caabia
See oMiTio.— Little ease. See little-ease, below.—UtUe
fever, go, habit, office, etc See Hie nouns.—Uttle
noniB. SeeAour.—Uttlepott.aplntpot; alao,tbecon-
teuts of a pint pot—The UtUe Entrance. See en-
francei.---Tlie Uttle masters. See »iu»ferl.=SyiL 0)Minnt^tmy. (e) and ((f) Scanty, slender, modente. («)
Insigniflcant, contemptible, weak. See UtHenea.

TL. n. A small quantity, amount, space, or
the like.

Suche other tymes when we hane bitle or nofhynge a
doyng elles.

Quoted in WiUiam of Pateme (E. E. t S.), Prrf., p. xxiiL

A Uttle that a righteous man hath is better than the
riches of many wicked. pa. xxxvt 16.

Walk you that way.
Whilst I in zealous meditation stray
A UtUe this way.

Pteteher, Fatthfnl Shepherdess U. 4.
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Man wants but littte here below,
Nor wants that little long.

GoldemUh, The Hermit.

A little, somewhat ; to or in a small degree ; to a limited
extent ; for a short time.

Lenge a lyttel with thy lede, I lo8ly biseohe.
Alliterative Poerm (ed. Morris), ii 614.

Here is her picture : let me see ; I think,
II I bad such a tire, this face of mine
Were full as lovely as is this of hers

:

And yet the painter flattered her a little.

Shale, T. G. of V., iv. 4. 192.

Pray stay a little, my lord. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 83.

By little and little, by slow degrees; gradually.— In
little, on a small scale ; within a small compass ; in miniar
ture : as, the history of one's life in little.

Those that would make mows at him while my father
lived give twenty, forty, fifty, an hundred ducats a-pieoe
for bis picture in little. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 384.

Into llttlet, very near; almost.

For which we ban so sorwed, he and I,

That into litel both it hadde us slawe.
Clumcer, Troilus, iv. 884.

Hot a Uttle, considerably.—To make little of. See
mffl*«i.

little (lit'l), adv. [< ME. Utel, Util, lyUl, etc.,

< AS. lytel, adv., prop. neut. ace. of the adj.

:

see little, a. and ».] In a small quantity or
degree; not much; slightly.

Master, be well war of the screSe of Notynggam,
For he ys leyteU howr frende.
BuMn Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 22).

How very litUe the world misses anybody I

Maeatdajf, in Trevelyan, I. 285.

littlet (lit'l)) v. [< ME. Utelen, lytelen, lutelen,

lutlen, < AS. Vytlian, become or make little, i

lytel, little : see little, a.] I. intrans. To become
little or less.

His Godhede Ivitvlde not theis he lowe lihte.

Josegh of ArinuUhie (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

II. trans. To make less. Compare belittle.

littlebeak (lit'1-bek), n. A brachiopod of the
genus Bhyndhonella; a rhynchonellid.

llttle-ease (lit'l-ez), n. A state of discomfort
or misery ; hence, anything that causes uneasi-
ness ; specifically,an oldname for a punishment
causing bodily discomfort or pain, as the stocks

or the pillorjr, or some especially uncomfortable
part of a prison, as a very small ceU.

Welcome, sweet friend, to liberty of air, . . .

How dost thou brook thy litUe-eoM thy trunk?
Middletm, Family of Love, iii. 1.

Was not this fellow's preaching a cause of ail the trouble
in Israel ? was he not worthy to be cast in bocardo or liMe-

eaaef Latimer, Sermons, fol. 105, b. (Nares.)

Uttle-endian (lit-1-en'di-an), n. [In Swift's

"Gulliver's Travels," a member of the Lillipu-

tian party which contended that boiled eggs
should be cracked at the little end: opposed
to Ug-endian.'] One of a set of disputers about

trifles. Also used adjectively. See Mg-endian.

little-go (lit'l-go'), n. See little go, under go, n.

little-gude (lit'1-gud), TO. The devil. [Scotch.]

little-neck (Ut'l-nek), a. [So named from a lo-

cality on the north coast of Long Island (Little

Neck), whence these originally came into fa-

vor.] A local epithet, boting young, round,

hard clams of a size preferred for eating raw.
They are simply nngrown quahaugs (Venus mercenaria or

Mercenaria mMaeea). The epithet is wrongly but very

generally supposed to refer to the absence of the long

siphon or " neck " which is conspicuous in the common
clam, Mya atrenaria. These young quahaugs are some-

times called pea-clams. On the Pacific coast of the United

States the name litae-necTc is amlied to various edible

clams, as Tapes straminea and T. laciniata, Chione sue-

eincta and C. erniUlima. See cut under dimyarian.

littleness (lit'l-nes), n. [< ME. *litelnesse, < AS.
lytelnys, < lytel, little : see little and mess.'} The
state or quality of being little, in any sense of

that W0rd.=Syn. Littleness, Meanness (see meanness);

Smallness, Littleness, Pettiness, and nouns formed from ad-

jectives given in the list under little. SmaMness and little-

ness are general terms, but the latter is stronger, and gen-

erally implies more or less disparagement, but sometimes

endearment. Pettiness is used in strong disparagement, as

of that which is beneath consideration ; it characterizes a

mind that busies itself with insignificant or tnflmg things.

littlesMpt, n. IWE.HutlescMp, lotleschipe ; < Ut-

tle + -ship.'] Littleness; smallness.

Hou thi fairnisse is bispit

;

Hon thi Bwetnisse is i-betin and ipit;

Hou thi lotleschipe to scharp detg is of set.

PolUieal Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 240.

littlest (lit'1-est), a. The regularly formed su-

perlative of little; least.
. ,. , .

llttleworth (lit'l-werth), a. and n. [< Itttle +
worth, a.'] I. a. Of little or no value ; worth-

less; of a bad character; destitute of moral

principle. [Bare or archaic]

He returned for answer that he would not come to a

stranger. He defended himself by saying " He had once

come to a stranger who sent for hmi ; and he found him a

litOewmth person.

"

Boswell.

II. n. A worthless fellow; a blackguard.
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littoral (lit'o-fal), a. and n. [Also sometimes bracing not only the foraminiferous LUitolidce, but some
litoral; = P." littoral = Pg. Sp. Utoral = It. lito-

cephalopods, ^Spiryla
, rTvrr

rate, <L.K*oraJfe,belon^ng to the sea-shore, < LltuoMea (ht''u-o-M'e-a), n. pi. [NL.: see

litus (litdr-), sea-shore, coast, shore of a lake,
{^tmlidw.'] The family Xa«o2«te, advanced to

bank of a river.] I. a. 1. oi or pertaining to f^^
^^^ «* ™ <"^der of imperforate forammi-

a shore, as of the sea or a great lake; frequent- .Ff^",., ,,.,,,..,.,,. , , n.T-r
ing or living near the sho?e : as, littoral trade ;

^i*??.^^??''^ (lit"u-o-lid e-an) a. and n. [NL.,

littoral fishls or vegetation.- 2. Situated or < Lituohdea + -an.] I a. Lituoline, m a broad

bordering on a shorel as, the Littoral Provinces f^f.^
!

specifically, of or pertaining to the X»-

(Litorale or Kustenland), a division of Austria ™oMea.
on the east coast of the Adriatic-uttoral cor- t •* ^-i"' ,,Z,?-

t'^?,-^»*'"'»«'^'

don. See cordon.— Littoral rocks, rocks which have IHtUOlUia (llt''u-o-ll na), tl.pl.

been laid down in the littoral zooe, or within the range of '

i!t.^.,.i.j.

influence of tides and breakers. Deposits thus formed
consist chiefly of coarse materials, while those formed in
deep water, or thaZassic rocks, are fine-grained and often
largely calcareous in character.—Littoral zone, the in-
terval on a sea-coast between high- and low-water mark.

II. n. A littoral tract or region; the part of
a country lying along the coast.

In the towns of the Albanian littoral Italian is

guage of civilized intercommunication.
A. J. Evans, lUyrian Letters, p. 139.

Littorella (lit-o-rel'a), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1767),
so called in re'f . to the place of growth, < L.
Utua (litor-), the sea-shore: see littoral.'] A
genus of plants of the natural order Plantagi-
necE, distinguished from Planta^o by the one-
celled ovary. See shoreweed.

Littorina (lit-o-ri'na), «. [NL., < L. litus

(litor-), sea-shore : see littoral.] The typical
genus of Littorinidce. L. litorea is the common peri-

winkle of Europe, which has recently become abundant
on the Atlantic coast of the United States. It is used for

^ , „,, . ^ INL. ,<Litunla
-h -ina^.] A group of 'Lituolidea represented by
the genus Mtuola and its immediate congeners,
having the test composed of coarse sand-grains,

rough outside and often labyrinthie.

Lituoliuse (lit'''u-6-li'ne), ». pi. [NL., < Lituola

+ -dncB.] A subfamily of Lituolidce, with test

composed of coarse sand-grains,

the Ian- lituoline (lit'u-o-lin), a. [< Lituola + -ine^.]

Having the characters of the genus Lituola;

being or resembling one of the Lituolidce,

litUOUte (lit'u-0-lit), n. [< L. as if *Utuolus,

dim. of lituus, a trumpet, + -ite^.] A fossil

lituoline foraminifer : so named from the shape.

Lituolites are of microscopic size, and abound
in the Cretaceous.

litura (li-tii'ra), n.; pi. liturw (-re). [NL., < L.
litura, a smearing, erasure, blot, blur, < linere,

pp. MiMS, smear, rub : see liniment.] In entom.,

an ill-defined and somewhat obscure spot, grow-
ing paler or fading into the ground-color at one
end, as if daubed or blotted.

are used annually. L. rudis is another species common to
both continents. L. palliata of the New England coast is

common on rocky shores, where it creeps over rockweed
and eel-grass. It is very variable in color, either plain or
marked with white, green, or brown. Further south a
larger and sharper-pointed species, L. irrorata, is abun-
dant. The generic name has been much more comprehen-

food in some countries. In England several hundred tons liturate (lit'u-rat), a. [< LL. lituratus,yV. of

liturare, rub out, erase, < L. litura, a smearing,
erasure: see litura.] 1. In iot., having spots

formed by the abrasion of the surface : said of

a plant.— 2. In entom., marked with liturse or

indeterminate spots growing paler at one end.

sive than it is now, various species formerly included be- llturge (ll-terj ), «. [< LL. Murgus, ^ trr. /,£(-

ing now referred to other genera. Also written Litorina. rovpydg, a public servant, a minister, a Jewish or

Littorinidse (lit-o-rin'i-de), ». jpZ. [NL., < X»*-
'^'~-'-' :--i. --- 7.-^

-1 1 A 1,'i :„<-.

torina + -idee.] A family of holostomatous tse-

nioglossate gastropods ; the periwinkles or sea-
snails. As gen-
erally understood,
they have a wide,
short

Littorina litorea, natural size.

spiral corneous operculum.
habitat, and generally live between or near tide-levels, at-

tached to rocks or stones. The family is now much restrict-

ed by the exclusion of several genera formerly included.

Littr6's glands. See gland.

littress (lit'res), n. [Origin unknown.] A
smooth kind of cartridge-paper used in the
manufacture of cards. E. M. Knight.

Lituaceat (lit-u-a'sf-a), ». pi. [NL. (De Blain-

yi]le,181S), < Lituus'-f-'-acea.] A family referred

to the cephalopods, and composed of Spirula as

well as of certain foraminifers supposed to be
related to that genus.

lituaryt, n. An obsolete form of electuary.

lituate (lit'u-at), a. [< NL. lituatus, < L. litu-

us, an augur's staff, a trumpet: see lituus.] In
hot., forked, with the points turned outward.

litni, n. Plural of lituus.

lituiform (lit'u-i-f6rm), a. [< L. litmis, an
augur's staff, a trumpet (see lituus), + forma,
shape.] Curved like a lituus.

lituite (lit'u-it), n. [< NL. Lituites, q. v.] A
fossil eephalopod of the genus Lituites.

Lituites (lit-U-i'tez), n. [NL., < L. lituus, an
augur's staff:' see lituus.] The typical genus of

lAtuitidcB. There are several species of Silurian

age

Christian"priest : &eeliiwrgy.] 1. A liturgist;

a Jewish priest as offering sacrifice, or a Chris-

tian priest as celebrating the eucharist or lit-

urgy.— 2.y A leader in public worship ; an offici-

ating clergyman, especially one leading in the

,
use of a fixed or prescribed liturgy,

tentaclerey"! lltUIgic (li-ter'jik), a [<_LGr. ^saoypycK6g mm-
the external bases istering (m the Septuagint, pertaining to the
of the tentacles, temple service), < Gr. AeiTowjoyia, liturgy : see K<-
and a radula with „y™.] game as liturgical.

er^''L"d° mTgini liturgical (li-t6r'ji-kal), a. [< litwrgic + -al.]

teeth. The shell is 1. Of or pertaining to a liturgy, m the ancient
Greek sense of that word. See liturgy, 1.— 3.

Of or pertaining to sacrificial or eucharistie

worship ; in a wider sense, used in, prepared
for, or pertaining to worship or religious cere-

monies in general. All services of public wor-
ship have sometimes been called liturgical.

—

3. Specifically, pertaining to or employing a
fixed or prescribed liturgy, or pertaining to

public worship conducted in accordance with
such a liturgy.— 4. Noting a part of a public
religious exercise that is explicitly directed to

the deity rather than to the worshiper: op-

posed to didactic or homiletic—Liturgical colors.
See color.—liturgical fan. See flabellumX.

liturgically (li-t6r'ji-kal-i), adv. In a liturgi-

cal manner ; as a form of public worship.

It is . . . proper that a portion of [the Bible] should be
daily used lititr^ically in the public schools,

T. Hia, True Order of Studies, p. 143.

conic or subglo-
bose, with a round-
ish aperture and a

They are mostly of maritime

liturgies (li-t6r'jiks), n. [PI. of liturgic: see

-ics.] 1. The science or art of conducting
public worship. Liturgies, as a branch of pastoral
theology, is coordinate with poimenics, catechetics, and
homiletics, though in strictness it may be made to include
the last.

2. Specifically, the science of liturgies—that
is, of orders of public worship; liturgiology.
It comprises the histoiy of the origin of liturgical formulse
and of their combination with one another into hturgies,
and the art of using such formulas in conformity with cus-

tom or ecclesiastical rule.

Lituitidse (lit-u-it'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <Lituites liturgiologist (li-ter-ji-ol'6-jist), n. [< liturgi-

+ -idee.] A family of fossil cephalopods, typi

fled by the genus Lituites, containing the litu-

ites, now generally associated with Nautilidw.

Lituola (li-tii'o-la), n. [NL., dim. of L, '" '

an augur's staff,

typical genus
Lituolidae (lit-

,

,, ^

+ -idee.] A family of imperforate Foramimfera,

with the test arenaceous and usually regular

in contour, the septation of the polythalamous

ology + -dst.] One versed in liturgiology;

specialist in the study of liturgies.

Minute peculiarities, which would be of interest to pro-
fessed liturgioloffists. Encyc, Brit., XIV. 708.

n. [< Gr. TieiTovp-

say: see -ology.]

lystematic study of appointed
forms of public worship, especially of the an-
cient forms for the celebration of the eucharist.
f*tpp H'tuirfj'iJ

forms often imperfect, and the"chambers fre- liturgist (lit'6r-jist), «. [< liturgy + -ist.] X.
quently labyrinthie. it comprises sandy isomorphs A leader in public worship ; a liturge.— 3. An
of the simple porceUaneous and hyaline t3je8,togett^^

authority on liturgies; a liturgiologist.—3.
with some related snecies, IMuacea, Lituvtce, iMuolacea, »"•'"" j « ° ' .

.

^ t^
rndzSI™ of the old authors are inexact syAonyms, em- One who uses Or favors the use Of a liturgy.



liturgy

liturgy (lit'er-ii) , n.; pi. liturgies (-jiz). [Former-
ly Uturgic; < OF. Uturgie, lyturgie, F. liturgie =
Sp. liturgia = Pg. It. liturgia,<. ML. liturgia,<.Gi.

y^LTovpyia, also 'At/iTovpyia, public service, a pub-
lic office or duty (see def. 1), any service, esp.
eccles. the service or ministry of priests, pub-
lic worship ; in a restricted sense, the eucharist,
< jUiTOup) of , a public servant, a minister, eccles.
a priest, < 'AcIto^, Icirog, also ^^ijrof, ^yrof, and
KdiTOQ, TiaiTog (rare), public (< hi6g, ic^g, people),
+ *£py£(v, do, work, yipyov =E. work: see looj-fc.]

1. In ancient Greece, particularly at Athens,
a form of personal service to the state which
citizens possessing property to a certain am-
ount were bound, when called upon, to perform
at their own cost. These lltuigies were ordinary, in-

cluding the presentation of dramatic performances, musi-
cal and poetic contests, etc., the celebration of some festi-

vals,and other public functions entailing expense upon the
incumbent; or extraordinary, afitheflttingoutof atrireme
in case of war.

2. A form or method of conducting public wor-
ship ; an appointed form for the words and acts
used in the rites and ceremonies of the Chris-
tian ehureh. The word denotes especially an appointed
form for the holy communion, the hours or daily prayer,
litanies, baptism, confirmation, marriage, burial, penance,
visitation and unction of the sick or dying, ordinations, and
other offices such as are contained in the Missal, Breriary,
Bitual, Pontifical, Euchologion, Horologion, etc._, ofthe Ro-
man Catholic and the Greek Church, or imited in one vol-

ume in the Anglican Book of Common Prayer. Liturgies
seem to have originated partly in the inheritance or adop-
tion of Jewish forms of worship and their adaptation to
Christian purposes. The Book of Psalms, especi^y as con-
taining inspired prayers, praises, thanksgivings, etc., fur-

nished a large amount of liturgicEll mateilaL On the other
hand, the forms given by Christ, such as the Lord's Prayer,
the words of institution in the eucharist, the baptismal
formula, etc., became centers of development for the new
and distinctively Christian parts of the offices.

3. Specifically, in liturgiology, and as the name
most frequently used in the Greek Church, the
form of service used in the celebration of the
eucharist, or that service itself. In this last sense
Latin and Boman Catholic writers generally prefer the
word mass. An account of primitive Christian liturgical

worship is given by Justin Martyr (in the middle of the
second century A. D.), and this agrees with the Clementine
Liturgy, a form referable to about A. D. 250, and so called
because incorporated in the Apostolical Constitutions, a
compilation attributed to St. Clement of B.ome. Five
great groups or families of liturgies are recognized, each
of which can be referred to a single original liturgy repre-

sented by one ormore direct derivatives still existing. They
are: (1) The Liturgy of St. James (or of Jerusalem), also
called the Hierosolymitan Liturgy, the Greek form of which
has been somewhat modified by that of St. Chrysostom ; it

exists also in a Syriac Jacobite form, with numerous deriva-
tives. From its Greek form came the Greek Liturgy of St.

Baml (of Cappadocia), and from this the Liturgy of St. Chry-
sostom on the one hand and the Armenian Liturgy on the
other. ThelitnrgiesofSt.BaailandSt.ChryBostom, together
with the Liturgy ofthe PresanctifveS, (see belowX are known
as Liturgies of Constantinople, and are. almost exclusively
used at the present day by the whole Greek Church. (2)

The Liturgy of St. Ma/rk (or o/ Alexandria\ the original

Catholic or Greek form of which has been influenced by
that of Constantinople. It is used also to the present day
in a Coptic (Egyptian Monophysite) form named after St.

Cyril. The Copts, however, use as their principal liturgy

one named after St. Basil, different from that of the same
namein thefirstgroup. The Ethiopian (that is, Abyssinian)
forms belong to this group. ' (3) The Liturgy of Sts. Adorns
and Maris (or of Edessa), also known as the Liturgy of the

Apostles. It is a very ancient orthodox liturgy, and is the
original of the East Syrian group. It is often called Nes-
torian, because used by Nestorians, and because the an-

cient Malabar and other Nestorian liturgies are derived
from it. (4) The Liturgy of St. Peter (or of Same), the earli-

est extant forms of which are the Gelasian and Gregorian
Sacramentaries. It is the principal liturgy of the Koman
or Petrine group, and has almost entirely supplanted all

the liturgies in the Latin language — that is, those in this

and the next group. Allied but independent forms are the
AnOrrosian IMurgy, which is that of the archdiocese of

Milan, still sometimes used, and the liturgies or uses of

the Anglo-Saxon and medieval English Church, of which
the most important was the Use of Sarum. These medi-
eval English uses are the sources of the Communion Office

in the successive revisions of the Anglican Prayer-book.

The Nonjurors' office of 1718 and the Scottish office of

1764 were, however, largely conformed to the litnrgy of

St. James, and from these the American office derives its

prayer of consecration. (5) The Liturgy of St Paul (or

of St. John), also called the Liturgy of Ephemis, is the m-
ferred original of the so-called Ephesine Liturgies, these

names being not historical or traditional, but the gener-

ally accept^ result of scientific combination. 'These lit-

nrgies are also called GaUican or Hi^xtno-OaUican, and
are the forms. Latin in language, anciently used in Brit-

ain, Gaul, and Spain, and traced through the church at

Lyons to Ephesus. The varieties used in Gaul have been
supplanted since the time of Charlemagne by the Eoman
form, which has also been substituted since the eleventh

century for the ancient liturgy of Spain, known as the
Momrabic. This last, however, as revived at the begin-

ning of the sixteenth century by Cardinal Ximenes, is still

used in three or four chapels or churches, but with some
assimilation to the Soman rite.—Liturgy or Mass of the
Fresanctified, an office with a communion (the elements

having been consecrated at a previous celebration), but no
consecration, and therefore not a liturgy or-mass in the

strict sense of these words. Such a service (containing

mrts of the Liturgy of St. Chrysostom) is said in the Greek
Church througbont Lent, except on Saturdays, Sundays,

3486

and the Feast of the Annunciation. Ih the Roman Catho-

lic Church the rite is confined to Good Friday.

litus (li'tus), n. [ML., also Utus, Icetus; AS.
Icet: see Icet.'] In old Saxon law, a member of

the third order in the nation, the first being

the nobilis, and the second the ingenuus, cor-

responding to the eorl, the ceorl, and the lat

of the Kentish laws.

The litus appears to be distinctly recognized as a mem-
ber of the nation. ... Instead of being a mere dependent
with no political rights, the remnant of a conquered alien

people, he is free in relation to every one but his lord,

and simply unfree as cultivating land of which he is not

the owner. Sluibs, Const. Hist., 1 22.

lituus (lit'u-us), n. ; pi. Ufui (-i). [L., an augur's

staff, a trampet: supposed to be of Etruscan
origin, meaning "^crooked.'] 1. In Bom. antiq.:

(a) A staff with a recurved or crooked top, used
by the augurs in quartering the heavens ; an
augural wand. (6) An instrument of martial

music ; a kind of trumpet curved at the outer

extremity, and having a shrill tone.— 3. A spi-

ral of which
the character-
istic property
is that the
squares of any two radii veetores are reciprocal-

ly proportional to the angles which they respec-
tively make with a certain line which is given
in position and which is an asymptote to the

spiral. This name was given by Cotes (died

1716).—3. leap.'] In zool: (a) A genus of

cephalopods: same as Spirula. Breyn, 1732.

(6) A genus of gastropods : same as Cyclostoma.

Martyn, 1784.

liont, »• A Middle English form of lion.

livable (Uv'a-bl), a. [Also liveable; < Uve^ +
-able.] 1. Capable of being lived, or of being
spent or passed in more or less content. [Rare.]

Life at the moment was livable without it [human in-

tercourse], for there was no bar between her and her lover.

Geo. MacDoTudd, What's Mine's Mine, p. 333.

3. Capable of being lived in ; fit for residence.
[Rare.]
They were quite liveable quarters.

if. Collins, The Ivory Gate, L 194.

I doubt if there was ever anywhere a livable honse . . .

that was not the creation of a refined woman.
Harper's Mag., LXXTL 875.

live^ Qi'v), V. ; pret. and pp. lived, ppr. living.

[< ME. liven, Kmen, luvien, libben, < AS. Ufian,

lyfian, leofian, libban (pret. lifode)= OS. libbiam,

= OFries. leva, liva, libba = D. MLG. LG. leven

= OHG. leben, MHG. G. leben = leel. Ufa =
Dan. leve = Sw. lefva = Goth, liban (pret. li-

baida), Uve, in Icel. also remain, be left (cf.

Goth, af-lifnan, be left) ; a secondary verb, from
the stem of AS. *lifan (in eomp. belifan = OS.
bilibhan = OFries. biliva = D. blijven = OHG.
biliban, MHG. beliben, bliben = Dan. blive= Sw.
blifva), remain, be left, whence also vdt. AS.
lif, life, Icefan, leave, laf, what is left: see life,

leave\ laveS.] I. intrans. 1 . To continue in be-
ing ; remain or be kept alive ; not to die, perish,

or be destroyed : said of both animate and in-

animate things, corporeal or incorporeal.

The trespass still doth live, albee the person dye.
Spenser, F. Q., 11. viii. 28.

Methinks the truth should live from age to age.
ShaJc., Rich. IIL, iii. L 76.

The Skiff was much overloaden, and would scarce hane
liued in that extreame tempest had she beene empty.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 217.

If I live till May come twelvemonth, you are sure of me
again. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, IL 278.

In the upper church also, the columns of the elder
building have . . . lived throagh all repairs.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 62.

3. To have life; possess organic vitality; be
capable of performing vital functions: said of
animals and plants.

In that See of Lfbye is no Fissche : for the! mowe not
lyve ne dure, for the gret hete of the Sonne.

MandemUe, Travels, p. 144.

What man is he that liveth, and shall not see death?
Ps. Ixxxix.48.

Take not away the life you cannot give

;

For all things have an equal right to live.

Sryden, Pythag. Philos., L 708.

The bones of some vast bulk that lived and roar'd
Before man was. Tennyson, Princess, iiL

3. To use or pass life; direct the course of one's
life; regulate one'smanner of existing: a,8,toUve
well or HI, in either a physical or a moral sense.

Ensanmple sntbly forto gif

To tham that in lus law wald lif.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 129.

To be a Christian was not to fight for the Faith, but to
live by it. StiUingfteet, Sermons, EL ilL

Unblemished let me Uve, or die nnknown.
Pope, Temple of Fame, L 623.

live

True men who love me still, for whom I live.

Tennyson, Guineverei

Henee, used absolutelj;—4. To make full use

of life or its opportunities; get the greatest

advantage or enjoyment from existence.

He who, secure within, can say,

Tomorrow, do thy worst, for I have lived to-day.

Dryden, Imit. of Horace's Odes, IIL xxtx. 65.

Live while you live, the epicure would say.

And seize the pleasures of the present day

;

Live while you live, the sacred preacher cries.

And give to God each moment as it flies.

Doddridge, Epigram on his Family Arms.

Of him [Charles XII. of Sweden] we may say that he
led a life more remote from death, and in fact lived more,

than any other man. Emerson, Courage.

5. To abide j have or make an abiding-place;

dwell or reside ; have place : as, to live in a
town; to Wve with one's parents.

There was one Anna, a prophetess : . . . she was of a
great age, and had lived with an husband seven years from

her virginity. Luke iL 86.

The tears live in an onion that should water this sorrow.
Shak., A. and C, L 2. 176.

It is certainly a very happy temper to be able to live

with all kinds of dispositions. Stede, Spectator, No. 386.

A horror lived about the tarn, and clave

Like its own mists to all the mountain side.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

6. To have means of subsistence; receive or

procure a maintenance ;
get a livelihood: as, to

live on one's income.

They which preach the gospel should live of the gospeL
1 Cor. iz. 14.

Yio. Dost thou live by thy tabor?
Clo. No, sir, I live by the church.

SAa*., T. N., iii 1. 2.

No ill men.
That live by violence and strong oppression.

Come thither. Fletcher, Bondoca, iv. 2,

7. To feed; subsist; be nourished: with by

before the means or method, and on or upon
(sometimes with) before the material : as, cattle

live on grass and grain ; to Uve on the fat of the

land.
It behovethe Men to bere Titaile with hem that schalle

duren hem in the Desertes, and other necessaries for to

lyve by. MandemUe, Travels, p. 58.

I had rather live

With cheese and garlic in a windmill, far.

Than feed on cates and have him talk to me
In any summer-house in Christendom.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iiL 1. 161.

Sell their presented partridges and fruits,

And humbly live on rabbits and on roots.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, IL iL 52.

I speak the truth as I live by bread

!

Tennyson, Lady Clare.

8. In Scrip., to have spiritual life, either here
or hereafter; exist or be sustained spiritually.

The just shall live by faith. GaL iiL tU

Forgive my grief for one removed ; . . .

I trust he lives in thee, and there
I flnd him worthier to be loved.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, XnL

Living at heck and manger. See^^ci:!.— Tollveand
lookt, to live : a pleonastic phrase.

Ac yf ich may lyue andloke ich shal go leme bettere.
Piers Plowman (C), xi. 67;

To live Irat and ben. See 5eni, n—To live by one's
fingers' ends. See finger.—^o live liy one's hands.
SeeAoMd.—Tollvefest. See /ortz.—To live In a glass
honse. SeepJow.—To live In clover. Seecfoner.—To
Uve like fighting-cockB. See fighting-code.—To live
on the cross. See cross^.—To Uve out, to be away from
home in domestic service. [CoUoq. and local, U. &]
She came to this city, and lived out ass. cook.

New York Tribune, quoted in Bartlett.

She has never lived out before.
Mrs. Terhune, The Hidden Path, p. 78.

To live under, to be tenant to.—To Uve under canvas.
See canvas.—To Uve up to, to order one's life in accor-
dance with ; not live beK>w the standard of : as, to live up
to one's theories.

_
Editors of mortals alone live up to the apostolic injunc-

tion, and, forgetting the things that are behind, ever press
forward to those which are before.

Contemporary Beo., XLIX. 66B

=Syn. 6. Sojourn, Continue^ etc. See abided.

n. trans. 1. To contmue in constantly or ha-
bitually; pass; spend: as, to Uve a life of ease.

Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise . . .

To scorn delights, and live laborious days.
Milton, Lycidas, L 72.

But let me live my life. Tennyson, Andley Court.

3. To act habitually in conformity to.

It is not enough to say prayers, unless they live them too.

Parker.

To Uve down, to live so as to disprove ; efface or remove
by one's subsequent conduct the effects of (a calumny,
grief, or mistake).

Leaving her husband to ponder how she and he had each
lived their sorrow down. Jeaffreson, Live it Down, it

Write down tiiat rubbish you can't

—

Uve It down you
may. Bulwer, My Novel, £ 7.



live

To live out, to continue alive tlirough or to tlie end of ; aa,
to Kve out a war or a term of office ; he lived out the century.

live'^ (liv), a. [By apheresis from alMe, orig.
on UJe (ME. on live): see alhe. As now used
alm)e is retained in the orig. predicate U8e,while
live is exclusively employed in the attributive
use.] 1. Being in life; living; animate; not
dead: as, a live animal or plant.

Tlie juice of it, on sleeping eye-lids laid,
Will malce a man or woman madly dote
Upon the next live creature that it sees.

Shak., M. N. D., iL 1. 172.

2. Lively^ animated; alert; energetic; not
listless or inert : as, a live preacher ; a live book,
[U. S.]

We aim first of all to make a live newspaper— to give
everything in this region that people want, briefly, intel-
ligently, succinctly stated. S. Bowlee, in Merrlam, 1. 97.

3. Manifesting life or energy; acting as if with
living force ; effective ; operative ; ready for
immediate use or work; under pressure, as
of steam : as, a Woe machine ; Uve steam, etc.
See phrases below.
In that dreary solitude, so far from this live and warm

world, he tooli up his winter quarters.
W. Barrows, Oregon, p. 83.

4. Glowing; vivid: as, a live coal.

Then flew one of the seraphims unto me, having a live

coal In his hand, which he had talten with the tongs from
oit the altar. Isa. vL 6.

Now from the virgin's cheek a fresher hloom
Shoots, less and less, the live carnation round.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 963.

There is such a live sparlde on the water.
T. W. Higginson, Oldport, p. 199.

5. Fresh; not stale or impure.
But bis essences turned the live air sick.

Tennyson, Maud, xlll.

6. . Of present use or interest ; not effete, obso-
lete, or out of date ; subject to present or pros-
pective need: as, th© live topics of the day;
me matter (in a printing-office).—uve anatomyt,
vivisection.—^Uve azle,adriving-axle.—Uve bait, a liv-

ing worm, minnow, etc., used by anglers for flsh-bait.

—

Live blood. Same as life-Uood, 3.—Live feathers, fea-

thers taken from the living fowl. They are stronger and
more elastic than those from dead birds.—Uve circuit,
a circuit through which an electric current is flowing.
Also called live mre.—Uve gang. Same as live saw.—
Uve hair, hair from a living animal.

A narrow Lane, where Money for old Books was writ
upon some part or other of every Shop, as surely as Money
for lAve Hair upon a Barber's Window.
Quoted in Ashttm's Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne,

[1. 143.

Live lever, thatone of a pair of brake-levers to which the
brake-power is first applied, the other being called the
imdlemr. Cor-BttMer's Die*.—Uve matter. See mat-
ter.—Uve ling, a gang of wheels traveling on a circu-

lar track, used under a swing-bridge, a railway turn-table,

an observatory-dome, or the like.—Uve saw, a gang-saw
adapted for cutting entirely through logs without previous
slabbing.-Uve &ell, in gun., a shell which has been
loaded and fused ready for firing, or one which, after being
fired, has not yet exploded.

A sepoy who, with several others, was hiding in a room
from miich they were only driven by live shells.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 312.

Uve Bteam, steam fresh from the boiler and at full pres-

sure, as distinguished from dead steam or exlia-ust-stea-m.—
Uve Stock, domestic animals collectively

;
particularly,

the stock of animals kept for use or profit, as horses, cattle,

sheep, or swine.—Live Wire. Same as Uve circuit.

live°ti »• A Middle English oblique form of Ufe,

still existing in attve and livelong^.

liveable, a. .Another spelling of livable.

live-box (liv'boks), re. 1. A bos in which fish

are kept alive.— 2. A cell in which living ob-

jects are confined formicroscopical observation.

live-center (liv'sen''''t6r), n. See center^, 5.

lived (livd), a. [< Ufe + -edK'] Having a life;

existing: used in composition: as, long-Uved;

Bhort-liued.

Who, sending their sonnes to atteine knowledge, find

them little better learned, but a great deal worse hued,

then when they went. Jjgly, Euphues, Anat. of Wii^ p. Ul.

And burn the long-lived phcenix in her blood.

.
Shak., Sonnets, zix.

live-for-ever (liv'f§r-ev'6r), n. A plant, the

orpine, Sedum Telephvum. [U. S.]

live-head (liv'hed), n. In a lathe, the movmg
head-stock which contains the live-spindle.

livelesst, a- An obsolete form of lifeless.

liveliheadif (liv'li-hed), n, [Var. ot liveli-

hood^.] Liveliness; animation; living force.

Whom when as Turpin saw so loosely layd.

He weened well that he in deed was dead, . . .

But, when he nigh approoht, he mote aread

Plalnesigneslnhimof lifeandJijMfiAMta.
Spenser, F. Q., vl. vil. 20.

livelihead^t (Uv'li-hed), fi. [Var. of livelihood^,

for orig. lifeloOe.'i Way of life; living.

Full little weenest thou what sorrowes are

Left thee for porcion of thy KiwJj/A«ii. „ „ ,, „
l^aeneer, V. Q., H. U- 2.
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livelihoodif (Uv'li-hM), n. [Also Uvelihead, <
ME. lyveliheed (= Sw. liflighet = Dan. Uvlig-
hed); < lively+ -hood.'] Liveliness; cheerfulness.
The tyranny of her sorrows takes all livelihood from her

cheek. Shak., AU's Well, 1. 1. 68.

livelihood^ (liv'li-hud), ». [A corruption of
lifelode, simulating lively + -hood: see lifelode.]
Way of life; living; means of maintaining
life ; support of life ; maintenance ; the occu-
pation which furnishes means of support.

Of human necessity the very primal shape is that which
regards our livelihood. De Quincey, Plato.

=Syn. Support, Subsistence, etc. See living.

livelily (liv'li-li), adv. [< lively + -ly^.] In
a lively manner; briskly; vigorously. [Rare.]
IdvelUy expressing the hoUowness of a day's pleasuring.

Lamb, Elia, p. 323.

liveliness (liv'li-nes), ». l<lmjely + ness.2 The
quality or state of being lively or animated;
sprightliness ; vivacity; animation; spirit;
briskness; activity; effervescence. =syn. We,
Vivacity, etc. See wn^jmati<m.

livelodet, n. A variant of lifelode.

livelongi (liv'ldng), a. [< ME. "Imelong, lefe-

long, var. of lifelong, < Ufe, n., ¥ lonq^, a. The
word is now generally regarded as ilive^, v., +
long'^, adv., and so pronounced.^ If. Being as
long as life ; having a long life ; that lives or en-
dures long; lasting; durable.

Thou, in our wonder and astonishment,
Hast built thyself a live-long monument.

Milton, Epitaph on Shakspeare.

2. Continuing or seeming to continue long;
passing slowly ; tedious.

She seid, Thomas, thou likes thi play.
What byrde in boure may dwel with the?

Thou marris me here this lefe-long day,
I pray the, Thomas, let me be 1

True Thomas, MS. Cantab. (HaMiweU.')

The obscure bird
Clamour'd the livelong niglit.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3. 65.

livelong^ (liv'ldng), n. [< live\ v.,-¥long\ adv.]
A plant, Sedum Telephium; live-for-ever Jer-
sey livelong, the Jersey cudweed, Qnaphaiium luteo-

album.

lively (liv'li), a. [< MB. lyvely, Ufly, lyfly, < AS.
liJUc, living, vital (= Sw. UfHg = Dan. livlig), <

Uf, Ufe, + -lie: see Ufe and -h/^. Cf. lifeUhe.]

1. Living; endowed with or manifesting life;

hence, from a living source ; life-given. [Bare
or obsolete.]
Ye also, as lively stones, are built up a spiritual house,

an holy priesthood. 1 fet. ii. 6.

Why should he live, now Nature banlnnipt is,

Beggar'd of blood to blush through lively veins?
Shak., Sonnets, IxviL

2. Lifelike ; representing or resembling life or
reality; real; vivid; forcible: as, a lively md-
tation of nature.

His little son into his bosom creeps.
The lively picture of his father's face.

P. Fletcher, quoted in Walton's Complete Angler, p. 177.

With such perplexity of mind
As dreams xao lively leave behind.

Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

3. Pull of life or energy; active ; vigorous ; vi-

vacious; brisk; alert: applied to persons or

things: as, a Zwe^ chUd; Uvelytaim..

But mine enemies are lively, and they are strong.

Ps. xxxvili. 19.

To regain an old friend was well ; to be rid of a new
friend who had grown insupportable was a matter of yet
livelier rejoicing. E. Dawden, Shelley, I. 311.

, 4. Animated; spirited; sprightly; gay: as, a
lively dance ; lively conversation.

Formed by thy converse, happily to steer

From grave to gay, from Uveiy to severe.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 380.

5. Fresh; vivid; bright: said of colors and
tints.

Beside him rode Hippolita the queen.
And Emily attir'd ia lively green.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, a 228.

6. Biding the sea buoyantly : said of a ship or

boat.

lively (liv'li), adv. [< ME. Tyvely, Ufly, < AS.
lifVice, vitally, < MflM, living, vital: see Ivoely, a.]

1. In a lifebke manner; with the appearance

of reality; semblably.

Wei couthe he peynte lyfy that it wroughte.

With many a florin he the hewes boughte.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1229.

2. With life or animation; energetically; vig-

orously; briskly: &s, to &et lively.

Lokys now lyuely! what list you to do?
To melle in this mater, or to meue ferre?

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 3184.

They brought their men to the slough, who, discharging

lively almost close to the face of the enemy, did much
amaze them. Sir J. Hayward.

Uver

liven (li'vn), V. t. [Formerly also lifen; < life

+ -e»i. Cf . enliven.] To put life into ; enliven;
make more brisk; rouse: generally with ^p; as,

to liven up a fire, or a despondent person. [Col-
loq. or rare.]

live-oak (liv'ok'), n. An American o&k., Quer-
cus virens. It is abundanii withm short distances of the
coast, from southern Virginia to Texas, extending Into
Mexico, and is also found in Costa Kica. It is a slow-grow-
ing evergreen, 60 or 60 feet high. The leaves are common-
ly entire, with the upper side smooth and shining. Its
wood is extremely heavy, hard, strong, fine-grained, and
durable, and of great economic value, being especially
prized for ship-buildlng. The name is also appUed to sev-
eral other evergreen species of the Pacific slope : Q. chryso-
lepis, also called tnavl-oak and VaZparaisa oak; the less im-
portant Q. Wislizeni; and the coast live-oak, Q. agrifolia,

also called eTwino, alarge tree of southern California.—Live-
Oak State, the State of Florida.

liverl (liv'6r)j n. [< live''- + -eri.] 1. One who
lives or has life ; one who continues to live.

And try if life be worth the liver's care.
Prior, Solomon, ilL

2. One who resides ; a resident; a dweller: as,

a Uver in Glasgow.—3. One who lives in a cer-

tain manner, the manner being expressed by an
adjective : as, a good or evil liver, a fast liver,

a loose liver (that is, a person of good or evil,

fast, or loose habits); a good liver, a hearty Uver
(one addicted to good living or high feeding).

A wicked liver may be reclaimed, and prove an honest
man. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 383.

Were any bounteous, merciful.
Truth-speaking, brave, good livers, them we enrolled
Among us. Tennyson, Oareth and Lynette.

liver^ (liv'6r), «. [< ME. liver, < AS. lifer =
D. lever = MLG. lever = OHG. libara, lebara,
lebera, lepera, MHG. lebere, G. leber = Icel.

lifr = Dan. lever = Sw. lefver, liver. Cf. Buss.
UverU,, the pluck of animals. Attempts have
been made to identify liver, through the as-
sumed earlier stems Hik, *lyek, with L. jecur
= Gr. ^nap (^irar-) = Skt. yakrit, liver, the
medial Teut. labial («), in this view, having
been developed from an orig. guttural Qi). A
similar change appears in the history of four,

five, and prob. eleven and twelve, as well as in

wolf.] 1. In amo*., a large gland, secreting bile

and performing other important metabolic
functions, situated in the upper part of the ab-
dominal cavity on the right side. The human
liver lies beneath the diaphragm, and weighs 60 or 60
ounces. It presents a large right- and a smaller left-hand
lobe, and on the under surface are distinguished a quad-
rate lobe, a caudate lobe, and a lobns Splgelii. The gall-

bladder lies in a fissure on its under side. The^nr is sup-
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Liver of Man, under side.

A, left lobe; B, right lobe; F, lobus quadratus ; G, lobui Spifjelii

;

I, gall-bladder; j, cystic duct ; K, hepatic duct ; L, ductus Gommunis
choledochus; M, vena poitse ; H,0, left and right hepatic veins; P,
vena cava inierior ; R, round ligament ; S, hepatic artety.

plied with blood by the portal vein and the hepatic artery,

and discharges it by the hepatic veins. The bile is con-
veyed away by the bile-ducts, which unite to form the
hepatic duct. There are five fissures: the longitudiTuUf
which separates the right and left lobes, and contains thtf

round ligament ; the venous, the continuation of the former
backward, containing the remains of the ductus venosus

;

the caval, for the inferior vena cava or postcaval vein ; tha
portal or transverse, connecting the others, also called thtf

porta or gateway of the liver, where lie the portal vein,
hepatic artery, and hepatic duct ; with a depression for tha
gall-bladder, called, for convenience in enumerating, thff

fifth fissure. There are likewise five ligaments : right and
left lateral, coronary, and falciform, consisting of folds of
peritoneum, and the round ligament, which is the obliter-
ated umbilical vein of the fetus. A liver like that of man
in all essentials exists in nearly all vertebrates. Glandular
structures or tissues recognizable as hepatic occur in very
many invertebrates, and are commonly called liver. Thus,
the mass of dark-greenish substance in the thickest part of
an oyster is the Uver of that creature, and a glandular organ
in worms, connected with the mid -gut, receives the same
name. The livers of food- animals constitute a common ar-

ticle of diet. The liver was formerly supposed to he tiie

seat of love.

Are you not yet
Eelenting? ha' you blood and spirit In those veine?
You are no image, though you be as hard
As marble : sure, you have no Uver ; if you had,
'Twould send a lively and desiring heat
To every member. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, lit 1.



liver

Hence— 2. The bay or glossy ibis, Falcinellns
ijneas,whichwhen adult has the plumage chief-

ly liver-colored or hepatic.

The ibis is adopted as part of the anus of the town of
LiverpooL . . . This is termed the liver.

Montagu, Diet. Brit. Birds (ed. Newman).

The glossy ibis or liver. A. E. Brehm.

Bronze liver, a liver colored dark reddish-brown, olive-

brown, or black from severe malarial poisoning.—De-
graded liver, in human pathol., an abnormal condition
in which the liver is divided into a number of lobes as'in

the gorilla.— Floating liver, a displaced and movable
liver.— Granular liver. See granvlar.— Hobnailed
liver. See hobnailed. —Line Of the liver. See line of
health, under 2ine2.—Liver of antlmonyt, a combination
of trisulphid of antimony with a basic sulphid of another
metal.— Liver of sulphur, a mixture of polysulpjiids of

potassium, or potassium trisulphite. It is made by heat^
ing sulphur with potassium carbonate in a closed vessel.

The composition of the fused liver-colored mass is vari-

able.—Longitudinal ligament of the liver, the broad
ligament.

liver^ (liv'fer), V. t. [< MB. Uveren, leveren, <

OP. Uvrer, F. livrer = 8p. Pg. librar = It. Ube-
rare, liverare, Uvrare = D. leveren = G. Uefern
= Dan. levere = Sw. levera, deliver, give up, <

L. Uberare, set free, liberate, deliver, ML. also

(with other forms librare, Uvrare, after Rom.)
give up: see liberate and deliver. Hence liv-

ery^.'\ To deliver. [Old and prov. Eng.]
And to his men he liverd hym hole and feere.

MS. Lansdoume, 208, fol. 2. (HalliweU.)

]iver*t,ffl. [ApparX live^, or live^, + -er; but per-
haps, by apheresis, from deliver, a.] Lively.

Those that saw Bobin Hood run
Said he was a liver old man.

RoUn Hood and the Old Man (Child's Ballads,T. 2S9).

liver^ (liv'er), n. A fabulous bird borne upon
the arms of Liverpool, England, traditionally

supposed to have given a part of the name of

that city. It has been variously identified. See
liver^, 2.

liverance fliv'6r-ans), n. [< ME. Uveraunce, <

OP. liverance, livrance, delivery,< Uvrer, deliver:

see Uver^. Cf. deliverance.'} A delivery or de-
liverance. HalliweU. [North. Eng.]

liver-color (Uv'6r-kul"or), n. A color resem-
bling or suggesting tliat of raw calf's liver

freshly cut, somewhat smeared with blood,

and seen at a little distance; a red of very
low luminosity, and of moderately full chroma.
A color-disk composed of ^u scarlet iodide of mercury and

i^ intense velvet-black might be called a fine liver-color

tending toward maroon. The liver itself is decidedly
yellower, grayer, and brighter. Bidgway defines liver-

color by a wash of Schbnfeld's Induan red, which is

matched by the following color-disk formula : scarlet, 14

;

bright chrome-yellow, 2; white, 4; velvet-black, 80. This
inclines toward terrSrCOtta.

liver-colored (liv'er-kul"ord), a. Of the color

of liver; hepatic; of the color called liver-color;
said especially of ceramic ware, as a certain
variety of old Chinese porcelain and its imita-

tions.

liver-complaint (liv ' 6r-kom-plant "), n. Dis-

ease of the liver.

livered (liv'6rd), a. [< liver^ + -ed2.] 1. Hav-
ing a liver (of the kind specified): used in com-
position: as, a pooT-livered or taAAivered cod-

fish.— 2. Of some character attributed to a
state of the liver: as, white-Zioered, ^j-livered,

milk-K«ere(J (all meaning 'cowardly').

But I am -pigeon-liver'd, and lack gall

To m^e oppression bitter.

Shak., Hamlet, iL 2. 605.

3. Heavy or underbaked. HalliweU. [South.

Eng.]
liverert (liv'6r-6r), n. [< liver^^ + -er^.'\ A ser-

vant in livery. Davies.

Their sumptuous suits of liverers.

Patten (Arber's Eng. Gamer, HL 74).

liveresont, n. [ME. lyveresone, < OP. limreison,

livreson, lioraison, etc., F. Uvraison, delivery,

livery: see livery^, Uvraison, liberation.'] Livery.

Prompt. Farv., p. 309.

liver-fluke (liv'6r-flok), n. A trematoid worm,
Distoma hepaUca. See JXstoma 3,116. fitike^.

liver-grownt (liv'6r-gron), a. Suffering from
enlargement of the liver.

I sufler'd him to be onen'd, when they found that he
was wlmt is vulgarly call d lioer-grovme.

Svdyn, Diary, Jan. 27, 1658.

Uveried (liv'6r-id), a. l< livery + -ed^.'] Wear-
ing a livery, or uniform dress. See livery.

A thousand liveried angels lacky her.

MUton, Comns, L 455.

liveringt (Uv'Sr-ing), n. [< ME. leverynff; <

liver^ + 4ng^.'] A kind of pudding or sausage

made of liver or pork.

Two blodynges, I trow, a leveryng betwene.
Towneley Mysteriee, p. 89. (HalliweU.)

Livtringg, white-sldnned as ladies. ChapTnan.
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liverleaf (liv' 6r-lef), n. [So called from a fan-

cied resemblance of the three-lobed leaves to

the liver.] A spring flower of the genus Ane-

mone, in two species, sometimes regarded as

forming a genus Hepatica. The leaves are all from
the root, heart-shaped and three-lobed. The delicate flow-

ers are single on hairy scapes, colored blue, pink, or white.

The rmmd-lobed or kidney liverleaf is A. Hepatica {Hepor
tica triloba). (See out under Hepatica.) The sharp-lobed

or heart liverleitf is A. aeuiUoba. (Local, U. S.]

liver-ore (liv'6r-6r), n. An impure liver-brown
variety of cinnabar; hepatic cinnabar.

liver-pjrrites (liv'er-pi-rii'"tez), n. A massive
form of iron pyrites (marcasite, and sometimes
also pyrite and pyrrhotite), having a dull liver-

brown color.

liversickt (liv'6r-sik), a. Having a diseased

Uver—that is, in love : from the old notion that

the liver is the seat of love.

Demon, my friend, once liversick of love.

Bp. Hall, Satires, EL vii. 47.

liver-spots (liv'6r-spots), n.pl. A disease, pity-

riasis versicolor. Seepityriasis.

liverstone (liv'6r-st6n), n. [= G. lebersteim, (tr.

NL. lapis hepatictts, so called by Cronstedt with
ref . to the color, or perhaps to the similarity to

liver-pyrites (G. leberkies), which gives off sul-

phur fumes when heated).] A variety of the

mineral barite which gives off a fetid odor
when rubbed or heated to redness.

liver-wing (liv'er-wing), n. In cooJcery, the
right wing of a bird having the liver tucked
into it in cooking, preferred by epicures.

Mr. Pumblechook helped me to the liver vAng and to

the best slice of tongue. Dickens, Great Expectations, xix.

liverwort (liv'er-wert), n. [< ME. liverwort;

< liver^ + wort^.l 1. .Any plant of the crypto-

famie family HepaUcce. In general appearance they
iffer from mosses in having the stems bilateral, and the

leaves usually two-ranked, though often there are rudi-

ments of a third rank, never with a midvein.

2. One of several other plants that suggest the
liver by their form, or are supposed to be useful
in diseases of the liver. Among them are the com-
mon agrimony, Agrvmonia Eupatoria, and the liverleaf,

Anemone Hepatica.—Homed liverwort, a name some-
times given to any of the plants of the order Antfiocera-

tacece of the family Hepaticce. They are small, terrestrial,

annual plants, with flaccid thallose vegetation, and bi-

valved, mostly erect, pod-like capsules. Also called horrir

wort.—Noble liverwort, Anenume Hepatica. (See also
ground-liverwort,8tone-livenoort,viater-liverwort,woodAiver-
wort.)

liveryl (Uv'er-i), a. [< liver^ + -j/1.] Resem-
bling the liver : as, a livery color, texture, etc.

livery^ (liv'er-i), ».; pi. liveries (-iz). [< ME.
liverey, lyverey, liveray, liveree, lyvery, lyvere, lev-

erie, levere (= Sp. librea = It. livrea = ML. refl.

lioerea, livreia), livery, < AP. liverie, liveree, OP.
liveree, livree, P. livree, delivery, livery, < ML. li-

berata, delivery, livery, lit. a thing delivered,

fern, (seres, a thing) of liberatus, pp. of Uberare,

give up, deliver: aeeliver^.'] If. Delivery; al-

lowance; grant; permission.

Sale, what are 30 that makls here maistrie^
To loose thes bestis with-oute leverie f

York Plays, p. 203.

3. In law: (a) The act of giving possession ; de-
livery. Chiefly used in the phrase livery qf seizin— that
is, the act of putting a person in corporal possession of a
freehold by giving him the ring, latch, or key of the door

;

or, if land, by delivering him a turf or twig, accompanied
by a form of words or (as always in later times) a written
document expressing the transfer of possession; or, in
either case, doing any act before witnesses which clearly
places the party in possession. Itformerly accompanied all

conveyances of land, but is now confined in England to
that conveyance called a feoffment. It is unknown in
American law.

Alienation of feudal holdings, when it came to be al-

lowed, was subject to the condition of being notorious.
This was assured by requiring an actual delivery of pos
session before witnesses and on the land itself : a proceed-
ing accompanied with different forma in different coun-
tries and districts, and known by the general name of in-
vestiture. In England it was called livery of seism.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 72.

(6) The charter or deed of possession accom-
panying the delivery.— St. Release from con-
straint or control ; deliverance.

Death fewer liveries gives
Than life. Chapman.

It concerned them first to sue out their livery from the
unjust wardship of his encroaching prerogative. MUton.

4t. Delivery (of blows).

William as a wod man was euer here & there,
& leide on swiche liuere leue me forsothe
That his dales were don that of him hent a dent.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 3822.

5. (a) An allowance of food or other provisions
statedly given out; a ration, as to a family, to
servants, to horses, etc.

Edward IV. 's Esqniers for the Body, nil, had "for
wynter lyverey from All Hallowentide (Nov. 1) tyll Estyr,

liveryman

one percher wax, one candell wax, ij candells Paris, one
tallwood and diraidium, and wages in the conntyng-

house." Quoted in Babees Boo*(E. E. T. S.\ p. 811.

(6) Keeping on a certain or regular allowance at

a certain rate ; regular keeping and attendance

:

now used only of horses : as, to keep a horse at

livery.

What Liverye is, we by common use in England knowe
well enough, namelye that it is allowaunce of horse-meate,

aa they commonly use the woord in stabling ; as, to keepe

horses at livery; the which woord, I geesB, is derived of

livering or delivering foorth theyr nightlye foode.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

6. (a) A regular distribution of uniform gar-

ments, badges, etc., to anybody of men; hence,

a uniform style prescribed for the dress of a
body of servants, followers, or associates.

Commaunde je that gonre gentilmen yomen and other

dayly here and were there robis in goure presence, and
namely at the mete, for goure worshyppe, and not oolde

robis and not cordyng to the lyuerey, nother were they

oolde schoon ne fylyd. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 329.

The term livery was . . . gradually restricted to the

gift of clothing, the gift offood and provisions being known
as allowances or corrodies ; the clothing took the charac-

ter of uniform or badge of service. As it was a proof of

power to have a large attendance of servants and depen-

dents, the lords liberally granted their livery to all who
wished to wear it, and the wearing of the livery became a

sign of clientdiip or general dependence.
StiMs, Const. Hist., § 470.

(6) A badge, cognizance, garment, or entire

costume of uniform fashion formerly marking
the retainers of a feudal lord, the followers of

a military superior, or the members of a com-
pany, as a gild or corporation ; at the present

time, the dress worn by servants, especially

men servants, when of peculiar fashion and in-

dicatingwhom it is that they serve. Such liveries

usually take their colors from the heraldic tinctures used

in the armorial bearings, or with modifications. Thus, if

the master's arms include a field or, the color of the Kv-

ery-coat, instead of yellow, may be drab ; so in England
red, being the color of the royal livery, is avoided by all

subjects, and maroon or chocolate is substituted for it

when gules is prominent in the arms of the employer,

(c) Figuratively, any characteristic dress, or a
dress assumed for or worn upon a particular oc-

casion ; hence, characteristic covering or out-

ward appearance : as, the livery of May or of

autumn.
The spring, the summer,

The childing autumn, angry winter, change
Their wonted liveries. Shak., M. N. U., it 1. U3.

Now came still evening on, and twilight gray
Had in her sober livery all things clad.

Mitton, P. L., iv. 699.

7. A livery-stable. [U. S.]— 8. Same as liv-

ery company: as, the London liveries livery
companies. See company.—Livery of seizin, the de-

livery of property into possession. See def. 2 (a).— Stat-
ute Of Liveries. See «totMfe.—To sue one's livery,
in old Eng. law, to issue the writ which lay for the heir

to obtain the seizin of his lands from the king.

He came but to be Duke of Lancaster,
To sue his livery and beg bis peace.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 8. 62.

livery^ (liv'6r-i), v. t. ; pret. and pp. liveried,

ppr. Mverying. [< Uvery^, «.] To clothe in or
as if in livery.

His rudeness so with his authorized youth
Did livery falseness in a pride of truth.

Sftak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 105.

He had 116 servants in liverys, every one liveried in
greene sattin doublets. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 3, 1633.

livery-coat (liv'6r-i-kot), n. A coat forming
part of a livery-dress— especially, in modem
times, of that of a man servant.
livery-collar (liv'er-i-kor'ar), n. A collar of

an order or of honorary distinction, as the col-

lar of SS, the collar of the Bath, etc.

livery-colors (liv'6r-i-kul*orz), n. pi. Colors
adopted by a person or faimly of rank and im-
portance for the livery of the household, and
also for decorative purposes. Thus, the colors of

the Tudor princes of England were white and green
(Bmitdl), those of the Stuarts scarlet and gold, etc.

livery-cupboard (liv'6r-i-kub''6rd), n. A stand
with two or three shelves formerly used in the
dining-room, on which the liveries (food, drink,
etc.) intended for distribution were placed.
Uveiy-fish (liv'fer-i-fish), n. A North of Ire-

land name of the striped wrasse.
livery-gown (liv'er-i-goun), «. The gown
forming part of a livery-dress, especially that
worn by a London liveryman.
liveryman (liv'er-i -man), n. ; pi. liverymen
(-men). 1. One who wears a livery; specifi-

cally, a freeman of the City of London, who,
having paid certain fees, is entitled to wear the
characteristic dress or livery of the company
to which he belongs, and also to enjoy certain
other privileges, as the right to vote in the elec-
tion of the lord mayor, sheriffs, chamberlain,
etc.— 2. One who keeps a Uvery-stable.



livery-office

]ivery-office (liv'6r-i-of"is), n. An office ap-
pointed for the delivery of lands. Wharton.
livery-servant (liv'6r-i-s6r"vant), n. A servant
who wears a livery; hence, a'servant not of the
highest grade, as that of steward or the like.
Compare servant out of livery, nnder servant.

livery-stable (liv'6r-i-sta"bl), n. A stable
where horses are kept for hire and vehicles are
let.

livery-tablet (liv'6r-i-ta"bl), n. A side table or
cupboard. Fuller, Pisgah Sight, V. i. 18.

lives, n. 1. Plural of life.— 2t. An obsolete
genitive of Ufe.

Inre-spindle (liv'spin^dl), «. In a lathe, the
rotating spindle in the head-stock by which
power IS imparted, as distinguished from the
dead-spindle in the tail-stock.

liveticfet, ». [< Uve^, for life, -^ tide."] Fortune

;

living. floKawd, tr. of Camden, p. 245. {Davies.)

live-well (liv'wel), n. The well of a flshing-

smaok in which fish are kept alive.

livid (liv'id), a. [< F. Uvide— Sp. Ikiido = Pg.
It. li/vido, < L. limdus, black and blue, < livere,

be livid.] 1 . Black and blue, like a contusion.
The term is applied, with the strong exaggeration usually
characterizing the use of color-names, to the color of a
person "black in the face" from strangulation, or having
a cold, death-like complexion from rage, fear, or suffering

;

or to a light which imparts a death-like aspect to the face.
Thus, a face illuminated by the yellow monochromatic
light produced by the burning of an alcoholic solution of
common salt is said to present a livid appearance.

At this the blood the virgin's cheek forsook

;

A livCd paleness spreads o'er all her look.
Pope, E. of the L., iii. 90.

A thousand flambeaux . . . turned all at once that deep
gloom into a livid and preternatural day,

Poe, Tales, I. 371.

On livid brows of agony
The broad red lightning shone.

Whittier, The Slave Ship.

2. In zool., pale purplish-brown, more or less

translucent, resembling the color of a bruised
surface of flesh.

lividity (li-vid'i-ti), n. [< F. lividiti, < ML.
Uvidita{t-)s, livldness, < L. lividus, livid: see
livid.'] The state of being livid; the peculiar
darkness of color exhibited by bruised flesh.

The signs of a tendency to such a state [the atrabilarian]

are darkness or lividi^ of the countenance [and] dryness
of the skin. Arbuthnot, Aliments, vi. I 28.

lividness (liv'id-nes), n. Same as lividity.

living (liv'ing), n. [< MB. living, Tmyng, Wbbvng;
verbal n. of Twei, «.] 1. The act or the condi-
tion of existing; the state of having life; pow-
er of continuing life.

There is no living without trusting somebody or other
In some cases. Sir R. h'Estrange.

And do you think this is Living, to be involved in so

many Miseries, and to wallow in so great Iniquities?

N. BaUey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 266.

2t. Period of life ; term of existence.

To spend her [a nun's] living in eternal love.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 238.

3. Manner or course of life : as, holy living.

The younger son . . . wasted his substance with riotous

living. Luke xv. 13.

Dr. Parker, in his sermon before them, touched them so

near for their living, that they went near to touch him for

his life. Sir J. Hayward.

4. Means of subsistence; estate; livelihood.

Tor to drawen up all thing
That nede was to her libbdng.

Arthour and Merlin, p. 38.

And ther lyvyng ys mynystired vnto them twyes a Day
from the seyd Mownte Syon.

TorMngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 39.

She of her want did cast in all that she had, even all

her living. Mark xii. 44.

My duty toward my neighbour is ... to learn and la-

bour truly to get mine own living.

Book of Common Prayer, Catechism.

Speciflcally—(a) An ecclesiastical office by vfrtue of which
the clerk or incumbent has the right to enjoy certain

church revenues on condition of discharging certain ser-

vices prescribed by the canons, or by usage, or by the

conditions under which the office has been founded. (See

indmlion, 2.) In the reign of Henry VIIL a system of "plu-

ralities " was established, whereby the same clerk might
hold two or more livings ; but in the reign of Victoria

this privilege, which was attended with great abuses, has

been repeatedly abridged ; and no clerk may now hold

two livings unless the churches so attached are within

three miles of each other, and the annual value of one of

them does not exceed one hundred pounds.

We see some parents, that have the donations or advo-

cations of Church livings in their hands, must needs have

some of their children . . . thrust into the ministry.

Bp. Sanderson, Works, in. 126.

He obtained licence from the King that the University

might purchase advouzances of spiritual livings.^
Fvller, Hist. Cambridge, IL 38.

Your peculiar institution of church limngs—which (as I

understand it) makes it possible that a priest of the ora-

cles of God may be a mere functionary.

J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 235.
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(6) The income from a benefice ; ecclesiastical revenue.
They [the clergy] have great labors, and therefore they

ought to have good limngs, that they may commodiously
feed their flock. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.
(c) The seat of the office ; a parish.

I shall pass part of next summer at my living, and in all
probability come over to Edinburgh.

Sydney Smith, To Prancls Jeflrey.

5. A farm. [Prov. Eng.]
My lands and livings are not small.
My house and lynage faire.

The Chad of Elle (Child's Ballads, in. 231).

High living. See high. =Syn. 4. Uving, Uvelihood, Sub-
sistenee, Sitstenanee, Support, Maintemmee. These words
differ essentially, as their derivations suggest. To make
a Uving or a livelihood is to earn enough to keep alive on
with economy, not barely enough to maintain life, nor
sufficient to live in luxury. Livelihood is a rather finer
and less material word than living. Subsistemx and sus-
tenance refer entirely to food: subsistehee is that which
keeps one in existence or animal life ; sustenance is that
which holds one up. Support and maintenance, like living
and livelihood, cover necessary expenses. To guarantee a
man his support is to promise money to cover all expenses
proper to economical living, or such living as may be
ajgreed upon. Mainten^trwe may be applied to expensive
living. An honest livelihood; a bare living; bare subsis-
teme; scanty sustenance; ample support; an honorable
nmintenance at the university.

living (liv'ing), p. a. [Altered from ME.
livend, lifand, < AS. lifiende, ppr. of lijian, live

:

see livei, «.] 1. Being alive; having life or
vitality; not dead: as, a /mnp animal or plant.

The Lord God . . . breathed intohis nostrils the breath
of life ; and man became a living soul. Gen. ii. 7.

3. In actual existence ; having present vigor
or vitality^ now in action or use; not lifeless,

stagnant, inert, or disused : applied to things

:

as, Mwwg'languages; a Zi«Mi(? spring; livimgtaXila..

To live a life half dead, a living death.
MUton, S. A., 1. 100.

Then flash'd the living lightning from her eyes.

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 165.

It is the living question of the hour, and not the dead
story of the past, which forces itself into all minds.

0. W. Holmes, Old VoL of Life, p. 78.

3. Furious; fleroe: applied by seamen to a
gale : as, a Uving gale of wind.—4. Existing in
the original state and place ; being as primarily
formed and situated: only in the phrases Uving
rock, living stone.

I now found myself on a rude and narrow stairwaj^ the
steps of which were cut out of the living rock. Moore.

The forms they hewed from living stone

Survive the waste of years, alone.
Bryant, The Greek Boy.

Living force. See vis viva.—TAving language. See
language.^The living, onewho is or thosewho are alive

:

usually with a plural signification : as, in the land of the

living.

The living will lay it to his heart. Eccl. vii. 2.

living-chamber (liv'ing-cham'''b6r), n. The
chamber or cavity of a shell in which an animal
lives, as distinguishedfromthatpartfromwhich
the body of the animal has receded during the
growth of the shell: said especially of fossil

eephalopods.
livingly (liv'ing-li), adv. [< living + -ly^.] In
a living state or manner; by the course or way
of life.

Of course no sane man can help cherishing the liveliest

desire to grow in the knowledge of the Divine perfection,

and livingly to illustrate it in the tenor of his own per-

sonal history. ^ H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 206.

livingness (liv'ing-nes), n. [< living + -ness.']

The state of being alive
;
possession of energy

or vigor; animation; liveliness: as, the living-

ness of one's faith.

living-room (liv'ing-rom), n. A room for gen-
eral family use ; a sitting-room. Also called in

New England keeping-room. [Local, U. S.]

The cabin was furnished with two entrance doors. I
rapped at one, and in a moment it opened, and Joe ush-

ered me into the living-room.
Oibnore, My Southern Friends, p. 149. (BarOett.)

Accordingly each family sets up one or other of these

deities in its living-room. Art Jour., March, 1888, p. 72.

livingstonite (liv'ing-ston-it), n. [Named in

honor of David lAvingstme, a Scottish mission-

ary and explorer of Africa (1813-73).] A sul-

phid of mercuryand antimony occurring in pris-

matic or columnar forms of a lead-gray color

and metallic luster: found in Mexico.

livishf (li'vish), a. [< ME. livish, lifish; < life

+ -isK^.'] Somewhat live or alive ; lively.

If there were true and livish faith, then would it work
love in their hearts.

Becon's Works, 1843, p. 37. (HaUiwdl.)

Livistona (hv-is-to'na), n. [NL. (E. Brown,

1827), named for Patifick Murray of Livistone,

near Edinburgh.] A genus of fan-palms of the

tribe Coryphece, distinguished by the terminal

styles and stigraas, the petals and sepals being

lizard

valvate in the oud, and by the distinct or slight-

ly coherent globose carpels. The flowers are her-
maphrodite, and consist of three sepals and a three-lobed
corolla, six stamens and three carpels, of which generally
but one matures and forms the fruit. The leaves are fan-
shaped and generally split on the edges, and are borne on
spiny petioles. There are about 14 species, found in east-

em and tropical Asia, the Malay archipelago, NewGuinea,
and eastern Australia. L austraZis, the Australian or Vic-
torian cabbage-tree, is native as far south as Victoria.

Livonian (li-v6'ni-an), a. and n. [< Livonia
(see def.) -I- -a».]" I. a. Of or pertaining to
Livonia; Lettish.

II. m. 1 . A native or an inhabitant of Livo-
nia, one of the Baltic provinces of Russia; spe-
cifically, a member of the primitive race of Li-
vonia.— 2. The language formerly spoken by
the Livonians.
livor (li'vgr), n. [< L. livor, lividness, envy, <

livere, be "of a bluish color, be envious: see
livid.] If. Envy; malignity.

Out of this root of envy spring those feral branches of
faction, hatred, livor, emulation.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 167.

2. pi. The parts of skin in a corpse discolored
by the hypostatic accumulation of blood,

livraison (le-vra-z6h'), n. [F., < ML. libera-

tio(n-), a giving, -L. a setting free, liberation:
see liberation and liver^. Cf . livereson, an obs.

E. form of the same word.] One of several
parts of a printed work issued at intervals in
advance of the completion of the whole ; a num-
ber of a book published in parts, or of a periodi-
cal ; a fascicle : used only or chiefly ofTrench
publications.

I shall send you several livraisons of the Encyclopedic.
Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 69.

livre (le'vfer), n. [F., = Sp. Pg. libra = It. Ub-
bra, lira, < L. libra, the Eoman pound; cf. Gr.
Mrpa, a pound: see libra.] An old French
coin and money of account, now superseded by
the franc. The value of the livre toumois, or livre of
Tours, by comparison of the gold coinage of 1726-1785
with the present United States gold coinage, was 19^ cents,

and by comparison of silver coin of the same periods it was
18S cents. The livre parisis, or livre of Paris, in use until
1667 conjointiy with the livre toumois, was worth one quar-
ter more than the latter.

lixivial (lik-siv'i-al), a. [= F. liximiel = Sp. leji-

vial= It. Ussivialej< L. lixivius, lixivium, lye: see
Uxiviwm.] 1. Obtained by lixiviation; impreg-
natedwith alkalinematter extractedfromwood-
ashes.— 2. Containing or consisting of salts so
extracted.— 8. Of the color of lye ; resembling
lye.—4. Having the qualities of alkaline salts

extracted from wood-ashes

—

Lixivial salts, in
chcTn., salts obtained by passing water through wood-
ashes, or by pouring water on wood-ashes.

lixiviate (lik-siv'i-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. lixivi-

ated, ppr. lixiviating. [< ML. *lixiviatus, pp. of

Hiaciviare, form into a lye, < L. lixivium, lye : see

lixivium.] To subject to the process of lixivia-

tion ; form into lye ; impregnate with saltsfrom
wood-ashes : as, lixiviated water.

[Iodine] is obtained by pouring an excess of concentrated
sulphuric acid on the water obtained by burning different

fuel, lixiviating the ashes, and concentrating the liquor.
Dunglison, Diet. Med. Science.

lixiviate (lik-siv'i-at), a. [< ML. Hixiviatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] 1 . Pertaining to lye or lixivium

;

of the nature of alkaline salts.

.

The fixed nitre is of an alcalizate nature,and participates

the qualities belonging generally to lixiviate salts.

Boyle, Works, I. 370.

2. Impregnated with salts from wood-ashes.
lixiviation (lik-siv-i-a'shon), n. [= F. lixivia-

tion = Pg. lionviagao = It. lissiviazione, < ML.
*lixiviatio(n-), < *lixiviare, make into lye: see
lixiviate.] The operation or process of extract-

ing alkaline salts from ashes by percolation of
water; the process of leaching. For the application
of leaching or lixiviation to the treatment of metallifer-
ous ores, see Augustin's process. Patera process, Bussell's

process, Ziervogel's process, all under process.

lixivious (lik-siv'i-us), a. [< L. lixivius, also

lixivus, made into lye: see lixivium.] Lixivial.

lixivium (lik-siv'i-um), n. [< L. lixivium, also
lixivia, lye, neut. andfem. respectively of lixivius,

made into lye, < lix, ashes, lye.] Water impreg-
nated with alkaline salts extracted from wood-
ashes; lye: sometimes applied to other extracts.

I have found wonderfull benefit in bathing my head with
a decoction of some hot and aromaticall herbs, in a lixivi-

um made of the ashes of vine-branches.
Evelyn, To Doctor Beale.

lixti An obsolete form of liest, second person
singular indicative present of lie^. Chaucer.

liza (li'za), n. The white or blue-backed mul-
let, Mugil curema.

lizard (liz'ard), n. [< MB. lesarde, lusarde, <

OF. lesard','lesard, lisard, P. lesard = Sp. Pg.



lizard

tagarto (> E. aligarto, now alligator) =It. lacer-
ta, lucerta, < L. laeertus, lacerta, a, lizard, (jt
lacert.'] 1. A scaly four-legged reptile without
a shell: a squamate quadruped saurian; a sau-
rian orlacertiLian. In popular language a lizard is al-
most aoy reptile except a frog, toad, snake, or turtle ; and
ordinary book usage is equally indefinite. Thus, skinks,
Btellios, geckos, chameleons, basilisks, monitors, agamas,
iguanas, alligators, crocodiles, etc., are alllizards

; pterodac-
tyls are flying-lizards ; dinosaurs, plesiosaors, and mosa-
saurs are huge extinct lizards. But the word is most fre-
quencyused as the'name of the small lacertilian% as those
of tbe tamUj LacertidcB and some others, which have no
special names of their own. See Laeerta, LacertieUe.

Our Author sawone lAzard as big as a man, with scales
on her backe like Oysters. Purcbaa, Pilgrimage^ p. 83&

Lbards, the ra-een lightnings of the wall, . . .

With such promgious eyes in such small heads t

Mrs. Brmanvng, Aurora Leigh, Til.

2. Any member of the old order Sauriaor mod-
em order LaeertUia. Such are the reptiles known as
dow-uiormg, gla»malies, homed toads, etc Many of these
have no limbs, or no obvions ones, and are therefore not
lizards in sense 1.

3. JTaMf. , a piece ofrope witha thimble or bull's-
eye spliced into one or both ends, used in a
vessel as a leader for ropes.—4. [cap.'\ A cer-
tain small constellation. See Laeerta, 2.— 5. A
crotch of timber or a forked limb used in place
of a sled for hauling stone : a form of stone-
boat.—6. In her., a beast like a wildcat, usu-
ally represented as spotted: a rare bearing.

—

Angnlne lizard. See anguine.—Broad-backed Ilz-
axos, the Taranians or monitors.—Croaking lizard, a
gecko common in Jamaica, Thecaiactylvs Icemx: so called
from the noise it makes. It is noctumaL Also croakCng
i?«!fo.—Frilled lizard. See./riB-Jiairi—Scaly lizard,
a pangolin or scaly ant-eater. See Ma-nis.

lizard-bait (liz'ard-bat), n. The lesser sand-
lance. [Prov. iEng.]

lizard-fi^ (liz'ard-fish), n. 1. A ganoid fish
of the group of sauroids.—2. A fish of the ge-
nus Synodus, of which there are several species,
as the sandpike, S. fastens, found from Cape
Cod southward. S. ludoceps occurs on the Cali-
fomian and Mexican coasts.

lizard-seeker (Uz'ard-se^er), n. AnAmerican
gronnd-cuckoo,/Sa«roffeera oetaZa, or some other
member of the subfamily SatirotherincB.

lizard-stone (liz'ard-ston), n. A name for the
serpentine marble obtained in Cornwall, Eng-
land, in the vieinitjr of Lizard Point. It is
made into chimneypieces, ornaments, etc.

lizard's-ton£[ae (liz'ardz-tung), n. A name of
several orchids included in the genus Spiran-
thes, formerly regarded as forming a genus
Sawroglogsum.

lizardtail, Uzard's-tail (liz'ard-, liz'^rdz-tal),

«. 1. An herbaceous plant, Saururus cemwus,
growing in marshes in North America. The
name was suggested by its nodding spikes of
white flowers. Also called breastaeed (whidi
see).—2. A plant, Piperpeltatum, of the West
Indies.

lizard-tailed (llz'ard-tald), a. Having long
fragile arms or rays, likened to the tail of a
lizard: specifically applied to the ophiurans.

lizari (U-za'ii), ». Same as alizari.

T.iggjg. (liz'i-a), n. [Nli.J A genus of gymno-
blastic acalephs or jeUyfishes, with 32 mai^inal
tentacles arranged by fives and threes, and the
young produced by direct budding feom the
olypite. L. octopunctata is an example.

(la'ma or lya'ma), n. [Also lama and
glama as thi L. generic or specific name; <
Peruy. Mama.'i 1. An even-toed ruminant nn-
golate quadruped, Auchenia glama or Uama, or
Xama peruviana, of South America, ofthe order
UngiilaUi, suborder Artiodaetyla, saperfamily
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be descended from the guanaco. The llama is also called Uoyd'g asent, one of a class of agents, in nearly all parte
the American camel, and has been known to Europeans of the wond, acting for the committee of underwrite at

since 1544. It was the only beast of bm'den in America Uoyd's, who transmit maritime information of all kinds,
before the arrival of the Spaniards, and is still used as report disasters, etc. Tb«y are generally local merchants,
such in the Andes, the formation of its feet enabling it to shippers, or othets concerned with maritime business.—
wadk on dopes too rough or steep for any other animaL Uoyd's bond. See h<md>-.—Uoyd's Beglster of Btlt-
It is about 3 feet high at the shoulder, and so closely al- Ish and Foreign Shlpillng, an annual work, published
lied to the alpaca that the latter is sometimes regarded by an association of members of Lloyd's, containing the
as a flner-wooled variety of it. names of vessels alphabetically airanged, and ranked in

2. The wool of the llama. It is used in making different classes (as Al, etc.) according to their qnallflca-

H+nfFs for wrnnPn'H wpnr Inofi tasBfila etc ^^^ ^'^^ **''« to be in any class being determined byStuns lor womens wear, lace, tasseis, etc.
^j^^ yeportof Bnrv^ors,and by certain rulee as to their

Her [the Lady Mayoress's] petticoat was of Uama and constmdion, flieir state of leinir, ag^ etc.

gold- First Yiar of a Saken SeCffii, p. 69. JqI (15)^ inteij. [< ME. lo, loo, < AS. la, a COm-
llan. [W. Uan, an inclosure, a church.] A mon interj. of surprise, caUing, or mere greet-
church: averyfrequent element inplaee-names ing. Confusion of Id, ME. to, with loc, ME.
in Wales, and occurring also in England and 2o%,impv» look, is supposed to nave given 2o its

Scotland, as inXiandaS, XtongoUen, ZJanidloes,
ianark.
Llandeilo group G^^-^'^o grop). [See def.]
A division of the Lower SUurian, first described
by Murehison as occurring at Llandeflo in Car-
marthenshire, Wales, and also found in Pem-
brokeshire and Badnorshire. The group consists
of dark-colored flags, sandstones, and shales^ and is be-
tween 2,000 and 3,000 feet thick. It contains mai^ of the
characteristic fos^ of the lowest division of the Silurian,
especiallytrQobitea ofgenera included in Banande's "pri-
mordial fauna," such as Asaphui, Catymene, and Ogygla.

Llandovery groap (lan'do-ve-ri grSp). [See
def.] A series of rooks, so named by Murchi-

now nsnal implication of 'behold ' ; but the dif-

ference of form is too great to make any such
confusion probable.] Look] see ! behold! ob-
serve I—used to invoke or direct the particular
attention of a person to some object or salgect
of interest.

Zo, ze lordes, what lente did by an emperonre ot Bomev
That was an vncrystene creature as clerkes ^ndetli in

bokea. Piers Plowman0X zL 149l

Lo, Adam, in tbe ttHie of Damascene,
Witb GotUes owen finger wrought was he.

Cha/acer, Monk's Tide, L 17.

Why, lo you now, I have spoke to the purpose twic&
Shak., W. I, L 2. 105.

son because well de^loped near Llandovery x,o2 (15), «. [Prom the well-known lines ofm Carmarthenshire, Wales. The group consists of Pope, "Lol the poor Indian, whose untutored
sandstones, grits, and conglomerates, having a maximum -.,^5j » «*.« /<«-e'«„««- «« iur«^» i on\ 4i.» -.. i

thickness of 2,M0 feet. It is dii& into two subdivi- mad," ete. ("Essay on Man," 1, 99), the wrad
sions, the Lower Llandovery beds, and the Upper Dan- Xo oemghumoronsly taken as the name Of "the
dovery beds or the May Hill sandstone. Bysomegeolo- poor Indian."] ANortbAmerieanlndian. [Hn-
gists the Upperand the LowerLlandovery and the Taian- morous U S 1non shales are grouped together as the May Hm series, i„„ n^'-J\ L a i.._„i -..^^.-t^j^ ...^ • * _i.
and are considered as forming the lowest division of the loa (lo A), n. A larval nematode worm infest-

Siinrian, the fossOiferons strata below this being called ing the eye ; the larval stage of the eye-thread-
Cambrian. At one time the division between the Lower worm, ^uaria oculi.

lSwe??S^^8""B8i^^'''''^
""' "^^ ""* loach Ooch), «. [Alsq loche; < V.loehe = 8p

llanero (lya-na'ro), «. [Sp., < Uano, a plain: i?"""' «?7«. loa<'''i "^f^H."^"??-]. 1. AsmaU
see llano.'i An inhabitant of the llanos of
South America. The naneros are principally con-
verted Indians or descendants of Indians and whites, and
are distinguished for activity, ferocitf, ignorance, and
semi-barbarous habits. They are for the most part shep-
herds or herdsmen.
Uano (la'no or lya'no), n. [Sp., a plain, < L.
planus, level: see plain and plane.2 In some
of the Spanish or originally Spanish parts of
America, a treeless level steppe or plain. The
llanos in the noithem part of South America surround the
lower and middle course of the Orinoco, and are separated
by the great forest-belt of the Amazon from the region of
the pampas further south. Many parts of these llanos
bear little or no vegetation, except on the banks of rivers
and during the seasons of inundation, when they are trans-
formed into seas. In the intermediate season they are
luxuriant pastures for great herds of cattle. The ZflaTio
Bstaeado or Staked Flain of the TTnitol States is a vast
arid plateau in the former Spanish possessions of Texas
and New Mexico.

like the greater portion of the desert of Saliara, the
northernmost of the South American plains—the Lbmos— are in the torrid zone ; dnring one-half of the year they
are desolate, like the Lybian sandy waste; during the
other they appear as a grassy plain, resembling many of
the steppes of Central Asia.

BumbMt, Aspects of Nature (trans.X p. 30.

LL. B. An abbreviation of the Latin (Middle
or New Latin) Legum Bacealaureus, Bachelor
of Laws.

European fish, Cobitis {Nemachilus) bariattda,

Common LoacJl il^errmehilus iarbatulu^,

of the family CoMtidw; hence, any fish of that
family. The common loach inhabits small clearstnam^
and is esteemed a delicacy. It is also called teardg. I3ie
spinous loach or groundling is a smaller species,CbUUt
tienia.

The miller's thomb^ the hiding loaeh.
The perch, the ever-nibling roach.

W. Bromfie, Britannia's Pastoral^ L 1.

Scarcely a stone 1 left unturned, being thoroughly
skilled in the tricks of the loach. . . . For being giay-
spotted, and clear to see througli, ... he win stay qaite
still where a streak of weed is in the rapid water, hoping
to be overlooked. R. D. Elaekmare, Loma Dnme^^
2. A European fresh-water gadoid fish, the bur-
bot or eel-pout, Iota maculosa. See eat nxder
hurhot.—3. A simpleton. Nares.
And George redeemed his cloake, rode merrilytoOxford,

having coine in his pocket, where this loaeh spares not for
any expence. Jesta tf George PeOe.

loadi (lod), n. See todei.

LL. D. An abbreviation of the Latin (Middle load^ God), n. j;< ME. lade, Joode, a burden
or New Latin) Legum Doctor, Doctor of Laws, carried in a vehicle, lit. a carrying, a particu-

llean G.en), «. The pUehard. [ComwalL] ^"^ '°^ of ^<fe> a way, course, carrying: see
llestrailLn. [W.zseeZwfred.] &ame&&listred. ^pde^. In the orig. sense the word is more com-
Lloyd's Goidz), n. [See del] Thename (which monly spelled lode, while in the later senses the
has become in some degree generic) of an as- exclusive spelling is load, and the word is now
sociation in London, consisting of members Msoeiat^d with ladel.2 1. That which is car-
and subscribers, for the transaction of marine ried; a burden laid on or placed in anytiiing,
insurance for all parts of the world through ortaken up, for conveyance; specifically, a
individual underwriters, and the promotion of suitable or customary burden; the amount or
shipping interests in genersJ-_The association has ^nantitythat can be or usually is carried: as, a
occupied Uoy^s Booms in the Boyal Exchange since 1774.
These rooms were originally caUed the New Uoyd^s Coffee-
House, from ahouse established by EdwardLloyd inTower
sfieet, in the latter part of the seveiiteenth century, where
mercliants and anderwriters met to transact business.
About 1692 the establishment was removed to Lombard
sbeetfortheconvenienceof merchants of the highest class
doing business in the old cit7. About 1770 the place came
into the possession of the society of marine underwriters,
together with "Il<?yd'B list " (formerly "Lloyd's News '^,

a newspaper devoted to shipping intelligence, that was

^p's load; a cart-food; wood andhayare often
sold by the load.

Of stree [straw] Sist tber was leyd ful many a loode.
Chameer, Eni|^fs Tale (ed. Morris), L a)60.

Come, now towards Cherteey wiUi your holy load.
Shak., Bich. m., L 2. 29.

"LedKx in the fan, certain of the Coontfs vassals came to
the riva in one of the great boats of tlie Fo^ witb a load of
brush and ccBTicobs for fuel. Howdls, Toietian Life, viL

founded about 172«i probably by Iloyd, and has been pub- **• 1-hat Which is upborne or SOStamed; abur-
Ushed da% ^ce 180a The society retamed Hie official den ; a weiAt restmg on or in anvthine: as, a
fatle UoySt Coffee-House nntn 1871, when it was for the load of frmt on a filn • a lUnAr^ WmiT,T in
flrsttimeincorporatedbyactofParliamentinnderitsiirea. ^^ . |™* ""* * "^» * ""'» ^ leamingm

Tylopoda, family Camelidee, closely related to
the camelof the Old World,but smaller,without
a hump, and woolly-haired. Like taie camel, it is

known only in the state of domestication ; it is supposed to

t time incorporated by act ofParliament^ under its pres-
ent shortened name. Its operations are so extensive and
important that the name has tieen adopted by several con-
tinental associations for maritime and mercantile enter-
prises, the principal of which are the Austrian Uoyd at
Trieste and the 2forth German Uoyd at Bremen.

UoytCs was then (in Anne's reignl in Lombard Street,
and indeed to this dsj, on Uoyd's policies, is stated that
this policy shall liave Uie same effect as if isfeued in Lom-
bard Street

J. AaUon, Social Life in Seign of Queen Anne, 1. 221.

What tliink yon of a duchess? have too limbs
lb bear that looii of title?

5%(Lfc., Hen.TIIL, iL S. SS.

FhHD their foondations loosening to and fro,
Uiey pluck'd the seated bills, with an tb^ lomi.

JriZton,F. i:.,vL644
Earth, on wluee wlde^reading Base

The wretched Load is laid of Human Bace.
Congreve, Tears of AmnjdUs.
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And all that freedom's highest altuB can reach
Ib but to lay proportlon'd loads on each.

OoldmiUh, Traveller, 1. 871.

Especially— 3. That which is hard to be sus-

tained or endured; an oppressive or grievous
burden: as, a load of debt; a load of guilt.

Who hast of sorrow thy full load besidea.
MUUm, S. A., 1. 214.

Sin doth not lie like a heavy weight upon their backs,

so that they feel the load of it.

Stillingfieet, Sermons, II. iii.

Men who prefer any load of infamy, however great, to

any pressure of taxation, however light.

Sydney Smith, American Debts. (Bartlett.)

4. The charge of a firearm : as, a load of buck-
shot.— 5. A quantity of strong drink imbibed,
or sometimes of food taken, that oppresses, or
is more than can be borne comfortably or with
propriety : as, he wenthome latewith a toad on

.

[Slang.]
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The sportsman should be careful ... to ascertain the loadman^t, n. See lodeman,

tofo^^^*'''^^^^'"^'''^'^'''''Er^''B^'Tsi^^i. loadman2t(16d'man),5. A carter. Hallimell

InpainUng: (a) To mix with white: said of
loadmanaget, m. seet
load-penny (16d'pen"i), n. A market toll or tax
anciently levied on loads in the towns of Eng-
land for public revenue.

The gift of its [Worcester's) marketdues, wain-shilling
and load-penny, was the costliest among the many boons
which .aitheh-ed and JEthelflced showered on Bishop Wer-
frith. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., ix.

a pigment which in this way is made more solid
and opaque. (6) To paint heavily ; apply (color)
in solid opaque masses.
Masses of white enamel are loaded upon the surface^ith

a view to further treatment. Art Jour., N. S., XI. 10.

Deck-loading Act, a British statute of 1842 (6 Vict., sess.

2, c. 17) forbidding the loading of cargoes of tunber on lna<1oman+ m Spb Inrlpamnn.
tiiedeokBofcertainclas8esofships.-Loadeddice. See loattsmant, »• aee loaesman.

dies.—To load one's self, on the stock-exchange, to buy loattStar, n. bee lodestar.

heavily of stock. See unload. loadstone, n. See lodestone.

II. intrans. 1. To put or take on a load or loadnmt (lo'dum), n. [Appar.for load 'em: see

charge: often with «p; as, the travelers loaded quot. from Plorio.] An old game at cards,

and started early; the ship loaded up with a CArica I'asino [it., load the ass], a play at cardes which
miscellaneous cargo.

—

2. To charge a gun or we call iodom. Florio.

guns : as, the troops loaded and fired rapidly.

Steady they load, steady they fire, moving right onward
still. T. 0. Davis, Jfontenoy.

There are those that can never sleep without their ZooiJ, omx. tjjt-j .ji
nor enjoy one easy thought tiU they have laid all their "^. io become loaded or burdened; clogup: as,

cares to rest with a bottle. Sir B. L'Estramge. oysters are apt to load with sand.

6. A unit of measure or weight. By the statute Joadedif, a. An obsolete variant oimed.
of Edward I., deponderibui et menmris, a load (oarrus) of loaded'^ (lo ded), p. a. 1. Coated with external

lead is 1,600 pounds, and sometimes 168 stone, and in the growths, as shells ; clogged up : said of oysters.
Peak, 80 fotmals or 2,100 pounds, and of wheat the same. [Rhode Island.]— 2. Pull of liquor; drunk.
By statutes of George I., a load of wood is 60 cubic feet, rc!1 1

i
'

and a load of hay 2,016 pounds. By a statute of 27 George , L°';^"S-J , , , ^ , - _
j.t. j. i.- t,

III., a load of bulrushes is 63 bundles. Other loads are loader (lo'dfer), ». 1. One who or that which,

merely customary. Dr. Young says a load of wheat is 40 loads : as, a truck-ZoO(Jej'. Specifically—(o) A little

bushels; of earth or gravel, 1 cubic yard ; of lime, 32 bushels

;

of oak-bark, 6,040 pounds ; of sand, 36 bushels. A load of

lead ore in Derbyshire is 9 dishes of from 14 to 16 pints

each.

7. In mech., the pressure upon any part or the

whole of a structure. It consists of the internal

load, or permanent load, the weight of the part itself and
its fixed attachments, and the external load, arising from
pressures of other bodies upon its surface. [The word
IB not properly used to signify a quantity of work.]

A structure has to support both its own weight and also

machine for loading shells or cartridges for a breech-load-

ing shot-gun; a loading-machine. (6) In agri., etc., any
device for laying a load upon a wagon, sled, or cart: as, a
ha.y-loader, a log-loader, etc.

2. A red-finned herring. [Prov. Eng.]— 3f. A
term in dicing, of uncertain meaning.

Every vice is a loader; but that [lust] is a ten.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi., Arg.

loading (16'ding), n. [Verbal n. of load^, «.]

1. The act of putting on a load.— 2. A cargo;

To lay on loadt. See Ja3/l.=Syn. 1 and 2. Freight,

cargo, lading.— 3. Pressure, dead-weighty incubus, clog.

load^ (lod), V. [< load^, n. ; in part a var. of

the original verb lade^, in imitation of the noun
load^: see lade''-.'] I. trans. 1. To lay a bur-

den on; charge with a load; furnish with lad-

ing or cargo; lade: as, to load a camel or a
horse; to load a cart or wagon. [The past

participle loaden is obsolete.]

Your carriages were heavy loaden; they are a burden to

the weary beast. Isa. xlvi. 1.

By turns they ease the loaden swarms, or drive

The drone, a lazy insect, from their hive.

Addimn, tr. of Virgil's Georglcs, iv.

8. To lay as a burden; place upon or in some

weight or body : as,the China clay or pearl-white

used for loading note-paper.—4. In art, a heavy
charge of opaque color. See load'^, v. t, 7.

Loading is the use of opaque colour in heavy masses

which actually protrude from the canvas and themselves

catch the Ught, as the mountains do on the moon.
P. O. Hamerton, Graphic Arts, p. 304.

5. In insurance, that part of the charge or pre-

mium on a policy which constitutes its share

of the expenses of management.
The terms loading and " margin " have come to bear a

somewhat extended meaning. They are now used to des-

ignate the difference between the premiums payable by
the assured and the net premiums deduced from any ta-

ble that may be employed for the time.
Emyyc. Bnt., XIII. 173.

thine for convevance : as, to load cotton on a loading (lo'ding), p. a. Made so as to be loaded

Ughter; to load cargo

There was no talke, no hope, no worke, hut dig gold,

wash gold, refine gold, Zoaiie gold. ,,,„„
Quoted in Cap*. Joftn Bmailia True Travels, 1. 169.

3. To weigh down; Impose something upon,

either good or bad; pile; heap; encumber or

(in the way specified) : as, a breech-toadi«fif or

a muzzle-ZoadiTOgr gun.

loading-bar (16'ding-bar), n. In gun., a bar of

iron about two feet long, made with a ring at

one end and a screw at the other, for carrying

and loading shells. Also called carrying-bar.

oppresf: with with': a.s,\o load the stomach loading-funnel (lo'ding-fun'el),^. See /M»«e?,

with sweets; to load the memory with details. '-'" ""^""^ /i.'-i,r.„.^„.<.>,Br,//^ «,_ A vn«.

Those honours deep and broad, wherewith

Your majesty ioads our house.
,. ^^ „ -.^

Shale., Macbeth, i. 6. 17.

Essex loaded Bacon with benefits, and never thought

that he had done enough. Macavlay, lord Bacon.

4. To make heavy by something added or ap- loading-plug (lo'ding-plug), n.

ioading-maclline(lo'ding-ma-shen'0, » A ma-
chine for loading cartridge-shells, it has a re-

volvingwheel on which the Bhells are fed in ; the requisite

amount of powder is admitted to each shell from the pow-

der-can by means of a funnel above, and the bullet or

charge of shot is forced into the neck of each shell as the

wheel advances in its revolution.

A rammer for

pended ; charge, as with something extraneous

:

as, to load a Whip ; to load dice.

He has a conscience,
A cruel stinging one, 1 warrant him,

A loaden one. Fleteher, Loyal Subject, v. 1.

loading sheUs and extracting caps from spent

capsules.

loading-tongs (16'ding-t6ngz), ». sing, and pi.

In gun., a pair of tongs used to set the shell

home in a siege-howitzer."
In. milit. engin.,

For to converse with Scandal is to play Losing Loadum;
you must lose a good Name to him, before you can win it

for yourself. Congreve, Love for Love, L 11-

Now some at cards and dice do play
Their money and their time away

;

At loadum,, cribbedge, and all-fours.

Poor RoUn (1736). (JUares.)

loaf1 (lof),»i.
;
pi. loaves (16vz) . [< ME. lof, loofjvi.

loves), < AS. hldf, bread, a loaf of bread, = OHG.
hlaiba, laiba, Mb, leip, MHGr. leip, G. laib = leel.

Meifr= OSw. lev =Dan. lev= Goth, hlaifs, lilaibs,

bread: the common Teut. term for 'bread,'

older than the word bread. The Lith. MepaSj^

Lett, hlaipas, bread, are prob. < OBulg. *'khlebu

= Euss. khlebii, bread, and these Slav, forms
with Finn, leipa, Esthonian leip, bread, are prob.

from the OTeut. The word loaf appears dis-

guised inthe orig. oompoxmdsXammas andprob.
lord and lady.'i A portion of bread baked in

one lump or mass ; a regularly shaped or mold-
ed mass of bread; hence, any shaped or molded
mass of cake, sugar, or the like.

The enemy of Helle . . . seyde Die ut lapides isti panes
fiant: that is to seye, Sey that theise Stones be made
Loves. Mandeeille, Travels, p. 98.

There shall be In England seven halfpenny loaves sold

for a penny. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 72.

A hot smoking loo/ of rye-and-Indian bread.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 199.

Holy loaf, (a) In the Or. Ch., same as holy lamb. See
lamb. (6) In the medieval oh. in England, the blessed

bread; aeulogia.

The Parishionera of every Parish shall offer every Sun-
day, at the time of the Offertory, the just value and price

of the hdy loaf ... to the use of their Pastors and Curates,

and that in such order and course as they were wont to

find and pay the said holy loaf.

Book of Common Prayer (1649) (rubric).

Loafed lettucet, headed lettuce.

LaiiAne erespue [F.], loafed or headed lettice.

Nomenclator (1686). (JVor«s.)

Loaves and fishes, figuratively, temporal benefits, as

money or office : in allusion to the miraculous loaves and
fishes distributed by Christ to the multitude who followed

him, and his words (John vi. 26), " Ye seek me, not because
ye saw the miracles, but because ye did eat of the loaves,

and were filled."

The consequence must be, that although every one of

these four orders [of the Florentine government] must
be divided at once into factions for the loaves and fishes,

yet the nobility, by their superior influence in elections,

would have the whole power. J. Adams, Works, V. 18.

loaf2 (lof), V. [Appar. first in the noun loafer

(< G. Idufer = E. leaper, loper) : < G. laufen, dial.

lofen (= D. loopen = E. leap), run, wander or

lounge about: see leap^lope^."} I. intrans. To
idle away one's time; lounge; dawdle; play the

vagabond ; stroll idly and without purpose.

To loaf: this, I think, is unquestionably German. Laufen
is pronounced lofert in some parts of Germany, and I once
heard one German student say to another " Ich lauf' \lofe\

hier bis du wiederkehrest," and he began to saunter up
and down—in short, to loaf.

LaweU, Biglow Papers, 2d ser.. Int.

Shoeblacks are compelled to a great deal of unavoida-

ble loafing; but certainly this one loafed rather energeti-

cally, for he was hot and frantic in his play.

n. Kingsley, Eavenshoe, xli. (Davies.)

I loafe and invite my Soul

;

Attheripeageof fourteen yearslboughtacertaincud- loading-tray (lo'ding-tra), »,
,,,„^^-y,„i

get got afriend to ioaiZ it. ^ „ , , a stout iron support upon which a heavy shot

S. L. Stevenson, A Penny Plain, 2d Coloured, qj gijgH jg placed, and by suitable mechanism

5. To make heavy, as a liquid; especially, to brought into the opening in the breech of a ^^„^__, _^ _„_
falsifv HH wiTifi bv mixing with it distilled large breech-loading gun, as an assistance m i lean and ioe^/e at my ease, observing a spear of summer

S»some sort, u^^ally accompanied with charging the gun
.2-^7,«.2.

^™^- r.« H^fti*-", Leaves of Grass, p. 28.

sugar and other in^edients, for the purpose of load-line (lod'lin), ». [Appar <oad2 + Une^

,

making a thin wile appear heavy and full- but perhaps < load^ = lode^ + Z»e2.]_ Naut,

bodied; also, to increase the weight of, as pa-

per, or textile fabrics, by the addition of clay,

starch, or other extrinsic matter.

It is an intolerable nuisance to have to djess, and go out

seven or eight miles to cold entries, and l^f^J^^f^'
and sweet port. Thackeray, Level the Widower, in.

If the paper is to be loaded -that is, adulterated with

clay or cfieap flbres-these are added in the beater as the

fibre swirls round and round. Harpers Mag., LXX\. i^u.

6. To place a charge in; charge, as a gun with

powder and shot.

Many a Whig that day loaded "=
™"f/'-:iS,ftv^''^Y

cut into slugs. Scott, Old Mortality, xvi.

but perhaps . ,, -, ,,

a line drawn on the side of a vessel to show the

depth to which a suitable or allowable load will

cause her to sink in the water. Among English

seamen known as FUmsolVs marJc. See marJc.

There shall be a load-line or conspicuous mark on each

vessel, showing the depth of loading and of surplus buoy-

ancy. S. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 207.

Ifor did it occur to the "practical " politicians who pro-

vided a compulsory load-lirw for merchant vessels that

the pressure of ship-owners' interests would habitually

cause the putting of the load-line at the very highest limit,

and that from precedent to precedent, tending ever in the

same direction, the load-line would gradually rise in the

better class of ships. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 26.

How can you go down to the beach by yourself amongst
all those loafing vagabonds, who would pick your pocket
or throw stones at you? W. Blade, Princess of Thule, xiv.

II. trans. To pass or spend in idleness, as

time; spend lazily; dawdle: with awa^; as, to

loaf away whole days.

The Senate has loafed away the week in very gentle-

manly style. New YwJc Commercial Advertiser, Dec, 1845.

loafer (16'f6r), «. [See Zoa/2.] An idle man,
lounger, or aimless stroller, of whatever social

condition ; specifically, one who is too lazy to

work or pursue regular business, and lounges

about, depending upon chance or disreputable

means for subsistence.
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" The thonght is not new to me ; I have read Washing-
ton Irving." " Prince of intellectual loajere" said Gray-
hurst. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 69.

loaferish (15'f6r-ish), a. [< loafer + 4shK'\ Of
or pertaining to a loafer ; like or eliaracteristio

of a loafer.

Four pleasant mfflana in the loaferiih postures which
they have learned as facchioi waiting for jobs.

HoiveUs, Venetian Life, xix.

loaf-sugar (lof'shi^'ar), n. Sugar refined and
molded into a conical mass.
loam (lom), n. [Early, mod. B. also lome; also

dial, lame, laim; < ME. *lom, lam, < AS. lam
= OS. lemo, leimo = D. leem = MLG. LG.
lem = OHG. leim^, MHG. leime, leim, 6. leim,

but usually lehm (after LG.), loam, clay; akia
to AS. Urn, etc., lime, and to L. limus, mud:
see JJTMel.] 1. A soil consisting of a natural
mixture of clay and sand, the latter being pres-

ent in sufficient quantity to overcome the ten-

dency of the clay to form a coherent mass.
That which is ordinarily called loam is fine-grained, ho-
mogeneous, and '

' light "— that is, not densely compacted
together. Carbonate of lime is usually present in small
quantity, and also organic matter. See marl^, soil, and
Icess.

At the higher and farther sides of those upper ovens are
trenches of Umte, Sandys, Travailes, p. 98.

The soil was a dark brown loam, and very rich.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 91.

2. In founding, a mixture of sand, clay, saw-
dust, straw, etc., used in making the molds for

castings. The compound must be plastic when wet, and
hard, air-tight, and able to resist high temperatures when
dry. Specifically called casting-loamu

3t. A vessel of clay ; an earthen vessel.

And so into the hrnies of meth and tubs of brine and
other liquor he bestowed the parts of the dead carcasses of
his brother's seruante. Holinshed, Hist. £ng., vilL 7.

Loam-and-sand core. See on-ei.

loam (lom), V. t. [< loam, m.] To cover or coat
with loam; clay.

With the ashes of bones tempered with oHe, Camels
haire, and a clay they have, they lffm£ them so well that
no weather will pierce them.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, L 32.

The joist ends and girders, which be in the walls, must
be loamed all over to preserve them from the corroding of
the mortar. F. Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

loam-beater (lom'be'ter), n. hifoundry-worJc,
an instrument for compacting loam in loam-
molding ; a molders' rammer.
loam-board (lom'bord), n. A founders' tool and
templet used in making cores of loam, it is a
board cut to the shape of the core, and is used both to
hold a supply of loam for the operation, and as an aid in
turning the dried core down to the exact shape. .Also called
strickle.

loam-cake (lom'kak), n. In foundry-work, a
cake, plate, or disk of compacted loam used to

cover in a loam-mold. It is provided with holes or
gates through which the molten metal enters the mold,
and with other holes or vents for free exit of air from the
mold.

loam-mold (lom'mold), n. A mold made from
casting-loam. Such molds are used for castings

of iron and brass.

loam-molding (lom'moKding), n. In. foundry-
worJc, the making of loam-molds in general.
The term is used especially of the act of striking up the
surfaces of molds by means of templets controlled by
parallel guides, or, in case the surfaces are cylindrical, by
a central pivot and radial arms, to which the templets are
attached. Sometimes cores are formed on a barrel or cen-

tral cylinder, and then turned on the barrel by means of

a tool resting on the loam-board.

loam-plate (lom'plat), n. In foundry-work, a
flat ring or plate ofcast-iron, used in construct-
ing a loam-mold, one or more of which are used
to support and clamp together the brickwork
which supports the softer parts of the mold.
loam-work (16m'w6rk), m. In foundries, the
processes of making loam-molds, and casting
iron, brass, etc., in them. Very fine castings

are obtained by these processes.

loamy (lo'mi), a. [< loam + -yi.] 1. Consist-

ing of loam; of the nature of or resembling
loam: as, loamy soil.

.And if it want binding, [mix] a little loamy earth.

Ex)elyn, Calendarium Hortense, 3fay.

2. Damp. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
loan^ (Ion), n. [< ME. lone, lane, Ian, < AS.
Idn (in comp. Idriland, for usual Z«nte7Mi),usually

Uen, a loan, grant, gift, fief, = OFries. K» = D.
Uen, a grant, fief, = MLG. LG. len = OHG. le-

han, MHG. lehen, G. leJten, lehn, a fief, = Icel.

Hn, a loan, Im, a fief, = Dan. loan = Sw. Idn,

a loan (prob. = Skt. reknas, estate, wealth),

akin to AS. *lihan, le6n = OHG. lihan, MHG. Zt-

hen, G. leihen = Icel. Ijd = Goth, leihwan, lend,

orig. 'leave,' = Jr. leicim, leave, = Lith. likti,

leave behind (cf. OBulg. otu-lekii, remainder),
= L. linquere (perf. liqui, pp. *lictus), leave,
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also in comp. relmquere, leave behind, = Gr.

Ticmuv, Imelv, leave, = Skt. -/ricA, leave, let go,

give up. Hence ult. lend^. From the L. verb
{linquere) are ult. E. delinquent, relinquish, relic,

relict, reliquary, derelict, etc., and from the same
root license, licit, illicit, leisure, etc. From the

Gr. verb (Xeiiretv) are ult. E. eclipse,ellipse,W0TdB

inlipo-, etc.] If. A grant; ^t; reward.

They may now, God be thanked of his loone I

Maken hir jubilee, and walke allone.

Chaucer, C. T. (Summoner's Tale), 1. 11,903 (ed. Gilman).

2. That which is lent; anything furnished on
condition of the future return of it, or of the

delivery of an equivalent in kind; especially, a
sum of money lent at interest.

I lowe hym that this lane has lente,

For he may stynte oure stryve,

And fende vs fro alle ille. York Plays, p. 53.

Advantaging their loan with interest

Of ten times double gain of happiness.
Shak., aich. ILL, Iv. i. 323.

What e'er is given the Strange and Needy one,

Is not a. gift (indeed), but 'tis a Loan,
A Loan to God, who payes with interest.

Syleester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii. The Vocation.

The person whom you favoured with a loan, if he be a
good man, will think himself in your debt after he has
paid you. Steele, Spectator, No. 346.

3. The act of lending or the condition of being
lent; a lending: as, to arrange a loan.

1 do not doubt
To find, at some place I shall come at, arms
On loan^ or else for pledge. Tennyson, Geraint.

[In civU law, when the loan was made of things which
could be returned only by their material equivalent, it was
called miduuTn; when made of things which could be re-

turned in the identical form, it was called commwdatum.]
4. Permission to use

;
grant of the use : as, a

loan of credit.—Gratuitous loan, in law, same as
cammodcUe.—Loan and trust company. See Imnk^, i.

—Public loan, money borrowed by, or the lending of

money to, the state at a fixed rate of interest,

loan^ (Ion), V. [< loan^, n. The older verb,
from the same noun in its older form, is lend^,

q. v.] I. trans. To lend. [.An objectionable
use, rare in Great Britain.]

Loan for lend, with whichwe have hitherto been black-
ened, I must retort upon the mother island, for it appears
so long ago as in "Albion's England."

LmaeU, Biglow Papers, 2d ser.. Int.

The practice of loaning money. Westminxtgr Rev.

II. intrans. To lend moneyor other property;
make a loan. [U. S.]

loan^ (Ion); 'n. [ME. lone, a var. of tone, > E.
ZflTic.- see ?aw«l.] 1. A lane. [Scotch and prov.
Eng.]

The Captain of Bewcastle, and Jephtha's John,
Coming down by the foul steps of Catlowdie's loan.

Fray of Suport (Child's Ballads, VL 120).

And darker gloaming brought the night : . . .

The kye stood rowtin' i' the Umn.
Bums, The Twa Dogs.

2. -An open space between fields of com, left

untilled as a passage for cattle ; hence, a place
near a village for TtiillriTig cows. Also loaning.
[Scotch and New Eng.]

loanable (lo'na-bl), a. [< loan^ + -able.'] Ca-
pable of being loaned ; specifically, capable of
being, or intended to be, loaned out at interest.

Free capital, loanaJile for a certain interval, is equally
available for all classes of indnstiy.

Jevons, PoL Econ. (2d ed.), Pref., p. 56.

This ... is distinctly visible among powerful classes
in the North-Eastem States, which are the great posses-
sors of loanaMe capital N. A. Rev., cyt.ttt 214.

loaning (lo'ning), n. [< loan^ + -ing.'] Same
as loanS, 2.

Te might hae heard him a mile down the wind—he
routed like a cow in a fremd [strange] loaning.

Scott, Old Mortality, xiv.

loan-office (lon'of'is), n. 1. A public office at
which loans are made or arranged.—2. Apawn-
shop, or pawnbroker's establishment.
loan-word (lon'werd), n. [< loanl + word; an
imperfect adaptation of G. lehnwort, a'lend-
word,' < lehnen, lend (see lend^ and loan"^), +
wort, word.] A borrowed word; a word taken
into one language from another. [Bare.]

In the 15th century it [z] crept in from the French, and
its nse is even now pretty nearly restricted to foreign loan
words, as Zebnlon, Zedekiah. zigzag, zest, etc.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, n. 142.

Loasa (16'a-sa), n. [NL., of S. Amer. origin.]
A genus oif dicotyledonous polypetalous herbs,
of the natural order Loasea, characterized by
either opposite or alternate leaves and a capsule
three- or five-valved at the apex,rarelytwisted.
The flowers are pentamerous, with cucullate petals, two to
five scales, and ten filiform abortive stamens, besides nu-
merous perfect ones. There are about 50 species, growing
throughout trY)pical America, with the exception cS north-
em Brazil and Guiana.

loatbe

Loasaces (lo-a-sa'se-e), n, pi. [NL., < Loasa
+ -acece.] A synonym of Loasece, still in com-
mon use.

loasaceous (lo-a-sa'shius), a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the order Loasece.

loasad (16'a-sad), n. A plant of the order .Coa-

sew; in the plural, the order. Lindley.

Loases (16-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. L. de Jus-

sieu, 1804), < Loasa + -ew.] An order of dicoty-

ledonous plants composed of 10 genera and
about 100 species, confined, with one excep-

tion, to warm and tropical America. They are

herbaceous plants, often chmbing, and usually covered
with bristly hairs, secreting an acnd juice. The flowers

are perfect and r^ular with an adherent calyx, a four- or

five-parted corolla, an indefinite number of stamens, and
usually a one-celled ovary with a single filiform style.

From their stinging properties, many are known as CAtZt

netties.

loath, loth (loth), a. and n. [< ME. loth, loath,

lath, <AS. lath,causing evil, evU, hateful, odious,
grievous, also bearing hate, hostile, =: OS. lefh,

led = OPries. leth, led = D. leed = MLG. let,

leit = OHG. leid, hateful, painful, hostile,

MHG. leit, G. leid, hateful, painful, = Icel.

leidhr = Sw. Dan. led, hateful, odious (ef . It.

Uido = OSp. OPg. laido = Pr. Uit = P. laid,

hateful, odious, < G.) ; as a noun (neut. of the

adj.), As. lath, evil, wrong, = D. leed, evil,

wrong, = MLG. Ut, ieit = GHjQ. MHG. G. leid,

evQ, pain, = Dan. lede= Sw. leda, disgust, loath-

ing, tedium
;
prob. from the verb represented

by OHG. lidan, MHG. liden, G. leiden, suffer,

supposed to be connected with OHG. lidan =
AS. K<7(ara= Goth. leithan, go, travel: see lode\

lead^. The spelling loth is rather more common
than loath in the adj. ; but loath is common and
is more in accordance with analogy (ef. oath),

while derivatives of the verb, loathe, etc., are

always spelled with oa. The forms are there-

fore more convenientlyput together.] L a. If.

Hateful; disliked; detested.

.Alias ! my lyff me is full lath,

I lyffe ouere l£uige this lare to lere.

York Plays, p. SO.

Men seyn right thus, •• Alwey the nye slye

Maketh the ferre leeve to be loath."

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 207.

2. Feeling extreme unwillingness or aversion;
very unwSling; reluctant; averse.

"My righte lady," quod this woful man,
*'Whom I moost drede, and love as I best kan.
And lotheet were of al this world displese."

Chamxr, Franklin's Tale, L 586.

Lath he was to falsen his promyse of couenannt.
Merlin (E. K T. S.), lit 435.

They would be loath to set earthly things, wealth or hon-
our, before the wisdom of salvation. Milton, True Religion.

Thus aged men, full loth and slow.
The vanities of life forego. &at^Bokeby,v.l.

lief or loatht. See lUf.

n.t n. Evil; harm; injury.

Mete and drynke I gaf hem botbe,
And bad hem kepe hem ay fro loUie.

Cursor Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab, t. 31, (HaZUvxU.)

loathe (16th), v.; pret. and pp. loathed, ppr.
' '

" [< ME. lothen, < AS. Idthian (= 08.
lethon = OHG. leid&n), be evU, hateful, Icethan,

hate (= OS. a-lethian, disgust, = OHG. leidan,

hate, = Icel. leidlia, disgust), disgust, < lath,

hateful, loath: see loath, o.] I, intrans. If.
To be hateful or loathed; excite nausea, dis-

gust, or abhorrence.
Where medicines loathe, it irks men to be healed.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, iv. 1.

2. To feel nansea, disgust, or abhorrence.
"This is more vile," he made reply,
"To breathe and loathe, to live and sigh."

Tennyson, Two Voices.

n. trans. 1. To dislike greatly ; hate; abhor.

Hereby satan saved his credit, who loves to tell lies,

but loathes to be taken in them.
Fuller, Church Hist, VL iv. 2.

In my soul I loathe
All affectation. 'TIS my perfect scorn

;

Object of my implacable disgust
Cowper, Task, iL 416.

2t. To cause to dislike or avoid; disgust.

[Hiey] loathe men from reading by their covert, slander-
ous reproaches of the Scriptures. Al^. Parker.

How heatfly he serves me ! his face loathes one.
But look upon his care, who would not love him ?

Middleton, (Changeling, v. 1.

3. To feel disgust at; especially, to have an
extreme aversion to, as food or drink.

Gladli 3ene tbi titbis & thin oSrynge bottle.
The poore & the beedered, loke uiou not lathe.

Babees Bock (£. E. T. S.X p. 37-

Each conntrey hath obsemed their owne pecnliar ens-
tome in this foode, some loathing that which otheiB es-
teeme dainty. Purchas, POgiinuge^ p. 39.



loathe
Loaihing the honey'd cakes, I long for bread.

=Syn. 1. Bate, Abhor, Detest, etc. See Autel.

leather (16'SH6r),ra. Onewho loathes orabhors.
loathful (loTH'fdl), a. [Formerly also lothful;
< ME. lothful (?), lathful; < loath + -ful.'\ 1.
Full of loathing; abhorring; hating.

Which when he did with loathfvU eyes beholde,
lie would no more endure.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 1313.

2. Exciting loathing or disgust; loathsome;
hateful. [Now rare.]

And lothefvU idlenes he doth detest
The canker worme of everie gentle brest.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 784.

The surface of the upper portion of the body [of a gi-
gantic earthworm] shows a bright green color, of variable
Intensity, but otherwise it is atoMhfvl animal.

SeUruie, TV. 426.

loathing (lo'THing), n. [< ME. lothing; verbal
n. of loathe, «.] Extreme disgust; abhorrence.

A surfeit of the sweetest things
The deepest loatMng to the stomach brings.

Shak., M. N. D., iL 2. 138.

loathingly (lo'SHing-li), adv. [< loathing +
-%2.] With loathing or extreme disgust or ab-
horrence.

loathliness (loTH'li-nes), n. [Formerly also
lothliness ; < loathly + -Jiess.] The quality of
being loathly; loathsomeness.
The beautie of vertue, and the deformytie and lothelynes

of vice. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 24.

The more ill savour and loathZiness we can find in our
bosom sins, the nearer we come to the purity of that Holy
One of Israel, our Blessed Redeemer.

Bp. HaU, Remains, p. 188. (Latliam.)

loathly (16th' li), a. [Formerly also lothly;

dial, also laithly, laiSly; < ME. lothli, loothly,

lothlich, lothelieh, lodli, lodlich, etc., < AS. lathUc,

hateful, < lath, hateful, + -Uc, E. -ly^.^ Loath-
some; disgusting. [Archaic]

Thou art so loothly and so oold also.

ChoMcer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 243.

Her face most fowle and filthy was to see.

With squinted eyes contrarie wayes Intended,
And locUMy mouth, unmeete a mouth to be.

Spenser, F. Q., IT. i. 27.

The loathly toad out of his hole doth crawl.
Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 165.

loathly (loTH'li), adv. [Formerly also lothly;

< ME. *lothT/y, lodly, < AS. lathUce, hatefully, <

latKlic, hateful : see loathly, a. In def. 2, mod-
em, < loath + -ly^.'] 1. In a loathsome man-
ner; disgustingly.

He shal him travaile day and nlgt.

And lodly his body digt.

Cursor Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab, f. 46. (HMiweU.)

So loathly wretched a street as this same Cowgate.
The Atlantic, III. 368.

2. Unwillingly; reluctantly.

Private tongues, of kinsmen and allies,

Inspired with comforts, lothly are endured.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii, 1.

This shows that you from nature loathly stray.
Donne.

loathness (loth'nes), n. [< MB. *lothnes, laith-

nes ; < loath + -ness. ] The state of being loath

;

unwillingness ; reluctance.

Thof it be laifull to ladys and other les wemen,
xet it ledis vnto laithnes and vnlefe werkes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2949.

And the fair soul herself

Weigh'd between loathness and obedience, at

Which end o' the beam should bow.
Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. ISO.

After they had sat about the Are, there grew a general

silence and loathness to speak. Baeon, Nat. Hist.

loathsome (16th ' sum), a. [< MB. lothsum; <

loath + -some.^ Such as to cause loathing or

excite disgust; disgusting; odious; detestable.

Tho gan he her perswade to leave that lewd
Aad loathsmn life. Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 61.

But this mole-eyed, dragon-tailed abomination [a croco-

dile] . . . was utterly loathsome.
0. W. Curtis, Nile Notes of a Howadjl, xT.

=Syn. Nauseous, nauseating, revolting, sickening, abom-

inable, hateful. ^ ^ , ^,

loathsomely (losn'sum-li), adv. [< loathsome

+ -iy2.] In a loathsome manner ; disgustingly.

loathsomeness (16th' sum -nes), n. l< loath-

some + -ness ,] The quality of being loathsome,

or of exciting strong dislike or disgust.

Heede must be taken that such rules or sentences be

choislymade, and not often vsed, least excesse breed loth-

somnesse. Ptittenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 197.

loathy(16'THi), a. [<Zoa*fc+-2^i. Ctloathly,a.']

Loathsome. [Obsolete or archaic]

The loathy floor of liquid mud lay bare beneath the

mangrove forest. KingsLey, Westward Ho, p. 331.

loaves, n. Plural of loap-.

lobi (lob), n. [Also lobh; < ME. lobbe (in comp.

lobbe-kemg); perhaps < W. llob, a dull, unwieldy
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fellow. Cf . AS. lobbe, a spider (see U>p3) ; loel.
hibbi, a shaggy long-haired dog. Cf . also looby,
lubber.'] 1. A dull, sluggish person; a lout.
[Obsolete or archaic]
Farewell, thou lob of spirits [Puck] ; I'll be gone.

Shak., M. N. D., ii 1.16.

But as the drone the honey hive doth rob.
With woorthy books so deals this idle lob.

Oascoigne, A Remembrance.
This is the wonted way for quacks and cheats to gull

country lobs. Bp. Gauden, Anti-Baal-Berith (1661), p. 12.

2. The last person in a race. [Prov. Eng.]

—

3. Something thick and lumpish; a lump.—4.
A thick, soft mixture. See the quotation, and
compare loblolly.

Before the yeast is placed in the tun [in brewing], it is

mixed with a small quantity of wort, and left in a warm
place until fermentation commences, when the mixture,
termed lobb, may be added to the gyle in the tun.

Spons^ Encyc. IXanuf., 1. 402.

5. A lobworm.— 6t. The pollack.

The 2o& alluded to in the statute of Herrings (31 Edward
III., A. D. I.'i37) evidently meant this fish.

Day, Fishes of Great Britain, I. 297.

7. The coalfish.—8. [< lob^, v.] In criclcet, a
low slow ball.— 9. In lawn-tennis, a play by
which one of the contestants knocks the ball
over the head of his opponent into the back
part of the court Lob lie-by-the-flre. See the quo-
tation.

Lob Die-by-the-fire— theLubber-flend, asMilton callshim
— is a rough kind of Brownie or House Ell, supposed to
haunt some north-country homesteads, where he does the
work of the farm-labourers, for no grander wages than

"—to earn his cream-bowl duly set."

... It was said that a Lob lAe-by-tlie-fire once haunted
the little old Hall at Lingborough.

Mrs. J. H. Ewing, Lob Lie-by-the-Fire, Int.

lob^ (lob), v.; jpret. and pp. lobbed, ppr. lobbing.

[< tofti, «.] I. trans. 1. To throw (a lump or
ball, etc.); toss gently or with a slow move-
ment; specifically, in lawn-tenrm, to strike (the
ball) over the head of one's opponent into the
back part of the court.
Suppose . . . that firing with reduced charges is re-

quired, that shell are being lobbed from behind a parapet
at high angles into a worls. Encyc. Brit., XI. 313.

2. To kick. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
II. intrans. To be tossed with a slow move-

ment, as a crieket-ball or a shot.

Great escapes and some wounds from lobbing round-shot
already. W. H. BusseU, Diary in India, I. 268.

loh^ (lob), v.: pret. and pp. lobbed, ppr. lobbing.

[Var. of lopi.] I. intrans. To hang down; drop
or droop.

II. trans. To hang wearily or languidly ; al-

low to drop or droop.
And their poor jades

Lob down their heads. 5Ao*.,Hen. V.,Iv.2.47.

lobar (16'bar), a. [< lobe + -ar2.] Of or per-

taining to a lobe, as of the brain or lungs : as,

lobar emphysema.
In the cases of lobar and of lobular pneumonia that I

have examined, none of the urines have turned red.
Lancet, No. 3427, p. 880.

Lobar pneumonia. See pneumonia.

Lobata (lo-ba'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of loba-

tus,loheA: see'lobate.'] A division, ordinal or

subordinal, of the class or order
Ctenophora, including those
comb-bearing hydroids or cte-

nophorans wliieh have a pair

of oral lobes: distinguished
from Tceniata and Saccata. The
Lobata are composed of such
forms as Eurhamphwa, Bolina,

Mnemia, Calymma, and Ocyroe.

lobate (16'bat), a. [< NL. loba-

tus, lobed, < lobus, a lobe : see

lobe."] 1. Having a lobe or
lobes; lobated; lobose; lobed;
lobulate: as, a lobate leaf; a lo-

bate fin or foot ; a lobate rhizo-

pod or ctenophoran.— 2. Hav-
ing the form of a lobe : as, a lobate part or pro-

cess Lobate fin, in ichth. See the quotation.

The numerous dermal fln-rays [of Polypterux] ... are

connected with the rounded periphery of the broad and

elongated disk formed by the skeleton of the fln ; and the

scaly integument is continued to the basis of the fln-rays,

which thus seem to fringe a lobe of the Integument.

Hence the fin is said to belo&ote.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 126.

Lobate foot, in omMh., a bird's foot of which the toes are

separately lobed, as in the coot, phalarope, or grebe.

lobated (16'ba-ted), a. Same as lobate.

lobately (I6'bat-U), adv. [< lobate + -ly^.l In

bot., in such a manner as to form lobes—Lobate-

ly crenate, in hot., having crenatures or indentations so

deep as to form a series of small lobes.

lobation (16-ba'shqn), n. [< lobate + -ion.]

The formation of lobes; the act or process of

Lobate Ctenopho-
ran {Eurhamphaa
vexilKgera).

lobe

forming or dividing into lobes; the state of
being lobed.

Lobation is usually associated with semipalmation, as
is well seen in the grebes. In the snipe-like phalaropes,
lobation is present as a modification of a foot otherwise
quite cursorial. The most emphatic cases of lobation are
those in which each joint of the toes has its own flap.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 181.

lobb (lob), n. See ZoJi.

lobber (lob'6r), V. i. Same as topper^. [Local,
TJ. S.]

lobbingt (lob'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lob\ v.]

Tumult; uproar.

What a lobbing makest thou.
With a twenty Devill

!

Marriage of Witt and Wisdome (1679). (Halliicell.)

lobbisht, a. [< lob^ + -jsfei.] Clownish; lub-
berish.

Their lobbish guard, who all night had kept themselves
awake with pratinghow valiant deeds they had done when
they ran away, . . . awaked them.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

lobby (lob'i), «.; pi. lobbies (-iz). [< OF. *lobie,

< ML. lobia, lobium, laubia, a portico, covered
way, gallery, < OHG-. loicbd, loupd, MHG. loube,

Gr. laube, an arbor, < OHG. loub, MHG. loup, G.
laub = E. tea/, q.V. Cf . lodge and louver,fiOTa the
same source.] 1. An inclosed space surround-
ing or communicating with one or more apart-
ments, (a) A small hall or waiting-room serving as the
entrance into a principal apartment, where there is a con-
siderable space between such apartment and a portico or
vestibule ; especially, such a hall or anteroom in a theater
or adjacent to a legislative or audience chamber.

If you find him not within this month, you shall nose
him as you go up the stairs into the lobby.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 3. 39.

Go, busk about, and run thyself into the next great
man's lobby. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iii. 1.

(b) lHavt., an apartment immediately before the captain's
cabin.

2. Persons who occupy or resort to the lobby
or the approaches to a legislative chamber for

the purpose of transacting business with the
members, and especially of influencing their
official action or votes. [U. S.]

lobby (lob'i), V.
;
pret. and pp. lobbied, ppr. lob-

bying. [< lobby, n.] I. intrans. To frequent
the lobby of a legislature or other deliberative

body for the purpose of influencing the official

action of members; solicit votes from mem-
bers, whether in the lobby or elsewhere. [U. S.]

Lobbying should be made the object of incessant war
and corrective enactment, until it is di-iyen from legisla-

tive halls. N. A. Bev., CXL. 311.

II. trans. To promote or carry by solicita-

tion of legislative favor or votes : as. to lobby a
measure through Congress. [U. S.J

lobbyist (lob'i-ist), n. [< lobby + -ist.] One
who frequents the lobby or the precincts of a
legislature or other deliberative assembly, with
the view of influencing the votes of members.
[U.S.]
But the arrangements of the committee system have

produced and sustain the class of professional lobbyists,

men, andwomen too, who make it their business to "see"
members and procure, by persuasion, importucity, or the
use of inducements, the passing of bills, public as well as
private, which involve gain to their promoters.

J. Bryce, American Commonwealth, 1. 156.

lobby-member (lob'i-mem"b&r), n. A lobby-
ist ; one who makes a business of influencing
the action or votes of a legislature. [U. S.]

lob-coatt, »• Same as lobeoolc.

Cares not a groate
For such a lob-coate.

The Wit of a Wmum (1604). (Nares.)

lobcockf (lob'kok)j n. [< lob^ + cocfci, used as
a diminutive.] A stupid, sluggish, inactive
person ; a lob.

Such a calfe, such an asse, such a blocke, . . . such a
lobcocke. UdaU, Roister Doister, iii. 3.

lob-dotterelt (lob'dot''''6r-el), n. A loutish fool.

Gronthead gnat-snappers, lob-dotterels, gaping change-
lings. jrr3«Afflrt,tr. of Rabelais, i. 26.

lobe (16b), n. [< F. lobe= Sp. Pg. It. lobo,< NL.
lobus, a lobe, < 6r. ?Ml36g, the lobe of the ear or
of the liver, the pod of a leguminous plant;
prob. also }iemg, a scale, husk, peel, ^^7re«v, peel

:

see lepis.] A rounded and more or less globular
projection or part, (a) In aruU., a Isu^e natural divi-

sion of an organ, as of the liver, lungs, brain, etc. ; also, the
lower soft part of the ear ; the lobule. Especially— (1) One
of several definite and considerable parts of each half of
the cerebrum, or each hemisphere of the brain, separated
superficially by certain well-marked fissures or sulci. In
ordinary language these lobes or major divisions are the
frontal, parietal, and occipital, or the fore, middle, and hind
divisions. But by carefully considering the course of the
three greatfissures ofeach hemisphere, namelythe Sylvian,
the Rolandic, and the parieto-occipital, we find these to de-
marcate four cerebral lobes, named frontal, parietal, tern-

porosphenoidal, and occip/ital; and by considering the two
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main forks of the Sylvian fissure, a fifth lohe is recogniz-
able, called the central lobe, insula, or islaitd o/JReU. Again,
the frontal lobe is sometimes regarded a3 two ; then six
lobes are recognized byname, caWeiprefrontal, posifrontcU,
parietal, temporal, occipital, and central (the last being the
insula). These lobes only concern the topography of the
surface of the cerebrum, and are in no way related to the
fundamental segments or primitive divisions of the brain
as a whole, being all of them parts of the prosencephalon
alone. Lesser divisions of the lobes are called ccmvoliUurm,
gyree, or gyri. (2) In the cerebellum, a group or cluster of
folia demarcated by unusually deep rimulse or fissures.

_
Certain of the interfoliar crevices are so deep or so dis-

tinct as to warrant the recognition of the intervening
groups of folia or lobes.

Bwik's HanMook of Med. Sciences, p. 126.

(b) In bot, arounded projection or division of a leaf, fruit
or other organ of a plant, (c) In zobl. , a proj ection or part
which is imperfectly separated from another part: as, the
lobes of the maxillee in insects, (d) In mach.. the larger
or more prominent part of a cam-wheel.— Anterior lOhe
Of the cerebellum, the anterosuperior lobe.— Anterior
superior lobe of the cerebellum, the anterosuperior
lobe.—Anterosuperior lobe ofthe cerebellum,the an-
terior portion ofthe upper surface of one or the other cere-
bellar hemisphere, divided into the anterior and posterior
crescentic lobes. Also called quadrate or squa/re lobe and
lobia or lobulua qimdrangularis.—Mventral lobe. Same
as digastric lobe of the cerebellum.— Caudate lobe Of the
Uver. See caudate.— Central lobe of the cerebellum,
the anterior division of the superior vermis, behind the lin-
gula and in front of the monticulus. Also called Idbvlus
centralis.—ceaVcaX lobe of the cerebrum. Same as in-
«jZa.— Crescentic anterior and posterior lobe, the
two divisions of the centerosuperior lobe of the cerebel-
lum. Also called loius or lobidus lunatus anterior andMms
or lobvlus lunatus posterior.— Cuneate lobe, the cuneate
gyrus, the triangular tract on the median surface of the
occipital lobe of the cerebrum bounded by the parieto-
occipital and calcarine fissures.—Digastric lobe of the
cerebellum. See cerebetlum.—Epigastric lobes. See
CTiffosfnc.—Falciform lobe, the limbiclobe togetherwith
the lamina septilucidi ; dentate convolution and fornix.

—

Frontal lobe of the carapace. See./ro7rfo?.—Frontal
lobe of the cerebrum, the anterior lobe of the cerebrum
separated from the parietal by the fissure of Bolando, or
central fissure.— Gastric, genital, hepatic, hypogas-
tric, intermaxillary lobe. See the adjectives.-infe-
rior posterior lobe of the cerebellum, (a) The lo-

bus semilunaris inferior. (6) The lobus semilunaris in-
ferior together with the slender lobe.— Lateral lobes.
See JotercS.—Limbic lobe, the gyrus fomicatus and gyrus
hippocampi taken together.—Marginal lobe, lobule, or
gyrus, the convolution on the median surface of the cere-
Dmm bounded below by the callosomarginal fissure. It
is the median portion of the superior frontal convolution
with the paracentral lobule.— Occipital lObe. the pos-
terior portion of the cerebrum marked olf from the parie-
tal lobe by the parieto- occipital fissure.—Olfactory lobe,
that process of the cerebral hemispheres which consists of
the olfactory tract, and the olfactory bulb in which it ends.
— Orbital, procephalio, etc., lobe. See the adjectives.

—Parietal lobe of the cerebrum, the middle lobe of
the vault of the cerebrum, separated from the frontal by
the central fissure and marked off from the occipital by the
parieto-occipital fissure. It is divided by the intrapanetal
fissure into a superior and an inferior parietal lobe.—Pos-
terior superior lobe ofthe cerebellum, the posterosa-
periorlobe.—Posterosuperlorlobe ofthe cerebellum,
the posterior lobe of the upper surface of the cerebellum.
Also called semilunar lobe or lobus semUunaHs superior.—
Quadrate lobe, the anterosuperior lobe of the cerebel-
lum.—Quadrate lobe of the cerebrum, that part of the
median surface of the cerebrum which lies between the
parieto-occipital fissure and the posterior part of the callo-

somarginal fissure. Also called quadrate lobule and prce-
euneus.—Semilunar lobe,the posterosuperior lobe of the
cerebellum.— Slender lObe, the lobe of the under surface
of the cerebellar hemisphere which lies between the bi-

ventral lobe in frontand the inferior semilunarlobebehind.
Also called lobusor lobvlusgracilis.—Square lobe, the an-
terosuperior lobe of the cerebellum.— SubpedunculaX
lobe. sameas^ccuJtw, 2.—Temporosphenoldallobe,
the lobe of the cerebrum which occupies the middle cere-
bral fossa of the skull : it is separated from the frontal and
parietal lobes by the fissure of Sylvius. Also called tem-
poral 2o6e.—Uncinate lobe, the uncinate gyrus, the an-
terior hooked extremity of the hlppocampal gyrus.

lobe-berry (16b'ber"i), n. The fruit of the sea-
side grape, Coccoloba uvifera, of the West In-
dies.

lobed (lohd), a. [< lobe + -ed^."] Having a lobe
or lobes; lobate: lobose; specifically, in So*.,

said of a leaf when the division extends not
more than half-way to the middle, and either

the sinuses or lobes are rounded; in entom.,

having a single lobe or lobe-like projection.
Sometimes used, like lobate, to indicate a divi-

sion into two or more lobes Lobed joint of an
antenna, a joint expanded laterally at the apex into a
lobe.— Lobed prostemum, a prostemum having an an-
terior rounded projection over the mouth.—Lobed pro-
thorax, a prothorax having a posterior projection of the
upper surface, between the elytra, often concealing the
scutellum.

lobefoot (lob'fut), n.; pi. lobefoots or lobefeet

(-futs or -fet). A lobe-footed bird or lobiped:
as, the northern lobefoot, Lobipes hyperboreus.
See Lobipes.

lobe-footed (lob'fuf'ed), a. Having lobate feet;

lobiped, as a coot, grebe, or phalarope.
lobeiet (lob'let), n. [< lobe + -let.'] In anat,
zool., and bot., a little lobe ; a lobule.

Lobelia (lo-be'lia)^. [NL., named after Mat-
thias de Label, a Fleming, botanist and physi-
cian to James I. of England.] 1. A genus of
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gamopetalous plants, the type of the natural ot-

Aei Lobeliace<B, distii^ished by having the co-

rolla-tube split down almost to the base,without
a spur, and with a capsule which is two-valved
at the summit. The plants are herbs, rarely shrubby,
with alternate leaves, and irregular five-parted flowers
either axillary or in racemes. There are about 200 species,
found in all warm and temperate regions, with the excep-
tion of central and eastern Europe and western Asia. Nu-
merous species are cultivated for the beauty of their flow-

Cardinal-flower iLobelia cardinalis).
X. Inflorescence. 3. Lower part of stem, a, flower

J
b, statnen-

tube inclosing the pistil ; c, pistil ; d, upper part of the pistil and sta-
men-tube ; t, transverse section of the miit.

ers,which are usuallyblue, scarlet, orpurple. li. cardinalis
is the cardinal-flower, and L. syphilitica is sometimes called
the blue cardinal-flower. (See cardinal-fUnoer.) L. Dort-
manna grows in the water of shallow lakes in northern Eu-
rope and America, and is called water-lobelia. L. corono-
pifolia is called Imck's-hom on account of its forked leaves.
L. Erinus of the Cape of Good Hope is the common little

spreading lobelia of conservatories and gardens. L.fvlgens
andi>. s^endens from Mexico are conspicuous cultivated
species. The officinal lobelia formerly employed as an
emetic is L. inflata. It contains an acrid narcotic poison.
It is a wide-spread American species.

2. \l. c] A plant of this genus.
Lobeliaceae (lo-be-H-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
L. de Jussieu, 1811), < Lobelia + -acece.'] An
order of gamopetalous plants, typified by the
genus Lobelia, embracing 28 genera, of which
24 belong to the tribe Lobeliece and 4 to the
tribe Cyphiew. The order Includes about 540 species,
growing in nearly all but the frigid regions of the globe.
Five of the genera occur in North America. The pl^ts of
this order have been placed bymany botanists in the CoTn-
parvulacecB, fromwhich,however, they chiefly differin their
syngenesious flowers, which ally them to the Compositce.

lobellaceous (lo-be-U-a'shius), a. Pertaining to
or resembling the Lobeliacece.

lobeliad (lo-be'li-ad), n. [< LobeUa + -ad.1
A plant of the order Lobeliacece; used in the
plural, the order itself. lAndley.

Lobeliese (lo-be-li'f-e), n.pl. [NL. (Presl, 1836),
< Lobelia + -eai.'] A tribe of plants of the nat-
ural order Lobeliacece, characterized by an ir-

regular eoroUa, and having the anthers joined
in a tube about the style. They are principally
herbs with alternate leaves and the flowers axillary or
growing In racemes. The group includes 24 genera,
found principally in tropical or subtropical climates.
The principal genus, and type of the tribe, is Lobdia.

lobeline (lo'be-Un), n. [< Lobelia + -me^.] An
acrid poisonous principle procuredfrom LobeUa
inflata, said to resemble nicotine.

lobe-plate (lob'plat), n. Same as sole-plate,

lobi, n. Plural of lobus.

lobiole (16'bi-61), n. [< NL. loUolitg, dim. of
lobus, lobe : see lobe.] In iot., one of the small
lobes into which the thallus of some lichens is
divided.

lobiped (16'bi-ped), a. and n. [< NL. lobipes
{-ped-), < lobtis, a lobe (see lobe), + Jj. pes {ped-)
= Gr. ffo{ic(7ro(i-) = E./ooi.] I. a. Lobe-footed,
as a bird; having lobate feet.

II. n. A lobe-footed bird.

Lobipes (16'bi-pez),w. ['NL.: see lobiped.] l.A
genus of phalaropes of the family Scolopacidte,
whose type is the northern phalarope, Lobipes
liyperboreiis ; the lobefoots. Cuvier.— 3. A ge-
nus of reptiles. Mtzinger, 1843.

loblolly (lob'lol-i), n. [< lob^ H- lolly^.] If. A
loutish or foolish person.

This lob-loUie with slauering lipswould be making lone.
Breton, Grimello's Fortunes, p. 9. (Davies.)

Lobotidse

2. Naut.: (a) Water-gruel or spoon-meat.

Whole grits boyled in water till they burst, and thea
mixt with butter and so eaten with spoons, which . . .

seamen call simply by the name of loblolly.

Ua/rkham. {HaUiweH.)

(b) Medicines coUeotively. Also written, erro-

neously, loploUy.

The roughness of the language used on board a man of
war where he [Dr. Johnson] passed a week on a visit to
Captain Knight, disgusted him terribly. He asked an of-

ficer what some place was called, and received for answer
that it was where the loploUy man kept his loploUy: a re-

ply he considered as disrespectful, gross and ignorant.

Mrs. Pioza, Anec., p. 285 (Boswell's Johnson, ed. EH],
[L878).

loblolly-bay (lob'lol-i-ba),m. The popularname
of the Goraonia Lasiant'hxis, of the natural order
Ternstrcemiacece, an elegant ornamental tree of

the southern United States. Also called tan-bay.

loblolly-boy (lob'lol-i-boi), n. Naut., a ship-

surgeon's attendant, who compounds the medi-
cines and assists the surgeon in his duties. Jn
the United States navy called bayman or nurse.

I . . . suffered from the rude insults of the sailors and
petty officers, among whom I was known by the name of
Loblolly Bay. Smollett, Boderick £andom, xxviL

loblolly-pine (lob'lol-i-j)in), n. A tree. Firms
Iceda, growing in sterile soil in the southern
Atlantic and Gulf States of North America.
it yields fuel and inferior lumber, and to a small extent
turpentine. It is also called old-field pine, and a better

varie^ rosemary-pine.

loblolly-sweetwood (lob'lol-i -swefwud), n.

A tree, Sciadophyllum Jacquinii. [West Indies.]

loblolly-tree (lob'lol-i-tre), n. Atree of the ge-

nus Oupania, of the natural order Sapindacece,

especially C, glabra; also a tree, Pisonia subcor-
data, of the order Nyctagmece.
lobo (lo'bo), n. [Sp., a wolf, < L. lupiis, a wolf:
see wolf. ] A large graywoU of the southwest-
ern United States, Canis lupus ocddentaUs.
loboite (16'bo-it), n. [Named by Berzelius after

the Chevalier Lobo da Silveira.] In mineral.,

a magnesian variety of vesuvianite or idocrase
occurring in Norway.
Lobophora (lo-bof'o-ra), n. pi. Same as Mar-
supialida.

Lobosa (lo-bo'sa), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of lobo-

sus, lobose : see toSose.] An order of the class

Bhizopoda, characterized by their shapeless-
ness and the constant protrusion of lobose pro-
cesses called pseudopodia; the normal amce-
boids or lobose protozoans: contrasted with
Mlosa. The order distinguishes the amcebiform
protozoans from the Badiola/ria, Heliosoa, Fora-
minifera, etc.

lobose (lo'bos), a. [< NL. lobosus, < Mme, a
lobe: see lobe.] Having many or large lobes;
specifically, of or pertaining to the Lobosa: as,

the lobose protozoans.

We have left a certain small number of Independent lo-

bose Oymnomyxa which it is most convenient to associate
in a separate group. Encye. Brit., XIX. 842.

Lobostomatinse, Lobostomins (lo-bd-std-ma-
ti'ne, 16"bo-sto-ini'ne), n.pl. [NL.,< ftr. /lo/3iif,

lobe, -I- aro/ia (arouaT-), mouth, -I- -ince.'] A sub-
family of bats of the family PhyUostomatidce,
having simple nostrils without nose-leaf, but
the chin with leaf-like appendages, and having
2 incisors in each upper and lower half-jaw,
and 2 premolars above and 3 below on each
side. There are two genera, Chilomycteris and
Mormops.
Lobotes (lo-bo'tez), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829), so
called with ref. to the soft parts of the dorsal,
anal, and caudal fins, likened to one 3-lobed fin

;

< Gr. Tuj^dc, a lobe : see lobe.] The typical genus
of LobotincB, having bands of villiform teeth on
the jaws, and an anterior series of larger conical
teeth. L. surinamensis is the flasher or tripletail, a large

Lobotes surinamenjis.

fish, 2 or 3 feet long, found In all warm seas, and north on
the Atlantic coast of the United States to Cape Cod.
Lobotidze (lo-bot'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lobotes
+ -ida.] A family of sparoid fishes, typified
by the genus Lobotes, having the vomer, pala-
tines, and tongue toothless, the profile con-
cave, the caudal fin convex, and the dorsal fin
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oontinnotis. Also LoboUnce, as a subfamily of

lobret, »• A Middle English form of lubber.
lobscouse (lob'skouB), n. [Also lobscowse, laps-
course (the form looscourse simulating lob's

course, 'a lubber's dish'); prob. < lob\ n., 4, +
seouse, a general name on shipboard for a stew.
Of. loblolly, 2.] A dish made of pilot-biscuit,
stewed in water with pieces of salt meat.
This genial banquet was entirely composed of eea-

dishes ; ... the sides being furnished with a mess of that
savoury composition known by the name of lob'a emerge,
and a plate of salmagundy. SmoUett, Peregrine Pickle, ix.

lobsided (lob'si"ded), a. Same as lopsided.

lobspound, lob's pound (lobz' pound), n. A
pound for lobs or louts; a prison. "The term is
still in use, and is often applied to the juvenile prison
made for a child between the feet of a grown-up person."
HaUiwell.

He was the party
Found In Lob'epound.

Massinger, Duke of Milan, ill. 2.

Crowdero, whom, in irons bound.
Thou basely threw'st into Lob's pound.

S. BuUer, Hudibras, I. ill. 910.

lobster (lob'st6r), n. [Early mod. E. also lob-
star, lopster; < ME. Imstere, loppester, loppi-
ster, a lobster, a stoat, < AS. loppestre, lopustre,
lopystre.a, lobster; cf. lopust, a locust, for *to-
cmt, < L. loousta, a shell-fish, lobster, also a
locust: see locusfi:2 1. A marine, stalk-eyed,
long-tailed, ten-footed crustacean of the sub-
class Podophthalma or Thoracostraca, order
Deeapoda, STiboTier Macrura, taxaHyHomaridcB,

• and genus Somarus, such as S. vulgaris of Eu-
rope or H. americanus of the Atlantic coast of
North America. The lobster has two pairs of feelers,
one pair shortj the other remarkably long. The mouth-
parts are modified legs, as in all crustaceans and other ar-
thropods. The first pair of ambulatory legs are enor-
mously and unsymmetrically enlarged and chelate, being
the great so-called "claws." The other four pairs of legs
are smaller and more strictly ambulatorial, ending in
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sm^ to be legally marketable. The laws of some States
prohibit the sale of lobsters under 10 inches long.—Nor-way lobster, the Nephrops norvegims. See Nephropa.—
SpanlSU lobster, SeyUarua ceguinoaticUis, used as bait in
the Bermudas.- Spinylobster. Seedef.2.-Stone-lob-
Bter, the short-armed hermit-crab, Eupagwrm poUicaria:
so called by fishermen.

lobster-car (lob'ster-kar), n. A box or frame
in which lobsters are kept aUve under water
awaiting sale or transport.

lobster-<;hum (lob'stfer-chum), n. Refuse of
lobsters, used for manure.
lobster-claws (lob'st6r-kiaz),». Acommonma^
rine alga, Polysiphonia elongata: so called from
the long, cartilaginous, nearly naked branches,
which bear tufts of filaments at the apex some-
what resembling the claws of the lobster.
lobster-crawl (lob'stfer-kr&l), ». A place where
lobsters crawl and may be caught; a fishing-
ground for lobsters.

lobstering (lob'ster-ing), n. [< lobster + -mg.']
The taking of lobsters.

In many regions the men engage in lobsterirm only when
other fisheries, which are more profitable to them, cannot
be carried on. Fisheries of U. 5., V. ii. 68S.

lobsterizet, v. i. [< lobster + -j«e.] To move
backward, as a lobster is popularly supposed
to do ; crawfish.

Thou [Joshua] mekest Bluers the most deafly deep
To lobstarize (back to their source to creep)

;

Walls giue thee way.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, The Captalnes.

lo'bster-louse (lob'st6r-lous), n. A parasite of
the lobster, ^icothoe astad, a siphonostomous
crustacean of the family ErgasiHdw. See M-
cothoe.

lobsterman (lob'st6r-man), n.; pi. lobstermen
(-men). One who catches lobsters.

Some of the lobstermen, who^re also boat fishermen,
save the heads of the fish in cleaning their catch to use as
bait. Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 676.

lobster-moth (lob'st6r-m6th), n. A common
European moth, Stauropusfagi: so called from
the grotesque shape of the caterpillar. See

American Lobster [Homants americanjts).

sbnple pincers or single hooks. The cephalothorax is a
large soldered carapace. The abdomen or tail is long,
jointed, and flexible, consisting of hard rings or segments
on top and at the sides, and of a soft but tough membrane
underneath, which bears the pleiopods, swimmerets, or
swimming-feet ; it ends in a set of shelly plates, the tel-

BOn, spreading like a fan, used in swimming. The hairy
flaps or processes attached to the roots of the walking-
legs are the gills or breathing-organs. The female carries

masses of eggs (the coral or berry) under the abdomen.
The most fleshy parts are the muscles of the great claws
and of the tall. The eyes are mounted on short movable
stalks, the ophthalmites. Lobsters are carnivorous and
predatory. They live chiefly on rooky sea-coasts. They
molt or cast their shell periodically. The natural color is

variously greenish, bluish, livid, etc. ; the familiar bright-

red color is due to boiling. The flesh is savory, and the
lobster-industry is one of high economic importance.

Finallie of the legged kinde we have notmanie, neither

haue I scene anie more of this sort than the Polypus oaJled

In English the lobstar, craflsh or creuis, and the crab.

Harrison, quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), H. 97.

2. One of several other crustaceans resembling
the above . The Norway lobster is Nephropa rwnegieua,
of the family Bomandoe. Various crawflshes of the fam-
ily Astaddoe are sometimes called freshrwater lobstera. A
related marine crustacean of the family PcUinuridce, Pah-
nurua vulgaris, the sea-crawfish, is known as the spring

lobster, rock-lobster, and spiny lobster.

3. The common sole, Solea vulgaris. [Prov.

Eng.]—4. A stoat. [Prov. Eng.]—5. A Brit-

ish soldier: probably so called originally in al-

lusion to his cuirass, but the name is now gen-

erally supposed to refer to his red coat.

The women . . . exclaim against lobsters and tatterde-

malions, and defy 'em to prove 'twas ever known in any
age or country in the worldthat a red-coat died for religion.

Tom Brovm, Works, I. 73. (Dames.)

Bermuda lobster, a kind of shrimp, Palinurus armri-

eanus. It is used for bait.—Berrylobster, afemale lobster
carrying spawn. Suchlobstersarenotlegallymarketable,
and should be returned to the water when talcen.—Blade
lobster, a lobster whose shell is black, or at least darker

than usual. This animal is always in good condition, with

a very hard shell, and is preferred to those lighter-colored

ones which have more recently shed their shells.— CMck-
en or grasshopper lobster, an undersized lobster, too
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lobster-pot (lob'st§r-pot), n. A pot or trap for
lobsters. Thereare many patterns. The common house-
pot is made of laths. The hand-pot is a circular iron hoop,
as large as a hogshead-hoop, having under it a net and
over it wooden bows, with bait hung in the middle. It has
often taken six or eight lobsters at once.

lobster-tail (lob'st6r-tal), n. Any piece of ar-
mor made d queue d'6crevisse. See crevisse.

The long lobster-faila \7hich replaced the waist-piece and
the tassettes,

Demmin, Arms and Armor (tr. by C. C. Black), p. 219.

lobster-tailed (lob'stSr-tald), a. Eesembling
the shell of the lobster's tail: appliedespecially
to armor composed of overlapping and sliding
plates.

lobtail (lob'tal), V. i. [Also loptail; < lob^ -I-

tail.^ To sport or play, as a whale, by raising
the flukes out of water and bringing them down
again flat. [Sailors' slang.]

lobular (lob'u-lar), a. [< lobule + -ar^.'] 1.
Having the form of a lobule or small lobe.

—

2. Of or pertaining to lobules: as, a lobular

vein.—Lobular bronchial tube, a bronchial tube
which has been reduced to about one millimeter in di-

ameter, and whose walls have begun to be set here and
there with air-cells, but are not yet completely covered.
It passes on into the alveolar passage. Also called reapira-

tory branchial tube.— Lobulax pneumonia. Same as
bronchopneum/mia.

Lobnlaria (lob-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < lobulMS, a
lobule: see toftjiZe.] &me as Aloyonium. La-
marck, 1816.

lobulate (lob'u-lat), a. [< lobule + -afel.] Con-
sisting of lobules or small lobes; having small
lobed divisions.

lobulated (lob'u-la-ted), a. [< lobulate + -ed^.]

Same as lobulate.

lobulation (lob-u-la'shon), re. [< lobule +
-aUon.] The formation of lobules; division into

lobules : as, lobulation of the kidneys.

lobule (lob'ul), n. [= F. lobule = Sp. Idbulo =
Pg. It. lobulo, < NL. lobulus, dim. of lobiis, a lobe:

see lobe.} A little lobe; especially, one of the

lesser divisions of the surface of the brain; a

gyrus or convolution of the cerebrum, or a

cluster of such gyri, of which there are several

in each lobe, separated from one another by
those lesser sulci or fissures which are called

intralobular— Cuneate lobule, the cunens.—Fusi-
form lobule of the cerebrum, the subcoUateral gyre.—
Lingual lobule of the cerebrum, the suboalcarine gyre.

—Lobule of the corpus striatum, lobule of the Srt-

vlan fissure. Same as insula.—Jjoonle of the ear, the

soft fleshy flap or lobe depending from the lower part of the

external ear, highly characteristic of the human species.

—

Paracentral lobule, the posterior part of the marginal

gyrus about the upper extremity of the central fissure. It

local

is more or less distinctlymarked oS from the parts In front
by a slight fissure.-Pneumogastrio lobule. Same as
floeeulus, 2.

lobulus (lob'u-lus), n.: pi. lobuli (-Ii). [NL.,dim.
otlobus,a.lobe: Bee lobe. Ct.lobule.'] 1. In ana^.,
any small lobe or lobe-like structure; a lobule.
—^2. In entom., one of the rounded and quite
distinct segments of the base of the wing in the
dipterous family Muscidce and in some hyme-
nopterous insects—Lobulus caudatus, the tailed
lobe of the liver, connecting the right lobe with the Spi-
gelian lobe.—Lobulus centralis, the central lobule or
lobe. See cen«r<rf.—Lobulus cuneatus,thewedge-shaped
lobule of the brain , a mass of convolutions between the cal-
carine fissure and the parieto-occipital fissure.—Lobulus
cuneiformls, the digastric lobe.- Lobulus gracilis, the
slender lobe.—Lobulus lunatus, the crescentic lobe.—
Lobulus paracentralis. See parmxntral lobule, under
?o6We.—Lobulus praacuneus. Same as lobulus quaira-
tus (»).—Lobulus quadrangularis. See anteroeuperior
We, under 2o6e.—Lobulus quadratUB. (a) Of the brain, a
mass of cerebral convolutions, approaching a square form,
between the callosomarginal and the parieto-occipitsd fis-

sure, (b) See anterosuperior lobe of the cerebellum-, under
lobe, (e) Of the liver, the square lobe of the liver on the
under surface, between the fissure for the gall-bladder
and the umbilical fissure.— Lobulus semilunaris in-
ferior. See lobus aemilunaris inferior, under 1-olyus.—Lo-
bulus semilunaris superior. See poeterosuperim lobe,

under 1<M.—Lobulus SpIgelU, the Spigelian lobe of the
liver, at the back part of the under surface of the right
lobe, between the fissure for the vena cava and that for
the ductus venosus.—Lobulus tiiajigulaxis, the cuneus.
—Lobulus vagi, the flocculus.

lobus (16'bus), ». ; pi. lobi (-bi). [NL.,< Gr. ?mP6q,
a lobe: see lobe.'\ In anat. and zool., a lobe.
Lobus biventer,lobus cuneiformls. Same as digaatrie
lobe of the cerebellum (which see, under cerebellum).—IM-
bus centralis, (a) The insula, (b) See central lobe of the
eerebaium,unAerlobe.—'lMOb\lSfalWoimis. Seefale^orm
lobe, under lobe.—LobUS graciUs. See slender lobe, under
{olie.—Lobus llmbicUB. See limbu: lobe, under lobe.—
Lobus lunatus anterior. See crescentic anterior anA
posterior lobe, under Jo6e.—LobUS lunatus posterior.
See crescentic anterior and posterior lobe, under 2o&e ^Lo-
bus Olfactorius. see olfactory lobe, under lobe.—LobuS
paracentralis. See paracentral lobule, under lobule.—
Lobus parletallB superior and inferior. See parietal
lobe, under lobe.—totms quadrangularts. See antero-
superior lobe, under lobe.—LobUS quadratus. See quad-
rate lobe, under lobe.—Lobus semllunarlB inferior, the
posterior lobe on the under surfaee of the cerebellar hemi-
spheres, lying behind the slender lobe.—LobUS semilu-
naria supe^dor. See posterosuperior lobe, under lobe.

lobworm (lob'wferm), ». [< ME. *lobwyrme (see
quot.); < Zoftl + worm.'] The lugworm. Also
lob.

Lobwryone [read lobwyrme], blake or wyghte snayle, 11-

max. Prompt. Pan., p. 310.

lobyt, n. and a. A Middle English form of
looby.

local (16'kal), a. and n. [< F. locaX = Sp. Pg.
local = lt."locale, < LL. localis, belonging to a
place, < L. tooMS, a place: see Zooms.] I. a. 1.
Kelating to place or position in space; of or
pertaining to situation or locality in general.

—

2. Of or pertaining to a particular place ; re-
lating to a particular place or to particular
places, generally implying more than mere po-
sition or situation : as, ZocaZ considerations; lo-

cal knowledge ; a local newspaper; a local item
in a newspaper; also, limited to a certain spot
or region; circumscribed: as, local laws, cus-
toms, or prejudices; a local disease or remedy.
The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling.
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven.
And as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name. Shak., M. N. B., v. 1. 17.

The spiritual force of Protestantism was a mere local

militia, which might be useful in case of an invasion, but
could not be sent abroad.

Maeaulay, Ton Eanke's Hist, of Popes.

Plants with sweet-scented flowers are, for the most part,
more intensely local, more fastidious and idiosyncratic,
than those without perfume.

J. Burroughs, Notes of a Walker.

3. In gram-., relating to place or situation: as,

a local adverb ^(as here, there, etc.).— 4. In
maifc., relating to or concerning a locus chose
local. See cAose2.—Local action, w In elect., the elec-
trical action wUch is set up between different parts of
a non-homogeneous plate of conducting material when it

is immersed in an electrolyte, (b) In law, an action which
must be brought in the particular countrywhere the cause
of action arose, such as an action to recover lands.

—

Local affection, in med., a disease or ailment confined
to a particular part or organ, and not directly affecting
the system.—Local allegiance. See allegiance, 1.—
Local anemia. See aiiemfa.-Local asphysia. Same
as Raynaud's disease (which see, under disease).— "LocsX
attraction, {a) In magnetism, attraction causing a com-
pass-needle to deviate from its proper direction, exerted
by objects in its immediate neighborhood, especially on
shipboard. (&) In astron., attraction due to irregulari-

ties in the density or form of the earth's crust, which
causes gravity at a station to deviate from its normal
direction.—Local authority, in the English law of mu-
nicipal corporations, a class of boards of trustees, com-
missioners, etc., having the supervision of some distinct
departmentof municipal regulation, such as burial, sanita/-
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tion, police, etc.—Local board, a board of officers whose
powers are local ; more specifically, in Eng. law, a board of
officers elected by the rate-payers of adistrict to administer
some part of the local atfairs therein.— Local chancre.
Same as cAanc/'oifi— Local Circuit, in tdeg., a circuit
in a telegraph-station containing the recording or other
receiving instrument and a battery, and also a delicate re-

lay operated by the line-current, by means of which the
signals are repeated in the local circuit, the recorder or
sounder being operated by the battery in that circuit.—
Local-Circuit battery, a battery used in a local circuit.
— Local color. See coitw. —Local court, a court whose
j urisdiction is territorially limitedto a comparatively small
district, such a3 a single county, city, or town.—Local
currents, currents due to local action; also, in teleg.,

currents in a local circuit—Local degree, equation.
See the nouns.—Local government, the regulation and
administration of the local affairs of a city or district by
the people of it, as distinguished from such regulation and
administration by authority of the state or nation at large.

—Local Government Act. (a) An English statute of 1858
(2L and 22 Vict., c. 98), relating to the public health and
sanitary control, whose provisions take elfect in particular
places only when the act is adopted by the local authori-
lies. Ithas been frequently amended, (ii) An English statute
of 1888 (51 and 52 Vict. , c. 41), initiating a system forthe local
self-government of the various counties of England and
Wales (or in some cases divisions of a county), and of alarge
number of boroughs (and in the case of London of a district
consisting of parts of three counties), and organizing in
each a government under the control of its people, for
municipal purposes. Its chief feature is the transfer
from departments of the imperial government, to a county
council in each, of the regulation of local affairs, such as
highways, health, education, etc. The scheme of re-

form begun with the act of 1888 was completed by the
Local Government Act of 1894.—Local Government
Board, a department of the English government under
the act of Parliament of August, 1871 (.34 and 35 Vict., c.

70), having supervision of the laws relating to the pub-
lic health, the relief of the poor, registration of births,
etc., and other matters of local government, including
(under 33 and 36 Vict., c. 79) highways and turnpikes.—
Local immunity. See vmrnwvUy, 3.—Local improve-
ments, improvements by public works, such aa bridges,
parks, etc., which beneUt chieHy a particular locality
rather than the state at large.—Local law. See etabjcU.

—Local legislation, local statute, such legislation or
statute as is in terms applicable not to the state at large,

but only to some district or locality and to the people
therein. See legislation.— Local motion, motion in the
ordinary sense of change of place ; locomotion, as opposed
to augmentation, diminution, and deformation.—Local
option, the determination by vote of the people of a town
or other minor political community as to whether or not
any licenses to seU intoxicating liquors shall be granted:
a principle of law established in some of the United States
and advocated in others. The principle has also obtained
recognition in England.— Local preacher, (a) In the
MeduEpis. CA., one who is licensed to preach within a cer-

tain district generally as an assistant to the pastor and as
a candidate for ordination. (&) In England, a dissenting
clergyman who preaches at different places. HalliweU.—
Local probability, a branch of mathematics which con-
siders the mean values of geometrical magnitudes con-
forming to certain conditions, and the like. For example,
it is a proposition in local probability that if three points
are taken at random within a triangle, the mean of the
small triangle will be one twelfth that of the large one.

—

Local problem, a problem in which the thing sought is a
geometrical locus.—Local proposition, in logic, a propo-
sition consisting of two clauses united by a local adverb:
as, "Where there is smoke there is fire."— Local ldgn.in
psychot., something which is supposed to dlstingnish the
impressions made upon one nerve-termination from those
made upon another, and which serves especially to ren-
der possible, or to facilitate, the perception of objects as
extended in space. The theory of local signs was pro-
pounded by H. Lotze. See the quotation.

Every impression of color— for example, red —produces
on all places of the retina which it reaches the same sen-
sation of redness. In addition to this, however, it pro-
duces on each of these different places, A, B, C, a certain
accessory impression, a, b, c, which is independent of the
nature of the color seen, and dependent merely on the
nature of the place excited. This second local impression
would therefore be associated with every impression of
color r, in such manner that ra signifies a red that acts

on the point A, rb signifies the same red in case it acts

on the point B. These associated accessory impressions
would, accordingly, render for the soul the clue by follow-
ing which it transposes the same red, now to one, now to
another spot, or simultaneously to different spots in the
space intuited by it. . . . The foregoing is the theory of
local signs. Lotze, Short Psychology (trans.).

Local space, an extended volume : opposed to a space
of time.—Local time, time reckoned from the instant of
transit of the mean sun (or, in the case of sidereal time, of
the first point of Aries) over the local meridian.—Local
value, the value pertaining to the place of a digit in the
ordinary system of arithmetic.

II. n. 1, A loealitem in a newspaper. [U.S.]— 2. In teleg.: (a) A loeal-eireuit battery. (6)
The cireuit Itself, including everything belong-
ing to the current in an office or station except
the line-wire and the instruments included in
the line-eireuit.

locale (lo-kal'), n. [< P. local, a locality: see
local. The spelling is false, appar. in Simula^
tion. ot morale.'] A place, spot, or locality; spe-
cifically, a site or scene, considered with refer-

ence to circumstances connected with it.

But no matter— lay
The locale where you may.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, IL 227.

localisation, localise. See localization, localize.

localism (lo'kal-izm), n. l<. local + -ism.'} 1.
The state or condition of being local or local-
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ized; limitation to a place or to a locality; also,

the influence exerted by a locality.

Some occult law of localism, by which associated forms
often become impressed with mutual resemblances.

Nature, XXX. 228.

2. Attachment to a locality, or a peculiar lim-

ited phase of thought or feeling growing out of

such attachment; provincialism; in general, any
product of local influences : as, the localism of

one's views or affections.

Congress is simply an aggregate seething and struggling

of a great number of localisms— laiely or never losing

themselves in the stream of national or patriotic feeling.

5. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 428.

3. A mode of speaking or acting peculiar to a
place ; a local idiom, phrase, or custom.
localistic (lo-ka-Iis'tik), a. [< local + -istic.']

1 . Kelating or pertaining to localization ; of

localized character or quality.

The confirmation of the localistic theory of cholera . . .

can no longer be put in question. Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 336.

2. Having the character of localism or a local-

ism.

locality (lo-kal'i-ti), n.
;
pi. localities (-tiz). [=

P. loeaUU'= %p".localid,ad = Pg. localidade = It.

localitd, < LL. localita(t-)s, locality (as a quality

of bodies), < localis, belonging to a place : see

local.'] 1 . The condition of being in a place

;

position or situation in general ; the immediate
relation of an object to a place.

Fond Fancy's eye,
That inly gives locality and form
To what she prizes best,

W. Mason, English Garden, ill.

2. Any part of space; a situation; position;
particularly, a geographical place or situation

:

as, a healtbj locality ; the locality ot a mineral,
plant, or animal. Compare habitat, 2.

Myfirst rambles, moreover, had a peculiar charm,which
knowledge of locality has since taken away.

HoweUs, Venetian life, ii

3. Legal restriction as to place or location.

—

4. In phren., the faculty to which is ascribed
the power of remembering the details of places
and the location of objects Absolute locality,
that which belongs to a body irrespective of the locality
of any other body.— Decree Of 10CaUl7. See decree.—
Localil7 Of a widow, in Scots law, the lands life-rented
by a widow under her contract of marriage.— Relative
or respective locality, the spatial relations of a body to
other bodies.

locaUzable (16'kal-i-za-bl), a. [< localize +
-able.] Capable of beiiig localized, located, or
fixed in or referred to a place.

The feelings classed as emotions, which are not locaUza-
ble in the bodily framework.

E. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 78.

localization (16"kal-i-za'shgn), n. [< localize
-\- -ation.] 1 . The act of localizing, or the state
of being localized.

The contrast as to the centralization or localization of
administrative power . . . between England and other
civilized countries. Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 332.

Specifically— 2. The reference, in perception,
of a sensation to some part of the body (as the
place where it originates), or to some point in
space outside of the body (as a quality of a
perceived object).

Perception as a psychological term has received various,
though related, meanings for different writers. It is

sometimes used for the recognition of a sensation or
movement as distinct from its mere presentation, and
thus is said to imply the more or less definite revival of
certain residua or re-presentations of past experience
which resembled the present. More frequently it is used
as the equivalent of what has been otherwise called the
'^localization and projection" of sensations— that is to
say, a sensation presented either as an affection of some
part of our own body regarded as extended or as a state of
some foreign body beyond it.

J. Ward, Encyo. Brit., XX 52.

Also spelled localisation.

Localizauon of cerebral functions, the existence of
peculiarly close relations between the functions of the
various peripheral nerves and certain limited areas of the
cerebral cortex, so that the removal of one of these areas
will involve the abolition of the voluntary control of the
efferent nerves of a certain part, or, if sensory nerves are
concerned, will preclude sensation from following their
stimulation. On the other hand, stimulation of these
same areas will give rise to a sensation as if in the part^
or to definite muscular actions in the part.

localize (16'kal-iz), V. t.
; pret. and pp. local-

ized, ppr. localizing. [< local + -ize.] 1. To
make local; fix in, or assi^ to or restrict to,

a particular place; determine the locality or
limit the extent of.

Thus everywhere to truth Tradition clings.
Or Fancy localizes Powers we love.

Wordsimrlh, Fancy and Tradition.

Specifically— 2. To refer (a sensation) in per-
ception to some point of the body or to some

locator

point in space outside of the body. See local-

ization, 2.

If we turn away our eyes, we cease to see the flame at

which we have been looking, but the after-image remains
and is projected upon the wall, and continues still local-

ised in the dark field of sight even if we close our eyes

altogether. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 69.

Also spelled localise.

localizer (lo'kal-i-z&r), n. [< localize + -er.] A
small coil of definite resistance placed at each
station of an electric fire-alarm system, which
is brought into the circuit when the alarm is

given, thus enabling the observer at the receiv-

ing-station to know the locality from which the
alarm is sent.

locally (16'kal-i), adv. "With respect to place;

in place: asj'to be locally separated or distant.

locate (16'kat), v.; pret. and pp. located, ppr. lo-

cating. [< L. locatiis, pp. otlocare, place, put,

set, let, etc., < locim, a place: see local. Cf.

allocate, allow^, collocation, etc.] I. trans. 1.

To fix in a place; establish in a particular

spot or position; place; settle: as, to locate

one's seilf in a certain town or street.

She was already "of a certain age," and, despairing of a
lover, accepted the good old country squire, and was to-

cated for the rest of her life as mistress of Lonstead Ab-
bey. Farrar, Julian Home, p. 35.

2. To fix the place of; determine the situation

or limits of: as, to locate the site of a building;

to locate a tract of public land by surveying it

and defining its boundaries; to locate a land-

claim ; to locate (lay out) the line of a railroad.

[Chiefly U. 8.]

That your Majesty would grant to his petitioners, . . .

*"

by the name of the Mississippi Company, 2,500,000 acres

of land ... to be located between the thirty-eighth and
forty-second degree of north latitude.

Arthur Lee, Petition to King in Council (1768). (.BarOea.)

H. intrans. To reside
;
place one's self or be

placed ; adopt or form a fiked residence.

Beneath whatever roof they locate, they disturb the
peace of mind and happiness of some confiding female.

Dickens, Pickwick, xviiL

location (lo-ka'shon), n. [= P. location = Sp.

locadon = Pg. locagSo = It. locazione, < L. io-

catio(n-), a placing, < ?ocare, pp. locatus, place:

see locate.'] 1. The act of placing or settling:

as, the location of settlers m a new country.

—

2. Situation with respect to place
;
place.

To say that the world is somewhere means no more than
that it does exist ; this, though a phrase borrowed from
place, signifying only itejexistence, not location. Locke.

3. The act of fixing by survey, or otherwise de-
termining, the site or bounds of a piece or tract

of land (as under a claim for a specified quan-
tity of public land), laying out the line of a
railroad or canal, or the like. [Chiefly U. S.]—
4. That which is located; a tract of land with
boundaries designated or marked out. [U. S.]

A location is held to be that quantity of mining ground
which one person may legally acquire by location, in one
body. Shinn, Zand Laws of Mining Districts, p. 61.

An odd comer of a great township such as they meaenre
off in these wilds, where they take in, with some eligible

locations of intervale land, miles also of pathless forest.

Mrs.Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, vL

5. In civil law, a leasing on rent Contract of
location, a contract of hiring either of the nse of a chattel
or of services in respect to a chattel, the possession of the
chattel being in either case transferred for the pnnwse.
Where the possession and nse of the thing is hire<C the
contract is called locatio rei or locatio-conductio rei. Wnere
the possession is transferred to one whose service in respect
to the thing is hired, as where goods are delivered to a
carrier, the contract is called locatio operorum or localio

opens merciujn vehendarum; or, if the service involves a re-
sulting change in the thing, as where cloth is delivered to
a tailor to n^e a garment, locatio operis faeiendi.—De-
finitive location. See defirdtive.

locative (lok'a-tiv), a, and n. [= OF. locatif,

< ML. locativus, < L. locate, place: see locate.']

I. a. 1. In gram., indicating place, or the place
where or wherein : as, a locative adjective ; a
locative ease.— 2. In anat. and zool., serving to
locate or to indicate location or relative situa-
tion in a series. Thus, the name meteneephalon
or midbrain is locative of the part between ex-
tremes of a series.

The advantages of locative names.
BueKs Handbook of Med. Sciences, VXEI. 517.

_
n. n. In gram., a case-form indicating loca-

tion, as existing in the original Indo-European
or Aryan language, and preserved in some of
its descendants, especially the Sanskrit, in Latin
and Greek it is not ordinarily recognized as a separate
case, bnt is found in a number of isolated examples, and
in the former language in the established nse of certain
case-forms (generally called genitives and ablatives) of
names of places.— Locative absolute. See absolute,
a., 11.

locator (16'ka-tor), n. [< L. locator, one who
lets, an undertaker, < locare, pp. locatus, place.



locator

let: see locate.'] 1. One who locates land, or
who settles upon land by claim of right or legal
possession. [U. S.]

Here no locator encroaches upon his neighbor's claim.
The CerUwry, XXV. 585.

2. In law, the hirer in a contract of location.
loc. cit. An abbreviation of the Latin loco ci-

tato, 'in the place (already) cited.' Sometimes
further abbreviated I. c.

locellate (lo-sel'at), a. [< locellm + -otei.]
Divided into loceUi.

locellus (lo-sel'us), n.
;

pi. locelU (-i). [L., a
little place, a compartment, dim. of loculus, a
little place : see loculus.'] In hot., a secondary
cell, forming a subdivision of a loculus, whe-
ther in an anther or a seed-vessel.

loch^ (loch), n. [< Gael, loch, a lake : see lahe^.]
In Scotland, a lake in the general sense, or a
lake-like body of water, as one of the narrow
or partially landlocked arms of the sea, espe-
cially on the west coast, resembling the Kor-
wegian fiords. In Ireland usually loiigh.

One bumish'd sheet of living gold,
Loch Katrine lay beneath him roU'd.

Scott, L. of the 1., i. u.
Kingsburgh conducted us in his boat across one of the

lochs, as they call them, or arms of the sea, which flow in
upon all the coasts of Sl^. Bomidl, Journal, p. 244.

loch^ (lok), m. [Also lohoch; = F. lolc, loach,
look = Sp. loog = Pg. looch = It. loc, locco, <

At. lo'oq, an electuary, a lincture, < la'aq, lick.]

A lincture.

Locliaber az. A battle-az having a long han-
dle or staff, used by the Scottish Highlanders.
In the typical form the blade is narrow, but of great length
in the direction of the shaft, and projects beyond the end
of the shaft either in a long point or with a hook.

lochan (loch'an), n. [< Gael, lochcm, dim. of
iocfc, alake: seetocfei.l A small loch; a pond.
[Scotch.]

A pond or lochcm, rather than a lake. H. MUl&r.

loche, n. An obsolete or archaic spelling of
loach.

Lochia^ (16'ki-a or lo-ki'a), n. [< Gr. h.oxia, also
ii.oxeia, an epit£et of Artemis, fern, of A(i;f«of,also

TuoxeloQ, belonging to childbirth, from Tidxoc, a
lying-in, childbirth (also an ambush, etc.: see
Loohites), < ?i.fyetv, lay, mid. lie: see lieK'] 1.

In Gr. myth., a surname of the goddess Artemis
(Diana), as the protectress of women in child-

birth.—3. [NL.] A genus of noctuid moths
of the subfamily CosmUnce, based upon the
Australian L. apieaUs. Walker, 1865.

lochia^ (16'ki-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. /t,6xia, evac-
uations following childbirth, neut. pi. of Mxiog,
belonging to childbirth: see Lochia^.'] 'in. med.,

the evacuations from the womb and vagina
which follow childbirth.

lochial (16'ki-al), a. [< lochia^ + -al.] Of or
pertaining to the lochia.

Lochites (lo-ld'tez), n. [NL. (Foerster, 1856),

< Gr. XoxirriQ, a feUow-soldier, a comrade, one
of the same company, < /W;t;of , a company, band
of troops, prop, a party in ambush, lit. a lying

in wait, an ambush: see Lochia^.] 1. A genus
of parasitic Mymenoptera, of the chalcid'^ sub-

family Torymmw. The species are parasitic upon gall-

making Cynlpidce. Only European species have been de-

scribed, although the genus is also represented in North
America.

2. A genus of South American thamnophiline
birds. Cabanis and Seine, 1857. Also called

Nidus.—3. A genus of robber-flies of the fam-
ily AsiUdce. Schiner, 1866.

loch-moulinet (lok'mS-li-na'), n. A form of

electric log in which a telephone is substituted

for the indicator, and a species of mill-wheel
for the screw. See electric log, under log^.

loci, n. Plural of locus.

locfci (lok), n. [< ME. lok (pi. lokkes), < AS. loc,

a bolt, bar, fastening, Inclosure, fold, close, end-

ing, =OFries. lok=mjG. lok=OB.G. loh, MHG.
loch, an inclosure, prison, dungeon, concealed

place, hole, aperture, G. loch, a dungeon, a hole,

aperture, = Icel. lok, a cover, lid, a locker, an
end, conclusion, = Sw. lock = Dan. laag, a lid,

= Gfoth. *luk, in oomp. usVuk, an opening; cf.

ME. loke, < AS. loea, m., a bolt, bar, inclosure,

= OD. loke = Joel, loka, a look, latch, fasten-

ing; from the orig. strong verb, AS. lucan

(pp. locen), eta., close, lock: see lock\ v.] 1.

Anything that fastens something else; spe-

cifically, an appliance for securing in position

a door, gate, window, drawer, lid, etc., when
closed, by means of a key, or of some secret

contrivance requiring manipulation by one to

whom it is known ; hence, any device that pre-

vents movement. The essential parts of an ordinary

Turabler-lock.
The bolt has two square

notches, a, a, in its upper

one end, and having a pre
jectingstump, c, at the other,
which falls into one of the
notches, according to the
position of the bolt.
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lock are a bolt, wards, tumbler, and a spring. The bolt
is a bar which slides or catches in an opening made to
receive it. The spring serves to
maintain the bolt in one of two
positions—that is, either extend-
ed or retracted— corresponding
to looking and unlocking. The
wards are strips of metal placed
within the look and designed to
obstruct the passage of all keys
except the one fitted to them.
The tumbler is a pivoted bar, or
other device, used to hold the
boltinoneposition.andintended notcnes a a in ik
to render it difficult to operate edge ;«; tumbler, pivoted at
the lock except by the right key. """ -•"' --^ ^—~
Locks are made in a great variety
of stylesand shapes, and formany
different positions and uses. The
security of locks in general de-
pends on the number of impediments or wards that are
interposed between the key and the bolt which secures
the door.

A cap-case for your linnen and your plate,
With a strange lock, that opens with Amen.

Fletcher (wnd another). Noble Gentleman, v.

2. A forelock; a cotter or key. H. M. Knight.— 3, In firearms, a piece of mechanism which
explodes the charge. This is effected either by strik-
ing a sharp blowwhich explodes a fulminating powder or
strikes sparks from a flint, etc., or by communicating fire
directly to the priming, as in the old match-lock.
4. A form of brake or drag for the wheels of a
vehicle, used to prevent them from turning in
descending steep hills; a lock-chain or skid-
chain.— 5. The swerving to the right or left of
the fore-carriage, deviating from the line of di-
rection of the hind wheels and the trend of the
carriages proper. It is called the haw or gee
look respectively, according as it is to the left
or right of the driver. E. 3. Knight.—6. In
plastering, the projection ofthe plaster, cement,
etc., behind the laths, which serves to prevent
it from scaling off.— 7. A place shut in or lock-
ed up ; an inclosure ; a lockup.

Shuts up th' unwieldy centaur in the lock. Brydert.

8. A barrier to confine the water of a stream or
canal ; an inclosure in a canal, with gates at
each end, used in raising or lowering boats as
they pass from one level to another, when a ves-
sel is descending, water is let into the chamber of the lock
till it is on a level with the higher water, and thus permits
the vessel to enter ; the upper gates arethen closed, and, the
lower gates being gradually opened, the water in the lock
falls to the level of the low water, and the vessel passes out.
In ascending, the operation is reversed. See cut under
caTudAock.

9. A fastening together ; a closing of one thing
upon another ; a state of being fixed or immov-
able ; also, a grapple in wrestling; a hug.

All Albemarle Street closed by a lock of carriages.
De Quincey.

They must be practised in all the locks and gripes of
wrestling, as needmay often be in fight ixi tug or grapple,
and to close. Milton, Education.

Bramall lock [named from its inventor, Joseph Brmmah
of London(1749-1814)],aform of bank-lock. Its chief char-
acteristic is a series of sliding tumblers, notched at dif-

ferent parts of their length, the raising of which by a key
having a bit shaped in correspondence with the notches
releases the lock-bolt and leaves it free to move in locking
or unlocking.—Burglar-alami look. See burglar-alarm.

—Chain-lock, a form of seal-lock.—Chain of locks. See
cAat».— Combination-lock, a bank- or safe-lock, the
Srincipal features ofwhich are the following : Two or more
isks, eachwitha similar notch in its periphery, are mount-

ed upon a spindle, which, in locking or unlocking the safe,

is turned by a knob. One disk and an exterior dial-

plate are fastened to the spindle; the other disks turn
on the spindle. The disks are separated by intervening
washers or collars, and each has a pin projecting from its

flat face laterally toward the adjacent disk. The pins are
arranged in relation with the dial and the peripheral
notches in such manner that in turning the spindle, accord-
ing to a given system or combination, first in one direction

and then in the other, to make certain letters or numbers
on the dial successively coincide with a mark on a ring
which circumscribes the dial, the peripheral notches in the
disks are, by the successive engagement with each other
of the laterally projecting pins,brought into line with each
other. When this is done, the obstructing mechanism
which has previously held the bolt falls into the alined
notches, and the bolt is left free to move as may be de-

sired. The positions of the disks, and .consequently of

the pins, may be changed at will to correspond with the

different figures or letters on the dial : this is called chang-

ing the combination. The number of such changes is only
limited by the law of permutation as applied to the num-
ber of disks and the number of letters or figures on the

dial. Such a lockmay have two systems of dials, spindles,

and disks, each controlling the one bolt of the lock, and
each of which may be set on a different combination. In

this way, as a measure of greater security, it may be
arranged that the presence of two persons (each knowing
only one combination) may be needed to operate the lock.

Also called peirmiji)MimAock.—'Oea& lock, (a) A lock

the bolt of which can be turned in either direction by a

key, as distinguished from one in which the spring throws

the bolt in one direction only, as in a spring-lock. (6)

See d,eaaAock. —Dormant lock, a lock the bolt of which
does not close automatically.—Double lock, in a canal,

two single locks of equal capacity arranged side by side,

and connected, one with the other, by a sluice with a

gate. Water flowing from either, when full, may be made

lock

by the sluice to enter the other till the same level is reached
in both. The sluice being then closed, and the lower lock-
gates opened in the look it is desired to empty, the remain-
der of the water flows out Into the lower pound of the canal.
Thus,while one lock Is emptying, one half its water may be
used to haU fill the other. Therefore only one half the wa-
ter taken from the upper pound of the canal, required in
locking a given number of boats through a single look, is

needed when a double lock is used.—Draw-bolt lock, a
lock the bolt of which can be drawn by means of a knob,
except when it is locked with a key.—Lock Of water,
the measure equal to the contents of the chamber of the
locks by which the consumption of water on a canal is

estimated.—Lock, Stock, and barrel, the whole gun;
hence, the whole of anythmg.
Take it all in all, it is rotten ; lock, stock, and barrel, there

is not an inch of it sound.
T. Benton, Speech on the National Bank.

Permutation-lockjalock in which themoving parts are
capable of tran sposition , so that, being arranged in any con-
certed order, It becomes necessary before the bolt can be
shot to bring the tumblers into that order. E. H. Knight.
—Pin-tumbler lock, a lock in which the tumblers have
the form of pins or short rods, which slide in one direction
In holes or ways by their own gravity or by the action of
springs, and in the opposite direction by the action of the
key when the latter is pushed into the lock. The " Yale "

lock is of this variety.— Puzzle-lock, a more or less sim-
ple form of lock constructed on the combination principle
and used as a puzzle, the solution consisting in finding the
combination which locks or unlocks it. The greater the
complexity of the lock, the more difficult is the solution of
the puzzle. See combination-lock.—Rebounding lock,
a gun-lock provided with a device whereby the hammer
of the lock, after striking the nipple, is humediatelythrown
back into the half-cook position.— BeverBible lock, a
lock of which the latch-bolt may be turned over, so as to
cause the beveled side to face in either direction, flius al-

lowing the application of the lock indifferently to either
side of a door.—Roman lock, a lock having a simple bolt
with a binder-spring to hold the bolt in any position in
which It is placed, until a force is applied strong enough
to overcome the spring.—Rural lock, a cheap kind of
look with a wooden case. B. H. Knight.—Scandinavian
lock, aform of lock for fastening hasps upon staples. Both
arms of the bow are withdrawn from the lock when it is

opened.— Seal-lock, a lock which, when locked, cannot
be openedwithout breaking a seal, thus indicatingwhether
it has or has notbeen tampered with : usedfor freight-oars,
mail-bags, express companies' inclosures, custom-house
purposes, etc. One of the most effective seal-locks has
means for attaching a small square ofvariegated glass over
the keyhole in such a manner that the square cannot be
removed except by breaking. A photograph of the glass
seal previously taken is a complete check on any attempt
to substitute another for it, as the pattern of streak and
color in each seal is entirely fortuitous, and different
from any other.— Time-lock, a lock in which, when
locked, the bolt is held by a stop-plate or other detaining
device so that it cannot be unlocked before the expiration
of a given time. The stop is controlled by clockwork in
such manner that it disengages the bolt only at the time
for which it has been previously adjusted by mechanism
analogous to that of an alarm-clock.—To be at lock, to
be in a difficulty. HaUiweU. [Prov. Eng.]—Yale loc^
a safety-lock in which is used, in place of wards, a special
form of pin tumbler admitting of a great variety of com-
binations, BO that the chance of opening the lock except
with the right key is rendered very small. The key is flat

or corrugated in longitudinal lines, and the key-opening
in flie lock is very small, to guard against the use of false
keys or the blowing in of powder for exploding the lock.
(See also case-lock, check-lock.)

locfci (lok), V. [< ME. locken, lokk^n (= Icel. loka,

also lylga = Sw. lycka = Dan. lukke), lock; a
secondary form, after the noun lock, taking the
place, in mod. E., of the orig. strong verb re-
maining in the E. dial, louk, < ME. louken, low-
ken (pret. lee, pi. luken, pp. loken), < AS. lUcan
(pret. ledc, pL lucon, pp. locen), shut, close,

fasten (also m comp. a-lifoan, separate, beliiean,

ge-lMcan, shut, fasten, onlucan, unMcan, unlock,
to-lUcan, unlock), = OS. liikan (in oomp. bi-lU-

kan, look, ant-lukan, unlock) = OFries. lUka,
luika, loka = D. luiken = OHG. lukhati, MHG.
luchen = Icel. laka, shut, close, = Goth. *Tmkan,
in comp. ga-lukan, close, shut up, us-lmkan, un-
lock. Hence loch^, n., locket, etc.] I. trans.

1. To close; shut; now, specifically, to close
and fasten by means of a lock and key: as, to
lock a door or a trunk.

They wanne with moche woo the walles withinne,
Mene lepen to anone and lokkeden the gates.

US. Cott. Calig. A. ii., f. 116. (HaUiwett.)

And went unto the dore
To enter in, but found it locked fast.

denser, r. Q., m. xil. 27.

2. To fasten so as to impede motion: as, to
lock a wheel.
Loken in every lith. Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 66.

3. To shut (up) or confine with or as if with a
lock, or in an inclosed place; close or fasten
(in) : with up or in.

Do you lock your self up from me, to make my Search
more curious? Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 5.

Then seek to know those things which make us blest,
And having found them, lock them in thy breast.

Sir J. Denham, Prudence.

A still salt pool, tock'd in with bars of sand.
Tennyson, Palace of Art.

4. To close or make fast; press closely to-
gether, as separate portions ; fix steadfastly or
immovably: as, the streams are locked by ice,
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The leade lystened fall wel, that leg in his hedde,
Tha3 he lowkez his liddez, fal lyttel he slopes.

Sir Gawayne and the Orem Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2007.

iih& lock'd her lips: she left me where I stood.
*

Tennyson, Fair Women,

5. To join or unite firmly, as by intertwining,
interlinking, or infolding : as, to lock arms.

Lode hand in hand ; yoorself in order set.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 6. 8L

6. To embrace closely ; infold.

Locf^d in each other's arms we stood.
Jf. Arnold, Poems, II. 87.

7. To furnish with a lock.

His locked, letter'd, biaw brass collar

Show'd him the gentleman and scholar.
Bums, The Twa Dogs.

8. Jn fencing, to seize, as the sword-arm of an
antagonist, by turning the left arm round it,

after closing the passade, shell to shell, in or-

der to disarm him.— 9. To shut out; prevent
from gaining access (to).

Is there who, lock'd from ink and paper, scrawls
With desperate charcoal round liis darken*d walls?

Pope, ProL to Satires, L 19.

10. To enable to pass through a lock, as in a
canal. See iocfcl, «., 8.

Vessels are locked down from the sea into the [^orth
Holland] canaL Eneyc. Brit., IV. 788.

Locked Jaw. Same as lockjaw.—To lock out, to close

the gates or doors against ; specifically, in labor-disputes,

to withdraw employment from (workmen or other em-
ployees in a body) as a means of coercion.—To lock up.
(a) To close or fasten by or as if by locking : as, to lock up
an empty or unoccupied house; to lock up a form of type
(that is, to fasten it securely in a chase by driving up or
tightening the quoins). (i>) To confine ; restrain or secure
by locking or fastening in: as, to lock up a prisoner; to
lock up silver, (c) To secure or place in such a position as
not to be available for use : as, ms money was locked up in
unprofitable enterprises.

II. intrans. 1. To become fast ; admit of be-
ing fastened or looked: as, the door will not
lock.— 2. To unite closely by mutual insertion
of parts.

Either they lock into each other, or slip one upon an-
other's surface. Boyle.

lock2 (lok), n. [< MB. lok (pi. loekes, lokkes), <

AS. loec (pi. loccas), a lock of hair, = OS. locka

= OPries. lok = I).lok = OHG. loc (pi. loccha),

MHG. loc (pi. loeke), G. locke, a curl or ringlet,

= IceL h)kkr = Sw. lock = Dan. lok (not re-

corded in Goth.), a lock of hair; orig. perhaps
'a curl': cf. Icel. lykkr, a loop, bend, crook;
Gr. Ati/of, a pliant twig, hiyovv, /.vyiC,av, bend,
twist, hryijpdc, flexible.] 1. A tuft of hair or

wool ; anything resembling such a tuft ; a tress

;

used absolutely in the plural, hair collectively.

With him ther was his sone, a yong Squyer, . . .

With lokkes cmlle as they were leyd in presse.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T.,i 81.

Chloe, those locks of raven hair

—

Some people say you dye them black;
But that's a libel, I can swear,
For I know where you bay them black.

Greek Anthology, tr. by Lord Neaves.

Such long locks had she that with knee to chin
She might have wrapped and warmed her feet therein.

Swinburne, Two Dreams.

2. A tuft or small quantity, as of hay or some
similar substance; a sma^ quantity of any-
thing; a handful; specifically, iaScots law, the
perquisite of the servant in a mill, consisting

of a quantity of meal, regulated by the custom
of the mill.

For so good clothes ne're lay in stable
Upon a lock of hay.

Bp. Corbet, Joomey into France.

I take it on me as a thing of mine office [of miller] to
majTitain my right of moltur^ lock, and gonpen.

Scott, Monastery, ziiL

What mean the gladness of the plain.

The mirth that shakes the beard of grain.
This joy of eve and mom.
And yellow locks of com?

WhUUer, The Battle Aatomn of 1S62.

3. A love-lock.

And one Deformed is one of them : I know him ; a'

wears a (od:. SAofc, Much Ado, iii.3. 183.

Cen. He has an exceeding good eye, madam.
Mav. And a very good lock. B. Jonson, Epicoene, iv. 2.

French lock. Same as love-lock.

lockage (lok'aj), n. [< tocfci + -age.'\ 1. Ma-
terials for locks in a canal or stream; works
which form a lock.— 2. Toll paid for passing

a lock in a stream, as the Thames in England.
— 3. Elevation or amount of elevation and de-

scent made by the locks of a canal.

lock-band, lock-bond (lok'band, -bond), n. In
masonry, a course of bond-stones.

lock-bay (lok'ba), n. The space of water in-

closed between the gates of a lock.

lock-bolt (lok'bolt), n. A bolt set in action by
a knob on one or both sides of a door, thus per-
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forming the function of a latch, or made by
means of a spring or other locking device to

perform the function of a lock.

lock-bond, «. See lock-band.

lock-chain (lok'chan), n. 1. A chain used to

lock the wheels of a vehicle by securing the
Tim to some part which does not rotate ; also,

a chain which secures to the vehicle a skid-

plate on which the wheel rides during a de-

scent.— 2. A chain used to fasten a padlock to
a door or gate.

lock-chamber (lok'cham'^ber), n. In canals,

the area of a lock inclosed by the side-walls

and gates.

lockcnest (lok'chest), n. Same as lockchester.

lockchester (lok'ehes-ter),re. [< ME. lokchester,

lockcliester, lokcester, lokester, also called lok-

dore; origin obscure: cf. OF. loche, a dew-snail

(Cotgrave).] A wood-louse. Salliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
Locchester, wyrm, idem quod lokedore infra [var. locoes-

ter or lokcester]. Prompt. Pan., p. 310.

lock-cramp (lok'kramp), n. A tool used to
hold back the spring in putting together the
parts of a gun-lock.

lock-down (lok'doun), n. A contrivance used
by lumbermen for fastening logs together in

rafting. [American.]
Locke level. See leveU.

lockent. An obsolete strong past participle of

lockerl (lok'^r), n. [< ME. lokere, irreg. locure

(= D. loker), a close receptacle ; < lock^ + -eri.]

1. One who or that which locks up.— 2. A
close receptacle, as a chest, a drawer, a com-
partment, or a cupboard, that may be closed

with a lock. The word is now most frequently applied

to such receptacles for the use of individual members of a

company of men, as on board a ship or in a regimental
armory.

Also there ys ij loewres of iij quarterys of a yard long
flnll of honys of Innocentis whyche kyng Herrodys slew.

TorkingUm, Diane of Bng. Travel], p. 9.

3. A recess or niche near an altar in some
Koman Catholic churches, intended as a de-

pository for water, oU, etc Boatswain's locker
(naut.\& chest in which are kept tools and small stuff for
rigging.— Chain locker. {a)5e&chain4ocker. (b) A bar-
room or groggeiy. Macy. [Naut. slang.]

—

DaV7 Jones's
locker. See Davy Jones.— 1(0% a shot in the locker
(ruiut.), not apenny in the pocket—Shot-lOCker (naut.),

a strong frame of plank near the pmnp-well in the hold,
where shot are deposited.

locker^ (lok'er), V. [< ME. lokheren, lokren,

curl; prob. <tocfe3.] J, intrans. If. To curl.

n. trans. To entangle; mat together. Hal-
liioeU. [North. Eng.]
lockeramt, n. See lockram.

locker-np (lok'er-up'), n. One who locks up;
specifically, a jailer or turnkey.

locket (lok'et), n. [< F. loquet (= It. lucchetto),

a fastening, dim. of loque, Me, a lock, of LG. ori-

gin: see tocfci, n.] If. A small lock: a catch
or spring to fasten a necklace or other orna-
ment.—2. A little hinged case worn as an or-

nament, often pendent to a necklace or watch-
guard, designed to contain a miniature por-
trait, a lock of hair, or other keepsake.—3.
That part of a sword-scabbard where the hook
is fastened, usually a mounting of metal, se-
cured to or inclosing the scabbard at a point
much nearer to the mouth than to the chape.
lockfast Qak-'tasV), a. Secured or firmly fas-
tened by some locking device, as a door, chest,
press, nut, etc. [CMefly Scotch.]
lock-fancet (lok'fa'set), n. Any form of faucet
requiring a key to open it.

lock-gate (lok'et), n. A gate for opening or
closing a lock in a canal, or sometimes in a
river. The gates at the ends of the lock-chamber are
called respectively the head- and the tail-gate, or the up-
per and the lower gate.

lock-hatch (lok'hach), n. The sluice-board or
sliding gate in a sluiceway. E. H. Knight.
lock-hole (lok'hol), n. If. A keyhole.

Then up she rose, put on her clothes.
And keekit through at the lock-hole.

Loekmaben Harper ((Child's Ballads, VL 9).

2. In a gun-stock, the recess into which the
lock fits.

lock-hook (lok'huk), n. A metal hook to
which a spring is attached to lock it so that it

will not unfasten ; a snap-hook. lock-hooks are
used on board vessels on the ends of the sheets of light
sails, and for bending balloon-sails to stays in yachts.

Lock hospital. See hospital.

lock-house (lokTious), n. A house in which a
lock-keeper lives.

A red lock-house covered with creepers.
The Century, YYX VIIl 492.

lock-plate

LocMan (lok'i-an), a. and ». [< Locke (see det

,

+ -MiJ! .] I. a. "Of or pertaining to John Locke,

one of the greatest of English metaphysicians

(1632-1704). His chiefwork, the starting^int of mod-
ern philosophy, is "An Essay concerning Humane THu-
man] Understanding" (1690). He there takes the position

—a novel one in his time, in the elaborate form in which
be held it— that the theory of cognition most be the basis

of philosophy ; and he accordingly devotes this treatise to

an inquiry " into the original, certainty, and extent of hu-

mane knowledge, together with the grounds and degrees

of belief, opinion, and assent." In the first book he ar-

gues against the existence of innate ideas, and maintains
that all knowledge is derived from experience, namely
from sensation, the external, or reflection, the internal

mode of experience. In the second book he undertakes

a survey of all our elementary ideas, analyzing and criti-

cizing each. He also treats of the origin of true and false

ideas ; and has an important chapter on the association of

ideas, a phrase due to him. The third book analyzes the

functions of language. The fourth treats of knowledge
and probability. Eveiy question of philosophy is touchul
upon in the course of the work. Leibnitz in 1704 wrote an
extended mnning commentary of a hostile character on
Locke's work, entitled "Nouveanx essais sur I'entende-

menthnmain."

II. TO. A follower of John Locke. MsoLockist.

Lockianism (lok'i-an-izm), TO. [_iLockian +
-dsm.'i The philosophical doctrmes of John
Locke.
The Treatise is a rednctio ad absnrdum of the principles

of Lockianism. Eneyc. Brit., XXL 383.

lockin gowan. See gowan.
locking-pallet (lok 'ing-pallet), n. In chro-

nometers and watches having the detached
escapement, a tooth, usually a jewel, of the

detent which engages successively the teeth

of the scape-wheel, the detent being caused
to disengage by the action of the balance, and
to reengage the next tooth by the action of a
spring.

locking-plate (lok'ing-plat), n. 1 . In a vehicle,

the wear-iron or guard placed on the perch to

prevent injury from the forward wheels in turn-
ing short ; a rub^late. in a gun-carriage it is a thin
flat piece of iron naUod on the sides to prevent i^e wood
from wearing away, and serving as a pomt of attachment
for the locking-Cham.

3. A nut-lock.— 3. In a clock, the count-wheel
or notched disk which controls the number of

strokes of the striking mechanism.
Lockist (lok'ist), TO. [< Locke (see def. of Lock-
ian) + 4st.'\ Same as Locldan.

lockjaw (lok'ja,), TO. In patliol., tetanus; tris-

mus. See tetanus.

lock-keeper (lok'ke'pfer), re. 1. One who tends

a lock on a canal or stream.—2. The box on a
door-jamb into which the bolt of a lock pro-

trudes when shot. Car-Builder's Diet.

lock-lanyard (lok'lan'yard), to. See lanyard,

1 (6).

lockman (lok'man), to.
;
pi. lockmen (-men). It.

A public execuiaoner : so called because one of

his dues was a lock or ladleful of meal from
every caskful exposed for sale in the market.
Imp. Diet.— 2. An officer in the Isle of Man
who executes the orders of the governor, much
like an under-sheriff.

The (Nonstable, Coroners, or Lockman [GoJIIey-gUash, an
officer answering to a constable in England, whose busi-

ness it is to serve summonses, etc.] of such other Parish is

for the first Time to wame and reqnire such Beggars back
to their own Parish.

Statute of 1664, quoted In BIbton-Tnmer's Vagrants and
[Vagrancy, p. 446.

lock-nail (lok'nal), n. Same as Itammer-wxiX.

lock-nut (lok 'nut), n. A supplementary nut
screwed down upon another to prevent it from
shaking loose ; a jam-nut, check-nut, or pinch-
nut. B. H. Knight. Compare nutAock.
lockout flok'out), TO. The act of excluding a
person or persons from a placeby locking it up

;

the condition of such exclusion. Specifically— (o)

The exclusion of a teacher by his pupils, in sport or rebel-

lion, or of pnpfls by their teacher, by way of discipline.

S)
A refusal on the part of an employer to famish work

I his employees in a body, intended a/a means of coer-

cion. See strike.

When capitaliste refuse to grant so large aproportion
of the product for labor as the laborers have heretofore
received, and wiH not continue to supply capital on any
terms which laborers will accept, the result is a lockout

N. A. iter., cxiia sia.

lock-paddle (lok'pad^), n. A small sluice that
serves to fill or empty a lock.

lock-piece (lok'pes), n. 1. In mining, a piece
of timber used in supporting the workings.

—

2. In gun., a lug for the attachment of a gun-
lock, formed on the rear part of the barrel,

near the vent, in guns of the older varieties.

lock-plate (lok'plat) , n . The metal plat« on the
side of a small-arm which supports the mecha-
nism of the lock and protects it from dust and
injury.



lock-pulley

lock-pulley (lok'pia'''i), n. A pair of pulleys
80 made that they can rotate separately or to-
gether, as desired, by means of a pin in one of
them which locks into a hole in the face of the
other.

lock-rail (lok'ral), n. 1. The middle trans-
verse rail of a door, at about the level of the
hand, on or in which the lock is generally set.—3. In some door-frames, a orosspiece divid-
ing the doorway from an open space above it

in which a glazed sash is usually placed; a
transom.
lockram (lok'ram), n. and a. [Also lockrvm,
formerly also lockeram, early mod. E. lokeram;
< r. loerenan, a kind of unbleached linen, so
called from the place where it was made, Loe-
renan, in Brittany, < Bret. Lok-Bonan, lit. cell of
(St.) Konan,< lok, cell, -f- Bonan, Konan. For
the sense 'nonsense,' cf. similar uses of huoh-
ram, hombast, fusUan.'] I. «. 1. A kind of
linen, usually of a coarse and cheap sort.

Lokeram, for shetes and smockes and shirtes.
Sir T. Elyot, The Gtovemour, Appendix A.

Edge me the sleeves with Coventry blue, and let the
linings be of ten-penny lockeram,. Qreem, James IV.

Why should I bend to her?— is It because her kirtle is

of silk, and mine of blue lockeram,? Scott, Abbots iL

2. Nonsense ;
gibberish. [Prov. Eng. and U. 8.]

H. a. 1. Of lockram.

Thou thoughtsl^ because I did weare Lockram, shirts
Ide no wit. Olapthome, Wit in a Constable, Iv. 1.

2. Talking gibberish.

After he'd made a little Pause,
Again he stretch'd his Lockrum Jaws.
Edaixurd Ward, Hudibras KedlviTus (1707), I. is.

lock-saw (lok'sS.), n. A conrpass-saw with a
tapering flexible blade, used for cutting in

doors the seats for leaks.

lock-sill (lok'sil), n. In hydraul. engm., same
as clap-sill.

locksman (loks'man), n.
;
pi. locksmen (-men).

A person who has the care of locks and keys

;

a turnkey.

Who would have said the young sprightly George Doug-
las would have been contented to play the lockmmn here
in Lochleven, with no gayer amusement than that of turn-

ing the key on two or ttu'ee helpless women?
Scott, Abbot, xxiii.

locksmith (lok'smith), n. [< ME. loksmythe; <

Joeftl + smith.'] An artificer whose occupation
is to make locks.

The Icing [Louis XVI.] worked at the locksmith's trade,
designed maps, or passed whole days in hunting.

Duruy, History of France, p. 624.

locksmithery (lok'smith-er-i), n. The art or
trade of lock-making.
lock-spit (lok 'spit), n. A small cut with a
spade, or a trench opened with a spade or a
plow, to mark out a mie of work, as in fencing,

railway-engineering, or the like. [Eng.]

lock-spitting (lok' spit "ing), n. The act of

making a lock-spit. [Eng.]
Sets out the circuit with a plough, which we call lock-

rpittintr. Ogilby's Virgil (1668), p. 313. (Nares.)

lock-step (lok'step), n. A marching-step, exe-

cuted by several men arranged in as close file as

possible, in which each person follows exactly

the step of the person before him. when prisoners

march in this manner the hands of everyman after the first

are placed on the shoulders of the one in front of him.

lock-stitch (lok'stich), n. and a. I. n. A stitch,

made by some sewing-machines, in which two
threads are so locked at each stitch that the

work will not ravel.

II. a. 1. Produced by means of this stitch,

as a seam.— 2. Producing this stitch, asa sew-

ine-maohine.
lock-string (lok'string), n. A cord so attached

to the hammer of the lock of a cannon that by
pulling it the hammer is made to strike on a

percussion primer and so fire the gun.

lock-tool (lok'tSl), n. A cramp used in putting

together the parts of a gun-look.

lock-tortoise (lok't6r"tis), n. Same as box-

lockup (lok'up), «. 1. The act of locking up,

or the state of being'locked up. See to lock up,

under lock^, v. t.

To be indifferent in the presence of a lock-up of eight

per cent, of the money in circulation within a year is sim-

ply a confession of ignorance of the principles of mone-

tary science. New Princeton Reo., v. 86.

2. A room or place in which persons under ar-

rest are temporarily confined.

Who oft, when we our house lock up, carouse

With tippling tipstaves in a lock-up house.

U. and J. Smith, Rejected Addresses, xvii.

lock-weir (lok'war), n. See view.
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lockwork (lok'w6rk), n. The machinery or
parts of a lock. [Rare.]

M. Franootte, of Ll^ge, has recently manufactured the
Martini breech-action in such a manner that the lockwork
may be easily removed for cleaning without the use of any
tools-

- W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 144.

locky (lok'i), a. l<lock2 + .y\-\ Having locks
or tufts. Sherwood. [Eare.]
lockyert (lok'ySr), ». [< ME. lokyer; < lock^ '+

-yer, -ier\ The name remains in the surname
Lockyer."] A locksmith.
loco (lo'ko), m. [Short for Zoco-Miee^.] 1. Same
as loco-weed.— 2. A disease of animals resulting
from eating loeo-weeds. The brain of the annual is
affected ; it commonly loses both flesh and strength, and
death ensues, though not necessarily soon. See loco-weed.

loco (lo'ko), V. t. [< loco, M.] To poison with
the loco-weed or crazy-weed. [Western TJ. S.]
We referred to a curious affection which exists among

horses in north-western Texas, known as " grass-staggers,"
which is caused by eating the "loco-weed," which gives
rise to the saying that the horses are locoed.

Science, Xm. 176.

lococession (16-ko-sesh'on), n. [< L. locus, a,

place,+ cessio(n-% a yielHing: see locus and ces-

sion.] The act of giving place. [Rare.]
loco citato (lo'ko si-ta'to). pLi.: loco, abl. of
locus, place ; citato, abl. of oitatus, pp. of citare,

cite: see locus and cite."] In the place (previ-
ously) cited. Generally abbreviated loc. dt. or
1. e.

locodescriptive (16"k6-de-skrip'tiv), a. [< L.
locus, a place, -I- B. descriptive.'] Describing a
particular place or places. Maunder. [Rare.]
loco-disease po'^ko-di-zez'), n. A disease of
horses resulting from eating the loco-weed or
crazy-weed. Also called grass-staggers. See
loco, V. t. [Western U. S.]

locofoco (16-ko-f6'k6), n. [A manufactured
term, ignorantly made in 1834 on the model of
locomotive, a word just then becoming familiar,

and supposed by the inventor of the word loco-

foco to mean ' self-moving,' whence locofoco, in-

tended to mean ' self-lighting,' < L. locm, place,
+ focus, a hearth (ML. a fire) : see locus and
focus.] If. A kind of self-lighting cigar: so
called in New York in 1834.— 2t. A friction-

match.— 3. [caj>.] In U. S. hist, one of the
equal-rights or radical section of the Demo-
cratic party about 1835 ; by extension, in dis-

paragement, any member of that party. The
name was given in allusion to an incident wliich occurred
at a tumultuous meeting of the Democratic party in Tam-
many Hall, New York, in 1835, when the radiciu taction,

alter their opponents had turned off the gas, relighted the
roomwith candles bythe aid of locofoco matches. TheLoco-
foco faction soon disappeared, but the name was long used
for the Democratic psu^y in general by its opponents. Often
in the abbreviated form Loco (pi. Locos).

Here's full particulars of the patriotic loco-foeo move-
ment yesterday, in which the whigs was so chawed up.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, zvi.

On the next day the " Courier and Enquirer " dubbed the
equal rights party the loco-focos, and the name clung to
them. W. O. Sumner, Andrew Jackson, p. 371.

locomotion (lo-ko-mo'shon), n. [= P. locomo-
tion = Sp. locomoaon = Pg. locomogSo = It.

locomozione, < L. locus, a place, -f- mo1io(n-), a
moving: see locu,s and moUon.] Movement
from place to place

;
progressive motion, as of

a living being or a vehicle ; the act of moving
from point to point; also, the capability of

moving in this manner.
A clock, a mill, a lathe moves ; but, as no change of the

place of the machine is produced, such motion is not lo-

c<mvoU(m. Brand and Cox.

Every act of loc07noti(m implies the expenditure of cer-

tain internal mechanical forces, adapted in amounts and
directions to balance or out-balance certain external ones.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 28.

The subjection of the whole civilized world to a single

rule removed the chief obstacles to locomotion,

Lecky, European Morals, I. 247.

locomotive (lo-ko-mo'tiv), a. and n. [= D.
lokomotief= G-. locomoiw = Dan. Sw. lokomo-

tiv = F. locomotif = Sp. Pg. It. locomotimo, a.,

locomolma, n., < L. locus, a place, -I- ML. mo-
Uims, moving: see motive.] I. a. 1. Moving
from place to place ; changing place, or able

to effect change of (its own) place : as, a loco-

motive animal.

The Spanish troops, . . . surrounded by their women
and constantly increasing swarms of children, constituted

a locomoUve city of considerable population.

Motley, Dutch Kepublio, II. 643.

In one of the loecmotive forms, as a medusa, the course

taken, otherwise at random, can be described only as one

which carries it towards the light, where degrees of light

and darkness are present.
H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 26.

2. Having .the power to produce motion, or to

move (something else) from place to place : as,

locomotive

a locomoti/ve organ of the body; a locomoUve
engine.— 8. Of or pertaining to locomotion;
locomotory.

I shall consider their motion, or locimuMve faculty,
whereby they convey themselves from place to place.

Derham,, Physico-Theology, iv. 8.

Iiocomotive engine. See II. —Locomotive person, in
zobl., the nectocalyx of a hydroid polyp. Gegenbcmr.—
Locomotive power, any kind of moving power, but espe-
cially steam, applied to the transport of loads on land. See
railway.—Locomotive pupa. Qe^pupa.

II. n. A steam-engine which travels on
wheels turned by its own power; specifically,

an engine designed and adapted to travel on a
railway ; a railroad-engine. Locomotives designed
to travel upon the ground or ordinary highways and to
draw loads are more commonly called traction-engines;
and those used upon common roads and designed to carry
passengers are called steanwwagons or steam-carriages,
(See traction-engine and steam-carriage.) American loco-

motives are distinguished from those constructed in

other countries by the exterior position of the cylinders,

the absence of heavy framing, the use of bogies, a system
of suspension by means of bars or levers, and certain
minor features, such as the cow-catcher and single head-
light. The essential paris of a locomotive are the boiler
(usually long, horizontal, and of the'* locomotive type"
(see locomotive-boUer), with many tubes), the running-gear
or wheel-system, and the engine proper, this being a dou-
ble-cylinder, reversing, high-pressure motor, of wMch the
exhaust-steam is thrown into the smoke-stack to urge the
draft of the fire. The various wheel-systems employed
have given rise to special types of locomotives. See
passenger-locovnoUve, switching-locomotive, tank-locomotive,
etc., below. See also cut \radsc passenger-engiTie.—Back-
truck locomotive, a locomotive having a truck with a
pair of wheels under its rear end, as well as a truck in
front of the driving-wheels. Such locomotives are used
for sharp curves and steep grades.— Belglau-tank lo-
comotive, a locomotive haying a tank on each side of the
boiler.—Compound locomotive, aform of locomotive in
which is embodied the principle of the compound steam-
engine.— CpmpTeBsed-air locomotive, a locomotive
which is driven by compressed air carried in strong tanks
filled by compressors at stations. In son^e compressed-air
locomotives the air is heated on its way to the cylinders,
either by the direct application of heat or by the injection
of steam. Such locomotives have not come into practical
use.— Consolidation locomotive. See consolidaMon.

— Double-ender locomotive, a locomotive which has
the rear of the tenderprovidedwith a pilot, or cow-catcher,
so that it may be run with either end in front. It has a
two-wheel truck in front of the driving-wheels, the latter

being usually two in number.— Double-Vlston locomo-
tive, a locomotive each cylinder of which has two pistons
with rods proj ecting from each end, and working on crank-
pins set at 180 degrees from each other. Steam is admit-
ted alternately to and exhausted from the space between
the pistons and the spaces between the pistons and the
cylinder-heads. The transmission of power from the pis-
ton-rods to the crank-pins is through cross-heads and con-
necting-rods, and, as the crank-pins are always moving and
receiving their increments of power in opposite directions,

a balancing of strains results. An attempt has been made
to remove in this way some of the internal disturbing
forces of the locomotive. The practical di&culties of tiie

system have, however, been fatal to its extensive adoption.
Also called dottle-cylinder locomotive.— DQVLble-tru.c'k
tank-locomotive,a locomotivewhich has two trucks, and
carries boiler and tender on a single frame. The cylinders
are attached to the truck that carries the boiler, the wheels
of this truck being the driving-wheels. The other truck
supports the tender. A common form has six coupled driv-
ing-wheels on the forward truck, and a six-wheeled truck
at the rear under the tank. Called in the United States
Mason's locomotive.— Flreless locomotive, a locomotive
driven by steam generated from highly heated water car-
ried in strongly constructed tanks. From such water,
on a reduction of pressure upon it, saturated steam will
be generated under the law of related pressure and tem-
perature of saturated steam. The supply of heated water
is provided and pumped into the tanks at stations, and the
tanks are protected from rapid loss of heat by heat-insu-
lating material.— Four-cyllnder locomotive, a locomo-
tive with four cylinders and two systems of driving-wheels.
The four-cylinder locomotive known as Fairlie's has two
boilers with a double fire-box between them, the two parts
of the fire-box being separated by a water-leg, and the
whole being carried on two center-pin trucks. Meyer's
four-cylinder locomotive has a single boiler and ilre-box,

and the cylinders are located near the middle of the boiler.— Ftelgllt-locomotlve, alocomotive for drawing freight-
trains. Great tractive power at the sacrifice of speed is

attained in freight-locomotives, through their adhesive
weight, large cylinders, and driving-wheels small as com-
pared with the driving-wheels of passenger-locomotives.

—Geared locomotive, a locomotive in which the mo-
tion of the engine is conveyed by gearing to the traveling-
wheels, as in many traction-engines and road-rollers. (^.
B. Knight.) Geared locomotives having toothed driving-
wheels, the teeth of which engage a rack, are used for steep
grades in mountain railways.—Mlne-lOCOmotive, a loco-
motive for use in mines, and peculiarly constructed to
adapt it to run successfully on slippery tracks. With great
adhesive weight, it has also all its wheels coupled.—Mo-
gul locomotive, a type of freight-engine with three
coupled driving-wheels on each side, and a swinging
two-wheeled truck in front. The front pair of drivers
are made without a flange, to facilitate the passing of
curves of short radius.— Passenger-locomotive, a loco-
motive for drawing passenger-cara. Speed is sought at the
sacrifice of power in passenger-locomotives, the peculiar
characteristics of which are large driving-wheels and en-
gines having short strokes in comparison with the diame-
ters of their pistons.— Saddle-tank locomotive, a loco-
motive which has its tank placed upon and extending
downward over the sides of the boiler, after the manner
of a saddle.— Street-locomotive, a locomotive adapted
to use in public streets. It has a short wheel-base, power-
ful brakes, and mechanism for muffling the exhaust so 2&



locomotive

to render the latter noiseless. It is frequently combined
with a pa£senger-car in one and the same vehicle.

—

Swltcllillg-lOCOinotlve, a freight-locomotive having the
peculiarities of its class caiTied to an extreme point, to
adapt it to the heavy work of starting and slowly moving
heavy trains in switching at stations. Called in England
shunting-engine.— Tank-lOCOmotive, a locomotive per-

manenUy connected with its tender.— Ten-Wheeled lo-
comotive, a locomotive with six coupled driving-wheels
and a four-wheeled truck in front of the driving-wheels.

locomotive-balance (lo-ko-moftiv-baFans), n.

The spring used in placre of a weight to control

the saiety-valve of a locomotive.

locomotive-boiler (16-ko-m6'tiv-boi"16r), n. A
form of boiler in which the fire-box is connected
by a number of flues with the smoke-box under
the chimney: so called because commonlyused
in locomotive engines.

locomotive-car (lo-ko-mo'tiv-kar), n. A loco-
motive and a railway-carriage combined in one.
Iocomotiveness(lo-ko-m6'tiv-ne8),». Same as
locomotivity.

locomotive-pump (16-ko-mo'tiv-pmnp), n. The
feed-pump which supplies water to the boiler

of a locomotive.
locomotivity (16"k9-mo-tiv'i-ti), n. [= P. loco-

motiviU; as locomotive + -iiy.'] The power of
locomotion ; ability to change place. [Bare.]

The most superb edifice that ever was conceived or con-
structed would not equal the smallest insect, blest with
sight, feeling, and locomotivity. Bryan. {Latham.)

locomotor (lo-ko-mo'tor), TO. and a. [< NL. loco-

motor, < L. loctis, place, + motor, a mover : see
locus andmotor. Ci. locomotion, locomotive.'] I.

n. One who or that which moves from place to
place ; anything that has or gives the power of
locomotion. [Bare.]

If the hue-and-cry were once up, they [kangaroos] would
show as fair a pair of hind shifters as the expertest loco-

moUrrs iu the colony. Larribj Elia, p. 182.

The theory of compensation between electric locomotors
working upon the same circnitwas advanced several years
ago by Werner Siemens. Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXIV. 270.

H. a. In. physiol., of or pertaining to locomo-
tion ; having the function of locomotion : as, a
locomotor organ ; a locomotor function Loco-
motor ataxia. See ataxia.

locomotoriai (lo"k9-mo-t6'ri-al), a. [< loco-

motory, locomotorium, -f- -al.'] Of or pertaining
to the locomotorium, or to locomotion; loco-

motor. [Eare.]
locomotorium (16''ko-mo-t6'ri-um), n.

;
pi. loco-

motoria(-Sb). [NL.,neut. ot locomotorius, loeo-

motory: see lacornotor.'] In hiol., the motive
apparatus or motor mechanism of the body,
consisting of the muscles as the active agents
of locomotion, and of the bones as the passive
fulcrums and levers by which muscular power
is applied.

locomotory (lo-ko-mo'to-ri), a. [< NL. locomo-
torius, < locomotor, locomotor: see locomotor.']

Pertaining to or concerned in locomotion
;
pos-

sessing the power of moving or of causing mo-
tion; locomotive.
loco-plant (16'ko-plant), TO. Same as loco-weed.

locorestive (16-ko-res'tiv), a. [< L. locus, a
place, + E. restive, q. v.] Staying in one place

:

a correlative of locomotive. [Humorous and
rare.]

Your locorestive and allyour idle propensities, of course,
have given way to the duties of providing for a family.

Lamb, Correspondence (ed. 1870), p. 10. (Encyc. Diet.)

loco-weed (16'ko-wed), n. [< Sp. loco, mad,
crazy (of uncertain origin), + E. weed^."] Any
one of severalleguminous plants producing the
loco-disease in animals. Among them are Astraga-
lus moUissLm-us saiA. Homai, with several other species of
the genus, and Oxj/^ro^Zrfimderei. The poisonous element
has not been satisfactorily determined. Also called crazy-

weed.

Locrian (16'kri-an), a. and to. [< L. Locri, < Gr.

Aonpoi, a people in Greece, also a city, L. Locris,

< Gr. AoKpic (> L. Locris), Locris, their coun-
try.] I. a. Pertaining to Locris in Greece, or

to the city of Locri in Magna Graeeia Locrian
mode. See mode.

n. TO. An inhabitant of Locris in Greece;
specifically, one of those who occupied the
three detached divisions of ancient Locris on
the Malian and Eubcean gulfs and on the gulf
of Corinth, called respectively the Epicnemid-
ian and Opunttan Locrians and the Ozolian Lo-
crians.

loculament (lok'u-la-ment), TO. [< L. locula-

mentum, a case, box, cell, < loculus, a cell: see
loculus.] In hot., same as loculus.

loculamentum Gok'u-la-men'tum), n.; pi. loot-

lamenta (-ta). [L.: see loeidam^nt.] In iot.,

same as loculus.

locular (lok'n-lar), a. [< LL. locularis, kept in

box^s, < L. loculus, a box, cell: see loculus.]

Loculicidal De-
hiscence of the

ver-
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In iot., zool., and anat., having one or more lo-

culi or eeUs: used chiefly in compounds, as

unilocular, bilocular, etc.

loculate (lok'u-lat), a. [< loculus + -ate'^.]

Having loculi or cells.

loculated (lok'u-la-ted), a. [< loculate -I- -ed2.]

Same as loculate.

locule (lok'ul), TO. 1<'L. loculus, a, cell : see locu-

lus.] A loculus or cell.

loculi, TO. Plural of loculus.

loculicidal (lok'u-li-si*dal), a. [< L. loculus, a
cell (see loculus"), + cwdere, cut.] In bot., de-

hiscing through the back of the
loculus or cell of a seed-vessel

—

that is, by the dorsal suture of the
carpel. Compare septioidal.

locmicidally (lok'u-li-si''dal-i),

adv. In a loculicidal manner.
Encyc. Brit., IV. 149.

l0CUl0Se,l0CUl0US (lok'u-16s,-lus),

a. [< L. loculosus, full of little

cells, < loculus, a, cell: see loculus.]

In bot., zool, and anat., divided
f^i^'-^^^^„

by internal partitions into loculi Se'opening!"'"*'

or cells.

loculus (lok'u-lus), n.; pi. loculi (-li). [L., a lit-

tle place, a compartment, box, cell, dim. of

locus, a place: see locus.] 1. A little place or
space; a cell; achamberlet; generally, in 6o<.,

anat., and zool., one of a number of small com-
partments or cells, separated from one another
by septa, as in the tests of foraminifers ; specifi-

cally, in corals, one of the spaces between the

septa of the calcified cup or theca. Specifically,

in iot. : (a) An anther-cell ; the sac or theca containing the
pollen. (6) The ceU, or one of the cells, in a fruit, iu which
the seed is lodged. Compare locellus.

2. In ancient catacombs and tombs of some
types, a small separate chamber or recess, for

the reception of a body or of an urn, etc. When
the bodyhad been placed in the locnlns the opening was
closed with a slab of marble, or was otherwise built up.
See cuts under cinerary and columbarium.—Archime-
dean loculus, a puzzle consisting of an ivory square cut
into fourteen pieces, to be put together after having been
taken apart.

locum-tenency (16"kum-te'nen-si), TO. The ofBce
or employment of a loeum-tenens ; the holding
of a place by temporary substitution. [Bare.]

Wanted, by an M. B. and C. M., Edinburgh^ an indbor
assiatancy or Locum, Tenency.

Lancet, No. 3410, p. Si of Adv'ts.

locum-tenens (lo'kum-te'nenz), to. {ML., < L.
locum, ace. of locus, place, -f- tenens, ppr. of
tenere, hold: see locus and tenant. Hence,
through F., lieutenant.] One who holds the
place of another ; a deputy or temporary sub-
stitute.

locupletelyt (lok'ii-plet-li), adv. [< "locuplete

(= OP. locuplet, K L. locuples (-plet-), rich in
lands, rich, opulent, < locus, a place, 4- "plere,

fill, plenums, full: see complete, etc.) -1- -ly'^.]

Eichly.

Bedocnmentized most locupleaUy.
ifashe, Lenten Stufle.

locus (lo'kus), TO.; pi. loci (-si). [< L. locus, OL.
stlocus, a place. Prom L. locus are ult. E. lo-

cal, locality, eta., lieu, lieutenant, etc., locate, allo-
cate, allow^, collocate, couch, dislocate, etc.] 1 . A
place; spot; locality.— 2. la anat., some place,
specificallynamedby a qualifying term.— 3. In
math., a curve considered as generated by a
moving point, or a surface considered as gener-
ated by a moving line; the partly indetermi-
nate position of a point subject to an equation
or to two equations in analytical geometry ; a
curve considered as generated by its moving
tangent or by a moving curve of which it is

the envelop; any system of points, lines, or
planes defiied by general conditions, and, in
general, partly indeterminate.—4. 'La optics,
the figure formed by the foci of a set of pencils
of converging or diverging rays; an optical
image.— 5. A place or passage in a writing;
in the plural, a collection of passages, espe-
cially from the Scriptures or other ancient
writings, methodically selected and arranged
as bearing upon some special topic or topics
of study; a catena; a book or work consisting
of such a selection—Congregation of loot See
(xm^e^otion.—Cnspldallocas. See ci»pu2a2.— Genius
locL See getdus.— Geomeirle locns, a locus in sense
3, above.—Linear locns. See Knear.—Locus caern-
leus, a darkish tract extendmg upward from the fovea
anterior on the floor of the fourth ventricle of the brain.
It is caused by the substantia ferruginea.— Locus dafisi-
CUS (pL loci dassid), a standard passage, especially in an
ancient author ; a passage which exemplifies the meaning
of a word or affords information with special clearness or
fullness, or which is the principal or only original author-
ity on a subject, and is accordingly regularly cited In books

naturafsize.Isizf

locust

on that subject.—Locus delicti. In law, the place where
an offense was committed.—Locos In auo, the place in

which: a short phrase used in law, in actions of trespass,

to designate the area of land upon which the trespass is

alleged to have been committed : as, the locus in quo was
part of an abandoned highway.—Locus nieer,tne sub-

stantia nigra (which see, under sybstarUia).— Locus per-
foratus antlcus, the anterior perforated space at the Dase
of the brain, near the entrance of the Sylvian fissure.-Lo-
cus perforatus posticus, the postperforatus, or postcri-

brum, the posterior perforated space, or pons TarinL—
Locus poenitentliB, a point or space of time for repen-

tance; m law, a point in aperson's course at which it is not
yet too late to change bis legal position; the possibQit;

of withdrawing from a contemplated obligation or wrong
before being committed to it.—LOCUB slgUli, the place

of the seal: a phrase (usuaUy abbreviated to 1/. 5.) used in

making a copy of a sealed instrument, to indicate where
a seal was affixed to the original, and in some of the United
States allowed to be used as and Instead ot a common law-

seaL- Locus staindi (literally, place of standing), recog-

nized place or jmsition ; speciScaUy, in Um, right of place
in court ; the right of a party to appear and be heard on
a question before a tribunal- Nodal locus, the locus of

the nodes of a system of curves.

locust^ (16'kust), TO. [< ME. loeuste=zF. locuste

= Pg. It. locusta = AS. lopust, < L. lociusta, a lo-

cust, a shell-fish. Cf. lobster, tilt, from the same
source.] 1. One of the orthopterous saltato-

rial insects of the family ^criSiMfeB, popularly
known as grasshoppers, and more correctly

called short-homed grasshoppers. Thus, Bocky
Mountain locust is a common, popular, and book name of

Caloptenvs or Xdanoplus spretut, also popularly known
by its other name of the western or hateful grasshopper.

Locusts, in this sense, are allied to the long-homed grass-

hoppers and the crickets, but differ from them in having
shorter antennae and Isodies and limbs more robust. Their
hind legs are lai^e and sfrong, which gives them great
power in leap-
ing. Their man-
dibles and max-
illae are strong,
sharp, and Jag-
ged, and their
food consists of
the leaves and
green stalks of
plants. They have colored elytra and large wings, disposed
when at rest in straight folds. They fly well, but are of-

ten conveyed by winds to distances which they could not
have attained by their own power. Their ravages are well
known. Locusts are eaten in many countries, roasted or
fried. They are often preserved in lime or dried in the sun.
The most celebrated species is the migratory locust of the
East, Pachytylvs migratoHvs. It is about ^ inches long,
greenish,with brown wing-covers markedwith black. Ui-
gratory locusts are most commonly found in Asia and Afri-

ca, where they frequently swarm in countless numbers,
darkening the air in their excursions, and devouring eveiy
blade of the vegetation of the land they alight on.

2. An orthopterous saltatorial insect of the ge-
aaa Locusta,ta,mily Locustid(B.—3. Ahomopter-
ous insect of the genus Cicada, family Cicadidce,

such as the harvest-fly. Cicada tibicen, and the
seventeen-year locust,orperiodicalcicadajOtco-
da septendecim. See cut under CJcaiJidtE. [U.S.]—4. A cockchafer; a beetle. [North. Eng.]

—

Bald locust, a locust of an undetermined species.

And the bald locust after his kind. Lev. xL 22.

Clumsy locust, Brachyslola magna, a large flightless
grasshopper, 2^ mches long, found in Kansas, Colorado^
Wyoming, and other western parte of the United States.
See Brachyslola.— Green-Striped locust, Tragocephala
(or Ckimosrocephala) viridifagciata, a grasshopper of large
size and showy coloration, occurring aUtbronghthe United
States and Canada.— Lohe-crested locnst, an acridiid of
the gennsTrojTufocru, which comprises some of the largest
insects known, certain of the Central and South American
forms having a wing-expanse of 8 or 9 inches. The only
United States representative is T. dux, which occurs in
Texas.— Eed-thfehed locnst, Caloptemis/emur-rubrwn,,
one of the commonest of all grasshoppers in the United
States, a near relative of the Bocky Mountain locnst, but
non-migratory, and slightly smaller and shorter-winged.

—

Eocky Mountain locust, CkOoptenus (or Uelanoplui)
spretus, otherwise caUed hate/td grasshopper, inhabiting
permanently portions of Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho^
and the adjoining British possessions, and migrating in
immense swarms through several of the Western States
and territories, doing incalculable damage. It is a little

over an inch long, and of a grayish-green color, with wings
which when closed reach some distance beyond the end of
the abdomen. See cuts under Caloptenus.—Seventeen-
year locust, the periodical cicada,

locust^ (16'kust), v. i. [< locustT^,n.'i To devour
andlay waste like locusts; ravage. [Rare.]

This Philip and the black-faced swarms of Spain • . .

Come locuking upon us, eat ns up.
Tennyson, Queen Mary, IL 1.

locust^ (16'kust), TO. 1. A weU-known tree of
the United States, Sobinia Pseudaeaaa, with
thorny branches, delicate pinnate leaves, and
dense clusters of white heavily scented flowers.
The wood is heavy, hard, strong, and very durable, and use-
ful for treenails^ posts, turnery, etc. The tree is exten-
sively planted for ornament, and also as a timber-b«e. It
suffers from attacks of the locnst-borer. Also called tiaek
or ydlow locust, and false or bastard acada. The relatedR Neamexieana is also called loeuM.. The locnst-tree of
Guiana and the West Indies is Bymmtm CourharC. In
the West Indies, Byrsordma eariacea and B. aiurea of the
Malpighiaeece are also called locusL

2. The carob-tree, Ceratonia Siliqua. See Ce-
ratonia and carob.— 3. The wood of the locust-
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V tree.— 4. A club or billy used by policemen: locust-shrimp (lo'kust-slirimp), n. Same as
so called because commonly made of locust- mantis-shrimp. See SquiUidce, Stomatopoda.
wood. Pjocal; U. S.] —Bastard locust of the West locust-tree (16'kust-tre), n. [< locmfi- + tree.']

Indies, OfetftTO toni/bZia.— Bristly locust, or mosB-Io- See locust^.
CUBt.ioMniaftigptdo.ashrubwithpinkfloweracultivated, Inniit.imi Cln lrii'ahnTl^ « f— P Inn/Hnn — Vr
from the AUeghanies.— Clammy locust, iJoMniaBfemsii, WCUTJlOll (,iO-Ku snonj, n. \— a. locution — rr.

a small tree with clammy branchlets and leaf-stalks, and ioqucio = Sp. locucion = Pg. locugSo = it. to-

larger flowers than the bristly locust, from the same region.

(See alao ?u>ney4omet and water-locust.)

Locusta (lo-kus'ta), n. [L.: see locust^.'] 1.

A genus o'f orthdpterous insects founded by
LinnsBus (1748), made type of the Locustariw of

Latreille (1807). (a) The Locusta of Latreille is charac-
terized by a slender form with long tegmina not ocellated

in the male, the abdomen of the male ending in two long
incurved processes, ample wings, and acuminate front.

Locusta in this sense is strictly an Old World genus. (6) The
Lomata of Leach (1817)corresponds to L^treUle's CEdipoda,

euzione, < L. locutio(rir-), a speaking, < locutus,

pp. of loqui, speak. Cf. allocution, eloeuUon.i
1. The act of speaking.

Dentition and locution are for the most part contempo-
raries. Smitji, Portraiture of Old Age.

2. Discourse: form or mode of speaking; phra-
seology; a phrase.

I hate these figures in locution.

These about phrases forc'd by ceremonie.
Marston, Sophonisba, L 2.

andbelongstothefamily^mdiidw-acircumstancewhich locutory (lok'u-to-ri), n.; pi. locutories (-riz)
haa IpH t.n crrfifl.t nnnfnsinn. for the law of nnontv m 7n- ^ X v^ ^V. -, • •, .'' y -*Vt 7 ^ ^

[= Sp. Pg. It. locutorio, < Mli. locutonum, a room
for conversation in a monastery, < LL. locutor,

a speaker, < L. loqui, pp. locutus, speak: see

locution.] A room for conversation; especial-

ly, a place in a monastery where the monks
were allowed to converse with those who were
not connected with the monastery, when si-

lence was enjoined elsewhere.

So came she to the grate that they'cal

(I trowe) locvtorye. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1170.

has led to great contusion, for the law of priority in zo-

ological nomenclature prevents the adoption of Leach's
use of the generic name Locusta, with the result that the
true locusts are not Lomstidce, but Acridiidce.

2. il. c, pi. IoousUb (-te).] In hot., the spikelet

of grasses.

Locustae (lo-kus'te), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. lo-

CKSio, a marine shell-fish, a lobster: see locusf^.]

A division of macrurous decapod crustaceans,

such as the Palinuridce, or spiny lobsters.

Locustarise (16-kus-ta'ri-e), n.pl. In Latreille's

classification, a group of orthopterous insects ; Icdamt, n. See loadum.
the locustarians, corresponding to the modern lodanumt, n. See ladanum, laudanum.
family Locustidce (6). lode^ (lod), n. [Also less commonly load; <

locustarian (16-kus-ta'ri-an), n. [< Locusta + MB. lode, lod, a way, path, course, also a carry-

-arian.] A locust-like insect ; one of the Locus-

tarim, as sundry green or long-homed grass-

hoppers, katydids, etc.

locust-bean (16'kust-ben), n. The fruit of the
oarob-tree. See Ceratonia.

locust-berry (16'kust-ber"i), n. The fruit of

the West !mdian locust, Byrsorwma coriacea;

also, the tree itself.

locust-bird (16'kust-b6rd), n. The rose-colored

starling, Pastor roseus : so called from its de-

vouring locusts. H. S. Tristram.

locust-borer (16'kust-b6r"er), n. A longicom
beetle, Cyllene robinice or C. picta, which bores

the locust-tree. See cut under Cyllene.

locust-eater (16'kust-e'''ter), n. A book-name
of birds of Swainson's genus Gryllivora, as ©.

grylUvora, the long-tailed locust-eater; a da-

yal. See Copsichus, Lalage.

Locustella (16-kus-tel'a), n. [NL. (Kaup. 1829),

< P. loGustelle: see locustelle.] Agenus of small

sylviine birds, the loeustelles.

locustelle (16-kus-tel'), «• [< F. locustelle, so

calledwith ref . to its note, which resembles that

of the grasshopper, dim. of locuste, < L. locusta,

grasshopper,loeust: see Zo<!«s*i.] A grasshopper-

warbler; one of

several small
sylviine birds
of Europe
which make a
chirring, sibi-

lant, or stridu-

lous noise like

that made by
a grasshopper.
Thetermisindefl-
nite, bat specially
applies to the lit-

tle birds of amod-
ern genus Locus-
tella, including
Potamodus, SiM-
latria, Lusdniop-
sii, etc. An early
it not the original
locustelle was the

Grasshopper-warbler (LocMSiella
certhiolai.

ing, burden (whence" E. load^), < AS. lad, a

way, course, journey, carrying, carriage, sus-

tenance (= OHG-. ikta, a procession, = Icel.

l&idh = Sw. led, a way, road, course), < Uthan
(pret. lath) (= OS. Uthan = OHGr. lidan = Icel.

Udha = Goth, leithan), go, travel: see lead^.

Lode, in a deflected sense and var. spelling, ap-

pears as load, a burden (see load^); also in

comp. lifelode, now livelihood^, and in dial, form
Ude^.] It. Away; path.— 2. Areach of water;

an open ditch for carrying off water from a fen.

It was by a law of sewers decreed that a new drayn or

lode should be made and maintained from the end of

Chauncelors lode unto Tylney Smethe.
Dugdale's ImbanHng, p. 276. (Halhwell.)

Down that dark long lode ... he and his brother

skated home in triumph. Kingsley.

3. A metalliferous deposit having more or less

of a vein-like character— that is, having a cer-

tain degree of regularity, and being confined

within walls. Lode as used by miners is nearly synony-

mous with the term vein as employed by geologists, etc.

The word would not be used for a flat or stratified mass.

See vein and are-deposit.—Champion lode, the most pro-

ductive lode in a mining district. The term is Cornish

in origin, and is little used in the United States. See

nwther-lode. Also called master-lode.ScOY&n. lode, a

lode having no gossan on its back or outcrop. See vein.

lode^t, n. A Middle English form of load^.

loded, loadedif (la'ded), a. [< lode{stone) +
-ed^.] Magnetized by being brought into con-

tact with lodestone.

Great Kings to Wars are pointed forth,

Like loaded Needles to the North.
Prior, Alma, u.

lodemant, loadmanif (lod'man), n. [< ME-
lodeman, < AS. Iddman, a leader, a guide, < lad,

a way, course, + man, man: see lode^ and man.]

Same as lodesman.

lodemanage, loadmanaget (16d'man-aj), ». [<

ME. lodemenage, < OF. lodmanage, usually la-

manage, lamenage, pilotage, < laman, a pilot,

from a LG. form cognate with ME. lodeman:

see lodeman and -age.] Pilotage. Courts of lode-

manage are held at Dover in England for the appomtment

of the Cinque Port pilots.

His herbergh and his mone, his lodemenage.

Chauceir, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 403.

lodge

Loadstone to hearts, and loadstar to all eyes.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, Deo.

What lode-star's biend\y ray,

When thine is hid, shall guide the vessel's way?
Bryant, The Ascension.

lodestone, loadstone (lod'ston), n. [< lode^ +
stone.] 1 . A variety of magnetite, or the mag-
netic oxid of iron, which possesses polaritjr and
has the power of attracting fragments of iron.

See magnet.

Renowned Load-stone, which on Iron acts.

And by the touch the same alooie attracts.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

They had also another tricke, by a Load-stone placed in

the Boofe, to draw vp the yron Image of the Sunne, as if

it did then bid Serapis farewell.
PurcJias, Pilgrimage, p. 684.

2. A leading-stone for drains. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
lodestuff (lod'stuf), n. In mining, vein-stuff;

all the material which composes the mass of a
lode or vein, including both gan^e (or vein-

stone) and the ore which is associated with it.

See vein.

lodge (loj), n. [< ME. logge, loge, luge,< OF. loge,

F. loge, a, lodge, hut, cottage, = It. loggia, a gal-

lery, < ML. lobia, laubia, a gallery, covered way:
see lobby, from the same ML. source.] 1. A
hut ; a cottage ; a house affording merely the

simplest accommodations; a temporary habi-

tation; with reference to the North American
Indians, a hut constructed of poles and branch-
es, skins, or rough boards.

bird figured by ,.,..„,„ j » 7

Daubenton in "Planches enlumin^es' (1778), called «aio- i,i-j/t,-„\„ a „„,„n fia>,iTi0- vessel
tustelle by MontbeiUard (1778), the Motadaa ncema of Bod- lode-shipt (lod'ship), «. A small hshing-vessei.

daert (1783), or Sylvia loeusteaa of Latham (1790), now Lo- Coles, 1717. .- , „Tn
mstaiancemaoTL. locustella. "inhabits temperate En-

loJesmant. loadsmaUt (lodz'man), re. [< ME.
rope and northern Africa. Another locustelle is L. luscu ^°^f°^^\'-^^'±''^i'i],,),^„„ . <' i^k/^,
niindeg, or Savi's warbler. Both of these are British. L.

certhioia, here figured, is Asiatic

LocustidSB (16-kus'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Locusta

-t- -idcB.] A family of Orthoptera. (a) First used

by Stephens in 1829, and applied to the family now called

Acndmice (which see). (5) Now identified with the Lo-

eustaruB of Latreille. In this sense it contains many
winged and wingless genera, the former living.on trees,

lodesman, lodesmon, lodysman; Ood^s, yoss. of

lode^, + man.] A pilot.

Askyng hem anon

If they were broken or aught woo-begon.

Or hadde nede of lodesmen [var. lodrmn] or vitayle.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1488.

being a pilot for harbourA lodemum [in CoweU]
and river duty. Eneye. Brit., XIX. 1

Thar loges & thare tentis vp thei gan bigge.
Rob. of Brunne, p. 67.

And he saw thame ga naked, and duelle in luges and in

caves, and thaire wyfes and thaire childre away fra thame.
MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 30. (Hattiwell.)

The daughter of Zion is left as a cottage in a vineyard,

as a lodge in a garden of cucumbers. Isa. i. 8.

for a lodge in some vast wilderness.
Cowper, Task, ii. 1.

There have been strange moccasins about my camp.
They have been tracked into my lodges.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxviii.

2. A small house in a park, forest, or demesne

;

a gate-house ; also, a small house or cottage con-

nected with a larger house : as, a porter's lodge.

Knight, you have beaten my men, killed my deer, and
broke open my lodge. Shak., M. W. of W., 1. 1. 116.

3. Any covered place of shelter, as a den or

cave in which wild beasts lurk; in hunting, the

shelter of the buck or doe.— 4t. The place in

which a body of workmen were employed; a

working-place or workshop, especially one of

masons or builders.

For the lord that he ys bonde to.

May fache the prentes whersever he go.

gef yn the logge he were ytake,

Muche desese hyt mysth ther make.
Quoted in English GUds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cjntxix., note.

The lodge [the German word is "Hiitte." It meant as

well the workshop as the place of meeting, which in those

days were identical] itself of the architect was very similar

to our factories ; it consisted of one or more workshops in

which the workmen worked tog ether.

English GHlds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxliv.

5. A place of meeting for members of a secret

society, as that of the Freemasons or the Odd
Fellows; hence, a body of members of such a

society meeting in one place, in either an indi-

vidual or a representative capacity, in the latter

case constituting a district or a grand lodge;

also, among the Freemasons, a meeting, ses-

sion, or convention of such a body.—6t. A col-

lection of similar objects situated close to one

another.

The Maldives, a famous lodge of islands. Defoe.

7. In mining, the bottom of a shaft or of any
other cavity where the water of the mine has

an opportunity to collect, so that it may be
pumped out. The word sump is much more
commonly used in the United States— Grand
lodge, the principal lodge or governing body of Freema-

sons. It is presided over by the grand master, and has the

power of granting charters of affliation, enforcing unifor-

mity of ceremonial, and settling all disputes that may
arise between lodges under its charge. The ofBcers of

the grand lodge are chiefly delegates from the respective

lodges. A similar institution exists among the Good Tem-
plars.wingea ana wingless genera, me luniier jiviuB"" "'-™> ana river uuoy. » . r--—

j. j ^ in/ini,fl T.-ni- inrln
bushes, andgrass, the latter among stones and m dark

, . ^ in-jqtar asd'star), n. [< ME. lode- lodge (lo]), v.; pret. and pp. loagea,w^.ioag-

^^?^L-^^^^PAl'^^^J^.^^Itr±f.f^S:^^t^. ^±'^^^1 fZoSi^ ZaSi'm. i Icel. leid- ing, [< ME. loggen, logen,lv^en<0-piog^.
pers and katydids, and the wingless ones as storne-enckets.

The antenna are very long and thread-like ; the tarsi are

usually four-jointed. The female has a strong, exserted

ovipositor, usually more or less curved and saber-shaped.

The elytra of the male have a stridulating apparatus at

the base. The species are found all over the world, at-

taining great size in the tropics. The European species

usually oviposit in the ground, but in Amenca many lay

their eggs upon leaves and twigs, and sometimes pene-

trate the crevices of the soft parts and stems of plants for

this purpose.

sterre (also lodsterne, ladesterne

harstjarna); < lode^ + star. Cf. MD. leidesterre

= MHG. leitsterne, G. leitstern= Dan. ledestjerne

= Sw. leds^erna, lodestar; as lead^ + star.] A
star that leads or serves to guide; especially,

the pole-star: often used figuratively.

Schipe-mene . . .

Lutkes to the ladesterne whene the lyrfite faiUez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 75L

F. loger, lodge, house, < loge, a lodge, hut, cot-

tage: see lodge, n.] I. trans. 1. To furnish

with a lodge or habitation, especially a tempo-

rary one ;
providewith a transient or temporary

place of abode ; harbor.

Ye may sey to aUe hem that yow aske who was Uged,

with vow, that it was the kynge Looth and his foure sones.
•*

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iu. 619.



lodge

Alexander and his oste had lugede thame appone the
vater of iitxume. MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, t. 9. (HaUiweU.)

My lord was lodged in the Duke's Castle.

Howell, Letters, I. vt 2.

2. To set, lay, place, or deposit, as in a place
of rest, or for preservation or future action : as,

to lodge money in a bank; to lodge a complaint
in court.

And that one talent which is death to hide
Lodged with me useless.

MUton, Sonnet on his Blindness.

1 lay all night in the cave where T liad lodged my pro-
Ylsions. Swift, Gulliver's Tnivels, iii. 1.

3. To find an abode for; assign a residence to;

put in possession.

Selden lodgee the Civil Power of England in the King
and the Parliament. Selden, Table-Talk, Int., p. 11.

4. To plant or implant; infix; fix or settle;

place : as, to lodge an arrow in one's breast.

So can I give no reason, nor I will not,

More than a lodged hate, and a certain loathing.
Shak., M.. of V., iv. L 60.

5. To bring to a lodgment; beat down; lay
flat: said especially of vegetation.

Though bladed com be lodged, and trees blown down

;

Though casUes topple on their warders' heads.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. L 65.

6t. To entrap, as in a place of lodgment.

Suet. Are those come in yet that pnrsu'd bold Caratach?
Pet. Not yet, sir, for I think they mean to lodge him

;

Take him 1 know they dare not, 'twill be dangerous.
FletcTier, Bonduca, iv. 1.

The deer is lodged, I've track'd her to covert ; . . .

Kush in at once. Addison, Cato, iv. 2.

II. intrans. 1. To have a lodge or an abode,
especially a temporary one ; be furnished with
shelter and accommodation.
Than thei leged and pight teyntes and pavilonns, and

hem rested, and lete the hoste be wacched.
Uerlin (E. K T. S.), ii. 166.

He lodgeth with one Simon a tanner. Acts x. 6.

2. To have an abiding-place; dwell; have a
fixed position.

And dwells such rage in softest bosoms then?
And loc^e such daring souls in little men? Pope.

3. To be deposited or fixed ; settle : as, a seed
lodged in a crevice of a rock.

Nor let thy soul contrive
Against thy mother aught : leave her to heaven,
And to those thorns that in her bosom lodge.

Shak., Hamlet, L 5. S7.

4. To be beaten down or laid flat, as grain.

Its straw makes it not subject to lodge, or to be mil-

dewed. Mortimver, Husbandry.

lodgeable (loj'a-bl), a. [Sometimes also lodg-

able; < lodge + "-dble.'\ Capable of affording a
temporary abode. pBare.]

At the furthest end of the Towne East-ward the Ambas-
sadour's House was appointed, but not yet (by default of

some of the King's Officers) LodgaMe.
Sir J. Pinett, Hnettl Philoxenis (1656), p. 164.

lodged (lojd), p. a. In her., represented as ly-

ing at rest upon the ground, as a buck, hart,

hind, etc. Also harbored and couchant.

lodge-gate (loj'gat), n. A gate where there is

a lodge or house for the porter or gate-keeper.

lodgement, «. See lodgment.

lodger (lojdr), m. Onewho lodges; especial^,

one who lives in a hired room or rooms in the

house of another.
Gall'st thou me host?

Now, by this hand, I swear, I scorn the term;
Nor shaU my Nell keep lodgers.

Shak., Hen. V., il 1. 33.

Lodger firanchise, in Eng. law, a right to vote conferred

by statute in 1867 upon persons occupying lodgmgs in

borouglis of an annual rental value of at least £10: ex-

tended to counties and assimilated to the household fran-

chise in 1884.

lodging (loj'ing), M. [< ME. loggyng, logyng,

lugyng; verbal n. of lodge, r.] 1. A place of

temporary residence; especially, a room or

rooms hired for residence in the house of an-

other: often used in this sense in the plural

with a singular meaning. In Great Britain persons
" in lodgings " are cliarged for rooms and attendance, and
sometimes purcliase their own provisions, but far more
frequently are served by the landlady in their own rooms
•witti provisions purchased and cooked on their order.

And fourth witliall to ther logffyng they went,
The best tliat they cowde fynde to ther entent.

Generydes (E. B. T. S.\ L 637.

I pray, as we walk, tell me freely, how do you like your
lodging, and my host and the company?

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 61.

lofe in lodgings, at the best of times, is not a peculiarly
exhilarating state of existence.

Urt. J. B. RiddeU, City and Suburb, zxii

2. Place of abode; harbor; cover.

Fayre bosome! fraught with vertues richest tresure.

The neast of love, the lodging of delight.

Spenser. Sonnets, Izxvi
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3. Place of rest. [Bare.]

Their feathers serve to stuff our beds and pillows, yield-

ing us soft and warm lodging. Bay, Works of Creation.

lodging-car (loj'ing-kar), n. On a railroad, a
car fitted with bunks, used as a sleeping- or

dwelling-place for employees. [U. S.]

lodging-house (loj'ing-hous), n. A house in

wMch lodgings are let
;
generally, a place other

than an inn or hotel where travelers lodge.

lodging-knee (loj'ing-ne), n. See knee, 3 {a).

lodgment, lodgement (loj'ment), n. [< lodge

+ -ment.'l 1. The act of lodging, or the state

of being lodged : as, the lodgment of money in

a bank; the lodgment of grass or grain by a

storm.

There is a great lodgment of civilized men on this con-

tinent. Everett, Orations, I. 218.

It would have been a worthy exploit indeed, if the arms
of Venice, by that time a great Italian power, liad driven

out the Turk from his first lodgetnent on Italian soil.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 319.-

2. A deposit, as of an accumulated mass; a
settling: as, the lodgif.ent of mud in a tank.

—

3t. A plaoe where persons or things are lodged

;

a lodging.

Certain publick Lodgments founded in Charity for the

use of Travellers. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 2.

4. Milit., a position or foothold gained from
and held against an enemy, as by an invading
or a besieging army: as, to effect a lodgment

on the enemy's coast, or within the enemy's
lines.

lodh-bark (lod'bark), n. The bark of an East
Indian shrub or tree, Symploeos racemosa, used
in dyeing.
lodicle (lod'i-kl), n. Same as lodicule.

lodicula (16-dik'ii-la), n. Same as lodicule.

lodicule (lo'd'i-kiil),'J8. [< L. lodieula, dim. of lodia

(Iodic-), a coverlet.] In iot., one of the scales

which occur in the flowers of some grasses, in-

serted on the receptacle just outside the sta-

mens. Also called squamula andpaleola,

Lodoicea (lod-o-is'f-a), «. [NL. (J. J. La Bil-

lardiftre, 1807), corruptly torLaodicea,named af-

ter Laodiee, a daughter of Priam,king of Troy.]

A genus of palms of the tribe Borassew. It is dis-

tinguished by numerous stamens and many flowers in each
cavity of the spadix or fleshy spike. There is but one spe-

cies, L. Sechella/rum, a native of the Seychelles Islands, a
magnificent palm, growing to a height of nearly 100 feet,

and bearing at the summit a crown of fan-shaped leaves
some of which are 20 feet long and 12 feet broad. At the
age of 30 years the palm bears its first fruit, which reaches
maturity 10 years later. See dmible cocoanvt, under cocoa-

nut.

lodomyt, «• [A corruption of lodamwm, lauda-

num.2 Laudanum.
A pox upo' their lodomy
On me had sic a sway;

Four o' their men, the bravest four.
They bore my blade away.
Lang Johnny Moir (Child's Ballads, IV. 277).

loellinglte (lel'ing-it), n. [< Lolling (in Ca-
rinthia) + -ite^.'\ A native arsenide of iron,

PeAs2 ; a mineral closely related to arsenopy-
rite or mispickel.

loemography (le-mog'ra-fl), n. See loimography.

loess (16s or 16'eg), m. ^<. Cr. loss, loess.'] Li geol.,

originally, a certain loamy deposit in the val-
ley of the Ehine ; now, by extension, any de-
trital accumulation more or less resembling the
original loess occurring in other parts of the
world. The loess is a ve^ fine loam, very homogeneous
in cliaracter, showing hardly any indication of stratifica-

tion, and containing in numerous localities large quan-
tities of land and fresh-water shells, as well as bones of
land-animals. In northern China it covers a vast area
and is developed to a great thickness, and, being deeply
eroded by the rivers, has given rise to a very remarkable
topography. In the regions where the loess occurs it is

the most recent of the formations. The theories of its

origin are numerous, and the subject is one of great com-
plexity, so that "some skilful geologists, peculiarly well
acquainted with the physical geography of Europe, have
sMed the loess the most difficult geological problem."
(Lyell.) Much that is called loess by some geologists is

certainly river-mud deposited in the ordinary manner.
LyeU connects the loess of the Ehine valley with glacial
action ; and Richthofen considers it as beyond dispute that
tlie loess of Cliina is a snbaerial deposit, borne by the wind
to its present resting-place.

loffef, V. i. An obsolete form of laugh.

lofti (16ft), n. [< ME. loft, the air (esp. in the
phr. a loft, on loft), an upper room, < Icel. loft,

now spelled lopt, the air, sky, an upper room,
= 8w. Dan. loft, ceiUng, loft, garret, = AS. lyft,

the air: see lift\ Of. aloft.} If. 'The air; the
sky: same as lift^. See on loft (below), aloft.

Iiyuond in the lofte with lordships in heuyn.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 3719.

2. A room or space between a ceiling or floor-

ing and the roof immediately above it; the
space below and between the rafters ; a garret.

log

xe schal lenge in your lo/U, & lyse in your ese.

Sir Oawayne and the Oreen Knight (B. E. T. S.), 1. 1096.

3. A floor or room above another or others; an
upper story; especially, in the United States,

one of the upper stories of a warehouse or other

mercantile building, or of a factory.

And hym she roggeth and awaketh softe,

And at the wyndow lep he fro the lofte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2709.

Eatychus . . . fell down from the third loft and was
taken up dead. Acts xz. 9.

4. A gallery or an elevated apartment within

a larger apartment, as in a church, hall, bam,
etc. : as, an organ-w/<; a hay-2o/*.

I also to the ball, and with much ado got up to the Ufft,

where with much trouble I could see very well.

Pepye, Diary, Nov. IB, 1666.

Cook of the loft. See coekofthe walft, under cocW.— On
loftt, on high ; aloft. See aloft.

If thou be in plaoe where good ale is on lofte, . . .

Mesurabll tliou take ther-of

.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. B^ p. 89.

lofti(l&ft),'».«. [<?o/«i,«.] Tofumishwith aloft.

—Loftedhouse, ahouse of more than one story; [Scotch.}

loft2 (Idft), V. t. To lift ; in golf, to elevate (the

baU). [Scotch.]

lofter (Idf't6r), n. A lofting-iron.

loftily (16f'ti-li), a(f«. 1. In a lofty manner or

position ; in an elevated place ; on high.—2. In

a lofty spirit ; with elevated feeling or purpose

;

eminently ; arrogantly ; haughtily,

loftiness (Iflf'ti-nes), n. 1. The state or quality

ofbeing lofty or high ; remarkable height or ele-

vation.—2. Elevanon of character, sentiment,

or feeling ; the state ofbeing elevated, as byhigh
thought, or puffed up, as by pride or vanity;

grandeur; sublimity; haughtiness; arrogance.

We have heard the pride of Moab, ... his loftiruss,

and his arrogancy. Jer. xlviiL 29.

Three poets in tliree distant ages bom : . . .

The first in loftiness of thought snrpass'd

;

The next in majesty; in both the last.

Dryden, Lines under MUton's Picture In P. L. (fol. 1688).

There may be a Loftiness in Sentiments where there is

no Passion. Addison, Spectator, No. 339.

=Syn. 2. Pride, Presumption, etc See arrogance.

loftingt (lifting), re. Z< loft + -mgK] Upper
part; ceiling.

As he is awakening him, the timber passage and lofting

of the chamber liastily takes fire.

Quoted in Child's Ballads, TL 175.

lofting-iron (Idf'ting-i''6m), n. In golf, a form
of club used in lofting a ball. See cut nnder
golf-chib.

lofty (Idf 'ti), a. [< loft + -2^1. Cf. G. WfUg,
aSrial.] 1 . Raised in space or dimensions ; lift-

ed high up; elevated; very high.

Cities of men with lofty gates and towers.
Milton, P. Ly xt 640.

See lofty Lebanon his head advance.
Pope, Messiah, L 25.

2. Elevated in condition, character, or quality;

raised above the common level ; characterized
by eminence, dignity, sublimity, etc.; exalted;
impressive.

Thus saith the high and lofty One that inliabiteth eter-

nity. Isa. IviL 15.

He knew
Himself to sing, and bnQd the lofty rhyme.

Milton, Lycidas, L IL

A stem and lofty duty.
Whittier, Lines on the Death of S. O. Torrey.

3. Elevated in conceit; manifesting pride or
arrogance; haughty; ostentatious.

The lofty looks of man shall be humbled. Isa. il 11.

Lofty and sour to them that loved him not.
Shak., Hen. VIIL, iv. 2. 53.

=Syn. 1. High, eta. See tan.— 2. Sublime, exalted, state-

ly, majestic. SeesToruf.— 3. Arrogant, magisterial.

logi (log), n. and a. [< ME. *log (not found), <

Icel. lag, a felled tree, a log (= Sw. diaL lAga, a

feUed ta:ee, a tree blown down), lit. a tree that

'lies' prostrate, < liggja = 8w. ligga, lie: see

Ue^. Cf . D. log, heavy,unwieldy (see loggy, logy) ;

E. togr2 (< g^. logg), a ship's log, and law^ (AS.
lagu, Icel. log), from the same ult. source.] I. n.

1. A bulky piece or stick of unhewn timber; a
length of wood as cut from the trunk or a large

limb of a tree; specifically, an unsplit stick of

timber with butted ends ready for sawing.
So was he brought forth into thegrene beside the chap-

pell wtin the tower, & his head laid down vpon along liff

of timbre, and there stricken of.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 54.

2. Figuratively, a dull, heavy, stolid, or stupid
person.

What a log is this.

To sleep such music out

!

Beau, and Fl., Captain, ii. 2.

Christmas log. See Christmas.



log

n. a. Constructed of logs; oonsistingoflogs:
as, a log cabin ; a log fort or bridge Log cabin,
a cabin or hut built of logs, unhewn or hewn, notched near
the ends and laid one upon another, and having the inter-
BtlceB filled with
mud or plaster.

Log cabins are of-

ten used as dwell-

ings in poor or
thinly settled re-

gions where tim-
ber abounds.—
Log-cabin cam-
paign, in U. S.

hist., the electoral

canvass for the
presidency in 1840,

in which represen-
tations of log car

bins and barrels of
hard cider were
carried in the pro-
cessions of the par-

Logr Cabin.

Log and Reel.

tizans of William Henry Harrison. One of his opponents,
wrongly attributing to him a humble origin, had spolsen of
him as one who had lived in a log cabin and drunk hard
cider, and the expression was caught up by his adherents

• and made a party cry. —Log-cabln quilt, a patchworlc
quilt of a particular design, [tr. S.]

Reluctantly she slipped her book under the Iqg-caMn
quUt, and said "Come in." Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 36.

Log canoe, a canoe hollowed out of a single log.—Log
bouse, a house built of logs fitted together, and smoothed
on the inside, or on both sides. Log houses in new or
thickly wooded regions of North America are often of
considerable size and well finished.

logi (log), v.; pret. and pp. logged, ppr. log-

ging. [< log\ ».] I.t trans. To out into
logs.

When a Tree is so thick that after It Is log'd it remains
still too great a Burthen for one Man, we blow it nj) with
Gunpowder. DampUr, Voyages, 11. ii. 80.

II. imtra/ns. To out down trees and get out
logs from the forest for sawing into boards,
etc. : as, to engage in logging.

log2 (log), «. [= D. Gr. log, < Sw. logg = Dan.
log, a snip's log, a piece of wood that 'lies' in
the water; diff. from loel. lag, a felled tree (>
E. log^), but from the same ult. source, namely
Icel. Uggja = Sw.'Ugga = Dan. ligge, etc., lie:

see UeK2 1. Na/ut.j an apparatus for measuring
the rapidity of a ship's motion.

' The mostcommon form consists of a
log-chip, or thin quadrant ofwood, of
about five inches radius, fastened to

a linewoundon a reel. Whenthelog-
cliip is thrown overboard, its motion
isdeadened on strikingthewater, and
its distance from the ship, measured
after a certaintime on the line(which
is allowed to run out), gives approx-
imately the speed of the ship. The
chip is loaded with lead on the arc

side to make it float upright. At 12

or 16 fathoms from the chip a white
rag marks off the stray-line, a quan-
tity sufficient to let the log-chip get
clear of the vessel before time is

marked. The rest of the line, which is from IBO to 200

fathoms long, is divided into equal parts by bits of

string stuck through the strands and distinguished by the

number of knots Toade in each, or in some similar way, as

by colored rags ; hence these divisions are called Tmotx.

The length of a knot must bear the same proportion to the

length of a nautical mile (see mile) tliat the time during

which the line is allowed to run out bears to one hour.

Thus, using a twenty-eight second glass, 28 : 3600 : : 47.3

feet (the usual length of a knot) : 6080 feet (the usually

received length of a sea-mile). Many other devices have
been invented to perform the functions of the log, which
generally include a brass fly or rotator connected with

mechanism acting as an index. In some cases the whole

machine is towed astern of the ship, and must be hauled

in to be examined ; with the taffraU-log, the register is fas-

tened to the taflrail and the fly is towed astern.

Hence— 3. The record of a ship's progress,

or a tabulated summary of the performance of

the engines and boilers, etc.; a log-book.

—

Electric log, an apparatus devised for measuring the

speed of water-currents, or the speed and distance trav-

eled by ships at sea, with the aid of electricity. With tlie

second kind mentioned under electric, the distance run is

indicated by a pointer on a dial, which shows the number
of turns made by a screw towed behind the vessel. Elec-

trical conductors are incased in the tow-line, and the cir-

cuit is closed at intervals of a stated number of turns,

thus operating an indicator on deck. Electric logs have

not come into practical use.— Ground-log, a form of log

adapted for showing the direction and speed of passage oi

a vessel over the ground in shoal water. It consists of an

ordinary log-line, with a hand-lead of 7 or 9 pounds substi-

tuted for the log-chip. When used, the lead reniains fixed

at the bottom, and the line shows the path and speed of

the ship and the effect of any current which may exist.—

Bough log. in the United States navy, the original manu-

scrip! of a siiip's log.-To heave the log. See heave.

log2 (log), V. t.; pret. and pp. logged, ppr. log-

gmg. [< log^, ».] 1. To record or enter m
the log-book.— 3. To exhibit by the indication

of the log, as a rate of speed by the hour: as,

the ship logs ten knots.
. » , ,, j,

logSf (log), V. i. [The appar. ong. of^e treq.

i6rmloggerS,q..v. Ct. aXso loggan.} To move

to and fro ; rock. 8e
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log* (log), n. [Heb. I6gh.'\ A Hebrew liquid
measure, the seventy-second part of a bath, or
about a pint. It seems to have been of Baby-
lonian origin, beiug one sixtieth of a maxis.

He shall take . . . three tenth deals of fine flour for a
meat olfering, mingled with oil, and one log of oil.

Lev. xiv. 10.

log. The abbreviation of logarithm. Thus,
log. 3 = 0.4771213 is an equation giving the
value of the logarithm of 3.

logan, n. See loggan.

Loganiaceae (lo-ga-ni-a'se-e), n. pi. pSTL. (End-
lioher, 1836), { Logarda, "the typical genus, +
-acece.'] An order of gamopetalous exogens,
characterizedby opposite,usually entire leaves,
with stipules which adhere to the leaf-stalks
or are combined in the form of interpetiolary
sheaths. The flowers usually grow in terminal or axil-

lary cymes, and are four- or five-parted, with an inferior
calyx, the stamens inserted on the corolla-tube, and a fruit
which is capsular, drupaceous, or a berry. The order in-
cludes 30genera and about 350 species, either herbs, shrubs,
or trees, which are dispersed throughout tropical and sub-
tropical regions. The plants are bitter and highly poi-
sonous ; the poison-nut, Strychnog nux-vffndca, belongs to
this order, and several other species are used in medicine.
Besides Logania, an Australian genus and type of the or-

der, it includes Oelsemium, the yellow jessamine of the
southern TTnited States, and S^igelia, the pinkroot or
worm-grass.

logacedic (log-a-e'dik), a. and n. [< LL. loga-

ceckeus, < LGri' XoyaoioiK6g, logacedic, < Gr. Arf-

yog, speech, prose (see Logos), + aoiS^, song:
see ode.'] I. a. Literally, prose-poetic ; in anc.

pros., noting a variety of trochaic or iambic
verse in which dactyls are combined with tro-

chees or anapests with iambi: so caEed be-
cause this apparent irregularity seems to ap-
proach the non-observance of metrical laws
characteristic of prose. These dactyls and anapests
are not, however, full dactyls or anapests of four times or
morBs, but cyclic dactyls or anapests of only three times,
equivalent therefore in measure to trochees or iambL A
single long syllable is also used in some places in several

forms of logacedic verse to represent a complete foot.

This long is equal not to two but to three shorts, and is

therefore equivalent to a trochee. Irrational longs— that
is, longs reduced to the value of a short— also occur in
the theses. A basis sometimes precedes the series. Be-
cent metricians use the epithet togaoedie of mixed meters
(see mixed) in general. Ancient writers classed many
logacedic meters as Ionic, epionic, choiiambic, epicho-
riambic, or antispastic. Among the more familiar loga-

cedic meters are the Qlyconic, Pherecratic, Asclepiadic,
Sapphic, and Alcaic. See tasie, 9, and cydie, 3.

II. n. A verse of the character defined above.

logarithm (log'a-rithm or -riSHm), «. [Cf. F.
logarithme = Sp. logaritmo = Pg. logarithmo =

•It. logariimo = D. G. logarithme = Dan. loga-

ritme = 8w. logaritm (< B.); < NL. logwrithmus

(NGrr. hry&pid/iog), < Gr. ?^o(, proportion, ratio

(see Logos), + apid/i6g, a number: see arithme-

tic.'] (a) An artificial number, or number used
in computation, belonging to a series (or sys-

tem of logarithms) having the following prop-
erties : First, every natural or positive number, integral

or fractional, has a logarithm in each system of loga-

rithms ; and conversely, every logarithm belongs to a nat-

ural number, called its antUogarithm. Second, in each
system of logarithms, the logarithms corresponding to

any geometrical progression of natural numbers are in

arithmetical progression: that is, if each natural num-
ber of the series is obtained from the preceding one by
multiplying a constant factor into this preceding one,

then each logarithm may be obtained from the preced-

, ing one by adding a constant increment or subtracting

a constant decrement. This is shown, for the system of

Napier's logarithms, in the following table. It must be

said that logarithms are, in general, irrational numbers,
and their values can only be expressed approximately,

being carried to some finite number of decimal places.

Owing to the neglected places, it will often happen that

the difference between two logarithms, obtained by sub-

tracting the approximate value of one from that of the

other, is in error by 1 in the last decimal place.

Natural
numbers.

46.3999.
453.9998.

Logarithms
(Napier's system).

123026861
100000000
76974149

463999.2976.
4639992.9763.
46399929.7626.

30922447
7896696

—16129266

Successive
differences.

23026851
23025851
23026861
23026861
23026851
23026861

It will thus be seen that if four numbers. A, B, C, D, are in

proportion, so thatA :B = C : D, then their four logarithms

satisfy the equation, log A — log B = log C - log D ; so

that, to work the rule of three with logarithms, we sim-

ply substitute for each number its logarithm and pro-

ceed as usual, only that in every case we perform addi-

tion instead of multiplication and subtraction instead of

division ; and the result is the logarithm of the answer.

(&) As now understood, a system of loga-

rithms, besides the two essential characters

set forth above, has a third, namely that the

logarithm of 1 is 0. This being admitted, a simpler

definition can be given of the logarithm, viz. : a logarithm

is the exponent of the power to which a number constant

for each system, and called the base of the system, must

logarithm

be raised in order to produce the natural number, or an-
tUogarithm. Thus (base^oB ."^ = x. At the time loga-

rithms were invented fractional exponents had not been
thought of, and even decimals, as we conceive them, were
little used, the decimal point not having yet appeared;
consequently, the last definition of the logaritlim, which
is now the usual one, was not at first possible. "With log-

arithms in the modern sense, the rule for solving pro-
portions still holds, but is secondary to the following fun-
damental rule ; The sum of the logarithms of several
numbers is the logarithm of the continued product of
those numbers. For example, let it be required to deter-

mine the circumference of the earth in inches, knowing
that its radius is 3968 miles. We take out from a table of

logarithms the logarithms of all the numbers which have
to be multiplied together, as follows

:

«, . ._ Natural Common
1 Names of quantities. numbers. logarithms.

Eadius of the earth in miles 3958 3.5974858

Ratio of diameter to radius 2 0.3010300

Ratio of circumference to diameter 3.1416927 0.4971499

One mile in feet 5280 3.7226339

One foot in inches 12 1.0791812

The sum of these logarithms is 9.1974808, which we find

hy the table to he the logarithm of a number comprised
between 1575690000 and 1576691000. To obtain a closer
approximation, we should have to carry the logarithms to

more places of decimals ; but this would be useless, since

the radius of the earth is only given to the nearest mile.

Erom this fundamental rule several subsidiary rules fol-

low as coroUaries. Thus, to divide one number by an-
other, subtract the logarithm of the divisor from that of

the dividend, and the antUogMlthm of the remainder is

the quotient ; to take the reciprocal of a number, change
the sign of the logarithm, and the antilogarithm of the
result is the reciprocal ; to raise a number to any power,
multiply the logarithm of the base by the exponent of the
power, and the antilogarithm of the product is the power
sought ; to extract any root of a number, divide the loga-
rithm of that number hy the index of the root, and the
antilogarithm of the quotient is the root sought. For
example, what is ttie amount of $1 at interest at 6 per
cent, compounding yearly for 1,000 years? We must
here raise 1.06 to the thousandth power. The common
logarithm of 1.06 is 0.0253058653; 1,000 times this is

25.3058653, which is the logarithm of 2022384 followed by
19 ciphers, or say 20 quadrillions 223840 trillions, in the
English numeration. To give an idea of the advantage of
logarithms in trigonometrical calculations, it may be men-
tioned that to find the altitude of the sun from its hour-
angle and declination with logarithms requires seven num-
bers to be taken out of the tables and two additions to be
performed, while the solution of the same problem with
a table of natural sines requires, as before, the taking out
of seven numbers from the tables, and besides eight ad-

ditions and two halvings. There are two systems of logar

rithms in common use, the hyperbolic, natural,OTNapierian
or Neperian (not Napier's own) logarithms in analysis,

and common, dedmxtl, or Briggsian logarithms in ordinary
computations. The base of the system of hyperbolic loga-

rithms is 2.718281828459. This kind of logarithm derives

its name from its measuring the area between the equi-

lateral hyperbola, an ordinate, and the axes of coordinates
when these are the asymptotes ; but the chief character-

istic of the system is that, x being any number less than
unity,

log (1 -j- a;) = a; — J !b3 + 4 a;3 — ^ fl;4 + etc.

Thus, the hyperbolic logarithm of 1.1 is calculated as fol-

lows:
X 0.100000000 ^2 0.005000000
^3 0.000333333 |a;4 0.000025000

JicB 0,000002000 ia;fl 0.000000167
?£b7 0.000000014 |a;8 0.000000001

0.100335347 0.006026168
0.005025168

log 1.1 0.096310179

By the skilful application of this principle, with some
others of subsidiary importance, the whole table of natu-
ral logarithms has been calculated. The logarithms of
any other system, in the modern sense, are simply the pro-

ducts of the hyperbolic logarithms into a factor constant
for that system, called the mod/idits of the system of loga-

rithms ; and each system in the old sense is derivable from
a system in the modern sense by adding a constant to every
logarithm. The base of the common system of logarithms
is 10, and its modulus is 0.4342944819. A common loga^

rithm consists of an integer part and a decimal: the for-

mer is called the index or characterietic, the latter the
mantissa. The characteristic depends only upon the po-
sition of the decimal point, and not at all upon the suc-

cession of significant figures ; the mantissa depends en-

tirely upon the succession of figures, and not at all upon
the position of the decimal point. Thus,

log 12345 4.0914911
log 1234.5 3.0914911
log 123.45 2.0914911

The characteristic of a logarithm is equal to the number
of places between the decimal point and the first signifi-

cant figure. Logarithms of numbers less than unity are
negative; but, negative numbers not being convenient in
computation, such logarithms are usually written in one
or other of two ways, as follows : The first and perhaps
the best way is to make the mantissa positive and take
the characteristic only as negative, increasing, for this
purpose, its absolute value byi and writing the minus
sign over it. Thus, in place of writing— 0. 3010300, which
is the logarithm of i, we may write 1.6989700. The sec-
ond and most usual way is to augment the logarithm
by 10 or by 100, thus forming a logarithm in the ori-

ginal sense of the word. Thus, —0.3010300 would he
written 9.6989700, the characteristic in this case being
9 less the number of places between the decimal point
and the first significant figure. Logarithms were in-

vented and a table published in 1614 by John Napier of
Scotland ; but the kind now chiefly in use were proposed
by his contemporary Henry Briggs, professor of geometry
in Gresham College in London. The first extended table
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of common logarithms, by Adrian Vlacq, 1628, has been
the basis of every one since published. Abbreviated I.

or 200.— Aritlimetlcal complement of a logarithm.
See arithmetical.— Binaxy lOgaxitlmiB. See oijiar!/.—

Briggslan,common, or decimal logarltlun. See above.— Circular logaritlmi, an imaginary logarithm.— Di-
vision by logarltbms. See dim»im.—Gaussian loga-
rithms. See Oamsian—Logistic logarithm, the loga-
rithm ol a nnmber of seconds subtracted from the loga-
rithm of 3600, the number of seconds in an hour.—Natu-
ral, hyperbolic, Neperlan, or Napierian logarithm.
See above.—Negative index of a logarithm, one tliat

is affected with the negative sign. Such are the indices
of the logmthms of all numbers less than unity.—Para-
bolic logarltlun, a real logarithm.—Quadratic loga-
rithm, the exponent of a power of 2 which power of
2 is itself the exponent of a power of the decimal anti-

logarithm of 2—10, the power being the number of which
the first exponent is the quadratic logarithvi. That is,

if a = 102 ->» and a2» = IS, then x is the quadratic loga-
rithm of N, written L^N.

logarithmetic (log"a-rith-met'ik), a. [< log-

arithm + -et-ic, after arithmetio.'\ Same as log-

arithmic. [Rare.]

logarithmetical (log"a-ritli-met'l-kal), a. [<
logarithmetic + -al.1 Same as logarithmic.

logaritlimic (log-a-rith'mik), a. [< logarithm+
-ic] Of or pertaining to logarithms; consisting
of logarithms.—Logarithmic curvature, the ratio

of the distances from the points of contact of two infi-

nitely neighboring tangents to their point of intersection.

This ratio is unity at an ordinary poinl^ and on an al-

gebraic curve is sdways rational.— Logarithmic curve.
See logistic curve, under logistic.—Logarithmic ellipse,
hyperbola, etc. See the nouns.— Logarithmic plus
and minus, two algebraic signs, J. and T> such tbata =
3 X V and a = /3T 7 signify that log tan (ja + 450) = log
tan (J3 -I- 450) i log tan (iy + 450), the upper sign for X.
and the lower for T-— Logarithmic spiral, a curve-
line somewhat analogous to the common logarithmic
curve. It intersects aU its radiants
at the same angle, and the tangent
of this angle is the modulus of the
system of logarithms which the
particular spiral represents.

,
Its

involute and evolute are also loga-
rithmic spirals. Also called logistic

logarithmical (log-a-rith'-

mi-kal), a. [< logarithmic +
-a?.] Same as logarithmic.

logarithmically (log-a-rith'-

mi-kal-i), adv. By the use Logarithmic Spimu
or aid of logarithms.
logarithmotechny (log-a-rith'mo-tek-ni), n.

[< E. logarithm (NGr. 7\.oydpi6fiog) '+ Gr. Ttx^i
art.] The art of ealoulatnig logarithms.

logatt, n. See logget.

log-beam (log'bem), %. In a sawmill, the trav-
eling frame which supports the log and feeds
it to the saws.
log-hoard (log'bord), n. [< log^ + 6oor^.]
A pair of boards shutting together like a book,
formerly used instead of a log-slate.

log-hook (log'buk), n. [= Sw. logboh = Dan.
logbog; as log^ + book.'] 1. The official record
ofproceedings on board ship : so called from the
register which it includes of the indications of

the log. It is a journal of all important items happen-
ing on shipboard, contains the data from which the navi-
gator determines his position by dead-reckoning (which
see), and is, when properly kept, a complete meteorologi-
cal joumaL On board merchant ships the log is kept by
the first officer; on board men-of-war, by the navigator.

2. In the board schools of Great Britain, a
book for memoranda kept by the principal of
the school, in accordance withthe requirements
of the Education Act.

log-butter (log'but'''er), n. A heavy drag-saw
used in squaring or butting the ends of logs.

log-cabin (log'kab'in), n. See log cabin, under
log^, a.

log-chip (log'chip), n. The board, in the form
of a quadrant, attached to a log-line. See log^.

Also, erroneously, log-ship.

log-cock (log'kok), n. The pileated woodpecker
of North America, Hylotomus or Ceophlceus pile-

atus, more fully called blaclc log-cock.

loget, n. and v. A Middle English form of lodge.

log-fish (log 'fish), n. The barrel-fish, lArus
pernformis . Also called rudder-fish.

log-frame (log'fram), n. A sawmill machine
for cutting timber into planks ; a deal-frame.

loggan (log'an), n. [Also logan; < log^.] A
logging-rocli or roeking-stone.

loggatt, «• See logget.

logget, n. and v. A !^ddle English form of lodge.

logger^ (log'er), n. [< log'^ + -cri.] A man
employed in getting out logs or timber from
the forest, and sometimes in getting themdown
rivers to market. [U. S. and Canada.]

There were a couple of loggers on board, in red flannel
shirts, and with rifles. LmceU, Fireside Travels, p. 110.

logger^ (log'er), a. [< log'^ + -er, here used
adgectively. Cf. loggy, logy.] Heavy ; stupid.

Compare loggerhead.
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My head too heavy was and logger
Even to make a Pettifogger.

CoUon, Burlesque upon Burlesque.

logger^ (log'fer), V. i. [Freq. of log^. Cf. Dan.
logre, wag the taU.] To move irregularly, as

a wheel that is loose on its axle. [Prov. Eng.]

loggerhead (log'6r-hed), n. [< logger^ + head.]

1. A blockhead; a dunce; a dolt; athiokskull.

Now wae be to you, loggerheads,

That dwell near Castlecarry,

To let awa' sic a bonny lass,

A Highlandman to marry.
Uzae BaUlie (Child's Ballads, IV. 75).

You in the mean time, you silly Logerkead, deserve to

have your Bones well-thrash'd with a Fool's staff, for think-

ing to stir up Kings and Princes to War by such Childish

Arguments. Millim, Ans. to Salmasius, Pref., p. 17.

2. A spherical mass of iron with a long handle,

used after being heated for various purposes,

as to liquefy tar, to ignite the priming of a can-
non, etc. Also called loggerheat.

Here dozed a fire of beechen logs, that bred
Strange fancies in its embers golden-red,

And nursed the loggerhead whose hissing dip,
^

Timed by nice instmct, creamed the mug of flip.

Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

3. A post in the stem of a whale-boat, with
a bell-shaped head, around which the har-

poon-line passes; a snubbing-post.—4. The
hawk-billed turtle, a marine species of the
genus Thalassochelys, as the American logger-

head, T. caouana or caretta, or the Indian, T,

olivacea; also, the alligator-turtle of the south-

ern United States, Macrochelys lacertina.— 5.

The small gray or Carolinian shrike, Lanius lu-

dovicianus, a bird of the family Laniidce, resi-

dent and abundant in the southern parts of the

United States, and sometimes as far north as

New England. It is about 8} inches long (the wing
and tail each 4 inches), slate-colored above and white
below, with the wings and tail black and white, the scapu-
lars and upper tail-coverts bleached a little, and each side

of the head marked by a black bar, the two bars meeting
on the forehead. The bird is a geographical race of the
common white-rumped slmke, L. excubitarides, and its

habits are the same as those of other butcher-birds.

6. A flycatcher. [West Indies.]— 7. The chub.
[Local, Eng.]— 8. A kind of sponge found in
Florida.—9. pi. The knapweed, Centaurea ni-

gra; also, the blue-bottle, C. Cyamis At logger-
heads, engaged in bickerings or deputes; contending
about differences of opinion or the like.

At last the divine and the poet, traditionally at logger-

heads, have a common bond of suffering.
Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 13.

To fall or go to loggerheads, to come to blows.

loggerheaded (log'er-hed''''ed), a. [< loggerhead
-t- -ed2.] Dull; stupid; doltish.

You logger-headed and nnpolish'd grooms I

What, no attendance? Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 128.

loggerheat (log'6r-het), n. Same as logger-

head, 2.

loggett, li. [Also loggat, logat; dim. otlog^.] 1.

A small log or piece of wood.
Now are they tossing of his legs and arms.
Like loggets at a pear-tree.

B. Jansan, Tale of a Tub, It. 6.

2. pi. -An old English game, played by fixing a
stake in the ground and pitching small pieces
of wood at it, the nearest thrower winning;
skittle-pins. It was at one time prohibited by
statute, under Henry VHI.
Bid these bones cost no more the breeding, but to play

at loggats with them? Shak., Hamlet, v. L 100.

[I have seen it [loggats] played in different counties, at
their sheep-shearing feasts, where the winner was entitled
to a black fleece, which he afterwards presented to the
maid to spin, for the purpose of making a petticoat, and
on condition that she knelt down on the fleece to be kissed
by all the rustics present.

Steevem, note on the above passage.]

loggia (loj'a), n.; pi. loggie (-e). [It., = E.
lodge, q. v.] In Italian arch.: (a) A gallery or
arcade in a building, properly at the height of
one or more stories, running along the front or
part of the front of the building, and open on at
least one side to the air, on which side is a
series of pillars or slender piers. Such galleries af-
ford an airy and sheltered resting-place or outlook, and are
verycharacteristicof Italian palaces. Amongfamousloggie
are those of the Vatican, decorated by Baphael and his
scholars. Compare belvedere. See cut in next column.

(6) A large ornamental window in the middle
of the chief story of a building, often projecting
from the wall, as seen in oldVenetian palaces.
loggingi (log'ing), n. [Verbal n. of logi, v.]
The business of cutting and getting out logs or
timber from a forest. [U. 8. and Canada.]
logging^, «. A Middle English form of lodging.

logging-ax (log'ing-aks), n. A heavy ax used
in cutting off logs.

logging-bee (log'ing-be), n. Same as logroll-
ing, 1.

logic

Lof^gia, Ospedale Maggiore, Milan.

A loggtTig-hee followed the burning of the fallow, as a
matter of course. In the bush [Canada] where hands are

few . . . these gatherings are considered indiqiensable

[1832]. Susanna Hoodie, Eoughing it in the Bush, II. 68.

logging-camp (log'ing-kamp), n. An encamp-
ment of loggers or persons engaged in logging
during winter. [XL 8. and Canada.]
logging-head (log'ing-hed), n. In a steam-
engine, the working-beam. E. H. Knight.

logging-rock (log'ing-rok), n. A rock so bal-

anced on its base that it logs or rocks to and
fro very easily, as by the force of the wind.

log-glass (log'glas), n. A fourteen- or twenty-
eight-second sand-glass, used with the log-line

to ascertain the speed of a ship. See log^>

loghf, n. An obsolete form of locK^ or laugh\
and of lowS.

loghead (log'hed), n. A thick-headed orstupid
person; a loggerhead. [Rare.]

Not being bom purely a Loghead (Dummkopf), thou
hadst no other outlook. Carlyte, Sartor Kesartus, p. 113.

log-headed (log'hed'''ed), a. ' Stupid. Davies.

For well I knewe it was some mad-beded chylde
That invented this name, that the log-headed knave might

be begilde. It. Edwards, Damon and Pythias.

log-house (log'hous'), n. See log house, under
log^, a.

logic (loj 'ik), n. and a. [Formerly logick, logique,

< ME. logike, < OF. (and F.) logique = Sp. Idgica

= Pg. It. logiea, < L. logica, logiee, < Gr. ^ik^
(occurring first in Cicero), logic

;
i)roperly fcm.

of /loyi/ciif (>L. topictt«),of orpertainingto speech
or reason or reasoning, rational, reasonable, <

A<Syof, speech, reason : eeel^gos.] I. k. 1. The
science of the distinction of true from false

reasoning, with whatever is naturallytreated in

connection therewith. See the phrases below.
The definition of logic has been much disputed, and many
definitions of the word have been given. There was much
discussion in ancient and medieval times of the questions
whether logic was a mode of knowing, or an instrument
i)f science, or an art, or a practical science, or a specula-
tive science. There was also a great diversity of opinion
as to the subject-matter of logic, some holding that it had
to do with words, others that it treated of the ens rationis,

or that which has its existence in thought, and still others
that it related to argumentations or some instrument of
knowing. In modem times, especially since Eant, the
real divergence of conception has been very much greater,
one party holding that the main business of logic consists
in developing the true theory of the process of cognition,
and a second that its chief work is to separate inferences
into classes distinguished by their form, while a third
maintains that the form and the matter of thought have
to be evolved together.

Loffike hath eke in his degree
Betwene the trouth and the ^Ishede
The pleyne wordes for to shede.

Gower, Cont Amant., vii.

He that knoweth reason to be in man, and the same
geven by the greate might of God, must nedes confesse
the Logique also is in man, and that onely by God. For
there is none other difference betwixt the one and thother
but that Logique is a Greke worde and Beason is an Eng-
lishe woorde. . . . Logujiie is an arte to reason probably
on bothe partes of al matiers that be putte foorth, so ferre
as the narare of every thing can beare.

Sir T. Wilson, Bule of Beason (1562).

[Dialectic and organon are generally synonyms of logic,

though they have been variously distinguished at different
times.]

2. Reasoning, or power of reasoning; ratiocina-
tion; argumentation; used absolutely, reason;
sound sense.

Ignorance in stilts,

His cap well lined with logic not his own.
With parrot tongue perform'd the scholar's part

Cowper, Task, ii. 737.

Abstract logic, the general theory of logic (also called
logica docens, general and theoretical logic): opposed to
cfmcr^ logic, or logic as an element of active thought in
the prosecution of science (also called logica utens, spe-
cial ani practical logic). The terras logiea titens3Dddc<ini
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are derived from logicm utem, he who draws oonolUBlonB
and lopicui docens, he who frames demonstrations. But
the corresponding distinction of the branches of science is
not very clear, and the terms are often used vaguely and
incorrectly.—Acquired logic, or logica docens, the cor-
rect Itnowledge or strictly scientiflc part of the rules of
reasoning, as opposed to logiea utem, or the natural fac-
ulty of reasoning.— Applied logic, rules for the direc-
tion of the understandmg under the psychological con-
ditions to which it is subjected ; that part of logic which
shows how to avoid prejudice, how to escape various erro-
neous tendencies, etc.—ArlBtoteUan logic. See ArU-
(oteiian.—Artlflaal logic. (<rt The acquired habit of
distinguishing truth from falsehood; the science, art, or
organon of logic : also called aeguired logic : opposed to
natural logic (a). (6) The science of the necessary rules
of thought : also called sdeniijic logic : opposed to TuUural
logic (c).— Calculus of logic. See calculits.— Concrete
logic. See abaract logic.— Deductive logic, that branch
of logic which takes no account of probability or other
quantitative considerations.—Formal lO^C. See for-
mo!.—Habitual logic See AaWitwi?.—Inductive logic
the logic of scientiflc reasoning.—Material logic, the
logic which takes into account either the laws of the pro-
cess of human cognition or the matter to which the thought
is directed.— Natural logic, (a) The natural faculty of
distinguishing truth from falsity : also called native logic.

(6) The logical doctrine applicable to natural things ; op-
posed to the logic of faith, which is applicable to super-
natural things (a distinction used in discussions on the
Trinity), (c) An anthropological science which treats of
the rules of the natural use of the understanding.— Ob-
jective logic, (a) The body of doctrines of which logic
is built up : also called systematic logic : opposed toJwMtual
logic, which is any individual's knowledge of those doc-
trines. (!)) The logic of objective thought, or thought as
it exists in the external world, (c) The science which ex-
pounds the laws by which our scientiflc procedure should
be governed, so far as these lie in the contents, materials,
or obj ects about which our knowledge is conversant. Also
called matenMiraic.- Particular logic. See universal
logic.— 'Pvae lOglc^ the general laws of thought : opposed
to applied or modified logic, the laws of logic applicable
to this or that kind of mind as shown in empirical anthro-
pology, such as the doctrine of Bacon concerning idola.

—

Scientiflc logic. Same as artificiaZ logic (b).

—

SuWective
logic, tlie opposite of objective logic in any sense.—SubJ ec-
tivist logic, or subjectlvlstically formal logic, a sys-

tem of logic whose only aim is to give thought a subjective
agreement with itself, such, for example, as the system of
Mansell : opposed to objectivistic logic, which aims at rules
for making or aiding thought to agree with the reality.

—

To Chop logic. See chop2.— Universal logic, the gen-
eral logical doctrine applicable to all matter: opposed to
particular logic, the doctrine of the application of the for-

mulas of logic to particular cases— for example, toneces-
sa^, contingent, probable, and impossible matter.

II, a. Pertaining to God the Son as the Logos
or Word of God. [Rare.]
The Fathers, rejecting all savour of a bloody sacrifice,

have no scruple of speaking about the Eucharist as a
sacrifice in the other sense ; they call it a " logic sacrifice

"

(duffi'o KoytKTi), for the Logos is the "Word of God, .Tesus

Christ. Baring-Omild, Our Inheritance, p. 382.

logical (loj'i-kal), a. and n. [< logic + -a?.] I.

a. 1. Of or pertaining to logic; used or taught
in logic : as, logical subtleties.

They are put oil by the names of vertues, and natures,
and actions, and passions, and such other logicaU words.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 98.

2. According to the principles of logic; so
stated or conceived, as an argument, that the
form guarantees its validity; unobjectionable
from the point of view of logic ; consistent : as,

logical reasoning; a logical division of a sub-

ject; a logical definition.— 3. Skilled in logic;

furnished with logic
;
given to considering the

processes of reason as to their forms or genera,

and critically as to their validity and cogency

:

applied especially to an analytical mind or a

methodical habit. —Logical abecedarium. See
abecedarihm.—Zoeioal abstraction. See abOraction.—

Logical actuality, the satisfying of the principle of

sufficient reason.—Logical addition. See addition, 1.—

Logical algebra. See oZseftra.—Logical conviction,
Intellectual conviction; the settlement of mdividual be-

lief by reason.—Logical distinctness, the accurate logi-

cal analysis of a conception.—Logical division, (a)See di-

vision, (b) The division of a genus into species.—Logical
Induction. See induction, 6.—Logical machine. See

machine.—Logical medicine, dogmatic ormethodicmedi-
cine: opposed to empiric medicine.— Logical moments
of judgments, the different modes of uniting representa-

tions into one consciousness.—Logical necessity. See

Twcegstiy.—Logical partt, a species considered relatively

to its genus.— Logical perfection, the perspicuity, har-

mony, and completeness of a science : opposed to material

per.feclion.— Logical possibility, the possibiUtyof that

which does not involve contradiction. -Logical pre-

sumption, ampliative inference ; a scientiflc induction

or hypothesis.— Logical privation, the absence of a

form that ought to be in a subject: opposed to physical

privation, or the absence of a form that is sometimes in a

subject.— Logical reflection, the comparison of con-

cepts.—Logical truth, (a) The truth of a proposition;

the agreement of a judgment with the reality, (o) Self-

consistency.- Logical Whole, a genus considered as hay-

ing its species as parts. =Syn. 1. Dialectic— 2. Coherent,

consistent.— 3. Analytical, methodical.

II. n. Used only in the phrase little (small)

logieals. These are the logical doctrines of supposition,

ampliation, restriction, distribution, the exponibles, con-

sequences, obligations, insolubles, etc.

They [the Utopians] have not devised one of all those

rules of restrictions, amplifications, very wittily invented

in the small logieals which here our children m eyeiy

place do learn. Sir T. Mate, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson), ii. 7.
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logicality (loj-i-kal'i-ti), n. [< logical -H -ift/.]

The quality of being logical: correctness or
consistency of reasoning; logicalness.

logicalization (loj"i-kal-i-za'shon), ». [< logi-
calize + -ation.'] THe act of "logicalizing or
making logical. [Rare.]
The mere act of writing tends in a great measure to the

logwalizatwn of thought. Poe, Marginalia, xvL
logicalize (loj'i-kal-iz), v. t.

; pret. and pp. logi-
calized, ppr. logicalizing. [< logical + -ize.']
To make logical. [Rare.]
Thought is logicaluied by the effort at . . . expression.

Poe, Marginalia, xvi.

logically (loj'i-kal-i), adv. According to logi-
cal principles, or by formally vaUd inference:
as, to argue logically.

logicalness (loj'i-kal-nes), n. The quality of
being logical.

logic-chopping (loj'ik-fehop'-'ing), n. Quibbling
or sophistical reasoning. See to chop logic, un-
der chop^, V. t.

logic-fistedt, a- Close-fisted. [Rare.]
One with an open-handed freedom spends all he lays

his fingers on ; anotUer with a logic-fisted grippingness
catches at and grasps all he can come within the reach
of. Eennet, tr. of Erasmus's Praise of FoUy, p. 87.

logician (l6-jish'an), n. [< logic + -ian."] 1. One
who is skilled in logic or in argument ; a teach-
er or professor of logic.

First, like a right cunning and sturdy logitmn, he denies
my argument, not mattering whether in the major or mi-
nor. Milton, Colasterion.

Aristotle, who was the best Critick, was also one of the
best Logicians that ever appeared in the World.

Addison, Spectator, No. 291.

2. In medfeval universities, a student of arts
in the second class or lection; one who was
preparing for the baccalaureate, being above
the summtdists and below the physicians.
logicianert (lo-jish'an-6r), n. [< logician +
-e?'i.] Same as logician, 1.

There is no good logidoner hut would think, I think,
that a syllogism thus formed of such a thieving major, a
runaway minor, and a traiterous consequent must needs
prove at the weakest to such a hanging argument.

Patten (Arber's Eng. Garner, III. 137).

logicize (loj'i-siz), V. i.; pret. and pp. logicized,

ppr. logicizing. [< logic + -j2e.] To exercise
one's logical powers; argue. Also spelled tog'i-

cise. [Rare.]
Intellect is not speaking and logidsing; it is seeing and

ascertaining. Carlyle.

logicst (loj'iks),«. [FV. ot logic: see -ics.'\ The
science or principles of logic.

logie (16'gi), n. [Origin obscure. Cf. logy.'] A
bit of hollowed-out pewter polished in various
concavities and used as theatrical jewelry.
[Theatrical slang.]

logistt (lo'jist), n. [< LL. logista, < Gr. TMyiarfjg,

a reckoner, an accountant, < hiyi(sa6ai, reckon,
< Xdyoc, an account : see Logos.'] An expert ac-
countant. Bailey, 1731.

logistic (lo-jis'tik), a. and n. [= P. logistique,

< Gr. PM-yidTiKdc, skilled in calculating (fern.

TioyiariK^, the art of calculation), < TMyiariiQ, a
calculator, < ^oyi^eadat, compute, < Myo^, cal-

culation, proportion: see logic, Logos.] I. a.

If. Logical. Berkeley.— 2. Skilled in or per-
• taining to computation and calculation.

Plato's dislike of the Sophists extended to the subjects
which they taught, and he is on many occasions careful

to distinguish the vulgar logistic from the philosophical
arithmetic. J. Gow, Hist. Greek Mathematics.

3. Proportional; pertaining to proportions.
—Logistic arithmetic.
See II.— Logistic line or

curve, a curve whose ordi-

nates increase arithmetically

while its abscissas increase
geometrically. Also called log-

arithmic curve. See the fig-

ure,—Logistic logarithm.
Seelogarithm.—Lo^stio spi-

ral. Same as logarithmic spi-

ral. See logarithmic.

II. n. (a) The art of calculation,with the fin-

gers, with an abacus, with characters, or other-

wise; practical or vulgar arithmetic. (6) Sex-

agesimal arithmetic Specious logistic, the art of

calculating by means of geometrical constructions.

logistical (lo-jis'ti-kal), a. [< logistic + -al.]

Same as logistic.

logistics (16-jis'tiks), n. [PI. of logistic: see

-ics.] 1. Same as logistic, especially in sense

(I).— 3. That branch of military science which
relates to the movement and supplying of ar-

mies, and all arrangements necessary for and
matters connected with the carrying on of cam-
paigns, including the study of present or pos-

sible fields of war in their topographical and

other relations ; according to some, the science

of strategy and arms in general.

LogocycHc Curve.

Lo^stic Curve.

logograpMcal

log-line (log'lin), n. [= Sw. loglina = Dan. log-
line; as log^ + line^.] Naut, a line or cord,
from 150 to 200 fathoms in length, fastened to
the log-chip by means of three legs of cord, and
wound on a reel, called the logged. See log^.

logman (log'man), re.; pi. topmew (-men). 1. A
man who carries logs.

The very instant that I saw you, did
My heart fiy to your service ; . . . for your sake
Am I this patient log-mun. Shak., Tempest, iii. 1. 67.

2. One employed in cutting and conveying logs
to a mill. [Local, U. S.]

log-measurer (log'mezh"ur-er), n. An instru-
ment for gaging logs and reducing the measure
in the rough to board-measure, in running feet,
after making due allowance for losses in squar-
ing, etc.

logocracy (log-ok'ra-si), n. [< Gr. Myog, word
(seeLogos),+ «:par£(i,govem,< (cpoTOf, strength.]
Government by the power of words. [Rare.]

In this country every man adopts some particular slang-
whanger as the standard of his judgment, and reads every-
thing he writes, if he reads nothing else : which is doubt-
less the reason why the people of this logocracy are so mar-
vellously enlightened. Irving, Salmagundi, xiv.

logocyclic (log-0-sik'lik), a. [< Gr. Myog, ratio,

proportion, + kvkaoc, circle.] An epithet oc-
curring only in the
phrase logocyclic curve, a
crunodal circular cubic.
It may be constructed by in-
creasing and diminishing the
radius vector of a variable
point on a straight line by
the distance of that point from the point of the line near-
est to the origin. The equation of the curve is

(x2 + y2) (2a -X) = a^x.

It resembles the folium of Descartes, hut has a rounder
loop.

logodsedaly (log-o-ded'al-i), n. [< LL. logo-

dcedalia, < LGr. XoyodaidaTiia, < Gr. loyo6ai6a7M(,

skilled in tricking out a speech, < 'Myog, word,
-f- SaiSaTioc, cunningly wrought: see dedal.]
Verbal legerdemain ; a playing with words, as
by passing from one meaning of them to an-
other. [Rare.]

For one instance of mere logomachy, I could bring ten
instances of logodoeddty or verbal legerdemain. Coleridge.

logogram (log'o-gram), n. [< Gr. Uyog, word,
+ yp6.lijia,a.\etiev: see grammar.] 1. A word-
sign; a single written character, or a combi-
nation of characters regarded as a unit, rep-
resenting a whole word, a logogram may be pic-

torial— that is, it may be an ideogram, such as the astro-

nomical signs for the sun and ® for the moon ; or it may
be phonetic in its immediate origin— that is, it may be a
single letter or set of letters standing as an abbreviation
for the complete word, aa c. for cent, s. for sMlling; or,

lastly, it may be such a letter or set of letters transferred
from one language to another, losing its phonetic value,
but still representing the same idea, as £ or lb. for the
Latin Zi&ra, signifying and pronounced j70un<2.

2. A versified puzzle containing synonyms of

a number of words derived from a single word
by reeombining its letters, the solution de-
pending upon the guessing of the derived
words from the synonyms, and the discovery
from the former of the original word. Thus,
from curtain may be derived em, eurt, nut, etc., for which
may be used in the puzzle dog, short, shell-frutt, etc.

logograph (log'o-graf), n. [< Gr. l&yoi, word,
-I- ypd<l)Eiv, write.] 1 . A written word ; a char-
acter or series of characters representing a
word. See logograpMc, 1, and logography, 1.

—

2. A word-writer; an instrument for record-
ing spoken sounds.

Barlow has constructed an apparatus for recording the
Bounds of the human voice, which he calls a logograph.

Smithsonian Beport, 1880, p. 251.

logographer (lo-gog'ra-fer), n. [< logography
+ -eri.J 1. In anc. Gr. lit., a prose-writer;
especially, a historian. Under the name of logog-
raphers axe commonly classed the early Greek historians
before Herodotus. This school of writers began with Cad-
mus of Miletus, about SiiO B. c, and continued for over a
century. They wrote in the Ionic dialect, and most of
them were lonians by birth.

2. One who is skilled in logography.
logOgrapWc (log-o-graf'ik), a. [< Gr. T^oyo-

ypa(iiiK6^, concerning the writing of speeches,
< TtoyoypdfoQ, a writer of speeches: see logog-

raphy.] 1. Pertaining to written words ; con-
sisting of characters or signs each of which
singly represents a complete word.

English is, like Chinese, not alphabetic in its dress, but
logographic; and there is no man living, in England or
America, who has learned or can learn to read it : that is,

to pronounce anything and everything written in it.

T. Hill, True Order of Studies, p. 106.

3. Pertaining to logography. <

logographical (log-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< logo-

graphic + -al.] Same as logographic.



logographically

logographically (log-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In a
logographic maimer ; ^oy means of logography.
Tbe Times is usually dated iroTH the 1st of Jannaiy

1788, but was really commenced on the 18th January
1785, under the title of The London Daily UniTersal Beg-'
later, printed logograpMeaUy. Eneyc. Brit., XYH, 417.

logography (lo-gog'ra-fi), n. [=F. logographie,
< Gr. Aoyoypa^ia, a writmg of speeches, prose
or historical writing, < /-oyoypd^of, a writer of
speeches, a historian or prose-writer, later a
secretary or accountant, < /Wyof, a speech, +
ypi^iv, write.] 1. A method of printing in
which short words of freqnent occurrence,
roots, prefixes, sufBxes, etc., are oast on sin-

gle types, called logotypes, it was this system (then
patented) that was originally used (from 1785) in print-
ing the newspaper which afterward became the London
"Times." Logography was soon abandoned, but there
have been attempts to revive it.

2. A method of reporting speeches word for
word without the use of stenography, tried in
the French National Assemhly for two years,
1790 —92. It required the employment of twelve or four-
teen reporters, each in succession taking down a few words
on paper so marked as to show the proper sequence. It
was abandoned as cumbrous and liable to great error.

logogripll (log'o-grif), n. [Also logogriphe, and
erroneously tog'ogryph; =P. logogriphe= Sp. It.

logogrifo = Pg. logogripko, < Gr. Myo^, word, +
ypi^, a fishmg-hasket, a riddle.] A riddle;
specifically, a riddle formed by the arhitrary or
confused TningliTig of parts or elements, which
have to he recombined in proper order for the
answer.
The charade is of recent birth, and1 cannot discover the

origin of this species of logogriphes,
I. D'ltraM, Curios, of Lit., L 389.

logomachist (lo-gom'a-Mst), n. [< logomachy
+ -isi.] One vmo contends about words, or
who uses words merely as weapons or instru-
ments of contention.
Nor . . . was Protagoras a shallow 2fl^oinacAw£,a&Bertuig

tlie difficulties of human knowledge without a profound
Investigation. J. Ovien, Evenings with Skeptics, 1. 157.

logomachy (lo-gom'a-ki), n. [= P. logomaehie
= Sp. logomdguia =lt. logomachia, < LGr. Xcyyo-

jiaxia, war about words, < h}yo/mx<K, a fighter
about words, < Gr. Uyoc, word (see Logos), +
fidxsaOcu, fight, /taxv, a fight.] 1. Contention in
words merely, or a contention about words ; a
war of words.
What terrible battles yclep'd logonuicJaes have they oc-

casioned and perpetuated with somuch gall and ink-shed.
Sterne^ Tristram Shandy, IL 2.

2. A game played with cards each bearing one
letter, with wMch words are formed.
logomania (log-6-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. U-
yoQ, word (see Logos), -i- /lavta, madness: see
mania.'] Aphasia in its most general sense.

logometer^ (lo-gom'e-t6r), n. [NL., < Gr. Myog,
ratio, proportion (see Logos), + fiirpov, mea-
sure: see meter2.] 1. A logarithmic scale. The
natural numbers, generallyfrom onepowerof 10 to another,
are laid down at distances alongthe scale from a fixed point
proportional to their logarithms. In Palmer's computing
scale, made about 1845, there was a circle turning in its

plane in a fixed circle, and the limbs of both were di-

vided logarithmically, the numbers from 100 to 1000 occu-
pying the circumference. It was a very useful instrument.
Nystrom's calculator had curves engraved upon a metallic
disk, and an arm with graduations on its edge turned about
the center of the disk. The " magic square" sold in New
York about 1883 was a square divided into square com-
partments, and was equivalent to a long scale cut up into
many equal pieces placed side by side ; and the measure-
ment was made by the two edges of a square card or bit of
paper. It was cheap and nsefuL

2. A scale formeasuring chemical equivalents.

logometer^ (log-om'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < log^ +
<S. /<fTp<w, measure: see raefer^.] A patent log
for ships.

logometric (log-6-met'rik), a. [As logometer^
+ -ic; ot. metric. ] Of or pertaining to a logom-
eter used in ascertainingor measuring chemical
equivalents : as, a logometric scale.

logometrical (log-o-met'ri-kal), a. [< logomet-

ric + -al.] Same as logometric.

Logos (log'os), n. [< L. logos, < Gr. T^og, that
which is said or spoken, a word, saying, speech,

also thepower of the mind manifestedin speech,
reason, account, reference, analogy, proportion,
ratio, condition, etc., in N. T. 6 \6yog, the Bea-
son or Word (as a person) (see def.), < Tieyeiv,

speak, say, tell, = L. legere, read: see legend, lec-

ture. Hence topjc,etc.] 1. In iZieoZ., the Divine
Word; the transcendent Divine Keason as ex-
pressed in a distinct personality ; the Second
Person in the Trinity, both before and after the
incarnation: so called as expressing God both to
God himself and to his creatures, as language ex-
pressesreason and as reason is expressedbylan-
guage. The word Logos (A070?) is used by Plato of rea-

son as a manifestation of or emanation from the Supreme
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Being. Philo Judsus, using ideas and language partly Pla-
tonic and partly scriptural, derived especially from the Sa-

piential books, developed these in a form that suggests the
Christian doctrine of the Logos. St. John, especially in the
first chapter of his Gospel, first distinctly gives the Chris-

tian doctrine, assigning distinct personality to the Logos.
Some early Christian writers distinguish between the Lo-
gos as immanent (Adyo? sviiaJO^ros), or the Divine Keason
still remaining in the bosom of the Father, and the Logos
as uttered (Ao-yo? n-po^optiedg), or the Word sent forth to the
world.

2. In the philosophy of HeracUtus and the Sto-

ics, the rational principle that governs and de-

velops the universe.

Taken broadly, the doctrine of the Logos maybe said to

have run in two parallel courses— the one philosophical,

the other theological; the one the development of the Lo-
gos as reason, the other the development of the Logos as

word ; the one Hellenic, the other Hebrew.
Encye. Brit., XIV. 803.

Spermatic logos, in the Stoic phUos., a principle of gen-
eration resident in matter.

logothete (log'o-thet), n. [< MGr. ^oBcttis,

one who audits accounts, < Gr. Pi&yog, account
(see Logos), + BetSq, verbal adj. of riBhiac, put

:

see thesis.'] 1. Properly,an accountant ; hence,
an ofSoer of the Byzantine empire, who might
be (a) the public treasurer, (6) the head of any.

administrative department, or (c) the chancel-
lor of the empire.— 2. In the Gr. Ch., the chan-
cellor or keeper of the patriarchal seal of the
Patriarch of Constantinople.

logotype (log'o-lip), n. [< Gr. ^yog, word (see

Logos), + Tvirog, an Impression: see type.] A
type on which are cast the letters of a word or
syllable ; a single type used in place of several

types. See logography, 1.

log-perch (log'pferch), n. A pereoid fish, Per-
cina caprodes, the largest of the fresh-water
fishes known in the United States as darters
(Etheostomirue). it attains a length of from 6 to 8
inches, and is common in the Great L£dces and southwest-
em streams. Also railed hagjuh, hog-moUy, and rockfish.

log-reel (log'rel), n. Naut., a reel on which the
log-line is wound. See log^.

logroll (log'rol), V. i. [< log-roll-er, log-roll4ng.]

To engage in log-rolling in the political sense.

In the Greek epic, the gods are partisans, they hold
caucuses, they lobby and log-rdQ for their candidates.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 98.

log-roller (log'r6^6r), n. 1. In a sawmill, a
steam-power machine for loading logs upon the
saw-carriage.— 2. One of a number of poli-
ticians in a legislative body, united by an agree-
ment, implied or expressed, to further each the
other's schemes in consideration of a return in
kind; a person habitually addicted to political
log-rolling. [U. S.]

log-rolling (log 'rolling), n. 1. A joining of
forces for the purpose of handling logs : (a) For
rolling the logs into heaps for burning after the trees have
been felled to clear the &nd. Sometimes many neighbors
were invited to assist, and amerrymaking followed. (&)In
lumbering, for rolling logs into a stream, where they are
bound together and floated down to the mills, (c) For col-
lecting logs for building purposes. [U. S. and Canada.]

Other rude pleasures were more truly characteristic of
their [Kentnckiansl local environments—the log-roUing
and the quilting, the social frolic of the harvesting, the
merryparties of flax-pullers, and the com-hnsking at night-
falL Harper's Mag., T.XTTX 554.

Hence— 2. Mutual aid given by persons to one
another in carrying out their several schemes
or gaining their individual ends: used espe-
cially of politicians and legislators. [U. S.]

As will be seen subsequently, I do not think that cor-
ruption, in its grosser forms, is nfe at Washington, When
it appears, it appears chiefly in the milder form of recip-
roc^ jobbing or (as it is called) log^fMi-ng.

J. Bryee, American Commonwealth, 1, 156.

Another general delusion is the belief in log-roUing. The
topiciswell worn and needs fewremarks. Ifhjlog^olliTtg
is meant that reviewers praise people in hopes of being
praised in turn, then the taunt is empty. Few people are
quite so veiy mean or so ignorant of human nature as to
log-roU in that sense. The American, XVH. 350.

log-scale Gog'skal), rt. A table showing the
quantity of lumber one inch thick, board-mea^
sure, obtainable from a round log, the length
and thediameterbeneath the barkbeing given.
E. H. Knight.
log-slate (log'slat), n. Naut., a double slate,
marked and mled on its inner side, like a log-
book, on which the log is first recorded. The
entries are daily copied from the slate into.the log-book.
In the United States navy the slate has been replaced by
a paper book, so as to preserve the original record.

log-turner (log'ter"ner), n. In a sawmUl, a
machine for moving a log sidewise upon the
saw-carriage, it consists of a steam-cylinder with a
long piston-rod, the end of which engages and turns the
logs.

logwood (log'wud), n. [< to^l -I- woodP^: so
calledbecause imported in logs. Cf. bancood. ]
1. A tree, Hcematoxylon Campechianum, found

loin-cloth

in many parts of the West Indies, where it has

been introduced from the adjoining continent,

especially from Honduras, on which account it

has been called Campeachy wood, it belongs to the
natural order Leguminosee, suborder Caetalpiniea. This

Branch with Fruits of Logrwood ^Hamaeexylan CafHpechianum).

a, inflorescence ; 6, flovrer.

tree has a crooked, deformed stem, growing to the height
of from 20 to 40 feet, with crooked, irregular branches
armed witii strong thorns.

2. Thewoodof this tree, it is of a flrm texture and
a red color, whence the name bloodwood, and so heavy as
to sink in water. It ismuch used in dyeing, and its color-

ing matter is derived from a principle called hematoxylin.
Logwood contains, besides, resin, oH, acetic acid, salts of

potash, a little sulphate of lime, sdumina, peroxid of iron,

and manganese. It is employed in calico-printing to give
a black or brown color, and also in the preparation of some
lakes. An extract of logwood is used in medicine as an
astringent.

3. The bluewood, Condalia obovata. [Texas.]
—Bastiaxd logwood, .^<:acuz£er2ma7uz,atreeoiFJamaica.
—Campeachy logwood. SeedeM.—Logwood-black.
See &2a&.-Logwood-blue, a color produced by logwood-
extract on wool mordanted with alum and cream of tar-

yax- It is similar in tone to indigo-blue. The same color
is produced on cotton mordanted with acetate of copper,
but isnow seldom used,on accountof itsfugitive character.

logy (lo'gi), a. [Prob. < D. log, heavy, unwieldy,
slow, stupid, aMn to E. togri. Cf. equiv. loggy.]

Heavy; slow: stupid. Bartlett. [Local, XT. S.]

lohocn (16'hok), n. Same as loch^.

loignet, n. [OP., var. of Ugne, line : see line^.]

AUne, cord, or tether; specifically, ia.falconry,
a strip of leather attached to the foot of a bim
of prey when not secure in its perch.

The loigne It is so longe
Of BialacoQ hertes to lure.

Bam. oftheBote, L 8885.

loimic (loi'mik), a. [Prop. 'Icrniic, < Gr. ?M/uK6g,

pestilential,< Xoi/i^, plague.] Pertaining to the
plague or to pestilential diseases. Thomas.
loimography (loi-mog'ra-fi), n. [Prop. Uemog-
raphy, < Gr. ?x)t/i6g, plague, -I- -ypaipia, < ypa^iv,
write.] A description or lustoiy of the plague
or of pestilential diseases. Dunglison; thomas.
loimology (loi-mol'o-jl), n. [Prop, lamology, <
Gr. Aotfidg, plague, -f- -jioyia, < 2iyew, speak : see
-ology.] The sum of human knowledge con-
cerning the plague or eonceiming plagues or
pestilential (useases. DungUson; Thomas.
loin (loin), n. [Early mod. E. also loyne, Sc.
lungie, lunyie; < ME. loine, < OP. logne, longe,

loin, P. longe, a loin, as of veal, < LL. *lumiea,
tern, (or neut. pi. T) of *lumbeus, adj., < L. lum-
tus (> It. lombo = Sp. lomo = Pg. lomho = P.
lorribes, pi.), loin; perhaps = AS. lenden, etc.,

lorn: see lende^.] The part of an animal which
lies between the lowest of the false ribs on each
side and the upper part of the ilium or haunch-
bone; one of the lateral parts of the lumbar
region: commonly used in the plural (often
figuratively, with reference to thw part of the
body being the seat of the generative faculty
and a symbol of strength), except as the name
of a piece of meat from the lumbar region of
an animal, as a loin of veal.

My little finger shall be tjiicker than my father's loiiu.

. . . My father chastased you with whips, but I win chas-
tise you with scorpions. 1 KL xit 10, 11.

Brave son, derived from honourable loing I

Shale., J. C, ii I. 322.

loin-cloth (loln'kldth), n. A piece of stufl,

skin, or other material worn as clothing about
the loins, or more exactly about the hips.



Loiseleuria

Loiseleuria (loi-se-lu'ri-a), n. [NL. (Desvauz,
1813), named after Loiseleur Deslongohamps, a
French botanist.] A genus of erioaoeous plants
of the tribe Bhodorece, oharaeterized by a oam-
panulate corolla, on which the five stamens are
inserted, and by having the leaves opposite.
There is but one species, L. procum^eng, a small, depreased,
evergreen, shrubby plant, much branched and tufted, bear-
ing a small cluster of white or rose-colored flowers from a
terminal scaly bud. The plant is found on the alpine sum-
mits of Europe and North America, and in the arctic re-
gions. 'It is called aipine or trailing azalea. See azalea, 3.

loiter (loi'ter), V. [< ME. loitren, < OD. D.
leuteren, linger, loiter, trifle ; cf. OD. loteren, de-
lay; LGr. luderen = G. dial, loddern, lottern, be
sluggish; AS. loddere, a beggar, =MLG. ladder
= loel. loddari, a, -worthless fellow; AS. lod/rung,

trifling, nonsense, = OHG. lotar, empty, idle,

MHO-, later, G. loiter, in comp., loose, worthless,
lotter-buie, a, woTthless fellow; perhaps ult. con-
nectedwith toM<i.] I. mtrans. To linger; beun-
duly slow in moving; delay; be dilatory; spend
time idly.

Where have you been these two days Imt&ringf
Shale., T. G. of v., IV. i. 48.

=Syn. To lag, tarry, saunter, dilly-dally.

H. trans. To consume or waste, as time,
idly or carelessly; used with away: as, he loi-

tered away most of his leisure.

loiterer (loi't6r-6r), n. One who loiters; an
idler.

Ye lords, I say, that live like loiterera, look well to your
office. LtMmer, Sermon of the Plough.

loitering (loi't6r-ing), i). a. 1. Delaying; idle.
— 2t. Causing delay; inducing idleness.

Let it [a set form of prayer] be granted to some people
while they are babes in Christian guifts, were it not bet-
ter to take it away soone after, as we do loitering books
and interlineary translations from children?

Milton, Apology tor Smectymnuus.

loiteringly (loi't6r-ing-li), ad^. In a loitering
manner ; as a loiterer.

loitersackt, n. A lazy loitering fellow.

If the loitersaoke be gone springing into a taveme, lie
fetch him reeling out.

Lyly, Mother Eombie. {Halllwdl.)

lokt. M- A Middle English form of loclei-.

lokcnesterf , n. An obsolete form of lockchester.

lokdoret, n. [ME. : see lockchester and lugdore.'\

A certain worm.
loke^ (16k), n. [< ME. ^loTce, < AS. loca, a bar,

bolt, an inclosure: see locV^, ».] 1. A wicket;
hatch.— 2. A close narrow lane ; a cul-de-sac.
— 3. A private road or path. [Prov. Eng. in
all uses.]

lokeH, lokent. Middle English forms of the
past participle of locW-.

loke^, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of lock^.

loke^t, V. A Middle English form of looW-.

loke^t, »• [ME., also loh, lake, lak, lac, < AS. lac,

sport, play, contest, also a gift, sacrifice : see

lake% n.'] 1. Play; sport: same as tefce^, 1.

—

2. A gift ; an ofEering.

lokeway (16k' wa), n. Same as loke^, 2.

My house is bounded on the north by a lokeway leading

from to . N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 191.

Loligidse (lo-lij'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < LoUgo +
-idcB.'] Same as LoUginidce.

Loliginei (lol-i-jin'e-i), n. pi.

LoUginidce.

Loliginidse (lol-i-jin'i-de), n. pi. [< LoUgo {LoU-

gin^ + -idee.'} A family of deoa-
cerous eephalopods^ typified by
the genus LoUgo, with eyes cov-

ered by a transparent extension
of the cephalic integument and
lidless, arms of the fourth pair

hectocotylized, and an internal

corneous gladius. in these squids

or calamaries the body is conical, taper-

ing behind; the flns are large, sometimes
extending the whole length of the body

;

the tentacular arms have tour rows of

suckers toward the end, the others two

;

and the cuttle is slim and flattened. The
Uviug genera are Loligo, Loliolw, Loli-

gunmda, and Sepioteuthis. See calamary
and squid.

Loliginoidea (16-lij-i-noi'de-a),

n. pi. [NL., < LoUgo (Loligin-)

+ -oidea.} A superfamily of de-

cacerous cephalopoda, with lid-

less eyes covered by a transpa-
rent extension of the skin of the head, an in-

ternal corneous gladius, and arms of the fourth

pair hectocotylized.

Loligo (16-U'go), n. [NL., < L. loligo, a cuttle-

fish.] The typical genus of the family LoUgin-

idce. L. vulgaris is the common European squid.

L. pealei, L. galei, and L. brevis are American

species.
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loligopsid (lol-i-gop'sid), n. A squid of the They were also called Bible men, from their reverence for

family LoUgopsidce ^^^ Bible. They differed on some points both among them-

LoliffnriBiiliP Hnl 1 (TnT^'o^ fla^ m *,7 tkt / selves and from Wyclif, but in the main condemned the

ziiv.^ • ^ llol-1-gop si-de), n. pi. [JNL., < use of images in churches, pilgrimages to the tombs of
J^ongopszs + -JCte.J A family of decaoerous •saints, the temporal lordship ol the clergy, the hierarchi-
cephalopods of slender form, with small head, eal organization, papal^ authority, religious orders^ eccle-

large fins, non-retraotUe tentacles, suckers twO'
rowed, and siphon without valves. The lead
ing genera are LoUgopsis, Leachia, Pyrgopsis,
Taonius, and Cranehia. Also called Taomidce
and CrancMidcB.

Loligopsinse (loy'i-gop-si'ne), w. pi. [NL., <
LoUgopsis + -inm.} The LoUgopsidce as a sub-
family of Teuthidce.

Loligopsis (lol-i-gop'sis), n. [NL., < Loligo +
Gr. &ipii, look, appearance.] The typical ge-
nus of LoUgopsidce.
loliont (16'li-pn), n. [< L. lolium, darnel: see
Lolium.'] A plant of the genus Lolium
tares

Squid
{LoligopeaUi).

siastical decorations, the ceremony of the mass, the doc-
trine of transubstantiation, waging of wars, and capital
punishment. Some of them engaged in seditious proceed-
ings, and they were severely persecuted for more than a
hundred years, especially after the adoption of a special
statute ("De hseretico oomburendo") against them in 1401.
Lollards were very numerous at the close of the fourteenth
centuiy, and perhaps formed later part of the Lancastrian
party in the Wars of the Boses.

loUard^ (lol'ard), n. [< loll + -ard, after Lol-
lard^ and loiter.} One who lolls ; an idler.

A Idllard indeed over his elbow-cushion m almost the
seventh part of forty or fifty years teaches them scarce
the Principles of Keligion. Milton, Touching Hirelings.

darnel; Lollardisia(lorar-dizm), m. l< Lollard^- + -ism.}
Same as Lollard

They had no pleasure to hear the Scribes and the Phar- Lollardist (lol ar-dist), a. [< Lollard^ + -tst.}

isees ; they stank in their nose ; their doctrine was unsa- Pertaining to or characteristic of the Lollards,
vory ; it was of lolions, of decimations of aniseed, and or of their principles and doctrines,
cummin, and such gear. iaiimer. Works, I. 200. , j o ,• t, c mi. t i- ^ „ ,. , j

, ' Lord Salisbury, Sir Thomas Latimer of Braybrooke, and
Lolium (16' li-um), «. [NL. (Linnseus, 1737), several others had chaplains who were LoJiardisJ preach-

< L. lolitm, darnel, cockle, tares.] A genus of «= ^^^'^ ^^- -^^V- ^U-

grasses of the tribe -ffortieece and subtribe Triti- LoUardryf (lol'ard-ri), n. [< ME. lollardrie; <
cece. It is characterized by the many-flowered spikelets, Lollard^ + -r^.] Same as Lollardy.
which are in two ranks, alternate sessile, and with their
edges facing the axis of the spike. More than 20 species
have been euumerated, but they may be reduced to 6 ; they
are native in Europe, the northern part of Africa, and tem-
perate Asia, but they have been introduced in many other
places. L. perenne, the ray- or rye-grass, is a good pasture-
or meadow-grass. The best variety is called Italian rye-
gratis. L. temidentuTn^ the darnel, or bearded darnel, has
been supposed to have noxious properties, to which the
name tmttdentum, drunken, alludes. See darnel.

loll (lol), V. [< ME. loUen, lounge, limp about,
rest, also flap, wag, < MD. lollen, sit over the
fire. AMn to lull: see hill.} I. intrans. 1. To
lie or lean at ease ; recline or lean idly, or in a
careless or languid attitude.

He that loUeth is lame other his leg out of loynte.
Piers Plowman (C), x. 215.

Folding our hands within our arms, we both loUed upon
the counter. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 55.

Fortune is . . . seen ... as often trundling a wheel-
barrow as lolling in a coach and six.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixx.

Rupert gave her a glance most bewitchingly tender,
Loll'd back in his chair, put his toes on the fender.

JBarham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 38.

2. To hang loose and extended, as the tongue
protruded from the mouth of a dog or a cow.

His ohyn with a chol [jowl] loUede.

Piers Plowman's Orede (E. B. T. S.), L 224.

The triple porter of the Stygian seat
With lolling tongue lay fawning at thy feet.

Dryden.
The dreary black sea-weed loUs and wags.

I shall do my entier payne and diligence to put awey,
cesse, and destruye, all manor heresies and errours, clepid
openly loUa/rdries, within my bailly.

English OUds (B. E. T. 8.), p. 417.

Lollardy (lol'ar-di), n. [< ME. LoUardie; < Lol-
lard^ + -y^.} " The principles or doctrines of
the Lollards.

Causeth for to bringe
This new secte of lollardie.

Gower, Conf. Amant., ProL

Lollardy was smouldering in secret ; the heavy burdens
of the nation were wearily home.

Stuibs, Const. Hist., § 335.

loUer (lol'6r), n. [< ME. loUer, lollere; < loll +
-eri.] 1. One who lolls; an idler; a vagabond;
a loafer.

For alle that han here hele and here eyen syghte.
And lymes to laborye with, and lolleres lyf Tsen,
Lyuen a-gens godes lawe. Piers Plowman (C), x. 103.

One of the fashionable lollers by profession.
Miss Mdgeworth, Griselda, xl. (Vavies.)

2t. A Lollard. See Lollard^, etymology and
definition.

"I smelle a loller in the wynd," quod he.
Chaucer, Frol. to Shipman's Tale^ 1. 12.

lolling (lol'ing),j). a.

or lying at ease.

It is their common vse to shaue or els to sheare
Their heads, for none in all the land long lolling locks

doth weare. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 387.

Hanging down; leaning

lollingite, n. See loelUngite.
Lowell, Appledore. JoUmgly (lol'ing-li), adv. In a lolling manner.

II. trans. 1. To hang up or out; allow to she [Doorga] has four arms, with one of which she car-

hang out, as the tongue. ries the skull of a giant ; her tongue protrudes, and hangs

Hit hath ytake fro Tybome twenty stronge theeues

;

'""'"^'i' *''°°' '•>« ""'"*''• -»™*'^' CivUization, 1. a
Ther lewede theeues ben loUid vp loke how thel been loUipOp, n. See loUypop.

sauede! Piers Plowrmm (C), xv. 131. loUock (lol'ok), m. [Ct.lolly^.} A lump or large
Fierce tigers couched around, and lolled their fawning piece. [Prov. Eng.]

*°°sues. Diyden.
j^j^^p (lol'gp), V. i. [< loll, with term, appar.

P. P. Carpenter.

[NL.] Same as

2 [North. Eng.]To fondle ; dandle,

He loU'd her in his arms.
He lull'd her on his breast.

North Country Ballads.

3. To box (one's ears).

utter unctuously.

The sun-shine of the Word, this he extoU'd;
The sun-shine of the Word, still this he lold.

Cotgrave, Wits Interpreter (1671), p. 288. (Nares.)

{Battiwett.)

[Prov. Eng.]—4t. To

as in dollop, wallop.} To loU or lounge idly;
move heavily or be tossed about. [CoUoq.,
Eng.]

Il^ext in loUop'd Sandwich, with negligent grace.
For the sake of a lounge, not for love of a place.

Sir C. H. Williams, Placebook for the Year 1745.

For four long hours, therefore, we lolloped about in the
trough of a heavy sea, the sails flapping as the vessel
rolled. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. L

lollt (lol), »• [,<loU,v.} It. One who lounges loUopy (lol'op-i), o. l< lollop + -yK} Given to

and lolls about ; a loafer. lounging or lolling. [CoUoq., Eng.]

Then let a knaue be known to be a knaue, . . . loU-pOOp (lol'pop), ». A lazy lounging fellow.

A lobbe a loute, a heavy loU a logge. [Prov. Eng.]
Breton, Pasquil's Madcappe, p. 10. (Dames.) loUpoopt (lol'p6p), V. i. [< loll-poop, n.} To loll

2. A pet; a spoiled child; a child that is much or lounge; act lazily,

fondled. [Prov. Eng.] And now to view the loggerhead,

Lollard^ (lol'ard), n. [< MB. Lollard (ML. Cudgell'd and lolpooping in bed.

Lollardus), < MS). Lollaerd, one who mumbles Borers Bias Burlescpi'dO.n'i). (Nares.)

prayers and hymns, whence a name applied to loUy^ (lol'i)i » [A dial, word of various trivial

a semi-monastic sect in Brabant (see del), this applications, esp. in comp., as in lollybanger,

name being subsequently transferred in Eng- loUypop, loblolly, etc.]. 1. A lump or lumpish
lish to the followers of Wyolif ; with suffix -aerd mixture : a sense indicated by the compounds
(E. -ar(i), < ioKcB, sing softly, hum: see lull. In lollybanger, loUypop, loblolly, and the variant

form and sense it seems to have been confused lollock.— 2. Soft ice ground up by the rubbing

in ME. with loller, an idler, a vagabond: see of floes together.

loller.} 1. One of a semi-monastic society for loUy^ (Ipl'i), »•; pl- lolUes (-iz). [Cf. lolly''^.}

the care of the sick and the burial of the dead, A titmouse: as,, the blaek-eapped lolly, Pans
which originated at Antwerp about 1300. Also major. [Local, Eng.]

called CeZZJfe.— 2. One of the English followers lollybanger (lol'i-bang-er), n. Very thick

ofWyclif,adherentsofawide-spreadmovement, gingerbread enriched with raisins. HaUiwell.

partly political and socialistic, and in some re- [Prov. Eng.]

spects anticipating Protestantism and Puritan- loUypop, lolllpop (lol'i-pop), n. [< lolly^ +
ism in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, pop?} 1. A coarse sweetmeat, made of sugar
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and treacle, usually with the addition of butter
and flour; taffy. [Eng.]

Paulas Diaconns, who was a Lombard by birth, derives
their Dame of Langohardifrom their long beards ; bnt mod-
em critics reject this etymology, and suppose the name to

The pallid countenance . . . indicated too surely th^ have reference to their dwelling on the banks of the Elbe,

irreclaimable and hopeless votary of loUypop—the opium- innsmnt^h m RorA? RimiifleA in T^w German a fertile nlaic

eater of school-boys. '
i>igra«2i,'Coningsby, ix.

I would . . . never give those children loUypop, nor
pegtop, . . . nor the theatre characters, nor the paint-box
to illuminate the same. Thackeray, Lovel the Widower, i.

2. pi. Sweets; bonbons; candies. [Eng.]

*'Hard-bake," ''almond toffy," "halfpenny liMipt^"
"blaclt balls," the cheaper "bulls' eyes," and "squibs"
are all made of treacle.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 216.

Perambulating venders of loUypopg and drinks jostled
against each other, while gypsies were wending their way
in and out telling fortunes.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 163.

loma (16'ma), n.
;
pi. lomata (-ma-ta). [NL., <

LGr. Xaim, Item, fringe.] In orniih., a lobe, flap,

margin, or fringe bordering the toe of a bird.
This membranous bordering may be continuous, consti-
tuting the lomu continuum, or lobed or scalloped, the loma
lobatum^ A toe furnished with lomata is called cZ^itt<«Zo-

nuUiniis.

Lomandra (lo-man'dra), n. [Nil. (Labillar-
diSre, 1804), so called "in allusion to the mar-
gins of the circular anthers ; < LGr. ?ii)/m, hem,
fringe, + Gr. av^p {avdp-}, a male (mod. bot.
a stamen).] A genus of monocotyledonous
plants of the natural order Liliaceee, the type of
the tribe Lomandrece, it is characterized by a very
short or creeping rootstock, leafy stems, often branched,
and dioecious flowers in paniculate heads or dense spikes,
the pistillate with a three-celled ovary containing three
ovules. There are 29 species, growing in Australia, one
of which has been reported from I^ew Caledonia; aU are

inasmuch as B&rde Bignifles in Low German a fertile plain

on the bank of a river, and there is still a district in Mag-
deburg called the lan^e Borde. Smith's Class. Viet.

n. a. Of or pertaining to Lombardy or the
Lombards.

And stem and sad (so rare the smiles

Of sunlight) look'd the Lombard piles.

Tennyson, The Daisy.

Lombard as applied to any art is an absolute misnomer,
if supposed to be derived from the barbarous tribes who
crosSd the Alps under Albonius, . . . since they, like the
Goths, were ignorantand unlettered. Itwaa not because
the new style of architecture, which sprang up in Italy

during their dominion, originated with them, that the
name of Lombard was applied to the manner of building
then prevalent, but because the greater part of the south-

ern as well as the northern Italian provinces were compre-
hended under the name of Lombardy.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. x.

Lombard arcMtectore, the local form which the Eo-
manesque style of architecture assumed in the north of

Italy, characteristic of the buildings erected from the end
of the sixth to the beginning of the thirteenth century,
and constituting a connecting-link between the Roman
architecture of Italyandthemedievalstylesofmore north-
em countries. The style was molded particularly by Byz-*

antine influences, but was not unmodified by the north-
era intellectual element brought in by the Lombardic
conquerors. A feature of the early Lombard architecture
is the artistic development of the vault, that constructive
member which was destined to become the formative
principle of medieval styles in generaL In Lombard
monuments, pillars consisting of several shafts arranged
round a central mass, and buttresses of small projection,

appear to have been employed very early. The use of the
dome to surmount the junction of the choir, nave, and
transepts is frequent.

rush-like herbs, with rigid linear leaves and small flowers. Lombard^ (lom'bard, formerly lum'bard), n.
The genua hasjong been known by the name Xerotcs

j-gg^jiy^^^ g ^jg^ Zumiard (> IvmberS, q. v.);
given to it by Robert Brown In 1810, which has to give
way under the role of priority.

Lomandreae(lo-man'drf-e), «.j)Z. [NL. (LabU-
lardifere, 1804), < Lomandra + -eae.'] A tribe
of monocotyledonous plants of the order Lilia-

ceee. It is characterized by having the segments of the
perianth glume-like or membranous, or the inner set small
and petaloid, and versatile anthers attached at the back.
The tribe includes 4 genera, ofwhichLomandra is the l^e,
and 43 species, all but one confined to Australia. This
group has been generally placed in the natural order Jun-
caceas, as allied to the rushes, but the latest revisions in-

dicate a closer ailinity with the lily family.

Lomaria (lo-ma'ri-a), n. [NL. (WUldenow,
1809), < L(Jr. '/Miw., £em, fringe, + -aria.'] A
genus of polypodiaceous ferns, having the son
linear in a continuous band next the midrib of
the pinnaB in the fertile frond, the indusium
formed of the revolute margin of the frond, and
the fronds dimorphous. About 45 species are known,
mostly natives of the south temperate zone. L. Spicans,
the hard-fern, is the only Korth American species. See
hard-fem.

lomarioid (lo-ma'ii-oid), a. [< Lomaria+ -oid.]

PertaiEiing to or resembling the genus Lomaria.
lomastome (lo'ma-stdm), n. and a. [< LGr.
}Mfui, hem, fringe, + a-o/ia, mouth.] I. n. In
conch., a member of any one of several differ-

ent groups of SelUndw, as Helix carascalensis,

H. metaformis, etc., having the peristome re-

flected.

H. a. Having a reflected lip or border of the
peristome, as a snail.

lomata, n. Plural of loma.

lomatine (lo'ma-tin), a. [< LGr. TiiJim, hem,
fringe: see toroa.] Margined, fringed, or lo-

bate, as the toes of a bird. See lorrta. Coues.

Lombard^ (lom'bard, formerlylum'bard), n. and
a. [Early mod. B. also Lumbard; <"ME. Lom-
bard, Lurnhard,<.OY. Lombard, Lombart,'P.Lom^

< MB. Ivmbard = OD. lombaerd, a broker, lom-
baerde, a broker's shop,< OF. lombard, a broker,
lombarde, a broker's shop : so called from the
numerous Lombards or Italians inEnglandwho
were engagedinmoney-lending: see Lombard^,
at. lumber^.'] If. A banker or money-broker or

-lender. The Lombards were the original occupants of

Lombard Street, now the financial center of London, the
name of which is used to signify in general the London
money-market. The bankers of London who were Lom-
bards or Italians by race continued to be recruited by
inunigration till the time of Queen Elizabeth, when most
of them returned to Italy.

This marchant, which that was ful war and wys,
Creanced hath and payd eek in Parys
To certein Lunibardes redy in hir bond
The sonune of gold, and hadde of hem his bond.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, L 367.

At an early period the leadership of the Lormbards was
for a while assumed by the Ckirsmi, a noble family of
Florence. P. Martin, Hist, of Lloyd's, p. 2L

2t. \J>. c] A bank for loans; a broker's shop;
a pawnbroker's shop. See lumber^.

A Lombard unto this day signifying a bank for usury
or pawns. PvUer, Ch. Hist., TIT, v. 10. {Davies.)

The royal treasure he exhausts in pride and riot; the
jewels of the Crown are in the Lumbard.

E. Pannant, Hist. Edw. XL, p. 27.

This suitwas made up for a noble lord on thelast birth-
day, and conveyed thither (to a lombard) the very next
morning after it had appeared at court.

The Connoisseur, No. 117.

Hence—3. [I. c] A public institution for
lending money to the poor at amoderate inter-

est on articles deposited and pledged ; a mont-
de-pi6t4—Lombard Street to a cbina orange,very
long odds, as in a wager.

" It is Lombard-Street to a China Orange" quoth Uncle
Jack. "Are the odds in favour of fame against failnre
really so great?" . . . answered my father.

Bvlwer, Caxtons, iv. 3.

Lotnent.—The Fruits tXDesnuidium
canezcenj.

bard = Sp. Pg. It. Lombards (ML. Lombardus, lombard*!, n. [ML. Ivmibardus, prob. so called

after Kom.), aLombard (in OP. and ME. usually

a Lombard or any Italian trading in France or

England), < L. Longobardus, Langobardus, usu-

ally in pi. Longobardi, Langobardi,Gv. Xayyd^ap-
6ot, Aayyi^apdot, Aoyylliapooc, a people of north-

with reference to Lombardy (see Lonibard^).
It could be a "corruption" of bombard only by
misprint.] Milit., a cannon of heavy caliber in
the later middle ages and in the sixteenth cen-
tury: probably derived from northern Italy.

em Germany west of the Elbe, who are men- Lombaxdeert (lom-bar-der'), n. l<Lombara^ +
tioned by Tacitus, andwho in later times estab-

lished themselves in the northern part of Italy,

called thence Lombardy ; appar. 'Long-beards'
(AS. Langbeardas, leeL Langbardhar), < OTent.
(OHG.) lang, = E. long, + bart = E. beard.

Some take the second elementtobe MHG. barte.

-eer.] A Lombard or broker.
They are tolerated for advantage of Commerce^ wherein

the Jews are wonderful dexterous, tho' most of them be
only Brokers and Lombardeers. HoweU, Letters, I. i. 3a

lombard-booset (lom'bard-hous), «. Same as
lombard^, 3.

an ax (the same as the second element of hal- LombardlC (lom-^i^T'dSk), a. and n. [= P,

berd, q. v.). See also quot. from Smith's Class.

Diet. Henee Lonibard'^.1 1. n. A. native or
an inhabitant of Lombardy in Italy; more
specifically, a member of the Germanic tribe

(Longobards) who about A. D. 568, under Al-
boin, conquered the part of northern Italy still

called Lombardy, and founded the kingdom of

that name, which was afterward extended over

a much larger territory, and was finally over-

thrown by Charlemagne in 774.

Lomhardique = Sp. Lombdrdico = Pg. It. Lom-
bardico, < ML. Lombardicus, < Lombardus, Lom-
bard: see LombarS^.'] I. a. Pertaining to or
characteristic ofLombardy or of the Lombards;
in art, of or pertaining to the school of Lom-
bardy.
Corr^gio, unitiDg the sensual element of the Greek

schools with their ^ooni,and their light with their beau-
ty, and all these with the Lombardic colour, became . . .

the captain of the painter's vrt as such.
Bialan, Lectures on Art

Lomvia
Lombardic architecture. See Lombard architecture,

under Lombard^, a.—Lombardic school, in painting,

the school including the kindred styles of the cities of

Lombardy, and chiefly of Milan, during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. The manner of the Lombard paint-

ers was, in general, somewhat cold ; but they displayed
great facility and much fertility and grace. The greatest
names of the school are those of Andrea Mantegna (1431-

1506), early established at Mantua, and Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519X the universal genius; while Bernardino Luinl
(about 1465-1640), the delightful artist and follower of Leo-
nardo, must notbe forgotten. Thefamous Correggio (1494-
1534) of Parma had not so wide a reputation during liis life-

time, and may be regarded in some respects as an isolated

genius.—Lombardic script. See n.

n. n. A particular type of writing derived
from the Eoman cursive, and retaimng many
of the features ofthe oldermajusenle and uncial.
It is cliaracteristic of the greater number of Italian manu-
scripts dating from the seventh to the thirteenth century,

Lombardy poplar. Bee poplar.

lome^t, n. An obsolete form of loom^. Palsgrave.

lome^t (16m), adv. [ME., < AS. gelome= OHG.
gilomo, often. Cf. loorn^.'] Frequently.

For in here liknesse onre lorde lome hath be knowe

;

Witnesse in the Paske-woke when he zeode to Emaus.
Piers Plovrman {fui, xiiL 121.

loment (16'ment), n. [ME. loment, < L. lomen-

tum, a mixture of bean-meal and rice used as a
cosmetic, also a blue color (NL. a loment), < la-

vare, pp. lautus, lotus, wash: see tore^.] l-f. A
mash or mixture.

The wynes biowne eschaungeth into white
Yf that me putte in it lomente of bene.

Paliadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. a), p. 200.

2. In bot, a legume which at maturity breaks
up by trans-
verse articula-

tions into one-
seeded indehis*

centjoints. See
legume, 2.

lomenta, n. Plural of lomentum.

Lomentaceae (lo-men-ta'sf-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lin-

naeus, 1792), fem. pi. ot'lomentaeeus : see lo-

mentaeeous.'j A former suborder of Crucifera,

the siliqua of which resembles a lomentum in

having each seed divided from its neighbor by
a transverse dissepiment. The radish iRaphanus)
and the sea-rocket(CimZe)belong to this suborder, and now
typify the two tribes, Baphaneaand CakUineiS, r^ective-
ly, which modem authors adopt in its place.

lomentaceous (16 -men -ta' shins), a. [< NL.
lomentaceus, resembling a loment, < lomentum,
a loment: see loment.'] Besembling or being
a loment; bearing loments; belonging to the
Lomentacew.
Lomentaria (16-men-ta'ri-^), n. [NL. (Lyng-
bye, 1819), < lomentum, a legume (with eonsmet-
ed joints), + -aria.] A small genus of red sea-

weeds, typical of the tribe Lomentariece, having
filamentous, branching, hollow frondswith con-
stricted joints formed of one or more layers of
roundish-angular cells, with a few longitudinal
filaments in the center, tripartite tetraspores,
and external sessile cystoearps.

Lomentariaceae (16-men-ta-ri-a'se-e), n.pl.
[NL. (Payer, 1850),< Lomentaria+ -deece.] T3ie
same, or nearly ttie same, as Lomentariece.

Lomentarieae (16'men-ta-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Agardh, 1851), < Lomentaria + -ece.] A tribe
of red seaweeds, placed by Farlow in the sub-
order Ehodymeniece, and typified by the genus
Lomentaria. The boundaries of this tribe, as in nearly
all the Bhodymenieie, are ill-defined, and fnraier study is
necessaiy. The fronds are tubular, and the cystocaips are
provided with a basad placenta.

lomentTUn (16-men'tum), ».; pi. lomenta (-ta).

[NL.: see loment.] Same as loment, 2.

lomeret, v. i. Same as lumber^.

lomi-loini(16'mi-16-mi),n. [Hawaiian 2omi-2onii,

v., redupl. of lomi, mb with the band.] The
massage or shampooing process of the Sand-
wich Islanders.

lomonite (16'mon-It), n. See laumontite.

lompf, n. An obsolete form of lump'^.

lomper (lom'p^r), v. i. [Cf . lump^, lumber^.] 1

.

To idle. [Prov. Eng.]—2. To walk heavily.
[Prov. Eng.] SaltiweU.

lompisht, a. An obsolete form of lumpish.

Lomvia (lom'vi-a), r>. [NL., also LomiBta, from
a Paroese form of loom'^.] 1. A genus of three-
toed web-footed swimming and diving birds of
the auk family, Alcidte; the murres or foolish

rlillemots. There are several species ; the best-lcnown
L. troUe, ofwhich the spectacled guillemot, L. rMngvia,

is a variety. The are or arrie is a thick-billed gnDlemot of
the North Pacific, £. arra. "The corresponding form of the
North Atlantic is Briinnich's guillemot, Ii.iruettnieM. See
Uria.

2. [I. c] A species of the genus Lomvia; a
murre or guillemot.



Ion.

Ion. An abbreviation of longitude.
Lonchaea (loug-ke'a), n. [NL. (Fallen, 1820),
< Gr. Adyxv, a spear-head, spear, ianoe: see
lanceK] The typical genus of Lonchwidm. They
are small, thick, metalllo tiles, with a strongly protruding
ovipositor in the female. The larvte feed under the bark of
the stems and roots of small plants. More than 30 Euro-
pean and 6 North American species are known, L. polita
being one of the latter.

Lonchseidffi (long-ke'i-de), n.pl [NL. (Osten-
Sacken, 1878), < Lonohtea + -idee.'] A family
of Diptera, allied to Ortalidce, chiefly character-
ized by the wing-venation, and containing the
genera Lonchcea and Palloptera.
Loncheres (long-ke'rez), «. [NL., < Gr. T^yx^-
prii, armed with a spear, < UyxV; a spear (see
Za»cel),+ i/ oPi fit: see arml.] A South Amer-
ican genus of hystrieomorphie rodents of the
family OctodonUdm and subfamily Echinomyince,
haying the fur usually mixed with flattened
spines. The spiny rats, L. eHgtcOa and L. pkta, are two
prettily marked species, the former with a snowy crest
and tail-tip.

Lonchitidese (long-ki-tid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <
LonchiUs (LoncMtid-) + -ece.] A section of
ferns proposed by Presl in 1836, typified by the
genus LonchiUs. It is now abandoned, and the
genus is placed in the tribe Pteridece.

LoncMtis (long-ki'tis), n. [NL., < L. loncUtis,
a spear, < Gr. Myxlnc, the tongue-shaped or
lance-shaped stauder-grass, < Myxi, a spear,
lance: see lance^.1 A small genus of poly-
podiaoeous ferns, typifying the section Lon-
chiUdecB of Presl, and closely allied to the ge-
nus Adiantum. The fronds are strong, erect, deltoid,
and tripinnatifld, and the sori are marginal and covered
by an indusium as in Adianimm.
Lonchocarpese (long-ko-kar'pe-e), ».i)i. [NL.,
< Ijonchooarpus + -ew."] A subtribe of legu-
minous plants, typified by the genus Loncho-
earpus, belonging to the tribe Dalbergiece, and
distinguished by the generally opposite leaves
and the transversely or laterally affixed, not
pendulous, seeds. It embraces 9 genera of
tropical trees and shrubs.
Lonchocarpus(long-k6-kar'pus),». [NL. (Hum-
boldt, Bonpland, and feunth, 1823), < Gr. T^yxv,
a spear, lance, + Kapizdg, fruit.] A genus of
leguminous plants of the tribe Dalbergiece, the
type of the subtribe Lonchocarpew. it is distin-

guishedbyhaving thewings adhering to the keel of theflow-
ers, and by the iiat membranaceous or coriaceous pod with
the superior suture transversely nerved but not winged at
the back. The species are about 66 in number, including
trees and shrubs. Most of them are found in tropical
America, afewintropical Africa, and one In Australia. L.
la^folms of the West Indies, etc., is called bitchwood. L.
Blackii, a tall woody climber of Queensland and New South
Wales, is called lancepod. Some species are ornamental.

Lonchoptera (long-kop'te-ra), n. [NL. (Mei-
gen, 1803), < Gr. Myxv, a spear, lance, + irrepdv,

a wing, = E. feaflier.] The typical genus of

Lonchopferidce, They are small delicate flies of yellow-
brown or gray color, characterized by the lanoeolation
and venation of the wings, abounding on stones along
shady watercourses. About 20 European species are
known, two of which are also found in North America.

Lonchopteridse (long-kop-ter'i-de), n.pl. [NL.
(Macquart, 1835), < Zonchoptera + -idee.'} A
family of dichsetous dipterous insects, typified

by the only genus, Zonchoptera, having the

wings acutely pointed and without a median
cross-vein.

Lonchopteris (long-kop'te-ris), n. [NL.
(Brongniart, 1828), < Gr. ?uiyxv, a spear, lance,

+ wrepig, a fern.] A genus of fossil ferns found
in the coal-measures of England and Prance.

t^^
.i?^.$s^

LoHchopteris ntgosa.

It is related to Didyopteris and Alefhoptemis, the pinnules

having a very distinct median nerve and a reticulated lat-

eral venation. It embraces about 30 species, found abun-

dantly in the coal-measures of Europe, and occurrmg in

those of Sydney, Cape Breton, and of China, but raiding

upward to the Upper Cretaceous, and common in theWeal-

den of England and Belgium and in the Cretaceous of

Westphalia. The older Mesozoic (Khetio) beds of Vu:ginia

and North Carolina also contain it.
« , -.i

londt, n. A Middle English form of land^.

Londenoyst, «• [MB.,< OF. (AP.) Zondenois; as

Zondon + -ese, the form Londonese being also

in recent use.] A Londoner; one bom in Lon-

don. Chaucer.

London board. See board.
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London clay. A geological formation of im-
portance in southeastern England, and espe-
cially at and near London, whence the name.
It belongs to the lower division of the Eocene Tertiary,
being separated from the Cretaceous by the Woolwich,
Reading, and Thanet beds. The London clay has a maxi-mum thickness of about 600 feet, and seems to have been
laid down near the mouth of a large estuary of the sea,
into which relics of the vegetation and fauna of the adja-
cent land were swept. The thickness of the clay under
the city of London varieswith the amount of erosion which
has taken place in the scooping out of the valley of .the
Thames. The full thickness of the formation is preserved
under the outliers of the Bagshot sand which occurs in
various places near the city, especially at Hampstead and
Highgate.

Londoner (lun'dun-6r), n. [< ME. Zondonere
(?), < Zondon, < AS. iMnden, also Zundenburh
(burh, > E. borough), Zundenceaster {ceaster, > E.
cliester), Lundenwic (wic, > E. wieh), < L. Zondi-
nium, of Celtic origin.] A native or citizen of
London in Englai^d,

The King by Proclamation calls the Londoners to West-
minster, and there causeth the Bishops of Worcester and
Chichester to declare his Intentions.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 83.

Londonese (lun-dun-es' or -ez'), a. and n. [<
London + -ese. Of. Londenoys. The AS. form
was Lundenisc.'] I, a. Pertaining to London
in England, or to its peculiarities of speech;
cockney.

II. n. English as spoken in London; espe-
cially, cockney speech.

Londonisni(lun'dun-izm), n. [< London + -««»».]

A mode of speaking, acting, or behaving pecu-
liar to London.
Londonize (lun'dun-iz), v.

;
pret. and pp. Lon-

donized, ppr. Londonizing. [< London + -ize.]

1. trans. To invest with some attribute charac-
teristic of London or the people of London.

II. imtrans. To adopt or imitate the manners
or the fashions of Londoners.
London paste. See paste.

London-pride (lun'dun-prid), m. 1. A British
plant, Saxifraga umbrosa, common in cottage-
gardens. Also called none-so-pretty and St.

Patrich's cabbage.— 2. The sweet-william, Di-
anthus barbatus. Also aaUed London-tuft. [Old
or local.]

London purple. See purple.
London-rocket (lun'dun-rok'''et), «. A plant,
Sisymbrium Irio, which grows in waste places
throughout Europe, and was formerly common
in the neighborhood of London, first appearing
just after the great fire of 1666.

London smoke, sprat, white, etc. See smolce,

etc.

London-tuft (lun'dun-tuft), n. Same as Lon-
dorwpride, 2.

lone^ (Ion), a. [By apheresis from alone, as
live^ from alive; lone^ and lioe'^ being used at-

tributively, while the full form, orig. a prep,
phr., is used in the predicate.] 1. Beingunac-
companied; apart from any other; solitary;

lonely; isolated: as, a lone traveler; a lone

house.

Enid, the pilot star of my lone life. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Single in state; living alone; unmated or
unmarried.

A hundred mark is a long one for a poor lotie woman to

bear. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 35.

3. Lonely; secluded; unfrequented. [Bare or

poetical.]

In some lone isle, or distant Northern land.
Pope, E. of the L., iv. 164.

Lone hand, in the game of euchre, one person playing
against all the others, or against bis opponentswithout aid
from his own side.—Lone star. See star.

lone^ (Ion), n. [< ME. lone, a var. of lane: see

lane^.] A lane. Also loan. [Prov. Eng.]

lone^t, n. A Middle English form of loan\

loneliness (lon'li-nes), n. 1. The condition of

being lonely; solitariness; want of society or

human interest : as, the loneliness of a hermit's

cave.
There's nothing left to fancy's guess.

You see that aU is loneliness.

Scott, Marmion, ii., Int

2. The sense of being alone or lonely; dejec-

tion from want of companionship or sympathy

;

forlornness.

Uphold me. Father, in my loneliness.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

A feeling of oppressive loneliness comes over the spirit

as the eye ranges across that voiceless wilderness.
O'Donovan, Merv, xx.

3t. Love of retirement
;
preference for solitude.

Now I see
The mystery of your loneliness,

Shak., All's Well, i. 3. 177.

=Syn. Lonesmneness, Retirement, etc. See solitude.

long

lonely (lon'li), a. [< lone^ + -lyl; strictly, by
apheresis from aZo»e%.] 1. Unfrequented by
men; solitary; desolate: as, a Zoneij/ situation.

So lonely 'twas, that God himself
Scarce seemed there to be.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vii.

2. Lacking association or companionship; sol- ,

itary ; standing apart physically or mentally.
Or let my lamp, at midnight hour.
Be seen in some high lonely tower.

JUUton, II Penseroso, 1. 86.

3. Sad or dejected from want of companion-
ship or sympathy; forsaken; forlorn.

I never saw a more unforgetable face— pale, serious,
lonely. Dr. J. Brown, E-ab and his Friends.

Why should I feel lonely f . . . What sort of space is

that which separates a man from his fellows ?

l^horeau, Walden, p. 144.

Kight thro' his manful breast darted the pang
That makes a man, in the sweet lace of her
Whom he loves most, lonely and miserable.

Tennyson, Geraint.

=Syn. 1. Lone, unfrequented, secluded, dreaiy.— 2. Lone-
some, companionless.

loneness (lon'nes), n. The state of being sin-
gle or alone ; seclusion ; solitariness.

Fresh beauty, let me not be thought uncivil.
Thus to be partner of your loneness.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, L 2.

lonesome (lon'sum), a. [< lone^ + -someJ} 1.

Drearily soUtary; secluded from society; de-
jected from want of company.

I have never felt lonesome, or in the least oppressed by
a sense of solitude, Thoreau, Walden, p. 143.

2. Expressing loneliness or dejection. [Bare.]

Neither shall we content ourselves in lonesome tunes,
and private soliloquies, to whisper out the divine praises.

Barrow, Works, I. viiL

3. Secluded; unfrequented; lonely.

Like one that on a lonesome road
Doth walk in fear and dread.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vi.

In November days,
When vapors rolling down the valleys made
A lonely scene more lonesome.

Wordsworth, Influence of Natural Objects.

lonesomely (lon'sum-li), adv. In a lonesome
manner.
lonesomeness (16n'sum-nes),». The state of be-
ing lonesome, in any sense of that word.=syn.
Loneliness, Seclusion, etc. See solitude.

longi (16ng), a. and n. [So. lang ; < ME. long,

lang, < AS. lang, long = OS. lang, long= OFries.
lang, long=MD. D. lang=MLG. LG. OHG. lang,

MHG. lane, G. lang = Icel. lamgr = Dan. lang
= Sw. l&ng = Goth, laggs, long, = L. longus

(> It. lungo = Pg. longo = Pr. long, lone, Icing
= F. long), long; perhaps = OPers. drdnga,
long, the d being in this case lost, and the r
changed to I, in L., etc. The L. word is not
the source of the Teut., but merely cognate.
From the AS. word are ult. E. long^, along^,

along^, belong, ling''-, linger, length, etc.; from
the L. are ult. E. elongate, longitude, longevity,

oblong, prolong, eloin, eloign, purloin, lunge, etc.]

1. a. 1. Having great linear extent ; not short;
having notable or unusual extent; relatively
much extended or drawn out: as, a long dis-

tance ; long hair ; a long arm.
The walkes . . . are many, whereof some are very lon^,

and of a convenient breadth. Coryat, Crudities, I. 37.

His other parts besides.
Prone on the flood, extended lon^ and large.
Lay floating many a rood. Milton, P. L., L 195.

But she has wrote a limg letter.

And sealed it with her hand.
Catherine JdhmAone (Child's Ballads, IV. 35).

2. Having linear or continuous extent in space

;

measured from end to end ; viewed in the direc-
tion of the greatest distance (that is, the dis-

tance exceeding that of the width, or a line
drawn at right angles to the width).

The measure thereof is longer than the earth, and
broader than the sea. Job xi. 9.

The Curuoucu [a venomous snake], flfteene spannes Umg,
which lieth on a tree to hunt his prey.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 842.

3. Tall: as, long Tom Coffin. [Now only col-
loq. or humorous.]

Off Duke Nestor to deme, doughty in werre,
He was Vmg & large, with lemys full grete.

DeHrwAion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 3806.

4. Having duration or extent in time ; lasting
in continuance : following a term of measure-
ment or reckoning, or used relatively: as, a
discourse an hour long; the longest day of the
year.

It cannot be long before we lie down in darkness, and
have our light in ashes. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

5. Drawn out in duration; having unusual
continuance ; lasting

;
prolonged, as time, suo



long

Bession, etc. : as, long hours of labor; long ill-

ness ; a long line of descendants ; a long note.

When they make a 2o7i^ blast with the ram's horn, . . .

all the people shall shout. Josh. tL 5.

My Lord Chancellor Bacon is lately dead ol a long lan-
guishing weakness. Hmvell, Letters, L ir. 8.

LoTtg health, long youth, long pleasure—and a friend.
Pope, To Mrs. Martha Blount.

Specifically— (o) In pros., greater in duration (technically

called <p«i)it%)than the unitof time.orsoregarded. Along
vowel, or sometimes a vowel in a long syllable, is marked
as such by a straight line above it^ thus, a. In ancient or-

thoepy and prosody a long vowel is regarded as consist-

ing regularly of the sum of two similar short vowels, thus,

a = & + &, and a diphthong is also necessarily long as

the sum of two dissimilar short vowels, thus, au = a -(- ti.

In either case, if either element is already long, the ex-

cess is not counted. See the phrases long by nature and
longbypo8itAon,helow,3.nAlL ip) In Bng.orUioepy, noting
one of the two or more principal pronnnciations of each of

the five true vowels, a, e, i, o, u, exemplified in the words
fate, mete, gUe, note^ nvute, nsually marked for pronuncia-
tion, as in this work, a, e, i, 5, ii : opposed to the short sounds
of the same letters in fat, met, sit, not, nvX, frequently
marked as it, & 1, 0, tl, but left unmarked in this work.
The two sounds of the same letter now called long and
short do not, for the most part, phonetically correspond to
each other ; but short is used specifically to note the more
frequently employed of the shorter sounds of a certain let-

ter, and long, by a similar limitation, for the more nsual
among the longer sounds of the same letter in our estab-
lished orthography.

6. Far-reaehing; far-seeing: as, a long look
ahead.

Thus proving in his bud maturely sage.
And long in Wisdom, e'er in years of age.

J. Beawmovt, Psyche, L 82.

The perennial existence of bodies corporate and fheir
fortunes are things particularly suited to a man who has
long views. Burke.

7. Happening or oceurriiig after a protracted
interval ; much delayed or postponed.

Death will not be long in coming. Ecclus. xiv. 12.

He stopped me, as I made for the staircase, to extort a
promise that I would not be long: nor was I long: in five

minutes I rejoined him. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxv.

8. Seeming prolonged; tedious; wearisome:
as, long hours of waiting.

The weary night was longer yet
Than was the day, and harder to forget
The thoughts that come therewith.

WUUam Morris, Earthly Paradise, TIT, 15L

Along Mt, a long chalk. See the nouns.—A long day,
a far-oS time ; extended postponement ; long suspense or
respite.—A long dozen, one more than a dozen; thirteen.

See ftoterg" dozen, under baker.—A long face, aface wear-

ing an expression of sadness or solemmty : so called from
the drawing down of the facial lines.—A long figure, a
high price ;alarge sum. [Colloq. orslang.]-Alonghead,
a mind characterized by sagacity, foresight, and shrewd-
ness with caution.—A long row to hoe. See hoei.—A.

long tongue, a tongae given to tedious or mischievous
loquacity.

Get you gone, sirrah

;

And what you have seen be secret in ; you are paid else

;

Wo more of your long tongue.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, v. 4.

As broad as long. See broad.—At the long last, in

the end, however far off ; finally.

Human nature, which, at the long last, is always to
blame. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 131.

Before long, before a long time has elapsed; shortly;

soon: as, I shall see him before long.—Common long
meter. See common—Cut and long tailt. See cut,

p. a.—Erelong. Same as b^or^Zon^, but commonly used
of a shorter interval : as, ere long the storm became furious.

-For long, for or during a long time, absolutely or com-
paratively.

For long agone I have forgot to court

;

Besides, the fashion of the time is changed.
Shak., T. G. of T., ilL 1. 85.

love, I have not seen you for so long.

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, iv.

In the long ran. See run.—Long appogglatura. See

appogffiatura.—Long boh, a kind of peruke worn about
the middle of the eighteenth century.—Long bone, in

arujt., one of the elongated and cylindric bones of the
' limbs, as a hnmems or femur. In a former classifica-

tion bones were distinguished as long, short, jUA, and
irregvlar.—Long by nature, in ane. pros., notmg a syl-

lable long or prolonged in utterance by virtue of its con-

taining a long vowel, or the equivalent of this in time, a
diphthong, whether followed by two or more consonants
ornot. SeenateTe.—Longbypositlon,iniin(!.pr<«., not-

ing a syllable containing a short vowel immediately fol-

lowed by two ormore consonants or bya double consonant.
The vowel remains short in pronunciation, but the time
of the syllable is prolonged by the delay occasioned by
the enunciation of the consonants. See position.—Long
chop. See cftopi, 2.—Long dam. (o) The common
clam, Mga arenaria, and related species: so called in dis-

tinction from round clams, as species of Verms, Mactra,
etc. (J) The lazorahell, Eytsis americana.— Long clay.

Cloth, (dothea, division. See the nouns.—Long dress,
in female apparel, a skirt descending to the feet : as, a girl

not yet in «m^ dresses.—Long drum, an old name of the
bassdmm. Seedrumi.—Long feeler. See/e«fer.—Long
flax See ;Jai.—Long float. See;toa«, 9.—Long haul,
short haul, phrases in railroad use to express the relative

length of transportation, in connection with the amount of

charges for the respective services. The long- and short-

haul clause of the Interstate Commerce Act of the United
States provides that "it shall be unlawful for any common
carrier subject to the provisions of this act to charge or re-
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ceive any greater compensation in the aggregate for the

transportation of passengers or of like kind of property,

under substantially similar circumstances and conditions,

for a shorter than for a longer distance over the same
line, in the same direction, the shorter being included in

the longer distance ; but this shall not be construed as

authorizing any common carrier within the terms of this

act to charge and receive as great compensation for a

shorter as for a longer distance." The Interstate Com-
merce Commission have power to grant relief from this

restriction under circumstances which would make it un-

just to the carrier.—Long home, hundred, isinglass.
See the nouns.-Long lay, a small proportion in the pro-

fits of a whaling-voyage accruing to certain members of the

crew, such as the foremast-hands, etc. : opposed to short lay.

See layi, 6.—Long measure, meter, mordent, odds.
See the nouns.—Long of stock or of stocks, well sup-

plied with a stock or stocks, as a broker or stock-specula^

tor; holding a stock, or contracts for the purchase of a
stock, for a rise, as a bull in the stock-market.—Long par-
ticular meter. See m«ter2.—Long pig, the literal ren-

dering by English sailors of the term applied to a coi-pse

by the Fiji cannibals.

The expression long pig is not a joke, nor a phrase in-

vented by Europeans, but one frequently used by the

Fijians, who looked upon a corpse as ordinary butcher
meat, and called a human body puaka balava, long pig, in

contradistinction to puaka dlna, or real pig.

St. Johnston, Camping among Cannibals.

Long rest. See fons'-rest.—Long robe, roll, etc. Seethe
nouns.—Long stralgbtt, stretched out; at length.

He rist hym up and loiig height he hire leide.

Chaacer, TroUus, iv. 1163.

Long torn,vacation,wheel, etc. Seethe nouns.—Long
ton, a ton of 2,240 pounds, reckoned as 20 hundredweight
otll2pound8each.—Longverse.anamesometimesgiven
tothedaetylichexameter.-TodrawthelOngbOW. See

to draw the longbow, under longbow.—To make a long
arm. See make^.

II, n. 1. Something that has length; also, the
full extent : used in some elliptical expressions,

as in English universities for the long vacation,
and in the phrase the long and the short of it.

Six weeks were to elapse before the Long commenced.
F. W. Farrar, Julian Home, p. 184.

In the vacations, particularly the Long, there is every
facOity for reading.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 105.

2. In pros., a long time or syllable, in ancient
prosody a long is a time greater than a short, or a syllable

requiring a perceptibly greater time to pronounce than
is required by a short. A short, comparable to an eighth-
notem modem music, being assumed as the mora or unit
of time, the regular or normal long is equivalent to two
shorts, and is comparable to a quarter-note in music, con-
suming twice the time in pronunciation required by the
regular or normal short, and resolvable under certain
conditions into two shorts, just as two shorts may be con-
tracted into one long. Thus, an iambus, or short followed
by a long, may appear as a tribrach or three shorts ; and a
dactyl, or long followed 'hy two shorts, is generally inter-

changeable with a spondee—that is, a long followed by an-
other long. Besides the normal (dichronous or disemic)
long, ancient writers also recognize longs equivalent to
three, four, and five shorts, called trichronous (trisemic),

tetrachronous (tetrasemic), and pentachronous (pentase-
mic) longs respectively, as well as others, called irrational,

which can only be expressed fractionally ; for instance, \\
shorts. Such along (one of 1^ morse) could be used to rep-
resent a short. In ancient pronunciation the syllabic ac-
cent was a matter more of pitch or tone than of stress, and
the metrical accent (ictus or beat) was independent of it,

and regularly fell on a syllable long in time. In modem
langnages a difference between shorts and longs in actual
time of utterance exists to a greater or less degree, but is

partially or wholly subordinated to syllabic accent, which
is principally or altogether a matter of stress. The ictus
in modem j)oetry regularly coincides with this syllabic
stress, and m this accordingly a long is a syllable taking
the stress, or ictus, without regard to the time occupied
in pronunciation.

"I have seen some longs and shorts [i. e. someverses] of
Hittall's," said I, "about the Calydonian Boar, which were
not bad." Jf. Arnold, Friendship's Garland, vi.

The average long would occupy rather less than twice
the time of the average short. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 264.

3. In ?»e(Jie»oi»raM»K!<rf«ot(i<io»,anote equivalent
in time-value either to three or to two breves,
according as the rhythm was "per-
fect" or "imperfect." Its form was
—Per long, in her., longer than nsual : said
generally of a part of a bearing : as, a label with lambeauz
per long; a cross fitch^ per limg, in which the sharpened
point is prolonged.—The long and Uie short, or the
short and the long, thesumofa matter in a fewwords

;

the length and the breadth ; the whole : with of.

For I am small.
My wife is tall.

And that's the short and long of it I

Hood, Paired, not Matched.

longi (16ng), adv. [< ME. longe, < AS. lange
(= G. lang), for a long time, far, < lang, long:
see longl, a.] 1. To a great extent in space;
with much length: as, a line long drawn out.

The pillars' tony-extended rows. Prior, Solomon, iL 28.

3t. Far ; to or at a distance, or an indicated
distance.
He come to the Castelle, and cam in to the Cave ; and

wente so longe, tH that he fond a Chambre.
MartdemUe, Travels, p. 24.

The Saisnes . . . thus distroied the contrey and made
soche martire of the mene peple that men myght se the
smolder of the fire x myle longe, so trouble ther-of was
the aire. Ifertin (E. E. T. S.), 11. 248.

longanimity

8. To a great extent in time ; for an extended

period; with prolonged duration: as, he has

been kmjf dead; it happened long ago, lony

before, or long afterward; a tongr-continued

drought ; a long-torgotten matter.

When the trumpet soundeth long, they shall come up to

the mount. Ex. xix. 18. ^

And now the long protracted .wars are o'er.

Addison, tr. of Horace, ill 3.

We have Umg discovered our errors with regard to you.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xxx.

And the psalms of David, forgotten long,

Took the place of the scoffer's song.
Whittier, The Preacher.

4. Foralengthof time; for the period of: used

with terms of limitation : as, how long shall you
remain ? as long as I can ; all day long.

And she gan wepen ever larger the more.
Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, L 734.

The Emperoure hym owne selfe ordant onon,

fforto bilde vp tenttes, teriet no lengwr.

JOestruetivn qf Troy (li. E. T. 8.), 1. 6021.

The woman ... is bound by the law to her hnsband
so long as he liveth.

'
Bom. vii 2.

As Pascal said of his eighteenth letter, I would have
made it shorter if I could have kept it longer.

Maeaiday, in Trevelyan, I. 225.

Long ago, far away in past time ; in the far past.

Yesterday shall seem full long ago.

When with to-morrow's dew the grass la wet.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise^ n. 237.

longl (Idng), V. [< ME. longen, longien, langien,

< AS. langian = OS. langon = D. langen =
OHGr. langen, MHG. langen, in comp. helang-

en, rarely verlangen, G. only verlangen, long,

crave : usually derived from lang, E. long^, a.,

and explained by identifying the verb with AS.
langian, become long, as ' to stretch the mind
after.' But the verb maybe of different orian,

perhaps a secondary form connected withOHG.
gilingen (pret. gilanc/), MHG. G. gelingen, strive

after, attain.] I, intrans. To have a yearning
or wistful desire ; feel a strong wish or crav-

ing; hanker: followed by /or or after before
the object of desire, or by an infinitive.

1 have longed after thy precepts. Ps. cxix. 40.

Come, honest Venator, let us be gone, let ns make haste

;

I long to be doing; no reasonable hedge or ditch shall hold
me. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 58.

Oft, when the wine in his glass was red.
He longedfor the wayside well instead.

Whittier, Maud Muller.

Their silent pain
Who have long'd deeply once, and long'd in vain.

M. Arnold, A Summer Night.

n.t trans. To long for ; desire.

To seen hire sustre that hire longeth soo.
Chaucer, Good Women,! 2286.

long^ (Idng), con^. [By apheresis from along^.']

Same as along: in the phrase long of, sometimes
written 'long of. [Archaic or loeaL]

Mit. How comes it that Fnngoso appeared not with bis

sister's intelligence to Brisk?
Cor. Marry, long of the evil angels that she gave him.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Hnmour, iv. 4.

Dark Musgrave, it was long of thee.
Scott, L. of L. U., V. 29:

long't (Idng), V. i. [< ME. longen, langen, equiv.
tohelongen, belong: see belong.'] To belong.

Thow has denly the cure that to my coroune langez,
Of alle my werdez wele, and my weyffe eke.

Jforte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 678.

And that me semes longs not for him to do.
Paston Letter*, L »7.

long. An abbreviation of longitude.

-long. See -Itng^.

longan (long'gan), n. [NL. longanum; < Chin.
lung-yen, dia.goh.'s-eje.'] 1. An evergreen tree,

Nephelium Longanum, closely related to the
liehi, and yielung a similar bnt smaller and
less palatable fruit. It is cultivated in Phina
and the East Indies.—2. The fruit itself, which
is exported in a dried state. Also called drag-
on's-eye.

longanimity (long-ga-nim'j-ti), n. [= F. longa-
nimity = 8p. tbnganiikidad= Pg. longanimidade
= It. longanimitd,, < LL. longani'mita{t-)8, for-

bearance, < longanimis, forbearing, patient, <
L. lortgus, long, + animus, mind.] Long-suf-
fering; patience; endurance.
Some minds are proportioned to that which may be dis-

patched at once, or within a short return of time ; others
to that which begins afar off, and is to be won with length
of pursuit, ... so that there may be fitly said to be a
Umgammtty, Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL

The longanimity and lasting sufferance of God.
Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., L 3.

If a clergyman, he is expected to ask a blessing, ... a
function which he performs with centenarian longammity,
as if he reckoned . . . that a grace must be long to reach
so far away as heaven. LouieU, Fireside Travels, p. 63.



longanimouB

longanimous (long-gan'i-mus), a. [< LL. lon-
ganimis, patient, forbearing, < L. longus, long, +
animus, mind: see animus. Ct, magnanimoiis.]
Long-suffering; patient; enduring. [Rare.]
We have the present Yankee, . . . armed at all points

against the old enemy KrnigerJonffanimous, good at patch-
ing. LowM, Biglow Papers, Ist ser., Int.

long-arc (ISng'ark), a. In elect., having a long
arc : applied to an arc-lamp which burns with
the ends of the carbon rod/s at an abnormally
great distance apart.

longbeak (Idng'bek), n. A snipe of the genus
Maerorliamphus ; a dowitoher: as, the greater
longbeaJc, M. scolopaceus.

longbeard (16ng'berd), n. 1. A man with a
long beard.— 3. A bellarmine.— 3, Same as
long-moss.

longbill (16ng'bil), n. A snipe or a woodcock.
long-boat (Idng'bot), n. The largest and strong-
est boat belonging to a sailing ship. It corre-
sponds to the launch of a modern man-of-war.
When he"[the Buke of Suffolk] was shipped in SuSolk,

with Intent to have passed over into France, he was met
by an English Man of War, taken, and carried to Dover
Sands, and there had his Head chopp'd oil on the side of
the Long-boat. Baker, Chronicles, p. 190.

longbow (IQng'bo), n. The name commonly-
given to the bow drawn by hand and discharg-
ing a long feathered arrow, as distinguished
from crossbows of all kinds, especially to bows
having a length of five feet or over, as the bow
of war and of the chase of the middle ages in
Europe, those of some savage tribes, those of
Japan, etc. The English especially excelled in the use
of the longbow, as the principal weapon of the common
soldier and of hnnters, from the fourteenth century till

the introduction of firearms, by which it was only gradual-
ly superseded.—To draw or pull the longbow, to exag-
gerate ; tell improbable stories : in allusion to the wonder-
ful stories formerly told of feats with the longbow. [In
the phrase, often written a long bow.'\

King of Corpus . . , was on the point of putting some
dreadful long-bow, and pointing out a half dozen of people
in the room as . . . the most celebrated wits of that day.

Thackeray, ItTewcomes, 1.

long-bowlingt (ISng'bol'ing), n. The game of

skittles. HalUwell.
long-breathed (16ng'bretht), a. Having the
power of retaining the breath for a long time

;

having good breath ; long-winded.

long-bulletst (16ng'bul'''ets), n. A game played
by casting stones. [North. Eng.]

When you saw Tady at long-bullets play.

Surift, Dermot and Sheelah.

long-coats (Idng'kots), n. pi. Long clothes

:

said of an iiifant's wear. [Eng.]

Master Thomas Billings . . . was in his long-coats fear-

fully passionate, screaming and roaring perpetually.
Thackeray, Catherine, Hi.

long-descended (16ng'de-sen"ded), a. Able to

trace one's descent through a long line of an-

cestors; of ancient lineage.

long-drawn (l&ng'dr&n), a. Drawn out or con-

tinuedto great length; protracted; prolonged:
as, a long-drawn sigh or groan; a long-drawn

narrative.

longest, »• and V. An obsolete form of lunge^.

longe^ (lonj), n. [Also lunge; deriv. uncertain.]

The great lake-trout or Mackinaw trout, Cris-

tivomer or SalveUnus namayoush. Also called

togiie. [Local, U. 8.]

long-eared (Idng'erd), a. 1. Havinglong ears.

—3. Having long plumicorns: as, the long-

eared omAs.—Z. Having long opercular flaps:

as, the long-eared sunflsh, Zepomis awritus or

L. megaloUs.—Lons-eaxed tat, one of several bats

whose ears are notably long or large; especially, Plecotus

mmtva, a common European species. See Pleeotus, Syno-

«MS.—Long-eared deer, the mule-deer, Cariacm maero-

«&.—Long-eared fox, the African Megalotis laiandi, a

kind of fenneo. See fennec, Megalotis.— Lons-Baxea
hedgehog, Erinaceus awitus of Kuasla.—Long-eared
owl, any member of the gtous Asia or Otus, as the Euro-

pean A. otus or the American A. vnlsonianus.

long-ears (16ng'erz), re. 1. A humorous name
fora donkey.—2. The long-eared owl, ^s«o otus.

[Berkshire, Eng.]
longer! (16ng'6r), n. One who longs or desires.

longer^ (16ng'g6r), n. [Appar. < longi- + -eri;

or else < long\ along\ as being stored along

the keelson (?).] Naut., a water-cask of pecu-

liar shape, formerly used for stowing next to

the keelson : also, a row of such casks.

longeval (lon-je'val), a. [< h. longcevus, aged

(see longevous), + -al.'] Long-lived.

We envy the secular leisures of Methuselah, and ^e
thankful that his biography at least 0* ™"^" '° ""^

same longev(a proportion) is toeoovera.bly lost to us

jMoell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 263..

longevity (lon-jev'i-ti), n. [= y..longJmt^=fV-

longevidad = Pg. tongemdade = It. longemtd, <
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LL. longwvita(t-)s, < L. longeevus, aged: see longe-
vous.'} 1. Long life; unusually prolonged life
or existence.

We shall single out the deer : upon concession a long-
lived animal, and in longcemty by many conceived to at-
tain unto hundreds. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 9.

Such men . . . predict iongreDifj/ to Pollok's "Course of
T'™e." fyhippie, Ess. and Eev., I. 30.

2. Length or duration of life; term of exis-
tence: as, statistics of longevity; the average
longevity of the race.

longevous (lon-je'vus), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. lon-
gevo, < L. longoevvs, of great age, aged, < L. lon-
gus, long, + ceivum, age.] Living a long time

;

of great age. [Obsolete or rare.]

[Cedar wood] is longeuoiis and an evergreen.
N. Qrew, Cosmologia Sacra, iv. 8.

long-exserted (16ng'ek-s6r"ted), a. In ornith.,
projected far beyond some other part: said of
a pair of tail-feathers when they protrude far
beyond the rest, as the middle pair of a skua-
gull or sawbill. Coues, 1872.

long-faced (Idng'fast), a. Having a long face,
literally or figuratively; rueful-looking; doleful
in appearance ; solemn.
long-field (Idng'feld), n. In cricket, a fielder

stationed in one of the extreme corners of the
bowler's end of the field, distinctively called
long-field-off or long-off when on the bowler's
right, sjidlong-field-on or long-on when on his
left.

long-finned (16ng-find), a. Having long fins,

as a fish, or flippers, as the finner whale.—Long-
finned flle-flsll. Same s&fool-ftsh, 2.

longful (Idng'fid), a. [< long'i- + -ful.'] Long;
tedious. MalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
long-glass (Idng'glas), n. Same as ale-^a/rd.

longhand (16ng'hand), n. Writing of the or-

dinary form, as contradistinguished from short-

hand or stenography.

long-headed (16ng'hed"ed), a. 1. Having along
head; in etMoi., doliohooephalio.— 2. Shrewd;
far-seeing; discerning: as, a long-headed inan.

[CoUoq.]
Icng-headedness (I6ng'hed"ed-nes), ». The
quality of being long-headed; shrewdness; far-

sightedness ; discernment.

Ulysses was the type of long-headedness.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 126.

longhorn (l&ng'h6m), n. 1. A tineid moth of

the family AdeUdce, as Adela viridella, having
very long antennse.— 2. A dipterous insect of

the suborder Nemocera, such as tipularians or
crane-flies.— 3. A beetle of the group Longi-
cornia; a longicom.
long-horned (16ng'h6md), a. 1. Having long
horns : speoiflcally applied to some breeds of

domestic cattle.— 3. Having long antennre;

longicom: as, Zoreg'-feorwed grasshoppers.

longi, »• Plural of longus.

longicaudate (lon-ji-ka'dat), a. [< L. longus,

long, + ca«da, tail.] Long-tailed ; macrurous.

longicone (lon'ji-kon), a. [< L. longus, long, -I-

conus, cone : see oone.^ Having a long cone, as

a cephalopod: as, the longicone straight shells.

A. Hyatt.
longicom (lon'ji-k6rn), o. and n. [< NL. longi-

cornis, long-horned, < L. longtis, = E. long, +
cornu = B. horn.'] I. a. Having long anten-

nse ; speeifleally, of or pertaining to the Longi-

cornes or Longicornia.

II. n. A longicom beetle ; a member of the

Zongicornia.

Longicornes (lon-ji-k6r'nez), n. pi. [NL., pL
of longicornis, long-horned : see longicom."] In
Latreille's system of classification, the fourth

family of the Goleoptera tetramera, approxi-

mately the same as the modern group Longi-

cornia, and divided primarily into Prionii and
Ceramhycini. Latreille included Tmesistemus in the

latter, and also appended a tliird tribe, Lamiarice (Lamia,

Saperda, etc.), and a fourth, Lepturetce (Leptura, etc.).

Longicornia (lon-ji-k6r'ni-a), n.pl. [NL., neut.

pi. of longicornis, long-horned: see longicorn.]

A group of tetramerous Goleoptera, having long

filiform antennse, sometimes severaltimes long-

er than the body ; the longicorns or longicom
beetles. In a few forms the antennas are pectinate, ser-

rate, or flabelliform. More than 8,000 species aredesoribed,

among them many large and beautiful beetles. They in-

habit woods, where the females deposit their eggs beneath

the bark of trees by means of a long, tubular, horny ovi-

positor, with which the abdomen ends. The larvse are

very destructive to wood, boring It deeply, and often mak-

ing their burrows in every direction. Some of them attack

the roots of plants. The longicom beetles are very gen-

erally dispersed, but the greatest number of species and

the largest forms are found in South America and western

Africa. The leading families are the Lamiid<B, Ceramby-

ddce, LephmdcB, and Prionidte.

longlperoneus

longie, luneie (ion'-, lun'ji), n. [Cf. Lomvia,
loom^, loon^.] The common guillemot, Lomvia
troile. [Shetland Isles.]

longifrons (lon'ji-fronz), a. [< NL. longifrons,

< L. longus, long, -I- frons (^front-), forehead : see

front.] In goiil., long-faced.

The black cattle of North Wales apparently belong . . .

to the small longifrons type.
Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 89.

longilateral (lon-ji-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. longus,

long, + latus (later-), side : see lateral.] Long-
sided; having the form of a long parallelogram.
[Rare.]

Nineveh . . . was of a loTigUateral figure, ninety-five
furlongs broad and an hundred and fifty long.

Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, it

longilingual (lon-ji-ling'gwal), a. [< L. .ongus,

long, -I- lingua^ tongue.] InzooL, havinga long
tongue; vermiUngual.
Longilingues (lon-ji-ling'gwez), re. pi. [NL.,
< L. longus, long, -I- lingua, tongue.] In Sun-
devall's classification of birds, a synonym of

longimanous (lon-jim'a-nus), a. [< LL. lon-

gimanus (tr. Gr. jiaupdxcip, as an epithet of Ar-
taxerxes), long-handed, < L. longus, long, + ma-
nus, hand.] £i zool., having long hands ; long-
handed, as an ape.

longimetric (lon-ji-met'rik), a. [< longimetr-y
+ -4c.] Pertaining to measurement along a
line.— Longimetric function, the function to which a
goniometrlc function reduces when one of the angles of
the triangle becomes zero or 180%

longimetry (lon-jim'e-tri), n. [= P. longim^
trie = Sp. longimetria = Pg. It. longimetria, <

L. longus, long, -I- Or. fdrpov, measure.] The art

or practice of measuring distances or lengths,

whether accessible or inaccessible.

longing (Idng'ing), re. [Verbal n. of long\ «.]

1. An eager desire; an earnest wish or crav-

ing.
Put on my crown ; I have

Immortal longings in me.
Shak., A. and C, v. 2. 284.

I shall review SlcUla, for whose sight
I have a woman's longing.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 681.

2. Specifically, in pathol., one of the peculiar
and often whimsical desires experienced by
pregnant women. =Syn. 1. Hankering, yearning, aspi-

ration.

longingly (16ng'ing-li), adv. With eager desire

or craving.

longinquity (lon-jing'kwj-ti), re. [= It. longin-

quitd, <li. longingmta(t-)s, length, < longinquits,

remote, long, usually distant, < longus, long:
see longi.] Greatness of distance. [Rare.]

Pope Leo himself saw that longinquity of region doth
cause the examination of truth to become over dilatory.

Barrow, The Pope's Supremacy.

Inordinate unvaried length, sheer longinqmty, staggers
the heart, ages the very heart of us at a view.

Q. Meredith, The Egoist, PreL

longipalp (lon'ji-palp), a. and n. [< NL. longi-

palpus, < L. longus, long,+ NL.palpus, a feeler:

see palp.] I, a. Having long maxUlary palps;
specifically, of or pertaining to the Longipalpi.

II, n. A member of the Longipalpi, as some
of the rove-beetles.

Longipalpi (lon-ji-pal'pi), n.pl. [NL., pL of
longipalpus: see longipalp.] In Latreille's sys-
tem of classification, a section of the Linnean
genus Staphylimus, having long maxillary palps,
as in the genera Pcederus, Prodrrus, Stenus, and
others. Also Longipalpati.

Longipennatee (lon'ji-pe-na'te), n. pi. Same as
Longipennes, 1.

longipennate (lon-ji-pen'at), a. [< NL. longi-

pennatus, long-winged, < L. longus, lang,+ pen-
»ia«MS, winged: seepennate.] Long-winged, as

a bird; having long pennse, remiges, or flight-

feathers.

Longipennes (lon-ji-pen'ez), re. pi. [NL., < L.
longus, long, + penna, wing.] 1. A major
group of birds, the long-winged natatorial

birds, such as guUs, terns, and petrels; the
QavicB and Tubinares together considered as

an order, in Nitzsch's classification (1829) the term was
applied only to the former, the TvMnares being separated
under the name of NasutcB.

2. In Sundevall's system, a synonym of Cheli<-

donomorphcE.

longipennine (lon-ji-pen'in), a. [As Longipen-
nes + -ireei.] Longipennate; having the wings
long enough to reach, when folded, beyond the
end of the tail; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Longipennes.

longiperoneus (lon-ji-per-o-ne'ns), re.; pi. lon-

giperonei (-i). [NL., < L. longus, long, + NL.



longlperoneus

peroneus.] The long peroneal or fibular mus-
cle, commonly called peroneus longus. Coues
and Shute, 1887.

longiroster (lon-ji-ros'ter), n. [<'NX.. longi-
rostris, long-beaked, < L. longus, long, + ros-
tfum, beak: see rostrum.'\ One of the Longi-
rostres.

longirostral (lon-ji-ros'tral), a. [As longiros-
tm- + -al.'] Having a long bill or beak: spe-
cifically applied to the Longirostres.

longirostrate (lon-ji-ros'trat), a. [As longiros-
ter + -ate^.'] Same as longirostral.

Longirostres (lon-ji-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL.^ pi.

of longirostris : see longiroster.'] In Cuvier's
system of classification, a family of Grallw or
wading birds, including the snipes and their
allies, together with the ibises, ranged here on
account of their superficial resemblance to cur-
lews. With this exception, the group corresponds to the
natural division of birds now called the snipe family,
ScolopacidcB.

longisect (lon'ji-sekt), V. t. [< L. longvs, long,
+ secare, pp. sectus, cut : see section.] To bisect
lengthwise and horizontally

;
perform longisec-

tion. [Rare.]

longisection (lon-ji-sek'shon), n. [< L. longus,
lonjg, + sectio(n-), a cutting: see section.] Di-
vision of the body in a plane parallel with the
axis, and thus longitudinal, but from side to
side, and thus at right angles to themesonand to
hemisection-planes: correlatedwith transection
and hemisection. N. T. Med. Jour., XL. 114.

longissimus (lon-jis'i-mus), n.; pi. longissimi
(-mi). [NL. (so. musculus), superl. of L. longus,
long: aeelongi,a.] A muscle of the back, more
fully called longissimus dorsi, notable in man
for its great length, forming with the sacrolum-
balis the erector spinse, the muscle which as-
sists in keeping the back straight or erect. It

occurs under divers modifications in mammals,
birds, etc.

longitude (lon'ji-tiid), n. [< F. longitude = Sp.
longitud = Pg. longitude = It. longitudine, < L.
longitudo {longitudin-), length, < longus, long:
seelong^,a.] If. Length; measure along the
longest Une.

The ancients did determine the lonmtude of all rooms
which were longer than broad by the double of their lati-

tude. Sir S. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

2. In geog., the angle at the pole contained
between two meridians, one of which, called
the first or prime meridian, passes through
some conventional point from which the angle
is measured, strictly speaking, the meridian here
spoken of is a plane through the plumb-line at the station
parallel to the earth's axis, but not necessarily passing
through that axis, since it may be that the earth's axis and
the plumb-line at the station do not lie in one plane. But
this distinction is wholly without importance, except in

higher geodesy. The longitude of the conventional point
is 0°, and longitudes are reckoned east and west from it

to 180° in arc, and to 12 hours in time, 15 degrees being
equal to one hour. In Great Britain universally and in
the United States generally geographers reckon from the
meridian of the transit-circle at the Royal Observatory of
Greenwich in England ; the meridian of Washington is also
used in the United States. Germans reckon generallyfrom
Ferro in the Canaries, as the dividing line between the
eastern and western hemispheres, though modem German
scientists employ the meridian of Greenwich. In other
countries geographers often reckon from the meridian of

their capitalorother pointwithin their limits, as the French
from Paris (and formerlyfrom Ferro), and the Russiansfrom
the observatory of Pulkowa. Mariners generally employ
the meridian of Greenwich. There are various ways of
finding longitude, the problem being that of comparing the
time at the place in question with that of the prime merid-
ian. On shore the most accurate method is to compare the
time of the two places by means of the electric telegraph,
while at sea, the local time being determined by observa-
tion of some celestial object, it is compared with Green-
wich time, as shown by a chronometer carefully set and
regulated before sailing. Abbreviated Zon., long.

The ancients supposed the torrid and the frigid zones
to be uninhabitable and even impenetrable by man; hut
while the earth, as known to them, was bounded west-
wardly by the Atlantic Ocean, it extended indefinitely
towards the east. The dimensions of the habitable world,
then (and ancient geography embraced only the home of
man, r] oiKoufte'nj), were much greater measured from west
to east than from south to north. Accordingly, early
geographers called the greater dimension, or the east and
west line, the length, longitudo, of the earth; the shorter di-

mension, or the north and south Une, they denominated its

breadth, latitudo. G. P. Mureh, Lects. on Bng. Lang., ix.

3. In astron., the arc of the ecliptic measured
eastward from the vernal equinoctial point to

the foot of the circle of latitude drawn through
the object, as a star or other point on the sphere
whose position is in question. See circle of lati-

tudes, under circle Celestial longitude. See def.

3.— Geocentric, heUocentrlc, hellograpbic longi-
tude. See the adjectives.—litiration in. longitude.
See libralion of the -mjoon, under lOiraivya.

longitudinal (lon-ji-tu'di-nal), a. [= P. 8p.
longitudinal = It. longitudinaU, < NL. *longitu-
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diiMlis, < L. longitudo (longitudin-), length, longi-

tude: see longitude.] 1. Of or pertaining to

longitude or length ; relating to or consisting in

length: as, longitudinal distance.— 2. In the
direction of the length; running lengthwise, as
distinguished from transverse or across : as, the
longitudinal diameter of a body.— 3. In hot.,

in the direction of growth.—4. In zool., ex-

tended in the long axis of the body, as any ar-

ticulate animal; articulated. [Bare.]

Von Baer . . . adopted Cuvier's divisions, speaking of

them as the peripheric, the longitudiruU, the massive, and
the vertebrate types of structure.

JEneye. Brit., XXIV. 807.

Longitudinal elasticity, the ratio of stress to strain in
the case of linear extension or compression.— Longitudi-
nal Blnus, in anat. See «inu«.— Longitudinal strain,
in gun., the strain on a small-arm or cannon which tends
to rupture it circuraferentially.—Longitudinal veins, in
entom., veins of an insect's wing running lengthwise to
the apical margin : specifically, in the Diptera, appUed to
several such veins which, counting from the costal or an-
terior side, are distinguished as first, second, etc., longitu-
dinal.

longitudinally (lon-ji-tii'di-nal-i), adv. In a
longitudinal manner ; in the direction of length.

longitudinated (lou-ji-tu'di-na-ted), a. [< L.
longitudo (longitudin-), length, + -ate'^ + -ed^.]

Extended in length. Goldsmith. [Rare.]

long-leg (16ng'leg), n. In cricket, same as leg, 6.

long-legged (16ng'legd or -leg"ed), a. Having
long legs or hind limbs.—Long-legged chatterers,
Swainson's name of his Leiotricha7u:e. See LiotrichiTUB.—
Long-legged hawk, a hawk of the subfamily Aa^pitriiue,
having the tarsi proporiionally long, as the goshawk, the
European sparrow-hawk, or the American sharp-shinned
hawk^—Long-legged plover, a stilt. See Himantopui.
Long-legged tlifush, Swainson's name for a bird of his
family Orat " - ~
Crateropus.
famiTy Crateropodinie. See Cratifropodidae, and cut under

long-legs (Idng'legz), n. An insect having long
legs, such as the lipula oleracea or common
crane-fly and its congeners. See

long-lived (16ng'livd), a. [< long^ + life -I- -ed^. ]
Having a long life or existence; living or last-

ing long.

A long-lived soap-bubble displays every color which can
be produced by polarization.

0. N. Rood, Modem Chromatics, p. 60.

longlivedness (16ng'livd-nes), n. Longevity;
unusual length of life. [Rare.]

If then . . . there can be discovered a reciprocating re-
lation between want of gall in animals and longlivedness,
... we have the basis for an inductive proof.

S. Adamson, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 789.

lonely (16ng'li), ad/v. [< ME. *longly, langly, <
AS. langlice, for a long time (= Icel. langliga,
for a long time past), < lang, long: see long^ and
-ly'^.] 1. For a long time. [Bare.]
The horse strekede oute his nekke als ferre als he

myghte, and likked Alexander hand ; and he knelid doune
on his kneesse, and bihelde Alexander in the vesage
laJigly. MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 1. iHalliweU.)

[In the following passage from Shakspere the word is com-
monly understood to imply also 'longingly.'

Master, you look'd so longly on the maid.
Perhaps you mark'd not what's the pith of alL

Sliak., 1. of the S., L 1. 170.]

2. Lengthily in space.

Asci clavate, obtuse, longly pedicellate.
3f. C. Cooke, Brit. Fungi, p. 761.

long-minded (16ng'min'''ded), a. Patient; lon-
ganimous. [Rare.]

[A judge must be] long-minded to endure the rusticity
and homeliness of common people in giving evidence, after
their plain fashion and faculty.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 120. (Davies.)

long-moss (16ng'm6s), n. An epiphytic plant,
Tillandsia usneoides, vrith gray filiform stems
andleave8,formingdensependulous tufts which
drape the forests of the southern United States.
See Tillandsia. Also called hmgbeard, and more
rarely and less appropriately black-moss, Span-
ish moss, and barba Hispaniea.
Longmynd group. [Named by Sedgwick from
the LongmyndRills in Shropshire.] Ingeol., an
assemblage of strata which form a part of the
lowest division of the Silurian series, or the
Lower Cambrian of some of the latest authori-
ties. The series is of great thickness as developed in
Wales, and contains the usual fossils characteristic of the
lowest division of the Lower Silurian ol Murchison, Bar-
rande, and Hall See Silurian.

longneck (16ng'nek), n. The pintail duck, Da-
fila acuta. G. Trumbull, 1888. See cut under
Dafila. [New Jersey.]

longness (l&ng'nes), n. Length. [Rare.]
longnose (Idng'noz), n. The garfish: so called
from the elongated snout or jaws.
Longobardian (long-go-bar'di-an), a. [< L.
Longobardi, Langobardi, a people of northern
Germany, subsequently established in northern

long-spun

Italy: see Lombard^.] PertainiiM; or relating

to the Longobards; Lombard or Lombardic.
long-oflF (16ng'6f), «. Qaxae a.slong-field-off. See
long-field.

long-on (16ng'6n),)i. &a,mei&slong-field-on. See
long-fiM.
long-primer (Idng'^rim'Sr), n. A size of type,
measuring about ninety lines to the foot, next
larger than bourgeois and smaller than small-
pica. [Generally written by printers as two
words, long primer.]

long-purples (16ng'p6r'''plz), n. 1. The early
orchis. Orchis mascula. Britten and Holland,
Eng. Plant Names.

Long purples,
That liberal shepherds give a grosser name,
But our cold maids do dead-men's-flngers call them.

Shale, Hanolet, iv. 7. 170.

2. The purple loosestrife, Lythrum SaUcaria.
Britten and Holland, Eng. Plant Names.

Gay long-purples with its tufty spike

:

She'd wade o er shoes to reach it in the dyke.
Clare, Village Minstrel, ii. 90.

long-range (Idng'ranj), a. Having a long range

;

capable of hitting at a long distance.

It woiild not be very difficult or very costly to strength-
en Gibraltar by placing modem long-range guns high up
on the rock, with mountings which would allow of an alL-

round fire. JPortnighUy Bev., N. S., XLIIL 2.

long-rest (Idng'rest), n. In medieval musical
notation, a rest or sign for silence equal in
time-value to a long, it was either 2==r
"perfect" (equal to three breves: see I —I

—
a) or " imperfect" (equal to two breves: —r

—

see 6).
"

long-ruffer (l&ng'ruf'''6r), n. A coarse heckle.

long-run (long'run), n. See in the long run^
under run.

long-settle (16ng'set*l), n. See settle.

longshanks (16ng'shanks), n. 1 . A long-legged
person.— 2. A bird of the genus Himantopus;
a stilt.

long-shawl (Idng'shai), n. A shawl much long-
er than it is wide, the length being usually
about twice the width.
longshore (Idng'shor), a. and n. [By aphere-
sis from alongshore.] I. a. Existii^ or em-
ployed along the shore or coast : as, the long-
shore fisheries ; a longshore boatman.

II. n. A longshoreman.
longshoreman (Idng'shor-man), n.; pi. long-

shoremen (-men). 1. A workman, as a steve-
dore or jobber, who is employed in loading and
discharging the cargoes of vessels.— 2. One
who makes a living along shores by fishing for
clams, oysters, etc.

long-snort (Idng'shdrt), n. A skirt somewhat
shorter than a petticoat, worn by women
when doing household work. Bdrtlett. [Local,
U.S.]
Her dress was a blue-striped linen short-gown, wrapper,

or long-short, a coarse yellow petticoat, and checked apron.
S. Judd, Margaret, I. 3.

long-sighted (Idng'si^ted), a. 1. Able to see
objects at a great distance ; hence, having fore-
sight; of acute intellect; sagacious; far-see-
ing.— 2. Able to see objects distinctly at a
distance, but not close at hand; presbyopic or
hypermetropic ; far-sighted.

longsightedness (16ng'si'''ted-nes), «. 1. The
faculty of seeing objects at a great distance;
hence, sagacity as regards the future; far-
sighted discernment.— 2. In pathol., a defect
of sight owing to which objects near at hand
are seen indistinctly, while those at remoter
distances appear distinctly; hypermetropia or
presbyopia.

long-sUde (Wng'sM), n. In steam-engin
.

, a
slide-valve of sufficient length to govern the
parts of both ends of the cylinder, and having
a hollow back which forms an eduction-pas-
sage. Valves of this description are used in
the Cornish type of engine. E. H. Knight.
long-slip (Idng'slip), n. In cricket, a fielder

whose position is some distance behiiid and on
the right of the batter.

longsome (ISng'sum), a. [< long^ ¥ -some.]
Long and temous: applied to persons and
things. [Now rare.]

A lampe . . . made
With oyle and weecke to larf the longsome night.

Oascoigne, Dan Bartholomew of Bath.

When chill'd by adverse Snows, and heating Bain,
We tread with weary Steps the longsome Plain.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

longsomeness (Idng'sum-nes), n. The state of
bemg longsome ; tediousness. [Bare.]
long-spun (Idng'spun), a. Spun or extended
to a great length; long-drawn; tedious.



longBpur

longspur (16iig'sp6r), n. In ornith., a bird of
the genus Centrophanes (or Calearim): same
as lark-bunting, 1— Bay-winged longspur. See

long-staple (16ng'8ta"pl), a. Having a long
fiber: a commercial term applied to cotton of
a superior grade, also called seaAsland cotton.
See cotton-plant.

long-stitch (Idng'stioh), n. Satin-stiteh worked
plain, without filling or raising.
long-stop (16ng'stop), n. In cricket, a fielder
who stands behind the wicket-keeper and stops
balls that escape the latter.

longstop (Idng'stop), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. long-

stopped, ppr. longstopping. [< long-stop, ».]
To act as long-stop at cricket.

long-SUfferancet (long'suf"6r-ans), n. Same as

God of hl8 goodness, patience, and long-sufferance, gave
them a time to repent.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Bdw. VI., 1560.

long-SUfferingi (16ng'suf"6r-ing), n. Long en-
durance of injury or provocation

;
patience xm-

der offense.

DeBpisest thou the riches of his goodness and forbear-
ance and longsuffering f Kom. ii. i.

long-SUffering2 (16ng'suf"6r-ing), a. Bearing
injuries orprovocation with patience ; not easi-
ly moved to retaliation.

The Lord Ood, meicifill and gracious, langsuffeiring, and
abundant in goodness. 'Ex. xzxiv. 6.

long-tail (Idng'tal), n. and a. I. n. 1. An ani-
mal, particularly a dog, having an uncut tail.
Formerly, in England, a long-tail was a gentleman's dog, or
a dog qualified to hunt, it being required that the tails of
other dogs should be cut. Hence the plirase come out and
long-tail. See cut, p. a.

2. The long-tailed duck.— Sf. An old nickname
for a native of Kent. Halliwell.

II. a. Having the tail uncut, as a dog.
long-tailed (16ng'tald), a. 1. Having a long
tail; hence, long-drawn; attenuated.

Monsieur Perrault . . . has endeavoured to turn into
Kidicule several of Homer's Similitudes, which he calls
" Comparaisons k longae queue," Long-taU'd Comparisons.

Addison, Spectator, No. 303.

2. In efttom.,having a long-exserted ovipositor,
as manjr ichneumons; having along terebra or
borer. Westwood—Japanese long-taUed fowls.
See Japanese.—Long-tailed duck, finch, mouse, pan-
golin, tiger-cat, titmouse, trogon, etc. See the nouns.

long-take (Ifing'tak), n. A certain number
(132) of herrings. [Yarmouth, Eng.]

long-tongne (Idng'tung), n. 1. A kind of
woodpecker; the wryneck. Also called towsfwe-

Inrd.— 2. Atale-bearer; agossip. [Prov.Eng.]
long-tongued (Idng'tungd), a. 1. Having a
long or large tongue; maoroglossate. See-Ma-
eroglossi.—2. Prating; babbling; loquacious.

A long-tongued knave, one that uttereth all he knowes.
Florio, p. 17. (Halliwell.)

The foul fa' ye . . . for a lang-tongued clavering wife 1

. . . Couldnayelet the leddyalanewi' your whiggery?
Scoff, Old Mortality, vii.

longulite (long'gu-lit), re. [< L. longulus, rather
long (dim. of longus, long), -f- -ite^.'] Inpetrog.,
a name proposed byVogelsang for linear groups
of the most elementary products of devitrifica-

tion, called by him globulites. See margarite.

longus (long'gus), n.
;

pi. longi (lon'ji). [NL.
(so.'museulus),KLi. longus, long: seelong^.'i A
long, deep-seatedmuscle of the neck, more fully

called longus colli, lying upon the front of sev-

eral cervical and dorsal vertebrse, and serving
to bend the neck forward or downward, it is

less developed in man than in some other animals, as birds,

particularly those which have a long sigmoid neck and
capture their prey with a thrust of the beak.

long-visaged (16ng'viz"ajd), a. Having a long
face ; hence, having a sober, sad, or rueful face

or visage.

long-waisted (Wng'was'ted), a. 1. Having a

long waist, as a person or a ship. ' See waist.

— 2. Long from the armpits to the waist or

narrowest part, as a dress or coat.

long-wall (I6ng'wai), a. In coal-mining, an epi-

thet noting a method of working a coal-mine

in which the whole seam is worked awaj; ex-

cept the pillars at the shafts and sometimes
the main-road pillars. In this system no attempt

is made to support the roof of the working-places by pil-

lars of coal, which is worked in a long face (hence the

name Umg-VKOC), the roof being allowed to settle down and
nil the cavity left by the removal of the coal. Where the

roof exhibits a tendency to break off close to the work-

ing-face, it is temporarily supported by cribs of timber or

chocks, or by a double or triple line of props. Two kinds

of long-wall working are in use : long-wall retreating or

mithdrawing and long-viaU advancing. In the latter the

nrads or gangways are kept open, and the roof is supported
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by pack-walls built of the gob. In long-wall withdrawing
the gangways are in the solid coal, and pack-walls are not
needed. The long-wall system of working is not applica-
ble to beds of coal having a high dip, nor to very thick
seams ; and it has not been introduced into the anthracite
region of Pennsylvania. Where it can be advantageously
used, it is admitted that a considerably larger percentage
of the coal can be won by it than by any other system.
Also long-work.

longways (Idng'waz), adv. [< long + -ways
for -wise.] Longwise; lengthwise. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng.]
A vast mole which lies longways, almost in a parallel

line to Naples. Addison, Travels in Italy.

long-winded (ldng'win"ded), a. 1. Long-
breathed; using much breath by prolonged
speech.
The long-winded old saltswho come here to report their

wrecks. The Century, XXVIII. 689.

2. Tedious from length; of a wearisome or
burdensome length: said of speech or writ-
ing.

Long-winded exercises, singings, and catechisings.
B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 1.

And there he told a long long-ioinded tale.

Tennyson, The Brook.

long-windedness (16ng'win"ded-nes), B. The
character of being long-winded.

Richardson, the only author who ever made long-wind-
edness seem a benefaction.

Lowell, New Princeton Eev., 1. 160.

longwise (Idng'wiz), adv. [< long^ + -wise.J
In the direction of length; lengthwise. [Eare.]
longworm (16ng'w6rm), n. A marine rhyn-
choccelous turbellarian or nemertean worm of
extreme length for its thickness. See Lineidw,
Lineus.

Lonicera (lon-i-se'ra), ». [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
named after Adam Lonicer, a German botanist
(died 1586) .] A genus of oaprifoliaceous plants,
the honeysuckles, type of the tribe Lowicerew,
characterized by an irregular tubular corolla
(sometimes two-lipped), exstipulate leaves, and
a two- or three-celled berry, almost always few-
seeded. About 100 species are known, natives of the
temperate and tropical regions of the northern hemi-
sphere, ornamental shrubs, often climbing, with (often) fra-
grant, vaiiously colored flowers, growing in cymes, in
pedunculate heads, or sometimes in pairs. See honey-

Lonicerese (lon-i-se're-e), n. pi. [NL. (E.
Brown, 1818), < Lonicera + -eas.] A tribe of
dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants, based on
the genus Lonicera, belonging to the natural or-
der CaprifoUacecB, distinguished by having a tu-
bular or campanulate corolla (often with an ir-

regular limb), an elongated style with usually a
capitate stigma, and the cells of the ovarywith
from one to an indefinite number of ovules. It

includes 11 genera, which are almost entirely
confined to the northern hemisphere.
lonk^ (longk), n. Same as lank^. Halliwell.

lonk^ (longk), re. [Origin obscure.] AhoUow;
a small dingle. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

loo^ (16), re. A dialectal (Scotch) form of love^.

loo^ (lo), re. [Also lu; abbr. of lanterloo.'] 1.

A game of cards, it is played by any number of per-

sons up to seventeen with a full pack, the cards ranking
as in whist. Each player deposits a certain number of
chips (generally three), called a loo, in the pool, and after

looking at his hand of three cards can either withdraw or
declare —that is, play the hand through. The players who
win the tricks divide the pool according to the number of

tricks taken by each ; any player declaring and failing to

take a trick is looed, and must deposit three chips in the
pool. Often called divi^n loo.

2.. The deposit, generally of three chips, which
the players make in the pool in the game of

loo.

loo2 (lo), V. t. [Also lu; < loo^, re.] To beat in

the game of loo, as a player that has declared.

loo' (lo), interj. [Cf. halloo.'] Same as halloo.

'Loo, Paris, 'loo ! The bull has the game.
Shak., T. and C, v. 7. 10.

loobilyt (16'bi-li), a. [< looby + -ly^.] Looby-
like ; lubberly ; awkward; clumsy.

A loobUy country fellow. Sir B. L'Eslrange.

loobilyt (16'bi-li), adv. [< looUly, a.] Like a
looby; in an awkward, clumsy manner.
loobs (lobz), re. [Corn, lool, slime, sludge.] In

mining, tin-slime or sludge of the after-leavings.

Pryce. [Cornwall, Eng.]

looby (lo'bi), re. and a. [< ME. loby, loUe; an
extension or dim. form of lob : see lob'^. Cf . lub-

ber.'] I. re. 1. An awkward, clumsy fellow; a

lubber. [Eare or obsolete.]

This lorell that ladde this loby awey.
Richard the Redeless, ii. 170.

I must leave you— I own I am somewhat flurried— and
that confounded looby has perceived it.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

look

2. The ruddy duck, Erismatura ruUda. [Lo-
cal, New Eng.]

II. a. Lubberly; gawky. [Eare.]
This great, big, overgrown metropolis, . . . like a looby

son who has outgrown his stamina.
Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote.

looch, n. See loch^.

Loocnooan (16-ch6'an); a. and n. [< Loochoo
(also written Loo Choo, Lew Chew, Lew Kew, Liu
Kiu, Biu Kiu, etc.) (see def.) -I- -are.] I. a. Per-
taining to Loochoo, formerly a kingdom trib-
utary to China and sometimes partly also to
Japan, now a ken or prefecture of the Japanese
empire, consisting of the chain of small islands
between Japan and Formosa, and named from
the largest group, specifically called the Loo-
choo Islands.

II. re. A native of Loochoo.
looer (16'6r), n. [Also lure, lewer, appar. a trade
abbr. of equiv. velour, < F. velours, velvet: see
velour, velours, velvet.] A hatters' brushing-pad.
E. S. Knight.
loof 1 (16f), re. [Also (dial. ) lufe, leuf; < ME. lofe,

lufe, the palm of the hand (see also looj'^), < AS.
Hof (not certain; supposed to be contained in
glof, > E. glove, q. v. ) = leel. lofi, the palm of the
hand, = Sw. lofoe, the wrist, = Dan. dial, luffe
(in luffevante, a woolen glove) = Goth, lofa, tne
palm of the hand. Hence perhaps ult. loof^,
q. v.] The palm of the hand; also, the hand
itself. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

I may towch with my l-ufe the ground evyn here.
Towneley Mysteries, p. 32.

Auld baudrons [a cat] by the ingle sits.

An' wi' her lo^ her face a washin".
Bums, Willie Wastle.

To creesh one's loof. See ereesh.

loof2 (lof or Inf), re. [Also (in some uses) luff;

< ME. lof{> OF. loffe), a contrivance for alter-
inga ship's course (oalledinML. dracena), prob.
a paddle or an oar to assist the helm (see quot.
under def. 1) ; of. G. luf, Vuv, loff = Dan. luv =
Sw. luf, the weather-gage, = OF. lof, loef, louf,
loo, the weather-gage, the lower comer of a sail

next the wind; < D. loef, the weather-gage,
loof, luff, OD. loef, appar. a paddle or oar used
in steering, also, like loeve, loefnagel, a thole

;

cf. loefhaU, loefhout, etc.; cf. also ME. lof, a
beam or bar; appar. orig. a particular use of the
word which appears in E. loof^, the palm of the
hand ; cf . OUQ. laffa, MHG. *Uiffe, G. dial, laffen,

laff, the blade of an oar, or of a rudder ; cf. L.
palma, the palm of the hand, also the blade of
an oar. Hence aloof, q. v. See luff^.] If. A
contrivance (apparently a paddle or an oar) for
altering the course of a ship. See etymology.

Heo rihten heore loues
And up drogen seiles,

Lithen ouer seestrem.

2. That part of a ship's bow where the sides
begin to curve in toward the stem. See luff.

—Aff-loof. Seeaff.

loof^t, V. The earlier spelling of luff^.

loof3t, re. A Middle English form of loafi.

loofwardt (lof- or luf'ward), adv. [= D. loef-

waarts; as loof^ + -ward.] Windward,
look^ (Ink), V. [< ME. token, lokien, < AS. locian
= OS. lokon = MD. token= OHG. luogen, luagen,
luaken, MHG. luogen, G. lugen, dial, liigen, look;
further connections unknown. The Skt. \/ lok,

see, cannot be connected.] I. intrans. 1. To
exercise the sense or faculty of vision ; use the
eyes in seeing; fix the sight'upon some object,

or upon some point or portion of space. Used—
(a) Absolutely.

And Jacob lifted up his eyes, and looked, and, behold,
Esau came. Gen. xxxiii. 1.

I'll look no more,
Lest my brain turn. Shdk., Lear, iv. 6. 22.

(6) Before a word or phrase signifying direction, manner,
or purpose : as, look here ; look there ; he looked back; to
look for something lost.

For evere up-on the ground I se thee stare

;

Approach neer, and looke up murily.
Chaucer, Prol. to Sir Thopas, L 8.

And he looked this way and that way. Ex. il. 12.

(c) Before a preposition governing the thing seen or an in-
tervening object or medium : as, to 2oo^ at abouse; tcjook
over a wall or through a window ; to look into a mirror or
a book ; to look upon the wine.

The damsel was very fair to look upon. Gen. xxiv. 16.

She, looking thro' and thro' me,
. . . never speaks.

Tennyson, Lilian.

He walked about the library with his hands in his pock-
ety looking at all the books.

Jlfrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxiv.

3. To afford a view or outlook; have a direc-
tion; face or be turned: usually with on, upon,
to, or toward: as, the windows look toward the
ocean; the house looks upon a narrow steeet.



look

The door of the iimer gate that lookelh toward the north.
Ezek. viii. 3.

They turned to a window looHng to the close.
FireofFrendraugM (Child's Ballads, VI. 175).

There is yet another presumption, lookinfi the other way.
E. Tuckerman, Genera Lichenum, p. 198.

3. To keep watch; be careful; take heed; see
to it: as, he looks after my luggage: used in-
tensively in the ejaculatory phrases looJc out.'

look sharp !

Look well to thy herds. Prov. xxvii. 23.

Look that you bind them fast. Shak., Tit. And., v. 2. 166.

4. To seem to the view ; have the appearance
of being ; appear : as, he looks like his brother

;

it looks as if it would rain ; the patient looks
better.

I meet everywhere in this country with these little

brooks ; and they look as if they were full of fish.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 224.

Karcisaus, praised with all a parson's power,
Lool^d a white lily sunk beneath a shower.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 104.

[The use with to he is inelegant and chiefly colloquial.

Well, says he, you look to be a man in distress.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 270.]

5. To strive to seem; put on the appearance of
being; assume to be.

Nay, look not big, nor stamp, nor stare, nor fret
Shak., T. of the S., lit 2. 230.

He would always aifect to swagger and look big as he
passed by me. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, il 3.

6. To exercise mental vision or observation (in

a certain way) ; direct the mind or understand-
ing ; take notice : often with at.

He that made us with such large discourse,
Looking before and after. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4. 37.

Look, howmuch we thus expell of sin, so much we expell
of vertue. JUUton, Areopagitica, p. 26,

We are not only to ZooS; a£ the bare action, but a£ the rea-
son of it.

7. To have a prospect or anticipation ; direct
the mind expectantly ; be in expectation of or
with regard to something.

I lokide men schnlde vn-to me lowte,
Where-so that y wente bi the wey.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (K E. T. S.), p. 36.

Who would have looked it should have been that rascal
Surly? He had dyed hia beard and alL

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 4.

He must look to fight another battle before he could
reach Oxford. Clarendon, Great Kebellion.

The way in which we looked forward for letters from our
bride and bridegroom was quite a curiosity.

Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, xxxiL

To look about one, to be on the watch ; be vigilant; be
circumspect or guarded.—To look after, (a) To attend
to ; take care of ; have an eye to or upon : as, to look after
one's interests ; to look after a friend who is in danger.

My subject does not oblige me to look after the water,
or x)oint forth the place whereunto it has now retreated.

Woodward.

Lady T. But, Sir Peter, you know you promised to come
to Lady Sneerwell's too.

Sir Peter. Well, well. 111 call in just to look after my
own character. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 1.

I was told to look after you once, and I mean to do it.

H. Kingsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, p. 286.

(6t) To expect ; look forward to.

Men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after
those tilings which are coming on the earth. Lnke xii. 26.

(c) To consider; be concerned about.—To look alive, to
beonthealert; bestir one's self. [Colloq.]—^Tolookbe-
sldet. See bedde.—lo look down on or upon, to re-

gard as beneath one; view with contempt; despise.

Lewis the Fourteenth looked doum on his brother King
with an air not anllke that with which the Count in Mo-
liere's play regards Monsieur Jourdain, just fresh from the
mummery of being made a gentleman.

Macavlay, Frederic the Great.

Greek-speaking Koman Emperors looked dovm on those
of their subjects and neighbours who kept on the acquired
tongue of Old Bome, just as they looked dmon on those of
their subjects and neighbours who kept on the primitive
speech of lUyria. E. A. Freeman, Ajner. Lects., p. 488.

To look for. (o) To seek for ; search for : as, to look for
a passage in a book, (b) To expect ; count upon : as, to
look for good news.

Nevertheless, we . . . lookfor new heavens and a new
earth. 2 Pet. ill. 13.

O, I did lookfor him
With the sun's rising : marvel he conld sleep.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, L 1.

Looitnow/orno enchanting voice. Milton, S. A., 1. 1065.

Our Saviour and his Apostles did not only foresee, bat
foretell and forewame us to lookefar schisme.

MUtmi, Church-Government, 1 6.

To look for a needle In a bottle of hay or in a hay-
stack. See ioBfes and haystack.—To look In, to take a
look or glance into a place; hence, to make abrief visit

or call (as if merely for observation).

It would be unkind to pass, as it were, the door of his

relatives without just looking in for a few hours.
Barharn, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 20.
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To look Into, to inspect closely ; observe narrowly ; ex-

amine : as, to look into the conduct of another ; to look into

one's affairs.

He . . . has thoroughly looked into and examined hu-
man nature. Bacon, Physical Fables, x., ExpL

To look like. See iites.—To look on. [On, adv.] To
be a mere spectator.

The King now seldom or never Plays, but contents him-
self sometimes with looHng on.

Liiter, Journey to Paris, p. 222.

To look on or upon. tOnorapon, prep.] (a) To esteem;
hold in estimation ; formerly used absolutely in a good
sense.

That fellow there? will he respect and honour him?
He has been looVd upon [with favor], they say ; will he own

him? Fletcher, Pilgrim, v. 6.

Her friends would look on her the worse. Prior, Alma, ii.

(6) To consider; regard; view; with as after the object;
as, to look upon a remark as an affront.

It may rather be looked upon as an Excrescence, than as
an essential Part of the Poem. Addison, Spectator, No. 315.

To look out, to be on the watch : with for before an ob-
ject: as, to look outfor squalls or breakers.

The Fish is presently sent to the Market in one of their
Boats, the rest looking mt »gw\for more.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 127.

I had scarcely time to order every man to look out, when
the battle-tempest of arrowsbroke upon usfrom the woods.

Stanley, Dark Continent, L 236.

To look over, to examine cursorily : as, to look over a cata-

logue; to look over accounts.

John looks over the books in the case.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 139.

To look sliarp. (a) To exercise great vigilance ; be ex-
tremely careful. [Colloq.]

The captain himself, according to a frequent though
invidious behaviour of military men, ordered his man to
look sharp tiiat none but one of the ladies should have
the place he had taken fronting the coach-box.

Steele, Spectator, No. 132.

(h) To be quick ; make haste. [Colloq.]

Kit told this gentleman to look sharp, and he not only
said he would look sharp^nt he actually did, and'present-
ly came running back. IHckens, Old Curiosily Shop, xxxix.

To look throngh. (a) To take a view of the contents
of : as, to look through a book of engravings. (&) To see
through ; see or understand perfectly. [Archaic]

He is a great observer, and he looks

Quite through the deeds of men.
Shalt., J. C, i. 2. 202.

When yon haue scene his outside, yonhaue lookt through
him, and need imploy your diacouery no farther.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Meere Fonnall Man.

To look to or unto, (a) To give heed to ; take care of.

For ere that unto armes I me betooke.
Unto my fathers sheepe I usde to looke.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 292.

Look to the woman. [Celia swoons.]
B. Jonson, Volpone^ iv. 2.

They looked well to their steps, and made a shift to get
staggermgly over. Banyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 240.

(&) To resort to or depend upon for something with confi-
dence or expectation : as, he looks to me for payment.

Look unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth.
Isa. xlv. 22.

The authors steadfastly looked to the surviving heir for
pay or patronage in return for their miserable dole of con-
solation. Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xviL

They looked to Caesar and his legions to protect the Em-
pire, and themselves as part of it.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 126.

To look toward, to drink the health ot [Low.]

The ladies drank to his 'ealth, and Mr. Moss, in the most
polite manner, looked towards him.

Tha^ceray, Vanity Fair, liii.

=Sra. 4. Appear, etc. See seem.

n. trams. If. To see to ; take care of.

But leches full lyulely lokid his wound

;

With oile and with ointment abUl therfore^
Bond it full bigly on hor best wise.

DestmctUm of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 7525.

2f. To look or search for; seek; expect.

Bat other cares of Cristen the! coveten nougt to haue.
Bat there as wynnynge lijth he loketh none other.

Piers Plowman's Crede (B. E. T. 8.), 1. 470.

I come
To look a young man I call brother.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iv. 5.

3t. Toseaieh; inspect. [Bare.]

Look all these ladies' eyes.
And see U there he not concealed lies.

B. Jonson, Hue and Cry.

4. To afEeet in some wayby the manner of look-
ing or appearing : as, to look one out of counte-
nance.

A spirit fit to start into an empire.
And look theworld to law. D^den, Cleomenes.

And like a Basilisk almost looVd the Assembly dead.
Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xiv. 3.

Most of them recommended that he should go in such
force as to look down opposition, and cmab the rebellion
in its birth. Prescolt.

5. To express or manifest by looks, or by the
general aspect.

Soft eyes looked love to eyes which spake again.
Byron, Childe Harold, ili. 21.

looking-glass

Dr. Woods looked his creed more decidedly, perhaps,
than any of the Professors.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 200.

To look a gift-horse In the mouth. See gift-horse.—

To look babies In one's eyes. See baby, 3.—To look
daggers. See daggerl.—To lOOk In the face, to face or
meet with boldness ; stand front to front, as for battle.

Then Amaziah sent messengers to Jehoash, the son of
Jeboahaz son of Jehu, king of Israel, saying, Come, let us
look one another in the face. 2 Ki. xlv. 8.

To look out, to search for and discover ; pick out ; select

:

as, to look out associates of good reputation.

Let me look ovt my things to make this fly.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, it 246.

To look up. (a) To search for till found : as, I will look

up the passage. (J) To pay a visit to; call upon: as, I
must Zooft you up some day. [Colloq.]

He used to go back for a week, just to look up his old
friends. IHckens, Pickwick, xlix.

looki (Ink), n. [< MB. lake; < looKi, ».] 1. Vis-

ual or facial expression; cast of countenance;
personal aspect : often used in the plural with
a singular sense: as, a benevolent look; his

looks are against him.

A sweet attractive idnde of grace,

A full assurance given by lookes,

ContinuaU comfort in a face.

M. Roydon, Astropbel.

How much more elder art thou than thy looks!
Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 251.

When you come to the eyes, Mr. Carmine, let me know,
that I may call up a look. Foote, Taste, t L

2. Appearance or seeming in general; the qual-

ity of anything as Judged by the eye or the un-
derstan(fing : as, I do not like the look of the sky

;

the look of the thing (an action, a proposition,

or the Hke) is bad. [Chiefly colloq.]

No tears
Dim the sweet look that Nature wears.

LongfeUow, Sunrise.

3. The act of looking or seeing; glance: as,

loving looks. '

A doleful lake than lokede he
That percyd myn hert botbe blode& bon.

Political Poems, eta. (ed. Fumivall), p. 206.

His was tbe subtle look and sly,

That^ spying all, seems naught to spy.
Scott, Bokeby, v. 16.

=Syn. 1. Appearance, complexion, mien, manner, air.

—

3. Sight, glance, gaze.

look^ V. t. See loiik^.

lookaown (luk'doun), n. A carangoid fish, the
moonfish or horseheaid. Settle vomer. See cut
under horsehead.

looker^ (luk'er), n. 1. One who looks or
watches ; one who seeks or explores.—2. Spe-
cifically—(a) A shepherd or herdsman. (6) An
inspector. [Prov. Eng.]

There is no election [in Morpeth] of fish and flesh lookers.

Munieip. Corp. Report, 1835.

looker^ (luk'er), n. See louker.

looker-on (luk'6r-on'), n. One who looks on; a
spectator.
Lookers-on m^iy times see more than gamesters.

Bacon, Followers and Friends (ed. 1887).

My business in this state
Made me a looker on here in Vienna,

ShaJc., M. for M.. v. 1. 319.

I speake not this as my owne sense, but what was the
discourse and thoughts ot others who were lookers on,

Emlyn, Diary, March 12, 1672.

looking (luk'ing), n. [< ME. lokyng; verbal n.

of ZooA;i,».] If. Appearance; aspect; counte-
nance.

And with his chore and lolcynge al to-tom.
For sorwe of this, and with his armes folden,
He stod this woful Troylus bifom.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 358.

2f. Glance of the eye; regard.

Swich subtil lokyng and dissimulinges
For drede of jalouse mennes aperceyvinges.

Chaucer, Squire's T^e, L 277.

3. Search or searching: as, a careful looking
for names and dates.

looking-for (luk'ing-fdr), n. Expectation ; an-
ticipation; foreboding.

A certain fearful lookingfor of judgment. Heb. x. 27.

looking-glass (luk'ing-glas), n. A plate of glass
silvered (coated with quicksilver) on the back,
so as to show images by reflection; a plane
mirror of glass. The metallic coating is generaUy an
amalgam of tin. A sheet of tin-foil is laid first upon a
table and the mercury poured upon it ; the glass is then
applied horizontally upon the amalgam, to which it readily
adheres.

All this is very excellently contrived in a laire looking
glasse that hangetb at the side of his bedde.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 187.

There is none so homely but loves a looking-glass.

South, Sermons.
Looking-glass plant or tree, an evergreen tfee of the
genus Heritiera.



lookout

lookout (Hik'oTit), n. 1. A watching for the
appearance or oceiirrence of anything, espe-
cially from -without; vigilant observation or
scrutiny; watch: as, to keep a good lookout at
sea ; to be on the lookout for an opportunity.
I think, if anything was to be loreseen, I have 'as sharp a

look-out as another. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, ii.

2. A place where a watch is kept ; a post of ex-
ternal observation : as, the lookout on a ship's
mast.— 3. A person or party engaged in keep-
ing watch, especially for things outside.

Even the lookouts were unaware of the proximity of the
iceberg until it was actually upon them. Saienee, V. 460.

4. The subject of observation or vigilance;
something to be watchedfor orguarded against:
as, every man's interest is his own lookout.— 5.
A prospect or view; an outlook. [Eare.]
On this magnificent quay, with Its glorious lookout over

the lagoons. Howetts, Venetian Life, xvii.

loomi (10m), n. [< ME. lome, < AS. geloma, also
and-geloma, andloma, tool, instrument, imple-
ment; perhaps Ut. 'a thing of frequent use':
ef. gelorm, frequently, gelomUc, frequent.] It.
A utensil; a tool; a weapon; an article in gen-
eral: now used only in composition, as in heir-
loom, 'workloom, etc. See heirloom.

He lyftes lygtly his lome, & let hit donn fayre.
With the barbe of the bitte bi the bare nek.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (B. B. T. S.), 1. 2309.

The lomes that ich laboure with and lyllode deserue
Ys pater-nostre and my prymer.

Piers Plowman (C), vl 46.

2. A machine for weaving any fabric from yarn
or thread. Theessentialpartsofaloomare: tbe/rame,
which supports the working parts ; the yam-bemn, at the
back part of the frame, upon which the warp-threads are
wound ; the doth-iewm, at the front part of the frame,
apon which the cloth is wound as the weaving proceeds

;

the hedMes and their mounting; the reed; and the hatten
(otherwise called lay and lathe), which carries the reed.
The warp-threads extend in parallel relation from the yarn-
beam to the cloth-beam, being also passed serially tlu-ough
the loops or eyes of the heddles, or harness, and through
the interspaces of the reed. The operations of winding
the warp-wreads upon the yam-beam, and passing them
in due order through the loops or eyes of the heddles, and
the interspaces of the reed, are collectively called "set-
ting up the piece." The function of the heddles is toform
the shed for the passage of the shuttle. The warp-threads
are separated systematically by the heddles into two or
more series, each controlled and alternately drawn upward
and downward by the vertical motion of the heddles, thus
leaving an opening or shed between the ranks of warp-
threads, tlu'ough which the shuttle is thrown or shot by
the hand, or by pickers operated by the hand of the
weaver in the hand-loom, or by picker-staff mechanism
in the power-loom. (See heddie and picker.) The reed is

carried by the batten, which swings radially on its bear-
ings through an arc small in proportion to the radius.

The reed is composed of a series of thin slats or wires ar-

ranged in pai'allel relation between two parallel bars
placed at such distance asunder that the threads of the
warp passing tlirough the interspaces between the slats

or wires may be serially opened or separated by the hed-
dles, in forming the shed, without impinging upon these

bars. The function of thereed is to force the thread of weft,

woof, or filling, as passed between the warp-tlireads by the
shuttle, as near as desirable to that part of the weft-thread

which has just previously been embraced by the warp-
threads. For this purpose the batten is swung so that

the slats or wires of the reed drive the weft-thread against
thepreviouslywovenpartof the texture with a sharp blow.

(See reed and batten.) The weft-thread is wound upon a
bobbin or quill which tiums upon a wire in the shuttle,

and permits the thread to unwind when the shuttle passes

to and fro through the sheds as the latter are successively

formed by the action of the heddles. The shuttle is made
of a piece of hard wood pointed at each end, and having a

recess in the body for the reception of the bobbin or quill.

Frequently the pointed ends are finished with metal. (See

shvUle.) Narrow-fabric looms generally use a thread-

carrier oreye-pointed needle as a substitute for the shuttle.

(See vositive-nwtian loom, below.) The Jacquard attaoh-

menf is a device for forming sheds or openings for the

lasaage of the shuttle between the warp-threads, invented

jy Joseph Marie Jacguard of lyons, used as a substitute

for the heddle or he<Ud mechanism previously employed

in the loom, and, by its Introduction, marking an epoch

m the manufacture of figured woven fabrics. It con-

sists essentiaJly of a series of perforated paper or metal

cards which, one after another, are laid flat upon the faces

of an intermittently revolving and perforated pnsm, m
such manner that the perforations in the cards succes-

sively andexaotly superimpose corresponding perforations

in the prism. Wii-es, each separately controUmg the en-

gagement with a lifting-bar or grifle of a hooked wire

connected with an individual warp-thread or set of wagi-

threads, are made by suitable mechanism to enter the

holes of the cards when by the rotation of the prism each

is successively brought to a special position, the wes so

entering causing aU the individual threads with whicli

they are connected to be lifted above the common level

of the warp-threads, thus forming a shed for the passage

of the shuttle. Each card thus represents a different

shed, and as there may be an indefinite number of cards

joined together by flexible connections, which, like an

endless chain, are carried upon the perforated revolving

prism, and as there may be also a number of shuttles car-

rying woof-threads of different tints, there is no limit to

variety of form and color in the figures that may be woven.

The prism carrying the system of cards moves at each

partial rotation through an arc the chord of which is equal

to the width of one of the faces. The introduction of this
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methodof weaving atonce advanced the art of figure-weav-
ing beyond the limit of mere geometrical patterns into the
realm of flne-art industry, as even the finest tapestries
may be successfully imitated by it. Looms are for the
most part distinguished by the names of the material they
weave, as ribbon-loom, figure-loom (figured-fabric loom),
carpet-loom, etc., and also by the names of the inventors,
as the Jacquard loom. They differ chiefly in the liamess-
system, or the manner in wliich the warp-threads are
raised to form the shed and thusproduce the figures in the
finished fabric, and in the method of impelling the shut-
tle. There may be several shuttles in a loom, in order to
introduce a variety of weft>threads, and thus produce
more complicated patterns than can be formed by a single
weft. Hand-looms are now almost wholly devoted to fine
silks and carpets, nearly all other fabrics being woven on
power-looms, either with or without the Jacquard attach-
ment.

Unbred to spinning, in the loom unskill'd.
She chose the nobler Pallas of the field.

Sryden, .^neid, viL

3. The part of an oarbetween the blade and the
handle: the shaft.—4. A chimney. SalUweU.
[Prov. Eng.]_chain-tappet loom, a loom for fancy
weaving, in which the harnesses are operated by tappets
upon a pattern-chain. E. H. Knight.—Circular loom.
See eirmlar.—Double-ClOth lOOm, a loom in which two
sets of webs are woven simultaneously, or in which two
webs are knittedwith their edges joined in such away as to
form a tube. E. M. .KmiffAt.—DouMe-pUed-fabric loom,
a loom which forms a pile on both sides of the foundation.
The pile may be produced from eitherthewarp or the weft.
E. B. jE»ii<(A«.—Electric loom,aJacquard loom in which
the perforated cards were replaced by a band on which
the pattern was marked in some insulating paint. Small
electromagnets were arranged in such a way that, on the
movement of the band under them, they were brought
into action on passing the uninsulated parts and left at
rest on the insulated parts, and they thus, by means of
suitable mechanism, controlled the usual apparatus by
which the warp-threads are controlled. It does not ap-
pear to have been a commercial success.—High-wai^
loom, in tapestry-weaving, a loom in which the warp is

carried vertically, in distinction from a lowAnarp loom, in
which the warp is carried horizontally.—Jacc[uardloom,
a loom in which is comprised the Jacquard al^chment for
weaving figured fabrics. See above, 2.—Metalllc-tiSSUe
loom, a loom for weaving with metallic tlireads alone,
as in making gold and silver tissues such as lace or
braid, or for weaving fabrics with a silk or thread warp
and a weft of wire, or of silk thread covered with a
flattened wire of silver-gilt.—Narrow-fabriO loom, a
loom designed especially for weaving tapes, ribbons,
bindings, etc. It may be a shuttle-loom, but has gener-
ally an eye-pointed needle or thread-carrier which tra-
verses the shed forward and back after each movement
of the harness. Also called narrow-ware loom and Tieedle-

loom.—Fositive-motlon loom, aloom, invented by Lyall
of New York, for weaving wide fabrics. It has a track or
raceway on which the shuttle is drawn through the shed
at a uniform velocity by a kind of roller-carriage, instead
of being thrown through by the picker-staff mechanism
or by hand.— Power-loom, a loom in which aU the mo-
tions of the parts are accomplished by other power than
the muscular power of the operator, as steam- or water-
power.

loom^t (18m), V, t. [< loorn^, m.] To weave.
[Rare.]

Or with loomed wool the native robe supplies.
Savage, The Wanderer, i.

loom^ (lorn), V. i. [Early mod. E. lome; < ME.
. lumen, shine, prob. < OF. lumer, shine, < L. lu-

wiiware, shine : see Zamiree, etc. Lessprob.<Icel.
Ijoma, shine, gleam, dawn,=AS. ledmian, lyman,
shine: see Zeawjl,?;.] 1. To shine. Specifically
— 2. To appear indistinctly; come dimly into

view, as from below the horizon or through a
mist ; rise up before the vision so as to give the
impression ofindistinctbulkorlargeness; stand
out prominently in the prospect: often,used
figuratively.

They stand far off in time ; through perspective
Of clear wits yet they loom both great and near.

Fanshaw, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, viii. 2.

Heer smokes a Castle, there a Citie fumes.
And heer a Ship vpon th' Ocean looms.

, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks,

I

i. 7.

The facts which loomed so large in the fogs of yesterday
. . . have strangely changed their proportions.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 282.

loom^ (lorn), M. [iloom"^, v."] 1. A coming in-

distinctly or vaguely into view; also, the in-

distinct or unnaturally enlarged appearance of

anything, as land, seen at a distance or through
a fog. See looming.

Our situation now became a very critical one, with the

loom of a third berg on the other side of us.

R. M'Cormiek, Arc. and Antarc. Voyages, I. 277.

2. The track of a fish. HalUwell. [Prov.Eng.]

loom^ (lorn), n. [Also dial, lorn, lomm, lomme,

lome, lumme, etc. (NL. Lomvia, q. v.);= (j. lolime,

lomme; < Icel. lomr = Dan. Sw. lorn, a loom (a

bird so called); perhaps ult. connected with

loon^. The word in E. is now corrupted to loon :

see loon^.^ If. A loon. See loon^.

A loom is as big as a goose. Jf. Grew, Museum.

2. A guillemot.

On the face of these sea-ledges of Arveprins Island

Bruennich'a guillemots, or looms, gather in the breeding
A. W. Oreely, Arctic Service, p. 49.

loon

The multitude of lomms fiequenting it [Nova Zembla],
a bird to wMch they gave the whimsical name of arctic

parrots. Motley, United Netherlands. III. 668.

loo-mask (16'mask), n. [< *loo, a corruption of
loup, 4- mask^.^ A mask used to conceal the
face or part of it.

loom-card (lom'kard), n. A pierced pattern-
cardused in the Jacquard loom. E. H. Knight.

loom-comb (lom'kom), n. The reed of a loom.
loomery (lo'm6r-i), «.; pi. loomeries (-iz). [<

loom^ + -ery.'] A breeding-place of looms or
guUlemots. [Rare.]

I sent Lieutenant Lockwood with a boat's crew to the
^oom^ry on Arveprins Island for birds. They. . . brought
back but sixty-five Bruennich's guillemots.

A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 48.

loom-figured (lbm'fig"urd), a. Having a pat-
tern woven in : said of a textile material.

loom-galet (lom'gal), ». A gentle gale of vdnd.
loom-narness (16m'har"nes), n. That part of
a loom which moves the warp-threads to make
the crossing or decussation forming the shed
in which the shuttle travels and leaves the
weft-thread. The harness has heddles with loops for
the warps, some of which are continually raised above
the others and then depressed, either in regular alterna-
tion (for plain weaving) or in a different order, as the pat-
tern requires.

looming (lo'ming), n. [Verbal n. of loom^, «.]
1. A coming vaguely into view.—2. A form of
mirage in which distant objects, usually across
water, appear abnormally elevated above their
true positions, this displacement being accom-
panied in many cases by a vertical magni-
fication.

Its [MonticeUo's] elevation affords an opportunity of
seeing a phenomenon which is rare at land though fre-
quent at sea. The seamen call it Zoomi?if?. Philosophy is

as yet in the rear of the seaman, for, so far from having
accounted for it, she has not given it a name.

Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 135.

The inverted images which are often presented in loom-
ing are not beneath the object, as in the case of mirage
on dry land, but above it, as if formed by reflection in the
gky. Mature, XL 49.

loom-picture (16m'pik"tur), n. A piece of tex-
tile fabric so woven as to constitute a picture.
The name has been given especially to monochromatic
designs produced in silk, such as copies of engraved por-
traits.

loom-sheeting (lom'she"ting), n. A variety of
linen sheeting of good quality.

loonl (Ion), n. [Also lotm, lown, lowne; < ME.
lowne (also in adj. lownishe: see loomsh, lownish),

appar. < OD. loen, a stupid fellow, possibly a var.
or corruption of *loem (cf. ME. lowmyshe, for low-
nyshe), connected with lome, dull, slow,= OHGr.
luomi, luami, lomi, MH(J. lueme, faint, weary,
drooping, mild (MH(J. luomen, lomen, droop),
G. lumen, loose, lax, > D. lummel = G. lummel
= Dan. lommel = Sw. lymmel, a loon, lubber
(ef. E. lummox). These words are prob. from
the same idt. source as lame.~\ A stupid fel-

low ; a clown : with various shades of intensity
as an opprobrious epithet, like fool, dolt, etc.

And take it backe with manlike cheere,
not like a rusticke Lown£.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 291.

The devil damn thee black, thou cream-faced loon

!

Where got'st thou that goose look?
Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 11.

Hold off; unhand me, gray-haired loon!
Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, i.

Elnless loons. See kinless.

loon^ (Ion), n. [A corruption of loom^.'\ A
four-toed diving bird of the genus Colymbus or
Urinator. See Colymhidce. There are several spe-
cies, all inhabiting the northern hemisphere. The great
northern diver, ring-necked loon, or ember-goose, C. tor.

opiatus or C. glaciaZis or Urinator vmber, is &om 30 to 36
inches long, and 4^ feet in stretch of wmgs ; when adult

Great Northern Diver ( Colymbus tprquatus or Urinator imber).



loon

it is glossy-black with greenish and purplish metallic re-

flections on the head and neck, which, with the back, are
marked regularly with white spots. The under parts are
white, and the bill is black. C adamxi, the yellow-billed
loon, is somewhat larger. The black-throated loon or
diver, C. areticus, resembles the foregoing, but is smaller,
with much of the head clear bluish-gray. The red-throated
loon, C. septeiitrionalis, is much like C. arcticw*, but is

smaller still, and has a chestnut patch on the throat. Both
the two smaller loons, the red- and the black-throated, are
also called speckled loons, and a variety of the former,
from the western coast of North America, is recognized
as C. paeiflmis. (See diver, 1 (b).) The wild actions of the
loon in escaping danger and its dismal cry (see looniTig)

suggest the idea of insanity ; whence the common (Ameri-
can) simile "as crazy as a loon."

loonghee, loonghie (long'ge), n. [E. Ind. lungi.']

A long scarf of silk or cotton stuff, usually of

rich colors, used in the East Indies to wrap
round the body as a waist- or loin-cloth. It is

about 4 yards long and 2 feet wide.

looning (lo'ning), n. [< loon^ + -ing^.l The
cry of a loon. It is a sort of wild moan some-
what resembling the howl of a wolf.

This was his [a loon's] looming—perhaps the wildest

sound that is ever heard here. Thoreau, Walden, p. 254.

loony (lo'ni), a. and n. See luny.

loopi (lop), n. [< ME. loye, loupe, lowpe; prob.
< &. Gael, lub, bend.] 1 . A folding or doubling
of a string, lace, cord, chain, etc., or a short

piece doubled and secured to something at each
end. By a loop is most commonly understood a part or
piece of some material bent and secured in such a way as
to form an eye or opening through which something can
be passed ; but it may be merely an nnfastened retoming
curve in the material, the shape giving the name.

Buttons of orient pearly . . .

Which loopes of aziir'd silk did circulize.

DavieSy An Eztasie.

I sold my sheep, and lambkins too.

For silver lo(^ and garment bine.
Gay, Shepherd's Week, ProL

The female figure reclining on the lid [of a sarcophagns]
wears a Greek chiton of a thin white material, with short

sleeves fastened on the outside of the arm by means of

buttons and loops. Encyc. Brit., VI. 455.

2. Something resembling a loop, as the bend of

a river; a link; a crook.

At another lope of the wall, on a ladder, therwas the lorde

of Sereell, and fought hands to hande with his enemyes.
Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., L cccxxL

Specifically— (a) In crochet, knitting, and similar kinds

of fancy work, same as slitch. (h) A hinge of a door. (Prov.

Eng.] (c) In railroad and telegraph systems, a branch line

leaving the main line at any point and joining it again at

some other iwint; a looping line, as a branch wire carried

over to a side station ^nd back, (d) In the theory of Eie-

mann's surfaces, a linerunning from any point to a branch-
point, then around that branch-point in an Infinitesimal

circle, and back to the original point by the same path, (e)

A part of a curve limited by a crunode. (/) The ear of a
vessel, as a stoneware jar, when approximately of the form
of a half-ring projecting from the side or lip.

Ithas on its central band fourprojectinghandles or loops.

JewUt, Ceramic Art (1878), L 15.

(jr) In gun., a small iron ring in the harrel of a gtm. (&)

The small ring at the tip of a flshing-rod through which
the line passes, (i) In aruit., a looped vessel or fiber ; es-

pecially, a nerve-loop. (J) In brachiopods, the folding of

the brachial appendages.

3. In acoustics, the part of a vibrating musical

string (see sonometer), or, as in an organ-pipe, of

a column of air, where the amplitude of vibra-

tion is at its maximum. Seenode.— 4.InmecA.,

a slotted bar or ring at the side of any piece

of machinery, designed to limit or control the

movement of another part.— 5. A knot or bur,

often of great size, occurring on walnut, maple,

oak, and some other trees. The wood of these knots

is curlfid and waved in grain, and is used to make veneers

for ornamental fumitore.

6. A small magnifying-glass.— Crochet and
loopt, an old term for hooi and eye. See Aooi.

(Beds] that henget shalle be with hole sylour.

With erochettis and Imipys sett on lyoor.

Babees Book (B. E. T. S.% p. 313.

Pressed loop, in harness, a leather stra^ or piece ofwhich
the outer surface is ornamented by mipression with a

stamp.— Prick at the loop. Same as/ost and loose (a).

See/astl.

loopi (lop), V. [< toopi, K.] I. trans. 1. To
form into a loop or loops : as, to loop a cord.

—

2. To fasten or secure with a loop or loops: as,

to loop up a curtain.— 3. To furnish with a loop

or loops : as, to loc^ a cloak.

n. intrans. 1. To form a loop.

The pathways wind and loop here and there among the

ravines and around the mountain shoulders.
The Century, XXXVIL 422.

2. To move, as the larvae of certain moths, by
forming loops.

They [leeches) move partly by looping with the help of

their snckraa, and partly by swimming.
C. Claue, Zoology (trans.), p. 399.

loop2 (lop), n. [Early mod. E. also lope; < ME.
loupe, < OP. loup (dial, loup), a narrow window

;

appar. < D. Ivip, a peeping-place, ambush, <
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Zuipero, peep, lurk. Hence toop^te.] 1. A nar-

row window ; any small, narrow aperture ; spe-

cifically, in medieval fort, a small aperture for

observing the enemy, for the discharge of ar-

rows or ordnance, or to admit Ught ; a loophole.

That no light leope yn at louer ne at loupe.

Piers Plowman (C), xxL 288.

They found the gates fast barred long ere night.

And every loup fast lockt, as fearing foes den>ight.
Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 10.

Some at the loops durst scarce outpeep.
Fairfax, tr. of Tasso.

The same [wall] was very narrow in the top, not divided
with lopes, . . . but inclosed with one whole and continual
battihnent round about.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, ijc

2. A gap in the paling of a park, made for the

convenience of the deer. Salliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]—3. A removable fence-panel made of

parallel wooden bars, generally united by trans-

verse braces or crosspieces, used as a substitute

for an ordinary fence-gate . Instead of being hinged,
it is generallysupported by notched brackets, or other sup-
ports adapted to receive the ends of the bars.

100?*^ «. See loupe.

loop-bolt (lop 'bolt), n. In a vehicle, a, bolt with
an ornamental head used to fasten the body-
loop to the running-gear.

looper (16'per), n. [< loop''- + -erl.] 1. In ere-

toM., a measuring-worm; a geometrid larva:

same as geometer, 3. Hence—2. pi. The adult

geometrid moths, Geometridte or Geometrina.

Also called measure-moths and land-measurers.
— 3. An implement used in uniting the ends
of strips out from rags for the woof or filling

of rag carpets. It is a blade with a point and an eye,

through which the end of a strip is passed. With the
point of the blade the end of another strip is perforated

;

the end of the first strip,held by the eye, is thenput through
the perforation in the second, and the strips are looped
together.

loop-head (lop'hed), n. In a vehicle, the swell
and eye on the end of a body-loop. E. S. Knight.

loop-holder (lop'h61"der), n. A carriage-iron

by which the loop of a strap is attached to the
running-gear or the bed. E. S. Knight.

loophole (IBp'hol), n. [< toqp2 + hole^.'\ 1.

A small aperture, narrow toward the outside

and splayed within, in the walls of a fortifica-

tion or of any similar structure, through which
small-armsmay be fired at an enemy, or obser-

vations may be taken.

No stirring out, no peeing through a loop-Tiole,

But straight sainted with an arm&d dart.
Fletcher {and another), False One, iv, 2.

2. An opening into or out of anything; a hole
or aperture that gives a passage or the means
of escape: often used figuratively, and espe-
cially of an underhand or unfair method of es-

cape or evasion.
Tends his pasturing herds

At loopholes cut through thickest shade.
MUtan, P. L., ii. 1110.

He was only indignant that a few narrow and almost
impossible loop-holes had been left, through which those
who had offended might effect their escape.

ttotley, Dutch Sepublic, H. 97.

loopholed (ISp'hold), a. Furnished with loop-
holes; having holes or openings for outlook,
discharge of firearms, escape, etc.

But if those fail.

Yet this uneasy loop-holed gaol.

In which ye're hampered 1^ the fetlock.
Cannot but puty in mind of wedlock.

S. Butler, Hndibras, IL L 608.

loople, a. See loopy.

loopillUS-snail (lo'ping-snal), n. A snail of the
genus TruruMteUa which walks by contracting
and expanding the space between the lips and
the foot, like a looi>ing caterpillar.

looping-WOnn (16'ping-werm), k. Same as loop-

worm.
looplight (lop'lit), n. A small, narrow window
in a wall, turret, or the like ; a loophole, espe-
cially for the admission of light.

loop-shell gnard (lop'shel gard). A sword-
gnard of such form that a loop or ring attached
to the eross-guard, through which the finger

may be passed, is protected in its turn by a
shell forming an additional or outer guard.
Compare cup-guard.

loop-test (lop'test), n. A method of testing
for the position of a fault or defect in the in-

sulation of a telegraph-line or -cable. It con-
sists In making the two piule of the faulty line two sides
of the Wheatstone's bridge (see registance), the fanlt^

through the earth, being made one of the Junctions of the
bridge.

loopwork (ISp'werk), n. Work consisting of
loops or looped stitches.

By leaving portions of ttie silk loopwork uncut a less
raised pile is produced. Art Journal, XLVHL 379.

loose

loopwonn (16p'w6rm), n. A looper: same as

geometer, 3. Also looping-worm.

loopy (lo'pi), a. [Also loopie; origin uncertain:

ef. loop'^.\ Deceitful; crafty.

loop-yoke (ISp'yok), n. In a vehicle, the loop

for the strap by wMch the swaying of the body
is limited. E. S.
loordf, n. See lourd^-.

loost, n. See lose^.

loose (18s), a. and n. [< ME. loos, los, louie, lowse,

lause, a var. (due to the verb, or to the influence

of D. loos, etc.) of lees, les, < AS. leds, loose,

false, = OS. Ids = OFries. las = MD. loos,

loose, false, D. los, loose, loos, false, = MLG.
Ids, los = OHG. MHG. Ids, loose, false, G. los,

loose, = Icel. laus = Dan. Sw. Ids, loose, =
Goth, laus, empty, vain; from the root *ki8 of

AS. ledsan, lose: see loose, v., leese^, lose^, and
leased. The AS. adj. leds is also the source of

the E. suffix -less, q. v.] I. a. 1. Not fast or

confined; not fastened; unattached; free from
restraint or obligation ; not bound to another or

together; without bonds, ties, or attachments;
at liberty: as, loose sheets of a book; loose

tresses of hair; loose change in one's pocket;

to break loose; to be set loose; to cut loose from
bad habits.

Whan I had al this folke beholde
And fonnde me loos and noght yholde.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1286.

Than pit^ of my person prikked his hert,

He deliuert me lowse, & my lele felow,

Alphenor the freike.

Detlruetion of Tray (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 13190.

Lo, I see fourmen loose, walking in the midst of the fire.

Ban. UL 25.

Pretending Religion and the Law of God is to set all

things loose. Sdden. Table-Talk, p. 104.

War wearied hath perform'd what war can do.

And to disorder'd rage let loose the reins.

MHUm, P. L., VL 696.

Sills that, . . . chiming as they fall

Upon loose pebbles, lose themselves at length.
Cowper, Task, L 194.

Horses breaking loose in the compound outside.

W. a. RvasM, Diary in India, IL 73.

2. Not tight or close ; without close union or

adjustment; slightly or slackly joined: as, a

loose knot; loose garments; a loose league or

confederation.
Now does he feel his title

Hang loose about him, like a giant's robe
Upon a dwarfish thlet 5&I&., Macbeth, v. 2. 21.

The light and lustrous curls . . . were parch'd with dost.

Or clotted into points and banging loose.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

3. Not dense or compact ; having interstices or

intervals ; open or expanded: as, cloth of loose

texture ; a loose order of battle.

With horse and chariots rank'd in loose array.
MOUm, P. L., il 887.

4. Not concise or condensed; wantingprecision
or connection of parts ; diffuse; rambling: as,

a loose style of writing; 2oose reasoning; a loose

array of facts.

Both, hote, Instie, and plaine speakers, but colde, lowse,

and rough writers. Ateham, The Scbolemaster, p. 116.

fie dodged me with a long and loose account.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

5. Not exact in meaning; indefinite; vague;
uncertain.

It is scarcely possible that language so loose, in a matter
requiring mathematical precision, should have been un-
IntentionaL Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., it IL

The words in which the jurisdiction of these officen was
described were loose, and might be stretched to almost an^
extent. Maeaulay, Hist. Bog., vi.

6. Lax; relaxed; slack; wanting retentiveness
or power of restraint: as, loose bowels; loose

ties; a loose bond of onion.

There are a kind of men so loose of sonl
That in their deeps wfll mutter tlieir affairs.

Shale, Otbello, lit 3. 416.

7. Lax in character or quality ; not strict or
exact; careless; slovenly: as, a loose constme-
tion of the constitution; a loose mode of con-
ducting business ; loose morality.

It is an argument of a loose and ungovemed mind to be
affected with the promiscuous approbation of the general-
ity of mankind. ^eele, Spectator, Ka 188.

So loose was the pradace in assessment for these taxes
that a perusal of the various writs for the assessment and
collection is like reading the programme for the course of

a procession that went another way.
8. DoweU, Taxes in Bnglaiui, UL 76.

8. Lax inprinciple or conduct; free from moral
restraint; wanton; dissolute; unchaste: as, a
loose woman ; loose behavior.

I would prevent
The loose encounters of lascivious men.

STiai., T. G. 0tV.,lL7. 4L
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I have shewn In a former Paper with how much Care
I have avoided all such Thoughts as are loose, obscene, or
immoral. Addison, Spectator, No. 262.

Their subjects run . . . from the most solemn mysteries
of religion to the loosest frolics of common life.

Tidmor, Span. Lit., n. 206.

9t. Disengaged; free; independent: withfrom
or of.

Now 1 stand
Loose of my vow ; but who Itnows Cato's thoughts?

AdSimm, Cato.

Their prevailing principle is to sit as loose from plea-
sures, and be as moderate in the use of them, as they can.

AUerJmry,

lOf. Seemingly communicative ; frank; open;
candid.

Your thoughts close and your countenance loose will go
safely over the world. Leigh (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 648).

AloosefiBh. See;!efti,n.—At loose ends. See end.—
Fast and loose. See /oeW.—Loose color, a color that is
not permanent ; a fugitive color ; speciflcally, in dyeing,
a colorwhich will not resist the various destructive agents,
as light, air, soap, dilute acids and alkalis, to which it may
be naturally subjected.—Loose herding. See herding.
—Loose lu tlie haltt. See Af^/Ji.—Loose pulley, sen-
tence, etc. See the nouns.—To break loose, cut loose,
let loose, etc. See the verbs.—To Shake a loose leg.
See leg.

11. n. If. Freedom from restraint ; license.
[Still used in a common phrase. See to gvoe a
loose, below.]

He [Pegasus] runs with an unbounded loose.
Prior, Carmen Seculare for 1700, xvi.

a. The act of letting go or letting fly; dis-
charge; shot.

In throwing a dart or javelin we force back our arms,
to make our loose the stronger. B. Jonson.

Surely the poet gives a twang to the loose of his arrow,
making him [Robin Hood] shoot one a cloth-yard long at
full forty-score mark.

Fuller, Worthies, H. 669 (Proverbs).

Merely to straighten the fingers and let the string go
free will give a clumsy, sluggiui loose.

M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 20.

Sf. A solution of a problem or explanation of
a difficulty.

You shall see them find out pretty looses in the conclu-
flion, but are no ways able to examine or debate matters,

Baeon, Cunning (ed. 1887).

4. The privilege of turning out cattle on com-
mons. [North. Eng.]—To give a loose, orto give
loose, to give free vent

;
give a loose rein.

Several of the French, Italian, and English Poets have
given a loose to their Imaginations in the Description of
Angels. Addison, Spectator, No. 327.

Our Manners were formed from our different Fortunes,
not our different Age. W ealth gave a Loose to your Youth,
and Poverty put a Kestrainc upon mine.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, i. 1.

loose (16s), v.; pret. and pp. loosed, ppr. loosing.

[Early mod. E. also louse^ lowse, leuse; < ME.
lomen (a var., after the adj., of losen, lose, < AS.
loaian) , mixedwiththe different but relatedverb
lesen, <. AS. lesan, lysan = 08. lo^an, loson =
D. lossen = MLGr. losen = OHGr. losfjan, losan,

ioson, MHG. losen, G. losen = leel. leysa = Sw.
losa= Dan. lose= Goth, lauyan, loose; from the
adj., AS. leds, etc., loose: see loose, a., and cf.

lose'-.'] I. trans. 1. To make loose or free ; re-

lease from that which restrains, confines, or

hampers; set at liberty; disengage; discharge
from constraint, obligation, or penalty.

Have pity on me, as I had upon thee,

Whan I lows^d ye out o' prison Strang.

The Prooosfs Dochter (Child's Ballads, IT. 293).

Whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven. Mat. xvi. 19.

Woman, thou art loosed from thine infirmity.
Luke xiii. 12.

As many arrows, loosed several ways.

Come to one mark. Shak., Hen. V., L 2. 207.

I heard the famous singer Clfaccio. ... His holding

out and delicateness in extending and looseing a note with

incomparable softnesse and sweetnesse waa admirable.

Evelyn, Diary, April 19, 1687.

2. To disengage the hold of; undo; unfasten;

untie.

Who is worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals

thereof? Kev. v. 2.

Whoever bound him, I will loose his bonds.
Shak., 0. of E., v. 1. 339.

We differ farder, and the knot harder to louse, for nether

Byde wantes sum reason. _
A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

3. To relax ; loosen ; make or let loose, par-

tially or wholly: as, to loose sail ; to loose one's

hold or grasp.

The Joints of his loins were loosed, and his knees smote

•one against another. I*^- ^- ^

4t. To solve; explain.

He had red her Biddle, which no wight

Could ever loose but suffred deadly doole.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xL Zi
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To loose sail, to unfurl sail by casting off the gaskets.
— S3T1. To unfasten, let go, detach, disconnect, absolve,
acquit.

Il, vntrans. To perform the act of loosening

;

make or set loose something; let go a hold, un-
moor a ship, shoot an arrow, or the like.

I spyed hym behynde a tree redy to lawse at me with a
croBbowe. Palsgrave.

I^ow, when Paul and his company loosed from Paphos,
they came to Perga, in Pamphylia. Acts xiu. 13.

Nor must he look at what or whom to strike,
But loose at all ; each mark must be alike.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iiL 3.

loose-bodied (16s'bod'''id), a. it. Of loose hab-
its.

Be wise, and take heed of him ; he's giddy-headed, and
loose-bodied. Shirley, Love I'ricks, il. 1.

2. Not fitted to the figure ; flowing.

Imprimis, a loose-bodied gown.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 8. 136.

loose-box (los'boks), n. A stable, or more com-
monly an inclosed part of a stable, without
stalls, for the accommodation of unhaltered
horses.
The pony in the loose-box in the comer.

IHckens, Bleak House, vii.

loose-house (los'hous), n. Same as loose-box.

loose-kirtle (18s'k6r"tl), n. A woman of loose
character ; a wanton. Kmgsley. [Rare.]
loosely (los'li), adv. [= D. losselijk = MLG.
losliken = MHG. losUche, losUehe = Icel. laus-
liga = Sw. losUgen, losUgt = Dan. loseUg; as
loose, a., + -ly^.'\ 1. In a loose manner; not
firmly or tightly: as, loosely corded or strapped.

Her golden locks for haste were loosely shed
About her ears. Spenser, F. Q.

Hence— 2. Freely; negligently; carelessly;
without precision: as, to speak loosely; a loosely

conducted enterprise.

Part loosely wing the region. Milton, P. L., vii 425.

A prince should not be so loosely studied as to remember
so weak a composition. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 9.

I imagine our Bible is the most loosely read, least under-
stood of any book in the English tongue.

Aleott, Tablets, p. 112.

The importance of time, even in a war as loosely con-
ducted ... as that of the Rebellion, has no better illus-

tration than in the case of the Monitor.
J. S. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 236.

So, to speak loosely and generally, the Lancastrian rule
was a direct continuity, and the Yorkist rule was a break
in the continuity, of constitutional development.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 373.

3. Immorally; wantonly; dissolutely.

A bishop, living loosely, was charged that his conversa-
tion was not according to the apostles' lives. Camden.

loosen (16'sn), V. [= Dan. losne; as loose, a.,

+ -eti^. Cf. loose, «.] I. trans. 1. To make
loose ; free from tightness, tension, firmness, or
fixedness: as, to Zoosem a knot; to ?oose» a joint;

to loosen a rock in the earth.— 2. To render less

dense or compact: as, to loosen the soil about
the roots of a plant.

The cause of this was nothing but the loosening of the
earth, which comforteth any tree.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 436.

3. To let loose ; free from restraint or confine-
ment.

While you, with loosen'd sails and vows, prepare
To seek a land that flies the searcher's care.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Epistles, viiL

Breathe into the many-folded shell.

Loosening its mighty music.
Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ill 3.

From his girth
The dread scroll loosened tell to earth.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, m. 203.

To loosen a cough, to relieve the affected parts from a
sense of constriction; promote expectoration.-To loosen
the bowels, to relieve them from costiveness.

II. mtrans. To become loose; become less

tight, firm, or compact.
loosener (los'nfer), n. 1. One who loosens.

—

3. That whicli loosens ; a laxative.

It wrought neither as an astringent or as a loosener; nor
like opium, or bark, or mercury.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, IX. xxv. (19).

looseness (los'nes), n. 1. The state of being
loose or relaxed; laxness of attachment, ad-

justment, connection, or coherence: as, the

looseness of a cord or a vein; looseness of the

skin, of earth, or of the texture of cloth; loose-

ness of expression or of reasoning.

To the conversational education of the Athenians I am
inclined to attribute the great looseness of reasoning which
is remarkable In most of their scientific writings.

Maca/tday, Athenian Orators.

2. Irregularity; instability; habitual devia-

tion from rules; as applied to conduct, laxity;

immorality; disorder.

lop

When the people slacken, and fall to loosenes, and riot,

then doe they as much as if they laid downe their necks
for some wily Tyrant to get up and ride.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., it

3. Flux from the bowels ; diarrhea.

loosening-bar (los'ning-bar). n. See 6arl.

loosestme (ISs'strif), n. [< loose, v., + obj.

strife; translating the Gr. name Xvm/iaxta, Taiai-

/idxiovQlj.lysi-

machia), loose-

strife: see Ly-
simachia.'] In
hot., the Eng-
lish popular
name of sev-
eral species of

plants, chiefly
of the genera

Loosestrife {Lysimackia quadrifolia).

1, upper part of the stem with the flowers

;

2, lower part, showing the rhizome; a, flow,
er ; J, fruit.

Lythrum.
Along the Wall-

kill the spiked
loosestrife, a tall,

downy weed, with
large, purple flow-
ers, has long been
common.

J. Burroughs,
[The Century,

[XX. 99.

Common loose-
strife, Lysima-
cMa vulgaris or
Lythrum Salica-

ria. [Great Britain.]—False loosestrife, a plant of the
genus Ludwigia.—Go\Aen or yellow loosestrife, Lyn-
machia vulgaris.— Fvxple or spiked loosestrife, Ly-
thrum Salicaria.—Swamp-loosestrlfe, Sescea verticH-
to(a.—Tufted loosestrife, Lysimaehia thyrsijima.—
West Indian loosestrife, Juseiaa suffruticosa.

loose-work (16s'w6rk), n. An old style of em-
broidery in which parts were left free to move,
as the leaves of a tree represented in the work,
and attached by one side or one point only.

loot (lot), n. [< Hind. ZMi(cerebral t), < Skt. lotra,

loptra, plunder, booty, spoil, < •/ lup, break : see
rupture, and cf. rob, reave, from the same ult.

root.] Booty; plunder, especially such as is

taken in war. [Originally Anglo-Indian, but
now in common English and American use.]

If his adherence was prompted by the pure love of loot,

as he called plunder, . . . we were sure of his staunchness
so long as our crop of loot throve better than our enemy's.

J. W. Palmer, tTp and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 136.

loot (lot), V. [< loot, «.] I. trans. To plunder,
as a house or a city which has been tekeB'^ by
storm; pillage; sack; ransackiu search ofplun-
der; also, to seize and carry ofl: as plunder.

A place of temporary security for the plunder looted by
laundresses. Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, xiv.

A body of soldiers . . . looted everything they could
find. E. Sartorius, In the Soudan, p. 54.

II. intrams. To engage in pillage; take booty.

It was, of course, rather difficult to prevent our men
from looting, and generally going on as natives, and, for
the matter of that, white men too, are in the habit of doing
after a victory. Harper's Mag., LXXVn. 361.

loo-table (lo'ta"bl), n. An ornamental round
table for use in playing at loo.

"Augustus, my love," said Miss Pecksniff, " ask the price
of the eight rosewood chairs and the loo-table."

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xM.

looter (16'ter), n. One who loots; a plunderer.
Those insatiable looters, men, women, and children, all

are at it. W. H. RusseU, Diary in India, II. 340.

looty (16'ti), n.; pi. looties (-tiz). [< Hind. lUti,

a plunderer, < lut, plunder: see loot, «.] In the
East Indies, a plunderer; a looter. Beepindaree.

The looties indeed of Ispah&n are proverbial as the most
" rowdy " set of vagabonds in Persia.

Encyc. Brit., XIIL 395.

loovet, V. t. See loveK

loovert, looveredt. See louver, louvered.

loo'warm, a. See lew^warm.
lopi (lop), v.; pret. and pp. lopped, ppr. loppvng.
[A Tar. of lap% q. v. Of. lop^, prob. the same
word in another sense. For the variation of
vowel, cf. flap and flop, strap and strop, Icnap

and knop."] I. intrans. 1 . To haiig down loosely

;

droop : said especially of the pendulous ears of
some animals, as dogs and rabbits.— 2. To
bend indolently sidewise or downward; loll;

lounge. [CoUoq.]

The sefiora . . . could only lop about in her saddle.
Th^ Century, XXIIL 652.

II. trans. To let droop; allow to hang down:
as, a horse lops his ears.

lopi (lop), n. [< lop\ I).] A hanging down;
a drooping, as of the ears of rabbits.

lop2 (lop), v. t.; pret. and pp. lopped, ppr. loppimg.
[<]VLE.*Zo2>pem(notreeorded,butprob.the source
of ML. loppare,loT^); prob. another use ('cut the



lop

lap or loose edges of) of 2opl,var. of lap^. Cf.
F. lopin, a fragment, morsel, from the same ult.

Bouroe,namelyAS. lappa, etc.,edge,margin,ete.
In this view, the word is not related to MD. lup-
pen, D. lubben, maim, castrate : see Zifci.] 1. To
cut off, as the top or extreme part of anything

;

shorten or reduce by cutting off the extremi-
ties ; ciit off, as superfluous parts ; trim by cut-
ting: as, to lop a teee or its branches.

Have I with this one rapier
Fass'd through a field of pikes, whose heads I lopt
As easily as the bloody-minded youth
Lopt off the poppy-heads? Ford, Lady's Trial, iv. 2.

Expunge the whole, or lop the excrescent parts.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 49.

There is another power, long used, but now lopped off.

D. Webster, Speech, Oct. 12, 1832.

2. To cut partly off andbend down: as,to?opthe
saplings of a hedge. =Syn. 1. To dock, crop, prune.

lop2 (lop), n. [< lqp2, J).] That which is cut
from trees; fagot-wood.

We take
From every tree lop, bark, and part o* the timber.

Shah., Hen. VIII., L 2. 98.

It is usual to take the lop, or smaller branches [for dis-
tillation]. Sporuf Encyc. Manif., L 8.

Lop and top. (a) The smaller branches and the tops of
trees that are lopped off ; fagot-wood.

A very large fall of timber, ... one fifth of which . . .

belongs to the grantee. Lord StaweL He lays claim also
to the lop and top: but the poor . . . have taken it all

away. OUbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selbome, ix.

(6) Every part; the whole.

Now thyself hast lost both lopp and topp.

Spejiser, Shep. GaL, February.

lop^t (lop), n. [< ME. loppe (= Sw. lappa =
Dan. loppe), a flea

;
prob. < AS. Medpan, leap

:

see ?eapl, and ef . lope^. The AS. loppe, a spider,
is by some taken to mean ' a flea

'
; but its other

sense, ' a silkworm,' and its appar. var. loibe, a
spider (see Zoftl), exclude this interpretation.]
1. A flea.

After this bore shal come a lambe that shal hane feet of
lede, and hede of bras, an hert of a loppe, a swynes skyn,
and an haide. Ca^Oan, Cbron. of Eng., p. 60.

Grete loppU ouere all this lande thei fiye^

That with bytyng maids mekill blure.

YorTc Flays, p. 85.

2. A spider.

Thi riet shapen in manere of a net or of a webbe of a
loppe. Chaucer, Astrolabe, t 3.

lop*t. An obsolete preterit of feapi.

Loparia (lo-pa'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.] A division
of heteropterousbugs of the familyPhytocoridw,
comprising the largest and most superbly col-

ored members of the family.

lope^ (lop), V.
;
pret. and pp. loped, ppr. loping.

[< ME. lopen, a var. of lepen (AS. hledpan), per-
haps due in part to LGr. lopen, D. loqpen, leap:
see feopi.] I, intrans. If. To leap.

This whinyard has gard many better men to lope than
thou. Greene, James IV., Ind.

2. To move or run with a long step, as a dog;
canter leisurely with a rather long, easy stride,

as a horse.
The most confirmed gait he could establish was a Can-

terbury gallop with the hind legs, which those more for-

ward assisted for doubtful moments, though generally
content with a loping trot.

J. F. Cooper, Last of the Mohicans, iL

H. trans. To cause to lope in going or run-
ning. [Kare.]

For seven or eightmileswe loped our jaded horses along
at a bri^ pace. T. Saoseoelt, Hunting Trips, p. 281.

lope^ (lop). TO. [< ME. lope; < lope^, v. Cf . feopi,

m.] If. A leap.

I cannot do the author justice . . . without taking a
large lope over the next reign.

Soger North, Ezamen, p. 618.

2. A striding movement; a run made with long
steps ; especially, a leisurely canter with a ra-

ther long, easy stride, as of a horse.

The guards set A^hby through the hedge, and in a lope
he turned up the tow-path. The Century, XXX. 286.

lope^t. A Middle English preterit and past par-
ticiple of teapl.

lop-eared (lop'erd), a. [< lop^ + eared.'] Hav-
ing ears which lop or hang downward ; having
pendulous ears. Also lap-eared.

lopemant (lop'man), «. A leaping man.
The high and mighty 1 God, what a style is this

!

Methinks it goes like a Dutchy lope^man;
A ladder of a hundred rounds will fail

To reach the top on 't.

Fletch£r (and another), Noble Gentleman, iiL 4.

loper (16'per), TO. 1. One who or that which
lopes.— 2. In rope-making (in the now nearly
obsolete process of laying up strands in a rope-
walk by the use of a whirl), a swivel placed at

one end of the rope-walk, the whirl being at the
other end. The yams are attached to the loper, and the
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twisting proceeds from it toward the whirl, the untwisted
parts of the yams being kept separate by the top, which, as
the twisting progresses, is forced along toward the whirl,

lope-staflft (lop'staf), TO. A leaping-pole.

A lope-staffe wherewith men leape ditches. Cotgrave.

The doubtful fords and passages to try,

With stilts and lope-staves that do aptliest wade.
jyrayton. Barons' Wars, i.

Lopez gambit. See gamMt.
Lopezia (lo-pe'zi-a), TO. [NL. (Cavanilles, 1791),

named after J. Lopez, a Spanish botanist.] A
genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants, of

the natural order Onagrariece, the evening-prim-
rose family, it is characterized by irregular flowers,
with four petals (each furnished with a claw), one stamen
which is anther-bearing and one which is petaloid, and an
indefinite number of ovules. They are erect branching
herbs with small red or purple flowers on slender pedicels
in racemes or subcorymbs at the ends of the branches.
Fifteen species have been described, all from Mexico and
Guatemala. Spach, Endlicher, and other authors make
this genus the type of a tribe Lopeztem.

Lopeziese (16-pe-zi'e-e), «. pi. [NL. (Spach),
< Lopezia + -ece.] A tribe of plants of the or-

der Onagrariece, typified by the genus Lopezia,
and characterized by irregular flowers with one
or two stamens and a loculicidal capsule. It

embraces 4 genera of Mexican shrubs or herbs.
lopez-root (lo'pez-rot), n. The yellowish woody
root of a prickly climber, ToddaUa aculeata, na-
tive in the East Indies. It was formerly a noted
remedy for diarrhea, but is now disused except in India,
where it is valued as a stimulating tonic.

Loptaiidse (lo-fi'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Lophius +
-idee.'] A family of pediculate flshes, typified

by the genus Zophius. (a) In old systems, a family
of alleged acanthopteryglans, including all the Pedicu-
lati together with the Batrachidce. (h) In more recent
systems, a family conterminous with the OTder Pedictdati,
and embracing the Lophiidee proper, AntennariidcB, Cera-
tiid(B, and Maltheidce. (c) In Gill's ichthyological system,
a family of pediculate fishes with branchial apertures in
or behind the inferior axilise of the pectoral fins, anterior
dorsal ray superior, mouth opening more or less upward,
lower jaw generally projecting beyond or closing in front
of the upper, pseudobrachia with two actinosts, pectoral
members little geniculated, and ventral fins separated by
awide interval. In this restricted sense the family includes
only the flshes known as anglers or fishingfrogs. Also
LophiadcB, LopMd^.

Lophiodon(lo-fi'o-don),TO. [NL. (Cuvier, 1822),
< Gr. X6(j>wv or h)^eiov, dim. of /W^oj, a crest, 4-

bSovg (bSovT-) = E. tooth.] 1. A typical genus
of the family
LopJiiodontidce,

from the Mid-
dle or Upper

Lower Jaw-bone of LcphiocUm.

Eocene, differ-

ing from most
of the family in
having only 40
teeth. The dental
formula is : 3 incisors, 1 canine, 3 premolars, and 3 molars
in each upper and lower half-jaw. The animal was a tapi-
roid- See LophiodorttidOB.

2. \l. c] A member of this genus.
lopModont (16'fi-o-dont), a. and to. [< Lophio-
aonit-).] I. a. Pertaining to the Lophiodon-
tida, or having their characters.

n. TO. Atapiroidof thefamilyXopfe»o(foTO«t<Z<E.

LopModontiase(16"fi-o-don'ti-de),TO.^Z. [NL.,
< LopModon^t-) + -idee.] A faimly of extinct
perissodactyl ungulate quadrupeds of the tapi-
roid series, havingboth the upper and the lower
molars bilophodont, four toes on the fore feet,
and three on the hind feet. It includes a number of
Eocene genera representing the earliest and most gen-
eralized types of Perissodactyla, and ranging in size from
that of a hare to that of an ox. The more primitive forms
had 44 teeth, others 40. CoryphodontidoB is a synonym.
lopModontine (lo"fl-o-don'tin), a. [< Ic^hio-
dont + -ine^.] Same as lopModont. E. D. Cove,
Amer. Nat., XXI. 994.

lophiodontoid (lo'fi-o-don'toid), a. Eesem-
blingalophiodon; having the characters of the
Lophiodontoidea.

LopModontoidea (lo'fi-o-don-toi'de-a), TO. pi.
[NL., < Lophiodon(t-) + -oidea.] A! superfam-
liy of tapiroid mammals, having the upper as
well as the lower true molars without a continu-
ous outer wall, but some or all of these teeth
withtwo complete transverse crests. The group
comprises the living Tapiridw and the extinct
Lophiodontidw.

lopnloid (16'fi-oid), a. and n. [< NL. Lophius
+ Gr. elaog, form,] I. a. Pertaining to the
Lophiidoe, or having their characters.

n. TO. One of the Lophiida, as an angler.
Agassiz; J. Bichardson.
Loptaiomyidae (lo-'fi-o-mi'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Lophiomys + -idee.] A family of simpUcident
myomorphie rodents, constituted by the genus
Lophiomys. The skull is unique in some respects, the
temporal iosssb being roofed over by bony plates proceed-
ing from the temporal ridge and malar bone; the molars

lophopbore

are rooted and tuberculate ; there arc no premolars ; the
clavicles are imperfect ; thecsecum is small ; and the thumb
is opposable.

Lophiomys (lo-fi'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. Aii^iov

or ?u><jiElov, dim. of Aii^of, a crest, + /lii; =z E.
mouse.] The typical and only genus of the
family Lophiomyidce. L. imhausi of Africa is

the only species. A. Milne-Edwards, 1867.

Lophiostoma (16-fl-os'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
'/6(j)iov or Ao(pelov, dim. of }i6(j)0(, a crest, + aT6/ia,

mouth.] A genus of sphreriaceous fungi, typi-

cal of the family Lophiostomacece, having the
perithecia carbonaceous,and the osteolumlarge
and compressed. The spores, which are oblong orlu-
siform, are plurilocular, brown or olivaceous and fre-

quently appendiculate. The species grow mostly on dead
wood, decorticated twigs, etc.

Lophiostomacese (lo-fi-os-to-ma'se-e), to. pi.

[NL., < Lophiostoma + -acece.] A' family of
sphasriaceous fungi proposedby Saccardo, typi-

fied by the genus Lophiostoma.
lopMostomate (lo-fi-os' to-mat), a. [< Gr.
M^iov or }x>(peiov, dim. of U(j>og, a crest, + ardfui,

mouth.] In hot., having the apertures or open-
ings crested. CooMs Manual. [Eare.]

lopniostomoUB (lo-fi-os'to-mus), a. Same as lo-

phiostomate.

Lophius (16'fi-us), TO. [NL., < Grr. Mipog, a crest.]

The typical genus of Lophiidte, originally in-

eluding all the pediculate fishes, now restrict-

ed to tne angler, L. piseatoritis, and closely re-

lated species. See cut under angler.

lophobranch (16'fo-brangk), a. and to. [< Gr.
a6<j>o(, a crest, + ^p&xia, gills.] I, a. Having
tufted gills ; specifically^ pertaining to the Lo-
phohranchii, or having their characters.

II. TO. A fish of the order Lophohranchii.
lopbobranchiate (lo-fo-brang'ki-at), a. and to.

[< Gr. T^ipog, a crest, +' Pp&yxta, gills, + -ate^.]

Same as lophobranch.

Lophobranchii (16-fo-brang'ki-i), TO. pi. [NL.,
< &r. /W^of, a crest, + Ppdyxia, gills.] An order
of teleost flshes having the branchial skeleton
imperfect, the superior and basal branchihyals
and pharyngeals wanting, and the gills not
lamellar, but developed as loop-like or tuft-Uke
lobes, whence the name, in Cuvier's system it was
the fifth order of flshes, defined as having the jaws free

and complete, and the gills divided into small round tufts
disposed in pairs along the branchial arches. The genus
Pegaxus, as well as the typical lophobranchs, was referred
to this order by Cuvier. Pegasus, having normal lamelli-
form gills and being the type of a distinct family Pega-
eidcB, has been removed from the JLopkotrranchii and re-
ferred to the Acanthopterygii, or to a special suborder fl|/-

postt/mides of Teleocephali. The order consequently now
includes only the families SyngrtathidcB and Bi%moca/nipi-
dcB, or pipe-fiahes and sea-horses, constituting the subor-
der Syngnathi, and the SolenostomidcB, alone representing
the Solenostemi. (See cut at Hippocamipidce.) All the Lo-
pTiobranchU have a dermal skeleton composed of angular
plates having a radiate or stellate ossification. Most
of the species are marine. Also LophobvancMa, Lopho-
branchiati.

lophodont (16'fo-dont), a. [< Gr. A<i^of, a crest,
-f oiobg (bSovT-) = E. tooth.] In odontog., hav-
ing the crowns of the mola,r teeth thrown into
ridges or crests, longitudinal or transverse : op-
posed to hunodont.
Lophodytes (lo-fod'i-tez), n. [NL. , < Gr. ;U}0of

,

a crest, + d{)Trjg, a diver.] A genus of Anatida,
of the subfamily Jlfer^iTOCB,having an erect semi-
circular compressed crest ; the hooded mergan-
sers. L. cueullatus is a common bird of the
northern hemisphere.
LopholatilOB (lo-fo-lat'i-lus), to. [NL., < Gr.
M<j)og, a crest, 4- Nt. Latilus, q. v.] A genus of
tilefishes of the family LatilicUB, having a large
nuchal adipose appendage, whence the name.
See tilefish.

Lopbomonadidse (lo^fo-mo-nad'i-de), TO. pi.
[NL., < Lophomonas (-dd-) 4- -idee.] A family
of flagellate infusorians. These animalcules are
naked, solitary, and free-swimming, bearing a tuft of fla-

gella at the anterior extremity, and having no distinct
oral aperture.

Lophomonas (lo-foi>i'o-nas), n. [NL., < Gr. 7ti-

(pog,a, crest, + /unidg, a' unit: see monad.] The
typical genus of Lophomonadidw, founded by
Stein in 1860. X. hlattarum inhabits the intes-
tine of the cockroach.
lophophoral (lof'o-fo-ral), a. [< lophophore +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the lophophore or disk
of a polyzoan.
lophophore (lof'o-for), n. [< Gr. /Abog, a crest,
+ -<popog, bearing, < iftpeiv = E. hear^.] In Po-
lyzoa, the oral disk at the free end of the
polypide, on which is situated the month: so
called from the circlet of ciliated tentacles
which it bears. See PlumateUa. This organ is
circular in most polyzoans, as the cyclostomous. chUos-
tomous, and ctenostomons forms, or the GymnoUemata,
but hippocrepiform in the Ph^fUuioicanata or Lophopoia.



lophophore
The horseshoe-shaped loplwphme, such as we see It in

PhoroniB and In Lophopus, is probably the ancestral form,
and has given rise to the two other extreme forms of
ZopAopAoj-e— namely, the " pterobranohlate," associated
with a great development of the epistome, and the "cir-
cular," associated with a complete suppression of the
epistome. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 439.

Lophophorinse (lo-fof-o-n'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
LophopJwrus + 4na.'] ' A subfamily of Phasi-
anidcB, named from the genus Lophophorus, and
containing also Ceriornis and Pucrasia. These
magnificent birds are known as vmpeyans, mo-
nauls, tragopans, pucras, etc.

Lophophorus (lo-fof 'o-ms), n. [NL., < Gr.
Mfoc, a crest, + -ijidpo;, bearing, < ipepBiV = E.
learK'] 1 . A magnificent genus of Fhasiamdce,
type of the subfamily Lophophorince ; the im-
peyans. See Impeyanpheasant, amdmonaul. C.

J. Xemmmck, 1815.— 3. A genus of copepods.
Brady, 1878.

Lophophyteae (lo-fo-fl'te-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Schott, 1832), < Lop)wphytum + -eceJ] A tribe
of fleshy herbs of the natural order Balanopho-
rece, based on the genus Lophophytum. it is dis-

tinguished from the other tribes of the order by the ab-
sence of a perianth in the staminate flowers, the two sta-

mens with two-celled anthers, and the pistillate flowers
with an adherent ovary. The tribe includes 3 genera and
7 species, all South American.

Lophophytum (lo-fof'i-tum), n. [NL. (Schott
and Endlicher, 1832), < Gr. /l(iiof, a crest, 4- (^6v,
a plant.] A genus of dicotyledonous apetalous
plants, of the natural order Balanophorece and
type of the tribe Lophopkytem. it is character-
ized by having no sheath at the base of the peduncle, and
by its monoecious flowers, both staminate and pistillate

being inserted on a mammillated spadix provided with
scales. They are smooth fleshy herbs, rising from a thick
rootstock.' There are 4 species, confined to the southern
part of tropical America.

Lophopoda (lo-fop'o-da), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. Itx^q,

a crest, + iroiif (7ro5-)'== E. foot."] A name of

the typical Bryozoa, or fresh-water polyzoans,
as opposed to the Stelmatopoda or Infundibti-
lata, or sea-mats. These moss-animals have the lopho-
phore horseshoe-shaped or hippocrepiform, whence they
are also termed Sippocrepia, or, more frequently now,
Ph.yla<Aolasma^. The name is derived from one of the
genera, Lophopus, of the family Plwmatellidas, which^ with
the CristatellidcR, are included in the group. Also mcor-
rectly written Lophopea, Lophophea.

LophopsittacuS (16-fop-sit'a-kus), «. [NL.
(A. Newton, 1875), < Gr. /li5^of, a crest, + ipiTTo-

/cdf, a parrot.] A genus of psittacine birds, rep-
resented by the extinct crested parrot of Mau-
ritius, L. mauriUamus.
LophorniS (lo-fdr'nis), n. [NL. (Lesson, 1829),

< Gr. Ad^of, a crest, 4- dpvtg, a bird.] A genus
of crested humming-birds, such as Z. ornattis.

They are known as coquettes. Alsb called Bel-

latrix.

Lophortyx (lo-f6r'tiks), ». [NL., < Gr. Aii^of,

a crest, -I- fiprif, the quail.] A genus of Ameri-
can partridges having an elegant plume of re-

curved feathers on the crown; the helmet-
quails. There are two distinct species in the United
States, the valley-quail of California, L. califomica, and the

Arizona quail, L. gambeli. Both are fine game-birds, much
esteemed for their flesh. See cut under helmei-cpmil.

lophosteon (lo-fos'te-on), n.; pi. lophostea (-a).

[t Gr. ?i.6<jiog, a' crest, '+ baHov, bone.] The me-
dian and single one of the five separate bones
or ossific elements of which the sternum of a

carinate bird usually consists ; the piece or part

of the breast-bone which includes the crest or

keel: correlated with coracosteon, plewrosteon,

and metosteon. W. K. Parker.

The extent of ossification of the l(^Jwete(m and metostea,

and the mode of their cobssification.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 143.

Lophotes (16-f6'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. as if *;to-

0uTi^f, ef. h^ardg, crested, < U^oc, a crest.] 1.

The typical genus of the family Lophotidce, re-

markable for the prominence of the forehead

Lophotes cepedianus.

and the proeurrence of the dorsal fin, which

forms a kind of frontal crest, whence the name.
The only known species is L. cepedianw, a rarely found

deep-sea flsh of wide distribution, attaining a length of 5

feet

2. A genus of raptorial birds of the family Fal-

conidw. Also called Basa. B. P. Zesson, 1831.

Lophotidae (16-fot'i-de), n. pi. [NL. , < Lophotes

+ 4d<B.'\ A lamily of acanthopterygian fishes

represented by the genus Lophotes, of the

group of AeanthopterygU, having the body nb-
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bon-shaped, with the vent near the end of it, a
short anal fin behind the vent, and the dorsal
fin as long as the body.
LophotragUSt (lo-fot'ra-gus), «. [NL., < Gr.
A(i0of, a crest, -1- rpdyog, a goat.] Same as Ela-
phodus.
Lophyropoda (lof-i-rop'o-da), n. pi. [NL.,
orig. Lophyropa, prop. *L'opliuropoda, < Gr. '/Ji-

(povpog, with a bushy tail (see Lophyms), +
irohg (irod-) = E. foot.'] In Latreille's system,
the first section of his Branchiopoda ; an inde-
finable group, containing certain larval forms

. (zo8B8s), the genera Nebalia and Cuma, and sun-
dry copepod, ostracode, and cladocerous crus-
taceans. As subsequently modified, it became a more
homogeneous group of entomostracous crustaceans, com-
posed of the orders Copepoda and Ostracoda, which have
leaf-like branchial attached to the feet, as Implied in the
name.

Lophyrus (lo-fi'rus), ». [NL.,prop. *Lophurus,
< Gr. Mipovpoc, with a tufted tail, < Xdfoi, a crest,
tuft, + oipd, taiL] 1. A genus of mollusks of
the family CMtonida, or chitons. Poli, 1791.

—

2. A genus of saw-flies of the hymenopterous
family Tenthredinidce and subfamily Lydince,
having one marginal cell on the fore wings, the
male antennre pectinate, the female serrate,
and the lanceolate cell with a cross-vein, it is

a large and wide-spread group, of economic interest. L.
pint injures conifers in Europe, and L. abbotti does similar
damage in the United States. Fifteen European and about
as many North American forms are described. Ichneu-
mon-flies of the genera Tryphon, Paniseug, and Campoplex
are parasites of the larvse. LatreUle, 1802.

3. A genus of plant-bugs of the heteropterous
family Capsidce. Kolenati, 1845.— 4. A genus
of iguanoid lizards. Oppel, 1811.—5. A genus
of terrestrial columbine birds of the subfamily
GourincB : a synonym of Goura. L. P. Vieillot,

1816.

Lopidse (lop'i-de), «. pi. [NL. (Douglas and
Scott, 1865), < Lopus + 4d(S.'] A family of
plant-bugs formerly referred to the Capsid<e,

represented by the genus Lopus. in these bugs
the body is elongate, its sides being almost parallel ; the
antennte are as long as the body, with the second joint
twice as long as the first, and the third and fourth joints
filiform ; the rostrum reaches to the end of the metaster-
num ; the scutellum is triangular and equflateral; and the
elytra are longer than the abdomen.

loploUyt, n. See loUolly.

lopparat (lop'ard), n. [< lop^ + -ard. Gt. pol-

lard.] A tree'with the top lopped or out on ; a
pollard.

loppe^t, V. Obsolete form of lop^.

loppe^t, v. t. Obsolete form otlop^.

loppe^t, V. i. [A simple form, from the earlier

freq. lopper^, q. v.] To curdle or coagulate.
Levins, Manip. Vocab., 169, 16.

lopper^ (lop'lr), ». [< lop^ + -er^.] One who
lops.

lopper^t (lop'6r), a. [< ME. loper, curdled, co-

agulated; cf . D. lobberig, gelatinous, Dan. dial.

lubber, anything coagulated; prob. ult. < AS.
hledpan, leap, run, etc., = Icel. hlaupa, run,

curdle: see leap^ and lopper^, v., and cf. lop^,

lope^, loop^, loupe, from the same ult. source;
of. also rvmmet, rennet, < run, curdle: see run,

etc.] Curdled; clotted; coagulated: a,a,lopper

milk.
Dwellyd in a dark dungeon,
And in a foul slede of corupcion.
When he had na other fode
But wlatsom glet and lope/r [var. lopyrde\ blode.

Ham^le, Prick of Conscience, 1. 459.

lopper^ (lop'fer), V. t. and i. [In another form
loober; Se. also lapper; < ME. loperen (in verbal
n. loperyng and p. a. lopered, etc.); cf. G. dial.

Uibbern, G. liefern, geliefern, curdle ; a freq. form
(whence the later simple form loppe) connected
with lopper^, a., and ult. with leap'^, run: see

topper^, a.] To curdle or coagulate, as milk
which has become sour ; clot. [Prov. Eng. and
U. S., where sometimes lobber.]

Of his mouth a petuus thing to se

The lopprithlude in ded thraw voydis be.

Oavrin Douglas, JSneid, x. 328.

lopping (lop'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lop^, v.] 1

.

Tke cutting off of all the branches of a tree, ex-

cept the crop or leading shoot, for the sake of

the profit to be derived from them, as contrasted

witapruning, by which some of the branches are
cut ofE for the sake of the tree.— 2. That which
is cut off; severed branches : commonly in the

plural.

lopping-ax (lop'ing-aks), n. A small, light ax
used for trimming trees.

lopping-shears (lop'ing-sherz), n. pi. Heavy
shears used for trimming shrubs, hedges, etc.

loppyi (lop'i), a. [< Zojji + -^i.] Hanging
down : limp and pendulous. [Rare.]

Loranthaces
A smeared and loppy shirt-collar.

Shirley Brooke, Aspen Court, xxvii.

Iqppy2+ (lop'i), a. [ME. loppy; < lop^ + -yt-.]

Full of fleas.

lopseed (lop'sed), n. A North American herb,
Pliryma leptostachya, with spikes of small pur-
ple flowers, which in fruit are bent back close
against the axis, whence the name.
lopsided (lop'si"ded), a. [Also lapsided, lob-
sided; < Zopi -I- side + -e(J2.] Inclining to one
side; heavier or more developed on one side
than on the other, physically or mentally.

I had rather the college should turn out one of Aristotle's
four-square men, capable of holding his own in whatever
field he may be cast, than a score of lopeided ones developed
abnormally in one direction.

Lowell, Oration at Harvard Univ., Nov. 8, 1886.

lopstert, n. An obsolete form of lobster.

loptail (lop'tal), V. i. Same as lobtail.

Lopus (lo'pus), n. [NL. (Hahn, 1831), < Gr.
Aoffdf, or AoTToc, peel, shell, husk, bark, < TiiTrew,

peel, bark.] The typical genus of Lopidce, hav-
ing the sides of theprothoraxfoliaceous iufront.
They are mostly small bugs of variegated colors, found on
the foliage of trees and shrubs. The 30 species are mainly
European, hut some are South American and others Aus-
tralian.

lop-weht (lop'web), n. [ME., < lop^, lob\ a spi-

der, 4- web.] A spider's web.
In maner of a net or of a lop-webbe,

Chaucer, Astrolabe, i. 21.

As a Itypwehbe fileth fome and gnattis.
Taken and sulfren gret files go.
Ocdeve, MS. Soc. Autiq. 134, f. 267. (Halliwell.)

lop-wood (lop'wud), n. See the quotation.
[Eng.]

The curious customs of lop-wood or privileges of cutting
fuel from pollards at certain seasons of the year.

Tli£ Academy, Feb. 4, 1883, p. 71.

loquacious (lo-kwa'shus), a. [= F. loquace =
Sp. locuaz = Pg. loquaz = It. loquace, < L. lo-

quax (loquac-), talkative, < L. loqui, speak, =
Skt. / lap, speak. From L. loqui come also ult.

E. eloquent, grandiloquent, magniloquent, etc.,

colloquy, obloquy, soliloquy, etc., locution, allo-

cution, elocution, circumlocution, etc.] Talka-
tive

;
given to continual talking ; chattering.

The Swallow skims the river's watery face,

The frogs renew the croaks of their loquaciouB race.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, i.

Blind British bards, with volent touch,
Traverse loquacums strings. J. Philips, Cider, ii.

=S3m. Oarruloue, etc. See talkative.

lo^LUaciOUSly (lo-kwa'shus-li), adv. In a loqua-
cious or talkative manner.
loquaciousness (lo-kwa'shus-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being loquacious; loquacity.

loquacity (lo-kwas'i-ti), n. [< F. loquacity =
Sp. locuacidad i= Pg. loquaddade = It. loqua-
dtd, < L. loquacita{t-)s, talkativeness, < loquax
(loquac-), talkative: see lo^uaciou^.] Talka-
tiveness; the habit or practice of talking con-
tinually or excessively.

Too great loquacity and too great taciturnity by fits.

Arbuthnot,

= Syn. Loquaciousness, garrulity, volubility, chatter.

loquat (16'kwat), n. [< Chin. (Cantonese dial.)

lukwat, < luh, a rush, + kiuh, an orange.] 1. An
evergreen shrub or tree, Pnotinia (Eryobotrya)
Japonica, native in China and Japan, and com-
monly introduced in warm temperate climates.
It is an ornamental plant, with leaves nearly a foot long,
and yields a fruit of a yellow color, resembling a small
apple.

2. The fruit of this tree. Also called Mwa, luk-

wati,pipa, and Japanese medlar.

loquela (lo-kwe'la), n. [< L. loquela, speech,
< loqui, speak: see loquacious.] In law, an im-
parlance ; a declaration.

loquence (16'kwens), n. [< L. loquentia, a talk-

ing, discourse, K loqui, speak: see loquacious.]

The act of speaking ; speech.

Thy tongue is loose, thy body close ; both ill

;

With silence this, with loqvence that doth kill.

Owen, Epigrams (1677). (Nares.)

lora^, n. Plural of lorum.

lora^ (lo'ra), n.; pi. lorce (-re). [NL., a false
form of L. lorum, q. v.] In entom., same as lore^,

4. Kirby.

loral (16'ral), a. and n. [< lore^ + -al.] I. a.

In zool., oi or pertaining to the lore: as, the
loral space ; a loral stripe.

IL n. In Tierpei., a loral plate. A\so loreal.

loranth (lo'ranth), n. [< NL. Loranthu^.] A
plant of the order Loranthaeece. Lindley.

Loranthacese (16-ran-tha'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1835), < Loranthus' + -acece.] An or-
der of dicotyledonous apetalous plants, the
mistletoe family, of which the greater number
are shrubs, or undershrubs, parasitic on trees.



Iioranthacese

They have an inferior ovary, and an ovule which becomea
erect after the flower opens. The order comprises 13
genera and about 500 species, which are found throughout
all warm and tropical regions.

loranthaceous (lo-ian-tlia'sliius), a. [< NL.
Loranthacem + -oits.] Belonging to the Loran-
thacew, or having their characters.

Loranthus (lo-ran'thus), n. [NL. (Linngeus),
< LGr. /Mpov,''Xapog, a thong (< L. lorum, thong),
+ Gr. av6oQ, flower.] A genus of dicotyledo-
nous apetalous plants, the type of the natural
order Loranthacece. and trihe Euloranthem. It is

distinguished from the only other genus of the tribe by
having a fruit which is not winged and is usually a berry
or a drupe. There are about 330 species, growing in all

warm regions, with the exception of North America. The
great majority are parasitic shrubs, generallywith perfect
flowers, which are small and beautifully colored, usually
red or yellow. (See mistletoe.) Nine fossil species have
been described, occurring in the Tertiary deposits of Eu-
rope, and also of Australia, New Zealand, and Borneo.

lorate (16'rat), a. [< L. loratus, bound with
thongs, < lorum, a thong, whip, lash, strap: see
lore^.'] In hot., shaped like a thong or strap;
ligulate; linear; much elongated.
lorcha (Wr'cha), m. [Said to be of Pg. origin;
if so, perhaps a corruption of Pg. lancha, a pin-
nace, or of lanchara, a small coasting-vessel
ased in the Malay archipelago. See lamchara.']

A light Chinese sailing vessel, built somewhat
after a European model, but rigged like a junk.

lord (lord), n. [= Sc. laird; < ME. lord, loverd,

loiverd, laverd, laferd, < AS. hldford, the mas-
ter of a household, lord; prob. a contraction of

"hldfweard, lit. 'loaf-ward,' i. e. 'keeper (and
dispenser) of bread,' < hlaf, bread, loaf,+ weard,

a keeper: see loaP- and ward, n. For the con-

traction of -weard to -ord, of. -aid, -old, as in

the name Harold and its G. cognate herold (see

herald), contracted from -^ald, -weald {^walda,

-wealda). The name hldford is peculiar to AS.
(the Icel. Idvardhr being borrowed). This fact

and the fanciful nature of its literal meaning
indicate that it was prob. orig. a poetical desig-

jiation, which, like lichama, body (see UJcam),

and other orig. poetical words, came to be
adopted in prose, with consequent contraction

and loss of meaning. Hence prob. lady, q. v.]

1. A master or ruler; a man possessing supreme
authority or power of control ; a monarch, gov-

ernor, chief, proprietor, or paramount disposer.

They speke all Greke excepts the Venycyans, that be
.l&rdes and gonernoura there.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 14.

Our Saviour, who had all gifts in him, waa Lard to

^expreaa his indoctrinating power in what sort him best

•aeem'd. MiUon, Apology for Smectymnuua.

Who hath not learned, in hours of faith.

The truth to fleah and sense unknown.
That Life is ever lord of Death?

WMttier, Snow-Bound.

2. [cap.] In Scrip., and in general Christian

use, the Supreme Being; Jehovah: with the

definite article except in address ; also applied

to Christ, who is called fhe Lord Jesus Christ,

the Lord, or our Lord. The word Lard also a]>pears

to be used of the Holy Ghoat in 2 Cor. iii. 17 (referring to

Ex. xxxiv.). In the English version of the Old Testament,

Lord, when so printed, is a translation of, or rather sub-

stitute for, the Hebrew Jahveh, or Jehmah. In the English
version of the New Testament it is a translation of the

Greek Ktipios (Latin Dominus), variously translated God,

Lard, Master, Owner, Sir.

He seide, "Ye knowe wele that now cometb the feste

that oure larde was Inne I-bore, and he is lorde of alle

iordes." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 96.

The liOED said unto my Lard, Sit thou at my righthand,

until I make thine enemies thy footstooL Ps. ex. 1.

Now the Lord is that Spirit : and where the Spirit of the

Lard is, there is liberty. 2 Cor. iii. 17.

3. A title of respect formerly given to persons

of superior rank or consideration, especially in

the phrase of address 'my lord,' as to kings and
princes, monks or other ecclesiastics, a hus-

band, etc. : stUl used humorously of a husband
with reference to his wife.
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"My lard the monk," quod he, "be myrie of chere."
Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 36.

Alt thou that my lord Elijah ? 1 KL xvUi. 7.

I oft in bitterness of soul deplored
My absent daughter, and my dearer lard.

FertUrn,, In Pope's Odyssey, iv. 362.

4. The proprietor of a manor; the grantor un-
der whom feudal tenants held, for whom he
was to some extent responsible, and over whom
he had authority. The word, with its meaning
modified, is retained in the modern term land-

lord.— 5. A nobleman ; a title of honor in Great
Britain given to those who are noble by birth

or creation: applied to peers of the realm, of

Scotland, and of Ireland, including dukes, mar-
quises, earls, viscounts, and barons. Archbishops
and bishops also are addressed by this title. A nobleman
is customarily addressed as My lord, and the holder of a
noble title, whether by right or by courtesy, is frequently
(a baron ordinarily) designated Lord : thus, the Marquis of

Salisbury is spoken of as Lord Salisbury, his eldest son Vis-

count Cranborne (courtesy title) as Lord Cranbome, etc
The younger sons of dukes and marquises have the courtesy
title Lard prefixed to their Christian names : as, Lord Ran-
dolph Churchill (son of the seventh Duke of MarlboroughX

All marquises Eldest sonnes are named no Earles, but
lard of a place or baiTony, without any Adission of his

Christen name ; and all his other brethren Lordes, with
the Addition of there Christened name.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), L 27.

The title of lord belongs to all bishops in all churches,
and not merely to those who possess a seat in the English
house of lords, nor haa it anything to do with a royal pre-

rogative of conferring titles, not being a recognised grade
of peerage. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 428, note.

6. An honorary title bestowed in Great Brit-

ain on certain of&cial personages, generally as

part of a designation. The mayors of London, York,
and Dublin, and the provosts of Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Aberdeen, Perth, and Dundee have this title ; also, all

judges while presiding in court, and the members of the
College of Justice in Scotland.

7. One who goes foremost through the harvest
with the scythe or the sickle. [Prov. Bng.
(Suffolk).]

My Lord begg'd round, and held his hat.

Says Farmer Gruff, says he.

There's many a lord, Sam, I linow that,

Haa begg'd as well as thee.

Bloomfleld, The Horkey.

HoTise of Lords, the upper ot the two branches of Par-
liament ot Great Britain and Ireland, consisting at
present (1903) of 4 peers of the blood royal, 2 arch-
bishops, 22 dukes, 23 marquises, 125 earls, 35 viscounts,
24 bishops, 316 barons, 16 Scotch representative peers,
and 28 Irish representative peers: total &95. Fourteen
of the foregoing are minora, and two are reckoned both
as peers of the United Kingdom and Irish representa-
tive peers. Eazell's Animal, 1903. Abbreviated B. L.—
House of the Lord, See hause of God, under hmueK
—Lay lord. See Jay4._Uege lord. See liege.—TmiA
advocate, see advocate.—Lord almoner. Seealmmieri.
—Lord and vassal, grantor and grantee in the feudal
system.—Lord cliamberlaln,loTdgreatchamberlain.
See chamberlain, 1 (6).—Lord Chief Justice. Seejustice.
—Lord Mgh adnuraL See admir(rf.—Lord high chan-
cellor. See eharncellar, 3.— Lord Mgh commissioner.
Seecanmiissioner.—LordHigh Constable. Heeconstable,

L—Lordlngross,alord irrespective of amanor, as theking
in respect of his crown.—Lord Justice Clerk, Lord Jus-
tice General, lords Justices. Seejvstiee.— Lord Keep-
er. See Keeper of the Great Seal, under keeper.—Lord
lieutenantjo) The title of the viceroy or royal governor
of Ireland. He is a member of the British ministry, and
retires fi:om office with the cabinet to which he owes his
appointment. (&) In Great Britain and Ireland, the prin-
cipal official of a county, who has under him deputy lieu-

tenants, and controls the appointment of justices of the
peace and the issue of commissions in the local military
organizations. The office was originally created for the
defense of the counties in times of disturbance.—Lord Of
a manor, one who possesses a manor having copyhold
tenants.—Lord of appeal in ordinary, one of those
members of the British House of Lords appointed special-
ly, with exceptionally limited privileges and powers, to
form with other peers an ultimate court of appeaL See
the quotation.

The judicial functions of the House of Lords have been
virtually transferred to an appeal committee, consisting
of the Lord Chancellor and other peers who have held
high judicial office, and certain lardsof appeal in ardinari^
created by the Act. . . . The lord^ of appeal in ordinary
are an entirely new creation. They hold office on the
same conditions as other judges ; they take rank as barons
for life ; but they are entitled to a writ of summons to
attend and vote in the House only so long as they hold
office, and their dignity does not deacend to their heirs.

Eneyc. Brit., Xni. 765.

Lord of hosts. See AogO.—Lord of lords, in Scrip., a
title of Christ.

The lAmb shall overcome them : for he is Lard of Urrds,

and King of kings. Eev. xviL 14.

Lord of misrule, a person formerly chosen to direct the
Christmas sports ana revels. His rule began on All-hal-

low eve and continued till Candlemas day. Also called
Kiig of naxnde.—JjotA of the ascendant. See aicen^
damt, L—Lord of the May. See the quotation.

Itwas customary to personify this famous outlaw [Eobin
Hood], with several of hifi most noted associates, and add
them to the pageantry of the Uay-games. He presided
as Lard of the May; and a female, or rather, perhaps, a
man habited like a female, called the Maid Marian, his
faithful mistress, was the Lady of the May. His compan-
ions were distinguished by the title of " Robin H<K)d's

lordless

Men," and were also equipped In appropriate dresses;

their coats, hoods, and hose were generally green.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 466.

Lord paramount. See paramumnt—Lord Fresldeilt,

the tifle of the presiding judge of the first division of

the inner house of the Scottish Court of Session ; the Lord
Justice General. See pr«»Wen«.—Lord PrlVT Seal See
Keeper of the Privy Seal, under keeper.—"Laros Commis-
sioners of the Treasury. See «rea»urer.—Lord's Day,
the first day of the week; Sunday.—Lord's domain,
that part of a manor occupied by the lord, or held by
tenures which can be shown to have been servile In

their origin.—Lord's forebodet. See /orfiode.—Lords
marchers. See marcher.—LordB Of Council and Ses-
sion. See eouncU.—'LoiCii of Justiciary, the judges of

the Court of Justiciary or supreme criminal court of Scot-

land. Seejt«(iaa»7/.—Lords of regality, dee regality.

—Lords of Session, the judges of the Scottish Court of

Session.—Lords Ofthe Articles, a committeeof the Scot-

tish Parliament, by whom the measures to be proposed
in Parliament were prepared.—Lords of the bedcham-
ber. See bedchamber.— IjoidB of the Congregation.
See congregation.- JjOTia ordinary, the five Judges who
form the outer house of the Scottish Court of Session.—

Lord's Prayer, a prayer or model of prayer given by
Jesus to his disciples. It exists in the New Testament
in two forms (Mat. vi. 9-13; Luke xi. 2-4), and it ap-

pears in the Book of Common Prayer in a translation

of the first of these slightly different from that in the

King James Bible. It is used in some part ot almost

all liturgical services. In ancient eucharistic offices it

regularly follows at the end of the canon ; in the Anglican
communion office, however, after the communion of the
people. In liturgical use it is said sometimes with and
sometimes without the final doxology of Mat. vi. 13 (omit-

ted in the revised version), "For thine is the kingdom,"
etc.—Lords spiritual, the archbishops and bishops who
have seats in Uie House of Lords.— Lord's Supper, (n)

A sacrament or an ordinance instituted hy_ Christ for ob-

servance by his followers, and consisting in the blessing

or consecration of bread and wine with the words of in-

stitution (see institution) and the subsequent eating and
drinking of the consecrated elements. See communion
and eucharist. (6) The love-feast or agape, especially In

the primitive church, whether accompanyin{; the sacra-

ment or apart from it—Lord's table. See table.—lAa6B
temporaX those lay peers who have seats in the House
of Lords.—Mesne lord,one who, being himself a tenant,

is lord of other tenants.- The Lords, the House of Lords,

the upper house of the British Parliament.—The Lords'
Act. See i»!t.—The Lord's anointed. See anaitUed.

—To be good lordt, to receive into favor ; take underpro-
tection.

And after this she may hym ones preye
To ben good lord in short, and take hire leve.

Chaucer, Troilus, li 1668.

To be good lord and good devllt, to be equally civil or
complimentary to all, whether good or bad.

lord (16rd), i;. [<.lord,n.'] I. ^rans. 1. To raise

to the rank of a lord ; hence, to treat, address,
or acknowledge as lord or master.

He being thus lorded.
Not only with what my revenue yielded.
But what my power might else exact

Shak., Tempest, L 2. 97.

Not tho' all the gold
That veinff the world were pack'd to make your crown.
And every spoken tongue should lord you.

Tennyson, Princess, Iv.

2. To rule or preside over as lord.

AH the revels he had lorded there. Keata.

II. intrans. To play the lord ; domineer; rule

with arbitrary or despotic sway: sometimes fol-

lowed by over, and sometimes by the indefinite

it, with or without over.

They preached and lorded not ; and now they lord and
preach not. Latimer, Sermon of the Plouglr

How dull and how insensible a beast
Is man, who yet would lord it o'er the rest

!

Drydm, Essay on Satire, L 2.

lorddom (Idrd'dum), n. [< ME. *lorddom, la-

verddom, laferddoni, < AS. hldforddom, < hldford,
lord, + (iojB, jurisdiction : see lord and -dom.']

The rule or dominion of a lord. Imp. Diet.

lordeynt, a. A variant of lurdan.

lording (idr'ding), n. [< ME. lording, loverdimg,

lavermng; < lord + -dng^. In the orig. use (def.

1) not dim., but complimentary.] If. A lord;

master; in address, in the plural, sirs ; masters

;

gentlemen.
"Lordings," quod he, "In chirches whan I preche,
I peyne me to ban an hautein speche."

Chaucer, ProL to Pardoner's Tale, L 43.

Listen, lordinge, If ye list. Spenser, F. Q., UL ix. 3.

2. A young or little lord; a lordling; also, a
little lord in a derogatory sense.

m question you
Of my lord's tricks and yours when you were bOTB :

Yon were pretty to-df71^8 then. Shak., W.T.,L 2. 62.

lordkin (Idrd'kin), n. [< lord + -kin.'] A little

or young lord ; a lordling.

Princekin or lordkin from his earliest days has nurses,
dependent^ governesses, little friends, schoolfellows, . . .

flattering him and doing him honour.
Thackeray, Newcomes, llli

lordless (Idrd'les), a. [< ME. *lordles, Umerdles,

< AS. hldfordleds, havingno lord, < hldford, lord,

+ -leds, E. -less.] Without a lord or feudal pro-
tector ; not dependent upon a lord or superior



lordless

The lordleis man was liable to be slain as an ontlaw by
any one who met him.

Sir E. Creaty, Eng. Constitution, p. 48.

lord-lieutenancy (Idrd-lu-ten'an-gi), ». The
office of lord lieutenant. See lord.

Carteret, turned out of the lordrliewteiumBy about the
same time, was now in open opposition.

5. JJawell, Taxes in England, II. 103.

lordlike (Idrd'Bk), a. [< lord + Uke\ a. Cf.
lordly.'] 1. Befitting or like a lord; lordly.— 2.
Haughty; proud: insolent.

lordliness (16rd'li-nes), n. 1. The state of
lordly dignity; high station.— 2. Lordlypride;
haughtiness.

lordling (Idrd'ling), n. [< ME,.*lordlmg, loverd-
ling; < lord + -ling^.'] A little or diminutive
lord: used commonly in a derogatory or con-
temptuous sense.

lordly (16rd'li), a. [< ME. lordiich, loverdUch;
< lord + -^1.] 1. Of the character or quality
of a lord; having high or noble rank; noble;
aristocratic.

In sight of England and her lorcUy peers.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1. 11.

2. Pertaining to or befitting a lord; character-
istic of lordship; large or grand in scale, size,

or extent.

She brought forth butter in a Imrdly dish. Judges v. 26.

Lordly sins require lorcUy estates to support them.
' South, Sermons.

3. Proud; haughty; imperious; insolent.

Lords are lordliest in their wine. MUton, S. A,, 1. 1418.

=Syn. 3. Domineering, overbearing, lofty.

lordly (16rd'li), adv. [< lord + -ly^.'i In the
manner of a lord; hence, proudly; imperiously;
despotically.

A famished lion, issuing from the -wood,
Eoars lordly fierce. Dryden.

lordolatry (Wr-dol'a-tri), n. [< lord + Gr. Tia-

Tpeia, worship ; after idolatry, etc.] Lord-wor-
ship; excessive respect for the nobility. [Hu-
morous.]
But how should it be otherwise in a country.where Lor-

dolatry is part of our creed, and where our children are
brought up to respect the Peerage as the Englishman's
second Bible? Tlmekerayf Book of Snobs, iii.

lordosis (16r-d6'sis), n, [NL., < Gr. IdpSaatg, a
bending (back in the manner described), < ^p-
Sovv, bend back, < 7Mp66q, bent back so as to ad-
vance the lower part of the body.] lupathol.:
(a) Abnormal curvature of the spinal column,
with the convexity toward the front, in dis-

tinction from kyphosis, in which the convexity
is toward the back, and from scoliosis, or lateral

curvature. (6) Any abnormal curvature of the
bones.
lords-and-ladies(16rdz'and-la'diz), n. 1. The
plant cuokoo-pint or wake-robin. Arum macula-
turn: in allusion to its light- and dark-colored
spadices, which suggest the two sexes. See
Arum, Aracece, and bulls-and-cows.—2, The har-
lequin duck, JSistrionious minutus, on some parts

of the North Atlantic coast of North America.
See cut under harlequin, a.

lordship (16rd'ship), n. [< ME. lordschipe,

*loverScMpe, laverdschipe, < AS. hldfordscipe,

lordship, dTominion, < hldford, lord, + -soipe, E.

-ship: see lord and -ship.] 1. The authority or

power of a lord or ruler; dominion ; sovereignty.

They which are accounted to rule over the Gentiles ex-

ercise lordaMp over them. Mark x. 42.

2. The territory over which a lord holds juris-

diction ; a seigniory, domain, or manor.

And the Kyng of Hungarye is a gretlord and a myghty,

and holdethe grete Lordsehippes and meche Lend in his

Hond. Mandeoaie, Travels, p. 6.

What lands and lordships for their owner know
My quondam barber.

.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal s Satires, x. 356.

S. The state or dignity of a lord or nobleman:
chiefly [cap.'], with his or your, as a title used in

addressing or mentioning a nobleman, except

a duke or an archbishop, who has the title of

Grace (liis or your).—4. In commerce, a royalty.

The plan proposed of a fixed lordship or percentage on

sales seems the only proposal which meets all the difficul-

ties of the case. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 612.

lordshipt, » *• [ME. lordscMpen; < lordship, m.]

To exercise domination over.

lord's-roomt (16rdz'r6m), n. The stage-box m
a theater.

He pours them out as familiarly as if he had . . . ta'en

tobacco with them over the stage in the lordsroom.

B. Jonson, Eveiy Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

lordswikef, n. [ME., earlier to«;e/-dswfte, laverd-

swike, < AS. hlafordswiea, a betrayer of his lord,

a traitor, <. hldford, lord, + swiea, betrayer, <

«iwca»j,.betray.l One who is disloyal ; a traitor.
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For that he wes lordawyk, furst he wes todrawe.

Exeeutum qf Sir Simon Fraser (Child's Ballads, VI. 280).

lordwood (l&rd'wud), ». [Trans, of Cypriote
name, Xylon Effendi: Gr. ii)Uv, wood; Turk.
efendi : see effendi."] The tree lAquidambar ori-
entalis, of Asia Minor. It yields the Uquid
storax.

lore! (lor), n. [Also dial, or var. lear, lair (see
leari, n.); < ME. lore, lore, < AS. Ur (= OS.
lera = OFries. lare, NFries. Uere = D. leer =
MLG. lere, lojre = OHG. Ura, MHG. IMre, G.
Ishre; Sw. lara = Dan. lasre, after G.), teaching,
doctrine, learning; connected with the facti-
tive verb Iceran, teach, from the verb seen in
Goth, leisan, pret. pres. lais, find out; whence
also ult. E. learn: see lear^, v., and learn.] 1.
That which is taught; instruction; counsel:
admonition; teaching; lesson.

Thy wille vn-to them taughte haue I,

That wolde vn-to my lare enclyne.
York Plays, p. 457.

Let this proverb a lore unto yow be.
"

Chaucer, Troilus, iL 397.

' But these conditions doe to him propound:
That, it I vanquishe him, he shall obay
My law, and ever to my lore be bound.

Spenser, F. Q., V. iv. 49.

2. That which is learned; any store of know-
ledge; learning; erudition.

Lo ! Rome herself, proud mistress now no more
Of arts, but thund'ring against heathen lore.

Pope, Danciad, iii. 102.

The gentle deities
Showed me the lore of colors and of sounds.

Emerson, Musketaquidt

= Syn, 2. Learning, Erudition, etc. (see liWrature), attain-
ments, acquirements.

lore^t. Preterit and past participle of leese^.

lore^t, n. [MB., usually lure, lyre, < AS. lyre,

loss, < ledsan, pp. loren, lose: see leese^, lose^.]

Loss.
Of loos, of lore, and of wynnynges.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1965.

lore* (lor), n. [< p. lore, < L. lorum, a thong,
lash, whip, strap: see lorate.] 1. Anything
suggesting a thong.

About the which two Serpents weren wound,
Entrayled mutually in lovely lore,

And by the tailes together ffrmely bound.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. lit 42.

2. In ornith., the side of the head between the
eye and the base of the upper mandible. This
space is definitely marked in some birds, as herons and
grebes, by being naked ; and in others by some special
kind of feathering, as the bristly plumules of a hawk.
3. In herpet., a region on the side of the head
between the eye and the nostril, where certain
plates called lorals may be present.— 4. In en-

tom., a corneous angular process in the mouth
of spme insects, by means of which the trophi
are put forth or retracted. Also lora. Kirby.

loreal (lo'rf-al), n. Same as loral.

The small shield on the side of the snout, the so-called
loreal. Oiinther, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 196.

lore-fatIiert,n- [MB. lorefadyr, larfader; < lore^

-f- father.] A teacher. SalUwell.

lorelf (lor'el), ». [Also lorrel; < MB. lorel, also

losel, an abandoned fellow : see losel.] Same as
losel.

loremert, n. See lorimer.

lorent, a. An obsolete variant of lorn.

lorert, »• See laurer.

loresmant (lorz'man), «. [ME. ; < lor^s, poss.

of lore^, + man.] An instructor.

As his l&res-man leres hym bileueth and troweth.
Piers Ploivman (B), xii. 183.

lorette (lo-ref), n. [P. (see def.): said to be so

calledfrom their living at one time chieflyin the
neighborhood of the church of Notre Dame de

lorette, ' Our Lady of Loreto,' in Paris. The
church was so called as being dedicated to the

Virgin Mary, who has this title from the site

of a buildmg at Loreto in Italy, called the

Santa Casa (holy house'), and alleged to be
the Virgin's dwelling at Nazareth miraculously
transported to Italy.] In Fi'ench usage, a mem-
ber of the demi-monde, a lorette differs from a
grisette only in living in a more showy style, and doing no
work, being entirely supported by her admirers.

Lorettine(16-re-ten'), «• [<ioreto in Italy, with
ref . to the Virgin Mary and her sanctuary at

that place.] One of an order of nuns founded in

Kentucky in 1812. They are occupied with the edu-

cation and care of destitute orphans. They labor chiefly

in the Western States. Also called Sisters of Loreto, and
Friends of Mary at the Foot of the Cross.

lorgnette (16r-nyet'),»- [P-,< torg'wer, spy, peep,

perhaps < G. dial, loren, look at.] 1. An opera-

glass.— 3. A lorgnon.

lorgnon (Idr'nyon; P. pron. 16r-ny6u'), «• [F-,

< lorgner, spy: see lorgnette.] An eye-glass, or a

loricate

pair of eye-glasses, shutting into a frame which
when in use serves as a handle, intended for
examining objects at a little distance: also

sometimes used as synonymous with opera-glass
or lorgnette.

.She raises to her eyes of blue
Her lorgnon, aa she looks at you.

The AOanUe, LXni. 649-

lori (16'ri), n. Same as loris, 1.

loria, n. Plural of lorion.

lorlc (lor'ik), n. [< L. lorica.Bj corselet: see
lorica.] Same as lorica, 1. [Rare.]

Loric and low-browed Gorgon on the breast.
Browning, Protus.

lorica (lo-ri'ka), Ji.
;
pi. Zonc(»(-Ee). [L.,aeorse-

let (orig. of leather thongs), cuirass, any de-
fense, fence, hedge, plaster, etc., < lorum, a
thong, strap: see lore^.] 1. InJiom. anUq., a
cuirass or corselet.—2. In the middle ages, a
military garment consisting of a loose jacket
of leather upon which rings or small plates of
iron were sewed; also, a coat of fence of any
Mnd.— 3. In zool., a case or covering likened
to a coat of mail, (a) The carapace of a crustacean.

(&) The organically distinct protective sheath or domicile
excreted and inhabited by manyinfusorians, such as Va-
ginicola, Tintinnus, and Salpingaeca, and also by some roti-

fers.

Loricaria (lor-i-ka'ri-a), n. [NL., fern, of L.
loricarius, of or pertaining to a corselet, < lorica,

a corselet : see lorica.] The typical genus of

Loricaria uracantha.

Zoricariidw, loricated with plate-Uke scales,
whence the name.
loricarian (lor-i-ka'ri-an), a. and n. [< Lori-
caria -{- -an.] Same as loricarioid.

Loricariidse (lor"i-ka-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL. , < Lo-
ricaria + -ddce.] A family of loricated nema-
tognathous fishes, of which the type is the genus
Loricaria. They have an elongate body covered with
angular plates, a depressed head mailed above, an inferior
month with reverted lower lip, the dorsal fin in relation
with the abdominal region, and the ventral fins advanced
to near the pectorals. The scapular arch is widened and
flattened below, and the pectorals and ventrals expand hori-
zontally. Nearly ISOspeciesliveinthe fresh waters of trop-
ical America. Ooniodontes, Qoniodontidoe, and Eypostomi-
dce are synonyms.

loricarioid (lor-i-ka'rl-oid), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the Lorioariidce, or having their
characters.

II. n. A fish of the family ioncamdffi; a lori-

cated South American catfish.

Also loricarian.

Loricata (lor-i-ka'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
L. loricatus, pp. oi'loricare, clothe in mail, <

lorica, a corselet, coat of mail : see lorica.] In
zool., a name having various applications, (a)

In mammai., the armadillos; the American mailed or
loricate edentates, as one of five suborders of Bruta or
EderUata. They fall into three families, Tatugiid<e, Dasy-
podidoe, and Chlamydopkoridoe. (See these words.) Ori-
ginally named by Vicq-d'Azyr (1792), in the form Loricati.
(b) In Merrem's system of classification, an order of rep-
tiles, the loricated saurians, containing the crocodiles,
alligators, and gavials, and corresponding to the modern
order CrocodUia. (c) An order of choanoflageUate infusori-
ans, containing those which are loricate. E. R. Lankestcnr.

(d) In ichth.'. (1) A suborder of ganoid fishes. See Chim-
arostei. (2) The Cottmdea; gurnards or mail-cheeked
acanthopterygian fishes. Also Loricati. Jenyns. (e) In
conch,, the coat-of-mail shells ; the polyplacophorous mol-
lusks or chitons : so named from the overlapping plates
of the shell, which resemble a corselet. (/) In careinol.,
a division of macrurous decapod crustaceans, composed of
the families Scyllaridoe and Palinuridoe, having some of
the feet not ending in pincers and no scale at the base of
the antennse, and passing through a peculiar larval stage
in which they are known as glass-crabs. See PhyUosomcuta.
(g) Those animalcules which are provided with a lorica,

as sundry infusorians and rotifers.

loricate (lor'i-kat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. loricated,

ppr. loricaUng. [< L. loricatus, pp. of loricare,

clothe in mail, < lorica, a corselet, coat of mail

:

see lorica.] To cover with any material that
serves as a protection or defense. See lorica.

Therefore hath Nature loricated or plaistred over the
Sides of the forementioned Hole [the inner earl with Ear-
wax, to stop and entangle any Insects that should attempt
to creep in. Ray, Works of Creation, ii. 264.

In the Mammalia the development of a dermal exoskel-
eton is exceptional, and occurs only in the loricated Eden-
tata. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 42.

loricate (lor'i-kat), a. and n. [< L. loricatus,

pp.: see the verb.] I. a. 1. Covered with de-
fensive armor orwith any defensive covering.

—

2. Consisting of overlapping plates ; having a
pattern as of overlapping plates; imbricated:



loricate

an epithet arising from the mistaken idea that
the loriea was essentially an imhrieated coat.—3. Having a loriea; loricated; inclosed in a
shell, case, or some hard covering resembling a
corselet or coat of mail—Loricate femora, in en-
tom.y femora so sculptnred exteriorly that they appear to
be covered with a double series of obliqae scales, as the
posterior femora of a grasshopper.

II. n. A loricated animal; a member of the
Loricata in any sense.

lorication (lor-i-ka'shon), n. [< L. loricatio(n-),

a clothing in mail, i loricare, pp. loricatus,

clothe in mail : see loricate, «.] 1. The act
of loricating, or the state of being loricated.

—

2. A loricate covering.

These cones [of the cedar] have . . . the entire larica-

tum smoother couched than those of the Fir kind.
Evdyrtf Sylva, IL i

loricoid (lor'i-koid), a. [< L. loriea, a corselet
(see loriea), + Gr. eldog, form.] Resembling a
loriea; also, loricate: sometimes applied to
fossQ footprints left by supposed shielded ani-
mals.
Loriculns (lo-rik'u-lus), n. [NL., dim. of Lorvus,
a lory: see Lorvus.'] A genus of small lories of
the subfamily Loriinw (or Trichoglossince); the
hanging parrakeets, or bat-parrots. They are
notable for their habit of hanging by the feet head down-
ward when asleep, and sometimes while feeding, and also
for lack of the brushy tongue which the lorikeets possess.

lories, «. Plural of lory.

Loriinse (16-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lorius +
-j»(B.] A subfamily of Psittacidce, including
the genera Lorius and its subdivisions (as Eos),
Loriculus, and Cm-ipMlus; the lories. The defi-

nition of the group is not fixed ; it is often merged in
TrichogloBsinoB. The birds usually placed in it are for the
most part of small size and very beautiful colors, chiefly

inhabiting the Eastern Archipelago and Oceania. Also
written LoriaTUB, EoriiruB.

lorikeet (lor-i-kef), n. [< lory + {parra)lceet.'\

A small parrot of the genus Trichoglossus, or,

in a broader use, of the subfamily Trichoglos-

since; a kind of lory. Most of them have a brushy
or penciled tongue, by means of which they feed upon
the sweets of flowers aud on soft fruits. See Tricho-
gloe»us.

lorimert, lorinert (lor'i-mer, -ner), n. [Also
loremer; < OF. lorimier, larmier, a saddler, < lo-

rain. lorein, a bridle, < L. lorum, a thong: see
lorei. For the term -im-er instead of Ari-er, cf

.

latimer for laUner.'] A maker of bits, spurs,

and metal mountings for bridles and saddles

;

hence, a saddler.

Brummagem is a town maintained chiefly by smiths,
nailers, cutlers, edge-tool toTgex&JUrnmers or bit-makers.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Britaine, zxv.

Lorinae (lo-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Loris + -incB.']

Same as ioriiJKE. G. B. Gray, 1840.

loringt (lor'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lore\ v., =
learK] Instructive discourse ; instruction.

[Rare.]
They, as a Goddesse her adoring.

Her wisedome did admire, and hearkned to her loring.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vii. 42.

lorion (16'ri-on), n.; pi. loria (-a). [< MGr.
7Mpiov, dim. of LGr. ?£)pov, Tm/wq, < L. lorum,

thong, strap: see lore^^.'] One of the stripes or

bands on the stoieharion or alb of a bishop of

the Greek Chtirch.

Bishops . . . put on the stoieharion, which . . . dif-

fers from that of a Priest by being waved in white and
red bands, called loria. These signify rivers of graca and
set forth Uie doctrine which should flow from a Pontiff.

J. JI. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 310.

loriot (lor'i-ot), n. [< F. Vniot (OF. also lorion),

i. e. I'oriot, < le, the, + OF. oriot, var. of oriol,

a witwaU, an oriole : see oriole.'] The golden
oriole of Europe, Oriolus galhula.

The swallow and the loriot

Are not so swift of wing.
R. H. Stoddard, Chinese Songs.

loris (16'ris), n. [NL. loris (F. loris, sing, and
pi.); commonly said to be a native (E. Ind.)

name,but according to Baird < D. loeris,a clown,
booby, formerly adj., loeriseh, loersch, clownish,

< loer, loerd, a clown, fool, < OF. lourd, a stupid
fellow: see towrrfi.] i. The slender lemur of

Ceylon, Jrachnocehus or Loris gracilis, a pro-

simianmammal ofthe familyLemuridm and sub-
family NycticebiruB: more fully called slender

loris. Also lori; -pi. loris.— 2. [cfl^p.] The typi-

cal genus of Lorisince, based by Geoffrey on.the
slender lori or loris of Ceylon, and the same as
Arachnoeehus of Lesson; extended to include
the slow lemur, which is more frequently re-

ferred to a genus Xycticehus, Stenops, or Brady-
lemur. The species are arboreal and nocturnal inhabi-

tants of the Ea^ Indies. L. gracUis is remarkable for its

slender form, disproportionately long limbs, the absence of

a tail, short muzzle, and large eyes.
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Slender Loris {Loris gracilis).

Lorisinse (lor-i-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Loris +
-incB.] A subfamily of Lemuridw, named from
the genus Loris, in a restricted sense including
only this genus and Nycticebus, in a wider sense
including these genera with Arctocebus and
Perodictiaus : in the latter use it is the same
as NycUcehince. The animals referred to this group
are the slender loris, Loris ffracUis; the slow lemur, Nye-
ticebus tardigradug; the potto, Perodicticus potlo; aud tiie

angwantibo, Arctocebus caiabarensis. Also Loridina.

Lorius (16'ri-us), n. [NL., < E. lory, q. v.] A
large genus of smalltrichoglossine parrots,type
of the subfamily Loriinw; the lories. The term
has been used with much latitude, but is now restricted

to the broad-tailed lories, of which more than 20 spe-

cies are known, all of the Austromalayan region, as L.
domicella of the Moluccas. The characteristic coloration

is red varied with blue ; but some species are green, others
brown or black. Several subdivisions of Lorius are rec-

ognized, especially Eos. The name Domicella is now much
used instead of Lorius. See cut under Domicella.

lorn (16m), a. [< ME. lorn, loren, lore, < AS.
Zorew, pp. of Ze((sa», lose : see ?eesei, Zo«ei.] 1.

Lost; undone.
Witoutin loue thou art lorn.

•Wose [whoso] hat nout loue were bettre on-born.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 236.

If thou readest, thou art lorn !

Better hadst thou ne'er been bom.
Scott, L. of t. M., i. 23.

2. Forlorn; bereft; lonely: as, a lorn widow.
But, as tenderly before him the lorn Ximena knelt.

WhitHer, The Angels of Buena Vista.

" Yes, yes, . .
." cried Mrs. Gummidge, ... "I know

that I'm a lone lorn creetur."
Dickens, David Copperfleld, iii.

Lorrainer (lo-ra'ner), n. [< Lorraine (see def.)

-I- -eri.] A native or an inhabitant of Lorraine.
Lorrainese (lor-a-nes' or-nez'), a. [< Lorraine
+ -ese.] Pertaining to the ancient duchy or to
the later province of Lorraine, or to the inhabi-
tants of Lorraine. Since 1871 it has been di-

vided between Prance and Germany.
Lorraine sliales. See shale.

lorrelf, n. Same as losel.

lorry (lor'i), n.; pi. lorries (-iz). [Also lorrie,

larry; cf. E. dial, lurry, pull or dra^.] 1. In
mining, a running bridge over a sinking-pit
top, upon which the bowk is placed after it is

brought up for emptying. Gresley. [Yorkshire.]— 2. A long wagon, consisting of a nearly flat

platform (with a verylowrim) setonfourwheels,
which are either entirely under the platform or
do not rise above it. [Great Britain.]

lorum (16'rum), M.; pi. lora (-ra). [NL., < L.
lorum.-see lore^.] Ei zoiil., the lore, as of a bird
or reptile.

lory (lo'ri)^, n.
;
pi. lories (-riz). [Also lury, luri;

< Malay ikri, also nUri, a lory.] One of a large
number of parrots constituting the subfamily
Loriinm, or forming a separate family Tricho-
glossidm; any brush-tongued parrakeet, or lori-

keet. They are mostly of small size and brilliant col-
oration, inhabiting parts of Asia, the Malay archipelago,
and Oceania. J>orit<«ffo9nice^a Is a characteristic example.
All the lories properly so called are trichoglossine or brush-
tongued, excepting those of the genus Loriculus (or CoryU
lis); but the name extends to some similar parrakeets of a
different group, as those of the genus Bdectus. See Lorius,
Loriculus, LorUnae, and Trichoglossince. See also cut under
Domicella.

Gentle lories, more beautiful in color than any, who sat
on the Banksias like a crop of crimson and purple flowers.

H. KingtUy, Hillyars and Bartons.

lost, n. See los^.

losable (lo'za-bl), a. [Also losedble; < lose^ +
-able.] Capable of being lost ; liable to be lost.

1 heard him make enquiry whether the frigorifick fac-

ulty of these corpuscles be loosaUe or not.

Boyle, Works, m. 753.

lose

Pencils and rubbers are about equally loseaMe.

The Nation, IIL 139.

losanget, «• An obsolete form of lozenge.

losardt, n. [A var. of losel, with substituted

suffix -ard.] A coward.

lose^ (loz), v.; pret. and pp. lost, ppr. losing.

[Formerly also loose (more orless confused with
loose, untie, relax)

;
partly < ME. losien, < AS.

losian, become loose, escape, also lose, < los, a
loss (see loss); but chiefly a var. of lesen (> E.

leese) (pret. les, pi. lore. pp. loren, lorn), lose:

see leese^, < AS. ledsan (pret. leds, pi. luron, pp.
hren), in comp. forledsan. For the change of

AS. ed to E; o (00), pronounced 8, cf . choose, <

AS. C(Sosan.] I. trans. 1. To miss from pres-

ent possession or knowledge ;
part with or be

parted from by misadventure; fail to keep, as

something that one owns, or is in charge of or

concerned for, or would keep.

Rejoice withme ; for I have found the piece which I had
lost. I<uke XV. a.

Thus they spent the next after-noone, and halfe that

night, when the Spanyards either lost them or left them.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 53.

But^ said Christian, are there no turnings nor windings,

by which a stranger may lose his way?
Bunyan, PUgrim's Progress, p. 101.

2. To be dispossessed, deprived, or bereaved
of; be prevented or debarred from keeping,

holding, or retaining; be parted from without
wish or consent: as, to lose money by specula-

tion; to lose blood by a wound; to lose one's

hair by sickness; to lose a friend by death.

Hus sones for hus synnes sorwe they hadden

;

And alle lewede that leyde hond thereon loren lyf after.

Piers Ploumum (C), iv. 63.

Even so by love the young and tender wit
Is tum'd to folly, blasting in the bud,
LosiTig his verdure even in the prime.

Shak., T. G. of V., i 1. 49.

Her [the Soman Catholic Church's] acquisitions in the
New World have more than compensated for what she has
loA in the Old. Maeatday, Von Saoke's Hist Popes.

3. To cease to have
;
part with through clumge

of condition or relations; be rid of or disen-

gaged from.
The offence is holy that she hath committed.
And this deceit loses the name of craft.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 239.

Nor is it a thing extraordinary for rivers to lose their

channels, either choaked by themselves, or by the adverse
Seas. Sandys, Travalles, p. 73.

The mountains, lessening as they rise.

Lose the low vales, and steal into the skies.
Pope, Autumn, L 60.

4. To faU to preserve or maintain: as, to lose

one's reputation or reason ; to lose credit.

ChuSey boggled over his plate so long that Mr. Jonas,
losing patience, took it from him.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xL

I lose my colour, I lose my breath,
1 drink the cup of a costly death.

Tennyson, Eleanora

5. To fail to gain or win; fail to grasp or se-

cure; miss; let slip: as, to lose an opportuni-
ty; to lose a prize, a game, or a battle.

He shall in no wise lose his reward. Mat. x. 42.

What have you lost by losij^ of this day ?

Shak., K. John, iii. 4. U6.

Such delay might have lost the opportunity of relieving
him. Winthrc^, Hist. New England, IL 135.

The motion that the sum to be granted should not ex-
ceed four hundred thousand pounds waa lost by twelve
votes. Macaiday, Hist. Eng., vi.

See if yon can't find out if the villain means to break
Jan. I would not lose having him hung for a thousand
pounds. S. Judd, Margaret, iL 8.

6. To let slip or escape from observation, per-
ception, etc. : as, I lost what he was saying,
from inattention ; we lost the ship in the fog.

—

7. To fail to profit by; miss the use, advan-
tage, or enjoyment of; waste.

I am of the Opinion, That if any of our Nations would
seek a Trade with them, they would not lose their labour.

Dampier, Voyages, L 308.

He has merit, good nature, and integrity, that are too
often lost upon great men. Pope, Letters.

AU these signs, however, were lost upon him.
MaeatUay, Hist. Eng., vL

8. To cause to miss or be deprived.of ; sub-
ject to the loss of : as,Ms slowness losi him the
chance.
I pray that this action lose not Fbilaster the hearts of

the people. Beau, and Fl,, Philaster, iv. 4.

Sir, if that to serve you
Could lose me any thing, as indeed it cannot,
I still would follow you.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 4.

9. To displace, dislodge, or expel. [Rare.]

A still soliciting eye, and such a tongue
As 1 am glad I have not, though not to have Vt
Hath lost me in your liking. Shak., Lear, L 1. 236.



lose

10. To give over to ruin, disgrace, or shame;
chiefly in the past participle.

In spite of all the virtue we can boast,
The woman that deliberates is lost,

Addiacm, Cato, iv. 1.

Tbeie's no love lost between. See lovei.—to lose
caBte, ground, etc. See the noans,

—

To ^ose letters.
See letters.—To lose one's bearings, one's grip, one's
head, etc. See bearing, grip, etc.—To lose one's self.

(0) To lose one's road or way.

Hall and the two others, who went to Connecticut No-
vember 3, came now home, having lost themselves and en-
dured much misery. Wivithrop, Hist. NewEngland, 1. 146.

(b) To be bewildered ; have the thoughts or reason hope-
lessly perplexed or contused, (c) To become abstracted
or fall into a reverie ; become absorbed in thought ; lose
consciousness, as in slumber.

I love to lose myself in a mystery.
Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 9.

As I pace the darlcened chamber and lose mysdf In mel-
ancholy musings. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 146.

To lose tte bell. See MJi.—To lose the number of
one's mess (notrf.), to die.—To lose way, to have the
headway or progress checked : said of a ship under sail.

II. intrans. 1. To suffer loss or deprivation.

When a man loseth in his commodity for want of skill,

etc., he must look at it as hisown fault or cross, and there-
tore must not lay it upon another.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 381.

He [Temple] never put himself prominently before the
public eye, except at conjunctures when he was almost
certain to gain and could not possibly 2o86.

Maeavlay, Sir William Temple.
" When the righteous die," says the Talmud, "it is the

earth which loses." J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 216.

3. To incur forfeit in a contest; fail to win.
We'll talk with them too.

Who loses and who wins ; who's in, who's out.
Snak., Lear, t. 3. 16.

3. To succumb ; fail ; suffer hy comparison.
Wisdom in discourse with her

Loses, discountenanced, and like folly shows.
Milton, P. L, viu. 668.

lose^t (19z), »• [< lose'^, V. Cf. loss.'i The act
of losing; loss.

And tlianne we had a grett lose, tfor he was a good hon-
est person, on whose Soule Jhu have mercy. ,

Torkington, Oiarie of Eng. Travell, p. 60.

Without zeal the widow's mites are no better than the
rest ; it is the cheeilul lose that doubleth the gift.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 78. (Davies.)

lose^t, «• A Middle English form of loose.

lose^t, ». [ME., also los, loos, < AF. loos, OP.
los = Pr. lavs, < L. laus (pi. laudes), praise : see

tott(?.] 1. Praise; fame; reputation; credit.

Jason, ful of renomee.
And Ercules, that hadde the grete los.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1614.

These yonge lusty bachelers that to conquere loos and
pris and honour haue lefte theire londes and her con-
treyes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 384.

2. Eeport; news; gossip.

There was suche tidyng over al, and suche los.

That in an ile that called was Golcos, . . .

That therin was a ram that men myghte see

That had a flees of golde.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1424.

Sche fallith not vnder for vilonye,

Tor los, for sijknes, ne for schame.
Hynvm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 116.

lose^t, V. t. [ME. losen, < lose^, w.] To praise.

In heuen to ben losed with God hath none ende.
Testament of Lave, i.

loseable, a. See losahle.

losel (16'^zel), n. and a. [Also lozel, and former-

ly lorel, lorrel; < ME. losel, also lorel, < *losen,

loren, pp. of lesen, lose: see leese'^ and lose\']

I. M. A good-for-nothing, worthless fellow; a

scamp.
I se that every lord shapith hym to fynde owt newe

Iraudes for to accuse goode folk. ...
Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 4.

Bydes God me? fals loseUe, thou lyse!

What tokyn told he ? take thou tent.

York Plays, p. 81.

And, loud, thou art worthy to be hang'd.

That wilt not stay her tongue^^ ^ ^^ ..
^ ^^

11. a. Worthless; wasteful.

Why should you plain that lozd swains refuse you?

P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, ii.

Where didst thou learne to be so agueish, so pusillani-

mous, thou lozel Bachelour of Art? . „ .

MUton, Apology for Smectymnuns.

The office of constable fell into such decay that there

was not one of those losel scouts known in the province

for many years. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 163.

loselism (16'zel-izm), n. [< Usel + Asm.'] The

quality or state of a losel; also, losels collec-

tively. [Rare.]

It seems likely that all the Loselism ol London will be

about the church next Sunday. Carlyle, m Eroude.

loselryt, » [< T'Osel + -ry.'] Knavery; vile-

ness; roguery.

3523
I dought least by sorsery
Or such other losdry.

Skelton, Why Come ye not to Court?

losenget, n. An obsolete form of lozenge.

losengert (loz'en-j6r), n. [ME., also losengowr,
loser0our, KOF. losengeor, losengeour, losangeour,
also losengier, losangier, losenger (= 8p. lison-
jero = Pg. Usonjeiro =lt. lusinghiero, after ¥.),
a flatterer, < losenge, losange, lozenge, flattery

:

see lozenge."] A flatterer; a deceiver.

Alias ! ye lordes, many a fals flatour
Is in youre courtes, and many a losengour.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 606.

losengeryet, n. [ME., < OF. losengerie, flattery,

< losenge, flattery: see lozenge.] Flattery.

Flattereres been the develes norices that norissen hire
children with-milk of losengerie. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

loser (16'z6r), re. [Formerly also looser; < lose^

+ -eri.] One who loses, or is subjected to loss

;

one who fails to vyin, gain, or keep.

Such losers may have leave to speak.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 185.

loshi (losh), inter). [A distortion of Lord.] An
interjection implying surprise, astonishment,
or deprecation. [Scotch.]

Losh, man I hae mercy wi' your natch.
Your bodkin's bauld. Bums, To a Tailor.

losh^ (losh), re. [Also lush; said to be a cor--

ruption of F. loche : see loach.] The burbot,
Lota maculosa: so called in parts of British
America and in Alaska.
losh-hide (losh'hid). re. [< *losh, appar. a var.

of lush^ (or lash^ ?),+ hide^.] In leather-manuf.,

an oiled, undressed hide. E. H. Knight.
You should prouide for the next ships flue hundred Losh

hides. HakluyVs Voyages, I. 306.

losingi (lo'zing),^. a. [Ppr. of lose^, v.] Caus-
ing or resulting in loss : as, a losing game, bat-
tle, or business.

Yet the first bringer of unwelcome news
Hath but a losing office.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 101.

He was a man of an incorrigible and losing honesty.
La/mb, Old Benchers.

Losing hazard. See haza/rd, 5.

losing^f (lo'zing),_2J. a. [Ppr.of to«eS,«.] Given
to flattery; fawning; cozening; deceitful.

Among the many simoniacal prelates that swarmed in
the land, Herbert, Bishop of Thettord, must not be for-

gotten; nicknamed i/offin^— that is, the Flatterer. Fuller.

losingef , ». An obsolete variant of lozenge.

losingly (lo'zing-li), adv. In a losing manner;
in a manner to incur or to result in loss. Imp.
Diet.

loss (16s), re. [< ME. los, < AS. los, a loss, dam-
age, < ledsan (pp. loren), lose: see lose^.] 1.

Failure to hold, keep, or preserve what one has
had in his possession ; disappearance from pos-

session, use, or knowledge ; deprivation of that

which one has had: as, the loss of money by
gaming; loss of health or reputation; loss of

children: opposed to gain.

A fellow thathath had losses. Shak. , Much Ado, iv. 2. 87.

Standing by ys Queene at bassett, I observ'd that she

was exceedinghr concem'd for ye losse of £80.
Evelyn, Diary, July 13, 1686.

So down he came ; for loss of time.

Although it griev'd him sore.

Yet loss of pence, full well he knew.
Would trouble him much more.

Covrper, John Gilpin.

3. Specifically, death.
There be many sad Hearts for the loss of my Lord Rob-

ert Digby. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 46.

3. Failure to gain or win : as, the loss of a prize

or battle.

Your lordship is the most patient man in toss, the most
coldest that ever turned up ace. Shak. , Cymbeline, ii. 3. 2.

4. That which is lost or forfeited; that which
has been scattered or wasted: as, the loss by
leakage amounted to 20 gallons ; an insurance

company's loss'by a flre.

The wager thou hast won ; and I will add
Unto then: losses twenty thousand crowns.

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 113.

5. Defeat; overthrow; ruin. [Bare.]

Our hap Is loss, our hope but sad despair.

Sftoft.,3Hen. VI.,ii. 3. 9.

Blessing
Against this cruelty flght on thy side.

Poor thing, condemn'd to loss!

SAaAr.,W.T.,ii.3. 192.

6. Lack; want.
But for loss of Nestor's golden words,

It seem'd they would debate with angry swords.
5AoS.,Lucrece,L1420.

7. The state of being at fault; the state of hav-

ing lost the trail and scent of game.

He cried upon it at the merest loss,

And twice to-day pick'd out the dullest scent.

Shak. , T. of the S., Ind. , i. 23.

lot

At a loss, (a) In uncertainty, perplexity, or confusion

;

puzzled; undecided.

Our Pilots being at a loss on these less frequented
Coasts, we supply'd that defect out of the Spanish Pilot-

books. Bampier, Voyages, 1. 163.

Living in conversation from his infancy makes him no
where at, a loss, Steele, Tatler, No. 30.

(5) At such a price as to lose or incur loss.

He is forced to sell stock at a great loss, is he? Well,
that's very kind of him.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iiL 1.

Consequential losses. See conseqmntml.—Construc-
tive total loss. See con^rwAive,—Loss of bead, de-
crease of power from waste of energy in the descent of a
stream supplying water-power. Bankine, Steam Engine,
§ 99.—To bear a loss, (a) To make good the value of

something lost. (6) To sustain a loss with spirit or forti-

tude.=Syn. Loss, Detriment, Dammge, Waste, Forfeiture,

etc. XoS8 is the class word under which detriment, damage,
waste, forfeiture, etc., are species. Loss, detriment, anA
damuge apply to persons or things; waste and forfeiture

only to things. As -to detriment and damAige, see injury.

Waste is generally voluntary,although not always realized;

sometimesitisonlybyneglect. ForfeitureiB&lossthioagh '

the law, as a penalty or as the result of neglect,

loss (les), re. See loess.

lossful (16s 'ful), a. [< loss + -ful.] Detri-

mental ; damaging. [Archaic and rare.]

The world 's an ark, wherein things pure and gross
Present their lossful gain, and gainful loss.

Where every dram of gold contains a pound of dross.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 7.

lossless (16s'les), a. [< loss + -less.] Free from
loss. [Archaic and rare.]

Rebellion rages in our Irish Province, but with miracu-
lous and lossdesse victories of few against many is daily

discomfited and broken.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

lossom (los'um), a. An obsolete or dialectal

form of lovesome.

lost(ldst),p. a. [Pp. otiose"^, v.] 1. Partedwith
unwillingly orbymisadventure; nottobe found;

no longer held or possessed; no longer kept in
knowledge or remembrance : as, a lost book ; a
lost limb; a lost fortune.

I have gone astray like a lost sheep. Fs. cxix. 176.

Lore long dead.
Lost to the hurrying world.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 9.

3. Not won or gained; missed: as, a lost prize;

a lost chance.

In the lost battle, borne down by the flying.

Where mingles war's rattle with groans of the dying!
Scott, Marmion, vt 32.

3. Not employed or enjoyed; not effectually or
profitably used ; misspent; wasted: as, a lost

day ; a lost opportunity.

Do you go back dismay'd? 'tis a lost fear

;

Man but a rush against Othello's breast,

And he retires. SMk., Othello, v. 2. 269.

4. Euined; destroyed: consumed or wasted
away, whether physically or morally: as, lost

health; Zos* honor.

Bring some good oil, pitch, and tar, and a good piece of

an old cable to make oakum ; for that which was sent is

much lost. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 454.

She might be more disposed to feel a woman's interest

in the lost girL Dickens, David Copperfleld, xlvL

The shame
Of a lost country and dishonoured name.

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 256.

5. Spiritually ruined; abandoned morally; in
theol., finally shut out from salvation or eter-

nal life; damned: as, ato«tsoul.

And now without redemption all mankind
Must have been lost, adjudged to death and hell

By doom severe, had not the Son of God . . .

His dearest mediation thus renew'd.
Milton, P. L,, iiL 223.

6. Bewildered; absent-minded; absorbed: as,

he looked about in a lost way.
And there among the solitary downs.
Full often lost in fancy, lost his way.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Lost cause, the cause of the overthrown Southern Con-
federacy, [tr. S.]—Lost motion. See mo«o».—Lost
Sunday. See Sunday.—Lost tO, insensible to; incapa-

ble of feeling : as, lost to shame.

The most vice-hardenedmen, althoughthey are lost to all

other feeling, are often found to cherish a regard for the
feelings of a mother. Bibliotheea Sacra, XLV. 7.

=Syn. 1. Missing.—4 and 6. Shattered; overthrown;
downfalien ; depraved, abandoned, reprobate, profligate,

incorrigible, shameless.

lostet. Ail obsolete past participle of loose.

losynget, »• -^n obsolete variant of lozenge.

lot (lot), re. [< ME^ lot, < AS. hlot (also in deriv.

forms hlet, hliM, hlyt, hlyte) = OS. hlot= OFries.
hlot = D. lot = MLa. lot, lot = OHG. hloz, Wz,
MHGr. loz, Gr. los, loos, lot, share, = loel. hlautr,

hlutr, share, offering, = Dan. locl=Sw. lott, lot,

share, = Groth. hlauts, lot, share, portion (cf. It.

lotto (> Sp. Pg. lote) = F. lot, < ML. lottum, lot,

< Teut.) ; from a strong verb, AS. hledtan (pret.



lot

Meat, pi. Muton, pp. hloten) = OS. hliotan =
OHG. Uozan, MHG. liezen = Icel. hljota = Goth.
hliutan (not recorded), obtain by lot. Hence,
through P., lottery and allot.'] 1. A means of
determining something by chance ; anything
(as dice, pieces of paper of different lengths
or differently marked, so placed that these dif-

ferences cannot be perceived) used to decide a
choice, advantage, dispute, etc. See to east lots,

to draw lots, below.

Each markt his lot, and cast it in to Agamemnon's caske.
Chapman, Iliad, vii.

2. That which is determined or assigned bylot

;

that which one gets by the drawing or casting
of lots, or by some other fortuitous method; a
chance allotment, share, or portion, as of land,
money, service, etc.

And all that fell in Robyn's lote

He smote them wonder Bare,

i^/ten OesU of Rdbyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 114).

Judah said nnto Simeon his brother. Come up with me
Into my lot; . . . and I likewise will go up with thee into
thy lot. Jndges L 3.

His lot was to burn incense when he went into the tem-
ple of the Lord. Luke i. 9.

3. Share or portion in life allotted in anycasual
way; station or condition determined by the
chances of life ; fortune; destiny: as, the tot of
the poor.

Such is the lot of all that deal in public affairs, whether
of church or commonwealth. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 14.

The loU of glorious men are wrapt in mysteries,
And BO deliver'd.

Fletcher (fmi another), Prophetess, L 8.

4. Anydistinctpartorparcel; a portion or part
separated from others of the same Mnd: as, a
lot of goods; a lot of furniture. Specifically— 5. A portion or parcel of land; any piece of
land divided off or set apart for a particular use
or purpose: as, a buildiug-to<; a pasture-toi; all

that lot, piece, or parcel of ground (a formula in
legal instruments). In the phrase "lot, piece, or par-
celof land," lot implies nothing as to the size of the tracts
but when used alone it commonly denotes a small tract,

such as a building-site. But it may include any legal sub-
division of land. Thus, a quarter quarter-section (40 acres),

being a legal subdivision and as such marked as a lot of
ground, is held a "lot" within the meaning of a home-
stead exemption law exempting " the lot of ground and the
buildings thereon, occupied as a residence and owned by
the debtor."

This report . . . assigns a lot for the maintenance of
public schools in every township ; another lot for the pur-
poses of religion. Bancrqfl, Hist. Const., IL 111.

6. {a) Proportion or share of taxes. (fi\) Trib-
ute; toll.

In Englond he arered a lote

Off iche house that comes smoke.
US. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 99. (BaUiweU.)

(c) In mining, dues to the lord of the manor for
ingress and egress. [Prov.Eng.]—7. Alarge or
considerable number or amount ; a great deal

:

as, a lot of people : often used in the plural (and
the plural even as an adverb, meaning ' a great
deal') : as, he has lots of money. [Colloq.]

A great lot of evil spirits.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris. (BarUett.)

That's a big ht of money. Tennyson, Queen Mary, iL 3.

8t. pi. A game formerly played with roundels
on which short verses were written: used as a
singular.—9. The shoot of a tree. [Prov. Eng.]
—Across lots, cross lots. See acrogs, eroul, prep.—(Sty
10t,intheirnitedStates,arectangularplotofground25feet
wideand lOOfeetlong, these being th^ mostcommon dimen-
sions of the separate parcels of ground in American cities.

It is commonly taken in anch towns as a unit of land-
measures.—Job lot. See ?*o62 (p).—Lot Of ground. See
def. 5.—Lot system, in the law of registration of land-
titles, the system which records all known lots within the
district, and registers or indexes each conveyance or en-
cumbrance in connection with every lot it affects, so that
an inspection of the record shows each lot separately,
together with all instruments affecting it : distinguish^
from the block sygtem, or the record together of all instru-
ments affecting any of the lots in ablock—that is, any area,
exclusive of highway, which is bounded by highways, leav-
ing the searcher to form his own opinion as to whether a
pjtrticular lot is affected or not.—Scot aJld lot. See gcot.—

^To cast In one's lot with or among, to share the for-

tunes of (another or others).

Cast in thy lot a-mrnig us ; let us all have one purse.
Prov. i, 14.

To cast lots, to throw some object, as a die, for the
purpose of determining by the manner of its fall some
choice, a question in dispute, ete.

Loies did thei kagt, for whom thei had that wo.
Rob. of Brunne, p, 124.

And they crucified him, and parted his garments, casting
lots. Mat. xxvii. 3S.

To draw lots, to draw or take from an urn or some other
place of concealment pieces of paper, or straw, ete., vari-

ously marked or of different lengths, for the purpose of
determining, by the accident of drawing, some choice or
question.
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Let's draw lots who shall begin.

Shak., A. and C, ii. 6. 63.

Vacant lot, a plot of ground on which there is no build-

ing; particularly, a small unoccupied lot among others
that are built upon, in a town or city. =Syn. 3. Hap, des-

tiny, fate, doom, allotment.

lot (lot), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. lotted, ppr. lotting.

[< lot, n. Cf . alloi.^ I. trans. To allot ; assign

;

distribute; award.

Your brother Lord's prize ! for so my largess

Hath lotted her to be.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

II, intrans. To cast lots.

A cowe [was given] to 6. persons or shars, & 2. goats to
ye same, which were first equalised for age & goodnes,
and then lotted tor.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 216.

To lot upon, to count upon ; look forward to with plea-

sure : as, flatted upon going to town. [New Eng.]

Lotai (16'ta), n. [NL., < OF. lote, a pout: see

tofeS.] A genus of gadoid fishes of an elongate

shape with villiform teeth on the jaws and vo-

mer, typical of the subfamily Lotinw. The bur-
bot, L. maculosa, is an example. See cut under
hurliot.

lota2, lotah (lo'ta), n. [Also loto; E. Ind.] A
globular or 'melon-shaped pot, usually of jiol-

ished brass, used in the East Indies for drawing
water, drinking, and ablutions.

The dismayed sirdar found the head of a fourth [Idtten]

jammed in the neck of his sacred lotah, wherewith he per-

forms his pious ablutions every morning at the ghaut.
J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 311.

lote^t (lot), V. i. [ME. loteri, loUen, < AS. hitian,

lurk (= OHG. Mzen, MHG. luzen, lie hidden,
lurk) ; < lutan, stoop, lout: see ZomJI.] To luik

;

lie hidden.
He fond this holy olde Urban anon
Among the seinties buriela lotijige.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 186.

Eor outlawes in the wode and vnder banke lotyeth.

Piers Pl&urman (B), xvii. 102.

lote^ (lot), n. [< P. tote = Sp. Pg. It. toto, < L.
lotus, < Gr. Auri^, lotus: see lotiis."] Lotus.

As regards personal considerations, we were to abstain
from . . . washing the head with mallow or lote leaves.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 367.

lote^ (lot), n. [< OP. loU, P. lotte = Sp. lota

(ML. lota), a pout.] A gadoid fish, the burbot.
See Lota^.

Lotese (lo'te-e), n.pl. [Nil. (A. P. de Candolle,
1825), < Lotus + -ew.'] A tribe of leguminous
plants, typified by the genus ioiM«, distinguish-
ed by their pinnate five- to many-foliate leaves
with entire leaflets, and capitate, umbellate, or
rarely solitary flowers. The tribe embraces 8
genera of herbs or sufErutescent plants.
lote-bush (lot'bush), n. The smaU tree Zizyphus
Lotus. Same as lotus-tree, 1. Also lote-tree.

lotebyt, n. [Also lutby, Vuaby; < ME. loteby (pi.

loteiyes); < tofel 4- by^."] A concubine.
And with me folwith my loteby
To done me solas and company.

Bom. of the Rose, L 6339.

lote-fniit (lot'frot), n. Lotus-fruit; especial-
ly, the product of Zizyphus Lotus. See lotus-
tree, 1.

lote-tree (16t'tre),». l<lote^,n.,+ tree.'\ Saine
as lotus-tree, 1.

Oh ! what are the brightest [fiowers] that e'er have blown
To the lote-tree, springing by Alla's throne.
Whose flowers have a soul in every leaf?

Moore, Lalla Kookh, Paradise and the Peri.

lothi, a. and n. See loath.

lotll2 (lot), n. [G., lead, a weight, = E. lead^.]
A German unit of weight, vaxying in different
localities from 225 to 270 grains troy.

Lotharingiau (16-tha-rin'ji-an), a. and n. [<
Lofharingia (G. Lothringen, 'F. Lorraine) + -an.']

I. a. Of or pertaining to Lotharingia or Lor-
raine, an ancient duchy and later a province of
France. It is now dividedbetween Prance and
Germany.
n. n. A native of Lotharingia or Lorraine.

See Lorrainer.

Lothario (lo-tha'ri-o), n. Qn allusion to Lotha-
rio (called in one place ''the gay Lothario"),
a character in Eowe's play, 'T'he Fair Peni-
tent." The name Lothario is an Italianized
form of OHG. Hlodhari, Ludheri, G. lAither (>
OF. Ludhers), AS. Hlothhere.] A jaunty liber-
tine ; a gay deceiver ; a rake.

lothet, V. An obsolete form of loathe.

lothftUf, lothlinesst, etc. Obsolete forms of
loathful, etc.

Lotinse (lo-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< Lota^ + -ince.]

A subfamily of gadoid fishes, typified by the
genus Lota, with two dorsal fins (a short ante-
rior and a long posterior one), a single long anal

lotto

fin, and perfect ventral fins. It contains the
burbots and lings.

lotine (lo'tin), a. and n. [< Xotol + -ine^.] I.

a. Having the characters of a burbot or ling;

of or pertaining to the Lotince.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily LoUnai.

lotion (16'shon), n. [= F. lotUm = Sp. Ucion
= Pg. logao = It. lozione, < L. lotio(,n~), also

lavatio{n-), a washing, < lavare, lavatus, lautus,

to<MS, wash: see lave^, v."] 1. A washing; par-
ticularly, a washing of the skin.— 2. A fluid

preparation, wash, or cosmetic applied to the
skin, especially the sMn of the face, for the
purpose of rendering it smooth^ soft, or fair.—3. la phar., a liquid holding in solution va-
rious medicinal substances, applied externally
to stimulate action, to relieve pain, ete.

loto^, n. See lotto.

loto^ (lo'to), n. Another form of lota^.

Lotophagi (lo-tof'a-ji), n.pl. [L., < Gt. Auto-
(payoi, lotus-eaters, •( hjrdg, lotus, + (jiayelv, eat.]

The lotus-eaters; in Gr. legend, especially as

given in the Odyssey, the name of a people who
ate the fruit of a plant called the toto, con-
jecturaUy identified with various plants which
have borne that name. Those of the followers of

Odysseus or Ulysses who ate of it are described as being
rendered forgetful of their friends and unwilling to return

to their own land. In historical times a people known
under the name of Lotophagi lived on the northern coast

of Africa in Tripoli, and on the island of Meninx (Loto-

phagitis, modem Jerba) in Tuni& See lotus, 1, and lotus-

eater.

lotor (16'tor), n. [NL., < L. lavare, pp. lotus,

wash: see'lave^, lotion.] The washer: a desig-

nation, both specific and generic, of the Ameri-
can racoon, Procyon lotor, from its habit of

dipping its food in water before eating it.

lotos (16'tos), n. Same as lotus.

lotted (lot'ed), p. a. Having a (specified) lot

or fortune. [Bare.]

Some sense, and more estate, kind heaven
To this well lotted peer has given.

Prior, The Ladle, Moral

lot-tellert (lot'teFer), n. A witch ; a fortune-

teller.

Witehes, in foretime named lot-tellers, now commonly
called sorcerers.

A. MaunseU, Catalogue of English Printed Books (1595>
[(Fncye. Diet)

lottery (lot'e-ri), n.
;
pi. lotteries (-riz). [= D.

loterij = G. htterie = Dan. 8w. lotteri = Sp. lo-

teria = Pg. loteria, < P. loterie, lottery, a lot-

tery, < lot, lot, share: see lot, n.] 1. Distri-

bution of anything by lot ; allotment ; also, the
drawing of lots; determination by chance or

fate ; random choice ; matter of chance : as,

the lottery of life.

AJaa;. Who shall answer him?
AchU. I know not : it is put to lottery.

Shak., T. and C, ii 1. 140.

Knowledge andimprovements are to begotby sailingand
posting for that purpose ; but whether useful knowledge
and real improvements, is all a lottery.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 14.

2. A scheme for raising money by selling

chances to share in a distribution of prizes;
more specifically, a scheme for the distribution
of prizes by chance among persons purchasing
tickets, the correspondingly numbered slips,

or lots, representing prizes or blanks, being
drawn from a wheel on a day previously an-
nounced in connection with the scheme of in-

tended prizes, in law the term lottery embraces all

schemes for the distribution of prizes by chance, such as
policy-playing, giftexhibitlons, prize-concerts, raffles at
fairs, ete., and includes various formsof gambling. Most
of the governments of the continent of Europe have at
different periods raised money for public purposes by
means of lotteries ; and a small sum was raised in Amer-
ica during the Eevolution by a lottery authorized by the
Continental Congress. Both state and private lotteries
have been forbidden by law in Great Britain and in nearly
all of the United States, Louisiana and Kentucky being
the two notable exceptions.

He [man] comes not into the world, nor he comes not to
the Sacrament, as to a lottery, where perchance he may
draw salvation. Dmme, Sermons, iv.

Lotteries, at this period common in all New England,
had becom e a favorite resort for raising money to support
government, carry on wars, boild churches, construct
roads, or endow colleges. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 6.

Sf. The lot or portion falling to one's share ; a
chance allotment or prize.

Octavia is

A blessed lottery to him.
Shak., A. and C, iL 2. 248.

4. A children's picture or print. [Prov. Eng.]
lotto, lotol (lot'o, lo'to), n. pt. lotto, lot, lot-

tery: see lot, n.] 1. A game played with disks
and cards. Each disk has one number on it, and each
card several numbers in lines. The disks are drawn from
a bag, the number on each is called, and the correspond-
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tag number on one of the cards covered. That player
who first covers all the numbers of one line wins the game.
2. Same as Iceno.

lot-tree (lot'tre), n. A European tree, Pyrus
(Sorbvs) Aria. Also called white beam-tree.
lotus (16'tus), n. [< L. lotus, lotos, < Gr. 2mt6(,
the name of several plants (see def

.
). Cf. lote^.}

1. One of a number of different plants famous
in mjrtliology and tradition, or in modern times
associated with traditions. Aside from the Homeric
lotus (see Lotophagi and lotus-tree), the name was also given
to several species of water-lily, as the blue water-lily, Cas-
talia seutifolia (NympJuea caruloBo), the Egyptian water-
lily, C. myetica CNymphcea Lotus), and the nelumbo(Ndum-
tnvm speciosum), the Pythagorean or sacred bean, which
grow in stagnantor slowlyrunniug waters. Castaliaseculi.
foUa and 0. mystica are often found figured on Egyptian
buildings, columns, etc., and the nelumbo, or Hindu and
Chinese lotus, bears a prominent part in mythology. In
the decorative art of India the lotus-flower is used espe-
cially as a support to the figure of a divinity or of a sage or
deified personage. It is so represented both in relief or
solid, as in bronze, and in paintings. Similar representa-
tions in Chinese and Japanese art seem to be derived di-
rectly from India.

2. lca;p.'] [NL. (Toumefort, 1700).] A genus of
leguminous plants, type of the tribe Lotece, dis-
tinguished by a two-valved pod and the pointed
keel of the corolla. About lOO species have been de-
scribed, which may be reduced to 60. They are found in
the temperate and mountainous regions of Europe and
Asia, also in Africa, America, and Australia. The plants
are shrubby herbs, with peculiar quadri- to quinquefoliate
leaves, of which three leaflets are near the apex of the leaf
and the other two are near the base, so as to have the ap-
pearance of stipules. The flowers are red, pink, or white,
and disposed m axillary umbels. The pod is oblong or
often linear, and straight or curved. Many of the species
are cultivated. A general name for plants of the genus
is Wrd's-foot tre^tM. ti. cffrnicuiatys is the common bird's-
foot trefoil or clover of flreat Britain, etc., also called cat-
in-clover, fingers-and-ioes, and by other fanciful names. Its
herbage is highly nutritious, and it is a valuable pasture-
and meadow-plant, with taller fodder-plants, or in inferior
soils. Some other species are also valuable. L. Jacob(sa
is sometimes called St. Janies's Jlower, orjacobi.

3. In arch., an ornament in the form of the
Egyptian water-lily, CastoMa mysUca, frequent-
ly figured in the art of ancient nations, notably
on certain types of the capitals of Egyptian
columns.—Blue lotus of the Nile, Castalia scutifolia.—East Indian lotus, Castdtmsacra (Nym^TicBapubescens).
—Eg3?ptian lotus, CastaZiamysfrica. Seedef. 1.—Hunga-
rian lotus, a European water-lily, CasttUia (Nymplum)
tluTmdlis. See water-lily.

lotus-berry (16'tus-ber"i), n. A small West In-

dian tree, Byrsonima coriacea of the Malpighi-
acece, bearing edible yellow drupes.

lotus-eater (16'tus-e"t6r), n. One of the Lo-
tophagi; hence, one who finds pleasure in a
listless, dreamy life; a devotee of indolent
pleasures ; a languid voluptuary.

And round about the keel with faces pale,

Dark faces pale against that rosy flame.
The mild-eyed melancholy Lotos-eaters came.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

lotus-tree (lo'tus-tre), »». 1. A prickly shrub,

Zizyphus Lotus, native in northern Africa and
southern Europe, jrielding one of the jujube-

fruits, a sweet and pleasant-flavored drupe of

the size of an olive. The fruit is not equal to that of

the common jujube, Z. saUva, but is much used for food
where it is native, and furnishes a kind of wine. It is

held by many to have been the food of the classical Loto-

ghagi, as it agrees with the locality and description given

y Polybius. See Lotophagi.

2. The nettle-tree, Geltis australis, bearing a

small sweet berry, which has sometimes been
i(ientified with the ancient lotus-food. Also
called tree-lotus. See CelUs and nettle-tree.— 3.

The date-plum, Diospyros Lotos, an Asiatic tree,

cultivated in southern Europe. Its sweet, barely

edible fruit can hardly be the classical lotus. [Among
trees that have been supposed to be the classical lotus

may be mentioned also Rhamnus Lotus, a North African

shrub with a pleasant fruit, and Sitraria tridentata, a

thorny, desert-loving shrub, whose succulent fruit has a

stimulating quality.]

loud (loud), a. [< ME. loud, hid, < AS. hlud =
OS. OFries. hlud = D. luid = MLG. lude, LG.
lud = OHG. hlut, MHG. lut, G. laut (not m
Scand. or Goth., the Dan. adv. lydt, loudly, be-

ing prob. of LG. origin), loud, = L. *elMtus m
inelutus, renowned, famous, = Gr. K^i/nif, re-

nowned, = Skt. jrwto, heard, = Ir. cloth, noble,

brave ; orig. pp., with suffix -d^, as also in cold,

old, dead, etc. (see -d^, -ed^), of the verb repre-

sented by L. ehiere = Gr. kT^vcw, hear, which

also appears in AS. hlysUn, E. lisf^, listen, etc.,

also inGr. /cXeof, renown, glory, L. gloria, glory,

laus (laud-), praise, W. clod, praise, fame: see

list^, listen, client, glory\ laud, loseS, etc.] 1.

Strong or powerful in sound; high-sounding;

noisy: as, a loud ery; ?OM(i thunder.

Curses not loud, but deep. Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 27.

The mill-beil . . . clanged out preaenflywith irregular

but loud and alarming din. Charlotte Bronte, Shu-ley, u.
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2. Uttering or emitting a great noise
;
giving

out a strong soimd: as, loud instruments.
Praise him upon the loud cymbals. Ps. cl. 5.

3. Speaking with energy or enthusiasm; ve-
hement; clamorous; noisy.

No Blood so loud as that of Civil War.
Cowley, His Majesty's B,eturn out of Scotland, st. 6.

Hast. To me she appears sensible and silent.
Tony. Ay, before company. But when she's with her

playmate, she's as laud as a hog in a gate.
Ooldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, IL

4t. High; boisterous; stormy; turbulent.

Eor if the French be lords of this loud day.
Shale, K. John, v. 4. 14.

5. Urgent or pressing; crying: as, a loud call

for reform.

For, I do know, the state . . .

Cannot with safety cast him, for he's embark'd
With such loud reason to the Cyprus wars.

Shak., Othello, i. 1. 151.

6. Ostentatious
;
pompous

;
pretentious ; boast-

ful.

Many men . . . labour only for a pompous epitaph, and
a loud title upon their marble. Jer. Taylor.

7. Flashy; showy; overloaded with ornament
or colors, as a garment or a work of art; con-
spicuous in manner or appearance ; vulgar

;

overdone. [Colloq.]

This Edward had picked up ... a much more loqua-
cious, ostentatious, much louder style [of character] than
is freely patronised on this side of the Channel.

Cwrlyle, Sterling, i. 2. (Davies.)

Stained glass, indeed! loud, garish, thin, painty.
The Century, XXVII. 106.

8. Strong in smell ; of evil odor. [Colloq.]

The natives keep their seal meat almost any length of
time, in winter, for use ; and, like our old duck and bird
hunters, they say they prefer to have the meat tainted
rather than fresh, declaring that it is most tender and
toothsome when decidedly loud.

Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 478.

Loud pedal. Same as damper-pedal. = Syn. 1 and 2. Ke-
soundmg, vociferous.

loud (loud), adv. [< ME. loude = OS. hlodo =
D. luid= OHG. hluto,'MB.G. lute, G. laut= Dan.
lydt (prob. < LG.) ; < loud, a.] Loudly; noisily.

And suppe not lowde of thy Pottage, no tyme In all thy
lyfe. Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 76.

Who knocks so loud at door?
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 381.

Loud and (or or) stmt, under all circumstances ; at all

times.
Earli ne late, lowde ne stiUe,

Bacbite no man, blood ne boon.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 109.

loudet, « [ME., also lude, < AS. hlyde (= MHG.
lut, G. laut), sound, < hlud, loud: see loud, a.]

Sound. Layamon, 1. 259.

loudfult (loud'fihl), a. [< loud + -ful'] Loud.

The comets and organs playing loudfuU musicke.
Ma/rston, Sophonisba, i. 2.

loud-lunged (loud'lungd), a. Vociferous ; bel-

lowing. [Rare.]

Our Boanerges with his threats of doom,
And Imid-lung'd Antibabylonianisms, . . .

Went both to make your dream.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

loudly (loud'li), adv. 1. With great soimd or

noise; noisily; clamorously; with vehemence
or importunity: as, he loudly complained of

intolerance.— 2. Ostentatiously; conspicuous-
ly; showily; glaringly: as, he was very loudly

dressed. [Colloq.]

loud-mouthed (loud'moutht), a. Having or

taUdng with a loud voice ; talking vociferously

or clamorously.

As loud-mouthed and repulsive a set of political vaga-
bonds as ever canted about principles or hungered after

loaves and fishes. N. A. Eee., CXXHI. 426.

loudness (loud'nes), n. 1 . The state or quality

of being loud; great sound or noise ; clamor;

uproar: as, the loudness of a voice or an instru-

ment.—3. Conspicuousness ; flashiness; showi-

ness : as, loudness of dress. [Colloq.]

lough^ (loch), n. [< Ir. loch, a lake, lough, arm
of the sea (cf . log, a pit, dike, small lough), =
Gael, loch = W. llwch, a lake: see lahe^.'\ 1.

A lake: same as loch\ especially with refer-

ence to lakes in Ireland.

He [the piper] began to play on his Pipes, and all the

Eats and the Mice followed him to a great Lough hard by,

where they all perished. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 49.

2. A cavity in a rock. [Prov. Eng.]

lough^t. -'Vn obsolete jyreterit of laugh.

louis (16'i), n. [F., a coin, so named from Louis

Xin.] A gold coin of France—Louis d'or (louis

of gold), a gold coin of France, first struck in 1640, in

the reign of Louis Xm., and coined continuously there-

after until 1795. It ranged in value from about $4 to $4.60,

louk

having, at the time of the Revolution, the intrinsic value
of 23.60 francs. Under the Restoration the republican and

imperial 20-franc piece was styled louis, and is still some-
times so styled (instead of napoleon : see napoleon) by per-
sons of legitimist principles.

louisette (lo-i-zef), n. [F.: so called from a
Dr. Louis: see guillotine.^ A former name (in

French) of the guillotine.

Louisianian (Ig-e-zi-an'i-an), a. and n. [< Loui-
siana (see def.) -I- -ian.'] I. a. Pertaining to
Louisiana, one of the southern United States.

Is not this the very poetry of landscape, of Louisianian
landscape? Qayairri, Hist. Louisiana, I. 13.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Louisiana.
louisine (16-i-zen'), n. [< Louis or Louise, a
person's name, + -irael.] A thin and soft silk

material used for summer wear.
Louis-Quatorze (lo'i-ka-t6rz'), a. [F.] An
epithet designating a style of architecture and
decoration prevalent in France in the reign of
Louis XrV. (1643-1715), and copied in other
countries. It is especially characteristic of palaces and
large mansions of that period. Externally the forms are in
a freely treated classical style, and rustication is much em-
ployed ; the windows are larger and the rooms more lofty
and spacious than in buildings of the time immediatelypre-
ceding, and there is a constant effort to attain majesty and
sumptuousness. The palace of Versailles and the eastern
colonnade of the Louvre ai-e prominent examples of Louis-
Quatorze. The style is characteristically illustrated in in-

ternal decoration, the favorite medium of which was gilt

stucco-work combined in figures uniting lavishness with
studied symmetry and balance of parts. The scroll and
shell appear as familiar details, and panels— either rec-

tangular or nearly rectangular in form, sometimes se-

verely plain, sometimes ornamented— are commonly pres-
ent as a main feature of the design. The classical orna-
ments and all the elements of the earlier Renaissance
styles are admitted, but are treated with the modifica-
tions imposed by the spirit of the age. In decorative art

the Louis-Quatorze style embraces several new methods
of decoration, such as incrusted work and the free use of
veneers of precious woods, as well as the mounting and
ornamentation of furniture in elaborate designs of glided
bronze, applied as lock-plates, hinges, handles, etc. The
forms of panels, of pieces of furniture, and the like be-
come more varied than in the earlier Renaissance, and the
ornamentation has but little reference to natural forms.
The richly inlaid furniture of Boule (see Imhl) surpassed
all previous work of this kind.

Louis-Quinze (16'i-kanz'), a. [F.] An epithet
designating the style of French architecture
and decoration which succeeded the Louis-Qua-
torze style,and characterized the reign ofLouis
XV. (1715—74). In it the peculiarities of the pre-
ceding style are carried to extremes ; the severe sense of
proportion and measure which always characterized the
magnificence of the seventeenth century is replaced by a
complete disregard of symmetry and of the interdepen-
dence of masses, by an elongated treatment ofthe foliations

of the scroll, and by a profusion of shell-work of crimped
and fantastic but meaningless conventionality. In its

most debased and tawdry form, ornament of this style is

termed rococo.

Louis-Seize (IS 'i-saz'), a. [F.3 An epithet des-
ignating the style of architecture and orna-
mental design which prevailed in France in the
reign of Louis XVI. (1774-92), distinguished by
a return to greater simplicity than under Louis
XV., and not seldom by the aim to reproduce
classical architectural forms, as in parts of fur-
niture, etc. The members .of tables, chairs, etc., are
very commonly slender, the moldings delicate and refined,
the general forms right-angled and severe ; but the sur-
face decoration is very richly diversified. The arts of en-

,
graving, porcelain-decoration, tapestry, etc., were very

' prosperous and characteristic during the prevalence of
this style,

Louis-Treize (lo'i-traz'), a. [F.] An epithet
designating the styles of French architecture
and decoration characteristic of the reign of
Louis Xni. (1610-43), or in general of the first

half of the seventeenth century. The architecture
of this time is less light and elegant than that of the ear-
lier Renaissance ; it makes extensive use of orders based
on the classical, and seeks to make them massive and big,
carrying the columns from the base of the edifice to the
cornice. High-pitched roofs continue in favor, as well as
polychrome effects from the combination of stone and
brick ; and rustic work or bossage is accentuated. In cabi-
net-work and decoration kindred elements of design ob-
tain; pseudo-classical columns and engaged colimms, often
bossed, are usual, and are combined with entablatures,
etc., following more or less closely the Vitruvian dicta.
Carving in relief is abundant, and often good, but in gen-
eral less delicate than that of the earlier Renaissance.

louki, V. A dialectal variant of locV^.



louk

louk2,lowki(louk),j;. «. [Alsolook; <ME.lou-
Jcen, lowken, < AS. lucan (= Dan. liige), pull up
(weeds) : see lug^.'] To pull up (weeds) ; weed.

louk^t, iowk^t, «. [ME.; origin uncertain.] An
aocomplioe; a partner; a comrade.

And for there is no theef withoute a lowke
That helpeth hym to wasten and to Bowke,
Of that he brybe kan or borwe may.

Chaucer, Cook's Tale, 1. 51.

louker (lou'kfer), n. [Also looker; < ME. louker,

lowker; < loulfi + -eri.] One who weeds.
lounl, a. See lown'^.

loun^, n. See Zooml.

loun*, V. t. [Cf. launder.'] To Ijeat; thrash.
[North. Eng.]

lounder (loun'der), n. [Origin obscure.] A
severe, stunning blow. [Scotch.]

The goodman,
Wha lent him on his neck a hmnder.
That gart him o'er the threshold founder.

Ramsay, Poems, 11, 530. (Jamieson.)

lounder (loun'der), V. t. [Cf. launder, ».] To
beat with heavy strokes. [Scotch.]

' lounderer (loun'der-6r), n. An idler ; a loafer.

Lonsengers and loundererg are wrongfully made, and
named hermits, and have leave ... to live ... in sloth.

Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 130.

loTmdering (loun'der-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

launder, v.] A drubbing; a beating. [Scotch.]

He had gi'en her a lownderi-ng wi' his cane.
ScoU, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

lounge^ (lounj), V. %.; pret. and pp. lomiged, ppr.
lounging. [Not found before 1671 (in Skinner);
perhaj)s < the noun lounger, in plural loungers,
which is probably a mistaken form,with aeoom

.

termination, of *loungis, < lungis, longis, an idle,

drowsy, dreaming fellow: see lungis.i 1. To
act, move, or rest in a lazy or listless manner

;

move about or do anything with negligence or
indifference.

Shun sach as lounge through afternoons and eves.
0. W. Hotmes, A S.hymed Lesson.

" Light !

" is the responsive yellfrom the patriarch of the
household, who, lounging to the fence, leans his arm upon
it. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 195.

2. To recline in a lazy attitude; loU: as, to
lounge on a sofa.

The instant some stirring old hymn was given out, sleepy
eyes brightened, lounging figures sat erect.

L. if. Mcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 82.

lounge^ (lounj), n. [< lounge^ v.] 1. The act
of sauntering or strolling; the act of reclining
at ease or lolling.

In the reign of the qneen [Anne], tea came into use as an
ordinary beverage among the higher classes, and the tea^
tables of the ladies became places for fashionable lounge.

S. Domell, Taxes in England, lY. 112.

2. A place frequented by idlers.

She went with Lady Stock to a bookseller's, whose shop
served as a fashionable lounge.

Miss Edgeworth, Almeria, p. 278.

3. A kind of sofa for reclining, having one arm
only and a low back, or no back, so as to be
used from either side.—4. A treat ; a comfort.
[Eton College.] C. A. Bristed, English Uni-
versity, p. 40.

lounge^t, «• -An obsolete spelling of lunge^.

lounger (loun'jer), «. [See lounge, v.] One who
lounges; one who loiters awayhistime; anidler.

1 will roar aloud and spare noti to the terror of, at
present, a very flourishing society of people, called Umn-
gerg. Guardian, No. 124.

The boulevard loungers or the gens du monde.
Nineteenth Century, XXL 344.

lounging (loun'jing), jj. a. [Ppr. of lounge^, ».]

Of, pertaining to, or in the manner of a lounger

;

sauntering ; lolling : as, a lounging gait.

lounging-room (loun'jing-rom), n. A room for
the accommodation of idle visitors, or persons
who are waiting, as in a club-house.

In the spacious office and general lounging-room, sea-
coal flres glowed in the wide grates.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 2.

loupi (loup), V. ; pret. lap, pp. loupen. [A dial,

form of leap^.'] I, intrans. 1 . To leap ; spring.

He has loupen on the bonny black.
He stlrr'd him wi' the spur right sairly.

Annan Water (Child's Ballads, IL 188).

Every one loupg o'er the dike where it is laighest.
Kelly, .Scotch Proverbs, p. 97. (Jantieson.)

2. To melt; give way: applied to frost when it

melts suddenly. [North. Eng. or Scotch in

both uses.]

II. trans. To leap over; leap from.
Baby, haste, the window loup;
111 kep you in my arm.

Bonny BaSy Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. 43).

loup2+, n. An obsolete variant of Zoop^. Spenser.
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loup' (lop), «. [E., a mask, a particular use of
loup, wofi, < L. lupus, wolf: see lupus.] A light

silk mask or half-mask worn at a masquerade.
loup-cervier (16'ser-via'), «• [F., a lynx, <

loup, a wolf, + *cervier, < L. cervrts, deer: see

Cervus.] The Canada lynx. Lynx canadensis.
The name was formerly applied in French to some animal
not clearly identified. Cotgrave defines it as "a kind of

white wolf or beast ingendred between an Hind and an
Wolf, whose skin is much esteemed by great men ; yet
some (not believing that those beasts will, or can mingle)
imagine it rather to be the spotted Linx or Ounce ; or a
kind thereof."

loupe (lop), n. lAlBO loop; < F. loupe, a knob,
lump, wen, etc.] A mass of pasty iron mingled
with slag as taken from the Catalan forge when
ready to be shingled. Also called massi in French,
and in the American bloomeries most generally a Uoom,
but also frequently a Zu7»p, and sometimes called loupe.

loup-garOU (lo'ga-rB')) n. [F., a were-wolf:
see were^walf.] A were-wolf; a lycanthrope.

louping-ill (lou'ping-il), n. Leaping-evU : a
disease of sheep wmch causes them to spring
up and down in going forward. [Scotch.]

loup-the-dike (loup'the-dik), a. Giddy ; way-
ward; runaway. [Scotch.]

Now I have myflnger andmy thumb on this loup-the-dyke

loon. Scott, B«dgauntlet, ch. xxliL

lour (lour), V. i. See lower^.

lourd^t, <i- and TO. [Also loord; < ME. lowd, <

OF. (and P.) lourd, dull, stupid, = Sp. Pg. lerdo,

stupid, foolish, = It. lordo, lurido, dirty, < L.
luridus, pale, yellow, wan, ML. lurdus, dirty: see
lurid. Hence also (from P.) lurdan, q. v.] I. a.

Dull; stupidL Gower.
II. M. A dull, stupid fellow; a low, degraded,

worthless person; a drone.

lourd^t, V. [Appar. a dial, contr. of liever had
or liever would (cf. leeze, contr. of Uef is), ex-

tended to constructions where it must be taken
as a simple verb, had or would being again pre-
fixed.] See etymology.

I rather lourd it had been my sel

Than eather him or thee.
Ga Morrice (Child's Ballads, II. 38).

Ere he had ta'en the lamb he did,
I had lourd he had ta'en them a*.

The Broom of Cowdenknmcs (Child's Ballads, IV. 48).

I wad Imird have had a winding-sheet.
And helped to put it ower his head.

Jamie 2'rf/er(ChUd's Ballads, VL 114).

lourdanef, lourdent, n. See lurdan.

loure (lor), TO. [P.; origin uncertain.] 1. Aform
of bagpipe formerly used in Normandy.— 3.
A slow dance performed to the music of the
bagpipe.— 3. Music for such a dance or in its

rhythm, which is triple, rather slow, and with
heavy primary accents.
lourgTUary, n. See lurgulary.

loury (lou'ri), a. See lowery.

louse^ (lous), TO.; pi. lice (lis). [< ME. lavs (pi.

lis. Use, lys), < AS. lus (pi. lys) = D. luis= OHG.
MHO-, lus, Qc. laus = Icel. Uis = Dan. Sw. his,

louse; perhaps lit. 'destroyer' or 'damager,'
from the root *lus of loose, lose^, lass, et6. Cf . Gr.
^eip, a louse, < Sdetpeiv, destroy.] -An insect or
other small arthropod (as a crustacean) that
infests other animals or plants, or an animal
resembling such parasites: a name for a great
variety of small creatures. Specifically— (o) One of
a class of small degraded parasitic hemipterous insects of
the order Hennptera and suborder ParasHa; the Pedicu-
Una or PedieuUdee. These are the little wingless bugs
most frequently called liee, infesting man arid other ani-
mals as external parasites, in the hair or fur. They are
haustellate, or furnished with a sucking-proboscis, which
can be protruded and fixed in the skin of the host; the
attachment being secured by little hooks ; there are six
legs with hooks for crawling and grappling; the general
form is elliptical, most of the body consisting of the large
jointed abdomen; the skin is so tough ttmt when the
louse is crushed it can be heard to crack. Such lice are
oviparous and extremely prolific; their eggs,which mature
very rapidly, are glued to hairs, and are known as niis. At
least three kinds infest man. The headAause, Pediculus
capitis, living chiefly in the hair of the head, is the slender-
est one of the three. The body^ouse, Pediculus vestimenii,
living in the hair of the body at large, and in the seams of
the clothing, is less transparent than the former, with a
grayish tint, and hence cadled grayback; myriads of these
creatures are generated where people are crowded in un-
clean or unwholesome conditions, as in camps, jaUs, etc.

The last kind, the erab-louse, PMkirius pubis or inguinalis,
chiefly affects the hair of the pubis and perinxum, but may
range all over the body; its shape is peculiar, as shown in
the figtire under croft-fofuse. 3Iost mammals, if notall,have
lice peculiar to themselves. Hoematopinus is an extensive
genus of such lice : S. vituli is found on cattle. A species
of Scematomyzug affects elephants. Bats have a peculiar
set of lice, constituting the family Polyctenid^.

A lous is a worme with many fete, & it commeth out of
the filthi and onclene skynne. ... To withdryue them.
The best is for to wasshe the oftentimes, and to channge
oftentymes clone lynen-

Quoted in Book of Quinte Essence (ed. FumivallX p. 15.

(6) Bird-lice are parasitic insects, of several hundred spe-
cies, various genera, and several families, which some aa-

lout

thors range with the foregoing in the order Hemiplera,
but most place in the Pseudoneuroptera. They are known
as the order or superfamily MaUophaga. They have man-
dibulate or biting mouth-parts, are wingless, and of very
variable forms. They are by no means confined to birds,

but infest mammals as well ; almost every kind of bird
and beast is infested by these creatures, sometimes several
species to one host; and in snch multitudes as to cause
disease and death. Of these, such as infest domestic
quadrupeds and birds belong to the genera Trichodectes,

Docophorus, Nirmus, Qoniocotes, Qomodes, lApeurvs, Tri.
rwtum, Colpopocephalum, Menopon, and Qyropm. (c) The
beaver harbors a remarkable louse, PlatypeyUus castoris,

a degraded clavicorn beetle, so peculiar as to have been
made type of an order, Ackreioptera. (d) Insects have
their own lice. Such are the beediee, or pupiparous dip.
terous insects of the family Braulidas, order Diptera; and
some of the lice of bats are similar dipterous insects,

though wingless, of the family Nycteritriidx. Bees, wa^ps,
etc., are also infested by certain small parasitic heterome.
rous beetles in the form of lice, such as the wingless larvs
of Mdoidce, a species of which has been named Pediculus
melittcB, and the whole family Stylopidte. Insects aifected

by the latter are said to be stylopized. None of the fore-

going lice are aquatic, (e) Fishes, marine mammals,
crustaceans, etc., are infested by a great variety of small
degraded crustaceans, collectively known as fishdice or
Ichthyophthira. Most of these belong to a class or order
^rizoa or Siphonostoma, or Lemeeoidea; a few are cirri-

peds, as BhizocepfuUa. Whale-lice are CyarrtidcB. Ca/rv-

lice are Argulidtje. (/) Wood-lice are the terrestrial isopods
of the family Onisddce, also called slaters, sow-buga, etc.

These are not parasites, but some of the aquatic iso-

pods are fish-lice, as Cymoihmdoe. (0) Plants are infested

by multitudes of small plant-sucking hemipters, known
as vlant-lUse, and fonnerly collectively termed Phytoph.
thiria: as the aphida, Apradidte, some of which are also

called gaUr-lim; the psyllids, Piyttidoe, CBiledflea-lice and
jumping plant-lice; and the scale-insects or Coccidce,

some of which are also known as bark-lice. (A) Book-lice are

pseudoneuropterous insects of the family Psocidce, various

species of which, as those of the genera AtropoB and Clo-

thiUa, injure books, (t) Certain mites or acarids are some-
times csJled lice, as the harvest-ticks, known as red-lice,

the itch-mite or itch-louse, etc. For further information,

see the compounded words, and also the technical names.

louse^ (louz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. loused, ppr.

"' " ' ' ' ^ - To clean[< ME. lousen; < louse\ ».]

from Uee. [Obsolete or rare.]

Howe handsome [convenient] it is to lye and sleepe; or
to lowze themselves in the sunshine.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

To York House, where the Russia Embassador do lie

;

and there I saw his people go up and down lauseingthem-
selves. Pepys, Diary, 11. 5.

louse^t, o- and v. A Middle English variant of

loose.

louseberry (lous'ber'''i), n. The common spin-

dle-tree of Europe, Euanymvs Europiea. Its

powdered berries were reputed to destroy the
lice parasitic on man.
lonse-bur (lous'bfer), n. The common cockle-

bur, Xanthium Strumarium : so named from its

clinging pod or bur.
louse-fly (lons'fli), TO. Any pupiparous dipter-

ous insect, as a bee-louse or sheep-tick.

louse-herb (lous'erb), «. Same as lousewort, 2.

lousewort (lous'wert), TO. 1. A serophularia-

ceous plant of the genus Pedicularis. The com-
mon lousewort in the United States is P. Canadensis, other-

wise called wootf-betonj/or A^otf-fcetonj/. The common louse-

wort of England is P. sylvaUca.

2. The stavesaere. Delphinium Staphisagria, the
powdered seeds of which have been used from
ancient times to destroy lice. Also louse-herb.

[Eare.]

lousily (lou'zi-li), adv. In a lousy manner; in

a mean or degraided manner ; scnrrily.

lousiness (lou'zi-nes), to. The state of being
lousy or infested with lice.

Hunger and Lousiness are the two Distempers that Af-

flict him ; and Idleness and Scratching the two Medicines
that Palliate his Miseries.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Beign of Qneen Anne,

[IL 200.

lousy (lon'zi), a. [< lause'^ + -yi.] 1. Infested
with Uce.
That an lining things which hane sonles go thither [to

the heavens], euen Fleas and Lice. And these lousie hea-
uens are allotted to all secular persons which enter not into

their rule and habit of Heligion.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 480.

Hence—2. Degraded; mean; contemptible.

A lousy knave to have hia gibes and his mockeries!
Shak., M. W. of W., UL 3. 259.

A trick, a lousy trick ; so ho, a trick, boys

!

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iL 1.

lousybill (lou'zi-bU), TO. The long-billed cur-

lew, Numenius longirostris. G. Trumbull. See
cut under curlew. [Local, New Jersey.]

louti (lout), V. [< ME. lauten, < AS. intan (=
Icel. mta = Dan. lude = Sw. luta), stoop, bow,
akinto lutian, >ME. lutien, loten, lurk(see lote^),

andperhaps to JyteZ, little: seeKttfe.] Lintrans.
1. To bend, stooj), or crouch; bow; courtesy;
make humble obeisance.

Doun I loutede for to see
The clere water in the stoon.

Rom. of the Rose, L 1554.
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The fltte route
That to this lady gunne limte
And doun on knes anon to falle.

Chaucer, Houae of Fame, 1. 1704.

As oft as they named the Redeemer,
lowly louted the bpys, and lowly the maidens all courte-

Bied.

longfeUow, tr. of Tegn^r's Children of the Lord's Supper.

The noble lords and ladies . . . throw largesse to the
knaves, who Imii humbly.

t/. B. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, II. zxxiiL

2t. To lie quiet; lurk. See lote^.

Gonquiesco, Anglice, to lowtyn,
MS. Btbl. Reg. 12. B. i., f. 88. (BaXliwai.)

8. To loiter, tarry, or stay. Searne. {HalM-
well.)

Il.t trans. To liow down ; al)ase.

For few there were that were so much redoubted,
Whom double fortune lifted up and lovUd.

Mir. for Mags., p. 303.

lout^ (lout), n. [Not found in MB.; prob. < Icel.

lutr, stooping, bent, < luta, stoop, lout : see loiifi.']

An awkward, ungainly fellow ; a clown.
And that His [Adam's] Son, and his Son's Son,
Were all but Ploughmen, Clowns, and Louts.

Prior, The Old Gentry.

A stupid lout, seemingly a farmer's boy, in a grey jerkin
with his head bare. Scott, Kenilworth, xxiv.

lout^t (lout), V. t. [< lout^, ».] To treat as a
lout; flout.

Lowted and forsaken of theym by whom in tyme he
myght have bene ayded and relieved.

Hall, Henry IV., f. 6. (Halliwell.)

Louted and laughed to skorne.
Udall, Bolster Doister, iii. 3.

I am lowted by a traitor villain.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 8. 13.

• louts (lout), V. i. [Cf. low^.l To low or bel-
low. Hallmell. [Prov. Eng.]

lout* (lout), ». *. [Origin obscure.] To milk, as
a cow. MatMwell. [Prov. Eng.]

louterti v. i. [Early mod. B. lowter; freq. of louO-;

of. loiter, another form of the same word.] To
loiter or lounge about.
Lowtryng and wandryng.

Bye Way to the Spyttell Bous, p. U. (Halliwell.)

louteringlyt, «^'». In a loitering or idle manner.
Whosoever wandreth about idely and louteringly is a

rogue or vagabond, although he beggeth not.

M. Bolton, Country Justice (1620). (Nares.)

loutish (lou'tish), a. [< 'Umt'^ + -isK^.I Clown-
ish; awkward; boorish.

Loutish, but not ill-looking. The Cervtury, XXVII. 183.

= Syn. Churlish, Clownish, etc. See hoorish.

loutishly (lou'tlsh-li), adv. In a loutish or
awkward manner.
loutishness (lou'tish-nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being loutish or awkward ; olownishness.

loutre (lo'ter), n. [P., an otter, < L. lutra, an
otter.] In her., the otter, used as a bearing.

loutrin (lo'trin), ». [< loutre + -wi.] An otter;

any animal of the subfamily Lutrince.

louver (16'ver), n. [Also louvre, and formerly

loover, lover, prop, only lover; < ME. lover, lovir,

< OP. lover, luver, lovier, a louver, orig. appar.

an upper gallery, < ML. as if *loT)iarium, < loUa,

also lodia and lodium (used to gloss OP. lovier),

& gallery, lobby: see loliby. The explanation

suggested by Minsheu and adopted by Skeat,

that the B. word is derived < OP. lowoert, for

J'mtiier*, the open (space),- opening (see le and
overt), ignores the real OP. form lover, lovier,

and is quite untenable.] If. A form of lan-

tern or turret rising from the roof of a hall or

other apartment in medieval domestic edifices,

at first open at the sides, its original function was
to supply an outlet for smoke from fires. After this use

waa superseded by the introduction of chimneys, the lou-

ver was inclosed with glass.

It hath two rowes of Pillars each ouer other, those upper

ones supporting the hemisphere, loaaer, or steeple, which

is wrought all with Musalke worke.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 298.

A loooer, or tunnell in the roofe or top of a great hall to

avoid smoke. Baret, Alvearie, 1580. (Halliwdl.)

For all the issue, both of vent and light,

Came from a loamr at the tower's toppe.

Death of K. E. of Hunt., sig. L 8. (Nares.)

Si. A chimney-flue. [Obsolete or Prov. Eng.]

There is a steppe declivy way lookes downe.
Which to th' infemail kingdome Orpheus guides,

Whose lomser vapors breathes.
Beywood, Troia Britannioa (1609). (Nares.

)

Don't stop cowerin' in th' ingle. . . . Some day we'st

find as thou's got drawn up th' lover wi' the draught.

Jesiie Fothergill, From Moor Isles, i.

3. In arch., a long window-like opening closed

with broad slats sloping downward and out-

ward. See ahat-vent.

Ne lightned was with window, nor with Imer,

But with continuall candle-light. „ „ ,„ ;„
Spemer, F. Q., VI. x. 42.
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Coolers should always be placed so tliat the air has free

access, and to this end it is usual to make the walls of the
rooms containing them of louvres, which can be opened as
may be required. Sports' Encyc. Manuf., I. 400.

4t. The aperture in a dove-cote at which the
bird enters; also, the dove-cote itself,

like to a Cast of Falcons that pursue
A flight of Pidgeons through the welkin blew.
Stooping at this and that, that to their Louver
(To saue their lines) they hardly can recover.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Vocation.

louver-board (lo'vfer-bord), ». See louver, 3,
and louver-window.
louvered (lo'verd), a. Pumished with a louver

;

constructed in the form of a louver: as, a lou-
vered window. Also louvred.

If "Miner" will cut louvred openings ... in the sides
of the tapering neck that connect his 10 square feet fan
mouth with the 20 square feet tube. Engineer, LXVI. 217.

Louvered battens. See batten^.

louver-holet (lo'v6r-h61), n. The hole or vent
at the top of a chimney by which the smoke
escapes.

Provide new locks and keys, and bars and bolts.
And cap the chimney, lest my lady fly

Out of the lover-hole.

Shirley, Honoria and Mammon (1669). (Nares.)

louver-window (lo'ver-win'^do), n. A long
opening in a belfry-tower, partially closed by
outward-sloping slats or boards called lowver-

ioards (corrupted into luffer- or lever-hoards),
which are so placed to exclude rain, while al-

lowing the sound of the bell to pass through.
See abat-vent.

louvre^, n. See lowver.

louvre^ (18'ver), n. [< P. Lowore, the name (of

unknown, origin) of a building in Paris, an-
ciently a royal castle or palace, now a national
museum.] A fashionable dance derived from
a favorite song of Louis XIV.
As soon as the minuet was closed, the princess said

softly to Harry in French, "The Louvre, sir, if you please.

"

This was a dance of the newest fashion.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 99. (Dames.)

She proposed herself for a Louvre; all the men vowed
they had never heard of such a dance.

Walpole, Letters, II. 194.

lovability (luv-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< lovable: see
-hility.'] Capability of being loved

;
possession

of qualities fitted to inspire love; amiability.

Also lovedbility. Carlyle.

lovable^ (luv'a-bl), a. [ME. lovable, 'lufabyl; <

love^ + -able.'i Worthy of love ; inviting love

;

winning; amiable. .Maoloveaole.

And which been hool and sooth and chast and rightwya,
and lovable to yhe. Wyclif, Laodisensis, p. 100.

"There is something so soothing, so gentle, so indulgent
about Mrs. Percy, so loveable." *' She is . . . very loveable

—that is the exact word." "I fear it is not English," said
Miss Hauton. "II m^rite bien I'Mre," said Godfrey.

Miss Edgeworth, Patronage, v. (Daxies.)

Elaine the fair, Blaine the loveable,

Elaine, the lily maid of Astolat.
Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

lovable^t, «. [ME. lovdbil; < love^ + -able.']

Praiseworthy. Halliwell.

lovableness (luv'a-bl-nes), n. The quality of

attracting affection; lovable character. Also
loveubleness.

Man for man, he [Wordsworth] was infinitely inferior to

Coleridge for personal charm and to Soiithey for general

loveableness. FoHnightly Bev., N. S., XLIII. 626.

lovage (luv'aj), n. [Also (dial.) loveage, love-

ache (simulating love^). formerly Iwish; < ME.
loveache (= D. lavas), s OP. luvesche, levesche,

P. liviche = Sp. ligustico = Pg. Ugustico = It.

levistieo, lihistico (ML. lubesticum, lilisUoum, le-

vistieum (> AS. lufestice, appar. simidating lufu,

love) = MLG. lubbestock = OHG. luiestecco, lu-

histechal, MHGr. lubstickel, luUst'eclie, liibesteche

(simulating OHG. lupm, MHGr. liippe=AQ. lybb,

poison), Uebstucliel, Q. UebstocJcel (simulating

liebe, love) = Pol. lubszczyJc, lubczyJc, lubisteJc =
Bohem. Ubeclielc, libehek = Euss. lubistoM =
Lith. lipslitukas, lubistos = Lett, lupstaga =
Hung, lestoan, levistihom) (= Turk, logostehon, <

Gr. ?ii-yvaTtic6v), < L. ligusUcum, lovage, prop.

neut. of lAgusticus, belonging to Liguria, < lA-

guria, Liguria: see Ligustiomn, Ligurian.] 1.

The umbelliferous plant Levistieum officinale, a

native of the mountains of central Europe, cul-

tivated in old gardens. This is the lovage of

the older books. It is sometimes distinguished

as Italian or garden lovage.— 3. Another plant

of the same family, ]J,gusticmn Scoticum, often

called Scotch lovage. The name extends also

to other species of the genus.

lovel (luv), V.
;
pret. and pp. loved, ppr. loving,

[Also dial. (Sc.) luve, loo; < ME. loven, luven,

lovien, luvien, < AS. lufian, leofian (with short

love

vowel, depending on the noun lufu^ love), orig.

*ledfian = OPries. Uavia, luvia, levm= D. Ueven
= MLG. leven, LG. leven = OHG. liubon, liupon.

MHG. G. lieben, love ; akin to AS. ledf= Goth.
Hubs, etc., dear, lief, < Teut. •/ lub, be pleasing,
= L. libet, lubet, it pleases, = OBulg. liubiti,

love (liubu, dear), = Bohem. lubiti, libiti = Euss.
liubiti, love, = Lith. lubjuAong, = Skt. •/ lubh,

desire: see love^, n., love^, lief, believe, leave'^,

liberal, liberty, ete.] I.trans. 1. Toregardwith
a strong feeling of affection; hold dear; have
a strong regard for.

Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God with all t^y heart, and
with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. Mat. xxii. 37.

Thou Shalt love thy neighboiu' as thyself. Mat. xxiL 89.

A maid whom there were none to praise,

And very few to love. Wordsworth, Lucy.

. 2. Specifically, to regard (one of the opposite
sex) with the admiration and devotion charac-
teristic of the sexual relation; be in love with.

The lady made grete ioye of the kynge, for she wende
verily it hadde ben the Duke hir lorde, that she loved mocha
with a trewe herte. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 77.

To see her is to love her.
An' love but her for ever.

Bums, Bonnie Lesley.

8. To have a strong liking, craving, or appetite
for; like; take pleasure in; delight in: followed
by a noun or an infinitive.

Lordia ! if ge gour Astate and honoiu*
Loven, fiemyth this vicious errour

!

Booke of Precederux (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), 1. 107.

I lave a fat goose as I lorn allegiance.
Fletcher, Beggars' Buah, iv. 5.

What a man actually loves, this he proposes^to himself,
and strives to attain.

Swedenbarg, Christian PsychoL (tr. by Gorman), p. 96.

There ia no place in the town which I so much love to fre-

quent as the Boyal Exchange.
Addison, The Royal Exchange.

4. To caress ; show affection by caresses : a
childish use of the word.
He climbed often into her lap, and, putting his arms

round her neck, loved her with his cheek against hera, and
with all hia little heart. Barper's Mag., LXXIX. 271.

To love one's love with an A, B, etc., a formula used in
redeeming forfeits.

For these you play at purposes.
And love your loves with As and Bs;
For these, at Beast and Ombre woo,
And play for love and money too.

S. Butter, Hudibraa, in. i. 1007.

I'll give you a clue to my trade, in a game of forfeita. I
love my love with a B because she's Beautiful ; I hate my
love with a B because she's Brazen ; I took her to the sign
of the Blue Boar, and I treated her with Bonnets ; her
name's Bouncer, and she lives in Bedlam.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, it 1.

II. introMS. To have strong affection; espe-
cially, to be passionately attached to one of the
opposite sex.

But since thou lovest, love still and thrive therein.
Even as I would wlien I to love begin.

Shak., T. G. of V., L 1. 9.

'Tis better to have loved and lost

Than never to have loved at alL ^

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxvii.

lovei (luv), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) luve; < ME. love,

luve, < AS. lufu, Imfe (= MLG. leve= OHG. liubi,

liupi, liupa, MHG. G. Uebe; cf. OPries. liafte,

NPnes. Ijeafde = D. liefde), love, < lufian, love:

see love'^, v.] 1 . The principle of sympathetic or
pleasurable attraction in sentient and thinking
beings ; that feeling of predilection or solicitude

for, or delight in, certain individuals or classes,

principles, qualities, or things, which excites a
strong desire or craving for the welfare, com-
panionship, possession, enjoyment, or promo-
tion of its object or objects ; the yearning de-

sire (whether right or perverted) for what is

tlyjught to be best in any relation or from any
point of view, in its purest and most universal form,
love is regarded in the highest conception of God as the
essence of divinity.

Nature worketh in us all a love to our own counfiela.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., ii.

Greater love hath no man than tills, that aman lay down
his life for his friends. John xv. 13.

The love of money is the root of all evil. 1 Tim. vi. 10.

We render you our loves, sir,

The best wealth we bring home.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, i. 3.

Any one reflecting upon the thought he has of the de-

light which any present or absent thing is apt to produce
in him has the idea we call love. For when a man de-

clares in autumn, when he is eating them, or in spring,

when there are none, that he loves grapes, it is no more
but that the taste of grapes delights him ; let an altera-

tion of health or constitution destroy the delight of their

taste, and he can then be said to love grapes no longer.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 4.

2. Intimate personal affection between indi-

viduals of opposite sex capable of intermaiv
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riage ; the emotional incentive to and normal
basis of conjugal union: as, to be in love; to

many for love.

And Jacob served seven years for Kachel; and they
seemed unto him but a lew days, for the love he had to her.

Gen. X2ix. 20.

But had I wist, before I Iciss'd,

That love had been sae ill to win,
, I'd lock'd my heart in a case of gold,

And pin'd it with a silver pin.

Waly, Waly, but Lome be Bonny (Child's Ballads, IV. 134).

It's good to be off with the old lorn.

Before you are on with the new. Old smig.

Hai^ wedded love, mysterious law, true source
Of human offspring, sole propriety
In Paradise of all things common else!

MUton, P. L., iv. 760.

Fond love, the gentle vow, the gay desire.

The kind deceit, the still-reviving fire.

Persuasive speech, and more persuasive sighs,

Silence that spok^ and eloquence of eyes.

Pope, Ili^d, xiv. 249.

3. A beloved person ; an object of affectionate

interest, as a sweetheart or a husband or wife

:

often also used in address as a tenn of endear-
ment.

She hears no tidings of her love.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 867.

They [the Virginia Indians] would haue beards, but that
they pluck away the haires ; they haue one wife, many
louee. Purehas, Filgnmage, p. 768.

What they could my words expressed,
O my love, my alii my one

!

Singing helped the verses best.

Brovming, Serenade at the Villa.

4. [cap."] A personification of the passion of

love; sexual attraction imagined as an inde-
pendent power external to its subject: applied
especially to Cupid (more properly Amor) or

Eros, the classical god of love, and more rarely
to Venus or Aphrodite, the goddess of love.

i/ow made those hollows, if himself were slain.

He might be buried in a tomb so simple,
5Aai:., Venus and Adonis, 1. 243.

All thoughts, all passions, all delights,
Whatever stirs this mortal frame,

All are but ministers of Love,
And feed his sacred flame. Coleridge, Love.

5 . Anembodiment or arepresentation of Cupid;
one of a class of beings poetically imagined as

devoted to the interests of lovers, and depicted
as winged boys.

I mote perceive how, in her glauncing sight.

Legions of Uroes'with. little wings did fly.

Spenser, Sonnets, xvl

6. Gratification of a sexual passion or desire,

as in an illicit relation.

Come, let us take our fill of love, until the morning.
Prov. vii. 18.

7t. AMndness; somethingdone intoken of love.
What good love may I perform for you?

Shah., K. John, iv. 1. 49.

8t. AthinsUk stuff. One variety, softand trans-
lucent, was used for veils. See Ume^ibbon.—9.
In some games, nothing : a term indicating that
no points have been scored: as, the game was
two, love (that is, two points on one side and
nothing on the other); love all (all the players
have failed to score).— 10. Aii old game in
which one holds up one or more fingers, and
another, without looking, guesses at the num-
ber. Davies.
The countrymen's play of holding up our fingers (dimica-

tione digitorum, i. e. the play of love).

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 159.

11. The plant Clematis Vitalba, the virgin's-

bower or teaveler's-joy.—Cupboard love. Seeeup-
board.—Family Of Love. See Famulist, 1.— For all
lovest, or of all lovest [a universalized form of "for
the love of God," "of heaven," etc.], by all means.

Alack, where are you? speak, an if you hear

;

Speak, of aZl loves ! I swoon almost with fear.

Shak., M. N. D., iL 2.d53.

And said. Sir, for all loves,

Let me thy prisoneres seen.
Sir Ferumhras. {HaUiweU, under aZl-loves.')

For love, ont of affectionate consideration ; hence, for
nothing; veithout compensation or payment.— For love
or money, by any means ; in any way.—Free love. See
free.^Vli. lovo, imbued with affection, especially sexual
affection ; enamored.

If he be not in love with some woman, there is no be-
lieving old signs : a' brushes his hat o' mornings.

Shak., Much Ado, iiL 2. 40.

Labor of love, any work done or task performed with
eager willingness, either from fondness for the work itself

or from regard entertained toward the person for whom it

is done.—Love of benevolence or friendship. See be-

iievolenee.—Love Of complacency. See love of benevo-
fencc.— Natural love, a natural appetite or inclination
which iscommon to annuals and plants.—SensltivelOVe,
a love common to man and the lower animals.—There's
no love lost between them, they have no liking for
each other.

There was not a great deal of love lost between Will and
liis half-sister. Thackeray, Virginians, xvii.
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To love one's love with an A, B, etc. See fouei ,».«._
To make love to, to profess affection for (one of the op-
posite sex); strive to win the affection of.—To Play for

light, partiality, charity (theological). As between per-
sons, love is the most general of these words, covering much
the widest range, both in degree and in kind. lAMng is

the weakest. Predilection goes a little further, but is only
a preparatory liking or readiness to love. Attaekment has
much of the notion implied in its derivation ; it Is a love
that binds one to another, an unwillingness tobe separated.

Affection is generally a regulated and conscious love or at^

tachment; it goes deeper than attachmeivt. Attachment
and especially affection are often the refined and mellowed
fruit of the passion of love. Fondness, originally a fool-

ish tenderness, is not yet altogether redeemed from that
idea ; it may be an unreasoning and doting attachment,
and is never very high in quality. Devotion is a sort of
consecration or dedication to the object of one's feeling,

an intense loyalty, as to a superior— a constant service.

See esteem.

love^t, " *• [^ ME. loven, lomen, < AS. lofian,

praise, value, appraise (= OS. loVhm = OHGr.
lobon, loben, MHG. G. loben = Icel. lofa = 8w.
lofya = Dan. love, praise); cf. lof, m., praise;

akin to lufian, love, ledf, dear, etc^ < Teut. •/

lubjhe pleasing: see love\ lief, leave^,furlough.2

1. To praise; commend.
Al lotied thai god, with ioyful mode,
And saynt elyn scho bare the rode.

Holy Rood (£. E. T. S.), p. 95.

3. To praise as of value; prize; set a price on.

The snllere [sellerl loveth his thing dere.

Old Eng. Homilies (ed. Morris), ii 213.

I love, as a chapman loveth bis ware that he wyll sell.

Je fais. Come, of hewe moche love you it at : sus combien
le faictez vous? I love you it nat so dere as it coste me

;

I wolde be gladde to bye some ware of you, but you love

all thynges to dere. Palsgrave.

loveability, lo'veable, etc. See lovdbility, etc.

lo're-affair (luv'a-far'''), « A special experi-

ence of love ; the sum of the incidents having
to do with being in love with any person.

Confer at large
Of all that may concern thy love-affaxrs.

Shak., T. 6. of V., iiL 1. 254.

love-apple (luv'ap'^l), n. An old name of the
common tomato, Lyarpersicum esculentum.

love-bagt, »• A charm to procure love. Nares.

Another ask't me, who was somewhat bolder,
vniether I wore a love-iagge on my shoulder?

Musarum Detidoe (1656).

love-bird (luv'bferd), n. A little parrot or par-
rakeet, remarkable for the affection it shows for

its mate. Many species of different genera have this
trait. They are all of diminutive size. The American
love-birds belong to the genus PsUtacula, and some of
them have also been called Agapomis. They are such as
P. passerina, with several related species or varieties, and
P. purpurata. The true love-birds belong to the restrict-

ed genus Agapomis, all of which are African. They are
such as A. eana, A. puUaria, and A. simndemiana. (See
cut under Agapomis.) The most familiar of these is A.
pvllaria, scarcely 7 inches long, bright-green with a ro8£-
red face and throat, coralline bill

,
gray feet,and shortround-

ed tail, which when spread shows a red field bordered
with a subterminal bar of black. It thrives on canary-seed,
and makes a charming pet. Another group of love-birds
inhabits the East Indian archipelago. New Guinea, and
Australia, and represents divisions of the genus Psiitacvla
(in a large sense) called CydopgiUa and PsUtinus. Such are
C.dM>p/5Aa/m«of theAm Islands. P. 7?wiZaccen#i«, etc, I'he

most diminutive of parrots, Naeiiema pj/^T/wea, belongs to
the same group as the last. Also lov&parralceet, love-parrot.

love-broker (luv'br6'''ker), n. One who acts as
agent between lovers. Shak., T. N., iii. 2. 39.

love-causet (luv'kAz), w. A love-affair. Sliak.,

As you Like it, iv. 1. 97.

love-charm (luv'charm), n. A charm by which
love was supposed to be excited; a philter.

love-child (luv'ehild), n. A child of illieit love

;

a bastard. pE^ov. Eng.]
love-dart (luv'dart), n. An organ of many
pulmonate or terrestrial gastropods, as snails:

technically called spiculum amoris. See the
quotation.

A curious organ is a pyriform muscular sac, containing
one or two slender conical styles, which can be thrust out
throngh the aperture of the sac ; they are found in certain
snails, and with them they pierce each other's skin. They
are known as love-darts. Pascoe, ZoiJL Class., p. 166.

love-dayt (luv'da), n. [< ME. love day; < love^

+ day.] A day appointed for the amicable
adjustanent of ^sputes between neighbors by
arbitration ; a day for reconciliation.

Mo love-dayes and acordes
Then on instrumentes ben cordea.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 695.

This day shall be a love-day, Tamora.
Shak., Tit. And., 1 1. 491.

love-letter

love-feast (luv'fest), ». 1 . Among the primitive.

Christians, a meal eaten in token of brotherly

love and charity, originally in connection with
the holy communion, and having in common,
with it the name of the Lord's Supper. See
agape^, 1.— 2. An analogous sferviceTield at in-

tervals by some religious denominations, as the
Moravians, the Methodists, and some German
Baptists. The provision Is usually very simple, consist-

ing of bread and water, sometimes with tea and coffee.

Singing and the interchange ol religious experience ac-

company the repast.

love-featt (luv'fet), n. A deed or act of love;

a wooing.
Every one his love-feat will advance

Unto his several mistress.
Shale., L. L. L., v. 2. 123.

love-flo'wer (luv'flou''''6r), n. A plant of the ge-
nus Agapanthm. Also called African lily.

love-grass (luv'gr^s), n. A grass of the genus-

love-in-a-mist (luv'in-a-mist'), n. The fennel-

flower, Nigella damaseena. Also called devil-

in-a-busTi.—West Indian lOTe-ln-armlBt, one of the-

passion-flowers, Passifltrrafoetida.

love-in-a-puzzle (luv'in-a-puz'l), n. Same as-

love^m-Ormist.

love-in-idleness (luv'in-i'dl-nes), n. The plant
Viola tricolor, the heart's-ease.

Yet mark'd I where the bolt of Cnpid fell;

It fell upon a little western flower,

Before milk-white, now purple with love's wonnd.
And maidens call It lovedn-idleness.

Shak., M. N. D., iL 1. 168.

love-juicef (luv'jos), n. In the quotation, the-

juice of the flower love-in-idleness, the appli-

cation of which to sleeping eyes was supposed
to cause love for the first living object seen
after awaking.

But hast thou yet latch'd the Athenian's eyes
With the love^iee, as I did bid thee do?

Shak., M. N. D., iiL 2. 37.

love-knot (luv'not), n. [< ME. lovelmotte; <

love^ + knofi-.l 1. A knot tied as a symbol of
loyalty in love; a true-lovers' knot.

Another di^natorymethod employed by love-sick maid-
ens is to sleep in a county in which they do not usually
reside, and to knit the left garter round the right leg
stocking, leavingthe other garter and stocking untouched.
. . . And if spells fail not, he [the future husband) will

appear in a (&eam with the insignia of his profession.

Gay gives a classical example of tying the love-knot, for the
purpose of confirming a lover in his passion.

Hampson, Medii iEvi l£alendarium, 1. 15L

2. A knot or bow of ribbon given or worn as a
sign of loyalty or affection, or as a decoration.

"What is holychurche, trend?" quoth ich. "Charite,''he
seyde,

" Lyf, and Loue, and Leaute In o by-leyue and lawe,

A loue-knotte of leaute and of leel by-leyue."
Piers Plowman (C), xvilL 127.

Leg and arm with love-knots gay.
About me leap'd and laugh'o
The modish Cupid of the day.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

My light glove on his casque of steel.

My love-knot on his spear

!

WhiUier, The Hero.

Lovelt (luv'el), n. [< ME. l&vel, < OP. lovely

louvel, louveau, < ML. lupellus, a young wolf,

dim. of L. lupug (> F. loup), a wolf: see lupus-

The word lovel remains as the surname Lovel.'}

Wolf : a common name formerly for a dog.

According to Stowe, p. 847, William Collingbome wa»
executed in 1484 for writing the following couplet on the
king's ministers

:

"The Eatte, the Catte, and LoveU our dogge
Snle all England under the hogge." UaUiweU.

lovelace^f, n. [ME. luflace; < love^ + lace,] A
love-knot; a love-token.

Thus, qnen pryde schal me pryk, for prowes of armes.

The loke to this Ivf lace schal lethe my hert.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S-X L 2438.

Lovelace^ (Inv'las), n. [So called after Love-

lace, the hero of Richardson's novel "Clarissa
Harlowe."] A fine-mannered libertine ; a rak-

ish but agreeable man of the world.

love-lasst (luv'las), n. A sweetheart.

So soone as 'Tython's love-lasse gan display
Her opall colours in her eastern throne.

Mir. for Mags. , p. 776.

loveless (luv'les), a. [< love^ + -less.] 1 . Void
of love ; unloving; wanting tenderness or kind-

ness.
Eight years of lovdem and uncongenial union.

The American, VL 283.

love-drinkt (luv'dringk), «. A drink to excite
love ; a philter or love-potion.

love-favor (lnVfa^vor), n. Something given
to be worn in token of love.

Deck'd with love-favors.

3t. Not loved; not attracting love; unlovable.

These are ill-favoured to see to; and yet, as loveless as
they be, they are not without some mediclnable virtues.

BMand.

love-letter (luv'let'fer) , n. A letter professing
Bp. Baa, Satires, L 2. love ; a letter of courtship ; a billet-doux.



love-lies-bleeding

love-lies-bleeding (luv'Uz-We'ding), n. A
name of the red amaranths, Amarantw eauda-
tus and A. Gangeticus, with crimson spikes and
(sometimes) foliage, and small annual roots.
Owing to the weak root, they often fall and lie

prostrate in the garden.
lovelily(luv'U-li), adv. [< ME. lovelj/ly; < lovely
+ -Z^^.] In a lovely manner; amiably; in a
manner to exeite love. [Rare.]
Bot syr Arthnre ouone ayeres ther-aftyre
Ewyne to the EmperoiUi with honourable kyngis

;

Laughte hym upc luUe lovelyly with lordliohe Isnyghttez,
And ledde hynie to the layere, thare the kyng lygges.

Jforte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2293.

loveliness (luv'li-nes), n. The character of be-
ing lovely; mental or physical attractiveness;
capability of exciting love Or strong admiration:
as, female loveliness; the loveliness of the rose.

Her gentle limbs did she undress,
And lay down in her loveliness.

Coleridge, Ghristabel, i.

In loveliness of perfect deeds.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xsxvi.

=Syn. See lovely'^ and beaviifvl.

leveling (luv'ling), n. [< Zoeel -I- -limg'i-.'] A
little love ; a beloved or lovable beittg.

These trolike Imidings traighted nests doe make,
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, li., The Magnificence.

love-lock (luv'lok), n. 1 . Formerly, a long and
flowing lock on a man's head dressed separately
from the rest of the hair, curled or tied with
a ribbon, sometimes with several bows, and
allowed to hang down over the neck and in
front of the shoulder, it was usual to wear but one,

. and this was the mark of a man of careful and elegant
dress during the first half of the seventeenth century.
In some instances two were worn, one on each side. Also
called French lock.

How, sir, will you be trimmed? "Will you have . . .

your love-locJcB wreathed with a silken twist, or shaggy to
fall on your shoulders? I^2j/, Midas, iii. 2.

2. Now, a separate lock hanging conspicuously
on the headof either a man or a woman.
Her hair . . . escaped in one vagrant lovelock, perfectly

curled, that dropped over her left shoulder.
WUMe Collins, Armadale, U. 234.

love-lorn (luv'ldrn), a. Forsaken by one's love

;

forlorn, pining, or suffering from love.

The love-lorn nightingale
Nightly to thee her sad song mom-neth well.

MUton, Comus, 1. 234.

love-lornness (luv'16rn"nes), n. The state of

being love-lorn. [Eare.]

It was the story of that fair Gostanzawho in her love-lorn-

ness desired to live no longer. George Eliot, Komola, Ixi.

lovely^ (luv'li), a. [< ME. lovely, luvelich, lufli,

< AS. lujUc, lovely, < lufu, love: see love'^, n.,

and -ly^. The AS. ledflic, dear, pleasant (= OS.
liofiik, lioblik = OFries. liaflilc, NFries. Ijeaflych

='D. UefeUjk= OHG. UubUh, liupWIi, MHGr. liep-

lich, Gr. liehlich, lovely, = Dan. Sw. liJUg, pleas-

ant, = Goth, liubaleiks, lovely), is a difl. word, <

U6f, E. lief, dear, + -lie, E. -ly^.'] 1. Pitted to

excite love or emotion
;
possessing or charac-

terized by engaging qualities; lovable; attrac-

tive; charming: as, a lovely woman; a lovely

view; a lovely dress.

Lovely or able to be lovyd, amabilis, diligibills.

Prompt. Pare.

A lusty ladde, a stately man to see, . . .

Eeganne to woo my sister, not for wealth.

But for hir face was lomHy to beholde.
Oasooigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 61.

JIfir. Can you love a man?
LU. Yes, if the man be lovely.

That is, be honest, modest.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, i. 3.

Nothing lovelier can be found
In woman than to study household good.

Milton, P. L., ix. 232.

2. Attractive to appetite or desire; enticing;

inviting. [CoUoq.]

Gbme, let's to supper. Come, my friend Coridon, this

Trout looks lovely. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 85.

St. Loving; tender.

Many a lovely look on hem he caste.

Chaucer, MUler's Tale, 1. 166.

Saul and Jonathan were lovdy and pleasant in their lives.

2 Sam. 1. 23.

Seal the title withaZoDC?!/ kiss! ...„,„
Shak., T. of the S., m. 2. 12B.

=Syn 1 .4mio6ie, iooeZj/ (see quotation from Archbishop

Trench under amioMe); Handsome, Pretty, etc. (see beau-

tyvl); pleasing, charming, fair.

loveiyl (luVli), aOo. [< ME. lovely, Vuvehche, luf-

lych, < AS. luflice, lovely, < luflic, a., lovely: see

lovely\ a.] 1. So as to induce or excite love

;

very beautifully or pleasantly.
thou weed.

Who art so lovely fair, and sraell'st so sweet.

Shak., Othello, iv. 2. 68.

2t. Lovingly; kindly.
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Xigt luflych adoun, & lenge, I the praye,
& quat 80 thy wylle is, we schal wyt after.

Sw Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 264.

lovelySf, a. [< ME. lovely, praiseworthy; < love^
+ -ly^.i Worthy to be praised. Halliwell.
love-making (luv'ma"king), ». Courtship.
loveman (luv'man), «. [< love^, v.,+ obj. man.l
The common goosegrass or cleavers, Galium
Aparine.
love-match (luv'mach)^ n. A marriage founded
upon love; a marriage into which convenience,
money considerations, etc., do not enter.
lovemongert (luv'mung"g6r), n. [< love^ +
monger.'] (jne who deals in affairs of love; a
go-between in courtship. [Bare.]

Thou art an old looe-monger, and speakest skilfully.

Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1. 253.

Loven's larva. See larva.

love-parrakeet (luv'par"a-ket), n. A love-bird.

love-parrot (luv'par"ot),"». A love-bird.

love-plant (luv'plant), n. 1. A name of the
showy South African portulaeaoeous plants of
the genus Anacampseros, common in cultiva-
tion.— 2. The Victorian blue creeper, Come-
sperma volubile, an evergreen twining plant of
Australia.

love-potion (luv'p6'''shpn), «. A potion or
draught designed to excite love ; a philter.

We waste om- best years in distilling the sweetest flow-
ers of life into love-potions. Longfellow, Hyperion, iii, 9.

loverl (luv'er), n. [Also dial, or obs. lovy'er; <
ME. lover, levyere, lufer, < loven, lovien, love : see
Zouel and -eri, -»eri, -^er.] 1. One who loves;
onewho has a feeling of love or earnest liking
for any person or thing ; a zealous admirer : as,

a lover of good men or of Christianity; a lover

of books or of science; a lover of wine.

Thus ihesus crist harewlde helle.

And ledde hise loners to paradijs.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 53.

He of Winchester
Is held no great good lover of the archbishop's.

Shak., Hen. Vin., rv. 1. 104.

2. Specifically, one who is enamored ; a person
in love: now used in the singular almost ex-
clusively of the man, though formerly also of

the woman, while the plural is still commonly
used of both: as, a lover and his sweetheart ; .a

pair of lovers.

If I freely may discover
What would please me in a lover,

I would have her fair and witty.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, 11. 1.

Where is Mark Antony?
The man, my lover, with whom I rode sublime
On Fortune's neck. Tennyson, fair Women.

lover%, n. An obsolete form of louver.

lover^t. <f- An obsolete comparative of lief.

levered (luv'Srd), a. [< lover'^ + -6(^2.] Pro-
vided with or having alover.

Who, young and simple, would not be so lover^d?

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1.'320.

love-ribbon (luv'rib"on), «. A narrow gauze
ribbon with satin stripes.

loverly (Inv'Sr-U), a. [< lover + -ly^.'] Like a

lover; suitable for a lover; lover-like. [Eare.]

Said the chief abruptly, "I want only herself." ... A
very loverly way of speaking.

George MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine, p. 300.

loveryt (lo'ver-i), n. Same as louver.

For now he makes no count of perjuries.

Hath drawn false lights from pitch-black loveries,

Olased his braided ware, cogs, sweares, and lies.

Marstan, Scourge of Villanie, ii. 5.

love-scene (luv'sen), n. A marked exhibition

of mutual love ; an interview between lovers

;

a pictured, written, or acted representation of

such an interview.

"Mind your owu work, my dear," said her husband,

gently. Circe resumed a love-scene between AdMe and the
tender format. Hannay, Singleton Fontenoy, i. 9.

love-shaft (luv'shaft), n. A shaft or dart of

love; specifically, Cupid's arrow.

A certain aim he took
At a fair vestal throned by the west.

And loosed his love-shaft smartly from his bow.
Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 159.

love-sick (luv'sik), a. 1. Sick or languishing

with love or amorous desire: as, a love-sick

swain.
To the dear mistress of my love-siek mind.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, iii. 103.

2. Expressive of languishing love.

Where nightingales their love-sick ditty sing. Dryden.

love-sickness (luv'sik"nes), «. Amorous lan-

guor ; sickness or longing caused by love.

lovesome (luv'sum), a. [Also dial, loosome, los-

som; < ME. lufsom, hifsum, < AS. lufsum, lova-

low

ble, < hifu, love: see love^, n., and -some.'] 1.

Lovely; winsome.
Ivfsom lady bryghte.

How have ye faren syn that ye were heere?
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 465.

One praised her ancles, one her eyes,
• One her dark hail" and lovesome mien.

Tennyson, The Beggar Maid.

2. Loving; manifesting love or affection.

The thousand bright-leaved shrubs that twined their
arms together in lovesome tangles. Kinglake, Ebthen, vii.

lovesomely (luv'sum-li), adv. Lovingly.

Sae Kosmer took her sister-son.
Set him upon his knee

;

He clappit him sae Imfsmnely,
He turned baith blue and blae.
Rosmer Hafmand (Child's Ballads, I. 256).

love-song (luv's6ng), «. A song expressive of
love ; an amatory poem.
love-spell (luv'spel), n. A spell to induce love.

love-suit (luv'siit), n. Courtship; solicitation

of union in marriage.
Cloten, whose love-suit hath been to me

As fearful as a siege. Shak., Cymbeline, iiL 4. 136.

love-tap (luv'tap), n. A slight blow given as a
caress.

love-tickt (luv'tik), n. A love-tap.

Lord, if the peevish infant fights-and flies

With unpar'd weapons at his mothers eyes.
Her frowns (half mix'd with smiles) may chance to show
An angry love-tick on his arm, or so.

Qwvrles, Emblems, iii. 6.

love-token (luv'to^kn), «. A gift in memory
of or as a sign of love.

love-tootht (luv'tSth), n. An inclination to love.

Beleeve me, Philautus, I am now old, yet have I in my
head a love-tooth. Lyly, Euphues and his England.

love-tree (luv'tre), n. The Judas-tree, Cercis

love-trout (luv'trout), n. The pilchard.

It has been termed a love trout when impressed on a
token struck at Love in the reign of Charles II. Day.

love-worth (luv'werth), n. Worthiness of love.

Homer for himself should be belov'd.

Who ev'ry sort of love-worth did contain.
Chapman, Iliad, To the Header, 1. 73.

love-worthy (luv'wer''THi), a. Lovable ; fitted

to inspire love.

loving^ (luv'ing), ^. a. 1. Feeling love or ten-

der regard; affectionate: s,s, a, loving iriend.—
2. Expressing or manifesting love or kindness:
as, loving words ; a loving caress.

loving^t, n. [ME. lovynge, < AS. lofung, prais-

ing, appraising, verbal n. of lofian, praise: see
love^, V.'] Praise ; honor.

For to Wynne me loveyng
Bothe of emperowre and of kynge.

MS. Cantab. Ft ii. 38, f. 162. (Halliwell.)

loving-cup (luv'ing-kup), n. A wine-cup in-

tended for several persons to drink from and
to pass from hand to hand. It is commonly
made with several handles. See parting-cup.
loving-kindness (luv'ing-Mnd'nes), n. Kind-
ness which springs from and manifests personal
love : used in Scripture to describe God's favor
to his people.
My lomnff-Mndness will I not utterly take from him.

Ps. baadx. 33.

lovingly (luv'ing-li), adv. With love or affec-

tion; affectionately.

lovingness (luv'ing-nes), n. A loving manner

;

affectionate bearing or conduct.

The only two bands of good-will, loveliness and loning-

ness. ^r P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

lovyer (luv'y^r)) ™- -^ obsolete or dialectal

form of lover^. Chaucer.

low^ (lo), V. i. [< ME. lowen, < AS. hlowan =
D. loeijen = MLG. loien, lugen = OHG. hlojan,

loivan, MHG. luogen, luewen, liiejen, liien = Icel.

hloa, bellow, low; prob. of imitative origin.]

To utter the soft bellow peculiar to animals of

the cow kind; moo.
I'd rather hear that cow to low.

Than ha'e a' the kine in Fyvie.
Andrew Lammie (Child's Ballads, II. 196).

The sober herd that low'd to meet their young.
Goldsmith, Des. Vil., L 118.

low^ (16), n. [< low^, v.] The bellow of cattle

;

a moo.
Bull Jove, sir, had an amiable low.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 4. 48.

low^ (16), a. and n. [< ME. lowe, loug'h, louli,

loJi. loge, lawe, lagh, lah (not in AS., and prob.
< Scand.); = OFries. lege, lech = D. laag =
MLG. lech, lege='MI>. laegh, leegh= hQi. leg, lege,

leech = Icel. Idgr = Sw. l&g = Dan. lav, low;
lit. ' lying' (low), from the verb, AS. licgan (pret.

Iwg) (= Icel. liggja, pret. pi. Idgu, etc.), lie: see
Kel. Cf . law^ and tojfi,from the same ult. source.



low

flence lower^, helow, etc.] 1. a. 1. Lying or

being below the general or natural level or

plane ; depressed in place or position ; at some
depth or distance downward; deep: as, low

ground ; a low valley ; the lower regions.

I . . , shall set thee in the low parts of the earth.

Ezek. iXTi. 20.

The lowest bottom shook
Of Erebus. Milton, P. L., il 883.

2. Below the usual standard of height; faUing
below the customary level or position: as, a

low bow ; alow tide (that is, an ebb-tide unnsn-
ally depressed) ; low tide or low water (used

absolutely, vrithout an article, for the state of

the tide or the water at its greatest normal de-

pression of level).

Giving place to fleznre and low bending.
Shale., Hen. Y., Iv. L

In considering any tide we find, especially in estoaries,

that the interval from high to Imv water is longer than
that from low to high water. Eneyc. BriL, XXTTT. 353.

3. Not high in position; not far above a nat-

ural or generally recognized plane or level : as,

the sun is low (that is, not far above the hori-

zon) ; a bird of low flight; a low shelf.

The weakness of our ship, the badnes of our saylers, and
our ignorance of the coast, caused vs carry but a low sayle.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 105.

A glimmering land.
Lit with a low large moon.

Tennysoriy Palace of Art.

4. Not high in upward extent; having little

vertical extension; of no great height; mod-
erate or deficient in altitude or stature; not
lofty : opposed to high, lofty, and tall : as, low
hills, plants, or trees; a low house or wall; a
man of low stature ; a Iojd forehead.

Lenges all at laysere, and lokes one the wallys
Whare they ware latoeste the ledes to assaille.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 2430.

He was rather low than tall.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iii 1.

A low, lean, swarthy man is he.
WMttier, Mogg Megone, L

Low knolls
That dimpling died into each other.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field,

5. Not high in a scale of reckoning; below the
usual rate, reckoning, or value; moderate;
meager; cheap: as, Zoic wages, rates, prices; a
low estimate; wheat was low.

The salaries were too Zow to afford even those indul-
gences which are necessary to the health and comfort of

Europeans in a tropical climate. Maeavlay, liOrd Clire.

6. Not high in number ; indicating or indicated
by a small number ; expressed by numerals in-

dicating few: as, a low number; low latitudes
(those expressed in low numbers, and there-
fore near the equator).— 7. Not high in grade,
position, station, state, or account ; of inferior

grade; humble in rank; lowly: as, people of

low estate; the lower classes; the lower walks
of life.

Thou hast made him a little lower than the angels.
Ps. vilL 5.

Both low and high, rich and poor, together. Ps. zlix. 2.

"Why then was this forbid? why, but to awe?
Why, but to keep ye low and ignorant?

Milton, P. L., ix. 704.

8. Not high in character or condition, (o) Not
full or strong ; lacking in fullness, strength, or force

;

weak ; feeble ; depressed : as, low fortune ; low hopes ; a
low pulse or state of health ; low spirits ; his affairs are at
a low ebb.

This exceeding posting day and night
Must wear your spirits low.

Shak., AU's Well, v. L 2.

Their sinking state and low affairs

Can move your pity, and provoke your cares.
Addison, te of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

(6) Xot haughty or proud; meek; lowly.

For lone of her [their] lowe hertis oore lorde hath them
graunted

Here penaunce and her purgatorie here on this erthe.
Piers Plowman (B), viL 104.

My Lord Falmouth, . . . his generosity, good-nature,
desire of public good, and low thoughts of his own wisdom.

Pepys, Diary, Aug. 30, 1668.

(c) Lacking in dignity, refinement, or principle; vulgar;
groveling; abject; mean; base: as, tow associates; low
tastes ; a low companion ; low life ; a low trick.

If they are obhged to stop by day, the boatmen fre-

quently pass away the time in acting some low farces.
Pococke, Description of the East, L 16.

As if nine tenths of the calamities which have befallen
the human race had any other origin than the union of

high intelligence with low desires.

Maeavlay, Lord Bacon.

9. Not high in quality or degree, (a) Xot exces-
sive or intense ; not violent ; moderate : as, low heat ; low
temperature ; a low fever.

That acceptance of the inevitable which is the lowest

form of content. Mrs. Oliphant. Poor Gentleman, xiv.
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(6) In optea, of slight refrangibOi^ (that 1b, having a
relatively great wave-length), (c) In logic, having little

logical extension ; narrow ; predicable of few objects, (d)

Not rich or highly seasoned; plain ; simple: as, low diet,

(e) Holding Low-church views. See Low-churchman.

That variety of evangelical clergyman to which the late

Mr. Conybeare gave the name of " low and slow "— a vari-

ety wliich, we believe, flourishes chiefly in the midland
counties. Quarterly Rev., Oct., 1860, p. 49.

(J) In bid., of lowly, simple, or generalized structure

;

not high in the scale of organization ; not highly differ-

entiated or specialized: as, low protozoan animals; low
cryptogamic plants.

10. Of sounds: (a) Not loud; gentle; soft.

Her voice was ever soft.

Gentle, and Imo—an excellent thing in woman.
Shak., Lear, v. 8. 278.

The low moan of an unknown sea.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

(6) Relatively grave in pitch
;
produced by rel-

atively slow vibrations; depressed; flat: op-

posed to high.

Ton would sound me from my lowest note to the top of

my compass. ShcUc., Hamlet, iii. 2. 383.

High and low. See high.— In or for hlgb and lowt.
See high.—Low axes., in meteor., a region where the at-

mospheric pressure is lower than over the surrounding
region.—Low baSB, BOPrano, tenor, either a voice or

a voice-part of one of these varieties that extends to an un-
usually low pitch, or the lower of two basses, sopranos,

tenors, etc., in a given piece.—Low bla^, in smelting and
other metallnrgic operations, a blast delivered to the fur-

nace atlow pressure, as compared with the presstire of the
blast required when the temperature of thefumace-charge
approaches the melting-point.—Low boa^t, in sporting, the
boatwhose occupants kill the least game or the fewest fish.

—Low carte. See cor«e2.—Low caste. See caste^, L—
Low celebration, in the usage of many Anglican church-

es a celebration of the eucharist without music or other
adjuncts : opposed to high celebration. See high.—Low
Clmrcll. See Low-church, and IMseopal Church, under
eptscopal.-'LOW color. See color.—Low comedian,
an actor of farcical comic parts.—Low Countries, the
Netherlands.-Low dawn. SeedoiOTi.—LowDutcll. See
Dutch, 5.—Low embroidery, embroidery which is not In
high relief or padded, and is without flies or applications.

—Lower caae. See case^, 6.-Lower Chalk, in geol., the
name given to a member of the Chalk formation, dis-

tinguished by the absence of flints and by the superior
hardness of the chalk, which is sometimes used for build-

ing-stone.—Lower criticism, culmination, house, etc.

See the nouns.—^Lower Empire, aname sometimesgiven
to the Byzantine empire.—Lower greensand, in Eng.
geol., a division of the Lower Cretaceous. It lies between
the Gault and the Wealden. In the south of England it

consists of clays, sandstones, and limestones, and is in
part flaviatile and in part marine. In the northern coun-
ties it Is exclusively marine. It Is generally considered
as being the equivalent of the Upper Neocomian (which
see) of continental geologists.—Lower masts, the princi-

IMd masts —Lower rig^ng, the rigging belonging to the
lower masts and yards Lower SUurian. See Saurian.
—Lower table. Same as eulet, 2.—Lower yards, the
lowermostyards of a vessel—Lowfever,Getman,Latin.
See the nouns.—Low grounds. SeegroMTMii.—Low lat-
itude latitude near the equator.-Low mass, mUllng,
etc. See the nouns.— Low-poteutlal system, low-re-
sistance ^stem. Boemumple arc (fina&c multiple), po-
tential, ana resistance.—Low relie£ Same as bas-relief.

—Low Steam, steam having a low pressure or expansive
force.—Low Sunday, the Sunday next after Easter: so
called because, while Included within the limits of the
highest of all festivals, that of Easter, it is by compari-
son lower or less exalted than Easter day itaell It has
been the custom since very early times to repeat most of
the Easter Sanday service on this day. Officially called in
the Roman Catholic Church Dominica in AUns— that is,

the Sunday in wMte garments, from the white rol>e8 worn
in early times by thosewho had been baptized just before
Easter. Also called Alb Sunday, Quasimodo, and In the
Greek Church AnUpascha, the Touching of St. Thomas or
the Sunday of St. Thomas (the gospel being John xi. 19-
31), and sometimes New Sunday, ij SevTepoirpiant Kvpitucri,

literally tJie second-first Sunday, an expression simOar to
the ' second-first Sabbath ' (translated 'second Sabbath af-

ter the first*) of Luke vL 1.—Low to Tpa.vet,tn'priniing,
below the standard height: said of type.—LOW water.
See water.—Low wine. See u>ine.—To lie low. See
lie^. =Syn. 8 (c). Mean, Groveling, etc. (see ab}ec0, base,
ignoble, vile, vulgar, common, dishonorable, cheap, ple-
beian, shabby. .See list under meaTt^.

II. «. 1. In card-playing, a certain card, often,
but not always, the lowest trump, the holding
or taking of which confers certain advantages.
See all-fours.— 2. In meteor., same as low area.—3. J)?. Low level land. HalUwell. [Prov.Eng.]
law^ (16), adv. [< ME. lowe, louwe, loge, lahe (=
r>. laag = Dan. lavt),adv.; < low^, a.] 1. Near
the ground; not aloft; not high: as, to fly tow;
to aim low.

Art thou the last of all mankind to know
That party fights are won by aiming low?

0. W. Holmes, The Disappointed Statesman.

2. In a mean condition: in composition: as, a
totr-bom fellow or lass.—3. Late, or in time
approaching the present.

In that part of the world which was first inhabited, even
as lou) down as Abraham's time, they wandered with their
flocks and herds. Locke.

4. With a depressedvoice ; not loudly: as, speak
low.— 5. In mime: (a) Not loudly; quietly;
softly. (6) At a low or grave pitch.

Low-cliarclmian

low^t (16), V. [< ME. lowen, lawen, loghen (=
leel. kegja = D. laagen), make low, humble ; <

low^,a. Ct.lower^.) I. trans. 1. To lower.

The value of guineas was lowed from one-and-twenty

shillings and sixpence to one-and-twenty shillings. Suift.

2. To bring low; humble.

Lamand thame-selfe to the Sacramentes of h^ kyrke.

Bampole, Prose Treatises (B. E. T. S.), p. 42.

Ho BO . . .

For the loue of oure lorde loweth hyin to be poure.

He shal hane an hundredfolde of heuene-ryche bUBSe.
Piers Plowman (C), xliL 157.

II. intrans. To go low; descend; falL

Fortune hath ener be muable,
And male no while stonde stable;

For nowe it hieth, nowe it loweth,

Now slant vpright, now ouerthroweth.
Qower, Conl Amant., viii.

low3 (16), n. [Also dial, lough, law; < MB. low,

lowe, lawe, < AS. hldw, hleew, a hill, mound, =
OS. hUo = OHG. hleo, Uo, MHG. U = Goth.
hlaiw, a mound (grave)

;
perhaps = L. elivus, a

hill, slope : see clivous, acclivity, declivity.'] A
hiU; a small eminence; a mound, either nat-

ural or artiflcial. The word Is now only In provincial

use. It is found as an element of several place-names in

-low or -la/w, as in Ludlow, Lammerlaw, etc.

Nojt saued watz bot Segor that sat on a laiae,

The thre ledez ther-in, Loth and his degter.

AUtterative Poems {eA. Morris^ it 992.

I've been to the top of the Caldon Low,
The midsummer-night to see.

Mary Howitt, Fairies of the Caldon Low.

lo'wS (16), V. t. [< low^, ».] To heap or pile up.

HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
low* (lou), n. [< ME. lowe, loghe, loghe, < IceL
logi = Sw. Idga = Dan. lue, a fire, = OHG.
*loho, MHG. G. lohe = MLG. to, lowe = OFries.

loga, a flame ; akin to AS. leg, lig, > ME. leye,

Ime, etc., a fire (see lay^) ; from the root, *luh,

of light^,ete.: see lighiX.'] Flame; fire; blaze.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

His ene flammet as the Are, or a fuerse low.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 6582.

There sat a bottle in a bole
Beyont the ingle Unve.

Bums, The Weary Pund o' Tow.

low* (lou), V. i. [< ME. lowen, flame ; < tow*, «.]

To flame; blaze. [Obsolete or prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

A vast, nnbottom'd, boundless pit,

Fill'd fou o' lowin' brunstane.
Bums, Holy Fair.

low^f. An obsolete preterit of laugh.

low® (lou), V. A dialectal form of allow'^.

lowbell (lou'bel), n. [< toir* + helU.-] 1. A
bell used in a certain kind of fowling by night,

.

the birds being made to lie close by the sound
of the -bell and blinded by a li^bt, so as to be
easily taken by a net which is thrown over
them.

The fowler's lowbell robs the lark of sleep.

W. King, Art of Love, L 47.

2. A bell bung on the necks of sheep or other
animals.

Maria. And I am worse, a woman that can fear
Neither Petmchio Fnriua, nor his fame. . . .

Pelru. 11 you can carry 't so, 'tis veiy well.

Bianea, No, you shall canv it, sir.

Petru. Peace, gentle low-bell.

Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, L S.

Now commonly he who desires to be a Minister, looks
not at the Work, but at the Wages ; and by that Lore or
Loubd, may be toald from Parish to Parish all the Town
over. MUton, Considerations.

lowbell (lon'bel), V. t. [< lowbeU, n.] To scare
with a lowbell, as birds in fowling,
lowbelllng (lon'beFing), n. [Verbal n. of toio-

bell, T.] Fowling with a lowbell.

This sport [fowling with nets] . . . some call . . . fow-
ie2Iiin^;andthenseofitistogowithagreatlight^ . . . wiOi
a bell in yonr other hand,. . . and you must ring it always
after one order.

Quoted in Slrutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 98.

low-boy (16'boi), re. If.AWhig and Low-church-
man. Davies.

No fire and faggot ! no wooden shoes ! no trade-sellers

!

a low-boy, a low-boy I Mrs. Centlivre, Gotham Election.

2. A chest of drawers supported on short legs.

See high-boy, 2. [New Eng.]
Low-cnnrch (16'cherch), a. Laying little stress
on church authority and usage; evangelical:
used specifically of those in the Anglican
Church who are known as Low-churchmen, and
of their principles.

Low-dmrcbism Oo 'cb^rcfizm), n. [< Lou>-
church + -ism.] Low-church principles,
Low-^hnrcbman C16'eh6rch'man), n. One of
those members of the Anglican Churchwho do
not consider possession of the apostolic suc-
cession essential to constitute a valid ministry,



Low-churchman
regard the sacraments and sacramental rites

rather as signs or symbols of grace than as hav-
ing grace necessarily contained in them, and lower^ti
oppose sacerdotalism and ornate ritual. Low-
churclinien syinpathize with non-episcopal denominationB
rattier than with the Roman Catholic and Greek churches.
Opposed to High-churchman. Also called Evangelical.

low-day (Id'da), n. [< low^ + day^. Cf. high-

day.} A day that is not a church-festival.

Such days as wear the badge of holy red
Are for Devotion marked and Sage Delights,
The vulgar Low-days undistinguished
Are left for Labour, Games, and Sportful Sights.

Campion (Arber's Eng. Garner, III. 285).

low-dilutionist (lo'di-lii'shon-ist), n. See di-

lutionist.

low-down (Id'doun), a. Par down in the social

scale; degraded; mean. [CoUoq.]
Her archaic speech was perhaps a shade better than the

Una-down language of Broad Run.
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Thou Shalt lower to his level day by day.

Tennyion, Locksley Hall.
low-livingt, a.

loxarthrns

[ME. lowe-lyvynge.'] Lowly.

[ME., < OF. ioaer, let, hire, < L.
(ocare, place, let : see Zocafe.] Hire; reward,

A knyght axed his body when he was deed vpon the lOWly (lo ll), a.

seide crosse, and it was graunted hym of Pilate in lower
of his servyse.. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 69.

lower-case (16'er-kas), a. and n. [< lower case,

used attributively.] I. a. In. printing, pertain-
ing to or belonging in the lower case (see ease'^,

M.,6): as, the Zower-cose boxes ; lower-case type
or letters. Usually abbreviated I. c.

II. n. In printing, the kind of type that is

placed in the boxes of the lower ease (see

To lowe-lyvynge men the larke is resembled,

And to leelle and to lyf-holy that louen aJle treuthe.

Piers Plowman (C), xv. 188.

[< ME. lowely; < h)w^ + -ly^.'\

1
"
Kot higher elevated ; depressed in altitude,

situation, or position ; lying or being low.

As looks the mother on her lowly babe,

When death doth close his tender loving eyes.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 47.

Where Ufens glides along the lowly lands.

Dryden, Mneid, vii. 1072.

The flower of sweetest smeU is shy and lowly.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, ii. 9.

piacea in tne ooxes oi tne lower ease (see _ „ , „ ^, r, J™„„.1orr^QQ./^^' >iiiTnWPT«Til?
case-^, 6) ; small letters collectively, as opposed 2. Not of a high o^^er or degree, of humble rank

to capitals : as, roman or italic lower-cJe; the °^P^A '
^^enee, unpretending

,
rude

,

mean
.

as,

title-words of this dictionary are set in con
densed antique lower-case (with capital initials

when these are ordinarily used).

lowermost (lo'^v-mo&t), a. superl. [< lower.

E. Eggleston. The Sraysons, xviu.
lowering (lou'er-ing),;?.a. Threatening a storm;

low-down (16'doun), n. A ravine, or gully, cloudy; overcast: as, & lowering sky.
such as is frequented by the sea-elephant of

foul weather to day; for the skyis red and
California. C.M.Scammon. lowring Mat. xvL 3.

low-downer (lo'dou"n6r), n. [< low-down + , , ,-, ,^ t\j t i

-eri!] A person who is low do'U in the scale lowenngly (lou'6r-ing-li), adv. In a lowermg

of existence; a very rude or mean person. [Lo- .manner; with cloudmess or threatening gloom

cal, V. S.]

They are at least known by a generic byword as Poor
Whites, or Low-downers.

R. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 151.

Lowell battery-gnn. See macUne-gun.
lowerl, lour (lou'er, lour), V. i. [< ME. lowren,

louren, luren (= MD.Zoerem), frown ; appar. <

hire,

leer-

^^
n hirkTaue knel^ ttotThThircuppe brynge, iToW-Gerinan (16'j6r'man) a. Or or pertaining

He loureth on hym and axeth hym who taugte hym cur- to the language known as Low German (see

teisye? Piers Ploivman (B), x. 311. ' " '
' ^ ^ J^ ^ -

This son of anger lowered at the whole assembly.
Steele, Spectator, No. 436.

3. To appear dark or gloomy; be clouded;

threaten a storm.
Now is the winter of our discontent

Made glorious summer by this sun of York;
And all the clouds that lour'd upon our house

In the deep bosom of the ocean buried.
Shak., Rich. HI., i. 1. S.

a lowly swain ; a lowly cottage.

These rural poems and their lowly strains.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, vi. 11.

That Imperator, Csesar, and Augustus, once titles low-

lier than that of King, had now become, as they have since,

remained, titles far loftier. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 138.

3. Humble in manner or spirit ; free from pride

;

modest; meek.
Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me ; for I am meek:

and lowly In heart. Mat. xi. 29.

Syn. 3. Modest, resigned, submissive, mild.

compar. of low^, + -most.^ Lower than any lowur (lo'li), adv. [< ME. lowely; < lowly, a.]

other; being at the bottom; occupying the low- ' ^ ' " '"-•— i."tv,>>w-

est place, as one of a number or series of things

:

opposed to uppermost: as, the lowermost stones

in a foundation ; the lowermost stratum of a geo-

logical formation.

•e, the face (E. Jeer'i), and thus ult. a var. of lowery, loury (lou'6r-i, lou'ri), a. [< lower^ +
j-i, w., q.v.] 1. To frown; scowl; look sul- -2/^.] Cloudy; threatening: said of weather,

i; watch in sullen silence. [Colloq.] „.,.,, , ^ ...
' T rt«T r*«^wMo^ /lrt'-,AT.'TV»o-nl /T. Ov n-pTlRrrfl.l Til Tier

1. Ll a humble manner or condition ; humbly;,

meekly; modestly.

Christ full lowly and meekely washed his disciples feet.

Frith, Works, p. 98.

Heaven is for thee too high

To know what passes there ; be lowly wise.
Maton, P. L., viil. 173.

3. Without distinction or dignity; meanly.

I will show myself highly fed and lowly taught.
Shak., All's Well, a 2. 3.

The dawn is overcast, the morning lowers.

And heavily in clouds brings on the day.
Addison, Cato, l 1.

3+. To look bad; appear in bad condition.

Yf this tree loure [tr. L. tristis sit], an horscombe wol him
chere. Palladia, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 144.

4t. To lurk; crouch; skulk.

We lurkede undyr lee as lourrande wreches I

Marte Arthure (B. B. T. S.), 1. 1446.

German); also, in pMlol., applied to that class lowlyhedet, m- See lowUhead.
of tongues of which Low German is a member, low-ment (16'men), n.pl. False dice so loaded
and which includesin addition Dutch, Flemish,

a,s always to turn up low numbers. Seefullam
Friesic, Old Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, and English, ^nd high-men.
lowing (16'ing), ». [< ME. lowynge; verbal n. low-minded (16'min"ded), a. Having a mind
of low'^, V.'] The ordinary bellowing cry of ^j. spirit animated by no lofty or noble aspira-

tions or thoughts ;
groveling ; unaspiring ; cow-

ardly; mean.
lowmostt, a. superl. Lowermost ; lowest.

lown^, n. A variant of loonl.

lown^ (loun), a. [Also loun, and lownd, lound;

< Icel. logn, a calm.] Calm; low and shelter-

ed; still; serene; tranquil: as, a lown place.

[Scotch.]
The night is wondrous lown.

Sir Roland (Child's Ballads, I. 224).

cattle-

Nor is Osiris seen
In Memphian grove or green.

Trampling the unshower'd grass with lowmgs loud.

Maton, Nativity, st. 24.

lowfci, V. t. See loulfi.

lowk^t, ». See louk^.

lowland (16'land), n. and a. I. n. [So. also law-
- - - " Stv. Idgland = Dan. lavland (cf,

neighboring country,
land : most commonly used in the plural—The

5 To strike, as a clock, with a low prolonged Lowlands, a name applied specifically to the southern

land,lallan; _ ._ , -

Laaland, the name of a Danish island); as low^

-f-Zamdi.] Landwhich is low with respect to the r^t i/^wi« +1,0 T,onV
- -

a low or level tract of low-necked (lo'nekt) a. Cut lowm the neck,

sound; toll the curfew. Balliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

lower^t, lourt (lou'er, lour), n. \<lower\ «;.] 1

.

A frown; scowl; frowning; suUenness.

Philoclea was jealous for Zelmane, not without so mighty

a lower as that face could yield. Sir P. Sidney.

What women know it not . . .

How blisse or bale lyes in their laugh or lowre.

Whilst they injoy their happy blooming flowre?

Daniel, Complaint of Rosamond, 1. 137.

3. Cloudiness; gloominess

and eastern part of Scotland; also sometimes to other

smaller regions, generally as a common noun.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Lowlands, or

to a low or level cotmtry: as, Lowland Scotch;

a lowland race ; lowlanfl plants or animals.

A Highland lad my love was bom.
The Lawland laws he held in scorn.

Bums, Jolly Beggars, song iv.

Lowlander (16'lan-der), ». An inhabitant of __^
the Lowlands, especially of Scotland: opposed lowreifr"
to Highlander. _ _,,,.„, , , j , lowre^t, «•lower2 (16'6r), v: [< lower, compar. of low\a. ^^ ^ ,„„,,„_,

.

Cf. higher, «.] I. trans. 1. To cause to de-
lovrlihead (16'U-hed), n. [< ME,

scend; let down; take or bring down: as, to
igwly + -head.'] Same &s lowUhood. [Archaic]

lower the sail of a ship ; to lower cargo into the

hold.— 3. To reduce orbring down, as mheight,

amount, value, estimation, condition, degree,

as a garment; d6collet6: applied particularly

to a woman's dress cut low on the shoulders

:

opposed to high-necked.

lowness (lo'nes), n. [< ME. lownesse; < low^

+ -ness.] The state or quality of being low, in

any sense of the word.

lowpe^t, V. An obsolete variant of loup\ lope^.

lowpe^t, n. An obsolete form of loopi.

low-pressure (16'presh"ur), a. Working with a

low degree of steam-pressure : as, a low-pressure

engine. See low pressure, -anAei pressure.
' Aja obsolete form of lower'^.

[Origin obscure.] Money. [Old

cant.]

What are they but drunken Beggers? all that they beg

The stately flower of female fortitude, being either
^'>^'°'l°^^l^^^\y^'g''^^^.. ,;_ ^

Of perfect wifehood, and pure lowhhead. Dekker, Jinglisn vuianies (i.<iM), sig. tti.

„„„..^„, ,. , , , _ Tmnyson,\sabeL yq-^j^i^^ n. [Ct, lorey, laurel.] Spurge-laurel.

eter; mak'elow'oriower: as,to/oM!e»-awall(by .
.^jjjjjjQ^^ /joqi.jj^j^) „_ l(,

lowly + -hood.] Cotgrave.
. ^ „« ,

removing a part of the top); to Zower the water The state of being lowly; meekness; humility, lowry^ (lou'ri), m.; pi. Zo«nes(-nz). [Cf.Jorrj/.]

in a canal (by allowing some to run ott); to
lowlily (16'li-li), acJv. In a lowly manner; hum- An open railroad box-car. E. H. Knight,

lower the temperature of a room or the quality ^j Johnson. lowseH, n. An obsolete spelhng of lousei.

of goods ; to lower the point of a spear or the
lo^-line (16'Iin), n. The fisherman who catches lowse^t, v. An obsolete form of loose.

muzzleof agun; toioioer pricesortherateof
tj^e fewest fishes on a trip. AXsolow-liner. low-spirited (16' spir"i-ted), a. Having low

interest.— 3. To bring down in spirit; humble; jjjjjggg /^gqj.jjgg)^ „_ 1. The state of being spirits; without animation and courage; de-

humiliate: as, to iotoer one's pride; to loioer one , , j j^ ^r disposition; freedom from jeeted; depressed; not lively or sprightly. =syn.

in the estimation of others.-4. In relief-en-
'^JJ^. tu^uity.

^
J^^tido^wnheS.'"'*'

'''^''"^''«''*' <»^P°'"»"'S' '^^

print lightly from being exposed to «
•^'"J^- g ^ow state or condition; abjectness; mean- .r^,

^_ j_ 'ggg ;(,«<2.

ished pressure. The lowering of the block from the
[Rare.] lowtll (loth), m. \< low'^ + -th. Ci. height.]

fttttfct^rpScKTu'ranX'^^^^^^^^^^ ^Th^J.^. of my fortune has not bought me to flat- ^°ifUneis. ^.L, Works, p. 272.-3%/.

of printing from it without overlays. tervioe.
uryuA.,<~

Lowlands. Halhwell. [Prov. J!.ng.J

5. In music, to change from a high to a low
i-_..Hye(i (16'livd), a. 1. Leading a low or low-warp (16'warp).^. Same as basse-Usse.

pitch: specifically, in musical notaUon, to de- '^^^^ ufg. vulgar. low-worm (16'werm), n. [< loioi (?) -I- worm.]

press; flat: said of changing the significance ot
„h„ .,,_,, choosebettercompanythansuchJow-JJsecJtel- In farriery, a disease of horses resembling

a staff-degree or of a note on such a degree by

atta;fehing a flat to it either in the signature or

as an accidental.-To lower the flag. Seeflagz.

XL intrans. To fall; sink; grow less; become

lower in any way.

lows as he.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xiii.

3 Pertaining to or characteristic of low or vul-

gar life ; mean ; shabby : as, low-lived manners

;

a, low-lived tiioL [Colloq.]

shingles.

Loxa hark. See 6arfc2.

loxarthrus (lok-sar'thrus), n. [NL. , < Gr. Aofdf,

slanting, oblique (see loxiu), + apdpou, a joint.]



loxarthrus

In pathoh, an obliquity of a joint without dislo-
cation or sprain, as in clubfoot.

losia (lok'si-a), «. [NL., < Gr. 'Ao^ig, slanting,
crosswise, ofelique, indirect, ambiguous (> L.
luxus, dislocated); prob. akin to ktKpupig, cross-
wise, and to L. obliquus, slanting: see lux^ and
oblique.'] 1. In pattoi., a distortion of th« head
toward one side; wryneck; torticollis.— 2.
[cap.] A genus of fringilline birds, (ot) A gronp
containing a great number of FringiUidUB whose bills

are stoat, crooked, or otherwise notable. (6) In a re-

stricted sense, the crossbills, or those FrmgUlidce whose
bills are metagnathous. la this sense Curvimgtra is a
synonym. The common red crossbill is Loxia curviros-
tra; the white-winged crossbill is L. leaeoptera; the parrot-
crossbill of Europe is L. pityopsittaca. There are several
others, mostly boreal or alpine birds, of North America,
Asia, and Earope. See cut under crossbill.

Loxiadse, Loxiidae (lok-si'a-de, -i-de), n. pi.

pJL., < Zoxia + -adm, -id^.] Same as Zoxi-
itUB.

loxian (lok'si-an), a. and n. [< Loxia + -an.']

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Loxiince. Also loxi-

ine.

H. n. A crossbill or some other member of
the Loxiince.

Loxtmse, Loxianse (lok-si-i'ne, -a'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Loxia + -incs, -ance.] A subfamily of
FringiUicUE, named from the genus Loxia, con-
taining a number of grosbeaks, crossbills, and
other finches agreeing in no definable particu-
lars. Also LoxiadvB, Loxiid<B. See Coccothraus-
tince.

loxune (lok'si-in), a. Same as loxian.

loxoclase (lok'so-klaz), n. [< Gr. Aof<if, slant-
ing, + iOmglq, fracture.] A variety of ortho-
clase occurring in grayish-white or yellowish
crystals at Hammond, St. Lawrence county,
New York. Named on the supposition that it

was peculiar in having orthodiagonal cleav-
age.

loxocosm (lok'so-kozm), ii. [< Gr. Xofiif, slant-
ing, + K6a/wc, world.] An instrument to iUns-
trate the effect of the obliquity of the earth's
axis in difEerent seasons upon the length of the
day.
Lozodon (lok'so-don), n. [NL. : see loxodont]
1. A genns of sharks. Miiller and Senle, 1841.— 2. A genus of living and fossil proboscidian
mammals, of which the African elephant, Ele-

phas or Loxodon afrieanus, is the type, distin-

guished from the Asiatic elephant, Mephas or
JEhielephas indicus, by the shallow and open in-
tervals between the ridges of the teeth, the
cement forming merely a thin coat. See Eu-
elephas, elephant. Falconer, 1857. Also Loxo-
donta.

loxodont (lok'so-dont), a. and n. [< Gr. Aof<5f,

slanting, + oioiic {biovr-') = E. tooth.] I. a.

Having teeth like those of elephants of the ge-
nus Loxodon.
H. n. An elephant with loxodont dentition,

as the living African species or any fossil one.

Loxodonta (lok-so-don'ta), n. [NL.: see Loxo-
don.] Same as Loxodon^ 2. F. Cuvier.

loxodrome (lok'so-drom), n. [< Gr. /lofof, slant-

ing, obUqne, + 6p6iioq, a running, course, < dpa-

/lelv, run.] A loxodromic line.

loxodromlc (lok-so-drom'ik), a. [As loxodrome
+ -ic.] Pertaining to oblique sailing, or sail-

ing by the rhumb: as, loxodromic tables Lozo-
dromlc chart or projection, a chart or projection hav-
ing the property (among others) that a straight line drawn
on it corresponds to a spiral on the sphere which inter-

sects the meridian at the same constant angle. Common-
ly called Mereatorprojatum—Lozodromic curve, line,
or spiral, the path of a ship when her coarse is directed
constantly toward the same point of the compass, in a di-

rection oblique to the equator, so as to cut all the meridi-
ans at equal angles ; a rhomb-line. Its stereographic pro-
jection is a logaritlimic spiral, i»ovided the center of pro-
jection is taken in the axis of the sphere. It always ap-
proaches the pole, bat never reaches it; so that a smp, by
following always the same oblique coarse, would contin-
ually approach nearer and nearer to the pole of the earth
without ever arriving at it. See rhumb. Also called heli-

spherical line.

loxodromics (lok-so-drom'iks), n. [PL of loxo-

dromic: see -icg.] The art of oblique sailing by
the loxodrome or rhumb, which makes an equal
angle with each meridian.
loxodromism (lok-sod'ro-mizm), n. [As loxo-

drome + -ism.] The tracing of a loxodromic
curve or line ; the act of moving as if in a loxo-
dromic curve.

loxodromy (lok'so-dro-mi), n. [As loxodrome
+ -y.] Loxodromics.

Loxolophodon (lok-so-lof 'o-don), n. [XL.:
see loxolophod&nt.] A genus of huge extinct
mammals with loxolophodont dentition, of the
order Amblypoda (Cope) or Dinocerata (Marsh).
See UintaOwriida.
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loxolophodont (lok-so-lof'g-dont), a. [< Gr.
Xofrff, slanting, oblique, + '/.Apog, a crest, +
hSoiiQ {p6ovT-) = E. tooth.] In odontog., oblique-
ly lophodont: applied to a form of dentition,

as in Loxolophodon or Uintaiherium, in which
the upper molars have the anterior internal
tubercle connected by oblique crests with two
external tubercles, the posterior internal one
being rudimentary or wanting.
Loxops (lok'sops), n. [NL.,< Gr. ^fof, slanting,

oblique, -I- ui/', eye, face.] 1. A genus of birds
peculiar to the Sandwich Islands, belonging to
the family BiccBidw, having the bill like that of

a linnet. Z. eocanea is called the scarlet creeper. It is

a small bird, 4^ inches long, of an orange and rufous colora-

tion. L. rosea and L. awrea are other species. The bird
of Bow Island, formerly named Loxops invmata, is now
known as Pi-narolOTias inomatus. J. Cahamg, 1847.

2. A genus of plant-bugs of the family Capsidce,

having the head undUated and the beak extend-
ing to the hind border of the metapectus. They
are all European. Fieber, 1858.

Loxosoma (lok-so-so'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. /^fof,

slanting, oblique', -1- <ru/ia, body.] A remarkable
genus ofentoproctous Polyzoa, species ofwhich,
as L. neapoUtanum, axe parasitic upon other
polyzoans and upon sertularians, being fixed

by the narrow end of the stalked body.
Loxosomatidse (lok" so-so -mat 'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Loxosoma (Loxo'sojriat-) + -idee.] A fam-
ily of parasitic entoproctous Polyzoa, of solitary
habit and long-stalked form, having numerous
tentacles, a cement-gland in the stalk, and no
partition between the stalk and the cell. Re-
production is by gemmation, the buds sepa-
rating from the parent and no colonies being
formed.
loyl (loi), n. [Origin obscure.] In agri., a long
narrow spade used in stony lands. Farmer's
Encyc. [Prov. Eng.]
loy%, II. [By apheresis from alloy.] Same as
alloy.

Carato [It.], the touching or refining or loye of gold ; a
weight or degree called a caract. Flcrio.

loyal (loi'al), a. [< P. loyal, OP. loial (also leial,

leal, > E. teal) = Sp. Pg. leal = It. leale, faithful,

loyal (Sp. Pg. legal= It. legale, legal), < L. lega-
lis, pertaining to law: see legal, ot which loyal

(with leal) is a doublet. Cf. royal^ real^, regal,

similarly related.] 1. True or faithful in alle-

giance; keeping feith or troth; constant in ser-

vice, devotion, or regard ; not false or treacher-
ous: used especially of allegiance to the sov-
ereign, government, or law, but applied to all

other relations of trust or confidence : as, a loyal

subject; a 2o^a2friend; to be to^aZ to one's cause.

The citizens on their part shewed themselves stout and
loyaU Bubiecta. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VH., p. 180.

There Laodamia with Evadne moves,
Unhappy both ! but loyal in their loves.

Dryden, .Xneid, vL

2. Pertaining to or marked by allegiance or
good faith; manifesting fidelity or devotion: as,

2o^aZprofessions ; Zo^oiadherence to aprinciple.
Write Vyyal cantons of contemned love.

Shak., T. N., i 6. 289.

The loyal warmth of Florian is not cold,
Tennyson, Princess, ii

= Syn. See allegiance.

loyalism (loi'al-izm), n. [=P. loyalisme ; as
loyal + -ism.] Devotion to a government or
cause ; the animating principle of loyalists.

The sharpness of the collision with the mother country
and with domestic loyalism. K. A. Bev., CXXVIL 185.

loyalist (loi'al-ist), n. [=F. loyaliste ; as loy-

al +-ist.] 1. A partizan supporter of an ex-
isting government; one who opposes insurrec-
tion or revolution.— 2. Specifically, in the
American Revolution, a Tory.

loyalize (loi'al-Iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. loyalized,

ppr. loyalizing. [< loyal + -ize.] To impart a
loyal spirit to ; restore to loyalty.

The work of loyalizing that . . . locality has fairly be-
gan. Sew York TrOnaie, May 22, 1862.

loyally (loi'al-i), adv. In a loyal manner;
faithfuHy.

loyalneSS (loi'al-nes), n. Loyalty. [Rare.]
loyalty (loi'al-ti), m. [< iffi. *loialfe,< OF.
loicUte, loyaute (also lealte, leaute, > E. lealty),

loyalty, F. loyaute = Pr. leyaltat, Uiautat, lealtat
= Sp. lealtad = Pg. lealdade = It. lealti, < ML.
legalita(t-)s, loyalty, also legality; < legalis,

loyal, legal: see loyal. Cf. lealty, legality.]

The state or quality of being loyal; devotion
to a sovereign or a superior; fidelilry in duty,
service, love, etc. ; firm allegiance; constancy.

Master, go on, and I will follow thee
To the last gasp, with truth and loyalty.

Shak., As you Like it, ii 3. 70.

lozenge-tool

Upon.yoor loyalty to the state and m^
I do command you, sir, not depart Candy.

Beau, and Fl., 'Laws of Candy, ii 1.

The conformity of our actions to our engagements, whe-
ther express or implied, is fidelity. . . . Thus a subject is

faithful to the engagement which binds him to the sov-

ereign of the state. If, in such a case, love is added to

fidelity, it becomes loyalty.

WheweU, Elements of Morality, p. 85,

=Syn. Mlegiance, Loyalty, Feally. See allegiance. .

Loyolist (16-y6'list), n. [< Loyola + -ist.] A
follower of the Spaniard Ignatius of Loyola
(1491-1556), founder of the order of Jesuits;

a Jesuit. [Rare.]
Of late years that super-politick and irrefragable socie-

ty ot the Loydliat have propt up the ivy.

Howell, Dodona's Giove, p. 60.

lozel, n. and a. See losel.

lozenge (loz'enj), n. and a. [Early mod. E. lo-

senge; < ME. losange, losenge, losynge; < OF. lo-

senge, losange, lozenge, a lozenge, a quadrilater-

al, a window-pane, also a little square cake of

preserved herbs, fiowers, etc., F. losange{} ML.
losengia, lozengia, > It. lozangia = Sp. losanje, a
rhombus), < OP. losange, losenge, lozenge, flat-

tery, guile, deceit (whence, from the notion of

'flattery,' 'praise,' its use for 'an epitaph, a

fravestone, square slab,' and finally 'a win-
ow-pane, flat square cake,' etc.), < los, praise.]

1, m, 1. A plane figure with four equal sides,

having two acute and two obtuse angles, also

called a diamond; a rhomb; also, formerly, any
oblique parallelogram.
The rhombus or lozenge figure so visible in this order

was also a remarkable form of battle in the Grecian caval-

ry. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, i

2. Something resembling such a figure in form,
(a) In her. : (1)A common bearing of this form ; itis always
set withthe acute angles above and below, (2) The escatch-
eon appropriated to women, nsaally of more or less regu-
larlo^ge shape. On a hatchment the bearings of a widow
are so delayed.

With corounes wroght fnl of losynges.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 1317.

(A) A small cake of sugar, or confection, often medicated,
originally in the form of a rhomb, but now variously
sliaped.

For to make lo8ing[e]t to comfort the stomack.
Pathway to Health, bL L (Saret.)

(c) A pane of glass for window-glazing, either lozenge-
shaped or square, but intended to be set diagonally; a
qnarreL (d) An envelop-blank cut out by a ponching-
machine. (e) In the cuf^g of brilliante, one (rf the foor
quoins of the upper stirlace or crown. See quoin, (/t) A
spangl& PrompL Parv., p. 313.—Lozenges In cross, in
her., a cross usually of four lozenges. When, more rarely,
five or a larger number of lozenges are usei^ one lozenge
forms the center of the cross.

n. a. In decorative art, divided by diagonal
lines into diamonds or lozenges: a common dis-

tribution of decorative design in the fourteenth
century: as, a lozenge pattern. Tapestries of this
epoch are often so divided, each lozenge being filled witli
some heraldic bearing, and the background of miniatures
in manuscripts often has the same pattern,

lozenge-coach (loz'enj-koeh), n. A dowager's
carriage, as bearing a widow's arms on a loz-
enge.
I am retired hither like an old summer-dowager: only

that 1 have no toad-eater to take the air with me in the
back part of my lozenge^oaeh, and be scolded.

WalpoU, To Mann (1746), IL 52.

lozenged (loz'enjd), a. [< lozenge + -edP.] 1.
Formed in the shape of a lozenge.
The lozenged panes of a very small latticed window.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre^ xzviiL

2._ In zool.: (a) Rhomboidal or rhombic. (6)
Divided by raised lines into rhomboidal or loz-
enge-shaped spaces.

lozengee, a. See lozengy.

lozenge-fret (loz'enj-fret), n. 8eefre0.
lozenge-goad (loz'enj-god), n. A goad-spur the
pointofwhich is approximatelylozenge-diaped.
Also lozenge-spur.

lozenge-graver (loz'enj-gra'v^T), n. A grav-
ing-tool having a rhomb- or diamond-shaped
cross-section. The belly of the graver is formed by
two faces intersecting at an angle of less than W.
lozenge-machine (loz'enj-ma-shen'), «. A
confectioners' machine for rollingdough, paste,
or confections into thin sheets which
are cut by means of stamps into
lozenge-shaped cakes or pieces.

lozenge-molding (loz'enj-mol'ding),
K. Same as lozenge-fret (which see,
under/rcJS).

lozenge-shaped (loz'enj-shapt), a.
Having the form of a lozenge or
rhomb ; by extension, square but set
diagonally. Compare lozengy.

lozenge-spnr (loz'enj-sptr), n. Same
as lozenge-goad.

lozenge-tool (loz'eni-tdl),n. 8ame as
lozenge-graver.

I
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lozengewise

lozengewise (loz'enj-wiz), adv. In her., ar-
ranged in the form of a lozenge.

lozengy, lozengee (loz'en-ji, -je), a. [< OF. lo-

senge, < losenge, lozenge : see lozenge.'] In her.,
having the whole surface covered with lozenges
or formed into lozenge-shaped divisions. This
is very often depicted with exact squares set
cornerwise

—

Lozengy barry, in her. , having the whole
BurfEioe occupied with lozenges which are divided again
barwlse or horizontally, therefore divided into triangles of
which those ot one tincture point up and the others down.

Ii, S. An abbreviation of Latin loetts sigilli,

'place of the seal': usually inserted within
brackets in copies of documents to indicate the
position of the seal in the originals.

Ii, S. D., 1. s, d. An abbreviation of Latin
(Middle or New Latin) Uhrce, soUdi, denarii—
that is, pounds, shillings, pence; hence, col-
loquially, money; cash; funds. Also £ s. d.
[Eng.]

lit. A contraction of Lieutenant or of its ab-
breviation Lieut.

lu (18), n. and v. Same as loo^.

lubbard (lub'ard), n. and a. [Formerly also
lubberd; a var., with substituted suffix -ard, of
lubber.'] I. n. Same as lubber.

Thou slovenly lubberd, and toylsh (ellow, what Idle toyes
goest thou fantasticating

!

BenvemOo, Fassengers' Dialogues (1612).

It was now the part of the huge porter to step forward

;

hut the lubbard was . . . overwhelmed with confusion of
spirit. Scott, Kenilworth, xx3C

II. a. Lubberly.
Conscious how much the hand
Of lubbard Labour needs his watchful eye.

Cowper, Task, ill. 400.

lubber (lub'6r), n. [Formerly also lubbar, lub-

berd, and lubbard; < ME. lobre, lobur, akin to
loby, E. looby, < W. Hob, a dolt, lubber: see
lot)':] A heavy, clumsy feUow; a sturdy, awk-
ward dolt : applied especially by sailors to any
one of the crewwho is deficient in seamanship.

Grete lolres and longe that loth weore to swynke
Glotheden hem in copes to beo knowen for hretheren.

Pi&rB Plowirhan (A), Prol., 1. 52.

They went to the Grammer schole little children; they
«ame from thence great liMera.

Atcham, The Scholemaster, p. 88.

"It will be long," said the master then,
"Ere this great Ivbier do thrive on the sea."

The Noble Pwherman (Child's Ballads, V. 331).

Xllbber'B hole [rmul.), the vacant space between the head
of a lower mast and the edge of the top, through which

Rt^^ingr of Ship's Top.

//, top; ^gr, lubber's holes: A A, futtock-shrouds.

sailors may mount without going over the rim by the

futtock-shrouds. Formerly, when tops were differently

constructed, it was regarded by seamen as fit to be used
onlyby lubbers andgreenhorns.—Lubber'spolntCwiSMe.).
Same as lubb&r^ine.

lubber (lub'fer), v. i. [< lubber, n.] To sail m
a lubberly or clumsy maimer. [Rare.]

We set our primitive sail; and . . . soon found our-

selves lubbering over the beautiful lake at a speed of from
two to two and a half miles an hour. „„„ _

The Century, XXX. 742.

lubber-cock (lub'6r-kok), n. A turkey-cock.

[ProV. Eng.]
lubber-grasshopper (lub'Sr-gras'^hop-fer), n.

1. The clumsy locust, Bradhystola magna, a

very large lubberly insect common onthe great

plains of the western United States. See cut

under BrachystoU.—2. The large short-winged

insect Bomalea microptera,which abounds in the

Gulf States and feeds on all succulent plants.

It is notable as having no known natural enemies. It is

from 2.75to3.15inohes long,very thick-bodied, and clumsy

in its movements.
. . » „

lubberbead (lub'6r-hed), n. A stupid feUow.

[Prov. Eng.] ^^ ,

lubber-hole (lub'6r-h61), n. Same as lubber's

hole (which see, under lubber).

Lubberland (lub'6r-land), n. The land of Cock-

aigne.

Good mother, how shall we And a pig if we do not look

about for it? will it run off o' the spit into our mouths,

thinkvou, asini«rfi6crta»ii, andcry we, we?
B.Jotuon, Barthblomew Fair, iii. 2, Peter's Prophecy.
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lubber-line (lub'er-lin), ». Naut, a black ver-
tical line drawn on the inside of the compass-
box,which represents the vessel's head in steer-
ing. Aiao oallei lubber's point.
lubberliness (lub'6r-li-nes), n. The state or
condition of being lubberly ; sturdy clumsiness.
You, like a lazy hulk, whose stupendous magnitude is

full big enough to load an elephant with IvbberlirKSS.
Tom Brown, Works, li. 179.

lubberly (lub'6r-li), a. lilubber + -ly\] Like
a lubber; clumsy; awkward.
By my Soul, the Girl is spoil'd already— d'ye think she'll

ever endure a great lubberly Tarpawlin ?

Congreve, Love for Love, ii. 10. (Davies.)

lubberly (lub'6r-li), adv. [< lubberly, a.] Clum-
sily; awkwardly.
lubberworb (lub'6r-w6rt), n. Any food or
drink which makes one idle and stupid. [Prov.
Eng.]

lubric (lii'brik), a. [< OF. lubrique, slippery,

lascivious, F. lubrique, lascivious, = Sp. lubrico

= Pg. It. lubrico, slippery, lascivious, < L. Im-

6ncMS, slippery, uncertain, deceitful.] 1. Hav-
ing a smooth surface; slippery; hence, volu-
ble; glib.

Then starts she suddenly into a throng
Of short thick sobs, whose thund'ring volleys float.

And roul themselves over her lubrw throat,
In panting murmurs. Crashaw, Mustek's Duel.

2. Unsteady; wavering.
Through the deep and lubric waves of state and court.

Sir H. Wotton, Rellquise, p. 208.

3. Lascivious; wanton; lewd.

Why were we hurried down
This lubric and adulterate age
(Nay, added fat pollutions of our own),
To encrease the steaming ordures of the stage?

Dryden, Ode to the Memory of Mrs. Anne Eilligrew, 1. 63.

[Obsolete or rare in all uses.]

lubrical (Iti'bri-kal), a. [< lubric + -al.] Same
as lubric.

What, shall thy lubrical and glibbery muse
Live

!

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

lubricant (lii'bri-kan), n. Same as leprechawn.

By the mandrake's dreadful groans,
By the iMbrican's sad moans.
By the noise of dead men's bones

In charnel-houses rattling.

Zfrayton, Nymphidia, 1. 418.

lubricant (lii'bri-kant), a. and n. [< L. hibri-

can{t-)s, ppr. of lubficare, make smooth: see lu-

bricate.] I. a. Lubricating.

II. n. Any natural or artificial material that
may be used to lubricate the rubbing surfaces
of machinery, in order to lessen their friction

upon each other. Natural non-volatile oils and greases
are the typical lubricants ; but the variety of materials and
compounds used is very great, including some metallic
alloys. «

lubricant-tester (lii'bri-kant-tes"t6r), n. A
form of testing-machine for determining the lu-

bricating values of oils. This tester acts by re-

.cording the friction developed imder a given
power.
lubricate (Ifi'bri-kat), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. lubri-

cated, ppr. lubricating. [< L. lubricatus, pp. of

lubricare (> It. lubricare = Sp. Pg. lubricar),

make slippery, < lubricus, slippery: see lubric]

1. Tomake smooth or slippery; supply orsmear
with some substance, especially one of an oily

or greasy nature, for the purpose of diminishing
friction: as, to lubricate the bearings of a ma-
chine.

'there seemed a pool of honey about his heari^ which lu-

bricated all bis speech and action with fine jets ot mead.
Emerson, English Traits, p. 291.

3. In photog., to coat or smear (a print) with
some glazing agent, as Castile soap dissolved
in alcohol, or a compound of beeswax and
Venice turpentine, as a preliminary to bur-
nishing.

lubricate (lii'bri-kat), a. [< L. lubricatus, pp.
of lubricare, make slippery: see lubricate, v.]

Slippery. [Rare.]

lubricating-oil (lii'bri-ka-ting-oil), n. Any oU
that is used or is suitable for lubrication ; spe-
cifically, a thick oil proauced in the process of

refining paraffin-oil and petroleum.

lubrication (lii-bri-ka'shgn), n. [< L. as if *lu-

bricatio{n-), < lubricare, make slippery: see lu-

bricate.'] The act of lubricating, or the state of

being lubricated.

There is a sort of previous lubrication, such as the boa-

constrictor applies to any subject of digestion, which is

requisite to familiarize the mind with a startling or a com-
plex novelty. De Quincey, Style, i.

lubricative (lii'bri-ka-tiv), a. [< lubricate +
-ive.] (Capable of lubricating; supplying lubri-

cation, [Rare.]

Lucanus
What he desires is that the prig should be good in

some oily and lubricative way, bo as not to jar the nerves
of those who are less good.

5. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 267.

lubricator (lii'bri-ka-tor), ». [< lubricate + -or.]

One who or that which lubricates. Specifically—
(a) A device or contrivance for keeping the rubbing parts
of machines, bearings, shafting, etc., supplied with some
lubricant to diminish frictioa. These appliances are made
in a great variety of forms, and may be divided into three
classes— those for lubricating the cylinders of motors,
those for lubricating the axles of cars and road-vehicles,
and those for shafting and machinery in general. In all

the aim is the same, to furnish a limited but constant sup-
ply of the lubricant to the moving parts. See imperme-
ator. (b) A machine for waxing bullets, so that when fired

they will clean the gun ; also, a wad containing a lubricant
and followed by a felt washer, attached to the projectile
in a rifled gun that the operation of firing may clean the
piece, (c) In pJwtoff. , a glazing agent, as a solution of Cas-
tile soap in spirit, or a compound of beeswax and turpen-
tine, with which prints are smeared before burnishing to
improve the gloss.—Lubricator alarm-signal, in mach.,
a device for giving an alarm when, from failure of lubrica-
tion, a journal becomes heated.

lubricity (lii-bris'i-ti), n. [< F. lubricity = Sp.
lubricidad = Pg. lubricidade = It. lubrimtd,, slip-

periness, laseiviousness, < ML. lubricita(t-)s,

sUpperiuess, < L. lubricus, slippery: see lubric]
1 . The state or quality of being lubric or slip-

pery; sUpperiness of surface, literal or figura-

tive ; hence, instability; transitoriness; evanes-
cence; evasiveness.

There cannot be two more pregnant Instances of the Lu-
bricity and instableness of Mankind than the Decay of
these two antient Nations [the Greeks and the Jews).

Howell, Letters, ii. 57.

I take this evanescence and lubricity of all things . . .

to be the most unhandsome part of our condition.
Emerson, Experience.

That learned jiuisconsult, with characteristic lubricity,

had evaded the dangerous honor.
Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 138.

3. Capacity for lubrication.

The mucilage adds to the licbricity of the oyl, and the
oyl preserves the mucilage from inspissation, and con-
tracting the consistency o£-a jelly.

' ,, ,', Hay, Works of Creation, ii.

3. Laseiviousness; lewdness; salacity.

Wantonness and lubricity. Dryden.

Of these •[symbols of Priapus] the goat is one that moat
frequently occurs, ... as this animal has always been
distinguished for its lubrieUy.

Knight, Anc. Art and Myth. (1876), p. 21.

When one looks at the popular literature of the French
at this moment, . . . and at the life of which this literatiu'e

of theirs is the index, one is tempted to make a goddess
out of a word of their own, and then, like the town clerk
of EphesuB, to ask :

" Whatman is there that knoweth not
that the city of the French is a worshipper of the great
goddess iMOrieily!"

M. Arnold, Nineteenth Century, XV. 678.

lubricous (lii'bri-kus), a. [< L. lubricus, slip-

pery: see lubric] If. Same as lubric.

Much lesse shall I positively determine anything in
matters so lubricous and uncertain.

GlanvlUe, Pre-exjstence of Soids, xii.

2. Having a smooth, slippery surface, appear-
ing as if oiled or varnished, as certain algse and
the elytra of certain Coleoptera.

lubrifactiou (lu-bri-fak'shon), n. [Irreg. < L.
lubricus, slippery, +/ac<«o(»-), a making, <fac-
tum, pp. otfacere, make: see -fy.'] The act or
oporatiop. of Mbricating, or of making slip-

pery.

The sixth cause is lubrication a-nd relaxation; aswe see
inmedicines emollient, such as are milk, honey, mallowes,
etc. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 41.

lubrification (Wbri-fi-ka'shgn), n. [= P. lu-

briflcation; as lubrify + -ati'on: see -fy, -fica-

tion.] Same as lubr^action.

lubrifyt, v. t. [< OF. lubrifier, make slippery,

contr. s L. lubricus, slippery, + -ficare, make

:

see -fy.] To make slippery. Cotgrave.

Lucanidse (lu-kan'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Luca-
nus + -idw.] A family of lamellicom coleop-
terous insects, the lamellae of whose antennal
club are incapable of close apposition, and
whose mandibles are large and powerful in the
male ; the stag-beetles. The form of the lucanids
is generally elongate, and the elytra cover the pygidium ;

in some there are strldulating organs. They are usually
of plain dark colors, but some, such as species of Lam-
prima in Australia and of Chiasognathus in Chiloe, are
brilliant. Upward of 60O species are described. They
most abound in warm wooded countries, and live during
the day in trunks of trees, logs, etc., taking flight at dusk.
The larVBe of the European species live in willow and oak,
where they remain untransformed for years. See Luca-
«{«. The sanje or a correg)onding group is called Lucf-
riida, Lucanides, lAtcanites, iMcanhides, etc.

Lucanus (lu-ka'nus), n. [NL., so called in al-

lusion to the glistening elytral surface, < ML.
lucanus, sunrise, < L. lucere, shine : see lucent.]

The typical genus -of LucanidcB; stag-beetles
proper, with emarginate eyes, geniculate an-



Lucanus

tennae, mentmn entire, covering the lignla and
maxilla, and fore tibise pectinate. The branching
antler-like mandibles of the North American L. daphus
are sometimes tliree fourths of an inch long. L, cenms is

the corresponding European species. L. dama is a large
stag-beetle of the United States, from 9 to 18 lineslong,with
smaller pincer-lilie mandibles with a single snag. See Ln-
canicUe and stag-beetle.

lucarne (lu-karn'), n. [< F. luearnc, OF. lu-

carne, a roof-window (= Goth, lukarn, a light,

lamp),< L. ZMcerna, alamp: see lucervA.^ Ador-
mer- or roof-window ; also, a light or small win-
dow in a spire.

lucasite (lii'kas-it), n. [Named after Dr. H. S.

Lums.l A variety of vermiculite occurring
with corundum in Macon county, Georgia.

lucaynef (lii-kan'), n. [Also dial, lewcome; an
orig. error for lucarne (f).] In arch., same as

lacartw.

Lucchese (lu-kes' or -kez'), a. and n. [< It. Luc-
chese, < Lucca (see def.).] I. a. Of or pertain-

ing to the city of Lucca in Italy, or to its in-

habitants.

The most precious of the Luecheee relics, a cedar-wood
crucifix, carved, according to the legend, by Nicodemus,
and miracolously conveyed to Lucca in 782.

Emyc. Brit., XV. 88.

H. n. sing, and pi. An inhabitant or inhabi-
tants of the city or province (formerly a repub-
lic, afterward a duchy) of Lucca, on the nor^i-
west coast of Italy.

Ince^ (Ins), n. [Formerly also lucie, luoy; < ME.
luce, lewse, < OF. lus, lug (dim. lucel and lucet)

= Pg. lucio, a luce, < LL. lucitts, a fish, perhaps
the pike.] The pike (a fish), especially when
full-grown.
In heraldry the Ivce or pike occurs in the arms of the

Lucy or Lucie family so mr back as the reign of Henry
IL Day.

Slend. They [the Shallows] may give the dozen white
luces in their coat. . . .

Shal. The Iwx is the fresh fish.

Shak., M. W. of W., 1 1. 22.

The mighty luce or pike is taken to be the tyrant, as the
salmon is the king of the fresh waters.

I. IToton, Complete Angler, L 8.

A pike, first a Hurling pick^ then a Pickerel, then a Pike,
then a Iaux or LueU. Holme, p. 345.

luce^ (lus), TO. [Origin obscure.] A rut. [Prov.
Eng.]

lucencef, n. [ME. lueense, < OF. *liicenee = Sp.
lucencia, < L. lucen(t-)s, shining: see lucent.'}

The state or quality of being lucent ; light.

lux vera, graunt us gowr lueense.

That with the spryte of errour I nat seduct be.

Digby Mysteries, p. 96. (HaUiwell.)

lucency (lu'sen-si), n. [See lucence.'] The state

or quality of being lucent; brightness; luster;

splendor. [Kare.]
A name of some note and lucency, but lucency of the

Nether-fire sort. Carlyle, French Bev., HL L 6.

lucent (Wsent), a. [= F. luisant = Sp. lu-

ciente, < L. lucen(t-)s, ppr. of lucere, shine; con-
nected with lux {lu-c-), light, lumen, a light, luna,

the moon, etc.; < / luc, shine, = Teut. \/luh,

shine, in AS. ledlit, etc., light: see further un-
der lights. From L. lucere are also ult. E. Iw-

cern\ lucid, elucidate, translucent, etc.] Bright

;

shining; lustrous; resplendent.

1 meant the day-starre should not brighter rise,

Kor lend like influence from his Iwxnt seat.

B. Jans&n, Epigrams, Ixxv.

Lucent syrops tinct with cinnamon.
EeatSt Eve of St, Agnes.

lucem^ (lu'sem), n. [< ME. lucem, < OF. lu-

cerne, luserne, luiserne, lucarne, a lamp^ also

glow-worm, also, like F. lucarne, a roof-window
(see lucarne), = Sp. lueerna, < L. lucerna, a
lamp, < lucere, shine : see lu^xnt."] A lamp.

A multitude of wreaths, tablets, masks, festoons, lu-

eemes, [and] genii holding lyres.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 375.

lucem^ (lu'sem), n. [Also lusem, luserne, lu-

zern, luzeme, luzarne, lyserne; appar. < OF. lu-

cervere, locervere, krveeerviere, tern, of loup-cer-

vier, a lynx (see loup-cervier), confused with OF.
luberne, luperne, lomberne, a female leopard or
panther, audits hide.] If. A lynx; also, the
fur of the l>-nx, formerly in great esteem.
The Lyserne, the Beauer, the Sable, the Martron, the

black and dunne fox. HaHuyfs Voyages, I. 479.

2t. A sort of hunting-dog.
let me have

My Lucems too, or dogs inur'd to hunt
Beasts of most rapine.

ChapmaTi, Bnssy D'Ambois, iiL 1.

lucem*, n. See lucerne.

Incema (lu-s6r'na), n. [L. : see lucern^."] 1.

An ancient lamp". See IxuxmX.— 2. A quasi-

popular name for the lantem-gumard, Trigla

obseura, given in allusion to the brilliant silvery
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band along the side of this fish.— 3. [cap.'] A
genus of pulmonate gastropods, of the family
Helicida, having the aperture toothed and more
or less twisted. Humphreys, 1797.

lucernal (lu-ser'nal), a. [< lueern^ + -al.'] Of
or pertaining to a lamp or other artificial light.
— Iiucemal microscope. See microscope.

Lucemaria (lH-sfer-na'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. lucer-

na, a lamp: see lucern^."^ The typical genus
of lAicernariidw. These animals are small, gelatinous,

semi-transparent, and variously colored or phosphorescent
marine organisms (jellyflshes), either swimming freely by
rhythmical contraction and e3cpansion of the umbrella, or

fixed to some submerged object by means of a stalk or pe-

duncle which grows out of the back (aboral surface) of the
disk and constitutes a hydrorhiza or rootstalk. In this

latter si^te the animal is trumpet- or bell-shaped, resem-
bling a little hand-bell standing on the end of its handle,

with the other end expanded into an eight-rayed limb or

disk, each ray ending in a little bundle or tuft of tentacles,

and the center of the disk being occupied by a single poly-

pite with a fonr-lobed mouth leading into the body-cavity.

See LucemariidcB.

Lucemariadse (lu"ser-na-ri'a-de), n.pl. [ML.,

< Lucernaria + -adw.'] An order of the sub-

class Lucernarida, class Sydrozoa, including

those discophorans or, jellyflshes whose ^oly-

pite is single and may be fixed by a proximal
aboral hydrorhiza. The umbrellar margin has short

tentacular processes, and the reproductive elements are

developed in the primitive hydrosome without the inter-

vention of free zooids. The genus Lucemaria may be re-

garded as the type, and the group itself is by some con-

sidered a synthetic or generalized type of structure, like

thatfrom which various specialized forms of acalephsmay
have been derived.

lucemarian (lu-ser-na'ri-an), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the genus Lucemaria or the

Lucernariidw; calycozoan.

H. n. A member of the genus iMoernaria or

of the family i>!«;er«ariJd<B; a calycozoan. See
cut at Sydrozoa (fig. 5).

Lucernarida (Iti-ser-iiar'i-da), n. pi. [NL., <

Lucernaria + -dda.} A subclass of Sydrozoa,
in which the base of the hydrosome is developed
into an umbrella in the walls of which are the
reproductive organs. It is a prime division of hydro-
zoans, equivalent to Discopkora in a common acceptation
of that term, and has been divided like the latter into

three orders : Rhizostomea or Rhizostomidee, free and with
multiple polypites; MonostoTnea or Pelagiidce, free and
with single polypite; and Lucemariadce, free or fixed and
with single polypite. The last consists of one family, co-

extensive with the order, and is also called Calycozoa. See
J>iscophora.

lucemaridan (lii"8er-nar'i-dan), a. and n. I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Lucernarida.

II. TO. A member of the Lucernarida; a dis-

cophoranj an acraspedote medusan or jellyfish.

Lucemanidae (lu"ser-na-ii'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Lucernaria + -idm.']

' The typical family of

iMcemariadce. It contains discophorans with the um-
brellar margin simple and undivided, without hollow
arms or margin-laps, and with simple tentacles, and hav-
ing on the exumbrella a prolongation by means of which
they affix themselves to foreign bodies. Gtenera referred
to this family are Lucemaria, Depaxlrum, and CardveUa.

lucemaroid (lu-ser'na-roid), to. [< Lucema-
ria + -aid.} The re-

productive zooid of
any of the Lucernarida.
Nicholson, Zool., 1878,

p. 133.

lucerne, lucem* (lu-

sem' ), TO. [< F. luzerne,

formerly luserne, lu-

cerne.] A leguminous
plant, Medicago sativa,

a highly valuable pas-
ture- and forage-plant,
cultivated from an-
cient times, now wide-
ly spread in temperate
climates, in the United
States it has t)een cultivated
with especial success in
southern California. It is

greatly relished by animals,
and under favorable con-
ditions yields several crops
in a year. It is also an im-
prover of soil. In the western United States it is best
known under the Spanish name alfalfa, bavingbeen intro-

duced into California from South Ajnerica. Also called
Spanish trefoil, French, Brazilian, or Chilian dover, and in

British usage Tnedie or purple mcMc
Lucerne hammer. See hammer^.
Lncianist (lu'shian-ist), n. [< Ludan (see def.)

-1- -ist^ 1. One of the followers of Lueian or
Lucan, a Marcionite leader in the second cen-
tury, who taught that the actual soul and body
of a man would not come forth in the resur-
rection, but some representative of them.— 2.

Same as CoTludanist.

lucid (lii'sid), a. [= F. ludde = Sp. liicido =
Pg. It. lucido, < L. htcidns, light, bnght, clear.

Flowering Branch of Lucerne
iMedica^a satfva). ,z, flower; b.

Lucifer

< lucere, shine: see lucent.'] 1. Emitting light;

shining; bright; resplendent: as, the lucid orha

of heaven. [Poetical, except in some technical

uses. See second quotation, and def. 5.]

A court
Compact of lucid marbles.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Ludd stars are those which are visible without a tele-

scope. Newcanib and Holden, Astronomy, p. 45.

2. Transmitting or reflecting light; clear;

transparent; pellucid: as, a ludd stieam.

Before each lucid panel fuming stood
A censer fed with myrrh and spiced wood.

Keats, Lamia, ii.

So wide the loneness, so lucid the air,

Lowell, Appledore.

3. Marked by intellectual clearness or bright-
ness; free from obscurity or confusion of
thought, or, speciflcally, from delirium ; clear-

headed ; sane : as, a luikd mind ; lucid percep-
tions ; Itidd intervals in insanity.

After some gentle Slumbers, and unusual Dreams, about
the dawnings of the Day, I had a ludd Interval.

Howdl, Letten^ IL 29.

4. Presenting a clear view; easilyunderstood; -

distinct : as, a lucid order or arrangement ; a
lucid style of writing.

A singnlarly ludd and interesting abstract of the de-
bate. Macavlay.

5. In entom.: (a) Smooth and very shining;
reflecting light like polished metal. (6) Giv-
ing light; phosphorescent; luciferous.—6. In
bat., having a shining surface Lucid interval,
in insanity, a period of saneneas occurring in the midst
of insane behavior: an intermission resembling restora-

tion of health, as distinguished from a mere dmiinution
of the disease.

lucida (lu'si-da), TO. ; pi. Tueidm (-de). [NL. (sc.

Stella, star), fem. of lucidus, bright : see lucid.]

A star easily seen by the naked eye, as opposed
to a telescopic star; also, the brightest star of
a constellation, or the brightest component of

a double or multiple star.

lucidity (lu-sld'i-ti), n. [= F. lucidite = It.

lucidiUl, < L. as ii ''lucidita{t-)s, < lucidus, light,

bright, clear: see lucid.] The state of being
lucid, in any sense of that word; lucidness;
especially, clearness of conception or expres-
sion; intellectual transparency.

He [Voltaire] looked on things straight; and he had a
marvelons logic and lucidity.

M. Arnold, Mixed Essays, p. 169.

Thonght-transference is oot of the question, and M.
Kichet has recourse to the theory of a sort of clairvoyance
to which he gives the generic name of lucidity, a vision in

which the ordinary optical impediments no longer act as
such. Science, XII. 47.

=Syn. Clearness, Plainness^ etc &ee perspicuity.

lucidly (lu'sid-li), adv. In a lucid manner;
with brightness; clearly.

He argued the matter during two hours, and no doubt
lucidly and forcibly. Maeatday, Hist. Eng., xxiv.

lucidness (lu'sid-nes), TO. The quality or state

of being lucid; lucidity; transparency.

The lucidness was constanf^ though the vial that con-
tained It was kept stopt. Boyle, Works, p. 388.

Lucifer (lH'si-f6r), n. [= F. Lucifer= Sp. Luci-

fero = Pg. Lucifer = It. Ludfero, < L. hicifer,

light-bringing, applied to the moon (Diana),
and to the morning star (Venus), and poet, to
day, < lux {luc-), light, + ferre = E. hear^:

see lucent, lighv-, and hear'-. The equiv, Gr.
word is faa^Spog; see phosphorus."] 1. The
morning star; the planet Venus when she ay-
pears in the morning before sunrise: when she
follows the sun, or appears in the evening, she
is called Hesperus, or the evening star. Ap-
plied by Isaiah figuratively to a kmg of Baby-
lon.

How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the
morning ! how art thou cut down to the ground, which
didst weaken the nations

!

Is. xiv. 12L

2. The prince of darkness ; Satan. [This use
arises from an early opinion that in the above
passage from Isaiah reference was made to
Satan.]

And when be falls, he falls like Ludfer,
Never to hope again.

Sfta*., Hen. VUL, iiL 2. 371.

Fandaemonium, city and proud seat
Of Lucifer; so by allusion call'd

Of that bright star to Satan paragon'd.
MUton, P. L., X, 425.

3. [Z. c] A match Ignitible by friction with any
surface, or with a specially prepared surface.
It is nsnally made of a small splint of wood tipped with
some inflammable substance, as a mixture of potassium
chlorate and antimony solphid, or more commonly of
phoephoms and potaadnm nitrate. Also called Itidfen
mateh.



Lucifer
EverytraveUershould provide himselfwith agood handy

stee^ proper flint, and unfailing tinder, because luajers
are liable to accidents. J.T. mads. Underbrush, p. 189.

4. The typical genus of Lucifendm.— 5. (a) A
genus of humming-birds, a species of northern
Mexico and adjoining parts of the United States is Trochi-
lia or galothorax lucifer, having the gorgelet prolonged
int»arufl. (ft) p. g.] Any humming-bird of the
genus Calothorax or Lucifer, of which there are
several species.

Luciferiani (lu-si-fe'ri-an), a. [< Lucifer (see
def.) + -ia».] Of or pertaining to Lucifer or
Satan; devilish.
That all that luelferian exorcism be blotted out.

Jer. Taylor, Dissuasive from Popery, ii. § 19.

Luciferian^ (Iti-si-fe'ri-an), a. and n. [< Lucifer
(see def. ) + 4an.'] I, a'. Of or pertaining to Lu-
cifer, Bishop of Cagliari in the island of Sardinia
during the fourth century, or to his followers.

II. TO. One of the followers of Lucifer, Bishop
of Cagliari. The Luciferians were vehement upholders
of the Nioene faith, and separated themselves from their
fellow-CatHolics solelyon theground that the lattershowed
undue leniency to those who had been received back into
the church after forsaking Arianism. Also Imeiferite.

LuciferidSB (Iti-si-fer'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Lu-
cifer, 4, + 4dm.'\ A family of thoracostraoous
or podophthalmie crustaceans, typified by the

LMcifta pennsylvattica.

Devil Shrimp, a species o!Luciftr.

genus Lucifer, and characterized by the absence
of the last pair of thoracic legs. They are con-
sequently excluded from Seeapada, and are either placed
with the opossum-shrimps and mantis-shrimps in Stoma-
topoda, or made a separate tribe, Aplopoda, as by Dana.

Luciferite (lu'si-fer-it), n. [< Lucifer (see Lu-
eiferian) + 4te^.'\ Same as iMciferian^.,

luciferous (lu-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. lueifer', light-
bringing (see Lucifer), + -ous.] 1 . Giving light;

affording light or means of discovery. Boyle,
Works, IV. 394. [Kare.]— 2. In entom., hav-
ing phosphorescent organs : applied to insects
wmoh emit light, as the glow-worm.—3. [^oap.'\

Of or pertaining to Lueifer or Satan; Luciferi-
an; Satanic. [Bare.]
This Lueiiferous and gluttonous heart.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 32.

luciferously (lu-sif'e-rus-li), a(fe. 1. In a lucif-

erous manner; so as to enlighten or illuminate.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., III. 8. [Bare.]—
2. [cap."] Satanically; diabolically.

Eueryvulgarly-esteemed upstart dares breake the dread-
full dignity of antient and autenticall Foesie, and presume
Lucifero'udy to proclame in place thereof repugnant pre-

cepts of their owne spaune.
Chapman, Masque of Middle Temple.

lucific (lu-sif'ik), a. [< LL. lucificus, light-mak-
ing, < L.' lux iluc-), light, + facere, make.] Pro-
ducing light. N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, II.

ii. J 14. [Bare.]

luciform (lii'si-f6rm), a. [< L. lux(luc-), light,

+ forma, form.] Having the form or nature of

light ; resembling light.

Plato speaketh of the mind, or soul, as a driver that
guides and governs a chariot, which is, not unfitly, styled

auyoeiSe's, a luciform sethereal vehicle.
Bp. Berkeley, Siris, § 171.

Lucifriant, a. .An improper form of Luciferian^

.

Marston.
lucifugOUS (lu-sif 'li-gus), a. [< L. ludfugus,

shunning the light, i lux (luc-), light, + fugere,

flee.] Shunning light; avoiding daylight: ap-

plied to various animals, as bats, cockroaches,
etc.

lucigen (Wsi-jen), n. and a. [< L. lux Que-),

light, + V'fl'e»)produce: see-g^eTO.] I. to. A mod-
em lamp of great illuminating power, in which
oil is burned under conditions which produce
and maintain for probably the longest possible

time in an illuminating flame a white heat in the
carbon particles. The principle upon which the lamp
operates is the atomization of the oil by the action of escap-

ing compressed air heated during its passage to the atomiz-

ing jet. The oil and air are thus intimately mingled, at a

high temperature at the instant of ignition, in such pro-

portions as to gain the maximum illuminating effect.

II. a. A term applied to a system of light-

ing by lucigens.

The new system of lighting known as Itwigen permits of

obtaining an intense light of great briUiancy under very

remarkable conditions. Sd. Amer.,]!t. S., HX. 147.

Lneiidse (lu-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lucms +
4d(B.'] The pikes, as a family of fishes: same
as Esocidm. C. L. Bonaparte.
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lucimeter (lu-sim'e-t6r), n. [< L. lux Que-),
light, + Gr. nerpav, measure.] 1. A photome-
ter.— 2. A simshine-recorder designed to mea-
sure the combined effect of the duration and
intensity of sunshine in promoting evapora-
tion.

Lucina (lu-si'nS,), to. [L., the goddess of child-
birth, prop. fern, of luoinus, < lux Quo-), light:
see lucent.'] 1 . In Bom. myth. , the goddess who
presided over childbirth, considered as a daugh-
ter of Jupiter and Juno, but frequently con-
fused with Juno or with
Diana. She correspond-
•ed more or less closely
to the Greek goddess
Eileithyia.— 2. [NL.] In
0067.: (a) The typical ge-
nus of LucinidcB, having
both lateral and cardinal
teeth. L. dentata is a species
whose white shell shows con-
centric lines of growth overlaid
with oblique radiate striation.
Bruguiire, 1791. (6) A genus of flies of the fam-
ily Sdomyzidce, containing two large gray Euro-
pean species resembling members of the genus
Scatophaga. Meigen, 1830. (c) A genus of or-
thopterous insects. Walker, 1870.
Lncinacea (lu-si-na'se-a), n.pl. [NL., <Lucina,
2, + -acea.'] A superfamily of integropalliate
dimyarian moUusks, represented by the Lud-
nidw and related families.

lucinaCean (lu-si-na'se-an), a. and to. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Lnicinacea.

II. TO. A member of the Lucinacea.
Lucinidse (lu-sin'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Lucina, 2,
+ -ddcB.] A family of integropalliate siphon-
ate bivalve moUusks. The anal and branchial orifices
are well defined but scarcely siphonate ; the mouth is very
small, and the labial palpi are rudimentary ; the branchiee
are large and double, and the foot is vermiform. The shell
is subcircular and equivalve, the hinge typically with two
cardinal andtwo lateral teeth in each valve, but variableand
sometimes edentulous; the ligament is marginal and sub-
internal, and the anterior muscular impression elongated.
The genera and species are numerous ; the living ones are
found in temperate and tropical seas ; fossil forms go back
to the Silurian. See I/tu^na.

Incioid (Iti'si-oid), ». and a. [< LL. Iticius, a
pike (see Lucius), + Gr. eISoq, form.] I, to. A
fish of the family Esocidoe; a pike. Sir J. Bich-
ardson.

II. a. Like a pike ; esocine.
Luciola (lu-si'o-la), TO. [NL. (Laporte, 1833), <
It. lucciola, a firefly, formerly also a glow-worm,
< luce, < L. Imx Que-), light: see %ft«i.] A ge-
nus of fireflies of the family Lampyridw, having
a short transverse prothorax, carinate, and nar-
rowlymargined, it is widely distributed, with over 60
species, usually dark-brown and yellow. L. lusitanica is

a highly luminous species, which may emit flashes every
two or three seconds.

Lucioperca (lu"si-o-p6r'ka), to. [NL., < LL.
luoius, a pike, + L. perca, perch.] A Cuvierian
genus of percoid fishes, synonymous with Stizo-
stedium; the pike-perches. L. sandra is the giant
pike-perch of Europe, 3 or 4 feet long, of voracious habits
and valuable as a food-fish.

Lucius (lu'si-us), TO. [NL., < LL. lucius, a fish,

supposed to be the pike; cf. Gr. \i}im(, a kind
of fish, lit. 'wolf, = L. Iwpus, wolf: see Lupus.
Hence ult. (< LL. lucius) E. luce^.] A genus
of fishes, the pikes : same as Esox.

lucfcl (Ink), TO. [< ME. luk, lukke (not found in
AS.) = OFries. luk= D. luk, geluk='M.'LG. lueke,

LG. luk (= Icel. lukka = Sw. lycka = Dan. lylcke,

< G.) = OHG. *giluccU (not recorded), MHG.
geliieke, glucke, G. gluok, good fortune, luck,

happiness; prob. orlg. onlyHG., theLG. forms
being prob., like the Scand., from the HG.
Connection with D. lokken = OHG. locehon,

MHG. G. loeken = Icel. lokka = Sw. locka =
Dan. lokke, allure, entice, seems improbable,
on account of the difference of meaning.] 1

.

Fortune ; hap ; that which happens to a person
by chance, conceived as having a real tendency
to be favorable or unfavorable, or as if there

were an inward connection between a succes-

sion of fortuitous occurrences having the same
character as favorable or unfavorable. Thus,
gamesters say that one ought to continue to play while

the luck is in one's favor and leave off when the luck turns

against one.
To tell of good or evil luck,

Of plagues, of dearths, or seasons' quality.

Shak., Sonnets, xiv.

Here's a Trout has taken my fly : I had rather have lost

a crown. What luck 's this I he was a lovely flsh, and
turned up a side like a salmon.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 261.

Gay luck to our hunters !— how nobly they ride

!

WhittCer, Hunters of Men.

lucky

2. Good fortune; favorable hap; a supposed
something, pertaining to a person, at least for
a time, giving to fortuitous events a favorable
character ; also, in a weakened sense, a fortui-
tous combination of favorable occurrences.
His lests best become him because they come from him

rudely and vnaflected : and hee has the lucke commonly
to haue them fsmous.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmograpliie, A Blunt Man.
They [young men who gamble] think they are " try-

ing their Ivxik," as the phrase is ; but it they could be con-
•vinced that it is not their luck which they are trying, but
only a fraction of it, their opponent having the rest in his
pocket, they would show themselves . . . averse to risks
in which it is more than an even chance against them.

De Morgan, Probabilities, i.

lAKk may, and often does, have some share in epheme-
ral successes, as in a gambler's winnings spent as soon as
got^ but not in any lasting triumph over time.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 117.

3. An object with whichgoodfortune isthought
to be connected; especially, a vessel for holding
liquid, as a drinking-cup. There are several such ves-
sels surviving in England, as the Luck of Edenhall, pre-
served in a manor-house in the county of Cumberland.

The drinking-glasB of crystal tall

;

They call it the Luck of Edenhall.
Longfellow, The Luck of Edenhall.

Fisherman's luck. Seeflsherman.— Greasyluck. See
greasy, 9.—To be down on cue's luck, to be in bad luck.
[CoUoq.]

'

They say that when Mrs. C. was particularly down on
her Iwik, she gave concerts and lessons in music here and
there. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixiv.

=Syn. S

lucfel (luk), V. [< ME. lukken (= MLG. lueken);
from the noun.] I. intrans. To be lucky. Sal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]

II, trans. To make lucky. SalUweU. [Prov.
Eng.]
lucp (luk), TO. [A var. of Zocfc2.] A lock of wool
twisted on the finger of a spinner.

She straight slipp'd off the Wall and Band,
And laid aside her Lucke and Twitches.

Blomnfleld, Richard and Eate, 1. 80.

Miss Gisbome's fiannel is promised the last of the week— there is a bunch of liicks down cellar ; bring them up.
S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

Luckenbooth brooch. A brooch of a fashion
formerly sold in the Luekenbooths in Edin-
burgh, usually heart-shapedand of silver, some-
times of more elaborate pattern, as of two
hearts conjoined, and often bearing inscrip-
tions. These brooches were used as gifts of
love and betrothal.

luckie, TO. See lucky^.

luckily (lut'i-li), adv. In a lucky manner ; for-
tunately; by good fortune; with a favorable
issue : as, luckily we escaped injury.

luckiness (luk'i-nes), TO. The state or quality
of being lucky or fortunate

;
goodfortune; fa-

vorable issue or event.

luckite (luk'it), TO. ^Luck(y Boy) (see def.) +
-ite2.] A. variety of the mineral melanterite, or
hydrous ferrous sulphate, containing a small
amount of manganese. It is found at the
" Lucky Boy" silver-mine in Utah.

luckless (luk'les), a. [< luck^ + -less.'] 1.
Having no luck ; suffering mischance ; un-
lucky; unsuccessful: as, a, luckless gsuaester.

Ah, luckless -poetl stretch thy lungs and roar.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 324.

2. Unattended by luck ; bringing or marked by
ill luck or misfortune; unfortunate; unfavor-
able : as, a luckless adventure.

The night-crow cried, aboding luckless time.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 6. 46.

=Syn. Unlucky, ill-starred, ill-fated. ^

lucklessly (Itik'les-li), adv. In a luckless man-
ner; unfortunately; unsuccessfully.
lucklessness (luk'les-nes), n. The state of be-
ing luckless or unfortunate. Imp. Diet.

luck-penny (luk'pen"i), to. 1. A small sum
given back "for luck" to the purchaser or'
payer by the person who receives money in a
bargain or other transaction. [Scotch and
Irish.]— 2. A copper tossed overboard "for
luck."
luc^i (luk'i), a. and to. [< luck'^ + -y^."] I, a.

1. Favored by luck; fortunate; meeting with
good success : as, a IvAihy adventurer.

This is fairy gold, boy. . . . We are lucky.
Shak., W. T., iii. 3. 129.

2. Producing good by chance or unexpectedly

;

favorable; auspicious: as, a lucky adventure;
a lu^ky time ; a lueh/ cast

So may some gentle Muse
With lucky words favour my destined urn;
And, as he passes, turn.
And bid fair peace be to my sable shroud.

Milton, Lycidas, L 20.



lucky

Well met, gentlemen ; this is lucky that we meet so just
together at this very door.

I. Waiton, Complete Angler, p. 173.

Mr. Chivery, who was a man of few words, had, on sun-
dry Sunday mornings given his boy what he termed " a
iiicky touch" on the shoulder, signifying that he consider-
ed such commendation of him to Good Fortune, prepara-
tory to his that day declaring his passion and becoming
triumphant. Dickens, Little Dorrit, xviii.

3. Bulky; full; Buperaljundant : as, Zwciij/ mea-
sure. [Scotch.]—4. Handy. [Colloq.]

Bellm. Perhapslmayhave occasion touse you; you used
to be a litcky rogue upon a pinch.

Mart. Ay, master, and I have not forgot it yet.

Mrs. Cendivre, Love's Contrivance, i.

IiUCky mone^, coins worn or carried by way of a charm

—

sometimes ancient or foreign money. —Syn. 1 and 2. For-
tunate, etc. See happy.

II. n. See the phiase To cut one's lucky,
make one's lucky, to get away; escape. [Low.]

Charley and I made our lucky up the wash'us chimney.

.

JHckena, Oliver Twist.

luckyi (luk'i), adv. [< lucky, a.] More than
enough ; too : as, luchy severe ; luchy long.
[Scotch.]

Iucky2, luckie (luk'i), n. [Proh. a particu-
lar use of lucky\ in a sense like that of goody.

2

An elderly woman; a grandam; goody: pre-
fixed to a person's name : as, Luchy M'Laren.
[Scotch.]

lucky-bag (luk'i-hag), n. A receptacle on a
man-of-war for all clothes and other articles of
private property carelessly left by their owners.

Have the master-at-arms with you in this inspection, to
gather up all articles of private property and put them in
the lucky bag. huce, Seamanship, p. 310.

lucky-dad, lucky-daddie (luk'i-dad, -dad'i),

n. A grandfather. [Scotch.]

lucky-oands (luk'i-handz), n. A widely dis-

tributed fern, Aspidium Mlix^mas: so named
from the resemblance of the young unexpanded
frond to a hand. The fronds, as well as the roots, were
used by ignorant and superstitions people as preservatives
against witchcraft and enchantment.

lucky-minnie (luk'i-min"i), n. A grandmother.
[Scotch.]

lufiky-proach (luk'i-proch), n. A fish, the fa-
ther-lasher. [ScotcK]

lucky-stone (luk'i-ston), n. An ear-stone or
otolith of a fish, superstitiously regarded as
bringing luck to the owner or wearer.

lucrative (lu'kra-tiv), a. [< F. lucraUf= Sp.
Pg. It. lucrativo, < L. lucratwus, profitable, <

lucrari, pp. luoratus, gain: see lucre, i}.'] 1.

Yielding lucre or gain; gainful; highly profit-

able : as, a lucrative transaction ; a lucrative

business or of&ce.—2t. Greedy of gaiu; self-

seeking.

Let not thy prayer be lucrative, nor vindictive, pray not
for temporal superfluities. Donne, Sermons, xL

Xucrative office, an office to which compensation is at-

tached, or perquisites.—Lucrative succeaslon, in Scott
law, a passive title whereby an heir apparent who accepts
a gratuitons grant from his ancestor of any part of the es-

tate to which he is to succeed as heir may be subjected
to the payment of all the debts of the ancestor contracted
prior to the grant. =Syn. 1. Paying, remunerative.

lucratively (lu'kra-tiv-li), adv. In a lucrative
manner

;
profitably.

lucre (lu'k6r), n. [Early mod. E. also Inker;

< ME. *lukre (erroneously lurhe, luk, Prompt.
Parv.), < OP. (and P.) lucre = Sp. Pg. It. luero,

< L. lucrum, gain, with formative -crum, from
a / lu, which appears also in Ir. luach, price,
wages, Gr. Ma, h/i?/, booty (see Lestes), OBulg.
lovu,'bo<ity(RusB.lovitS, take as booty); AS. Uan
= OS. OPries. Ion= D. loon = MLG.,^= OHG.
MHG. Ion, G. loJin= Icel. laun= Sw. Dan. Ion=
Goth, laun, reward.] Gain in money or goods

;

profit : often, in a restricted sense, base or un-
worthy gain; money or wealth as the object of
sordid greed; hence, greed.

Not greedy of filthy lucre. 1 Tim. ilL 3.

Love to my chUd, and lucre of the portion.
Provoked me. B. Jongan, Magnetick Lady, v. 6.

Until I gave one of them a small knife to cut betel nuts,
he would not go with us ; but for the lucre of that he con-
ducted us to a town.

Roh. Knox (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 424).

lucret, V. t. [Early mod. E. also luker; < OP.
lucrer, < L. lucrari, gain, < lucrum, gain: see
lucre, «.] To gain. Levins, Manip. Vocab.,
col. 182, 1. 35.

Lucretian (lu-kre'shian), a. [< Lucretius (see
def.) + -an.'] Of or pertaining to any member
of the ancient Eoman gens of the Lueretii ; es-
pecially, relating to or characteristic of the Ko-
man poet and philosopher Titus LucretiusCams
(about 98-55 B. c), eminent as a poet, and as
the most important exponent of the Epicurean
philosophy.
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lucriferoust (lu-krif'e-rus), a. [< L. Ucrwn,
gain, + ferre = E. oearl.] (Jainful; profit-

able.

The grand thing that is like to keep this experiment
from being as generally useful as perhaps it will prove
lucrifermit is the deamess of sal armoniack.

Boyle, Works, HI. 148.

lucriferousnesst (lu-krif'e-rus-nes), n. Profita-

bleness. Boyle, Works, II. 30.

lucrifict (lu-krif'ik), a. [< L. lucrifieus, gain-
ful, < lucrum, gain,+ facere, make.] Producing
profit; gainful. Ash.

lucrioust, a. Ail obsolete variant of lucrous.

lucrous (lu'knis), a. [Early mod. E. also erro-

neously lucrious; = Sp. Pg. It. lueroso, < L. lu-

crosus, gainful, < lucrum, gain: see lucre.] Of
or pertaining to lucre or gain. [Kare.]

Free from the muck-worm miser's lucrous rage,

In calm contentnient's cottag'd vale of life.

Cooper, Tomb of Shakespeare.

luctation (luk-ta'shon), n. [< L. luctatio^n-), a
wrestling, < luetari, pp. Iv^tatus, wrestle, strive.

Cf. eluctate, reluct, reluctant.] Effort to over-
come in a contest; struggle ; contest. [Bare.]

luctiferoust (luk-tif'e-rus), a. [< L. luctifer, <

luctusj sorrow, + ferre= E. iear^.] Causing or

bringing sorrow or mourning. Bailey, 1731.

luctualf (luk'tu-al), a. [< L. lucttis, sorrow, <

lugere, pp. tetej mourn.] Relating to or pro-
ducing grief.

luctuoust (luk'tu-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. luctuose,

< L. lu^tuosus, sorrowful, Cluctus, sorrow: see

luctvM.] Sorrowful; full of sorrow. Bailey,

1731.

lucubrate (lu'ku-brat), v.; pret. and pp. Zmcm-

brated, ppr. luouhration. [< L. Itieubratus, pp. of

lucubrare (yit.lueubrare^Pg. Sp. lucubrar= P.
lucubrer),work bycandle-light, C(LL. ) lucubrum
(ML. lucubrum, a faint light), < L. lux (lite-),

light: see lucent. Cf. elucubrate.] I. introMS.

To study earnestly or laboriously, as by candle-
light ; think closely or seriously; meditate.

I like to speak and lucubrate my filL

Byrtm, Beppo, St. 47.

n. trans. To elaborate, as by laborious night
study.

lucubration (lH-ku-bra'shgn), n. [=F. lucubra-
tion = Sp. lueubracion= Pg. VueubragUo = It. T/u-

cubrazione, < L. lucubratio(n-), working by can-
dle-light, < lucubrare, pp. lucubratus, work by
candle-light: see lucubrate, v.] 1. The act of
lucubrating; close study or thought; careful
consideration; meditation.— 3. A product of
thought or study; a written composition; an
essay or treatise.

Your monthly huvbralions are widely diffused over all

the dominions of Great Britain.
Goldsmith, Essay, National Concord.

The most trifling ^u^uArotum was denominated 'a work.'
Irving.

lucubrator (lu'ku-bra-tgr), n. [< lucubrate -(-

-or.] One who lucubrates.

lucubratory (lu'ku-bra-to-ri), a. [< L. luciibra-

torius, woridng by cancUe-light, < lucubrare,

pp. hwubratus, work by candle-light : see Iticu-

brate, Ught^.] Composed by candle-light; per-
taining to nocturnal study or serious thought.
Yon mnst have a dish of coffee and a solitary candle at

your side, to write an epistle lucubratory to your friend.
Pope, to Mr. Cromwell, Dec. 21, 1711.

hteubrum (la'ku-brum), n. [ML.: see lucu-
brate.] Same as cresset, 1.

lucule (lu'kul), n. [= P. lucule, < NL. as if *lu-

cula, dim. of L. lux Que-), light: see lu,culent,

lighfi-.] In astron., a luminous spot on the sun.
luculent (In'ku-lent), a. [ME. luculent = It.

hiculento, < L. liiculentus, full of light, bright,
splendid, < lux Que-), Ught: see lucent, Ught^.]
1. Bright; luminous; transparent.

Trie oute the grape unhurt, neither to ripe,
Neither to soure, as genuues luculent.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 186.

It emitted a luculent flame as bright and large as a small
wax candle. Evelyn, Diary, May 6, 1645.

2. Clear; evident; unmistakable.
The most luculent testimonies that the Christian reli-

gion hath. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 40.

luculently (la'ku-lent-li), adv. In a luculent
manner; lucidly; clearly; luminously.
Nowhere has the transition . . . been so luculently

shown as here.
Max Mailer, Science of Lang., N. S., p. 642.

Luculia (lu-ku'li-a), n. [NL. (Robert Sweet,
1826), from the S'epalese name, Luculi swa,
of one of the species, L. gratissima.] A genus
of plants of the natural order Eubiacea and of
the tribe Oinchonece, distinguished by the im-
bricated lobes of the corolla, on the throat or

ludicrous

tube ofwhich the included stamens are inserted.

There are two species, one found in the Himalaya and the

other in the Khasia mountains. The best-known species Is

L. gratismma, a small tree with opposite ovate-lanceolate

leaves, and very fragrant cymes of showy pink flowers. It

is a highly ornamental hothouse-plant.

Lucuma (lu-kii'ma), n. [NL. (Jussieu, 1789),

from the I"eruv. name.] A genus of dicotyle-

donous gamopetalous plants ofthe natural order

Sapotacew, the soapberry family, it is character-

ized by four- or flve-parted flowers, coriaceous exstipulate

leaves, the staminodia or abortive stamens alternate with
the fertile ones (although sometlmeB lew or wanttag), and
seedswithoutalbumen. ItembraceBabont60spec!e8,chief-
ly South American, Hut extendingfrom Chili to Mexico and
the West Indies ; a very tew, however, occur In Australia
and New Caledonia. l4ey are trees or shrubs with milky
juice and clusters of small or middle-sized flowers in the
axils of the leaves or on the older joints. L. mammom
and L. muLtifiora of the West Indies are called bully-trees,

the former of wliich is the mammee-sapota or marmalade-
tree. The fruit contains a pleasant-flavored pulp, resem-
bling quince marmalade in appearance and taste. L. Cai-
mUo of Fern has a smaller fmit, which is said to be supe-
rior in flavor to the last-named. L. obovata, also of Peru,
is cultivated in Chili under the name of miuma de Co-
guiwbo. In a recent revision of the Sapotacew by Badl-
kofer this genus has been reduced to two Chilian species,
the West Indian plants being referred to Vitellaria, but
they are best known by the name lAicuma.

Lucumo (lu'ku-mo), n. [L. , also lueomo, lucmo,
an inspired person, an Etruscan prince or
priest; a word of Etruscan origin.] Among
the ancient Etruscans, the head of a patrician
or noble family uniting in himself the charac-
ters of priest and prince; in general, one of
the Etruscan nobility. To this class the kings
also seem to have belonged.

And plainly and more plainly
Now might the burghers know.
By port and vest, by horse and crest.

Each warlike Ltieumo.
MaeanUay, Horatins, st 23.

lucns a non lucendo (lu'kns a non lu-sen'do).
[L.: hieus, a wood or grove, esp. one sacred to a
deity; a, from; non, not; luce-.tdo, abl. gemnd
of husere, shine (see led^, o-io, non, lucent); that
is, a ^ove is called lucus (which is in form like

lucua (J/uour-), a light, hccere, be light^ shine, lu-

eidus, light) because it is not light : in allusion
to the attempt of an ancient grammarian men-
tioned by QuintiUan to derive lucus, a grove,
from lucere, shine. The two words are in fact
connected, hicus (like grove) being orig. an open
light space in a wood.] An absurd etymology
or derivation; hence, anything inconsequent
or illogical. Sometimes shortened to lucus a
non.

lud^t, a. A Middle English form of loud.

lud^t, n. A Middle English form of lede%
Lud3(lud), «. Amincedformof lord, in petty
oaths ; also vulgarly in address: as, my lud.

Zfuf.' Sir Peter,Ihope yonhaven'tbeen quarrellingwith
Maria? Sheridan, School for Scandal, UL 1.

ludbyf, n. Same as loteby.

Ludoism (lud'izm), n. [< Ludd{ite) + 4sm.]
The practices or opinions of the Luddites.
Luddlte (lud'it), n. and a. I. n. A member
of a conspiracy of workmen in England (1811-
1816)banded together for the destruction of im-
proved machines, under the delusion that these
diminished employment: said to have called
themselves Luddites from an imbecile named
Ned Lud, who broke two stocMng-frames from
anger. The disturbances oreated by them were
called Luddite riots, and required stem mea-
sures for their repression.

Who makes the quartern loaf and Luddites rise ?

J. and H. Smith, Bejected Addresses, No. 1.

H. a. Of or pertaining to the Luddites: as,

Luddite riots.

Inddockf, n. [ME. htddock, luddok.] Loin. Li-
ber Cure Coeorum, p. 43.

ludentj n. Same as leden.

ludibnoust (la-dib'ri-ns), a. [= Pg. hidibriogo,

< LL. ludiirihsus, scornful, < L. luMbrium, a
mockery, < ludere, play, sport: see ludicrous.]
Eidiculons; sportive; wanton. [Bare.]

Needlesse it shall be to refute this phansie,which falleth
to the ground of itselfe as a ludibrimus follie of the man,

Tooker, Fabric of the Chnrch (1604X p. 119.

ludibundnesst (lu'di-bund-nes), n. [< *ludU
bund (not recorded) (< L. ludibundus, sportive,
< ludere, play) + -ness.] Sportiveness; play-
fulness.

That ludibundness of natnre in her gamaiena, and such
like siwrtful and ludicrous productions.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Iniquity, I. iv. J 14.

ludicrous (lu'di-kms), a. [= OP. ludicre = Pg.
It. ludicro, < L. ludicrus, sportive, < Indus, play,
< ludere, play, sport. Cf. allude, collude, delude,
elude, illude, prelude.] Serving for or exciting



ludicrous

sport; laughable from singularity or grotesque-
ness; adapted to cause sportive laughter or
ridicule; absurd.
He has, therefore, in his whole volume, nothing bur-

lesque, and seldom anything ludicrous or familiar.
t/oAnaon,Waller.

The Duke [of Newcastle] was in a state of ludieraus dis-
tress. He ran about chattering and crying, asking advice
and listening to none. Maeaulay, William Pitt

=Syil. Funny, Comical, Droll, Ludicrous, Ridiculous,
Laughable. Either the direct action of laughter or a cor-
responding sentiment is included in the siguiflcation of all
these terms, (firabb, Synonymes, p. 678.) In this respect
iau^hable iflthegenericword.but it is also one of the strong-
est. Funnyistheweakestofthe list, rangingfrom themean-
ing of ' amusing ' or ' odd ' down to its colloquial use in the
sense of ' strange.' Comical still retains a faint suggestion
of its origin in connection with the drama, being primari-
ly used in connection with something done or seen, and
hence something viewed by the mind: a comical pre-
dicament is just such as would be fit for exhibition in a
«omedy. Droll especially implies the odd or unfamiliar:
as, a droU story, idea, fellow. Ludicrous is an advance in
strength u^on comical, as comical is an advance upon
funny. Ridiculous is the only word in the list that throws
contempt or even discredit upon the person concerned : It

is allowable to tell a ludicrous story about one's friend,
but not a story that makes him appear ridiculous. A
thing may be ludicrous, etc., on account of its unreason-
ableness or violation of common sense ; If it Is ridiculous,
it is certainly on that account. That is laughajble which
simply provokes a hearty laugh.

ludicrously (lu'di-krus-li), adv. In a ludicrous
manner; sportively; grotesquely.

You wrong me In thinking I quoted a text from my saint
Vudicrouiiy. Walpole, To lady Hervey, Nov. 21, 1765.

ludicrousness (lu'di-krus-nes), n. The state or
character of being ludicrous.

ludificationt (lU'di-fi-ka'shon), n. [= It. luMfi-
casione, < L. lucl,ificaMo{n-), derision, < Imdifloare,

pp. ludificatus, make sport of, < ludus, play (<
Imdere, play), 4- facere, make.] The act of mak-
ing sport of anything; ridicule; mockery.
The Lords . . . swear by the holy Altar to be revenged

for this Ludific<iU<m and injurious Dealing.
Raker, Chronicles, p. 72.

Some [Puritans] are of a linsey-woolsey disposition, . . .

all like EthiaplauSr white in the teeth only; full of ludifl-

cation, and Injurious dealing, and cruelty.

Josselyn (Tyler's Hist. Amer. Lit., 1. 181).

ludiflcatoryt (lu-dif'i-ka-to-ri), a. [< LL. ludi-

ficatorius, moofeihg, < IJ. tudificator, a mocker,
\ ludificare, pp. ludificatus, make sport of: see

imdAfication.'] Making sport; tending to excite
derision.

In the sacraments of the Church there is nothing empty
or vain, nothing ludijwatary, but all thoroughly true.

Barrow, Works, III. zxxix.

ludlamite (lud'lam-it), n. [.After Mr. Ludlam,
anEnglish mineralogist.] Ahydrousphosphate
of iron, occurring in bright-green monoolinic
crystals. It is found near Truro in Cornwall,
and is asspciated with vivianite in cavities in

pyrite.

Lildlow group. In geol., in England, a series

of rocks, consisting chiefly of shales, with oc-

casionally an intercalated belt of limestone,

belonging to the Upper Silurian andlying above
the Wenlock group, into which it graduates
downward, and with whose faima it has a large

number of species in common. The group is typi-

cally developed between Lndlowin Shropshire and Ayme-
Btrey in Hereford, and the name was given by Murchison
because the town of Ludlow stands on beds of this age.

Ludlow's code. See code.

Ludolphian, Ludolfian (lu-dol'fi-an), a. [<

Ludolph (see def.) + -ian.'] Pertaining to the

mathematician Ludolf van Ceulen (died 1610),

who calculated the ratio of the circumference
of a circle to the diameter to many places of

decimals, and caused the value to be engraved
upon his tombstone.
ludus Helmontii (lu'dus hel-mon'ti-i). [NL.,

'Helmont's amusement,' so called from Jan
Baptista van ReVmont, a Belgian chemist and
physician of the 17th century (died 1644), who
believed in the efficacy of such stones (and who
gave gas the name it bears : see gas) ; L. ludus,

play, sport, amusement.] 1. A calcareous

stone, the precise nature of which is not known,
used by the ancients as a remedy in calculous

affections.— 2. A calculous concretion occur-

ring in an animal body.— Sf. A variety of sep-

taria in which the sparry veins are frequent and

anastomosing.
Ludwigia (lud-wij'i-S,), n. [NL. (LinnEeus),

named after C. G. Ludwig, professor of botany

at Leipsic, and contemporary with Linnseus.]

A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants

of the natural order Onagrariece; the false or

bastard loosestrife. It is characterized by having

from three to six petals, entire or two-lobed, sometimes

wanting ; from three to six stamens ; and a three- to six-

celled ovary, which becomes, in fruit, a septicidal cap-
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sule. They are herbs with opposite or alternate leaves,
usually lanceolate in shape, and with the flowers almost
always solitary in the axils of the leaves, sometimes in
terminal heads. About 20 species are known, natives of
Europe, Asia, Africa, and North America. L. altemifolia
of the eastern United States, on account of its cubical pod,
is called seedbox, and it is also called bowman's-root. L.
palustris, the water-purslane, is a common weed in ditches
and shallow ponds both in Europe and in North America.
ludwigite (lud' wig-it), n. [Named after E.
Ludwig, a chemist of Vienna.] A borate of iron
and magnesium, occurring in dark-green to
black masses with a fine fibrous structure.
lue (lu), V. t.; pret. and pp. lued, ppr. luing.
[Origin obscure.] To sift: a miners' term.
[Prov. Eng.]
I had new models made of the sieves tor lueing, the box

and trough, the huddle, wreck, and tool.

Uiss Edgeworth, Lame Jervas, ii. (flames.)

Lueroth's theorem. See theorem.
lues (lu'ez), n. [L., a plague, pestilence.] A
plague or pestilence : used with adjectives to
designate various specific or contagious affec-

tions.—Lues venerea, venereal disease ; syphilis.

luetic (lu-et'ik), a. [Irreg. < L. lues, plague, +
-eUo as "in pyretic, etc.] Diseased; plague-
stricken; specifically, affected with syphilis;
syphilitic.

luft, n. An obsolete form of love'^.

lufe^t, v. and ». An obsolete form of love^.

lufe^, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of loof^.

lufe^t, n. An obsolete form of loof^, luff^.

luferf, n. An obsolete form of lover^.

luffi (luf), n. 1. A variant of loof^.—2. The
wooden case in which the light is carried in the
sport of lowbeUihg. Halli/well.

Iuff2 (luf) n. [A later form of Zoo/2, q. v.]

Naut. : (a) The fullest and broadest part of a
vessel's bow ; the loof

.

Schlpe-mene scharply schotene thaire portez,

Launchez lede [cast the lead] apone Ivfe, lacchene ther
depez,

Lukkes to the lade-steme whene the lyghte faillez.

MorteArlhure('&. E. T. S.), 1. 750.

(6) The weather-gage, or part of a ship toward
the wind, (c) The sailing of a ship close to the
wind, {d) The weather part of a fore-and-aft
sail, or the side next the mast or stay to which
it is attached, (e) A luff-tackle.—Luffupon luff,

one luff-tackle applied to the fall of another to afford an
increase of purchase.—To keep the luff. See keep.—to
spring her luff, to answer the nelm by sailing nearer the
wind: said of a ship.

Iuff2 (luf), V. [A later form of Uof^, formerly
also louf{= Dan. luffe), < D. loeven, loof, luff;

from the noun: see Imfi, loof^, n. Of. laveer,

from the same source.] I. trans. Naut., to

bring the head of (a vessel) nearer to the wind.

She once being loofd,
The noble ruin of her magic, Antony,
Claps on his sea-wing.

Skak., A. and C, ill. 10. 18.

II. intrans. To steer or come nearer to the

wind.
For hauing mountaines of fleeting yce on euery side, we

went roomer for one, and loofed for another ; some scraped
vs, and some happily escaped vs.

Bakluyt's Voyages, III. 65.

The other tacked after him, and came close up to his

nether quarter, gave his broad side, and so loufed up to

windward. Ca^. John Smith, True Travels, I. 62.

Luff round, or luff alee, the extreme of this movement,
intended to throw the ship's bead into the wind.

luff3 (luf), n. [Abbr. ot,*luftenant for leftenant,

now spelled Ke«tereami.] Lieutenant: as, he is

first luff. [Naval slang.]

Luffa (luf'a), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1706), < Ar.

lufa, the iiame of one of the species.] A
genus of dieotyledonous polypetalous plants

of the natural order CueurUtaoece, the gourd

family, and. of the tribe Cucumerinem, charac-

terized by the staminate flowers growing in

racemes, the petioles without glands, and the

large fruits dry, fibrous, and opening by a lid

at the apex. They are climbing herbs, with monoe-

cious flowers,which are large and white, and five- or seven-

lobed leaves. Seven species are known, natives of the trop-

ics. Thefruit is dry and oblong or cylindrical in shape, the

numerous seeds being located in a network of coarse and

strong fibers, which in some species are capable of being

detached entire, cleansed of all other matters, and used

like a coarse, tough fabric. L. JSmiptiaca is the washing-

or towel-gourd, so called because its dried fruit is cut up
and used as a flesh-brush. The fibrous interior of these

gourds is known in commerce under the various names

Img, loof, loqfa, lief, and lif. See strainer-vine.

luffer-board (luf'er-bord), n. A corruption of

louver-board. See louver-window.

luffer-boarding (luf'6r-b6r'''ding), n. See board-

luff-'hook (luf'huk), n. Naut., one of the hooks

of a luff-tackle.

luff-tackle (luf'takn), n. Naut., a purchase

composed of a double and a single block, the

lug

standing end of the rope being fastened to the
single block, and the fall coming from the dou-
ble : variously used as occasion may require.

lufsomf, a. An obsolete variant of lovesome.

luftt, a. A Middle English form of left^.

lug^ (lug)) v.; pret. and pp. lugged, ppr. lugging.

[KME.luggen ([not inAS. , the alleged AS. *gelug-
gianbeing an invention of 8omner's),< Sw. lugga
= Norw. lappa, pull (by the hair), a secondary
form (depending on Sw. lugg, the forelock, =
Norw. lugg, the nair of the head: see lug^) of
*luka, pull, pull up,=Dan. luge, pull up (weeds),
= AS. fea»(not *lyccan,iLS cited by Skeat), pull
up (weeds), > B. dial, louk, loiolc, look, pull up
(weeds) : see louTfl, lowTc^, loolfi. Cf . lug'^.1 1.

trans, 1. To pull with force or effort, as some-
thing that is heavy or resists; haul; drag.
[Now chiefly coUoq.]

' With myche wepyng & wo, wegbis of his aune
Luggit hym out to the laund, lette hym for ded

;

And fore agayne to the fyght thaire feris to help.
Destruction of Troy <E. E. T. S.), 1. 6663.

Why, this
Will lug your priests and servants from your sides.

Slmk.,T. of A., Iv. 8. 31.

To tread on his corns, or lug him thrice by both ears, or
pinch his arm black and blue.

Sunft, Gulliver's Travels, Laputa, vi.

2. To carry, as something heavy or burden-
some; bear laboriously;

He lugged her along like a pedlar's pack.
Farmer's Old Wife (Child's Ballads, VIH. 268).

To lug the ponderous volume oS In state.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. lis.

Ragged urchins were lugging home sticks of cordwood.
G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 16;

Especially— Sf. To drag or pull about bythe
ears or head, as a bear or a bull, to excite it to
action ; bait ; worry.

Like a common Garden-bull,
I do but take breath to be lugg'd again.

Middleton, Changeling, it 1.

4t. To geld.

S' blood, I am as melancholy as a gib-cat or a lugged
bear. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 2. 83.

His ears hang laving like a new lugg'd swine.
Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. i. 72.

To lug In, to introduce by main force, or without appo-
siteness. [CoUoq.]

He could not tell that story (of Crompton's), which I

begged him to do, and which would not have been lugged
in neck and shoulders, because everybody was telling just

such stories. QremUe, Memoks, Feb. 27, 1830.

To lug outt, to draw (a sword). [Colloq.]

Their cause they to an easier Issue pu^
They will be heard, or they lug out and cut

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xvL 76.

II. intrans. 1, To pull with effort: followed
hj at.

This huge and monstrous galliasse, wherein were con-
tained three hundred slaues to lug at the oares.

Hakluyt's Vogages, L 601.

He would let Caroline lug at his hair till his dim wan-
dering grey eyes winked and watered again with pain.

W. Collim, Family Secret, p. 223.

2. To move heavily, or with resistance ; drag.

My flagging soul flies under her own pitch.

Like fowl in air too damp, and lugs along.

As if she were a body in a body.
Dryden, Don Sebastian, iv. 1.

When rollers are tacky or stick together they are said to
lug. C. T. Jacobi, Printers' Tocab.

lugi (lug), n. [< lug^, v."] 1. Anything that
moves slowly or with difficulty ; sometlung of
a heavy, lumpish, or sluggish nature. Specifi-

cally— (a) A slug ; a sluggard. (&) Aworm used for bait

;

a lugworm. (c) The bib (a fish). [Prov. Eng.] (dt) A
heavy or slow-acting bow.

The same reason I find true in two bows that I have,
whereof the one is quick of cast, . . .—the other is a
lug, slow of cast, following the string, more sure for to
last than pleasant tor to use.

Ascham,, Toxophilus (ed. Giles), p. 14.

2. Same as lug-sail.

They have not got to dip their sail as we have, every
time we tack ; . . . now you go to the helm, and I and the
boy will dip the lug. C. Reads, Love me Little, xviL

3. pi. Affected manners; "airs": as, to put
on lugs. [Slang.]— Axis of lug, that position of the
instantaneous axis of rotation of a body turning about a
fixedpointinwhich the directionofpressure coincideswith
that of the axis.

Iug2 (lug), n. [Partly < Sw. lugg, the forelock,

= Norw. lugg, the hair of the head; partly <

lug^, v., the orig. verb.] If. The lobe of the
ear.— 2. The ear. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

A fine round head when those two lugs are off.

To trundle through a pillory

!

B. Jonsan, Staple of News, v. 1.

I wad like ill to wait till Mr. Harrison and Mr. Gudyill
cam to pu' us out by the lug and the horn.

Scott, Old Mortality, vii



lug

3. A projecting part of some object resembling
more or less in form or position the human ear.

(o) A projecting piece or ear on a vessel or other object to

serve as a handle, or on a tile or the like to afford it a hold
when used in rooflng.

The first [tile] is moulded with a luff, which secures
itself in position by catching above the lath of the roof

;

the second shows a tile moulded with two lugs, by which
it engages the tiles of the courses above and below.

C. T. DavU, Bricks and Tiles, p. 380.

Projecting lugs, to which the copper bars are attached.
S. P. Thampton, Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 143.

(S) In TnocA., a projecting piece; specifically, a short flange
by or to which something is fastened.

The ring is fastened to the plug, and held to the breech
by the Ivgs and boss.
Michadis, tr. of Monthaye's Erupp and De Bange, p. 36.

(c) A projecting piece upon a founders' flask or mold, (d)

In single harness, one of the two loops of leather depen-
dent from the saddle, one on £ach side, through which the
shaftfi are passed for support, (e) The arm of a bee-fram e.

4. A jamb or side wall of a recess, as a fireplaree.

And for him who sat by the chimney lug.
Dozing and grumbling o'er pipe and mug.

WtaOier, Maud Muller.

5. A grade of tobacco.
In this condition the leaves [of tobacco] are strippedfrom

the stems, sorted into qualities, such as lugs, or lower
leaves,"firsts,"and"8econds.'' Eneyc. Brit., XXTTT. 424.

To blaw In one's \xis. ^^ viaw.

lllg^ (lug), V. t. [\lug^, M.] To form with a lug
or projection: as, to lug a door-sill (that is, to
hollow out or chamfer off the upper and outer
angle of the stone to within a short distance of

each end, the parts not cut away forming the
lugs).

lugS (lug), n. [Perhaps < hig^, v., puU (pluck)

;

but ef. Zo^i.] 1. A rod or pole.— 2. A pliable

rod or twig such as is usedin thatching.—Sf. A
measure of length, properly 15 feet 1 inch, but
sometimes 16J, 18, or 20 feet (a lug of coppice^
wood in Herefordshire was 49 square yards);
a pole or perch. [Prov. Eng. in all senses.]

And eke that ample Pitt, yet far renownd
For the large leaps which Debon did compell
Coulin to make, being eight lugs of grownd.
Into the which retouming backe he felL

^pemer,V.(i.,VL7i.VL

lug-a-leaf (lug'a-lef),n. The brill. WiWugJiby.
[Cornwall, Eng"]

lugbait (lug'bat), n. Same as Vugworm.
lug-bolt (lug' bolt), n. A cylindrical bolt to

\rtiich is welded a flat iron bar. The head is usu-
ally a hook which is received by a lug, or it passes through
the lug and is held by a nut. Sometimes the fiat bar has
holes by which it is fastened to a timber by separate bolts

or screws. Also called etrap-bdt,

Ingdoret, n. Same as loMore.
Inget, «• and V. AMiddle Englishform of ?0(Zg'e.

Ing-foresail (lug'for'sal or -si), w. In a schooner,
a foresail set without any boom.
luggage Gug'aj), n. [< lug^ + -age.'i 1. Any-
thing to be carried that is cumbersome and
heavy.

What do you mean.
To dote thus on such luggage ?

Shale, Tempest, iv. 1. 231.

Hy misfortune made me think before
My Ufe a tedious and painful trouble,

My very soul a luggage, and too heavy
For me to carry. SHrley, The Wedding, v. 2.

2. Baggage; especially, a traveler's baggage.
[In this special sense chiefly in Great Britain.]

The luggage is too great that followes your camp.
MUton, On Del of Uumb. Bemonst.

I am gathering up my luggage and preparing for my
journey. Swift.

I left my servant at the railway looking after the lug-
gage—very heavy train and vast quantity of it in the van.

IHckens, Hard Times, ii 1.

luggage-saddle (lug'aj -sad'l), n. A jjad on
which goods or personal effects are carried on
a led horse.

Inggage-van (Ing'aj-van), n. A railway-car for
luggage ; a baggage-car. [British.]

lnggatee (lug-a-te'),n. Theturbot. [Prov.Eng.]
lugged (lug'ed,

lugd), a. [< lug^
+ -ecP.'i Having
ears, or appen-
dages resem-
blmg ears.

The long fool's

coat, the huge slop,

the lugg'd boot.
Marston, Scourge of

tVIllamy, L m
O rare! to see thee

fim and freath
r th' lugget canp

!

Bums, Scotch Drink.

luggeri (lug'er),

«. [Avar, of to^-

ger (J) (D. logger)
m<lug\n.,lag- Logger.
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sail, + -eri (?). Hence P. lougre, Sp. Pg. lugre."]

A vessel carrying either two or three masts,

often with a running bowsprit and always with
lug-sails. On the bowsprit are set two or three

jibs, and the lug-sails hang obliquely to the
masts.

It appears that the Fair Eosamond had captured a lug-

ger with one hundred and sixty Africans, and shortly after

saw the Black Joke in chase of two other luggers.

Everett, Orations and Speeches, L 333.

Iugger2(lug'6r),«. [Ct.jugger.'i Same asjugger.

luggie (lug'i), n. [< lug^ + -4.6, -yk'} A little

dish ha'ving lugs or eare. [Scotch.]

In order, on the clean hearthstane.
The J«^pie» three are ranged. Bam^ Halloween.

luggnn (lug'un), n. Same as laggan.

Inggur falcon. Same as jiigger.

lug-mark (lug'mark), n. An ear-mark for iden-

tification, as on a sheep or a dog.

lug-perch (lug'perch), n. Alongmeasure: same
as mg'^j 3.

lug-sail (lug'sal), n. [< lugl + sail; or perhaps
< lug^ (with ref. to the upper comer or ' ear' of

z. Dipping Lug-sail ; 2, Standing Lug-sail ; 3. Split Li^-saiL

the saUt) + gaU.'i A quadrilateral sail bent
upon a yard that hangs obliquely to themast at

about one third of its length: a common rig for

boats of men-of-war. Also lug Lng-sail boat,
a boat rigged with a 1^-saiI ; a logger.

lugubriosity (In-gu-bri-os'i-ti), n. [As lugubri-

ous + -ity.'i Lugubriousness. Imp. Diet.

lugubrious (lu-gn'bri-us), a. [Formerly also

lugubrous; with suffix -ous (cf. P. Sp. Pg. It.

lugubre), < L. lugubris, mournful, mourning, <
lugere, mourn; ef. Gr. '/.vypdg, sad,, '/myoQ, de-
struction.] 1. Characterized by or expressing
mourning or sorrow; mournful; doleful; fune-
real: dejected: as, lugubrious-V!a,Ti^n^;a,lugubri-

ous look or voice.
Act no passionate, lugubrious, tragical part, whatever

secular provocation cross us on the ^age.
Ha/nvmond, Works, IT. 546.

2. Exciting mournful feelings; pitiful; dismal;
depressing: as, a lugubrious spectacle or event.

Iteppo dived deep down into the l-ugubrums and obscure
regions of Kascaldom. Carlyle.

=870. Sorrowful, melancholy, doleful.

lugubriously (lu-gu'bri-us-li), adv. In a lugu-
brious manner ; mournfully ; sadly.

lugubriousness (lu-gu'bri-us-nes), n. The state
orquality of being lugubrious; sorrowfulness;
sadness.

IngWOrm (lug'werm), n. [< lug^ + worm. Cf.

lobtvorm,^ AnanneUd of thefamily^rewicoZMte,
inhabitingthe sea-shore. Acommonspeciesis-^reni-
cola piscatorum, a large worm, 8 or 10 inches long, much
used for bait. It belongs to a different order from the earth-
worm proper, though its habits are similar. It crawls
through sandyandmuddy boH. eating its wAy as it goes, and
leaving in its wake coiled casts of the soil thus passed
throngh its body. The head is large, eyeless and jawlesg,
with a proboscis ; the gills are thirteen pairs of gaily col-
ored ti^fts, and the rings of the body are fomisbed with
bristles like those of other chsetopod worms. Also called
If^noorm and lugbait

luif (luf), n. A Scotch spelling of toofl.

luinig, n. [GraeL] A short plaintive song or
lament sung in western Scotland and the Heb-
rides.

lukei (Ink), a. [< ME. luke, leuke, lewke (= D.
leul- in leukwarm = E. lukevjarm), appar. an
unexplained var. or extension of lew, warm (see
lew^)

;
perhaps due to confusion with AS. wUbc,

tepid. The history and connections have not
been cleared up.] Slightly warm; lukewarm

;

tepid.

If it be coole in beete and luie in colde.
The better may tbowe with that water holde.

PaUadius, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. aX p. 3.

Let me have nine penn'orth o* brandy and water hike.
Dickent, Pickwick, zzzlii.

lulUngly

luke^, v. A Middle English or dialectal form of
look^.

lukenesst (luk'nes), n. Lukewarmness.
lukert, n. A former spelling of Iticre.

lukewarm (liik'warm), a. [< ME. *hikewarm
(= D. leukwarm = LG. lukwarm (equiv. to slvk-

warm); iluJce^ + warm. Ct. lewwarm.'] 1. Only
moderately warm; tepid; neither cold nor hot.

There is difference
Between lutewarm and boiling, madam.

B. Joftixon, Catiline, iL 1,

Their lukewarm dinner, served up between two pewter
plates from a cook's shop.

(Mdmath, Citizen of the World, xxxiL

2. Not ardent; not zealous; cool; indifferent:

as, lukewarm obedience.
Because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I

will spue thee out of my month. Bev. iiL 16.

lukewarmly (liik'wten-li), adv. In a lukewarm
degree or manner, (o) With moderate warmth. (J)
With indifference ; coolly.

lukewarmness (liik'w4rm-nes), n. The state

or character of being lukewarm, literally or fig-

uratively; tepidness; indifference.

Inkewarmtk (liik'w&rmth), n. [< luke^ +
warmth.'] Lukewammess. [Eare.]

Passionately offended at the falsehood and perfldions-

n^s of certain faithless men, and at the lukeummOh and
indifference of others. Addison, Ladies' Association.

lull (lul), V. L< ME. VuUen, lollen, lull, = MD.
lollen, hum, sing, D. lollen,sing badly, caterwaul,
lullen, chatter, prate, also deceive, cheat,= LG.
G. Mien, luU, = Icel. Sw. lulla= Dan. luue, lull,

sing to sleep (cf. loU); prob., like L. laUare,smg
to sleep, imitative, a redupl. of the syllable la or
feused in singing a child to sleep. Ct.loU,lulla-

by-l I. trans. 1. To quiet; compose; assuage;
caress; cause to rest or subside by gentle, sootii-

ingmeans: as, to Itdla, child or a feverishpatient;
to luU grief, pain, or suspicion.

In her barme the lltel chflde she leide
With ful sadde face, and gan the cbilde to blesse.

And luUed it, and after gan to kisee.

Chaucer, deik'a T^e, I 497.

Feet and fayre liondes
That non \)ea croised I custe hem ofte,

I lulled hem, I leid hem softe.

Legend of the HUy Bood, p. 133.

Antonio, your mistress wlU never wake while yon sing
so dolefully ; love, like a cradled infant, is lulled by a sad
melody. Sheridan, The Dnenna, L 1.

The Boman was not without excuses that could liiU his
moral feelings to repose. Lecky, Europ. Morale L 301.

2t. To deceive.
Whou sone this sori men [seweden] his soule,

And oneral loClede him with heretykes werkes

!

Piers Plmmum's Grede (K E. T. a), L SS2.

=Syn. 1. To calm, hush, tranquilize.

TL. intrans. To subside; cease; become calm:
as, the wind lulls.

lull (lul), n. [< luU, ».] 1. That which lulls;

a quieting or soothing influence. [Poetical.]

Yonder luU
Of falling waters tempted me to rest.

Young, The Bevenge, v. 2.

2. Temporary quiet and rest; suspension of
activity or tnrmoU, as in a storm or any kind
of excessive action.
With returning silence, with the luU of Uie chim^ . . .

she stm resumed the dream.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirl^, riiL

lulla, lully (lul'a, -i), interj. [ME. luUy, luUa,

luUay, etc.: see luU, lullaby.'] Acommon bur-
den in nursery songs.

lAiUy lulla thow liteU tine cbBd

;

By, hy, luUy, luUay, thow Itttell tyne child.

Cmentry Mysteriet (ed. HalliwellX P- *l*-

lullaby (lul'a-bi), m.^ ^\. lullabies (-biz). [<2ufl,

luHa, + -by, "a, meaningless addition. Ct rock-

aby."] 1 . A song sung to lull children to sleep i

a cradle-song.
Phiknnel, with melody
Sing in our sweet lullaby;

Lulla, lulla, luBaby.
Shak., M. K. D., iL 2. 14.

Drinking is the luUaby used by nurses to still crying
children. Locke, Education.

2. A cradle-song, or an instrumental piece in
the style of a cradle-song; a berceuse.
lullaby (lul'a-M), V. t; pret. and pp. litttabied,

ppr. luUabying. i<lullaby,n.] Tolulltosleep;
hush with a lullaby.

SQence fell upon them, the gliding water l^tpiog the
bruised face aaa lulU^rying the perbniwd spirit, the soft
hand of the giil weaving a spell for £he wounded wai:rior.

T»« CcTtliary, XXXYL SOL

luller (lul'gr), n. One who lulls or fondles.
lullingly (Inl'lng-Ii), adv. In a luiliiig manner ;

so as to quiet or soothe.
The gentle sway of bis measure . . . aaatayaaluHinglf

along from picture to pictuTe.
Lowdl, Amongmy Book^ 2d ser., p. 17S.



Imllist

Xullist (lul'ist), n. A follower of Raymond
Lully, a scholastic, who died in 1315.
luUy, interj. See lulla.

Iiulworth skipper. See skipper.
luml (lum), n. [Cf. AS. hlymm.^ 1. A wooded
valley.— 3. A deep pool.
Ium2 (lum), n. [< W. llrnnon. a chimney, < llMin,

that shoots up or projects (?).] 1. A chimney.
[Prov. Bng. and Scotch.]

He Bet his loot in the black cruilc-shell, . . .

And out at the Iwin flew he.
Bogg, Queen's Wake, The Witch ol life.

2. In coaUmining, a chimney placed on the top
of the upcast-shaft to increase the draft and
carry off the smoke. [North. Eng.]

lumachella (lu-ma-kel'a), n. [It.: see h/ma^
chelle.'] Same as lumachelle.

lumacnelle, Imuachel (lu'ma-kel), n. [< It. lu-

machella, lumachelle (named'from the shells it

contains), i lumachella, a little snail, dim. of ?«-

maca, a snaU, < L. Umax {Umac-), a snail: see
Umax.'] A variety of compact limestone or mar-
Tjle containing fragments of shells, enerinites,
.and other fossils, which are sometimes irides-

cent, displaying a variety .of brilliant colors.
Some of the most beautiful and rarest varieties of antique
ornamental marbles belong to the lumachelles. The colors
of the limestone base vary greatly in the different varieties.
Also Q^^ fire-mairble.

lumbaginous (lum-baj'i-nus), a. [< LL. Vam^
bago (lumbagin-), lumbago : see lumbago.] Of,
pertaining to, or afBicted with lumbago.
lumbago (lum-ba'go), n. [NL.,< LL. lumbago,
disease or weakness of the loins, < L. lumbus,
loin: Beeloin.'] In paifeoZ., myalgia in the lum-
bar region.

lumbal (lum'bal), a. [< L. Iwmbus, loin, + -al.]

Same as lumbar.

lumbar^ (lum'bar), a. and n. [= F. lombaire =
8p. lumbar = fg. lombar = It. lombare, < LL.
*lumbaris (neut. lumbare, used as a noun, an
apron), < L. lumbus, loin : see loin.] I. a. Of or
pertaining to the loins in general : specifically

applied in anatomy to many stractures. See
phrases.—Lumbar abscess, an abscess in the lumbar
region ; a chronic collection of pus which forms in the cel-

lular substance of the loins behind the peiitoneum, and
descends in the course of the psoas muscle.—Lumbar
.arteries, five pairs of branches of the aorta corresponding
to the lumbar vertebrse.—Lumbar fasda. See fascia.—Lumbar flexure, the curve of the backbone in the lum-
bar region, the convexity of which is forward, and distin-

guishes man from most other animals.—Lumbar §au-

fjla. See ganglion.— lAimbax hernia. See hernia.—
lunbar nerves, five pairs of spinal nervescorresponding

to the lumbar vertebrse.-Lumbar plexus, the plexus of

the anterior divisions of the lumbar nerves. This plexus
Is formed ol the lour upper lumbar nerves. These are

all connected with one another by intercommunicating
branches, and the last one sends a similar branch to the
sacral plexus. The lumbar plexus lies embedded in the
psoas magnus muscle. Its leading branches are named

• ^iohypogastric, itio-ingidnal, external cutaneous, av^rior
<!rmm, genitoenml, and obturator. They supply parts of

the abdominal walls, the external genitals, and the front

and inner side of the thigh.—Lumbar regloii, a region

of the abdomen lying on each side of the umbilical region,

below the hypochondiiao and above the iliac. See cut
•under abdomen.

—

Lumbar vertebrse, those bones of the

spinal column which come
between the thoracic or
dorsal and the sacral ver-
tebrse, generally bearing
no ribs, or otherwise dis-

tinguished as a set or se-

Ties. In man there are
live such vertebrse, rib-

less, with large reniform
or kidney-shaped bodies,
stout transverse process-
es, large squarish spinous
processes, and prominent
•oblique articular process-
es, the anterior of which,
on each bone, have accessory processes called mamillafy,

developed from independent ossiflc centers.

II. n. A lumbar vertebra.

Iiumbar^t, n. A corrupted form of Lombard'^.

lumbardt, «• A former spelling of Lombard^,

Lombard^.
,

lumbard-piet (lum'bard-pi), re. [Also lumber-

pie; < Lumbard, Lombard^, Italian (a term ap-

plied to several ancient dishes), + pie^.] A
highly seasoned meat-pie. Halliwell.

And it is further ordered therefore that the provision be

as foUoweth : . . . lumberpie, capon, custurd, and codling

tart, and 14 mess of each.
.

Accounts of Carpenters' Company, Election Dinner, lb6d.

[(Nares.)

lumber! (Ium'b6r), v. i. [Early mod. E. lumbren,

with excrescent 6 as in number, humble^, hum-

ble^, etc. ; < ME. lomeren, < Sw. lomra, resound,

a freq. verb, < Sw. dial. Ijumm, a great noise,

= Icel. Ujomr, a sound, a tune, akin to Goth.

hliuma, hearing, < Teut. / Mu, hear: see loud

and lisfi-, listen. Like other words denotmg

Human Lumbar Vertebra.

c, centrum; s, neural spine; z,

prezygapophysis ; z', postzygapo-
physis; m, metapophysis ; a, ana-

pophysis ; t, transverse process.
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Bounds, the word has been appar. regarded as
imitative, and has also been confused more or
lesswith unrelated words, aswith lumber^, lump,
etc.] 1. Tpmakeaheavyrumblingnoise; rum-
ble : chiefly in the present participle.

A boisterous gush of wind lumbering amongst it.

Chapman.
When a lumbering noise from behind made him start.

Bwrham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 66.

2. To move heavily or eumbrously: chiefly in
the present participle.

The post-boy's horse right glad to miss
The lunibering of the wheels.

Cowper, John Gilpin.

Yon pause, as you trudge before the lumbering coach.
B. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 249.

Alison listened in amazement, and with a little fear, to
this lumbering lad, whose small, twinkling, shrewd eyes
seemed to suggest that he was not quite such a fool as he
looked. W. Black, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 892.

3. To stumble. Also lumper. [Prov. Eng.]
get comen lodly to that lede, as lazares lul monye,
Summe lepre, summe lome [lame], & lomerande blynde,
Poysened & parlatyk & pyned in lyres.

AUitffrative Foe/ms (ed. Morris), iL 1094.

lumber^ (Inm'bfer), n. [Usually explained as
orig. the contents of the lumJyer^oomjth.is being
explained as " orig. the iom&orcJ-room, or room
where the Lombard banker and broker stowed
away his pledges" (Trench, following Blount,
and followed by Skeat), and asserted to have
been transferred to any unused chamber where
furniture was stored; but of Lombard^oom
there is no evidence, and if existent it would
rather have meant 'a room where Lombards or
brokers were kept.' More prob. lumber^ is <

lumber'^, v., as being orig. heavy, 'lumbering'
articles. Some confusion with lump^ is prob.
involved ; 'cf . (x. lumpen-hammer, lumber-room,
Sw. Ivmpor, rags, old clothes: see lump^.] 1.

Things, more or less bulky and cumbersome,
thrown aside (or which maybe thrown aside) as
of no present use or value. Lumber usually includes
old or broken boards, barrels, boxes, and other articles of
possible luture use, as distinguished Irom mere useless
rubbish or reluse. Olten used figuratively.

So that with Provision, Chests, Hencoops, and Parrot-
Cages, our Ships were lull ol lAiniber, with which we in-

tended to sail. Dampiffr, Voyages, II. ii. 129.

It was his glory to free the world Irom the lumber ol a
thousand vulgar errours.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii.. Author's Prel.

The bookful blockhead, ignorantly read,

With loads of learned lumber in his head.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 613.

2. Timber sawed or split for use, as beams,
joists, boards, planks, staves, hoops, and the

like. [U. S.]— 3. Useless and cumbersome
weight, bulk, etc.

A fine slashing dog, of good size, possessing plenty of

bone without lumber, and excellent legs and feet.

Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 104.

4. Foolish or ribald talk. SalUwell. [Prov.

Eng.]— 5. Harm; mischief. MalUwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
lumber^ (lum'ber), v. [< lumber^, n.] I. trans.

1. To heap together in disorder.

How in matters they be rawe,
Tbev lumber forth thelawe.

Skelton, Colin Clout, 1. 96.

Deep in the darkness of dull authors bred.

With all their refuse lumber'd in his head.
Mallet, Verbal Criticism.

2. To fillwith lumber; encumber with anj-thing

useless : as, to lumber a room : often with up.

I could not, in any honesty, lumber my pages with de-

scriptions or speculations which would be idle to most

readers. Howells, Venetian life, xi.

II. intrans. To cut timber in the forest and
prepare it for market. [U. S.]

In Maine somuchharm was done to the general interests

of the State by reckless lumbering.
The American, VU. 229.

lumber^t, "• [-^ corruption of earlier lumbard,

lombard: see lombard^.] 1. A pawnbroker's

shop.

They put all the little plate they had in the lumber,

which is pawning it, till the ships came.
Lady Murray, quoted by Trench.

2. A pledge; a pawn.
The lumber for their proper goods recover.

BuUer, Upon Critics. (Encyc. Diet.)

lumber-car (lum'ber-kar), n. A railroad-car of

extra length,usually 34 feet particularlyintend-

ed for carrying lumber. Car-Bwilder's Diet.

lumberdar (lum'ber-dar), ». [Hind.] The

registered representative of a village commu-

nity for the payment of the government dues.

[Anglo-Indian.]

lumber-drier (lum'b6r-dri*6r), ». See iwmber-

Mln.

lumbric

lumberer (lum'b6r-6r), n. [< lumber^, v., +
-erl.] A person employed or concernedm cut-

ting timber and getting it frokn the forest.

Also lumberman. [U. S.]

The lumberer finds it indispensable, in the operations
ol his woodcralt, to learn to chop timber right and lelt

handed. Seiemee, IX. 148.

lumber-kiln (lum'ber-kil), n. An inclosed
chamber, artificially warmed, in which sawn
lumber may be rapidly heated, to free it from
moisture and prevent warping. Such rooms are
usually warmed by coils of steam-pipes, and are olten ar-

ranged with tracks lor cars on which the green lumber
is piled and run into the building, to be drawn out again
when dried. In various lorms ol driers, the moisture
Irom the wood is condensed and drawn out ol the chamber
without disturbing the inclosed air; or the air charged
with moisture is drawn out and replaced by dry air ; or a
condenser lormed ol cold-water pipes is hung in the room,
and the moisture which condenses on the pipes drips off

and is conducted out ol the room.
lumberly (lum'ber-li), a. [< lumber^ + -hp-.]

Lumbering; heavy-stepping; unwieldy.

But England is stirring in a slow, lumberly, and timor-
ous lashion.

J. A. B. Murray, 9th An. Add. to Phllol. Soc.

lumberman (lum'b6r-man), re.; pi. lumbermen
(-men). 1. Same as lumberer.—2. One who
deals in lumber. [U. S.]

lumber-measure (lum'b6r-mezh''''ur), re. A de-
vice for ascertaining the number of supeirfieial

feet in boards of different lengths. It consists of
a case containing a disk placed vertically, which as it

passes overthe surlaceol the boards shows on a dial their
superficial contents. The apparatus is adjustable for
boards ol different lengths. [U. S.]

lumber-port (Ium'b6r-p6rt), re. A port-hole cut

Bow of Vessel Unloading Lumber through Lumber-port.

in the bow or stern of vessels for the passage
of long pieces of timber. [U. S.]

lumber-room (lum'bfer-rom), n. [< lumber^ +
room. Said to be orig. Lombard-voom, but this

forjji is not found in use : see lumber^, lumber^.]
A room or place for the reception of useless or
unused things ; a room occupied by lumber.

The world lies no longer a dull miscellany and hmnber-
room, but has lorm and order.

ETnerson, The American Scholar.

Lumbertt, «. An obsolete form of Lombard^
Lombard^.
lumber-wagon (lum'ber -wag''' on), n. Any
large box-wagon, used especially by farmers
for the transportation of miscellaneous heavy
articles ; also, a heavy wagon used in hauling
lumber. [U. S.]

lumber-yard (lum'b6r-yard), re. A yard or in-

closure where wood and timber are stored for
sale. [U. S.]

lumbi, n. Plural of lumbus.

lumbiplex (lum'bi-pleks), re. [< L. lumbus,
loin, + LL. plexus, a plaiting: see plexus.] The
lumbar plexus (which see, under lumbar^).

lumbiplezal (lum-bi-plek'sal), a. [< lumbi-

plex + -al.] Of or pertaining to the lumbiplex,
or lumbar plexus of nerves. Coues.

lumbocolotomy (lum"bo-ko-lot'o-nii), re. [< L.
lumbus, loin, + Gr. /cd/lov, colon, -1- to/i'^, a cut-

ting.] In surg., incision into the colon in the
lumbar re^on.
lumbodynia (lum-bo-din'i-a), re. [NL., < L. lum-
bus, loin, -I- Gr. bdvvi;, pain.] In^at^Z., myalgia
in the lumbar region; lumbago.
lumbo-inguinal (lum"b6-ing'gwi-nal), a. [< L.
lumbus, loin, + inguen, groin.] Pertaining to

the loin and the groin: as, a lumbo4nguinal
nerve.

lumbosacral (lum'bo-sa'kral), a. [< L. lumbus,

loin, -I- NL. sacrum.] Pertaining to the lumbar
and the sacral region of the spine Liimbo-
sacral cord, the nerve formed by the union of the fifth

lumbar nerve and the branch from the fourth.— LumbO-
sacralllgament, a ligament passing Irom the transverse
process ol the last lumbar vertebra to become attached to
the lateral surlace ol the base of the sacrum.

lumbric (lum'brik), n. [< ME. lumbrike = P.
lombric = Sp. lombriz = Pg. lombriga = It. lom^



lumbric

irico, < L. lumbriem, an intestinal worm, an
earthworm.] A worm. Clarke. [Bare.]

liunbrical (lUm'bri-kal), a. and n. [= F. Pg.

lombrical = Sp. lomfyrizal = It. lonibricale, <

NL. lumbricaUs, < L. lumbricvs, an intestinal

worm, an earthworm : see lumbric.'] I. a. Per-

tainine to or resembling a worm; lumbriciform;

vermiform : specifically applied in anatomy to

the lumhricales.

n. n. A lumbrical muscle. See lunibricalis.

lumbricalis (lum-bri-ka'lis), m.; pi. lumbricales

(-lez). [NL. : see lunibrieal.'] In anat., a lum-

brical muscle : so called from its resemblance

in size and shape to a worm. There are fonr of these

3540

The . . . bine reek that came out of the lum-liead.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxviL

lumiftre (F- pron. lii-miar'), n. [F., < LL. lu-

minare, < L. lumen, light : see lumen.'] In armor,

the opening in the vizor, whether of the large

helm of the thirteenth century, of the bassinet,

or of the armet of the fifteenth century.

lumina, ». Plural of lumen.

luminant (lu'mi-nant), a. and n. [< LL. Umi-
nan(t-)s, ppr. of luminare, brighten: see Iwmi-

nate.] I. a. Emitting light; shining; luminous.

II. n. An illuminating agent. [Bare.]

Public institutions and factories are verymu^ in favour

iu =.«,>, -^,* ...^ - of the new Juminant. Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XS.rv. SSi.

smSlmasclesln the palm of the hand and four in the sole Ituniliarist (lu'mi-na-rist), n. [< luminariy) +
of the foot, sometimes distinguished as lumbricales tnanus

and IwmJyriailet pedis; the former are also called Jidici-

nalee, or fiddler's muscles, because they contribute to the

quick movements of the musician's fingers. They are

ancillary to the deep flexor muscles. Each lumbricalis

arises from one of the tendons of a deeji flexor muscle,

whether of hand or foot, and is inserted into the side of

the base of that finger or toe which such tendon supplies.

Neither the thumb nor the great toe has a lumbricalis.

Similar muscles occur in some mammals besides man.

Lumbricidae (Imn-bris'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

iMmbricus + 4doB.] A family of terrioolous

annelids of the order OUgochteta, typified by the

genus Lumbrieus ; earthworms. The body is long,

cylindric, or neafly so, with numerous rings or s^ments,
bearing bristly parapodia which assist in progression, some
of the segments being modified into a cingulum or clitel-

luB. Therearenoeyes, ears, or oral armature. SeeearfA-

viarm.

Inmbricide (lum'bri-sid), n. [Contr. of *lumbri-

dcide, < L. Iwmbricus, an intestinal worm, +
-cida, a, kUler, < ccedere, MU.] A vermifuge or

anthelmintie which destroys the roundworm,
Ascaris lumbricoides.

Inmbricifonn (lum-bris'i-fdrm), a. [< L. lujn-

bricus, an intestinal worm, an earthworm (see

lumiric), + forma, form.] Like an earthworm
in form ; lumbrioine ; liimbrieoid ; vermiform.

Lnmbricina (lum-bri-si'na), n. pi. [NL. , < LuM'
bricus + .irufi.] A tribe of annelids,the terrioo-

lous oligochsBtous worms, such as earthworms.

lumbricine (lum'bri-sin), a. [< NL. lumbriei-

nug, < L. lumbrieus, an intestinal worm: see

lumbric.] Lumbriciform; specifically, of or
pertaining to the lAimbrieina.

Itunbricoid (lum'bri-koid), o. and n. [< L. lum-

brieus, an intestinal worm, an earthworm (see

lunibne), + Gr. eMof, form.] I. a. Eesembling
an earthworm : specifically applied to the inter-

nal parasite Ascaris lumbricoides, a nematoid,
one of the commonest of the worms which in-

fest man. See Ascaris.

n. n. The worm Ascaris lumbricoides.

'

Lumbricomorpha (lum-bri-ko-m6r'fa), it, pi,

[NL., < L. lumbrieus, an intestinal worm, an
earthworm (see lumbric), + Gr. jJ-opijir!, form.]
The earthworms and their allies, regarded as

one of four orders of oligoehsetous annelids.

IinmbrlcuUdaB (lum-bri-tu'li-de), TO. i>Z. [NL.,
< Lumbriculus + 4dcB.] A family of oligoehse-

tous annelids,takingname fromthe genus X^m-
briculus.

Lumbricalns (lum-brik'u-lus), n. [NL., dim.
of L. lumbrieus, an intestinal worm, an earth-

worm: see lumbric.] A genus of aquatic or

limicoUne oligoehsetous annelids, the type of

the family Lumbrieulidce. It is remarkable for the
power of reproduction by transverse fission which its mem-
bers possess. The worm breaks in two, and proceeds to

develop a new head for one of its pieces and a new tail for
the other.

Lnmbricns (lum-bri'kus), n. [XL., < L. lum-
brieus, an intestinal worm, an earthworm: see
lumbrtc.] Thetypiea,lgenn80tLumbricidce,aiid
togetherwith Perichceta composing that family

;

the earthworms proper, as L. terrestris.

Itunbns (lum'bus), n.
;
pi. lumbi (Itim'M). [L.,

loin : see loin.] In anat., the loin; the lumbar Imoiniferqus (lu-pai-nif'e-ru.s)

region of the body.— Quadratua lumlxnnun, the
square muscle of the loins, a stout thick muscle of quadri-
lateral shape extending from the twelfth rib to the crest of
the ilium on each side of the spinal column,

Inmet, t-. i. An obsolete form of loom^.

Inmen (lu'men), n.
;
pi. lumina (-mi-na). [^TL.,

< L. lumen, Ugnt, a light, a window:' see lumi-

nous.] 1. An opening or passageway, as, in
anat., of a hoUow tubular organ: as, the lumen
of the intestine or of a blood-vessel.

ist.] In painting, a master of light and shade

;

one skilful in rendering gradations and effects

of light or of shadow.

The finest works of that great and subtle luminarist

Adrian van Ostade. Tlie Academy, Jan. 21, 1880, p. 48.

luminary (lu'mi-na-ri), n.
;
pi. luminaries (-riz).

[< OF. luminarie, E*. Umimaire, a light,= Pg. Sp.

luminar, luminaria = It. luminare, himinara, lu-

minaria, < LL. luminare, a lamp, a light, L. lumi-

nare, awindow, < lumen (lumin-), light : see lumi-

nous.] 1. Alight-giver; a bodythat illuminates

or gives out light: applied especially to the sun

and moon.
Where the great luminary . . .

Dispenses light from far. MUtrni, P. L., iil. 676.

Hence— 2. One who is a source of intellectual

light; a person who illustrates any subject, or

enlightens mankind: as, the great luminaries of

an age; a luminary of literature or science.

It will not be necessary to bring under review the minor
luminaries of this perioi Preeeott, Ferd. and Isa., L L

3t. An illumination.

There were iMminaries of Joylatelyhere for the Victory

that Don Gonxalez de Cordova got over Count Mansfelt in
the Netherlands. Howell, Letters, L ill. 14.

luminatet (lu'mi-nat), v. t. [< LL. luminatus,

pp. of luminare, illumine, < L. lumen {Ivmin-),

Ugbt: see luminous. Ci.iUumvnate,iThmmw, il-

lume, limn, etc.] To illuminate.

lummation (lu-mi-na'shon), n. [< LL. as if

*luminatio{nr-), < luminare, shine: see lumimate.]

If. Illumination. Johnson.— 2. A lighting up

;

a flashing out, as of light or energy; an illumi-

nating outburst. [Rare.]

The liberty of the Netherlands, notwithstanding several

brilliant but brief lumnaUom, occurring at irregiUar in-

tervals, seemed to remain in almost perpetual ecUpse.

Motley, Dutch Eepublic, L 43.

luminet (Hi'min), V. t. [< ME. luminen, < LL.
luminare, shine: 8eeluminatea,Jxdloom^. Ct. il-

lumine.] To illumine; enlighten. See illumine.

Thus the ontwarde parte of the place lumyned the eyes

of the beholders, by reason of y« sumptuous worke.
Baa, Hist. Hen. VIIL, an. 12.

lumine (lu'min), n. [< L. lumen (lumin-), light

:

see lumen, luminous.] The principle or the
medium of light ; the luminiferous ether. Lon-
don Jour, Arts, Sci., and Manuf., 1848.

Imninert, n. An obsolete form of limner,

lumineret, n, A Middle English form of limner.

luminescence (lii-mi-nes'ens), n. [< lumines-

cen{t) + -ce.] See the quotation. [Bare.]

In a former paper I have ventured to employ the term

lump
The lumtnoiUy of ordinary flames depends on the pre»-

Bureof the supporting medium.
E. Praitldand, Exper. in Chem., p. 904.

2. Specifically, the intensity of light in a color,

measured photometrically. That is to say, a stan-

dard light has its intensity, or vis viva, altered until it pro-

duces the impression of being equally brightwith the color

whose luminosity is to be determined ; and the measure
of the vis viva of the altered light relatively to its stan-

dard intensity is then taken as the luminosity of the color

in question.

It is evident, then, that brightness or lumiiwnty is one
of the properties by which we can define colour ; It Is our
second colour constant. This word lumirwgity is also of-

ten used by artists in an entirely different sense; they call

colour in a painting luminous simply because it recalls to-

the mind the impression of light, not because it actually

reflects much light to the eye.

0. H. Hood, Modem Chromatics.

3. In hot., phosphorescence.

luminous (lu'mi-nus), a. [< F. lumineux = Sp.

Pg. It. luminoso, < L. lumvnostis, luminous, shin-

ing, < lumen (lumin-), Ught, for Huemen, < iit-

cere, shine: see lucent, light^.] 1. Badiating or
reflecting light ;

giving out light,whether as an
original or as a secondarysource; illuminating

;

shining; radiant; bright.— 2. Producing or

adapted to produce light; having the power of

yielding light.

The admission of tuminovs waves gives a perfectly sat-

isfactory explanation ... of the great majorify of the-

phenomena of light. Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 218.

3. Lighted up; illuminated; bright; clear;

resplendent; rendering an effect of lightness

or brightness, as a work of art or a color.

The church of St. Justina, designed by Palladio, is the-

most handsome, luminout, disencumbered building in the

Inside that I have ever seen.
Addison, Bemarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 884.

Making the dusk and silence of the woods
Glad with the laughter of the chasing floods.

And luminous wim blown spray and silver ^eanu.
Wldttier, Franconia from the Pemigewasset.

4. Figuratively, brilliant; bright or resplen-

dent to the mind. [Bare.]

He [Bunsen] Is really himimms, and his conversation,

equally amusing and instructive.
GreviOe, Memoirs, April 9, 1830.

Clear or evident to the mind, as if emitting

light or as if illuminated ; of such a nature as

to be readily apprehended by the understand-

ing.

None of his critics has refused him [Boscovich] thepralse

of the most lumiTums perspicuity.
D. Stewart, Philos. Essays, L 2.

6. Characterized by perspicuity of thought:

as, a luminous intellect.—^Luminous '"H'"ai« or

plants, those animals or plants which emit light from
tiie whole or some part of^the body.— LTUnl2101U cnr-
rents, a term sometimes applied to electric currents-

through rarefied gases (see Oeisder's tubes, under tube).—
LumtnouB paint. &ee paint.

luminously (lii'mi-nus-li), adv. In a luminous
manner; with brightness or clearness. Smart,

luminousness (lu'mi-nus-nes), n. The quality

of being luminous, in any sense; brightness;

clearness.
lummakin(lnm'a-kin),a. [Ct.lummox,] Heavy;
awkward. [Prov. Eng.]
lumme (lum), n. A variant of loonfi.

lummox (lum'qks), m. [Cf. lummakin ; prob. ult-

connected witli fempi.] An unwieldy, clumsy,

. . stupid fellow. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]
luminescence for all those phenomena of light which are

innimv num'i), fl. rOriem obscure.] Know-
more intense than corresponds to the actual tempera- •»;"»"»»* v

rrm,-~_„„j oi„„~ ting; cute. [Thieves' slang.

J

Tracheotomy was resorted to, the larger lumen of the
tube affording a freer vent. Lancet, No. 3454, p. 949.

2. In bot., the internal cavity, or space within
the wall, of a celL

In thin sections of the sclerotia thin lumina appear in

all possible forms. De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 321.

lum-head (lum'hed), n, A chimney-top.
[Scotch.]

E. Weidemann, Philosophical Mag., 5th ser.,XXVm. 151.

luminescent (lu-mi-nes'ent), a. [< L. luminare,

shine, + -escent.] Characterized by lumines-
cence. [Bare.]

Imminescent 1ight is in ahigh degreed^endent in colour
and intensity upon the mode of production.
E. ITeidOTMnn, Philosophical iIag.,5thBer.,XXVin.l55.

a. [< L. lumen
(lumin-), light, + ferre = E. bear^.] 1. In
physics, producing or bearing light; yielding
light: as, the Z«m!7!(ferojis ether. Seeether^,2.

The luminiferous motions are only components of the
whole motion. Sir W. Thomson, Beprint of Papers, p. 419.

2. Serving as a medium for conveying light,

luminologist (lu-mi-noVo-jist), n. 1. One who
is versed in the study of illuminations (of manu-
scripts).— 2. One who studies the luminous
phenomena of living organisms.
He incorporates manuscript note?; placed at his disposal

by our veteranGo.sse, and hylurninuU^/vits such asGiglioli,

Dubois, and others. Xature, XXXVIL 411.

luminosity nu-mi-nps'i-ti), n. [=P. luminosity
= It. luminosit/i,<. ML. luminosita(t-)s. splendor,
<L.?!()n!no*u«, luminoa.9: see?«»!Jn</a«.] 1. The
quality of being luminous or briglit ; luminous-
ness ; the radiation or reflection of light.

To think of Jack Dawkins—ZummyJack— the Dodger,

the Artful Dodger, going abroad for a common twopenny-
half-penny sneeze-box

!

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xlIL

lumpi (lump), n. [< ME. lompe, lumps, < 8w.

diaC and Norw. lump, a stump, a piece cut off'

from a log; cf. CD. lompe, D. lomp, a rag, tat-

ter, = late MHG. lumpe, G, lumpen, a rag, tat-

ter, lump, a ragamuffin, curmudgeon; prob.

ult. akin (as a nasalized form) to lap^, Cf.

lunch, elump'^.] 1. A small mass; a relatively

small aggregation or conglomeration of solid

matter without regular form : as, a lump ot ore,

clay, or dough; to melt a number of coins into-

one lump,

A loot other half a loot, other a lompe of cheese.

Piers Plourman (C), z. 150.

A Uttle leaven leavenetb the whole lump. (M. v. 9.

"Deborah, my dear," cried I to my wife, "give those

boyB a lump ot aogar each." Ooldtmith, Vicar, vL

2. Aprotuberant part; a knob, bunch, or swell-

ing : as, a lump raised on the head by a blow.

—

3t. A blow.
Hittes hym on the hede, that the helme bristis

;

Hurtles tiis heme-pane an haunde-brede large i

Thus he layes one the lumppe. and lordlye theme served,
Wondide worthily wirchipifulle knygbttez

!

MorU AHJatre (E. E. T. S.) , L 2230.



lump
4, A dull, stolid person.

Did you mark the gentleman,
How boldly and how saucily he talk'd,
And how unlike the lump I took him for,
The piece of ignorant dough?

Fletcher, Eule a Wife, iii 1.

5. Infirearms: (a) The nipple-seat on the bar-
rel. (6) In a break-joint breech-loader, an iron
block on the barrel which descends into a re-
cess in the action.— 6. A bloom or loupe of
malleable iron._iu the lump, as a whole; in the
entirety ; in gross.

He dwells altogether in generals. He praises or dis-
praises in the lump. Addieon, Sir Timothy Tittle.

Lump sum, a sum of money paid at one time, so as to
cover several charges or items.

—

Lump work, work un-
dertaken to be done In the aggregate, so as to include
all the parts of it, lor a stipulated payment, as by con-
tract.

lumpi (lump), V. [< Ump^, «.] I. trans. 1. To
make into a mass ; combine in a body or gross
sum without distinction of particulars.

Therefore is Space, and therefore Time, that men may
know that all things are not huddled and lumped, but sun-
dered and individual. Emerion, Discipline.

2. To take in the lump, or collectively in the
gross ; consider or dispose of in the gross.

Not forgetting all others, whom for brevity, but out of
no resentment to you, I lump all altogether. Sterne.

3. To beat severely. [Prov. Eng.]
II. intrans. To act as a lumper ; be employed

in loading or unloading ships, as a stevedore.
lump^ (lump), n. [Appar. a particular use of
Vump^; the D. Iwmp, G-. lump (lumpflsch, also
Mumpfisch), F. lompe, It. lumpo, lompo, the fish

so called, are appar. from B.] The lump-fish.

iMmpa are of two sorts, the one as round almost as a
howle, the other resembling the hllets of a calfe ; either of
them is deformed, shapeless, and ugly. . . . Being flayed
they resemble a soft and gellied substance.

Muffett, quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), II. 44.

liunp^t (lump), V. i. [Prob. < TMmp\ with some
addition of sense from glum and glump, which
mean the same.] To look sullen or glum;
sulk.

It did so gaule her at the harte, that now she beganne to
froune, lum^, and lowre at her housebande.

Kiehe, His Farewell (1681). (Jfares.)

lump* (lump), V. t. [A vague slang use, an in-
definite antithesis to Mfce,but prob. orig.identical
with lump\ V. t, 2, 'take in the lump', i. e. swal-
low whole. There is no necessary connection
with lumpS.'i To take without choice; take
"anyhow": a word in itself of no definite sigr

nification, used in the expression "if you don't
like it, you may lump it." [Slang.]

And I told him, if he didn't like it he might lump it,

and he travelled off on his left ear, you bet

!

Bret Harte, Five o'clock in the Morning.

lumpent. Past participle of limp^.

lumper (lum'p6r), n. 1. In some places, a la-

borer employed to load and unload vessels in
port ; a dock-hand ; a longshoreman ; a steve-

dore.— 2. A militiaman. [Prov. Eng.]

He hath a cursed spite to us, because we shot his father.

He was going to bring the lumpers upon us, only he was
afeared, last winter.

R. J). JUacJcnwre, torna Doone, zxxviii.

3. In zoSl., one who lumps several described

species, genera, etc., in one: opposed to spUt-

ter. [Cant.]

The second paper contains, first, a discussion of some
principles of zoological classification, being an answer to

Dr. Seebohm's reproach of having . . . aimed at " hitting

the happy medium between lumpers and splitters."

Nature, XXXIX. 156.

lump-fish (lump'flsh), n. [= G. lumpflsch (also

Uum.pfisdh); < lump^ +fish\'] An acanthoptery-

gian fish, Oyelopterus lumpus, of the family Oy-

Clopteridw. it is of uncouth form, with a high ridged

back and a hump in which is concealed the small spinous

dorsal fin, a flattish abdomen, a thick loose skin with a

median dorsal and three lateral rows of spinous plates and

small intervening tubercles, and a thoracic circular suc-

torial disk constituted by the united ventral fins, by means
of which it adheres with great force to any substance to

which it applies itself. Before the spawning season it is

of a brilliant crimson color, mingled with orange, purple,

and blue, but afterward changes to a dull-blue or lead-

color. It sometimes weighs seven pounds, and its flesh is

very fine at some seasons,' though insipid 'at others. It

frequents the northern seas, and is often brought to the

Edinburgh and London markets. A Scotch name for it is

eoekpaidle. Also called jKTnjj-TOc/ccr, from its powerof ad-

hesion, and sea-owl, from its uncouth appearance. See

Cyclopterus.

lumpiness (lum'pi-nes), n. The quality or con-

dition of being lumpy or full of lumps.

lumping (lum'ping), p. a. [< lump^ + 4ng^.^

Bulky; chunky; heavy. Jrbuthnot.

He gives what is called the lumping ha'p'orth— that is,

seven or eight pieces. ^ ,»«
Uayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 170.
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lumpish (lum'pish), o. [Formerly also lompish;
< MD. lumpiseh; < lump^ + -i«fei.] 1. Like a
lump; unformed; gross; dense.

And, lifting up his lompish head, with blame
Halle angrle asked him, for what he came.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 4S.

He [Chaucer] found our language lumpish, stiff, unwill-
™B- Lowell, Study Windows, p. 265.

3. Clumsy; dull; stolid; stupid.

A lumpish blockhead churl, . . . which hath no more
wit than an ass.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Kobinson), ii. 6.

When the enormous growth of personality has quite
rolled away the old lumpish terror that stood before the
cave ol the physical and darkened it.

5. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 95.

lumpishly (lum'pish-li), oi^w. [< ME. lumpisch-
ly; < lumpish + -h/K'] In lumps j in a lumpish
or awkward manner; heavily ; with dullness or
stupidity.

Who-80 speke to thee in ony manor place,
Immpisehli caste not thin heed a-doun.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

Men came ol all sorts : the intelligent well-paid artisan,
. . . huge carters and draymen, the boy attached to each
by the laws ol the prolession often straggling lumpishly
behind his master. Mrs. H. Ward, Kobert Elsmere, xlix.

lumpishness (lum'pish-nes), n. The quality of
being lumpish ; heaviness ; dullness ; stolidity.

Methinks, I dwell in akind of disconsolate darkness, and
a sad lumpishnesse of unbeliefe, wanting that lightsome
assurance which others profess to find in themselves.

Bp. HaU, The Comforter.

lump-sucker (lump'suk"6r), n. Same as lump-
fish.

lump-sugar (lump'shug"ar), n. Loaf-sugar bro-
ken into lumps, or cut into small cubes.
lumpus (lum'pus), n. [NL. (Aldrovandi, 1646),
< E. lump^.] The lump-fish: now its technical
specific name.
lumpy (lum'pi), a. [< lump^ + -j/i.] 1. Abound-
ing in lumps or small aggregated masses ; con-
sisting of or formed into lumps. Specifically ap-
plied by boatmen to rough water in which the waves do
not break, but run in small, irregular, roundish swells.

One of the best spades to dig hard lumpy clays, but too
small for light garden mould. Mortimer, Husbandry.

The bow end is immersed with a view of doing away with
the "spanking" of the flat floor when the boats are driven
in lumpy water. Qualtrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 85.

2. Heavy; clumsy; dense; dull.

lumpy-jaw (lum'pi-j&), n. In pathol., actino-
mycosis affecting the jaw.

Inna (lu'na), n. [L., the moon, orig. Hucna, <

lueere, sliine: see lucent.'] 1. 'The moon: per-
sonified as a Roman goddess, Luna, answering
to the Greek goddess Selene.— 2t. An occa-
sional form of crescent-headed arrow with the
concave side outermost and sharpened. Arrows
of this form, like the rarer ones with a chisel-shaped head,
were intended to cut the hamstring of horses and of ani-

mals of the chase.

3. In alchemy, silver.— 4. The luna-moth.

—

Luna cornea, horn-silver : an alchemistic name for fused
silver chlorid.

lunacy (lu'na-si), ».; pi. lunacies (-siz). [Irreg.

< luna(Uc) -I- -CI/.] 1. The kind of intermittent

insanity formerly supposed to be subject to the
changes of the moon ; hence, madness in gen-
eral; any unsoundness of mind. See insanity.

The terms of our estate may not endure
Hazard so near us as doth hourly grow
Out of his lunacies. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3, 7.

2. In law, unsoundness of mind sufficient to

incapacitate fot* civil transactions.- The usual
test is incapacity to manage one's own property
and affairs CommiSBloner In lunacy, a commis-
sioner appointed pursuant to law to visit and inspect asy-

lums and grant licenses to persons who undertake to re-

ceive and provide for patients.—Conunisslon of luna-
cy. See commissiojil.—Master in lunacy, a judicial or

quasi-judicial oflicer chosen to investigate the mental con-

dition of persons supposed to be insane, or to supervise

the administration of asylums, or both.=Syn. Derange-

tnent, Craziness, etc. See imanity.

luna-moth (lu'na-m6th), n. A large bombyoid
moth, Actias luna, the most beautiful of North
American insects, of alight-green color relieved

by luniform eye-spots and by a broad purplish-

brown or liliaceous anterior border. The body is

whitish, with a brown bar across the thorax. The lull-

grown moth expands about 5 inches, and the hinder wings

are tailed to the length ol an inch or more. The larva is

greenish, and feeds on walnut, hickory, sweet-gum, beech,

birch, willow, and plum. The eggs are laid in small

batches on the twigs. The cocoon is formed within a

leal, and in autumn drops to the ground, where it remains

through the winter. The caterpillar is known as the luna-

sUkworm. „ , . _
lunar (lu'nar), a. and n.

, [= P. lunaire = Pr.

Sp. Pg. Imdr = It. lunare, < L. lunaris, of the

moon, lunar, < luna, the moon : see luna.] I. a.

1. Of, pertaining, or relating to the moon : as.

lunarist

the tonar changes; Z«»a»' observations.—2. Sit-
uated or moving like the moon; acting as a
moon.— 3. Measured by the revolutions of the
moon: as, lunar months or years.—4. Resem-
bling the moon ; round : as, a lunar shield. Spe-
cifically, in anat. and zool.: (a) Besembling a hall-moon;
semilunar; crescentic; lunate; as, Zunar markings ; &lu~
nar bone. (6) In enHxrm., marked with crescentic or luni-
form spots ; Innated.

5. Supposed to be affected by or due to the in-
fluence of the moon : as, lunar madness.

They have denominated some herbs solar and some Zt^
nar, and such like toys put into great words.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

6. In anat., of or pertaining to the lunare, or
semilunar bone of the carpus.— 7. Pertaining
to silver: from the moon being the alchemical
symbol of thatmetal: as, ferearcaustic(nitrateof
silver).

—

Lunar bone, a certain bone ol the wrist or car-
pus. See lunare.—Lunar caustlc. See caustic.—Lunar
cycle. Same aa Metonic cycle (which see, under cj/rfei).—

Lunar distance, in Tuzu^. oMron., the distance of themoon
from the sun, or Irom a fixed star or planet lying neai-ly in
the line of its path, by means of which the longitude ol a.

ship at sea may be calculated.—Lunar ecLuation. See-
equation.—Isanai homet-moth, Sesia bimibeciformis, a
hornet-moth having a crescentic yellow spot on the tho-
rax, and a black crescent on each fore wing: an English
collectors' namc^Lunar macula. See macula.—Lunar*
mansion, one of 28 (or 27) parts into which the ecliptic was-
or i£( divided by various Orjental peoples, as the Hindus,
Chinese, and Arabians, their mean length being the path,
of the moon in one day among the stars. Each mansion
is determined by certain stars occupying it.—Lunar
method, in naut. astron., the method of determining-
longitude from observation of lunar distances.—Lunar-
month. See month.—Lunarnodes. See TiotZg.--Lunar
ObBervation, an observation of the moon's distance from,
a star for the purpose of finding the longitude.—Lunar
Stars, certain stars and other celestial objects whose geo-
centric distance from the moon is given in the Nautical
Almanac lor certain hours, so that by measuring the ap-
parent distanced the moon Irom one or more of them tne-
longitude can be found.

He knew every lunar star in both hemispheres.
£. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 228.

Lunar tables, {a) In astron., tables ol the moon's mo-
tions for computing the moon's true place at any time,
past or future. (6) In navigation, tables for correcting the-

apparent distance of the moon from the sun, or from a
fixed star, on account of refraction and parallax, and lor
deducing the longitude of the observer from the lunar
data given in the almanac.—Lunar theory, the deduction
of the moon's motion from the law of gravitation.—Lunar
underwlng, Anchocelis lunosa, a small noctaid moth of
ocher-brown color, whose underwings are marked with a.

crescentic darker spot: an English collectors' name.

—

Lunar year. See year.

II. n. In navigation, lunar distance, or an.

observation for lunar distance: as, to take a
Iwnar.

These trials were partly made at Greenwich by Maske-
lyne, who, as we shall see, was a great advocated lunare,
and was not ready to admit more than a subsidiary valu&
to the watch. JEncyc. Brit., XVII. 260.

lunare (lu-na're), n.; pi. lunaria (-ri-a). [NL.,^

neut. (se. os) of L. lunaris, lunar : see lunar.]

A bone of the carpus, more fully named os lu-

nare, and also called semilunare, or the semilu-
nar bone : supposed to represent the bone of
the typical carpus called intermedium by Ge-
genbaur. it is sometimes lused with the scaphoid, form-
ing a single scapholunar bone, as in carnivores. When dis-
tinct, as in man, it is the middle bone ol the proximal row,
between the scaphoid and the cuneilorm.

Lunaria (lu-na'ri-a), n. [NL.(Tournefort,1700),
< L. terearts, of the moon: see lunar.] 1. A ge-
nus of cruciferous herbs of the tribe Alyssinew,
characterized by entire cordate leaves and a
very broad silicle on a long stipe, the seeds be-
ing attq,ched by long stalks. There are two species,
lound in Europe and western Asia. L. annua (including-
L. biennis) is the common honesty, also called saJtm^f/mer
and bolboTmc, cultivated lor its racemes ol large pui^le
flowers and the silvery partitions ol the Iruit. L. rediviva,
the perennial honesty, is also cultivated, but less com-
mon^.
2. [I. e.] Plural of lunare and lunarium.

lunarian (lii-na'ri-an), n. [< L. lunaris, of the-

moon (see limar), + -ian.] 1. One of the (sup-
posed) inhabitants of the moon.— 2. One versed
in knowledge of the moon ; a student of lunar
phenomena. Also lunarist.— 3. An advocate
of the lunar method of finding longitude at sea:

a term which has lost its significance since the
chronometer has reached its present state of
perfection.

There were powerlul competitors who hoped to gain it.

[a reward offered lor the best method ol finding longitude-
at sea] by lunars, and a bill was passed through the House
in 1763 which lelt an open chance lor a lunarian during
four years. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 269.

lunarist (lii'nar-ist), n. [< lunar + -ist.] Same
as lunarian, 2.

In such grand disturbances as these [storms], the Lu-
narist should endeavour to trace influences of moon, andi
tlie Astro-meteorologist even those of planets.

Fitz Roy, Weather Book, p. 213.



lunarium

lunarium (lu-na'ri-imi), n.; pi. lunariums, luna-
ria (-umz, -S). [NL., < L. Iv/naris, of the moon

:

see lunar.'] A mechanieal representation of the
moon and its phases.

What is become of the lAjmaHum for the King?
Jefferson, Correspondence, U. 393.

Itmary^t (Ifl'na-ri), a. [< L. lunaris, of the
moon : see limdr.'] Same as lunar.

The Greeks observed the lunary year— that is, twelve
revolutions of the moon, 864 dayes.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., Iv. 12.

lunary^ (lii'na-ri), n.; pi. lunaries (-liz). [< ME.
lunarie^OF.'lunaire, < ML. lunaria, moonwort
(in NXi. the specific name of the plant), < L. lu^

naris, of the moon: see lunar.'] 1. The garden-
flower Lunaria annua. See honesty, 5, and Lu-
naria.— 2. The moonwort, Botrychwm Lunaria.
This herb was formerly supposed to have the power of
opening locks and drawing the shoes from the feet of
horses. (See quotation under lunatic, a., 3.) The name
was formerly applied to various other real or imaginary
plants having superstitious associations.

luna-silkworm (lii'na-silk"w6rm), n. The
caterpiliar of the luna^moth, Actios luna.

Luna-silkwonn {Actias tuna), natural size.

lunata, «. Plural of lunatum.
lunate (Iti'nat), a. [< L. lunatus, crescent-
shaped, pp. of lunare, bend like a crescent, <
ZM««t, the moon : see luna.] 1. Cresceut-shaped,
or lite the moon in its first quarter; having a
figure formed by a part of a circle cut off by
the segment of a larger circle.—2. In zodl.,

same as lunated, 2.—Lunate palid, in entom., palpi
having the last Joint crescent-shaped.

lunated (lu'na-ted), a. 1. Formed lite a cres-
cent.

A sort of cross, which oar heralds do not dream of

;

which is a cross lunated after this manner.
E. Brotme, Travels (1685), p. 64.

2. In sooZ., having creseentiform marMngs : as,
the lunated broadbill, Serilophus lunatus Lu-
nated falcon. See falcon.

Innatellns (Ifi-na-tel'us), n.
;
pi. lunateUi (-i).

[< L. hma, the moon, + tellus, earth. Cf . tellu-

rian.'] An orrery showing the astronomical
relations of the earth and the moon. M. H.
Knight.
lunately (lu'nat-li), adv. In the form of a
crescent.

More or less lunately curved.
H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Alga, p. 109.

Lunatia (ly-na'ti-a), n. Same as Natiba.
lunatic (lu'na-tit), a. and n. [< ME. lunatiJc,

< OF. lunatique (vernacularly lunage), F. luna^
tique = Sp. lunatico = Pg. It. lunatico, < LL.
lunaticus, mad, moonstruck, insane, < L. luna,
the moon: see luna.] I. a. 1. Moonstmek;
affected by lunacy; periodically insane, with
lucid intervals ; crazy.

Persuade him that he hath been lunaUe.
Shak., T. of the S., Ind., t 63.

ItpleasedGod to restore him againeto life,butsodrunke
and affrighted that he seemed LuTuztieke.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 226.

2. Indicating lunacy; in the nature of lunacy.
Sometime with lunatic bans, sometime with prayers.

Shak., Lear, iL S. 19.

Of a most lunatic conscience and spleen, and affects the
violence of singularity in all he does.

B. Jonsan, Bartholomew Fair, i 1.

3t. Of or like the moon. [An erroneous use.]
That ferrum eqninum [Innary] . . . hath a vertue at-

tractive of Iron, a power to break lockes. and draw off the
shooes of a horse that pasaeth over it. . . . Which strange
and magicall conceit seemes unto me to have no deeper
root in reason then the fiirure of its seed, for therein in-
deed it somewhat resembles an horseshooe, which notwith-
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standing Baptists Porta hath too low a slgnation, and
raised the same unto a I/unaUc representation.

Sir T. Brovme, Pseud. Epid., ii. 6 (1646, p. 100).

II, n. 1. Aperson affected with lunacy; spe-
cifically, an insane person who has lucid inter-
vals, or one whose unsoundness of mind is

acquired, not congenital, as distinguished from
an idiot.

I must convince you, not only that the unhappy prisoner
was a lunatic, within my own definition of lunacy, but
that the act in question was the immediate, unqnalifled
offspring of the disease.

ErMne, Speech for James Hadfleld.

A lunMic is onewho has had understanding, but by dis-

ease, grief, or other accident has lost the use of his reason,

,

which yet the law presumes that he may recover.
Miruyr, Inst. (2d ed.), L 86.

2. More generally (and in law), any person of

unsound mind. See further under lunacy and

The lunatic, the lover, and the poet
Are of imagination all compact;
One sees more devils than vast hell can hold

—

That is, the madman. Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 8.

'Tis time to take the monarch's power in hand:
Authority and force to join the sidll.

And save the lunaiics against their wilL
Tate (7), in Dryden's Abs. and Achit., xli. 780.

A4]ndicated lunatic, one whose incompetency to man-
age his own property and affairs, by reason of mental un-
soundnesB, has been judicially established by a commis-
sion or inquest; and who is thereby interdicted from mak-
ing contracts and dispositions of property.

—

Criminal
lunatic, a convict, or one in custody under accusation
of crime, who has been found to be unfit for trial or for
punishment by reason of unsoundness of mind: some-
times used to include also persons not amenable to crimi-
nal punishment by reason of having been of unsound
mind at the time of committing the crime.—Lunatic
asylum, a house or hospital established for the reception
and treatment of lunatics. =Syn. See insanity.

lunatical (lu-nat'i-tal), a. [< lunaUc + -al.]

Affected by or manifesting madness or limacy

;

lunatic. [Bare.] .

At any rate, he was of a most lunatical deportment.
Howells, Venetian Life, viL

lunation (lu-na'shon), n. [< ME. lunacioun =
F. lunaison'= Sp. Imiacion = Pg. lunacSo = It.

lunazione, < ML. lunatio(n-), the revolution of
the moon ; in form as if < L. lunare, pp. lunatus,
bend like a crescent (see lunate), but in sense
directly < iM»a, the moon : see luna.] The pe-
riod of a synodic revolution of the moon, or the
time from one new moon to the next.

And there is not the Mone seyn in alle the Imn/tcimin,
saf only the seconde quarteronn.

MandemHe, Travels, p. 301.

When it is stated that during four lunations twelve
series of observations only were secured, some idea of the
amount of cloudy weather can be formed.

C. F. Hall, Polar Expedition, p. 323.

lunatum (lu-na'tum), n.
;
pi. lunata (-ta). [L.,

neut. ot lunatus, crescentihaped : seelunate.]
Abone of theproximalrowofthe carpus of some
animals, as batrachians, on the radial side of the
wrist, probably homologous with the radiale.
lunch (lunch), n. [A var. of lump, as 'bunch of
hump and hunch of hump. In def. 2 luneh is
commonly regarded as an abbr. of luncheon,
which is therefore by some preferred as the
more correct or "elegant" form; but lunch, 2,
is derivable as well from lunch, 1, directly; ef.
piece in the sense of ' a slight repast.' See lun-
cheon.] 1 . -A large lump or piece, as of bread.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

An' cheese and bread, frae women's laps.
Was dealt about in lunches. Bums, Holy Fair.

2. A slight repast or meal between breakfast
and dinner, or, as formerly, between dinner
and supper, or between dinjier or supper and
bedtime; luncheon.

As for the luncltes, the one is pure Sicilian, of the fmlts
of the orchard and the vine; the other, pure Briton,
smacking of the cook and the larder.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 231.

lunch (lunch), V. i. [< Imich, n.] To take a
lunch or luncheon.

I have breakfasted wia Bolivar— I have lunched with
Napoleon— I have dined with Wellington— and now,
blessed be the stars above, here am I drinking tea with
North and Tickler. yoctes Ambrosiana, Sept. 1, 1832.

We lunched fairHy upon little dishes of rose leaves deli-
cately preserved. Howells, Venetian Life, xiit

lunch-counter (lunch'koun''t&r), n . A counter
or long elevated table in an eating-house or
other house of entertainment, at which per-
sons sit on high stools or stand while takiog a
lunch: also, colloqniaUy, a gtandee. [XJ. S.]
luncheon (lun'chon), n. [Formerly also lun-
ehwn, lunshin ; a dial, word, jirob. for 'lunchin,
'lunching, < luncli + -ing''-. The termination,
like that of the unrelated nuncheon, simulates

lunette

a F. origin.] 1. A large lump or piece, as of

bread: same as Itmch, 1. Cotgraxe.

I sliced the luncheon from the barley-loat

Oay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday, 1. 70.

I instantly borrowed the old man's knife, and, taking up
the loaf, cut myself a hearty luncheon.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 116.

S. A slight repast : same as hinch, 2. Theforn*
luncheon is now regarded as more " elegant" than lunch.

He was introduced to the early dinner, where all the

children sat in their high chairs, and where the food was
more wholesome than delicate— a meal which was too

plaioly dinner to be disguised under the name of luncheon.
Mrs. OUphant, Poor Gentleman, xiv.

luncheon (lun'chon), v. i. r< luncheon, n.] To
take lunch or luncheon. [Bare.]

While ladies are luncheoning on Perigord pie, or cotui-

ing in whirling britskas, performing all the singular cere-

monies of a London morning in the heart of the season.
IHgraeli.

luncheon-bar (lun'chon-bar), n. In Gtreat Brit-
ain, a part of an inn or public house where lun-
cheon can be had. Compare hmch-counter.

lunda (lun'da), n.' [A native name.] 1. The
common pnfSn, Fratermla arettca. Montagu.—
2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of Alcidos, having
the bill much as in Fratercula, but the head
adorned with a long curly crest on each side

;

the tufted puffins. Z. etrrata is a common species of
the North Pacific ocean from California to Kamchatka.
See Frateretda and puffin.

lundresst (lun'dres), n. [< F. Londres, London.]
A sterling silver penny formerly coined in Lon-
don. Encyc. Diet.

lune^ (lun), n. [< F. hme = Sp. Pg. It. luna, <
L. luna, the moon: see hma.'] 1. Anything in

the shape of a crescent or half-moon. [Bare.]

Some faithful janizaries strew'd the field,

Fsdl'n in just ranlis or wedges, lunes or squares,
Firm as they stood.

Watts, Lyric Poems, iL (Eneye. Diet.)

2. Tn geom., a figure formed on a sphere or on
a plane by two arcs of circles which inclose a
space. Hippocrates, probably a contemporary of the
celebrated physician of that name, squared those plane
lunes (jj.iivi<TKoi) which are contained by two arcs standing
on the same chord, the central angles of the arcs being to
one another as 1 : 2 or 1 : 3 or 2 :3.

The hme of Hippocrates isfamous as beingthe first cur-
vilinear space whose area was exactly deteimined.

Davies.

3t. A fit of lunacy or madness ; a mad freak or
tantrum.

Yea, watch
His pettish hmes, his ebbs, his flows, as if

The passage and whole carriage of this action
Eode on his tide. Shak., T. and C, iL 8. 139.

lune^t (lun), n. [Prob. another form of Ivne'^.]

A leash : as, the lime of a hawk.
The lunes, or small thongs of leather, might be fastened

to them with two tyrrits, or rings ; and the limes were
loosely wound round the little finger.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 9L

Inne^ (lun), n. Another spelling of loon^.
Lunel(lu-nel'),«. [F.] A sweet and richwhite
muscat wine, similar to Frontignan, produced
in the south of France, in the department of
H^rault.
lunett (lii'net), n. [< F. lunette, OP. lunete, dim.
of lune, the moon: see lune'^. Cf. lunette.] A
little moon; a satellite.

Onr predecessors could never have believed that there
were such Umets about some of theplanets as our late per-
spectives have descryed. Bp. Ball, Peace-Maker, i 10.

lunette (lu-nef), n. [< F. lunette, dim. of lune,
the moon: see lunet.] 1. Infort., a detached
work with flanks, presenting a sa-
lient angle to the enemy, intended
for the protection of avenues,
bridges, and the curtains of field-
wor&.— 2. In farriery, a half-
horseshoe, having only the front.— Lunettcdeti.

3. A blinder for the eye of a horse.—4. In
arch. : (o) The aperture formed by the inter-
section of any vault by a vault of smaller di-
mensions

; particularly, such an aperture in a
vaulted ceiUng for the admission of light. Of
this class are the upper lights of the naves of
St. Peter's at Bome and St. Paul's in London.
The effigy is placed nnder a Gothic arch whose bmdte

once contained a fresco tn the Sienese painter Pletro Lo-
renzettL C. 0. Perkins, Italian Scnlpture^ p. 59.

(6) A small aperture or window, especially if
curved or circular, in a roof.— 5. In a glass-fur-
nace, the flue connecting the fire-chamber and
the pot-chamber. E. H. Knight— 6. A watch-
crystal flattened in the center; also, a kind of
concavo-convex lens for spectacles.—7 In
arcft<E0i, a crescent ornament made of 'thin
gold and intended as a diadem or gorget, foundm ancient tombs ofvarious epochs.— 8. A work
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of art of such a shape as to fill a Ivmette, espe-
cially a painting or panel of such shape: as,
the lunettes of Correggio.
A lunette for an altar of the Church of Saint AgosMno.

The Portfolio, March, 1888, p. 62.

9. One of the two open loops of steel which con-
stitute the guard of the ordinary fleuret or foil
used in fencing.— 10. In artillery, an iron ring
at the end of ttie trail-plate of a gun-carriage,
to be placed over the pintle-hook of the limber
in limbering up.— 11. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., a
crescent-shaped or circular ease of crystal fitted
into the monstrance for the purpose of receiv-
ing the consecrated host for solemn exposition.

lung (lung), n. [< ME. lunge, longe (pi. lunges),

< AS. lungen (not Hunge), pi. lungena (not *lim-
gan) = OFries. lungen, Vungene= MD. longe, D.
long = OHG. lungunna, Vunginna, hmgina, lunga,
MHG. lungene, (J. lunge = Icel. lunga, pi. lungu
= Sw. lunga= Dan. lunge, lung; akin to AS. lun-

gor (= OHQ-. Iwngar, MHG. lunger), quick (orig.

Ught), lungre, quickly (orig. lightly), and to AS.
leoht. liht (orig. *Unht), light: see Ught^, a., and
cf . Ught^, n. , in pi., lungs (of an animal); cf . also
Pg. leve, lung, < leve, light, < L. levis, light, akin
to E. light^, a., and thus ult. to lung.^ 1 . One of

the two spongy or saccular organs, occupying
the thorax or upper part of the body-cavity,
which communicate with the pharynx through
the trachea, and are the organs of respiration in
air-breathing vertebrates. The corresponding or-

.gans of those animals that breathe under water are the

.gills or branchice ; in ordinary fishes the honiologue of a
lung is the air-bladder or sound, whose varying conditions
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divided into an upper, a middle, and a lower lobe ; the left lungist, w, [Also lungies; < OF. longis, an idle,
sim;)ly into an upper and a lower

_
At the inner side of gtupid, dreaming fellow, appar. adopted and

each lung, a little above the middle, the bronchus and
blood-vessels enter, forming the root of the lung , and ex-

cept for this attachment the lung lies free in its pleural
cavity, which it completely fills. The lung is elastic and
always on the stretch. The blood, in passing through the
lungs, gives off carbon dioxid to the air in the alveoli,

and receives oxygen. This absorption and elimination
seems to be a simple mechanical process, and independent
of any secreting or other activity of the epithelial cells.

In the lower vertebrates there may be but one lung, or
one may be much larger than the other. A lung may lie

in the general cavity of the body and be of great extent,
as in serpents. Thelungs are fixed and molded to the ribs
in birds, and in this class the air-passages through the lungs
expand into great serous sacs which occupy most parts of
the body and extend into the hoUoW bones.

With hys swyrde the bore he stonge
Thorow the lyvyr and the longe.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 100. (Halliwai.)

And the kynge Ban smote Acolas, that the shulder dis-
seuered from the body so depe that the longes apered.

Merlin CB. B. T. S.), ii. 357.

2. In entom., one of the respiratory organs pe
culiar to those Arachmda whose tracheal sys-

associatedwith long, long, from Longis, a proper
name, < L. Longius or Longinus, the. name in

the old mystery plays, and in the apocryphal
gospel of Nicodemus, of the centurion who
thrust his spear into the body of Christ, the
name being appar. suggested by Gr. Uyxv, a

lance, in John xix. 34: see lance^. Hence per-

haps lov/nge^.'] A long, awkward fellow ; a dull,

drowsy man.
Ithe be cleanelye, then terme they him proude ; if meane

in apparell, a slouen; if talle, a lungis.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 115.

How dost thou, Ralph ? Art thou not shrewdly hurt ? the
foul great lungies laid unmercifully on thee.

Beau, and, Ft, Knight of Burning Pestle, it. 6.

lungless (lung'les), a. [< lung + -less.'] Hav-
ing no limgs ; notpulmonate, as certain inferior

animals.
lung-lichen (lung'li"ken), n. Same as lung-

_^^ wort, 3.

temls modifiedlnTrrnumb"e7ylImeU»°su- lung-moss (lung^rnds), n. Same as ZMBffMJori, 3.

perimposed upon one another like the leaves lungoor (lung;gor), »i. [E Ind.] A monkey of

of a ^ook. They are also called pulmonary northern InHia, Semnop^thecus seh^staeeus, x%-

lamellce and respiratory leaflets.- 3. In pulmo- sembhng and related to the entellus monkey

nate moUusks, a modification of the integu- orhanuman; the white-bearded ape. Alsolan-

ment subserving aerial respiration: more fully ,9''"'»', toreflfftMr.
mi, * i„

o&nedexternal lung. Huxl^.-^i.pl.AheWoy^l l"";?-?*?°?«M"?S^*''0"g gl)'»:
Jj^« f.^f^^^^^

blower ; a chemist's servant. ^^i<?l^ infeststhe human lungs, Strongylus hron-

That Is his fire-drake.

His Lungs, his Zephyrus, he that puffs his coals.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

At the top of one's lungs, with the utmost strength of

one's voice.— Brown induration of the lungs. See i«-

duration.— Collier's lung, in pathol., antbracosis.—To
try one's lungs, to raise one's voice to Its utmost pitch.

Jung.tggter (lung'tes'ter), n. An instrument
I once had the good luck to hear old Christopher North fqj testing the capacity of the chest ; a spirom-

try his lungs in the open air in Scotland. Such laughter j. p j-r jr^ghi;
and such hill-shaking meny-heartedness I may never lis- ."""'f '.„ rTH-a, ',„„„„„„„„ . / ;„„- a. ,„„. -i

ten to again in the Lochs. i.r.iiVeJds, Underbrush, p. 196. lung'-WOet, ™. [ME. longe^oo; <lung + woe.]

Consimiption; phthisis.

The longe^woo cometh ofte of yvel eire.

The stomake eke of eire is overtake.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 13.

lung-struck (lung'struk), a. Suffering from
disease of the lungs. [Colloq.]

Aix-les-Baini and Matlock, where the lung-struck world
passes July and August.

PaU Matt Gazette, Oct. 13, 1882. {Eneyc. Diet.)

lunge^ (limj), n. [Formerly longe, lounge; by
apheresis from alonge, allonge (appar. taken as

a longe): see allonge.] 1. In fencing, a thrust.

In a desperate lounge, which Leicester successfully put
aside, Tressilian exposed himself at disadvantage.

Scott, Kenilworth, xxxix,

lung-worm (lung'wferm), n.

in the lungs.

A worm parasitic

structure of Lungs.

j4, larynx ; S, trachea ; C, C. bronchi, right and left ; D. D, D, D,
Tamlfications of bronchial tubes or air-passages in lungs ; E, E, uncut

smooth surface.

are important in classification. (3eephysoclistaus,physos-

rUmu/us, and sound.) Except in their least-developed con-

dition, the lungs are formed by the repeated subdivision

•of the branches of their bronchi which finally end in

saccular dUatations called infundHnda. The infundibula

:and the air-passagesImmediately leading to them are beset

with air-cells. These air-cells or alveoli are from t^ to

ft, of an inch in diameter. They are furnished with a close

capillary network in which the branches from the pul-

monary artery terminate, and the blood is separated from
the air only by the capillary wall and the thin alveolar

epithelium of the air-cells. This assemblage of minute
saccular organs and air-bearing tubes is bound up by con-

nective tissue into the comparatively compact lung. The
bronchial arteries and veins provide for the nutrition of

thepulmonary structures. Lymphatics abound, and there
are numerous lymphatic glands. The vagus and sympa-
thetic supply nerves. In man each lung is pyramidal in

form, its base resting on the diaphragm and its apex rising

about an inch above the collar-bone. The right Irfng is

or Luiug resemuiiug me luugo u± u, xciA^i^x, a>

plunge; a lurch: as, the ZMWjre of a coach. [Col-

loq.]

He . . . made so sudden a Zttn^'eforward that he threat-

ened to upset the boat. Harpei'a Mag., LXXIX. HI.

lungel (lunj), V.
;
pret. and pp. hinged, ppr. lung-

ing. l<.
lunge, n.] I. jreirans. 1. To thrust, as in

fencing, with the sword or foil ; make a thrust

forward; plunge.

When the grenadiers were lunging.
And like hail fell the plunging

Cannon shot.

G. B. MeMaster, The Old Continentals.

He . .'. caughtup the snuffers, and beforeapplyingthem
to the cabbage-headed candle, lunged at the sleeper.

Dickens, Little Dorrlt, iv.

3. To hide ; skulk. [Prov. Bng.]

to the appearance of the human lungs, on account of which
it was formerly used in pulmonary diseases.

2. An American plant, Mertensia Virginica, of

the same family, at first referred to Pulmo-
naria. M. mariUma is the sea-lungwort.— 3.

A lichen, SUcta pulmonaria, somewhat resem-
bling in shape a human lung, and formerly re-

garded as a lung-remedy: same as hazel-erottles.

—Bullock's or cow's lungwort, the muUen, Verbascum
Thapsus, formerly used as a remedy for lung-disease in

cattle, because its leaf resembles a dewlap.— Clown's
lungwort, (a) Same as bullock's lungwort. (6) The tooth-

wort, Lathrcea sguamnaria, a reputed remedy for diseases

of tlie lungs.—French or golden lungwort, the wall-

hawkweed, Hieraciurd nnirorum.— Sea-dungwort. See
def. 2.—Smooth lungwort, a plant of the genus Merten-
sia, as distinguished from PulTnoTiaria, which is rough.

—

, 'tree-lxa^vrOTt, Sticta pidmomiria. See def. 3.

II. trans. To cause to move in a plunging or luniform (lu'ni-form), a. [<L. luna, the moon

Rjv.: C T P,„^J-J^l^

•Human Lungs Heart and Great Vessels front v,e». (great vessels

except of lungs cut on)

r&^o1alrt^^?.rai^i^r»U&|^^^^^^^
lS3„S„ r3j>and /'K rieht and left pulmonary vein i .SJ^fand LJK,
^?. ' J T^iTSular Je n°"S, vena cava superior (its two forks,.not
aright and 'S".^"f"™/fi2.'j.„™inate veinl ; V/, vena cava Inferior!

•Sof right^StTd and right subclavian artery.
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jumpingmanner, as a horse held by a long rein,

for exercise or training.

The coachman was lunging Georgy round the lawn on

the gray pony. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlvi.

The place [a watercourse] should be widened gradually,

and the water dammed up, the colt being always lunged

over it before being ridden. Eneyc. Brit., XII. 189.

lunge^ (lunj), n. Same as longe^.

lunged (lungd),fl!. [<lung + -ed^.] 1. Having
limgs; technically, in zool., pulmonate: com-

mon in compounds, as strong- or -weak-lunged.

— 2. Drawing in and expelling air like the

lungs. [Poetical.]

The smith prepares his hammer for the stroke,

While the fung'd bellows hissing flre provoke.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x.

lunger (lun'jfer), n.

To do him justice . .

sword. Bidwer, Zanoni, u. 1.

lung-fever (lung'fe"v6r), n. Pneumonia.

lung-fish (lung'fish), m. Adipnoan; any fish of

the order Dipnoi.

How difficult a matter it is to decide whether the lung-

Ash of Brazil and Senegambia belongs to the amphibia or

to the fishes. Pop. Sd. Mo., XXX. 678.

-t- forma, form.] Resembling the moon in form

;

especially, orescentic ; lunate or lunulate : said

of parts the longitudinal section of which is

between crescentitorm and semiglobose.

lunisolar (Iti-ni-so'lar), a. [< L. luna, the

moon, + sol, the sun:" see solar.] Depending
jointly on the motions or actions of the moon
and the sun: as, the lunisolar cycle—Lunisolar
period, any one of the periods in the reckoning of time

which depend on the relative motions of the sun and moon.
— Lunisolar precession, in astron., that part of the an-

nual precession of the equinoxes which depends on the

joint action of the sun and moon.—Lunisolar year, a

period of 532 years, found by multiplying the cycle of the

sun (28 years) by the cycle of the moon (19 years), and char-

acterized by the recurrence of eclipses in the same order

as in the previous lunisolar period. Also called Dimy-
sian period.

One who lunges or thrusts, lunistice (lii'nis-tis), n. [< Nli. lunisUUum, < L.

a swifter ?M«?e»- never crossed a luna, the moon, + status, a standing, < stare,
" ' " ' """ ' pp. status, stand: see state, Cf. solstice, armis-

tice.] In astron., the moment of the moon's
greatest northing and southing in her monthly
revolution.

lunistitial (lu-ni-stish'al), a. [< lunistice^ (NIi.

lunistitium) + -al.] Pertaining to a Ixmistice.

-Lunistitial points, the points of the moon's orbit

lung-flower (lung'flou"er),«. The marsh-gen- iSdinm-'i^'^rdS, a. [< L. luna, the
tlan, Gentiana Pneumonanthe : a translation of ™1«^^

^_ ^^e + -af: see uA] Eelatiig to
its specific name,
lung-grown (lung'gron), a. In med.

Itmgs that adhere to the pleura.

lungi, n. See loonghee.

lungie, n. See longie.

having that part of the tidal movement which is de-

pendent on the moon—Lunitidal Interval, the in-

terval between the moon's passage over the meridian and
the time of high water at any place, considered solely with
reference to the moon's influence. It is the "establish-
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ment " of any port, uncorrected for the half-monthly in-

equality due to the sun's action.. The lunitidal interval

thus corrected is tjie mean or corrected '* establishment

"

of the port.

lunkliead (lungk'hed), n. A heavy, stupid fel-

low. Bartlett. [Colloq., U. S.]

lunnite (lun'it), n. [Named after Rev. F. Limn,
who analyzed it.] A name sometimes used col-

lectively to include the related copper phos-

phates dihydrite, ehlite, pseudomalaehite, etc.

lunstockt, n. An obsolete form of linstock.

lunt (lunt), n. [< D. lont, a match, = G-. Imite,

a match, fonnerly a lamp-wiok, = Sw. Junta =
Dan. lunte,a. match. Cf. Unh^.^ U. A match,
torch, or port-fire ancientlyused for discharging
cannon.— Sf. The lock and appurtenances of

a match-lock gun. See quotation under snap-
loorlc.— 3. A lively combustion ; fire and smoke
in general. [Scotch and North. Eng.]

She fuff't her pipe wi' sio a lunt. Bums, Halloween.

lunt (lunt), V. i. [< lunt, n. Cf . link, v.2 To
emit smoke ; flame ; be on fire. [Scotch.]

The luntinpipe an' sneeshin mill
Are handed round wl' right guld will.

Bums, The Twa Dogs.

lunula (lii'nu-la), n.; pi. lunuhe (,-le). [L., dim.
of luna, the moon : see luna. Cf. lunule.^ Some-
thing which is shaped like a little moon or nar-
row crescent ; a lunule or lunulet.

The patrician order wore shoes of black leather (calceus
patricius), ornamented with an ivory crescent, and hence
called lunula. Encyc. Brit., VI. 457.

Speclflcally— (a) The free crescentic edge and adjoining
thin part of a semilunar valve of the heart. (6) The small
white semilunar mark at the base of the human finger-

nails, (c) A crescentic impression on some bivalve shells

;

a lunule. (d) A small semicircular or crescentic spot of
color; a lunulet. {e) [cap.l A generic name given by
Hitchcock to ichnolit^ of uncertain character. (J) In
Ttiath., a lune.

lunular (Iti'nu-lar), a. [< L. lunula + -ar^.']

Having a form like that of the new moon;
shaped like a small crescent; lunulate.

Lunularia (lii-nu-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (MicheU,
1729), so called in allusion to the lunate form
of the gemmsB-bearing receptacles, < L. lunula,

a little moon : see lunule.'] A genus of Hepaticm
or liverworts, typical of the tribe Lunulariew.
llie thallus is oblong, with rounded lobes, distinctly areo-
late and porose. The carpocephalum is cruciately divided
into one to six, usuallyfour, horizontal segments, which are
tubular and one-fruited; the capsule is exserted on a long
pedicel, and is four- to eight-Talved. The only species, L.
cruciata, is introduced into greenhouses.

Lunulariea (lii'''nu-la-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Lu-
nularia + -ece.] A former tribe of MepaUcce or
liverworts, established by Nees von Esenbeek,
1833-8, and typified by the genus Limularia.
lunulate (M'nu-lat), a. [< NL. lunulatus, < L.
lunula, a little moon, new moon: see iMnule.]

1. Shaped like anew moon; narrowly creseent-
ed.— 2. In sool., having one or several small
crescentic markings. P. L. Sclater.

lunulated (lH'nu-la-ted), a. Same as lunulate.

lunule (lii'niil), n. [< L. lunula, a little moon,
dim. of luna, the moon: see luna, lune^.'} Some-
thing in the shape of a little moon or crescent,
(a) In cancfu, the lunul^ a crescentic impression on each
valve of many bivalve shells, in front of the umbo, form-
ing with its fellow an oval or somewhat cordate figure

;

it is conspicuous in the VenericUs and many related forms.
(6) In eTti&m., a lunulate mark or line on the center of the
lower wing, found in many moths, (c) In geom., a lune.
See («jiel, 2. (<fl A crescent-shaped mark at the root of a
nail,—Frontal lunille, in enUmi., a curved space imme-
diately above the antenna, characteristic of the flies of
the suborder Cydffrhapka, wanting in the Orth/yrhapha. It
is related to the bladdery inflation of the front by means
of which these flies force open the larval envelop.

lunulet (la'nii-let), n. [< lunule + -et.'\ In
entom., a small crescent-shaped spot or mark
on a surface.

lunulite (M'nu-llt), n. [< NL. LunuUtes, q. v.]
A fossil polyzoan of the genus LunuUtes.
Lunulites (lu-nu-ll'tez), n. [NL., < L. lunula,
a little moon : see lunule.] A genus of fossil

Polyzoa. Several species range from the Upper
Cretaceous to the coralUne crag.

luny (lu'ni), a. [Abbr. from lunatic, and often
spelled loony, with ref . to loon'^. Cf. Iwne^, 3. ]
Lunatic; crazy; silly and erratic: usually ap-
plied to partial or temporary aterration, and to
persons afflictedwith partial lunacy. Used also
as a noun. [Colloq.]

His fits [epileptic] were nocturnal, and he had frequent
"luny spells," as he called them.

E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 424,

Lupa (lu'pS), n. [NL. (Leach, 1814), < L. lupa,
a she-wolE, fem. of lupus, a wolf: see Lupus^-.]
A genus of crabs of the isanilj Portunid^B. The
common edible crab of the United States has been called
L. diacaritha; it is now known as Catlinectes hadatus.

Lupercal (lu'per-kal), a. and n. [< L. Luper-
calis, pertaining to'Lupercus (neut. pi. Luper-
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caUa, the feast of Lupercus ; neut. sing, as noun
iMpercal, a grotto on the Palatine hiU sacred to

Lupercus) or Inuus, regarded, under the name
Lupercus, as a protecting deity of shepherds, as
' he who wards off the wolves,' < lupus, a wolf,

+ arcere, ward ofE, keep off.] I. a. Pertaining

to Lupercus or to the Luperealia.

Il.t n. Same as Luperealia. [An erroneous

use.]
You all did see that on the Lupercal
I thrice presented him a kingly crown.
Which he did thrice refuse.

Shak., J. C, iii, 2. 100.

Luperealia (lu-p6r-ka'li-a), «.i)Z. [L.: see -tM-

jjercal.] One of the most'ancient ofRoman fes-

tivals, celebrated every year in the middle of

February. The origin of the festival is older than the

legend of Romulus and the woU, with which, as with the

Greek cult of Pan, it was sought later to connect it. It

was originally a local purification ceremony of the Pala-

tine city, in which human victims w«re sacrificed in the
Lupercal cave, near the Porta Romana, after having been
conducted around the walls. In historic times the vic-

tims were goats and a dog, and the celebrants ran around
the old line of the Palatine walls, striking all whom they
met with thongs cut from the skins of the slaughtered
animals. These blows were reputed to preserve women
from sterility. The divinity of the Luperealia was the old
Etrurian god Inuus, akin to Mars.

Lupercalian (lu-per-ka'U-an), a. [< Luperealia
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the ancient Roman
festival of the Luperealia.

Lupin8e(lu-pi'ne),TO.i>/. [OTj.,< Lupus^ + -dnce.]

A subfamily of Canida, distinguishedfrom Vul-

pinos or foxes ; wolves. It corresponds to Ca-
nincB in a narrow sense.

lupinaster (lu-pin-as'ter), n. The bastard lu-

pine, TrifoUumLupinaster, a Siberianplant with
purple orwhite flowers, very large forthe genus,
and lupine-like leaves. The species has some-
times been regarded asforminga separategenus
{Lupvnaster).

lupine^ (la'pin or -pin), a. [= F. lupin = Sp.

Pg. It. lupino, < L. lupinus, belonging to a wolf,

<lupys,a,-wo\£: seelyupus^. Cf. lupine^, n.] 1.

Like a wolf; wolfish; ravenous.— 3. In zooL,
pertaining to the series or group of canine ani-

mals which contains the wolves, jackals, and
dogs, as distinguished from the loxes ; thoSid.
In lupine animals the skull has frontal sinuses which affect

the profile of the head and the contour of the cranial cavity,

and the pupil of the eye is usually round. See vulpine,
alopecoid, and thooid.

lupine^ (lH'pin), n. [= D. Imijn = G. lupine,

< F. lupin= Sp. It. lupino = Russ. lupinii, < L.
lupinus, lupinum, a lupine, orig. masc. and neut.
respectively of lupinus, belonging to a wolf : see
lupins^, a. The reason of thename is unknown.]
A plant of the genus Lupinus. The white lupine,
L. aibus, of southern Europe and the Orient, has been cul-
tivated from antiquity. Its seeds serve as a pulse, and Its

herbage is valuable for fodder and green manure. In Por-
tugal it is used, under the name of tra/moso, to choke out
obstinate weeds. The scented yellow lupine, L. luteus, of
the Mediterranean region, is used in central Europe to im-
prove sandy soils.

Various other spe-
cies have similar
uses, among them
the Egyptian L.
Termis, resembling
L. alius, and L. va-
rius, with flowers
chiefly blue. The
tree-lupine, L. ar-
boretts, of Pacific
NorthAmerica,has
been used with suc-
cess to bind shift-

ing sand. It is a
shrub growing 10
feethigh, and send-
ing its roots more
than 20 feet deep.
The ornamental lu-

pines are extreme-
ly numerous. L.
albus, L. lutevs, and
L. varius, men-
tioned above, were
formerly common
in gardens, but
have been some-
what superseded
by species from ^erennis)^ a.^ver-.b,
western America,
Among these are
the tree-lupine and the many-leafed lupine (L,
of North America and L. versicolor of Peru." The wili.
lupine of the eastern United States is L. perenrUs, a plant
with a long showy raceme of purple flowers, common in
sandy soiL—Bastard Inplne. See lupinaster.

lupinin (lu'pi-nin), n. [< Lupinus + -in^.] A
bitter glucoside extracted from the leaves of
Lupinus albus.

lupinite (lu'pi-nit), n. [< Lupinujt + 4teK]
Same as lupinin.

Lupinus (lu-pi'nus), n. [Nh. (Toumefort, 1700),
< lupus, a wolf, in allusion to its destroying or
exhausting land.] A large genus of legnmi-

Flowenng Plant of Lupine (Lufiinus
, mnnii), a, flower : b, fiuit, showing the
dehiscence.

lural

nous plants of the suborder PapiMonacece and
the tribe GtenistecB. It is characterljied by having the

leaves simple or dlgitately many-foUate ; the divisions of

the calyx longer than the tube ; the wings of the corolla

often united at the apex, the keel beaked ; and a com-
pressed coriaceous or fleshy legume. More than 95 spe-

cies have been described, but they may be somewhat
reduced ; they occur In North and South America, the
Mediterranean region, and tropical Africa, being especially

abundanton the western coastof America. They are herbs
or undershrubs with terminal or axillary racemes of showy
blue or purple flowers, rarely yellow or white, and often
fragrant. Numerous species are cultivated for their beauty
and for use. See lupine^.

lupous (lii'pus), a. [< L. lupus, a woU (see -ta-

pus^, + -ous.] Wolfish ; like a wolf. [Rare.]

luppa (lup'a), n. [E. Ind.] A cloth made in In-

dia of silk, or silk and cotton, with gold and sil-

ver thread used so abundantly that the surface
seems to be wholly of metal. Compare kineob.

luppen (lup'n). A dialectal (Scotch) perfect
participle of leap'^.

lupulin, lupuline (lu'pu-lin), n. [< lupulus +
-im^, -dne^.] 1, The peculiar bitter aromatic
principle of the hop. Also called lupulite.—2.

An alkaloid foundm hops.— 3. The fine yellow
powder of hops, which contains the bitter prin-

ciple. It consists of the little round glands found upon
the stipules and fruit, and is obtained by drying, beating,

and then sifting the hops. It is used in medicine.

Also Jiumulin, humuUne.
lupuline (lii'pu-lin), a. [< NL. lupuVus, hop, +
-ine^.] In hot., resembling a head of the hop.

lupulinic (lH-pu-lin'ik), a. [< lupulin + 4c.]

Of or pertaining to lupulin; consisting of or

containing lupulin.

It is almost impossible to free them [scales of the hop]
entirely from the lupulinic grains. Ure, Diet., 1 308.

lupulinous (lH-pu-li'nus), a. [< lupuline + -ous.]

Same as lupuUne.

lupulite (lii'pu-lit), n. [< NL. lupulus, hop (see

lupulin), + -iieK] Same as lupulin, 1.

lupulus (lii'pu-lus), ». [NL. (Toumefort), a

fish, a hook, lit. the hop-plant, etc., also a skin-

disease; dim. of L. lupus, the hop-plant, a par-

ticularuse of lupus, a wolf (so called perhaps be-

cause it ' strangles ' the shrubbery upon which
it may climb).] The hop-plant, SumulusLupu-
lus: still occasionally used.

Lupus^ (lii'pus), n. [NL., < L. lupus, a wolf, =
Gr. Ximg= Groth. wulfs, etc. ,= E. wolf: see wolf,]

1. (a) A genus of Ca-
nidte, comprising the
wolves, but having no
characters by which
it can be distinguish-
ed from Canis. In
thisnomenclature the
common gray wolf of

NorthAmerica is call-

ed Lupus oeddentalis.

(6) 0. c] The specif-
ic designation of the
common wolf, Cams
lupus.—2. An ancient
southern constella-
tion, the Wolf, repre-
senting a beast held
by the hand of the
Centaur. It has two
stars of the third mag-
nitude.— 3. [I.e.] m
pathol: (a)LupUSVul- The Constellatim Lupus.

garis, a tuberculosis
of the skin, presenting clinically reddish-brown
patches made up of papules, tubercles, and flat

infiltrations. These patches proceed to ulceration and
subsequent cicatrization. They occur mostly on the face,

but may occur on mucous snrfoces aa well as on the skin
of the extremities, or even (rarely)of the tmnk. Anatomi-
cally there is tubercular tissue containing tubercle-bacilli

(6) Lupus erythematosus, a chronic dermatitis,
beginning in one ormore papules which grow so
as to cover a large patch. The color Is pinkish to vio-
laceous, and the snrface is scaly. It does not ulcerate but
heals with central cicatrization and atrophy. It occnre
most frequently on the lace, but also elsewhere. It is

more frequent in women than in men.— LupilB metal-
lonun, the alchemical name of stlbnite, or sulpbid of an-
timony.

Iupus2 (lu'pus), n. [Var. of *glupus, < Buss, glur-

puishu, a, petrel.] The Pacific fulmar petrel,

Fuhnarus gladalis rodgersi. H. W. Elliott.

lura (M'l*), n. ; pi. tero? (-re). [NL., < L. lura,
the month of a bag or bottle.] In anat., the
contracted foramen of the infundibulum of the
brain. [Recent.]

The removal of the hypophysis leaves the orifice which
I have called lura.

WUOer, N. Y. Med. Jour., March 21, 1885, p. 328.

lural (lu'ral), a. [< lura + -at.] Pertaining to
the lura.



lurch

lurchi (ISroh), V. i. [An assibilated form of
lurk, as church of UrTc, Urch of Urh, etc. : see
lurk.'] 1. To lie in concealment; lurk; move
stealthily.

The wolf I've seen, a fiercer game, . . .

With lurching st^ around me prowl.
And stop, against the moon to howl.

Scott, Marmion, ii.. Int.

Fond of prowling and lurching out at night after their
own sinful pleasures. Eingsley.

2t. To sulk; pout.
For when he is merrj;, she lurcheth and she loures.
When he is sad she singes, or langhes it out by houres.

PuUenhmn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 176.

3. To shift; dodge; play tricks.

I myself sometimes, leaving the fear of God on the left
hand and hiding mine honour in my necessity, am fain to
shuffle, to hedge, and to furch.

Shak., M. W. of W., il. 2. 26.

4. To roll or sway suddenly to one side, or from
side to side, as a ship in a heavy sea or a car-
riage on a rough road.

The left side of the wagon lurched downwards, the horse
having, in the darkness, taken them over the side of the
road. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 211.

5. To walk with an uneven or shifting gait;
stagger : as, he went lurching down the street.
lurchi (lerch), n. [< lurch'i-, v.] 1. A sudden
lateral movement or swaying to one side, as of
a ship, a carriage, or a staggering person.
A slight lurchot the steamer caused her to looseherhold

of the garment. B. Taylor, Lands of the Sai-acen, p. 156.

As the carriage swayed from side to side, I expected, at
every lurch, that the whole party would be upset.

/. Qrami, Adventures of an Aide-de-Camp, 1st ser., iv.

Hence— 2. Any sudden or unexpected shift or
change of position.

Would it be desirable tohave the policy of the nation set-
tled in this sense for four years by a lurch of the Irish vote
in the last two weeks of the campaign?

The Nation, Nov. 8, 1888.

3. An inclination; disposition; leaning. [U.S.]
She has a natural lurch for it, and it comes easy to her.

Hiss Cummins, Lamplighter. (Eneyc. Diet.)

Lee lurch, a sudden jerky roll of a ship to the leeward, as
when a heavy sea strikes her on the weather side.—To lie
upon the lurchor at lurcht, to lie in ambush ; lurk ; be
on the watch.

He chieflylaboured to be thought a sayer of good things

;

and by frequent attempts was now and then successful, for
he ever lay upon the lurch. Qoldamith, Ilichard Nash.

lurchot (lerch), V. t. [< OF. Hurcher, < L.
lurcare, lurcari, ML. also Iwrchari, eat vora-
ciously, devour (> litrco, lurcho, a glutton, gor-
mand).] To swallow or devour; eat up; con-
sume.
Too far off from great cities, which may hinder business

;

or too near them, which terofteSA all provisions, and maketh
everything dear. Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

lurch^ (Iferch), n. [Formerly also lurche; = G.
lurtsch, lurg= It. lurdo, < OF. lourche, a game so
called, also written Vourehe, as if < le, def. art.,

+ ourche, given by Cotgrave in the same sense,

and entered as ourche by Godefroy, who there

fives the same example (Eabelais, iii. 12 : see

rst quot. under def. 1) with the word written
Vourehe, that he gives under lowrclte with the
wordwritten lourche. The proper form is doubt-

less lourche; it is prob. connected with OP.
lourche, insnared, deceived, duped.] It. An old

game, the nature of which is unknown.
My mind was only running upon the lurch and tric-trac.

Urquhaart, tr. of Kabelais, iii. 12.

Whose inn is a bowling-alley,whose books are bowls, and
whose law-cases are lurches and rubbers.
Deklcer, Belman of London (Works, ed. Grosart, ill. 132).

2. In eribhage, the position of a player when his

opponent has won every point (61 holes) before

he himself has made 30 holes ; also, the state

of the game under these circumstances; a dou-

ble game.
By two ofmy table-men in the corner-point I have gained

the lurch. Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, li. 12.

Lady has cried her eyes out on losing a lurch, and
almost her wig. Walpole, Letters, IV. 371.

3t. I<lureh3,v.] A cheat; a swindle.

All such lurches, gripes, and squeezes as may be wrung
out by the flst of extortion. Middletmi, Black Book.

To leave In the lurch, (at) Originally, to leave (a per-

son) playing at eribhage in the position called the lurch.

See def. 2.

11 demeura lourche [F.], he was left in the lurch.
Cotgrave.

(!)) To leave suddenly or unexpectedly in an embarrassing

predicament.

Eobin made them haste away.

And Wt the tinker in the lurch,

For the gi'eat shot to pay.

RoUn Hood and the Tinker (Child's Ballads, V. 233).

Weary will be the latter half of my pilgrimage, if you

leave me in the lurch ! Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, xcv.

3545
lurchS (I6reh), ji. t [ilm-ch3,n. In defs. 2, 3, 4,
perhaps in part of other origin; cf . OP. lourche,
msuared, deceived, duped. Some confusion
also with lurcK^, v., has prob. affected the uses
of this verb.] 1. To win a double game in
cnbbage, piquet, etc.— 2+. To leave in the
lurch; disappoint.

,
This is a sure rule, that will never deceive or lurch the

smcere communicant. South, Sermons.
Each worde (me thought) did wound me so.
Each looke did lurche my herte.

Turiervaie, Tragical Tales (1587). (Jfares.)

3. To forestall; rob; swindle; cheat. [Ar-
chaic]
You have lurched your friends of the better half of the

garland by concealing this part of the plot.

B. Jonson, Epicoene, v. 1.

like villainous cheating bowlers, they lurched me of two
of my best limbs, viz. my right arm and right leg.

Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

And 'tis right of his ofBce poor laymen to lurch,
Who infringe the domains of our good mother Church.

Scott, L. of the L., vi. 5.

4f. To capture criminally or dishonestly; ap-
propriate ; steal.

The fond conceit of something like a Duke of Venice,
put lately into' many men's heads by some one or other
subtilely driving on under that notion his own ambitious
ends to lurch a crown. Milton, Free Commonwesith.

lurcherl (ler'cher), n. [< lurch^ + -er\'] 1.
One who lies in wait or lurks ; one who watches,
as to entrap or steal ; a poacher.

Swift from his prey the scudding lurcher flies,

Qay, Trivia, iii. 64.

Some, however, with outward bravade, but inward trem-
blings, went searching along the walls and behind the
posts for some lurcher. Brooke, Fool of Quality, 1. 101.

2. A sort of hunting-dog, said to be a cross
between the shepherd's dog'andthe greyhound,
much used by poachers, because it hunts both
by sight and by scent.

Shaggy, and lean, and shrewd, with pointed ears
And tail oropp'd short, half lurcher arid half cur.
His dog attends him. Cawper, Task, v. 46.

On the drawbridge the warders stout
Saw a terrier and lurcher passing out,

Scott, L. of L. M., iii. 12.

lurcher^t (ler'ehSr), n. [Cf . equiv. ME. lurcare,

lurcard (Prompt. Parv.) ; < lurch"^ + -eri.] A
glutton ; a gormandizer. Palsgrave.

lurch-line (Ifereh'Hn), n. In a bird-net, the line

by which the net is drawn over the bird.
But when he heard with whom I had to deale.
Well done (quoth he), let him go beate the bush;

I and my men to the lurch-line will steale.

And pluck the net even at the present push.
Mir. for Mags., p. 248.

lurdan, lurden (ler'dan, -den), a. and n. [Also
lurdane, lurdain, lourdaine, lourdane, lourden;
< ME. lurden,, lurdeyn, lordain, lourdeine, < OP.
lourdein, lourdin, dull, blockish, < lourd, heavy,
dull: see lourdK] I. a. Blockish; heavy; stu-
pid; useless. [Archaic]

In one [chamber],
Red, after revel, droned her hirdane knights
Slumbering. Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

II. n. A blockhead; a stupid or useless per-
son. [Archaic]
As yet, for lacke of good ciuility and wholesome doc-

trines, there was greater store of lewde lourdaives then
of wise and learned Lords.

PvUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 24.

This lubberly lurden,
111 shap'd and ill fac'd.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

I found the careless lurdane feeding her with unwashed
flesh, and she an eyas. Scott, Abbot, iv.

lurdanryf (16r'dan-ri), n. [< lurdan + ry.']

Robbery; crime."

Leyis, lurdanry, and lust ar oure laid steme.
Oavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 238.

lurei (lur), n. [< ME. lure (= MD. leure, loer,

loeyer), < OP. loerre, leurre, earlier loirre, loitre,

F. leurre = Pr. loire = It. logoro, a falconer's

lure, < MHG. luoder, G-. luder ( > D. luder ?) , bait,

decoy, lure.] 1. In /aZcorar?/, a decoy used to re-

call the hawk to its perch on the fist. An artificial

lure is composed of wings or feathers so arranged as to

resemble a bird, secured to a long thong. Some kind of

food is sometimes attached to the lure, and the hawk is

strongly attracted by it when it is tossed or swung in the

air by the falconer with a peculiar whistle or calL

My falcon now is sharp and passing empty

;

And till she stoop she must not be full-gorged,

For then she never looks upon her lure.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 196.

The falconer oasts out the lure, which may be either a

dead pigeon or an artificial lure garnished with beefsteak

tied to a string. Encyc. Brit. , IX. 8.

2. In her., the representation of a lure with a
line or leash at the end of which is a hawk's
bell.— 3. In angling, an artificial as distin-

guished from a natural bait ; something to at-

lurid
,,

tract a fish which the fish cannot eat. Thus, an
artificial fly or minnow, a spoon, red rag, etc., are lures,
while a fly, worm, frog, etc., are tails..

[The barber] whose bow-windowed shop is full of lures
for flsh. Mark Lemon, Christmas Hamper, p. 86.

4. Any means of enticement; anything that
attracts by the prospect of pleasure or profit.

Lace and ribbons, silver and gold galloons, with the like
glittering gew-gaws, are so many lures to women of weak
minds or low educations. Spectator, No. 15.

5. An enticing action or display ; allurement;
enticement; temptation.

How many have with a smile made small account
Of beauty and her lures. MUton, P. E., ii. 194.

There is an unexpected, an unexplained lure and attrac-
tion in the landscape. The Century, XXVU. 103.

Conjoined in lure. See conjoined.

lurei (lur), V.
;
pret. and pp. lured, ppr. luring.

[< ME. luren (= MD. leuren, loren), < OP. leurrer,

loirrer (= Pr. loirar), lure, < leurre, a lure : see
lure^,n.'] I. intrans. To call; utter a peculiar
call or cry, as in attracting an animal.
Standing near one that lured loud and shrill. Bacon.

The falconer when feeding them [young hawks] should
use his voice as in luring. Eneyc. Brit., IX. 8.

II. trans. 1. To attract as by a falconer's
lure and call ; decoy ; entice by the display of
something.
For ich haue and haue had somedel [somewhat] haukes

manares,
Ich am nat lured with loue bote ouht [unless something]

lygge vnder thombe. Piers Plowman (0), viii. 45.

0, for a falconer's voice.
To lure this tassel-gentle back again

!

Shak., E. and J., ii. 2. 160.

As when a flock
Of ravenous fowl . . . cortie flying, lured
With scent of living carcases design'd
For death. Milton, P. L., x. 273.

2. To allure ; entice ; invite by anything that
promises pleasure or profit.

And various science lures the learned eye.

Gay, Trivia, ii. 552.

That fatal bait hath lured thee back.
In deathful hour o'er dangerous track.

SeoU, L. of the L., iv. 17.

The proffered toleration was merely a bait intended to
lure the Puritan party to destruction.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

=Syn. 2. Entice, Decoy, etc. See allure^.

Iure2 (lur), n. [In Shetland looder{-horn)\ <
loel. Mdhr = Norw. Dan. lur, a trumpet.] An
ancient form of trumpet still in use in Scandi-
navia, having a curved tube several feet long,
used for calling cattle, and by traveling parties
as a signal.

She made up her bundle of clothes, took in herhand her
lure, with which to call home the cattle in the evenings,
bade her mistress farewell privately, and stole away.

H. Martineau, Feats on the Fiord, ix.

lure^t, n. Same as lore^.

lure*t, ri. A Middle English form of leer^.

lure^ (lur), n. In hat-nw/auf., same as looer.

lurer (lur'er), «. One who or that which lures,
entices, or decoys.
lurg (lerg), n. [Origin obscure.] An errant
marine worm, Nephthys cmca, found on the
coasts of Great Britain: also called white^ag
worm. It is about 8 inches long, of a pearly-
whitish color, and lives in the sand.
lurgulary, lourgulary (lur'-, lor'gu-la-ri), n.

In early Jmg. law, the offense of defiling or poi-
soning waters. Cowel.

luri (lu'ri), n. Same as lory.

lurid (lu'rid), a. [= Sp. lilrido = Pg. It. lurido,

< L. luridus, pale-yellow, wan, ghastly; con-
nected with luror, a yellowish color; cf. Gr.
X/iO)p6g, green: see chlorine. Hence ult. (< L.
luridus) E. lourd^,q.Y.2 1. Pale; wan; ghast-
ly; of the color or appearance of dull smoky
flames ; having the character of a light which
does not show the colors of objects.

The flre-bolts leap to the world below,
And flood the skies with a lurid glow.

Bryant, The Hurricane.

The sun went lurid down
Into the smoke-wrapt sea, and night came on.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

2. Lighted up with a ghastly glare ; combining
light and gloom.

Slow settling o'er the lurid grove,
Unusual darkness broods.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 827.

The narrative of what I knew about that lurid episode
of the battle of Sedan that occurred in the village of Ba-
zeilles. Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 45.

3. In &ot. and zool. , having a dirty-brown color

;

slightly clouded.

Insatiate thistles, tyrants of the plains,

And lurid hemlock ting'd with pois'nous stains.

W. Harte, Parable of the Sower.



^ luridly

luridly (In'rid-li), adv. In a lurid or gloomy
manner.
lurk (16rk), V. i. [< ME. lurken, lorken, prob. <

Sw. Itirka, lirka (= Dan. lirke), lurk, < lura =
Dan. lure, lurk, = leel. lura, slumber, = MHG.
luren, G. lauern = MLG. luren = D. loeren, lis-

ten, lurk. In this view lurk has a formative -fc,

as in liarTc, talk, smirk, as related to hear, tale,

smile, etc., and is not, as some suppose, an
altered form, with change of s.to r, of Sw.
dial, luska = Dan. luske, lurk, sneak, = MD.
luschen, luysschen, lurk, = MLG. luschen= OHG.
losken, MHG. loschen, G. lausclien, listen, akin
to E. Hit, listen : see list^. But the Sw. lura,

Dan. lure, lurk, if connected with leel. hlora,

listen, are from the same root, which appears
also in loud, q. v. Hence by assibUation lurcli^,

q. v.] 1. To lie in concealment; hide or keep
out of sight, as for ambush or escape ; skulk.

Kather than marry Paris, . . . bid me lurk
Where serpents are. Shak., E.. and J., iv. L 79.

He is a fish that lurks close all winter.
I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 121.

In these solitudes rogues frequently lurke & do mis-
cheile (& for whom we were all well appoynted wtii our
carbinesX Evelyr^ Dlaiy, March 1, 1644.

2. To be latent or undisclosed; be withdrawn
from open manifestation; exist unperceived or
unsuspected.

Under these tales ye may in a manner see the trueth
Ivrke. Spenser, State of Ireland.

1 could not suppress my lurking passion for applause.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xx.

A cunning politician often lurks under the clerical robe.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 300.

lurk (lerk), n. [< lurk, «.] A trick of impos-
ture; a swindling artifice; a cunning dodge.
[Eng. slang.]

Chelsea George could " go upon any lurk," could be in
the last stage of consumption— actually in his dying hour
—but now and then convalescent for years and years to-

gether. MayJww, London Labour and London Poor, IL 59.

In compliance with your request, I will now endeavour
to describe to you some forms of lurk, in which I myself
have been an actor. 1 have found that the bereavement
lUTk is a lucrative one— (i e.) the pretended loss of a wife,
leaving me with a young and helpless family to support.
Quoted in RUAon-Tumer'g Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 642.

Inrker (Ifer'ker), n. 1. One who lurks, hides, or
keeps out of sight.

It troubled me that there should have been a lurker on
the stairs on that night of all nights of the year.

Dickens, Great Expectations, xl.

2. An impostor; a cheap quack, ping, slang.]

In eve^ Ltrge town sham ofiBcial documents, with crests,
s^ls,and8ignatnres, canbegotfor half-a.erown. Armed
with these, the patterer becomes a lurker— that is, an im-
postor; his papers certify any and every " ill that flesh is
heir to." Mayhem, LondonLabourand London Poor, L 233.

3. One who turns his hand to anywork; a jack
of all trades. [Slang.]

lurking (Ifer'king), n. [Verbal n. of lurk, ».]

Tricky practice; imposture; especially, the
practice of a begging impostor. [Eng. slang.]

After a career of incessant lurking and deceit^ Chelsea
George left England, and remained abroad, writes my in-
formant, four or five years.
Quoted in Bxbton-Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 648.

lurking-place (ler'king-plas), n. A place in
which one lurks or lies concealed; a secret
place ; a hiding-place ; a den,

Hesittefhin the2urii7i<72>{a(!e8 0ttbevillages. PS.Z.S.

lurryi (lur'i), n.; pi. lurries (-iz). [Formerly
also lurrey; perhaps < V^. Uwry, precipitant,
forward, < Uwr, direction, tendency.] If. A
confused throng; a crowd; a heap.

A lurry and rabble of poor farthing friars, wlio have
neither rent nor revenue.

World 0/ Wonders (1608X p. 1 S7. (LaUmm.)

2. A confusion; confused inarticulate sounder
utterance; disturbance; tumult. [Now only
colloq.]

yo doubt but ostentation and formalltie may taint the
best duties : we are not therfore to leave duties for no du-
ties, and to tume prayer into a kind of Lurrey.

MUton, Eikonoklastes, xvl

Inrryl (lur'i), v. t. ; pret. and pp. lurried, ppr.
lurrying. [< lurry^, n.] 1. To hurry care-
lessly.— 2. To lug; pun.—3. To daub; dirty.
[Prov. Eng. in all uses.]

Iurry2 (Inr'i), n. ; pL lurries (-iz). [Cf. lurryl.}
In coal-mining, a, tram or car fitted with a device
for taking up the slack of the rope used in haul-
ing the ears.

lury, n. See lory.

Luschka's gland. See gland.
Lusdnia (lu-sin'i-a), n. [NL., < L. luscinia, the
nightingale, perhaps for "luscicinia (?), ' the twi-
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light songster,' < luscus, one-eyed, purblind, +
canere, sing.] If. \l. C] A nightingale. Hence— 2. A genus of birds represented by the night-
ingale, giving name to a subfamily or family
of Old World oscine Passeres. There are two spe-
cies or varieties in Europe, i. luscinia (or L. vera) sataL.
phUomda; a third, L. gola, is the Persian nightingale.

The genus is also named Daulias, Aedon, Philomela, and
lAixSdla, and the birds belonging to it have been called by
several other generic names, as Sylvia, etc.

Lusciniids (lus-i-ni'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Lus-
cinia -1- -idm."] Nightingales and similar birds

regarded as a family: nearly synonymous with
Sylviidee.

luscious (lush'us), a. [Early mod. E. lushious

(in this form appar. irreg. < lushX + -ious), also

lussyouse (Palsgrave), i. e. Hussions, as if orig.

"lusOmis, < histy, pleasant, delicious, + -ous;

the word, thus provided with a suffix, assum-
ing a more distinctive L. form and spelling.

But the formation is uncertain. The conjec-

tured derivation from delicious and that from
luxurious are both improbable. Cf. lush^, a,,

3.] 1. Very sweet, succulent, or savory; deli-

cious; very pleasant to taste; hence, extremely
pleasing to any of the senses or to the mind

;

enticingly delightful.

These Moors are changeable in their wills: . . . the food
that to him now is as luscious as locusts shall be to him
shortly as bitter as coloquintida. Shak., Othello, L 3. 354.

He will bait him in with the luscious proposal of some
gainful purchase. South, Sermons.

Her rich voice, with her luscious, indolent^ Southern pro-
nunciation. Harpers Mag., LXX'Vill. 445.

2. Sweet or rich so as to cloy or nauseate;
sweet to excess ; hence, unctuous ; fulsome.

He had a tedious, luscious way of talking, that was apt
to tire the patience of his hearers. Jeffrey.

A confection of luMious and cloying epithets was pre-
sented again and again. Stedman, Ylct. Poets, p. 395.

lusciously (lush'us-li), adv. In a luscious man-
ner.

lusciousness (lush'us-nes), n. The state or
quality of being luscious.

lusemef, n. See lucerv?.

lush^ (lush), a. and n. [< ME. lusch, lax, slack;
cf. lash^; cf. also dial, lishey, flexible, limber.
In def. 3, perhaps < lushious, the older spell-

ing of lu^dous, analyzed as if < lush^- + -ious.'\

1. a. If. Lax; slack; limp; flexible. Prompt.
Parv., p. 317; TopseU, Beasts (1607), p. 343.
(HalliweU.)— 2. Mellow; easily turned, as
ground. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. Fresh, luxuriant,
and juicy ; succulent, as grass or other vege-
tation.

How lush said lusty the grass looks ! how green !

Shot., Temp^ ii. 1. 62.

Then greene and void of strength, and lush and foggy is
the blade,

And cheers the husbandmen with hope.
Gliding, tr. of Ovid, xv. (Nares.)

The year
Grows lush in juicy stalks. Keats, Endymlon, i»

And at the root thro' lush green grasses btxm'd
The red anemone. Tennyson, Fair Women.

n. n. A twig for thatching. [Prov. Eng.]
luflh^ (lush), V. i. [< ME. "lushen, luschen, lussen,
tey«cZicn, rush violently.] If. To rash violently.
He laughte owtte a lange swerde, and luysehede one ffaate,
And syr LyoneUe in the launde lordely hym strykes.

Iforte ArOmre (B. B. T. &.\ L 2226.

2. To splash in water. [Prov. Eng.]
Iush3 (lush), n. [Origin uncertain ; said to be so
called from one Lushington, a once well-known
London brewer: see lushington. Cf. OP. vin
lousehe, thick or unsettled wine (Col^ave);
lousche, dull-sighted, purblind, < L. luscus, one-
eyed, purblind: see Luscinia.'] Beer; intoxi-
cating drink. [Slang.]

I niver cared much about the lush myself, and ven I
got avay from the old una, I didn't mind it no how.

Mayheu), London Labour and London Poor, II. 97.

lushS (lush), V. [< lush?, n.] I. trans. To
drink; tipple on. [Slang.]

To wind up all, some of the richest sort you ever lushed.
IHekens, Oliver Twist, xxxiz.

n. intrans. To drink intoxicatine liauor.
[Slang.] ^ ^

I was out of work two or three weeks, and I certainly
luihed too much, and can't say as I tried very hard to get
wojt Mayhew, London labour and London Poor, 1. 187.

lush* (Insh), n. The burbot: same as losh'^.

lushburgt, lushborowt, n. [< ME. lusshe-
burghe, luaseburghe, lusshehurwe, lushhurue, lusch-
burue, lussheborue, lusshebourue, etc., so caUed
as issued at Luxemburg, P. Luxembourg (ME.
Lussheburghe, etc.).] A coin of base metal
made (chiefly at Luxemburg) in imitation of

lust

the English silver penny, and illegally import-

ed by merchants into England in the reign of

Edward IH.
God woot, no Lussheburghes payen ye

!

Chaucer, ProL to Monk's Tale, L 74.

As in Lussheborwes Is a lythef alay, and get loketh he lyke
a sterlynge.

The merke of that mone is good, ac the metal Is fleble.

Piers Plourman (B), XV. 342.

lushington (lush'ing-ton), n. [See lush^.'] A
tippler. [Eng. slang.]

They hadn't a single drain that night, I'U go bail, but
BtQl they didn't look like regular ImsMngtom at alL

Mayhew, London labour and London Poor, L 216.

lushioust, O: An older spelling of luscious.

lushlyf, adv. [ME. Vuschly; < lusK^- + -ly^."]

Laxly; slackly. Prompt. Parv., p. 317.

lushy (lush'i), a. [< lush^ + -y'-.'] Tipsy or
under the influence of intoxicating liquor.
[Slang.]

Lusitanian (Itl-si-ta'ni-an), a. and «. [< LusU
tania (see def.) + -an'.'] I. a. Pertaining to

the territory or people of Lusitania, aprovmee
of ancient Spain (Hispania), including almost
all of modem Portugal and part of modem
Spain, and now used as a political synonym of

Portugal; hence, Portuguese—LnBltanlan re-
gion or province, in zodgeog., a terrestrial area embra-
cing the countries bordering the Mediterranean,with Swit-
zerland, Austria, the Crimea, and Caucasus.

n. n. An inhabitant of ancient Lusitania or
of modem Portugal; a Portuguese.
luskt (lusk), a. and n. [Prob. < leeL loskr,

weak, idle : see laslfi (and lush^). Ot. Ir. lus-

gaim, I lurk.] I. a. Lazy; slothful.

He Iiad visited here his holy congregacions, in diners
comers and luskes lanes.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 344. (Biehardmn.)

n. n. An idle, lazy fellow; a lubber.

Here is a great knave; L e. a great lyther hake; or a
stout ydell lubbar.

Palsgrave, Acolastus (1S40). (BaUivxU.)

The luske in health is worser far
Than he that keeps his bed.

Kendal, Poems (1577). (JTora.)

luskt (lusk), V. i. [< lusk, ».] Tobe idle, indo-
lent, or unemployed; lie or loU about lazily.

Kot that I mean to fain an idle God,
That IwAs in Heav'n and never looks abroad.

Sylvester, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, L 7.

Themis selfe, . . .

If that she were incarnate in our time,
She might luske scorned in disdained slime.

Marston, Scourge of Tillanle, Sat v.

luskardt, «. [Origin obscure.] A sort of grape.

The great red grapes, the muscadine^the verfnice grape,
and the luekard. Urquhart, tr. of BabeMa, i. 25.

luskingt (lus'Mng), a. Same as htskish. Mir.
for Mags.
lusklsht (lus'kish), a. [< lusk -I- -igfti.] In-
clined to lusk or be lazy; lazy; slothfuL

Th^lone no Idle bench whistlers, nor lusUsh falton:
for young and old are wbollie addicted to thrilling, the
men commonUe to trafflke, the women to spinning and
carding. Bolinshed, Descrip. of Ireland, iii.

Bonse thee, thou sluggish bird, this mirthful May,
For shame, come forth, and leave thy luAish nest

Drayton, The Owl (Sores.)

Inskishlyf (lus'Msh-U), adv. In a lusMsh man-
ner; lazily.

luskishnesst (Ins'kish-nes), n. The quality of
being luskish; disposition to indolence; lazi-

ness. Spenser, P. Q., VL i. 35.

lusorionst (lu-sd'ri-us), a. [< L. lusorius, of or
belonging to a player: see lusory.'i Of or per-
taining to play; sportive.

Many too nicely take exceptions at cards, tables and
dice, and such mixed lutorious lots.

Bwrton, Aoat of HeL, p. 315.

lusory (lu'so-ri), a. [= Pg. lusorio, < L. luso-
rius, of or belonging to a player, sportive, < lu-

sor, a player, < ludere, pp. lusus, play: see ludi-
croiis.'] Used in play or in sports or games;
playful: as, lusory methods of instructi^ chil-
dren. [Archaic]
How bitter have some been against all lusory lots, or

any pIot with chance

!

Jer. Taylor (?), Artlf. Handsomenen, p. 120. ilatham.)

Arabesques of Poetry, tiiose lusory effnaionB on chimeri-
cal objects. I. VlsraeU, Amen, of lit, IL iSi.

Insshet, v. i. An obsolete form of Itish^.

lusshelnirghet, » See lushburg.
lusti Gnst), n. [< ME. Itist, < AS. Iwt, desire,
pleasure, = 08. OPries. MD. D. MLG. LG.
OHG. MHG. G. lust = leeL lust = Dan. 8w.
lyst = Goth, lustus, desire; an abstract noun
with formative -*, orig. -tus fas in Goth, kitstus,
a proof, < Musan, prove, chooser see co«0), from
an appar. i/ lus, which can hardly be identical



lust

with the V Ins of loose, lose^, loss, etc., but is

perhaps tdt. akin to Gfr. Ithileadat, Skt. / ' '

desire. Henee lusf^, v., list^, v. and n.,'
etc.: see these words.] If. Desire, inclination,
or wish in general.

Yonr commaundement to kepe, as my kynd brother,
And my lord, that is lell, my Ivxt ehal be ay 1

Deetmetion of Troy (E. B. T. S.), 1. 6140.

There be commonly prepared certain sauces,which shall
give men a great luet and appetite to their meats.

Latimer, Misc. Select.

We act our mimic tricks with that free licence.
That lust, that pleasure, that security.
As It we practised in ajpaste-board case.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

2. Intense longing desire ; eagerness for pos-
session or enjoyment : as, the lust of gain.

The enemy said, I will pursue, I will overtake, I will
divide the spoil ; my lust shall be satisfied upon them.

Ex. XV. 9.

Ill men have a lust t' hear others' sins.

B. Jonson, Apol. to Poetaster.

Yet still Insatiate, still with rage on flame

;

Such is the lust of never-dying fame I

Pope, Iliad, xz. 690.

Speoifioally— 3. Evil propensity; depraved af-

fection or desire.

"Thanne artow InparBt," quod he, "and one of Prydes
knyjtes

;

For such a luste and lykynge Lucifer fel fram heuene."
Piers Plowman (B), xv. 61.

They [my Sponsors] did promise and vow . . . that I
should renounce the devil and all his works, the pomps
and vanity of this wicked world, and all the sinful lusts of

the flesh. Book oj Cotrnnon Prayer, Catechism.

The ambitious conqueror had trodden whole nations
under his feet, to satisfy the litst of power.

Story, Cambridge, Aug. 31, 1826.

4. In absolute use, carnal desire ; sexual appe-
tite; unlawful desire! of sexual pleasure; con-
cupiscence.

So lust, though to a radiant angel llnk'd.

Will sate Itself In a celestial bed,
And prey on garbage. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 66.

In lust the permanent end is the mastering of the sen-

suous objects which excite appetite.

F. B. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 263, note.

lust^ (lust), V. i. [< ME. lusten; < Z«s<i, n. The
older form of the verb is Ust^, q. v.] 1. To
desire eagerly; long: with after oi for.

Thou mayest kill and eat flesh in all thy gates, whatso-
ever thy soul lusteth after. Deut. xii. 15.

2t. To take pleasure ; delight ; like.

Noght ferfull, ne furse, faueret full wele,

Louet he no lede that liutiAe In wrange.
Dei/LruMon of Troy (B. E. T. S.), 1. 3869.

We taulked of their to moch libertie, to Hue as they lust.

Asehrnn, The Scholemaster, p. 20.

They rate the goods without reason as they lu^ them-
selues. HaMuySs Voyages, II. 271.

Specifically— 3. To have evil desire.

The spirit that dwelleth in us liisteth to envy. Jas. iv. 6.

4. To have carnal desire : with after.

Whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her hath
committed adultery with her already in his heart.

Mat. V. 28.

lust^t (lust), «. A Middle English form of lisf^.

lust-breatned (lust'bretht), a. Animated by
lust. Schmidt.

Borne by the trustless wings of false desire,

Luslrbrecethed Tarquin leaves the Roman host.

5Aaft., lucrece, 1. 3.

lust-dieted (lust'di"e-ted), a. Faring voluptu-

ously. Schmidt.

Let the superfluous and lust-dieted man
That slaves your ordinance, that will not see

Because he does not feel, feel your power quickly.

Shak., Lear, Iv. 1. 70.

lusterl (lus'tSr), n. [< Ust^ + -eri.] One who
lusts ; one inflamed with lust.

Hear, and fear, all lusters after strange women

!

Dr. Gierke, Sermons (1637), p. 499. (.Latham.)

Iuster2, lustrei (lus't6r), n. [< P. lustre = Sp.

Pg. lustre (after F. ?) = It. lustro, splendor,

brilliancy, luster, < ML. *Utstrim (?>, splendor;

cf. Imtrvm, a window, < L. *histrus, shining (in

lustrare, shine, illustrare, shine upon, iUustris,

lighted up, etc.), for orig. Hucstrus, < lucere,

shine: see lucent.'] 1. The quality of shining;

bvillianoy or refulgence, from inherent con-

stitution or artificial polish ; splendor ;
glow

;

sheen; gloss: as, the luster of the stars, or of

gold.
So have I seen the brightest Stars deny d

To shew their Imstre in some gloomy Night.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 22.

A mien majestic, with dark brows, that show

The tranquil lustre of a lofty mind. _ j *
Cawper, Sonnet to Diodati.

We have formerly remarked on the great charm of i>M-

tre. It seems to have a power to redeem bad combmatlons

of colours. Red-yellow is unharmonious as colour, but
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red-gold is a resplendent effect. The blue lake with its
green banks would not be agreeable, but for the lustre of
thewateiy expanse. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 227.

2. In riiineral., a variation in the nature of the
reflecting surface of minerals, in this sense the
word designates, first, the kind or quality of the light re-
flected; second, the degree of intensity. The principal
kinds of luster are : metallic, as in pyrites and galena ; ado-
mantine, as in the diamond ; vitreous, as in glass ; resinmui,
as In zinc-blende

;
greasy, as in elEcolite

; pearly, as in gyp-
sum ; and ^Iky, as in amianthus.

But he by good use and experyence, hathe in his eye the
ryghte marke and very trewe lustre of the dyamonte.

.Sir T. More, Works, p. IS.

3. The state or quality of being illustrious or
famous ; brilliant distinction ; brilliancy, as of
a person, a deed, an event, or the like.

Pompey did so conquer, as he alway arose againe with
great lustre and with greater terror.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 322.

His ancestors continued about four hundred years, ra-
ther without obscurity than with any great lustre.

Sir a. Wotton.

It will appear that this quality [courage] has a peculiar
lustre, which it derives wholly from itself, and from that
noble elevation inseparable from it. Hume, Of Morals, § 7.

No doubt the suppers of wits and philosophers acquire
much lustre by time and renown. Emerson, Clubs.

4. A branched candelabrum or chandelier or-

namented with prisms or pendants of glass.

Double rows of lustres lighted up the nave. Eustace.

We were . . . in the dining-room; the jM«ire, which had
been lit for dinner, flUed the room with a festal breadth of
light. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xiv.

5. The quality of glossiness or brilliancy in a
textile material or m a finished fabric : as, the
luster of wool or of satin.

The superior value of these [long wools] lies in what is

known in the wool trade as lustre: that is, a peculiar sil-

very brightness of hair which it does not lose in process of

manufacture. Ure, Diet., IV. 976.

6. A thin and light kind of poplin Cantharld
luster, in ceram. , a name given to luster showing the green
and blue iridescence of the insect cantharis.— CupreouB
luster, a luster like that of a fresh surface of metallic cop-
per.— Gold luster. See ffoiiJ.—Madreperla luster, a
luster having a reflection showing like that of mother-of-
pearl.—Mohair luster. See TnoAosir.—Platinum lus-
ter, a variety of metallic luster produced by means of a
platinum glaze, and somewhat resembling burnished sil-

ver. Hence its more common name, silver luster. =Syn. 1.

Refulgence.-3. Glory, celebrity.—1 and 3. Effulgence,
Brilliance, etc. See radiance.

luster^, lustre! (lus'tfer), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

lustered, lustred, ppr. lusterimg, lustring. [< lus-

ter^, lustre^, n. Cf. lustrate.] To impart luster

or gloss to.

Plush goods can be wholly lustered or delicately em-
bossed [with a lustering-machine].

U. S. Cans. Rep., No. Ixvi. (1886), p. 316.

lusters, lustre^ (lus'tto), n. [< OF. (and F.)

lustre = Sp. Pg. It. lustro, < L. Vastrvm, a puri-

ficatory sacrifice, an expiatory offering, such as

was made by the censors for the whole people
every five years; hence, a period of five years,

any definite period; < luere, wash, cleanse, akin

to lavare, wash : see lave^.'] Same as lustrur>i.

When flue lustres of his age expir'd.

Feeling his stomach and his strength aspir'd

To worthier wars.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Eartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon.

The next ten years— . . . [Longfellow's] sixth and sev-

enth lustres— are the period of his best work.
Princeton Beo., II. 299.

luster*t, n. [< L. liistrum, a slough, bog, den of

wild beasts, an evil haunt; a diff. word from
lustrum, a purification, but of like formation;

< ?Mere,wash, = Gr./lo{iMv,wash: aeelave^.'] The
den or abode of a wild beast.

But turning to his luster, calves and dam
He shows abhorred death. Chapman.

lustered, lustred (lus'ttod), p. a. Having a

luster; especially, in ceram., (a) having a thin

glaze as in ancient Greek pottery (see lustrous

glaze, under glaze) ; (6) having a metallic luster,

like majolica, etc.
;
painted in luster-colors.

Lmtred pieces are very rare in Portugal, and are mostly

rough in glaze, and clumsy in design.
The Academy, No. 877, p. 139.

The plate (Majolica) with a profile of Csesar en grisaille,

on a gold ground, with a border of grotesques lustred with

rubv on deep blue, . . . the plate JiMireiJ in gold and ruby.
' AH Journal, YIll. 108.

lustering, lustringi (lus'tfer-ing, -tring), n.

[Verbal n. of luster^, v.] 1. The process of

making lustrous or glossy.— 3. In metaPworlc-

ing, same as brightening, 1.—3. A process for

giving to woolen cloth a permanent gloss and
smooth surface which will not roughen with

wear. This is accomplished by stretching the cloth

tightly on a perforated copper cylinder, which is then

placed in a steam-chest and the steam turned on.

4. A treatment of furs to render them smooth.
— 5. A polishing material, as the black polish

used for stoves.

lustrate

lusterless, lustreless (lus'tfer-les), a. [< lus-

ter^ + -less.] Without luster.

luster-ware (lus't6r-war), n. Stoneware or

crockery having surface ornamentations in me-
tallic colors : a trade-name. Such ware is said to

be decorated with luster, gold luster, platinum luster,

copper luster, etc. It is to be distinguished from lustered
pottery of the decorative sort.

luster-wash (lus'ter-wosh)^ n. In ceram., a
thin wash of the metaUic pigment used to pro-

duce any luster.

lustful (lust'fia), a. [< ME. lustful, < AS. lust-

full, desirous, < lust, desire, + full, fuU: see
lust'- and -/«?.] 1 . Having prurient lust; incon-

tinent; libidinous.

Encompass'd with thy iuslful paramours.
~-A.,lHen.VI.,ia2.63.

2. Marked by or pertaining to lust; exciting

or manifesting lust.

And Cupid still emongest them kindled lusifvU fyres.

Spenser, V. Q., III. L 39.

Thence his lustful orgies he enlarged.
lf«fam,P. L.,i.416.

3t. Vigorous; robust; stout; lusty.

The want of lustful health
Could not be half so grieflul to your grace
As these most wretched tidings that I bring.

Sackiklle, Gorboduc, iii. 1.

=Syn. See list under Zasavums.

lustfully (lust'fia-i), adv. In a lustful manner.
lustfulness (lust'ful-nes), n. [< ME. Ivsiful-

nesse, < AS. lustfulness, < histfull, desirous : see

lustful."] The state of being lustful ; libidinous-

ness.

lustict (lus'tik^, a. [Irreg. < lust + -4c.] Lusty

;

vigorous; jovial.

As lustick and frolick as lords in their bowers. Browne.

lustiheadt, n. [ME. lustyhede, lustiheed; < lusty

+ -head. Cf. lustihood.] Same as lustihood.

Defaulte of slepe and heviness.
Hath aleyn my spirite of quyknesse.
That I have lost al lustyhede.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 27.

lustihood (lus'ti-hud), n. [= D. lustigheid =
MLG. lusticheit = MH(J. Imsticheit (cf. (J. lustig-

keit) = Sw. lustighet = Dan. lystighed; as histy

+ -hood. Cf . Ivstihead.] The quality of being
lusty; vigor of body. [Archaic]

He is so full of lustihood, he will ride
Joust tor it, and win.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

lustily (lus'ti-li), adv. In a lusty manner; vig-

orously; strongly.

I determine to fight lustily for him.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 201.

lustiness (lus'ti-nes), n. [< ME. lustynesse; <

lusty + -Me«s.] 1. The state of being lusty;

vigor ; robustness.

Gappadocian slaves were famous for their lustiness.

Dryden, tr, of Persius's Satires, vi., note.

2t. Pleasure; delight; enjoyment.

For sothly al the mount of Citheroun,
Ther Venus hath hire principal dwellyng.
Was schewed on the wal in portreying,

With al the gardyn and tbeltistynesse.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1081.

lustlesst(lust'les),a. [<.lust^,n.,+ -less. Cl.list-

less.] Listless; languid; lifeless; indifferent.

Indeed, in sleepe

The slouthfuU body that doth love to steepe
His lusttesse limbes, and drowne his baser mind.
Dost praise thee oft. Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 66.

lustra, n. Latin plural of lustrum.

lustra! (lus'tral), a. [= P. Sp. Pg. lustral= It.

lustrale, < L. lustralis, < lustrum, purificatory sac-

rifice: see lustrum.] 1. Used in purification.

His better parts by lustral waves refined,

More pure, and nearer to sethereal mind. Qarth.

Aztec life ended as it had begun, with ceremonial lus-

tration ; it was one of the funeral ceremonies to sprinkle
the head of the corpse with the lustral water of this life.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 396.

2. Pertaining to purification: a,s, lustral days.

Bloodshed demanded the lustral ceremony.
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 398.

3. Of or pertaining to or occurring in a lustrum.

As this general tax upon industry was collected every
fourth year, it was styled the lustra! contribution.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xvii.

lustrate^ (lus'trat), v. t.; pret. and pp. lustraied,

ppr. lustraUng. [< L. lustratus, pp. of lustrare

(> It. lustrare = Pg. Sp. lustrar = P. lustrer),

purify by means of a propitiatory offering, <
lustrum, a purificatory sacrifice : see lustrum.]

To make clear or pure
;
purify by or as if by the

ceremony of lustration. See lustrum.

When we have found this execrable thing, which hath
brought all our plagues on us, then must we purge and
cleanse and lustrate the whole city for Its sake.

Hammond, Works, IV. 6391
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MedisBval Tatar tribes, some of whom had conscientious

scruples against bathing, have found passing through fire

or between two fires a sufficient purification, and the

household stuff of the dead was luetraUd In this latter

way. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 393.

lustrate^t (liis'trat), v. i. [< L. lustratiis, pp.
of lustrare, review, survey, go around, wander,
deflected use of Ivstrare, piirify by means of a
propitiatory offering : see lustrate\ luster^.^ To
go about ; wander.

Thrice through Aventines mount he doth lustrate.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil (1632). (,Nares.)

lustrate^t (lus'trat), v. t. [< ML. Itistratus, pp.
of lustrare, illustrate, adorn, < *lustrum, splen-

dor: see f«6<er2,?iis<rel. Ct.illustrate.'\ To luster.

Making, dressing, and lustrating of plain black ala-

modes, renforcez, and lustrings.

Act of Parliament (1698), quoted in Drapers' Diet., p. 210.

'lustration (lus-tra'shon), n. [= P. lustration

= Sp. lusiracion = Pg. Imtra^ = It. lustra-

zione, < L. ltistratio{n-), an expiation, < lustrare,

pp. ?MStrafe(S, purify: s&6 lustrate'^.'] Ceremonial
purification ; especially, a religious act of pur-

gation or cleansing by the use of water or cer-

tain sacrifices or ceremonies, or both, perform-
ed among the ancients upon persons, armies,

cities, localities, animals, etc. The ceremony was
practised by the Greeks chiefly to free its subjects from
the pollution of crime, but by the Komans as a general
means of securing a divine blessing, and in some cases at

regular fixed intervals, as of the whole people every five

years.

This was the sense of the old world in their lustraUoTiS,

and of the Jews in their preparatory baptisms.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 633.

Let his baptismal drops for us atone

;

Lustrations for offences not his own.
I>ryden, Britannia Bediviva, L 1S9.

lustre^, Instred, etc. See luster^, etc.

lustre^, n. See luster^.

lnstrical (lus'tri-kal), a. [< L. lustricus, of or
belonging to purification, < lustrmn, a purifica-

tory sacrifice: see lustrum.'] Pertaining to
purification by lustration : said of the day on
which a Roman infant was purified and named.
This name was properly pergonal, equivalent to that of

baptism with us, and imposed with ceremonies somewhat
analogous to it on the ninth day, called the lugtrical, or
day of purification. Middleton, Cicero, I. § 1.

lustrine (lus'trin), «. [< F. lustrine, < It. lus-

trino, a shining sUk tinsel, < lustro, luster : see
luster^.'] Same as lustritig^.

lustring^, n. See lustering.

lustring2(lus'tring),TO. [A corruption (still fur-

ther corrupted in lutestring^), simulating string,

of lustrine : see lustrine.'] A species of glossy
sUk fabric: a term more used in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries than now, and
denoting generally plain solid sUk, neither fig-

ured nor corded, nor having a satin surface.

The fraudulent importation of foreign alamodes and lus-
trings.

Act of Parliament (1698), qnoted in Drapers' Diet., p. 209.

lustrous (lus'trus), a. [< OF. lustreux = Sp.
Pg. It. ?«s*roso, lustrous, < ilL. *lustrum, luster:
see luster^.] 1. Giving out or shedding light,

as the sun or a fire; bright; brilliant; lumi-
nous : chiefly used figuratively.

The more lustrovsthe imagination is, it filleth and flxeth
the better. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 956.

Some sparks of a l-ustrotts spirit will shine through the
disguisementfi. Lamb, Decay of B^gars.

2. Eefleeting light ; having a brilliant surface.

My sword and yours are kin. Good sparks and lustrous.

Shale., All's Well, ii. 1. 41.

A lustrous surface reflects the light of the surrounding
objects, and gives rise to the play of a thin radiance, as
of a slight film or gauze, softening without obscuring the
colour beneath. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 227.

LuBtrons eJaze. See gUae.

=

Syn. Sadiant, brilliant

lustrously (lus'tms-li), adv. In a lustrous
manner; brilliantly; luminously,
lustrum (lus'trum), «.; pi. lustrums or lustra
(-trumz, -tra). [= F. lustre = Sp. Pg. It. lustro,

< L. lustrum, a purificatory sacrifice, a period
of five years: see luster^.] 1. A lustration or
purification

; particularly, the ceremonial puri-
fication of the whole Roman people, performed
at the end of every five years. Hence— 2. A
space of five years.

lustwort (lust'wfert), n. The sundew, a plant
of the genus Drosera, especially the common D.
rotundifolia.

lusty (lus'ti), a. [< ME. lusty (= D. G. Sw.
lustig = Dan. lystig), pleasant, merry; < lust +
-1/1.] 1. Exciting desire

;
pleasant; agreeable;

attractive; handsome.
That was or might be lusty to his herte. Lydgate.

So lovedst thou the lusty Hyacinct

;

So lovedst thou the faire Coronis deare.
Spenser. F. Q., m. si 37.
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2. Full of or characterized by life, spirit, vigor,

or health; stout; vigorous; robust; healthy;

strong; lively.

Who satisfleth thy mouth with good things, making
thee young and lusty as an eagle.

Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. ciii. 5.

Give me a bowl of Iv^y wine. B. Jonson, Volpone, v. L
Our two boys are lusty travellers.

Winihrop, Hist. Kew England, 1. 417.

3t. Impudent; saucy.
Cassius's soldiers did shew themselves verie stubbome

xailusUemthecamp. if^^^^ tr. of Plutarch. (Latham.)

4. Bulky; large ; of great size.

A thriving gamester, that doth chance to win
A lusty sum, while the good hand doth ply him.

Ford, Fancies, Prol.

5. Full-bodied or stout from pregnancy. [Col-

loq.]— 6t. Lustful; hot-blooded.

Before the flood thou with thy lusty crew.

False titled sons of God, roaming the earth,

Cast wanton eyes on the daughters of men.
Milton, P. a., ii. 178.

=Sjn, 2. Strong, Sturdy, etc. See robust.

lusty-gallantt, «• The name of an old dance
and probably of a popular ballad in the six-

teenth century. Nares.

After all they danst lusbie gallant, and a drunken Dan-

ish lavalto or two, and so departed,

Nash, Terrors of the Night (1594). (Nares.)

lustyhedet, »• See lusOhead.

lusus naturae (lu'sus na-tu're). [L.: lusus, a
play, < ludere, pp. lusus, play (see ludicrous)

;

naturm, gen. of natwra, nature: see nature.'] A
freak of nature; anything of a monstrous or

unnatural kindj specifically, in nat. hist, and
phys. geog., an isolated and curious growth or

form, including, in natural history, mere un-

usual variations as well as pronounced mon-
strosities.

lutanist (M'ta-nist), n. [Also lutenist, lutinist;

< ML. lutanista, a player on the lute, < lutana,

a lute : see fufel.] A person who plays on a lute.

If he never leam'd and practis'd on the lute, he will not
be able ... to make any musick upon that instrument,
even after he sees plainly and comprehends fully all that
the cunning lutenist doth.

S^r K. Digby, Nature of Man's Soul, xi.

As music follows the finger
Of the dreaming lutanist.

Lowell, Telepathy.

lutarious (lu-ta'ri-us), a. [< L. lutarius, of or

belonging to mud, < mtum, mud: see lute^, n.]

Pertaining to, living in, or of the color of mud.
A scaly tortoise-shell, of the lutarious kind iEmys luta-

na]. N. Grew, Museum.

lutation (lu-ta'shon), n. [< F. lutation = Sp.
lutaeion, <'L. lutatio(r\r-), < lutare, pp. lutatus,

daub with mud, < lutum, mnd: see lute^, n.]

The act or method of luting vessels.

Intel (lilt), TO. [< ME. luU (= D. luit= MLG. UU
= MHG. lute, Gr. laute = Sw. luta = Dan. luth), <
OF. Vut, leutj'P. luth = It. liuto, leuto, liudo (>N6r.
'aoovtov ; ML. lutana), < Sp. laud, ong. "alaud =
Pg. alaude, a lute, < Ar. al'ud, a lute, < al, the,
+ 'ud, a lute, harp, lit. wood, timber, whence
also the senses 'stick,' 'staff,' etc.] A medi-
eval musical instrument, the type of the class
whichhas strings stretched over aresonant body
and a long fretted neck, and which is played by
twanging or snapping the strings with the fin-

gers. The back of the body was either fiat, as in the
modem guitar, or, more often, rounded or pear-shaped,
like that of a mandolin. The front of the body, orbeUy, had
one or more sound-holes. The strings were usually of cat-
gut, arranged in pairs of unisons, and divided into two
groups, one of which lay over the finger-board, so as to be
stoppedupon the frets, while the other lay beside the fin-

ger-board, so as to be played un-
stopped for the bass. The number
of strings varied considerably, as
did the tuning or aceordatura; a
common tuning for the six upper
pairs of strings was

-0-—.— r F
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germanently satisfactory. Great care was often expended,

owever, upon the wood and the d ecoration oflutes, so that

many of them were very beautiful In appearance. Musio
for the lute was written In a peculiar system of letters or
numerals called tablature. Historically the lute is con-

nected with the Egyptian nefer, and perhaps with the He-
brew nebel, and it continued in use in Europe till about
1750; its existing relatives are the guitar, the mandolin,
and the banjo.

Intel (liit), v. ;
pret. and pp. httedi,, ppr. htlmg.

[< ME. luten; < tefel, «.] I. trams. To play on
or as on a lute.

Knaves are men
That IvtA and flute fantastic tenderness.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

II. Pntrans. 1. To play the lute.

Trentbe trompede tho, and song "Te deum laudamns ";

And then lutede Loue in a lowd note.
Piers Plovmum (C), xxt 470.

2. To sound sweetly, like a lute. [Poetical.]

And in the air, her new voice luUng soft.

Cried, " Lycius I gentle Lycius 1 " Keats, Lamia, L

lute^ (liit), TO. [< OF. lut, clay, mold, loam,
dirt, F. lut, lute (in chem. sense), = It. luto,

W
and for the ba^ strings

W
The frets were arranged so as to yield
semitones. The tone was sweet, but
light and incapable of much variation.
The construction of the instrument was
not strong enough to make the tuning Lute,
sure or stable. In the effort to obtain
varied and striking effects, many modiflcations were at-
tempted, such as the archlute, the chitarrone, the harp-
lute, and the theorbo, in which the number of strings was
increased, the bass strings attached to a second neck
above the flrst one, or metal strings introduced. A group
or family of lutes of different sizes was also elaborated for
concerted music; but the mechanical and acoustical
feebleness of the type prevented the results from being

clay, mud, mire, lute, < L. mtum, mud, lit.

'that which is washed down,' < l/uere, wash, =
Gr. Ao(iE(v, wash. Ct luster^.] 1. A composi-
tion of clay or other tenacious substance used
for stopping the joints of vessels, as in chemi-
cal operations or in founding, so closely as to

prevent the escape or entrance of air.— S. An
external coating of clay, sand, or othersubstance
applied to a glass retort, to enable it to support
a high temperature without fusing or cracking.
— 3. A brickmakers' straight-edge, a tool used
to strike off surplus clay from a brick-mold,

and to level the molding-floor.— 4. A rubber
packing-ring compressed between the lip and
the lid of a jar to exclude the air Copper-
smiths' lute, bullocks' blood thickened with finely pow-
dered quicklime. Spon^ Encyc. Manvf. , p. 629.

Inte^ (liit), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. luted, ppr. hitvng.

[= F. luter; from the noun: see lute^, n.] To
close or coat with lute ; smearwith any adhesive
substance for the purpose of closing cracks or

joints. A glass retort is said to be luted when it is

smeared over with clay to enable it to resist more perfectly
the effects of heaf^ and thus guard it against fusion.

Lide me up in a glass with my own seals.

B. Jonson, Mercury Vindicated.

Small boats, made of the barkes of trees, sowed with
'barke and well luted with gnmme.

Capt. John Snath, Works, L 136.

Intent, a.)' It., and adv. A Middle English form
of Kfci.

Intent, V. A Middle English form of lout^.

lute-backedt (liit'bakt), a. Having a curved
spine. Holland.
lutenist (lu'te-nist), TO. See lutanist.

luteoleine, lirfceoline (lii-te-6'le-in. or lu'te-6-

lin), n. [< F. luteoleine, luiioline, \ L. mteohJs,

yellowish, dim. of luteus, golden-yellow: see

luteous^.] The yellow coloring matter of weld
or dyer's-weed (C2oHi40g). When sublimed it

crystallizes in needles.

luteolons (lu-te'6-lus), a. [< L. luteolus, dim. of

luteus, golden-yellow: see luteous.] Yellowish;
faintly luteous.

The microgonidla indefinite in nnmber, much the small-
er, pale or dirty green or luteolous.

H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algse, p. 99.

Inteousi (lu'te-us), a. [< L. intern, golden-yel-
low, flame-colored, rose-colored, < latum, a weed
used in dyeing yellow, weld.] Of a golden-yel-
low color ; also, more generally, yellow with a
tinge of red, somewhat approaching the color of

saffron or the yolk of an egg.
luteous^ (lu'te-us), a. [< L. l&teus, muddy, <

Mtum, mud: see lute^, to.] Like mud or clay.

Inter (lu'ter), m. Alutist. Levins; Baret. [Bare.]
lutescent (lu-tes'ent), a. [< lut(eous)^ + -escen t.

The form was appar. suggested by L. lUtes-

cen{t-)s, ppr. of Mtescere, turn to mud, < Mtum,
mud: see fefe2, TO.] Yellow-tinged ; tending to
be or become luteous.
lutestringi (lut'string), n. [< lute^ + string.]
1 . A string such as was used on a Inte.— 2.
One of certain noetuid moths : so called from
the lines on the fore wings, likened to lute-
strings: as, the Tpopi&T-lutestring, Cymatophora
or; the lesser lutestring, C. diluta.
lutestring^ (lut'string), n. [A corruption of
lustring, q. v.] 1. A plain glossy kind of silk
formerlynsed for women's dresses.—2. A rib-
bon of such silk.— To speak In lutestrlngf, to speak
In an affected manner.
I was led to tronble you with these observations by a

passage which, to speakm lutestring, I met with Uils morn-
ing in the course of my reading. Junius, Letters.

Lntetia (lu-te'shi-5), n. [XL., < L. LuUtia, a
city of Gaul (also called Lutetia Parisiorum),
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DOW Paris.] 1. The twenty-first planetoid, dis-
covered by Goldsohmidt at Paris in 1852—2.
In ^067., a genus of mollusks. Deshayes.
Lutetian (lu-te'shan), a. [< L. Lutetia (also
called Lutetia Parieiorwm, Paris) + -ian.'] Ee-
lating or pertaining to ancient Lutetia in Gaul,
or poetically to Paris in France, its modem
representative ; Parisian.
lutn (lath), n. A name of the soft turtle, Der-
matocheVys {Spha/rgis) coriacea. See out under
leatherhaclc.

luthert, a. A Middle English form of Uther^.
Lutheran (lu'th6r-an), a. and n. [= Sp. It. Lu-
terano = Pg. Lutherano (cf . F. LuthMen, Gr. Im-
theranisoh.eta.), < NL. Lutheranus, of Luther, <
Luthems, Gr. Luther, Luther.] I. a. Of orpertain-
ing to Martin Luther, the reformer (1483 -1546),
or to the Evangelical Protestant Church of Ger-
many which bears his name, or to the doctrines
taught by Luther or held by the Evangelical
Lutheran Church—Lutheran Bible. See SibU, l.—
Lutheran Church, the Protestant Church of Germany, es-
tablished by Martin Luther and other reformers In the six-
teenth century. It was named the Evangelical Church by
Luther, to designate it as the ancient Christian church re-
formed and reorganized according to the Gospel. Protes-
tants were at^flrst called Lut?ieran8 in reproach by the
opponents of the Reformation, and the name was general-
ly accepted, notwithstanding the protestations of Luther
against it. I'he church is historically known as the Evan-
gelical Lutheran Church, in distinction from the Boman
Catholic Church and from the Reformed or Calvinistic
Church and other Protestant churches. The dogmatic sym-
bols of the Lutheran Church are nine in number. Tliree
of them are those of the early Christian church, namely
the Apostle's Creed, the Nicene Creed, andthe Athanasian
Creed. The six others are the products of the Reforma-
tion. These are the Augsburg Confession (1630), the Apol-
ogy of the Augsburg Confession (1630), the SohmalkaldAr-
tioles (1537), the two Catechisms of Luther (1529), and the
Formula of Concord (1677). These Confessions, together
with the ecumenical creeds above mentioned, form the
Book of Concord of 1980, and constitute the symbolical
books of the Lutheran Church. The Augsburg Confession,
however, is the only symbol which has been universally
adopted by all branches of the Lutheran Church, some of
which accept no other as binding. The creed of the church
includes the doctrines of justiAcation by faith alone, uni-
versal depravity, the vicarious atonement, regeneration,
progressive sanctiflcation, a true sacramental but not a

• material presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper, and the
use of both the Bible and the sacraments as means of
grace. In its manner of worship the Lutheran Church is

turgical, but it recognizes no organized hierarchy, with
different ranks of ministry,jwre divino. In the established
churches of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, which are Lu-
theran in doctrine, there are bishops or superintendents
(see episcopacy), and in Sweden there is an archbishop;
but their authority is derived from the bodies which ap-
point them, and their powers are very limited. Where
Lutheranism is the established religion the sovereign is

recognized as the head of the church, which is governed by
consistories appointed by the government and composed of
both clergymen and laymen. Throughout most ofGermany
(in Prussia and in some other countries) the Protestant
state establishment is the United Evangelical Church, a
union offormer Lutheran and Reformed (Calvinist) church-
es, and dissenting Lutherans are commonly called Old Lu-
therans. IntheUnited States the Lutheran Church at pres-
ent consists of four general independent organizations.
Each of these is governed by a general representative
body, named respectively the General Synod, the General
Council, the United Synod of the South, and the Synodical
Conference (Missouri Lutherans). These genersi bodies
consist of both clerical and lay delegates, elected by the
district synods of which they are composed. There are
also fourteen independent Lutheran synods in the United
States.

II, «. A disciple or follower of Luther; one
who adheres to the doctrines of Luther; a mem-
ber of the Lutheran Church.

I know her [Anne BuUen] for

A spleeny Lutheran. Skak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 99.

Lutheranism (lu'ther-an-izm), n. [= F. Lu-
tMranisme = 8p. It. Luteranismo = Pg. Luthe-

ranismo, < NL. Lutheranismus, < LutJieranus,

Lutheran: see Lutheran and -ism.'] The prin-

ciples of the Keformation as represented by
Luther: the doctrines and ecclesiastical system
of the Lutheran Church.
Lutherism (lu'th6r-izm), w. [< Luther (see X«-
theran) +-»«»».] 1. That which is character-

istic of or peculiar to Luther ; also, an imita-

tion of Luther.— 3. Lutheranism.

Lutherist (lu'th6r-ist), n. [< Luther (see Lu-

theran) + -ist.'] A student of Luther; one

versed in or devoted to the study of Luther's

life and works.

The first of living Lutherists. The American,^11. 121.

lutherlyt, «• and adv. A Middle English form

of litheriy'i-.
„ , , „ -,

luting (lu'ting), n. [Verbal n. of lute^, «.]

Same as lute'^. , . , ,

lutist (lu'tist), n. [< Utei- + -««*.] A lute-

player. , ^ , ^

lutose (lu'tos), a. [= It. lutoso, < L. lutosus,

muddy, < lutum, mud: see lute^, m.] Miry;

covered with clay; specifically, in entom., cov-

Otter's-shell {Luiraria oblonga),
right valve.
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ered with a powdery substance resembling
mud, which easily rubs off.

Lutra (M'tra), ». [NL., < L. lutra, lytra, an
otter, perhaps < luere, wash : see lute^.] 1. The
leading genus of Lutrince, formerly including
the sea-otters as well as the land-otters,now con-
fined to land-otters in which the claws are well
formed and the tail is terete. Compare Ptero-
nura. The dental formula is : 3 incisors and 1 canine
above and below on each side, 1 premolars in each upper
and 3 in each lower half-jaw, and 1 molar above and 2
below on each side— in all, 36 teeth, of which the upper
molar is large and quadrate. The skull is flat, and greatly
contracted between the orbits, with a short blunt ros-
trum and turgid occipital portion, the palate produced
far back of the molars, the ante-orbital foramen large, and
the pterygoids hamulate. The body is elongate, oylin-
drio, with long, stout, terete, tapering tail, short limbs,
broad webbed feet, obtuse muzzle, and very small ears

;

the pelage is whole-colored. The common European
otter is L. vulgaris ; that of North America, L. canadensis ;
that of South America, L. brasUiensis; and there are
others. See otter.

2. {I. c] In her. See loutre.

Lutraria (lu-tra'ri-a), n. [NL., so called with
some reference to otters, < L. lutra, an otter:
see iMtra.] A
genus of siphon-
ate bivalve mol-
lusks of the fam-
ilyilfac«n&B; the
otter's - shells.
The oblong gaping
shell resembles that
of a common cob or
clam (Mya), but is

more porcellaneous, and has a prominent spoon-shaped
cartilage plate on each valve, in front of which are one or
two teeth.

Lutremyina (lvL"tre-Tm-i'Ti^),n.pl. [NL.,< Lu-
tremys + -iwa^.] A subfamily of CistudimdcB,
typified by the genus Lutremys, having a well-
defined zygomatic arch over the temporal mus-
cle. It includes a number of Old World species,
of 5 genera. J. E. Gray.
Lutremys (lu'tre-mis), TO. [NL., < L. lutra, otter,

+ Gr. efiig, a tortoise.] A genus of box-tor-
toises, by many called Emys, giving name to
the Lutremyina.
Lutridse (lu'tri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lutra +
-idee.] Same as Lutrince (a).

Lutrinse (lu-trl'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lutra +
-ince. ] A subfamily of MusteUdce ; the otters . (a)
The sea-otters as well as the land-otters, both having 36
teeth, and the same number of teeth in both jaws, though
the formulas are different. (&) Land-otters, as distin-

guished from Enhydrinoe or sea-otters, having the dental
formula as in Lndra, the teeth of ordinary or normal car-

nivorous type, and the hind feet not peculiarly modified.
There are several genera, of most parts of the world, as
Lutra, Leptonyx or Barangia, Aonyx, Eydrogale, and Pte-
ronura. See Enhydrinoe.

lutrine (lii'trin), a. [< L. lutra, otter, -f- -me^.]
Otter-like; of or pertaining to the Lutrince.

lutulentt (lu'tu-lent), a. [= It. lutulento, < L.
lutulentus, muddy, < lutum, mud: see lute^, n.]

Muddy; turbid; thick.

These then are the waters, . . . the luliulent, spumy,
maculatory waters of sin.

Jiev. T. Adains, Works, I. 166. (.Davies.)

Luvaridse (lu-var'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Luvarus
-\r 4dce.'] A family of aoanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Luva/rus. It embraces scom-
broids with a compressed-oblong body covered with mi-
nute scales, small mouth, thoracic vent, a single dorsal
and anal fin, and ventrals reduced and closing over the
anus. Only one genus and species is known. IHanidoe
is a synonym,

Luvarus (lu-va'rus),«. [NL.] The only genus
of LwoaridcB. Only a single rare species is known, L. im-
perialis, of the Mediterranean and adjoining parts of the

Luvarus imperialis (immature form).

Atlantic, attaining a length of 3 feet or more, and remark-
able for the atrophy to which the dorsal and anal fins are

subjected by age,

luwack (lU'wak), n. [Native name : said to be
Javanese.] The common paradoxure or palm-
cat, Paradoxurus typus.

lUX^t (Inks), V. t. [< F. luxer = Sp. lujar = Pg.

luxar = It. lussare, < L. luxare, put out of joint,

dislocate, luxus, out of joint, dislocated, lit.

luxuriant

oblique,< Gr. /U)f<if, oblique, slanting: see loxia.]

To put out of joint : luxate. Pope, Odyssey, xi.

lux^^ (Inks), n. [< P. luxe = Sp. %o = Pg. l^txo

= It. lusso, < L. luxus, extravagance, excess,

splendor, pomp, magnificence, luxury.] If.

Luxury.
The Pow'r of Wealth I try'd.

And all the various Lvixe of costly Pride.
Prior, Solomon, ii.

2. Richness ; superfine quality ; elegance : said

of material objects. Also luxe, as mere French.

The Iwc and magnificence of the two.
Howell, Letters (1660).

Paper and type are the veiy acme of refinement and luxe,

and the work is embellished by five full-page illustrations

of considerable beauty. Westminster Beiv., CXXV. 591.

lux^ (Inks), TO. [L., light: seelight^.] Light: a
Latin word occurring in some phrases usedmore
or less in English.—Corona lucis. See cororm.

luxate (luk'sat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. luxated, ppr.

luxaimg. [< L. luxatus, pp. of luxare, dislocate

:

see lux^.] To displace or removefrom its proper
plaee^ asa joint; put out ofjoint; dislocate.

luxation (luk-sa'shon), n. [= P. luxation =
Sp. lujadon = Pg. luxagSo = It. lussazione, <

LL. luxaUo(n-), a dislocation, < L. luxare, vp.
luxatusj dislocate: see lua^ and luxate.] 1 . The
act of luxating (a bone), or forcing it from its

proper place or articulation.

There needs some little luxalwn to strain this latter
reading to a good sense.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 826.

2. The state of being luxated; a dislocation, i

as of a joint.

When therefore two bones, which being naturally united
make up a joint, are separated from each other, we call It

a luxation. Wiseman, Surgery, vii. 2.

luxe (P. pron. liiks), n. [F. : see lux^.] Same
as lux^, 2—fditlon de luxe. See edition.

Luxemburgia (luk-sem-b6r'ji-a), n. [NL. (A.
St. Hilaire, 1818), named after the Duke of Lux-
emburg, under whose patronage St. Hilaire be-
gan his botanical researches in Brazil,] A
genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of
the natural order OchnacecB and tribe Luxem-
burgiece. There are 7 species, found only in Brazil, char-
acterized by having five equal, spreading sepals, naked
within, eight stamens, and no staminodia. They are hand-
some trees or shrubs, with alternate, sharply serrate leaves,
and terminal racemes of showy yellow flowers. They are
apparently scarce in collections.

Luxemburgiese (luk'''sem-ber-ji'e-e),n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1862), < Luxemburgia +
-ece.] A tribe of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants of the natural order Ochnacece, charac-
terized by an eccentric ovai'y, which is from
2- to 5-eelled, or 1-celled with incomplete pla-
centse, and an indefinite number of ovules. The
capsule is many-seeded, and the seeds are albuminous.
The tribe includes 6 genera, all South American, of which
Luxemburgia is the type.

luxuUianite (luk-sul'i-an-it), n. [< Luxullian
(see def.) + -ite^.] A rock consisting of a fine-
grained mixture of schorl, feldspar, and quartz,
through which are distributed large crystals of
red orthoclase, found at Luxullian or Luxulian
in Cornwall,England. From this rockwas made
the sarcophagus of the Duke of Wellington, in
St. Paul's Cathedral, Loudon.

luxurt, n. [Irreg. < luxury.] Aleoher. [Bare,]

The torment to a luicur due.
Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

luxuref, n. [ME., < OF. hixure, < L. luxuria,
luxury: see luxury.] Luxury.

He the forfete of luxure
Shall tempre. Gower, Conf. Amant,, vii.

luxuriance (lug-zu'ri-ans), ». [< F. luxuriance;
as hixurian(t) + -ce.] The state of being luxu-
riant ; abundant or excessive growth or quan-
tity; strong, vigorous growth ; exuberance.

The whole leafy forest stands display'd
In full luxuriance to the sighing gales.

' Thomson, Spring, 1. 93.

=Syn. Profusion, superabundance. See luxurious.

luxuriancy (lug-zii'ri-an-si), n. [As luxuri-
ance : see -cy.] Same as luxuriance.

luxuriant (lug-zu'ri-ant), a. [= P. Itwwriant
= Sp. lujuriante = Pg. luxuriante = It. lussuri-
ante, < L. luxurian(t-)s, ppr. of luxuriare, be
rank or luxuriant: see luauriate.] 1. Exuber-
ant in growth; abundant: as, tewnant foliage.

See vines luaniriant verdnr'd leaves display.
Supporting tendrils curling all the way.

PameU, Gift of Poetry.

2. Exuberant in quantity; superfluous in abun-
dance.

Prune the Iwnuriant, the uncouth refine.
But show no mercy to an empty line.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II, ii, 174.



luxuriant
English poetry ... is nothing at present but a. com-

bination of luxuriant images. Goldemith, Vicar, viii.

3. Supplied in great abundance ; replete.
To the north-east spreads St. Leonard's Forest, IvruriatU

with beech and birch and pine, sinking and rising to woody
dingles and slopes. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 6.

4. In bot., having the floral envelop so multi-
plied as to destroy the essential parts : said of
a flower : opposed to mutilated. =Syn. l and 2 lux-
urious, iMxunant. See luxurious.

luxuriantly (lug-zu'ri-ant-li), adv. In a luxu-
riant manner or degree; exuberantly.
luxuriate (lug-zu'ri-at), v. i.; pret. and pp.
luxuriated, ppr. luxuriating. [< L. Vuxuriatus,

pp. of luxuriare (> It. lussuriare = Sp. lujuriar
= Pg. luxuriar= OF. luxurier), be rank or luxu-
rious, indulge in luxury, < Imcuria, luxury : see
luxury.] 1. To grow exuberantly or in super-
fluous abundance.— 2. To feed or live luxuri-
ously: as, the herds luxuriate in the pastures.— 3. Figuratively, to indulge without stint;
revel in luxury or abundance ; take delight : as,
to luxuriate in description.

During the whole time of their being together, they
luxuriate in telling one another their minds on whatever
subject turns up. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Bugby, i. 1.

luxuriation (lug-zii-ri-a'shon), n. [< Itixuriate
+ -ion.'] The act of luxuriating; the process
of growing exuberantly.

luxurieto't (luk-gu-ii'e-ti), n. [< luxuri{pus) +
-ety.] Same as luxuriance. [Rare.]
One may observe a kind of luxuriety in the description

which the holy historian gives of the transport of themen
of Judah upon this occasion. Sterne, Works, IV. xi.

luxurious (lug-zu'ri-us), a. [< F. luxurieux =
Pr. luxuries = Sp. lujurioso = Pg. luxurioso =
It. lussurioso, < L. luxuriosus, rank, luxuriant,
profuse, excessive, immoderate, < luxuria,T&Ti\-
ness, luxury: see luxury.] 1. Luxuriant; exu-
berant.

The work under our labonr grows,
Immmoux by restraint : what we by day
Lop overgrown, or prune, or prop, or bind.
One night or two with wanton growth derides.

Milton, P. L., ix. 209.

2. Characterized by indulgence in luxury; given
to luxuryj voluptuous ; indulging freely or ex-
cessively in material pleasures or objects of de-
sire: &s,s. luxurious '&te\ luxurious aiiies.

All these the Parthian . . . holds,
From the luxurious kings of Antioch won.

Miltm, P. K., iii. 297.

Victims of luxurious ease. Cowper, Task, i. 625.

3. Ministering to luxury ; contributing to free
or extravagant indulgence.

Those whom last thou saw'st
In triumph and luxurf^ius wealth.

t
, ; Milton, P. L., xl. 788.

4. Abounding in that which gratifies the senses

;

exuberant in means of indulgence or enjoy-
ment; affording abundant material pleasure.

Venus. . . rosenotnow, as of old, in exposed and 2'ua;u-

rimts loveliness. Macavlay, Petrarch.

Soothed by the sweet luxuricfux summer time.
And by the cadence of that ancient rhyme.

WiUiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 852.

5t. Characterized by lust ; libidinous.

She knows the heat of a luxurious bed.
SImk., Much Ado, iv. 1. 42.

=Syn. 2. Epicurean, self-indulgent, sensual,— 2-4. Luxu-
rious, Luxuriant. These words are now never synonymous.
Luxurious means given to luxury or characterized by lux-
ury : as, luxurious people ; a luxurious life ; a luxurious
table. ikraMriimtmeansexuberant ingrowth: as,theluxu-
riant vegetation of the tropics ; by figure, a luxuriant style
in composition. Luxurious implies blame, except where it
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ceired with thankfulness, but in the wasteful abuse of
them to vicious purposes, in ways inconsistent with so-

brieiy, justice, or charity. Clarke, Works, II. cxiv.

First Ifecessity invented stools,

C!onyenience next suggested elbow chairs.

And Luxury th' accomplish'd Sofa last.

Cowper, Task, i. 88.

3. That which is delightful to the senses, the
feelings, etc.; especially, that which gratifies

a nice and fastidious appetite or taste ; a dain-
ty: as, a house filled with luxuries; the luxu-

ries of the table.

Rhyme, that luxury of recurrent sound. Pro/. Blaelde.

4. Exuberant enjoyment; complete gratifica-

tion or satisfaction, either physical or intel-

lectual.
Learn the luxury of doing good.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 22.

The luxury of returning to bread again can hardly be
imagined by those who have never been deprived of it.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, vii.

5t. Lust; lewd desire; laseiviousness ; indul-

gence in lust.
Fie on sinful fantasy

!

Fie on lust and luxury/
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 6 (song).

I fear no strumpet's drugs, nor ruiSan's stab,

Should I detect their hateful luxuries.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

= Syn. 2 and 4. Epicurism, effeminacy, sensuality, deli-

cacy, gratification, pleasure, enjoyment, delight. See luxu-
rious.

lycantbropus

earth, a day, etc. ; lovely, heartly (obs.), etc.

Such adjectives, implying 'like,' are often accompanied

by more definite adjectives in -Wee: as, manlike, woman-
like, etc. The sufiix is also used with some adjectives, as

goodly, lowly, etc., and with some verbs, as comely, seendy,

etc. They are usually accompanied by adverbs now of the

same form. See -ly^. , , „ ,-

-ly2. [< ME. -hi, -li, -lich, -liche, < AS. -hce =
-liko = OFries. -like, -like = MDJ). -'P.=

ly2.
OS. -..^„ = ^.x .„=. -,.^ -..-

MLG. -me, -liche = OHG. -lihho, MHG. -liche,

G. -lich = leel. -lika, -liga = Sw. -ligen = Dan.

-ligt = Goth, -leiko; a common Teut. adverbial

sumx, meaning 'in a manner' indicated by the

adj. in -lie (-ly°) from which the adverb is de-

rived, being the instr. case of the adj.; e. g.,

as; manlice, in a manly manner, instr. case of

*manlie, manly. Thus, while the adj. suffix -ly^

and the adverb suffix -ly^ are now identical in
form, they are orig. distinct, the adverb suffix

being derived,with a ease-endingnow lost,from
the adj. suffix.] A common adverbial suffix,

forming from adjectives adverbs signifying 'in

a manner' denoted by the adjective: as, quickly,

slowly, coldly, hotly, etc., loudly, harshly, etc. it ia

themoatcommon adverbial sufQx. In adverbs from nouns,
as manly, woTnanly, etc., the adverb has the same form
as the adjective in -Zyl, from which it is derived. The
suffix is sometimes used with adjectives in -ly'^, as in seem-
lily, surlily, godlily, etc. Its use with primary adjectives,
with no current adjective In -ly intervening (quickly, etc.),

Is more recent^ but is now the prevalent one.

lyamt, » See Zme*.
luz(iuz), M. [Heb.] Aboneinthehumanbody lyartt, a. and m. BeeliardX.
which the Eabbinieal writers affirmed to be in- Lycsena (li-se'na), n. [NL., < Gr. Tiimuva, a she-

destructible, and which is variously said to have wolf, fem. of Mko;= L. lupm, a wolf, = E. wolf,

been one of the lumbar vertebree, the sacrum, q. v.] The typical genus of lAjccenidcB. There
the coccyx, a sesamoid bone of the great toe, are upward of SOO species, distributed all over the world,

or one of the triniietroii"! nr "Wnnnia^hoTifiR of ^''^^ "^ ^^^' delicate creatures, some of much beautyor one oi tne triquetrous or w ormian Dones oi ^j f„^ ^^^ coloring, known as coppers and Hues.
It is probable that this superstition is LyCSUidS (li-sen'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Luccena

+ -jaw.] a family of butterflies, represented

the cranium
the origin of the technical name of the sacrum or
cred" bone.

luzernt, luzemet, n. Same as lucern^.

luzonite (Ifl'zon-it), n. [< iMZon (see def
.
) +

-i«e2.] A mineral closely related to enargite,
found in the island of Luzon in the Philippines.

Luzula (Wzu-la), n. [NL., < Olt. T/uzziola, lue-

oiola, a glow-worm (cf. It. lucciola, a firefly, luc-

ciolato, a glow-worm): see Luciola.] A genus
of monoootyledonous plants of the natural or-
der JuncacecB, the rush family, and the tribe
Eujuneem. it is characterized by the stems growing In
tufts; linear, grass-like, radical leaves, or sometimes with
a few on the stem ; a 1-celled ovary, with 3 erect ovules in
the center ; and a style which is 3-cleft at the apex. There
are about 40 species, growing everywhere in temperate
regions, and in the mountainous parts of the tropics. They
grow in drier ground than the ordinary rushes, and have
in general a more grassy aspect. See wood-rush.

Luzuriaga (lu-zu-ri-a'ga), n. [NL. (Euiz and
Pavon, 1802), named after D. Ign. de iMzuriago,

by such genera as Zyccena, Chrysopharms, and
Tkecla. They are generally of small size, delicate form,
and very beautiful colors. Some are known as Hues or
coppers, and others as hairslreaks. The technical charac-
ters are : minute tarsal claws, fore legs ambulatorlal, hind
tibisewithone pair of spurs, antennse scarcely hooked at the
tip, and the last joint of the palpi small and naked. The
caterpillars have minute feet and retractile head, and re-
semble wood-lice. The chrysalis is short, obtuse at each
end, girt about the middle, and attached by the tail. There
are about 40 genera and upward of 1,200 species.

Lycalopex (;ia-ka-16'peks), n. [NL., < Gr. Ivkoq,

a wolf, + al6Kri^, a fox : see alopecia.] A ge-
nus of CanidcB established by Burmeister, con-
taining most of the neotropical canines ; the
South American fox-wolves. These animals have
the structural characters of dogs and wolves, but their
tails are long and bushy, and they otherwise resemble foxes
in general appearance. Several species are described, as L.
antarciicus, L. azarce, L. canerivorus, etc. The last-named
is the maikong or crab-eating fox-wolf.

a Spanish botanist.] A genus of hhaeeous lycanthrope (H-kan'throp), n. [< ML. lycan-
plants, type of the tnbe Luzuriagew character- thropus, lycanthropos, < Gr. Au/cdi^puTrof, a ' wolf-
ized by sessile alternate leaves with numerous man,' or man-wolf^ were-wolf, < Ukoc, a wolf, -t-
fine nerves, and flowers of medium size, usually aj-0pu^of, a man. Ci. were-wolf.] l.Amansu-
sohtary in the axils, the segments of the pen- perstitiously supposed to be possessed of the
anth distinct and spreading and a 3-celled power of transforming himself at pleasure into

is used by hyperbole for that which is exceedingly com-
fortable, etc. : as, a luxurious bed. Luxuriant does not
come enough into the field of the moral for either praise
or blame,

luxuriously (lug-zu'ri-us-li), adv. In a luxuri-

ous manner; deliciously; voluptuously.

luxuriousness (lug-zu'ri-us-nes), n. The state

or quality of being luxurious.

luxuristt (luk'su-rist), n. [< luxury + -ist] One
who is given to luxury. Temple.

luxury (luk'gu-ri), n.; pi. luxuries (-riz). [< ME.
luxurie (also luxure, q. v.),< OF. luxurie, luxure,

F. luxure = Pr. luauria = Sp. lujuria = Pg.
lu^uria = It. lussuria, < L. luxuria, rankness,
luxuriance (of vegetation), friskiness, wanton-
ness (of animals), profuse or extravagant liv-

ing, < luxus, extravagance, luxury: see lux^.]

If. Luxuriance; exuberance of growth.— 2. A
free or extravagant indulgence in pleasure, as
of the table; voluptuousness in the gratifica-

tion of any appetite ; also, the free expenditure
of wealth for the gratification of one's own de-
sires, as in costly dress and equipage.

Luxury does not consist in the innocent enjoyment of
any of the good things which God has created to be re-

ovary with light-colored seeds. The stems are
woody and branching, and the fiowers white on delicate
pedicels, at length producing a berry-like fruit. There
are 3 species, of which 2 are Chilian, and the third grows
in Magellan's Land and New Zealand.

Luzuriageae (lu-zu-ri-a'jf-e), n.pl. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1883), <: Luzuriaga + -em.] A
tribe of liliaceous plants, typified by the genus
Luzuriaga. Theyhave an erect, branching, woody stem,
sometimes climbing above; fiowers in the axils of the
leaves, in fasciculate cymes, or solitary at the tips of the
branches ; the anther-cells distinct ; and the ovules few or
many, either anatropous or half-anatropous. The tribe in- _
eludes 7 genera and about 12 species, of which the majority 1vpn Tit.TirnTii n
are from ChiU and the southern part of South America, and iJ*'*"!'iii"Pii "

the rest are from Australia and southern Africa.

lyt, V. i. An .obsolete form of lie^.

a wolf, and to be endowed while in that shape
with its savage propensities ; a were-wolf.
A French judge named Boguet, at the end of the six-

teenth century, devoted himself especially to the subject
[the assuming of animal forms], burnt multitudes of ly-
canlhropes, wrote a book about them, and drew up a code
in which he permitted ordinary witches to be strangled
before they were burnt, but excepted lycanlhropea, who
were to be burned alive. Lecky, nationalism, I. 97.

2. A person affected with lycanthropy; one
who imagines himself to be a wolf, and acts in
conformity with his delusion.

ycanthropi, n. Plural of lycanthropus.
lycanthropia (li-kan-thro'pi-a), n. [ML. : see

lyt J). «. An .obsolete form of 2»ei. lycanthrop-y.] Same &a lycanthropy.
-lyl. [< ME. . -ly, -li, -lich, -liche, earliest ME. This kind is called I/yeanthropia, nil ; when men con-
-Uc, < AS. -lie = OS. -lik = OFries. -lik = MD. oeive themselves wolves. J'ord, lever's Melancholy, iii, s.

D. Zp = MLG. -lik, -lich = OHG. -lih, MHG. lycanthropic (li-kan-throp'ik), a. [< lyean-
-lich, -lich, G. -lich = Icel. -likr, -legr = Dan. throp-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to lycanthropy;
-lig = Sw. lik = Goth, -leiks; a common Teut. characteristic of lycanthropy.
adj. suffix, 'like,' 'having the form of,' orig. an in a fit of lycanthropic madness, she came upon two
independent word, namely AS. lie, eta., body, children. S. Baring-Gould, 'Weie-wo\veB,vl.
form: seelike}. Cf. Me^ adj asusedin com- lycanthropist (li-kan'thro-pist), n. [< lucan-
position of similar effect, but etvmologically throp-y + -ist.] Same as lycanthrope.
different, ma»Z2/, e.g., being nit. <rAS. *ma«?w i„ medieval times
(in adv. manlice), < mann, man, + lie, body, nier were generally assume"d to be Jj/canfftropiste.

persons named Gamier or Gre-
' >jcanthropists.

Etteyc. Brit., XV. 91.form, while manlike (with similar compounds)
is not found in AS., but corresponds to AS. lycanthropous (K-kan'thro-pus),' a. [< lycan-
mann, man, -I- gelic,}ike, < ?»c, body : see like\ throp-y + -oms.] Eclating or pertaining to IvhkeK] Acommon adjective sufiix,_formmg,from eanthropy, =

i- e
j

nouns, adjectives signifying ' of the form or na-
ture of ' or ' like ' the thing denotedby the noun

:

as in manly, womanly, godly, lordly, princely, of
the nature of, like, or suited to a man, woman,
etc.; bodily, earthly, daily, weekly, monthly, year-
ly, etc., belonging to or being of the body, the

pertaining to ly-

lycanthropus (li-kan-thro'pus), n.; pi. lycan-
thropi (-pi). [ML., also lycanthropos: see ly-

canthrope.] Same as lycanthrope.

The swift lycanthropi that walks the round.
Well tear then- wolvish skins, and save the sheep.

Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, ili. 3.



lycanthropy

lycanthropy (U-kan'thrp-pi), n. [< ML. lycan-
thropia, < Gr. ^vKavdpuiria, a madnees in which
one imagines himself a wolf, < Wvmvepuiro;, a
man-wolf: see lycanthrope.'] 1. The supposed
power of certain humanbeings to change them-
selves or others temporarily or permanently
into wolves or other savage animals. See were-
toolf.—2 . TheheUef that certainpersons change
themselves into wolves or other wild beasts.
This belief Is common among savage races, and sHll lin-
gers among the ignorant of some civilized peoples.
3. A kind of erratic melancholy or madness, in
which the patient supposes himself to be a
wolf, See lycanthrope.
Lycaonl (K-ka'on), n. [NL., < L. Lycaon, < Gr.
Aip/cdtw, a mythical king of Arcadia, father of
Callisto, who was transferred to the sky as the
constellation of the Bear.] A name of the
constellation BoStes (which see).
Lycaon2 (U-ka'on), n. [NL., < L. lyeaon, < Gr.
Avudav, an animal of the wolf kind, < Xiinoi =
L. lupus, a wolf : see Lmus."] A genus of ca-
nine quadrupeds of the family Canidce, having

^ ^a^J.*!?^^

Painted Hyena, or Hunting-dog (JLycaon pictus').

but four toes on the fore feet, instead of five as
in the rest of the Canidice, resembling the hy-
enas in this respect ; the SouthAiricanhunting-
dogs, hyena-dogs, or painted hyenas. L. piotus
or venatieus is a fierce animal as large as a mastiff, with oval
erect ears, bushy tail, and long limbs, and spotted with
white, black, and yellow in an irregular manner. It hunts
its prey in packs.

Lycaste (li-kas'te), n. [NL. (Lindley, 1843),

. < Lycaste, < Gr. Amatrn?, a fern, name.] A
genus of orchidaceous plants of the tribe Van-
dew and the subtribe Cyrtopodiem, it is char-
acterized by having erect, partially spreading sepals, and
tile lateral lobes of the lip broad or siclde-shaped, attached
to the base or apex of the claw, the middle one small or
elongated, often ciliate. The column is rather long, and
the stalks of the pollen-masses are long and linear. They
are epiphytes with the short few-leafed stems sheathing
at the base, forming a fleshy pseudobulb from which rise

the erect scapes, bearing one, rarely two or three, large

and showy flowers. There are about 25 species, natives of

tropical America, and ranging from Peru to Mexico and
the West Indies ; many are very beautiful, and^ are com-
mon in cultivation.

lyceum (li-se'um), n. [= F. lye^e = Sp. Uceo
= Pg. lyceo = It. Uceo, < L. lyceum, lycmm, < Gr.

Avxecov, the Lyceum : so namedfrom the neigh-

boring temple of Apollo, < Avkeioc, an epithet

of Apollo, either as the ' wolf-slayer,' < Mkoc, a

wolf; or as the 'Lycian god,' < Kiiiaog, Lycian,

< Kvda, Lycia ; or as the 'god of light,' < *?wiai,

light ; cf. /Itrndf, light, white, L. Jmx, light : see

light^.'] 1. {cap.'] An ancient public gymna-
sium with covered walks outside of Athens,

near the river Ilissus, where Aristotle taught

philosophy; hence, the Peripatetic school of

philosophy. See Aristotelian.—2. A school

for higher education preparatory to a univer-

sity course. Compare college, 2 (/).

There are twolyeeurmtoT boys and girls, a realschule, a

military school for cadets, a theological seminary, and two

girls' colleges. Sncyc. Brit., XIX. 410.

3. A public building or hall appropriated to in-

struction by lectures or disquisitions.— 4. An
association for literarj^ improvement.

lycht, lycheH, n. Variants of like'':

lycTa.e%a.aadadv. An obsolete assibilatedform

of like^.

lych-gate (lich'gat), n. An archaic spelling of

lich-gate.

lycbnapsia (lik-nap'si-a), n. [< Gr.?.vxvafia,

lamplighting, < ?iVxvawTne, a lamplighter, < Mx-
voe, a lamp, + awreiv, touch.] In the Gr. Ch.,

a series of seven prayers for pardon and pro-

tection during the night, forming part of the

ofBce called lychnic.

The Priest, standing before the holy doors, saith the

lylh^iSt^ J. M. male. Eastern Church, .. 896.

lychnic (lik'nik),w. [< LGr. Av;t»'"«S!;,the time of

lamplighting, < Gr. llxfoi, lamp : see %fe<i.] In
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the Gr. Ch., an office, consisting of psalms and
prayers, accompanying the lighting of thelamps
or candles, originally introductory to, but now
incorporated in, vespers on occasion of a vigil.

lychnides, n. Plural of lychnis, 1.

lychnidlate (lik-nid'i-at), a. [< lychnis (lych-
nid-) + -i- + -aiei.] In entom.

,
giving out Ught

;

phosphorescent: formerly used of the head of
the lantern-fly and certain allied insects, from
the erroneous supposition that this is luminous
at night.

lychnis (lik'uis), ». [L. lychnis, a rose of a
bright-red color, also a gem, < Gr. i,vxyk, a plant
with a bright-scarlet flower; related to TAxvog,
a lamp.] 1. PI. lychnides (-ni-dez). A ruby,
sapphire, or carbuncle.— 2. [cap.] [NL.] A
genus of caryophyllaeeous plants of the tribe
Silenece, characterized by a 10-nerved calyx, or
rarely one with many parallel nerves, and com-
monly 3 styles and a 8- or 6-valved capsule.
They are usually erect herbs with opposite leaves and ter-
minal cymes of showy flowers. About 40 species have
bem described, natives of the warm and temperate re-
gions of the northern 'hemisphere. The names campion
and lampflower are common to all plants of this genus.
Several species are pretty wild flowers of the Old World,
and several are common garden flowers. L. ChcUcedonica,
the scarlet lyclmis, is perhaps the best-known ; it is a rather
coarse plant with dense fascicles of deep-scarlet flowers,
also called Jerusalem or Maltese cross, etc., and in the
United States sometimes sweet-wilUam,. Another garden
^ecies is L, coronaria, the rose-campion or mullen-pink.
L. ViscaHa, from its glutinous stem, shares with plants of
the genus Silene the name of catchfly. L. Flos-cuetdi, the
cuckoo-flower, crow-flower, or ragged-robin, with dissected

,
petals, common in Europe, is also cultivated, at least in
double forms. L, vespertirui, with white flowers opening
in the evening, is spariugly introduced from Europe into
the United States ; and from the same source, L. GitTiaffo,

the corn-cockle, with purple flowers, has become too com-
mon in American grain-flelds. L. diurrM, the red cam-
pion, adder's-ilower, etc., is a common British species.
See campion.

3. A plant of the genus Lychnis, especially L.
Chalcedonica.

lychnites (lik-ni'tez), n. [L., < Gr. TmxvIttk (se.

aWoq), Parian marble (seedef.), < TAxvog, alamp

:

see lychnic : so called, according to a notion as-

cribed by Pliny to Varro, because it was quar-
ried (undergroimd) by lamplight.] Parian
marble: so called by Pliny, what rock or mineral
was really meant by Pliny is not known, and there have
been various theories in regard to it. Some think that
selenite was the mineral intended ; others that the name
had reference to the brilliancy of the marble.

Lychnophora (lik-nof'o-ra), n. [NL. (Martins,

1822), \ Gr. ivxvoc, a lamp, + ijiopdg, bearing.]
A genus of Brazilian shrubs belonging to the
order Compositm and the tribe Vernoniacece, and
type of the subtribe Lychnophorece, character-
ized byhaving the heads aggregated into com-
pound terminal clusters on a common fleshy
receptacle, and the pappus with two rows of
chaff, the outer short and persistent, the inner
narrow, partially twisted, and caducous. The
genus contains 17 species of branching shrubs, with a
resinous wood, and alternate entire leaves with revolute
margins, the glomerule of heads sessile at the tips of
the branches.

Lychnophorese (lik-no-fo'rf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker,' 1873),' < Lychnophora +,

-eoB.'] A subtribe of composite plants under
the tribe Vernoniacece, characterized by having
the one- or few-flowered heads aggregated to
form a dense cluster, and the pappus chaffy,

either single or double, or rarely bristly, it in-

cludes 11 genera, of which the type is Lychnophora, and
' 58 species, 42 of which are confined to Brazil, and the ma-
jority of the others to tropical America.

lychnoscope (lik'no-sko^), n. [< Gr. Tixxvoq, a
lamp, a light, + anoireiv, view.] In arch., a small
opening like a window, usually placed in the
south chancel-wall of a church, and lower than
the otheiT windows, for what purpose is not
strictly known. Also called low side window.
Gwilt. "This is generally a small window in a church
underalargerone. . . . The term itself is Gike hagioscope)
Only of this [19th] century, and may have been coined on
the erroneous idea that the windows were constructed
that lepers (or anchorets) might behold the altar lights.

On the other hand, that idea may be correct. Another
theory is that of a confessional." JT. and Q., 6th ser., IX.
289.

Lycian (lis'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Ijyeia, < Gr.

AvKia, Lycia (Avkloq, 1j. Lycius, Lycian, pi. Avkcoc,

L. Lycii, theLyeians) (see def.), + -an.'] I. a. Of
or pertainingto Lycia, a mountainous district in

southwestern Asia Minor, projecting into the
Mediterranean sea, and iidiabited in ancient
times by a distinet'race. See II—Lycian arcM-
tecture, the ancient architecture characteristic of Lycia,

preserved especially in abundant series of rock-cut tombs,
in whichthe assemblage of a system of construction inwood
is closelyreproduced in stone. Quadrangular obelisks, such
as the harpy tomb of Xanthos, also aboand, as well as stone
sarcophagi, in which, as in tlie examples first mentioned,
carpenters' work is faithfully copied. Later examples pre-

Iffr*"""'
L.ycian Architecture

Tomb now in the British Museum

lycodont

sent imitations of Greek temple-fafades, etc. The early
architecture is of especial importance as throwing a prob-
able light upon
some of the
forms through
which Greek
architecturewas
developed.

II. n. An
inhabitant of

Lycia; espe-
cially, one of
a race in-

habiting an-
cient Lycia,
Aryan or In-
do-European
in language,
as is shown
by important
inscriptions
in a peculiar
character re-
cently recov-
ered and elu-
cidated. The
Lycians seem to
have exerted
considerable in-

fiuence in early
days on the '

Greeks, especially through their worship of Apollo. In*
teresting monuments of their architecture and sculpture
have been brought together in European museums, no-
tably in the British Museum. Some sculptures found in
Lycia vie in refinement with the riper archaic art of At-
tica. See harpy monumera, under harpy.

Lycinae (li-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Lycus + -ince.J

A subfamily of Lampyridce having the middlei
C0X88 distant and no epipleursB, typified by thei

genus Lycus.
Lycimn (lis'i-um), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1737),
neut. of L. Lycius, Lycian.] A genus of sola-
naeeous plants of the tribe Atropece, charac-
terized by a 3- to 5-toothed or -lobed calyx,
a funnel-shaped, campanulate, or urn-shaped-
corolla, stamens which are either exserted or
included, and a slightly juicy and usually few-
seeded berry. They are shrubs, often spine-bearing
at the nodes, with entire leaves, the latter usually small;
and they bear white, purple, rose-colored, sometimes scar-
let or yellowish fiowers, solitary in the axils or rarely
fascicled. About 70 species have been described, but this
numbermaybemuch reduced ; they are found throughout
warm and temperate regions, and many are cultivated.
The common name of plants of the genus is box-thorn,
applying especially to L. barbarum, a plant with lilac
flowers and scarlet or orange berries, well adapted for
training on walls or trellises. The leaves of this plant
having been recommended for use as tea, it receives alsa
the names Barbary tea-plant and Ihike of Argyll's tea-tree.

L. Afrum, the African tea-tree, is a spiny species with,
violet fiowers. L. mtlgare of the Mediterranean region,
slightly thorny with lithe branches, and having green*
purple flowers and bright-red berries, is the matrimony-
vine, often cultivated, and sometimes becoming wild in
America. L. Europtxum is sometimes utilized for hedges,
as may be also other species.

Lycodes (li-ko'dez), n. [NL. (Eeinhardt. 1838),
< Gr. XvRi)6ii^, wolfish, < Xhiuoq, a wolf, + eHof,
form.] The tjyical genus of Lycoaidoe, with
numerous species, of northern seas, as L. vahU.
of the North Atlantic. They are among various
fishes known as eel-pouts.

lycodid (li-ko'did), n. and a. I. n. A fish of
the family Lycodidm.

II. a. Eelating or belonging to the Lycodidm;
lycodoid.

Lycodids (li-kod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lycodes-
+ -idee.] A family of teleooephalous fishes,typ-
ified by the genus Lycodes ; the eel-pouts. They
are characterized by a more or less anguilliforra shape,
tapering backward, elongated dorsal and anal fins con-,
fiuent with the caudal and invested with a thick skin, ven-
trals jugular and rudimentary or suppressed, and branchial
apertures lateral, not confluent. They inhabit arctic and
cold temperate seas, mostly at considerable depths. Some"
of them, probably all, are viviparous, as Zoarces viviparus.
The genera are about 6, the species 30. The family is also

.

called Zoarddce.

lycodoid (U-ko'doid), a. and n. [< NL. Lycodes
+ -oid.] I. a. Pertaining to the Lycodidce or-
Lycodoidea, or having their characters.

II. «. A fish of the family i^cod!id« or super-

.

family lA/codoidea.

Lycodoidea (li-ko-doi'de-a), n. pi. [NL. (Gill),

(.Lycodes + -oidea.] The Lycodida rated as a .

superfamily.
Lycodon (li'ko-don), n. [NL.: see lycodont.\.
The typical genus of LycodonUdm, having the
anterior teeth of both jaws caniniform.
lycodont (li'ko-dont), a. and n. [< Gr. IvudSov^
QjvKo6(n>T-), a canine tooth, lit. 'wolf-tooth,' <
A{iKOf, wolJE, + bdovQ (bSovT-') = E. tooth.l I, a..

Having caniniform teeth, as a snake; belong-^
ing to the Lycodontidce.

II. n. A snake of the family Lycodontidce,



-^il^l

Lycodontida

Lycodontidse (U-ko-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Lycodon (Lycodont-) + -idos.] In Giinther's sys-
tem of classifloation, a family of eolubriform ser-
pents, typified by the genus Lycodon. The body is
moderately thick ; the head la oblong, with a flat top and
generally a flattened and broadly rounded snout ; the ante-
rior teeth of both jaws are generally longest, and there are
no grooved teeth. It contains 14 genera, mostly of Africa
and the East Indies. Some of the commonest snakes of
India belong here. Also Lycodontin€e, as a subfamily of
ColubridcB.

lycodontine (li-ko-don'tin), a. and n. [< lyco-
dont + -inei.] Same as lycodont.

Lycoperdacese (li"ko-p6r-da'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Corda, 1842), < Lycoperdon +' -acecB.2 An or-
der of gasteromyoetous fungi, typified by the
genus Zycoperdon.

Ljrcoperdon (li-k6-p6r'don), n. [NL., < Gr.
/lii/cof, a wolf, +' irtpSeaBm, break wind.] A
genus of gasteromyoetous fungi, founded by
Tournefort in 1700, and typical of the order
Lycoperdaceas. it is characterized by having the glob-
ular, membranaceous perldium double, the outer part of

which breaks up into warts, spines,

^.f^ etc. , while the inner part is more or
less soUd. The spores are globose,
short-caudate, and variously color-
ed. The species, ofwhich more than
100 are known, are very widely dis-

tributed, and sometimes are of very
large size. They are popularly
known aspuffballs. L. gemmatum,
the common puffbail, acts mechan-
ically as a styptic, by means of its

brown spores, L. giffanteum, the
giant paffball, when dry, stanches
slight wounds, and its smoke
stupefies bees. In a young state
it IS edible. See bamdium, cut,

flg. c—Lycoperdon nuts, the
lyccperden. herbaUsts' name under which cer-

tain subterranean fungi of the
genus Ela^homyces were formerly known and sold.

Lycopersicum (li-ko-p6r'si-kum), n. [NL., <

Gr. *^via)wepaiK6v (as if < A{ikoc, a wolf, -t- irepaiads,

the peach: see peachy, a false reading of hi-

^KOTfipaLov, an Egyptian plant with a strong-
smelling yellow juice.] A genus of plants of the
natural order Solanacece and the tribe Solanew.
It differs from Solanum, with which it is closely allied,

by having long, acuminate, connate anthers, opening on
the inside by a longitudinal fissure. They are unarmed
herbs with irregularly pinnate leaves, weak stems, five- or
rarely six-parted flowers,with a rotate corolla, and growing
infew-floweredcymes. Thefruitisafleshygloboseorpear-
shaped berry, usually red or yellow, and with numerous
seedsembedded in thepulp. There are three or four species,

natives of South America, but now widely cultivated and
to some extent naturalized elsewhere. The most impor-
tant is L. esdUentuvn, the common tomato, formerly called
love-apple, which has been very much modified by culture.
Its fruit, naturally of two or three cells, is often much com-
plicated by a consolidation of blossoms. See tomato.

lycopod (li'ko-pod), n. [< NL. Lycopodivm,
q. v.] A plant of the natural order I/ycopodi-

acew.

lycopode (li'ko-pod), n. [< NL. Lycopodium,
q. v.] A highly inflammable yellow powder
made up of the spores of species of Lycopodium,
especially L. clavatum andi. Selago; vegetable
brimstone.
Lycopodiaces (li-ko-p6-di-a'se-e), ». pi. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1815), < Lycopodium +
-aoem.2 An order of cryptogamous plants, be-

longing to the class Lycopodinece, and typified

by the genus Lycopodium. The order includes the
homosporous LycopodiaeecB,vrtdeh produce spores of only
one kind (subdivided into the Lycopodiece with the genus
Lycopodium and the Phylloglossece with the genus Phyl-
loglosmm), and the heterosporous IiyeopodiaeeoB, which
produce spores of two kinds. The latter subdivision,

which is typified by the genus Lepidodendran, is found
only in a fossil state.

lycopodiaceous (li-ko-pd-di-a'shius), a. [< NL.
Lycopodiace{m) + -bus.'] Belonging to or re-

sembling the Lycopodiacem.

Lycopodieae (li"k6-po-di'e-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Goebel (?), 1882), i. Lycopodium + -ew.'] A sub-

order of Lycopodiacece, containing the genus
Lycopodium.

Lycopodineffi (Ii"k6-p9-din'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Swartz, 1806), < Lycopodium'+ -inece.l A class

of cryptogamous plants, including the orders

Lycopodiacece, Psilotacece, and Ligulateee.

lycopodite (li-kop'o-dit), n. [< NL. Lycopo-
dium, q. v., + -ite^^] A fossil plant of the ge-

nus Lycopodium.

Lycopodium (li-ko-p6'di-um), n. [NL., so

named from the appearance of the roots ; < Gr.

/iiKOf, a wolf, -t- TToiic (jroS-) = E. foot.] A genus
of vascular cryptogamous plants, the type of

the order Lycopodiacece. They are low plants, usual-

ly of moss-like aspect^ with evergreen, one-nerved leaves

arranged in one to sixteen ranks. The sporangia are cori-

aceous, reniform, compressed, one-celled, dehiscing trans-

versely, situated in the axils of unaltered leaves or in ter-

minal braoteate spikes. The spores are copiousand minute,
withthreelines radiating fromthe apex. Thegenus is very
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widely distributed, and contains 94 species, of which 12
are found in North America. L. dendroideuTniB the well-

known ground-pine; L. clavatum is the common club-

moss, or running pine, which is extensively employed in
decorations. This species has also been called ttag's-Turm,

buck's-hom, fox'e-
claws, foxta'U,
etc. L. Selago is

sometimes called
fir-mate, foxfeet,
and tree-7tws8.

Many fossil spe-
cies have been
found, those oc-

curring in the Pa-
leozoic strata be-
ing preferably
called lycopodUes.

Lycopsis (li-

kop sis), n.

[NL., < L. ly-

copsis, < Gr. Mi-

KOTptc, the bu-
gloss, a plant
like the alka-
net, < XiiKog, a
wolf, + ifi(,

appearance.]
A genus of

boraginaceous
plants, of the
tribe Boragece,
distinguished
by having the
corolla - tube
curved instead
of straight.
They are annual
hairy or bristly
herbs, with alter-

nate leaves, five-

parted flowers,

lyed

the species of which are mainly African, although two are

found in North America, and a few In the East Indies and

2. A genus of butterflies. Hubner, 1816.

Lyda (li'da), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1804), < Gr.

AvS6g, a Lydian : see Lydian.] A genus of saw-
flies of thehymenopterous taxailyTenthredimdce,
and typical of the aubtamiljLydinw, having the

Lycopodium dtndroideum.

a, part of the spike, showing the sporangia
in the axils of the scale-lilce leaves, seen from
within ; b. spore, highly magnified.

Lyda nevadensU. (Twice natural size.)

fore wings with two marginal cells and the long
antennse setaceous in both sexes. The group is

large and wide-spread, with 30 European and
over 50 North American species.

lyddite (lid'it), n. [< Lydd, in Kent, England.]
An explosive, consisting of picric acid and gun-
cotton, used in shells : the same as melimte.

Lydella (li-del'a), n. [NL. , dim. of Lyda, q. v. ]

A genus of tadmna-flies, of the family^ TacM-
niSoB, founded by Eobineau-Desvoidy in 1830.
L. dorypkorce, the only American species, has been placed
in the genus Exorista. -It is parasitic upon the Colorado

with five scales in the throat of the corolla, and fruit of

four ovoid, erect nutlets. The flowers are small, violet or

blue, and grow in terminal, leafy-bracted, scorpioid ra-

cemes. T&ee or four species are known, natives of Eu-
rope, northern Africa, and central and western Asia. One
species, L. amensis, the small bugloss, is a common weed
in cultivated sandy fields in Europe, and is now estab-

lished from Canada to Virginia in North America.

Lycopus (li'ko-pus), n. [ISTL. (Tournefort, 1700),

so named from the appearance of the leaves

;

< Gr. M/tof, wolf, -1- Kovg = E. foot."] A genus
of labiate plants of the tribe Satureinece and
the subtribe Mentlioidece. It is characterized by a
four- or flve-toothed calyx, a corolla-limb with four di-

visions, the two anterior stamens perfect With the cells of

the anthers at length diverging, and the nutlets sharply
angled, and truncate at the apex. They are small herbs,
growing in marshy places, with sharply toothed leaves,

and small fiowers in dense axillary whorls. About 10

species have been enumerated, but some of these are

probably only varieties ; they are found in North America
and in the temperate regions of the Old World. L. Vir-

ginicus is a common American species with some medi-
cinal properties, called bugleweed. L. sinuatus, another
common American species, was formerly identified with
L. JSuropcsrus, the water-hoarhound or gipsy-herb (gipsy-
wort), which is the ordinary European species, sometimes
furnishing a substitute for quinine.

Lycomis (Ii-k6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. Xmoc, awoU,
+ 6pvi;, a bird.] A genus of South American
coots of the
family Ballidce

and subfamily
Fulicince, hav-
ing the head ca-
runculate. Bo-
naparte, 1854.

Also spelled £i-
cornis.

Lycosa (li-ko'-

sa), n. PSTL., <

Gr. Ai/Kof, a kind of spider, lit. wolf: see Ly-
ccBna."] The typical genus of Lycosidce. L.
piratica is an example. L. tarantula, er Taran-
tula apulicB, is the well-known tarantula of

southern Europe.

Lycosidffi (li-kos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lycosa +
-idee.'] A family of citigrade hunting-spiders;
the wolf-spiders or tarantulas. They are active
predatory spiders, capturing their prey by chasing, and
spinning no web. The legs are long, especially the hinder
pair,and the cephalothorax is narrowed in front ; the ocelli

are usually in three rows ; the spinnerets are three pairs

;

the falces are vertical. The leading genera are Lycosa and
DoloTfiedes.

lycotropal (li-kot'ro-pal), a. [< Gr. Hkoq, a
wolf, + rpditoQ, a turning: see trope.] In hot.,

curved downward like a horseshoe : applied to

an orthotropal ovule.

Lycus (li'kus), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1787), < Gr.

^ifcof, a wolf.] 1. A genus of beetles of the
family Malacodermidce, having the head pro-
longed like a rostrum with the antennse at its

base, and the final joints of the antennie as
long as the preceding ones, it is a large genus,

Homed Coot {LycorKis cornuta).

Lydetla doryphora. ' (Cross shows natural size.)

potato-beetle, and is probably more effectual than any
other insect in checking this pest in Missouri. It resem-
bles the common house-fly, but is distinguished by its

brilliant silvery-white face. SUey, let Bep. Ins. Mo., p. 111.

lydent, n. A Middle English form of leden.

Lydian (lid'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Lydia, < Gr.
AvSia, #»Aii(J(}f,"a Lydian.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to Lydia, an ancient country of Asia Minor,
bordering on the .^gean sea, or to its inhabi-
tants : as, the Lydian empire (including under
Croesus, its last king, famous for his wealth, a
large part of Asia Minor); Lydian coins; Ly-
dian luxury.— Lydian mode. See moifei.—Lydian
stone, the name given by ancient authors to the touch-
stone. It occurs as early as the time of Bacchylides (about
470 B. 0.). The use of the Lydian stone for testing the
quality of gold is minutely described by Theophrastus,
and is also noticed at some length by Pliny.

II. n. An inhabitant of ancient Lydia.
lyeM, 1). i. An obsolete spelling of lie^.

lye^t, V. and n. An obsolete spelling of Me^.
lyeS (li), n. [Formerly also lie, ley; < MB. ley,

< AS. ledh = MD. looghe, D. loog = MLG. LG.
loge = OHG. louga, lauga, MHG. louge, G. lauge,
lye; prob. akin to Icel. laug, a warm bath,
hence also a hot spring (much used in comp.,
e. g. laugar-dag (= Sw. lordag = Dan. loverdag,
Saturday), 'bath-day,' i. e. Saturday, the day
appropriated by the Scandinavians to that
exercise; lOAigar-aptan, laugar-ndtt, Saturday
evening, Saturday night,etc.).] Water impreg-
nated with alkaline salt imbibed from the ashes
of wood by the process of leaching; also, some
solution of an alkali, as potash, -vrtiich is itself
the product of leached lye concreted by evap-
oration. Crude lye is used in making some coarse kinds
of soap, for cleaning certain things, as inked printing-types
and -rollers (though for these benzine is now more com-
mon), and for various other purposes. In dilution it Is
used in a preparation of maize called hulled com (which
see, under hull, v. t.) and also lyed com.

lye*t, «• A variant of layS.

lye^t, n. An obsolete variant of lee^.

lyed (lid), a. [< lyeS + -ed^.] Treated or pre-
pared with lye.



lyed
The air is to be carefully excluded from the surface of

irults left standing alter having been either lyed orwashed.
Sei. Amer., N. S., UX. SB6.

Lyencephala (li-en-sef a-ia), n. pi [NL., ir-
reg. < G-r. ?iietv, loose, + eyKi^ako^, brain : see
encephalon."] In Owen's olassifioation, the low-
est of four subclasses of Mammalia, including
the marsupials and monotremes, or Didelphia
and Ornithodelphia ; the implacental mammals.
The name indicates the loose or slight connection of the
right and lefthemispheres of the cerebrum, in consequence
orthe small size, if not the absence, of the main commissure
or corpus callosum. It is correlated with Idesencephala
Gyrencephala, and Archemsephala.

lyencephalous (li-en-sef'a-lus), a. [As Lyen-
cephala + -ous.'] Pertaining to the X^emcepfeaia,
or having their characters.
lyerman, n. See lyreman.
lyest, n. pi. A Middle English variant of lees.
See JeeB. Chaucer.

lyft, lyflyt, etc. Middle English forms of life,

Uvely, etc.

lyftt. A Middle English form of liffi, Um'
teffi.

Lygseidae (li-je'i-de), n. pi [NL., < Lygmm +
-idee.] A family of heteropterous insects, typi-
fied by the genus Lygmis, belonging to the tribe
of land-bugs, or Geocores. The genera are many,
mostly tropical or subtropical, and the family is usually
divided into 9 subfamilies. These bugs are small or of
moderate size, with 3-jointed tarsi and 4-jointed antennae.

Lygaens (U-je'us), n. [NL., < Gr. Tivyaloc, shad-
owy, gloomy, <

^iyv, twilight.]
The typical ge-
nus of Lyga-
idw, founded by
Fabrioius in
1794. It is char-
acterized by a coni-
cal head with pro-
jecting eyes in con-
tact with the pro-
thorax ; between
the eyes is a pair of
ocelli. Species are
numerous, and are
widely distributed
in temperate and
tropical countries,
especially in South
America. L. fasei-
oMis is a common one, red, banded and dotted with black.
L. equestris, L. sasxtitUis, and L. fmnUiaris inhabit Europe.

LygodiaceaB (li-go-di-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Presl, 1845), < Lygodium + -acew.'] A former
order of ferns including the genera Lygodium
and Hydroglossum, the latter of which is now in-

cludedunder ij/g'oaiMTO also. Lygodiumisplaoed
by Hooker in. the suborder Schizwacew.

Lygodieee (li-go-di'e-e), n. pi [NL. (Bron-
guiart, 1843), i Lygodium + -em.'] A former
tribe of ferns, typified by the genus Xygo-

l^geeusfasciatus.
(Twice natural size.)

Lygodium (li-go'di-um), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1801),

C 5r. XxryisSriq, like a willow twig, < Aiiyof, a wil-

low twig, withy, -f- Moq, form.] A widely dif-

fused genus of ferns with oUmbing stipes. The
spore-cases are ovoid, solitary or occasionally in pairs, in

the axils of large imbricated scale-like indusia. The fully

developed barren fronds are either palmate or pinnate. 01

the 16 species known, only one, h. palmatum, the climbing

fern, is a native of North America, being found from Mas-

sachusetts south to Florida. It has flexible,twining stipes,

IromltoSfeetlong, and short alternate 2-lorked branches

or petioles, each fork bearing a round-cordate palmately

4- to 7-lobed pinnule. Eighteen fossil species have been

described, ranging from the Cretaceous to the Miocene.

They are common in the Tertiary deposits of western

America.
,

Lygosoma (li-go-so'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. Ivyog,

a withy, + aapia, body.] A genus of soincoid

lizards.

lyingit(li'iDg), »• [Verbaln.of ZJel,«.] Aplace
where one lies.

The place for the bodye to be interred wche was de-

vised over againste the lyeing of Q— Kathorine on the

Tight side of the Quyre. „ , , , ,„ j«
1686 Register book ofPeterbormgh CathedrcU. (N. andQ.,

[7thser.,IV. 121.)

lyingi (li'ing),JJ. a. [Ppr.of Z«ei,v.] Being pros-

trate. See Mel Lying panel. See panel— LjiDS
tot, adjacent to.

Neither bee there wanting woods heere . . . and parkes

;

lor many there are lying to Noblemen's and gentlemen s

houses replenished with game. /n„™v.N
Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 459. (Dames.)

lyings (li'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lie^, v.] False-

hood: untruthfulness. „ ., ,, j

lving2 (li'ing), i?. a. [Ppr. of Me2, ».] Menda-

cious; false; deceptive: as, a lying vvmov.

\^Tiatwasit? A i2«njr trick of the brain ! _
Tennyson, Maud, xxui. 2.

lying-down (li'ing-doun'), »• Same as
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lying-in (li'ing-in'), n. and a. [Verbal n. of
Ue in: see Mel, ^.] j ^, Confinement in child-
bed.

II. a. Pertaining to childbirth; obstetrical:
as, a lying4n hospital.

lyingly (li'ing-li), adv. In a lying manner;
falsely ; by teUing lies.

lying-to (li'ing-t8'), n. See to Ue to, under lie^.

lyket. A Middle English form of like'y, UJce^,

like^.

lykwaket, n. See Ukewalee.

Lyle gun. See gum^.
lylliet, ™. An obsolete form of lily.

lymlf, «• An obsolete form of Uinb^.

lym^t, »* See lime^.

lymailf, n. See limail

lymbot, n. An obsolete spelling of limbo,

lyinei+, n. An obsolete spelling of Ume^.
lyme^t, «" See lime^.

lyme-grass (lim'gras), ». [< lyme (? obs. spel-
ling of lime^—no obvious applioatioij) + grass.']

A coarse grass of the genus Mlymus, belonging
to the tribe Hordeew, having the inflorescence in
simple spikes, very rarely branched, the spike-
lets two or three together, and the glumes two,
both on the same side of the spikelet, without
awns, inclosing from one to seven florets. The
species have an extensive geographical range ; nearly all

are inhabitants of the temperate zones.

Lymexylon (ll-mek'si-lon), n. [NL., < Gr. TAjmij,

maltreatment, ruin, -I- ^iiTMv, wood.] The typi-
cal genus of LymexylonidcB, having five abdomi-
nal segments and entire elytra. The species make
cylindrical borings in oak, and L. navale is notorious for
the injury it thus causes to ship-timber. Also written Ijy-

'mexylwrn-, and improperly IAfmeicyl<m.

LymexylonidaB (li-mek-si-lon'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
\ Lymexylon + -idrn.] A small but important
family of pentamerous Coleoptera, of the series

Clavicornia. it is characterized by serrate ll-jointed
antenuEe inserted on the sides of the deflexed and poste-
riorly narrowed head, slender legs with contiguous coxbb
(except iu Atractocents), prominent ungrooved hind coxae,

prominent conical Iront coxje without trochanter, and the
first ventral segment not elongated. Also Lymexylidce.

lymitert) lymitourt, n. Obsolete forms of Um-
iter.

Lymnaea, Lymnea, «. See Limncea.
lymnite, n. See limnAte, 1.

Lynino-. Porwords beginning thus, see Limno-.
lymph (iimf), n. [= P. h/mphe = Pg. lympha=
Sp.lt. linfa,<. L. lympha, clear water, a fountain
(NL. lymph), also personified, Lympha, a rural

deity; a poet, word (so spelled appar. as associ-

ated, erroneously, with nympha, < Gr. viififri, a
nymph, esp. a water-nymph, poet, also water,
OL. lumpMa, a water-nymph), OL. Luppha,
orig. '*lumpa (?) = Osoan dium pa, connected
wim limpidus, clear, limpid: see limpid.] 1.

Pure, clear water, or any fluid similarly trans-

parent. [Poetical.]

A fountain bubbled up, whose lymph serene
Nothing of earthy mixture might distain. Trench.

2. Inphysiol , a fluid in animal bodies, contained
in certain vessels called lymphatics. Lymph is,

like the blood, an alkaline fluid, consisting of a plasma
and corpuscles, and coagulates b^ the formation of fibrin.

The lymph differs from the blood in its corpuscles being ol

the colorless kind, and in the very small proportion of its

solid constituente, which amount to only about 5 per cent,

of its weight. Lymph may, in fact, be regarded as blood
minus its red corpuscles and diluted with water so as to be
somewhat less dense than the serum of blood, which con-

tains about 8 per cent, of solid matter.—Humanized
lymph, vaccine lymph taken from a human being : op-

posed to bovine lymph, its original source.—Vaccine
lymph, the matter collected in a cowpox vesicle. When
transferred either from the cow or a person having the dis-

ease from being vaccinated, it produces the same disease

in others, and gives comparative immunity from smallpox.

lymphad (lim'fad), n. [Prob. a corruption of

Gael, langfhada, a galley, < long, a ship, +fada,
long.] A galley with one mast and usually a
yard upon it. Representations of such a galley, with
three or more oars fixed in place lor rowing, are common
in Scotch heraldry. [Scotch.]

"Our loch ne'er saw the Cawmil lymphads," said the

bigger Highlander. . . . "She doesna value a Cawmil mair
as a Cowan." ' Scott, Rob Roy, xxix.

lymphadenitis (lim-fad-e-ni'tis), a. [NL., <

lympha, lymph, + Gr. a6^_, a gland, + -iUs.] In-

flammation of a lymphatic gland.

lymphadenoid (lim-fad'e-noid), a. [< NL. lym-

pha, lymph, + Gr. adf/v, a gland, -1- el6o;, form.]

Kesemblmg or pertaining to a IjTnphatic gland

:

as, lymphadenoid tissue.

lymphadenoma (lim-fad-e-no'ma), n.
;
pi. lym^

phadenomata (-ma-ta) . [NL. , < lympha, lymph,
-1- Gr. aS^v, a gland, "^ -oma.] 1. A hyperplas-

tic lymphatic gland.— 2. Hodgkin's disease;

pseudo-leucemia.— 3. Lymphosarcoma.
lymphadenomatous (lim-fad-e-nom'a-tus), a.

[< NL. lympha, lymph, + Gr. d&n>, a gland -I-

lymphatic

-oma (fit, adenoma); as lymphadenoma(t-) +
~ous.] Of, pertaining to, or characterized by
lymphadenoma.
LymphadenoTnat&us glands may be hard, and scrofulous

ones solt, but the converse is usually found.
Lancet, No. 3448, p. 638.

lymphseduct (lim'fe-dukt), n. [< NL. lymphtB,

gen. of lympha, lymph, + L. d«ct«s,conveyance,
pipe, canal: see duct, and of. aqueduct.] A lym-
phatic vessel or duet. Also lymphoduct.

lymphsemia (lim-fe'mi-a), n. [NL., < lympha,

lymi)h, + Gr. aljia, blood.] In pathol, lym-
phatic leucEemia.

lymphaugeitis (lim-fan-jf-i'tis), n. Sanle as

lymphangitis.

lymphangiectasis (lim-fan-ji-ek'ta-sis), ».

[NL., < lympha, lymph, + Gr. ayyetmi, a vessel,

+ iKraaig, extension, dilatation.] Dilatation
of the lymphatic vessels. Also hjmphangieo-

lymphangiectatic (lim-fan^'ji-ek-tafik), a. [<

lymphangiectasis {-at-) + -ie.] Pertaining to

lymphangiectasis.
lymphangioitis (lim-fan'^ji-o-i'tis), n. Same as
lymphangitis.

lymphangioma (lim-fan-ji-6'ma), n.; pi. lym-

phangiomuta (-ma-ta). [NL., < lympha, lymph,
-1- Gr. ayyelov, a vessel, + -oma.] A tumor com-
posed of lymphatic vessels.

lymphangitis (lim-fan-ji'tis), n. [NL., < lym-

pha, lymph, -f- Gr. ayyeUn', a vessel, + -itts.]

Inflammation of the lymphatic vessels.

lymphatef (lim'fat), a. [< L. lymphatus, pp. of

lymphare, drive out of one's senses, distractwith
fear, craze, < lympha, water: see lymph. The
connection is uncertain; prob. vrith ref. to wa-
ter-nymphs.] Frightened into madness; rav-
ing.

lymphatedt (Hm 'fa-ted), a. [< lymphate+ -ed^.]

Same as lymphate.
lymphatic

9

(lim-fat'ik), a. and n. [= P. lym-
phaUgue = Sp. TAnfdtico = Pg.
lymphaUco = It. Ivnfatico, <

NL. lymphaticus, pertaining to
lymph, < lympha, lymph: see
lymph.] I. a. 1. Containing,
conveying, or pertaining in any
way to lymph or
chyle : as, a lym-
phatic vessel; a
lymphatic gland.— 3. Dull; slug-

gish ; slow in
thought or ac-
tion, as if from
an excess of
lymph iu the
body— Lymphat-
ic cachexy, Hodg-
kin's disease.—Lym-
phatic cavity.
Same as lymph-dnus.
—Lymphatic gan-
glion. Same as7j/m-
phaUc gland.—Lym-
phatic gland, one
of the glandular bod-
ies, formed mainly
of lymphoid tissue,

occurring in the
course of the lym-

of phatic ducts. They
Froit of Risht Ann. have no proper ducts
(?;. £> £, three lym- conveying away a

secretion, and their

Lymphatics

Lymphatics of
Leg. l5,l:Leg. G, lymphatic
glands ; L, lym-
phatic vessels.

phatic glands,
ganglia, as they are ^ ^. - , .

JjmitimescaUeH. function IS proba-
bly hematopoietic.

—

Lymphatic heart. Same as lymph-heart.—Lymphat-
ic temperament. See tempe/ram^nt.— Lsnnphatlc vea-
seL Seen.
II. n. A vessel which conveys lymyh. The lym-

phatics are small transparent vessels arisingm the various
tissues, provided with valves like the veins, and running
toward the heart. They are occasionally interrupted by
lymphatic glands, and convey the leakage from the blood-
vascular system and
the waste of the tis-

sues back into the
venous system. The
place ol discharge lor
the di'ainage of the
rightside ol the head,
right arm, and adjacent regions of the trunk is at th6 junc-
tion ol the right subclavian and right jugular veins, while
the lymph Irom all the rest ol the body through the tho-
racic duct pours into the blood at the corresponding place
on the left side. Tliat part of the lymphatic system which
runs from the intestine takes up some of the products of
digestion, and the vessels are here called lacteals.

lymphatic^t, a. and n. [< L. lymphaticus, dis-

tracted, frenzied, < lymphatus, pp. of lymphare,
distracted: sqq lymphate.] I. a. Making or be-
ing distracted or frantic.

Horace either is or feigns himsell lymphatick, and shews
what an effect the vision ol the Nymphs and Bacchus had
on him. Shaftesbury, Enthusiasm, § 6.

A Lymphatic Vessel laid open, showing
valves, raagnifiea.



lymphatic

11. n. A mad enthusiast ; a lunatic.

All nations have their lymphaticks of some Ijind or an-
other. Shaftesbury, Enthusiasm, § 6.

Ijrmph-cell (limf sel), n. A leucocyte occur-
ring in lymph ; a lymph-corpuscle.
lymph-C&annel (limf'channel), n. Any con-
duit for lymph

—

l^mph-chEuinel of a lymphatic
gland, the space left between the lymphoid tissue and
the capsule and trabeculse, which is traversed hy retiform
connective tissue, and in which the lymph circulates. Also
called lymph-sinus.

lymph-corpuscle (limf'k6r"pus-l) ,n. One of the
corpuscles of lymph; a lymph-cell.
lymph-heart (limf'hart), n. A lymphatic ves-
sel which is rhythmically contractile. Such ves-
sels are generally enlarged near their opening into veins,
where they acquire a muscular investment which enables
them to pulsate. They are chiefly developed in the lower
vertebrates. Also called lymphatic heart.

lymphoduct (lim'fo-dukt), m. [< NL. lympha,
lymph, + L. ductus, a conveyance : see lymphce-
duct.'] Same as h/mphwduct.
Ijnuphography (lim-fog'ra-fi), «. [< NL. lym-
pha, lymph, + Gr. -ypaipia, < ypa^eiv, write.] A
description of the lymphatic vessels, their ori-

gin and uses.

lymphoid (lim'foid), a. [< lymph + -oid.'\ 1.
Having the character or nature of lymph ; re-
sembling lymph; lacteal.—3. Of or pertaining
to lymph.— 3. Of the nature of lymphoid tis-

sue—Ljrmphoid cells, rounded cells found in lymphoid
tissue and resembling white blood-corpuscles, except that
the nucleus is larger in comparison with the protoplasm.
—Lymphoid cords, the rounded cords of lymphoid tissue
presenting themselves in the medullary portions of lym-
phatic glands.—Lymphoid nodules, any nodules of lym-
phoid tissue, such as are found, for example, in many mu-
cous membranes.

—

Lymphoid tissue, a tissue formed of
branching cells imited into a networlc, the interstices of
wliich are tilled with lymphoid cells. Such tissue forms
the greater part of the lymphatic glands and such aUied
structures a£ the solitary and agminate glands of the in-

testine; it envelops the smaller arteries of the spleen, and
forms the Malpighian corpuscles ; there are masses of it in
the tonsils; it forms the thymus in the infant; it occurs
extensively in a diffuse form throughout the mucous mem-
brane of the alimentary canal; and it presents itself in
serous membranes, on the bronchial mucous membrane,
and elsewhere.

lymphoidal (lim-foi'dal), a. [< lymphoid +
-a2.J Same as lymphoid.

lymphoma (lim-fo'ma), n.; pi. lymphomata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < lymp%a, lymph, -I- -oma.'] A
hyperplastic mass of lymphoid tissue. The name
has been applied also to lymphosarcoma, and, as general
lymphoma, to Hodglcin's disease.

lyrmphomatous (Um-fom'a-tus), a. [< lympho-
ma(t-) + -ous.'] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a lymphoma.
lymphosarcoma (lim"fo-sar-k6'ma.), n.; pi.

lymphosareomata (-ma-ta). [NL., '{. lympha,
lymph, + sarcoma, q. v.] A sarcoma which
in the comhination of retiform cells with lym-
phoid cells presents the structure of a lym-
phatic gland.

lymphotomy (lim-fot'o-mi), n. [< lymph(atie)
+ Gv. To/i^, a cutting.] Dissection of the lym-
phatics.

lymph-sac (Hmf'sak), n. Same as lymph-sinus.

lymph-sinus (limf'si'''nus), n. A large or di-

lated lymphatic vessel. Also calle(

sac and lymphatic cavity.

lymph-space (Umf'spas), ». Any cavity in the
tissues containing lymph.
lymph-vessel (limf'ves^'el), n. Any lymphatic
vessel.

lymphy (lim'fl), a. [< lymph + -^1.] Contain-
ing or like lymph.
lymptwiggt (limp'twig) ,n. A dialectal corrup-
tion of lapwing. C. Swainson. [Prov. Eng.
(Exmoor).]

lynt, »• An obsolete spelling of line^, lin^.

Ismaget, »• -An obsolete variant of lineage.

lyncet (lins), n. [< OF. lynce, < L. lynx, lynx:
see lynx.'\ A lynx.

The sharp-eyed lynce.

Greene, Maiden's Dream (Prudence). (Satnes.)

lyncean (lin-se'an), a. [< Gr. IvyKeioQ, pertain-

ing to a lynx, <.'\iiy^ QwyK-), a lynx: see lynx.']

1. Pertaining to the lynx.— 2. Lynx-eyed;
sharp-sighted.-Ljmcean Academy (It. Accademia
dei Lrncei, Academy of the Lyncei, Lyncei being the plural

of L. Lynce!u»: see lynceous), an association for the pro-

motion of arts and sciences, existing in Rome from 1609 to

about 1632. It has since been revived, and is now called the
Seaie Accademia dei Lincei.

lynceoUSt, a. [< Gr. HyKeiog, sharp-sighted, <

/.iyf (^vyic-), lynx: see lynx.] Sharp-sighted;
lynx-eyed.

But yet, in the end, their secret driftes are laide open,

and linceus eyes, that see through stone walls, have made
a passage int<> the close coverture of their hypocrisie.

Naehe, Pierce Penilesse (1692). (Haaiwell.)
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Lynceus (lin-se'us), n. [NL., also Idnceus: see

lynceous.] A name sometimes given to the con-

stellation Lynx.
l3nichi, n. See linch^.

lynch^ (Unch), V. t. [< lynch(-law).] To punish
by lynch-law; punish summarily, for a crime
or public offense of any kind, without authority
of law ; specifically, to punish with death in this

Lyperanthus
greater than that of other cats. The common European
lynx is L. lynx; L. cervaHa, L. pardina, L. itabelHna, etc.,

are other Old World species or varieties. The Persian
lynx is the caracal, L. caracal. (See cut under caracal.)'

The common wildcat of North America Is the bay lynx,

L. rufug, which runs into several varieties. The Canada

The prison was burst open by the mob, and George was
lynched, as he deserved. Emerson, English Traits, ix.

lynchet, n. See linchet.

lynch-law (linch'lft), n. [Formerly also lunch's
law; orig. the kind of law administered by
Charles Lynch (1736-96), a Virginia planter
(afterward a colonel in the army of Gen.
Greene), who in the early part of the Eovo-
lution, in conjunction with his neighbors, Rob-
ert Adams and Thomas Calloway, undertook
to protect society and support the revolution-

ary government in the regionwhere he lived, on
the Staunton river, by punishing with stripes

or banishment such lawless or disaffected per-
sons as were accused. According to tradition,

Tories brought before this informal court were
often hung up by their thumbs until they cried,
" Libertyforever!"; but the penalty of deathwas
never itmicted. Charles Lynch was in early
life a Quaker. The origin of the term is of-

ten erroneously ascribed to his brother, John
Lynch, the founder of Lynchburg in Virginia,
who remained a Quaker all his life. The notion
that the term originated in the action of a
mayor of Galway in Ireland, one James Fitz-

stephen Lynch, who is said to have executed
the law upon his own son by hanging him, in

1493, is erroneous.] The administration of sum-
mary punishment, especially death, for a crime
or public offense, without authority of law. it
implies lawless concert or action among a number of mem-
bers of the community, to supply the want of criminal
justice or to anticipate its delays, or to inflict a penalty de-
manded by public opinion, though in defiance of the laws.

Snch is too often the administration of law on the fron-
tier, Lynch's law, as it is technically termed, in which the
plaintiff is apt to be witness, jury, judge, and executioner,
and the defendant convicted and punished on mere pre-
sumption.

Irving, Tour on the Prairies, p. 35, quoted in Bartlett's
[Americanisms.

lyncine (lin'sin), a. [< L. lynx (lync-), lynx, -I-

-j»ei.] Resembling a lynx; pertaining to the
genus Lynx; lyncean.

lyndt, lyndet. See Und.
lyndent, ». An obsolete form of Unden.
lynet, n. An obsolete spelUng of line^, Une^.

Lyngbya (ling'bi-a), n. [NL. (Agardh, 1824),
named, after Hans Christian Lyngbye (1782-
1837), aDanish botanist.] A large genus of algss,

typifying Kuetzing's family Lyngbyece, which is

ordinarily placed in the order Nostochinem. Some
of the species inhabit fresh running water, others stag-
nant, and afew salt water. Theyconsistof delicatetlireads
or filaments, each provided with a distinct sheath, which
are simple and destitute of heterocysts. The spores are
uniinown, and propagation takes place by means of hor-
mogones which slide out of the sheaths. There are 23
fresh-water American species, and about a dozen bracldsh
or salt-water species. Sometimes written Lyngbia.

liynghyex (ling-bi'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Kuetzing,
1843), < Lyngbya + -eee.] A family of algae,

typified by the genus Lyngbya. The genus Lyng-
bya is placed 1^ Thuret and Farlo'w in the suborder li'os-

tochinece (the NemaitogenaB ot Cohn in part) ; by Wolle and
Bennett in the order or tribe OseHlariacete ; and by Cooke
in the family Lyngbyece, which is made of equal rank with
the NolUiceae. Much confusion ot terms prevails in the
classification of these plants.

lyngwortt (Ung'wert), n. Same as lungwort.

lyntont, n. An obsolete variant of lintel.

lyntquhitet, n. An obsolete form of lintwhite.

lynx (lingks), n. [Formerly also limx; < ME.
lynx = OF. lines, F. lynx= Sp. lince= Pg. lince,

lynce = It. lince, < L. lynx, < Gr. Xiry^ QMyn-), a
lynx, = Lith. luszis = Sw. lo, a lynx, = (with
additional formative -s) Dan. los = AS. lax =
OS. lohs= 'D. losch = OHG. MHG. luhs, G. luchs,

a lynx; prob. so called with ref. to its bright
eyes, < Gr. -/ '"" ^ '-''Xvog, a lamp, leiiaativ,

see, etc., L. •/ Vac, in lucere, shine, lux, Ught,
Tout. •/ luh, be light : see lighii^. For the Teut.
forms, of. the similar forms of fox.] 1. A
wild cat with a short taU, penciled ears, and
28 teeth, belonging to the family Felidce and ge-
nus Lynx, such as the caracal, the loup-cervier,
and others. There are a number of species, inhabit-
ing Enrope, Asia, Africa, and North America. They are
of moderate size among Felidce, bnt considerably larger
than any house-cat, with a short body, a very short tail,

large and long limbs, usually bearded cheeks and tufted
ears, and spotted, marbled, or clouded coloration. Some
have been known from time immemorial, and famed for
their supposed sharp-sightedness, which probably is no

Lynx iLynx canatiensis).

lynx, L. canadensis, Is a larger, much more robust and
shaggy wildcat, resembling the lynx of northern Europe
or Siberia ; the general complexion is gray or hoary, with
clouded or obsolete spottings.

2. [cap.] A genus of Felidw lacking the front
upper premolar of the true cats; the lynxes.
The denm formula is : 3 incisors, 1 canine, 2 premolars, and
1 molar in each upper and lower half-jaw—in all, 28 teeth.

Instead of 30 as in Felis,

3. [cap.] A small northern constellation in-

troduced by Hevelius in 1690, the name being
chosen because the sharp-sightedness of a lynx
is required to distinguish any of its stars, it is

placed between the Great Bear and Auriga, north of the
Twins. Its ten brightest stars are of the fifth magultnde.

lynx-eyed (lingks'id), a. Having acute sight.

lyomer (li'o-mfer), n. A fish of the order Lyo-
meri.

Lyomeri (li-om'e-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of lyome-
rus: see lyomerous.] An order of ateleocepha-
lous fishes. ITiey have rudimentary branchial arches
(none of which are modified as branchiostegal or pharyn-
geal) situated far behind the skull, deficient especially in
nasal and vomerine elements, and articulating with the
first vertebra by a basioccipital condyle alone ; only two
cephalic arches both freely movable, an anterior denti-
gerous one, and a posterior snspensorial one, the latter
consisting of hyomandihular and quadrate bones; no
opercular elements or maxillary bones; an imperfect
scapular arch, limited to a single cartilaginous plate, re-

mote from the skull ; and separately ossified but imper-
fect vertebrse. The order includes afew remarliable deep-
sea forms constituting the families Ewrypharyngidce and
Saecopha/ryn^idiB.

lyomerous (li-om'e-rus), a. [< NL. lyomerus, <
Gr. Tiiieiv, loose, -1- fi^pog, part.] Loose-jointed

;

loosely put together; specifically, pertaining to
the Lyomeri, or having their characters.

lyon, n. An obsolete spelling of lion.—zyoacourt,
a court in Scotland which nas jurisdiction in gnestions re-
garding coat-armor and precedency. It is presided over by
the lyon Iring-at-arms, who is virtually supreme in all mat^
ters of heraldry in Scotland. The name is derived from
the lion on the royal shield.

—

Lyon dollar. See dollar.
—Lyon Ung-at-arms. See Hn^-at-armi.
Lyonetia (Ti-6-net'i-^), n. [NL., named after
P. lionet (1707- 89),"a Dutch natnraUst.] The
typical genus of Lyonetidw. L. elerehella is an
example. Siibner, 1816.

Lyonetidae (K-a-net'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Stau-
dinger, 1871), < Lyonetia + -idee.] A family of
microlepidopterous insects of the tineid series,
having erect hair on the hinder part of the head,
no ocelli or labial palpi, and the antennas long
and thin with broadened basal joint. They fly at
evening, and rest with the wings roof-shaped, the body
elevated in front, and the antennee laid back. The larvie
have 16 feet, and are either leaf-miners or live between
leaves spun together. The family contains about half a
dozen genera, of which Cemiostoma and Bueculairix are
the most prominent.

lyonnaise (le-o-naz'), a. [F., fem. of Lyonnuis:
see Lyonnese.] Lyonnese : specifically applied
in cookery to a style of serving potatoes, etc.,
with a sauce of butter, parsley, and sometimes
onions.

Lyonnese (li-o-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [< P.
Lyonnais; < Lyon, Lyons.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to the city of Lyons in Prance, or its
inhabitants.

II. n. A native of Lyons.
Lyons blue. See blue.

Lyopomata (li-o-p6'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Mieiv, loose, + va/xa, lid, cover.] An order of
Srachiopoda, one of two into which the class is
usually divided, the other being Arth/ropomaia.
Formerly called InarUculata.
lyopomatous (li-o-pom'a-tus), a. [As Lyopo-
mata + -ous.] Hingeless, as the valves of
a brachiopod; eeardinal or inarticulate; spe-
cifically, pertaining to or having the characters
of the Lyopomata.
I^erantnns (B-pe-ran'thus), n. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1810), so called in allusion to the somber
appearance of the flowers; < Gr. limripdi, pain-
ful, + avSof, a flower.] An Australian genus of
orchidaceous jilants of the tribe Neottiewand the
subtribe Diuridea, characterized by the poste-



The Constellation Lyra

Lyperantlius
rior sepal being broad and concave and the lat-
eral ones narrow, the claw of the lip broad,
and the blade ovate or lanceolate, recurved, and
pap-iUose, while the column is quite long and is
not winged. Four or six species are known, terrestrial
Herbs, usually with a short rhizome. The stem in the
normal species bears a number of leaves, and the flowers
are few and medium-sized, growing in a braoted raceme.
The nameflower-of-sadrwss is given to plants of this genus
especially to the species L. nigricans, which is commonu cultivation.

Lyperia (li-pe'ri-a), n. [NL. (Bentham, 1835),
so called in allusion to the dull color of the
flowers, and the fact that they are closed and
scentless during the day, and expanded and
fragrant at night ; < Gv. ImtTipdQ, painful, < Utt^,
paia.] A genus of sorophulariaoeous plants of
the tribe Manulece, characterized by a five-
parted calyx, a corolla-tube which is usually-
slender at the apex and gibbous or incurved
at the base, and four included stamens. They
are shrubs or woody herbs, with the lower leaves oppo-
site and the upper alternate, often clustered in the axils.
The flowers are axillary or in terminal spikes or racemes

;

when fresh, they are usually yellow or purple, but turn
hlack in drying. There are about 30 species, indigenous
to Africa and the Canary Islands. The flowers of L. croeea,
from the Cape of Good Hope, afford a fine orange dye and
have a medicinal use. They are known by the name of
African eafron.

Lyra (li'ra), n. [NL., < L. lyra, < Gr. Ivpa, a
lyre, also a constellation so called: see Z^rei.]

1. An ancient northern
constellation, represent-
ing the lyre of Hermes
or of Orpheus. Also call-

ed the fiorp. The brightest
star of this constellation is Vega
(a Lyrte). It is the seventh in
order of brightness in the hea-
vens and the third brightest in
the northernhemisphere,being
half amagnitude brighter than
a standard star of the first mag-
nitude. It forms,with two small
stars near it, an equilateral
triangle, one of the most strik-

ing configurations of the sum-
mer sky. Vega, Arcturus, and
Polaris form a large triangle,
nearly right-angled at Vega.
2. \l. c; pi. lyrcB (-re).]

In anat., a tract of the
brain beneath the corpus

oallosum, on the tinder surface and between
the divergent posterior pillars of the fornix.
There the fibers are so arranged as to present certain
longitudinal and transverse lines, fancifully likened to
the strings of a lyre. The lyra is merely the appearance
or formation of a surface, not a distinct part of the fornix.

It is also known as thepsaZterium or corpuus psaUoidee.

3. la zool. : (a) A genus of fishes. Willughby,

1686. (&) A genus of braehiopods. Cumber-
Imd, 1816.—4. [I- C-] See lira^.

lyraid (li'ra^id), n. [< Lyra + -id^."] One of

the meteors sometimes observed about April

20th : so named because they appear to radiate

from the constellation Lyra.

lyrate (U'rat), a. [< NL. lyratus, < L. lyra, a

lyre: seelyre^.'] KesembUng a lyre; having the

form or curves of a lyre ; lyre-shaped, in omith.,

applied to the tall of the lyre-bird, Menura mperba, and of

the blackcock, Tetrao or Lyrwrua tetrix;

in entom.,to insects or parts which ap-

proach the form of a lyre or lyrate leaf.

- Lsrrate leaf, a leaf of a plant divided

transversely into several lobes, which in-

crease in size toward a large terminal

one.

lyrated (li'ra-ted), a. Same as

lyrate.

lyrately (li'rat-li), adv. In the

form of a lyre ; in a lyrate man-
ner. G. Bentham, Notes on Com-
positsB.

lyra-way (li'ra-wa), «. The kind
of tablature in which lute-music

was customarilywritten. See tab-

lyra-wise (li'ra-wiz), adii. In the manner cus-

tomary for lute-music : applied to certain kinds

of tablature. „ t^ ,• tj„
lyrel (lir), ». [< P. T^re = Sp. It. hra = Pg.

lyra, < L. lyra, < Gr. Upa, a lyre, lute, also lyric
" ' poetry and music,

the oonstellationLy-

ra, a sea-fish.] 1.

In miisic: (a) A
stringed instrument

of Egyptian origin,

which became the

national instrument

of ancient Greece, it

belonged essentially to

the harp family. It re-

Fonns of Lyres. semWed closely the cith-

Ancient Greek Lyre.

—

From a cup painted by
Duris. (Berlin Museum.)
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ara, which was derivedfrom Asia, and, like it, consisted of a
hollow body,sometimes made of atortoise-shell,from which
two branching horns projected upward, carrying a cross-
piece or yoke ; the strings, whose
number varied from three to ten
or more,butwas most characteris-
tically seven, were stretched be-
tween the yoke and the body, a
bridge being provided on the lat-
ter for their attachment. The
instrument, held by the left arm,
sometimes resting on the knee,
was played with a plectrum in
the right hand, and also by the
fingers of the left hand. The
tuning of the strings was prob-
ably various, though doubtless
tetrachordal from very early
times. The strings of an eight-
stringed lyre were named hypate,
the 'highest' string (probably
as the lyre was usually held),
which was the longest and gave
the lowest sound; parhypate, the
next string to hypate ; lichanos,
the forefinger-string ; mese, the
middle string

; parojmese, the next string to mese ; trUe, the
third string (from the bottom); paranete, the next string
to nete; and Tiete, the 'last' or 'lowest' string, which
was the shortest and gave the highest sound. From
these terms came most of the names of tones in the vari-
ous Greek tonal systems. ^8eetetrac?wrd.) The lyre was
the instrument most used by the Greeks for accompanying
singing and recitation ; hence the terms lyric and lyrical.

It is doubtful whether it was used unaccompanied by the
voice.

To me in vain the bold Mseonian lyre
Awakes the numbers fraught with living fire.

Falconer, Shipwreck, iii.

(6) An element in the name of some instru-
ments of the viol class, as the axm-lyre or lira

da braccio, and the knee-^re or lira da gamba.
See lira^. (e) A kind of metallic harmonica,
mounted on a lyre-shaped frame, occasionally
used in military music, (d) A kind of rebec
used by the modern Greeks. See rebec.—2.
[cap.] A constellation. See Lyra, 1.— 3. A
verse of the kind commonly used in lyric

poetry.—4. The Manx shearwater, Puffirms
anglorum. [Orkney and Shetland.]— 5. A
grade of isinglass : a trade-name.—jEolian lyre.
See .^olian^.—Greek l3rre. See def. 1 (a).

lyre^t, ^- -An obsolete form of leer^.

lyre^i, n. See Ure^.

lyre-bat (lir'bat), n. A kind of bat,Megaderma
lyra.

lyre-bird (Ur'bferd), n. An Australianpasserine
bird of the family Menuridce and genus Menura.
There are two species, M. guperba and M. oSi&rH, in both
of which the m^ehas the beautiful and extraordinary ly-

rate tail shown in the figure. The tail is raised and dis-

lysigenetic

lyre-tailed (Kr'tald), a. Having a lyrate tail:

as, the lyre-tailed nightjar, Hydropsalis for-
cipata.

lyre-turtle (lir'tfer^tl), n. The leatherbaek or

trunk-turtle, Vermochelys coriaceiis. See cut
under leath&rback. •

lyric (lir'ik), a. and n, [= F. h/rique = Sp. Urieo

= Pg. lyrico = It. Urico, < L. lyrious, < Gr. Xvpmd;,

lyric, of or for a lyre, as a noun a lyric poet
(L. neut. lyricum, a lyric poem), < Xvpa, a lyre:

see lyre^.] J. a. 1. Pertaining or adapted to

the lyre or harp; fit to be sung to an accom-
paniment; hence, pertaining to or character-

istic of song; suggestive of music or song.

.Sk)lian charms and Dorian lyrick odes.

Milton, P. B.., iv. 267.

2. Writing for or as if for the lyre, or with mu-
sical efEect; composing songs, or poems of a
song-Uke character: as, a lyric poet Lyric po-
etry, amongthe anciente, poetry sung to the lyre ; in mod-
ern usage, poetry composed for musical recitation, or dis-

tinctively that class of poetry which has reference to and
delineates the poet's own thoughts and feelings, as opposed
to epic or dramatic poetry, which details external circum-
stances and events.— Lsnlo stage, the opera; operatic
representations collectively.

II. n. It. A composer of lyrie poems.

The greatest conqueror in this nation, after the manner
. of the bid Grecian pricks, did not only compose the words
of his divine odes, but set them to musick himself.

Addison.

2. A lyric composition or poem.— 3. A verse
of the kind commonly used in lyric-poetry.

lyrict (lir'ik), V. t. [< lyric, m.] To sing in a
lyrical way. Davies.

Parson Punch makes a very good shift still, and lyrics

over his part in an anthem very handsomely.
Tmn Brown, Works, II. 249. (JDavies.)

lyrical (lir'i-kal), a. [< lyric + -al.'] Same as
h/ric.

Lyrical emotion of every kind

.

element of our language.
. requires the Saxon

Ve Quincey.

lyrichord (lir'i-kdrd), n. [< L. h/ra, a lyre, +
chorda, a string: see chord, cordi.] An upright
form of harpsichord.

lyricism (lir'i-sizm), n. [< lyric -I- 4sm.'] If.

A lyrical composition.

They must have our lyricmns at their fingers' ends.
Qray.

2. A lyrical utterance or mode of expression.

[Rare.]

Ijrricist (Ur'i-sist), n. [< lyric + ^'s*.] A lyric

poet; one versed inlyrical composition. [Kare.]

lyrie (li'ri), ». The armed buUhead or pogge.

of
Salvia lyrata.

Lyrate Leaf

Lyre-bird (^Menura superba).

played when the bird is courting, after the manner of the

peacock and the turkey. The plumage is somber, and the

bird would not be particularly noticeable were It not for

the unique structure of the tail. The body is about as large

as that of the domestic hen, and the air of the bird is gal-

linaceous, though it is a member of the order Passeres. It

lives in the scrub, is shy and solitary, has its lurking-places

like grouse, nests on the ground, and is said to lay but one

egg. Also called lyretaU and lyre-pheamvt.

lyreman (lir'man), n.
;
pi. lyremen (-men). A

cicada or harvest-fly; a homopterous insect of

the family Oicadidm, such as Cicada Ubicen.

lyre-pheasant (lir'fez^ant), n. The lyre-bird.

lyretail (lir'tal), n. Tfie lyre-bird.

lyrifer (Ur'i-ffer), n. [< NL. lyrifer: see lyrifer-

ows.'] A vertebrate of the superclass Lyrifera.

Lyrifera (K-rif'e-ra), ». j)Z. [NL., neut. pi. of

lyrifer: see lyriferous."] A superclass of skulled
vertebrates distinguished by the development
of a scapular arch in the form of a lyrate appa-
ratus curved forward. It includes the classes

Pisces proper and SelachU, or typical teleosto-

mons fishes and selachians.

lyriferous (U-rif'e-ms), a. [< NL. lyrifer, < L.
lyra, a lyre, + ferre = E. 6eari.] Having a
lyriform scapular arch; of or having the char-

acteristics of the Zyrifera.

lyriform (li'ri-f6rm), a. [< L. lyra, a lyre, -I-

/orroa, form.] Lyrate; lyre-shaped.

The tail is . . . lyriform. A. Newton.

lyrism (^r'izm), n. [< Gr. h)pia/z6c, playing on
the lyre, < hipl^eiv, play on the lyre : see lyrist.']

The art or act of playing the lyre ; hence, mu-
sical performance generally. [Rare.]

The lyrism, which had at first only manifested Itself by
Bavid's sotto voce performance of "My love 's a rose with-
out a thorn," had gradually assumed a rather deafening
and complex character. Oeorge Eliotf Adam Bede, liii.

lyrist (lir'ist), n. [< P. Tyriste, < L. lyristes, <

Gr. XvptoT^g, a lyrist, hipt^eiv, play on the lyre,

< 2,vpa, a lyre : see lyre^.] A performer on the
lyre; a composer, singer, or reciter of lyrics.

From her wilds leme sent
The sweetest lyrist of her saddest wrong.

Shelley, Adonals, st. 30.

Lyrurus (K-rS'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. TApa, a lyre,

-I- ovp&, a tail.] A genus of Tetraonidce, includ-

ing the blackcock or black grouse, lyrurus te-

trix, in the male of which the tail is lyrate;

the lyre-tailed ^ouse. Swainson, 1831.

lysigenetic (lis"i-je-net'ik), a. [< lysigenous, al-

ter geneUc."] Same as lysigenous.

In the outer portion of this [the tissue of the squash-
tendril], the vascular bundles already referred to arise,

while the inner portion remains as a pith region, and often
shrinks away from the center, developing a lysigenetic air

oavi^. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXXI. 61.



lysigenons

lysigenous (li-sij'e-nus), a. [Irreg. < Gr. XWtf,
a setting free, + -yevi/g, bom, produced: see
-gen and -genous.'\ In bot, produced by the ab-
sorption or destruction of contiguous cells : ap-
plied to certain cavities or intercellular spaces
in plants.

Lysiloma (Us -i -16 'ma), n. [NL. (Bentham,
1S44), prob. so named"in allusion to the inner
portion of the pod, which breaks awayfrom the
thickened margin; < Gr. ^fietv (sigmatic stem
TiAiai-), loose, + lo/ia, a border.] A genus of
leguminous plants of the suborder Mimosem and
the tribe Ingece, characterized by bipinnate
leaves, usually a small number of stamens, and
the valves of the flat, straight podbreaking away
from the persistent sutures. They are trees or
shrubs from tropical America and the Antilles, much re-

semhling the acacias of the same region, with small leaf-

lets and numerous small flowers growing in round heads
or cylindrical spikes. There are about 10 species, of which
the most important economically is L. Sabwu of Cuba, fur-
nishing an extremely hard and durable timber known as
sabieu^woody or horse-Jlesh mahogany. It is used in ship-
building and for various structural purposes ; also as a
substitute for boxwood in maldng shuttles. L. latigiliqua,
called wild tamarind, extends into Florida, and its wood is

locally useful in building boats and ships.

Lysimacllia (Us-i-ma'ki-a), n. [NL., < L. lysi-

machia, < Gr. ^vm/idxiov, a medicinal herb ; la-

ter AtKTtfidx^^ or A.vaifi&x^'^C ^ordvT/j regarded as
named from Avai/iaxog, Lysimachus, King of
Thrace, but appar. earlier regarded (as the
E. translation loosestrife, and the statement of
PUny thatf the plant has a soothing effect upon
oxen that wUl not draw in the same yoke, show)
as directly (as the proper name indeed is) <

Gr. ^.vEiv (sigmatic stem Aucrj-), loose, + fmxn,
strife.] A large genus of dicotyledonous gam-
opetalous plants, belonging to the natural order
PrimidacecB, the primrose family, and to the
tribe Li/simachiecE, characterized by a capsule
which opens longitudinally, a 5- or 6-parted co-
rolla which is longer than the calyx, and sta-

mens affixed to the base of the corolla. They are
erect or creeping herbs, with entire leaves, which are op-
posite, alternate, or whorled, and yellow, white, or rose-
colored flowers, generally solitary in the axils or in ra-
cemes. About 65 species are known, natiyes of the temper-
ate and subtropical regions of the northern hemisphere,
IZDpicaland southern Africa, Australia, andSouth America.
(See looeeetrife,) The European L. nermvnmi is the yellow
pimperneL h. Nummndana, the moneywort, also called

ereepi-ng-jenny, herb-twopenee, etc., is a trailing vine with
roundish leaves and bright-yellow flowers, common in

Europe, and often planted in baskets, rockwork, etc., in
America ; L. quadri^olia, sometimes called croggwort, is

a delicate and handsome American species. T<mmefort,
1700.

LysimacMese (lis"i-ma,-M'f-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Endlioher, 1836), < Lysimachia + -ew.'] Atribe
of plants of the older Primulace<e, the primrose
family, of which Lysimaehia is the type, char-
acterized by the lobes of the regular corolla be-
ing convolute in estivation, the stamens insert-

ed on the petals, a superior ovary, and semi-
anatropous ovules. The tribe embraces 9 gen-
era and about 110 species, principally natives

of temperate and subtropical regions.

lysimachust (U-sim'a-kus), n. [See Lysima-
ehia.'] Loosestrife.

Yellow lysimachus, to give sweet rest

To the faint shepherd, killing, where it comes.
All busy gnats, and every fly that hums.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iL 2.

lysimeter (li-sim'e-ter), n. [< Gr. Xvaif, a dis-

solving, + /jh-pov, a measure.] An instrument
for measuring the natural percolation of rain

through a given depth of soU.

Lysippan (U-sip'an), a. [< L. Lysippus, < Gr.

Avaiwitog, < AuEjv (Xvai-), loose, + Zffjrof, a horse.]

Of or pertaining to the ancient Greek sculptor

Lysippus, of Sicyon,who flourishedbetween 372

and 316 B. c, or to the school of art founded by
him. The works of this school are characterized by aban-

i;iii:ii;af:"!i«aiiii:;;ii:iii!:

The Lysippan Canon.—The
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donmentof the dignified rep(»e of earlier sculptures, and by
the portrayal of action and muscolar strain and power and
the pei'sonal element^ or por-
traiture, as distingni^el mim
the ideal. (Seepathos.) Lysip-
pusmadetheproportionsof his
statuesmore ^enderthan those
of his predecessors' works, the
heads being notably smaller.
His figure called the Apotyo-
menos, or athlete using the stri-

gil, of which a good copy is

preserved hi the Vatican, is

identified as his celebrated
canon, or exemplar of the per-
fect human figure, and is to be
paralleled with the widely dif-
ferent proi>ortions of the Dory-
phorus, the canon of Polycle-
tus. The followers of Lysippus
exaggerated the faults of his
tendency, and leaned toward
the extraordinary and preten-
tious. SeeHeUe7d8tic,a.ndcom-
pare doryphorus.

Lysippian (li-sip'i-an),

a. Same as Lysippan.
Lysippic (li-sip'ik), a.

Same as Lysippan.
lysis (li'sis), n. [L., <

Gt. ^.vaiCj a loosening, <

^veiv. loose: see loose.'] _.„
1. In med., the gradual 4?'iS5f.°^=i?ican''^°5e"1S5

recession of a disease, as
distinguished from crisis, in which the change
for the better is more abrupt.— 2. In arch., a
plinth or step above the cornice of the podium
of some Koman temples. "When present in a
columnar edifice, it constitutes the stylobate
proper.

Lysodactylse(li-s6-dak'ti-le), n.pl. [NL.,prop.
*lyysidaotylw, < Gr. Xiisw (Xvat-), loose, + S&ktv-

Aof, finger, toe.] In Sundevall's classification

of birds, a superfamily of scutelliplantar Pas-
seres, represented by the family of tyrant fly-

catchers or l)/rannidce: a division of the Exa-
spideee, as distinguished from those which are

called Syndactylce.

Lysopteri (li-sop'te-ri), n.pl. [< Gr. ^veiv (Tivai-),

loose, + TT-Tep&f, wiiig.] An order of fishes, con-
taining the platysomids and paleoniseids, char-

acterized as actinopterous fishes with the me-
dian fin-rays not joined to the interhemal and
intemeuralbones and not coinciding with them
in number, and with no subopereulum. JSete-

rocerci is a synonym. M. D. Cope, Amer. Nat.,
XIV. 439.

lysopterous (li-sop'te-rus), a. Pertaining to
the Lysopteri, or having their characters.

lyssa (lis'a), n. [NL., < Gr. Xvaaa, Attic Ivrra,

raving,frenzy, madness (of persons and dogs).]
Canine madness ; rabies ; hydrophobia.
Lyssacina (lis-a-si'na), n. pi. [NL.] A sub-
order of hexae'tinellid sUieious sponges with
isolated or irregularly cemented spicules : con-
trasted with Dietyonina. Also Lyssakina.
lyssacine (lis'a^sin), a. Having isolated spic-
ules, as a sponge ; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Lyssacina. Also lyssakine.

lysshet, V- An uncertain word, occurring in the
following passage, n the form lyssheth is correcii it

is probably a variant of Ivxsheth, from lusl^, in a sense
like 'flout'; otherwise lyssheth may be a scribal error for
lyjheth, 'langheth.'

She lysshethandscometh thewepynges ofhem the which
she hath makyd wepe with hir fre wille.

Chaucer, Boethius, it meter 1.

lyssophobia (lis-o-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Xixtcto,

canine madness', + ^pog, fear.] A nervous
state produced by morbid dread of having con-
tracted rabies.

lystt. An obsolete form of list^, list^, etc.

Lystra (lis'tra), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1783), < L.
Lystra, < Gr. Aiiarpa, a city in Lycaonia.] A
genus of lantern-flies of the family Fulgoridie,

lyverey

containing about 15 beautiful and highly col-

ored tropical species, as the South American
X. lanata, the woolly lantern-fly, so called be-

cause it secretes long strings of a waxy sub-

stance which looks like wool.

lytet, a. and n. See lite'i-.

lytelt, a- and adv. An obsolete form of httle.

lyterian (li-te'ri-an), a. [< Gr. y.m-fiptoq, loosing,

delivering, < AurJ^p, a deliverer, < ^iietv, loose

:

see lysis.] In med., terminating a disease ;
in-

dicating the solution of a disease.

lytht, n. See lithe.

lytheH, «• and v. An obsolete form of lithei-.

lythe^ (liTH), n. [Also laithe, laits; origin ob-

scure.] Thecoalfish. [Scotch and North. Eng.]

The small boatwas cleverly run alongside the jetty, . . .

and Miss Sheila, with a heavy string of lythe in her right

hand, stepped, laughing and blushing, onto the quay.
IT. £io<*. Princess of Thule, it

lytliert, a- See lither^.

Iiythracese (lith-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-

ley, 1846), < Lythrum '+ -aeece.] A synonym of

lAjthrariem, still employed by some botanists.

lythraceous (lith-ra'shius), a. [NL. Lythrum +
-aceous.] Pertaining to the Lyfhrariea (Lyth-

racece), or having their characters.

lythrad (lith'rad), n. Any plant of the loose-

strife family, Jjythrarieje.

Lythrarieae (Uth-ra-ri'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Jussieu,

1823), < Lythrum '+ -arieee.] The loosestrife

family, an order of dicotyledonous polypetalons

plants belonging to the cohort Myrtales. it is

characterized by valvate calyx-lobes, petals usnaUy wrin-

kled, and an ovary which is generally free, with from two
to an indefinite number of cells, the latter with numerous
ovules. They are herbs, shrubs, or trees, with entire

leaves, opposite on the stem or rarely alternate. The or-

der embraces 2 tribes, Ammannieas and Lythrece, about 30

genera and 365 species, the majority of which are natives

of the tropics, especially in America ; a few are found in

temperate regions or dispersed throughout the world. Im-
portant genera are Cuphea, Lagerstroemia, and Lythrum..

Lytlireae(lith're-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lindley, 1846),

i Lythrum -i- -em.] A tribe of dicotyledonous
polypetalons plants of the order Lythrariece,

the loosestrife family, consisting of shrubs or
trees, rarely herbs, characterized by a herba-
ceous or coriaceous calyx, which is usually
many-ribbed, and flowers generally large and
almost always vrith wrinkled petals. The tribe

embraces 27 genera and over 300 species. Most of the im-
portant genera of the order belong to this tribe.

Lythnuu (lith'mm), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1737),

so called in allusion to the purple color of most
of the flowers ; < Gr. /.vdpov, ^vOpoQ, gore.] A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants ofthe
natural OTder Lythrariem and the tribe Lythrea.
It is characterized by a straight striate calyx having from
8 to 16 teeth, with minute intermediate teeth ; from 4 to 8
petals; and a two-celled capsule with longitudinal placen-
tae, both ovary and capsule being wholly included in the
tube of the calyx. They are herbs or small shrubs, with en-
tire, generally opposite leaves, and purple or rose-colored,
rarely white, flowers, either solitary in the axils of the
leaves or in few-flowered cymes. The genusinclndesabont
23 species, found in all parts of the world. It shares with
Lysimachia the name of loosestr^e, and sometimes with
EpUoMum the name of wiUow-herb. The best-known spe-
cies is L. Saiicaria, the purple or spiked loosestrife. See
loosestrife.

lytlet, a. and adv. An obsolete form of little.

lytta (lit'a), n. [NL., < Gr. TArra, Tivaca, frenzy,
rage, canine madness ; also the 'worm ' under
a dog's tongue, supposed to produce madness

:

see lyssa.] 1. A long vermiform rod of car-

tilage or fibrous tissue in the middle line and
under surface of the tongue of a carnivore; the
glossohyal of a carnivore; the so-called "worm "

of a do^S tongue, it is volgariy supposedtobeapara-
Bite, and is often extracted by dog-fanciers. Ck>mpare lyssa.

2. leap.] A Fabrician genus of CoUoptera:
same as Cantharis.

lyvert, «• An obsolete form of liver^.

lyverett, ». An obsolete form of leveret.

lyvereyt, n. An obsolete form of livery'^.
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